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HO·USE OF REPRESENTATIVES--Monday, March 29, 1971
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Edward G. Latch,
D.D., offered the following prayer:
Let us not be wear.y in well doing: For
in due season we shall reap, if we ~faint

not.-Galatians 6: 9.
o God who art the life of those who
put their' trust in Thee and the light of
all who walk in Thy way, guide us in
the paths of truth and love as we set out
upon a new day together. Grant that we
may be of strong wills, clear minds, warm
hearts, and of deep faith ever reaching
for the highest and best in life for ourselves and for our people.
Make us aware of the needs of the
community about us and of the world in
which we live. By Thy spirit may we
place our lives where the needs are great
and in some little way be channels
through which justice and good will may
flow from us to those about us.
In the spirit of Christ we offer our
morning prayer. Amen.

nam war is winding down and that we
are winning and that we are going to
have an easy time getting out of Vietnam
should read the newspapers this morning. Yesterday the enemy, in a sneak,
guerrilla-type attack, killed 33 of our
young men and wounded 70. I cannot
for the life of me, Mr. Speaker, figure
out why this country does not decide
either to win the war or get out immediately.
Air Force people were before our committee recently and told us they had
in World War l l plus Korea dumped
2,500,000 tons of bombs. In Vietnam and
South Asia alone we have used 4,200,000
tons of bombs and yet we have not hit
a meaningful target in a meaningful way.
I asked an Air Force general last week
when he was before our committee: Does
the Air Force still have the capability of
uutting the port of Haiphong-through
which 85 percent of the weapons of war
pass-out of commission? His answer was
"Yes." I asked how long it would take
to put Haiphong out of commission. He
said 2 weeks. Two weeks. The shame of
it is, in my opinion, that such an or~er
was not given 6 or 7 or 8 years ago. Think
of how many American lives could have
been saved if we had hit the head of the
snake instead of the tail of the snake
in Cambodia and Laos.

tlon of the joint resolution for amendment,
the Committee shall rise and report the joint
resolution to the House With such amendments as may have 'been adopted, and the
previous question shall be considered as ordered on the joint resolution and amendments thereto to final passage without intervening motion except one motion to recom-

Resolved, That upon the adoption of this
resolution it shall be in order to move that
the House resolve itself into the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration of the joint resolution (S.J. Res. 55) to provide a temporary
extension of certain provisions of law relating to interest rates and cost-of-living
stabilization, and all points of order against
said joint resolution are hereby waived. After
general debate, which shall be conftned to
the joint resolution and shall continue not
to exceed one hour, to be equally divided and
controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Banking and Currency, the joint resolution shall
be read for amendment under the five-min-

[Roll No. 32]

mit.

Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
call up House Resolution 349 and ask for
its immediate consideration.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report
the resolution.
The Clerk read the resolution.
The SPEAKER. The question is, Will
the House now consider House Resolution
349?
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, a parlia-

mentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. GROSS. Was this rule adopted
only today?
The SPEAKER. It takes a two-thirds
vote for consideration.
THE JOURNAL
Mr. GROSS. And the question is on
consideration?
The SPEAKER. The Chair has exThe SPEAKER. On consideration of
amined the Journal of the last dayls
the rule.
proceedings and announces to the House
Mr. GROSS. Of a rule that was
his approval thereof.
adopted only this morning?
Without objection, the Journal stands
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is corapproved.
rect.
There was no objection.
The question is, Will the House now
PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION consider House Resolution 349?
OF SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
The question was taken.
55 TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I object to
A message from the Senate, by Mr.
CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW the vote on the ground that a quorum is
Arrington, one of its clerks, announced
RELATING TO INTEREST RATES not present and make the point of order
that the Senate had passed bills of the
AND COST-OF-LIVING STABILI- that a quorum is not present.
following titles, in which the concurrence
ZATION
The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum is
of the House is requested:
Mr. YOUNG of Texas, from the co.m- not present.
s. 557. An act to amend the Wagner-O'Day mittee
The Sergeant at Arms will notify abon Rules, reported the followmg
Act to extend the provisions thereof to other
severely handicapped individuals who are not privileged resolution <H. Res. 349, Rept. sent Members, and the Clerk will call the
No. 92-83) which was referred to the roll.
blind, and for other purposes;
The question was taken; and there
s. 795. An act to authorize the establish- House Calendar and ordered to be
ment of feed grain bases or domestic wheat printed:
were-yeas 324, nays 6, not voting 102,
allotments for certain sugar producers, and
H. R.Es. 349
as follows:

for other purposes; and
s. 1330. An act .t o authorize the Secretary
of the Treasury to transfer to the Government of the Republic of the Ph111ppines
funds for making payments on certain pre1934 bonds of the Philippines, and for other
purposes.

WIN THE VIETNAM WAR OR GET

OUT nv.tMEDIATELY
(Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama asked and
was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute and to revise and
extend his remarks.)
Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama. Mr.

Speaker, those who think that the VletCXVII-520-Part 7

ute rule. At the conclusion of the cons1dera-

YEAS-324

Abernethy
Abourezk
Abzug
Adams
Adda.bbo
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson, Dl.
Anderson,
Tenn.
Andrews, Ala..
Andrews,
N.Dak.

Annunzlo
Archer
Arends
Baker

Barrett

Begich
Belcher
Bennett
Bergland
Betts
Bevill
Biester
Bingham

Blackburn
Blanton

Blatnik
Boland
Bolling
Bow

Bra.dema.s
Bray
Brinkley
Brooks

Broomfield
Brotzman
Brown, Mich.
Brown, Ohio
Broyhill, N.C.
Broyhill, Va.
Buchanan
Burke, Fla..
Burke, Mass.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Burton
Byrne, Pa..
Byrnes, Wis.
Byron
cabell
Caffery
Carey, N.Y.
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Carney
Carter
Casey, Tex.
Cederberg
Chamberlain
Clancy
Clark
Clawson, Del
Cleveland
Collier
Collins, Tex.
Colmer
Conable
Conte
Conyers
Corman
Coughlin
CUlver
Dan'iel, Va.
Danielson
Davis, Wis.
de la Garza
Delaney
Denholm
Derwinskl
Devine
Dickinson
Dlngell
Donohue
Dorn
Dow
Dowdy
DoWll!lng
Drinan
Duncan
duPont
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Calif.
Eilberg
Erlenborn
Eshleman
Evans, Colo.
Evins, Tenn.
Findley
Fisher
Flood
Flowers
Flynt
Foley
Ford, Gerald R.
Ford,
William D.
Fountain
Fraser
Frenzel
Fulton, Pa.
Fulton, Tenn.
Fuqua
GaJJ.ifia.nakis
Garmatz
Gibbons
Goldwater

Horton
Hosmer
Howard
Hull
Hungate
Hunt
Hutchinson
!chord
Jacobs
Johnson, calif.
Johnson, Pa.
Jonas
Jones, Ala.
Jones, N.C.
Jones, Tenn.
Karth
Kastenmeier
Kazen
Keating
Kee
Keith
Kemp
Kluczynski
Kuykendall
Kyl
Kyros
Landgrebe
Landrum
Latta
Lennon
Link
Lloyd
Long, Md.
Lujan
McClory
McClure
McCollister

Preyer, N.C.
Price, Ill.
Price, Tex.
Pryor, Ark.
PucilliSki
Quie
Quillen
Railsback
Randall
Rees
Reid, TIL
Reuss
Rhodes
Riegle
Roberts
Robinson, Va.
Robison, N.Y.
Roe
Roncallo
Rooney, N.Y.
Rooney, Pa.
Rostenkowskl
Roush
Roy
Roybal
Runnels
Ruppe
Ryan
Sandman
Sarbanes
Scherle
Schneebeli
Schwengel
Scott
Sebelius
Shipley
Shoup
McCo~ck
Shriver
McDade
Sikes
McDonald,
Sisk
Mich.
Slack
McEwen
Smith, Calif.
McFall
Smith, Iowa
McKay
Smith, N.Y.
McKevitt
Sruyder
McKin.ney
Springer
McMillan
Stafford
Madden
Stanton,
Mahon
J. W1111am
Mailliard
Stanton,
!Mann
James V.
Mathias, calif. Steed
Mathis, Ga.
Steiger, Ariz.
Matsunaga
Steph~s
Mayne
Stratton
Mazzoli
Stubblefield
Meeds
Sullivan
Melcher
Symington
Metcalfe
Talcott
!Michel
Taylor
IMikva
Teague, 'C ali!.
Miller. Cali!.
Teague, Tex.
Miller, Ohio
Terry
Mills
Thomson, Wis.
Minshall
Udall
Go~ez
~tchell
Ullman
Goodling
IMizell
Van Deerlln
Gray
Monagan
Vander Jagt
Green, Oreg.
Montgomery
Veysey
Griffin
Morgan
Vigorito
Grover
Morse
Waggonner
Gubser
'Mosher
Waldie
Gude
Moss
Watts
Hagan
Myers
Whalen
Haley
Natcher
White
Hamilton
Nelsen
Whitehurst
HammerNichols
Whitten
schmidt
Nix
Widnall
Hanley
O'Hara
Wiggins
Hanna
O'Konski
Williams
Hansen,, Wash. Passman
Wilson,
Harrington
Patman
JCha.rles H.
Harsha
Patten
Wlnn
Harvey
Pelly
Wolff
Hathaway
Pepper
Wyatt
Hawkins
Perkins
Wylie
Hebert
Pettis
Wyman
Hechler, W.Va. Pickle
Yates
Heckler, MaSs. Pike
Yatron
Henderson.
Pirnie
Young, Tex.
Hicks, Mass.
Podell
Zablocki
Hicks, Wash.
Pofl'
Zion
Holifield
Powell
Zwach
NAY~6

Ashbrook
Gross
Abbitt

Alexander
Ashley
Asp in
Aspinall

Martin
Roussel.ot
Rarick
Schmitz
NOT VOTING-102
Brasco
Badillo
Camp
Baring
Oeller
Bell
Biaggi
Chappell
Boggs
Chisholm
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Texas <Mr. YoUNG) is recognized for 1
hour.
Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
~thal
Ruth
yield 30 minutes to the gentleman from
StGermain
California <Mr. SMITH) pending which I
Satterfield
yield myself such time as I may conSaylor
Scheuer
sume.
Seiberling
Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
Skubitz
House Resolution 349 provides an open
Spence
Staggers
rule with 1 hour of general debate on SenSteele
ate Joint Resolution 55, a joint resolution
Steiger,, Wis.
to provide a temporary extension of cerStokes
Stuckey
!MaSS.
tain provisions of law relating to interest
Minish
Thompson, Ga..
rates and cost-of-living stabilization.
Mink
Thompson. N.J.
Points of order are waived because SenMollohan
Thone
Moorhead
Tierna.DI
ate Joint Resolution 55 has not been
!Murphy, m.
Van!k
referred to a House committee--clause
iMurphy, N.Y. Wampler
2, rule 24-the 3-day rule has not been
Nedzi
Ware
Obey
Whalley
complied with, and there is no RamO'Neill
Wilson, Bob
seyer.
Wright
Peyser
The purpose of Senate Joint ResoluWydler
Poage
Purcell
Young, Fla.
tion 55 is to extend from March 22, 1971,
Rangel
to June 1, 1971, authority under section
So <two-thirds having voted in favor 7 of the act of September 21, 1966, to
thereof) the House agreed to consider regulate the rate of interest on savings
deposits paid by lending institutions. By
House Resolution 349.
The Clerk announced the following extending the expiration date of section
7, it is thereby also extending the provipairs:
sions contained in section 2 of Public
Mr. Hays with Mr. Saylor.
Mr. Thompson of New Jersey with Mr. Law 91-151. It will also extend from
April 1, 1971, to June 1, 1971, the PresiFrelingh uysen.
Mr. Bog.g s with Mr. Corbett.
dent's standby authority under section
Mr. Celler with Mr. Wydler.
206 of the Economic Stabilization Act of
Mr. Daniels of New Jersey with Mr. Dellen- 1970 to implement controls on prices,
back.
wages, salaries, and rents.
Mr. Giaimo with Mr. Peyser.
Mr. Speaker, I urge the adoption of
Mr. Macdonald of Massachusetts with Mr.
House Resolution 349 so that the House
Wampler.
may consider Senate Joint Resolution 55.
Mr. Murphy of New York with Mr. Lent.
Mr. Nedzi with Mr. Bell.
Mr. SMITH of California. Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Rodino with Mr. Bob Wilson.
this situation is a little unusual, as the
Mr. Rosenthal with Mr. Ruppe.
gentleman from Texas <Mr. YoUNG) has
Mr. StGermain with Mr. Whalley.
stated, and it is pretty much of an emerMr. Tiernan with Mr. Esch.
gency. I would hope that the rule would
Mr. Staggers with Mr. Camp.
be adopted, and I would hope that SenMr. Aspinall with Mr. Skubitz.
ate Joint Resolution 55, after the 1 hour
Mr. Alexander with Mr. Don H. Clausen.
Mr. Blagg! with Mr. Hastings.
of debate, will be approved and passed
Mr. Brasco with Mr. Reid of New York.
as it is without any amendments upMr. Mollohan with Mr. H1111s.
setting the applecart in any way.
Mr. Moorhead with Mr. Fish.
By way of background, Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Dulski with Mr. King.
Senate Joint Resolution 55 was passed
Mr. Fascell with Mr. Crane.
by the other body on March 4, it was
Mr. Gettys with Mr. Spence.
messaged to the House, and laid on the
Mrs. Grasso with Mr. Hogan.
Mr. Green of Pennsylvania with Mr. For- Speaker's table.
sythe.
Then on March 9, at the request of the
Mr. Rogers with Mr. Hall.
Committee on Banking and Currency,
Mr. Satterfield with Mr. Frey.
the Rules Committee met and approved
Mr. Vanik with Mr. Halpern.
House Resolution 276, which provided
Mr. Stuckey with Mr. Young o! Florida.
for an open rule, 1 hour, for the conMr. Stokes with Mr. Helstoskl.
sideration of H.R. 4246, House ResoluMr. Ashley with Mr. Coll1ns ot nunois.
Mr. Long of Louisiana with Mr. McCulloch.
tion 276 included a provision that on the
Mr. Clay with Mr. Baring.
House passage of the bill it would be
Mr. Scheuer with Mr. Diggs.
in order to move to take from tfie SpeakMrs. Chisholm with Mr. Gallagher.
er's table Senate Joint Resolution 55, to
Mr. Gaydos with Mr. Dellums.
strike the language therein and to inMr. Aspln with Mr. Dennis.
sert the House-passed language, thus
Mr. Abbitt with Mr. Hansen o! Idaho.
providing for a conference as to the difMr. Jarman with Mr. Ware.
Mr. Koch with Mr. McCloskey.
ferences between the two measures. But
Mrs. Mink with Mr. Steiger of Wisconsin.
after the passage of the bill a motion
Mr. O'Neill with Mr. Steele.
was not made to take Senate Joint ResMr. Davis of Georgia with Mr. Thompson olution 55 from the Speaker's ta·b le and
of Georgia.
to substitute the House language, so it is
Mr. Murphy of nunois with Mr. Rangel.
in the other body and we have Senate
Mr. Leggett with Mr. Badlllo.
Joint Resolution 55 here.
Mr. Wright with Mr. Thone.
Mr. Minish with Mr. Cotter.
The situation developed last week in
Mr. Purcell with Mr. Edwards of Loulsia.na. an effort to bring this measure to the

Clausen,
Don H.
Clay
Collins, Ill.
Corbett
Cotter
Crane
Daniels, N.J.
Davis, Ga.
Dellenback
Dellums
Dennis
Dent
Diggs
Dul·Ski
Edwards, La.
Esch
Fascell
Fish
Forsythe
Frelinghuysen
Frey
Oa.llagher
Gaydos
Gettys
Giaimo
Grasso
Green, Pa.
Grifilths
Hall

Halpern
Hansen, Idaho
Hastings
Hays
Helstoski
Hillis
Hogan
Jarman
King
Koch
Leggett
Lent
Long, La.
McCloskey
McCulloch
Macdonald,

Reid, N.Y.
Rodin.o
Rogers

Mr. Chappell with Mr. Seiberling.

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from

floor for consideration. We did approve

a rule in the committee, but we made a
mistake in it: I have to admit that, Mr.
Speaker. We did not provide in the rule
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for a motion to recommit, which would
have been a violation of the rules.
Since that time there has been considerable discussion as to what actually
is desirable. As I understand it, everybody is in agreement, and there is a
meeting of minds this morning as to the
fact that they want Senate Joint Resolution 55 passed in its present form as
of today. The Rules Committee is attempting to cooperate in bringing it here.
Thus the request to bring up the rule.
I urge adoption of the rule.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, will my
friend from California yield?
Mr. SMITH of California. I am happy
to yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GROSS. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
Do I correctly understand that the
resolution, Senate Joint Resolution 55,
has never been considered by the full
Committee on Banking and Currency of
the House?
Mr. SMITH of California. The gentleman's understanding is correct.
Mr. GROSS. So that we have here today a joint resolution never considered
by the full committee, brought to the
House under a rule which was adopted
perhaps 30 minutes ago, and the House,
by its vote a few minutes ago, suspended
the rule which requires that a rule lay
over for a day.
I do not know whether we accomplished anything at all with rules reform
last year. I am beginning to wonder
what makes the wheels go round in this
place. We adopt rules and then walk off
and leave them or violate them in one
way or another. No one seems to be concerned because this joint resolution has
ever been considered by a full committee of the House Committee on Banking
and Currency. No one seems to be concerned that rules are brought to the floor
on 30 minutes' notice and approved although it is provided, in the interest
of orderly procedure, that such rules go
over to the next legislative day.
Perhaps we ought to have another 3 or
4 weeks devoted to rules reform, so that
we could have more rules set aside at the
whim and caprice of those who want to
set them aside.
Again, I thank the gentleman for
yielding.
Mr. SMITH of California. Mr. Speaker, I should like to make a comment or
two in reply to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. Speaker, as to H.R. 4246, the House
passed that bill March 11. The Rules
Committee cannot take any blame because the other body has not seen fit to
proceed with H.R. 4246.
As to Senate Joint Resolution 55, we
met in the Rules Committee on last
Wednesday and considered this. There
were some differences of opinion. We
talked about it Thursday and Friday.
Today, as I mentioned, agreement was
reached. The Rules Committee at 10:45,
or 10:40, discussed it in executive session, and the rule was unanimously
agreed to by the Members at a little
before 11 o'clock.
I should like to pass those comments
on, because we are trying to do the best
we can, Mr. Speaker, and we cannot take

the blame for all other activities or for
delays in the other body.
I urge the adoption of House Resolution 349, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I move the previous question on the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The resolution was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
PERMISSION FOR COMMITTEE ON
RULES TO FILE PRIVILEGED REPORTS
Mr. YOUNG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent that the Rules
Committee have until midnight tonight
to file certain privileged reports.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
PERMISSION FOR COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS TO FILE REPORT
ON H.R. 5376
Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the Committee
on Public Works may have until midnight tonight to file a report on H.R.
5376, Accelerated Public Works Act and
Extension of Appalachian Regional Commission and Economic Development Act.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentle:rnan from Oklahoma?
There was no objection.
APPOINTMENT AS MEMBERS OF
SELECT COMMITI'EE ON THE
HOUSE RESTAURANT
The SPEAKER. Pursuant to the provisions of House Resolution 317, 92d
Congress, the Chair appoints as members of the Select Committee on the
House Restaurant the following Members Of the House: Mr. KLUCZYNSKI, of
Illinois, chairman; Mr. STEED, of Oklahoma; Mr. CABELL, of Texas; Mr. CoLLIER, of Dlinois; and Mr. THOMSON, of
Wisconsin.
TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW RELATING TO INTEREST RATES AND
COST-OF-LIVING STABILIZATION
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the Hotme resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the consideration
of the Senate joint resolution (S.J. Res.
55) to provide a temporary extension of
certain provisions of law relating to interest rates and cost-of-living stabilization.
The motion was agreed to.
IN THE COMMI'ITEE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the consideration of the Senate joint resolution (S.J. Res. 55) with Mr. ANDREWS
of Alabama in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the joint
resolution.
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By unanimous consent, the first reading of the Senate joint resolution was
dispensed with.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
gentleman from Texas (Mr. PATMAN)
will be recognized for one-half hour and
the gentleman from New Jersey <Mr.
WmNALL) will be recognized for onehalf hour.
The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. PATMAN.Mr.Charrman,Senate
Joint Resolution 55, if enacted, would
provide for a temporary extension of the
so-called regulation Q authority and the
discretionary authority for the President
to impose wage and price controls until June.
The authority to impose discriminatory
rates under regulation Q expired Sunday,
midnight, March 21. The authority under the discretionary wage-price control
expires March 31, 1971.
Mr. Chairman, we all here will reca.ll
that the House passed H.R. 4246 on
March 10, 1971, by an overwhelming
of 381 yeas to 19 nays. This bill extends
both the regulation Q and discretionary
wage-price authority until March 31,
1973. The resolution before us today,
Senate Joint Resolution 55, is not substantive in nature. If enacted, it would
merely remove any hiatus between the
expiration of these two authorities and,
hopefully, ultimate enactment of the
permanent authority.
It was known at the time the House
considered H.R. 4246 that the Senate
Banking Committee would not be holding hearings on this matter until the end
of the Month of March, and, therefore,
they passed and sent to the House Senate Joint Resolution 55, 'Which provides
for the temporary extension of these two
programs. Senate Joint Resolution 55
was sponsored in ,t he Senate by the
chairman, ranking majority member of
the committee and the two top minority
members of the committee.
Mr. Chairman, you will recall that on
March 23 I sought and received recognition, asking unanimous consent for the
immediate consideration of Senate Joint
Resolution 55. This consent was objected
to and this is the reason whY this matter is being considered at this time.
I reiterate, Mr. Chairman, that there
is no reason to vote this resolution down
because of the fact that the House did
pass H.R. 4246, which substantively
covers the exact same subject matter as
does Senate Joint Resolution 55.
The administration, Mr. Chairman,
supported the two basic provisions of
H.R. 4246, although I cannot say that
the administration, as such, is in favor
of this temporary extension resolution
except for the fact that the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board did correspond
with me and indicated their desire to
have this temporary extending resolution enacted.
Further, Mr. Chairman, I wish toreiterate that this resolution provides for
no new laws which have not been previously considered by the Congress. It
merely bridges the gap between the cutoff periOd of March 21 for regulation Q
control and March 31 for discretionary
wage-price authority.
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Mr. BARRE'IT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. PAT.M.AN. I yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. BARRETT. It is true, is it not,
that labor is for this extension also?
Mr. PATMAN. I am sure that labor is
for i't. They are usually on the side of
stabilizing the economy and helping the
thrift institutions. They have written the
committee in favor of this leg'i.slation.
Mr. BARRE'IT. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield further, they are.
Mr. PATMAN. I am sure they are.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the remainder
of my time.
Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, I urge the enactment of
Senate Joint Resolution 55. I feel that
the extension of the Economic Stabili2'lation Act of 1970 contemplated by the
bill is particularly desirable in light of
the prospect for effectively dealing with
spiraling wages and prices in the construction industry.
As you know, the situation in this industry is particularly acute, and it was
necessary for the President to suspend
the Davis-Bacon Act in an effort to relieve inflationary pressure. Since the suspension of Davis-Bacon, national leaders of labor and management in the construction industry have indicated that
they would participa;te with the Government in fair measures to achieve greater
wage and price stability, but are unable
to agree on any voluntary 'arrangement.
Consequently the President is presently considering action under the Economic Stabilization Act. It appears that
an Executive order stabilizing wages and
prices in the construction industry would
be considered less disruptive by the industry than the suspension of the DavisBacon Act and would 'a ccordingly be more
a:ccept81ble to both labor and management.
Inasmuch as present developments
show promise for a meaningful control
of inflation in the construction industry,
I urge that the President's authority under the Economic stabilization Act be
extended.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have
no further requests for time.
Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Chairman, I have
no further requests for time.
The CHAIRMAN. There 'b eing n'O further requests for time, the Clerk will
read.
The Clerk read as foll'Ows:
S.J. REs. 55
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled,
REGULATION OF INTEREST RATES ON DEPOSITS
AND SHARE ACCOUNTS IN FINANCIAL INSTITtT•
TIONS
SECTION 1. Section 7 of the Act of September 21, 1966, as amended (Public Law 91-151;
83 Stat. 371) , is amended by striking out
"March 22, 1971" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 1, 1971".
AUTHORITY TO APPLY PRICE AND WAGE CONTROLS
SEc. 2. Section 206 of the Economic Stabtllzation Act of 1970 (title n of Public Law 91379), as amended (Public Law 91-558), is
amended by striking out "March 31, 1971"
and "April 1, 1971" and inserting in lieu
thereof "May 31, 1971" and "June 1, 1971",
respectively.

AMENDMENT

OFFERED BY

MR.

REUSS

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. REUss: Page 2,
after line 3, insert :
"AUTHORITY TO STABILIZE COST OF LIVING TO
BE USED ON BASIS SUFFICIENTLY BROAD TO
FACILITATE SUBSTANTIAL COST OF LIVING
STABILIZATION
"SEc. 3. The second sentence of section 202
of the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970 is
amended by striking out the period at the
end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: •, and shall be employed only on
a basis sufficiently broad to facilitate substantial cost of living stabilization.' "

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Chairman, I shall be
brief. This is a simple perfecting amendment to put into the price stabilization
law what had been there by the clear
legislative intention. What the amendment does is to add to the basic words
which authorize the President to stabilize prices, wages, rents, and salaries, the
language that the authority shall be runployed only on a ibasis sufficiently broad
to facilitate substantial cost-of-living
stabilization.
What it means is that the administering authority is not to use the law
against one small segment of the wageprice population. It would require that
action under the bill as amended would
have to apply to a broad enough segment
of our economic society so as to facilitate a substantial stabilization of the
cost of living.
To allow action otherwise would be to
pick on one group and let everything else
that they have to buy go on uncontrolled, by asking that they be the fall
guys for the entire economy.
If one group is causing all the trouble,
then it would be perfectly all right to
control that one group alone, but as we
all know the general economic mess we
are in sees inflation rampant on many
fronts, ranging from the service industries like health care, to steel, to oil, to
the !basic materials, to certain food commodities--you name it. And the sense of
this perfecting language is to require
fairness, equity, and the use of an order
sufficiently broad so as to substantially
stabilize the cost of living.
The majority of the Joint Economic
Committee, incidentally, in its report issued at 11 o'clock this morning, came out
strongly for just such a reservation or
the stabilization power.
So I hope there will not be any objection to what seems to me to be an eminently equitable amendment.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. REUSS. I yield to the gentleman
from Texas.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would
state to the gentleman from Wisconsin
that, as the chairman of the committee,
I have conferred with all of the majority
members on the floor about this amendment, and they have all agreed to it, and
believe that it will be a fine addition to
the resolution.
Therefore, I will accept the amendment so far as the majority side is concerned, and hope that the amendment
is adopted.
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Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REUSS. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I want to make it crystal clear that
I am opposed to the amendment, but I
am surprised that the distingui'Shed gentleman from Wisconsin would offer the
amendment in light of the statement by
the committee, which I understand recommended the approval of this legislation without amendment.
Mr. REUSS. I will try to set at ease the
minority leader's surprise. Thoughout
the legislative history, and in the reports
on this bill which, as the minority leader
knows, has been before us three or four
times since it was first enacted last August, in all of those occurrences the report has clearly set forth the legislative
intent that the authority was not to be
capriciously used against one segment
of industry or labor.
In this morning's Joint Economic Committee report, for example, it is set forth
that if a freeze is imposed, it should be
general. A freeze should not be imposed
on only one industry, nor should it be
applied to wages without also being applied to other costs and prices.
The majority believes it desirable to
imbed this wholesome principle right into
the statutory language. And I am sure
that the gentleman from Michigan and
the minority generally would not want to
have a law on the 'b ooks which, by its
terms, can be arbitrarily and capriciously
applied against just one segment of our
economic society.
So this is, I will say, a perfecting
amendment, to make sure that the intent
of the draftsmen is maintained.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REUSS. I am glald to yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. GERAI.D R. FORD. I am really
sure the gentleman from Wisconsin is
offering this amendment with tongue in
cheek, knowing full well that what he is
trying to do with some fancy words is to
preclude the possibility of the President
taking any action in such a major industry as the construction industry.
Mr. REUSS. No, not with tongue in
cheek, but with two feet on the ground.
If the President can obtain, as according to the press accounts, he seems to
be otbaining, a voluntary agreement with
one segment, to wit, the building and
construction trade industry, with labor
and management, that is S-Plendid. I
would vigorously applaud such a volun ..
tary agreement.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
(Mr. REUSS <at the request of Mr.
GERALD R. FORD) was granted permission to proceed for 5 additional minutes.)
Mr. REUSS. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman.
If I may finish the sentence I was engaged in, may I say I would applaud a
voluntary agreement by the President,
as seems to be in the works, with labor
and management in the construction
industry.
However, I believe it would be unfair
to use a mandatory statutory $5,000 fine,
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and the court injunction power, that this
bill gives the President against just one
segment of industry.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REUSS. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Even if this
amenldment is approved and included in
this legislation, which I understanid the
President would use to implement what,
as I understand, he may announce today or tomorrow, that this amendment
would preclude this agreement in the
construction industry.
Mr. REUSS. Absolutely not. This
amendment would have nothing to do
with any voluntary agreement. As I say,
I would applaud a voluntary agreement.
But this amendment would preclude the
President from enforcing a voluntary
agreement by imposing a $5,000 fine on
those who violate it.
In other words, the sense of this
amendment is that if you are going to
impose wage and price controls-and I,
for one, believe that the administration
should so impose them-it must be done
on a sufficiently broad basis so that one
who is asked to withhold a wage increase
has some assurance lthat his cost of living is nat going to go through the ceiling. I think that is fair.
But that does nat mean that the administration can only impose under this
bill, as amended, a price and wage control on everything in the economy. But
the amendment would have the e:fiect of
requiring that there be achieved substantial stabilization of the cost of living, by any order that is issued. I see
nothing wrong with lthat.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield for one
or two additional questions?
Mr. REUSS. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. The language
the gentleman uses, which reads as follows and I quote: "and shall be employed only on a basis sufficiently broad
to facilitate substantial cost-of-living
stabilization."
Here you have some very flexible words
in and of themselves, and there are some
phrases that are very, very flexible, as
they have been drafted. Would the gentleman not agree?
Mr. REUSS. We have tried to give the
President a sufficiently flexible power.
For example, one might have been
tempted to draft an amendment which
would say that the President may not
use this power unless he uses it on every
segment of the economy. We did not do
so because there could be a large segment of the economy whose failure to be
included in the price and wage stabilization order would not cause undue erosion of the general principle of cost-ofliving stabilization.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. The gentleman from Wisconsin I am sure would
agree the construction industry is a very
broad-based industry affecting literally
hundreds of millions of dollars in our
economy, both in production and in
wages. Is that not so? Would not the
gentleman agree?
Mr. REUSS. I certainly would, but
from the standpoint of the construction

worker or the construction employer, the
building of homes and buildings is not
the whole American economy. There is
food, there is clothing, there are durables, there are consumer soft goods,
there are services, and the other 95 percent of the gross national product. It is
clearly the view of the author of this
amendment; that is, me, that amandatory freeze should not be imposed on
construction workers only.
In order for the President to exercise
his power, he should do something which
generally tends ·to get a handle on inflation and stabilize the cost of living.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. REUSS. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GROSS. Is this resolution in its
application to wage and price controls
limited to the construction industry?
Mr. REUSS. It is certainly not. The
basic underlying resolution which is before us applies to prices, wages, rents,
and salaries across the board.
Mr. GROSS. Then, why the gentleman's amendment? If there is nothing
mandatory in the gentleman's amendment that it must be directed to any
other area, why the gentleman's amendment? If the wage and price controls
as extended under this resolution are not
limited to the construction industry, why
the gentleman's amendment?
Mr. REUSS. A good question, and I
think there is a good answer. The basic
law which this amendment seeks to
amend empowers the President to impose
across the board, unlimited-The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
<By unanimous consent, Mr. REuss
was allowed to proceed for 3 additional
minutes.)
Mr. REUSS. If the gentleman from
Iowa will attend, the basic law which
this amendment seeks to amend permits the President to impose across-theboard generalized price-wage controls.
My amendment seeks to prevent him, if
he is so minded-and I have no evidence
that he is so minded-from capriciously
and arbitrarily picking out one segment
of economic society and saying, "You,
and you alone are supposed to toe the
line." I do not think the President should
do that.
For all I know, he does not have the
slightest intention of doing so. Hence, I
hope this amendmeDJt will be overwhelmingly adopted.
Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Chairman. will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. REUSS. I yield to the gentleman
from New Jersey.
Mr. WIDNALL. After listening to the
gentleman from Wisconsin, I wonder if
he would like to make a correction in
his initial statement, in which he said
that this is a clarifying amendment?
This is a very broad-gaged amendment.
This means exercising a wage and price
control all the way across the board in
the economy as against a selective use
of wage and price controls which the
President is attempting to do.
I would also like to call to the attention of the House that if the amendment
is adopted, the joint resolution will have
to go to a conference between the House
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and the Senate. It is a delaying action
that could hamper effectively e:fiorts
that are being made by the President
right now that seem to have a successful termination in view. I certainly
heartily oppose the amendment.
Mr. REUSS. It would be quite clear,
Mr. Chairman, that the other body
would welcome this amendment and
adopt it without the necessity of a conference, and the bill could be on the
President's desk by nightfall tonight or
by tomorrow at the latest.
This is a clarifying amendment. It
clarifies the intent of the committee and
the intent of lthis body as set forth in
three or four committee reports, as set
forth in the debate on the floor, and as
set forth in the commonsense and equity
which I hope resides in the hearts of all
of us.
Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to this
amendment which would restrict the
President from exercising price and wage
controls on a selective basis. We have
heard a great deal of talk from the other
side of the aisle for the past few years
about the need to reorient national priorities to give more attention to housing. Now all of a sudden when the President is attempting to move aggressively
to control the escalating costs of housing those great friends of the underprivileged and underhoused citizens
would tie the President's hands.
We are all aware that housing costs
have been skyrocketing and that these
increasing costs have made it more and
more difficult for low- and moderate-income citizens to acquire decent housing.
There are a number of factors involved
in housing costs and the President has
given the highest kind of priority to controlling these costs. For over 2 years he
has pursued fiscal and monetary policies
designed to reduced the costs of mortgage money. These e:fiorts are paying o:fi
dramatically. The FHA rate has dropped
about 20 percent from 8~ to 7 percent
and there are indications that it may
soon go lower.
Wages in the construction industry
have been rising faster than in any other
industry and have far exceeded increases
in productivity. There is no argument
about the need for some program to instill some balance in this area. Even union leaders who have policies which are
consistent with efforts to balance increases are dismayed 'by the precipitous
demands of unmanageable locals. For
months the President has worked to
hammer out voluntary compliance procedures. We are all aware of his reluctance
to impose mandatory controls but it is
very likely that the residual force of law
may be essential to these efforts.
Under the circumstances it is inconceivable to me that anyone would support
this amendment which may impair
months of the President's well-directed
efforts and undermine the hopes of thousands of our low- and moderate-income
citizens for better housing.
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. WIDNALL. I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman if this
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amendment should pass-and Mr. Chairman I indeed hope it does not-if the
President should :find that by imposing
wage and price controls on a specific
industry, the general stabilization of the
cost of living would be substantially facilitated thereby, he would not be precluded, would he, from imposing wage
and price controls on that industry?
Mr. WIDNALL. I believe under this
amendment that if he is going to impose
wage and price controls, it might have
to be across the board.
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield further, I do not
read the amendment to be that restrictive. The amendment states, in effect,
if the President should find that the imposition of wage and price controls would
substantially affect the cost of living, he
may impose them in a specific industry
or across the board. What I ·a m suggesting to the gentleman is this: if this unfortunate amendment passes, I do not
think he would like to be heard as understanding that the President is as limited
as some have suggested.
Mr. WIDNALL. I do not want to see
him limited. He has at present ·a n opportunity for voluntary wage and price controls. He has tried to or has advanced
the thought that on a selective basis this
could be more helpful to the economy and
more stabilizing than doing it across the
board.
I believe from what the gentleman
from Wisconsin has said, he thinks this
is improper and that the only way we
should do this, he believes, in all fairness
is to do it all the way across the board
in the economy reg·a rdless of what the
situation is in other sections of the economy. I am unalterably opposed to that.
Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, ever since the President
announced his rather arbitrary decision
on the Davis-Bacon Act my committee
has been bombarded from Members of
the House as well as from many constituents of Members on the fine points
of this question as to whether or not the
President of the United states under an
emergency can set aside the intent of
the Congress in a specific law.
The specifics of the Davis-Bacon law
were considered by the President, because in his statement he went further
than applying the restrictions of DavisBacon in contracts for construction or
on the construction workers unions, the
trades and the crafts, because he made
the statement that this act, Davis-Bacon,
arbitrarily raises wages artificially when
such wages should be settled by the market in which the work is performed.
That is the whole concept of why
Davis-Bacon and Walsh-Healey were
passed. These acts were passed because
in the high-cost States contracts were
being let without consideration of the
prevailing wage. In so doing many contracts were let--and particularly this
was felt during the depression yearsin high-cost districts to low-cost operators coming from outside the State the
operation was being performed in, or
coming from a smaller community within
that State where the wages were not as
high.

The whole basic concept has been destroyed by this arbitrary action of the
President.
This amendment, while it does not
reach the whole problem, at least calls
to the attention of the people of the
United States what has been done by the
President was wrong, completely wrong.
It was a matter which came about because of a negotiation breakdown between the Secretary of Labor and the
unions that were affected by the President's consideration of the so-called
wage stabilization, or trying to stabilize
·t he economy in consideration of our
much desired in:fiation.
The truth of the matter is that basically the demise or the near demise of the
merchant marine of the United States
had more to do with the increased cost
of construction than all the labor increases which were granted. As we entered into the Vietnam debacle we got
ourselves into a position where foreignflag ships were refusing to go into the
war zone. Therefore, we had to take out
of our coastal trade the only ships allowed to carry goods between the coastal
ports of the United States. Our lumber
and materials could not get into the eastern ports from the western ports because
of a lack of bottoms. The bottoms were
taken for the Vietnam logistics.
And what about the taxes and land
prices? Was there any embargo put upon buying land at $500 an acre and selling it for $5,000, $50,000, or $100,000 an
acre? The land increase has gone way
beyond what the labor cost has in construction.
Even if construction labor cost has
gone up, we must remember that the
construction worker at the end of the
year is not much above, if any at all, the
so-called sheltered worker.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. DENT was
allowed to proceed for 3 additional minutes.)
Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, the sheltered trades work on an average between
1,800 and 2,000 hours a year. The construction workers are affected by every
change in weather, by all kinds of conditions which have nothing to do whatsoever with the steady worker who works
in a closed plant or a sheltered plant. So
the end result of their labor at the end
of the year is not what a lot of people
fancy it to be. They say, "Well, the construction worker can make $17,000 a
year." Show me a few who do. They do
not average any more than a good, steady
steelworker or automobile worker, but
we are taking it out on these workers.
Remember, there is another thing. My
State has its own prevailing wage law.
I understand my Governo.r along with
other Governors has been called and has
been .t old that unless we set aside the
prevailing W81ge law no highway moneys
will be going into the State. The Governor of Pennsylvania cannot set aside the
prevailing wage law, because it was
passed by the legislature. I happened to
be one of the members of the senate and
approved this act. State money is going
into these projects. As long as it does,

.
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the Governor must, whether he wants to
or not, use the considerations of the prevailing wage law. That is why the President is now considering this back-door
runout on the proposal he made. He cannot enforce it. You will close down the
entire construction industry of the
United States if you try to enforce the
President's edict on the Davis-Bacon Act.
Why did he not impose the same restrictions on the Walsh-Healey Act?
There are a lot more taxpayers' dollars
that go into the production of goods
financed by American money, but WalshHealey was not even mentioned, because
that would affect the munitions makers
and would affect ~the so-called defense
product and wartime goods product producers. It was not mentioned. The only
ones mentioned were the tr81de and craft
construction workers in the United
States.
Another reason why they are easy to
hit is because they are scattered in small
locals. They are not big organizations
like the U.S. Steelworkers, and others,
with maybe 20,000 to 45,000 workers in
one local. I do not suppose that the whole
group in a community of 18,000 that
would belong to a trade craft union
would number over 250 or 300 men.
This whole thing has a bad odor to it.
The President's proposed action now is
for the purposes of getting him off the
hook that he got harpooned on by his
own action, which was taken without giving due regard to the entire situation of
the economy.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has again expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. DENT was
allowed to proceed for 1 additional
minute.)
Mr. DENT. This is the first time in our
history that anybody has claimed in:fiation was due to too much work and that
we were to strike at in:fiation by creating
unemployment. In:fiation is caused historically and economically by having too
much money to buy too few goods. Are
there any shelves empty in the United
States and are there any goods that you
cannot procure? The in:fiation that we
have and the trouble we are in is because
high-wage workers are able to buy lowwage products. Therefore, they have
more money after spending what they
need to spend than they had before.
They are taking this money and putting
7 to 8 percent away. There is between $10
and $11 billion of new money being put
into savings today that ought to be put
into the marketplace buying Americanmade products.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I make
the point of order that a quorum is not
present.
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair will count.
Ninety-two Members are present, not
a quorum. The Clerk will call the roll.
The Clerk called the roll, and the following Members failed to answer to their
names:
Abbitt

Alexander
Anderson,
Tenn.
Ashley

[Roll No. 33]
Bell
Blagg!
Brasco
Byrnes, Wis.

Clark
Clay
Collins, ill.
Corbett
Cotter

Asp in

Camp
Carey, N.Y.

Crane

Badillo

Chisholm

Davis, Ga.

.
..
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Dellenback
Dellums
Diggs
Dulski
Edwards, La.
Esch
Fish
Ford,
William, D.
Forsythe
Frelinghuysen
Frey
Fulton, Tenn.
Gallagher
Gaydos
Gettys
Giaimo
Grasso
Green, Oreg.
Green, Pa.
Grifiiths
Hall
Halpern
Hansen, Idaho
Hansen, Wash.
Hastings
Hays
Hebert

It

Hillis
Hogan
Howard
Jarman
King
Koch
Leggett
Lent
Long, La.
Long, Md.
McCloskey
McCulloch
Macdonald,
Mass.
Mollohan
Moorhead
Murphy, Ill.
Murphy, N.Y.
Nedzi
Obey
O'Neill
Peyser
Poage
Purcell
Quie
Rangel
Reid, N.Y.
Rodino
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Ruth
StGermain
Saylor
Scheuer
Scott
Skubitz
Spence
Steele
Steiger, Wis.
Stuckey
Teague, Calif.
Thompson, Ga.
Thompson, N.J.
Thone
Tiernan
Ullman
Vanik
Wampler
Ware
Watts
Whalley
Wilson, Bob
Wilson,
Charles H.
Wright
Wyd.ler
Young, Fla.

Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the Chair,
Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama, Chairman of
the Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union, reported that
that Committee, having had under eonsideration the joint resolution <S.J. Res.
55), and finding itself without a quorum,
he had directed the roll to be called, when
332 Members responded to their names,
a quorum, and he submitted herewith the
names of the absentees to be spread upon
the Journal.
The Committee resumed its sitting.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, rather than take the
time, I believe we have had full discussron on both sides, and I would rather
have a vote in the usual order. So I ask
that we have a vote now.
Mr. BROWN of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I am somewhat dismayed by the act of the gentleman from
Wisconsin in offering this amendment,
since he has consistently in the past
urged broad wage-price control discretion in the President.
Though given an opportunity on at
least two occasions to support a reservation to the Congress of the authority to
impose wage and price controls, the gentleman each time vehemently objected
and supported a broad Presidential discretion and authority.
Yet, today, he wants to impose some
vague restriction on the President's authority by an amendment that defies
qualitative or quantitative analysis except as the President may determine.
It is obvious this is an attempt to
throw a bone to the construction industry, since it is in that industry that wageprice control discussions have centered.
This amendment may be good politics,
but it is worthless as legislation.
I cannot conceive of the President exercising his authority to impose selective
controls unless he felt such selective controls would facilitate substantial costof-living stabilization.
And the amendment contemplates
such a determination by the President in
the construction industry or any other
similar activity having a disproportionate inflationary impact on the econ-

omy and cost of living.
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If the author of this amendment had
wanted to preclude the President from
exercising such selective controls and
discretion, he could have offered an
amendment expressly prohibiting such
action. He has chosen not to do so. It is,
therefore, obvious that the amendment's
impact is more apparent than real.
Since the amendment will have no
more significance than the President
elects to give it and since we do not have
any assurance that the Senate will approve its addition to the resolution, why
expose this highly desirable and urgent
purpose of the resolution to the danger
of delay by accepting it?
This late-blooming idea was not included in the House bill we passed earlier this month and is not needed in this
resolution.
I urge a vote against the amendment.
Mr. . BLACKBURN. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to
the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I shall not take the
full 5 minutes. I just want to make this
observation. We are acting today on a
Senate resolution. I have personally always opposed wage and price controls.
I think I have made my position clear
many times before on the fioor of this
House as to that fact.
But, Mr. Chairman, it strikes me as
being rather ironic that one who has always advocated the most forceful wage
and price controls before would attempt
to amend this joint resolution which
would force it to go to conference with
the Senate and thereby delay the enactment of the joint resolution.
If the Members wish to permit the
President to have the authority to impose wage and price controls they will
pass this resolution as it is now drawn.
If they want to in any way interfere with
the President's power, or to create doubt
about his power, then they will pass this
resolution, because this debate that has
taken place shows in both wording and
meaning it is extremely nebulous.
Mr. Chairman, I intend to vote against
this resolution and this amendment. But
I want the Members to understand that
if they adopt this amendment, they are
clouding the issue, they will be interfering
with the President's power and will probably delay the authority which he now
has indicated that he will use.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLACKBURN. I yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. WITLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I
thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Chairman, I want to associate myself with the comments which have been
made by my distinguished colleagues the
gentleman from Michigan <Mr. BROWN)
and the gentleman from Georgia <Mr.
BLACKBURN) . Therefore, I rise in opposition to this amendment and I support
the joint resolution now pending before
us.
Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Chairman, I
yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin CMr. REuss).
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The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. PATMAN) there
were--ayes 60, noes 106.
TELLER VOTE WITH CLERKS

Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and
the Chairman appointed as tellers
Messrs. REUSS, WIDNALL, PATMAN, and
BLACKBURN.
The Committee, divided, and the tellers
reported that there were--ayes 143, noes
183, not voting 106, as follows:
[Roll No. 34]

AYES-143
Abourezk
Abzug
Addabbo
Albert
Anderson,
Calif.
Annunzio
Barrett
Begich
Bergland
Bingham
Boggs
Boland
Brademas
Brooks
Burke, Mass.
Burlison, !Mo.
Burton
Byrne, Pa.
Byron
Carney
Casey, Tex.
Celler
Chappell
Clay
Corman
Culver
Da niels, N.J.
Danielson
de la Garza
Denholm
Dent
Dingell
Donohue
Dow
Drinan
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, cailf.
Eilberg
Evans, Colo.
Fascell
Flood
Foley
Ford,
William D.
Fraser
Fulton, Tenn.
Fuqua

Ga.lifla.nakis
Garmatz
Gibbons
Gonzalez
Hamilton
Hanley
Hanna
Hansen. Wash.
Hathaway
Hawkins
Hechler~ W.Va.
Helstoski
Hicks, Mass.
Hicks, Wash.
Holifield
Howard
Hull
Hungate
!chord
Jacobs
Johnson, Calif.
Jones, Ala.
Karth
Kastenmeier
Kazen
Kee
Kyros
Link
Long, Md.
McCormack
McFall
McKay
Madden
Meeds
Melcher
Metcalfe
Mikva
Miller, Calif.
Mills
Minish
Mink

Mitchell
MOillagan
Morgan
Murphy, N.Y.
Natcher
Nix
O'Hara
Patman

Patten
Pepper
Perkins
Pickle
Pike
Podell
Preyer, N.C.
Price, Ill.
Pryor, Ark.
Pucinski
Randall
Rees
Reuss
Roberta
Roe
Roncalto
Rooney, Pa.
Rosenthal
Rostenkowski
Roush
Roy
Roybal
Ryan
Sarbanes
Seiberling
Shipley
Sisk
Smith, Iowa
Staggers
Stanton,
James V.
Stephens
Stratton
Sullivan
Symington
Udall
Ullman
Van Deerlin
Vigorito
Waldie
Whalen
White
Wilson,
Charles H.
Wolff
Yates
Yatron
Young, Tex.
Zablocki

NOES-183
Abernethy
Anderson, lli.
Andrews,
N.Dak.
Archer
Arends
Ashbrook
Aspinall
Baker
Baring
Belcher
Bennett
Betts
Bevill
Biester
Blackburn
Bolling
Bow
Bray
Brinkley
Broomfield
Brotzman
Brown, Mich.
Br-own. Ohio
Broyhill, N ..C.
Broyhill, Va.
Buchan·a n
Burke, Fla.

Burleso~

Tex.
Cabell
Caffery
Carter
Cederberg
Chamberlain
Clancy
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Cleveland
Collier
Collins, Tex.
Colmer
Oonable
Conte
Coughlin
Daniel, Va.
Davis, Wis.
Dennis
Derwinski
Devine
Dickinson
Dorn ·
Dowdy

Duncan

duPont
Dwyer

Edwards, Ala.
El'lenbom
Eshleman
Findley
Fisher
Flowers
Flynt
Ford, Gerald B.
Fountain
Frenzel
Fulton, Pa.
Goldwater
Good.llng
Grifiin
Gross
Grover
Gubser
Gude
Hagan
Haley
Hammerschmidt
Harrington
Harsha
Harvey
Hebert
Heckler, Mass.
Henderson

'
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Schneebell
Miller, Ohio
Schwengel
Minshall
Sebelius
Mizell
Shoup
Montgomery
Shriver
Morse
Slack
Mosher
Smith, Cali!.
Myers
Smith, N.Y.
Nelsen
Snyder
Nichols
Springer
O'Konskl
Stafford
Passman
Sta.nlton,
Pelly
J. William
Pettis
Steiger, Ariz.
Pirnie
Stubblefield
Poff
Talcott
Powell
Taylor
Price, Tex.
Tea~e. Call!.
Qute
Terry
Quillen
Thomson, Wis.
Railsback
VanderJagt
Rarick
Veyeey
Reid, Ill.
Waggonner
Rhodes
Whitehurst
Riegle
Robinson, Va. Whitten
Robison, N.Y. Widnall
Rogers
Williams
Rooney, N.Y.
Winn
Wyatt
Rousselot
Wylie
Runnels
Ruppe
WigginS
Wyman
Sandman
Zion
Mayne
satterfleld
Zwach
Scherle
!Mazzoli
Michel
Schmitz
NOT VOTING-106
Obey
Abbitt
Frey
O'Neill
Adams
Gallagher
Peyser
Alexander
Gaydos
Poage
Anderson,
Gettys
Purcell
Tenn.
Gla.imo
Rangel
Andrews, Ala. Grasso
Reid, N.Y.
Ashley
Gray
Rodino
Aspin
Green, Oreg.
Ruth
Badillo
Green, Pa.
StGermain
Bell
Grtifitbs
Saylor
Blagg!
Hall
Scheuer
Blanton
Halpern
Blatnik
Hansen, Idaho Scott
Brasco
Hastings
Sikes
Byrnes, Wis.
Hays
Skubitz
Spence
Camp
Hillis
Carey, N.Y.
Hogan
Steed
Steele
Chisholm
Jarman
Steiger, Wis.
Clark
Keating
Stokes
Collins, ill.
King
Stuckey
Conyers
Kluczynski
Teague, Tex.
Corbett
Koch
Thompson,
Ga.
Cotter
Landrum
Thompson, N.J.
Crane
Leggett
Thone
Davis, Ga.
Lent
Tiernan
Delaney
Long, La.
Vanik
Dellenback
McCloskey
Wampler
Dellums
McCulloch
Ware
Diggs
Macdonald,
Watts
Downing
Mass.
Whalley
Dulski
Mann
Wilson, Bob
Edwards, La.
Matsunaga
Wright
Esch
Mollohan
Wydler
Evins, Tenn.
Moorhead
Young, Fla.
Fish
Moss
Forsythe
Murphy, Ill.
FrelinghUYSen Nedzl

Horton
Hosmer
Hunt
Hutchinson
Johnson, Pa.
Jolli8.S
Jones, N.C.
Jones, Tenn.
Keith
Kemp
Kuykenda.ll
Kyl
Landgrebe
Latta
Lennon
Lloyd
Lujan
McClory
McClure
McCollister
McDade
McDonald,
Mich.
McEwen
McKevitt
McKinney
McMillan
Mahon
Maillla.rd
Martin
Mathias, oa.Ilf.
Mathis, Ga.

So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I
rise to direct a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, in
the procedure that we just followed
there is a possibility that a number of
Members voting in the negative were not
in effect counted since the tellers were
switched at the onset of the vote. My
question is not directed at this vote, but
against any future complications of that
type.
What is the official vote? Is it the vote
announced by the tellers, or will it be
the vote from the box and when the
ballots are, in fact, counted, and the
record of the voting is indicated?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair can only
report the vote as reported by the tellers.
Mr. DERWINSKI. If the RECORD the
following day would indicate a contrary
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The SPEAKER. Without objection, the
vote, what recourse, if any, would we
previous question is ordered on the mohave?
The CHAIRMAN. The recorded teller tion to recommit.
There was no objection.
vote will appear in the RECORD. However,
The motion to recommit was rejected.
the Chair can only announce the vote
The SPEAKER. The question is on
as reported by the tellers.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Another parlia- the passage of the Senate j'oint resolution.
mentary inquiry, Mr. Chairman.
The Senate joint resolution was
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
passed.
state it.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, to
protect both parties at any time or any table.
majority or minority Member at any
time, it is obvious that there must be
GENERAL LEAVE
enough precautions taken to avoid what
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
just occurred where tellers were, in fact,
consent all Members may
switched, and the vote was not properly unanimous
have 5 legislative days in which to represented to the tellers.
vise and extend their remarks on the
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will say joint resolution just passed.
that the tellers took their places at the
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
proper boxes as designated by the Chair. the request of the gentleman from Texas?
The Chairman would caution all MemThere was no objection.
bers to be very careful about how they
proceed through the lines. Do not be
too hasty, and certainly be on time.
ELIMINATE - THE PRACTICE OF
GERRYMANDERING IN FUTURE
PARLIAMENTARY INQtJlBY
CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, a further parliamentary inquiry.
<Mr. HANLEY asked and was given
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will permission to address the House for 1
state it.
minute and to revise and extend his reMr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chair- marks.)
man, we have a .procedure for a recapituMr. HANLEY. Mr. Speaker, today I am
lation in a rollcall vote in the House of introducing legislation which, if enacted.
Representatives. Is there any compara- will virtually eliminate the practice of
ble parliamentary procedure in this new gerrymandering in future congressional
device we are using for teller votes with redistricting.
clerks?
My proposal will remove the State legThe CHAIRMAN. Not for a recapitula- islatures' present congressional redistion of a recortled. teller vote. According tricting power and place it in the hands
to the vote announced by the Chair. of a five-man commission in each State.
as reported by the tellers, the yeas were One appointment to the commission
143, and the noes were 183, and the would be made by each of the majonty
amendment was not agreed to.
and minority leaders in both houses of
Are there further amendments?
the State legislatures. The fifth appointUnder the rule, the Committee rtses.
ment would be made by the highest court
Accordingly the Committee rose; and in the State. I believe these bipartisan
the Speaker having resumed the chair, appointments coupled with a representaMr. ANDREWS of Alabama, Chairman of tive from the court should keep things
the Committee of the Whole House on aboveboard.
Under terms of this legislation, the
the State of the Union, reported that
that Committee having had under con- commission would be mandated to prosideration the Senate joint resolution vide fair and effective representation for
(S.J. Res. 55) to provide a temporary all citizens. The bill's guidelines direct
extension of certain provisions of law the commissions to take cognizance of
relating to interest rates an!d cost-of- existing communities of interest, and
living stabilization, pursuant to House prohibits them from acting to minimize
Resolution 34.9, he reported the joint or cancel out the voting strength of raresolution back to the House.
cial, economic, or political elements.
The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the Moreover, the commissions must strive
for distinct representation for city, subprevious question is ordered.
The question is on the third reading urban, and rural areas. Subject to the
above conditions, the commissions are
of the Senate joint resolution.
The Senate joint resolution was or- ordered to follow existing political subdidered to be read a thiro time, and was visions where practicable and to draw
districts that are of a contiguous and
read the third time.
compa.ct nature.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT OFFERED BY
The bill also contains a provision that
MR. BLACKBURN
each district in the State must come
Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Speaker, I offer within a !-percent deviation from the
a motion to recommit.
average district population of the State.
· The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman oP- I feel that this is needed to comply with
posed to the joint _resolution?
the U.S. Supreme Court's one-man, oneMr. BLACKBURN. I am, Mr. Speaker. vote decision.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will reptOrt
This bill, Mr. Speaker, marks the bethe motion to recommit.
ginning of a bold new Federal effort to
The Clerk read as follows:
provide all people with effective repreMr. BLACKBURN moves to recommit Sen- sentation. I feel the situation in many
81te Jol..nJt Resolution 55 to the Comm.It;tee
State legislatures has deteriorated to a
on Banking and Currency.
point where it constitutes a national dis-
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grace. When any group of men can meet
and secretly conspire against the public
interest, I feel that it is time someone
did something about it.
I have discussed the bill with House
Judiciary Committee Chairman EMANUEL
CELLER, Democrat of New York, and
Chairman CELLER is in general agreement with my approach. I am hopeful
the chairman will call for hearings on
the matter in the near future.
If enacted, this proposal would become
effective in the 1972 congressional election.
The bill follows:
H.R. 6852
A b111 to provide for an equitable procedure
for establishing congressional districts
Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "Congressional Districting Act of 1971".
SEc. 2. Section 22 of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the fifteenth and subsequent decennial censuses and to provide for
apportionment of Representatives in Congress", approved June 18, 1929 (2 U.S.C. 2a),
is amended by striking out subsection (c)
and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
" (c) ( 1) In the case of a State entitled to
more than one Representative to the Ninetythird or any subsequent Congress, Representatives to such Congress shall be elected
from congressional districts established in
such State by the State redistricting commission appointed for such State in accordance
with subsection (d) after each apportionment. The commission for a State shall establish a number of districts for such State equal
to the number of Representatives apportioned to such State under subsection (b) .
No district so established shall contain a
number of persons (determined under the
decennial census which such apportionment
was made) which dift'ers by more than 1 percent from the quotient obtained by dividing
the population of such State (under such
census) by the number of Representatives to
which such State is entitled under such apportionment.
"(2) Subject to paragraph (1), a commission, in establishing congressional districts in
a State, to the extent possible-"(A) shall provide for fair and eft'ective
representation for all individuals, peoples,
and party interests to the maximum extent
practicable.
.. (B) shall take cognizance of such communities of interest as do exist and may not
act to minimize or cancel out the voting
strength of racial, economic, or political elements,
"(C) Shall strive for distinct representation for city, suburban, and rural areas, and
" (D) subject to the preceding subparagraphs of this paragraph, shall follow existing political subdivision boundaries, and
shall provide that such districts shan be
composed of a contiguous and as compact an
areas as possible.
"(d) (1) Within 60 days after the enactment of the Congressional Districting Act
of 197·1, and thereafter within 60 days after
the receipt by the executive of a. State of a
certificate under subsection (ib), there shall
be established in each State a State redistricting commission. Such a commission shall
consist of five members appointed as follows:
"{A) The majority and minority leaders
of each house of the State legislature shall
each appoint one member.
"(B) The highest court of the State shall
appoint one member.

A vacancy in the commission shall be filled
in the same manner as the original appointment was made.
"{2) 'In the case of a nonpartisan bicameral legislature, the leader of each house shall
appoint two members of the commission after
consultation with the leaders of political
parties in the State. In the case of a unicameral nonpartisan legislature, the leader
of such legislature shall appoint four members of the commission a.!ter consultation
with leaders of political parties in such
State.
" ( 3) The determination as to which official
constitutes the minority or majority leader
of a. house of a State legislature for purposes
of this subsection shall be made by such
house.
"(e) (1) A State commission appointed under subsection (d) shall, after conducting
public hearings, promulgate a. plan which
meets the requirements of subsection (c)
within 180 days of its appointment. Such
plan shall be published in the Federal Register, shall take eft'ect on the thirtieth day
after such publication, and shall be applicable until the next apportionment follow·
ing a decennial census. Any plan which takes
effect shall have the force and effect of law
(except to the extent that a court order issued under paragraph (2) otherwise provides).
"(2) If the commission falls to promulgate
a. plan which meets such requirements, or if
the commission is not appointed within the
period prescribed in subsection (d) (1), any
registered voter in such State may apply to a.
United States district court in such State for
such relief (including an order promulgating
a plan which meets the requirements of subsection (c)) as may be appropriate. The court
shall have jurisdiction to grant such relief.
Any action under this paragraph shall be
heard by a district court of three judges in
accordance with section 2284 of title 28,
United States Code.
"(f) (1) (A) Members of a commission appointed under subsection (d) shall each be
entitled to receive $50 for each day (including travel time) during which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties
vested in the Commission.
"(B) While a.way from their homes or regular places of business in the performance of
services for the Commission, members of the
Commission shall be allowed travel expenses,
including per diem in lieu of substance, in
the same manner as the expenses authorized
by section 5703 (b) of title 5, United States
Code, for persons in the Government service
employed intermittently.
"(2) Three members of such a commission
shall constitute a quorum.
"(3) (A) A Commission may appoint and
fix the compensation of such personnel as it
deems advisable.
"(B) The staff of the Commission may be
appointed without regard to the provisions
of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service, and
may be paid without regard to the provisions
of chapter 51 and subchapter m of chapter
53 of such title relating to classification and
General Schedule pay rates.
" ( 4) A commission may for the purpose of
carrying out its duties hold such hearings,
sit and act at such times and places, take
such testimony, and receive such evidence
as it may deem advisable.
"(5) A commission appointed under subsection (d) shall cease to exist 270 days after
its appointment."
SEc. 3. The second paragraph of the Act
entitled "An Act for the relief of Doctor
Ricardo Vallejo Samala and to provide for
congressional redistricting" (2 U.S.C. 2c) is
repealed.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE OVER WAR
(Mr. RARICK asked and was given
permission to aiddress the House for 1
minute, to revise and extend his remarks
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, The prolonged "no-win" use of U.S. military
forces in Indochina has provoked widespread dissent in this country in opposition to our present policies in Southeast
Asia in particular, and in opposition to
nondeclareld war in general. Disillusionment with a foreign policy that would
involve American fighting men in any
part of the world, coupled with the
frightening realization that such involvement can be accomplished without a
declaration of war by the Congress or
prior approval by the people themselves,
has caused many here 1n the Congress to
review U.S. foreign policy with regard
to restoration of the warmaking powers
as provided in the Constitution.
On Wednesday of this week, I plan to
offer a people-power-over-war proposal
that is certainly not new in concept: A
joint resolution, which calls for an
amendment to the Constitution providing that, except in cases of actual attack
or imminent threat of attack on the
United States or any of its territories, or
an attack on any country in the Western
Hemisphere by any non-American state,
the American people will have the sole
power by way of a national referendum
to declare war or engage U.S. forces 1n
warfare overseas.
President Nixon in his staJte of the
Union message said:
I have faith in people. I trust the judgment of people. Let us give the people of
America a cha.nce, a bigger voice in deciding
for themselves those questions that so greatly
affect their lives.

I agree with President Nixon's announced policy, and I think that this
resolution is consistent with his message.
Life and death is a lllaltter that "greatly
affects their lives."
I hope that many of my colleagues,
Democrat and Republican alike, will join
in cosponsoring this resolution to help return power to the people over war.
The text of the proposed amendment
follows:
H.J. RES.
Joint resolution pl"'OppS1ng an a.mendmen't to
the Constitution of the United States for
a referentlum on wwr

Resolved. by the Senate and, Home of Representatives of the United States of America
tn Congress assembled (two-third.s of each
Home concurring therein) , That the following article is proposed as '8D. amendment to

the Constitution of the United States, to be
valid IOD.ly if ra.tified by the legislatures of
three-fou.rbhs of the several states within
seven yerurs after the date or· fin:al passage of
this joint resolution:
"ARTICLE-

"SEc. 1. Except in case of attack by
armed for<:es, actual or immediately threatened, upon the United States or its territorial
possessions, or by any non-American nation
against any country in the Western Hemisphere, the people shall have the sole power
by a national referendum to declare war or to
engage in warfare overseas.
"SEc. 2. Congress shall have the power to
carry out this article by appropriate legisla.·
tion."
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WrrHDRAWAL OF COSPONSORSHIP ment of aircraft noise and air pollution
OF H.R. 6360, NATIONAL LEGAL abatement technology.
Our country needs research to make
SERVICES CORPORATION
our airports and airways safe.
(Mr. COLLIER asked and was given
Our country needs a transit system to
permission to address the House for 1 relieve the congestion on the highways.
minute and to revise and extend his
The aerospace industry can meet these
remarks.)
needs and they can and should be put
Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Speaker, on Thurs- back on the job. The funds allocated
day, March 18, 1971, my name appeared for the SST should now be directed to
as one of the cosponsors of H.R. 6360, es- meeting the urgent needs of the Nation.
tablishing a National Legal Services
Corporation. In the light of new information regarding the extent to which AUTHORIZING CLERK TO RECEIVE
legal employees of the proposed corMESSAGES FROM SENATE AND
poration could go in filing class action
SPEAKER TO SIGN MEASURES
suits, I am today withdraJWing my coDULY PASSED
sponsorship and support of H.R. 6360.
Mr.
ROY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unaniI sought to withdraw my cosponsorship mous consent
that notwithstanding the
of the bill before it reached the bill clerk's adjournment
House until tomoromce, but was unsuccessful in doing so. row, the clerkofbetheauthorized
to receive
messages from the Senate and the
Speaker be authorized to sign enrolled
PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF
bills and joint resolutions du1y passed
NONSMOKERS
by the two Houses and found tru1y
(Mr. McKEVITT asked and was given enrolled.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his re- the request of the gentleman from
Kansas?
marks.)
There was no objection.
Mr. McKEVI'IT. Mr. Speaker, it is
with pleasure that I join in cosponsoring
H.R. 4776, a bill requiring the Secretary
PERSONAL STATEMENT
of Transportation to establish regulaMr.
KEATING.
Mr. Speaker, I was untions that would make available areas
for nonsmokers aboard airliners, trains, avoidably detained today on business
concerning my district, and missed the
and buses.
This proposed legislation does not teller vote. Had I been present, I wo·u1d
penalize the smoker. The measure would have voted against the amendment of
simply protect ifihe rights of nonsmokers. the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr.
As an ex-smoker, I personally do not REUSS).
object to being seated next to a smoker.
But smoking does bother many people.
BYELORUSSIAN INDEPENDENCE
In fact, some persons are allergic to
The SPEAKER. Under a previous ortobacco smoke.
At least one air carrier already has der of the House, the gentleman from
set aside "no smoking" seating areas. I Michigan (Mr. GERALD R. FORD) is rechave noticed while traveling that many ognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
people like this arrangement and officials of the involved carrier tell me there is no spirit more admirable than
that it presents no particular problem that of a people yearning to be free. So
for the airline to offer •t his service to it is that we pay tribute to the freedomloving people of Byelorussia, who prononsmokers.
This legislation simply offers relief for claimed their independence on March 25,
1918, only to lose it to Bolshevik inthose nonsmokers who seek it.
vaders.
Mr. Speaker, the Byelorussian people
have
never really accepted Soviet rule
PROPOSED REALLOCATION OF
although the land on which they live is
SST FUNDS
known as the Byelorussian Soviet Social(Mr. ANDERSON of California asked ist Republic. The Byelorussian Soviet
and was given permission to address the Socialist Republic is merely an adminHouse for 1 minute and to revise and istrative arm of the Moscow government
extend his remarks.)
and does not represent the will of the
Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr. Byelorussian people.
Speaker, the Congress has defeated the
Thus the Byelorussians throughout the
SST and, thus, eliminated $134 million free world are celebrating the 53d annifrom the Transportation budget that versary of their Independence Day,
was allocated for the SST program.
marking it as a symbol of their national
I feel that we must put these funds aspirations.
back in the budget, however, redesignate
I am sure all Americans devoted to libthem for items such as research and de- erty support the Byelorussians in their
velopment in aviation safety, urban struggle for freedom and independence.
mass transit systems, and the developByelorussians behind the Iron CUrtain
ment of aircraft for short :flights.
must never lose faith in the possibility
We have an obligation to those work- they may once again become a free
ing on the SST and, in the future, we people.
should give priority to those :firms applyWe know that truth crushed to earth
ing for contracts which have had Fed- will rise again. And so it is with the spirit
eral Government contracts canceled of a proud people like the Byelorussians.
within the last few months.
Their dream of independence must never
Our country needs further develop- die.
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FARM TRUCKS REGULATION
The SPEAKER. Under a previous order
of the House, the gentleman from Illinois
(Mr. FINDLEY) is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, a truckload of political dynamite is racing toward a collision with the granite walls of
the Department of Transportation. That
is the explosive situation facing the administration due to a package of severe
restrictions on the drivers of farm trucks.
The regulations, much more severe than
farm truckdrivers have ever faced before, are schedu1ed to take effect Ju1y 1.
If implemented as they currently exist,
the restrictions will require drivers of all
farm trucks involved in interstate commerce to be 21 years old, have passed a
physical examination, a written examination, a road test, and if an employee of
a farmer must have filed an extensive
record relating to his driving history,
whi'Ch the employer must verify.
In my 11 years of dealing with legislation and regu1ations concerning farmers,
I have never encountered any issue on
which farm families have such a total
commitment. Visits I have had this past
weekend with farm families in my district convinced me all farmers are deeply
resentfu1 and united in opposition to this
package of regulations. I shudder to
think what form the reaction will take
if the Department of Transportation carries out this ill-considered plan and does
not alter the regulations as drafted.
In a letter to Secretary of Transportation Volpe last week, I suggested two
major changes in the regu1ations:
First, a permanent exemption shou1d
be provided from these regu1ations for
drivers of pickup, panel, and other small
trucks under 10,000 pounds gross weight
when used for transportation of farm
supplies and produce; and
Second, local hauling of farm products
or supplies to or from a point of first
delivery or to the farm of the truck owner
or operator shou1d have an exemption
comparable to the commercial zone exemption applicable to urban drivers. This
wou1d permit a farm truck to operate
free of the restrictions within a given
distance of his farm.
I urge my colleagues in the House to
examine this proposal which will cause
unwarranted economic problems for the
Nation's farmers and then to join me in
petitioning Secretary Volpe to drastically
alter this completely unnecessary plan.
A copy of my letter to Secretary Volpe is
a part of these remarks:
MARCH 24, 1971.
A. VoLPE,
Secretary of Transportation,
Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.a.
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Regulations under

Hon. JOHN

your jurisdiction which are currently affecting the drivers of some farm trucks in interstate commerce and others which are scheduled to be implemented beginning July 1,
1971, pose serious and unwarranted economic
problems to many farmers 1n m.y Congressional district in Western nunois. rm certain
the farmers of many other Congressional
districts throughout the nation have simllar
concerns.
The existence of these regulations, which
go back to 1939, was little known, understood,
or of much concern to farmers until the DOT
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issued its notice in 1970 that drivers of farm
trucks who had historically been exempt from
most of the regulations would soon come under considerably more restrictive requirements than they knew about.
In addition to inadequate advance notice
of the regulations, no educational program
was undertaken to inform farmers what the
regulations were, where they could get a copy 1
or what was required of them to fully qualify
under these regulations. It is appreciated
that the application of the regulations to the
drivers of trucks of under 10,000 pounds gross
weight was deferred until July 1, 1971.
Unless the regulations are changed, beginning July 1, 1971 all drivers of farm trucks
involved in interstate commerce Will have
to be 21 years old, have passed a physical examination, a written examination, a road
test, and if an employee of a farmer must
have filed an extensive record relating to his
driving history, which the employer must
verify. I sincerely urge you to effect extensive changes in these proposed changes.
Regulations which are designed to fit large
trucking operations do not fit farm trucks
and their owners and operators. Some 2 .8 million farm units operate an aver.age of 1.3
trucks each as part of their individual farm
production and marketing operation.
A large number of these trucks are used
primarily for on-farm operations off the public roads and highways. A similar large proportion of farm truck operation is for short
trips, or for local hauling on an intermittent
basis much of the time With very light loads
Qr no load at all. I personally know many
farmers who use their trucks on their farms
much more than on public roads. An examination of motor fuel tax refund records
will support this fact.
The safety record of farm truck drivers,
including very young drivers, is dramatically
better, according to insurance company and
law enforcement records, than that of nonfarm truck drivers.
I suggest that your regulations be amended
prior to July 1, 1971, to: (1) Provide a permanent exemption from these regulations for
drivers of pickup, panel, and other small
trucks under 10,000 pounds gross weight
when used for transportation of farm supplies and produce.
(2) That local hauling of farm products
or supplies to or from a point of first delivery
or to the farm of the truck owner or operator
should have an exemption comparable to the
commercial zone exemption applicable to
urban drivers.
I further suggest that whatever regulations
you approve should not take effect until at
least six months after they have been publicly announced. This period of time should
be used by DOT to mount an extensive information campaign to help farmers through
the agricultural extension service, land grant
colleges, their farm organizations, and local
farm cooperatives become acquainted With
the regulations and to become qualified to
continue operating their trucks when the
regulations take effect.
Farmers and their families have proven
their ability to handle trucks With a considerably better safety record than the general
trucking industry. These people, unlike the
large commercial trucking :tl!rms, do not
travel the highways in adverse weather, for
the most part. In addition, they nearly always
have a personal interest in the produce being
hauled or the truck they are driving, and
often share In the Investment of both truck
and load.
I urge you to announce as early as possible
revisions in the regulations for farm truck
drivers. I'm confident the revised regulations
will ·b e more acceptable and equally as effective for highway safety than those currently
before us.
Sincerely yours,
PAUL FINDLEY,

Representative in Congress.

BAN SPORTS FROM CLOSEDOIRCUIT TV
The SPEAKER. Under a previous order of the House, the gentleman from
Wisconsin <Mr. AsPIN) is recognized for
10 minutes.
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to the general public we must act now
to make sure that sports remain on home
TV. I believe this bill would accomplish
that, and I urge the House to enact this
legislation in this session.

Mr. ASPIN. Mr. Speaker, last WednesSOVIET FAILURES IN SPACE
day I introduced a bill which would ban
virtually all sports events from closedThe SPEAKER. Under a previous
circuit television, thus forcing promoters order of the House, the gentleman from
to use home TV and radio for the broad- Louisiana <Mr. RARICK) is recognized for
cast of sports events.
10 minutes.
This bill would place an outright ban
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Juon the production of sports events over lius Epstein, a research associate at the
closed-circuit TV whenever a radio or Hoover Institution of War, Revolution,
television network or station wanted to and Peace at Stanford University has
broadcast the event. In other words, all prepared a well-documented research
sports events of general interest would paper outlining Soviet failures in space.
have to be shown on home TV, or not be
His paper may induce the adminisshown at all. :Included in the closed- tration to take certain steps to ease the
circuit TV ban would be boxing matches, unwarranted and foolish policy of absoauto races, super bowls, the Olympics, ad lute secrecy about the Soviet space
infinitum.
trag:edies.
This bill makes one basic but, I believe,
I commend Mr. Epstein's paper to my
easily defensible assumption: that free colleagues.
home TV is capable of providing a reasI insert Mr. Epstein's paper at this
onable profit to those involved in any point:
sports event of general interest in AmerSOVIET F.All.URES IN SPACE
ica today. The ·b est demonstration of this
(By Julius Epstein)
is, I think, that the $2.5 million paid to
Indications of Soviet !allures in space-inboth Mr. Ali and Mr. Frazier for this cluding deaths of Soviet cosmonauts in orbit
recent fight over closed-circuit TV is the or on l:aunching pads-are not entirely new.
same amount paid by NBC for the home
The first case of a Soviet space failure
TV rights to the 1971 Super Bowl-which which can be reasonably documented occurred
on May 15, 1960. On that day, the soprovided a handsome profit to the 40
players on each team, the two team viets launched Sputnik 4 With a weight of
10,008 pounds, a period of revolution around
owners, and the NFL itself.
earth of 91.3 minutes, a perigee of 194
At present, closed-circuit TV is regu- the
miles, an apogee of 229 miles and an inlated, along with the telephone and tele- clination of 65 o. Sputnik 4, a Vostok protograph industry, by the Common Carrier type, decayed on September 5, 1962. A fragBureau within the FCC. In addition to ment was recovered in Wisconsin. Cabin
the ban of sports on closed-circuit TV, ejection failed on May 19, 1960. It separated
my bill would transfer jurisdiction over into 8 pieces.'~
The Soviets announced on May 15, 1960,
closed-circuit TV from the Common Carthey had launched a "space ship" into
rier Bureau to the Broadcast Bureau, that
orbit around the earth with a "dummy space
which has jurisdiction over pay TV, tele- man aboard." The launching was supposed
vision, and radio. Since closed-circuit TV to be a "space spectacular" on the eve of
is, in essence, pay TV outside the home the opening of the Paris summit conference,
I 'believe this is a more rational approach. scheduled for the next day, May 16.
The Soviet announcement also said: "The
Since my announcement 2 weeks ago
that I would introduce this bill, the pub- launching was undertaken to perfect and
lic reaction which I have received to it check the satellLte ship's system, insuring
its safe ftlght and controls, its return to the
has been vocal, widespread in its origins, earth
and the necessary conditions for the
and nearly unanimous in support of the space crew." 2
bill. This is hardly surprising, however,
However, the Soviets also announced that
since, as you know, there has been a pub- there would be no attempt to recover the
lic outcry against the incredible profits payload. As the New York Times remarked
the promoters of the fig'ht made, the on May 16, 1960, "this surprised American
elitist nature of the fight, and the fact scientists, who seemed cautious aJbout taking
the announcement completely at its face
that the promoters even attempted to value."
The same article under the by-line
charge the armed services $500,000 for of Harold
M. Schmeck Jr. registered doubts
a live broadcast of the fight to our men that the veracity of the Soviet announcein Vietnam.
ment concerning the "dummy" aboard: . . .
I believe there is clear evidence that there was also speculation that the new .space
if we do not act now to severely restrict vehicle might conceivably contain a man and
sports presentations on closed-'Circuit TV not the equivalent weight that the Sov'iet
that soon other sports will be drawn by announcement said was in its pressurized
If the capsule is recovered intact they
the lure of the fantastic profits from cabin.
could announce their success, said one scienclosed-circuit TV. In fact, E. William tist who declined to be named. If they fall
Henry, chairman of Management Televi- they could let the 'dummy' announcement
sion Systems which set up the closed- stand, he s'aid."
circuit network for the Ali-Frazier fight,
On May 19, 1960, Senator Henry M. Jackhas predicted that the superbowl would son (D., Wash.) told the Senate that there
be on closed-circuit TV within 5 years. was "growing reason to suspect" that the SoMr. Henry, Who is also a former Chair- viet Union placed a man in space and would
attempt to recover him. As the New
man of the FCC, has estimated that the shortly
Times of May 20, 1960 further reported,
superbowl would gross receipts of $48 York
"the Washington Democrat said h.is statemillion on closed-circuit TV.
ment had been based on Information supMr. Speaker, I believe it is clear that plied to him by 'relia.ble sources' within the
'if we want sports events to .r emain open Administration."
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The same T·i mes report, signed by John W.
Finney, said that "Officials of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and
the Defense Department declined to g.i ve any
public confirmation to the statement. Pentagon sources, however, acknowledged that the
possiblllty of a human passenger was being
studied."
The Times report continued: "The Air
Force's National Survelllance Control Center
at Bedford, Mass., reported that the orbit of
the Soviet satelllte was observed to increase
in a•l titude suddenly early this morning.
Moon-watch teams of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory at Cambridge, Mass.,
reported that three new unidentified objects
had been observed traillng the satelllrte.
"These Observations indicated, scientists of
the agency said that the capsule had been
ejected, sending the space ship into a higher
orbit and the capsule itself down in the
earth atmosphere.
"It was partly on tt he basis of tb.ls tmcking
information, as well as other informatll.on
that sena..tor Jackson raised the possibility
that the space shlp had canied a human
passenger. As a member Oi! 1Jlle sena.rte Aml.ed
Services Committee SIIld a.s cha.irm.a.n of the
Military Applications subcommittee O!f the
Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic
Energy, he has ready access to mild!ta.ry
sources of information."
One year later, Selllator Jackson made an
even more outspoken statement to James
Mills in whlc:h he sa.id:
"I think the Russla.ns tried unsuccessfully last year to orbit a. man. I have sufficdent information rto believe they had a
man in the space sb4.p they launched May
15, 1960, and that the man died when efforts to recover him from space failed. There
was suflicdent communication coming back
from that sa.tell.tte to corroborate such a
belief. I have talked about this with very
responsible people-people highly competent
in the space field-and they feel very strongly that the May 15 shot contained a man." 1
On May 7, 1967, six years later, I wrote
Senator Jackson and asked him whether he
still ma.inta.:ins hls belief that the Soviets
had killed one cosmonaut 1n their space
adventure of May 15, 1960 a.s inddca.ted in
his Senate speech and in his statement to
James Mills.
On May 15, 1967, Sena:to.r Jackson answered my question. He wrote: "The quotation to which you refer 1s essentially correct. 'I1he information that I received was
from a reMa.ble source, 'based on the information available at that time."
I can only infer from Senattor JackSOn's
letter to me ;that he has not received any
new evtidence disproving hls contention of
1960. Had. he ever received such new evidence, he would certainly have mentioned
it in his letter O!f May 15, 1967.
Senator JSICkson was not ;bhe only member of Congress who shared the 'belief that
the Soviets had suffered major space tragedies, including the death of cosmonauts, either in orbit or on launching ,p ads.
Overton Brooks ,rthen chal.rm.an of the
House Space Committee declared in an lnterVIl.ew with James Mills 1n 1961:
"We have evidence that the Soviet Un.lon
tried and failed some time ago (May 16,
1960) to put a man :in orbit around the
earth. And there lis evidence that they tried
to Ol"bit a man last fall (1960) Wlhlle Khrushchev was at the United N&ltlons, and that
the man was killed.'' ~
Since the late Congressman Overton
Brooks had, as chairman of the House
Space Committee, access to classified information-as had Senator Jackson-! have
little doubt that he had learned about Soviet space tragedies on high authority and
knew what he was talking about.
But James Mills, in his outstanding article
Footnotes at end of article.

in True Magazine, also produces a statement by Professor Herman Oberth, the dean
of modern rocket science and once a scientist with the United States Army's missile
program at Huntsville, Alabama and the
teacher of Dr. Wernher von Braun. In this
statement, Professor Oberth said:
"I know from American intelligence reports that one attempt (to rocket a man
into sub-orbital space) at the end of 1957
or beginning of 1968 failed. I believe the
Russians made several other attempts.'' 1
Mills maintains that Oberth meant a 1957
failure, "almost certainly the first manned
shot in the Soviet equivalent of our Mercury man-in-space program" and that this
first Soviet cosmonaut was Alexis Ledovsky
who was not recovered alive. Mills also gives
the names of Serenty Schiborin, Andrei Mitkov and others who died in Soviet space
adventures. I mention this only in order
to keep the record straight concerning the
rumored deaths in space or on launching
pads of Soviet cosmonauts without being
able to verify them.
The second case of a Soviet failure in
space with which I want to deal, occurred in
September 1960, at a time when KhrUshchev
was in New York attending the 15th General
Assembly of the United Nations.
About the time Khrushchev arrived in
New York, three Soviet ships with special
equipment to track satellites arrived in the
Central Pacific in about the same positions
where the Soviets had earlier recovered
space capsules. According to published reports, a week before Khrushchev's arrival in
New York, two more Soviet tracking ships
arrived in the North Atlantic.
On September 25, 1960 Khrushchev announced at Glen Cove, the Soviet owned
estate on Long Island, that "everything is
ready for a Soviet attempt to put a man
into space.'' 8
This Soviet cosmonaut was supposed to go
into orbit and to send his greetings to the
delegates to the General Assembly when he
was fiying over New York. The Russians always wanted to dramatize special occasions
by air and space spectaculars. The planned
and misfired space spectacular of May 15,
1960 was intended to impress the world on the
eve of the Paris summit conference. Now, in
September 1960, another spectaculBir was ordered to impress the General Assembly.
This tradition goes back to Stalin who had
already planned a "space" spectacular on
January 30, 1934, during the week the 17th
All-Un.lon Communist Party Congress was
meeting in Moscow. Stalin wanted to offset
the American world altitude record, achieved
•b y the two American balloonists Settle and
For.tney who 'h ad t"eached on November 20,
1933, an altitude of 61,237 feet, as confirmed
by the Federation Aeronautic International,
the aviation body which certifies world fiying
records.
Two months after the American high-altitude record, Stalin wan·t ed to beat J.t during
the 17th Party Congress. When adverse midwinter weather threatened to cancel the
launching, Stalin gave the order: "You go ...
or else!" The balloon, "Osoaviakhim" with its
three men crew of Fedessejenko, Vassenko,
and Oussyskine, climbed to a height of 72,182
feet, only to fall out of control during descent. The three Soviet aeronauts were killed.
As the Soviets later "explained," the crew, in
a "fit of overenthusiasm" had simply overexpended their ballast, "failing to keep
enough to control their descent." American
balloonists immediately doubted that the
Russians could have made such a fundamental error. The Americans believed that
the "Osoaviakhim" (also known as "Sirius")
had iced up. The character of the whole adventure as a political demonstration became
audible when Fedossejenko had leaned from
the hatch at take-off and cried: "Long live
the 17th Party Congress! Long live the World
Revolution]" '1
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Now, in September 1960, Stalin's successor
wanted another space spectacular. The New
York Times of September 27, 1960, reported
that "Amateur radio operators in this country have picked up messages from the Moscow radio suggesting that they be sure to
man their sets.'' The Associated Press even
located "Harry Wirth, an operator in Bay
City, Tex.'' who had been ·t old by a Soviet
operator "to watch for a history-making
event tonight or tomorrow morning. Mr.
Wirth said other American operators had received similar messages." s
The expectations around the world of a
Soviet manned space ftight were in vain.
The New York Times reported on September 28, that "the hours wore on with no announcement of a Soviet man in space, which
many Western observers had expected.''
Nevertheless, Khrushchev prolonged hls
stay in New York, hoping that another space
try might still succeed. Finally, the Soviet
tracking ships in both oceans headed for
home and Khrushchev fiew back to Moscow.
As James Mills wrote: "Reports from Moscow s.a.id Khrushchev arrived home livid
over cooling his heels in New York whlle
officials at home embarrassed him by not
producing the much heralded space triumph.
On October 25, 1960, the same month
Khrushchev returned to Moscow, the Soviets
announced that Marshal Mitrofan I. Nedeldn, chief of the Soviet missile forces, had
been killed in an 'airplane accident.'
"The body was cremated and the ashes
buried in the Kremlin wall. Khrushcev did
not attend the burial. Western newsmen,
for reasons never revealed, were barred. The
next month, a foreign diploDUllt in Bern,
Switzerland, claimed Nedeldn had not died
in an airplane accident at a.ll. The ·r eport
said the missile boss had been highly involved in a Russian •m anned space shot that
failed, k111.t1ng the .astronaut, while Khrushchev was at the United Nations. Khrushchev,
the diplomat said, so furiously denounced
Nedelin for the failure that the Marshal
committed suicide. A third account of Nedelin's death came from Italy. The Continentale News Agency (M1ilano) s.aJ.d the marshal was one of some 100 people killed when
a Russian rocket exploded on its pad 1n
October 1960." "
Among those interviewed •b y James Mills
concerning Soviet cosmonauts who had died
in space adventures was Brig. Gen. Don
Flickinger, at that time (1961) Chief of Bioastronautics for the Air Force's Air ResearCh
and Development Command.
General Flickinger's statement read as follows:
"I think the Soviets have killed a couple
of men in efforts to achieve manned space
ftight. There are reports which I believe,
that after Khrushchev arrived at the United
Nations the Russians launched a fairly heavy
satellite that failed to go into orbit. Indications are that the satellite carried one or
two men." 10
On May 29, 1967, I wrote to General Flickinger and asked him-as I had asked Senator Jackson-whether he could confirm the
accuracy and the veracity of his statement
as quoted by Mills.
On June 2a, 1967, General Flickinger answered by letter, an answer which I do not
want to withhold from the reader. General
Flickinger WTote:
"The quote (of me) as extracted from
TRUE Magazine 1s substantially correct, and
it goes down in 1ihe records as, unfortunately, one of my several errors and false predictions regarding the Soviet Space Program.
At the time, there was quite a bit of 'clr·
cumstantial' evidence pointing toward a Soviet manned space flight disaster and instead
of waiting until I could put the question to
one of the Soviet space medical people,

I made a premature and, subsequently proven, erroneous deduction. It really doesn't
make much dlfference that I accepted statements from several 'self-styled' authorities
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who averred that their information re the
deaths in space flight of several Soviet cosmonauts was unassailable. The fact remains
that based upon numerous encounters with
the SOviet bioscientists on past occasions,
I should have known better.''
Tihere is one incompletely verified incident
which, if true, may partially explain the
various and sometimes contlicting .rumors
regarding a Soviet space flight disaster which
abounded during and after Khrushchev's
visit to the U.S.A.
"This particular story has it that a Soviet space spectacular was scheduled for the
period of Khrushchev's arrival at the U.N.,
but .t hat the booster exploded on the launch
pad killing 20-30 people. Amongst the casualties were the Soviet Air F1orce Chief o!
their Space Flight Program plus 2-3 Cosmonauts. Some sources embroidered this tale
with the statement that they were flight
testing a 'nuclear-powered device' (for use
apparently as an auxil1ary power supply in
orobit) and it suddenly, without warning,
went critical on them. This version attempted
to cover up the discrepancy in the original
story posed by the obvious question as to why
the personnel killed were not protected in
the block house where ·t hey obviously would
be during a normal launch.
"This particulM alleged incident was not
given much space in the news media, and I
have not been able to obtrain any confirmaliion of it from any of the official sources. As
I reoo.ll, hlowever, there was a form·al announcement in PRAVDA and/or IZVESTIA
on the untimely death of the Soviet M111te.ry
Space Chief which corresponded (retrospectively) with the period in question!'
General Fllckinger's reference is to the
death of Marshal Mltrofan I. Nedelin, the
chief of the Soviet missile program who died
and whose ashes were burled in the Kreml1n
wall, a ceremony, Khrushchev did not attend.
While we have to be grateful for General
Flickinger's candid letter, he deserves a defense a.gaf.nst his own credulity in "denials"
of Soviet space fa.ilures in orbit or em launching pads, denials, ma.de to him by "one lOf the
Soviet medical people." These Soviet "medical
people" are, of course, under strict orders
from the Soviet Government, never to reveal
the truth about Soviet fa.llllX'es but emphatically to deny any such reports, not yet revealed by the Soviet Government itself. I
would rather believe General Fllckin.g er's
original sources which prompted him to give
James Mills the statement quoted above than
the denial based entirely upon an assertion
by ·a n official Soviet medical officer, dutybound to cover up any truth considered to be
harmful to Soviet foreign policy.
But James Mills introduced still another
witness testifying about the death of two
Soviet cosmonauts, killed in space attempts.
Mills quotes Lt. Col. Paul Hickman of the
Armed Foroes Industrial College as having
stated in Jam.uary 1961 that the United States
had "unofficial but very specific" infornm.tiiOn that the Soviets had killed two astronauts in space attempts. "One of the deaths,
he sa.id, occurred while Khrushchev was at
the United Nations. Hickman claimed the
U.S. knows the name of one of the dead
astronauts. The S;pace deaths, Hickman ma.intained, brought the demotion of the men 1n
charge of the Soviet man-in-space...prt>g:nun
and orders to a new group to get a man into
orbit 'immediately.'" u
These testimonies cannot be dismlssed
easily. Congressman Overton Brooks, Sen8/tlor
Henry M. Jackson and General Flickinger had
aooess to classified material. It is--'among
other reasons-this foot which led to the
eruption of S'tlrong criticism of the Admlnls·
trat110n's policy of silence, ambiguity, denials
and leaks.
The third case of a Soviet fallill'e in a
space adventure
was--involuntarily-revealed by the London Dally Worker, the organ
of the British Communist Party. On April
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12, 1961-the very day of Gagarln's one-orbit velope preiiUl.turely, without the Soviets'
flight around the eMth-the Dally Worker green light, and to t'USh into print with the
carried a front page story under the sensa- story he found r1n his envelope to assure his
tionalist headline: "Soviet Astronaut Circles paper one of the grerutest scoops of the
Eatrth Three Times. The First Man in Space. century. The SOviet Government, at that
Back Alive--But Su!Iering from Effects of time well aware that the planned space adHis Flight." The story was cabled by the venture of Apr117, 19611 had ended in a catasDaily Worker's Moscow correspondent, Den- trophy, expelled Dennis Ogden from the Sonis Ogden on April 11, 1961. It was short
viet Union. But the damage his premature
and read a.s follows:
story did to Soviet prestige could not be
"The Soviet Union has launched the first undone. There is no other Soviet fadlure in
man into space and brought him back to their attempts to conquer space convincearth alive, aocording to well-informed ingly revealed by a Communist newspaper.
By printing the false story of a Soviet threeoouroes here.
orbit-flight around the earth, the Daily
"The astronaut, said to be the test-pilot
son of a top-ranktng Soviet aircraft designer, Worker had revealed the truth thalt a catasis understood to be suffering after-effects trophy had taken pl:ace on a Soviet lruun.ching site.
from his fiight.
There rema.ins only one question: Who was
"Top aviation medical specialists and leading space scientists are in constant attend- the Soviet cosmonaut Who came to grief on
April 7, 1961?
ance.
Early in May 1961, "Paris Solr" revealed
"They are keeping him under close observahis identity. It was Sergei Dyushin, son of
tion.
"An official announcement regarding his the famous Soviet a!ircraft deSigner Dyushin.
flight, said to have taken place on Friday According to the French newspaper, Sergei
nyushln was waiting in his space capsule
(April 7, 1961), is expected tomOl"l"OW.
"The a.strona.ut is sa.ld to have com.pleted to be launched, when an explosion occurred
three orbits around the earth some 200 miles whioh seriously injured him.
A few weeks later, a letter appeared 1n
out in space before returning to earth in
response to .a signal from ground stations. "P!r.avda,'' signed by Sergei Dyushln and
"His flight wa.s made in a space vehicle stating that he was not a cosmonaut and
weighing 4 Y2 tons of the type previously that he was at the time in China, both assertions blatant Soviet liles. Obviously, the
tested in space flights with dogs.
"The city hM for the last 24 hours been Soviets, greatly irked by the Daily Workwait'ing with baited breath in expectation er'•s breach of confidence, had ordered 8eTge1
Dyushin to Wl"ite such a letter, or may have
of the official announcement that the Union
written it themselves and just forced him to
has won the space race.
"All day Muscovites have been keeping an sign It. It is even more probable that he
never saw the letter and that they just
ear cocked at their radios.
"Evening papers were eagerly snatched up "signed" it for him.
That the Soviets-however unsuccessand scanned for confirmation-or refutalof the many rumours circulating among fully-tried to cover up the tragedy, origijournadistic and scientific circles in the city." nating 1n •t heir own press release, will surThe New York Times of April 11, 1961, re- prise no one. It is completely in line With
ported from Washington that Moscow was the old Soviet practice never to admit failures
full of rumours that the Soviet Union might not witnessed by people from the free world.
have launched the first man into space and Far more surprising is the fact that Amerireturned him to earth alive. Then, the New can authorities conspired with the Soviet
York Times wrote: "A space agency spokes- authorities to conceal the truth !rom the
man said no information had been received American people. The same goes for all the
from the world-wide tracking network of the other Soviet failures (with the exception of
United States to indicate that a Soviet siX deep-space failures, revealed by NASA for
satellite had been launched. One indication very particular reasons as we shall see later).
that a Soviet space shot might be imminent, This consistent American policy of silence
however, was the fact that Soviet tracking and even outright denials has severely been
ships have been deployed 1n the Paclflc and criticized by Congress. Whenever such criticism was made by members of the House
North Atlantic for about a week."
The same issue of the New York Times of Space Committee, the stereotype answer was
April 11, 1961, also carried a dispatch from always the same: "classified matter, ask the
Moscow, dated Wednesday, April 10, 1961, ac- Department of Defense, NORAD, the C.I.A.
cording to which a Soviet television camera etc." But these agencies formed a stone wall
crew "showed up at the Central Telegraph of silence--with the unofficial exception of
Office and planted clusters of televlsion the CJ.A. which leaked a story about the
lights in places where correspondents would evidence of at least '11 Soviet deaths in space
be expected to rush ln." When no Soviet or on launching pads early 1n 1967, a story
announcement about a successful space with which I shall deal later.
The London Dally Worker story with Its
flight was made, "the camera crew departed,
taking cameras, lights and cables with them.'' clear Implication of tragedy was immediateThere is no doubt in my mind that there ly recognized as such by the New York Times
is only one conclusion to be drawn from the of April 13, ,1961, one day after Gagarin's sucLondon Daily Worker story and the New cessful one-orbit flight.
In an article by Walter Sullivan, entitled
York Times' report: That a never announced cata.strophy on the launching pad ". . . Experts Doubt Russian Flew 3 Orbits
prevented a Soviet cosmonaut from going Friday and Returned .•.,"the Times write:
"According to the London Dally Worker,
into orbi·t .
The conclusion that something went the son of a Soviet aircraft designer orbited
wrong in a Soviet space adventure becomes the earth three times that day (Friday, April
conclusive 1f we consider what had hap- 7, 1961) and was recovered, somewhat the
worse for his experience.
pened in Moscow behind the scene.
"This seemed unlikely to specialists, since
Some days before Gagarln went up on
April 12, 1961, the Moscow correspondents of after three orbits the flight path would not
Communist newspa.pers, and only they, were cross the expected recovery areas . . •
given sealed envelopes containing a Soviet
"If an attempt was made before yesterpress release with the explicit order not to day's successful operation, it apparently did
open the envlopes without the green light not place a carrier rocket in a stable orbit.
from the government. All the Comm.u nlst The generally accepted location of the Soviet
correspondents scrupulously followed that firing range is such that the first orbit of a
order, with one exception: Mr. Dennis Og- satellite launched from there would not
den, Moscow correspondent of the London pass near the United States.
Dally Worker. He could not resist the un"However, after having detached the
derstandable temptation to open the en- manned capsule, the launching vehicle
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would continue in an orbit that eventually
would span most of the world •. . .
..The apparent failure of such a rocket to
cross American territory in the preceding
days does not rule out an abortive launching attempt.
" If Washington has evidence of a try that
failed to achieve an orbit, it is keeping it
secret.''
it is exactly this policy of unnecessary
secrecy which aroused Congress and resulted
in the hearings before the Foreign Operations And Government Information Subcommittee.
Before I deal with the hearings I want to
point out one of the basic roots of the Washington policy concerning Soviet manned and
unmanned space failures. I am speaking of
an a greement between the Department of
Defense (DOD) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), an agreement which went into effect on January 13,
1961.
According to this agreement, NASA publishes information on Soviet satellites in the
Satellite Situation Report, based on the followmg crlterla:
"(a) Data on foreign space activities which
have been authorized for public release
through the Otnce of the Assistant secretary
of Defense (Public Affairs).
"(b) Data on foreign space activities officially reported to the United Nations Registry if NORAD orbital elements generally confirm the registry.
"(c) Data on foreign space activities (in·
cludi ng failures) which have been publicly
announced by the foreign government
concerned and which are generally confirmed
by NORAD data." 18
It is this DOD-NASA Agreement and
especially its paragraph c which is the source
of innumerable complaints by congressmen,
scientists and newspapermen who maintain
that this stipulation violates the law of
NASA under which it is obligated to inform
the American people a:bout all space activities, domestic as well as foreign.
Paragraph c shows that it does not matter
whether the Soviets had one or one-hundred
failures; they could not be released to the
American people unless they had been "publicly announced" by the Soviet Government
and unless they 'had lbeen at the same time
"generally confirmed" by NORAD. This regulation amounts to a complete news rb lackout
on Soviet !allures in space and/or on launching pads and was as such recognized in as
well as out of Congress.
To mustrate the general character of the
host of complaints on record the following
two statements may lbe quoted:
(1) Mr. Gene Robb, Publisher, Albany
Time-Union and vice president, American
Newspaper Publishers Association and a participant at a panel discussion on the failure
of the U.S. Government to promptly inform
the American public of Russian space activities-particularly, space efforts which have
resulted in failures and which the U.S. Government knows of but the Russians have not
announced" u stated:
"In early 1962, it became known that the
Defense Department had issued a secret order imposing a news blackout on all military
satell1te activity. Some of the Russian spaceprobe !·a llures went unreported for more
than two yeaTs because of 'policy reasons.' A
satellite situation report, supposed to be issued every 2 weeks, was delayed 40 days !between August 21 and October 10, 1962, and
then failed to include promised details on
Soviet failures!' 111
(2) Congressman John E. Moss, Chairman,
Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee, speaking before the
California Press Association Conference in
November of 1962, said:
"Apparently we are applying a system of
selective secrecy directive to tracking inforFoot notes at end of article.

mation we gather about Russian satellites.
Our Government releases information about
Russian satellites when it fits national policy
but the lid is closed at all other times, and
the American public has no reliable U.S. information to match against Russian claims
of space achievements. Certainly, we are not
fooling the Russians-they know where
their satellites ar~we are only confusing
the American people." 1s
The most violent debate about Soviet failures in space probably erupted during the
hearings before the Subcommittee of the
Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives, the so-called Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee, on May 23, and June 6,
1963. The Subcommittee's chairman was and
still is Congressman John E. Moss, the aut hor of ·t he Moss Act aimed at the prevention of unnecessary classification by Government departments.
In his opening statement, Congressman
Moss said:
"During the forthcoming hearings the subcommittee wm continue its investigati~n of
the Department of Defense space secrecy directive which clearly has resulted in the
withholding of information vital to public
understanding of United States and Russian
space activities.'' 17
Congressman Moss reminded the Subcommittee that it "has a-ece!lved numerous
complaints about the information policy
which stems from the Department of Defense space secrecy directive. There have
been charges that the directive has the effect
of keeping the public almost tota.lly m the
dark on Russian space activities, and to
some extent our own. The taxpayers certainly should not be called upon to spend
billlons of dollars on our own space programs without being given all the facts
necessary to make an intelligent judgment
as to Whether we are behind, a.head, or at
least keeping pace with Russian space efforts
. . . The subcommittee has been told that,
following the Depiartment of Defense directive, otllcial space information has
dwindled to the point where a true perspective of where we stand, in relation to :the
Russians, scarely exists as far as the general
public 1s concerned." 1s
The first witness to give testimony on
May 23, 1963, was Dr. George Simpson, Assistant Administrator for Technology Utillzation and Policy Planning, who had the
function within NASA to supervise the satellite report.d.ng publications.
In his opening statement, Dr. Simpson explaaned to the subcommittee the nature a!
the Administration's information policy concerning American a.nd Soviet space activities.
He referred to the Satell1te Situation Report
which is an "unclassified document issued
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) through its Space Operations Control Center, Goodard Space
Fight Center, Greenbelt, Md.'' However,
NASA did not 01'iginate the srutellite situation report. Originally, the Department of
Defense had "experimented" with techniques
for keeping track of objects !in space. As
Dr. Simpson testified: "By 1960 Defense was
ready to move the projeot into an operational phase under the Control of Norad (North
American Air Defense Command). At that
time Defense approached NASA with the
proposal that NASA assume responsibility
for reporting on all unclassified space launching and orbital information to the scientific
and civilian community." 19
With tills statement, Dr. Sim.pson opened
a Pandora Box of discussion and criticism of
what is unclassified and what classified,
especially relating to Soviet failures in space
and on launching pads.
As it turned out, practically all information about Soviet failures was and still 1s
classified , including Soviet failures admitted
by the Soviet Government. On that point,
this exchange developed:
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Mr. MEADER: " • • • does NASA i"ecognlze
the right of the Defense Department to prohibit NASA from publishing information
about foreign space activities which have
been made public by those foreign governments themselves?"
Dr. Simpson: "Yes, sir. I mean that is the
record. We have not done this because we
publish only information on foreign space
activities furnished to us through NORAD,
and the record I am sure w1ll show that on
occasion announcements made by foreign
governments have not been included in the
NORAD reports, so I have to say 'Yes.' " 20
Another example of the nature of congressional criticism of Washington's information policy in respect to Soviet failures in
space adventures was the exchange between
Congressman Ogden Reid (R., N.Y.) and Dr.
Simpson. It went like this:
Mr. Reid: "Am I to understand from your
response to the chairman that there 1s no
area here this morning, on behalf of NASA,
that you can report to the American people
on, with regard to Soviet space failures?"
Dr. Simpson: "There is no area that we can
report on?"
Mr. Reid: "Here this morning on Soviet
space failures."
Dr. Simpson: "No, sir."
Mr. Reid: "So, to put the question the
other way, any space failure in your judgment at this time is classified?"
Dr. Simpson: "Yes, sir, unless released by
the appropriate agency.''
Mr. Reid: "Now, that 1s a technical judgment as to the authority, and whether it 1S
national security, and so on.
"But, I think the American people might
infer from your comment here this morning that there 1s nothing that they can be
told about Soviet space failures at this time.
Is that a correct implication, or isn't it?
Either it is classified or it isn't."
Dr. Simpson: "It is classified; yes, sir.''
Mr. Reid: "Then there is nothing on Soviet space failures here this morning you can
report to the American people that is not
classified?"
Dr. Simpson: "Any Soviet failure that is
unclassified has appeared in the satellite
situation report. I don't know exactly how
many. I know the two that you a-eferred to
last August and September (1962) are in
the satellite situation report . . . ."
Mr. Reid: "Can we ask you another question here? Do you know of any Russian
launches-more particularly, Russian failures-that have not been reported to the
American people?"
Dr. Simpson: "I will be happy to answer
that question in executive session, sir."
Mr. Reid: "This isn't a classified query, in
my judgment. You merely have to say there
are Russian !allures that have not been reported, and you think, for reasons of classification, they shouldn't be.''
Dr. Simpson: "No, sir."
Mr. Reid: "What I am trying to get is a
yes or no."
Dr. Simpson: "Please, sir, you are asking
me to report in open session on information
which I received through classified sources.
I will do whatever the chairman directs me
to do. If he thinks it is proper for me to do
it, I will. I don't think so."
Mr. Meader: "I don't understand that answering that question yes or no would in itself be a release of classified information."
Mr. Hardy: "It could be."
Mr. Moss: "The chairman is very, very
sympathetic to the convictions of the gentleman from New York and shares his concern
over the inab111ty to get an answer.
"But having worked with classified information for a period of some 8 yea rs, I recognize that, on occasion, it may not be proper
for a witness to respond to a question, in an
open hearing, and therefore the Chair will
not direct an answer; but we will request
that the next witness from NASA be prepared
to respond fully to that when the gentleman
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places the question to him again in executive
session."
Mr. Reid: "Thank you. And just to keep
the record clear, let me just add a clearly
unclassified question in open session on behalf of this committee, my colleagues, the
American people. Is there anything that you
can comment on, that you want to add to
your comments or to the record, on Soviet
space failures?"
Dr. Simpson: "No sir, I don't have any." 21
Thus, while desperately struggling not to
violate security classifications, Dr. Simpson
let the cat out of the bag. He did reveal the
truth: that there are Soviet failures in space
adventures which he cannot reveal in open
session. That clinched the case.
Some time after Dr. Simpson had given his
testimony, he was abruptly dismissed by
NASA. It is my guess that his dismissal was
the result of having revealed too much.
The hearings before the subcommittee also
dealt with the Soviet deep-space-probe failures. The New York Times reported on September 1, 1962, the Soviet failure of their
Venus probe in an article by John D. Pomfret, washington correspondent of the New
York Times.
The lead read as follows: "Washington,
Aug. 31-The Soviet Union made an unsuccessful attempt at a Venus space probe last
Saturday (August 25, 1962), Government
sources said tonight."
It continued: "Its payload broke up and
three of the pieces are orbiting the earth the
sources said."
This total Soviet failure occurred about
48 hours before the United States launched
Mariner 2 to the vicinity of Venus. The
American Venus probe of August 26, 1962
was a full success. It passed Venus within
21,594 miles and returned interplanetary
data from a distance of more than 53 million miles until January 8, 1963.
As usual, the Soviet Government had neither reported the launching nor the complete failure of the Venus probe. Nor had
NASA made a clear and open statemenrt.
Somebody else must have leaked the story
to Mr. Pomfret. When -r eporters wanted confirmation of the story from NASA, all they
got was the statement which confirmed reports in the press as "knowledge that is
available wi.'bhin the Government." 22
Annoyed by the press reports and the official sllence of NASA, the two chairmen of
the House and Senate Space Committees,
George P. Mlller and Robert S. Kerr respectively, wrote together a. letter to James E.
Webb, then as now, Director of NASA. The
date of this letter was September 4, 1962.
It read as follows:
"DEAR DIRECTOR WEBB: In the past weeks
there have been two reports in the press
which have troubled us as chairmen of the
House and Senate Committees on Space: (1)
The Saturday morning newspapers carried an
article reporting that the Soviet Union failed
in an attempt to successfully send a space
vehicle to Venus on August 25, 1962. (2) On
August 30, 1962, Dr. L. I. Sedov, a. leading
Soviet space expert was interviewed by a.
professor of Tokyo University. The question
was asked: 'Since the Soviet Union has never
made an advance announcement of launchings, some people suspect that there have
been unsuccessful launchings in the past;
would you tell me the truth, say confidentially'? Sedov: 'The Soviet Union makes an
announcement as soon as a. rocket is
launched. There is no substantial difference
between the Soviet Union and the United
States in the way of announcement. If there
is any failure, it must be known to the world.'
"It is our clear understanding that the
Soviet Union does not announce all of its
shots and therefore Dr. Sedov's answer appears to 'be in conflict with the information
in our possession. Dr. Sedov's statement and
Footnotes at end of article.

the report of the Venus shot failure are so
patently at variance that we feel ·it 1s important that if the United States Government possesses any information relative to
unsuccessful attempts by the Soviet Union
to launch a spacecraft ·to Venus, or other
planetary probes, that this information
should be made available to our committees
and to the American people.
"The world must of necessity admlre the
remarkable achievements of the Soviet Union
in the field of space. A shadow is thrown over
the entire space through their refusal to
admit failures. The United States is not
without its failures, but we operate in a free
society and our failures, as well as our successes, are made known to all.
"We would appreciate an answer to this
letter promptly.
"Sincerely yours,
"GEORGE P. MILLER,
"Chairman, House Committee on Science
and Astronautics.

"RoBERT

s. KERR,

"Chairman, Senate Aeronautical
Space Sciences Committee." 25

and
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trajectory. The Soviet Union announced the
launching as successful Earth satellite Sputnik VII and claimed for it a new weight in

orbit record of 14,300 pounds. Had this probe
ibeen successfully ejected, it would have
taken 105 days to reach Venus.
" • (4) February 12, 1961: A partially successful attempt to send a 1,400-pound spacecraft to Venus was made on this date. All
vehicle stages \functioned normally, and the
probe was correctly placed on its interplanetary path. The Soviet Union correctly announced that this was the first time that a.
spacecraft was successfully outward from
orbit. The probe took 97 days to reach the
vicinity of Venus. The Soviets 'apparently experienced a ,f ailure in the power supply or
radio transmitter, and the probe was last
heard from at a distance of 4.5 million mtles
from the Earth.
"'(5) August 25, 1962: A third attempt to
send •a probe to Venus was made on th~
date. The payload was successfully placed
into its satellite parking orbit, but apparently could not be ejected. Had this shot
been successful, .the probe would have arrived at Venus on about December 7, 1962,
ahead of the U.S. Mariner II. It appears that
the normal flight time of 112 days was intentionally shortened to 104 days by s·a crificing spacecraft weight. This IJ.aunching at;tempt has not yet .b een announced by the
Soviet Union.
'"(6) September 1, 1962: The fourth attempt to reach Venus was also succeSSfully
placed into a satellite parking orbit, but
could not be ejected. The Soviet Union has
not yet announced this attempt nor ·t he
presence of the unused components in oribit.'
'\Sincerely,
"JAMES E. WEBB,

Less than 24 hours after reception of this
letter, the two space committees chairmen
received Mr. Webb's answer, an answer which
is in more than one respect remarkable.
It read:
"Gentlemen:
"I agree. The Soviet's broad policy of announcing successes but decllning .to admit
failures does cast a shadow over their entire
space effort-remarkable as it might be.
"You jointly proposed that if the U.S. Government possesses a.ny information relative
to unsuccessful planetary probes by the Soviet Union, that this information should be
made a va.ila.ble to your committees and to
the American people.
Administrator." 211
"In response to this proposal, inquiry was
The puzzle this remarkable document
made of appropriate agencies of this Gov- created was not lost on the Congressmen.
ernment. The response was as follows:
The ch8ilrman of the subcommittee, Mr.
" 'The Soviet Union has pursued a vigorous Moss, asked the witness, Assistant Adminisbut unsuccessful program to send instru- trator,_ NASA, Dr. Simpson: ''Now we have
mented space probes to the planets. Thus here an instance where, in response to the
far two attempts have been made to send demands of the chairman of the House and
spacecrafts to Mars and !our to Venus. Of Senate committees, an immediate release
these six attempts, only one probe was suc- was made. Therefore, we could reasonably
cessfully launched on an interplanetary path, assume that there was a very quick conferthe Venus probe of February 12, 1961. How- ence, and the material was declassified or
ever, it was only a qualified success because that it had never been classified. Can you tell
its radio transmission !ailed after several me which was the case?" 2ll
days, long before it reached venus.24 None o:t
Dr. Simpson's answer was: "I do not know,
the five remaining attempts achieved a suc- sir. I had just got to town that very day,
cessful trajectory because of rocket vehicle and I was not involved in this at that time
malfunctions.
at all.'' 27 This answer from the Assistant Ad" 'The same mission-planning philosophy ministrator For Technology Utilization and
and vehicle combination was used on each Policy Planning, NASA, seems to be strange.
of the Soviet interplanetary series. A parking Even if he was not in Washington the day
orbit technique is consistently exploited, Mr. Webb sent off his revealing letter to the
whereby the first three stages attempt to two chairmen of Congress' Space Commitlaunch the payload into a. low Earth satel- tees, it is hard to believe that he would not
lite orbit as in the U.S. Mariner program. have learned of tbis event after his return.
After one passage around the Earth, the Congressman Moss ignored Dr. Simpson's
fourth or ejection stage is fired over Mrica. answer and, fully aware of the implications
If successful, this sends the Instrumented Webb's letter offered, stated: "Now, if secuprobe on a ballistic path to the planets. rity was not breached in this instance, then
Had the launching been successful in each why cannot similar information be publicly
of the six cases listed below, the probe would disclosed now? Whereupon, Dr. Simpson said:
have arrived at Venus or Mars with too high "That is a classified matter, sir." 28
a velocity to have been orbited around either
Indeed, Mr. Webb's letter raises certain
planet. Optimum conditions were chosen for questions. It is most unusual to find a. letter
each launching attempted thus far so as to from members of Congress to be answered
simplify the task of either guidance or per- Within 24 hours. It is equally rare that the
formance--or both.
agency, answering the letter fully complies
"'(1) October 10, 1960: An unannounced With the request of the Congressmen to give
attempt to send a probe to Mars failed be- immediately classified information. (The posfore a parking orbit was achieved. Had this sibility, implied by Mr. Moss, that the mateprobe been successful, it would have reached rial had not been classified can be dismissed
Mars in about 230 days.
as a. rhetorical politeness.} Mr. Webb's letter
"'(2) October 14, 1960: A second attempt was not only sent to the two chairmen within
to send a. probe to Mars using virtually the 24 hours since it was received, it also consame trajectory also failed before a parking tained all the requested answers about Soor'bit was achieved.
viet failures in space.
"' (3) February 4. 1961: The first attempt
The experience shows that Washington
to send a spacecraft to Venus was success- was able to declassU'y information concernfully placed in its Earth-parking orbit, but ing six Soviet failures which had been cl'a.SSicould not be ejected into its planned Venus fied secrets, partly :tor two years. For two
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years, Washington authorities maJntla.ln.ed
the position tha.t the information about the
Soviet deep-space-probe fallures was "too
sensitive" to be revealed to the American
people.
Suddenly, within a. few hours, the Slalllle
authorities (Department of Defense, NORAD,
C.I.A., NASA and the White House) decided
to throw overboard the pseudo-justification
and to release the whole truth I
It would be foolish to believe that the reason for such a. reversal c4 information policy
was the demand from Congress. AB we know
from the hearings, spokesmen for the Government answered pertainlng questions time
and time again with the stereotype: "SOrry,
classified matter."
Why not in this case?
The answer to this question Ues in the
fact that the failure of the Soviet Venus
shot of August 25, 1962 was publiShed by the
world press, e.g. by The New York Times of
Septemlber 1, 1962. It was 1ihis publication
Which caused the two C'ha.lrmen of the two
Congressional Space Committees to ask Mr.
Webb for an official clarification. Thereupon,
Mr. Webb consulted the agencies concerned
and-with full a-pproval of the White House,
it was decided that to deny Congress information already revealed to the whole world
would be inappropriate. It was then decided
not only to declassify the Soviet faJ.lure of
August 25, 1962, butr-just for good me'asure--also the rema.1n1Dig fa.llure!i of Soviet
attempts to reach Mars and Venus.
In fact, Mr. Webb's letter of September
5, 1962, contained only three "scoops" concerning SOviet failures in space:
The ttems ( 1) , Mars probe of October 10,
1960, (2), the Mars probe of October 14, 1960
8IDd item (6), the unsuccessful fourth attempt to reach Venus of September 1, 1962.
The remaining three items: (8), the first
Russian Venus shot of February 4, 1961, (4),
a "partially successful attempt to send a.
1,400 pound spa.cecra:ft to Venus" of February
12, 1961, and item (5), the thd.rd Soviet
Venus-probe of August 25, 1962, a. complete
failure, had been reported world-wide and
especially by the New York Times.
Since Washington was of the opinion that
no damage to national security could be
done by revealing space secrets, Congressman
Moss' question, "Why cannot s1milar information be publicly disclosed now?" was
fully justified as Dr. Simpson's answer "that
ls a. classified matter," was unsatisfactory.
It is hard to understand Dr. Simpson's
answer to Mr. Moss' simple question. He
could have answered: "The reason why sim11&" information cannot be disclosed now is
national security" but he preferred to extend
cla.sSifioatlon even to the reason why a. subject is classified, in spite of the fact that a.
Presidential Executive Order had spelled out
long ago the only reason for classification of
Government documents, namely the possible
endangering of our national defense.
In connection with Mr. Webb's letter of
September 5, 1962, it is interesting to note
that the Administration dlid not only release
long clasified space secrets, it also enabled
the New York Times writer John W. Finney
to publish an article in the edt.torial section
of the Sunday Times ex! September 6, 1962
under the eight-column headline: "How U.S.
Checks the Soviet Space Shots and M111tary
Power" which revealed most Int-eresting details concerning American tracking systems,
including details on SPADATS (Space Detection and Tracking System) a.nd a world map
shoWing the monitoring and tracking system,
the spotting and tracking system a.nd the
precision tracking system. All this could now
be revealed without e.ny damage whatsoever
to American interests!
John W. Finney had this to say about our
own secrecy policy on Soviet space adventures and especially Soviet failures in space:
"For the past few years, some of the most
highly secret information locked away in

the files of military and intelligence agencies
have been reports about unsuccessful space
launchings by the Soviet Union. . . .
''With the disclosure (of the Soviet Mars
and Venus shots failure) also came confirmation, although indirectly, of a truly
remarkable game of electronic espionage
that the United States has been playing with
considerable secrecy for the last several years
to keep track of what the Soviet Union was
doing in space research. With huge radars
scattered around the W'Orld, electronic,
'fences', strung across the United States,
sensitive radio receivers hidden along the
periphery of the Soviet Union, the United
States has been watching and eavesdropping
on Soviet rocket developments. As the Soviet
Union Must know now, if it didn't before
the United States announcement, no Soviet
space booster can leave the launching pad
without the fact being known in a. few minutes in command headquarters in Washingtlon ....
"Within minutes after each launching,
the new objects in space had :b een detected
by United States tracking stations around
the world and the information flashed to the
North American Air Defense Command in
Colorado and thence to the Pentagon, the
Central Intelligence Agency and the White
House. Mter the tracking of a. few orbits
and the processing of the information
through large electronic computers, it was
possible not only to extrapolate backwards
and forward and determine the specific time
and place of the launchings but also to
establish that they had ·b een sent with a
velocity and a.im obviously intended to take
them in the direction of Venus. . . .
"Thus far, the Administration has opened
but one drawer on the information about
space and missile activities obtained by
SPADATS and other intelligence channels.
In the other drawers are additional reports
about Soviet launching failures that have
never been publicized ·b Y the United States
or announced by the Soviet Union.
"The reasons for the Soviet reluctance to
publicize its failures are obvious. Not so obvious Is why the United States has refused
to disclose the failures, lf th-e Soviets won't.
The standard exp1ana.tion is that such disclosures might com.promise inteHigence activities. For some hig'hly clandestine intelligence operations watching Soviet missile developments, this explanation has validity.
But the nature of the electronic surveillance
system is wen known to the Soviet Union,
just by reading past Defense Department
announcements, and it could come as no
great revelation to the Kremlin to learn that
the United States had detected its space failures.
"Another reason for the past secrecy about
the Soviet failures has been the general policy
of the Kennedy Administration to impose
even tighter controls over the release of
military information. It is a. policy that had
led the Administration into a. contradictory
position as far a.s the space surveillance system is concerned. In the early days, the
Kennedy Administration would confirm that
a Soviet missile or space shot had been
t racked even before it was announced by
the Soviet Union. But in !"ecent months the
Administration had been reluctant to admit
that a successful Shot has been observed, even
after the Soviet announcement.
"There is a certain comfart in the wealth
of the information that has been obtained
by the SPADATS system and a.n irony in its
secrecy. If the information were made public, it would show that percentage-wise the
Soviet Union has had about as many failures
as the United States ln mlsslle <B.nd space
launchings.211 And yet by keeping the failures
seoret, the United States is helping to perpetuate the image of inferiority in 'tihe space
race."
Footnotes a.t end of article.
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The fact that this much could suddenly
be revealed in the article by Finney without
any visible damage to our national security
and the fact that it could be revealed on the
sole ground of "overriding political reasons"
seems to prove the veracttiy ar Congressman
Moss' assertion that "about 90 per cent of
the material . . . of a. classified nature was
either needlessly classified or overclassified." ao Neither Dr. Simpson nor Dr. Dryden
ever dared to reveal 10% of the facts published With impunity in Finney's article.
The assumption of quite unnecessary cla.ssifioation of Soviet space !allures is appropriate, oa.n be seen by the next witness' testimony of June 6, 1963. Then, Dr. Hugh Dryden, Deputy Administrator, NASA was on
the stand:
Mr. Meader: "You apparently feel that in
these instances which were released on September 5, 1962, there was no danger of revealing your monitoring techniques?"
Dr. Dryden: "Because there was someth.ing
in space which everybody knows our NORAD
tracking system can see." 31
If it could be revealed on September 5,
1962 because "there waa something 1n space
which everybody knows our NORAD tracking system can see," it certJaJ.nly could have
been revealed on October 10, 1960, Octaber 14,
1960, February 4, 19&1, February 12, 1961,
August 25, 1962, and September 1, 1962, because there was on these original dates
"something in space which everybody knows
our NORAD tracking system can see." Why
was it not? Unfortunately, the interrogation
of Dr. Dryda.n was not penmed along such
lines.
Dr. Dryden made it clear right in the beginning of his testimony, that NASA "has
no Intelligence function." He pointed out
that NASA does not set up any instrumentation and intelligence activities "in order to
discover what the Russian program is." Aa
he put it: "This is a function essentially of
the Central Intelligence Agency, assisted by
the Defense Department and other agencies
of the Government." u
Regarding the clearance policy of the Government, Dr. Dryden pointed out that the
"very limited number (of NASA employees)
who do receive regular intelligence briefings
and daily information "have to sign a. statement that ... they will not reveal information to other people in their own organization or anywhere else, and that they will not
discuss it except with people who have the
required clearance.sa To foreclose any too indiscreet questions, Dr. Dryden stated right
in the beginning of his testimony: "We cannot spell out by chapter a-nd verse the details
which we get from the intelligence agency.
The Congress has available to it the power
to ask the CIA to give you a. briefing directly
on these matters, but I am not free to transmit the information in detall." u
When Congressman Reid (R., N.Y.) asked
Dr. Dryden '8/bout Mr. Webb's letter to the
two chairmen of the Space Committees, just
dealt with, Dr. Dryden answered: "The matter of the declassification of this particular
information was handled at the highest levels
of Government. NASA was represented in the
discussions. The group dealing with the release decided to release it in this particular
way. Now, I might tell you that today I believe there will be a second exception, and a
release of information on Soviet failures, in
this case, connected with the UN. registration problem. The Soviet have failed to announce certain launches which have left objects 1n earth orbit." as
When Mr. Reid asked Dr. Dryden whether
he could give the committee some more
specific information on the number of Soviet peaceful launches that were failures,
Dr. Dryden said: "I ·a m afraid that this information that you can get from a presentation from the CIA, but when I get such information I am not authorized to pass it
even to members of NASA. There are about
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a dozen people in NASA who are cleared to
receive this type of information." as
This was another admission-this time
under oath-that there are Soviet failures
in space kept secret by the Government. It
was a reference to what Finney 1n his article
in the New York Times had called "the
other drawer."
Ultimatelry,. Congressman Reid, angered
by the endless evasions and gobbledegook in
Dr. Dryden's answers, summarizing the feeling of the subcommittee and the American
people, categorically stated that the American people "could be told and should be told
much more. But leaving that question aside
for the moment, in my judgment NASA
may not have fulfilled its full responsib1llties.
It may have been derelict and indeed it may
have damaged the administration and the
effectiveness of our foreign policy to the
extent it has not assessed or assessed in conjunction with the President the shortcomings of the Soviet effort, because if you make
the Soviets 10 feet taH, and you know that
they are not, then you have advanced Soviet
f-oreign policy unwittingly.37 It seems to me
that serious consideration should be given
to fully informing the American pe-ople and
the rest of the world that the Soviets had
had, from your testimony today, very real and
serious space failures." as
The crucial question of manned failures,
suffered by the Russians, came up during
Dr. Dryden's testim-ony only once:
Mr. Moss: "They {the American people)
have been told very recently that Russia had
a number of manned failures."
Dr. Dryden: "Not by an officiaJ. of the Government."
Mr. Moss: "That 18 tright, not by any official of the Government."
Dr. Dryden: "And to the best of my knowledge I might say there have been no sudh
failures."
Mr. Moss: "That is fine, but now you have
an intel'esting--"
Dr. Dryden: "I so stated to the press when
asked about it.''
Mr. Moss: "Yes, I realize that. I have followed that."
Dr. Dryden: "We have no information that
they have had a. manned fa.llure. ThJs is a
story which originated in Czechoslovakia. It
has been repeated every few months." 89
Unfortunately, Dr. Dryden's statement
that "to the best of my knowledge ... there
have been no such fa.Uures" has not been
questioned by the subcozn:mlttee. Nobody
asked Dr. Dryden what he meant by the
phrase "to the best o! my knowledge." Did
it imply that even he did not necessa.rlly get
all the information available .t o the C.I.A.
about Soviet failures? Nobody pressed Dr.
Dryden in respect to the indications of Soviet manned failures as suggested by the
events of 1960, while Khrushchev was 1n New
York and of 1961, as revealed by the prematurely published SoVilet news release in
the London Daily Worker. Nobody cared to
confront Dr. Dryden with the statem.ents on
"Soviet Murder in Outer Space" by people in
the know as Overton Brooks, Senator Henry
M. Jackson, Ltd. Col. Paul D. Hickman and
others. What would his answers have been?
Nobody even cared to ask Dr. Dryden why
he implied that the news release by the
Ita.llan Continentale Agency should necessarily be considered as a. lie. It 1s well conceivable that some high-mnking CZech Communist, disgruntled over Moscow's tutelage
and censorship, leaked not a. lie but the
truth to the Italian agency. (As even tJhe
notorious liar Dr. Joseph Goebbels did not
lie when he declared in April 1943, that
the Soviets had kllled the Polish officers
found in the mass graves a.t Ka.tyn. The
veracity of this statement had been for many
years emphatically denied by President
Roosevelt and the Department of State.)
More indications of Soviet manned space
failures came to light in 1965. On October 4.

1965, the "Electronic News" printed a statement "Death in Space" In which it said:
"The Russians have lost 10 cosmonauts. including one woman, in faulty space shots,
a top NASA official said last week!'
In the same year the celebrated "Penkovskiy Papers" appeared. This book was
based upon the intelligence reports transmitted by Oleg Penkovskiy, a high official in
the Soviet military intelligence (GRU), a.
man whom President Kennedy a.postrophed
during the Cuban missile crisis, as our best
informer about Soviet military affairs inside
the Soviet Union, and upon whose informations about the worka.bllity or non-workability of the Soviets' rocket systems President Kennedy based his nuclear ultimatum
to Khrushchev, a man who had paid with
his life when he was sentenced to death and
shot in Moscow on May 11, 1963.
"The Penkovskiy Papers" was undoubtedly
checked and double-checked not only by
British Intelligence but aloo by the C.I.A.
before its publication was okayed.
What has Penkovskiy to say about Soviet
space failures?
On page 339, we can read: "Several sputniks were launched into the stratosphere
and never heard from again. They took the
lives of several specially trained astronauts."
And agairi on page 342: "There were several unsuccessful launchings of sputniks
with men killed prior to Gagarin's fiight.
Either the missile would explode on the
launching pad, or it would go up and never
return." 46
As the ultimate indication of Soviet manned space failures, I rely upon a document
which was leaked by the C.I.A. to the two
Washington correspondents Robert S. Allen
and Paul J. Scott and published in their
widely distributed column "The Allen-Scott
Report."
Before dealing with this document, I want
to say a. few words about Washington "leaks"
in general and Allen-Scott in particular.
The "leak" is a legitimate instrument or
the Administration to convey a certain truth
to the people which for one reason or another, justified or unjustified, will not be
officially released. President Roosevelt was a
master in using this instrument. So was
President Kennedy. I believe that a "leak"
!from any Washington high official has very
rarely, if ever, turned out to be a lie. In fact,
I do know a single case. But I know of many
cases when the leak was later officially confirmed by a Government statement. In contradistinction to such a "leak", official pronouncements by Government spokesmen often contain pure lies as it was shown in the
celebrated case of Mr. Arthur Sylvester, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs who even publicly maintained that the
Government has sometimes the duty to lie.
As to the Washington Reporters Allen and
Scott: I have followed their column for many
years without having discovered a single
report of a non-existing fact. However, many
of their astounding scoops have been confirmed by the Government, some two or three
years after they had appeared in the "AllenScott Rep-ort," solely due to "changed circumstances." I, therefore. do not doubt that
they have seen a genuine C.I.A. document before they wrote their column which appeared
in so many American newspapers. early in
February 1967.
I am fortunate to report on good authority
that the C.I.A. memorandum to the President, informing him that the Soviets had
lost 11 cosmonauts in orbit or on launching
pads-before the Koma.rov tragedy of April
24, 1967, a. fa.llure, admitted by the U.S.S.R.was made available to Allen-Scott by the
same C.I.A. high official who had "leaked"
to them in 1962 all the inf-ormation about
the Soviet missiles in Cuba, weeks before
these facts were publicly revealed by President Kennedy. Therefore, I do not see any
reason to doubt in the least the authenticity

and veracity of the statements made in this
documeDJt.
With the permission of the Hall Syndicate,
distributor of the "Allen-Scott Report", I
quote the following parts:
"On the basis of the latest U.S. intelligence
data, the Soviet has lost a.t least 11 Cosmonauts since its first space flight in 1960,
which was unsuccessful. This has never been
publicly admitted though all the pertinent
facts are known to U.S. authorities.
"Significantly. five of the Russian Cosmonauts were killed when their spacecra.i\ts
failed to go into orbit after reaching heights
of several hundred miles.
"The six other Soviet Cosmonauts lost their
lives in a series of mishaps ranging from missiles exploding during countdowns to training incidents involving helicopter crashes.·
"These and ot her details of the Russian fa.cll1t1es are highlighted in a. Central Intelligence Agency report prepared for the White
House several weeks before the Cape Kennedy disaster that took the lives of Astronauts Virgil Grissom, Edward White and
Rlobert Chaffee.
"The CIA study reveaas that the u.s. has
radio intercepts of the frantic efforts of Soviet ground controllers to contact their Cosmonauts after their spacecraft fa.lled into
orbit.
"These voice recordings, as well as records
of the simultaneous tracking of :the spacecrafts, have given the United States indisputable proof of the tightly guarded fatal
Russian space accidents.
"Several of the cosmonauts' deaths •h ave
further been confirmed by scientists in Iron
CUrtain countries, and a OIA source who is
described as 'our most accurate informer on
the Soviet space program.'
"While it has been U.S. policy not to make
official announcements regarding fatal Soviet space accidents, the Cape Kennedy
tragedy may change this.
"Under discussion by an inner Administration intelligence committee 1s a proposal to provide the House and Senate Space
Committees with publishable CIA findings of
such Russian mishaps.
"Also being deUbera.ted in submitting to
these committees during their inquiries of
the 'Cape Kennedy tragedy a report on the
H Soviet space deaths. One purpose would
be to demonstrate that the U.S. space program is still by far the safest." a
Concluding this article, I should like to
state that I believe th~t the indications or
Soviet manned failures in space, in orbit or
on launching pads. fully justify either a.
Congressional investigation into the subject
or a reconsideration by our Government o!
its secrecy policy concerning Soviet space
failures. Such long overdue reconsideration
should result in opening the secret files to
the American people who, after all, pay the
billions of dollars for our own space program and who have the right to know the
truth.
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as well as homeowners-it is assumed
that 25 percent of rent payments are in
effect for property taxes.
Normally, the relief comes as a credit
against Federal income tax. But for those
eligible persons whose income is so low
that they owe less income tax than the
amount of relief due to them, a direct
cash refund is substituted for the credit.
The refund or credit is intended to
offset only that portion of the property
tax that is well in excess of what can be
considered a fair burden. It works like
this:
Property taxes are considered unusually high if they exceed a certain percentage of household income. This percentage increases as household income
increases. After determining the amount
of the tax which is excessive, 75 percent
of this amount is credited or refunded.
To insure that only truly needy persons receive relief, applicants must list
all forms of money income, including
nontaxable income such as social security, veteran's disability benefits, public
assistance payments, and railroad retirement benefits. In addition, the bill limits
the amount of property taxes that can
be used in computing relief to $330. Thus,
if a householder has property tax payments of $400 he can only use $330 of
that in computing his refund or credit.
As one might expect, the upshot of all
this is a rather complicated formula. For
those who are curious, the formula is in
section 1603 of the bill, the text of which
follows. The following table lists the size
of the credit or refund which is available
in some representative cases:
Property tax
$100.----- - ----------------$200_- ---.- •. ------.-------$300_- ------- ·--. ----------$100 _______ ----·---·- ------$200-----.------------.---.$300_- ----.----------------$100 __ ---------------------$200_- ------------.--------$300_- ---.------------------

Total household income

Credit or
refund

$1,000
1, 000
1, 000
2,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
3, 000
3, 000

$63.75
138.75
213.75
7. 50
82.50
157. 50
0. 00
0.00
56.25

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF FOR THE
LOW-INCOME ElDERLY
The SPEAKER. Under a previous order of the House, the gentleman from
Wisconsin CMr. REuss) is recognized for
Because the bill is closely modeled on
30 minutes.
Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, I introduce Wisconsin's Homestead Relief Act, a brief
today, for appropriate reference, H.R. look at Wisconsin's experience with the
6883, the Property Tax Relief Act of 1971. law may be helpful.
The Wisconsin law was passed in 1964
Low-income elderly are probably the
hardest hit in the Nation by inflation and liberalized in 1966 and 1968. In fisand rising taxes. The homes they live cal year 1970 it provided tax relief of
in were purchased many years ago, when $7.2 million to 74,000 low-income elderly
property taxes were low and job income families, an average payment of about
was coming in regularly. But now they $97. The total relief granted was less
are retired on small, fixed incomes, sup- than 1 percent of total property tax colplemented inadequately if at all by so- lections in the State.
Very few of those eligible had incomes
cial security payments, while property
taxes and living expenses have risen high enough to make them subject to the
drastically, especially in urban areas. The State income tax, so that 98 percent of
result is excessive taxes, often as much the relief was in the form of a direct
cash refund.
as one-third of total income.
In addition to relieving the elderly of
Yet moving away from a heavily taxed
home' is not always a feasible solution. the burden of excessive property taxes,
There is often a sentimental attachment the law has had important side effects. It
to the old familiar property. The task of has reduced the tendency of local propmoving is a burdensome one for the el- erty taxes to force those with less money
derly. And at the present time decent yet to pay a higher proportion of their ininexpensive housing is often simply not come for taxes. The law has also had a
beneficial effect on income distribution,
available.
To meet this problem, H.R. 6883 pro- since it in effect transfers income from
vides property tax relief to those over 65 the general taxpaying population to
with a total yearly income of $3,700 or those who are very poor.
less. The relief extends to elderly renters
The Wisconsin experiment has been so
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successful that the Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations has recommended that all States follow Wisconsin's lead. Minnesota, California, Vermont, and Kansas have done so, and
other States have considered similar
measures. But there is no need to wait
for State legislatures ,t o act. We can
make this relief available now by using
the Federal income tax system.
CRISIS IN THE TEXTn.E INDUSTRY
The SPEAKER. Under a previous
order of the House, the gentleman from
North Carolina CMr. MIZELL) is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, in the past
few weeks, I have been attempting to
keep my colleagues informed of developments in the ever-growing crisis in the
American textile industry.
I have cited an instance in WinstonSalem, N.C., a city within my congressional district, in which a textile industry, and its workers, were ruled eligible
to apply for Government assistance because the plant had been shut down as a
direct result of foreign textile importation.
I have cited another example, in
Greenville, S.C., in which a company announced it will close its doors by the first
of May, throwing 500 men and women
out of work.
I have quoted statistics showing the
loss of textile jobs in recent years running in remarkable proportion to the
increasing level of foreign textile imports allowed to be brought to this country.
In these and other ways, I have sought
to show my colleagues the mounting
danger that accompanies this Nation's
totally unrealistic present policy of textile trade with such partners as the
Japanese, and to show further that the
recently anounced voluntary restriction proposed by the Japanese textile
industry amounts to no restriction at all.
Today, I want to share with my colleagues further evidence of the injury
being inflicted on American textile industries, and, indeed upon whole American communities.
The case in point, as reported in the
New York Times of Sunday, March 28,
1971, is the community of Roanoke, Ala.
Roanoke was once a thriving community with a firm economic foundation
centered on the town's two largest industries, both of them producers of textile
products.
Roanoke today is the scene of unbelievably high unemployment, a greatly
reduced flow of commerce and trade, and
a citizenry gripped with pessimism and
despair.
The worst of it, Mr. Speaker, is that
the future of Roanoke is going to be even
worse. Roanoke is dying, and foreign textile imports are killing it.
Last November, Roanoke's principal
industry for the past 70 years-a textile
industry-dosed its doors after going
bankrupt. A total of 844 people lost their
jobs.
At the end of this month, another textile industry will cease production-the
victim of import competition-and another 440 people will be out of work.
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The New York Times reports that 62 mill in the early nineteen-sixties and began
percent of all the jobs in Roanoke were to modernize its machinery and marketing
eliminated by the closing of these two policies.
In 1966 Mr. Cavanagh !brought James R.
plants. Roanoke, Ala., at the end of this Eichelberger to Handley as general manager.
month will have a 62-percent unemploy- Mr. Eichelberger, whose parents had worked
ment rate. It seems like a bad dream to in the mill, went to Auburn University,
us, but it is a nightmare of shocking where he earned a degree in textile engineering.
reality for the people of Roanoke.
Mr. Cavanagh spent $6.5 million over a 6I insert at this time in the RECORD of
today the article by Times staff writer year period upgrading the mill's antiquated
At times the interest cost was as
Ray Jenkins, and I ask my colleagues to machinery.
as $800,000 a year.
read it carefully and know that textile high
"We did real well in 1966 and 1967," Mr.
quota legislation such as I have proposed Eichelberger said. "But we began to hurt in
is imperative. There is no other recourse. 1968. It was aLways a struggle to stay a jump
ahead of the import competition. Then in
The article follows:
TWILIGHT OF A TExTILE TOWN-MILLS SHUT,
62 PERCENT OF JOBS ELIMINATED IN ALABAMA
COMMUNITY
(By Ray Jenkins)
ROANOKE, ALA.-Whi1e the United States
and Japan debate the complex issues of trade
quota agreements, this Alabama city of 5,000
is feeling the economic squeeze on the American textile industry in more dramatic and
human terms.
!Roanoke's second lB~rgest industry, .t he
Rolane Manufacturing Company, will cease
production of women's panty hose at the end
of this month. A totBil of 440 workers w11l
be out of jobs.
'Rolane's closing comes only a few months
a~ter an even more devastating blow struck
Roanoke, which is in east-centm1 Alabama
near the Georgia line. Last November, Handley Mills, Inc., which had been the town's
leSiding industry !or 70 years, went bankrupt
and put 844 textile workers out of work.
One source estimated that 62 per cent of
all jobs in Roanoke had been eliminated by
the double blow. And many of the Rolane
wortkers were the wives of men who worked
at Handley.
Handley and Rolane are among 50 textile
plants in the South that have shut down
since 1969 because of bad market conditions,
higher prices, high interest, but, a'bove all,
competition :from foreign textile producers.
The Department of Labor has estimated that
27,200 Southern textile workers lost their
jobs in 1970 alone.
"And a hundred more plants wm close
next year if something isn't done," a Handley
executive predicted.
Clyde Hartley, manager of the local state
employment service, predicts that when Rolane is shut down, the joblessness rate may
go above 25 per cent here.
Clyde Pike, 56 years old, is typical of Roanoke's unemployed, except that his situation
is complicated by illness. Mr. Pike went to
work at Handley Mills in 1930 at the age of
16. At the time the mill closed he was a
"slubber tender"-mill jargon for a. worker
who tends a machine in the yarn-maJting
process.
Mr. Pike was paid according to his output,
earning about $18 a day. For almost 2 years
he had worked 7 days a week. "I didn't take
off but four Sundays in 20 months," he said.
As did many of his fellow workers, he
sought employment in a mill in a nearby
textile town. But it was discovered that he
was suffering from a hernia, and had to have
surgery. As a result, he lost his $50-a-week
unemployment compensation because he was
no longer available for work. His savings are
now down to about $100. He thinks his two
sons-both of whom have moved from Roanoke-will help out if it becomes necessary.
As do many of his fellow employes, Mr.
Pike lives in a small white frame house that
was once owned by the mill. He bought the
house in 1954 and since then he and his wife
have added two rooms, working in their spare
time.
Since 1920, financial control of Handley
Mills has 'b een in New York. Its last owner
was Frank B. Cavanagh, who acquired the

1969 the bottom sort of fell out. We took a
real bath."
Last October the bank notified Handley
Mills that no more money would be advanced. The corportion went into bankruptcy
in New York, listing debts of $8",440,188 and
assets of $4,996,328. Mr. Cavanagh, the company president, also filed personal 'bankruptcy, having put up some $3.5-million of
his own to guarantee the obligations of the
mill.
As Prof. Cleveland L. Adams, head of the
department of textile engineering at Auburn,
sees it: "Our mlll owners are trapped. If
they don't modernize, they can't compete. If
they do modernize, they can't bear the high
interest rates of short-term loans."
Mr. Eichelberger said he felt Handley 1had
"turned the corner" and was on its way back
to prosperity when the closing came. "But
I guess everybody just sort of lost faith." And
he added a rueful footnote: "We were just
getting ready to move the corporate headquarters down from New York. It would have
been the first time in fifty years that control of the mill would have been in the hands
of the people living in Roanoke."
The import situation is blamed for the
closing of both plants. "Indian imports and
put us out of business," a Handley executive said. "There was one big mill in India
putting out the same duck [a heavy cotton
fabric similar to canvas) that we were making-the duck used in tennis shoes and
sneakers. And it's beautiful duck, better even
than we made. It's made with better cotton.
Our Government gives them the cotton, by
the way.''
"I predicted nine months ago that Rolane
would close," the Handley executive continued, "because I knew Germany was getting into the panty hose production ln a big
way."
Recently Jonathan Logan Company announced it would open a plant in Roanoke to
manufacture women's wear, ,b ut it will employ less than 300 and will not be in operation for another three months.
As the expiration of unemployment compensation in May approaches anxiety is
growing. "If I walk downtown to get a haircut, it takes me two hours to get back," said
Roy Reeves, president of the City Bank of
Roanoke. "Everybody's asking, 'What can we
ido? When wm the mill reopen? I tell them
we're doing everything we can."
Almost every institution has felt the economic disaster. Church collections are down;
savings accounts are rapidly being depleted;
city revenues are short, and some businesses
are closing.
Churches in neighboring towns have organized a "Samaritan Fund,'' which now stands
at more than $3,000, to handle emergencies
among Roanoke's unemployed. Ala.bama has
no general welfare assistance for such people.
Moreover, Roanoke has no food stamp program, but does distribute surplus commodities.
Among the mill people one finds a calm,
austere fortitude and a stubborn faith that
the mill will somehow run again.
One SUlCh man is Lumos Looser, who spent
his life in Handley Mills. He went to work
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there in 1918 at the age of 14. His pay was
around $9 a week for 60 hours, "and you never
really did know when you were going to get
paid," he said.
"Sometimes we had to go to the office two
or three times a week to get our pay," he
recalled. Mr. Looser was among those working at Handley when the mill closed for 13
months in 1920. Although his own future is
now secure because he draws Social Security, he shares the faith that the mill will
reopen soon. "I just don't believe the mill will
be closed as long as it was in '20," he said. "I
just got that feeling."
The Rev. Ralph Worley, whose Congregational Christian Church is made up largely
of unemployed mill workers, thinks the experience "has drawn people closer together."
He said: "In all this crisis the greater concern
ha-S been for the other person. It seemed like
everybody was concerned about somebody
else. Of coUJrse there has been anxiety, but
there hasn't been any despondency. It caused
people to become more spiritually minded.
"You know, it might not be a bad experience for the whole country. I don't mean
a depression, mind you. But just a little reminder that we can become too dependent
upon material things."

SUBCOMMITTEES
NAMED
FOR
BANKING AND CURRENCY COM:MITTEE
(Mr. PATMAN asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, the Banking and Currency Committee is now
fully organized and I am today releasing the lineup of the committee's seven
subcommittees for the 92d Congress. The
list includes three new subcommittee
chairmen-F'ERNAND J. ST GERMAIN of
Rhode Island, chairman of Bank Supervision and Insurance Subcommittee;
HENRY B. GONZALEZ of Texas, chairman
of International Finance Subcommittee;
and ROBERT G. STEPHENS of Georgia,
chairman of Small Business Subcommittee.
Mr. Speaker, I place in the RECORD a
copy of the subcommittee assignments
for the Banking and Currency Committee for the 92d Congress:
THE 92D CONGRESS: SUBCOMMIT'I:EES OF THE
COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY
DOMESTIC FINANCE
Wright Patman, Texas, Chairman.
Joseph G. Minish, New Jersey.
RichardT. Hanna, California.
Tom s. Gettys, South Carolina.
Frank Annunzio, Illinois.
Thomas M. Rees, California.
James M. Hanley, New York.
Frank J. Brasco, New York.
Farren J. Mitchell, Maryland.
William B. Widnall, New Jersey.
Benjamin B. Blackburn, Georgia.
Philip M. Crane, Dlinois.
Garry Brown, Michigan.
Lawrence G. Williams, Pennsylvania.
Blll Frenzel, Minnesota.
HOUSING
William A. Barrett, Pennsylvania, Chairman.
Leonor K. Sullivan, Missouri.
Thomas L. Ashley, Ohio.
William S. Moorhead, Pennsylvania.
Robert G. Stephens, Jr., Georgia.
Fernand J. StGermain, Rhode Island.
Henry B. Gonzalez, Texas.
Henry S. Reuss, Wisconsin.
Joseph G. Minish, New Jersey.
William B. Widnall, New Jersey.
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Florence P. Dwyer, New Jersey.
Garry Brown, Michigan.
J. Wllliam Stanton, Ohio.
Benjamin B. Blackburn, Georgia..
Margaret M. Heckler, Massachusetts.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS

Leonor K. Sullivan, Missouri, Chairman.
Robert G. Stephens, Jr., Georgia.
Henry B. Gonzalez, Texas.
Joseph G. Minish, New Jersey.
Richard T. Hanna, California..
Frank Annunzio, nlinois.
James M. Hanley, New York.
Bill Chappell, Jr., Florida.
Edward I. Koch, New York.
Florence P. Dwyer, New Jersey.
Chalmers P. Wylie, Ohio.
Lawrence G. Williams, Pennsylvania..
Margaret M. Heckler, Massachusetts.
Bill Archer, Texas.
Stewart B. McKinney, Connecticut.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Thomas L. Ashley, Ohio, Chairman.
Ferna.nd J. St German, Rhode Island.
Tom S. Gettys, South Carolina.
Thomas M. Rees, California.
Tom Bevill, Alabama.
Charles H. Grifiln, Mississippi.
RichardT. Hanna, California.
Edward I. Koch, New York.
Farren J. Mitchell, Maryland.
Benjamin B. Blackburn, Georgia.
Garry Brown, Michigan.
Albert W. Johnson, Pennsylvania.
John H. Rousselot, California.
Stewart B. McKinney, Connecticut.
Norman F. Lent, New York.
SMALL BUSINESS

Robert G. Stephens, Jr., Georgia., Chairman.
William A. Barrett, Pennsylvania..
Leonor K. Sullivan, Missouri.
Tom S. Gettys, South Carolina.
Tom Bevill, Alabama.
Charles H. Grifiln, Mississippi.
Blll Chappell, Jr., Florida.
William R. Cotter, Connecticut.
Parren J. Mitchell, Maryland.
J. William Stanton, Ohio.
Lawrence G. Williams, Pennsylvania.
Chalmers P. Wylie, Ohio.
Margaret M. Heckler, Massachusetts.
John H. Rousselot, California.
Stewart B. McKinney, Connecticut.
BANK SUPERVISION AND INSURANCE

Fernand J. St Germain, Rhode Island,
Chairman.
WilliamS. Moorhead, Pennsylvania..
Frank Annunzlo, Tilinois.
Tom Bevm, Alabama..
Charles H. Griffi.n, Mississippi.
Frank J. Brasco, New York.
Bill Chaupell, Jr., Florida..
Edward I. Koch, New York.
William R. Cotter, Connecticut.
Albert W. Johnson, Pennsylvania.
Chalmers P. Wylie, Ohio.
Philip M. Crane, Tilinois.
John H. Rousselot, California..
Bill Archer, Texas.
Norman F. Lent, New York.
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

Henry B. Gonzalez, Texas, Chairman.
Henry S. Reuss, Wisconsin.
Thomas L. Ashley, Ohio.
WilliamS. Moorhead, Pennsylvania.
RichardT. Hanna, California.
Thomas M. Rees, California.
James M. Hanley, New York.
Frank J. Brasco, New York.
William R. Cotter, Connecticut.
Albert W. Johnson, Pennsylvania..
J. Willia-m Stanton, Ohio.
Philip M. Crane, TIUnois.
Bill Frenzel, Minnesota.
Norman F. Lent, New York.
Bill Archer, Texas.

PENN CENTRAL STOCK SALES CALL
FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION ON
BANK TRUST DEPARTMENTS
(Mr. PATMAN asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, It is urgent
that the Congress provide regulatory legislation whlch will prevent the American
public from being duped by bank trust
departments and other institutional investors.
Bank trust departments--such as the
one operated by Chase Manhattan Bank
of New York-were able to unload hundreds of thousands of shares of Penn
Centml stock on the unsuspecting public because of Congress failure to provide
any regulation of trust a.ccounts.
We plan to call up H.R. 5700 for hearings on April 20 in the Banking and Currency Committee as part of the effort to
deal with the kind of situations revealed
in the Penn Central stock trn.ding.
The shenanigans surrounding the
Penn Central collapse are now part of
history but it is incumbent on the Congress to make sure that there are not
other "inside" operations going on involving the stock of other corporations.
H.R. 5700 has been labeled as the Bank
Reform Act of 1971 and it covers a wide
rtange of current banking problems.
It would prohibit interlocking directorates between a corporation and a bank
which maintained substantial loan relationships. It also would prohibit individual bank trust departments from
holding more than 10 percent of a corporation's stock and would require full
disclosure of securities holdings by the
bank. It would also prohibit any officer,
director, or employee of a bank from
serving as an officer or director of any
corporation in which the bank controlled more than 5 percent of the stock.
These provisions were drafted before
the full report was prepared on the Penn
Central stock dealings.
From the extremely serious revelations
of the Banking and Currency Committee's report, I now believe that the legislation may have to be strengthened to
provide the public sufficient protection. If
this is the type of trading engaged in
by Chase Manhattan and other bank
trust departments, it may very well be
necessary to firmly and finally separate
trust departments from commercial
banking activities.
My suspicion about the bank trust departments was heightened by the type
of replies issued to the Banking and
Currency Committee study by Chase
Manhattan and others.
Chase's answer must be regarded as
completely unresponsive to the issues
raised in the report and I predict that
the Securities and Exchange Commission
and the Congress will demand a more
direct answer from that institution. It is
significant that Chase's public answer
did not deal with the timing of the trading outlined in the report but simply
listed a number of unrelated events far
removed from the dates of the bank's
sales of railroad stock.
Chase Manhattan had no explanation
for the heavy trading its trust depart-
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ment engaged in from May 22 through
May 28 of 1970. The bank disposed of
286,600 shares of its stock on these dates,
but its public reply contains not a single
word of explanation concerning these
specific dates and trades. One can only
assume that the bank has no explanation.
Comments made by spokesmen for the
Continental Illinois National Bank of
Chicago came close to topping the nonsensical nature of Chase's response.
Continental tries to explain away its
trading by listing events which occurred
a month or more ahead of the bank's
biggest sales. Surely a sophisticated institution like Continental illinois is not trying to tell the American public it waited
30 days after what it describes now as
"adverse public information."
The public interest would be ill served
if the bank trust departments are allowed to make their defenses only in selfserving news releases which dodge the
facts of the Banking and Currency Committee report.
Mr. Speaker, I hope that Chase Manhattan-and the other bank trust departments involved in questionable Penn
Central stock trading-will be willing to
voluntarily come before the Banking and
Currency Committee and make their case
in open session. In any event these institutions will be given the fullest opportunity to testify on H.R. 5700 next month.
Mr. Speaker, I place in the RECORD a
series of newspaper articles based on the
Banking and Currency Committee's report which was released yesterday:
[From the Washington Daily News, Mar. 29,
1971]
PENN CENTRAL UNLOADING: MANY SHARES
WERE SoLD WITH EITHER THE GREATEST
CLAIRVOYANCE OR ON BASIS OF INSIDE INFORMATION

(By Robert Dietsch)
A House Banking committee report today
suggested the "strong possib111ty" that seven
institutions-including some of the nation's
largest banks-used inside information to sell
1,825,158 shares of Penn Central stock just
before the giant railroad went bankrupt.
During the 82 days before the bankruptcy
was revealed to the public, Penn Central
stock sold for between $23.375 and $11.125 a.
share. One the day of the public announcement the price plunged to $6.50 a share.
The committee report, the fifth in a series
of investigations into the Penn Central
failure, stopped short of directly accusing the
institutions of using confidential information
to their advantage.
But Committee Chairman Wright Patman,
D-Tex., said: "It is obvious that many of
these sales were undertaken With either the
greatest clairvoyance or on the basis of inside
information about the (railroad's) future
prospects."
PUBLIC IN DARK

Rep. Patman said the "investing public"which presumably bought most of the shares
sold by the institutions-"was kept in the
dark while bank trust departments and other
institutional investors unloaded hundreds of
thousands of shares of stock in the nowbankrupt Penn Central."
The sales discussed in the committee report took place between April 1 and June 19,
1970. During this period, according to the
committee report, Penn Central ofilcials met
privately With administration ofilcials and
banker-s in unsuccessful attempts to keep
the railroad solvent.
The public learned of the bankruptcy on

'
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Monday, June :G'2, 1970. There was no stock
trading on June 20 and June 21-a Saturday
and Sunday.
The report said that between May 1 and
June 19 the institutions accounted for 53 per
cent of the total Penn Central stock sales
on the stock exchanges. (A few shares were
traded in the over-the-counter markets).
The report cited large stock sales by nine
institutions, but said investigations failed to
show any direct relationships between two of
the institutions and Penn Central or that
these two institutions-Security Pacific National Bank of Los Angeles and United States
Trust Co., a New York bank-had any unusual access to inside information.
The other seven institutions discussed in
the report were Chase Manhattan Bank and
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., both of New
York and the second- and fifth-largest !banks
in the country, respectively; Continental Tilinois National Bank of Chicago, the nation's
eighth-largest bank; Provident National Bank
of Philadelphia (Penn Central is headquartered in Philadelphia and Provident National
is sometimes known as the bankrupt carrier's
major banker); Alleghany Corp., a Mmneapolis-based holding company; Investors
Diversified Services, a mutual fund controlled by Alleghany Corp., and Investors
Mutual Inc., another mutuaJl fund \linked
to Alleghany and IDS.
AGENCmS .A:SSAll.ED
Rep. Patman criticized the Securities &
Exchange Commission the Interstate Commerce Co1I1Illi&sion and the administration
for not keeping a ·b etter watch on Penn Central's deteriorating money troubles and for
not alerting the "investing public" to the
troubles known only to insiders.
And he recommended that the SEC, ICC
and congressional committees investigate
the Penn Central stock sales by alleged
"ll.nsiders."
"The trading in stock of a company on
the •basis of nonpublic events involves very
serious legal and ethical questions that must
be resolved," the report concluded.
The report said the seven institutions doing the heaviest stock sellil.ng had fi.n..ancial
ties with Penn Central, had their own officers
sitting on Penn Central's board or other
railroad committees and "participated in
endless negotiations lin which the innermost
secrets of Penn Central were revealed.
"The (stook) trading patterns InAke it
very plain that these institutionaa investors
knew something that the general public
did not in the critical hours of Penn Centr8ll's demise," it added.
SHARP TRADING INCREASE
The study showed that trading in Penn
Central stock picked up sharply when word
began to spread !behind the scenes tha.t the
giant carrier was in deep financial trouble.
In May 1970, 2,758,426 shares were traded,
more than four times the usual monthly
volume. Between June 1 and June 19, 1970,
2,252,730 shares were traded.
The report swid th.at between May 1 and
June 19, the seven institutions with special
ties to Penn Central sold 1,825,158 shares of
the railroad's stock. The other two institutions, Security Pacific and United States
Trust, sold 66,517 shares. During Apl"il, 1970
-before Penn Centra-l's troubles reaJly began
to be known even to insiders-these nine
institutions sold only 74,500 Penn Central
shares.
The report sa.id between May 19 and Ma.y
27, Penn Central officers were busy backstage outlining their money woes to government officials and bankers. Penn Oentral had
sought a loan or loan guarantees from the
administration but was turned down.
On the morning of May 27, the study said,
Penn Central directors learned of management's decision to caill off the sale of $100
m.hlllon worth of securities. Penn Central's
finances were so shaky that the securities

just couldn't be marked without government guarantees. It was the cancellation
of the securities s,a.le, coming on top of Penn
Central's other financial troubles, that
brought on the bankruptcy.
But the pulblic, according to the study,
didn•t learn of the security sale cancellation
until 1:20 p.m. the next day, May 28. Between the private and public announcements, the report said, there were "massive"
-stock sales by the institutional insiders.
SOLD rr ALL
By the end of stock trading on May 27, the
report said, Alleghany Corp., Investors Mutual and IDS "had disposed of all of their
stock in Penn Central. Together, they sold
330,600 shares that day."
On May 27, Chase Manhattan sold 31,700
shares, Continental illinois 9,500 and Secu.rity Pacific 600 shares, All told, the institutional selling, the report said, "accounted
for 100 per cent of Penn Central stock sales
on stock exchanges for May 27."
Rep. Patman, a long-time critic of banks,
was particularly critical of Chase Manhattan.
He said in a statement accompanying the
report:
·~chase Manhattan maintained an interlocking directorate with Penn Central, held
$50 million of the company's debt and was
a member of one of the bank steering committees involved in the negotiations for government financing of the railroad.
"The first ·b ig 1b loc of stock sold by Chase
Manhattan was on May 22, 1970, when it
dumped 134,300 shares. These transactions
came 24 hours after David Bevan, chief financial officer of Penn Central, had met
with representatives of various banking institutions to discuss Penn Central's financial
condition and to reveal the corporation's intention to postpone the $100 milllon debenture offering.
"Chase Manhattan disposed of 309,200
shares of Penn Central stock in May, 1970,
and 109,700 in the first two and a half weeks
of June. In contrast, Chase had sold only
17,400 shares.in April."
The repollt said two directors of Morgan
Guaranty Trust also were directors of Penn
Central and tha.'t the bank was a lbig Penn
Central debt holder. The report said Morgan
Guaranty sold 335,700 Penn Central shares
between May 29 and June 10.
Continental illinois in mid-1970 held more
than $23 million of Penn Central debt andlike the two New York banks--was a member of a bank steering committee whose
members held considerable railroad debt and
met frequently with Penn Central Officers.
Fred M. Kirby, who until March, 1970, was
~hairman and presideillt of Alleghany Corp.,
was al·s o a. director of Penn Central. Mr.
Bevan, Penn Central's financial chief, was on
the boards of both Penn Central and Provident National Bank. So was John Seabrook,
chairman of International Ut111ties -Gorp.
William Gerstnecker, a former Penn Central
officer, was vice chairman of Provident until
January, 1971.
In criticizing Ithe administration for not
making public the results of Us meetings
with Penn Central, Rep. Patman said:
"On one occasion, more than 100 officials
from several score commercial banks, representatives of Penn Central, Federal Reserve
Board officials and Treasury Under Secretary
Paul A. Volcker gathered together to discuss
the financial future of the now rapidly declining railroad. These meetings created
great opportunities for the transmission of
the most vital inside information about the
Penn Central complex.
"Despite these meetings and discussions,
members of the adminlstrtion made no attempt to warn the investing public aboUJt the
true nature of Penn Central's condition. At
the same time, it is obvious that institutional investors holding hundreds of thousands of shares of Penn Central stock were
given a complete rundown of Penn Central's

finances and future
meetings."

prospects in

these

[From the American Banker, Mar. 29, 1971]
HOUSE BANKING REPORT SAYS BIG BANKS SOLD
PENN CENTRAL STOCK JUST BEFORE BANK•
RUPTCY
(By Rolbert Dowling)
WASHINGTON.-Accusations of large sales
of Penn Central Co. stock by major financial
institutions just before the corporation filed
for bankruptcy last June 2'1, were leveled
Monday in a study prepared by the staff of
the House Banking and Currency Committee.
The report did not charge outright violations of insider trading rules, but it did contend that the stock sales were made "on the
basis of either great clairvoyance or inside
information."
(The institutions involved categorically denied any violations-see adjoining story.)
The report, which analysed the transactions of nine institutional investors, charged
that at least seven, including four banks,
had participated to varying degrees in "questionwble" sales of stock of the company,
which correlated closely with key "non-public events" of the type that produced valuable "insider" information.
Those critically named were the $21.2 billion-deposit Chase Manhattan Bank, NA, the
$9.5 billion deposit Morgan Guaranty Bank &
Trust Co., both of New York, the $1 billiondeposit Provident National Bank, Philadelphia/the $7.1 billion-deposit Continental Illinois Bank & Trust Co., Chicago; Allegheny
COrp., an investment holding company; Investors Mutual, Inc., and Investors Diversified Services, two mutual funds closely related to Allegheny.
Two other banks, studied but not criticized, were the $7 blllion-deposit 'Security
Pacific National Bank, Los Angeles and the
$388.1 milllon-deposit United States Trust
Co., New York.
The study, which used figures olbtained
from Securities and Exchange Commission
survey of 250 brokers on Penn Central trading and other data from subpoenaed records,
singled out for its sharpest criticism the
Chase Manhattan Bank, which it said at
times accounted for nearly all the sales by
the nine institutions during periods in ques _
tion.
From May 19 to May 27, a periOd in which
the company made no disclosures to the investing public of its worsening financial condition, Chase Manhattan alone, through sales
by its trust department, sold 262,300 shares
Penn Central stock, the report charges.
The sales, the study said, occurred amid
a series of non-public events that were "critical" to the future of the company. The nonpublic _classification is a Securities and Exchange Commission designation for a development not made known to the general investing public through the news media, letters to shareholders, and so forth.
From May 19 to May 27, four such events
took place, the report says, all of them involving meetings between banking and government officials and officers of the Penn
Central. The first on May 19, was a meeting
between the Penn Central's chairman, Stuart
Saunders, and then Treasury Secretary David
M. Kennedy, at which a government loan
guarantee for the company was discussed.
The second, two days later, involved another Penn Central official, David Bevan, the
company's chief financial officer, who met in
New York with officials of two New York
·b anks, the $21 billion-deposit First National
City Bank and the $9 billion-deposit Chemical Bank. This time, both the worsening financial condition of the railroad and postponement of a proposed bond offering were
topics, the report said.
A third meeting, the report said, occurred
on May 26, when Mr. Bevan returned to discuss the company's position with Chemical
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and FNCB officials once again, but this time
included in the discussion lawyers for 53
banks participating in a $300 million revolving credit agreement with the company.
The last non-public meeting of the series,
which occurred the following day, saw directors of the Penn Central agree to withdraw
a proposed debt offering of $100 million, a
move of great significance to investors when
they finally learned of it the following afternoon, May 28.
Between May 19 and May 28, however, the
study said a "handful" of nine institutions,
most with close ties to the Penn Central
through either director interlocks or credit
agreements, accounted for at least 53% of
all sales of Penn Central stock sold on the
nation's stock exchanges.
The heaviest seller of the group and the
one ·w ith the closest correlation to the nonpublic developments, it said, was Chase
Manhattan, which had, among other ties,
Penn Central's chairman, Mr. Saunders, on
its board.
Although the study does not directly accuse the bank of •i nsider trading violations,
"it becomes apparent that the trust departments of .such banking institutions as Chase
Manhattan conducted their massive sales of
Penn Central stock on the basis of either
great clairvoyance or inside information"
and "it is also obvious that Chase Manhattan did not need to be clairvoyant to obtain
crucial information about the railroad," the
Banking Committee's chairman, Wright Patman, D., Tex., said in foreword to the study.
"Nor should it be forgotten," he said, that
sales ·by Chase and other institutions, which
eventually came to 1,861,000 shares before
the railroad went bankrupt June 21, were,
"in many cases, if not most, made to unsophisticateQ. and unsuspecting members of
the investing public" who "can rightfully
feel that they were victims of a massive shell
game carried on by financial entities in a position to know the innermost financial secrets of the Penn Central organization."
The report, which sharply criticized government regulatory agencies, the White
House and members of the financial press
for laxity in protecting the public, breaks
down institutional investor selling in Penn
Central -in the following manner:
The broadest period surveyed was from
April 1 to June 21, the day the company's
railroad subsidiary and chief operating divisions, the Penn Central Transportation Co.,
gave up attempts to get a government guarantee for new bank financing and began
bankruptcy proceedings.
Within this period, all nine institutions
studied, including Chase, accounted at various times for large block trades, sometimes
individual, making up as much as 77% of
all Penn-Central shares sold on a given day.
Altogether, from Aprll 1 through June 19,
these institutions accounted for at least
33% of all Penn Central stock sold, the report said.
Within this group, there is a strong possiibllity at least four institutions traded on
the basis of certain non-public events based
on sales surrounding days on which they had
access to important but prlvlleged financial
information about the company, the study
says.
The four-{}hase Manhattan, the Allegheny Corp., a diversified investment
holding company, and two mutual funds
1n which ·A llegheny has large interests, Investors Diversified Services and Investors
Mutual, Inc.~accounted for the bulk of the
trading during the May 19-27 period, it
notes. !All four were in key positions to learn
what was going on with Penn Central, it
was added.
Allegheny, and its two funds, which
emptied their portfolios of the stock during the period had a director interlock
with the $11 ·b illion-deposit Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co. of New York, a major
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Penn Central creditor participating in the said. The other, the $388.15 million-deposit
railroad's credit agreement meetings. Also, United States Trust Co., New York, actually
untll last March, Allegheny's president, Fred increased its holdings in the company from
M. Kirby, was on the ·b oard of Penn Cen- April through June by 2,500 shares although
tral.
it did not indicate whether these were bought
On May 27, the day the Penn Central board on its own judgment or for a non-discretionwithdrew its debt offering, thus signaling the ary account, the report showed.
financial community the following day that
it was in trouble, Allegheny and its related [From the New York Times, Mar. 29, 1971)
companies sold 330,600 shares, an amount TRADING IN STOCK OF PENN CENTRAL DRAWS
equal to 92% of all Penn Central stock sold
CRITICISM-PATMAN CALLS FOR AN INQUmY
that day, the study said.
INTO NINE INSTITUTIONS' SELLING AS BANK•
Chase, although not at the May 21 meetRUPTCY NEARED
ing of banker creditors with the railroad,
(By Robert E. Bedingfield)
likewise managed to sell much of its holdWright Pat man, chairman of the House
ings in the company during the same period. Altogether, its sales during the trading Banking and Currency Committee, has called
period of May 19-27 amounted to 60 % o! all for an investigation by Congress and by Fedselling iby the banks ifrom April 1 through eral regulatory agencies in to the propriety of
June 19, the analysis showed. Further com- trading in the stock of the Penn Central
parison of selling from discretionary ac- Company by nine leading 1nst1tut1ons during
counts with that from accounts over which the period. from April 1, 1970, to June 19,
the bank exercises no control, showed non- 1970.
June 19 of last year was 11 Friday. The
discretionary selling almost static during the
period-275,997 shares in April against 276,- following Sunday, June 21, lthe company's
railroad-operating subsidiary, the Penn Cen198 shares in June.
During this time, the study said, Chase tral Transportation Company, filed for rehad at least four ties to the company. One organization under Section 77 of the Fedwas through a director interlock with Mr. eral Bankruptcy Act.
The institutions whose trading in Penn
Saunders, Penn Central's chairman, who
served on Chase's board. Another was through Central stock Mr. Patman questions because
they
"knew something" th'at the general
its loans to the company, totalling $50 million. A third was its membership on a bank public did not in the critical hours of the
steering committee aiding the railroad in its Penn Central demise are the Chase Manhatquest for government-backed financing. An- tan Bank, the Morgan Guaranty Trust Comother was through its deposit relationship pany, the Continental lll:lnois National Bank
with the company, reflected in an account and Trust Company, Investors Diversified
Penn Central kept with the bank totaling Services, Inc., the Alleghany Corporation, the
Provident National Bank (Philadelphia), the
about $5 million.
Three other banks, the report said, raise Security Pacific National Bank (Los Angeles)
"serious questions" regarding their trading and the United St11tes Trust Company.
activity, although "the exact basis" for some
STATISTICS GIVEN
of the stock sales "is not discernible from
In a 27-page report, which Mr. Patman is
available information." The banks--the $7.1 releasing this morning, the Texas Democrat
billion-deposit Continental Tilinois National discloses that these nine institutional invesBank and Trust Co., Chicago, the $9.5 bil- tors alone disposed of 1,861,000 Penn Central
lion-deposit Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., New shares between April 1, 1970, and the giant
York, and Provident National-all had vari- railroad's collapse last June 21.
ous ties to the railroad and could have bene"It 1s obvious that many of these sales
fitted from privileged information, however,
were undertaken with either the greatest
the report said.
Mr. Bevan, Penn Central's former head of claJ.rvoyance or on the basis of mside inforfinance, was a director of Provident until two mation about the corporation's future prosweeks before the comp11ny filed for bank- pects," Mr. Patman charges.
He says that the sales were "undoubtedly
ruptcy. Another interlock, the study said,
was through John Seabrook, chairman of to unsophisticated and unsuspecting members
of the investing public."
International UtlUties Corp., who is a diSHELL GAME SEEN
rector of both Penn Central and Provident.
In the case of Continental Tilinois, the
The purchasers of the shares, "can rightreport said, heavy stock sales occurred in fully feel that they were victims of a massive
early June after a recommendation from the shell game carrJ.ed on by financial entities
bank's stock selection committee urged in a position to know the innermost finandumping Penn Central shares. Although cial secrets" of the Penn Central organizaContinental nunois had no director inter- tion.
locks with the company, it was a member of
Mr. Patman finds a broad range of culprits
a 10-bank steering committee guiding the in his charge that too many investors were
railroad and had loans outstanding to the in an "unsuspecting" state for so long over
company of $23 million.
the Penn Central's problems. His report, the
Morgan, tbe study said, had two common flit·h in a continuing series, lists the culprits
directors with Penn Central~ohn T. Dor- this way: the Securities and Exchange Comrance, chairman of the Campbell Soup Co. mission, the Interstate Commerce Commisand Thomas L. Perkins, a lawyer. Morgan sion, the Nixon Administration and the press.
had about $35 million in Penn Central debt,
In citing examples of how "a number of
was a member of the steering committee of private
and public institutions failed the
banks and held about the $6 milllon of Penn
public miserably," the Patman report asserts
Central funds in various deposit accounts. there is no evidence that the S.E.C. "either
From May 29 to June 10, Morgan sold 335,700 collected or, disseminated" information to
shares of its Penn Centrs.I's stock, in pro- the
public about unusual trading in Penn
cedure that bypassed the approval of its
Central stock during the spring o! 1970.
committee on trust matters.
COMMENT ON ICC
Material subpoenaed from the bank did
The I.c.q.. the Congressman contends,
not clearly show the basis for these sales,
however, nor did it reveal whether the stock was certainly in the best position to know
was held in a discretionary or non-discretion- the ~nterna.l problems of Penn Central and
ary account, the report said.
to be aware of its close association with key
Two other banks were generally absolved institutional investors.
II! the I .'C.C. did not have the information,
in the study. One, the $7 billion-deposit
Security Pacific National Bank, Los Angeles, Mr. Patman asserted, "the agency must be
showed no "apparently noticeable relation- changed with gross incompetence." He conship" between its large sales and non-pub- tinues that, if the I.C.C. had the information
lic events in material submitted, the study but "failed to a:ct and !ailed to J.nform the
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•p ublic, it was sadly remiss--if not legally
negligent."
As to the 'Nixon Administration-which
offered last June 9 to put the Government's
credit behind the Penn Central ·b y guaranteeing its bank loans .b ut which 10 days later
withdrew that pledge--Mr. Patman criticizes
the !Administration for having "made no attempt to warn the investing public about
the true nature of Penn Central's condition."
INSTITUTION'S ROLE

At the same time, the Congressman
charges, "it is obvious that institutional investors holding hundreds CJf thousands of
shares of Penn Central stock were given a
complete rundown of Penn Central's finances
and future prospects."
The press is faulted .b y Mr. Patman and
his staff 'because "until just before the bankruptcy" it had given "little indication" that
Penn Central was near collapse or that Administration officials "had been engaged in
long negotiations with banks and Penn Central officials."
The Patman report emphasizes the extent
of trading in Penn Central stock last spring
by the Chase Manhattan Bank which, the
report stresses, maintained an interlocking
directorate with Penn Central and held $50million of its debt. The bank, the report detall, sold 436,300 Penn Central shares between April 1 and the bankruptcy filing of
June21.
OTHER SALES CITED
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The Texas Democrat's contention was based
on a committee statf report analyzing the sale
of 1,861,000 Penn Central common shares by
nine institutional investors between April 1
and June 21, when Penn Central Transportation Co. filed for reorganization U!Ilder the
federal bankruptcy laws. Penn Central Transportation is the railroad subsidiary of Penn
Central Co.
"It is obvious," said Rep. Patman in Washington, "that many of these sales were undertaken with either the greatest clairvoyance
or on the basis of inside information about
the corporation's future prospects."
He said many of the institutions maintained "interlocking" directors with the railroad, engaged in "massive loan agreements"
with Penn Central and "participated in endless negotiations in which the innermost
secrets of Penn Central were revealed." Some
of the institutions, he said, had access-ahead
of the general public-to "the kind of data
that would either make or lose millions of
dollars in the stock market before the company collapsed."
DECLINED OR DENIED COMMENT

The nine institutions whose Penn Central
trading patterns were covered by the study
are Chase Manhattan Bank, New York; Continental Dlinots National Bank & Trust Co.,
Chicago; Provident National Bank, Philadelphia; Security Pacific National Bank, Los
Angeles; U.S. Trust Co., New York; Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co., New York; Alleghany
Corp., Baltimore; Investors Diversified Services, Minneapolis, and Investors Mutual Inc.,
Minneapolis.
Several of the institUJtions denied they had
acted on inside information. Some others
declined comment until they had a chance
to study the report.
The report discusses in some detail the
trading activity of Chase Manhattan's trust
department, which sold 436,300 Penn Central shares in the period under study. The
staff notes that Penn Central's president at
the time, Stuart Saunders, was a director of
Chase Manhattan; that Chase ManJhattan
held $50 million of the company's debt and
that the bank was a member of a bank steering committee involved in negotiations for
government financial assistance for the roiid.
Chase Manhattan sold 134,300 shares on
May 22, the report said. This was a day after
David C. Bevan, then Penn Central's chief
financial officer, had met with representatives
of various banking institutions to discuss the
road's financial condition and to disclose
that Penn Central planned to postpone a
$100 million debenture offering, according
to the report.

The report also singles out the sa>le of a
total of 590,800 shares during the spring
period by the Alleghany Corporation and the
two mutual fund organizations it controls-the Investors Mutual Fund and Investors
Diversified Services.
!Mr. Patman's staff notes that Fred M.
Kirby, chairman and chief executive officer
of Alleghany, was a Penn Central director
until March, 1970, and is chairman of the
board of I.D.S. The statf report also observes
that Alleghany had other director interlocks
with Penn Central.
The report acknowledges that "special
emphasis" is placed on Chase Manhattan's
trading between April 1, 1970, and last June
21, of 436,300 shares of Penn Central. It
notes that, while the Chase bank sold only
17,400 shares of Penn Central duirng April
of last year, it disposed of 309,200 shares in
May including 286,000 between May 22 and
May 28, and sold 109,700 more shares in the
first two and one-half weeks of June.
The Chase Manhattan Bank yesterday issued a statement in which it said it "emphatically denies" that any sales it made of
Penn Central shares under its administration
for clients was based on "inside" informaDESCRIBED AS "INTERESTING"
tion.
The report said that while Security Pacific
The ibank explained that prior to its sale
of Penn Central stock, held for its clients, and U.S. Trust each sold more than 30,000
"a number of very significant" development Penn Central shares during the period, neither of these institutions aopparently had any
occurred.
It cited the issuance of •t he company's relationship with Penn Central.
Mr. Patman described it as "interesting"
report on April 22, 1970, of a $62.7-milllon
loss by the railroad-operating subsidiary in that Chase Manhattan, with its ties to Penn
the first quarter of last year; the issuance Central, disposed of 436,300 shares during
on April 27 of a preliminary prospectus for a the period while U.S. Trust, which hadn't any
$100-million debenture issue, which "re- known ties to Penn Central, "actually had a
vealed •t he need for substantial financing," net increase of 2,500 shares of Penn Central
and the issuance of another prospectus on stock" during the period.
According to the report, information supMay 12 "which disclosed that Penn Central
was having very substantial difficulties in plied by Chase Manhattan shows that almost
rolling over its commercial paoper."
all the Penn Central shares it sold were from
the bank's discretionary trust accountsthose for which the ·b ank makes investment
[From the Wall Street Journal, Mar. 29,
decisions--and that there were almost no
1971]
Penn Central sales during the period from
PATMAN CHARGES PUBLIC WAS KEPT IN DARK
Chase Manhattan's nondiscretionary trust
AS BANKS, OTHERS SOLD PENN CENTRAL
accounts.
STOCK
The report said a Penn Central directors
Chairman Wright Patman of the House
Banking Committee charged that the invest- meeting last May 27 was a "key incident" afing public was "kept in the dark" while banks fecting the company's financial outlook. It
and other institutional investors unloaded was then that directors were informed that
hundreds of thousands of Penn Central Co. the proposed debenture offering was being
shares in the weeks before the railroad's fi- withdrawn and that the company would seek
nancial collapse.
government aid.

Withdrawal of the offering wasn't announced publicly until the afternoon of May
28. But on May 27, the report said, Alleghany
and its two mutual fund affiliates-Investors
Diversified Services and Investors Mutualsold their entire Penn Central holdings of
330,000 shares.
The report said these sales--combined with
smaller sales by Chase Manhattan, Continental lllinois and Security Pacific-accounted for all Penn Central sales that occurred
on stock exchanges that day.
FAULTS ICC, SEC, PRESS

The report noted that until March 1970
Fred M. Kirby, chairman and president of
Alleghany, was a director of Penn Central.
Regarding the Penn Central transactions
of Chase Manhattan, Alleghany, and Alleghany's two mutual fund affiliates, the report
said the dates of the sales "coincide so closely with the occurrence of certain highly significant nonpublic events that the possibility
of "pure coincidence' appears extremely
remote."
Chairman Patman criticized the Securities
and Exchange Commission, the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the NiXon admln1stration and the press, saying they all appear
to have "failed the pubUc miserably" during
the time the Penn Central sales were occurring.
The two agencies and the administration
didn't warn the investing public of Penn Central's deteriorating conditions, Mr. Patman
said. He added that most of the big nonpubllc
events affecting Penn Central's finances during the period occurred "under the noses of
the largest concentration of financial and
business writers in the world." But he said
that until just before the collapse, the press
gave "little indication" of Penn Central's
troubles.
In New York, Chase Manhattan emphatically denied it had used inside information in
its sales of Penn Central shares. It insisted
the bank has "long had an absolute policy
against any fiow or incidental communication
of inside information that might be received
in connection with lending activities."
In a formal statement, Chase Manhattan
said it recently undertook "a searching examination of our activities in connection with
the sale of Penn Central stock and has found
absolutely no indication that the policy of
the bank .•. had been breached in any respect whatsoever." It stated that prior to the
sale of the shares there were a number of
very significant developments concerning
Penn Central, "all of which were available to
the investing public."
U.S. TRUST ALSO DENIES

U.S. Trust in New York also denied "having any information on the Penn Central financial difficulties prior to the public bankruptcy announcement." It called the ''limited sale activity in its accounts during the
April-June 1970 period normal under the
circumstances."
A spokesman for Investors Diversified Services asserted in Minneapolis that the company began to liquidate its holdings of Penn
Central stock "well over a year before the
bankruptcy." At the time the bankruptcy
step was taken, it declared, only a "few tag
ends" were st111 held.
Roger S. HUlas, president of Provident National Bank in Philadelphia, said, "We never
had any insider information" about Penn
Central's intentions.
Continental lllinois, Morgan Guaranty and
Security Pacific declined comment.

A DATE FOR SURRENDER BY THE
UNITED STATES
(Mr. SIKES asked and was given permission to extend his rema.rks at this

point in the

RECORD

traneous matter.)

and to include ex-
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Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, we are being asked to support a resolution to end
the U.S. involvement in Indochina for
the withdrawal of all U.S. forces by December 31, 1971. Apparently a phrase
about the release of prisoners on the
same date was added as an afterthought
to sweeten the package. It requires farfetched reasoning to associate the withdrawal of U.S. forces with the simultaneous release of Americans who are held
prisoner by Communist forces. It is time
to call this proposal what it is. It is a
resolution of surrender by the United
States to the North Vietnamese. I will
have no part of this.
There is no possibility of achieving any
goal which we have set for ourselves or
our allies by establishing an arbitrary
date for the withdrawal of our forces.
Instead we would place the Communists
on notice that as of that fixed date, they
would be left free to work their will on
Indochina. In the meantime, they would
avoid military action, accumulate SUPplies, even roll over and play dead to
keep America quiescent and unsuspecting-but only until December 31, 1971.
I can think of no greater encouragement
to give to Communist forces than to tell
them the United States and all its power
will be out of their way on December 31,
1971.
No, Mr. Speaker, we would not be
helping those who survived among the
American prisoners of war. The Communists would simply hold them as
pawns for bigger ransom. Nor can we afford to surrender the millions of Indochinese to communism, not at the price
we have paid in blood and treasure to
help those people maintain self-determination.
We cannot afford to have it shouted
to the world that America's commitments, now and in the future, are worthless. I will not help to engender a bloodbath for Southeast Asia. I will not expose
retreating Americans to a North Vietnamese onslaught seeking to gain world
headlines for the "rout" of American
forces.
All of this we are asked to risk for the
sake of achieving a questionable goal of
ending the war by an arbitrary date, and
nothing more. What a fragile thread
upon which to hang the foreign policy
of the most powerful Nation on the face
of the earth.
We are moving steadily and purposedly
to an end to the fighting and we are accomplishing it in an honorable way. We
can lose all we have gained and make a
mockery of every American sacrifice by
gambling for popular approval at home.
Let us tell it like it is.

NO JOY IN MUDVILLE IF TELEVISION STRIKES OUT
<Mr. UDALL asked and was given per-

mission to extend his remarks at this

point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. UDALL. Mr. Speaker, I propose
today legislation that will undoubtedly
arouse outrage in the breasts of the owners of professional sports teams. But I
hope and believe that it will be good for
the family, maybe save some marriages,

perhaps give fathers and sons a chance
to know each other, possibly promote
participation in sports instead of spectating. And perhaps, just perhaps, it will
restore to America one of those little
things we have lost in the last decade in
our headlong rush into the seventies.
Because this subject is so timely, I
want to spend some time talking about
it in detail. All of us have heard since
the Frazier-Ali fight the uproar of protests about the ironhanded control by
promoters through closed-circuit broadcasting and the subsequent public blackout of one of the major sports events of
the century.
There is forming a broadbased congressional reaction. Some suggest that
we order the Federal Communications
Commission to step in and control closedcircuit broadcasting. We could go so far
as to order, some have proposed, commercial network broadcasting of any
televised sporting event, on the basis of
the sale of network rights to the highest
bidder.
I recognize the dangers that are growing that a few of the big-money boys
may take away from us that sports world
which the public obviously loves so well.
But I want to warn of another danger,
one that has been growing-grew up, in
fact, long before that ''fight of the century"-and which threatens in very
practical terms to turn the public away
from that sporting world in a wave of
apathy or disgust.
The threat I see is that our badly
needed l'egislative control of these money
men may accent that other, more fundamental problem that has grown during
the past decade into the greatest crisis
in the sports world.
Unless we are very careful, our badly
needed cure to that closed-circuit problem could prove to be a killer for the
sports world due to the development of
that second, more basic ill.
What I have to say today is timely as
well because, as all of us have noticed,
the National Basketball Association playoffs are now underway. In case the memory has faded with the passage of time,
the season got underway half a year ago,
on October 13. If we---<and the playersare lucky, April will see the crowning of a
champion and both players and fans can
take a break.
I say this recognizing that sports have
been an important part of my life. As a
boy and as a man I have known the joy
of sports, the sense of participation both
as a rank amateur and, briefly, as a
second-string professional. I know the
feel of the perfectly synchronized swing
of the batter, the exhilaration of a fast
break and the final loft of a layup, the
snap of the fingertips releasing that perfect spiral sailing for the sandlot touchdown.
My breath comes a little shorter now
than it did four decades ago in St. Johns,
Arizona. The bruises go a little deeper;
Mondays are a little longer, a little stiffer
than they used to be. The gentlemanly
sport of golf has more appeal for me now
than it did in the rough and tumble
days of my youth.
But the greatest of the joys of my
youth remains. It is the delight of the
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seasons, the marking of time by the ebb
and flow of the athletic equinox. When I
was a boy this rhythm was measured by
the approach and passing of a seasonal
sport. Football was the season of falling
leaves, nostalgic homecomings, the first
freeze; basketball was·invented, I am told,
because there was a need for a team
sport that could be played indoors during
the long winter. Baseball always meant
the arrival of spring.
As a boy baseball meant summer, hotdogs with mustard, broiling doubleheaders on August afternoons, some wholesome sweat in your shirt and maybe a
little indigestion by the final' inning. In
my youth no boy on the block, absolutely
no one, played baseball after Labor Day.
That world-the world that should
be our sons'-is a rare and beautiful
thing, filled with all of these joys and a
mystical wonder. My 'OIWil sons are growing now, well on their way into manhood. But I can remember how it once
was, when spring was :marked not by the
first budding branch or the first trickle
of thawing snow on the downward slope.
Spring came suddenly, wonderfully,
when a son picked up his ball and glove
and reached out to dad to play that first
game of catch.
Some inner, natural force within a boy
just knew that the season had changed
and that spring was here.
That was the way it once was.
Last year I sweltered in the stands in
August, and froze in January, watching
professional football. The sports pages
overflow now With the news of 24 major
league baseba.ll teams, not 16. The
Grapefruit League moves earlier into the
winter and we have lengthened the season to play those extra teams; we have
added playoffs and now the World Series
is almost an anticlimax. We watch baseball being snowed out in October, when
once the first, blustering storm meant
the last kickoff and the start of the basketball season. In 1969 there were eight
professional basketball teams-now
there are 25. And now that season warms
up in September and runs down in April.
Now we have 25 professional football
teanm, not the 21 of 1960.
Expanded leagues mean expanded
schedules. Baseball a few years ago
played a 154-game schedule. Now the
teams play 162 games spread over half
a year-before entering those drawn
out playoffs. Pro football has inbred a
system of conferences and cross-schedules that look more like algebraic equations than a system of testing skill and
athletic prowess. Baseball, not to be
outdone, in this race far longer seasons
and more complex scheduling to pootpone the dullness of the late season doldrums, is going the same direction. Next
year we'll see six divisions in the two
leagues.
We have been provided with a slight

break in that schedule, to be sure. It is

called February-the shortest month
of the year. That is when-for now at
least-they play neither football nor
baseball. But television does bring us basketball and bowling and wrestling and
skating and skiing and hockey, to say
nothing of the frenetic tours of professional tennis and golf.
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A few weeks ago I picked up the weekly television log and started to count. On
a quiet February weekend, in just 2 days,
I was offered more than 25 hours of
sports programing. On that list there
was not a single football or baseball
game, and I did not bother to count the
"outdoorsman's" shows and the sports
interviews.
The jok~s about the endless footballwatching-weekends of the American
male are not funny any more. They have
become real, and they are damaging our
country, and more importantly, our children.
We are losing those qualities that
sports once offered the growing child and
the grown adult, and substituting into
our daily lives and growth instead the
unreal, programed, canned world of
television.
My bill simply suggests that we go back
to those seasons, and that we take the
almighty dollar a little way out of these
games. I say this realizing that change is
inevitable. I am not a reactionary. I know
that the decade that brought us moon
rocks, medicare, Vatican II, and Woodstock must inevitably give birth to other
changes as well-the domed stadium
instant replay, Astroturf and the steei
tennis racket. The past decade has been
good for sports and good to sports. But
I am very much afraid that in some ways
the 1960's will be recorded in history as
the decade that marked the beginning of
the end of the tradition and spirit that
always made our big sports so resiliant.
And if that has happened, the 1960's
and 1970's may mark the beginning of
the end of our big sports, for Wall Street
Madison Avenue and television-with a1i
of their bucks and executive savvy-are
on their way to turning professioo.aJ. athletics into another Edsel.
Virtually every professional sport in
this country is now controlled, coached
and managed by television. American
sports today are big businesses and getting bigger. Football, baseball' anld basketball franchises are m.arkete'd. around
the country like so many hamburger
stands. New stadiums are being built in
cities that cannot afford schools-and
sadly, some have stood vacant when owners decided that the cash was greener
in another ballpark.
The irresistable attraction of the television dollar is altering every facet of
the sports world that has given us so
much of our social and cultural history.
How many viewers know that the 1967
Super Bowl saw two kickoffs starting
the second half? Due to a commercial the
network missed the first---anfd got-a second start.
The Federal Communications Commission recently investigated the illegal
reduction of power by an Iowa television
station that cut broadcast coverage one
Sunday. The reason? The station was
slated to carry the Minnesota Vikings
home game, blacked out in the Twin
Cities. But tall towers and good antennas
could have pulled the broadcast into bars
anfd restaurants of Minneapolis and st.
Paul, so the network called the station
locaWd. half a State away. Reduce power
or watch the DetrOiit Lions was the order.
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College football is doing a pretty good
The Iowa station illegally reduced
job of resisting that trend, however, and
power.
Viewers with color television sets are fortunately for our children, the presin for a chromatic shock this spring. sures have respected high school footThe Chicago White Sox are no more. ball-at least for the time being. At those
They will be wearing red socks, and levels we still have the seasons, the sepashoes too, and the Baltimore Orioles will ration, the spirit of sports. But it is startbe an even more flamboyant orange. The ing at the college level-the rash of
shoes of our Senators-baseball Sena- bowl games spotting the country offers
tors, that i&-will be red, white and blue mute evidence of that, and of the presthis year. The reason? A better contrast sures of television.
The costs of this type of exposure can
with the overly-green artificial turf will
be high. We know what killed boxing.
be beaming out of those color tubes.
In a television triple play, a network Television consumed and discarded it
in the business of broadcasting baseball like a used quiz show. The outrageous
games ended up the owner of a major orgy of city swapping in professional
baseball in the fifties and sixties was
league club a few years ago.
Nagging minor points--or symptoms triggered by the Boston Braves' bout with
of deeper, more disturbing changes in television.
After winning the pennant in 1948, the
the entire fabric of the sports world? Braves'
had the incredibly bad
Here is what a good sports writer, Fran- business owners
to sell the television
cis Stann of the Washington Star, says rights to judgment
all of their home games for the
about the change:
next two seasons-and for almost all of
Only the very naive have been unmindful the home games of the two seasons after
that TV has been calling all sports shots for
a decade or more. TV dictates the time con- that-for $40,000. Overexposed on teletests will start, the length of time required vision at a cutrate price, attendance
tumbled. The move was on, first to Milto play, say, football, and in the final analysis who makes how much money. Live gate waukee for $525,000 in TV rights, and
receipts are never unimporta.DJt, but what then on to Atlanta for TV and radio
baseball, football, basketball, golf and now rights totaling $1,250,000 a year.
tennis and track have going for them is the
It is no wonder that the networks are
television dollar. Dollar? The television mil- pulling a double reverse and are using
lions.
athletes as props for advertisers willing
There is a pretty good new book on to get into that $200,000 a minute shell
the market devoted to the impact of game of Super Bowl advertising. Athletes
the television camera on the sports world. in turn are pulling in contracts designed
It is titled "Super Spectator and the Elec- to double and triple their earnings by aptric Lilliputians" and it is by a writer pearing before the cameras, clad in
named William 0. Johnson, Jr. He has Jockey shorts and Pucci ties and 24-hour
provided us with some overpowering deodorant.
It is that type of overexposure that
statistics.
The television networks are now now threatens to kill all of the major
spending $150 million a year to cover professional sports in this country and
sports. Rights to t elevise the combined if that happens, while the networb; will
American Football League and National just move on to a new form of entertainFootball League schedules rose from $7.6 ment, it will be our children and our
million in 1963 to $46 million a year in grandchildren who will be the incalcul1970. A few short years ago the television able losers and who will judge us accordrights for the entire professional golf ingly.
For the impressarios who are bringing
tour totaled $150,000. This year they
will gross $3 million, and they continue us just one more team, just another week
to climb as the financial pressure of TV in the season, just a Saturday game and
exposure expands and lengthens the tour. then a Sunday doubleheader and then a
The price war is not limited to profes- Monday night special are starting to be
sional sports: The American Broadcast- tempted by the rest of the week as well.
The time has come to call the networks
ing Co. recently paid $13.5 million
to televise the 1972 Olympics from Mu- offsides, and to stop the unnecessary
nich-as the American Olympic Commit- roughness by the money-makers of big
tee continues to scrounge for funds to time sports. The American people have
permit our participation. By the time had just about enough, and soon will say
ABC fiances all of their operations at so. Ratings are not a guide, for they tell
the Olympic games, their total bill can us only which of the three networks is
be expected to be in the vicinity of $20 the most popular-and all too often,
the networks offer only sports in commillion.
time slots.
The rights for NCAA football cover- peting
need the world of the Namaths and
age were only $3,125,000 a decade ago. theWe
Blandas, the Palmers, the Ashes the
In 1970 they totaled $12 million. Big
but we need other worlds as
money and professionalism are en- Alcindors,
croaching, and college football is in dan- well. The Ameri'can people have a right
ger of becoming nothing more than an to watch athletics if they wish, but what
of the rights of people who would rather
apprenticeship program for the pros.
watch Gomer Pyle or Leonard Bernstein
Listen for a moment to Coach Paul than
Sonny Jurgensen? While our over"Bear" Bryant of the University of exposure
of sports on television all too
Alabama:
often
prevents
that variety, it also raises
We think television exposure is so importhe threat, ironically, of killing the sports
tant to our program and so important to this
university that we'll schedule ourselves to fit world as well.
Baseball survived, just barely, the
the meclium.. I'll play at midnight if that's
Black Sox scandal, but if the money men
what television wants.
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of athletics keep pushing the public in
their pursuit of just one more buck, we
will see within this decade a backlash and
a bodyblow that will mark the demise of
big time sports as we know them.
Just over 20 years ago the New York
Yankees fittingly chose Joe DiMaggio to
be the first genuine $100,000 a year athlete. This year, we have, as an absolute
minimum, 34 basketball, football and
baseball players in that class-16 of
them in baseball alone. One major league
owner says:
By my count there are between 75 and 80
players in the $50,000-and-up bracket, and
that kind of money isn't coming in to the
clubs.

The age of the $200,000-a-season man
is just around the ~omer.
The American people, if pushed too
far, may vote with the off switch. It
happens seasonally in television tastes;
television can survive such a walkout.
But sports, bouyed by those $100,000
salaries made possible by that TV buck,
cannot.
As proof that people are becoming
satiated with sports, I offer Udall's Sports
Quiz. Who won the last Super Bowl? The
World Series? How many teams are there
in the NFC? The AFC? The NBA? Major
league baseball? What teams were the
champions of each? Who were the combatants in this year's Rose Bowl?
A decade ago I submit any moderately
interested sports fan could snap off those
10 answers. How many today can answer
half?
Organized sports are too important to
our country and our children to throw
them away as last year's craze, to make
them a hula hoop replaced by a frisbee.
If the men and women of the sports
world will listen to the words of one old
pro, who has been up there with them
and who is still on their side, they are
running that risk. They are in danger of
wiping out their own world, and if we do
not act now, the process will be irreversible.
The bill I propose will prevent that, I
hope. It would simply limit the broadcast seasons of the major professional
sports of this country-but allow networks to continue covering the major
sporting events they now offer.
I am simply appealing for a little moderation. I know that this bill will be unpopular with some. With the owners and
broadcasters, in fact, it may be the most
unpopular legislation since we tried to
lift baseball's antitrust exemptions. This
bill will probably be unpopular as well
with that segment of the public that
dwells solely on televised sports from
sundown Friday until sunup Monday.
But it will be welcomed by the true sports
lovers, whether they are viewers or participants, or hopefully, a combination of
the two, after they have taken some

time to reflect on it.

The alternative to my bill is a nation
stripped of its sports world, and a nation
of more than 200 million people stripped
of a good share of its national heritage.
I am offering friendly criticism and
counsel to the sports world. I am a lifelong sports fan. I learned to multiply
and divide on batting averages. I played
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ing with the government for up to three
years.
The basic thesis is that firms and individuals who cheat the government through
frauds and payoffs shouldn't be regarded as
"responsible bidders."
However, Robert Kunzig, the administrator of GSA, has made it possible for the Pirace! company, of Baltimore, Md., to continue to do business with the government
despite repeated law violations. The GSA has
minimized the fact that Dominic A. Piracci,
sr., the sole owner of the construction firm,
has a record of fraud convictions and in\Tolvements in fraud.
Piracci has simply stepped out of his role
as president and director, and has turned
the management over to some other business men "for a period of time which will
extend six months beyond the completion of
The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Gardens."
Piracci's firm holds the $15,000,000 general
contract for the controversial Hirshhorn
project in Washington, D.C. and is to receive
PROPOSED REOPENING OF HEAR- more than $1 mlilion in profit.
Looking at the law and the background of
INGS ON HIRSHHORN PROJECT
Piracci, there would have been ample rea<Mr. SCHWENGEL asked and was son to debar the Piracci firm from ever bidgiven permission to extend his remarks ding on the Hirshhorn project. In fact, the
for the GSA Region Three office had
at this point in the RECORD and to include counsel
recommended debarment of the Piracci firm.
extraneous matter.)
The law authorizes suspension of "all known
Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, in- a.tfiliates of a concern or individual" who has
formation which appeared in several been convicted.
newspapers this past weekend raises
The law further states:
"The cr1minal, fraudulent or seriously imfurther doubts in my mind about the
construction of the Hirshhom Museum. proper conduct of one individual may be
The hearings held last year by the imputed to the business firm with which he
connected when the impropriety involved
Library and Memorials Subcommittee of is
was performed within the course of his ofthe House Administration Committee ficial duty, or with the knowledge or approval
raised serious questions about the man- of the business firm."
ner in which the museum was authorized
Not only has Piraccl been permitted to do
and about the background of Mr. Hirsh- business with the government but, in the
face of a record of proven bribery, perjury,
hom.
and falsification of records, Piracci has been
The hearings also led to the ,i ntroduc- permitted
to increase his bid on the Hirshtion of a resolution this year, of which I horn project
by $754,375. The GSA accepted
am a cosponsor, which rescinds the au- Plracci's explanation that a. "clerical error"
thority to construct a sculpture garden had resulted in a lower bid than he intended.
on the Capitol Mall in connection with Piracci was still the low bidder, but by a.
narrower margin.
the Hirshhom Museum.
The GSA informed Representative Joel
Now the newspaper column, "Watch
(Rep., Va.) that it has "insufficient
on Washington," written by Clark Mol- Broyhlll
for debarring Piraccl's firm.
lenhoff, raises even more questions. I,t is justification"
Here is the Piraccl record:
disturbing to me that the contractor was
In 1954, Piracci was convicted of fmud and
allowed to increase his bid by $754,375 obstructing justice in connection with an
after the contract had been awarded.
off-street parking scandal in Baltimore. PiWith the other irregularities brought race! paid a $4,000 fine on that conviction
to light in the hearings last year, I am and wa.s later pardoned by former Governor
:a. McKeldin.
convinced that a reopening of hearings Theodore
In 1969, Piracci was convicted in the United
on the entire Hirshhom project is abso- States
District COurt in Baltimore on charges
lutely necessary.
of haVing made a payoff to Guido Iozz1, jr.,
Mr. Joseph Hirshhom could be called president of the Baltimore Building Trades
to answer the allegations made. The tax Council, AFir-CIO. Plracci was sentenced to
writeoff for the art collection bears inves- pay a $5,000 fine and to serve 183 days in
tigation. Now, added to the list, is the federal prison.
Another indictment has been returned
apparent impropriety concerning the
against Joseph P. Doherty executive assistant
construction contract and the contract- to
the assistant postmaster general in charge
ing company.
of post office bureau fac111t1es. Piracci was not
Mr. Speaker, a thorough investigation a defendant in this case, but the indictment
is needed. Both ·t he House Administra- charged that Doherety took large sums of
tion and Public Works Committees cash from Piraccl to provide influence !or
Piracci Construction Company in dealing with
should begin at once.
the Post Office Department.
WATCH ON WASHINGTON
Doherty entered a "no contest" plea to the
(By Clark Mollenho:fl')
ninth count o! the indictment on "confi1cts
WASHINGTON,
D.C.-The
government's of interest" that charged he "did knowingly
dealings with the Piracci Construction Com- e.ct as agent" of Piracci and the firm. "in
pany is a classic case of how far the Gen- connection with applications, contracts, and
eral Service Administration (GSA) can bend other particular matters involving the leasthe rules if it wants to do business with a ing of various post office facilities." Action
finn involved in violations of the law.
on the other counts in the indictment against
Ordinarily, a firm can be suspended from Doherty is still pending.
doing business with the government for up
In dealing with Piracci's record. the GSA,
to 18 months if fraud is suspected. If found in its letter to Broyhill, dismissed the 1954
guilty, the firm. can be "debarred" from deal- conviction as being !ar enough back that "it

college and pro basketball and came out
of retirement a few years ago to manage
the Democratic baseball and basketball
teams, leading them to a perfect string
of defeats, I might add.
My counsel is that the prospect looms
of a nation turned against its sports
world. If sports lose their special quaJities of wholesome competition, innocent
partisanship and real-life drama in this
mad drive for one last dollar it will be
deadening not just to the owners and
players and audiences of America, but to
our children, our grandchildren, and our
national ·s piri taswell.
To paraphrase a little basic American
philosophy, there will be no joy in Mudville if television does strike out. This is
one old pro who thinks there is a lot
more to lose than mere profits.
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To me, one of the best illustrations of
Secretary Laird's efforts to reduce spending and increase efficiency is the plan he
has submitt.ed to the Presi'dent for areorganization and revitalization of our
world-wide military command structure.
This command structure has not been
changed since 1963.
Additionally, the recommendations are
in direct support of the Pres'ident's announced defense and foreign policies.
Along with the many other improvements in defense management which are
occurring, a reorganization of our worldwide mil'itary command structure after
so many years indicates that there is a
conscious effort within the Department
of Defense to create an organiZational
structure which is responsive.
This report from the Department of
Defense is one of the most encouraging
signs I have seen in many years that our
national priorities are well understood
and enthusiastically supported in the
Pentagon.
I would also note that the changes
now taking place in the Pentagon have
not been accompanied by complaints
heard so often in the past that the m'ilitary brass is resisting change or that
they are being throttled by uninformed
civilians.
My impression, and this report bears it
out, is that management in our defense
establishment today is effective, efficient,
and dedicated.
We have here a documment which is a
testimonial to the outstanding leadership
being provided by Secretary Laird and
Deputy Secretary Packard. I want torecord my appreciation and support of
their efforts.
<Mr. RONCALIO asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
REDUCED SPENDING AND IN- point in the RECORD and to include exCREASED EFFICIENCY IN THE DE- traneous matter.)
Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Speaker, the recPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
ommendations of the National Railroad
(Mr. GERALD R. FORD asked and Passenger Corporation for ra. basic paswas given permission to extend his re- senger system have been roundly and
marks at this point in the RECORD and to justifiably criticized in this body. The
include extraneous matter.)
Congress has been outraged by the token
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker, consideration given some States and the
I am heartened by the latest annual re- total exclusion of others, including
port from Secretary of Defense Melvin Wyoming. The recommendations anLaird. It provides concrete assurance nounced on March 22 hardly qualify as a
th:at the Department of Defense is mak- national system of passenger service.
ing a concerted effort to reduce spendOn March 9, in anticipation of this exing, increase efficiency, and to provide clusion, I introduced H.R. 5715, a comfor 't his Nation an effective defense pos- panion bill to the bill offered in the Senture for the decade ahead.
ate by Senator FRANK CHURCH. This bill
'Secretary Laird wrote in his annual would amend the Rail Passenger Service
Defense Report to the Congress:
Act of 1970 to insure passenger service to
One key facet of our concept of manage- at least one major population center in
ment is emphasis on individual responsibtlity each of the 48 contiguous States.
and action.
I am today introducing another bill as
His emphasis on people and improved a potential remedy for those areas so unmanagement in the Defense establish- justly excluded by the Rlailpax Corporament underwrites the overall strategy of tion. This bill would further amend the
realistic deterrence and fts goal of lasting Rail Passenger Service Act to insure that
peace. Clearly, without improved man- any train discontinuances proposed as a
agement and sound policies and proce- result of the Railpax decision would have
dures, the strategy itself would be in to be in accordance with the Interstate
jeopardy.
Commerce Act. This act guarantees a.
I am impressed that his is a method of fair, impartial, and reasonable examinamanagement which depends for its suc- tion of the issue, including public hearcess on 'the initiative, judgment, and ings, before an area would be stripped of
dedication of people rather than the rig- passenger service.
Mr. Speaker, I sincerely hope Wyoming
idity of computers or the "all-knowing"
would not have to resort to this last
volce of authority at the top.
cannot ordinarily be used to support a ourrent debarment."
The GSA also noted the federal judge did
not impose the maximum prison term and
fine on the 1969 conviction and that "the
six months' sentence presumably recognized
the fact that Piracci had cooperated with the
government."
But, the GSA overlooked the comments of
United States District Judge Alexander Harvey II, who said as he sentenced Piracci:
"You lied to the FBI, the United States
attorney and the federal grand jury. A man
who has a prior criminal involvement and
who has lied . . . can hardly expect leniency
from the court!'
The GSA also told Broyhill, "Finally, to the
best of our knowledge, it has not been legally
established whether Mr. Piracci or the :firm
made any 11legal payments to a former employee of the Post Office Department."
Apparently GSA did not ask the prosecutor who could have told them Piracci admitted making payments of at least $3,000
to Doherty and a total payoff of $20,000 was
discussed.
A final argument on behalf of doing business with Piracci Construction Company was
that Piracoi had "resigned both as president
and a member of the firm's board of directors, the fact that he is divorced from all
control over the :firm; and the fact that the
firm itself has satisfactorily performed several construction contracts for GSA.''
The GSA and other government agencies
aren't often so .t olerant of fraud, or so understanding of the lines between control of
a firm and the actual ownership of the firm.
Apparently, Piracci is receiving some unusual understanding at a high level in Washington.
Piracci's penalty for his problems with the
previous convictions will be that he won't
be permitted to pick up the profits on this
Hirshhorn project until at least six months
after it is completed.
(Distributed ·b y The Register and Tribune
Syndicate, 1971).
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remedy. I believe that a reconsideration
of the Railpax recommendations would
alter the proposed system and save
Wyoming from pleading in this last court
of appeal.
The !basis for asking a review of the
recommendations is the intent of the enabling legislation, the establishment of a
truly national system providing the best
possible rail passenger service.
Mr. Speaker, in examining those recommendations, I find that they fall short
of this goal. To examine the case of
Wyoming, I would like to quote for my
colleagues a pertinent passage in the official statement issued March 22 by the
incorporators of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation:
Of the two route alternatives between Denver and Wells, the Grand Junction-Salt Lake
City route was chosen principally because of
population, and market potential. Although
the Cheyenne route is two-three hours faster,
the market potential of the Grand Junction
segment is seen as much greater than the
Cheyenne segment because of outstanding
scenery and world-famous S'ki resorts.

I call •t o your attention fuis admission
by the incorporators that the route
through Cheyenne and Ogden is the
shortest. That has rb een a prime contention of the Wyoming representatives and
its importance cannot be overstated. If
the goal of this system is ·t o provide the
best service, .t he route which provides the
most direct access to the west coast
should have been designated.
I would also question the assertion, or
so it appears, that Wyoming is lacking in
outstanding scenery and world-famous
ski resorts. The ski complex at Jackson
Hole, Wyo., is second to none in the world,
and the ski and recreation potential in
southern Wyoming is most deserving of
attention. But, Mr. Speaker, that is a
diversion from the major point. Railpax
is not supposed to be concerned with
long-range recreation potential, but with
providing satisfactory service.
I contend that •t he Colorado route is
not capable of development to 't his end.
In this direction, I would like :to quote
from a letter written lby one of the outstanding citizens of Aspen, Colo., Mr.
William ''Shady" Lane, a former member, in 1950 to 1954 of the University of
Wyoming ski team.
Mr. Lane makes several telling points
in connection with the decision which has
supposedly been made to benefit his city.
I quote now from a letter he wrote to
the Denver Post of Denver, Colo.:
It appears to me that the decision to cross
Colorado with the Railpa.x system is being
made on the basis of the present worn out
passenger train equipment. Japan has developed a train that runs at speeds approaching 200 miles an hour. I assume that the
great American know-how, will, in time, be
able to compete with that speed, and worn
out equipment will be replaced.
So, is Congress creating an alternative to
the smog producing, crowded superhighways,
and impossible to get to airports, or preserving a "toonerville trolley?" I would hope
it is a step to abate pollution, destruction of
environment, and so forth, something that in
the future will keep the country strong economically and especially transportation-wise.
If we develop modern passenger trains, will
they be able to cross Colorado at such speeds?
No, they will proceed at about 30 miles an
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hour from Denver to Grand Junction, which
looking at it from the national point of view
is ridiculous. Can they be speeded up between those two points? Well, 1;f you spend a
huge heap of money you probably could some,
but not much.

After commenting on the destruction
of the beauty of Glenwood Canyon such
an improvement of trackage would require, Mr. Lane asks:
So, is this decision an S.S.T. type thing?
Spend money on passenger trains across Colorado and then tomorrow make up, realize the
effect, and spend more money moving it to
Wyoming? Before there was a Colorado or
Wyoming, the impartial old timers picked
out the best route to cross the country with
a railroad.

I believe this letter substantiates arguments already advanced on behalf of the
Wyoming route. .A13 previously reported
to this House, Wyoming enjoys superior
trackage and equipment at this time.
The Railpax route would be going
through terrain from 10,000 to 12,000
feet, making the handling of high-speed
trains an expensive, if not impossible
proposition.
If the Corporation is claiming to be
looking to the future, how can it designate a route which has been historically considered inferior to the Wyo,
ming segment. Wyoming offers the kind
of terrain most qualified for development
of high -speed railroad service.
To review the arguments, I would remind my colleagues that Railpax incorporators explicitly state that the Wyoming route, under existing conditions, is
the fastest. I would also note that Wyoming presently enjoys superior trackage
and equipment. It would require the least
expenditure of funds to maintain that
standard of excellence.
Second, I would dismiss the arguments about scenery and ski areas as
being side issues. Even if they are taken
into serious consideration, they would
not justify the exclusion of Wyoming,
since my State is not deficient in either
scenery or recreation areas.
If the criterion is to be future develoP-ment, I would restate that Wyoming is
the logical area to develop a high-speed
railroad service. On the broad plains of
southern Wyoming a high-speed system
could ·b e easily inaugurated. In contrast,
the tortuous, twisting high country of
Colorado could present the most costly
obstacles. It is folly to envision the Denver-Grand Junction-Salt Lake route as
ever providing 200-mile-an-hour passenger service.
Mr. Speaker, I believe these arguments
justify the request that Railpax reconsider the recommended route. I have
written the chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Transportation, Mr. En BoLAND, and the chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Mr. HARLEY
STAGGERS, asking for open hearings on
the Railpax decision.
I believe the Appropriations Committee might well ask Railpax to exPlain this
illogical routing out of Denver. Congress
approved $40 million in cash and $100 in
Government-guaranteed loans for Railpax, and if this designated route is any
indication of how responsive Rallpax is

Last week, on the House floor, I anto the sentiment of Congress, that financial support ought to be questioned. I nounced my intention of sending a letter
believe the Interstate and Foreign Com- to the President, urging him to continue
merce Commission also deserves an ex- these necessary programs and to restore
planation of the so-called national sys- these vital funds. A copy of this letter
appears on page 7874 of the CoNGREStem this Corporation has produced.
I conclude by calling on my colleagues SIONAL RECORD of March 24, 1971. I am
to join in the request for open hearings today, placing in the RECORD, the dollar
on the Railpax decision. A great mistake amoUDits that the Nation's 100 largest
has already been made, and to permit cities received last summer for the recthis error to become a reality would only reation support and transportation proincrease the eventual costs of correction. grams. I emphasize that the administraI would remind my colleagues that the tion does not plan to repeat these proNation's railroads have more than once grams this summer. If you would like to
come to Congress for financial assistance. join me in signing this letter to the
Even now, there is the suggestion of sub- President, please contact my office by
sidies to prop up a declining indusrty.
Thursday afternoon.
Congress now has an opportunity to
The tabulation follows:
lessen the possibility of future hand-outs
1970 SUMMER PROGRAM ALLOCATIONS
or to increase it. If Congress permits
RaUpax to go through Colorado, it will
Recreation Transportation
not be long before Congress is asked for
massive funds to improve and expand
New York City ____ ___________ _ $1,836, 000
$96,960
the f·acilities. If, on the other hand, Con- Chicago
_____________________ _
564,000
42,240
gress insists that the most logical and los Angeles ___ ______________ _
552,000
43,120
528,000
24,360
efficient •a nd promising route-through Philadelphia __________ ------26,560
360,000
____ ------------Wytoming-be designB~ted, then the even- Detroit.---Houston ______________ ------_
324,000
25,060
Baltimore ___________________ _
27&, 000
tual costs of providing high-speed rail Washington,
11, 100
D.C _____________ _
228,000
12,960
service to the West will be far, far lower. Dallas ____ ________________ _
204,000
17,840
If the Congress wants to maintain its Cleveland ____ _______ --------132, 000
19,310
Boston _____________________ _
168,000
10,720
direction of the legislation it approves Milwaukee
__________________ _
108, 000
17,280
and the proper use of the funds it ap- San Francisco __ -------------180, 000
11,920
San Antonio _________________ _
324,000
1(, 570
proves, the Railpax Corporation ought to San Diego ____ _______________ _
144,000
14,360
be called to appear before open hearings, St. louis____________________ _
240,000
11,360
Orleans ________________ _
252,000
14,790
and the recommendations offered on New
Kansas City, Mo ______ __ _____ _
108,000
11,970
March 22 ought to be drastically revised. Seattle _____________________ _
84,000
12,760
~-

NATIONAL SUMM:ER YOUTH
SPORTS PROGRAM
(Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI asked and was
given permission to extend his remarks
at this point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker,
it is my understanding that the Office
of Management and Budget bas fortunately decided to release the funds which
they had been holding in reserve for the
national summer youth sports program. This program, which has been
funded at a $3 million level, has been one
of the most successful and least expensive summer youth activities of the last
2years.
Mr. Speaker, last summer, four colleges and universities in my city of Chicago, participated in this worthwhile
program which is directed by the NCAA
in conjunction with the President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports.
This project will hopefully once again
permit hundreds of Chicago's disadvantaged youth to participate in scheduled
athletic activities which will be ad.ministered by the physi-cal education staffs
of the various colleges and universities.
- Mr. Speaker, I hope that this action on
the part of the administration will signal the beginning of a trend. For, there
are other extremely worthwhile youth
programs that the administration unfortunately does not plan to repeat this
summer. I refer to the recreation support and the summer transportation
programs. It has also been reported that
the administration plans severe cutbacks
1n the successful summer Neighborhood
Youth CorPS program.

Memphis _____________ ------Columbus__ _________________ _
Pittsburgh __________________ .:
Phoenix ___ __ _--------------Atlanta ____ _______ ------ ____ _
Indianapolis_________________ _
Cincinnati__ _________________ _
Jacksonville _________________ _
Denver __ __ ___ --------------Buffalo __ -------------------_
Minneapolis _________________ _
San Jose ___________________ _
Newark_________________ ----Toledo
__ -------------------louisville
___________________ _
Oklahoma City_______________ _
long Beach _________________ _
Portland ____________________ _

Omaha ___ ------------------_
Oakland. _____ -------- ______ _
Fort Worth __________ --------Honolulu _____________________ Tulsa _______________________ _

~ii~~r-~~~~:~================
El Paso _____________________ _

Norfolk _____________________ _
St.
PauL-------------------Rochester
___________________ _
Tampa _____________________ _
Wichita _______________ ------Akron ___ ------------- ______ _
_______
-------------_
Nashville
Jersey
City
__________________
Sacramento _________________ _
Charlotte. __________________ _
Dayton _____________________ _
Tucson
______________________
---------------- __ _
_
Austin ___

Albuquerque.---------------Richmond ___________________ _
Mobile. __ ------------------Syracuse _____ ----- __________ _
Des Moines _________________ _
St. Petersburg _______________ _
Yonkers
___ _-------__ -------_
Grand Rapids
________________
Flint. ______ ----------------Corpus Christi__ _____________ _
Lake CitY
--- -------------_
Salt
Providence
__________________
Fort Wayne _________________ _
Worcester-------------------Gary ____ ____ __ _____________ _
Baton Rouge ________________ _
Kansas City, Kansas __________ _
Madison __________ -------- __ _
Jackson __ ----------------- __
Fresno _____________ --------_
lubbock ______ ------------- __
Spokane ________________ ----_
Shreveport __________________ _

264, 000
132,000
108,000
144,000
132,000
108,000
120,000
84,000
120,000
96,000
60,000
60,000
72,000
84,000
96,000
108,000
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84,000
48,000
84,000
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60,000
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120,000
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48,000
72,000
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48,000
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84,000
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remains as the main economic bulwark of
the metropolitan area and the focal point of
its sociaJ., cultural, and recreational
activities.
$5,400
Hartford ________ ------------$24,000
Springfield, Mass ____________ _
5,400
The urban centers are where most of the
24,000
lincoln ___________ ----------5, 400
24,000
people of our Nation live--and when we
5,400
36,000
Amarillo ____ --------- ___ ----speak of renewal of the cities--we speak not
4,200
60,000
Montgomery ____ ------ __ ----only of ellminating slums, bullding housYoungstown ___________ -- __ --_
5,400
36,000
5,400
ing-but also improving education-trans24,000
Bridgeport ____ --------------Rockford ____________ --------4, 200
24,000
portation-and controlling the environment.
4,200
36,000
Evansville _____ -------------But these are not only local priorities-5,400
Tacoma _________ ------------48,000
they are national priorities and they must
4,200
24,000
Paterson ______ -------- __ ----New Haven _________________ _
5,400
24,000
command the support of our national gov4, 200
48,000
Greensboro ____ -------------ernment and its resources. Cutting the m1114, 200
48,000
Savannah
_____
--------------tary budget-preventing lnfiation-helping
Erie ________________________ _
4,200
36,000
South Bend _________________ _
to finance education-coping with the in4,200
24,000
4,200
crease in populatdon-uSing the FHA for
24,000
Topeka ___ ------ __ ----------Chattanooga _________________ _
4, 200
48,000
bulldiing housing in the cities--and prevent4,200
24,000
Albany, N.Y-----------------ing the pollution of our environment. These
are some of the tbings the Federal Government must do if we are to meet the chalDffiECTION OF NATIONAL PRIORI- lenges
of the seventies.
TIES-SPEECH BY MAYOR DALEY
One can say that these have always been
the
goals
of American society, but the past
(Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI asked and was
has brought in new dimensions--the
given permission to extend his remarks decade
influence of a younger, better educated genat this point in the RECORD and to include eration
which is rapidly becoming a majorextraneous matter.)
ity---and the effect of instantaneous worldMr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker, wide communication.
<The progress and breakthroughs which
last Friday, I had the good fortune to be
in attendance when Chicago's Mayor have ooourred in the fields of science, technology
and communications in the past
Richard J. Daley delivered a truly movyears have been more rapid and
ing address before the professional men's twenty-five
rea.chlng than the changes which took
organization of We Care. We Care is a far
place in the last hundred years. It has algroup of concerned Chica.goan&-Demo- ways been assumed that as science and techcrats, Republicans, and Independents, nology improved our material and physical
who have come together because they feel world, it would make an equal contribution
that the mayoral election is of critical to the betterment of our social world. But
importance to Chicago's future. The there has been a critical imbalance between
theme of the mayor's address was the the physical and social changes.
There is no question about the contribu"Direction of our National Priorities:' in tions
that have been made for our material
light of the challenge of the seventies.
comfort by the use of newly developed sciMr. Speaker, I have heard the mayor entific processes and chemicals. However,
speak on many occasions, but never was the same processes and chemicals emit byhe more eloquent than he was on Friday. products which pollute the air and the water,
I thought my colleagues might be in- promised to be one of the wonders of the
terested in reading a copy of the text world. But total destruction threatens the
life of every human being.
of his address, which follows:
The use of insecticides has directly inWE CARE
creased the food supply-but it is threatenWe cannot talk about the programs for ing an imbalance in nature which menaces
tomorrow without relating them to the pro- our health and pollutes our water.
The mass production of automobiles--the
grams of today. Any realistic d1.&cussion of
things to come in the seventies only ls ger- two and three car famlly-is steadily killing
mane against the packground of the events-- more people, strangling our cities, anct contaminating the air.
the trends--of the sixties.
The advance in medical science has created
If we were to label the sixties we could
call it the decade of rising aspi:rations. And a population explosion. People live much
these aspirations for a. better Jife are not longer-but society is unable to meet its
only being expressed by those who are in commitment to the rapidly growing numthe lower economic group--but also by bers of the aged.
Cybernetics-the mating of automation
students-and by millions of others.
If we are to meet the challenges O!f the and the computer-is threatening to deseventies we must understand these rising personalize our society.
aspirations, for from them stem our pr101'11Making a choice between the benefits and
ties.
hazards of scientific achievement or breakI would hesitate to place them in ·any par- through is a value judgment-a judgment
ticular order-other than to call them all based on the ideas of social good, on morality,
priorities.
on religion, not on science--not on the marThere mut>t be an end to the Viet Nam ket place.
war-to all wars. This must be so-not only
This is the new dimension. The challenge
for the universal and fundamental desire to of the seventies is to improve the qua.lity
end killing and destruction-but also be- of life--not the quantity-not only more-cause the 80 billion dollars we spend for de- but 'better.
fense is, in its true economic sense, a waste
I believe that most people accept this conof resources, a mis-allocation of our wealth, cept of social values. If there is a generaand the prime cause for inflation.
tion gap it is because we have cllfferent
We must eliminate poverty. There can be frames of reference. To one generation the
no reason-no justification-for want in the development of the computer is a marvelous
midst of plenty. We all know that ana the invention-the landing of the man on the
most significant step we can take is to re- moon is a miraculous achievement. To anstructure our welfaxe system.
other generation these are just outstanding
We must end racism-somehow--some- developments of science and technology.
way-we must erase the intolerable discrim- They question why a nation which can land
ination which denies opportunity and dig- a man on the moon cannot clear a slum. end
nity because of a man's color or national a wa.r, erase discrimination, and do it right
origin.
now.
We must rebuild our cities-our urban
What ls difficult for them to comprehend
centers. The essential truth is that the c1'by is that the progress made under laboratory
Recreation Transportation
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conditions and with vast resources is one
thing, and progress in the social area where
people are involved-where conditions are
not controlled-and where tremendous resources are not available is very much a
different matter.
The city can bring water from the lake
to flow from your tap because it can control
all the factors of construction, distribution
and costs-but the city cannot as easily remove a slum because people are not materials-and neighborhoods are not scientific
laboratories.
You could eliminate traffic congestion by
removing all cars from the streets and force
people to use public transportation.
This is a simple solution-but until we
know better how to change attitudes, h&bits,
customs and ideas of convenience--you and
I know that there is very little likelihood
that this will happen toJnorrow.
I think it is appropriate to reflect on the
words of St. Thomas More when he was discussing the inadequac.ies and injustices of
the day and how they might be remedied.
"Suppose wrong opinions cannot be
plucked up by the roots, and you cannot
cure as you would wish, vices of long standing, yet you must not on that account
abandon ship of state and desert i·t in a
storm, because you cannot control the winds.
But neither must you impress upon them
new and strange language, which you know
will carry no weight with •t hose of opposite
conviction, but rather you must endeavor
and strive to the best of your power to handle
~ll well, and what you cannot turn to good
you must make as "little bad as you can. For
it is impossible that all should be well, unl~ss all men are good, which I do not expect
for a great many years to come."
In the words of St. Thomas I pledge that
I will strive to the best of my power to handle
all well.

ADDRESS OF MICHAEL CAFFERTY
<Mr. FOLEY asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Speaker, on Monday,
March 22, 1971, Michael Cafrerty, . the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for· Environmental and Urban Assistance, Department of Transportation, delivered a
speech before the Airport Operators'
Council International Environmental
Planning Conference, in New Orleans, La.
Mr. Cafferty's speech, "Aviation as a.
Factor in Regional Development," discusses the important problems of relating airport planning activities to the
total transportation problem and overall
urban planning.
I believe Mr. Cafferty's remarks are
most pertinent to the problems facing
every metropolitan center in the Nation and deserve the widest dissemination. Accordingly, I am including a transcript of Mr. Cafferty's speech for inclusion in the RECORD.
AVIATION AS A FACTOR IN REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

As transportation planners, our job has
become far more complex than it once was.
For there is a profound new awareness in
this country that individual technical decisions about transportation, or for that matter about housing, energy, water and sewers,
commercial and industrial location and recreation, can no longer be made as if they
had no relationship to each other or to their
SUI'Il"oundings. There is no question that we
are becoming an increasingly urbanized society with most of our population concentrated in a few major metropolitan areas.
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And it is clear that the form and quality
of life in these metropolitan areas will be
dramatically shaped by the decisions that
a.re made now and in the immediate future
by government officials, by locaJl authorities
and by private developers with the assistance and guidance of town planners, architects, engineers and social scientists.
Increasingly, Federal policies have reflected this awareness. I shall be reviewing
the implications of these policies with you.
Additionally, our Office of Environment
and Ul'lban Systems in the Department of
Transportation is, as you know, the focal
point far Departmental thinking about
transportation as it affects the urban and
natural environment. I should like to discuss with you our recently completed study
of urban transportation planning, and the
institutional recommendations which that
stu'diy makes. Finally, I know you wiiJ.l be
interested rto hear about our contract with
CLM Systems to develop a. !handbook on
environmental factors which should be considered in a.il'1port site selection.
I am aware that many of you are concerned over whether new Fedel"all requirements will hamper your ability to do your
job. Let me begin with some reflections
about the situation we all find ourselves inairport operators and general citizens alike.
The issue appears to be whether we continue
the traditional concept of operating airports
as efficiently as possible as compared to considering how we can plan new a.irport facilities to fulfill regional development goals-by planning through !l"egional planning
agencies.
We are moving into an era in which practical concerns no longer rule out idealism
and, by the same token, idealism no longer
rules out practicality. If it is true that we
are only just now beginning to be able to
combine idealism and practicality, it is happening at a. fortunate time. The rate of
change-of both technology and institution&-tha.t this country is now experiencing is almost beyond our comprehension; a
new invention or discovery is overtaken by
its successor almost before it is put in place.
This incredible rate of change puts a new
burden on us to think seriously about the
future-to set policies which give serious
attention to the consequences of programs.
The rate and pervasiveness of change should
make us careful not to set policies which lock
us into undesirable consequences. The existence of the National Environmental Policy
Act makes for positive thinking. This legislation means that we regard ourselves as trustees of the future and it cautions us to think
about what kind of a. world we want both for
ourselves and for future generations.
The rate and magnitude and pervasiveness
of •b oth social change and technological
change have given us a world in which everything affects everything else, and fast!
-In the past we have not dealt well with
this fact. We have, for the sake of convenience and efficiency, fragmented the big
picture. But efficiency cannot or should not
be a. goal in and of itself. A policy which
seems perfectly rational in a. limited context
may be wildly irrational in the context of
other programs.
We are leaving the time in which separate
fragmentary programs have been their own
justification and are entering a period of recognizing the interrelationship of programs.
This has been a. long time coming. The
very creation of the Department of Transportation recognized that transportation programs should be considered together-that
autonomous agencies for aviation and for
highways and for rails ought to be subject to
some overview. To an extent this has occurred. On the other hand, mere Federal
recognition that transportation affects land
use, or that highways and air pollution are
related does not do much good.

Institutions at all levels-Federal, State,
regional and local-must be encouraged and
equipped to plan and implement all the various factors which affect urban development.
This sounds very pie-in-the-sky, but I assure you that I am dealing in the real world.
President Nixon as you know, has proposed major reforms of Federal Government
and Federal spending. The President proposes to reshape the Federal Government in
terms of broad development goals, and to
give urban areas funds for their development, without specifying the kind of development he wants to see. These ideas show
a. new way of thinking in Washington. Instead of thinking about separate programs
for highways, model cities, solid waste, and
oo forth, urban areas will have the opportunity to think about urban development goals
in a context which transcends narrow program orientation.
The President's proposed reforms represent a new conceptual slant-they offer a
new opportunity to think about the whole,
instead of only a~bout the parts. Fragmented
Federal progmms, all directed by separate
agencies b.ave encouraged the development of
fragmented thinking at State and local levels where the programs operate.
Our Office, that of the Assistant Secretary
for Environment and Ul'lba.n Systems, recently completed a study of urban transportation planning which revealed a. serious need
for stronger comprehensive Ul'lba.n planning
organizations. I am sure that if such organizations existed today, some of your fears
regarding new Federal requirements would
•b e allayed. You find yourselves in a. vulnerable position, because even though you
should be tied in with regional development goals, the single metropolitan area
planning organizations to which you should
relate, do not exist. You do, however, relate to a national system which sets goals
and standards. Thus, Federal requirements
are a. substitute for local policies ·b ecause the
policy institutions are not yet properly developed.
The world in which you people operate
makes you especially sensitive to the dif·
ferences between technological solutions to
environmental problems and social solutions-the technological solutions are so
much easier to apply, once they have been
developed. I began by trying to make you
optimistic a:bout the future; how I find myself emphasizing the frustrations of the
present.
Secretary Volpe, speaking recently before
the Metropolitan Washington COuncil of
Governments said,
"It must be our plan to restore some sense
of humanism to our downtown streets. Not
his automobile, ·b ut man himself must continue to be the measure of all things. The
city must .b e a. gathering place for people,
not vehicles."
The same thing can also be said of urban areas as a whole; they must 'b e shaped
by pe<;>ple for the enjoyment of people. It is
only recently that urban environmental concerns have pervaded Federal legislation and
required attention to community goals and
development.
Let me speak now of the changes we have
seen in legislation concerning transportation
over the past six years.
In 1964, landmark legislation, the Urban
Mass Transportation Act, required that urban transportation programs be consistent
with criteria. for air pollution control established by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. This step, in 1964, was a.
small step toward rationalizing a ~role for the
Federal Government in tll"ba.n areas. In its
limited way this legislation said that Federal
programs must, at least, be consistent with
each other in urban areas.
In 1966, legislation which created the Department of Transportation, clearly stated
that the new ca:binet department had en-
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vironmentilll responsi'bilities. This legislation
recognized that Federal programs for mobility on the ground and in the air, need to
be considered as a. whole. But this 1966 legisration did someth>ing else ·t hat was important. It declared that the new Cabinet department had responsibilities to social and
environmental goals, and that public parks,
recreation areas, wlldlife refuges ·and historic
sites should not 'be taken for transportation
projects except under extraordinary circumstances, and then all possible planning must
minim1ze harm.
Thus, 1964's legislation merely required
consistency a.mong Federal programs. And,
ln 1966 legislation swept together ali Federal
transportation programs and_,'by restricting
the use of certain lands for transportation
project&-ga.ve new significance 't o community and environmental V'alues in transportation planning. Also in 1968, the Federal
Avia.tion Act w'as amended to require the development of rules and regulations for control and abatement of aircraft noise, echoing
once more the increasing concel"!n of Congress for progress in the a.rea of environmental impact.
In the light ·of toda.y's concern, these requirements seem relatively narrow. Conventional wisdom tells us now that the policies
of Federal agencies should lbe consistent with
each other in a-ir pollution control, and that
parkland should not be taken for transportation projects. It goes without saying that
aircraft should be as quiet as technology can
make them without jeopardizing safety.
In 1968, Congress moved to an even ob roader social understanding of how transportation projects should be planned. The Federal-aid Highway Act required local hearings
to consider:
" ... the economic and social effects of ...
a location, its impact on the environment,
and ... consistency with the goals and objectives of ... the community."
This new understanding that communities
can and should plan their development of
course permeates the Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, the Airport and Airway Development Aot of 1970, the Federal-aid Highway
Act of 1970, and the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1970. All this legislation requires a great deal of attention to
community development goals before transportation projects can 1b e built. That is why
I said at the outset that you would be moving from a narrow role to a. broad social role
in your planning efforts.
"!be new legislation in addition to providing for capital investment, also provides
money for planning transportation projects-thus linking idealism with practicality.
The Federal Government h.a.s a. significant
role in financing transportation planning, as
well as in financing specific transportation
projects. States have available 1% percent of
their yearly trust fund a:llocatlons and they
may use an additional % percent for highway
planning, research and development. The
Airport and Airway Development Act provides $15 mlllion a year for airport planning,
and the Ul"lban Mass Transportation Act will
make significant funds available for mass
transportation planning. The Department of
Transportation's role is most important since,
of all the Federal money available for physical planning lby local areas, over 60 percent
comes from DOT.
Airports in urban areas have generally been
planned and operated by an entity whose
concerns were limited to aviation matters
and economic vla.'bll\ty. IJa.nd use and the
integration of the airport With other transportation were not within the powers of this
entity. Noise and pollution have increasingly
become serious environmental prdblems,
often due to lack of adequate land use control on the areas surrounding airports.
We have found, in studying urban transportation planning, that with l'ew exceptions,
planning for highways, airports, and transit
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has not been coordinated. Part of the blame
has lain with the availa.bllity of funds for
roads, but not for much else. This has permitted State highway departments to dominate the transportation planning process.
This funding bias has been aceompanied by
a mixed bag of Federal planning assistance
programs which are based on different criteria and are therefore -inconsistent with each
other. We think that a properly designated
program of Federal assistance could provide
the right incentl'\'es to the development of
single area-wide planning agencies; and this,
we think, is the first step toward good urban
development. The second is to incorporate
into this area-wide planning process the
means by Which priorities can be established.
The central target of DOT urban transportation planning assistance should be the
development of metropolitan institutions
which are capable of dealing effectively both
with regional development problems and
with increasing Federal-aid for transportation and other metropolitan development.
Criteria for receipt of Federal-aid urban
transportation planning funds may well
include:
{1) Capab111ty of the metropoUtan agency
to tie physical planning to transportation
planning, social planning, and to metropolitan and environmental goals and objectives.
(Failing to provide such a metropolitan process, perhaps consideration should be given
to withholding approval of all Federal transportation aid.)
(2) Capacity of the metropolitan agency to
reflect the wishes of each participating local
jurisdiction in a uniform and reasonable
way.
(3) Capability of the staff to deal with intermodal urban transportation planning
within the context of all regional development goals.
These metropolitan planning agencies
must be broad-ranging futurist organizations--very different from the single-mission
bureaucracies of the past which operated autonomously. Because the plans and policies
of autonomous agencies if not considered together in the context of regional development
may not fit together, they must be considered
together.
Thus, regional planning agencies must be
metropolitan in scale--they must provide a
place for local governments to come together
to make regional decisions. They must be
broad in terms of power-they must be empowered to set priorities for implementation.
They must be interdisciplinary so that decisions which appear to meet one kind of goal
do not endanger other development goals.
That is, plans for transportation including
airports must take into consideration pl,a.ns
for water and sewers, energy, as well as
schools, housing, recreation, etc. This is already required at the Federal level by the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
which requires that all Federal agencies:
" ... ut111ze a systematic, interdisciplinary
approach which will insure the integrated
use of the natural and social sciences and the
environmental design arts in planning and in
decision making which may have an impact
on man's environment ..."
Only an interdisciplinary approach will
give us the ability to anticipate the consequences of decisions, and balance those decisions in an informed manner. Only an interdisciplinary approach will really let us
design the future of our urban areas, the
places where most of us live.
Alvin Toffier, in his book Future Shock
which is so much in vogue makes the sug-·
gestion that most bureaucracies are designed
to solve problems that no longer exist. I don't
really believe this, but I do believe that
Toffier is on the right track-that the past is
not the prologue, and that new problems
need new solutions. Some of our problems,
ironically enough, SJtem from expert organiCXVII--522-Part 7

zations and efiicient bureaucracies. We have
specialized and specialized. This is what I
meant earlier when I mentioned the fragmentation of programs. Now is the time to
put the pieces back together; to come to
terms with ,t he fact that in urban development everything does affect everything else.
Buckminster Fuller invented a new word
to describe this phenomenon---'the word is
"synergistic." When considering a problem
we usually say, "Well, we'll leave that one to
the experts."
The experts in one narrow discipline have
been making decisions which have broad
ranging social implications. We have often
abandoned crucial policy decisions to the
technicians because we didn't know any other
way for decision-making.
While we are a long way from developing
the strong urban development organizations
which I am advocating, until we get them we
can provide a service to some experts by
showing them how to anticipate consequences which are outside their areas of expertise. This is wha.t we will be doing when
we have finished the Handbook for Airport
Planners which we now have underway.
There is a very good phrase which describes what often happens to people who
are real experts. They say that they have
"a trained incapacity to think outside their
areas of expertise." Without suggesting that
this is a disease to which airport planners
especially fall prey, I want to tell you about
our manual and how it will give you a
checklist of the considerations which must
!be taken into account in planning airports.
The checklist approach is one which my
Ofiice has also used in giving guidance to
persons who must prepare 102 (2) (C) statements, statements of environmental impact
as required by the National Environmental
Policy Act. Our checklist is a Ust of effects--consequences--llkely to be environmentally significant. It includes changes in
noise level, displacement of persons, disruption of planned development, destruction or
alteration of breeding grounds, recreation
areas, water table, and so forth.
But in the handbook which we are developing for your use, we can carry this a bit
further. Here, in addition to the checklist
of factors we will have proposed countermeasures. As a matter of fact, I am not particularly enthusiastic about that word
countermeasure because it always sounds as
if there is a battle shaping up. I prefer to
think of these as control techniques.
At the heart of our contract with CLM
Systems are case studies of environmental
factors at five airports. Before telling you
about how these case studies will serve as
the basis for the checkllst, I would like to
say that this study is going forward with
excellent cooperation from Federal agencies,
particularly the Federal Aviation Administration, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the Council on Environmental Quality. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development is currently funding studies of metropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy at four airport locations; and the Department of
Transportation, which has a noise abatement office, has contracted for an intermodal study of transportation noise generation and abatement.
The environmental considerations which
are being studied in our five case studies
are: ground access, water pollution, air pollution, noise pollution, hydrology, land
development, community impact and, aesthetic considerations.
The control techniques for coping with
these factors include site selection, zoning,
comprehensive planning, airport master
planning. They also include mass transportation, silting control, wastewater treatment, taxation policies, and insulation of
bulldings.
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The airports under study are Dallas-Fort
Worth, John F. Kennedy, Los Angeles-Palmdale International, Portland, and South
Florida Regional. These airports were selected for the constructive considerations
they present in development and expansion
and for their broad applicability to other
metropolitan areas. John F. Kennedy is of
course located in an ecologically sensitive
tidal area; Los Angeles International is in a
low density residential area, and Portland 1s
located in an urban site where expansion
into a river and into recreationally and ecologically important areas creates difiicult
problems.
OUr handbook Will not just describe factors
and control techniques. It will have several
perspectives; one chapter will relate environmental factors to the airport master plan,
and to the regional or comprehensive planning process. It will also describe procedures
for compliance with the Environmental
Polley Act. Another important chapter will
discuss the airport planning process, discussing the Airport and Airway Development
Act of 1970, statutory procedures for funding, and the institutional participants in the
process of airport planning.
In all, I am sure that this will be a truly
practical book. It will assist you greatly in
going about your special business of planning and managing airports and in doing
this within a broad context of planned urban
development which is so obviously the great
social need of the 1970's.
The new Airport and Airway Development
Act and all other new transportation and
environmental legislation require planning
in the context of urban area development.
The perfect comprehensive planning institutions are still far in the future, but funds
for planning for highways, airports and
urban mass transit are here now. The handbook which we are developing for your use
Will combine the practicality of environmental control techniques With the idealism
of the National Environmental Policy Act.
Our handbook should help you comply with
new Federal regulations. Consideration of
environmental factors in airport planning
will also broaden your role in promoting
good urban development.
You people represent the expertise of a
great service industry. In the new social ellmate technical expertise, when properly used,
is a tool for fulfilling social needs, human
needs. You need a new policy direction and
that direction must in a sense come from
the bottom-from those whose 11 ves and
communities you affect--from those who
live in the communities where airports will
be located-from those who use airport services.
Transportation service industry will earn
the confidence of urban communities as
transportation services are seen as a means
for meeting community development goals.
It is up to you to earn that confidence. It
is a matter of broadening the idea of service--a concept which is completely familiar
to you. You will broaden your own role in
community development and you will merit
the confidence of the whole community
which you serve.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC CONVERSION
COMJ\USSION
<Mr. MONAGAN asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include
extraneous matter.)
Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
today introducing legislation which will,
by establishing a National Economic
Conversion Commission, allow for a rational and orderly transition from a
defense-oriented economy to a peacetime economy.
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The need for such con version has become evident. During the past few decades, the requiremenU; of national security have forced the United States to
make heavy economic, scientific, and
technical commitments for defense. As a
result, the country has achieved and
maintained a substantial economic dependence on military and space contracts.
As the war in Southeast Asia deescalates, however, we find ourselves with a
unique opportunity to reverse this pattern. Defense resources are now becoming available for other uses. If properly
converted, this newly available skilled
manpower and Federal funding oan aid
us immeasurably in solving our pressing social problems.
The danger lies in allowing these resources to stagnate rather than putting
them to effective use. To avoid this danger, planning should begin immediately.
Alternatives for each resource must be
spelled out and evaluated before the resources actually become available. To
insure a rational reordering of our national priorities, we must carefully explore all options open to us.
The legislation I am introducing today
will provide for just such a careful conversion study. The "National Economic
Conversion Act," as the bill is titled,
would establish a Commission in the
Executive Office of the President to provide framework through which orderly
conversion could occur. The Secretary of
Commerce would serve as Chairman, and
11 other Cabinet officers and agency
heads will comprise the remainder of the
Commission. The Commission could
select six additional members at its option.
The Commission's duties would consist
of five principal tasks. First, it would define appropriate policies and programs to
be carried out by departments and agencies of the Federal Government for economic conversion. The Commission would
also convene a National Conference on
Industrial Conversion and Growth, to
consider problems arising from conversion. Third, the Commission would consult with the State Governors to encourage State, local, and regional studies on
economic conversion. Fourth, the Commission would bring workers and businessmen into the planning process by
consulting with trade and industry associations, labor unions, and professional
organizations. Finally, the Commission
would guide conversion planning by defense contractors to insure that the individual firms most directly concerned
will be fully prepared for their own economic future.
In this session of Congress, I have also
introduced legislation to redirect the
talented technical manpower of the decelerating defense and space industries to
the resolution of our domestic soclalllls.
Already much of this talent has been allowed to stagnate in the ranks of the unemployed, and it is quite evident that the
need for conversion planning is serious
and immediate. Together, these two bills
provide a legislative package which will
accomplish the orderly transition from a
wartime to a peacetime economy. The future of the Nation depends on how well
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we utilize our available resources. As
more resources are freed from the requirements of national defense, they
must be redirected and retrained to attack the Nation's soeial ills. I urge the
Congress to give full and immediate consideration to these proposals as a means
of rational and orderly economic conversion.

sponsoring a resolution concerning the
Middle East situation. It expresses the
sense of the Congress that the U.S. Government should exert its influence to
bring about face-to-face negotiations between the Israelis and the Arabs.
The major powers cannot force a settlement in the Middle East. A lasting
peace will only be achieved by direct,
face-to-face negotiations between the
parties involved.
SOUTH TEXAS A DISASTER AREA
As I see the situation, the United
<Mr. DE LA GARZA asked and was given States has two primary responsibilities
permission to extend his remarks at this in the Middle East. First, we must help
point in the RECORD and to include ex- Israel to maintain the precarious baltraneous matter.)
ance of power so that there is no tempMr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Speaker, severe tation for the other side to take advandrought conditions prevail throughout tage of a temporary imbalance and remost of south Texas. Our crops and live- sume hostilities.
stock are suffering. Our farmers and liveSecond, and more important, we must
stock producers badly need the aid that not allow the conflict to escalate to the
can be made available to them through point of a confrontation between the sudesignation of the affected area as a per powers.
natural disaster area.
It is with a view to this last goal that
Under the law, this designation can be I am co-sponsoring this resolution. It is
made by the Secretary of Agriculture similar to legislation I have sponsored in
upon recommendations of U.S. Depart- the past, and it represents a reaftirmament of Agriculture county and <State tion of my previous thoughts and actions
disaster committees.
on this issue.
These committees are composed o!
Direct, face-to-face negotir,tions belocal people, people who know the area tween the Arabs and the Israelis offer
and are fully conversant with the prob- what an imposed settlement cannot-the
lems of the affected area. The commit- possibility of a permanent peace.
tees are made up from the chairman of
the County ASC Committee, the chairman of the County Farmers Home Ad- HEARINGS SET ON POCKET VETO
LEGISLATION
ministration Committee, and the extension service representative in the county.
<Mr. CELLER asked and was given
The State disaster committee is similarly permission to extend his remarks at this
composed. It is on their recommendation point in the RECORD.)
that the Governor finally acts by certifyMr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
ing the drought situation.
announce that on Wednesday, April 7,
Once the proper procedures are car- 1971, at 10 a.m. subcommittee No. 5
ried out, feed prices could be reduced of the Committee on the Judiciary, will
through the sale of feed grain owned bY conduct public hearings on H.R. 6225, a
the Commodity Credit Corporation to eli- bill to implement article I, section 7, of
gible farmers for eligible livestock. Graz- the Constitution, designed to spell out
ing and haying could be authorized on the pocket veto powers of the President.
lands diverted from crops by annual
Parties interested in offering testifarm programs. Other benefits to our mony or submitting statemenU; for the
hard hit agricultural producers will re- hearing record should contact the comsult from the natural disaster designa- mittee in room 2137, Rayburn House Oftion.
fice Building, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Speaker, I call the attention of
my colleagues to the fact that distre8s
TAKE PRIDE IN AMERICA
caused by severe and prolonged drought
is not confined solely to the farmers.
<Mr. MnLER of Ohio asked and was
Farm hands and migrant workers are given permission to extend his remarks
immediately and adversely affected by at this point in the RECORD and to inreduced employment. Retail merchants clude extraneous matter.
see their sales dropping. The tax strucMr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, totures of county and municipal govern- day we should take note of America's
ments are weakened.
great accomplishmenU; and in so doing
The harmful effects of drought spread renew our faith and confidence in ourout quickly and widely. That is happen- selves as individuals and as a Nation.
ing now in the 15th Congressional Dis- The United States leads the world in the
trict which I represent and in other production of cotton yarn. In 1968 prosouth Texas areas. I hope the assistance duction was 1,866,100 short tons, comavailable under law will be forthcoming pared to 1,799,600 for mainland China
soon. It is urgently needed now.
and 1,566,300 for the Soviet Union.
FASCELL COSPONSORS MIDDLE
EAST RESOLUTION
(Mr. FASCELL asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD) .
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, I am today joining my distinguished colleague
and fellow Floridan, CLAUDE PEPPER, in

POLAND: DEFENDER OF EUROPE
<Mr. DERWINSKI asked and was
given permission to extend his remarks
at this point in the REcORD and to include
extraneous matter.)
Mr. Speaker, as the aftermath of the
bloody riots in Poland this past December much speculation has been centered
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on the possible trend of events that could
or could not bring about change for the
better for that hapless and enslaved
country. The editorial "Polonia: Defensor Fidei Ac Europe," written by the
Honorable Geoffrey Stewart-Smith appears in the March 1971 issue of the authoritative East-West Digest, journal of
the Foreign Affairs Circle of Great
Britain. Mr. Stewart-Smith lS one of the
most promising younger Members of the
House of Commons and he won his seat
in 1970 Parliamentary elections by defeating George Brown, former Foreign
Secretary in the Labor Government. His
editorial sketches briefly the history of
the heroic Polish people, their tragedies
and glories, their unselfish sacrifices on
Lehalf of the Western civilization as defenders against the onslaught of the
Eastern tyrannies. I commend this editorial to your attention:
POLONU; DEFENSOR FIDEI Ac EUROPE
The Polish nation throughout history has
been placed in most perilous and painful
situations by geography and destiny and yet
it has risen in defence of Uberty more manfully and heroically than many others. It
was not the leaders and overlords who were
such paragons of virtue and wisdom-on the
contrary, some of them were such fools or
so wicked, or both, that it is stlll embarrassing to read of their antics centuries afterwards. But it was and is the Polish people
"Y?ho put others to shame by their noble and
self-sacrificing heroism in times of national
disaster.
In the exposed and naturally unprotected
geographical position where Poles dwell, it
was unavoidable that Poland lay in the path
of the mass armies sent out by rapacious
and bloody foreign despots on their missdons
of mindless destruction and murder, but it
is remarkable that Polish princes and kings
did not succeed in using for defence the
martial valour of their subjects through setting up the bureaucratic and mllitary monster machinery which the rulers of other,
similarly indefensible lands formed of their
unhappy territorial populatiOns. Lt was never
given to Polish kings to operate similar military monarchies as grew up in the neighbouring areas of Russia, Prussia, and Austria
and, on the other 1lank of Europe, for making France and Spain safe against the pereilll'lal invasions of the Norsemen, Normanized English, and Arabs. Thus Poland, though
strong in the Middle Ages, when her tyrannical neighbours were stlll in the throes of
feudal disorder and weakness, remained a
baronial Republic With an elected king at its
head, comparable to post-Norman England
with her aristocratic kingmakers, authors of
Magna Carta, and fratricidal factions of the
Wars of the Roses. But the kingdom of the
White Eagle was not protected against foreign interference by the sea; its wide-open
frontiers left it open to intrigues of its
stronger neighbours, and for defence, it always had to rely on calling up for war service all its inhabitants and seeking help from
far distant and fickle allies, to save it from
near-destruction. Yet the periodic call on
the warlike virtues of all Poles could not rem.a.in for ever a substitute for well-organized,
well-drilled, well-equipped mass armies and
for a permanent machinery of what today
is called "logistics", which were at the disposal of the Tsars, the Austrian emperors,
and the Prussian kings. The Poles could defend themselves only by repeated and splendid inproviza.tion, and by playing one enemy
against the other. Often they failed and
ran into tragic disasters.
But how frequently did not such lmprovization save other nations, and all Europe,
from being engulfed in slavery to Mongol

Khans, Turkish Sultans, modern German
racialist paranoiacs, and eastern Communist
destroyers of civilization?
Almost at the beginning of recorded Polish history, Henryk IT, a Polish duke of Silesia, son of Saint Hedwig ( Jadwiga) , a German princess, took up the hopeless fight
against the invincible Mongol hordes of Jenghis Khan's successors, by pitting his small
army of Polish and German knights against
overwhelming odds in the battle of Wahlstatt near Liegnitz (Legnlica) in 1241. He
and almost all his men were killed, but they
caused the aggressors such heavy losses that,
because at the same time the Grand Khan
Ugedey had died in his faraway capital city of
K81rakoram, the Mongol armies retreated into
Russia and Central Asia and were never seen
S~gain in Central Europe.
In 1683, it was the Turks, then at the
summit of their military success, who again
threatened to engulf all of Central Europe.
Their second siege of Vienna was miraculously raised by a battle that could only be
won through the then Polish king, Jan Sobieski, bringing his own big army to the relief of the imperial capital, after another
great Roman Catholic state, France, had
made an alliance With the Turks. The Turks
were soundly beaten, and from then on began their incessant retreat from enslaved
South-Eastern Europe and the gradual liberation of its many Christian nations, which
ended only in 1912, on the eve of the period
of World Wars, which led them into renewed
subjection.
There is, of course, no gratitude among
states and governments for help received in
the past, and Austria took part, barely a century after the Poles having saved Vienna in
the nick of time, in the shameful division
and dismemberment of Poland, through
which the long agony of modern Poland was
initiated. This time, it was the Polish ruling
and governing nobility, thoroughly disunited, self-willed, and corrupt, which lent
an active hand in the destruction of their
country, by preferring foreign bribes to risk-y
national unity and self-defense.
In spite of constant singing of the anthem
"And yet, Poland is not lost for ever . . ."
and of several audacious rebellions, it now
seemed for almost 150 years that the national spirit of Poland had been broken for
good, though individual Poles, like General
Bern in the first Hungarian revolution of
1848, served the cause of other nations' liberty With splendid heroism.
A revival of the Polish Republic in a modern form became only possible after the total
breakdown of the neighbouring mllitary
colossi of Russia, Austria and Germany in
1917/18. But the new Republic remained
weak and, under the impact of the disastrous
world slump starting in 1929, impoverished.
It cannot be said that its internal arrangements and administration were admirable.
In fact, when its strength was put to the
test in 1939, tt found itself under the rule
of the incompetent and rather reactionary
"Colonels," unworthy successors of the Polish hero, Marshal Pilsudski, and imbued
with many of the repulsive traits of Eastern
European social and moral decay: antisemitism, stupid hostility against trade unions and democratic socialists, senseless national hybris and arrogant hostility against
other nations, including the Ukrainians,
Germans, Lithuanians, Czechs (and, of
course, Russians) , when Poland's true interests, in her situation of being permanently
threatened on her eastern and western borders, called for making and cultivating as
many foreign friends as possible. (Under the
psychologically deadening impact of appeasement by the Western democracies, the
only attempt at an alliance made by the
ageing and near-dying Marshal Pilsudskl and
his successors was some sort of pact with
Hitler.)
When RUter and Stalin began to carve up
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Poland, the "Colonels' " government and
military command were swept aside by the
war that was lost from the day it started, but
the Polish nation never gave up the struggle,
although its Western ames did little to relieve
and support it. Even a vanquished and tortured Poland, through her brave underground
army, remained a running sore in the side of
the Nazi Reich, and the Communist ex-allies
of Hitler feared the Poles of the Home Army
so much that Stalin, instead of letting those
Polish soldiers and officers who had not been
murdered by the Soviet political police form
an allied Polish army on Soviet territory,
went to the enormous expense of evacuating
the survivors from Soviet prison camps to
Persia to join the Western military forces.
How earlier Polish refugees from Poland's
breakdown, and later the Polish army formed
by General Anders from the evacuees out
of the Soviet empire, fought in defense of
Britain, for the defeat of Rommel's Afrikakorps, and for the elimination of Mussolini's
ramshackle Fascism, has been so frequently
and so well told that it need only be mentioned here. But this time again, "ingratitude
is the world's reward", as the German proverb
has it, and who, in the United Kingdom and
in the United States, likes to be reminded today of the Polish pilots of the Battle of
Britain, belongiTlg to the "few to who~
Britain owe~ so much", of the Polish Army s
hard slog up the rocky spine of Italy, their
magniflcent victory at Cassino and of the
heroism of despair of Warsaw's immortal
Jews and of General Bor Komorowski's military rising in the same city, during the last
phases of the war?
Coming to the period of the shameful peace
which was imposed on the Poles and on all
the other small nations on the western
borders of Soviet despotism, it is clear that
the Cominform, founded in 1947, with the
proclaimed purpose of transforming the
feeble remainder of a free Europe into "people's democracies", might have been victorious if all these nations had not emulated the
Poles' example and tried to use the freedoms
promised in their provisional constitutions
to build their reviewed national states to their
own liking. The Poles being situated on the
strategic road into Germany had to be subdued first: their "liberation government" was
remoulded into a Soviet puppet already in the
fake elections of January, 1947, and the
former war-time Prime Minister-in-exlle,
Mikolajczyk, was forced to flee for his life
to England in October of the same year, to
be "banished for life" from Poland by the
subservient pseudo-parliament, the Sejm.
(This bell of slavery tolled for the other
satellites in 1948).
It was significant, however, that the nat~on
which had not produced a single Qulslmg
throughout the war, could only be subdued by
a whole army of Quislings imported by their
new Soviet masters: they were not veterans
of the pre-war Polish Communist Party, for
the Polish Communists, most of whom had
fled to the Soviet Union from the "Colonels'" government's persecution, had been
Wiped out to the last man and woman by
Stalin's butchery, because they were not sufficiently obedient. The new Communist government of Poland, based on the so-called
liberation committee of Lublin, consisted of
members of the pre-war Polish minority on
Soviet soil, many of whom were not even
able to speak proper Polish, like the Defence Minister of "People Poland", the Soviet
Marshal Rokossovsky, discredited and cashered Polish officers and adventurers, timeserving journalists and political writers from
the pre-war intelligentsia, who had not been
Communists before 1945, and even former extreme right Wingers, sympathizers With Hitler and Mussolinl and lifelong Jewbaiters,
with an admixture of Jewish Communists
who, against all experience, still believed
Communism to be the best safeguard against
the persecution of the Jews. Some of the
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ministers were also ex-Social Democrats
Only Gomulka, and the so-called General
Moczar, who also escaped from a Polish gaol
after 1939, had been genuine Communist
party officials in the inter-war years. (And
Gomulka was soon to disappear in a Communist prison for another few years.)
Unbelievably enough, the Polish people
still did not settle down quietly to its fate
as Moscow's obedient Man Friday. Twelve
years before their Czech and Slovak neighbours, in 1956, the Poles were the first to
shed their blood for a "socialism with a human face", though they called it more modestly, "Polish socialism". And what the dour
neighbours to their South and West never
achieved, the more "romantic" Poles did win:
they broke the fetters of State serfdom,
which had tied their peasant farmers to collective farms, and the farmers are still in
possession of their small holdings. Though
Polish farmers are viciously discriminated
against through inequitable taxation, withholding or restriction of credits, and earmarking most of the necessary tools, machinery, and fertilizers for wasteful giant
State farms, they have shown themselves
able to produce high-quality foodstuffs for
export to the West. (That there is a food
shortage in Poland at the same time is due
exclusively to government policy, which enforces "hunger exports" of a kind which were
the shame of Tsarist Russia, against which
all the famous Russian writers, led by Leo
Tolstoy, protested.)
Fully collectivized
Czechoslovakia and allegedly liberalized
Hungarian agriculture have never been able
to match the Polish farmers' expert successes.
Under the erratic and blustering tutelage
of Khruschev, it took Gomulka about ten
years to dismantle again the liberties won
in the "Spring in October" of 1956, not merely
eight or ten months, as in the case of the
wonderful but evanescent spring of Prague
in 1968.
True, the Polish Communist hierarchy
has used all the dirty tricks inherited from,
and encouraged by, its Russian masters-of anti-Semitism, of aggressive and rapacious
anti-German imperia~ism, of brutal disdain .
for true intellectual f1·eedom, which are all
rooted in the common and miserable East
European past for playing on the emotions
of the misinformed, maltreated, and unhappy Polish masses. Up to a point, the
bullies-in-office have been successful in transforming "Polish Socialism" into the "Socialism of the stupid clods", as Jew-baiting had
been described, already before 1914, by the
venerated German socialist leader, August
Bebel, who was also admired by his Polish
comrades.
But the reverberations of the Polish people's fight for freedom in 1956, was followed
closely by the Hungarian Revolution, and
they have not yet ceased to instill in the
Soviet rulers a healt hy fear of foreign military adventures, across whose lines of supply the Poles would sit. This is probably a
more effect ive protection of the West against
a "hot war" than the much-discussed "balance of terror" in the nuclear field, which
has not existed for some time, as the Soviets
have constantly increased their anns stocks,
and the Americans have dismantled their
medium-range missile launching pads protecting Western Europe.
Thus t he Polish masses, though disorganized and leaderless, are still active and the
most valuable and most effect ive allies of
the West in the Soviet camp.
It is sad and shameful in the extreme that
the West, itself endangered, is blind to its
value and valour, and has nowadays even
ceased to admire and give moral support,
at least on paper and through its mass media,
to the Poles in their hour of need.
For what are the fighting Poles to think of
the total absence of reaction to their new attempt to force their present masters, who

have usurped power and not earned it by performance, to give up compelling Polish workers to do more and harder work whilst actually starving, by denying them decent food
even for Christmas? What is the meaning of
Western trade unionist and Socialist MPs.
organizing collections of money for the striking British postal workers, without any of
them ever putting pen to paper or speaking
up to assure their Polish comrades and colleagues at least of their feelings of brotherly solidarity? If some have done so, who has
ever heard of it?
Not even Socialist-led governments in
Sweden, Austria, or West Germany have protested against the killing of at least 200
striking workers in Gdansk and unknown
numbers in Gdynya, Elblag, Sopot, and
Szczecin. No "women's liberation" demo has
yet been announced to pledge support for the
heroic women of the Lodz textile mills,
though they have remained on strike longer
and have forced more out of the new Communist leader, comrade Gierek, than the
men-the cancellation of all the pre-Christmas food price rises and the restoration of
production bonuses and piece rates, which
were to be abolished.
Willy Brandt's Socialist-domina.ted government actually prohibited its officials from expressing any sympathies or raising any protest on the occasion of anti-Jewish persecutions and of police terror against striking
workers in Poland, lest the Bonn/Warsaw
Treaty be put at risk. Instead, Brandt, in a
much-photographed but cheap gesture knelt
down at the monument to the Jews of Warsaw, killed by the Nazis, without opening his
mouth to ask for mercy for their survivors.
Herr Wehner, chairman of the Social Democratic parliamentary party in the German
Federal Diet, when in Warsaw, told his host,
Communist prime minister Jaroszewicz, that
he wished him much success in dealing with
the problem of strikes in Poland. What would
happen, one is tempted to ask, if a leading
Polish Communist came to England these
days and wished Mr. Edward Heath "much
success" in his troubles with the strikes carried out by free trades unions? Even though
Mr. Heath would not and could not stoop
to having strikers shot down in the streets,
the scandal would be complete.
When one student was killed by a policeman's revolver shot during a deliberately terrorist demonstration by West Berlin student
extremists, not protesting against rapacious
employers but against the Persian Shah, who
in the course of recent oil price negotiations
has been transformed into the darling hero
of the Third World and its unpaid propagandists in the West, the luckless constable,
who had felt threatened was dragged through
all the criminal and disciplinary courts, his
superiors refusing him support, whilst student incendiaries and violent bullies went off
scot-free. The violence of left-wing protests
against alleged police terror was indescribable. But fifty Polish workmen standing up for their own constitutional rights
were killed and remained unmourned and
unsung, though the bloodbath in the cities
on the Polish coast of the Baltic was at
least as horrible as that of Sharpeville in
South Africa.
The West has become blind not only morally but also intellectually and politically to
the cause of truth and to its own intersts,
by not seeing that the Polish workers' rebellion has again got the chestnuts out of the
fire for it: the December and February st rikes
and uprisings have probably saved Western
statesmen the necessity to press the West
Germany Government (when it would most
likely have been too lat e) for not stumbling
hurriedly and mistakenly into ratification of
its suicidal pact with Moscow. This pact has
gone sour on Moscow, at least for the time
being, not because of opposition in West
Germany but because Moscow or a very
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strong faction in the Kremlin has suddenly,
become scared of certain possible side-effects
of such a pact. They fear that satellite and
even Soviet subjects may mistake the conclusion of such a treaty (and of the subsidiary one with Warsaw) as a step towards
genuine peace and relaxation, and that the
people may therefore become more t:t~an usually impatient with the unending hard common lot they are forced to endure. That there
has been is pressure for what the Soviet government calls "social democratism", i.e. more
food and clothing and more decent working
conditions instead of wasteful and unending
increases in both heavy industrial investments and armament expenditure, can be
seen in all Communist countries from the
sudden reversal of econmic and wage policies
in Eastern Germany. Czechoslovakia. Rumania, and now even in the Soviet Union.
There, the Party and the Government could
not make up their minds till well into 1971
about a new Five Year Plan which should
have regulated the economy since January of
this year. It has at last now been published,
but it is not only incomplete, though it
promises more consumer goods to the people-it has not even been discussed by the
Central Committee of the Party, which is the
usual way of doing it. The much smaller
Politbureau has published the draft on its
own authority only, and the First Secr~tary
of the Party. Leonid Brezhnev, has for the
first time signed the Plan personally (a thing
unheard of in Stalin's and Khruschev's
times.) This means presumably that there is
disunity and quarrelling in the leadership,
with a consequent disorientation and weakening of the Soviet power-equivalent to a
relative strengthening of the West ern position, unearned and undeserved though it may
be by the disunited West.
For this, the West has to thank the rebellious and heroic Polish people again, though
not it alone, since other subject nations including the Russians the1nselves must have
brought on such a phenomenal turn in Soviet
Bloc policy by their passive (and possibly but
unknown to us, active) resistance. But the
Poles again stand in the forefront of the defenders of all that is just and humane in
the world. Though many will not acknowledge it, we say it here:
"Glory be to the Polish defenders of faith
in human dignity and of a civilized and free
Europe."

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To Mrs. GRAsso <at the request of Mr.
GRAY), for today, on account of official
business.
To Mr. CoRBETT <at the request of Mr.
GERALD R. FORD) , for the week of March
22, 1971, and the week of March 29, 1971,
on account of illness.

SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED
By unanimous consent, permission to
address the House, following the legislative program and any special orders
heretofore entered, was granted to:
(The following Members <at the request of Mr. RoY) to revise and extend
their remarks and include extraneous
material:)
Mr. GoNZALEZ, for 10 minutes, today.
Mrs. GRAsso, for 10 minutes, today.
Mr. AsPIN, for 10 minutes, today.
Mr. RARICK, for 10 minutes, today.
Mr. REuss, for 30 minutes, today.
<The following Members <at the request of Mr. SHOUp) to revise and extend
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their remarks and include extraneous
material:)
Mr. GERALD R. FORD, for 5 minutes,
today.
Mr. MoRSE, for 15 minutes, March 30.
Mr. HoGAN, for 15 minutes, March 30.
Mr. FINDLEY, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. MIZELL, for 5 minutes, today.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
By unanimous consent, permission to
revise and extend remarks was granted
to:
Mr. FLYNT.
Mr. YATES in two instances, and to
include extraneous matter.
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina and
to include extraneous matter.
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. SHoUP) and to include extraneous matter:)
Mr. HORTON.
Mr. BucHANAN in three instances.
Mr. BROOMFIELD.
Mr. ROBISON of New York.
Mr. DICKINSON in three instances.
Mr. WYATT.
Mr. SPENCE.
Mr. DEL CLAWSON.
Mr. GRoss in two instances.
Mr. MORSE.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin in five instances.
Mr. ScHWENGEL in two instances.
Mr. DERWINSKI in three instances.
Mr. McCLURE.
Mr. WYMAN.
Mr. WHALEN.
Mr. KUYKENDALL.
Mr. HoGAN in five instances.
Mr. HosMER in three instances.
Mr. RHODES.
Mr. EDWARDS of Alabama.
Mr. WHITEHURST in two instances.
Mr. ZWACH.
Mr. HUNT.
Mr. RoussELOT.
Mr. ZION.
Mr. SCHMITZ.
Mr SNYDER in two instances.
Mr. MIZELL in three instances.
Mr. SHOUP.
Mr. NELSEN.
Mr. ANDERSON Of Dlinois in two instances.
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. RoY) and to include extraneous matter:)
Mr. HAMILTON.
Mr. McFALL.
Mr. EILBERG in three instances.
Mr. SCHEUER.
Mr.BEGICH.
Mr. ABBITT.
Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee.
Mr.DRINAN.
Mr. JAMES V. STANTON in two instances.
Mr. BADILLo in two instances.
Mr. A sPIN in five instances.
Mr. MATSUNAGA.
Mr. LONG of Maryland.
Mr. HANNA in five instances.
Mr.

R O ONE Y

of New York.

Mr. GoNZALEZ in two instances.
Mr. RoDINO in three instances.
Mr.

W AL DI E

in five instances.

Mr. ANDERSON Of California in two
instances.

Mr. FOUNTAIN.
Mr. KL UCZYNSKI in two instances.
Mr. CAREY of New York.
Mr. JONES of Tennessee.
Mr. BINGHAM in two instances.
Mr. RoY in two instances.
Mr. HATHAWAY.
Mr. SYMINGTON.
Mr. VANDEERLIN.
Mr. COLLINS of Dlinois.
Mr. RARICK in two instances.
Mr. HEBERT in three instances.
Mr. EDWARDS Of California.
Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania in four
instances.
Mr. FRASER in two instances.
Mr. WILLIAM D. FORD.
Mr. DINGELL.
Mr. FLYNT.
SENATE BILLS REFERRED
Bills of the Senate of the following
titles were taken from the Speaker's table and, under the rule, referred as follows:

s. 557. An act to amend the WagnerO'Day Act to extend the provisions thereof
to other severely handicapped individuals
who are not blind, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on Government Operations.
s. 1330. An act to authorize the Secretary
of the Treasury to transfer to the Government of the Republic of the Ph111ppines
funds for making payments on certain pre1934 bonds of the Ph111ppines, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
JOINT RESOLUTION PRESENTED TO
THE PRESIDENT
Mr. HAYS, from the Committee on
House Administration, reported that the
committee did on March 25 present to
the President, for his approval, a joint
resolution of the House of the following
title:
H.J. Res. 468. A joint resolution making
certain further continuing appropriations for
the fiscal year 1971, and for other purposes.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. ROY. Mr. Speaker, I move that
the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly
<at 2 o'clock and 37 minutes p.m.) the
House adjourned until tomorrow, Tuesday, March 30, 1971, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
ETC.
Under cla use 2 of rule XXIV, executive
communica tions wer e t aken f r om the
Spea ker's t a ble and ref erred as follows:
475. A letter from t h e Dep uty Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Housing), transmitting notice of the location,
natur e, an d estimated cost of a facilit ies
project proposed t o be u ndertaken for t he
Army Reserve, and of the cancellation of two
projects which a ppeared in previous letters of
notificat ion, pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2233a{1);
to t he Committee on Armed Services.
476. A letter from the Secreta ry of Commerce, t ra nsmitting a draft of proposed legislation to pr ovide for continuation of au_
thority for regulation of export s; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
477. A letter from the Special Assistant for
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Legislative Affairs, Department of Labor.
transmitting the ninth annual report on the
administration o'f the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act, covering calendar year
1970, pursuant to section 14(b) of the act;
to the Committee on Education and Labor.
478. A letter from the Director, omce of
Management and Budget, Executive Office
of the President, transmitting four drafts of
proposed legislation which would establish
a Department of Community Development.
a Department of Natural Resources, a Department of Human Resources, and a Department
of Economic Affairs; to the Committee on
Government Operations.
479. A letter from the Administrator of
General Services, transmitting a report on
the General Services Administration's first
dual-fuel vehicle experiment; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
480. A letter from the Executive Director,
Federal Communications Commission, transmitting a report on t he backlog of pending
applicat ions and hearing cases in the Commission as of February 28, 1971, pursuant
to section 5(e) of the Communications Act,
as amended; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
481. A letter from the Director, Administrative Office of the United States Courts,
transmitVl.ng a draft of proposed legislation
to crea te the office of Administ rative Assistant to the Chief Justice of the United States;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
482. A letter from the Director, Administra1Jive Office of the United States Courts,
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
to provide for the appointment of justices
and judges to the offices of Administrative
Assistant to the Chief Justice, Director, Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, Director, Federal Judicial Center, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on the
Judicia ry.
483. A letter from the Director, Administrative Office of the United States Courts,
transmit ting a draft of proposed legislation
to establish a commission on revision of the
judicial circuits of the United St ates; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
484. A letter from the Chairman, U.S.
Oivil Service Commission, transmitting a
draft of proposed legislation to liberalize
eligibility for cost-of-living increases in civil
service ret irement annuit ies; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
485. A let ter from the Chairman, U.S.
Civil Service Commission, transmitting an
int erim report of the Job Evaluation an d Pay
Review Task For ce, pursu ant t o sect ion 304
of Public Law 91-216; to the Committ ee on
Post Office a n d Civil Service.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of ru1e XIII, rep orts of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
ca len dar, a s follows:
Mr . YOUNG of Texas: Committee on Ru1es.
House Resolution 349. Resolution providing
f or the consideration of joint resolution
(S.J. Res. 55 ) to provide a t empoarry extension of certain p rovisions of law r elating to
interest rates and cost-of-living stabilization;
(Rep t . No. 92-83). Referr ed to the House
Calendar.
Mr. DELANEY: Committee on R ules. House
Resolution 350. A resolution provid ing for
the consideration of H .R. 6531 , a bill to
a m end the Military Selective Ser vice Act of
1967; to increase m ilitary pay; to authorize
military active duty strengths for fiscal year
1972 ; and for other pur poses ; (Rept. No. 9284). Referr ed to t he House Calendar .
Mr. BLATNIK: Comm ittee on Public
Works. H .R. 5376. A b ill t o extend t h e P u blic
Works Accelerat ion Act , the Public Works
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and Economic Development Act of 1965, and
the Appalachian Regional Development Act
of 1965; with an amendment (Rept. No. 9292) . Referred to the Committee of the Whole
House on the State of the Union.

REPORTS OF COMMI'ITEES ON PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
calendar, as follows:
Mr. DONOHUE: Committee on the Judiciary, H.R. 2036. A blll for the relief of
Miss Linda Ortega; with an am.endment
(:Rept. No. 92-85) . Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. SMITH of New York: Committee on
the Judiciary. H.R. 2127. A bUl for the relief
of the estate of Charles Zonars. decc sed;
(Rept. No. 92-86). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. DONOHUE: Committee on the Judiciary. H.R. 2835. A blll for the relief of
Wllllam E. Carroll; (Rept. No. 92-87). Referred to the Committee of the Whole
House.
Mr. SMITH of New York: Committee on
the Judiciary. H.R. 3094. A bill for the relief
of the estate of Capt. John N. Laycock, U.S.
Navy (retired); witll amendment (Rept. No.
92-88) • Referred to the Committee of the
Whole House.
Mr. DONOHUE: Committee on the Judiciary. H.R. 3748. A blll for the relief of Sgt.
John E. Bourgeois; with an amendment
(Rept. No. 92-89). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. SANDMAN: Committee on the Judiciary. H.R. 5318. A bill for the relief of Mrs.
Femande M. Allen; with an amendment
(Rept. No. 92-90). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. MANN: Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 5420. A bill for the rellef of Robert F.
Franklin; with an amendment (Rept. No. 9291). Referred to the Committee of the Whole
House.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 4 of rule xxn, public
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. ADDABBO:
H.R. 6823. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 and title II of the
Social Security Act to provide a full exemption (through credit or refund) from the
employees• tax under the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act. and an equivalent reduction in the self-employment tax, in the case
of individuals who have attained age 65;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
H.R. 6824. A blll to extend to all unmarried
individuals the full tax benefits of income
splltting now enjoyed by married individuals flUng joint returns; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
By Mr. ANDERSON of California:
H.R. 6825. A bill to amend the Controlled
Substances Act to move amphetamines and
eertaln other stimulant substances from
schedule III of such act to schedule II; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. BARING:
H.R. 6826. A bill to direct the Secretary of
the Interior to convey to the city of Henderson, Nev., at fair market value, certain public lands in the State of Nevada; to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 6827. A b111 to provide for the establishment of the Thaddeus Kosciuszko Home
National Historic Site in the State of Penn-

sylvania, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
H.R. 6828. A bill to amend the Federal
Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Act to include a
definition of food supplements, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 6829. A blll to amend the Public
Health Service Act to continue and broaden
el1gib1Uty of schools of nursing for financial
assistance, to improve the quality of such
schools, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 6830. A bill to provide financial benefits for certain spouses and children who are
physically handicapped or mentally retarded,
and for other purposes; to the Committee on
Interstate a.nd Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. CELLER:
H.R. 6831. A blll to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to allow a deduction
for expenses incurred by a taxpayer in making repairs and improvements to h1s residence, and to allow the owner of rental housing to amortize at an accelerated rate the
cost of rehabilitating or restoring such housing; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. CLEVELAND:
H.R. 6832. A bill to amend the Fish and
Wildllfe Act of 1956 to provide a criminal
penalty for shooting at certain birds, fish,
and other animals from an aircraft; to the
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. COLLIER:
H.R. 6833. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to exclude from gross
income the entire amount of the compensation of members of the Armed Forces of the
United States who are prisoners of war, missing in action. or in a detained status during the Vietnam conflict; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
By Mr. CORMAN (for himself, Mr. ANDERSON of California, Mr. BELL, Mr.
BRADEMAS, Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN, Mr.
EDWARDS of Californ!a, Mr. GOLDWATER, Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. JOHNSON Of
California, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MILLER
Of california, Mr. PETTIS, Mr. REES,
Mr. RoYBAL, Mr. SISK, Mr. VAN DEERLIN, Mr. w ALDIE, and Mr. CHARLES H.
WILSON):
H.R. 6834. A bill to provide Federal financial assistance for the reconstruction or repair of private nonprofit medical care faC'ilitles which are damaged or destroyed by a
major disaster; to the Committee on Public
Works.
By Mr. DAVIS of Georgia:
H.R. 6835. A bill to authorize the secretary of Transportation to carry out a special
program of transportation research and development utilizing the undque experience
and manpower of the aerospace and defense
industries, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreiitll
Commerce.
By 1\.fi'. DENT :
H.R. 6836. A bill to amend title xvm of
the Social Security Act to provide payment
for chiropractors' services under the program of supplementary medical insurance
benefits for the aged; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. DICKINSON:
H.R. 6837. A bill to amend the Appalachian
Regional Development Act of 1965 to extend
its coverage additional counties; to the Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. DONOHUE (for himself, Mr.
CLANCY, Mr. MACDONALD Of Massachusetts, Mr. SHRIVER , Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey, Mr. WALDIE, Mr.
WILLIAMS, Mr. SKUBITZ, Mr. WRIGHT,
and Mr. VANDER JAGT):
H.R. 6838. A bill to extend the period for
which payments in lieu of taxes may be
made with respect to certain real property
transferred by the Reconstruction Finance

Corporation and its subsidiaries to other
Government departments, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Government
Operations.
H.R. 6839. A bill to extend for 2 years the
period for which payments in lieu of taxes
may be made with respect to certain real
property transferred by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and its subsidiaries to
other Government depa.rtments; to the Committee on Government Operations.
By Mr. EDWARDS of California:
H.R. 6840. A bill to amend title 10. United
States Code, to IQ.ake Armed Forces medical
facilities and health programs available to
totally disabled veterans and their dependents and survivors; to the Committee on
Armed Services.
H.R. 6841. A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to prescribe limitations
with respect to political commercials; to the
C"mmittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. ERLENBORN (for himself, Mr.
RoBISON of New York, and Mr.
HILLIS):

H.R. 6842. A bill to authorize a White
House Conference on Education; to the Committee on Education and Labor.
By Mr. ESHLEMAN:
H.R. 6843. A bill to amend the International
Travel Act of 1961 to provide for Federal regulation of the travel agency industry; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. FOLEY (for himself and Mr.
McCoRMACK) :
H.R. 6844. A bill to amend the Interstate
Commerce Act with respect to recovery of
a reasonable attorney's fee in case of successful maintenance of an action for recovery of damages sustained in transportation of property; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. GERALD R. FORD:
H.R. 6845. A bill to assist in meeting national housing goals by authorizing the
Securities and Exchange Commission to permit companies subject to the Public Ut1llty
Holding Company Act of 1935 to provide
housing for persons of low and moderate
income; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. FRASER:
H.R. 6846. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to provide a minimum
primary benefit of $100 a month under the
old-age, survivors, and disabi11ty insurance
program; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
H.R. 6847. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to increase from $1,680
to $2,400 the amount of outside earnings
permitted each year without deductions from
benefits thereunder; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 6848. A bill to incorporate the Gold
Star Wives of America; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
H.R. 6849. A bill to authorize the National
Science Foundation to conduct research, educational, and assistance programs to prepare the country for conversion from defense
to civilian, socially oriented research and development activities, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Science and Astronautics.
By Mr. GONZALEZ:
H.R. 6850. A b111 to amend the Civll Service Retirement Act so as to permit retirement of employees with 30 years of service
on full annuities without regard to age; to
the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
H.R. 6851. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the
first $5,000 received as civil service retirement annuity from the United States or any
agency thereof shall be excluded from gross
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income; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
By Mr. HANLEY:
H.R. 6852. A b1ll to provide for an equitable procedure for establishing congressional
districts; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HANNA:
H.R. 6853. A bill to amend the Small Business Act; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
H.R. 6854. A bill to encourage small business investment companies to invest in business ventures designed to combat unemployment, air and water pollution, to encourage
the development of urban rapid transit facilities and to attain other national policy
goals; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
H.R. 6855. A b111 to prohibit mineral leasing and geologic or geophysical surveys of
certain submerged lands on the Outer Continental Shelf off the coast of California; to
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
H.R. 6856. A bill to amend the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (Public
Law 90--542), to include the Eel, Klamath,
and Trinity Rivers as components of the
national wild and scenic rivers system; to
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
H.R. 6857. A blll to designate the San Joaquin Wilderness, Sierra National Forest, and
Inyo National Forest in the State of Callforma; to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
H.R. 6858. A bill to create marine sanctuaries from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in areas off the
coast of California adjacent to State-owned
submerged lands when such State suspends
leasing of such submerged lands for mineral
purposes; to the Committee on Interior and
Insuhr Affairs.
H.R. 6859. A bill to amend the Resource
Recovery Act of 1970 to authorize grants for
the construction of resource recovery systems,
and to allow grants for solid waste disposal
facll1ties which utilize existing techniques
as well as those which apply new techniques;
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
H.R. 6860. A bill to amend the Clean Air
Act to perm! t States to adopt and enforce
aircraft emission standards under certain circumstances; to the COmmittee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 6861. A bill; fish cancer study; to the
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
H.R. 6862. A b111 to amend the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to confer
standing on private persons to sue for relief
from pollution; to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
H.R. 6868. A b111 to authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to study the desirabllity of
establishing a national wildlife refuge in Callforma and/or adjacent Western States for
the preservation of the California tule elk;
to the Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries.
H.R. 6864. A b111 to establish a Joint Committee on Environmental Quality; to the
Committee on Rules.
By Mrs. HANSEN of Washington:
H.R. 6865. A b111 to amend the act of August 81, 1954, relating to the control and
extinguishment of outcrop and underground
fires in coal formations, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. HAWKINS:
H .R. 6866. A bill to direct the Secretary of
Defense to rectify certain omcial action taken

as

a result of the "Brownsvme Raid," 1906;
to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. HELSTOSKI:
H.R. 6867. A blll to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to prohibit unauthor-

ized disclosure of information respecting income tax returns by businesses preparing
such returns for taxpayers; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
By Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts:
H.R. 6868. A btll to amend the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938 to increase the mlni·
mum wage rate required under that act to $2
an hour; to the Committee on Education and
Labor.
By Mr. HUNGATE (for himself, Mr.
BoLLING, Mr. HULL, and Mr. RANDALL):

H.R. 6869. A btll to provide for the appo!ntment of an additional U.S. district
Judge; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 6870. A bill to provide for the appointment of additional U.S. district judges; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HUNT:
H.R. 6871. A b111 to amend section 1402(a)
o! title 10, United States Code, to revise the
rule for recomputation of retired or retainer
pay to reflect later active duty; to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. JOHNSON of Pennsylvama:
H.R. 6872. A bill to provide for orderly
trade in textile articles and articles of leather
footwear, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. McFALL:
H.R. 6878. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to provide that an individual may qualify for disabllity insurance
benefits and the disab111ty freeze if he has
enough quarters of coverage to be fully insured for old-age benefit purposes, regardless
of when such quarters were earned; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. MONAGAN:
H.R. 6874. A bill to establish a National
Economic Conversion Commission, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MORSE:
H.R. 6875. A blll to amend the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended; to the committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. O'NEILL (for himself, Mr.
ADAMS, Mr. ADD~BO, Mr. AND~ON
of California, Mr. BADILLO, Mr.
BRADEMAS, MR. BRASCO, MR. BURKE OF
Massachusetts, Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania, Mr. CARNEY, Mrs. CHIS•
HOLM, Mr. COLLINS of I11inois, Mr.
CONYERS, Mr. CORMAN, Mr. DELLUMS,
Mr. DONOHUE, Mr. DUNAN, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. FuLTON of
Pennsylva:1ia, Mr. FRAsER, Mr GUBSER, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON.
Mr. HEcHLER of West Virginia, and
Mr. JoHNSoN o! California):
H.R. 6876. A bill to amend the FederalState Extended Unemployment Compensation Acto! 1970 to permit Federal sharing o!
the cost of unemployment benefits which
extend !or 52 weeks; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. O'NEILL (for himself, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MADDEN, Mr. MEEDs, Mr.
METCALFE, Mr. MlKVA, Mr. MILLER of
California, Mrs. MINK, Mr. MORSE,
Mr. Moss, Mr. PEPPER, Mr. PODELL,
Mr. PRICE Of Illinois, Mr. RANGEL,
Mr. REES, Mr. REUSS, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr.
RoE, Mr. RoNCALio, Mr. RosENTHAL,
Mr. RYAN, Mr. SHRIVER, Mr. JAMES
V. STANTON, Mr. TIERMAN, and Mr
WOLFF):
•
H.R. 6877. A bill to amend the FederalState Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 to permit Federal sharing of
the cost of unemployment benefits which extend for 52 weeks; to the Committee on

Ways and Means.
By Mr. PE'rl'IS:
H.R. 6878. A blll to require the Secretary
of Transportation to prescribe regulations
requiring certain modes of public transpor-
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tation in interstate commerce to reserve
some seating capacity for passengers who do
not smoke; to the COmmittee on Interstate
and Foreign COmmerce.
H.R. 6879. A bill to authorize the National
Science Foundation to conduct research and
educational programs to prepare the country for conversion from defense to civilian,
socially oriented research and development
activities, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Science and Astronautics.
By Mr. PEYSER:
H.R. 6880. A bill to repeal section 15 of
the Urban Mass Transit Act of 1964, to remove certain limitations on the amount of
grant assistance which may be available in
any one State; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
By Mr. PURCELL (for himself and
Mr. KAzEN):
H.R. 6881. A bill to support the price of
manufacturing milk at not less than 85 percent of parity for the marketing year 1971-72; to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. RANGEL:
H.R. 6882. A bill to amend section 620 o!
the Foreign Assistance Act o! 1961 to prohibit foreign assistance from being provided
to foreign countries which do not act to
prevent narcotic drugs from unlawfully entering the United States; to the Committee
on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. REUSS:
H.R. 6883. A b111 to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide relief to
certain individuals 65 years of age and over
who own or rent their homes, through a
system of income tax credits and refunds;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. ROBISON of New York:
H.R. 6884. A bill to prohibit discharge of
any military material or other refuse into
navigable waters o! the Umted States or into
international waters, and for other purposes;
to the COmmittee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries.
By Mr. RONCALIO:
H.R. 6885. A bill to amend the Rall Passenger Service Act of 1970 to provide that all
passenger train discontinuances must be in
accordance with the provisions of section
13a of the Interstate COmmerce Act; to the
COmmittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. ROY:
H.R. 6886. A bill to support the price of
manufacturing milk at not less than 85 percent of parity for the marketing year 197172; to the COmmittee on Agriculture.
By Mr. SCHMITZ:
H.R. 6887. A blll to amend the Commun1cations Act of 1984 to prohibit the Federal
Oommumcations Commission from considering the politiool or ideological content of
programing in any determination respecting
the revocation or renewal of a broadcast license; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. SIKES (for himself, Mr. HAYs,
Mr. ScHERLE, Mr. KEE, and Mr. LoNG
of Louisiana) :
H.R. 6888. A blll to authorize the appropriation of additional funds for cooperative
forest management; to the Committee on
Agriculture.
H.R. 6889. A blll to authorize the appropriation of additional funds for cooperative
forest fire protection; to the Committee on
Agriculture.
H.R. 6890. A b111 to authorize the Secretary
o! Agriculture to cooperate with and furnish
financial and other assistance to States and
other public bodies and organizations In providing an urban environmental forestry program, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. STAGGERS (for himself and
Mr. SPRINGER) :
H .R. 6891. A bill to provide incentives for
increasing the amount of information avaU·
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able to consumers respecting consumer products; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 6892. A bill to authorize appropriations of the Department of Commerce to be
available until expended or for periods in excess of 1 yea.,.; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 6893. A bill to provide for the reporting of weather modification activities to the
Federal Government; to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. J. WILLIAM STANTON:
H.R. 6894. A bill to amend the Natural Gas
Act; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. STEPHENS:
H.R. 6895. A blll to provide for the establishment of the Kettle Creek National Monument; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. TERRY:
H.R. 6896. A bill to amend the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 to require the Secretary of Transportation to include a route
from New York City to Chicago, Ill., via Buffalo, N.Y.; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. UDALL:
H.R. 6897. A b111 to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to limit the seasons during which professional baseball, basketball,
and football games may be broadcast; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. VANIK:
H.R. 6898. A bill to establish a pollution
disaster fund, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. VEYSEY:
H.R. 6899. A bill to amend title 18, United
States Code, to prohibit the establishment of
emergency detention camps and to provide
that no citizen of the United States shall
be committed for detention or imprisonment
in any facility of the U.S. Government except in conformity with the provisions of title
18; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. WALDIE:
H.R. 6900. A bill to provide for the creation of an authority to be known as the
Reclamation Lands Authority to carry out
the congressional intent respecting the excess land provisions of the Federal Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr.~ WHALEN (for himself, Mr.
AsHLEY, Mr. BrESTER, Mr. BINGHAM,
Mr. BOLAND, Mr. BURTON, Mr. CoNYERS, Mr. DIGGS, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. HARRINGTON, }14r. LEGGETT,
Mr. McCLOSKEY, Mr. MosHER, Mr.
Moss, Mr. PUCINSKI, Mr. RAILSBACK,
Mr. REES, Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr. ST
GERMAIN, Mr. SCHEUER, Mr. STAFFORD,
Mr. STOKES, Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON,
and Mr. MrKVA):
H.R. 6901. A bill to amend title 10, United
States Code, in order to improve the judicial
machinery of military courts-martial by removing defense counsel and jury selection
from the control of a military commander
who convenes a court-martial and by creating an independent trial command for the
purpose of preventing command infiuence or
the appea rance of command influence from
adversely affecting the fairness -af military
judicial proceedings; to the Committee on
Armed Services.
By Mr. WHALEN (for himself and Mr.
C:t.EVELAND) :
H.R. 6902. A bill: Newsmen's Privilege Act
of 1971; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. WINN:
H.R. 6903. A bill to establish a National
College of Ecological and Environmental
Studies; to the Committee on Science and
Astronautics.
By Mr. YOUNG of Florida:
H.R. 6904. A bill to amend title 38, United

States Code, in order to authorize the Administrator to make advance educational
assistance payments to certain veterans; to
the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. ABBITT:
H.J. Res. 514. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for men and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ESHLEMAN:
H.J. Res. 515. Joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States relative to equal rights for men
and women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. FASCELL:
H.J. Res. 516. Joint resolution to provide
for the designation of the calendar week
beginning on May 30, 1971, and ending on
June 5, 1971, as "National Peace Corps
Week"; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. GUDE:
H.J. Res. 517. Joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States relative to equal rights for men
and women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HORTON:
H.J. Res. 518. Joint resolution authorizing
the President to issue a proclamation designating the period from April 17, 1971,
through April 25, 1971, as "National Photography Week"; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MITCHELL:
H.J. Res. 519. Joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution Of the
United States relative to equal rights for
men and women; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. HANNA:
H. Con. Res. 240. Concurrent resolution expressing the sense of the Congress with
respect to the pollution of international
waters and the necessity for coordinated
international action to prevent such pollution, and with respect to the creation of an
International Environmental Agency; to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. STAGGERS (for himself and
Mr. SPRINGER) :
H. Con. Res. 241. Concurrent resolution
expressing the sense of the Congress with
respect to motor vehicle insurance and an
accident compensation system; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. TEAGUE of Texas:
H. Con. Res. 242. Concurrent resolution
authorizing certain printing for the Committee on Veterans' Affairs; to the Committee on House Administration.
By Mr. WHITEHURST:
H. Con. Res. 243. Concurrent resolution
expressing the sense of Congress with respect
to the development of new methods of research which do not require the use of
animals; to the Committee on Science and
Astronautics. '
By Mr. BLATNIK:
H. Res. 351. Resolution to provide funds
for the expenses of the investigation and
study authorized by House Resolution 142;
to the Committee on House Administration.

MEMORIALS

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memorials
were presented and referred as follows:
88. By the SPEAKER. Memorial of the
Senate of the State of Montan a, relative to
the appropriation of funds for the construction of a magnetohydrodynamics p ilot powerplant; to the Committee on Appropriations.
89. Also, memorial of the Senate of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, relativ-e. to
the moratorium on the application of the
Davis-Bacon Act in the Federal con struction
field; to the Committee on Education and
Labor.
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90. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Idaho, relative to the establishment of the Sawtooth National Recreation
Area and Wilderness; to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
91. Also, memorial of the Legislature of the
State of Tennessee, ratifying the proposed
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States extending the ·right to vote to citizens
18 years of age and older; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
92. Also, memorial of the Senate of the
State of Montana, relative to methods of mail
distribution; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
93. Also, memorial of the Legislature o'f the
State of Georgia, relative to placing a higher
priority on recreation among the management needs of reservoirs; to the Committee
on Public Works.

PRIVATE Bll..LS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BINGHAM:
H.R. 6905. A bill for the relief of Edward N.
Evans; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. FUQUA:
H.R. 6906. A bill for the relief of Aurelio
Antonio Piedra and his wife, Maria Concepcion Piedra; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HALPERN:
H.R. 6907. A bill for the relief of Matyas
Hunyadi; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PELLY:
H.R. 6908. A bill for the relief o'f Isidro L.
Marcojos; to the Committee on the Judi·
ciary.
By Mr. PURCELL:
H.R. 6909. A bill for the relief of Marla
Leann Iley; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI:
H.R. 6910. A bill for the relief of Nicola and
Maria Lerario, Vincenza Lerario Favia and
Luigi Lerario; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. RYAN:
H.R. 6911. A bill for the relief of Marie
Claudy; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. SMITH of California:
H.R. 6912. A bill for the relief of William
Lucas (also known as Vasilios Loukatis); to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. STRATTON:
H.R. 6913. A bill for the relief of Nicola
Gemmiti and his child, Piero Gemmiti; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. VEYSEY:
H.R. 6914. A bill to provide for the conveyance of certain real property in the State of
California by the United States to John C.
Brinton; to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.

PETITIONS, ETC.

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions
and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk
and referred as follows:
51. By the SPEAKER: Petition of the
Iroquois Indians Improvement Organization,
Nedrow, N.Y., relative to ratification of the
Convention on Genocide; to the Committee
on Foreign Affairs.
52. Also, petition of Andrew Warholic,
Donora, Pa., relative to redress of grievances;
. to the Committee on the Judiciary.
53. Also, petition of the City Councu, South
Miami, Fla., relative to the designation of
Cape Kennedy as the operational base for the
space shuttle system; to the Committee on
Science and Astronautics.
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SENATE-Monday, March 29, 1971
WAIVER OF THE CALL OF THE
The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian
CALENDAR
and was called to order by the President
pro tempore (Mr. ELLENDER).
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward President, I ask unanimous consent that
L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following the call of the legislative calendar, unprayer:
der rule VIII, be dispensed with.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. WithEternal Father, giver of all good
things, we thank Thee for life and out objection, it is so ordered.
health, for home and family, for this Nation, its diverse peoples and abundant
resources, and for the privilege of pub- ORDER FOR THE TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
lic office. At this time and in this place
we pray for strength and guidance. Spare
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
us from scorn of the past or fear of the President, I ask unanimous consent that
future. Give us minds open to new in- there be a period for the transaction
sights as to Thy will and purpose for our of routine morning business, not to extimes. Give us grace to be tolerant of the ceed 30 minutes, with statements therethoughts and attitudes of others and in limited to 3 minutes.
hospitable to such light as comes from
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Withthose with whom we differ. In all our ef- out objection, it is so ordered.
forts unite us in the stewardship of high
office that we may devise those measures
which lead to the fulfillment of the good POUNDAGE QUOTAS FOR BURLEY
life for all people in that higher kingdom
TOBACCO
whose builder and maker is God. Amen.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that, at
THE JOURNAL
the conclusion of the period for routine
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- morning business today, the Senate
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the proceed to the consideration of Calenreading of the Journal of the proceedings dar No. 49, S. 78H, pertaining to amendof Thursday, March 25, 1971, be dis- ment of the tobacco marketing quota
provisions of the Agricultural Adjustpensed with.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With- ment Act of 1938, as amended.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
out objection, it is so ordered.
REPORTS OF A COMMITTEE SUBMITTED DURING ADJOURNMENT
Under authority of the order of the
Senate of March 25, 1971, sundry nominations in the U.S. Coast Guard were
reported on March 26, 1971, by Mr.
MAGNUSON, from the Committee on
Commerce.
(For nominations reported, see the end
of Senate proceedings.)
EXEC~E

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages in writing from the President
of the United States submitting nominations were communicated to the Senate
by Mr. Leonard, one of his secretaries.
EXECUTIVE MESSAGE REFERRED
As in executive session, the President
pro tempore laid before the Senate a
message from the President of the
United States submitting sundry nominations, which were referred to the appropriate committees.
(For nominations received today, see
the end of Senate proceedings.)

EXECUTIVE SESSION
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senate go into executive session to consider the nominations.
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to the consideration of executive business.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
nominations on the Secretary's desk will
be stated.
NOMINATIONS PLACED ON THE
THE
DESK-IN
SECRETARY'S
COAST GUARD
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read sundry nominations in
the Coast Guard, which had been placed
on the Secretary's desk.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
nominations be considered en bloc.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the nominations are considered and confirmed en bloc.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unaminous consent that the
President be immediately notified of the
confirmation of these nominations.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so prdered.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING
SENATE SESSION
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
LEGISLATIVE SESSION
all committees be · authorized to meet
during the session of the Senate today.
Mr. BYRD of W-est Virginia. Mr. PresiThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. With- dent, I move that the Senate resume the
consideration of legislative business.
out objection, it is so ordered.
CXVII--523-Part 7

The motion was agreed to, and the Senate resumed the consideration of legislative business.
CIVILIAN PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM DURING WORLD WAR II
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I would pass
along to my colleagues some welcome
good news. A long-missing chapter in our
World War II history has finally been
written and it well merits reading.
That chapter is the story of the civilian
pilot training program and its war training program which spanned the years
1939-44. It all began with remarkable
civilian vision and incentive which soon
rallied stanch support in the Congress.
We need no reminders that 1938 was an
uneasy year. Hitler began taking over
neighboring countries, using his steadily
growing Luftwaffe as a club. In September that year British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain thought his meetings with the German Chancellor had
brought "peace for our time."
In this country one farsighted American was not so sure. He was well aware
that our military air strength left much
to be desired in event of any emergency.
He likewise knew that our air industry,
factories, and transport could do with
more support. Was there a way to deal
with both matters?
To advocate training more military
pilots would have been disastrous at the
time when isolationist sentiment was
strong throughout the land. On the other
hand, teaching more civilians to fly
promised to benefit plane manufacturers
as well as airlines. Then if the Axis ever
menaced the United States, theTe would
be a larger pool of experienced civilian
pilots to draw on in any military crisis.
The idea was conceived by Robert H.
Hinckley, at that time Chairman of the
Civil Aeronautics Authority. It was well
received at the White House and in the
Cabinet. Early in 1939 the CPT program
began at 13 colleges and attracted 330
students. It was to expand enormously,
not only at educational institutions but
also in existing fiight schools, at public
and private airfields as well.
Come May 1940, President Roosevelt
made his stirring call for the production
of 50,000 planes a year and an expanded air arm.
The question became painfully obvious
now. Where were the pilots to man the
planes? The regular military services
were far from prepared to do the job.
The Army Air Corps, for instance, had
only 21 installations in 1939 and its
training programs up to that year had
averaged only 300 pilots annually.
On the other hand, the CPTP was
gaining good momentum. Its courses, too,
expanded from pilot training to include
aircrews, maintenance personnel, and numerous other support specialties. The
students could concentrate entirely in the
field of aviation expertise. Should a time
come in the Nation's affairs that they
would need to add some military knowledge, the military could supply that.
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After Pearl Harbor, the CPTP changed
its name to the War Training Service
but continued doing its magnificent job.
CAA's Chairman Hinckley kept tirelessly at his task of directing all efforts. Before the program ended in the summer of
1944 it had turned out 435,165 trainees
who had qualified as pilots or in some
other aviation specialty.
Those one-time trainees acquitted
themselves handsomely around the globe,
serving with our regular military air
units and winning vast numbers of
decorations.
The whole inspiring story has just been
published as a book by the Federal Aviation Administration under the title. "The
Putt-Putt Air Force." Its able author is
Patricia Strickland, a member of the
CAA staff while all these things were
happening. She knew what was going on
behind the scenes, as well as in front of
them.
I can assure you, Mr. President, that
you will find her account absorbing
reading.
SUPREME COURT DECISION REQUIRES UNITED STATES TO ENTER INTO ADJUDICATION OF RESERVED WATER RIGHTS
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, on March
24, 1971, the U.S. Supreme Court
handed down a most significant decision in the case of United States
against District Court in and for the
County of Eagle et al. This is a case
which involves the so-called reservation
doctrine by which the United States
lays claim to undefined amounts of the
waters of a great number of Western
streams.
The Eagle River system in Colorado is
one of the stream systems within which
the United States holds implied water
rights to an unstated amount of water
which are construed under the reservation doctrine to have been reserved for
the use of the White River National Forest which was established in 1905. Adjudication proceedings were initiated in
State court to establish the rights of various parties claiming water from the
system, and the United States as one of
the claimants was joined as a defendant
in the proceedings. Despite the provisions of the United States Code (43 U.S.C.
666) which give consent to join the
United States as a defendant in suits for
the adjudication of water rights, the
Justice Department contended that the
Government's rights under the reservation doctrine were exempt from adjudication in State courts.
This is a clear example of the serious situation which exists in the Western States. Clearly the adjudication of
the rights of water users on the Eagle
River system would be of little value so
long as the rights of the United States

to a portion of the available flow remains
undetermined and are not considered in
the apportionment. A cloud would always remain on the rights of other water
users. In the arid West, a valid water
right is often the sole facto.r which differentiates between valuable and worthless property or between an attractive
economic venture and an impossible

scheme. A cloud on a water right while
often an intangible factor difficult toestablish is inevitably a real damage to the
owner of the right. In the public land
State where nearly every stream system
included reserved lands, the uncertainties introduced by the reservation doctrine are tremendously significant.
For these reasons, I have urged for
years that the Congress take action to
compel the reserved water rights of the
United States to be defined. And for the
same reasons, I was gratified that the Supreme Court in its March 24 decision
rejected the contention that the reserved
water rights of the United States are
exempt from adjudication suits. The
Court in requiring the United States to
be joined in this suit recognized that unless all of the parties on the stream file a
statement regarding all of water rights
claimed by them and unless the subsequent decree considers all the claims,
it will be of little value to any one.
The rights of the United States under
the reservation doctrine are not diminished by this decision. The Court recognizes that the volume and scope of the
rights are Federal questions and that the
Colorado court's judgment in this regard
may subsequently be reviewed. The decision merely requires that the United
States present its specific claims upon
the waters of the Eagle River for
adjudication.
This decision, while it is welcome, does
not resolve the continuing problems
created by the reservation dootrine. The
bill, S. 28, which I cosponsored with a
number of my colleagues on January 25,
and which is similar to bills I have supported in previous Congresses, is still an
urgently needed measure. This legislation would require the United States to
acqui:r:e subsequent water rights in accordance with State water law and to
compensate the owners of existing water
rights when they are taken under the
authority of the United States.
Legislation of this kind must be enacted to remove the uncertainty which
presently impedes non-Federal water
users from enjoying their full legal rights
as established under State law, to aresource which is essential to any kind of
economic activity in the arid West. It
must be enacted also to forestall the injustices which must surely result when
the United States seeks to exercise unlimited rights to the scarce water resources of western streams despite the
existence of prior established uses by
others who are dependent upon the ilame
waters for a livelihood.
The Public Land Law Review Commission in its monumental report of last
year clearly stated these considerations
and recommended as follows:
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I am hopeful that the Court's decision
and the Commission's recommendations
will help to emphasize the serious nature
of this problem and that the Congress
will recognize its responsibility to our
citizens to insure that their rights to water are as valid as the other property
rights guaranteed by the Constitution.
I hope that hearings can be held very
soon.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the Supreme Court
opinion, the text of S. 28, and the section of the Public Land Law Review
Commission report dealing with reserved
water rights be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WATER RESOURCES

Federal lands are the source of most of the
water in the 11 coterminous western states,
providing approximately 61 percent of the
total natural runo1f occurring in the region.
Most of this runoff comes from land withdrawn or reserved for specific purposes. Forest Service and National Park Service reservations contribute about 88 and 8 percent,
respectively, of the runo1f from public lands
and more than 59 percent of the total yield
from all lands of those states. Other public
lands, such as the vast acreages administered
by the Bureau of Land Management, do not
contribute much to the overall yield of western streams, but are so situated that they
influence water quality.
The importance of the water yield from
public lands to the economy, present and
future, of the 11 western states is clear:
Approximately $12.5 blllion has been invested by public and private sources in water
storage faclllties, and additional billions have
been invested to irrigate 23 million acres of
land dependent in major part on public land
water yields; about 96 percent of the region's
32 mllllon people and most of its major cities
and metropolitan areas are dependent in
some degree on public land water; and the
virtually entire hydroelectric capacity of 23.6
mlllion kilowatts (as of 1968) is dependent
upon water which originates on public lands.
Whlle water and land use problems are
closely, almost inextricably, interwoven, this
Commission is charged only with recommendations relative to public land policy.1 Therefore, we have confined our deliberations and
recommendations to those significant water
matters which have a direct relationship to
public land policy.
First, in the controversial field of Federalstate water rights, the Commission has examined the legal basis for the use of surface
and underground water on the public lands
in connection with programs for the disposal or retention and management of the
publlc lands. Attention has been focused on
the implied reservation doctrine of Federal
water rights, which is based on withdrawals
of publlc domain lands from the operation
of some or all of the public land laws.
Second, we have reviewed the various watershed protection and management programs designed to regulate streamflow and
maintain or improve its quallty or, to a lesser
degree, to Increase water yield on the public
The implied reservation doctrine of water lands.
rights for federally reserved lands should be
Third, we have considered whether due reclarified and limited by Congress ln at least
four ways: (a) amounts of water claimed, gard is given to impacts on public land reboth surface and underground, should be sources and values in multi-purpose water
formally established; (b) procedures for con- project planning and operation.
Fourth, we have given attention in our
testing each claim should be provided; (c)
water requirements for future reservations chapters on individual commodities and enshould be expressly reserved; and (d) com- vironmental pollcy to those publlc land propensetlon should be awarded where inter- grams which may have polluting effects on
ference results with claims valid under state public land water, and have made recomlaw before the decision in Arizona v. CaliFootnotes aJt end of article.
fornia.
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mendations concerning statutory and administrative policies designed to prevent or
minimize such adverse effects.
THE IMPLIED RESERVATION DOCTRINE OF
FEDERAL WATER RIGHTS

As successor to the sovereigns from which
the United States obtained the vast areas of
the western public domain, the Federal Government by the mid-19th century possessed
complete power over the land and water of
that region. Because the courts have settled
the issue, there iS little to be gained in academic arguments as to whether that power
derives from concepts of "ownership" as distinguished from "sovereignty": the power is
plenary, whatever its conceptual basis.
By a series of acts in 1866, 1870, and 1877,2
when Federal policy stressed the disposition
of the public domain under the homestead,
public sale, and other settlement and disposal laws, Congress provided that such
Federal land disposals would not carry with
them an accompanying water right. Rather,
the water on the public lands was declared
open to use, and property rights to its use
were to be obtained under the laws and
customs of the states and territories. As to
lands retained in Federal ownership, there
were none of the public land management
programs we know today requiring water use
on Federal lands by the Federal Government
or its agents, e.g., mineral leasing operations,
recreation facility management, fish and
wildlife protection and habitat enhancement,
and so forth. Accordingly, the Federal Government did not then have to face up to
whether it would comply with state water
laws.
By the turn of the century, the Federal
Government had started reserving public
lands from disposition by setting aside national forests and parks, creating wildlife
refuges, and making large-scale Withdrawals
for other purposes. With respect to the water
needs associated with programs on these
lands, the usual practice during the first half
of this century was for permittees, licensees,
etc., to acquire necessary water rights under
state law in accordance with the policy
stated in the 1866, 1870, and 1877 acts. The
Federal agencies generally followed that
same practice for their program needs.
In the 11 western states the predominant
water right system is the law of prior appropriation, which was adopted as being
most suitable to a water-short region. Under
this system prior use establishes priority of
right, and nonuse for prescribed periods
will cause a forfeiture. In times of shortage,
uses are curtailed in inverse order of their
priorities. The riparian law of water rights 1
which prevailed in the more humid eastern
states was rejected as unsuitable. Its principal vice was that an upstream riparian
owner could do nothing indefinitely while
his neighbor downstream put water to use
and became dependent thereon, yet at any
time the upper riparian could assert his
equal right and destroy or impair the effort
and investment of his neighbor.
An appropriative water right may be acquired only for a beneficial purpose, and
even if the proposed type of use is beneficial
under state law, it must usually also be a
reasonable use in the light of other demands
for water. While there are diversities among
the water laws of these states, they are genel"ally consistent in recognizing, by statute
or decision, domestic and municipal purposes, irrigation, mining, power, and manufacturing, as well as other similar uses, as
beneficial.
Although the decided court cases indicate
that there is no serious problem in obtaining rights for recreation and fish and wildlife conservation, several of these states do
not expressly specify such uses as beneficial
in their water statutes.
Footnotes at end of article.

Nearly all state appropriative water laws
also esta~blish a system of preferences under
which certain beneficial uses are preferred
over others. In most of these 11 states, domestic, stock-watering, and municipal uses
appear to have preferred status over irrigation, and irrigation is preferred over all the
remaining uses. Recreation and fish and
wildlife uses are not preferred uses in these
states. This has caused concern that Federal
program needs, particularly for fish and
wlldlife, may not be fully served 1f the Federal Government must rely on these state
laws. However, while problems for Federal
agencies may yet develop because of state
laws relating to beneficial use or preferences, none has been brought to our attention.
In nearly 100 years of development, ste.te
water law has achieved a reasonable certainty of results which has permitted substantial public and private development in
the west. While sometimes necessarily complex, state adminiStrative and judicial procedures have provided a means to determine
security of rights to the use of water.
However, in 1955, the Supreme Court in the
Pelton Dam decision ' indicated that the
withdrawal or reservation of Federal lands for
specified purposes also reserved rights to use
water on such lands, even though the legislative or executive action made no mention
of water or its use. Under this doctrine such
reserved water rights would carry a priority
as of the date of the reservation or withdrawal of the lands.
Although the possible consequences of the
decision that state law need not control the
acquisition of water rights for such "reserved" lands were disturbing to many in
the western public land states, under the
facts of the case the Pelton Dam decision itself did not require infringement of water
rights previously vested under state law. The
limits and impact of the newly enunciated
application of the reservation doctrine were
left uncertain. However, some of the Federal
agencies began to rely on this doctrine for
water rights in addition to their customary
compliance with state law.
In 1963, any lingering doubts about most
of the implications of the reservation doctrine as a source of water rights were removed
in the Supreme Court's decision in Arizona
v. California.G By analogy to earlier Indian
cases, and in partial reliance on the Pelton
Dam decision, the Court sustained the conclusions of its Special Master in that case
that certain reservations of public domain
land for particular purposes, i.e.. wildlife
refuges a national forest, and a national recreation' area, carried with them an "implied"
reservation of sufficient unappropriated water
to satisfy the reasonable requirements of
those reservations without regard to the
provisions of state law.
Since then, the Forest Service and the milltary departments have indicated that they
will no longer comply with state law in acquiring rights for the use of water on reserved lands, and will rely on Federal claims
arising out of the reservation or withdrawal
of the public lands they administer. Other
Federal agencies, such as the National Park
Service, still have a policy of compliance with
state appropriation procedures, but whether
this will continue is uncertain.
The result has been apprehension in the
western public land states that the doctrine
will have the effect of disrupting established
water right priority systems and destroying,
without compensation, water rights considered to have vested under state law. Moreover, the uncertainty generated by the doctrine is an impediment to sound coordinated
planning for future water resources development.
Legislative proposals that Congress either
amrm, abolish, or clarify the reservation
doctrine have been the subject of numerous
hearings and discussions during the last dec-
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ade, but Congress has taken no action on
the matter. The issue has been one of the
most controversial before the Commission.
The Commission gave much attention to
the question of whether this controversy
might be only a doctrinal legal argument
with little substantive impact. We conclude
it has substance.
Although most of the- current concern
relates to the doctrine's potential future impact, such potential impacts could be major. e This would be particularly likely on
specific streams or systems where water is
now virtually completely appropriated under
state law.
We recommend legislative action to dispel
the uncertainty which the implied reservation doctrine has procluced and to provide
the basis for cooperative water resources development planning between the Federal
Government and the public land states.

The reservation doctrine has several advantages for the Federal Government. ( 1)
As reservation needs develop, uses under it
can expand indefinitely without regard to
state law water requirements that water be
put to beneficial use within a reasonable time.
(2) Vast reserves created around the turn of
the century carry advantageous early priority dates vis-a-vis state-determined priorities. (3) The Federal Government need not
pay any compensation for divested non-Federal rights initiated after the date Of the
withdrawal or reservation, however long the
water may have been beneficially used. (4)
The Federal use need not be "beneficial"
under state law if it is within the scope of
the purposes for which the reservation or
withdrawal was created.
While the advantages of the reservation
concept to Federal agencies are apparent,
there are problems which must also be considered from the Federal standpoint. ( 1) In
Arizona v. California 1 the Master required
some evidence of intent for each land reservation before he would sustain an implied
reservation of water. It is not clear whether
such an intent would be implied for all
reservations and withdrawals, although to
date it appears this should ordinarily be no
problem if water is essential to the express
purposes of the reservation. (2) There is some
doubt whether any use wm be implied other
than those expressly stated at the time of
withdrawal. (3) It appears that where the
purpose of a withdrawal or reservation is
changed, the priority date of the new use will
be the date of the use change and not that of
the earlier use. ( 4) Without litigation or
agreement it is not possible to determine
what the maximum permissible amount of
water would be for any given use. In Arizona
v. California, for example, the amount allowed for irrigation uses was based on
irrigable acreage and then current Bureau
of the Budget standards of economic
feasibility. The effect of future changes
in feasibility standards is uncertain. ( 5) It is
not clear what the physical relationship of
the reserved land must be to the source of the
water supply, i.e., whether a reservation right
is available for land outside the natural
watershed of the river system from which the
water would be drawn. (6) It is not clear
whether acquisition of a state appropriative
right by the Federal Government or its lessees, licensees, and permittees has the effect
of waiving any reservation right to additional
water for that particular use. (7) It has not
been determined whether termination of a
land withdrawal or reservation also terminates the reserved water right, even when
the particular use continues thereafter.
LIMITATION O:r RESERVATION DOCTRINE

Recommendation 56: The implied reservation doctrine of water rights for federally reserved lands should be clarlfied and limited
by Congress in at least four ways: (a)
amounts of water claimed, both surface and
underground, should be formally established;
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(b) procedures for contesting each claim
should be provided; (c) water requirements
for future reservations should be expressly
reserved; and (d) compensation should be
awarded where interference results with
claims valid under state law before the decision in Arizona v. California.
Although state law appears to be generally
adequate as a basis for water rights for uses
on reserved public lands, the reservation doctrine should not be abrogated. Th do so and
to require the public land agencies to rely
solely on state law for the acquisition of
water rights for reserved land uses presents
several problems:
( 1) In some states important Federal uses,
such as fior recreation or fish and wildlife
purposes, are either not recognized as beneficial uses or have low preferences vis-a-vis
other competing uses.
(2) The implied reservation doctrine provides the necessary water rights for certain
Federal uses and future needs for which state
law has not been complied With for one
reason or another. To discard the reservation
doctrine might well place the validity of
those rights in question and inject further
uncertainty into this area.
Nevertheless, the implied reservation doctrine as announced and applied in Arizona
v. California 8 has created many problems.
Numerous unanswered questions about its
scope and impact remain. The two most important questions which Congress should resolve, however, center on (1) the uncertainty
which the doctrine has engendered, and (2)
the equity of holders of water rights vested
under state law, whose rights may be curtailed without compensation through its
strict application. Solutions of these two critical problems will permit reliance on the
reservation doctrine where necessary to assure adequate Federal water rights for the
reserved public lands, and at the same time
minimize disruption to existing state administrative machinery, promote more effective
water resources planning, and provide
equitable treatment to holders of water rights
vested under state laws. Consequently, we
recommend that Congress take the following
legislative actions:
( 1) Provide a reasonable period of time
within which Federal land agencies must ascertain and give public notice of thefr projected water requirements for the next 40
years for reserved areas, and forbid the assertion of a reservation claim for any quantity or use not included within such public
notice.

Some Federal agencies, in particular the
Forest Service, are endeavoring to refine their
data on present uses and future requirements and to provide such information to
state water authorities. However, there is
nothing in the present legal system which
requires this or makes such qualification
binding on the agencies, and they would be
free to enlarge these projeotl.ons in the future as they deem fit.
Most of the present uncertainties should
be removed by requiring a binding quantification and delineation of Federal claims,
particularly such questions as quantities of
water reserved, priority of right, permissible
purposes and places of use, etc. These determinations might be made as part of the review of existing land withdrawals which we
recommend elsewhere in this report, although a shorter time period for this effort
seems desirable. In those cases where it
seems likely that existing uses on reserved
lands will increase to significantly larger estimated future requirements at a relatively
modest rate over the 40-year period, Congress
may wish to provide a meaDB for the agencies
to permit interim use of reserved water until it is needed for Federal purposes. This
would promote maximum beneficial use of
water and could be done through formal arrangements with the states.

(2) Establish a procedure for administrative or judicial determination of the reasonableness of the quantity claimed, or the validity of the proposed use under present law.

This would give an opportunity for timely
contest by present users or appropriate state
agencies of the quantity or legality of the
use, such as whether the use is properly implied from the creation of the withdrawal
or reservation. At the present time there is
no procedure for doing this.
There is no effective judicial machinery
to permit the resolution of the many issues
raised by the reservation doctrine, even if a
case-by-case approach to its clarification and
refinement were desirable, and we do not
believe that it is. Although the United States
is free to initiate such a suit, the doctrine
of sovereign immunity bars such actions by
non-Federal water users or state administrative agencies unless Congress has consented to such a suit. The McCarran Act,e
which on its face consents to certain kinds of
water adjudications, is an unsatisfactory
vehicle for obtaining definition of Federal
reservation claims. The courts have held that
all water users on a river system must be
joined under that Act,l0 and this is not always
possible or feasible. Moreover, the issue of
whether the McCarran Act permit3 adjudication only of rights held under state law
and not of Federal reserved rights, as the
Department of Justice contends, is now before the United States Supreme Court.n
Although we elsewhere recommend that
Congress provide for judicial review of public land decisions by ·aggrieved parties, we
are not prepared to go that far with respect
to all Federal water right questions. Not only
are the questions more complex, but they go
far beyond this Commission's jurisdiction,
since they usually affect multiple-purpose
project developments having little or no
public land connection and are best dealt
with by the National Water Commission.
However, we do recommend provision for
judicial review of at least the limited questions of the reasonableness of the quantity
claimed under the reservation doctrine, its
priority dat e, and the purposes for which
the reserved water may be used.
(3) Provide that procedures for creation
of future withdrawals and reservations require, as a condition to claims of reserved
water rights, a statement of prospective water requirements and an express reservation
of such quantity of unappropriated water.

This would have the effect of requiring an
administrative or legislative review of these
claims and substitution of express water
rights reservations for potential implied
claims. Coupled with the previous recom~
mendation concerning existing reserved
rights, most of the uncertainty generated by
the reservation concept should be eliminated.
(4) Require compensatior. to be paid where
the utilization of the implied reservation doctrine interferes with uses under water rights
vested under state law prior to the 1963 decision in Arizon a v. California."

When reliance is placed on Federal water
rights impliedly reserved along with the
reservation or withdrawal of public lands,
the effect may be to displace, without compensation, other non-Federal public and
private uses under water rights acquired
under state law subsequent to the date when
the water was impliedly reserved for the
Federal lands. but prior to the date the water
was actually put to use by the Federal agencies. This is the principal vice of the doctrine from the viewpoint of individual water
users. Prior to the Supreme Court's decison
in Arizona v. California cited above in 1963,
no water user could have been on actual or
constructive notice of the existence of such
an "implied" Federal water right. The same
is true of the state administrative agencies,
since as a matter of formal policy and acu al practice, the public land agencies gen-
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erally adhered to state law in acquliring water
rights for reserved lands prior to 1963.
AB a practical matter, use of the doctrine
to cause actual injury to water rights vested
under state law without compensation has
been rare to date, and the likely future impact is uncertain. However, as a matter of
policy Congress has generally provided in the
Reclamation Act of 1902 u and the Federal
Power Act of 1920 13 that compensation be
provided to holders of water rights vested
under state law when they are interfered
with by projects authorized or licensed under
those two acts. We find no reason for a different policy where public land programs are
involved. AB a matter of fairness and equity,
it is appropriate to compensate holders o!
vested state water rights whose uses are curtailed through Federal reliance on the implied reservation doctrine. We believe that
the potential costs to the Federal Government would be relatively low. In any event,
the social costs of displacing existing uses
for the benefit of national programs should
be borne by the Federal taxpayers, and not
by the affected individual users.
FOOTNOTES

The National Water Commission was created by Congress (Act of September 2'6, 1968,
82 Stat. 868) to study and make recommendations concerning broad national water policy
problems, e.g., the Federal water resource
development programs administered by the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of
Engineers.
2 The relevant portion of the acts are codified as 43 U .S.C. §§321, 661 (1964).
3 The riparian
system has t hree major
features, all of which are the antithesis of the
appropriation doctrine. First water may be
used only by a riparian ~andowner, on riparian land, and within the natural drainage
basin of the stream from which it is taken.
Second, it is neither acquired by use nor
lost by nonuse. Third, it is corre:ative, in that
all users share shortages ratably.
'Federal Power Commission v. Oregon, 349
u.s. 435 (1955).
6 373 u.s. 546 (1963).
6 Even though Federal departments and
agencies were requested to estimate future
water needs for the use in our contract water study, the estimates provided were obviously rough, not all-encompassing, and,
therefore, unconvincing. We also note that
the needs expressed could not be considered
as maximums.
7 n. 5, supra.
8 n. 5, supra.
9
43 u.s.c. § 666 (1964).
10
Miller v. Jennings 243 F. 2d 157 (5th
Cir.), cert. denied, 355 U.S. 827 (1957).
n U.S. v. Colo. Dist. Ct. for Eagle City, 458,
P. 2d 760 (1969, cert. granted, 38 U.S. Law
Week 3377 (Mar. 30, 1970, No. 1178).
12
43 U.S.C. §§ 371 et seq. (1964).
l3 16 u.s.c. § § 791-825 (1964).
1

s. 28
A bill to clarify the relationship of interests
of the United States and of the States in
the use of the waters of certain streams
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
Ameri can in Congress assembled, That, sub-

ject to the exceptions stated in section 5,
the withdrawal or reservation of surveyed or
unsurveyed lands of the United States, heretofore or hereafter made, shall not affect any
right to the use of navigable or nonnavigable
water acquired pursuant to State law either( 1) before the establishment of such withdrawal or reservation, or
(2) after the establishment of such withdrawal or reservation, unless, in the latter
event, a Federal statute, or an officer of the
United States authorized to make such a
withdrawal or reservation, shall have promulgated the purpose, quantity, and priority

'
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date of the water right reserved to the United
States or otherwise established under its
own laws, and such promulgation shall have
antedated the initiation of the conflicting
right under State law: Provided, That if such
promulgation shall be made otherwise than
by an Act of Congress, it shall not become
effective until sixty days after it shall have
been furnished to the Governors of affected
States and published in the Federal Register
and transmitted by the head of the department having jurisdiction of the lands affected
to both Houses of Congress (counting only
days on which both Houses are in session);
and it shall be vacated if disapproved within
said sixty days by resolution of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of either
House.
SEc. 2. Any right to the diversion, storage,
distribution, or use of water which the
United States or those claiming under the
United States assert to have been established
under the laws of a State shall be neither
greater nor less than those accorded by the
laws of that State to uses of water by others
than the United States (including the State
itself) in like circumstances, and shall be
initiated and perfected in accordance with
the procedure established by the laws of that
State: Provided, That this section shall not
affect any authority which the United States
may have to establish water rights under its
own laws, heretofore or hereafter enacted.
SEc. 3. No vested right to the diversion,
storage, or use of any waters, navigable or
nonnavigable, acquired under the laws of a
State and recognized by the laws in force as
of the effective date of this Act in that State
as being compensable if taken or used by or
under the authority of the State, shall be
taken or used by or under the authority of
the United States without just compensation. "Vested right" shall mean either (1) an
appropriative right initiated in accordance
with the general laws of the State applicable
to the appropriation of waters rights, which
has been exercised either by the commencement of actual diversion, storage, or use of
water, or by the commencement of construction of works for such purposes, and which is
thereafter maintained with reasonable diligence in the completion of such works and
application of water to such purposes, or (2)
a riparian, overlying, or pueblo right, to the
extent that such laws of the State recognize
such rights, or (3) a prescriptive right or any
other water right to the extent that water
has been put to beneficial use.
SEC. 4. If works hereafter constructed by or
under the authority of the United States impair or interfere with the utilization of any
right to the diversion, storage, or other use
of water which is vested and compensable
under section 3, and if agreement with the
owner of said right as to the compensation
due for such impairment or interference has
not been reached by the time of the initial
interference with such right, the United
States shall initiate and d111gently prosecute
proceedings to condemn the same under appropriate Federal or State laws of eminent
domain. If it shall fall to do so, no statute of
limitations shall apply against a suit by the
injured party against the United States for
compensation for such impairment or interference in a Federal court of competent jurisdiction; but nothing in this Act shall
authorize an action to enjoin such impairment or interference, if such an injunction
action could not be maintained in the
absence of this Act.
SEc. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as(1) modifying or repealing any provision
of any existing Act of Congress relative to
acquisition by the United States of rights
to the use of water pursuant to State law;
(2) permitting appropriations of water
under State law which interfere with the
provisions of international treaties of the
United States;

(3) amending, altering, or repealing any
provision of any law which limits the acreag~::
in single ownership that may be served witn
water made available under the reclamation
law;
(4) affecting, impairing, diminishing, subordinating, or enlarging (a) the rights of
the United States or any State to waters
under any interstate compact or existing
judicial decree, (b) any obligations of the
United States to Indians or Indian tribes, or
any claim or right owned or held by or for
Indians or Indian tribes, (c) any w~ter right
heretofore acquired by others than the
United States under Federal or State law,
(d) any right to any quantity of water used
for governmental purposes or programs of
the United States at any time prior to the
effective date of this Act, (e) any right of
the United States to use water which is hereafter lawfully initiated in the exercise of the
express or necessarily implied authority of
any present or future Act of Congress or
State law when such right is initiated prior
to the a<:quisition by others of any right to
use water pursuant to State law, (f) any
preference accorded by Federal or State law
to any public agency with respect to electric
power.
SEc. 6. This Act may be cited as the "Water
Rights Act of 1971."
UNITED STATES V. DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF EAGLE ET AL., CERTIORARI TO
THE SUPREME COURT OF COLORADO
NO. 87. ARGUED MARCH 2, 1971-DECIDED
MARCH 24, 1971
This case arises from the attempted joinder
pursuant to 43 U.S.C. § 666 of the United
States as a defendant in a proceeding in
state court for the adjudication of water
rights covering the Eagle River system in
Colorado. Under§ 666(a) "(c]onsent is given
to join the United States as a defendant in
any suit ~1) for the adjudication of rights to
the use of water of a river system or other
source or (2) for the administration of such
rights, where it appears that the United
States [owns] or is in the process of acquiring
water rights by appropriation under State
law, by purchase, by exchange or otherwise
..." The United States contended that § 666
applies only to water rights that it had acquired under state law and does not constitute consent to have adjudicated in a. state
court the Government's reserved water rights
arising from withdrawals of land from the
public domain. Its objection was overruled
by the trial court and the Colorado Supreme
Court denied the Government's motion for a
writ of prohibition. Held: Section 666(a.) is
an all-inclusive statutory provision that subjects to general adjudication in state proceeding all rights of the United States to water
within a particular State's jurisdiction regardless of how they were acquired. Any conflict between adjudicated rights and reserved
rights of the United States, if preserved in
the state proceeding, can ultimately be
reviewed ln this Court. Pp. 2-5.-Colo.-,
458 P. 2d 760, affirmed.
Mr. JusTICE DouGLAS delivered the opinion
for a. unanimous Court. Mr. JusTICE HARLAN,
though joining in the opinion, filed a. concurring statement.
(No. 87.-0CTOBER TERM, 1970}
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES, PETITIONER, V. DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF EAGLE AND STATE
OF COLORADO ET AL., ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI
TO THE SUPREME COURT OF COLORADO (MARCH
24, 1971]
Mr. JUSTICE DOUGLAS delivered the opinion
of the Court.
Eagle River is a tributary of the Colorado;
and Water District 37 is a Colorado entity
encompassing all Colorado lands irrigated
by water of the Eagle and its tributaries. The
present case started in the Colorado courts
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and is called a supplemental water adjudication under Colo. Rev. Stat. 1963, 148-9-7.
The Colorado court issued a notice which,
inter alia, asked all owners and claimants
of water rights in those streams "to file a
statement of claim and to appear ... in regard to all water rights owned or claimed
by them." The United States was served with
this notice pursuant to 43 U.S.C. § 666.1 The
United States moved to be dismissed as a.
party, asserting that 43 U.S.C. § 666 does
not constitute consent to have adjudicated
in a state court the reserved water rights
of the United States.
The objections of the United States were
overruled by the state District Court and
on a motion for a writ of prohibition the
Colorado Supreme Court took the same view.
---Colo.---, 458 P. 2d 760. The ca.se
is here on a petition for certiorari, which
we granted. 397 U.S. 1005.
We affirm the Colorado decree.
It is clear from our cases that the United
States often has reserved water rights based
on withdrawals from the public domain. As
we said in Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546,
the Federal Government had the authority
both before an\,.4 after a State is admitted into
the Union "to reserve waters for the use and
benefit of federally reserved lands." Id., a.t
597. The federally reserved lands include any
federal enclave. In Arizona v. California we
were primarily concerned with Indian reservations. Id., 598-601. The reservation of
waters may be only implied and their amount
will reflect the nature of the federal enclave.
Id., 60~01. Here the United States is primarily concerned with reserved waters for
the ~Nhite River National Forest, withdrawn
in 1905, Colorado having been admitted into
the Union in 1876.
The United States points out that Colorado
water rights are based on the appropriation
system which requires the perm, ~1ent fixing
of rights to the use of water at the time
of the adjudication, with no provision for the
future needs, as is often required in case
of reserved water rights.2 Arizona v. California, at 60~01. Since those rights may
potentially be at war with appropriated
rights, it is earnestly urged that 43 U.S.C.
§ 666 gave consent to join the United States
only for the adjudication of water rights
which the United States acquired pursuant
to state law.
The consent to join the United States "in
any suit (1) for the adjudication of rights
to the use of water of a. river system or other
source" would seem to be all-inclusive. We
deem almost frivolous the suggestion that
the Eagle and ns tributaries are not a "river
system" within the meaning of the Act. No
suit by any State could possibly encompass
43 U.S.C. § 666(a), 66 Stat. 560, provides:
"Consent is given to join the United States
as a defendant in any suit (1) for the adjudication of rights to the use of water of
a river system or other source, or (2) for the
administration of such rights, where it appears that the United States is the owner of
or is in the process of acquiring water rights
by appropriation under State law, by purchase, or otherwise, and the United States
is a necessary party to such suit. The United
States, when a. party to any such suit, shall
(1) be deemed to have waived any right
to plead that the State laws are inapplicable
or that the United States Is not amenable
thereto by reason of its sovereignty, and
(2) shall be subject to the judgments, orders, and decrees of the court having jurisdiction, and may obtain review thereof, in
the same manner and to the same extent
as a private individual under the circumstances: Provided, That no judgment for
oost.s shall be entered against the United
States in any such suit."
"See Soffin v. Left Hand Ditch Co., 6 Colo.
443, 446; Mason v. Hill Land & Cattle Co .•
119 Colo. 404.
1
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all of the water rights in the entire Colorado
River which runs through or touches many
States. The "river system" must be read as
embracing one within the particular State's
jurisdiction. With that to one side, the first
clause of § 666(a) (1), read literally, would
seem to cover this case for "rights to the use
of water of a river system" is broad enough
to embrace "reserved" waters.
The main reliance of the United States appears to be on Clause 2 of § 666(a) which
reads:
" ... for the administration of such rights,
where it appears that the United States is
the owner of or is in the process of acquiring
wat er rights by appropriation under State
law, by purchase, by exchange, or otherwise."
This provision does not qualify §666(a) (1),
for (1) and (2) are separated by an "or."
Yet even if "or" be read as "and," we see
no difficulty with Colorado's position. Section
666 (a) (2) obviously includes water rights
previously acquired by the United States
through appropriation or presently in the
process of being so acquired. But we do not
read §666(a) (2) as being restricted to appropriated rights acquired under state law.
In the first place "the administration of such
right s" in §666(a) (2) must refer to the
rights described in (1) for they are the only
ones which in this content "such" could
mean; and as we have seen they are all inclusive, in terms at least. Moreover, (2) covers rights acquired by appropriation under
state law and rights acquired "by purchase"
or "by exchange," which we assume would
normally be appropriated rights. But it also
includes water rights which the United
States has "otherwise" acquired. The doctrine of etusaem generis is invoked to maintain t hat "or otherwise" d-oes not encompass the adjudication of reserved water right s,
which are in no way dependent for their
creat ion or existence on state law.8 We reject
t hat conclusion for we deal wit h an all-inclusive statute concerning "the adjudication
of rights to the use of water of a river
system" which in §666 (a) ( 1) has no exceptions and which, as we read it, includes appropriate rights, riparian rights, and reserved rights.
It is said that this adjudication is not a
"general" one as required by Dugan v. Rank,
372 U.S. 609, 618. This proceeding, unlike
the one in Dugan, is not a private one to determine whether named claimants have
priority over the United States. The whole
community of claims is involved and as Senator McCarran, Chairman of the Committee reporting on the blll said 1n reply to
Senator Magnuson:' "S. 18 is not intended
.. . to be used for any other purpose than to
allow the United States to be joined in a suit
wherein it is necessary to adjudicate all of
the rights of various owners on a given
stream. This 1s so because unless all of the
parties owning or in the process of acquiring
water rights on a particular stream can be
joined as parties defendant, any subsequent
decree would be of little value. ••
It 1s said, however, that since this is a
supplemental adjudication only those who
claim water rights acquired since the last
:adjudication of that water district are be-tore the court.5 It 1s also said that the earliest
priority date decreed in such an adjudica-tion must be later than the last priority
-date decreed in the preceding adjudication.•
"The last water adjudication in this water dis-trict was entered on February 21, 1966, and
-the United States was not a pa.rty to that or
to any prior proceeding 1n this water dis-trict. The United States accordingly says
See Note, 48 Cal. L. Rev. 94, 111 (1960).
Rep. No. 755, 82d Oong., 1st Sess., p . 9.
And see Pacific Live Stock Co. v. Oregon
water Bd.,241 U.s. 440,448.
& Rev. Stat. § 148--9-'7.
•Ia., § 148--9-13.
s
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that since the United St ates cannot be barred
by the previous decrees an d since the owners
of previous decreed rights are not before
the court, the consent envisaged by 43
U.S.C. § 668 is not presen t.
We thing that argument is extremely technical; and we decline to confine 43 U.S.O.
§ 666 so narrowly. The absence of owners of
previously decreed rights may present problems going to the merits, in case there develops a collision between them and any
reserved rights of the United States.7 All
such questions. including the volume and
scope of particular reserved rights, are federal questions which, 1f preserved. can be
reviewed here after final judgment by the
Colorado court.
Afftrmed,.
Mr. JusTICE HARLAN's concurring statement follows the oplnion 1n No. 812.

and to a much greater degree than the
other services.
This system, combined with the new
uniform accounting procedures when
they are finally put into effect, should
make some substantial improvement in
defense procurement.
I ask unanimous consent that an item
from the March 15 General Accounting
Offi.ce Newsletter entitled "Should Cost"
Concept and Weapons Procuremeillt be
printed in the RECORD at the conclusion
of my remarks.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
csee exhibit 1.>
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, meanwhile. I want to commend the GAO for
their four trial reviews and for carrying
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE out the recommendation of the subcomREPORT ON "SHOULD COST" mittee report.
ExHmrr 1
METHOD OF PROCUREMENT
"SHOULD COST" CONCEPT AND WEAPONS
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President. In
PROC'UREMENT
May of 1969, the Subcommittee on
Four trial GAO reviews of negotiated deEconomy in Government of the Joint fense contracts using the "should cost"
Economic Committee, under my chair- method for determining costs of weapons
manship. issued a report entitled "The have demonstrated, GAO believes, the worth
Economics of Military Procurement." We of this approach in reducing the cost of
systems.
made a series of recommendations weapons
A February report noted congressional
among which was the following:
concern that the traditional method of pricGAO should study the feasibtl1ty of incorporating into its audit and review of contractor performance the should-cost method
of estimating contractor costs on the basis
of industrial engineering and financial management principles.

This recommendation was one of the
many we made after a series of hearings
which took place between November 1968
and the spring of 1969. It was in those
hearings that public attention was first
focused on the $2-billion overrun on the
C-5A and what Deputy Secretary of Defense Packard has called the "mess" in
procurement.
I am pleased to announce that the
General Accouuting O:fHce, under the excellent leadership of Comptroller General Elmer Staats, has, in fact. carried
out that recommendation. They have
made four trial reviews of negotiated
contracts using the "should cost" method to help determine the costs of weap-

ons.

In each case they found that lower
costs could be achieved. They found. in
addition, that improvements were needed
in production and control, that there was
a great need for more competition in
procurement of material from subcontractors, and that there was often a
higher quality of engineering in the production stage than was required. This
latter is referred to generally as "gold
plating."
In addition, t he Army h as now begun
to use the "should cost" method with
con siderably more emphasis than before
The Colorado court stated:
"We are not determining whether the
United States has reserved water rights in
connection with lands withdrawn subsequent
t o August 1 , 1876, the date of Colorado's a dmission to the Union; nor, if so, whether
these righ t s have priority over previously adju dicated rights. These questions properly
s hould be decided after the United St ates
present s its specific claims for adjudication
and the issues of fact and law are clearly
dra wn." 458 P. 2d, at 770.
1

ing negotiated defense contracts-primarily
on the basis of past cost--has not protected
the Government suftlciently.
The "should cost" method tested by GAO
attempts to determine contractor costs by
estimating what weapons ought to cost, given
attainable eftlciency and economy of operation.
In the four GAO reviews, areas were found
at each of the contractor plants where lower
costs to the Government could be achieved.
GAO found-Improvements were needed in
production and control; There was a need
for increased· competition in procurement of
material from subcontractors; and Higher
quality engineering talent was being used in
the production stage than required.
It was not possible to determine the total
savings that could result lf improvements in
contractor and Government management
practices were carried out as GAO suggested.
However, determinable savings could amount
to nearly $6 million.
Incidentally the report showed that some
Government contracting practices added to
cost: for example, instances, for excessive
packaging and testing requirements, and failure to consolidate purchasing.
Success of future GAO should-cost reviews
will depend, the report predicted, almost entirely on the cooperation of contractors and
the extent to which Department of Defense
contracting oftlcials apply GAO findings and
recommendations during negotiation of contracts. B-159896, February 26.

QUORUM CALL
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is
there further morning business?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
called the roll.
Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ALLEN) . Without objection, it is so ordered.
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THE GENOCIDE CONVENTION AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, the
Convention on the Prevention and Ptmishmen t of the Crime of Genocide will
shortly come before this body for a vote.
If we are truly interested in promoting
world peace and cooperation, we can
begin to do so by giving our advice and
consent to this human rights covenant.
Some have suggested that it is futile
and a waste of time to go through with
the formality of making genocide an
international crime. Many of the opponents of this Convention have asked that
before we ratify this covenant, we must
be assured in advance that there will be
enforcement of the treaty provisions. Unfortunately, we cannot assure, in advance, that the nations of the world will
observe the law as proposed in the Genocide Convention, just as a law prohibiting and punishing homocide is not based
on the condition that all murder will be
stopped.
Article vm recognizes that any party
may call upon "the competent organs
of the United Nations to take such action under the Charter as they consider
appropriate for the prevention and suppression" of the crime.
But even more powerful is the moral
force implicit in such an international
agreement. The requirements of morality
are more likely to be recognized and observed if they are also the requirements
of the law.
Mr. President, the pursuit of peace
and fraternity will be served by our ratification of the Genocide Convention.
IMPOUNDED PUBLIC WORKS

APPROPRIATION FUNDS FOR FISCAL

YEAR 1971

Before discussing the merits of a few of
the Congressional increases, I would like to
bring to your attention the cavalier manner
in which the Administration treated the considered judgment of the Congress. Not one
single new start, or one single increase of a
budgeted amount for planning or construction of a water resource project in the entire
b111 was apportioned for use in fiscal year
1971. The entire amount was placed in
budgetary reserve.
Most, but not all, of these funds are
presently scheduled for release in fiscal year
1972. However, the funds in budgetary
reserve from 1971 add-ons to a great extent
are being used to finance the program in
fiscal year 1972, and thereby reducing the
Administration's request for fiscal year 1972
funds.
The Executive action shows a complete
and utter disregard for the expressed will of
the Congress in expressing its judgment on
priorities.
From time to time the Administration
refers to expenditure 11mitation. The Congress last year appropriated $3,491,829,930
less than the President requested. The final
Public Works bUI was $25.1 million below his
estimate. So, it was not a case of Congressional irresponsibility.
Attached to my statement is a list of
projects and amounts placed in budgetary
reserve. I would like to comment on just a
few of these items.
Gila River and Tributaries Downstream
from Painted Rock Dam--$500,000. In addi-

tion to the flood control benefits for which
the project is justified on a benefit-to-cost
ratio of 3.2 to 1.0, the urgency of early construction has international aspects. The
United States and Mexico consummated an
agreement in March of 1965 to achieve a solution to the Colorado River salinity problem
which has caused strained international relations. Completion of the project will reduce
the saline water volume from flood flow to
about five to ten percent of that under existing conditions. The United States Commissioner on the International Boundary and
Water Commission, United States and Mexico,
has urged early initiation of construction.
Lock and Dam 26, Alton, Illinois-$351,000.

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I ask This was an increase in the allocation for
unanimous consent to have printed in planning. The existing dam is continuing to
the RECORD a statement I have submitted deflect and will become an increasing probto the committee presided over by the lem in the next few years. The structural inof the dam is questionable since it 1s
Senator from North Carolina, the Sub- tegrity
resting on the edge of a scour hole that is
committee on Separation of Powers.
deeper than the tips of the wood friction pile
There being no objection, the state- supporting the dam. The Committee conment was ordered to be printed in the sidered it was imperative that the design and
construction of the replacement dam be comREcORD, as follows:
FuNDS IMPOUNDED BY THE PRESIDENT, FROM
APPROPRIATIONS CONTAINED IN THE PUBLIC
WORKS APPROPRIATION ACT FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1971

Statement of Senator ELLENDER
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity

to express my views on the impoundment
of funds by the President of appropriations
made by the Congress for Public Works for
fiscal year 1971.
The Subcommittee on Public Works of the
Committee on Appropriations held 42 sessions
between March 4 and June 30 for the purpose of taking testimony from Government
and non-Government witnesses. During that
period the Committee heard testimony or
received statements from 914 individuals or
organizations. The hearings were printed in
eight volumes containing some 7,981 pages.
I think this record is very significant, Mr.
Chairman. It is evidence that the Committee
did not consider this subject lightly. In each
and every case there was sound evidence to
support the recommendations of the Committee. I would like to particularly emphasize the fact that not one dollar was
recommended in excess of an amount the
responsible agency testified that they could
economically and efficiently utillze.

pleted as rapidly as possible. It is expected
that before the dam can be replaced, commerce through the lock will increase to about
60,000,000 tons a year.

Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity, Louisiana-$3,000,000. The budget estimate last
year was $8,250,000 with completion of the
project scheduled for December of 1978. This
is a hurricane protection project. If the path
of Hurricane Camille had been 50 miles west

of its actual course, it would have scooped
up the waters of Lake Pontchartrain and
fiooded the City of New Orleans. The damage
and loss of life would have been tremendous.
The engineers testified that they had a capab1lity of $12,000,000 on this project for
fiscal year 1971. The Committee felt that they
could not and should not gamble on the lives
and security of the people of New Orleans.
The unidentified bureaucrats in the Office
of Management and Budget were willing to
take that gamble. Not only that, but the recommendation for fiscal year 1972 is only
$4,555,000 which, when supplemented by the
$3,000,000 in budgetary reserve, will still be
$695,000 below the budget request of last
year. The result of this short-sightedness is
a three-year delay in completion of the protective works from December 1978 to December 1981.
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Wynoochee River Dam and Lake-$1,900,000. The Committee heard testimony from

Members of Congress, local interests and the
contractor regarding the inadequacy of the
budget request to fund the required work on
the main dam. The contractor was issued a
notice that the Corps is out of funds, and
still the Congressional add-on is held in
budgetary reserve.
Central valley Project, Caltfornia--$10,000,000
Of this amount, Congress provided $8,500,·

000 !or two new contracts on the Westlands
distribution system and $1,500,000 for the
Pleasant Valley Canal. The entire amount is
being reprogrammed to reduce the funding
requirements in fiscal year 1972 for budgeted
items in the fiscal year 1971 program.
Columbia Basin Project, Washington$1,460,000

These funds were provided for the Bacon
Tunnel and Siphon and for Block 251 laterals. The entire amount will be reprogrammed to assist in financing the ongoing
project drainage and supplemental construction program.
Mr. Chairman, up to this point in my remarks I have been speaking as the past
Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Public Works, a position which
I occupied for many years. As suggested in
your correspondence to me concerning these
hearings, however, I think it might be well
to expand my comments to include some of
the broad Constitutional questions involved
in the Executive "impoundment" of appropriated 'funds.
This was a subject which was giving me
considerable concern long before I assumed
Chairmanship of the Senate Committee on
Appropriations. Looking back over my tenure in the Senate, stretching !rom 1937 to
the present, it is easy to see the expansion of
Executive activity in this area during those
years. It is equally easy to perceive a corresponding decrease in the powers of the
Congress.
It has become a cliche to observe that the
last three of four decades have brought about
a tremendous increase in Executive power,
generally at the expense of the Congress. The
trend started with our Great Depression,
when a strong and effective central authority was thought to be necessary for the survival of our form of government. The trend
was given impetus by the Second World
War when a concern with foreign affa.irs
first gained a foremost place in the national
attention. Here again, a strong central authority, able to act with dispatch and secrecy, was thought to be necessary for our
national survival or at least to insure our
victory in a worldwide conflict. Under pressures of the Cold War, and our international
position, an Executive dominance in foreign
affairs has become so buttressed by precedent, largely approved by the Congress, that
I doubt anything approaching parity can be
regained by our National Legislature except,
perhaps, over an extended period of time.
This is not necessarily the case in domestic affairs however. Here we find that
Executive dominance has grown up gradually. In my estimation, its growth has been
brought on by the expansion in the Federal
bureaucracy. The increase in the domestic
power of the Executive vis-a-vis the Congress
has been aided by ideas such as "efficiency in
government'' and "technological complexity."
None of these reasons, however, provide a substantive basis !or allowing the continued encroachment by the faceless minions of the
Executive bureaucracy into the Constitutional preserves o! the Congress. In short,
there is no need for the individual, specific
priorities of the Nation to be established by a
desk-found bureaucratic elite, rather than
the collective judgment of the Congress.
I am referring here to the growing direct
involvement of the Executive in the ap-
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propriations and expenditure processes of
Congress and the nation.
It seems to me that this is one of the
most important areas to be considered by
the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers.
The Constitutional provisions drafted so
painstakingly by our founding fathers in
1787, contain several attempts to provide a
lasting guarantee that the Powers of Government in the American system will in fact be
separate. Among these we find, of course, the
different constituences for the House, the
Senate, and the President assured by the
Constitution. We find the principle of staggered terms, the advise and consent function of the Senate, and, of course, the Power
of the Purse. Yet it is widely recognized today
that the Judiciary "legislates" as much as
it judges (whether we like it or not), and
that through its regulatory powers the Executive agencies not only legislate but assume
quasi-judicial functions. It has also finally
come to be admitted that there is as much
"politics" involved in administration as
there is in legislation.
Looking beyond the Constitutional provisions, we find other traditions and procedures which are perhaps more important
in maintaining some semblance of an independent legislature as the function of government changes over time. Among these I
would list the seniority system in the House
and Senate which insures against Party Government and Executive control. I would also
list our committee system which may work
either in opposition to or in concert with
the Executive will, but at least provides
points at which Congressional attitudes may
be focused.
It may be felt that I am going far afield
in these remarks, but the point I desire to
make is that the absolute guarantees for
legislative independence or a separation of
powers between the Congress and the Executive are actually few and far between. In today's America, they are indeed frail reeds for
one to rely on as a bulwark of protection for
the Congressional preogatives. For that reason, those that do have vitality and substance remaining in them today deserve our
utmost attention to see that they are preserved.
One of the few Constitutional provisions
in which we can say there is still some
semblance of vitality is the appropriations
process--that which I referred to earlier as
the Power of the Purse.
I said earlier that the diminution of this
power over the last three decades has caused
me concern. That is so because I have
watched the Executive move to surreptitiously expand his control over the ultimate
use of appropriated funds under the guise
of the national emergency of the Second
World War on the one hand, and national
economic policy on the other.
The Constitution provides no provision
giving to the Executive the right of item
veto. We cannot suppose that this was by
chance, for the question was hotly debated
during the Constitutional Convention and
rejected by the Founding Fathers. Yet, in
the last few decades, we have seen the item
veto used more and more. Whether it is
called a budgetary impoundment, budgetary
reserve, or by some other euphemism, the
result is the same. It is the frustration of
the Congressional will by the substitution of
the Executive will.
At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like
to refer to a study on this subject by Professor J. D. Williams, entitled "The Impounding of Funds by the Bureau of the
Budget," and published in 1955. Professor
Williams points out that authority to impound funds was used before the Second
World War entirely in connection with the
quarterly allotments established by the Bureau of the Budget to prevent deficiencies
among the agencies, and to effect savings
where work authorized by the Congress was

accomplished at less expenditure than anticipated.
It was during the Second World War that
the practice of establishing reserves to cancel specific projects gained acceptance in
our government. President Roosevelt was able
to delay expenditures on individual projects
for which funds had been appropriated, and
successfully defended this action against the
Congress. The authority used by the President at this time was based on his war powers
and he stipulated on several occasions that
funds approved by the Congress would not
be used for projects not considered to have
"important value in the national defense."
Nineteen hundred forty-three saw the high
point in the Congressional counter-attack
against this usurption of its powers by the
Executive. Senator McKellar of Tennessee,
who was then Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, led the fight. In
cooperation with others he sought to overturn this assumed power of the Bureau of
the Budget, even in time of war. Legislative
language designed to reassert the authority
of the Congress in the area of appropriations was approved by the Senate, but failed
passage in the House. The failure was primarily because of the emergencies facing the
nation, according to Williams.
After the Second World War was concluded, representatives of the Executive
Branch recognized the shaky grounds they
were occupying should it be necessary to
continue the practice of "impounding" funds
by the establishment of "reserves" in times
of peace. Accordingly, after considerable debate within the Bureau of the Budget, specific legislative authority was sought for such
actions. This approval was granted, perhaps
unwisely, by the Congress in the General
Appropriations Act of 1951. It will be recalled
that the Korean Conflict was then upon us.
Section 1211 of that statute became part of
the U.S. Code (Title 31, Section 665(c)).
I ask consent that the pertinent language
from the Code, under the heading: "Apportionment of appropriations; reserves; distributions; review" be included at this point in
my remarks. This language today forms one
basis for the Executive·s action in the instances which I described at the beginning
of these remarks.
The point here is this, Mr. Chairman. Congressional action in the past, twenty years
ago, gave specific legislative authorization for
the Executive and the Bureau of the Budget
to do exactly what is being done by the current Executive and his Office of Management
and Budget today. If we want to begin a
serious attempt to restore the prerogative
and powers of the Congress, this is a specific
point at which to start. Twenty-three years
ago, a past Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee took up the battle and
won the approval of the Senate. He saw the
beginnings of the trend and attempted to
nip it in the bud, but the trend toward
Executive control has continued to gather
strength.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks
on this subject. The study to which I have
referred, done by Professor Williams and
printed as a case study by the University of
Alabama in 1955, is today out of print. A
member of my staff came upon it while researching another subject early in 1969 before the question of budgetary reserves began
to receive national attention. Professor Williams' work has now come to be extensively
cited by other students of the subject, but
it is still difficult to find. I am informed that
the Library of Congress has only one original
copy. For that reason, Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that his work be printed
at the conclusion of my remarks. It is not
very long and I believe it should be made
more widely available to interested members
of the public.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to present my views. I will be most
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anxious to obtain the result s and conclusions of your inquiry into this important
subject.

The case study is as follows:
THE INTER-UNIVERSITY CASE PROGRAM-THE
IMPOUNDING OF FUNDS BY THE BUREAU OF
THE BUDGET

(By J.D. Williams)
I. INTRODUCTION

This is the story of the efforts of the
Budget Bureau to impound funds appropriated by Congress for public works project s during World War II in an effort to
lessen inflationary pressures and to check
the diversion of scarce materials from defense production. It is also a brief life history
of a policy and its political and administrative repercussions.
If the makers of the Constitution had
given the President an item veto over appropriation acts, the policy on which this case
focuses would never have been initiated.
Under the Constitution, Congress 1s empowered to pass laws and to appropriate
money. But the public usually holds the
President responsible-particularly at election time-for the nation's economic health
as well as for its security. As the federal
government's role in economic affairs increased during the 1930's, it was inevitable
that a President would some day have to
find a means to avoid spending money appropriated by Congress for projects which,
in his view, were not in the national interest.
President Roosevelt was confronted with
such a situation following his re-election to
a third term in 1940. As the nation's economy shifted to defense production and as
the price index began to rise, it became
apparent that nonessential expenditures
would have to be curtailed to prevent inflation and to check the diversion of scarce
materials from defense production. For this
reason the Budget Bureau drafted the following policy statement which the President
included in his budget message of January 3,
1941:
"During this period of national emergency.
it seems appropriate to defer construction
projects that interfere with the defense
program by diverting manpower and materials. Further, it is very wise for us to establish a reservoir of post-defense projects to
help absorb labor that later will be released
by defense industry."
However, the President's message did not
stop congressmen from pressing for appropriations for public works projects in their
own districts, just as it did not convince the
constituents of these congressmen that their
local public works projects, along with
hundreds of others, constituted a threat to
the defense effort or to the economic stability
of the nation.
What, then, was the President to do when
wartime appropriation acts, containing funds
for local public works projects, came to him
for signature? He could not veto the unwanted items without vetoing the entire
appropriation. The Budget Bureau proposed
a solution: put the funds for objectionable
projects in a reserve, "frozen" so that the
spending agency cannot touch them.
This case describes the formulation and
adoption of the policy of impounding; it
then depicts the efforts of the Bureau to
impound funds for two projects and to deal
with the strong congressional criticism
which resulted; and it recounts how Congress and the Bureau ultimately sought to
settle the matter.
Development of impounding practices

Long before the establishment of the Bureau of the Budget, Congress had provided
for an apportionment procedure in the AntiDeficiency Acts of 1905 and 1906. Agencies
were required by those laws to divide their
annual appropriations into quarterly allotments or three-month expenditure ceilings
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which were not to be exceeded. In those
quarterly allotments lay the rudiments of
appropriation reserves, the sine qua non of
the impounding process.
The original purpose of the allotment procedure was to prevent agencies from spending their entire appropriations before the
end of the fiscal year; in other words, to
prevent deficiencies. A second purpose-to
effect savings-was added in 1921 in Budget
circular #4, issued by the first Director of
the Budget, Charles G. Dawes. Since 1921
the reserve device has been used extensively by the Bureau of the Budget to adjust
spending to actual needs in achieving the
program objectives of the Congress. (For
example, where Congress appropriated a
million dollars to control the Mediterranean
fruit fly, and the Department of Agriculture
accomplished the task for half a million dollars, impounding the balance prevented
waste of public funds .)
An important issue since the twenties has
been the nature of a congressional appropriation act: is it simply authority to spend
a certain sum of money for a specified purpose, or is it a directive to spend? Willoughby, writing in 1927, seemed to prophesy the
struggle that was to ensue fifteen years later.
A few appropriations, he thought, were mandatory: e.g., "appropriations for the payment
of claims, pensions, interest on the public
debt, and the like." Others, he said, for political reasons, must be regarded as mandatory:
"There are other appropriations such, for
example, as those for the erection of a particular public building or the improvement
of rivers and harbors, which if not put into
effect would undoubtedly cause resentment
on the part of Congress and action by it
that would make the expenditure obligatory."
The hand of the Bureau of the Budget in
post-appropriation control was strengthened
on June 10, 1933, when authority to make,
waive, or modify the quarterly apportionments was transferred from the agency
heads to the Bureau by Executive Order
6166. With the transfer of the Bureau itself
to the Executive Office of the President six
years later, the stage was set for a systematic effort by the President and his budget
staff to achieve improved central control
over expenditures. That effort was to be
marked in part by putting the impounding
process, employed during the '30s to effect
savings by controlling the level of programs.
to a new use: viz., impounding funds for
entire public works projects which lacked
Presidential approval. (The two types are referred to as program control and project control.) President Roosevelt's 1941 budget message, which emphasized the need "to defer
construction projects that interfere with the
defense program", seemed to require more
stringent impounding than merely establishing reserves to effect savings.
U. THE POLICY IS ADOPTED

Four days before he declared an unlimited
national emergency late in May, 1941, President Roosevelt was faced with the first test
of his announced budget policy. Congress
had just forwarded for his approval the War
Department Civil Appropriation Act for 1942
(Public Law 71) , containing funds for flood
control and some $1.6 Inillion for certain
river and harbor projects which had not received Executive approval as important to
national defense. Lacking the item veto, the
President had to sign the Act. During the two
months that elapsed before the War Department could subrnit to the Bureau of the
Budget its request for apportionment of the
newly-appropriated funds, the Bureau sought
a tool that would halt the objectionable
projects.
In the meantime a :flood control authorization bill (H.R. 4911) was moving toward
final passage in the Congress. The House
version of the bill provided that projects

contained in the measure "shall be prosecuted and speedily as may be consistent with
budgetary requirements . . . ." On July 3,
the President wrote the President of the Senate that the House had ignored the fact
"that initiation of new construction projects
without defense values should be deferred
until the end of the present international
emergency." Mr. Roosevelt suggested an
amendment to section 3 of the bill to read:
"That during the unlirnited emergency . . .
no construction work shall be initiated on
any project hereby authorized unless the
President should find that the proposed work
is of important value to the national defense."
The President was turned down. Congressman Whittington explained early in August,
1941, that the proposed amendment was
killed because Congress did not want to surrender absolutely to the Executive the right
to determine which projects had defense
value. Anyway, he said, "if the President . . .
is not satisfied . . . he can veto the bill."
Whittington and his colleagues did not
anticipate the means the Executive Branch
would use to nullify the appropriations in
excess of the President's requests. Mr. Roosevelt did not veto the authorization bill. However, in signing it on August 18, he warned:
"I wish to make it clear that during the
present emergency I do not intend to subrnit
estimates of appropriations or approve allocations of funds for any project which does
not have important value in the national
defense."
By the time the President signed the bill,
the Bureau of the Budget had decided that
impounding was the only means to halt projects which had no defense value but which
had been tucked into appropriation bills
that the President had to sign. The decision
of Budget Director Harold Smith at the end
of July, 1941 to halt War Department construction of certain flood control projects for
which Congress had appropriated money in
Public Law 71, was the result of four weekS
of intermittent discussion and head-scratching within the Bureau:
On July 7, Budget Exarniner Charles Curran of the War-Civil Unit in the Estimates
Division called his superiors' notice to the
impending authorization by Congress of public workS projects, some of which the President had not approved. Curran had recently
returned from a tour of some civil and military projects of the War Department and
had been struck with the waste of money
and effort on projects which could never be
completed because they did not carry a priority rating to obtain scarce materials. Why,
he asked, should not the Bureau of the
Budget impound funds for nonessential
projects to keep them from getting started in
the first place?
Similar concerns were felt by most others
in the Bureau, beset on all sides with demands for money to meet the emergency.
There was, consequently, at least a partial
attitude of receptiveness when Curran proposed that for the first time the Bureau
should halt entire public workS projects by
impounding.
Hertofore the Bureau had impounded
funds almost solely to effect savings in programs undergoing readjustments which Congress could not have fully foreseen in making
appropriations available. A number of times
during the course of 1941, reserves were established to effect savings in the traditional
manner. The programs of the Civil Aeronautics Administration for civilian pilot
training, of the Civilian Conservation Corps
and the National Youth Administration for
the surplus labor force, and of the Surplus
Marketing Corporation for surplus crops, all
had begun to fell the pinch of the defense
effort. Military pilot training, selective service, war production, and rising food needs
demanded curtailment of these peacetime
programs. To force curtailment in expendi-
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tures, the Budget Bureau impounded funds
appropriated to each agency in amounts
ranging from $1.6 Inillion to $95 million.
Reducing the level of programs in this way
was much safer politically than halting completely a specific project authorized and financed by Congress. To attempt the latter
would place the Bureau in the risky position of running directly counter to the will
of Congress-and of damaging the standings
of individual Congressmen in their home disstricts, which stood to gain by these projects.
A Congressman might easily give way on a
question of broad national policy. But to
cancel public works projects in his particular
district was to hit him personally-and in
his most vulnerable spot, his reputation as
a good provider for his constituents. It was
to threaten the Pork Barrel principle.
Mindful of these considerations Curran's
chief, Colonel C. L. Dasher, suggested that
he sound out Fred Bailey, the Assistant Director for Legislative Reference. Curran recounts the story this way:
"Bailey gave me the impression that he
thought I was trying to go a little too far.
He pointed out that, in the past, reserves
had been set up in order to prevent unapproved use of funds within an appropriation
when a change in law had eliminated some
requirement otherwise provided for or in
order to give effect to the anti-deficiency law.
Then he said, in effect, that the appropriation of money did not carry a mandate to
spend . . . Now if Congress in its wisdom
appropriated more for some program than
the Budget thought necessary, there was a
question of soundness in attempting to reverse Congress by impounding a part of the
appropriation. Certainly, at least the proper
segment of the Appropriations Committee
should be consulted. Perhaps a case could
be made and defended for holding back funds
beyond those which could be expected to be
used efficiently. But any reduction would
need to be made on a program basis. The
executive or administering agency should determine where and how the program was to
be modified. . ••

"He went on to point out that deliberately
stopping specific projects went far beyond
general economy and efficiency. It was approaching an item veto. It was one thing to
shrink a whole program, but quite another
thing to go into the program and eliminate
specific items-items individually endorsed
or perhaps inserted by Congress. But he said
all he would do was advise. It was up to me
to put the issue to the Director."
Consideration of the proposed policy became a matter of immediate importance
with the arrival in the Bureau of the War
Department's request for apportionments
for funds appropriated in Public Law 71.
Hopefully, the hot issue was tossed to the
National Resources Planning Board. But back
it came; as far as NRPB was concerned the
question of project control via impoun'ding
was strictly a budgetary matter.
The bureau acts to impound

Budget Director Harold Smith accepted the
project impounding suggestion. In his letter
to Secretary Stimson on July 29th, after
quoting the President on the necessity of
deferring nonessential public works, Sinith
went on to say:
"You are thoroughly conversant with the
need of deferring the construction of public
works which would interfere with the defense program through the diversion of manpower and material. Consequently you can
see how the initiation of such works at this
time would be out of harmony with the
policy of the President as developed since the
approval of the War Department Civil Appropriation Act {that is, since May 23, 1941) and
would clearly be in conflict with hls present

program.
"I therefore suggest that you have placed
in Budgetary Reserves, in addition to any
other reserves, the sum of $1,605,000 of the
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defense work and warning of the flood danger to their operations. Among the companies were Shetfleld Steel, National Tank, and
Wheatley Brothers Pump and Valve. The
budget examiner recommended asking OPM
about the defense necessity of the Tulsa levee
project before allowing the Corps of Engineers to proceed. He recommended also that
the Markham Ferry and Tulsa funds be
placed in reserve.
Budget Director Smith notified the Secretary of War on February 5, 1942, that $1.8
million for the Markham Ferry and Tulsa
projects had been placed in reserve until evidence was received from OPM indicating that
the projects had some defense value. Smith's
impounding letter seemed only to spur the
War Department, for on February 9, it requested $213,000 for the Tulsa project for
:fiscal1943.
Not long afterwards a news item appeared
in the Tulsa Tribune reporting the resentment of local otflcials over the stoppage of
the levee project. Senator Thomas next informed the TUlsa Tribune {which printed
the story on page one) that release of the
funds depended upon the recommendation
of the district engineer of the Corps of Engineers in the Tulsa area. (Actually, the decision on the defense value of any project
The bureau impounds funds for two Oklahad to come from the War Production Board
homa projects
The Bureau of the Budget was now to dis- or from the higher echelons of the War Department.) From the 16th through the 20th,
cover the political consequences of curta111ng Tulsa
papers reported that the Chamber of
public works projects designed for the con- Commerce
was taking action to prove the
stituents of individual Congressmen. A sam- defense worth
of the levee project.
ple of these consequences is the flurry caused
On February 18, the same day that budget
by impounding funds for two Oklahoma flood examiners were recommending retention of
projects: the Tulsa levees and Markham the impounded funds, the president of the
Ferry Dam.
Tulsa Chamber of Commerce, N. R. Graham,
On March 25, 1941, the Secretary of War sent a letter to the Budget Director:
had submitted a report to Congress from
"We wish to respectfully protest this dethe Chief of Engineers recommending com- cision. This decision overrules the judgment
pletion of a flood control levee on the Arkan- of Congress. Our people feel that we are
sas River at Tulsa and West Tulsa, Oklahoma having far too much government by decree
which had been started some years before. rather than by law; and we have had many
The Secretary admitted that the Budget Bu- expressions of dissatisfaction over the action
reau regarded the proposal as out of line of your Bureau in this particular instance."
with Presidential policy. Congress neverthe- Graham went on to emphasize the imporless called for the completion of the levee tance of the levee and reservoir projects for
project, along with others, in a flood control preventing a recurrence of the crippling
authorization act of August 18, 1941 (Public flood experienced in November, 1941, and
Law 228 of the 77th Congress).
for providing additional power. Copies of
In submitting supplemental requests for his letter were sent to the Oklahoma delegafiscal 1942, the President asked no funds for tion in Congress.
the Tulsa project. But in the Third SuppleUndaunted, the Budget Bureau notified
mental National Defense Appropriation Act, the war Department on February 24: no re1942, passed December 17, 1941, $300,000 lease of fundS for Tulsa or Markham Ferry.
(which had been added in the Senate) was Harold Smith replied to Graham on March 6,
appropriated for the Tulsa levees. In the fol- also sending copies to the Oklahoma Conlowing year, $213,000 more was added, upon gressional delegation. He emphasized that
Senate initiative, in the War Department when he approved the legislation authorizing
Civil Functions Bill for 1943, making a total Markham Ferry and other projects, the Presof $513,000 of unrequested funds for the ident had stated that funds would neither
Tulsa project.
be requested for, nor allocated to, projects
A $15.4 million power and flood control not important to national defense. Smith
reservoir at Markham Ferry on the Grand then explained the problem of materials
Neosho River in Oklahoma was also author- shortages:
ized by Public Law 228. The Federal Power
"The manufacture of hydroturbines {which
Commission had included the project in its would be needed were Markham Ferry to be
defense program as a source of additional undertaken) is in direct competition with
electric power, but the Otflce of Production the manufacture of guns and forgings. It
Management (OPM, predecessor of the War is impossible for us to undertake at this
Production Board) believed (a) that the sur- time the construction of all those multiplerounding area could not absorb the addi- purpose flood control and hydroelectric powtlonal energy, and (b) that there was no de- er development projeots Which are desirable
fense need for the reservoir. No funds were and economically justified."
requested by the President, but at Senate
On March 10, Director Smith informed
behest, $1.5 million was made available in Senator Josh Lee (Dem., Oklahoma, up for
the Third Supplemental, 1942.
re-election that year) that the brief of
On December 18, 1941, the day after Con- the City of Tulsa in behalf of the levee
gress provided funds for the two disapproved project had been received and was under
projects at Tulsa and Markham Ferry, the study, adding: "In this study, in addition to
attention of the Assistant Budget Director considering the views of local interests, the
for Estimates was called to the two projects. relative importance of any project as deterA budget examiner explained to him that the mined by the federal agencies directly
request for fundS for the projects had origi- charged with prosecution of the war effort
nated with Senator Elmer Thomas (Dem., must be obtained."
Okla.) , and not with any federal agency.
About this time, the WPB, which had also
Thomas had introduced into the hearings a received the Tulsa brief, indicated concern
over
the political ramifications of the Tulsa
number of letters from manufacturers in the
area of Sand Springs and West Tulsa citing decision. It sent a legal aide to ask the

appropriation "Ma.l.ntenance and Improvement of Existing River and Harbor Works"
and $7,405,305 of the appropriation "Flood
Control, General." The funds so placed in
reserve under . . . "River and Harbor Works"
would be released at such time as the President found the three projects for which the
funds are earmarked to be of important defense value and the flood control funds placed
in reserve would be available for initiation
of authorized flood control projects when approved by the President as important to national defense."
As word spread that the Bureau of the
Budget had halted certain public ~rks
projects, Congressmen began to make inquiries. Senator Wagner (Dem., N.Y.) wanted
to know what constituted a defense project
entitled to funds. Harold Smith replied on
August 25, 1941:
"Two criteria for determination of defense
value are whether the project is necessary to
the armed forces and whether it is necessary
to our industrial effort. The first can be determined most properly by those in command
of the armed forces. The second can best be
determined, particularly as to the relative
present importance, by the Otflce of Production Management."
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Budget Bureau: since the levee project called
primarily for earth-moving and would not
require scarce materials, could funds be released simply on certification from WPB that
it had no objection to the project?
No, WPB was told, the President's policy
called for a positive statement that a given
project was essential to the war effort. Furthermore, the materials question did not exhaust the burdens that the Tulsa project
would place on the war economy, since it
would require funds, machinery, and skilled
personnel which should not be diverted from
more essential war activities.
On February 20, when Congress was being
petitioned for additional funds for certain
flood control projects, Director Smith explained in a letter to Congress that the required sum to be appropriated might be reduced by $7.1 million by drawing upon existing appropriations held in reserve from the
projects for which they had originally been
intended. Included in the $7.1 million were
the reserves for Markham Ferry. Congress
acquiesced by appropriating amounts in line
with the recommended transfer of reserves,
thus "plowing under" the Markham Ferry
project among others.
On the House floor on April 2, Congressman Jerry Voorhis of California protested
the impounding of $37 million of Agriculture Department funds for the school lunch
program since the start of fiscal 1942. Under
questioning from surprised colleagues. Voorhis said he understood that the Budget Bureau claimed legal authority to impound
funds under the Anti-Deficiency Act and
Executive Order 6166. Voorhis disagreed that
these justified the impounding of funds and
pointed out two possible dangers: the Bureau might impounded funds for the Legislative Branch, threatening representative
government; or it might increase other appropriations by transferring funds placed in
reserve. "When that time comes, the power of
the purse of Congress will be gone," he
warned.
On April 9, Donald Nelson, chairman of
WPB, informed the Budget Bureau that a
study of the Tulsa project "fails to establish
that the project may properly be described
as essential to the national defense." "However," Nelson went on, in view of the small
amount of materials and equipment involved, WPB "has no objection to the release
for this purpose of $300,000 from the appropriation for 'Flood Control, General' of the
Act Of December 17, 1941."
After this flnd1ng by WPB, it was recommended within the Bureau that the $300,000
already appropriated for Tulsa should be
kept in reserve and that $213,000 about to be
appropriated should be put there.
A feeling of uneasiness seemed to come
over the Bureau otflctals as the impounding
process bit deeper. In a memorandum dated
April 16, 1942, to Martin, Assistant Director
for Estimates, Dr. R. D. Vining, a group head
in that division, expressed doubt about the
Bureau's legal authority to impound funds.
Beyond that, he worried about the political
wisdom of holding up projects for which
Congress had appropriated funds. Vining
felt that there was room for debate about the
necessity of the Tulsa project, but even if it
were clearly an unwise venture, responsibility for it would not rest with the Bureau. On
the other hand, for the Bureau to impound
the Tulsa funds was a sure way to court
criticism that it had set 1tsel! above the law.
Soul-searching was going on at all levels
within the Estimates Dlvislon.1 While Vining
1 As Vining put it years later, "There was
unanimous opinion in the Bureau that no
statutory authority existed for impounding
funds under 'continuing' appropriations for
specific projects as distinguished from annual appropriations for maintenance and operation of government agencies where apportionment was required under the Anti-Deficiency Act of 1906."
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was writing to his chief, Curran w-as writing
Vining (Curran's group head). Called upon
by Vining to find a legal basis for impounding funds, Curran turned first to some suggestive, if not permissive, language in certain
Congressional reports and statutes. Specifically noted was the sentence in the Flood
Control Act of 1941 (the sentence which the
President had wanted strengthened): "The
following works of improvement . . . shall
be prosecuted as speedily as may be consiStent with budgetary requirements." CUrran
noted also that the House Appropriations
Committee had recently spoken of appropriations as "authority to enter into contracts
and incur bills," (his emphasis) rather than
as mandates to do so.
Curran then turned to a second source of
authority for the Bureau's action the war
power of the President. Recognizing that the
Bureau's right to stop specific projects during peacetime might be questionable, he contended that the President's war power permitted "the President to prosecute {the)
war in all its ramifications by all the machinery available to him." 2
The President agrees:

Meanwhile the Civil Functions Appropriations bill for 1943 had gone over to the Senate Appropriations Committee, where Senator Thomas introduced more evidence from
industrial plants along the Arkansas River
of the need for flood protection. A short while
later Curran called Assistant Director Martin's attention, to the fact that the bill was
tlli·ough conference, containing funds for a
whole group of projects (including Tulsa)
which had never received Presidential approval. With his memo, the budget examiner
forwarded a draft of a letter ordering the
impounding of certain funds which he hoped
the President would sign and send to the
Secretary of War at the same time he signed
the Bill.
Martin, however, had many doubts, including those which his assistant chief, Vining, had planted in his mind a week earlier.
He ordered that the draft letter be submitted
to the National Resources Planning Board,
the second time in ten months that the tssue
had been shifted in its direction. With a few
changes called for by the NRPB, the letter
was cleared by the Budget Bureau and sent
on tc the President.
Casting an eye in the direction of Capitol
Hill, the President's political advisers could
discern both favorable and unfavorable portents. Four Months earlier, Judge Tarver,
chairman of the House Appropriations Subconur..ittee on Agriculture, had criticized the
Budget Bureau for Impounding $3.4 million
for the Soil Conservation Service In 1941.
On the other hand, the House Appropriations
Committee as a whole had subsequently
hinted that it would go along with the President in holding up non-essential public
works. In a House report of March 6, 1942,
the Committee stated that the President
alone had the power to determine priorities
among construction projects. This was important, coming from the committee which
originated all appropriation measures and
which focused upon government-wide problems in contrast to the narrower scope of
the substantive program committees.
So the President went ahead. On April 28,
he signed the Civil Functions Appropriation Act and immediately blocked the projects of which he did not approve by signing
the impounding letter to the Secretary of
War which the Bureau had drafted. Noting
that Congress had made certain appropriations for public works in excess of his budget
requests, the President asked the War Department to establish, in cooperation with
2
A year later Chief Justice Stone was to
say for the Supreme Court, "The war power
of the national government is 'the power to
wage war successfully.'" (Hirabayashi v. U.S.
320 u.s. 81, 93)

the Budget Director, "administrative reserves
in the amount which can be set aside at this
time by the deferment of construction projects not essential to the war effort and by
th~ suspension of the survey program." He
said he would have no objection to a subsequent release of funds for any projects which
are shown to be of importance for national
defense.
The President's letter settled the internal
problem within the Bureau of the Budget.
On April 30, Assistant Director Martin issued a directive to the staff of the Estimates
Division, referring to the letter as a "declaration of policy on the part of the President.''
The Bureau proceeded immediately to implement the policy, after discussions with
the Corps of Engineers, by impounding $17.8
million of the new appropriations for civil
works, including $213,000 for Tulsa. The
Corps was informed that no funds could be
earmarked for Tulsa or Markham Ferry,
among other projects.
The Fight for the Tulsa project

The Bureau had now to defend its new
impounding policy against the rising protests of Congressmen and their hurt constituents. Early in June, Budget Examiner
Curran inspected the Sand Springs area near
Tulsa. He found that the Industries there,
like most industries in the country at that
time, did have some war contracts. But so
far &s he could tell, the real pressure fur
the levee project stemmed from the inhabitants of inexpensive cottages in the
lowlands near the river. Estimating that the
levee would cost twice the $513,000 held in
reserve, Curran reiterated his conviction that
the Tulsa project was not essential to the
war effort and therefore should not be
started.
The boosters of the levee project received
unwelcome support when torrential rains
caused the Arkansas River to fiow over its
banks on June 24, inundating Sand Springs.
The damage gave new impetus to the demand for completion of the flood control
levees. The Tulsa Daily World of June 26
pointed to the Budget Director as the culprit responsible f'Or freezing the funds. The
newspaper said that the Oklahoma delegation in Congress "will again be bombarded
with 'demands for action' In the hope that
the budget director can be persuaded to
release the frozen funds so vitally needed
here."
The flood seemed to nourish every type of
grass root activity. The pastor of a Tulsa
Baptist Church, along with many others,
wrote Senator Lee urging release of the
funds. The Senator talked to the Budget
Bureau. But on the 13th, acting director
Coy, politely rebuffed him:-no funds unless
and until the war necessity of the Tulsa
project was certified by the proper authorities.
Senator Elmer Thomas wrote the Bureau
the next day protesting that he had been
given the "run-around." He enclosed a letter of July 26 from General W. B. Persons of
the Office of the Chief of Staff and photographs of the flood waters at West Tulsa.
Oddly enough, the Persons letter said that
"There are no Important products produced
in the protected area with which the War
Department has direct concern." The question of necessity for the war effort, the General continued, "Is one for determination of
the War Production Board or other Federal
Agency directly concerned with the use of
the products of this area."
At this point another member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, Richard Russell (Dem., Ga.), wrote a letter to the President, crltlcizlng The Budget Bureau's attempt to curtail-not to halt completelythe food distribution programs of the Agricultural Marketing Administration.
Chief Examiner James Scott who had
fought for reserves in what he regarded as
Inflated appropriations for various agricul-
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ture programs, felt that Russell's letter deserved a strong reply. His draf t; was ultimately signed by the President and sent to Senator Russell on August 18, 1942. It said in
part:
"It should, of course, be clearly understood
that what you refer to as "the practice of the
Bureau of the Budget of impounding funds
duly appropriated by the Congress" is in fact
action by the Chief Executive, and has two
purposes. The first purpose Is compliance
with the Anti-Deficiency Act, which requires
that appropriated funds be so apportioned
over the fiscal year as to insure against deficiency spending. This step, of itself, has for
many years resulted, and will continue to
result, in important savings of appropriated
funds. Secondly, the apportionment procedure Is used as a positive means of reducing
expenditures and saving money wherever
and whenever such savings appear possible.
"While our statutory system of fund apportionment is not a substitute for item or
blanket veto power, and should not be used
to set· aside or nullify the expressed will of
Congress, I cannot believe that you or Congress as a whole would take exception to
either of these purposes which are common
to sound business management everywhere.
In other words, the mere fact that Congress,
by the appropriation process, had made available specified sums for the various programs
and functions of the Government and is not
a mandate that such funds must be fully
expended. Such a premise would take from
the Chief Executive every incentive for good
management and the practice of commonsense economy. This is particularly true in
times of rapid change in general economic
conditions and with respect to programs and
activities in which exact standards or levels
of operation are not and cannot well be prescribed by statute."
The President's letter put a timely prop
under the Bureau at a time when Congressional criticism was beginning to rise.
In October, with election day a month off,
Senator Josh Lee wired Donald Nelson at
WPB that a steel mill near Tulsa had been
flooded during the summer because a flood
control project had been held up by the
Budget Bureau. Four days later the president
of the Shefield Steel Corporation, R. L. Gray,
informed WPB that summer flood water coming through an uncompleted levee on the
Arkansas had caused a shutdown of one of
his plants handling war contracts at West
Tulsa.
Then came a direct assault. On October 13,
Senator McKellar (Dem., Tenn.) served
notice In the Senate of his Intention to introduce several amendments to H.R. 7672, the
Supplemental National Defense Appropriation Bill. One of the amendments would have
required the Budget Bureau to release $513,000 of impounded funds !or the Tulsa-West
Tulsa project.
Reaction within the Budget Bureau indicated that McKellar's threat was not taken
lightly. Once again the Estimates heads asked
for a review of the whole Tulsa Impounding.
On October 15, Assistant Director Coy informed Lawton and Martin that he had
talked with Senator Barkley (Dem., Ky.),
the majority leader, on how to deal with the
McKellar amendment. Barkley was pessimistic about the chance of defeating It once
it was introduced. Budget Director Smith
suggested that, if the amendment passed
the Senate, one of the House conferees should
be approached by the Bureau. Smith's plan
again showed the Bureau's reliance on the
House Appropriations Committee.
Whlle preparing to meet the McKellar
amendment, the Bureau received word from
Donald Nelson on October 16, that the Tulsa
project was now regarded by WPB as essential to the war effort. The first paragraph of
Nelson's letter sounded as if he had never
heard of the Tulsa issue before and was
totally unaware of WPB's refusal to certify
the project on Aprll 9, 1952:
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"Senator Josh Lee in a telegram dated
October 8th has brought to my attention the
fact that the money to finish a certain levee
on the Oklahoma [sic] River for protection
of the town and steel mill is frozen because
your Bureau has not been advised that protection of the steel plant and rolling mill of
the Sheffield Steel Corporation at Sand
Springs is necessary for war purposes .... !he
war Production Board therefore certifies
to you that proper protection from floods is
necessary to assure the continued operation
of this particular plant."
"I am taking the liberty," Nelson said in
his final paragraph, "of sending copies of
this let ter to Senators Lee and Thomas of
Oklahoma, and to Congres10man Wesley E.
Disney of the First District of that same
State."
While a reply was being prepared, the Bureau informed the Secretary of War that
since WPB had now certified the necessity of
the Tulsa project, the Bureau would release
the $513,000 from reserve on receipt of the
proper form from the War Department. Three
days later, the amendments mentioned by
McKellar on October 13 were passed, except
for the amendment on the Tulsa project
which was not even called up.
Coy replied to Nelson's letter on October
19, informing WPB that the funds for Tulsa
would be released. Coy asked, "In order that
our records may be complete, what circumstances have arisen to change the character
of this project so that it now has become
important to national defense?" He concluded tartly: ''Your thoughtfulness in
sending copies of your letters to Senators
Lee and Thomas of Oklahoma and Congressman Wesley E. Disney of that State is appreciated."
Nelson replied evenly on October 29, that
during the investigation in the spring of
1942:
"There was no evidence that the possibility
of floods in the Arkansas River seriously -endangered the operation of war plants in the
vicinity. We have only recently been advised that in July of this year apparently
because of a new break in the levee, the
Sheffield Steel plant at Sand Springs was
flooded and shut down for about a week.
This occurrence convincingly demonstrated
that there is, in fact, flood danger to war
plants in the area and prompted my request for release of the funds."
Not long afterwards, the Corps' request for
release of the $513,000 for the Tulsa project
was granted. Thus, in 1942, the Bureau kept
the Markham Ferry project from going
through but lost on the Tulsa project.

m.

DEFENDING IMPOUNDING IN

1943

A Senate Appropriations subcommittee
headed by Senator Pat McCarran (Dem.,
Nev.) opened hearings in January, 1943, on
the Civil Aeronautics Administration appropriations for fiscal 1944. McCarran asked
CAA Administrator Charles Stanton why appropriated funds for two airports in Nevada
had been impounded by the Budget Bureau.
Stanton's story ran as follows: in July, 1942,
Congress had passed appropriations for construction of a large number of airports.
$800,000 was specifically included for two
CAA airports to be built at Winnemucca and
Lovelock, Nevada, communities in the northwestern part of the state having about 2500
and 1300 people, respectively. Some time in
August or September, 1942, the Budget Bureau had initiated what wa::; a new practice
for Stanton, apparently on instructions from
the President. Agencies with construction
projects were called back before the Bureau's
examiners to rejustify projects for which
funds had already been appropriated, "with a
view to determining projects that might be
deferred or eliminated" through the process
of impounding funds. After listening to
CAA's rejustification of the airport program,
the Budget Bureau had impounded funds in-

eluding the $800,000 for the two airports in
Nevada.
CAA then had specifically requested the
releMe of funds for the Winnemucca project.
On November 3, 1942, L. C. Martin of the
Bureau of the Budget had informed CAA that
Presidential policy forbade the construction
of projects not essential to the war effort; in
view of that policy, funds would not be released for Winnemucca unless additional
evidence could be furnished showing its necessity. On November 7, Stanton said, he
wrote to the chief of buildings and grounds
of the Army Air Forces about the two airport
projects. Col. James B. Newman had replied
that they were not regarded as essential.
Knowing that the Bureau would have to
give McCarran its own explanation, Assistant
Director Martin again requested a comprehensive review of the impounding procedure.
A memorandum by Curran concluded that
while the Bureau of the Budget had no legal
power to halt construction of projects for
which Congress had appropriated money,
nevertheless, acting for the President it could
establish priorities for the initiation of those
projects. In the absence of any Congressionally-designated date, and as long as he does
not violate the specific intent of Congress,
the President has the discretionary authority
to decide when projects shall be undertaken.
In wartime, the memorandum continued,
there can be little question of the President's
power to defer or suspend construction under
his authority to prosecute the war. With this
review, Martin readied himself for interrogation by McCarran and his colleagues.
In his testimony before the committee,
Martin frankly admitted that he knew of
no law specifically authorizing the Budget
Bureau to set up reserves. "However, it has
been the practice of the Bureau for many
years to set up reserves to prevent a deficiency or to effect savings under programs where
the requirements have materially changed
since the submission of the appropriation
estimate to Congress."
McCarran asked how the Budget Bureau,
acting in the name of the President, could
impound funds in an appropriation bill
which the President himself had signed.
Martin replied that since the President's
policy was to restrict all non-essential construction projects, the Bureau had to have
War Department certification that the projects were necessary for the war effort.
Senator McCarran countered: "Congress
must have thought these airports essential,
or they would not have made an appropriation of $800,000 for them, part of which has
already been-I won't say allocated, but the
bids have been taken and preliminary surveys made."
Martin said he thought it was a question
"of the authority of the President to set up
reserves under policies which he has enunciated respecting public works." The Senator
replied:
I think it is deeper than that, if I may say
so. I think it goes to the question of whether
or not the Congress of the United States governs appropriations, or whether those appropriations, after they have been molded into
law and approved by the President, can then
be thereafter vetoed.
••• And I believe that either the Congress of the United States has to be the lawmaking body, and its law has to be carried
out, or else we are going to have to regard the
abrogation of the Constitution of the United
States, and then Congress has no place in this
set-up whatsoever. It is either one of the two.
Either Congress is responsible for the expenditure of the taxpayers' money, which the
Constitution provides, or else the Congress
has little or no place in the picture. Now,
if the Army can override that, if the Budget
can override it, the sooner we know it, the
better.
Four months later, on May 28, 1943, Stan-
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ton of CAA appeared again before McCarran's
subcommittee and revealed that the Budget
Bureau had released the $800,000 for the
Nevada airports. Whatever pressures the Nevada Senator had applied had proven irresistible. But, though victorious in the case of his
own State's projects, McCarran had not
frightened the Bureau out of continuing to
impound funds for other non-essential
projects.
The Roads Bill

In the early summer of 1943 Congress proceeded to consider H.R. 2798, a bill to provide federal aid for state construction of rural
post roads. In the Senate Committee on Post
Offices and Post Roads (Sen. McKellar, chairman) , the following language was added as
Section 9:
"No part of any appropriation authorized
in this act shall be impounded or withheld
from obligation or expenditure by any agency
or official other than the Commissioner of
Public Roads."
During the floor debate Senator Vandenberg asked Senator Hayden whom the sponsors of this section were trying to by-pass.
Hayden said it was the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget, who had been impounding
public road funds. When Vandenberg asked
under what authority the Budget Director
had done this, Senator McKellar replied:
"That is exactly what we want to ascertain. We inserted this inhibition for the purpose of determining whether the will of the
Congress shall be supreme, or whether the
will of the Bureau of the Budget shall be supreme. I think that if the Congress shows
that it is in favor of having its own views carried out, they will be carried out. That is my
judgment. But if we supinely let the Bureau
of the Budget veto any provision it pleases
in any bill, it wm not be long before it will be
vetoing more than the road bills. It has been
vetoing road bills for several years, and we
think that such legislation ought not to be
vetoed in that way."
Vandenberg then said that he was under
the impression that there was a Presidential
directive ordering cutbacks in nondefense
highway expenditures and that probably the
Bureau of the Budget was merely attempting
to carry out that directive. "It seems rather
curious," he said, "that we should attempt
to enact legislation which seeks to withdraw
some of the obvious checks and balances
which evidently now exist and have heretofore existed. Apparently, however, I am not
getting to the bottom of the question."
When the bill reached conference, the
House managers opposed the Senate amendment. They finally compromised by allowing
funds to be impounded only on WPB certification that a given project would impede
the war effort. The bill passed the Cominittee of the Whole House, 147 to 10, was approved by the Senate, and was signed by
the President on July 13. Senator McKellar,
one of the grand old spoilsmen, had curtailed
by law the authority of the Budget Bureau
to impound in at least one area of government expenditure. The professional civil
servants in the Budget Burea:I, however, regarded his rider as little more than a temporary injunction against impounding.
Smith is criticized in hearings

Following the McKellar rider, opponents
of impounding shifted from legal restrictions
to the weapon of committee interrogation. A
group of them attacked Budget Director
Smith in hearings on a supplemental defense appropriation bill in the fall of 1943.
Senator Overton (Dem., La.) began by asking Smith: "Now, where is the law that authorizes either the Executive or the Bureau
of the Budget to impound funds that have
been appropriated by Congress?" As Smith
began to explain that the power rested largely on the apportionment statutes, Senator
McKellar entered the fray. The Senator re-
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called the impounding of certain funds appropriat ed for roads. He then asked: had
either Mr. Smith or Mr. Lawton (both present before him) drafted Executive Order
6166 in 1933 transferring the apportionment
authority from agency heads to the Budget
Director? Neither had been with the Budget
at that time. But McKellar drew the inference that the Bureau had wangled the apportionment power for itself and had then
illegally extended that power to include the
impounding of funds.
Senator Nye (Rep., N. Dak.) offered an example involving the "Turtle Mountain appropriation" for the purchase of certain
lands in his state by the Indian Bureau. The
funds were impounded, he said, before Pearl
Harbor. Then Senator Hayden (Dem., Ariz.)
added the case of an appropriation for a
bridge over the Gila River, Arizona, which
the Indian Bureau refused to spend.
"Senator Holman: Then how does the
Congress express itself or announce a Congressional policy? After all, we represent the
people.
"Mr. Smith: . . . There may have been instances that look arbitrary. But in most
cases where something has been set aside, it
is because it cannot be efficiently spent, or it
is because the situation had changed. I
think, as far as the Budget Bureau is concerned, we have tried to be very conscientious
in going back and looking at the Congressional policy. Sometimes it may look as if
we have done something, when material has
been held up by the War Production Board
or some other agency, with the Budget Bureau being uniformly damned I think for
everything."
At a later point Smith put the case for
impounding in one sentence: " . . . If you
desire central control on the part of the administration, improved control of these expenditure matters, someone has to have
some authority." Senator McKellar retorted: "That has to be somebody competent to
deal with them."
Then Senator Thomas (Dem., Okla.) said
that after getting the "runaround" in trying
to get the Tulsa funds unfrozen,
"I introduced an amendment directing the
Budget Bureau to release those funds and I
submitted the amendment on that to the
committee at that time, and thought it was
a good idea. Some way the Budget Bureau
got hold of this amendment and during the
night they unfroze the funds, and since that
time the work has been progressing as fast
as the engineer could do the work."
Apparently the Senator was referring to
the amendment which Senator McKeller gave
notice of introducing on October 13, 1942.
There was little doubt in the minds of the
committee that impounding o'f funds by the
Budget Bureau was, in effect, an item veto of
appropriation bills. As Senator McKeller put
it:
"Of course if the President wanted to do
it, why, he has got a right to veto any bill,
and that is the time for him to veto it. That
is the authority the Constitution gives him
to stop appropriations, but after the appropriation is made and signed by the President
and becomes a law, why, to my mind any
executive officer that attempted to interfere
with it in the slightest degree r enders himself lif' lefor illegal action."
In response to a committee request, the
Bureau submitted a memorandum of November, 1943, gave a comprehensive history
of the establishment of reserves, touching
on the Anti-Deficiency Act of 1905, General
Dawes' Budget Circular No.4 of July 1, 1921,
Executive Order 6166 of 1933, Reorganization
Plan 1 of 1939, etc. Two Court or Claims decisions were cited which connoted the idea that
appropriations are authority, not mandates,
to spend . The memorandum referred to the
role of the President as responsible manager
of the Executive Branch as an additional
justification for the impounding power. Ref-

erence was made to the President's letter of
August 18, 1942, to Senator Russell of Georgia. If appropriations were to be regarded
as mandates to spend every appropriated
cent, the President had said, it would take
away all incentive "for good management
and the practice of common sense economy."
Toward the end of its memorandum the
Budget Bureau su ggested the practical argument for the impounding power: it "is the
most immediate and effective means by which
the President, as the responsible manager of
Government, can prevent useless outlay of
the public :funds."
McKellar's second rider

McKellar was unimpresse.i. With the help
of a number of other members of the Senate
Appropriations Committee who were provoked at the Budget Bureau, he won committee approval for a legislative rider to the
National Defense Appropriation Bill. The
proposed Section 305 read as follows:
"That no appropriation or part of any appropriation heretofore, herein, or hereafter
made available for any executive department
or independent establishment to construct
any particular project shall be impounded,
or held as a reserve, or used for any other
purpose, except by direction of the Congress,
and any part of such appropriation not
needed to complete such project, or the part
thereof for which appropriation has been
made, shall be retained by the Treasury.
(Emphasis added.) "
The rider was approved by the Senate Appropriations Committee. Among the supporters the Bureau lined up in opposition to the
rider was second-termer Harry S. Truman
(Dem., Mo.), who obligingly delivered a
speech based on arguments presented to him
by the Bureau. The Senator suggested that
the McKellar proposal would weaken fiscal
flexibility, which was essential to the prosecution of the war. The government, he pointed out, cannot undertake everything at once.
Since conditions change between the time
Congress appropriates and agencies spend,
the President should be allowed to determine
spending priorities. He then reminded the
Senate that another Congressional committee, the newly-established Joint Committee
on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures (the "Byrd Committee"), did not
agree with the recommendation of the Appropriations group. The Joint Committee, in
its first report, ha~ recommended "that legislation be enacted which would authorize
the Director of the Budget to set up reserves
out of any future appropriation, at such
times and in such amounts as the Director
may determine."
Later Senator Byrd (Dem., Va.} expressed
his own doubts about the McKellar proposal:
"I have some question in my mind with
respect to the latter part of the amendment
. . . which provides that no funds appropriated can be impounded except by the direction of Congress. I think there are probably some construction appropriations which
have been made, and perhaps it might be
wise that those appropriations revert to the
Treasury, especially in this emergency, and
could be deferred by the action of the Bureau
of the Budget, and that the Bureau of the
Budget should have the authority in those
cases, of actually making a reversion of the
money into the Treasury."
But the arguments for Section 305 carried
the day. Passing the Senat e by voice vote on
December 8, 1943, it was the first across-theboard curt ailment of the Budget's impounding procedure to be accepted by either house
of Congress. The Bureau hoped, however, that
the measure would fall in the House.
Three days after Senate passage of Section 305, the Washington Star editorialized
against McKellar's proposaL The Star admitted strong constitutional arguments
against the impounding of funds, but felt
they were outweighed by such practical ne-
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cessities of fiscal management as controlling
projects detrimental to the war effort and
giving flexibility to government operations:
"Critics might say that the background of
the Senate amendment encompasses not only
principle but at least the shadow of the pork
barrel as well. Thus, it appears to be aimed
in part at pushing through to completion
more than a score of civilian airports of
dubious essentiality at this time."
On December 13, Smith conveyed the Budget Bureau's opposition to the rider to Senator McKellar and to Re-presentative Cannon
(Dem., Mo.), chairman of the House Appropriations Committee. He called attention to
the fact that, for the years 1940 through 1943,
savings achieved through impounding ranged
from $174 million to $405 million. Enactment
of Section 305, Smith warned, would destroy
central control of expenditures. Each individual agency would then become sole judge
of the timing and amounts of its expenditures. This section would end the present
practice of placing appropriated funds in reserve at a time when agencies and the Bureau
"believe they may not be needed," and would
force a return to the practice of not effecting
savings "until it is definitely known that (the
funds} are not needed."
As in times past, the Bureau found ready
allies in the House Appropriations Committee. Cannon spoke against Section 305 and
then Congressman Taber (Rep., N.Y.) took
the floor. The second half of the amendment,
he said, "would prevent the Budget from
impounding any funds appropriated for the
construction of a particular project. This
would result in the waste of millions and
millions of dollars and is inserted in the bill
for the purpose of preventing the Bureau of
the Budget from impounding funds at the
time when we need the exercise of that power
more than any other in the history of our
country. The sands are shifting very rapidly
and as we approach nearer and nearer to the
end of the war, it is going to he absolutely
necessary for the Budget to impound funds
on all sorts of projects, or we are going to face
financial bankruptcy. The second part of the
pro.v iso of this amendment would prevent
the Budget from impounding the funds that
need to be impounded."
The McK~llar amendment was rejected 283
to 18 ( 128 not voting). By the en d of 1943,
$500,000,000 appropriated for programmed
public works had been impounded.
McKellar seeks the last word

Senator McKellar sought revenge in grilling Direct or Smith early in 1944 during hearings on the Independent Offices Appropriation Bill for 1945:
"You are operating this practice absolutely without aut horization of law. You are
treating the Congress of the United States
with absolute-not disrespect--but contempt, when you undertake to say, after the
Congress has made an appropriation of
money and directed the executive officers
what to do with it; when you come along
a n d overrule t he Congress and put it in a
place where t he executive officer whose duty
it is to expend this money cannot expend
it. You put yourself in the place of the
Congress, Mr. Smith, I want to say with all
due respect that you have no legal right,
moral right, or any ot her right, to overturn
the action of the Congress that has been
approved by the President of the United
States. Now, you cannot do that, and so
far as I am con cern ed, I am going to devote
a good deal of time t o preventing that in
the future. I hope it won't occur again. I
hope that you won't undertake the place
of Congress and pass upon these things that
it is necessary for the Congress to pass upon.
If you had thought that necessary by reason of not being able to get the proper materials; if you had come up here a n d appeared before the Congress, the Congress
might have sustained you. I do not know
what the facts were about it. But, when you
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undertake to assume the authority yourself to overrule the decision of Congress
made with regard to that appropriation, you
are assuming authority that you do not have
under the law, you do not have under our
institutions, and I am very much opposed
to that action on your part .... And I hope
it will not occur again. I want to say right
now that those funds ought to be released
and it ought not to occur again. I am just
merely giving my judgment."
Mr. SMrrH: Mr. Chairman, I would hesitate very much to have this record show,
without any response from me, that I
treated the Congress with contempt or that
I am violating the law.
Senator McKELLAR: You are doing both.
· '-Mr. SMrrH: We could disagree as to the
law, which is a matter that can be corrected; but I certainly have no spirit of
contempt for Congress, and I have the most
deep appreciation of the problems that Congress and this committee face, and I think
that we are carrying out the will of the
Congress in this very respect and the powers
of the President with respect to appropriations. I am sure that this committee does
not want us to countenance the expenditures of funds even though appropriated,
which would be wasted.
Senator McKELLAR: You have no more authority in reference to appropriations that
are made by the Congress, that the President has signed, and that our administrative officers have been directed as to what
to use them for; you have no more authority over those appropriations than you
have got over the man In the moon; not
a particle.
Mr. SMrrH: The issue, Mr. Chairman, has
not gone to the Supreme Court, but there
are court decisions on it, and, as I said, I
think the last time I was here, I would be
happy to have this issue cleared up. I think
I am carrying out the law. • . . Mr. Chairman, I am sure that this is not anything
between us personally.•
Senator McKELLAR: Oh, no.
Mr. SMrrH: It Is purely a matter of what
we operate under in the way of legal authority.
Senator McKELLAR: Yes .... I wlll ask you
this-Mr. SMrrH: I think we can talk in
generalitiesSenator McKELLAR: Just one moment. I
am going to ask you a question. You do not
even give the chairman of this committee
an opportunity to ask you a question.
Mr. SMITH: Pardon me.
Senator McKELLAR: You go on talking;
and I do not think you mean to be
disrespectful.
IV. IMPOUNDING AFI'ER THE WAR
The obvious usefulness of impounding for
halting of cutting back appropriations no
longer required for prosecution of the war
led Congress to take a more favorable view
of the policy late in 1944 and in the Immediate post-war period. In the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945, Congress gave the
Budget Bureau authority to impound unneeded personnel funds in order to deal with
demobilization. Harry S. Truman, defender
of project control as a Senator, found an
early use for that instrument as President.
In May, 1946, he ordered the Director of the
Budget to impound funds appropriated In
the War Department Civil Functions Appro8
Dr. Vining is not so sure. "I never knew:•
he says, "why McKellar was so hostlle to
Harold Smith but I always thought that
Smith rather than the Bureau was the object of his hostlllty." Smith may have
rankled the Senator because he was a symbol of the rising infiuence in government
of the professional career civil servant.

priation Act, 1947, for the Kings River project, pending final determination of costs and
repayment provisions.4 An important use of
Impounding for program control occurred in
1949 when the President ordered into reserve the $615 million which Congress had
appropriated, above his request, for a 48gruup Air Force.
Neither the President's attitude nor the
temporary inclination of Congress to use the
policy could resolve doubts in the minds of
some of the officials in the Budget Bureau
about its legal authority to impound funds
in peacetime when the war power of the
President could no longer be relied upon.
Largely on the insistence of some of the officials in the Estimates Division-who were
vigorously disputed by others in the Bureau-it was decided to seek statutory approval from Congress for impounding: not
for project control, but for program control. Since the Budget Bureau and the General Accounting Office were collaborating in
suggesting improvements in fiscal management to Congress, a reference to impounding was included in this report. A draft bill,
submitted with the report on June 5, 1947,
to the Senate Appropriations Committee,
contained the following provision:
"In apportioning any appropriation, reserves may be established to provide for
contingencies, or to effect savings whenever
savings are possible by or through changes
in quantitative or personnel requirements,
greater efficiency of operations, or other developments subsequent to the date on which
such appropriation was made available."
The blll was ignored that year, but two
years later the Hoover Commission urged
Congress to confirm the President's authority
"to reduce expenditures under appropriations, if the purposes intended by the Congress are still carried out." Occasional efforts
were made within Congress to grant the President an outright item veto, but though
these were unsucecssful, receptiveness to impounding appeared to mount. On May 11,
1949, for example, Senators Gordon (Rep.,
Ore.) and Knowland (Rep., Cal.) both expressed a belief that the President "may refuse to spend any of the money provided
by appropriation b1lls if he wishes to do so.
The fact that the appropriation has been
made does not carry with it any mandate
to spend the money."
Legislative approval came finally in a rider
(Section 1211) attached to the General Appropriations Act of 1951. It followed closely
the 1947 Budget Bureau-General Accounting
Office draft
"In apportioning any appropriation, reserves may be establlshed to provide for contingencies, or to effect savings whenever savings are made possible by or through changes
in requirements, greater efficiency of operations, or other developments subsequent to
the date on which such appropriation was
made available .. .
"Any appropriation subject to apportionment shall be distributed by months, calendar quarters, operating seasons, or other time
periods, or by activities, functions, projects,
or objects, or by a combination thereof, as
may be deemed appropriate by the officers
designated ... to make apportionments and
reapportionments. Except as otherwise specfled by the officer making the apportionment,
amounts so apportioned shall remain available for obligation, ln accordance with the
terms of the appropriation, on a cumulative
basis unless reapportioned. (31 USC 665)"
Paragraph (4) of the same section provided
for quarterly review of apportionments, at
which times reapportionments may be made
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"or such reserves established, modified, or
released as may be necessary to further the
effective use of the appropriation concerned."
In addition to these provisions, the Act
went on in Section 1214 to order the reduction by Executive action of $550 million from
the amount appropriated by the Act. The reduction wa.s to be accomplished "through
the apportionment procedure provided for in
Section 1211 of this Act." On October 10,
1950, in pursuance of Section 1214, the
Budget Bureau announced that it had cut a
total of $580 million from nondefense appropriations.
To some Bureau officials, the new law afforded welcome relief from the uncertainties
and attacks which had plagued them during
the war. Section 1211 of the 1950 Act seemed
a firmer ground for impounding than authority inferred from the Anti-Deficiency
Acts o! 1905-o6. But other officials disagreed.
Wa.s it a good thing, they asked, to have
Congress define a power which the Bureau
had exercised up to that point without such
explicit definition? "He who can give, can
take away". Officials inclined to "strict interpretation" emphasized that Section 1211
reduced rather than expanded the Bureau's
authority by stating only two purposes for
which reserves might be established: to provide for contingencies or to effect savings
(and savings only in those situations where
there wa.s a change in requirements, greater
efficiency of operations, or other developments subsequent to the date on which the
appropriation was passed). Would either
stated purpose have authorized the Bureau
to halt construction of the two Nevada airports because certain agencies did not share
Senator McCarran's views about proper airport location?
The Budget Bureau officially has taken
the conservative view of its peacetime authority to impound. The 1952 edition of the Examiner's Handbook, the Bureau's "Bible",
states:
"Reserves must not be used to nullify the
intent of Congress with respect to specific
projects or level of programs."
Project Impounding Since 1950

According to Carl H. Schwartz, Jr., Chief
of the Resources and Civil Works Division
of the Bureau, project control by impounding has not been attempted since 1950. He
writes ( 1955) :
"The Bureau since establishment of reserves under Section 1214 of the General Appropriation Act, 1951, has not impounded
funds on any civil works projects for the
purpose of preventing construction of improvements on which this Bureau had raised
objections but for which appropriations had
been made by the Congress. There have been
instances where funds have temporarily been
placed in reserve pending the fulfillment of
requirements prescribed by the Congress to
be met before construction could start."
The disuse of project impounding since
1950 is due partly to the fact that during the
period of the Korean conflict and iinmediately after the armistice the administration
operated a "no new starts" rule for public
works. Emphasis was on developing power
projects at a more rapid rate in areas important to defense production. Most of these
projects had been started before the Korean confiict broke out. A second reason for
the avoidance of project impounding has
been the general phllosophy of the Eisenhower administration not to precipitate disputes with Congress.
However, on July 19, 1955, President Eisenhower was reported 1n the Washington Post
to have threatened to impound funds appropriated by Congress to the Corps of Engineers
'See Arthur Maass: "The Kings River for navigation and flood control projects,
Project" in the ICP Series, also published pending completion of cost and engineering
in Harold Stein: Public Administration and studies. The Post reported adverse reactions
Policy Development (N.Y., Harcourt Brace, from Senators O'Mahoney, Morse, Mansfield,
and Humphrey, with Senator O'Mahoney say1952).
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ing that the President's decision would
"transfer to the Bureau of the Budget and its
anonymous assistants the legislative power
that exists in the Congress of the United
States." Senator Humphrey was quoted as
saying that the Budget Bureau is "taking on
the aspect of a second parliament."
Whatever interpretation is placed by the
Budget Bureau on the powers accorded it in
Section 1211, strong Presidents, relying in
peacetime on their responsibilities as general managers of the Executive Branch, are
as likely in the future as in the past to order impounding of funds for projects which
they believe to be inimical to the national
interest. No provision of statutory law is
likely to settle permanently the question of
whether Congress can force the Persident to
allow the expenditure of appropriations
against his will.
When the strong President of the future
does order public works project impounding,
certain ditferences in congressional reaction
to project and program control are likely
to continue to manifest themselves. While
the establishment of reserves to reduce the
level of military budgets, foreign aid, or crop
support may evoke disagreement from Congressmen who strongly believe in these programs, such impoundings are likely to be
tolerated. They will not appear to be personal
insults or attacks. But when the President
halts a miniscule flood control project in the
home district of an individual Congressman,
a reputation as a "go getter" with his constituents may suddenly be shattered and
chances for reelection imperiled. Project impounding is likely to continue to produce
outraged charges of Executive usurpation of
the spending power of Congress and demands
to know "Who's Boss?"

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from West Virginia.
I point out that even after these
lengthy hearings and after having received the testimony of men and women
from all over the country, the President
did not see fit to authorize the expenditure of a single dollar to initiate an unbudgeted start, or to speed up projects
badly needed for the welfare of the
people. I think that comes in bad grace.
The effect will be that when the President presents his budget for 1972, the
amounts he has in reserve will be deducted from the amount we should spend
during 1972, so that we will actually have
a slowdown, or a reduction in these programs in fiscal1972.
I think Congress is as efficient and as
qualified as are the bureaucrats of the
executive branch to state what should
and should not be done with public
funds.
I point out that in the past the committee of which I was chairman, the
Public Works Subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee, did approve
funds for quite a few unbudgeted items.
That action made it possible for us to
provide navigation for our national commerce from the Gulf of Mexico clear up
to Pittsburgh, Pa. We have had the same
thing occur in respect to navigation on
the Arkansas and White Rivers up to
Tulsa, Okla. and elsewhere in the tremendous Mississippi River Basin.
Many of these projects were started
without budget estimates. Fortunately,
in the past these congressional actions
were honored by the President, and the
funds were obligated as intended. Lately,
however, they have been put in reserve
and not spent. I wonder what would have
happened to our transportation program
if Congress had not made it possible to
have navigation on the Arkansas River,
the Ohio River, the Monongahela River,
the Mississippi River, and the other rivers
that empty into the gulf. Our transportation system is now in bad shape because our railroads are in a state of
financial disorder.
Mr. President, it is not just our public
works program that is suffering because
of this highhanded, shortsighted action by the President and his Office of
Management and Budget. This altitude
by the Executive, showing a complete
disregard for the will of Congress, is
present throughout the activities undertaken to benefit the people. This is particularly true with regard to those programs affecting our urban areas.
Mr. President, at this point in my remarks I would like to have printed a
table setting forth the total amount in
frozen funds as of February 23, 1t'71, as it
appears in the record of hearings I
chaired earlier this year on the President's budget.
There being no objection, the table
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, I point
out that the Subcommittee on Public
Works of the Committee on Appropriations helcl 42 sessions last year between
March 4 and June 20 for the purpose of
taking testimony from Government and
nongovernment witnesses. During that
period the committee heard testimony
or received statements from 914 individuals or organizations. The hearings were
printed in eight volumes and contained
some 7,981 pages.
I think this record is very significant.
It is evidence that the committee did not
consider the subject lightly. In each and
every case there was sound evidence to
support the recommendations of the
committee.
I would like particularly to emphasize
the fact that not $1 was recommended in
excess of an amount the responsible
agencies testified that they could economically and efficiently utilize.
Yet, Mr. President, with all of that
testimony, I point out that not one single
new start or one single increased of a unbudgeted amount for the planning or
construction of a water resource project
in the entire bill was apportioned for use
in fiscal year 1971. The entire amount was
placed in budgetary reserve.
Most, but not all, of these funds are
presently scheduled for release in fiscal
year 1972.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, if the Chair will recognize me, I
Frozen 1971 Appropriated Funds
will be glad to yield my 3 minutes to
[In m111ions of dollars]
the distinguished senior Senator from
Human resources:
Louisiana.
Special milk program, Agriculture_
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Louisiana is recognized for an
additional 3 minutes.

Community education____________
School assistance in Federally affected areas____________________

2
6
10
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Higher education_________________
13
Health Services and Mental Health:
Regional medical programs_____
34
Buildings and fac1Utles_________
4
Indian health faciUties_________
1
Medical fac111ties construction___
2
National Institutes of Health:
Bulldings and faclUties_________
7
Research institutes_____________
10
Rehabilltation services and facllities --------------------------Programs
for the aging___________
12
HEW trust fund (permanent)----21
National Science Foundation______
10
Economic development:
Appalachian regional development_
191
Regional development programs,
Commerce --------------------1
National security:
Foreign military assistance_______
200
Department of Defense--Military__ 1, 334
Other:
Executive Offtce of the President__
•
Foreign economic assistance______
215
Agriculture:
Farmers Home Administration__
180
Other Agriculture:
Cuxrent --------------------81
Permanent -----------------236
Commerce ---------------------8
Corps of Engineers --------------43
Panama Canal and other civil functions -------------------------1
Housing and Urban Development:
Basic water and sewer fac111ties
grants ---------------------200
Urban renewal----------------200
Interior:
National Park Service road construction ____ ---------------71
Indian Affairs road construction_
64
Reclamation loan program______
19
Other Interior:
Current --------------------33
Permanent -----------------56
Transportation:
Federal Aviation Administration -----------------------970
Federal Highway Administration:
Cuxrent --------------------411
Permanent: Highway trust
fund---------------------- 5,852
Federal Railroad Administration -----------------------39
Coast <Juard___________________
1
Atomic Energy Commission_______
170
<Jeneral Services Administration__
71
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration -------------20
Farm Credit Administration____
260
District of Columbia______________
87
Other agencies___________________
9
Total--------------------- 11,145

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I am much
interested in what the distinguished
senior Senator from Louisiana has had
to say. During last week the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers, of which
I have the honor to be chairman, held
3 days of hearings on the general subject
of the impoundment of congressionally
appropriated funds by the executive
branch of the Government.
The executive branch of the Government has now impounded approximately $12 billion of appropriated funds.
Moreover, the executive branch of the
Government has undertaken to put an
absolute end to excavation of the barge
canal across Florida.
Mr. President, under the Constitution
the Congress is supposed to have the
power of the purse. But if Congress permits the President to impcund or place
in budgetary reserves such sums as he
pleases, the President in effect is exercising an item veto which is denied him
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by the Constitution. He is also usurping
the power of establishing priorities for
expenditures. If Congress permits this,
it will lose the power of the purse, which
is one of the few powers of consequence
that it has left.
I think it would have been better if the
Constitution had given our President an
item veto, but the Constitution does not.
I am studying this question with a view
to offering a statute which will require
the President, whenever he impounds
funds appropriated by Congress for a
specific project, to report his action to
Congress and to let his action lie before
Congress for a certain number of dayssay 60 days-and with the further provision that if Congress votes to veto the
impoundment that it becomes the duty
of the President in the execution of his
constitutional obligation to see that the
laws are faithfully executed to carry out
the specific expenditure.
I believe in a balanced budget. But I
do not believe that the President should,
in effect, exercise what amounts to an
item veto without some method by which
Congress can reassert its will.
I think it has become serious when the
President impounds about $12 billion of
appropriated funds in one fiscal year
without any method being available to
Congress to reverse his action if it so
wills. I would go along with the President's action if it were taken to balance
the budget, but it is not done to balance
the budget. It is done to keep Congress
within the limits of the budget submitted
by the President and to require Congress,
if it does anything at all, to let the President dictate the priority of expenditures
for the country as well as the amount of
expenditures.
Mr. President, this is a serious matter
which deserves prompt consideration on
the part of Congress.
AMENDMENT OF RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ACT OF 1936, AS AMENDED
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I ask
that the Chair lay before the Senate a
message from the House of Representatives on S. 70.
The Presiding Officer (Mr. ALLEN) laid
before the Senate the amendment of the
House of Representatives to the bill <S.
70) to amend the Rural Electrification
Act of 1936, as amended, to provide additional sources of financing for the rural
telephone program, and for other purposes.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate disagree to the amendment of the House of Representatives and
ask for a conference with the House on
the disagreeing votes thereon, and that
the Chair appoint conferees on the part
of the Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. TALMADGE,
Mr. ELLENDER, Mr. McGOVERN, Mr. ALLEN, Mr. MILLER, Mr. AIKEN, and Mr.
DOLE conferees on the part of the Senate.
1971 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC COMMITTEE
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, this
afternoon the Joint Economic Committee will release its economic report.

The Joint Economic Committee report
is based on the President's report, the
testimony of administration and expert
witnesses, and the analysis of the economy by its members and staff.
The report shows that it was the virtually unanimous opinion of the independent economists of all political views
and all economic persuasions that the
administration's projection of a $1,065
billion GNP for this year, given the economic policies proposed, is too optimistic,
particularly the assumption that the
economy will enjoy a growth in constant
dollars of 5 percent. But even if this
growth were achieved, the economy
would still suffer from unemployment in
excess of 5 percent and from inflation
at a rate of 4 percent or more.
If the administration does not achieve
its goal our economy may go about the
way the economists estimate.
All the objective evidence for the first
quarter of 1971 indicates that a GNP in
the neighborhood of $1,045 billion is a
more accurate projection of the real circumstances for 1971 and that the economy will need greater stimulus than the
administration proposes if a figure in excess of that amount is to be achieved.
This means that unemployment will continue at a very high and wholly unacceptable level for the remainder of the
year.
The report of this committee, therefore, concentrates on what could and
should be done in the event that this
dismal outlook continues to prevail.
To me, the principal economic problem now is how to get the economy moving ahead: providing more jobs, producing more goods, generating the revenue
basis for the localities and States and
Federal Government to meet their obligations.
Economic expansion is clearly our No.
1 problem. We should recognize it as such
and put a top priority on it. While some
statistics in the first quarter of 1971 compare favorably with the last quarter of
1970, if we discount for the effects of the
General Motors strike, there is too little
evidence of economic recovery.
I have strongly shared the view expressed by the Senator from Louisiana
<Mr. ELLENDER), the chairman of the
Committee on Appropriations, and the
Senator from North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN) that the administration should unfreeze the billions of dollars of funds appropriated by Congress which the administration said it will not spend. These
funds include moneys for housing, mass
transit, urban renewal, and funds that
the people in our towns and cities today
need.
We are proposing a series of actions to
create jobs and to reduce unemployment,
to increase production and the rate of
economic growth, and to get the economy
moving again.
We propose that among the actions
which could be taken are these:
Unfreeze the $1.3 billion of funds for
housing, mass transit, and urban renewal.
Speed up and put into effect this year
the increase in personal exemptions and
the reduction of personal income taxes
scheduled for next year.
Persist in the congressionally enacted
social security benefit increase of 10 per-
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cent with the increase in taxes delayed
until January 1972. The administration
proposal to increase the social security
base retroactively to January 1, 1971,
should be denied.
Together these two actions would decrease taxes by over $7 billion this year
and could add, through the multiplier
effect, more than $20 billion to the GNP
than would otherwise be the case. This is
true because these amounts would go in
large proportion to low- and middleincome families where the proportion of
consumption expenditures is high. Most
of it would be spent.
As a first step, pass the Nelson public
service employment bill now. This would
not only put unemployed men and women to work but would provide useful and
badly needed services to our cities and
States.
Spend in this fiscal year those funds
for model cities, water and sewer projects, urban programs, and other social
services which the administration has
frozen.
Fund the Emergency Housing Act
which for a relatively small amount of
money could provide a large number of
jobs.
Press the monetary authorities, and
the Treasury :.n its refunding operations,
to pursue policies to reduce the long-term
interest rate in order that housing, State
and local government financing needs,
and industrial production may be met
through a significant reduction in money
costs.
Not in the report but very helpful in
stimulating the economy would be passage of the Proxmire variable reserve requirement bill, hearings on which will
begin Wednesday.
These steps could add significantly to
demand and hence stimulate the economy. As the period of demand inflation
has long passed, and as we are in a period of cost-push or administered price
inflation, these actions can be taken
without inflationary effect.
In order to deal with the cost-push inflation now endemic in the economy, and
to put the economy on the road to the
goal this committee proposes of an annual unemployment rate of 3 percent and
of an increase in the GNP deflator of
2 percent or less, we propose a series of
actions which the administration should
take.
1. An incomes price board should be
set up along the lines discussed in the
report.
2. Pending the establishment of such
a board, the President should consult
with business and labor and should issue
interim price and income guidelines designed to contribute toward a significant
reduction in the rate of inflation.
3. Import restrictions which can be
modified or removed by Executive order
should be relaxed. This applies to "voluntary" as well as mandatory restrictions. Increased imports of commodities
such as steel, oil, textiles, beef, and sugar
could make a major immediate contribution to price stability.
4. Government procurement policy
should make a more active contribution
to price stability. The 50-percent preference given domestic over foreign sup-
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pliers of defense equipment should be
reduced.
5. Materials should be sold out of Government stockpiles.
6. The antitrust laws should be vigorously enforced.
7. The regulatory agencies should be
encouraged to allow more price competition in regulated industries, especially in
the transportation sector.
8. The General Services Administration should be instructed to serve as a
purchasing agent for State and local
governments on request.
I would also like to draw attention to
certain other areas in the report; namely,
the section on priorities which indicates
that spending for human needs is considerably lower than the budget charts
would lead one to believe, to the section
on national security which indicates that
overall spending for defense and national
security is more than $110 billion, to the
section on agriculture which shows that
while farm prices last year went down
the price of food to the consumer went
up and that the increase in the cost of
living would have been even greater than
it was except for the fact that farmers
took it on the chin, and to the proposals
that aid to State and local governments
take the form of assumption of welfare
costs and an income support program
rather than revenue sharing.
Taken together, we believe the proposals we make to stimulate the economy
and to reduce cost-push inflation are the
means by which the goals of the Employment Act can be reached.
I would like to point out another matter. I have been informed by the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations
that the President is asking for threequarters of a billion dollars of additional
money to finance foreign banks. We
should put that in perspective when the
administration is freezing funds desperately needed here for cities and localities,
funds necessary to put people to work
now in this country. [Applause.]
- Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, may we have order in the galleries?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The galleries will be in order.
LIMITATION OF DEBATE ON APPROPRIATION BILLS-ADDITIONAL COSPONSOR
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I rise to
commend the distinguished majority
whip, the Senator from West Virginia
(Mr. BYRD), for sponsoring a resolution
seeking to expedite consideration of appropriation bills in the Senate.
I ask unanimous consent that my
name be added as a cosponsor of the
resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ALLEN). Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I have
long favored a reasonable limitation of
debate on appropriation bills, and when
the distinguished majority whip the Senator from West Virigina <Mr. BYRD) first
outlined his proposal last December, I
indicated my general agreement with and
support for h is proposal.

After last December's legislative logjam, with one filibuster piled on top of
another, it seems to me that it should be
apparent to all t~ere is need for reform
of the Senate rules as to debate, particularly with respect to appropriation bills.
Of course, appropriation bills differ
from authorizing legislation in one obvious respect. Timely funding is absolutely necessary if the departments and
agencies of Government are to function.
If a prolonged debate, or even a filibuster, is ever justified, it would be during consideration of the authorizing legislation. At that point, one may expect
disagreement and sharp controversy over
basic policy and direction.
But once a program has been approved
and authorized, it seems to me that it
should be possible, after a reasonable
period of debate for the Senate to get to
a vote on the amount of money to be
appropriated.
The reform resolution offered by the
distinguished majority whip would
change rule XVI to include the following provisions: A motion for immediate
consideration of an appropriation bill
would be decided without debate; debate
on such a bill would be limited to 2 hours
on each amendment and 10 hours on
final passage; debate on an appropriation conference report would be limited
to 1 hour on each matter reported in disagreement and 10 hours on the adoption
of the report; and a motion to limit for
the debate on such a report would be
decided without debate.
Mr. President, I agree completely with
the Senator from West Virginia as to
the desirability of these provisions. As to
one point in his resolution I might suggest what I believe would be an improvement.
Under his proposal, the limitation on
debate with respect to appropriation
bills would not be triggered until August 1 of each year. In my mind, I believe it would be better to provide for
July 1 as the triggering date because
July 1 is the beginning of the new fiscal year. In other words, if by the time
a fiscal year has begun, appropriations
for that year have not yet been enacted,
then it would seem that the reform proposed should be in effect. However, the
triggering date is a detail which can
be considered by the committee.
I want to indicate my support for this
reform proposal, not only in my leadership capacity, but also as a member of
the Committee on Rules and Administration.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent, with the concurrence of the distinguished Senator from West Virginia
<Mr. BYRD) that my name be added as a
cosponsor of Senate Resolution 73.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I thank the able assistant Republican leader for his support and for his
cosponsorship of Senate Resolution 73,
the resolution which I have offered to
amend rule XVI of the Standing Rules
of the Senate. I am today writing a letter
to every Member of the Senate asking
cosponsorship on the part of all Senators
of this amendment to the rule. I believe
it will be a decidedly good reform of the
rules.
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It seems to me that, as we look back
to the bottleneck which occurred last
year and which kept us in session until
January 2 of this year, it should be obvious that rule XXII-which is a red :flag
to many Senators who have a sort of
built-in resistance to any modification of
that rule-is not really the culprit in the
difficulties that seem to confront the
Senate from year to year. However, appropriation bills and/or conference reports thereon have, certainly in the most
recent instance, appeared to be the principal obstacles that have delayed
adjournment.
So with this thought in mind, the resolution was introduced.
I intend, as chairman of the Subcommittee on Rules, to conduct early hearings on the proposal, at which all Senators will be invited to appear and in
which they will be invited to participate.
It is my plan to press this matter. I
would hope that with the contributions
that will be made by other Senators, we
can bring to the :floor and place on the
calendar an amendment to rule XVI
which will be feasible, practical, workable, and wise.
The suggestion which has just been
made by the distinguished minority whip
may be a good one. Appropriation bills
are supposed to be passed by July 1 of
every year. The August 1 deadline, therefore, is not one to which I am wedded. It
is just a takeoff point for discussion.
I certainly do welcome the suggestion
by the Senator. I welcome his cosponsorship. I hope other Senators will join in
cosponsoring the amendment in an effort
to bring about a workable, meaningful,
practical reform of the Senate rules.
Mr. President, I yield the :floor.
IN DEFENSE OF CAPT. EUGENE
M. KOTOUC
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I rise in
defense of a distinguished Nebraskan
who has served his country well. The
court-martial charges against Capt. Eugene M. Kotouc should be dropped.
Captain Kotouc has served in combat
for the United States of America in Vietnam. He is a good soldier. He is honorable. He is honest. He has given dedicated service to his country.
Some months back Captain Kotouc
was charged with the murder of Vietnamese civilians. This announcement
being made at the time it was made
caused Captain Kotouc to be branded as
a murderer, not only throughout this
country but around the world.
Captain Kotouc did not murder . anybody. He was not even in My Lai at the
time of the alleged massacre. Recently
the murder charges against Captain Kotouc have been dropped. The reason
given was "insufficient evidence." The
information I have is that there was no
evidence whatever to support a charge
of murder against Captain Kotouc. Yet
this good man has been punished, he
has suffered humiliation, 2nd he has
been blackened by this charge.
It now develops that the military authorities are going to try Captain Kotouc
in a court-martial proceeding on some
lesser charge.
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Mr. President, I do not believe that
Capt. Eugene Kotouc is guilty of this lesser offense or any other offense. However, even if he were, this man has been
punished enough. The murder charge
against him was unjustified and inexcusable.
Mr. President, simple justice and common decency demand that Captain Kotouc be released from all charges
and exonerated. He should not be further
mistreated.
This case is one of the most outrageous
that I have ever heard of. The military
and civilian authorities pushing this injustice against Captain Kotouc know
that the basic article 32 investigation,
which is similar to a grand jury proceeding in nonmilitary courts, wound up
last December with a recommendation
that all charges against Captain Kotouc
be dropped.
Mr. President, why is not this recommendation that all charges against Captain Kotouc be dropped carried out?
Captain Kotouc should be treated as a
soldier and not as a criminal.
I will have more to say about this later
on if it becomes necessary.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the following letters,
which were referred as indicated:
RESERVE FORCES
A letter from the Secretary of Defense
transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled "Annual Report on Reserve Forces for
Fiscal Year 1970" (with accompanying report) ; to the Committee on Armed Services.
PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES ACT
A letter from the Director of the 01H.ce of
Management and Budget, submitting a draft
of proposed legislation to promote more effective management of the Executive Branch
by reorganizing and consolidating certain
related functions of the Government in a new
Department of Human Resources, and for
other purposes (with accompanying papers);
to the Committee on Government Operations.
REPORT OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on more competition in emergency defense procurements found possible,
Department of Defense (with an accompanying report); to the Comm.tttee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report and recommendation to the
Congress concerning the claim of Mr. Salman
M. Hilmy against the United States (with
an accompanying report); to the Committee on the Judiciary.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION PROVIDING CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR GUAM AND THE
VmGIN ISLANDS
A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
the Interior, submitting a draft of proposed
legislation to provide the unincorporated territories of Guam and the Virgin Islands shall
each be represented in Congress by a Delegate to the House of Representatives (with
accompanying papers); to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
REPORT OF THE FoUNDATION OF THE FEDERAL
BAR ASSOCIATION
A letter from the Secretary, the Foundation of the Federal Bar Association, transmit-

ting, pursuant to law, an audit report of the
Foundation of the Federal Bar Association
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1970
(with an accompanying report); to the Committee on the Judiciary.
REPORT ON WELFARE AND PENSION PLANS
DisCLOSURE ACT
A letter from the Special Assistant for
Legislative Affruirs, Office of the Secretary,
U.S. Department of Labor, transmitting, pursuant to law, an annual report on the admlnistration of the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act cowring the calendar
year 1970 (with an accompanying report);
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
REPORT ON THE YOUTH OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAM
A letter from the Secretary of Transportation, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report
on the Youth Opportundty Program (with
an accompanying report) ; to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO LIBERALIZE ELIGIBILITY FOR COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES
A letter from the Chairman, United States
Oivil Service Oommlssion, to liberalize eligibility for cost-of-living increases (with accompanyng papers); to the Committee on
Post omce and Civil Service.
REPORT OF THE JOB EVALUATION AND PAY
REVIEW TASK FORCE
A letter from the Cha.irman, United States
Civil Service Commission, tra.nsm.ltting, pursuant to law, an intel"im progress report of
the Job Evaluation and Pay Review Task
Force (with an accompanying report); to
the Committee on Post 01H.ce and Civil
Service.

PETITIONS
Petitions were laid before the Senate
and referred as indicated:
By the PRESIDENT pro tempore:
A House Concurrent Resolution adopted
by the Legislature of the State of South
Dakota; to the Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry:
"HOUSE CONCURRENT REsOLUTION No. 522
"A concurrent resolution, memorializing the
Secretary of Agriculture to reconsider the
changes in policy pla.ced in effect by the
United States Department of Agriculture
with the adoption of the 1970 Agricultural
Act and protesting any possible action to
eliminate the United States Department of
Agriculture from its Cabinet-level status.
"Be it resolved by the HOU3e of Representatives of the State of South Dakota, the Senate concurring therein:

"Whereas, the changing of the Agricultural Conservation Program (A.C.P.) to the
Rural Environmental Assistance Program
(R.E.A.P.) may cause the present program
to lose its identity; and
"Whereas, consideration 1s being given to
the elimination of the Cabinet-level status
of the United States Department of Agriculture and combining its functions with
another department, which would be very
detrimental to the interests and needs of
agricultural states such as South Dakota:
"Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the
Legislature of South Dakota hereby vigorously protests any possible action to eliminate the United States Department of Agriculture from its present Cabinet-level status:
and
"Be it further resolved, that copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted by
the Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives of the state of South Dakota to the
offices of the President and Vice President
of the United States, the Secretary of Agriculture and the Congressional Delegation of
the state of South Dakota.
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"Adopted by the House March 10, 1971.
"Concurred in by the Senate March 12,
1971."
Three resolutions adopted by the Legislature of the Virgin Islands; to the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs:
"REsoLuTioN No. 523
"Resolution To Petition the Ninety-second
Congress of the United States of America
To Amend Certain Provisions of the Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands,
Pertaining to Qualifications of Candidates
for Public omce in the Virgin Islands
"Whereas Subsection (b) of Section 6 of
the Revised Organic Act of the Vl.r gin Islands now specifies the qualifications of candidates for membership in the Legislature
of the Virgin Islands including the requirement that no person shall be eligible for
the Legislature who ha.s not attained the
age of twenty-five years; and
"Whereas the Ninety-First Congress of the
United States of America amended the Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands to
provide that the Legislature of the Virgin
Islands, after a referendum, may lower the
voting age in the Virgin Islands; and
"Whereas Federal Law now provides that
persons 18 years of age and older may vote
in all Federal elections; and
"Whereas it is the determination of the
Legislature of the Virgin Islands that the
elected representatives of the people of the
Virgin Islands should have the requisite
power to determine the qualifications of all
candidates for public offi.ce in the Virgin
Islands; and
"Whereas it is the further detennination
of the Legislature of the Vlrgln Islands that
young men and women of the Virgin Islands
are capable of and qu.allfied for public offi.ce
at an age lower than the arbitrary age of
25 which 1s now prerequisite for membership in the Legislature of the Virgin Islands;
Now, Therefore, be it
"Resolved by the Legislature of the Virgin
Islands:

"That the Legislature respectfully petitions
the Congress of the United States to adopt
an amendment to the Revised Organic Act
of the Virgin Islands granting to the Legislature of the Virgin Islands the authority to
set quallfioations for all candidates for public office in the Vlrgin Islands or in lleu of
such an amendment that an amendment be
adopted to lower the age at which persons
shall become eligible for publlc office to 21
years of age, except for the Offi.ces of the
Governor and Lieutenant Governor which
shall continue at 30; and be it further
"Resolved, that copies of this Resol'Ution
be tmnsmitted to the President of the United
States, to the Secretary of the United States
Department of the Interior, to the Presiding
Officer of the Senate of the United States.
to the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States, to the Chairman
of the Oomm.tttee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the Senate of the United States, to
each member of said Committee, to the
Chairman of the Committee on Interior and
Insular Afl'airs of the House of Representatives of the United States, and to each member of said Committee.
"Thus passed by the Legislature of the Virgin Islands on January 26, 1971.
"REsOLUTION No. 524
"Resolution to Petition the 92nd Congress
of the United States of America to Amend
Certain Provisions of the Revised Organic
Act o! the Vtrgin Islands Pertaining to
the Place of Holding Sessions of the Legislature of the Virgin Islands
"Whereas the Revised Organic Act of the
Virgin Islands now provides that sessions
of the Legislature shall be held in the Capitol of the Virgin Islands at Charlotte Amalie,
St. Thoma.s; and
"Whereas the Territory of the United States
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Virgin Islands is an island Territory comprising three major Islands; and
"Whereas it is necessary for residents of
the Islands of St. CroiX and St. John to travel
by air or by water to attend sessions of the
Legislature on the Island of St. Thomas; and
"Whereas the people of the Virgin Islands
are vitally Interested in the operations and
the workings of their Legislature; and
"Whereas all residents of the Virgin Islands
should be afforded the opportunity to attend the sessions of the Legislature of the
Virgin Islands from time to time without
inconvenience or travel expense; Now, Therefore, be it
"Resolved by the Legislature of the Virgin
Islands:

"That the Legislature, on behalf of the
people of the Virgin Islands, respectfully
petitions the Congress of the United States
to adopt an amendment to the ReVised
Organic Act of the Virgin Islands which
would permit the holding of formal sessions
of the Legislature of the Virgin Islands at
any appropriate place on the Islands of st.
CroiX and St. John as well as in the Capitol
of the Virgin Islands at Charlotte Amalie;
and be it further
"Resolved, that copies of this Resolution
be transmitted to the President of the United
States, to the Secretary of the United States
Department of the Interior, to the Presiding Officer of the Senate of the United States,
to the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States, to the Chairmen
of the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the Senate and of the House of
Representatives of the United States, and
to each member of said Committees.
"Thus passed by the Legislature of the
Virgin Islands on January 26, 1971.
"RESOLUTION No. 533
"To Petition the Ninety-Second Congress of
the United States of America To Amend
Certain Provisions of the Revised Organic
Act of the Virgin Islands Which Now Re·
quires the Approval of the President of the
United States or his Designated Representative Prior to the Obligation or Expenditures of Monies Out of the Internal Revenue Matching Fund in the Treasury of the
Virgin Islands
"Whereas section 28 (b) 'c'(U) of the
Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands
provides that certain Internal Revenue collections deposited in the Internal Revenue
Matching Funds in the Treasury of the Virgin Islands may be obligated or expended
only for emergency purposes and essential
public projects 'with the prior approval of
the President or his designated representative': and
"Whereas it is the determination of the
Legislature of the Virgin Islands that it is
unnecessary and unwarranted with the present level of self-government and local autonomy enJoyed by the people of the Virgin
Islands to require the approval of the President of the United States or his designated
representative, the Secretary of the Interior,
prior to the expenditure or obligation of
funds in the Treasury of the Virgin Islands;
and
"Whereas the Congress of the United
States has recently expressed its confidence
in the maturity and responsibillty in the
people of the Virgin Islands by its passage
of the Virgin Islands Elective Governor Act;
and
"Whereas it 1s the considered position of
the Legislature of the Virgin Islands that the
Legislature and the Governor of the Virgin
Islands, as the elected representatives of the
people of the Virgin Islands, should have full
authority to obligate and expend public
monies for emergency purposes and essential
publlc projects without the prior approval
or intervention of the President of the United
States or the Secretary of the Interior; Now,
Therefore, be It

Resolved by the Legislature of the Virgin
Islands:

"That the Legislature respectfully petitions the Congress of the United States to
adopt an amendment to the Revised Organic
Act of the Virgin Islands which would permit the obligation or expenditure of montes
deposited in the Treasury of the Virgin
Islands pursuant to the provisions of section
28 (b) of the Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands without the prior approval of the
President or his designated representative;
and be it further
"Resolved, that copies of this Resolution
be transmitted to the President of the United
States, to the Secretary of the United States
Department of the Interior, to the Presiding
Officer of the Senate of the United States, to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives
of the United States, to the Chairman of the
Committee on Interior and Insular AffairS
of the Senate of the United States, to each
member of said Committee, to the Chairman
of the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the House of Representatives of the
United States, and to each member of said
Committee.
"Thus passed by the Legislature of the
Virgin Islands on February 9, 1971."
A joint resolution of the General Assembly
of the State of Tennessee; to the Committee
on the Judiciary:
"HoUSE JOINT RESOLUTION No.1
"A resolution to ratify the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America extending the right to
vote to citizens 18 years of age or older
"Whereas, The Ninety-Second Congress of
the United States of America, at its First
Session in both houses by a constitutional
majortty of two-thirds (%) thereof, has
made the following proposition to amend
the Constitution of the United States of
America in the following words, to wit:
"'JOINT RESOLUTION
"'Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending the
right to vote to citizens eighteen years of
age or older
"'Resolved by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled (Two-thirds
of each House concurring th,e rein 1, That the

following article is hereby proposed as an
amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, which shall be valid to all
intents and purposes as part of ,;he Constitution only 1! when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States
within seven years from the date of its submission to the states by the Congress:
"'ARTICLE-

" 'SECTION 1. The right of citizens of the
United States, who are eighteen years of
age or older, to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of age.
"'SEC. 2. The Congress shall have power
to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
"'Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of th.e Eighty-seventh General Assembly of the State of Tennessee, the Senate
concurring, That the said proposed amend-

ment to the Constitution of the United
States of America is :ratified; and
"'Be it further resolved, That certified
copies of this Resolution shall be forwarded
by the Secretary of State of Tennessee to
the Governor of Tennessee, to the Administrator of General Services, Washington, D.C.,
to the President of the Senate of the United
States of America, to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives of the Congress of
the United States, to the Secretary of the
Senate of the United States of America, to
the Secretary of the House of Representatives
of the Congress of the United States, and to

each member of the Tennessee Congressional
Delegation.
"'Adopted: March 23, 1971.'"
A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; to
the Committee on the Judiciary:
''RESOLUTION MEMOJUALIZING THE CoNGRESS
OP THE UNITED STATES TO PROPOSE A CoNSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AUTHORIZING PuPILS TO PRAY AND HAVE BmLE READINGS IN
THE PuBLIC SCHOOL
"Resolved, That the General Court of Massachusetts respectfully urges the Congress of
the United States to propose an amendment
to the federal constitution so that pupils
whose parents do not object may listen to
Bible verses and recite a prayer while in our
public schools; and be it further
"Resolved, That copies of these resolutions
be transmitted by the State Secretary to the
President of the United States, to the presiding officer of each branch of Congress and to
each member thereof from this Commonwealth."
A resolution of the Legislature of the State
of Minnesota; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
REsoLUTION No.3
"A resolution ratifying a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America, extending the right to
vote to citizens eighteen years of age and
older
"Whereas, both Houses of the Congress of
the United States by a. joint resolution proposed an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States which reads as follows:
"Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress Assembled, (two-thirds of

each House concurring therein), That the
following article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, which shall be valid to all intents
and purposes as part of the Constitution
when ratified by the legislatures of threefourths of the several States within seven
cyears from the date of its submission by
the Congress:
''"ARTICLE--

" "SEcTioN 1. The right of citizens of the
United States, who are eighteen years of
age or older, to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of age.
""SEC. 2. The Congress shall have power
to enforce this article by appropriate legislation."
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the
Legislature o! the State of Minnesota that
the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United States is hereby ratified
by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota.
"Be it further resolved that the Secretary
of State of the State of Minnesota is directed
to forward copies of this resolution to the admlnistrator of the General Services Administration, to the presiding omcer of the Senate
of the United States and the speaker of the
House of Representatives of the United
States and transmit an official notice of this
resolution to the Secretary of State of the
United States as provided by the law of this

state.

BILLS INTRODUCED

The following bills were introduced,
read the first time and, by unanimous
consent, the second time, and referred
as indicated:
By Mr. DOMINICK (for himself, Mr.
ALLOTT, Mr. BENNETt', Mr. BIBLE, Mr.
HOLLINGS, Mr. SCO'l"l', and Mr. WILLIAMS):

S. 1385. A blll to designate the first Monday after the first Sunday of November as
Election Day; to provide for a uniform clos-
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ing time for pol11ng places in Federal eleo.
tions; and for other purposes. Referred to the
Committee on Rules and Administration.
By Mr. MATHIAS:
s. 1386. A bill to amend the act to regulate the practice of the healing art and
other purposes. Referred to the Committee
on the District of Columbia.
By Mr. MATHIAS (for himself and Mr.

s.

RANDOLPH):

1387. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to require the consent
of the taxpayer concerned before a person
who prepares a taxpayer's income tax return
may use or disclose for other purposes any
information furnished for the preparation of
such returns. Referred to the Committee on
Finance.
By Mr. MONDALE:
s. 1388. A bill to authorize the Secretary
of Agriculture to carry out a special research
program on wild dee. Referred to the Commit tee on Agriculture and Forestry.
By Mr. MONDALE (for himself and
Mr. BROOKE) :
s. 1389. A bill to promote the foreign policy
and best interests of the United States by
aut horizing the President to negotiate a commercial agreement including a provision for
Most-Favored-Nation st atus with Romania.
Referred to the Committee on Finance. ,
By Mr. MONDALE:
s. 1390. A bill for the relief of Dr. Alberto
Aranibar; and
s. 1391. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Alicia
Zavala (Leal) and two children, Liliel and
Ivette Perea. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
s. 1392. A bill to provide certain servi~es
for Government employees in order to ass1st
them in preparing for retirement. Referred
to the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service.
By Mr. BURDICK:
s. 1393. A bill to donate to the Devils Lake
Sioux Tribe, Fort Totten Reservation, some
submarginal lands of the United States, and
to make such lands part of the reservation
involved. Referred to tpe Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
s. 1394. A bill to amend the Bankruptcy
Act to abolish the referees' salary and expense fund, to provide that fees and charges
collected by the .c lerk of a court of bankruptcy in bankruptcy proceedings be pafd
into the general 'fund of the Treasury of the
United States, to provide salaries and expenses of referees be paid from the general
fund of the Treasury, and to eliminate the
statutory criteria presently required to be
considered by the Judicial Conference in
fixing salaries of fulltime referees;
s. 1395. A bill to amend section 48 of the
Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C. 76) to increase
the maximum compensation allowable to
receivers and trustees; and
•
s. 1396. A b111 to amend section 35 of the
Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C. 63) and sections
631 and 634 CYf title 28, United States Code,
to permit full-time referees in bankruptcy
to perform the duties of a United States
magistrate. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. CHURCH:
S. 1397. A bill to amend the United States
Information and Educational Exchange Act
at 1948 to impose restrictions on information
activities outside the United States of Government agencies. Referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
By Mr. JACKSON (for himself and
Mr. ALLOTT) [by request]:
s. 1398. A bill to amend the Water Resources Planning Act to authorize increased
appropriations;
S. 1399. A bill to establish within the Department of the Interior the position of an
addit ional Assistant Secretary Of the Interior; and
S. 1400. A bill to provide that the unincorporated territories of Guam and the Vir-

gin Islands shall each be represented in
Congress by a Delegate to the House of Representatives. Referred to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. JACKSON (for himself, Mr.
ALLOTT, and Mr. Moss) :
S. 1401. A bill to establish a national Indian education program by creating a National Board of Regents for Indian Education, and for other purposes. Referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
'By Mr. BEALL:
S. 1402. A b111 for the relief of Sofie Calotes
Baquial; and
S. 1403. A bill for the relief of Maria Adela
Binett. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. BYRD of Virginia:
S. 1404. A bill to amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 to prevent
the 1mposition thereunder of any prohibition
on the importation into the United States
of any strategic and critical material from
any free world country for so long as the
importation of like materia.! from any Communist country is not prohibited by law.
Referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.

STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED
BILLS
By Mr. DOMINICK <for himself,
Mr. A.LLOTT, Mr. BENNETT, Mr.
BIBLE, Mr. HoLLINGS, Mr. SCOTT,
and Mr. WILLIAMS) :
S. 1385. A bill to designate the first
Monday after the first Sunday of November as election day; to provide for a
uniform closing time for polling places
in Federal elections; and for other purposes. Referr..ed to the Committee on
Rule and Administration.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, on behalf of myself, Mr. ALLOTT, Mr. BENNETT,
Mr. BIBLE, Mr. HOLLINGS, Mr. SCOTT, and
Mr. WILLIAMs, I introduce for appropriate reference a bill to provide for the
conduct of national elections on the first
Monday after the first Sunday in November, to establish that day as a national
holiday, and to provide for the closing
of all polls simultaneously.
This bill would increase voter participation not only by making it much easier
for Americans to vote, but by making
election day a national holiday, it would
h ftlp focus attention on the importance
of the vot ing process. The right to vote
is at the heart of our democrat ic p r ocess.
Yet, its exercise remains a big hassle for
many Americans. About 47 million qualified voters, or 39 percen t of the electorate,
f a iled to vot e in the 1968 nat ion al elections. M a k ing elect ion day a legal holiday would eliminate the situation where
many qualified vot ers do not vote because they would lose wages by taking
time off from their jobs , and it is too
difficult to get to t h e polls befor e or after
working hours. Others are unable to vote
b ecause their oc cupation s r equire them
to travel on that day. Although the holid a y I am proposing would technically
affect only Federa l em ployees and the
District of Colum bia, t he States could be
expected to f ollow su it. Abou t two- t hirds
of the States have a lready designated
elect ion d a y as a legal holiday.
The p urp ose of moving election day
from Tuesday to Monday is to assure
tha t the new ~oliday would cause the
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least possible interfet.ence with business.
It would avoid stop-start production costs
due to midweek shutdowns. And since
Monday is the slowest day for many
types of businesses, a holiday on that day
should have the least adverse economic
impact. Additionally, many salesmen
who are paid on a commission basis and
must travel substantial distances find it
very inconvenient to vote on Tuesday.
This inconvenience would be minimized
by enabling them to vote on Monday and
travel the remainder of the week.
Mr. President, the reasons why Tuesday was long ago .e stablished as election
day are inapplicable now. The selection
of the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November for national elections
was based on several considerations.
Article II, section 1, of the Constitution
provides:
The Congress may determine the Time of
choosing the Electors, and the Day on which
t hey shall give their votes, which Day shall
be the same throughout the United States.
A law was approved March 1, 1792,
fixing the first Wednesday in December
as the day for the electors to meet and
cast their votes for President and Vice
President. The law also provided that the
electors should be "appointed" in each
State "within 34 days pr:eceding the first
Wednesday in December in every fourth
year succeeding the last election."
In the early days, the legislatures of
many of the States chose the presidential
electors and the exact date on which the
electors of the States were chosen was
not important. After the election of 1832,
nearly all the States that had not already done so gave up the old method of
choosing presidential electors by the
legislature. With a few exceptions the
presidential electors have since been
chosen by popular vote in all States. Before 1845, there was no national election
day and each State fixed its own date for
"appointment" of presidential electors
within 34 days prior to the meeting of
electors. All the States chose their electors in November, but the dates varied.
New York held its election for electors
on the first Tuesday after the first Monday; New Jersey, on the first Tuesday
and the day following. In two States the
s econd Monday was election day; in 14,
the first Monday; in two, the second
Tuesday; and in two, tbe Friday near.est
the first of November.
This lack of uniformity led to abuses.
The results in one State were used to
inft,u ence those in other States. In cont iguous States "repeating" was easy and
common. By traveling from State to
S t ate one person could vote for presidenti~l elector s several times. This practice led to what were known as the
"pipelaying scandals" of 1840 and 1844,
when both the Democrats and Whigs
were accused of sending gangs of voters
across State lines . The frequency of such
election frauds created a popular demand
for a uniform national election day.
In 1845, a law was enact ed providing
that :
Th e elect ors of President and Vice President shall be appointed in each state on t he
Tuesday next after t he first Mon day in the
month of November of the year in which
they are to be appointed.
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The act of 1792 still required the electors to meet on the first Wednesday in
December, and in fixing a uniform day
Congress wished to make the time as
close as possible to 30 days before that
date. Public sentiment was opposed to
holding elections on Sunday or traveling
to the polls on that day. Therefore, it
was desirable to have one day intervene
between Sunday and election day because many voters lived far from the
polls, and in those days, it was often
necessary to start out the preceding day.
Since many voters would object to traveling on Sunday to go to the polls, Monday was excluded. The first Tuesday was
excluded because it might fall on the
first of the month and inconvenience
businessmen. The second Tuesday might
fall on the 14th, which would leave only
22 days between election day and the
meeting of the presidential electors. It
was discovered that the first Tuesday
after the first Monday in November, the
date already chosen in New York, therefore, would always place election day not
later than November 8 and always about
30 days before the meeting of the electors on the first Wednesday in December.
I might also add that the author of
the election bill of 1845 said in the debate on the subject that "public sentiment has appointed this time" because
harvesting is over by November and
winter weather has not yet made the
roads impassable. He objected to the
first Tuesday in November because it
"might in some cases be more than 30
days from the first Wednesday in December." The first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November was accordingly
accepted.
Mr. President, so it is apparent that
the original considerations in designating the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November as national election
day are no longer applicable, and should
not deter us from changing to Monday
now. The time for the meeting of presidential electors has been changed several times. And the time involved in
traveling to the polls is no longer enough
of a factor to require holding elections
on Tuesday to avoid traveling on Sunday.
By establishing a time for the simultaneous closing of all polls, this bill
would eliminate the possibility that predictions based on early returns from one
area may affect election results in areas
where the polls have not closed. There
has been increasing concern that computer projections of election results by
the electronic media influence the way
many votes are cast, and cause people
not to vote because they believe the outcome has already been decided.
Mr. President, solving this problem
through a uniform closing time for all
polls would be better than trying to restrict the flow of information about election returns. I don't think there is any
constitutional question about the power
of Congress to establish a uniform poll
closing time. Article II, section 3, gives
Congress the power to determine the
time of choosing the electors for President and Vice President. Article I, section 4, gives Congress power to regulate
the time, places. and manner of holding

elections for Senators and Representatives, and the Supreme Court has indicated this may apply to presidential
elections.
Under this bill, in Federal elections
all polls would close at the same Greenwich mean time across the Nation. They
would close at 11 p.m. eastern standard
time; 10 p.m. central standard time; 9
p.m. mountain standard time; 8 p.m.
Pacific standard time; 7 p.m. Yukon
standard time; 6 p.m. Alaska-Hawaii
standard itme; and 5 p.m. Bering standard time. Since this would require some
polls to close earlier than they have in
the past, all polls would be required to
stay open at least 12 hours.
Mr. President, the ideas of establishing a national holiday for Federal elections and providing for a uniform poll
closing time were endorsed by the National Governors Conference in 1966. I
ask unanimous consent that a copy of
the proposal and resolution of the Governors Conference in that regard be included in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the proposal
and resolution were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
A PROPOSAL To ESTABLISH A UNIFORM, SIMULTANEOUS, NATIONWIDE 24-HOUR VOTING DAY
IN YEARS OF FEDERAL ELECTIONS

Voting is the most important function in
a democracy. Yet, generally speaking, many
of our election customs are a throwback to
the days when it took hours and even days
to get to the polling booth. By a determined
avoidance of improvements we have done
little to ease--and much to impede-the voting process.
Among our archaic election customs is
adherence to Election Day itself, first designated in 1845 as "the Tuesday next after
the first Monday in November." This day
was chosen by Congress largely because public
sentiment was against traveling on Sunday
~ nd it was necessary to allow an entire day
and night for many voters to get to the
polls.
A second anachronism in the electoral process is the system of widely divergent hours
in which the polls are open across the country in federal elections. The polls in the
West are open many hours after they are
closed in the East. And opening and closing
hours vary, not only within time zones, but
also within individual states. The system
grew without much design or direction as
the nation expanded to the Pacific a,nd
through · four time zones. In our own time
we have seen the boundaries of electoral participation extended even furt her, from West
Quoddy in Maine to Attu in Alaska, across
six time zones.
In recent years technological progressp articularly in the area of computers and
communications-has
highlighted
the
archaic nature of our voting procedures. For
example, polling places have traditionally
closed early to allow time for counting the
votes, but today ballots can be tabulated in
a matter of seconds using computer systems.
And modern communications permit speedy
transmission of returns to collection centers.
Various proposals have been made to bring
election day procedures into line with 20th
century realities. One appears to meet the
test of equity, and of logic, and appears to
present no constitutional problems: A common, simultaneous, nationwide, voting day of
24 hours length for federal elections. There is
much to recommend that this day also be a
national holiday.
The advantages of such a uniform voting
period are many:
It would give every qualified voter in the
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nation the time and the opportunity to
vote.
A uniform 24-hour voting day would provide all voters with the identical real-time
hours in which to vote; and although the
polls would open at different hours in different time zones, the voters of every community in the nation could vote at whatever
local time of day or night that was most convenient for them.
It would relieve the pressure in urban and
suburban voting districts where long, slowmoving waiting lines have discouraged many
voters from casting ballots.
It would put an end to unsupported
speculations that reports from one area of
the country, with all its polls closed, can
affect voting in another area where they are
open.
Computers would enable a fast, accurate
tally of the national vote immediately after
the polls had closed, and thus do away with
the confusion and uncertainty generated by
delayed and partial returns.
No constitutional barrier exists to prevent
the Congress from instituting a universal, 24hour voting period. Indeed, Article I of the
Constitution specifically gives the Congress
the authority to make regulations concerning the holding of elections. Nor has anyone suggested that such a period would not
be in the best interests of the voter himself.
The only significant argument against it is
made in terms of expense.
Against this argument, consider that the
United States has the least impressive voting
record in federal elections of any democracy
in the world. In 1964, only 62 percent of
eligible Americans cast a ballot for one of the
Presidential candidates. In off-year congressional elections, the record is even worseless than 50 percent of Americans over 21
vote. In Europe, on the other hand, where
uniform, nationwide voting hours are common practice, the percentages range from
87 in Denmark to 72 in France. It is difficult
to defend the position that the most affiuent
democracy with the sorriest voting record
cannot afford to keep the polls open for a
few additional hours every two years.
Principle aside, there is no real evidence to
indicate that costs would rise unreasonably.
In recent years election costs have been dramatically reduced in some states through the
use of electronic voting systems. For example, Orange County in California spent
$235,869 on the June 2, 1964, primary, at
which 273,756 ballots were cast and tabulated without the electronic system. On General Election Day, 1964, Orange County used
an electronic system encompassing both the
voting and counting. The cost, with 416,136
vot es cast, was $118,428. The saving here was
$117,441-cutting the bill in half, even without allowing for the grea,tly increased number of votes cast. Actually, the cost per
ballot cast declined by over two-thirds, from
90 cents to 28 cents.
Looking ahead, we can anticipate additional savings through the use of the instruments and techniques which science has
made possible. In addition, urban polling
places may be able to operate on a more
efficient basis when voting is spread over a
24-hour period, while polling places in small
communities can close after the last registered voter has cast his ballot.
The need for election reforinS in many
areas is urgent: the Presidential campaign
period is too long; residency requirements
prevent Inillions of citizens in our mobile
population from casting a vote even in Presidential elections; much of the apparatus we
use for registering and counting votes was
contrived for another age.
But electoral procedures must be brought
into line with the realities of the 20th century. A start must be made. It is the conviction of this conference that a logical and
proper place to begin is with the most serious consideration of a biennial national vot-
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ing holiday during which the polls would be
open across the nation for a uniform period
of 24 hours.
A RESOLUTION
Whereas it is the sense of the National
Governors Conference that the most serious
consideration should be given to the proposition that in federal elections the electorate
would benefit from the establishment of a
"national voting holiday" during which the
polls would be open across the nation for a
uniform period of 24 hours-that is, regardless of time zone the polls would be open
simultaneously, and close simultaneously 24
hours later;
Be it resolved that the National Governors
Conference forward to the President of the
United States the respectful suggestion that
he initiate a study, by whatever means he
deems appropriate, of the feasibility of instituting a uniform, nationwide, 24-hour
voting period for federal elections, and its
designation as a biennial national holiday.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I think
the reforms suggested in this bill merit
our consideration. They are relatively
noncontroversial and would not be difficult to implement. I have chosen January 1, 1974, as the effective date for this
legislation in order to give the States
adequate time to enact implementing
legislation.
By Mr. MATHIAS (for himself and
Mr. RANDOLPH):
s. 1387. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to require the consent of the taxpayer concerned before a
person who prepares a taxpayer's income
tax return may use or disclose for other
purposes any information furnished for
the preparation of such returns. Referred
to the Committee on Finance.
CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED
FOR INCOME TAX RETURNS

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference, a bill to
amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to require the consent of the taxpayer concerned before a person who prepares the taxpayer's income tax return
may use or disclose for other purposes
any information furnished for the preparation of such return.
This legislation is prompted by new
developments with serious implications
for individual privacy. Growing numbers
of banks, department stores, and other
companies with large computer facilities
are offering tax-preparation services to
their customers and the general public.
Conversely, many income tax preparation firms and services are beginning to
move into other fields, such as the selling
of mutual funds, insurance, and other
financial services, and are using for these
marketing purposes the detailed knowledge of their customers gleaned in the
course of preparing income tax returns.
As reported in the Wiesenberger Financial Services newsletter of last August
12:
H & R Block, which started in the tax preparation business with a single Kansas City
office in 1955, had over 4,000 offices in operation during the past tax season through
which it was expected that fully 10% of the
nation's tax returns would pass. Growth and
earnings of the company (listed on the
NYSE) came from tax business receipts. However, shortly before this year's tax season, this
gra.ndaddy of all tax preparation firms an-

nounced its intention of putting its multimillion customer roster to new use, of forming a joint subsidiary with Pennsylvania. Life
Insurance Co. of Los Angeles to sell mutual
funds and insurance to tax clients.
Even financial service sales organizations
that have not set up their own tax return
preparation units or joined with existing ones
have been quick to realize the "gold" in the
detailed and pertinent individual information
such units gather in the course of their work.
Los Angeles' 210-bra.nch State and Federal
Computerized Income Tax Consultants reports, "We never intended to sell this information, but at least eight mutual fund
firms have offered to buy."
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services involved may be extremely helpful or desirable to individuals, and most
are certainly legitimate business propositions. I do believe, however, that the
taxpayer should know precisely what
other uses a tax-preparation firm intends
to make of its copy of his tax return. Further, I believe that the taxpayer should
have the opportunity to veto such other
uses if he so desires.
Accordingly, the legislation I am introducing today would require that any
Federal income tax return which is prepared by a person other than the taxpayer shall include an additional written declaration, under the penalties of
perjury, by the person preparing the
return, that eitherFirst, he has not used and will not use
any information by the taxpayer for any
purpose other than the preparation of
the tax return, and has not made and
will not make any such information
available to any other person for such
purpose, or, second, he has obtained valid
consent of the taxpayer to use such information for purposes other than the
preparation of the return or declaration,
or to make such information available to
another person or persons for such purposes.
The bill defines a valid consent form
as a separate document, signed by the
taxpayer, which is printed in 8-point
type or larger, or typed or written in letters of comparable size, and specifies the
information which may be used or made
available, and the purpose or purposes
for which it may be used or made available.
This provision is intended to insure
that the taxpayer, if he signs a consent
form, will know what he is ~igning. It is
intended to preclude tax preparation
services from including some type of
blanket consent statement in small print
in what may appear to the taxpayer to
be a standard tax preparation contract
agreement or bill.
Mr. President, I am indebted to Mr.
DonaldS. Grubbs, Jr., of Baltimore, for
calling this problem to my attention and
recommending legislation very similar to
that which I introduce today.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD the article to
which I have referred.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

Mr. President, it has been estimated
that of the approximately 75 million individual and joint Federal income tax
returns filed last year, nearly half were
prepared by someone other than the taxpayer himself. In some cases assistance
may have been provided by a relative or
friend, or by a neighborhood lawyer or
accountant. But in more and more instance, harried taxpayers are seeking
the help of large organizations which
offer, for a fee, to transform the individual's raw financial data into a finished
tax return, often with the aid of a computer.
Federal law, of course, places the stamp
of strict confidentiality on Federal tax
returns once they have been submitted to
the Internal Revenue Service. Knowing
this, many, if not most taxpayers, assume
that the same information is equally confidential when it is in the hands or files
of a tax preparation service. Such an assumption is natural but quite naive.
There are, in fact, no Federal laws restricting in any way the uses which such
services may make of the financial information entrusted to them for tax
preparation purposes.
As businesses explore the full range
of marketing possibilities which automation has opened to them, the individual
who seeks professional help with his income tax may find himself receiving,
along with his finished tax return, offers
of investment counseling, insurance,
credit loans, and other financial services,
attractively tailored to fit his personal
economic situation. He may discover long
after April15 that his name and financial
history have been sold, as part of a massive mailing list, to a mutual fund, a
bank, an insurance company, or other
organization.
In short, the taxpayer may discover
that by the innocent act of seeking in- INCOME TAX PREPARATION CENTERS SPIN OFF
come tax assistance, he has delivered up
FlNANCL'\L SERVICES PROSPECTS IN 100,000
the most intimate details of his financial
LOTS. IN SEEKING APRIL 15 HEADACHE REposition into the burgeoning national
LIEF, THEY SCREEN THEMSELVES AS POTENTIAL CLIENTS FOR MUTUAL FuNDS, INSURnetwork of computers which already
ANCE, MONEY MANAGEMENT
hold, trade, sell, and analyze far too
In what amounts to a. stampede, financial
much information about individual
services
and commercial organizations
Americans.
jumped into the business of helping the
To me it is both ludicrous and alarm- small
man prepare his annual income tax
ing to have the Internal Revenue Service report during the season just past. The atholding a tax return in the strictest se- traction: Tax preparation fees garnered (gencrecy while private firms are shipping erally less than $20 per return) are often of
and selling the same information all over secondary interest; but substantial addithe country without the taxpayer's tional fees, commissions or what-not can be
up in the subsequent sales (of everyknowledge or consent. Yet, this is all too turned
thing from auto loans to mutual fund withpossible today.
drawal plans) that the income-tax contacts
It is not my intent today to place an make possible.
absolute prohibition on the use of tax
One service, at least, that's selling well:
return information for other purposes Approximately 75 million U.S. income tax
by private firms. Some of the financial returns and half that number in state and
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city returns were filed this year; and in recent years their growing complexity have led
to nearly half of them being prepared by
someone other than the taxpayer himself.
THOUSANDS OF "BLUEPRINTS" FOR FUTURE
SALES

While some service organizations such as
Automated Tax Corporation, Mineola, N.Y.,
made the move in to tax preparation service
for the obvious reason-the fees the taxpayer pays for this help-many others, while
doing the job and taking the fees, have their
eye on bigger game.
One such, Benevest, Inc., San Francisco,
a subsidiary of Beneficial Finance Co., set up
an organ1z81tion that in this first season processed 100,000 applicants for tax preparation,
accepting preparation of returns for 40,000.
Its aim: To subsequently contact these 40,000
pre-qualified prospects, about which detailed
financial information was now known, for
sale of life insurance and several brands of
mutual funds. Approach, presentation and
product pushed can be pre-tailored for each
according to known individual needs and
circumstances.
Pay dirt seen in the records of established
tax preparers, too: H & R Block started in
the tax preparation business with a single
Kansas City office in 1955, had over 4,000
offices in operation during the past tax season through which it was expected that fully
10% of the nation's tax returns woUld pass.
Growth and earnings of the company {listed
on the NYSE) came from tax-business receipts. However, shortly before this year's
tax season, this gTandaddy of all tax preparation firms announced its intention of putting its multi-Inillion customer roster to
new use, of forming a joint subsidiary with
Pennsylvania Life Insurance Co. of Los Angeles to sell mutual funds and insurance to
tax clients.
Even financial service sales organizations
that have not set up their own tax return
preparation units or joined with existing
ones have been quick to realize the "gold"
in the detailed and pertinent individual information such units gather in the course
of their work. Los Angeles' 210-branch State
and Federal Computerized Income Tax Consultants reports, "We never intended to sell
this information, but at least eight mutual
fund firms have offered to buy."
TRAFFIC, NOT FEES, EXCITES THE BANKS

Two years ago, First National City Bank
of New York became the first bank to explore
the possibility of offering income tax returns
prepared by computer, establishing a pllot
project on New York's Staten Island.
On finding the service successful in building business also for the 22 other services
the bank offered, it contracted with Tax
Corporation of America, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
to use its computer, and this year established
income tax service in 81 other branches.
Scores of other banks across the country
went into the business of preparing income
tax returns at the same time.
Gary D. Ritter, president of Digitax, Inc.,
New York City, a company that makes it possible for others, including banks, to go into
the computerized income tax service business,
notes that banks, too, tend to see tax preparation service as a means, rather than an end
in itself: "They see it much more as a vehicle
for getting into other business, getting traffic,
than for being profitable per se from the actual preparation of returns."
{When it comes to banks as tax preparers,
there may be a cross-current to the comfortable feeling of the preparer being on your
side. An after-tax-season opinion expressed
in one big-city bank interviewed was to the
effect that "People still feel a bank is an
arm of the government--iron gr1lles, marble
floors and all that.")
A READY-TO-USE TAX SERVICE-HOW rr WORKS
Dlgitax operates on a oo-the-trade bas4s,
lnltially supplying forms, promotional ma-

terial and tax-preparation training materials
to subscribing retaUers at no cost. {A service
agreement calling for a minimum of $200
business a season is required-20 cases subInitted at a $10-per-case charge to the retaning organization which sets its own prices.)
The reta.Uer {tax preparer) obtains necessary income and financial information from
his client, transferring it to a specially designed input form, four 2-column worksheets. Information on the form, sent to the
Digitax computer, is digested and translated
into triplicate printouts of the taxpayer's return, then returned to the pre parer.
Says Ritter about what it takes under the
system to become an expert tax preparer,
"Our experience has shown that it is not difficult to educate and train a lay person who
has some business experience in extracting
the proper information for the preparation
of income tax returns."
SEES POTENTIAL AT BROKERS-DEALERS LEVEL

While the D1g1tax marketing thrust for retallers has so far been confined to members
of the more historic professions, Ritter indicates that he feels broker-dealers could benefit from the local prescreened pro.spects they
could generate from offering such a service
in their own communities, has plans for pre'71 marketing efforts in this area.
"The preparer•s computer-input forms are
an ideal tool in terms of financial information for a prospective insuror or a person representing mutual funds," says Ritter. "All the
information that is gathered by us, the
wholesaler, is of course held in strictest confidence, but what the tax preparer does with
the information he gathers is up to him."
THE $15 MILLION INSTANT REFUND CAPER

In the 1970 rush to get into the income
tax preparation business Montgomery Ward
prepared returns in 135 of its stores, sears,
Roebuck in 88; Long Island's Teletax Systems
took tax information by phone, and one auto
dealer offered tax preparation as a free accessory with every new Datsun bought from
him. But perhaps the most flamboyant
large-scale tax preparation operation begun
was that of the nationwide Beneficial Finance Co., set up for its trial run in California where flamboyant operations are the
rule as much as the exception.
"Instant

Refunil!'-within

a

week:

Through a tax-preparation subsidiary, Benevest, Inc., San Francisco, the company offered
to replace refunds found to be due with its
own check in the amount due, and immediately, for clients who would come into any
of 80 Benevest store-front omces between
Jan. 15 and April 15 to have their state and
federal income tax returns prepared. Refunds were paid at the time the Benevest
customer paid his second visit to the office to
pick up and sign his completed, computer
figured tax forms-usually within a week.
To get his instant refund (and the Benevest chain paid out $15 million in such during the past season) a customer was required
only to agree to sign over to Benevest his
California and/or Federal tax refund check
within five days after he received it. What's
more, his acceptance of a Benevest "instant
refund" did not carry with it any obligation
on him for payment of interest on it regardless of whether it might take Uncle Sam or
Uncle Cal six weeks or six months to forward their refunds to him {a concept one
might think to be rather foreign to Beneficial
Finance tennets.)
Refund magic was held out also to those
prospects who hadn't really counted themselves among the chosen. Benevest literature
advised them, "Even if you don't expect a
refund, you may be 1n for a pleasant surprise this year. The Benevest system is so
thorough, that many people take legal deductions they've never taken before-and
end up getting a check instead of writing
one."
How refund-payout losses were controlled:
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The Benevest entry into the field was made
on a crash basis. Within a period of two
months the company located, leased, opened
and furnished 80 offices, hired 320 full time
people to man them. Come tax time, heavy
advertising brought inquiries from 100,000
potential, refund-minded clients.
It was essential in order to avoid "skips"
who Inight feel they could hang onto their
government refund check as well as Benevest's that a fast credit screening be applied,
since a Benevest check could be issued within
five days of the first contact with the client.
A scoring system based on-Do you have
telephone? How long have you been working? etc.-initially eliminated 20,000 inquirers over the telephone, then 40,000 of theremainder in the office.
Of the 40,000 left for whom tax returns
were prepared, according to John M. Croxall,
Benevest president, 80% had a refund coming; average refund, $500; lowest, $3;
highest, $9,244. Ninety percent of those who
got Benevest "refunds" later sent their government refund checks to Benevest as soon
as they got them; 10% had to be followed
up.
Six percent of the total and drawn from
this later group paid up with a little prodding, leaving 4% of the total to be turned
over for professional follow up. Croxall estimates losses within this 4% are leveling out
at 1¥2 %, a figure within the range allowed
for. Both interest costs to Benevest for money
tied up in payouts and its losses on paychecks are figured by the company as part
of sales promotion.
Among non-paybacks. clients have been
found to have died, gone to jail, moved overseas. Croxall notes that two of the collection
problems that arose stemmed from (1) the
government deducting back taxes and penalties for same from the anticipated refund
in checks returned to clients this year and
{2) the fact that in California 3% of the
people move every month-that's 36% of
them each year, some several times a year.
What "instant refund" did tax-return busi-

ness itself: Benevest•s 40,000 returns prepared were largely of the simplified type-no
extra income reported or business deductions
such as Schedule C-drawn from middle income {$8,00()-$20,000) people. Croxall reports the average charge was $26 on b1111ng
ranging from $12 to $40. More complex returns were routed through another system:
average charge, $80.
Tax-return business seen as only phase 1
of a larger plan: Croxall sees Benevest as filling the more continuous financial needs ot
the $8,000-$20,000 cilent, once his annual income tax return has been taken care of.
"The rich have their consultants. The average family needs a financial center where
someone can put its estate into perspective
and recommend long-range objectives. Our
big job is to help the man in the middle
income bracket know where he is now, where
he wants to go, and how to get there.
"The income tax preparation basically is
a part of an overall one-stop financial planning service. It's a great prospecting tool because one of the basic principles of prospecting is to meet another person ~der favorable circumstances, which we do in preparing
his income tax return. The natural sequence
that follows is for him to become a complete
client."
Benevest plans for the 320 tax preparers
it hired into its California offices were for
each to carry on subsequent sales of life insurance and mutual funds to the same individuals who came to them as tax preparation clients. The preparers were provided
with a profile (financial analysis sheet) that
they offer to complete for each client as a
service.
The client is first told about it when he
comes in with his original income information. He is then told when he comes in to
collect his completed return that he wlll be
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contacted after tax season for an appointment to complete it.
At this first after-season appointment information is gathered from the client, and a
profile is later completed. At still another
profile-review meeting the completed profile is discussed and accompanying financial
recommendations are made to the client.
"It takes an hour-and-a-half to do a profile," Croxall notes, "and we found that by
doing this profile the salesman gets involved
with the person, his needs and his wants. As
a result, the person feels that involvement, and our chances for getting a complete sale from this person is far greater than
just going out and trying to sell mutual
funds or insurance."
In recruiting its tax preparer-salesmen,
Benevest ran employment ads indicating they
could expect to earn $1,500 a month in commissions. Company expectations were that
the tax service would bring a. man $5,000 or
$6,000, tiding him over until commission
income took over.
Unfortunately, tax time and tide wait for
no plan: As a. result of the "crash" nature of

its entry into the field, most of the salesmen
Benevest hired came in with neither insurance nor mutual fund background. And there
was time before the tax rush to do little more
than train them in tax procedures. Too late
for "instant follow up" to follow "instant
refund" as hoped, the company had to
undertake another after-season crash program instead-this time to license its new
people in sales of insurance and mutual
funds.
The company is still in the process of training and trimming, and its men have only
recently gotten their starts with client profiles and profile reviews.
AN UNMANNED PIPELINE TO THE COMPUTER

Perhaps a major drawing card new companies and financial services organizations
coming into the tax return field can show
their prospects is the computer; there's a
consensus among many that nervous taxpayers seem to feel more comfortable with an
"institutional" sendoff behind their annual
offering to Uncle Sam's computers-preferably with a computer on their side.
A Minneapolis computer software company,
Systems, Inc., made it possible this year for
numerous banks (such as Chase Manhattan
in New York with 150 branches) and retail
outlets (such as Carson Pirie Scott in Chicago) to offer their thousands of customers
computer-calculated and imprinted income
tax returns while at the same time by-passing
the personnel and space draining personal
interview.

The company's product, Tax-Pak, is a set
of nine folders labeled "income", sale of property", etc., passed over the counter to taxpayers $2.50. At home, the customer fills in
basic information on the front of each folder
and inserts records in appropriate folders. He
returns the set of sealed folders to the outlet
where they were purchased; they are forwarded from there for processing; and the
computer-prepared tax returns with appropriate schedules are routed back to the outlet
within seven days. The customer then picks
up his duplicate tax returns and mails a set
to IRS.
David Buck, formers Vice President-Marketing for Fiscal Systems and now head of
David Buck Associates estimates his in-house
processing time per return to average a halfhour, the average fee charged the customer
at the retail end to be $17.
Describing advantages of Tax-Pak to sponsoring companies, Buck says, "You get a
chance to do a job without involving your
own personnel, without involving your own
equipment, your own facilities. You get a
chance to do that job with profit. Finally, and
not the least important, you get a chance to
really sit down with those people that you
want as your customers and find out every
last thing about that customer financially."

But what about lack of hand-holding in
the Tax-Pak system? Isn't that what customers want? Seemingly the giant of the in-

dustry, H & R Block, believes so; tax preparation is almost 100% a face-to-face matter
with them. Buck, on the other hand, negates
the therapeutic value of the typical tax preparer, and shows a not inconsiderable amount
of fresh 1970 tax-return business to back up
the impersonal approach. The tax preparer
is often, says Buck, "a fellow whose expertise
consists of a course on the 1040 in November, and who could well be dead tired from
nothing to eat but apples, sour coffee and
sandwiches."

ByMr.MONDALE:
S. 1388. A bill to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to carry a special
research program on wild rice. Referred
to the Committee on Agriculture and
Forestry.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, today I
am introducing legislation which will
authorize the Department of Agriculture
to spend $2 million over the next 10 years
to conduct a research program for wild
rice. In the past, various appropriations
have been made by the Federal Government and some private investors for this
purpose, but what is really needed to develop the full potential of this important
crop is enough money and enough direction to conduct a long-term, steadily
funded research project. The research
would boost the economies of Michigan
Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The agricul~
ture experiment station at the St. Paul
campus of the University of Minnesota
has been carrying out some research for
the past few years, mostly in the development of an improved strain. Because
nearly 60 percent of the world's wild rice
harvest comes from the Indian Lake area
of Minnesota, I hope that this area will
benefit proportionately from fUilds allocated.
By way of background, wild rice has
been harvested primarily by Indians who
used their harvest as a staple food. The
natural stands today are located on Indian land. According to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, there are nearly 10,744
acres of wild rice producing areas on
wild rice tribal lands in Minnesota.
Though annual production varies dramatically, in 1967, 1% million pounds
were harvested from two reservations
alone. In Minnesota harvesting on the
tribal lands is restricted to Indian labor.
In 1968, 18,805 people harvested wild rice
with an average per capita income for
rice harvesters in Minnesota at about
$88. There is also a ban against the use
of mechanical harvesting equipment in
the natural stands.
Retail prices of wild rice have fluctuated from $3.25 a pound in the mid1950's to $15 a pound in 1966. Currently
it is selling for over $5 a pound retail. The
market is growing, and with a more controlled harvest could be increased still
more. Wild rice mixes, frozen pouches,
and casseroles are expected to increase
demand and expose steadily.
But production of wild rice is hampered by some severe problems and there
has been no way to date to assure the size
of an annual crop. Shattering of the seed
head, the wild rice worm, fungus conditions, crowding by other lake plant life,
and consumption by wildlife. Wild rice
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ripens gradually over a period of 10 days,
the ripening progressing from the top
downward. As the top grains ripen, they
"shatter or fall into the water. Each plant
must be harvested several times to hold
shattering losses to a minimum. As it is,
in the natural stands where harvesting is
done by hand only 5 to 10 percent of the
rice is recovered. Some work has been
done to perfect a noshattering seed, but
the seed successfully produced is not yet
available for common use. Scientists at
the University of Minnesota estimate
that it may take at least 10 years to develop a proven nonshattering seed for
wide distribution. There is also not
enough knowledge about the wild rice
worm or the smut which affects the crops.
These are problems which will also have
to receive research attention.
The end which scientists and rice growers are looking for is a successful predictable, and profitable cultivated annual
green rice crop. There is a growing demand for the rice. It is nutritious and the
exposure the crop is getting through
major processed food companies are
making it more popular. But the inability of producers to assure a sizable crop
year after year has kept sales low.
Some companies are moving toward
paddy production. In paddies mechanical
harvesting equipment can be used and
rather than the 4 to 10 percent yield from
harvesting, 30 to 40 percent of the grain
can be gathered by machine. Successful
experiments in paddy growing in the past
3 years have widely increased interest
and enthusiasm for possibilities in the
profitable production of green rice. Many
Indians who have opposed paddy cultivation in the past as a threat to their
economy are now looking more favorably
to a more controlled harvest. There are
thousands of acres which could be developed for paddy rice if the proper research is funded. The diseases which
presently bother natural stands could become more severe problems as stands are
heavier and fertility is higher. Successful production of green rice is dependent
on specific water chemical and water
level and flow conditions. Obviously when
raising the crop tables on a more artificial nature, these water factors will have
to be thoroughly researched. New
harvesting equipment will have to be
developed and processing plants will have
to be established with careful attention
to storage and effective commercial distribution. Of course, hand in hand with
an increased ability to produce will come
needs for promotion efforts.
Research can open new acres to production and increase production three
to four fold. It can assure a stqble crop
and increased commercial sales. The possibilities for more employment and a rise
in per capita income for those involved
in a wider green rice production and a
better life for the Indians of the areas
involved more than justify the request
for $2 million for research.
By Mr. MONDALE (for himself
and Mr. BROOKE):
S. 1389. A bill to promote the foreign
policy and best interests of the United
States by authorizing the President to
negotiate a commercial agreement including a provision for most-favored-
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nation status with Romania. Referred to
the Committee on Finance.
THE ROMANIAN TRADE ACT OF 1971

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President. since
1949, the United States has pursued a
policy designed to prevent trade with
Communist nations from threatening in
any way the security or national interest
of the United States.
We are still pursuing this basic policy,
most notably in our export controls
which prohibit the export of U.S. goods
or technology which could contribute to
the military potential of Communist nations or in any other way be contrary to
the national interest of the United
States.
But in addition to policies, laws, and
regulations such as these, we also carry
on our books a number of other provisions which, if they ever indeed contributed to our national interest and/or
military security, do not do so today.
Some of these restrictions, in fact. seem
actually to be ccunterprJductive, contributing to nothing but the economic
benefit of our Western competitors and
the continued economic and political
domination of East Europe by the Soviet
Union.
One such policy-surely the most damaging symbol of irrational hostility toward the East-is the denial of mostfavored-nation treatment to all nations
of Eastern Europe except for Yugoslavia
and Poland.
The effect of such a denial is to impose
upon the products of the rest of East Europe the old Smoot-Hawley tariff rates.
Given such extraordinary discrimination
against their products, there is little hope
for any major expansion of peaceful,
nonstrategic trade in East Europe-the
fastest growing market in the world. For,
aside from the great political damage
rendered by such discrimination, the inability to sell goods to us severely limits
the amount of goods they can buy from
us, and places an unnatural and irrational limit upon trade in peaceful, nonstrategic goods.
I say "unnatural and irrational" because the discrimination against imports
from the East European countries makes
neither economic nor political sense.
The denial of most favored nation in
no way contributes to our national security. All goods bound for East Europe
must be licensed, and the presence or
absence of most favored nation adds absolutely nothing to this protection.
Nor does it have any significant economic effort on the nations of East Europe. The denial of most favored nation
status, in fact, keeps nothing from the
East Europeans which cannot otherwise
find its way there from the West-legally
and with full concurrence of our Government. All this denial does is to prevent the East Europeans from earning
the necessary dollars with which to become customers of U.S. exports in peaceful, nonstrategic goods. It is one more
explanation why in 1969, with some 16

Italy, ~ranee, Great Britain, Yugoslavia,
India, Egypt, Finland, Japan, Austria,
and Sweden.
Nor, should I add, doe3 the denial of
most favored nation make sense in terms
of the products against which it most
discriminates. If we had reason, for example, to raise special tariffs against certain products from the East European
countries, then such tariffs should be imposed with some semblance of precision
and reason. I do not happen to think that
such discriminatory tariffs should be necessary as long as we have basic protection
against dumping and foreign export subsidies. But the denial of most favored
nation across the board imposes a totally
capricious set of discriminatory tariffs
upon the products of these nations, unrelated to specific products or to any coherent economic or trade policy.
Mr. Harold Scott, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Commerce for Domestic and
International Business and Director of
the Bureau of International Commerce
recently visited East Europe and had this
summary comment to make on the most
favored nation problem:
The lack of MFN treatment to all East European countries except Poland is the most
discussed major problem. To a degree, this
deterrent while real also is partly psychological. There is a strong feeling among East Europeans that the lack of MFN is a form of
punishment. Importers not only pay a higher
duty but view such treatment as a symbol of
the "unwelcome mat." One of the major purposes of our Mission was an examination,
product by product and country by country,
of export potantia.l to the United States. Indeed there were many specific product areas
where the lack of MFN removed all possibilities. There were, however, many of their
products with some U.S. potential, despite
the lack of MFN, that had not been aggressively promoted. One can speculate that occasionally the lack of MFN represents a warm
security blanket under which Eastern European export enterprises can quite easily
hide their lethargy. It is safe and practical
to conclude that trade relations will not
grow ra-pidly until the MFN problem is resolved. It is equally sound to conclude that
East European countries have specific trade
opportunities in the United States today
with the existing tari1f structure that they
are not exploiting to maximum potential. We
in Commerce hope to be helpful in this area
in the months ahead, for we believe that
political awareness of the MFN problem can
be heightened by trading actively with consequent agitation by the business community for even broader trade which would result with MFN.

Actually, we do give most favored nation status to two East European countries: Yugoslavia and Poland. We also
grant these two nations special treat·
ment in our export control regulations,
Yugoslavia being considered as "West
Europe" for such regulations, and
Poland-along with Romania-being
given preferential treatment over all the
rest of the East European countries.
What I am proposing-today, Mr. President, is that the President of the United
States be given authority to negotiate

grant "most favored nation" status at
least to that nation which seems to be
in fact, "most favored" in the eyes of
our Government.
In the summer of 1969, after Mr. Nixon
concluded his most successful visit to
Romania, he and President Nicole
~eausescu issued a joint statement readmg:
The two heads of state devoted particular
attention also to the economic relations between their countries. While noting the upward trend which these relations have displayed in recent years they also agreed on
the need in the interests of both countries
to develop and diversify the economic ties
between the United States and Romania
In this connection it was agreed to look
for new ways of realizing the potentialities
which this important field offers.

In the President's recent foreign policy
message he declared:
There are difflcultles, which we recognize
attending close political relations betwee~
Eastern European nations and the United
States. But within these limits there are
opportunities for economic, scientific and
technological contact which we are prepared
to broaden on the basis of mutual benefits.
Our trade with Romania doubled in 1970
We extended credits for the purchase of
agricultural commodities and liberalized
certain export controls for her benefit. We
expanded educational and cultural exchanges
and responded with immediate relief in
medical supplies, foodstuffs, and other
emergency needs when Romania suffered
a disastrous fiood in 1970.
Romania and Yugoslavia have indicated by
their policies a desire for cordial relations
with the United States on the basis of reciprocity. Our relations have continued to
improve because the pace and scope is determined in the first instance by them. we
are responsive, and other countries in Eastern Eurepe who desire better relations with
us Will find us responsive as well. Reconciliation in Europe is in the interest of peace.

Mr. President, surely the foreign policy
as ~ell as the economic interests of the
Umted States can be furthered by granting ~ost-favored-nation status to Romarua.
In the first three quarters of last year
~e exported $46,218,000 to Romania and
rmported from that nation $10,019,000for a more than 4.1 trade surplus. Our exports to Romania last year will be at least
t:iple the 1968 figure of $16,680,000signs of a great growth potential. I ask
that a table showing totaJ. exports to and
from Romania be included at this point
in my testimony.
There being no objection, the table was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
QUARTERLY REPORT UNDER EXPORT
ADMINISTRATION ACT
TABLE 7 E.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH PRINCIPAL
COUNTRIES OF EASTERN EUROPE, 1968, 1969, AND
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER 1970

[Value in thousands of dollars)
Jan.Commodity

Sept

percent of total world trade, the United

a commercial agreement with Romania,

$249 million out of a total of over $8 billion. In the fastest growing market in the

granted us and in our national interest.

TRADE WITH ROMANIA
Exports, totaL _____________ 16, 679 32, 394

46, 218

This bill cosponsored by the Senator
from Massachusetts <Mr. BROOKE) would

Food,beverages,andtobacco ______
494 1175
Nonfat dry milk ________________ _____ _____ ___'

4,036
1, 060

States enjoyed only 3 percent of the total extending most forward nation, to that
trade between the East and the West- nation in return for equivalent benefits
world, we lag behind West Germany,
CXVII--524--Part 7

1968

1969

1970
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TABLE E.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH PRINCIPAL
COUNTRIES OF EASTERN EUROPE, 1968, 1969, AND
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER 1970--Continued
(Value in thousands of dollars)

Commodity

1968

1969

Jan.Sept.
1970

WheaL •. _________________ ----- --- ____ ------_____ 2, 237
Barley____ ------ ____ ---------------- --------~~~
Vegetables, fresh or dried _________________ _
283
Soybean oilcake and meaL________
479
787 -------Crude materials__________________ 2, 584 4, 960 12,647
Cattle hides, undressed____________
570 3, 091
2, 930
Rubber, synthetic_________________
87
196
171
Woodpulp, chemical, dissolving
grades______________ _______ ____ 1, 916 1, 514
1, 636
Wood pulp, chemical, except dissolving grades_______ ------ __ ------------ __ --- __
216
Cotton, raw, except linters. ___ ---- ____ _----- ______ - 5, 732
Seeds for planting_______________
7
6
903
Mineral fuels and related materials.
966 4, 089 13,910
BituminouscoaL_ ___________ _____
953
891
1, 380
Coke of coal, lignite, or peat_ ______________ 3,192 12,499
Chemicals ______ ___ ______________ 1,197 1,141
478
Pesticides and synthetic organic
agricultural chemicals___________
556
303
93
Organic chemicals, other_____ ______
18
348
49
Polymerization plastic materials____
160
164
128
Insecticides, fungicides, herbicides,
(1)
and disinfectants_______________
88 -------Chemicals, other______________ __ __
376
326
207
Manufactures classified chiefly by
materiaL ___ __________ _______ __ 2, 610 10,576 10,124
Patent leather, parchment-dressed,
and metallized leather__________
313 ---------------Ferromanganese _____ -- •• -- ••• -------------------922
Ferroalloys and spiegeleisen, except
ferromanganese-----------------------210
1, 051
Iron or steel plates and sheets, uncoated_________________________ 1,898 6,656
5, 710
Iron or steel plates and sheets,
coated, except tin plate__________________ 1,846
793
Oil pipe of iron or steeL__________
79
736 -------Iron or steel pipes and tubes, other
than cast-iron pipe or oil pipe ___ _
653 -------Iron or steel tubes, pipes, and
fittings, other•. ___ _• __ ---------.
5
3
1, 062
194
Drill bits, percussion bits, and parts_
148
306
Metal manufactures, other_________
82
11
29
Manufacturers classified chiefly by
material, other ___ -------------85
154
362
Nonelectric machinery_____________ 6, 913 8, 783
3, 053
Steam generating power boilers and
parts________ ._________________
503
698
274
Harvesting machines______________
200
13 -------Machinery for mowing, haying, and
crop preparation________________
276
299
2
Electronic computers, including
process control computers_______
346 ---------------Statistical machines used with
punched cards or tape___________
105
612
61
Gnnding and polishing machines,
40
92
metalworking _____ ------------247
Punching and shearing machines,
metalworking__________________________ 1,418 -------Presses metalworking_____________
135
7 -------Gas-operated weld in~ and similar
metalworking appliances_________
499
914 -------Grain milling machinery___________
70
413
287
Power cranes, draglines, and
246
11
shovels, excavator type ••.•• ----8
Boring, mining, and well-drilling
machinery __________ ----------351
167
29
Glassworking machinery ___________ 2,415
488
609
Furnaces, burners, ovens, and
kilns, except metalworking_______
213
305
50
Refrigerators and refrigerating
equipment, except domestic ___ __ _
45
111
140
Machines for treating foods with
heat or cold________ ____ ________
378
239
19
Pumps for liquids_________________
171
71
6
Air and gas compressors, except
refrigeration type_______________
321
85
323
Machine tools, parts, and accessories, mineral working _________ _
259
33
Machine tools, parts, and accessories, woodworking____________
55 1, 400
15
1
950
~~~~~r~~~c~\~ceh~n:~ ~~~~rriiius::: ~~ '
846
Single sideband high frequency
transceivers ••... __________ •• --.
108 --- _.. ___ •• __ • __
Electronic navigational aids________
24
271
22
Electronic search and detection
apparatus, including radar _____ ._
93 ------ -- -------Telecommunications apparatus,
other_______________________ --.
89
10
2
Geophysical and mineral prospecting instruments ________________ _
40
159
499
Bectric instruments for measuring
or controlling nonelectric quantities, other____________________
164
42
26
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Commodity

1968

1969

Jan.Sept.
1970

Bectric machinery and apparatus,
other_______________ ___________
263
420
296
Transport equipment______________
137
67
641
Power cranes and shovels, wheel
or truck mounted_ _____ ____ ___________________ __
630
Special purpose vehicles, except
power cranes and other excavating or drilling type equipment._________________________
118
55 -------Miscellaneous manufactured
articles _______ _______ _________ _
927
583
349
Instruments for physical or chemical analysis____________________
83
75
23
Parts for scientific, measuring, or
controlling instruments__________
192
257
83
Scientific, measuring, and controlling instruments, other_______
112
39
49
Photographic prints_______________
348
1 -------Miscellaneous manufactured
articles, other__________________
192
211
194
Other domestic exports____________
20
34
70
Reexports____ ____ ________________
51
84
66
Imports, totaL_____________ 5, 553

7, 966

10,019

Food, beverages, and tobacco______
Cheese__ ______________________ __
Fruit, dried______________________
Paprika _______________ ____ _______
Coriander.. _________ _____ ________

887
767
474
685
537
345
57
41
46
52 _____ ______ ____ _
60
42
32

~~~~e o~ha~~rfals~~================

5~~

118

3~j

Poppyseed_ ______________________
410649
110910
11:03
Feathers and down, crude ________ _
Crude materials, other.. •••• • ______
27
90
25
Mineral fuels and related materials__
848 2, 708
4,143
Distillate fuel oils______________________ ___
87
96
Residual fuel oils_________________
848 2, 621
4, 047
Chemicals_______________________
31
165
1, 362
Benzene •. ____ ._._ . _____ -------- __ ------147
102
Toluene ___ . _____ ---------------- --- ----------___
336
Xylene. _________ • _________ ------ - ----_-------___
660
Organic chemicals, other __ .----------------------238
Manufactures classified chiefly
by materiaL___________________
679
832
899
Wood manufactures, except
furniture_______________________
60
75
91
Cotton fabrics, woven_____________________________
198
Textile fabrics, woven, except
cotton_________________________
25
87
43
Made-up textile articles___________
98
225
100
Carpets, carpeting, and rugs_______
81
90
81
Drawn or blown glass, unworked___
224
135
132
Glassware________________________
185
210
243
Nonelectric machinery __ ---------91
6 -------Knitting machines______ __ ____ ____
57 ---------------Electric machinery and apparatus___
3
(1~ ::::::::

~~~~~~e~~~i~~~~f~cfureifiiiticles~-"2:366- z. 978

Bentwood furniture and parts______
164
Chairs of wood, other than of
bentwood __ -------------------505
Furniture, other-----------------108
Clothing_-----------------------88
Footwear________________________ 1, 171
Stamps ___ ----------------------209
Baskets, handbags, and other
plaiting material articles ________ _
61
Miscellaneous manufactured
articles, other_ ________________ _
61
66
Other imports
Returned
goods------------------__________________ _
36

176

2, 802
172

470
120

489
180

1, 188
169

.806
152

58

57

114
198
178

91
31
6

682

855

March 2.9, 1971

commercial benefits to the United
states.
Mr. President, I think that enactment
of this legislation would be sound economics and sound foreign policy, furthering not only the commercial returns
from expanded trade, but the political
returns from closer ties to this key nation
of East Europe. I ask that the full text
of this bill, the Romanian Trade Act of
1971, be printed at this point in the REcORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s. 1389
A bill to promote the foreign policy and best
interests of the United States by authorizing the President to negotiate a commercial agreement including a provision for
Most-Favored-Nation status With Romania

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SHORT TITLE

SEc. 101. This Act may be cited as the
"Romanian Trade Act of 1971".
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

SEc. 102. The purposes of this Act are{a) to maintain United States objectives in
bullding a peaceful, democratic world;
(b) to promote constructive relations With
Romania and to provide a framework helpful
to private United States firms conducting
business relations in Romania by instituting
regular government-to-government negotiations concerning commercial and other
matters of mutual interest; and
(c) to increase peaceful trade and related
contacts between the United States and
Romania, and as assistance in meeting United
States balance-of-payments problems, to expand markets for products of the United
States in Romania by creating similar opportunities for the products of Romania to compete in United States markets on a nondiscriminatory basis.
AUTHORITY

To ENTER INTO COMMERCIAL
AGREEMENTS

SEc. 103. The President may make commercial agreements with Romania providing
Most-Favored-Nation treatment to the products of Romania whenever he determines
that such agreements( a) Will promote the purposes of this Act,
{b) are in the national interest, and
(c) will result in benefits to the United
States equivalent to those provided by the
agreement to the other party.

1 From the 4th Quarter 1970 Quarterly Report on Export
Control, U.S. Department of Commerce, Feb. 22, 1971.

BENEFITS TO BE PROVIDED BY COMMERCIAL
AGREEMENTS

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, it is
obvious, in spite of this growth in trade,
that Romania, with precious few dollar
holdings and almost no way to earn them
in this country, cannot continue to maintain such a deficit in her accounts with
the United States.
A country cannot buy if it cannot also
sell. And we cannot sell if we do not also
buy.
I must point out that most favored
nation is not a concession to be given

SEc. 104. The benefits to the United States
to be obtained in or in conjunction with a
commercial agreement made under this Act
may be of the folloWing kind, but need not
be restricted thereto:
(a) satisfactory arrangements for the protection of industrial rights and processes;
(b) satisfactory arrangements for the settlement of commercial differences and disputes;
(c) arrangements for establishing or expansion of United States trade and tourist
promotion offices, for facilitation of such efforts as the trade promotion activities of

without compensation. The Romanian United States commercial officers, participa-

Trade Act of 1971 does not require the tion in trade fairs and exhibits, the sending
President to grant most favored nation. o! trade missions, and tor facilitation of
and travel of commercial representaRather, it authorizes him to negotiate a entry
tives as necessary.
commercial agreement-our part of
(d) Most-Favored-Nation treatment With
which would be an extension of most respect
to duties or other restrictions on the
favored nation treatment, and Romania's imports of the products of the United States,
part to be the granting of equivalent and other arrangements that may secure
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market access and assure fair treatment for
products of the United States; or
(e) satisfactory arrangements covering
other matters affecting relations between the
United States and Romania, and the improvement o! consular relations.
EXTENSION OF BENEFITS OF MOST-FAVOREDNATION TREATMENT

SEc. 105. (a) In order to carry out a. commercial agreement made under this Act and,
notwithstanding the proVisions of any other
law, the President may by proclamation extend Most-Favored-Nation treatment to the
products of Romania.
(b) Any commercial agreement made under this Act shall be deemed a trade agreement for the purposes o! title i l l of the Trade
Expansion Act o! 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1901 et
seq.).
(c) The portion of general headnote 3 (e)
to the Tariff Schedules o! the United States
that precedes the list of countries and areas
(77A Stat. 11; 70 Stat. 1022) is amended to
read as follows:
"(e)

PRODUCTS

OF

CERTAIN

COMMUNIST

CouNTRIES.-Notwithstanding any of the
foregoing proVisions of this headnote, the
rates of duty shown in column numbered 2
shall apply to products, whether imported
directly or indirectly, of the countries and
areas that have been specified in section 401
of the Tariff Classification Act of 1962, in
sections 231 and 257(e) (2) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, or in actions taken by
the President thereunder and as to which
there is not in effect a. proclamation under
section 5 (a) of the Romanian Trade Act of
1971;".
(d) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed
to modify or amend the Export Administration Act of 1969 (50 U.S.C. App. 2401 et seq.)
or the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act
of 1951 (22 U.S.C. 1611 et seq.).
REPORTS TO CONGRESS

SEC. 106. The President sha.ll submit to the
Congress an annual report on the commercial agreements program instituted under
this Act. Such report shall include information regarding negotiations, benefits obtained
as a. result of commercial agreements, the
texts of any such agreements, and other information relating to the program.

By Mr. MONDALE:
S. 1392. A bill to provide certain services for Government employees in order
to assist them in preparing for retirement. Referred to the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES PRERETIREMENT
ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1971

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I introduce today a bill which would provide
Federal employees with a comprehensive
program of preretirement counseling and
assistance.
I have introduced similar proposals
twice before-as S. 2295 of the 90th Congress in 1967, and in 1969 as S. 2554 of
the 91st Congress.
The hearings and the interest in the
subject generated by these two previous
bills have already brought about some
positive changes in attitude within the
Government. But I think it is clear that
the continuing, urgent need for a legislative directive to establish comprehensive preretirement planning has been
demonstrated by the situation existing
today.
The needs of retirees and prospective
retirees have not changed. The transition
from a daily work routine to retirement
is surely one of the most difficult adjustments that modern man is called upon to
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In 1967, of 96 agencies reporting on
retirement planning, 61 had no programs
at all, and 75 percent of these had no
plans to develop them. With the positive
encouragement of the Civil Service Commission, we can hope more are planning
to develop them, but records on this matter and an outright directive from Congress are clearly needed.
Of approximately 2.5 million Federal
employees, an estimated 320,000 are eligible to retire now. It is expected that
63,000 will retire in fiscal 1971, as opposed to 55,000 Federal retirees in 1969.
As the numbers increase, so does our
responsibility to assure the hundreds of
thousands of potential retirees that they
will have the necessary assistance in preparing for this very difficult decision.
I believe the Federal Government ofI would like to stress here again the im- fers particular advantages in providing
portance of tailoring preretirement training such programs. The groundwork has
to the needs of the persons about to retire. been done in researching the many alMerely offering a series of lectures or classes ternatives available to retirees: phased
will accomplish little. There must be indi- retirement, trial retirement, part-time
vidual counseling so that the special concerns of each person may be discussed work, development of a "second career."
With its provisions for early retireprivately and dealt with. And there must be
a concerted effort to maintain contact with ment, often as early as age 50 or 55, the
the older person as he nears the age of Federal Government can offer not only
retirement and after he retires.
the needed psychological preparation,
This expresses a need that is no less but leeway in trying these alternatives.
Mr. President, I would fervently hope
today, yet few of the existing programs
that this bill will receive early and favorbegin to meet it.
I was amazed and appalled in 1967 to able consideration in this Congress. The
discover that only one-third or less of the interest and the need for the programs
more than 400,000 Federal employees it would require have been urgently
then eligible for retirement had access demonstrated. We should make sure now
to more than the most basic clerical help that the Federal Government does not
from their employers in preparing for fall behind what private industry is doing for the persons who have served long
retirement.
In 1969, at hearings on S. 2554, we and should be prepared for a happy and
heard again of the appalling lack and fruitful retirement.
Let us put into effect now the prothe great need for broad preretirement
planning. I was gratified to learn, how- grams that will eliminate the prevalent
ever, that the Civil Service Commission attitude recently expressed by the direchad commlssioned a study of retirement tor of a leading association for the study
planning programs, which found the pre- of old age. He said of retirement:
This is an unhappy subject. You don't get
retirement planning was something both
desired and needed among Government into it until you have to.
employees.
Let us assure now the program that
As a result of this study, the Civil will make retirement a happy subject,
Service Commission issued in July 1969 one which can be prepared for with
a bulletin announcing a change 1n posi- hope, and not dismay.
tion-from a neutral posture to one of
positive encouragement of preretirement
By Mr. BURDICK:
planning. It subsequently announced
S. 1394. A bill to amend the Bankguidelines for retirement planning programs and a continuing series of train- ruptcy Act to abolish the referees' salary
and expense fund, to provide that fees
ing courses for preretirement advisers.
But in 1971, I have to conclude that and charges collected by the clerk of a
much more is needed, and that necessity court of bankruptcy in proceedings be
for a legislative directive has been rein- paid into the general fund of the Treasforced, not alleviated. The steps taken by ury of the United States, to provide salthe Civil Service Commission are com- aries and expenses of referees be paid
mendable, indeed, but they go only a from the general fund of the Treasury,
short part of the way toward what is and to eliminate the statutory criteria
presently required to be considered by the
needed.
The Commission reports that in fiscal Judicial Conference in fixing salaries of
1970, 21 training institutes were at- full-time referees. Referred to the Comtended voluntarily by 419 agency ad- mittee on the Judiciary.
BANKRUPTCY REFEREE'S SPECIAL SALARY FUND
visers. This is an impressive show of
ABOLISHED
interest; however, no statistics are availMr. BURDICK. Mr. President, a bill
able to indicate how many Government
agencies actually have instituted prere- relating to the administration of the
tirement programs. Ironically, the Civil Bankruptcy Act is S. 1394 which also
Service Commission offers no such pro- have introduced today, in order to regram itself. The guidelines suggested by quire that the fees in bankruptcy prothe Commission, in no way guarantee ceedings, which now are paid into a
the personalized, psychological prepara- special fund used for defrayiLg the saltion suggested by Mr. Gardner and aries and expenses of referees, be paid 1n
the general fund and that the salaries
others.

make. "Retirement shock" is a wellknown phenomenon to doctors. A combination of confusion and anxiety upon
retirement is added to declining health
and reduced income to produce not only
general unhappiness, but often physical
symptoms as well.
In a society which is both work
oriented and youth oriented, retirement
can produce a real identity crisis, and
often a loss of interest in living. Yet,
with adequate advance preparation, retirement from a job need not mean retirement from life. Techniques of selfrenewal that will enable personal
growth in every situation must be
fostered.
At the hearings in 1967 John Gardner,
then Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, commented:
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and expenses of referees be paid out of
the general fund.
The Judicial Conference at its March
16-17, 1970, meeting, upon the recommendation of its Committee on Bankruptcy Administration, authorized the
Director of the Administrative Office to
prepare a draft of an amendment to section 40 of the Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C.
68) , and related sections, to abolish the
self -supporting bankruptcy system in accordance with the policy adopted by the
Conference at its October 31-November
1, 1969, session-Conference report, page
76. In that report the action of the Conference on matter is reported as follows:
COMPENSATION FOR FULL-TIME REFEREES

Judge Weinfeld stated that a. subcommittee which he ha.d appointed reported to the

full committee on the criteria. and method
of fixing the salaries of full-time referees.
The subcommittee emphasized the statement
of policy approved by the Judicial Conference
at the March 1969 session to the effect that
the m.a.intena.nce of a. self-supporting bankruptcy system, a.s contemplated by Section
40 of the Bankruptcy Act, is no longer possible without placing an inordinate flnanciaJ. burden upon bankrupts a.nd the assets
of bankrupts. Pursuant to the subcommittee's report, the committee recommended to
the Conference and the Conference approved
a statement of policy that the present criteria. for fixing salaries of full-time referees
should be eliminated from the Bankruptcy
Act a.nd all full-time referees should be pa.id
at the same rate within the limit upon such
salaries established by the President's Salary
Commission.

The salaries of full-time referees and
part-time referees were increased respectively from maximums of $22,500 and
$11,000 per annum to the present maximums of $36,000 and $18,000 per annum, commencing February 14, 1969,
upon the recommendation of the President of the United States, pursuant to
Public Law 90-206. See section 40a of the
Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C. 68).
As authorized by the Judicial Conference, the Bankruptcy Division of the Administrative Office prepared a draft of
amendments to section 40 of the Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C. 68) and related
sections, to abolish the self-supporting
bankruptcy system and to eliminate the
present criteria for fixing salaries of fulltime referees. The Committee on Bankruptcy Administration of the Judicial
Conference considered the draft at its
July 8, 1970, meeting and recommended
that the conference approve it and authorized the Director to seek its introduction in the Congress. The conference approved this recommendation at its October 29-30, 1970, meeting.
The proposed bill makes only two substantive amendments in the existing law.
The others are conforming and perfecting changes. The substantive changes
are:
First. Section 1 (b) of the proposed bill
would amend the second sentence of subdivision a. of section 40 of the Bankruptcy Act to eliminate the statutory criteria now required to be considered by
the conference in fixing the amount of
salary to be paid a full-time referee. The
existing criteria would continue to be
applicable in the fixing of the salary of
a part-time referee and in determining
whether a position shall be part-time or
full-time.

Second. Section 1 (g) of the bill would
amend subdivision c. (4) of section 40 of
the Bankruptcy Act to abolish the referees salary and expense fund established in the Treasury of the United
States and provide that all fees and
charges collected by the clerks in bankruptcy proceedings be paid into the general fund of the Treasury of the United
States instead of the account of the referees salary and expense fund. The salaries and expenses of referees would be
paid from funds appropriated from the
general fund of the Treasury.
Section 9 of the proposed bill provides
that the amendatory act shall take effect
on the :first day of the month .following
the day of enactment. It also provides
that any funds appropriated for the salaries and expenses of referees as of the
eiTective date, shall be chargeable to the
general fund of Treasury of the United
States, and that any balance in the referees' salary and expense fund shall be
transferred into the general fund of the
Treasury.
Salaries of referees are fixed by the
Judicial Conference of the United States
within the maximum limitation authorized by the Bankruptcy Act. At the close
of business June 30, 1970, there were 218
authorized referee positions and of these
184 were full-time of which seven received a salary of $25,000 per annum and
the remaining 177 received a salary of
$30,000 each. Of the 218 referee positions, 34 were part-time referees and
four of these received $18,000 per annum
and the salaries of the remaining 30
ranged from $10,000 to $15,000 per
annum.
The clerical staffs of referees' offices,
including full-time, part-time and temporary employees, totaled 855 at the end
of :fiscal year 1970. The salaries of the
members of the clerical staffs are fixed
by the Director of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts.
The salaries and expenses of the bankruptcy courts are paid out of the special
fund-Referees' Salary and Expense
Fund-in the U.S. Treasury which is
made up from a portion of the :filing fees
in bankruptcy proceedings and certain
other charges against the assets of bankrupt estates. The table below shows the
annual payments into the obligations
against the fund from July 1, 1960, to
June 30, 1970, as well as the accumulated
surplus in the fund as of June 30, 1970:
REFEREES' SALARY AND EXPENSE FUND
Fiscal year
1961_ ________ _
1962 _________ _
1963 ____ - - ---1964_-- --__--__
- -_
1965 _____
1966_- -- - ----1967---------1968 ______ ___ _
1969 ______ ___ _
1970 _________ _
1 Subject

Receipts

Obligations

Surplus

$6, 694,264
7, 339, 837
7, 849, 219
8, 890,400
9, 840,697
9, 926, 676
10,578,782
10,881,669
11, 173,176
11,041,534

$5,737, 526
6, 605,714
7, 381,413
7, 798,844
9, 828, 677
10,673,577
11, 241,727
11,879,379
13, 440,000
15,573, 000

$956, 738
734,123
467,806
1, 091, 556
12,020
-746,901
-662,945
-997,710
-2,266,824
1 -4,531,460

to adjustment

Note: Accumulated surplus June 30, 1960: $7,470,467; accumulated surplus as of June 30, 1970: $1,526,864.

It will be observed that obligations
have exceeded receipts into the referees'
salary and expense fund beginning :fiscal year 1966. Recognizing this situation,
the Bankruptcy Committee of the Judi-
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cial Conference of the United States proposed amendments to the schedules of
fees and charges in asset, nominal-asset
and arrangement cases to provide increased payments into the fund. These
amendments were approved by the Judicial Conference to be effective July 1,
1969-pages 22 to 24, report of March
1969 session.
A further increase in the schedules of
fees and charges in asset, nominal-asset
and arrangement cases was proposed
and approved by the Judicial Conference of the United States at the March
1970 session to be effective July 1, 1970pages 24 to 25, report of March 1970 session.
Inasmuch as these fees and charges
are not normally paid until the :final
stages of administration of the cases,
the increased payments will not be reflected in receipts into the fund until
:fiscal year 1971 and thereafter. Receipts
in 1971 and thereafter will also reflect
the increased volume of bankruptcy
business in 1970, particularly in the
classifications of business cases and
chapter XI-arrangement--cases.
The Judicial Conference recognizes,
however, that the increased payments
into the referees' salary and expense
fund resulting from these changes in the
schedules of fees and charges will fall
short of raising the total payments into
the fund to the level of annual obligations against it. Additional increases in
the schedules would place an inordinate
burden upon bankrupts and the assets of
bankrupt estates.
The Judicial Conference concluded at
its March 1969 session-pages 23 to 24 of
the report-that the principle of a selfsupporting bankruptcy system is outmoded and should be abandoned. Pur-·
suant to this policy statement, the Director was authorized-page 25, report
of March 1970 session-to draft an
amendment to section 40 of the Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C. 68) and related
sections to abolish the self-supporting
bankruptcy system. This bill was approved at the October 1970, session of
the Judicial Conference and is submitted
herewith for introduction in the 92d
Congress.
By Mr. BURDICK:
S. 1395. A bill to amend section 48 of
the Bankruptcy Act <11 U.SC. 76) to increase the maximum compensation allowable to receivers and trustees. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
BANKRUPTCY COMPENSATION OP RECEIVERS AND
TRUSTEES

Mr. BURDICK. Mr. President, I am introducing today S. 1395 which will facilitate the administration of the estates of
bankrupts under the Bankruptcy Act.
It is increasingly difficult to obtain
qualified persons to serve as receivers
and trustees, because of the limited compensation payable for necessary services
rendered by such officers.
There have been no increases in the
statutory maximum allowances provided
for receivers since they were first enacted
in 1910 and there have been no increases
in trustees' rates since 1956. In the
meantime costs have increased and salaries of others have increased.
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States Code, to permit full-time referees
in bankruptcy to perform the duties of
a U.S. magistrate. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. BURDICK. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference, S. 1396,
to amend the Bankruptcy Act to permit
fulltime referees in bankruptcy to perform the duties of a U.S. magistrate.
The Federal Magistrates Act, approved
October 17, 1968, 82 Stat. 1107, provides
that with the approval of the Judicial
Conference of the United States "a parttime referee in bankruptcy-may be appointed to serve as a part-time magistrate," and authorizes the Conference to
"fix the aggregate amount of compensation to be received for performing the
duties of part-time magistrate and parttime referee in bankruptcy", 28 U.S.C.
634. The act, however, does not authorize
a full-time referee in bankruptcy to perform the duties of a part-time U.S. magistrate. In addition, section 35 of the
Bankruptcy Act, pertaining to qualifications for referees in bankruptcy, provides
in part that an individual shall not be
eligible for appointment as a referee
unless he is "not holding any office of
profit or emolument under the laws of
the United States or of any State or subdivision thereof other than conciliation
commissioner or special master under
this title." Exceptions to this provision
are made only in the case of a part-time
referee in bankruptcy.
In the design and organization of the
new system of U.S. magistrates two difficulties have arisen which would be

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, last year
the Committee on Foreign Relations held
a series of hearings on the operation of
U.S. advisory and assistance programs
in Vietnam. The hearings revealed a
great deal concerning the nature and extent of our involvement in the internal
affairs of that country. Today, I wish to
discuss briefly one of the most insidious
of those programs and to introduce legislation to correct the underlying policy.
I refer to the propaganda services which
our Government renders on behalf of
Vietnam.
Traditionally, American citizens have
viewed with great suspicion anything
that suggests the creation of an official
Government information agency. And
rightfully so. They realize that Government information programs cannot be
divorced from political propaganda designed to serve partisan or personal purposes. Germany's experience under
Goebools lingers in the American memory.
Yet in Vietnam the U.S. Information
Agency, which was created to promote
better understanding of our country
abroad, is now engaged in a massive
campaign, using every tool of the communication arts, to sell the Thieu Government to the people of Vietnam.
Through television and radio, and newspapers, magazines, and leaflets by the
tens of millions, the USIA is teamed
up with military psychological warfare
specialists to inflict on the people of

tion in a war which has for years now
eroded the moral sensibilities of our
Nation.
Our Vietnam policymakers under both
Presidents Johnson and Nixon have assured the American people that all we
seek for South Vietnam is the right of
"self-determination." But is "self-determination" really possible as long as the
United States spends millions of dollars
in promoting the interests of the government in power in Vietnam, doing everything possible to convince the Vietnamese
people that the Thieu government is
their friend and protector? When the
Vietcong and North Vietnamese view
the magnitude of the U.S. propaganda
and aid effort in Vietnam, there is little
wonder that they are skeptical about
repeated promises of free elections. I
think my colleagues are generally a ware
of the importance of the mass media in
election campaigns. Does anyone believe
that opposition candidates, assuming
that genuine opposition candidates are
allowed, will be given equal time and
treatment on Vietnamese radio and
television or in the other U.S.-financed
information programs, when the basic
purpose of all these programs has been
to win the Vietnamese people over to the
Thieu government's side.
It is all very well to call for free and
open elections; it is an appealing slogan.
But when it comes to specifics as to who
controls the campaign machinery, the
mass media, and the election process,
"free and open" is likely to look very
much like "government controlled." Lack
of credibility as to U.S. intentions has
always been a major problem in communicating with the other side. The contrast between what is said by our Government concerning free elections and
what we, in fact, do in promoting the interests of President Thieu demonstrates
that the problem is far from being resolved. The United States should make it
clear to all 8oncerned that it will take
a strictly neutral position in the coming
election in Vietnam. To do so it must
gear its activities to aiding the people,
not the government. One of the most
obvious ways to demonstrate neutrality
is to cease assisting the Thieu government on propaganda programs.
Mr. President, since I was first elected
to the Senate, I have told the people of
Idaho that I would not support legislation which would authorize the Federal
Treasury to pay the campaign expenses of
nationally elected officials. I do not feel
that the taxpayers of this Nation should
support my campaigns or the campaigns
of others for public office. I feel even more
strongly that our Nation's taxpayers
should not provide support t0 foreign
political leaders in their attempts to gain
favor with their own people.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD following my remarks the transcript of the Foreign Relations Committee hearing of March 19,
1970, concerning USIA operations in
Vietnam. Nowhere in that act is there
authority, direct or indirect, for any government agency to engage in a propa-

in bankruptcy were authorized to perform the duties of a U.S. magistrate.

system that we refuse to allow in our
own country. It is the ultimate corrup-

ing between a foreign government and
the people it governs. The simple fact is

The proposed legislation would permit the court to make discretionary allowances not to exceed $150 for a receiver and $250 for a trustee in those
cases where the distribution is too small
to provide an adequate basis for computing a reasonable allowance for the
necessary services rendered.
Under this proposed legislation, the
maximum allowances which are at present permitted for a trustee will be applicable to receivers. This will represent an
increase in the percentage rates for receivers and also have the effect of increasing, for receivers, the range of the
application of the higher rates to the
medium and larger distributions.
The maximum allowances for trustees
have been increased, with this proposal,
by increasing the range in which the
rates for a trustee are applicable.
The proposed increase in the custodial
rate would make it unnecessary for the
referee to enlarge the duties of the receiver in order to fairly compensate him
for his services.
The proposed increases would apply
only in bankruptcy cases initiated subsequent to the enactment of the proposed
legislation.
The above bill was approved by the
Judicial Conference of the United States
at its October 1970 session.

s.

By Mr. BURDICK:

1396. A bill to amend section 35 of
the Bankruptcy Act <11 U.S.C. 63) and
sections 631 and 634 of title 28, United

ameliorated in part if a full-time referee

First, there 1s the problem of a "backup" for a magistrate who 1s ill, or temporarily away from his station on business or vacation. Some courts have requested authority to appoint a second
part-time magistrate at some locations
at a nominal salary to arraign defendants and set bail in the absence of the
regular magistrate-a function which a
full-time referee in bankruptcy might
well perform. Second, certain language
in the Magistrates Act and in the Bankruptcy Act seems to prohibit a court from
combining a position of part-time referee in bankruptcy with a position of
part-time magistrate, in order that it
may have one full-time officer rather
than two part-time officers. It is the view
of the Judicial Conference of the United
States and its Committees on Bankruptcy Administration and the Implementation of the Federal Magistrates
Act that it would be in the interest of
good judicial administration to permit
full-time referees in bankruptcy to perform magistrate duties and to authorize
a full-time combination position of referee in bankruptcy.
By Mr. CHURCH:
S. 1397. A bill to amend the U.S. Information and Educational Exchange
Act of 1948 to impose restrictions on information activities outside the United
States of Government agencies. Referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
PROHIBITING THE UNITED STATES FROM ENGAGING IN PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES FOR FOREIGN
GOVER.NMENTS

Vietnam the kind of official propaganda

ganda compaign to increase understand-
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that the U.S. Information Agency has
assumed authority not conferred on it
by the Congress.
I am introducing today a bill that will
correct some of the abuses revealed in
the hearing last year. The bill contains
two simple provisions:
First. It prohibits the U.S. Information Agency, or any other U.S. agency,
from assisting in the preparation or dissemination of information for a foreign
government; and
Second. It requires that the USIA
imprint, or the imprint of the appropriate agency, appear on any publication
prepared for distribution abroad. The
testimony last year revealed that the
USIA has published a number of propaganda booklets in English concerning
Vietnam-but without any mark as to
their origin.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. ALLEN). Without objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1.)
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, the
Smith-Mundt Act, the basic statutory
authority for operation of the Government's overeas information programs,
states that the objectives of the act are
"to enable the Government of the United
States to promote a better understanding
of the United States in other countries,
and to increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United States
and the people of other countries."
Mr. President, it is a sign of the times
that the hearing which revealed the extent of U.S.I.A.'s selling efforts in behalf
of the Thieu government failed to bring
any appreciable public reaction. Apparently, the war has so numbed the American conscience that it is incapable of
being shocked further over anything involving Vietnam. One of the most tragic
aspects of the war is that we seem to have
lost our capacity for indignation and outrage over our continued involvement in
a lame-duck war which has never involved our vital interests. The use of our
taxpayers' millions to package and sell
the Thieu government, like a bar of soap,
to its own people, is the ultimate hypocrisy. It should be stopped.
ExHmiT 1
VIETNAM: POLICY AND PROSPECTS, 197G--U.S.
ASSISTANCE ON INFORMATION MA'I"l'ERS AND
U.S. PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PROPAGANDA OPERATIONS, THURSDAY, MARCH 19, 1970
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr.
Edward J. Nickel.
Swearing in of witnesses

Mr. Nickel, in keeping with the procedure
followed in the previous hearings involving
personnel brought back from Vietnam, in
order that I show no partiality in this matter, I will a.sk you and your associates who
may be called upon to testify to be sworn
at this point. Would you please stand and
raise your right hand.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony
which you are about to give will be, to the
best of your knowledge, the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?
Mr. NICKEL. I do.
Mr. OsBORNE. I do.
Mr. HAYS. I do.
The CHAmMAN. You have a prepared statement, I believe, Mr. Nickel?
Mr. NICKEL. I do, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you proceed, please,
sir.
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD J. NICKEL, DmECTOR,
JOINT U.S. PUBLIC AFFAmS OFFICE, SAIGON,
AND OTIS E. HAYS, OFFICE OF USIA ASSISTANT
DmECTOR FOR EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC
Mr. NICKEL. Mr. Chairman, I would like
first to described briefly the office in Saigon
which I head. It is called the Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office or JUSPAO. This Office,
which was esta,blished in 1965, includes
American military and civilian personnel and
its functions are:
To prOV'ide policy guidance for all U.S.
psychological operations in Vietnam.
To provide media materials in support of
U.S. policy in Vietnam to the U.S. Information Agency for use in third countries.
To perfom the normal USIS cultural and
information mission.
To provide assistance to the Government
of the Republic of Vietnam (GVN) to improve its public information programs.

support and our production of media. materials is reduced. But, in the category of
printed material, the GVN in the near future
will not be able to take over all of our
present production. We believe this situation will be partially offset when the radio
and television networks are completed and
when more Vietnamese Information Service
personnel have been trained in face-to-face
communication techniques. We are planning
now to increase this type of training.
For some time the GVN has lacked trained
and experienced personnel needed to sustain
effective information programs. Our training
programs and support have helped alleviate
this problem to some degree. However, many
of those trained have been drafted for military service. Mass communications skills will
continue to be in short supply in South
Vietnam for some time.

Assistance provided by JUSPAO

Lately the GVN has manifested an increasing understanding of the importance of developing better lines of communication with
the people, especially those in rural areas.
The 1970 pacification and development program expresses this awareness by making
the goal of establishing an effective information system one of its eight national objectives. The realization of that goal could make
an important contribution to successful communication between the Government and the
governed.
Other objectives of the 1970 plan are designed to encourage increased participation
by citizens in the governmental process and
to encourage local initiative.
Among the substantive programs of the
plan are land reform; elections at the local,
provincial, and national levels; recruitment
of citizens in local militia forces with arms
provided by the Government; and Government grants of village self-help funds to be
used for development projects the villagers
themselves desire. A large part of the GVN
information effort in 1970 and U .S. support
for it is being devoted to publicizing these
programs and encouraging the South Vietnamese citizens to participate in them.
I would like to describe some of our assistance projects and to indicate our plans for
reducing them as the GVN assumes increasing responsibility for them.

I will confine my statement to a description of this last function. JUSPAO's efforts
in this regard can be grouped in four categories:
First, MSistance in the construction and
operation of mass medda communication
fac1lities including the national radio network and the national television network.
Second, assistance in the improvem.ent of
personnel, training, organization, methodology, and the equipping of the Ministry of
Information's field organization called the
Vietnamese Information Service (VIS) .
Third, assistance in the production of information materials by the Government's
mass media and by the Vietnamese Information Service.
Fourth, assistance through joint planning
and joint production of information materials by JUSPAO and the Ministry of Information to support the Government's pacification and development programs.
Additionally, Mr. Chairman, JUSPAO indirectly influences the psychological warfare
activities of the Vietnamese Armed Forces
because we provide policy guidance for psychological operations to the U.S. Military
Assistance Command (MACV) which assists
the Vietnamese Armed Forces in this field.
These categories of assistance cover a wide
range of cooperative efforts to which the
U.S. Government and the GVN contribute
staff, funds, and equipment. The number of
personnel and the amounts of money contributed by each side have varied from year
to year. However, in the last year and a half
we in JUSPAO haw begun to establish terminal dates for several assistance operations
and to transfer greater responsib1lity for
others to the Government of Vietnam. This
process is related to the overall effort to replace the U.S. contribution to the war effort
with an increased Vietnamese contribution.
Reduction of JUSPAO contributions

JUSPAO is presently in the process of defining specific reductions in its contributions
of personnel, money, and equipment. By
the end of the current fiscal year American
civilian positions wlll be reduced by 31 (from
132 to 101); American military positions by
11 (from 118 to 107); Vietnamese positions
by 42 (from 385 to 343); third-country nationals by eight (from 12 to 4). As the GVN
absorbs more of our currently joint operations, more American positions will be eliminated.
Our support in the information field should
be completely terminated by the middle of
1972. Some projects will be completed earlier. For instance, the terminal date for the
television project is June 1971. Radio construction will be completed in the spring of
1971. However, technical training needed to
operate the new radio network will require an
additional year.
Our role increasingly will become more
and more an advisory one as our financial

1970 pacification and development program

U.S. assistance in radio

Between the years 1952 and 1964, the U.S.
financed the purchase of low- and mediumpower radio transmitters to help the GVN to
set up stations in various parts of the country or to increase the signal strength of
existing stations. The cost to the United
States of this equipment was about $1.1
million. AustraliA contributed a high-powered
station through the Colombo plan.
However, the collection of stations was
never quite a network and its range was
still inadequate. As the pace of the war
stepped up 5 years ago, the United States
began a project aimed at providing the GVN
with an integrated radio network capable
of reaching 95 percent of Vietnam's population, rather than the 65 percent possibly
reachable with varying quality signals and
programing through the then existing group
of stations. Feasibility studies were followed
by preconstruction architectural and engineering studies. These were almost completed when the 1968 Tet attacks took place.
In those attacks transmitters at Hue an<I
Ban Me Thuot were badly damaged as were
studios and other installations in Saigon
and Qui Nhon.
As a result of those attacks, the United
States and GVN decided against constructing a 12-station network in favor of a network of four stations of highe;. power. This
change was dictated by security and manpower considerations. It was felt it would
be easier to protect four installations than 12,
and also to staff them. The coverage of the
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population would be the same in either
c.a.se-more than 95 percent.
That four-station network is now being
built and will be complete 1 year from now
at a cost of approximately $6.8 million in
U.S. funds. Technical training for operation
and maintenance of the new network will
continue for 1 year after construction is completed.
An additional sum equivalent to about $1
mlllion in GVN -owned but jointly controlled
counterpart funds is being used in the project.
The rest of the GVN contribution to this
project is an indirect one, largely in the form
of its budget for radio operations, including the salaries of a staff of 464 personnel. In
1965, that budget w.a.s the equivalent of
about $750,000. This figure has increased
steadily in the past 5 years. This year the
budget is the equivalent of about $1.7 million.
We believe the quality of programing has
improved during that period. More and more
the GVN officials concerned with radio have
become aware of the concept of providing a
service to the people. This has resulted in increased use of radio broadcasting to engender
participation by the people in Government
programs ranging from land reform and improved agriculture to self-defense.
U.S. assistance in television

In 1966 the United States agreed to install a four-station television network in
Vietnam. The GVN was committed to furnishing land, buildings, staff and an operating budget.
Telecasting initially was for 1 hour nightly to the Saigon area from an airborne transmitter. Now ground stations in Saigon, Hue
and Can Tho are on the air an average of 4
hours nightly. Between Saigon and Hue an
airborne transmitter provides coverage for
the coastal area. By early 1971, a fourth
ground station-at Qui Nhon-will have replaced the air operation.
The U.S. cost will total about $8.2 million
when we phase out of the operation by
July 1, 1971. GVN counterpart funds amounting to the equivalent of about $2 million
paid for land and building costs. In addition,
the annual operating budget of GNV television has risen from the equivalent of about
$400,000 including salaries of 17 employees in
1966 to more than double that amount including salaries of 139 employees in the
current year.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I ask for a point of
information? Do the GVN counterpart funds
arise from American imports?
Mr. NICKEL. In the original instance; yes,
sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any real distinction in their impact upon American costs
between GVN counterpart funds and $1
million?
Mr. NICKEL. The difference, of course, sir,
would be that they are not directly appropriated funds.
The CHAIRMAN. No; but the total cost
really is American; 1s it not? It is not GVN.
It is American costs expressed in two different ways.
Mr. NICKEL. It would be derived from the
cominercial import program.
The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Mr. NICKEL. A rigorous program of training in the difficult TV skills is being carried
out under contract by the National Broadcasting Co., International. Most of the training is on vite in Vietnam. However, six engineers who will constitute the GVN supervisor engineering staff are being trained in
the RCA Institute in New York.
We estimate there are now 300,000 TV receivers in Vietnam, with a viewing audience
of about 2 million. Many sets are outside the
cities in the heavily populated flat delta
region where the signal Is particularly good.
Of the programs presented by the GVN's
TV network, less than 10 percent are im-

ported. Ninety percent of the programing is
locally produced, either live or on film or
tape. As with radio, the television medium is
used extensively to explain GVN programs
to the people. Last September the GVN began a weekly program called "The People
Want to Know," during which officials and
other leaders are interviewed by journalists
in the format of "Meet the Press."

U.S. assistance to Vietnamese Information
Service

A major part of our assistance is directed
to the operation of the Vietnamese Information Service. This is the field arm of the
Ministry of Information, with officer staffs
at corps headquarters cities and in all provinces and districts of the country. Starting
this year, the Ministry began an intensive
training program for additional personnel at
the village and hamlet levels. As these new
lower level personnel are trained, they are
now being placed under the operational control of the village and hamlet chiefs with
program support coming from district and
provincial VIS offices.
The job of the VIS is to use a wide range
of information and psychological techniques
to support GVN programs as prescribed in
guidances from the Ministry in Saigon. The
techniques include the publication of district newsletters and province newspapers,
leafiets and posters; the relaying of news and
cominentaries and the playing of prerecorded
tapes over loudspeaker systems in village and
hamlet centers; the showing of motion pictures; visits to families in villages and hamlets to discuss GVN programs affecting them;
the distribution of national magazines and
other materials received from the Ministry
and JUSPAO; and the sponsoring with other
local officials of campaigns, public meetings,
exhibits
and
artistic
and
cultural
presentations.
From fiscal year 1955 through 1967, the
United States contributed an average of
$497,000 in dollar funds annually to equip the
VIS with audiovisual equipment, the vehicles, the office InaChines, and other materials
necessary to carry out these programs. In
the succeeding 3 years the dollar expenditure
for this program has been $187,000 in 1968,
$85,000 in 1969, and $60,000 in the current
year. In the last 2 years we have gradually
transferred to the GVN full responsibility
for maintenance and replacement costs for
this equipment as well as for the operation
of repair centers.
During the same period, an average of the
equivalent of $200,000 annually was used for
the VIS from GVN counterpart funds. We do
not have adequate figures for the GVN's
budget for the VIS prior to 1964. However,
from that year to the present the budget has
averaged about the equivalent of $6.4 Inilllon annually through 1970. The 1970 budget
is about the equivalent of $15 Inillion, a substantial increase over previous years.
The CHAIRMAN. What caused that?
Mr. NicKEL. To a large extent, sir, an increase in personnel, but there was also a real
increase in operations. There was a large
increase in local personnel with the improvement of hamlet and village information programs.
U.S. Contact With VIS

Contact with the VIS is maintained both
in the field and in Saigon. In the capital it
is the function of several elements of JUS
PAO. In the field it is carried out by 81
American civilian and milltary advisers located in 34 of the 44 Provinces. These advisers are detailed to the U.S. Military Assistance Command CORDS program and are
under the operational control of the Province senior advisers at the Province level
and the U.S. Cominand elements at the various corps headquarters. Just as the VIS
chief is required to participate with the
province chief and other GVN officials in
planning and operating GVN programs, so
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our CORDS psychological operations staff
perform a similar function within the U.S.
province team. The providing of advice and
support to the provincial VIS operation is
the principal duty of these American psychological operations personnel.
Thus, the American structure !or information operations parallels in broad outline
that of the GVN, permitting a degree of coordination at all levels.
Efforts to Improve Efficiency of VIS

The efficiency of the VIS varies from place
to place. Where key officials are dedicated and
competent, operations are generally effective.
And there are a number of these. Where they
are not well motivated and energetic, the
programs suffer. And there are some of these
also. In the past year, two new approaches
have been undertaken by the Ministry of
Information with our cooperation to try to
improve the efficiency of the VIS. These are
the planning of a comprehensive series of
training courses for various levels of VIS
personnel and the regular holding of joint
meetings of Saigon and field personnel,
usually on a corps area basis. We believe these
two measures have had and will continue to
have a good effect on the VIS operation.
During the current year, we will use the
equivalent in counterpart funds of about
$63,000 to support the training program. We
are also providing the assistance of one
American adviser to help develop course materials.
JUSPAO's Liaison With Ministry of
Information

JUSPAO's liaison with the Ministry itself
takes Inany forms. At the top, I meet frequently with the Minister and his senior staff.
At the planning level, JUSPAO policy officers
meet daily with Ministry officials to plan joint
campaigns, instructions, and guidances to
media producers and to field personnel. On
the media production side, our writers and
editors work together in the publication of
magazines, pamphlets, posters, loudspeaker
tapes, and radio programs.
I have tried, Mr. Chairinan, to describe here
the evolution of some of the current major
programs we are conducting to assist the
GVN in the information and psychological
fields. In the expansion of these programs
over the years, the American contribution has
been substantial. So has the Vietnamese contribution. In the past 2 years, a considerable
portion of the load the United States was
carrying has been shifted to the GVN. We
plan to continue moving in that direction.
Thank you, sir; that is the end of my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Nickel.
How long have you been in charge of this
program, Mr. Nickel?
Mr. NICKEL. Two years, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you live in Saigon?
Mr. NICKEL. I do, sir.
Magnitude of USIA Effort in South Vietnam

The CHAIRMAN. I believe you said there
were 132 Americans under your immediate
direction; in that correct?
Mr. NICKEL. We are reducing this year, sir,
by 31 positions from 132 American positions
to 101 American positions.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that in the office in
Saigon or how extensive is this?
Mr. NICKEL. Those are civilian USIA officers,
some serving in Saigon and some in the Provinces. I should add that we also have American m111tary personnel serving with JUSPAO,
sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned that in the
Provinces you have military advisers who are
Americans. Is that right?
Mr. NICKEL. We have some civilian advisers
in the provinces but the bulk of them are
military, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. To get some idea of the
magnitude of the effort, take the present

'
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The CHAIRMAN. What leads you to believe
fiscal year of 1970. Is it correct to say that the
that the purpose of our Government in escivilian positions are 132 or 101?
tablishing the USIA was to create an agency
Mr. NICKEL. 101 civilian positions, sir.
The CHAmMAN. That is in the current year. to create a means of communication for a
foreign
government?
Mr. NICKEL. Fiscal year 1970.
Mr. NICKEL. I would answer that Mr. ChairThe CHAmMAN. How many of these military
man, by .stating that my operations are readvisers are assigned to this work?
Mr. NICKEL. We have 107 milltary spaces in sponsive to the instructions and directions
I receive from the Director of the U.S. InJUSPAO, sir.
The CHAmMAN. 208 is the total American formation Agency and from the American
Ambassador in Saigon.
personnel?
The CHAmMAN. Then you would characMr. NicKEL. 208 is the figure, sir.
The CHAmMAN. What is the size of the terize your mission to be to carry out orders.
budget for the USIA operation in Vietnam? Is that the right way to put it?
Mr. NICKEL. In my position; yes, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. The USIA budget for Vietnam,
The CHAmMAN. You have no idea what the
sir, is $6.4 million.
The CHAmMAN. Is that for the year of 1970? real mission of this operation is other than
to
carry out orders?
Mr. NicKEL. For fl..scal year 1970; yes, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. I know what my instructions
The CHAmMAN. Does that include construction or is that only support of the personnel? are.
Mr. NICKEL. That is the USIA component
Authorization of Joint U.S. Public Affai rs
of the budget, sir. Construction would be
Office Mission Questioned
funded by an AID component of our budget.
CHAmMAN. This is a matter, I think,
I will give you these add-ons. We also have of The
considerable interest. Let me refer to sec$2.4 million funded by AID and $2.1 milUon tion
2 of the basic legislation creating this
funded by the Department of Defense, to operation:
make a total budget available to me for
"The
Congress hereby declares that the obJUSPAO's operations of $10.9 million.
The CHAmMAN. Would that include the pay jectives of this Act are to enable the Governof the military men to whom you referred? ment of the United States to promote a
Mr. NICKEL. It does not include mmtary better understanding of the United States
salaries. However, it does include USIA civil- in other countries and to increase mutual
understanding between the people of the
ian salaries.
The CHAmMAN. The military salaries would United States and the people of other countries."
be in addition then?
Do you think that language authorizes
Mr. NICKEL. They would be in addition, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Do you have any estimate USIA to create for another country a system of communications for that government
of what that would cost?
Mr. NICKEL. I have no estimate, but I could and its people?
Mr. NICKEL. My organization, the Joint
furnish it for the record.
U.S. Public Affairs Office, Mr. Chairman, was
(The information referred to follows:)
established in 1965 by order of the President.
Pay and allowances of military tn JUSPAO
I would suggest that any justification of the
(The military pay and allowances, as re- sultab111ty of the mission we are performing
ported by the four Military Services whose is something that should be addressed to the
personnel are involved, amount to $1.2 mil- people to whom I report. I would be very
lion.)
happy to address this problem to them.
The CHAmMAN. What I am trying to get
The CHAmMAN. I think it would be very
and what we are interested in is th-e total interesting if you would. You say it was
cost of this overall operation. It is the usual created by Executive order. It was not created
basic material that we would like to have. by statute. There is no statute law authorizMr. NICKEL. I could furnish the informa- ing you to do what you are doing; is there?
tion about military pay, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. I said that the U.S. Public
Affairs Office was created as a result of PresiMilitary personnel working in propaganda
dential
directive.
field
The CHAmMAN. Yes. And in pursuance of
The CHAmMAN. Do these personnel figures that
action you have been directed by your
include the personnel in the military units superiors to do what you are doing. So you
not associated with USIA who work in the would not wish to undertake to say what this
field of propaganda?
whole operation is intended to accomplish
Mr. NICKEL. They do not, sir.
for the people of the United States; would
The CHAmMAN. Do you know how many you?
people are in that?
Mr. NICKEL. I believe I said earlier, sir, that
Mr. NicKEL. May I furnish that, sir. I have my mission in Vietnam was in large measure
it, but I cannot put my hands on it.
to assist the Vietnamese Government in deThe CHAmMAN. Yes; you can furnish it. veloping and improving its means of comCould you give a rough estimate that you municating with its people.
can correct later?
Mr. NICKEL. Sir, I now have the informa- Establishment of Ministry of Information
questioned
tion. In 1970 there are 761 U.S. military
The CHAmMAN. It occurs to me that in this
psyops filed personnel and 50 serving on staff
or as advisers to the Vietnamese, for a total country there has always been not only a
great reluctance, but aversion, to the creaof 811.
The CHAmMAN. That is very much larger tion of a ministry of information in our
Government to inform our own people. Is
than your own operation; is it not?
that not so?
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. That is correct, sir.
Mission of Juspao
The CHAIRMAN. Does the law not specifiThe CHAmMAN. This brings up a further cally forbid the USIA to indoctrinate or
question. What do you consider to be the brainwash, or whatever you want to call it,
mission of your operation? What are you try- the American people? Is that not so?
ing to accomplish?
Mr. NICKEL. Clearly, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. My principal mission, sir, is to
The CHAmMAN. Are you not creating in
assist the Vietnamese Government in devel- Vietnam just such an information agency?
oping and conducting an effective program of The way you describe here what you have
communications.
done and are in the process of doing, it is to
The CHAmMAN. Your mission is to assist create in Vietnam an agency to enable that
the Vietnamese Government to create a sys- Government to control its people through
tem of communications? It that it?
this device which we ourselves abhor in this
Mr. NICKEL. To assist the Vietnamese Gov- country? How does this seem to you to be
ernment in developing a means of communi- consistent with our own views?
cating with the electorate and to provide
Mr. NICKEL. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman.
that Vietnam is not unique in possessing a
technical and professional advice.
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minist ry of information. I would also suggest that in Vietnam, as in many other developing societies, there do not exist any
strong commercial or nongovernmenta:l
media.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. NICKEL, I am quite
aware t hat it is not unique. In every dictatorship I know of they have a ministry of information just like this. But we are told,
on the on e hand, that we are seeking to establish t he government of self-determination
and this leaves the impression we are seeking
to establish a democratic system there.
I quite agree With you that information
agencies are typical. They were typical of
Hitler's Germany and typical of nearly every
dictatorship and authoritarian government I
k n ow of, but I would not have thought we
would be a party to helping construct such
a governmental apparatus.
Mr. NICKEL. Are there not also some regimes
we regard as being democratic that hav&
ministries of information?
The CHAmMAN. What, for example, would
be one from your point of view?
Mr. NICKEL. If I am not mistaken, is there
not a French Ministry of Information?
The CHAmMAN. I would not know. Is there
one in Sweden, which is a country that I
think has achieved a high degree of democracy or self-determination if you like, or England? I do not recall that in England they
have a minister of information whose job
lt is to sell the people of England upon the
merits and virtues of that Government. I do
not recall ever having heard of it. France has
recently gone through a rather unusual
evolutionary period, almost revolutionary
under De Gaulle, of course, and France may
be an example. I would not want to say for
sure. I do not know that.
GVN closing of private newspapers

How many private newspapers have been
closed by the Government of Vietnam during
the past year?
Mr. NICKEL. I could not give you the number, sir.
The CHAmMAN. There have been several.
Mr. NICKEL. There have been several closings.
The CHAmMAN. You say there is not a
heavily developed private sector. It is largely
because that Government is so sensitive to
criticism that they close the private newspapers whenever they criticize the Government. Is that not a fact?
Mr. NICKEL. There have been some closings;
yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you ever feel a bit uncomfortable in being alined with a government which is so clearly an authoritarian
government or do you feel perfectly comfortable in your relationship with that government?
Mr. NICKEL. I have no problems in performing my job.
The CHAmMAN. You have no problems.
You feel perfectly at home?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
USIA pay and allowances in South Vietnam

The CHAmMAN. Coming back to a more
pedestrian subject of the costs, could you
tell me what is the average pay of the
American employees of USIA in Saigon?
Mr. NICKEL. The average pay for a USIA
employee with JUSPAO, sir, including allowances, minus housing, would be about
$28,900.
The CHAmMAN. What is the total cost to
the Government of the United States for
those employees, including everything? Do
they furnish housing?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, housing is furnished, sir.
I am unable to break out that figure for an
individual. Do you want the total cost?
The CHAmMAN. Perhaps if you could tell
me your own. What is your pay and what
do your allowances amount to? You are the
Director?
Mr. NICKEL. That is right. sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. What is your total? What
is the total cost to the Federal Government?
Mr. NICKEL. The combination of my salary
and allowances, again making no provision
for my housing, is $45,473.
The CHAIRMAN. Plus housing?
Mr. NICKEL. Housing?
The CHAIRMAN. Do they furnish you with
a house?
Mr. NICKEL. I am furnished with housing.
The CHAIRMAN. What would be the reasonable cost of the house that is paid for
by the Federal Government?
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, the house is
paid for by the Federal Government.
The CHAIRMAN. How much is that? You
ought to know that.
Mr. NICKEL. Let me see if I have that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been there for
2 years. You have no idea what that would
be?
Mr. NICKEL. My house, sir, is a U.S. Government house.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a good house?
Mr. NICKEL. It is comfortable, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it one that the Government built or is it an old villa?
Mr. NicKEL. It was there. It is a U.S. Government-owned house.
The CHAIRMAN. How many houses does the
U.S. Government own in Saigon? Do you
know?
Mr. NICKEL I do not know that answer, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it several?
Mr. NICKEL. It is more than several.
The CHAIRMAN. It is more than several.
Then I would estimate your total cost
would be somewhat in the neighborhood of
at least $50,000.
Mr. NICKEL. That would seem right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you furnished an automobile?
Mr. NICKEL . Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are USIA officials in Saigon given special pay equivalent to combat
pay for military people?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir. We receive a differential.
The CHAIRMAN. What does it amount to?
Is it 25 percent?
Mr. NICKEL. Twenty-five percent.
U.S. communications assistance to other
countries
The CHAIRMAN. If our Government decides

that it is proper to furnish assistance in the
building of a propaganda operation for Vietnam, how does it decide in which country
to do this? Is this the only country in which
we have done this?
Mr. NICKEL. Specifically have done what,
Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Have we created a communications system which enables the government to, as you say, communicate with
its citizens? Have we done it in Thailand?
Are we doing it or have we done it 1n Thailand? Does the USIA have a comparable
operation in Thailand, may be not on as
large a scale but a lesser scale?
Mr. NICKEL. Certainly, as you say, not
comparable in order of magnitude.
The CHAIRMAN. Do we have a similar operation?
Mr. NicKEL. I am not-I personally am not
aware t h a t The CHAIRMAN. Are any of your associates?
Mr. NICKEL. I am not aware and I do not
think my associates are aware that we are
doing any such thing as building a TV network or building a radio network. I cannot
speak more directly to the specific programs,
sir.
Newspapers closed by GVN

The CHAIRMAN. Before I leave that, you
said you did not know how many newspapers. Do eitheJ' of your associates know

how many newspapers the government of
Saigon has closed in the last few years?
Mr. HAYS. No, sir.
CXVII--525-Part 7

The CHAIRMAN. Is that information not
available?
Mr. OsBORNE. It can be made available.
I do not have it available.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you supply it for
the record?
Mr. OSBORNE. Yes, sir.
(The information referred to follows:)
Newspapers suspended by GVN from 1968
through Bfarch 23,1970

During 1968 the Government of Viet-Nam
indefinitely suspended six newspapers. Sixteen others were temporarily suspended, for
an average of 35 days per suspension.
During 1969 through March 23, 1970, the
GVN indefinitely suspended 12 newspapers.
An additional 14 received temporary suspensions ranging from a few days to almost 11
months, for an average of 46 days per suspension.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice in the paper every
now and then there is a notice that X paper
has been closed by the government. I simply
have not made a counting of it, but I am
under the impression there have been several.
Mr. NICKEL. I will supply it, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course the government
controls the supply of newsprint and it is
no problem for them simply to cut off the
newsprint if they wish to close a newspaper.
Is that so?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes.
USIA analysis of South Vietnamese public
attitudes

The CHAIRMAN. Does the USIA, Mr. Nickel,
or any other a;gency attempt to analyze
Vietnamese public attitudes periodically?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have polls been taken?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir; polls have been taken.
The CHAIRMAN. How is this done? It is done
by you directly or by contract?
Mr. NICKEL. By contract, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What organization has
done it?
Mr. NICKEL. May I answer that, Mr. Chairman, by saying that I have been informed
that you have written the Director of the U.S.
Information Agency asking for information
about our polling 1n Vietnam, that this is
now under consideration, and that I would
prefer to have the information come to you
through that channel.
The CHAIRMAN. I wrote that letter partly
to give you notice that this is a matter in
which we are interested. I hoped that you
would be prepared to answer it this morning.
Are you saying that this is a matter 'l!lat
affects our security and that you do not
wish to testify in open session on it?
Mr. NICKEL. I prefer not to go beyond
stating, sir, that we do engage in polling in
Vietnam, as in some other countries.
Witness' instructions concerning testimony
about polling

The CHAIRMAN. Have you been instructed
to state to the committee that you will not
testify in open session on this matter?
Mr. NICKEL. I am not able to discuss the
polling in open hearing, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you been instructed
not to respond to questions about polling?
Mr. NicKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who instructed you, sir?
Did Mr. Shakespeare tell you not to answer
such questions? If not, who did?
Mr. NICKEL. I have been instructed by my
principal.
May I have just one moment, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. You confer with
your lawyer if you like.
Mr. NICKEL. In answer to your question, sir,
I have been instructed by the director of my
agency.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Shakespeare has instructed on this?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What grounds did he give
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you for instructing you not to reply to this
question?
Mr. NICKEL. This question is under consideration as to the possible security elements involved.
The CHAIRMAN. Possible security involved.
You heard the previous witness, Congressman McCloskey; did you not?
Mr. NICKEL. I did, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You realize that this committee has some authority in the authorization of the funds for your agency; do you not?
Mr. NICKEL. I am very well aware of that.
The CHAIRMAN. We normally expect people
in USIA to respond to questions about their
operations if they expect this committee to
authorize any funds for the agency. You realize that; do you not?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Does Mr. Shakespeare realize that?
Mr. NICKEL. I cannot speak for Mr. Shakespeare, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to make it clear that
I do not accept your reason for refusing to
answer. It is a perfectly legitimate question.
You are engaged in an activity which is very
dubious in its authority under an executive
order, in any case, and I think that you
should be very careful in refusing to answer
questions about these operations.
I would like to know how much you paid,
for example, for a contract to take a poll 1n
Vietnam and see how it compares to polls in
this country. Would you be willing to say
how much you paid for the poll?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not believe I am able to,
sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was the gentleman
who advised you not to answer? Was he sworn
also?
Mr. NICKEL. The gentleman with whom I
just talked did not advise me not to answer.
The CHAIRMAN. He did not?
Mr. NicKEL. I wanted to check something
with him. He is the General Counsel of the
U.S. Information Agency.
The CHAIRMAN. He did not advise you as
to your instructions.
It is very unusual. I did not expect you to
refuse to answer these questions. One reason
why I sent the letter inquiring about these
matters was, as I say, to alert the Agency that
we are interested in the poll.
When was the latest poll taken? Will you
refuse to answer that?
Mr. NICKEL. I find myself unable to answer
it, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean by saying "unable" that you do not know?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do either of your associates know when the latest poll was taken?
Mr. NICKEL. I believe, sir, that they are
bound by the same instructions.
.Witness' instructions concerning subfect of
polling
The CHAIRMAN. I asked you if you were in-

structed to tell it. There is a difference between your answer if you know, and are
instructed not to tell and 1f you do not
know. I want to make the answer clear. On
what grounds are you refusing to say when
the latest poll was taken?
Mr. NICKEL. I am under instructions, sir,
not to discuss this subject.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you do know when it
was, but you are under instructions not to
discuss the subject. You are in effect taking the equivalent of the Fifth Amendment;
is that correct?
Mr. NICKEL. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Why is that not correct?
You do not consider that the USIA is a sensitive undertaking similar to the CIA; do you?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Usually your activities are
open and above board; are they not?

Mr. NICKEL. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not authorized to
engage in covert operations; are you?
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Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you be Willing to
answer this kind of question? What was the
poll about? Did it ask about the attitude of
the local citizens toward Americans?
Mr. NICKEL. I find, sir, in line With my instructions, that I am unable to discuss the
subject of polllng.
The CHAIRMAN. You would not discuss as
to whether or not the poll involved the question of the extent of the support of the
Vietnamese people for the Thieu government?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not believe, sir, in line
with my instructions, that I am able to
respond.
The CHAIRMAN. I may say before I leave
this subject, this is very unsatisfactory. I
regret very much, and I hope you Will tell
your superior, Mr. Shakespeare, that, speaking for myself, I very much regret this attitude. This committee is entitled to know
what the poll cost, what it asked, and what
the results were.
This is not a document, it seems to me,
that comes under executive privilege. It has
nothing wha tever to do with the President
directly. I mean it is not a confidential document. It is a matter that is paid for by the
public funds of the Government, and the
committee is entitled to actually have the
poll, in my opinion, and we shall ask for it.
I regret he gave you such instructions.
U.S. ADVISORY WORK IN TV, RADIO, AND PRINTED
MATERIALS
Do the U .S. advisers work with the Vietnamese on matters involving TV and radio
program content and makeup?
Mr. NICKEL. Our advisers work with both
radio and TV. They occasionally are involved in the format of a program.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they work with them
in the preparation of printed information
materials?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
Gun media's treatment of Tran Ngoc Chau
case

The CHAIRMAN. Was the case of Tran Ngoc
Chau reported over the Vietnamese radio and
television stations?
Mr. NICKEL. I can only assume it was I
would have to retire to an assumption because I was not in Saigon at that particular
time, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAmMAN. Are you famlliar With the
Chau case?
Mr. NICKEL. I have read about it; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know Mr. Chau?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do either of your associates know whether or not the radio and
television stations of Vietnam carried any
news about Mr. Chau?
Mr. HAYS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know?
Mr. HAYS. No, sir.
The CHAmMAN. You do not know?
Mr. OsBORNE. No, siT; I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Were any printed materials
put out by the South Vietnamese Governanent on this case?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not know, sir. I can find
out.
The CHAIRMAN. In your statement you say
"JUSPAO's liaison With the ministry itself
takes many forms." That is the Ministry of
Information.
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say:
"At the top, I meet frequently With the
Min1ster and his senior staff. At the plan-

ning leved, JUSPAO policy officers meet daily
with Ministry offiicals to plan joint campaigns, instructions and guidances to media
producers and to field personnel. On the
media production side, our writers and editors work together in the publication of magazines, pamphlets, posters, loudspeaker tapes,
and radio prograins."

In doing all of that, do you still say you do
not know whether anything was put out on
the Chau case?
Mr. NICKEL. If I may offer a brief explanation, sir, our relationship With the Ministry
would deal with things like support of the
pacification program, but would not consist
of liaison in terms of tactical matters. We
have never had occasion to discuss the Chau
case with anyone in the Ministry.
The CHAIRMAN. Did our advisers or did you
advise against the public attacks on Chau by
the Government media?
Mr. NICKEL. I have never personally been
involved in the Chau case in any way, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did any of your employees
under your direction give any advice whatever about the Chau case?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not believe so, sir. Again,
I wish to state that I myself was absent from
Saigon during most of this period, but I believe that they did not.
Kinds of advice given to GVN by JUSPAO

The CHAIRMAN. Does the Minister of Information in Saigon ever ask your advice
about the formulation of his Government's
public position on major issues?
Mr. NICKEL. My discussions with the Minister in line with my own responsibilities, sir,
are concerned more with the operations of
the Vietnamese Informat ion Service program
than wit h substance.
The CHAmMAN. Then are you saying you do
not give him advice about substantive measures; is tha t r ight ?
Mr. NICKEL. My advice is primarily operational.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it exclusively?
Mr. NICKEL. No. We might, for example,
Mr. Chairman, discuss how best to promote
or to conduct informat ion campaigns in support of the People's Self-Defense Force, and
mat ters like that which fall within the pacification and development program.
I think I should point out that I am not
responsible, Mr. Chairman, for our press
operation in Vietnam. That responsibility
falls to a colleague of m ine who is the special
assistant for press affairs to the Ambassador.
As the director of JUSP AO I do not speak
for the Embassy on press affairs.
The CHAIRMAN. What is his name?
Mr. NICKEL. Mr. Newman.
The CHAIRMAN. Is he in Saigon now?
Mr. NICKEL. He is in Saigon, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Have you discussed with
the Information Minister the South Vietnamese refusal to attend the opening of the expanded Paris talks?
Mr. NICKEL. I did not, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Did you discuss with him
what the official reaction to the death of
Ho Chi Minh would be?
Mr. NICKEL. We had some discussion with
the Ministry of Information about this matter; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What was your advice to
them with regard to how to treat the death
of Ho Chi Minh?
Mr. NICKEL. We agreed, sir, that a maximum effort should be made to inform the
enemy forces in Vietnam of Ho's death. We
also agreed that our treatment should be
straight information, and that there should
not be any exultation in our output to the
enemy forces.
Advice concerning impact of GNV policy
on United States

The CHAmMAN. Do you or any of your officials ever advise President Thieu or other
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Mr. NICKEL. I presume this is discussed, but
not by me, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know of it. You
are not aware of any such advice?
Mr. NICKEL. Not specifically; no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are .not aware of any
advice •t hat was given ·t o Mr. Thieu or anyone else in the higher echelons of the Government 65 to the possible reaction in this
country of the imprisonment of Mr. Chau?
Mr. NicKEL. As I said earlier, I was not involved in the Chau case. I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. It would not be a deep
involvement.
Has there ever been any discussion with
them about the impact in this country of
his imprisonment of Mr. Dzu? Do you know
about Mr. Dzu?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are aware of who he
is?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what happened to him?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you ever advise them
as to what the reaction in this country is
to his imprisonment?
Mr. NICKEL. I have never advised the Minister of Information about impact on U.S.
public opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. Do any U.S. personnel ever
assist Vietnamese officials in the writing of
speeches?
Mr. NICKEL. Certainly no one in my organization, to the best of my knowledge.
The CHAIRMAN. Are U.S. officials consulted
by Vietnamese officials in the handling of
statements that relate to U.S. policy?
Mr. NICKEL. I presume so, sir, but not
within my cognizance so far as my organization is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know anything
about it anyway?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
U.S. personnel located at Ministry of
Information

The CHAIRMAN. Are any Americans attached directly to the Minister of Information's office?
Mr. NICKEL. We have one or two Americans.
Mr. Chairman, who are physically located
in the Ministry of Information headquarters
building for liaison purposes. They are not
attached directly to the office of the Minister.
The CHAIRMAN. What is their function?
Mr. NICKEL. They perform liaison in terms
of our overall advisory efforts. I believe the
thrust of your question was whether any
of my officers are attached directly to the
office of the Minister. No one serves directly
on the Minister's staff, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no such thing as
an adviser to the Minister of Information?
Mr. NICKEL. We have advisers to various
elements of the Ministry. There is no adviser
to the Minister, sir.
U.S. advisers to elements of ministry of
information

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know enough
about it to make a distinction. Could you
tell us the distinction? I mean advisers to an
element. What is an element? It is a person; it is not? You advise people; do you
not?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by
that?
Mr. NICKEL. We have advisers who work
with the radio network. We have advisers

GVN offici als on the potential impa ct in other

who work With the TV network.

countries of policy matters, particularly
about the potential impact in the United
States of GVN policies?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not advise Vietnamese
officials about the impact on the United
States or the impact on American public
opinion, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Does anyone?

The CHAmMAN. What do they do?
Mr. NICKEL. We have advisers who work
with the Vietnamese Information Service.
The CHAIRMAN. About wha t do they advise
them? Do they not advise them about U.S.
policy?
Mr. NICKEL. Most of their advice, sir, is
concerned with improving operational effi-
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Mr. NICKEL. I did not say. Some of lt is,
The CHAIRMAN. There are no aerial drops
ciency of the various elements of the Inforsir.
being made of printed material?
mation Ministry.
The CHAIRMAN. Some of it is, presently.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you improve the
Mr. NICKEL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have there ever been any
efficiency without any attention to the substance which they are using? Do you mean made in the past?
Radio Free Asia
to say they are concerned only with the techMr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anything
nical operation of the broadcast system?
The CHAIRMAN. Could you give a brief de- whatever to do with Radio Free Asia?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir. With respect to the scription of their magnitude and purpose?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
Vietnamese Information Service, for example,
Mr. NICKEL. I could supply that for the
The CHAmMAN. Did you ever hear of lt?
our advisers would be concerned with dis- record, sir. I cannot describe the magnitude
Mr. NICKEL. I think I have. I am not sure of
cussing with their Ministry counterparts how of them since they were discontinued some the title.
best, for example, to support and promote time ago.
The CHAmMAN. Do you know what it is?
the various objectives of the paclfica.tion and
The CHAIRMAN. When were these air drops Do you know where the broadcasts come
development program.
terminated?
from?
Mr. NICKEL. At the time of the bombing
Handling of Mylai massacre
Mr. NicKEL. No, I do not.
halt, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they not come from
The CHARMAN. How has your Agency hanThe CHAIRMAN. They ran coincidentally Korea?
dled the Mylai massacre theme during the
with the bombing in the north; that right?
Mr. NICKEL. I personally am not familiar
past several months?
Mr.
NICKEL. They took place at the same with that.
Mr. NICKEL. JUSPAO, sir, has handled the
time.
They
were
not
operationally-Mr. CHAIRMAN. To your knowledge, can you
Mylai incident by taking the position that a
The CHAIRMAN. No, I mean they went on hear them in Vietnam?
serious investigation is underway by the U.S.
a.t
the
same
time.
Mr.
NICKEL. I am not aware of that.
Government and that if a crime has been
Mr. NICKEL. And they were discontinued at
The CHAIRMAN. If you can, you do not
committed, the U.S. Government will try the
know it.
personnel concerned. In other words, we have the same time.
(The Information referred to follows:)
Mr. NICKEL. I do not.
not in any way attempted to be evasive. We
Beginning
in
1965,
propaganda
leaflets
were
The CHAIRMAN. I do not either, but we have
take the position it is under investigation
released
from
aircraft
operating
over
North
and we have to walt and see what the in- Viet-Nam, or were dropped over waters out- seen these letters soliciting donations to
Radio
Free Asia. They state that they beam
vestigation reveals.
The CHAIRMAN. What has been the posi- side the boundaries of North Viet-Nam and radio programs all over Asia. I do not know
wind-drifted into the country. Until March
tion of the Vietnamese information Service 31, 1968, this program was designed generally that they say specifically Vietnam. I do not
know whether they do either. It came to my
regarding these incidents?
to convince North Viet-Nam-both people attention a few weeks ago. You do not know
Mr. NICKEL. I think the Vietnamese Inforand regime--the North Vietnamese aggres- whether you make any contribution to that
m31tion Service position has been very simi- sion in South Viet-Nam would fall, to mooperation or not.
lar to ours, sir.
tivate North Viet-Nam to seek peaceful setMr. NICKEL. We make no contribution, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Did the USIA or other tlement of the conflict, and to warn the peoGVN spending on psychological warfare
American advisers offer advice to the Gov- ple to stay away from military targets beernment of South Vietnam about the han- cause they were subject to air strike. At its
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know how much
dling of this matter?
peak, the program involved some 25 million the Vietnamese Government spent on their
Mr. NICKEL. Our policy people in JUSPAO
psychological warfare In the current year
leaflets per month.
discussed it with the policy people in the
Following the partial bombing halt an- and last year, either one or both?
Ministry of Information with respect to the nounced on March 31, 1968, leaflet targets
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
guidance that should be given to the psyop were restricted to those south of 20 degrees
The Ministry of information, sir, in its
media.
North Latitude. The primary objective of current fiscal year budget is spending $19.7
The CHAmMAN. Did the Vietnamese Gov- these leaflets was that of keeping the people million.
ernment play down the incident as being of in the area aware of efforts by the GovernThe CHAIRMAN. $19.7 mlllion?
little importance?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, Sir.
ment of Viet-Nam and the United Sta.tes to
Mr. NICKEL. It has been treated in the
The CHAmMAN. Is that budget this current
bring about a negotiated settlement of the
Vietnamese press. I am unable to say myself conflict.
year, 1970?
whether the Vietnamese Government played
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
After the total bombing halt of November
it down, sir. It certainly has been mentioned 1, 1968, the leaflet program over North VietThe CHAIRMAN. Is that up or down? What
in the Vietnamese media.
was it compared to last year; do you know
Nam was terminated.
The CHAmMAN. Would you say that it had
it?
Cost of U.S. propaganda operation
been emphasized or was it deemphasized as
Mr NICKEL. That is up, sir. Last year it was
in Vietnam
a matter of great significance?
$9.6 million, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure this question
Mr. NICKEL. It certainly has not been emThe CHAIRMAN. From $9 to $19 million in
has been quite clarified. Is it fair to say your 1 year?
phasized, sir.
operation in all phases of the information,
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, sir.
Treatment of Communist massacres at Hue
psychological warfare program in Vletn11.m
The CHAIRMAN. How do you account for
The CHAIRMAN. How has the USIA treated costs approximately $10 million? Did you say
such a large increase?
the Communist massacres at Hue in the pro- it cost about $10 million?
Mr. NICKEL. I believe I mentioned earlier,
gram aimed at the Vietnamese people
Mr. NICKEL. I said that the money that fell sir, that there was a sizable increase in perthrough leaflets, newspapers, or television?
within my area of responsibil1ty was $10.9 sonnel which accounted for a goOd part of
Mr. NICKEL. We have done our best to
million.
this increase from $9 to $19 million, but not
assist the Vietnamese in telling the story of
The CHAIRMAN. It does not include the all of it. There was also a substantial inthe massacres at Hue, sir.
military?
crease in program money.
The CHAIRMAN. Has the USIA itself in its
Mr. NICKEL. It does not include the mi11The CHAIRMAN. How much of that do we
own pamphlets, newspapers and programs tary.
furnish, directly or indirectly?
emphasized the massacre at Hue?
The CHAmMAN. The military I remember
Mr. NICKEL. The $19 milllon which I cited,
Mr. NICKEL. We in JUSPAO have provided now you said ha.d 800 people against your sir, is from the GVN's regular budget. There
material to USIA for use by USIA posts in 81?
are
no counterpart funds in that.
other countries, sir.
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAmMAN. Do you know how much is
The
CHAIRMAN.
I
guess
if
yours
is
$10
milNorth Vietnamese Affairs Division of JUSPAO
planned for next year?
lion, theirs is $80 million, Is it fair to say we
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the function of the spend $80 mill1on or $100 million on propNorth Vietnamese Affairs Division of aganda?
JUSPAO budget for fiscal year 1971
JUSPAO?
The CHAmMAN. Do you know how much
Mr. NICKEL. I would hesitate to answer
Mr. NICKEL. The North Vietnamese Affairs that.
you have or are planning for fiscal year 1971
Division of JUSPAO, sir, is a staff office which
for your operations?
The CHAIRMAN. What?
seeks to keep abreast of the propaganda deMr. NICKEL. Yes, sir. We plan to have a
Mr. NICKEL. I would hesitate to even specuvelopments involving the North. It is con- late on what the cost is, sir.
budget figure of $8.4 million, sir.
cerned with release to the media of certain
The CHAIRMAN. For next year?
The CHAIRMAN. Would you venture a guess?
enemy documents. It also releases material
Mr. NICKEL. Next year.
Mr. NICKEL. I just have no base on which
of a more general nature about certain en- to make such a judgment.
The CHAIRMAN. That again does not inemy attitudes, activities, and practices.
The CHAIRMAN. We would like very much clude the military or any allied?
Mr.
NICKEL. It does not include the mlllPsychological operations against North
to have an idea of the total cost. Of course,
Vietnamese
I realize the Pentagon has an enormous pro- tary, although it does Include, as I believe
The CHAIRMAN. Are any psychological op- paganda operation in many places far greater you are aware, the AID and DOD funds that
erations being carried out against North Viet- than yours. I wondered whether you could are available to JUSPAO.
give an estimate.
DISTRmUTION OF FILM, "THE SILENT MAJORITY"
nam at the present time?
IN VIETNAM
Radio broadcasting beamed to the North
Mr. NICKEL. With respect to the operation
that I am responsible for, sir, I know of nothDid I understand you to say that ra.dio
The CHAIRMAN. Has the film, "The Silent
ing but radio broadcasting.
broadcasting is not beamed to the North?
Majority" been distributed in Vie,t nam?
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Mr. NrcKEL. It has, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. By you? By the USIA?
Mr. NicKEL. We made it available to Vietnamese television and to the National Motion Picture Center of Vietnam. It was
shown on the GVN television network and
in commercial theaters.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you estimate how
many Vietnamese have seen it?
Mr. NICKEL. I will supply an estimate, sir.
(The information referred to follows: )
NUMBER OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE WHO HAVE
SEEN "THE SILENT MAJORITY"
In South Vietnam, the GVN's Ministry of
Information (MOI) was the sole distributor
of the film "The Silent Majority." MOI estimated that 1.2 million persons saw the showings of the film on the national television
network, and that an additional 300,000
urban viewers saw the film in theaters in six
major cities, for an overall total of 1.5 million.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be apparently a
very substantial amount.
Have you any measure of public reaction
to that film?
Mr. NICKEL. We did not undertake any
specific evaluation.
The CHAIRMAN. Has anyone that you know?
Mr. NICKEL. I am not aware that anyone
did.
USIA POLLS CONCERNING ATTITUDES TOWARD
UNITED STATES
The CHAIRMAN. Coming back for a moment,
it inspires me to ask a further question
about the polls. Have you been instructed
to decline to discuss the polling in Vietnam
or all polls-any poll in any other country?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, the only polling that
would come within my purview would be
that in Vietnam, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The USIA takes polls in
other countries; does it not?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They are about public attitudes toward the United States and its
policies? That has been a practice for a long
time; has it not?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know about
them and cannot testify about them; is that
right?
Mr. NICKEL. When I say I do not know
about them, I mean that I just do not know
in detail anything about them and obviously
could not speak to what they were about,
sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you in the USIA before you went to Saigon?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir,
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you serve before
that?
Mr. NICKEL. In Japan, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In Japan?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. While you were 1n Japan,
did you take polls there?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you at liberty to discuss the polls you took in Japan?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are instructed not to
discuss them; is that it?
Mr. NICKEL. I am instructed not to discuss
polls.
The CHAIRMAN. It is very unusual. Where
did you serve besides Japan?
Mr. NICKEL. I have served in Burma, and
I have served in Washington, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you take polls in
Burma?
Mr. NICKEL. To the best of my recollection,
I do not believe we did, but that was some
years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not believe you did?
Mr. NICKEL. I just cannot give you a definitive answer.
Is USIA taping proceedings?

The CHAIRMAN. Is the USIA taking a tape
of these proceedings?

Mr. NICKEL. I am unaware if they are taping these proceedings.
The CHAIRMAN. You would know 1f they
are; would you not?
Mr. NICKEL. Let us just say that I am una ware if they are.
The CHAIRMAN. I wondered how efficient
they were in reporting all these matters.
Publication of "Vietnam Today"

How many newspapers, magazines or other
periodicals does the United States publish or
print that are aimed at Vietnamese audiences?
Mr. NICKEL. We publish, Mr. Chairman,
or should I say we assist the Vietnamese in
publishing, a pacification newssheet, a weekly
called "Vietnam Today," in 600,000 copies
per issue.
The CHAIRMAN. 600,000?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a newspaper type
of publication?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 600,000 copies are published weekly?
Mr. NICKEL. 600,000 copies.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that given away? What
happens to it? I was interested.
Mr. NICKEL. It is given away, sir. It is distributed through the Vietnamese information service and it is more or less a vehicle for
the Central Pacification and Development
Council. In others words, it concentrates on
developments in the pacification field.
The CHAIRMAN. It is printed in Vietnamese?
Mr. NICKEL. Printed in Vietnamese, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the cost of printing that
a part of your budget?
Mr. NICKEL. The printing cost is part of
my budget.
The CHAIRMAN. What would it cost a week
to put out 600,000 copies of that?
Mr. NICKEL. $2,400.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is it printed?
Mr. NICKEL. Printed in Saigon, sir. Part
of it--! might say that half of the printing
now is handled by the Ministry of Information and half is handled by the USIA.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the USIA have a
printing plant in Saigon?
Mr. NICKEL. JUSPAO has a small printing
plant.
The CHAIRMAN. JUSPAO. Is it large enough
to print this?
Mr. NICKEL. This is not printed entirely by
JUSPAO. Half of the circulation-in other
words, 300,000, sir-is printed by the Ministry
of Information printing plant, and the other
half by JUSPAO.
The CHAIRMAN. Who determines the material that goes into this publication?
Mr. NicKEL. Most of the editorial work on
this newspaper now 1s done by the Ministry
of Information, sir.
Publication of "Free South"

The CHAIRMAN. There is another newspaper called "Free South.'•
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it published biweekly?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many of those are
published?
Mr. NICKEL. This is published in an edition
of 1.3 mill!ion co1pies. It is a small 8 by 10
sized newspaper. It 1s air dropped into contested areas.
The CHAIRMAN. Being published twice a
week that 2.6 million a week; is that correct?
Mr. NICKEL. I am sorry, sir; it 1s published
every 2 weeks, not two a week.
The CHAIRMAN. Every 2 Weeks?
Mr. NICKEL. Every 2 weeks, sir.
Publication of "Rural Spirit"

The CHAmMAN. I notice here another one
called "Rural Spirit." Are you familiar with
that?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What iS that? Describe it.
Is it a magazine?
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Mr. NICKEL. The Vietnamese name for
Rural Spirit is Huang Que. It is a magazine
designed largely for rural audiences, and it
is to a great extent agricultural in its approach. It has a monthly circulation of
565,000, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many pages is a typical issue of that magazine?
Mr. NICKEL. Thirty-six pages.
The CHAIRMAN. Thirty-six pages. Is it sUck
paper or what?
Mr. NICKEL. No; it is not slick.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it a picture magazine?
Mr. NICKEL. It has some illustrations, but
it is not basically a picture magazine.
The CHAIRMAN. Where 1s it printed?
Mr. NICKEL. It is printed in Manila at our
regional service center.
'!'he CHAIRMAN. Printed in Manila?
Mr. NICKEL. At the U.S. Information
Agency Regional Service Center. We have
a large printing plant there.
USIA printing plant in Manila

The CHAIRMAN. Do we have a large printing
plant there?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What countries does it
service?
Mr. NICKEL. It serves for the most part,
sir, USIA posts in the East Asia and Pacific
area.
Size of circulation of "Free South" and
"Rural Spirit"

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say that the
Free South newspaper has the largest circulation of any newspaper in Asia outside of
Japan and mainland China?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, it is a magazine. I just
would not be able to make that judgment.
It has a very high circulation, if you discount
Free South which-are we talking about
Huang Que?
The CHAIRMAN. Take both of them. One
is a newspaper and one is a magazine?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you say they have
the largest circulation of their kind, both
magazine and newspaper, in Asia outside of
Japan and mainland China?
Mr. NICKEL. I could not make that judgment. They certainly are the largest in Vietnam.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know of any
that is larger; do you?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not know, sir.
USIA printing plant in Manila

The CHAIRMAN. Did you answer the question of what countries the printing office in
Manila serves? Does it serve all countries in
Asia? Could you tell us how large that operation is?
Mr. NicKEL. It exists to provide backstopping for our USIS posts in Asia, Mr. Chairman. If you would like specific information
on the plant, I shall see that the appropriate
parties in my agency furnish it.
(The information referred to follows:)
USIA'S REGIONAL SERVICE CENTER IN MANILA
USIA's Regional Service Center in Manila
has three main functions: (1) producing
publications originated by USIA in Washington for distribution to usrs posts in Asia;
(2) producing publications originated. by
USIS posts in Asia for their own use; and (3)
editing and producing regional publications.
Products include magazines, photo newspaper inserts, leaflets, posters and "fast pamphlets." The latter, frequently full texts of
Presidential statements, are keyed to major
foreign poUcy events in which the time element is important.

Among the 11 American and 231 Filipino
employees currently at the Regional Servi~~
Center are editors, artists, photo specialists
and skilled printing technicians. The estimated operating budget for FY 1971 is $2,566,000, which includes printing service performed for other U.S. Government agencies
on a reimbursement basis.

.
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Magazine entitled "The Face of Anguish.
Vietnam"
The CHAIRMAN. Is this magazine I have

here, The Face of Anguish, Vietnam. an issue
of the Rural Spirit?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This is not its name; 1s it?
What is this issue? It is a picture magazine;
I think it came from you.
Mr. NICKEL. I do not--I cannot recognize it.
The CHAIRMAN. No; this comes from Free
Asia Press, Manila, I am sorry. Is that part
of our operation?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not recognize the magazine, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Since you are in the business, maybe I will give it to you and ask you
to see if you can identify it for us. It does
not seem to be identified. I do not know what
the Free Asia Press is. It is a very elaborate
magazine and beautifully done. Who would
you say is the sponsor of that?
Mr. NICKEL. I would just say that--I have
never seen it, and it does not appear to me
to be one of our products.
The CHAIRMAN. Who would publish such a
magazine except us?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not know.
Publication and distribution of, "Who are
the Vietcong?"

Mr. NICKEL. That would depend on what
posts ordered it, sir. Japan certainly would
not use large numbers in English.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be able to find out
where that was printed and for whom and
where it was distributed?
Mr. NICKEL. I will see that information is
developed.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you supply it for the
record, please?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, Sir.
(The information referred to follows:)
PRINTING AND DISTRmUTION OF "WHO ARE THE
VIET CONG?"
The pamphlet "Who Are the Viet Cong?"
was initially prepared in English by USIA in
Washington for overseas distribution as part
of USIA's worldwide information program.
Texts and photos were initially sent to
USIA's Regional Service Center (RSC) in
Manila, where 10,250 pilot copies were
printed in August 1966. Some 10,000 of these
were printed for USIA, for distribution to
USIS posts ordering them. There were additional printings a.t RSC Manila for USIS
posts in Saigon, Canberra and Tel Aviv in
1967.

JUSPAO prepared a Vietnamese language
version which was printed at RSC Manila
in several press runs from December 1966 to
March 1967, in a total of 300,000 copies. This
version was distributed in South Viet-Nam.

The CHAIRMAN. Here is another one. It has
no identification whatsoever. It is called,
"Who Are the Vietcong?" Have you ever seen Is any unidentified material distributed in
United States?
that pamphlet?
Mr. NICKEL. That is ours.
The CHAIRMAN. Is any material of this kind
The CHAIRMAN. It is not identified. There without identification ever distributed in the
is nothing in it, I am told by the staff, that United states?
would identify it as being your publication.
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
Is that the normal way we operate? We do
The CHAmMAN. You are sure about that?
not identify our publications?
Mr. NICKEL. I am sure to the extent that
Mr. NICKEL. No; I would not say that is I am very well aware Of the need to keep it
normal.
out of the United States, and we are always
The CHAIRMAN. What proportion would cognizant of this restriction.
you say are attributed to us and are identiThe CHAIRMAN. If it is not identified, how
fiable as our publications and what propor- would you keep it out? What is to prevent
tions are not?
someone from distributing it here when
Mr. NICKEL. It would be very hard to give there is no way of telling who printed it
a percentage. It is an English language pub- where it came from except to the initiated?
lication, I believe, Senator. I would feel comMr. NicKEL. In terms of USIS use of mafortable in saying that most of our English terials o! this sort, all USIS posts, and all
language publications are attributed.
USIS personnel would be aware of the necesThe CHAIRMAN. Do you know where this sity to avoid its introduction lnrtio the United
was distributed? Was it distributed in South States.
Vietnam?
Booklet entitled "Vietnam: The View Beyond
Mr. NICKEL. Since it is an English language
the Battle"
version, sir, I would assume that some numThe CHAIRMAN. On a recent visit to Saigon,
bers were used in South Vietnam, but I would
also assume that the English language ver- two members of the staff o! this committee
sion was prepared for use primarily outside were given this booklet called, "Vietnam, the
View Beyond the Battle." Are you fa.mlliar
of Vietnam.
with irt?
The CHAIRMAN. In the United States?
Mr. NICKEL. I have seen it.
Mr. NicKEL. No; not in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. This was part of the maThe CHAIRMAN. Where outside of Vietnam?
Mr. NicKEL. For use by poots other than terials in a welcoming kit.
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
Vietnam.
The CHAIRMAN. When you say you have
The CHAIRMAN. By the USIA?
seen
it, who published it? Did you publish it?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You prepared it in Saigon? It also does not have a da,te on it.
Mr. NICKEL. I believe it was printed 8lt our
Mr. NICKEL. It was-may I inquire?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to look at lt regional service center in Manila.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a very elaborate magor are you familiar with it?
Mr. NICKEL. May we see it , sir? The reason azine with extremely fine workmanship in
its
maps and photographs. There is a magI am pausing is because I am not sure whether it was a JUSPAO publication or a USIA nificent photograph of Thieu and Ky and
President Lyndon B. Johnson taken in
publication.
I can find out for you, sir, and supply the February of 1966. It does not say itself when
it was printed. Can you tell us when this
information.
The CHAIRMAN. But it is a pamphlet which was printed?
Mr. NICKEL. I believe, sir, that was printed
you prepared and published?
Mr. NICKEL. We are sure it is a pamphlet at our regional service center in Manila. I
in which we were involved. But whether believe it was a USAID project, and the cost
of printing-JUSPAO prepared it or USIA prepared it, I
The CHAIRMAN. Was it prepared at your
do not know.
The CHAmMAN. Would that kind of maga- request for distribution in Vietnam?
zine be printed ln Manila rather than ln
Mr. NICKEL. I believe it was prepared by
Saigon?
a contract writer for AID and I believe printing was at AID expense. How~ver, I make that
Mr. NICKEL. Yes; it WOuld be.
The CHAmMAN. Where would it be distrib- statement subject to check.
The CHAIRMAN. I asked the AID Director
uted? It would not be distributed in Japan;
the day before yesterday if he had ever seen
would it?
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it. I thought perhaps it was his, but he had
no knowledge of it. He said he had never
seen it and knew nothing about it.
Mr. NICKEL. I believe, sir, it was printed 2
or 3 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. He said he knew nothing
a.bout it, and he left the impression that he
did not think it was an AID project. Again
I raise the same question because it is such
a fine piece of work. What is the purpose o!
publishing in English such a fine magazine
and what is the distribution of it? Could you
find that out on this one too?
Mr. NicKEL. I will find out on that. sir.
(The information referred to follows:)
PRINTING AND DISTRmUTION OF "VIETNAM; THE
VIEW BEYOND THE BATTLE"
In 1967. because the Government of VietNam wanted to tell to its citizens the story
of developing nationhood in South Viet-Nam
and because USAID especially was providing advice and assistance in the development, JUSPAO was requested to prepare a
one-time publication, "Viet-Nam: The View
Beyond the Battle." Information and photos
were furnished by the GVN and USAID, with
JUSP AO assuining coordinating responsibility for text, editing, layout and printing.
The Vietnamese language publication was
printed in 100,000 copies at USIA's Regional
Service Center (RSC), at JUSPAO's request,
for distribution in Viet-Nam.
An English language version was also
printed in 68,500 copies. They were ordered
by and shipped to JUSPAO and to USIS posts,
at Manila, Djakarta, Bonn, Wellington, Canberra, Kuala Lumpur, Lusaka, Lagos, Stockholm, Taipei, Georgetown, Quito, Tel Aviv,
Belrut, Rangoon, Cuva, Copenhagen, Bern,
Kabul, Brussels and Reykjavik.
From the JUSPAO supply, some 5,000 copies
were provided to USAID for use in a briefing
kit for distribution to visitors, journalists,
incoming USAID officers and other persons
inquiring about USAID's activities. Until
early 1968 the U.S. Mission Press Center in
Saigon, which operates under American Embassy supervision, distributed copies to newsmen.
Why are magazines unidentified as to source?

The CHAIRMAN. I do not quite understand
why magazines of this kind are not identified
as to source. It obviously raises a very interesting question.
Mr. NICKEL. I will furnish the information
to the committee.
(The information referred to follows:)
"EXPLANATION OF LACK OF ATTRIBUTION OF
PUBLICATIONS''
"As was pointed out in Mr. Nickel 's opening statement, one of the roles performed by
JUSPAO is assistance in the production of
information materials by the GVN. In 1967,
when "Viet-Nam: The View Beyond the Battle" was first printed, the GVN did not have
the capacity to produce magazines of this
type. In developing this particular project
with and for the GVN, JUSPAO decided that
this and similar publications might also have
an audience in third countries as well. If attribution were given rightfully to the GVN,
such attribution could limit USIS use overseas. On the other hand, if a t tribution were
given to USAID or JUSPAO, it could limit or
embarrass the GVN's use of the publication
in Viet-Nam. As has been noted earlier,
JUSPAO assisted the GVN by providing
100,000 copies of th~ publication in the Vietnamese language. Accordingly, a decision was
made not to positively identify this t ype publication with either the GVN or U.S. agencies,
thereby permitting all interested parties to
distribute it through th~ir own out let s. "

Publication of attributed and unattributed
magazi nes

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know who would
make the contracts for the publication of
such magazines? Put it this way: Has USIA
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ever made a contract for a similar magazine
even though it is not this one? Have you ever
asked the regional office to publish for your
purposes an unidentified magazine?
Mr. NICKEL. Let me answer that by saying we would occasionally use contract personnel to prepare products for us, but the
use of a contract writer would not in any way
be related to the decision as to whether the
product would be attributed or unattributed.
I do not myself know why this publication
is not an attributed product.
The CHAIRMAN. Does your office ever ask
for magazines similar to this from the regional office in Manila?
Mr. NICKEL. We occasionally order publications from the regional office in Manila.
The CHAIRMAN. When you do, do you specify whether they are to be attributed to you
or not? Is that decision left up to the
regional office?
Mr. NICKEL. If they are in English, sir, and
they already eXist, they already are either attributed or unattributed, so we would not
get involved in the attribution. I think I am
correct in assuming that most are attributed.
If we are doing Vietnamese versions of basic
English language publications that originate
at the Manila plant, then it would be up to
JUSPAO to decide whether we wanted them
attributed.
The CHAIRMAN. On what basis do you decide whether it is attributed to you or not attributed to you? What is the criteria?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, speaking for myself
aloneThe CHAIRMAN. You ought to speak for the
Agency. I do not want you to speak only f9r
yourself, but you can do both.
Mr. NICKEL. If you will allow me to
speak-The CHAIRMAN. Speak for yourself and then
speak for the agency. That is right.
Mr. NICKEL. In making the decision as to
whether something is to be attributed or not,
I generally follow the policy that anything
that is explaining some aspect of U.S. pollcy
or U.S. society, should have attribution to the
United States. In fact, attribution adds to the
credibility of it.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you decide when
not to attribute it? What is your objective?
Mr. NICKEL. Let me put it this way. I have
another area of operations in Vietnam where
I am engaged in helping the Vietnamese publlsh materials. Obviously, I do not attribute
such materials to my own organization.
South Vietnamese publication of materials in
English

The CHAIRMAN. They would not publish
materials in English; would they?
Mr. NICKEL. They publish some materials in
English.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they?
Mr. NICKEL. A few, for use abroad.
The CHAIRMAN. For use where?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, for use abroad.
The CHAIRMAN. In the United States?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Really?
Mr. NICKEL. But these are not materials I
am involved tn.
The CHAIRMAN. But they do publish materials in English that are then distributed in
the United States?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, occasionally, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not know that. Of
how many do you know?

sume that some of the material they publish
1n English, unilaterally, is made available

to their Embassy in Washington.
Now, I want to make it very clear, Mr.
Chairman, these are aspects of their operation that I am not officially involved in; I
provide neither support for, nor assistance
in anyway.
The CHAIRMAN. And no advice?
Mr. NICKEL. And no advice.
The CHAIRMAN. They do it all on their
own?
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you supply for the
record some recent examples of publications
that the Vietnamese Government has made
in English?
Mr. NICKEL. I Will, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Give us a few examples
during the last year to see what they are
doing.
(The information referred to follows:)
GVN publications in English

Sample materials provided through the
Embassy of Viet-Nam include "Fighters for
Peace," "Communist Atrocities During the
Latest Offensives," and "Viet-Nam Bulletin."
Other publication

The CHAIRMAN. With regard to these other
publications, we mentioned three, I believe,
the Rural Spirit, which has 565,000, and the
Vietnam Today, with 600,000, and the Free
South with 1.3 million per edition.
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There are nine other publications which I will not take the time to go
into at length. I wm name them and I think
these are correct. This is material which we
obtained in Saigon.
A magazine called Mother Heart. Long Me
is the way you pronounce it in Vietnamese.
It is published bimonthly in 200,000 copies
per Issue.
There is a magazine called Culture-Drama
published bimonthly, 12,000 per issue.
Magazine entitled "Mother Heart"

What is "Mother Heart"?
Mr. NICKEL. Long Me, sir, is a publication
of the Ministry of Chieu Hoi. We provide
considerable assistance to the publication.
We print it. It is designed to explain and
promote the Chieu Hoi program largely in
the sense of informing families of prospective Chieu Hoi ralliers.
The CHAIRMAN. This is intended for the
Vietcong whom you want to come over; is
that right?
Mr. NICKEL. No; it is intended for families
on the South Vietnamese side who may have
relatives serving with the enemy. It provides
these fainilies with better information about
the program. Also, one of its secondary objectives is to supply more information about
the program to the Vietnamese officials who
themselves are concerned with Chieu Hoi.
Magazine entitled "Culture-Drama"

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any examples of
it?
Mr. NICKEL. I have no examples with me,

The CHAIRMAN. What is the magazine Culture-Drama about?
Mr. NicKEL. It is known as the Van Tac Vu
magazine, Mr. Ohairxnan. It is a xnagazine
designed to provide program xnaterialsongs, skits, and general raw xnaterialfor a great number of culture-draxna teams
which exist in Vietnam. The culture-drama
form is a very attractive one.
The CHAIRMAN. Culture-drama has nothing
to do with the theater, I guess.
Mr. NICKEL. It is folk theater touring-The CHAIRMAN. Is there a theater in
Saigon?
Mr. NICKEL. There Is opera, renovated op-

sir.

era, classical.

The CHAIRMAN. What would be the objective of such publications? To what are they
directed?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, when I say for use 1n the
United States, they publish on their own
behalf without assistance from us some materials for use overseas. They publish these in
French and in English, and I can only as-

The CHAIRMAN. Do they have a local opera
company?
Mr. NicKEL. There are performances.
The CHAIRMAN. Are they traveling people
that we bring in?
Mr. NicKEL. No; this would be more on
the order of classical Vietnamese drama.
When I say opera, I mean classical Vietnam-

Mr. NICKEL. I would have to determine that.
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ese opera which is not unrelated to Chinese
opera.
The CHAIRMAN. Do we determine the subject matter of a magazine of that kind?
Mr. NICKEL. This particular magazine is
directed at culture-drama teams which perform in the provinces, and in general perform almost like vaudevillians, if I might use
the term, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What Is the objective of
our sponsoring such a magazine? What do we
seek to accomplish in publishing such a
magazine?
Mr. NICKEL. We seek to provide program
material that is nationalist in its direction
because these culture-drama teams play a
role in support of the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think this kind of
a role would agree with Vice President Agnew's idea of what a magazine or a publication ought to do? He would not criticize the
kind of publications we put out in Vietnam?
Mr. NICKEL. I prefer not to comment on
the Vice President.
The CHAIRMAN. If I understood his views,
they were that magazines and newspapers
ought to support the Government and, therefore, he would approve of this type of publication. It seems to me it is perfectly obvious
he would.
I am not quite sure myself though what
justifies the spending of American money on
the cultural and drama magazine. Not tha~
I have any aversion to culture and drama,
but I did not know that we were competent
to tell the Vietnamese about culture and
drama in Vietnam.
Mr. NICKEL. Well, of course-The CHAIRMAN. We have a hard time knowing what is culture and drama in Washington.
Mr. NicKEL. Of course, Mr. Chairman, the
JUSPAO staff that works on this magazine
is predominantly Vietnamese.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. You think it is so
constructed and edited that it would appeal
to the effete, intellectual snobs of Saigon?
Mr. NicKEL. I would say that it appeals to
the performers and culture-drama teams in
the provinces of Vietnam.
Posters, pamphlets and song sheets

The CHAIRMAN. Of what are posters IR-8
and IRr-5 on rice examples? This is about the
miracle rice.
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir. Those would be
posters.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a one-shot proposition, one poster?
Mr. NICKEL. One poster.
The CHAIRMAN. 50,000 copies?
Mr. NICKEL. It Is not a fixed periodical.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not a recurring poster
or ls it?
Mr. NICKEL. It is not recurring, but obviously our interest in IR-8 is such that over
a period of time we could do many posters
oniR-8.
The CHAIRMAN. We have another poster
entitled, "Our Project Has Been Completed."
Is that a recurring poster or a single shot?
Mr. NICKEL. I would assume that is a
single shot?
The CHAIRMAN. Is it 50,000 copies?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you have a poster
called, "The Government of the Republic
of Vietnam Helps Refugees Return Home."
That again ls just another poster?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, Sir.
The CHAmMAN. Then there is a pamphlet,
"Security Laws Protect the Citizens."
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. That is 50,000 copies. Is

that only for that purpose?
Mr. NrcKEL. That would be a one shot
pamphlet, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then we have song sheets.
One is called "Spring of Hope" and one is
called "Native Spring." What is our objective in printing song sheets?
Mr. NICKEL. That song sheet was probably
a product that was issued by the Ministry
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of Information in connection with the Tet
observation. As you know, Tet is quite a
festive holiday in Vietnam, and the songs
were probably connected with the celebration of that holiday.
Number of posters produced in Fiscal Year
1969

The CHAIRMAN. Could you tell us how
many different posters were put out last
year?
Mr. NICKEL. I can only give you an overall
figure on posters, Mr. Chairman-a total of
1.73 million copies in fiscal year 1969. That
would be for individual units.
The CHAIRMAN. Individual units of posters.
Mr. NICKEL. 1.73 million pieces of paper,
every one of which was a poster. I cannot
give you the circulation or the production
per poster. I cannot say 50,000 of this or
70,000 of that.
The CHAIRMAN. To illustrate the point, you
put out 15 posters consisting of 1.7 million
issues. Is that about right?
Mr. NICKEL. Those are not the figures, but
that is the logic.
The CHAIRMAN. I know they are not the
figures.
Mr. NICKEL. That is the logic.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I meant. You
could not estimate how many posters there
were, not individual pieces but how many
different posters there were?
Mr. NICKEL. I find that very difficult.
Publications of all kinds put out in a year

The CHAIRMAN. Would you estimate how
many publications of all kinds you put out
in a year? Would it be 10 million or 50
million publications of all different kinds,
including all these magazines and posters
and newspapers? The newspapers alone run
into several million weekly; do they not?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I wondered if you had an
estimate to give us some idea of the volume
of our activity.
Mr. NICKEL. 24 million plus, sir. That would
be magazines, newspapers, pos·t ers, and
pamphlets.
Leaflets dropped by the military

The CHAIRMAN. Would the pamphlets in•
clude the leafiets dropped by the military?
Mr. NICKEL. That does not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any estimate
how many there are?
Mr. NICKEL. That· would be somewhere in
the vicinity of 1.5 billion, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Billion?
Mr. NICKEL. Billion.
The CHAIRMAN. My goodness; 1.5 billion by
the military?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Who prints those? Where
can they get so many printed? That seems
incredible.
Mr. NICKEL. They would be primarily distributed by the military.
The CHAIRMAN. Are these printed in that
regional office in Manila?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the military have its
own printing plant?
Mr. NICKEL. I was a bit hasty. Let me be
more precise. Some might be printed in
Manila. Many might be printed by the military on Okinawa.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they have a big printing plant on Okinawa?
Mr. NICKEL. They have a printing plant
that provides support for the psychological
program in Vietnam.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it comparable to the
size of yours in Manila?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN, It is not as large?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the USIA plant in Manila
a very large one?
Mr. NICKEL. It is a substantial modem
plant.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it capable of printing a

magazine as large as, say, Time magazine or
Fortune or Newsweek?
Mr. NICKEL. It 1s difficult for me to answer.
I am not aware of what capacity it would
have for volume. I would think that technically it could do the job.
Other printing by the military

The CHAIRMAN. Does the military, in addition to the 1.5 billion leaflets, also print magazines and publications similar to this? Does
it print anything similar to this anywhere?
Mr. NICKEL. It would be very unlikely to
print a pamphlet like that. I believe they do
print an employee relations magazine for
the Vietnamese employees for the military in
Vietnam. But to the best of my knowledge,
Mr. Chairman, that is the only publication
of that type that the military publishes.
Lack of attribution of "Vietnam: The View
Beyond The Battle"

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know who did this,
but that is one of the finest pictures of its
kind I ever saw of the people in the rice paddies. As a technical matter, regardless of its
content, you could well take credit for it
because it is a very fine production. I think
it is a very attractive thing. Did I show it
to you to see if you coUld identify it, or did
you? I do not remember. Do you want to
look at it and perhaps you can tell me?
Mr. NICKEL. I am familiar with it. I have
seen it.
The CHAIRMAN. You have seen it.
I have so many publications here I cannot keep them all straight.
I am told by the staff that the USIS press
said this morning, after they checked it, that
it was printed in March 1967. I still am
puzzled about this question of attribution.
A magazine of this kind is such an imposing
production that it is rather a shock to find
there is no way of telling who printed it and
where and when it was printed. Yet it is
on a subject which apparently either we or
the Government of Vietnam would be the
only ones really interested in doing it. So I
can see now that it was. I would suggest, for
whatever it 1s worth, that it helps our credibillty to identify and to claim it as our own
when it is. I do not think that the world as
it is today is going to be very impressed by
our trying to avoid responsib111ty for the
publication.
Press credentials granted to jour security
agents in Saigon

Did your office have anything to do with
the recent granting of press credentials in
Saigon to four security agents?
Mr. NicKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not your responsibility. Do you know anything about that episode?
Mr. NicKEL. I am familiar with the general newspaper accounts of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Then I suppose you have
friends who were aware of that in Vietnam?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you tell me in what
mission these people were engaged for which
they wanted such credentials?
Mr. NICKEL. I have no knowledge of that,
sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have no knowledge
of that.
Are CIA personnel using USIA as cover?

Could you say whether any CIA personnel
are using the USIA as cover?
Mr. NicKEL. Comment on such a question
must be made in executive session by other
appropriate officials, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Language facility of USIA personnel in
Vietnam

Could you tell me what percentage of USIA
personnel in Vietnam speak Vietnamese?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. At three level or better.
I am not talking about Vietnamese employees.

Mr. NICKEL. Six percent.
The CHAIRMAN. How many speak French
at the three level or better?
Mr. NICKEL. I am sorry, sir. I gave you a
percentage figure. I did not mean it to be
a percentage. Six employees speak Vietnamese at the three level or better.
The CHAIRMAN, That is approxi.mately 6
percent; is it not?
Mr. NicKEL. It also works out to approximately 6 percent, but it is not a percentage
figure. The figure for French would be 24.
The CHAIRMAN. That is at the three level
or better?
Mr. NICKEL. Yes, sir.
Language facility of· JUSPAO personnel

The CHAIRMAN. What about all JUSPAO
personnel?
Mr. NICKEL. All JUSPAO personnel in
terms of three or better or what, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. NICKEL. Well, I am addressing the
civilian component of JUSPAO. There are six
people who speak Vietnamese and 24 who
speak French.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the 800 military you mentioned? Do you know anything
about them?
Mr. NicKEL. I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not have the figures on them.
Journalists' trips to Vietnam sponsored
by USIA

Does the USIA finance or sponsor in any
way trips to Vietnam by Journalists from the
United States?
Mr. NICKEL. The U.S. Information Agency,
sir, does have a third country journalist
program.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you indicate the
magnitude of that? How many journalists
in the course of a vea.r?
Mr. NICKEL. I would be very happy to supply that for the record. It is a pr'Jgram administered out of the headquarters in Washington, and I cannot speak to the details, sir.
(The following information referred to
follows:)
USIA

third

country journalist
fiscal year 1969

program,

"For the record, the program involved 15
foreign journalists during Fiscal Year 1969,
and an anticipated equal number during the
current fiscal year."
The CHAIRMAN. I want it both ways. I
want trips from the United States to Vietnam of American journalists and also from
other countries to Vietnam.
Mr. NICKEL. I believe, sir, that this program is only concerned with third country
journalists to Vietnam.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean not United
States?
Mr. NICKEL. Not American journalists.
The CHAIRMAN. Then the answer to my
first question is no. They do not sponsor
U.S. journalists to Vietnam; is that correct?
Mr. NICKEL. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They do sponsor foreign
journalists to Vietnam?
Mr. NICKEL. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you say what is the
purpose of this program? Why do you sponsor
foreign journalists to Vietnam?
Mr. NICKEL. To enable them, sir, to come
and see for themselves the developments in
that country. This is done in many instances for journalists from publicaltions
which could not afford to or would n.ot send
their correspondents to Vietnam.
The CHAIRM'AN. When they arrive in South
Vietnam, does your agency take care of them,
meet them and make arrangements for their
visit?
Mr. NICKEL. They are accredited, and they
receive the same facilitation from the Mission Press Center, Mr. Chairman, as any accredited journalist would receive.
The CHAIRMAN. I realize that, but in addition there is the fact that you sponsored
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them and paid for their passage. Do you also
take care of them and give them any special
treatment or are they just allowed like any
other journalist?
Mr. NICKEL. We give them special treatment when they ask for it, special treatment of the same kind that we would give
any journalist in Vietnam who so requested
it.
To really get to the thrust of your question,
Mr. Chairman, it is up to them. They come
out; they are accredited; they are there like
other journalists and their programs are
theirs to arrange.
The CHAIRMAN. If they are not familiar
with the place, I would assume in the normal course of events you would take them
around and show them the places of interest.
I would have thought the answer was yes.
It would seem to me a rather dubious investment to bring a journalist from Europe or
Africa and then let him go on his own.
Mr. NICKEL. The answer is yes. I just wanted to make it clear that what is offered them
is what is available for all the journalists
in Vietnam.
Justification for USIA third country journalist program questioned

The CHAIRMAN. I have some difficulty, I
may say, in reconciling this activity with the
mission of your agency that you describe.
I canno~ quite fit this in as to how we are
justified as a government and as a people to
support this activity. I wish you would enlighten me a little as to the reasoning justifying this activity of bringing foreign journalists to Vietnam to view the-Mr. NICKEL. I think this is another matter,
Mr. Chairman, which I will have to refer to
my superiors and I am sure they will furnish
a justification for it. I say that because it is
a program that is not within my purview in
terms of responsibility.
{The information referred to follows.)
Third country journalist program

"This activity, known within USIA as the
third country journalist program, was begun
in 1965 and is currently active. The records
of the Cominittee will reflect that, in hearings on news policies in Vietnam on August
17, 1966, the Agency provided a legal memorandum justifying this program. That record
also indicates that the Committee obtained
an opinion from the Comptroller General of
the United States on the program that found
the expenditure of funds for this program to
be proper."
The CHAIRMAN. I see. In other words, this
is carried on, but you have no responsibility
for doing it. The decisions are all made here.
You would have to ask Mr. Shakespeare
about that; is that what you said?
Mr. NicKEL. I am not sure that it would be
Mr. Shakespeare, but certainly one of my
principals in Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. I just use him. He is the
nominal head of the Agency. It is quite right
he might not know about it, but someone at
that level would know. But you would not be
willing to share with me your views about the
justification for such a program.
Third country journalists• briefing and
interviews

When these people arrive there, are they
normally given briefings by the American
officials?
' Mr. NICKEL. If they so request.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it normal that they do
request such a briefing?
Mr. NICKEL. I would say not necessarily, Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. No?
Mr. NICKEL. It is very hard to categorize
journalists in that regard.
The CHAIRMAN. Do they normally expect to
see military officials or the people in the Embassy? Wha.t would you say was the norm?
Mr. NICKEL. Many of them, Mr. Chairman,
would like to interview senior officials in
Vietnam. I would say, by and large, they are

no more successful or no more unsuccessful
in arranging interviews than the average
journalist who is accredited in Vietnam.
Witness• instructions concerning policy
questions

The CHAIRMAN. In this matter, do your
instructions with regard to the polls also include policy questions? Were you instructed
not to discuss policy questions with the committee?
Polling by Oliver Quayle

The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever heard of Mr.
Oliver Quayle? Does that name mean anything to you?
Mr. NICKEL. The name does not sound completely strange, but frankly I cannot associate
it with anything.
The CHAIRMAN. You associate Mr. Quayle
with something else; do you? That word used
to be common, but I have not heard it in that
connection for a long time. They have developed new words. He is a well-known figure
in u.S. circles and has often done work testing public opinion. In fact there i:; an article
in this morning's paper. One of the wellknown columnists apparently has been down
in Alabama with him this week. I happened
to see it this morning.
I wondered if you knew whether he had
ever visited Vietnam while you were there.
Apparently not. You are not acquainted with
his work?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He has done considerable
work in this country on the testing of attitudes and opinions, and I think one of the
columnists sometime back mentioned that
he thought Mr. Quayle had made a poll in
Vietnam. Whether he made it at the USIA's
request is another matter. We will try to
find that out from your superiors.
{The information referred to follows.)
Polling by Oliver Quayle

•·u.s. Information Agency records indicate
that USIA has never commissioned Mr. Oliver
Quayle to conduct a public opinion poll in
Vietnam."
Orientation of USIA offices from countries
other than Vietnam
Are USIA officers assigned in countries
other than Vietnam ever sent to Vietnam for

brief visits at Government expense?
Mr. NICKEL. USIA officers?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. NicKEL. Yes; we bring some USIA offleers to Vietnam for orientation.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you indicate about
how many during the course of a year are
brought to Vietnam for the purpose?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not have specific figures
but, during the period I have been there, we
have brought groups of five officers, I would
say, to Vietnam two or three times a year for
orientation.
The CHAIRMAN. That means 15 or 20 officers
altogether?
Mr. NICKEL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What countries did they
come from while you were there?
Mr. NICKEL. They came from a variety of
countries.
The CHAIRMAN. Europe?
Mr. NICKEL. Europe, South America, and
East Asia.
The CHAIRMAN. The purpose of this orientation is for them to go back and do what?
Mr. NICKEL. Its purpose is to give them a
firsthand appreciation of the situation in
Vietnam.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it in order to aid them
in spreading the word when they get back to
their posts?
Mr. NICKEL. In order to enable them to better speak to the situation.
Effect

of

USIA

third country
program

journalist

The CHAIRMAN. With regard to the newspapermen, what has been the effect and the
result of this program? Even though you did
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not inspire it nor originate it, do you know
whether when they return to their respective
countries they report and write their articles
in a very sympathetic way to our purposes in
Vietnam?
Mr. NICKEL. I do not know enough about
it, sir, to be able to characterize it.
The CHAIRMAN. If they do not, it does not
seem justified to carry on the program. Is
there no followup to find out how they react?
Mr. NICKEL. There is.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a followup?
Mr. NICKEL. There is, sir, but the followup does not fall into my area of responsibility.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. You do not know, but
clearly they could want to check to see if
these people reacted in the proper way and
if they appreciate the courtesies you have
extended them. Would they not?
Mr. NICKEL. I am sure that our people are
well aware of what was written by newspapermen who have participated in this program.
Program of bringing government officials to
Vietnam
The CHAIRMAN. Were you there when Mr.

Moshe Dayan came to Vietnam?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that before your tour
of duty?
Mr. NICKEL. That was before my time.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything
about the program of bringing government
officials there? You do not know about that?
Mr. NICKEL. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not your responsibility.
Mr. NICKEL. It is not mine, and I am not
aware of any.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know about it.
Western

influence on South
culture

Vietnamese

There was a recent publication in the Vietnam Embassy here in Washington which contains an article on what is happening to Vietnamese culture. This is from a statement of
the Minister of Culture on which I would
like to have you comment. It says and I
quote:
"Few of these young city people know
much about their own cui ture except for the
well-known festival such as Tet or the MidAutumn Festival," says the scholar versed
in eastern anC. western cultures. "It is not
that they don't care. But access to western
ways is easier than access to traditional Vietnamese culture.* * *"
Radio and television are the media mainly
responsible for the changes. As a Saigon
University coed says, "Probably 80 percent
or even more of the young people in Saigon
prefer western music and art. We like the
music especially. Few of us understand our
own culture, mainly because we have never
had the opportunity to study its features.
But the western forms can be seen and heard
daily on the American forces radio and television stations. And now even Vietnamese
radio and television have programs devoted
to western music."
Would you say that is an accurate description of what has taken place in Saigon?
Mr. NICKEL. Certainly access to Western
culture is there. The communications explosion, I would say, Mr. Chairman, has had
its effect 1n Vietnam as elsewhere. The youth
of Vietnam like the youth of other countries
have been attracted by Western forms. On
the other hand, in the countryside of Vietnam, the Vietnamese cultural impact is very
pronounced and very visible. I would say
from my own view that the cultural problem,
the problem of cultural identity in Vietnam,
is probably not much different from the problem of cultural identity that you find in most
developing nations today.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean most developing nations or only those in which we have
a large presence?
Mr. NICKEL. Perhaps I will amend that to
say many developing nations. It is largely a
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problem of what I call the communications
explosion.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there a.ny indigenous
competition in Saigon to the television and
radio systems which we have established?
Mr. NICKEL. Well, Mr. Chairman, on Vietnamese television, I believe that probably
the most popular program offered during a
week's schedule is a night devoted to Vietnamese opera, which is distinctly Vietnamese
in form and a very inherent part of their
own cultural pattern. You find youngsters
as well as elderly Vietnamese clustered
around the sets watching it.
Impact of U.S. presence on Vietnamese
culture
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that the im-

pact of the U.S. presence in Vietnam on the
Vietnamese culture has been a favorable one?
Mr. NICKEL. I would answer that, Mr.
Chairman, by saying that whenever you introduce a half Inillion foreigners into a
country of a population of 17 million, there
are going to be dislocations and some of the
dislocations are going to be cultural.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you saying that the
presence of a half Inillion soldiers is a greater
influence than the presence of the USIA with
its great publications, its newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, and posters? Which do you
think is the greater influence on the Vietnamese culture?
Mr. NICKEL. What I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that the presence of a half million
foreigners in a nation of 17 million people
is bound to have some impact, some cultural
impact.
The CHAIRMAN. Supposing you did not have
any USIA, do you think there would be a
great impact if the foreigners we.r e engaged
primarily in fighting out in the rice paddies?
All I mean is that it seems to me you probably are responsible for a greater part of the
impact than the soldiers.
Mr. NICKEL. I would not discount the effect of the presence of a half million people.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not discounting it.
I do not suppose there are any easy criteria
by which we can measure that.
Mr. Nickel, it is getting late. I must say,
outside of those areas in which you have
been instructed not to answer my questions,
you have been very forthcoming and I think
it has been a very interesting hearing. It
seems to me that you have demonstrated
beyond a doubt that the presence of the
Americans is overwhelming. It has almost
submerged the indigenous traditions and
culture, at least in Saigon, although not in
some of the remote area-s where I suppose it
is different. But I hardly know how they
could resist it and maybe that is a good
thing. I do not know. I guess that is for history to determine.
I appreciate very much you and your colleagues coming here to the committee.
Questions on U.S. InfoTmation Agency Polls

We will take up with your superiors the
question of whether or not we are entitled to
the information about polls. I must say it
is hard for me to find a justification for
secrets in an agency for inf'ormation created
and paid for by the American people. I
thought it was to instruct everyone. When
we ask you what you are doing, it seems to
me it is a little incongruous for you to say,
"We can't tell you about that." We expect
that fTom something like the CIA, but I was
a little surprised to have it coming from an
information agency. I had not thought of it
in that connection, but I realize you are not
the policymaker nor the highest responsible
official and I do not criticize you for it. If
you have been told to do that, I do not want

(Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee
adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.)
(The following are answers by the U.S. Information Agency to additional committee
questions:)
USIA REPLIES TO SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS
COMMITTEE STAFF QUESTIONS
1. What is the current USIA policy with
regard to having in its libraries in Viet Nam
books that are critical of U.S. policy in VietNam? Would you name some of the books
currently stocked that are critical of U.S.
Policy?

The U.S. Information Agency's policy with
regard to critical books in Vietnamese libraries is one of presenting the issues, both pro
and con, to interested readers.
Some typical titles on this subject include the following: J. W. Fulbright, The
Arrogance of Power (English and French
editions); and Robert Shaplen, The Lost Revolution. In addition the libraries have balanced collections of periodicals, many of
which regularly have contents critical of
U.S. policy, including New Republic, Nation,
Harpers, Look, Life, Foreign Affairs, Newsweek, Time, Saturday Review, Asian Survey,
New York Times Magazine, and the New
Yorker.
2. Have any films produced by the Vietnamese Government been brought to the
United States for showing? If so. provide the
details.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has sent
the following GVN-produced 16 mm films
to the GVN's Embassy in Washington and to
the GVN's permanent observer to the United
Nations since January 1969:

Title

Language

"Carnage at Hue"'----- English _____
"Viet-Nam News Maga- ___ do _______
zine."
"Love and Hatred" ________ do _______
"Viet-Nam Fights and
Vietnamese_
Builds."
"Back to the Father___ do _______
land."

GVN
Embassy
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compare with a year ago? How many will
there be a year from now?

1969
(1) Personnel-USIA element:
American civilians ___________
Local and 3d country
nationals_________________
Total ____________________
(2) Personnei-JUSPAO:
American civilians ___________
Local and 3d country
nationals 1__ ______________
American military personneL
TotaL ___ _________ -- __ --(3) Personnel-Military psychological operations_____________

3 prints ____ None.
1 print_ ____ None.
None ______ 1 print.

1 In addition, approximately 28 prints of "Massacre at Hue,"
which is the same as "Carnage at Hue," were sent by the GVN
to various U.S. civilian groups at the latter's request.

3. (a) Have there been any studies made of
the relative effectiveness of GVN and Viet
Oong political propaganda? (b) If so, what do
they show as to the effectiveness of the
various methods of propaganda used by each?

There is no record of any comparative
studies. Typical Viet Cong propaganda studies report themes but no comparative evaluation.
4. How many TV sets are there in VietNam-in Vietnamese hands? How many are
owned by the Vietnamese Government? How
many were paid for by the United States?

The GVN estimates that there are 300,000
television sets in use by the Vietnamese. The
GVN owns 4,832 sets, of which 4,582 were
USG-funded-1,082 for the Republic of VietNam's Armed Forces (RVNAF), and 3,500 for
the Ministry of Information's community
viewing program.
5. How many TV crews does the USIA operate in Viet-Nam? What use is made of their
production?

USIA does not have any TV crews in VietNam. JUSPAO, however, does have six motion picture cameramen on its payroll, and
they are available to produce materials for a
TV clip service. Since January 1, 1969, JUSPAO has produced 108 TV clips for distribution to USIS posts in 36 countries. When

you to cut your own throat out in the open

clips are considered to have application to

here before the committee. We will talk to
Mr. Shakespeare about it or someone else
in his agency.
Thank you very much, Mr. Nickel.
Mr. NICKEL. Thank you very much.

Vietnamese audiences, they are offered to
Vietnamese TV.
6. (a) How does the number of personnel
now attached to the (1) USIA, (2) JUSPAO,
and (3) in military psychological operations

1130

2

Estimate,
1971

99

3

88

397

5 347

527

446

6132

6101

397
118

347
107

347
107

647

555

544

996

811

(1)

4

5

347
435
6

90

t Includes 30 AID-funded, 6 DOD-funded, and 2 VOA-attached
officers.
2 Includes 24 AID-funded, 2 DOD-funded, and 1 VOA-attached
officers.
a Includes 14 AID-funded and 2 DOD-funded officers.
• Includes 133 AID-funded personnel.
5 Includes 117 AID-funded personnel.
e Includes USIA element and 2 MACV civilians.
7 USIA element.
• 1971 personnel level is still in the planning stage where
some reduction is being considered.

6. (b) What percentage of all USIA personnel overseas are in Viet-Nam?

5.04 percent of all USIA American and local
overseas personnel are in Viet-Nam.
6. (c) How many JUSPAO employees are
in Saigon and how many are in the field?

Of the total of 555 personnel, 389 are in
Saigon and 166 in the field:

Observer
to U.N.

1 print_ ____ 1 print.
2 prints ____ 2 prints.

1970

American civilians________________
American military personneL______
Local and 3d country nationals_____

Saigon

Field

78
34
277

23
73
70

--------------389
166

TotaL.____________________

7. Is the USIA consulted regularly concerning future military operations. with a
view to obtaining its assessment of the effect of such operations on Vietnamese
attitudes?
In Saigon, the Director of JUSPAO as a
member of the Mission Council has the opportunity to advise the Ambassador and
fellow Mission Council members of possible
effects am Vietnamese attitudes of planned
general and specific Inilitary actions.
8. The
information
booklet
entitled
"JUSPAO Viet-Nam .. states that "It (JUSPAD) also produces for field use leaflets. pamphlets, newspaper articles and photographs.
posters, magazines. loudspeaker tapes. motion pictures. and radio and television programs. These items are variously distributed
by hand, disseminated from airplanes or
broadcast by the GVN, the U.S .• and other
free world nations ...
8. (a) What was the total number of piece8
printed or produced last year for each of
these categoies? What is planned for this
year? Next year?
EstimateCategory
Leaflets _______________
Pamphlets _____________
Newspaper articles______
Photographs___________
Posters _______________
Mlgazines _____________
Loudspeakertapes______
Motion picture prints____
Radio programs_________
Television programs,___

1969

1970

1971

36,000,000
13,500,000
6, 000
66, 000
17,800,000
19, 900, 000
11, 819
1, 514
1, 271
27

10, 000, 000
3, 000,000
3, 000
36,000
8, 000,000

5, 000,000
1, 500,000
3, 000
36,000
6, 000,000

9, 600,000 7, 800,000
7,310
655
I, 048

72

None
600
450
None

1 The estimates provided in the Mar. 19, 1970, testimony
were based on volume of U.S. support for the GVN printed
media program.
'JUSPAO provided scripts and culture-drama team support to
GVN television.
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8. (b) Do these totals include the propaganda materials put out by the U.S. military
forces? If not, how much did the military
produce last year? Where are these materials
printed?

Milltary production, for whi-ch JUSPAO is
not responsible, last year included:
Category

Quantity

Where produced

Leaflets _________ 7.8 billion 1___ 7th PsyOP Group, Okinawa.
Do __________ 2.4 billion 1___ 4th PsyOp Group, Vietnam.
Pamphlets _______ 0.5 million ____ 7th PsyOp Group, Okinawa.
Newspaper
Not
articles.
applicable.
Photographs. ________ .do. _____ _
Posters __ ________ 15.8 million ..• 4th PsyOp Group, Vietnam.
Magazines _______ 1.9 million ____ 7th PsyOp Group, Okinawa.
Loudspeaker
1,327 ________ 4th PsyOp Group, Vietnam.
tapes.
Motion picture
Not
prints.
applicable.
Radio programs •• 208 __________ 7th PsyOp Group, Okinawa.
Television proNot
grams.
applicable.

Date

Category
Two posters in Vietnamese________________
Paper flags, ROK, GVN, and United States...
Booklet, in Korean •• --------------------Poster, in Vietnamese •••• ----------------

1968
1968
1969
1968

USIA has one such publication in stock,
"Vietnamizing the Search for Peace," printed
in 20,000 copies of which 19,270 were distributed to 13 USIS posts in East a.nd South
Asia, and the remaining 280 copies held in
stock. In addition, JUSPAO has one Englishlanguage publication in stock, "Viet-Nam
1970,'' printed for the GVN in 20,000 copies
by the Regional Production Center, Manila.
Distribution was ma.de to the GVN Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and 29 GVN diplomatic
posts (excluding Washington), 11,800; GVN
Ministry of Information, 6,500; 29 USIS posts
where there are GVN diplomatic posts, 475
for information; RSC reserve stock, 1,000;
JUSPAO reserve stock, 225.
Cost of "Vietnamizing the Search for
Peace" is .7 cents per copy, and "Viet-Nam
1970" is 20 cents per copy.
8. {f) How many of these publications do
not bear the USIA imprint? Why?

"Viet-Nam 1970" does not bear the USIA
imprint but rather that of the GVN Ministry
of Information. The publication was originally published in Vietnamese (100,000
copies) at the GVN's request for GVN use;
the subsequent English language verision was
likewise printed for GVN use.
9. (a) What facilities does the Armed
Forces Radio and Television Network maintain in Viet-Nam?
[In kilowatts)

Quang TrL__________
Danang______________
Chu Lai..____________

Pleiku_______________

Radio/
FM power

1 -----------10
25
1 ------------

10

25

10
25
Tuy Hoa. _________ ---------------- __________ _
Ntla Trang___________
10
25
Saigon_______________
50
100
Can Tho. _____________ ----------------- _____ _

Qui Nhon____________

It is estimated that during FY 1970, approximately 70 percent of JUSPAO's printing
output provides information support to GVN
programs. Of the GVN's total support requirements, JUSPAO estimates that the GVN
produces about 46 percent of the materials.
8. (d) Does JUSPAO produce materials for
use by the Korean and Thai forces in VietNam? Has it ever produced any materials
relating to allegations of Korean atrocities
against civilians?

JUSPAO does not regularly produce materials for use by Korean and Thai forces.
However, records list the following printed
products:

30, 000 By Koreans troops.
12,000
Do.
15, 000 By Korean troops involved in the Chieu Hoi program.
50,000 By Vietnamese Information SeJVice to reveal Thai assistance to
Vietnam.

8. (e) How many publications, in English,
concerning Viet-Nam have been produced by
USIA and are currently in stock? Please provide copies of these publications, information on the distribution and the cost of each.

Radio/
AM power

8. (c) Does JUSPAO print materials of the
Vietnamese government? How much of the
GVN printed propaganda is printed in its
own plants?

Quantity How used

JUSPAO has not produced any materials
relating to allegations of Korean atrocities.

Location

1 The estimate provided in the Mar. 19, 1970, testimony wa
based on GVN, not United States military publication programss

Television/
ER power

Armed Forces TV stations average 12 hours
of daily operations. Three of the GVN TV stations average four hours daily; the fourth
station (Saigon) averages five hours.
9. (c) How many Vietnamese watch the
Armed Forces TV network compared with the
number who watch the GVN station?

A comparison has not been established.
10. (a) How much has been spent, or is
planned to be spent, by the USIA and other
U.S. agencies, to help build the physical
plants for the GVN radio and television, film,
printing and other information programs?

Since 1965 and projected to the completion
of the current GVN projects, U.S. agencies
have spent or plan to spend the following
amounts: 4-station radio network, $6.8 milUon; television network, $8.2 mlllion; motion
picture center, $2.5 milllon; intormation
printing house, $234,000; other physical
plants, none.
10. (b) How much has the GVN put up for
each of these categories?

Actual amounts earmarked for physical
plants for GVN media facilities are not identified per se in the GVN budget. However,
for the period since 1965, the following
monies, in-cluding those for any physical
plants, have been spent or earmarked for:
radio, $8.3 mlllion; television, $4.2 million;
motion picture center, $2.7 million; information printing house, $1.8 million; and Ministry of Information General Directories and
the Vietnamese Information Service, $47.6
million.
11. (a) What was the total amount spent
last year by the United States on all phases
of the information ancl psychological warfare program in Vietnam, including the costs
for all aspects of military psychological operations? How much will be spent this year?
Next year?
[In millions of dollars)

40
40
40

Estimate-

40

40
40
40
240

ll

1 UHF translator.

9. (b) How many hours is the Armed Forcu
TV station in operation daily compared with
the operating hours for the GVN station?

Category
Joint U.S. Public Affairs Office controlled programs________________
U.S. military programs____________

1969

1970

1971

13.3
14.6

12.1

g_ 7

10.7

{1)

---------------TotaL____________________ 27.9
22.8 ______ __

t1971 funding level is still in the planning stage where some
reduction is being considered.
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11. (b) How much did the Vietnamese government spend on these programs last year?
How much is planned for this year?
(In millions)

Category
Ministry of Information____________
RVNAF Psy War activities__________
TotaL____________________

1969

Estimate,
1970

$9.6
14.9

$19.7
4. 9

14.5

24.6

----------------

1 No detailed breakout of GVN funds expended for 1969 is
available. However, officials estimate that the amount is approximately the same as programed for the current year.

12. (a) How many U.S. personnel work
directly in or with GVN agencies concerned
with propaganda or information matters?
U.S. civilians

U.S. military

JUSPAO_____________________
157
USMACV ____ ----------------------------- _
TotaL. _______________ _
67
I

107
167
274

This total includes 16 NBC/1 contractual personnel.

12. (b) How many Americans work in the
GVN radio network?
Three JUSPAO advisors. In addition, there
is one technical advisor assigned to the
RVNAF radio branch.
How many Americans work in th-e GVN
television activities?
Sixteen contractual advisors (National
Broadcasting Company, Inc.) and three other
JUSPAO advisors. In addition, there 1s one
technical advisor assigned to the RVNAF television branch.
How ma.ny Americans in GVN films?
Two JUSPAO advisors.
13. What is the purpose a.nd scope of operation of "psychological operations officers"
attached to U.S. advisory teams in the provinces? How many are there?
They advise Vietnamese Information Service (VIS) and Vietnamese Army political
warfare (PolWar) units in the provinces on
effective coordinated information/psychological operations in support of national a.nd
local Pacifiication and Development goals.
There are 34 civlllans a.nd military "psychological opera,tions officers" attached to U.S.
advisory teams in the provinces rto concentrate on the functions of the GVN civilian
information servic~s; an additional 43 military officers serve 8,s advisors to the GVN
mllitary political warfare cadre.
14. What control, if any, does the USIA
have over the activities of the five Army television camera crews operating in Viet Nam
that produce materials aimed at U.S. television audiences?
None.
15. Have the Viet-Nam Information Services and other Viet-Nam agencies dealing
with propaganda matters been receptive to
USIA advice?
They have been generally receptive to ad·
vice in program, training, and engineering
matters. Advice in administrative matters
has been less effective.
16. (a) How many members of Viet-Nam's
National Assembly have come to the United
S1iates in the last two years? How many have
had all or part of their expenses paid for by
the United States?
During the past 2 years, S Vietnamese senators and 42 deputies visited the United
States. Ten senators and 10 deputies traveled
in whole or in part at U.S. Government
expense. Of these 20, six senators and five
deputies were provided domestic travel expenses and per diem from the Department of
State in response to invitations issued by
members of the U.S. Congress.
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16. (b) Does the USIA sponsor any Viet-

namese to come to the United States on
speaking tours? If so, give details.
None.
17. (a) How many Vietnamese have been
brought to the United States for study or
tra1n1ng (non-military) 1n the last five years
under government auspices?
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Program

Total

Fulbright- Hays
scholarships _______
Cleveland international program ___
East-West center
scholarships _____ --_
American field service
scholarships ________
15
USAID grants ________ 107

14
92

48
412

33
433

23
133
186 1,230

TotaL. ________

119

470

473

214 1, 411

1

135

6

1

1

16
11

2

21

Partial grant.

17. (b) How many are here now?

Program:
Fulbright-Hays scholarship______
East-West Center scholarships___
American field service scholarships -----------------------Television engineers to RCA Institute ----------------------USAID grants___________________

1
13

30
5

526

Total -----------------------575
17. (c) How many are programed to come
this year? Next Year?

42 USC 1002 et seq.) contains a combined
cei11ng of $900,000 for the Council's administration of the Act, consisting of a ceiling
of $500,000 for Title I and $400,000 for the
administration of Title III. The bill proposes
to eliminate these ceilings &o as to accommodate the Administration's proposed FY 1972
budget for the Council and to permit any
necessary future increase in funds that could
be made available.
The separate authorization ceilings for the
administration of Titles I and i l l have
proved to be somewhat artificial and impractical in actual operation, and we believe that
the authorization for the Council's administration of the Act should be combined as
proposed in the bill. This change will result
in more efficient administration and more
accurately reflect the Council's organizational structure.
Authorization ceilings for river basin commissions established under Title l l of the
Act would not be changed by this bill. It
would, however, clarify the budgetary procedure for such commissions by proViding
explicitly that the salaries and expenses of
commission chairmen are subject to the Title
II ceilings.
The ceiling on grant funds to States, set
at $5,000,000 in the Act, would not be affected by this blll.
The Office of Budget and Management advises that this bill would be ~n accordance
with the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
ROGERS C. B. MORTON,
Chairman.

By Mr. JACKSON (for himself
and Mr. ALLOTT) (by request) :
S. 1399. A bill to establish within the
Cleveland international program________
2
~
Department of the Interior the position
East-West Center scholarships__________
5
of an additional Assistant Secretary of
American Field Service scholarships_____
20
20
1 331
the Interior. Referred to the Committee
USAID grants (new)___________________
tl~
USAID grants (renewals) •• --~--------384
- - - - - - - on Interior and Insular Affairs.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I introTotaL________________________
742
886
duce, for myself and the senior Senator
from Colorado <Mr. ALL OTT) , by request,
1 Although new participants have been selected and funds
a bill submitted and recommended by
obligated, they are authorized to depart Vietnam up to 9 months
after the obligation date.
the Secretary of the Interior to establish
within the Department of the Interior
By Mr. JACKSON (for himself the position of an additional Assistant
and Mr. ALLOTT) <by request): Secretary of the Interior.
S. 1398. A bill to amend the Water ReI ask unanimous consent that the text
sources Planning Act to authorize in- of the letter transmitting the proposed
creased appropriations. Referred to the legislation be printed at this point in my
Committee on Interior and Insular Af- remarks.
fairs.
There being no objection, the letter
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, on be- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
half of the senior Senator from the State as follows:
of Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT) and myself, I
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.,
send to the desk for appropriate referOFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
ence a bill to amend the Water Resources
Washington, D.C., March 24,1971.
Planning Act to authorize increased ap- Hon. SPIRO T. AGNEW,
President of the Senate,
propriations.
This legislation was submitted and Washington, D .C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Enclosed is a prorecommended by the Water Resources posal
"To establish within the Department of
Council, and I ask unanimous consent the Interior the position of an additional
that the executive communication ac- Assistant Secretary of ltihe Interior.
companying the draft proposal be printed
We recommend that the proposal be rein the RECORD at this point in my re- lferred tn the .a.ppropl'iate committee for
consideration
and that it be enacted.
marks.
'I1he 1p roposal creates a sixth Ass'istan't
There being no objection, the letter
of the Department of the Interior
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Secretary
w.ho ·will be appointed by the President with
as follows:
the advice and consent of the Senate. He
1970

Program

1971

WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL,

Washington, D.O., March 11, 1971.

Hon. SPmo T. AGNEW,
President of Senate
Washingto~ D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Enclosed is a proposed

draft bill "to amend the Water Resources
Planning Act to authorize increased appropriations." At present, the Act (79 Stat. 244,

will have responsibi11ty for those duties assigned to him by the Secretary of the Interior
and wlll be compensated at ;the rate of
Executive Level IV.
Tihe 1ntent is that the new Assista.Illt
Secretary will assume the duties currently
assigned to the Assistant Secretary for Administration. The present Assistant Secretary for Administration is appointed by the
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Secretary of the Interior with .the approval
of the President and is compensat-ed at
Executive Level V.
The Assistant Secretary for Admlnlsta'ation is responsible ifor a variety of functions,
lino11Udlng offllces of Budget, Management
Operations and Sur·v ey and Review. 'I'hese
functions out across the entire department
and involve substantive policy as well as
more routine 'administrative matters. Placing the new Assistant Secretary for Administration on the same level as the other
Assistant Secretaries .w ill, we feel, SUibstantially enhance his effootiveness in dealing
with the other Assistant Secretaries and in
carrying out his functions.
The proposed bill abolishes 1ihe existing
position at the same time creating 1ihe new
one. In order to avoid a hiatus while the
Senate is exercising its confirmation prerogative, the bill provides that the existing
position will not .b e abolished until an appointee is confirmed to fill :the new position.
The Office of Management and Budget has
advised that the.r e is no objection to the
present'81tion of this legislative proposal from
the standpoint of the Administration's
program.
Sincerely yours,
RoGERS C. B. MoRTON,
Secretary of the Interior.

A bill to establish within the Department of
the Interior the position of an additional
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That rthere

shall be hereafter in the Department of the
Interior, in addition to the Assistant Secretaries now provided for by law, an additional Assistant Secretary of the Interior
who shall be appointed by ·t he President by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, who shall ,b e responsible for such duties
as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe, and shall receive compensation at
the rate now or hereafter prescribed by law
for Assistant Secretaries of the Interior.
SEc. 2. Section 5315, title 5, United S1iates
Code, is amended by striking 1ihe figure
"(5)" at the end of item (18) and by inserting in lieu i:lhereof the figure "(6)".
SEc. 3. Section 4 of Reorganization Plan
Number 3 of 1950, as amended (64 Stat.
1262) is repealed, effective upon the confirmart;ion by the United States Senate of a.
Presidential appointee to fill the position
created by this Act.

By Mr. JACKSON (for himself
and Mr. ALLOTT) (by request) :
S. 1400. A bill to provide that the unincorporated territories of Guam and the
Virgin Islands shall each be represented
in Congress by a Delegate to the House
of Representatives. Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, on behalf of the senior Senator from Colorado
<Mr. ALLOTT) and myself, by request, I
send to the desk for appropriate reference a bill to provide that the unincorporated territories of Guam and the Virgin
Islands shall each be represented in
Congress by a Delegate to the House of
Representatives.
This measure has been submitted and
recommended by the Department of the
Interior, and I ask unanimous consent
that the letter accompanying the proposed

legislation

be

printed

in

the

following my remarks.
There being no objection, the letter

RECORD

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,

as follows:
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., March 23, 1971.

Hon. SPmo T. AGNEW,
President of the Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: There is enclosed a
draft bill "To provide that the unincorporated territories of Guam and the Virgin
Islands shall each be represented in OongTess
by a Delegate to the House of Representatives."
We recommend that the enclosed draft bill
be referred to the appropriate committee for
consideration and that it be enacted.
This proposal is identical to H.R. 19413, a
bill which was favorably reported out by the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
of the House of Representatives during the
91st Congress. This is a proposal that is acknowledged ·t o be peculiarly within the province of the CongTess since it concerns the
membership in the House of Representatives.
We have included both territories in the
same bill since apart from their acquisition,
Guam having been acquired from Spain in
1898 and the Virgin Islands having been purchased from Denmark in 1917, their status
and development parallel one another. Both
Guam and the Virgin Islands are organized,
but unincorporated, territories of the United
States; i.e., the CongTess has provided for
each of them a formal structure of government through passage of an organic act. The
res:dents of both territories are American
citizens.
The territories are governed by locally
elected legislatures, and recently inaugurated their first elected Governors on January 4, 1971. In each area, the judiciary is
separate from the executive and legislative
branches of government. Federal District
Courts have been establish in Guam and the
Virgin Islands.
In the Virgin Islands, the elected legislature has shown an increasingly mature gTasp
of its responsibilities, and, politically, the
people have developed a meaningful party
system. The territorial government has gTeatly expanded the scope of its services, and the
private economy has likewise prospered,
largely because of the increase of tourism
and of manufacturing enterprises of various
sizes.
Similar political maturity has been evidenced by the legislature and the people of
Guam. Guam is an area of full employment
and is actively engaged in diversifying its
economy in order to be less dependent upon
the defense establishments located there.
Normally, neither territory approaches the
Congress for direct appropriations to support
its governmental activities. The present exception is Guam's requests for loans and
grants authorized in connection with the
rehabilltation program authorized by Public
Law 88-170, as amended by Public Law go511. This is not to say that either territory is
entirely self-supporting, but only that each
of the two territories is able to finance its
affairs through revenues generated locally,
either directly or indirectly, and retained
and expended pursuant to Congressional authorization.
We believe each of the territories of Guam
and the Virgin Islands should have representation in the House of Representatives in
the form of a non-voting delegate. Each
Congress considers and acts upon a variety
of proposals which, if enacted, affect the
territories and their people in varying degrees, sometimes only remotely, but often in
a direct and substantial way. We submit the
citizen residents of these territories are as
entitled as the citizens of the several States
to express their views respecting the actions
of the Congress through a duly accredited
and accepted member of the House of Representatives, albeit one with limited powers.

The enclosed draft b1ll, if enacted, would
provide for the representation we suggest.
It provides for the popular election of a nonvoting delegate to the House of Representatives from each of the named territories,
whose term would be two years, and who
would receive the same compensation, allowances and benefits as a Member of Congress, and such privileges as might be afforded him by the Rules of the House of
Representatives. The draft bill sets forth
certain criteria and procedures for candidates and the manner of election, but leaves
the majority of the details of election in the
hands of the local legislatures.
The Office of Management and Budget has
advised us that there is no objection to the
presentation of this draft bill from the
standpoint of the Administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
HOLLIS M. DOLE,
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of the House of Representatives, and shall be
entitled to whatever privileges and immunities are, or hereinafter may be granted to the
Resident Commissioner for Puerto Rico.

By Mr. JACKSON (for himself,
Mr. ALLOTT, and Mr. Moss):
S. 1401. A bill to establish a national
Indian education program by creating
a National Board of Regents for Indian
Education, and for other purposes. RefeiTed to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
THE

NATIONAL BOARD OF REGENTS FOR INDIAN
EDUCATION ACT OF 1971

Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I am
introducing legislation today which is
designed to make major reforms and major institutional changes in the field of
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
Federal Indian education. This measure,
A bill to provide that the unincorporated ter- the "National Board of Regents for Inritories of Guam and the Virgin Islands dian Education Act of 1971," would esshall each be represented in CongTess by a tablish in the executive office of the
Delegate to the House of Representatives President a National Board of Regents
for Indian Education and would transfer
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of to the Board of Regents responsibility
America in Congress assembeld, That the terfor Federal Indian schools and educaritory of Guam and the territory of the Vir- tion. Improving the quality and quantity
gin Islands each shall be represented in the of Indian education and maximizing opUnited States Congress by a nonvoting Delegate to the House of Representatives, elected portunities for Indian control and selfdetermination are the major purposes
as hereinafter provided.
SEc. 2(a). The Delegate shall be elected of the bill.
Through the years, Mr. President, the
by the people qualified to vote for the members of the legislature of the territory he is basic posture of the Federal Government
to represent at the general election of 1972, toward American Indians has assumed
and thereafter at such general election every a variety of forms. In the most sweeping
second year thereafter. The Delegates shall be terms, these have ranged from dealing
elected at large, by separate ballot and by ·
a majority of the votes cast for the office with the tribes as separate and indeof Delegate. If no candidate receives such pendent nations to treating the Indians
majority, on the tenth day following such in a paternalistic manner and in a guardelection a run-off election shall be held be- ian-ward relationship. These various retween the candidates receiving the highest lationships have been based upon a large
and second-highest number of votes cast for and still-growing body of court decithe office of Delegate.
sions, treaties, laws, and regulations. This
(b) A candidate for Delegate who is the
nominee of a political party shall be so desig- body of law provides the judicial basis
nated and a candidate who is not the nom- for the long-standing, unique relationinee of a political party shall be designated ship which exists between the American
an "Independent." No political party shall Indian people and the Federal Governnominate more than one candidate for the ment.
office of Delegate. An "Independent" candiIt is because of this relationship that
date shall have been nominated by petition the Federal Government has a "special"
of at least two hundred registered voters,
such petition to be filed not less than thirty responsibility for the protection of Indian lands and resources and for the prodays before the date of the election.
(c) The term of the Delegate shall com- vision of basic community services to Inmence on the third day of January follow- dians under specified conditions.
ing the date of the election.
Many American Indian people view the
SEc. 3. No person shall be eligible for the maintenance of this unique relationship
office of Delegate who, on the date of the
election, is a candiate for any other office as important, ever.. critical, to the continued survival of their culture and their
or is not:
(a) At least twenty-five years of age; and identity as a people. In the immediate
(b) A (!Ualified voter and otherwise eligi- sense, they view this relationship as esble for election as a member of the legisla- sential to their physical survival and
ture of the territory he is to represent.
well-being as individuals, families, and
SEc. 4. The legislature of each territory may communities. Based on this relationdetermine the order of names on the ballot ship, many of the most essential needs of
for election of Delegate, the method by which America's Indian people have been and,
a vacancy in the office of Delegate shall be
filled, the method by which ties between to a large extent, still are being met
candidates for the office of Delegate shall be through benefits and services provided
resolved, and all other matters of local ap- under Federal programs operated on replication pertaining to the election and the servations and in other traditional
office of Delegate not otherwise expressly "trust" areas.
provided for herein.
Because of the Federal Government's
SEc. 5. The Delegate from Guam and from
moral and legal commitments, and in
the Virgin Islands shall have such privileges
in the House of Representatives as may be light of the very real social and economic
afforded him under the Rules of the House needs of many Indian communities, it is
of Representatives. The Delegate from each essential that we continue to improve and
territory shall receive the same compensa- to build upon this unique relationship betion, allowances and benefits as a Member tween the Federal Government and the
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Indians. It is also necessary to undertake
an effort to assure that appropriate high
quality services are made available to Indians who are in need and who qualify.
This is a goal to which I personally ascribe. I believe that quality services and
a policy o.f self-determination can maximize personal opportunity and they
should serve as guiding principles in a
new Federal effort to improve policies
and programs to advance the well-being
of all Indian people.
Traditionally, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, organized under the War Department in 1824 and later transferred to the
Department of the Interior upon its establishment in 1849, has served as the
organizational vehicle to carry out Federal Indian responsibilities.
While its primary responsibility is to
protect Indian lands and resources, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs does provide
important community services to many
Indian people. Unfortunately, the Bureau
has been guided by policies, programs,
and laws that, for the most part, have
precluded Indian self-determination and
control o.f affairs on their reservations
and in their communities. This almost
complete Federal dominance in the daily
lives of Indian people for decades has
created excessive reliance on governmental assistance, has eroded initiative, and
has served to inhibit social and economic
growth and development.
Congress must share in these shortcomings for it is Congress who has enunciated Indian policy since the earliest
days of our Nation. Our combined policy
and program efforts have failed to
achieve the kind of measured progress
in the Indian field which was anticipated
and which can be pointed to with pride.
Evidence of the failure of Federal Indian programs is well illustra.ted in a
growing body of health, social, and economic statistics. Indians, compared to
other Americans, have not shared equitably in the great social and economic
advancements of the Nation. The wide
spectrum of statistics which reflect failure to achieve the goal of equal participation, at the same time indicate that
there are serious impediments that must
be overcome if social and economic advancements are to be made.
A few examples reflect the Nation's
failure and provide an insight into why
major educational reforms and institutional changes are now required.
The infant mortality rate for Indians
is 30.8 deaths per 1,000 live births compared to 20.7 for all races;
The average age at death for Indians
is 46.1 years compared to 65.0 years for
all races in the Nation:
The average Indian family of five or six
lives in a one or two room house, 24 percent of which lack running water and
adequate sanitation facilities;
Fifty percent of Indian students drop
out of school before graduation, and the
average number of years of schooling
completed by Indians is 8.4 compared to
the national average of 10.6;
Unemployment among Indian people
is approximately 10 times the long-term
national average, and runs as high as 60

percent on some reservations during the
winter months;
In 50 percent of the Indian households, the annual income is under $2,000,
well below the poverty level established
by the Federal Government.
These statistics, while only illustrative,
reflect deplorable social circumstances
which everyone, especially the Indian
people themselves, want to remedy. However, the Indians' hopes and aspirations
for a better way of life are too often cut
short by early deaths and a denial of full
opportunity. For those who survive childhood these same hopes and aspirations
are narrowed by inadequate academic
and vocational skills to enjoy economic
self-sufficiency. This situation, in short,
represents the challenge which confronts the Congress, the executive branch
and Indian communities.
Although the problems of Indians are
severe and complex, the winds of positive
change have been directed to the Indian
field and reflect hope and promise for
the future. Within the last decade, there
have been tremendous changes in Indian
Affairs. The changes point to a more dynamic role for Indian leaders, Indian
· people, and Indian communities in setting the course of their educational, social and economic development. This
does not mean that Indians now "have
control" but it does mean that they are
increasingly in a position to influence, to
set the tone, and in great measure participate meaningfully in decisions affecting
their daily lives and their future.
A national response to the disadvantaged was begun during the 1960's with
congressional approval of legislation authorizing the establishment of new social
and economic programs within the executive branch of government. A number
of key measures were the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, the Economic
Opportunity Act, the Manpower Training
and Development Act, medicare, and
medicaid.
As a result of these developmments the
imprint of the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Housing and Urban Development Department, the Economic
Development Administration, the Labor
Department, the Agriculture Department, and the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, in addition to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, can now
be noted on most reservations. The net
effect of these developments in terms of
Federal financial resources being applied
against Indian problems is a combined
expenditure of all agencies in excess of
$625 million in the 1971 fiscal year alone.
A noticeable feature of this multiagency involvement is that a number of
other Federal departments are now striving to serve effectively the Indian people
on reservations. Needless to say, a whole
new set of interactions between Indians
and other officials have been set in motion with varying degrees of successes
and failures.
The availability of new or expanded
social and economic benefits for Indian
people has given rise to added responsibilities and challenges for Indian leaders
and their people. Essentially, tribal gov-
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ernments are faced with the task of
marshaling these resources in such a
way that they will have optimum benefits for the people they represent.
While the broadening of authorities
and the greater involvement of Federal
agencies, and an increasing demand for
Indian participation has been taking
place, what has been happening to and
in the Indian communities? A rediscovery of those communities has occurred
by the public and private resources.
The Indian community, itself, also has
been in an upward spiral. More jobs and
opportunities are available now in the
community. Young Indian people with
advanced edueation are coming back to
live; transportation and communication
with the surrounding towns and the outside world are a part of everyday living.
New social and political forces that want
to effect change and improve the Indian
community are at work. More than any
other time in Indian history, there are
tremendous internal and external social
and political forces at work on the Indian community. These forces have as
their goal a radical change in the posture of the Indian and his community.
Yet, the majority of Indian people are
caught in the backlash of historical developments and policies which make it
difficult for them to come to grips with
the key issues of how to meet the needs
of their people and how to develop the
best communities to live in. A key to this
development is the issue of education for
Indian children and people.
Just as the interest in Indians has
moved from a one-agency to a multiagency focus in policy and programs,
so has the educational focus in Inc'ian
Affairs.
Over the years, the formal education
of American Indians has been the responsibility of three major groupsChristian missionaries, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and more recently the
State public school system.
Mission schools were the major way
for educating American Indians until
the last part of the 19th century. After
the Civil War, the Federal boarding
schools became the important educational effort. Today, the State public
schools are educating about two-thirds
of all Indian children for whom the
Federal Government assumes responsibility.
None of these avenues for education
were totally satisfactory but should be
looked upon as ways devised to provide
some opportunity for Indians to receive
an education.
Much has been publicized about education for Indians, particularly in the
last 5 years. I think it fair to say that
with the growing interest of Indian involvement in programs, a new interest
in education also has been developing in
the Indian community.
Today 185,587 Indian children attend
Federal, private, and mission schools. Of
these children 68.4 percent attend public
schools; 25.8 percent attend Federal
schools; and 5.8 percent attend mission
and other schools.
Federal sources to support these children originate from direct appropria-
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tions to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
support of the Federal system, as well as
from funds made available by amend·
ments to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, and transferred to the Department of the Interior
from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for use in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs schools.
For those Indian children attending
public schools, three main sources of
Federal funds are utilized: JohnsonO'Malley Act of 1934 (43 Stat. 596, as
amended) administered by the Department of the Interior; Public Law 81-874
(64 Stat. 1100) and the various titles authorized under Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
In both the Federal and public school
systems serving Indian children, parents
and others in the Indian community have
virtually no voice in the manner in which
the schools are operated and how these
Federal moneys are utilized. L'l short, it
is a closed educational system to Indhn
people, and one which I propose to open
up for them and for public scrutiny to
assure that these systems will become
more responsive to the diverse educational needs of Indian children and their
communities.
The bill I have introduced today is
predicated on the assumption that a national Indian education p rogram must
be established in order to effectively meet
the educational needs of Indian and
Alaska Native children, irrespective of
their place of school enrollment.
To this end, the bill authorizes creation of a National Board of Regents for
Indian Education to provide leadership
and an organizational framework for
such a program.
Because the educational needs are so
great, and the deficiencies so serious, I
am proposing through my bill that the
executive branch join with the Congress
in declaring that making educational opportunity available to Indian children is
among the Nation's highest and most
w·gent domestic priorities. This can best
be accomplished by placing the board
of regents, as I propose, in the Executive
Office of the President for a period of
5 years to insure the successful establishment and implementation of a national Indian education program. In this
manner, the program will receive the
high-level executive and congressional
focus and attention that it requires and
rightfully deserves.
The bill provides that the 11-member board of regents for Indian education, to be appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate, will be selected from the Indian and
education communities. The board wlll
be charged with responsibility of formulating the broad operating policies for a
national Indian education program,
along with projected cost estimates, that
is responsive to the educational needs
of the Indian and Alaska Native children
to be served.
The bill provides that the board of
regents will assume complete responsibility for control and management of the
educational system currently administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

This changeover will be completed within
a 4-year period of time. It will involve
the transfer of 138 day schools on reservations, 19 off-reservation, and seven peripheral dormitories from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs jurisdiction to the board of
regents. The board will assume responsibility for administration of JohnsonO'Malley contracts which the Bureau
of Indian Affairs maintains with 15
States to support education programs for
Indian children enrolled in public school
districts.
My bill mandates the right of Indian
communities to establish school boards
to assume control and operation of Federa l schools serving the children in such
communities. The boar d of regents
would finance the locally controlled
school through appropriatEd funds from
Congress and other financial aids emanating from the U.S. Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
As a means of influencing the proper
utilization of Federal funds made available t o school districts serving Indian
children and which originate from the
Department of Health, Education, and
\Velfare, my bill authorizes the board
of regents to serve in an advisory capacity to the Secretary of that Department.
This will permit the board to serve an
"advocacy" role in behalf of Indian children concerning the use of Federal educational funds and programs.
These are the essential features of the
bill. I believe it can serve as a new blueprint for Indians and the Government
to join in the design of an educational
thrust that will insure educational
achievement and excellence for their
children.
The educational needs of Indian and
Alaska Native children are so longstanding and severe that they must
transcend partisan political considerations. Therefore, I am hopeful that my
colleagues from both parties in this
great body will respond to this challenge,
as we have done so often in the past on
other critical issues, and join with me in
cosponsoring the National Board of
Regents for Indian Education Act of
1971. It offers the avenue for Indian
people to achieve their hopes and aspirations for a life of decency and self-sufficiency.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill be printed
at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.

1401

A bill to establish a national Indian education program by creating a National Board
of Regents for Indian Education, and for
other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

RepresentativeJ of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "National Board of
Regents for Indian Education Act of 1971."
CONGRESSIONAL FINDING

(a) The Congress, after careful review of
the Federal government's historical and special legal relationship and resulting responsibilities to American Indian people, finds:
( 1) that the Federal responsibility for
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providing education for Indian children, for
adult education and for skills training has
not produced the desired level of educational
achievement nor created the diverse opportunities and personal satisfaction which
education can and should provide;
(2) that recent studies indicate that the
average level of educational attainment
among young American Indian people is only
8.4 years as opposed to a national average
of' 10.6 years;
(3) that the school dropout rate for Indian
students is in excess of 50 per cent as opposed to a national average of approximately 25 per cent;
(4) that 25 per cent of the adult Indian
population is functionally illiterate and is a
major contributing factor to the high Indian
unemployment rate which is ten times the
national average;
(5) that in many areas of the nation these
deplorable levels of educational attainment
are directly linked to inadequate educational
materials, school curricula which is not relevant to Indian culture, substandard facilities, a lack of enough competent teachers;
and a failure to place appropriate decisionmaking authority and responsibility for educational policy in the hands of the Indian
people; and
(6) that the failure to provide quality educational opportunity results in a waste of
human resources and a loss of intellectual
and cultural benefits of national value which
cannot be allowed to continue.
(b) The Congress further finds:
(1) that local communities, individual
families and parents should, as a matter of
national policy, be directly and actively involved in decisions relating to the nature and
quality of their children's education;
(2) that there is a need for new leadership
in the field of Indian education which is
professional qualified, innovative and responsive to the educational needs of Indian
children and the desires of Indian communities;
(3) that this new leadership should be
composed of representatives of Indian communities as well as other representatives who
bring experience, excellence and a capacity
to develop innovative programs in the field
of education;
(4) that a properly funded and structured
program of Indian education which is held
to a standard of academic excellence can
provide the nation an opportunity to test
new techniques, concepts and materials designed to improve both Indian education and
education for all Americans; and
(5) that as a matter of national policy the
Federal government shall maximize educational achievement and opportunity for all
Indian children as well as for all other children attending schools operated by the Federal government for the education of Indian
children.
TITLE I-DECLARATION OF POLICY
SEC. 101. In recognition of the critical importance of education in meeting the social,
cultural, and employment aspirations and
needs of American Indian and Alaska Native
children, and the growing desire of Indian
peoples for self-determination through maximum involvement, participation, and direction of educational as well as other services
in their communities, the Congress hereby
declares that a restructured, revitalized and
properly funded program of Indian education shall become the foundation and central
feature of our Nation's Indian policy and
shall be accorded the Nation's highest domestic priority.
SEc. 102. Providing the quantity and quality of educational services and opportunities
that will permit American Indian children to
compete and excel in the life area of their
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choice is hereby declared to be a major national goal.
SEc. 103. The Congress further declares its
intent to achieve this goal by establishing a
National Board of Regents for Indian Education to work with Indian communities and
to provide direction, leadership and an organizational framework to mobilize public
and private educational resources towards
the development of a quality national Indian
education program for Indian children,
which provides for diversity of opportunity,
individual fulfillment, equality of services
and academic excellence.
TITLE II-NATIONAL BOARD OF REGENTS
FOR INDIAN EDUCATION
SEC. 201. There is hereby established in the
Executive Office of the President an independent agency to be known as the National
Board of Regents for Indian Education.
SEc. 202. (a) The Board shall consist of
eleven members to be appointed by the President of the U .aited States, with the advice
and consent of the Senate. Such appointments shall be made by the President after
considering proposed nominees submitted by
Indian tribes and organizations, and shall,
insofar as is possible, represent the geographic regions of the country having substantial
Indian populations. Persons appointed to
serve on the National Board of Regents shall
be selected on the basis of: (1) their commitment toward, and professional or personal
experience in improving the quality of Indian education; (2) their professional competence as educators who have a history of
successfully implementing effective, bold and
innovative educational programs; or (3) their
demonstrated ability to work with local Indian communities in developing and implementing educational programs.
(b) It is the intent of the Congress that
the President appoint the most capable persons available to serve on the National Board
of Regents and that these appointments shall
include a substantial number of persons who
are American Indians.
(c) Appointments to the Board of Regents
and the appointme ,it of staff for the Board
of Regents shall be made without regard to
political affiliations or partisan consideration
of any kind, and said staff shall not be otherwise employed.
SEc. 203. Members of the Board of Regents shall be appointed for three years; except that the terms of office of members of
the initial Board shall be composed of four
members appointed for one-year terms, three
members appointed for two-year terms, and
four members for three-year terms. The,re
shall be no limit on the number of terms a
member of the Board of Regent<; may be reappointed. Any person appointed to fill a
vacancy on the Board, occurring prior to the
expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed, shall be appointed for
the remainder of that term. The President
shall designate one of the members to serve
as Chairman and one to serve as Vice Chairman. The Vice Chairman, during the absence
or disability of the Chairman, shall act for,
and exercise the power.s of, the Chairman.
The Vice Chairman shall perform such duties as the Chairman may prescribe.
SEc. 204. Members of the National Board of
Regents shall meet at least once each month
subject to the call of the Chairman; and
when in attendance at such meetings shall be
compensated at the daily rate prescribed for
grade GS-18 of the General Schedule, under
section 5332 of Title V, United States Code,
including travel expenses and per diem at
the applicable government rates.
" SEc. 205. Pursuant to rules and regulations
adopted by the National Board of Regents,
the Chairman is authorized to:
(a) appoint, prescribe the duties of, and
fix the compensation of the Executive Direc-

tor a.nd such additional staff personnel as the
Chalnna.n deems necessary. The Executive
Director shall be appointed by the Chairman
after advice and consultation with the memhers of the Board of Regents.
(b) compensate all employees at the schedule prescribed in chapter 53, Title 5, of the
United States Code.
(c) procure temporary and intermittent
services of individuals and consultants to
the same extent as is authorized by section
3109, United States Code, but at a rate not
to exceed $125 a day for individuals.
TITLE III-POWERS AND DUTIES OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD
SEc. 301. The National Board of Regents
is authorized and directed to:
(a) develop priorities and specific goals
and objectives for a National Indian Education Program to achieve within two, five,
and ten years respectively together with a
recommended detailed program designed to
attain these goals and objectives. The recommended program shall deal with the
needs of all Indian children enrolled in Federal, putlic, and private school systems. The
Board of Regents initial program plan shall
be completed within one year following the
appointment of the in itial Board
(b) submit the National Indian Education pr ogram to the President, to the Congress, and to the Secretaries of the Department of the Interior and the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare for review and, where appropriate, for implementation;
(c) serve in a program moni taring role
to the Secretary of the Interior until such
time as all powers, funct ions, and responsibilities for Indian education are transferred
from the Department of the Interior to the
Board of Regents;
(d) assist the Office of Management and
Budget in the development of regulations,
guidelines, and procedures to provide for the
transfer of the educational programs, authorized by the Johnson-O'Malley Act ( 43
Stat. 596, as amended), and administered by
the Secretary of the Interior to the Board
of Regents. Transfer of the Johnson-O'Malley educational programs from the Department of the Interior to the Board of Regents
shall occur no later than two years from
date of enactment of this act
( e; devise procedures for assuming full
responsibility for the formulation of the
Federal budget in Indian education in conjunction with the Secretary of Interior and
report this procedure to the appropriate
committees of the Congress no later than
one year following enactment of this act.
Unless Congress otherwise directs, such
transfer of budget authorities shall occur
within three years from the date of enactment of this act;
(f) serve as an advisory committee to the
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare concerning that Department's programs which directly affect
Indian children including the public school
system;
(g) assume full responsibility for the
control and operation of Indian educational
programs of the Federal government, including presentation of the budget for Indian
education to the Office of Management and
Budget and the Congress, no later than four
years after the effective date of this act;
(h) devise and implement procedures for
establishing new local Indian school boards
that will assume control and operation of
Federally-supported education programs.
Such local Indian school operations shall
be financed L·om appropriations to the
Board and various other Federal funds. These
local Indian school boards may not be given
full control of a local Indian school until
they have met appropriate standards and
criteria established by the Board of Regents.
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The Board of Regents shall not interfere
with activities of already established local
Indian school boards, but may extend to
them such assistance as they may request;
and
(1) render such training and technical
assistance as is necessary, particularly to
Indian tribes, groups, and organizations, to
carry out the Board's programs and policies.
SEc. 302 (a) The President of the United
States shall implement the transfer of autLorities and responsibilities provided for
in this Act by the promulgation of any necessary Executive Orders.
(b) When programs are transferred under
this Act to the Board of Regents, the Board,
together with the transferring agency, shall
develop a plan and program for the transfer
of appropriate and needed personnel, budget
accounts, records, property and other necessary materials. No person who is transferred
or who stays with the transferring agency in
some other capacity shall be denied any
rights or status available under the Civil
Service laws and regulations.
TITLE IV-REPORTING BY THE BOARD
SEc. 401. The Board of Regent s shall submit an annual report to the Congress beginning one year from the effective date of
this Act. The report shall set forth the progress of the Board in meeting the objectives
of this Act. The Board's report shall, 60 days
prior to its transmittal to the Congress, be
submitted to the Secretaries of the Interior
and Health, Education, and Welfare, for their
review and comments, and any views shall
be attached to the report when t r ansmitted
to the Congress.
SEc. 402. The Board of Regents shall include in its third annual report its recommendations on the organizational location of
the Board of Regents. Prior to such submittal, such report shall be submitted to the
President, and the President shall, if he
deems it appropriate, send to the Congress
a Reorganization Plan to implement recommendations resulting from this report.
TITLE V-TRANSFER OF PROPERTY TO
THE BOARD
SEC. 501. The Secretary of the Interior,
other Federal agencies, and private organizations are authorized to convey to the Board
of Regents all right, title, and interest in and
to Indian schools, supporting facilities and
equipment, and real property.
TITLE VI-ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD
SEc. 601. The principal office of the Board
of Regents shall be in the District of Columbia, but it may have such other offices as the
Board deems necessary.
SEc. 602. The Board of Regents is authorized to make such rules and regulations as
it deems necessary to carry out its functions.
SEc. 603. The Board of Regents is authorized to make such expenditures or grants,
either directly or by contract, as may be necessary to carry out its responsibilities under
this Act.
SEc. 604. In carrying out its responsibilities
under the provision of this Act, the Board of
Regents is authorized to request such personnel, services, and materials as it deems
may be needed and such support subject to
the concurrence of the Office of Management
and Budget, shall be made available to the
Board by the Department or agency requested to furnish such personnel, services, and
material.
SEc. 605. The Board of Regents is authorized to receive and use donated funds or
services if such funds or services are donated
without restrictions other than for use in
furtherance of Indian education.
SEC. 606. The Board of Regents is authorized to acquire by purchase, lease, loan, gift,
or contract, and to hold and dispose of by
grant, sale, lease, loan, or contract, real and
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personal property of all kinds necessary for,
Our current situation is the result of
or resulting from, the exercise of authority American part icipation in United Nagranted by this Act, including transfer of tions economic sanctions against Rhoproperty to Indian school boards.
SEc. 607. The Board of Regents is author- desia, the small African country which
ized to enter into contracts or other arrange- is the world's richest source of chrome.
The U.N. sanctions were imposed after
ments, or modifications thereof, with organizations or individuals, including other gov- Rhodesia declared her independence
ernment agencies of the United States, for from Great Britain. Rhodesia was labeled
such research, development, demonstration, a "threat to international peace and seevaluation, and other proposed efforts as may curity"-a ridicul·o us charge.
be necessary under this Act.
Unfortunately, the United States acTITLE VII-AUTHORIZATION FOR.
tively supported the embargo against
APPROPRIATIONS
Rhodesia. Since the first sanctions in
SEC. 701. There is authorized to be appro- 1966, the United Nations has twice tried
priated such sums of money as may be nec- to strangle Rhodesia with an everessary to carry out the functions and responsibilities of the Board of Regents. Such sums tighter boycott, each time actively supshall remain available until expended. Until ported by the United States.
These measures have not worked. The
such time as the Board presents its own operating budget to the Ofilce of Management embargo policy is a failure. Rhodesian
and Budget and the Congress, as provided trade actually is increasing.
in section 301 (e) of this Act, the Secretary
Yet the United States persists in supof the Interior shall submit the operating porting the unethical U.N. sanctions,
budget recommendations of the Board of
Regents at the time the Administration's even though all Rhodesia has done is to
declare her independence from Great
budget requests are presented.
Britain-a step the American colonies
TITLE VIII-DEFINITIONS
SEc. 801. The term "Indian" as used in this took in 1776.
It is today a criminal offense for any
Act is defined to mean an Indian, Eskimo or
Aleut person who is a member of a tribe, American to engage in trade with Rhoband, nation or Alaska Native community desia.
for which the Federal government provides
Now this situation would be bad
special programs and services because of enough if it were just a question of intheir identity as Indians.
ternational law and relations between
SEc. 802. The term "Board of Regents" as
used in this Act shall be defined to mean nations. Former Secretary of State Dean
the "National Board of Regents for Indian Acheson has called the U.N. action
against Rhodesia "barefaced aggression,
Education."
SEC. 803. The term "Federally-supported unprovoked and unjustified by a single
education programs" as used in this Act is legal or moral principle."
defined to mean all education programs opI concur.
erated by the Department of the Interior or
But more than legal and moral prinoperated under contract for the Bureau of ciple is involved.
Indian Affairs by local Indian school boards
Before the U.N. sanctions were imor by other Indian or non-Indian contracposed, Rhodesia supplied the United
tors.
SEc. 804. The term "Public schools" as used States with most of its chrome ore.
in this Act is defined to mean those public
With the embargo in effect, the United
schools with Indian children in attendance States has had to turn to the Soviet
which may receive assistance under the Union for chrome. Sixty percent of the
Johnson-O'Malley Act (43 Stat. 596, as
amended) and impact aid funds as author- chrome we are using comes from Russia.
The Russians have taken advantage of
ized under Public Law 815 of the 81st Congress (64 Stat. 967) and Public Law 874 of a monopoly situation and have more
the 81st Congress (64 Stat. 1100).
than doubled the price of the chrome ore
SEc. 805. The term "Indian tribal orga- they export to the United States.
nizations" as used in this Act is defined to
But even more serious is the fact that
mean any formally or informally organized
tribe, band, or community or group recog- we are dependent on the favor of the
Russians for a strategic material.
nized by the Department of the Interior.
The administration has requested that
Congress pass a bill permitting withBy Mr. BYRD of Virginia:
S. 1404. A bill to amend the United drawal of 30 percent of the present supNations Participation Act of 1945 to pre- ply of chrome in the Nation's reserve
vent the imposition thereunder of any stockpile.
This would temporarily meet our
prohibition on the importation into the
United States of any strategic and criti- needs, in combination with Russian
cal material from any free world country chrome. But it is only a stopgap measure,
for so long as the importation of like for at this rate we would exhaust our
material from any Communist country is stockpile in a little over 3 years.
To my mind, it is totally illogical for
not prohibited by law. Referred to the
the United States to depend upon Russia
Committee on Foreign Relations.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, for a strategically important commodity.
The legislation I am introducing today
I am today introducing legislation aimed
at ending the dependence of the United would enable us to end this dependency
States upon the Soviet Union for its sup- upon the Soviet Union.
ply of chrome ore--a material vital to
Under my proposal, the President could
not ban imports of a strategic material
national defense.
The United States is now facing a from a free world country if the importacritical shortage of chrome, which is es- tion of the same material is permitted
sential to the manufacture of stainless from a Communist-dominated country.
steel. Jet aircraft and missiles are among That seems logical to me.
the items vital to defense which make
Now technically, the administration
could meet the requirements of this legisuse of chrome.
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lation by banning all chrome imports. But
then of course there would be far too little ore for even the most elementary
needs of the United States.
Therefore, the United States would
have to end its participation in the U.N.
sanctions against Rhodesia, insofar as
chrome is concerned.
It would be my hope that the administration would drop all sanctions against
Rhodesia. That would be the proper
course to take.
But even if this course were not taken,
at least the United States would end its
reliance upon the Soviet Union for strategically vi tal chrome ore.
Legislation similar to mine has been introduced in the House of Representatives
by Representative COLLINS of Texas. I
hope that the Congress will take prompt
action to change the absurd and dangerous position in which the United
States now finds itself.
Mr. President, I send to the desk proposed legislation to accomplish this purpose, and I ask unanimous consent that
the text of the bill be printed at this
point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
S.1404
A bill to amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 to prevent the imposition thereunder of any prohibition on the
importation into the United States of any
strategic and critical material from any
free world country for so long as the importation of like material from any Communist country is not prohibited by law
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section

5(a) of the United Nations Participation Act
of 1945 (22 U.S.C. 287c(a) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following
new sentence: "On or after the effective
date of this sentence, the President may not
prohibit or regulate the importation into
the United States pursuant to this section
of any material determined to be strategic
and critical pursuant to section 2 of the
Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling
Act (50 U .S.C. 98a) , which is the product
of any foreign country or area not listed
as a Communist-dominated country or area
in general headnote 3 (d) of the Tari1f
Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C.
1202), for so long as the importation into
the United States of material of that kind
which is the product of such Communistdominated countries or areas is not prohibited by any provision of law.
ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF BILLS
AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
s. 933
At the request of Mr. HuGHES, the
Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH) and
the Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRis) were added as cosponsors of S. 933,
the Voter Assistance Act of 1971.
s. 950
At the request of Mr. DoMINICK, the
Senator from Kansas <Mr. PEARSON)
was added as a cosponsor of S. 950, a bill
to amend the Gun Control Act of 1968
relating to the importation into the
United States of sporting rifles and
sporting shotguns.
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At the request of Mr. JACKSON, the
Senator from Kentucky <Mr. CooK) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 1116, a bill to
require the protection, management, and
control of wild free-roaming horses and
burros on public lands.
s.

1197

At the request of Mr. MoNDALE, the
Senator from Indiana <Mr. BAYH) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 1197, a bill to
extend the availa~ility of Federal crop
insurance and to authorize the appropriation of funds for administrative expenses of the Federal crop insurance
program.
s.

1217

At the request of Mr. JACKSON, the
Senator from Minnesota <Mr. MoNDALE)
was added as a cosponsor of S. 1217, a
bill to declare that certain federally
own-ed lands within the White Earth
Reservation shall be held by the United
S tates in trust for the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, and for other purposes.
s.

1307

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, at the request o: my colleague
from '\V'est Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) I
ask unanimous consent that, at the next
printing, the name of the distinguished
Senator from Florida <Mr. GURNEY) be
added as a cosponsor of S. 1307, a bill to
provide increased employment opportunities for middle-aged and older workers,
and for other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ALLEN). Without objection, it is so
ordered.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 29

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, at the request of the distinguished
Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRIS),
I ask unanimous consent that, at the
next printing, his name be added as a
cosponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 29,
a joint resolution designating National
Peace Corps Week.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 29 AND SENATE
JOINT RESOLUTION 34

At the request of Mr. ScoTT, the Senator from Massachusetts <Mr. KENNEDY)
was added as a cosponsor of Senate Joint
Resolution 29, a joint resolution providing for National Peace Corps Week; and
the Senator from Alabama <Mr. SPARKMAN) was added as a cosponsor of Senate
Joint Resolution 34, a joint resolution
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States with respect
to the offering of voluntary prayer or
meditation in public schools and other
public buildings.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
TRIDUTE TO FORMER SENATOR
PAUL H. DOUGLAS, OF ILLINOIS
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, for
18 years these Halls were graced with

the presence of an lllinoisan who cele-

brated, on Friday, his 79th birthday
anniversary.

Paul H. Douglas, in retirement, is a

voice which remains with us as we celebrate his anniversary with respect, admiration, and-in my own case--an intense personal devotion stemming from
my earliest acquaintance with this great
Senator.
The close association that exists between my family and Paul and Emily
Douglas now marks nearly a quarter
century. My father became Governor of
Tilinois the same year Paul Douglas took
oath as a Member of this body. I was
privileged to have my name linked to his
in my second political campaign. He has
been an inspiration to me in my political
life.
Countless families in Illinois have directly benefited from his wisdom and
foresightedness in the Senate. His energy, wisdom, and legislative skill led to
the economic redevelopment of southern
Tilinois. His concern for people, and his
interest in conservation now entitles
residents of the Chicago area to enjoy
the Indiana dunes, which he saved.
There was, of course, much more Paul
Douglas did for Tilinois. But it is the
Nation as a whole which was specially
touched by his personal magic. For all
Americans, he foresaw needs. He responded to the times. He understood, and
understands, priorities. Paul Douglas was
as concerned about truth in spending as
about truth in lending.
The great social legislation of two
decades--social security and minimum
wage laws, civil rights, area redevelopment, medicare--owe much to his powers as an economist, a legislator, and a
humanitarian.
It is important in our times to proceed
clamly and with conviction jn a course
of right action-with boldness when
needed, with integrity and compassion
always. Paul Douglas has done this. His
life will continue to inspire us and
strengthen our resolve.
Only semiretired, Paul Douglas at 79
continues to serve his country in many
ways, and we are grateful for that. As
one of his debtors, it is an honor for me
on this occasion to pay tribute to a very
special man.
INTERVIEW OF PRESIDENT NIXON
BY HOWARD K. SMITH
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a week
ago, President Nixon was interviewed
on television by ABC's Howard K. Smith
while millions of Americans watched
and listened.
I ask unanimous consent that an editorial concerning the interview, which
appeared in the March 24 issue of the
Detroit News, be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
No

EASY

ANSWERS FOR A
PRESIDENT

RESPONSmLE

What President Nixon said in his televised
interview with Howard K. Smith won't make
the slightest dent on the thinking of confirmed doves but it was a masterful job or
communicating with the American people.
The people aren't stpuid. It must have
occurred long ago to millions of them that
Mr. Nixon doesn't enjoy the constant stream
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of criticism directed upon him by senators,
members of the press and protesters on the
campuses and in the streets.
If the way out of Indochina is as easy
a.s his critics say, why doesn't he jump at
their solution, immediate withdrawal? Why
not satisfy the public's yearning for peace,
get his critics off his back and assure his
reelection?
Mr. Nixon admitted in his chat with Smith
that such a course is politically tempting.
Then he made the case for presidential responsibiUty.
Senators sitting in their ivory tower on
Capitol Hlll can deal with problems in bits
and pieces and make politics without having
to answer for what happens. The President
cannot afford the luxury of short-range, easy,
popular solutions. As commander in chief,
he must deal with the total picture and answer for the consequences.
In the case of a hurried withdrawal, he
would have to answer for the loss of leverage in negotiations with the foe; for the loss
of national prestige which would follow
withdrawal; for the damage to America's
reputation and her ability to perform as a
peace-keeping power in the world; for the
possible slaughter of the innocents which
would follow the seizure of power by the
Communists in South Vietnam.
As the President says, his critics offer a
"very, very inviting but dangerous road to
peace at any price." We suspect that if any
of Mr. Nixon's war critics had been elected
in his place, that man would be doing
approximately what Mr. Nixon is doing--and
if he did otherwise would produce the consequences of which Mr. Nixon warns and
lose credibility thereby.
On the subject of credibility, commentators lose credibility with us when they condemn the operation in Laos out of hand, The
least they can do is wait, as the President
is waiting, to observe the outcome before
delivering a judgment as to ultimate success
or failure.
Meanwhile, the interview with Smith was
a success if the purpose was to inform the
public on the President's views. Some televised press conferences have seemed to make
that purpose secondary to scolding the President of the United States.
The success of the interview must be attributed in good part to the skillful performance of the interviewer. Smith notes
that he faced the problem of having to ask
tough questions without being rude. He
walked that thin line with a sense of balance which we wish more TV newsmen possessed.

PRESIDENT NIXON'S RESCISSION
OF CLOSURE ORDER AGAINST
KITTERY-PORTSMOUTH
SHIPYARD
Mrs. SMITH. Mr. President, I rise in
defense of the President of the United
States. I do so without any prior notice
to him.
Extremely erroneous and unfair accusations have been made against him to
the effect that he attempted to buy my
vote on the SST with his letter to me
notifying me that he had ordered the
McNamara closure order against the
Kittery-Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
rescinded.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. To the contrary, I am sure that
he fully realized the risk of that letter

inft.uencing me to vote against, instead
of for, the SST.
Let me make some political facts and

truth plainly clear. At no time did the
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President ask me to vote for the SST. At
no time did any member of his staff ask
me to vote for the SST. At no time did
any member of the entire Nixon administration ask me to vote for the SST.
His letter to me about the Kittery
Naval Shipyard and my vote on the SST
were close in chronology only by coincidence and not by plan.
There were reports last summer that
the McNamara closure order would be
rescinded by President Nixon. But subsequent attempts for confirmation of
this, whether made to the White House,
the Department of Defense, or the Department of the Navy, were unproductive and unsuccessful.
When, in late December 1970, I learned
from the commander of the KitteryPortsmouth Naval Shipyard that he was
operating the shipyard on the basis of
this unconfirmed report and despite assurances from his superiors of the Department of the Navy and the Department of Defense that there was no
change in the MeN amara order to close
the shipyard, on December 28, 1970, I
wrote the President stressing the urgency
to remove the speculation and confusion
without delay. Again a month later on
January 28, 1971, in a letter to the President I repeated this request. I did not
write another monthly letter on February 28, 1971, because shortly prior to that
time, the Defense Department gave me
assurances that the matter was being
seriously studied and a decision and announcement would be made soon.
On March 4, 1971, after he conferred
with the senior Senator from New
Hampshire <Mr. CoTTON), Secretary of
Defense Laird and Senator Cotton came
to my office, and the three of us con!erred for an hour or so. In that discussion Senator CoTTON received the impression that Secretary Laird would
make an announcement by the first of
the next week, and he so announced to
the press. I was not that sure, so I declined any appraisal to the press.
Then 2 weeks later on March 19,
1971, Foster's Daily Democrat of Dover,
N.H., quoted the junior Senator from
New Hampshire <Mr. MciNTYRE) as statin~ that Secretary Laird had told him
"there is no decision imminent on the
yard" and further quoting Senator McINTYRE as stating that it was his guess
that a decision on the shipyard would not
be reached until December this year.
On March 22, 1971, Senator CoTTON informed me of this report which was in
sharp conflict with his impression of
what Defense Secretary Laird had said
to Senator CoTTON. I then wrote President Nixon a third letter pointing out
how this latest development had added
to the already too great confusion and
speculation on this matter. My concluding paragraph was:
I have tried to be patient in this matter
but my patience is at an end. The pattern in
this matter is certainly not one to enhance
the credibility of the White House or the
Department of Defense.
The President obviously did not see
my letter before late Tuesday or early
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Wednesday. I have the very clear impres- ings may be called by the Chairman as he
necessary to expedite Committee busision that it did not reach his attention deems
ness.
before that time. I have my doubts that
(3) Quorum.-Three members shall conmy previous two letters had gotten stitute a quorum for the purpose of transthrough his staff to him. I am strongly acting Committee business: Provided, That
inclined to believe that the breakthrough one member shall constitute a quorum for
to the President did not come before late the purpose of receiving testimony.
( 4) Voting.Tuesday or early Wednesday.
(a) Votes may be cast by proxy; and
When that breakthrough finally came,
(b) There shall be a complete record kept
President Nixon obviously acted swiftly of all Committee action. Such record shall
in response to my third letter. That re- contain the vote cast by each member of the
sponse, following the breakthrough, was, Committee on any question which a "yea"
in fact, so swift that it came the morning or "nay" vote is requested.
(5) Subcommittees.of the day of the vote on the SST.
(a) The Committee Chairman and the
To conclude that the President crassly ranking minority member shall be ex-officio
and crudely sought to buy my vote on the members of any Subcommittee of the ComSST because of what was only chronol- mittee.
(b) Subcommittees shall be considered de
ogical coincidence does the President a
grave disservice and injustice. Surely novo whenever there is a change in the
Chairmanship
and seniority on the particular
even his political detractors must admit
shall not necessarily apply.
that he is far too astute a politician than Subcommittee
(6) Hearings and hearing procedures.to reason that this would win my vote.
(a) The Committee or any Subcommittee
To the contrary, it should be crystal clear thereof shall make public announcement of
because of past history that the far the date, place, time, and subject matter of
greater risk was that the reverse would any hearing to be conducted on any measure
be the situation. I am personally con- or matter at least one week in advance of
vinced that the President recognized this such hearing unless the Committee or Subdetermines there is good cause to
but went ahead with the letter simply committee
begin such hearing at an earlier date;
because he felt I deserved an answer
(b) The Committee shall as far as pracwithout any further delay.
ticable require each witness, who is schedHis letter had no influence whatsoever uled to testify at any hearing, to file his
on my vote against the SST. I voted on written testimony with the Committee not
the matter on my own judgment of the later than forty-eight hours prior to his
appearance. Said written testimerits of the issue. I think it took real scheduled
mony shall be accompanied by a brief sumpolitical courage for him to respond so mary of the principal points covered in the
quickly after the breakthrough realizing written testimony; and
the false interpretations and accusations
(c) No hearing of the Committee or any
that would be made against him. I fur- Subcommittee shall be scheduled outside of
ther think that keeping the shipyard the District of Columbia except by the maopen is the President's decision solely jority vote of the Committee or Subcommittee or by authorization of the Chairman of
and not the decision of anyone else.
the Committee.
RULES OF THE COMMITTEE ON
VETERANS' AFFAIRS
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, pursuant
to the requirements of section 133B of the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970,
I hereby submit for printing in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, the Rules of Procedure of the Veterans' Affairs Committee.
The Legislative Reorganization Act requires that the rules of each standing
committee be printed not later than
March 1. Because of the difficulties involved in quickly assembling a staff and
moving into our new quarters, the committee was not able to meet and formulate Rules of Procedure until Wednesday of last week. I ask unanimous consent that our unavoidable delay be pardoned and that the rules be published in
the RECORD, as required by law.
There being no objection, the rules
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RULES

OF

THE

CoMMITTEE

ON

VETERANS'

AFFAIRS

(1) General.-All applicable requirements
of the Standing Rules of the Senate and of
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946,
as amended, shall govern the Committee and
its Subcommittees.
(2) Meetings.-The Committee shall hold
its Regular meetings on the first and third
Thursday of each month, when Congress is
in session, or at such other times as the
Chairman shall determine. Additional meet-

REVITALIZATION OF THE OLD CITY
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, we are
sometimes told that the needs of our society dictate a hard-nosed businesslike
attitude toward the pleas of historians
who beg us to spare some ancient structure. It is argued that unless such structures can be made to "pay their own
way," they should be sacrificed to the
bulldozer's blade and the somehow higher and better use which can be made of
the real estate on which the old edifice
stands.
I was rather impressed recently when
I learned that historic preservation can
help "pay its own way" by contributing
substantially to a general rise in downtown property values where such structures are located. In fact, I am informed
that, in the case of Annapolis, Md., the
increase in assessable base substantially
attributed to vigorous efforts at historic
preservation have been a significant factor in enabling the city fathers to obtain
favorable interest rates for their municipal bond offerings.

I ask unanimous consent that an ar-

ticle on the subject by James Burchfield,
entitled "Old City Revitalization Pays,"
published in the March 19, 1971, Washington Evening Star, be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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OLD CrrY REVITALIZATION PAYS

(By James Birchfield)
Annapolis, the historic capital of Maryland, has found that historic preservation
pays.
Annapolis Mayor Roger W. Moyer told a
Maryland Senate Finance Committee hearing
recently that the results of a cooperative,
constructive approach to urban revitalization
already are being demonstrated in the Maryland city.
He added that New York bond merchants,
who are "not inclined toward puffery" recently told him that Annapolis is one of the
few cities where downtown property values
have risen in recent years.
Moyer said the city's reversal of the nationwide trend toward downtown decay is
largely the result of successful preservation
efforts in the city.
Mrs. J. M. P. Wright, one of the founders
of Historic Annapolis Inc., who has been
fighting for the last 19 years for historic
preservation, said a study now being prepared
by a washington cons\hting firm indicates
that the historic area provides a key industry
which gives economic support and net benefit
to the remainder of the community.
Reporting from a study being prepared by
Robert Glaastone & Associates, Wasliington
based economic consultants, 1\:lrs. Wright said
that since 1961 the growth in true value of
properties in the Annapolis historic area has
been dramat ic. These values have risen from
an estimated $18 million in 1961 to about $20
million now, for an increase of 112 percent.
Mrs. Wright said tax assessments for the
historic district are estimated to have risen
about 85 percent during the same period, as
compared with the static condition of the
1950 decade.
While the historic district comprises only
about seven percent of the city's land area,
Mrs. Wright continued, it has about 19 percent of the assessable base of the entire
city.
During the last nine years, she said, the
historic district has accounted for 17 percent
of the city-wide assessable base in the face
of intense development of apartments, houses
and commercial buildings outside the district.
Mrs. Wright said the report points out that
the pattern of economic revival in the city's
historic area follows a trend establlshoo in
places like Charleston, S.C., Savannah, New
Orleans and other communities which have
an impressive architectural heritage.
The study points out, however, that only
a fraction of the economic potential of the
historic district has been realized because,
it was said, there is lack CY.f a consensus within the community about its historic area.
This condition, Mrs. Wright added, has
been partially corrected by a city-wide referendum which approved a preservation ordinance.
The efforts of Historic Annapolis have been
commended for having saved many historic
structures, and with having attracted new
businesses to the historic area.
Mrs. Wright said that she got interested
first in historic preservation because "I really did want the city to last."
She realized, she said, that the historic
sector requires certain types of businesses,
and her group has tried to stimulate the
specialty shops for the city.
"Just a few years ago," she sa.ld, "there
were 20 vacant stores on just one street in
the area, and now they are all occupied."
One of the most important accomplishments of Historic Annapolis, it has been said,
is

that it has gradua.lly made the com-

munity aware of the value of the historic
area, and this has resulted almost automatically in improvement of the appearance of
the old city.

The study indicates, Mrs. Wright said, that

Annapolis property values could rise to $58
million in the 70's if the historic district becomes an even more significant part of the
city's economic base. The personal income
level might increase by $7.5 million and retail
sales by about $3 m.illlon annually, it was
said.

The study, according to Mrs. Wright, suggests a program of preservation and development that would be strictly compatible with
the historic character of the capital.
A BETTER APPROACH TO
IMPRISONMENT
Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, traditional correctional philosophy in this
country is characterized by a heavy reliance upon institutional commitment
of offenders under relatively close custody. This pattern is typically expressed
in the State penitentiary-a place of
barred cages, surrounded by high walls,
topped with guard towers. Often only a
minority of the penitentiary's inmates
pose such a threat as to necessitate these
conditions-Missouri's extremely capable
director of corrections, Fred Wilkinson,
estimates that such dangerous inmates
comprise only 12 percent of his prison
population-but the regimen required to
contain them sets the pattern for the
entire institution. And the track record
for our operations under this philosophy,
in terms of promoting rehabilitation and
reducing recidivism, has been abominable.
Some progress has been made in providing other institutions within a State
varying in degrees from maximum to
minimum security, depending on the
category of offenders assigned to them.
Yet even these are usually isolated from
the communities where the inmates are
going to have to make their way after
release.
More recently, a new kind of correctional institution, based in the community, has been developed. Many are familiar with one type of communitybased institution, the half-way house, to
which offenders who have served a major
part of their time in conventional institutions are assigned during the last few
months prior to release to help ease
their reintegration into the community.
Halfway houses have proved extremely
useful but they still represent basically
a compromise with traditional ''lock 'em
up and let 'em rot'' attitudes.
There is growing support for another
kind of community-based institution to
which offenders may be assigned immediately after sentencing and screening, and in which they may serve their
entire period of confinement, if warranted by their progress toward rehabilitation. This approach recognizes that the
community has vastly greater resources
than prisons, or variants thereof, that
can be drawn upon in working with an
offender.
Henry J. Waters, editor of the Columbia, Mo., Daily Tribune, has written
an extremely thoughtful report on
one such institution in Rochester, Minn.

Mr. Waters' article provides an excellent
insight into the strengths of such community-based centers and discusses the
possibilities for developing similar pro-
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grams in Missouri. I ask unanimous consent that Mr. Waters' article be printed
in the RECORD at the conclusion of my
remarks.
I am especially pleased to see this discussion going on in my home State.
Earlier this year I joined with Senators SAXBY, MONDALE, and BROOKE in introducing S. 400, the Model Criminal Justice Reform Act, which would provide
massive Federal assistance to States
willing to undertake comprehensive upgrading of their entire criminal justice
system. Among the goals established for
a State desiring to participate in this
program is the requirement that it:
Has established a range of correctional facilities that are adequately equipped and
staffed to treat the particular classifications
of inmates assigned there, including smallunit, community-based correctional Institutions.

I am hopeful that the experience in
Rochester and in other communitiessuch as the District of Columbia-that
are experimenting with institutions of
this kind will provide useful models for
the rest of the Nation.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
LAW AND ORDER: PORT HAS AN ANSWER

(By Henry J. Waters III)
In Rochester, Minnesota, a program called
Probationed Offenders Rehabilitation Training is showing how to break the vicious cycle of habitual crlminal behavior.
Can society learn the lesson?
For years there has been concern in criminal treatment circles over the emphasis on
maximum security prisons and the concurrent lack of public support for criminal
treatment and rehabilitation.
Judges have been faced with a difficult
"either-or" situation: Either send the offender into the bowels of a penitentiary or
turn him loose under the supervision of
badly understaffoo probation and parole programs. Sensitive judges and others in law enforcement have long understood the inadequacy of this choice.
The maximum security institution with its
overpopulation and unwholesome experiences is clearly the wrong environment for
many first and youthful offenders. Indeed,
it is just as damaging to more experienced
criminals who could respond to rehabilitation.
And the underdirected environment of
thinly staffed probation and parole operations leaves many others without enough
support and guidance.
In either extreme the vulnerable lawbreaker has a good chance of falling back
into bad ways or learning even worse ones,
and all of society suffers.
Of the two alternatives, clearly the worst
is the maximum security prison. There is
so much evidence to show the shortcomings
of the present penitentiary approach to law
enforcement that it hardly need be cited.
Such prisons are universally known as
schools for crime. The experiences an offender has in the prison environment almost guarantees he will have an even more
difficult time becoming a useful member of
society when he gets out than when he .
went in.
Experts estimate no more than 25 per cent
of those currently locked up in such institu-

tions really need be there. The other 75 per
cent could be rehabilitated and turned into
useful, safe, productive people at far less cost
to the public-if only proper treatment fa-

cillties existed.
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The challenge has been twofold: To provide a successful alternative-and to get
around the public inclination to simply put
criminals away, the farther the better.
Perhaps Rochester, Minnesota's PORT is
the answer.
The initials stand for Probationed Offenders Rehabilitation Training. The program
opened last October in a former nurses'
dormitory on the grounds of the Rochester
State Hospital. It is currently being funded
by money from private foundations, the local
United Fund and the federal safe streets
act. PORT's directors are well into a twoyear program of trying to prove a point so
that funding will continue as part of Minnesota's state correctional budget.
I recently had a chance to visit PORT as
part of a delegation from the Mid-Missouri
Law Enforcement Assistance Council. We
spent most of a day with PORT's Executive
Director, Ken Schoen, and Program Director, Jay Lindgren. The story they have to
tell is an exciting one.
About six years ago, Dr. Francis Tyee, the
Medical Director of the Rochester State Hospital and a. man highly regarded in the field
of public medicine, convinced local District
Judges to let him have a crack at some of
their worst criminal cases, convicts with
serious emotional and psychiatric problems
who were headed for the pen with little hope
of ever getting straightened out. The initial
work was done by Tyee in the hospital facilities, and the offenders lived at home. This
experiment went on with such success that
last year community leaders got behind the
creation of PORT, an expanded, more formalized extension of the program designed
to deal with around 25 offenders at a time.
The "clients" come from courts in the immediate Rochester area. Those who are
deemed capable of handling PORT and are
acceptable to the staff are given the alternative by the judge; either to jail or to PORT.
Most choose PORT.
But not because it is simply a soft way
out. Before any offender is admitted he is
given a full explanation of what will be expected of him, and the rules are strict.
In speaking of a 17-year-old resident with
a serious truancy problem, Schoen said, "We
have really put the screws to this kid, but
we aren't going to take the approach that
we will do nothing for him." At the time
we were there the teenager was mostly confined to his room, but PORT workers were
"cutting out" a special program for him involving tutoring and sk111s training through
a local sheltered workshop agency. Schoen
and Lindgren both believe in dealing firmly
with their residents. Bad behavior gets its
just reward, and much of this pressure
comes from the group culture within the
building.
At present the PORT fam11y consists of 15
residents ranging in age from 13 to 32. Regular talk sessions are held three times a
week and attendance is mandatory. During
these sessions the offenders get down to the
nitty-gritty of how their world is functioning. Individuals are brought on the carpet.
Rules are discussed. And sanctions are taken.
It is early yet to measure PORT's success
in complete terms. But the progress of the
first person admitted is excitingly encouraging.
Lonnie Buss is 21 and a. convicted arsonist.
He is one of 13 chlldren of a nearby farm
family. He was sent to PORT by the judge
after setting fire to a number of buildings,
mostly barns. Dr. Tyee of the state hospital
interviewed Lonnie and discovered a deep
attachment to a twin brother who had joined
the Marines and was in Vietnam. Dr. Tyee
concluded that Lonnie was desperately try_
ing to make his family so sick of him they
would "make" him join the service where he
would be with his brother, at least symboll-

cally. It was decided his problems could respond to PORT treatment.
At this writing Lonnie Buss is working as
a shipping clerk in Rochester, earning $2.35
an hour and paying the standard $15 weekly
for room and board at PORT. He is on h1s way
to recovery and is a working, paying member
of society-something that never could have
happened had he been sent to the pen.
Residents are rated on a scale of 0 to 6.
Individuals earn their way up to a possible
"volunteer" status which gives them nearly
complete freedom. They are then considered
the virtual equals of the Rochester Junior
College students who live in with PORT residents and help run the house in exchange for
room and board. Offenders with a 0 rating
have almost no freedom except to attend to
school or job duties.
The real secret of success is the development of the group culture. Administrators
work subtly but hard on this. Schoen says it
has taken until recently to really get it working, but now the group makes practically all
it.:; own rules and decisions. Even though
there is a supporting group of supervisors
with final authority, not once in months has
a decision of the resident group had to be
overturned.
The resident society works quite well. To
demonstrate this, Minneapolis Tribune reporter Sam Newlund wrote:
Not all behavior is perfect, however. A few
nights ago, one of the college students and
a resident went to a party. As Schoen put it,
"the college student got smashed out of his
socks" and the resident "had to drive him
home."
At PORT the person in charge (officer of
the day) was a 15-year-old resident. A fight
ensued. Schoen said, and the 15-year-old
telephoned (program Director) Lindgren and
told him, "I don't like this situation. You'd
better come out here and do something about
it."
The youngster, said Schoen, "was in charge
of the building that night and he did his
thing. He carried it forward beautifully."
The group exerts strong influences against
intolerable behavior. When drugs or alcohol
are brought into the building the group
normally moves to correct the situation immediately because the residents know everyone will suffer. If an individual gets into
trouble with the law he is subject to the
same punishment as anyone else. "We won't
let PORT become an umbrella to shield residents from the law," Lindgren said.
We were shown around the building by a
young man named Tom, a resident who had
recently been busted from a top rating of 5
back to 2. Tom had been caught with marijuana in the building and the system had
responded by restricting his status and freedom. He was obviously not proud of himself
for being busted, but he conducted the tour
with a pride in the program that was still
intact.
The rooms were homey with two or three
beds in each. There were all sorts of pictures
and posters on the walls and the typical
room was littered with a friendly collection
of the stuff that makes a dormitory into a
group home.
"We have lots of freedom about how we
fix up our rooms and what we have in them,"
Tom said. "Of course, we can't have drugs
or booze, but we can have almost any magazine or book we want." Copies of Playboy
were in evidence, and psychedelia adorned
the walls in more than one room.
The most striking feature , however, was
the cleanliness. The bathroom in the center
hall was gleaming. Tom explained that residents were assigned the duties of keeping
things clean, and if they failed they got
"minuses." Obviously, in the well-ordered
world of PORT, minuses are something to
avoid.
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Schoen and Lindgren hope PORT will become an example for the entire state. Once
the evidence is in and the proof of succe3s
can be documented, they expect to be able
to make a multi-pronged case for PORT. It
will be cheaper and more effective than incarceration. Lord knows, it will be more
humane for the offender. F or less net cost
society can rehabilitate people and put them
to work helping pay the taxes instead of
shipping them off somewhere behind gray
walls where they are nothing but drains on
society and eternal criminals.
"We expect to say to the legislature,"
Schoen asserts, "Just give us money at the
rate we cut down your commitment funds
for the state penal institutions and we can
run a program."
Already there is support in high places.
Paul W. Keve, state corrections commissioner, is "genuinely enthusiastic" ·a bout
PORT. "I think that it's an indicator of the
shape of the future. And I see the prospect
of duplicates of this all over the state."
District Court Judges 0. Russell Olson and
Donald Franke are unabashed in their positive feeling. Both are on the PORT Board of
Directors, and we talked with them at lunch.
"Dr. Tyee had been saying that he could
straighten out many of the people who were
being sent to prison," Judge Franke recalled.
"So when I got elected to the District Court
bench I decided to let him prove it. One of
the first cases I ha~ was a seemingly hopeless
sex offender. Rather than see him go to
prison, Dr. Tyee said he would take the man
under his wing, and I made the commitment
with a lot of skepticism. But it worked.
While the man lived at home and worked,
he was saved by regular contact with Dr.
Tyee at the hospital." Since then this story
has been repeated with such regularity that
Judge Franke is an ardent believer. One of
the success stories from his court was a previous five-time loser.
Obviously the State of Missouri is on a
different tack in its program of corrections.
At the top of the current priority list is a new
maximum security prison to be built in the
bootheel at a cost of some $8.7 million. It is
designed to house about 330 convicts at an
estimated annual operating cost of around
$1 million.
State Director of Corrections Fred Wilkinson describes this new facility as an isolation
location for the worst inmates ln the present
prison system. "We have about 12 per cent
of the people in our prisons who are simply
unreachable. They are the ones who continually disrupt prison operations, they cost us
money, and if we can get them relocated
there are lots of things we can do that are
not now being done in the present buildings."
As an example, Wilkinson notes that the
removal Of the incorrtgibles from the penJtentiary in Jefferson City will cut his lookout tower expenses by half. He also anticipates a wider range of activities (such as
night school) can be successfully carried
on and present employes who now spend
their time in security activities can be moved
into more productive functions.
"Actually, we will have no additional operation cost for security forces after the new
prison is built," Wilkinson says, "but we will
retain some of our former security guard personnel budget for activities oriented more toward correction."
What about efforts to increase rehabilltation of prisoners?
"Nationwide our prison population is no
larger than it was ten years ago," Wilkinson
explains, "so treatment efforts have obviously
had some effect."
When asked what he thinks about the
PORT idea. for Missouri, Wilkinson answered,
"if they can be operated as communitybased treatment centers with community
support I think the idea is splendid."
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Have any efforts been made in the past to
implement such a program in Missouri?
"There was a bill introduced in the legislature recently which would have allowed the
Department of Corrections to contract with
local treatment centers for keeping convicts.
We would have paid on a per person, per diem
basis. But the bill didn't even come out of
committee."
The fact is obvious that bastions of detention are the easiest to promote. Already the
Missouri General Assembly has appropriated $860,000 for planning and site acquisition for the Southeast Missouri facillty, and
there is little question that the project will
be completed.
With this sort of money being spent an
obvious alternative comes to mind. Would
it have been possible to create treatment
centers in the populous areas of the state
with enough capacity to take, say, 300 pris<>ners out of present maximum security
bulldings? If so, the remaining penitentiary
1-opulation could be shuffled around so that
the incorrigibles which Wilkinson properly
wants to isolate could be sent to an existing
fac111ty like the one at Moberly. Thus, we
would be using our money to create treatment fac111ties (with all their advantages)
instead of more penitentiary fac111ties (with
all their inherent drawbacks).
The annual budget for PORT is $80,000 and
it is designed to handle 25 residents. This
does not include an adequate amount for
capital expense, but there is federal financial
help available for this purpose. Crime prevention programs have high priority in Washington these days.
Because residents of fac111ties like PORT
are paying rent it can be shown that net
costs per offender are no more (and often
less) than maximum security detention costs.
In addition, PORT type residents are typically earning salaries, paying taxes and learnloP.' how to live on the right side of the law
while penitentiary inmates sulk behind bars,
deteriorate as human beings and drain society's resources.
For generations we have gone ahead with
about the same approach to criminal treatment that we had in the middle ages. The
lock has been the primary tool, and disturbingly little has happened to change this practice. The reason probably lies in a basic
emotional and mental inclination of society
which produces a blind resentment against
crimi nals and a desire to simply see them
disposed of quickly and finally. "Out of
sight, out of mind"--except that it doesn't
work. It is horribly expensive and more often
than not inmates get out only to continue
their old ways, or worse ones. And then society has another terrifically expensive round
of law enforcement, court judgment andrenewed incarceration.
As Schoen puts it: We have an extrusion
process in society. Whenever we find anything annoying we send it off some place. So
we build institutions. And then in the institutions themselves there is an extrusion
process. The juvenile institution sends the
kid into its security unit. If this doesn't work
out too well, they send him to a separate security institution (we are building these now
around the country). Finally it all ends up
some place, and that's why we build places
like Alcatraz. We are finally finding out it
is better to deal with the problem when it
arises instead of shipping the person from
place to place just building a case against
him."
Schoen should know; he comes straight
from years of working in just such institutions for the Minnesota Department of Corrections.
The PORT idea makes so much sense it is
shameful that it is only now being seriously
considered as an alternative to the maximum
security lockup. Even in Minnesota where

an example is being set, no state money is
involved in the pilot project, although the
state has been cooperative. The disturbing
fact is that it is easier to get a legislature
to spen d $9 million fe r a n ew penitentiary
than $80,000 to start a program with the potential of PORT. Since rehab111tation centers
are by nature small local projects, small annual increments of money could be spent
in building a program of statewide scope.
Each year a little can be added which should
make such a fiscal program easier for the
legislature than the massive capital outlays
required for state penitentiaries. In the potential saving of state funds alone, rehabilitation has so much possibility it is nearly sinful it has been so poorly exploited.
We can no longer afford to be half blind on
this issue. As long as our narrow vision includes little more than repeated expansions
of old approaches to crime prevention and
treatment, little improvement in the situation can be expected. As Jay Lindgren says,
this myopia has much to do with the entire
question of law and order.
But for now we seem hell bent on locking
people up, spending more on them than we
should and building an ever increasing group
of social outcasts who are non-productive,
dangerous drains on society.
Public shortsightedness is a sin. Too bad
we can't pass a law against that.

ADDRESS BY SENATOR SCOTT BEFORE SINO-AMERICAN CULTURAL
SOCIETY
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, on Sunday night, March 28, the distinguished
Republican leader <Mr. ScoTT), who is
an internationally known collector of
oriental art and an authority on the
T'ang dynasty, spoke here in Washington at the Sino-American Cultural
Society dinner.
Senator ScoTT several years ago also
authored "The Golden Age of Chinese
Art," a beautiful, illustrated book on
Chinese art, mostly told through objects
in the collection owned by the minority
leader.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the remarks made by Senator
ScoTT at the Sino-American Cultural
Society dinner be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SENATOR ScOTl' SPEAKS ON "ASIA Now" AT
SINo-AMERICAN CULTlJ'RAL SociETY DINNER,
PEKING RESTAURANT SUNDAY, MARCH 28,

1971

In these tumultuous times, we need to
examine closely all of the societies that influence the destiny of this rapidly shrlnklng
world. Chinese culture has been shared by
more people than any other in the history
of mankind. More people today speak and
read the Chinese language than any other in
the world. China holds an inescapable fascination for those such as myself who have
felt her charm and those who have closely
studied her culture.
China. produced the beautiful and tectonically powerful Shang artwork in ·b ronze
marble and jade with extraordinary variety,
originality and richness. Shang ideography
unified Chinese culture through Chinese
writing-the oldest stlll existing.
The Chinese are responsible for the dynamism of the T'ang-the highest artistic
apex in China's long history. Its metal crafts
have never been equaled; its boldly glazed
ceramic forms have served as inspirational
prototypes. Its poetry has never been sur-
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passed. The T'ang masterpieces in sculpture
and painting stand on par with anything produced before or since.
China's society and culture emphasizes
the individual's role in his relationship with
others. Confucius thought men should be
governed by moral example rather than harsh
laws. He stressed kindliness, respect and
propriety in human relationships.
He believed in harmony among all men,
with the family as the foundation of society.
The 300 years of the T'ang dynasty were
the most brilliant and open period in all of
China's history. Foreigners enjoyed freedom
to trade, travel and to achieve prosperity. We
can scarcely overrate the invigorating foreign infiuence on the Chinese creative and
intellectual spirit. In the ninth century, foreign population of Canton alone was over
100,000. The T'ang capital became the greatest and most cosmopolitan city in the world.
This was the period which honored learning
and welcomed innovaJtions. It was a great
golden era which saw China prosperous,
stable, and dynamic.
The consolidation and centralization of the
T'ang dynasty was a turning point in Chinese history. The culture of late T'ang and
Sung remained characteristic of China until
the early Kingdom appeared at least in embryo stages during the late T'ang and came
into bloom under Sung. This was a period of
renaissance-a new awareness of the past.
The confident T'ang emperors did not,
until the end of their rule, fear foreign influence. Intellectual curiosity and tolerance
encouraged sympathy toward foreign religions and artistic ideals. However, the laws
against rebellion and conspiracy were very
severe, with the family of the criminal being
liable.
The greatest cultural changes often occur
during times of peace and prosperity-as they
did -during the T'ang. Nothing produces
change more inevitably than growth. During
the Tang, their Pax Sinica brought growth
in population, production, trade and culture.
China reached a plateau far above Western
levels. But the subsequent dynamic upsurge
in Europe and after the Age of Discovery
dropped China far behind.
As the pendulum swung, China's cosmopolitan spirit of the early T'ang moved into
a narrower, more exclusively China-centered
culture.
Even so, post-T'ang government and culture period showed acceptance of a basically egalitarian ideal. The concept of leadership by virtue of moral and intellectual
superiority, whatever its social origin, triumphed in Chinese society during this time.
In the later T'ang dynasty, administrative
etllciency gradually declined. Population and
poverty increased. Famine and unrest was
widespread. Centralized rule declined.
China's political, social and economic systems remained remarkably unchanged until the nineteenth century. The Western
world had a shattering impact on Chint:
bringing the breakdown of the old order an\
traditional values.
China maintained its strong sense of cultural unity and superiority, but the concept of a strong, nation-state became a
powerful motivating force among modern
Chinese intellectuals. With this, the Communist Chinese seized control of an ongoing
revolution and came to power.
Their aim has been to alter the entire
nature of Chinese society, its political system,
tts basic ideology and system of values. They
believe strongly in totalism, maximum control and supervision of ordinary people's
lives, thought, and behavior.
The Communist Chinese political apparatus is the first genuinely totalitarian regime
rooted in the Chinese masses. The family,
bedrock of traditional Chinese society for
centuries, has undergone fundamental
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transformation.
Communist
techniques
minimize its functions and subordinate it
to other political and economic institutions.
A new utilization and revolutionary
philosophy of aesthetics motivates the
Chinese Communists approach to art and
literature. Art, not for art's sake, is nationalistically valued, but used to serve the
cause of revolution. Like most aspects of
Communist Chinese life today, contemporary
art has been thoroughly politicized and proletarianized. They view the written and
spoken language not as a vehicle for preserving history and traditional culture, but as
a tool to foster the revolution. This will make
their kind of learning easier but it will tend
also to block the transmission of centuries
of Chinese literature.
The Maoist demand for "absolute selfiessness,'' echoes the traditional Chinese stress
on collective standards. But it leaves less
room for individualism. Great stress lies on
the rural and the "Chinese" instead of the
impure and the foreign influences.
The Chinese Communists are determined
that the Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist-Maoist
ideology should totally replace traditional
Confucian values with its competing ideologies. Harmony, compromise, adjustment and
stability, so important in China's history have
no place in the Communist scheme. In their
place, the new regime induces the values of
struggle, change, progress, and innovation.
But the task has not been easy. Peking has
had to retreat on a number of fronts.
Chinese peasants cling stubbornly to such
concepts as the control of their own plots
of land. The effort to destroy traditional
Chinese cultural systems will not be successful. The Chinese people have survived
many onslaughts on their value systems.
They will overcome this, too. Certain deeprooted patterns of Chinese thought and behavior will reassert themselves in the years
ahead and exert greater influence on the
Chinese Communist regime.
Quoting Lin Pao in 1966, the Communist
aims are "to destroy all the old ideas, old
culture, old customs and old habits of the
exploiting classes and transform all those
parts of the superstructure that do not correspond to the socialist economic base."
From the beginning the battle cry was the
triumph of youth over age, of the new "over
old." Youth and vitality declared war on
age and decay. The Communist Chinese
stress on the modern is understandable.
Their means are deplorable and their aims
contribute massively to international discomfort.
Yet, I have faith that the wisdom of
thousands of years of Chinese history and
culture will ultimately overcome the present period of complete dictatorship. The
Chinese people w111, I believe, ultimately be
reunited in a return to a more tolerant way
of life. China may again have an open
society with its leaders and its people confident of their place in the world, less fearful of foreign contact.
We must hope for evolution in China
leading to renewal of that cultural heritage
so long imbedded in Chinese life. The character of Chinese society and its culture 20
or 30 years from now will, I believe, be very
different both from the traditional society
and from the Communist society. But it wm
be greatly influenced by both.
Of one thing we can be certain. When
China reopens the doors of the Middle Kingdom, this w111 change the course of history,
for good or ill. As for me, I remain, for the
long term, an optimist.

REVITALIZATION OF RURAL AREAS
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, on January
25, 1971, the distinguished senior Sena-

tor from Arkansas <Mr. McCLELLAN) introduced S. 10. This measure would establish a national policy to revitalize
rural and other economically distressed
areas by providing incentives for a more
even and practical geographic distribution of our population and our industrial
growth and activity, and developing
manpower training programs to meet
the needs of industry.
To date, 39 Senators have joined Senator McCLELLAN in sponsoring the bill.
I am pleased to be a cosponsor and look
forward to the projected hearings before the Government Operations Committee.
On February 16, 1971, the Arkansas
General Assembly passed a concurrent
resolution urging Congress to pass S. 10,
as well as personally commending the
distinguished Senator from Arkansas for
introducing the measure and pressing for
its adoption.
Mr. President, I wholeheartedly concur with the words of that esteemed
legislative body and ask unanimous consent that the text of the Resolution commending Senator McCLELLAN be printed
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the concurrent resolution was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
H. CON. RES. 16
Urging the Congress of the United States to
Pass S. 10 Which Would Promote theRevitalization of Rural Areas by Providing
Incentives for More Even and Practical
Geographic Distribution of Industrial
Growth.
Whereas, S. 10, introduced by Senator John
L. McClellan and thirty-three cosponsors in
the First Session of the 92nd Congress of the
United States, would establish a national
policy relative to the revitalization of rural
and other economically distressed areas by
providing incentives for a more even and
practical distribution of industrial growth
and activity, and developing manpower
training programs to meet the needs of industries; and
Whereas, S. 10 recognizes that seventy
percent of the American people live on only
one per centum of the land of the United
States and that this high concentration of
population results in increased pollution,
critical problems of housing and transportation, and unhealthy living conditions, and
increased crime; and
Whereas, these conditions are aggravated
and intensified by the location and expansion of industries in major metropolitan centers of the nation which continue to attract
more people to these highly congested areas;
and
Whereas, a more balanced dLstribution of
the nation's population and economic expansion is needed to accommodate. the anticipated population increase of more than
one hundred million persons in the United
States over the next half century; and
Whereas, S. 10 recognizes that a more even
and practical distribution of industrial
growth and activity is needed to reduce the
continued concentration of industry and to
stimulate the growth and development of
less heavlly populated rural country with a
view toward providing a more diversified and
better balanced distribution of our inhabitants, and facllitating the restoration and
protection of the quality of our environment,
thus enhancing and enriching the lives of all
Americans; and
Whereas, S. 10 would establish a national
policy whereby government would take tihe
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lead in offering inducements and encouragements for the location of business and industry in the more sparsely populated areas
of the country, thereby reducing the monstrous problems facing the nation through
continued growth of large metropolitan areas,
and effectuating an orderly gro\vth in
the nation and its economy by the distribution of industrial activity throughout the
country in areas in which planning and development of industrial growth can alleviate
the congestion and related "problems now
facing large metropolitan areas; and
Whereas, the national policy as declared in
S. 10 would especially benefit the State of
Arkansas which has an abundance of undeveloped land and resources and whose people
would be given improved opportunities to
share in the increased economical growth of
this nation, Now, therefore be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives
of the Sixty-Eighth General Assembly of the
State of Arkansas, the Senate Concurring
Therein:
That Senator John L. McClellan and the
thirty-three Senators co-sponsoring S. 10
of the First Session of the 92nd Congress
are hereby commended for their leadership
and efforts in promoting the development of
a national policy to bring about revitalization of economically distressed areas, thereby
assisting in alleviating major problems facing
the congested areas of this country. Be it further
Resolved that all members of the Arkansas
Congressional Delegation and each member
of the Congress, and the President of the
United States are urged to support the bold
and visionary goals of S. 10 which would
enable all of the citizens of this country to
have opportunities to share in the future
growth and expansion of industry and business activity. Be it further
Resolved that a copy of this Resolution
shall be furnished to each member of the
Arkansas Congressional Delegation, to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and
to the President of the Senate of the Congress of the United States and to the President of the United States.

J. BYRD NORRIS
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, in the
hurly-burly of our times, racing to keep
up with what is new, we may not stop
often enough to listen to the advice of
those who have been through comparable experiences before us.
J. Byrd Norris, of Westminster, Md.,
recently cele):>rated his 80th birthday,
but he continues a most active interest
in the affairs of his community, the
State and the Nation. As he put it:
I'm busier now than I was before I retired.

I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD a report of an interview with Mr. Norris, published in
the Carroll County Times.
There being no objection, the interview was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
[From the Carroll County Times, Mar. 18,
1971]
J. BYRD NORRIS: SPRY AT AGE 80
(By Patricia A. Rouzer)
"When I was a young boy we lived in very
poor circumstances, but I have always felt
that it is a shame that poor people who are
willing to work are not able to partake of the
nicer things in life.
"Now I take issue with anything from a
political standpoint where the people are
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unable to look for betterment, but which
will be of benefit to its promoter . . . and
I mean I am AGAINST it."
The speaker was J. Byrd Norris, who
turned 80 years old Saturday. In an interview, he reflected on his life, recalling how
he fell in love with Carroll county after he
walked to Westminster with a friend while
attending Baltimore Polytechnic Institute.
"We had a classmate who lived in Westminster and who told us to come up, so we
walked up here. I was dumbstruck when I
got here. I couldn't get over how nice the
people were. People in the city were too busy
doing things to talk to you. I thought that
Carroll county was where I'd like to settle
when I retired."
Since he settled in Westminster in 1934,
Norris has taken strong stands on local and
state issues and has made his mark as a conservative in the county.
Fresh from celebrating his 80th birthday
with 50 friends and relatives, Norris talked
of his latest project, the planned defeat of
the State legislation to remove restrictions
placed on rezoning in the county.
"The bill is too sweeping. It would give the
county the right to stick a factory or a development anywhere," he said. "I'm not
against progress and I think there should be
factories and developments, but their number and size should be limited."
Norris, an inveterate author of letters to
the editor has gone firmly on record against
the re-writing of the State constitution in
1968 which he termed a "male order constitution." He also opposed charter government for the county in the same year.
"certain provisions of the constitution are
archaic, but the document as a whole made
the State what is it. Why they try to change
it is a very transparent effort to make it so
that people are going to have less and less
voice in what is going on," Norris said. "I
was against charter government for the same
reason. I am against anything which will increase and promote more government and
taxes."
"When you stop and think that in 1920
there were 90 million people and the government was administered in Washington
with few local officers anywhere ... now we
have a population that is twice as large but
we've got 100 times the bureaucracy," he
said.
Asked what he thought of his conservative
label, he said, "If they would say I'm a conservative, they would say the right thing."
"I've got some liberal friends, even got some
in the family, and I respect their point of
view," he said.
The former vice president of the Ellicott
Machine Corporation, a Baltimore company
which is one of the leading manufacturers
of hydraulic dredges, Norris is a graduate engineer and former seafarer.
After graduating from Cornell in 1913 with
a degree in mechanical engineering, he went
to sea and "got an engineers' license on ocean
going vessels."
About 4 months before World War I broke
out Norris signed on with the Kurfott Engineering company of New York as chief engineer.
Before that he worked in shipbuilding 10
hours a day for 6 days a week and received
$6 for his efforts.
"Those were hard times and that was quite
a job," he said. "People were out of work and
that's what would happen if we stopped
spending today. That's what we need, although I realize it would cause suffering. It's
just a matter of time. At the rate we're going there won't be anything to spend anyway and it won't be worth spending. The
economy will be destroyed. Every country who
has tried it winds up the same way-in a
dictatorship."
In 1917 he left the company to enlist and

was assigned to the First Engineering Officers training at Fort Myers, Virginia, and
was stationed in New York. He later asked to
be transferred to field duty and was sent
on to Camp Lee, Virginia, where he helped
organize the 51st Engineers, a military unit
which later went to France and was responsible for getting supplies and munitions to
the front via railroad.
After the armistice and Russia defected
to the allied nations, he was asked to organize a battalion of engineers to go to
Archangelsk, a Soviet seaport, to help a white
Russian general against the communists.
Archangelsk, and I declined the invitation,"
he laughed. "It would have meant a considerable increase in rank, but I didn't want
to see Archangelsk again."
In his work with the Ellicott company,
however, he saw much of the world, as he
went from country to country explaining how
his company's dredges could be used to clear
channels and deepen harbors.
Following the war he returned to the U.S.
in 1919 and joined the Kurfott Company
again, but his father, who was a partner in
the Elllcott Company, asked him to come to
the Baltimore firm, and he did.
He remained in Baltimore and retired from
the company about 20 years ago.
With his wife, he lives in his Gist road
residence, but retirement has not brought
idleness.
Reflecting on the last 20 years of activity,
he said, "I'm busier now than I was before
I retired."

the brink of bankruptcy and exhaustion from
pursuing this policy. As self-appointed arbiter of world politics and economics, Mr. Nixon
also omits any reference whatsoever to the
United Nations, the organization duly constituted to solve international problems
peacefully.
One can only conclude that Mr. Nixon is
still as blindly dedicated as he was when he
first came to Congress 24 years ago to the
complete extinction of Communism, at whatever cost in American lives and substance,
and that he will not end but will continue
indefinitely to widen the war in Southeast
Asia.
For many years, as a capitalist concerned
with the preservation of our system, I have
made a point of having direct and constant
contacts with the statesmen, scholars and
industrial leaders of all of the Communist
nations, now constituting half the world's
population. It is utterly incomprehensible
that the White House, the Pentagon and the
State Department, far from seizing obvious
opportunities for accommodation with the
Communist world, have consistently taken
active steps to stir up heightened anger and
bitterness.
At this moment in history, unless Mr.
Nixon voluntarily alters his head-long course,
or the Congress exercises its constitutional
right to cut the military purse strings, it
would appear that "this is probably the very
last war," to use Mr. Nixon's very own words,
and that nuclear Armageddon must inevitably engulf the globe.
CYRUS EATON,

Cleveland, March 11, 1971.

THE ADMINISTRATION'S
INDOCHINA POLICY
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, when for
more than a decade our country has
beer: engulfed in a senseless and continually spreading war in Indochina, all
people ought to be searching for every
opportunity to end that holocaust. Instead, the administration is turning away
from negotiations and turning toward a
policy of enlarging the boundaries of
that conflict.
During his recent interview with C. L.
Sulzberger of the New York Times, Mr.
Nixon made very clear that his commit~Ient is not for immediate peace, but
rather, as Mr. Cyrus Eaton says in a letter to the Times, that he is:

DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED
ASSOCIATION
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, last week in
Kansas City, Mo., the grain and feed
dealers from all over the Nation met to
celebrate the 75th anniversary of their
organization.
The association has been most helpful
through the years in developing better
service and improved products for the
farmers. These merchants know that the
farmer must be successful if they are to
have customers, and this attitude is reflected in the success of the association
on its diamond anniversary celebration.
A featured speaker at the convention
Blindly dedicated . . . to the complete ex- was Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
tinction of Communism, at whatever cost in Clarence Palmby, who was formerly asAmerican lives and substance.
sociated with the group on their profesI respectfully suggest that serious at- sional staff.
Secretary Palmby outlines the grain
tention be given to Mr. Eaton's thoughtful assessment of Mr. Nixon's recent in- marketing activities of the world in his
terview and I ask unanimous consent text, and the importance of these markets
that the letter be printed in the RECORD. to the Nation's agriculture. The speech
There being no objection, the letter was is worthy of wider distribution, I ask
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as unanimous consent that it be printed in
the RECORD.
follows:
There being no objection, the speech
[From the New York Times, Mar. 20, 1971]
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
"VERY LAST WAR"-0N WAY TO ARMAGEDDON?
To the Editor: C. L. Sulzberger's highly as follows:
interesting "This is probably the very last
war" interview (March 10) underlines grave
basic fallacies in President Nixon's policies.
In insisting on a "non-Communist Asia,"
Mr. Nixon fails to point out that both the
Chinese People's Republic and the Soviet
Union would have to be overpowered to
achieve his goal.
In stating that "for the next 25 years the
United States is destined to play this superpower role as both an economic and a nuclear
giant" in order to build a "world that is relatively peaceful," Mr. Nixon not only ignores
the fact that the United States is already on

REMARKS OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE CLARENCE D. PALMBY

I am pleased to be among so many old
friends. It is an especially great honor to
have a place on the program of your Diamond
Anniversary Convention.
It is appropriate that you are giving international trade such a prominent place on
today's program. Your members and your
industry have had a major role in the growth
of our international trade. I commend you
for the recognition of the importance of
exports to the economic welfare of American agriculture.
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There is much to talk about. We are setting all kinds of trade records in this export year. Our total farm exports in the year
ending June 30 wlll approach the $7% billion level-far above the previous record
established in 1966-67. Of this total, commercial sales for dollars will be in the neighborhood of $6Y:z billion, setting a record for
the second straight year. Not only will we
set new records for export value, we are also
exporting a record volume of farm products
this year.
What does this all mean?
The obvious answer is the contribution to
farm income. In the 1970 crop year, almost
one cropland acre out of every four produced for the export market. In soybeans, we
are exporting well over half the 1970 crop-the harvest of 23 million acres! We are exporting well over half of our wheat crop,
two-thirds of the rice crop, and a third of
the cotton crop.
But there is a more subtle meaning to
what is taking place in the world market
thi·s year. For some years, many of usmany of your members--have been concerned about the working of the market.
Rather, we have been concerned with the
many restraints and impediments that sometimes prevent the market from working as
it should.
We have worried about these obstacles in
our own marketing system-and in the
world. We have been trying to do something about them.
In this country, this has brought a move
toward a "freeing up" of our agriculture, to
let the market function, to let our farmers
produce for markets at home and abroad,
to permit production shifts in line with these
objectives.
Beyond our own borders, we have been
striving verry hard to encourage more liberal,
market expansive trade policies. This kind
of effort-so important to our agriculture-is not easy. The virtues of liberal trade are
not universally recognized. There is a long
ways to go.
But the point I come to is this: The growth
in farm exports this year came about because . . . the market is working. We have
proof what the market can do-despite all
obstacles--to move farm products from
the people who produce to the people who
consume. That is the real, underlying meaning of this year's trade figures: The international market is working.
The market is working in soybeans.
Much has been said about the growth in
soybean acreage and production in the past
15 to 20 years. What is not so fully realized
is the extent to which overseas shipments
have accounted for this. In the past 15
years, we have increased soybean production
by 764 million bushels. Of this, we are exporting over 500 million bushels as beans
or meal-almost two-thirds of the increase
in use!
We now have 55 percent of the entire world
market for oilseeds, cake, and meal. This is
a remarkable record, and one that certainly
refiects the working of the market. Prices
of soybeans are determined by the market.
There is no subsidy on soybean exports. And
we have duty-free entry for soybeans in
major markets.
our soybeans move at an expanding rate
into the European Community, where we
have duty-free bindings. Our soybeans have
good access into Japan, and our exports to
that remarkable nation continue to grow.
Certain barriers remain, and we are negotiating for their removal.
The United Kingdom, Spain, Canada, also
are taking more U.S. soybeans. The U.K.,
Portugal, Greece, and Iran will all be opening new crushing mills in the near future.
We are also expanding oilseed meal and oil
shipments into many parts of the world, in-

eluding Taiwan, South Korea, and Eastern
Europe.
The market is working in grains.
Wheat prices at Rotterdam are the highest
they have been in almost a decade. And this
is true at a time when our commercial wheat
exports are the largest in history. Japan has
once again increased its imports of U.S.
wheat. Eastern Europe, even the European
Community, are importing more U.S. wheat.
Our wheat exports will be at least 125 million bushels above last year.
The feed grain story is similar. The price
of corn at Rotterdam 1s the highest since
1956-57. Our corn exports are running behind last year's totals; corn blight is of course
a factor in both shipments and price. Our
exports of barley, oats, and grain sorghums
are at a higher level, reflecting a continued
growth in demand for feed in Europe, Japan,
and many other countries where livestock
and poultry economies are developing.
The market is working in livestock.
Almost everywhere there is a desire for
better living and improved diets as economies expand and purchasing power becomes greater. This is refiected in the continued rise in beef production, in both importing and exporting countries. Yet this increased production has not been a burden to
markets, but has been absorbed at rising
prices. Prices to cattle producers are up here,
and in an the major producing countries.
These trends in livestock have brought
about some interesting developments. For
example, we saw earlier this winter quite a
movement of U.S. cattle to Canada. We
normally bring in a great many feeder cattle
from Canada, and it is unusual that price
relationships would be such as to attract U.S.
feeder and slaughter cattle into Canada. But
that is what happened, mostly in November
and December.
Another interesting development is the
continuing, and apparently expanding, import of western red meat and poultry into
the Soviet Union-mostly from the Netherlands, France, and West Germany. Besides
that, the Russians have been in the United
States--here in Kansas City as a matter of
fact--looking into possible purchases of beef
breeding stock. So it seems that the market
is working-even across the barriers of
ideology.
It is apparent that the countries of Eastern
Europe are being affected by the growth in
economies in that area, as well as the opportunity to produce for export to Western
Europe. Some of those countries have a natural advantage in livestock production, and
they are looking for reasonably priced inputs
from outside Eastern Europe. Increasingly,
they have looked to the United States.
Eastern Europe seems to be a growing
market for U.S. feed ingredients as well as
grains and other feedstuffs. The outstanding
example is soybean meal. Exports of U.S.
soybean meal to Eastern Europe have climbed
from less than $1 million in 1960 to more
than $50 million in 1970. ~he total value of
our soybean and soybea:c product exports to
that area exceeded $80 million.
Grain exports to Eastern Europe have been
held down by the rise in production there
during the late 1960's. In 1969, we exported
$30 million worth of grains to that area, and
this was virtually all feed grains. However,
a poor grain crop in Eastern Europe in 1970
is resulting in a sharp increase in our grain
sales during the current marketing year. And
these sales have included wheat as well as
feed grains.
The natural advantages that Eastern Europe has as a livestock producer, coupled with
a rising consumption of livestock and poultry
products in Western Eur;>pe, leads to an
increasing trade in these commodities between East and West Europe. Yugoslavia,
for example, last year negotiated a preferen-
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tial arrangement for marketing its baby beef
in the European Community.
We disapprove of this arrangement, as we
object to other preferential arrangements.
The Yugoslavs assure us that they see the
baby beef preference as a special situation,
one that does not imply anything broader.
Nevertheless, if East-West trade in Europe
continues to increase, there is reason to believe that the countries of Eaetern Europe
will be striving hard to supply more high
quality beef and perhaps other meats to
Western Europe.
Those countries need to earn foreign exchange, and one way to do this is to export
livestock products into Western Europe. I!
this trade expands as now appears likely, it
will be interesting to see what impact this
wlll have on Eastern Europe as a market for
feedstuffs. It will be interesting to observe
what pressures are exerted on the EC's Common Agricultural Policy. What wili be the
impact of livestock and poultry imports based
on lower-cost production just outside the
EC borders?
Within Eastern Europe too, higher incomes
have led to pressure for increased consumption of meat. Recent events in Poland have
demonstrated the importance of these consumer pressures.
There are, of course, a number of deterrents to trade between East and West--many
relating to political structures and the rigidities of state trading systems. Credit problems and the lack of convertible currencies
are further deterrents to commercial contact
between East European countries and the
Free World trading system.
There are, of course, increasing contacts
of many kinds between the United States
and Eastern Europe, in the areas of culture,
tourism, science, and business. President
Nixon, in his recent foreign policy message
to Congress, said: "There are difficulties,
which we recognize, attending close political
relations between Eastern European nations
and the United States. But within these
limits there are opportunities for economic,
scientific, and technological contact which
we are prepared to broaden on the basis of
mutual benefit."
The President himself visited Romania in
late summer of 1969-the first American
president to visit a Communist country in
24 years. A year later, he visited Yugoslavia.
He conferred with President Ceausescu in
Romania and with Persident Tito in Yugoslavia.
These visits led, this past winter, to a trip
by Secretary Hardin and others in and out of
the Government to explore agricultural contacts with Romania and Yugoslavia. Bill
Pearce of your association was a valued part
of that team, as a member of the President's
Commission on International Trade and Development. I also had the privilege of being
with that group, and a very interesting assignment it was, including not only Eastern
Europe but also the U.K. and EC countries.
As a result of those meetings, there is
occurring an expansion in contacts between
our Government and theirs in the field of
agriculture. In Yugoslavia we have a number of cooperative research projects being
carried on with excess currencies generated
by earlier food assistance programs. In
Romania, we have provided several kinds of
help as a result of the serious floods on the
Danube and other streams last year. Food,
feed, and medicines have had a part in this
assistance.
The growth in agricultural contact between the U.S. and Romania will result, it
appears now, in the placement of a U.S.
agricu1tum.l attache in Bucharest ;probably
this summer. We have had an attache in
Yugoslavia for a number of years, and the
opening of a similar post in Romania will extend and enlarge our reporting and other
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contacts in that part of the world in the
interest of our own agriculture.
American producers of grains and other
feedstuffs should increasingly think of themselves as part of a world economy-where the
market works to favor the efficient producer
and rev•ard the holder of comparative economic advantage. There are things that you
in the indu stry and we in the Government
can do to help the system work.
For one thing, we must be alert in defense
of our agriculture 's t rading rights. We have
been concerned about the growth of restrictionist thinking in many countries in recent
years. We have been particularly uneasy
about the growth of trade-restrictive policies
within the European Community-a nd concerned that these policies might be extended
at such time as the Community may be enlarge4..
This concern was back of tha negotiation
we complet ed with the British two weeks
ago, with respect t o our grain t rade with that
country. Our exports of grain to the U.K.
have generally amounted to $150 to $200
million a year and we are therefore interested
in preserving this trade.
We have made it plain both to the U.K.
and to the Community that we are determined to use all appropriate means to safeguard our trade rights and interests in
grains, soybeans, and other agricultural
commodities. With this in mind, we intend
to exercise fully our rights under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, including retaliatory trade measures should that be
necessary. This applies both during and
after the periOd of U.K. negotiation with the
Community, whether or not the U.K. becomes a member of the Community.
Our agreement with the British preserves
our GATT rights for full use later. By maintaining these rights, and avoiding their dissipation in a general negotiation, we keep
ourselves in a position to use them to their
utmost on behalf of our farm products at a
time and place of our choosing.
Within our own country, there are things
we can do to make the market work effectively-to help producers take advantage of
the growth opportunity in world tmde. As
I mentioned earlier, the new U.S. farm programs are designed with this in mind-to
enable U.S. farmers to produce for an expanding world market as well as to promote
expanding use in this country.
If grain and soybean farmers are to benefit fully from this opportunity, the grain
and feed industry must do a better job of
informing farmers of new crop prices and
market opportunities. This is not to say
that the industry should tell farmers when
to sell, but the industry can provide a great
deal of information as to opportunities in
forward contracting.
You use the futures market yourself. Why
should not the fanner use forward contracting to take advantage of a price of his own
choosing-and not to be forced to rely entirely on the day-to-day cash price. It is to
his advantage, and to your advantage, if he
can use the market to lock in a price for a
periOd ahead. And you can help him do this.
If the market is to function well--consistent with large use and large exports--people
in the industry might well consider how
they can do a better job of servicing farmers.
May I say a word, too, about the movement of grain out of the country. There continue to be serious transportation problems.
Obviously, whatever we do to build markets
here and abroad is partly wasted if we can-

whatever progress you can achieve, or help
to achieve, in the area of grain transportation will contribute directly to the growth
of this industry and its markets.
With these thoughts, let me wish you well
for the remainder of your first 100 years.
Your organization is a "child of the century"--coinciding as it does with this most
remarkable and tumultuous Twentieth Century. The grain and feed dealers have made
a contribution to our nation and our standard of living that is unique in the world. I
know that- che years ahead will be just as
challenging, just as exciting.

know that your association is giving major
attention to that problem in your conven-

STUDENTS LEAD IN DEVELOPING
COMMUNITY -ORIENTED STUDIES
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, one very
encouraging development in American
education is the emergence of a large
number of programs, classes, and projects developed and run by students and
focusing on the needs of their own communities. In fields such as environmental
protection, urban planning, neighborhood renewal, and social action, students
at all levels of education have been
bridging the distance between the classroom and the community. Both the class
and the community reap great benefits
from such imaginative efforts.
I invite the attention of the Senate to
three such programs in Maryland. The
first is an experimental 11th-grade class
at Lansdowne High Scbool, in Baltimore,
which spent last semester studying the
ecology, economy, and life style of the
community of Arbutus. As summarized
in the Baltimore Evening Sun on February 16, the project was largely planned
and organized by the 28 students involved. In addition to the findings of the
study teams, the results of this interesting experiment included greater student
understanding of the community and,
conversely, enhanced public aw8reness
of the students' abilities and concerns.
Two other student-led programs of
great potential in Maryland are the summer projects developed by teams at the
University of Maryland and at Goucher
College, focusing on environmental
problems affecting Rock Creek and Lake
Roland, respectively. Both of these efforts are among the 103 recipients of the
special grants for Student-Oriented
Studies-80S-initiated this year by the
National Science Foundation. In addition to advancing the skills, knowledge,
and maturity of the students involved,
these projects can make valuable contributions to our understanding of natural
resource problems and needs.
Mr. President, I believe that such constructive efforts by our young people
should be applauded and encouraged. I,
therefore, ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD the Baltimore Evening Sun article about the Lansdowne
High School experimental class and materials from the National Science Foundation which summarize the SOS program and the University of Maryland and
Goucher College projects.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,

tion. It c annot be stressed too strongly that

as follows:

not get the grain to terminals and ports. I
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[From the Evening Sun, Feb. 16, 1971]
EXPERIMENTAL CLASS: STUDENTS SURVEY
EcOLOGY OF ARBUTUS

(By Lee Baylin)
The ecology and life style of Arbutus a
quiet little community on the Patapsco ri~er
just across the city line 'from southwest Baltimore, was the subject of a thorough study by
students of an 11th grade experimental class
at Lansdowne senior high school last semester.
The students concluded that the community is a "desirable place to live."
The air and water was found to be clean,
the condition of the business district was
described as "very good" and most of the
residents liked living in Arbutus.
One class committee, which canvassed 87
of the 700 families living in the test area
found that most of the people were unawar~
of any environmental problems in their own
community.
The survey found the community to be
populated by many older persons. The majority of the families surveyed had lived 1n
the area for over 20 years.
The test area was bordered by the Rolling
road golf course, Rolling road, the University
o'f Maryland Baltimore county campus and
Sulfur Springs road.
'
The class was an experimental one started
b~ two teachers who attended a seminar on
se1ence and society in Colorado last summer.
PLANNED BY STUDENTS

It was designed for student participation.
Members of the class planned their experimental study, carried it out themselves and
helped in the grading process.
'
"It was great, there was more student inyo~yement than any other class I've ever been
1n, Jean Moennich, an energetic, blue-eyed
blonde who headed the class committee
which studied the business aspect of the
community.
The only complaint the students seemed
to have was that the course was too short.
"We didn't have enough time," Kevin
Mtung, another student, said.
TIME FOR ACTION

"We could have used more time to take
action," Miss Moennich explained.
Stephen Penyak, who headed the group
which surveyed the community, said the class
could have used a full year, "three quarters
of the time to complete the study and the rest
to take action."
The 28 students in the class, taught by Dr.
Benjamin F. Pascover, head of the science
department, and Thomas S. Fort, head of the
social studies department, was divided into
s~x committees to study different aspects of
llfe in Arbutus.
Two groups studied the air and water in
the community, another did research on population, one studied the business community
one surveyed the community and the sixth
handled public relations.
Am, WATER SAMPLE TESTED

The water and air committees, using techniques taught in the classroom, tested samples of air in the area and water from a pond
and two streams which feed the Patapsco
river.
The students found the air to be clean and
the water 'free of pollutants. They did recommend that the county health department
investigate some bacteria found in the
streams to determine if they are dangerous.
Although the students found no serious
environmental problems in the community,
they feel their project was a success.

"We have made the people aware, at least,
that students are aware of community problems. Quite a few of the people we saw were
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surprised to see that we were interested, one
ot the students commented.

EFFECT ON STUDENTS
Even if the effect on the community is little, the semester-long course has had its effect on the 28 students who participated in
it.
A survey of the class in September showed
that most of the students felt world peace
was the most important element in their
lives. By the end of the course, a clean environment was the top choice.
NATIONAL SciENCE FOUNDATION,
Washington, D.O., March 5,1971.

Ron. CHARLES McC. MATHIS,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIS: As a follow-up to
your letter of December 2, 1971, Dr. McElroy
has asked me to inform you that the Foundation is today making a grant of $26,120 to
the University of Maryland for a studentdirected research project to determine the
extent and loca.tion of bacteriological and
chemical pollution in Rock Creek, Washington, D.C. The Student Project Director is
Gary C. stanton, Department of Microbiology, and will involve 21 student participants who will conduct the research during
12 weeks of the summer of 1971.
Enclosed is the list of projects selected for
support by the Foundation in the first competition held by the Student-Originated
Studies Program. From the 560 proposals
submitted, the Foundation ha.s selected 103
tor grants, and has named an additional 185
to receive honorable mentiOn. Details of the
research projects to be conducted under the
grants (not given in the enclosed release)
are available from the Foundation. We hope
to release these titles at a later date.
In addition to the grant made to the University of Maryland, you will be interested in
the award to Goucher College---$13,140 for
"The Analysis of the Degradation of Lake
Roland in Ba.ltdl:nDre County, Maryland."
This project will be conducted by a group
of eleven studellits from Goucher College and
Towson State College; the Student Project
Director 1s Virginia L. Richards, Department
of Biological SCiences, Goucher College.
You will note from the enolosed release
that three Student-Origdnated Studies projects were cited to receive honorable mention.
The response to the Foundation's StudentOriginated Studies Program on the part of
undergraduate student groups throughout
the country has been very gratifying. We are
proud to announce the first grants tor
Student-Orlgina.ted Studies and to inform
you thB~t the Uil!l.versity of Maryland and
Goucher College are among the 103 recipien11s of these grants this year.
As requested, Representative Gude is also
being informed about the University of Mary.
land project to be directed by Mr. Gary C.
Stanton.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN B. TALMADGE,
Head, Congressional Liaison Office.

THE 1,100 CoLLEGE STUDENTS TO CoNDUCT RESEARCH ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
More than 1,100 United States college and
university students will devote their summers to conducting independent research on
problems of the environment, Dr. William D.
McElroy, Director of the National Science
Foundation announced today.
The grants, totaling almost $1.5 million,
were awarded to 97 colleges and universities.
The awards support student-initiated, student-planned, and student-directed research
aimed at exploring some of the pressing problems of our society. The grants are the first
awarded under the Foundation's newly established Student Originated Studies (SOS)
program.

The SOS program is designed to encourage undergraduate students to express in
productive ways their concern for the environment. The program provides support for
groups of students who demonstrate a readiness to assume increased responsibility for
their educational development.
The NSF program supports in t erdisciplinary groups of students proposing to attack
either a single problem or a group of related
problems focused on the general area of environment-physical, biological, or social.
Each project is carried out under the leadership of one of the students who serves as the
st udent project director. Students devote
their full time to the projects, each of which
lasts from 1Q-12 weeks.
College students, reacting enthusiastically
to the Foundation's invitation for SOS projects, submitted 560 proposals, requesting $8.2
million, by December 1970.
To help evaluate the proposals, the Foundation invited 17 college undergraduates to
serve on panels along with university
faculty.
While a faculty advisor is associated with
each student research group, the Foundation insists that the real initiative and responsibility must rest with the students.
Each student research group consists of from
5 to 21 students.
Examples of the SOS projects include:
At the University of Maryland, College
Park, a group of 21 students, including several from Montgomery College, will study
Rock Creek, a stream that flows through a
major park in the nation's capital. This
project will focus on bacterial and chemical
contamination. The students seek to determine the level, nature, and specific sources
of pollutants. The data collected will be
made available to Federal, state, and local
officials responsible for maintaining and 1mproving water quality of Rock Creek.
At the University of Oregon, Eugene, 14
students will assess, from an environmental
viewpoint, plans for the dredging and filling
of a portion of the bay in the Coos BayNorth Bend area. The students will combine
the disciplines of biology, sociology, psychology, urban geography, economics, and architecture to help develop an integrated land
and water use plan for the area.
At Carroll College, Waukesha, Wis., six
chemistry and biology students will measure
amounts of pollution entering rivers and
streams from feedlots in southeast Wisconsin. The students will examine the efficiency
of inexpensive methods of removing both
microbial and chemical pollutants from runoff water.
At Clemson University, Clemson, S.C., 13
students with training in economics, civil
engineering, and psychology wm study the
role which socio-economic status plays in
limiting travel of the aged in Greenvme, S.C.
At Grambling College, Grambling, La.,
biology, chemistry, and sociology students
wm study levels of DDT-derived materials in
Negroes. The students will take blood samples
of individuals selected according to geographic location and socio-economic status.
The findings will be evaluated to determine
whether the DDT content is dependent on
socio-economic and geographic factors.
Attached is a list of awards by state and
institution, student project director, and dollar amount. Also attached is a list of those
projects receiving Honorable Mention.
Note for participants: College students interested in participating 1n a particular project should contact the appropriate student
project director named in the attached list,
not the National Science Foundation.
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States have been made the whipping boy
for the failures in the administration's
fight on inflation.
First, the administration suspended
the Davis-Bacon Act, which undercut
construction workers' wages, but imposed no restrictions on builders or employers. That was a one-sided, unjust,
and unfair action. Now that action is
rescinded, but controls on wages and
prices in the construction industry alone
have been imposed instead.
Meantime, the prices construction
workers pay for food, rent, and the necessities of life continue to go up. While
limits are placed on construction wages,
almost nothing is done to halt the upward price spiral for the goods construction workers have to buy.
What we need is evenhanded justice.
We need wage-price guidelines which
apply not only to construction workers
and construction employers; we must go
beyond that. We must have a policy
which applies to all industry. We need
a guidelines policy which applies not
only to wages but also to prices and profits. That is the only way to right the
injustice of the present policies which
have made the hard hats the scapegoats
for inaction.
The one-sided policy against construction workers has also been based on
inadequate, misleading, and superficial
information. Here is why:
The average construction worker
·earns $5.40 an hour, but because of
weather, time between jobs, and seasonality in the industry he works only
1,500 hours a year. His annual average
pay of $8,100 a year is not enough for
him to buy the $25,000 to $30,000 house
he works to build.
While he is unemployed for about 1Z
weeks a year, he is generally unable to
qualify for unemployment compensation, because he is the victim of a series
of short layoffs rather than one long~
extended one.
Contrary to the propaganda put out,
high construction wages are not the
major or even a highly important
cause of the high cost of housing. Onsite labor accounts for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cost of a house. Eighty
percent of housing units are built with
nonunion labor. High mortgage rates
huge increases in the cost of land, law:
yers fees, closin~ costs, points, materials,
durable goods like refrigerators, stoves.
furnaces, air conditioners, and furniture, taken together, are far more important factors in the increase in housing costs than onsite labor.
It is time to stop making the construction worker the villain of the piece.
What we need are comprehensive wageprice guidelines so everyone has to share
in the fight on inflation.
REPORT OF CITIZENS ADVISORY
COMMITI'EE OF BALTIMORE CITY

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, last.
year, I ask the citizens of Baltimore City
to join together and form a Citizens AdFLATION SCAPEGOAT
visory Committee for the purpose of
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the studying the programs Of the Office Of
construction workers in the United Economic Opportunity as they operate in
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS, IN-
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the city and to recommend ways to make
them more effective.
The committee has done an outstanding job. I believe that Senators should
be made aware of its accomplishments.
I have learned a great deal from this
experience.
I ask unanimous consent that the report and some introductory material be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the report
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE OEO BALTIMORE CITY CITIZENS ADVISORY

COMMITTEE REPORT PRESENTED TO THE
HONORABLE CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.,
U.S. SENATOR, STATE OF MARYLAND, DECEMBER 1970
DECEMBER 7, 1970.
Mr. DONALD RUMSFELD,
Director, Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR DoN: As you know, the Congress will
soon be appropriating new money and authority to the Office of Economic Opportunity
as that Agency's enabling legislation comes
to an end. It is thus timely to study the accomplishments of the Agency with the objective of enacting legislation which would
build on OEO's record and even better serve
the nation's poor.
To further this objective, I fO'riiled a Citizens Advisory Committee in Baltimore City
comprised of representatives from all segments of vocational and social life to study
the problems of OEO in their City. Enclosed
is their report.
The report is limited to Baltimore City due
to the huge amount of OEO money it presently receives in comparison to the rest of
the State; however, I plan to commence similar studies throughout the State upon
the success of this report. The recommendations of the Committee come from member's
impressions and daily experiences in dealing
with the City's poor.
These citizens of Baltimore have spoken;
I am happy to provide a forum for their
views. The members of the Committee have
spent many hours and many days formulating this report. It is submitted in the good
faith that it will be read earnestly and with
the hope that the Federal Government will
make a bona fide attempt to respond to their
views. As mentioned in this report, a written
response is requested from your office.
It is my understanding that this is the first
Citizens Advisory Committee of its kind to
be established throughout the country. I encourage more of them. It has been a rewarding experience; I have grown closer to the
probleins of Maryland's po~.
Thank you for your interest in this report;
your staff has been most helpful. I am forwarding a copy of this report to the President.
Sincerely,
CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.,
U.S. Senator.

BALTIMORE, MD.
Noverber 25, 1970.
Han. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MATHIAS: It is the privilege
of the OEO Baltimore City Advisory Committee to present to you this study and report.
We are well aware that in the length of
time given to this Committee we could not
deal in great depth or detail. However, this
report does deal with basic issues and concepts which became real to the Committee
through its intensified study and research. It
1s the desire of th1s Committee that the
study reflect the "grass roots" level of concern, frustration and hopes of the Baltimore
community.

The Committee offers itself for further
consultation and service should you deem
thts wise or necessary. This offer is made with
the full realization that "poverty and causes
of poverty" must be dealth with quickly and
effectively.
In this report the Committee is cognizant
that it is dealing with more than a governmental structure or city structure; we are
dealing with people. We are dealing with
their lives, their hopes and their fears.
I express personal thanks to all the members of the Committee who gave of themselves for this study. It is only because of the
total Committee's efforts that this study can
now be shared with you. A special note of
appreciation goes to your staff, especially
Miss Joyce Freeland and Mr. Joel Abramson.
They served cheerfully and effectively.
To the Office of Economic Opportunity we
express our gratitude for the individuals who
served as valuable resource persons.
Finally, I express appredation to you for
having chosen us to serve and the confidence
of the other members who chose me as their
chairman.
I trust this report will provide for you, at
least in a partial way, suggestions, guidelines
and answers to assist your legislative efforts
and activities on behalf of Baltimore City's
poor.
Sincerely,
REV. RICHARD L. ALMS,
Ohai1·man, Baltimore City OEO Citizens Advisory Committee.

OEO BALTIMORE CITY CITIZENS ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Chairman: Rev. Richard L. Alms, Director,
Lutheran Mission Society of Maryland, 509
Park Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21201.
I. RECIPIENT COMMITTEE
Chairman: Mr. Sampson Green, Chairmrun,
ACTIVISTS, Inc., 2316 W. North Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.
Members

Mrs. June G. Ross, (Baltimore City Public
Schools), 3816 Callaway Avenue, Baltimore,
Maryland 21215.
Miss Joanna Balzano, (MUND), 2133 Maryland Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mrs. Josephine Smith, 1225 N. Gay Street,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Mr. Robert A. Sanders, 1107 E. Preston
Street, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mr. Joseph Neal, 4602 Norfolk Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mr. Lloyd A. Anderson, 1510 Guilford Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
n. PRIVATE SECTOR COMMITTEE
Chairman: Mr. Peter Smith, Piper and Marbury, 700 N. Wolfe Street, Baltimore Maryland.
Member3

Mr. Harry E. Smith, (MUND), 2133 Maryland Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mr. William Boucher, ill, Greater Baltimore Committee, 1 Charles Center, Baltimore,
Maryland 21201.
Mr. Lenwood M. Ivey, Community Action
Agency, 11 E. Mount Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mr. Dan Zaccagnini, Office of the Mayor,
City Hall, Baltimore, Maryland.
III. ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE
Chairman: Mr. Marshall Jones, 1735 Harford Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21213.
Members

Mr. Joseph A. Matera, Legal Aid Bureau,
Inc., 341 N. Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mr. Dominic Fornaro, 805 W. Monument
Street, Baltimore. Maryland.
Mrs. Mildred Adkinson, Associate Director,
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Maryland Council of Churches, 14 W. Madison Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201.
Mr. Frank W. Welsh, Executive Director,
Maryland OEO, 301 West Preston Street, Baltimore, Maryland.
Special contacts and assistance

Mr. Andrew Stanfield, Office of Economic
Oppor ~ unity, 1200 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington. D.C.
Mr. Fred Forbes, Office of Economic Opportunity, 2nd and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Joel Abramson, Office ot Senator Mathias, 240 Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
Miss Alice A. McFadden, Office of Economic
Opportunity, 1200 Nineteenth Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C.
PART I. OVERVIEW
The gathering of twenty concerned citizens to discuss and resolve the ills of poverty is akin to an assembly of a like number
of members of the PTA joined to discuss what
is best for their children. In both groups
members are often selfish and Protective. We
each have individual approaches to probleins;
we think and act d ifferently. To come up
with a report and recommendations for the
City of Baltimore which would be ratified
by the entire Committee would have seemed
impossible. But we did it. This alone makes
the report viable, persuasive, and vitally important.
Citizens of Baltimore City have gathered
under the ChairmanshiP of the Reverend
Richard Alins from all facets of vocational
and social life to discuss what has been so
often talked about, dissected, exainined and
researched-poverty.
The Cominittee, because of the dimensions of the task, divided itself into three
subcommittees--each dealing with a specific problem-the Administration, Recipient
and the Private Sector Subcommittees. This
report deals with the findings of these subcommittees.
The Administration Committee, as its
name implies, dealt with adininistration of
federal, state and local programs. It followed
numerous prograins from grant to recipient
stage to assess the probleins along the bureaucratic line.
The Recipient Subcommittee was the largest. Its members contacted recipients, heard
their complaints and evaluated the agency's
success in getting to them in a meaningful
and lasting way. It dealt with "real poor
folk"-those without salary or stipend-as
well as those currently benefiting from a
federal assistance program. They looked at
the federal anti-poverty program's effort to
create self-sufficient and independent communities.
The Private Sector Subcommittee concerned itself with non-governmental efforts
to help alleviate poverty. The Subcommittee
studies specific cases of private sector involvement within Baltimore City.
We do not pretend to represent every indi·
vidual in Baltimore City. That would be
virtually impossible. However, we do feel
that our group represents a broad enough
spectrum to give this report credibillty. We
also do not wish to give the impression that
we have discovered and are discussing things
that have not already been outlined previously by blue-ribbon commissions and reports. What we are saying has been discussed
a thousand times and in a thousand waysbut now we feel some comfort that for the
first time the citizens of Baltimore City aresaying it.
When we speak of "poverty" we refer to.

the hunger pains in the stomach, disease..
rats, dilapidated homes, dirty air, no jobsno hope. We refer to all humans: black and
white; brown and yellow.
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Poverty has become a profession for those
who serve it; a political tool for those who
use it and a case of sad neglect for those in
it. Poverty is all-pervasive. It is a rare day
that we are not reminded of the plight of
those in poverty. We hear and read legislative debates throughout the land; we see
rat-infested homes; hungry and angry eyes;
we smell the garbage of the ghetto and the
sweat from an underpaid day's work.
on October 19, 1970, Senator Mathias along
with the chairman of each Subcommittee,
Chairman Alms and other committee members took a tour of West Baltimore. They
saw frustration, lack of self-esteem and identity; they saw failure and despair. A_ noted
exchange was the Senator approaching an
elderly man for his comments about OEO's
role in the inner city. The man just shrugged
his head, didn't answer and looked down at
the ground. (The Otllce of Economic Opportunity should make a concentrated effort
toward helping elderly poor.)
At first the members of the tour questioned citizens about the "effectiveness of
OEO." Few had heard of the agency. Then
"OEO" wa~ changed to "Community Action
Agency." The majority of people were aware
of this local poverty agency. The point wa~
made-though it should be quite obvious-the hungry man in the ghetto does not kno:v
whether it is OEO, HUD, HEW . . . that IS
not helping . . . or helping him. He doesn't
care. He knows of the local effort and identifies that with the commitment of the Federal Government. We agree, OEO must be decentralized to the local level, not regionalized. Its programs should not be delegated
and diluted to other branches of the Federal
establishment, but given to local anti-poverty agencies. At the same time, we -:rant to
stress the point that OEO must rema1n as a
Poverty Agency. We need it.
It is not enough that we change individual lives, for if the institutions which encompass (and devour) these individuals are
not altered, we will never conquer poverty.
on one occasion, a committee member related the following encounter: he had met
with an indigent recently released from
prison and was told that she had no ot her
choice but to go back to the same community-the same environment that destroyed
her in the first place. We must stop this
vicious cycle.
consultants and private industry come
into the community, "do their poverty
thing," and reave. What has it given to the
-community-to the institution of life? Nothing. It has upgraded some lives, bu_t the
community stays the same. And now, It ha~
less hope and confidence with the outside
world: a rejection.
we need dedication by all peoples and
governments to resolve poverty. This does
not exist today. If the same dedication was
aggressively channeled to solve poverty as it
has been to send a man to the moon we would
have already seen great results. But what
do we see? The same poverty, the same decay. Now we just have bigger and more expensive institutions to deal with the problem.
Poverty has been studied, picked at, massaged; and, it still remains-as it did. And
why does it remain-notwithstanding the
Federal Government's allocation of money
and energies? The answer must be that we
have not decided to do away with it.
Our social and welfa.re system fosters
ghettos-breeds defeated, defooed and self·
less individuals. Dependency is fostered. We
.must look at the objectives and efforts of
programs to see that they produce and are
planned to produce independence, self.sumciency, and self-esteem-both within the
individual and the community.
The Federal Government has promised
great things-jobs, housing, and more-but
has failed in its expectations. We understand
that it cannot overnight fulfill these prom1ses, but it has said it will nonetheless, and

thereby has produced a sense of false hope.
This same sense of disillusionment is evident within the ranks of poverty workers.
When a young, dedicated government employee is told of huge promises and sees
little in results, a sense of apathy-and
anger-emerges. We need honesty.
The bureaucracy itself dissipates valuable
energies. Too much time is spent fighting
City Hall and Capitol Hill rather than helping needy people.
Too often we hear that the war on poverty
should be non-political. We disagree. Political power creates change-unfortunately.
And, if we want to see changes, we have
learned from this past election and othersthat the vote, the pen and the voice are the
greatest friends of the war on poverty. Once
this effort becomes apolitical-we shall see
even greater frustration, hostility and anger
with the danger of violent eruption.
Poverty will not be solved without the assistance of those outside the government.
The private sector-the business and academic communities, the clergy, teachers, lawyers, doctors , the rich and the poor, the young
and the old-all must take part. No one
group should bear the burden, for we will
all share the responsibility, both morally
and financially.
The need for the involvement of the private sector is perhaps the most important
recommendation that can be made by thi-s
Committee. We don't need consultants to do
a job that the community can do. The Federal Government cannot determine what is
best for Baltimore, only Baltimore can-only
all Baltimoreans.
A reason for urban decay and urban poverty is urban and suburban negl ect. Those
now indigent in Baltimore City at one time
came from outside the city. If assistance had
been given in the rural communities then,
our cities would now be in better shape.
Efforts and Money should be dedicated to
overcoming poverty in ruml areas for the
sake of our city.
Not hing new can be said about poverty.
It has already been said; many times. We
only have to go back and re-read the Kerner
Commission Report. It said, "a new understanding, a new attitude, and above all, a
new will" must be created if we are to get
rid af poverty. This is a reaffirmation of that
report.
We must tackle poverty as we combat cancer-fir.st at the disease, then preventive
steps to stop it from spreading.
Poverty is a reflection of the society and
those who govern it. The war on poverty,
like the war in Southeast Asia, is a matter
of priorities, but, unfortunately, the latter
has been given a higher priority. And this is
what this report is all about--we have not
decided to get rid of poverty. For if the
same energies, talents, moneys and political
pre~ures were devoted to this ~·ar the results would be far more dramatic and the
benefits far more visible and lasting than the
other. It is a question of priorities--a matter
of dedication.
We thank Senator Mathias for the opportunity of giving us this chance to tell those
in Washington what is needed in Baltimore
City.
PART

n.

ADMINISTRATION SUBCOMMITTEE
REPORT

In the very limited time that this committee has had to reflect upon the present
operation of OEO programs in the State of
Maryland, we have concluded to offer the following recommendations:
1. Although the committee agrees that all
programs written in the Economic Opportunity Act should be administered by the
Oflice of Economic Opportunity, we also agree
that if in fact Congress decides to delegate
the administration of additional programs to
other federal agencies there should be strong
legislative language to guarantee effective input by OEO in the policy making process
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with the delegate agency. Also, if the present
Administration does decide to make OEO an
experimental-innovative poverty agency, we
hope that these programs which have proven
successful and to the benefit of the Baltimore
community, continue to receive funding from
the Federal Government.
2. The tendency of OEO to regionalize certain programs that have a national emphasis
should be eliminated. Such an effort was recently made with regard to the National Legal
Services Program. Regionalization of this
program and other such programs would result in undermining their political integrity
and independence due to local political pressures resulting from unpopular litigation on
behalf of the poor.
3. Community Action Agencies are too
often restricted in using their meager grants.
For example:
The government makes a grant to them in
many cases specifying that it be used for only
a designated purpose when the program may
find that the money is urgently needed in
another area.
Grants should be made directly to the program without being restricted for any one
particular area. If there is an urgent need for
a greater portion of the grant to be utilized
in another area, e.g., job training, housing,
or health; the local agency should be permitted to exercise its discretion ... perhaps
along promulgated guidelines. The committee agrees with the 1969 report of the National Advisory Council on Economic Opportunity that at least 50 % of funds appropriated for the Community Action Program
be made available for program initiated at
the local level. In other words, there should
be less earmarki.ng cf funds and more discretionary funds available.
4. There is a need for consolidation within
the Baltimore CAA (Community Action
AJency). For example:
The consolidating of 20 programs, let us
say, dealing with job training and pla{:ement
in the CAA would reduce overhead, construct
a stronger and more responsive community
agency, solidify the activities involved, bring
down costs and result in greater efficiency.
we can envision the unity of CAA and model
cities into one Community Action Agency.
5. Funds allocated by OEO under Title II
of the Economic Opportunity Act should oe
done on a more equit able basis.
(a) Although over 40% of the poor in the
State of Maryland live outside Baltimore
City, these subdivisions receive only 30% of
the total funds in the State. As reported by
the President's Commission on rural poverty
in September of 1967, one of the reasons for
the magnitude of the problems of the poor
people in the cities is the migration that has
taken place over the past 30 years from rural
to urban America.
(b) Since the inception of OEO, the City
of washington, D.C., has continued to receive more funds than the entire State of
Maryland. The present population of Washington, D.C., is 783,000; Maryland's population is 3,732,000. In fiscal year 1968 Maryland received from the Economic Opportunity Act (Titles 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 and 8) $25,170 ,943;
in 1969-$26,293,812. The District received
$31,085,076 in 1969 and 31,449,251 in 1968.
The latest figures indicate that 17.3% of the
District's population was at poverty level
(under $3,000 per year) while Maryland had
15.3% of its population at poverty level.
The allocation is patently unfair. Maryland
and Baltimore City need more poverty fighting money.
(c) Funding levels of CAA's should be predicated on the incidence of poverty 1n the
area . .Money is often given to states and
communities without regard to the cost of
living. The poor in Mississippi need less to
live on than the poor in Baltimore. It is
unfair to equate the two. Perhaps allocations should be made upon established geographic regions.
6. An important recommendation by the

'
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Subcommittee is that more control be given
to the local agency in running, operatmg
and determining their own poverty programs.
This has been mentioned before in this report, but we feel it is important enough to
mention it again. In this regard, notwithstanding the improved relationship between
the CAA and the Mayor and Council of
Baltimore City, the latter must relinquish
their jurisdiction over the former. However,
to put greater emphasis by the City government in the poverty effort, we recommend
that the Mayor create a Human Resource
Commission to oversee all poverty and social
programs--one city agency to take care of
the city's poor.
7. We must provide greater involvement by
the members of the Baltimore City poverty
community in poverty programs. In this regard, the Subcommittee suggests the formation of a special committee to study the pros
and cons of civil service coverage of those
future employees in poverty programs. The
use of private consultants to do a job which
local citizens can do is defeating, and could
be remedied by taking future poverty workers out of civil service.
8. There must be more economic development within the poverty community. The
Federal government can encourage this local
effort, for example, by permitting the local
CAA to buy their offices, instead of the
present rental setup and lease their buildings to other poverty efforts. The moneys
made can then be spent on the local poverty
program, gradually relieving the federal,
state and local governments of the fiscal
burden. Perhaps a trust fund can be created
to fulfill this objective.
PART ill. RECIPIENT SUBCOMMITrEE REPORT

Our observations and evaluations indicate
that the most vital items needed in the poor
communities are employment (income),
housing and education. The lack of the three
form a vicious cycle which is all too often
im~ible to break.
The Office of Economic Opportunity for
the past five years has successfully attempted to deal with this vicious cycle through
i~ manpower training programs, the Community Action Agency, Head Start and other
services. However, these programs are still
reaching far too few with far too little.
Blight and hopelessness still remain.
Substantial fund!ing and intensified efforts
encom.passing all phases of this cycle are
essential if we are going to begin to break
its massive and destructive hold upon the
lives of poverty-stricken people.
The Recipient Subcommittee thus makes
the following reoommendations:
1. That housing be dealt with on a priority
basis. No family can adequately survive in
the inhumane way many persons are forced
to live. Too many apartments and tenements
are owned and operated by absentee landlords-escaping the wrath of com.munity and
sanctions of the law. There is not enough
low income housing :in Baltimore City which
is maintained in a decent and humane manner. OEO must deal with the issue of adequate housing for the poor.
2. In our present society, to have an income and be out of the poverty cycle, one
must have employment. When there is no
employment, there is no incom.e. However,
individuals often have their expectations
raised when they are given encouragement
in an employment training program. These
hopes are often dashed when they find that
after completing training programs neither
the government nor private sector offer concrete vocational and career opportunities. It
is important that any job training program
relate to jobs first and training second. In
other words, let the emphasis and efforts
first be direct ed in getting jobs-and then
in the training. I t is totally devastating to
a person to be trained for a position only to
be told he is not needed.
These shattered hopes lead not only to
despair but to frustration and anger. Not

only does this affect those being trained, but
it affects those who do the t r aining. It is
easy for them to develop apathy in training,
by simply saying what is the use?
3. Added to the need for bet ter housing
and employment is education. Education on
an improved level is desperat ely needed.
While educators are doing their best in t he
poverty areas , they are limited by lack of
funds, equipment and determination-by
both faculty and students. An attitude of
"What is the use" is again the permeating
force which breeds apathy at home and in
school.
New and innovative educational programs
must be provided for the poverty areas of
Baltimore City.
It is the feeling of this Subcommittee that
OEO, if it is to be a viable agency, should
tackle these programs. If these three problem area-S: housing, employment and education were dealt with in an adequate way
rather than with tokenism in dollars and
manpower, substantial gains would be made
in the war on poverty.
·
Finally, this Committee pleads the case of
poverty: that it be looked upon as a war
that needs to be fought and won-as the
war in the Far East. It is a war that is also
destroying the lives of people. To Win this
war there must be a coordinated effort by the
various governmental agencies, together with
the private sector and the self-determination
of the poverty communities. When one
speaks with people who live in poverty in our
city, it becomes apparent which war needs
priority. Their hunger and sickness and
emptiness of spirit are constant reminders.
PART IV. THE PRIVATE SECTOR SUBCOMMITrEE
REPORT

The following represents the private sector's involvement in Baltimore programs
funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity:

Program and private sector organization
1. Year Round Head Start Program:
A. Knox Day Care Center, Knox Presbyterian Church and Presbyterian Synod.
B. St. Veronica's Day Care Center, St. Veronica's Church.
C. Harvey Johnson Day Care Center, Union
Baptist Church.
2. Druid YMOA Leadership Training and
Development Center, YMCA.
3. Home Ownership Plan Endeavor, HOPE

Inc.
4. Legal Services to Poor, Legal Aid Bureau,

Inc.
5. Martin Luther King Parent-Child Cen-

ter, Johns Hopkins Hospital.
6. Provident Comprehensive Neighborhood
Health Center, Provident Hospital.
7. Project Discover, Maryland Institute of
Art.

8. Project SAGA, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
9. Cherry Hill Community Council Service
Center, CITGO Service Corporation.
Federally financed anti-poverty programs
alone cannot be successful in elimlrul.ting
poverty. Private business must contribute
more than job training which usually utilizes
federal assistance. It must give jobs and
money.
The above chart shows only one instance
of the business community's involvement-Citgo Services Corporation. And this is a federally funded program. Citgo is just a drop in
the bucket.
We have learned from our litt le experience
that government, business and the local
communit y ca n all profit from their mutual
involvement. The private sector must realize
that their own livelihood and stability is at
stake.
The private sector must explore new ways
to eradicate the ills of the inner city. The
Citgo Company's involvement is laudable.
Here private business has entered into partnership with the community by an invest-
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ment of over $14,000 by the company, in
addition to providing t r a ining in management techniques and occupationa l skills.
Both the community and the company will
profit.
This is just one way in which the two comm u nities can relate to one anot h er. They
need to h ave cooperation and coordination.
Private business can teach t he poverty community to use it s meager r esources in a
profit able wa y. It can guide the p overty community into prosperous economic development. It can teach the povert y community
how to use techniques and methods of success for its own economic development.
Industry must provide jobs. It must expose vocational opportunities to the povert y
community. It must have those training
programs which would guarantee realistic
jobs and career opportunities. It must help
the hard core unemployed.
We realize that it is difficult and, unfortunately, foreign for the business sector
to be involved in these activities. We must
provide incentives for its entry. The federal
government can assist by granting greater
profit and tax incentives for it s effort s . And,
the private sector, of course, must utilize
these incentives as the present MA-3 and
MA- 4 programs.
The Subcommittee took a look at one
area within the City to ascertain the success of the federal government's efforts. The
Committee took a look at t he MUND area
(Model Urban Neighborhood Development).
The Job Information Center of MUND has
processed over 3,000 applicants from the
community and has placed more tha n 1300
in jobs-good jobs paying an average of $3.35
per hour. The approximate $140,000 that
the OEO invested in the employment program has yielded over $6 million in income
for the inner-city residents.
Equitable Trust Company is also helping
MUND by staff services to assist in developing a pool of financially sound project proposals from which a program can be developed. There have been other contracts
of this kind with Weaver Brothers Investment Bankers, The Ford Foundation, Presbyterian Church and the Catholic Archdiocese of Baltimore.
A Westinghouse plant has moved into the
MUND area employing 50 neighborhood residents with current expansion plans for 100
employees. Baltimore Electronics Associat es,
Inc , has also been started within the area.
The firm was awarded a $183,000 contract
by the Manpower Administration of the U.S.
Department of Labor in 1968 to train and
employ 50 persons as electronic assemblers
and testE"•rs. It has since received new contracts and sub-contracts from private industry and government. The firm is now in
the process of developing a training and job
placement program through the efforts of
the Manpower Training Programs a nd private business.
A region's welfare is mea-Sured by the real
income of its residents. It is, therefore, important that the profits derived by private
indUStrJ remain in the community. Benefits
as jobs and income-should not be able to
be easily transferred outside the area .
Although the attitude of a self-contained
communit y might seem provincial and narrow, we feel the poverty community has no
other choice. It has tried to integrate itself
with the economic mainstream-but it has
been either rejected or unable to compete.
The community must get its own economic
identity. We support black capitalism and
minority enterpreneurship.
The business community should, of course,
be joined by other members of the private
sector: the religious and academic community; doctors and lawyers; government workers and others. Poverty cannot be done away
with unless all join in.
For instance, the religious inst itutions
have valuable untapped resources-land and
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money-which must be used in the poverty
effort. The legal community has made some
input into the poverty community, namely
the opening of a field office by the law firm
of Piper and Marbury in the ghetto community. This is just token involvement. We
need more. The Legal Services Program of
OEO is a valuable contribution and should
remain.
It is time for the private sector of Baltimore City to act--not react. They must on
their own initiative help the poor. One way in
which this can be fostered, we believe, is to
change the make-up of the present governing Board of the CAA to include the leading
businessmen of the City. By doing this a
bigger institutional role will be played by
the business sector, for then the policy decisions of the Board will be implemented
more effectively and predictably. Perhaps the
new members can be chosen from the current
membership of the Greater Baltimore Committee.
CONCLUSION

The foregoing has been the Committee's
impressions of the pulse of the Baltimore
City poverty community. We hope we have
made a. contribution.
When the Office of Economic Opportunity
was first established it was thought by many
to be e. panacea. We know now that OEO
cannot solve poverty by itself. we need the
cooperation of all cdtizens of the Baltimore
community. OEO was first directed toward
helping the poor. We recommend that OEO
should now use its energies and imagination
toward the objective of the poor helping
themselves. This we feel is a more realistic
goal and one most beneficial toward the
welfare and happiness of those comprising
the Baltimore poverty community.
Notwithstanding the critical language directed at OEO in this Report, we all agree
that OEO must remain as an independent
poverty fighting federal agency. We are
grateful there is an organization within the
federal structure that devotes its energies
e.nd talents toward helping the poor.
OEO has had great success in its Head
Start, Manpower and Health Programs and
Legal services Programs, just to mention a
few. There have been inroads--substantial
ones. But as one committee member put it
"the poor in Baltimore City are still drowning-now e.t least their heads are above the
water. OEO has helped."
Yes, OEO has bettered the lives of many
within Baltimore City. It has especially
made great progress in the attitude and understanding by the Baltimore community in
the problems and needs of its poor. But the
battle has just begun.
We hope that the members of this Committee will be informed as to the application of this Report to the fUture workings
of OEO. We wish to know what kind of contribution we really made. We would be most
happy to relate any of our findings and recommendations to any Congressional hearing, administrative body or any interested
official.
INCREASE IN THE DAIRY PRICE
SUPPORT LEVEL
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, on Thursday, March 25, Secretary of Agriculture

Clifford Hardin announced an increase
in the dairy price-support level. The announcement will raise the support per
hundredweight of manufactured milk to
$4.93, an increase of 27 cents from the
present level of $4.66.
It was just 2 weeks ago that Secretary
Hardin announced that the $4.66 level,
which had been in effect since April 1,
1970, would be the minimum for this
year. By law, the minimum for the marketing year must be proclaimed by April

1. After that date the minimum cannot
be lowered until the following April 1.
I am sure we are all aware of the
constant analysis the Department of
Agriculture maintains on the prices our
farmers receive for commodities they
produce. USDA conducts similar surveillance on the prices our farmers have to
pay for their supplies and equipment.
The most recent figures on these costs
reflected a marked increase.
Since the dairy farmer is producing a
perishable commodity, and due to the
marketing system through which his
milk is sold, he has no way to increase
the price he receives for his milk as compensation for his increased costs. By increasing dairy price supports, the farmer
can get a raise in his price. This 27-cent
increase in support price is one step Secretary Hardin has taken to increase the
farmers' income:
The time has come when our dairy
farmers deserve a raise in milk prices
much the same way as other segments
of our economy.
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particular cases, nor by bare experience without universality of knowledge; he must be
both speculative and active, for the science
of the laws, I assure you, must joyn hands
with experience.--Coke, Book of Entries:
Preface.

George D. Horning, Jr., Professor Emeritus
of The Washington College of Law of The
American University, is the compleat lawyer.
It was 1922 after a distinguished academic
record at Georgetown University when George
Horning began a career in the law which has
spanned forty-eight years. At the start there
were four years of dedicated service as an
Assistant United States Attorney for the District of Columbia. Then followed entry into
the private practice of 1aw before the courts
of the District of Columbia and Maryland.
George Horning's talents, training, dedications and ambitions charted for him at an
early age the rigors and satisfactions of a
trial practitioner. His virtuosity for such was
promptly evident to his peers-and at an age
before most of us today complete preparation
for the profession.
Professor Horning stayed his established
career at the bar at the outbreak of World
War II. He assumed active duty in the United
States Naval Reserve. He served for the duration of the War in virtually every world
theatre of naval operations. With almost
characteristic
expectation he retired with the
GEORGE D. HORNING, JR.
rank of rear admiral.
The years away from practice tendered no
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, in 1829,
in speaking about the law, Joseph Story obstacles to George Horning's prompt return
to his professional pursuits. He resumed his
spoke these famous words:
practice with the distinguished Washington
It is a .1ealous mistress, and requires a long law firm of Hogan & Hartson. Within the
and constant courtship. It is not to be won year he found his legal "sea-legs" again. He
by trifling favors, but by lavish homage.
was invited into the partnership and his
I ask unanimous consent to have colleagues elected h im to lead their civil
printed in the RECORD remarks written litigation department.
George Horning is a man not readily conby the vice president and general countented with the demands of an extensive
sel of the American University, Anthony and encompassing practice. He is an activist.
C. Morella, regarding such a man, George His commitments are total. His arduous purD . Horning, Jr., professor emeritus of suits as a trial practitioner by no means prethe Washington College of Law of the cluded him from a desire to return to his
American University. The law school's alma mater, The Georgetown University Law
recent Law Review was devoted to the Center, where he was appointed an adjunct
energies, accomplishments, and legal professor to share his talents, insights and
courtship of Professor Horning. The Law know-how with many students of the law
eager to learn techniques, styles, demands
Review is entitled "The Modernization and satisfactions which only the skilled and
of Justice in the District of Columbia" experienced trial practitioner knows. He
and is devoted to the analysis and cri- taught his students well. He instilled in them
tique of the recently passed Court Reform the same guidelines, admonitions and suband Criminal Procedure Act of 1970. It stantive requirements for the good trial lawyer that he gave to his younger associates at
is indeed a unique publication.
It is fitting that the editors and staff Hogan & Hartson; and there are today, from
all those who shared, many who rank among
of the American University Law Review the
leaders at the trial bar.
have elected to dedicate this special symThere can be no speculation that those
posium issue to Professor Horning. The days and nights at Georgetown rekindled in
issue is designed to orient the compleat George Horning a dream and ambition shared
lawyer-the lawyer who meets the re- by so many compleat lawyers: to cap their
quirements of experience, knowledge, careers in the active practice of law at the
and versatility. It was Professor Horn- lecterns and in the classrooms of a law school.
ings' objective to produce such a lawyer. The law students of The American UniverAnd he did. In the words of the editorial sity have been the beneficiaries of that ambition. For over five years now George Hornboard in their dedicating remarks:
ing has devoted his full energies to the law
He is demanding-he trains one to be an teaching profession since his retirement from
attorney who will do his job with the best practice.
possible skills, oral and written, and who
What is the measure for such a man who
will provide the direct with the possible has given so much to his profession, his colrepresentation.
leagues, and his students? Is it reflected in
The country is always in need of com- his telling young students of the law how to
it? Or does he tell them how he did it?
petent, creative, and conscientious at- do
These objectives are too narrow and too selftorneys willing to devote their energies indulgent for George Horning. His mind, his
to their clients under a canopy of public energy, and his dedications could not be sattrust. I feel certain that Professor Horn- isfied by simply meeting students in classing has made a noble contribution to this rooms, pouring over cases and rules of evidence and procedure; feeding the young
objective.
There being no objection, the remarks minds and demanding the traditional feedwere ordered to be printed in the RECORD, back. George Horning's mind is too aggressive
for such patterns. He is too untiring to seas follows:
cure contentment from the droppa.ge of legal
A CoMPLEAT LAWYER
gems from the mouthings of a master. George
No man can be a compleat lawyer by uniHorning cares and he teaches by doing. He
versality of knowledge without experience in demands maximum effort from his students.
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His own thoroughness in preparation, diligence in analysis, slavishness to complete research and articulateness in communication
of the law in both a written and spoken manner are infectious to his students. His projections and zeal to be a contemporary lawyer fully capable of meeting the contemporary demands of a societal structure rooted
in the rule of law will not permit acceptance
by him from his students of anything less
than the best standards of excellence.
It is fitting that the Editors and Staff of
The American University Law Review have
elected to dedicate this Special Symposium
Issue on The Modernization of Justice in
the District of Columbia to Professor Horning. The focus of this issue will be on the
Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act
of 1970.
This comprehensive and massive reformation of the processes and methods for the
administration of justice in the District of
Columbia is something which all compleat
lawyers applaud. This Symposium Issue is
designed to orient the compleat lawyer. Such
an objective has always been among those
to which George Horning, lawyer, practitioner, scholar, author, and teacher, has
dedicated forty-eight years of his life.
In this twilight of his distinguished career,
it has been my honor to teach courses jointly with Professor Horning. We have worked
together in the same classroom, which for
us has been the Law School's Courtroom.
During these enriching years I have always
sensed that I have not been a co-professor
to George Horning. On the contrary, I too
have been among his students and I too have
been infected. I believe that I sense what is
in the hearts of our students because it is
in mine. I trust we have conveyed those sentiments in this dedication to a lawyer with a
universality of knowledge and experience; to
an activist who has joyned experience with
knowledge; to the compleat lawyer, Professor George D. Horning, Jr.

SPREAD OF NARCOTICS ADDICTION

1970 from 1969. During the past 14
months, not one heroin processing laboratory has been uncovered by French.
Two laboratories were seized with U.S.
help in 1969.
The evidence on Turkish cooperation
is even more revealing. Between 1966 and
1968, poppy cultivation declined from
59,000 to 32,000 acres. Since 1969, acreage has increased from 32,000 to 37,791.
The New York Times reports that opium
production in Turkey may have doubled
last year. And despite reports of crackdowns by Turkish police, over 90 percent
of the illicit opium is still getting
through.
I have introduced proposed legislation
to make narcotics control a high priority
in American foreign policy. My bil'l would
strengthen cooperation with countries
that are serious about stopping illegal
drug traffic. But it would also draw the
line as to what we mean by cooperation
and cut off aid to countries which do not.
Over the past 3 years, we have provided $100 million more in aid to Turkey
than our total Federal expenditures for
narcotics control in the United States.
For fiscal year 1971 our aid to Turkey
will be $64 million more than all Federal
funds for enforcement of narcotics laws,
as well as treatment rehabilitation, education, training, and research to stop
addiction.
I ask Congress to meet this urgent
question now. The public outcry from
Minnesota and elsewhere in the Nation
demands it.
I ask unanimous consent that several
editorials on the subject be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorials
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the St. Cloud (Minn.) Tlmes, Feb. 17,
1971]

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, just 1
week ago, I called attention to several exMONDALE FIGHTS HEROIN TRAFFIC
amples of Minnesota's mounting reaction
Senator Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota
to the terrible spread of narcotics addic- treated
his colleagues, the other day, to a
tion in America.
quick review of some eye-opening figures on
In cities and towns across Minnesota the cost of the heroin traffic. He led off with
that concern continues to grow. From an estimate that drug addiction may cost
Preston to Duluth, the people of my State as much as eight billion a year "in theft,
are aware of the immediate threat posed criminal justice proceedings and related
by hard drugs. They are not only aware expenses."
He then went on to illustrate what costs
of this danger; they are demanding acof such magnitude, or even ha>lf as g<Teat,
tion to protect us all from the terror of mean in relation to other things the nation
death and crime brought into the United spends money on. "Even if that eight bllStates by ·tons of heroin each year.
Uon dollars is reduced by half,'' he said on
An administration expert testified in the senate floor, "the heroin traffic would
hearings before the House Crime Com- stlll cost us each year seven times what we
mittee last year that an estimated 5,500 now spend to fight air and water pollution,
nearly four times our budget for health repounds or 2 ¥2 to 3 tons of heroin were sea,rch,
almost twice our investment in eleentering the United States annually.
mentary and secondary educ!l.tion."
Newsweek reports, March 29, 1971, that
Such comparisons give added impetus to
22,000 pounds or 11 tons of heroin en- the conviction that we absolutely must do
tered the United States in 1970 alone. I something more effective about control of
am shocked to learn that heroin impor- the heroin traffic. Mondale's proposed legistation may have quadrupled in the last lation to this end is the most promising
approach yet offered.
12 months.
His bill encompasses the famillar idea of
But in reviewing the results of our in- offering opium-producing countries financial
ternational narcotics control efforts, it help to permit them to reduce the opium
is no wonder the availability and use of crop to basic medicinal needs without upheroin are soaring.
setting their economies. The chief beneficiary
Administration announcements pro- would be ,Turkey, but some other countries

claim the success of closer cooperation
with France and Turkey in fighting the
criminal network of drug cultivation and
processing.
Yet the French embassy discloses that
heroin seizures in France declined in

also would be involved. The Mondale bill

takes the important additional step of imposing sanctions on countries which do not
take advantage of this plan.
That is the key to the potential success of
this legislation: it would bar further military
and economic aid to non-complying coun-

tries, and would further call for United Nations economic sanctions "on the grounds
that narcotics traffic is a threat to the peace
and security of a member nwtion . . ."
That, essentially, is one prong of a twopronged attack on the problem. The other
prong incorporated in the Mondale bill has
to do with seeking out and punishing narcotics offenders.
[From the Mankato (Minn.) Free Press,
Feb.8, 1971]
MONDALE'S RIGHT, BUT • • •

Sen. Walter F. Mondale's amendment to
the foreign aid bill to attempt to halt the
supply of heroin from foreign countries by
cutting off U.S. aid to nations which allow
the growing and processing the killer drug
is a bold step forward that deserves full consideration-fraught as it might be with danger of another kind.
There are many touchy problems inherent
in such legislation, and there undoubtedly
will be great controversy over its provisions.
Yet, as Mondale declared, drastic steps
must be taken to solve the problem of drug
.addiction which is "killing thousands of
our people (3,000 from 1965 to 1969), ruining a half million lives, stripping as much
as $8 billion every year from our economy
(in thefts and criminal control costs) and
right now destroying our great cities in a
holocaust of crime and degradation."
The U.S. gave NATO ally Turkey a $3 million loan last March to encourage a change
from opium production, and Turkey claims
progress because the number of opiumgrowing provinces has been reduced from 21
to 4 over the last decade. MondaJe asserts,
however, that actual acreage under opium
cultivation in that country will have increased by 5,000 acres between 1969 and 1971.
The real effect of the supposed reduction of
provinces, according to the New York Times,
is a doubling of the amount of opium actually being produced in Turkey.
France, another U.S. ally, is the site of
most of the heroin processing in the world.
Despite claims that pressure by the Nixon
Administration has moved the French to
step up anti-heroin efforts, Mondale says
France has only 30 policemen to fight the
international drug network, only one-tenth
of the number they assign to domestic drug
abuse. The Associated Press reports most
French heroin arrests last year were the
sm.all offenders, that France will not pressure Turkey on drug traffic and that law
enforcement efforts have yielded few results
in eliminating the big laboratories where
most of the shipments to the United States
are prepared.
Reacting to the lack of effort to stem the
heroin flow, Iran recently lifted its 13-yearold ban on opium production, and Mandale claims this will probably mean 500
more tons of opium for export to the United
States and ·other countries.
Mondale's amendment would require immediate cessation of opium production (except in small amounts for medicinal purposes) and then provide aid over a five-year
period for foreign opium farmers to adjust
to new livelihoods. The bill would stop military and economic aid to countries that continue to allow the cultivation or processing
of opium and urge the President to seek
international economic sanctions through
the United Nations should the threat of suspension or actual suspension of U.S. fall in its
objectives.
There is a clear and present danger to our
society from the heroin trade, and the federal government should exercise all the powers it can command tv try to wipe it out.
Foreign countries who are poisoning us by
allowing the production and processing of
the drug have no right to expect us to pump
our dollars into their economies and protect
them with our military umbrella.
On the other hand, trade limitations, aid
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restrictions and sanctions in the past have
had a terrible way of backfiring on the U.S.
in the international amphitheater.
The offending nations frequently continue
their normal policies, and following the rebuff from us, merely switch the direction of
their outstretched hands--and more important, their allegiance--to somebody else.
Like Russia.
A very notable and painful example is the
Aswan Dam project in Egypt eagerly accepted by the Soviets after John Foster
Dulles' rejection and which eventually enabled the Reds to gain a fantastic foothold
in the Mideast.
Turkey, a cornerstone of Western defense,
fits that same mold precisely.
[From

the Preston (Minn.)
Feb. 11, 1971 J

Republican,

MONDALE SEEKS HALT TO ILLEGAL DRUG TRAFFIC

(By Wayne)
Minnesota Senator Walter F. Mondale recently introduced legislation in the U.S.
Senate to combat the drug problem which is
costing our country billions of dollars and
thousands of lives ea.ch year. Mondale's blll
would force the countries, which grow the
opium poppy and process the heroin, to
cooperate in halting this drug traffic or face
the loss of military and economic assistance.
The two countries most directly involved in
this nefarious activity are France and Turkey.
The drug, heroin, is the prime offender.
Heroin is derived from the opium poppy,
which thrives in Turkey. The Turks harvest
the raw opium and this material is smuggled
into France, where it is refined into the
powerful drug. From there, individuals involved in the drug traffic smuggle the finished
product into the United States by the ton.
senator Mondale states: "We have guarded
the security of these nations. They are
pledged to guard ours. Yet, the heroin traffic
continues to endanger the United States as
much as any military invasion. We cannot
tolerate this h!Orrible absurdity."
Senator Mondale should be commended for
taking such a firm stand to break up this
drug network of processing and distribution.
It is difficult to understand how we can continue to pour millions of dollars of foreign
aid into the very countries which would return our generosity by sanctioning such
1llicit activities.

$10 million to convert the Turkish fields into
another kind of agricultural industry. Currently, Mon dale points out, we are giving
Turkey $200 million a year in military and
economic a id.
The only way, in the last analysis, to solve
the heroin problem is by limiting its source ,
opiu m , to that small volume needed for legitimate medicinal uses. Efforts have been made
prior to this to get Turkey to cut production,
but they have failed. The French, as well,
appear to enjoy blood profit s. It has come to
that point where, faced with rising costs now
at $8 billion a year, the United States cannot
afford to continue to be so tolerant.
And an alternative to heroin is available,
called Methadone. Almost a miracle drug, it
can be made cheaply, and fulfills an addict's
craving for heroin without destroying him
as heroin can.
There's a small catch in Mondale's plan,
however. The United States grows large
volumes of tobacco for cigarettes sold abroad,
through large promotional campaigns. Regular cigarette tobacco isn't heroin, certainly,
but smoking is a health hazard, as use of
heroin is a health hazard. While the degree
of the problems caused by tobacco as against
heroin are vastly different, in principle, the
problems are ·similar. To be consistent, Mendale might consider stopping the promotion
of American tobacco products abroad. But
that surely would kill any chance of his
present legislation. A proposal to be remembered, however.

March 29, 1971
LAUNDRY PROBLEMS

Slim, brown-haired Mavis W h ite, animated
and att ractive in an ice-blue p a ntsuit, is
quic:~ to point out that W:lmen face similar
problems with their laundry .
" Even if you buy a det ergent that claims
to be non-polluting , you have t o use somet hing else to squirt on the sh irt collars, and
that could have anything in it. Besides it
comes in an enor mous plastic bot tle that
has to be d isposed of. ... "
Mavis White is n ot t he typ e of woman to
brood about flaun t ing t he whitest laundry
on the block. She 's too busy being an adventurous cook, an avid reader and a warmly
encouraging mother to 13-year-old Richard
and 11-year-old Edwina. She's also tenderhearted "grandmother" to Cinnamon, a
!'risky honey-colored guinea pig. Cinnamon
has the run of the house, and precedes guests
up the stairs with a startling display of
athletic prowess.
Edwina-she prefers to be called "Nina"with a toss of her dark pigtails, politely confides that "Cinnamon eats breakfast with
us every day. Orange juice, cereal, milk and
a paper napkin."
To the man at the head of the table during
Cinnamon's morning performance, the word
ecology is no recent acquisition. The doctoral
dissertation he wrote at M.I.T. in 1950 had
as its subject "Global Energy Balance." Before his previous appointment in 1965 as
Administrator of the Environment al Science
Services Administration-which now forms
part of NOAA-he was chief of the U .R
Weather Bureau.
From the social point of' view, Mrs . White
laughingly points out, a husband who is the
U.S. Weatherman was a coup. "The weather
is a wonderful conversational crutch-and
of course our friends assumed we always had
inside information on it."

DR. ROBERT M. WB~TE
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I have
long been prcud that the S~ate of Maryland includes among her 4 million citizens thousands of dedicated public servants. For it is the public servants who
ALL ABOUT TRIPE
carry out the policies determined by
It was before his first stint at M.I.T. and
Congress and the President who are esafter his B.A. in geology from Harvard that
sential to the true effectiveness of our Bob
White learned all about tripe--the unGovernment in meeting the needs of the savory-looking
but delicious, buffs insist, lincitizens.
ing of a cow's stomach. He had taken a deOt:tstanding among these career civil tour from science and into the worlds of jourservants is Dr. Robert M. White, new ad- nalism and advertising. As an agency's copy
ministrator of the National Oceanic and chief, one of his assignments was to write
Atmospheric Administration. I ask unan- the recipes to go on the outside of cans of
imous consent to have printed in the tripe.
"I combed the cookbooks, and found out
RECORD an article about Dr. White and everything
about tripe. The most dramatic
his
famliy,
published
in
the
Sunday
[From the Duluth (Minn.) News-Tribune,
recipe I could come up with was for tripe
Feb. 12, 1971 J
Washington Star of March 21, 1971.
souffie ..."
There being no objection, the article
GOING COLD TuRKEY
"At that point," chimes in Mavis with a
Sen. Walter Mondale has introduced sound was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, chuckle, "I decided it was time to change
his field."
legislation for limiting the flow of heroin into as follows:
the United States.
According to Mondale, about 80 percent
of heroin used here comes from opium grown
in Turkey after being processed in laboratories in France. Both Turkey and France
are so-called allies under the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO).
Mondale has proposed that the United
States make funds available to Turkey to convert itself from illegal opium growing to a
legitimate form of agriculture, over five years.
Also, he calls for greater financial support
from the United States to Interpol, thus
assisting France in the policing of drug laboratories.
If cooperation from France, Turkey and
other countries exporting heroin to the
United States were not obtained, Mondale's
legislation would allow for suspension of all
U .S . aid to those countries, military and
otherwise.
As the situation stands, about 110,000
Turkish opium growers indirectly are responsible for an estimated 500 ,000 heroin addicts
ln the United States. The crime and related
social problems caused by these addicts is
estimated to cost the United States $8 billion a year.
In contrast to this st aggerin g cost in dollars and human misery, it would cost about

WHATEVER You Do, You POLLUTE

(By Diana McLellan)
Administ rator of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration is a rather grim,
formal, omniscient-sounding title. But its
new holder is none of the above.
In fac t , Dr. Robert M. White bags his own
leaves, breakf::tsts with a guinea pig and once
wrote a recipe for tripe souffie.
The man who'll play a major role in the
government's cleaning-up of our environment works hard on his own surroundings.
The garden in the quiet Bethesda cul-de-sac
where the W h ites live is h is hobby and his
delight.
" Of course, ther e's a p roblem wit h the
leaves ," muses the d ark-eyed, dark-h aired
Administrator. One senses t hat he's a
d yn a mo of energy; occasionally, as he talks ,
it b reaks out and h e stands u p and begi ns
to p ace.
"Either you can b u rn the leaves and p ollute the atmosphere--not legal in Mont gomery County-or pile them up and put
them in plastic bags-which might not be
degradable. You can build a compost heap,
but it can only be so big. Whateve!' you do,
you pollute. Just by exist in g, by the very
natur e of things, we pollute. "

The imagination that could unblanchingly
confront tripe souffie in the 40s will have to
draw upon all its resources to tackle the nation's disposal and pollution problems in the
70s.
"We have to be clever," he emphasizes.
"Our old cars, for example, could be used in
oceans to build artifici al reefs around which
fish would congregate. The excess heat that
we produce and pour into our waterways
that harms aquatic life--there must be ways
to use that up intelligently, but we must
find them. Great Britain started earlier than
we did, but they've proven it can be done. Do
you know, this week they found the first sea
trout in the Thames River since 1958?"
H e's sanguine about the chances of doing
the same here with new approaches.
NEW APPROACHES

New approaches in the White household
are n ot confined to its head. Mrs. White applies t h e same spirit of adventure to her
d omestic life--particularly cooking.
"I'll try anything that 's new! The family
is told a dish is new, and we have a vote on
it. R ichard is the best judge . If he says 'make
it again!' it's a success."
Craig Claiborne, she adds , is her maestro.
chicken her favorite basic-"you can do any-
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thing at all with it"-and small dinner parties for 10 her pet type of party.
Both Dr. White and Mrs. White read avidly, although he finds far less time these days
to read outside his field. Mavis did persuade
him to read Erich Segal's "Love Story."
"I couldn't see what all the fuss was
about," he confesses.
Mavis points out that she enjoyed it from
her vantage point as a former professional
writer.
"I admire the sheer skill of a good writer,
and I know what effort goes into a book.
People always say to me, 'Why don't you
write a book about so-and-so?' It sounds
so easy. But the truth is that it's plain hard
work. Writers are my favorite people,
though."
Included among her favorite people is
brother-in-law Theodore White. The family
often gets away in the summer to the Fire
Island house where the author of the "Making of the President" books writes.
Summer weekends in town are spent
mostly in the garden. Sunday brunches and
parties are held on the charming, level patio
that leads from glass doors out onto the
sloping lot. In summer, it's screened from
neighbors by luxuriant plantings.
THEm GARDEN

Dr. White takes the visitor outside to show
off his already-budding camelias and forsythia; the birch tree that he rescued from a
fungus by timely surgery; the long row of
carefully cultivated rose-bushes along a
wall.
"Yes I still have to use pesticides or fungicides' occasionally. I certainly don't as
much as I used to. When your leaves start
to turn yellow, though, you have to come
to their rescue . . ."
Both children, their mother reports, have
their father's compassion for living things.
Nina has just started riding lessons, and
young Richard enjoys underwater life.
"Even our own vacations are often spent
on projects," Mavis White laughs. "Last
year's trip to the Soviet Union, and the one
the year before to Barbados."
She explains, "Bob's very intense about his
job. It sounds old-fashioned, but he works
hard."
THE MILFORD CABINET, A NEW
HAMPSHffiE WEEKLY

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, the weekly newspaper is the life blood of many
a rural community and is as American as
apple pie.
Today's weeklies are more sophisticated than a few years ago when a country
editor took for granted that he would
write the news, sell the ads, lay out the
newspaper, run the press, and even deliver door to door if necessary.
.
New mechanical processes now have
eliminated much of the drudgery of
weekly newspaper publishing.
But it still is hard work.
In the tradition of our most famous
country editor, William Allen White,
weekly newspaper editors continue today to write some of the most informative and thought provoking editorial and
news copy in America.
Thus, the State of New Hampshire
takes justifiable pride that one of its
many excellent weekly newspapers, the
Milford Cabinet, and its longtime editor
and publisher, William B. Rotch, have

been featured in a fine article, "The
News From Milford," which appeared in
the Saturday Review of Literature of
January 9, 1971.
CXVII--527-Part 7
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ments, social announcements, editorials, letters to the editor, and news from neighboring communities covered by the Cabinet's
part-time correspondents, most of them
housewives.
The lead story in another issue was placed
under a five-column headline: Old Homes
in Milford and Barretto Granite Corp To Be
Viewed Saturday. The off-lead story at the
left of the page confirmed a rumor that a
dress manufacturer is interested in locating in Milford, which is having its troubles
finding new industry. Of the articles below
the fold, one revealed an environmental lecture series sponsored by the League of Women Voters, and another detailed a Chamber
of Commerce warning about home canvassing by salesmen without police permits. The
page also contadned a feature story about a
trained German shepherd dog who found a
THE NEWS FROM MILFORD
lost, two-year-old boy.
(By M. L. Stein)
Most of the stories are crisply written,
Union Square in Milford, New Hampshire, although several of the "meeting" items lead
population 4,863, is actually an oval. The off with nothing more than time, place, and
grassy plot with its faded, gingerbread band- the presiding officer. The paper's makeup is
stand splits the tiny business district and clean and well-balanced with liberal use of
serves as a convenient reference point when pictures. The ear at the top left of the page
one gives directions to strangers. "Take a carries New Hampshire's motto "Live Free
right at the oval and it'll bring you to Route or Die," and the one on the right proclaims
Thirteen."
that the Cabinet has been "Serving SouMilfordi tes are proud of the landmark, began Valley Towns over 168 Years."
believing that it gives their community a
For the past twenty of those years, the
distinctive, New England charm while pro- Cabinet's editor and publisher has been Wilviding for an orderly flow of traffic. All ve- liam B. Rotch (prounouced "Roach"), a
hicles must go around the oval to get almost fifty-five-year-old Dartmouth graduate and
anywhere in the Milford area.
World War II destroyer officer, who takes
If the town has another distinctive feaseriously the fact that the paper has been
ture, it is the Milford Cabinet, a weekly in his family since 1809. He bought it from
newspaper that has been published con- his late father, Arthur, who, with New Engtinuously since 1802 and is as much of a land frugality, sold it to him on .t he basis
conversation piece as Union Square, although of a small down payment and a bank note
not as universally revered. Yet, even those for the balance. William, a trim, reserved
who do not always agree with the Cabinet's man who looks much younger than his years,
outspoken editorials readily admit that they readily admits that he has adopted his facouldn't get along without the paper and ther's parsimonious habits in running the
wouldn't want to try. In an age of Telstar paper. While many other weeklies are switchand other high-speed communication tech- ing to pho·t o-offset printing, the Oabinet, an
nology, the newspaper is for Milford residents eight-column broadsheet, is still turned out
a familiar, reassuring presence in a fast- on an aging flat-bed cylinder press, which
moving, frightening world. Milford is only Rotch is in no hurry to replace despite the
fifty miles from Boston, yet, for most of paper's solvency. The paper is housed in a
the inhabitants, there is a cultural isolation red-brick former schoolhouse built in 1853.
of far greater distance.
Most of the two-story structure right off
But if the Cabinet is any indication, rural Union Squa~e is given over to the mechaniAmerica is not much concerned about being cal departments, leaving only a tiny space
out of the mainstream. When the paper comes for tme ed1torial and advertising offices. The
out on Thursday, most of its subscribers can't paper has a circulation of 4,872 in eight
wait to get at it. "I couldn't get along with- communities with a total population of
out it," said a matronly waitress at the Mile- 12,717.
Away Restaurant. "And when I'm away, I
The Cabinet is a typical weekly in that
really miss it." She recalled that her Rotch puts it out with a small staff, relying
eighteen-year-old son, who had scoffed at largely on stringers and handouts for local
the Cabinet's country style, asked her to send items and pictures. His only two editorial
him the paper regularly a few weeks after he assistants are Margaret Doyle, a part-time
had moved to Denver.
reporter, and his wife, Patty, who shoots
What is the news from l.l.filford that the news pictures with a 35 mm Leica when she
readers of the sixteen-page weekly find so isn't managing her home, overseeing a Girl
interesting? The page-one lead story of a Scout troop, and doing other volunteer work.
recent issue concerned a $7,500 fund drive Ratch's brother-in-law, William Ferguson, a
for the Souhegan Community Nursing As- Milford insurance broker, writes a regular
sociation. Other page-one items included column: The Rambling Reporter. Two office
coverage of the Red Cross Bloodmobile's im- clerks, Mrs. Loretta Aveni and Mrs. Beatrice
pending arrival in Milford, a local reception Sargent, help out with proofreading. The
for Governor Walter Peterson, a school board weekly also has a superintendent, Leo P.
meeting in the nearby town of Wilton, an Sarceno, an advertising manager, Harold F.
upcoming Great Books discussion, minor Burgess, and five printers in the backshop,
construction bids accepted by the Board of where a substantial job printling business is
Selectmen, the beginning of Brownie troop also carried on.
meetings, and a rugby exhibition game, along
It is only when one examines the Cabinet's
with a three-column report on Fire Preven- editorial page and gets to know more about
tion Week.
Bill Rotch that one becomes aware that the
The inside pages were taken up with newspaper is anything but typical. The edistories about a Grange meeting, returning torials are lively, often controversial, and
servicemen, a women's club tour of old range in subject matter from Milford potNew England homes, a lecture by an in- holes to the invasion of Cambodia ("We
terior decorator from Manchester, Girl Scout think it entirely likely that the President
m.eetings, a car-school bus collision (minor may have made a tragic error"). Rotch also
injuries suffered by the auto driver), a new has deplored the Kent State killings, critclass on safety fer hunters, a Conference for icized the government's dumping of nerve
Racial Understa!lding sponsored by the First !2"as off the Babamas, praised the musical
Unitarian Society, and, of course, advertise- Hair, urged a truth-in-packaging law, and
The author, Mr. M. L. Stein, chairman
of the Department of Journalism at
New York University, shows a refreshing
understanding of rural America and of
the responsibilities and problems which
confront country newspapers. He pays
tribute-and properly so-to Bill Rotch
as an editor of typically forthright New
England opinion coupled with heart,
grace, and humor.
Mr. President, I ask unaminous consent that "The News from Milford" be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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taken the Chiang Kai-shek government to
task for jailing two Chinese publishers for
print ing "subversive material" in their newspaper in the Ph111ppines. Sometimes the editorials are in reply to one of the many letters
to the editor. To a reader who wondered why
the Cabinet did not print a column of advice for teen-agers, Rotch replied editorially:
"While the editor thoroughly enjoys telling other people what to do, he really does
not expect them to take his advice, and when
it comes to teen-age problems, he feels completely incompetent to offer useful suggestions . . . . Nor can we see much appeal in
just another column advising girls of thirteen whet her or not to let their boyfriends
kiss them goodnight, and what to do 1f
mother discovers the diary ...."
Besides writing all the editorials, Rotch
also turns out a letter from the editor column, a medley of folksiness and observations
on everything from New Hampshire politics
to turbot, a kind of flounder. In one column,
he lampooned luncheon speakers who, at the
close of their address, advise their listeners,
including reporters, that their remarks are off
the record. Among those Rotch scored for the
practice was Harvard President Nathan Pusey.
In another "Letter," the editor defended
long-haired youngsters, asserting that he had
hired three of them over the summer "and
everything worked out just fine." The column also gives Rotch the opportunity to take
potshots at some of his favorite targets, including William Loeb, president and editor
of the stridently right-wing Manchester
Union Leader.
Bill Rotch's brand of liberal Republicanism is dispensed in a deeply conservative
farming community. The town's early Yankee
stock is mingled with descendants of Italians
and Finns who immigrated there after the
turn of the century to work in the granite
quarries. For many years, Milford was also
suppol'ted by woodworking factories, which
died off during the past decade. Currently,
Milford's principal employers are a sprinkling
of small plants making machine tools, castings, and other metal products. The politics
of many citizens are entwined with taxes and
other state and local economic matters. When
residents discuss issues beyond their primary
concern of making a living, they usually
lean considerably to the right, a fact reflected in a number of letters to the Cabinet
editor. Domestic communism and other leftwing manifestations are deemed serious
threats by several of these writers. One such
missive was an open letter to Postmaster
General Winton M. Blount that asked: "Why
do you allow the communist-controlled
United Nations to sell their anti-religious
cards in our post offices during Christmas
time when anybody at any time may purchase them in any communist bookstore during the rest of the year?"
Rotch freely prints virtually all letters, including those from members of Milford's
small but active John Birch Society, an or·
ganlzation whose beliefs are several lightyears away from his own. As he sat in his
cramped office leafing through his mail,
Rotch recently explained to a caller: "They
[the letter writers) are sincere, even when
they are very mistaken in my opinion. They
have a right to be heard." The publisher
recalled a Bircher who came into his office
with a wildly right-wing tract, saying,
"Please read this, Bill and tell me if I'm
wrong."
"What can I say to a person like that?"
Rotch asked. "He's trying to find answers."
Actually, the editor says a great deal to his
fellow townsmen in his editorials, the m ain
objectives Of which are to inform and to influence. "People can get their information
Sit the hairdresser or the barbershop, but we
can probably do a better job," he declared.
To stay ahead of the barbership as an information source, Rotch spends a lot of his
time chatting with politicians, businessmen,

shoppers, policemen, and others. His reading
includes the Boston, Manchester, and
Nashua newspapers, The Christian Science
Monitor, The Atlantic, Time, Newsweek, and
a number of other publications. The walls
of the Rotches' comfortable, 100-year-old
home ("It's not really old enough to be in·
teresting," he told a visitor) are lined with
hundreds of books. Rotch and his wife,
Patty, a Smith graduate with an advanced
degree in social work, belong to the New
Hampshire World Affairs Council and have
traveled widely in the United States and
abroad. In Milford, they have played hosts
to dozens of foreign visitors, New Hampshire politicos, and sundry other persons, including groups of youths bicycling through
New England. There is nothing folksy about
Rotch in social circum&tances. He serves good
French wine to his guests and displays an
urbane, sometimes barbed wit. When he invited a recent visitor from New York to his
home, he added, "We'll light a fire and roast
apples or chestnuts, or whatever it is you
New Yorkers think that New Englanders do
on winter evenings."
If the Rotches are not part of the Milford
power structure, they're certainly members
of the Establishment. Bill Rotch serves on
the Souhegan National Bank's l:>oard of directors, is active in Dartmout alumni activities, and was appointed to Governor Peterson's Citizens Task Force on New Hampshire
Problems. Patty, whose grandfather was Governor of the state, is a former chairman of
the Milford School Board. Both Rotch and
his wife are natives of Milford.
But at the Cabinet Rotch is 100 per cent
country editor, roll-up sleeves and all. He
gets to work at 8 a.m. and first sorts out his
mail, tossing much of it in the wastebasket.
"Part of being a small-town editor is knowing what mail to throw away," he observed.
Then he usually spends two to three hours
writing stories and headlines, making up the
next issue and setting type in the composing
room, where he chats easily with the linotype operators William Barrett, Paul Duff,
and Elmer W. Peacock.
Some mornings are different from others.
The Cabinet's routine was broken recently
when one of the job printers go his finger
caught in a press and was rushed to the hospital. The printing order had to be farmed
out to another press in a nearby town. And
when Rotch opened one letter from a stringer, expecting to find her copy, he discovered
instead a note that read: "I'm sorry but
there will be no news today. Usually, I put a
cardboard box over the radiator of my car
so it will keep warm during the night. But
last Monday I forgot, and in the morning I
could not get the car started so I couldn't
collect any items. I'll do better next time."
A dispute over a classified ad also caused
some disruption. The ad offered "two loose
skis" · for sale, but the elderly lady who
placed it indignantly insisted to Rotch that
she had been misunderstood on the telephone. "What I told your girl was that I
was selling two Toulouse geese, not skis,"
the customer went on. The ad taker was just
as sure that the woman had said "skis." The
editor resolved the matter by driving over
to the woman's house and buying the geese.
"Now don't you go and have them killed,"
she called after Rotch as he was driving
away, the geese flopping around in the raar
of h is station wa gon.
Visitors some of them n ews sources, dr op
in frequently. The local conservat ion officer
came by one day and asked R:)tch if he
would run another story abou t "telling p :::::ple not to let their dogs chase deer arol:D.d
town." The official suggested that the Cabinet
use the same story it pubUshed last year on
the m atter.
"Nothing new on it?" Rotch wondered.
"Nah," the other replied "it's the same old
thing. Last night, for instance, a bunch of
dogs chased a deer across t he (Souhegan)
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river and the animal got stuck in the ice.
The boys in the firehouse found him this
morning, frozen stiff and st anding up, so
they're gonna have venison t onight." Rotch
impassively took notes a n d assured t he officer there would be a story.
Another caller was the manager of a new
Milford plant that will produ ce plastic drinking cups. Rotch, a strong environmentalist,
asked the man if the fact ory's process would
cause any pollution and was a-ssured it
would not. You folks will see a lot of white
smoke coming out of the stacks, but it will
be pure steam," the manager explained. He
was followed by George "Bu st er" Brown, a
high school student who brought in copy for
"The Oracle," a special page of high school
news the Cabinet carries each week. A few
minutes later Rotch winced as he looked at
an out-of-focus wedding snapshot delivered
by a relative of the couple. The photo was
not usable.
Around 10:30, Bill Rotch knocked off for a
coffee break at the Sandwich Shop, where he
usually meets Hugo E. Trentini, board chairman of the Souhegan National Bank; his
brother-in-law, Bill Ferguson; Melvin Reever, another insurance agent; and other businessmen. They fiip coins for the coffee before
discussing the news around town. Often
Rotch picks up an item or two at these sessions, some of them handouts on the club
activities of the wives of his fellow coffee
klatchers. On the way back to his office, the
editor often stops at the police station for a
news check.
Rotch is not a crusading editor in the
sense of forceful, investigatory reporting. He
attends few town meetings, depending mainly on the mimeographed advance agenda,
whi~h he fills in with phone calls to selectmen, clerks, spectators, and others. He noted
that some meetings ran for five or six hours,
much too long for the time he has to spare
to them. Nor does the Cabinet feature any
expose-type stories. Rotch, in fact, shuns
any kind of sensationalism, a case in point
being the return of Linda Kasablan, the
principal witness in the Charles Manson
murder trial, to her hometown of Milford.
While out-of-town newsmen were fanning
over the community getting material on the
girl, Rotch all but ignored the story and
didn't even attempt to get an interview with
her. He acknowledged her arrival with a
straight story that began:
"A Milford mother and her two children
returned to her family home in Milford last
week, after she was granted immunity following lengthy testimony in a California
trial of defendants charged with a series of
murders including that of actress Sharon
Tate."
Editorially, he termed the media's Interest
in Miss Kasabian "brutal and aggressive
journalism."
Rotch's aggressiveness is vented in his
plainly written editorials that leave no doubt
where he stands on anything. He has the
knack of putting such complex local issues
as t axes and schools in to understandable
language--albeit adding his own ideas on
what is the best course for the community.
During elections, Rotch generally supports
Republican candidates, but through all his
editorials there is a basic fairness and decency
in assessing men and issues.
F:>: a number of readers, the editorials are
welcom e gui delines for voting and other act ions. F.:Jr others, especially those who disagree wi t h Rotch, they are irritating. Some
persons, while lauding the Cabinet's news
coverage, confuse the editorials with news
items. They feel that the editor is biased, or,
as one woman put it, "Mr. Rotch twists everyt h ing his own way." One of Rotch's less than
enthusiastic readers is Selectman Louis
Kr egos, who often seems to take the editorials as a personal affront. "You can be sure
that Rotch always has the last word," he has
complained. "Pr inter's ink is poison." How-
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ever, Charles Sullivan, chairman of the
Board of Selectmen, professes a high regard
for Rotch. "We differ on politics, but the
town gets thorough coverage in the Cabinet,"
he has said. Kregos's peevishness may be related to one of Rotch's editorials in which
he recommended a professional town manager. "Three part-time selectmen, no matter
how well intentioned, simply cannot do the
job in a growing town the size of Milford,"
the editor argued. "It is curious and frightening that in a country noted for the efficiency of its industrial management, municipal management so often is lacking."
Rotch's independence has earned him a
statewide reputation-as well as a local one-for rejecting sacred cows. When his wife was
cited by police for not having an up-to-date
safety sticker on her car, her name went into
the paper with other offenders. "That was
one of the best things that can happen to a
country editor," he explained with a trace of
a smile. "Now when anyone comes in and
complains about getting bad publicity, I just
pull the story about Patty and show him."
Rotch's formula has produced a profitable
and sprightly newspaper. While many weeklies are struggling along on a marginal or
losing basis, the Cabinet is solidly in the
black. Its pages are crammed with advertising, a big chunk of it from three supermarkets. The ad revenue alone last year was
$106,749; job printing accounted for $85,312,
and subscriptions, $25,458. The Rotches live
comfortably on the salary he pays himself,
and, as sole owner of the corporation, he can
draw from the profits or investments if he
needs more. They have three grown children
and a fifteen-year-old son, John, who attends
prep school.
But it isn't the money that has persuaded
Bill Rotch to stay in Milford. He feels he has
a good life and a useful one. Milford may be
conservative, but its people are generally
friendly and tolerant of other points of view.
Drivers stop their cars to let pedestrians cross
the street, and strangers are received kindly.
When Bill Rotch feels that the frustrations of a country editor are too much, he
pulls out a letter he got from a staunch Tory
who "disagrees with me about one hundred
per cent of the time." The man wrote:
"Dear Mr. Editor: I will send a check for
renewal next week. I would not be without
the Cabinet, as I have grown to like it. Interested in why? Because you appear to be
an honest man printing a decent paper and
are not afraid to add your comments which
make sense. You are willing to sound off
when you think you are right."

PHIL NESBITT: A COMEBACK FROM
ADVERSITY
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, courage
in the face of adversity is a trait long
admired by Americans. I invite attention
to Phil Nesbitt, a brilliant electronics
engineer, who suffered severe brain damage in a freak accident. The accident was
a professional disaster for Mr. Nesbitt.
But he has come back. Unable to work
as an engineer, he has established a
Hobby Swap bhop in Rockville, Md., providing a needed service for hobbyists
seeking to recoup their investment in
activities they have tired of and seek a
new hobby when they have a change of
heart.
The Sunday Star recently reported on

the success of Mr. Nesbitt's venture and
his personal success in demonstrating, in
spite of his handicap, the ability to be
constffictive and independent. I ask

unanimous consent that the Star's report
be printed in the RECORD.

The idea lit up his darkly brooding mind
There being no objection, the article
a lamp. There must be dozens, maybe
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, like
thousands, of people around who'd want to
as follows:
swap one tool or hobby for another.
TUNING OUT, IN ON HoBBY

(By Diana McLellan)
You've tuned out on hi-fl, but you could
be persuaded to fly high. Photography is
out of your hobby picture, but you might
set your sights on astronomy. Weightlifting
has lost its pull on your husband's heartstrings and unstrung his hamstring-but he
might go for a snowmobile.
Needed: Hobby Swap Shop. A center where
hobbyists can recoup their investments and
replace their hobbies when they ·have a
change of heart.
The man with that idea, Phil Nesbitt, is
finding double-barreled success. He's not only
building a business, he's making a new life
for himself and other handicapped people.
"This is my second chance at the gold
ring," he says, looking around at the
shelves of his new Hobby Swap Shop in
Rockville, Md. On every side, ham and antique radios, telescopes, musical instruments,
easels, cameras-even a video recorderawait new worshippers at their avocational
shrines.
Customers come to Phil not with cash
in pocket, but with an old hobby heavy on
their hands and the light of a new one
glinting in their eyes.
A little over a year ago Phil was an electronic engineer. A former colleague described
him as "Brilliant. The kind of guy who works
out square roots and does eight-digit long
division in his head for amusement."
Th&t changed on an ill-fated bus ride.
After a successful business trip in London,
Phil was heading back to Heathrow airport
on a double-decker bus !or the flight home.
Up three steps-then his foot Slipped. Crack.
His head struck a step. He was, in pain, but
not stunned. On the flight back he collapsed.
THEN SURGERY

Friends and his Wife Maryan-"the best
thing that ever happened to me," he says of
the slender, blue-eyed woman who now keeps
his business books for him-were delighted
with his enthusiasm after his long night of
despair. They rallied round with ideas, suggestions, offers, hobbies.
HUMAN NATURE

"You know, I'd been out there in that old
chase-a-buck world. And to be honest, I
don't have much to say for human nature.
But this-" gesturing at his pate-"this has
been a refresher course for me in human
kindness. The sheer goodness of people."
Busy
men-businessmen-volunteered
their time to help out and appraise.
"Ma.ryan wrote to some civic associations
to tell about the Swap Shop, and responses
poured in. We even gained an advisory board
to handle the things I can't-two ministers,
a Rabbi, doctors, lawyers-wonderful, wonderful people."
Phil decided not to be alone on the receiving end.
"I have to take a medicine like the one
epileptics take. So I began finding out a lot
about the disease. There are about 7,500
epileptics in the Washington area-and they
have a hard time getting jobs, even though
it's controllable these days. So the two people
who work here were hired through the epilepsy foundation."
He explains how his Hobby Swap Shop
works:
"You bring in your hobby thing-if you
can carry it, that is. If it's something like
an airplane, which we have, or 800 pounds
of commercial laundry detergent, which we
also have, although that's not strictly speaking a hobby-we go see it, and take a picture for the catalog. You tell us the minimum
value you'd consider accepting for it in trade.
We give you a receipt, and then we have it
appraised. We call you with the appraised
value and at that point you can say okay, go
ahead and swap, or you can take it back.
"The charge to you is 20 percent of the
appraised value--that pays the fellers' salaries here. But you get a swap voucher for
one hundred percent of the object's value-so you don't lose a penny.
"If we don't have what you want, you write
it on a card and we try to find it for you.
"Some of the best swaps are spontaneous,
though," he relates. "One woman brought in
an antique harp and walked out with a complete set of artists' supplies-easel, paints,
brushes. A hour later, another woman came
in and said she had to have that harp. She
came back with a whole station-wagon full
of stuff including that zig-zag sewing machine you see there.
"We don't have a truck to pick things
up," he adds apologetically, "if we ever get
one, there's a feller in a wheel chair who's
an electronics whiz. I'd like to pick up everyday to work here."

For three weeks, Phil lay unconscious, his
pulse flickering out occasionally. Elaborate
brain surgery finally brought back consciousness-but a different consciousness.
"When anybody fools around with your
gray matter, you just gotta take what
comes," he says, his brown eyes gentle behind their horn-rimmed spectacles.
What came to Phil Nesbitt was, professionally, tragedy.
"I can hardly add a column of figures now.
That part is gone."
His voice has no edge of self-pity. It's a soft
voice. In more fortunate days, you probably
heard it in your home--he was both an engineer and a performer on several radio stations in Baltimore and Washington. He even
owned one station-WHFS.
At one time, he had his own company
which supplied various government agencies
with electronic equipment.
"He was an electronics engineer of tremendous imagina.tion and knowledge. I'd
say he contributed considerably to the betterment of naval communications around the
MOSTLY ELECTRONIC
world in the post World War l l period," says
retired assistant head of Naval CommunicaThanks to old friends from radioland who
tions Systems, Capt. George Dixon.
helped get the Swap Shop off the ground,
Nelson Funk, who runs Radel Audio Serv- much of the up-for-swaps merchandise is
ices here, says "the guy was an electronics electronic: Such items as a 7-channel sound
genius."
mixer (swap valued at $85), amplifiers,
The false step on the bus wiped out not speakers and so on, should bring rock-band
only his mathematical abillty, but every cent teens in droves. The old pump-organ, the
guitars, and the electric organ kit still in
of his savings. And most of his hope.
"I just vegetated. I felt useless, hopeless. I its box should attract more sedate swappers.
A bright chrome meat grinder (swap
couldn't do what I'd been trained to do any
value: $18) and a many-cup punchbowl ($1)
more.
"Then, last Thanksgiving day, I was mop- he explains, "Are for people whose hobby is
ing about in our basement, looking at an en terta.ining."
The native Baltimorean-he was a schoolelectric saw I couldn't use any more. I
needed a. sander for some work around the mate of Spiro T. Agnew as a boy-believes
bouse. It occurred to me that it would be the Swap Shop v.rill find its most fervent fans
great if I could work a swap with somebody- among wives whose words "clear out the
attic, basement, garage" are the weekend
even trade. And then the idea. struck."
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leitmotif. Now that husbands have somewhere to take the stuff-to 76 Halpine Court,
behind the Congressional Shopping Center in
Rockville-and even the prospect of a fair
swap in sight, he believes those long-postponed chores Will soon be history.
"But for the people here, the best part is
that this Swap Shop fills a very basic human
need: The need to be constructive and independent. And the chance to be a success,
in spite of a handicap."

SUPPORT FOR REVENUE SHARING
Mr. BEALL. Mayor Richard G. Lugar,
of Indianapolis, who is also president
of the National League of Cities, recently
sent to me a letter and enclosed a resolution adopted by the National League
of Cities and the National Association
of Counties in support of President
Nixon's revenue sharing proposal.
I was very much pleased to note that
Mayor Tuchtan, of Rockville, Md., who
is president of the Maryland Municipal
League, introduced the resolution, which
was seconded by Mrs. Gladys Spellman,
the county official from Prince Georges
County and also vice president of the
National Association of Counties. It is
my understanding that the resolution
received unanimous support.
I ask unanimous consent that the resolution and the speech by Mayor Lugar
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RESOLUTION

Whereas, the National League of Cities and
the National Association of Counties have
supported the concept of revem.:e sharing
for more than five years; and
Whereas, Revenue Sharing provides a distribution of power and resourcen that will
strengthen the Federal system and lead to a
revitalization of state and local governments; and
Whereas, the fiscal plight of local governments of all sizes has grown more acute and
is beyond the capacity of local governments
to solve without assistance from the Federal
government, and
Whereas, the local and state governments
worked closely with the Administration in
the development of a new general revenue
sharing proposal which the President has·
adopted and forwarded to COngress for action:
Now therefore be it resolved that those
members of the National League of Cities
and the National Association of Counties
meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana, February
19, 1971, reaffirm their long-standing commitments to general revenue sharing, commend President Nixon for his leadership in
offering this vital and long overdue proposal and call upon the continuation of bipartisan efforts in the Congress to immediately enact the $5 billion general revenue
sharing measure.
REVENUE SHARING, A REDRESSING OF
AMERICAN FEDERALISM

(By Richard G. Lugar)
Vice President Agnew, and fellow governmental officials: Despite assurances that 77
per cent of the American people favor revenue
sharing, including 42 Governors at latest
count and a prohibitive majority of state
legislators, county officials, and municipal
officers, it is widely predicted that revenue
sharing will not enjoy legislative life during
the current session of the United States
Congress. This pessimistic assessment is not
based on closely guarded rumors but rather
on several conspicuous and widely reported

speeches delivered by Congressman Wilbur D.
Mills, Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee. In a bipartisan spirit of
opposition Congressman Mills has been
joined by Congressman John Byrnes, the
ranking Republican member on the House
Ways and Means Committee.
They have raised questions such as: 1)
What revenue does the Federal government
have to share? 2) Why should those who
spend the money not have the responsibility
of raising it? 3) Will proposed revenue sharing distributions injure certain states and
cities by disrupting current grant-in-aid
programs, ignoring severe needs of unusually
hard-pressed situations, and failing to meet
national objectives which the Congress has
stated on numerous occasions through legislation? 4) Is not the performance level at
the state and local level a most uneven prospect and worse still, what assurances does
the federal taxpayer have under revenue
sharing that his monies Will not be squandered, used for racial discrimination, stolen
by venal local politicians, or used by ambitious political rivals of Federal officials to
strengthen partisan or personal political
machinery?
A few news analysts have concluded in the
month following President Nixon's State of
the Union Message that the questions raised
promptly by Congressman Mills and others
are "devastating" and that those of us gathered here in Indianapolis today for a strategy
conference on revenue sharing are discussing
an academic issue whose time has come and
gone within a relatively brief month.
A cursory reading of the national press
indicates that many Congressmen who extol
the virtues of grass roots government enjoy
the pleasures of grass roots spending patronage even more and are prepared to protect
each and every one of 435 categorical grantin-aid programs against tampering by consolidation, simplification, or even further discussion if such can be discouraged.
Other journalists find the immediate debate intriguing and the role of Congressman
Mills and a majority of the House Ways and
Means Oommittee flexible. Two broad courses
of action are suggested as methods of achieving sounder state and local budgets without
adopting a revenue sharing plan.
First of all, larger bloc grants of revenues
to state governments might be employed with
relatively few strings attached. In this manner, broad objectives of Congress in health,
education, welfare, environmental issues,
transportation, and other pursuits Inight be
met without giving up all ties to the money.
In summary, President Nixon would be
granted a more flexible federal mechanism
and local governments while failing to enjoy the promised land of "no strings attached" money might find appeal in more
abundant monies only a few stages removed
from local control.
Secondly, a few political observers have
suggested that Congressman Mills and others
ought to outflank the President's alleged
political strategy by coming forward With
plans for complete Federal assumption of
public welfare payments, an objective which
would relieve much state and local financial
anxiety, rationalize a current nightmare of
regulation and misapplication, and recapture
a Federal role of responsibility without surrendering any other roles and privileges.
I have reviewed a portion of current discussion about revenue sharing because so
much water has gone over the dam since
President Nixon's most recent revenue sharing proposals that the simple bald assertions
of the past are no longer persuasive. That
state and local governments are suffering
budgetary problems of severe national consequences and that state and local governments know best how to spend scarce tax
dollars, these arguments are self-evident to
most Americans. Eventually, the stark simplicity of these arguments may prevail. In
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the meanwhile, let us spar a few rounds in
the in-fighting which will precede an honest
coming to grips with revenue sharing legislation.
Federalism in the United States of America involves intergovernmental cooperation
among all levels of government if it is to
work. It is not an easy process to fine-tune
all of the elements nor is it an easy task
to provide service to 206 million Americans
under thousands of diverse geographical and
historical circumstances. We approach the
prospects with perpetual confidence because we see government in this country as
one whole cloth. If, in fact, we are a people
determined to be divided into different levels of government, determined to stand on
the proposition that Federal government is
essentially of a different character than state
government, and that local governments are
essentially different and antagonistic to both
of the above, we are not only dealing in a
dangerous fiction, but governmental quality
and diversity will suffer grievously in the
years ahead.
Let me state the proposition in uninistakable language. A few COngressmen are operating under the illusion that Congress can
establish national priorities, pass laws to alleviate discovered needs, raise revenues and
appropriate monies to meet these needs,
formulate organizational structures to implement the spending, review the results by
conducting public hearings and reading reports from the field, and thus respond to the
national will and achieve the public good.
In truth, the Congress of the United
States, as a body, reacts very sluggishly, if at
all, to current needs in the country, indulges
in considerable individual oratorical efforts
to dramatize sensitivity, occasionally passes
laws which are well meant but clumsy responses to a myriad of local situations, does
raise revenue but appropriates funds in a
rather hap-hazard and ill-timed manner to
meet already fuzzy legislative mandates,
conceives implementation which is frequently so wide of the mark as to render
hapless whatever idealism the legislation
contained, and then listens to reviews of
what happened which bear only a possible
relationship to the truth because the realities of what occurred are unknown to Federal officials at any level for many months
and even years after the fact.
This is not an overdrawn summary. It is
stated so badly because COngress will need
to make a fundamental decision in the revenue sharing debate. Either State and local
governments are a part of the Federal system
of government or the Congress had best employ tens of thousands of new functionaries
to monitor what actually does occur in the
American Federal system. For the moment,
State and local governments stand between
the Congress and sheer anarchy.
While Congressmen ponder over the potential quality of local governmental officials,
the nation observes a Congress long overdue
for fundamental internal reform and the
Executive branch of government crying out
for the radical surgery which the President
recommended in his State of the Union address and which many Congressmen dismissed as unrealistic and Utopian thinking.
If the current system of COngressional
speech-making, legislation, taxing and spending had worked, with a reasonable degree of
success, the current pressures for revenue
sharing would be much less intense. In fact,
however, the domestic problems of the United
States have become much more grim while
Congress passed more and more bills and
parcelled out more and more billions of dollars, most of them unknown in quantity or
form to State and local administrators who
became reluctant bystanders in this bizarre
process. Congress has created far too many
ill-defined, unintelligible, and ineffective political mechanisms which are UI-coordinated
and in many cases, contradictory in impact.
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Congress can literally get by with sucn shoddy
results because it is, in reality, very seldom
accountable for any expenditures or results,
insulated from the every day cares of actual
face-to-face confrontation with ordinary
citizens, and divided into tens of tiny duchies
serving very narrow interests at the expense
of the general public as a whole.
In August of 1970, the Report of the Presldent's Task Force on Model Cities was published and under the guidance of Professor
Edward C. Banfield, Chairman, addressed
itself to the questions I have been discussing
generally. The report commenced by saying,
"In recent years the federal government has
taken many important steps in the direction
of supporting the cities in their efforts to
provide more and better services. The creation
since 1960 of two new departments concerned
mainly with urban affairs (housing and
transportation) and of the Council for Urban
Affairs are examples of this greater r.upport
as is the increase in federal aid to urban
areas from $3.9 billion in 1961 to $10.3 billion
in 1968. There is little doubt that when the
Vietnam War ends the federal contribution to
local government revenues will rise sharply
again. Some expect it to double almost im~
mediately.
"Unfortunately these efforts have not produced the results that were hoped for in
the places where conditions are worst, especially the inner parts of the older and larger
cities. One reason for this is that the really
big federal outlay&--for subsidized mortgages, highway construction, hospital construction, and aid to elementary and secondary schools-have gone mainly to the
suburban fringes, where most of the growth
has been taking place, and to rural areas.
The central cities have not had anywhere
near as large a share of federal expenditures
and tax subsidies as is generally supposed.
Another reason why the money has produced disappointing results is that almost
every dollar of it has had a thousand strings
attached to it. There are about 400 federal
grant-in-aid programs, each with its own set
of rules and regulations, some stationary and
some administrative, often very detailed.
Because a city receiving a grant can use the
money (as well ru;:; whatever matching money
it may put up) only for the purposes and in
the manner specified by these rules and
regulations, a great deal of waste and frustration results. Cities commonly find themselves able to get federal money that they can
spend only for things that are relatively
low on their list of priorities (highways and
urban renewal projects, say) and at the
same time unable to get money that they
can spend for the things that they consider
most urgent (hiring more teachers and policemen and paying them better salaries,
say) . Everyone knows of instances of which
a city has done things with federal money
that it would not have done with its own
simply because otherWise the federal money
would be "lost." Everyone knows, too, of instances which a city was unable to do something that should have been done simply because the 400-odd "categorical" programs
did not authorize the doing of that particular thing.
"Federal laws and regulations not only
restrict the purposes for which money can
be spent: they also prescribe how the cities
are to organize and manage their programs.
In this manner city governments are prevented from using the full strength of their
local styles and capacities in the cre.a tion
of organizational forms and procedures.
They are rendered incapable of dealing effectively with problems that in the opinion of
a Washington official (but not necessarily in
fact) fall in the space between catgorical
programs, and they are made objects of distrust by citizens who see that they are serving the interest of others (those eligible for
something that is federally supported) at

their expense. We believe that if mayors and
other local elected officials did not have to
play second-, third-, or fourth-fiddle to so
many federal officials they could do a much
better job of managing the conflict that is so
characteristic and important feature of
American city life.
"The jungle-growth of aid programs is
formidable. The planners of the model cities
agency of Cambridge, Massachusetts, for example, have identified 134 federal and 17
state programs that they think might contribute to their model cities program. They
must make separate applications to each
program; if they should receivP. aid from all,
they will have to follow 153 different sets of
rules and regulations, most of them very
detailed.
"It would be easy to blame these developments on arrogant bureaucrats and the almost universal tendency of bureaus to aggrandize themselves. These are indeed important factors in the situation. But it must
be remembered that it is Congress which
attaches the largest and most important of
the strings to the federal dollars. Some of
these it attaches at the behest of special
interests. Others it attaches in an effort to
assert what may be called a national will
or purpose. Most of the rules and regulations made by executive agencies are justified by them on the grounds that they are
responsible for seeing to it that the money
is spent as Congress intends.
"This is the way the American system of
governent works, and we do not think that
it is either possible or desirable to change it
in its esEentials. We would note, however,
that as a rule Congressional purposes are
stated in very general terms. Agency heads,
in prescribing the detailed regulations by
which these purposes are to be given content in particular circumstances, necessarily
rely heavily on their own more or less arbitrary judgments. There is no reason to suppose that their judgments about what is
or is not implied by a statement of Congressional intent is necessarily sounder that
the somewhat different judgments that might
be made by other persons-local government
officials, for example. To be sure, the agency
heads are under the discipline of knoWing
that they may be called publicly to account
before a Congressional committee if they
make determinations that are clearly inconsistent with the spirit, not to mention
the letter, of the law. The effect of this
discipline, however, is to incline them to
play it safe by piling on regulations and
then more regulations. They know that
they will not be praised for getting things
done; their problem is to avoid being blamed
for doing things that Congres&--ar rather
certain Congressmen-do not want done,
and the way to avoid blame is to take as
few chances as possible. It is probably safe
to say that timid bureacrats produce more
red tape than arrogant ones.
"We believe that city and state officials are
as capable as federal ones of reading the laws
that Congress passes and of interpreting
them correctly. We believe also that in general they can be trusted to respect the intentions of Congress and this even though
they, unlike the federal officials, do not have
to answer hard questions before Congressional committees. There can be no doubt
that the capacity of local officials to do
these things has been groWing steadily and
that in most parts of the country it is now
fairly high. Looking ten to twenty years
ahead, we feel reasonably confident in predicting further dramatic improvement in the
quality of local government provided that
the Federal government allows it greater
freedom.
"Even if the quality of local government Is
much poorer than we suppose it to be, it 1s
essential, in our opinion, that there be an
immediate and large-scale shift of responsibility from federal to local officials. The
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scale of federal operations in the cities has
suddenly become much too great to be
carried on under the present arrangements.
Now that billions instead of millions are
being appropriated, the system simply will
not work as it used to; Congress and the
federal bureaus cannot possibly regulate and
supervise the details of hundreds of programs operating in thousands of cities. It is
necessary either to give local governments
vastly greater freedom in the use of federal
funds or else in effect to replace them With
a much enlarged federal and state bureuracy.
We have no doubt whatever as to which
alternative is preferable."

NATURAL GAS REGULATION BY
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, natural
gas, the Nation's cleanest source of energy, as a commodity which is in increasingly short supply. This energy source
provides more than 33 percent of the total energy produced in the United States.
Over the past 25 years natural gas has
continued to expand its role as a supplier of national energy requirements.
In 1954, the producers of this vital energy source were included under the regulatory control of the Federal Power
Commission. Since that time natural gas
pricing has increased very little while
consumption has doubled.
The role of the Federal Power Commission in the regulation of natural gas
has been a subject of considerable controversy. It is argued that regulation has
diminished the exploration and development of addition gas reserves to meet the
growing needs of the consumers of this
country. For the small producers of natural gas, producing about 15 percent of
this country's natural gas, regulation by
the FPC has been extremely burdensome.
Those producers have the burden of finding most new gas reserves and the continual decline of proven reserves indicate
that regulation was in fact having an
adverse effect on exploration and development.
On March 18, 1971, the Federal Power
Commission announced that it is acting
to remove small gas products from most
of those impractical and burdensome
controls. It is my opinion that this decision is an important step in the right direction toward solving the national energy crisis by opening the way for rejuvenation of at least one important
segment of the petroleum industry. It is
a decision that is long overdue and I am
optimistic that this decision will cause
an increase in the level of exploration
and development which is presently at
a 25- year low. I would like to commend
the members of the Federal Power Commission for their decision and it is my
hope that this is only a first step in adjusting policies to correct the mistakes
that have been made in the past relating
to pricing of natural gas. Our country
faces for the first time a serious shortage
of energy. Decisions like this one will help
us eliminate this problem. I ask unanimous consent that a portion of the Federal Power Commission decision be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the excerpt

was ordered to be printed in the
as follows:

RECORD,.
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E XCERPT OF ORDER No. 428
Order establishing blanket certificate procedure for small producer sales and providing relief from detailed filing requirements-issued March 18, 1971
The small producers argue that traditionally they have been very aggressive in searching for new gas reserves but that such activity has been greatly curtailed in recent years,
largely because of restrictive regulation. They
further state that their drill1ng efforts often
prove or disprove the presence of gas bearing structures, and that the information
gained is useful to all producers, large and
small, in their search for new gas supplies.
Because of uncertainties in regulated prices,
they claim that discontinuation of regulation, rather than higher ceiling prices alone,
is necessary to provide the incentive required to encourage a substantial increase
in exploratory drilling.
Opponents of the proposed exemption, on
the other hand, contend that the proposal
will lead to higher natural gas prices for small
producer sales resulting ultimately in higher
consumer rates. They also disagree with the
view that the impact on the consumer will
be minimal. In addition, they question the
Commission's authority to exempt small producers.
We disagree with the argument that the
provisions of Sections 4, 5 and 7 of the Act,
which speak in terms of all sales in interstate
commerce for resale by any natural gas company, are mandatory and leave no room for
administrative judgment and discretion. Mr.
Justice Clark, speaking for the Court in
F.P.C. v. Hunt, 376 U.S. 515 (1964) recommended that the Commission consider procedures for the exemption of small producers. And, in Permian Basin Area Rate Cases,
390 U.S. 747 ( 1968) , the Court, while recognizing that the language of Sections 5 and 7
is without exception or qualification, noted
the power of the Commission under Section
16, for purposes of its rules and regulations,
to "classify persons and matters within its
jurisdiction and prescribe different requirements for different classes of persons or matters."
One of the important Commission responsibil1ties under the Natural Gas Act is to
assure maintenance of an adequate gas supply for the interstate market. By our action
herein, we are taking an important step forward to meet this responsibll1ty. Upon review
of the contentions made by the various parties, we have decided that both existing and
future sales of small producers shall be regulated in the manner hereinafter provided.
Such action should encourage small producers to increase their exploratory efforts
which are so important to the discovery of
new sources of gas. Our purpose in taking
action here is not to increase contract prices,
but to facilitate the entry of the small producer into the interstate market and to stimulate competition among producers to sell
gas in interstate commerce. We seek to assure
the small producer that when he enters into
a new contract for the interstate sale of gas,
the provisions of his contract will not be
subject to change. We also want to relieve
the small producer of the expenses and burdens relating to regulatory matters. Our action should also ease the administrative burdens connected with processing small producer filtngs.
We have reviewed the impact of our action
on 96 pipelines that purchase gas, based on
1969 statistics in Forms 2 and 2-A. This
shows, for example, that Kansas-Nebraska's
purchases !rom small producers amount to
21.63% of its total gas supply including purchases from all producers, pipelines and its
own production. Comparable percentages for
many of the small gather-type pipelines were
quite high. However, many of the major
pipellnes show less than 10%. Others show
no purchases at all from small producers.

The overall weighted average for the 96 companies was 7.54 % (or 10.52 % after eliminating all pipeline to pipeline sales) .1
The action taken here in our view does
not constitute deregulation of sales by small
producers. We will continue to regulate such
sales but will do so at the pipeline level by
reviewing the purchased gas costs of each
pipeline with reapect to small producer sales.
We shall also provide certain other safeguards against unreasonably high small producer prices, as hereinafter discussed, to assure adequate protection for the consumer.

MRS. WILLIAM E. LEE, BETHESDA,
MD., SPECIALIST IN PLANT CULTURE
Mr. MA?.tHAS. Mr. President, we are
a nation of gardeners. Our communities
are justly proud of their public parks and
their private lawns and gardens. And the
millions of growers of house plants add
their touches of green and brightness to
our lives. Typical of the millions of persons who have specialized in a particular
form of plant culture is Mrs. William E.
Lee, of Bethesda, Md., I ask unanimous
consent that an article regarding Mrs.
Lee's success with the art of bonsai,
published in the Washington Sunday
Star of March 14, be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CREATING DWARFS FROM CUTTINGS

(By M. M. Flatley)
Fifteen years ago, Mrs. W11liam E. Lee of
Bethesda returned from a trip to Japan with
t wo maple tree cuttings, one for her son and
one for her daught er.
The son's tree now shadows his house. The
daughter's is still in its original pot, with its
dwarfed trunk trained sideways and its scattered clusters of leaves suggesting cloud formations.
It has been carefully pruned, de-rooted
and re-potted each spring as a first experiment in the age-old Oriental art of Bonsai.
FASCINATING HOBBY

Mrs. Lee's daughter, Mrs. David Nicholson,
has created some 50 Bonsais in the past 15
years. Though she's not sure exactly what
the word itself means, she is fascinated by
the hobby, which she says is a "natural"
for anyone who likes gardening as she does.
She is also somewhat bemused by the
mystique surrounding it. "It's sllly that
they've made it sound so difficult," she says.
To prove her point, Mrs. Nicholson wlll
demonstrate her own simplified, and obviously successful, techniques for creating
Bonsai from almost any shrub with small
leaves (maple, yew, juniper, agalea) at this
year's Landon School Azalea Tour May 1 and
2 from noon to 10 p.m.
COAX INTO SHAPE

The main idea is for the gardener to dwarf
a tree or plant and coax it into an unusual,
attractive shape with the leafy sections following Japanese concepts of design through
pattern clusters.
Basically, Mrs. Nicholson looks for plants
which already have an unusual shape.
Fledglings that have been re-shaped by bulldozers in a construction make excellent
prospects, she says.
When the plants bloom, she clips off about
one-half of the root system with flower
shears, beginning from the tips. Next, she
1 These statistics do not include resales to
pipellnes by large producers of gas purchased
from small producers.
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prunes one-half of the foliage from the top,
studying the limb structure and deciding the
plant's future shape.
To create a new shape, or accent a natural
one, Mrs. Nicholson wires supple limbs
through the summer. Brittle limbs, as on
azaleas, must be shaped through other
means.
The plants are placed on an aluminum
screen inside shallow pots with several drainage holes in the bottom. Mrs. Nicholson
drills her own with a power drill.
WATER DAfi.Y

They require daily watering, limited fertilization, and pruning after blooming. They
are stored in the ground, still in shallow
pots, through the winter, and brought out
for re-potting and display each spring.
Mrs. Nicholson displays hers, with variated
blooming times, on redwood shelves lining
the outside wall of the famlly garage. Bonsai,
she sg,ys, is an excellent gardening technique
for townhouse dwellers and others with limited yard space.

OBSERVANCE OF NATIONAL
BOYS CLUB WEEK
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I invite
the attention of Senators to the fact that
National Boys Club Week began on Sunday, March 28.
A very good editorial on the subject
was published in the March issue of
Arizona Farm Bureau News. I ask unanimous consent that the editorial be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
BOYS CLUB WEEK

Commenting on the tendency of politicians to glorify the common man, former
President Herbert Hoover once said, "Let us
remember that the great human advances
have not been brought about by mediocre
men and women. They were brought about
by distinctly uncommon people . . . It is a
curious fact that when you get sick you
want an uncommon doctor; 1f your car
breaks down you want an uncommonly good
mechanic . . . I have never met a father
and mother who did not want their children
to grow up to be uncommon men and
women. May it always be so. . . . "
These words are inscribed on a plaque
which was presented by the Boys' Clubs of
America to the Vice President of the United
States, Spiro T. Agnew. The Boys' Clubs organization is scheduled to celebrate National Boys' Club week March 28 to April 3.
The purpose of National Boys' Club week is
to promote the cause of juvenile decency
and to draw attention to the work of 880
local Boys' Clubs to achieve this goal. Mr.
Herbert Hoover served the Boys' Clubs for
28 years as national board chairman. He believed there was no such thing as a common
man, and he instilled this belief in thousands of youths during his years of inspiring
leadership of the Boys' Clubs.
Today, there is nothing common about
the Boys' Clubs of America. It has opened
the door of opportunity and hope to millions
of boys. It is an uncommon organization. It
deserves the hearty support of all of us-not
just for a week, but all through the year.

ADMINISTRATION ENERGY POLICY
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, a longoverdue change in emphasis in administration policy regulating national energy policy was indicated recently in a
speech by Dr. Paul McCracken the
Chairman of the Council of Eco~omic
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Advisers and of the President's Special
White House Fuels Committee.
Dr. McCracken, a top White House adviser, acknowledged in Houston that energy has long been an attractive bargain
in the American economy, but the energy
squeeze we are in means we can no longer
afford to take low fuel for granted.
He took note in his speech of the need
for adequate economic incentives for increased production of natural gas and
crude oil. But most significant, and most
encouraging, was his apparent implication that the Government should take a
hands-off approach to oil and gas pricing and allow the energy market mechanism to function freely.
The implication is surprising in that
it comes from an official who, only 3%
months ago, viewed the energy situation
in much different terms. Dr. McCracken
and the Council of Economic P.dvisers issued and inflation alert in December that
critically took the oil industry to task
for increasing the cost of crude oil. The
alert indicated that the increases were
artificially induced by producers holding
back on stock supplies and holding down
production.
The general recommendation of the
Council then was to intensify steps to
strengthen resistance to cost and price
increases. No mention was made of existing poor economic incentives and rising production costs.
Mr. President, I am highly encouraged to hear that the administration is
now aware of the real gravity of our Nation's present energy supply shortage and
has publicly recognized that greater economic incentives are needed to develop
domestic resources as fast as we can.
Dr. McCracken's remarks before the
Natural Gas Processors Association on
March 16 should be of interest to all
Senators concerned with the development of a national policy that will insure continued exploration and production of mineral resources to meet the
Nation's future demands for energy supplies. I ask unanimous consent that the
full text of Dr. McCracken's address be
printed in the RECORD.
Mr. President, in the last 20 years the
price level for our whole gross national
product has risen 68 percent. But the
price of gas for space heating rose only
47 percent and the rise in the price of
electricity, an energy source using increasing quantities of gas and oil was
just 13 percent.
'
A report issued last week by the Department of the Interior showed the
United States used more energy last year
than ever before, relying on petroleum for
43 percent of all domestic energy demands and on natural gas for 33 percent.
That reliance on just two minerals for
more than 75 percent of our energy needs
means that incentives for increased production and exploration of those resources are absolutely essential to the
national welfare.
Yet, the national policy toward the oil
and gas industry has for too long been
designed to hold energy prices down
withou~ regard to the predictable result
of discouraging new exploration and
drilling ventures.

In 1969, the Congress cut the oil depletion allowance by 5% percent. That is
costing the industry an estimated $700
million a year, thereby decreasing exploration investment capabilities. As a direct result, drilling has dropped to the
lowest level in 25 years at the very time
demand is growing rapidly.
Last fall the administration criticized
the oil industry for raising the price of
crude oil by just 7. 7 percent. Shortly
thereafter the President ordered the Department of Interior to take over supervision of offshore federally owned lands
to raise production to the maximum efficient rate. The intent was to increase
supplies to hold prices down, but the action has not increased total crude oil
production substantially.
In 1971, the allowable returns on natural gas at the wellhead are based on 1960
production costs. Despite inflationary
trends over the last 10 years, the Federal
Power Commission has kept natural gas
prices too low for desired consumption to
be met and has retarded the development
of new gas supplies.
The Federal Government has done a
lot of talking in recent years about the
need for developing new techniques for
locating potential energy supplies, about
increasing production of onshore reserves and about accelerating development of offshore reserves. Unfortunately,
the actions of Government have had
exactly the opposite effect.
The present administration has talked
about those needs but has always opposed any actions that would add to the
more immediate problem of inflation.
Now, at last, the White House, through
Dr. McCracken, has hit upon the heart
of the matter of increasing energy supplies. The administration has recognized
that greater economic incentives are
needed to spur further development of
mineral resources. Otherwise, the Nation
may be forced into reliance on foreign
powers for its future demands for increased. energy supplies. When that happens, inflation on a level not now imagined as well as other equally undesirable
effects will be the certain result.
That recognition has been long in coming. It will be significant only if the administration takes action on the new
light that has dawned.
There being no objection, the remarks
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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durtng most of our economic history. It was
plentiful. We doubled our consumption ot
energy during the last two decades, but
more always seemed to be there as needed.
And there was the comforting thought that
a large proportion of the coal, gas, and oil
we needed was within our own boundaries.
Energy has also been relatively cheap in
this country. It has been, in fact, more and
more a bargain relative to the prices of
goods and services generally. During the last
twenty years, for example, the price of gas
{for space heating) rose 47 percent, and the
rise in the price of electricity during the
last two decades was about 13 percent. Both
figures are substantially less than the 68
percent rise in the price level for our whole
gross national product. Energy has, in short,
been a bargain and an increasingly attractive bargain in the American economy.
For a variety of reasons in recent years
we have become aware of the fact that
energy could no longer be taken so completely for granted in this Nation. Brownouts and the threat of overloads, thin inventories of fuel at certain utilities as we
moved into last winter-these were some of
the things that have started us to thinking
in a more focused way about our energy
problems, and it is reasonable to expect that
ultimately the end result Will be the emergence of a more explicit energy policy for
the Nation.
Moreover, international developments have
had their repercussions on our own economy
at home. Demands, particularly for clean
fuels, have increased sharply abroad-indeed
have been increasing at an accelerating rate:
At the same time that these world demands
were rising sharp production cutbacks or
threats of cutbacks and limited shipping
capabilities combined to tighten the world
market.
A cluster of developments at home has also
turned our attention more explicitly to energy. GroWing concern about pollution has
made us more reluctant to depend upon certain energy supplies of which we have abundant quantities but whose use does pose environmental problems. Moreover, nuclear
power has not come on stream as rapidly as
had been expected a few years ago. And because of delays in construction of our nuclear generating capacity, this expected capacity was not operating. Yet earlier expectations that nuclear power would by now be
more important than in fact 1s the case deterred development work then that could
now give us enlarged coal production and
capability to transport it.
Finally, the data about energy consumption generally raise an interesting question.
It is still only a question, but it is one that
we do well to keep before us. Are we seeing
a tendency for energy consumption to rise
more rapidly than historical trends and relationships would have suggested? One of
the persisting longer run tendencies has
NATIONAL ENERGY PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
been the slow decline in the amount of en(Remarks by Paul W. McCracken, Chairman, ergy used per unit of output in our economy.
This was a reasonable expectation. It preCouncil of Economic Advisers)
It is not so long ago that the typical citi- sumably represented the slow improvement
zen, asked what he thought about the prob- in the efficiency with which we utilized enlem of energy, might well have responded, ergy in economic activity. After 1966, how"We need more, and a good diet and regu- ever, this trend seems to have reversed itself,
lar exercise are the way to feel more ener- and during the last four years the amount
getic." For the energy problems of the world of energy consumed per unit of real output
with which we have been concerned more in the economy has been rising. Since this
recently are relatively new, at least so far development Will have important implicaas our average citizen has been concerned. tions for the economy, if it persists, let me be
You are, of course concerned with gas. I precise about it all. If we were to value our
propose to discuss the energy problem some- output of gOOds and services in 1958 prices
what more broadly here, however, because it throughoit, we consumed about 141,000
is difficUlt to see the problems that will face BTU's of energy for each dollar's worth of
one source of energy without keeping in goods and services produced 1n 1920. Three
decades later this had dropped to 96,000
mind the whole picture.
and by 1966 it was only 86,000.
During this period we were thus able to
Like the air we breathe energy has been produce a given amount of output in our
very much taken for granted by Americans economy with, on the average, about 1.3
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percent of less energy than in the year before.

m

If that trend had continued, by 1970 for

Looking ahead, now, what might be the
picture of our energy consumptions look
like by, say, 1980? By that year we will be
using roughly 100 million billion BTU's of
energy, an increase of 40 to 50 percent above
that for last year, and it could be more.
Where will this energy come from?
It is easiest to begin with nuclear and
hydroelectric power since the contribution
of these sources in 1980 will be related to
projects and plans that are now in existence.
On this basis we can estimate that nuclear
power will provide about 650 billion kwh's
or 7 million billion BTU's, and hydroelectric
power will supply about 275 billion kwh's or 3
million billion BTU's of our energy. These
two sources can thus reasonably be expected
to contribute about 10 percent of our needed
energy supplies, leaving 90 percent to be
supplied by oil, gas, and coal.
Now it is not, of course, just a simple matter of finding enough more BTU's from these
sources to provide the remaining needed
amount.
Although gas, coal, and oil are highly substitutable in many uses, such as boiler fuel,
there are other uses where substitution is
obviously not feasible, and probably will not
be by 1980. Gasoline and jet fuel are examples. The demand for energy to power automobiles and aircraft can only be met presently by the products of crude oil. Residual
fuel oil and home heating oil are the only
major products of crude oil where substitution with ga~ or coal is currently practical.
This very specific demand for crude oil
leads to an important point. The quantity
of crude oil that will be demanded in 1980
just to satisfy those specific uses that have
no practical substitutes, such as gasoline and
jet fuel, will be so much larger than expected domestic production that oil imports
will almost certainly be rising. Put another
way, if all the other fuels provided sufficient
energy to satisfy all energy demands except
those that oil alone must satisfy, we would
still have to import more oil in 1980 than at
present. And this assumes that Alaskan production will come on stream by 1975 and
that production in the low 48 States can hold
its own, resulting in domestic production of
about 13 million barrels per day. Thus the
demands for oil that cannot be substituted
for any other fuels will be in the neighborhood of 19 million barrels per day, with imports possibly accounting for close to onethird. And if crude oil does carry a significant
part of the burden of meeting overall energy
demand, imports could approach 10 million
barrels per day by 1980.
Turning to natural gas the question here
is primarily one of adequate incentives, including an efficient pricing system. If these
incentives are created, it is reasonable to expect that 33 trillion cubic feet of natural gas,
or at least one-third of our total energy requirements, could be supplied from domestic
sources and imports by 1980.
With respect to coal, the potential supply
is enormous. The question is whether it can
economically be made clean for widespread
use. If the coal industry were to continue for
the entire decade at the rate of expansion
planned for the next few years, which cannot
be taken for granted, 860 million tons per
year would be available for domestic use, and
this would supply somewhat over one-fifth
of our needed energy by 1980. This would,
however, occur only if coal can compete with
other clean fuels.

each dollar's worth of goods and services
produced (valued in 1958 prices) we would
have consumed about 75,000 BTU's of energy.
In fact the figure was 95,000 as this long
declining trend reversed itself after 1966.
We see this in another way looking over
all growth rates in our use of energy. From
1965 to 1970, for example, energy consumption has increased at the rate of about 5
percent per year, substantially above the
longer run average of roughly 3¥2 percent.
If this acceleration in the use of energy
continues, something about which we cannot yet be sure, it will carry with it large
implications for our energy problems.
As we look toward the years ahead, therefore, even the quantitative dimensions of
our energy requirements are impressive. A
decade hence we shall be producing in real
terms about 50 percent more goods and services than today. Even if the longer-term trend
toward using energy more efficiently were to
continue, we would still need about 40 percent more energy within ten years. If the
trend since 1966 toward increasing amounts
of energy used per unit of goods and services
produced were to continue, the growth in
our overall energy requirements during the
decade ahead could be over 60 percent. While
such a top-side figure does not yet seem
probable, developments since 1966 suggest
the wisdom of not too casually assuming that
our growth requirements will be as low as
40 percent per decade for the period ahead.
II

While there are as yet too many unresolved
questions here to lay out anything that
could yet be called an overall national energy
policy, it may be useful to explore what some
of the elements of such a policy would be.
There are, I believe, at least three general
national objectives that will be relevant to
shaping this energy policy as it finally
emerges. First, this Nat ion is deeply committed to an economy of reasonably full employment and rising levels of living, and there
is every reason to believe that these objectives will continue to be high on the national
agenda in the years ahead. Studies of consumer aspirations give little support to the
view that people generally have lost their
desire for further material progress. We
must, therefore, be prepared for the enlarging energy requirements that a vigorously
growing economy will require.
Second, our nation has made a deep and
purposeful commitment to deal with pollution and cleaning up the environment. While
economic progress must continue, we shall
no longer uncritically accept the contamination of the atmosphere and environment
generally that has in the past been associated
with industrialization and economic and material progress. This has clear and obvious
implications for the types of fuels that we
shall be using. They will be clean fuels or
fuels whose use processes can render them
clean. And gas is, of course, a premium fuel
in many ways, and particularly in terms of
our pollution concerns.
Third, reliabillty of fuel supplies must obviously also be a major concern in any national energy program. Fuel and energy for
the economy are like oxygen to the human
system. I f these supplies are shut off or
sharply curtailed, a complex and closely integra ted modern economy would quickly experience suffocation. Reasonable assurance
of avallabllity is, therefore, an important element of national policy. This inevitably
places some premium on domestic sources of
supply, and on wa ys by which foreign sources
can be drawn upon, at the same time preserving a reasonable capability to minimize
problems from any potential interruptions
of supply.

rv
If you have bothered to keep up with those

figures, which is u n likely, you would find that
they seem t o add up. The ballpark figure for
energy available seems to m atch project ed
requirement s.
Whether that happy result occurs, however, depends on how well we shape our

policies. And I would like to conclude these
remarks by making a few observations on
these matters. The first requirement for a
viable policy is to recognize the many uncertainties wlways involved in the future.
Visibility ahead is always murky. There is
uncertainty about the magnitude of our
overall requirements. There are many uncertainties about how different fuels can fit into
our complex requirements for the environment. There are too many unanswered questions for a stiff and rigid approach.
We must also have a new imaginativeness
about research, development, and technological change in the energy field. It is possible
that unacceptably dirty fuels can be ;rendered
clean on an economical basis. Nuclear energy
may be able to handle a larger proportion of
our growing energy requirements if new and
more efficient technology can be developed.
Finally, we must be prepared to use market
incentives and the market mechanism. This
is particularly relevant for gas. If prices are
held below the market-clearing level, three
results are almost inevitable. Discovery and
development will be retarded. Demand will
be encouraged where economic considerations
would point to the use of alternative fuels.
And to the extent that unmet demands must
turn to other fuels, their prices will tend to
be forced upward.
Market and pricing incentives may also be
useful in handling our concerns about environment. In this way we can use a complex tailoring to different problems of different approaches-ranging from the ideal of
clean fuels, cleaning up dirty fuels, and trapping of contaminants before the move into
the atmosphere.
History is clear about one thing. When we
get our economic incentives and p;ricing system pointing in the direction that public
policy wants to go, the beneficent results are
usually impressive.
U.S. FUEL AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION, 1950, 1960, 1970

1950

1960

2

197(}

Total electric (billions of
kw.-hr.). _______________ _
Total energy consumption t __

390
848
1, 640
34.1
45. 0
68.8
lndividualfuels:
= = = = = == = =
Oil (millions of bbls.
per day) __ __________ _
6.5
9. 9
14.7
Natural gas (trillions
of cu . ft.) ________ ___ _
5. 9
12. 3
21.8
Coal (millions of tons) __ _
479
398
527
Hydroelectric (billions
of kw.-hr.) __________ _
96
146
246
Nuclear (billions of
of kw.-hr.) __________ _
19

========

Share of energy consumed
(in percent):
OiL_____ ________ __ ___
39.5
44.6
Natural gas____________
18.0
28.2
Coal___ ________________
37.8
23.2
Hydroelectric___________
4. 7
4. 0
Nuclear- - - ------____ _____ _______ ___ __ _____ _
TotaL.- -- -- _______ _

100.0

100.0

43.0
32.8
20.1
3. 8
0. 3
100. (}

tin million billions (lO U).
Preliminary.

2

Source: Bureau of Mines.

ROCKVILLE, MD., FIRE DEPARTMENT

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, in thousands of communities across America,
the volunteer fireman is a key figure in
the maintenance of public safety. The

tradition of citizens who commit themselves to drop what they are doing at a
m oment's notice to help combat the rav-

ages of fire is as old as our Nation.
In Rockville, Md., the Rockville Volunteer Fire Department recently marked
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its 50th anniversary of service to the
community. I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the RECORD a report of
the anniversary published by the Montgomery County Sentinel.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Montgomery County (Md.) Sentinel, Mar. 11, 1971]
FmE DEPARTMENT Is 50 YEARS OLD
Fifty years ago on March 9, a group of
Rockville men gathered at the Potomac Electric Power Company office to OO"ganiz-e Rockville Volunteer Fire Department.
And on Saturday, state, county, and city
officials will join department members in
celebrating the fiftieth anniversary With a
banquet at Indian Spring Country Club.
Louis L. Goldstein, state comptroller, Robert Robertson, state fire marshall and Thomas A. Anderson, Sr., are among those invited.
In the first 20 years of the century, the
only fire-fighting pieces in the town were
horsedrawn hose reels manned by two men
and some volunteers.
STORE DESTROYED IN 1921
In early 1921, fire destroyed John Collins'
general store and upstairs living quarters.
Despite efforts of bucket brigades and the
men working hoses, the fire threatened a
block along E. Montgomery Avenue which
included the town hall.
Townspeople alerted the District of Columbia and men and more modern equipment were sent out from the city to quell
the fire.
After the night-long fire, Rockville citizens
realized they needed local firemen and equipment. More than 50 volunteers attended the
first official meeting of the new department.
Joseph W. Howes was the first chief of the
department and served 1921-28. Only two of
the charter members, Marbery Gates and Albert Hamke, are alive today.
The town rallied to support the volunteer
department and in less than a year collected
$3,800 for a Model T "Waterous Ford"
pumper.
Housed in the basement of the old courthouse, the new truck provoked competition
among the 55 volunteers for its six passenger
spaces.
The first men to the courthouse after a
pistol shot alarm sounded won the coveted
places on the vehicle. Latecomers had to follow in cars or by any means available.
In 1926, a proper firehouse (now the Sentinel building) that served the department
for 40 years was built.
Valentine Wilson, chief for 22 years,
founded the department rescue squad in
1931 with the purchase of a rescue wagon.
Today the department has three stations,
Hungerford Drive, Rollins Avenue, and Falls
Road. Last year over 5,500 emergency cans
were recorded, of which approximately 4,000
were for rescue.
THmTY-EIGHT PAID FIREMEN
The 88 volunteers man the night and weekend shifts, while 38 men are paid weekday
firemen. The department has 20 vehicles,
nine of which are pumpers.
Fire taxes amounted to $751,900 last year.
Tax revenue pays the salaries and provides
for maintenance of the buildings and equipment. The tax is one of the lowest in the
county, 13 cents per $100 a.ssessed land value.
The annual August carnival brings additional money to the department. Last year,
it netted a $40,000 profit. Firemen work the
booths at the carnival and determine the
use of the profits which normally go to purchase new equipment.
Present chief of the department is Woodrow Mossburg, elected in January.

ARIZONA'S TWIN PLANTS
PROGRAM
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, America
has been very fortunate in having good
neighbors--Canada to the north and
Mexico to the south. Over the years, I
have been especially interested in relations between the United States and
Mexico.
It is encouraging when we can operate programs that benefit both our Nations.
That is precisely what is happening
in the case of the Twin Plants program
along the border in Arizona and Mexico.
One of the Nation's outstanding business writers, Don Campbell, wrote an
excellent article on the program for the
March 21, 1971, Arizona Republic. His
article includes some of the reasons why
the Twin Plants program is needed.
Union bosses have attacked the program by using the erroneous argument
that it steals jobs away from Americans.
This is not the case. The U.S. plants locating along the border would be moving
their entire operations overseas if it were
not for the Twin Plants concept. This
enables the U.S. businessmen to maintain at least a part of their operations
in America.
Most of the money earned by the Mexican workers is spent in the United
States. This certainly is not the case
when an American business relocates in
Korea, Taiwan or elsewhere across the
sea.
The Twin Plants program also has
given a much-needed boost to the economy of the border area.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Mr. Campbell's fine article be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Arizona Republic, Mar. 21, 1971]
THE STATE'S BUSINESS: HAPPY COMBINATION
ALL AROUND-PROGRAM SLow To START, BuT
FOLKS BOTH NORTH AND SOUTH SING PRAisES
OF U.S.-MEXICO BORDER INDUSTRIALIZATION
(By Don G. Campbell)
NoGALES.--8tacked up, they resemble portions of yelloWing elephant trunks. Slightly
mottled, the graceful S-shape of the finished
product is still burred and unfinished.
There's not much yet, certainly, to suggest the golden-glittering, full-throated
saxophone-proudly heralding some high
school football team's victory-that they will
ultimately become.
Nestled in the hills outside this Arizona
border town, Coin-Art, Inc., does a quiet,
thriving business in the fabrication of semifinished brass parts for the music industryor, more specifically, for nearby Artley of Arizona, Inc., a division of Conn Music Co., and
a major manufacturer of music instruments,
among them about a third of the country's
annual production of flutes.
With the finishing touches now being put
on Coin-Art's "twin plant" a few miles away
on the Mexican side of the border, the company should thrive even m.ore as a new
partner in the Mexican government's Programa de Industrializacion Fronteriza-the
border industrialization program, a scheme
launched unilaterally in 1965 to counter the
massive unemployment problem wracking
Mexico's northern border.
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A chronic headache, unemployment along
the border became acute in 1964 when the
United States-under organized labor's pressure-ended its long-time bracero program.
The move caught thousands of Mexican families at the border unable to migrate into the
States as farm laborers, and without funds to
return to their homes in the interior.
Despite implementation of Programa de
Industrializacion Fronteriza in 1965, the plan
was slow in getting off the ground, and recently as 1968, the jobless situation at the
border had reached crisis proportions:
Of the nearly 136,000 workers available in
Ciudad Juarez, across from El Paso, 15 per
cent were withoUJt jobs, and in Nogales, Sonora, the problem was far worse with an
estimated half of the available Mexican
workers unemployed.
With one of the world's fastest expanding
populations (3.5 per cent a year), the situation obviously wasn't going to solve itself.
Since 1967, however, U.S. interest in the
border industrialization program has zoomed.
By late 1967, that is, the Mexican government
had authorized 73 companies to make a total
investment of $6 million on the border and,
by mid-1969, the number had almost
doubled-to 147 plants representing an investment of $14.2 million.
This past week, at the invitation of the
American Chamber of Commerce of Mexico,
approximately 100 business executives-representing a cross-section of geographic and
manufacturing interests-shelled out $175
apiece to participate in a three-day seminar
on the Mexican program that began with a
day-and-a-half series of meetings at Scottdale and then moved down to Nogales for
another day-and-a-half of plant visitations
and case histories.
Essentially, the Mexican border industrialization program simply set up the legal machinery that permits American companies to
operate plants as wholly owned subsidiaries
within a 12-mile border zone. Under various
agreements between Mexican agencies, the
American companies can import equipment
and materials into the border zone duty free,
and Americans can cross the border every day
to work in plants in the zone. The only restriction is that products of the plants can't
be sold in the Mexican market.
And, while the U.S. government has kept
a strict hands-off policy on the Mexican arrangement, its tariff schedules favor border
plants by imposing duties on '\products assembled abroad from components manufactured in this country only to the extent that
value is added to products abroad-this
"value added" consisting of foreign labor
costs, overhead costs of foreign plants, and an
estimated profit on the foreign operations.
American industrial development groups,
of course-typified by Arizona's Department
of Economic Planning and Development-have also jumped into the promotional fray
by hammering away at the theme that the
most economically feasible way to cash in on
the Mexican program is by utilizing the "twin
plant" concept--establishing one plant just
over the North American side of the border
for the fabrication of goods, and a second one
just over the Mexican border for the assemblying if the product and its shipment back
into the states. This is how Nogales' Coin-Art
will operate in a few weeks when its Mexican
plant in Parque Industrial de Nogales opens
for business.
No one on either side of the border even
tries to conceal the fact that the big lure
in the border industrialization program is
the disparity between U.S. and Mexican wage
rates. Where the average minimum daily
wage in the United States is $12.80 (before
fringe benefits), the daily minimum at Ciudad Juarez, for example, is $2.84 (35.50 pesos), $2.70 a day at Matamoros, Reynosa
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and Nogales, and $3.80 along the border of
Baja California.
And the other big plus, o! course, is the
immediate availability of an almost inexhaustible labor supply. At Nogales, alone, the
available labor supply within the city itself
is estimated at 12,000 to 15,000, and with
another 15,000 to 25,000 workers available
within a 70-mile radius.
Quite understandably, the recurring
charge that U.S. labor groups level against
both the Mexican government and the domestic firms that submit to the lure of the
border industrialization program is that it
is u n dermining the U.S. economy by resorting to "cheap foreign labor.''
But, at Nogales this past week, one executive involved in the program put it this
way: "Look, let's be realistic. Because of
the price squeeze on American-made products today, most of the manufacturing activities that have come down here would, otherwise, have gone to some other low-price
labor market like Hong Kong, Korea or
Taiwan.
"Here, at least, we can stay competitive
in the market, are helping a friendly, neighboring country, are importing a skilled technology in to a country that can be trusted
to use it wisely, and-let's face it--as much
as 80 cents out of every dollar that we lay
out in wages in these border towns may be
spent on the American side."
There is general agreement among virtually all of the companies that have gone into
the Mexican program that one of the most
valuable things to come out of it is the laying to rest--for once and for all-t he ancient
myth about the Mexican "manana" attitude
toward work.
"These people," one U.S. executive said,
"are absolutely marvelous-they're not only
highly motivated, which admittedly goes
hand-in-hand with their high unemployment, but the refreshing thing is that they
have none of the U.S. worker's hang-up.
Maybe 34 cents an hour doesn't sound like
very much money, but it's good by Mexican
standards, the Mexican worker knows 1t,
and f'hows his appreciation by sticking to
the job."
Absenteeism, which wlll average about 3
per cent in the normally well-adjusted U.S.
plant, runs at the 1 V:z per cent rate in the
MeXican border zone.
One firm, which has product ion facilit ies
in both the border zone a n d in New York
City, found that Mexican workers being
trained for a relatively skilled manufacturing operation required just one-third the
time to master the task that had to be allocated to the training program in New
York.
"I don't understand the feeling t hat some
people have," one executive said, "that
MeXicans can be trained for semiskilled
work, but not for anything very exacting.
They seem to forget that this culture, for
centuries, has been producing some of the
world's most intricate and delicate artwork
and handicrafts!"
One of the baffiing aspects of the border
industrialization program is the fact that
the Mexicans, themselves, have accepted, so
philosophically, the wide disparity bet ween
salaries on both sides of t he border.
"We were afraid that ther-e might be some
friction wit hin the fa mily where you have
a situation in which on e member is working south of the border at 34 cents an hour,
and anot her is working just a few miles
away at $1.60 an hour. Bu t, somehow, the
Mexican s have learned t o take it in stride
as a fac t of life," Carl A. Bossee, coordinator
of Nogales, Sonora's attractive, 116-acre
Parque Industrial de Nogales, said.
Organized labor's protests t o t he cont rary,
then, Programa de Industrializacion Fronteriza is off and running, and proving increasingly popular with everyone involved in
it--north and south of the border.

SENATOR SAXBE'S POSITION ON
INDOCHINA
Mr. SAXBE. I have been a consistent
critic of our involvement in the Vietnam
war. This is a position which I espoused.
in my campaign for the Senate in 1968.
In short, I favor United States withdrawal from South Vietnam. I hope and
pray that the President is able to continue on schedule with his troop withdrawals. As you know, U.S. troop strength
has been reduced from 542,000 in January, 1969, to 306,500 by January of 1971.
A further reduction to 284,000 is planned
by May, 1971.
The decision was made by a previous
administration to fight a limited war in a
limited way. To defeat ar.. enemy on the
b~ttlefie~d, on~ must isolate and destroy
him. This optiOn was discarded in 196667. Therefore, I believe we have accomplished all we can in South Vietnam.
We have stabilized the government in
the South; we have stopped the invasicn
from the North; we have opened up supply routes; we have trained and supplied
the South Vietnamese Army. We cannot
maintain the South Vietnamese Government or Army forever, so we must leave.
I do not want my call for an immediate
withdrawal to be misunderstood, however. I think it is simplistic and irresponsible to say that the way to get out of
Vietnam is to load the troops on ships
and leave. We do not want a Dunkirk, a
bloodbath. We want a responsible withdrawal, which is primarily what I believe the President is trying to accomplish.
I have voted twice for the repeal of the
Tonkin Gulf Resolution. This resolution,
approved August 10, 1964, provided the
peg upon which our Vietnam involvement was based. It approved all necessary steps, including the use of armed
forces, to assist any member of the
Southeast Asia collective defense treaty
requesting assistance in defense of its
freedom. It also allowed the President to
take all necessary measures to repel any
armed attack against the forces of the
Unit~d States and to prevent further aggr essiOn.
I was C:.ismayed by our incursion into
Cambodia last April and more recently
the move into Laos. I do not support any
widening of the war. However there is
some eviden ce that these twi~ thrusts
a t the Ho Chi Minh Tr ail will allow Secretary Laird and the President to sustain their pledge of continued withdrawal of American forces from South
Vietnam at a rate of approximately 12,500 a month.
The Congress has allowed the executive branch to severely erode their foreign policy powers in the last l~alf century. It is not realistic to believe that this
balance of power can be restored in a
shor~ perio~

of time. Therefore, only

President N1xon can effectively end the
war. Further, I am convinced that our

withdr awal cannot be facilitated by a
cutoff of funds as envisioned in last
year's McGovern-Hatfield amendment.
Congress cannot effectively cut off
funds for the incursion into Cambodia
and Laos because such moves impair the
flexibility that the President must have
to withdraw our troops safely. But, the
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l~gislative branch can prevent an invasion of N?rth Vietnam or support of a
South VIetnamese invasion, by the
U.S. forces.
It is in this regard that I have directed
my efforts. Recently, I introduced a bill
that would require the executive branch
to obtain the consent of Congress before
committing any support to an invasion of
North Vietnam. I fear anything to the
contrary would seriously endanger this
country and would lead to a widening of
this war that is destroying the moral and
economic fabric of our Nation. A war that
can and must be ended as soon as expeditiously possible.

THE RIGHT TO READ
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President the
ability of every American to read is a
concern to all of us. Exceptional leadership in the drive to assure every child a
right to read has been provided by Dr.
James E. Allen, Jr., former U.S. Commissioner of Education and now a visiting lecturer in educ~tion and public affairs at the Woodrow Wilson School
Princeton University.
•
Last November 13, I was privileged
to introduce Dr. Allen as the principal
speaker before a mzeting in Washington of the Orton Society, which is devoted to the study and treatment of
children with specific language disability.
I a.sk unanimous consent to have
printed in the REcoRD a tran.script of the
meeting, including Dr. Allen's important
speech and the comments provided afterward by Dr. Archie A. Silver, Arlene W.
Jones, and Katrina de Hirsch.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
INTRODUCTION OF JAMES E. ALLEN JR., BY
SENATOR CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR.

One of t he unresolved philosophical questions which perplexes mankind is the question of whether history makes men or men
make history. We have tonight one of those
strange coincidences which raise new facets
of this question, because the conjunction of
the stars which brings Dr. Allen and myself
to t he same meeting is a conjunction which
first began to be apparent in the heavens two
gen erations ago, when our grandmothers
went to school together in the small community of Duffield Junction, Virginia, and
I would take this as a most unlikely result
of that event.
You rem•e mber that President Kennedy, on
the occasion of his visit to New Haven toreceive an honorary degree from Yale University, said that as a Harvard graduate and the
recipient of a Yale degree he had the best of
two worlds. Dr. Allen has the best of twentyseven worlds, because he has twenty-seven
degree'5 from twenty-seven different universities and colleges in this country, and I would
say that not one of them was merely honorary; every one of them was earned.
As you know, in February of last year,
President Nixon appointed Dr. Allen to the
position of Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and as United States
Commissioner of Education., a position in
which he served until June of this year. In
October of this year he joined the Woodrow
Wilson School of Princeton University as
Visiting Lecturer ln Education and Public
Affairs, and where he is the head of an exploratory program in education and public
affairs.
It is of particular signlfl.cance to the members of the Orton Soclety that, as oommis-
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stoner of education, Dr. Allen was the man
who first proclaimed The Right to Read. And
more than simply issuing a proclamation,
which is something that we in government
can do very glibly, and very inexpensively on
many occasions, he actually proposed a program which would guarMltee the right to
reacl.
Remember the Crimean War and the Battle
of Balaclava? Where the Light Brigade
charged down the valley as a result of courage
and confusion? In the Battle of Cambodia I
think Dr. Allen charged right down the middle as a result of courage and conviction. I
regret to say that in both Balaclava and in
the Cambodian Operation, the casualties
were heavy. But he returns to Washington
tonight as a very distinguished veteran of
tha.t campaign, one whom I personally am
extremely happy to welcome, one whom I
am privileged to be able to introduce to you.
It's an interesting thing that excellence,
excellence in human beings, very often extends beyond a single area of endeavor, that
when a man is excellent in one thing, he may
be excellent in many things. So, I'm glad
to present to you one of the most excellent
tennis players in the United States, the undefeated tennis champion of Albany, New
York, and the undisputed educational champion of the United States, Dr. James Allen.
To READ-REEMPHASIZED
(By James E. Allen, Jr.)
When I accepted the invitation last Spring
to address this, the Twenty-First Annual
Meeting of the Orton Society, I expected to
be coming here as United States Commissioner of Education reporting in my official
capacity on the progress of the Right to Read
effort. But something happened on the way
to the Shoreham!
Let me assure you, however, that being
now a former Commissioner of Education
has in no way diminished my interest in
the Right to Read effort, nor weakened my
determination to do everything in my power
to help achieve its goals.
You will understand, I am sure, that I
come to you as a generalist among specialists
and have no qualifications as an expert in
the field of reading. My decision to make
reading the primary focus of my efforts in
Washington stemmed not from any particular understanding of the problem of reading failures, but rather from experiences
throughout my years of educational administration which had deeply impressed
upon me the disastrous effects of this shortcoming of our educational system.
It was my belief that a nation-wide emphasis upon reading would accomplish two
objectives: first, it would ensure that one
of the primary functions of the education
system would be more universally carried
out; and second, it would strengthen the entire system by helping to restore confidence
in its effectiveness.
Let me elaborate first on the second of
these objectives. Much of the activity in education today deals with such matters as compensatory education, accountability, evaluation, contract performance, voucher systems, team teaching, non-graded schools,
desegregation, decentralization, etc., which,
important as they are, are not easily understandable to the layman. But everyone can
relate to reading, and it is easy to turn almost anyone's attention and interest to education by bringing up that basic subject.
E.iucation has become extremely complex
with greatly expanded curriculum, changes
in structure and organization, diversity of
approaches, and an enlarged concept of the
depth and breadth of its scope and influence.
It has become bigger, constituting our largest
domestic enterprise. It has become more expensive, accounting for a major portion of
the funds in vested in public services and
THE RIGHT

programs. It has become news as a. growing awareness of its importance has increased interest and generated a more critical attitude toward its management and
a more exacting assessment of its effectiveness.
All of these things in their complexity and
enormity have tended to confuse the minds
of the public and to becloud basic issues and
central purposes. As a. result, the uncertainties and dissatisfactions, arising from a
variety of causes, which are felt about our
education system, often focus upon the obvious and readily comprehended failure in
carrying out the basic function of the teaching of reading.
People feel, and rightfully so, with a. sense
of indignation and bewilderment, that they
are being cheated when the schools do not
meet one of their fundamental obligations.
This in turn produces a lack of confidence in
the effectiveness of the whole operation.
Thus, the elimination of this glaring and
shameful failure on the part of our schools
will go far toward restoring public confidence
in the soundness of the educational system,
and in gaining for education, the broad base
of public support and the legislative and administrative actions so urgently needed.
The first objective that I envisioned for the
Right to Read effort-namely, that it would
ensure that one of the primary functions of
the education system would be more universally carried out-relates to the provision
of equality of educational opportunity which
is the basic premise of our educational undertaking. "University" is the key word here, and
the shocking nation-wide statistics on reading failures inexorably reveal how far our
efforts are from deserving such a description.
You are, I know, familiar with the statistical information about reading failures. The
recent "Survival Literacy Study" by Louis
Harris and Associates, conducted for The National Reading Council, has given added
weight and meaning to these statistics in
terms of their efiect upon the daily lives of
people and their ability to function successfully in society.
There is, of course, a great deal of activity
throughout the country centered upon the
problem of reading deficlencies, and, as the
report of the Advisory Committee on Reading Disorders pointed out, the number and
diversity of efforts being made to deal with
the failing reader are, in many ways impressive. But, as the Report further stated, the
efforts are uneven and their theoretical and
scientific basis is uncertain.
It was, and is, my feeling therefore, that
what is urgently needed is a gathering of tha
forces of this· nation to concentrate upon the
elimination of reading deficiencies. I thought
of this not just as a gathering of the forces
of education, but as a total national commitment to and involvement in the achievement
of the right to read goal of assuring that by
the end of the 1970's the right to read shall
be a reality for all-that no one shall be
leaving our schools without the skill and the
desire necessary to read to the full limits of
his capability.
Such a goal mandates not a national program per se, but a nation-wide availability
of the resources necessary to teach everyone
to read. These resources must be available
in every school, either within the school itself,
or on a community or regional basis. The
school must accept the responsibility for the
teaching of reading for each individual child.
No parent should have to search for the
solutions to his child's reading problems.
The school should find the solutions, using its
own facilities and personnel, or wider resources already identified and prepared to
assist. Both prevention and cure must be provided for, and there must be an end to the
practice of allowing children to proceed from
grade to grade, sufiering the ever increasing
burden of cumulative reading failure.
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In other words, help for identification,
prevention and cure of reading deficiencies
should be available whenever and wherever
it is needed. No child should be denied his
"right to read" because of location, or of
social or economic status.
This is, I realize a tall order and the range
of effort will involve professionals and volunteers, teachers and parents, specialists and
laymen, legislatures and government agencies and the public. The activities required
will be equally broad in kind and scope. I
shall not attempt even a partial listing of
these activities or areas of special need, but
I should like to call attention to three which
I feel to be of prime importance.
The first concerns the role of the states.
As you know, the legal responsibility for the .
provision of educational opportunities in our
nation rests with the states. They, therefore,
must bear a major share of both the blame
for reading failures and of the obligation to
eliminate them. The Federal government has
a vital supportive role to play, but this does
not involve specific plans or the prescription
of the programs and methods to be used.
The diverse needs and conditions of the various States and their communities require the
flexibility of approach that our decentralized system makes possible. The main contribution that can be made at the Federal
level is the coordination of the effort, the
marshaling of forces and r-e sources on a
nation-wide basis, and the provision of the
technical, administrative and financial assistance required, all done in a spirit of total
and fervent commitment.
Central, then, in the right to read effort
is renewed emphasis upon reading at the
state level. Each state must access its own
situation and evolve a plan for corrective
and preventive action. Many states have already done so as a result of the Right to Read
challenge.
A second area of need, where prompt action is of special urgency, is in the training
of teachers and reading specialists. I know
of no better substantiation for this statement than the information contained in the
"Reading Disorders" report mentioned earlier, which reveals that the curricula of most
teachers' colleges require only three-credithours in a separate reading course. in many
instances subsuming reading within a single
general language arts course; that many
teacher candidates graduate from teachers
colleges without ever having had experience
in teaching reading; that less than one-third
of the states require a separate reading course
for teachers receiving certification at the
general elementary level; that only about
two-thirds of the states have any special certification for reading specialists. The inadequacy and weakness of such a situation is
obvious, and certainly the provision of more
reading specialists and of teachers, better
trained in the teaching of reading, is fundamental to the right to read effort.
The third activity which deserves high priority is research. While we have accumulated
an enormous amount of research and expertise in the field of reading which can be put
to immediate use, there is much more that
needs to be known. This is one of the strongest reasons for my support of the National
Institute of Education recommended by
President Nixon in his March 1970 Message
to the Congress. In that message the President stated "Where we do not know how to
solve a reading problem, the National Institute of Education would undertake the research. But often we find that someone does
know how and the Institute would make that
knowledge available in forms that can be
adopted by local schools." Wider and more
thorough knowledge of the theoretical and
scientific basis for teaching practices In the
field of reading would be a source of strength
and confidence, greatly aiding coordination
of effort and helping to prevent the waste
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and time loss resulting from the use of less
effective methods.
Even just these three areas and activities
I have mentioned out of the multitude necessary for the achievement of the right to
read goal present an enormous challenge.
There are many who, either in cynicisms or
in honest doubt, question the possibility of
achieving the goal, of reaching the target of
eliminating reading failure by the end of the
70's. I do not underestimate the difficulties
but I believe that much of the doubt about
the practicability of the timing and the scope
of the goal arises from being trapped in the
rationalization, the justification for failure
that for too long have persisted, demoralizing
our will and generating a defeatist attitude.
I repeat once more, with even stronger
belief, my statement in the original right to
read speech that it is inexcusable that in this
day when man has achieved such giant steps
in the development of his potential, when
many of his accomplishments approach the
miraculous, there still should be those who
cannot read. With sufficient will, the way, I
am convinced, can be found. It is the responsibility of the National Reading Council to
generate and sustain this will.
The National Reading Council was conceived as the source for rallying the nation
to a concerted attack on this problem. It is
composed of a cross-section of society and
can, therefore, reach out to mobilize the wide
resources both within and without education that must be involved. The operating
arm of the Council is the National Reading
Center whose primary purpose is the carrying
out of the partnership approach, coordinating the efforts of contributing organizations,
organizing the training of citizen volunteers,
developing public support and helping the
States to undertake similar programs.
It is my hope that the Council and the
Center will be unfl.agging in their efforts,
allowing no slacking off, and proding, when
necessary, education, government and the
public so that the necessary level and pace
of action will be maintained.
The Council is now in operation. The United States Office of Education has organized
to give increased emphasis to reading. States
and localities are moving ahead. National,
state and local educational organizations are
developing ways of helping. The public, more
and more aware of the goal, is increasingly
behind the effort. The President has given
his endorsement to the Right to Read goal
and I believe that he will honor this commitment with continuing support. The effort
is underway.
This is encouraging but soon we will be at
the point of one down and nine to go for the
1980 target date and the pace must be accelerated.
It is all too easy midst the pressure of the
many and diverse national needs to have
even so worthy an objective lost or submerged by newer and more immediate
urgencies.
It is essential, then, that all who understand the importance of reading, who know
of the fateful effects of reading failure, make
themselves heard. We must insist on performance by the schools, we must require
full acceptance of the responsibility for
reading by the states, and we must demand
the federal leadership which can make the
Right to Read effort the truly nationwide
undertaking that will enable our schools to
carry out universally their vitally important
function of the teaching of reading.
There is no higher priority to the field of
education.
In conclusion, then, I repeat the closing
paragraphs of my Right to Read speech
which began this nationwide effort.
"Continuing toleration of the failure to
give everyone the ability to read breaks faith
with the commitment to equallty of oppor-

tunity which is the foundation of our public
education system. Having arrived at a time
which holds forth the possibility of eliminating this failure we must, in all justice, seize
the opportunity with the utmost vigor and
determination.
"Remarkable success has been achieved by
our educational system, but so long as there
is one boy or girl who le-aves school unable
to read to the full extent of his capa,.bility, we
cannot escape the charge Of failure in carrying out the responsibility entrusted to us."
RESPONSE TO DR. JAMES ALLEN
"RIGHT To READ"

(By Archie A. Silver, M.D.)
President Saunders, Dr. Allen, Senator and
Mrs. Mathias, honored members of the Orton
Society: To be here to respond to Dr. Allen's
address is a stirring privilege. How children
learn to reBid is a problem which has confounded me, interested me, challenged me,
frustrated me, and, all along, outside the
laboratory, I keep seeing those children in
the first gr81de, trying to read the letters and
not quite succeeding. Working in the Lower
East Side of New York, I am particularly confronted with learning problems of the black
and the Puerto Rican children. Dr. Allen's
cry for the right of these children to read
strikes, in me, a resounding note.
The brief biographical glimpse presented
by Senator Mathias and Dr. Allen tracing
their genetic roots to a small town in Maryland brings back some pertinent memoirs of
my own. I cannot go back to Maryland, but
I do go back to a small town in Russia. I offer this personal note to stand as an example
of the equality of opportunity which in the
early part of this century welcomed the
immigration wave from central Europe. These
new citizens soon learned to read. What has
happened to our educational system in these
succeeding fifty years? Why is it that the
new migration to the United States, that
from Puerto Rico, and the new migration to
the northern cities from the south, why is it
that their children have so difficult a time
learning to read?
There is no evidence to suggest that these
children naturally are less gifted than their
central European brothers. Part of the answer, I think, is that these children have not
yet acquired the skills needed to learn to
read. They approach first grade with a perceptual apparatus which cannot effectively
deal with the symbols presented to it. The
tragedy has been that our traditional, unwieldly educational system turns slowly and
it is only beginning to learn to cope With
these problems. Just why so many children
come to the first grade With perceptual immaturity, is still an unanswered question.
As Dr. Allen insists, however, the schools
must accept the responsibility for the education of these children. Educators, the day by
day teachers, are those on the firing line
and they must ultimately accept the final responsibility, but we as physicians, as psychologists, as psychometricians, as sociologists,
as linguists, as biochemists, we too are
thoroughly involved in this effort and we too
cannot shirk our responsibility.
The question however, is how are we going to attain the goal of giving every child
the right to read? Dr. Allen speaks of this
from the point of view of administration,
high level administration. Sometimes, I feel,
he may soar like an eagle over our great
country looking over the broad plains and
the mountains, but somehow my horizons
are not quite so broad. You might say, in
contrast to the eagle, I have a worm's eye
view. I have had to look at the reading problem at a circumscribed plodding level. At
this local level, where grand designs must
ultimately be implemented, the delivery of
services to the individual child has faltered.
With rare exceptions there has not been
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a careful analysis of the needs of a particular school district; a gap in the knowledge
of why children in a particular area do not
read, a lack of appreciation of what etiological factors are involved, and how many children are in each etiological group. The tendency has been to lump all children With
reading problems into a single entity without considering the varied causative factors
which may underlie their reading problems.
The importance of this is that programs of
remediation are not structured to the specific needs of the specific child. Without
knowledge of what defects and how many.
we do not know the needs of each school,
and remediation consequently cannot optimally be applied.
The remedial programs themselves, again
with rare exceptions, are not coordinated. In
one district I know, programs overlap, compete, and do not effectively utilize the skills
of each. Diverse local programs demand coordination.
·
I am disturbed too at the uncritical acceptance _of untested methods by educators, the
graspmg at panaceas and the very sloppy
evaluation of results. The local school boards
also are not exempt from responsibility and
here there is clear need to disentangle educational programs from the political web which
ties education to militant expediency.
The delivery of services falters not only at
the local level. State bureaucracy sets up its
own frustrating games. There is first of all
the motile quality of the bureaucratic maze.
We learn how to tread the maze and find out
our way in it. We learn to go from one bureau to another, from one administrator to
another, and we solve the maze; but just as
soon as we have this maze solved, it becomes
motile. The maze shifts, people we have
learned to live With disappear, procedures
change in shape and style and we have to
learn a new maze. The bureaucratic maze
shifts not only at the level of individual administrators, but also in terms of the policy
of bureau and departments. In the area of
learning problems, overlapping as it does the
fields of many disciplines, the isolation of
these disciplines by bureaucratic fiat is particularly unhappy. Programs of preventive
psychiatry and preventive education for example are shunted from one department to
another with resulting dichotomy in funding, in reports and with total delay.
The mazes are finally solved, a new game
must be played, that of the function number. This comes down from on high, no one
really seems to know from whence it comes.
It's a shy function hiding away until the end
of November. Now school starts somewhere
in September. We try to organize for the beginning of school sometime in the summer,
but the function number does not appear
until the end of November. The importance
of this is that one cannot buy so much as a
pencil; let alone pay a salary until this function number comes through. We have tried
to make up a few numbers and, you know,
sometimes they get by, but what we really
need are tolerant landlords and dedicated
people who are all of course independently
wealthy, and who can wait for the function
number to appear.
There is another game called vanishing reports. This relates to the material we send
in to the agencies which sponsor our program and to the proposals that we put in for
the following year. Somehow they disappear
and only the greatest effort brings them to
light. There is still one other game which is
most important that is the guessing game,
a game in which one never knows whether
he will be funded from one year to the next.
A program to train one's people is started;
the schools are alerted; the community is interested, cooperative and involved, and when
all that is done, we all must wait until we
know if the program will be funded next
year. This problem of inadequate temporal
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support, the funding year by year does not
mean that assurance of refunding is not
given. We are assured we are recycled, but
somehow we can never know until November
that our program may continue as from the
previous September. What havoc this works
on keeping a trained and experienced staff
can be imagined.
In short implementation of the right to
read demands evaluation of the needs of and
the remedial measures taken in each local
school district. What type of reading disability and how many of each are found in
each district? What measures may best serve
this population? How can these measures be
evaluated and what administrative changes
are needed at the Federal and State level to
smooth the way for the right to read? I have
mentioned only a few, seen from the viewpoint of one close to the firing line.
The overall view is a great and grand one.
We're with you Dr. Allen where ever you
are!
RESPONSE BY MRS. ARLENE W. JONES,
CLAREMONT, CALIF.

Each of us has heard a different message ln
what Dr. Allen has said, and each will respond differently to the responsibilities implicit in the magnificent aims which he has
so eloquently presented to us. It is, for instance, not the global phases of this Right
to Read effort that concern me nearly as
much as the little, two-legged, six-year-old
or ten-year-old "phases", in your schools
and my schools, the ones that we cannot
always "catch" at the appropriate time in
their education to insure that the skill to
read is acquired by each of them.
Individual differences have long been recognized. We have now come to a point in education when it is not enough to give just
lip-service to this concept. 'Ve have to do
more really individualized teaching. Nor
can we wait for specialists to be properly
trained and certified as reading teachers before we begin. It is important to start with
what we have-to start in-service training
now.
Of course new research is vtial, too, but
as teachers and administrators we need to
read and put to use the research that has
already been done.
The effectiveness of the program we are
talking about will be measured only as it
filters down to the local levels of education
and makes a difference to the individual
learners and their teachers.
Perhaps we should extend the theme of
this conference to be, "To teach the language as it is to the child as he is, wherever
we can find him," recognizing that involvement of the child and on his behalf, may
need to reach beyond the academic classroom.
As you go back to your homes, my charge
to you is to carry from this meeting and this
conference your share of the responsibility
not as a burden but as a challenge. And
thank you, Dr. Allen, for stating that challenge so clearly!
RESPONSE BY KATRINA DE HIRSCH

It is both a pleasure and an honor to share
the platform with Dr. Allen, not only because
of his contributions to the field of education
which are widely known, but for other and
perhaps more valid reasons: I admire what
he stands for. Guiding a developing organism
through the many stages of intellectual and
moral growth-and this is what education is
about-will never be accomplished by means
of even the most sophisticated teaching
machine. What children and young people
need are living models, men and women of
dedication, integrity and courage. Without
men such as Dr. Allen, our educational efforts will bear no fruit, our labours will be
wasted.

Tonight, I would like to look at some of the
statistics regarding reading failure in a recently completed study-Dr. Jansky's-and
discuss what her results mean in terms of
the battle-cry raised by Dr. Allen: The Right
to Read.
Dr. Jansky's predictive investigation evaluated the performance of 400 kindergarten
children from a variety of socio-economic
backgrounds on a large battery of tests. Two
years later, at the end of the second grade, she
evaluated the very same youngsters. Among
her group of 400 children, 14% of white girls,
23 % of white boys, 43% of black girls and
63 % of black boys from low income groups
had failed to catch on to reading after two
years in elementary school, and after having been exposed to a variety of educational approaches. What do these figures
mean in terms of these children's Right to
Read?
( 1) Regarding socio-economic background
and ethnic differences, they mean that reading failure is by no means confined to children from econOmically disadvantaged
milieus or to specific ethnic groups.
Between 12 and 23% of white children
from advantaged backgrounds fail in reading
in the early grades. This percentage, incidentally, is more or less the same as the one
found by the National Advisory Committee
on Dyslexia in a well-to-do community in
Maryland. Thus, one would have to admit
that a sizable number of middle class children need help in learning to cope with
printed words.
(2) What else do these figures mean regarding differences between boys and girls?
They might mean that God by and large
intended little white girls to read. Since the
differences between the sexes are equally
striking in black and white children, it probably signifies that the central nervous system patterning of girls, at any rate at early
ages, is more mature than that of boys, a
fact which, though known for a long time,
has not been acted on by the school system
in terms of first grade admission.
(3) These figures stimulate further inquiry into the pervasive reading lags among
deprived children-a well known phenomenon. They clearly reveal that many deprived
children-and I do realize that they are by
no means a homogenous group-are at an
enormous disadvantage when they enter
school. In the study I am reporting on, the
kindergarten and second grade performance
of large numbers of disadvantaged children
was shockingly poor. Why? let me spend a
few minutes discussing some of the reasons.
It is not really true that deprived children
lack stimulation. On the contrary, most of
them are flooded with an array of stimuli
which they are entirely unable to sort out.
Their often chaotic environment does not
help them to organize their experiences, sequence events, discover the relationship between cause and effect and as a result, many
of these children are bewildered and confused. In their lives there are few rewards
for mastery of new skills or tasks complete(!.
The pervasive instinctualization of the
milieu provides no help for the growing
youngster to learn to control drives, to curb
impulsivity, to delay gratification, to sustain
effort--all of them essential ingredients of
learning.
Orton has emphasized the close interrelation between spoken, printed and written
language. A sine qua non for mastering reading printed language is the child's comprehension and use of spoken language. There
are, of course, legitimate dialect differences
between deprived black children and middle
class ones. These differences have to be recognized and respected. Nevertheless, the communicative style of mothers in deprived environments does not necessarily foster linguistic complexity and conceptual develop-
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ment. Many of the children are action, rather than verbally, oriented. They may have
massive difficulties, processing-that is to
say, interpreting-complex syntactical constructions; they may have trouble expressing thoughts and feelings; they may not be
accustomed to generalize or categorize--all of
which a-re needed in reading, which requires
not only decoding skills but the forming of
anticipatory schemata of what the sentence
is going to say and the integration of what
is read into an already existing experimential and conceptual framework.
One might point out, incidentally, that a
number of middle class children also have
trouble with spoken language. I know entire families who communicate cheerfully
with very few words: they go fishing together or put up a. fence. Few of these children are good readers and their compositions
are usually deplorable. But the number of
such children is smaller than in deprived
groups, in which mothers often are too depressed, too apathetic to communicate with
their youngsters even on a non verbal levelperhaps because efforts at communication
have not been worthwhile in the past.
There is the fact, moreover, that disadvantaged children compensate far less for
subtle neurological deficits or inherent weaknesses than do middle class children. A
child's life experience--and his social cultural milieu, the nurture he receives-both
in the physiological and the affective sense
Of the word-does influence biological functioning.
The point I am trying to make is this:
if we fail to identify potential academic
risks at early ages, we are beaten before
we start. Clinically we know pretty well what
kind of three year old is "at risk" in terms
of subsequent reading achievement. It is easy
to describe such a. youngster: He is hyperactive or he tends to slump. He does not
complete the simple block construction he
is building. He cannot wait at all. He acts
impulsively. He cannot follow the sequence
of events in a picture book. He will not
listen to a. story suitable for his age. He
can't "pretend." He will look blank if one
says: push the truck "backwards." He expresses himself at best in rudimentary sentences. Rather than saying "stinker" he will
hit. Such a youngster needs help-and his
mother does. She is the one who programs
information for him, who helps him to order
a world which threatens to overwhelm him.
She teaches him concepts such as "next to"
and "inside". She teaches him to sequence
events, both non-verbal and verbal. When
the little boy has stubbed his toe and howls
she will take him on her lap and say-"You
stubbed your toe--it hurts, doesn't it? Look
at that sharp corner over there--it sticks out;
that's where you hit your toe." In the process of comforting him she explains what
happened, she teaches him the concept of
"corner" and "sticking out," she connects
events for the little boy who may be inclined
to think that some evil spirit has hurt him.
It is our job to teach mothers. Not by
playing the expert, not by criticising them
but by making a sincere effort to enter their
frame of reference. It is at this level that
reading instruction starts, it is at this level
that we have to intervene.
The Right to Read has many facets:
physiological, psychological, educational, sociological, financial and-let's face it--political. We have no right to settle for easy
solutions. We can no longer afford to wait
until our children are in trouble. We must
step in early-and if I dared to say what
I really mean-it is at the age of 14 months
at the latest that preparation for reading
starts if we do not want to run the risk
that our children will become alienated from
the mainstream of our culture long before
they enter first grade.
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high in relation to our needs but this is
a minor crop.
Commodity Credit Corporation losses
and costs in fiscal 1970 amount to $1.9
billion for feed grains, $1.3 billion for
cotton, and $1.2 billion for wheat. These
are the major cost commodities and these
amounts include price support payments
and diversion payments where applicable, as well as Public Law 480 costs. In
the case of wheat, Public Law 480 costs
amounted to $538 million in fiscal 1970.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the tables be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the tables
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

commodities for the 1970 crop, as a percent of parity, range from 58 percent in
the case of flaxseed to 85 percent of
parity in the case of dairy. Direct payments to producers of corn, sorghum
grain, wheat, cotton, and wool are included in the total support made available to growers of these commodities
and against which the percent of parity
determination is computed.
Carryover stocks of most major agricultural commodities are reasonably in
line with needs. Some are low, such as
cotton, feed grains, and soybeans. In the
tobacco group, burley stocks need to be
reduced by approximately 300 million
pounds to be reasonably in line with our
requirements. Flaxseed stocks are also

DATA ON PRICE-SUPPORT LEVELS
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, the
staff of the Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry has prepared for me, at my
request, various tables containing updated data on production, yearend
stocks, price supports, and costs on selected agricultural commodities.
This information was compiled for the
last 5 years on: Corn, grain sorghum,
barley, oats, wheat, rice, soybeans, cotton, peanuts, tobacco, by type, dairy,
wool, and flaxseed. Other minor pricesupported commodities, such as castor
beans and honey, were not included. All
data came from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Price support levels for the specified

PRODUCTION, DISAPPEARANCE, YEAR END STOCKS, PRICE SUPPORTS, SELECTED COMMODITIES,

Price supports
DisProduc- appear- Yearend
stocks
tion
ance
(million (million (million
bushels) bushels) bushels)

Year

Direct
Percent payment
Total
per
of
parity bushel! support 2

Loan
level
per
bushel

Percent
of
parity

196~7-1970-71

Year

_____ -1969-70_______
1970-71_ ______
1968~9

4,117
4, 760
4, 393
4, 583
4,110

4,135
4, 422
4,443
4,698
4,464

823
1,162
1,113
999
650

62
65
63
61
59

$1.00
1. 05
1. 05
1. 05
1. 05

78
77
78
75
74

$1.25
1. 25
1. 25
1. 29
1. 33

$0.30
.30
.30
. 30
.30

196~7

_______

1967~8.--·---

_____ __
1969-70 _______
1970-71 _______
196~9

801
789
939
950
909

851
789
839
837
951

_______
_______
_______
1969-70------1970-71_ ______
1967~8
1968~9

715
756
740
747
697

862
711
741
789
783

244
289
288
246
160

Direct
Percent payment
of
per
Total
parity bushel t support 2

Percent
of
parity

$0.85
.90
• 91
.90
.90

270
273
375
490
450

$0.06
.63
.63
• 63
• 63

69
72

--·---------------------- --------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

71

67
66

WHEAT

GRAIN SORGHUM
1966~7

Loan
level
per
bushel
OATS

CORN
1966~7
- - ----1967~8 _______

Price supports

DisProduc- appear- Yearend
tion
ance
stocks
(million (million (million
bushels) bushels) bushels)

59
63
61
58
55

${).30
.30
. 30
.30
.30

77
77

$1.10
1.10
1.15
1.15
1. 20

74
73

$0.97
. 90
.90
.98
1. 00

75
68
67
69
69

77

1966~7 ------_______

1967~8

_______
1969-70 _______
1970-71_. _____
196~9

1, 312
1, 522
1, 577
1,460
1, 378

1, 423
425
1, 408
539
1, 297
819
1,396
885
1, 545- 694-719
1, 570

$1.25
1. 25
1. 25
1. 25
1.25

48
48
48
45
44

3

$1.32
81.36
81.38
a 1. 52
' 1. 57

71
66
68
69
71

'$1. 48
'1. 73
'1. 80
•1. 90
• 2. 00

BARLEY
1966~7 -------

_______
_______
1969-70 _______
1970-71 _______

1967~8
196~9

383
365
372
399
484

393
373
423
424
410

122
138
199
237
175

$0.80
.90
.90
.83
.83

$0.20
62
68 --------67 --------.20
58
.20
57

du~~~~age

Support Eayment made on Y2 the base acreage times projected yield.
Average oan level plus payment per bushel averaged over total participant production.
a Certificate payment made on domest;c portion of allotment.
t

loan level plus certificate payment per bushel averaged over total participant pro-

2

.
Year

Production Disappearance
(million hun- (million hundredweight)
dredweight)

Year

RICE
1966~7 --------_________

1967~8

_________
1969--70 _________
1970-71 ________ 1968~9

85
89
104
91
83

' Estimated March 22, 1971.

I

Price support

Price supports
Yearend
stocks
Percent ot
(million hunDollars per
parity
dredweight) hundredweight

84
91
93
90
83

9
7
16
16
116

65
65
65
65
65

4.50
4. 55
4. 60
4. 72
4.86

Production
(million
bales)

Disappearance
(million
bales)

Yearend
stocks
(million
bales)

Loan
rate
(M-1)
cents per
pound

Percent
of parity

Support on
Payment
domestic
per
allotment
pound as a percent
of parity
(cents)

COTTON
1966-67------1967-68 _______
_______
1969-70 _______
1970-71__ _____
1968~9

9.6
7. 5
10.9
10.0
10.3

14.1
13.2
11.0
10.8
11.5

12.5
6.4
6. 5
5. 8
4.5

21.00
20.25
20.25
20.25
20.25

50
47
47
45
42

9.42
11.53
12.24
14.73
16.80

71
72
74
76
77

SOYBEANS
PEANUTS

Year

Production Disappearance
(million
(million
bushels)
bushels)

Yearend
stocks
(million
bushels)

Price supports
Dollars per
bushels

Percent of
parity
Year

1966~7 --------_________
1967~8

_________
1969-70 ______ --1970-71.-------196~9

929
976
1, 103
1, 126
1, 136

874
900
945
1, 221
1, 296

90
166
324
230
70

2. 50
2. 50
2. 50
2. 25
2. 25

78
76
73
62
60

1966-67- ------- 1967-68
------1968-69 __
_________
1969-70 _________
1970-71_ ________

Production
(million
pounds)
2, 410.00
2, 473. 00
2, 543.00
2, 523.00
2, 987.00

Disappearance I
(million
pounds)

Yearend
stocks
(million
pounds)

Cents per
pound

Percent
of parity

2, 440. co

372.. ou

o. ll 3o

76.7
75.2
77.5
76.0
75.0

2, 494.00
2, 541.00
2, 529. 00
2, 968.00

353. 00
357. oc
353.00
374.00

Price supports

. 113!:1
.1201
. 1238
.1275

March 29, 1971
Year

Production
(million
pounds)

Disappearance 1
(million
pounds)

Yearend
stocks
(million
pounds)

Price supports
Cents per
pound

Percent
of parity

Production
(million
pounds)

Year

TOBACCO (BURLEY)

1966-s7 --------1967-s8 .. _.. ___ .
1968-s9_ -------1969-70.- ------1970-71__ _______

587.0
600.0
1, 382.0
541.0
599.0
1, 324.0
563.0
571.0
1, 316.0
591.0
564.0
1, 343.0
560.0 -------- ---- ----------------

60.6
61.8
63.5
65.8
68.6

69.0
70.0
70.0
68.0
68.0

Price supports
Cents per
pound

Percent
of parity

36.6
37.3
38.3
39.7
41.4

72.0
73.0
73.0
71.0
71.0

41.1
41.9
43.1
44.6
46.6

75-76
75-77
74-77
71-75
71-73

22. 8
23. 1
64. 7
16. 8
19. 3
62. 1
19. 2
18. 4
62. 9
19. 5
25. 4
57. 0
17.1 ----------------------------

--------1966-s7
1967-s8 _______
__
1968-s9_______ -1969-70 _____ ---1970-71__ _______

TOBACCO (FIRE-CURED)

1, 108.0
1, 274.0
2, 273.0
1, 263.0
1, 221. 0
2, 315.0
982.0
1, 198.0
2, 100.0
1, 053.0
1, 184. 0
1, 969. 0
1, 191.0 ------------ - ---------------

58.8
59.9
61.6
63.8
66.6

73.0
71.0
71.0
69.0
69.0

47. 7
54. 3
106. 1
36. 4
52. 0
90. 5
38. 5
46. 4
82. 5
40. 8
49. 7
73. 6
39.4 ----------------------------

1966-s7 --------1967-ss .. ____ •..
1968-s9 _________
•. ------1969-70
1970-71 . ........

TOBACCO (CIGAR-WRAPPER)

1966-s7 --------1967-ss
_________
1968-s9 ____ ----1969-70 _____ ---1970-71 _________

Yearend
stocks
(million
pounds)

Disappearance 1
(million
pounds)

TOBACCO (DARK AIR-CURED)

TOBACCO (FLUE-CURED)

1966-s7 --------1967-ss
_________
1968-s9 ..
------1969-70
_________
1970-71 •. -------
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TOBACCO (MARYLAND)

21.0
20.8
24.7
17.6
20.8
21.5
18.1
19.9
19.7
15.9
14.2
21.4
13.6 ----------------------------

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

~2)

(2)

2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

30.3
30.9
31.7
32.9
34.3

72.0
72.0
72.0
72.0
70.0

36.0
32.4
32.0

1966-s7 --------1967-ss __ •... __.
1968-s9 _________
1969-70•.... ....
1970-71__ _______

95.6
92.0
75.2

40.1
36.0
48.8

53.8
(3)
(3)

TOBACCO (CIGAR FILLER AND BINDER)

1966-s7 ------- -1967-ss _____ ....
1968-s9_ -------1969-70 __ ------1970-71_ _____ --1
2

64.6
84.3
194.2
60.8
73.4
181.6
57.6
73.9
165.3
55.7
72.5
148.5
57.1 ----------------------------

Includes CCC diversion for crushing and export.
s No program.
None.
PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS, FARM USE, COMMERCIAL DISAPPEARANCE, GOVERNMENT PURCHASES, NET EXPENDITURES, PRICE SUPPORT, 1966-s7-1970-71
DIARY

Year

1966-s7- ------------------------------------------------------1967--sB ___ - ---------------------------------------------------1968-s9. ------:.----------------------------------------------1969-70.-------------------------------- --- -------------------1970-71.-------------------------------------------------------

Production
plus imports 1
(billion
pounds)

Used on
farms
(billion
pounds)

Commercial
disappearance
(billion
pounds)

Government
purchases
(billion
pounds)

Net
Government
expenditures 2
(million
dollars)

Dollars per
hundredweight

Percent of
parity

123.1
120. 5
118.4
118. 3
119. 7

5.4
5.1
4.6
4.3
4.0

115.0
108.4
109.0
109.6
109.0

2.7
7.0
4.8
4.4
6.7

182.3
400.4
310.7
245.5
381.0

{ e 3. 50
• 4.00
4.00
4.28
4.28
4.66

78
89
87
89
83
85

1 Imports. normally about 1,500,000,000 to 2,000,000,000 pounds yearly, are included as part of
production.
2 On advice of Department net expenditures are used rather than CCC losses.

Price support

r April.
• June.

PRODUCTION, IMPORTS, MILL CONSUMPTION, YEAREND STOCKS, TARGET PRICE 1966-

PRODUCTION, DISAPPEARANCE, YEAREND STOCKS, PRICE SUPPORTS, SELECTED COMMODITIES, 1966-s7-1970-71

WOOL (CLEAN BASIS)

FLAXSEED

67-1970-71

u.s.

Year

1966-s7 ------------------1967-ss
___ ___ _____________
1968-s9 .. ----------------1969-70.-----------------1970-71__ -----------------

production
(million
pounds)

110.6
106.4
99.7
91.6
3 89.8

Target price 1
Mill conImports sumption
(million
(million
pounds) pounds)

162.5
109.1
129.7
93.5
79.8

f

266.6
228.6
238.3
219.0
163.8

Yearend
stocks 1
(million
pounds)

Cents
per
pound

Percent
of parity

88.3
79.9
88.9
81.0

0.65
.66
.67
.69

278
277
277
2 76
2 75

(~)

.72

Year

1966-s7- -----------------1967-68.-----------------1968-s9_ -----------------1969-70 ___ ---------------1970-71.------------------

Price support

Production
(million
bushels)

Disappearance
(million
bushels)

Yearend
stocks
(million
bushels)

ooii'IJ~sC:I

Percent
of parity

23.4
20.0
27.1
35.1
30.0

29.4
22.3
24.2
22.9
24.0

9.3
7. 0
9.8
22.0
28.0

2.90
2.90
2.90
2. 75
2. 50

73
73
72
64
58

1 The average producer receives a payment on the amount of the difference between the national
average price received for wool and the target price.
2 January.
a Estimated.
• No information available on U.S. mill consumption of domestic production. No Government
stocks involved.
~ Not available.

CCC LOSSES SELECTED COMMODITIES PRICE SUPPORT AND RELATED PROGRAMS (INCLUDING PUBLIC LAW 480 AND PROGRAM PAYMENTS) REPORT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION-COMMODITY
[In millions of dollars]

Fiscal year

1966.----------- - ------------------ .
1967------------------------------1968_- ----------------------------1969_- ----------------------------1970_- -----------------------------

Corn

Grain
sorghum

Barley

195.6
197.9
87.9
123.2
176. 1

169.7
218.9
95.3
58.5
61.3

3.2
4. 7
1.8
9. 7
28.6

Total
feed grain
Oats payments

11.7
13.3
18.1
16.6
28.1

I, 272.3
1,340.3
832.2
1,051.8
1,643. 6

Wheat
Wheat payments

Tobacco

Rice

Wool

Cotton
Cotton payments

12L9
304.6
345.8
362.7
473.8

3L4
6L9
61.3
64.1
99.9

117.1
175.9
153.9
20L6
228.6

36.1
32.6
69.4
65.1
52.6

201.3
575.8
497.2
154.8
218.2

1,:~~: ~
882.6
620.0
758.8

506.1
813.0
855.0
730.9
1, 042.5

Peanuts

Soybeans
and
products

44.3
43.8
48.2
38.8
36.0

38.7
59.8
3. 8
23.1
46.6
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CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
set aside under the previous order for
the transaction of routine morning business having now expired, morning business is closed.
POUNDAGE QUOTAS FOR BURLEY
TOBACCO
The PRESIDING OFFICER. In accordance with the previous order, the Chair
lays before the Senate for its consideration s. 789, which the clerk will please
state by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read the
the bill (S. 789) by title, as follows:
A bill to amend the tobacco marketing
quota provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill, which had been reported from the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry
with amendments on page 1, line 9, to
strike out: "if the amount of the national
marketing quota for burley tobacco for
the marketing year beginning October 1,
1971, as determined under section 312 of
the Act will result in a reduction of more
than 15 per centum in farm acreage allotments which are subject to reduction,
and the Secretary finds that acreage allotments provided in section 313 of the
Act as limiteC. by Pu:Jlic Law 528, Eightysecond Congress (66 Stat. 597), as
amended by Public Law 21, Eighty-fourth
Congress (69 Stat. 24), approved March
31, 1955 (7 U.S.C. 1315), will not continue
in future years to be effective in adjusting
supplies to the reserve supply level, because of increasing per acre yields, decreasing usage, or otherwise, the Secretary shall".
And insert, in lieu thereof: "the Secretary shall, within thirty days following
the enactment of this section,".
On page 6, line 25, insert a colon, and
the following:
Provided, That such factor for the marketing year beginning Ootober 1, 1972, shall not
be less than 95 per centum: Provided further,
That such factor for the marketing year beginning October 1, 1973, shall not be less than
92% per centum: And provided further, That
such factor for any subsequent year sha~ll
not be less than 90 per centum.

On page 11, line 19, strike out "(d)"
and insert "(b)"; on line 25, strike out
"Subsection" and insert ''Clause";
On page 12, line 2, strike out "follows:
"(e)" and insert "follows: (C)"; so as to
make the bill read:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the

Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended, hereinafter referred to as the
"Act", is amended by adding immediately
following section 318 a new section 319 to
read as follows:
"FARM POUNDAGE QUOTAS FOR BURLEY TOBACCO

"SEc. 319. {a) NotwithStanding any other
proVision of law the Secretary shall, within
thirty days following the enactment of this
section, proclaim national marketing quotas
for the three marketing years beginning October 1, 1971, as provided in this section.

"Within thirty days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum of the farmers engaged in the
production of the 1970 crop of burley tobacco to determine whether they favor or
oppose the establishment of farm marketing quotas on a poundage basis as provided
in this section for the three marketing years
beginning October 1, 1971. If the Secretary
determines that two-thirds or more of the
farmers voting in such referendum approve
marketing quotas on a poundage basis, marketing quotas as provided in this section
shall be in effect for those three marketing
years. If marketing quotas on a poundage
basis are not approved by at least two-thirds
of the farmers voting in such referendum,
no marketing quotas or price support for
burley tobacco shall be in effect for the
marketing year beginning October 1, 1971.
Thereafter, the provisions of section 312 of
the Act shall apply: Provided, That national
marketing quotas for burley tobacco for
any marketing year subsequent to the marketing year beginning October 1, 1971, shall
be proclaimed as provided in this section.
"{b) The Secretary shall determine and
announce, not later than the February 1
preceding the second and third marketing
years of any three-year period for which marketing quotas on a poundage basis are in effect under this section, the amount of the
national marketing quota for each of such
years. If marketing quotas have been made
effective on a poundage basis under this section, the Secretary shall, not later than
February 1 of the last year of three consecutive marketing years for which marketing
quotas are in effect under this section, proclaim national marketing quotas for burley
tobacco for the next three succeeding marketing years as provided in this section. Within thirty days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum in accordance with section 312(c) of the
Act. If the Secretary determines that more
than one-third of the farmers voting oppose
the national marketing quotas, he shall announce the results and no marketing quotas
or price support shall be in effect for such
kind of tobacco for the first marketing year
of such three-year period. Thereafter, the
provisions of section 312 of the Act shall
apply: Provided, That the national marketing quota and farm marketing quotas shall
be determined as provided in this section.
Notice of the farm marketing quota which
will be in effect for his farm for the first
marketing year covered by any referendum
under this section shall insofar as practicable
be mailed to the farm operator in sufficient
time to be received prior to the referendum.
" {c) The national marketing quota determined under this section for burley tobacco
for any marketing year shall be the amount
produced in the United States which the
Secretary estimates will be utilized in the
United States and will be exported during
such marketing year, adjusted upward or
downward in such amount as the Secretary,
in his discretion, determines is desirable for
the purpose of maintaining an adequate supply or for effecting an orderly reduction of
supplies to the reserve supply level. Any such
downward adjustment shall not exceed 10
per centum of such estimated utilization and
exports. For each marketing year for which
marketing quotas are in effect under this
section, the Secretary in his discretion may
establish a reserve (hereinafter referred to
as the 'national reserve') from the national
marketing quota in an amount not in excess
of 1 per centum of '!the national marketing
quota to be available for making corrections
and adjusting ineqiuties in farm marketing
quotas, and for establising marketing quotas
for new farms (i.e., farms for which farm
marketing quotas are not otherwise established).
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"{d) When a national marketing quota is
first proclaimed under this section, the Secretary shall through local committees determine a farm yield for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970. Such yield shall be determined by averaging the yield per acre for the
four highest years of the five consecutive
years beginning with the 1966 crop year:
Provided, That if burley tobacco was produced on the farm in fewer than five of such
years, the farm yield shall be the simple
average of the yields obtained in the years
during such period that burley tobacco was
produced on the farm: Provided further,
That if no burley tobacco was produced on
the farm but the farm was considered as having planted burley tobacco during the immediately preceding five years, the farm yield
will be appraised on the basis of the yields
established for similar farms in the area
on which burley tobacco was produced during such five-year period: And provided further, That the farm yield established for any
farm shall not exceed three thousand five
hundred pounds per acre.
" {e) A preliminary farm marketing quota
shall be determined for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970, by multiplying the farm
yield determined under subsection {d) of
this section by the farm acreage allotment
{prior to any reduction for violation of regulations issued pursuant to the Act) established for such farm for the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1970. For each farm
for which such a preliminary farm marketing quota is determined, a farm marketing
quota for the first year shall be determined
by multiplying the preliminary farm marketing quota by a national factor obtained by
dividing the national marketing quota determined under subsection {c) of this section (less the national reserve) by the sum
of all preliminary farm marketing quotas as
determined under this subsection: Provided,
'!'hat such national factor shall not be less
than 95 per centum.
"The farm marketing quota for each succeeding year shall be determined by multiplying the previous year's farm marketing
quota by a national factor obtained by dividing the national marketing quota determined under subsection {c) of this section
{less the national reserve) by the sum of
the farm marketing quotas for the immediately preceding year for all farms for which
burley tobacco marketing quotas will be
determined for such succeeding marketing
year: Provided, That such factor for the
marketing year beginning October 1, 1972,
shall not be less than 95 per centum: Provided further, That such factor for the marketing year beginning October 1, 1973, shall
not be less than 92¥:! per centum: And provided further, That such factor for any subsequent year shall not be less than 90 per
centum. The farm marketing quota so computed for any farm for any year shall be
increased by the number of pounds by which
marketings from the farm during the immediately preceding year were less than the
farm marketing quota {after adjustments):
Provided, That any such increase shall not
exceed the amount of the farm marketing
quota (including leased pounds) for the
immediately preceding marketing year prior
to any increase for undermarketings or decrease for overmarketings. The farm marketing quota so computed for each farm for
any year shall be reduced by the number of
pounds by which marketings from the farm
during the immediately preceding year exceeded the farm marketing quota {after adjustments): Provided, That if on account of
excess marketings in the preceding year the
farm marketing quota is reduced to zero
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pounds without reflecting the entire reduction required, the additional reduction required shall be made in subsequent marketing years.
"The farm marketing quota for a new farm
shall be the number of pounds determined
by the county committee with approval of
the State committee to be fair and reasonable for the farm on the basis of the past
burley tobacco experience of the farm operator; the land, labor, and equipment available for the production of burley tobacco;
crop rotation practices, and the soil and other
physical factors affecting the production of
burley tobacco: Provided, That the farm
marketing quota for any such new farm shall
not exceed 50 per centum of the average of
the farm marketing quotas for similar farms
for which farm marketing quotas are otherwise established: Provided further, That the
number of pounds allocated to all new farms
shall not exceed that portion of the national
reserve provided by the Secretary for establishing quotas for new farms.
"(f) When a poundage program is in effect
under this section, the farm marketing quota
next established for any farm shall be reduced by the amount of burley tobacco produced on any farm (1) which is marketed as
having been produced on a different farm;
(2) for which proof of disposition is not
furnished as required by the Secretary; and
(3) as to which any producer on the farm
files, or aids or acquiesces in the filing of,
any false report with respect to the production or marketings of tobacco: Provided, That
if the Secretary through the local committee
finds that no person connected with such
farm caused, aided, or acquiesced in any
such irregularity, the next established farm
marketing quota shall not be reduced under
this subsection. The reductions required under this subsection shall be in addition to
any other adjustments made pursuant to
this section.
"(g) When a poundage program is in effect
under this section, farm marketing quotas
(after adjustments) for burley tobacco may
be transferred to other farms in the same
county under the terms and conditions contained in section 316 of the Act: Provided,
That such transfers shall be on a pound for
pound basis: Provided further, That any adjustment for undermarketings or overmarketings shall be attributed to the farm to
which transferred: And provided further,
That not more than five thousand pounds
may be transferred to any farm under this
section.
"(h) Effective with marketing year beginning October 1, 1976, no marketing quota,
other than a new farm marketing quota,
shall be established for a farm on which no
burley tobacco was planted or considered
planted in any of the five years immediately
preceding the year for which farm marketing quotas are being established.
"(i) When marketing quotas under this
section are in effect, provisions with respect
to penalties for the marketing of excess
tobacco and the other prC'visions contained
in section 314 of the Act shall apply, except
that:
"(1) No penalty on excess tobacco shall
be due or collected until 110 per centum of
the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) for a farm has been marketed, but
with respect to each pound of tobacco marketed in excess of such percentage the full
penalty rate shall be due, payable, and collected at the time of marketing on each
pound of tobacco marketed, and any tobacco
marketed in excess of 100 per centum of the
farm marketing quota (after adjustments)
will require a reduction in subsequent farm
marketing quotas in accordance with section
319(e): Provided, That if the Secretary in his
discretion, determines it is desirable to en-
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however, they have proved inadequate.
Production exceeded disappearance in
1969-70 by 26 million pounds and Commodity Credit Corporation loans outstanding at the end of the marketing
year increased by 105 million pounds.
The Department of Agriculture testified
at hearings held on this bill that there
can be no doubt that the acreage allotment program will not continue in future years to be effective in adjusting
supplies to the reserve supply level.
The inability of the existing allotment
program to continue to keep supplies in
line with demand is caused by first, decreasing demand; second, increasing
yields; and, third a minimum allotment
provision which prohibits any reduction
in the majority of the allotments.
Average yields per acre have increased
from 833 pounds in 1938, when the law
was enacted, to 2,488 pounds in 1969, and
an estimated 2,585 pounds in 1970.
Acreage allotments provide an incentive for each producer to increase his
yield, and to the extent yields are increased the control program is defeated.
The existing law prevents further reduction of any allotment of one-half
acre or less. As shown by the table on
page 30 of the committee's hearings
168,893 farms, or approximately 60 percent of all farms having 1970 allotments,
were at the minimum and could not be
reduced further. The number of allotments which cannot be reduced becomes
greater each year as national allotments
are reduced, so that effective control becomes more difficult each year. The average allotment is now .82 acre.
Under the bill before the Senate each
farm would receive a quota in pounds.
It could market without penalty up to
110 percent of that quota, but then its
quota would be reduced for the following
year by the amount of the overage. On
the other hand a farm which had a crop
failure 1 year would have its quota increased the following year, so that the
amount marketed by all farmers would
average out to the amount of the national quota. No farmer could increase
his quota by increasing yields, and all
farmers would share in any increase or
decrease in the national quota ratably.
The bill provides for an orderly reduction of supplies. The national quota for
any year would be equal to estimated
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- domestic consumption and exports, inident, I suggest the absence of a quorum. creased as necessary to maintain adeThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk quate supplies, or decreased by not more
will call the roll.
than 10 percent as necessary to reduce
The assistant legislative clerk pro- supplies to the reserve level. No farm
ceeded to call the roll.
quota for 1971 could be reduced more
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I ask than 5 percent below its 1970 allotment
unanimous consent that the order for multiplied by its yield factor. No farm
the quorum call be rescinded.
quota could be reduced below that for
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the preceding year by more than 5 perobjection, it is so ordered.
cent in 1972, 7 Yz percent in 1973, and
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, the 10 percent in any year thereafter. This
pending bill would amend the burley would prevent too drastic an impact in
tobacco marketing quota law to substi- any one year on burley tobacco farmers
tute poundage controls for acreage con- and producing areas, but would begin
trols for burley tobacco.
reducing stocks immediately and soon
For many years acreage allotments level off at a sizable reduction in stocks
were effective to keep burley tobacco each year. As indicated by the table on
supplies in line with demand at little page 7 of the committee report, produccost to the Government. In recent years, tion in 1971-72 would be about 4 million

courage additional m arketings of any grades
of burley tobacco during any marketing year
to insure traditional market patterns to meet
the normal demands of export and domestic
markets, he may authorize the marketing
of such grades without the payment of penalty or deduction from subsequent quotas to
the extent of 5 per centum of the farm marketing quota for the farm on which the tobacco was produced, and such marketings
shall be eligible for price support.
"(2) The provisions with respect to penalties contained in the third sentence of section 314(a) shall be revised to read: 'If any
produced falsely identifies or fails to account
for the disposition of any tobacco, the Secretary, in lieu of assessing and collecting
penalties based on actual marketings of excess tobacco, may elect to assess a penalty
computed by multiplying the full penalty
rate by an amount of tobacco equal to 25
per centum of the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) and the penalty in respect
thereof shall be paid and remitted by the producer."
" ( 3) The provisions contained in the fourth
sentence of section 314(a) shall not be applicable. For the first year a marketing quota
program established under the provisions of
this section is in effect, the farm marketing
quota determined under the provisions of
section 319(e) shall receive a temporary upward adjustment equal to the amount of carryover penalty-free burley tobacco for the
farm. For subsequent years, the provisions
of section 319(e) shall apply.
"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as he considers necessary for carrying out the provisions of this section."
SEc. 2. Section 378 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended
by adding subsection (b) to read as follows:
"(b) In applying the provisions of this section to a farm for which a tobacco marketing
quota has been determined under section
319 of this Act, the words 'allotment' and
'acreage', wherever they appear, shall be construed to mean 'marketing quota' and 'poundage', respectively, as required."
SEc. 3. Clause (c) of section 106 of the
Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended, is
amended to read as follows:
" (c) If acreage-poundage or poundage
farm marketing quotas are in effect under
section 317 or 319 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, ( 1) price
support shall not be made available on
tobacco marketed in excess of 110 per centum of the marketing quota (after adjustments) for the farm on which such tobacco
was produced. and (2) for the purpose of
price support eligibilty, tobacco carried
over from one marketing year to another
shall, when marketed, be considered tobacco
of the then current crop."
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pounds less than disappearance. It
would be 25 million pounds less in 197273, 59 million pounds less in 1973-74, 62
million pounds less in 1974-75, and 61
million pounGs less in 1975-76. Because
it is expected that private stocks rather
than Government loan stocks would be
reduced in 1971-72, CCC outstanding
loan stocks are expected to increase by
18 million pounds the first year, but they
are expected to drop by 10 million
pounds the next year, 40 million pounds
the following year, 43 million pounds the
year after that, and 41 million pounds in
1975-76.
The bill also permits leasing of burley
tobacco quotas to other farms in the
same county, with a limit of 5,000
pounds on the amount which may be
leased to any one farm. This is now permitted for other kinds of tobacco.
Effective controls are absolutely necesary for the continuation of the burley
tobacco program for the benefit of the
small grower, as well as for those who
are above the current minimum allotment. Practically every witness at the
committee's hearings advocated poundage controls, although some advocated
even more stringent controls than those
provided by the bill.
Mr. President, there are typographical
errors in the committee amendments
shown on page 11, lines 18 and 19. The
subsection designation" (b)" in each case
should be "(f)". Accordingly, I modify
these committee amendments by striking
"(b)" where it appears in lines 18 and
19 on page 11 and inserting "(f)". With
these changes the amendments will conform with the description of them on
page 3 of the committee report and with
the changes in existing law shown on
page 19 of the committee report.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be so modi:Eed.
Mr. TALMADGE. I ask unanimous
consent that the committee amendments be agreed to en bloc, and that the
bill as thus amended be treated as original text for the purpose of further
amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the committee amendments
are agreed to en bloc and the bill will
be treated as original text for the purpose of further amendment.
The bill is open to further amendment.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I wish
to express my appreciation to the distinguished Senator from Georgia <Mr. TALMADGE) for his assistance in bringing
before the Senate the bill (S. 789) which
I introduced, for the committee hearings
he arranged, and for his very able explanation of the purposes of the bill.
My statements before the committee at
the December 8 hearing, in the Senate on
December 31, and again on February 11
when I introduced the bill, and at the
hearing on March 2, are all included in
the RECORD. They describe the situation
in the burley program, the necessity for
this bill, its purpose and provisions. I
will not take time to repeat them here.
As I said when I first introduced this
bill on December 31, 1970, I have fol-

lowed our tobacco program throughout
my service of several terms in the Senate.
Kentucky is the largest producer of burley tobacco. In volume and value, burley
tobacco is second only to the Flue-cured
tobacco which is grown chiefly in North
Carolina.
I listed some figures in my statement
in December to show the importance of
burley tobacco to our agricultural economy. Burley tobacco was grown on about
282,000 farm allotments totalling some
231,000 acres in 1970, and producing a
crop valued at $400 million. More than
135,000 of these burley farm allotments
are in Kentucky, which produces nearly
three-fourths of the crop, providing cash
receipts to Kentucky farm families in
1970 of nearly $300 million.
In addition to the value and the benefit
which it obtains to growers, tobacco produces for our citizens in taxes several
times the income it brings to growers.
It is very highly taxed, and is an important source of revenue-about $4.5
billion in 1970-for our States and for
the Federal Government.
I have followed the tobacco program
for many years, and have done my best,
as one Senator, to attempt to keep it
sound and of value to the farmers. In
1948, when the first farm bill after World
War II was before Congress, I offered an
amendment, in which the late Senator
Barkley joined, to assure to all growers of
Flue-cured and burley tobacco a fair
market price of 90 percent of parity.
For dark air-cured and Fire-cured tobacco, the support was not fully 90 percent, but the support levels for those
products were graduated according to
their production and use.
In 1960 the Senator from North Carolina <Mr. JoRDAN) and I offered an
amendment to further stabilize the price
of tobacco, and to maintain the support price at 90 percent of modernized
parity.
I believe that those amendments,
which I had the privilege to offer and
secure, have resulted in literally hundreds of millions of dollars of income
for tobacco growers. But the price support program for tobacco depends upon
strict production control. If the Government is to assure each tobacco grower a
price equal to 90 percent of parity, by
taking under loan any unsold tobacco
on the market, the Government must
have the assurance that production will
be controlled and held at levels no greater than demands, or domestic use, plus
exports.
There was not much difficulty about
the control of production for several
years after 1948, but in the last 10 years
particularly, tobacco growers, through
the use of fertilizers, closer planting,
pesticides, newer varieties, and lately irrigation, have increased production upon
their limited acreage allotments until
the average yield per acre has increased
from about 1,600 pounds in the 195660 period to 2,585 pounds last year. As
a result of these increased yields and
some declines in use, the stocks of burley tobacco on hand now exceed the desirable statutory level, calculated by
multiplying "disappearance" or annual
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use by 2.8 percent. The total supply of
burley has now reached about 3.4 year's
use, and while much of that is held by
the trade and in manufacturer's stocks,
Government loan holdings now exceed
half a billion pounds of burley tobacco.
So it has come to the state where I
believe that our burley tobacco farmers,
who have always been very good about
controlling their production, must know
that this situation cannot go on, that the
Government cannot continue to buy tobacco from farmers when the stocks are
piling up.
Also, there is another situation which
we must recognize-that of the opposition to cigarette tobacco itself, expressed
in the anticigarette campaign. So I think
it imperative that burley growers agree
in the coming referendum upon a price
support and production control program
which will be sound.
The poundage program authorized by
this bill provides that those growers who
now grow one-half acre or less--growers
who have in the past been protected
against acreage cuts-would no longer
have that complete protection but would
share alike with all other burley tobacco
growers any reductions in total production. But we have tried to provide for the
protection of these smaller growers. The
bill which I introduced provided that the
initial poundage quota for each farm
would be calculated by taking the 4 best
years of the last 5 years of production
f.or each farmer, including the good year
of 1970, and using that average as his
preliminary 1971 poundage quota.
My bill provided that this "preliminary farm quota" could not be reduced
more than 5 percent in establishing the
1971 farm quota. It provided that the
national burley quota could not be less
than 90 percent of estimated use. I asked
the committee to limit the cuts in any
year to not more than 5 percent, and
they did agree to not more than 5 percent in 1972, 7% percent in 1973, and 10
percent in 1974 and thereafter. Under
the committee bill it seems likely that
within 3 or 4 years, by 1973 or surely by
1974, the program would be in order;
and, if disappearance does not continue
to go down, there would be no further
cuts. Of course, if the use of burley tobacco then increases, there could be a
corresponding increase in farm c:.uotas.
I must say that at times, and even recently, the burley program has been
characterized as if it were a program
divided into large and small growers. The
truth is that, because of the successive
cuts in the last 10 years, there really are
not many large allotments, as shown by
the fact that there are now 282,115 farm
allotments, totaling only 230,947 acres.
I conceive the bill I have introduced as
a protection for the small farmer as well
as the large farmer, because I am afraid
that if the present acreage program is
continued and large acreage cuts are ordered, as has been proposed for the 1971
crops year, we will reach one of two situations:
First, that those farmers who now
grow more than half an acre and who
still represent more than the one-third
which could vote out the program, would
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vote it out, and there would be chaos,
because no one in the country would be
restricted from raising burley tobacco.
It is likely that in the first 2 or 3 years
without a program that each grower
would increase his acreage and production far beyond his present practice;
there would be no production controls
and no 90-percent support price; there
would be no support price, the market
price might be cut in half, and there
would be utter chaos. In that case, I
think the advantage would probably go
to the larger growers, who have better
land, who have capital and resources,
who are close to the warehouses, who are
able to put on more fertilizer; and I
think the adverse effect would be upon
many small growers.
Second, if the present acreage program is continued and the required cuts
in acreage are not made, the surplus and
the Federal investment in loan stocks
could continue to build up. If this should
happen, in 3 or 4 years a remedy might
be sought and enacted which would be
much more radical than the one I am
proposing; I believe the program would
lose public support and the Congress itself would enact legislation to abandon
tobacco price supports and abolish the
burley tobacco program.
It is not easy to offer a bill such as
the one I have helped develop and propose today, because I know it may be
characterized-and has already been by
some-as a battle between the large
growers and the small growers. I come
from a section of the country which has
many more small growers-one-half acre
or less-than large growers. But if I may
say so, without being immodest, I have
had something to do with protecting this
program and protecting small growers
during my years in the Senate. I offered the amendment in 1948 which gives
to every tobacco grower the assured 90percent support price, and no other agricultural crop in this country enjoys that
level of price support. Wool has had at
times support more than 100 percent, but
so far as a crop grown on the land is
concerned, no other agricultural commodity has had that. As I have said, in
1960, the Senator from North Carolina
(Mr. JoRDAN) and I further assured and
guaranteed that price.
I feel that I have a duty to those whom
I represent in my State, because I have
championed their tobacco program and
have spoken for it throughout the State.
When acreage-poundage was before
the burley growers of Kentucky in 1966
and 1967, I went around the State and
spoke to the farmers and urged them to
support it, which they did; but it was
defeated because it was not supported
in some of the other States. In my years
here, I have tried to lead with respect
to protecting the tobacco program. I
think I have an obligation and a duty
to help keep it successful and effective,
and to prevent its being lost to all
growers, large and small, at some future
date.
Mr. President, this bill also provides
for the leasing of burley quotas-not
more than 5,000 pounds. I had opposed
the leasing of burley allotments in ear-

lier years, but I have changed my mind
about it if the amount leased can be
kept to a maximum of, say, 5,000 pounds
or not much more. I have done so because leasing could enable older people,
disabled people, people who are not able
to stay on the small farms, to lease their
quota to another farmer and so be assured of some income from it. The leasing provision can be as valuable to small
growers as to large growers, because it
will also enable them, if they desire, to
lease some additional poundage-enough
to grow a reasonable family farm size
crop. I hope the 5,000-pound limit will
not, however, be increased in the House
or by the conference.
I absolutely oppose the sale of quotas.
I hope very much that this will not be
placed in the bill in the House or in conference. If it is, I think I would expect
to vote against the bill. I do not want to
see those who have large financial capacity, perhaps better land, machinery,
and able to hire labor, enabled to buy
up the small quotas of people in less
favorable circumstances, perhaps at a
time when they could be in dire need of
funds. I just do not want to see that
happen. I hope and I urge that this bill
not include the sale of quotas in its enactment by the House.
I want to say again to the distinguished Senator from Georgia <Mr.
TALMADGE), the chairman of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,
as well as to the Senator from Iowa (Mr.
MILLER), who conducted the March
hearings, and to the Senator from Mississippi <Mr. EAsTLAND) and others who
attended the hearings, and to all the
members of the committee that I appreciate very much their deep interest.
I would have preferred the bill as I proposed to the committee, to permit a cut
in farm quotas not over 5 percent in
any year. But the bill as recommended
by the committee would allow cuts for the
first and second years of 5 percent, the
third year 7 ¥2 percent, and the fourth
and subsequent years not to exceed 10
percent. I do not believe it will be necessary to cut that much if we adopt the
bill, and if it becomes effective for this
crop year.
I want to make one other statement,
and then I shall close, because I think it
is necessary to make this statement for
the record. The Department of Agriculture, through its representatives at the
hearings, made the statement and took
the position that the poundage cut for
the first year should be at least 15 percent or even 20 percent, the idea being
that they could immediately bring the
program into balance and, in doing that,
same some money for the Department
because it would not have to take much
tobacco under loan this year.
I recognize that if the Department
looked at the problem simply from the
position of the Office of Management
and Budget, its proposal would save some
money in the first year over the bill
which I had introduced. But I want to
say to the Department of Agriculture
and its Secretary, and the Office of Management and Budget, that we cannot
look at this program simply from the
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standpoint of some saving in 1971 and
1972. We are dealing with farmers who
represent a part of the American economy. We cannot reduce their income so
drastically--or should not-in 1 year,
even from the standpoint of improving
the economy of the country, which is a
program of the President and the administration.
Also, these men who grow tobacconot all are men, some are women on the
small farms, growing small plots of tobacco-we have to take into account
their income next year and the necessity
to enable them to move gradually in to
a position where the program will be
sound and helpful.
One other provision in the bill I introduced is the insurance feature; namely,
if a grower desires, he can grow 110 percent of his quota in 1 year and sell it, but
the following year his poundage would
be correspondingly reduced 10 percent,
to 90 percent. Similarly, if there should
be a failure in the crop, hail or drought
or blight or some disaster should cause
a reduction in the crop, this feature
would enable the grower to make up that
income next year. In fact, he could lay
out of production 1 year, and grow his
quota for that year in the following year,
along with the second year's quota. The
burley program has not had that insurance feature before and it should, therefore, be of interst to all burley growers.
Mr. President, let me close by saying
that I thank again the distinguished
Senator from Georgia <Mr. TALMADGE)
and the members of the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry. I hope very
much that this bill will be passed and
that our farmers will accept it. Otherwise, I feel that we are moving down a
road where the burley acreage program
will be voted out, resulting in loss of
price support, unlimited production, and
chaos for all burley growers. And if we
wait too long, the result will be a radical
change and hard upon tobacco growers
and the economy of rural areas.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Kentucky yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. ERVIN. As I understand it, the
Senator from Kentucky was prompted to
offer his bill because the amount of burley on hand is far more than is necessary
to satisfy current needs.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. And the Senator from
Kentucky was afraid that if we continued to increase the pileup of surpluses
of burley above current needs, the price
support system might be abolished.
Mr. COOPER. I think that is a possibility. I may say that that could occur,
and it would be a danger not only to
burley growers but also to Flue-cured
growers and growers of dark tobacco.
Mr. ERVIN. In other words, the ultimate purpose of the distinguished Senator from Kentucky is to provide continued protection for all those who grow
burley.
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Mr. ERVIN. If the pending bill is enacted by Congress and approved in referendum by the burley growers, it is to be
a substitute for past programs.
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Mr. COOPER. That is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. The bill attempts to protect the burley growers against drastic
reductions, by providing that reductions
in their marketable quotas cannot exceed
5 percent during the first and second
years of operation, 7% percent during
the third year, and 10 percent-Mr. COOPER. The first 2 years it is
5 percent, the third year 7% percent, and
the fourth year and thereafter 10 percent, as amended by the committee.
Mr. ERVIN. Third year 7% percent.
Fourth year 10 percent.
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Mr. ERVIN. As I understand it, the bill
would not require that the reductions
be as much as 5 percent in the first 2
years or 7% percent in the third year,
or 10 percent in the fourth year unless
such reductions are necessary to bring a
proper balance.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct. If, as
we hope, it will bring the program into
balance, with production 5 or 10 percent
less tha.n use, it would not be necessary
to make further reductions after 1973 or
perhaps 1974 unless use declines fwrther.
Mr. ERVIN. This act would take effect,
if approved by Congress, only after approval in a referendum by the growers.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. I thank the Senator.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, one more
statement. Someone may say, well, we
can cut the acreage sharply this year,
under the present acreage program, and
we will bring production into balance.
But that will never bring it into balance,
because those who grow tobacco will
continue to increase their yields per acre
as they lose acreage-and every person
growing one-half acre or less can do the
same-by use of fertilizer, by use of pesticides, by planting high-yielding varieties, by irrigation, and by planting rows
closer together. I see no way to bring this
program into balance under the old
acreage allotment program.
Since 1948, when I first came here and
first became interested in this program
in a legislative way, acreage has been
reduced to less than one-half; and yet
the amount of burley produced is about
the same as before the cuts came. It is
impossible to keep this acreage allotment program working in its present
shape.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I am very
glad to support the bill before the Senate today, S. 789, for it is an effort to
save the burley tobacco price support program, which has been a good program for
Tennessee toba.cco producers and is important to the agricultural economy of
Tennessee-and particularly to eastern
Tennessee which is my home. There are
nearly 100,000 farm tobacco allotments
in Tennessee, of which 87,000 are burley
allotments, and the burley crop last year
brought Tennessee farmers $70 million
cash income-which generates several
times that volume of economic activity
for the people of the area.
Those familiar with the farm programs-certainly the chairman of the
committee, Senator TALMADGE; and the
ranking minority member, Senator MILLER; and the author of the bill, Senator

CooPER-know that the tobacco program
has been a successful program over the
years. It is unusual in several respects,
including the level of price support at
90 percent of parity; its method of extending price support which actually
establishes the market price paid by the
buYers at or above the price support level;
but principally in its strict production
controls designed to assure that the program operates without substantial cost
to the Government, in sharp contrast to
most other farm commodity programs.
It has often been said that the success
of the program rests on the willingness of
growers to make the sacrifices necessary
to keep the program sound. In effect, tobacco growers accept controls designed
to hold production at a level no greater
than the use of tobacco, in exchange for
the guarantee of fair prices.
The proposal embodied in the bill before the Senate today would change the
method of production control from
acreage allotments, limiting the amount
of land on which farmers may plant and
harvest burley tobacco, to poundage
quotas, restricting the actual amount of
burley tobacco which they may sell each
year. This is, of course, a very strict
means of controlling production, but it
is one which clearly assures effective
control, which will enable any surplus
now held under Government loan to be
moved into the channels of trade in an
orderly fashion over a period of years,
and for that reason will protect the essential basis for burley tobacco price
supports, and protect the income of
thousands of farmers and the economy
of burley producing areas.
In preparation for this discussion, I
want to point out that I have talked with
farm and industry leaders in Tennessee.
They have been represented at the Agriculture Committee hearings, and they
have made known their concern over the
burley tobacco program.
As Senator CooPER has pointed out in
the course of developing this legislation,
and as affirmed by the testimony of farm
groups and tobacco experts, including
those from Tennessee, the need to
change the method of production control
arises from the combined effect of increasing yields per acre in recent years,
and the shift from an upward trend in
use to a stable, and, in fact, modest decline in the total domestic use and exports of burley tobacco. It seems clear
that acreage controls can no longer, in
the coming years, be effective in maintaining production at a level less than
use. For example, officials of the Department of Agriculture have said that a 30percent cut in acreage allotment would
be required for the 1971 croup under the
present system, and have said that even
that reduction would not prevent future
annual cuts in acreage. Such cuts would
be a terrible blow to thousands of farmers and to the agricultural economy of
the region. Conceivably, such a cut could
lead farmers to reject the burley program in the coming referendum-a tragic consequence which would result in
loss of price support. unlimited production, ruinous market prices, and chaotic
conditions. Or, if a surplus were allowed
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to build up on the other hand, with the
eventual sale of Government loan stocks
at heavy losses, the program could come
under attack, and lose support in the
country and in the Congress.
The present acreage program has given
farmers an incentive to fertilize, plant
closer, use high-yield varieties-to some
degree without regard for the best quality
leaf which has given American burley its
preeminent position in domestic and
world trade. In addition to this "yields
race"-in effect requiring each farmer to
try to outproduce his neighbors each
year and keep ahead of the cuts ordered
by the Secretary of Agriculture-and to
the decline in use, the bill addresses itself
to a difficult area, unique in the burley
program, which has brought the acreage
control program to the end of its ability
to work as effectively in the future as it
has in the past. That is the provision
which I think all of us, and certainly
Senator CooPER, have supported and defended in the past, that acreage allotments of one-half acre and less could not
be reduced. It has been a wonderful thing
over the years for thousands of small
growers, a great many of them in Tennessee. It has meant that only the growers having an allotment of more than
one-half acre-a modest amount, after
all, representing annual income of perhaps $700 to $1,000-made the sacrifices
and took the cuts required to keep the
price support program for all. But, however popular and desirable this special
provision may have been, I think it is
clear that with more than half the farms
exempt from cuts, the old programwhich would allow all farmers to increase
their yields per acre each year, but then
try to control the total by reducing the
acreage of only some farms-could not
possibly continue to work.
The senior Senator from Kentucky has
kept me informed at every stage of this
legislation and I commend him and all
who have worked on this measure for
developing a responsible bill, one which I
believe is fair to all growers, large and
small, in all States; which protects the
interests of taxpayers and of the Federal
investment; and, of greatest interest to
Tennessee burley producers, which will
insure the continuation of the burley tobacco price support program by keeping
it sound in the years ahead.
I know the development of this bill has
not been an easy task. It is easier, perhaps, •.o talk about provisions which appear to give some temporary advantage
to farmers, or to one or another groups of
farmers, without regard to the consequences for all if the price support program goes down, because of surplus production and loss of public support, or
even division of support among farmers
themselves. But the difficulties in this bill
are those of dealing realistically with the
problem and offering farmers a responsible program. Tobacco farmers have
shown before, and I believe they are
ready to consider now, that they know
that a good program must abide by the
facts of life if it is to survive and serve.
I believe burley tobacco growers understand their program and can face facts,
as I believe we in the Congress are doing
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in this bill, and I hope the measure will
be adopted by the Senate and the House
and promptly enacted.
Mr. President, I have expressed my
general support for the bill, S. 789. However, I have been concerned about its
effect on the many small farmers who
have been protected from cuts under the
acreage allotment program. Of the
87,209 burley allotments in Tennessee,
62,847 are 0.5 acre or less and, therefore,
could not be reduced under the old program. These small allotments are often
an important source of cash income to
rural families, not the only source in
most cases but an important one nevertheless, and one which has been protected-perhaps even to the point of
finally raising serious difficulty in the
operation of the burley price support
program.
I know that in developing this bill,
Senator Cooper and others have been
concerned about small burley growers;
he knows them from his own area and
has always fought for the small farmer.
And I recognize that the bill protects
the interests of small growers in several
ways:
First, and mainly, it promises to maintain the burley price support programand without that no allotment or quota
would be worth much.
Second, poundage quotas would be
fixed in 1971 based on each farm's average yield multiplied by its 1970 acreage
allotment--that is, following the 10percent cut in 1969 acreage borne by all
farms larger than one-half acre. It follows also the earlier years of acreage
reductions for other farms, including
many of those now reduced to one-half
acre. The effect, as I understand, is to
preserve under poundage quotas whatever advantage has accrued to small
growers over the years. The bill maintains for them their relative position and
their share of the market--and would
maintain that position for every future
year. If I may ask the Sen a tor from
Kentucky, is it not correct that the bill
as written would establish poundage
quotas for 1971, and for each future year,
on the basis of the 1970 distribution of
acreage? It accepts all the cuts that
have been made in the past, and maintains the relationship now existing?
Mr. COOPER. The Senator from Tennessee is correct. Poundage quotas would
be fixed for future years on the present
relationship-last year's acreage allotments times the farm's average yield in
recent years.
Mr. BAKER. I thank the Senator.
Third, there is the provision that
would reduce any average yields larger
than 3,500 pounds to that figure. I have
been told that many small growers do
not have such high yields and consider
they have not contributed as much to any
surplus. To this extent the 3,500-pound
ceiling on yields will be helpful.
Fourth, the bill provides for the first
time for the leasing of burley quotas. In
this way any small grower can lease up
to 5,000 pounds of additional quota, a
reasonable amount for a family farm
operation, increasing his production by

perhaps four or five times. Or, if he prefers, he may lease his own quota to
another farmer and have that income
without having to produce the tobacco
himself. While some farm groups in
Tennessee urge the sale of quotas, and
the lease of quotas across county lines, I
know this leasing provision will be
helpful.
Fifth, the bill includes a crop insurance feature, so that if a small grower,
or a large grower, is hit by hail or
drought-or simply wishes to lay out of
burley production for 1 year, he may
produce and sell it the next year.
Sixth, I know the Senator from Kentucky ha-s included a provision that the
Secretary shall set the national burley
auota at not less than 90 percent of estimated use. That will permit any surplus
to be moved out into the channels of
trade in substantial quantity each yearsome 50 million pounds-but will protect
the small growers, and all growers, from
a sharp and destructive cut in quotas.
Seventh, the committee bill provides
for adjustment to that level of surplus
disposal in steps over the next 3 or 4
years: The 1971 farm poundage quota
would be not more than 5 percent under
the farm's average yield; not more than
a 5-percent cut in 1972, not more than
a 7%-percent cut in 1973, or not more
than a 10-percent cut in any later year.
Mr. President, I recognize, as I have
said, that this bill is carefully constructed to protect small burley growers, and all burley growers, by the provisions I have cited, most of which it is
true are applied equally. While they
make no distinction between size or location of farmers, they give assuranceand an assurance which we have not had
under previous law-against large cuts
in any year, and against drastic cuts unrealistically designed to dispose of a
surplus accumulat€d over many years in
only 2 or 3 years.
Nevertheless, in the past, small growers have enjoyed a special degree of protection, and their income from burley
tobacco is very modest indeed. Under
this bill they would for the first time be
accepting modest reductions, and I
would hope these reductions could be accomplished gradually and as painlessly
as possible so that they would have time
to adjust. For that reason, I offer -:tn
amendment to limit the reduction for
small growers--those protected from
acreage reductions under the old lawto not more than 5 percent a year. I hope
very much that the Senator from Kentucky, and the chairman of the committee and manager of the bill, might be
able to accept the amendment.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I understand the concern of the Senator from
Tennessee. He has stated very well the
interest of small burley tobacco growers
in this bill, and has described the provisions designed to protect all growers, both
large and small. I have always defended
the small grower provision, but I think
it is clear that the acreage minimum has
contributed to the difficulty the burley
tobacco program is now in, and a poundage minimum would raise anew the same
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difficulties in the practical operation of
the program. But what the Senator from
Tennessee proposed is simply a modi:fication which would protect small growers from cuts larger than 5 percent.
When the bill was before the full Committee on Agriculture. I had proposed a
similar provision, applicable to all farmers. But after considering the position of
the Department of Agriculture, which
was requesting larger cuts in poundage,
and cuts to a lower level of production,
the committee developed the amendment
included in the bill authorizing reductions not in excess of 5 percent in 1972,
after poundage came into effect with the
1971 crop, 7% percent in 1973, and 10
percent in any later year-although the
Department estimates a reduction of only
2 percent in 1974 and 1 or 2 percent
thereafter according to the annual
changes in the use of tobacco.
I would have no opposition to the
amendment, consider it a reasonable and
good proposal, and would gladly support
it and join the Senator in urging its
adoption. I hope the Senator from Georgia, and the Senate might accept the
amendment of the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, it may be
asked what the effect of my amendment
may be upon production, and the fiscal
effect on the operating of the Commodity
Credit Corporation. The practical effect
of the amendment would be that in 1973,
when the Secretary may order a cut of
7¥2 percent in quotas, small growers
would be cut only 5 percent. These
growers produce less than 30 percent of
the burley crop. I am informed by the
Department of Agriculture that the
amendment would result in a 1973 effective national farm quota about 4 million
pounds larger than under the committee
bill. That is less than 1 percent of the
total crop. The 1973 crop would still be
50 million pounds less than estimated
use. We can still expect a large net reduction in Government lean stocks. The
next year, in 1974, the difference would
be made up, when perhaps a 3-percent,
rather than a 2-percent, reduction in all
quotas would be required. So it represents
a very modest change, over 1 year only,
in the fiscal and stocks' position of the
program.
I send the amendment to the desk and
ask for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 7, strike out the period in line 6,
insert a colon in lieu thereof and insert the
following:
"And provided further, That in the case
of any farm having an acreage allotment of
.50 acre or less for the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1970, the farm marketing quota shall not be less than 95 per
centum of the farm marketing quota established under this section for the previous
year.

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I have
consulted with the author of the bill,
the Senator from Kentucky, and others
interested. I find that it would have no
effect whatever for the years 1971-'72
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and 1972-73. The only effect it would
have would be beginning in the year
1973-74. At that time, it would cause the
production to be some 4 million pounds
greater than it would be under the committee bill. The cost to the Government
would be approximately $4 million for
that year.
In view of the fact that about 60 percent of the burley tobacco growers in
the United States have allotments of
one-half acre or less, some 168,839 farms
are involved.
I am willing to accept the amendment
on behalf of the committee. I think that
the benefits to the people involved would
be greater than the additional cost to
the Government.
Many of them are marginal farmers.
This is practically the only cash crop
money that many of these farmers have.
Without it, many of them would be
pushed off the land and be forced to
move into the cities and go on welfare.
I think it is highly beneficial from the
social standpoint. On behalf of the committee, I accept the amendment.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BAKER. I yield to the Senator
from North Carolina.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I be made a cosponsor of the amendment offered by
the distinguished Senator from Tennessee.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I take this
position because, like the Senator from
Tennessee, many of my constituents are
engaged in growing burley and they are
in the main small farmers.
I wish to commend him for offering
the amendment, and the Senator from
Georgia, the chairman of the committee,
for accepting the amendment, because it
minimizes the impact of the bill upon
the small farmers.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator. I ask unanimous consent
that he may be added as a cosponsor of
my amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I wish to
point out that the amendment sent to
the desk was offered on behalf of myself
and the distinguished junior Senator
from Kentucky <Mr. CooK).
I thank the distinguished chairman of
the committee for accepting the amendment, I thank the Senator from North
Carolina for his comments, and I thank
the Senator from Kentucky for his
leadership in this field.
I believe this additional amendment
will help very materially in easing the
dislocation to the very small farmers.
Mr. President, I hope the Senate agrees
to the bill as amended.
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, once more
I find myself rising in support of Kentucky's and the Nation's tobacco growers. During the past decade, and particularly in my first 2 years in the Senate,
this great and valuable industry has
been under a constant and vicious attack by many interests. These attacks,

based more on statistical fantasy than
hard fact, have had some effect on a
heretofore relatively stable commodity.
Today we are considering S. 789, a bill
introduced by my very distinguished
senior colleague from Kentucky, which
would amend the burley tobacco marketing quota provisions of the Agriculture
Adjustment Act of 1938 as amended.
Essentially, this legislation provides for
a change in the quantitative control of
burley tobacco by implementing a poundage control system in place of the present acreage allotment program.
Mr. President, I personally do not take
lightly any action which would change
the burley program that many of my
farmer constituents have lived under for
over two decades. Tobacco accounts for
approximately 40 percent of Kentucky's
farm income and produces $400 million
annually for some 200,000 farm families.
These farm families are the backbone of
Kentucky. I consider this a very serious
proposal, and accordingly, I have studied
it very carefully for a considerable length
of time.
A little more than a year ago, on February 30, the Secretary of Agriculture
announced the marketing quota provisions for the 1970 growing season. By
law, the Secretary was also required to
simultaneously impose a reduction of
10 percent on all burley acreage allotments. Minimum acreage growers, or
those with 0.5 acre or less, were not affected by the cut. Although I vigorously
protested the Secretary's action, I also
realized that more than the allowable
2.8 years' burley supply existed and that
his action was mandatory under the law.
Through the efforts of many burley State
senators and congressmen, and I might
say, particularly under the leadership of
the senior Senator from Kentucky, the
Secretary limited the acreage reduction
to only 10 percent with the understanding that a new control program must be
devised before the next growing season.
At that time I urged our burley growers,
warehousemen, agricultural specialists,
processors, and the various farming
groups to work together and oome up
with an alternative program which
would prevent even larger acreage cuts
in the future. I am pleased to say that
the burley tobacco interests in Kentucky
held many meetings throughout the
State and by this process hammered out
a proposal similar to S. 789.
The proposed change has oome none
too soon. The Department of Agriculture
has estimated that if the averages of the
past 10 years are used as normal years
for domestic and export oonsumption
and without any adjustments an acreage
reduction of 40 percent could be imposed
in this growing year. Using his discretionary authority, and optimistically calculating possible trends, the Secretary
could hold the reduction to 25 percent
or 30 percent in 1971 under the present
program. Even this figure is completely
unacceptable and could cause havoc in
Kentucky's agricultural economy. What
is more disturbing is the obvious fact
that this would not preclude even further reductions in the years ahead.
The decline in domestic use coupled
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with an increased burley yield per acre
are the basic reasons that make the future very bleak under the present program. Very briefly let us explore the
latter. In the 1940's when the program
was first initiated the average acreage
yields were as little as 1,000 pounds.
Gradually, through intense cultivation
and fertilization, these yields have increased to well over 2,500 to 3,000 pounds
per acre. The present acreage limitations
encourage increased poundage. At the
same time, especially in the past few
years, the tobacco farmer has been confronted with a declining market resulting
in a market surplus, today, we are confronted with approximately 3 Y2 years'
supply of burley tobacco as opposed to
the 2.8 years' supply allowed by law.
Mr. President, the ability and ingenuity of the burley grower to obtain
everincreasing yields per acre in an area
of declining usage makes it impossible to
control the supply under the present system. Already over 60 percent of burley
allotments are minimum acreage and
cannot be reduced under the present law.
IDtimately, in the very near future, we
could be faced with the situation of as
many as 75 percent of the allotments being covered by the minimum acreage
rule and still not be able to keep supply
in line with demand. For example, between 1946 and 1970 burley allotments
were reduced by 113 percent. And yet
production still exceeds demand.
'
Obviously, the present system is unworkable. We plant acreage but we sell
pounds. Some minimum acreage growers have expressed concern over a system
by which they too would share in any
attempt to control production. I sincerely believe that S. 789 provides the
best solution for all of Kentucky's burley
growers, both large and small. If the
present unworkable system continues,
then we shall certainly be in a situation
of no Government price supports for
burley tobacoo. In such a competitive
market the small farmer stands to lose
more than the larger, better equipped
growers. We cannot allow such a situation to occur.
Mr. President, I was not elected to
represent either the larger grower or the
small grower-but rather to look out for
the best interests of all burley tobacco
growers. Again, I sincerely believe that
a poundage program affords the best protection for Kentucky's and the Nation's
burley tobacco industry.
I wish to thank my senior colleague
from the Commonwealth, particularly,
for his efforts at the hearings. I also wish
to thank the Senator from Iowa <Mr.
MILLER) and the Senator from Georgia
(Mr. TALMADGE). I hope we Will be able
to move forward.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I thank
my colleague for his statement. He is
absolutely correct when he states that
last year a cut of 25 percent was suggested, and this year 30 percent is proposed. Those of us who represent tobacco
States went to the Department of Agriculture and consulted with the Secretary
and urged him to hold the cut to 10 percent. We said to him that if this could

c
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be done, we would work during the year
to see if the program could be revised
to keep the burley tobacco program
sound. That is what we have tried to do.
I would like to comment briefly on the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Tennessee. Actually I had proposed to
the committee that cuts in farm quotas
be limited to no more than 5 percent in
any year, and for all growers, whether
smaller or larger than one-half acre.
I will support the amendment. The
practical effect of the amendment would
be that in 1971 and 1972 there would be
no change at all in the bill I proposed
and the bill reported by the committee.
So this represents a major change so
far as the opinion of the small growers
is concerned, and in recognizing the special position of small growers, but really
not a great change in its effect on the
bill I proposed or as it has been reported
from the committee.
I shall support the amendment offered
by the Senator from Tennessee, and
would be glad to join with him as a cosponsor of the amendment.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank
my colleague from Kentucky, who has
been so instrumental in formulating this
measure and in bringing it to the floor in
a form which will be approved by the
Senate and which promises to iJe successful in meeting this phase of the tobacco
problem.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the name of the distinguished
senior Senator from Kentucky <Mr.
CooPER) be added as a cosponsor of my
amendment to the tobacco bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. BAKER. May I ask if my amendment is pending before the Senate?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The bill is open to further amendment.
If there be no further amendment to be
proposed, the question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for
a third reading and read the third time.

on a pedestal whenever opponents of tobacco price supports attempt to eliminate this program.
I have introduced a bill to terminate
all price support programs for tobacco
beginning with the 1972 crop. I introduced similar legislation in the last Congress, and I offered a simple amendment
to end price supports to the Agriculture
Appropriations bill for fiscal 1971.
Neither the bill nor the amendment was
successful, yet they both produced some
enlightening dialog. For additional discussion of this problem, and perhaps
some insight into the value of continuing
these tobacco crop supports, I suggest
that Senators watch "CBS 60 Minutes"
tomorrow, March 30, at 10 p.m.
CBS will review in detail the overall
tobacco price support problem, and I
might note, they will consider this problem in greater detail than has Congress
since the passage of the Agricultural Adjustment Act some 33 years ago.
I strongly urge the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry to hold hearings on
my bill, S. 322, in the not too distant future, so that Congress will be better prepared to evaluate whether we should continue to spend almost $30 million for tobacco export subsidies annually, $240,000
for tobacco advertising abroad annually,
$4 million for tobacco crop supports annually, and $4 million for unreimbursed
tobacco inspection and crop information
programs annually. Additionally, more
than $30 million is spent annually for
tobacco in the food for peace program.
Mr. President, should the United States
spend almost $68 million per year in support of a crop which is one of the major
causes of death and disability among our
people? I think not. Let us get on with
the consideration of the more significant
issue so that Congress might finally determine whether or not the time has
come to say ''enough" and to stop the
continuation of this hypocritical policy
of supporting a condemned product.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass?
The bill <S. 789) was passed, as follows:

SUBSIDIES FOR TOBACCO

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the

Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, as we consider S. 789 to provide poundage quotas
for the burley tobacco price-support program, I should like to point out the questionable practice of the Government
providing price supports for a product
universally condemned as a health
hazard.
Whether or not the burley tobacco
price support program is based on an
acreage formula, an acreage-poundage
formula, or a poundage formula, as S.
789 would require, is not germane to the
larger problem of price supports for tobacco. I note that some have argued that
the bill would reduce Government's costs
for tobacco price supports. Others argue
that the change in formula will hurt the
small farmer, the very individual held

s. 789
An act to amend the tobacco marketing
quota provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended

Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended, hereinafter referred to as the "Act",
is amended by adding immediately following section 318 a new section 319 to read
as follows:
"FARM POUNDAGE QUOTAS FOR BURLEY TOBACCO

"SEc. 319. (a) Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, the Secretary shall, within
thirty days following the enactment of this
section, proclaim national marketing quotas
for the three marketing years beginning
October 1, 1971, as provided in this section.
"Within thirty days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum of the farmers engaged in the production of the 1970 crop of burley tobacco
to determine whether they favor or oppose
the establishment of farm marketing quotas
on a poundage basis as provided in this sec-

•
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tion for the three marketing years beginning
October 1, 1971. If the Secretary determines
that two-thirds or more of the farmers voting in such referendum approve marketing
quotas on a poundage basis, marketing quotas as provided in this section shall be in
effect for those three marketing years. If
marketing quotas on a poundage basis are
not approved by at least two-thirds of t he
farmers voting in such referendum, no marketing quotas or price support for burley tobacco shall be in effect for the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1971. Thereafter, the
provisions of section 312 of the Act shall apply: Provided, That national marketing quotas for burley tobacco for any marketing year
subsequent to the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1971, shall be proclaimed as provided in this section.
" (b) The Secretary shall det ermine and
announce, not lat er t han the February 1 preceding the second and third marketing years
of any three-year period for which marketing quotas on a poundage basis are in effect
under this section, the amount of the national marketing quota for each of such
years. If marketing quot as have been made
effective on a poundage basis under this section, the Secretary shall, not later than February 1 of the last year of three consecutive
marketing years for which marketing quotas
are in effect under this section, proclaim national marketing quotas for burley tobacco
for the next three succeeding marketing years
as provided in t his section. Within thirty
days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum in accordance with section 312(c) of the Act. If the
Secretary determines that more than onethird of the farmers voting oppose the national marketing quotas, he shall announce
the results and no marketing quotas or price
support shall be in effect for such kind of tobacco for the first marketing year of such
three-year period. Thereaft er, the provisions
of section 312 of the Act shall apply: Provided, That the national marketing quota
and farm marketing quotas shall be determined as provided in this section. Notice of
the farm marketing quot a which wm be in
effect for his farm for the first marketing year
covered by any referendum under this section shall insofar as practicable be mailed to
the farm operator in sufficient time to be
received prior to the referendum.
"(c) The national marketing quota determined under this section for burley tobacco
for any ruarketing year shall be the amount
produced in the United States which the
Secretary estimates will be u tllized in the
United States and wm be exported during
such marketing year, adjusted upward or
downward in such amount as the Secretary,
in his discretion, determines is desirable for
the purpose of maintaining an adequate supply or for effecting an orderly reduction of
supplies to the reserve supply level. Any such
downward adjustment shall not exceed 10
per centum of such estimated utilization
and exports. For each marketing year for
which marketing quotas are in effect under
this section, the Secretary in his discretion
may establish a reserve (hereinafter referred
to as the 'national reserve') from the national marketing quota in an amount not in
excess of 1 per centum of the national marketing quota. to be available for making corrections and adjusting inequities in farm
ma.rke1ling quotas, and for establishing marketing quotas for new farms (i.e., farms for
whl.ch farm marketing quotas are not otherwise est&blished) .
"(d) When a national marketing quota is
first procladmed under tJhls section, the Secretary shall through local committees determine a farm yield for each farm for whioh
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was established !or the marketing year beginning
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October 1, 1970. Such yield shall lJe determined by averaging the yield per acre for
the four highest years of the five consecutive years beginning with the 19'66 crop year:
Provided, tha.t if burley tobacco was produced
on the farm in fewer tha.n five of such years,
the farm yield shall be the simple average of
the yields obtained in the years during such
period that burley toba.cco wa.s produced on
the farm: Provided further, ThaJt if DJO burley
tobacco was produced on the farm but the
farm was considered as having planted burley
toba.cco during the immediately preceding
five years, the farm yield will be appraised
on the basis of the yields established for
similar f arms in the area on which burley
tobacco was produced during such five-year
period: And prov i ded further, That the farm
yield oota.blished for any farm shall not exceed three thousand five hundred pounds per
acre.
" (e) A preliminary farm marketing quota
shall be determined for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970, by mu~tiplying the farm
yield determined under subsection (d) of
this section by the farm acreage allotment
(prior to any reduction for violation of regulations issued pursuant to the Act) established for such farm for the marketing year
beginn ing Oc t ober 1, 1970. For each farm for
which such a preliminary farm marketing
quota is determined, a farm marketing quota.
for the fi rst year shall be determined by multiplying the preliminary farm marketing
quota by a national fac t or obtained by dividing the national marketing quota determined
under subsection (c) of this section (less the
national reserve) by the sum of all preliminary farm marketing quotas as determined
under this subsection: Provided, That such
national factor shall not be less than 95 per
centum.
"The f e.rm marketing quota for each succeeding year shall be determined by multiplying the previous year's farm marketing quota
by a national factor obtained by dividing the
national marketing quota determined under
subsection (c) of this section (less the nat ion al reserve) by the sum of the farm marketing quotas for the immediately preceding
year for all farms for which burley tobacco
marketing quotas will be det ermined for such
succeeding marketing year : Provided , That
such fac t or for the m arketing year b eginning
October 1, 1972, shall not be less than 95 per
centum: Provided further, That such factor
f or the marketing year beginning October 1,
1973, shall not be less than 92¥2 per centum:
And provided further, That such factor for
any subsequent year shall not be less than
90 per centum: And provided further , That
in the c ase of any farm having an acr£>age
allotment of .50 acre or less for the mark 3ting year beginnin g Oc t ober 1, 1970, the f ar m
m arketing quota shall not be less than 95
per cent um of the farm marketing quot3.
established under this section for the previous year. The farm market ing quot a so
computed for any f arm for any year shall b e
in creased by the number of pounds by whic::.
m arke t ings from the farm d urin g t he immediat aly precading year were less t han t he
farm m :u ket.lng quota (a f ter adjust ments):
Prov id ed , That ar.y such in crease shall not
exceed the amou nt of t he farm ms.rke t ing
quota (including leased p ounds) fo r the immediat ely prac eding marketing year prior to
any increase for underm:u ket in gs or decrease
f ::>r overmarketings. The farm m arke t ing
quota so computed for each farm for any
year shall be reduced by the number of
pounds by which marketings from the farm
during the immediately preceding year exceeded t he far m m a rket.ing auota (aftPr adjustments) : Provid ed , That if on account of
excess m:.uket ings in the preceding year t he
farm market ing quota is reduced to zero

pounds without reflecting the entire reduction required, the additional reduction required shall be made in subsequent marketing years.
"The farm marketing quota for a new
farm shall be the number of pounds determined by the county committee with approval of the State committee to be fair and
reasonable for the farm on the basis of the
past burley tobacco experience of the farm
operator; the land, labor, and equipment
available for the production of burley tobacco; crop rotation practices, and the soil
and other physical factors atrecting the production of burley tobacco: Provided, That
the farm marketing quota for any such new
farm shall not exceed 50 per centum of the
average of the farm marketing quotas for
similar farms for which farm marketing
quotas are otherwise established: Provided
further, That the number of pounds allocat ed
to all new farms shall not exceed t hat portion
of the national reserve provided b y the Secretary for establishing quotas for new farms.
"(f) When a poundage program is in effect
under this section, the farm marketing quota
next established for any farm shall be reduced by the amount of burley tobacco produced on any farm ( 1) which is marketed as
having been produced on a d ifferent farm;
(2) for which proof of disposit ion is not
furnished as required by the Secr etary; a n d
(3) as to which any producer on the farm
files, or aids or acquiesces in the filin g of,
any false report wit h respect to t he production of marketings of tobacco: Provided,
That if the Secret ary through the local committee finds that no person connected with
such farm caused, aided, or acquiesced in
any such irregularity, the next established
farm marketing quota shall not be reduced
under this subsection. The reductions required under this subsection shall be in
addition to any other adjustments made
pursuant to this section.
"(g) When a poundage program is in
effect under this section, farm marketing
quotas (aft er adjustments) for burley tobacco may be transferred to ot her farms in
the same county under the terms and conditions contained in section 316 of the Act:
Provided, That such transfers shall be on a
pound for pound basis: Provided further,
That any adjustment for undermarketings
or overmarketings shall be attributed to the
farm to which transferred: And pTov ided
f urtheT, That not more than five thousand
poun ds may l::e transferred to a !l Y farm
unde: t h is section.
" (h ) Effective wit h marketing year begin ning Oct,ober 1, 1976. no marketing quot a ,
ot her t hJ.n a new farm market ing quota,
sha.ll be established for a farm on which no
b u rley t ob a cco was pla nted or considered
planted in a ~ y cf the fi ve years immediately
preceding the year for which farm marketing quotas are being est a blished.
"(i) When marketing quotas under this
section are in effect, provisions with respect
to pena1ties for the marketing of excess tobacco and the other p rovisions contained in
section 3g of the Act shall apply, except
that:
No penalty on excess tobacco shall be due
or collected until 110 per c:mtum of the
farm marketing quota (aft er a-djustments)
for a farm has been mar keted, but with respect to each pound of tobacco m arketed
in excess of such percentage the full penalty
rate shall be due. payable, and collected at
the time of marketing on each pound of
tobacco marketed, and any tobacco marketed
in excess of 100 per centum of the farm
marketing quota (after adjustments) will
require a reduction in subsequent farm
marketing quotas in accordance with section
319 (e): Provided, That if the Secretary in
his discretion, determines it is desirable to
encourage additional marketings of any
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grades of burley tobacco during any market·
ing year to insure traditional market patterns to meet the normal demands of export
and domestic markets, he may authorize the
marketing of such grades without the payment of penalty or deduction from subsequent quotas to the extent of 5 per centum
of the farm marketing quota for the farm on
which the tobacco was produced, a.nd such
ma.rketings shall be eligible for price support.
" ( 2) The provisions with respect to penalties contained in the third sentence of
section 314(a) shall be revised to read: 'If
any producer falsely identifies or fails to
account for the disposition of any tobacco,
the Secretary, in lieu of assessing and collecting penalties based on actual marketings
of excess tobacco, may elect to assess a penalty computed by multiplying the full penalt y ra te by an amount of tobac.co equal to
23 pe r centum of the farm marketing quota
(after a djustments) and the penalty in respect t h ereof shall be paid and remitted by
t he prc.ctucer."
" ( 3) The provisions contained in the
f o:uth sentence of section 314(a) shall not
be applicable. For the first year a marketin g quota program established under the
provisions of this section is in effect, the
f arm marketing quota determined under the
provisions of section 319 (e) shall receive a
t emporary upward adjustment equal to the
amount of carryover penalty-free burley tob acco for t:B f arm. For subsequent years,
the p ovisions of Eec tion 319{e) shall apply.
" (j) The Secretary shall prescribe such
regul ati(. ns as he considers necessary for
carrying out the provi sions of this sect ion."
SEc. 2. Section 378 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is
amended by adding subsection (f) to read
a :: fol: ows:
" (f) In applying the provisions of this
sect icn to a fa rm for which a tobacco marketing qu!:lta has been determined under section 319 of this Act, the words 'allotment'
and 'acreage', wherever they appear, shall be
construed to mean 'marketing quota• and
'pound .1g e ' , respectively, as required ."
SEc. 3. Cla use (c) of section 106 of the
Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended, is
amended t o read as follows: "(c) If acr .:::agc poundage or poundage farm marketing
quotas are in etrect under section 317 or 319
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938,
as amended, ( 1) price support shall not be
made available on tobacco marketed in excess of 110 per centum of the m ~ rketing
q u ota (after adjustments ) for the farm on
which such tobacco was produced, and (2)
for t he purpose of price support eligibility,
tobacco carried over from one market ing
yea r to another shall. when m arketed, be
considered t obacco of the then current crop."

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
move to recons!der the vote by which the
bill was passed.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, later today it is the intention
of the leadership to lay before the Senate
H.R. 5432, a bill to provide an extension
of the interest equalization tax. That bill
will become the unfinished business tomorrow by virtue of the adjournment
over until tomorrow.
I shall not ask that the bill be laid
before the Senate now because there are
Senators who wish to speak on matters
not germane to the bill, and the Pastore
rule would prevent their doing so.
Therefore, I ask unanimous consent
that the distinguished Senator from
Washington <Mr. JACKSON) be recognized
for not to exceed 30 minutes; and that
at the conclusion of his remarks, there
again be a period for the transaction of
routine morning business for not to exceed 15 minutes, with statements limited
therein to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
obJection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

We are now engaged in the most important arms control negotiations since
the development of nuclear weapons in
the closing days of World War II. On
March 15, representatives of the United
States and the Soviet Union met for the
first session of the fourth round of the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks in
Vienna, Austria. There they continue to
explore measures to increase the stability
of the strategic balance.
I

SALT: A NEW INITIATIVE
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, there
are few tasks of government more difficult than the successful conduct of international negotiations; and there is no
subject for negotiation so complex as
the limitation of strategic arms. The
prudent search for stabilizing measures
of arms control is essential, not only to
our national security, but to the collective hopes of mankind for a lessening of
risk of nuclear war.
Nothing in the arms control area
comes quickly or easily. Such success as
we have had in past arms control negotiations has been the product of care, deliberation and, above all, unremitting
patience. In consequence we have, in
concert with the Soviet Union, moved to
prohibit atmospheric nuclear testing, to
inhibit the proliferation of nuclear weapons, to keep certain environments free
of nuclear weapons and to establish re-

My immediate concern, Mr. President,
is that the pace of events may overtake
our efforts to conclude a SALT agreement covering the whole range of systems under consideration. Our past experience in arms control negotiations
does not encourage the view that we have
the time in which to resolve all the problems that should be discussed at SALT.
The test-ban treaty, for example, took 5
years to negotiate--and even then it
failed to provide for the control of underground testing. The nonproliferation
treaty took several years, as did the establishment of a nuclear-free zone in the
Antarctic.
In my view, we should take immediate
steps to bring about a period of relative
stability in which it will be possible to
address the many complex issues that
surround the terms and provisions of a
comprehensive arms control agreement.
We need to buy time. Without time-without a pause in the offense momentum-our best efforts to negotiate a comprehensive agreement may be overtaken
by events.
I have come to the conclusion, therefore, that we ought to consider a partial,
interim agreement with the U.S.S.R. that
would at once have the effect of slowing
the strategic arms competition and adding to the immediate security of the
strategic balance. Ideally, such an interim measure would be both simple and
immediate: simple so as to obviate complex negotiation and immediate so as to
arrest the decline in the security of our
deterrent. Such an agreement would focus on the principal source of the mounting instability in the strategic balance:
the increasing offensive potential of the
Soviet forces. It is clear that the current
United States-Soviet strategic balance is
threatened-not by efforts to protect our
respective deterrent forces-but by the
developing Soviet capability to attack
and destroy our deterrent. It is this development, therefore, that ought to be
the subject of an immediate freeze of
sufficient duration to facilitate the conclusion of a more comprehensive agreement.
I have in mind an agreement that
would constrain the deployment of additional land-based offensive weapons in
both the United States and Soviet Union-and it would do so at once. Specifically, I propose a mutual United StatesSoviet agreement for an initial period of
1 year providing the following:
First. The United States would immediately halt the deployment of Minuteman III missiles with their MmV warheads.

use in severe crises.

mediately halt the deployment of new

ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that
there may be a quorum call without prejudice to the Senator from Washington
<Mr. JACKSON) under the previous order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Under the previous order, the Senator
from Washington <Mr. JACKSON) is recognized for a period not to exceed 30
minutes.

liable channels of communication for
CXVII--528-Part 7
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Second. The Soviet Union would im-

ICBM launchers and missiles including
those now under construction.
Third. Both countries would retain the
freedom to assure the survivability of
their strategic land-based forces so long
as they did not add to their offensive
potential.
Fourth. Neither side would deploy a
population defending ABM.
Mr. President <Mr. BucKLEY), such a
program would greatly increase the security of our strategic forces. Moreover,
it would, I believe, calm any possible Soviet concern that we might be increasing
the offensive potential of our forces so as
to threaten the security of their deterrent. I would hope, therefore, that such
a proposal would meet with a favorable
reception at the SALT talks.
n

In my view, such a proposal would

have several advantages. First, and most
important, it would bring a halt to the
program that threatens to disturb the
stability of the strategic balance. Once
that stability is seriously impaired-once
the Soviet offense appears to be capable
of destroying a large fraction of our deterrent-it will be extremely difficult to
achieve a negotiated agreement at SALT.
The proposal I am making would thus
give us the vital pause in which to search
for a more comprehensive agreement.
Second, by permitting us to deploy defenses to protect our Minuteman silos,
we would be able to counter any likely
qualitative upgrading of the current Soviet offensive forces. And we could do this
without in any way adding to our capacity to strike the Soviet deterrent.
Third, by preventing the deployment of
ABM systems for the purpose of defending populated areas-thick city defenses-we would diminish the necessity
for deploying MffiV's on our Minuteman
force. At the same time, we could continue to deploy the much smaller warheads of the MffiV'ed Poseidon missile
on our Polaris submarine so as to increase the effectiveness of our sea-based
deterrent.
Fourth, it would be well for the United
States to put forward an alternative to
the current Soviet proposal for a defenseonly limitation. Since I am convinced
that the Soviet proposal is dangerous
and unwise, and because I believe that it
would actually provide an incentive for
the Soviets to increase their offensive
forces, I am concerned that an alternative be advanced that does genuinely add
to the security of both countries.
Finally, the discussion surrounding
this proposal may help to illuminate the
nature of Soviet strategic objectives. In
spite of the obvious importance of having such knowledge, we really know very
little about Soviet strategic doctrine. My
own view is that we will not emerge from
the SALT talks with a very comprehensive agreement unless we and the Soviets
succeed in arriving at some common understanding as to the nature and objectives of strategic nuclear forces.
It seems to me that the risks involved
in proposing such an interim agreement
for an initial period of 1 year are mini-

mal. The advantage of halting the de-
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ployment of Soviet offensive wea~o.ns
would be real, immediate, and stabilizing. It would diminish the pressure tl?-at
we are now under to press ahead w1th
new offensive nuclear systems of our
own. Its advantages over the Soviet proposal to limit only defensive weapons
should be clear: It would add to the
stability of the balance of terror, while
the soviet proposal would accelerate the
decline in the stability of the balance.
m

Mr. President, in my view the central
objective of our strategic force is to prevent a nuclear war by deterring any potential adversary from launching a first
strike against the United StSJtes. That
our security should lie in deterrencein the threat to launch an overwhelming
retaliatory strike against a nuclear aggressor-is an unhappy necessity for
which I have more regret than enthusiasm. Nevertheless, it is essential, for
our own security and for the assurance
of peace, that there be no doubt as to tl?-e
certainty and severity of our response m
the event that an attack should be made
against us.
._
I believe that arms control arrangements have a vital role to play in increasing the stability of the strategic balance,
and in deepening the conviction, on both
sides, that an all-out nuclear war would
be suicidal.
The stability of the strategic balance
results from the fact that the United
States has developed, and is determined
to maintain, an invulnerable retaliatory force. So long as our deterrent is
certain to survive any effort to destroy
it the Soviet Union, our principal nuciear adversary, will have no incentive to
initiate a first strike. It is the capacity
of our strategic force to survive in sufficient numbers that makes the strategic
balance a stable one. And we can increase
the stability of the balance by measures
that remove any possible incentives to a
first strike.
Now, the chief incentive to a nuclear
strike is the belief, on the part of a potential aggressor, that a first strike might
destroy enough of our deterrent force so
that we would be unable to use our few
surviving weapons to retaliate. If the
Soviet Union ever believed the nuclear
balance implied this outcome, we would
be subjected, at the very least, to blackmail and intimidation across a broad
range of foreign policy issues. Beyond
that we would find ourselves in a situation' that encouraged Soviet brinkmanship with a resulting risk of accident,
miscalculation, and nuclear war.
It is for this reason that we should
welcome arms control arrangements that
diminish the vulnerability of our deterrent forces while soundly rejecting proposals whose effect would be to place
our deterrent at greater risk.

for a deterrent posture that mirrors our
own. We have watched, most recently,
the ominous development of what may be
a new generation of offensive missiles of
a size and disposition that gravely
threatens the security of our deterrent
force. In short, Mr. President, we have
watched the security of our deterrentthe principal source of strategic stability-eclipsed by the shadow of increasing Soviet offensive strength.
Our response to this development has
included the deployment of a system of
ballistic missile defense designed to protect the retaliatory capacity of our Minuteman missiles-the heart of the strategic deterrent. We have taken this step
in the hope that it would impress upon
the Soviet Union the futility of its effort
to deploy offensive forces capable of
threatening our deterrent.
But this deployment of defenses to offset the Soviet threat has not been our
only response to their build-up. We have
also proposed to the Soviet Union a
SALT agreement designed to limit our
strategic forces in such a way as to increase the security of our respective retaliatory forces. We have said, in effect,
that if the Soviet Union Will stop building up its strategic offensive forces, we
will agree to limit our defenses.
Unfortunately, the Soviets have
chosen to press for an agreement on
terms that would limit defenses only, and
that would prevent us from defending
our deterrent. The clear implication of
this Soviet position is that they wish to
inhibit our defenses while proceeding to
increase the capability of their offensive
force to strike-and perhaps destroyour deterrent.
Such a position is, of course, completely unacceptable. Far from slowing
down the arms race, it would provide an
incentive to the Soviets to press ahead
on the deployment of more offensive
weapons in the full knowledge that we,
for our part, have nothing in prospect
With which to counter their increasing
strength. Far from increasing the stability of the strategic balance, adoption of
the Soviet position would prejudice that
stability. Rather than controlling the offensive forces that threaten our deterrent, it would limit the defensive forces
that protect it.
I would hope, Mr. President, that the
United States would therefore act immediately to propose the alternative interim
freeze that I have outlined. The stability of the strategic balance and the prospects for a comprehensive SALT agreement would be greatly improved by such
a move.
Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.

FURTHER ROUTINE MORNING
BUSINESS
IV
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. PresThe urgency many of us associate With ident under the previous order does the
the SALT talks results from the fact Senate now proceed again to the transthat the Soviet Union has been increas- action of I'6utine morning business?
ing its offensive strategic forces in spite
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
of 5 years of American restraint. We BucKLEY) . The Senate will now proceed
have watched the number of SS-11, SS- to the consideration of further routine
13 and SS-9 missiles climb steadily morning business for a period not to exsu;_ce 1965. We have watched the growth ceed 15 minutes, with statements therein
of those forces pass the level necessary limited to 3 minutes.
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QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
CONCLUSION OF ROUTINE
MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that
morning business be closed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
PROGRAM FOR TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-

ident, it was hoped by the leadership
that the Senate could proceed With consideration of H.R. 5432 today through to
completion of action on that measure;
but because of the fact that an amendment is now expected to be offered to
that measure-an amendment which
cannot be offered today but which must
wait until tomorrow-it is the plan of
the leadership to lay the bill before the
Senate today and make it the pending
business, so that it will become the unfinished business on tomorrow.
It is hoped that action will be completed tomorrow on H.R. 5432-the bill
to which I have just referred-a bill to
provide an extension of the interest
equalization tax, and for other purposes.
Mr. President, the only remaining
measure, at this time, is S. 31, a bill to
provide during times of high unemployment for programs of public service employment for unemployed persons, to assist States and local communities in providing needed public services, and for
other purposes.
AUTHORIZATION FOR COMMITrEES
TO SUBMIT REPORTS DURING
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, it is expected that committees
may report additional bills and resolutions for placement on the calendar, and
I therefore ask unanimous consent that
committees may be authorized to submit
reports during the adjournment over until tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. HANSEN). Without objection, it- is so ordered.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTIL
9:45A.M. TOMORROW

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unahimous consent ifuat when
the Senate completes its business today,
it stand in adjournment until 9:45 a.m.
tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
SENATOR MUSKIE TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that on
tomorrow, immediately following the
recognition of the two leaders or their
designees under the standing order,
the distinguished Senator from Maine
<Mr. MusKIE) be recognized for not to
exceed 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that, at
the conclusion of the remarks of the
distinguished Senator from Maine (Mr.
MusKIE) tomorrow, there be a period for
the transaction of routine morning business not to exceed 30 minutes, with
statements therein limited to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX
EXTENSION ACT OF 1971
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senate now proceed to the consideration
of Calendar No. 50, H.R. 5432.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. HANSEN) . The bill will be stated by title.
The ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A
bill <H.R. 5432), to provide an extension
of the interest equalization tax, and for
other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the consideration of the
bill?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, there will be no action on this bill
today but it will be the unfinished business on tomorrow.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that upon completion of the period
for routine morning business tomorrow,
the Senate proceed to the consideration
of the unfinished business, Calendar No.
50, H.R. 5432, to provide an extension of
the interest equalization tax, and for
other purposes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that
there may now be a period for the transaction of routine morning business not
to exceed 10 minutes, with statements
therein limited to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
SOVIET MILITARY AID
INCREASES
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, an interesting and significant phenomenon is

developing in world affairs that is worth
examining more carefully by the Senate.
It appears the Soviet Union is stepping
up its military aid to non-Communist
nations while the United States is attempting to lower its own profile.
According to an article in the New
York Times Tuesday by its noted foreign
affairs specialist, Drew Middleton, the
Soviet Union is now spending in excess
of $800 million annually in foreign military assistance to countries other than
the Warsaw Pact powers. There is, of
course, no really valid estimate on how
much the Russians are spending to
maintain their hegemony in Eastern
Europe.
Much of the assistance outside Eastern Europe, according to the Times story,
goes to the United Arab Republic. But
Soviet aid has expanded far beyond
Egypt. In 1962, Russia was providing assistance to 10 non-Communist countries
at a rate of about $110 million a year.
By last year she was providing assistance
to 25 non-Communist countries at the
$800 million rate.
At present, according to the story, the
Soviets have some 25,000 military advisors serving in these non-Communist
nations.
Meanwhile, the United States is working hard at cutting its military presence
abroad. Our own military assistance procu-am is running at about $700 million a
~ear, exclusive of aid to South Vietnam.
Soviet aims, according to the Times
dispatch, involve a two-front objective,
increasing Arab strength in the Middle
East, and bolstering strength of countries in Asia abutting Red China.
Thus, the Soviets are concentrating
large portions of their foreign military
assistance in Egypt and the other Arab
countries on the one hand, and in India
and Afghanistan on the other.
It is significant that Russia----always
critical of American effo!'ts to support
the military strength of countries around
the world-has quietly embarked on a
program of such magnitude herself. It is
another evidence of the Soviet Union's
ever-widening effort to make its presence
felt worldwide.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have the text of Mr. Middleton's
story printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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U.S. AID IS ROTATED

United States mmtary aid through the
Mutual Defense Act of 1949 and the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961 totaled over $33-billion from 1950 to 1968. The amount for the
fiscal year 1968, excluding South Vietnam,
was more than $718-milllon.
Intelligence analysts in the United States
and in governments of members of the North
·Atlantic Treaty Organization estimate the
Soviet Union's current annual b111 for economic and military aid at something more
than $2-billion. Reports of criticism of this
expenditure have reached the west from
Moscow, although the Russian people are unaware of the full extent of foreign aid.
These reports add that Communist party
speakers addressing meetings on Soviet collective farms or in factories are provided with
guidance for answering questions concerning
the Government's foreign aid.
OBJECTIVES LISTED

Government sources here and abroad believe the Soviet military aid program has
these political objectives:
To increase the dependence of Arab states
on the Soviet Union by providing arms, advisers, equipment and replacements.
To maintain the military strength of
North Vietnam and, consequently, enable
the Soviet Union to wield greater influence
than China in Hanoi.
To increase the military preparedness of
Asian countries such as India and Afghanistan, which adjoins China.
To raise the power of the Soviet Union's
Warsaw Pact ames by introducing modern
weapons systems, including guided missiles.
Soviet military aid to Communist countries amounted to about $12.7-bllllon 1n
1955-1970.
The largest share went to North Vietnam.
Its value, reckoned in dollars at Soviet foreign-trade prices, was $1.4-b1llion from 1954
through 1968. Aid in 1969 was estimated at
$120-milllon.
TOTAL PACKAGE FOll HANOI

(By Drew Middleton)
Soviet military aid to Communist and underdeveloped countries amounted to more
than $19-blllion in the years from 1955 to
1970, according to authoritative sour-ces in
the United States and Allied governments.
According to a recently disclosed American
report, assistance is increasing in value and
geographical scope, with North Vietnam in
the Communist world and the United Arab
Republic of the underdeveloped countries
receiving the largest shares.
Only 10 non-Communist countries received
military aid in 1962. Eight years later the
number had risen to 25 and annual aid in
arms had jumped to $800-milllon from $110m1lllon. The number of Soviet milltary ad-

One allied estimate is that the combined
military and economic aid agreement signed
lly the Soviet Union and North Vietnam last
year wlll cost Moscow about $1-blllion annually.
Total economic and milltary aid to North
Vietnam from 1954 through 1968 by the Soviet Union, Communist China and eastern
Europe is put at $4.1-bUlion.
Soviet military help to its Warsaw Pact
allies averaged about $500-mlllion annually
in the fiscal years 1961-1971. The bulk was
in the form of advanced aircraft, missiles,
tanks and electronic weapons systems.
Other Warsaw Pact forces fly the MIG-21,
the most advanced fighter in general service
with the Soviet Air Force, and expect to receive the new MIG-23 after the Soviet
Union has been equipped. Three types of
surface-to-air missiles, the S'A M-2, the SAM3 and the SAM-4, have been delivered to east
European forces.
The latest United States estimate is that
Soviet military aid to CUba amounts to $20mlllion annually.
The United Arab Republic receives the
largest amount of military aid among nonCommunist recipients.
Dependence on the Soviet Union, it was
said, increased dramatically after the introduction of SAM-3 misslles into Egypt and a
modern antiaircraft defense system in 1970.
The aid program for Egypt, already costly,
rose sharply after the 1967 war With Israel.
According to one intelligence estimate, the
entire program from 1955 through the end
of 1970 amounted to $2.7-billlon. This ex-

clusive of Warsaw Pact c01.1ntries, is now estimated to be at least 25,000.

assistance pact signed in Moscow in December, 1970.

SOVIET

AID SAID To RUN $2 Bn.LION YEARLY

visers and technicians around the world, ex-

cludes, however, the military and economic
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COMMITTEE REPORTS ON UTILIZATION OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, in accordance with the Mutual Security Act
of 1954, as amended, I ask unanimous

consent to have printed in the RECORD
the reports of committees of the Senate,
certain joint committees, and parliamentary bodies, concerning the foreign
currencies and U.S. dollars utilized by

them in calendar year 1970 in connection with foreign travel.
There being no objection, the reports
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

CALENDAR YEAR 1970, FOREIGN TRAVEL FUNDS EXPENDED-ALL COMMITTEES, U.S. SENATE

I

Foreign
currency ·
dollar
equivalent

U.S. dollars

Aeronautical and Space Sciences ___ _________________ ______________________ _
$674.89
5, 777. 01
Appropriations. _________ ... . _. __ •. _.- .•. ___ .--_-------- .•• -.-- ..•• ------Armed Services. __________ ....... ___ • ___ •.. _______ ----_. ____ .. __ .--- .. --12,386.86
11,801.36
Banking and Currency ____ . ____ -----.------------------------------------13, 270.40
Commerce •••. __ .... _.---- __ .. _••• _--.-.--_---------- .... --- .... --- ••• -.finance ____ .. __ .•.. ___ __ .• _•• _....• ____ • ___ • __ • ________ ._-- ___ ._.---.--.
2, 897.40
Foreign Relations ___ . ____ . __ .•... __ .. ___ . _. __ ...... ----_ ..• _.• __ ... - ..... 29, 292.09
Senate delegation, British-American Parliamentary Conference, Bermuda _____ ._ ......... _______ . .... ------------------------606.36
Senate delegation, 13th Canada-United States I nterparliamentary Conference, Washington, D.C.; Cape Kennedy,
Fla.; Houston and San Antonio, lex ____________________ _
$9,643.43 -------------North Atlantic Assembly Conference, The Hague, The
14,438.44
Netherlands; Rome, Italy; and Dublin, Ireland ____ ______ _
13,424.24
Mexico-United States I nterparliamentary Conference, Washington, D.C., and San Francisco, Calif. ________________ __
16,712.26 --------------

Foreign
currency
dollar
equivalent

U.S. dollars
U.S. Group, lnterparliamentary Union_____________ __ _______

?~t~~r~;naennJ Prfs~~:~i~"Jairs~

=~=

$12,537.30

$27,974.59
26,061.64
4, 712.76
12,504.25
22,336.59
8, 918.26
4, 364.22
9,417.32
26,807.00

== =: == == ====== ======== == == == === == == == =======
Judiciary _______________________________________________________________
_
Labor and Public Welfare. _____________________________________________ ___ _
Public Works _______________ ------------ ____ ---------------- ______ .... __ _
Rules and Administration ____ ..• ___ _• ___ . ______ . ____________ .. ___ . ________ _
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy _________________________________ _______ _
Joint Economic Committee _____________ • ___________ . _______ ______ • __ .. ___ ._
TotaL __________ -------------------------------------

52, 317. 23

234, 241.44

U.S. dollars .• . __ __ __________ • _____________________________ _
Foreign currency dollar equivalent._ _________________________ _

52,317.23
234,241.44

Grand total, funds expended __________________________ _

286,558.67

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1
AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country
James J. Gehrig:
Germany ______ .. __ ------------_
The Netherlands. ____ • ___ • ______
William Parker:
Germany ____________ ----------_
The Netherlands._------- ____ ---

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

DM. -------------.Guilders _____ .. -----

195.00
166. 85

$53.71
46.35

153.60
124.80

$42.32
34.67

475.58
58.55

$130.71
16.26

98.86
24.20

$27. 24
6. 72

923.04
374.40

$253.98
104. 00

DM. -------------- _
Guilders ____________

195.00
103.00

53.72
28.61

144.73
74.00

39. 87
20.55

484.35
45.00

133. 13
12.50

72.06
31.25

19.85
8.68

896.14
253.25

246. 57
70.34

$137.41 ------------

$182.39 ------------

TotaL _______ -------------------------------------------------

$292.60 ------------

$62.49 ------------

$674. 89

RECAPITULATION
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent).------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .. ------------------ ............. _-- ____ ------ •• _._ $674. 89
TotaL _________ -- ____ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .... - •• -- • •• -- ......... _•• __ • $674. 89
CLINTON P. ANDERSON,
Chairman, Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences.
February 19, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

..
Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

1, 092.50
155.20

$303.73
37.45

4, 315.87
2, 899.00
4, 350.00
667.00
550.00
france. _________________ • ____ • _ Francs ••. ___ ------_--------------- __ ------_---------------.------.-----------._-- __ .--. __ .550. 00
99. 65
80.00
tGreece. _-------------------- ___ Drachmas. __ ------------------------------------------------------80. 00
2. 67 ------------------ _. ___ _
62,500.00
6
9, 750.00
1, 251.
======================================================
41.25.8
United Kingdom ______________ ... Pounds.. •.• ___
-----------------------------------------------------============
21.11. 8:::::::::::::
51. 56
20. 14. 0
49.68
:Senator James B. Pearson:
5, 128.39
9oo-5o------2o; 2o5-------33:28---31, 105
Israel. _________________________ Pounds_____________
157.50
41.14
290.16
58.19
129.40
36.97 -----------------------477.06
Lebanon ________________________ Lebanese pounds....
72.00
21.00
417.75
129.00
38.00
11.78 -----------------------527.75
Jordan _________________________ Dinars. _________________ ---------- ______ -------- _______________ .___
16. 150
45. 24 -------------. _________ _
16. 150
1Frederick David Seaton:
5, 128.39
31,100
---===
== ::
347.66

1, 188.62
112.70
87.31
46.48
99.65
2.67
100.00
150.00
70.20
101.24

Name and country
Senator Gordon Allott:

~~~~~~o~~~t~~~:

::::::::: =====:::
.Senator Allen J. Ellender:

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

~~~1~!~~~~ ~~~~i~~=:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::___ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ _____ ~~~~~ ~~_----·iss: 2o ------$37: 4s-

i~i~~:~~J~~~~=~ =~ ::~: ~:~~~=~ !~~[~~:~~~~: =~~==~~~ ~~~~ ~~=~~~~=~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~==~~~:=:~: ~~~~=~~---:;~~ii__ __:~ :~: ~-:::•:::::::::::::::::::

¥~*~~fa:_::~==================== t~~~y_s:::::::

~: r~~~r~ ~~8: ~8

~~i~~~~ ~~a-t~~~=::::::::::::=::== r~~~~-~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~----- io~

~·-~~~~ ~~----~·-~~~~ ~~ -=:: :::= == :::::: ==: =:::::

1, 389.80
49.78
136.30
161.78
45.24

r~~ie~~~~:a:t~~~= ==:::::: ::::::::: ~~e~:~~-~:~n~;~::::::- f~~~~~-------If~~------~~b~~~-- -----~ff~- ~= ~~~= ~~ ~=~~~= ~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::

1, 389.80
49.78
99.33

Lebanon .... -------------------- Lebanese pound_____

72.00

-----is~

21.00

417.75

129.00 ---------------------------------------------- --

United Arab Republic. __ ._------_ Egyptian pound.---------------------- - -- .. ------------------------------------------------TotaL ____ ----------------------------------------------------

157.28 ------------

440.94 ------------

2, 855

4, 542.42 ------------

5. 15

489.75
2,855

636.37 ------------

150.00
5.15

5, 777.01

RECAPITULATION
Amount
!Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ____ •• ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------- .... ------ _______ $5, 777. 01
Total ________ --------. ___ -------------------------------------------- .... -----------------.----------------.-----------.--.------------------ ............ ----- - _ 5, 777. 01
ALLEN J. ELLENDER,
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations.
·,Mar..10, 1971.
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 197()
Lodging

Name and country
Sen. Peter Dominick:
So. Vietnam _______________ ----Hong Kong _____________________
Japan __________________________
Germany ___ ------- _____________
Col. John 0. McFalls, USAF:
So. Vietnam ____________________
Hong Kong _____________________
Japan __________________________
Germany ________________ ------_

Sen.l~(ane?:_~~~~~~~~~~--------------

United Kingdom _________________
Richard Perle:
IsraeL ________________________
Germany _______________________
Lt. Col. Thomas W. McGuire, Jr.:
United Kingdom _________________
Germany _______________________
Sen. John G. Tower:
Germany ____________ : __________
Sen. Stephen M. Young:
Dominican Republic _____________
Romania _______________________
Italy ___________________________
Portugal_ _______________________
Spain __________________________
Poland _________________________
Belgium ________________________
Netherlands ____________________
Germany __________________ ----Cdr. J. L. Larson:
Dominican Republic ______________
Netherlands ____________________
Italy ___________________________
PortugaL _______________________
Spain __________________________
Germany _______________________

Meals

Transportation

Piastres.___________________________________
767. 00
$6. 50 _______ ---------- ____ ___
1233. 10
$10. 45
Dollar______________
327.44
$54.08
120.27
20.00
204.90
$33.77
59.79
10.00
Yen________________
15,120
42.00
15,480
43.00
4000
11.11
5400
15.00
Deutche marks ___________________________________________ -----______
3422. 83
927. 60 ------------- __________ _

2000. 10
712.40
40.000
3422.83

$16.95
117. 85
111.11
927. 6()

Piastres____________
10,620
90.00
5,310
45.00
Dollar______________
332.75
55.07
222.97
36.76
Yen________________
15,120
42.00
12,600
35.00
Deutche marks _______ ------ ______________________ ------ __ -----------

17,680
652.50
36,000
3422.83

149. 83
107. 9l!
100.00
927. 6()

lsraelipounds______
Pounds_____________

798.65
20.3

228.12
48.53

Foreign
currency

74.20
2. 2

Foreign
currency

590
36.30
3, 960
3422. 83

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

5.00
1160
9.83
6. 07
60.50
10.08
11.00
4, 320
12.00
927. 60 ___________ ------ ______ _

21.20
1020.95
291.70
5. 07 ------------------------

Israeli pounds______
493. 50
141.00
385.00
110.00
Deutche marks _____________________________________________ -----____

2.15
2. 2. 7

.68
5.13

1895.95
24. 7. 7

541.7

58. 7

357.10
117.25
33.50
881. 99 _______________________ _

2245.60
3202.50

641.60
881.99

50.00 -----------------------20. 95.3
50.00
50.00
3257.40
883.48 -----------------------.
Deutschemarks_______ ---------- ________________________________ ----3257. 40
883. 48 ---------- _____________ _

250.ll0
1083.48

Pounds_____________
Deutschemarks______

62. 5. 9
552

1249. 85
3202. 50

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Name of currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

150.00
150.00

20.15. 3
184

103.16.5
3993.40
3257.40

883.48

RDDollar___________
86.00
86.00
LeL_______________
2138.40
120.00
Lire________________
566.10
90.00
Escudos____________ 1429.700
50.00
Pesetas____________
3480.00
50.00
Zlotys______________
9100.00
140.00
Francs_____________
3000.00
60.00
Florin______________
789.80
220.00
Deutschemarks _______________ ------_________

32.75
891.00
157.25
428.910
1392.00
2600.00
1000.00
244.12
29. 04

32.75
12.80
12.80
15.00
15.00
146.55
50.00
178.20
10.00
721.80
40.00
3920.40
25.00
125.80
20.00
113.22
18.00
962.37
15.00
142.970
5. 00
171.564
6. 00
2173.144
20.00
556.80
8. 00
1392.00
20.00
6820.80
40.00 -----------------------1625.00
25.00
13325.00
20.00
600.00
12.00
500.00
10.00
5100.00
68.00 2654.2306
739.34
140.78
42.00 3828.9306
8. 00 5927. 5722
1632. 94 ____________ • __________ _ 5956.6122

146.55
220.00
153. 00
76.00
98.00
205.00
102.00
1069.34
1640.94

Rd dollar___________
32.00
32.00
22.00
22.00 -----------------------8. 00
8. 00
62.00
Florin _________________________ ------_______________________________
1, 050. 10
291. 53 _______________________ _ 1, 050. 10
Lire ________________ 25,160.00
40.00 27,676.00
44.00
6, 290.00
10.00 20,674.00
32.88 79,800.00
Escudos____________ 1,229.54
43.(10
955.04
33.40
142.97
5.00
661.65
23.14
2, 989.20
Pesetas____________ 1, 893.82
27.21
2, 644.80
38.00
556.80
8. 00
864.58
12.42
5, 960.00
Deutche marks _________________ ---------- ______ --------------------- 4, 377. 36
1, 205. 55 __________________ • ____ _ 4, 377.36

62.00
291.53
126.88
104.54
86.63
1, 205.55

TotaL _____________ -------------- __________________ ------_____

1, 959. 01 ------------

838.68 ------------

9, 180.06 ------------

409. 11 ------------

12, 386.68

JOHN C. STENNIS,
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services.
Mar. 23, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND
DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country

Foreign
currency

Name of currency

Transportation

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

John B. Childers:
Belgium ________________________ BFrancs____________
8,157
$163.14
2, 001
$40.02
Germany __________ -------- _____ OMarks_ ____ ____ __ __ ____ __ __ ____ ___ _____ ____ __ ______ ____ ____ _______
SubtotaL.---------------------------------------------------Senator Wallace F. Bennett:
Japan _________________ --------_ Yen _______________ _
Korea __________________________ Won ______________ _

21,600
14,664

SubtotaL __________ -------- ____ -------------- __ ------------ __ _
Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr.:
Vietnam ________________________
Thailand ____________ ------ _____
Hong Kong _____________________
Korea ____________________ ______
Japan __________________________
Germany _______________________

60.00
48.00

9, 000
23,218

108. 00 ------------

133
3, 081. 72

40.02 ------------

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$2.66
440
$8.80
846.86 ------------------------

10,731
3, 081.72

$214.62
846.86

Foreign
currency

849.52 ---------- - -

25.00 -----------------------76. 00
3, 971. 50
13. 00
101. 00 ------------

Total

2, 692
5, 521. 50

13.00 ------------

8. 80 -----------7.48
17.54

395.00 -- - - -- ------

285.00 -- - --- - -----

2, 046.00 ------ -- ----

33,292
47,375

25.02 ------------

Piasto______________
14,750
125.00
8, 260
70.00 ------------ - ----------490
4.15
BahL ________ _____ 1, 041. 25
50. 00
937, 125
45. 00 ___________ __ ____ __ ____ _
104, 125
5. 00
HK$--------------606.00
100.00
484.80
80.00
75.45
12.43
121.20
20.00
Won______ _________
13,635
45.00
9,090
40.00 ---------- - ---------- - -1,915
6.31
Yen________________
27,000
75.09
21,600
60.00
33,865
94.07
5,400
15.00
0 Marks_________________________________________ ___________________ 7, 158. 55
1, 939. 50 ____________________ ___ _

SubtotaL. ____________________ __ _. __ _________ ________________ _
Stephen J. Paradise:
Vietnam ____ _------ - -----------Thailand _______________________
Hong Kong ______________________
Korea __________________________
Japan _______ .- - ------------- ___
Germany _______________________

163.14 ------------

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

1, 061.48
92.48
154.54
247. 02

23,500
2, 082.50
1, 287.45
24,640
87,865
7, 158.55

199.15
100.00
212.43
81.31
244.07
1, 939.50

50. 46 --- --- - -----

2, 776. 46

==============================================================
Piasto_______ __ _____
14,750
125.00
8, 260
70.00 _____ __ ____ ____ __ __ __ ___
490
4. 15
Baht_______________
1, 041.25
50.00
937,125
45.00 -----------------------104,125
5. 00
HK$_ _____ ____ ____ _
606
100.00
484.80
80.00 ___ ------------ ______ ___
121. 20
20. 00
Won_____ ______ ____
13,635
45.00
9,090
30.00 -----------------------1,915
6.31
Yen_________ _______
27,000
75.00
21,600
60.00 12,370.00
34. 36
5, 400
15.00
D Marks____________ _______________________________________ _________
7, 158.55
1, 939.50 ------------------------

SubtotaL _______________ ________________________ _____________ _

23, 500
2. 082.50
1, 212.00
24,640
66, 3]0
7, 158. 55

199.15
100.00
200.00
81.31
184.36
1, 939. 50

50.46 ------------

2, 704.32

15.00
830
16.60
5, 000
35.60
277.50
50.30
1, 656
18.00
187.20
45.00
831.60
1, 864.37 --------- --------------- 6, 769.54
35.00
161.28
65.00
248.13
Nigeria ____________ ------ _______ N £. _________________ ------ ____________________________________________________ ... ________
35. 14. 5
100. 00
35.14. 5
United Kingdom _________________ £ _______ ----------47
112.00
14
34.00
7. 6. 8
18.17 --------------- _______ __
68. 6. 8
Subtotal. __ .• ____ .• ____________ .. __________ ---- ______________ _
276.90 -----------404.10 ---------- - 161.40 -----------1, 986.14 ------------

100.00
300.00
200.00
1, 864.37
100.00
100.00
164.17

Senator Charles H. Percy:
Belgium ________________________
France _________________________
Finland _________________________
Germany _______________________
Ethopia ________________________

395. 00 ------------

285. 00 ------------

B Francs____________
1, 920
38.40
1, 500
30.00
F Francs___________
810
146.70
372
67.40
FMarks____________
447.80
107.00
121.80
30.00
D Marks__________________________________________________ __________
Eth. $--------------------------------------------------------------

750
196.50
74.80
6, 769.54
86.85

1, 973. 86 ------------

2, 828.54
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1 AND
DEC. 31, 1970.-CONTINUED
lodging

Name and country

Foreign
currency

Name of currency

Hugh H. Smith, Jr.:

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

6, 070
$121.40
1, 884.00
$33.60
$31.16
1, 500
1$30.00 11,138. 00
$222.76
10
161.00
915
122.00
120.00
17.00
300
2, 542.00
300.00
1
51.00
29.00
4,
200
60.00
700
10.00
3,
570
11,604.20
150.00
Sp~n-------------------------- P~ebL-----------~~-~-0_10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~672.76
223.60 --------- --303. 40 -----------64.76 -----------181.00 ----- -- --- --

g:~~a~k::::::::::::::::::::::: g~~~~~::::::::::

l: ~~~

TotaL.-------------------------------------------=·=--=--=·=--=·=--=-==============================~===~~

Carl A. S. Coan:

~!;~:~~~==: ::::::::::::::::::: 8-Mark·s-_:::::::: :::

55.80
152.00
66.00
0
0

23.44
1, 140
66

5~~~~~~i<::::::::::::::::::::::: &~~~~iir·::::::::::

Guatemala _______________ ------- QuetzaL.------- ---

14.50
38.00
67.75
52.20
0

6. 08
285
67.75
365.41
0

28.19
112.27
9.50
24.50
1, 651.93

67.50
14.96
9. 50
3. 50
449.86

51.6
35
14.75
55.09
0

12.20
4. 67
14.75
7.87
0

62.83
1, 572.27
158.00
445.00
1, 651.93

150.00
209.63
158.00
63.57
449.86

0
0
------------------~--------------------------------------~---------

1, 031.06
SubtotaL .••. ________ •• ---- •• -----.------------ .. ------.---.-.
273.80 --------- --172. 45 - ----- - ----545.32 -----------39.49 -----------==================================================~===
0
11
2
5
1
....
1,
5?9.
'
Spain •• _________________________P_e_se_ta_s_._--_-_--_-_--_-_--_ _ _2,_o_1o_ _ _
29_._oo_ _ _3_,_8_5o_ _ _
55_._oo_ _ _ _7o_o_ _ _I_o_.o_o_ _ _2_._o4_o_ _ _2_9_.8_5_ _ _8.:...,6_2_o_ _ _1_23_._85

John R, Evans:

g:~~:r'k======================= g: t~onnc: _::========

257~~~

~~fJ8

~:i~

ig

ll·~~

5~J~

44. ~~

~' ~~ f: ~ll· if

:~~~: r~

SubtotaL •. __ • _______ -. ___ .----- ____ .---------------- __ -- __ - __

223.60 ------------

172.65 ------------

37.75 ------------

45.72 ------------

479.72

TotaL _____ ------------------------------------------------- --

2, 186.24 ------------

1, 520.92 ------------

7, 516.35 ------------

577.85 ------------

11,801.36

RECAPITULATION
Amount.. ____ -------------- ___ ------------------------------------ --------------.---.-.---------.-----------.----------------------------.-- ___________ . ____ . _____ __ $11, 801. 36
TotaL _____ ---~ --------------------------------------------------------------.--- - -- ---------------------.------------------------------ ___ • __ _. ___ --- __. __ .__ _ 11, 801. 36
JOHN SPARKMAN,
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs,
1Expenses totaled more than indicated but were paid tor by personal funds,
2$116.11 (5,805.50 B, francs) carried into Denmark to cover expenses in that country,
Mar. 17, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31,1970
lodging

me and country

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Emanuel L Rouvelas:
Greece •. ----------------------- Drachma___________ 8,250.00
$275.00
4,500. 00
$150.00
Germany--------------------- - - OM.--------------------------------------------------- - ----------SubtotaL.----------------- --- - ------------------------- - -- -·

2)!>. GO ----- -- -----

SuhtntaL.------------- -------------------------------- - ---- - -

~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ :::::::::::::::: :

1,

~~

300.00 ------------

~k ~g

2,

2,100.00
4, 377.36

150.00 -- ------ ----

Scott Hugh:
Taipei _________________________ NT._______________ 4, 000.00
100. 00
4, 000.00
100.00
Hong Kong, B.C.c _______________ Hong Kong Dollars... 1, 200.00
200.00
1, 200.00
200.00
Germany. · --------------------- OM------------------------ - -- --------------------------·---------Sutcliffe, S. lynn:

Foreign
currency

1, 000.00
315.00
6, 507.48

300.00 ------------

~~~

~~: ~~

United Kingdom ________________ L________ _________
19.00
45.25
20.00
48.00
Japan.------------------------- Yen_______________
51,840
144.00
33, 840
94.00
Germany----------------------- OM.------------------- - -.-. --- .... ----- -- ____ ______ . ---- -. -----..

1,

o~g

8. 00
54.799
8, 661. 39

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

Miscellaneous

Total
Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$70.00
1, 650.00
$55.00 16,500. 00
1, 202.90 ------------------------ 4, 377.36

$550.00
1, 202.90

1,272.90 ------------

1, 752.90

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

55.00 ------------

25.00
1, 000.00
25.00 10,000.00
3, 030.00
50. 00
315. 00
50. 00
1, 763.54 ------------------------ 6, 507.48

250.00
500.00
1, 763.54

1, 838.54 ------------

2, 513.54

i~: ~~

1,

9~~

21.00
15.00
152.22
33,840
2, 383. 54 ___ ---------

75.00 ------------

~i: ~~

36.00
94.00

7,

~~

62.00
174.319
8, 661. 39

}~~: ~~

150.25
484.22
2, 383. 54

TotaL. ___ ------------------------------------ - -.--- -- . - -.- -.--. -- .. ----- --.. -- - -.. ----- .. .. . . -. .... -- .. ___ .- - -- _______ _-- .. ---- .. __ -- ---- ______ --- ___ ------- ____ . __ . ___ _
SubtotaL----------------------_-------- ____ ______ ----_. -- _._
255. 91 ___ __ __ ___ __
258. 20 . _. ____ __ ___ 2, 593. 46 ____ . ____ __ _
180. 24 _____ __ ____ _
3, 287. 81
Wedin, John:
Japan .• ------------------------ Yen________________
397,800
1,105. 00
91,440
254.00
Germany ____ ------------------- OM •. -------------------------------- ---- ... -- -- .- --. - -- . ... . - -- . . SubtotaL.----------------------------------------------------

1, 015.00 --- --- ----- -

254.00 ------------

Arthur Pankopf, Jr.:
61,586
170. 99
31,176
86. 61
Japan __________________________ Yen________________
Germany----------------------- OM .. --------------------------- - --- .... --- - ------- - ------ -- - - ----SubtotaL.---------------------------------------------- - ----TotaL ...• ----------------------------------------------------

42.199
5, 579.67

868.23 --------------------- --1, 561.23 -------------------- --- -

801,802
5, 668.83

2, 227. 23
1, 561.23

2, 429.56 ------------------------ - -----------

3, 788.46

117.22
5, 826
16.19
1, 536.68 ------------------ - -----

391.01
1, 536.68

140,787
5, 579.67

86.61 ------------

1,653. 90 ------------

16.19 -------- - ---

1, 927.69

1, 048.81 ------------

9,788.26 ------ ------

326.43 ------------

13,270.40

170.99 ----------- 2,106. 90 ------ -- --- -

312, 562
5, 668. 83

RECAPITULATION

Amount

Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent)----- •• -·-------·-------------- --___________ .• _. • ______ -- ____ _. ------------.---------_. __ -·----.·----- ___ -------------·--------. $13, 270. 40
TotaL .... __ . ____ _._. ___-- __ . _. ___._ -_---- __ --_--_. _____ __ -- __ ___ _...... _. . ___ __._ . . .. -- . ----_- - -.. -- .. __ ._. __ -- ____ _____ _. ___ -- ___ _-_____ . . .. __ ----______ _____ 13, 270. 40
Warren G. Magnuson,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce.
Mar. 24, 1971.
t Expended between Dec. 30, 1969, and Jan. 12, 1970.
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

Meals

u.s. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

McCarthy:
France ___________________________ Francs_____________
630.00
$113.31
275.00
$49.46
54.00
$9.71
153.00
$27.52
1, 112.00
Marks _______________ -------- ____ ----------- _____ --------___________ 1 4, 449. 83 $1, 205. 92 _______ ------ __________ _ 4, 449.83
Eller:
France _________________________ Francs_____________
270.00
48.56
464.95
83.62
100.00
17.99
277.05
49.83
1,112. 00
77.00
U.S.S.R. ___--------------_-----_ Rubles.------------------- __ --------_____ __
51. 00
56. 67 __ ------- __ ------- __ ___ _
26. 00
28. 89
4,
449.83
Marks-------------------------------------------------------------- 1 4, 449.83
1, 205.92 -----------------------TotaL ___________________________ ------ ____ -------- __________ _
106.24 -----------189.75 ------------ 2, 439.54 -----------161.87 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

$200.00
1, 205.92
200.00
85.56
1, 205.92
2, 897.40

RECAPITULATION
Amount
foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ______ --------_------------------------------------------- ____________________ ----- _______ ----- __________________________________ $2, 897. 40
TotaL _____________________ -------_------------------------------------------------ __ ------ __ -------- ________ --------------------_--------_-------_--- _____ -- ___ $2, 897. 40
Signed: RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committeeton Finance.
1 Flight transportation.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND
DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country
Senator Pell:
France _________________________
Switzerland _____________________
Germany _______________________
France _________________________
Germany _______________________
Senator Frank Church:
Mexico _________________________
Robert Dockery:
Germany ________ -------- _______
Venezuela ______________________
Colombia _______________________

Transportation

Meals

Total

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

New franc__________
425
$76.99
308
$55.80
61
1$11.06
95
$17.21
889
Franc______________
110
25.58
75
17.44
1, 923
1447.31
30
6.98
2, 138
Mark.------------------------------------------------------------- 1, 009.70
1 278.00 ------------------------ 1, 009.70
New franc__________
828
150.00
586
106.16 -----------------------242
43.84
1, 656.00
Mark _____ ---------------------- ____ ------------___________________ 1, 696. 014
1 467. 00 _-------- ______________ _ 1, 696.014

$161.06
497.31
278.00
300.00
467.00

Name of currency

Peso_______________

Foreign
currency

1,300

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

104.00

1, 040

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

83.35 ------------------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

2, 498

200.00

403.69 -----------------------50. 22
110. 25
24. 71
30. 66
854. 00
47.60
892.07 -----------------------473. 86
96. 00
22. 39

1, 489.62
2, 018.25
5, 279.00
3, 329.10
4, 496

403.69
450.00
294.26
892.07
1, 044.32

Peso_______________
489.88
125.00
391.91
100.00 -----------------------319.91
81.63
Peso ______ ------------ ____ -------- ________________ -------- __ ------_
139.00
35. 46 ----- ____ __ __ __ __ ____ __ _
H.K. dollar_________
242.34
40.00
121.17
20.00 -----------------------142.49
23.52
Mark-------------------------------------------------------------- 6, 791.13
1, 840.47 ------------------------

1, 201.70
139.00
506.00
6, 791.13

306.63
35.46
83.52
1, 840.47

1, 091.10
26,580
3 18,754
120.63
1, 368.26
5, 004.64
17,440

190. 81
225.25
341.41
5. 79
248.09
1, 369.72
63.42

1, 076.65
26,667
17,000
v·etnam•----------------------- P/----------------25.70
6,500.0
23.62
7.27
1,432.0
5.23
Cambodia ______________________ Riels_______________
2, 935.0
52.95
6, 589
121.92
337.9
68.18
1, 962
35.77 s 11,863.9
Thailand ________________ ----- __ B_____________________ -- ________ -- ____ ________ __ __ __ ____ ___ ___ ____ _
68. 63
3. 29 _---- ____ -------- ______ _
68.63
2, 052.85
~;::c:~~: ~: ==================== ~~r1c::: ====== :::::-------2i-55----~~~~~~~~----.-~~~~~~_:::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 035. G6
Seth Tillman:
UAR ___________________________ - Pound _____________
97.509
175.53
8.263
14.86
55.586
99.93
3.192
5.86
164.-550
Lebanon ________________________ Pound_____________
88.00
27.00
50.40
15.80
29.10
, 9. 20
7. 00
2. 15
174.50
Jordan _________________________ Dinar _____________________________ -------__________________________
30. 150
84. 45 _______________________ _
30.150
IsraeL ________________________ Pound_____________
349.65
97.90
160.30
46.47
273.20
78.08
53.05
16.46
836.20
Vietnam ________________________ Piaster_____________
31,223
113.54
20,673.
75.10 -----------------------1, 354.
5. 00
53,250.
Norvill Jones:

178.30
225.25
61.82
5 278.82
3. 29
556.78
187.76

Mark ___________ ------- _______ ------------------ ____ ------ ________ _
Bolivar_____________
675
150.07
1, 008
225.00
Peso_______________
1, 225
68.29
2, 650
147.71

~~~:~ra-n<c: :::::::::::::::::: ~r~ri~:: ~ ~= :::::::::------ i; 364------363:6i------T656------244:46-

Francis R. Valeo:
Philippines _____________________
Philippines __________ ----------Hong Kong _____________________
Germany _______________________
J. G. Lowenstein:
:-

~~e~~a~~~:_::~~:::::::::::::::: ~~~--:~::::::::::::

t~~sM

~~k ~

~fe~~a~~~_-_:-:~::::::::::::::::: ~t:::::::::::::::

77,068.0
~~~6~g

~~: ~

3

~~s~~

1, 489.62
225.00
550.00
3, 329.10
2, 046

~: ~~ ------~~~~~-------~~~~~-

158

264

71~

12.65

4

~: rs

Cambodia __________________________ RieL______________
3, 988
71.95
9, 847
180.20
3, 422
61.24
1,497
28.02
Thailand ________ --------------- Bht_ _________ ------- ______ -- __ ---------- _------- __ -- __________ ------ __ --------------------120. 63
5. 79
France _________________________ Franc______________
825.51
149.67
478.17
86.70 -----------------------64.58
11.72
DMark. --------------- ___ _____ ----- - ------------ __ ____ __ ___ ___ __ ___ 5, 004. 64
1, 369.72 -----------------------Vietnam, _______________________ PI----------------8,291
30.15
7,714
28.05 -----------------------1,435
5.22
Richard Moose:

6~~~2~g

~: ~

6,2,000.0
~~:~

6gJ~

4~1~2~3

~~: ~~

sss------ios: ----449:66------- si:

~~!~==========================
~~~--==============
Indonesia ______________________ Rp_________________

Hong Kong _____________________
Germany ____ ------ __ -------- ___
0. G. Henderson:
Uruguay________________________
BraziL------------------------France _________________________
Belgium ________________________
En~land ________________________
W. H. Pmcus:
Iceland _____ ------------------ __
United Kingdom _________________
Norway ________________________
Germany _______________________
Belgium ________________________
Morocco ________________________
Iran ___________________________

~i: 243
~~

~~~: ~

~~: ~~

~~: gg

118.75
31,623
83.00
HK$_______________
490.68
81.00
254.52
42.00
OM __________ ------- __ ·- ______________ -------------------- ____ _____
Peso_______________
!4, 200
56.98
25,650
102.93
N. Cruzeiro_________
230
51.57
380
85.20
D. Mark _____________________ --------------------------------------New Franc__________
345
62.50
494
89.49
Franc______________
5, 250
105.00
6, 762
135.24
Pound_____________
43. 3. 0
103.55
51. 2. 0
122.63
Kronar _____ ------ __
Pound_____________
N. Kr______________
D.Mark_____________
B.Franc____________
DH________________
R1s________________

4 ~.

2, 422
32. 34.4
120.75
344. 08
1, 516
199. 18
5, 123

15,240

24.23

36~i~

10,500

1~ ~~

16.69

D.Mark-------------------------------------------------------------

Footnotes at end of table.

36.36
7, 186. 04

750
12
3, 081.72
144
650
99.12. 6

1~:4. 50~

2~i~~g

5, 250

8, 758.02

l~J~~

~g: ~

3. 01
2, 537
10. 18
2.69
25
5.61
846.86 -----------------------26. 08
133
24. 10
13. 00
338
6. 76
239. 08
6. 18. 6
16. 62

sf:~

8. 35

245
14.72.1
5
204.92
4,437
100
785

2. 79
36.28
. 70
56.42
88.74
19.80
10.29

------39:oo·------i5:74460
•73

2, 375.38 ------------------------

296.18
54. 15
84.45
238.91
193.64

:~: gg~

250.00
147.18
272.24
155.87
1, 979.08

43, 137
647
3, 081.72
1,116
13,000
200.16.0

173.10
145.07
846.86
202.17
260.00
481.88

4,460
80.23. 6
338.25
924
7,370
335
10,248

50.74
196.33
47.41
254.04
147.04
66.34
134.39

451.24

181.87

8, 7.58. 02

2, 375.38

25,146
65.99
103,725
6. 00
162.63
26.87
944.57
1, 979. 08 --- ___ ------------------------------

27. 55
1, 793
20. 40 _________ --------------78.56
27. 0. 6
65.75
6. 16. 0
15.74
16.93
11
1. 55
201.50
28.23
94.74
225
61.95
150
41.29
30.32
1, 013
20.26
404
8. 08
39.45 -----------------------35.82
7. 09
67.18
3, 640
47.74
700
9. 18

~n;:~gia~~~~-~~~~~~~:::::::::::: ~:b~~~:::::::::::::·----i7s:oi _______7o:sa·

ltaly ___________________________ Lira________________

~:1, 714
~~

3

3.420

31,450

6.17

50.00
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND
DEC. 31, 1970-Continued
lodging

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Kronar_____________

2, 917.60

$33.17

2, 231.83

~.K.--------------------------- ~ou~rd_____________

13~~7~

l~:~~

Name and country

R.

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

A.l~e~~~:d__ _______________________

23

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$25.38
5

i·j1

·~1

~~@~k=======~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ g/~~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~ ~~d~ !tH_____ :~~~~~------~~~~~3

Iran ___________________________ R1s________________
4, 998
65.56
1, 100
14.42
U.A.R ••••• --------------------- Eg. Pounds _______________________ ·--------1. 5
2. 71
Ethiopia ________________________ E. Dollars___________
211.75
85.34
28
11.30
IsraeL _______________ __________ Is. Pnds____________
163.25
46.65
175
50.00
France _________________________ Franc______________
178.40
32.33
200
36.12
D. Mark ___________________________________ • _______________________________________________________ _
Pat M. Holt:
Jamaica _______ _____ ____ ________ Jamaican dollar___ __
103.00
123.60
93.00
111.60
Barbados ___ __________________ __ Barbados dollar_____
207.82
103.91
83.80
41.90
Trinidad and Tobago_____________ T & T dollar________
476.12
238.06
281.20
140.60
Guyana _________________________ Guyana dollar_______
150.00
75.00
110.10
55.05
char?;;~~'Perris: ------------------- Mark.----------------- ------------------- ------- --- --------------Germany ______________________ • Mark_ • • _--------------- - ------- __ -------- ------------------------NewZealand ____________________ NewZealanddollar..
129.43
115.20
200.89
178.80
Arthur M. Kuhl:
The Netherlands ________________ Guilder__ ___________ 1,214.25
337.30
980.01
272.22
Spain __________________________ Peseta_____________
3, 758
54.47
4, 169
60.42
Germany ________________ ------_ Mark .••• ___ -------------- __ --------------------------------------.

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

200
11.16
201.50
160
1, 300
75
800
1. 920
216.05
189
95
8, 758.02

$2.27
107.40
$1.26
27. 16
11.5
27.97
28. 23
63
8. 83
43. 18
225. 80
61. 27
26.00
558
11.16
14.86
100
19. 80
10. 49
940
12. 32
3.46 -----------------------87.07
101.44
40.88
54. 00
44. 75
12.78
17.08
80.60
14.47
2, 375.38 ------------------------

5, 456.83
86.7
418.25
1,104
7,500
350
7, 838
3. 420
557.24
572
554
8, 758.02

$62.08
209.59
58.62
300.00
150.00
69.31
102.79
6.17
224.59
163.43
10.00
2, 375.38

58.20
28.24
89.00
16.00
1, 722.76

69. 84
11. 56
13. 87
14. 12
14.98
7. 49
44. 50
41.68
20.84
8. 00
23.90
11.95
473. 42 ------------------------

265.76
334.84
888.00
300.00
1, 722.76

318.91
167.42
444.00
150.00
473.42

4, 541. 69
52.13

1, 230. 81 _______________________ _
46.40
58.53
52.10

4, 541.69
440.98

1, 230.81
392.50

184.45
6, 130
3, 237. 50

51.11
161.55
44.87
88.84
1, 051
15.23
887. 10 _------ __ __ __ __ __ ____ ___

2,540.26
15,108
3, 237. 50

705.50
218.96
887. 10

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Total ________ -------- __________________ ----------------------- $5, 130. 78 _______ ----- $4. 146. 69 ___ ---- _____ $18, 665.43 _____ ______ _ $1, 349. 19 _____ ______ _ $29, 292. 09
RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _____ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- __ --_-- ___ ---- _______ ------- _______ $29, 292. 09
TotaL ________________________ -- ____ ------------------------- - ------ -- -------------------------------------------------------- __ ----_-----_____________________ 29,292. 09
J. W. FULBRIGHT,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations.
----,19t Used to purchase air transportation to and from countries visited.
Vietnam is shown twice because of the great difference in the rate of exchange between April and December.
:These are preliminary figures as all receipts have notyet been returned from the field.
• Reason for listing Vietnam twice is because of great difference in rate of exchange.
6 These are preliminary figures as all receipts have not yet been returned from the field.
2

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE SENATE DELEGATION, BRITISH-AMERICAN PARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE. BERMUDA, FEB. 20-24,
1970; EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Meals

lodging
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Bermuda ___ -------------------- Bermuda dollars.___
75. 00
$75. 00
75. 00
$75. 00 -----------------------------------------------Bermuda •• __ -------_----------- German Marks'----------------------------------------------------333.06
$90.36 -----------------------Mike Gravel:
Bermuda.---------------------- Bermuda dollars....
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
91.00
91.00 ------------------------

150. 00
333. 06

$150. 00
90. 36

291.00

291.00

Carl

275.00

275.00

Name and country

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

William B. Spong, Jr.:

~ear~~~a-----------------------

Bermuda dollars____
125.00
TotaL ••••• __ ---- ____ ---- ____________________________________ _

125.00

125.00

125.00

25.00

25.00 ------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------200.00 -----------200.00 -----------206.36 -----------------------------------606. 36
RECAPITULATION

Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent)_---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------.

Amount
$606. 36

TotaL ____ .-----.------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- •• --.__
606. 36
WILLIAM B. SPONG, Jr.
Chairman, Senate Delegation, Brittsh-American Parliamentary Conference.
Mar. 8, 1971.
1 Used for purchase of airline ticket, Bermuda to Washington, D.C.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS SENATE DELEGATION, 13TH CANADA-UNITED STATES INTERPARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE
WASHINGTON, D.C.; CAPE KENNEDY, FLA.; HOUSTON AND SAN ANTONIO, TEX., EXPENDED BETWEEN MAR. 10 AND MAR. 15, 1970
'
lodging

Name and country
Senator Frank Church: United States ••
Senator Ted Stevens: United States •••
Norvil! Jones: United States __________
MY,rna Sasser: Uni~ed States __________
Mtlrae Jensen: Untted States _________
Abner Kendrick: United States ________
Mildred Mitchel: United States ___ _____

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar. ____________________ _
U.S. dollar_____________________ _
U.S. dollar _____________________ _
U.S. dollar _____________________ _
U.S. dollar_____________________ _
U.S. dollar_____________________ _
U.S. dollar._ ___________________ _

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
$108.96
17. 87
52.34
52. 34

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

-----------$6.47 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --·-----------9. 30 ·---------------------------------------------------------------------4. 83 --- -- -------------------------------------------------------

~~: ~~ ============
56.50 ------------

~: ~~ ===========:::::::::::::::::::::::::

$~:~~ ::::::::::::

4. 83 ------------------------------------------------------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
$115.43
17.87
61.64
57.17
61.41
63.61
61.33

March 29, 1971

Lodging

Name and country

8393
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Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Fore1gn
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
::urrency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Delegation expenses:
Official meals and receptions ___ ___ U.S. dollar______________________________________________ $8, 044. 09 _____________________________________ ------ ________ ------- __
Transportation __________________ U.S. dollar_ ________________________________________________ -----________________
$843. 87 ___________________________________ _
Control room rentaL ____ --------_ U.S. dollar______________________
$78. 91 _______________________________________________________________________ -------------

il~if~:i}ii~Iii~=~=-))=~\=~ n~ it~l~r-lj\)))ll)))~))\ _)--~:::j~--ll~l:-_jl-:\-j)j__j))__:l\\l j\~-~- __\~~\~\___::::-\:\~\\_\ j)_-)_- 11~ 11 \-~ ~\=~\~ ~=
Tota l _________ __________ --------- ______ --------_______________

467. 46 ___ ____ ____ _

8, 082. 29 _____ -------

843. 87 ___ ____ __ ___

249. 81 --------- __ _

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$8,044.09
843.87
78.91
27.45
98.56
13.70
3.00
78.99
16.40
9, 643.43

AppWE~-~1-~~~~~~--- ------------------------------------------------------- ---~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~-~- ----------------------------------------------------------------- A$~~~gt 43
Total ___________________________________________________________________ ------- __ --- ____ ----_---------- __ --_-----_------ ________ -- ____________ •• __ --________
9, 643. 43
FRANK CHURCH,
Chairman, Senate Delegation, 13th Canada-United States lnterparliamentary Conference.
Feb. 19, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE
NORTH ATLANTIC ASSEMBLY CONFERENCE NOV. 4-15, 1970, THE HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS, ROME, ITALY, AND DUBLIN, IRELAND
Lodging

Name and country
Senator Sparkman:
Holland ________________________
1reland ______ ---------------- ___
Holland ••• _____________________
United Kingdom _________________
Senator Allott:
Holland. _______ ------ _____ -----

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Dollar ------------------------$132.96 -----------$107.50 -----------------------------------$17.04 -----------Dollar__________________________
75. 68 ____ ______ __
82. 29 ___ __ __ ______ __ ____ __ ____ ____ ___ ___ _
10. 81 ___ ------ __ _
Guilder_ ______________________ ----------___________________________
253. 50
$70. 48 _------ ____________________________ _
Pound_____________
20.0.11
48.05
18.3.9
43.70
36.2.3
86.27
3.8.8
8.25
77.15.7
Dollar _________________________ _

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$257. 50
168.78
70.48
186.27

24.39 -----------26.53 -----------5.30 - - ------ ----

263.77
164.07
53.86

18.52
26.17
2.92
3.85

---------------------------------------------

274.74
145.91
51.91
225.79

63. 05 -----------243. 34
16. 12. 11

2. 32 ----- --- ---40. 00
251. 5. 0

231.72
603.34

115.91 ------.--- -6. 35 -----------62. 14 -----------12. 14 -----------24. 32 ------------------------------------

22. 89 -----------25. 80 -----------7.80 ------------

278. 11
148.62
32. 12

112.47 -------------- --------- ------------55.17 -----------9. 71 ------------

-· 68 -----------21. 80 ------------

254. 11
135.22

11.61 -----------79.77 -----------80. 12 ---- ----- - ------- ------------------Dollar__________________________
132. 96 _______ _____
138. 82 ____ ___ ___ __
51.70
-----------34.51
-----------Guilder-------- ________ ------_______________________________________
135. 00
37. 53 -------------------- . --135. 00
New Franc__________
170
30.94
210
38.22
90
16. 33
82
14. 51
552

357.99
37.53
100.00

Dollar _________________________ _

n~\~ iicC~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~:: 8~U:;: ~= ==~---_-_-_-_-:::::_-_-_-_-::_-_-:

Senator Bayh:
Holland. _______________________
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _________________________
Senator Case: Holland _______________
Senator Cooper:
Holland ________ ------ __________
England ________________________
Senator Eagleton:
Holland ________________________
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _____ ____ ---------- ______
Senator Griffin:
Holland _____ -------- ___________
Italy ___________________________
SJnator Jackson:
Holland. _______ ------ __________
Senator Kennedy:
Holland _____ ---------- __ ------Holland ____ ----------- _________
France ________________________
Senator Javits:
Holland ________________________
Senator Mcintyre:
Holland ________________________
Italy_. ______ ------------ _______
Ireland ___________ ------ ________
Senator
Nelson:
Holland
________________________

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Dollar ____________________ -----Dollar----- ____________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Pound_____________
100. 0. 0

132.96 -----------48.54 -----------26.43 -----------132.96
48.54
26.43
132. 96

---------------------------------------------

123. 26
59.87
21.56
88.98

90.97 -----------240. 00
33. 5. 3

75.38
80.00

Dollar__________________________
132. 96 ___________ _
Dollar__________________________
48. 54 ___________ _
Dollar _________________________ ------------ ____________ _
Dollar_________________________ _
Dollar_________________________ _

106. 43_ ----------------------------------62.68 -----------26.32 ------------

22. 13 ------------- --- --------------------

132.96 -----------48.54 ------------

----------------------------------------------11.33 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------226.80
101. 17.3

Dollar _____________________ -----

171. 50

135. 84 ------------

144. 88 ------------------------------------

17.95

298.67

Dollar _________ __ ________ ------Dollar_ _________ _______________ _
Dollar _____________________ -----

132.96 -----------48.54 -----------26.43 ------------

84.43 -----------------------------------64. 03 -----------8. 90 -----------24. 91 - ------ ----------------- ------------

9. 73
14. 45
7. 57

227. 12
135. 92
58.91

Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _______________ -------- __ _
Dollar _________________________ _

132.96 -----------48.54 -----------26. 43 ------------

9 . 59 ---- ------- ----------- - ------------5!. 22 -------- ------ ------- --- -----------24.03 ----------·- ----- ----- - --------- --- -

7. 42
14.72
12.01

230.97
114.48
62.47

Dollar __________ ___ ______ ------Dollar------- __________________ _

128.49 -----------48. 54 ------------

87. 97 -------------------- ------ ---------65.48 ------------ -- ------ ----- ----- ----- -

12.48 -----------23.34 ---- - -------

228.94
137.36

Dollar ________________ _________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar------- __________________ _

159.55 -----------48. 54 -----------26.43 ------------

148.62 ------ - -----.------- - --------------23.66 -----------62.79 -----------7. 28 -----------23.08 -----------55. 24 ------------------------------------------------------------

331.83
141.69
81.67

132.96 -----------48.54 -----------26. 43 ------------

107.31 ---------- ·-·---- --------------- --- 22. 7J -----------62.87------ -----10.20-----------22.92 -----------26. 19 ------------ --- --------------- -------- --------- -- ----- --- ---

262.97
144. 53
52.62

132.96 -----------48.54 -----------26. 43 ------------

135. 52 ------------ --------------- ------ -- 59.22 -----------8. 80 -----------25. 02 ------ --- --- - -----------------------

21.36 -----------23.53 -----------5.58 --- ------- - -

289.84
140.09
57.03

132.96 -----------48. 54 ---------- -26.43 ---------- --

120. 27 -------- - - ----- ----- ---- -----------62.81 -------- ---10.86 -----------29.25 ------- -----·-- ------------------- - -

16.20 -----------24.37 ------ - ----9.58 ------------

269.43
146. 58
65.26

104. 96 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------- - ----

18. 89 ----------- ------ ------------- - -----

2. 66 -----------26.83 ----------- -------- --- - ------- --- --8. 47 ----------- 22. 99 ---------- ------ ---- --- -------------------------------- - ----

186. 51
67.66
37.41

Holland_------ _________________ Dollar----- ____________________ _

90.97 ------------

183.81

32.36 ------------

92. 84 ---------------------- - -------------------------------------

Ireland _____________ __________ __ Dollar ________________________ __

Italy __ __ __________________ ----Ireland ______ ---------- _________
Senator Percy:
Holland _____________ ----- ______
Italy ___________________________
Senator Saxbe:
Holland ____ ___ __ -----_--------_
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _________________________
Senator
Schweiker:
Holland
____ ____________________
Italy ___________________________
Ireland ________________________
Senator Spong:
Holland _______________ ------ ___
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _________________________
Senator Stevens:
Holland ___ ___ __________________
Italy ___________________________
Ireland ________ ~ - _______________
John Childers:
Holland ________________________
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _________________________

Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar--------- _______________ __
Dollar __ ----- ---- ______________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar ___ ------ _________ _______ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _______________ ----- _____ _
Dollar ____ ------- ______________ _
Dollar _______ -------- __________ _
Dollar--------------- __________ _
Dollar------------ _____________ _

Donald G. Henderson:

Italy ___________________________ Dollar--------- _______ ----- ___ __

Milrae Jensen:
Holland _________ ---- ___________ Dollar _____________ ------ ______ _

Italy-------- ___________________ Dollar _____ ------ ______________ _
I rei and _________________________ Dollar·-------- ________________ _

CXVII--529-Part 7

14. 42 ------ ------

104.96 -----------32. 36 --------- --14.42 ------------

44.21 ---------- --

91.97

7. 57 ------------

7.83 ------------

19.31 ---------- - --------- - --------- -- ----

5.60 ------------

39.33

65. 10 -----------------------------------8. 82 --------- - -22.54 ----------------------- - -----------------------------------13. 90 ------ --- -- -------------------------------------------- -----

178. 88

54.90
28.32
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NORTH ATLANTIC ASSEMBLY CONFERENCE NOV. 4-15, 1970, THE HAGUE, THE NETHERLANDS, ROME, ITALY, AND DUBLIN, IRELAND-Continued
Lodging

Name and country
Arthur r ·• Kuhl:
Hollann ____________ -------- ____
Italy ___________________________
Ireland __________ -------- _______
William Miller:
Holland _______________ "--- _____
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _________________________
Angela Morris:
Holland ________________________

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Dollar--------- __ ------ ________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar------ _______ -- __ ---- ____ _

$104.95 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------------

$111.17 -----------------------------------29.54 -----------------------------------17. 31 ------------- ---------------------- -

$22.44 -----------6.94 -----------7.01 ------------

$238.57
68.84
38.74

Dollar--------- ________ ------ __ _
Dollar------- __________ --------_
Dollar _______ -------- ____ -------

132.96 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------------

73.70 -----------------------------------30. 17 -----------------------------------23. 32 ------------------------------------

11.34 -----------8.04 -----------6.60 ------------

218.00
70.57
44.34

62.98 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------------

75.23 -----------------------------------25. 66 -----------------------------------22.57 ------------------------------------

9. 73 -----------8.14 -----------6.70 ------------

147.94
66.16
43.69

90.97 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------------

74. 06 -----------------------------------22.11 -----------------------------------19.75 ------------------------------------

4. 62 -----------7.37 -----------1.37 ------------

169.65
61.84
35.54

90.97 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------------

46. 94 -----------------------------------------------------------27.09 -----------------------------------9.41 -----------18.43 -----------------------------------4. 59 ------------

137.91
68.86
37.44

12.42 -----------7.55 -----------6. 10 ------------

208.22
65.82
40.49

Dollar--------- ________ ------ __ _

~~~~~nil~~======================= 8~11:~=== == ==== ====== ==== == == ===
Judith M. Morrison:
Holland ___________ ------ _______
Italy __________________ ------ ___
1reland _________________________
Clark Norton:
Holland ________________________
Italy ___________________________
Ireland _________________________
Nell Ryan:
Holland. __ ------ _______________

n:l~iiic====

Dollar _________________ ----- ___ _
Dollar_______________ ----------Dollar ___________ ------------ __ _
Dollar ________________ ----- ____ _
Dollar _________ ------ __ ------ __ _
Dollar. ____________ -------- ____ _
Dollar__ _______________________ _

104.96 -----------32.36 -----------14.42 ------------

g~~~=~===

90. 84 -----------------------------------25. 91 -----------------------------------19. 97 ------------------------------------

== == ==== ====== ==== =
==== ==== ===============
Charles Ferris:
Holland _______________ ------ ___ Dollar. ________________ ------ __ _
120. 60 -----------$8. 40 -----------6.40 -----------112.96 -----------Italy ___________________________ Dollar--- ______ -- __ -- __ ----_---_
63.40 -----------15.60 -----------12.50 -----------36.36 -----------Ireland _________________________ Dollar _________________________ _
28.84 -----------10.58 -----------41. so -----------------------------------Delegation expenses-The Netherlands:
Official meals ___________________ Dollar__________________________________________________
1809. 03 _______________ -------- ____________________________________ _
Transportation __________________ Guilder_ ___________________________ -----____________________________ 21. 440. 07
5, 972. 17 _-------- ___ ___ __ ____ ___ 21, 440, 07
Hotel Offices, supplies and

Ov~~i~~e~~~~~~~-

personneL ____
Telephone _________ -------- _____
Telephone ______________________
Miscellaneous ___________________
Delegation expenses-Italy:
Hotel offices ____________________

g~::~~~====

--~·-~~~·-~~

~·-~~~--~~ -~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~--~~ ~~~--:-_~:~::·--5~ 786~

::::::::: _
____
25---Guilder----- ___________ ----- ______________________ ----- ______ -- ____ -- __ ------_______________
277. 61
Dollar _____________________________________ -- ______ ---- ________ ------ __ -- ________________ ------_________
Dollar__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Lira________________

153,356

i~6ii~
7i- ~: ~~~: ~~
77. 33
277.61

57. 70 _______ ----43.76 ___________ _

246.14 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

153,356

8~~r£:!~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~e!=: ~~i~~i::::::::: =::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==:::::::: §§§~ i§ ~~~= ~~~= = ~= ~~= ~ =~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ____ ~~~:-~~~ _

:: =
== == =
== ==
===
Miscellaneous___________________ Lira _________________________ -- __________ --_------------------------------ ____ -_-----------91. 75
17. 93
91. 75
g~~r:~t~~a~~~~:~~== ==== ==== === ~;~~~~~~:___ ____ ______ __ ______ __________ __________ ___ ____
1238. go ___________________________________________________________ _
Hotel offices ____________________ Pound_____________ 29.01.11
69.90 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 29.01.11

b~~fi~~a~~~assi i>'E!rsonneL === ~~~~~= ===: ================= ==== ==== ====== ==== == ==:: :::: =: == == ====: ___ =~~~ ~~~ ~
TotaL _______________ ------ ___________________________ -------_

7251. 91 ___ ---------

_ _ -~~~~~~_-

8002.66 ------------

--77:ii: oo------iss: 5o- ~j~i~~~

9450.48 ------------

3, 157.63 ------------

248.36
127.86
81.02
1809.03
5, 972.17
2,117.81
1, 611.71
77.33
57.70
43.76
246.14

I, 447.06

312.13
555. 15
17.93
1238.90
69.90
1319.09
186.50
27,862.68

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. equivalent) ______________ ------ ________ -- __ ----------_--_---- ____ --------_---------------- ____ --_-------------------------------_------_________ $14, 438. 44
Appropriated tunds:
Public Law 84-689 •. -------- __________________________________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _-------- ____ 13, 424. 24
TotaL ___________________________________________________________________ ---- __ ---------------_-------- ____ -- __ ------------------ ____ ----_---------_---------- 27, 862. 68
JOHN SPARKMAN,
Chairman, U.S. Senate DeleRatiOn.
Mar. 19, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE MEXICO-UNITED STATES INTERPARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON. D.C ..
AND SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country
Alan Bible: United States _____________
Joseph Montoya: United States ________
Jennings Randolph: United States _____
Robert Dockery: United States ________
Pat M. Holt: United States ____________
Milrae E. Jensen: United States _______
Arthur M. Kuhl: United States ________
Delegation expenses:
Hotel offices ____________________

Name ot currency

Foreign
currency

Dollar__ _______________________ _
Dollar_ ________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar _________________________ _
Dollar______________

Transportation

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
$131.63
154.08
154.08
109.14
154.08
109.14
219.35

Foreign
currency
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
$18.16
76.76
32.81
22. 39
37.80

Fore1gn
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Fore1gn
currency

----------------------------------------------$229.95 ----------------------177.45 ---------------------------------------------------------29.25 ----- - ------

8. 11 ----------- -------------------------

45.24 ------------

177.45 ------------

Total

U.S. dollar
equtvalent
or U.S.
currency
$0.30
9.08
17.67
14.79
25. 35
1.54
3.75

Fore1gn
currency
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1, 197. 13 --------- _. ____ -- __ ------------- __ - -- _--------- _------------------------------------------------

U.S. dollar
ea utvaJent
or J.S.
currency
$150.09
469.87
382.01
146.32
245.48
118.79
445.79

l, 197.13

~~~~a~o~~~i1;n~~~ ~:~:~~i~~::::::: g~ii:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_. _~~ ~~~ ~~ _: :::::::::::---2:488:80-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

9, 856.53

129. 96 ------------

129.96

Interpreter fees _________________ Dollar_____ ---- ____ -------- ____ -------------_----------------------------------------------------------Telephone charges _______________ Dollar ______ ••• ---- ________________________ .------------------------- __ ._---_----_----------------------

Pub lie stenographer _____________ Dollar ___ ------ __________________________ ------------------------_-------------_--_------ ____ ----------_

Typewriter rental ____ • _____ • _____ Dollar_______________ ------ _____________ ------------_-----------------------.---------------------------

t,t~~~~:~:~s~_s_u_~~~~~~~~ ~ ::::::: g~~:~~=== :::::::::: ======~= :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
TotaL-------------------------------------------------------

2,228.63 ------------ 10,097.80 ------------

3,102.90 ------------

722. 73 ------------

42. 50 -----------40. 80 . -----------

i~~: ~~

2, 48:!. 80
722.73

42.50

40.80

::::::::::::

107.37
llS. 39

1,241.93 ------------

16. ilL.26

Appropriated fuuds:
RECAPITULATION
,Amou.m
Public Law 86-420.------ __________________ -- ____ •• ---------------------.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :o15. 712. 26
TotaL __________________________________ • _____ • ____________ • ____________________ • ______________ • ________________ ---- ____ ---- _____ • __ --------------- ___ ------___ 15. 712. 2
MIKE MANSFIELJ
Chairman. Senate Dele2ation.
Feb. 23 1971.
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE UNITED STATES GROUP, INTERPARUAMENTARY UNION, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND
DEC. 31 , 1970
Lodging

Name and country

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Tra nspo rtation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous
Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total
Foreign
currency

Birch Bayh :
France. ________________________ F------- ------ __ __ _
189. 75
$34.25
45. 20
$8.15 --------- ______ ------ ---------------------- _____
234. 95
Monaco ____________ ____________ F________ ____ __ ____
500.00
90.90
821.70
148.21 -----------------------284.50
$51.21
1,606.20
US$ .•.•..••... ______ --------_--- __ ------. _____ --------------------------------_
$465. 00 ----------------------------- __ ----.
Tunisia •••.•. __________________ • TO. __ • . __________ -- ____ --- _____ ---- .. ------ .. ---- ____ ---------------------- __________ ----16, 000
30.48
16, 000
Henry Bellman:
Poland _______ ______ _____ _______ ZL___ __ _________ __ 1, 573.00
24.20
235.00
3.62 -----------------------------------------------1, 808
Romania __________________ _____ LeL_______________
4!!0.00
26.88
76.00
4.02 ----- ---- -- ------ --------------- ---- ---------- -556
Netherlands ____________________ FL_ ______________ _
855.00
237.50
1, 106.55
307.61 -----------------------170.00
47.00
2, 131.55
Belgium ________________________ BF _________________ 2,239.00
44.78
4,582.00
91.64---------------- -------900.00
18.00
7,721.00
Thomas J. Dodd:
France _________________________ F--------------- --189.75
34.25
95.00
17.10 -----------------------1.00
.18
285.75
217.60
39.55
1, 483.50
Monaco ..•• -------------------- F-----------------700.00
127.30
565.90
101.96 -----------------------9.000
17.14
9.000
Tunisia .•..•..• -- ••• -----------. TO .. _•. ------------------ •••• -••••• -------- •.• --··-·- •• ---------- •• -- •••••••.•.•••.•••••••
B. Everett Jordan:
939.95
318.00
57.40
France.------------------------ F-----------------189.75
34.25
432.20
78.00 -----------------------42.65
1, 306.70
236.40
Monaco ..•• -------------------- F•. ---------------700.10
127.30
370.30
66.65 ---·-------------------Tunisia ___________ .•. _____ ._ •..• TO. __ ._ .••• . • -- .. . .. ...... . .. ----- .•...•. -.•. -- ••.•. -- ..• -- ..•. -...•.•.•..••.•. -- ••.• __ ..•
15.000
15.000
28.27
Poland ________________ --------. ZL _______________ • 1, 136. 00
17.48
1, 802. 95
27.73 ------- . ---------------.
3,107. 95
169.00
2.60
1,186. 85
652.00
36.59
Romania •.••• ------------------ LEI. ........ -----_.
480. 00
26. 88
54. 85
2. 82 . --. _------------------Netherlands ____________________ FL .• -------------855.00
237.50
435.25
120.90 ------------------------ 1, 145.50
2, 435.75
319.34
Belgium _____________________ _ • BF_____________ ____ 2,240. 00
44.80
8, 778.00
175.56 -----------------------271.00
5.42 11,289.00
Mike Gravel:
Poland _________________________ ZL____ _______ ____ _ 1,181. 00
1, 655.10
3, 013. 10
18.17
25.47 -----------------------172.00
2. 72
Romania _______________________ LEI.____ ___________
480.00
26.88
884.00
49. 35 ------------------------------------------------ 1, 364.00
Netherlands. ______ __ _________ __ FL .. --------______
855. 00
237.50
919.65
2,484.65
256.28 -----------------------710.00
197.00
Belgium _____________ ----------- BF _____ ______ __ ___ _ 2, 239. 00
44.78
3, 933.00
78.62 ------------------------ 4,698.00
94.00 10,870.00
Len B. Jordan:
France _________________________ F__ ___ _____________
189.75
34.35
36.25
6. 53 --- - ---- ------ -- -------------------------------226.00
Monaco _______________________ _ F__ _________ ___ ____
700.00
127.30
323.50
58.65 -----------------------20.00
3.60
1,043.50
U.S. dollar------- ______ ____ ____________ -------- ______________________________________ --------------_____
10. 00 _----- _____ _
Tunisia _________________________ TO._. _________ ___ _________________ --------- __________ ------_______________________________
4. 000
7. 62
4. 000
Charles H. Percy:
Monaco ________________________ f__ ________________
700.00
127.30
599.55
108.22 -----------------------951.25
171.70
2, 250.80
U.S. dollar _________________________ -----. ______________ _
66. 00 --------------- ------ -------- ---------- -------- ---- ---- ----Hugh Scott:
France _________________________ F_ _________________
189.75
34.25
256.00
46.18 -----------------------------------------------445.75
Monaco •• --------- _____________ F_____ ____ ________ _
700. 00
127. 30
957. 30
172. 62 _______________________ •
246. 20
44. 65
1, 903. 50
Tunisia ______ -------------- _____ TO. ____________ ____________________ _.••• ____ _______ _______________ ___________ -----------26. 250
50. 00
26. 250
John Sparkman:
France _________________________ F_________ _____ __ __
189.75
34.25
58.90
10.65 -----------------------------------------------248.65
France. ___________ -------- _____ U.S. dollar_______________________________________ __----·
24. 47 -----------------------------------------------------------Monaco ________________________ F_______ __________ _ 1,400. 00
254.55
1, 716.25
309.59 ------------------------ 1,310.90
236.97
4,427.15
Poland _________________________ ZL_____________ ___ _ 1,226.00
18.86
566.80
8. 72 --------- --------------- 6, 130.00
94.31
7, 922.80
Romania ..• ___________ _________ LEI.._________ ___ __
480. 00
26. 88
58. 00
3. 01 -----------------------382.00
21.44
920.00
Netherlands ____________________ FL________________
855.00
237.50
1,366. 70
380. 43
306. 50
85. 21
615. 50
171. 45
3, 143. 70
Belgium ___ _____________________ BF____________ _____ 2, 240.00
44.80
1, 560.00
31. 20 ------------------------------------------------ 3, 800. 00
Strom Thurmond:
France. _______________________ . F. • . -------- __ .---.
179.60
189.75
34.25
369.35
32. 33 ----- ---- --- -----------------------------------Monaco .•• __ ------ ------------_ F_____________ ____ _
500.00
90.90
497.20
997.20
90. 30 -----------------------------------------------Ralph Yarborough:
Poland _________________________ ZL________________ 1, 136.00
17.48
86.55
6,
041. 55
1. 33 ------------------------ 4, 819.00
74. 13
Romania _______________________ LEI._______________
480.00
101.25
26.88
581.25
5. 42 -----------------------------------------------Netherlands ____________________ FL_______ ___ ______
855.00
213.70
237. 50
1,
068.70
59. 38 -----------------------------------------------Belgium ________________________ BF________ __ _____ __ 2, 239. 00
44.78
761.00
15. 22 ------------------------------------------------ 3, 000.00
Stephen Young:
•
Poland _________________________ ZL______________ __ 1, 136.00
17.48
308.90
4, 694.90
4. 75 ------------------------ 3, 250.00
50.00
Romania _______________________ LEI._______________
480.00
72.00
26.88
552.00
3. 82 -----------------------------------------------Netherlands ____________________ FL________________
855.00
250.00
237. 50
1, 105.00
69.
44
-----------------------------------------------Belgium ________________________ Bf_______________ __ 2, 239.00
756.00
44.78
2,
995.00
15. 12 -----------------------------------------------JoAnne
Green:
France.
________________________ F_________________ _
20.75
65.90
115.00
186.95
12.00 -----------------------6. 05
1.15
Monaco. __________ -------- _____ F______________ ___ _
823.00
490.00
89.10
148. 55 ------------------------------------------------ 1, 313.00
Milrae Jensen:
France. _------ _______________ _. F___ ----------- ___ _
605.00
109. 85
756.05
1, 381. 00
137.09 -----------------------20.00
3. 60
Poland. ___ ____ ------ __________ • ZL .•..... ________ _
11.10
721.00
728.00
1, 557.00
30.33 -----------------------108.00
1. 66
Romania . _. __ __ _________ ------_ LEI. ______________ _
480.00
356.00
26.88
836.00
20. 00 -----------------------------------------------Netherlands. ______ ------ ___ ____ FL .• _____________ _
162.50
315.30
585.00
914.30
87.58
-----------------------14.00
3.
85
Belgium .. _______ --------- ______ BF ___________ _____ _ 1, 514.00
1, 604.00
30.28
3,
145.00
32.30 -----------------------27.00
• 54
Jay H. Long:
France ________ _________________ F__ ____ __________ __
115.00
20.75
16.10
2. 90 -----------------------------------------------131.10
Monaco ________________________ f_____ ____ _________
159.10
101.85
395.10
71.12 -----------------------96.80
17.61
651.00
U.S. dollars •.. __ __ . _________ . ___________ . _______ • __ . ______ .•.• _.. ____ ._ •. _____ •
331. 00 _____ • _______________ • ____________ . _
Poland ___ _________ _____ ______ . lL____ __________ __
481.00
7.40
559.70
8.60 -----------------------72.00
1.10
1,112.70
U.S. dollars ..•. ___ _____ ____ ____ •• __________ • _____________________________ .______
83. 00 _______________________ ------ ______ _
Netherlands .. -----------------Belgium ______________________ .
Denise
Snyder:
Monaco.
_______________________
Katharine St. George:
Monaco. ______ -------------- ___
Poland .. __ ------ _______________
Rumania. __ -----------_----- ___
Netherlands._ •• ________________
Belgium _________ ------ _________
Octa Watson:
France. _________ ------ _________
Monaco. __________ ----- ________
Poland. ___ ______ ------ _________
Romania. __ ------- ____ .••• _____
Netherlands. ___________________
Belgium .. ___ •. ------ ___________
Darrell St. Claire:
France. _____ ------------- ______
Monaco ..•. --------------------

~~!CctollaiS~=== ==== =_____ ~~~~ ~~---- --~~~~~~ ------~~~~~~-

BF______________ _
F.. _______________ _

757.00

15.14

87.00

490.00

89.10

57.80

F... _______ __ _____ _
490.00
ZL .... ____________ _
721. 00
LEI. ______________ _
480.00
FL .•... ----------_
585.00
BF ________________ _ 1, 504. 00
F_________________ _
115.00
F_________________ _
490.00
ZL .... ____________ _ 1, 136. 00
LEI ... ____________ _
480.00
FL ••. ____________ _
855.00
BF.•.•. ___________ _ 2,240. 00

1~: ~g ================================================---~~ ~~~~ ~~ _
1. 74 ------------ --- -- -----

93.00

937.00

27.82
30.90
592.11
154.42
51.53
268.81
17.14
169.65
236.60
28. 27
47.81
66.29
677.74
225.78
46.36
76.23
690.78
217.40
40.88
189. 55
10.00
7. 62
407.22
66.00
80.43
344.57
50.00
44.90
24.47
801.11
121.89
51.33
874.59
76.00
66.58
181.20
92.94
32.30
296.88
60.00
72.23
30.70
306.94
59.90
33.90
237.65
250. 54
43.09
46.88
253.93
63. 12
23.65
190.58
331.00
17.10
83.00
282.98
47.50
18.74

10. 50 ------------------------------------------------

547.80

99.60

619. 10
829.00
504.80
810.80
2, 417.00

112.60
12.80
28.05
247.22
48.34

20. 75 --- -- -------------- ---- ------------------------------------------------89.10
1,183. 40
213.84 -----------------------900.00
162.45
67.90
1. 05 ------------------------ 6, 669.00
102.60
17.48
26.88
36.25
1. 82 -----------------------432.00
24.24
238.16
225.55
62.82 ------------------------ 1, 206.00
333.00
18.52 -----------------------680.00
12.41
44.80
926.00

115.00
2, 573.40
7, 872.90
516.25
2, 286.55
3, 846.00

20.75
465.39
121. 13
52.94
633.98
75.73

189. 75
700.00

34. 25
127.30

20. 70
1, 877.25

ZL •..• __ __ __ __ ___
Lei________________
FL_____________ ___
Bf________________ _

1, 136. 00
480.00
855. 00
2, 240.00

17. 47
26.88
237.50
44.80

111.10
136.40
546.90
623.00

3. 73 _•. _____ ------- __ ------339.39 ------------------------

493. 00
567.20

~~~~~o~~~=: ::::::::::::::::::: ~~k ·d-ollar:::~~:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=~~=::: ••• __ ~~~~~~_
Poland •...•.•. ----------------Romania _______________________
Netherlands••.• ---------------Belgium. __________________ -----

1.86

$42.40
290.32
465.00
30.48

89.10
129.10
23.50 ---------------- - ------------------------------11.10 -----------------------------------------------108.00
1. 70
26.88
24.80
1.17 -----------------------------------------------162.50
225.80
84.72 -----------------------------------------------30.08
913.00
18.26 -- -- ---- --- -------------------------------------

F__________________

F•••• _____ --------_

1

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

1. 70
7.37
151.95
12.46

_____________________ ••• 15, 270. 00
-----------------------94.50
-----------------------359.00
------------------------ 5, 000.00

88. 98
703. 45
3,144. 45
102.48
38. 47
20, 200
100.00 -----------234.92 16,517.10
5. 30
710.90
1, 760.90
100.00
100.00
7, 863.00

126.96
569.17
38.47

100.00
254.09
39.55
489.45
157.26
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE UNITED STATES GROUP, INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND
DEC. 31, 1970-Continued
Lodging

Name and country
Delegation expenses:
France_---------------- ---- ---Monaco_-----------------------

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

____

~~s~iloiia-rs====== == == ==== ====== ====== ========== ==== == ===--$2: 643:55-_--~~ ~~~~ ~= -~=~~~~~ -========= ===- ---- $9i3o-- --~·-~~~·-~:1
~~s~ iloiia-rs:::::: == ====== == ========== =======- -- ~~~=~~ ~~- 1, ~~~: ~~ -- -~·-~~~--~~- ' ~~t ~~ ====================== ==- -- ~~ ~~=~ ~~-

~~~~~~a::.===================== gjf~-d~~~-a~~==============
==== == ====== ==== ====== == == == === _____ ~~~~ ~~ _- ---- 53r 27'
u.s. dollars____ ------ ______________________
-- _______ _-- _____ __ _----------_______

i~~: ~~

-----~~~ ~~-

--==========-- - -- 53C27174. 79 ___________ ------ __________________ _
Poland. ________________________ ZL___ ____ ___ __ ______ ____ __ __ __ __ ______ __ ___
46, 020
708. 01
18, 291
281. 50
15, 033
231. 27
79, 344
U.S. dollar----------- __________________________________ ---- ___________ ---_______
504. 00 _______________ ------ __ ------------ _
Romania ____________ _______ ____ U.S. dollar______________________________________ ________
601. 25 ___________________________________________________________ _
Netherlands ____________________ FL____ ____ _______ _
258. 08
$71.89
1,285
357.94
42,714 11,898.05 -----------------------44,257
U.S. dollar______________________
233.26 ------------ 1, 597.27 -----------35. 00 -----------218.22 -----------Belgium ________________________ BF________ ____ _____
8,180
163.59
30,023
611.30
92,342
1,853.51
2,045
41.20
132,590
U.S. dollar_________________________________ ___________ __
256. 04 ___________ ------ __________________________ ------------ ____ _
TotaL •• ------------------------------- ----- ------------------- 5, 842.34 ------------ 12,911.96 ------------ 17,781.98 ------------

3, 975.61 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$548.48
2, 136.85
1, 389.05
1, 588.54
444.47
105.20
174.79
1, 220.78
504.00
601.25
12,327. 88
2, 083.75
2, 699.60
256. 04
40,511. 89

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. $ equivalent) _____ -- ___ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ $27, 974. 59
22 u.s.c. 276 ___ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 12, 537. 30
Total. _______________________________ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 $400

40, 511. 89

JOHN SPARKMAN,
Chairman, U.S. Group, lnterparliamentary Union.

of this amount rebated by Darrell Sl Clarie to IPU accounts for personal expenditures.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON GOVE mMENT OPERATIONS, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN.1 AND DEC. 31
1970
Lodging

Name and country

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Dorothy Fosdick:
West Germany __________________ OM______________ __________________________ _____ ___________ _____ ___
167.71
$46.20 ----------------- --- ---167.71
$46.20
Netherlands ____________________ Guilders____________
385.00
$107.24
325.00
$90.52
100.00
27.86
87.50
$24.38
897.50
250.00
United Kingdom _________________ Pounds, Shillings,
53
127.48
12
28.86
6
14.43
3S. 3d.
• 40
71. 3. 3
171. 17
Pence
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------SubtotaL ______ .. ---------------------------- --------------234.72 -----------119.38 -----------88.49 ____________
24.78 -----------467.37

=======================================================================

Robert J. Wager:
Japan __________________________ Yen________________
126,000
350.00
108,000
300.00
3, 890.00
Germany __ --------------------- OM ______________________________ ------ __ ----------------------____ 5, 579. 67
Subtotal _____________________________________________________ _
350.00 -----------300.00 -----------Subtotal. ____________________________________________________ _
419.38 ------ -----584.72 ------------

10.81
18,000
50.00
1, 536. 68 ------------------ ____ __

255,890
5, 579. 67

710.81

1. 536.68

1, 547.49 ------------

50.00 ------------

2, 247.49

1, 635.98 ------------

74.78 ------------

2, 714.86

7.15 ------------

154.86

==============================================================

Albert A. Lakeland:
Israel. _________________________ Pounds____ _____________________

75.71 ------------

62.00 ------------

10.00 ------------

Jr~rn~e:':========================
~~~f:_·-=========================------~~~~~-============
India __________________________ Rupees______ _________ ___ ___________ ___ __________ ______ _

~~:
gg ============
65.00 ------------

1

~: gg ============
25.00 ------------

~: b5 ============
20.00 ------------

Thailand _______________________ Baht______________ _____________
16.50 -----------Vietnam ________________________ Piasters ________________________ ------ ______ -----------Japan ___ _______________________ Yen ________________ _______ _____
53.50 ____________

24.00 -----------6. 00 --------- - -10. 00 ______________________________ -----50.00 -----------25.00 ____________

3. 50 -----------20. 00 -------- ____
21.50 ____________

~~: gg

110.00
50.00
30. 00
150.00

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subtotal _____________________________________________________ _
Albert A. Lakeland:
Belgium

Francs

174.98 ----- ----- --

282.00 ------------

80.00 ----- - ------

78.88 ------------

615.86

36.00 ----------- -

29.00 _ ---------

9. 00 ------------

11.00 ------------

85.00

3
1
~~~~~~i~====================== ~0a~~~~:~~======================------~:~~~-============
~6:
gg
======~=====
t
~g
============
1~:
gg
============
~g: ~~
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Subtotal._______________________________________ ______________

111.00 ------- - ----

123.00 ____________

48.25 ------------

46.00 ------------

328.25

SubtotaL.----------- ------- -------------------- -------------

285.98 ___ _________

405.00 ------------

128.25 -- ----------

124.88 ------------

944.11

=======================================================================

==============================================================

Albert A. Lakeland:
France __ ------------------ _____ Francs ___ ----_-- __ -- ______ ---_- _______ -_-_- - ___________________ ____ ___________________________________ _
Netherlands ____________________ Guilders_____________________ ___
75.00 -----------80.00 -----------27.00 -----------3
============
============
============

fr~,~~~~===:==================== ~~~~~~==================== =====

SubtotaL •• ------ ____ -----------_------------ ______ __________ _

i~: gg

§: b~

r§: gg

160.00 ------------

177.00 ------------

64.75 ------ ------

---------------------------------------------

5. 00
222.00
232.75
50.00

108.00 ------------

509.75

20. 00 ___________ _

50.00
326.69
601.45

5. 00
40.00
48. 00
15.00

==============================================================

Jacob K. Javits:
France. _____ ---------- _________ Francs_______________________ _________ __ ___

165. 00

g~~~~n~~n_g_d_o_~============== === b~_n_d_s::======== ========== === ======= ==== == =- __ =~~~~~ ~~

___

_~~i~~: ~~

30. 00 ___ __ ____ __ ____ __ _______

=~~~ ~~

~6t ~~

110. 40

___ -~~~~~ ~~------__ ~~~~~

1~\~~: ~~

SubtotaL.----------------------------------------------- --------- ------- -------------

160.00 ------------

778.14 ------------

40.00 ------------

978. 14

160. 00 ------------

337.00 ------------

842.89 ------------

148.00 ------------

1, 487.89

SubtotaL ______ ._._-------------------------------------------

=======================================================================
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Lodging

Name of currency

Name and country

Jacob K. Javits:
IsraeL _____ __ ______ _____ ___ ___ Pounds___ ___ ______ _

Meals

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

635.30

$181. 53

Tr~rnk_e'!::: : : :::::: : :::::::: : :::: M~~:::: : :::::::::==____ _~~~~ ~~ ___ ___ -~~~ ~~ _

c:: :-_

Foreign
currency

1

64.65

~~4~~

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

u.s. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

1$18.47 - - - -- ------ - - - - ------- --- ------ -- ------ -- --- - - --

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

: ~t ~~

700.00
1
'

~~4~~

~r~~:_~':::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~i:If~;;;;: _ - ~:; -.-~;-~r ::::::,~L :~: :;~: ~ :~ ;~ ~; :::;;~ill~;;~~~:~~mm:~ :~ ~~~m1: _ _l: ~:~_
=

=

Subtota L ___ •• ____ __________ .- - - - - ______ __________ _______ . _------ • • ------ .• -- __-- ____ . ______ .-- _____ _-- - --- -- - - _____ _______ _______ ___ __ __________ ______ ____ ___ __ __

J acob K. J avits:

~~~\~i_u_~=-------=== =========== ===== Er~an_c~=============

1~: ~~~

~

1n:
England ______ ___ __ ____ _____ ___ _ Pounds ___ ___ ____ ___ _____ ___ __ ______ ______ _
Germany __ ________ _____ __ ______ Marks___ __ ____ ________ __ ___ ____ ____ ______ __

~~~

2l:
41.13. 6
312.81

5

:~X:~~

2~: ~8~

100.00
s 86.00

49.10. 7
3, 107.16

~~:

:r

===== ============== =====
118.37 --- ----- - -- ---------- - -853.50
e 50. 82
14.00

13~: ~~~

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or u.s.
currency

$2GO. 00
118.56
31.97
148.29
50.00
150.00
150.00
2, 036. 16
2, 884.98

~&~:

:r

91. 4.1
3, 470.16

218.37
953.50

50, 000
718. 15
2, 227
23,210

138.88
111. 52
367.49
84. 55
92.77
85.62
1, 965.30

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------180. oo _______ _____
256.00 ----- - - ---- - 1, 109.08 ------- ---- 14.00 - - ---------1, 559.08

SubtotaL _____ __ ________ ______ _____ - -- - ______ __ __ __ __ ___ _____ _
CarmineS. Bellino:
Japan . •• ____ _____ _____ ---- - ____
Philippines _____ _____ ______ _____
Hong Kong _______ __ _____ _______
Vietnam _______ _____ ____________

Yen_ ____ ______ _____
Pesos_ ____ ____ _____
HK$____ ______ ___ __
Piasters ___ __ _______

~~:~any:: == ============== ===== 5i.r~iiri<s=== === == ===

20, 215
57, 254
1, 181.15
13,960

56. 15
88. 91
194.91
50. 91

28, 327
106. 61
969.60
6, 750

~2~~j

~: ~~

~~9~~~

3

78. 68
16. 56
160. 00
24.55

___ __ __ ______ ____ __ _____
_________ ________ _______
- ----- - - -- -- - --- - - -- - --- - -- - -------- - - ---- - - -- -

1, 458
39.00
74.00
2, 500

4. 05
6. 05
12.58
9.09

57

~~j~ ____7,- 136.
-~·- ~~------ -~~~~----- -ios~9o·------29~9s'~~~
01
1, 965. 30 - - --------------- --- ----- - --- _____ __

Germany ___ ____ _______ __ ______ _ D. marks ___ ______ _____ ____ __________ ______ __ __ ___ ______ ________ ____
TotaL ____ __ ____ _______ ___ __ ___ _______ ___ __ ____ ______________ _

L J. Duffy :

Hong Kong _________ ___ ____ ___ __
Philippines ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ _____
Japan __ ____ _____ ____ _____ __ ____
Vietnam __ ___ _____ ______________
Germany ______ ____ __ _______ ____
Thailand _____ _____ -- ------ - - - -Thailand ___ __ _____ ___ ___ __ ___ __
Korea ___- --- --------- - ----- - - - Malaysia___ _____ _______ __ ______

344. 67 -------- - - --

1,968.52--- - - - ----- -

61.75 ------------

2, 846.13

HK$-- --- -- - ----- - 1, 181
195.11
969
160.10 ---------- - ------ -- ----886
146.46
3,036.00
Pesos ____ __________
772.8
120.00
144.9
22.50 -- - --- - ---- - ------ - - - --48.3
7.50
966
Yen _______ __ ___ ____
38, 400
106.67
54,720
152.00 -- -- - -- ---- ----- -- -- - - -2, 880
8. 00
96,000
Piaster_ __ ___ ___ ____
11, 232
40.84
5, 429
19.74 - ---- -- - ------ --------- 2,059
7.49
18,720
D. Marks___ ____ ___ ___ ___ _______ _____________ ____ __________ ____ ____ _
7, 136. 01
1, 965. 30 --------------------------------- __ _
Baht__ ___ ___ ____ __ _
360
17. 30
410
· 19. 68
105
5. 04
166.25
7. 98
1, 041.25
Baht__ _______ __ ___ _
869.31
41.74
993.50
47. 68
248.37
11.93
372.57
17.90
2,483.75
Won ___ __ ____ -- - --3, 144
10.00
3, 218
10.22
599
1. 88
524
1. 64
7, 485
M $---- - --- - --- - --115.70
37.97
105
34.47
18
5.92
19.55
6.43
258.25

501.67
150.00
266.67
68.07
1, 965.30
50.00
119.25
23.74
84. 79

SubtotaL ____ - - __ __ -- - -------- - __• __ ____ __ __ .-- •• -- --- --- . -.--

471.19 --- - --------

569. 63 - -----------

203.40 ---------- - -

3,229.49

Philip W. Morgan:
Hong Kong _____________________ Dollar__ ____________
251
41.55
309
51.13
19
3.14
65
10.75
644
Philippines _____________________ Pesos______________
130
20.19
140
21.73
15
2. 33
37
5. 75
322
Thailand _______________________ Baht____ __ ___ ______
360
17.30
410
19.68
105
5.04
166.25
7.98
1,041.25
Japan __________ ________________ Yen______________ __
21,760
60.44
25, 20C
70.00
1, 440
4. 00
5, 600
15.56
54,000
Malaysia/Singapore ______________ M$____ ____________
115.70
37.97
105
34.47
18
5.92
19.55
6.43
258.25
Vietnam ________ _____ ___________ Piasters___ _____ ____
6, 754
24.56
5, 010. 5
18.22 ---- - - - - --- - --- ---- --- -732.25
2. 67
12,500
Korea ______ ____________________ Won_________ ______
6, 545
20.89
6, 810
21.73
1, 200
3. 83
1,114
3. 55
15,669
Germany ____________ __ _______ __ OM ___ __ --------___________________ _______ ___________ ________ ____ __ 7, 136. 01
1, 965. 30 -- - - - ------ _______ ___ ___ ___ ------ ___

106.57
50.00
50.00
150.00
84.79
15.45
50.00
1, 965.30

SubtotaL ____ _____ __ ______ _____ ____ __ ______ _____________ _____ _
James J. Garibaldi:
Hong Kong _____________________
Philippines ____ _________________
Thailand _____________ __________
Japan ____ _____ _________________
Malaysia/Singapore _______ _______
Vietnam ____ ____________________
Korea __ ______ __________________
Germany ___ _- - -- --------- ______

222.90 ---- -- -- - ---

466. 39 - -----------

236.96 - - ----------

Dollars__ ___________
340
56.12
420
69.32
Peso_______________
130
20.19
140
21.73
Baht_______________
360. 15
17.30
410
19. 68
Yen_____________ ___
21,758
60. 44
25, 202
70.00
Dollar____________ __
115.25
37.97
105.45
34.02
Piasters ___ _________
6,480
23.56
4, 220
15.35
Won_______________
6, 546.6
20.89
6, 808.4
21.73
OM ____ _- - ---------- _______ _______ ____ _________ ___ ___ ____ ________ __

SubtotaL ___ _____ ---------- _____ _____ ---------------- ___ ___ ___

236.47 - - --- - ----- -

252. 28 --- ------- --

Charles L. Mangers:
Hong Kong _____________________ HK$_______________

340

56.12

426

70.32

~~~~ra~i~~~===================== Yen_______
~:~t==============
_________

36o~i~

~~: ~~

l~~: ~

~~: ~~

Japan __________________________
Malaysia/Singapore ______________
Vietnam ________________________
Korea _______ ___________________
Germany ____ -------------------

21,758
60.44
27,540
76.50
M$________________
115.25
37.97
110.8
36.28
Piastres____________
2, 750
10.00
6, 891.2
25. 06
Won_______________
6, 546.6
20.89
7, 126.3
22. 74
OM _____ ------------------------- - ____________ --------------_______

SubtotaL ________ ------------------------------------------___

222. 91 _____ ____ ___

44.3

~~: ~

1, 080
13.8
1, 197. 8
705
7, 469. 55

275. 81 __________ __

Senator Edward J. Gurney:
Hong Kong ______________________ HK$_______________

340

56.12

432.5

71.44

~~~~fa~i~~~===================== ~:tt::::::::::::::
Japan __________________________ Yen________________

360~~~
21 , 758

~~: ~~
60.44

48~~~
28, 080

~t ~~
78.00

Malaysia/Singapore ______________
Korea __________________________
Vietnam __ _- ------- ________ ----Germany __ ---------------------

25
15
105
1, 440
18
180
1, 200
7, 136. 01

76.4

5~: r
31,903

1, 990.07 - - -- - --- - ---

1, 989.56 ------------

52.69 ------------

2, 502.11

4. 13
84
13. 87
869
2. 33
37
5. 75
322
5. 04
166. 10
7. 98
1, 041.25
4. 00
5, 600
15.56
54,000
5. 95
19. 55
6. 40
258. 25
2. 95
1, 440
5. 23
12, 950
3. 83
1, 114
3. 55
15,669
1, 965. 30 ------------------ - -----------------

143.44
50. 00.
50.00
150. OQ;
84.79
47. ()9.
50. oa
1, 965. 3()

1, 993. 53 - - ----------

2, 540. 6~

58.34 ------------

7. 31
58. 7
9. 69
1. 58
33. 8
5. 25
4. 04
140.2
6. 73
3. 00
3, 622
10. 06
4. 53
18. 4
6. 01
4. 35
1, 661
6. 04
2. 25
1, 291. 1
4. 12
2, 057.16 -----------------------2, 084.22 ------------

212. 91 ----------- _

tActual expenses exceeded these amounts due to representational requirements. Excesses
were paid out of pocket.
2 Hotel bills exceeded local currencies received. Additional expenses were paid personally.
a Includes dinner for American press in Saigon.
'Actual expenses exceeded this amount as noted above. This is amount received in local
currencies from various embassies.

259. 82 ___ ________ _

2, 63D.84151.05
50.00
50.00
238.62
152.37
50. 00,
3.46,
2, 026.03:

712.52

66.5

10.97

~: ~
7 88.62

1i~: ~
4,162

~: ~~
11,56

2, 202. 65 ------------

143.44
50. 00'
50. 00'
150.00.
84. 79>
45.45
50. 00·
2, 057.16.

47.90 ------------

M$________________
115.25
37.97
120.2
39.36
214.27
769.86
15.8
5.18
Won_-------------6, 546.6
20.89
7, 399
23.61
548.4
1. 75
1,175
3. 75
Piastre------------------------------ ____ --------------------------_____ __ __ ______ __________
951. 5
3. 46
OM_-------------------------- - --- ______ ------------ - - __ --------_ _ 7, 356. 52
2, 026. 03 ------------------------

TotaL ________________ ----------- ____ ----------------------___

869
322
1, 041. 25
54,000
258. 25
12, 500
15, 669
7, 469.55

915.4
1,

041~~~
85,903

465.52
15, 669
951. 5
7, 356. 52

46.15 --------- __ _

2, 721.531

'Actual expenses exceeded this amount as I entertained members of press and foreign officials.
Excess expenses were paid personally.
eUsed for purchase of airline ticket.
7 Includes charges for transportation furnished by U.S. embassies for the entire party. AI•
expenditures were handled either by Mr. Mangers or Commander Garibaldi.
JOHN L. McCLELLAN, Chairman, Committee on Government Operations.

March 15, 1971.
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN.l AND
DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Meals

u.s. dollar
Name and country

Foreign
currency

Name of currency

equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total
Foreign
currency

Jerry T. Verkler:
New Zealand ____________________ NZ$--------------------------$121.91 -----------$120.00 -----------$50.00 -----------$118.09 -----------New Zealand ___________ --------- OM ___ --------------------------------------- _____ ----------------- 6, 132. 33
1,661.88 ------------------------ 6, 132.33
Ronald G. Birch:
New Zealand ____________________ NZ$___________________________
113.00 -----------96.00 -----------45.00 -----------125.00 -----------New Zealand ____________________ OM _____ -------------------------------------------------- ____ ----- 6, 132.33
1,661.88 ------------------------ 6, 132.33
Daniel A. Dreyfus: New Zealand_ _____ NZ$___________________________
83.00 -----------68.00 -----------40.00 -----------9. 00 -----------Thomas J. Smythe: New Zealand ______ NZ$___________________________
83.00 -----------68.00 -----------40.00 -----------9. 00 -----------Senator Mark 0. Hatfield: New
NZ$--------------------------83.00 -----------68.00 -----------40.00 -----------9. 00 -----------Zealand.
TotaL _________________________________ -------- ______________ _
420.00 ------------ 3, 538.76 -----------483.91 -----------270.09 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
$410.00
I, 661.88
379.00
1, 661.88
200.00
200.00
200.00
4, 712.76

HENRY M.JACKSON,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

Mar. 16, 1971.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country

Name of currency

Birch Bayh:
France.------------------------ Franc______________
Netherlands ____________________ Guilder_____________

Meals

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

1,100
241

$200.00
70.00

550
108

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$100.00
1, 545
$281.59 -----------------------30.00 ------------------------------------------------

3,195
359

$581.59
100.00

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------270.00 --,---------130.00 -----------281.59 -----------------------------------681.59

TotaL________________________________________________________
DaleS. deHaan:
~~;s&_~_o_n_2::_:::::::::::::::::::
Thailand _______________________
Vietnam ________________________
United Kingdom _________________
Netherlands ____________________
Switzerland _____________________

==============================================================
150.00
9
~f~~a-~::::::::::::: t§;o~~
~8: 88 12J~~J8
~~: gg ------~~~~~--------:·-~~- 11,3~: ~g
$~: ~g
~: gg
77.60
41,650
4, 720
70.14. 4
179.78
2, 365.84
8, 025.10

200.00
40.00
169.60
50.00
551.48
2, 210.16

86. 60 ------------

3, 448.84

BahL------------- 2, 249.10
108. 00
1, 770. 10
85.00 -----------------------145.80
7. 00
Piasters-----------------------------------4, 248
36.00 -----------------------472.00
4. 00
Pounds_____________
21
50.00
27
65.00
16.00
39.60
6. 00
15.00
Guilders____________
71.91
20.00
71.91
20.00
25.17
7. 00
10.79
3. 00
Francs_____________
686.40
160.00
643.50
159.00
928.69
216.48
- 107.25
25.00
Germany_--------~------------_ D marks----------------------------------------------------------- 8, 025. 10
2, 210. 16 ----------------------- _
TotaL _________ -----------------------------------------------

A.

CN~h~~~~~~s_: ____________ -------

438. 00 ------------

446. 00 ------------

F___________ -------- __ ---------------------------------------------

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.:

~:~~~~~==:: :::::::::::::::::::: ~~-~:::::: :::::::: =----- -~~~~~-- ---- -~:~~~TotaL _______ -------------------------------------------------

750
696

25.00 ------------

1, 306. 5

2, 478.24 ------------

359. 22 --------- _--------------

15.00 -----------------------125. 00
139
25. 00
140.00 ------------

500
270

10.00
50.00

1, 306. 5

359.22

2, 500
1,105

50.00
200.00

60.00 ------------

250.00

2, 072. 27 --------------------------- ________ _
7.51
151.50
25.00
1,560.85

2, 072.27
257.51
200.00
150.00
209.88
400.00
150.00
172.69
350.00

25.00 ------------

==============================================================

Fred M. Mesmer:
Germany __________ ---------- ___ Mark_ •• ____ ------ __________ -------- ____ -------------- __ ----------Hong Kong _____________________ HK$_______________
712.05
117.50
651.45
107.50

lfa~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~::::::::::::
40~}:3:~
Yen________________
33,840

Japan __________________________
Switzerland.-------------------Thailand ___ -------------------United Kingdom _________________
Vietnam ________________________

Sw. ffl!nc__________
Baht_______________
Pounds_____________
Piastres____________

740.03
1, 468. 16
26.70
45,337.5

TotaL _______ -------------------------------------------------

U: ~8 43~~~i~~
30,960

94.00
172.00
70. 50
64.50
164.50

808.87
1, 343. 21
29. 19
41,387.5

841.50 ------------

~g:
g8
86.00
188.00
64. 50
70.50
150.50

7, 524. 41
45.85

::::::::::::::::::::::::
3, 556
9. 88
------------------------------- ___ ------------9.10
22.69
------------------------

823.50 ------------

9, ~~~
7, 200
172.10
312.38
6. 21
9, 525

2, 112.35 ------------

1g:
gg
20.00

9~:
~~8
75,556

40.00
15. 00
15.00
35.00

1. 721
3, 123.75
71.20
96,250

185.00 ------------

3, 962.35

=======================================================================

Howard
E. O'Leary,
Jr.:
Belgium
________________________
Francs_____________
2, 190
43.08
2, 850
57.00
Germany ___ -------------------- DM _________________ ----------------------------------------------TotaL--------------------------------------------

43.08 ------------------------

Jerry~~il~~~~~--_:::::::::::::::::::
~~~~~:::::::::::::: f§;o~g
Thailand _______________________ Bhat_______________ 1, 686.82

~8:81.00gg

1~~: ~~

750
3, 081. 72

57.00 ------------

15. 00
1, 335
26. 70
846.86 -----------------------861.86 ------------

7, 125
3, 081.72

26.70 ------------

~~: ~~ ------~:~~--------~~~~-------~~~~~-------~~~~~- ~~~: ~~

7,
22,
1, 249. 50
60.00 -----------------------187.43
9. 00
3, 123.75
Vietnam ________________________ Piaster------------------------------------11,800
100.00
1,180
10.00
420.08
3. 56 13,400.08
United Kingdom----------------- Pound_____________
22
50.00
25
60.00
7
17.00 -----------------------62.11. 0
Germany_---------------------- D. mark _________ ---------- _____________ --------- __ -------- __ ------_ 8, 025. 10
2, 205. 30
9. 00
23. 00
8, 025. 1
Tota'---------------------------------------------------------

231.00 -----------RECAPITULATION

294.75 ------------

2, 239.30 ------------

48.56 ------------

141.78
846.86
988.64
150.00
44.75
150.00
113.56
150. 00
2, 205.30
2, 813.61

Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _____ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $12, 504. 25
JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary.

March 29, 1971
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE, U.S. SENATE, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND
DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging
l

Name and country
Wade P. Clarke:
Hong Kong _____________________
Thailand _______________ _._. ______
Vietnam __________ ----- ___ __ ___
Japan __________________________
Germany ____ -----·------------_
Jay B. Cutler:
Hong Kong _____________________

Foreign
currency

Name of currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

HK$••• :.__________
B__________________

414
$68.00
388
$64.00
73
$12.00
36
$6.00
1, 748
84.00
1, 315
63.00 -----------------------60
3. 00
20, 060
170. 00 _______ ___________________________________ _________ __ • _________________ _
18,000
50.00
24,120
67.00 -----------------------11,880
33.00
OM ______________________ ___________________ ---------------- ___ •• __ 6, 900. 93
I, 900. 56 ----- _____ _____ ---------

PI.________________

¥.----------------

HK$_______________

486

81.00

{.'1fa~~~-n-<l:::::::::::::::::::::::
r~~::::::::::::::: d~4~~~
Vietnam ________________________ PI-------------·--20, 060

~8:88
170. 00

405

66.00 ------------------------

TotaL--------------------------------------------------------

18

803.00 - ----- ------

6, 900.93

378.00 ------------

1, 900.56 -----------------------3, 813.12 ------------

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

909
3, 123.75
20,060
54,000
6, 900.93

$150.00
150.00
170.00
150.00
1, 900.56

909

150.00
150.00
150.00
170.00
1, 900.56

3.00

1J~9~~8
~g:88 :::::::::::::::::::=====--------~~~--------~~~~_--------------- ----- -- ----- ____ __ _____ __ ____ - --------------------------

GermanY----------~------------ OM.---------------------------------------------------------------

ohn S. Forsythe:
Sweden ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sweden •• ---·-··--------------Gene E. Godley :
Switzerland ••• ---------------·-United Kingdom ••• -------------Germany ••• --------------------

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

3,

~i3~~~
20, 060

6, 900.93

334 ------------

5, 041. 12

S. Kronor...........
7, 445
143.69
450
86.85
DM---------------------------------------------------------- ------

200
3, 460.9

38.60
158
30.86
953.15 ------------------------

1, 552. 5
3, 460.9

300.00
953.15

Sw. Fr ••• ---------·
241.36
56.00
170.24
39.50
Pounds............
54
129.60
41
98.40
Marks••••• ------------------------------------------------------ - -

19.40
8
3, 228.12

4. 50 ------------ -----------19.20
1. 0. 6
2. 80
887.09 ------------------------

431.00
104. 0. 6
3, 228.12

100.00
250.00
887.09

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------329.29 ---- ------ -224.75 ------------ 1, 902.54 -----------33.66 ·------- --- 2, 490.2

TotaL_______________________________________________________

==============================================================

Robert 0. Harris:
Hong Kong _____________________ HK$_______________
486
81.00
414
67.50
49.10
8.12
9
1.50
Japan _____ _____________________ y_______ ___________
32.400
90.00
21,600
60.00
32,028
88.97 -----------------------Thailand ••• _________ -------- ___ B_______ . : ••• _. : •• _ 1, 874. 25
90. 00
1, 249. 50
60. 00 __________________________ ------- ______________ _
Vietnam ••• _____________________ PI ______ ----------20, 060
170. 00 ______________________________________ . ________________________________ _
Germany ___ ____ __ ------- _______ OM _______________________ •• ________ •• __ •• ------------ __ ••• __ • ____ • 6, 900.93
I, 900. 56 ... _______ ___ __________ _
Roy H. Millenson:
Sweden ________________________ Kronor_____________
730
140.89
410
80.13
173
33.39
185
35.70
Eugene Mittelman:
Switzerland __________ _______ ___ _ Sw. Fr_________ ___ _
603.40
140.00
323.25
75.00
279.75
64.81
107.75
25.00
Switzerland ••• _____ -------- _____ OM ••• ________ -------------------- __ ---------- ______________ .______ 1, 701. 90
467.68 -----------------------TotaL ______ --------- ____ ------. __ ------- ______ ------- __ -----Ralph T. Smith:
Switzerland •••• ____ ----·-------_
Switzerland ••• -----------------GermanY-------·--···---·---·-·
Hong Kong _____________________
Julian F. Granger:

711. 89. __ -------- _

342. 63 ___ ____ ____ _

2, 563. 53 ___________ _

~~g

TotaL •••• ------------··---·-·---·--·-··········--------------

~: ~~

326.50 ------------

~g: ~

~~~~~

265.50 ------------

431.00 ------------

165.50 --------- __

290.11
304.81
467.68
3, 680.25
100.00
73.30
989.68
150.00

~~: ~ -----416:50·------zo:oo· 3~g3~~~

315.20
150.00
50.00
170.00
1, 900.56

3, 156.74 ------------

1, 934.47 ------------

15, 594
20,060
6, 900.93

50.00 ------------

HK$_______________
486
81.00
375
61.00 -----------------------48
8. 00
¥_________________
32,400
90.00
18,540
51.50
12,100
33.61
3, 060
8. 50
B_________________ 1, 874.25
90.00
1,103. 50
53.00 -----------------------14i
7. 00
P/ .. --------------20, 060
170. 00 ------------------------- .... _... -------- .......... ------------ ...... __ _
OM.--------------------------------------------------------------- 6, 900.63
1, 900.56 ------------------------

TotaL _________ ----------------------------------------------

1, 498

431. 00
316. 50
3, 601.44
909

1
28
2
'
Korea ••• --------··------------- W.................
4.400
14.00
9, 356
30.00 -----------------------1, 838
6. 00
Vietnam •• ------··-··--·-----·-· PI----------------14,650
124.00
3,078
26.00 ---------------------- -2,332
20.00
Germany ••• ---------------·---- DM---------------------------------------------------------------- 6, 900.93
1, 900.56 ------------------------

Richard J. Wise:
Hong Kong _____________________
Japan __________________________
Thailand _______________________
Vietnam _______ ----------- _____
Germany _______________________

~~: gg

158.12
238.97
150.00
170.00
1, 900.56

1, 314.15
1, 701.90

62.20 ---- ---- ----

Sw. Fr•••• __ ---------- •• ____________ -------.---------- __ ----. ___ ••• _____ •• __ •• -------. __ ---- ________ •• __ -- ______ --Sw. Fr --------·-----------·-·------------------------- ------------316. 50
73. 30 -----------·------ ----··
OM •• -------------·------------------------------------------------ 3, 601.44
989.68
-- _
HK dollars..........
374
61.50
420
69.00
94
15.50 --------------------21.00
4. 00

{atfa~~iid::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::

958.10
86,028
3, 123.75
20,060
6, 900.93

909
66,100
3,123. 75
20, 060
6, 900.93

23.50 ------------

Ralph \V . Yarborough:
Switzerland •. __ -------------- ... Sw. Fr __ ----- ___________ .. ____ •• __ ____ __ • _------ .. ________ • _____ • ______ ... ____ • _____ ... __________ .... _. _... _..... __
Switzerland _____________________ Sw. Fr ···----------- ______ • _.... __________ ------------- .... _.. ___ __
447. 50
103. 64 ___ -------- __________ .. _
Switze rland. ~ ------------------. Sw. Fr •• ---------- ______ ...... __ .. _. __ .------------------ ___ .. ---- __ ......... ----- .... _. __ .... _... __ ._ .. _....... __ _
Switzeriand ________ ------------- Sw. Fr ••• ------------------_ .. _. ____ .................. ____ .... _____
325. 00
75. 60 ... _______ ___ .. _______ __

~~:~~~ ~~~~~~~==~::::::::: ::::: ~~~~~=::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-----65:5:6------i55: 94-::::::::::::::::::::::::

Un aeo K ngdom ...... ____ ... ____ Pound •• -------------- .. ---- •• ---- __ ...... __ -------- ........................ ------------ ..... -------. __ •• _.. ---- .. .
Roman ia. ____ .------------ .. ___ Lei ___ ----------- ... ---------- __ ........ ______ .. ----- ..... ______ ... ---- ... -------- ............ ______________ ._ ... ..

~~;~!~~~~====:::::::: ::::::::: ~E~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~=~ =~ ~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~ 1: l!l: ~ iH: 1~ ~~~ ~======~==== ===~:::::

431.00
447. 50
648.00
325.00
104.0.6
65. 5.6
52. 10.0
272.00
3, 228. 12
3, 617.54
4,696.00

3, 898.74
150.00
183.61
150.00
170.00
l, 900.56
2, 554.17
100.00
103.64
150.00
75.60
250.00
155.94
150.00
15.26
887.09
996.29
851.34

To,a,__ _______ • __ •• ___ •• _. ___ •••••• _. _. ____ --. _-- ___ • _••••• _•••• __ • _••••• -- ••••••• _••••••• _. _. _-- ••• _•••••••• --------. _. __ •• ___ • _. _. __ • ---- _. ____ • _•• _•••••• _. ___ ••••• _. __

Ralph W Ya rborough:
Netherlands._ •• _____ .. _..... _•• F__________ .. _•• _..... __ .......... _....... _•. _....... ___ .• _. __ .•.• _.......... ___ ••• _... _.•• _... _. _. _•• • _••• ___ ••• __
Netheriands ______________ .. ____ F---------- .. _____ ... _____ ...... __ .. ___ .... _.......... __ .... _.... __
246.00
68. 39 _______ ................ _
Belgium ___________ .. ___________ B. Fr. ............... ______________ .. ___ ......... __ .. ___ . ..... _____ ........ ____ ...... __ ............................ _

:~::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: b~=-~= :::::::::::::::::: ~=== :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·---- H:sso------·is:s2 ·::::: :::::::::::::::::::
TotaL .... _...... ---- •• ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1, 615. 50
246.00
7, 500.00
156, 250
11,650

3, 156.51 ------------------------------------

450.00
68.39
150. 00
250.00
18.52
4, 672.07

RECAPITULATION
Amount
foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _____ ........... ------- __ .... ______ .. _____ ... ____________ ........ _........ _________ •• _______ ----------- _______ •• : .. _____ ..... ___ $22, 336. 59
TotaL ........ _. __ .... ______ ........ __ ._---------_ ...: .. _-------- ...... _........ __ • ___ ........... ___ .... _. ____ ........ . -------------.----- ... _._ .. ____ -------_. 22, 336. 59
HARRISON WILLIAMS,
Chairman. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
Mar. 16, 1971.

8400

March 2.9, 1971

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS, U.S. SENATE
EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country
Graham, L. 0.: ·

•

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

358
35
1, 170
2, 085
686.00
1, 514
332.75

$70.88
66.67
93.60
86.87
143.51
199.22
70.49

301
28.875
547
1, 356
640.00
902
172.00

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

$59. 60
200
$39. 60
. 104
$20.59
963
28.350
54.04
92.225
55. 00 -----------------------223
17.84
1, 940
43. 76 -----------------------~~~~
~i_n_a_r_.:::: :::: =
242
10.09
3,683
56.50 -----------------------P Rupees __________ _
133. 89 12, 628. 91
2, 630. 40
706.87
147.88 14,661.78
Rupee _____________ _
l, 590.91
209.33
4, 006.91
118.70
-----------------------Kyat_ _____________ _
692.63
146.74
1, 197. 38
36.44 -----------------------KDinar____________
27.720
78.00
1.835
5.16
39.250
110.47
5.995
16.84
74.800
E£________________
33.333
60.00
13.888
25.00
.800
1.44
8.334
15.00
56.355
JD .•• ___________________ __ ____________ ___________ • __________ ___ ____________________ • ______ •
3. 545
9. 94
3. 545
£__________________
14. 3. 4
35.00
16.13. 4
40.00
5. 8. 4
13.00
5. 0. 0
12.00
41. 9. 8
OM __________________ • ______________________ -------- ___ .--. ____ .___ 5, 801. 83
1. 573. 59 _. _____________________ _ 5, 801.83
LL •• ____________ 296.35
90. 00
213. 95
65. 00 _-- _____ ---------------148. 20
45. 00
658.50

~~~fs~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 8l~~~~--~===: :::::::
~~~o;J~~i~~==========
:::::::::::
Pakistan ____ ------ _____________

Transportation

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

India __________________________
Burma _________________________
Gravel, Mike:
Kuwait__ _______________________
U.A.R ••• ----------------------Jordan _________________________
U.K·------------------------ --Germany _______________________
Lebanon _______ ----------------_
Hamel, Charles:
KuwaiL----------------------- Ko________________
U.A.R-------------------------- EL.--------------Jordan.------------------------ JD_________________

27.720
33.333
32.130

78.00
60.00
90.00

6.290
13.888
12.490

17.71
39.250
110.47
25.00
. 800
1. 44
35.00 ------------------------

1.540
8. 334
8. 925

4.29
15.00
25.00

~=~~;ont::=== ================= ~~================--- --2iis:4o -------iio: oo ------isi:21------·ss:oo-___ ~~~~~~ ~~ ____ ~~ ~~~~~~- -----ioo:iis ____ --·sa:ssTotaL--------------------------------------------------------

1, 312.24 ------------

771.76 ------------

6, 054.00 ------------

74.800
56.355
53.545

5
' ~n: ~

780.26 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$190.67
175.71
155.20
153.46
3, 055.68
527.25
253.67
210.47
101.44
9. 94
100. 00
1, 573.59
200.00
210.47
101.44
150.00
1, 573.59
175.68
8, 918.26

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent)_------.-------------------------------------------------------------------.----------------.--------------------------.--------- $8, 918. 26
TotaL ________ .---.----------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.- 8, 918. 26
Jennings Randolph,
Chairman, Committee on Public Works.
Mar. 18, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREGIN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN.l AND
DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Meals

u.s. dollar
Name and country

Name ot currency

foreign
currency

equivalent
or u.s.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

William M. Cochrane:
Japan __________________________ Yen________________
7, 200
$20.00
21,600
$60.00 -----------------------9, 000
$25.00
Hong Kong _____________________ H.K. dollar__________
560.00
93.33
450.00
75.00 -----------------------150.00
25.00
Transportation (air) ______________ Deutschmark·---------------------------- - --------- ·-- ------ -------- 6, 507.48 $1,764.98 ------ -----------------SubtotaL __ ----------------------------- --- ----------------John F. Haley:
Japan ________ ------------------ Yen_ _______________
HongKong ____ ---------------- H.K.dollar__________

36, 000
750

113.33 ------------

135.00 ------------

100. 00
125.00

75. 00 _____________ ----------9, 000
25. 00
100.00--------------- - -- -----150
25.00
17
6
========================
•
•

27, 000
600

l~:~~~~~:~l~~ ~:~~tir1d")_-_-~======= ~=~~~~~~-~r-~--:=====================================================

~~~: ~~

1, 764.98 ------------

Total

u.s. dollar
Foreign
currency

equivalent
or U.S.
currency

37,800
1, 160
6, 507.48

$105.00
193.33
1, 764.98

50.00 ------------

~~: ~~

72,000
1, 500
6, 507.48
309.33

2, 063.31
200.00
250.00
1, 764.98
85.93

SubtotaL _________ ------ ___________ ___ -- ______ __________ __ -- __

225.00 ------------

175.00 ------------

1, 850.91 ------------

50.00 ------------

2, 300.91

Total ___________ ----_-----------------------------------------

338.33 ------------

310.00 ------------

3, 615.89 ------------

100. 00 ------------

4, 364.22

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. $ equivalent) ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- •• ---------------------------------- $4, 364. 22
Total ____ • ____________ ---------. ___ ------- __________________ --------- __ --- ______ --- ___ -- __ ------ __ -. ________________ -- ____ • ___ ---------------------------- __ ---- 4, 364. 22
B. EVERETT JORDAN,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration.
Mar. 12, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31 1970
Lodging

Name and country
Congressman Aspinall:
Australia _______________________
Austria _________________________
Belgium ________________________
France _________________________

Name of currency

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Australian dollar____
112.16
$125.00
Schilling____ ________ 1,371.64
53.00
B. Franc ____________________________________
F. Franc____________
310.57
56.00

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

40.37
1,020.44
3,272.10
209.30

$45.00
39.43
65.00
37.74

4.48
3,218.69
4,335.28
274.41

$5.00
124.37
86.12
44.69

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

8.97 ·
258.80
503.34
55.46

Total

U.S. dollar
eQuivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

$10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

165.98
5,869.57
8,110.72
822.74

?~J~~~~=:
~=== == =============== ~u~~~~~== == == == == == == ====== == == ========
===------9ifs7 -------i2~oo·
---~: ~~~~~: ___·_:·-~:~~~~- --- --ii3~ 3~ ---- ---~5~
oo- ' ~5t 8~
ItalY------------------- - ------- Lira ________________ 128,453.00
205.00 46,995.00
75.00 ------------------------ 12,532.00
20.00 187,980.00
8

Japan __________________________
Switzerland _____________________
United Kingdom _________________
Australia _______________________

Footnote at end of table.

Yen________________ 35,820.00
S. Franc____________
290.24
Pound _____________
31. 7. 0
Australiandol'ar____
78.96

100.00
67.00
74.40
88.00

20,776.60
43.32
17.10. 0
64.60

58.00
69,217.20
119.34 ------------------------ 125,812.80
10.00 -----------------------16.02
3. 70
349. 58
42.60
31. 7. 9
74.98
2. 5. 0
6. 06
79. 20.0
72.00
8.97
10.00
8.97
10.00
161.50

U.S. dollar
equivalent
of U.S.
currency

$185. 00
226.80
161.12
148.43
2, 323.47
27.00
.00. 00
277.34
80.70
198.04
180.00

March 29, 1971

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE
Lodging

Name of currency

Name and country

George F. Murphy, Jr.:
Austria _________________________ Schilling ____________
Belgium ________________________ Belgianfranc _______
France ____ __ ___________________ French franc_ ____ ___

Meals

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

2,070.40
8,220.00
305.03

$80.00
164.50
55.00

8401

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

2,058.23
7,270.00
277.30

$79.53
144.00
50.00

Miscellaneous

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

258.80
30,980.00
55.46

$10.00
1633.48
10.00

517.60
1,258.50
55.46

$20.00
25.00
10.00

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

4,905.23
47,728.40
693.25
11
iio'
15.00 172,315.00
10.00 73,218.60
10.00
389.87
16.19
91.74

$189.53
966.93
125. 00
3, 218. 85
20.00
275. 00
205.44
90. 00
218.67

214.95 ------------

9, 417. 32

?;J~~~: ========== ===== === ===== ~~~~~c-~~-~~~~== === ==== == == ======== ==152.00
==== == =- ----37."78 -------98.00
Toii-__ ~6,266.00
~~ ~~~~ ~~ _-~ -~·-~~~~
~~_-----iii34------·is."
61, 406.80
10.00
9,399.00

Italy ___________________________ Lira __________ ______ 95,243.20
Japan _________________ ________ _ Yen ________________ 33,310.80
Switzerland. ____________________ Swissfranc ________ _
207.93
United Kingdom _________________ Pound_ ____________
30. 00

94.00
48.00
72. 00

Total. ______________________________ _•. ____________ --------___

10,566,90
116.96
43.75

29.50
27. 00
105.00

1, 433.90 --------- __ _

25,768.90
21.66
11.66

994.80 ------------

71.94
5.00
26.48

3,582.00
43.32
6.33

6, 773.67 ------------

~~1: U

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. equivalent) ___________________________________ ------ ____________ ------- ___ ---- __ ------ ____ ------_------------- ______________________________ __ ___ __ 9, 417. 32
Total. ________ • ______ ._.--- _____ _•.. -- •. -- ...... -- .. ---.-------------- .. ---------- •. -------------- •• ---------------.-- •. ___ . • ••••• ____ ._. ________________________ 9, 417. 32
JOHr; 0. PASTORE,
Chairman, Committee on Atomic Energy.

Mar. 16, 1971.
1 Commercial

Air Transportation.
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Meals

Transportation

U.S. dolla1
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Hale Boggs:
France _________________________ Franc____________ _
441.68
$80.00
303.65
$55.00
Germany----- ---------------- _ Mark. __ --- - ------ ______ _______ _________ ___ ___________ ------_______
Italy __________________________ Lira_________ _____ _
32,079
51.00
26, 733
42.50
Switzerland _____________________ Franc_____ _______ _
224.54
52.00
185. 67
43.00
United Kingdom _________________ Pound____________
35/8/4
85.00
23/19/2
57.50

2, 804.57
3, 617.54
12,240
351.50
1/15/0

Foreign
currency

Name of currency

Name and country

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Miscellaneous

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

I

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$507.98
82.81
$15.00
996.29 ------ _____ ------------.
19.46
4, 088
6, 50
I 81.40
21.59
5. 00
4.20
3/2/6
7.50

3, 632.71
3, 61,7 . ~4
75 1
783.30
64/5/0

$657.98
996.29
119.46
181.40
154.20

Forergn
currency

2

40

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------268.00 ___ _______ _
198.00 ---------1, 609.33 -----------34.00 ---------2, 109. 33

TotaL ____ -------- _______ _____ __________ --------- --- --_______

==============================================================

Gary Hymel:
France a________________________ Franc ._____________

419.60

76.00

303.50

55.00 ___________ -------- __ ___

104.90

19.00

~~r~~~:== == ========== == ==== === ~~!~.--== ==== == === ==--- -- ss:oso
------i4o:
oa·· --- ·si:77o
-- ----i3o:
oo- ---~~ ~~~~
~~-- ___-_ ~~~~
~~ _--- --Ti4s·------s:oo·
Switzerland ______________ _______ Franc_______ ___ ____
172.72
40.00
194.31
45.00
45.34
10.50
19.43
4.50
United Kingdom a___________ __ __ Pound_ ____________

20/16/8

50.00

Total._______ _________________________________________________

14/11/8

306. 00 _____ __ _____

35.00

3/2/6/

265. 00 ___ __ __ ____ _

7.50

1/0/10

1, 014.29 _______ _____

2.50

828.00
3,617.54
172.975
431.80
39/11/8

31. 00 ___ _________

150.00
996.29
275.00
100.00
95.00
1, 616.29

========================================================

George D. Krumbhaar, Jr.:
Demark ________________________ Krone____________ __
1,140
152.00
672
89.60
189
25.2 U
24~
33.20
2,250
Germany ____ __ _________________ Mark ..•. ------------------------------------------------ ------- - -784.70
· 216.11 ---------- · ------------784.70
Tota.___________________________ _____________________________ _
152. 00 ---- ----- - -89.60 ----------- 241.31 -----------33.20 -----------Loughlin F McHugh:
Ireland _____ ____________________ Pound _______ ______
6/0/0
14.40
12.10/0
30.00
810!0
19.16 --- ------- ---- - -- -- ----26/10/0
United Kin-dom _________________ Pound .. ______ .__ __
10/0/0
24. 00
10/16/8
26. 00 _______________ ------------------ _____ _______ __ _
20/16/8

300.00
216.11

-------------------------------------------------------------------------516. 11
==================================================

Total. __ ________________________________ ____ ___ ...• ______ .. __ •

38.40 ------------

56.00 ---- ----- - - -

19.16 --------·---------------------- -- ---

63. 56
50.00
113. 56

==============================================

Myer Rashish:
Belgium. _______________________
France _________________________
German· ----------------------Switzer'and ___ __ ________________
United Kindom ___ _______________

Franc __ __ _____ ______
6,250
125.00
3,750
75.00
Franc______________
1,104
200.00
662
120.00
Mark.------------ ---- - --------------- -- --------------------------~ ranc____ __________
752
175.00
453
105.00
Pound____ ___ ___ __ _
62110/0
150.00
37/10/0
90.00

4,022
221
1, 592.10
1, 484
12/10/0

2

80.86
1,250
25.00
40.00
221
40.00
437.51 -----------------------343. . 4
150
35. 00
30.00
12 '10/0
30.00

15,272
2, 208
1, 592. 10
2, 839
125/0/0

305.86
400.00
437.51
658.94
300.00

1, 854. 16
1, 607.70

~ 502. 89 --- ---------------------

1, 854.16
13, 980

502.89
200.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------650. 00 . -· ----. ---2, 102.31
390.00 -- ---- · ···· 932.::ll -----------130.00 ------ ----··

Tota .______________________________ • ____ _. ___ • ____ ______ . ____ _

HenryS. Reuss:
Germany _______ ------- _________ Mark _______ __________________________________________ ._________ __ _
Spain ________ ___ _______________ Peseta____________ _
4, 194
60.00
6, 640.50
95.00
TotaL ___ ------ _____________ -------- ________ •• _______ ___ ____ •
John R. Stark:
France •-----------------------Germany ____ -------- ___________
Italy ___________________________
Switzerland ____________ _________
United Kingdom s________________

60.00 ------------

95.00 ---------- --

Franc______________
412
74.63
248
44.92
Mark _________ •• __ •••••• ____________ __ • ____ ________ • __ . ___ •. __ .. __ •
Lira________________
83, 200
132.27
94. 310
149.94
Franc______________
161.23
37.34
187.06
43.32
Pound____ _________
35t0/0
84. 00
23/0/0
55.20

Tota __ ------------------------------------------------------

328.24 ------------

23. 00

78
3, 617. 54
32, 570
14. 98
4/10/0

293.38 ----- --- ----

1, 537.80

525. 89 ------------

!

22. 00

22. 00 ------------

14. 14
90
16.31
996.29 -------------·---------51. 78
1, 170
1. 86
3. 47
19. 60
4. 54
10.80 ------------------------

1,076.48 ------------

828
3,b17.54
211 , 250
382.87
62/10/0

22.71 ------------

702.89
150.00
996.29
335.85
88.67
150.00
1,720.81

====================================================

Franz Aschinger:' Switzerland (3 days
per diem at $50 per day).
Franc__________________________
Kar. Casserini •: Switzerland (3 days
per diem at $50 per day).

s 150.00 ------------------------

3, 859

897.65 ------------------------

4, 507.55

1, 047.65

Franc ___________________ ____________________ _••• ___________ _____ __ _

3, 846

890.48 ------------------------

4, 490.25

1, 040.48

Tota '----- _____ --------------------------------------- __ _____ _

Footnotes at end of table.

s 150. 00 ______ . _____________________ . ______ _

890. 48 ------------------------------------

1, 040.48
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JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE, U.S. SENATE EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970-Continued
Meals

Lodging

Name of currency

Name and country

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

A. Cattani:• Italy (3 days per diem
Lira.------- --------------------------------------·----------------616,500
at $50 per day).
TotaL _____________ ------- _____________ ---- _____________ _--___ 5 $150. 00 ___________________________________ _

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

$980.13 ------------------------

710,850

$1, 130.13

Foreign
currency

980.13 ---------------------------------- -2, 920.68
82/18/0

TotaL _________________________________ ----- _____ ____ _________

5

200. 00 ____________________ _______________ _

1, 130. 13
792. 16
200.00

792. 16 ------------------------------------

992. 16

John H. Dunning: United Kingdom (3
Pound----------------- ---------------------- -- -------------------333/15/0
days per diem at $50 per day).
TotaL ____ _____ __ ______ _____________ -------___________________
5 150. 00 _________________________ __________ _

800.94 ------------------------

950.94

3, 846
Pierre-Robert Goetsch in': Switzerland Franc ___ ----------------------------------------------------------(3 days per diem at $50 per day).
TotaL__ __________ ___ _______________________________ __________
• 150. 00 ___________________________________ _

890.48 ------------------------

Mary Goldring: o United Kingdom (3
days per diem at $50 per day).
TotaL ____________ --------- ____________ ------------------_____

44, 100
Heribert Maier:' Belgium (3 days per Franc-------------------- ------------------------ - ----- -----------diem at $50 per day).
TotaL _______________ ____ ______________ -------- __ ----_________
1 150. 00 ___________________________________ _
3, 073.30

4

Herman C. Posthumus Meyjes:
Netherlands (3 days per d'em at
$50 per day).
TotaL _________________ ------ __ --- _______ ---------- ____ --_____
Okita Saburo:' Japan (3 days per
diem at $50 per day).

800.94 ---- ---- ---------------------------4,491.55

890. 48 ------- --- ----- --------------- -----797.94 ------------------------

5 150. 00 ___________________________ _____ ___ _

396/1/6

950.94
1, 040.48
1, 040.48
947.94

394/14/0

947.94

797. 94 -----------------------------------888.75 ------------------------

51,600

888.75 -----------------------------------845.01 ------------------------

1, 038.75
1, 038.75
995. 01

3, 618.35

5 150. 00 ______________ _____ ________________ _
845.01 -----------------------------------Yen _________ ---_------ __ ________ - _______ -- ____________ -- _____ . ______________________________________ --------------_
54,000

995.01
150.00

- -=-=--=-=--=-=--=--=·=-_=:=_==:_-==·==--==·=--=·=--=·,;,-·;,;·,;,-·;,;·~--~-,;,-·;;·;;-·;;·;;,;-·;;·;;-·;;·;;--;;-;;--;;-·;;·;;-·;;·;--;;·;--;;;·;--;;;·;--~=,;1;50;.0;;;;0
TotaL ___________________________________________ -=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=-==5=1=50=.=00=_-=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=
Peter Oppenheimer:' United K!ngdom Pound •• -------------------------------------- ----- ---- --- --------333/15/0
(3 days per diem at $50 per day).
Total ___ _______________ ---------------------- __________ --_____
& 150. 00 ___________________________________ _
Samuel P1sar:' France (3 days per
diem at $50 per day).

797. 30 --------- __ -------------

396/5/0

797. 30 -----------------------------------Franc. ___ -------_----- ____________________________________________________________________________________________ _
827.66

947. 30
947.30
7

150. 00

TotaL ___ -----------------------------------------=-=--=--=·=--=·=
- -=-==5=1=50=.=00=_-=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=--=·=-_:=_==:_-=-·=--===·=--=·=--=::·,;,-·;,;·,;,-·;,;·;;-·;,;·;;--;;·;;,;-·;;·;;-·;;·;;-·;;·;;--;;-·;;·;;--;;-;;·-;;·;--;;-;-·;;;·;-·;;;·;--~=,;1;50;.0;;;;0
Kurt Richebacker: 4 Germany (3 days
Mark ____ ------------------ ---------------- ------ -- ---------------- 3, 239. 10
per diem at $50 per day).
• 150. 00 ___________________________________ _
TotaL _________________ ------ ________ --------------- ___ -_----_

892. 07 ----------------------- _

3, 846
Jean Royer:' Switzerland (3 days per Franc.----------------------- ----- _________ _______________________ _
diem at $50 per day).
TotaL __________ __________________ __ -- ____ -------- __ --_- ____ 5 150. 00 ___________________________________ _

890.48 ------------------------

Roger Savary: • France (3 days per
diem at $50 per day).
TotaL__ ___ ___ ______________________ ______________________ __ __

839.81 -----------------------• 150. 00 ___________________________________ _

3, 783. 60

892. 07 -----------------------------------4, 491

890.48 -----------------------------------5, 510.41

839.81 -----------------------------------851.52 ------------------------

5, 525

851.52 -----------------------------------546.64 ------------------------

3, 642.60

546. 64 ------------------------------------

1, 042. 07
1, 040.48
1, 040.48
989.81
989.81
1, 001.52
1, 001. 52
846.64
846.64

4, 680
Jan Tinbergen:• (3 days per diem at
Franc •• ---------------- ------ ----------- -- ------ --- ---- ----------- $50 per day).
Total_ ___________________ --------------------_________________
5 150. 00 _______ -- _________________________ __

844.00 ------------------------------------

994.00

John Tuthill: ' France (3 days per
Franc.------------------------------- ------- ---- -- ----------------diemTotaL___________________________________________
at $50 per day).
5 150. 00 ____________ _____________ --- _____ __ _

4, 680
844. 00

844. 00 --- __ - --- __ -- ____ ------5, 508
844. 00 ___ -------- ____ ____ __ ____ ______ _____

994. 00
994. 00

Peter Wiles: 4 United Kingdom (3 days Pound .. ------._-------- -------------------- --- -- -----------------per diam at $25 per day).

213/l/2

511. 34 ----------------- ___ . ---

586. 34

844.00 ------------------------

5, 508

1, 042. 07

994.00

====================~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
244/6/2

TotaL ___________________________________________ -===75=.=00=_-=-~-_=:::_==:
__:=_==:_-:=·=--=-=--=-·=·=--=·=--=·=:=-_:=_=:=_-=·==--=·=-==51=1=.3=4===5=1=1.=3=4=·=-·=·=--=-=--=·=-·=·=-·=·=-·=·=--=·=--=·;;·-==·==--~-~--=--=-===58==6=::.3=::4
Grand totaL_______________________________ _________ __________ 5, 002.64 ------------ $1, 386.98 --------- ___ 20, 219. 47 ___ --------$272.91 ___ __ __ __ ___ 26, 807. 00
RECAPITULATION

Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ____ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ __ --- 26, 807. 00
TotaL _______________________________ ----_- ____ -----------------------------------------------------------------------··------------------_. ___ -- __ • ____________ 26, 807. 00
WILLIAM PROXMIRE,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.
Mar. 16, 1971.
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I Transportation expenses incurred on behalf of the entire party which were charged to Representative Boggs as chairman of the subcommittee.
2 Round-trip transportation purchased by State Department.
3 Expenses and cost of rooms for press conferences have been included under lodging and food
since it was done at the hotels. This item was approximately $203 for Representative Boggs, John
Start, and Gary Hymeli

Mr. E L L E N D E R . Mr. President, I point
out that the number of U.S . dollars spent
for foreign travel last year was $52,3 17.23 .
In foreign currencies dollar equivalent
was $23 4 ,24 1.4 4 for a total expenditure
in 1970 of $28 6,558 .67 for travel by members of S enate com m ittees, as w ell as
staff.
PR O G R A M
Mr. BYR D of West Virginia. Mr. President, the program for tom orrow is as
follows. T he S enate will convene at 9:4 5
a.m . Follow ing the recog nition of the
tw o leaders under the standing order,
the distinguished S enator from M aine,
(Mr. MU S KIE ) will be recognized for not
to exceed 15 minutes, follow ing w hich
there will be a period for transaction of
routine morning business not to exceed
3 0 minutes, w ith a 3 -minute limitation
on speeches therein. A t the conclusion of
the routine morning business, the unfinished business, H.R . 54 3 2, a bill to provide an extension of the interest equalization tax, w ill be laid before the S enate. T he jun io r S en ato r fro m I n d ian a
(M r. BA YH) plans to offer an amendment. dealing with unemployment compensation, to H.R . 54 3 2. T here may be
rollcall votes tomorrow . O n tomorrow ,
the leadership will announce the further
schedule for the remainder of the week,
s o fa r a s p ro g ra m in g ca n b e a n ticipated.
S .3 1, to provide during times of high
unemployment for programs of public
service employment for unemployed persons, to assist S tates and local communities providing needed public services,
and for other purposes, will be scheduled
for action, following the completion of
action on the interest equalization tax
bill.
Whether S . 3 1 will be taken up immediately following H.R . 54 3 2 remains to
be seen. T herefore, w hether it w ill be
taken up tomorrow, or on Wednesday or
on T hursday, will have to be determined
by the joint leadership, perhaps tomorrow.
Mr. G R IFFIN . Mr. President, will the
S enator from West Virginia yield?
M r. BYR D of W est Virginia. I yield.
Mr. G R IFFIN . T he distinguished acting majority leader just made reference
to the fact that co n sid eratio n o f H .R .
54 3 2, a bill to provide an extension of the
interest equalization tax, and for other
purposes, is being held up. because an
amendment is to be offered tomorrow—
an amendment w hich could not be offered today.
C an the distinguished S enator from
West Virginia enlighten us as to whether
that am en d m en t is p rin ted an d av ailable, and the nature of the amendment?
Mr. BYR D of West Virginia. I am only
told that it is an amendment w hich w ill
deal with unemployment compensation.
T he autho r o f the am e n d m e n t is n o t
available today to offer the amendment.
I t is fo r that p urp o se o n ly that it w as
decided it go over until tomorrow.

Testified at hearings before the Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy.
° Advance by U.S. Embassies before departure for the United States—no breakdown furnished
the Joint Economic Committee. For accounting purposes entire amount included under "Lodging."
° Testified at hearing before Subcommittee on Economy in Government.
State. Department did not furnish transportation expenses for this witness.

COMMITTEE AGENDA
Mr. S C O T T . Mr. President, if the acting majority leader w ill yield, I merely
take this tim e to m e n tio n that I hav e
discussed with the distinguished majority leader the agenda of the various committees of the S enate. I know that he has
had some conversation from time to time
with the chairmen of the committees, as
I have with the ranking members of the
committees.
I t is our joint hope that the committees will continue to review their agenda,
in order to bring out, those bills w hich
could be acted upon promptly in committee and, hopefully, promptly on the floor
of the S enate, before we reach that point
of legislative logjam which inevitably occurs when certain major bills arrive and
certain major appropriation bills press
for action.
T he d istin g uishe d actin g m ajo rity
leader has made some cogent and useful
suggestions as to w hat w e may be considering doing as we near the end of the
session, but w e all know that each day
we do not meet at the beginning of a session in itself adds to the ultim ate burden.
I raise this question only in the hope
that those Senators who read the RECORD
will be impressed by the fact that we are
now offering bargain rates, a clover day,
special w hite sales, and special black
sales—since I am a politician—and special red and yellow sales and that, therefore, w e are available for legislation.
We know the problems of committees
and we know how busy S enators are in
committees. T hat is w here so much of
th e w o rk is b e in g d o n e . B u t w e d o
e arn e stly h o p e th at th is o p p o rtu n ity
w hich the leadership offers to S enators
will be taken advantage of.
I thank the distinguished acting majority leader.
Mr. BYR D of West Virginia. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished minority
leader for his timely and pertinent and
very appropriate remarks. T hey underline the statements that have been made
fro m tim e to tim e o n the flo o r by the
jo in t lead ership to the effect that the
cale n d ar is p re tty b are an d th at th is
affords the commitees an opportunity
to m e e t an d take actio n o n b ills an d
resolutions to be reported for placement
on the calendar so that S enate floor action can immediately follow.
A s the distinguished minority leader
has pointed out, now is the time to act
so as to avoid the logjams w hich may
come along in the heat of the summer
and in the fall. A nd now is the time to
act in such a w ay as to in sure the ad journment of the first session of the 92d
C ongress at some date, hopefully, before
O ctober or N ovember.
Mr. S C O T T . Mr. President, we used to
have certain built - in conditions weatherw ise for getting C ongress out of tow n.
How ever, since the advent of air conditioning, we have fallen into year-round
sessions. I hope that w e w ill surmount

even these technological improvements
in order to get some actual work done.
Mr. BYR D of West Virginia. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished minority
leader. I feel that the chairm en of the
committees are working diligently to order bills and resolutions to the floor.
T he m ajority leader held a m eeting
with the committee chairmen last week
and, based on their reports at that time,
I think w e can be somew hat optimistic
and that w e can expect measures to be
reported from the various committees
fairly re g u larly an d at an in cre asin g
pace now . How ever, w e call attention
again to the sparseness of measures on
the current calendar and to the necessity fo r co m m ittees to utilize the full
days, that are being given from time to
tim e, to the v ery best of adv antag e so
that the S enate can expedite business
rapidly as, if, and w hen m easures are
placed on the calendar.
A D JO URN MEN T TO 9:4 5 A .M.
TO MO RRO W
Mr. BYR D of West Virginia. Mr. President, if there be no further business to
come before the S enate, I move in accordance w ith the previous order that
the S enate stand in adjournm ent until
9:4 5 a.m. tomorrow.
T he motion w as agreed to; and (at 2
o'clock and 12 minutes p.m.) the S enate
ad jo urn e d un til to m o rro w , T ue sd ay ,
March 3 0 , 1971, at 9:4 5 a.m.
NOMINATIONS
E xecutive nominations received by the
S enate March 29, 1971:
U.S . C IR C UIT S C O UR T S

R obert A . S precker, of Illinois, to be a U.S .
circuit judg e, sev enth circuit, v ice L atham
C astle, retired.
U.S. DISTRICT COURTS
T hom as R . M cM illen, of I llinois, to be a
U .S . district judg e for the northern district
of Illinois, vice William J. C ampbell, retired.
Walter T . McG overn, of Washington, to be
a U.S . district judge for the w estern district
of Washington, vice William J. L indberg, retired.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
D onald B. M ackay, of I llinois, to be U.S .
attorney for the southern district of I llinois
for the term of 4 years, vice R ichard E . E agleton, resigned.
U.S. AIR FORCE
T he follow ing officer to be placed on the
retired list in the grade of lieutenant general
under the provisions of section 8 962, title X
of the United S tates C ode:
xxx-xx-xxxx
L t. G en. Joseph H. Moore,
FR
(major general, R egular A ir Force) U.S . A ir
Force.
xxx-xx-xxxx
M aj. G en. G eorge J. E ade,
,
R egular A ir Force, to be assigned to positions
of importance and responsibility designated
by the P resident in the g rade of lieutenant
general, under the provisions of section 8 0 66,
title X of the United S tates C ode.
U.S. ARMY
T he following-named officers to be placed
on the retired list in grades indicated under
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the provisions of title X, United S tates C ode,
section 3962:
To be general
G en. Berton E verett S pivy, Jr., xxx-xx-xxxx
xxx-... , A rmy of the United S tates (major general, U.S. A rmy) .
To be lieutenant general
L t. G en. Vernon Price Mock,
,
xxx-xx-xxxx
A rmy of the United S tates (major general,
U.S. A rmy) .
L t. G en. Harry Jacob L emley, Jr., xxx-xx-xx...
xxx-... , A rmy of the United S tates (major general, U.S . A rmy) .
L t. G en. William Pelham Yarborough, xxx...
xxx-xx-xxxx , A rmy of the United S tates (major
general, U.S . A rmy) .
L t. G en. Beverley E vans Powell, xxx-xx-x...
xxx-... , A rmy of the United S tates (major general, U.S . A rmy) .
U.S. MARINE CORPS
L t. G en. L ouis B. R obertshaw, U.S . Marine
C orps and L t. G en Frederick E . L eek, U.S .
Marine C orps, when retired, to be placed on
the retired list in the grade of lieu tenant
general in accordance with the provisions of
title X United S tates C ode, section 5233.
Having designated, in accordance with the
provisions of title X , U nited S tates C ode,
section 5232, Maj. G en. O rmond R . S impson,
U.S . Marine C orps and Maj. G en E arl E . A nderson, U.S . Marine C orps, for commands and
other duties determined by the President to
be within the contemplation of said section,
I nom inate them for appointm ent to the
grade of lieutenant general while so serving.
IN THE NAVY
T he following-named (N aval R eserve O fficers T raining C orps candidates) to be permanent ensigns in the line or staff corps of
the N avy, subject to the qualification therefor as provided by law:
D ennis J. Kern
D avid W. C lark
T homas A . G alloway
T he following-named (naval enlisted scientific education program candidates to be
permanent ensigns in the line or staff corps
of the N avy, subject to the qualifications
therefor as provided by law:
T erry G . C hristiansen D ennis H. Miller
A ndrew C . R utan
Mark S. Hosier
S amuel J. Visage
James A Jones
Jam es R . L andry (naval enlisted scientific education program candidate) to be a
permanent lieutenant ( junior grade) in the
line or staff corps of the N avy, in lieu of
permanent ensign as previously nominated,
to correct grade, subject to the qualification
therefor as provided by law.
T he following-named (naval enlisted scientific education program candidates) to be
permanent lieutenants ( junior grade) in the
line or staff corps of the N avy, in lieu of
permanent ensigns as previously nominated
and confirmed to correct grade, subject to
the qu alification therefor as provided by
law.
Frederick E . Mace, Jr.
L uis C . Martinez
A rthur R . Pearson (N aval R eserve officer)
to be a p erm an en t lieu ten an t an d a tem porary lieutenant commander in the Medical
C orps of the N avy, subject to the qualification.
T he following-named (N aval R eserve officers) to be perm anent lieutenants (junior
g rad e) an d tem p o rary lieu ten an ts in th e
M edical C orps of the N avy, subject to the
qualification therefor as provided by law:
L inton E . McC racken,
John A . Boice II
Jr.
T homas G . C ook
L ee J. Melton, III
Jonathan H. C ress
R ichard H. N ealis
T he following-nam ed (civilian college
g ra d u a te s) to b e p e rm a n e n t lie u te n a n ts
( junior grade) and tem porary lieutenants
in the Medical C orps of the N avy, subject to
the qualification therefor as provided by law:

William H. Farrar, Jr.
James T . Mann III
Floyd D . T rautmann. (N aval R eserve officer) to be a permanent lieutenant and a temporary lieutenant commander in the D ental
C orps of the N avy, subject to the qualification therefor as provided by law.
T he following-named (naval R eserve officers) to be perm anent lieutenants ( junior
grade) and tem porary L ieu tenants in the
D ental C orps of the N avy, su bject to the
qualification therefor as provided by law:
Jeffrey P. A llen
R alph E . N ettlehorst
Melvin E . Ball
G eorge S . Pugh
Walter T . C unninghamByron E . S nell, Jr.
E arl F. Fisher
R obert J. Hassl (civilian college graduate)
to be a permanent lieutenant ( junior grade)
and a tem porary lieu tenant in the D ental
C orps of the N avy, subject to the qualification therefor as provided by law.
T he following-named midshipmen (N aval
A cademy) to be permanent ensigns in the
line or staff corps of the N avy, subject to
qualification therefor as provided by law:
T homas H. A bernathy James A . Bolcar
Mark C . A blett
D avid T . Bolduc
T homas G . A cton
C harles R . Bongard
D avid A . A dams
John M. Boniface
T homas D . A dams, Jr. Barry E . Boswell
R obert F. A dkins
R ichard B. Bottenberg
E dwin H. Bouton,
R obert J. A gnor
Jr.
Jeffrey H. A lbright
John D . Bowen, III
John F. A lburger
John F. A lexander III R ichard T . Bowman,
Jr.
Patrick J. A lexander
R alph M. A lford, Jr. William K. Boyd, Jr.
Patrick D . Brady
D avid P. A lleman
Peter D . Brady
R ichard E . A lvarez
E dward A . A mmons T erry A . Brake
John C . Brandes
R obert E . A nnis
William B. Brasel
Joseph D . A nthony
D
onald S. Brewer
R alph E. A rchitz,e1
James M. Brick
Vincent A rdizzone
D aniel E . Brown
Karl J. A thow
L eland D . A tkinson D uane W. Brown
Steven A . Brown
S imeon H. A ustin
William B. Brown
R obert S. A yers
R obert C . Brubaker
E ric W. Baittinger
S
tephan R . Bruce
Leonyx G . Baker
G lenn A . Bruggemann
Peter A . Baker
D uane L . Brunelli
G ary C . Bakken
D ennis R . Bruwelheide
John C . Ball
James B. Bryant
C harles E . Banellis
G eorge C . Bullard, Jr.
D aniel S . Barrett
John M . Barrett, Jr. John S . Burd
James D . Barron, Jr. L ee E . Burgess
G lenn J. Barrowman R ichard S . Burgess
Ferree R . Burkhead
John M. Barry
C harles F. Burlingame
D avid C . Barton
III
Walter H. Barton
Harry W. Bashore III R ichard A . Burman
T imothy J. Burns
Bruce T . Batten
S tephen B. Butkus
C arl 0 . Bauer
William A . Butler
R ichard B. Baxter
Frederick B. Beacham, C yrus H. Butt IV
R obert E . Byrd
Jr.
G erald L . Byrnes
Drew W. Beasley
C harles J. C adden
E dward C . Beck, III
John E . C alia
Fred R . Becker, Jr.
Joseph A . C allahan II
D on H. Beckham
T ommy L . Beckham D avid A . C apizzi
R obert A. C apra
R obert J. Beckman
James J. C arlin, Jr.
Michael H. Beelby
T homas M. C arnahan
John P. Bender
R ussell M. C arr
James W. Benefiel
S tephen J. C arro
R onald V. Benigno
A rthur K. Bennett, III T homas H. C arson III
D avid A . C haney
E ric J. Benson
R obert B. C hapman
E ugene T . Benson
S anford K. Bernard D avid E . C harvat
R ichard M. C heliras
Keith P. Bersticker
John M. C herry
John C . Bickford
D avid W. Chew
Michael S. Bilecky
R obert A. C himenti
R ichard D . Blake
S ankey L . Blanton, III William R . C hiquelin
James A . Bloom
Jon L . C ichucki
Michael S . Bluestein L awrence F. C lark
D aniel D . Bogdewic
MacKenzie C . C lark
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John W. C loss
R ichard J. Farrell
Bradley D . C losson
Michael E . Feeley
C harles T . C ochran
John P. Feeney
D avid P. C ocolin
William S . Felts, Jr.
William J. C ocos
R andal C. Finch
Michael F. C ohen
Brian D . Finegold
A lan S . C chlmeyer
R ichard G . Finley
Fred G . C ole
T heodore A. Fischer
Warren B. C ole
II
C harles M. C ollier
R obert S . Fisher, Jr.
Michael J. C ollier
E dward M. Flanagan
A rthur K. C oiling, Jr. T homas J. Flanagan
James P. C ollins
Peter A . Flannery
William B. C ollins
Patrick J. Fletcher
R ichard E . C olR ichard S . Fletcher
quitt, Jr.
John M. Foley
S tephen A . C orner
Bradley S . Foster
John K. C ondon
Finley B. Foster
John A . C onkey
John T . Foust
D ouglas G . C onklin
R oger A . Franssen
R ichard J. C onnelly Parker C . Freeman
Jeffrey D . C onners
Michael J. French
Jack L . C onrad
Wilson J. Fritchman
Mark G . C ooksey
R obert W. Fritz
R ichard W. C ooper II Jack W. Frost
R onald F. C ornelison S cott A . Fry
T homas E . C rabT homas B. Fulton
tree, Jr.
James C . Funke
D avid C . C radduck
Harry E . Fuqua II
James S . C reelman III Harold L . Furrevig
R ichard M. C rouch
Michael G . G affney
Jackie M. C rowther
R obert M. G allagher
Frank L . C ulbertson, James B. G allemore
Jr.
T homas R . G alloway
Harold H. C umFrank C . G arcia
mings, Jr.
James W. G arrow
D aniel L . C urry
James K. G atchell
D ouglas D . G avrich
R obert C . C uster
S tephen L . G emmel'
T homas N . D ale
Bradley L . D aley, Jr. S cott N . G essis
T imothy T . G ilman
D onnie B. D avis
John B. G ilmer, Jr.
James A . D avis
James W. G okey
T erry L . D avis
James G . G onzales
Joseph C . D ean
Michael F. D elBalzo T homas H. G orski
G rant J. G orton II
R onald M. D eL oof
James A . G osma
Harry M. D ereniuk
G rant L . G raeber
D ennis A . D esmond
C
live G raham, Jr.
R oss S . D essert
S teven M. G rames
Peter F. de Vos
S teven M. D iA ntonio D onald F. G ray, Jr.
Kevin P. G reen
G regory B. D ies
D onald B. D isney, Jr. Brenton C . G reene
S tephen F. D metruk C harles H. G riffiths, Jr.
T homas M. G ross
T imothy G .
D onald L . G unther
D obrovolny
D avid J. Hackett
James A . D okos
Michael R . Hagy
John K. D olan
D onald K. Hakanson
William H. D onges
D aniel J. Haley
R obert J. D onlon
Michael S . D onnelly William M. Hall
Michael J. Hallahan
G ale N . D oores
Wayne J. Hallenbeck,
Patrick M. D oyle
Jr.
C arroll M. D rake
Michael G . Hambleton.
E ugene N . D ubay
T homas J. Hammons
Michael G . D uncan
III
Patrick J. D unford
G regory P. Harper
Philip S . D unlap
C harles P. Harris
Peter H. D uR ocher
T homas R . D ussman, G ordon F. Harris
Jodie R . Harris, Jr.
Jr.
R andy L . Hartshorn
R alph P. E arhart
D avid F. Hash
William M. E cker
William L . Hatcher
R ichard H. E ctor
III
Joseph F. E dgerton
Willard C. Hay, Jr.
John K. E ldridge
Michael
P. Hayden
James M. E lf elt
G regory G . Heath
R obert L . E lsbernd
E dward R . Hebert
William A . E mslie
Michael R .
John P. E nderle
Hecomovich
R ichard H. E nderly
William N . Heflin,
G regory A . E ngel
Jr.
Joseph E . E nright
James P. Heil
Bruce N . E rickson
John
T . Held
Jerald L . E rickson
William B. Hemphill
A lfred E . E ricson, Jr. R obert P. Hendershot
Vincent J. E sposito
James Hergenroeder
III
Joseph F. Herger
John S . E tcher
Bruce Hermanson
William J. Farley, Jr. T heodore A .
Kenneth L . Farner, Jr. Hermeling, Jr.
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John L. Morris
John J. Ripicky, Jr.
Thomas Herring III
David L. Lee
John T. Morris
Kenneth A. RichardMark W. Hes:::;
David C. Leestma
Robert L. Morris
son
George B. Hewes III
Alan E. Legacy
Patrick
C.
Mulllns
Danny
L. Rickard
Ronald E. Hewett
Michael P. Lehman
Gregg P. Mulvany
James W. Rightmire,
Michael J. Hichak
Bruce S. Lemkin
John C. Muncie
Jr.
Daniel G. Hickey
Mark H. Lepick
Douglas A. Murphy
Michael E. Riordan
Stephen E. Hickman Jeffrey E. Lewis
Raymond M. Murray Dana A. Roberts
Charles H. Hiles, Jr. Victor T. Linck
Thomas F. Musso
Brian D. Robertson
William R. Hilton
Bruce R. Linder
Stephen
R. Myck
David C. Robertson
Edward C. Hines, i l l Paul W. Lindgren
Frederick
H.
Myers
Donald
E. Rockwell
Leander L. Hingle, Jr. John J. Linnehan, II
Daniel S. Naedel
III
Louis M. Hirsh
Victor J. Linnenbom,
Richard P. Naple
Ted E. Rogers
Michael J. Hoert
Jr.
Herbert M. Nave
Michael G. Rohrbaugh
Thomas L. Hoffman Richard W. Loerch
Frederick D. Nelson
John F. Rosinski
Raymond J. Hogan
Gary W. Lohman
Robert E. Nelson
Ronald A. Route
Benjamin A. Holland James W. Loiselle
John D. Nevins, Jr.
Daniel J. Rowe
John P. Holland, Jr. John H. Long
William R. Nevitt, Jr. Mitchell L. Rowland
John A. Holm, II
Paul B. Long
Stephen R. Newberger Woody M. Rubino
Kurt E. Holmquist
William T. Long
Micajah W. Newman Theodore D. Ruddock
Garry Holmstrom
Paul J. Longinotti,
Stephen H. Newnam
III
Kenneth J. Hook
Jr.
Bruce E. Nichols
Howard S. Russell
William C. Hoover
Paul J. Loustaunau
David J. Nichols
Bruce E. Rychener
Roger K. Hope
Aljurnel E. Lowe
Kevin C. N1colin
John P. Sagi
Brian J. Horais
Robert C. Loyd
William G. Nielson
Douglas E. Sameit
Mark M. Horgan
James W. Luckey
Leslie R. Nixon
George M. Samons
Richard C. Harmel
Robert W. Lucy
Lawrence F. Nolan
Edward J. Sanderson,
Scott A. Hornung
David W. Luengen
Neal D. Noland, Jr.
Jr.
Mark D. Hovermale
Michael J. Lynch
William F. Nold
John I. Sauls, Jr.
John L. Howard
James J. Lynn II
Michael T. Nordin
RogerS. Saylor
David B. Howe
Daniel W. Lyons
Joseph D. Norton
Alan B. Schaffter
Mark H. Howe
Frank M. McAfee, Jr.
Keith E. Novin
George E. Schall, Jr.
James D. Hower, Jr. Michael P. McBride
Jon R. Nus
Mark C. Scharfe
John H. Hubbard
Bruce P. McClure
Thomas F. O'Brien
Albert A. SchaufelSteven D. Hudson
Daniel D. McConnell
Kenneth M. O'Bryant
berger III
Eric M. Hughes
Bruce A. McCroskey
Joseph M. O'Connor Michael R. Scherr
John T. Hughes II
Michael E. McCuddin
Kevin J. O'Connor
Leon A. Schierer
John G. Hume, Jr.
Michael J. McDonald
Thomas P. Schlax
Alfred R. Hupp, Jr.
Lawrence L. McDonald David J. Odland
James K. Opsal
Peter P. Schneider, Jr.
Leo 0. Hura
Craig L. McFarlane
William E. Organek Ronald D. Schroder
Brian D. Hurst
Paul G. Mcintire
Michael P. O'Rourke Richard E. Schuknecht
Alfred G. Hutchins, Jr.Stanley W. McKee
Michael L. Orirson
John A. Schultz
Thomas w. Hutson III William L. McKinney
Lonnie
D. M. Ortner Joseph M. Schultz
Peter J. !bert
John C. McMacken
Christopher Osier
Robert R. Schultz
Forester w. !sen, Jr. Geoffrey L. McMullin
Louis J. Oswald III
Warren R. Schultz
Alfred J. Jacobs
John M. McNallen
William E. Otto
John H. Schuyler
Robert w. Jacobs
Paul E. Madurski
Edward M. Oxford
John E. Scott
Michael T. James
Stanton V. Mahoney,
Gerald A. Padgett
Bradley D. Scroggins
Charles E. Janes
Jr.
Henry B. Palmer
Thomas A. Secorsky
Jan D. Janiec
Fred J. Mallgrave, III
Michael
C.
Palmer
John
W. Seil
John P. Jarabak, Jr. Milutin Marich
Phillip K. Parker
Peter J. Seide
Michael E. Jastrab
James R. Maris
Edward J. Parks
Michael W. Senior
Harry D. Jenkins
Kenneth A. Marks
Robert C. Parsons
Rex w. Settlemoir
John A Jensen
Michael D. Marks
John J. Paulson
Charles w. Setzer, Jr.
Steven K. Joens
William H. Marle
Robert K. Pearce, Jr. Lewis A. Shatzer, Jr.
Joseph H. Johns
David T. Martin
David A. Pearl
Henry M. Shaw, Jr.
Larry C. Johnson
John F. Martin, III
Stephen Pelstring
Russell ..~. Shaw
Wayne M. Jones
Michael R. Martin
Stephen E. Penner
Harold L. Sheffield
Franklin W. Jordan Stephen R. Martin
William T. Penniman John P. Shelton, Jr.
Kenneth S. Jordan
Perry J. Martini, Jr.
III
William M. Shepherd
Carl E. Josefson Jr
David C. Maskaluk
Charles A. Perkins
James J. Sheppard
Peter R. Jouann:et · Lewis G. Mason
George
W.
Perkins,
Jr.
Loren
R. Shim
Dennis M. Junge
Richard Massa
Claus P. Perkuhn
Steven J. Shimmin
Edward W. Kaiser, Jr. John L. Massie
Charles S. Pesce
Mann A. Shoffner III
Charles L. Keating
Monty G. Mathews
Wayne A. Peters
William L. Shutt
Timothy J. Keating Edward F. Mathus
Richard G. Plank, Jr. Kenneth M. Sieminski
Michael J. Kehoe
William P. Matz
Elwood H. Plourde
Lawrence F. Simoneaw
Frederick W. Keith
Mark E. Mauriello
Robert D. Plyler
Charles J. Simpson
Edward W. Kelly
Gregory J. Maxfield
David
P.
Polatty
III
PaulL. Simpson
Patrick R. Kelly
Charles W. May
Valentin
Poleshaj
Stephen D. Sitler
Allan W. Kemp
John T. Meister
David E. Polzien
Michael E. Skinner
Phillip J. Keuhlen
Peter J. Mellin
George L. Skirm III
Jackson G. Kimball Thomas L. Mendenhal Timothy E. Poole
Samuel J. Porter
Arthur F. Slater
Michael R. King
James W. Metzger
James F. Postel, Jr.
Douglas A. Smartt
Fred C. Klein
William A. Meyers
David C. Poyer
Jeffery T. Smith III
John R. Knight, Jr.
Joe C. Midgett
John
R.
Price
John
K. Smith
Gary L. Koger
Michael J. Miernicki
Leonard G. Smith, III
John G. Kohut
Arlington R. Miller, Jr Alan C. Ftak
Stephen R. Purdy
Richard M. Smith
George N. Kolle, Jr.
Charles R. Miller
Troy K. Pyles
James L. Smogen
Paul W. Kolody
David B. Miller
Charles A. Quinlan
Guy B. Snodgrass
JohnS. Katz
David E. Mlller
III
Theodore
E. Snoots
Boleslaw A. KovacinskDonald P. Miller
Barry J. Quinn
Ludwig A. Sorrentino
Frank J. Kratochvil Jan S. Milligan
David E. Radcliffe
William E. Soule
Edward H. Krueger
John H. Minnich, III
Thomas F. Radich
Mark E. Spanbauer
David E. Kunselman Scott A. Monson
David R. Rainey
Steven C. Spancake
Thomas A. Laboon, Jr.Frank W. Montesano
Michael M. Rand
William N. Sparhawk
John R. Lambert
Glenn H. Montgomery Richard J. Rankin
III
William R. Large, III George H. Moore
Stephen T. Raphael
Jan T. Sparks
Robert J. Larkin
RichardT. Morawski,
James D. Reasoner, Jr. Robert G. Speer
Gary A. Reese
Philip D. Stafford
David A. Larson
Jr.
Edward J. Reeve
Russell F. Stahlak
Abraham J. Lassman Roger A. Morin
James A. Rehkopf
Scott W. Stahler
David T. Laws
Michael P. Morrell
Anthony J. Rehwaldt David M. Stahlhut
Thomas N. Ledvina
Ernest L. Morris, Jr.
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William J. Steelman James T. Ward
Norman W. Steffen
Michael C. Ward
Paul D. Steinke
Joseph W. Wargo
Michael R. Stephens Gary I. Washam
William T. Stevens
Raymond S. Waters,
John H. Stevenson
Jr.
Scott C. Steward
Patrick R. Watts
Daniel D. Stewart
Christopher E. Weaver
Michael B. Stewart
Rolland E. Weibley,
Robert D. St. Germain Jr.
Robert R. Stilwell
Richard D. Weidman
Hugh J. Strain
Daniel R. Welch
James W. Stratton
David C. Welling
Robert J. Strobbe
Edward J. Welsh III
William W. Strom
David L. Wenner
Robert W. Stuart
Gerald C. Werner
Robert H. Stuhlman Richard C. Wheeler
Paul D. Sudds
Richard G. Wheldon
Edward L. Sullivan
H. Leland Whitfield
Paul D. Swetland
III
Thomas L. Sydnor
Daniel L. Whitford
Stanley R. Szemborski David A. Whitman
John M. Tapajcik
Forrest R. Whittaker
Kenneth J. Taplett
Alfred J. Whittle III
Perry R. Taylor, Jr.
Carl J. Weidemann II
Richard W. Taylor
Henry L. B. Wilder
John W. Tennant
Tom D. Wiles
Thomas J. Ternes
John R. Wilhelm, Jr.
James M .Theis
Donald G. Williams,
Averill E. Tilden
Jr.
John P. Timmins
Eugene J. Williams,
Lynden R. Toliver
Jr.
James E. Toomey
John A. Wllliams
Bruce G. Towne
William R. Wllliams
Thomas L. Travis
Frederick D. Wilson
Leo J. Tredway, Jr.
Michael K. Wilson
Michael F. Trent
Robert B. Wilson
Michael D. Trice
William T. Wimett
Henry J. Turowski, Jr. James A. Wish
Miles E. Twaddell III John A. Withrow
David M. Vander Els Francis M. Wnek
David L. Vandover
David A. Woerner
George A. Vassos III
Stephen A. Wohler
Timothy L. Vaughan Robert L. Wolnewitz
Louis C. Vest
II
Thomas E. Vickery
Jack J. Wong, Jr.
Dennis E. Viglienzone Charles E. Wood, Jr.
Michael P. Vining
Reginald W.
Terry P. Virus
Woolard II
John W. Vivian
Lawrence F. Wray
James w. Vivoli
Carroll G. Wright
James B. Waddell
James R. Yeakley
Wallace J. WagemakerThomas H. Yee
Randall D. Wagner
William E. Yocum, Jr.
Robert C. Wagoner
Cassin Young II
Frank T. Walker, Jr. Roger A. Young
Allan D. Wall
Vincent N. Zabala, Jr.
Dennis M. Walsh
Richard G. Zajicek
Richard F. Walsh
Wllliam E. Zapf, Jr.
Robert E. Walter
Richard F. Ziska
Robert L. Walton
Michael T. Zurfluh
Thomas D. Schonauer, Medical Corps, U.S.
Navy, for temporary promotion to the grade
of lieutenant commander in the Medical
Corps subject to qualification therefor as
provided by law.
Stephen B. Gallagher, Supply Corps, U.S.
Navy, for temporary promotion to the grade
of lieutenant in the Supply Corps subject
to qualification therefor as provided by law.
Jean J. Farver, U.S. Navy, for permanent
promotion to the grade of lieutenant in the
line subject to qualification therefor as provided by law.
Edward L. Erickson and Stuart P. Timm,
U.S. Navy, for permanent promotion to the
grade of lieutenant (junior grade) in the
line subject to qualification therefor as provided by law.

CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nominations confirmed by

the Senate March 29, 1971:
IN THE COAST GUARD
The nominations beginning Glenn G. Kolk,
to be lieutenant (junior grade), and ending
Robert C. North to be lieutenant, which
nominations were received by the Senate and
appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on
Mar. 24, 1971.
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EXTENSIO,NS ·O F REMARKS
MRS. BERTIE SEXTON. 100 YEARS
OF AGE TODAY, HONORED BY
NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS AT
BffiTHDAY
PARTY-PRESIDENT
NIXON SENDS MESSAGE

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH
OF WEST VmGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, Mrs.
Bertie Sexton. 100 years of age today,
was honored yesterday by her neighbors
and friends at a birthday party attended
by more than 150 admirers.
The happy occasion was brought into
being by Mr. and Mrs. James H. Pipkin,
who have enjoyed a cherished affection
for this truly remarkable woman who
has lived her happy life in Virginia and
West Virginia, in the area of Harpers
Ferry.
Bertie was laughing and alert as she
greeted the guests, walking about the
dining room of the Blue Ridge Rod and
Gun Club.
President Richard Nixon sent a personal message to Mrs. Sexton. It was
read to the group by Deena Clark, wellknown television personality. The President said:
Warmest congratulations to you on your
one hundredth birthday. Mrs. Nixon and I
join in the hope that your happiness on this
occasion-and your contentment alwaysmay reflect in full the joy you have brought
to the lives of others throughout these years.

Congratulatory messages were received from Gov. Linwood Holton, Senators WILLIAM SPONG and HARRY BYRD
of Virginia and Senator ROBERT BYRD
and me. It was my joy to be present at
the event.
Gifts were piled high on a large table.
Among these presents were a fishing pole
and a can of worms, given his rural route
postal patron by the mail carrier from
the Harpers Ferry Post Office. That gift
was appropriate recognition of Bertie's
many activities. She still gardens, makes
pickles and preserves. A very religious
woman, she has a genuine interest in her
church and in community organizations.
She currently is assisting in the solicitation of funds for the new Charles Town
General Hospital project.
Mr. President, I ask unanious consent to have an article on the bright
centenarian, appearing in the March 27
issue of the Martinsburg, W. Va., Journal, printed in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SHE's READY To CELEBRATE HER 100TH
BIRTHDAY SUNDAY

(By Sarah Snyder)
HARPERS FERRY, March 27.-"l'd love to be
back in the orchard business right now," declares Mrs. Chester (Bertie) Sexton on the
eve of her lOOth birthday.
For years, Mrs. Sexton and her husband
operated the third largest orchard in Loudoun County, Va., just across the West Virginia border from here, and shipped thousands of bushels of apples to such places as
England and other foreign countries.

While Monday, March 29, is the official
century mark for Mrs. Sexton, the big celebration will be Sunday when more than 200
friends from the area will gather at the Blue
Ridge Rod and Gun Club to honor her.
Mrs. Sexton said she has always lived
within a mile of the place she was born, adding "there is no place like it." During her
life, she has visited such places as Florida
and California but always "drifts back here."
Her husband, whom she calls "one of the
nicest men I've ever known," died in 1944,
and she lost her son, Russell, two years ago.
He was president of the Brunswick Bank.
Mrs. Sexton lives with her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Margaret Russell, and is just waiting for
Spring to come to get back with her flowers
and garden. She said she would like to raise
chickens, but Mrs. Russell won't let her have
them.
A member of the Ebenezer Methodist
Church, Mrs. Sexton used to be looked at as
a "money raiser" for the church but admits
she doesn't do too much lately. She remembers well baking an eight-pound cake and
chancing it off for $51.
Looking back over the last century, Mrs.
Sexton recalls the many picnics on the island
at Harpers Ferry when there were no automobiles, just horse and buggy.
She says things are so different now, and
while she welcomes many of the changes,
she does not like the new fashions for
women particularly the short dresses. She
told your reporter to put a ruffie on her skirt
before she came to call again! Mrs. Sexton
added that she hopes the time never comes
when men start wearing dresses.
She declared that she is not pleased with
taxes and expenses of today, adding that it
cannot possibly last. A strike today, and up
go costs.
One of her dearest friends is Lou Cohen,
of Martinsburg. Mrs. Sexton said she used to
visit his store just to see him, without wanting anything. Mr. Cohen said that was a
sign of a true friend.
Even approaching the century mark, Mrs.
Sexton concluded that she is still a scrapper, lively as ever.

THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY OF
GREEK INDEPENDENCE

HON. HUGH SCOTT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, March 25,
1971, the 150th anniversary of Greek
independence, should be a joyous time
and a period of rededication to the quest
for a more perfect freedom. Democracy
began with the public meetings in
Athens. The people would gather, debate,
and vote on issues concerning their city.
Truly, this exemplified a pure democracy,
but the Athenians discovered democracy
was hard to preserve in a hostile world.
Fortunately, the Greek people kept the
democratic idea alive. They preserved
it through art, poetry, drama, and literature. Today, the foundations of the
Government of the United States owe
their very basis to the Greek culture.
All the nations of the world should
look back 150 years when the Greek
struggle for liberty ended with independence from Turkish domination. The
movement for independence started on

March 25, 1821, when rebellion swept
across the Peloponnesos, Macedonia, and
Thrace. Although setbacks were many,
the relentless efforts of the Greek people, along with such patriotic allies as
Lord Byron, kept hope alive. The struggle for freedom officially ended in July
1832, when Turkey recognized Greece
as an independent nation.
And since this period, the courageous
and artistic people of Greece have struggled to maintain their independence and
freedom.
Thomas Jefferson, who left so much to
this great Nation of ours, echoed his
feelings that have much meaning today.
In a letter toM. Coray in 1823, he wrote:
No people sympathize more feelingly than
ours with the sufferings of your countrymen, none offer more sincere and ardent
prayers to Heaven for their success. And
nothing indeed but the fundamental principle of our government, never to entangle
us with the broils of Europe, could restrain
our generous youth from taking some part
in this holy cause. Possessing ourselves the
combined blessing of Uberty and order, we
wish the same to other countries, and to
none more than yours, which, the first of
civilized nations, presented examples of what
man should be.

LET'S BRING OUR MEN HOME

HON. WILLIAM R. ROY
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 23, 1971

Mr. ROY. Mr. Speaker, it is fitting and
proper that we observe a "National Week
of Concern for Prisoners of War/Missing
in Action." The plight of American families suffering the agony of uncertainty in
regard to their sons, husbands, fathers,
and brothers is one more tragic aspect
of the dreadful conflict in Indochina.
Friday, March 26, marks the seventh
anniversary of the capture of the first of
our men still being held.
At the present time nearly 1,600 of our
servicemen are either known to be prisoners of the Communists, or are listed as
missing in action. We owe these men a
tremendous debt.
Our Government sent them 12,000
miles to fight a war that was not of their
making. It is our responsibility to secure
their release and rapid return to their
loved ones.
For although it is appropriate that we
honor these men with special observances, it is not enough to make speeches
and wring our hands over their fate. We
must take positive action to secure their
release.
There are heartfelt differences of
opinion among those of us in and out of
Congress as to the best means of achieving the end of the war in Indochina. Let
us hope the policies decided upon are successful in rapidly securing this national
goal.
Above all, however, our POW's must
not be used as an excuse fo.r prolonging
our involvement. Their plight, in fact,
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is a primary reason for speeding up our
withdrawal, if this will result in their
early release.
North Vietnam stands condemned for
its violations of the Geneva Convention
provisions in regard to prisoners of war.
We should all join in writing letters and
bringing pressure on the leaders of that
country, so as to secure more humane
treatment of our men.
Actually, our options are somewhat
limited. We value our men highly and
want them back, but it is not being realistic to expect Hanoi to separate the question of POW's from the larger political
issues involved.
Our men have languished in captivity
for 7 years. It is time we seriously
considered negotiations linking our withdrawal and their release.
The POW situation is a part of the
larger tragedy of this war, which has
killed 50,000 and wounded 300,000 Americans. A quarter of a million Americans
are still in Southeast Asia, risking their
lives daily.
In a sense, all of our servicemen in Indochina are prisoners of war. Let us
bring them all home as soon as possible.

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AGAINST
RHODESIA

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
the Monday, March 14, 1971, edition of
the Charleston, S.C., News and Courier
included an excellent editorial on the
subject of economic sanctions against
Rhodesia.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial, entitled "U.S.A. and Rhodesia,"
be printed in the Extensions of Remarks.
The editor of the News and Courier is
Thomas R. Waring.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
USA AND RHODESIA
The longer the United States participates
in the United Nations' economic sanctions
against Rhodesia, the more foolish that participation appears. The USA's position is not
only foolish but dangerous and could be
a hazard to national security.
In a forceful attack on the Nixon administration policy on Rhodesia, Sen. Harry F.
Byrd Jr. of Virginia recently warned the
Senate that the USA is permitting the Soviet
Union to maintain a strangle-hold on supplies of chrome ore vital to national defense.
Because the USA supports the U.N. sanctions
against Rhodesia, which is the source of
two-thirds of the world's supply of chrome
ore, it has had to turn to Russia for the ore.
Taking advantage of the USA's predicament,
Russia has boosted its asking price.
The Nixon administration has asked Congress to release chrome ore from the national
raw materials stockpile to ease the shortage
caused by the embargo on Rhodesia. Sen.
Byrd told the senate such release "is not
the aprpopriate remedy." The correct step,
he said, "is for this nation . . . to end its
foolish policy against Rhodesia and resume
trade with that nation."
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After Rhodesia in 1965 declared her independence from Britain, the U.N. Security
Council adopted a resolution condemning
Rhodesia as "a threat to international security." As absurd as this resolution was, since
Rhodesia is no more a threat to world security than is Switzerland, the U.S. endorsed
it.
Sen. Byrd has deftly demolished the arguments in favor of sanctions presented by
Arthur Goldberg, then U.S. ambassador to
the U.N. Mr. Goldberg said: "What is happening now in Rhodesia is an effort to perpetuate the control of 6 per cent of the population over the other 94 per cent . . . " Sen.
Byrd observed that in the Soviet Union,
members of the Communist Party comprising about 1 per cent of the population control the other 99 per cent of the population.
A handful of men control the destinies of
all the people in Albania.
"Fidel Castro," said Sen. Byrd, "almost
singlehanded, operating through a small
communist cadre, controls the lives of nearly
7 million Cubans,'' and a small communist
dictatorship controls the lives of about 700
million Chinese.
Yet the United Nations, said Sen. Byrd,
has imposed sanctions on none of those
countries nor has the USA asked the U.N. to
impose any such sanctions. ''Besides that,''
said Sen. Byrd, "we are in the absurd position of demanding economic sanctions
against a nation at pea.ce with us and yet
do nothing about seeking economic sanctions against North Vietnam . . . "
Economic sanctions against Rhodesia have
failed. That country's export trade has increased. The USA has put itself in an exposed
position. Russia could cut off its chrome ore
shipments to the USA at any time. Rhodesia
undoubtedly is finding other markets for
the ore and soon will not need America's
business even if sanctions were lifted.
With logic that cannot be evaded, Sen.
Byrd has urged the Nixon administration to
reverse its policy on Rhodesia because
"morally, it Is wrong. Legally, it is dubious.
Economically, it is costly. And it would
jeopardize the security of the United States."
A policy riddled with so many faults should
not he continued.

COMPARATIVE U.S./U.S.S.R. MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE R. & D.

HON. CRAIG HOSMER
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, the public,
the press, and the Congress are interested
in better management of our defense
capability and in the development of
new weapons to maintain an adequate
capability for the future. We hear that
the Soviets are investing a larger amount
of resources in their weapons research
and development; it would be interesting
to compare how the two countries manage their programs to see what implications it may have on comparative technology posture.
All sectors of the Soviet national economy and all its resources are centrally
regulated and allocated according to
rigid state plans. In the long range-5year and 7-year-plans and in the annual plans, resource allocation has been
subject to stringent controls; unlike the
capitalistic system which relies on the
law of supply and demand, this method
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of resource allocation is not always as
efficient for supplying consumer goods.
However, the system has certain
strengths. The Soviet state, in its sole
ownership of resources, is able to concentrate resources on areas which support their stated goal of achieving technology superiority. It is apparent that
planning in the U.S.S.R. is directed toward utilizing all of the resources allocated. This is reflected by the consistent rate of new weapons development,
by full employment of their scientists,
engineers, and technicians and by continuous and full use of their factories and
test facilities.
On the other hand, the U.S. planning
process can be called "needs" planning,
that is, the United States identifies
R. & D. needs and then seeks the resources from the Congress and indirectly
from the public. While this process is
more responsive to the will of the people, there is no assurance that R. & D.
resources--people and facilities-will be
fully and continuously used.
One way that we seek to overcome
the Soviet advantage of greateT R. & D.
resources is by the use of new management technologies. One of these is called
net technical assessment, which is a way
of defining our margin of security by
carefully measuring the assets of both
sides and determining the most needed
weapon system development.
In this assessment process, a very careful analysis is made of two distinct types
of Soviet and U.S. data in the defense
sector-input and output. In the categories of comparable inputs, we looked
at the budgets, manpower, research and
development facilities, transfer of manpower between nations, and the R. & D.
management processes. On the output
side, we have analyzed the technological
progress of the United States and the
Soviet Union in several key areas by examining the technical status of hundreds of particular kinds of research efforts-for example, research in fuels, engines, electronics, and materials-as
they have related to improvements in
weapon systems. We have compared a
U.S. weapon system which does a certain kind of job with a similar Soviet
system, over a period of years, to determine which was better and how many
years i,t would take the nation with the
second-rated system to produce one
comparable to the other's.
Finally, we added up the total number
of weapons systems produced by both
sides over a number of years and analyzed this gross output in relation to the
input of R. & D. resources; the numbers
of new weapons are about the same and
the U.S. inputs during the period were
slightly larger, probably because of the
higher complexity and technology of our
produot.
By the use of this input-output analysis, we have found that our identification of research and development requirements and our allocation of priorities is made easier. This method promises a way to get more military capability
for the R. & D. dollar and, even more important, will permit a better assessment of national defense needs.
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ACCOUNTING FOR SOCIAL
PROGRESS

HON. FRANK E. MOSS
OF UTAH

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, David F.
Linowes is a partner in a large accounting firm and has served as an adviser to
the State Department and to the United
Nations. In the New York Times of Sunday, March 14, 1971, Mr. Linowes published an article in the Point of View
section entitled "Accounting for Social
Progress." What he says in this article
is most provocative and certainly is
worthy of consideration.
At a time when the problem of social
welfare is critical and much discussion is
being had as to total Federal support of
welfare, as contrasted with partial Federal support and partial local support, I
believe that thought could be given to
some of the ideas advanced by Mr. Linowes. Therefore, I ask unanimous consent that the article be printed in the
Extensions of Remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ACCOUNTING FOR SOCIAL PROGRESS; YARDSTICKS
MUST BE FOUND FOR PuBLIC PROGRAMS

(By David Linowes)
The public sector has never been concerned with the bottom line of a profit-andloss statement. It can no longer afford the
luxury of this "benign neglect."
Many of our cities are facing the prospects
of bankruptcy; our largest states are being
squeezed beyond their financial ability to respond; the Federal Government is increasing
the national debt dangerously-and far
worse, the nation's problems are not being
solved.
Yet, the social and governmental institutions that deal with these problems can be
made effective if we devise new approaches
to the way these agencies and their programs
are set up, financed and run.
Fortunately, it is not too late-and the
tools are at hand. The tools come wrapped
up as several advanced business management
principles to which must be added a number
of social-science techniques.
To accomplish what must be done in the
social sector-to produce the people-oriented
individual-centered
results
urgently
needed-we will have to create a totally new
discipline; what I call Socio-Economic Management.
Before getting into the elements of this
new concept, we should realize that when
government applies standards in the public
sector, they are usually the least relevant
ones. The accent is on the quantitative. The
old numbers game is being played. Consider,
for example, welfare programs, where allocations are mostly based on the number of
people fed, clothed and housed. Shouldn't
the standards be concerned with making
people self-sufficient, self-respecting, employable?
There are as yet no existing case studies
of how standards for qualitative results can
be related t o the funding of social programs.
But here is a simple and hypothetical example of how socio-economic management principles can be applied:
Public School No. 2 in Progress City received an appropriation of $1,400 a student
for fiscal 1971-72. Public School No. 3 was
given $1 ,200 a student and Public School No.
4 was granted $1,600 . All three schools were
in equivalent social and economic environments.

Why the differences? A survey showed that
the graduating students from Public School
2 last June had on the average achieved a
competency in reading, writing and arithmetic of level B. Public School 3 students
achieved only a level C, whereas Public School
4 graduates reached a level A competency.
Progress City in administering its funds
for education made its appropriations not
only based on numbers of students, but also
based on the learning achievement of the
students: Qualitative standards, as well as
quantitative standards, were being applied.
Let's look at how value standards, based
upon "people needs," can be implemented by
funding geared to socio-economic management techniques in helping the poor to become self-sufficient:
Good City with a population of 90,000, received a grant from the Federal Government for its poverty programs in 1971-72 of
$9-million. Fair City, with the same population and the same economic status, received
$8-million; and Poor City, of equal size and
status, received only $7-million. Why the
disparity?
In the last fiscal year, Good City, through
its effective programs, imaginatively administered, succeeded in making 1,000 indigent
residents employable and self-sufficient; Fair
City returned only 500 people to the economic
mainstream, and Poor City, none. The Federal Government was applying a value standard in making appropriations by relating the
funds to the accomplishment of the true objectives of a poverty program. This, basically,
is what socio-economic management is designed to do.
Social scientists have given considerable
thought to qualitative standards, but no one
has yet put the social scientists together
with the quantitative and management experts. That is what would make socio-economic management a functioning entity.
There are five socio-economic management
principles that I recommend be applied to
social agencies and programs:
1. Clearly identify as standards for measurement, when making fund appropriations,
those objectives for which the social program
or agency exists.
2. Keep changing the mix of resource inputs-that is, the kind of things being
bought with the budgeted funds-until satisfactory results are achieved. Don't become
locked into hiring more of the same kind of
policeman to do more of the same work. Put
some of that money to use in analyzing the
causes of crime or lighting more ghetto alleys, or creating more challenging playgrounds for potential teen-age offenders.
3. Many qualitative measurement standards
already exist in the social, education, and
welfare areas, but are being overlooked in
assessing the results of operation of these
nonbusiness organizations. They should be
used.
4. For all social agencies and programs,
identify the people who are supposed to
be the recipients and develop procedures for
choices by the clients.
5. Establish a regular program of socioeconomic audits by independent outsiders.
To start the process by which we can
hope to make our social institutions responsive to our national needs, I would urge that
SOcio-Economic Management Councils be
created at every level of government. Composed of social scientists, accountants, and
business management executives, they would
examine the existing programs in education,
environment, crime, poverty and drug control
to establish to what extent their objectives
are being met.
As a prototype, I propose that SocioEconomic Management Councils be set up on
the local level to create programs to provide
solutions for the major urban problems.
The council team would be assigned to one
specific community problem area-preparing
Harlem high school dropouts for college entrance, for example. It would first research
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the problem and then design a system to
obtain the desired solutions.
Socio-Economic Management is a logical
extension of socio-economic accounting,
which can be defined as the measurement
and analysis of the social and economic consequences of governmental and business actions on the public sectors.
In the United States we need the determination to study and experiment with our
resource imputs to arrive at the best combination to give us the most numbers of selfsufficient, self-respecting, happy people who
happen to live in the ghetto areas.
Perhaps our poverty programs should
apply some of their input resources to setting
up trade training centers in conjunction
with and joined to government-supported,
ghetto-resident-owned small industry complexes-industries whose products have ready
markets as components to be used by larger
industries or as small consumer products.
These products could be subsidized by a
poverty program so that they can compete
effectively in price with established, efficient
plants. In time, these Will also become
efficient and be able to stand on their own,
but of more importance, the people being
aided will be working for what they get.
Our social problems have long outdistanced our ability to "buy" solutions. What's
more, intense competition exists for what
limited public dollars are available for social
use.
The American accounting profession and
business management-working in tandem
for the first time with the social scientistshave all the know-how needed to begin a
"turn-around" for the public sector. Together
they can create social investments that can
finally begin showing desperately needed
profits: improving the quality of life in the
United States.

SUPPORT OF INTERSTATE 75
ROUTE IN GEORGIA

HON. JOHN W. DAVIS
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. DAVIS of Georgia. Mr. Speaker,
for some 8 years I and other concerned
citizens of the Seventh District of
Georgia have been laboring on behalf of
the construction of Interstate Highway 75 through the Seventh District.
Five years ago, open hearings were conducted on the proposed route north of
Marietta and the route was approved by
the Department of Transportation after
favorable recommendations were made
by the State Highway Department of
Georgia, the Georgia Game and Fish
Commission, the Georgia Parks Department, and other interested agencies of
the State and Federal Governments.
At that time, I maintained, as I have
throughout, that the most important
factor in the selection of a route must
necessarily be swiftness of construction
to avoid further loss of lives on the existing primary thoroughfare, U.S. 41, a
highway which cannot begin to serve the
great traffic flow running north and
south from Atlanta to Chattanooga. Additionally, I supported the State highway department's proposed route because
it offers the optimum resource utilization and cost effectiveness and is the
most direct of all proposed routes.
Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, the routing of Interstate Highway 75 became a
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way Department's proposed route of Interstate 75 in the vicinity of Lake Allatoona;
and
Whereas, the Georgia State Highway Department has invested between $1,000,000.00
and $2,000,000.00 of Highway funds in engineering studies and investigation of alternate
routes for said highway, including serious
consideration of environmental aspects, and
the Highway Department has determined
that the proposed route across Lake Allatoona
is the route best in the public interest of the
citizens of Georgia; and
Whereas, a rejection of this route will result in inevitable delays in constructing this
vitally needed link in the Interstate system,
such delays being estimated to be from two
to three years in duration; and
Whereas, this traffic corridor to be served
by Interstate 75 has by far the most heavily
travelled corridor in the State of Georgia and
the system as presently existing is totally
inadequate to move said traffic with either
facility or safety; and
Whereas, it has been reliably estimated
that this additional delay will result in the
loss of thirty additional lives because of the
inadequacy of the existing highway;
Be it, therefore, resolved: That the Board
of Commissioners of Fulton County, Georgia,
strongly support the position of the Honorable Bert Lance, Director of the State Highway Department in his efforts to secure immediate acceptance of the presently proposed
route for said Interstate 75 and, if he fails
to secure this acceptance, his announced
intention to seek the aid of the Courts in
settling the route of said highway, so that
construction can be begun at the earliest
possible date; and
Be it further resolved: That the Clerk of
this Commission send copies of this Resolution to: Honorable Bert Lance, Director, State
Highway Department; Honorable John Volpe,
U.S. Secretary of Transportation; U.S. Senators of Georgia, and U.S. Congressional Delegation.

political issue in my last campaign. The
opponents of this route, which traverses
Lake Allatoona, cited environmental and
ecological considerations which they
contended would come to pass were the
highway to follow this particular longitude.
As a long-time member of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, no
one is more aware than I of -the grave
dangers posed to our environment due to
past excesses on the part of Government,
industry, and all our citizenry. No one,
Mr. Speaker, is more aware of our need
to pursue a rational and careful course so
that we may secure our environment
from a disa.strous end. But, I must contend that erring on one side of the issue
can be nearly as calamitous as erring on
the other side-to wit, the contention by
opponents of the proposed routing of Interstate 75 over Lake Allatoona, that
such a route will pose a serious hazard
not only to the lake area, which, by the
way, is an artificially created body, but
also to the two State parks between which
the route would run.
Two points must be made at this juncture. First of all, some of the finest engineering minds in Georgia have repeatedly and vigorously asserted that routing
of the highway over the lake will pose
no serious environmental threat to the
lake community. Second, when it comes
down to a question of human lives or the
minor inconveniencing of a few recreational facilities, I look first to the security
and welfare of those who must travel on
an antiquated, overcrowded, and highly
dangerous stretch of road.
Compounding the problem hitherto
described has been what one Georgia
State representative called the meddling
of outsiders in the affairs of the seventh
district. There are those in an adjacent
district who have been extremely vocal
on the side of prohibiting the lake route,
a.s they contend this route would disturb
recreational facilities presently enjoyed
in large numbers by their own constituents. I might point out also that these
facilities are themselves environmental
pollutants. I would not dispute that this
must be a consideration. However, I must
reiterate my feelings that the safety of
human lives can never be equated with
the preservation of recreational facilities,
particularly when such facilities would
be only minutely disturbed and could,
within time, be properly restored.
I am pleased that the majority opinion
rests with my point of view, not only in
my own district, not only with concerned
State agencies-which have unanimously
endorsed the lake route-but also in adjacent areas which have an interest in
this project. All of my colleagues from
Georgia in the House of Representatives--save one-have adopted my point
of view, and I was delighted to learn this
week that majority sentiment on the issue in that gentleman's district concurs
with my feelings. Toward that end, I

economic, cultural, and political ties back
to the 13th century, the people of Byelorussia established the Byelorussian Democratic Republic on March 25, 1918.
At the time the Republic was established, Byelorussians showed some very
progressive measures. A provisional constitution was adopted which called for
direct and secret ballot open to all freedom of press, speech, and assembly, national and cultural autonomy of all minorities, an 8-hour workday, the right
to strike, and all guarantees of human
rights.
These provisions came from a heritage
that produced Litouski Statut, a carefully
developed legal code that was a prelude
to Byelorussia's period of cultural and
artistic leadership of Eastern Europe.
The Soviet Union has been attempting
to stamp out this heritage since Russian

BYELORUSSIAN INDEPENDENCE

HON. WILLIAM B. WIDNALL
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Speaker, dating its

commend to my colleagues the following

Bolsheviks created the Byelorussian So-

viet Socialist Republic in 1919. It is estimated that over 4 million Byelorussians

A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF STATE HIGHWAY

have been removed from their homeland
because of political terror, mass deporta-
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Whereas, it has been reported that the
Federal Department of Transportation has
determined to reject the Georgia State High-

In governmental affairs, only Russians
are permitted to occupy the key positions
in the Socialist Republic. The Byelorussian language has nearly been eliminated
from schools and government. The economic development of Byelorussia is
guided by the needs of the Siberian and
Central Asian regions of the Soviet
empire.
Byelorussia is represented in the
United Nations, but an analysis of the
country's votes indicates that it does not
deviate from the U.S.S.R. positions.
The Byelorussians have often indicated
their desire for freedom from Soviet
dominance. Uprisings from 1920 through
1926 and the Second All-Byelorussian
Congress convened in 1944, reaffirm the
Byelorussian people's desire for complete
political independence.
Therefore, I join with Byelorussians
throughout the free world in celebrating
today as a symbol of their national
aspirations.

AN ECONOMIC BASIS

HON. PHILIP M. CRANE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Ted
Jefferson, the publisher of several trade
magazines, has long been an outspoken
defender of the free enterprise system.
In a recent editorial in one of his
publications, Welding Distributor, he
presents an interesting description of
some of the benefits of the much-defiled
"profit motive" in business. I insert this
editorial in the RECORD as follows:
AN

resolution adopted by the Fulton county
Board of Commissioners:
BOARD'S POSITIONS ON INTERSTATE
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tions, or forced resettlements of Byelorussians on the Asian parts of the Soviet
Russian empire.

EcONOMIC BASIC

Profit seems to become a dirty word.
If yours is an average firm, in all probability
some of your employees are against the idea
of the company making a profit-not because
of ;1ny special reason other than that they
have been listening to the wrong people.
We all know that the company's income is
dependent on the sales of products and
services. If the firm doesn't have sufficient
profit to meet expenses, the business goes
into the "red." These losses must come out
of the reserves built-up in profitable years,
or out of the owners' pockets. If the losses
continue over a prolonged period, the business goes broke, and the employees then
learn that a lack of profit has cost them
their jobs. Profit then assumes a new importance.
Like most employers you probably have a
communications problem. Have any of your
employees ever been told that it takes the
profits of sales equal to nearly two times
their annual salary to pay the taxes on their
social security and unemployment benefits?
Do they know that those fifteen minute
coffee breaks use up the profits on sales
equal to two times their annual salary.
These figures assume that your after tax
profits are three percent-if they are greater
these fTinge benefits, of course, are not so
costly, but if the profits are less, the sales
required to meet the "fringes" may be many
times greater.
Most employees enjoy many more fringes,
such as paid vacations, health insurance,
and the like, all of which have to be paid
out of profits. When the cost of all these are
totaled, they may add to the total profits
obtained from sales equal to eight-to-ten
times each employee's annual salary.
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Profits also provide the owners of the firm
wtih an incentive to invest. The returns
must be sufficiently high to warrant the risk;
otherwise, it might be better to place the
money in a bank account or some other
place o1Iering an assured return at little or
no risk.
It must also be remembered that profits
are required to insure the continuation and
expansion of the company. Only a few years
ago, a distributor started business with an
investment in inventory and equipment of
only $5,000 per employee. This sum is now
grown to $40,00Q-50,000, or more, per
employee.
When profits are looked at in the correct
perspective, it is seen that they are not a
necessary evil, but rather a necessity. If your
employees have not been told the story, now
is the time to do it so that the entire team
will work to make next year more profitable.

TOBACCO INSTITUTE REPLIES

HON. WATKINS M. ABBITT
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. ABBI'IT. Mr. Speaker, the tobacco industry is one of the oldest continuous enterprises in the New World, yet
today we find that this industry is constantly having to defend itself on every
hand.
In the Wednesday, March 17, edition
of the Washington Evening Star there
was a splendid article in the "Letters to
the Editor" column written by Mr. William Kloepfer, Jr., vice president of the
American Tobacco Institute, Inc. This
article speaks for itself and I would like
to include it herein with my remarks. I
commend it to the reading of the Members of the House.
The article follows:
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TOBACCO INSTITUTE REPLIES

SIR: Recently you published a lengthy letter from three ofilcials, including the president, of the Medical Society of the District
of Columbia, attacking a recent report by
Columnist James J. Kilpatrick on the notorious "smoking dog" research of 1970.
Mr. Kilpatrick can handle his own a1Iairs,
of course, but we cannot permit your readers to be misguided by the assertions of the
three doctors whose letter you published.
Certain of their assertions cannot be questioned, including their statement that until
the "smoking dogs" re}X>rt was published a
year ago, "it had long been suspected that
smoking did have a relationship to lung cancer," but "no proof had heretofore existed."
It appears, however, that in several respects the three doctors have been seriously
misled by their sources of information.
The chronology of the "smoking dogs"
episode is significant. For more than two
years, using some three-quarters of a million dollars furnished by the American Cancer Society and the Veterans Administration,
researchers had a group of beagle dogs "smoking" cigarettes through holes cut in their
throats.
REPORTED THEIR FINDINGS

On February 5, 1970, the scientists in person reported their findings to an American
Cancer Society meeting, and then to the public at a large news conference in the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York.
Then the "New England Journal of Medicine" refused to publish their finding because they had delivered them first to the
news media.

Then, in June, the researchers delivered
new versions of their report to the AMA
convention in Chicago.
Then the "Journal of the American Medical Association" rejected their reports for
publication.
Then the authors submitted n ew reports
to "Archives of Environmental Health" on
whose edit orial board, as Mr. Kilpatrick
point ed out, one of the authors serves. The
editor of that journal convened a meeting
in July with the authors and a veterinary
pathologist employed by a Philadelphia drug
company at the firm's headquarters, to
work out enough changes in the manuscripts
to make them suitable for publication.
The final versions of the papers appeared
in print in December.
Contrary to the statement by the three
doctors that "there was no change in the
scientific content of the papers which would
have differed in any way" from the initial
version, there were, in fact, numerous and
major changes.
One of these was deletion, in the December version, of a stated purpose of the experiment in the February version-"to ascertain
whether smoking cigarettes for two years or
longer will produce lung cancer in dogs."
Contrary to the statement by the three
doctors, the pathologists who reviewed this
research before last February did not all
concur in the findings.
Contrary to the statement by the three
doctors, the pathologist whom the beagle
researchers invited from the Council for
Tobacco Research (supported by the cigarette industry) to review their work, at a
time when he was in New Zealand, did not
ignore the opportunity. He wired this reply:
"Am informed of your invitation for me
to review your . . . beagle experimental
material. Believe desirable also to permit
other independent experts to see the slides
and protocol since as research director CTR
the review by me alone might be considered
biased. On return ... would appreciate further opportunity for discussion."
NEVER RESPONDED

The researchers never responded to him.
The three doctors say the authors "requested permission to retract the paper ..
from the Journal of the American Medical
Association, so they could publish it elsewhere. This is certainly incorrect. The fact
is that the authors went to another publication with their manuscripts; refusing to accept and deal with the fundamental criticism made by 17 of the 18 scientific experts
to whom JAMA had submitted the papers
for review.
The three doctors stated correctly that
the Tobacco Institute does not accept this
experiment, as reported, as any proof that
cigarette smoking causes people to become
ill. As most experts in the field are aware,
scientists have been attempting to produce
illness in animals for three decades or more
with inhalation of cigarette smoke, and have
failed. At this moment, the National Cancer
Institute's Tobacco Working Group is focusing considerable funds and talents in the
search for animal experimentation methods
which can yield reliable answers to questions
raised about smoking.
Finally, the three doctors have expressed
thelr belief that smoking is associated "with
other debilitating diseases," and they specify smoking as "probably the single greatest
cause for emphysema ...
With due respect to the gentleman's professional knowledge, we must point out that
this expression puts them at variance with
the National Institutes of Health, which
states in a current news release about
emphysema: "We don't know the cause.'•
Despite the years of effort to establish
scientific facts about smoking and health,
the controversy still founders in a quicksand of statistical mysteries. Oddly enough,
those who oppose smoking have linked it
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conveniently with the causes of three of
the largest voluntary fund raising associations 1n the country, in the areas of cancer,
heart trouble and respiratory diseases.
The tobacco industry itself remains the
largest single contributor to independent
scientific research in smoking and healthan expenditure by the industry which will
exceed $40 million by the end of this year.
The industry will continue to set this example of investigation, not condemnation in this
significant area. where its "selfish'' interest,
and the public interest, wholly coincide.
WILLIAM KLOEPFER, JR.,

Vice President, Public Relations, The
American Tobacco Institute, Inc.

A SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY

HON. HAROLD T. JOHNSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 23, 1971

Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, today marks the 8th year of
prison life for the first serviceman captured by the Vietcong. This week has
been appropriate1y designated by Congress as the National Week of Concern
for Prisoners of War/Missing in Action.
Accordingly, I have joined more than 200
other Congressmen in cosponsoring
House Concurrent Resolution 114, calling for the humane treatment and release of American prisoners of war held
by North Vietnam and the National
Liberation Front.
The resolution calls on North Vietnam
to abide by the Geneva Convention Accords on Prisoners of War, and endorses
the efforts of the U.S. Government, the
United Nations, the International Red
Cross, and other groups in seeking better
treatment for the POW's.
This resolution would put Congress on
record as cognizant of the plight of more
than 1,400 Americans held as prisoners
of war or missing in action.
It would call upon the North Vietnamese and their allies in South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos to: First, identify
the prisoners they hold; second, permit
impartial inspection of their POW
camps; third, release prisoners who are
seriously ill or injured; and fourth, permit the free flow of mail between prisoners and their families.
I believe that American pressure for
better treatment for the POW's has
brought some small improvements in
their lot. Some i.D.crease in mail between
the men and their families has been
pennitted, and more packages can now
be sent to the POW's. Also, the weight
limitations on Christmas parcels have
been liberalized and families have been
pennitted to mail such previously forbidden Items as small games, medicines,

and vitamins.

Despite these improvements, conditions are still deplorable. Less than a
dozen prisoners have been freed in the
last 5 years.
We must continue our efforts to involve all Americans in showing their
concern for the POW's. It is becoming
apparent to the North Vietnamese that
the world looks harshly upon their refusal to abide by the Geneva POW Accords, which they signed in 1957.
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arrests, tapped telephones, widespread use of continues to exist with the apparent apinformants, subtle and not so subtle physical proval of the government as long as it reand economic threats and, in extreme in- mains inactive.
stances, torture, say those citizens who will
MAOIST OUTGROWTH
talk.
OF CALIFORNIA
The extremist group shattered by the
There is no evidence to indicate torture is
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
practiced on any large scale. But neither is guard action called itself the C-entral Comthere any doubt that it has been used in such mand of the National Liberation MoveB!onday, B!arch 29, 1971
places as "the kennels" near Tocumen Inter- ment--29th of November.
Nov. 29, 1969, marked the day that FredMr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, I have national Airport and in various "houses of
erico Britton's brother Floyd died in the
previously expressed my concern over interrogation'' around the city.
conditions in the Canal Zone regarding
As a result, the atmosphere in Panama Coiba Island prison of what the government
claimed was a heart attack, a story given
relations between the Panamanian Gov- City now is such that many politically aware little
credence by most Panamanians.
ernment and Americans within the Panamanians are afraid to be seen talking
Daniel Zuniga, a member of the so-called
with a foreign newsman.
Canal Zone.
When they do, they tell of telephone in- National Liberation Movement, was the key
Recently, the current situation within timidations,
changing their eating places be- to the guard success in wiping out the
the Panamanian Government itself has cause known informants frequented the ones organization.
A story Oct. 17 in Matutlno, a governbeen brought to my attention. Mr. Speak- where they had been eating and of being
er, I am alarmed at those reports.
hauled off for questioning on the flimsiest of ment-controlled newspaper, reported that
Zuniga had given himself up, apparently
Apparently the present Government of reasons.
sometime earlier.
TWO-YEAR TERMS
Panama has embarked upon a policy of
Zuniga's fate is uncertain but given the
Or they cite the case of five Panamanians- current repressive tactics in vogue, there is
suppression designed to remove civil liberties and basic freedoms of the citizens including a Canal Zone policeman and fire- considerable skepticism that his ",i mportant
man-who were sentenced without public information" came voluntarily.
of that Nation.
trial to two years in the Coiba Island prtson
Continued acts of suppression and oth- for
subversive activities" against
er police state tactics will only serve to the "developing
government.
OFF THE FARM INCOME
feed the frustrations and discontent of
The system of informants and intimldathe people of Panama.
tion extends beyond Panama and to Miami
There is ample evidence that restora- as well, where a growing colony of Panation of representative and democratic manian exiles lives.
OF MINNESOTA
Some of the Miami exlles are known to
government in that troubled Republic is
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
have
received
telephone
calls
from
National
long overdue.
officials, threatening their families
Monday, March 29, 1971
In order that this situation be given Guard
who still remain here and warning against
proper exposure before the Congress, Mr. any anti-government activity.
Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, parity today
Speaker, I insert in the RECORD a recent
In fairness to the guard, the present gov- is at 70 percent. This means that our
letter sent me by Mr. Phillip Harman of ernment-administered by civilians under American farmers, if they are to mainLos Angeles and an article from the Los the tutelage of Gen. Omar Torrijos, the tain economic equality, must look other
guard commander-is probably as popular
Angeles Times:
wtth the peasants and the lower class work- places than to their farm acres for a
MARCH 22,1971.
source of income.
ing man as .any Panama ever had.
Hon. JEROME R. WALDIE,
Although this fact of substandard inYet, as the guard's heavy-handedness inCongress of the United States, House of
creases, as many believe it is, a likely result come seems to be universally known, we
Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. WALDIE: Thank you so very much is that a reaction born of frustration and generally talk about it, but ·generate very
for your letter of March 16th, 1971, pertain- resignation eventually will set ln. The guard little real action.
ing to my concern of the military dictator of then could find itself in trouble
I always have been a strong supporter
The increased repression o( recent weeks of 100 percent of parity for our food
Panama, General Omar Torrljos.
The Panamanian is not a person of violence is partially attributed to a National Guard producers. Unless we can provide an adeand that is why General Torrijos has stayed crackdown on an extremist group, apparently
in power although the force and fear of Gen- readying itself for a campaign of urban ter- quate income for the products of their
eral Torrijos is well known to the people of rorism and partially to the appointment of farms, they are forced to turn elsewhere
Panama. However, there is a limit as to how Lt. Col. Manuel Antonio Noriega aos the new for supplemental income, or move to the
long they will tolerate this suppression of head of G-2, or the guard intelligence large centers.
their human rights and this tolerance 1s section.
Mr. Speaker, Editor Curtis Warnke of
GETS JOB DONE
coming to an end.
the Wood Lake News in our Minnesota
I am firmly convinced and sincerely believe
Noreiga has a reputation as a man who Sixth Congressional District, touched on
that the only solution to stop the spreading gets things done even if it means going be- this problem recently in an editorial in
of communism in the Canal Zone area and yond the genera.lly ,a ccepted norms.
his newspaper.
a possible building of a new Panama Canal
There seems little doubt that one thing
In order to bring this matter to the
by another country (as per General Torrijos• he did was to effectively put out of business
statement of Feb. 23rd, 1971) would be the an extremist organization which posed a real attention of my colleagues, with your
return of the Constitutional President, Dr. problem for the guard.
permission, I hereby insert Mr. Warnke's
Arnulfo Arias, who is in exile in Miami,
The government announced recently that editorial in the REcoRD:
Florida. The whole country is waiting for his the group had been broken up with the arOFF THE FARM INCOME!
return to restore human rights and democ- rest of 29 persons and the deaths of two
A national publication recently pointed
racy to Panama.
others since late September.
out that 92% or nearly 3 million American
I am enclosing an article by the Chicago
Juan de Arco, the alleged leader and a reDaily News exposing the police state tactics spected Panama engineer, escaped into the farm operators receive some of their income
off-the-farm.
The publication went on to exthat exist in Panama today.
Canal Zone where he requested political toll the virtue of this arrangement, and spoke
May I say how so very much I appreciate asylum.
in gloWing terms on how healthy this situthe interest you are taking in this matter
Two other prominent members of the orgawhich means so much to the people of Pana- nization-Frederico Britton and Bolivar ation is for the American farmer-we beg to
differ!
ma and to the free world.
Crespo-were not mentioned In the guard
According to the most recent U.S. farm
Cordially,
announcement and apparently escaped.
Census,
off-the-farm jobs brought in income
PHU.LIP HARMAN.
The organization, however, has been com- equal to i6 percent of the value of farm
pletely smashed.
produce across the nation-this averaged
POLICE STATE TACTICS TOLD IN PANAMA
It was blamed for the $29,000 casino robnearly $4800 per farm operation. In 1965,
(By Don Bohning)
bery at the Hotel Panama in late Septem- which is the most recent year that figures are
PANAMA.-Repressive police state tactics ber-which was not reported in the govern- available, the farm labor force (that is those
report edly have eliminated any trace o:f ment-controlled press-a-S well as other working outside actual farming in addition
organized opposition to Panama's military recent robberies including one at a stationery to their normal pursuit) received a whopstore where a mimeograph machine was ping $8.3 billion in wages and salaries. Now
dictatorship.
that's nothing to sneeze at! During the same
Methods employed have been as effective stolen.
The guard announcement said it had year, on two out of every five farms in the
in silencing public criticism by disgruntled
Panamanians as they have in quelling the routed the Communist Party of Panama country the off-farm income was greater
than the farm income.
hard-line extremists dedicated to terrorism. which was not entlrely accurate.
We don't have figures ava.llable for later
In fact, the People's Democratic PartyTactics used by the National Guard, Panama's only mllitary force, include arbitrary Panama's pro-Moscow Communist group- years, but in 1970 the net income of Amer-

POLICE STATE IN PANAMA?

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE

. HON. JOHN M. ZWACH
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lea's farmers declined from $16.2 billions to
$15.8 billions. Thus in order to live and subsist, the farmer must look elsewhere for his
livelihood-he must join the labor force of
the nation.
Contrary to the line followed by the national publication referred to above, we
here--at our vantage point in Wood Lake,
should be concerned about this trend. Do we
want only giant corporation type farms?
Do we want only "hobby farmers". Well,
pure and simple, that's exactly what we are
going to find if the present trend is not
reversed.
The first order of business is to raise farm
income! It can be done (if they really want
to) in a number of ways-however, the
method is not important-what is important
is the necessity of it being done. We don't
care if it's a direct government subsidy or
what it is-it's absolutely imperative that it
be done now before it's too late.
If you disagree with the above paragraph
we only wish you could have been in Minneapolis last Friday morning to see the people lined up at the Hennepin County employment office attempting to secure a limited
number of jobs that were going to be offered.
They spent all night in sleeping bags, lying
out in the cold air-literally by the thousands, and-mind you, only to apply for a
job! They had no assurance they would get
one. Many of them were Vietnam Veterans
who are coming home and can't find workof any kind.
Yet, we have forced our farm friends to go
to work in off-the-farm pursuits to survive-now this newspaper asks you-how crazy can
we get?
The $8.3 billion farmers earned working in
the labor force in 1965 is a powerful amount
of money:__but actually it is a small amount
compared to what we are spending on space
exploration for example; and how much more
practical it would be to subsidize the American farmer that much to keep him on the
farm (where he'd much rather be); and in
turn open up the jobs he's working at for
others.
We agree with our American Indian friend
when he said: "White man heap crazy".
FUTURE HOMEMAKERS' WEEK

HON. WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY
OF MAINE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. Speaker, this
week has been set aside to pay special
tribute to the more than 600,000 American teenagers who, as members of Future Homemakers of America, have devoted themselves to constructive work in
helping solve many of the problems
which confront today's society. In my
own State of Maine alone there are 2,482
members who belong to 78 chapters from
Madawaska, south to the Maine-New
Hampshire border.
The motto of the Future Homemakers--"Toward New Horizons"-is
evidence of the challenging role this impressive organization can provide to
those who join its ranks. FHA activities
center on individual growth, the family,
education, development of occupational
competencies, preparation for marriage
and careers, and youth's role in society
and the world.
The future of this Nation and our
world rests on the shoulders of today's
youth, and we should be grateful that
we have such organizations as the Future
Homemakers of America to train the
leaders of tomorrow.

THE SELLING OF CBS NEWS

HON. G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
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It can only be conjectured to what use
CBS would have put the staged Boy Scout
shot, but certainly it would have tied in with
two other segments of the broadcast-segments in which CBS raised the specter of
the military influencing children in the techniques and hardware of combat.
When the program was first aired a month
ago it resulted in a mixed bag of criticism-praise from newspapers like The New
York Times, vehement protest from official
Defense Department spokesmen, Vice President Spiro Agnew, and Rep. Edward Hebert.
Last night, CBS re-aired the program and
followed it with the critics' protests and CBS
response to the protests.
Responding was the president of CBS
News, Richard Salant.
"None of our critics have said these things
didn't happen or weren't done, so the validity
of the broadcast stands unscathed," Salant
said.
Of course, no one argues that events in the
program didn't happen. Optically, it would
be rather difficult to film something that
didn't take place.
It is the use of the events and the interpretation thereof that has so enraged the
military.
The program, they say, is sprinkled with
half-truths and inuendoes.
Arguments can be made both for and
against the military "selling" itself. Certainly, the Civil Service has its powerful
Washing.t on lobby to get its share of the taxpayer's dollars-and so does every major private enterprise that does big business with
the government.
Certainly cases can be cited of the military either misleading or misinforming the
public.
But in "The SeUing of the Pentagon" CBS
has strained at a gnat and swallowed an
elephant.

Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker, so
much has been said recently about the
CBS program, "The Selling of the Pentagon," with regard to the distortions and
half-truths it contained, that Jack Kestner, military writer for the Norfolk, Va.,
Ledger-Star, did some background research.
The resulting article, "The Selling of
CBS News," appeared in the Ledger-Star
on the afternoon of March 24, 1971. I
would call particular attention to the fact
that in attempting to stage a shot of
Adm. Ephraim Holmes greeting a group
of Boy Scouts, CBS implied to his public
affairs officer that they were planning to
do a "Navy community relations program." Mr. Kestner's conjecture concerning the use that would have been
made of such a shot is also worthy of
note.
I submit to you that the lack of good
faith on the part of CBS did not begin
with the actual showing of the program,
but indeed was part of the "documentary" from its very conception.
Mr. Speaker, I commend Mr. Kestner's
article to the attention of my colleagues:
THE SELLING OF CBS NEWS
(By Jack Kestner)
NoRFOLK.-News commentator Roger Mudd
opened CBS's broadcast "The Selling of the
Pentagon" with the following statement:
"Nothing is more essential to a democracy GONZALEZ BACKS BILLS TO BENEthan the free flow of information. MisinFIT THE CIVIL SERVANTS
formation, distortion, propaganda, a.ll interrupt that flow. They make it impossible for
people to know what their government is
doing-which, in a democracy, is crucial."
OF TEXAS
These words have a noble ring to them.
One segment of the hour-long "documenIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tary" tha.t ·f ollowed Mudd's introduction was
Monday, March 29, 1971
the revelation that the U.S. Department of
Defense staged an action in Vietnam to
Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Speaker, I am rebrighten the image of the South Vietnamese introducing today two bills that would
soldier.
ease tax burdens on retired Federal emIt appears that what is staging for the
Defense Department is not necessarily stag- ployees and allow early retirement for
employees who have completed 30 years
ing for CBS.
Last year. while CBS News was putting of Federal service.
My first bill calls for an amendment
together its special broadcast, Cmdr. David
M. Cooney received a telephone call.
to the Internal Revenue Code to exclude
Cooney at that time was serving as Public the first $5,000 received in civil service
Affairs Officer for Adm. Ephraim P. Holmes, annuities from gross income. This prowho as commander in chief U.S. Atlantic vision would make any Federal retireFleet was the Navy's top admiral in the
ment benefits up to $5,000 tax exempt.
Atlantic.
Presently, retired civil eervice em"The man identified himself as an assistant producer for CBS," Cooney recalls. "He ployees are taxed on all benefits exsaid CBS was working on a Navy community ceeding the amount they personally conrelations program and wondered if a camera tributed to retirement while working.
crew could film Admiral Holmes greeting a My bill changes this situation by extroup of Boy Scouts at the Naval Station tending the nontaxable status of social
gate.
security and railroad retirement annu"I told him CBS would be welcome to film
civilians visiting the Naval Station as part of ities to most civil service annuities. Pasthe 'Normal Tour'-which they do every day," sage of this measure is essential to equal
treatment of all retired persons.
Cooney continued.
Fair treatment of Federal employees
"He asked me if I didn 't think the admiral
would cooperate in this Boy Scout idea in is also my motivation for reintroducing
view of the fact he would receive national another amendment to the Civil Service
exposure on TV.
Retirement Act to permit civil servants
"I told him if he could arrange for Dr. with 30 years of service to retire with full
Frank Stanton (president of CBS) to start
greeting tourists in the CBS building to call annuities regardless of age.
Many Federal employees complete 30
me back and I'd see what I could do with the
admiral," says Cooney, who is now a captain years of service well before the presentworking in the Pentagon. "I never heard ly stipulated 55-year-old minimum refrom him again."
tirement age. There is no reason that

HON. HENRY B. GONZALEZ
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30-year employees should not be able to
opt for early retirement.
The advantages of this proposal are
twofold: It would reward a faithful civil
servant and would place more employment opportunities in today's ever-tightening job market.
Retirement law has been amended to
provide retirement with full annuities at
55 with 30 years service, 60 with 20 years
service, or 62 with 5 years service, but
this amendment has not really responded
to the desires of Federal employees and
to the need for Government leadership
m diminishing the ranks of the unemployed. My proposal recognizes both of
these needs and I urge prompt and favorable action by Congress.
THE PROBLEMS OF GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATION

HON. JOHN J. RHODES
OF ARIZONA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, President
Nixon is to be commended for focusing
so much attention on the problems of
government organization. He has presented us with a dynamic set of proposals for four new Departments centered around the major purposes of Government to substitute for the seven departments we now have--each of which
marches to the time of a dit!erent
drummer. Some Departments-Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor-were established as voices for specific constituencies. Interior was designed to preserve
our resources, while HUD and Transportation were supposed to develop our
resources. At the same time, HEW has
been trying to administer to the Nations very real human needs.
With all of these officers running similar programs for dit!erent constituencies,
it becomes enormously difficult to know
exactly what the Federal Government is
doing in any one area.
Not only is the public confused when
it tries to get answers from Government,
tries to apply for Federal assistance, or
tries to find where responsibilities lie for
a particular action, but the Congress and
the President are likewise confused as to
who is ultimately accountable for program performance in education, health,
water treatment, community development, highway construction, and so on.
We can all locate points of responsibility,
but the buck is constantly passed from
one agency to another and seldom comes
to rest short of the President's Office.
The President's reorganization plan
will do away with all this confusion. I am
hopeful that we can so restructure the
Federal Departments that one Administrator, in one agency will exercise ultimate authority over related programs.
If one man has authority he can then be
held accountable for knowing exactly
how individual programs under his re-

sponsibility are performing their as-

signed functions.
Less confusion will result during congressional hearings and on the administration side, the President will be able
to direct programs far more efficiently.
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I heartily endorse the President's proposals for reassigning Government programs to four new areas-Human Resources, Community Development, Economic At!airs, and Natural Resources.
At last we will have accountability for
dollars spent and performance achieved.

CVP WATER CHALLENGED

HON. JOHN J. McFALL
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. McFALL. Mr. Speaker, an interesting and enlightening expression of
opinion on a subject of great interest in
California which has national implications is contained in the March 18, 1971,
editorial of the Stockton, Calif., Record.
Entitled "CVP Water Challenged," the
Record editorial comments upon issues
raised by a recent suit to halt delivery of
water to a key pumping station of the
Central Valley project.
The article follows:
CVP WATER CHALLENGED

With a scrupulous disregard for any other
region's welfare, the San Francisco Chronicle
again has assumed its strident pose as defender of San Francisco Bay.
From its base in a city that historically has
plundered bay waters, filling them and fouling them with garbage, and even now dumping sewage raw through storm drains, the
journal self-righteously exults in the suit of
the Sierra Club and others that could stop
the delivery of Central Valley Project waters
at the Tracy pumping plant.
The plea for injunctive action in federal
court takes in other aspects of river water
diversion, including the Delta Peripheral
Canal, the San Luis Drain and the East Side
Canal. With this challenge of works as yet
unconstructed we have little quarrel. If
they cannot survive legal tests they should
either be revised or shelved.
We do, however, regard as a piece of
querulous hind-sighting the attempt to dry
up thousands of West Side farming acres that
grow food and fiber for people who live in
cities. We do not believe for a moment that
this irresponsible effort will be upheld. We
wonder, however, why the plaintiffs did not
go farther up-stream to the Friant-Kern
Canal that taps the San Joaquin River in
their assault on diversions that might be
harmful. Why such exclusive attention to the
Tracy pumps and the Delta-Mendota Canal?
Meanwhile, we direct the Sierra Club's
attention to another fruitful opportunity to
apply hindsight in stopping an operating,
ecological monstrosity. There is nothing in
this part of California to match the violation inflicted by the Hetch Hetchy project
of the Chronicle's own city.
Thanks to San Francisco's political muscularity, its citizens tap water from a reservoir built uniquely in a national park,
Yosemite, that destroyed a scenic chasm
rivaled only by Yosemite Valley, itself. That
project, too, like Central Valley, exists
through the authority of Congress. Moreover, it diverts water that otherwise might
run freshly into San Francisco Bay rather

than as a conveyor of San Francisco's sewage.
Apply a federal stopper to Hetch Hetchy
would mean, of course, that San Franciscans
would go thirsty, and the Chronicle might
object San Franciscans are, after all city
people, and farms-well, they're just dirt.

ASSISTANCE FOR AEROSPACE
UNEMPLOYED

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, the Department of Labor recently estimated that
there are now somewhere between 50,000
and 75,000 unemployed aerospace engineers and scientists. Most of these people have lost their jobs, and cannot find
reemployment, because of specific Federal policies.
The plight of the aerospace unemployed presents us with not only a tragic
problem, but, frankly, an unfortunately
ironic dilemma. It is quite difficult to
rationalize a state of affairs where a
nation, very technologically advanced
and oriented, has at the same time a
substantial portion of some of its best
trained and most experienced scientists
and engineers unable to find work.
This is precisely our situation today.
Gove1nment policy has seriously reduced
available jobs in aerospace and related
industries. And, while there is considerable discussion about alternative longrange policies that can be initiated to
provide new sources of jobs for the technically trained, little has been done to
solve the immediate circumstances faced
by these people.
Quite frankly, many of the men being
laid oti are in their late forties and fifties. Age discrimination, former high salaries, and even overtraining in a very
specific area are reemployment handicaps almost impossible for many to overcome.
Although some grants have been made
available for retraining, there are some
problems with this. First, very few dollars are available for retraining and
therefore the great majority of unemployed aerospace engineers and sci entists cannot benefit.
For example, in my own district only
two retraining programs are underway.
Less than 100 people were able to enroll.
This is out of an estimated 3,000 unemployed highly trained engineers.
The second problem is that, although
the retraining is provided and a small
income made available, there is no assurance that a job will be waiting at the
end of the course. Really very little provision has been made to insure jobs.
While I strongly endorse retraining, I
cannot help but feel that not enough
Federal support is being given. It seems
quote clear that more funds must be
made available now and careful attention and support must be given to insure
that these men and women are being
trained for jobs that will be available.
There is another policy we can pursue
which can ot!er some immediate relief to
many of the unemployed. With the training and experience which they have accumulated over the years, unemployed
scientists and engineers can move into
new businesses, perhaps technically oriented and geared to solving many of our
domestic problems.
I am introducing two measures today
which will assist and encourage many
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unemployed aerospace personnel to take
advantage of new business opportunities.
The first bill would encourage small
business investment corporations to make
loans to unemployed aerospace personnel
interested in going into a new business.
SBIC were created by the Small Business
Act of 1958 and have provided $1.8 billion in loans to many small companies
which would have been unable to start
under ordinary circumstances.
The measure provides authority to the
SBA Administrator to extend the 90percent Federal guarantee to loans made
by SBIC's. The guarantee would only be
extended to SBIC loans in areas where
the Administrator determined that national policy goals are being advanced.
The bill lists three goals: Aiding the unemployed, assisting rapid transit development, and solving pollution problems.
The language is open ended so that the
Administrator may extend the guarantee
to other areas of national concern.
As a companion to this measure, I am
also introducing legislation which will
increase SBA guarantee authority from
$2.2 to $3.1 billion. This increase would
provide the Administrator with enough
additional flexibility so that a portion
of the guarantee authority could be extended to cover SBIC loans to unemployed aerospace engineers and scientists.
These measures will not solve all the
problems faced by many of those who are
unable to find a job. However, this program will help quite a few gain a new
opportunity. I urge the House to take
quick action on these two proposals. We
must demonstrate that we are offering
every reasonable avenue of relief to the
many aerospace personnel who have lost
their position because of Federal policies.

THE RURAL TELEPHONE BANK BILL

HON. ED JONES
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 24, 1971
Mr. JONES of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
the rural telephone bank bill which recently was passed by this body represents
a major ~tep toward the redevelopment
of rural America. This legislation will
make possible the expansion of rural
telephone service of a quality comparable
to that which has long been available to
our urban people.
Presently, over 60 percent of the REA
residence telephone subscribers have
four-party service or worse. Almost a
third have eight-party service. This is
hardly a condition which would encourage rural people to remain in rural areas
or to encourage urban people to move
back to the country.
Today, there are approximately 200
million telephones in the United States.
Of these, the Bell System owns about 85
percent. The independents own roughly
14 percent, and REA borrowers own the
remaining 1 percent. The rural telephone
bank bill will benefit primarily that 1
percent.
The telephone bank which will be es·

tablished under this bill will not make
grants. It will use no Federal tax reve·
nues. Government funds, which will
make up the class A stock of the bank,
will come from moneys which REA telephone borrowers are presently repaying
to REA on outstanding loans.
This bank is necessary because the
revenue which is generated by providing
rural telephone service is so small compared to urban service. The rural telephone cooperatives average about $300 in
revenue per mile of line, while the Bell
System grosses about $11,000 per mile.
If the House version of this bill survives the conference committee reasonably intact and is signed by the President, we will have performed a great
service not only to rural America, but to
the whole Nation.
As one of the founders of the Yorkville,
Tenn., Telephone Cooperative, I am
aware of the tremendous value of good
rural telephone service. I am eager to see
that all of America has such service
available.
ADM. U. S. GRANT SHARP

HON. JOHN G. SCHMITZ
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. Speaker, the following article which deals with a recent
speech made by retired Admiral U. S.
Grant Sharp should be of great interest
to all my colleagues. Admiral Sharp was
commander in chief Pacific from 1964 to
1968 and speaks with a great deal of experience in matters pertaining to the
military.
Particular attention should be paid to
Admiral Sharp's assessment:
It seems clear that the Soviet Union is
striving to achieve a first-strike capability
which could be used to blackmail the United
States.
It is our duty as Representatives to see
that the Soviets d:> not achieve this capability which will give them the material requisite for achieving their stated
goal of global conquest.
The article, which appeared in the
Register, Santa Ana, Calif., of March 18,
1971, follows:
"INADEQUATE" DEFENSE BUDGET INVITES
WAR-EX-PACIFIC CHIEF
(By Len Davis)
NEWPORT BEACH-Retired Adm. U. S.
Grant Sharp, former Commander-in-Chief
Pacific ( 1964-1968), said here Wednesday
that the 1972 defense budget submitted by
President Nixon to Congress is inadequate
for the security of the country "and multiplies the chances not of peace, but of nuclear war."
The former :five-star admiral, who com·
manded nearly one million Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force personnel in an 85
million square mile area, said Russian overconfidence or miscalculation "may trigger
such a war inadvertently, or place the United
States in a posture from which there can be
no retreat.
"There are perilous times ahead," the 64year-old Sharp told an Operations Alert
planning session at the Stuft Shirt Restaurant.
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"The fiscal 1971 defense program is only $5
billion more than the fiscal 1964 level," said
Sharp. "Yet, the cost of the war in fiscal 1971
will be more than double the $5 billion budget increase.
"This means that the war in Vietnam iS
being funded by deferring weapons modernization and reducing operational readiness.
"We could have won this war back in
1966,'' he said, "i! we had deployed our
bombers effectively.
"In spite of operational restrictions," he
continued, "we had them licked in 1967.
"And in 1968, we could have won with
ease.
"But we licked ourselves. Now look where
we are," he added.
Sharp warned against pulling out of Vietnam too fast.
"If we do, we will surely lose the war,'' he
said.
"In terms of Gross National Product,"
Sharp explained "our defense budget has
gone from 9.7 percent of the GNP in 1968 to
7 percent in 1971, the smallest allocation for
defense purposes in 20 years.
Sharp said the 1972 budget presented to
Congress by the Nixon administration represents only 6.8 per cent of the GNP.
"It seems clear," said Sharp, "that the
Soviet Union is striving to achieve a firststrike capability which could be used to
blackmail the United States."
He pointed out that since 1965 "the Soviet
Union has engaged in a major effort to
change the balance of power in the development of strategic nuclear weapons.
"During that period it has more than
tripled its inventory of these weapon carriers
from about 500 to 1,700, including some 200
nuclear heavy bombers.
"In the same time, the United States has
not increased its level of 1,710 strategic nuclear missile launchers, and has reduced its
heavy bomber strength from 780 to less than
600,'' said Sharp.
"In 1965," he continued, "the Soviets had
none of the monster SS-9 missiles now operational. Today, they have more than 200
SS-9s, with an ultimate total of about 300
when current construction effort is completed.
"The SS-9s alone," said Sharp, "will be
capable of delivering a megatonage in nuclear
weaponry that exceeds the combined total
nuclear weapon megatonage capability of all
our existing strategic delivery systems.
"We have no counterpart for this huge
Soviet nuclear weapon," he added.
Sharp said the Soviet SS-9s "are capable
of carrying a 25 megaton payload and can be
produced with the accuracy necessary to destroy the entire United States missile force
and every major city in the nation."
He told the audience that the Soviet Union
is now deploying huge new intercontinental
ballistic missiles "as big or bigger than the
SS-9s and superior to them in quality-and
a-ccuracy."
Noting that most major U.S. cities "are
close to our coasts and within short range of
their (the Soviet Union's) potential submarine launching stations," Sharp said "they
can launch their attacks with little time for
us to react before being hit."
Sharp pointed out that, since 1954, ''the
Soviets have designed and produced 18 new
types of fighter planes, 15 of which we have
actually photographed In flight.
"During that period," he said, "the United
States has not produced a single new and
superior fighter, and we have not had one on
order until last year."
"After long delays, due to lack of appropriations, we now have two fighters underway-the F-14 for the Navy and the F-15
for the Air Force-but they will not be a part
of our inventory for several years," said
Sharp.
"The Soviet Union now has the largest
submarine fleet in the world, the strongest
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force of missile-launching ships and is even
closing-in on the United States in the numbers of cruisers and destroyers," he said.
"The great majority of our fleet," he added,
"consists of ships more than 20 years old, and
equipment."
Sharp said Red China "will not be a threat
during the next 20 years.
"Even more of a threat than Red China,"
said Sharp, "is our own U.S. Congress with
its left-wing members and those who play
politics with the security of our country."

HEAPING WRONG UPON WRONG

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I have
pointed out on previous occasions some
of the shocking facts surrounding the
construction of the so-called Hirshhom
Museum on the Mall, not the least of
which is that it should be named for an
individual of dubious character.
I would like today to call the attention
of Members of the House to a newspaper
article by Mr. Clark Mollenhofi which
details how the Federal Government is
permitting a construction firm owned by
a criminal to build this monument and
turn a fat profit on the deal.
I include the article for insertion in
the RECORD at this point:
WATCH ON WASHINGTON
(By Clark Mollenhoff)
WASHINGTON,
D.C.-The
government's
dealing with the Piracci Construction Company is a classic case of how far the General Service Administration (GSA) can bend
the rules if it wants to do business with a
firm involved in violation of the law.
Ordinarily, a firm can be suspended from
doing business with the government for up
to 18 months if fraud is suspected. If found
guilty, the firm can be "debarred" from
dealing with the government for up to three
Yl.l.l"S.

The basic thesis is that firms and individuals who cheat the government through
frauds and payoffs shouldn't be regarded as
"responsible bidders.''
However, Robert Kunzig, the administrator
of GSA, has made it possible for the Piracci
Company, of Baltimore, Md., to continue to
do business with the government despite
repeated law violations. The GSA has minimized the fact that Dominic A. Piracci, Sr.,
the sole owner of the construction firm, has
a record of fraud convictions and involvements in fraud.
Piracci has simply stepped out of his role
as president and director, and has turned
the management over to some other business
men "for a period time which will extend
six months beyond the completion of The
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Gardens."
Piracci's firm holds the $15,000,000 general
contract for the controversial Hirshhorn
project in Washington, D.C. and is to receive more than $1 million in profit.
Looking at the law and the background of
Piracci, there would have been ample reason
to debar the Plra~ci firm from ever bidding
on the Hirshhorn project. In fact, the counsel
for the GSA Region Three office had recommended debarment of the Piraccl firm. The
law authorizes suspension of "all known affiliates of a concern or individual" who has
been convicted.
The law further states:
"The criminal, fraudulent or seriously
improper conduct of one individual may be
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imputed to the business firm with which he
is connected when the impropriety involved
was performed within the course of his official duty, or with the knowledge or approval of the business firm."
Not only has Piracci been permitted to do
business with the government, but in the
face of a record of proven bribery, perjury,
and falsification of records, Piracci has been
permitted to increase his bid on the Hirshhorn project by $754,375. The GSA accepted
Piracci's explanation that a "clerical error"
had resulted in a lower bid than he intended. Piracci was still the low bidder, but
by a narrow margin.
The GSA informed Representative Joel
Broyhill (Rep., Va.) that it has "insufficient
justification" for debarring Piracci's firm.
Here is the Piracci record.
In 1954, Piracci was convicted of fraud and
obstructing justice in connection with an
off-street parking scandal in Baltimore.
Piracci paid a $4,000 fine on that conviction
and was later pardoned by former Governor
Theodore R. McKeldin.
In 1969, Piracci was convicted in the United
States District Court in Baltimore on charges
of having made a payoff to Guido Iozzi, jr.,
president of the Baltimore Building Trades
Council, AF~CIO. Plracci was sentenced to
pay a $5,000 fine and to serve 183 days in
federal prison.
Another indictment has been returned
against Joseph P. Doherty, executive assistant
to the assistant postmaster general in charge
of post office bureau facilities. Piracci was not
a defendant in this case, but the indictment charged that Doherty took large sums
of cash from Piracci to provide influence for
Plracci Construction Company in dealing
with the Post Office Department.
Doherty entered a "no contest" plea to the
ninth count of the indictment on "conflicts
of interest" that charged he "did knowingly
act as agent " of Piracci and the firm "in connection with applications, contracts, and
other particular matters involving the leasing
of various post office facilities." Action on the
other counts in the indictment against Doherty is still pending.
In dealing with Piracci's record, the GSA,
in its letter to Broyh111, dismissed the 1954
conviction as being far enough back that "it
cannot ordinarily be used to support a current debarment."
The GSA also noted the federal judge did
not impose the maximum prison term and
fine on the 1969 conviction and that "the
six months' sentence presumably recognized
the fact that Piracci had cooperated with the
government."
But, the GSA overlooked the comments of
United States District Judge Alexander Harvey II, who said as he sentenced Piracci:
"You Ued to the FBI, the United States attorney and the feder.al gra.nd jury: A man
who has a prior criminal involvement and
who has Ued . . . can hardly expect leniency
from the court."
The GSA also told Broyhill, "Finally, to the
best of our knowledge, it has not been legally
established whether Mr. Pira~i or the firm.
made e.ny illegal payments to a former employee of the Post Office Department."
Apparentl-y GSA did not e.sk the prosecutor
who could have told them Piracci admitted
making payments of at least $3,000 to Doherty and a total payoff of $20,000 was discussed.
A final argument on behall! of doing business with Piracci Construction Company was
that Piracci had "resigned both as president
and a member of the firm's board of directors,
the fact that he is divorced from. I8Jl control
over the firm; and the fact that the firm
itself has satisfaotorlly performed several
construction contracts for GSA."
The GSA and other government agencies
aren't often so tolerant of fraud, or so understanding of the lines between control
of a firm and the actual ownership of the

firm. Apparently, Piracci is receiving some
unusual understanding at a high level in
Washington.
Piracci's penalty for his problems with the
previous convictions will be that he won't be
permitted to pick up the profits on the Hirshhorn project until at least six months after
it is completed.

STATEMENT AND RESOLUTION OF
THE NEW ENGLAND LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

HON. ROBERT F. DRINAN
OF :MASSACHUSE'l"I'S
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Speaker, I attach
herewith a statement and a resolution
of the New England Leadership Conference held on March 21, 1971, in Newton, Mass.
This resolution was drawn up by 500
leaders of all New England Jewish organizations assembled in an emergency
conference.
I commend this thoughtful presentation of issues in the Middle East at this
particular time:
STATEMENT AND RESOLUTION OF THE NEW ENGLAND LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, MARCH 21, 1971
STATEMENT
We, of the Jewish community of New Engla.nd, gathered in emergency session, unequivocally reject current attempts to impose on the Middle East the futile and discreclited policies reminiscent of Munich. In
October, 1938, Czechoslovakia, like Israel today, was pressured to exchange defensible
frontiers for "peace in our time" and "Big
Power guarantees".
"Those who do not learn from history are
condemned to relive it.''
Twice in the last 22 years, Israel was compelled to surrender vital strategic areas in
the Sinai to a defeated, but unrelenting
Egyptian aggressor. Eaoh forced withdrawal
was followed inevitably by another round of
Mid-East warfare, 1949 led to 1956. 1957 led
to 1967. Today, the basic thrust of Big Power
pressure is to embark once more on this fatal
path. It should be recalled that President
Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles later recognized and regretted the error of interposing
the great powers between the parties in the
Middle East, thus shielding Egypt from the
need to face Israel in direct negotiations.
President Nixon correctly underscored this
lesson when he stated in his televised news
conference of March 4, 1971 :
"The question here is whether or not the
U.S. will impose a settlement in the Middle
East, and the answer is no. We will do everything that we can to urge t he parties to talk
... but we are going to have to depend upon
the parties concerned to reach an agreement ..." (emphasis supplied).
The regrettable fact, however, is that the
Great Powers and the UN Secretariat are obstructing any Israeli-Egyptian negotiations,
direct or indirect. Not only are the representatives of Israel carefully kept from meeting
their Egyptian counterparts-an unprecedented way of "negotiating"-but Israel may
not even address written memoranda directly
to the Egyptian government. Regarding substance, Israel has been told simply to sign
documents under which all the relevant details, including borders, are already spelled
out. When Israel questions this attempt to
dictate to it on matters of its own vital security, over which the blood of its own youth
was spilled, the UN Secretary-General intervenes to criticize Israel for insufficient docility. It is abundantly clear, therefore, that the
so-called "talks under Dr. Jarring's auspices"
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are not negotiations at all, but a mere cover
for a Big Power dictate.
This posture is fundamentally inimical to
the cha nces of a genuine peace in the region.
Egypt and the Arab countries, which have
three times attempted to destroy Israel, are
in effect guaranteed perpetual immunity
from the consequences of their own acts. The
Great Powers, the UN Secretary-Generalwhose own preolpitate action helped to bring
about the 1967 war-apparently stand ready
at all times to bail out the Arab aggressors.
It is significant that this lesson he.s already
been duly noted in Cairo, where the semiofficial Al-Ahram and its influential editor,
Mr. Heykal, have openly stated on February
26, 1971, the correct meaning of Egypt's present willingness to accept a political settlement.
"There are only two specific Arab goals at
this stage: 1) elimination of the consequences of the 1967 aggression through
Israel's withdrawal from all the lands it
occupied that year; and 2) elimination of
the consequences of the 1948 aggression
through the total eradication of Israel . . .
If the whole land is returned ... it will not
become possible to . . . isolate Egypt from
the rest of the Arab nation, and expel the
USSR from the Arab area."
This statement underlines the illusory nature of dreams that appeasing Egypt at
the expense of Israel's vital security will
somehow weaken Russia's grip on the Arab
world. The Egyptians themselves, obviously have no such intentions. Moreover, it is
utterly unrealistic to think that Washington
can ever outbid Moscow in being anti-Israeli
and pro-Arab. Any appeasement, as in 1957,
would give Moscow a gratuitous victory.
Russian influence would be strengthened
and not weakened.
It is important to note the contents of
current Big Power discussions and the spirit
of the so-called "Rogers Plan", as reported
in the press. They wish to substitute for defensible borders, freely negotiated between
the parties themselves, an international
force under the auspices of the same UN
which showed its moral bankruptcy in 1967.
This force would contain a Soviet contingent; in other words, Soviet soldiers and
missiles, which Israel has successfully contained on the west bank of the Suez canal,
are to be shipped across the canal under U.S.
and UN auspices, into the Sinai Peninsula,
the vital Straits of Tiran and the frontiers of
Israel's Negev. The U.S. in 1967, when faced
only with Egyptian opposition, was unable
to implement its guarantee to protect
Israel's freedom of shipping in the Tiran
Straits. Would the U.S. be able to carry out
such a commitment when confronted by
Soviet troops? Only six months ago the
violation of the cease-fire standstill agreement through the illegal introduction of
Soviet-Egyptian missiles into the canal zone,
demonstrated U.S. helplessness in the face
of a Soviet breach of an international undertakill2.
However, it is not only the utter impracticality of these "guarantees" that is objectionable. The fact is that the whole concept
runs completely counter to the basic thrust
of the current U.S. global policy. In two
State of the World messages to the Congress,
President Nixon emphasized that the U.S.
intends to strengthen her friends and allies
in all parts of the world, to the point where

they will be capable of defending themselves,
assisted only by U.S. arms shipments and
U.S. deterrence against attack by a nuclear
power. In fact, the President's positive leadership, in providing vital U.S. economic and
military aid to Israel, forced Russia and
Egypt to abandon military action, at least for
the moment, and turn to the diplomatic
front. In his televised news conference, the
President reemphasized this aspect, saying:
"We, of course, will be there to see that
the balance of power is maintained in the
Middle East. We will continue to do so be-
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cause if that balance changes, that could
A LOW, SLOW ALTERNATIVE
bring a war . . ."
TO THE SST
Nevertheless, seduced once more by the
siren-song of appeasement and acquiescing
to Soviet and Egyptian blandishments, some
State Department officials are turning the
OF CALIFORNIA
President's policy upside down. In Israel,
the U.S. has one of the very few allies that
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
is capable of defending itself, not only beMonday, March 29, 1971
cause of the democratic, progressive nature
of its society and the magnificent spirit of
Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, Jim Boits people, but because, for the first time in man, a friend and constituent of mine
its history, it is not imperiled by indefensible
lines. To force Israel back to the pre-1967 from Walnut Creek, has recently brought
lines is bound, once again, to invite aggres- to my attention a perceptive and prosion. It would leave Israel defenseless, es- vocative article from the Wall Street
pecially since now she would be facing Rus- Journal of March 10. It is the story of the
sian troops in addition to Arab armies. What short take-off and landing aircraft and
these officials are proposing is to make it vir- its promise for the airline industry. I
tually impossible for the Israelis to defend would like my colleagues who have not
themselves and then to substitute U.S. sol- seen its compelling case for the developdiers, under UN auspices, to fight for Israel
ment of suburb to suburb STOL's to have
instead!
For a most dubious short-lived "diplo- the opportunity to see this article:
A Low, SLow ALTERNATIVE TO THE SST
matic" advantage for the U.S., it is proposed
that, in effect, every bullet fired in a Middle
(By Harvey E. Foster)
Eastern skirmish could become the opening
The
year
1970
not a good one for airshot in a Big Power confrontation. This will line profits. New was
equipment increased seatneither give security to Israel nor comfort to miles and labor settlements
increased costs,
the U.S.
while a slowed economy reduced growth. The
Particularly disingenuous is the argument results were heavy losses for most of the nathat, in view of the development of modern tion's carriers, in spite of an actual growth in
weapons, it does not matter where Israel's both passengers and freight last year. As
frontiers are located. It still makes a funda- Secor Browne, chairman of the CAB, so aptly
mental difference whether the frontier leaves put it, "The airlines had more seats than botTel Aviv and Jerusalem easy targets of con- toms to cover them."
ventional weapons and leaves Israel's mariMany people are gravely concerned. The
time life-line to Asia and Africa within open industry itself, the stockholders and responsirange of Egyptian light artillery, or whether ble citizens who know the need for economic
Israel's enemies have to launch a protracted, health in our prime people-transportation
full-scale campaign before reaching any of system. But what kind of rhetoric fills our
her vital centers and communication lines. news? Do we see solutions offered to the airFinally, the character of any agreement or line dilemma?
treaty is, in large measure, determined by the
No, it's the SST that seems to have caphistory of the negotiations leading to the final tured all our attention.
document. There is, therefore, a difference
Not that the SST shouldn't be discussed. It
in kind between a document which results should, and a decision must be made. But the
from a careful and detailed process of free ne· more pressing problem is to get more people
gotiation and one which is signed primarily to travel by air, not to move a few of them
as a result of outside pressure. The long-term twice as fast.
questions of war and peace hinge on the lack
Less than 1% of the freight moved in this
of ambiguity in interpretation of any peace
country goes by air. The automobile still far
agreement.
exceeds the airplane as both the long- and
RESOLUTION
short-haul passenger choice.
A true and lasting peace is the only sensible
Early railroad history gives a clue to
goal for U.S. policy in the Middle East. Such where we should look for a solution-improve
a peace which will assure the security of the short-haul transportation system. Early
Israel is in the vital national interest of the railroads encouraged the building of roads as
U.S. Because we, of the American Jewish a means of bolstering the short-haul system,
community of New England, are committed which routed payload to the railroads for the
to real peace, and because we see clearly the more profitable long-haul.
danger, futility and immorality of appeaseShort-haul travel today is by rails and
ment, we declare our firm and unyielding
soiidarity with the people of Israel in their highways. Each system unfortunately is exdemand for a settlement of Middle East prob- pensive to build and difficult to relocate and
lems through free and untrammelled negotia- consumes huge quantities of expensive real
tions between the parties concerned in the estate. An uncrowded expressway connecting
centers of commerce would perform the
conflict.
short-haul task well if it remained unWe therefore:
crowded. The truth is, however, that if the
1. vigorously endorse and support the Mid- road is located where it can serve a shortEast policy enunciated by President Nixon haul need, it is invariably so crowded as to
of maintaining the balance of power and not restrict traffic to a crawl. The railroads have
imposing a settlement. We urge that U.S. practically lost their short-haul ab111ty. Condiplomacy conform to that policy and aban- necting city center to city center, they offer
don all pressures, however well-motivated, to little more than slum to slum connections.
impose pre-determined and futile plans on
THE STOL
Israel and the Arab states.
The airplane, on the other hand, is not en2. strongly urge that the Big Powers desist
from those activities that cripple the process cumbered by such impediments. It is the
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of free negotiations, which alone can bring

most fiexible vehicle existing today; it uses a

the Middle East to the threshold of genuine
peace.
3. strongly urge that the Big Powers and
the U.N. Secretariat desist from activities and
statements which undermine the delicate
balance of U.N. Resolution 242 of November,
1967, which called specifically for "agreement" between and among the parties so
that every state in the area will have the
right "to live in peace within secure and

small amount of real estate, and this only at
the terminals. With short take off and landing, or STOL, it becomes still more flexible
and needs even less land. STOL planes make
possible a new transportation system, a thirdlevel airline network connecting new sources
of airline payload with existing terminals.
Where are these new sources of payload?
They won't be found in the city center, where
with few exceptions, the decay continues its
irreversible pattern. The greatest potential
for new airline payload is in the suburbs.

recognized boundaries free from threats or
acts of force."
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Most major cities today are bypassed by a
beltway, a natural consequence of the interstate highway system. Along these prime
transportation arteries, centers of industry
and commerce are springing up. Shopping
centers and industrial parks, including much
new office space, are taking over the functions formerly performed by the city center.
Thus they represent the source and destination of most of the future airline payload.
Stolports close to or in these centers would
llnke them to existing air routes.
This is by no means the first recognition of
the need for STOL to complete the transportation complex, but is a plea that we consider
carefully where these stolports are located.
Much press has been given to recent attempts
to locate stolports near the city center. Even
better coverage has been given to the vigorous and emotional protests of citizens living
near these proposed new fac111ties. Attempts
to exton the virtues of STOL to these citizens
are severely hampered by the fact that these
protestors are not likely customers for STOL
service, nor is there presently an operating
system that can exemplify its advantages. It
therefore follows that if a downtown stolport
is ever to exist (a::d it could be a valuble
factor in reversing city decay), It must first
be proved in some other location.
The suburbs, adjacent to the beltways, or
at intersections of interstate highways, are
the ideal place to start STOL. Not only is it
the source of much potential airline payload
it is also a place not likely to arouse the citizen objection. This later point is particularly true if the stolport is in a new shopping
center built over an abandoned general aviation airport. This would not only avoid
citizen protest, but would salvage the facility
for continued aviation use.
Stolports could be added to most shopping
centers with little difficulty. For example, locating the STOL strip on the roof of the
shopping mall would make it handy to the
traveler, and would also elevate the approach
and departure paths, thus reducing the
neighborhood noise problem. The parking
lot surrounding the shopping mall would
serve as an additional buffer. Noise could be
further reduced by routing the flights over
the highways. People don't mind working
near an airport, but object vigorously to
sleeping in the landing pattern.
What about the other end of this new airline system, the airport terminal? With many
airports already at or near saturation, won't
STOL traffic just add to the problem? Not it
we uti11ze the unique capabi11ty of the STOL
plane. Steep angles of climb and descent,
combined with a short ·runway-1,500 to
2,000 feet-would permit separation of STOL
and conventional flight patterns at most
terminals, allowing completely independent
operations.
What does this do for the average traveler? Improved load factors mean improved
airline profits, which might reduce fares, or
at least delay rises. But more important, the
service offered the public would be greatly
improved. The missing link in our transportation system would be finally fitted into
place, offering fast, efficient public transportation to the 50-300 mile traveler.
Unfortunately this missing link in transportation will not just happen. The equation
is far too complicated; too many different
and only slightly related factors are involved
for the system to develop naturally in time
to address the need. The federal government, with help from state and local authorities, must act to bring the system into
being. To succeed, the federal government
must accept the lead. Fortunately, both the
FAA and the CAB have written into their
charters a requirement for stimulating
growth in civil aviation. Never before was
that stimulation more sorely needed.
History shows that the federal government did not shrink from shaping the fuCXVII--530--Part 7
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ture of railroads. By huge federal land grants,
the roadbeds were sent across unprofitable
routes and supported the railroads until the
routes profited.
SOME SUGGESTIONS

This does not mean that subsidies in any
f'orm are proposed for building the STOL
system. Instead, the federal assist would
include:
Define and publicize the advantages of
STOL and the consequences of no STOL.
Halt, or at least slow, destruction of general aviation airports; many have already
been turned into shopping centers without
provision for STOL.
Bring airframe manufacturers and airlines together to develop the new equipment
required.
Stimulate architects and city planners to
develop ways to include STOL in their plans.
Develop the economics of the short-haul
STOL operation for the potential operators.
Inform land developer of the urban dispersion possible with the aid of a STOL network.
Last year vividly illustrated what a slight
economic recession does to airline profits: a
loss currently estimated at $123 million.
Growth that heretofore was considered normal by the airline industry has created an
environment responsive to innovative ideas
and courage to make huge investments. Setbacks as were felt by the industry last year,
and as are forecast for 1971, could destroy
this spirit of optimism and seriously stifi'}
the industry's future growth. We would all
suffer if this spirit of confidence were destroyed.
A STOL airline network performing the
short-haul task could do much to restore
economic health to the airline industry, and
complete the public transportation complex.
Just possibly, if we lowered our SST
voices, we could hear a small STOL voice
saying, "The way to solvency is low and
slow, not high and fast."

GREEK INDEPENDENCE DAY

HON. GEORGE W. COLLINS
OF ll.LINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971
Mr. COLLINS of Tilinois. Mr. Speaker,
150 years ago a band of Greeks staged a
revolt against their foreign overlords, and
after constant warfare for more than 6
years, that revolt culminated in the
birth of modern Greece as we know it today. March 25 of that year, 1821, is
memorable in the annals of Greek history
because it marks the regeneration of
Greece after its subjection to alien rule
for many centuries.
In the course of those centuries the
Greek people suffered and sacrificed
much, but they did not lose the fine traits
of their forefathers. As a nation the
Greeks were submerged, but fortunately
they were not subdued. Diligently they
nursed their hopes of winning their national independence and, when the
chance presented itself they cast off the
foreigner's yoke and proclaimed their independence. In this they had the wholehearted sympathy of all lovers of freedom
everywhere. Partly through such sympathy and effective support from abroad
Greece's independence was assured.

We Americans have always been
friendly to Greece and have helped the
Greeks in their hours of need. We have
aided them in defending their freedom
against external foes both in the struggle for independence in the early 19th
century and in the fight against first fascism and then communism in the 20th.
We helped them from the very serious
threat of a Communist takeover in the
late 1940's. It was to enable Greece and
Turkey, first of all, to defend themselves
that the Truman doctrine was proclaimed and military and financial assistance given. We have felt that such aid
would serve a double purpose: Help the
Greek people, and also enlist their alliance in our struggle against East European Communist tyrannies.
On the observance of the !50th anniversary of Greek Independence Day I
glady join my Greek-American friends in
wishing happiness to the Greeks in their
homeland.

U.S. NAVY SPEEDS VIETNAMIZATION
IN UNIQUE WAYS

HON. CRAIG HOSMER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, turning
the war in Southeast Asia over to those
whose prime interests are there, the people who live there, involves a wide spectrum of unique effort. The men of the
U.S. Navy have shown exceptional enterprise in this effort as witnessed by the
following account written by PO 1/ c Bob
Lincoln, USN, which appeared in the
February issue of the Naval Reservist:
SELF-HELP SMOOTHS THE WAY TO
VIETNAMIZATION

American Navymen in the Republic of
Vietnam-both Regular and Reserve-are doing their best to work themselves out of a
job.
Through such programs as ACTOV, "Help·
ing Hand," "Buddy Base" and the colorfully
named "Pigs and Chickens," they are helping
to achieve Vietnamization and reduce the
need for American forces in that country.
Perhaps their most successful venture to
date is ACTOV, through which the turnover
of the U.S. Navy's river patrol boats has been
completed.
Unscrambled, ACTOV means Accelerated
Turnover to the Vietnamese. It was started
just 2 years ago, with the assignment of Vietnamese sailors-one at a time-to the crews
of American boats. But the program really
began to roll on a large scale when both
navies launched intensive operational management and maintenance programs in the
U.S. and Vietnam to train complete crews for
each vessel before delivery.
Operation Helping Hand, a relatively new
venture, is designed to upgrade the standard
of living for the Vietnamese sailor and his
dependents through low-cost family housing
and food supplement plans.
The housing project is being carried on
throughout the South Vietnamese countryside by American Seabees. They are building
the concrete units of materials produced incountry, at a modest cost of $600 each. Some
21,000 are planned.
The results of this self-help project can be
seen in many villages where Vietnamese Navy
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famil1es, following the Seabees' lead, are
building their own homes.
Pigs and Chickens is the U.S. Navy's broadside attack on the food problems of the Vietnamese Navy family. The aim is to establish
a self-sustaining source of meat, poultry and
produce for sale at each local naval base in
the Vietnamese equivalent of an American
military commissary.
This food-on-the-table project began with
an initial free stock of 4(),000 day-old chicks.
Later, enough hogs and feed were added to
allow each base at least two sows, one boar,
200 chicks and the necessary feed.
From this beginning, Vietnamese Navymen
assisted by American Navymen with farm
experience--who conduct intensive farm
management and market education programs-are now better able to feed their
familles at prices they can afford.
The Pigs and Chickens project has so
inspired the local Navy community that
the Americans and Vietnamese are also trying experimental truck farms and fully
stocked duck ponds. Thriving pig pens and
chicken coops are already becoming familiar
sights behind most sailors' homes.
One U.S. Navy advisor has taken on the
task of teaching the Vietnamese new ways
to fish.
Going a step further than the experienced
local fishermen, he has introduced the longline fishing technique--a long, floated line
with 3000 baited hooks hanging near the
ocean bottom. Now, during a night's fishing, a 3-man crew averages 1 to 2% tons of
fish-rebaiting the hooks only about 4
times.
Perhaps the most comprehensive Vietnamization project is the new Buddy Base
plan--designed to link a U.S. base with a
Sout h Vietnamese Navy base through a
"sister city" approach.
Among the plan's multiple objectives is
a close working relationship between pairedoff bases, with the u.s. side providing management and technical advice to its Viet-

namese counterpart.

Each of these self-help programs Is almost
entirely
voluntary,
funded
primarily
through contributions. An Operation Helpin g Hand fund has been organized by
American businessmen in Saigon and the
U.S. to raise funds to support the projects.
The collective aim is to make the expanding Vietnamese Navy community self-supporting.
In the process, by relieving the individual
Vietnamese Navyman of many of his worries about his family, the programs are
helping to make the Vietnamese Navy a
more effective organization.

CLERGYMEN GIVE THEIR VIEWS ON

THE SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT

HON. DAN KUYKENDALL
OF 'l'ENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. KUYKENDALL. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in the
REcoRD, I include the following statement:
STATEMENT ON SELECTIVE SERVICE A~

In man's long and som.etimes tortuous
ascent toward a civilized state, he has readily
and generally accepted certain norms almost
unanlm.ously. One of those norms has been
the recognition of the clergy's commitment
to a higher allegiance than the temporal,
and this recognition, too, was accorded those
students for the divine m1n1stry.
We, who are undersigned, bring this concept to your attention in the matter now
pending before the U.S. House of Representa-

tives and ultimately in the U.S. Senate, which
would deny exemption from the military
service to students of divinity preparing for
their various and respective ministries.
It 1s our considered religious obligation to
bring to your attention our moral conviction
that the passage of this specific portion of
the Selective Service Act constitutes a regression in our country's civil striving.
We have resolved that this be no political
statement of general opposition to the Selective Service program, since such an opinion
1s not unanimously shared by those who
slgned this statement. Let it, therefore, be
a statement of religious conscience. This
country cannot afford the many dangers inherent and the interruption of the preparations of its future clergy. Let us be warned
that few strongholds of religious instruction
and moral retention remain. Should these
be weakened, the complexion of our beloved
United States may be changed in the manner
which wlll be unacceptable ·;;o all.
The position which the United States must
maintain as a leader in tihe gentler aspects
of civ1lizatlion demands the resolute encouragement of the various strengths of many
religions and their teachings. We dare do
no less.
With the blessings of God we commend
into your able hands this matter and the
sincere conviction that you will treat with
sympathy this cause for the blessed betterment of our great land.
Most Rev. CARROLL T. DOZIER,
Oatholic Bishop of Memphis, on Behalf
of Catholic Community.

Rabbi CHAIM D. SEIGER,
Senior Rabbi, Baron Hirsch Synagogue,
Memphis Orthodox-Jewish Community.

BIPARTISAN SUPPORT NEEDED
ON REVENUE SHARING

HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, in order for progressive legislation to wind its way through the congressional maze and become law, bipartisan support is needed. Programs
that do not receive the support of elements of both parties are doomed to
failure.
Revenue sharing, a means of aiding
the financially depressed State and local
governments, cannot become a reality
unless it receives support from Democrats and Republicans alike; it cannot
become law unless the parties join hands
in a common effort.
In the past, we have seen instances
where programs were endorsed by the
Presider-t only to see his party desert
him-the SST, according to the EvansNovak report, is a case in point. I would
hope that Republicans, as well as Democrats. listen to the local officials and
heed their warning on the financial
plight of the localities. This program
must not be abandoned like the SST.
At this point, I include an article by
Rowland Evans and Robert Novak that
appeared in the Washington Post on
March 26, 1971:
WHY SST LosT IN THE HOUSE
Shortly after the House voted down any
more money for President Nixon's supersonic
transport plane (SST), a Democratic SST
supporter needled a high administration of-
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ficial about Republican congressional opposition to the project.
"I thought we had enough Democrats to
save you," said the Democratic congressman,
"and we did. But why did so many of your
Republicans vote against SST?"
"They weren't voting against SST," the official replied evenly. "They were voting
against John Ehrlichman and the German
Mafia in the White House."
That blunt assessment is partially true.
The remarkable fact that 85 House Republicans opposed the SST on March 18 (compared with 89 for it) transcended environment and economics. Unquestionably, some
were seeking vengeance against what they
consider arrogant presidential aides, typified
by policy chief Ehrlichman. But the broader
meaning escaped the adminlstration official.
The fact is that all the ecological, economic and Ehrlichman factors combined
would not have impelled so many Republicans to defect if Richard M. Nixon's star
were not in decline. Far more than the Senate (which now has also rejected the SST),
the House is a barometer of national opinion.
On the SST that barometer registered stormy
weather for Mr. Nixon.
Moreover, the SST vote was one of those
rare Washington events that both reflects
the current political climate and simultaneously influences the future. Spawned by
the feeling of Republican congressmen that
the P:'esident is not strong enough to influence their vote, the defeat reinforces that
mood and makes h1m still weaker. Caused
partly by divisions among the party's House
leadership, the loss further divides that leadership.
AU this is perceived but dimly by the
White House senior staff, whose lack of
rapport with Capitol Hill has become a truism. Indeed, a careful staff re-examination of
the SST in Ju.nuary barely brushed against
vital political questions. The ce!'tainty of a
very close vote in the new, more liberal
House was regraded by senior staffers as
not relevant.
Just how relevant it would become was obvious when the new COngress convened.
Scores of "undecided" Republicans, the balance between victory and defeat, were impervious to lobbying-from labor, industry,
even the White House. Unlike suburban ladies' clubs and college campuses, the House
Republican cloakroom was not transfixed by
ecological outrages over the SST.
Rather, the true source of this opposition
became clear the week before the House
voting. With the President dropping in the
polls and folks back home talking about
him as a loser in 1972, Republican congressmen wanted to embellish their record with
some anti-Nixon votes. What better issue
than the SST, where grass roots supporters
are hard to find?
The defections permeated even the nineman House GOP leadership team, whose
loyalty is normally beyond quesiton. In a
bitter closed-door session before the vote,
Minority Leader Gerald Ford of Michigan
angrily told his lieutenants that SST was a
matter of personal loyalty, both to him and
the President. It didn't work. Five of the
nine voted against the President.
That split showed unprecedented hostilities among the House Republican leaders.
More important will be the memory of those
five party leaders walking down the center
aisle with green cards (against SST) to
place in the teller's ballot box. The impact
of that astonishing spectacle on previously
disciplined House Republican ranks could
be epidemic, eroding Mr. Nixon's abtlity to
sustain unpopular vetoes of spending bllls.
In fact, it strikes to the heart of White
House legislative strategy: a loyal House
Republican minority becoming a floating
majority with the addit ion of different combinations of relatively few Democrats. Nor
can a revised coalition be built now with
more Democrats. Rep. Hale Boggs of Louis!-
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ana; the new House Democratic leader, supported the SST, but for two weeks dodged a
meeting With Ford to coordinate strategy.
Ford can expect more of the same from
Boggs on other domestic legislation.
To optimists at the White House, these
hard days are only the vestige of the long
hard Winter, soon to be replaced by a more
favorable cherry blossom climate. But to
Republican realists the defeat of the SST
casts a shadow far darker and longer than
than the death of an airplane.

IS ANYBODY THERE? DOES
ANYBODY CARE?

HON. ROGER H. ZION
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
J~onday, J~arch 29, 1971

Mr. ZION. Mr. Speaker, this poem,
written by a young lady in my district,
shows how deeply she feels about the
inhumane treatment being given our
POW's. I want to share her moving
thoughts with my colleagues:
Is ANYBODY THERE? DOES ANYBODY CARE?
I lay in my lonely cell in the dark of night
Longing for my mama's bosom to rest my
head
My restless dream of smiling faces
Faraway voices calling out
Their reassurance of their love
I feel clinging arms swallowing my body
Smothering me until I can't breathe
I . . . . can't .... breathe ....
I wake up with sweat on my face
I find my fingers grasping my own arms
The dawn's glare becoming a reality
And I am here 1n this stinking hell
I fall on my knees
My eyes lifted towards heaven
"Dear God
Does anybody hear?
Does anybody care?"
In the shadows
My enemy's voice mocking back my words
Scorn on his face as he throws
The damned food
On the floor
I put the bitter morsel to my lips
And pretend it's mama's good food
I endure this rot to nourish my body
Always praying"God, I want to live!"
In the distant st111
I heard my comrades fighting a battle to
their deaths
I felt the moans and the suffering
Whispering to their last breath"Mama and daddyDon't cry for me
For in your hearts I'll always live!"
And I laughedAt the enemy!
Now the time has come when
The blood of my comrades is
Mixed in the son.
Their bodies you cannot hold as your own!
And I pound my fists against
The cold steel
My bitter tears
To gain my sanity!
A small ray of light appeared momentary
I reached out to touch it
As if an answer to my plea
I feel God's gentle touch in the peace of my
cell
His deliverance unto my soul
"My son, you will one day be free"
But again I whisper a silent reassuranceIs anybody there?
Does anybody care?

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
DAVID WEBBER OF WARREN
COUNTY, N.C.

HON. WILMER MIZELL
0~ NORTH CABOLXNA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Jlonday, Jlarch 29, 1971

Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, I rise at this
time to inform my colleagues of an editorial broadcast by WRAL-TV in Raleigh, N.C., on February 22, 1971.
On most occasions, editorials for this
station are voiced by Mr. Jesse Helms,
executive vice president of the Raleigh
station.
But this particular broadcast was
mainly the work of a young man named
David Webber, of Warren County, N.C.
David is 17 years old, he is a student at
San Diego State College, and he is black.
His words show wisdom beyond his
years and an objective viewPoint that few
men, black or white, are able to express so
precisely and effectively.
David's letter was written to the black
students at John Graham High School,
in North Carolina, which has recently
been troubled by violence and disruption.
I am inserting Mr. Helms' editorial,
including David Webber's letter, in the
REcoRD of today, and I urge my colleagues to read it carefully:
AN

EDITORIAL

ExPRESSION OF

THE

VOICE OF

FREE ENTERPRISE IN RALEIGH-DURHAM

(By Jesse Helms)
One of the more melancholy lamentations
of our time 1S most frequently stated in the
form of a rhetorical question: What has happened to reason? The answer, of course, is
that there are still plenty of voices of reason; they just don't make the headlines or
the newscasts. So we seldom hear them.
Last week we received a copy of a letter
written by a 17-year-old Negro boy, a native
of Warren County, now a freshman at San
Diego State College. David Webber has been
reading in California newspapers about the
violence and disruption taking place in the
high school at Warrenton-the high school
from which he himself was graduated just
last year.
So David Webber wrote a letter which he
asked to be placed in the hands of black students at Warrenton. David Webber's is a
voice of reason. We invite your attention
to excerpts from his letter:
Dear Future Citizens: We as young people want the world to be better for ourselves, but we are selfish and narrow-minded
toward creating a better world for others.
We want things changed in an instant that
have taken years to formulate ... the combined efforts (of black and white, and
shades in between) who have worked together for a better world. I do not say "perfect" world, but a better one.
I must mention selfishness and narrowmindedness again, for no greater example
do I know than disruption of school, disruption of a fellow human being's right to
learn and to make something of himself.
What we need is personal responsibilitynot students acting like five-year-olds who
throw tantrums when things don't go to suit
them, and who destroy a toy to keep another
child from playing with it.
This is what is happening in Warrenton
this year. The disruption and violence has
been caused by children, certainly not students and certainly not responsible adults,
who don "t know how to use the educational
process.
We all cry about "civil rights." We say that
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we have a right to stay out of school. I agree
. . . some also say that we have a "right"
to disrupt classes. I disagree! Our rights, no
matter what color we are, stop at the ends
of our noses.
When certain young people start saying
that they shouldn't go to school, I am inclined to agree. I am of the opinion that
there should be a place to send people who
crave to be illiterate. If they don't want to
learn, if they don't want to better themselves,
they should not take up space needed for
people who do want to learn and who do want
to better themselves. The schools should not
be burdened with those who do not Wish to
make the effort to be responsible citizens.
Too many of us cry and gripe that "the
man" is "holding us back" We need to understand that we are holding ourselves back
by not making !~1 use of what is available.
Thousands upon thousands of opportunities
are open to all of us. We need to ask ourselves-what qualities are these opportunities looking for, in us? Punctuality-being
where we are supposed to be when we are
supposed to be there. Neatness-keeping ourselves clean and well-kempt, even if it be in
patched overalls. Responsibility-to fulfill
one's obligations to himself and to others.
Maturity-the ability to keep one's cool in
an emergency. And finally, a record of willingness to work-and that includes working
with others.
The opportunity is there at Warrenton
for you to use, not abuse. It is not our school
that Will bear the stigma of disruption. It
is the disrupters who will forever bear the
stigma who, through their actions, have
shown that they don't want to learn, but
just to mess up a good thing for everyone
else. Students, don't let a handful of troublemakers rob you of your rights to learn and
make something of yourselves.
(Signed: David G. Webber, San Diego State
COllege.)
The preceding was a letter written by a
1970 graduate of John Graham High School
at Warrenton. David Webber is 17; he 18
black. And, as we said at the outset, his 1s
a voice of reason too seldom heard amidst
the clash and clamor of turmoil and unrest.
We thought you'd be interested in David's
attitude--and his courage in offering advice
to his friends back home.

STOL TECHNOLOGY AND AIRPORT
PLANNING

HON. JAMES W. SYMINGTON
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday~ March 29, 1971

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. Speaker, as a
member of the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, I have noted the new
emphasis which NASA places on its first
"A." aeronautics, and particularly
NASA's determination to assist in the
development of technology to create a
short takeoff-and-landing plane for commercial use by 1978. The FAA has also
announced new STOL studies.
\Ve should welcome this new emphasis
because of the growing problems of air
trafiic control and heavy congestion of
existing airports. As former FAA Administrator General Elwood "Pete" Quesada
stated recently, flights of up to 500 miles
constitute approximately 40 percent of
all commercial air traffic. The perfection
of STOL, therefore, within 7 years' time
would effectively reduce the trafiic prob-
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lems of major airports. Nevertheless, we
find plans for future airports which will
not come into being in less than a decade being made oblivious of and without reference to either the current state
of the art or its near future prospects.
In order to justify carrying out airport
plans initiated before STOL possibiliti~s
were considered, recent developments m
the field are simply being ignored. For
example, Mr. Arven H. Saunders, director of planning for a proposed new $500
million airport in Illinois to complement
and ultimately supplant Lambert Field,
has been quoted by a St. Louis PostDispatch editorial of March 10, 1971, as
saying that it would be a "tragedy" to
risk the economic future of the bistate
area on a theoretical airplane "that is
not even off the drawing boards."
Mr. Speaker, the tragedy would be
rather to go forward with such a huge
investment without at least examining
the possibilities inherent in a number
of STOL aircraft which have been off the
drawing boards and up and away for
some time. These would include McDonnell Douglas' 50-passenger experimental
STOL, and De Havilland's "Buffalo"
which claims to be a very quiet STOL
plane.
There is no particular reason to believe
that airport planners in other parts of
the country have a greater awareness of
the prospects of STOL. For this reason,
Mr. Speaker, I would recommend a STOL
symposium to catch the national attention and incorporate such practical demonstrations as can feasibly be made at
this time. I would very much hope, since
the question of airport needs is a very
lively one in St. Louis at present, that
appropriate authorities there together
with interested manufacturers might
welcome such a symposium to St. Louis.
Moreover Missouri's recent emergency
fund bill includes an appropriation of
$125,000 to study the airport needs of
the greater St. Louis area. An on-site
STOL symposium would provide valuab1P £Uidance for such a study.

REPORT TO NINTH DISTRICT
CONSTITUENTS

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, under
the leave to extend my remarks in the
RECORD, I include the following:
COMMENTARY ON THE SST
Each Session of the Congress produces a
few dramatic votes. The 92nd Congress had
its first such moment last week when the
House rejected funding for the Supersonic
Transport (SST) by a 217-to-204 vote. The
Senate followed with a 51-to-46 vote against
the project.
The debate on the SST has centered on
the President's request for $290 million to
continue the development of the aircraft
ln Fiscal Year 1971. In the final days of the
91st Congress, the House approved the request, but the Senate rejected it. A HouseSenate conference committee agreed to fund
the program at $210 million until March 30,
1971, and the compromise was accepted by
both Houses.
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The President then asked the 92nd Congress for $134 million for the final quarter of
FY 1971 (April-July) to bring the development program up to its full funding level. It
was this request that was rejected by the
House and Senate. The President has requested $281 million for the SST in the
budget for Fiscal Year 1972, but the future
of the project is uncertain.
My vote against continued funding of the
SST was based on several factors:
NATIONAL PRIORITIES
The funding of the SST--an appropriation
of public money for a private purpose-<lemands tax dollars at a time when we face
enormous Federal budget deficits, for Fiscal
Years 1971 and 1972. The project is absorbing millions of dollars of public money and
thousands of years of skilled labor at a time
when there are urgent needs for these resources in health, education, housing, crime,
pollution, rural and urban development, to
name a few.
I have serious reservations, too, about
spending the tax resources of many Americans to provide a few Americans (about 3
percent) with prestige transportation over
a few transoceanic routes which will shave
only a small amount of travel time on a
door-to-door basis.
THE ECONOMICS
Continued development of the SST poses
great uncertainties in the area of economics.
My major concern is that the government is
investing heavily in an aircraft which apparently does not have commercial attractiveness. A survey of the Nation's best-known
economists-from Milton Friedman on the
right to John Kenneth Galbraith on the
left-rejected the marketability of the SST.
If the market was really there, the economists argued, forced-feeding by the government would not be necessary. The cost
of prototypes of the SST will cost the taxpayer $1¥2 billion, but that may only be the
beginning. With the present financial plight
of the airline industries, it appears to me
that they can only come to the government
to finance the major developmental costs.
Put simply, why shouldn't the SST stand
or fall in the competitive market?
Proponents argue that the SST will provide many jobs. Undeniably, it is an important source of employment. However, we
should not be persuaded by a philosophy of
make-work, in which employees are hired to
do less important tasks. The argument of job
creation assumes that nothing else will happen 1f the SST program is stymied. Surely,
money not spent on the SST will fiow into
other job-creating investments.
THE ENVIRONMENT
Much of the opposition to the SST has
centered around its engine noise, the sonic
boom it will create, air pollution and possible climatic effects. This argument has not
carried decisive weight with me, but the
environment problems are serious, laiogely
unanswered, and must be taken into consideration. If the SST production does proceed, all of us, proponents and opponents,
must make every effort to reduce the harmful environmental aspects of the aircraft.
PRESTIGE
Probably the strongest argument for the
SST was that its development was essential
to keep the U.S. in the forefront of aviation
technology. The British-French SST (the
Concorde) is obviously in trouble, with operating costs twice those of the 747, and a
decision pending on whether or not to proceed with produc1iion. Moreover, I wonder if
it is proper to base a decision to go ahead
with the project on any generalized concept of the enhancement of American prestige. I question that international prestige is
a valid argument since the U.S. already has
more than one type of operational aircraft
capable of Mach 3 flight.
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Finally, I should say that all of us-opponents and proponents-believe that the
SST should be built. The debate is on the
rate of development and the extent of government financing.

MRS. B. J. BANDY: A $22,000 DEBT
PAID FOR IN BEDSPREADS AND
EVENTUALLY BUILT A CITY

HON. JOHN J. FLYNT, JR.
OF GEORGIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Speaker, in a recent
issue of the Chattanooga, Tenn., News
Free Press there appeared an article
about Mrs. B. J. Bandy of Dalton, Ga.
The article was written by Mrs. Helen
M'Donald Exum and tells the story of
how Mrs. Bandy and her late husband
literally began what is now a major industry in the United States.
From a very modest beginning, which
is described in this article, there developed the tufted chenille bedspread industry which in turn became the carpet
industry and Dalton, Ga., became the
carpet capital of the world.
In a very interestingly written article
Mrs. Exum tells the story of how Mr. and
Mrs. Bandy got into the bedspread business and later the carpet industry more
or less by accident. When someone once
described her as a pioneer in the industry, she replied:
Oh, I never think of myself as a pioneer.
All I could think of back in the depression
was how on earth my husband and I were
going to get out of debt.

Mrs. Bandy is now nearing 80 and
can look back on a life of service and
many contributions of her time, her talents and her material goods to her home
and community. Her son, B. J. Bandy, Jr.,
put it this way:
The story portrays a lovely lady. Her interests have been many over her eighty years
but devotion to her family always has been
first. She has been a wonderful mother.

Mr. Speaker, it is with much pleasure
that I include Mrs. Exum's article on
Mrs. Bandy as a part of my remarks:
[From the Chattanooga News-Free Press,
Chattanooga, Tenn.)
MRs. B. J. BANDY! A $22,000 DEBT PAID FOR
IN BEDSPREADS AND EvENTUALLY BUILT A
CITY
(By Helen M'Donald Exum)
Dalton, Ga., that pleasant town about 30
miles south of Chattanooga on the way to
Atlanta, is now the carpet capital of the
world. It is a boom town where fortunes are
made and sometimes lost, and the carpets
that come out of 75 or so mills there are
shipped all over the world.
One of the pioneers in the industry is a
woman, Mrs. B. J. Bandy, and she is undoubtedly the first lady of Dalton. Many
credit her with starting the whole thing.
"Oh I never think of myself as a pioneer,
honey. All I could think of back in the depression was how on earth my husband and
I were going to get out of debt. B. J. and I
had a country store when the depression hit.
We did a large credit business and many o!
our customers had to take bankruptcy, and
didn't pay us a dime. We owed our suppliers
$22,000 and we were determined to pay them
ln full, but how?
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"We thought and thought. B. J. was a
telegrapher with the Southern Railway when
we married, and he kept his job along with
the store and taught me how to be a telegrapher. too. He made $57.50 a month, but
that wouldn't pay all we owed."
This was about the time that tufted bedspreads were coming in. Most of us can remember the roadside stands that dotted
Highway 41 between here and Dalton with
every variety of spreads on the lines. But no
one had thought of taking them to other
parts of the country.
Mrs. Bandy went to Mrs. Catherine Evans
Whitener, who started the tufted bedspreads
and got her permission to copy five designs.
She got these tufted, bought one new dress,
and since her husband was an employee of
the Southern Railroad, got a free railroad
pass to New York.
"I had never been farther away from home
than Atlanta. I took the bundle of sample
spreads, my suitcase, and took a seat on the
day coach, sitting up all night until the
train got to Washington. I'll never forget it,''
she says.
"I didn't even know that you could check
your suitcase in the terminal, so I got off
the train with my bag and my spreads and
made my way to Woodward and Lothrop.
When I got to the buyer's office I must have
looked a sight, but I showed him what I
had to sell. I told him I'd never sold anything before, and he smiled and said he
knew!
"But do you know, he was wonderful. He
ordered 400 spreads at $4 a spread. I figured
I could get them made for $2 each, so maybe
we would get out of debt after all!
"I was so excited I got the train to Ba.ltimore and sold 200 more at Hochschild and
Kohns. This was so much more than we had
hoped that I didn't even go on to New York,
but turned around and came home. We had
to hire people to tuft the spreads, had to
figure out how to get so many stamped with
the stamping irons, the shipping problems.
But we filled the orders."
From this start she used her pass to go to
New York and to Macy's. Her first order the;re
was for 1,000 if she would sell them for $3.
She did. She also began using those free railroad passes and spent many nights on day
coaches as she made regular trips to Boston,
New York, Chicago, Washington, wherever
she could talk a buyer into buying tufted
bedspil'eads from Georgia.
This was a cottage industry and the
Bandys had people all around tufting the
spreads that they would stamp. Whole families worked on the spreads. When the wage
and hour law came in with the New Deal,
many thought the bedspread business was
all over.
"I was just praying the bedspread business
would last long enough for us to pay the
$22,000 we owed," she remembers.
But technology took over. The old-fashioned goose neck Singer sewing machine
was adapted so that the spread could be
machine tufted. The Bandys opened their
first factory in a tin building down on Thornton Avenue. I asked if I could get a picture
of the first factory. "Oh, honey, it was nothing. We wouldn't have wanted a picture of
that!" she said.
The new machine age was born. Mr. Bandy
later bought a large plant in North 0a.rolina;
he established the Southern Craft Co. in
Rome, Georgia, and built Bartow Textile Co.
in Cartersville. He is credited with being the
first man to ever make a million dollwrs in
the bedspread business.
From tufting bedspreads it was a natural
step to use much the same principle to tuft
carpets. The Bandy family were among the
first to get into the carpet business, taking
advantage of every innovation. Her son, B.
J. Bandy is currently vice president of Coronet Carpets which recently metrged with
R. C. A. in a stock exchange. "Why, Coronet
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was started just 10 years ago in this very Some of what has been said and writliVing room," she told me.
ten made sense and was accurate; some
Her daughter, Mrs. Joseph K. McCutchen,
of it, unfortunately, bordered on the abis the wife of the chairman of the boards of surd and hysterical. In the cold light of
both J. and C. Carpet Co. and Universal carpet of Ellijay, Georgia. McCutchen is the day following the votes on the SST, the
holder of more than 30 major patents in tuft- Washington Daily News printed an editorial which I believe makes a great deal
ing technology.
You cannot drive through the streets of of sense and I commend it to my colDalton with Mrs. B. J. Bandy without detect- leagues for their reading. Under the pering her wide interests, her enthusiasm, her mission heretofore unanimously granted
drive. "There's our new bank. Isn't it beau- me, I include this editorial which was
tiful? Over there is a carpet business that published in the Washington Daily
has expanded and expanded so that it includes a whole block. That landscaping is News of March 25, 1971:
No OBIT FoR THE SST
nice, isn't it? I like the water fountain."
We drove out by Dalton Junior College, a
Backers of the supersonic transport plans
beautifully planned college. She is a member are confronted with two choices now that
of the board of trustees. All the classrooms both houses of Congress have cut off future
are carpeted.
federal aid.
Dicksie Bradley Bandy is not only a super
The can quietly bury the SST project,
saleswoman with lots of dynamic ideas for a leaving the supersonic field to the British,
family business, but she 1s both civic and the French and the Russians.
history minded. In memory of Mr. Bandy,
Or they can try to revive the SST-either
who died in 1948, and a granddaughter, thru private financing, government-guarChristie McCutchen, who was kllled 1n an anteed loans or a combination of both.
automobile accident at the University of
The only responsible choice is to keep
Georgia, her family established an intensive trying.
care unit at the Dalton Hospital.
This wouldn't be pigheaded stubbornness.
"I think people should be interested in It simply would reflect the conviction of
everything, and help wherever they can. Life many knowledgeable Americans (including
is more than just business. Once my husband nearly half the members of Congress as well
went to see a man about possibly selling a as this newspaper) that supersonic travel is
plant, and they had 1unch together. The man bound to come-and the United States
talked nothing but business all through should go after its share of the market.
lunch, and my husband decided nort to get
The 51-46 vote yesterday in the Senate
involved."
and last week's 215-204 vote in the House
Mrs. Bandy says that as she was growing are not convincing enough to drop abruptly
up as Dicksie Bradley with all her brothers a project which so far has cost the taxpayand sisters, as the daughter of a country ers $864 mill1on and could cost a billion
doctor, she always felt sorry for the Indians dollars once contract cancellation penalties
and thought they had been trea.ted badly. are computed.
She had watched the once magnificent old
As Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., said,
Vann house, built by Cherokee James Cle- this is too stiff a price to pay for unproven
ment Vann, fall into disrepair. She inter- scare stories about sonic booms, skin canested the Whitfield Murray County Historical cer and air pollution.
"The SST program is a program to build
Society in restoring it and they bought the
big house at Spring Place outside Dalton for two prototypes," he points out. "No one ever
claimed this would have any adverse effect
$5,000. Of course, it took another $75,000 to
restore it, but it is the only mansion type on the environment."
There is always the chance-however rehome in America built by an Indian.
When she needed help in decorating it, she mote--that Congress will change its mind
just called Mr. Scalamandre in New York, about the SST. Perhaps some kind of parwho came down to get the feel of it and tial funding can be arranged for the fiscal
ended up donating $8,000 worth of m&tertal year starting in July.
In t-he meantime, the Nixon administrafor the draperies. When it was dedicated,
Will Rogers, Jr., a descendant of the Vanns, tion should continue exploring every poscame, as well as governors, dignitaries and sible way to keep this project alive-even
represent81tives from the Cherokees in Okla- if it means backing private loans with fedhoma. Dicksie Bradley Bandy was made an eral credit.
This is the wrong time to write an obituAmbassador of the Cherokee Nation by W. W.
Keeler, president of Phillips Petroleum 1n ary for the SST. The stakes are too high.
And
the funeral would be far too expensive.
Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Today Mrs. Bandy can look about her at
the changes that have come to her part of
the country in her lifetime. The country doctor's daughter has made the big time without
AMERICAN POW'S-WE DO CARE
losing for a minute her compassion for people who have been treated unjustly, as well
as for the sick, her patriotism that feels we
must save the best of the past for the future,
OF CONNECTICUT
and her love of people and of life. Mrs. Bandy
is the first lady of Dalton, and a gracious,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
down-to-earth Southern lady in the best
Tuesday, March 23, 1971
sense of the word.
Mr. STEELE. Mr. Speaker, it has been
7 years since the first U.S. serviceman,
PROGRESS OR AN EXPENSIVE
Capt. Floyd J. Thompson, was imFUNERAL?
prisoned in Southeast Asia. Today he is
among the almost 1,600 young men of
our Armed Forces listed as missing in action or prisoners of war.
OF NEW YORK
The North Vietnamese and Vietcong
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HON. ROBERT H. STEELE

HON. JOHN J. ROONEY
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. ROONEY of New York. Mr.
Speaker, much has been said here, in
the other body, and in the press on the
fate of the supersonic transport project.

have claimed that they are treating

American prisoners of war humanely.
but there is clear evidence that this is
not true. They have, in fact, consistently
ignored the requirements of the Geneva
Convention. They have never released
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the names of all the U.S. prisoners they
hold. They have not released sick and
wounded prisoners. They have not allowed impartial inspections of prisonersof-war facilities. And they have not permitted a regular :flow of mail between
the prisoners and their families.
The North Vietnamese Government
has often indicated that it does not
really believe that the American people
care about their captured servicemen.
As a cosponsor of legislation in the
House which designates this week as
"National Week of Concern for Prisoners of War/Missing in Action," I am
hopeful that this congressional action
will help to dispel this grave misconception in Hanoi.
I am also hopeful that this national
expression of concern for our missing
and captured servicemen will focus new
attention on the callous disregard the
North Vietnamese Government has
shown for its own military personnel
captured and missing in South Vietnam.
Hanoi continues to deny that its army
has invaded South Vietnam and consequently treats its own 8,000 prisoners
of war in South Vietnam as nonpersons.
It denies that these 8,000 men exist and
has rejected all proposals for prisoner
exchanges.
Hanoi's stand on the prisoner-of-war
issue thus contravenes not only the most
basic interest of the American people,
but of the Vietnamese people themselves, north and south. It is a policy
which cannot stand exposure to the light
of world opinion and one which we
therefore must continue to expose with
all the resources at our command.

IN DEFENSE OF RIVERS

HON. F. EDWARD HEBERT
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I want to
insert in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a
letter to the editor which appeared in the
Charleston, S.C., News and Courier on
March 23, 1971.
The letter, which speaks for itself, was
written by members of the L. Mendel
Rivers Monument Committee:
DEFENSE OF RIVERS
To THE NEWS AND COURIER:
Congratulations to Sen. Strom Thurmond
for springing to the defense of our beloved
friend, the late L. Mendel Rivers, who has, in
a Senate hearing, been accused by Sen. Abraham Rlrbicoff in what, under the circumstances, we consider to be an unfair and
cowardly manner.
As we understand from newspaper accounts, the accusation is based solely on two
alleged conversations between Sen. Riblcoff
and the late Congressman Rivers in the fall
of 1969. I f any such conversations did indeed
take place, obviously the living may report
anything he chooses, while the dead is forever silent.
One wonders, if his accusations were true,
1f by withholding the sale! vital evidence for
more than two years Mr. Ribicoff does not to
some extent indict himself. If such should
be the case, would he not by his silence dur-

ing this time become somewhat of an accessory to whatever wrongdoing he now claims
was going on?
Any citizen knows that no court will accept "hearsay evidence," and it only takes a
grain of common sense to tell one that what
a living person, with no witnesses, states that
a dead one said is just that.
Sen. Fritz Hollings, like Sen. Thurmond,
is also to be commended for making a similar
admirable defense on the floor of the Senate
when the New York Post printed an inexcusably tasteless and indeed abhorrent article on the day of the Illite Congressman's
funeral.
It 1s expected that all great men wm have
enemies, but let it be known that the true
friends (Republican, Democrat, Independent, or whatever) of L. Mendel Rivers, who
admired him in life and revere him in death,
will not forget that he literally gave h1s life
for our interests and those of our country.
We shall never stand by and fail to speak out
when any attempt shall be made, either directly or by inference, to besmirch a name
which he made great by sacrificial service to
his God, his country and to us, his fellowmen.
J. A. HAMRICK,
JOSEPH P. RILEY,
HAROLD SIMMONS
F. JULIAN LEAMOND,
W. HAROLD BUTT,
13 Broad St.

AN AMENDMENT TO IMPROVE THE
POSTAL REFORM ACT

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, as a member of the House Post Office and Civil
Service Cominittee, I have been pleased
with the progress we have made in providing the citizens of the United States
with the best possible mail service. With
the implementation of the Postal Reform
Act this July, we will have produced a
mail service that is convenient to the
public as well as reliable.
However, I feel that the Postal Reform
Act would be greatly improved with the
adoption of the amendment which I have
just introduced. The amendment will
prohibit the unsolicited mailing of
cigarettes and the unsolicited mailing of
merchandise for which payment is required or expected. The amendment
would also restrict the mailing of drugs.
The banning of unsolicited mailing of
cigarettes and merchandise is necessary,
because, unfortunately, there are some
who would abuse the privilege of the mail
by using the mail service for their own
convenience. I include in this group those
tobacco companies who send sample
cig arettes to a random selection of the

population. I also include those companies who send unsolicited merchandise
through the mail, and then bill the
recipient for receiving the parcel. Mr.

Speaker, I have introduced this amendment to stop this harassment of the
public.

Restrictions on the handling of drugs
and other controlled substances covered
by the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 are
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necessary to insure that these items
reach only those who have requested
them and who are authorized to receive
them. Dangerous and readily abused
drugs must be handled with special and
meticulous caution.
The amendment follows:
A bill to amend title 39, United States
Code, as enacted by the Postal Reorganization Act, to prohibit the ma111ng of unsolicited merchandise for which a remittance 1s
required and of unsolicited samples of cigarettes, to regulate the mailing of drugs covered by title II of the Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970,
and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of
Representatives of the United States of
AmeriCa in Congress assembled, That sec-

tion 8001 of title 39, United States Code, as
enacted by the Postal Reorganization Act
(84 Stat. 745 and 746; Public Law 91-375)
and amended by the Act of January 8, 1971
(84 Stat. 1974; Public Law 91-662), is
amended(!) by redesignating subsection (f) as subsection (g) ; and
(2) by inserting immediately below subsection (e) the following new subsection:
"(f) (1) Any sample of any cigarette
mailed without the prior express written
consent or request of the addressee is nonmailable matter, shall not be carried or delivered by man, and shall be disposed of as
the Postal Service directs. The Postal Service may permit the transmission in the mails,
under regulations prescribed by the Postal
SerVice, of any such unsolicited sample addressed to a physician, chemist, or medical
technician engaged in medical research or to
a hospital, clinic, laboratory, medical school,
or other agency, institution, or organization,
whether government or private, engaged in
medical research or having medical research
facillties. Such regulations shall proVide that
the envelope, package, or other cover under
which such unsolicited sample is mailed
shall bear on its face in eonspicuous type a
notice, 1n words prescribed by the Postal
Service, to the effect that such envelope,
package, or other cover contains a sample
of one or more cigarettes unsolicited by the
addressee but which may be of interest or
assistance to the addressee for purposes of
medical research.
"(2) As used in this subsection, 'cigarette'
bas the meaning provided by section 1332 ( 1)
(A) and (B) of title 15."
SEc. 2. (a) Chapter 30 of title 39, United
States Code, as enacted by the Postal Reorganization Act (84 Stat. 745-751; Public
Law 91-375) and amended by the Act of
January 8, 1971 (84 Stat. 1974; Public Law
91-662), is amended by inserting immediately following section 3001 thereof the following new section:
"§ 3001A. Maillng of certain drugs and other
controlled substances covered by
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970
" (a) Any controlled substance otherwise
legally acceptable in the mails is nonmailable matter, shall not be carried or delivered
by mail, and shall be disposed of as the
Postal Service directs, unless such controlled
substance is mailed" ( 1) in response to the prior express written order or request of the addressee and
"(2) under such conditions as the Postal
Service shall prescribe in order to provlde-"(A) security in the handling of such
controlled substance in the malls, and
"(B) certainty of personal delivery of such
controlled substance to the addressee, and
"(C) proof of when, where, and the person to whom such controlled substance was
delivered; and
"(3) upon agreement by the ma.nu!acturer, distributor, or other sender of such
controlled substance to pay, 1f such con-
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trolled substa.nce is not delivered after such
period of time as the Postal Service shall
prescribe, an additional postal fee to be fixed
by the Postal Service to cover its cost of
return of such controlled substance to the
manufacturer, distributor, or other sender;
and
"(4) under a cover which bears the name
and address of the manufacturer, distributor,
or other sender of such controlled substance
and indicates on its face, by such notice as
the Postal Service shall prescribe, that such
cover contains a controlled substance which
has been ordered or requested by the addressee.
"(b) For the purposes of this section,
'controlled substance' has the meaning provided by section 102(6) of title II (the Controlled Substances Act) of the Comprehensive
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of
1970 (84 Stat. 1243; Public Law 91-513).
" (c) The Postal Service shall prescribe and
issue special regulations for the administration of this section.".
(b) The table of sections of chapter 30 of
title 39, United States Code, as enacted by
the Postal Reorganization Act (84 Stat. 745;
Public La.w 91-375), is amended by inserting"8001A. Ma1llng of certain drugs and other
controlled substances covered by
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970."
immediately below"3001. Nonmailable matter.".
SEc. 3. (a) Chapter 83 of title 18, United
States Code, relating to offenses against the
Postal Service, is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:
"§ 1738. Unlawful malling of certain drugs
and other controlled substances
covered by Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act
of 1970
"(a) Whoever willfully uses the mails for
the maillng, carriage in the malls, or delivery
of any controlled substance in violation of
section 3001A of title 39, or willfully violates
any regulation of the Postal Service prescribed and issued under such section 3001A,
shall be fined not more than $1,000 for each
offense.
"(b) As used in this section, 'controlled
substance' has the meaning provided by section 102(6) of title II (the Controlled Substances Act) of the Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970.".
(b) The table of sections of chapter 83 of
title 18, United States Code, is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
item:
"1738. Unlawful mailing of certain drugs and
other controlled substances covered
by Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970.".
SEc. 4. (a) Chapter 30 of title 39, United
States Code, as enacted by the Postal Reorganization Act (84 Stat. 745-751; Public
Law 91-375), and amended by the Act of
January 8, 1971 (84 Stat. 1974; Public Law
91-662), is amended by inserting immediately following section 3009 thereof the following new section:
"§ 3009A. Mailing of unsolicited merchandise
for which payment is required or
expected
"Any item of merchandise mailed without
the prior express written consent or request
of the addressee and payment for which by
the addressee is required or expected by the
sender is nonmailable matter, shall not be
carried or delivered by mail, and shall be
disposed of as the Postal Service directs.".
(b) The table of sections of chapter 30 of
title 39, United States Code, as enacted by the
Postal Reorganization Act (84 Stat. 745; Publlc Law 91-375), is amended by ir..serting-
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"3009A. Mailing C1f unsoUcited merchandise upon the opening of this exhibit, unanfor which payment is required or imous in their praise and approval, folexpected."
lows:
immediately below[From the New York Post, Mar. 3, 1971]
"3009. Mailing of unordered merchandise.".
A GRIM TRIP: "DRUG SCENE"
SEc. 5. Section 3009 of title 39, United
(By Jerry Tallmer)
States Code, as enacted by the Postal Reorganization Act (84 Stat. 749; Public Law
They passed in through the coffins at the
91-375), is amended by adding at the end entrance to the show, 10 kids, mostly black,
thereof the following new subsection:
and their teacher, a young white woman,
" (e) The foregoing provisions of this sec- and now stood contemplating some freetion shall not impair, change, or otherwise standing photo-figures each labeled: "I'm on
affect the application and operation of any drugs."
other section of this chapter.".
A little boy about 7 stood himself next to
SEc. 6. The amendments made by this Act one of the photo-figures. "She 'bout the
shall become effective at the beginning of the same size as me," he remarked.
third calendar month following the date C1f
A llttle girl pointed to another of the figenactment of this Act or on such earlier date ures. "What's that," she said, "a girl or boy?"
or dates, published in the Federal Register The teacher looked and said: "A girl. Do you
by the Board of Governors of the Postal think she'll live to be a grownup?" "Nope,"
Service, as the Board may prescribe.
said her student, and the group moved on into
the rest of the exhibit.
It is called "Drug Scene," and it opened
last week for three months at the Museum
of
the City of New York, Fifth Av. and 103dMUSEUM OF THE CITY OF NEW
104th Sts., where it is already smashing atYORK-NARCOTICS EXHIBIT
tendance records.
All day long on weekdays the school buses
pull up and the kids pour out. Sunday was
even heavier, some 5500 in a continually moving line, bringing the total by the end of that
OF NEW YORK
fifth
day of the show to 17,500.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Normal Sunday attendance, says Joseph
Monday, March 29, 1971
V. Noble, director of the museum, would be
''2000 to 2500, tops," He recommends week~r.SCF.rE~.~r.Speaker,eachday
day lunch hours, 12-2, as the best time to
three New Yorkers die, victims of the avoid the crush.
horror of drug abuse. Eaeh day, drug
The kids were looking at the blownup face
abusers commit nearly one-half of all of a man taking LSD, and the LSD he was
crimes reported to the New York City taking, cut into the photo at the appropriate
Police Department. Each day, the drug spot, was the real stuff.
"He takin' a drug pill, and he gives me the
crisis, leaving no s:egment of this Nacreeps at night,'' said one of the little girls
tion untouched, becomes increasingly of
the fourth grade, PS 6, the Bronx.
severe.
"Don't worry about it, Annie,'' said her
We in the Congress must do all pos- teacher. "Better he gives you the creeps
sible to put an end to this spreading ad- now."
A new group came walking through.
diction and fatal abuse. A comprehen"If you have a question," said their teacher,
sive, coordinated effort to direct all of
the resources at our command toward "go up to the 'Ask Me' man and ask."
The "Ask Me" men wear big buttons saythis goal must be developed. The Con- ing:
"Ask Me," and they are reformed--or
gress, the Executive, and the citizens of reforming-addicts.
There were two of them
this Nation must be made to realize that on hand right then.
a~:. long as hard drugs permeate our land,
One of them made himself available to a
as long as they infect our youth, if it little girl who was studying a bunch of marieveryone's dilemma, we must all live with juana cigarettes.
"What do they put in there?" she asked,
it, and together we must all solve it.
Congressional and Executive action pointing to the reefers.
said the "Ask Me" man, pointing
might well begin to bring us to a solu- to "This,"
powdered marijuana and then to a marition. But that is not enough. Our media, juana leaf. "You see, you dry it out, then
our educational and cultural institu- crush it up."
tions, and our people themselves, must
He pointed high up to a window sm. "We
act so as to influence and increase our have the plants growing up there," he saidand
sure enough, they do. The little girl
commitment to the eradication of this
reached out to try and touch a marijuana
growing crisis.
it and all the rest are securely
The ~useum of the City of New York, leaf, but
behind thick plastic shields.
through a $65,000 grant frorr. the New bolted
A little boy walked up and jabbed the "Ask
York State Narcotic Addiction Control Me" man in the elbow.
Commission, is now staging a timely ex"How do you feel when you take it?" he
hibit entitled "Drug Scene." It is the first asked.
"How do you feel when you take mariexhibit about drug abuse staged by a
museum in this country and it has been juana?" said the "Ask Me" man. "Well, kind
light. Music sounds great. You feel kind
a complete success. By taking this prob- of happy.
It all depends on the setting you're
lem directly to the people of New York, of
in when you smoke it."
the museum and the city have discovered
And then he informed the boy, and others
a neutral ground for family and school listening what else might happen to people
groups to :e xamine the facts and the prob- who start smoking marijuana.
The group moved along the "Ask Me" man
lems of drug abuse in a dramatic and
moving with them.
effective manner.
"That there-that's methadone," he said.
The success of this kind of endeavor
"See, you use that to help you stop taking
demands that there be more of the same, dope.
here-this here's an encounter
in museums, schools, and cities, all sessionThis
in group therapy. You see,'' he said
across the Nation.
to a Puerto Rican girl, "I run encounters."
A series of reviews which app:eared And he explained them.

HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER
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Toward the end of the exhibit at a red "hot
line" telephone stood another "Ask Me" man,
a brown man of about 30 with a neat mustache and intense eyes. A bunch of kids were
clust.P.red around him, enthralled.
"How did you feel when you were taking
dope?" one of them asked.
"Very aching," said the "Ask Me" man, recruited here from the Bushwick methadone
program. "You get aches and pains all over.
Plus you break out in cold and hot sweats.
And on top of all this you might take too
much."
"An overdose," said a kid.
"Right, and it will kill you instantly."
A girl asked: "When you're on speed, do
you feel funny?"
"Like you're on the roof, and want to jump
right off it."
He was asked which drug he thought was
worst.
"All bad. All. But," he said, slowly and
emphatically, "I would say the worst one is
heroin. And LSD is very bad because it puts
you through hallucinations.
REALLY TRUE

"I might be with my wife, and I might take
a knife and stab her in the heart."
The kids were wide-eyed, silent, listening,
a.s the "Ask Me" man told of other horrors.
Finally one boy asked: "Is this really true?"
"Yeah," said the "Ask Me" man bluntly,
"it's the truth. Any time you go on drugs
there's no future for your life whatsoever.
You lose your self-respect, and you definitely
don't love anyone else. So please don't ever
take no kind of drugs. I've experienced it
and I know.
"There were 10 of us on drugs, and only
two of us are alive now. Two were killed by
police. The others were ODs."
The kids nodded and a tall girl said: "If
you start doing it once . . ."
"If you do it once you can't stop," said
the "Ask Me" man. "If you do it one time,
you're going to do it two, if you do it two
times, you're going to do it three."
Says museum director Noble: "One thing
has astounded me. I hadn't been prepared
for it. We get kids down to 10-year-olds confiding to the 'Ask Me' men that they're shooting it up.
"The 'Ask Me' man can get them help
through the 'hot line' telephone but he usually says first: 'Have you told your parents?'
The kids say: 'My parents would throw me
out.' He says: 'Bring your parents back to
the show and maybe we can talk to them

too'."
According to Noble there have been about
10 such confessions--or cries for help-a
day, or 40 to 50 in all so far.
At the end of the show there's a family
portrait, Dad, Mom, the kids, the dog-and
a medicine cabinet full of "legal" pills in
Mom's tummy, a cabinet of liquor and another of cigarettes in Dad's.
"We are all part of the drug scene" is
written over their heads-in English and
Spanish, like everything else in the show.
"Hey, Red, look," said a little white girl to
her chum while pointing to all the TVblatted remedies in Mom's tummy, "they tell
us this stuff is safe."
"I gave my sister an aspirin the other day,"
said her friend.
"You stupid, you really are," said the first
girl, giggling.
"Anything taken in excess is dangerous,"
said their teacher as they started out of
the exhibit.
Another group came up and stared at all
the familiar brand names and then at a
strange man standing there, writing things
down in a reporter's notebook.
"My mother takes that," said one of the
children to the writing man, pointing to a
headache remedy. "Why do they have this
here?" And a bunch of other kids echoed his
question.

"Anything taken in excess is dangerous,"
said the writing man, doing the best he
could to explain why.
You could see t he light dawn.
"Ohhh," said a girl pointing to each item
in turn, with t he others shaking their heads
in agreement, "sleepies are bad for you, headache pills are bad for you, diet pills are bad
for you . . ."
Out by the coffins at the entrance a little
white boy of about 6 grasped: "Coffins! Is it
real?"
By the coffins there is a sign that reads:
"Three New Yorkers will die today from
overdoses and diseases caused by drugs."
[From the New York Sunday News, Feb. 14,
1971]
CITY MUSEUM SETS ExHmiT ON NARCOTICS

(By Edward Benes)
A trip through the world of narcotics, dramatically portrayed by life-size three-dimensional, free-standing murals, awaits visitors
to the Museum of the City of New York when
a special exhibition opens Feb. 24. Entitled
"Drug Scene," it will be the first major exhibition concerned with drug abuse ever presented by a museum in this country, Director
Joseph Veach Noble said.
"This provocative exhibition was proposed
as an attempt to show that not only is a
museum a mirror to the past, but also can
serve as a powerful visual educational medium to today's problem, which will be tomorrow's past," he said.
Noble called drug addiction today's No. 1
problem in the city and said although the
exhibition will not cure someone who is an
addict, Lt might help prevent someone from
either experimenting with drugs or stop an
experimenter from going deeper into habit.
COST IS $65,000

Noble was confident that the exhibit, funded at a cost of $65,000 by the State Narcotic
Add<iotion Control Commission, would be
watched carefully by other cultural organizations and museums throughout the country.
"If we seem to meet with any measure of success in attracting people, on what I consider to be neutral grounds, in a museum, to
become more educated in all aspects of this
terrible drug epidemic sweeping our country,
I know it will be repeated in every big city
nationwide," he said.
The exhibit will show a brief history of
narcotics in this country since the Civil
War, the consequences of drug abuse, the
treatment of addicts and a "first step" toward
help.
Three guides, all former addicts, and identified by buttons reading "Ask Me," will be
on duty to answer questions. The exhibition
will be bilingual and is expected to run for
three months, from TUesday to Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free.
Greeting visitors in the main rotunda of
the museum will be a 15-foot three-dimensional mural of an addict about to mainline a
shot of heroin. It will be captioned in both
English and Spanish: "Welcome to New
York City, Drug Capital of the World.''
Past this grotesque figure, Noble said, other
figures will all be life-size to give the illusion
that the viewer is actually part of the scene.
"At one point, in the treatment area, the
viewer will be surrounded by about 12 figures
engaged in an encounter session rapping
about drugs," he said. Two of the figures Will
emit voices from tape recordings, both in
English and Spanish, of actual dialogue in a
rehabilitation center.
At the end of the exhibition, the phase
called "First Step," an eight-page booklet in
both languages, will be handed out. On a desk
will be a "hot line" phone.
It will be connected directly wtth State
Narcotic Addiction Control Commission centers for anyone who might need help.
Noble, who became director of the museum
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on Sept. 1, said the museum's board of trustees, including President Louis Auchincloss an
author; Mrs. Bennett Cerf, Mrs. Charlotte
Ford, Bruce A. Gimbel and Julian K. Roosevelt, completely supported his idea of a drug
exhibit .
[From the New York Catholic News, Feb.
25, 1971]
CITY OF NEW YORK MUSEUM PRESENTING
"DRUG ScENE EXHmiT"

Drug Scene, the first major exhibition dealing with the problems of drug addiction and
abuse to be presented in the United States,
opened at the Museum of the City of New
York yesterday. This educational exhibition,
which is primarily concerned with the drug
problem as it relates to New York City, will
be bllingual in English and Spanish. Admission is free.
Joseph Veach Noble, Director of the Museum, conceived the idea for the exhibition
and its presentation at the Museum of the
City of New York. In commenting on it he
said, "Drug Scene is an exhibition which fills
an urgent need here in New York City. A
wave of drug abuse is our major urban problem, and it affects all of us every day-directly or indirectly. The dread of its consequences lies in the heart of every parent. And yet, until now, where could people take their children in a neutral environment to have a look at the hardware of
drugs, to question the root causes behind
drug abuse, and to see an objective presentation of the methods of treatment and rehib1litation? The Museum of the City of New
York has undertaken the responsibility of
presenting Drug Scene as an educational and
constructive exhibition which will create an
insight into this perilious problem."
The exhibition is divided into five major
areas. The first area is entitled "How and
Why." Here the viewer is shown the root
causes of drug abuse in juxtaposition to the
actual "hardware" of the drugs themselves,
with details on the legal and illegal· uses of
the drugs and their effects on the human
body. The second major area entitled "Consequences" is a multi-media visual and sound
presentation to tell of the horrors and consequences of drug abuse. "Treatment" is the
third part of Drug Scene and here chemotherapy and psychotherapy as means of overcoming drug addiction are explained and illustrated.
"Law Enforcement" is the fourth section,
which illustrates the routes by which drugs
reach New York City, and the attempts locally, federally, and internationally at controlling the flow of drugs to this city. The
"Ask Me" desk is in the fifth major area.
This is attended by a former drug addict
with a red "Hot Line" telephone for instant
referral to any of the drug addiction agencies for anyone wishing help for further information. A free 8-page booklet covering the
drug problem, in English or Spanish, will be
given to every visitor.
The aim of the Drug Scene exhibition is
involvement, and to achieve this an entirely
new exhibition technique has been created
whereby the visitor is confronted with life
size, free-standing figures and settings which
serve as the medium for displaying the artifacts of drug abuse. A sound track of the
street vocabularly used in connection with
drugs orients the uninitiated visitor. To
further help in an understanding of Drug
Scene (the guides for exhibition are former
drug addicts who will be stationed throughout the area to answer questions. They will
be wearing the large "Ask Me" buttons.
The Museum, located at Fifth Avenue and
103rd Street in Manhattan, is open TUesday through Saturday, 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.,
and Sundays and Holidays from 1 to 5 P.M.
Drug Scene has been made possible by a
grant from the New York State Narcotic
Addiction Control Commission. It will be
shown for three months.
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[From the Long Island Newsday,
Feb. 23, 1971]
THE ADDICT WHO CAME IN FROM THE RAIN

In the walkways of the housing project at
104th Street and Madison Avenue yesterday
the rain was running gray rivulets around
crushed beer cans and empty wine bottles.
Women coming back from shopping clutched
brown paper bags in one hand and umbrellas
in the other. Kids coming home from school
pulled their raincoats up over their heads.
There wasn't a dope pusher in sight, but
Virgil Black, chatting in a building a block
away, knew they were out there, or would
be there later, in the hallway or in the playground or just standing on the street corner.
Virgil spent 10 years shooting up heroin in
that neighborhood and hustling it to others.
"I was on skag for $200 a day," he said.
(Skag is his word for heroin.) "I had a girl
who was supportin' me. She'd bring me two
bags in the morning. Then I would be okay. I
wasn't sick, as long as I had the stuff. But
when she left, that's when it got bad. When
you got to support yourself, you've got to be
out hustlin' all the time, hustlin' all day
long. You don't got no time to rest. And you
could never hustle enough. Some days I'd
hustle up $300, I'd go to an after-hours
shoot-up joint with my friends and blow the
whole $300. Next morning you got to start all
over again.
"I got into skag when I was 27," he said.
"That's pretty late. I came to New York from
North Carolina when I was 26. Didn't know
anything about skag back then. There wasn't
all this publicity back home. I hung out with
some fellas from North Carolina. They're
snortin' this white stuff and they say, 'Here
try it, it'll make you feel good. It can't hurt
you, see, we're takin' it.' So you snort the
stuff a few times and before you know it
you're hooked. You've got a habit.
"Ten years I was on skag. I guess I'm lucky.
A lot of those guys I started out with are
dead, ODd. There was never any trouble getting' the stuff, it's all over the place. They
can't stamp it out, it's too big. Cops are
hustling stuff. Straight guys, guys you'd never
guess, are shootin' up. You take a girl out,
drinkin' and partyin', and you pull out some
skag and snort it and say, 'Here, try it, it
won't hurt you.' So she tries it and gets
hooked. Then you dump her and move on to
the next. That's the way these guys operate.
I wouldn't do that, though. I wouldn't turn
on anybody who wasn't hooked already.
"But a guy on skag likes to get his friends
skag too. That way they can shoot up together. It's companionship. And you can
hustle each other. When you start out, there's
no trouble gettin' money for stuff. Friends
will give you money, and relatives. For about
six months, till they find out what you're
doing. Then they stop. Then you've got to
start hustling.
"Sometimes I'd go visting back home in
North Carolina or stay with friends in Connecticut" he said "There would be junk
around, but I wouldn't need any. The minute
I'd get back to New York my stomach would
start tightening. I'd start getting sick and
have to get some skag."
It was still raining as we talked, but Virgil
was dry and warm, in a building at 104th
Street and Fifth Avenue, one block from the
housing project where he used to hang out.
The building is the Museum of the City of
New York. An exhibition on the drug scene
opens to the public there tomorrow, for a
three-month run, and Virgil began work
there yesterday as a guide. He is no longer
an addict, but it had taken him 10 years to
travel that one block, 10 years to come in
out of the rain.
The exhibition is informative and frightening in a low-key way. There are three coffins beneath a sign that says: "Three New
Yorkers Will Die Today from Drug Abuse."
There are displays of heroin, LSD, amphetCXVII--5311-Part 7
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While the exhibit gets this message across
quite succinctly, none of the foundations
that the museum turned to would take a
chance on funding the project. It was too
avante garde, which is a fancy way of saying
that tax exempt funds should only be used
for safe issues. And indeed, drug abuse is
far from safe. The tab was picked up with a
grant by the New York State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission, which spent less
than 24 hours to make its decision. Funny
thing is that they used taxpayers money.
The exhibit is a three dimensional, multimedia one, which is divided into five areas
of concern. After walking through a short historical hallway which reminds us that America had an opiate problem after the Civil
War, we are hit with the hows and whys
of the drug problem.
Various drugs and how they are misused
are shown. Since the intent of the exhibit
is honesty, the drugs are all real ones. The
museum has five different governmental licenses which permit it to show these drugs.
Otherwise, the scholarly Noble might be
doing time on a drug bust.
The reasons for drug use--the educated
hunches-are dramatically spelled out; alienation, materialism. discrimination, social
pressures and poverty. This is a long way of
saying contemporary life.
Just about when you have adjusted to the
"causes," you enter the "consequences." A
multimedia scene reminds you not only of
Janis Joplin but of Judy Garland as well.
"Over the Rainbow" went over the hill. And
there are lots more voices to hear, scenes
to see, and feelings to experience.
[From the Newark Sunday News, Mar. 7,
The two kinds of treatment, verbal and
1971]
chemical are explained, as are the various
DRUG FORUM: A MUSEUM THAT TELLS IT LIKE
facets of law enforcement. Most times an
IT Is
exhibit would end at this point. Not this
groovy one. As you almost walk out there
(By Dr. Stanley Einstein)
is an "Ask Me" desk, attended to by a "tell
Most people remember museums in odd it like it is" ex-addict who not only disways. Teachers took them there as part of tributes a free booklet, in English or Spanish,
school. Parents did the same to broaden but mans a red "Hot Line" telephone. He anhorizons, to fill up a rainy day or for family swers questions and is able to make an imtogetherness. Tourists go there. And they mediate referral to many New York City cenare a reasonable kind of place for a cheap ter3, all of which are listed in the booklet.
date or to pick up a date. In a sense, they
The day that I was there two things hapare status, static places for many of us.
pened that got to me. A class of 10-year-olds
But the scene has changed at the Museum had finished walking through the exhibit
of the City of New York. Situated at 103rd and began talking to their teacher about
Street and Fifth Avenue, with beautiful their own drug experimentation. When the
gardens to the west, Black Harlem to the initial shock wore off, the teacher undernorth, Spanish Harlem to the east, and the stood that exhibits aren't just for inteljetset to the south, the museum and its lectual understanding; they can open up
director. Joseph Veach Noble, are bringing areas that indeed need opening up. Now the
the dynamic reality of today's drug problem teacher is being faced with a real educato thousands of daily visitors.
tional challenge--getting students to take a
As you walk in there's a huge photo of a chance on living life with people and not
youngster injecting himself. To the side are playing at it with drugs.
three coffins. The bronze one is to remind us
The second event was a 13-year-old girl
that the rich are affected; the pine one is for who told the "Ask Me" ex-addict that she
the young and if that doesn't get to you, as smoked marijuana and wanted to tell her
you raise your eyes there are some devastat- folks but was afraid to. He offered to help
ing facts staring at you:
her, but she was too anxious at the time to
One out of every 80 New Yorkers is hooked take him up on his offer. His comment was
on addictive drugs.
most appropriate. "When you're scared to
Two addicted babies will be born today in talk to your folks, you have a problem-and
New York City.
its not marijuana.''
Three New Yorkers will die today from
All of this is going on in a museum with
overdoses and diseases caused by drug abuse. old furniture, old fire trucks and old models
That's just the beginning of the exhibit of ships. Youngsters were asking questions
called "Drug Scene in New York City." The about the consequences of drug use and
exhibit was conceived by Noble. What's in- oldsters were more often than not asking
cluded in it, and what's excluded is his sole about why people begin to use drugs. Most
responsibility as well. He knew that if all the often each group knew their answers before
drug experts get together to decide what to they entered the exhibit. By the time they
do and how to do it, the exhibit would never left it, they were just beginning to ask thembe.
selves the questions that must be asked.
One may wonder what motivates an old
And with all of this going on, museums
prestigious museum and its scholarly direc- from Milwaukee, Washington and San Antor to get involved in the nitty gritty of tonio, were calling. And the National Asdaily urban problems. The answer, accord- sociation of Museums was closely observing
ing to Noble is quite simple.
what was going on. I f this relatively small
"Museums should step out of conservative staid New York museum cOIUld generate
roles into contemporary life," he said. "His- public interest and take museums out of the
tory starts today-it's not yesterday's news- mothballs of safety, to the excitement of topaper."
day, others would follow suit. Press, TV and
amines, barbiturates, marijuana, even alcohol and tobacco. There are pictures portraying some of the reasons for drug use: loneliness, alienation, poverty, discrimination, materialism. One display depicts the pressures
that can lead to middle-class addiction. "Step
right up for the easy life and instant happiness," it says. "Buy, buy, buy ... promise her
anything . . . automatic status ... the hair
nature should have given you ... life is too
short and winter too long to go without
mink ... "
The hope of museum officials is that parents will bring their children to the exhibition and learn about drugs together; communicate with one another before it is too
late. Maybe that will help, maybe it won't.
As one display says: "The problem will keep
growing until some of the things people are
trying to escape from change ... until people themselves change."
It must be noted that Virgil Black was not
cured of his 10 years of addiction by any
museum display. He was cured at the Narcotics Treatment Center at Lexington, Ky.,
and it was no wall poster or psychedelic display that motivated him to go there. "I finally got busted for hustlin'," he said. "They
was goin' to give me five years. I told them
I'd take the cure."
One other detail, just for the record. Virgil
is not his real name, it's just a made-up
name for a guide through hell. He didn't
want his real name to be used. "I've got a new
girl," he said. "I haven't told her about this
drug stuff yet."
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radio coverage was quite adequate. Funny
thing though-the black and Spanish speaking press were not covering the exhibit. It's
hard to figure that one out.
The final statement in the exhibit was the
real zinger. Because after experiencing the
sound and sight of the drug scene, the visitor must ask of himself what can I do? Obviously the first step is to attain knowledge,
that ls sound and reasonable. Going to this
exhibit is one excellent way of doing this.
The exhibit is free and school buses have
been bringing kids from all over to see it.
The next step is to figure out what your
role in your community could be. Remember,
if our educational efforts don't work out, the
real drug scene wm be in our streets, parks,
living room, bathroom and schools, not in a
museum.
Obviously the ohoice 1s ours to make. While
you are choosing, take a chance and find out
if there aren't others like you in your communi.ty to whom you can turn to for mutual
aid. And while you are checking this out,
take the time to consider whether your community needs a drug exhibit, and if so, what
kind?
[From the Vlllage Voice, Mar. 18, 1971]
MUSEUM'S "DRUG SCENE" COCAINE, COPS,
COFFINS: A PROGRAM OF DETERRENCE

(By Roslyn Lacks)
"I thought it was going to be different,"
says Marilyn, seven, standing perplexed before the cardboard image of a teenager four
times her size, shooting heroin on the elegant
marble stairway of the Museum of the City
of New York.
Three coffins punctuate the entrance to
"Drug Scene," the new multi-media exhibit
that has already broken all attendance
records. The display, financed by a $65,000
grant from the New York State Narcotics
Addiction Control Commission, is scheduled
to run at least three months. The coffinsbronze, pine, and white-signify the utter
democracy of death among all classes and
ages. "ONE out of every 80 New Yorkers is
hooked on addictive drugs," a bi-lingual
legend reads. "TWO addicted babies will be
born today in New York City. THREE New
Yorkers will die today from overdoses and
diseases caused by drug abuse."
These dismal truths steer Marilyn and
her classmates into a somber labyrinth introduced by a history CYf drug use from colonial
nostrums and Civil War opiates through
Lydia Pinkham tablets to window boxes
growing gentle leaves of grass.
Genevieve, a six-year-old, brightly examines
the spoons, eye droppers, and needles near
a blassine envelope of heroin sealed into a
plastic case. "Do you know any drug addicts?"
I ask her. "Yes," she murmurs, mimicking
the drawl and shuffle of an old junkie in her
neighborhood. "I just say no, thank you,"
she adds, somewhat obliquely.
The splashiest display occurs in the area
labeled "Consequences." Corpses flash on
the screen, alternating with images of Janis
Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Judy Garland, and
Marilyn Monroe, while a sound track erupts
into amalgams of sound. Fragments of encounter sessions, street noises, and melodies
run concurrently and contrapuntally, pausing briefly for the clear and eerie sound of
Judy Garland singing "Somewhere Over the
Rainbow."
I am told that this is "a media overload
thought process which provides more informatl.on than one can assimllate." Well, Linear
throwbacks like me, who hack along trying
to hear what's being said in this barrage of
sound, are left feeling ~ though connections
between hearing and perception have been
permanently severed.
"What's he eating?" Genevieve asks, as a
corpse floats on the screen, his mouth fllled
with the white froth of death from an overdose of heroin.
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A young man with clear, friendly eyes, recently graduated from City Co!lege, stands
midway between "Consequences" and "Treatment." "Scare tactics," he observes, shaking his head. The Written texts beside each
drug, he agrees, are scrupulously correct; but
the exhibit as a whole, he feels, is one-sided,
leaving out any positive attributes of drug
use. His own experience? Head drugs mostlynever heroin. He drifted away from them of
his own accord, except for occasionally smoking marijuana.
Standing beside a bottle of methadone,
Genevieve calls to me from the "Treatment"
display. She has just remembered something. "Last Halloween, there was this boy
in the house we used to live in and he went
trick-or-treating and this old lady she gave
him some candy with drugs in it and he got
dead. . . ."
The labyrinth is populated by lifelike
figures wearing badges of addiction and real
life figures (ex-addicts and ex-addicts in
training who serve as guides) wearing big
red "Ask Me" buttons. The guides report that
they receive more questions from children
than from adults. The most frequently asked
questions are "How did you get started?
How did it make you feel? How did you stop?"
Will this turn kids on or oft'?
"The kids already know about drugs," a
graduate from Phoenix House answers. "This
1s mainly an educational program for their
parents."
"I! I had seen this before I started," a
guide from the methadone maintenance program at Greenwich House adds, "I never
would have gotten hooked."
The "Ask Me" desk in the final area of the
exhibit provides a "Hot Line" telephone for
instant referral to any drug addiction agency
for anyone wishing help or more information.
The six- and seven-year-olds walk soberly
through the "Law Enforcement" area past
free-standing tombstones beyond the "Ask
Me" desk, back to the 15-foot photograph
that looms over the exhibit.
"I thought it would be different," says
Marilyn, hesitating between tombstones and
coffins. "I thought we would see pictures and
stuff and learn how to make things."
For Joseph Veach Noble, the museum's
director, "Drug Scene" sets an existing precedent. "The museum has been too much a
mirror of the past," he explains. "We felt it
should reflect the problems of the city today."
"Museum directors have been calling Mr.
Noble from all over the country about
mounting similar exhibits," Mrs. Jacqueline
Adams, the museum's public relations director, adds enthusiastically.
"Passivity is passe," Noble quips in the
large airy conference room. Newly framed
licenses permitting the display of heroin,
morphine, and cocaine rest on a ledge nearby.
"Has anyone tried to get at the samples in
your display?" I ask.
"The samples are tightly sealed behind
plastic," Noble smiles. "And of course, we
have guards and pollee about."
To be sure, you'll see more police around.
the Museum of the City of New York on
Fifth Avenue and 103d Street than you'll
ever find just four block east where multiples of glassine envelopes change hands
every day.
Noble hopes the exhibit will deter youngsters from experimenting with drugs or from
escalating what they have already started.
"And the parents take a second look when
they pass the display. The pharmaceutical
companies are as guilty as the Mafia," he
continues, "when you consider that eight
billion ups and downs are manufactured in a
single year. Curiously, the most affiuent use
the least expensive drugs (amphetamines and
barbituates) and the poor the most expensive (heroin)."

Before his appointment to the Museum of
the C!ity of New York, Noble, who is also an
authority on Attic vases, served. as vice-director for the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
I ask him if this current show is in any way
an extension of the "Harlem on My Mind"
exhibit.
"No," he says emphatically, "neither in
thought nor technique. This exhibit has been
carefully programed. It's no random accident, but follows an outline like a paper for
college."
"You see," Mrs. Adams interjects, "although you were not aware of it, you were
programed as you passed through the exhibit."
Noble nods in agreement. "True art," he
concludes, "conceals itself."
[From the New Yorker, Mar. 13.1971]
DRUGS

An extraordinary and regrettably pertinent exhibition has just opened at the
Museum of the City of New York, and on the
first day we went up to see it and find out
how it was being received. The show, an
audio-visual, multimedia one, is entitled
"Drug Scene," and it is believed to be the
first of its kind. It pulls few punches. As we
entered the Museum, we saw a fifteen-foothigh photomural of a youth probing one
forearm for a vein still able to accommodate
a. hypodermic needle. Below it, three coffins
stood, illustrating the fact that every day
three New Yorkers die from drug abuse. We
entered the exhibition in the company of a
few adults and several classes of schoolchildren, who had just arrived in a convoy of
bright-yellow school buses.
"I thought I'd try drugs just once," a recorded voice was saying as we and the children made our way into the south wing of
the Museum, past a series of strikingly lifelike three-dimensional photomurals of narcotic addicts of all races and ages.
"Yeah," one of the boys near us said in
reply to the voice. "Wasn't it good?"
The recording went on, "And then, before
I knew it, I was hooked."
Turning a corner, we and the children
oame into a section in which the hardware
CYf narcotics use was displayed. some of it in
transparent recesses in additional photomurals. A boy began to cry, and was taken in
tow by a woman teacher. Beside one of the
exhibits, other children were gathering
around a long-haired young male teacher.
"Who knows what this is?" he was asking.
"A needle," the children chorused.
"Can it be used for good?" he asked.
"Yes," the children said together.
Another voice said, "By a doctor."
"Right," the teacher said. "By a doctor or
a nurse. They may use needles, because they
know how to use them."
The class rounded another corner and
moved toward a screen on which were projected dozens of images, including headlines
and a picture of Judy Garland singing.
We paused for a minute to talk to the
teacher, who told us that his name was
Robert Eisner, and that he was escorting
fourth graders frum P.S. 17, in Brooklyn.
We asked Mr. Eisner if he thought his students were profiting from the realism of the
exhibits.
"I've been asking myself the same ques-

tion," he said, "But look at these kids.
Every one of them seems to know what it's
all about."

The teacher who had taken care of the
crying child joined us. Two or three more
children were clinging to her arms and
hands now, and we asked if she thought it
was a good idea to subject children of their
age to so dramatic a presentation.
"I'm afraid I have to think it is a good
idea," she said. She identifled herself as Mrs.
Janet Levy, a teacher at P.S. 182, also in
Brooklyn, and went on, "These kids have al-
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ready been exposed, you know. We've had
highschool kids around our schoolyard trying to get them to sniff glue. I think it's
better that they find out here what it can
lead to."
Patrolling the exhibit area were several
men and women-rehrab1lltated narcotic addicts, we learned-wearing red-and-white
buttons that read "Ask Me." We asked one
of them-a sweater-wearing, crew-cut
youngster, who told us he was twenty-five
years old and in Bellevue Hospital's methadone program-what the children's questions tended to be.
"They ask the same questions everybody
else asks," he said. "They want to know
how long I was on drugs and what I took."
"And what do you tell them?" we asked.
The young man looked us in the eye. "I
tell them I was on narcotics for seven years,
and I took everything, all the way to heroin."
Nearby there was a considerably older man
wearing one of the buttons, and we asked
him about the children's questions.
"They ask me which of the drugs is the
most dangerous and which is the safest," he
said. "I tell them not to mess with any of
them. They're all dangerous, and the use of
one : ·ads to the use of the others."
We took the elevator up to t he Museum's
administration office, on the third fioor,
where we found Joseph V. Noble, a gray-haired scholar, who is the director of the Museum
and the man who conceived "Drug Scen e"
and commissioned the striking photographs,
by Michael Hanulak, from which the murals
were executed. "It would have been a lot
easier for me to go on scheduling shows of
antique furniture and historic objects," he
said. "But when I came here from the Metropolitan, last September, I realized that this
museum, if it were really to be a museum of
the City of New York, had to stop treati ng
history as something tha t occurred in ancient t imes a nd begin t reating it as something starting n ow a nd running backwar d in
t ime. We have a dior ama of the blizzard of
1888. I told t he board of t rustees I didn't
want to wait twenty years and t hen do a dior ama on t he city's great problem of t odayn arcotics. They t old me to go ahead."
We asked if he had en countered any particular problems in setting up the exhibit ion.
"Ther a have been nothing but particular
problems," h e said. "Not just in setting u p
the show-that was the easiet part--but in
getting fu n ds and legal clearances. First, 1
went to the foundations; they were interested, but they all said this was a little too
avant-ga.rde to try out right now. Finally, I
thought of the state Nacrotic Addiction Con·
troJ. Commission, and I got an hour's hearing before its board. I told them what I
wanted to do, and said I needed sixty-five
thousand dollars to do it. They called me the
next morning and told me I had the money.
Then my problems really began."
Mr. Noble went to a t able, and showed us
a fra med mat on which were displayed New
York State certificates licensing the Museum
a-s a "labortary entrusted With the custody"
of narcotics, stimulants, and barbiturates.
"This museum has lots of hard-to-get items,"
he said. "But I don't know that many of
them were harder to come by than these
pieces of paper. I had to get federal, state,
and city permission to put this show on
r ight, with the true drugs, but I'd be damned if I was going to stop at anything less
than the real thing. All the way along, people
kept asking me why I couldn't use powdered
sugar for heroin and use simulated capsules.
"Why couldn't you?" we a.sked.
"Because we're a museum," he said. "For
generations, we've told people that when
they come to museums they are seeing the
real thing-not just a copy of a painting but
the reaJ painting. If we were going to do a
show on drugs, then I had to have the real
drugs--not just imitations or drawings of
marijuana plants. We needed the real plant.
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Even the methadone bottle down there in
the treatment section is authentic. One of
our 'Ask Me' guides took his dose from it
this morning before we integrated the bottle
into the show."
We asked how the guides were working
out.
"Very well," he said. "They were referred to
us by the Phoenix and Greenwich House rehabilitation programs and state addictioncontrol centers, and we made sure we had
black, white, and Puerto Rican guides, so
that everybody would have somebody he
could identify with. We pay them regular
museum-guide wages, which aren't much but
are enough to take them off welfare. We
couldn't really have put on an effective show
without them. I believe that the combination of the photomurals, the audio tapes,
real drugs, and the testimony of these people
as to what drugs have done to them makes
this an exhibition that truly fulfills our role
as the city's museum."
We told Mr. Noble that we had seen one
child crying and several children who appeared frightened by the display.
"People have said we're using scare tactics," he said. "But maybe it's good that
people become a little frightened. The tragedy would be if we made this stuff attractive to anyone. I don't think we have. Look
at the kids going in. They're laughing and
joking. But watch them when they come
out. They're quieter. Of course, this isn't
just a children's show. About fifty per cent
of it is geared to allow adults to catch up
with what many of their children seem to
have found out about already. And it's no accident that we've included cigarettes and
whiskey in our display of products that contribute to the drug scene. As kids who
worked on the show pointed out, these are
the 'drugs' most often abused by adults."
We asked about t he volume of response,
and Mr. Noble waved a hand toward the
window of h is office, from which we could
see p arked school b u ses from the city, White
Plains, and Long Isla nd. "We haven't counted
the adult s yet, but normally we get about
two hundred schoolchildren a d a y in classes
touring the Museum," he said. "So far today we've h ad four hundred, and the da y's
only h alf over. Originally, we thought we'd
restrict t he show to fift h-graders and up, but
we've ha d calls from t hird-grade teachers
a n d from as f ar away as Philadelphia, so
we've r elaxed our age limit, a n d also our policy of scheduling all classes through the Museum. Now we're telling teachers that if they
ca n handle their cla-ss, they can bring it inno appointment necessary."
After t hanking Mr. Noble, we rode down
in the elevator with several boys of highschool age, who told us, with just a little
hesitancy, that they had skipped school that
day in order to see "Drug Scene," and were
now taking in the remainder of the Museum for the first time. "This guy here," one
said, pointing to another. "We couldn't get
him out of some of those Colonial rooms."
" I took a whole trip looking at some of
that antique furniture," the second boy said.
"I really dig the way it was made."
On the first fioor, we paused on our way
out to watch a tall man with an Afro haircut and wearing a badge that identified him
as a teacher at a Bronx junior high school
taking pictures of students grouped in front
of the entrance display. A minute later, we
were joined by Mrs. Robert Neilson, the supervisor of the museum's school tours. "I
can't get over it," she said. "Some of these
kids-fourth- and fifth-graders, for heaven's
sake-are asking us for the addresses of the
treatment centers. I don't know whether it's
for themselves or for older brothers or sisters,
but it's for someone, and I handle about
fifty-four thousand kids each year, but I have
never seen anything like this. This is what a
museum should do. We're teaching people."

[From the New York Times, Feb. 19, 1971}
MUSEUM To OPEN DRUG-ABUSE EXHIBIT
(By Richard Severo)
The Museum of the City of New Yorkwhich must be more than "just a mirror to
the past," according to its director-will soon
enter an area normally avoided by museums:
drug-abuse education.
The museum will open an exhibit on drug
abuse next Wednesday. The display has been
financed by a $65,000 grant from the New
York State Narcotic Addiction COntrol COm·
mission and is scheduled to run at least three
months--more if attendance warrants it.
But a look at some of the elements in the
show and a talk with the museum's director
Joseph Veach Noble, suggests the uncertainties in trying to put together any visual approach to drug education. For among psychiatrists and others who work with addicts,
there are grave doubts that any visual approach is effective, and many are extremely
skeptical of the "scare" techniques in visually
trying to present the perils of drug abuse.
There is a lack of fully evaluated information as to what educational approach-visual
or otherwise-is effective, what is not effective, and even worse, what might serve to
spark interest in experimentation where none
existed before.
MAY BE A 'FmST'

A few days ago, as workmen were bringing
huge, photo-mural displays into the museum
at Fifth Avenue and 103d Street, Mr. Noble
talked about his plans, noting that this
would mark the first time, to the best of his
knowledge, that any museum in the nation
had created such an exhibit on drug abuse.
"No exhibit will cure a drug addict,.. he
said, "but perhaps this will dissuade some
from experimenting or stop them from escalating what they've already started ...
But Mr. Noble concedes "there is probably
no wa y we can measure the deterrent." He is
also sure there is nothing in the exhibit that
would "turn on" a youngster.
He pointed out that the exhibit would not
attempt to simulate the visual distortions
associated with the use of marijuana or LSD,
would offer no strobe effects or perfume, or
do a nything else to alter the perception of
the beholder. "We are trying to tell it as cold
turkey as we can," Mr. Noble said.
A PHOTO AT THE DOOR

Those who attend Mr. Noble's production
will be greeted inside the door by a 15-foothigh photograph of a kneeling boy who is
sticking a hypodermic needle into his arm.
Mr. Noble is sure the photo won't turn anyone on and may, in fact, turn a few off.
Workers in the field of drug abuse remain
undecided about the merits or demerits of
portrayals of this type.
Following the kneeling boy, the visitor will
see three coffins, placed at the entrace to a
room filled with photo-murals. One coffin is
bronze, one is white, the other pine.
"It symbolizes that drug abuse affects
every facet of society," Mr. Noble explained,
"bronze for the wealthy, white for chlldren
and the pine box for potter's field."
THE CAUSES EXPLORED

In an effort to describe the root causes
of addiction, Mr. Noble contends--using
photographs of addicts, pushers, bored students and the g!':.:nmer aspects of life in New
York-that the reasons Ue in the nation's
materialism, its poverty, its school system,
in the decay of family life and in discrimination, among other things.
In one caption for a bigger-than-life
photomural, Mr. Noble writes that the addict "trades loneliness, anxiety, despair for
an illusion . . . a fleeting warmth, safety,
euphoria . . . a permanent hell of a body
craving more and more ... of a mind going
crazy . . . of sudden death ...
The theory that the addict is largely the
resW.t of an ugly society has been widely
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discussed. But the approach was probably
relied on more heavily a decade or two ago,
when drug researchers felt that addicts
tended to be brighter and more sensitive
than their peers, and less able to cope with
harsh reality.
But more recently, other factors have
come under scrutiny that suggest addiction
is far more complex and capable of reaching more types of people than was originally
imagined.
The factors include not only hypersensitivity and emotional problems, but self-indulgence in an affluent society and the willingness on the part of some people-<~! high,
low and average intelligence-to try any
drug once, no matter what they've been
told about it and no matter how happy and
content they may be.
The spread of drug use in black slums has
surprised even some of the blacks who were
worried about it years ago. For now, youngsters in some neighborhoods are under considerable peer group pressure to experiment
drug abuse is virtually normative.
In this type of situation, blacks who are
well adjusted and have no desire, latent or
otherwise, to "cop out" are literally deluged
with a wide selection of drugs, of which
heroin is but one.
LIMITATIONS ACKNOWLEDGED

Mr. Noble said he was aware of the variety
of causes of drug addiction. But he explained
that a visual presentation such as his could
not deal with all the nuances in the same
way that the footnoted chapter of a wellresearched book could.
Anyone who starts a drug education program has the problem of measuring its effectiveness. Teachers, doctors, students and
former addicts have reported on the wide
range of reactions within a single group to
their message.
Thus former addicts, warning of the perils
of heroin are sometimes listened to, sometimes laughed at and sometimes glamorized
in the minds of those who regard them as a
kind of folk hero. Semidocumentary motion
pictures describing the life-style of the addict
have provoked laughter where they meant
to evoke pity.
Mr. Noble does not see that kind of problem with his exhibit. He is sure that nothing
he has created will turn on children, whom
he feels are already quite so::;>histicated about
drugs.
EDUCATION FOR PARENTS

"Fifty per cent of the value of such an exhibit is to educate the parents," he said.
The display will offer its message in both
English and Spanish. A few ex-addicts will
be on hand to answer questions, and Mr.
Noble has provided a "hot line" telephone
that people can use if they need help with
an addiction problem.
Mr. Noble is a former vice-director of the
Metropolitan Museum, which he served from
1956 untll last September, when he took his
present job.
During his tenure at the Metropolitan, he
did the technical analyses from which he
concluded that the famous Etruscan terracotta warriors and a Greek bronze horse were
forgeries. Mr. Noble owns a large collection of
Athenian vases that are authentically
ancient.
AMERICAN PRISONERS OF WAR

HON. HERMAN BADILLO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 23, 1971
Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Speaker, .I join
with our colleagues in observing the National Week of Concern for our service-
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men who are being held captive by the
North Vietnamese or the National Liberation Front or are listed as missing in
action.
It was exactly 7 years ago today that
the first American was taken prisoner in
Vietnam. Since that time this number
has grown to almost 1,600 soldiers,
sailors, marines, and airmen.
As most of our colleagues know, Mr.
Speaker, I am unalterably opposed to the
continuation of our involvement in Indochina and to the senseless death and destruction being wrought by both sides in
this tragic, war- torn land. I am equally
opposed, however, to the violations of the
Geneva Convention being perpetrated by
the North Vietnamese and the NLF. The
basic comforts and human dignities of
the Geneva Convention must be afforded
to our servicemen being held captive and
the names of those in captivity must be
released.
Mr. Speaker, I am convinced that continued bombing missions, secret raids
and similar activities dreamed-up by
Pentagon bureaucrats are fruitless and
that they will not contribute to securing
the release of American POW's. The only
clear answer is our complete withdrawal
from Vietnam with a simultaneous release of the prisoners. I am pleased to
have joined in sponsoring a concurrent
resolution calling for a proportional repatriation program. The wives, parents
and children of our POW's are certainly
tired of years of meaningless rhetoric
and inaction and simply want to be reunited with their husbands, sons and
fathers. I believe the proportional repatriation program could conceivably
bring this about by Christmas and I urge
that our resolution proposing such a plan
be promptly approved and effected.

violations, the duty of the courts and attorneys was to proceed on the premise that t he
a-ccused was ent itled to a fair and impartial
trial with his full legal rights to be prot ected.
We agree that the attitude to seek a mitigation of a just sentence is a serious det errent
to the suppression of crime as it is today
known. The problem goes out of focus when
we assume personal inclinations to influence
decisions.
By violation of the principle of mathematics the offender punishes himself. That,
we believe, should be the basis of fair, legal
procedure.
Perhaps we should also be concerned with
the problem of rehabilitation of the law offender in endeavoring to reform him instead
of the present status Of condemning him to
a life in prison.
A visit to the Circuit Court held in the
Riverdale Municipal Building would astound
those who have never been there. Here are
gathered hordes of people of all sorts and one
could find it hard to believe that so many
violators exist.
As an example of delays imposing strain on
the public purse, by attorneys, who must
surmise that a delay in imposing a sentence
may result in a milder sentence, we quote a
case typical of many others.
On July 5, 1970, police apprehended and
charged a youth with disurderly conduct and
possession of marijuana. Court records indicate that the defendant appeared in court on
seven subsequent occasions and succeeded in
obtaining delays from the judge. F inally, the
defendant requested a jury trial and appeared in Harvey Police court March 22, 1971,
where such trials are held.
The expense of such delay procedur~ should
be of interest to taxpayers as well as the expense of a jury trial.
When the date of the trial arrived, t he
defendant suddenly pleaded guilt y to the
charges and was sentenced.
If his final judgment was that he was
guilty, as accused, we wonder why he didn't
know that at the beginning.
We surmise that is how attorneys make
money off their clients.

COURT DELAYS

THE PRISONER OF WAR

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI

HON. MARGARET M. HECKLER

OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Tuesday, March 23, 1971

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, an
editorial carried in the Wednesday,
March 24, Tri-City Advertiser, serving
Dolton, Riverdale, and South Holland,
m., discussed some specific cases in Cook
County involving delays in court decisions, which is a nationwide problem in
our courts.
We recognize, Mr. Speaker, that "justice delayed is justice denied." Unnecessary delay, whether deliberate or otherwise, is a major problem the public faces
when individually involved in any situation under the jurisdiction of the judicial
branch of our Government.

Mrs. HECKLER of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I am proud to join my colleagues in Congress in voting to observe a National Week of Concern to
again draw the world's attention to the
callous refusal of North Vietnam to
abide by the Geneva Convention on the
Treatment of Prisoners, which that nation signed in 1957. We must be relentless, I believe, in insisting that Hanoi's
leaders comply with these most basic
humanitarian principles. I believe that
all nations must join us in demanding
the humane treatment of American prisoner[; of war in accordance with the Geneva Convention. In fact, I find it incredible that other nations would continue to tolerate and condone the example set by North Vietnam, the outlaw nation flaunting its contempt for decency
and the rights established by internationallaw.
We must rapidly end the war in Southeast Asia to free the American POW's.
But I think our Nation's leaders should
intensify their efforts to persuade other

CoURT DELAYS ARE CosTLY

All of us are becoming increasingly alerted
to the problem of Court procedure in our
country, not only nationally but locally.
Clearing the dockets of the pile-up of unheard cases seems to be a major problem.
Any criticism of those in judicial authority, or those in the legal profession, is not
presently within our province.
We always tried to understand that when
a person is charged with a law violation,
whether it be murder, robbery, arson or minor
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world leaders of their obligation, and it
is no less than an obligation to condemn
the criminal behavior of North Vietnam.
Would they not ask the same of us in
similar circumstances?
Mr. Speaker, we should gratefully acknowledge the work of the National
Leagne of Families, as well as millions of
other concerned citizens, to publicize the
POW/MIA issues. We are united in this
great cause.
Let us rededicate ourselves to the effort to find a way to bring these men
home.
ECONOMY OF TOTAL FORCE
CONCEPT

HON. CRAIG HOSMER
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, I am
highly pleased by the portion of Secretary Laird's statement to the Congress
on the defense program in which he explains his new policy regarding greater
reliance on the National Guard and Reserve. Recurring comments in his statement refer to the role of specifi-c units
of the Guard and Reserve in various contingencies. He went into great detail on
current actions to improve and modernize the equipment of the units of these
components so that they will be able to
attain adequate levels of combat readiness.
This new policy and the efforts of Defense and the Military Departments to
make it a reality are commendable.
Bringing the Guard and Reserve to a
state of preparedness at which they can
perform the mission assigned them by
law is something we can all applaud. The
determination to use these forees as part
of the in-being military force of the Nation and, by insuring their capability, to
make possible reductions in the size of
the active duty military forces is even
more deserving of our support.
Secretary Laird has pointed out that
the lower sustaining costs of nonactive
duty units will allow greater flexibility in
U.S. force structure planning-that attainment of the proper balance between
active duty and Reserve elements can
produce "more bang for the buck" or the
same amount of ''bang" for a smaller
investment in dollars. I am familiar with
a cost study which shows that, deleting
the costs of current operations and talking strictly about the maintenance of capability, an air defense fighter unit can
be maintained at full readiness in the Air
National Guard for about half what it
would cost in the active Air Force. I am
sure that savings in other mission areas
and other components are equally impressive.
In this age of great emphasis on economy-I might say of great necessity for
economy-this cost differential is a vital
consideration. But the economic attrac-

tiveness goes further than mere base cost.

In the process of their training-and
in many cases at no cost beyond that in-

volved in training-the units of the
Guard and Reserve perform useful tasks
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for the military and for the entire society. As one example, Army Guard and
Reserve engineer units have helped to
improve living conditions on certain Indian reservations at the same time they
were learning and practicing their military skills. Another case is the airlift
provided by Air National Guard and Air
Force Reserve units as a byproduct of
training which had to be performed.
Some of this effort provided needed supplies and equipment for our forces in
Southeast Asia; some of it resulted in
humanitarian missions to relieve disaster victims in the United States and
elsewhere.
And throughout the Reserve components of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and Air Force, countless units and individuals have been able to provide essential assistance in alleviating natural
disasters as a result of their Reserve
training.
·
Preparing the Guard and Reserve for
their statutory role in national security
is good insurance against potential enemies in the future. Using these forces,
thus prepared, as an integral part of our
total military posture is good business.

COUNTRY GREEN FOR CITY LIVING

HON. JOHN J. FLYNT, JR.
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Speaker, on March
18, 1971 the Research Center of the Department of Agriculture sponsored a program on the national Garden and Lawn
Week with the theme "Country Green
for City Living." Mr. Ray Shirley, director of the Georgia Forestry Commission,
delivered a most informative talk on the
metro forestry program in the Metropolitan Atlanta area. In 1967 the Georgia
Forestry Commission, recognizing that
people living in urban areas had become
vitally interested in the environment, organized the metro forestry program to
provide assistance and advice to homeowners who have problems relating to
forestry and conservation. A very thorough educational program including TV
shows, news articles, and neighborhood
displays, has been created to educate the
public in the proper cultivation of trees.
As more and more citizens today are
concerned with the preservation of our
natural resources, Mr. Shirley's description of the principles of metro forestry
will be informative to us all. I include
this interesting speech at this point in
the RECORD:
METRO FORESTRY

(By Ray Shirley)
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: I am
highly honored to have a part on the garden
and lawn program today. The theme "Country Green for City Living" is most appropriate and meaningful.
In July 1967, the Georgia Forestry Commission began a Metro Forestry program for
the Metro Atlanta area. This area consists
of one and one-half million acres on which
one and one-half million people live or about
one-third of the State's population. Trees
and forest occupy about 64% of the area.
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What is Metro Forestry? Metro Forestry is
the adaptation of sound forestry principles
to urban areas. Basically, it involves professional advice and assistance on problems relating to trees, and education of the urban
populace on the role of trees in their environment.
How important are trees in the life of your
community, area, town, city and State? There
is more concern and interest in trees and
things around us than ever before. The average citizen is becoming increasingly interested in the things that are around him and
have an effect on his well-being.
People living in the city and urban areas
have become Vitally concerned with the
words environment and ecology as well as
the total environment. I think we should
look at this word environment. Webster defines it as "surrounding conditions, in:tluences, or forces, which influence or modify".
It relates broadly to climate and soil; wild
plants and animals; human behavior, customs, laws, and languages. Environment
means many things.
The word is used by every group that you
can conjure, and for each a different meaning
is exploited.
Trees mean many different things to people and as the population increases these
differences become more pronounced and
take on a new importance.
Trees, to the home owner, are aesthetics,
beauty, Lome for birds, noise abatement, nature's air conditioner, water purifier, the play
area, and the landscape of the community.
Trees, to the hunter, are the habita;t !or
game, providing cover and food.
Trees, to the fisherman, provide a basis
for food in the streams and lakes, filter
the water reduces water temperature :n
summer and helps maintain stream flow.
Trees, to the recreationist, are a place to
hike on a scenic trails; to study plant life,
bird life and animal life; a restful place to
relax; shelter from the elements of wind
and temperature; and a place to camp.
Trees, to the city, a watershed insuring a
continuous supply of good water and the
basic requirement for a park or playground
area.
Trees, to landowners and the public, are
vital in preventing soil erosion, providing
flood control and an income from an investment.
Trees, to the forest landowner, a raw material to grow and sell to industry, hopefully
for a profit.
Trees, to industry, a raw material for processing into items for trade:
Trees, to the wage earner, affording a job to
support himself and or family
Trees, to the local and state governments.
basis of tax revenue for government.
The trees and the forests are big enough in
Georgia to meet all of these needs if we use
the knowledge we possess toward meeting
these needs.
Georgia is indeed rich in natural resources. Trees and forests are important to
Georgia's economic well-being, providing raw
materials and jobs in great abundance for
the benefit of all. However, with almost seventy percent of the state's land area in forests, trees have a profound effect on the total
environment.
In looking at three great resources given
to us by nature-the air, water, and trees-we sometimes forget the incredible part that
trees play in contributing to the ecological
balance over the other two.
It is no accident that air pollution hangs
heaviest over the cities, and that once in the
country, not too distant away, the air smells
sweeter. The forgettable fact about our woodlands is that their blessings are not just
in their wood product and their aesthetic
beauty, but in the many ways they aid the
atmosphere and help maintain the pure
water supply.
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What would you think if I told you that a
great discovery had been made, a machine
had been invented tha-t would take carbon
dioxide gas and convert it into pure oxygen,
and at the same time, would filter out of
the atmosphere dust, dirt, pollen, smoke,
odors, and other air-borne particles, and in
addition, act as an air conditioner. But that's
no·l; all this machine wlll do, it also takes
in polluted water and purifies it and then
recirculates it back into the atmosphere.
You would immediately say that's just what
is needed today. I! such a machine could
be invented, everybody would want one or
more. The inventor would certainly receive
every award that mankind could bestow
upon him. Well, we do have such a machine,
the perfect ecological system, a tree. God
is the inventor or creator of it. I believe all
of our people should know about this and
metro forestry program about it and what
it means to all people.
In reverse to man, the tree breathes in
man's pollutants of carbon dioxide and
mono-oxide and breathes out pure oxygen
into the atmosphere. Along with the green
vegetation, trees produce one-third of the
planet's oxygen.
Research indicates that just one acre of
young, growing, well managed trees release
four tons of oxygen into the air each year,
enough to supply the needs of 12 humans.
Thus, lumber and pulp and paper companies,
that are harvesting nature timber and growing new, young forests could be contributing
more to the control of air pollution than
we may be giving them credlt.
The forest is equally adapted at aiding
man's water supply in purifying, maintaining, and recirculating much of the moisture
in our environment. A large oak tree takes
several barrels of water out of the earth
each day, runs it through its incredible complex filter system, then places it back into
the atmosphere.
Without trees to recirculate the moisture--the humidity level drops, creating conditions unfavorable to plant and tree growth.
As countries such as Israel know, thereforestation of arid areas is a stimulant to increased humidity and rainfall.
The forest is one of man's best allies. The
control CY! fioods, acting as a blotter for excessive rainfall and as a giant snow fence in
the winter, in the vast paved-over areas of
the cities and suburbs, the water runs over
asphalt and concrete instead CY! through the
purifying forest land, bringing pollutants of
the streets into our water supply.
Too many of our subdivision, residential,
and business developments are destroying
with bulldozers and other equipment many
trees, shrubs, and other plants that make
for a healthy environment. These barren
areas contribute greatly to soil erosion and
water pollution.
City and county offi.cials, with proper zoning and enforcement, can maintain small
wooded areas to be used for parks, historic
sites and shrines, playgrounds, nature trails,
and other similar areas that will add to a
more liveable environment.
Atlanta and the metropolita:u area is actually in a big forest. Trees occupy sixty-four
percent of the lands that total 1.5 million
acres. About 1.5 mill1on people live in this
area of about one-third of the State's population. Some of the finest hardwood stands
1n the State are located in this area.
Trees in urban areas have needs just as
they do in rural areas. The metropolitan forestry program is based on giving advice and
assistance to home owners who have tree
problems. The city of Atlanta and the
Georgia forestry commission have entered
into an agreement providing for the joint
use of an entomologist. We work very closely
with the Atlanta director of parks and recreation in providing advice and assistance
for their parks, streets, and other areas where
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trees are located. Requests are received from
home owners for information and advice related to shade trees on subjects of insects and
disease, pruning, fertilization, damages
caused by mechanical equipment, earth fills
and others. Often times one tree or only a
few trees may be as valuable to Ul'ban or
city home owners as a farm or fifty to one
hundred acres in rural areas.
A forest education program is provided fot
tree owners; school, church and youth
groups; civil organizations; garden and women's clubs; and other groups of all phases of
forest conservation.
A weekly five-minute TV program, complete with color and sound, or with appropriate slides, is conducted. This program primarily deals with one subject suc·h as how
to plant a tree, how to prune a tree, how to
fertlllzed a tree, fiowertng trees, tree insect
and disease problems, and other appropriate
subjects.
Floats are prepared for parades. Last year
the national geographic carried the Georgia
forestry commission fioat used in the Dogwood festival.
Exhibits are placed in various shopping
centers and other suitable areas on various
forest and conservation subjects.
News articles and other means of communication are given to informing the pubHe on the multiple use forest concept and
the value of trees to all people. The economic
benefits of forests are made known.
Youth in U!'•b an areas know only what 1s
told them about our forests. The metro program is trying to tell the true story to all
the youth, that the forests are big enough
for all of our needs. Boy Scout, Girl SCout,
school, chur~h and other youth groups are
learning of the trees about them. However,
it was only three years ago that the metro
forestry program was begun for the Atlanta
area.. Today, we have a technical forester on
this program for Athens, Augusta, Albany,
Columbus, Gainesville, Macon, Rome and
Savannah.
Today, the overwhelming mejority of
Georgia cLtizens live in an urban environment. Why shouldn't they receive assistance
with their tree needs? Numerous co:-..servation organizations, civic groups, city and
county officials and State legislature members have expressed support of this program.
Georgia has been blessed to have Governors, over the past years, and members of
the general assembly who supported and encouraged the development and conservation
of our State's na,tura.l resources.
The metro forestry program is focused on
trees and the part trees play in our daily
lives, and what a progressive forestry program means to Georgia.
We have a social system that puts a premium upon a high degree of physical comfort and decent surroundings for every person. Forests and trees can be the most useful of all raw materials tc>ward this
continued system. They can be used to make
products for people while they also enhance
their environment, recreation, and at the
same time embody their own natural recycling system.
Cit izens who glorify "environ.m.ental values" alone must recognize that wood fiber
from vigorous public and private forests is
absolutely essential f0r the production of
more than five thousand different products.
Without wood there would be no lumber and
plywood for housing; no pulp and paper for
packaging, wrapping, writing, or reading;
no cellulose for rayon to make clothing. The
standard of living of all the people of the
United St ates would deteriorate rapidly without the miracles provided by trees. The remarkable forest resources, in their natural
state and in their material contributions,
benefit all of the people all of the time.
The products of the forests and the resource itself contribute much to the quality
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of the environment and the least to ecological pollution.
The basic wood products the forests provide such as lumber, plywood, particleboard,
hardboard, shingles, and other products of
wood are made from a raw material that is
created from the earth wtth only the heat
and the light of the sun.
The green leaves of the trees use sunllght, air, and moisture to make wood. And
this forest process of wood manufacture is a
perpetual process that adds to and does not
ueplete our stock of natural resources.
Many of us know, but many of our fellow citizens do not know, that a managed
forest produces not only wood fiber but water, wildlife, or a plea,sant place to camp or
walk or sit by a brook. While the steel
mills ... and the public's automobiles, furnaces, and electric power plants . . . inhale
vast quantities of oxygen and produce equal
quantities of carbon dioxide and other pollutants, growing forests utilize that carbon
dioxide to make new wood, and return oxygen to the air.
We have to tell this to the people.
We want the people to know that industry
is aware of current environmental problems
in water and air pollution.
For the $130 million current annual expenditure, the industry-wide figure may rise
to as much as $250 mi111on annually by 1975.
We want the people to know that skilled
management can proteot the forests against
fire, pestilence, disease, and the infirmltles
of old age.
We want the people to know that one of
the Nation's major social 11ls--inadequate
housing-requires the lumber and plywood
that comes from scientific management of
our forests for timber production.
Forests are a place for people to play and
think. A source of food a nd shelter for Wildlife. And best of all-forests are renewable!
They can be harvested, renewed, and reharvested indefinitely, all the while providing their many priceless benefits.
There are many things that must be told.
And those of us in public and private life
who are knowledgeable and concerned about
trees and forests are trying to assist and inform all Georgia citizens, urban and rural, of
the facts about forestry and their environmental and materialistic va.lue.
Forests are the greatest achievement of
ecological evolution, the largest, most complex of all ecosystems. It 1S in forests that
natural regulatory processes excel, producing
the most stable of ecosystems. It is in forests that man has his best opportunity to
work with nature. Development of this opportunity is the major oha.llenge to foresters
in an increasingly crowded and demanding
world.

ERRONEOUS REFERENCE TO THE
ACTIVITIES OF THE FBI

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. WALDIE, on March 16,1971 I inserted into the RECORD a term paper authored by a constituent of mine attending St. Mary's College on the subject of
civil disobedience. In that paper there
wa.s a reference to an incident that allegedly occurred in Seattle, Wash. involving a raid on the local headquarters
of the Black Panther Party.
The intimation was to the effect that
the Federal Bureau of Investigation had
requested the chief of police of Seattle,
Wash., to conduct that particular raid.
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The Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation advises me that that reference is not correct, and I am inserting
ir.to the RECORD a letter from Mr. J.
Edgar Hoover, dated March 19, 1971,
setting forth a correction on what is apparently an erroneous reference to the
activities of the FBI:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Wa3hington, D.C., March 19, 1971.

Hon. JEROME R. WALDIE,
House of Representatives
Wa3hington, D.C.

MY DEAR CONGRESSMAN: The Congressional
Record of March 16, 1971, on page 6797 con..
tains a statement which was included in a
paper you had inserted into the Congressional
Record to the effect that the Federal Bureau of Investigation had requested the Chief
of Police of Seattle, Washington, to conduct
a raid on the local headquarters o! the Black
Panther Party.
You may be interested in knowing that I
had previously checked the !acts regarding
this matter and I can say Without qualification that the Federal Bureau of Investigation was in no way involved in the situation.
Sincerely yours,
J. EDGAR HooVEP..

THE SST-A MA'ITER OF PRIORITIES

HON. WILLIAM R. ROY
OF

KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. ROY. Mr. Speaker, as a freshman
Member of Congress, I was swept into
the debate surrounding the future of
the U.S. supersonic transport program.
I attempted to obtain a balanced presentation from supporters and opponents
of the project, and cast my vote against
further funding only after serious consideration.
As I finally saw it, I could not, in good
conscience, support further use of our
taxpayers' dollars for the SST. The needs
are too great in other areas. Our resources are limited and must be applied
to the solution of human problems. We
cannot afford to squander our National
Trea,sury on luxuries which would benefit only the privileged few.
The Federal Government has already
put up $864 million for the SST. That is
enough, as far as I am concerned. If
private industry cannot even take it from
here, then I can only conclude that the
SST does not meet the test of the marketplace-a long-established principle of
our free enterprise system.
In this Congress I will support redirection of the public funds proposed for the
SST and similar projects to higher priority uses. These should include constructive programs to help Wichita, Seattle, and other aerosp-ace centers redirect their technological and managerial
genius and skilled work force.
Their expertise could be used for the
revitalization of our rural areas and
cities, control of air and water pollution,
provision of adequate housing and health

care, and development of improved mass
transportation.
Two editorials which appeared the day
after the climatic vote in this Chamber
summarizes well, in my opinion, the argu-
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ments of those of us who voted against
continued Federal funding of the SST.
I insert them in the RECORD.
(From the Evening Star, Mar. 19, 1971]
DoWNING THE SST
It would be premature to write an obituary
for the Supersonic Transport on the basis
of yesterday's House vote. True, the decision
to cut off funds-a reversal of last year's
House vote-has put the project on the critical list. But now it's up to the Senate, and
no one should underestimate the pressure
that the SST lobby will apply to rescue their
crippled billion-dollar baby.
The economic argument, to the effect that
America faces bankruptcy and disgrace unless it produces an SST, ha.s been pulled out
from under the proponents by the testimony
of domestic economists and some chilling
reports from Europe on the economic prognosis for the Concorde.
As a result, the rose-tinted baJance sheet
has been put away. Now we a.re told that what
we don't know can't hurt us; that since no
one can prove environmental damage by a
fleet of SSTs, therefore there is nothing to
worry about. The tone of the argument has
shifted from one of logical persuasion to one
of abuse and ridicule. Anyone who opposes
the project is either an irrational alarmist, an
irrational environmentalist, an irrational
fuddy-duddy--or an irrational combination
of all three.
The political-industrial complex has aimed
some it's most barbed wit at William Proxmire, the leader of the a:q.ti-SST forces in the
Senate. The senator, they said, had been
suckered in by the outlandish claim that the
SST might cause cancer-an obvious crackpot charge. Then some two dozen scientists,
including several recognized experts on
cancer and radiation, expressed serious concern that the introduction of water vapor
into the upper atmosphere might reduce the
protective layer of ozone, increasing exposure
to cancer-producing ultM-violet rays. So the
tactic shifted. From the President's press
secretary came the charge that ProEnire, in
bringing up the cancer issue, had indulged
in an "inexcusable and shocking attempt to
create fear about something th81t is simply
not a fact." The spokesman e.dded that, of
course, if the skin cancer theory should turn
out to be correct, the SST project would be
dropped.
Very reassuring.
The rest of us wb.o have opposed the SST
have come in for our lumps, too. The trade
paper Aviation Daily last month referred to
the opposition as "braless tennis-shoe environmentalist crusaders," a charge to which
we cheerfully plead guilty--except for the
tennis shoes. This month, the Air Transport
Association of America let us have it. In their
newsletter, Airlines, the lobbyists for the airline industry opened with a letter from Governor Martin Van Buren of New York to
President Andrew Jackson, protesting plans
for railroads which would travel "at the
enormous speed of 15 miles per hour." The
trains, the governor argued, would be noisy,
dangerous and unnecessary. The newsletter
traced a brief history of obstructionism down
to the present opposition to the SST, implying that some obdurate people never get the
word.
Right again. Some people have failed to
learn, despite the mounting evidence, that
change is not necessarily progress; that the
wonders of civilization already constitute a
threat to the health of the inhabitants of the
planet; that the time has come to stop bowing
down blindly before the golden idol of technology and to start considering the consequences.
Some people haven't learned. But happily
the House has. And we expect that the Sen·
ate is about to demonstrate once again that
it can stand up to pressure by voting to nail
the lid shut on this environmentally and
economically dubious project.

[From the Washington Post, Ma.r. 19, 1971)
THE SST: A BLITZ THAT FAn.s
We do not kid ourselves that there was
only one lobby at work in the fight over the
SST in the House; the environmentalists
were in it as ferociously as the coalition of
l8ibor and business interests which has been
adorning bumpers with stickers and plastering the newspapers with full-page ads. What
was destructive about the argument of the
environmentalists, and the other SST opponents, however, was that 1n the main they
were animated not by narrow self-interests
or false national pride but by larger human
concerns. So we congratulate the House maJority in yesterday's vote for listening to the
right arguments. It was a narrow margin215 to 204--but it is no less comforting on
that account, for the blitz mounted by the
well heeled outfit which called itself "American Industry and Labor for the SST" was no
mean effort. We will feel its heat again, no
doubt, as the showdown a-pproaches in the
Senate, where again the margin will probably
be a narrow one, and the pressure will be
intense. But the argument, for the SST as
it shifts to the Senate, is not likely to become
any more persuasive, even if last-ditch desperation increases its intensity.
For what we are dealing with here is less
a matter of hard facts than one of genuine
anxieties, questions which are by their nature unresolved; that is what largely worries
the environmentalists, together with the
question of priorities, of where this country
at this moment should place its emphasis.
And yet the proponents of the SST persist
in pretending to deal in facts. That is what
makes their lobbying efforts so patently spurious-the infiated claims of jobs at stake,
the certainty with which they speak of Soviet or other foreign supremacy in the commercial airways, the absolute terms in which
they dismiss the threat of ecological or environmental damage. If they could conceivably be as sure about these matters as they
sot.md, there would be an easy answer to
their argument: private financing for a project so soundly founded technologically and
so certain of commercial success. If the SST
is as good as they make it out to be, why are
they clMD.oring for federal funds? I! the supremacy of the American system is what is
at stake, why don't the SST advocates first
put private, free enterprise to ';he test? The
answer, one would have to presume, is they
are not that sure at all-about noise levels,
about the future demands for commercial air
travel, about the impact of the boom and
the possible threat to the earth's atmosphere.
So they would have the government do the
gambling at the taxpayers' expense.
Well, we can think of better ways to spend
federal funds right now. As we have said on
several occasions, we do :1ot see the need to
hurry--either across the oceans or into the
building of an aircraft which will convenience only a tiny fraction of the population
at a time when great numbers of our people
have more urgent needs. Some would say
that we can have the SST and everything
else at the same time, and perhaps we can.
But we aren't doing the other things, which
is precisely why the SST has become a very
meaningful symbol of misplaced values and
disordered priorities.

BYELORUSSIAN INDEPENDENCE

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN

THE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, last

Thursday was the 53d anniversary of
the independence of Byelorussia. Untor-
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This weekend finds Miss Knight down in let the bastards grind you down." It's great
tunately, it will not be a day of rejoicing
Florida with her millionaire husband, pub- ad ..rice for a doughty Knight whose armor gets
for its people, but rather a time of sad- lisher
Wayne Parrish, puttering around the more battered all the time.
ness, as their nation is one of the many retirement
home they have in mind at Robe
colonies of the Soviet empire.
Sound. The prospect that the lady may even
In December 1917, not long after the be contemplating retirement will gladden a
THE PENTAGON SOLD SHORT
provisional government of Alexander few hearts in the State Department and on
Kerensky had been overthrown by a the Hill, but it will depress the legions of
Communist coup d'etat led by Nikolai Miss Knight's admirers. One is inclined to HON. G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST
OF VIRGINIA
Lenin, the All-Byelorussian Congress met encourage an outpouring of letters to Fran"Say it isn't so."
in Miensk. On March 25, 1918, it pro- ces:
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
was in a low when I lunched with her
claimed the independence of the Byelo- a She
few days ago, and this was sadly out of
Monday, March 29, 1971
russian Democratic Republic. The pro- character. Ordinarily she flies as high as a
Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker, the
visional constitution of the new nation flag on a windy day. An attack in The New
provided for universal suffrage and free- York Times had her spirits drooping, but reaction of the news media to the CBS
her foes should not be too encouraged. By "documentary" "The Selling of the
dom of speech, press, and assembly.
Free Byelorussia was soon erased from the time she got back to her office, she was Pentagon" seems to have consisted
form.
largely of knee-jerk tributes to the docthe map of Europe, as the Soviet Army in full fighting
Times was giving her a hard time for trine of TV network infallibility. In view
invaded it, and the infant republic be- itsThe
belated discovery last month that "Pass- of this, it is both refreshing and heartcame a unit of the Soviet Empire in 1919. port Office Has Secret File." The gist of the
Except for the period during World War story was that Miss Knight's office maintains ening to find that there are local teleII when it was occupied by the forces of what is known as a "lookout file," now com- vision stations and newspapers that
National Socialist Germany, Byelorussia prising some 243,000 names. To the Times, have maintained their objectivity and
honesty.
has been under the domination of Mos- this was "Raw Material for Snoopers."
In point of fact, the lookout file is not
The Norfolk, Va., Ledger-Star is one
cow.
new.
:t
has
been
maintained,
in
one
form
or
of these. It does not hesitate to criticize
Its territory of 80,154 square miles conanother,
for
many
years.
Its
existence
never
when criticism is due, but its staff does
tains 9,003,000 people, but these are only
been a secret; and until the Times behalf the total, as an additional 9,000,000 has
gan heaving and howling, about the only not leap blindly to the conclusion that
Byelorussians live in other parts of the public criticism had come from the Warren because a great network has said someSoviet Union. Another million of Byelo- Commission on the assassination of John thing it must be true. The fine article
russian stock reside in the United States, Kennedy. In the matter of Lee Oswald, said by Jack Kestner was evidence of this;
the commission, the system was "obviously the editorial from the March 25 issue
Great Britain, Canada, and Australia.
which I now submit is further proof.
Mr. Speaker, let us hope and pray that deficient."
In the maintenance of this common-sense
Mr. Speaker, I am proud to represent a
the day is not too far distant when March
the Passport Office functions in an district which is served by a newspaper
25 will be an occasion for rejoicing rather lookout,
administrative capacity only: It places a to whose staff truth, accuracy, and fairthan a day of mourning for the people flag on names sent to it by the courts, the
of Byelorussia. These people are as de- FBI, the CIA, and the Secret Service, and ness are so important.
The article follows:
serving of freedom as the inhabitants when one of the names turns up on a passTHE PENTAGON SOLD SHORT
of the dozens of new nations that have port application, that fact is reported to the
been emancipated from the bonds of agency concerned. The Passport Office mainBecause a great deal of criticism followed
tains no dossiers, undertakes no surveillance, the original showing of the CBS documencolonialism since World War II.

KILPATRICK DEBUNKS THE TIMES
AND A KNIGHT RIDES ON

HON. H. R. GROSS
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, Columnist
James J. Kilpatrick has the engaging
habit of getting to the facts of a case
in a hurry and then getting them to the
reader in no uncertain way.
In a recent column he recounted the
story of how the pompous New York
Times has tried to deceive its readers
into believing that Miss Frances Knight,
Director of the U.S. Passport Office, is
embarked on a massive witchhunt by
maintaining a snooper's file on passport
applicants.
Columnist Kilpatrick deflates this ridiculous story in short order. My hat is
off to both Mr. Kilpatrick and Miss
Knight.
I include the article for insertion in
the RECORD at this point.
[From the Washington Star, Mar. 21, 1971]
THE FLAP OVER MISS KNIGHT'S "LoOKOUTS"

FILE

(By James J. Kilpatrick)
The best-known Knight in Washington,
unlike the paragon of Chaucer's tale, may be
"verray parfit" but she is not the least bit
"gentil." Miss Frances Knight, director of
the U.S. Passport Office for the past 16
years, is a hardboiled egg, well seasoned with
salt and pepper, and she is an absolute delight.

and routinely issues passports unless it finds
compelling reason not to.
Many of the names in the lookout file have
been inserted by the FBI as "known or suspected Communists or subversives." This
troubles the New York Times, which cherishes
the breathless illusion that all men must be
considered innocent until proved guilty in
court, but it will not trouble persons who
live in the real world. Of course law enforcement agencies must keep an eye on
suspects; they would be derelict if they didn't.
The lookout file also contains names of
persons whose U.S. citizenship is doubtful.
The list embraces fugitives from justice, draft
dodgers, and those sought by courts for
desertion or failure to maintain child custody. Still another category takes in persons
who have threatened the life of the President. Miss Knight sees nothing wrong 1n
the service her office renders to law enforcement. I am as apprehensive as any man at
computerized invasions of privacy, but I
see nothing wrong in this either.
The Times and the lookout file are the least
of Miss Knight's troubles. Her office is struggling to maintain its outstanding performance record against a formidable increase
in foreign travel. Last year saw 2 million
passports issued; the number will be much
larger this year. Instead of increasing efficiency, a new system under which certain
postoffices handle passport applications has
produced additional paperwork.
But it 1s 'the sheer obsidian nature of
bureaucracy that is beginning to get to her.
Miss Knight finds herself arrayed, much of
the time, against her superiors in the State
Department. She is pelted with memoranda
from her boss. She has proposed some bold
innovations in the whole business of issuing
passports, but she is getting nowhere with
them. A deserved raise in grade and pay,
long overdue, still is denied her. But quit?
Not yet. Over her desk is a familiar Latin
motto. Loosely translated, it reads: "Don't

tary, The Selling of the Pentagon, it is very
probable that the audience for the second
presentation the other night gave the show
more attention than it deserved if it was
meant to be, as we suppose CBS meant it to
be, an expose of military public relations
shenanigans.
As a spectacle, it was good viewing; guns
firing, ships sailing, men training, the Green
Berets in a tumbling act, our old friends
Chet Huntley and Walter Cronkite busily
selling the Pentagon's image in old clips; the
show even had John Wayne. As we say, as a
kind of war picture, it was interesting; as
a documentary it was one-sided and as an
expose it was ho-hum.
Ho-hum, because not many people could
have been convinced that the Pentagon ought
not to try to tell the American people what
the armed forces are supposed to do. Roger
Mudd may find it wrong to see an Army or
Navy display in a shopping center, but we
certainly think the majority of Americans
don't. Nor do we see anything wrong in having civilians attend war games. One remark
of Mr. Mudd's typified an attitude we thought
unresponsive to the facts; he commented on
these war games and attendance by civilians
and said: war, however, is not fought in
front of a grandstand. Of course not; but
then neither were all these exercises carried
out merely to sell the Pentagon; most of
them, we think, were part of the training
men undergo to prepare them to defend
themselves in condl tions of war.

The program even included in its broadside
criticism the armed forces "home town" report system, whereby items of interest such
as awards and promotions are sent to a serviceman's local paper and broadcast station so
his friends can learn about him. This is
wrong? One wonders how the armed services
are expected to keep up their enlistment
quotas, and the parents and wives of servicemen to be informed unless such things are
done? Is the Pentagon next to be asked to
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close down the recruitment desks in the post
offices?
The chief criticism of the documentary, we
think, lies not so much in the errors and
emphases that brought on charges of irresponsibility, but in the fact that the program's thrust was aimed not at some areas
of public information but a.t all areas of
armed services public information. So it
seemed to us.
Propaganda.? Of course such activity is
propa.ga.nda. in the eyes of some beholders.
But what is one man's propaganda. is another
man's information.
We see nothing wrong with the a.rmed services polishing their images and putting their
best foot forward so long as it is done sensibly and we don't think the public objects
to this at all. The trouble here was that The
Selling of the Pentagon seemed to be an alland-nothing approach: What the Pentagon
does in information is all wrong and nothing
is worthwhile or good. It was foolish for CBS
to create such an image for itself.

INCREASE IN PAY FOR
ARMED SERVICES

and by striking lines 10 through 23 on page
16 and lines 1 through 15 on page 17, and
substituting in their place the following:
"Section 203 (a) of title 37, United States
Code, is amended to read a.s follows:

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER

"INCREASE IN PAY RATES FOR MEMBERS OF THE
UNIFORMED SERVICES

OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

"The Secretary of Defense shall formulate
not later than the first day of the first calendar month after which this Act is enacted
a revised basic pay schedule for members
of the uniformed services incorporating the
increases in the basic pay of enlisted personnel and officers listed in the table below and
such adjustments in the basic pay of other
personnel of the Secretary deems necessary
and appropriate to insure equitable pay differences between grades. The revised basic
pay schedule formulated by the Secretary
pursuant to this section shall become effective on the first day of the first calendar
month after which this Act is enacted.

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, I commend to the attention of
my colleagues the following amendment
which I may offer for consideration during the debate on the draft. Please see
pages 30 to 33 of House Report 92-82 for
comparison of H.R. 4450 to other proposals.
The amendment follows:
H.R. 6531 is hereby amended by striking
lines 11 through 15 on page 12, along with
the following tables on pages 12, 13, and 14,
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Years of service
Pay grade
0-10 t ___ ----- --- ------------------------------------------------------------0-9--------------------------------------------------------------------------

0-8 _____ --- ------------------------------------------------------------------

0-7----- - --------------------------------------------------------------------

0-6 ___ ---------------------- ------- -----------------------------------------0-5 __ ------------------------------------------------------------------------

0-4--------------------------------------------------------------------------

0-3-------------------------------------------------------------------------0-2_ ------------------------------------------------------------------------0-1_ ----------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------

Under 2

Over2

Over 3

Over 4

Over 6

Over 8

Over 10

$2,111.40
1, 817.40
1, 695.00
1, 408.20
1, 043.70
941.40
844.20
758.10
693.30
612.30

$2,185.80
1, 920.80
1, 745. 70
1, 504.20
1, 147.20
980.70
886.80
791.70
726.00
648.90

$2,185.80
1, 961.70
1,787.40
1, 504.20
1, 221.90
1, 047.90
914.40
809.10
748.20
672.60

$2, 185.80
1, 961.70
1,787.40
1, 504.20
1,221.90
1, 047.90
914.40
864. 90
773.10
672.60

$2,185.80
1, 961.70
1, 787.40
1, 571. 10
1, 221.90
1, 047.90
930.60
906.30
789.30
672.60

$2,269.50
2, 011.20
1, 920.60
1, 571. 10
1, 221.90
1, 047.90
972.30
938.70
789.30
672.60

$2, 269.50
2, 011.20
1, 920.60
1, 662.60
1, 221.90
1, 080.30
1, 038.30
989.10
789.30
672.60

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over 26

$2,443.50
2, 094.60
2, 011.20
1, 662. 60
1, 221.90
1, 137.90
1, 097. 10
1, 038.30
789.30
672.60

$2,443.50
2, 094.60
2, 011.20
1, 745.70
1, 263.30
1, 213.80
1, 147. 20

$2,618.40
2,269. 50
2, 094.60
1, 920.60
1, 463.10
1,304. 70
1, 197.00

$2,618.40
2, 269.50
2, 185.80
2, 052.60
1, 537.80
1, 379.70
1, 230.30
1, 063.80
789.30
672.60

$2,793.30
2,443. 50
2,269. 50
2, 052.60
1, 571.10
1, 421.10
1, 230.30
1, 063.80
789.30
672.60

$2,793.30
2, 443.50
2,361. 00
2, 052.60
1, 662.60
1,471.20
1, 230.30

$2,967.60
2, 618.40
2, 361.10
2, 052.60
1, 803.30
1,471.20
1, 230.30

672.60

672.60

Years of service
Pay grade
0-10 I __ ---------------------------------------------------------------------0-9 - ------------- - ----------------------------------- --- --------------- -- ---0-8 _------------------------------------------------ ------------------------0-7-------------------------------------------------------------------------0-6_-- ---------- ---- --------------------------------------------------------0-5 _-- ------ -----------------------------------------------------------------

0-4------------------------- __.__ ---------------------------------------------

0-3_-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------0-2_------ ------------------------------------------------------------------0-L ------------------------------------------------------------------------1

Chief/staff, $3,000.

1, ~~~:~8
672.60

1, ~~~:~8
672.60

1,~~:~8

1,~~~:~8

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS WITH OVER 4 YEARS' ACTIVE SERVICE AS AN ENLISTED MEMBER
Years of service

Pay grade
0-3_--- ------------ -- -------------------------------------------------------0-2_-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------0-L-------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

Under 2

Over 2

Over3

Over4

Over 6

Over 8

Over 10

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

$864.90
773. 10
672.60

$906.00
789.30
698.40

$938.70
814.20
722.10

$989.10
856.50
743.70

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over26

$1,038.30
889.80
766. 50

$1, 080.30
914. 40
790.50

$1,080.30
914.40
790.50

$1,080.30
914.40
790.50

$1,080.30
914.40
790.50

$1,080.30
914.40
790.50

$1,080.30
914.40
790.50

Years of service
Pay grade
0-3_ ---------------------- --------------------------------------------------0-2_- ----------- - -----------------------------------------------------------0-L_- -----------------------------------------------------------------------

WARRANT OFFICERS
Years of service
Pay grade
W-4_----------------------------------------------------------------------W-3 _________________________________________________________________________
W-2- _______ ------------------------ _------------- _------------ ---- - __ ------W-1 _____ --------------------------------------------------------------------

Under 2

Over 2

Over 3

Over 4

Over 6

Over 8

Over 10

$666.30
605.70
544.20
484.80

$714.60
657.00
576.60
517.20

$714.60
657.00
576.60
517.20

$731.10
665.10
590.40
549.00

$764.40
673.20
622.80
573.60

$798.00
722.40
657.00
598.50

$831.00
764.40
681.90
622.80

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over 26

$889.80
789.30
706.50
648.30

$930.60
814.20
731.10
673.20

$963.90
838.80
756.60
698. 10

$989.10
864.90
781.20
722.40

$1,022.10
897.90
806.10
748.20

$1,056.60
930.60
838.80
748.20

$1,137.90
963.90
838.80
748.20

Years of service
Pay grade

W-4----------------------------------------------------------------____ -------__ -----__ --------- _---- _- __ -- ______________ -- __ -- _
W-3 ____ ______-----W-2- __________ -- _----------------------------------------------------------W-L _______________ ---------------------------------------------------------
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ENLISTED MEMBERS
Years of service
Pay grade
E-9 _______ ---- _--- ____ ---- ____ ---- _- ----- -------------------------- ---------E-8 __________ • ____________________ -.----------------------------- ------ ----- E-7 ----------- ____ -- ________ •• -------------------------------------- ----- ---E-6 ___
--- -------------------------------------------------------------------E-5
_____________________________
----- ____ ----- __________________________ _____
E-4 ___ -------------------------------------------------------------------- --E-3 __________________________________
_______________ - _-- _--------------------------- ------- ------------------E-2
-_____________________________
_____ ______
E-L ________ ------------------------------------------------------------ -- --E-1 (under 4 months) _______ ------_--------------------------- __ _______________

Under 2

Over 2

Over 3

Over 4

Over 6

Over 8

Over 10

0
0
$445.80
411.30
378.90
352.80
336.90
320.70
310.80
310. 50

0
0
$478. 50
431.70
397.80
370.50
353.40
336.60
326.40
0

0
0
$496.20
448.80
413. 10
387.90
367.80
353.70
326.40
0

0
0
$513.60
463.20
429.00
405.30
384.00
353.70
326.40
0

0
0
$531.30
480.30
446.10
421.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

0
$635.10
$548.10
497.40
462.90
430.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

$756.90
652.80
565.50
514.20
479.70
430.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over 26

$774.30
670.20
583.50
531.30
496.80
430.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

$792.00
687.90
609. 60
548.10
505. 50
430.20
392. 40
353.70
326.40
0

$809.70
705.30
626.70
565.50
505.50
433.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

$827.70
722. 10
644. 10
574.50
505.50
430.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

$843.90
740. 10
652.80
574.50
505.50
430.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

$888.60
783.60
696.60
574.50
505.50
430.20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

$975.00
870.90
783.60
574.50
505.50
430. 20
392.40
353.70
326.40
0

Years of service
Pay grade
E-9 ________ ______________ __ ____ ____ __ ---- __ ----- _________________ ____________
E-8 ___ ---- -- ______________ ----------------- _----- __________ __________________
E-7 ___________________________ ------------------ ___ __________________________
E-6 .• - -------------------------------------------------------- -- ---- --- -----E-5 ___ -- ___ _----------------------------------------------------------------E-4 __
-------------------------------------------------------------------------E-3
______
______ ____ ------ ______________ --- --- ____ ------- ______ ______
__ __E-2 __________________________________________________________________________
E-L ___ ------- __ ---------------- ______ ___ _____ -------- __________________ ---- E-1 (under 4 months) _____ -------------- _______ _---------- ______ -- _____________

REMARKS ON ANNIVERSARY OF
GREEK INDEPENDENCE DAY

HON. HOWARD W. ROBISON
OF NEW

YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. ROBISON of New York. Mr.
Speaker, it is a privilege for me to join
my colleagues in the observance of
Greek Independence Day, the 150th anniversary of the Greek struggle for freedom from Turkish domination. The
spark of freedom ignited on this day in
1821 characterizes the history of this
nation and its people. It is the Greeks
who gave the West both the definition of
freedom and the earliest demonstration
of its practice. So great and so encompassing has been their heritage that we
in the United States are-at least in a
sense-all Greeks; for the freedom that
we now exercise and the ideal of human
dignity upon which we have built our
political system are the heritages of the
Greek nation.
When Homer sang of the anger of
Achilles in the Iliad, man still fought the
caprice of the gods; yet as Odysseus
made the tortuous j oumey back to his
homeland, the gods became an equal
foe, and the Greeks yelled at them in
jest and derision. It was in Solon's code
that the West found its own destiny to
order and rule through law. It was
through the thought of men like Plato
and Aristotle that the Greek nation provided the concepts and vocabulary of
freedom. This was not only the freedom
of a people to govern itself, but the freedom to create beauty for its own enjoyment and the freedom of man to laugh
and cry at himself in the comedies of
Aristophanes and the tragedies of
Aeschylus.
The hunger for this freedom has lived
in Greece throughout its history, so that
to be free, a small nation would fight an
Empire in 1821. The same nation would
remind us again of its love for freedom
as it withstood the devastation of
fascism and communism only to arise
again as an independent state. This is
the spirit that has made us all Greeks

and that must continue to remind us of
the paramount value of human dignity.
I am pleased, Mr. Speaker, to celebrate
this heritage of the Greek nation on the
occasion of Greek Independence Day.
THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY OF
GREEK INDEPENDENCE

HON. JAMES A. BURKE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971

can be credited with realizing man's full
potential, with discovering his faculties
for reason and logical discipline with
disciplining the arts and exalting the intellect over his emotions, then it was the
ancient Greeks that discovered in man
qualities which set him apart from the
rest of the animal kingdom and set man
for good or for bad, on the road to prog~
ress which changed the very horizons of
the then known world.
Nor was the Greek contribution to suc?eeding generations limited to solitary
mtellectual advancement, book learning
and ivory tower concerns. Those same
Greeks, in their ceaseless quest for
knowledge and unquenchable curiosity,
were bound to tum their attention to the
world around them-not just in scientific
observations of the natural world around
them, but to observe, study and reorder
the social world around them. It is the
ancient Greeks who, after studying man's
relation to his fellow man were led by
the logic of their own observations to
conclude that the ideal form of government was democracy. The Greek citystate was to be the earliest example of a
democratic experiment. In a real sense
not much new has been done or thought
of since politics was first practiced in the
Greek polis-city-state, of old. It can also
be doubted whether any group of people
developed a finer sense of loyalty and
devotion to their community than the
ancient Greeks. Greek patriotism in its
purest and most uplifting form was practiced in a way which has inspired generations of citizens ever since. A devotion
to liberty and freedom from foreign oppression has received few more exalting
approximations in history than the field
of Marathons, the mere mention of which
today never fails to conjure up the most
noble sentiments around the world. Is it
any wonder then that James Monroe
summed it up on December 2, 1822, 1n
his annual message to Congress in this
manner:

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I rise today in commemoration
of the 150th anniversary of Greek independence, the celebration of which commenced on March 25 and will continue
throughout the year. I rise to add my
remarks because I am firmly convinced
that what we are commemorating here
in Congress under special orders granted
last Thursday is not something which is
or should be limited to the Greek-American community; I agree with the gentlemen who observed many years ago
that in a real sense we are all Greeks-not just today, this week or this year, but
always have been and always will be. For
at the very root of our civilization-and
I would go further and argue that providing the impetus and logical framework for all of the advances in knowledge and science by Western man-lies
ancient Greece. I believe it was Alfred
North Whitehead, the eminent philosopher, who once observed that all philosophy is but a footnote to Plato. To a
degree, I think the same could be said
with accuracy of the ancient Greek accomplishments in other fields of human
endeavor. While it is true that this country is usually referred to as part of the
Judeo-Christian tradition, insofar as we
are members in good standing in what is
known as Western civilization and the
Western world, our identity is, in fact,
The mention of Greece fills the mind with
traceable to the singular achievements
of those philosopher-kings, scientists the most exalted sentiments. and arouses
our bosoms the best feelings, of which
writers, and immortals who lived and in
our nation is susceptible. Superior sk111 and
dwelled in the scattering of islands and refinement
in the arts, heroic gallantry in
rocky peninsula washed by the waters action, disinterested patriotism, enthusiastic
of the Ionian and Aegean. If any people zeal and devotion in favor of public Uberty
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are associated with our recollection of ancient
Greece.
But the unfortunate thing is that for
most of the modem history of the world,
Greece did not know independence. The
modern Greeks knew only one form or
another of foreign oppression and domination ever since the Romans. The sad
fact is that Greece has been more a state
of mind for much of its history than a
state, in fact, in the political sense. It
really has only been for the relatively
short period of 150 years that Greece has
been more than a name on the map, a
period in ancient history, an inspiration
to succeeding generations of students.
For hundreds of years the survival of the
Greek culture and tradition depended
very much on the efforts of men outside
of Greece to keep it alive. The world had
to look outside of Greece to find examples of democracy in action, of liberty and
freedom from foreign domination. As
President Monroe observed:
That such a country should have been
overwhelmed and so long hidden, as it were,
from the world under a gloomy despotism,
has been a cause of unceasing and deep regret
to generous minds for ages past.
When the Greeks finally could stand
it no longer and made their glorious final
push for freedom from the ruthless Ottoman empire, the word spread throughout the civilized world like wildfire.
Greece which in a real sense had given
birth to the very idea of liberty and home
rule was at last to enjoy the fruits of its
own creation. It is hardly surprising that
the Greek war of independence captured
the imagination of the most sensitive
souls in the capitals of Europe and in our
own young country. Jefferson, Adams,
Monroe, Webster all cheered and gave
moral support to the Greeks in their efforts. Some joined the battle not content
to cheer from the sidelines. Samuel
Gridley Howe of Boston and George Jarvis of New York fought in Greece, the
latter losing his life, as did Lord Byron,
probably the single most heroic and romantic figure in the Western world of his
time. These men were fighting for
their birthright in a very real sense.
They were fighting for an idea, for an
ideal of which they felt as much a part
of as any Greek living in Thessolonica at
the time.
In their victory, the Greeks became at
one and the same time the newest nation with the longest tradition. In achieving their independence and uniting as a
nation, the Greeks were destined to play
another epoch-making role in history.
For the rest of the century, other peoples
throughout Europe struggled to achieve
the same thing. Other old civilizations
were to take courage from the Greek
example. Other places which had existed
over the centuries more in name than as
political realities were to unite with a
sense of national identity-that is, Germany and Italy. Throughout Central Europe and the Balkans, men of good will
found in the culture of their ethnic past
strength for concerted political action to
throw off the yoke of imperialism and
foreign domination. In a very real sense,
the events in Greece in 1821 set off a
chain of events which finally culminated
in World War I and the breakup of the
old order.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
Many times since the Greeks have had
to struggle for their national identity.
Their success in the 1820's was not to go
unchallenged. Practically every suceeding generation of Greek people have had
to reassert their freedom from foreign
domination, most recently in the war of
1947. Through all of this, I am happy to
say, the United States has found it in its
best interests to be on the side of the
Greeks and hopefully that is the way it
always will be. This alliance, proven tried
and true as it has been over the years,
has more going for it today than it did
in 1821. Then, as I have said, Greece was
more a state of mind that anything else.
Yet men of good will the world over
found Greek independence a common
cause. Today, however, the United States
is the adopted homeland of thousands
of Greek Americans, who have brought
to this country their great heritage &..ad
character, the infusion of which into
our national bJoodstream has made this
country so much the better for it.
There is also another reason for commemorating Greek independence which
has nothing directly to do with Greece
itself, and that is the lesson contained
in Greek history for other smali downtrodden peoples who find themselves under foreign domination this very day.
Captive nations the world over in the
Baltic, Central Europe, and the Balkans
can take comfort in the knowledge that
a strong idea is hard to keep down. National identity and a desire to throw off
foreign domination whether it be Ottoman or Russian has survived and will
continue to survive years of oppression.
If the Greeks could nourish and nurture
the idea of freedom and nationhood,
after centuries of foreign domination,
then there is hope, indeed, that the idea
will live and grow stronger in those nations which have lost their freedom this
century. Just as Greece inspired nations
yet unborn in the 19th century, I firmly
believe it will continue to inspire nations
temporarily submerged in the 20th century. This message of hope should
emerge from this year of commemoration of the Greek struggle against hope.
I cannot conclude without admitting
that recent events in Greece have been
a cause of deep concern and distress to
men of good will the world over, but
nowhere more than in these United
States. The Greek American community
finds itself mirroring the profound disquiet in Greece itself. For me, or any
other American, to pretend to be in a
position to judge on the basis of fact,
rather than emotion, the relative merits
or demerits of the present government in
Greece would be the height of arrogance
and interference in the internal affairs
of our allies. As in all cases of civil disagreement in a nation with friends and
supporters on both sides, the best thing
that the friends of Greece around the
world can do today is to hope and pray
that Greece will soon be at peace with
i ..-self, that its traditions once again be
resumed, and that justice will prevail
and its national soul made whole again.
only then will the air of sadness be lifted
from this 150th anniversary of the Greek
independence of 1821.
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THE MAYORS VIEW THE BUDGET

HON. WILLIAM J. GREEN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, yesterday I introduced into the
RECORD the first of two parts of the Conference of Mayor's report, "The Mayors
View the Budget." I am today submitting
the second part of that report:
THE MAYORS

VIEW

THE BUDGET-PART

II

MANPOWER

The manpower programs on the accompanying table are designated for conversion
into the special revenue sharing package. Before analyzing them, let us review briefly
the Administration's budget request for overall Manpower Administration activities to get
a clear picture of the extent of its commitment to solving urban employment problems
by placing increased authority and resources
in the hands of local government.
The FY 72 overall Manpower Administration budget increases by $212 million from
FY 71. One major increase is found in the
Work Incentive Program ($136.9 million),
which if incorporated under the Administration's Family Assistance Program would be
administered by state employment services,
not city government prime sponsors. The
second major increase appears in funds also
earmarked for state administration, Unemplo~ent Compensation and Employment
Service programs (62.6 million). Hence, the
major increases in the overall Manpower Administration budget are in the programs that
would circumvent a city manpower delivery
system.
FY 72 funds available for locally administered manpower programs reflect the trend
established in the overall Manpower Administration budget. Here, the Administration's
commitment also appears to be on the downturn. For example, budget requests for those
manpower programs slated for conversion
into special revenue sharing funds (see table) show an absolute decrease of $21.5 million from the level of obligations for this
fiscal year. From Administration wants toreduce the number of programs.
Furthermore, the Administration views tL.e
special revenue sharing manpower funds, and
not a new PSE program, as the more appropriate way to finance a local government's
PSE program. In short, the Administration
considers PSE a local and not a national
program option. But, as we have already seen,
special revenue sharing manpower funds are
derived from converting existing manpower
programs listed on the accompanying table.
Hence, if a local government chooses to institute a PSE program under the Administration scheme, it must deprive other training and work support programs already operating within the community. This clearly is
not a workable option.
Before leaving the Administration's plans
for special revenue sharing, special consideration should be given to "reverse" revenue
sharing plan. An example of this can be
seen in the FY 72 budget for summer youth
programs. In it, the Administration plans to
raise the local share of the program costs for
this urgent urban program from 10 percent
to 20 percent. By doing so, it hopes to extend program coverage. Yet, at the same
time, it has sharply cut the funds available
for this program by $32.2 million. In effect,
through this form of "reverse" revenue shar-

ing, the Administration is looking to the
scarce resources of local government to help
sa.l va.ge the program a.nd thereby lessen the

Federal government's commitment to this
priority national program.
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MANPOWER
(Dollars in millions)
Obligations (thousands)

Department of Labor
Private sector, OJT ___________ ________ __
Public sector, OJT ______ ______ _____ _____
MOTA, institutionaL _________ ____ __---_
Job Corps ___ _______ -------- __ --- - ____NYC, in schooL - -------------- - -- - - - - - Summer youth program _____________ ___ _
1

Budget estimate

Obligations (thousands)

1970

1971

1972

Change

$221, 500
87, 100
321 , 800
158, 200
59, 200
157, 900

$260, 700
135, 600
335, 400
156, 200
64, 100
197, 900

$260, 500
125,800
324, 900
196, 100
69,800
165,700

$-200
-9,800
-10,500
+39, 900
+5 , 700
-32, 200

Department of Labor

Budget estimate

1970

1971

148,900
$186,800
9, 700
48, 500
TotaL __________________________ 11,399,600

165, 800
$177,900
22,300
70,900

NYC, post school_ _____________________ _
Special targeting (CEP) _________________ _
Computer job placement_ ______________ _
Program support ___ ----- __ ----- - _____ __

1, 586,600

1972

Change

165, 800 -- - ---- - -- - $172, 900
-$5,100
22, 300 - --- --- - ---61, 600
-9, 300
1, 565,300

-21,500

Includes funds appropriated to OEO.
ENVIRONMENT

The Administration is seeking some increases in environmental programs impacting on the cities.
Most noticeable is a substantial increase
in requested budget authority for waste water
treatment facilities. The new EnVironmental Protection Agency is requesting $2 billion--$1 billion more than this year's appropriation. It plans to obligate $1,905 million---$720 million more than this year.
For other water quality programs, $137.5
million requested budget authority represents an increase of $20.2 million over this
year's appropriation of $117.3 million. These
funds will be used for accelerating river
basin planning, research and development,
and manpower training to improve the efficiency of local waste treatment plant
operators.
Requested budget authority for solid waste
programs is $18.4 million-up only about
$1.3 million over this year's level. This is a
major disappointment because Congress authorized more than eight times as much$152 million-for FY 72 in the Resource
Recovery Act of 1970. The Administration
plans to use these monies for continued
research and development of resource recovery and solid waste disposal rather than undertaking a large construction and demonstration program.
Budget authority requested for air pollution control programs is up $14.9 mi111on
from $101.9 million in FY 71 to $116.8 in FY

72. Much of this increase will be used to
strengthen state air pollution control agencies. In addition, it is expected that a large
portion of an $85 million supplementary
request for FY 72 will be used for clean a'ir
programs.
The Interior Department's budget includes
a major increase of $95 million in requested
budget authority for state and local Outdoor Recreation programs: from the $185.4
million appropriated in FY 71 to $280 million in FY 72. However, the gap between appropriations and obligations is increasing.
The budget indicates that FY 72 obligations
will total only about $125 million. While
higher than this year's obligations, it is less
than half the FY 72 appropriation request.
This year's obligations are also less than
half the FY 71 &ppropriations.
SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
(Dollars in millions)
Fiscal
year
1970,
appropriation

Fiscal
year
1971,
appropriation

Fiscal
year
1972,
budget
request

Fiscal
year
1971,
appropriation

Fiscal
year
1972,
budget
request

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Solid waste: Operations,
facilities, research______
14.6
Air pollution: Operations,
facilities, research________
104.7
Separate transmittal%______________ ___

17.1

18.4

101.9
13.0

116.8
85.0

185.4

280.0

DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR
Land and water conservation fund: Aid to State
and local governments a__ _

62.0

I Obligations for construction grants were: $425,000,000 fiscal
year 1970; $1,185!000,000 fiscal year 1971; $1,905,000,000
fiscal year 1972 (estimated).
2 Funds for implementing the 1970 Clean Air Act, 1970 Resources Recovery Act and overall organization and management
of EPA programs and new proposals, with most to go for air
pollution.
a Obligations for Land and Water Conservation-Aid to States
were $49.4 fiscal year 1970 (estimated); $85 fiscal year (estimated); $125.0 fiscal year 1972 (estimated).

Note: Operations, Facilities, Research Includes: Abatement
and Control; Manpower Development; Research Development
and Demonstration; Facilities.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Water quality:
Operations, facilities,
research_____________
Construction grants I____

Fiscal
year
1970,
appropriation

83.7
800.0

117.3

1, 000.0

137.5
2, 000.0

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
(Dollars in thousands)

1969

Fiscal year-

Prop~~~1

1970

1971 supplemental

Grants for development and implementation of comprehensive plans _______ ______ __ __ ___ __________ _
$19,000
$21,000
$26, 000 -------------Matching grants to improve and strengthen law enforcement:
Allocations to States according to population (block grants> - ------- - ----- - - ---- - ---- ------- - 24,650
182,750
340, 000 -------------Allocations to States or localities as determined administratively______ ____ ____ ___ ________ __ ___
4, 350
32,000
70,000 -------------Aid to correctional institutions and programs ___ _______ __ ___ -------- ____ - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- __ ___ ___ --- --- -- -_---- ____ ______ ---- -- -- ______ ----$50, 000
Academic assistance:
Law enforcement education program (LEEP> ---- ------------- - -- - ----------- --- ------------6, 500
18,000
21,000
1, 000
Curriculum development and program evaluation ________ - ----------- - -- - - -- ------------------- - -- -- --_- - - - - __- --- __ -- - ------ -- -------250
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice·--------------------------------- - ---3, 000
7, 500
7, 500 -------------National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service.---------------------- -- ------- - ------- -- --- ------1, 000
4, 000
700
Technical assistance and training:

~:~~~~~~~:~~= ==== ==== == == ======== =========== ===== == ==== ==== == ==== == ===== ===== == ==== ==== =========2,500
======-------- ~~ ~~~---------~~ ~~~-- -------- "5iiii4,487
7,454
450

Administration and advisory committees.----------------- - --------------- - ----------------- ---

Total, obligation authority __ _______ ___ _----------- _____ ______________ ______ --------_____
Transferred to other agencies ______ ------ ___ _---- - ----- __ ___ _______________ ----- ----- - -___ ____
Total authorized ___ ________________________________________________ ___________________ _

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE

1972 Budget

The levels of authorization and appropriation have risen rapidly since 1968 when the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration began to administer its new programs
to improve the criminal justice systems
through grants to states and cities.
Appropriations have jumped from $63 million in FY 69 to a proposed level of $698
million for FY 72 reflecting the growing
capacities of the states and cities to gear
into the new program.
The 1972 budget proposes a $218 million
increase over FY 71 and a supplemental FY

Proposed
1972

Change

$35,000

$+9, 000

413,695
73,005
97,500

+73,695
+3,005
+47,500

29,000
1, 000
21,000
9, 700

+7. 000
+750
+13,500
+5,000

~: ~~~

+2,000
+500
+3,596

11,500

60, 000
3, 000

267,937
182

479, 954
52, 900
698, 400
46 _- - ---- ____ ----------- - -----

63,000

268,119

480,000

71 request of $52 million for grants for corrections programs. The 1972 program will include $584 million for various grants in aid
to state and local law enforcement improvement programs and for correctional institutions, and $35 million for comprehensive
planning.
It is expected that two of these grant in
aid progr.ams, discretionary grants and block
grants, totaling $486 million in obligational
authority, will be included in the special
revenue sharing program.
TRANSPORTATION

The 1970 Amendments to the Mass Transportation Act provided five-year authority

52,900

698,400

+165,546
-46
165,500

of $3.1 blllion for capital facilities, relocation and technical studies, research, demonstration, and university training.
In assessing the program from the jumble
of budget figures, there are four stages to
keep in mind: authorization of a portion of
the $3.1 billion for use during a single year;
"reservations" set aside for new project approvals; "obligations" made as projects get
under way; and "outlays" of cash during
con struction. The activity in the Mass
Transportation program can be judged by
how much is reserved for new projects and
by the level of obligations as projects reach
construction, but outlays are not a good
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measure of progress for this program. The
additional obligational authority proposed
for FY 72 is $600 million. This is the same as
granted by Congress for FY 71. New approval
reservations for FY 72 will be $227 million
higher than FY 71. There will be a substantial increase ( $35 million) in Research
and Demonstration grants. By the end of
FY 72 it is estimated that $2,462 million will
remain unobligated from the original $3.1
billion. Thus it appears that most new authority requested for FY 72 will not be used.
This rate of utilization of funds, $640 ronlion by June 30, 1972, must be doubled if
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we are to reach the level authorized by
Congress for the five year period.
The mass transit capital facilities program
will be included in the transportation special revenue sharing group starting January
1, 1972. Research, development and demonstrations will remain to be administered at
the Federal level.
The Interstate Highway System program
has been operating at a level of $3 billion in
obligations against authorizations of $4 btllion for several years.
The Federal aid program for urban extension of state highways will increase from

$266 million 1n FY 71 to $275 million in
FY 72. A new urban high program will be
funded at $50 milllon, half its authorized
level for FY 72.
The Traffic Operations in Urban Areas
(TOPICS) program obligated only $97 million during FY 1970 and FY 1971 leaving a
balance of authority of $303 milllon. The
FY 1972 authorization is $100 million while
obligations are expected to reach $200 million because of carryovers from the current
fiscal year.
By the end of FY 72 there will be an unobligated balance available 1n the trust fund
of $6,965 mllllon.

AIRPORT GRANTS
[In millions of dollars)
Fiscal year 1971

Fiscal year 1972

Change

$10
170

$15
205

+$5
+35

$180

$220

+40

Grants for planning ....•... _------ •. ------------------.-------.-----------------------------------------._----------_
Grants for construction .• __ ------- ___ ----------------- ___ ------ ____ --- _______________________________________________ _

TRANSPORTATION
[In millions of dollars)

Mass transit
TotaL ____________ •• ------------- __ ._---- ______ ------------------ ____ -----

Fiscal year 19711

Fiscal year 1972 2

Reserve

Obligation

Reserve

Obligation

Reserve

Change a
Obligation

4328

179

600

464

+272

+285

15
40
3

15
33
2

+ 10
+35
0

+ 10
+27
+I

-----------------------------------------------------------------270
129
4
3
+227
+252

¥~~~i~~1c~~~~~~-s========= :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Reserve and demonstrations.----------------------------------------------------University research and training •.• ------------------------------------------------

il75

3

~J

60
3

a None.

1 $600 authorization, increased fron $214.
2 $600 authorization.

4

Does not include a $57,000,000 loan to the District of Columbia.

HIGHWAYS
)In thousands of dollars(
Fiscall970
Authorization
Obligation
Interstate System·-------------------------------------------------------------Urban extensions of primary and secondary ...•. ------------------------------------

4, 000
275

Fiscal year 1971
Authorization
Obligation

3, 080
251

4, 000
275

Fiscal year 1972
Authorization
Obligation
4,000
275
100
100

3, 045
266

~~g!~s ~~ohg~;~;-~:= ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:: ___________ -~~~ _______________ ~- _______ ----_~~~ ----__ ------ --~~ _
Grants to public agencies under the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970
are for planning, development and improvement of public airports. Planning grants
support the development of construction
plans for regional systems of airports and
for individual airports. Financing of this
program was shifted to a trust fund partially supported by airline user charges. As
the trust fund was established in 1970, comparisons are only clear between FY 71 and
FY 72. They reveal a moderate increase 1n
grants for planning and construction, however these commitments are well below the
legislative authorization of $280 mlllion per
year.
EDUCATION

While the FY '72 Budget proposes an overall increase of $300 mlllion (from $4.4 to
$4.7 billlon) , most of the increases go to
higher education for proposed reform of
college grants and loans which expire this
June.
Only $1.85 blllion is requested for elementary and secondary education-a drop of
$50 million from FY 1971 appropriations.
There were sharp budget cuts for individual
programs such as libraries and educational
communications, down $35 mlllion; vocational education, down $25 million; and impact-aid to federally affected schools, down
$110 million. No money is requested for
school equipment and minor remodeling, nor
for construction of public libraries. Decreases in vocational education reflect the
Administration's intent to consolidate existing programs into four broad categories:

Basic grants to states, research and special
projects, adult education and planning and
evaluation. The low request for impact-aid
also reflects a renewed Administration effort
to pass the Impact-Aid Reform Act reducing
assistance to several thousand districts.
The Administration plans to ask Congress
for $1 billion in fiscal 1972 for emergency
school desegregation funds not shown in the
budget. The President also requested money
to fund the new Environmental Education
Act and Drug Abuse Education Act at their
fiscal 1971 levels, $2.5 million and $6 million respectively.
The Office of Management and Budget
estimates that education would receive $3
billion in special revenue sharing during the
first full year. All titles of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act would go into
the proposed revenue sharing funds for education. Even if revenue sharing were enacted
quickly-an unlikely possibility-elementary
and secondary education would receive only
$92 million more than it did in fiscal 1971.

1970

actual

1970
actual

Equipment and remodeling (NDEA
36,854
Ill)_-------------Bilingual education
(ESEA VII) _________
21,250
Dropout prevention
(ESEA VIII) ________
4,981
Federally affected
areas _____________ • 520,498
Planning and
evaluation _________
8,825
Handicapped. ________
84,865
Vocational and adult.. 371,345
Libraries and Ed.
communications .• __ 2126,713
Research
developmenLand
___________
82,325

1971
estimated

1972
request

50, ()00 ---------25, 000

25, 000

10,000

10,000

550,657

440,000

8,825
105, 000
505, u96

3, 825
110, 000
476,073

85,280

29,400

98,077

105, 000

1 Consolidated with NDEA V-A in the 1970 ESEA Amendments.
2 Formerly community education, including university community services (now under higher education) and adult education (now under vocational education).

WELFARE

EDUCATION
(Dollars in thousands]
Program

Program

3, 000
275
200
50

1971

estimated

1972

request

Elementary and
Secondary:
::ducationallydeprived
(ESEA I)___________ 1, 339,014 1, 500,000 1, 500,000
library resources
(ESEA 11)- --------42,500
80,000
80,000
Supplementary
Services ( ES EA
Ill) •----- --------- 130,810
143,393
143,393

Public assistance grants to states are for
maintenance and medical assistance, social
services, State and local training, and child
welfare services. The Department of HEW has
taken the estimates of requirements prepared
by the states and adjusted them downward
for the following actions to be taken in adIninistering its programs: (1) A reduction in
the number of hours a person can work and
still meet the definition of an unemployed
parent under title IVA of ·the Social Security
Act. (2) Installation of improved utilization
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review procedures and other management
improvements in the Medicaid programs.
The estimates of Federal payments for
maintenance assistance administration, social
services, and State and local training have
been limited to 110 percent of each State's
estimates for FY 1971. The administration
believes that appropriations for needs unrelated to subsistence should be limited by
the Executive and the Congress through deliberate advance choices as to their size,
character and the amount of Federal financial commitment for any given year.
A number of amendments to the Social
Security Act including social security benefit increases, Welfare Reform and proposed
reforms of the Medicaid and social services
program are proposed for separate transmittal to the Congress. Estimates of the . effects
of these amendments are not included in
the budget figures.

Amendments in 1969 increased the funding
for the Food Stamp Program. Purchase requirements were reduced and, as a result,
June 1970 participation climbed to 6.5 million persons, and by October it reached 8.8
million. The appropriation for 1972 is $580
million higher than that for FY 1971.
The existing legislation for juvenile delinquency programs expires on June 30, 1971
and wm be followed by a basic revision in
the legislation and substantial changes in
the focus of the program. The FY 1972 Budget
shows an increase in technical assistance
and a decrease in program development resulting in a net reduction of $5 million in
program funding.
The social security payments shown above
are those not funded by payroll taxes from
workers and employers. The decrease of $134.6
million reflects adjustments for prior years
for which the amounts appropriated were
higher than presently estimated costs.

WELFARE
[In millions of dollars]
Appropriations

1971

1970
$7, 498.9
2, 014. 6
596.9
10.0

I

$8, 651.9
2, 599.9
1, 416.2
15.0

Budget
request
1972

$11,411.6
2, 465.3
1, 996.4
10.0

[In millions of dollars)
Appropriations
Program
Medical facilities construction ___ ____________ ------. ___________ _
Comprehensive health planning _______________________________ _
Maternal-child health ______________________ • _____ • ___________ _
Rehabilitation services-facilities _______________ ________ . _______ _
Family planning services •• ___________________ . ___ . _____ . _____ _

Fiscal year
1970

Fiscal year
1971

Budget
fiscal year
1972

1971-72
change

$179.7
205.9
277.9
497.3
22.8

$185.3
247.2
255.7
570.4
33.6

$108.7
251.7
326.4
605.0
90.9

-$76.6
4. 5
70.7
34.6
57.3

budget
request

OEO PROGRAMS
(Dollars in millions)

1970
obligations

1971
appropriation

1971
obligations

budget
request

65.0

114.6

79.5

74.2

Special migrant and Indian __________
Legal services ______________________
VISTA. ___________________________
Rural economic opportunity loans _____

371.2
157.3
36.2
52.5
54.7
34.2
3. 5

1388.6
195.3
37.1
35.5
61.4
36.5
9.4

PROGRAMS TO REMAIN IN OEO
Research development and evaluation _____
Community development:

~~~~ua~~ ~~tt;ij'ion:===============
Special impact_ ______ _____ _________

1970
obligations

1971
appropriation

1971
obligations

325.3
70.3

360.0
69.0

360. 0
69.0

SPIN-OFF PROGRAMS

368.4
346.0
2159.5
189.1
25.8
36.1
60.1
60.6
61.0
61.0
36.2
33.0
6. 0 ------------

SubtotaL. ______________ ---- ____

709.6

763.8

756.9

685.9

General Support.•. __ ---- _______________

16.0

16.0

18.0

17.9

SubtotaL ••• __ --- __ .---- __ --.--_-

790.6

894.4

854.4

778.0

Child Development:
Headstart _____________ ------------Follow through_____ _______ _________

3

376.5
360.0

----------------------------------SubtotaL____________________ ____
395.6
429.0
429.0
436.5

Work and training:
Private
sector OJT
OJT____________
_____
Public sector
_________ ----_____

47.0
46. 8 --------------------------------________________ ________________ •-__--_

Job Corps ____ ------ ____ --------___

170. 0 ________________________________ ___ _

In-school work support______________
Post-school work support____________
Special targeting_________________ __
Program support___________________

183.3
149. 0
139.0
17.5

----------------------------- --·-·· _______________________________ . ___ _
___ ------ ______ ------ ___ ______ . __ . . _
------------------------------------

--------------------------------752. 6 ______________________________ _____ _

SubtotaL________________________

__=__=__=__=__=_=_===4=0=.0=_=__=__=__=__=__=_
Unobligated balance lapsing _______ _____ _=====3.=3=
Transferred to other accounts ___________ _
TotaL__________________________
1 Includes funds for Indian CAA's which were transferred out of community action to special
migrant and Indians during fiscal year 1971.
a Decreases resulting from phasing out of emergency food and medical program and alcoholism
program were only partially offset by increases in comprehensive health, family planning and drug
rehabilitation.

'6.0 ----------------------------------·61,948.1
1, 323.4
1,323. 4
778.0

a Appears in HEW's budget request for fiscal year 1972.
' Balance of funds appropriated for rural loan fund.
6 Total appropriation for fiscal year 1970
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DESIGNATION OF MONTANA'S LINCOLN BACK COUNTRY AS A WILDERNESS AREA

HON. RICHARD G. SHOUP

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
best suited to optimum recreational purposes and include them in the National Wllderness System.
Be it further resolved, that the secretary
of sta.te is instructed to send copies of this
resolution to each member of the Montana
congressional delegation.

OF MONTANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

H.R. 6825, LEGISLATION TO LIMIT
Monday, March 29, 1971
THE PRODUCTION OF AMPHETMr. SHOUP. Mr. Speaker, I have introAMINES
duced legislation to bring wilderness designation to 240,500 acres of western MonHON. GLENN M. ANDERSON
tana known as the Lincoln Back Country. This is mountain recreation land at
OF CALIFORNIA
its best. Its lakes and streams are home
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
to the native cutthroat trout and its forMonday, March 29, 1971
ests are home to elk and grizzlies.
Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr.
This is a textbook example of a "best
use" for land. Many individuals and Speaker, in the past, Congress has adagencies have studied this area for years. mirably noted the serious and critical
The consensus says that this fragile al- abuse and effects of narcotics and danpine country, without minerals or timber gerous drugs. Research and experience
of commercial significance, would best have made the effects of such dangerserve man in its natural wilderness state. ous substances as amphetamines common
I would enter into the RECORD a joint knowledge among my cOil.leagues, the pubresolution of the Montana Senate and the lic, and the medical profession.
Montana House of Representatives as an
Direct observations have shown amex~-nple of the general and bipartisan
phetamines to be physically addicting.
support for this wilderness proposal:
Dr. Sidney Cohen of the Division of NarRESOLUTION No. 23
cotic Addiction and Drug Abuse, NaA joint resolution of the Senate and House tional Institute of Mental Health, afof Representat ives of Montan a to the Hon - firms t he possibility of a panic and paraorable Mike Mansfield and the Honorable noid state, malnutrition, prolonged nervLee Metcalf, Senators from the State of ous breakdowns, and infections as the
Montana; to the Honorable Richard Shoup result of such addiction. Also, a newly
and the Honorable John Melcher, Represen tatives from the State of Montana, urg- developed possibility is that the use of
;ng that part s of the Lincoln Back Country a very high dose of amphetamines over
and Scapegoat Mountain area be enjoined a long period of time may lead to brain
with the National Wilderness Preservation cell changes. In addition to the dangers
System
of physical addiction, "speed" can also
Whereao;, parts of the Lincoln back coun- cause a potent psychological addiction.
try and Scapegoat Mountain area lie within Many doctors have made connection bethe national forest system a n d are in a nat - tween the amphetamine usage and parural wildern ess condition at the present anoid psychosis.
time; an d
The dangerous and harmful effects of
Whereas, t h e area is present ly being h eavily u t ilized as a natural recreation area for amphetamine usage extends further
horseback riding, hiking, fishing, hunting, than to just the individual user. Just recampin g , photography, and observat ion of cently, the Select Committee on Crime-wildlife; and
January 2, 1971-attested to the reJaWhereas, there is a growing population tionship between the abuse of amphetof Americans seeking high quality outdoor amine-type drugs and violence and crime.
recreational opportunities; and
Dr. Joel Fort, professor at the School of
Whereas, the Lincoln back country and
Scapegoat Mountain area contain some of Social Welfare, University of California
the most spectacular scenic and recreational at Berkeley, testified before the comopportunities to be found in the United mittee that on:
States; and
Whereas, these outstan ding recreational
areas, and the wildlife and scenic opportunities therein are of the highest value in attracting people to Montana for the enjoyment of these areas; and
Whereas, Montana is one of the few states
where this type of outdoor recreation containing a complete wildlife community in its
natural environment can still be enjoyed;
and
Whereas, the grlzzly bear, the majest ic
elk, the native cutthroat trout, the Rocky
Mountain goat and various oth er species,
some of them endangered, abound in this
area; and
Whereas, these areas should be preserved
and protected for the enlightenment, education, and enjoym~nt of future generations.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the State
of Montana :
That the forty-second legislative assembly of the state of Montana urges the congress of the United St81tes to take the appropriate action necessary to identify those parts
of the Lincoln back country / Scapegoat areas

A typical run of speed, there develops severe pa-ranoia, a marked tendency to violence and sometimes tragically leading to
murder, and serious physical deterioration.
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The effect of these laws on the amphetamine problem has been like applying a bandaid where a tourniquet is
needed. Our laws have not been adequate
to deal with this fantastic problem, nor
have they kept pace with it.
The results of this near void has been
prodigious. First of all, ther e has been
an incredible overproduction of "speed"
(amphetamine) by legitimate manufacturers. Eight billion "speed" pills are
being spewed out every year. According
to the National Institute of Mental
Health, the total legitimate medical need
of amphetamines in this country can be
measured "in the thousands of pills
rather than the billions." Physicians by
and large agree, that if amphetamines
were to disappear from the market tomorrow, almost all patients would benefit except children with narcolepsy and
hyperkinetic behavior. Secondly, there
has been no meaningful or adequate controls on the exportation of such dangerous drugs. Also, there has been no adequate Federal or State control over the
purchase of the immediate chemical ingredients needed to manufacture such
drugs. And, finally, there has been no
adequate Federal or State control on the
overprescription and the mail order purchase of "speed."
Mr. Speaker, the importance of controlling these dangerous substances cannot be overemphasized. The overproduction of "speed," far in excess of any
legitimate need, no longer can be tolerated. Consequently, I am introducing
a bill to amend the Controlled Substances
Act to move amphetamines and certain
other stimulant substances from Schedule III of such Act to Schedule II. By
movement from Schedule m to Schedule
II, the Attorney General will be required
to fix a manufacturing quota for each of
the basic classes of amphetamines an d
amphetamine-like substances based upon
the estimated medical, scientific, research and industrial needs of the United
States, plus lawful export requirements
and a sufficient quantity for reserve
stocks.
Under current law, only liquid injectable methamphetamines are included in
Schedule II. This constitutes 0.12 of 1
percent of the "speed" being marketed
in the United States. In order to achieve
any rational control, it is necessary for
the Federal Government to control the
quantity of all speed-type drugs, no matter in what form they are manufactured.
I introduce this bill today as the necessary tourniquet for the overproduction
of the danger drug-amphetamines.

From all the evidence, amphetamines
do tend to set up conditions in which
violent behavior is more likely to occur
than would be the case had the individual not used it.
Congressional response to this evidence of the dangerous nature of amMAN'S INHUMANITY TO MANphetamines has been limited basically
HOW LONG?
to the amendments to the Drug Abuse
Control Act in 1965 and the enactment
HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE
of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse PreOF IOWA
vention and Control Act of 1970. Such
bills were designed to increase controls
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
over the distribution of amphetamines,
Monday, March 29, 1971
barbiturates and other drugs affecting
Mr.
SCHERLE.
Mr. Speaker, a child
the central nervous system. The 1970 Act
placed amphetamines under Schedule III asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks:
substances which inadequately limits the "How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my
drug through annual registration, peri- husband alive or dead?"
Communist North Vietnam is sadistiodic reports, and registrant inventories.
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cally practicing spiritual and mental
genocide on over 1,600 American prisoners of war and their families.
How long?

CONGRESSMAN WENDELL WYATT
REPORTS

HON. WENDELL WYATT
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. WYATT. Mr. Speaker, for the 7th
year in a row I am mailing out a questionnaire polling the residents of my
First Congressional District on some of
the major issues we as a Nation face
today.
Because of the diversity of my district,
which takes in the northwest corner of
the State of Oregon, the opinions represent the thinking of a wide social and
economic spectrum. The questionnaire
goes to urban residents in Portland, suburbanites in Washington, Clackamas, and
other counties, to rural residents, university communities, mill towns, fishing
ports-just to cite a few.
In the past I have received a good
response, and many who return the questionnaire add additional remarks. I read
these very carefully and when respondents include a name and address I try to
answer them individually. Because of
space limitations, and the time element
in getting a questionnaire drafted and
printed some vital areas are omitted.
But I believe the basic areas of national
concern are included in the questionnaire, which I would like to share with
my colleagues:
CONGRESSMAN WENDELL WYATT REPORTS

DEAR FRIEND: Once again I am seeking your
opinions on the many issues facing the nation, the State of Oregon and the 1st Congressional District which I am privileged to
represent in the U.S. Congress. In the past
your views have been of great value to me
in guiding my voting in the House of Representatives.
A simple yes or no answer may not fully
express your views on some of the issues.
If such is the case, any additional comments
you may wish to make will be most welcome.
This is the seventh consecutive year that
I have sent out a questionnaire. I hope you
will take the few minutes required to fill
it out and return it to my Washington office.
Simply fold the questionnaire over and affix
a six cent stamp. Please do not seal it with
staples or tape. Thank you.
Sincerely,
WENDELL WYATT,

Member of
Oregon.

Congress,

First

District,

1. To get families off welfare, President Nixon has proposed a work incentive and job
training program while guaranteeing a basic
level of financial assistance. Do you favor this
alternative to the present welfare system?
Yes ----------------------------------

CJ

No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
2. Do you approve of the way the NiXon Administration is handling the conduct of the
Vietnam war?
Yes ---------------------------------No ----------------------------------No opinion ---------------------------

D
D

[]

3. Would you favor a federal program
which would actively provide information on
ways to control the size of families?
Yes ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
4. Do you favor federal legislation to
legalize abortions nationwide?
Yes ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
5. Would you favor stringent federal controls on air, water and land pollution by industry even though this may result in higher
taxes for you?
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The following questions are completely optional. However, you would assist me in
knowing about the people answering the
above questions if you felt you could respond
to them.
13. Your sex

~ale -----------------------------------[]

F~ale ---------------------------- - ----[]
14. Your age

trnder 21--------------------------------EJ
21-30 __________________________________ []
31-40 ___________________________________[]
41-60 ___________________________________ []
61 and C>ver _____________________________ [J
15. Is the head of your house now

Yes ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- D
6. Should the federal government impose
wage controls in order to slow inflation?

Enaployed -------------------------------[]
Unenaployed ----------------------------[]
16. How many family members in your
home, counting youxself?

Yes ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
7. Should the federal government impose
price controls in order to slow inflation?

C>ne ------------------------------------(]

Yes ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
8. President Nixon has proposed a program
of revenue sharing with state and local governments. Would you favor returning a share
of federal taxes to the states and local governments, with no restrictions on how the
funds are to be spent?
Yes ---------------------------------- 0
No ----------------------------------- 0
No opinion --------------------------- 0
9. Do you think the federal government
should provide a medical insurance program
to everyone, even if it meant higher taxes to
you?
1Les ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
10. The construction of the Supersonic
Transport (SST) passenger plane has created
controversy because of the noise problem and
the possibillty of increased air pollution. On
the other hand, it will provide new jobs and
advocates argue that it will help the balance
of trade problems of the United States. Do
you favor using federal money to support the
construction of the SST?
Yes ---------------------------------- []
No ----------------------------------- []
No opinion --------------------------- []
11. In general,
(a) How would you rate the performance
of President Nixon:

Excellent
-------------------------------0
CXood ___________________________________
[]
Fair ------------------------------------(]
Poor -----------------------------------0
(b) How would you rate the performance
of Vice-President Agnew:
Excellent
-------------------------------0
CXood ___________________________________
[]
Fair ------------------------------------[]

-----------------------------------0

Poor
12. What, in your opinion, are the top
domestic issues confronting the United States
today? Please rate ftrst, second, third.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Inflation Law and OrderEnvironmentCampus Disorders Drug Abuse Civil RightsHousing Other (specify)---------------------

Two ------------------------------------[]

Three ----------------------------------[]
Four -----------------------------------[]
Five
Six or------------------------------------[]
moa.-e ______________________________ [J
~y sincere thanks for taking this time to
answer my questionnaire.
WENDELL WYATT,

Member of Congress.

UNDERGRADUATE DRAFT
DEFERMENTS

HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, when
H.R. 6531, to amend the Military Selec-

tive Service Act of 1967, reaches the
floor for amendments, I plan to offer an
amendment to section 1 to insure that,
if the President exercises the authority
given him in the bill to abolish college
deferments, anyone now having a deferment will be permitted to retain that
deferment until he completes college,
drops out, or reaches age 24.
This amendment is necessary because
the President has indicated ~hat if given
the authority, he will do away with undergraduate deferments retroactive to
April 23, 1970. To change the law now
for undergraduates who entered college
last fall under a law which provided
them with a 4-year deferment does not
seem just.
Mr. Speaker, for the convenience of
Members, I include herewith the text
of the amendment:
AMENDMENT TO H.R. 6531
Page 4, line 9, strike out the period and
insert the following: "; except that any deferment which was granted to an individual
under such section 6(h) (1) (as in effect
before the effective date of this paragraph
(12)) before such effective date and not
terminated as of the day before such effective date shall continue until such individual completes the requirements for his
baccalaureate degree, fails to pursue satisfactorily a full-time course of instruction,
or attains the 24th anniversary of the date
of his birth, whichever first occurs."

March 29, 1971
J. EDGAR HOOVER

HON. FLOYD SPENCE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Speaker, one of
America's greatest leaders is being attacked by various sources. Some of these
individuals are motivated by political
ambition while others seem intent on
further eroding respect for law and order
in this country.
For more than 45 years J. Edgar
Hoover has stood as a beacon, guiding
law enforcement on its upward climb
toward greater professionalism. While
there are today a few in this country
who would douse this light of professionalism, there are far, far more friends
and admirers of Mr. Hoover than there
ever will be enemies and detractors.
Mr. Speaker, I think it is imperative
that we all examine the motives behind
the attacks against Mr. Hoover and the
possible consequences should these attackers succeed in their efforts to drive
him out of active law enforcement.
The well-known editor in chief of the
Hearst newspaper, Mr. William Randolph Hearst, Jr., in a recent column entitled "Mud For A Monument" contributed greatly toward putting some of the
charges against Mr. Hoover in proper
perspective. Ray Cromley in a column
appearing in the March 17, 1971, issue
of the Washington Daily News pointed
out another important aspect in this
campaign against Mr. Hoover.
Mr. Speaker, I think it would benefit
all Members of this body to be aware of
the contents of these two columns, and, I
therefore, include them at this point in
the RECORD:
(From the Baltimore (Md.) News American,
Ma.r. 14, 1971]
MUD FOR A MONUMENT

(By William Randolph Hearst, Jr.)
NEW YoRK.-Although the 1972 presidential election is a long 20 months ahead, hot
political winds already are gusting across the
land as Democratic White House hopefuls
step up their search for vote-getting issues
and campaign cash.
To date, and for compelling reasons of
strategy, the hottest and most extreme blasts
have emanated from Sen. GeorgeS. McGovern. Because he must overcome the Muskie
steamroller to have a chance, he became the
first to declare his candidacy-in Januaryand has been running desperately since.
In attempting to outdistance his still-undeclared potential rivals, South Dakota's
champion dove on Vietnam already has established himself as number-one war critic
of the pack. None could possibly surpass his
election promise of a total and immediate
American withdrawal.
My disgust over this position-which
amounts to nothing less than abject surrender to COmmunism in Southeast Asia-has
been voiced here before and there is no point
in repeating it. The point to be noted is that
the war is inevitably going to be a primary
campaign issue in the months ahead.
This is as lt should be. Vietnam is a legitimate campaign issue if there ever was one.
And Sen. McGovern has a perfectly legitimate
right to take any position he wants, no matter how reckless and harmful it might be.
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The same cannot be said for another issue
he has injected into the 1972 race. Thanks to
Sen. McGovern. FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover-if he stays in the post he has held
since 1924--e.gain is assured of becoming the
political football he was in 1968.
Mr. Hoover, now 76, became a target because of his age and because of his eminence
as a symbol of law, order and old-fashioned
Americanism. The latter was anathema for
the liberals. A critical pronouncement about
the FBI and its head thus became a required
act of faith for them in the 1968 campaign.
It was a phony and 1llegitimate issue then
and it remains so now that McGovern has
resurrected it.
What is tragic about the situwtion in
that the world-famous FBI----2ealously built
by Mr. Hoover during the terms of eight
Presidents--faces a new barrage of the scurrilous partisan attacks which have done
so much serious and possibly irreparable
damage.
It is doubly tragic that this damage to its
prestige has been especially noteworthy
wmong the young people of our nationthe generation which will be infiuencing
Congress and paying the nation's bills before long.
For the benefit of those coming in lateor who may not have been paying close attention-here is how Sen. McGovern has
succeeded in re-establishing Mr. Hoover and
the FBI as prime targets for forthcoming
Democratic campaign criticism.
He started out by demanding a Senate
inquiry into the resignation under pressure
of John F . Shaw, an FBI agent who wrote
a letter that included some criticism of Mr.
Hoover. Subsequently, on March 1, the Senator made headlines by inserting in The
Congressional Record an anonymous letter
he said came from 10 unhappy agents of
the bureau.
Like the Shaw letter, the anonymous communication charged that the FBI director is a sternly demanding boss who tolerates no disobedience or criticism from his
agents--a charge that certainly is true
enough.
Throughout his long and distinguished
career, J. Edgar Hoover always has imposed rigid discipline on his men. The total
lack of any scandal in the ranks-ever-is a
measure of his success in keeping unsullied
the FBI motto: "Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity."
Over the years-as today-there, of course,
always have been some agents unable to
adjust to the necessity for such high standards. Yet the level of morale generally remains as high as the standards. Some 62
per cent of the special agents on the rolls
as of April 1, 1969, had been with the FBI
for 10 years or longer.
This fact speaks loudly and clearly to
any impartial observer. Yet it obviously
was no concern of Sen. McGovern when
he inserted the anonymous letter of criticism into the Congressional Record-along
with his own comment that Mr. Hoover has
"an overbearing concern for the FBI's public image."
As might be expected, responsible FBI officials were outraged by the publicity the
Senator got through his act and comment.
A total of 21 senior FBI officers subsequently
wrote to him, denouncing him as an irresponsible, represensible opportunist.
The strongest came from Clyde Tolson, the
bureau's veteran associate director. It said,
in part:
"I term you an opportunist because it is no
small coincidence that you have singled out
a mam. of Mr. Hoover's national stature for
attack at a time when waves of publicity
are urgently needed to buoy your political
career.
"You are not the first person I have en-
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countered during 30 years in Washington
whose ambition has far exceeded his ability,
and I cannot help wonder how many other
esteemed career public servants will bemaligned and abused before your political balloon runs out of hot air."
The Tolson letter, as Sen. McGovern decleared later, may well have "exceeded the
bounds of proper comment by a high government official."
Considering the provocation, however-and
particularly the irresponsibil1ty of Sen.
McGovern in publicizing an unsigned communication throwing mud on a monument of
integrity-! think I would have used even
stronger language had I been Mr. Tolson.
It is impossible in this space even to summarize adequately the tremendous, 47-year
record of Mr. Hoover and the FBI. It covers
too varied a field of successful investigations
of gangsters and kidnapings in the 30s
through Nazi espionage in World War II, and
up to the present through Communist subversion, civil rights strife, city rioting and the
plots of anarchy.
Headlines aside, the best proof of FBI effectiveness is the extremely high percentage
of convictions it marks up in cases based
on its investigations.
According to the Congressional Quarterly,
in fiscal 1968 such convictions were obtained
against 97.3 per cent of persons brought to
trial during that year. And of the 13,059 convictions that year, 11,190 (or 85.7 per cent)
were on guilty pleas; the rest following trials
before judge or jury.
"These percentages," notes the eminently
reliable Congressional Quarterly, "were typical of other years."
It is not the FBI and its director who need
any justification. What cries out for any kind
of justification are the shockingly unfair
attacks of such short-sighted, self-serving
politicians as George McGovern.
The only possibly valid criticism that could
be directed at J. Edgar Hoover would have
to be based on his advanced age. And so far
as anyone knows he is remarkably sound in
both mind and body.
In a word, there is no justification whatever for the mud slinging--either in or out
of a political campaign.
J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI have done
nothing to deserve castigation. The exact opposite is true.
Politicians who go around seeking votes
by knocking honorable men and their accomplishments make me literally sick at heart.
It is small wonder that so many of our
youngsters are growing up with the idea
that the whole establishment of our society
is no good.
(From the Washington Daily News, Mar. 17,
1971]
THE FBI FILEs
(By Ray Cromley)
The other day a prominent presidential
candidate spoke in muted horror of the warnings his senatorial colleagues voiced about
the dangers of his speaking critically of FBI
Chief J. Edgar Hoover.
The thrust of their warnings, as described
by this candidate, was that Mr. Hoover as
chief of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
has data on so many people that it is not
safe for anyone, including high members of
Congress, to say anything Mr. Hoover might
consider critical.
Rubbish.
Whatever else a man may say of Mr. Hoover,
he has a consistent record thru the past
decades of never having used secret information from the FBI files for political attacks
on any member of the government.
I know, in fact, that from time to time
in other years pressure from very high places
indeed has been put on Mr. Hoover to allow
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the FBI's secret files to be used for other
purposes than checking on crime or in tracking down criminals. I know that Mr. Hoover
has consistently refused to open the files to
these highly placed men.
I have cont acted the office of the candidate
who made this statement. I was answered
in evasions and hints. When an attempt was
made to explore these hints, they evaporated
in further evasions.
Every one of us, senator or citizen, has the
right to criticize Mr. Hoover or any other
government official, and to differ with the way
the FBI or any other government agency
operates. But let us hold to the truth.
Consider the awful situation in this nation
if the FBI files were ever used by the government in power to ruin the members of the
political opposition.
I sometime stay awake at night worrying
who Mr. Hoover's successor will be, and
whether that man, whatever his virtues and
his faults, will have the guts Mr. Hoover has
shown-to resist all pressures aimed at opening his files for political use.
If we did have as head of the FBI a man
who would let those files be used for political massacre, we could indeed very quickly
have a police state.

DADE COUNTY SCHOOLCHILDREN
BELIEVE IN POSITIVE ACTION

HON. DANTE B. FASCELL
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Jlonday, Jlarch 29, 1971

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, there is
something exciting happening in my district, and I am proud to call our colleagues' attention to it. Hundreds of
young people from Kinloch Park Junior
High School in Miami have been spending their free time turning the school
grounds into a showplace.
This beautification project has brought
students, faculty, administrators, and
the community together in a common effort to "put the park back into Kinloch
Park." Especially significant is the fact
that most of the students are of Latin
American heritage--many are Cuban
refugees.
I want to particularly commend the
leadership roles played by Principal
Harold Rash and faculty member Harry
Hewitt. They have been the moving force
behind the students' enthusiasm and
work. That work includes planting trees,
shrubs, and flower beds, and surrounding them with ponds, waterfalls, covered
walkways, and benches for resting and
studying.
The Kinloch Park story is certainly
worthy of emulation in other schools and
communities in our Nation. It not only
improves and upgrades our environment,
but also brings school communities together and bridges generational and cultural differences.
Miami has been called the Magic City.
Once again its residents have shown the
spirit which makes the city a thriving
crossroad of the Americas. The Kinloch
Park experience is one of the most dramatic demonstrations of that spirit.
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I know our colleagues join in wishing
continued success to the boys and girls of
Kinloch Park Junior High School. Their
positive action to beautify their school is
an example from which we can all benefit.

ANTI-SEMITISM IN ARGENTINA

PRISONERS OF WAR AND MISSING
IN ACTION GRAVE CONCERN TO
AMERICANS

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, the ancient problem of anti-Semitism persists
in modem dress despite the lessons of
history and the efforts of concerned humanity.
Last November, I visited South America at the request of the distinguished
chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary. The committee's concern was
principally focused on the impaet that
political change in Chile would have on
the U.S. immigration policies.
Argentina was among the countries I
visited. It was obvious to me, despite attempts by some members of the community to convince me otherwise, that
anti-Semitism continues, sometimes in
a most virulent form.
Events of the last week have seen the
rise of another military junta to power
in Argentina and its designation of
Army Commander Alejandro A. Lanusse
as President. One would hope that General Lanusse will quickly bring to a halt
open terrorism against the Jewish community in Argentina by extreme nationalist groups.
However, a careful reading of Rabbi
Morton M. Rosenthal's assessment of
the Argentine situation does not encourage optimism along these lines. It is the
contention of Rabbi Rosenthal, director
of the department of Latin American
affairs for the Anti-Defamation League
of B'nai B'rith, that much of the antiSemitic terrorist activity goes on with
the unspoken consent of Argentina's establishment, including, of course, the
army.
With the unanimous consent of my
colleagues, I enter in the RECORD Rabbi
Rosenthal's article "The Threatened
Jews of Argentina," from the March edition of the ADL Bulletin, the national
publication of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith:

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

HON. NICK BEGICH
OF ALASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Jlonday, March 29, 1971

Mr. BEGICH. Mr. Speaker, the fate of
our soldiers who are prisoners of war and
missing in action is of grave concern to
all Americans. I have expressed my views
on this subject just last week when I said
I supported any action that would bring
our soldiers home quickly and safely.
The Alaska State Legislature has always been concerned with the vital issues that shape our future and wellbeing. I know that every member of the
State legislature in Alaska shares the
concern of the family, and friends of
these men who are serving so valiantly in
Indochina. At this time, I wish to insert
into the RECORD a resolution adopted by
the Alaska State Senate in which they
express their deep concern for our men
who are prisoners of war or missing in
action.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION No. 14
Be it Resolved by the Legislature of the State
of Alaska
Whereas the Alaska Legislature in 1970
passed a Resolution urging the Congress of
the United States to enact legislation for the
protection of American personnel captured
in military operations in Southeast Asia; and
Whereas, despite continued and repeated
appeals by both government and private individuals, the names of American prisoners
of war largely remain unknown; and
Whereas the United States government has
information that prisoners are not being accorded the right of humane treatment; and
Whereas impartial inspections of prisonerof-war faciUties have not been permitted nor
even the regular flow of mail faciUtated;
Be it resolved by the Alaska State Legislature that it renews its concern regarding
prisoners of war in Southeast Asia and urgently requests the Congress of the United
States and other government officials to do
everything possible to obtain a complete listing of all American and other prisoners, effect
the release and freedom from captivity of
those men now, and at the very least, assure
the humane treatment of all prisoners taken
captive in these hostiUties.
Copies of this Resolution shall be sent to
the Honorable Richard M. Nixon, President
of the United States; the Honorable W1lliam
P. Rogers, secretary of the Department of
State; the Honorable J. W. Fulbright, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee; the Honorable Thomas E. Morgan,
Chairman of the House Foreign Afi'airs Committee; and to the Honorable Ted Stevens
and the Honorable Mike Gravel, U.S. Senators, and the Honorable Nick Begich, U .S.
Representative, members of the Alaska delegation in Congress.

THE

THREATENED JEWS Oll' ARGENTINA

EXTREMIST NATIONALIST GROUPS AND ARAB
PROPAGANDISTS ARE NATURAL ALLIES IN AN
ORGANIZED ANTI-SEMITIC CAMPAIGN

(By Rabbi Morton M. Rosenthal, director,
ADL's Department of Latin American
Affairs)
"The legacy of Hitler is alive in the forces
and virulence of Nazi orga.niza.tions and in
the action of Arab terrorism •.• We testify
with anguish to the incredible anti-Semitic
hatred of a neo-facist left that fought with
us against Nazism, but that today raises
anti-Jewish banners under the pretext of
anti-Zionism."
The speaker was Dr. Nehemias Resnizky,
an otncer of the Delegation of Argentine Jewish Associations (DAIA), which represents
the Jewish community before the Argentine
government. He addressed an emotional
overfiow crowd in the auditorium of the La
Plata Jewish Community Center at a meeting called to protest the devastating explosion which destroyed a portion of the
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Community Center building. La Plata is the
capital of Buenos Aires province.
"Nobody should forget the lesson of history," Dr. Resnlzky said. "Attacks on the
Jews are the first step to liquidating democracy and the dignity of man. Public authorities and the pressure of public opinion must
check the armed attacks in order that Jewish
youth not be obliged to decide that it 1s the
sole defense Of the physical existence and the
dignity of our people ••."
The La Plata bombing, in the predawn
hours of May 16, 1970, was the most destructive in a long series of attacks on Jewish institutions in Buenos Aires and provincial
cities. Jewish schools, synagogues, fraternal
organizations, newspapers and community
centers have been the target of more than
twenty bombings since November, 1969.
In most incidents, aside from some shots
fired through school room windows, the explosive devices used made a loud noise and
splattered tar, but seldom caused injury or
extensive damage. The explosives used at La
Plata, however, were a plastic type available
only to military personnel. They caused more
than $20,000 in damages to the Community
Center and shattered windows in the neighborhood. Had the bombing occurred while
the building was occupied, many lives might
have been lost.
What happened at La Plata brought into
focus various factors which pose a. serious
threat to the Jews of Argentina.
0! paramount concern 1s the government's
policy of passively tolerating repeated attacks on Jewish institutions. Jewish leaders
have insisted that those responsible for the
attacks can be identified through "their organizations . . . their swastikas . . . their
hymns of hate . . . with the new swastika
of the half moon."
The failure of Argentine government officials to apprehend and punish those responsible for the bombings contributes to
the proliferation of anti-Semitic incidents.
The Buenos Aires dally La Presa editorially
criticized the government's attitude. Discussing a. rash of anti-Semitic bombings in
January and February, 1970, the paper noted
that the attacks were not spontaneous acts
of isolated individuals, but were wellplanned efforts of anti-semitic groups which
"were able to commit these attacks with absolute impunity, despite the fact that the
identification of those responsible does not
appear to be an extremely d.lfilcult task."
The DAIA, in messages to the Minister of Interior, has asked that government
action be taken t o halt the attacks and
bring those responsible to justice. When a
DAIA delegation met with an official of the
Interior Ministry after the La Plata. incident, he said the government regretted the
attacks but reportedly suggested that Jewish leaders protect the Institutions themselves because the government could not
grant special attention.
It was not until three months after the
bombing, when a soldier at the army base
near La Plata voluntarily disclosed the
complicity of military personnel who were
members of a right-wing extremist organization, that the army began to probe links
between the military personnel and well
known civilian nationalist personalities. Although the commander of the garrison was
relieved of his duties, and four officers and
eight non-commissioned officers and soldiers were arrested, military authorities have
not yet announced any date for trial.
The relative immunity enjoyed by ultranationalist hooligans is not a new phenomenon in Argentina. The Jewish community
over the years has frequently protested a
police failure to apprehend those responsible
for hundreds of attacks upon Jewish buildings a nd individuals. The situation became
so desperate in 1962, in the wake of Eichmann's capture in Argentina, that the DAIA
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called a general strike to back up its demands for "immediate action against NaziFascist bands."
The Argentine press has also frequently
commented on the special protection the
terrorists enjoy. At the time of the general
strike, La Nacion editorialized: "No one explains how bands organized to bring off
such villainies can continue acting with impunity. It is well-known that the acknowledged sagacity and diligence of the pollee are
capable of putting an immediate end to such
excesses which reduce our community to the
level of a primitive people."
When the neo-Nazl terrorist group Tacuara was in its heyday, the journal Prtmera
Plana addressed itself to this problem, too:
"The general public feels that Tacuara's
deeds go unpunished thanks to some special
military immunity. Those who hold that
opinion cannot easily prove their claim, but
certain leaders of the Armed Forces are
convinced that the terrorist bands are an
effective barrier against the spread of Communism."
Another explanation for the freedom
granted nationalist groups such as Guardia
Restauradora Na.cionalista, which claimed
responsibility for most of the recent attacks
by scrawling its initials on walls and leaving leaflets at the scene, is that members of
the group are young men from some of the
country's "best" families. They are the sons
and grandsons of Argentine aristocracy, supported and portected by influential personalities in the government, church and armed
forces.
A second major cause for concern 1s the
coalescence of the extreme left and the extreme right. In an analysis of the situation
of Jews in Latin America written several
years ago, Prof. Leon Perez of Argentina said
that a convergence of the anti-imperialist
left and the frequently anti-8emitic nationalist right was "sinister." He warned that if
the two extremes merged their efforts to overthrow the existing government and nationalize the country, open anti-JeWish aggression
could result. It seems to be happening in
Argentina.
According to a New York Times story
(February 19, 1971) on the dramatic increase
in guerrilla activity in Argentina, the groups
support both the Castroite radical left and
the radical right. "The radical left and radical right have largely fused," the Times correspondent declared.
Arab propagandists have played a significant role in fostering and fusing extremism
in Argentina. Intent upon discrediting Israel
in order to weaken support from Argentina
and other Latin American countries at the
United Nations, Arab League agents have
worked for two decades fomenting antiSemitism under the guise of anti-Zionism.
Early in the game they found that antiSemitic Argentine nationalist groups were
natural allies and cultivated their relationship with large amounts of cash. As early as
1964, an Argentine weekly said that police
authorities had proof that the Arab League
representative was covering most of the expenses of Tacuara. The close relationship was
most apparent at a mass rally organized by
the Arab League that year.
Posters announcing the event and denouncing "Zionist lies" appeared on Buenos
Aires buildings prior to the rally. At the rally
itself, contingents of uniformed Guardia Restauradora Nacionalista and Tacuara members greeted the mostly Arab crowd with the
Nazi salute. They also encouraged various
Arab speakers with shouts as "Jews to the
gas-chambers" and "Long live the Fuehrer."
When Hussein Trikl, head of the Arab League
office, compared the Arab population of 200
million with Israel's much smaller jeWish
population, the nationalists shouted, "Thanks
to Hitler, thanks to Hitler."

In recent years, the Arabs have penetrated
leftist political circles, trading on the fact
that both the Arab and Latin American
countries are part of the "Third World."
Arab propagandists have used every means
and spared no expense in their efforts to win
over workers, students and intellectuals. Arab
agents are responsible for vast quantities of
anti-Semitic literature sold at newsstands.
During a speaking tour, the Syrian Ambassador in Argentina., Col. Jawdat Attasi,
charged Argentine Jews with "financing
Israeli armaments with monies stolen from
the country in which they live." Arab delegations from abroad frequently go to Argentina and other Latin American countries to
spread the Arab message.
Arab propagandists have had their impact.
They have stimulated the growth of what a
DAIA spokesman called "a new anti-Semitism, implanted in the working class."
Is Argentine Jewry really in danger? The
views of Jorge Garcia Venturini, professor
at the Catholic University of Buenos Aires,
are as pertinent today as they were six years
ago when he first voiced them. Arguing
against those who insist that no one 1n Argentina can successfully advance
antiJewish policy, he referred to the attacks
launched by Juan Peron against the Catholic
Church. Noting "ample support from the
masses when tyranny wanted to unleash an
anti-Catholic persecution,•• Dr. Venturini
warned that "any other despotism might receive greater support if Jews were involved."

an

LINDA DEATON, ALABAMA'S MAID
OF' COTI'ON

HON. JACK EDWARDS
OF ALABAMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

EDWARDS of Alabama. Mr.
Speaker, when people think of Mobile
County, Ala., they usually conjure up
thoughts of beautiful, blooming azaleas
growing in profusion across the landscape. They also think of Mobile County
as the home of the annual Senior Bowl
fGotball classic, the nationally recognized America's Junior Miss Pageant,
and as a landmark for some of the
most succulent seafood to be found anywhere in the United States.
F'or many years now, Mobile County
has also received recognition for turning out some of the South's, and the Nation's most beautiful and intelligent
young women.
The most recent testimonial to this
claim occurred when Miss Linda Deaton,
a 20-year-old green-eyed beauty from
Chickasaw in Mobile County, was named
Alabama's Maid of Cotton for 1971.
A graduate honor student in mathematics at the University of Southern
Mississippi, Linda was described by a
number of beauty pageant officials as
possessing more poise and character than
most people develop in a lifetime.
No newcomer to the world of winning
beauty contests, Linda has also been
chosen Posture Queen of Mobile CounMr.

ty, Miss County Fair, Miss Vigor High

School, and last year, was first runnerup as Freshwater Fishing Rodeo Queen.
In the First District of Alabama, we
are all proud of Linda Deaton.
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BYELORUSSIAN INDEPENDENCE
DAY

HON. JOHN E. HUNT
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, March 25,
53d anniversary of
Byelorussian Independence Day.
Emerging initially as a cultural manifestation, the unique cultural conception
of the Byelorussian nationality in time
acquired a distinct political relevance.
Based at first on the ironies of war,
German occupation of Byelorussia during World War I set the stage for throwing off the yoke of oppression and slavery
under Russian czarism. Despite the occupation, accompanied by certain restrictions, German permissiveness in the
treatment of the Byelorussians enabled
their leaders to carry on their political
activities.
Those activities found their opportunity for open expression in the growing
disorganization of the Russian Army
subsequent to the Russian March Revo,
lution of 1917. Over Bolshevik resistance,
the Great Byelorussian Rada declared
itself the national representative of the
Byelorussian people and in December
1917, the first All-Byelorussian Congress,
comprised of democratically chosen delegates from all Byelorussian organizations and political parties, met to determine the political future and form of the
new Byelorussian state. Although temporarily interrupted in this move by the
Bolsheviks, the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
of February 19, 1918, between the Germans and Bolsheviks gave the Byelorussians sufficient relief that on March
19, 1918, the executive committee of the
Rada, representing the first All-Byelorussian Congress, declared:
1971, marks the

During the World War (I) which has overthrown some governments and weakened
others, Byelorussia has awakened to state
life. After 3:1h centuries of slavery the Byelorusslan people proclaim to the entire world
that they are living and will live . . .

Shortly thereafter, on March 25th, the
Rada of the new Byelorussian National
Republic rendered the official declaration
of independence, proclaiming in part:
From now on, the Byelorussian National
Republic is to be a. free and independent
power. The peoples of Byelorussia themselves,
through their own Oonstituent Assembly,
will decide upon the future relations of Byelorussia with other states . . •

Byelorussian independence, ironically
owing itself to the permissiveness under
German occupation, began to wane as
the German armed forces dissolved following the Armistice in November 1918.
On their heels came the Red army and

the beginning of the end for the :fledgling
Byelorussian state. Officially, by the
Treaty of Riga in 1921 between Poland
and Bolshevik Russia, Byelorussia was
divided.
Mr. Speaker, Byelorussians throughout
the free world celebrate this day as a
symbol of their national aspirations.
They, I am sure, look to the United

States for the hope that those aspirations will again one day be realized. I
am equally certain that they are painfully aware that precious freedom must
not be taken for granted. It can be lost,
whether by defeat or default.
As I take the occasion from time to
time to recognize the anniversaries of
the Independence Days of this and other
former independent nations that have
succumbed to the tyranny of communism, I would hope to impart that while
the peoples of those nations may find
hope and inspiration in the free world
leadership of the United States, we have
not earned that position of confidence
without great sacrifice. In practical
terms, that position today is contingent
in my estimation, upon our willingnes~
and our ability to fulfill our commitments wherever they have been made.

THE DEATH OF WHITNEY YOUNG,
JR. IS A LOSS TO THE NATION

HON. CHARLES W. WHALEN, JR.
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Speaker, I was
deeply shocked over the untimely death
of Mr. Whitney Young, Jr., executive director of the National Urban League.
On March 17, 1971, I expressed my
sentiments in a column written for
weekly newspapers in my District. I
thought it would be appropriate to include those remarks at this point in the
RECORD:
THE DEATH

OF WHITNEY YOUNG,
TO THE NATION

JR., IS A

Loss

America was deprived of one of its ablest
civil rights leaders with the death of Whitney Young, Jr., on March 11.
Not quite as well known to the general
public as such men as the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Mr. Young was perhaps one
of the most effective black men in this era..
His essential characteristic was pragmatism. He knew what he was about and frequently reflected candidly on his way of
doing things.
An observation he made one day to a reporter is illustrative. He and the journalist
were on a commuter train from Mr. Young's
home in the New York City suburb of New
Rochelle. As the train pa.ssed through Harlem before going underground to Grand Central Station, Mr. Young commented:
"I think to myself, should I get off this
train and stand on !25th Street cussing out
Whitey to show I am tough? Or should I go
downtown and talk to an executive of General Motors about 2,000 jobs for unemployed
Negroes.?"
The reporter noted that he did indeed go
"dow~town" and to a lot of other places,
pleadmg the case for a better America for
every citizen. But he strongly resented being
called a. moderate.
"There is no such thing as a moderate in
the civil rights movement," Mr. Young once
declared. "Everyone is a radical. The difference is whether or not one is all rhetoric
or relevant."
To Whitney Young, relevancy meant results-concrete improvements. He was a
black man who fully comprehended the
white society within which we all live. And
he applied the very basic American tech-
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nique of persuasion and salesmanship in
dealing with that society. He knew that underlying the layer of racial prejudice that
does, in fact, exist in this country is another layer of basic Christian morality. That
root was tapped and bore fruit in the racial
renaissance that began to blossom in the
early 1960s only to wither and lose momentum in the late sixties.
Mr. Young's posture of non-violence made
his task all the more difficult in many quarters of black America. Not only was he engaged in an unpopular cause so far as the
white view was concerned, he was not militant enough for some whose lives he was trying to improve.
But he persevered. And his courage and
determination would inspire anyone, even
the most ardent segregationist.
He did not have to stick his neck out. Coming from a. family of educators, Mr. Young
originally intended to become a. physician.
But he changed his mind during military
service in World War II when he witnessed
directly the problems of the black man in
the Army and foresaw what it portended for
the future. He then went into social work
and later was named dean of the School of
Social Work at Atlanta. University. In 1961,
he became the executive director of the National Urban League.
Having served as a. delegate to the White
House Conference on Children and Youth
under the Eisenhower Administration, Mr.
Young subsequently served on a number of
commissions and advisory committees under
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson. He also
authored two books, gave talks and wrote a.
syndicated newspaper column in a. jammed
seven-day-a-week schedule.
As one newspaper commented editorially:
" . . . Whitney M. Young, Jr. was 49 years
old, chronologically between the older leasers
of the ciVil rights revolution and some young
men and women who have preached a. new
separatism. They have not always communicated well with each other; they rarely had
trouble talking with Whitney Young."
I first met him a.t a. meeting in New York
City in 1968 although I already knew of him.
I did not see him again until I had the
privilege of introducing him a.t the a.nnuaJ
Urban League dinner in Dayton in 1969.
Mr. Young was one of the most capable
men to lead the fight for racial equality in
the United States.
His untimely death at the age of 49 is as
tragic as Dr. King's assassination. It removes
from our midst a gifted, perceptive American
who was devoted to his country and to its
hopes of becoming a.n even greater Nation.
His passing weakens the strength of the undertaking which dominated his life.

BERNADETTE DEVLIN

HON. JOHN E. HUNT
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, on March 9,
1971, I addressed the House in regard to

the so-called cultural speaking tour of
Bernadette Devlin in the United States.

I am happy to tell you now that Miss
Devlin departed the shores of the United
States from the J. F. Kennedy Airport

in New York City on March 10, 1971, at
8 p.m., on flight No. 700, TWA, traveling with a Mr. Hawkins to the destination of London, England.
Mr. Speaker, further investigation of
this matter indicates that Miss Devlin
arranged this sq-called speaking tour
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where she advocated the overthrow of
the governments by revolution through
the American Program Bureau, a U.S.
corporation, located in Boston, Mass.
I have inquired as to what has been
done with the money she has collected
and whether or not it is subject to the
scrutiny of the Internal Revenue Service.
I am now advised by the Internal Revenue that they have instructed the American Program Bureau to withhold 30 percent of Miss Devlin's fees to be paid to
this country the same as any American
citizen would be required to do who receives honorariums for speaking.
Mr. Speaker, I intend to follow this up,
and it will be quite revealing to ascertain
just exactly how much money Miss Devlin will collect for the purpose of advocating the overthrow of governments in
the entire world.

INEQUITIES OF OUR TAX LAWS

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr . WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, a constituent o! mine, Mr. Cyril Bell, has recently written me concerning retirement
income credit features of our tax laws.
Mr. Bell points out that inequities of this
law result in tax breaks for many who
are well able to pay, while offering those
who truly need tax credits far too little
relief. I share Mr. Bell's comments with
my colleagues:
WALNUT CREEK, CALIF.,
March 17, 1971.

Hon. JEROME R. WALDIE,
Member of Congress,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN WALDIE: I read in the
March 15, 1971, San Francisco Chronicle that
301 Americans with incomes of more than
$200,000-paid no income tax during 1969.
As you are aware over $40 billions--about
20 % of the U.S. Federal Government annual
income-is lost every year to the Treasury
in tax loopholes!
I will write more on these matters later
but I Wish to use them as a contrast for support of this request for legislation for the
elderly.
I have two widow clients whose income
tax I complete. One is financially independent and does not work. The other has to
work to maintain her very modest way of
life. They are both over sixty-five and under
seventy-two. I am struck at how the wealthy
one has a relief of $229 in actual taxes for
Retirement Income Credit, while the one who
has to work does not get this credit. This
would appear to be a clear case where a tax
break is available for the non-productive
wealthy American Without the same tax
break being available for the productive one.
The only difference in their tax situations
is that one can sit at home and "clip her
coupons" (not even that work is necessary
nowadays!) and the other works for her income!
Recent figures indicate that of all Americans reaching the age of sixty-five only 2%
can retire on their own savings. This 1040-R
Schedule should therefore be called Sch-R
"Retirement Income Credit for the Wealthy".
I realize as time passes---and we live in
wha..t I call the age of "Accelerating Change"
-the supposed rationales for legislation
evaporate entirely. [ would suggest this case
ts a perfect exaa:nple.

I am enclosing sample Federal Income Tax
returns (Forms 1040 and Sch. R) for imaginary taxpayers who do not represent any
of my clients. The figures on the forms are
tCOllectoo from imaginary sets of figures
but could conceivably be the exact figures
of two of the hundred million taxpayers filing
returns.
As you will see the only difference in the
income tax returns is the source of the income and yetMrs. Part-Time Poor Worker pays (in
income tax) ---------------------- $295
Mrs. Able-Bodied Retired pays only
(in income tax)------------------66
Difference in actual income tax
paid -----------------------229
With so many vast tax breaks allowed
for the wealthy I do think the above situation should not be allowed to last another
year.
I would respectfully suggest that a Bill
should be presented to both houses of Congress eliminating ScheduleR (1040) entirely
with all its nonsensical and petty restrictions. A new law should allow a straight
$400.- to be deducted for each individual
over sixty-two, from his income tax due on
his taxable income, whatever its source.
This reduction of actual tax should be
called "Retirement Age Income Credit" and
could be shown on Form 1040, line 52 Without attaching any Schedule. In fact, line
52 should read: 52 Retirement Age Income
Credit, 62 years & over enter $400. Joint Re·
turns--see instruct.
This "Retirement Age Income Credit"
would be available to all Americans over sixty-two and not merely to the wealthy 2%
of Americans over sixty-five, to which the
current "Retirement Income Credit" primarily applies.
With a "Retirement Age Income Credit" of
$400.- available to those over sixty-two, the
exemptions for sixty-five and over need not
be touched.
The main point is to make a simple change
from the current "Retirement Income Credit for the Wealthy" available to 2% of Amer•
leans over sixty-five to "Retirement Age Income Credit" available to a 100% of Americans over sixty-two.
To return to my first paragraph. It is time
the wealthy started paying their fair share
of the country's bills. With the poor needing
help and the wealthy evading their responsibliities, it is the "Middle Income Group"
that has paid this great country's bills. When
the members of the "Middle Income Group"
reach the age of sixty-two they thoroughly
deserve a "Retirement Age Income Credit"
of at least $400.- reduction in taxes due,
whatever the source of their income.
Congressman Waldie, I do hope that you
can see your way to help in this matter. I
am convinced that if you can get a bill
passed in the U.S. House of Representatives
and one started by a Democrat in the U.S.
Senate to help the aged of the "Middle Income Group", only good can come to the
country.
I do wish to thank you for the attention
which you have given to my other letters.
Yours respectfully,
CYRIL BELL.

SALVATION ARMY LOSES A
PIONEER

HON. WILMER MIZELL
OF NORTH CAROL~A
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, 2 years ago,
one of America's greatest military lead-
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ers, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, passed
away and was laid to rest amid the
solemn pageantry of a state funeral, a
tribute from 200 million people to a great
patriot and soldier of freedom.
Many of us still remember the reverenced strains of the song, "Onward
Christian Soldiers," as it was sung by
kings and Presidents gathered to honor
the memory of General Eisenhower. The
sight and sound of their singing was a
truly moving experience.
Earlier this month, on March 2, another old soldier, a Christian soldier,
died after 60 years of service to his God
and to his fellowman.
Brig. Julius Mack Satterfield, of Winston-Salem, a pioneer in the work of the
Salvation Army, passed away a,t the age
of 83.
A story appeared in the Twin City
Sentinel in Winston-Salem that day,
chronicling Brigadier Satterfield's many
works of kindness and community
service.
A portion of that story serves as a
fitting epitaph to this great Christian
soldier:
The soft-spoken, sympathetic North Carolina native dedicated his life to giving comfort and spiritual guidance to those who
needed help-the transient, the downtrodaen, the alcoholic, the child without a proper
home.

I am sure my colleagues join with me
in extending most sincere sympathy to
Brigadier Satterfield's wife and family,
with our thanks for his great contribution to the lives of countless Americans,
and thus, to the Nation itself.
I am inserting the text of the aforementioned article in the RECORD at this
time for the benefit of my colleagues and
as an inspiration for all Americans:
SALVATION ARMY LOSES A PIONEER
Brigadier Julius Mack Satterfield, 83, of
1288 Cloister Drive, who served as an ofiicer
of the SalV'ation Army for 60 years, died at
3 a.m. today at Forsyth Memorial Hospital.
He had been seriously ill a week.
The soft-spoken, sympathetic North Carolina native dedicated his life to giving comfort and spiritual guidance to those who
needed help-the transient, the downtrodden, the alcoholic, the child without a proper
home.
A woman who knew them well said that
he and his Wife, who served with him
throughout his ministry, "treat you like you
are a lady or a gentleman" no matter what
your station in life.
"You just don't talk about bums, hobos,
deadbeats or tramps when they're aroundanybody has a chance where they're concerned. They're always ready to help you,
even after you make mistakes."
Brig. Satterfield, who often said "I'm a
salvationist from the soles of my feet," was
born in Charlotte on Aug. 4, 1887 to S. S.
and Addil.e Kimble Saitterfield. He attended
public school and began serving in the Salvation Army as a soldier at age 14.
He married Augusta Hammond in Greensboro in 1907. Four years later he decided to
give up his job as a plumber and she her
job as a linotype operator to become probationary captains in the Salvation Army.
Following regulations of the army, they
shared the same rank throughout their careers, being named brigadier, t.he highest
rank that may be held by field officers, 1n
1947.
They came to Winston-Sallem in 1938 after
serving in New Bern, Charlotte, Spartanburg,
S.C., Rome, Ga., and Lakeland and Jacksonville, Fla.
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He officially retired in 1952, but continued
as city commander, a post he held since
1941, until 1963. At that time, he and Mrs.

Satterfield, who had lived in Salvation Army
quarters for 52 years, moved to their home on
Cloister Drive.
When Brig. Satterfield first came here, the
Salvation Army consisted of a rundown citadel on Dacian Street in Southside and the
corps headquarters on Second Street.
He opened a home for transients in the
tobacco market section, organized a summer
camp program for youngsters, built the Red
Shield Boys Club on Stadium Drive, replaced
the Dacian Street citadel with a trim new
building and raised money for the Red Shield
Girls Club.
The brigadier lived to see the fulfillment
of one of the Salvation Army's biggest dreams
with the opening this year of the new $250,000
headquarters on South Marshall Street. But
because of his health he was unable to attend
its dedication last Sunday.
Even after his second "retirement," his
slightly stooped, white-haired figure was a
familiar sight in downtown Winston-Salem
as he went about army business.
And he continued to take his turn each
December at the Christmas Kettle on Fourth
Str.e et, as he had done for more than 30
years, raising funds for the needy.
The brigadier once said that he felt the
couple's most outstanding WDrk 1n Wins·t onSalem wa.s the organization of the Boys
Club.
"I stlll remember how we started-in the
basement of our headquarters on 110 W.
Second Street, with a donation of $125 by the
Kiwanis Club," he said. "We opemted on a
budget of something like $7 or $8 a week.
A reporter once asked him if he had ever
been "really discouraged" in his work.
"Never," came the reply. "Maybe I'm too
much the other way, because when I have a
conviction I follow it through. God has told
us, 'I will supply all your needs' and He has
never failed me. Mind you, He didn't say He
would supply all our wants."
"Oh, we've had some disappointments,"
he said, "but for each of these we've had a
thousand happy hours of knowing we have
helped others."
For his work, Brig. Satterfield received the
Salvation Army's highest honor, The Order
of the Founder, in 1954. In 1952, he became
the first Salvation Army officer to receive the
Silver Keystone award of the Boys Clubs of
America.
"Fifty years ago," he saJ.d at a testimonial
dinner in 1961, "I locked up my box of plumbers tools and started to serve God 1n the
Salvation Army. I've never gone back and I
never will.
"My service 1s not through yet, because
when I signed the Articles of War, I promised
'I will be a true soldier until I die.' And
brothers and sisters, when that happens,
don't bring me any private clothes to dress
up in-I've got a new uniform for the occasion."
Surviving are his wife of the home; two
sons, Rigsby C. Satterfield of 3756 Avera
Avenue and Riohard A. Satterfield of Lakeland, Fla.; four grandchildren and 10 greatgrandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Emma Eller of
Charlotte, and two brothers, E. B. and Register Satterfield, both of Charlotte.
The funeral will be conducted at 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday at Volgers Main Street Chapel by
Col. Gordon Swyers. Burial will be in Salem
Cemetery.
The family will be at the funeral home
from 7 to 9 p.m. today.
They requested that memorials be made
to the Salvation Army Boys Club or Girls
Club.
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SUGAR BEET GROWERS IN
TROUBLE

HON. ANCHER NELSEN
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. NELSON. Mr. Speaker, H.R. 5981,
which authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to establish feed grain bases for
a small number of sugar beet growers, is
of particular concern to me. One of the
three sugar beet factories being closed
down is located in my district in the
community of Chaska, Minn.
Only about 30,000 acres of sugar beets
were grown for processing at the Chaska
plant. But the closing represents an
enormous blow to the family farmers affected. They have invested thousands of
dollars in expensive equipment to tend
and harvest the beets, and now they are
left without a market for what they
grow. Some, of course, may be able to
ship their production to other sugar
beet plants in Iowa or the Red River
Valley. But for at least some of the beet
growers, long-distance shipping will be
so uneconomic as to be out of the question.
I am sure the same situation applies
with respect to the beet growers affected
by the closing of processing facilities in
West Jordan, Utah, and Hardin, Mont.
Unless Congress acts affirmatively,
these growers and their families may
well suffer extreme hardship.
That is why this legislation is before
us today, and I urge your affirmative
support. As pointed out in the Agriculture Committee report which accompanies this legislation to the floor, the
bill would authorize the establishment of
feed grain bases for sugar beet producers
who formerly processed their beets at a
processing plant which ceased operations after December 31, 1969.
It would further provide that the establishment of such feed grain base be
conditional upon the production of the
commodity on the base. The Secretary
would be precluded from providing any
farm with a feed grain base larger than
the number of acres on that farm devoted to sugar beets in 1959-60.
Provision is made to protect against
any possibility of dual benefits to eligible farmers. The report also makes plain
that such a farm would not continue
sugar beet production with respect to
the number of acres for which a farmer
receives a feed grain base under the
legislation.
The feed grain base acreage would
remain in effect in subsequent years.
The Department of Agriculture estimates that if new feed grain bases are
established for these acres previously in
sugar beets, the additional set-aside
payments would amount to about $700,ooo in fiscal year 1972.
Now I recognize that a few of my colleagues object to this legislation on
grounds it may unfairly benefit sugar
beet growers because they are not grain
producers. But this is simply not ac-
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curate. In years past, it is fair to say
that nearly all these growers did grow
feed grains, switching more heavily to
beets as that industry grew. Furthermore, by using the 1959-60 period of
sugar beet acreage, it is obvious that
these growers stand to receive a more
limited base than is enjoyed by numerous feed grains producers.
It has been suggested that a more reasonable way to assist these beet growers
is to amend thE: sugar act, so that they
may receive "abandonment" or "deficiency" payments to compensate them,
in the same manner as if they had experienced a natural disaster. But this remedy could only be temporary in nature,
and hardly meets the long-range problem
of helping to secure a reasonable livelihood for them and their families. Additionally, the sugar act does not expire
until this December 31, and it is unrealistic to expect action to help these growers until such time as the entire sugar
law is revised. This would accordingly
leave them without any opportunity to
make sensible crop planning decisions in
advance.
I would like to point out that the
30,000 acres of sugar beets that have been
produced for processing at the Chaska
plant is only an insignificant fraction of
the total Minnesota feed grain base of
7,471,995 acres. What we are talking
about, insofar as Minnesota is concerned, is only a possible four-thousandths of 1 percent of Minnesota's total
feed grain base.
The Agriculture Committee, which has
studied the problem carefully, is of the
opinion that this legislation will not adversely affect the feed grain program.
I share this view, and hope that the
Congress will act quickly to remedy the
plight of these beet growers who have
been thrown out of business through no
fault of their own.

SPEECH OF F. F. WOLFF

HON. HASTINGS KEITH
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Speaker, last month,
F. F. Wolff, chairman of the Committee
of the London Metal Exchange, delivered
a penetrating and incisive address to the
Copper Club Dinner in New York. In his
relatively brief remarks, Mr. Wolf! provided a tour d'horizon of the present
state of the copper market worldwide.
He also gave those of us on this side of
the Atlantic a unique insight into the
workings of the London Metal Exchange.
Because of the timeliness and value of
Mr. Wolff's speech, I am inserting it at
this point in the RECORD under unanimous consent. And since Freddy Wolf! is
a close friend as well as a distant relative, it is a particular pleasure to bring
his speech to the attention of my colleagues:
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SPEECH To BE GIVEN BY F. F. WoLFF, CHAmMAN OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE LONDON
METAL EXCHANGE, TO THE COPPER CLUB
DINNER IN NEW YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1971
As a "Limey" I feel particularly privileged
to have been asked to address this most distinguished gathering, all of whom are experienced in the copper world. But firstly,
let me thank you for ycur most generous
hospitality. A certain eastern bloc president
when speaking to the Kremlin recently was
heard on the telephone saying, "Da da da
nyet da da da." When asked by those listening to the conversation how he dared to say
"No" even once to the Kremllu he replied,
"Well, they asked me if I always had to say
yes." For my part, I could not even say "No"
once to your kind invitation.
I also take it as a great honour to the
London Metal Exchange that I, as chairman
of the committee, should be invited to speak
tonight, especially as there are bound to be
people here this evening, despite this enlightened age in which we Uve, who are critical
of our market. I hope perhaps that after tonight some of the critics will have a fuller
appreciation of the value of the London
Metal Exchange to the copper trade throughout the world and that, as a pricing medium,
our market offers the fairest and the soundest basis. We were all delighted to have listened to Simon Strauss' excellent speech at
the London Metal Exchange dinner last year,
and I very much appreciate the opportunity
you have given me in speaking to you on
your home ground and being able, so to
speak, to play in both home and away
matches.
It is my invariable custom to say something flattering to begin with so that I shall
be excused if by any chance I put my foot
in it later on!
The whole philosophy of our exchange is
based on assisting the metal trade, and an
intelllgent and professional use of our market is of immense value to everyone concerned in any way with the mining, smelting, reflning or fabricating of .metals. An
example of the way the copper trade throughout the world is becoming more directly involved in our activities is the interest displayed by Japan-a country whic:h is fast
becoming an increasingly important influence in the copper world-in the workings
of the L.M.E. active in the purchase of raw
materials to feed their expanding smelter and
refined production, the Japanese have wisely
made good use of the L.M.E. and it is interesting to note their statesmanlike approach
to operations on the market, as evidenced
by tbe opening of the Japanese metal centre in London.
Our contracts are under constant review
in order that they may be of maximum assistance and value first and foremost to the
trade. This is why we changed our old standard contract to separate cathode and electrolytic Wirebar contracts, and also why
we extended our delivery points to warehouses in Antwerp, Hamburg and Rotterdam.
Further changes may be introduced for
the same reasons; I mentioned at the last
London metal exchange dinner that we
might, 81t some time in the future, and I
repeat--in the future-have to change the
main trading basis of our copper contract
to one based on cathodes (and this, I am
sure you will all appreciate, will mean only
one price basis for cathodes!) the possibility of opening markets In new metals is under constant review. You may be Interested
to know my committee has only very recently
approved 1n principle the idea of introducing an aluminum contract as soon as possible. We may also extend our warehousing
facilities to other parts of the world, including possibly New York. Let me emphasize
tlla.t these developments are not for the
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benefit of the speculator. If we wished to go
solely after Tom, Dick and Harry's business,
(welcome though that may be, and my
best wishes to any Toms, Dicks and Harrys
here tonight), we would not have troubled
to alter the contract basis.
Having stressed the commercial attractions of our market, I must make it clear
that any terminal market, with the variety
of facilities which it provides, must attract
a volume of speculation. Whilst this can, in
the short term, accentuate price movements
or a particular trend, it does also impart a
greater degree of flexibility to the market.
Speculators cannot control the market for
any length of time nor make the prices, but
they do sometimes act as a bUffer b.nd help
to prevent a "run-away" market, since they
are always operating both ways and prepared
to be buyers or sellers at a time of rapidly
moving prices. Morever, if producers were
to use the L.M.E. more imaginatively, it
would also help to level out Violent fluctuations and if they would only allow consumers
to sell their copper or lend their copper to
the L.M.E. it might have prevented those
large and sudden backwardations for llmlted
periods which the market has suffered in the
past and which are intensely disliked by all
members of the L.M.E. as well as by all
members of the copper trade.
Why is the London Metal Exchange being
used as the world's pricing medium for copper outside the United States? The reason
is that it is an international market used
by organisations, including governments,
throughout the globe from north to south,
and east to west: including the Eastern Bloc
countries. Orders pour in dally from the four
corners of the earth through members of the
London Metal Exchange. A large part of these
orders result from the need for hedging operations by those fa-bricators and producers
who wish to keep a balanced book, and by
those wishing to establtsh definite prices
on purchases or sales sooner than they might
otherwise have been able to do. Moreover,
by adroit use of the market, a fabricator
can lessen the cost of his purchases, while
a producer selllng his output on long-term
contracts at open pricing terms may be able
to effect worthwhile ·a nd sometimes substantial savings in freight costs by arranging
with his customer to accept a certain tonnage of L.M.E. copper and so divert a part
of his own production to more accessible
areas.
In mentioning orders pouring into the
market from all over the globe, I can quote a
recent example with our own firm, but the
same would apply to the majority of ring
dealing members. Twice recently, we had
a visitor on the market: on the first occasion I was able to point out that we were
dealing on behalf of clients from no fewer
than eleven countries, and on the second
occasion from nine countries.
All this serves to demonstrate what an
international market the L.M.E. is becoming-! deliberately use the present tense since
I firmly believe that this process of development--of lnternationalisation~is by no
means over-and I restate my conviction that
the L.M.E. should continue to serve as the
pricing basis for copper traded internationally.
Simon Strauss, in his provocative speech
at the L.M.E. dinner, gave as his main reason for expecting no change in the U.S. copper
pricing structure that, I quote, "The large
buyers and the large sellers do not want it!"
Perhaps the buyers are In the position of
never having tasted :freedom and, therefore,
do not know what they are missing. With
regard to the sellers, I suppose fortunate indeed are they who can unilaterally fix prices
and remain assured o:f a tied market.
But then it must be remembered that some
circumstances in the U.S.A.-such as the de-
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gree of vertical integration in your market-are different from those obtaining in the
rest of the free world. However, I am sure
my producer friends here tonight wm agree
that it is no exaggeration to say that the
current level of the L.M.E. price is a factor
in their deliberations when establishing their
producer prices.
How much greater then has been the influence ot these vital factors on the posted
prices which have, from time to time, been
imposed by producers or by producer governments outside the U.S.A. and which in the
last analysis have always failed. I remain
absolutely convinced that the fairest, indeed
the only realistic way of determining the
price of a commodity which is subject to
fluctuating demand and seeiningly inevitable
interuptions in supply, is by a free market,
and I can only repeat what I have said many
times in the past that it is well-nigh impossible to defeat by artlftcial means the inexorable law of supply and demand. When
Simon Strauss mentioned that U.S. buyers
were against a change in the U.S. copper
pricing structure, he went on to say, and I
quote again, "they have a strong preference
for a producer's price as compared to a price
which changes twice dally." My knowledge of
European consumers leads me to believe that
they are far less concerned with a dally moving price than they are with continuity of
supply. As Michel Feron said in his speech at
the American metal market forum in London
last autumn, "rationing is less acceptable to
consumers than price instability, and the lack
ot avallabtlity makes the question of price
stab111ty almost theoretical."
Since the re-opening of the London metal
exchange copper market in 1953, there have
been attempts at a controlled price; however, free market influences have ultimately
prevailed as they always will do and the
lesson learnt by industry is that such attempts at control produces a multi price
system which is detrimental to all concerned.
I am only too conscious that the present
price level is causing concern and that a
further fall of any magnitude could well
mean hardship for the people of the CIPEC
countries. However, I still feel strongly that
they should continue to base their sales on
:the L.M.E. Any contrary action could well
bring only short-lived benefits, and I believe
that through the medium of the market they
can add a flex1b111ty to their operations:
Thereby in the long run max1mising the return from their sales.
Permanent control of the free market is
only possible with unlimited funds, unlimited material, and dictatorial powers to control the rate of production on a worldwide basts. Has the international tin council
scheme, working through a buffer pool and
supported directly or indirectly by most
of the world, really been successful? It has
kept the price of tin within the agreed limits-limits which nevertheless have been
amended more than once-at times when
the imbalance of supply and demand has
been containable. But at moments of extreme stress it has failed both upwards and
downwards, and surely it is at these moments
when such a scheme has to work: Otherwise
it must be considered a failure.
Look at the recent example of nickel
prices, when their inabllity to supply sumcient metal made the producer price almost
meaningless, and in the absence of an organised terminal market, the outside price
rose and fell by approximately $12,500 per
ton within less than one year: leaving in its
wake numerous cancellations o:f contracts
and firms unable to pay for metal bought at
the top, especially among stainless steel
manufacturers.
In looking to the :future o:f supply and
demand in the copper industry I can only
echo the sentiments of experts, whose think-
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ing is that between now and the middle
1970's supply is likely to remain in excess
of demand but that this situation could be
reversed during the second half of this decade. There is a lot of new production of
copper coming on stream but with the increased demand from countries such as the
peoples Republic of China, whose use of
copper per capita is at present low, but will
inevitably rise within the next few years,
the increase in aggregate demand taken overall could be stronger than the experts predict. Many of my American friends appreciate the gigantic potential of the Chinese
market. The London metal exchange being
a world's market, must obviously take into
consideration the importance of the inbuilt
demand from China.
certain guesstimates have it that China
may have imported close to 100,000 tons in
1970-the bulk of it having been purchased
during the first half of the period, and demand from this quarter has been quiet in
recent months, no doubt partly for the same
reason that other consumers have kept out
of the market.
Possibly a more important factor is that
only now are they said to be finalising the
new five year plan, the completion and implementation of which could shortly make
its impact felt. Whether they use the same
tactics as before, or whether they increase
direct links with producing countries, is their
own affair: whatever they decide I am sure
that their purchasiing will be carried out
with the same acumen tha.t they have shown
in the past.
In the foreseeable future, an expression
Simon finds difficult to understand, and so
do I for that matter, I cannot personally look
for any significant rise in prices. But, of
course, the copper market always has unexpected surprises round the corner-will there
be a strike in the U.S.A., and for how long?
Will there be any curtailment of production
due to natural causes or to labour unrest
elsewhere? Will there be an increase CY.f political troubles in the Middle East or elsewhere? etc. etc.
From what I have said, you may well have
assumed that I am biased in favour of the
London Metal Exchange. You would be quite
correct. But I am not alone. Last October at
the American Market Forum in London, Mr.
H. Grillo, managing director of Wilhelm
Grillo Handelsgesellschaft and former president of the West German Non-ferrous Metal
Industries Association, stated that, "Consumers in Germany prefer a competitive free
market price which guarantees them a larger
security for their own business."
I am delighted that the London Metal Exchange is used so extensively withing the
Common Market and I foresee no problems
should the United Kingdom join the E.E.C.,
indeed, such a move can only strengthen the
international basis of our market.
Mr. G. s. Somerset, Deputy Director of the
British Nonferrous Metals Foundation, in his
paper on the "Economic Aspects o'f Copper
Production, and Marketing Possibilities for
Developing Countries" stated that, "the basic
function of any pricing system is to equate
supply and demand. It should do this at a
price level which is high enough to encourage
new investment in mining and yet not so
high as to price the metal out of the market
and drive off its customers to use substitutes.
The London Metal Exchange is a free market
used by almost every country in the world. It,
therefore, reflects the conditions of supply
and demand in the world."
I know that Simon does not accept the
theory that high prices encourage new investment, but I believe there is a good deal
of truth in it, and I have no doubt that many
of the new mining projects under way were
conceived in the expectation of adequate
copper prices and a good return on money
invested.
To sum up, therefore, surely a market
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which reflects all known factors and which
records constant changes in values is a fairer
basis on which to trade than the arbitrary
fixing of prices with little or no fleXibility.
Earlier on I suggested that U.S. buyers had
not tasted freedom. I did not mean to imply
that they were slaves, but perhaps manacled
would not be 'far from the truth. To reduce
the buying function to one of calling copper
forward for delivery the following month at
a price outside your control is surely to reduce all buyers to the same level. This compares unfavourably with the freedom of being
able to choose any market day to price in
line with precise information received from
the sales division, and at the same time to
use market expertise to derive additional
profit.
To my mind these attributes outweigh the
advantages claimed for a stable price--even
assuming that "stable" is the right word to
apply to a price which can be moved unilaterally and without warning.
Naturally, no system, however devised will
be completely perfect; as economists will
point out, perfect markets are textbook
myths. Nevertheless, the L.M.E. has shown
itself over the years to be responsible to allI repeat all--sectors of the industry internationally, and does constitute the least imper'fect medium, provided of course, and of
this I am certain, that it continues to operate
in a responsible and flextble manner.

TWA, SURGEON GENERAL SUPPORT
NONSMOKERS RELIEF ACT

HON. C. W. BILL YOUNG
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker,
letters from across America continue to
flood into my office in support of the
Nonsmokers Relief Act I introduced on
February 22.
In addition to encouragement from
thousands of nonsmoking citizens who
are deeply distressed over being forced to
breathe smoke-polluted air, I have received support from U.S. Surgeon General Jesse L. Steinfeld, and from one of
the Nation's largest air carriers, Trans
World Airlines.
So far I have received only two letters
in opposition to this legislation. The reason there is so little objection to this bill
is, I believe, because my proposal would
place no burden on the smoker. It does,
however, provide relief for the nonsmoker-a heretofore silent majority
which believes it, too, has rights.
My good friend, Senator EDWARD GURNEY, of Florida, has introduced similar
legislation in the Senate.
H.R. 4776 would require the Secretary
of Transportation to establish regulations for a protected area to be set aside
on airliners, trains, and buses for nonsmoking passengers.
All indications are that, while my proposal may cause some inconvenience, the
transportation industry can easily learn
to live with it. TWA's experience clearly
shows that providing nonsmoking sections can be of considerable benefit to a
carrier.
Here, for the consideration of my colleagues, are the communications I received from the Surgeon General and
TWA:
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION AND WELFARE,
Washington, D.O., March 22, 1971.

Hon. C. W. BILL YOUNG,

House of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. YOUNG: Thank you for your letter of February 25, enclosing your bill, which
would seek to protect travellers from being
forced to experience the tobacco smoke of
others. As you know, I feel strongly that we
should seek to accomplish this and I applaud
your interest in the problem.
The Public Health Service is in the process
of developing an assessment of the effect of
tobacco smoke from other people's smoking
on the nonsmokers and I will, of course, see
that you receive this when it is published.
In the meantime, I am enclosing a bibliography on the subject which may be useful
to you.
Please let me know if I can be of further
help.
Sincerely yours,
JESSE L. STEINFELD, M.D.,
Surgeon General.

TRANS WORLD .Anu.INES, INC.,
Washington, D.O., March 24, 1971.

Hon. C. W. BILL YOUNG,

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: I have noted with interest your introduction of HR-4776 which
would require the Secretary of Transportation to establish regulations for non-smoking areas on board interstate carriers.
In July of 1970, TWA announced that it
was initiating a program to provide for
smoking and non-smoking sections on board
its aircraft. Since that time the program has
met with considerable success and wide acceptance by our passengers.
You are to be commended for your efforts
in this regard.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
RICHARD S. TRmBE,
Vice President, Federal and Civic Affairs.

PASSENGER REACTION TO No-SMOKING
SECTIONS FAVORABLE, TWA REPORTS
NEW YoRK.-In the past six months Trans
World Airllnes has received hundreds of letters complimenting the carrier for being the
first to offer no-smoking sections on all of
its aircraft.
"We began separating smokers and nonsmokers in February, 1970, with our inauguration of Boeing 747 service," said Blaine
Cooke, TWA's senior vice president of marketing.
"By July 1, 1970, no-smoking sections were
set aside in each of our 238 jet aircraft, in
accordance with a resolution adopted by the
American Medical Association's House of
Delegates," he added.
"Since then, TWA has received hundreds
of letters hailing our move," Mr. Cooke said.
Under TWA's system, both first class and
coach sections of every aircraft provide at
least one no-smoking area. Passengers advise gate agents of their preference for smoking or no-smoking sections and are seated
accordingly.

NATIONAL WEEK OF CONCERN FOR
PRISONERS OF WAR/MISSING IN
ACT'!ON

HON. JOHN S. MONACAN
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 23, 1971
Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to join my colleagues in observ-
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the National Week of Concern for
Prisoners of War/Missing in Action. I
supported the House passage of House
Joint Resolution 16 on March 3 to set
aside this week as a means of focusing
national and world opinion on the plight
of American servicemen who are being
detained by the Republic of North Vietnam and the National Liberation Front
of South Vietnam.
North Vietnam is a signatory to the
1949 Geneva Convention Accord on Prisoners of War and as a signatary it has
a responsibility to: identify all prisoners
of war within a week of capture; to allow periodical inspection of prisoner-ofwar camps by impartial parties; to release prisoners of war who are seriously
ill or injured; to allow a free fiow of mail
between prisoners and their families. To
date, the government of North Vietnam
has not fulfilled its responsibilities under
any of these provisions. It has shown
contempt and disdain for the prisoners
and their families and for worldwide
public opinion.
In this session of Congress I introduced House Concurrent Resolution 220
providing for a congressional protest
against the treatment of U.S. servicemen held prisoner by North Vietnam
and the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam. My resolution calls
upon North Vietnam and the National
Liberation Front to comply with the requirements of the Geneva Convention,
and approves and endorses efforts by the
U.S. Government, the United Nations,
the International Red Cross, and other
leaders and peoples of the world to obtain humane treatment and release of
American prisoners of war.
I insert the text of my resolution in
the RECORD at this point:

and othe1' leaders and peoples of the world to
obtain humane treatment and release of
American prisoners of war.

thereby have violated the requirements of
the 1949 Geneva Convention on prisoners
of war, which North Vietnam ratified 1n
1957; and
Whereas the United States has continually
observed the requirements of the Geneva
Convention in treatment of prisoners of war;
and
Whereas the Ninety-first Congress formally
condemned by resolution the uncivilized
treatment of prisoners of war by the North
Vietnamese; and
Whereas the United States Government
has repeatedly appealed to North Vietnam
and the National Liberation Front to comply
with the proviSiions of the Geneva Convention: Now, therefore, be it

[From the Wall Street Journal, Mar. 26,
1971]
GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION: TOUGH GOING
(By Burt Schorr)
WASHINGTON.-!! President Nixon needs
to dramatize the Cabinet reorganization
proposal he sent Congress yesterday, a photograph of western Oklahoma's Foss Reservoir would serve perfectly.
A decade ago the Interior Department's
Bureau of Reclamation formed the reservoir by throwing an earthen dam across
the upper Washita River. To carry the water to four thirsty Oklahoma towns, the
bureau also constructed a 55-mile underground aqueduct and pumping system.
Overall, Washington's investment totals
more than $20 million (although a bit more
than a third of this was to be recovered
through water purchases) .
Today, Foss Dam stands sturdy, the distribution system is being maintained in tiptop condition and the lake, while 80%
smaller than anticipated, sparkles nevertheless amid the gently rolling hills. All is serene--except !or one problem.
Foss Reservoir water is undrinkable.

ing

GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION:
TOUGH GOING

HON. JOHN B. ANDERSON
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. ANDERSON of illinois. Mr. Speaker, the Wall Street Journal recently ·carried an article which provides vivid illustration of the ineffectiveness and waste
that can result from the current scrambled and diffuse organizational structure
of the Federal departments. In his message on departmental reorganization, the
President listed the possibility that uncoordinated agencies may work at cross
purposes as one of the most important
undesirable consequences of the current system. This article by Burt Schorr
of the Journal's Washington Bureau concerns just such an instance; in this case,
the expenditure of nearly $20 million by
the Bureau of Reclamation for a water
reservoir system that was rendered inoperative by projects of the Soil Conservation Service further upstream.
The point of this episode is not that
certain individuals or agencies are deserving of blame; as President Nixon said
in his message: "the ine:ffectiveness of
government is not a matter of men or
money. It is principally a matter of machinery." I believe that the President's
reorganization plan could provide for
the needed restructuring of the governmental machinery that will make it possible for us to avoid further developCONCURRENT RESOL~ON
ments like that of the Foss Resorvoir. By
Whereas more than one thousand four placing all water resource functions
hundred members of the United States
Armed Forces are prisoners of war or miss- within one agency of a single department,
I am confident that we will have taken a
ing in action in Southeast Asia; and
Whereas North Vietnam and the National major step toward ending the all-tooLiberation Front of South Vietnam have frequent situations in which one arm of
refused to identify all prisoners they hold, the Government is doing precisely the
to allow impartial Inspection of camps, to opposite of that being done by another
permit free exchange of mail between pris- arm. I commend this article to all of my
oners and their families, to release seriously colleagues and include it at this point in
sick or injured prisoners, and to negotiate
seriously for the release of all prisoners and the RECORD:

Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That the Congress

strongly protests the treatment of United
States servicemen held prisoner by North
Vietnam and the National Liberation Front
of South Vietnam, calls on them to comply
with the requirements of the Geneva Convention, and approves and endorses efforts
by the United States Government, the
United Nations, the International Red Cross,
OXVII--532-Part 7
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The lake, it seems, is loaded with minerals, and conventional filtering and softe.n ing methods can overcome neither the "dissolved solids--or the obnoxious taste--nor
the undesirable effects of the Epsom salts,"
as an official of the local agency that was
supposed to market the water complained
to Congress several years back. A $1.5 million desalination plant has been proposed as
a solution. Meanwhile, the aqueduct remains
dry, and beyond some minor irrigation use,
the lake's chief value has been to migrating
water fowl.
BUNGLED PLANNING
Laying out $20 million for a drink of Epsom salts is sad enough. But Foss Reservoir is an especially galling example of
bungled planning: It is a story of two federal agencies at cross-purposes.
In the early 1950s, while the Bureau of
Reclamation was still studying the project's
feasibility (urged on by Oklahoma's late
Sen. Robert Kerr, a powerful friend of big
dams), the Agriculture Department's Soil
Conservation Service was already building
small flood-control dams on Washita tributary streams upriver. Ultimately, 204 of
these dams were erected at a federal cost
of $6 million. And nobody can say they
haven't worked.
Indeed, the reclamation people believe, the
small dams are the major reason that the
flow into Foss Reservoir has been only a
third of that projected. (Dry weather is another reason.) The water blocked by the upstream dams, moreover, is of a higher quality
th3.n that available from other parts of the
reservoir watershed. This aggravates the taste
and purification problem.
Clearly, Foss Reservoir is the kind of thing
the President's Council on Executive Reorganization, headed by Roy L. Ash, chairman
of Litton Industries Inc., had in mind when
it said federal w.ater resources development
suffered from "interagency rivalry, duplicative planning and conflicting policies." The
council's proposed remedy: Gather water
responsibiUties now vested in three tradition-encrusted
departments--Agriculture,
Interior and the Army (Corps of Engineers)into a new Department of Natural Resources.
This and other recommendations contained
in the 160-page Ash Council report, completed last fall, have become the foundation for the government-wide reform envisioned by Mr. Nixon. Congress willing, Mr.
Nixon would forge four super departments
from the present Departments of Agriculture, Labor, Commerce, Interior, Transportation, Housing and Urban Development and
Health, Education and Welfare, plus lesser
assorted pieces of the federal bureaucracy.
"Over the years we have added departments and created agencies at the federal
level, each to serve a new constituency, to
handle a particular task-and these have
grown and multiplied in what has become a
hopeless confusion of form and function,"
Mr. Nixon said in his State of the Union
message. "The time has come to match our
structure to our purpose--to look with a
fresh eye, to organize the government by conscious, comprehensive design to meet the
new needs of a new era."
The congressional response, however, hasn't
been the one Mr. Nixon was looking for. At
this point, it can be described as overwhelmingly negative, 1f not actively hostile.
"Grandiose in concept, monstrous in scope
and impossible of achievement," is the way
one senior House Democrat whose support
is crucial recently described the proposal to
a White House staffer.
Another Capitol Hill heavyweight, Sen.
John C. Stennis, doesn't like the idea of the
new Department of Natural Resources either.
He sternly warned the other day that transfering some or all of the Corps of Engineers
from the Department of Defense to the intended DNR "strikes at the vitals o! our national defense posture." Vagaries of metaphor notwithstanding, Mr. Stennis' words
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aren't to be taken lightly; the Mississippi
Democrat commands the powerful Armed
Services Committee and heads the Public
Works Appropriations subcommittee. The
latter parcels Corps dams and other pork
barrel projects that benefit nearly every congressional district.
A THREAT TO CONGRESS

The Hill resistance to reorganization certainly reflects some genuine concern that creating still larger Washington bureaucracies
may actually make federal programs less responsive to national needs. But a number of
Senators and Congressmen undoubtedly see
the Nixon plan as a threat to their power
bases. "Seniority arrangements that have
been worked out over the years suddenly
would have to be realigned. This WQUld shake
up every committee of Congress," observes
one lobbyist in frequent contact with members of the Southern Democratic bloc that
largely dominates Congress.
The special constituencies of departments
marked for extinction-notably farm organizations and labor unions-are no less concerned about losing influence. In a recent
newsletter, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association razzed Mr. Nixon for
arguing that carving Agriculture into :four superdepartments would mean four Cabinet
members speaking up for farmers, rather
than only one.
Asked the newsletter. Why stop at four?
Why not split Agriculture into eight departments ? "Think of it. Eight voices speaking up
to the White House about the troubles of
farmers, none of them really knowing anything about rural problems, but all of them
using good grammar."
Though they were almost radical departtures in their time, the Rural Electrification
Administration, the Forest Service (both also
in Agriculture), the Soil Conservation Service
the Corps and the independent Atomic Energy
Commission all have acquired an almost untouchable sanctity over the decades. Their
dug-in positions are defended, moreover, by a
fast-moving reaction force of lobbyists as well
as strategically located congressional committee chairmen.
One is Democratic Rep. Chet Holifield of
Los Angeles County, a leading AEC crusader.
In Congress for 24 years, Mr. Hollfied worries that placing the government nuclearpower activities in the Natural Resources superdepartment might allow coal and oil interests to sabotage development of atomic
power. Whether this argument is valid or not,
Mr. Holifield couldn't be in a better position
to see that transfer never happens; he's
chairman of the House Government Operations Committee through which all reorganization b1lls must move.
Actually, only one of Mr. Nixon's proposed
changes, a Department of Community Development, is judged to have even faint prospects of passage-principally because it
would consist mainly of the present Department of Housing and Urban Development and
thus is calculated to provoke the least controversy. Nixon aides say that in an effect to salvage something in the current session, the
President might settle for a DCD alone if he
could get it. (Some Hill staffers believe,
though, that no action on reorganization is
possible at all until after the 1972 election,
and then only of Mr. Nixon wins.)
Still, one can argue that the aspect of Mr.
Nixon's plan that makes the most sense is the
proposed Department of Natural Resources.
For when natural resource agencies negotiate as equals from behind the parapets of
their separated departments, a Foss Dam is
only one of many possible boondoggles. Consider these equally depressing intragovern~ental tangles cited by the Ash Council:
- -The Soil Conservation Service is straightening and deepening streams in Southern
states to control floods, while Interior Department men deplore the toll the work is
taking of fish and wildlife populations.

-Authority over non-m111tary public
lands is shared by four agencies in two departments; federal recreation areas are administered by five separate agencies in three
departments. (One consequence: a series of
occasionally bitter struggles between the
Forest Service and Interior's National Park
Service over how and by whom newly designated wilderness and recreation areas will
be administered. "Every time there's a proposal to make a park out of forest lands,
there's a disagreement," says a Park Service
official.)
-In Kansas, an existing Bureau of Reclamation project is threatened by a proposed
upstream watershed development by the
Soil Conservation Service. In Montana, the
Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation are studying separate project s for the
same site.
-Energy programs are scattered among
several departments and agencies, the Ash
report notes, "with no single agency charged
with developing a unified approach to energy
resource utilization and conservation." (Total
federal outlays for development of nuclear
power generation now approach $3 b1llion,
dwarfing the research spending for gassification of coal, say, or commercial uses of shale
oil-an imbalance that soon could prove
costly to U.S. energy consumers as world
petroleum demand soars.)
To mute inter-agency conflicts and to try
to eliminate duplication of effort, a mysterious and ubiquitous Washington institution
has emerged, the Interagency Committees.
The Ash Council counted some 850 of them,
though many apparently haven't met for
years. The committees can produce compromises, but are the compromises really in the
public interest? The history of one super interagency structure, the Water Resources
Council, suggests that the answer is often no.
Congress established the Council six years
ago; membership today includes the Secretaries of Interior, Agriculture, Army, HEW,
Transportation and the chairman of the Federal Power Commission. Its mission: Improve Washington leadership and coordination of government water planning and construction programs. Part of the task has involved supervision of 28 comprehensive federal-state studies of major river basins,
studies reckoned to cost federal taxpayers
about $95 million in all.
sPLITTING UP THE TERJUTORY

Now some basin study critics argue that
the entire effort has largely been a waste of
money and time. One of them should know:
He's Council Director W. Don Maughan, a
Nixon appointee who took over in mid-1969
(too late to have any impact on the basin
work being done by interagency field committees). In Mr. Maughan's view the final
basin reports are proving to be little more
than formal agreements between federal
water agencies not to intrude on each other's
territory-that is, so many flood control
structures for the Corps, so many dams for
reclamation, so much land treatment by the
Soil Conservation Service, with everybody
living happily ever after.
What has been overlooked, Mr. Maughan
believes, is the possibility, for example, that
a basin or two might get along without any
more big dams or without any more irrigation projects. "Nearly all the money's been
spent and we don't have all the alternatives,"
he complains.
Could it have come out any other way?
Probably not, considering that Congress deliberately chose to let each agency budget its
own share of the basin study funds. Not surprisingly, some had much greater success
with their respective appropriations subcommittees than others, creating an imbalance
of basin study inputs. More important, the
procedure left the Council almost powerless
to force new thinking on case-hardened
agency omcials.
"Unless you hold the purse strings, indl-
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vidual agencies tend to build up their own
programs," one veteran water program man
on the Council staff concludes.
Control of the purse strings, of course, is
what reorganization is really all about, and
apprehension about losing control is the reason that the most logical reorganization
plans often get nowhere.

INEQUITIES IN THE NIXON
REVENUE-SHARING PLAN

HON. WILLIAM D. FORD
OF MICffiGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. WILLIAM D. FORD. Mr. Speaker, Mayor John Canfield, the distinguished mayor of Dearborn Heights,
Mich., has recently indicated that he
is beginning to see through the Nixon
administration's revenue-sharing smokescreen. As more information on this plan
becomes available, I am confident that
more local officials will reach similar
conclusions.
In his comments before the delegates
to the Legislative Conference of the National League of Cities and the United
Conference of Mayors, Mayor Canfield
points out some of the more apparent
inequities which appear when this illogical scheme is applied to communities
located in Wayne County, the largest
county in Michigan. A careful appraisal
of this analysis indicates that the true
Republican philosophy is inherent in the
Nixon revenue-sharing proposal-the
rich get richer and the poor remain
poor.
I am inserting a copy of this statement in the RECORD, and I would urge all
my colleagues to study carefully the excellent analysis which is included at the
conclusion of Mayor Canfield's remarks.
The statement and analysis follow:
L. CANFIELD
AND GENTLEMEN: The prime purpose
of this Conference, if I understand it right,
is to discuss the question of Revenue Sharing
at the Federal level with local CommUnities
throughout the United States.
When this issue first came to the forefront
a few years ago, it was a generally accepted
idea that the Revenue Sharing should be
based on a population basis primarily because we are talking about sharing a Federal Income Tax which is paid by the people
throughout the country.
It is impossible for me to know what is
happening in all parts of the Country but
based on newspaper reports and the reports
from the Congressman in my District, if the
President's proposal were enacted into law,
in many instances in Wayne County, Michigan, the rich Communities would get richer
and the poor Communities would get poorer.
I am not just talking about the Central
City but have compiled a llst of most Communities in Wayne County which indicates
the vast range of inequities that exist under
this proposal. I assume that if this is true in
Wayne County, Michigan, it is probably true
in Cook County, Il11nois, and in all of the
other cities across the Nation.
As you can see by the table in Wayne
County, the range is 'from $1.20 per capita
in Sumpter Township, which is one of the
poorest communities in Wayne County, to a
high of $40.15 per capita in Highland Park,
Michigan. In the case of the City of Dear_
born, the per capita would be $20.25, and in
the City of Dearborn Heights, which is my
home base, it would be $4.65 per capita.
STATEMENT BY MAYOR JOHN
LADIES
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CITIES AND TOWNSHIPS IN WAYNE COUNTY, MICH.

Cities

Federal
revenue
sharing
amount
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Approximately 70% of the income of the
City of Dearborn is derived from an industrial tax base while in Dearborn Heights it
is only 15%.
I submit to you that this is one of the
greatest inequities that has ever perpetuated
against the people of America unless it is the
case of the Farm Aid Plan where mlllionaire
farmers are made multi-millionaires.
I have attended most of the Conferences
o'! these two great Organizations in recent
years and I read with dismay that the League
of Cities and the Conference of Mayors are
taking credit for the President's proposal.
I urge the Delegates of this Conference to
continue to press for Revenue Sharing but
to absolutely insist that the inequities in this
law are not put into effect.
Yes, Dearborn Heights needs the $371,005
that we would get under this plan. We are in
dire need of money with a population of 80,000 and a low tax base, but I cannot idly sit
by and receive this $371,005 while our sister
City of Dearborn with a population of 104,199 receives $2,113,705 when they are now
trying to figure out how to spend their
money.
Again, I urge that we oppose the proposal
as it now stands.

1970
census
figure Per capita

Allen Park_______________ $225, 711
40,747
Garden City______________
160,482
41,864
Inkster__________________
193,215
38,595
lincoln Park_____________
332,974
52,984
Melvindale_________ ____ __
88,660
13,862
Wayne___________________
229, 126
21,054
Dearborn Heights City_____
371,005
80,069
Westland________________
190,389
86, 749
Canton Township_________
36,853
11,026
HuronTownship__________
18,015
8,030
PomulusTownship_______
61,108
22,879
9, 773
8, 091
Sumpter Township________
TaylorTownship_________
252,086
70,020
Van Buren Township______
160,247
13, 162
Dearborn________________ 2,113, 705 104,199
Detroit_ _________________ 24, 901,847 1,511,482
GrossePointeCity________
104,437
6,637
Grosse Pointe Farms______
135,992
11,701
Grosse Pointe Park________
109,736
15, 585
Grosse Pointe Woods______
129,752
21,878
Highland Park____________ 1, 423,148
35,444

$5. 50
3. 80
5. 00
6. 25
6. 40
10.85
4. 65
2. 20
3. 30
2.25
2.70
1. 20
3.60
12.15
20.25
16.45
15.70
16.60
7. 10
5. 95
40.15

MUD FOR A MONUMENT

HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, the attacks
against law enforcement in general and
the FBI and its Director, J. Edgar
Hoover, in particular, continue to be
heard from various sources. The distinguished editor in chief of the Hearst
newspapers, William Randolph Hearst,
Jr., in a recent column entitled "Mud for
a Monument," very effectively summarized and put into proper perspective
some of these charges. His column appeared in the March 14, 1971, issue of
the News American of Baltimore, Md.,
and I think it would be beneficial for all
of my colleagues to read this column.
I, therefore, insert Mr. Hearst's column
in the RECORD at this point:
MUD FOR A MONUMENT

NEW YoRK.-Although the 1972 presidential election is a long 20 months ahead, hot

fuls step up their search for vote-getting mains as high as the standards. Some 62
per cent of the special agents on the rolls
issues and campaign cash.
To date, and for compelling reasons of as of April 1, 1969, had been with the FBI
strategy, the hottest and most extreme blasts for 10 years or longer.
have emanated from Sen. George S. McThis fact speaks loudly and clearly to any
Govern. Because he must overcome the impartial observer. Yet it obviously was no
Muskie steamroller to have a chance, he be- concern of Sen. McGovern when he inserted
came the first to declare his candidacy-in the anonymous letter of criticism into The
January-and has been running desperately Congressional Record- along with his own
since.
comment that Mr. Hoover has "an overIn attempting to outdistance his stlll-un- bearing concern for the FBI's public image."
declared potential rivals, South Dakota's
As might be expected, responsible FBI ofchampion dove on Vietnam already has es- ficials were outraged by the publicity the
tablished himself as number one war critic Senator got through his act and comment.
of the pack. None could possibly surpass his A total of 21 senior FBI officers subsequently
election promise of a total and immediate wrote to him, denouncing him as an irresponsible, reprehensible opportunist.
American withdrawal.
My disgust over this position-which
The strongest came from Clyde Tolson,
amounts to nothing less than abject sur- the bureau's veteran associate director. It
render to Communism in Southeast Asia-- said, in part:
has been voiced here before and there is no
"I term you an opportunist because it is
point in repeating it. The point to be noted no small coincidence that you have singled
is that the war 1s inevitably going to be a out a man of Mr. Hoover's national stature
primary campaign issue in the months for attack at a time when waves of publicity
ahead.
are urgently needed to buoy your political
This is as it should be. Vietnam is a legiti- career.
"You are not the first person I have enmate campaign issue if there ever was one.
And Sen. McGovern has a perfectly legiti- countered during 30 years in Washington
whose
ambition has far exceeded his ablllty,
mate right to take any position he wants,
no matter how reckless and harmful it might and I cannot help wonder how many other
esteemed career public servants will be mabe.
The same cannot be said for another issue ligned and abused before your political balhe has injected into the 1972 race. Thanks loon runs out of hot air."
The Tolson letter, as Sen. McGovern deto Sen. McGovern, FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover-if he stays in the post he has held clared later, may well have "exceeded the
bounds
of proper comment by a high govsince 1942-again is assured of becoming the
ernment offiical."
potlical football he was in 1968.
Considering the provocation, howeverMr. Hoover, now 76, became a target because of his age and because of his eminence and particularly the irresponsibillty of Senas a symbol of law, order and old-fashioned ator McGovern in publicizing an unsigned
Americanism. The latter was anathema for communication throwing mud on a monuthe liberals. A critical pronouncement about ment of integrity-! think I would have used
the FBI and its head thus became a required even stronger language had I been Mr. Tolson.
It is impossible in this space even to sumact of faith for them in the 1968 campaign.
It was a phony and illegitimate issue then marize adequately the tr~mendous, 47-year
and it remains so now that McGovern has record of Mr. Hoover and the FBI. It covers
too varied a field of successful investigations
resurrected it.
of gangsters and kidnapings in the 30s,
What is tragic about the situation, is that through
Na.zi espionage in Word War II, and
the world-famous FBI-zealously built by
up
to the present through Communist subMr. Hoover during the terms of eight Presiversion, civil rights strife, city rioting and the
dents--faces a new barrage of the scurrilous plots
of anarchy.
partisan attacks which have done so much
Headlines aside, the best proof of FBI
serious and possibly irreparable damage.
effectiveness is the extremely high percentIt is doubly tragic that this damage to its age of convictions it marks up in cases based
prestige has been especially noteworthy on its investigations.
among the young people of our nation-the
According to the Congressional Quarterly,
generation which Will be influencing Con- in fiscal 19&8 such convictions were obtained
gress and paying the nation's bills before against 97.3 per cent of persons brought to
long.
trial during that year. And of the 13,059 conFor the benefit of those coming in late- Victions that year, 11,190 (or 95.7 per cent)
or who may not have been paying close were on guilty pleas; the rest following
attention-here is how Sen. McGovern has trials before judge or jury.
succeeded in re-establishing Mr. Hoover and
"These percentages," notes the eminently
the FBI as prime targets for forthcoming reliable Congressional Quarterly, "were typiDemocratic campaign criticism.
cal of other years."
He started out by demanding a Senate inIt is not the FBI and its director who need
quiry into the resignation under pressure of any justification. What cries out for any
John F. Shaw, an FBI agent who wrote a kind of justification are the shockingly unletter that included some criticism of Mr. fair attacks of such short-sighted, selfHoover. Subsequently, on March 1, the Sen- serving politicians as Geroge McGovern.
ator made headlines by inserting in The
The only possibly valid criticism that could
Congressional Record an Anonymous letter be directed at J. Edgar Hoover would have
he said came from 10 unhappy agents of the to be based on his advanced age. And so far
bureau.
as anyone knows he is remarkably sound
Like the Shaw letter, the anonymous com- in both mind and body.
munication charged that the FBI director is
In a word, there is no justification whata sternly demanding boss who tolerates no ever for the mud slinging-either in or out
disobedience or criticism from his agents-- of a political campaign.
a charge that certainly is true enough.
J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI have done
Throughout his long and distinguished ca- nothing rto deserve castigation. The exact opreer, J. Edgar Hoover always has imposed posite is true.
rigid discipline on his men. The total lack
Politicians who go around seeking votes
of any scandal in the ranks-ever-is a by knocking honorable men and their acmeasure of his success in keeping unsullied complishments make me literally sick at
the FBI motto: "Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity." heart.
Over the yea.rB--ilS today-there, of course,
It is small wonder that so many of our
always have been some agents unable to youngsters are growing up with the idea that

polltical winds already are gusting across

adjust to the necessity for such high stand-

the land as Democratic White House hope-

ards. Yet the level of morale generally re-

the whole establishment of our society is

no good.
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THE COST OF VIETNAM-920,028
DEATHS; $115 BILLION TO AMERICAN TA.XPAYERS

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, William
McGaffin, of the Chicago Daily News
Washington bureau, has performed a
notable public service by compiling for
his readers a tabulation of what the
Vietnam conflict has cost.
Mr. McGaffin's report is journalism
at its finest and deserves the careful attention of every Member of Congress as
well as every American.
I am placing Mr. McGaffin's report in
the RECORD today, and at the same time
renewing my plea to President Nixon to
impose a moratorium on any further
shipment of American replacement
troops to Vietnam.
On February 2, of this year I introduced House Joint Resolution 258 which
calls for such a moratorium.
Under my proposal, the United States
would n ot replace American troops being rotated home at the conclusion of
their 1-year tour of duty. In 1 year, there
would be no American troops in Vietnam.
I believe the Chicago Daily News article prepared by Mr. McGaffin provides
the best argument for my proposal.
There are a number of proposals being
discussed among House Members for
American troop withdrawal from Vietnam, but none of these proposals addresses itself to the fact that regardless
of which formula we use, we will continue sending to Vietnam more than
20,000 troops a month.
After we complete the present reduction phase on May 1 of this year, we
will still have 285,000 troops left in Vietnam. After that date, through the normal 1-year rotation policy, we will be
bringing back home 24,000 troops every
month and replacing them with 24,000
being sent to Vietnam.
There are reports that President Nixon
plans to announce on April 15 that we
will be reducing our troop commitment
to Vietnam by 16,000 a month beginning
May 1.
At this rate, even with the stepped-up
rate of reductions, we will still continue
to send 8,000 troops to Vietnam a month
or 100,000 a year for an indefinite period.
I have introduced House Joint Resolution 258 to approach this whole problem
of disengagement from a different direction. My resolution calls for a moratorium effective immediately on all shipments of replacement troops to Vietnam.
Under my proposal, as troops are rotated back home upon completion of
their 1-year tour of duty, they would not

More important, I have reason to believe that a moratorium on shipment of
fresh troops to Vietnam would open up
a new dimension for the peace talks in
Paris and hopefully bring about not only
a cease-fire, but an exchange of POW's.
Mr. McGaffin's excellent article follows. I am also including a copy of House
Joint Resolution 258 following the article. I hope the House will give careful
consideration to my proposal in the wake
of Mr. McGaffin's startling disclosure.
The articles follow:

[Chicago Dally News, Mar. 27, 1971]
COST OF VIETNAM: 920,028 DEATHS;
$115 BILLION TO UNITED STATES
53,771 YANKS HAVE BEEN KILLED
(By William McGaffin)
WASHINGTON.-The Vietnam War has resulted in the deaths of more than 900,000 persons and has cost the American taxpayer $115
billion.
It has, in addition, disrupted the lives o!
2,855,700 young Americans who have served
in Indochina and Thailand since 1965-the
year that Vietnam became an American war.
These are some of the figures made available by the Defense Department in response
to a request by Sen. George McGovern (DS.D.). McGovern's request was prompted by a
series of questions sent to him by Harry R.
Booth, a prominent Chicago attorney.
In what is believed to be the most comprehensive accounting ever provided by the
Pentagon about the magnitude of the war,
it is acknowledged that the death toll from
the start in 1960 has reached 920,028.
This breaks down as follows:
American soldiers, 53,771.
South Vietnamese soldiers, 131,995.
South Vietnamese civilians, 26,700.
Allied soldiers, 4,282.
Enemy soldiers, 703,280.
Of the 53,771 American deaths, 44,518 were
killed or died from wounds result ing from
enemy action. The other 9,253 were soldiers
who died in airplane and helicopter accidents
and from other causes that were not the
result of enemy action.
In addition, the war has resulted in the
wounding of nearly 900,000 persons, the Pentagon report revealed. This figure does not
include any estimate of enemy wounded,
which is not available.
It does show that 294,414 American servicemen, 20,211 allied troops, 320,970 South Vietnamese soldiers and 252,000 South Vietnamese civilians were wounded. These add up to
877,595.
The South Vietnamese civilian figures
probably are on the conservative side. Those
figures were supplied by the South Vietnam
government.
The 26,700 civilian deaths reported by
Saigon were those caused by enemy terrorist
attacks. No figures were made available on
the number of civilians killed by American
forces. The 252,000 wounded were only those
admitted to hospitals from 1967 through
1970.
The number of American servicemen in
Vietnam at any one time has never been more
than about 530,000. By May 1, the American
strength is scheduled to be down to 284,000.
But each draftee and many regular soldiers
have served only one year there. Because of
numbers required to replace them, the
be replaced and troops in Vietnam would the
number of Americans who served in Vietnam
be consolidated into new units as they from Jan. 1, 1965 through Sept. 30, 1970, was
are now being consolidated under the 2,885,700.
present monthly reduction policy.
The Army, as might be expected, has supUnder my proposal, the attrition pro- plied the lion's share-1,522,800 men. The
vided by rotation would lead to a total rest came from the Navy and Coast Guard,
removal of our American troops within 450,000; Marine Corps, 430,100; and Air Force
452,800.
12 months.
THE

Vietnam is only one place in the Pacific
where the United States has military personnel on duty. On Feb. 18, for example,
there were 330,600 in Vietnam and 168,000 in
Okinawa, the Philippines, Formosa, Japan
and Korea.
The $115 billion cost of the war to the
United States included only $100 million in
fiscal 1965.
In fiscal 1966, the cost went up to $5.8 billion. In fiscal 1967, it jumped to $20.1 bil·
lion. In fiscal 1968, it hit $26.5 billion. It
reached a peak of $28.8 billion in fiscal 1969.
And in fiscal 1970 it declined to $23.2 billion.
The Pentagon estimates that by June SO,
when fiscal 1971 ends, the United States will
be funding the war at the rate of approximately $14.5 billion a year.
H.J. RES. 258
(Urging the President of the United States
not to send any United States Armed Forces
to Viet nam after March 1, 1971, and for
other purposes)
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That it is the sense

of Congress that, after March 1, 1971, the
President of the United States shall not send
any United States Armed Forces to Vietnam.
No law, rule, or regulation in effect on the
date of enactment of this resolution shall be
amended or modified to authorize the extension of a tour of duty with respect to any
member of the United States Armed Forces
assigned to duty in Vietnam on such date of
enactment.
Further, it is the sense of Congress that as
present United States troops in Vietnam are
rotated at the conclusion of their one-year
tour of duty, their remaining units shall be
consolidated until ultimately no United
States troops will remain in Vietnam.

EXTENSION OF WAGE AND PRICE
CONTROL AUTHORITY

HON. HERMAN BADILLO
OF

NEW

YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Speaker, I was unfortunately delayed in New York by
urgent business involving the welfare of
my constituents and did not arrive in
Washington in time for today's vote on
Senate Joint Resolution 55, authorizing
a temporary extension of the President's
authority to set wage and price controls,
stabilize interest rates, and expand credit
controls. Had I been here, I would have
voted for this legislation.
The fact that this legislation is needed
is spelled out dally by statistics which
tell the story of our continued economic
distress. It is tragic that the President
did not use the authority granted him
under legislation originally passed by the
91st Congress. Even now, his reluctance
to establish wage and price controls is
damaging the economic well-being of our
Nation and contributing to rising unemployment.
The overwhelming margin by which

this authority is being renewed should
be ample evidence of the seriousness with
which Congress views our economic situ-

ation. Continued inaction by the President is clearly against the public interest.
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IMPACT OF BRUSSELS ON
U.S.S.R. AND WORLD

HON. ROBERT F. DRINAN
OF MASSACHUSETI'S
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Speaker, I include
herewith an excellent article by a distinguished jurist entitled "Impact of
Brussels on U.S.S.R. and World." This
article is written by a widely admired
Boston attorney, Lewis H. Weinstein.
Mr. Weinstein has held national leadership posts in Jewish organizations including the American Conference on
Soviet Jewry. Mr. Weinstein was a central figure at the recently concluded
Brussels Conference on Soviet Jewry on
which his excellent and comprehensive
article reports.
This article is reprinted from the
Jewish Advocate of March 11, 1971. It
follows:
IMPACT

OF

BRUSSELS ON U.S.S.R.
AND WORLD

(By Lewis H. Weinstein)
(EDIToR's NoTE.-Mr. Weinstein, author of
this article, is a prominent Boston attorney.
He has held national leadership posts in
Jewish organizations, including the American Conference on SOviet Jewry. He was a
central figure at the recent Brussels Conference on SOviet Jewry, on which he reports
here.)
The Brussels Conference on SOviet Jewry
dramatized the plight of three and a half
million Jews deprived of their rights to
religious and cultural freedom and to freedom from anti-Semitism, rights expressly
guaranteed by the SOviet Constitution. It
sharpened the issue of SOviet refusal to permit Jews to emigrate, despite the provisions
of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, subscribed to by the U.S.S.R.
SOme 850 Jewish delegates from 38 countries in all the continents unanimously
agreed upon the Brussels Declaration of
solidarity and action. The program was highlighted by a rare synthesis of logic, emotion,
dedication and practical realism.
Arthur Goldberg, former Justice of the
Supreme Court and Ambassador to the
United Nations, presented a skillful analysis
of the problem and the issues at the opening session. Dr. Albert sabin of anti-polio
fame, now president of the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel, presided at the
first plenary session, and was one of a group
of scientists, scholars, philosophers, writeTS
and artists who participated in various sessions.
Ell Wiesel, with his magic mysticism and
his moving poetry, stirred the audience to
tears and laughter. Otto Preminger, movie
director, and Paddy Chayefsky, playwright
and television writer, were not of the same
caliber; they were brief, insulting and apparently unaware of the background or purpose of the conference.
Nehama Lifschitz, "The Nightingale of
Soviet Jewry," and Chief Rabbi Jacob Kaplan
of France, who had heroically survived two
World Wars, touched the audience deeply.
David Ben-Gurion, approaching his 85th
birthday, a delegate to the Conference, spent
his days in Brussels in a sickbed, but was
permitted by his doctors to make a short
appearance, to express his solidarity with SOviet Jews and the conference. The rafters of
the Palais des Congres resounded to the roar
of welcome to this vital Jew.
In the session devoted to parliamentarians,
Menachem Begin, who recently led the Gahal
Party out of the Israel Cabinet, talked
"unity" but used, unsuccessfully, divisive
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tactics. A perfect reply to Begin was given by
Liova Eliav, also of the Knesset, author of
"Between Hammer and Sickle," in warm Yiddish, factual, precise, dramatic Sind devastating.
But the heroes of the conference were a
group of young Russian Jews who had left
the SOviet Union within a matter of weeks.
Two girls in their early 20's, Ella Tamsha of
Kovno and Kraina Shur of Leningrad, won
the hearts of the conference as they gave
testimony of their efforts for freedom. Major
Grisha Fegin, a Red Army hero, forced into
an Insane asylum by the Soviet authorities
when he wanted to emigrate to Israel, in
simple, poignant, sincere words held the audience captive.
Five commissions devoted to work with
governments, jurists, youth and campus and
mass media and at the nongovernmental
level, did the nitty-gritty work of the conference, hearing reports, presenting practical, workable programs, analyzing past efforts
and outlining directions and guideposts for
the future. The last named of these commissions had an omnibus function to include
everything that had not been included in
the ambit of the other four commissions.
As a sample o!f how these commissions
functioned, let me describe the fifth commission, of which I was chairman. After a presentation by Dr. J. S. Roth of London and the
World Jewish Congress, 63 delegates gave
formal statements, suggestions and experiences and recommended programs. Consultants included two rabbis from the Hague and
Washington and the head of the Department
of International Law at Tel Aviv University,
formerly a member of the Israel Delegation
to the UN, intimately familiar with SOviet
matters. A Buenos Aires Jewish leader was
vice-chairman.
The panoramic sweep of dealing with political parties, including the Communists,
inter-parliamentary bodies, new-Left groups,
industry and labor, Jewish organizations of
all kinds and varieties, other ethnic and
racial groups, voluntary organizations including civil rights, international cooperation, supporters of United Nations and peace
movements, professional, scientific, academic,
artistic and intellectual leaders, religious
leaders, lay and clerical, special women's
groups and a host of others, was the subject
of discussion and report.
The success of the Brussels Conference
was insured by unsuccessful Soviet efforts to
cancel the program and then to attempt a
counter program. Without Russian intervention, the conference might have made a
headline in the Yiddish and Anglo-Jewish
press, but would have been burled in the back
pages of general newspapers. The USSR
charged that the conference was anti-Soviet
and formally demanded cancellation. Claude
Kellman, chairman of the Conference Secretari81t and the ideal businessman-diplomatleader, answered each allegation with precision and finesse. The Belgian Minister of
Foreign Affairs responded with suavity that
Brussels was known for its great Congress
structures, its hotels and its hospitality.
Moreover, he added: "we have always had
room in Belgium for those who believe,
rightly or wrongly, that they have suffered
injustice or discrimination, like Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels, both of whom enjoyed
Belgian hospitality."
When the Soviets sent their puppets, a
Lieutenant General, a vice-president of the
Soviet Bar Association, a leader of a large cooperative farm and others, the response they
received was negative. Their public programs
were laughed at and announced movies were
not even shown. Apparently the Soviet-Belgian Friendship League could not win the
support even of Belgian Communists in this
endeavor.
The conference ended with the adoption
by acclamation of a declaration of solidarity
with Soviet Jews, denunciation of Soviet
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violations of human rights, rights to religious and cultural liberty, right of freedom
from anti-SemitiSm and right to emigrate,
and a call to the conscience of the world to
ensure these rights.
The conference selected five representatives from France, Israel, Latin America, the
United Kingdom and the United States to
transmit the Declaration to the Human
Rights Commission of the United Nations
fortuitously then about to begin its sessions
in Geneva. Leaving Brussels very early, we
were in Geneva before the offices in the Palais
de Nations opened.
Our program involved conferences with
friendly delegates, including Rita E. Hauser
of New York , representing the United
States, and the President of the Human
Rights Commission, Dr. Andres Aguilar, who
was well acquainted with his fellow townsman, our Venezuelan delegate, Dr. Ruben
Merenfeld. Despite reports, we did not ask
for the privilege of addressing the Commission. We knew better, and even if the lawyer
members of our group had not known that
only accredited non-governmental organizations could address the Commission, our expert consultant on United Nations' matters, Professor Dinstein, had reminded us of
this requirement.
President Aguilar did not refuse our request (JTA and other statements to the contrary). We asked him to file our Declaration
with the office of the UN Secretary General
in Geneva, which after translation into the
five UN languages, was distributed to the
Commission members. We obtained the assistance which we requested. And the members of the Human Rights Commission knew
we were present. Even the Soviet delegate,
Nikola K. Tarrasov, to whom Ambassador
Hauser presented me, knew our mission.
At noon, Ambasador Hauser made probably the strongest statement ever made by
an American representative at a UN meeting
on the issue of SOviet Jewry. Two-thirds of
a fifteen minute statement were devoted to
the specific problem of Soviet treatment of
Jews, a historic, juridical, nobly-stated review, in the highest traditions of American
diplomacy. A summary would not do justice
to her brilliant exposition.
Tarrassov immediately asked for the right
to respond and his answers showed that raw
exposed nerves had been touched. Mrs.
Hauser had quoted from Pravda that any
Soviet Jew who wished to migrate to Israel
is automatically "an enemy of the Soviet
people." The Soviet delegate said that Mrs.
Hauser's quotation was baseless, slanderous
and deceptive. He then read from the original which had said that any SOviet Jew
who wished to migrate to Israel is a Zionist
and thus automatically an enemy of the soviet people. He then uttered a tirade against
Zionism as racism, imperialism, etc., etc.
When he added that the Pravda editor spoke
only as an individual, even though Tarrassov agreed with him, the otherwise solemn
assembly burst into laughter. Only the Iron
curtain and Arab representatives did not
smile.
The delegate from the United Arab Republic joined the debate, but Mrs. Hauser
responded with concise and effective words.
Her performance rated an A plus.
That she made a deep impact was apparent by the remarks of the Iraqui and Lebanese delegates to a New York Times reporter
with whom we sat. At lunch, Mrs. Hauser
gave us additional insight into some of the
Commission's members, programs and problems.
Unfortunately, efforts of Rabbi Meir
Kahne to sensa tionlize his role and to disrupt the Brussels Conference received more
attention than they deserved. The request
of the Jewish Defense League to participate
in the conference was turned down, because
it has no relationship to any of the Jewish
organizations, representing practically the
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entire American Jewish community, under
the umbrellas of the two American sponsoring organizations. A number of Rabbi Kahane's strong supporters were delegates to
Brussels; they had been named delegates of
the Revisionist brtanch of the American
Zionist Federation, and Rabbi Kahane, I assume, might have come as a similar delegate.
The statement of the few Brussels followers of Rabbi Kahane that hiS arrest and deportation were the result of action by the
officials of the Conference is not true. Security was strict. The Soviet authorities'
unsuccessful etrorts to cancel the Conference,
the presence in Brussels of several Russian
apologists for the Soviet authorities and the
wild threats of Dr. George Habash, head of
the Arab terrorist radical group (which had
claimed responsibllity for plane hijackings)
that Jews going to the Conference would
taste terrorist medicine, were responsible for
large numbers of Belgian police at every
entrance to the Conference Hall.
When Rabbi Kahane was denied admittance because he did not have a delegate's
card, he called a ''press conference" at the
main gateway and, with a few others, apparently headed toward the entrance. The
Belgian police detained him and Foreign
Ministry officials ordered him out of the
country.
The officials of the Brussels Jewish Conference had no part in the arrest or deportation of Rabbi Kahane.
The overwhelming number of delegates at
Brussels believed that the methods of persistent diplomacy, of obtaining the support
of governments, the United Nations, recognized non-governmental organizations (having status with the UN), men and women
of good wlll of all religions, labor groups,
business and industry, artists and intellectuals and all groups dedicated to human rights,
are more etrective in obtaining results rthan
violence, harassment, breaking up cultural
events or other extremist measures. They
believe that the tactics of Rabbi Kahane and
the Jewish Defense League are counter-productive of their announced goals, violative of
the principles of democracy, dangerous to
members of the League and harmful to the
Jews of the Soviet Union. They prefer to
penetrate the Iron Curtain with the support
of the conscience of the world, r-ather than
to rely upon strong-arm methods.
Some delegates, including some of the
youth delegates, were frustrated in their
etrorts to establish a formal, permanent
World Conference on Soviet Jewry, a highly
commendable purpose. But, the B'nat B'rtth
International Council, the Jewish AgencyWorld Zionist organization and the World
Jewish Congress were not yet ready for this
step, whatever their reasons may be. Since
they were influential members of the Presidium, any floor etrort would have succeeded.
But anyone knowing the "art of the possible," the attainable, the achievable, knew
that, willy-nilly, a secretariat and presidium
of Jews throughout the world on the issue of
Soviet Jews already exists and can be called
into action immediately. And there is strong
support for financially self-sufficient regional
and national conferences. The need for top
lay and professional direction is obvious. In
the United States, the solution of this problem already has the attention of key national Jewish organiZations and leaders.
What impact did the conference have on
the Soviet Union? We know their immediate
unsuccessfUl responses. But, as Winston
Churchill once said, the USSR is "a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma."
Within a week after the Conference, one
planeload of 50 Jews, mostly young people
from Moscow, Riga and Kishinev, arrived at
Lydda in Israel, the largest group of Russian
Jews to arrive at one time since the establishment of the State. Will many more be
able to come?
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What the Soviet Union wm do at any time
may be stupid, subtle, skillful, brutal or
even humane. The answer is interwoven
with the broad political goals of the USSR,
its Middle East penetration, its relations with
Arabs, its sensitivity to criticism, its adherence to certain slogans, all in the context
of a totalitarian, monolithic structure, with
internal forces struggling against one another-and all against a background of a
long-standing, deeply-rooted anti-Semitism.
Svetlana Alleluyeva, Stalin's daughter,
once told me that changes in Soviet policies
on treatment of Jews would only come after
the present Soviet leadership changes. Is
she right? Kremlinologists in the State Department and elsewhere have emphasized to
me the unpredictability of Soviet responses.
Our appeal to the conscience of the world
must be continuous, fervent, at every level
and into every corner. And our allies are
many; among the strongest are the Soviet
Jews of courage. Even the non-Jews of the
Soviet Union, whether they now live abroad
like Kutznetoov, or who remain within the
Soviet Union, like the Nobel Laureate in
Literature, Solzhenitsyn, or the poet Yevtushenko or the composer Shostakovic:h are
our allies. And for a message of hope, listen
to the first movement of Shostakovich's 13th
Symphony to the Yevtushenko poom, "Babl
Yar," banned in the Soviet Union.
The impact of the Brussels Conference will
be felt in many corners of the world, if we
cause it to be felt. The period between
Purim, Festival of the Victory of Queen
Esther and Mordecai over Haman in Persia,
and Passover, Festival of Freedom from
Slavery in Egypt, is a good time to reflect
and to commit one's energy and to act. If not
now, when?

GREEK INDEPENDENCE

HON. WILLIAM J. GREEN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, it is the custom of the House to
commemorate the national holidays and
other dates of significance of those countries that have provided the United
States with much of its sense of history
and fundamental social outlook. Certainly, Greece is such a country.
The 150th anniversary of Greek independence was celebrated on March 25,
1971. Traditionally, this day is regarded
as the first blow struck for Greek liberty.
We in America owe the Greek nation
a large debt of gratitude. They have
provided much of the philosophic underpinnings of our Declaration of Independence, the outlines of our basic structure
of government, and the thrust of our
heritage.
The contribution of Greece to civilization is difficult, if not impossible, to
measure. The number of ideas, the objects of art, the governmental principles,
the literature, the great thinkers-all are
part of a culture that cannot and will not
die.
Unfortunately, a police state now exists
in Greece. The philosophy of this Government runs counter to the entire heritage of Greece. It is repressive. It is

tyrannical. Curiously, the State Department of the United States has maintained an icy silence as to its posture on
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the present rulers of Greece. It has been
said that the military junta is making
progress in the reestablishment of liberty,
yet two Senate investigators have just
filed a report that challenges this view.
I believe it is time that the United
States use its influence and challenge
the control of the junta; we should demand free elections and we should cut
off military aid until reforms are made.
I am proud to honor the people of
Greece, for they have been leaders in the
quest for political freedom and individual
thought. I can only hope that the freedom and independence will return once
again to Greece and that the present
rulers will realize that the dignity of a
people cannot be compromised and cannot be denied.

RESOLUTION ON SOVIET JEWRY

HON. ROBERT F. DRINAN
OF MASSACH'USETI'S

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, l!arch 29, 1971

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Speaker, I attach
herewith an important statement issued
by the Great and General Court of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
This statement memorializes the President of the United States to prevail
upon the Soviet Union to allow Soviet
Jews to freely practice their religion,
maintain their culture, and to leave the
Soviet Union on their own free will.
This resolution was unanimously
adopted by all of the members of the
Legislature of Massachusetts and was
given to me by the Honorable Theodore
D. Mann, a member of that great body,
on the occasion of a rally attended by
2,000 people at the Newton, Mass., City
Hall on behalf of Soviet Jewry.
The resolution follows:
Resolution Memorializing the President of
the Unted States to prevail upon the Soviet
Union to allow Soviet Jews to freely practice their Religion, maintain their Culture and to leave the Soviet Union on their
own free will.
Whereas, Reports from Russia of the refusal of the Soviet government to permit
Jews to leave the country and of the political and racist repression of these people
is of great concern to all free men; and
Whereas, The General Assembly of the
United Nations in 1948 adopted a resolution
entitled "The Universal Declaration of Human Rights" and in 1965 adopted the reccommendations of the International Convention on the elimination of Racial Discrimination which further defined these human
rights, condemned racial discrimination,
agreed to pursue by all appropriate means, a
policy of ellminating racial and political discrimination, and to promote a better understanding of this problem and guaranteeing
everyone equal protection before the law; and
Whereas, The Soviet Union subscribed to
the Declaration of Rights of 1948 and voted
to ratify the recommendations of the convention of 1965; and
Whereas, Although the fate of an individ·
ual may still be at the mercy of his government, it is a matter of continuing and increasing international concern whenever such
government is guilty of political and racist
discrimination and of repression against any
segment of its citizens; therefore be it
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Resolved, That the Massachusetts House
of Representatives hereby request the President of the United States to bring the question of the political and racist discrimination and repression of the Soviet Jews by
the Soviet Union before the United Nations
and to use the good offices of the United
States government in urging the Soviet Union
to allow Soviet Jews to leave the Soviet
Union on their own free will; and be it
further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be transmitted forthwith by the Secretary o:t
the Commonwealth to the President of the
United States, to the presiding officer of each
branch of Congress and to each member
thereof from this commonwealth.

INFLUENCING A CONGRESSMAN

HON. M. C. (GENE) SNYDER
OF KENTUCKY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, I have enjoyed a healthy return on my annual
questionnaire which was mailed out in
the district in February. I received more

than 8,600 questionnaires with about
14,400 individual respondents participating in the poll.
Right after the questionnaire was distributed in the district, the Kentucky
Post and Times-Star commented editorially on it. The text follows:
INFLUENCING A CONGRESSMAN

Rep. Gene Snyder's February newsletter

!s a two-way mailing piece containing the
stlll-rlstng Kentucky congressman's annuaJ.
questionnaire. This one is interesting in two
particulars. For one thing it's tabulated for
yes/no replies by two persons-designated
"IDS" and "HERS," like two bath towels
hung side by side.
Further, the 12 questions a.re highly pertinent if not downright critical, for they
seek opinions on President N.ixon's "state of
the union" goals and broad questions of
high-level policy.
We look forward with more than casual
interest to a report on the returns from this
mailer. They should indicate the thinking
of concerned northern Kentuckians of both
sexes on welfare, the budget, revenue-sharing, ecology, Ca.mbodia, price-control, Communism, cabinet reorganization, Justice
Douglas, UN membership for Red China and
Nixon's leadership.
[In percent)

.

1. Do'!you favor the proposed P.lan for a guaranteed minimum income
for every family with children? (total welfare cost estimated to
at least double under this plan) ____________________________ _
2. Do you believe the Federal budget should be balanced under
today's conditions? _________________________________ ----- __
3. Do you favor tax-supported expansion of basic medical care for
every needy family?_ ________ ___ __________ ------- ___ ----- __
4. Do you favor returning a part of Federal revenues to State and
local governments to spend as they please without Federal
control? ____________________________ -------------- _______ _
5. Do you favor new and additional government spending to restore
and enhance our natural environment?---------------------6. Do you favor a plan to reorganize 7 cabinet departments into 4
new agencies? _______________________ -------------- __ -----

POTHOLES-TOP MAINTENANCE
PROBLEM

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG
OF PENNSYLVANIA

Yes

No

No
opinion

6. 6

92.4

1.0

68.0

28.6

3.4

42.1

55.8

2.1

40.4

57.5

2.1

65.5

32.3

2. 2

53.2

36. 0

10.8

,

-.
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"Your answers," the newsletter concludes,
"will be most helpful to me in performing my
duties as your congressman." They should be
so indeed. We like to see members of Congress as sensitive to the views of their constituents as this suggests. Snyder has just
become the ranking minority member of the
Rivers and Harbors subcommittee of the
House Public Works committee, and his congressional star is much in the ascendancy.
Yet no mere weathercock is this forthright
Kentucky Republican. He assumes, and
rightly, we believe, that most Kentuckians
would approve a massive crash program in
cancer research--even if it meant abandoning the 1unar wilderness and the SST. And
he voices his own strong disappointment in
Nixon's astronomical and inflationary budget.
We hope every couple who receives one of
these questionnaires sits right down and fills
it out, then invests six cents in good government. Any man who fails to do so overlooks
an opportunity to be politically effective In
the democratic tradition (if you'll pardon
that adjective, Gene).
And any woman who neglects to check the
"HERS" answers Is disloyal to the Women's
Lib.

The results of the questionnaire are as
follows:
-~

l.

'

l

Yes
7. Should the United States give arms and advisory support to
Cambodia? ____ -------- _______ ------- ___ _____ _____________
8. If prices could be stabilized, would you be willing to have your
pay or annuity level frozen?.- --- --------------------------9. Do you feel the investigation of the conduct of Supreme Court
Justice Douglas should be renewed in this Congress? __________
10. Do you believe the United States has a global responsibility to
prevent the spread of Communism?. ________________________
11. Do you favor the admission of Red China into the U.N.? _________
12. Generally, are you satisfied with President Nixon's performance
to date? ___ ------- _______________________________________

pointed out, the city can more quickly
schedule repairs of these roadway hazards, thus saving the taxpayers' money
and minimizing possible damage to
automobiles.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, streets
commissioner Leo Goldstein announced
today that since the city of Philadelphia began its ''pothole reporter" campaign on February 16, some 50,000 pothole conditions have been repaired by
city forces at a cost of almost $300,000.
Commissioner Goldstein stated that
over 1,500 tons of bitwninous materials
have been used to plug the potholes,
which are conditions that occur when
moisture seeps into roadway cracks, expands when it freezes, and cracks the
concrete.
He added that the pothole is one of
Philadelphia's top maintenance problems and said that it reaches its peak
during the period of spring to early summer when the city spends $11,000 a day
for pothole repairs.
Goldstein urged Philadelphians to continue sending post cards identifying pothole locations to him in room 840, Municipal Services Building, Philadelphia,
Pa., or calling MU 6-5508.
With the aid of "pothole reporters," he
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LUMBER PRICES ARE RISING

HON. JAMES A. McCLURE
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. McCLURE. Mr. Speaker, lumber
prices are rising as the housing industry
moves out of a slump, so the Nixon administration has indicated it will investigate the lumber industry.
The Government's understanding and
support of the forest industry is not
exactly outstanding so I guess this latest
is about par for the course.
The industry is accused of stalling on
its Government timber contracts to wait
higher prices. If waiting for market conditions to improve can be called "stalling," then that is exactly what they are
doing. But why should they not? Their
timber contracts were signed 2 years ago
on the basis of high stumpage prices prevailing at that time. Recently as demand
has increased, the Government has sold

;,·

.

No

No
opinion

48.7

47.5

3.8

68.6

27. 1

4.3

62.9

28.5

8. 7

52.7
33.3

44.1
62.5

3. 2
4.2

54.4

40.4

5.2

;

less and less timber. If you cannot increase production, you have not got
much to go on. Who is to blame herethe industry or the Government?
The administration will also investigate the trading of wood products on the
futures market in Chicago and study the
availability of boxcars for forest products. Both are welcome, but why did it
have to take a change in lumber plices
to stir the Government to action?
I also wonder where the Government's
concern was as demands on timber resources grew. Forest research funds have
nat been increased to help meet the demand. Why did they not increase the
funding of sales by the Forest Service?
The problem is compounded by congressional failure to provide enough money
for forest highway construction-but the
administration even held back part of
the funds that were provided. Now, just
as we are moving into an expansionary
budget, the administration announces
the complete cancellation of the money
which was held back. Even as the President was seeking money for the SST, and
.the Public Works Committee was announcing plans for a $2 billion accelerated public works program, the OMB in
the White House canceled plans to build
forest roads.
Lumbermen should be commended for
the good job they did in minimizing un-
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employment during last year's depressed
market period by keeping men at work
and building up inventories. Instead of
jumping on them when prices rise, we
should be giving them credit for what
they have done. The forest industry does
not like fluctuating prices any better
than anyone else. What would be welcome at this time is a statement from the
administration pledging consistent support for forest management funds.
If you want to know what is ailing the
hunber industry today, you have only to
look at what the Government's policies
were yesterday. Instead of investigating
the lumber industry, the administration
should be investigating itself.

HUMILIATION OF RUSSIAN JEWRY

HON. WILLIAM S. BROOMFIELD
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker, since
December of last year, when the Leningrad show trial focused world attention
on the humiliation of Russian Jewry,
there has been a noticeable improvement
in the Soviet attitude toward its Jewish
community. New York Times reports
that an average of about 15 Jews per day
are emigrating from the country, as compared to about two a day in January and
six a day in February. This is an encouraging sign to all men who cherish
human fredom and value human dignity.
In large measure, this development
owes to the constant pressure of world
opinion on the Soviet Union, much of
which was generated from within this
very Chamber. That the Russian leadership is still sensitive to international
comment-when rationally expressed
and peacefully exercised-is surely a
cause for hope in this body and around
the world.
Still, the condition of the Soviet Jew
remains unsatisfactory, and still, there
is the fear that it will deteriorate even
further once the pressure of world opinion has relaxed. I have little confidence
that the Soviet Government will continue
to pursue its new policy toward Jews
without some prodding from external
sources.
That is why I have introduced this
week two pieces of legislation on this
subject, both of which would increase
American pressure on the Soviet Union
to recognize the legitimate rights of its
Jewish citizens. We cannot stand idly by
while another wave of anti-Semitism
sweeps through the Russian nation.
The first of my bills would provide
30,000 special refugee visas for Russian
Jews who wish to come to this country.
In a sense, this is a direct challenge to
the Soviet Union and, particularly, to
its emigration policy. In the past, most
Jewish requests for emigration have been
denied on the grounds that the emigrant
had not received permission from the
country in which he wanted to stay. In
fact, this technicality merely clouded the
real nature of Soviet anti-Semitism.

My bill would bring the Soviet policy
of persecution into the open by eliminating the technicality: Soviet officials
would know beforehand that a large
number of Jews are entirely welcome in
the United States.
This bill sets no precedent. Similar actions were taken to permit 30,000 Hungarian and 10,000 Czechoslovakian refugees to settle here after their 1956 and
1968 national conflicts. Moreover, 565,000
Cubans have made the United States
their home through exemptions from the
immigration laws. There is no reason
why we should not extend this same
privilege to the downtrodden Jews of the
Soviet Union.
My second measure is a resolution calling upon the President to take appropriate action to reaffirm this Nation's
commitment to basic human rights. He
is directed to take steps to persuade the
Soviet Union to grant religious and cultural freedom to its Jewish minority and
to guarantee the rights of those wishing
to emigrate. The President has already
acted firmly in this regard through the
United Nations. I ask only that the emphasis be spread to other diplomatic
channels.
Mr. Speaker, our past efforts to relieve
the plight of the Soviet Jew have already
proven helpful. But much more remains
to be done, if he is ever to be granted
the rights we, as free men, so greatly
appreciate.

PRISONER TREATMENT MUST
CONCERN US ALL

HON. JOHN MELCHER
OF MONTANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 23, 1971

Mr. MELCHER. Mr. Speaker, now, on

the occasion of this "National Week of
Concern for Prisoners of War /Missing in
Action," is the time to look hard at the
dilemma we face. Hundreds of Americans are held in North Vietnam with little or no communication with their
families, contrary to the spirit and the
rules of humanity and decency recognized by the world's nations.
I have joined in the introduction of
House Concurrent Resolution 115 in the
belief that it will demonstrate the deep
conviction of the House of Representatives that North Vietnam must comply
with the accords of the Geneva Convention.
On behalf of the people of Montana,
and all Americans certainly, I ask the
leaders of North Vietnam and the VietcongOne, to identify prisoners whom they
hold;
Two, to treat prisoners humanely;
Three, To release the seriously sick or
injured prisoners-at least to a neutral
nation;
Fourth, to permit impartial international inspection of all prisoner of war
facilities;
Fifth, to allow more frequent and
meaningful mail contact between prisoners and their families, and
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Sixth, to negotiate in good faith for
the exchange and release of all prisoners.
I stand in quiet awe of the courage of
the devoted wives and families of these
imprisoned men. It is to the tireless efforts of family members like Mrs. Arvin
Knutson of Billings, Mont., who is Montana's State coordinator of the efforts of
the National League of Families of
American Prisoners and Missing in
Southeast Asia, that we owe the international focus on the plight of our men.
Their frustrations are too great to
imagine, yet their will is marvelous. Every man, woman, and child in this Nation must share their personal burdens.
There can be no rest in America, while
this national grief hangs over the land,
until our imprisoned Americans are freed
from the prisons of North Vietnam.

EULOGY TO HERBERT KEALOHA
KEPPELER--OUTSTANDING CITIZEN OF HAWAli

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAll

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, the
period from March 1903 to March 1971
has been for Hawaii, as it has for the
entire Nation, an eventful one. This period also marks the lifespan of Herbert
Kealoha Keppeler, an outstanding citizen of Hawaii who passed away on March
18, 1971, just a few days short of what
would have been his 68th birthday. Mr.
Keppeler was for many years closely connected with the growth of Hawaii. As a
friend I mourn over his death and send
his family my heartfelt sympathy and
condolences.
Herb Keppeler was a native son in
every fine sense of the term. He was born
in Pearl City, immediately north of Pearl
Harbor, on March 26, 1903. He attended
a Honolulu high school, and was graduated from the University of Hawaii in
1924 with a degree in civil engineering.
He joined the Bishop Estate as surveyor
and civil engineer upon his graduation
from college, and began an association
which, except for a period of about 10
years, was to last a lifetime. The Bishop
Estate was established under the will of
Princess Bernice Pauahi Bishop, founder
of the Kamehameha Schools, maintained
and operated by the estate trustees.
Mr. Keppeler was promoted to the
position of office manager in 1936 and
to chief engineer in 1946.
After serving in a managerial capacity
with a private firm in Honolulu from
1951 to 1962, he returned to Bishop Estate
as a trustee and served in such capacity
from 1962 to the time of his death.
From 1938 to 1943, Mr. Keppeler served
on the board of regents of the University
of Hawaii.
Following a period of service as a lieutenant in civil engineering in the U.S.
Naval Reserve and as captain with the
Businessmen's Military Training Corps,
he served with the Army during World
Warn.
After the war, he found time to serve
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This legislative information bulletin
president of the Palama Settlement issued by the Housing Conference folboard of trustees and commissioner with lows:
the Honolulu Redevelopment Agency.
A NOTE TO THE ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WHO COOPERATE IN THE HOUSING
The senate of the State of Hawaii, in
LEGISLATION INFORMATION SERVICE AND TO
recognition of Herbert Kealoha KepNRC's FRIENDS IN THE FIELD
peler's outstanding community service,
March 24, 1971.
on March 19, 1971, adopted a resolution
The hearings before the Ervin (D., N.C.)
which I submit for inclusion in the
Subcommittee
on
the
Separation
of Powers
RECORD at this point:
of the Senate COmmittee on the Judiciary
in such important community posts as

S.REs.201

Resolution in memory of Herbert
Kealoha Keppeler

Whereas, Herbert Kealoha Keppeler,
Trustee under the W111 of the Estate of
Bernice Pauahi Bishop, Deceased, died on
March 18, 1971 in the 67th year of his life;
and
Whereas, since his birth two-thirds of a
century ago in Pearl City, Herbert Keppeler's
life has been inextricably bound with Hawaii
and its people; and
Whereas, Herbert Keppeler was long associated with the Bishop Estate first as employee, later as an ofilcer, and finally as a
trustee; and
Whereas, Herbert Keppeler was also active
in public, community and professional organizations, notably as Regent at the University of Hawaii; and
Whereas, by the passing of Herbert Keppeler, Hawaii has lost an able son and loyal
servant; now, therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate of the SiXth
Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular
Session of 1971, that it pays its final tribute
to the memory of Herbert Kealoha Keppeler
and joins the entire community in mourning the passing of a good and faithful friend
of Hawaii; and
Be it further resolved that this Resolution
be spread upon the minutes of the Senate
and copies thereof be transmitted to his
family and to the Trustees of the Bishop
Estate.
SENATE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII.

March 19, 1971
We hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was this day adopted by the Senate
of the Sixth Legislature of the State of
Hawaii, Regular Session of 1971.
DAVID McCLUNG,

President of the Senate.

Attest:
Clerk of the

A

Se~ate.

CALL TO ACTION-NATIONAL
HOUSING CONFERENCE URGES
RELEASE
OF
APPROPRIATED
FUNDS

HON. JOE L. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
the National Housing Conference, composed of mayors, officials of housing authorities, and other municipal officials
throughout the Nation, has strongly protested the withholding, freezing and impounding of funds for important programs for our cities by the Office of Management and Budget.
In this connection I place in the
RECORD herewith a call to action by the
National Housing Conference which includes a statement I recently submitted
to the Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary.
C:XVII--533-Part 7

end tomorrow. The record of the hearings,
for statements to be filed and included
therein, will be open for ten days. The Subcommittee tells us that all statements will
be welcomed Within that time limit.
We recommend to you the statement of
Congressman Joe L. Evins (D., Tenn.) enclosed, which was presented to the Ervin
Subcommittee. You recall that in the last
session of the Congress, Congressman Evins
chaired the Subcommittee on Independent
Ofilces-Housing-Space-Science of the House
Committee on Appropriations which handled
the moneys for HUD. Twice, he had to take
the measure to the House floor, the first bill
having been vetoed by the President. As floor
manager of such a measure, he is without
peer.
Although Congressman Evins has now
moved over to the chairmanship of the Subcommittee on Public Works of the House
Appropriations Committee, he retains hds
seat as ranking majority Member on the Independent Offices-Housing-et al. Subcommittee under the chairmanship of Congressman Edward P. Boland (D., Mass.). From
long experience, we will find in Congressman
Boland a brilliant, able and eloquent champion of housing and its allied programs in
the public interest.
From the attached, you will observe that
Congressman Evins holds a lively interest-a deep burn you Inight say-in the withholding of funds by the Administration
which were appropriated in the last Congressional session.
For the National Housing Conference, I
will file a statement with the Ervin Committee objecting to the freeze of funds for
urban renewal, low-rent public housing,
model cities and water and sewer programs.
A Suggestion for National Public Interest
Organizations: To be sure that we take every
opportunity offered, we believe that you will
want to file a statement.
STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN JOE L. EVINS
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of the Congress have been eroded over the
years. Many powers vested in the Executive
in wartime have set precedents and established a trend of concentration of power.
Our Federal Government has grown in
size, magnitude and complexity with the
President, the Cabinet Secretaries and other
high officials assuming greater and greater
powers.
And I must say that Congress all too often
has gone along with the recommendation of
various Presidents and reorganization proposals which have served to negate its own
power.
In any event there has been a steady encroachment by the Executive Branch on the
Legislative Branch.
One of the most disturbing elements of
this encroachment is the expanding power
of the Ofilce of Management and Budget
(OMB), formerly the Bureau of the Budget.
One of the most flagrant abuses of Executive power is the excessive employment of
the freezing, withholding and impounding
of funds appropriated by the Congress by
the Bureau-now by the OMB.
The OMB was created in a reorganization
last year allegedly to assure a more efficient
management of Federal funds and Federal
Departments and agencies.
This agency-OMB-within the Executive
Branch is exercising enormous powers following thts reorganization, and the Director
of OMB is now referred to in the press as
the "General Manager of the United States
Government."
What we are actually seeing, gentlemen, is
a tremendous concentration of power in a
vehicle which was originally established to
coordinate budgets for submission to the
President.
OMB undertakes to overrule agencies on
program policies, on such things as costbenefit ratio components of public works
projects, on standards for programs.
But more than that--the OMB is arrogating power vested in the Congress by the Constitution by disregarding priorities set by
the Congress and substituting its own priorities--rewriting legislation and appropriations, in effect--exercising what amounts to
unconstitutional item vetoes.
The OMB has impounded more than $11
billion in funds appropriated by the Congress last year, I receive letters from constituents almost every day protesting the emasculation of some important project or program authorized by Congress.
We all know and understand that the
Anti-Deficiency Act permits some limited
control of funds to spread expenditures by
an agency throughout the year on a uniform
basis. But the intent of this Act was not to
give the Executive Branch the power to impound monies in wholesale fashion-destroying or altering the priorities established
by Congress and shifting funds willy-nilly
according to the whims of the Budget Bureaucrats.
We all kn.>w and understand that Congress
in the post several years has established a
ceiUng on expenditures. Ana we also know

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members
of this Committee--! want to thank you
tor this opportunity of presenting my views
on this most important matter of the separation of powers.
I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman,
!or conducting these timely and appropriate
hearings.
As you know, our forefathers when they
drafted the Constitution had some rather
definite ideas concerning the doctrine of the
separation of powers and checks and balances. This is, of course, fundamental to our
system and through the years this sensitive ana understand that this is a flexible ceiling which goes up or down, depending upon
system has worked remarkably well.
At times we have had strong Presidents- appropriation actions of the Congress.
The ceiling is flexible and was designed,
at other times we have ha.d weak presidents
and strong Congressional leaders--and at to adjust automatically, based on appropriaother times the judicial branch has been tions passed by Congress.
For some months one excuse for impounddoininant.
However, the system has always worked- ment was inflation. Currently the President
the pendulum has always swung back as the has proposed deficit-financing in his expanvarious constitutional checks and counter- sionary budget with his primary goal a.nd
measures available to the various branches objective now as full-employment.
And yet the withholdings continue--and
were used to re-establish their rightful place
OMB continues to defend its policies before
in the American system of Government.
Committees
of the Congress.
These hearings, Mr. Chairman, are most
The OMB continues to say when and where
timely because it seems to me that at this
time we are at a critical juncture in history funds appropriated by the Congress shall be
with respect to preserving the powers and expended while in many instances disregarding the will and intent of the Congress.
prerogatives of the Congress.
This is indeed a dangerous practice.
As you are aware, many of the powers
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The precedents which this reorganized
Budget Bureau is attempting to set can, 1!
left unchecked, effect a shift in the balance
of power than can inhibit the powers of Congress permanently and in large measure
negate the appropriations process and the
wm of the people, expressed by their elected
Representatives.
We all know that one of the keystones of
the check and balance system 1s the power
of the purse possessed by the Congress. From
this power flows many corollary powers of
examination, review, inquiry and investigation.
This power must be preserved, safeguarded
and maintained.
Let me demonstrate the manner in which
the OMB is chipping away and undercutting
this power of the Congress.
On the two Appropriations Subcommittees
on which I serve--the Independent OfficesHousing-Space-Science Subcommittee and
the Public Works-Atomic Energy Commission
Subcommittee--we find that the Office of
Management and Budget has withheld and is
withholding substantial funds approved by
Congress last year.
The OMB has withheld $1 billion 325 million from the HUD Appropriations Billshortchanging the urban renewal program
$200 million-the water and sewer grant program by $200 million-the Model Cities program of $727 million-and the public housing
program by $193 million.

In the Subcommittee on Public Works Appropriations, OMB has impounded funds
totalling $91 million 700 thousand for 145
public works projects for the Nation-funded
last year. Funds for all projects initiated by
the Congress last year were impounded.
Funds for a few Administration budgeted
projects included in the impoundment have
been released.
In this b111 Congress exercised its authority
to set priorities. Recommended appropriations for some programs were reduced-some
were increased-and some projects were
added because of our determine. tion and decision that they were in the public interest.
After the action by the Congress on this
b111, there was a net reduction of $26 million
from the amount budgeted.
In other words, the bill which Congress
passed and the President signed was $26
m1llion less than the President and the OMB
had requested.
And yet these unelected officials in the
OMB shuffie priorities-withhold funds arbitrarily-and in effect substitute their judgment for the judgment of the Congress.
Currently $45,649,000 is being withheld on
107 projects of the Army Corps of Engineers.
It is interesting to note that these projects
are the additions and new construction starts
added by the Congress. The add-ons and new
starts which the President requested were
briefly held in reserve and then released. In
other words, Budget Bureau officials have
chosen to ignore the Congress-the people's
Representatives.
Now we are advised that all but $5,145,000
of the $45 million now held in reserve will be
released next fiscal year. I am pleased and
delighted that funds for these projects are
being released-however, this action-this
delay by impoundment in the first place--will
result in more Federal expenditures in the
long run. Labor costs, the costs of material,
and other costs continue to increase.
In other words, the American people are
subsidizing with their tax dollars the political
maneuvering, slowdowns and delays of
Budg.e t Office of Management.
Mr. Chairman, two items appropriated for
Atomic Energy Commission projects, which
are being withheld by the Executive Branch,
constitut e in my judgment an item veto.
Last year the Congress provided $600,000 for
the American Museum of Atomic Energy at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee--an educational project which has been specifically authorized
and will benefit the whole Nation. We also
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provided $500,000 to build an addition to the
Argonne National Laboratory in illinois, another important project of national interest.
Not only has the President refused to release
the appropriations for these projects, the
President proposed in his new budget to Congress to divert funds for these items totalling $1.1 million to another area in the AEC.
This, Mr. Chairman, represents item vetoes
which are unconstitutional.
Mr. Chairman, the time has come for Congress to stand firm against this encroachment
and critical usurpation of powers of the
Congress.
This is a dangerous precedent and a disturbing trend and should be stopped.
We must serve notice on the Executive
Branch by every means possible that this
usurpation will not be sanctioned or accepted
by Congress.
The Oonstitutional balance of powers must
be maintained.

SKUBITZ CONTINUES OPPOSITION
TO NUCLEAR WASTE DUMP

HON. JOE SKUBITZ
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, the proposal by the Atomic Energy Commission
to bury nuclear wastes in the salt beds
of Kansas has generated widespread opposition by Kansas citizens. Loud objections are now coming not only from the
Governor's office and the Kansas scientific community, but also from thousands
of signatories to :retitions being circulated
all over the State. Hundreds of letters
are being written to me, to Kansas
editors, and to the chairman of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy opposing
the facility and requesting more facts
before it is established and before Kansas
ground is used as an atomic waste dump.
The people of Kansas covet the right to
have a controlling voice over this proposal. They feel that no Federal agency
should be allowed to decide a question
so important to the State and to its environmental future.
As a part of my remarks I include
news stories, editorials, and letters to the
editor that have appeared in Kansas and
elsewhere:
[From the Wall Street Journal, Jan. 25, 1971]
ATOM-AGE TRASH: FINDING PLACE To PUT
NUCLEAR WASTE PROVES A FRIGHTFUL PROBLEM-AEC, PRODDED BY CRITICS, LOOKS
HARDER AT SAFETY OF RADIOACTIVE DUMPINGs--STIRRING UP A DEADLY "SOUP"
(By Dennis Farney)
LYONS, KAN.-The phrase "peaceful atom"
c:mjuras up images of cleanliness and light;
of white-gowned technicians and bright new
reactors, of light and heat and power, seemingly without pollution.
The dark, dirty side of atomic energy is
symbolized a half-mile east of this central
Kans::ts town. It is an abandoned salt mine
that m ay soon become this country's first
atomic-age crypt.
There, in the perpetual darkness a thousand feet below the K ansas prairie, the Atomic Energy Commission pla.ns t::> entomb all
the "high level" (intensely radioactive)
wastes generated by U.S. commercial atomic
power plants f or the rest of this century.
S::> c::>ncentrated will be these wastes that,
ware they somehow evenly distributed, they
could c:mtaminate much of the nation. So
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fantastically long-lived are they that they
will have to remain sealed away for as long
as 500,000 years.
The mine also symbolizes a growing, if belated, effort by the AEC to come to grips
with potentially the most devilish pollution
problem of all. This is the problem of isolating from the environment the growing volume of radioa.cti ve wastes-the result of
weapons-making as well as commercial operations-for the centuries, even millennia,
they reqmre to decompose.
EXPEDIENCY IS CHARGED

Finding solutions hasn't been the AEC's
top priority. Democratic Sen. Frank Church
of Idaho has calculated that over the last 25
years, while the agency spent billions to develop military and commercial applications
of the atom, it spent only $50 million on
waste disposal research. Today the nuclear
industry is growing rapidly. But one of the
AEC's own scientific advisory committees has
characterized some of the agency's waste disposal practices as "expedients designed to
make the best use of poor location."
For example:
In southeastern Idaho, one of the AEC's
four major U.S. installations routinely stores
a variety of radioactive wastes about 600
feet directly above the Snake Plain Aquifer,
a huge underground river whose waters ultimately reach much of the Pacific Northwest. sen. Church and Federal water quality
officials are concerned that radioactivity
might leach down into the aquifer.
Near Richland, Wash., the AEC's Hanford
installation stores millions of gallons of
high-level liquid wastes in huge underground tanks. The tanks have a life expectancy of 20 or 30 years, though the wastes
within them will remain deadly for about 600
years. At least 11 times, the tanks have
sprung relatively minor leaks.
Millions of gallons of high-level wastes rest
in a simil-ar "tank farm" at the AEC's Savannah River plant, near Aiken, S.C. The AEC
hopes to dispose of these wastes by pumping
them into a man-made cavern below the Tuscaloosa Aquifer, already heavily used for
drinking water and industry. The AEC advisory committee has called this plan-in a re·
port that was suppressed for four years-"in
its essence dangerous."
AN INSIDER URGES HALT
Glenn T. Seaborg, AEC chairman, concedes
that "you could argue, in retrospect, that the
AEC might have moved faster" on wr.ste disposal. But he says such work is moving rapidly now and argues "it was logical" to build
up the industry first.
One of the commission's sharpest critics
disagrees. Arthur R. Tamplin of the AEC's
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory argues for a
moratorium on growth of the industry "until
we perfect the systems all along the line." He
adds: "We really don't know what to do with
wastes today. We haven't devised the systems.
And we're starting to produce wastes at an
ever-increasing rate."
The AEC puts the great bulk of radioactive
wastes in the "low-level" category, and maintains that relatively simple disposal techniques are perfectly adequate. Sor.:.e four million cubic feet of contaminated materials
now lie burled in the Idaho desert, for example--everything from contaminated laboratory gloves to bricks and rubble, placed in
steel drums or wooden conta iners and buried
in shallow trenches.
There is growing concern that disposal
practices for even low-level and intermediatelevel wastes pose serious potential hazards.
"The curent practices of disposing of intermediate and low-level liquid wastes and all
manner of solid wastes directly into the
ground above or in the fresh-water zones,
although momentarily safe, will lead in the
long run to a serious fouling of man's environment," warned one AEC scientific advisory committee.
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DRAMATIC GROWTH SEEN

But by far the greatest concern is over
"high-level" wastes, which account for more
than 99% of all the radioactivity in materials
on hand, though they account for a relatively
small percentage of volume.
The exact volume of high-level wastes is
classified because they are largely the result
of AEC plutonium production for nuclear
weapons. The AEC put the total at more than
80 mlllion gallons; of this, only about 400,000
gallons are the result of commercial operations.
But this ratio is going "t;O change dramatically as the U.S. nuclear power industry
grows. Today that industry provides roughly
1% of all U.S. electric power; by 1980, the
AEC estimates, it will provide 25%. By the
year 2000, the industry is expected to generate some 60 milllon gallons of "high-level"
waste (or its solidified equivalent), which
will be from 10 to 30 times as radioactive as
the weapons-related waste now on hand.
Nuclear reactors' uranium fuel elements,
whether used to generate electricity or to
produce plutonium for weapons, eventually
become choked, in effect, with the radioactive
fragments of split atoms. When this happens
the fuel must be taken to a reprocessing
plant. There, the fuel rods are dissolved in
acid and the reusable uranium and plutonium are separated out.
What's left, in AEC jargon, is "the soup":
A liquid laden with enough radioisotopes to
make it one of the deadliest substances on
earth.
Many of the radioisotopes decay to harmless levels in relatively short order. (An example is zirconium-95, with a half-life of 65
days; this means half of a given amount will
decay in the first 65 days, half of the remaining half in the next 65, and so on.) At the
other extreme is plutonium-some of which
escapes reprocessing-with a half-life of
24,000 years.
Despite its extreme longevity, plutonium
isn't considered the most dangerous component of the liquid waste. Its radiation is
incapable of penetrating even a thin shield
(a steel barrel, for example) and most plutonium compounds aren't readily soluble in
water. Thus plutonium is considered highly
dangerous only if actually ingested into the
body, particularly if inhaled into the lungs.
The really troublesome radioisotopes are
strontium-90 (half-life: 25 years) and cesium-137 (33 years). Unlike many radioisotopes, which are excreted by the body, strontium-90 concentrates in t~e bones. Cesium137 emits gamma radiation,'similar to X-rays,
which can readily penetrate thick shields. In
addition, both give off great amounts of heat
as they decay, enough to make "the soup"
boil furiously for years.
The waste liquid goes into enormous concrete-encased steel tanks, some more than a
million gallons in capacity. Depending upon
the tank design, the liquid is either cooled
for yeal'S or simply allowed to boil (with its
steam siphoned off to prevent tank rupture) .
Either way, the liquid loses much of its heat
and radioactivity within a few years.
The problem is that the tanks wear out-to say nothing of their vulnerability to accidents-while some radioisotopes within
them remain hazardous, in human terrns,
almost forever. (Strontium-90 and cesium137 are considered hazardous for 600 years
and plutonium for a half-milllon). Already
there have been 15 recorded cases of tank
failure, the 11 at Hanford and four at Savannah River. In one mishap at Savannah River,
about 700 gallons of intensely radioactive
waste overwhelmed safety devices and
soaked into the ground.
LONGER THAN HISTORY

Clearly, the AEC and its critics agree, a
more permanent solution is needed. "We
really can't talk about this in terms of 'waste
disposal,'" says Mr. Tamplin. "It's 'waste
guardianship.' ... Somebody is going to have
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to watch this stuff . . . for longer than the
history of our country and, in the case of
plutonium, longer than the recorded history
of man."
The AEC has yet to decide upon a "final"
solution to its weapons-related wastes. In
the interim, it is solidifying much of them
in the tanks they now occupy. But the agency
does have a plan for the growing volume of
commmercial wastes: Solidification and
shipment to the salt mine here at Lyons.
Many scientists, inside and outside the
AEC, endorse this plan as the safest, surest
available. Salt beds are dry and extremely
stable geologic formations. Rock salt approximately equals concrete as a gamma ray
shield and is so plastic under heat and stress
that fissures are self-healing.
Beginning in 1975, if AEC plans hold, ordinary railroad cars would start hauling in
barrels and containers of "low-level" wastes
for burial here. At full-scale operation, !1.'00
to 400 carloads might be coming each year.
DEFYING THE IMAGINATION

The "high-level" wastes would start arriving about 1976. Concentrated and solidified,
they might take the form of a greenish-black
glassy substance, a ceramic-like Ina.terial or
a granular powder. This would be packed
inside steel cylinders, each containing wastes
so enormously radioactive as to almost defy
imagination.
The standard unit of measurement for radioactivity is the curie. One AEC official calculates it would take 10 billion gallons of
water to dilute one curie of strontium-90,
the deadliest of all the radioisotopes in highlevel waste, to the level that current guidelines consider acceptable in drinking water.
By comparison, the strontium-90 in highlevel wastes may run at 50 to 100 curies per
gallon. Solidification of high-level wastes
before shipment here would concentrate
them sixfold or more.
Altogether, including curies of other radioisotopes as well as strontium-90, each
cylinder to be buried here would contain a
million or more curies. By 1990, when the disposal operation would be in full swing, some
1,200 or more cylinders would be arriving here
each year-shipped in enormous 50 or 100ton lead "casks" to contain their gamma
radiation.
Once here, the casks would be unloaded by
remote control behind heavy shielding. The
cylinders would then be lowered to the
caverns below and transported by a remotecontrolled vehicle to their burial tunnels,
holes drilled into the tunnel floor. Eventually
the entire tunnel would be filled with crushed
salt.
TAKING THE LONG VIEW

The strontium and cesium within the cylinders would make them hot enough eventually to raise the temperature within the
underground caverns to 200 degrees or more.
This impresses laymen, but AEC engineers
seem to take it in stride. Conducting a group
of Lyons townsfolks through the mine, AEC
official assured them that "the heat drops
off very rapidly. It would be essentially
done . . . in a couple of hundred years."
. None of this seems to worry many pepole in
this town of about 4,800, who see a potential
boom in the disposal project. "This is great,''
says Jack McClain, a local electrician. "We
just couldn't get a cleaner industry.'' Declares C. R. "Tiny" Moorman, resplendent in
his red "Lyons ambassador" bosters club
jacket: "It's about the grandest thing that
could happen to any place."
Jut farther away from Lyons, concern is
rising.
The Kansas affiliate of the Sierra Club
considering a court fight to block the project.
Chairman Dale Saffels of the state corporation commission has expressed concern about
derailments when the big shipping casks
start coming in. Gov. Robert Docking has
said he wants more facts. But perhaps the

most influential skeptic is W1lliam W. Hambleton, director of the state geological survey.
Mr. Hambleton was a member of an AEC
advisory group that found salt mine disposal
with qualifications, "the safest choice now
available." Nevertheless, he's worried about
a number of questions and says he isn't "horribly impressed by the enthusiasm they (the
AEC) show for checking out these things.''
One of his worries is what's known as the
"Wigner effect." The wastes will bombard the
walls of rock salt with intense radiation,
causing energy to be stored in the salt. Under
certain conditions this energy might be released in a sudden burst of heat, perhaps
shooting temperatures in the underground
caverns to 800 degrees centigrade. What
would happen then?
"I don't know,'' he says. "One could speculate on all kinds of horrible things." An extreme possiblllty: An explosive unheaval,
which could release radioactivity to the world
above.
And Mr. Hambleton has another worry.
"As far as we can tell, the AEC has no contigency plans for retrieval of this stuff should
something go wrong."
In reply, an AEC official cites specific
studies that "have virtually ruled out" the
heat burst danger. And the AEC emphasizes
that nothing in the disposal plan will preclude retrieval-although an official concede- the agency hasn't worked up detailed
contingency plans for such an operation.
Questions about this project may seem
mild, however, compared to the controversy
likely to erupt if the AEC goes ahead with
another proposal under evaluation. This is
"Project Bedrock," the plan to pump Inillions
of gallons of high-level liquid waste into a
cavern below the Tuscaloosa Aquifier.
ECONOMY GETS PRIORITY

The project here at Lyons is only for qommercially related wastes; the AEC's enormous
stores of high-level weapons-related wastes
still remain. It seems generally agreed-even
among AEC officials-that the safest answer
to these wastes, too, is solidification and salt
mine burial. Nevertheless, the AEC is seriously considering the bedrock plan, which
another of its own scientific advisory committees not only described as "in its essence
dangerous" but also predicted would be sure
to "lead to public controversy."
Economy appears to be the foremost consideration. AEC officials say admittedly inexact estimates indicate it might cost 10
times as much to solidify the wastes and
bury them in salt mines as to dump them
into bedrock caverns. Another consideration:
Project Bedrock would allow onsite disposal,
elimJnating potentially hazardous overland
shipments. Finally, AEC officials argue, if
Project Bedrock proves safe enough it's simply wasting money to buy an additional
margin of safety.
The big questions, of course, are whether
the wastes would seep upward through fissures in the bedrock into the aquifer itselfand, if so, how soon?
A Ina.jority of the AEC advisory committee--in a critical 1966 report that the AEC
suppressed until 1970-concluded the risks
of this happening were simply too great. In
one of several projections, the committee
theorized that wastes could possibly reach
fresh water within 100 years; they will be
hazardous for at least 600 years. A narrow
committee majority recommended that the
AEC abandon even attempts to study the
project.
"You could never prove, even by all sorts
of (exploratory) drilling, that bedrock storage would be as safe as solidification and
storage in a salt mine," says Earl Cook, a
Texas geographer who was executive director
of the committee. "The only way you could
be sure is to put this stuff down and wait
and see. Unfortunately, that's the way we
make too many decisions these days."
Project Bedrock has at least one Senat.or
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worried Democratic Sen. Mike Gravel of Alaska has called on the President's Council on
Environmental Quality to "immediately appoint a committee of independent and credible investigators" to look into it. Council
member Gordon J. MacDonald says he's inclined to agree.
Nevertheless, the project is "stlll feasible;
so far the feeling is that it looks quite good."
says one AEC official close to the matter. The
AEC feels confident at this stage of investigation that several barriers-including a
layer of clay between the bedrock and the
aquifer-would bottle up the wastes long
enough to allow them to decay to harmless
levels before reaching fresh water.
The agency says it plans to spend $1.3
million for preli'minary work and at least
$10 million to sink an exploratory shaft and
tunnels. If tests prove favorable, routine
pumping of the wastes into the cavern probably would start in the late 1970s. The agency
might then go ahead with a similar project
for the Hanford wastes. "We won't go ahead
with (Project Bedrock) until we're sure it's
absolutely safe,'• pledges Chairman Seaborg.
But, as AEC officials themselves testify,
few problems in the arcane world of radioactive waste lend themselves to "absolute"
answers.
"I'm often asked, 'Can you be absolutely
sure this or that is safe,'" says John A. Eriewine, the AEC's assistant general manager
for operations. "My invariable answer is, 'No,
I'm not absolutely sure of anything on this
earth.' •·
(From the Christian Science Monitor, Mar.
4, 1971]
NINE STATES CHALLENGE AEC NucLEAR PRoTECTION RULES
(By Austin C. Wehrwein)
ST. PAuL, MINN.-"Possible Atomic Radiation Ahead-Road Closed,'' say some signs
currently held in storage by the Minnesota
Highway Department.
They are for possible emergency use near
the state's first nuclear power plant at Monticello, a $115-million, 545,000-kilowatt
Northern States Power Company (NSP) project 40 miles upstream from Minneapolis-St.
Paul on the Mississippi River.
Although NSF insists the shielding is so
strong there's no chance of harmful radiation
escape after any foreseeable explosion, and
although prediction of a catastrophic blowup has played a negligible role in a landmark
controversy, the road signs are nonetheless
most symbolic.
The controversy has turned into a "states'
rights" battle with Minnesota authorities and
the federal Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
as the main adversaries. The issue: Does a
state have constitutional authority, regardless of federal statutes, to set protection
limits tougher than the AEC's-in this instance, 50 times more stringent?
MARYLAND FACING THE ISSUE
Minnesota says it does have this right and
it has been joined in court by eight other
states-Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Vermont, Missouri, Virginia, Illinois, and
Maryland-as well as attorneys for some
members of the Southern Governors Conference.
Maryland faces the same issue, having set
permissible discharge rules 100 times as strict
for the $387-mlllion nuclear plant the Baltimore Gas & Electric Company is building at
Calvert Cliffs on Chesapeake Bay.
According to the AEC, Vermont is considering regulations exceeding the AEC's; Michigan has legislation for concurrent control but
apparently less restrictive standards; and
Oregon wants equal authority with the AEC.
Minnesota's stored road signs summarize
the state's case. Is there, as the state contends, indeed "possible atomic radiation
ahead" from normal operations under the
AEC's emission standards?
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The Northern States Power Company and
AEC prefer to state the question. Does the
benefit outweigh what they insist will be infin! teslmal risk?
An AEC spokesman said in 1969 that state
ceilings above the AEC fioor for rules would
produce "total and utter chaos.'' And Earl
Ewald, NSF board chairman, last year warned
of power shortage brownouts, assailed "witch
hunters,'' and said there was "not one shred
of tangible, scientific proof . . . this power
plant is hazardous."
ROUND LOST IN DECEMBER
After two years of political-legal-scientific
sparring, the state lost a crucial round in
December in a dispute with tremendous
economic and environmental ramifications.
The power company refused to accept the
stringent operating-permit limits of the State
Pollution Control Agency (PCA). And U.S.
District Court Judge Edward J. Devitt ruled
that Congress had "preempted" the field for
the AEC, leaving Minnesota without authority to regulate the release of radioactive discharges from the plant.
Judge Devitt, handed down a "declaratory
judgment" on stipulated facts regarding the
law-he did not rule on the "adequacy or
inadequacy" of any regulations before him.
He did note that NSF on one hand claimed
the state's rules were impractical and uneconomic, but that on the other hand it
might be true that "prudence dictates"
standards stiffer than the AEC's.
Prof. Charles W. Huver, a University of
Minnesota zoologist contends there are no
"safe" levels for discharge. He has predicted
a tenfold increase in leukemia and a "significant" increase In genetic mutations in the
Twin Cities.
COURT FIGHT CONTINUES
But the Devitt decision, which ignored the
state's contention that the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution carved out a
state's police power to protect its citizens
against hazardous pollution, is not the last
round. The final result will shape the future of an electricity source of great potential.
The outgoing Republican administration
that began the fight started appeal machinery and the incoming Democratic administration of Gov. Wendell Anderson carried on with a formal notice of appeal to
the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, from
which the case could go to the Supreme
Court.
Meanwhile, the Minnesota plant operated
at low power for testing, and the AEC Division of Reactor Licensing has granted NSF
a full-power license based on the Devitt ruling. The AEC made its full-power permit
effective Feb. 18, although the company did
not immediately announce a precise date
for full-power start-up.
Governor Anderson set up what might
have proved another hurdle for the power
plant on Jan. 11 when he asked the state
pollution agency to defer action an another
permit until additional testimony could be
obtained. This second state permit covered
the two 230,000-gallon recirculating storage
tanks.
STATE PERMIT GRANTED
However, the Governor later indicated he
believed the critics had had ample time. In
any event, on Feb. 8, the state agency granted
the tank permit to the Northern States
Power Co. The action was taken over the objections of the St. Paul City Council and the
Minnesota. Environmental Control Citizens
Association (MECCA), a leader in the first
against the NSP plant. It contended there
was risk of accidental leakage.
Bllls to give states nuclear plant regulation
jurisdiction were introduced by Minnesota.
congressmen in the last session but got nowhere; since, then, however, Congress gave
California authority to impose air pollution
regulations above the floor set in federal
regulations.
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There are now 20 operable nuclear power
plants in the U.S., 53 under construction,
and 44 planned. AEC Commissioner James T.
Ramey, who has dismissed some of the
criticism as "hogwash" and the product of
"sensationalism and misrepresentation," has
contended that the need for electricity will
rise from 344 mlllion kilowatts now to 1,260
million in 1990 and to reach this goal nuclear-powered plants are vital.
Mr. Ramey said that by 1980 there would
be 100 nuclear plants or more, representing
25 percent of electrical generating capacity,
and by 1990, nuclear plants would be generating 40 percent of the nation's electricity.
Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, AEC chairman, says
the benefits we gain [from nuclear plants]
will far outnumber the risks of the potential
hazards."
But a growing body of critics contend that
AEC's secrecy concerning nuclear hazards,
actual accidents, and incidents of leukemia
they believe were caused by atomic energy
activities casts serious doubt on AEC data
and theories.
With the experts divided and the technicalities batHing to the average citizen or
congressman, the ultimate question wiH be
whether the nation is wllling to take the
gamble to meet what the AEC and the power
industry jointly assure us is likely to be a
power shortage without nuclear power plants.
[From the Augusta (Kans.) Daily Gazette,
Mar.12, 1971]
:FoRTY-EIGHT REPRESENTATIVES TAKE ISSUE
WITH NUCLEAR STORE IN KANSAS
ToPEKA.-Forty-eight members of the Kansas House of Representatives joined Thursday in introduction of a resolution opposing
proposed Atomic Energy Commission authorization to establish a permanent nuclear
waste storage facility in Kansas.
Republican Bob Talkington of Iola headed
the list of sponsors of the resolution saying
there are too many unanswered questions at
this time to say go ahead.
Talkington said he thinks almost anyone
would agree that the unanswered questions
involve the safety of Kansas citizens.
The Kansas Senate federal and state affairs committee has approved several antipollution bills. One of the measures would
prohibit publicly owned vehicles from using
leaded gasoline after next Jan. 1. Another
would prohibit the discharge of mercury into
waterways.
The Kansas House has approved and sent
to the senate a bill to set up a program in
which approved inmates in the state penitentiary could donate blood for removal of
plasma to be sold to pharmaceutical houses.
The vote was 116 to nothing. Funds from the
program would be used for prison improvements.
A resolution introduced Thursday asks
congress to call a constitutional convention
for the purpose of proposing an amendment
to make available to the states a portion of
the federal income taxes.
The house also passed and sent to the senate a bill to designate an area on the proposed El Dorado reservoir as a state park.
The vote was 105 to three. The measure is
designed to facilitate negotiations with the
corps of engineers in planning of recreation
areas for the projected reservoir.
The elections, fees and salaries committee of the Kansas House has killed a blll to
increase the filing fee for state senator or
state representative to $150.
The same coxnmittee also killed a resolution asking a study of the advisability of selection nominees for state office by party
convention rather than direct primary.
The house federal and state affairs committee has killed bills exempting Kansas
from daylight saving time and requiring a
certificate of competency and safety in handlin g firearms when purchasing a hunting
license.

.
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The committee also killed a bill to require
legislative or administrative bodies of the
stare or its subdivisions to hold open meetings with all final or binding actions by
open ballot.
The group killed a bill which would JXOhibit political candidates to use pictures
taken more than two years before the filing
deadline for the office sought.
A controversial branch banking and multibank holding company bill has been killed
in a com.m.lttee of the Kansas House.
The bill had been strongly supported by
some Kansas bankers and bitterly opposed
by others.
Members of the house commercial and
financial institutions committee indicated
they're looking to the Kansas Bankers Association to work out a compromise in the
problem acceptable to the various banking
segments and then come back to the legislature.
The bill would have liberalized present
laws against branch banking and multi-bank
holding companies.
The Roads and Highways Committee of
the Kansas House has killed a bill to reduce the so-called shrinkage allowance for
gasoline dealers on the fuel tax they remit
to the state.
The committee vote was ten to eight toda.y although its chief sponsor first won
adoption of an amendment softening its
provisions.
When it was killed the bill simply would
have reduced the allowance from three per
cent to two and one-half per cent.
Overland Park Republican Wendell Lady
said a reduction of the allowance would have
increased the amount of money available for
the Kansas highway program by $420,000 a
year.
The Kansas Sena.te gave preliminary approval Thursday to a bill which would exempt privately owned bodies of water from
the state's water pollution statutes.
Senator C. Y. Thomas of Mission Hills
sruid the bill was drawn up at the request
of the Kansas City Power and Light Co.,
with consultation from the State Department of Health.
Thomas said the purpose of the bill is to
give the largest power generating station in
Kansas, currently under construction at La
Cygne, assurance, in Thomas' words, "It will
not be shut down by the board of health in a
few years for violating pollution laws."
The plant is a joint venture of the Kansas
City Power and Light Co., and the Kansas
Gas and Electric eo.
In other actions, the senate approved a bill
giving further homestead tax relief to persons over 65, and killed a measure which
would have authorized signs warning people of the penalties for vandalism in state
parks.
The Transportation and Ut111ties Committee of the Kansas House has voted to file
a complaint against Topeka lobbyist Eugene
Hiatt, asking that his privilege to act as a
legislative agent be revoked.
The complaint will be considered by the
Senate President Pro Tern, the Speaker of
the House and the Republican and Democratic leaders of both branches.
The complaint involves an appearance by
Hiatt before that committee in opposition
to a proposed cable television bill introduced
by members of the house delegation from
Shawnee county.
The complaint says statements made by
Hiatt during his testimony were totally untrue.
It says he also questioned the motivation
and integrity of sponsors of the bill.
The Kansas Senate has killed a b111 which
would have given every hOCle-owner in the
&tate a $1,000 homestead exemption on his
ad valorem tax assessed valuation.
A 17 to 17 tie vote this afternoon on the
measure was broken. by Wichita Republican
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Wesley Sowers, who was presiding over the
senate session.
The bill's sponsor, Democrat Harold Herd
of Coldwater, said the measure would have
provided half the homes in Kansas with a
reduction of one third or more in the amount
of property taxes the owners are paying.
[From the Hutchinson (Kans.) News,
Mar. 10, 1971]
JOE AND THE AEC
The war Rep. Joe Skubitz of the Kansas
Fifth is waging with the Atomic Energy
Commission and its chairman, Dr. Glenn T.
Seaborg, is worth the fight.
The present battleground is the Rice
County salt mine in which AEC plans to
store atomic wastes. Regardless of the merits or demerits of that scheme. Skubitz deserves credit for challenging AEC to prove
its case.
The Congressman claims AEC has not done
this. He demands complete reports cxf the
project and a public accounting by the bureau of its research.
So far, AEC has responded cooly with the
implication the Congressman is a knownothing thwarting the public need. It has
answered accusations with a verdict of "hogwash" and replied to serious questions with
a charge of "sensationalism and misrepresentation."
Such tactics do not speak well for the
AEC, or any other bureau. They indicate
other Congressmen should join Skubitz.
Not only the Rice County project is at
stake. At least nine states--not including
Kansas-have gone to court to prove that
states may set protective limits on atomic
power plants and waste disposal. Twenty
such plants are in operation, 53 more are
under construction, and 44 are being planned.
These states have not been convinced
that AEC has proper standards, or that it
enforces the standards it has set.
Too many government bureaus have established little governments of their own, asking of Congress only that it write blank
checks for what they want. AEC, by its arrogance in this matter, is demonstrating
that it has become one of these autonomous
agencies.
It's time Congress found out who's in
charge.
[From the Fort Scott (Kans.) Tribune,
Mar.3,1971]
KANSAS FOR DUMPING NUCLEAR WASTES?
Questions about the proposed dumping of
atomic wastes in Kansas salt beds have been
raised by Congressman Skubitz. He has been
making a study of the plans for the past
nine months, and he thinks more safeguards
ought to be determined for the area than
have so far been assured.
The waste products, most of which come
from nuclear power plants of the East,
amount to 80 mllllon gallons of radioactive
material. The stuff is 1,800 degrees in temperature and would remain hot for hundreds
of years, according to Skubitz in a letter to
Governor Docking, urging him to oppose the
plan.
The congressman thinks higher technical
safeguards ought to be assured before the
plan is accepted. "Since we are dealing here
with wastes that will remain dangerous for
half a million years, who can be sure that
underground water sources in adjacent Kansas, indeed the entire Midwest lower river
basins, will not eventually become radiation
contaminated?" he asks.
The technical qeustions are certainly pertinent ones. There is also the question as to
why some more remote places than Kansas
cannot be found, Skubitz suggests. But to
many easterners, Kansas is a remote region.
They seem to think that the Midwest is a
wasteland itself quite appropriate for dumping nuclear wastes.
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Even though the proposed storage area is
outside the Fifth District which Congressman Skubitz represents, all of Kansas and
the Midwest region should be concerned. The
questions he raises about the waste deposits
certainly are pertinent ones which all of this
part of the country should want answered.
[From the Kansas City (Kans.) Times,
Mar. 4, 1971]
SKUBITZ UNHAPPY OVER AEC WASTE PROJECT
"DOUBLE· TALK"
(By Jeo Lastelic)
WASHINGTON.-Rep. Joe Skubitz (R-Kas.)
yesterday accused the chairman of the Atomic Energy commission, Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, of "bureaucratic double-talk" in the
answers he gave Skubitz about the proposal
to store nuclear wastes in Lyons, Kas., salt
mines.
Skubitz protested again in a 10-page letter
to Seaborg that the AEC evaded his questions,
which originated from Kansas scientists and
others, and conducted a "big daddy knows
best campaign."
Noting he began a series of inquiries in
April, Skubitz said his first AEC reply was
"one of those pat me on the head type of
bureaucratic letters." That was followed by a
report analyzing the population of Lyons
and vicinity, a letter full of assurances, but
no reports, a letter saying safety studies were
being conducted, another that three firms
had been selected to carry out the design
work and another that core drilling had disclosed no geological problems.
Skubitz complained he had not received
answers on safety, management of and transportation of nuclear wastes and other pertinent matters. He insisted work should not.
begin on the depository site until additional
research proves the site safe for present anct
future generations. He pointed out the final
report of the Kansas State Geological survey, conducted under contract with the AEC,
was completed but under wraps. He asked
the AEC to make it public.
Ever since he got into the matter Skubitz
has had problems. Some Kansas editors have
denounced him as "hysterical." Others have
praised him. Gov. Robert Docking has not
paid much attention to Skubitz and his suggestions. Rep. Garner Shriver (R-Kas.) complained that his colleague was getting involved in an area that was in Shriver's district.
To Skubitz the fundamental issue is not
a scientific one of whether the AEC can prove
that nuclear wastes are dangerous, or
whether the Lyons salt beds are a safe respository or whether the waste dump is a matter of national public concern.
"The issue, so far as I am concerned,"
Skubitz told Seaborg, "is that the people
of Kansas have the right to refuse to allow
any part of their state to be made a dump
for any garbage, not just radioactive nuclear
garbage.
"The AEC case just won't hold water. It is
full of the kind of bureaucratic assurances
that I have come to mistrust in my long experience in Washington."
[From the Parsons (Kans.) Sun, Mar. 6, 1971J
WoRTHY BATrLE
The Atomic Energy Commission and its:
chairman, Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, may belittle
Rep. Joe Skubitz, the 5th District congressman, for seeking assurances that a thorough
and competent study has been made of
plans to store atomic wastes in perpetuity in
a Kansas salt mine.
A politically-minded Washington correspondent of a middlewestern newspaper, perhaps a part of the same cabal or simply
insensed because Skubitz is a Republican,
whets his knife for the 5th's man in print.
The congressman nonetheless has uncovered a wide public concern and given
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the public a voice it has lacked before and
which Seaborg obviously has sought to
deny it.
Moreover, Skubitz has plenty of company in his insistence that the AEC be given
something less than blank checks in the use
of atomic power for peaceful purposes and
in the disposal of its inevitable wastes.
Nine states, including Missouri, have gone
to court to insist that states have the right
to set protective limits on atomic usage which
are more stringent than those of the captive
AEC.
The issue centers primarily around atomic
power plants, with their numbers growing
steadily (20 in operation, 53 under construction and 44 in the planning stage) .
The states aren't certain that the AEC has
drawn proper standards or intends to enforce them. They feel responsible for the
safety and well-being of their populations
which live close to atomic plants and want
to be sure that every protective precaution
is pursued.
As with Skubitz, the states are not satisfied with answers of "hogwash" and "sensationalism and misrepresentation" from the
AEC whenever a question is raised about the
hazards involved. Nor should they be.
Dr. Seaborg goes so far as to say that "the
benefits we gain (from nuclear plants) will
far outnumber the risks of the potential
hazards."
What, in all seriousness, does that statement mean?
No matter how munificent the benefits
atomic energy may produce, what will they
be worth if no one is left to enjoy them
or if large numbers of humans die either
quick or slow deaths or are otherwise jeopardized by inadequate controls and measures
of protection.
Dr. Seaborg must be no fool, but his careless choice of words comes close to making
him out as one. The nation is entitled to
something better than his demonstrated
arrogance in a wholly critical position of
authority.
Skubitz is fighting a worthy battle. Many
persons other than his constituents, if they
don't count for enough, will be cheering
him on.
[From the Sterling (Kans.) Bulletin,
Mar. 18, 1971]
OLD HOME EDITOR
A New York Times reporter concludes that
99 out of 100 Rice County residents favor the
AEC's radioactive waste project at Lyons.
At least he was appalled at the apparent lack
cf concer!l, hinting that we are a naive and
trusting lot.
Perhaps he should have extended his field
of questioning beyond the Lyons city limits.
True, there has been no organized local
opposition, chiefly for the reason that it has
teen difficult to know what to believe. But
this is not to say there has not been deep
concern.
Six weeks ago this column expressed serious
doubt about the wisdom of allowing such an
installation in our county-but the words
were little noted and for the most part
ignored.
The Lyons News has taken a fair position
on the matter, saying, in effect, if responsible
persons can find valid objections they should
be heard.
The Bulletin takes the position that because
of the many unanswered questions, we can in
no way afford to take the risks involved. And
these questions will remain unanswered for
the reason that no one, not even the AEC,
knows exactly what the results of such massive storage will have on the local environment.
Preliminary testing is meaningless.
Radioactive materials, the world's worst
contaminant, are not to be trifled with. Only
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In an interview, Skubitz claimed widespread public opposition to the facility,
which would begin operation in 1974 and
handle virtually all wastes produced by commercial nuclear reactors through the year
2000.
The congressman said he does not know
the number of persons who have complained
to his office, and an aide, Mike Marden, said
only that it was "several hundred."
"We haven't had but just one or two
people disagree with us,'' said Marden.
Meanwhile, Jim Fairchild, an assistant to
Rep. Gardner Shriver, R-Kan., whose district
includes Lyons, said, "We have had very little
correspondence from the people in that area.
"There has been no great outpouring of
concern."
Skubitz hoped to block the AEC appropriation for the project by carrying his protest
to hearings before the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy. Copies of ~is 11-page letter
to Seaborg went to each member of the committee.
Beyond the question of whether the project is safe, said Skubitz, "the people of Kansas have the right to refuse to allow any part
of their state to be made a dump for any
garbage, not just radioactive n•1clear garbage."
He said also the AEC had failed to satisfy
fears that earthquakes or other disasters
might jar loose the radioactive materials.
And he said the problem of transportation
means "every damned state is going to be
involved."
"I can't see where Kansas owes any private
enterprise anything in order to take care of
waste."
An AEC spokesman, Truman Temple, said
the agency has received no protests over the
plan except those from Skubitz and Ronald
Baxter, president of the Topeka chapter of
the Sierra Club.
Temple noted that AEC had experimented
with radioactive storage in salt from 1962 to
1967, and the results were "very carefully
analyzed." He said the Lyons mine was
chosen "because of the great geologic stabillty of the area."
The salt deposit, said Temple, dates back
230 million years, providing "a pretty good
basis for our judgment" over the possibility
of geologic disturbances in the futme.
Temple said the project had been endorsed
by Jerry Allen, radiologist for the Kansas
Department of Health, and Dr. Curtis
Chezem and Prof. R. W. Klack of the Kansas
University nuclear engineering depart(From the Parsons (Kans.) Sun, Mar. 6, State
ment.
1971)
ATOMIC DUMPING IssUE-SKUBITZ SLAMS [Letter to the editor, Wichita (Kans.) Eagle,
AEC: ''FORKED TONGUE"
Mar. 3, 1971]
(By Lee Byrd)
READER NEEDS A REASON FOR AN ATOMIC
DUMP ANYWHERE IN UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON.-Rep. Joe Skubitz, R-Kan.,
has accused the Atomic Energy Commission
I have been impressed by several stories in
of "bureaucratic doubletalk" in attempts to other papers that quote more extensively
justify plans for a $25-mUUon radioactive than did your paper the questions raised by
dump in a salt mine near Lyons.
Congressman Skubitz about the safety and
Dismissing the latest assurances offered by wisdom of the Lyons atomic waste site. Now
AEC Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg, Skubitz your Feb. 21 editorial seems to chide the conwrote back that "We are not country bump- gressman in one breath for raising the issue
kins who can be taken for granted."
and in the next breath the governor's office
Skubitz' complaint was based on a letter and the State Geological survey for not tellfrom Seaborg Feb. 23 which declared: "No ing you about their own study.
radioactive wastes will be placed in the
As a long-time Kansas resident, it seems to
Lyons salt formation until all the necessary me that you miss the basic point-even if the
studies and safety analyses have been con- whole project were a safe one, what good is it
cluded and the commission is satisfied that it going to do Kansas and Kansas people?
is safe."
Frankly, you haven't come up with a reason
Noting that the AEC, however, is asking why there should be an atomic dump any$3.5 million for an immediate construction
place in the United States? Why should the
start, Skubitz replied "I, for one, simply don't taxpayers shell out for a facillty for the
benefit of a big, rich, out of state utll1ty
trust the AEC . . ."
Skubitz pointed out the Interior Depart- companies to dump their wastes? It would
ment and private sources have questioned be just as logical to agree to let them pipe
the wisdom of the project, which he said their smoke-stack gases and truck the ashes
would be "handling highly radioactive wastes from their coal furnaces to Kansas to pollute
that will remain dangerous for a half-million our air and our ground.
RONALD G. ALDERMAN.
years."

time would tell what catacylsmic horrors
might result-a rise in local radiation levels,
an increase in surface temperatures, contamination of the all-important ground waters,
any of a number of serious imponderables.
For what it is worth, we find a number of
local citizens, certainly responsible-by Lyons
News definition-share our concern:
Rollin Mead, president of the Sterling
Drilling Company, a man who knows local
geology as well as anyone, has serious doubts
about the wisdom of such an installation.
Geologists from outside the country have
expressed their fears to Rol. (Several thousand oilfield holes have been bored in this
county in the past thirty years, connecting
the salt beds with higher water-bearing
sands.)
Dr. George Gill, physician and biologist,
who has handled more radioactive material
(radium) than anyone in the area, considers
the project an unquestionable risk. AEC designates such an installation as a "dedicated
plot," which is in a sense saying that this
ground-and the life around it-is expendable.
T. Marion Heier, with the life-long experience of an architect and builder, knows the
nature of the geological structures which
underlie the area. "These Arkansas River
aqueous sands lie too near the site to risk
contamination." Heter has contacted persons
in Topeka in this regard.
Others, not wishing to block any economic
benefits to be derived from the project, have
not spoken out, but nonetheless harbor serious doubts.
Whether or not the plan is approved will
not make much difference to this writer. He
will be gone before any harmful effects develop. But there are young people at Lyons
who hope to raise their families here in safety.
How they can rationalize such a move, we
cannot understand. Selling out for a mess of
pottage?
As for economic benefit: Could the area
hope to attract industry or even people, 1f
such a risk hung over our heads?
At a time when pollution, contamination,
ecological problems seem to be the No. 1 concern, how can we justify a move to deliberately jeopardize our environment.
Eighty million gallons of boiling liquid
waste is now seething away at various AEC
installations. Solidify this junk and bring
it to us, we'll take care of it in Rice County,
cesspool of creation.
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(Letter to the editor, Wichita (Kans.) Eagle,
Mar. 5, 1971]
HE FEELs ACCEPTING ATOMIC WASTES AT
LYONS Is VERY DANGEROUS
It is utterly appalling to see that the people of Kansas, and particularly the town of
Lyons, seem Willing to trade away their future health and safety for the pittance offered by the Atomic Energy Commission in
trade for its atomic burial ground. Surely
the meager benefits accruing from a few
local jobs would never be worth even a single
unforeseen accident.
The greatest accident potential, however,
may not be isolated to the town of Lyons or
even South Central Kansas because such a
fac111ty would receive atoinlc waste shipments by rail from reactors and fuel reprocessing plants all across the nation. The fh)Ssibillty of an accident may even be greater
in the towns and cities along the shipment
routes. Even With the relatively safe handUng techniques that have been developed
so far, possibilities still exist for nigh-speed
derailments or sabotage incidents which
would result in needless injury or death.
The AEC with its vested interests in promoting atomic power should at no time be
entrusted with the authority to deterinlne
that the salt vault method of dumping waste
is adequate enough for public safety. The
citizens of this state should take it upon
themselves to look ovei· the shoulder of the
AEC and establish rigorous safety standards
that would be enforced by properly trained
state health authorities.
Questions concerning safety inspection of
railroad operations and roadbeds remain
unanswered, yet no one can reasonably advocate that the railroad's current accident record indicates its ablllty to operate in the
future without incident.
ERIK H. EAST.
[Letter to the editor, Wichita (Kans.) Eagle,
Mar. 17, 1971]
SHE WOULD LIKE THE FACTS ABoUT THE
PROPOSAL FOR LYONS
What do the people of Kansas want to read
regarding the proposed Lyons repository?
The facts please, not exclusively the views of
the AEC.
I refer to the article of the March 9 Eagle
which gives most of the space to discrediting the Kansas Sierra Club chairman. The
article states, "The Department of the Interior rejected the AEC's environmental proposal on the basis that further tests needed
to be carried out before approval could be
given." The Sierra Club has thus assumed
that further testing is required before even
the AEC is satisfied the program is safe.
Misinterpretation by the Sierra Club? It
really was difficult to determine from the
context of the article.
Safe? Radioactive waste that Will remain
"hot" for thousands of years? Waste that
could cause pollution of air, water and
ground? Why Kansas? The people of Kansas
are told our state was "chosen" because of
our abandoned salt Inlnes. There are salt
mines elsewhere, there are areas of low
earthquake probability. Unfortunately these
other areas are located directly under or near
densely populated areas. Perhaps Kansas is a
safer place to store these wastes, but safer
for whom? People other than Kansans, one
would assume.
Mrs. SHERRIE YARD.
[From the Parsons (Kans.) Sun, Mar. 10,
1971}

PITTSBURG UNIT FIGHTS AEC PLAN
LYoNs, KAN.-It was learned Thursday
night that a Pittsburg, Kan., environmental
group has started a petition campaign 1t
hopes Will become a statewide effort in opposition to the Atomic Energy Commission proposal to establish a nuclear waste storage
facility near Lyons.
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In Hutchinson, members of the Reno
County Environmental Action Cominlttee
met Thursday night to discuss the petition
and methods for circulating the statement,
which calls for a "total and immediate suspension" of the AEC proposal "until clarification on this issue is possible for the people
of Kansas."
In Topeka, 48 members of the Kansas
House joined Thursday in introducing a resolution opposing the nuclear waste repository.
Use of a Lyons salt mine for burying radioactive wastes is expected to be a key topic
at a meeting Saturday of the Kansas Academy of Science's Conservation Committee at
Lawrence.
Joint congressional hearings on the proposal are scheduled to begin Tuesday in
washington.
U.S. Rep. Joe Skubitz, R-Kan.; William
Hambleton of the Kansas State Geological
Society; and Ronald Baxter, president of the
Kansas chapter of the Sierra Club, are expected to testify against the proposal.

[From the Coffeyville (Kans.) Journal,
Mar. 16, 1971]
DOCKING CRITICIZES AEC
ToPEKA.--Gov. Robert Docking accused
the Atomic Energy Commission today of
being more interested in conducting a public
relations program regarding the proposed nuclear waste repository at Lyons, Kan., than
in carrying out tests to prove the project is
safe.
The governor made his feellngs known in
a prepared statement issued here as William
W. Hambleton, director of the Kansas
Geological Survey, represented the state at a.
Congressional hearing in Washington.
The hearing before the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy involves the AEC's request
for $3.5 Inlllion in fiscal 1972 for site acquisition and planning on the Lyons project.
"Adequate funds should be provided for
research to answer many questions associated
with the Lyons site," Docking said, adding
the AEC appears to be "more interested in
convincing the public of the safety of the
Lyons site rather than using these funds to
carry needed studies to conclusions."
The AEC has proposed using abandoned
salt mines near Lyons for storing nuclear
wastes from all over the nation. The Kansas
Sierra Club and Rep. Joe Skubitz, R-Kan.,
have led opposition to the project, which
Docking tenatively endorsed last summer
when it was announced, but said he expected
to have tests conducted to prove safety features of the project.
Docking said Hambleton was instructed to
ask the Congressional committees to defer
funds for the proposed repository "until
scientific tests determining the site's safety
are completed."
Docking said the Commission has "exhibited remarkably little interest" in certain
studies and "has not demonstrated a capabllity for solving other problems the repository presents."
The governor accused the AEC of being
slow in responding to requested reports, said
the AEC has failed to inform the st ate of
other investigations and "treated our concerns as negligible and trivial in public statements."
PEARSON JOINS IN
WASHINGTON.-Sen. James B. Pearson, RKan., said today absolute safety must be
guaranteed before nuclear waste is stored
in the salt mines near Lyons, Kan.
In a statement submitted to a hearing of
the jOint Atomic Energy Committee, Pearson said:
"Under no circumstances should this
project be allowed to be put into full-scale
operation until it has been satisfactorily and
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reasonably demonstrated that the storage of
nuclear waste at this site is absolutely safe.
"On this there can be no comproinlse.
"Because questions of safety are of such
vital importance I therefore urge the joint
cominlttee on atoinlc energy to authorize
whatever additional funds are needed to
carry out the necessary research. The Atomic
Energy Commission should be authorized
and indeed directed to carry out additional
in-house research and also to make funds
available to the appropriate research personnel and agencies in the state of Kansas."
PLAN STATE PETITION
PITTSBURG, KAN.-Plans for statewide circulation of petitions asking that implementation of the nuclear waste storage project
at Lyons be suspended "until satisfactory
clariflcation of this issue" is poosible were
announced today by a Pittsburg environmental organization.
Blll Summers, Pittsburg State College
faculty member and chairman of the petition committee of the Environmentalist
Club at the college, said petition forms have
been sent to several school campuses and
to environmental action groups.
Among organizations that Will receive the
forms, he said, are the Salina COnsumers for
Environmental Action, the Izaak Walton
League of Wichita, the Environmental Concern Club af Ott:Jawa University, the Greater
Kansas City Environmental Action group,
the Kansas Campers Association, the Kansas
Association of Biology Teachers, the Citizens
for Better Environment at Kansas State
University, the Kansas Wildlife Federation,
the Ka.I1Sa6 Association of Teachers of
Science, and the Association for Environmental Improvement at Wichita State University.
"It is important to emphasize,'' Summers
s8lid, "that the petition essentially asks for
a suspension of au activity in any way related to implementation, pending a rigorous
and exhaustive examination of the proposal.
It does not ask for an outright rejection of
the proposal."
The petitions will be sent, he said, to the
Joint Cominlttee on Atoinlc Energy. He said
signatures from on-campus signing at Pittsburg State already have been sent to the
cominittee.
[From the lola (Kans.) Register, Mar.1,
19'7'1]
DOCKING STRESSES NEED To DETERMINE SAFETY
OF WASTE DUMP PROJECT
TOPEKA.--Gov. Robert Docking accused the
Atomic Energy Cominlssion today of being more interested in conducting a public
relations program regarding the proposed
nuclear waste repository at Lyons, Kan., than
in carrying out tests to prove the project is
safe.
The governor made his feelings known in
a prepared statement issued here as William.
W. Hambleton, director of the Kansas Geological Survey, represented the state at a
Congressional hearing in Washington.
The hearing before the Joint Cominlttee
on Atomic Energy involves the AEC's request
for $3.5 million in fiscal 1972 for site acquisition and planning on the Lyons project.
"Adequate funds should be provided fur
research to answer many questions associated
with the Lyons site,'' Docking said, adding
the AEC appears to be "more interested in
convincing the public of the safety of the
Lyons site rather than using these funds to
carry needed studies to conclusion."
The AEC has proposed using abandoned
salt mines near Lyons for storing nuclear
wastes from all over the nation. The Kansas
Sierra Club and Rep. Joe Skubltz, R-Kan.,
have led opposition to the project, which
Docking tentatively endorsed last summer
when it was announced, but said he expected
to have tests conducted to prove safety f'eatures of the project.
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Docking said Hambleton was instructed
to ask the Congressional committee to defer
funds for the proposed repository "until
scientific tests determining the site's safety
are completed."
Docking said the Commission has "exhibited remarkably little interest" in certain
studies and "has not demonstrated a capability for solving other problems the repository presents."
The governor accused the AEC of being
slow in responding to requested reports, said
the AEC has failed to inform the state of
other investigations and "treated our concerns as negligible and trivial in public
statements."

"Kansas officials must have complete confidence in the integrity of the scientific judgments regarding safety of this project," Pearson said.
·
Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kas.) said regardless of
how very small the risks, a detailed analysis
of them must be given to satisfy not only
the federal government, but Kansans. He
stressed he would insist that radioactive
emissions from any proposed repository not
be allowed to exceed those limits required for
nuclear power plants and said there must be
continuous monitoring.
[From the Coffeyville (Kans.) Journal,
March 11, 1971]
SOLONS OPPOSE AEC PROPOSAL NEAR LYONS
TOPEKA (AP) .-Forty-eight members of the
KansM House joined today in introduction
of a resolution opposing proposed Atomic
Energy Commission authorization to establish a permanent nuclear waste storage facility in Kansas.
Rep. Bob Talkington, R-Iola., headed the
list of sponsors of the resolution.
"I feel there are too many unanswered
questions at this time to say 'go ahead,' " said
Talkington.
Talkington said he thinks almost anyone
would agree that the questions involve the
safety of Kansas citizens.
"If in the future the questions are answered to the satisfaction of the people of
Kansas, then I would say, 'go ahead,'" the
lola. representative said.
Talkington said a recent review of earthquakes in the United States indicated the
proposed storage location near Lyons is in
an area moderately susceptible to earthquakes.

[From the Kansas City (Mo.) Times, Mar. 17,
1971]
INSIST ON SAFETY AT LYONS
(By Joe Lastelic)
WASHINGTON.-Kan sans worried about using the salt mines at Lyons, Kas., to dispose
of nuclear waste materials told the joint
congressional committee on atomic energy
yesterday they would insist that the project
be safe.
The safety factor was the predominant
theme at a. hearing that opened yesterday
and will continue today. The Atomic Energy
Commission has asked for 25 million dollars
for the project, with 3.5 million requested
for the fiscal year that begins in July to buy
land and begin developing the site.
"The decision belongs properly to the people of Kansas," Rep. Joe Skubitz (R-Kas.)
told the committee. "They are entitled to
have all the facts before such a decision is
reached. I am trying to make some of the
pertinent facts available to them."
Skubitz has been leading the parade of
[From the Columbus (Kans.) Advocate,
those who oppose the project. The opponents
Mar. 1, 1971]
contend the AEC has not provided them asSTORING ATOMIC WASTES HIT BY SKUBITZ
surances of safety in transportation of the
PARSONS, KAN. (AP) .-Rep. Joe Skubitz,
wastes to the mines or storage once the wastes
R.-Kan., said Friday he is receiVing nationare encased deep in the mines.
Representing Gov. Robert Docking, Dr. wide support in a fight to keep atomic
William Hambleton, director of the Kansas wastes out of Kansas.
"Why in the hell should we transport the
State Geological survey, said the governor
feels that title to the land should not be stuff clear across the country to deposit it
in an old salt mine in Lyons, Kans.?" he
granted until the studies are completed.
"Kansans don't want the dubious honor asked in a telephone interview from his ofof being the first laboratory experiment for fice in Washington.
"Let Con Ed look out after its own atomic
burying lethal wastes in salt," Skubitz told
garbage. Why . . . should we take care of
the committee.
Hambleton said Governor Docking "reluc- them?"
He had reference to Consolidated Edison,
tantly concludes that efforts of the AEC, to
minimize safety problems and treat fears a. New York electrical utility.
The congressman, who recently launched
as negligible, support the fears of many Kansans that if funds are appropriated the proj- a. campaign to prevent Atomic Energy Comect cannot be stopped at a later date if the mission use of old salt mines in central Kansas, said a little-understood point is that
project is found to be unsafe."
He said the AEC's justification for choos- atomic wastes in the next decade will origiing the site represented "a simplistic view of nate largely from private power plants using
geology" and said the agency had not studied that form of energy.
"We're not talking about federal insta.lla.sufficiently the long-term possibility of the
tlons," he said. "That being the case, the
salt's being subject to erosion.
utilities
should make their own provision for
Hambleton added: "Plans for the safe
transportation of radioactive materials are disposal of atomic wastes, and near their
completely inadequate and no plans for re- plants. There are salt mines in northeastern
states, too, as well as Kansas.''
trieval exist at all.''
In Washington, Skubitz accused Gov. RobRep. Garner Shriver and Rep. Keith Sebelius, Kansas Republicans, joined in a. state- ert B. Docking Friday of "weasling" on the
ment calling for abandonment of the project nuclear wastes issue. Skubitz said Docking
should studies reveal potential danger to the has tried to shunt aside his responsibilities
lives, health, and safety of Kansas citizens. as governor.
He wrote Docking Feb. 12 and got a reply
"We do not view the request for authoriza-

tion of these funds at this time, nor the
decision to conduct this demonstration project in Kansas, as a final or irrevocable step,"
they said. "We believe the people of Kansas
and Congress must have assurance of the unquestioned permanent safety of this project
before any nuclear wastes are buried in the
Lyons salt mine."
Sen. James B. Pearson (R-Kas.) said there
can be no compromise on the question of
safety and he urged the committee to authorize whatever funds are needed to carry out
research on that subject.
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Feb 20, then wrote back Thursday, saying,
"You suggest that 'constraints be placed on
development funding so that the project will
be abandoned if studies and investigations
reveal any potential danger.' Surely, governor, that's a weasling statement if you ever
wrote one." Instead, Skubitz contended, the
studies should be done beforehand and
atomic wastes should be made safer.
The congressman said Docking seems to
want the Kansas congressional delegation to
take the leadership in the matter. Skubitz
said Docking should go before the joint

Atomic Energy Committee of Congress and
take a strong stand against the waste dumping plan.
"I continue to hope that your position will
be less equivocal so that the committee and
the AEC will understand that Kansas officialdom is unambiguously opposed to making our state a nuclear dump," Skubitz said.
[From the Fort Scott (Kans.) Tribune,
Mar. 5, 1971]
SKUBITZ ACCUSES AEC of BUREAUCRATIC DouBLETALK ON KANSAS RADIOACTIVE DUMP
WASHINGTON (AP) .-Rep. Joe Skubitz, RKa.n., has accused the Atomic Energy Commission of "bureaucratic doubletalk" in attempts to justify plans for a $25-mlllion
radioactive dump in a salt mine near Lyons.
Dismissing the latest assurances offered by
AEC Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg, Skubitz
wrote back that "We are not country bumpkins who can be taken for granted."
Skubitz' complaint was based on a. letter
from seaborg Feb. 23 which declared: "No
radioactive wastes will be placed in the
Lyons salt formation until all the necessary
studies and safety ana.lyses have been concluded and the commission is satisfied that
it is safe.''
Noting that the AEC, however, is asking
$3.5 million for an immediate construction
start, Skubitz replied "I for one, simply don't
trust the AEC . . . "
Skubitz pointed out the Interior Department and private sources have questioned
the wisdom of the project, which he said
would be "handling highly radioactive
wastes that will remain dangerous for a halfmillion years."
In an interview, Skubitz claimed widespread public opposition to the fac111ty
which would begin operation in 1974 and
handle virtually all wastes produced by commercial nuclear reactors through the year
2,000.

The congressman said he does not know
the number of persons who have complained
to his office, and an aide, Mike Marden, said
only that it was "several hundred.''
"We haven't had but just one or two people disagree with us," said Marden.
Meanwhile, Jim Fairchild, an assistant
to Rep. Gardner Shriver, R-Kan., whose district includes Lyons, said, "We have had
very little correspondence from the people
in that area.
"There has been no grea.t outpouring of
concern."
Skubitz hoped to block the AEC appropriation for the project by carrying his protest to hearings before the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy. COpies of his 11-page
letter to Seaborg went to each member of the
committee.
Beyond the question of whether the project is safe, said Skubitz, "the people of Kansas have the right to refuse to allow any
part of their state to be made a dump for
any garbage--not just radioactive nuclear
garbage."
He said also the AEC had failed to satisfy
fears that earthquakes or other disasters
might jar loose the radioactive materials.
And he said the problem of transportation
means "every damned state is going to be
involved."
"I can't see where Kansas owes any private enterprise anything in order to take
care of waste."
An AEC spokesman, Truman Temple, said
the agency has received no protests over the
plan except those from Skubitz and Ronald
Baxter, president of the Topeka chapter of
the Sierra Club.
Temple noted the AEC had experimented
with radioactive storage in salt from 1962
to 1967, and the results were "very carefully analyzed." He said the Lyons mine was
chosen "because of the great geologic stability of the area."
The salt deposit, said Temple, dates back
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230 million years, providing "a pretty good
basis for our judgment" over the possibility
of geologic disturbances in the future.
Temple said the project had been endorsed
by Jerry Allen, radiologist fm- the Kansas
Department of Health, and Dr. Curtis Chezem and Prof. R. W. Klack of the Kansas
State University nuclear engineering department.
[From the Hutchinson (Kans.) News,
Mar. 12, 1971]
PRESSURE MOUNTS AGAINST LYONS AEC
PROJECT
(By Roy Miller)
LYONs.-With congressional hearings only
four days away, pressure is intensifying
against the establishment of a nuclear waste
storage facility at Lyons.
The Atomic Energy Commission proposal
will be the subject of a hearing before the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy beginning Tuesday at Washington.
The News learned Thursday night that a
Pittsburg environmental group has started a
petition-signing campaign it hopes will become a statewide effort.
In Hutchinson, members of the Reno
Oounty Environmental Action Committee
met Thursday night to discuss the petition
and methods for circulating the statement,
which calls for a "total and immediate suspension" of the AEC proposal until "clarification on this issue is possible for the people
of Kansas."
In Topeka, 48 members of the Kansas
House joined Thursday in the introduction
of a resolution opposing the nuclear waste
repository.
KEY TOPIC
Saturday, use of a Lyons salt mine for
burying radioactive wastes is expected to be
a key topic at a meeting of the Kansas Academy of Science's Conservation Committee at
Lawrence.
U.S. Rep. Joe Skubits, R-Kan.; William
Hambleton of the Kansas State Geological
Society; and Ronald Baxter, president of the
Kansas chapter of the Sierra Club, are expected to testify against the proposal, a
public information official of the AEC said
Thursday from Washington.
Skubitz, who represents Kansas' 2nd District (primarily Southeast Kansas), has received national publicity for his attacks on
the project.
The congressman, reportedly busily preparing testimony tor Tuesday's hearing,
could not be reached Thursday. But an aide
indicated Skubitz' interest stems from the
fact he was an aide to the late Sen. Andrew
Schoeppel, who was in Congress when the
AEC proposed 17 years ago to store nuclear
wastes in the Lyons salt beds.
"They proposed a big excavation that
would look something like a laboratory
flask," said Edward Cooper, a Skubitz aide.
"They're going to just pour wastes down in
liquid form and use a series of tubes to
cool the gasses.
"He (Skubitz) remembered this. He remembered how Schoeppel and the rest of the
Kansas congressional delegation raised hell.
"So last summer when they brought this
up again, Congressman Skubitz started asking questions. He didn't like some of the
answers.
"He's busy now working up his paper. He
really feels that he is required to document
this thing as thoroughly as he can."
RIGHT TO REFUSE
In a letter to Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, AEC
director, Skubitz has said "that the people of
Kansas have the right to refuse to allow any
part of their state to be made a dump for
any garbage-not just for radioactive nuclear garbage.
"Even you will agree that neither the AEC
nor any other federal agency has the right or
the authority to compel them to do other-
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wise .... What disturbs me is the AEC's effort
in this instance to subvert that lack of authority by a 'big-daddy-knows-best' campaign that is at best disingenuous."
Skubitz believes the AEC has not made
enough studies into safety factors concerning the Lyons repository.
" (The) AEC should not put the cart before
the horse by proposing actual site work be
done while it carries out additional research
to determine if what it has begun will be
safe later on." Skubitz told Dr. Seaborg,
adding, "We are here dealing with human
lives, and we must know the facts beyond a
reasonable doubt."
SENDING COPY
In Skubitz' hometown of Pittsburg, the
Environmentalist Club is sending a copy of
the letter and other statements to Kansas
newspapers and petitions to other ecology
groups.
The publicity includes excerpts of a State
Biological Survey report which concludes
that the AEC has "exhibited remarkably
little interest in studies of radiation damage.
The State Geological Survey regards this
problem as extremely critical to safe storage
of radioactive waste at the Lyons site."
The survey also raises questions about
transportation of the materials, a point emphasized by critics of the Lyons site.
"We judge that plans tor safe transportation of these radioactive materials are completely inadequate and that no contingency
plans for retrieval of waste exists at all," the
survey's report states. "We conclude that
these two elements are critical and crucial
to the safe storage of radioactive materials
at the Lyons sLte."
The petition being circulated by the Pittsburg ecology organization also raises questions about transportation.
"Not to be overlooked, psychotic bombing
or terrorist activity in Kansas and across
America further complicates the risk factor
involved in the transportation," the petition
states.
Bill Summers, a high school counselor and
Environmentalist committee chairman, said
the petttion campaign is being undertaken
with the "hope to make known in Topeka
as well as in Washington how the people
of Kansas feel."
"The people have a right to have a say-so
in this," Summers said. "We have called for
responsible public opinion sampling throughout the st!lite on the part of media sources.
GIVES CHALLENGE
"I challenge anybody to sample opinion
outside of Rice County. I don't think the
people of Kansas are in favor of it."
Inside Rice County, Lyons business leaders
have endorsed the project, pointing to the
new jobs (about 200) it will create.
"I personally think it is a tremendous opportunity for the state of Kansas, the city
of Lyons and Rice County, John Johannes,
then president of the Lyons Chamber of
Commerce and manager of the Kansas Power
and Light Co., said last summer. "Not only
from the economic standpoint, but with
your emphasis on pollution and the environment, we know that it can be stored safely
here without dumping it in the ocean or
where it is stored now."
While most reaction here has been favorable to the nuclear garbage dump, the
feeling is not universal. Residents whose
land will be purchased for the layout of
about 1,000 acres are in an uneasy position as the issue is battled.
The property owners would admit to being
selfish. They say land is scarce in Rice
county. They don't want to lose their property.
While a Washington public information
spokesman for the AEC says the only contact with property owners has been to seek
permission for core drillings by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, persons owning

land adjacent to the salt mine once operated
by the Carey Salt Co. of Hutchinson say appraisers have inspected their property.
Jack Stewart, whose land runs north of
the salt mine, says the AEC will want 20
acres if Congress approves the project.
"I don't think a whole lot of it," Stewart
said of the proposal. "I think they're more
concerned about the economic part of it
than the health part of it.
"It seems to me that the businessmen
down here can't sleep until they can get it
in here. It seems to me that they've talked
only to the businessmen and not the landowners."
If the disposal project is approved and
built, Stewart said he would remain on his
land adjacent to the facility.
"I'm not that much afraid of it," he said.
"As far as what they (the AEC) actually
know, I don't know if it amounts to much or
not. As far as misleading people, the government's always been pretty good at that."
WANTS ALL
Another landowner, Roy Dressler, said the
government wants all of his 160 acres-"improvements and all."
Reflecting his uneasy feeling about the future, Dressler answered questions mostly in
a,brupt sentences.
Q. Has the land been appraised?
A "Yes, but they wouldn't tell me what
it is."
Q. Is It hard to find other land?
A. "Yes. Especially when you've been here
35 years."
Q. Are you in favor of the project?
A. "I sure am not."
Q. What about the safety?
A. "I don't know."
Q. Do you think the project will become a
reality?
A. "I did. But they're getting a little static
now. I'm hoping it won't but I don't know."
Q. Are you bitter about the stand taken by
the business community?
A. "They're forgetting that we've done
business here all this time. I just don't understand it. Everybody seemed to know about
it before I did."
[From the Parsons (Kans.)

Sun, Parsons,
Kans., Mar. 20, 1971]
F'ROM THE BENCH
Look, if you will, at the ball carrier who
rushed from the bench and picked up the
ball on atomic wastes in Kansas once Joe
Skubltz had cleared the field by mowing
down the defense as a super-blocker.
None other than Bob Docking, who is
making like a fleet-footed halfback after the
Kansas congressional delegation, spurred by
Skubitz in the first instance, united to bring
the Joint Atomic Energy Committee to time
on the question of making this state a dumping ground for atomic garbage.
The governor hardly had been as daring
In the game's opening quarters. Indeed he
glued himself to the bench, waiting to see
what turn the combat would take.
His statements were reserved and cautiously phrased, as if there was great reluctance
to take a stand. Skubitz meanwhile came on
like a battalion of gangbusters. He spoke his
mind first, placdng the safety of Kansas first,
and left his own flanks exposed while political opinion caught up with him. He was, to
return to jargon of the gridiron for the
moment, a lonely end for many months.
The cause became so popular, though,
that Docking not only entered the fray but
enlisted the advice and possible services of
Vern Miller, the attorney general, on suing
the federal government.
In the fashion of one who has just filled
his mouth with sour grapes, Docking suggests that only action of the state may save
Kansas from a calculated assault of the
Atomic Energy Oommission.
Far more effective, in reality, will be the
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votes and influence of the Kansas congressional delegation and the extensive record
compiled by Skubitz in his single-handed
campaign against the hazards posed by the
AEC's salt mine invasion of Kansas.
Citizens are not likely to be impressed by
the brave pronouncements flowing from
Topeka after the grubby preliminaries had
been handled, and well, by others.
DAYTON, TENN.,
March 3,1971.

Mr. JoHN H. CoLBURN,
Editor, The Wichita Eagle,
Wichita, Kans.
DEAR EDITOR: As former long-time residents

of Kansas, who are still proud to claim the
center of America as our native soil, we take
sincere interest in the proposal to make
Lyons a nuclear wastedump.
our present residence near the Oak Ridge
national laboratories of the Atomic Energy
Commission (Oak Ridge, Tennessee) heightens our awareness of the development of
nuclear power in this country. Needless to
say, the local press is as sensitive to the
problems of ORNL as you are to the problems of Boeing.
In all fairness, the most pressing problem
of AEC is obviously the question of what to
do with a. dangerous accumulation of radioactive wastes. Local feeling is clear: Kansas
is considered dusty, desolate, and scarcely
populated. It is not uncommon to solicit an
off-the-cuff response of "Can you think of a
better place to dump th1s stuff than in
Kansas?"
Personally, we resent this implication that
Kansas, our native state, is a suitable dump.
In your editorial of February 21, you appear
to brush aside this regrettable stigma. as a
"catchy phrase." Unfortunately, this "catchy
phrase" is the essence of the fee11ngs of people aware of the nuclear waste disposal
problem and not particularly conoerned
about Kansas integrity. II. a state already
burdened with the unwarranted stereotype
of "western desert" by people who think of
Kansas as "out there" it is difficult to understand your wiUingness to accept the additional tag of "nuclear garbage dump."
Kansas is being cheapened, Mr. Editor,
and I don't think you know it.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD HARRIS.
P.S.-Inasmuch as you have editorialized
on this issue, we hope that in fairness you
will publish this opposing view under letters to the editor. We are sending a copy of
this letter to Representative Joe Skubitz of
Pittsburg. From our standpoint, his "hysteria" appears to be honest concern for the
future of Kansas.

GEORGIA TEEN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF FUTURE BUSINESS
LEADERS OF AMERICA

HON. G. ELLIOTT HAGAN
OF GEORGIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. HAGAN. Mr. Speaker, I know
that many of my colleagues have been

proud and pleased with the outstanding achievements of certain of our fine
young constituents. I earnestly believe
that when a young man does well, is a
success in his endeavors, and demonstrates his devotion to the principals of
true Americanism, then we should take
note of this individual.
Therefore, I want to call to the attention of my colleagues an article about
Jones Hooks from Metter, Ga., which

appeared recently in the Atlanta Journal and Constitution Magazine.
Jones Hooks in my opinion typifies the
all American boy spirit which has become a rarity in our modern times and
I hope that his good qualities will serve
as an inspiration to other youth of
America:
[From the Atlanta Journal & Constitution
naagaz1ne,]4ar.21, 1971]
TEEN WHO HEADS AMERICA'S FuTURE BUSINESS
LEADERS-THE ONLY THING LAZY ABOUT
JONES HOOKS OF METTER, GA., Is HIS SOUTHERN DRAWL
(By Margaret Shannon)
"You should have seen those Yankee girls.
They were just standing around and saying,
'Jones, say mayonnaise,' or 'Jones, say soand-so.' They just went wild over this.''
And so, for once anyway, a Southern drawl
was an asset in a presidential campaign. Jones
Hooks, a 6-foot, 18-year-old Metter High
School senior with a true south Georgia molasses-and-cornpone accent, was elected president of the Future Business Leaders of
America on the first ballot at the national
convention in Philadelphia.
FBLA is an organization for high school
students taking business and office training
courses. It has 5,000 chapters with 98,000
members nationally. Dr. Russell J. Mercer,
Georgia state supervisor of business education, is chairman of the national board of
directors of FBLA and its college division,
Phi Beta Lambda.
Georgia has more FBLA chapters (282)
than any other State. But up there is Philadelphia, things were run on a sort of unit
system. Each state delegation had two votes.
"I could just see Georgia getting about five
Southern votes," says Mrs. Bernice Bland,
chapter adviser and business education
teacher at Metter High.
"Mrs. Bland said surely nobody from the
South could ever win," Jones says--and
laughs. But win he did, and he has been busy
ever since with conferences and conventions
and speeches and meetings, traveling to
places like Washington and New Orleans and
Chicago, an excited, enthusiastic young man
with energy, drive and maybe even charisma.
What goes into the making of the president
of a national teen-age organization? More, of
course, than a Southern accent or a name
that catches on.
"I think one thing that sold me at the
national convention was my name," says
Jones Hooks. "It's so unusual that it seemed
like whenever you told it to anybody, they
would repeat it and remember it. They asked
me about it.''
Carson Jones Hooks, second son of Mr. and
Mrs. V. H. Hooks Jr., is named for his
maternal grandfather. Their older son and
only other child, Vendie, is a first year student in the Medical College of Georgia at
Augusta. Mr. Hooks is a mortician.
As part of his vocational office training
(VOT) course in high school, Jones works
at the funeral home, mostly in the office.
"Everybody says, 'Surely you're going to be a
mortician,'" Jones said. "I say, "Surely I'm
not, either.'"
"He's a good enaploye," hls father says.
"He's just about been running the office,
except for the accounting; the bookkeeper
does that. Jones sends out statements. He
helps with the insurance business, keeping
up with premiums and the like. He answers
the mall and that sort of thing."
"I don't know any other employer that
would have been as understanding about nne
missing so much time in regular hours,"
Jones said. "The way it is, I can make up
hours by working in the office late in the
afternoons or if we have a Sunday afternoon
funeral..,
Mr. Hooks has been in the funeral bonae
business for 25 years. "I guess you might

say Jones has been working around the
funeral home all of his life-he and his
brother both," Mr. Hooks said. "When they
were little, they'd play hide-and-seek among
the caskets in the storage room and this sort
of thing.
"In the last four years Jones has gradually
been working into various phases of the business. He will not take any part in preparation of the deceased, but he does help with
the flowers at funerals."
"I mainly helped park cars for a while,"
Jones said, "but then I would leave with
mother and her helpers if it was a church
funeral and help decorate the church with
flowers--place the racks and all and move
furniture if necessary."
Jones worked several summers at a tobacco
warehouse, too, but he skipped that job last
year after his election as national president
of the Future Business Leaders of America.
He is local chapter president and state president also--a triple-threat man, you might
say.
FBLA is not as old or as big as the 4-H
organization or even the Future Homemakers
of America, of which a Metter girl, Luck
Hendrix, was national president in 1969-70.
But it has a similar purpose: to offer activities that will keep young minds and hands
occupied in a constructive way.
Down there in the small town of Metter
in south Georgia, Vendie Hooks was an outsta.n.ding Boy Scout, a state typing champion
and a top student and a big brother for
Jones, who was five years younger, to look
up to.
"I don't know but what there might have
been a little bit of brother competition
there," Mr. Hooks said.
"We just have two boys that have always
wanted to do their best," Mrs. Hooks said.
"I don't know if Jones has told you, but he
took tapdancing when he WSIS snaall. This
made him have to dance before people, and
he could learn not to be so stage-frightened.
"Later on, we got to where we had a right
good band here, and Jones decided he wanted to be the drum major. A lot of the boys
thought it would be so sissy, but he said he
didn't care-they had drum majors at college that were boys. So he went to Florida
State two summers to learn to be a drum
tna.jor. There again he had to be a leader.''
The making of the president had begun.
Then the teaoher, Mrs. Bernice Bland is a
trim blonde whose eyes twinkle as she talks.
She has been teaching business courses at
Metter High for 25 years, and &he is known at
district and state literary meets as the tnaker
of typing champions. Her students have won
state titles in Class B school competition for
the last 10 years. Three have set national

records.

"I really wanted to run Jones for state
FBLA president since he was in the ninth
grade, because I knew he had the ab111ty and
the get-up-and-go to be a leader," she said.
Another of her students, Gail Robinson,
was elected state president in 1969, a year
before Jones was eligible. "I thought, "That
let Jones out,' but they told me at the state
Department of Education, 'No, it doesn't.
We want you to try again next year.'
"Then when we went up to the state convention, they said, "We want to run hdm for
national president, too.' " That is when Mrs.
Bland retnarked that surely nobody from the
South could ever win.
In the business education department of
Metter High School, however, no one would
have guessed that Jones Hooks' chances were
regarded with pessimiSIIll by the teachers.
"The group that helped moot was the
VOT students," Jones said. "The whole last
six weeks of school Mrs. Bland ta.ught my
campaign and the FBLA. We just had so
many handouts and so many campaign posters to be done that we just about converted the whole business department 1.nrto
campaign headquarters."
VOT-vocation office traini.ng-is a high
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school program in which students in business education work parttlme in local businesses. They do it for pay, but the main idea
1s to get experience. On-the-job training, in
other words.
Metter is a. town with approximately 3,000
people, and Mrs. Bland didn't really know
whether it was large enough for a VOT program when She started one four years ago.
"We only had 15 students to go out then,"
she said. "This year I have 35. They're working about every place you go ln. Like Jones
said the other day, he went to the hospital
and met one in the omce and one in the back
at the nurses' station. She told me not long
ago, 'Can you believe i~ne of the doctors
asked me to go with him on his hospital
rounds?' They're at banks, the telephone office, lawyer's omce, feed store. grocery store,
insurance omces. The Guildo Evangelistic Association has four and wants another one."
"VOT is taking over the town!" Jones exclaimed.
Jones is an exclaimer. In Philadelphia. at
the national convention, he put his zest to
full use. The Future Business Leaders of
America doesn't allow any preconvention
campaigning, and at the convention an advisory committee screens candidates to be
sure they have the qualities to lead FBLA.
Wholesome American youth-that's what
they want. Jones and two others, another
boy and a girl, qualified.
Tim Bagwell, son of a Methodist minister,
formerly of Metter, now of Cuthbert, was
Jones' campaign manager. The Georgia delegation set up a. booth at convention headquarters.
"We had many giveaway things," Jones
said. "We took 1,800 bags of Georgia. peanuts
and stapled 'Elect Hooks' labels on them. We
took two bushels of Georgia. peaches. It was
the first of the season and they were just
about green, but those people ate those
peaches and thought they were the best
things. We called back for more peaches, but
we couldn't get any."
Jones undertook person-to-person campaigning. He spoke to state delegation caucuses.
"Jones did a. real good job," Mrs. Bland
said. "He tried to meet everybody. He was
out campaigning while we were manning the
booth."
"I never have been so tired in all my life,"
Jones said. "The personal contact with people-that just can't be beat. I could be just
dying I was so tired, and smile from ear to
ear and be so happy to see them. I guess it
was kind of a fake front, but not really."
At caucuses delegates asked him what jobs
he'd held, what he'd do about the FBLA's
sagging budget, and how he'd solve other
problems of the organization. One question
sure to pop up-invariably asked by a girlwas: "You're so busy, being state president
and all, 1! you get to be national president,
too, when are you ever going to have time to
have a. date on the weekend?"
"I just told them that every now and then
I do have a. weekend free, and the things I
go to, like the teenage nutrition conferencewell, they had a. dance. It's not all business."
At the rally that topped off the election
campaign, Jones and the other candidates
spoke to all the delegates. The convention
hall blossomed with posters and resounded
with cheers.
"I gave my campaign speech in a white
blazer, red shirt, white tie and blue trousers,"
Jones said. "I think that must have been the
reason they voted for me. Whenever I got an
invitation to speak at the Arkansas state
convention, they said, Please wear your red
and white.' I wrote back, 'I'll be there 1n my

red and white with bel'ls on.'"
The Jones Hooks administration as FBLA
president has been something o! a family
affair. "His mother and I have rather enjoyed it," his father said. "I believe we look
forward as much as he does, when he gets
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his mail, to seeing what different states the
letters come from.
'His mother especially has seen that he
has the proper clothing for the many meetings and other affairs he attends, and we've
tried to furnish transportation to and from
the airport in Atlanta or Sawnnah when he
goes on his various trips."
Jones usually travels alone, and his parents
c:!on't worry about how he'll make it. "One
reason we haven't been afraid for him to be
by himself is that ever since Jones and his
brother were big enough, when we'd go to get
a. new ambulance, we would carry them with
us and drive the ambulance back. We usually
would detour somewhere-like New York, for
instance-and their father would take us to
nice restaurants," his mother said. "So they
grew up knowing how to do these things."
"You haven't done anything until you've
driven a hearse right through the middle of
New York!" Jones exclaimed.
"And everybody just looks at you," Mrs.
Hooks said. "It's so much fun."
"You drive up to a. hamburger joint,"
Jones said, "and everybody says, Oh, boy,
that's the way to travel.' "
The Metter FBLA chapter with Jones as
president has stayed busy too. It has undertaken more than. 50 projects. The most ambitious was stamng William Laniex's campaign center in Metter during his unsuccessful race for state agriculture commissioner
last summer.
The club's postelection project was a. cleanup drive. Members went all over Candler
County taking down political postersLanier's and everybody else's.
In January, the young people solicited letters to Hanoi about the prisoner of war issue.
"We ended up mailing around 700," Jones
said.
The Metter High FBLA club has 102 members out of some 125 students enrolled in
business education courses. Jones thinks
they're great. "Everybody cares," Jones said.
Jones plans to enter the University of
Georgia. this fall. "I'll take business administration," he said. "Naturally I Then I may
go on to law school."
"I have realized what the funeral business
is and how confining it is, and I have never
really tried to interest either one of our boys
in it,'' Mr. Hooks said. "We wanted them to
make up their own minds and dec:ide what
they want to do.
"I think Jones gets his 'political' talent
naturally. His grandfather served in the General Assembly, in the House and Senate
both, so I think it has rubbed off on Jones
a little. His grandfather wanted one of his
boys to study law, but none of us did."
Jones' year as national president ends with
the national FBLA convention in Miami
Beach June 19-21. There's a cruise to the
Bahamas afterward. "I'm so excited,'' said
Jones. "I can't walt!"

and are now held in prison camps which
the world is not allowed to see, deserve
the support of every American in seeking release and return to their families.
The North Vietnamese show their callous disregard not only for the Geneva
Convention but for elementary humanitarian rights in even refusing to give lists
of the prisoners of war and to allow them
to send and receive mail.
The North Vietnamese should be exposed and condemned for such action
and this process has been started. The
pressure brought against them is bearing
fruit and certain small concessions have
been made. Mobilizing world opinion is
in progress, and former astronaut Frank
Borman has been the President's special
envoy in seeking decent treatment for
our men.
Recently there have been indications
the enemy might allow some inspection
of prisoners-of-war campg and talks
with out men. The pressure is on, is
working, and should be intensified.
As a Congressman, I intend to join all
efforts to increase pressure on North
Vietnam. President Nixon has proclaimed this a week of Concern for
Americans who are prisoners of war.
The families of these men are suffering enough without being denied hope.
Most Congressmen are united in their
effort to supply hope, pressure, and action. The comments of men, such as Senator HARTKE, who when asked whether
we could leave our prisoners of war in
prison replied, "why not?" are atypical
and reprehensible.
The President has stated his determination to free our men. His words are
matched by his deeds, not only in sending missions into North Vietnam to try
to free them but in making their release
a prime point of negotiation with the
North Vietnamese.
This week it would be well for every
American to consider what it would be
like to have a member of his family held
in captivity. These men are our Nation's
responsibility and we must not fail them.
In so doing we would be breaking faith
with ourselves.

NATIONAL WEEK OF CONCERN FOR
PRISIONERS OF WAR/MISSING IN
ACTION

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

the number of Americans missing in action or known captured in the Vietnam-

ternatives these days but the attached
letter printed in the Washington Post

ese conflict haB grown to about 1,600.
These men, who served their country

on March 2, 1971, does present at least
one alternative for our consideration and

AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE STATUS

QUO

HON. WILLIAM R. ANDERSON
OF TENNESSEE

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee. Mr.
Speaker, many of us are hoping that the
United States will, in the immediate fuHON. JOHN W. WYDLER
ture, withdraw our troops from IndoOF NEW YORK
china. We have found, as past AmeriIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
can leaders had warned, that U.S. troops
Tuesday, March 23, 1971
should not be committed to wars on the
Mr. WYDLER. Mr. Speaker, the first Asiatic mainland. The American people
American still being held by the enemy have grown increasingly apprehensive
was captured in South Vietnam on about using our young soldiers, our inMarch 26, 1964. Now, with the seventh fantry, as the point of America's secuanniversary of that event approaching, rity sword. We do not read of many al-
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I request permission to enter it in the
RECORD as a matter of interest to the
Congress.
The article follows:
AN ANZUS PERIMETER
I propose that the United States withdraw
completely from Asia and establish its line
of defense in the Pacific, taking in no more
than the three nations of the ANZUS
Treaty-:Australia, New Zealand and the
United States itself. I propose also that it
shore up this position by incorporating. the
islands of Micronesia, including Guam, 1nto
the State of Hawaii.
The United States would then maintain its
security by means of the deterrent force of
its long-range weaponry, and its present
Asian allies, I expect, would maintain theirs
by means of regional alliances.
Peace in Asia, as I see it, means an Asian
balance of power which is entirely Asian.
Peace at home means a stable western flank.
The latter is a job, not for the Army but for
the Navy-not for the infantryman on the
Asian continent but the Pacific sailor.
Six months notice can be given at any
time.
DAVID YUHAS.
Washington.

THE NEW MISSISSIPPI

HON. CHARLES H. GRIFFIN
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Anthony H. Harrigan, executive vice president of the Southern States Industrial
Council and author of the syndicated
column' Sensing the News which appears in more than 200 newspapers
across the country, reports on progress
made by Mississippi in his column of
March 18, 1971.
Mississippi is meeting her problems
head on, both economic and otherwise,
and with much success. Unlike some
cynical visiting journalists, Mr. Harrigan's comments on Mississippi are objective, informative, and timely. I recommend these observations for the consideration of every Member, as follows:
THE NEW MISSISSIPPI
(By Anthony Harrigan)
JACKSON, MISS.-Though thiS State has
had many difficulties in modern times, its
people are doing a remarkable job of creating new opportunities and building a bright
future. The progress Mississippians have
achieved in the last decade certainly deserves to be better known.
One of the most meaningful symbols of
Mississippi today is the state's Research and
Development Center, a. handsome multistory building set in rolling pineland east
of the capital city. This center provides the
state with a wide variety of research capabilities, including industrial planning, water resources studies and community development plans-the know-how essential to
the economic, social and cultural needs of
a modern industrial society.
If anyone imagines that Mississippi is
parochial, he should visit with industrial and
banking leaders in the state. One company in
Jackson-to give an example of the state's
outward-looking atti·t ude--has had contracts
in more than 40 states and overseas as well.
The vis-itor who comes to the state with
stereotyped critical views of Mississd.ppl is
bound to be surprised. Driving south of Jack-

son one won't find the decrepit rural shacks
that the TV networks like to focus on. Instead, the area. is dotted with cattle farms.
Splendid black Angus cattle graze in lush
pastures.
There's prosperity in Mississippi's future.
The state is strategically located in the midSouth, with the Mississippi River traffic
artery on the west, the resorts of the Gulf
Coast to the south, and important trade and
communications centers a short distance
aoross the state lines in Tennessee and Alabama. The City of Jackson understandably
bills itself as the "Crossroads of the South."
It has coD.Sitructed a superb airport to capitalize on its role as a communications center.
The optimism about the future evident in
the conversation of businessmen here is all
the more commendable in view of roadblocks
that have been placed in the path of the
state. Public education continues to face
grave handicaps imposed by federal authorities. Federally-decreed busing of students is
enormously disruptive and causes many
heartaches, not to speak of damage to the
educational process.
A by-product of the extraordinary pressures placed on the public schools is a large
and growing system of independent schools.
One of these schools--Jackson Prep-ha.s 500
students. Next year, I was told, enrollment
may reach 900. Schools of this type are attracting high caliber teachers. While no one
knows how extensive the private system will
be in the mid-'70s or later, the long-range
education8il effects of a quality independent
school system are bound to be beneficial to
the state.
From the cultural standpoint, Jackson ls
a major force in the life of the state. It is
the home of a. variety of institutions of higher
learning. Plans are being made for an art
center. An evening spent at a little theatre
production of an avant-garde play reveals the
growth and ferment in the cultural life of
Mississippi.
From modern cattle farms to modem
theatre, Mississippi is moving ahead. It deserves a new image in the national news
media..
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Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Speaker, on
March 23, the House Armed Services
Committee, of which I am a member, granted the request of outside
organizations to be heard before the
committee on the military procurement authorization bill, for what may be
the first time in its history. While outside witnesses have occasionally been
heard by this distinguished committee,
they have normally been at the invitation of the committee and in executive
session. Now, thanks to the sense of fair
play of the chairman, Mr. HEBERT, and
because of the committee's interest in
hearing not only the official point of view
but that of other informed persons, the
committee seems to have begun a tradition of permitting certain groups to apply to be heard on relevant matters of
special interest to them, about which
they feel strongly.
The potential value of this tradition
was made evident immediately when the

first witness, Dr. Jeremy J. Stone, testified for the Federation of American
Scientists as its director. With only 4
business days notice, Dr. Stone prepared
50 pages of detailed, documented, and
persuasive testimony on ABM, MIRV,
and the B-1 bomber. It presented a point
of view that would not otherwise have
been heard with regard to ea~h weapon
system arguing: that an ABM defense
of Minuteman would be unreliable; that
the B-52 bombers could and should be
maintained in preference to buying a
B-1 bomber; that it is wasteful to deploy
multiple warheads on Minuteman; and
that it is both premature, and arms race
stimulating, to continue to deploy MIRV
on Polaris submarines.
These dissenting points of view were
backed up by the approval of the executive committee of the federation including Dr. Herbert York, former Director
of Defense Research and Engineering,
Dr. Marvin Goldberger, chairman of the
Department of Physics at Princeton University, and Dr. George W. Rathjens of
MIT. Many other eminent names, from
the world of science and Government
security policy, on the federation council, and board of sponsors, reflected the
right of this organization to present such
a document. In an hour and one half
of question and answers, Dr. Stone made
it clear that the federation knew its facts,
as well.
One press article said that the committee was "rufiled" by this testimony.
Far from it, Mr. Speaker, I was proud to
see the committee take this step and
hope it will continue. As a contribution
to the debate over strategic weapons,
and to make it evident to my colleagues
what outside witnesses can do, I insert the text of Dr. Stone's testimony:
TESTIMONY OF THE FEDERATION OF AMERICAN
SCIENTISTS ON THE FISCAL YEAR 1972 DEFENSE PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION BILL
H.R. 38'18
(By Dr. Jeremy J. Stone)
Mr. Chairman: It is a pleasure and a privilege to appear before this distinguished Committee, as a spokesman for the Federation of
American Scientists. We welcome the Committee's decision to permit an outside organization like our own to voice its views.1
Speaking personally, Mr. Chairman, I have
not forgotten the comments you made as
Chairman of Subcommittee Number 2, on
April 4, 1966, in your report on the "Department of Defense Decision to Reduce the
Numbers and Types of Manned Bombers in
the Strategic Air Command." You asked
whether Congress had become only "a necessary, and to the Executive Branch on occasion, inconvenient step" in the determination of policy. Often. to be more than "an
inconvenience", Congress may require independent sources of information and opinion.
If so, perhaps we can help. The Federation
has the expertise to provide just such alternative views on military procurement. Among
our senior members are ex-Government officials whose tenure and experience in high
Government office often exceed that of the
senior officials who will be appearing before
you in the coming months.
Obviously, in the four business days we
have had to prepare and print this testimony, we cannot touch on all of the major
items in a bill covering $27,074,073,000 in
New Obligational Authority. Our statement
covers ABM, MIRV, and the B-1 Bomber
Footnotes
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<>nly. For the same reasons of time, not all
members of our governing board have had
time to review it, in draft, as carefully as
they might otherwise have. But the policy
conclusions it reaches, which I shall now
summarize, are explicitly endorsed by the
Executive Committee of the Federation. And
the larger document has been approved, as
well, by the Strategic Weapons Committee
of the Federation, which has special responsibility for these questions.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

In all of the questions discussed hereABM, MIRV, and B-1-we find, in particular, that large sums are being proposed to
provide marginal improvements in strategic
forces that are secondary to our primary
deterrent force. Goldplating secondary strategic forces is not a sensible approach to na'tional security.

In procuring MIRV for our primary deterrent, Polaris, the Administration is acting
prematurely. Since our answer (MIRV) to
the threat of a Soviet ABM is now ready for
deployment, the necessity for its immediate
deployment has disappeared. Compulsive
over-reaction can be just as dangerous as
compulsive under-reaction. Bolting into a
response to yesterday's fear, we are, at the
same time, setting in motion a new and
dangerous round of the arms race that will
cost billions. Containing, limiting, managing,
and ending the arms race will require a more
restrained hand on the throttle.
1. ABM: we believe that all deployment
funds for the SAFEGUARD ABM should be
deleted.

The proposed system simply is ineffective
in defending Minuteman, even if it works
perfectly. The protection offered by SAFEGUARD for the Minuteman force is negligible. Even if SAFEGUARD functions perfectly, it offers significant protection to Minuteman only over a very narrow band of
threats. If the threat grows rapidly, SAFEGUARD will be obsolete before deployed. If
the threat levels off, SAFEGUARD wm not
be needed. Nor is it a sensible assumption
that SAFEGUARD will work perfectly-it
might well fall catastrophically. In fact,
information on its vulnerabilities might become known to the Soviet Union. Alternatively, neutralizing methods might develop
out of on-going technology. Speaking generally, political confidence in the safety of
Minuteman cannot be retained by placing
the Minuteman missiles under the umbrella
of a.n ABM in which there is, after all, far
less political confidence. No ABM can give
Minuteman the security of Polaris.
As a. proposed first step toward other defenses-against China or the Soviet Unionthe system is unnecessary. And the full area
defense SAFEGUARD would make U.S./Soviet
agreement in the SALT talks, on ABM and
many offensive systems, impossible. As a defense against accidents, SAFEGUARD is also
either unnecessary or ineffective in most
cases; moreover, it contains within itself the
seeds of possible accidents as likely as those
it may forestall.
SAFEGUARD is an ineffective, expensive,
and arrns-race stimulating mistake. As a
bargaining chip, SAFEGUARD is to be feared
only if it is likely to grow into a heavy defense. But both sides should be apprehensive about this.
2. MIRV: we believe that no further expenditures should be made in fiscal 1972 for
deploying MIRV, and none should be permitted tor improving the accuracy of multiple
warheads under development. Authorization
for the ABRES program should not include
funds for further improvements in guidance
and accuracy. Instead the Defense Department should have a program for putting a
single warhead on Poseidon missiles, if the
United States is to negotiate seriously at
SALT for a halt to MIRV.

It is patently unnecessary to deploy MIRV
before the Soviet ABM that motivated our
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purchase of MIRV has arisen. The Soviets
are talking of negotiating about ABM. Rather
than throw the MIRV punch, we could hold
it cocked behind our ear.

There is no sensible political or strategic
that demands the installment of
MIRV warheads now, unless the United
States intends to purchase the capability of
destroying Soviet land-based missiles with
its 1\flRVed warheads. There is evidence, in
our statement, that the President is following this course. If so, he is making a serious
mistake. The United States may call such an
effort "damage-limiting", but the Soviets will
see it as an effort to get a first-strike capability.
It is not cnly inconsistent with U.S. policy-and pointless-to buy MIRV for attacks
on Soviet weapons; it is also counter-productive. The very MIRV we buy will, when it
is matched by a Soviet MIRV, undermine the
utility of our second most modern deterrent
system-Minuteman land-based missiles. An
investment of perhaps $1Q-$15 billion for
MIRV will only result, and promptly, in the
obsolescence of an investment of a comparable amount in Minuteman missiles and silos
when the Soviets build MIRV.
The threat of Soviet MIRV has already
begun the process. We are acting on the assumption of missile obsolescence when we
rip out older Minuteman models and replace
the with MIRVed Minuteman III missiles. We
hurry to put three warheads on each missile
on the grounds that 95% of them may be
destroyed-hardly a good investment. And
why will they be destroyed? Because the Soviets are expected to match our purchase of
MIRV!
Why not negotiate? The Commitee should
insist that all roads to an agreement be explored before MIRV deployment continues.
And whether or not agreement is reached, the
Committee should not authorize further procurement and improvement of MmV unless,
and until, the Soviet Union moves toward
the imminent construction of a heavy ABM
system requiring our reaction.
theor~

3. B-1 Bomber: We believe that funds for
the B-1 bomber should not exceed those reqiured for an on-going study---<Lt a level of
$25 million or so. This study should include
examination of an alternative, less sophisticated, long-endurance aircraft designed to
first long-range missiles rather than to penetrate defenses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In discussing strategic forces we shall give,
for each, different purposes it might serve
and discuss these in turn. In general, we
urge the Committee to require the Defense
Department to provide it with more analysis
of the purpose of the strategic forces it
wants and the ways in which the forces proposed fulfill that purpose, and to provide
the Committee also with alternative purposes and the forces that might fulfill these
other purposes.

After all, it is Congress that must decide
upon and approve strategic force goals. And
it is Congressional authorization and investigation that must insure that the forces
being procured and deployed fulfill the purposes approved. All too often, the weapon
system which happens to be proposed by the
Defense Department is put forward as the
only live choice. Reasons are then adduced to
justify that single possiblllty. Indeed, with
the ABM, with MIRV, and with the B-1
bomber, it is a cliche that the purposes
change while the systems remain the same.
One too often sees shifting rationales and
"weapons in search of a mission".
Practicing what we preach, we have listed
alternative purposes for each weapon system discussed. We note, in passing, that we
used this same format on March 11 in discussing the problem of Bomber Defenses before the Senate Special Subcommittee on
Bomber Defenses chaired by Senator John C.
Stennis. The material from that extended
hearing will be put in the public record by
the Senate Armed Services Committee and
is not, therefore, included here.
We propose to discuss three parts of the
strategic budget treated in H.R. 3813: the
anti-ballistic missile SAFEGUARD; the
funds for development and deployment of
MmV (Multiple Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicles); and the $370 million requested for Research and Development of
the B-1 Bomber. But in order to discuss
these matters, it is necessary to review our
present strategic forces.
II.

BACKGROUND

The primary United States deterrant force
is the fleet of 41 Polaris nuclear submarines
with sixteen missiles each. Thirty-one of
these submarines are now gradually being
retro-fitted to carry the Poseidon missile
with approximately 10 nuclear warheads on
In the perspective of our entire strategic each missile. The number of independently
policy, the advantages by buying a B-1 targetable warheads on this force is thus
bomber, rather than maintaining B-52's for rising from 656 to over 5,000 as the force is
as long as possible, are not great. The B-1 retro-fitted.
The smaller warheads being emplaced are
would penetrate certain kinds of air defenses
more readily. But the extent to which either larger in yield than the Hiroshima bomb. At
bomber will penetrate is unknowable and may least half of this force (i.e., embodying 328
depend mainly on the effectiveness of mis- missiles now and, if retro-fitting is comsiles in destroying air defenses. Hence the dif- pleted, 2,500 separately targetable warheads
ferences between their penetration capabili- later) can be expected to be on station at all
ties are not of great significance for either times. Virtually none of this force can be
neutralized. As Secretary Laird observed in
deterrence or counterforce purposes.
The B-1 would be somewhat quicker in his Fiscal 1971 Posture Statement:
According to our best current estimates,
leaving its ever more vulnerable bases and
could be dispersed more readily. But both we believe that our POLARIS and POSEIDON
bombers are really secure only in the air submarines at sea can be considered virand the advantages of dispersal and lift-off tually invulnerable today. With a highly conare essentially marginal. Certainly they do centrated effort, the Soviet Navy today might
not give the new bomber the kind of security be able to localize and destroy at sea one or
we have with submarine-based missiles. In two POLARIS submarines But the massive
and expensive undertaking· that would be rethe final analysis, bombers are bombers.
The Air Force is arguing for B-1 on the quired to extend such a capability using any
take
grounds that it is more economical than currently known ASW techniques would
2
maintaining and modifying the B-52's. But time and would certainly be evident.
Nor is neutralization of these missiles now
there is testimony to suggest that this economy would not be realized until perhaps 17 possible with a Soviet missile defense even
years of the life of the B-1 have expired. The if the Moscow ABM system works perfectly,
estimates undoubtedly favor the B-1 by because that system has only about 64 interignoring the cost-overrun problem. The B-1 ceptors and limited radar coverage as well.
For the foreseeable future, these missilepurchase requires large investments early in
the period. And the B-1 purchase runs the firing submarines could deter the Soviet
risk of triggering Soviet air defenses against Union from surprise attack by themselves.
it that leave one with whatever questions In early 1964, Secretary of the Navy Paul
about penetrability that one may have had Nitze testified that eight on-station Polaris
submarines could destr0y 25 to 35 million
before about the B-52.
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people and most of the war-making potential of the Soviet Union urban industrial
complex.a Under normal circumstances, we
might have three times that number of submarines on station (i.e., 24).
Thus, each submarine is itself a very sizable deterrent to the Soviet Union against
initiating a nuclear attack. It is hard to believe that any Soviet planner-with any nowimaginable technology or tactics-could
have high hopes of destroying simultaneously
a few tons of such submarines. As Admiral
Galantin has testified, each can travel in
an area of 15,000,000 square (about five times
the area of the United States) and still cover
its important targets.
Because the technology for the Polaris submarine was not then available, the United
States relied in the 1950's upon strategic
bombers: first, B-36's, then B-47's, and, finally, 700 B-52's and about 80 B-58's. It
early became eVident that bombers were
exceedingly vulnerable to Soviet missile attack. At first the bombers were pulled back
from overseas bases lest they be destroyed
by intermediate-range missiles.
Then, in the late fifties, concern arose that
all SAC bomber bases-at home or abroadmight be destroyed by Soviet ICBM's and
IRBM's. It was not really an impending gap
in numbers of missiles, but the threat of a
Soviet surprise missile attack against our
bomber bases, that
frightened American
strategists.
One answer to this threat was to use aerial
refueling of bombers so that they could be
kept aloft in a crisis. This did not, obviously,
eliminate the problem of surprise attack,
and it wa.s impractical to keep more than
Ya to ~ of the force in the air even in prolonged crises. The technology of the landbased missile was the answer. President Kennedy eventually bought 1,000 Minuteman
missiles.
It was evident to the experts, even in the
early sixties, that increasing accuracy of missiles would make individual land-based miss1les vulnerable to attack-no matter how
well emplaced in hardened silos. For this
reason, 41 Polaris submarines were ordered
although the cost of a Polaris weapon or{
station was perhaps three times that of a
Minuteman.
This history is presented to make the
following points. The obsolesence of bombers
as a reliable deterrent encouraged the rapid
deployment of land-missiles. And the foreseeable obsolescence of land based missiles
accelerated the purchase of missiles based
under water. There was not any idea that we
needed three different deterrents each capable
of destroying the Soviet Union. The necessity
simply grew out of tradition as is evident in
the following quotation of the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, Dr. John
S. Foster:
We have long followed a policy of maintaining three independent deterrent forces any
one of which should be sufficient to deter nuclea r attacks on us. To maintain this cornerstone nation al security policy, we cannot
defer corrective action.4 (Italics added).
But fir3t of all , "long followed" here meant
only about eight or ten years. There was no
such idea and ideology before that time. Then
we simply relied upon the Strategic Air Command, and as a hangover from the still-earlier
past-and as a resu lt of service rivalry-we
also maintained some strike forces on carriers.
Furthermore, it simply is not true that
each of these t hree independent forces is now
considered "sufficient to deter". For example,
we bou gh t the missile strategic forces because
bombers were not by themselves considered
sufficient to det er surprise a ttack. They are
less su fficient today.
Tcday, the same problem we had with
bombers is arising with land based missiles
as w e for esaw . The Presiden t 's Stat e of the
World Address this year says:
Footn otes at en d of art icle.
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Offensive systems have clearly developed
to a point where certain further improvements as well as increased launcher deployments could pose a threat to land-based missile retaliatory forces and thus threaten
stability.
In short, the "ideology" of the three-deterrent force flies in the face of a more evident
fact. The United States has only one strategic
force upon which we can rely to deter the
Soviet Union from attack by itself alone. This
dependence on one basic force is our real
tradition. FAS accepts the political necessity
of having a basic deterrent force beyond even
politically motivated question. But the
United States is following a policy of maintaining, improving and protecting two older
kinds of strategic forces whose ut111ty cannot
be importantly increased through these expenditures. The question at issue is not one of
how to keep in business three forces "each
sufficient" by any standard to deter the
Soviet Union. The question is how much
money, if any, should be devoted to improving
supplementary strategic forces-forces that
were once our primary deterrent but which
are now obsolescing.
UI. ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILES

Purpose I: Defend Minuteman Land-Based
Missiles

The present rationale for the SAFEGUARD
missile defense lies in its ability to defend a
fraction of the 1,000 Minuteman land-based
force. The previous discussion shows there
is no tradition that requires that America
have, for perpetuity, 1,000 survivable Minutemen. Whether or not there is an alternative
for protecting Minuteman, the question at
issue is whether the SAFEGUARD ABM adds,
sufficiently to the necessary reliability of our
strategic deterrent to be worth the cost.5
It seems useful to recount the political
history of SAFEGUARD, without which no
explanation of its 'function is intelligible.
We begin by noting that the controversy over
the "bombs in the backyard" of early 1009
forced Administration reconsideration of t·h e
Johnson Administration ABM program. As
an outgrowth of that reconsideration, President Nixon made an unprecedented announcement. He noted that there was "no
way" in which the United States could protect itself against a major Soviet attack and
said that to try to do so with a heavy ABM
system would be an arms race "provocation".
There was little political support for an ABM
to defend against Chinese missiles. Reserving
the anti-Chinese defense as an "option for
the future", the Administration shifted the
basic rationale of the Sentinel program to
defense of Minuteman missiles and renamed
it " SAFEGUARD".
While the desirabiUty of protecting our
deterrent was stategically unexceptionable,
it had the unfortunate political effect of requiring the Administration to justify its decision by emphasizing-if not vastly exaggerating-the threat to that deterrent. And
it led the Administration to propose, as a
way of improVing confidence in Minuteman,
the use of a weapon system ( ABM) in which
there was far less public and technical confidence than in Minuteman itself. Politically,
it was an absurd idea. It forced the pro-ABM
supporters to apply criteria of effectiveness
("The Soviet Union cannot be sure that it
will not work" ) that would otherwise have
been scorned as "facade defenses" by the
hardnosed professionals.
In fact, however, the case against the
SAFEGUARD de'fense of Minuteman did not
rely upon t h9 well-foun ded, and widely accepted, premise that ABM might not work
well if it worked at all. Even if SAFEGUARD
worked perfectly, cost-effectiveness calculations showed that it saved a single Minuteman missile only at a cost that would have
made it possible to buy three to t welve more
(i.e. , $25 to $100 million per Minuteman
saved.) 6
The gr aph cf Wolfgan g K . H. Panofsky made
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it clear. If the Soviet Union did not build
accurate MIRV warheads and emplace them
on its 88-9, and did not sharpen the accuracy of its smaller missiles, no threat to
Minuteman would arise. But if the SoViet
Union did make these improvements, SAFEGUARD would be overwhelmed as a defense
of Minuteman. In short, as a defense SAFEGUARD was either unnecessary or inadequate. In 1970 four senior members of the
Federation formally subscribed to the assertions o'f Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky that:T
"The protection offered by SAFEGUARD
for the Minuteman force is negligible. Even if
SAFEGUARD functions perfectly it offers
significant protection to Minuteman only
over a very narrow band of threats; 1f the
threat continues to grow as rapidly as it is at
present, SAFEGUARD is obsolete before deployed; if the threat levels off, SAFEGUARD
is not needed. For SAFEGUARD to have any
significant effectiveness at all in protecting
Minuteman, the Soviets would have to
"tailor" their threat to correspond to it."
(As is evident in this statement, the Views
expressed have nothing whatsoever to do
with the number of Minutemen one deems it
necessary to save-whether 300, or 100, or 50
of the threatened Minutemen, or all of them.
The number 300 chosen in the graph abo·v e
was simply illustrative).
The Senate Armed Services Committee report on this subject adopt ed a view championed by Albert Wohlstetter that is, in our
view, irrelevant and incorrect. It said:
"The Committee accepts the view that the
relevant criterion for the evaluation of a system of active defense is not the defense cost
per Minuteman silo saved, or the relationship between the cost of the protection and
the cost of the missile itself. It is, rather, a
comparison of the cost of the defense to the
cost of the offense to offset that defense." s
The point of View implicitly assumes that
the Soviet weapons that may penetrate
SAFEGUARD would be built only in direct
response to it. But if part, or all, of the
Soviet interest in building Soviet ICBM's, and
SoViet MffiV, is based, for example, on a
desire to have what the United States has,
then it is not a "relevant criterion" to ask
how much it wiH cost the Soviets to overcome our defense. They might simply overwhelm the defense as a byproduct of ongoing efforts to catch up. Also, an easily
overwhelmed active defense that the Soviets
have no particular interest in overwhelming
may be more effective than a difficult to
overwhelm defense which, for doctrinal, imitative, or political reasons, the Soviets are
willing to pay a great deal to neutralize.
This is no idle observation. Many analysts
believe the gross size of the SoViet missile
force is motivated by Soviet interest in maintaining a deterrent and by an urge to match
us. Our own development of MIRV encourages the SoViet Union to build more landbased missiles and to build MIRV. It is
therefore nonsense to talk of measuring the
effectiveness of SAFEGUARD as if the only
Soviet purpose in building forces was to
overwhelm it. If, for whatever reasons, the
Soviets are destined and determined to build
enough warheads to make SAFEGUARD
hopeless, we will achieve nothing whatsoever
except waste of resources when we try to
defend against it. And since we now plan to
have enough warheads to make a (Soviet)
SAFEGUARD impossible, so will they.
But even by offense-defense criteria
SAFEGUARD would do badly. For one thing,
there is a substantial and important possibility that SAFEGUARD might fail catast rophically for technical reasons or against
novel tactics. These possibillties cannot be
adequately considered in trade-off comparisons. Even with regard to trade-off comparison"s of t h e Wohlstetter t ype, substantial disagreement exists and is inevitable.
The Posture St atement this year explicitly
admits th at SAFEGUAR::::> "may not be suffi.-
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cient" to cope with "all possible threats".
Last year's posture statement was more candid when it noted that the expected threat
would overwhelm SAFEGUARD.
"[If] the Soviets deploy a MffiV on the
88-9, improve their ICBM accuracy and do
not stop building ICBM's at this time, but
continue building them at their present rate,
we would then be faced in the mid-1970s
with a. threat which is much too large to be
handled by the level of defense envisioned in
the SAFEGUARD system without substantial
improvement and modification." (Italics
added.)
At that time, the indicated intelllgence
estimates were for continued growth in numbers and accuracy of precisely the kind hypothesized. Indeed, Dr. Foster testified that
SAFEGUARD could be "completely overwhelmed" by "early 1974".9 While the Soviet
force has now slowed its growth in numbers,
the Posture Statement of this year suggests
that the accuracy of the SS-9 force could be
"substantially improved.'' The obvtous corollary is to expect larger numbers of smaller
warheads per Soviet S8-9 , each warhead still
capable of destroying a Minuteman missile
through use of that higher accuracy. Indeed
the State of the World Address says:
"Nor is it clear that even at present levels
of Soviet forces, future qualltative improvements would not endstnger our ICBM forces."
(Italics added.)
Evidently, no further numerical growth in
- the threat is now necessary to discredit
Minuteman.
Nevertheless, the Administration wants
$1.278 blllion for SAFEGUARD. I t indicates
in the Posture Statement that if SAFEGUARD is insufficient in itself, it can stlll
"serve as a core for growth options" to defend
Minuteman. This evidently means going
ahead event ually with what is called the
"dedicated" or hard-site defense, which
W. K. H. Panofsky insisted from the beginning was the only defense worth buying in
any case--if any was to be procured. Last
year's Posture Stat ement expanded on the
notion of a "core" by discussing, explicitly,
Panofsky's approach of "new and smaller
additional radars" that would have to be
developed to make SAFEGUARD less dependent on its present smaller number of easily
blinded $150 milllon radars originally designed for city defense.
This Committee should at least delete the
deployment funds for SAFEGUARD and those
R. & D. funds that are not associated with
the newer and more promising technique of
"hard-site defense".
But we believe the Commit tee should go
further. ABM defense of Minuteman should
be discarded. The entire idea of defending
Minuteman with an ABM h as a serious political fiaw. No reliable, or long-standing, public confidence can be genera ted in a ny strategic weapon system whose defense relies
upon the effective working of an antiballist ic
missile. The protection will alwa ys be wide
open, p :>litically, to charges that it contains
serious vulnera bilities. No weapon system 1s
more d iscredited in th~ public mind. No
weapon system is thought t o be more complicat ed , or less reliable.
The political confidence in our deterren t
which ea rlier came f rom putting our weapons under t h e eart h , and wh ich now comes
fr ')m putting t hem under water, cannot be
re-achieved by pu t t ing our wea.p ::ms u n der an
anti-ballistic m issile system. And si n ce a
det errent should b e as fa r ab :~ve quest ion as
p ossible , met hods should n ot be used tha t
lend t hemEelves even to p olit ically motivated
attack.
Underlying these political prob lems are
serious technical ones. The system may indeed fail catastrophically. Its limitations may
become known- vulnera bilit ies of elect ronic
equipment, shortcomings of t h e programFootnotes at end of art icle.
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ming, firing doctrines of the interceptors.
Minuteman security could come to depend
in part on secrecy-this would be unfortunate. Methods of circumventing the defense
may be developed. For example, non-ballistic
missiles, like our Scad, might be fired from
bombers to attack the radars. A year after
Safeguard was put forward , DOD was already
finding vulnerabilities in it. Our experience
with vast defensive systems has been of this
kind. In 1960, shortly after the Sage air defense was completed, Herman Kahn wrote:
"One way not to make a reputation as an
analyst in the last five or ten years would
have been to find a hole in our air defenses . . . ; people mostly think of it as being
full of holes".1 0
Safeguard is repeatedly referred to in official documents as a system "designed to
achieve several objectives".11 It is not necessary to question the alternative objectives to
be in opposition to Safeguard because, for
these other objectives, Safeguard is basically research and development that could be
carried out at a test site in the Pacific. Since
we do oppose the procurement of Safeguard
for these alternative objectives, however, we
give--as additional reasons for halting Safeguard-arguments against its other purposes.
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expected to believe in the defence? Whoever
heard of a defence that was airtight?
Chinese planners will not have to be optimistic to be skeptical of the optimism of
American planners they need only share thb
attitudes of almost everyone but strategic
analysts.
"In addition. this posture of seeming to
threaten pre-emptive attack is not desirable.
The temptation to carry out the threat
gives to risks of general nuclear war. To the
extent that the threat of attack is successful, it might only induce in the Chinese a
policy of holding Asians hostage. It could
also induce them to develop weapons less
desirable than missiles. In any case, the very
effort to defend against Chinese missiles is
Ukely to enhance China's status in Asia. And
if Chinese missiles are worth such an effort
on the part of '~he United States, it may be
that Asians will be pressed by parties in opposition to take the Chinese threat more
seriously than they might have otherwise.
The pre-emption posslb111ty itself might be
considered very undesirable by friendly
Asians and very dangerous. War with China,
like war with North Vietnam, will be much
more destructive in the theatre of confl.ict
than it is to the United States, and this possibility will not be lost upon Asians.
Purpose II: Chi na and accidents
"In general, to base Western steadfastness
As the President's State of the World MesAsia upon the ability of the United States
sage indicated, he continues \.0 see Safeguard in
to reduce American casualties is to make the
as related not only to the Soviet threat but same
mistake just made in Europe. There the
to the "Chinese development of strategic United
States has recently avoided basing her
forces" and to the "disturbing possibility of commitment
on her ab111ty to cut her own
accidents". The senate Armed Services Com- losses in a nuclear
exchange--that posture
mittee report on its Posture hearings last
year said there wa-s "no compelling need to has totally lost credibillty. An analogous polmove now" to an anti-Chinese defense and icy would lose that same credibillty in Asia
added that the wisdom of such a defense fast enough. The United States should therefore develop a rationale for Asian guarantees
remained to be "demonst rated" .12
with greater staying power. As in Europe, she
In fact, the argument for defense against should avoid playing into the hands of those
the Chinese is a thin one. I have incorporated who doubt her commitment by basing it on
here, Mr. Chairman, an excerpt from an ever more dubious calculations of casualties.
Adelphi monograph of my own entitled: "The
"Notwithstanding all this, would the sysCase Against Missile Defenses", printed by
the Institute for Strategic Studies in London. tem work against China? No one really knows
because the type and sophistication of future
If the word Safeguard is substituted for the
word Sentinel, this excerpt precisely indi- Chinese missiles cannot be known. The most
effective
counter-measures of the 1970s are
cates my present view:
not known either (nor whether they will be
Does China. Warrant a Missile Defense?
expensive or cheap). Whatever they are, they
"Virtually all China experts deny the image will be openly discussed in the American
of a Communist China that 'seeks' nuclear press, and the Chinese will learn them. The
war. They suggest instead the likelihood that Defense Department estimates that attacks
Peking wlll seek low-risk strategies of po- which might otherwise klll 7 million people
litical intervention, assistance to insurgents, could be held to 1 million or less. And it believes that as the Chinese ICBM force grows,
pr~paganda , and so on. More generally, the
Chinese leadership can hardly remain obliv- 'for relatively modest outlays' Sentinel could
ious to the stark nuclear realities that have be improved to limit Chinese damage into
persuaded everyone else. A Chinese attack the 1980s. But 1985 is as far in advance as
upon the United States !s Chinese national 1950 is behind, and since the first Soviet atom
suicide, and Chinese leaders, or committees and hydrogen bombs were det onated in 1949
of them, can be expect ed to see it this way. a n d 1952, it has become clear that an awful
Attack from China is ver:v well deterred.
lot of technical advance is possible in time
"Man y American supporters of a defence spans of this order.
against Chinese missiles quite openly want
"Can the Chinese-oriented system be disto retain the ablllty to attack China pre- sociated from a larger Soviet-oriented one?
emptively or the threat to do so. Thus one The Chinese force is likely to require imAmerican analyst asserted: 'American lead- provement in Sentin el earlier than the Unit ed
ers probably would develop dlt!erent at- s :;a tes expects, and these improvements may
tit udes towa rds the Chinese according as blur the difference. More immediately, many
the Unit ed Stat es did or did not have BMD'. in the United States see SentineZ as a suitHowever, American Presidents are not like- able beginnin g for an attempt to maintain
ly to put as much confidence in these very or increase American nuclear 'superiority';
involved computations of the Defense De- Secr etary Clifford m ight be in that category.
pa'!'tme:nt as all that , and even these com- Cert a inly Sentinel could be a building-block
pu t ation s always leave open the possiblllty to a larger system. ( It is also what the Deof los:ng a city or two. Presidents know that fe"P.. se Dep art ment calls a 'foundation' for a
Defense Departmen t s- in deed government fu t ure defe nce of Minuteman forces.)
a ~en cies gen era lly- a re capable of making
" Most relevant, the Soviet leaders are likely
m istak e3. This part icu ar estimat e concern s t o sea t his system as a first step to a defence
a sy.stem that is especially complicated and a ga inst t heir missile.s, because that is the
u ntestab le-as we not ed. In short , the Pres- problem they worry a b ou t and because they
ident is likely t o b e det erred from p re-emp- need lea d-time t o take the a prouria te pretive attack of China.
ventive measures. Cert ain ly, Sen tinel is far
"But would the Chinese know it? Might more effective in n eu tralizing overall Soviet
they not be sobered b y an Am er ican defence? cap abilities t han t he prim itive Soviet effort s
Again, their most likely st rategies are ones around Moscow are in r educing those of t he
to which nuclear conflict and the threat of United States. And consider how much the
it are irrelevant. In any case, can they be latter overreacted to the Soviet efforts.
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"Mr. McNamara called the American decision to build Sentinel 'marginal'. But in
terms of the American-Soviet arms race, the

in defensive terms ... the Soviet Union cannot interpret this as escalating the arms
race."

balance seems quite in the other direction.
Sentinel seems likely to cost the United
States a great deal in time."
Finally, concerning the possibility CYf accidents, the following arguments are relevant.
No accident of the kind contemplated has
ever occurred. If it did occur, our ABM is
unlikely to be primed to fire. If the ABM is
being held a.t a high state of readiness-primed to fire at all times--it may itself give
rise to &ccidents. The risks of self-generated
&ceidents from our ABM are no less, one
might speculate, than the chance that an
accident from an ICBM might be successfully intercepted. For one reason, ICBM's are
not normally at a high state of alert. The
risk of accidents from an alerted ABM seem
a priori certain to be higher than those from
an unalerted ICBM at least. Further, the
constructed ABM might fail to intercept the
ICBM anyway, but every &ccident the ABM
itself induces adds to our peril.
In any case, our most serious relevant
danger is not that of losing, due to an accident, a missile site or even a city. The most
serious danger is that of a totally accidental
World War III. The ABM does not completely
resolve that problem (an accidentally fired
ICBM might trigger a war, even if intercepted). Nor is the ABM necessary to resolve
the problem. The true solution is a strategic
force--and a strategic doctrine--that makes
our hair-trigger rea.ction to attack unnecessary. Since we should buy this kind of force
and doctrine in any case, it is a zero-cost
substitute for an accident-intercepting ABM.

President Nixon at press conference announcing Safeguard, March 14, 1969
Senator Gore: "(what) if the United States

Purpose III: Matching

Some believe that we must match the Soviet ABM. But why should we dupllcate Soviet mistakes in building an ineffective system-with critical deficiencies of a kind that
caused us to avoid such procurement years
ago? The present strategic situation is so
complicated and asymmetrical that it seems
ridiculous to believe that an imbalance of
64 ABM interceptors would embolden the
Soviets.
Purpose IV: Bargaining chips
It is no accident that the most potent ar-

gument for the ABM in Congress is based on
a polltical factor nowhere alluded to in Posture Statements, or State of the World Messages. It is critical to the support of SAFEGUARD but will not stand the light of day.
The argument is, of course, that we need
an on-going ABM deployment program, in
the SALT talks, to counter the Soviet 88-9
buildup, now said to be slowed or stopped.
The assumption is that our ABM system is
a weapon system of which the Soviets are
highly apprehensive. The argument is highly
speculative. Indeed it is the precise opposite
of the speculations that were offered by the
Administration, when the goal was to persuade the public that SAFEGUARD was not
destabilizing. Thus the following statements
were made in early 1969:
" •.. it would be my judgment that .•. to
proceed with Sentinel would have little, if
any, impact on the Soviet interest in negotiating strategic arms limitations."

Gerard S. Smith, SALT negotiator and Director, Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency March 6, 1969 before Gore subcommittee
Question: Do you have reason to believe
that the Russians will interpret your ABM
decision today as not being an escalating
move in the arms race?
President Nixon: "I have reason to believe . . . that they would interpret it just
the other way around ... the Soviet Union
recognizes very clearly the difference between
a defensive posture and an offensive posture . . . an interesting thing about Soviet
military history: They have always thought

modified this program to be . . . a hard defense against offensive missiles from the Soviet Union, what would be their reaction?"
Mr. Smith: "I would not think that it
would have a great effect on the Soviet mentality .•• Their general attitude in the past
has been, 'Well, defensive missiles systems
don't threaten anybody. If you want to spend
a lot of money on them. that is your business'."

Gerald c. Smith, SALT negotiator and Director, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, March 6, 1969 before Gore Subcommittee
The Soviet Union can hardly be afraid of
an effort of ours to defend our Minutemen.
Hence, they can only be frightened, alarmed,
or nervous-if they are frightened at allabout the possibility that a U.S. ABM program will grow out of control, into trying the
impossible feat of neutralizing all Soviet
weapons, despite certain Soviet efforts to
avoid just that. The likelihood that we might
attempt to build such a defense should alarm
Americans and Congressmen just as much as
the Politburo. It will cost us no less money
than the Soviets, and stimulate an arms race
no less dangerous to either side.
IV. MmV;

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENTLY TARGETED
RE-ENTRY VEHICLES

A variety of purposes have been given for
MIRV. We discuss them in turn.

Purpose II: Increasing the number of
survivable warheads

This year, for the first time, the Defense
Department gave greater emphasis to the importance of increasing the number of
survivable warhe&ds than it did to penetrating a Soviet ABM system; this may reflect
the strength of the arguments against Purpose I. The Posture Statement said:
"Should part of our missile force be unexpectedly and severely degr&ded by Soviet
preemptive &ctions, the increased number of
warheads provided by the remaining MIRV
missiles will insure that we have enough
warheads to attack the essential soft urban/
industrial targets in the Soviet Union."
Even if all of our bombers, and all of our
Minuteman missiles, were lost, we do not
lack for survivable warheads with our Polaris
missiles to destroy the urban-industrial complex of the Soviet Union. According to statements o! Secretary Laird's Posture Statement last year, 25% of the Soviet population and 50% of its industry lie in the
largest 100 Soviet cities. We have already
noted that 8 submarines could destroy half
of these people and most of the industry.

Furthermore, the Minuteman missiles, on
which Mmv is being emplaced, are missiles
that the Defense Department has indicated
are rapidly becoming vulnerable. As noted,
the President's State of the World message
even says: "nor is it clear that even at present levels of Soviet forces, future qualitative
improvements would not endanger our ICBM
forces". (Italics added). It seems especially
wasteful to substitute a Mmv Minuteman
III for 550 of the 1,000 Minutemen already
installed, if 95% of the force can be detroyed.

Purpose I: Penetrating a Soviet ABM (By
Overwhelming It With Warheads)

Purpose III:

This has been the only purpose for Mmv
that was sufficient-historically-to induce
a Secretary of Defense to approve large development and deployment funds. Here
MIRV is simply the ultimate decoy. Every incoming object is a warhead that must be shot
down. No amount of discrimination of incoming objects reduces the problem of interception. The need for independent guidance arises because the warheads must be
separated far above the target to avoid the
destruction of the unseparated warheads by
a long range exo-atmospheric interceptor.
Separated so far from earth, the warheads
would normally fall outside a given target
area. Hence they require independent guidance to be useful.
At the outset, it should be emphasized
that neither side can rely upon its anti-ballistic missile system. It is fully tenable to
argue that the existence of an opponent's
ABM requires no penetration aids at all.
After all, whether or not an ABM would
work is not something a political le&dership
is likely to rely upon for surprise attack or
crisis attack. (And, as noted, U.S. interest in
killing innocent Russians is not significant
so actual penetration is not important). A
fortiori, it is even less necessary to build
decoys that are all independently guided
reentry vehicles. Mmv represents an
emraordinarily-and unnecessarily--conservative point of view for insuring against
deliberate a.ttack.
But even if MIRV is deemed necessary to
penetrate a Soviet ABM, or to discourage the
Soviets from building an ABM, it is patently
unnecessary to deploy MmV before the Soviet ABM is built. It has been true for several years that the United States could deploy its MIRV more rapidly than the Soviet
Union could build the necessarily thick
ABM. And it has been true for some years
that the Soviet Union might wen not be
interested in making these pointless expenditures. We need not throw the MIRV

The Defense Department has conceded
that the MIRV concept was "originally generated" to increase our "targeting capability" rather than to penetrate ABM defenses.
It noted, in answers submitted in 1968 for
the record by Dr. John Foster, that, in 196162, it had been found that the "total number
of aim points exceeded the number of Minuteman missiles". MIRV was "originally
born" to split up the payload to cover more
targets. It was then found that the previously generated MIRV concept could "equally
well be used" against ABM.a
The President's thinking seems to be
moving away from the historically secondary
use of MIRV-protecting our deterrent by
insuring penetration-and toward the original use of MIRV, which was counterforce.
Indeed, he seems to be moving beyond finite
deterrence itself to some kind of counterforce strategy.
In the State of the World Message of
February, 1970, President Nixon said:
"Should a President in the event of nuclear
attack be left with the single option of
ordering the mass destruction of enemy
civilians, in the face of the certainty that it
would followed by the mass slaughter CYf
Americans?
In the State of the World Address of
February, 1971, the President said:
"I must not be--and my successors must
not be--limited to the indiscriminate mass
destruction of enemy civilians as the sole
possible response to challenges. This is especially so when that response involves the

punch but could hold it cocked behind our
ear.

Attacking Soviet land-based
missiles

likelihood of triggering nuclear attacks on
our own population. It would be inconsistent
with the political meaning of sufficiency to

our force planning solely on some
finite--and theoretical-capacity to in:flict
casualties presumed to be unacceptable to
the other side." (It alics &dded).
It is known that the strategic force plans
already include options for the use of nuclear weapons against one or more targets

base

Footnotes at end of article.
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that are not simply cities. General Curtis
LeMay once testified before Congress that-in answer to the Kennedy interest in
options-"We have tried to comply by producing as many as possible. I am talking
about our strategic plans now."
Under these circumstances, the President's
statements seem to suggest interest in putting a high accuracy on MIRV and using its
almost 10,000 warheads to attack the Soviet
land-ba.sed force, if war occurs. Also, it is
unusual to think that the option of attacking more than 1,400 Soviet land-based missiles would not trigger nuclear attacks upon
us! The President may be one of those rare
believers in limited strategic nuclear war.
Other evidence supports the conclusion
that this is the Presidential policy. For example, consider the following history. on
October 7, 1969 the Air Force Chief of Staff,
General John Ryan, alluded to an accurate
MIRV by telling the House Appropriations
Committee:
"We have a program we are pushing to
increase the yield of our warheads and decrease the circular error probability so that
we will have what we call a hard target killer
which we do not have in the inventory at
the present time."
In answer to a letter of senator Brooke,
Mr. Nixon said: "There is no current U.S.
program to develop a so-called 'hard-target'
MIRV capab111ty". (Italics added). He said
that the program to which General Ryan had
referred had not received funding in the
f-orthcoming (i.e., fiscal 1971) defense
budget.
Nevertheless, a year later, on September
22, 1970, in a speech before the Air Force
Association, General Ryan efl'ectively repeated his remarks. He praised the Minuteman m MIRV as the "best means of destroying time urgent targets like the long
range weapons of the enemy". And he hailed
MIRV as a way of attacking " . • . the rema.ining strategic weapons which the enemy
would no doubt hold in reserve".
In answer to a further letter of senator
Brooke, Secretary Laird simply repeated, in
a letter of November 5, 1970, a formula he
had used before:
"We have not developed, and are not seeking to develop a weapon system having, or
which could reasonably be construed as having a first-strike potential."
· He went on to say that General Ryan's
comment had been made "in the context of
limiting damage to the United States by second-strike employment against remaining
weapons of an aggressor nation which had
struck first."
It seems evident that these assertions rest
on the view that the Soviets have no right
(perhaps considering their underwater missile firing submarines) to interpret our deployment of MIRV-and the related threat
to Soviet land-based missiles-as a weapons
system that could "reasonably be construed
as having a first-strike potential". Nevertheless, the United States, which has more and
better nuclear submarines, does adopt quite
a different standard in its analysis of the
Soviet threat.
The double standard that compares what
we are now doing with what they might in
future, do is clear in this quotation from the
President's State of the World Message:
"Deployed in sufficient numbers and armed
with the multiple independently targetable
warheads (MIRVs) of sufficient accuracy this
(88-9) missile could threaten our land-based
ICBM forces. Our MIRV systems, by contrast,
do not have combinations of numbers, accuracy and warhead yield to pose a threat to
the Soviet land-based ICBM force."
The Committee will recall that Secretary
Laird told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1969 that this threat to our "landbased missiles" was a sign that the Soviets
were "unquestionably" developing a "firststrike" capacity.
There is much other evidence to support
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the idea that technology is moving the United
States in the direction the President's remarks indicated. Herman Kahn told tbe
House Foreign Affairs Committee that, if
MIRV is "reasonably accurate and fiexlble,"
it might easily provide the U.S. with an
"annihilating first strike capab111ty against
even one or two thousand Soviet groundbased missiles".u. The Chairman of our Federation, Dr. Herbert F. York, said much the
same thing when he told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee in 1969 that an improvement of "somewhat less" than a factor
of 2 in guidance accuracy would "almost certainly" give our planned forces the capability to destroy "virtually all" Soviet silo-based
missiles in a surprise attack.Ili In 1970, he
told the same committee that accuracy has
improved "four-hundred fold in only 25
years". He went on to note that "any conservative Russian planner" considering these
figures would have to conclude that "in a
relatively short time U.S. technology could
improve missile accuracy by another !actor
of two or four and thus convert not only the
Minuteman MIRV but even the Poseidon
MIRV into a missile silo destroyer" .1e
Donald G. Brennan, a supporter of ballistic
missile defenses, told the House Foreign Affairs Committee that MIRV could be developed with self-contained guidance that
would produce accuracies "in the neighborhood of 50-100 feet"P
A recent report to a 1970 Pugwash conference, confirmed that "an overall ICBM CEP
of 30 meters may be expected with reasonable and practical application of science and
technology to this task".u The author was
D. G. Hoag, Director of the Apollo Guidance
and Navigation Program.
Dr. Freeman Dyson, of the Institute !or
Advanced Study, another supporter of ballistic missile defense, has testified that our deployment of MIRV-to which he was
"strongly opposed"-"dlrectly threatened"
the Soviet deterrent and "must" be perceived
by Soviet decision-makers as a "potential U.S.
first-strike capab111ty". Calling our announced deployment a "major escalation" of
the arms race, that would "compel" a Soviet
expansion, Dyson said that many of the evils
popularly thought to follow from ABM "will
in fact" result from deploying MIRV.1e
Under these circumstances, it is Kafka-ish
for the President to advise senator Brooke
that we have made it "perfectly clear" that
we do not "intend to develop" counterforce
capabilities which the Soviets "could construe" as having a first-strike potential.20 And
it is preposterously disingenuous for the Defense Department to respond to such questions of Senator Brooke, as it did, by saving
that it had "no reason to believe" that the
Soviets were worried.
By emphasizing accuracy now, the Administration is reaching precisely the opposite conclusion reached by secretary McNamara when he discussed eventual accuracy.
Then, in 1967, Deputy secretary of Defense
produced the following chart which showed,
he noted, that MIRV's provide "much more
effective" payloads by "every relevant criterion" of military effectiveness, though they
deliver much less total megatonnage.
COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF 2 HYPOTHETICAL
MISSILE PAYLOADS

(Number of targets destroyed]

10
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Type of target destroyed

Airfields_________________________
Hard missile sites_________________

warheads

1
10-megaton
warhead
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1. 0

of 100,000 population........
3. 5
I. 0
1
gm:~ ~~ ~~~o8?~o8o:O~~f!~io·n·_-_-_-_-==
8: ~
:g
---------------Total megaton nage .... ___ .. _
0. 5
10.0

Cities
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Finally, the Administration has a program,
ABRES, designed to improve the maneuverablllty of ICBM reentry vehicles, and the
effectiveness of penetration aids. Under this
program individual guidance units could be
placed on each reentry warhead in such a way
as to provide terminal guidance with an associated very high accuracy. Unquestionably
the Soviets must see this program as a threat
to their land-based misslles. So long as
ABRES is not precluded from developing high
accuracy for MIRV, it must be assumed that
the accuracy of MIRV is being increased, and
the Soviets wlll certainly reach that conclusion.
MIRV and SALT

Still other facts militate for deferring
MIRV. The Soviet Union has proposed an
agreement on ABM. The possibility of imminent agreements makes it especially peculiar to be deploying a premature, and possibly
unnecessary, U.S. MIRV.
If the United States achieves some kind of
agreement on MIRV, Minuteman will be far
more secure than if it does not. The cheapest
protection for Minuteman is a MIRV agreement. There has probably been no better example of arms race futility than the sequence in which we deploy MIRV, we then
assume the Soviets wlll deploy MIRV, and
the Minuteman missile then becomes-as a
direct result--hopelessly discredited as arellable deterrent.
MIRV is rapidly ensuring and becoming a
self-inflicted national security disaster requiring billions of dollars for deployment,
forcing the obsolescence of billions of dollars'
worth of existing weapons, and undermining
the utility of our second most valuable strategic force. We invented it first. We deployed
it first. We should stop it now and make
every effort to negotiate a solution. F AS emphasizes that, in its view, there is no necessity whatsoever for MIRV deployment now
on the basis of any sensible political ideology
or strategic theory.
V. B-1 BOMBER

The current question at issue in the defense community is not the question of maintaining a strategic bomber as a supplement
to our submarine-based missile force. It is
whether and when to replace the B-52 bombers with a new strategic bomber B-1. For that
reason, we will not, at this time, analyze the
purposes of a strategic bomber. We will address, instead, the critical differences between
the policies at issue. But we think the time
has long passed when strategic bombardment
should be considered an unquestionably necessary part of our strategic posture.
As Senator Warren G. Magnuson noted
in 1969, in a speech on bombers: There is
nothing magical about the number "three"
when speaking of deterrents. We can and
should reduce or expand the number of our
deterrents in response to technological
change, scientific evidence, and international
agreements. n
Can B-52's be maintained?
Is it possible to maintain our strategic

bomber force of 255 B52F's and B-52G's,
along with our newer force of 75 FB-lll's,
for a considerable further time? These B-52's
were built in the 1960-62 period, and they
are about nine to eleven years old now. (Soviet heavy bombers are now more nearly 15
years old).
Historically, estimates of the further lifespan expected of the B-52 have increased
with passing time. In 1960, the Senate Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee concluded, in an investigation chaired by Lyndon B. Johnson, that the B-70 had to be
built lest the B-52 have no replacement when
it "enters its period of obsolescence (mid1960s) ... " 2 2 This suggested the B-52 force
had about five good years left.
Six years later, a sizable B-52 force was
given eight or nine years life when, in 1966,
the Secretary of the Air Force, Dr. Harold
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Brown, told this Committee that the 255
B-52 G-H's could be maintained in a satisfactory operational status at least through
Fiscal Year, 1975 ..." 23
A year later, in 1967, the same bombers
had been given an additional five years of
life, as the Defense Department testified
that: "There appears to be no reason why
the B-52G's and H's cannot be maintained
through 1980, if that should prove necessary".24
Two years still later, in 1969, the exact same
bombers had been given another few years.
In a letter to Senator George McGovern,
Laird said:
"It is presently expected that the structural life of the newest model B-52's will
last, under projected usage, until sometime
in the early 1980's with appropriate modifications." 26
Thus, in 1960~ Congress was urged to replace planes that had five years of life before
"obsolescence". In 1966, it was urged to replace planes that had "at least" eight or nine
years of life. Now, in 1971, it is urged to replace the same planes although they will last
"under projected usage" for ten or twelve
more years. Furthermore, "projected usage"
could be changed-just fiy the bombers less
often. Bombers have no rigid life span.
Indeed, the Air Force is not flatly claiming
the B-1 is needed because an end to the
useful life of the B-52 is approaching. Instead, Secretary of the Air Force Robert C.
Seamans is suggested that the M-1 is more
cost-ejJectf.ve:

"The B-1 will be expensive, but as I mentioned earlier, it will be cheaper than modifying and maintaining our B-52s for the
same period of time. And we expect the B-1
to be flying and strengthening American
security well into the 1990's." 28
Similar implicit assumptions were made in
1968 by Secretary of the Air Force Harold
Brown in these detailed calculations:
"Over the first ten-year period, the program cost of an AMSA bomber force would be
considerably higher than that of the B-52
and FB-111 force because with selective
modifications to the structure and avionics,
the lifetime of many B-52's can be economically extended to the late 1970's. Over
a period of about 17 years, the costs of a
bomber program phasing to (deleted)
AMSA's, compared with a program continuing the 255 B-52's and the 210 FB-111's would
be the same, $22 to $23 billion." 27 (Italics
added).
Thus, B-1 is economical only if one wants
to invest in it for more than a 17 year long
run 1 (And as every Congressman knows, the
estimates for the new investment will not
have taken into account the certainty of cost
overruns, mis-estimates, estimates that ignore related equipment, and estimates that
ignore inevitable program changes. The TFX
started at "less than $3 or $3¥2 million per
plane" but it ended up costing more than $9
million) .28
In short, we could keep the B-52's for a.
very long time, much as we have continued
to hang on to the B-47's if we had not built
the B-52-and as the Soviets wlll surely hang
on to their heavy bombers if they do not
build a new one.
The question is, therefore, what advantages
are there to buying the B-1 now, and what
costs?

Purpose I: Deterrence

For the purpose of deterring Presidents or
Premiers, or even export Generals, the advantages o! one strategic bomber over another
are not highly important. Unless the enemy
planner can expect to destroy the bombers
on the ground, he can have no very clear
idea of whether some or all or none of the
attacking bombers will get through. For one
thing, more than one salvo of a. missile war
will precede bomber penetration. Some of
these missiles are designed to neutralize the
Footnotes at end of article.

Soviet defense, and no one knows what effect this wm have. In other words, surprise
attack planners will not find the "radar cross
section" of our bombers critical to their calculations to strike or hold fire.
Even before missiles had entered the picture, in answers to questions from Senator
Stuart Symington, the Commander-in-Chief
of the U.S. Air Defense Command, General
Partridge, said:
Senator SYMINGTON. Do you think you
could knock down 50 percent of the attacking force?
General PARTRIDGE. I would not hazard a
guess.
Senator SYMINGTON. 75?
General PARTRIDGE. The way to evaluate our
air-defense system is to try to think of it as
insurance which you carry for years and hope
the house will not burn down.
Senator SYMINGTON. You just don't know
what you could do?
General PARTRIDGE. No, Sir; I have no basis
on which to guess. . . ,29
Furthermore, it is not a. pressing matter to
us-to say the least-that our bombers actually succeed in destroying larger numbers
of Soviet citizens than they otherwise would.
Nuclear war will be destructive enough for
the greatest revenge seeker-and the civilians
of both sides will be innocents anyway.
Purpose II: Counterforce

So long as it remains U.S. pollcy not to
make a. major effort to limit damage from a.
Soviet attack, it seems absurd to put much
store on the counterforce (damage-limiting)
capabilities of bombers. No really essential
task of destruction can be reliably assigned
either the B-1, or the B-52, because the survivability and penetrability of neither can
be assured. And both are less effective for
time-urgent targets than missiles because
they arrive so late. While the B-1 is taking
four hours to fly 6,000 miles, for example,
eight successive missile salvos-four on each
side and each "answering" the other-could
take place. The war may well be over before
the bombers arrive. (If the war has been formally terminated, perhaps by use of the hot
line, the late arrival of the bombers will be
an unmitigated disaster. Contrary to the impression given by bomber advocate slogans,
the bombers cannot be recalled where it
really counts. We mean that a missile can be
recalled-by not firing it-one-half hour before it hits the enemy; a bomber cannot be
recalled within such a. short time of target
arrival).
Surv1vab111ty
The differences between the B-1 and the
B-52 in survivability are marginal. One plane
can be kept on 15 minute alert. The other
might be kept on a somewhat tighter alert.
True, every minute counts in determining
how many planes leave which fields in the
face of what attacks. This is especially true
with regard to the possibility of a. submarine
launched missile attack. But from the vantage point of our entire strategic posture.
the differences are marginal. Both planes are
basically vulnerable on the ground. And both
are secure in the air. Better not count on
either of them against surprise attack. And
in crises, both should be put, lnsofar as possible, into th~ air.
Nor should we count too much on the
B-l's improved ability to be dispersed. It
should not be dispersed, in crises, to the airports of major cities-as was done with B58's during the Cuban Crisis-because the
Soviet Union would then be encouraged to
attack cities early in any nuclear war. And
if the B-1 is dispersed to locations without
facilities, its efficiency is reduced and costs
of maintenance are increased. Wherever dispersed, it can stlll be attacked. Remember
that the Sovtet Uni0n may have on its submarines, during the useful life of the B-1,
the 5,000 separately targetable warheads that
we may have shortly.
If great weight is to be put on the ability
ot the B-1 to survive, these advantages must
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be realized by its tankers. The Air Force has
shown some equivocation about the need to
keep pre-launch survivabllity consistent
with that of the B-1 by replacing the existing KC-135 tankers. Perhaps the KC-135's
can be better dispersed eventually than the
B-l's themselves, so that the ability to survive attack is equalized. But this matter deserves careful attention which it does not
seem to have received so fa.r.ao And the Air
Force should resolve its debate over the need
for a new tanker to "off-load" more fuel.31 U
a. new tanker is required, then the cost of
those tankers should be included in the cost
of the B-1 itself, when comparing its cost
with the cost of maintaining B-52's. A new
fleet of tankers might cost $7 blllion, adding
enormously to the cost.
Purpose III: Conventional wars

It is hard, to say the least, to find a conventional war In which some 200 B-l's would
be an important improvement over the 76
FB-lll's and 225 B-52's. In particular, the
Air Force has admitted that the FB-111 can
do a "creditable strategic mission job" with
"certain specific advantages" over the B-52
C-F's. (These are the B-52's being used in
Vietnam). The FB-111 was termed "completely acceptable" as a replacement for
these B-52's.32 (In fact, this Committee concluded that the FB-111 could be "utlllzed
effectively" as a. strategic bomber that would
reach 70% of Strategic Air Command
targets) .aa
Purpose IV: Goldplating
Air Force supporters are, almost Of necessity, technological enthusiasts. They want to
"get the best", "incorporate new technology",
and fly faster (and either higher or lower)
than before. These are not, In themselves,
national security interests, and they do not
provide a sensible argument for building a.
new bomber, now or later.
If a. New Bomber, Which One?
Not only are the advantages of moving
ahead with a. B-1 marginal, but the B-1
may be the wrong plane to buy. There is a
traditional uncertainty, even among bomber
supporters, about the kind of bomber to
buy. For example, in 1964, senator Richard
Russell, Chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, said:
"I want us to move ahead with a new
manned aircraft. But I must confess I have
some qualms about it. What is the primary
consideration in this new aircraft to replace
these aging 52's and 58's? Is it speed or
altitude or ability to carry long-range missiles, or are you seeking all of these things
in this bomber?~
Six years later, the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Development Plans of the Air Force,
General Glasser, was quoted as saying that
" ••. it simply is not possible to specify with
clarity what a. weapon system such as the
B-1 will be actually used for ten or fifteen
years from now" .35
In the end, the Air Force has been confounded by the ability of Soviet air defense
planners to devise methods which, at least
in principle, might neutralize the bombers
that the Soviets see coming along in the
U.S. inventory. Thus, when the Soviet Union
developed air defenses for which the B-52
was thought to be too slow, the Air Force
proposed the high speed, high altitude, B-70
on which $1.5 billion was spent. The Soviets

subsequently deployed large numbers of
SA-2 high altitude bomber interceptor misslles which, using nuclear warheads, had
the potential Of defeating the B-70.
Now the Air Force proposes high speed
low-level penetration. But at the very same
time, our Director of Defense Research and
Engineering is exclaiming: "revolutionary
advances ln airborne radar technology have
made possible a. major revision in our strategic air defense". The new air defense, centered around AWACS, would be "capable of
seeing and engaging aircraft at very low
altitudes".ae The Soviets could build the
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same AWACS system of ground-looking
radars and high speed interceptors and hence
could, in principle, neutralize the B-1.
In this case, as with the B-70, we would
presumably cancel the B-1 after large sums,
perhaps $2 billion, were spent on development of it. This would simply repeat the
tragedy of the B-70. Worse, without great
courage in the Executive Branch, we would
make t he mistake of buying a bomber in
whose penetration capabilities the planners
had no more confidence than they might
have in that of the present bombers. Since
the whole purpose of the B-1 procurement,
according to the Senate Preparedness SubCOIIL'Illittee, was to replace the B-52's and
FB-11l's, because they may be "incapable of
coping with the sophisticated defense environment which is expected . . .", this
would be tragedy repeated as farce.37
We ought not become prematurely wedded
to the necessity for penetrating Soviet defoenses at all. If one wants a manned aerial
platform that can be "recalled", it may well
turn out to be more in keeping with the
technology of the 80's and 90's to put a
very-long-range missile on the bomber, and
let it patrol far outside the borders of the
Soviet Union. This Committee should ask
the Air Force to present, in contrast to the
B-1, the advantages and disadvantages of
buying such a bomber. This request would
have the important advantage of preventing
participants in the procurement process from
blandly assuming - notwithstanding any
"milestone" approach-that the B-1 is certain to be built. Only a week ago, on March
18, in his prepared remarks to Senate Armed
Services, Dr. JohnS. Foster talked of the B-1
"which will replace the aging B-52" (italics
added}. No such commitment has been made
or even proposed.
More is changing in the strategic situation
that affects bombers than just revolutionary
lmprovements in bomber defenses. Bomber
bases may get hopelessly vulnerable to submarine-based weapons, and some new threat
to the bases may come onto the horizon,
such as orbital bombs. In this shifting background--even for those who want America
to have a strategic bomber forever-no major
expenditures for strategic bombers would
seem warranted unless the expenditures are
clearly necessary and provide for clear improvements in overall U.S. strategic security.
Bomber s face too uncertain a strategic future
to justify long-term investments.

The B-1 Might Re-ignite Bomber and Air
Defense Races of the 50's.
Finally, whether or not the Soviet Union
builds a new heavy bomber may be determined bv our decision with the B-1. Just as
U.S. bomber supporters use Soviet activities
as an argument for the funds they want, so
do Soviet analysts use U.S. activities in their
lobbying. Both sides could make do, for as
long as possible, with existing bombers. Or
both could egg each other on into buying
new bombers and larger numbers of them.
A Soviet decision to buy a new bomber
might not only increase the number of B-1's
we felt obliged to buy. It might also trigger
strong U.S. interest in bomber defenses, including and especially AWACS and a new
modern interceptor. Since an anti-Soviet
bomber defense, without an anti-Soviet missile defense, is an absurdity, we ought to try
to avoid making this mistake.
Even if the Soviets do not buy a new
bomber in response to our B-1, they may
well buy AWACS-type bomber defenses
against it. In this case, our Air Force will
want an air defense no less modern. In considering our influence over Soviet procurement it is worth pondering the comments of

Dr. Harold Brown:

The Soviets, 4 or 5 years after we did each
of the following things, also did them. They
dispersed their silos, they hardened them,
they put in the equivalent of a BMEWS to
warn their bombers. They built nuclear submarines, with ballistic missile launch capability". as
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All in all, we ought not encourage the
Soviets to imitate us in buying a new bomber,
or new bomber defenses. This will, in turn,
hold down our expendit ures on bombers and
bomber defenses, both of which we ought not
to buy in any case.
(NoTE.-Dr. Jeremy J. Stone received his
Ph.D. in mathematics, but has since become
widely known for his analysis of national
security and arms race issues. He has been
a staff member of the Hudson Institute, a
Research Associate at the Harvard Center for
International Affairs, a Social Science Research Council Post-Doctoral Fellow in Economics, an International Affairs Fellow of the
Council on Foreign Relations and is now
Director of the Federation of American Scientists and one of its elected Council members. He is the author of "Containing the
Arms Race" (MIT, 1966} and "Strategic
Persuasion" (Columbia University Press,
1967). His articles have appeared in, among
others, Foreign Affairs, The New Republic,
Commonweal, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Survival, The Washington Post,
Boston Globe, and Los Angeles Times.)
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO

H.R. 6531

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, in accordance
with the Legislative Reorganization Act,
Public Law 91-510, I am herewith insert-
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ing in the RECORD the text of the amend- THE 1821 GREEK WAR OF INDEPENDENCE :
MARCH 25, 1821, TO MARCH 25, 1971
ments, one or both of which I intend to
(NoTE.-Since the year 1971 marks the
o:fier on behalf of Mr. MITCHELL, of Maryland, and myself, and several of our 15oth Anniversary of the 1821 Greek War of
Independence, the Order of Ahepa has precolleagues, to H.R. 6531, the Military pared
a fairly comprehensive historical bookSelective Service Act.
let covering the events of the War for InThe text of the amendments follows:
dependence, which includes America's conAmendment to H.R. 6531, as reported. Offered by Mr. RYAN:
On page 19, line 18, immediately after
"strength," insert the following: ", no part
of which may be used for assignment to
South Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and North
Vietnam, and the waters immediately adjacent thereto, after December 31, 1971,".
Amendment to H.R. 6531, as reported. Offered by Mr. RYAN:
On page 20, line 3, immediately before the
period, insert the following: ",but no part of
any such active duty personnel strengths,
whether or not increased by the President,
may be assigned for use in South Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos, and North Vietnam, and the
waters immediately adjacent thereto, after
December 31, 1971".

THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY OF

GREEK INDEPENDENCE

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

tributions to the Greek cause. This history
of the Greek Revolutionary War of 1821 is
available and can be ordered from Ahepa
Headquarters, 1422 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 at a cost of $1.00 per copy.
Please forward check or money order with
your request.
(We feel that this booklet will be of great
value not only to the Ahepa Family as source
material for addresses at March 25th Celebrations in your community, but also of great
interest to the younger generation, whose
knowledge of the events and personalities of
the War of Independence may be limited. We
suggest that this booklet will make a fine
gift to your friends who may be interested in
the subject.
(The following abbreviated history of the
Greek War of Indpendence is limited due
to lack of space in this magazine, however
it does touch upon most important aspects.
For a more comprehensive history, we recommend that you order one or more copies of
the longer history from Headquarters.)
(By George J. Leber, Executive Secretary)
I. THE BACKGROUND AND EVENTS LEADING UP
TO THE REVOLUTION

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The Fall of Constantinople

Thursday, March 25, 1971

On May 29, 1453, Constantinople finally
fell before the onslaught of the Turkish
armies, and this date also marks the beginning of virtual slavery for Greece, for a period
of nearly four hundred years.
During the early years following the Fall
of Constantinople, the Greek Orthodox
Church did not su1Ier greatly at the hands
of the Turk, however, during the two centuries preceding the Revolution, bans were
put on the Church, and cruelties to the
priests and followers became common. Small
outbreaks among the Greeks resulted in reduced Uberties, slavery to women and children, and oftentimes, wholesale murders
and massacres. The Greek Orthodox Church
held its place and its power throughout
Greece and the Near East mainly because
of the constant energetic fight of the Patriarchs, who never relaxed their vigilance, and
who carried on their struggle for maintenance of their faith.

Mr. PUCKINSKI. Mr. Speaker, this
month commemorates the 150th anniversary of the 7-year battle for the independence of Greece.
As the most hallowed of the nations
of the ancient world for its development
of democracy and self-determination, it
was natural for our own earliest patriots
to revere the traditions of Greek civilizations.
In 1821, under the leadership of Theodore Kolokotronis, Petrompes Mavromichalis, Andreas Zaimis, Andreas Lontos,
Gregorios Papa:flesas, the Greek people
joined once more to become a nation.
Thomas Je:fierson wrote of this struggle in 1823, Slong y~ars short of eventual
victory:
No people sympa:thlzes more feellngly than
ours with the su1Iering of your countrymen,
none o1Iers more sincere and ardent prayers
to heaven for their success . . • . Possessing
ourselves the combined blessings of liberty
and order, we wish the same to other countries and to none more than yours, which,
the first of civilized nations, presented examples of what man should be.

Mr. Speaker, I join with my colleagues
in saluting the men and women of
Greece. Greek independence is a very
special sense represents independence for
all men on all continents.
Included in my remarks today is a brief
synopsis of some of the important historical factors that contributed to this

great quest for independence and its ulti-

mate success. Anyone who knows . the
Greek people, knows they will always
seek to retain their independence.

I support the efforts of those who are
advocating a commemorative stamp to
honor this important date in man's

search for the right to call his life his
own.
Mr. Speaker, a brief history of this
revolution follows:

The Phanariotes

The Phanariotes were men of great learning, taught at Phanari in Constantinople,
under the Patriarchate. They kept alive the
Greek language both in the Church and in
the communities of all Greece. These men
because of their learning, gained rank in
Turkish diplomatic and business circles. The
Phanariotes were given ambassadorial and
diplomatic positions to all parts of Europe.
They rose to high positions, and secured
lands, and titles for their families, which
placed them in strategic positions for the
revolution to come.
With the fall of Constantinople, the scholars
in Greece immediately fled to the other parts
of Europe, taking refuge in Holland, England
and France. This left little source of learning
for the people, for soon the schools them-

selves were closed for lack of teachers and because of Turkish pressure. Finally, in the
18th Century the prosperous Greek community of traders and merchants in Venice
started its own small Greek school and
Church. The Black Sea communities followed
suit, and then the program was broadened to
include schools in Athens, with aid from
these outside communities. Schools were also
established in Giannena, Levadia, Patmos,
etc. Among the teachers who carried on this
work were Eugenios Voulgaris, Nikeforos
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Theotokis, Constantinos Economos, Vamvas,
Georgios Gennathios, and others. These
teachers not only taught their pupils the
Greek language, but also taught the hope CY!
freedom, someday, for Greece. They preached
a greater and free Bellas for the future.
Adamantios Koraes

The greatest of these Greek teachers was
Adamantios Koraes, of Chios. However, he
never actually taught in a school, as an instructor. Through his writings, he did more
to instill the thought of freedom and of the
glory of the Greek language and name in the
mind and heart of the Greek, than any other
person. He brought back all of the deeds of
ancient Greece-informed these Greeks that
they were descendants of these great menand that slavery was never meant for them.
He is credited with giving new life to the
Greek language, for he took the work of the
ancients and explained them in his writings,
using them as a means of portraying the action he believed that the modern Greek
should follow. He did much to bring out a
Greek language now bereft of the many dialects and instructive tongues it had acquired
throughout the centuries under v.a.rious overloads. He died in 1833, at 85.
Regas 0 Fereos

Regas 0 Fereos was born in 1757 in Velestino, Thessaly. He studied and became a.
teacher in Bucharest. At this time, the
French Revolution had begun, and Regas began to think of freedom for his country,
Greece. He began writing letters to all influential men in Greece, urging freedom for the
country, asking them to work towards that
end. He also wrote many poems and songs of
the greatness of Greece, and of freedomhoping to instill within the hearts of his
countrymen more than an ordinary desire for
freedom. These spread over all of Greece. He
also wrote to Napoleon, and arranged for an
audience with him. On the way, he was
stopped by the Austrians, searched, and incriminatory papers were found on him which
caused his return to Vienna, and later, he was
turned over to the Turkish authorities in Belgrade. There, he died in prison, but his
memory lived forever after in Greece, where
he was a hero, and his songs and poems
lived on, feeding the flame of revolt.
Philiki Etairia

The great national secret society, which
was international actually in scope, was the
Philiki Etairia. This society was formed by
three Greek merchants of Odessa-Skoufas,
Tsakalo1I, and Xanthos. The membership
was secret for it would mean death at the
hands of the Turks to be known as a member
of the society. Headquarters were established
in Constantinople, and the movement officially opened for freedom for Greece, Alexander Ypsilanti, a general in the Russian
army, was chosen the leader of the Philiki
Etairia. (June, 1820)
On Easter Day, a.t the close of the services
in the Greek Orthodox Churches, Turkish
soldiers forced their way into the Greek
Patriarchate in Constantinople, and showed
papers to the Patriarch, which stated that
he had been evicted from his post as Patriarch by the sultan. The soldiers then put
the Patriarch in prison, where he remained
for some time. The Patriarchate was given
orders by the sultan, on pain of death, to
select another Patriarch.

Finally, the Patriarch was taken from his
prison, to the Patriarchate, and there hanged
from the Inner Gate. His body was left there
for three days, while all Christians hid in
their homes for fear of their lives, as the
Turkish soldiers roamed the city, searching
for Greek Christians. Those that they found,
were slaughtered. Then, the body of the
Patriarch was taken down, weighted with a
heavy stone, and thrown into the sea, by
t-he Turks. However, a Greek ship capt ain,
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several days later, sighted the floating body,
which had come to the surface, brought it
abroad his ship upon recognition, and carried it immediately to Odessa in Russia.
There, the Czar gave the Patriarch the honor
due him, with a state funeral, and great
mourning. After fifty years the body was
exhumed and taken to Athens, where it lies
today.
II.

MEN AND EVENTS OF THE REVOLUTION

In 1821, through the efforts of the Phillki
Hetairia, the secret society, some semblance
of organization and planning had been
brought about, and in March of that year,
under the leadership of such men as Theodore Kolokotronis, Petrompes Mavromichalis,
Andreas Zaimis, Andreas Lontos, the Metropolites Palaion Patron Germanos, Gregorios
Papaflesas-the revolution opened in Greece.
Kolokotronis arrived at Mani, in January
of 1821, and his very presence in Greece was
enough to arouse the spirit of the patriots, for
his name was already known throughout the
country, as a fearless patriot, and leader. In
1818, the Turks had evicted him from the
Morea, or Pelaoronesia, because of his aggressiveness and rebellious spirit.
On March 21, 1821, the patriots besieged
the city of Kalavrita, and in five days had
taken the town. On the 22nd, Mavromichalis
and his Maniates, with Kolokotronis and
others, besieged Kalames and took it on the
25th. In Patras, the Metropolites Palaion
Patron Germanos, with Andreas Zaimis, Lontos and others, struck the colors for freedom,
on March 25, which date is recognized as
the official beginning of the Revolution. With
their force, these leaders besieged the town
of Patras. At the same time, Lala, Corinth,
Monemvasia, Navarino, Argos, and Naupllon
were besieged by the patriots.
The revolution was raised in sterea Hellas
by Panourgias at Amphissa, by Thanasis
Diakos at Levadia, and by Diovouniotis at
Voudounitsa.
A large Turkish force, under Kioshe Mehmet and Omar Vrionis, advanced upon the
Greeks in Sterea Hellas, and dispersed the
force advanced upon the Greeks in Sterea
Hellas, and dispersed the force that came to
meet them-all except for forty patriots and
Thanasis Diakos, who decided to hold at
Thermopylae. They were finally all dead except Diakos, who was taken prisoner and
taken to Lamia. There, the two Turkish leaders asked him to join with them for they
both admired and feared his bravery. He
cursed them instead of agreeing, and he was
consequently spitted upon a large stake by
the Turks, where he died, pierced the length
of his body by the stake. . . .
The revolution opened on May 20 in northern Greece. Because of the heavy Turkish
forces in that section, the struggle did not
meet with any success. In Thessaly, the uprising was quickly downed by the Turks who
massacred and destroyed as they went
through the countryside. In Macedonia, the
heavy Turkish forces spelled defeat for the
Greeks there, also. In Crete, in the south of
Greece, the Greeks arose in revolution, but
had to flee to the hills for safety where they
remained for the duration of the struggle,
fighting for their lives.
In the islands, lay the greatest wea.lth o!
Greece, because of trading and commerce
which they carried on. The islands joined
with the rest of the country in the revolt, and
on April 3, the Septses Isles revolted, sending
58 ships to besiege Nauplio from the sea.
Hydra, Psara, and Spetses bore the brunt of
the revolution among the islands, since they
led them in importance. Shortly after Samos,
the Cyclades, and the Dodecanesa, except for
Rhodes, also joined in with the revolutionists.
The first government

The first government of the revolutionary
forces was formed at Epidaurus. A committee
was selected to !'ule, with Alex.a.ndros Mavro-
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kordatos as the president, and leader. From
this seat, the revolution was directed, and
the forms of attack were planned. However,
shortly thereafter, at Peta, the Greeks suffered their first great loss, losing 3500 men,
being routed from the field, to Missolonghi,
where the survivors took refuge while the
Turkish forces besieged the city. The siege
lasted for years, resulting in hardships and
suffering for those in the city. It was here
at Missolonghi that Marco Bozzaris first
sprang into frune for his bravery and leadership.
KoZOkotronis

During these dark days, it was Kolokotronis
who saved Greece from being taken again by
the superior forces of the Turks, for time
and again, through his strategy and leadership, he constantly harried the enemy,
keeping them at bay, and worrying them
keeping them disorganized. Kolokotronis
asked the other Greek leaders to follow his
plan for he realized that the Turks would
march towards Corinth, instead of retreating as the other leaders insisted. They scoffed
at him, but he took up his position in the
hills, and when the Turks did appear on
the wny to Corinth, he was the actual savior
of Greece, for he engaged them with his small
force, until aid came from the other leaders.
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mystery of his death was never solved. At this
point, the Greeks were saved from their own
foolishness and jealously through aid from
the rest of Europe. The various nations were
attracted to the scene and offered their aid.
European philhellenism

When news of the Greek Revolution spread
throughout Europe, the great scholars on
the continent saw once again the rise of
the Glory of Ancient Greece. With this ideal
before them, they began the campaign for
aid to Greece, which led, ultimately, to financial and material aid in soldiers and
ships, to the patriots. The little country
had not been heard from for over 1,000
years, and the magic of the word "Greece"
and "Hellas" brought immediate aid. In
Switzerland, France, and Germany societies
were formed to aid the patriots. The government of England was not in favor of the
revolution at the first, however after constant pressure from internal groups, she was
forced to accede to their demands of the
English, and favor swung towards aid for
Greece. It was Lord Byron who raised his
voice and power to bring material and financial aid to Greece, and he went so far
as to expend his own personal fortune in
aiding the patriots, and died in Greece, at
Missolonghi, during the siege, of fever.

Konstantinos Kanaris

Naval battles

Konstantinos Kanaris is renowned for his
feats of daring and bravery on the sea, of
which he had gained control over the Turks,
with his Samians. On one occasion, the
Turkish fleet had two giant warships
anchored at Chios. Kanaris came into the
harbor with his small boats, unseen. Kanaris
succeeded in tying the kegs of gunpowder
to an open gun-turret of one ship, but his
companions failed to secure their kegs to the
other ship. They rowed away, while the fuse
burned, and finally the kegs exploded, setting
fire to the one ship. The fire reached the
powder rooms, and the entire warship went
into the air, with a loss of 2,000 lives to the
Turkish fleet.

In 1824, the Turkish fleet sailed to Samos,
to attack the island and to punish the populace, however they were met by the Greek
fleet, under Kanaris and were forced to flee,
retreating to Ko.
In August of that year, the Egyptian fleet
reached the islands and with an additional
56 ~arships, and 150 smaller ships, the
Turkish-Egyptian fleet sailed against the
Greeks again, but in two battles, at Geronta
and at Samos the Greeks were again the victors, although they had to fight against
overwhelming odds. Miaoulis was the naval
hero in these two engagements. However,
now the Greek a.eet was in sad need of repairs, and they returned to Hydra for the
winter, believing that the Egyptians and
Turkish fleets would not engage in activity
for the rest of the winter. However, in February, 1824, Ibrahim, the Egyptian leader
landed 4,000 soldiers on the Peloponnesus
with 500 cavalry, at Methonis, from 50 ships:

Marcos Bozzaris

Marcos Bozzaris has been immortalized by
an American poet (Halleck) for his bravery.
He did not care for honors, but only liberty
for Greece. While the various other leaders
fought amongst themselves for medals and
honors, and credit for victory, he sought only
to do his work, unmolested.
Bozzaris was the leader of the Souliotes,
described as the most-feared fighters among
the patriots. He conceived the daring plan
of attacking a force of Turks, 4,500 in number, as they were encamped during the
night. He took with him only 350 of his
Souliotes, and they attacked the camp, and
were well on the road to a complete rout
and massacre of the Turkish force, when a
stray bullet struck Bozzaris in the head
killing him. His Souliotes then took his body
and fled to the hills, leaving behind them
over 2,000 dead of the enemy! His loss was
one of the greatest of the war, to the patriots.
Internal troubles

Two factions appeared within the government itself--one demanding that Kolokotronis became the leader of all the forces,
and the other which demanded Mavrokordates as leader. There were now two governments among the revolutionary forcesone headed by Petrompes and the other by
Koundouriotes. The government of Koundouriotes won out, and Kolokotronis was imprisoned by the government at Hydra, the
monastery of the Prophet Elias. Oddessus
Androutsos bitterly complained of the treatment given Kolokotronis, and was himself
consequently accused of being in alliance
with the Turks. Cauras was sent after him
with a force--he has seized and imprisoned
on the Acropolis, in Athens. However, within a few days his body was found at the bottom of the slope, broken on the rocks. The

In the peleponnesus

The entire Peleponnesus now clamored for
the freedom of Kolokotronis, still in prison. The government would not listen, even
though Papafiesas, himself, asked for his release. Consequently Papafiesas with his 1,000
Roumellotes took the stand against the
Turks, and although they fought bravely,
they were slain to the last man. Now, the
government seeing disaster before it freed
Kolokotronis and his friends, who had been
imprisoned because of jealousy and political
reasons, for the patriots needed a good leader now, if ever they had.
The news that Kolokotronis, 0 Geros Tis
Moreas, was free spread like Wildfire over
the Peleponnesus, and his name drew thousands of patriots to the fight, under him, as
their leader.
Kolokotronis was faced with the problem
of meeting the Turks in battle whose superior
fighting forces, in numbers, could not be
easily met in open battle on the field. Consequently, he fell back to the Kleftiko method-with lightning thrusts at night or day,
from the hills, upon the enemy, furious
fighting that demoralized the Turks, then
back into the hllls would sweep the patriots
until the next opportunity. He constantly
harried them with this guerrilla warfare for
it was Greece's only way out.
At this time, the siege of Missolonghi was
underway in earnest and he was called to go
to the aid of the Turkish troops besieging
the city. After months, finally the Turkish
forces had worn down the resistance of the
Greeks, and they determined to break
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through, to safety. However, almost to safety,
fear overtook the patriots, and half of them
turned back to the city, while the other half
continued on to freedom in the hills. Those
who had turned back were followed closely
by the enemy, who broke into the city, and
began the massacre that alarmed all of Europe. When they had finished, Missolonghi
was nothing but a smoking ruins. The fall of
Missolonghi, now named the Holy City, (Iera
Polls) because of the massacre, also spelled
the downhlll of the revolutionary government in power, and a new one arose, with
Zaimis as president. Kioutahis was in command of the Turkish troops in central Greece
at the time, while Ibrahim returned to the
Peleponnesus where he began laying waste
the countryside, killing as he drove relentlessly onward. Koutahis meanwhile advanced
into Attica, and laid siege to the Acropolis.
Karaiskakis

Karaiskakis, the leader in the central
Greek front, was a small, sickly man, who
was described as having the "heart of a lion."
It was his strategy and bitter defense that
was of such aid to the patriots. He was given
command of the Greek f'orces in central
Greece by the government. In July, 1826 he
went to Sala.mina where he gathered together
3,500 patriots, among whom were Kriezotis,
Vasos, Panourias, and others, and a force
that had been gathered together by the
Frenchman, Faviero. This force was defeated
by the Turkish cavalry at Haidari, near
Daphni of Attica, but shortly thereafter,
Krie:;o:otis with 500 men under him, broke
through the Turkish lines and reinforced the
small group of patriots who were defending
the Acropolis. Their leader, Gouras, had been
killed shortly before.
Then Karaiskakis decided to gather as
large a force as possible, in order to trap
Koutahis, and his forces, in Africa, where
they were besieging the Acropolis. He sent
Kouletis by sea to Atalanta to take Dombrina, and Ibrahim sent a force under Mustaphia Bey to oppose him, and Kouletis wa~
forced to leave without victory. Karaiskakis
then guessed that Mustaphia Bey and his
Arvanites would go to Salona, so he sent
Griva, the Gardikiotis, to Arahova, to take
that position, which he held, so that when
the Turks arrived, they found him there.
Griva engaged the Turks and thus gained
time tor Karaiskakis to put his plan into
effect. Karaiskakis then sent other troops
against Mustaphia Bey and his Arvanites.
The Greeks closed in, scoring a decisive victory--only 300 of the Arvanites escaping
their vengeance. This victory was made at
Parnassus, in November, 1826. After this
the patriots scored other victories and retook all of central Greece with the exception
of Vonitsa, Missolonghi and Naupakto. The
Turks retired to Phaleron, where the big
engagement would take place on April 23.
Aid from the European powers

At this moment, when the revolution
seemed doomed to failure, the European
powers entered the picture, officially. England, France, Russia and Austria had previously lent no governmental aid to Greece,
nor sanctioned the revolt, because of fear
of international complications. France, England, and Russia met in London in 1827 and
signed a secret treaty, agreeing to support
the revolutionary government of Greece, and
to rid Europe of Turkey.
England, France and Russia Immediately
sent their fleets to Greek waters, and ordered the Egyptian and Turkish commanders
to take their troops and their ships and vacate the Peleponnesus and its waters. The
Turks refused, upon further orders from
Constantinople. In the meantime, the
Greek forces had taken new heart upon the
good news, and the revolution sprang up
anew. Ibrahim then began anew to scourge
the Peleponnesus sweeping through Messenia, Arcadia and Laconia. Following this

action, the French, Russian and English ships
swept into Navarina and gave final orders
for the Turkish-Egyptian fleets to leave the
waters of the country at once. The Turkish
fired and sank a small English boat. Following this action, Codrington, the English
commander, gave orders to start firing.
Within four hours, only 20 of the original
120 Turkish-Egyptian ships remained afloat
on the water. All the rest had been sunk.
This destroyed Turkey's power in Greece
forever. French soldiers were then landed
in the Peleponnesus, and Ibrahim was forced
to flee the country with his Egyptians, back
to Egypt. Finally, on September 12, 1829,
all of central Greece and the Peleponnesus
had been cleared of Turkish forces.
Recognition and freedom
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for America's help, and support, and Jefferson replied with fervent hope for Greece's
success, and his support, and with suggestions. In addition, there was correspondence
from Lafayette to Jefferson urging American
recognition of the Greek stand for independence.
AMERICAN PHILHELLENES IN THE GREEK WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE

Although we hope to briefly recount the
story of the American Philhellenes who assisted Greece during her War of Independence, tribute must first be paid to the great
English poet Lord Byron, who called the attention of the world to Greece's desperate
struggle for freedom and existence.
Lord Byron arrived at Missolonghi on December 24, 1823, where he was warmly welcomed by the Hellenes. He delighted in wearing the Greek foustanella. With his own
money, he supported 500 Souliotes soldiers,
and gave greatly of his own wealth for the
cause of Greece. However, lllness struck on
April 6, 1824, and on April 7, 1824, he died, at
37 years of age, with these words on his lips:
"Greece, I gave you everything that any one
man can give. I gave you my wealth-my
every hour-my health, and now-my very
life. My sacrifice is for your salvation."
Monuments now stand to his memory in
Missolonghi, and also at the Zappeion in
Athens.

John Capo D'Istrias was elected as governor of Greece by the nations and the revolutionary government. He had been striving
since 1822 to influence the Czar of Russia
to aid Greece without success, and then had
gone shortly after to Switzerland to try to
raise funds for the patriots. He had been
quite influential in Russia, within the government there. In 1828 he arrived in Greece.
It was decided by the three powers, England, France and Russia, that Prince Leopold
of Coburg should become ruler of Greece.
It was their wish to establish a monarchy
in Greece. Capo D'Istrias also had the same
idea and upon the eviction of the Turks
SONS OF PERICLES MEMORIAL
from the land, he dissolved the legislative
These monuments include a memorial
chamber of the revolutionary government,
and took charge of all the affairs. This action erected by the Order of Sons of Pericles,
by Capo D'Istrias caused internal dissension the Junior Order of Ahepa, in 1939, and
and strife, for the men who had led in the placed there in memory of the American
revolution, and had risen to power, now Phllhellenes.
found themselves without power and withThis 10-foot-high monument erected by
out positions, and unrecognized, in a sense-- the Sons of Pericles was dedicated and unor so they felt. They also regarded Capo veiled in the Garden of Heroes at Missolonghi
D'Istrias as an opportunist, who wished to on June 25, 1939, in the presence of repremake himself king, which was not the case. sentatives of the Sons, Ahepa, and the AmerCapo D'Istrias wished to prepare the govern- ican and Greek governments. The Congress
ment to receive the monarchy, and he be- of the United States passed a unanimous
lieved his action the best in the way of Joint Congressional Resolution which read:
preparation. Finally, things became so bitter "The President be authorized and requested
that on September 27, 1831, Capo D'Istria.s on behalf of the Order of Sons of Pericles, the
was assassinated.
Junior Order of Ahepa, a national fraternity
Immediately following the assassination, of youthful Americans of Hellenic descent, to
violent civil war broke out in Greece, and provide through the American Minister to
the three European powers looked on with Greece for the presentation to the people of
alarm. Leopold had refused to accept the Greece of the monument recently erected in
throne of king, because he learned of the des- the Garden of Heroes at Missolonghi, Greece,
titute conditions of the country following the shrine of Greek Independence, as a tribthe effects of the revolution, and the pow- ute to and in commemoration of those paers then selected Prince Othon of Bavaria. triotic Americans who, aided by the moral
son of Ludovici, King of Bavaria, to rule as and material support and assistance of the
the monarch of Greece.
entire American people, gave their services,
Othon, only seventeen years of age, as- their fortunes, and their lives to the cause
sumed the crown as King of Greece on Jan- of Greek Independence in the Greek Revoluuary 25, 1832, and peace reigned in the land tionary War of 1821."
for the first time in almost four hundred
YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN
years. The people welcomed him as a saviour
for now they were united, as a recognized Ahepa Erected Statute of Demetrius Ypsilanti in Ypsilanti, Michigan on August
nation of the world. And freedom came to
29, 1928
Hellas, again.
Harvey C. Colburn in his book "The Story
THE BEGINNING OF AMERICA'S INTEREST
of Ypsilanti, Michigan" says:
IN GREECE
"Among the notable world events of the
On May 25, 1821, Petros Mavromichalis, Di- time was the Greel... revolution. In the splenrector General of the Messenian Congress at did struggle of the Greek people against
Kalamata, wrote a letter addressed to the Turkish tyranll.y, appeared an outstanding
people of the United States, in which he heroic flgur<., Demetrius Ypsllantl.
asked for America's help.
"Judge Woodward proposed that the name
This letter reached the attention of Amer- of the new city be Ypsilanti-and YpsUantl
ican Ambassador to France Albert Gallatin, it was. (1826.)
Secretary of State John Quincy Adams, and
"It was a wise providence that guided the
Dr. Edward Everett of Harvard University. A. good judge in his remarkable suggestion.
letter to Everett was also sent from Paris,
the city hall hangs a fitting portrait
and Adamantios Koraes was one of the sign- of "In
the Greek general. The cause of human
ers, asking for assistance from America. Dr. freedom
largely indebted to him, and beEverett published these letters in his North sides, he isleft
us a good name."
American Review, and through his personal
PRESIDENT JAMES MONROE
efforts, the Greek War of Independence received wide publicity in America, resulting
On December 3, 1822, President James
in widespread support from the American Monroe included the following words in hiS
people.
Message to Congress: "The mention of
Adama.ntios Koraes wrote to Thomas Jef- Greece fills the mind with the most exalted
ferson, from Paris, on July 10, 1823, asking sentiments, and arouses 1n our boso:r:ns the
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best feelings of which our nature is susceptible. That such a country should have been
overwhelmed, and so long hidden as it were,
from the world, under a gloomy despotism,
has been a cause of unceasing and deep regret to generous minds for ages past. A
strong hope is entertained that these people
will recover their independence, and resume
their equal station among the nations of
the earth."
DANIEL WEBSTER OF MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

U.S. Representative Daniel Webster of Massachusetts introduced a resolution in the
House of Representatives during the 18231824 Congressional 18th session that: "That
provision ought to be made, by law, for defraying the expense incident to the appointment of an agent, or commissioner, to
Greece, whenever the President shall deem
it expedient to make such an appointment."
In speaking for his resolution, Webster
said: "This people, a people of intelligence,
ingenuity, refinement, spirit, and enterprise,
have been for centuries under the most
atrocious, unparalleled Tartarian barbarism
that ever oppressed the human race. It has
been as truly, as beautifully said, that "The
Turk has now been encamped in Europe
for four centuries. Yes, sir-it is nothing
else than an encampment. They came in by
the sword, and they govern by the sword ....
"Does not the land ring from side to side
with one common sentiment of sympathy
for Greece, and indignation towards her oppressors? Sir, while we sit here deliberating,
her destiny may be decided. . . . They look
to us as the great Republic of the earthand they ask us by our common faith,
whether we can forget that they are now
struggling for what we can now so ably
enjoy? ..."
HENRY CLAY OF KENTUCKY,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

U.S. Representative Henry Clay of Kentucky spoke in the same Session of Congress
in support of the resolution introduced by
Daniel Webster, as follows:
"Are we so low, so base, so despicable that
we may not express our horror, articulate
our detestation, of the most brutal and atrocious war that ever stained earth, or shocked
high Heaven, with the ferocious deeds of a
brutal soldiery set on by the clergy and followers of a fanatical and inimical religion,
and rioting in excess of blood and butchery,
at the mere details of which the breast
sickens?
"Go home, if you dare; go home, if you can,
to your constituents, and tell them that you
voted it down-meet, if you dare, the appalling countenances of those who sent you here,
(I mean no defiance) and tell them that you
shrank from the declaration of your own sentiments-that you cannot tell how, but that
some unknown dread, some indescribable
apprehension, some indefinable danger, affrighted you-that the spectres of scimetars,
and crowns, and crescents, gleamed before
you, and alarmed you; and that you suppressed all the noble feeling prompted by
religion, by Uberty, by national independence,
and by humanity.
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS

(President of the United States. Annual
message, Dec. 4, 1827)
"The sympathies which the people and
Government of the United States have so
warmly indulged with the cause of Greece
have been acknowledged by their government in a letter of thanks, which I have
received from their illustrious President, a
translation of which is now communicated to
Congress. We hope that they will obtain relief from the most unequal of conflicts which
they have so long and so gallantly sustained;
that they will enjoy the blessing of self government, which by their sutfertngs 1n the
cause of liberty they have richly earned, and
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that their independence Will be secured by
those liberal institutions of which their
country furnished the earliest examples in
the history of mankind, and which have consecrated to immortal remembrance the very
soU for which they are now again profusely
pouring forth their blood."
HENRY W. DWIGHT

(Member of the House of Representatives
from Massachusetts)
No, sir, not to England, but to America, did
Greece appeal from the Senate of Calamata,
in language which we cannot refuse to hear,
"That having deliberately resolved to llve or
die for freedom, they were drawn by an irresistible sympathy to the people of the United
States."
DANIEL

P.

COOK

(Member of the House of Representatives
from Illinois)
On these principles (of the Declaration
of Independence) Greece has dared to act;
she has broken her chains, and set up for
herself an independent Government; in recognizing that Government, we break no international law.
PATRICK FARRELLY

(Member of the House of Representatives
from Pennsylvania.)
We are not sending an agent to Greece to
excite her to begin a rebellion against the
Turk; that is begun already, and more than
half finished too, sir. For one, I believe they
are able to maintain their independence, and
well maintain it; they will not forget their
ancestors. And, as a confirmation of this
opinion, I pray you, sir, look at the last news
from there. The coincidence of their modern
and their ancient spirit is striking indeed,
sir, the selfsame act has now been performed
in Attica that was done two thousand five
hundred years ago-the inhabitants of
Athens have all migrated to Salamis, to avoid
subjection.
SUPPORT FROM CITY COMMITTEES

Sentiment was expressed in popular assemblies which drew up resolutions of sympathy for Greece and urged Congress to do
likewise. Philadelphia was .among the leading
cities to champion the Greek cause.
On December 11, 1823, in the City of Philadelphia, a committee sent a resolution to the
Congress of the United States urging it to
recognize Greek independence in the following words:
"Having read the appeal of the Messinian
Congress to the United States, can we any
longer shut our hearts to such an appeal?
No! No!
On January 18, 1824, in Philadelphia, the
Reverend Gregory T. Bedell of Saint Andrew's
Church, appealing to his congregation for
aid to Greece, said:
"The struggle of the Greeks finds a defender in our hearts, since it is connected
with reminiscences of our own history."
The resolution from Washington City,
typical of the rest, is:
"Praying Congress to assure the people
of Greece of the deep interest felt by the
people of this country in their contest for
emancipation and freedom, and of the sincere good wishes of the Congress of the
United States for the ultimate success and
triumph of their cause."
DR. SAMUEL GRIDLEY HOWE

Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe, who completed
his medical studies at Harvard University
in 1824, departed that same year for Greece,
to observe the struggle for independence and
to assist the Greeks.
He was the author of a book, "An Historical Sketch of the Greek Revolution," which
published upon his return to America,
and which received wide readership. The
Howe book has been reprinted by Dr. George
C. Arnakis of the Center for Neo-:3:ellenic
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Studies, of Austin, Texas. ( 1010 W. 22nd St.,
Austin, Texas.)
Dr. Howe stayed in Greece from his arrival
at the close of the year 1824, until November 13, 1827, when he departed for the
United States. On November 12, 1828, he
arrived back in Greece at Aegina, and stayed
until June of 1830, when he returned to
America to continue his professional career
as a doctor.
While in America between the trips to
Greece, he spent almost all of his time campaigning for Greek relief, lecturing in behalf
of the many Greek committees in the United
States, and working on his book for publlcation.
During his first years in Greece he was
a surgeon in the Greek armed forces and was
given the title of "Surgeon-in-Chief" by
the Greek government. Dr. Howe also took
part in several engagements, wore the joustanella on some occasions, and gave invaluable service to the Greek forces.
On his second trip to Greece in 1828 he
escorted a large supply of American aid materials, which he distributed to the Greek
war refugees, with the assistance of Jonathan P. Miller and George Jarvis.
Dr. Howe again visited Greece in 1844 for
a brief time, and in 1867 he returned to
Greece with his family, at a time when the
Cretans were fighting for freedom from Turkey.
The following excerpt is taken from one
of Dr. Howe's letters:
"Greece is my idol, and the sufferings and
privations I have endured in her cause have
rendered her fate and her future to be more
interesting. I can say sincerely that I have
found the Greeks kindly, affectionate, truthful, grateful and honest. There is a spark
left of the spirit of ancient Greece which
four hundred years of slavery has not been
able to blot out."
In 1939, the Order of Ahepa dedicated the
Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe Flag Mast on the
campus of Brown University, Providence,
R.I., as a memorial to the contributions of
this American Phllhellene to the Greek War
of Independence.
COL. JONATHAN P. MILLER

In 1824, Colonel Jonathan P. Miller of Vermont was sent to Greece by the Greek Committee of Boston, to observe conditions of
the war, and he made the long voyage which
took 45 days.
Speaking of Colonel Miller, Dr. Howe says
in a letter to his father, dated March, 1825:
"Captain Miller you have seen. He is as
brave a man as ever stepped foot in Greece;
has the most sterling integrity, and an entire devotion to the cause of liberty. You
would laugh to see him; he has his head
shaved, has on the Greek floccata, and petticoat trousers, and with his pistols and dagger stuck in his belt, and his musquet on his
shoulder, cuts a most curious figure. He
serves as a captain, and if his life is spared,
he will be of the greatest use to the cause."
Upon his return to America, Colonel Miller brought with him two Greek orphans, a
boy and a girl. He adopted the boy, whom he
named Lucas Miltiades Miller. Lucas MUtiades Miller became the first American Congressman of Greek descent, when elected to
the U.S. House of Representatives in 1891. He
was a resident of Oshkosh, Wis., at the time
of his election.
WAR ORPHANS FROM GREECE

Under the auspices of the various Greek
Committees in the United States, and individuals, several war orphans of the 1821
Greek War of Independence were brought
to the United States.
Fotios Kavasalis, age 14, and Anastasios
Karavells, age 11, arrived at Salem, Mass., 1n
1823.

Two brothers, Stephanos and Pantelis
Galatis, 16 and 12 years of age, arrived here
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1n October, 1823, and were sent to the United
States by a theologian named Temple.
Konstantinos and Pantias Rallis, 16 and
14 years of age, arrived here in May, 1824.
Nicholas Petrokokkinos came to America
also in 1824 at 16 years of age.
Alexander PaspSJtis arrived here in 1824 at
age 12.
Three young Greeks, Nicholas Prassas, age
16, Nicholas Vlassopoulos, age 22, and Gregorlos Perdicaris, age 22, arrived 1n Boston in
June, 1826, on board the ship Romulus, under shipmaster John M. Allen.
Other young Greek orphans who came
to the United States were: Konstantinos
Fountoulakis, Christos Stamatis, Epaminondas I. Stratis, Christos Vangelis (Vangale) ,
and Ioannis ZSIChos.
Athanasios Kolevelonis was born in 1815
in Missolonghi, and was brought to New
York sometime in the latter part of the war
by shipmaster Nicholson of the ship Ontario.
George
Mousalas
Calvocoressis
was
brought to Baltimore, Maryland, with other
Greek orphans on board the ship Margarita.
Ioannis Kilivergos Zachos was brought to
America by Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe in
about 1828.
Christoforos Kastanis also arrived in the
United States at the same time as John
Zachos.
In the book, "The Greek Exile," by Kastanis, he mentions that about forty ( 40)
Greek orphans were brought to the United
States by American Philhellenes, and that
they studied at Yale University, Amherst,
Princeton, Hartford, Athens, Ga., Kenyon
College of Ohio, Easton College, Pa., and at
Knoxville Tenn. He states that these 40
young Greek lads were from Chios, Eipiros,
Athens, Macedonia, and Asia Minor, and that
most of them returned to Greece after completing their studies in the United States.
He also says that in 1839 three young students came from Eipiros to study at Princeton University.
Another young Greek who studied at Yale
College in 1840 was Vasillos Argyros.
Evangelinos Apostolldes Sophocles came
to America in 1828, at 24 years of age, at the
invitation of theologian Josiah Brewer.
LUCAS MILTIADES MILLER

When Colonel Jonathan P. Miller of Vermont returned to America after serving so
courageously with the Greek forces, he
brought with him two orphans, a boy and a
girl. The girl was adopted by the Winthrop
family of Massachusetts (and we assumed
this was Governor Winthrop of Massachusetts), and Miller adopted the boy, giving
him the name Lucas Miltiades Miller.
The boy was born in Levadia in 1824. He
was educated in Vermont, and at 21 years
of age became an attorney. Lucas Miltiades
Miller moved to Oshkosh, Wisconsin, in
1846, and in 1891 was elected to the U.S.
Congress as a U.S. Representative from Wisconsin. Insofar as we know, Lucas Miltiades
Miller was the first member of the U.S.
Congress of Greek descent.
LIEUT. GEN. GEORGE JARVIS

George Jarvis, an American from Massachusetts, was the first American to join
the Greeks in their struggle for freedom.
He went to Denmark, where he was born,
and from there to Greece in early 1822. Along
with Jonathan P. Miller, Jarvis fought with
the Greeks to the defense of Nauplia against
the Egyptians (who were allies of the Turkish forces) in 1825, as well as in other
battles.
Also with Miller, Jarvis helped Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe in the distribution of
American food, clothes and medicine which
were sent to Greece from the United States,
and also helped in the establishment of a
hospital, created by Dr. Howe, for Greek
veterans. Jarvis also originated the idea of
a model agricultural settlement for the war
refugees, which Howe established at Hex-

amilia, and which was named "Washlngtonia," sixty-six families were established at
this settlement.
Lieutenant General George Jarvis was the
son of an American diplomat stationed 1n
Germany. He fought with the Greeks against
the Turks for almost seven years. He died of
illness at Argos, Greece, on August 11, 1828.
Speaking of Lieutenant General Jarvis 1n
a letter written to his father in March, 1825,
Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe says:
"General Jarvis has been 1n Greece three
years, has been in many engagements, has become a complete Greek in dress, manners,
and language; he is almost the only foreigner who has uniformly conducted himself with prudence and correctness; and he
has reaped his reward. He has gained the
confidence of the Greeks, he has rendered
great service to their cause and now is made
Lieutenant General. He is a man I am proud
to own as a countryman."
OTHER AMERICAN PHILHELLENES

Among other American Philhellenes 1n
Greece were:
George Wilson, from Providence, Rhode
Island, who served with the Greek naval
forces.
James Williams, from Baltimore, a Negro,
who also served with the Greek naval forces,
Estwick Evans, from New Hampshire.
John M. Allen, shipmaster, who had previously served in the American naval forces,
and who was a close friend of Lafayette.
William Washington, who died at the battle of Palamidiou.
Also Christ Bosco, John Getty, Alexander
Ross, John Villen.
Intensive research on the subject would
no doubt bring other names to light, and the
subject should be pursued further.
AMERICAN &

EUROPEAN PHILHELLENES

According to available figures, about 450
Philhellenes from Europe and America went
to Greece during the 1821 Greek War of independence, to assist the Greek cause.
Germany, alone, was represented by about
150 men, and the other 300 were from America, Italy, Poland, England, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Russia, Holland, Belgium, Hungary, Portugal and France.

RETURN OF AN OUTCAST

HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, in the last
year or so, leading members of the business and academic communities have expressed deepening concern over the direction in which the American economy
will progress during the decade of the
1970's.
With greater and greater repetition,
critical comments are surfacing as to
the benefits of economic competition,
and recently several proposals have been
introduced in this body to examine and
evaluate the effectiveness of our Federal
antitrust enforcement. This country has
been built upon the economic concept of
free enterprise and vigorous competition.
It is surprising to find suddenly that the
basis upon which this country's greatness
was built is now being challenged.
The March 22 issue of the Wall Street
Journal carried a thought-provoking editorial entitled "Return of an Outcast."
This editorial, Mr. Speaker, dramatically
warns of the dangers inherent in a move
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away from competition toward an economy based on accommodation and cooperation. The insight that I have gained
over the last 7 years, while having the
honor of serving on the House Small
Business Committee under the capable
and able leadership of Chairman JoEL.
EviNs, Democrat, of Tennessee., has
firmly instilled in me the dangers inherent to the small business community
of this country whenever competition is
removed from the marketplace. Economic
history has shown that removal of competition is the catalyst which brings upon
concentration whether by governmental
action or industry agreement.
Mr. Speaker, I include the entire article in the RECORD at this point:
RETURN OF AN OUTCAST

Old ideas, long thought to be dead and discredited, have a way of returning, in a fresh
suit of clothes, trying to look respectable.
Take the idea of cartels, where a benign
government permits competition-limiting
agreements among commercial finns. We
thought that one had been killed off long
ago by countless demonstrations of market
competition's superior power to create economic wealth.
But in the last several days we have heard
an airline chairman, Eastern's Floyd D. Hall,
and a chemical company president, Douglas
Grymes of Koppers, sounding a lot like advocates of movement towards cartelization in
American industry. Mr. Hall argues that
greater freedom for inter-airline discussions
could "minimize the wasteful byproducts of
excessive competition." Mr. Gryines, in a
speech before a steel industry group in Pittsburgh, called for "both business and government to face up to the existence of a
planned economy-to stop pretending that
we exist in a truly free enterprise systemand to begin performing as 'partners' trying
to reach the same goals."
Well, businessmen undoubtedly get tired of
the rigors of competition. And the interaction
of government, business and labor as adversaries creates an atmosphere Of contentiousness and struggle. There certainly is no harm
in intelligent executives' occasionally stepping back from the arena to ask if there might
not be a better way. But from our vantage
point, any argument that important problems can be solved by reducing competition
Will not make much of an impression. We've
heard it all before.
Mr. Gryines insisted that since business
is heavily regulated and taxed by government, "free enterprise" died ages ago, and
that the present system isn't working. "Our
economy is neither free nor enterprising," he
declared.
Of course, the term "free enterprise" is
always a good target because it is not very
descriptive; freedom is relative, not absolute. Business enterprise probably has never
been totally free, here or anywhere else. Our
modern economic system is based on private,
competitive enterprise--subject to government regulation. Yet to argue that it Isn't
working comes as a shock to some of us
who thought we were participating in an
economy generating a trillion dollars worth
of goods and services a year.
What Mr. Grymes is really concerned
about--and it is a legitimate and useful concern-is the possib111ty that some other national economies are working better than
ours. He cites Germany and Japan. He is
concerned lest the products of these allegedly more effective economies "clobber"
those of the United States in international
markets. He suggests that they can do this
because the relationship between business
and government is so close that business is
allowed to form exporting cartels.
We don't accept the assumption that Gel'-
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many is highly tolerant of cartels, although
Mr. Oganovic is one of the most able,
it does permit limited forms. Former Chan- competent, and effective career execucellor Ludwig Erhard, usually credited as the tives in the Federal Government today.
architect of Germany's postwar economic
"miracle," was a strong believer in competi- As Executive Director of the Civil Servtion and helped smash postwar efforts by ice Commission, he has contributed
some German industrialists to re-establish greatly to the growth and progress of
the Federal career system.
prewar-type cartels.
There probably is more cooperation beAs Mr. Oganovic takes his leave of abtween government and industry in Japan sence from a long and distinguished
than in the United States. Still, anyone who career of public service his friends wish
would recommend that the United States try
to emulate Japan grossly underestimates the for him the very best of good luck and
complexities of Japan's cultural and politi- success and happiness as he enjoys a
cal traditions. American consumers would richly deserved retirement.
not so willingly sacrifice their own interests
to national foreign trade goals, for one thing.
And even in JaP'an, government stimulation
of competition in important industries has
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
figured heavily in the rapid postwar economic
growth.
Business-government cooperation has been
close in other places; France and Spain are
OF NEW YORK
examples. The economic success of tho3e two
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
countries, however, has hardly been startling.
It should be further noted that the United
Monday, March 29, 1971
States is not without its own version of busiMr.
CAREY
of New York. Mr. Speaker,
ness-government alliances. The U.S. government promotes exports, operates barriers Mr. Louis Stulberg, president and genagainst certain foreign imports, grants sub- eral secretary of the International
sidies to some industries, and very often, Ladies' Garment Workers Union, is an
through regulatory agencies, actually dis- admirable and respected American whose
courages rather than encourages competition.
No one would argue that the United States friendship I have long valued. He is
economy has no problems. But to argue that among those historical labor leaders who
those problems would be diminished by have worked their way up in the ranks
weakening the antitrust laws, permitting or in a gruelling, demanding, trade-from
encouraging a reduction in competition or a fabric cutter to a leader of one of the
fostering a cozier relationship between busi- finest labor organizations in the world.
ness and government is to grossly misinter- From this part of the House of Labor,
pret past lessons. What the economy needs, I have seen Lou Stulberg educate chilin fact, is a relentless effort to counter the
constant tendency for producers to try to dren of families with modest means and
limit competition, whether those producers produce some of our finest professional
be bricklayers, doctors or giant industry. This people in the fields of medicine, law, and
is the role of government and it cannot per- education. Mr. Stulberg, however, has
form that role through alliances.
never forgotten that at the heart of the
We're afraid this is not an academic argu- American system, there must be a digniment. Not long ago, the U.S. government fied employment situation that can only
looked the other way while most of its major
oil companies joined in an international car- be achieved through collective bargaintel in Tehran that set terms for buying Per- ing and a private enterprise system comsian Gulf crude oil. We also read that Con- parative in all respects with any in the
gress is being asked to pass a law that would world. The article I wish to now submit
legalize a pipeline acquisition made by El for the record points out, however, that
Paso Natural Gas Co. in 1959, which courts this system of ours is under serious stress
have declared 1llegal under antitrust laws. as a result of successive imports. I think
And the Civil Aeronautics Board is proving it is worth the attention of all of our
receptive to airline requests for greater freeMembers who are concerned with our
dom to collaborate.
As W9 say, old ideas have a way of creeping problems of trade and tariffs. I, thereback after they have been discredited. One fore, ask that it be printed in the REcORD
of the most persistent is the idea that we at this point.
can have a vigorous and fruitful market econTHE WORKERS' IRE
omy and at the same time spare ourselves
I.L.G.W.U. IS ANGRY ABOUT APPAREL IMPORTS
the rigors of competition. The simple answer
(By Isadore Barmash)
is that we can't.
There is a pickup in sales and manufacturing on Seventh Avenue--"almost imperceptible in na.ture and too soon for the figA DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERV- ures to show it"-but the industry recession
hardly over. Women are still generally
ANT-NICHOLAS OGANOVIC RE- is
afraid to buy, preferring to save their money.
TIRES AS EXECUTIVE DffiECTOR But
manufacturers are so anxious to please
OF THE U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COM- the customer that they are trying every sort
MISSION
of styling in their lines. One result is "terri:fl.c
diversification, short production runs and
slightly lower work-weeks ...
This might be said to be a capsule review
OF TENNESSEE
of the women's garment industry by a man
who ought to know. He is Louis Stulberg,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
president and general secretary of the InterMonday, March 29, 1971
national Ladles' Garment Workers Union,
union representing
Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, the 450,000-member
in the United States, Puerto Rico and
one of the outstanding career executives plants
Canada.
in the U.S. Government--Nicholas OganNot as flamboyant as hi~ predecessor, David
ovic, executive director of the Civil Serv- Dubinsky, but as vehement in his own way
ice Commission-has announced plans against what he considers inequities, Mr.
Stulberg pinned much o" the continuing infor his retirement, June 1.
C:XVII--534-Pa.rt 7
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dustry recession to the national economy.
But, in an interview late last week, he expressed bitterness and determination to act
against the "growing inroads" created by apparel imports.
Action on imports--"the industry's first
and foremost problem"-and on the continuing recession and infl.a tion will take these
forms;
The I.L.G.W.U.'s genera,.! convention, due
to be held in Miami May 6-14, wlll be asked
to approve a union-wide, consumer educational program, involving widespread picketing of stores that sen apparel imports. "We
will allot as much money as it needs to inform the public of the personal and economic effects of imports," he said. This campaign will begin in the fall.
The union is looking into the advisabilty
of asking the industry for a cost-of-living increase to cover the constant encroachment
of infl.ation on salary increases won in contracts. Mr. Stulberg said, "In a couple of
weeks, we'll know for sure."
Retailers arouse Mr. Stulberg's particular
ire because, "There is little way in which we
can stop them from selling imports. If it were
only producers who were going abroad to
manufacture or join in manufacturing
abroad, we could control them. But retailers?
That's why we are going to picket as many
of them as we can."
The I.L.G.W.U. has at this point organized
about 55 per cent of the 800,000 workers in
the United States and Puerto Rico in the
women's and children's apparel industry. In
Canada, the union has organized about 28
to 30 per cent of the workers, or about 23,500
employees.
Total unionized employment is currently
down between 2 per cent and 3 per cent, a
decline that Mr. Stulberg considers "not significant." But the decrease in hours worked,
from 34 Y:z to 33 Y:z hours per week, while
seemingly small, does worry him. "You can,"
he said, "attribute it to the import problem."
Mr. Stulberg rose from his wide desk on
the fourth :floor of the union's headquarters
on Upper Broadway, a desk once used by the
late Edsel Ford when the building was owned
by the Ford Motor Company, and paced the
:floor. "Years ago, we fought the sweatshop
and now they have established it all over the
world. I have no quarrel," he said, "with the
native industries that produce for their
country's consumption, but when they export in large numbers 'what' happens to our
own workers? Where are the people in this
country who used to make cameras and
toys?" he asked.
The domestic sweater industry is being
hurt by the fiood of imports, he went on, and
the brassiere industry "is being ruined.''
A peculiar social problem being created by
the adverse effects of imports, he said, is the
:flow of workers into metropolitan areas after
"one-shop" towns lose their apparel industries. "Such workers, strangely enough, refuse to die," Mr. Stulberg said, "so what do
they do? They come up to the big city, looking for work that isn't there, and many wind
up on the welfare rolls. So who is paying for
the so-called privilege of being able to buy
imports? The same consumer who is paying
for the cost of welfare."
On other subjects, Mr. Stulberg replied
more calmly, such as:
The recent announcement by Genesco,
Inc., that it would employ a laser-beam,
computerized cutting device on apparel is
"still an unproven development. How many
workers will it displace and how much
money will it save the manufacturer? I don't
know the claims; I just don't think the answers are available as yet." The union has
never opposed any technological developments, he stressed, "but we would also like
to be the beneficiaries of such developments."
Conglomerates that come in from outside
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the industry and acquire old-established apparel companies are "worrisome." The union
head is especially concerned when such outsiders impose their own management and
policies on their new subsidiaries because, he
asserted, "usually this results in a. negative
effect on the acquired company's fortunes:•
Is he concerned by the number of smalland medium-sized companies that have liquidated since early 1970 because of the
downturn in the economy and the skirtlength confusion? Mr. Stulberg said he
wasn't particularly worried by it inasmuch
as "some people go out of business because
of the surrounding circumstances, but as
many give up because there is no one else
for them to turn the business over to." But
often when a. son does take over, he proves
to be just as well-endowed for business a.s
his father, he said.
Back at his desk, interrupting himself with
some anecdotes of his many years as a. clothing cutter and then as a union officer, the
lean, calm-eyed, labor official summed up
some of his own conclusions:
"I don't know of anything in the wind
that will eliminate the industry tradition of
having a worker work on one garment, one
piece, at a. time. . . . If people will pay
attention to their businesses, and especially
if they will be lucky enough to get their talented sons involved, it wm be good for all of
us . . . . The fact that is hard to ignore
about imports from low-wage countries is
that our union's fringe benefits are still
higher than the hourly wages that those
foreign workers earn."

AUTOMOB~E

ABUSE AT GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

HON. LIONEL VAN DEERLIN
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Speaker, the
powers-that-be at George w:ashington
University, evidently unmoved by concern for the environment, are proceeding with plans to build three elegant new
garages that eventually will draw an additional 3,000 cars into downtown Washington.
The automobile, of course, is at the root
of our pollution problems. Emissions
from the more than 105 million motor
vehicles now on the road account for at
least 90 percent of our smog-and upward of 90 percent in some metropolitan
areas.
When autos die-and many of them
have notoriously short life spans-they
fill unsightly junk yards. The automobile,
with its insatiable fuel appetites, can even
be blamed, albeit indirectly, for tragedies
such as the Santa Barbara Channel oil
leak.
Granted, many people have to drive, in
part because public transportation is so
sorely deficient in many areas. But I
question whether such a vast number of
the healthy young students at George
Washington University need be as dependent on their wheels as university
officials seem to think.
such excessive and selfish use of the
automobile is hardly compatible with
the youthful idealism we hear so much
about. Could these be the same students
who lobbied so vigorously against the
alleged environmental hazards of the
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With only a. tiny fraction of its expenses
coming from endowment funds, the university is totally dependent upon student
tuition. Like suburban shopping center magnates, university officials see more parking
places as more cash in the bank.
Although the universdty doesn't "encourage" parking, it charges its 7,193 part-time
and 7,895 full-time students about $2.50 a
week to park in the existing 2,000-car open
lots.
Ironically, GW can be reached by some of
the best bus service in the District and
someday it will have its own subway stop.
The trouble is, few college students these
days want to ride the bus. How they will feel
about the subway is a. question still years
away.
Of course, the city could step in.
Students in most Eastern university cities
know how the local potentates felt about
their automobiles-it was no use crying to
THE NEW COLLEGE ECONOMICS: CARS FIRST,
the dean when your car was dragged away
STUDENTS LATER
by some black-jacketed tow truck driver
(By Christopher Wright}
while you were in economics class.
But the District's wrath is strangely
George Washington University, unimpressed by popular outcry and technical evi- muted-possibly beoause GW boasts of being
dence, has decided that now is the time to the biggest employer of the city outside of
embrace the automobile. University officials, the federal government.
When the garage plans reached the Nafearing fewer students will crowd its classrooms if fewer cars jam its streets, are plan- tional Capital Planning Commission last
ning to build a series of new garages to month, opponents drew a. picture of a campus choked by exhaust fumes, strangling in
house the wheels of students and faculty.
True, there was a time when college stu- its own traffic. Even the commission staff
dents begged on bended knee for permission reminded the panel of plans to curb traffic in
to park a car on campus. But times have the area.
But the call to stop the automobile was
changed. Nowadays, if they can't bring the
Belchfire 90 to class, they go someplace else. too jarring for the planners' ears. Instead
"There are numbers of students who just of arguing whether the garage should be
would not come to the university if there built, NCPC members debated how it would
weren't parking available," says Charles be built.
"What are the walls going to be? Just conDiehl, vice president for development at
crete?" asked the committee chairman. "Is
George Washington.
Sadly, it seems, GW's courses aren't worth that coping along the top going to slope
forward?" asked a. colleague.
a bus ride.
And so, GW will get its garage.
And so, to encourage its students, the uniIt is hoped that at least it will contain a
versity is planning to build the fourth bigplace far Dr. Frederic Gerard Burke, the
gest auto garage in the District.
The $4.5 million, seven-story edifice--sur- university pediatrics professor who found he
passed only by the catacombs under such had to build an air lock to get a pollutionmonsters as the Rayburn Building-will free room for children suffering from such
store 1,020 cars. On the school's master plan common illnesses as hay fever, eczema and
it is called "First Parking Garage" because asthma.
there are two more to come, eventually increasing the capacity to 3,000.
Many people would ask, "What's wrong
ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION
with that? It gets the cars off the street,
doesn't it?" So it does. Only problem is, it's
five years behind the times. And even the
highway engineers are against it.
OF MARYLAND
"Here we are, going around trying to conIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
vince people to get into car pools, to ride
mass transit, to leave their cars at home,"
Monday, Marclz. 29, 1971
grumbled one District engineer, "and now
Mr.
HOGAN.
Mr. Speaker, as an althese guys are out there building garages:
That's going to draw cars into the area like ternative to abortion, a new organization has appeared on the scene. Aptly
a magnet."
Meanwhile, GW's own law students have named "Birthright", the group offers a
helped form GASP, a group devoted to stem- telephone counseling service to those in
ming the tide of air-polluting automobiles search of help and information.
in the city, and its own hospital is busily
The Evening Star on March 3, 1971,
trying to measure just how dangerous the carried an article by Ruth Dean on
automobile is to the city dwellers in this
"Birthright". Because of the hope this
respect.
Have the university fathers ever met in a. group offers to pregnant girls and womclassroom where the windows have to be en, I call this article to the attention of
kept closed to ward off the smell of auto ex- my colleagues.
haust and the roar of faulty mutners? Have [From the Washington Evening Star, Mar.
they ever noticed the creeping traffic, the
3, 1971]
double-parked delivery trucks, the already
ALTERNATIVE TO ABORTION
jammed intersections?
(By Ruth Dean)
One might have thought that this was
the time for some courageous administrator
Birthright is a new volunteer group in
to say STOP! No more automobiles on thls the Washington area offering an abortion
campus. No more superpolluters outside the alternative to women with unwanted pregclassrooms. Let them ride buses; let them nancies via its telephone "hot line."
Already in the month it has been an
ride bicycles; let them walk I
Unfortunately, GW needs black ink more operation, Birthright has received 200 phone
calls, both for help and for information,
than clean air, to balance its ledgers.
on its special number, 526-3333, Mrs. Robert
Students mean solvency.

SST? And unlike other parts of town,
the GWU area does enjoy excellent bus
service.
Unfortunately, a federally supported
agency, the National Capital Planning
Commission, has consented to the woefully short-sighted garage project. Perhaps the NCPC should be asked to explain itself.
The "car first" philosophy of the GWU
administrators was revealed in a column
published Saturday in the Washington
Star. Star staff writer Christopher
Wright points out that the cars already
on hand around the campus have forced
a pediatrics professor to build an airlock in order to get a pollution-free room
for his young patients.
Mr. Wright's column follows:

HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
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L. Connelly, its Washington founder, said

last night.
Of these, 70 were pregnant women whom
volunteers were able to refer to agencies
that could help them, and "all but two,
who were angry with us," sought information or offered financial help to the organization.
"Birthright itself is not a legal lobby, not
a group of women fighting, carrying banners, yelling against abortion, although it
is obvious we are against abortion and feel
it is a basic evil," Mrs. Connelly told new
volunteers at a training session in the
Blessed Sacrament School auditorium,
loaned to them for the meeting.
The group included Catholic and Protestant women, housewives, military nurses, retirees and college students. All were there
to learn how to handle the knotty questions
they will be asked during the one hour a
month they've volunteered to man the
phones.
BORROW TECHNIQUES

Many of the techniques used in the successful phone suicide-prevention services
around the county are used, Mrs. Connelly
explained.
"Ask yourself, how are you really listening to the woman or the girl on the other
end of the phone," Mrs. Connelly told the
volunteers. "She's really concerned about
herself, not the baby at this point. Are you
able tt) put yourself in her shoes and have
empathy with her?"
Mrs. Connelly warned the women "you
are not social workers or psychiatrists, and
don't try to be. Refer them to tLose who
are when they ask. The important thing
is to keep them talking, find out the problem, then refer them to the agencies that
can give them the professional help they
need."
Mrs. Connelly and her husband (a superVisor at Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone
Co.), Mrs. Thelma Mullin, a former psychiatric case worker, and the Rev. Donald Duggan, director of the Fainily IJfe Bureau of
the Archdiocese of Washington, founded the
group, patterned after one founded in Canada two years ago.
Mrs. Mullin explained there was a need "to
give women with unwanted pregnancies a
balanced view of abortion so they could make
an intelligent decision. Up until November,
when we began our organizing meetings,"
she said, "there had been no central counseling service other than how to obtain an
abortion here in the District or in New York
Oity."
WHY THEY JOINED

Most of the women at last night's meeting
were new volunteers. They came, they said,
in response to publicity in county newspapers and radio spots or contact through
a friend.
Mrs. Benjamin Carroll, choir director at
the Emory Methodist Church, said she joined
"because I have two daughters in Women's
Lib who are very proabortion. We've had
some hot fainily discussions on the subject,"
she admitted.
"I'm antiabortion, with reservations, naturally," she said. "I am for medical abortion
when it's obvious the child will be born a
monster, or if a woman is raped. But I believe in the sanctity of life. And if you're
45 and faced with an unwanted pregnancy,
let's face it-you've known about birth control all the time, and if you didn't have
enough sense to use it, then tough beans;
you better take the pregnancy:•
Mrs. Lewis E. Berry Jr., member of the
McLean Baptist Church, wife of a lawyer
and mother of nine children, said she volunteered to help Birthright because "I'd been
quite disturbed the last year about the lowering of our national values, and I didn't
know what to do about it by myself.
"I consider abortion infanticide; there is
no other name for it. I don't think the ovens
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at Buchenwald and Auschwitz burned so
brightly as they're burning now in these
hospitals in the District and New York."
Mrs. Berry said that as a pre-med student
at the University of Houston she'd seen films
showing the aftermath of abortion, such as
were shown last night by Dr. Edward J. Connor. chairman of the department of obstetrics
at Cafritz Memorial Hospital.
ANGRY

She said her reaction was anger "that the
rights of the child, and yes, of the father
whether married or unmarried, are being deprived. Really, I get incensed over the fact
people gilbly go about saying abortion is
so easy, abortion is nothing," she said.
Lt. Comdr. Elizabeth McCormick, a retired
Navy medical service corps officer, who headed the blood bank at Bethesda Naval Hospital
several years, said the hearings on legislation to repeal the Maryland abortion law
prompted her to join Birthright.
"It seems to me that in a country where
we make much objection to Vietnam war
deaths which are now approaching 45,000,"
she said, "it is ironic we let go by the loss
in life of thousands {through abortion) in
our own states.
In her hospital work, Comdr. McCormick
said she'd assisted with transfusions to those
who'd had abortions and those who had died
from abortions due to blood poisoning "from
improper methods being used." She added
she didn't think it "right that my funds
are used to destroy life when I've worked 30
years as a technician in keeping life."
COED HELPS

The Annapolis hearings on Maryland's
abortion law last May also moved 19-year-old
Kathy Goldbeck, a University of Maryland
sophomore, to join last night's group.
Kathy learned about it through her mother
whom she said "works for a Catholic organization called CANA." She said she wanted
to assist with the Birthright calls "because
I feel abortion is really killing a person, and
to me life is very important."
Mrs. Connelly emphasized to the volunteers that their telephone role will involve
"no religious or moral brain washing, no
judgment of these girls influenced by your
own religious feelings. It has very little to do
with it," she emphasized.
"The actual fact of abortion is a very
human problem, which as far as Birthright
is concerned is the right for every baby to be
born, if at all possible."

land, its institutions and the faces of its
people. South Vietnam is no exception.
But what first strikes the visitor forcibly
is that despite the long, bitter battle-first
for freedom from French colonial rule after
World War II, then the continuing struggle
with the North Vietnamese, South Vietnam
remains an incredibly beautiful country.
From Saigon down, the southern third of
the country is flat, marshy lowlands doininated by the Mekong River system. The
Mekong Delta area, siinilar to the Louisiana
coastal region, is one of the richest ricegrowing areas in the world and normally provides more than enough to feed the 60% of
the nation's people who live there.
LIKE FLAWS ON A CANVAS

To the north, along the coast, white sandy
beaches, set off by sharply rising plus green
hills, provide a natural resortlike setting that
in more peaceful times could rival Hawaii
as a tourist attraction.
To the north and west, over the steep rising Annainite Mountain chain covered by
dense tropical rain forest, are a series of
plateaus along the Cambodian and Laotian
borders that resemble in appearance and
beauty the area around Denver, Colo.
But even from the air the signs of wargaping bomb craters, black, burned-over
vegetation, ruins of buildings-dot the landscape like :flaws on an impressionistic canvas.
The scars are least noticeable in the mountains where the dense jungle growth, spurred
by steaining tropic heat and six-month-long
monsoon rains, quickly obliterates the works
of man.
Some of the war's devastation has also
been erased along the fertile coastal plain
and in the rich Mekong Delta by the intensive agricultural practices by stoical
South Vietnamese peasant farmers. They
appear to view the war mainly as an unwanted interruption of their labors and any
outcome, so long as it is quick, would apparently be satisfactory to them.
DESTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION

The destruction looks worst around the
imperial city of Hue, overrun and held by
the Communists for almost a month during
the 1968 Tet offensive, and in the northwestern border area around Khe Sanh, not
far from Laos.
Once a prosperous tea-producing area, the
region around Khe Sanh Is a wasteland.
Heavy allied bombings and constant Communist artillery bombardment during the 77day siege of the Marine garrison there in the
summer of 1968 destroyed virtually every
building, denuded the terrain and drove the
inhabitants into already swelling refugee
JIM WIEGHART OF NEW YORK camps.
DAILY NEWS REPORTS ON INDOEven more impressive than the destruction
CHINA vVA~II
wrought by the war, however, is the massive
construction it generated, particularly during the six years of heavy U.S. involvement.
Among the hundreds of Inllitary construction projects scattered across the countryside
OF WISCONSIN
are:
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Scores of heavily sandbagged fire bases,
perched on bulldozed mountain tops or
Monday, March 29, 1971
alongside strategic roads or waterways. The
Mr. REUSS. Mr. Speaker, I today com- :fire bases complete, with underground conmend to the attention of my colleagues crete-and-steel-reinforced command bunkthe last of a series of articles on the ers, are armed with long-range artillery and
Indochina war by Jim Wieghart, mili- usually have helicopter landing pads.
Oomplete Inllitary communities housing
tary a1Iairs reporter for the New York
of men, like Camp Eagle near Hue,
Daily News, who has well conveyed the thousands
headquarters for the U.S. 101st Airborne
paradoxes and tragedies of U.S. involve- Division, or Camp Baldy, south of Da Nang,
ment:
headquarters for the 5th Marine Regiment.
Dozens of military airfields, ranging from
[From the New York Daily News, Feb. 25,
small landing strips for helicopters and light
1971]
observation planes to full-fledged airports
SOUTH VIETNAM-8CARRED, STOICAL, BEAUcapable of handling huge four-motor cargo
TIFUL
planes.
(By James Wieghart)
Hundreds of miles of roads and countless
SAIGON, February 24.-No nation can be
bridges built by U.S. mll1ta.ry construction
at war for 25 years without bearing the in- battalions equipped with trucks, road graders,
delible imprints of prolonged conflict on its dirt movers, bulldozers and cranes.
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Extensive seaport and docking facilities
at coastal cities like Da Nang, Cam Ranh Bay
and Saigon, to handle the millions of tons
of food, ammunition and other supplies funneled into South Vietnam from the United
States over the last six years.
Elaborate, fully stocked supply depots with
fuel tanks, acres of motor vehicles, ammunition dumps, equipment repair shops and
warehouses crammed With food, clothing and
medical supplies.
ECONOMY GEARED TO WAR
But military fortifications don't end at
hamlet, village or city limits in a guerrilla
war like South Vietnam's. Since the entire
nation is the battlefield, the whole country
has become, of necessity, an armed camp
and the war is institutionalized-a fact of
daily life for every citizen.
In every hamlet, village and city in the
country, barbed wire, machine-gun emplacements, sandbagged bunkers and guard outposts ring government buildings, police stations and the homes of important local and
national officials.
In fact, so pervasive are such accouterments in the civilian sector that they now
attract no more notice from residents than
a tree or a post or a garbage can. The same
is true for the daily sight of large numbers
of armed men walking down busy city
streets--only visitors take notice.
Such relative invisibility is no mean feat
when one considers that in a nation the size
of Florida there are now a million South
Vietnamese servicemen and a million more
armed civilian defense forces-about 12%
of the nation's total 17.9 million population-plus about 325,000 American military
personnel roaming about.
As could be expected of a nation in a prolonged war with no end yet in sight, the
conduct of the war and the war's aftermath
has become the chief pro-occupation of the
central government; it also dominates an
economy, which is geared to war and dependent on its continuation, and it is the single,
most important fact of life for every South
Vietnamese citizen.
The corrosive effect of the war on society's
fabric is everywhere visible in South Vietnam, particularly in the large cities of Saigon, Da Nang and Hue.
The streets there are alive with the casualties of war-armless and legless veterans,
napalm-burned men, women and children.
The halt, the lame and the blind-women
and children, some with noses, ears or Jaws
blown away-creep or crawl or simply lie on
crowded downtown sidewalks begging for
just enough money to stay alive another
day.
INACCURATE ON LOW SIDE
The official 1970 caseload figures of the
South Vietnamese ministry of Social Walfare
and Assistance lists 51,000 disaJbled veterans,
156,000 disabled citizens, 258,000 war orphans and 131,000 war widows, but officials
agree the actual figures are many times
higher.
The ministry, short of manpower and
funds, has a long waiting list for assistance
and many thousands of victims, not even
aware of the program, have simply fled to
the cities in hopes of somehow finding the
means to sustain life.
Similarly, government statd.Sitics on refugees-victims whose homes and villages have
been destroyed by allied bom.bs or Communist shellings or a combination of the twohave proved to be consistently inaccurate on
the low side.
No one really knows how many people
have been displaced by the war, but it 1s
generally agreed that the figure may be
as high as four million, almost 25% Of the
population. The government reported last
year resettling 735,000 refugees in their
former homes and began 1971 with an estimated 250,000 backlog.
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But the government's count does not include the emormous flow of refugees from
rural to urban areas over the past few yea.rs.
As a result of that flow, the populatiolliS of
the major cities have doubled, tripled and
even quadrupled over the last decade while
the nation's population increased by about
10 %.
For instance, Saigon's population, estimated at 400,000 in 1962, is approaching the
three million mark. During the same period,
Da Nang's population soared from 120,000
to 415,000, while Hue grew from 104,000 to
170,000.
Having been victimized by the war, many
of these people are now dependent on the
war's economic dislocations to save them.
Many who are able find work, primarily in
the Wide variety of service industries that
inevitably spring up around military bases-laundries, restaurants, taverns, shops, taxi
companies and shoeshine parlors. Others are
directly employed by the military for mess
service, cleanup work, ma.intenance and
minor clerical duties.
But an alarming number, especially the
young, have turned to vice and crime for
their livelihood. Day or night, the downtown
.streets of the major cities are lined With
youthful pickpockets, purse snatohers, black
marketeers, dope peddlers, panderers, prostitutes, illegal money changers and con artists.
The police, seemingly overwhelmed by the
problem, appear more interested in getting
their cut than in stopping the illegal traffic.
Graft and official corruption, long a problem in South Vietnam and every other Far
Eastern country except Japan, has been intensified by the enormous pvessure of inflation, which has made it virtually impossible
for Low-paid government employes to live on
their salaries.
PRICE INDEX UP 7 0 0 PERCENT
Last year alone, the cost of living went up
29.8 % here and this was on the heels of an
even greater 32.1 % jump in 1969. Between
1965 and 1970, the retail price index in
Saigon rose an unbelievable 700.
Although the economic pressure on civil
servants was eased somewhat by a recent
17% general wage increase and by steppedup government efforts to slow inflation, government workers and servicemen continue
the kind of hand-to-mouth existence that
breeds corrup.t ion.
The difficulties of the South Vietnamese
economy are easily traceable to the war and
to the massive infusion of American dollars
into a small, relatively underdeveloped nation.
During the high point of the U.S. buildup
in 1968, the United States was spending
about $2.5 billion a month to support the
war, more than half the nation's gross national product for the year. Although the
Nixon administration does not separate out
Vietnam war costs in its budget, informed
estimates set this year's cost at about $15
billion or about four times greater than
South Vietnam's GNP.
Over-all, American officials have estimated
that the United States has spent more than
$100 billion on the war and has pumped another $4.2 billion in economic assistance into
South Vietnam. American nonmilitary aid to
the Saigon government continues to run at a
rate of about $700 milllon a year.
When viewed in the context of the current U.S. withdrawal program, under which
President Nixon hopes to have all U.S. personnel out by the end o! 1972, South Vietnam's already difficult economic problems
will become clearly unmanageable.
AID MUST GO ON AND ON
American officials agree privately that the
United States will have to continue massive
economic aid to South Vietnam for years
after the last U.S. troops are gone.
Obviously, there can be no meaningful
solution to the tremendous physical, social
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and economic problems confronting South
Vietnam until peace is restored.
No nation with limited resources and a.
population of 17.9 million can support two
million men under arms in a widespread
modern war without eventu_ally collapsing
under the strain. The same, of course, can be
said for the Hanoi government, whose own
war effort is increasingly reliant on outside
help from Red China, the Soviet Union and
other Communist countries.
But still, the war has gone on for 25 years
and it seems to have developed a curious
momentum of its own that defies ordinary
logic. Perhaps it can only be ground to a.
halt when the outside forces helping to sustain it are finally gone.
[From the New York Daily News,
Feb. 26, 1971]
BRASS DIDN'T THINK REDS WOULD STAND
IN LAos
(By James Wiegha.rt)
SAIGON, February 25.-Although they considered it a possibility, few of Gen. Creighton
W. Abrams' top planners actually believed
the North Vietnamese would "stand and
fight" a bloody battle of attrition to defend
the Ho Chi Minh Trail against South Vietnamese raiders in Laos.
Yet, 17 days after the border crossing, the
spearhead of 16,000 crack South Vietnamese
troops has been stopped in its tracks 15
miles inSlde Laos, far short of the original
goal of severing the vital supply link through
which North Vietnamese infiltrate arms and
men into Cambodia and South Vietnam.
Despite assurance by Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird in Washington that the operation is prceeding on schedule, it is not,
according to advance briefings given to reporters in Saigon early this month.
Likewise, the Nixon administration claims
that the incursion has seriously disrupted
the flow of supplies down the trail are at
variance with the contention of Air Force
sources that electromc monitoring devices
along the trail indicate that stepped-up
movements on the western branches have
partly compensated for the incursion on the
eastern side.
BUT THE BUILDUP IS HURT
This is not to say that the Laotian operation, dubbed Lamson 719, has been a fallure. There has been a disruption on part of
North Vietnam's only supply network to the
south.
This means that the dry season buildup
planned by the North Vietnamese Will fall
below expectations, perhaps enough so to
cause them to scale down, if not postpone,
a summer offense.
But in light of the stiff Communist resistance, it is surprising that the conventional
mllitary wisdom among Abrams' advisers before the operation began was that the bulk
of the 60,000 North Vietnamese defending
the trail would "melt" into the rugged, jungle-covered mountains, leaving behind only
small units to fight a rear guard action.
Abrams was less sanguine about the prospects of a bloodless victory. Too old a Vietnam hand to be confident of any prediction
on how the wily Communists would react,
the 56-year-old veteran tank commander was
supremely confident before the action that
the allies would inflict a defeat on the enemy no matter how he reacted.
In a far ranging, hourlong interview on
the eve of the border crossing, Abrams
praised the South Vietnamese forces. He
made it plain that he believed the South
Vietnamese, backed by overwhelming U.S.
air power, could handle anything the Communists might throw at them in Laos.
Abrams attributed the improvement in the
South Vietnamese army to their successful
Cambodian invasion last May, saying:
"The generals I deal with now are not the
same people I was dealing with a year ago.
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Their men are better equipped and better
trained. It is a formidable military force--a
fine military organization, tactically and
logistically. The South Vietnamese have
grown in .maturity and have gained the confidence that they can, in fact, handle their
problems."
Still, despite Abrams' caution, there was
strong circumstantial evidence to support the
viewpoint that the North Vietnamese would
sidestep a full-scale battle in Laos. For almost two years, they have generally avoided
major actions in an 9ipparent return to a
protracted war posture of small-unit hitand-run guerrilla warfare.
This posture was encouraged by the phased
withdrawal of American troops, under which
more than 200,000 U.S. servicemen have been
pulled out of Vietnam since President Nixon
announced the Vietnamization program in
mid-1969.
Even May's daring U.S.-South Vietnamese
invasion of the Cambodian sanctuary areas
at the foot of the Ho Chi Minh Trail did not
prod the North Vietnamese into a major
tight.
Therefore, most senior American military
officials concluded that the North Vietnamese
were seeking to build up their forces,
strengthening their supply and infiltration
routes through Laos, preferring to wait until
the bulk of U.S. combat troops are withdrawn before launching any major attack.
HEAVY TOLL OF COPTERS
It was precisely this conviction that
prompted Abrams last month to seek White
House approval for the invasion by 20,000
Vietnamese troops, backed by 9,000 Ameri•
can troops used to support the vital Highway 9 supply route from Quang Tri through
Khe Sanh and up to the Laotian border.
As the complex operation swung into motion three weeks ago, the first stages went
as smoothly as a textbook military exercise
unfettered by any enemy resistance, making
the initial optimism seem justified.
But the enemy reaction since then has
been intense and costly to the allies. Unexpectedly heavy and accurate antiaircraft
fire has taken a heavy toll of U.S. helicopters
-some estimates run as high as 6Q--and have
seriously limited their ab111ty to support and
resupply men on the ground.
At the same time, the Communists have
unleashed withering ground fire against forward elements and have launched several
major ground attacks.
Clearly the enemy's willingness to "stand
and fight" and his ab111ty to do so have been
underestimated by U.S. planners. It also
seems likely that the effectiveness of American air power in rugged mountain areas,
largely obscured by triple canopy jungle, has
been overestimated by the Allied command.
It is also possible, though the evidence on
this is not yet in, that the South Vietnamese-while admittedly improved-are still no
match for the North Vietnamese regulars
when not accompanied by U.S. advisers.
Abrams hotly disputes this contention,
adding that, in his opinion, many of the
South Vietnamese units are the equal of any
American force, however elite.
BELIEVES rr WAS VrrAL

Abrams also denied that the operation was
running behind schedule. He insisted that
the intention never was to "cut or block" the
Ho Chi Minh Trail permanently and said it
should not be measured in terms of such an
objective.
But whatever the outcome of Lamson 719,
whether it meets the objectives originally
assigned it or the scaled-down version now
ascribed to it by Laird and Abrams, a bigger
question sure to be a matter o!f controversy
in the future is whether the operation was
justified at all.
Abrams believes the Laos incursion was
absolutely vital before further American
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withdrawals can be made after U.S. troop equip men fast enough to replace the Gis.
But the program has worked-the skeptics
strength dips to the 284,000 level May 1. The
U.S. commander said the enemy supply have become advocates--and even such caubuildup in the Laos panhandle indicated that tious men as U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth
the Communists planned an offensive this Bunker and Gen. Grieghton W. Abrams are
summer in the northern provinces of South now saying privately that the U.S. troop
Vietnam that would have made further withdrawal rate can be safely speeded up.
The main reason for the turnabout in
American withdrawals from that area hazofficial opinion is the dramatic change in the
ardous.
He said that the Cambodian incursion last military situation in South Vietnam brought
year not only thwarted a planned Commu- about by a serious weakening of the Comnist offensive in southem South Vietnam but munist forces and a starling improvement in
so weakened the Communist forces cut off South Vietnamese anny (ARVN), particularin the Mekong Delta area that enemy activity ly since last May's successful Cambodian
there was sharply curtailed and the entire invasion.
region is now considered secure by the Saigon
LARGEST IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
government.
Indeed, a visitor cannot help but be imA successful Laotian incursion, he said,
oould achieve the same beneficial effect for pressed at the size of the ARVN force--1
million men under arms, well equipped and
the northern pravinces.
Naturally, Abrams' view is shared by most fairly well trained, backed up by another 1
in the upper echelons of the U.S. military million civilian-soldiers being armed and
and diplomatic establishment here, includ- trained to defend their own hamlets and villages.
ing U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker.
In addition, the South Vietnamese air
But there are some high-ranking officers
in his command who privately disagree. One forcP and navy, both equipped with modern
U.E"
_;lanes and ships, are the largest in
ranking diplomatic official said that he felt
the South Vietnamese had effectively met Souli"neast Asia.
The upsurge in military power and the atthe challenge in their own country and
should now devote their energies to consoli- trition suffered by Communist forces in the
dating their gains by attacking the social South, have permitted the Saigon government
to expand remarkably its control over the
and economic problems at home.
An Army oolonel with wide experience as countryside. The latest survey by the Ameran adviser to South Vietnamese troops agreed ican pacification team indicates that 95%
with Abrams' assessment that they have im- of the population lives in relatively secure
proved markedly, but strongly disagreed with areas, compared with 65% registered in 1968.
Just as every silver lining has its cloud,
his decision to in vade Laos.
there are soft spots in the South Vietnamese
COLONEL TAKES DIFFERENT VIEW
military posture that concern American ad"They (the South Vietnamese now have a visers.
million-man anny, well armed and most of
GRIND, RACE AND SQUEAL
them well-trained.'' the colonel said. "I think
The ARVN have serious maintenance probthey should use this force to increase the lems. Many o! their troops have a cavalier
security within their own borders and not go "easy come, easy go" attitude about their
chasing off to Laos after the enemy. When expensive American hardware which prompts
they do that, they are giving the Commu- them to abuse it rather than care for it
nists the advantage of shorter supply lines properly. Riding in an ARVN convoy, for
and favorable terrain for their kind of fight- instance, can be an ear-shattering experiing."
ence--what with grinding gears, racing moThe oolonel also favored a substantial tors and squealing brakes--and it only slightspeedup in the withdrawing of U.S. troops, ly less dangerous than going into actual
adding that he believed all American ground combat.
troops could be safely pulled out of Vietnam
And although many South Vietnamese are
by the end of this year. He conceded, how- skillful screwdriver mechanics--capable of
ever, that the South Vietnamese would need somehow keeping in operation the enormous
considerable U.S. aJ.r support for a much number o! 20-year-old cars, trucks and taxi
longer time period than that.
cabs seen daily on city streets here-there
While none of them would say so publicly, is a serious shortage of trained technicians
those American officials critical of the de- needed to keep their new, highly sophisticatcision to invade Laos pointed out that the ed war machinery operative.
logic behind that decision, if carried to its
The South Vietnamese are also short on
ultimate conclusion, would inevitably lead pilots, management personnel, engineers,
to a decision to invade North Vietnam some- electronic specialists and competent senior
time in the future.
noncommissioned and field grade officers.
They agreed that no responsible AmeriSome critics feel there is a tendency among
can offioial was advocating such a course, but the South Vietnamese and American governthey added that South Vietnamese Presi- ment officials here to use these shortcomdent Thieu and Vice President Ky have ings as a crutch to prolong U.S. involvement
spoken of a possible invasion of North Viet- in the war. The critics oontend the question
nam recently and that President Nixon is not really whether the South Vietnamese
pointedly refused to rule out such a possi- can operate as effectively without American
bility in a meeting with reporters last week. presence, but whether they can operate effectively enough to do the job without
[From the New York Daily News,
American help.
Feb. 27, 1971]
ANTI-AMERICAN FEELING
SKEPTICS ARE Now ADVOCATES OF
There are other less positive but perhaps
VIET PuLLOUT
equally persuasive reasons for speeding the
(By James Wieghart)
U.S. withdrawal. As the South Vietnamese
SAIGON, February 26.-Perhaps the best assume more of the burden for the war-they
measure of the success of President Nixon's already are carrying on a lion's share of the
Vietnamization program is that fact that combat load-and the American presence beAmerican officials here who were most skep- comes less vital, the natural frictions betiool of the phased U.S. withdrawal when it tween the two cultures become less tolerable
was unveiled in mid-1969 are now its strong- to the South Vietnamese.
In short, incipient anti-American feeling
est supporters.
The original skepticism was based on the is certain to grow as the U.S. winds down
its
participation in the war. Such sentiment
fear that pulling U.S. troops out at the rate
of 15,000 per month would leave dangerous is clearly on the rise and has reached potendefensive gaps because the South Viet- tially dangeroUJS levels in some areas.
For instance, Americans involved in traffic
namese would never be able to train and
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accidents with a South Vietnamese, regardless of whose fault it is, often find themselves surrounded by crowds of angry, fistwaving Vietnamese. Frequently the crowds
refuse to permit the American to proceed,
even after the police arrive at the scene, until
an American official shows up to make an
on-the-spot compensation payment, actually
a form of ransom.
Worse yet, there have been numerous
anti-American demonstrations, sometimes
bordering on riot, in some of the major South
Vietnamese cities during the last year.
More than 2 ,000 student demonstrators
hurled rocks and fire bombs at American
compounds in the coastal city of Qui Nhon
earlier this month to protest the accidental
slaying of two Vietnamese citizens by an
American soldier. One U.S. building, two
buses and five vehicles were burned and 15
other vehicles were damaged by rocks in the
elliSuing daylong riot.
The city, South Vietnam's fourth largest,
has been off limits to U.S. personnel since
last December when smaller scale rioting
broke out after a high school student was
shot and killed by a G.I.
Not surprisingly, anti-American demonstrations in turn anger the Gls, especially
those who did not choose to come here in the
first place, thus contributing to the so-called
"morale problem."
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
The rash of "morale problem" stories,
which have appeared over the last six months
usually center on three behavior patternsdisciplinary problems, including tragging and
refusal t o obey orders; increased drug use by
Gis, and racial problems.
Thus far, the U.S. military command concedes th:at while there are some morale problems, they exist mostly in rear areas away
from combat zones and are no more widespread in Vietnam than they have been in
any other war.
A Marine colonel at the U.S. Military Command Headquarters who holds this view,
said: "Any military unit anywhere has to
work hard to keep peak morale. The threat
of lagging morale always comes up in a withdrawal situation. It happened after World
Wrur II and after the Korean War--everyone
wants to be the first on the list to go home."
The colonel said that attitude is now developing here and is complicated by the fact
that the Vietnam withdrawal is underway
while the war is still going on. No one wants
to be the last Americsn killed in Vietnam,
he explained.
He discounted the significance of the recent widely publicized cases of enlisted men
who attempted to kill superiors they felt
were too gung ho. This practice has been
called fragging because fragmentation grenades were used in several of the cases. The
colonel said such things happened, with probably the same frequency, in previous wars.
He agreed that in two areas-racial friction and excessive drug use--the Vietnam experience differs from the past. "But keep in
mind," the colonel added, "that we did not
originate these problems in the services,
they came to us from society outside and
we're doing the best we can to cope with
them."
MORALE PROBLEMS PROBED
Although the U.S. command denies a serious morale problem exists among 'the 'troops,
it was learned that under orders !rom
Abrams, an in-depth study of morale problems was begun here quietly two months ago.
The study, still several months from completion, is designed to find the extent Of any
morale slippage and the underlying oauses
for it.
My own observation is that the morale is
generally high among U.S. combat troops and
among those engaged instimulating work,
such as serving as advisers to ARVN forces,
At the same time, there appears to be a seri-
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ous morale problem in rear echelon units.
This is particularly true where the Gls have
little useful or interesting work to do and
where they are stationed in areas near big
cities which have been placed off limirts.
When discussing the American withdrawal
rate with reporters on the record, military
commanders insist their judgment is based
primarily on military criteria. Yet, in private
informal discussion these same officials repeatedly refer to the morale problem and the
growth of anti-military feeling at home as
reasons why "we should get the hell out of
here." And again in informal discussions only,
American commanders from all services increasingly cite what they consider a growing
Soviet military threat to justify a quicker
withdrawal from the war. They express concern tha t unless t he United States can spend
more of its defense money on new weapons
systems " we will fall behind the Russians."
THE RED CHINESE THREAT
Thus far, few in the military establishment
here seem to attach much importance to
what many Senate doves feel is the most
compelling reason for a speedy withdrawalthe danger that the spreading war, already
slooped over into Cambodia and Laos, will
draw in Communist China and precipitate
a nuclear showdown.
There is, in fact, a worrisome lack Of concern among u.s. officials that Communist
China would intervene in the war, however
widespread it becomes. But important diplo·
mats representing countries friendly to the
United States do not share this complacency.
One pro-American ambassador said pri·
vately that in view of the menacing statements emanating from Peking following the
South Vietnamese invasion of Laos, he does
not see how the possibility of Chinese intervention can be ruled out.

THE GREEKS-GUARDIANS OF
FREEDOM

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, as the people of Greece mark the 150th anniversary of the beginning of the Greek War
of Independence-1821-29-which culminated in their freedom from almost
400 years of Ottoman rule and the winning of their independence from Turkey,
it is proper that Americans express their
appreciation to the Greek people for
their brave struggle for freedom.
Throughout the centuries-and especially more recently in 1967 when the freedom loving Greeks subdued an imminent
Communist takeover; and restored order
by rounding up and jailing the Communist leaders, organizers, and agitators-the Greek people have resisted outside suppression and tyranny. Under the
leadership of their diligent and competent Prime Minister George Papadopou-

los, the Greek people in 1968 approved

at the ballot box by an overwhelming
majority a new reform constitution.
The history of Greece has been the

story of a constant struggle to keep burning the flame of liberty. The achievements of the Greek people and their con-

tributions to western civilization in art,
architecture, science, mathematics, philosophy, drama, and literature have been
unsurpassed by any other culture.
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Both the U.S. Government and people expressed a warm and sympathetic
feeling toward the Greeks during their
period of struggle for freedom from the
Turks and extended to the Greeks at
that time moral and financial help. Today, voices are heard in our Government
highly critical of the present Greek Government for its implacable and oppressive opposition to Communist totalitarianism.
Yet, today Greece stands as the greatest bulwark against Communist tyranny
in all Europe. Were it not for the present
Greek Government the U.S. Sixth Fleet
might well have been excluded from the
Mediterranean. Our Greek friends, despite the few American antagonists, remain freedom's strongest bastion on the
Mediterranean.
Americans have good reason for
being grateful to the Greeks for manning
the ramparts of freedom in 1971 as they
have done throughout the ages.
I insert at this point in my remarks a
letter from the chairmen of the Justice
for Greece Committee, Greek Proclamation Committee, and Greek Evzones of
America; a newsclipping from "Hellenic
News," a letter from his Excellency Archbishop Iakovos of the Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese of North and South America, a reprint entitled "How Americans
Responded to the Greek Revolution of
1821," a paper by Prof. Charilaos Lagoudakis entitled "New York State and
the War of Greek Independence 182130," and an American opinion article by
Thomas J. Haas entitled "George Papadopoulos and the Greeks":
MARCH 17, 1971.
Congressman JoHN R. RARICK,
House of Representatives.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN RARICK: Your objectivity in connection with the present Greek
Government is greatly appreciated by the
"JUSTICE FOR GREECE COMMITTEE", the
"GREEK PROCLAMATION COMMITTEE",
and the "GREEK EVZONES OF AMERICA".
The members of our respective groups believe that the Greek Government has been
dedicated to sound remedial reforms (social
and economic) and that these have greatly
benefited the entire nation. The progress and
tranquility, resulting therefrom, was evident
to the 1 ¥:! million tourists in 1970, many of
whom were Greek et hnics from various parts
of the world.
We regret to observe that the Foreign
Relations Committee has been burdened
with another attempt to discredit the Greek
Government by former Greek politicians
whose allegations to Greece and the United
States is suspect.
Unfortunately, the latest Foreign Relations Committee "investigators" confined
themselves to the projected politicians that
were responsible for the chaotic situation in
Greece prior to April 21, 1967. This cannot
be considered an impartial investigation ot
popular sentiment in Greece, by any stretch
of the imagination.
Contrary to the misleading reports of antiAmerican and anti-Greek Government sentiment circulated by a small, vociferous minority, the Greek Government has the overwhelming support of the majority of the
Greek people. The United States Government
has the respect and admiration of the majority of citizens in Greece, Greece has now
become the most loyal NATO member.
We enclose for your consideration an article that appeared in the Hellenic News, an
independent Greek American newspaper. It
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has been translated into English at the request of the undersigned. It reflects, not only
the majority view of the populace in Greece,
but also the majority view of Hellenes
throughout the world.
It would be greatly appreciated by the
undersigned, therefore, if the article were
entered ln'to the Congressional Record as an
expression of the popular sentiment of the
Hellenic Community of America.
Respectfully yours,
Dr. NICHOLAS DESTOUNIS,
National Chairman, Justice for Greece
Committee.

P. B. BOORAS,
National Chairman, Greek Proclamation Committee.

C. B. ROCHE,
Secretary, Greek Evzones of America.

[From Hellenic News, Feb. 11, 1971}
ON MR. BLANK'S "INVESTIGATION"
(By Spyros Triantafyllou)
Every so often, Senator Blank comes out
with his statements in various forms to assert that he is struggling for Greece's return to democratic life, "protecting" thus, in
his opinion, the liberties of the Greek people. In this way, Mr. Blank justifies his assaults against the Greek Government and
the National Revolution of April 21, 1967, as
well as his protests to the Nixon Administration to suspend the American aid until
Greece pulls back to the parliamentary "normalcy."
Besides Mr. Blank, there are some other
Senators and Members of the House, as well
as some American newspapers-with "The
New York Times" first in line-who insistently charge against the Greek Government
established by the National Revolution of
April 21, 1967, and use repetitiously the rational that they act . . . "in the name of
Democracy."
It is, indeed, very . . . touching to see
these distinguished American politicians and
journalists being concerned about Greece,
her Democracy, the freedoins of the Greek
people, however distant they may be from
the fact that the National Revolution of
April 21, 1967, averted the threat of a new
Vietnam in Europe, and that without the
present Greek Government the Americans
and their 6th Fleet would have been thrown
out of the Mediterranean and that NATO
would have crumbled into pieces.
It is a happy coincidence that the bitter
political experience and the prudence of the
Greek people, the Revolution's composure
and the national responsibility of the present
Greek Government did not allow an explosion of the Greek temper to happen as a
result of these unjustified insults, and cause
an anti-American feeling as exists presently
in Turkey.
That is also because the Greeks are still
teaching Democracy; because they know better than anyone else what freedom means
throughout centuries of innumerable historical examples with their struggle, sacrifice
and bloodshed to preserve their freedom and
Democracy.
The Greeks have never asked from friendly
nations or ames any protection or assistance
to secure their political liberties-which they
are able to restore and preserve W'hen it becomes necessary. In the past, and particularly
during the German occupation, the reaction
of the Greek people-the most recent example of Greek mentality-proves that the
Greeks would have overthrown the present
Revolution if they had not been convinced
about its national necessity.
The Greeks are not naive nor cowardly
people by letting their Armed Forces interfere, in protecting and restoring their institutions, with no sign of protest. It is simply
because, In the past, these institutions were
under constant jeopardy and their very existence was threatened by ambitious a.nd
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ruthless politicians who pursued personal
and partisan gains at the expense of national
interest. Above any other political, economical or social freedoms the Greeks place their
national freedom, which they value as the
dearest of all freedoins.
Obviously, the foreign zealots who supposedly "defend" freedom and democracyand particularly the Americans, whose national freedom was never threatened-ignore
this fact. Furthermore, the Greeks know that
Democracy and Civil Rights in their Country
are protected by the Greek Armed Forces
which have been guarding them ever since
the new Greek State was constituted after
1821's Revolution.
The Greek Armed Forces, acting within
the spirit of preserving Democra(!y in the
Country, often obliged in the past the Crown,
bad political leaders or worse politicians to
accept the Constitutions on which the Country relied until April 21, 1967, when the National Revolution took over and with the
people's consent voted the new Oonstitutional Chart of 1968. Mr. Blank and the
others-the few or many American politicians-should therefore know that if they
want to restore in Greece the same political
chaos with such leaders as Kanellopoulos,
Mavros, Papaspyrou, Averof, A. Papandreou,
Glezos, Kefallinos and others, and return to
the same era, with the Lambraki's gangB and
the red or reddish pimps of demoara.cy, they
should know that under no conditions will
the Greek people accept such "restoration."
In the Greek conscience, the Revolution
and the Papadopoulos' Government are
comparatively speaking, a thousand times
better than the corrupted prerevolutionary
political establishment, even more so, because during this Administration no one was
hurt or abused.
These gentlemen should also know that
that Greek people have never forgotten the
Bloody December of 1944, the nightmarish
days of mass executions by the communists,
the communist guerrilla war-the so called
civil war-and the turbulent era of 19631967.
However, Mr. Blank and the other American politicians and journalists-who appear
to be fighting a good-intentioned battle for a
so-called
"democratic
restoration"
in
Greece-must know, for 1! they don't know
we are telling them now, that their political
tactics and their assaults against the National Revolution and the Greek Government do not promote the cause of Democracy,
but rather help and directly support the
Soviet policy and propaganda, which for
many years have been working to create antiamericanism in Greece. Where then the Soviet policy and propaganda failed, acting in
isolation, to cause corrosion in the GreekAmerican friendship, this failure Is being
transformed gradually into a successful accomplishment on Russian account (I) by
these American senators and their press who
express Mr. Blank's views. For their statements and articles are insults against the
Greek, self-esteem and patriotism and enrage the Greeks against the United States.
Did Mr. Blank ever stop to think what the
repercussions would be in the case of Greece's
neutrality, or even her participation in the
Eastern Alliance?
Because we don't think that the tactics of
the Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee in the American senate support the
Greek-American relations, OT serve the American interests ...
The Greeks have survived through thousands of years, before America was discovered and without ... American aid, in situations far more crltica.l than today's; and they
are now doing their best for their country,
even withstanding a slight and insignificant
deviation !rom the parliamentary system,
trying to restore everything that was destroyed by the unscrupulous politicians of
the past.

By this, we are not referring to the accomplishments made by the National Revolution
and the Papadopoulos' Government in improving the standards of living in Greece and
fostering a healthy economy with a steady
growth. It is not our intention to become
advocates, to herald these successes and plead
for their stay in Greek Administration. We
are liiniting ourselves only within the area
of national sovereignty, in order to underline the importance of National Revolution's
contribution to Greece and the Greeks, who,
even with none of these improvements in
their lives, would still support the present
Government. With no hesitation, the Greeks
wm be eternally grateful to them because
this Government literally saved them from
a serious national danger and secured for
them their national freedom.
Of course, it is Mr. Blank's right to believe
in whatever he thinks right, even in matters concerning Greek affairs. But no Greek
is responsible for his impatience to reasonably wait and witness the end, the fulfillment of the National Revoluti on in which
the Greeks believe deeply.
As of this moment we don't know the content of the report that Mr. Blank's special
emissaries are writing on Greece, nor are
aware of the Senator's future plans ... What
we know, however, is that the patience of
the Greek people, the National Revolution
and the Greek Govern.men t cannot remain
calm forever; their patience has limits which
are getting increasingly narrower, because
the senator's rhetoric on a non-existent for
the Greeks issue creates a crack in the
Greek-American relations, with possible international consequences threatening severely the Free World.
In spite of malicious propaganda, there is
no such thing as Fascism, Nazism or Dictatorship in Greece. What we have there is a
peaceful Revolution which enjoys the trust
and support, not only of the Greek people
in the Motherland, but of all around the
world, because today•s Greek Government is
building the future Greek Democra.cy totally
freed from the perils it experienced in the
past.
Four Inillion tourists who visited Greece
during the last 3 years is very impressive
a number to provide the factual evidence and
confirmation of the peaceful nature of the
National Revolution, even though Mr.
Blank's special envoys may probably ignore
it. But Greece won't get lost in spite of such
biased reports. She was not lost when she
rejected With contempt the decisions of the
"European Coffee-Shop," known as the Council of Europe, and she is st111 glowing against
the ridiculous discussions and the meaningless books by authors such as Mrs. Vlachos
and Mrs. Margaret, as well as against Melina's telegenic hysteria ...
It is a really happy coincidence, for the
United States and the Free World, the fact
that the U.S. Government and the great majority of the American people look at the so
called "Greek issue"-which in essence does
not exist--in its real dimensions and not
from a prejudicial position which characterizes the demagogic attitudes and sophistries
of the suspicious "protectors" of democracy
in Greece.
GREEK ORTHODOX ARCHDIOCESE
OJ' NORTH AND SoUTH AMERICA,
New York, N.Y., March 22,1971.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: In prideful anticipation of the 150th Anniversary of Greek Independence, which Will begin on March 25,
1971 and be commemorated throughout the
year by our Greek-American Communities,
Schools and organizations, we take the
liberty '>f sending you the enclosed material
describing the interest and enthusiasm which
the brave struggle of the enslaved Greeks for
their liberty stirred in the minds and hearts
of Americans of that day.
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Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, John
Quincy Adams and Daniel Webster spoke
eloquently on behalf of Greek Independence
in the Congress, and used their influence to
have it supported by the Great European
Powers; while high-minded Philhellenes like
Samuel Gridley Howe of Boston and George
Jarvis of New York fought in Greece, the latter losing his life, as did Lord Byron, and
other non-Greeks, in a noble cause.
For those of us who are of Hellenic descent,
it 1s most moving that the struggle of the
Greeks to free themselves from Ottoman rule
generated such passionate fervor among
Americans, some of whom had themselves
fought in the American Revolution a half
century earlier and had been sustained by
the eternal democratic principles for which
Greece had always stood.
This fervidness of the Americans 1s strikingly demonstrated by the names directly associated with Greek Independence-like Ypsilanti (in Michigan) and Navarino (in New
York) given to American towns and cities;
while older Greek names like Troy, Syracuse,
Ithaca, Solon, Ulysses, Hector, Corinth-to
take only a few of many examples from New
York State alone-had earlier been bestowed
in appreciation of the Hellenism for which
they stood.
Americans have traditionally championed
the causes of freedom, justice and equality for
all nations and peoples, and it is our prayers
and hope that our observance of the 150th
Anniversary of Greek Independence, will
strike responsive chords in the minds and
hearts of our Americans of today.
Yours most sincerely,
ARCHBISHOP IAKOVOS.
HOW AMERICANS RESPONDED TO THE GREEK
REVOLUTION OF 1821
Reaction to the Greek Revolution of 1821
varied considerably with Europeans and
Americans.
While official standpoints among the governments of Europe did not as a rule reflect
the feelings of the populace towards the
Greeks fighting to shake off four hundred
years of slavery, in the United States both
government and people developed from the
very beginning a very sympathetic and warm
attitude towards the enslaved descendants
of the ancient Hellenes and extended to
them substantial moral and financial help.
The fighting Greeks felt that their natural
ally in a struggle for freedom were the Americans, who had themselves gone through the
ordeal of liberation, and their appeals to the
government and people of the United States
are animated with the kind of trust entertained for those whose faith in eternal ideals
had been sealed with blood and victory.
Here are some eternal values that man,
going through the fortunes of good and evil
in community and nation, has come to believe in. The thought of the fighting Greeks
expressed simply yet magnificently by the
slogan "freedom or death," finds an equally
magnificent response on the part of the
leaders of a new nation, the destiny of which
had already ordained it to guide the peoples
of the earth in the manner in which the
Greeks had done two thousand years before.
The Appeal of the Messenian Senate written in Kalamata, May 25, 1821, translated
from the French and published in "The North
American Review," October 16, 1823:
To the citizens of the United States of
America: Having formed the resolution to
live or die for freedom, we are drawn toward
you by a just sympathy; since it is in your
land that Liberty has fixed her abode, and
by you that she is prized as by our fathers.
Hence, in invoking her name, we invoke
yours at the same time, t rusting that in
imitating you, we shall imit ate our ancestors,
and be thought worthy of them if we succeed in resembling you.
Though separated from you by mighty
oceans, your character brings you near us.
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We esteem you nearer than the nations on
our frontiers; and we possess, in you, friends,
fellow-citizens, and brethren, because you
are just, humane and generous; just because
free, generous and liberal because Christian.
Your liberty is not propped on the slavery
of other nations, nor your prosperity on their
calamtties and sufferings. But, on the contrary, free and prosperous yourselves, you
are desirous that all men should share the
same blessings; that all should enjoy those
rights, to which all are by nature equally
entitled. It is you, who first proclaimed these
rights; it is you who have been the first
agai n to recognise them in rendering the
rank of men to the Africans degreded to the
level of brutes. It is by your example, that
Europe has abolished the shameful and cruel
trade in human flesh, from you that she receives lessons of justice, and learns to renounce her absurd and sanguinary customs.
This glory, Americans, is yours alone, and
raises you above all the nations which have
gained a name for liberty and laws.
It is for you, citizens of America, to crown
this glory, in aiding us to purge Greece from
the barbarians, who for four hundred years
have polluted the soil. It is surely worthy
of you to repay the obligations of the civilized nations, and to banish ignorance and
barbarism from the country of freedom and
the arts. You will not assuredly imitate the
culpable indifference or rather the long ingratitude of some of the Europeans. No, the
fellow-citizens of Penn, of Washington, and
of Franklin, will not refuse their aid to the
descendants of Phocion and Thrasybulus, of
Aratus and of Philopoemen. You have already shown them esteem and confidence in
sending your children to their schools. You
know with what pleasure they were welcomed, and the steady kindness and attention which they received. If such has been
their conduct when enslaved, what friendship and zeal will they not manifest to you,
when through your aid they shall have
broken their chains. Greece will then furnish you advantages, which you can in vain
seek from her ignorant and cruel tyrants;
and the bonds of gratitude and fraternity
will forever unite the Greeks and the Americans. Our interests are of a nature more and
more to cement an alliance founded on freedom and virtue.
At Kalamata, May 25, 1821. Signed, The
Messenian Senate at Calamata, Peter Mavr omichalis, commander in chief.
Excerpt from "The North American Review" commentary on the above, October 16,
1823:
The Greeks have taken the liberty, as we
did in 1776, of declaring themselves free;
t h ey have raised armies and navies; they have
defeated the Turks in several engagements,
both at sea and on land; they have taken
some of the most important fortresses, particularly Napoli di Romania, by its position
and strength the most important of all; they
have organized a system of government,
whic:!"t., though far from being faultless, is
upon the whole a judicious system; and finally they have made such progress in the
wa r , that a writer in the last number of the
Quarterly Review, a journal not friendly to
insurrection against masters, civilized or barbarous, has ventured to say, "that it now
appears extremely probable (we might indeed, we believe, use a st ill stronger expression) the Greeks will be able to establish
their independence."
Excerpt from James Monroe's annual Message to Congress, December 2, 1822 :
The mention of Greece fills the mind with
the most exalted sentiments, and arouses in
our bosoms the b est feelings, of which our
nature is susceptible. Superior skill and refinement in the arts, heroic gallantry in action, disinterested patriotism, enthusiastic
zeal, and devotion in favor of public liberty
are associa t ed with our recollect ion of ancient
Greece. That such a count ry sh ould have
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been overwhelmed and so long hidden, as it
were, from the world under a gloomy despotism, has been a cause for unceasing and
deep regret to generous minds for ages past.
It was natural, therefore, t h at the reappeara nce of t hese people in their original character, contending in favor of t heir liberties,
sr..~uld produce that great excitement and
sympathy in their favor, which have been so
signally displayed throughout the United
States. A strong hope is ent ertained that
these people will receive t heir independence
and resume their equal station among the
nations of the earth.
Excerpts from James Mon roe's annual
Message to Congress, December 2, 1823:
Our policy in regard to Europe, which
was adopted at an early st age of the wars
which have so long agitat ed that quarter of
the globe, nevertheless remains the same,
which is, not to interfere in the internal
concerns of any of its powers, to consider t he
government de facto as t he legitimate government for us; to cultivate friendly relations with it, and to preserve those relations
by a frank, firm and manly policy, meeting
in all instances the claims of every power,
submitting to injuries from none.
A strong hope has been long entertained,
founded on the heroic struggle of the Greeks
that they would succeed in their contest,
and resume their equal st ation among the
nations of the earth. It is believed that the
whole civilized world takes a deep interest in
their welfare. Although no Power has declared in their favor, yet none, according to
our information, has taken part against
them. Their cause and their name have protected them from dangers which m ight ere
this have overwhelmed any other people.
Th-e ordinary calculations of interest, and
of acquisition, With a view to aggrandizement, which mingle so much in the transactions of nations, seem to have had no effect
in regard to them. From the facts which
have come to our knowledge, there is good
cause to believe that their enemy has lost
forever all dominion over them; that Greece
will become again an independent nation,
that she may obtain that rank, is the object
of our most ardent wishes.
Excerpt from James Monroe's annual
Message to Congress, December 7, 1824:
In turning our attention to the condition
of the civilized world, in which the United
States have taken a deep interest, it is
gratifying to see how large a portion of it is
blessed with peace. The only wars which now
exist within that limit, are those between
Turkey and Greece, in Europe, and between
Spain and the new Governments, our neighbors, in this hemisphere. In both these wars,
the cause of independence, of liberty and
humanity, continues to prevail. The success
of Greece, when the relative population of
the contending parties is considered, commands our admiration and applause, and
that it has had a similar effect with the
neighboring Powers is obvious The feeling
of the whole civilized world is excited, in a
high degree, in their favor. May we not hope
that these sentiments, winning in the hearts
of their respect ive Governments, may lead
to a more decisive result? That they may
produce an accord among them to replace
Greece on the ground which she formerly
held, and to which her heroic exertions, at
this day, so eminent ly ent it le her?
Excer pt from John Quin cy Adams annual
Message to Congress, December 4, 1827:
From the interest taken by this sovereign
(the Emperor Nicholas of Russia) in behalf
of t he su ffering Greeks, and from the spirit
with which others of the great European
Powers are co-operating Wit h him, the friends
of freedom and humanity may indulge the
h ope, that they will obtain relief from the
m ost unequal of c onflicts, which they have
so lon g and so gallantly sustained; that
t hey will enjoy the blessing of self-governm ent , which by their sufferings in the cause
of lib erty they have richly earned; and that
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their independence will be secured by those
liberal institutions, of which their country
furnished the earliest examples in the history of mankind, and which have consecrated to immortal remembrance the very soil
for which the people and the Government
of the United States have so warmly indulged
with their cause, have been acknowledged
by their government, in a letter of thanks,
which I have received from their illustrious
President, a translation of which is now
communicated to Congress, the Representatives of that nation to whom this tribute
of gratitude was intended to be paid, and to
whom it was justly due.
Excerpts from the speech of Daniel Webster during the discussion of the "Greek
Question" in the House of Representatives,
as published in the Howard Gazette, January, 1824:
It was diffi.cult, on any occasion that called
the attention to a spot on the globe so connected with association and recollections as
Greece, to avoid some degree of warmth and
enthusiasm. Yet, he was entirely sensible
that, in gravely legislating on the present
subject, those feelings must be chastised.
He should endeaver, in what he had to offer
to the House, to repress such feelings as far
as it was practicable; yet, if we would wholly
escape from them, we must fly beyond the
limits of the civilized world; we must go
beyond the limits of social order, the bounds
where laws and knowledge are found; nay,
we must have this Hall, before we can turn
away from the memorials of ancient Greece.
What, he asked, is this popular assembly?
what this free discussion of public measures?
what this open, unreserved action, of mind
upon mind? what that popular eloquence
which, if it were now present, would on such
a theme, shake this hall to its centre? what
are these but such memorials? This magnificent edifice, these columns, with their
stately proportions, this fine architecture by
which we are surrounded, what are these,
but so many witnesses of what Greece once
was, and what she has taught us to be? Yet
sir, I have not introduced the resolution, now
on your table, with any view towards repaying aught of the debt, which we, in common with the civilized world, owe to that
land of science, freedom, arts, and arms. It
is a debt that never can be paid. Whatever
may be our feelings of gratitude for these
gifts, we are constrained to act with a view
alone to the present state of the world, and
of our relations to it. What I propoEe, and
what I shall say, has reference to modern,
not to ancient Greece-to t he living, not
to the dead ....
Within the last thirty or forty years, the
condition of that country has undergone a
great improvement. Her marine produces the
best sailors in the Mediterranean-better in
that sea, than even our own. Their commerce, before the present commotions, had
begun to extend itself to France and Spain.
Hobhouse (our best authority) states their
seamen at fifty thousand; but that number
is certainly much too large-they have 153,000 tons of shipping, which is equal to about
one fifth of that of the United States. Their
population in European Turkey is about five
millions, and in Asia Minor about two millions more. Their moral state is advancing
rapidly in all respects--the literati of Europe
conceived a strong interest in their behalf,
and sent boOks and scholars and printing
presses into Greece-many of the works of
modern Europe have been translated into
their language, and they have produced
many works entirely original. This people, a
people of intelligence, ingenuity, refinement,
spirit and enterprise, have been for cent uries
under the most atrocious, unparalleled Tartartan barbarism that ever oppressed the
human race . . . .
The situation of Greece had excited the
sympathies of Western Europe for 30 years
past. Societies had been formed in Germany
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to improve the condition of the suffering
people-branches of those societies were extended into Greece-many of their youth
were carefully instructed in literature-many
disbanded offi.cers from the European armies
entered into the Grecian service, and a considerable amelioration of their condition
with respect to the advantages of education
began to be effected. In 1821, the revolt took
place in Moldavia and Wallaohia: a revolt
which was supposed to have been fomented
by Russia. The Emperor brought down a
large force upon the Bosphorus--and a rupture seemed immediately impending. Russia
demanded that the Turkish forces should be
withdrawn from those two northern provinces. At the same time that Ypsilanti was
in rebe111on on the North, the Porte had to
carry on a desperate struggle with Ali Pacha
in the West. And another war with Persia
threatened in the East. "Then it was that
the Greek revolution burst forth. They soon
possessed themselves of the open country of
the Morea, and forced the Turks to flee for
refuge into the cities. Of these, Tripolizza
soon fell into their hands; and then they
began to contemplate a government. They
assembled a Congress (the name is hallowed
on this side of the Atlantic-it is a name dear
to freedom), and began to organize a system
of laws . . . .
Talking about the slaughter and burning
of Chios, he states:
And, Sir, on the wharves of Boston did I
see the utensils from the hearths of that polished, refined, and literary people, selling
for old copper. Numbers of children, all
whose relatives had been slaughtered, were
picked up by the merchants in the Mediterranean, and some of them are now among
us . . . .
Mr. Chairman, there are some things
which, to be well done, must be promptly
done. If we even determine to do the thing
that is now proposed, we may do it too
late. Sir, I am not of those who are for withholding aid when it is most urgent ly needed,
and when the stress is past, and the aid no
longer necessary, overwhelming the sufferers
with caresses. I will not stand by and see
my fellow man drowning without stretching out a hand to help him, till he has by
his own efforts and presence of mind
reached the shore in safety, and then encumber him with aid. With suffering Greece
now is the crisis of her fate-her great, it
may be, her last struggle. Sir, while we sit
here deliberating, her destiny may be decided. The Greeks, contending with ruthless
oppressors, turn their eyes to us, and invoke
us by their ancestors, slaughtered wives
and children, by their own blood, poured
out like wat er, by the hecatombs of dead
they have heaped up, as it were to heaven,
they invoke, they implore us for some cheering sound, some look of sympathy, some
token of compassionate regard. They look to
us as the great Republic of the earth-and
they ask us by our common faith, whether
we can forget that they are st ruggling, as
we once struggled, for what we now so
happily enjoy? I cannot say, sir, t hat they
will succeed; this rests wit h heaven . But for
m yself, sir, if I should to-morrow hear that
t hey have f ailed-that their last phalanx
had sun k beneat h the Turkish cimetar, that
t he flames of their last cit y had sunk in its
ashes, and t hat n ought remained but the
wide melanch oly wast e where Greece once
was, I should still r eflect, with the most
hear t felt satisfa-ction, t hat I have asked you,
in t h e name of seven millions of freemen,
t h a t you would give them at least the ch eering of one friendl y voice ....
Excerpt s fr om t h e Appeal to the House
of Representatives of the citizens of the
State of New York, December 29, 1823:
In the opinion of t h e meeting the independ ence of the Greek n ation was a su bject of the highest concern to the interest
of the human race, and recommended it self
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to the approbation of every civilized people
by the most powerful considerations that
could possibly be addressed either to the
judgment or to the sympathy of mankind ..•
The committee conceived that they will
have discharged their trust when they make
known to Congress the anxious desire of
the citizens of New York, either that the
independence of the Greeks may be speedily
and formally recognized or such steps preparatory thereto taken as may, in the opinion of Government, be consistent with its
interests, its policy, and its honor ....
Excerpts from the Appeal to the House of
Representatives of <the citizens of the City
of Boston, January 5, 1824.
That the contest of an oppressed and enslaved people for the invaluable blessings of
self-government, and of a Christian people
for the enjoyment of religious liberty, has a
claim to the best wishes of this nation, for its
eventual success, and to whatever aid and
encouragement, consistently with the primary duty of self-preservation, it may have
the ability to afford.
No one who has duly reflected upon the
consequences which have resulted from our
own successful struggle in the cause of civil
liberty, not as respects the interests of nation only, but as it has affected also the
condition of the whole civilized world, can
hesitate to admit that the question of the
erection of a new independent Christian
State is the most momentous that can occur in the program of human affairs, and
especially deserving the attention of the
representatives of a free people. Centuries,
whose a nnals are filled with the common
succession of wars and conquests, may pass
away, without being attended with any important result to the great cause of civilization and humanity; but the emancipation
from a barbarous despotism of a gallant and
enterprising and intelligent people must be
followed by the most propitious consequences, and cannot fail to add to the security of all free Governments, by increasing the number of those who are devoted to
their common defence ....
Excerpts from an Appeal by American students resolved in Andover, Mass., December
13, 1823:
To Americans, any brave and generous nation, struggling for civil and religious freedom, is a spectacle never to be regarded with
indifference; but when a people, inheriting
a spirit which ages of suffering have not subdued, and professing the same Christian
faith with ourselves--breaking the chains of
their oppressors, not only look to us as the
chosen people of freedom, gathering strength
from our example, and hope from our history; but call on us as Freemen and as
Christians to aid them in their hour of
peril;-if we should turn away from that appeal, and refuse to hear their cry, we should
prove ourselves unworthy of the name in
which we glory. • . .
Resolved:
1. That the members of this Seminary
deeply sympathize with the Greeks in t heir
present struggle.
2. That a Committee, consisting of one
from every college and stat e, r epr esent ed
here be appointed to confer with our Professors on t he subject; to take up a cont ribution, and receive subscriptions here; and to
propose a Circular for the various colleges
and professional seminaries in this country.
3. That if the members of the other literary
institut ions con cur in the plan, it be represented t o the government of Greece, as our
wish, t hat the money contributed in these
instit u t ions, be devot ed, after the est ablishment of Grecian freedom, to the promotion
of lit erature in that count ry, in some such
way, so t hat it m ay become a permanent
token of t he respect and esteem with which
t h e Greeks are regarded by the American
youth devoted to study.
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GREEK SONG OF LIBERTY

Greeks!-the battle paean's sounding,
Our bosoms are for freedom bounding,
Then fly in arms to frame or death;
Greeks!--can History show a story,
Like thine so fraught with stars of glory,
A page so bright--a page so gory?
No,-Fame owns thee great in every breath,
Behold in Sparta's crumbling pile,
our country's wrongs,-her trodden name,
See Athens hurled in bondage vile,
A haunt of slaves--a nest of shame!
The churls who spurn the bliss of freedom,
Who fawn and crawl wheTe tryants lead
'enl,

Oh, let them live and die like slaves:
That star o'er Helle's waters gleaming,
Immortal rays of glory beaming,
Shall, with our banner proudly streaming,
Sink blood-red on our humid graves,
To anns !-ye brave, the great decree
Is breathed from heav'n-then wake to
frame,
For 0, one breath of liberty
~ worth an age in chains of shame!
Greeks! let our inmost cares inherit
Firm Leonidas' patriot spirit;
He died to guard his oountry's laws;
Firm as the peak of Ida towering,
Swift as a tempest downwards showering,
Like Eagles o'er their nestlings loweringArise l-and shield a legal cause!
OUr umpire is our cxmunon God,
No oracle speaks his decree;
But who will fear to kiss the sod
When made a couch of Liberty?
A MEMORABLE FRAGMENT OF GREEK-AMERICANA
FROM THE YEAR 1823
(By N.D. Dlamantides)
In commemorating Greek Independence
day this month as Americans of Greek descent we acknowledge an attachment to the
rem~kable Grecian past that is part and
parcel of what America is supposed to stand
for.
In this context and at this time of the
year, therefore, we may indulge in an interesting fragment of Greco-Amertcana that
transpired in 1823 between two notable historical figures, one revered in America and
the other in Greece: Thomas Jefferson and
Adamantios Coraes.
Long retired from the highest oftlces of
the land, Jefferson had returned to Monticello where he "felt free from the shackles
of power", as he said, "to cultivate those
tranquil pursuits of scier..ce for which nature
hand intended him." In this serene environment, he probably never thought of Coraes,
whom he had met thirty-five years earlier
while minister to France.
Coraes, on the other hand, born in Smyrna
to a family of rich merchants, abandoned
the mercantile pursuits, and in 1785 settled
as a doctor in Paris. His love for the classics
and his insatiable urge for literary research
made him one of the most renowned Hellenists of his time and one whose reputation
had become international. Not only did he
publish many learned translations of the ancient Greek writers in French as well as in
modern Greek, but he also became the verit~le "teacher" of the Greek nation then
smarting under the Turkish yoke for more
than three hundred years. As a matter of
fact, he is the father of . . . (purist)
version of modern Greek that links our
language today to the form into which it
had evolved during the Hellenistic period,
about the time of Christ. Because of all this,
contemporary Greek history has elevated
him to the status of . . .
In July of 1823, the learned teacher sent
a letter to the sage of Monticello written in
French, and on a subject that was very close
to his heart. The Greek War of Independence

was two years old in 1823 and destined to
continue for five more years, filled with victortes as well as reversals, sacrifices as well
as indomitable determination. Theod.oros
Kolocotronis had emerged as the top military
commander, and Alexandros Mavrocordatos
had already made his mark as the foremost
stateman among the war leadership. Mavrocordatos was a descendant of a distinguished
Byzantine family, and served the revolution
primarily as the head of the executive branch
of the provisional government. After the war,
he served as ambassador to Constantinope
and Paris. Seven of his ancestors between
1670 and 1786 had been governors of the
province of the Ottoman Empire that is now
Romania.
By 1823, the Peloponnese, the southernmost province of the Greek mainland, had
been cleared of the Turks. Outside of it, most
all other Greek territories were still under
the Turkish rule and, therefore, subject to
bloody reprisals, with the exception of the
Ionian Islands, which were a British protectorate since 1815.
It is in this setting that Coraes, then seventy-five years of age, wrote his appeal to
Jeffer~n from Paris.1 Here it is translated
from the French by my daughter, Niki, the
linguist of the family:
MoNSIEUR: Perhaps you remember a Greek
who was introduced to you some years ago by
the late Mr. Paradise, and who even had the
pleasure of dining at your house at Challiot.
It is this same Greek, now advanced in age,
who takes the liberty of writing this letter
to you at a moment when his country is
about to be reborn.
It is not in the power of our tyrants to prevent this renaissance. However, it is primarily because our liberty is stm only a child
that its education requires help and care
for it not to perish in its cradle. And one can
hope for such help only from men who are
truly free.
It is unfortunate for us that we revolt at a
time when our public instruction has barely
started. We come from a very bad school, a
Turkish school, and that says everything.
It is true that modern Greece has unexpectedly produced some Leonidases and
Miltiadeses, but, in emerging from a long
oppression, she was unable to produce all of
a sudden legislators such as the ones who
appeared in ancient Greek times, or the one
seen in your country today.
It is also unfortunate for us to be neighbors of the so-called enlightened European
nations at a time they find themselves in a
crisis. Because when that crisis threatens
even the little liberty they enjoy, one fears
that they will allow only as much of it to
Greece as it suits their interests.
The English have just embraced our cause,
and started giving us aid. But you know only
too well the nature of the embrace or your
dear fathers who do not resemble their children at all. They have already begun by
praising the excellence of our political oftlcials, and will probably finish by advocating
an Upper House to us, which under the present state of our body politics, would end up
by being ~omposed of all the corrupt parts
of this body. What should we do under these
circumstances I do not know. To return under the Turkish yoke appears to me as something physically impossible. But I consider
it equally impossible that our dear friends
and neighbors next to the Peloponnese will
ever permit us to have a form of government
of our lildng. It is not in their interests to
permit such a bad example within sight of
the Greeks of the Ionian Isles whom they
have been treating in a manner hardly liberal.
You see, Monsieur, the perplexity in which
those Greeks, who desire the happiness of
their nation, find themselves. I am the
senior of these Greeks, and the one who !or
1. D.
M. Robinson, D. Litt: "America in
Greece," Anatolia Press, pp. 1948, 36-38.

the last thirty years, seeing the present era
approaching, has not ceased exhorting my
compatriots to prepare themselves for it
through education. The benevolence with
which they honored my exhortations encouraged me to continue until the present.
But what can I do now, being so old and ill?
Mavrocordatos, whom some flatterers have
begun to call a Prince, and who could conceivably come to believe these imbeciles, has
just written to me for the first time. His
style, far from being that of a prince, speaks
of a man who works in gooc faith for the
happiness of his country. I believe his letter
to be sincere anc' have responded accordingly. This letter renewed my regrets for not
having you as neighbors, and at the same
time, gave me the idea to write to you and
solicit your adVice.
Since the distance which separates us prevents you from helping us materially, let me
at least ask you the following questions:
1. Would it be possible for you to dispatch
to Greece two or three well known persons
ostensibly for negotiating commercial transactions? Indeed, I do not believe that you
could find a time for such negotiations more
suitable to your interests. While on official
business, these men will be able at the sa.me
time, through their ideas and zeal for freedom, to encourage those of the Greeks who
are heading public affairs in their noble resolution to preserve their independence, and
advise them of all the proper ways of forming a. good government. Their presence in
Greece would proVide us with the antidote
for neutralizing the pernicious influences
coming from the foes of our liberty.
2. In case you do not intend to send negotiators, or do not believe that the time is
yet appropriate, wouldn't you, or some one
else of your countrymen possessing the same
prestige as you do, be able to publish in one
of your newspapers a consultative letter on
the affairs of Greece? The letter could be a.
response addressed to an anonymous Greek
who asked you for adVice; and if you are so
kind as to send me a copy of the paper, I will
be able to translate the letter into modern
Greek. Unless I am completely mistaken,
such a. letter should produce a beneficial effect on my countrymen's minds, many of
whom know and respect your name. If I am
asking you not to reveal my name, it is because my position requires caution. Other
than that, you are not restricted as to the
form of the letter; you may, if you wish,
present your advice in the form of reflections
prompted by the interest you take in Greece.
I take the liberty, Monsieur, of sending to
you along with this letter, the Ethics and the
Politics of Aristotle which I published a
short while ago. I beg you to acknowledge
the receipt of this letter by addressing your
reply under cover to my dwelling: Rue Madame No. 5, derriere le Luxembourg.
Help us, fortunate Americans; it is not
charity we ask. Rather an opportunity to
augment ·your happiness.
Accept, Monsieur, the assurance of the
profound respect that your person always
inspired in me.
Paris, July 10, 1823.
CORAES.
The reply came· three months later in a
tightly handwritten letter seven pages long,
packed with all the political, legislative, and
constitutional wisdom that one of the foremost lawgivers of modern times could, and
cared to, pass on to a nation just emerging
into statehood. Only the opening paragraphs
can be given here: 2
MoNTICELLO :IN VIRGINIA ,
October 31, 23.

Sm: Your favor of July 10 is lately received. I recollect with pleasure the short opportunity of acquaintance which you afforded me in Paris by the kindness of Mr. Paradise, and the fine editions of the classical
DEAR

• Ibid., pp. 41-46.
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~iters of Greece which have been announced
·b y you from time to time have never permitted me to lose the recollection. Until
those of Aristotle's Ethics and the Strategicos of On.asander, with which you have now
favored me, and for which I pray you to accept my thanks, I had seen only your Lives
of Plutarch. These I had read, and profited
much by your valuable Scholia, and the aid
of a few words from a modern Greek dictionary, would, I believe, have enabled me to
read your patriotic address to your countrymen.
You have certainly begun at the right end
towards preparing them for the great object
they are now contending for, by improving
their minds and qualifying them for selfgovernment. For this, they will owe you lasting honors. Nothing is more likely to forward this object than a study of the fine
models of science left by their ancestors; to
whom we also are all indebted for the lights
which originally led ourselves out of Gothic
darkness.
No people sympathize more feelingly than
ours with the sufferings of your countrymen, none offers more sincere and ardent
prayers to heaven for their success, and
nothing indeed but the fundamental principles of our government, never to entangle us
with the broils of Europe could restrain our
generous youth from taking some part in
this holy cause. Possessing ourselves the
combined blessings of liberty and order, we
wish the same to other countries and to none
more than yours, which, the first of civilized
nations, presented examples of what man
should be. Not indeed that the forms of government, adapted to their age and country,
are practicable or to be imitated in our days
although prejudices in their favor would be
natural enough to your people. The circumstances of the world are too much changed,
and all other useful sciences should be
taught in their highest degree ...
So spoke Thomas Jefferson.
These echoes from an exchange that took
place nearly 150 years ago make it sound as
if we, the Americans of Greek descent, have
indeed the best of two very worthwhile
worlds.

NEW YORK STATE AND THE WAR OF GREEK
INDEPENDENCE: 1821 TO 1830
(By Prof. Charilaos Lagoudakis)
The 15oth anniversary of Greek independence, celebrated in 1971, will recall the
"Greek fever" that spread throughout the
United States during the decade from 1821
to 1830, when the Greeks rose to free themselves from Ottoman rule. The State of New
York is foremost in the Union that can tell
the story of America's interest in the rebirth
of Greece as a free nation. The philhellenic
activity in the Empire State alone illustrates
America's contribution to the independence
of Greece. New York City was the principal
center from which most of America's assistance went to the fighting Greeks.
NEW YORK IS FIRST TO RECEIVE THE GREEK NEWS
The first news of the Greek uprising
against the Ottoman Empire reached New
York City on May 20, 1821, brought by the
brigs "Manhattan" and "Importer". New
Yorkers received the report With some caution, remembering the previous failure of the
"Neapolitan Rhodomontades" 1 It was not
long, however, before the Greek revolt drew
their serious attention. Subsequent dispatches concerning Greek gallantry were released from New York to other parts of the
Union, and American sympathy for Greece
soon grew to such an extent that even the
1 This refers to the revolution which broke
out in Naples in 1820 under the leadership
of the Carbonerlo. It was soon suppressed,
and the Austrian Army wiped out the democratic constitution to which Ferdinand of
Naples had sworn.
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strange sounding Greek name "Ypsilanti",
then in the news, was given to a town on the
American frontier in the territory of Michigan.
Two weeks later the New York Commercial
Advertiser voiced the feelings of the American people editorially: "This portion of the
Globe, always intensely interesting to the
scholar, the artist and the antiquary, becomes still more important at the present
crisis. Greece under any circumstances, can
never be mentioned, without awakening a
train of recollections and associations which
absorb the mind . . . The Greeks have the
strongest and tenderest claims upon our
sympathies . . . "
Interest heightened, however, when the
New York press in February, 1822, reported
that "the Greeks of Morea has established a
Federal Constitution like that of the United
States, and have elected their president, senators and representatives." This was important news at a time when the government
in Washington was hastening to recognize
the South American Republics, for fear the
Holy Alliance of Europe would interfere in
Latin America and extend its dootrines and
despotic system to the New World.
WASHINGTON VOICES AMERICAN EXCITEMENT
Canaris attacked and destroyed by fire the
Ottoman fleet in the bay of Chios. This naval
exploit was the first spect acular news that
reached the shores of America in June 1822.
And subsequent news from Greece stirred the
American public to seek ways and means to
support the cause of Greek freedom . Voicing
popular American feeling in 1822, President
James Monroe registered in the U.S. Congress
the first official expression "in favor of Greek
Uberties" , pronounced by any head of a sovereign state. The President of the United
States stressed: Superior skill and refinement
in arts, heroic gallantry in action, disinterested patriotism , enthusiastic zeal and devotion in favor of public liberty . . . , these
examples could not have left the American
people indifferent to the fate of a people,
who, numbering less than a million souls,
were fighting not only against the superior
forces of the Ottoman Empire but also had
faced the opposition of the despotic powers
in Europe." In this same message to Congress,
Monroe concluded his reference to Greece
saying: "A strong hope is entertained, that
these people will recover their independence
and resume their equal station among the
nations of the earth".
NEW YORK'S CAPITAL UNFURLS THE BANNER
The capital of New York is on record as
the first city to t ranslate American sympathy
for Greece into action. In December 1822
Albany's citizens held an enthusiastic meeting for the Greeks at the Capitol of the
Empire State. Governor Yates made the first
contribution to a Greek Fund for "the prosecution of the war in Greece." His messages in
both State Houses form a moving record for
any generation to read. A year later the
"Albany Argus" published the eloquent declarat ions on Greece by Salem Dutcher, Jacob
Lancing and J. Chester. A Greek Committee
was formed under the chairmanship of James
Edwards and V. S. Kane as secretary. The
Committee met at the Court Room of the
Capitol and composed a memorandum asking
the U.S. Congress to recognize Greece as an
independent state. In the meantime New
York City was keeping pace With the Capital
of the State.
The "Greek fever" spread to other New
York cities. In Troy, the wife of the city's
Mayor, Albert Paulding, gave for the Greek
cause her elegant gold watch and its trimmings. Mrs . Paulding was the chairman of
the Troy Greek Committee, of whom the
Sentinel wrote: "She is worthy of the character of the lady, who is connected by blood
with one of the most strenuous defenders of
his country's rights during the last war
( 1812) and by marriage with one of the
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patriots of the (American) revolution." other
New York cities followed the example of
Troy: Buffalo, Batavia, Oxford, Cortland and
other smaller towns like Hudson, Sag Harbor.
Monticello, Ludlawville, Blookefield, Victor.
Gorham, Rushville, Kingston, Norwich.
The New York Commercial Advertizer reported that "we cannot keep record of the
numerous meetings called in every part of
the country; it is sufficient to say that the
feeling for Greece is universal." Even the
fro n tier town, Niagara, which itself at that
time needed relief, joined the Greek cause.
The Albany Argus wrote: "Our hearts are
sensitive to the sufferings of the Greeks at
6,000 miles distance."
NEW YORK TOWNS NAMED "GREECE" AND
''NAVARINO''
American concern for Greece was carved
on the land of the Empire State. In 1824 the
New York legislature gave the name "Greece"
to a township as a token of American hope
for an independent Greece. Three years later
New Yorkers were jubilant over the Battle
of Navarino, which brought victory to the
Greeks on October 2, 1827. The news of Navarino reached Manhattan 57 days later, but
still New York's merchant John Pintard excit edly declared "the winds of heaven favoured the rapid transmission of this glorious
event!" To honor the event the New Yorkers
placed the name Navarino in the County of
Onondaga. Today, the 500 Navarinoans and
2,000 Grecians of that town are celebrating
the rebirth of Greece, which means their
name-day.
·
There were other New York towns with
Greek names active for Greek freedom: Troy,
Syracuse, Ithaca, Lysander, Homer, Solon,
Ullyses, Marathon, Plutarch, Attica, Hector,
Phoenix, Corinth, Esopos, Mycenae, Sparta,
Argus, Athens, Socrates, Plata, and Eureka
that reflected the "glory that was Greece"to use the expression of New York's poet, Edgar Allen Poe, who was reputed to have gone
to fight for Greek liberty. Some of these
names illustrate the impact of the Greek uprising in American nomenclature, but most
of these Greek-named frontier towns of New
York were part of the so-called "Military
Tract" in which veterans of the American
Revolution were settled.
FROM ALBANY TO NEW YORK'S FRONTIER
The philhellenic activity in New York's
frontier reveals the extent to which the
"Greek fever" spread. Rochester was a little
frontier town of the Empire State. Its chief
citizen, Col. Nathaniel Rochester, gave his
fellow townsmen the signal on Greece with
these prophetic words: "It is not visionary
conjecture to anticipate that the assistance
of the United States may terminate the contest, and that we shall soon hail the Greeks
as an emancipated, independent and happy
people . . ." And reminded them that Greece
"is the seat of Science and of Arts."
The response was prompt. A large meeting
was held at Christopher's Mansion House,
where James K. Guernsey took the chair.
Dr. Levi Ward was appointed secretary. And
the Rochester Observer's editor wrote of the
meeting: "Let our sympathy be shown by
act s. Hereafter let the name American be
associated in the mind of the Greek with the
m-ost sublime and heavenly virtue, BENEVOLENCE, manifesting itself in deeds: feeding
the hungry, clothing the naked, administering the wants, mitigating the sufferings of
widows and fatherless children . . ." The
Greek subject crowded out almost every other
topic from this weekly little paper.
Rochester's benevolent activity started in
1823. Here is what General Ripley and his
partner, Colonel Dissell, did. They sold a
corner lot on New Main and Ohio streets for
$200, and offered this proceed for the inhabitants of Chios. This gesture was carried
a step further. In appreciation of the "undaunted spirit with which the people of the
Island of Chios withstood the massacres that
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shocked the world," Rochester named one of
its streets CHIOS. This little frontier town
then had problems of its own. The people
were clamoring for more fire engines, as the
greatest need of the town, and for "at least
two more lamps on the Main Street Bridge."
The town council found no way of getting
the needed money, but within a short three
months the Rochester Greek Fund had a
round figure of $1,50o-a considerable
amount for a little American town 157 years
ago.
How did Rochester raise its Greek Fund?
Daniel Penfield can tell the story of his own
"fine fat ox," which was offered to the Greek
cause. He proclaimed that his ox "would be
sold for freedom" at 25 cents a pound for
the "choicest portions." Penfield garlanded
his ox with evergreens and decorated its
flesh with ribbons and led it through the
streets of Rochester, preceded by a band of
music. He carved the "illustrious ox" that
was slaughtered for Greece. (Jenny March
Parker, who wrote the History of Rocheste·r ,
doubts if the beast would go down to posterity!)
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GUNS FOR GREECE AND VOLUNTEERS

The New York Greek Committee petitioned
Washington to recognize the independence
of Greece and armed New Yorkers were ready
to embark for Greece. Early in 1826, Colonel
Duff of the 106th Regiment of New York,
ordered Major Samples to hold the First Battalion of the regiment in readiness "for a
march in defense of the Greeks":
"Attention, Battalion! In consequence of
the above requisition of Colonel Duff, the
enrolled militia within the bounds of the
106th Regiment are ordered to hold themselves in readiness to march at a moment's
warning, in the defense of the Greeks."February 27, 1826. (Signed) Ma jor Thomas
Samples.
This order remained symbolic of American
public opinion as was the New York Congressman's proposal that American troops be
sent to Greece and the U.S. Squadron in the
Mediterranean join the Greek Navy. U.S. foreign policy, as defined by the Monroe Doctrine, blocked all military moves; the impulse, however, for armed action was present
in American manifestations favoring the
Greeks.
NEW YORK TOPS ALL AMERICAN CITIES IN THE
The manifestation of the people in the
GREEK CAUSE
New York town of Courtland defied the neuNo other American city did as much as New trality of their government. They sent to
York City for Greek independence, although the New York Greek Committee a double
Boston and Philadelphia could also show a fortified four pound ship cannon for shipphilhellenlc activity that would be had to ment to Greece. It was mounted and "cotnmatch in any European city. Seventy distin- pletely in order", but there is no record if
guished Americans were elected to form the it ever reached the land of Themlstocles.
Greek Committee of New York. They held a About the same time New York welcomed
meeting on December 3, 1823, at the Totine a band of volunteers frotn Georgia, under
Coffee House 2 corner of Wall and Water the command of Captain C. N. Higgins, but
Streets, under the Chairmanship of William they were probably held back from going to
Bayard, whose family produced public lead- Greece as "Impractical". Both actions, howers, statesmen and jurists, during the 18th ever, were indicative of the public mood in
and 19th centuries. The purpose of the meet- America, which was more cogen~ly seen at
ing, open to the public, was to adopt reso- a 4th of July celebration in 1823 dedicated
lutions "to render every possible aid toward to the cause of Greek freedom. On this occathe promotion of their (Grecian) emancipa- sion a New Yorker, Alberman McQueen, pretion." Charles King was elected Secretary sented a "42 Pounder" which was named
and Charles Wilkes as Treasurer. He was "The Greek Gun." This gun was used in the
known to have discovered the Antarctic American Revolution. In dedicating it to
Continent.
"Greek freedom", the officiating Dr. Perkins
The first acts of the New York Greek Com- offered the following toast: "May the Greek
mittee was an appeal for funds from all the Gun report in favor of Liberty, and speak
states of the Union and a petition to Wash- Greek as well as it ever did Yankee!'.
ington, urging the US Congress to recognize
Greece as an independent state. The appeal DAUGHTERS, SISTERS AND MOTHERS OF AMERICA
The women of New York joined their men
was sent to leading citizens in other cities
to form similar Greek Committees. In the in the Greek cause. On behalf of the "daughcourse of a single month $34,402 were raised, ters, sisters and mothers of America" they
which were remitted to the Greek Emis- erected on September 6, 1823, a 20-foot cross
saries in London. At the same time muskets on the Classic Heights of Brooklyn with the
and swords were shipped direct to Greece inscription: SACRED CAUSE OF THE
along with medical supplies and clothing. GREEKS. To this "insignia of Grecian deNo complete account is available of the votion to his God and Country", General
amounts collected following the first dis- Swift drank a toast: "May the Grecian Cross
be planted from vlllage to vlllage and from
patch of funds and provisions.
The New York Greek Committee held open steeple to steeple, until it rests on the Dome
meetings to report the progress of the cam- of St. Sophia". The daughters, sisters and
paign in America and the war in Greece. In mothers of America had read in their press
one of these meetings an old veteran of the of the Greek women in the war. It was movAmerican Revolution, Colonel Willet, took ing to learn that "the Grecian mother, after
the floor. With a moving oration he offered arming her husband and with her children
his 2,000 acres of land for the fighting for the battle, goes with them, to conquer
Greeks. This gesture illustrates the "Greek and die."
The Greek cause had the blessing of the
fever, which raged with violence" in the
metropolis of the Empire State, according to American Church. Special services were held
the New York Stat.esmen, during the winter in New York's churches urging their congregations to give support to the people
months of 1823-24. The press continued to
whose forefathers were the first to spread
report exciting news from Greece, When Ad- the gospel of Christianity. This was themesmiral Miaoulis set on fire two frigates and sage of the sermon on Greece by the Rev.
ten brigs of the enemy, the same New York John Henry Hobart, the Bishop of the Epispaper helH:llined its column: "Glorious news copal Church and Rector of Trinity Church
from the Greeks.'' And its editorial began in ~he Wall Street district of New York.
"we return to the affairs of the Greeks as of THE YOUTH OF NEW YORK :IN THE VANGUARD
the first importance to the cause of freedom
The youth of New York was in the vanand humanity."
guard. At West Point, the cadets were
stirred to exalted demonstrations. An ex2 The Totine Coffee House was the place
tract from a cadet's letter to his father
where New York business men and members demonstrates the exaltation in unaffected
of the Chambers of Commerce held their language: "The Greeks and their cause seem
meetings. It was constructed in 1772 and to be the most popular subject on the tapis.
WP had a meeting a few days since, when we
razed in 1827.
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resolved to send to the Committee .nere in
New York $500, which is $2 for each cadet,
thinking this is the most ready way to
demonstrate our attachment to the cause of
Greece." And it was not long after in 1827
that one of the West Point Cadets, Lt. William Townshend Washington, a grand
nephew of the President, fought and died
in Greece.
The students of Columbia University were
not less aroused than the cadets of the
United States Military Academy. They held
a meeting on December 9, 1823 at College
Chapel "for the purpose of aiding the Grecian cause." The President of the College,
William Duer, chaired the meeting, who later
in 1831 sponsored the project for a college
in Greece. A Greek Committee, consisting of
eight students from each class, was formed
to campaign for funds, but more significant
was the resolution adopted at this meeting
"in the anxious wish that Greece may once
more be free". The resolution said:
"It may be thought unbecoming in persons of our age and devoted as we are, exclusively to study, to interfere in the politics
of the day, but the present occasion conceived, is one upon which without fear of
censure, all ages and classes may come forward . . . Our daily studies bring to our
recollections Greece in the period of her
glory, and if we did not sympathize in her
misfortunes and rejoice that she is at length
awakened from her long degradation to a
rememberance of what she once was, we
should be strangers to those generous feelings which in youth it may sometimes be
pardonable to carry to excess ... "
The Columbians established their "Grecian Fund", but so did the students of
New York University. They formed a Greek
Committee from students representing each
state of the Union, which devised ways and
means to assist the "heroic people of
Greece". Other New York colleges, such as
Hamilton College in Clinton, held vigorous
campaigns for the Greeks. The students of
the Union Hall Academy in Long Island contributed $32 and the New York High School
collected $90 for "glorious Greece".
The wealthy youth of New York had their
own way of raising funds for the liberation
of Greece. They organized a young men's ball
for the most fashionable set of New York.
It was held at the elegant room of Washington Hall, which was decorated with American and Greek colors, on the day commemorating the American victory at New
Orleans. The proceeds from the fifty dollar
ticket went to the New York Greek Committee.
MARCO BOZZARIS, AND NEW YORK'S POETS

When New York poet James Gates Percival
published his "Ode on the Emancipation of
Greece" on July 25, 1821, the youth of America had a slogan: "Greeks! arise, be free,
Arms for Liberty . . ." This poem was inspired by Rigas Fereos• verses calling the
Greeks to rise, which were translated by the
Rev. George W. Doane and published in his
" Songs by the Way" (New York, 1824). Rigas
became a popular name in America, but
Marco Bozzaris was made prominent in
American literature by New York's poet FitzGreene Halleck, whose poem "Marco Bozzaris" 8 was first published in the New York
Review and Athenaeum Magazine in June
1825.
Halleck's "Marco Bozzaris" was one of the
best American poems in the 18th centurya Near the site of the battle of Plataea
(479 B.C.) where the Greeks under Pausanias
defeated the great Persian army (not far
from Thebes), Marco Dozzaris with his small
band, fell in the Ottoman's camp (August
20, 1823) Here Bozzaris was fatally wounded,
in a moment of victory: "To die for Uberty
is a pleasure, not a pain", were his last
words.
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a poem that the next two generations of Nauplion on December 6, 1827, too late to
American boys and girls learnt by h:art at prevent the fall of Messolongi. Admiral Mischool. Theodore Roosevelt had to recite the aoulis became the commander of the celepoem at his commencement exercises:
brated "Hope", renamed HELLAS, which became the pride of the Greek :fleet. Jonathan
At midnight, in the forest shades,
Miller the American volunteer in the Greek
Bozzaris ranged his Suliot band,
forces' noted in his Journal that "a finer
True as the steel of their tried blades
frigat~ than HELLAS is not to be found."
Heroes, in heart and hand.
THE FALL OF MESSOLONGI STIMULATES
Strike--till the last armed foe expires;
AMERICAN CONCERN
Stri ke-for your altars and your fires;
Strike-for the green graves of your sires;
The fall of Messolongi, the controve~sy
God-and your native land!
of the frigates and reports of gro.w ing distress in Greece heightened American conCome . . . Death! . . .
cern for Greece in 1826. The New York Greek
But to the hero, when his sword
committee was reorganized in January 1827
Has won the battle of the free,
to conduct a larger campaign for funds "~
Thy voice sounds like a prophet's words.
save the orphans and widows of the war ·
Bozzaris! . . .
Its new Chairman was Stephen Allen. A year
We tell thy doom without a sign
later he was succeeded by George Griswold.
For thou art Freedom's now, and Fame's- The Secretary was Samuel Akerly. other
One of the few, the immortal names,
prominent New Yorkers of the new co~it
That were not born to die!
tee were William Maxwell, Robert Sedgwick,
Halleck's "Marco Bozzaris" was translated Linde Catland, Preserved Fish, Peter Sharp,
in Greek during the Revolution but the orig- James I. Jones, Frederick Shelton, F. Vaninal in English has a quality that can denburg and Hiram Ketchum.
A new appeal was issued by the Greek
hardly be rendered in another language. His
feeling for Greece was expressed in another Committee, which read: "The inhabita~~ of
earlier poem, which reveals the poet's own Greece are contriving for civil and religious
yearning in 1823 to join the fighting Greeks. liberty. The exertions they have made, the
Halleck's poem "Magdalen" may refiect also sufferings and sacrifices to which they have
·the desire of Edgar Allen Poe who had an- submitted in a war, nearly as long as our
nounced his departure for Greece, but in .any revolutionary struggle, prove them worth¥,
case the poem portrays _th_e first Am~ncan of the object for which they contended.
who went to fight and diem Greece. Mag- Within three months New York City alone,
dalen" fits the young man of a New York with a population of 150,000 raised $40,000.
family, George Jarvis, who left for Greece on Brooklyn contributed $3,000. The total figure
March 12, 1822, long before Lord Byron, to for the whole state was estimated at a~ut
fight for freedom and die in Greece on Aug- $300,000. Five of the eight ships that earned
ust 11 1821.4- Halleck may have not known relief supplies to Greece departed from New
of Ge~rge Jarvis when he wrote this poem: York: The total value of these relief carg<;>s
for the years 1827 and 1828 cannot be estiIn Greece, the brave heart's Holy Land
mated, but for Greece this support was cruIts soldier-song the bugle sings;
cial. Dragoumis, the secretary of ~overnor
And I had buckled on my brand,
Capodistrias, recorded in his memmrs that
And waited by the sea-wind's wings.
were it not for American philanthropy, the
To bear me where, or lost or won
officials
and the population of the provisionHer battle, in its frown or smile,
al seat of the Greek government in Poros
Men live with those of Marathon,
would have perished.
Or die with those of Scio's isle;
And find in Valor's tent or tomb,
•
•
•
In life or death, a glorious home.
The 150th anniversary of Greek independence in 1971 recalls the words of James MonTHE "FRIGATES SCANDALS" AND HOPE BECOMES
roe the 5th President of the United States
HELL AS
wh~
retired in New York, "that Greece will
Public opinion in America, particularly in
New York, ran high in the year 1826, over become a.gain an independent nation; that
the so-called "frigates scandals". The Greeks she may obtain that rank is the object of
ordered two large war vessels from a New our most urgent wishes." New York's faith
York ship-building house, the cost of which in what the Greek struggle for freedom
ran higher than the contracted price. Out of meant was shared by most Americans a cennational embarrassment, the U.S. Govern- tury and a half ago. In more specific terms
ment bought one of the frigates, the "Lib- Americans had the satisfaction of seeing the
erator", making possible for the other, named doctrines of the Holy Alliance in Europe
"Hope", to sail for Greece on October 12, give way to free institutions in the achieve1826. The following day, the New York ment of the Greeks to attain independence.
statesman wrote: "We are happy to state For, popular feeling in America was on the
that the Greek frigate HOPE unfurled her side of Daniel Webster, who most eloquently
canvas yesterday, and is now on her way to voiced this sentiment, when he declared ln
render as we hope, good service to the cause the u.s. Congress: "We must avail ourselves
of the Greek Revolution to make our proof libe;ty and Christianity."
test against the doctrines Of the _Allie~ P?w"Hope" created much excitement among ers
both as they are laid down In prmCiple
Americans. Many young men wanted to make
the voyage to Greece. SOme 200 applied to and as they are applied In practice."
Therefore,
there is a deep rooted reason
serve as the Captain's clerk. Several officers
of the U.S. Navy requested leave of absence in the conclusion of the late Professor Edto sail for Greece with the frigate. Four of mond Mead Earle of Columbia University,
them, with Lt. Francis H. Gregory in com- when he wrote: "American sympathy with
mand, took charge of the ship. American the cause of Greece did not die with the
concern for HOPE and the LIBERATOR be- birth of the Greek Kingdom ... Philhellencame the subject for poetry.6 "Hope" reac-hed ism has come to stay ... For over a century
it has colored American public opinion concerning the Near East."
'Halleck asked that the "reader will have
the kindness to presume that he died
there"-that is, in Greece, as did George [From American Opinion, July-August 1970]
Jarvis.
t>

In a poetry competition, Grencllle Mellen

won first prize for his poem Our Chronicle of
'26 a.nd the second prize went to Dr. Henry T.
Farmer for his poem The Woes of Modern
Greece. The competition was held in Bos4-in 1827.

GEORGE PAPADOPOULOS AND THE GREEKS

To understand Greek Premier George Papadopoulos-the man and his mission-we
must consider the historic role of the nation
which produced him. The great contributions
of Greece to sculpture, painting, literature,
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medicine, science, and philosophy are w:n
known. But the role Greece has played 1n
preserving and defending this heritage is
often overlooked in a day when Western
Civilization is under attack everywhere.
When the Persian kings, first Darius and
then Xerxes, led their million-man Army
against a divided Greece in the Fifth Century
B.C., there seemed no hope for the Greeks.
Yet, in one of the greatest and most important series of campaigns in history, at the
cost of countless Greeks dead and Athens
burned. the Persians were defeated. If the
Persians had been victorious, their occupation and influence would almost certainly
have prevented the developmnt of Western
Civilization as we know it.
In any case, that Civilization would have
been destroyed in its infancy if the Greeks
of Constantinople had not later stopped the
sweep of the Moslem hordes by guarding the
invasion route to the West for nearly eight
centuries. When Constantinople finally fell,
a Europe immensely more powerful than the
one at the time of the first assault nearly feli
also, with the Moslems reaching the very
gates of Vienna. Again the Greeks had saved
Europe, and again they paid a terrible pricethis time, four hundred years of Turkish
occupation.
Today the world is faced with the greatest
threat in history-more brutal than even the
Persians could imagine, more powerful than
any ever dreamed of by the Moslems. And,
again, it is the Greeks who man the ramports of the West. Little Greece, ancient
Hellas, today stands as the most committed
opponent of Communist tyranny in all Europe. If Greece falls to the Communists, the
Mediterranean Sea will become a Russian
lake.
The Soviet fleet is already in the Mediterranean in strength, and the Communists
completely control the land base from Syria
to Algeria. The apparent "Eastward look" of
Spanish policy will, if continued, leave only
Greece as an obstacle to unquestioned Soviet domination of the Mediterranean and
Red seas. With such control the Soviets can
use their troops in Czecho-Slovakia as a
powerful threat behind ultimata to the nations of Europe which few will dare reject.
Without exaggeration, the fall of the present
Government in Greece could seal the fate
of all Europe. And the destiny of Greece, and
thus of Europe, is in the hands of George
Papadopoulos.
Who and what is Papadopoulos? First, last,
and always he is a Greek. He was born on
May 4, 1919, in Eleochorion, a small and rather poor village in the Achaia region of Greece.
But Papadopoulos was not warped and
twisted by early years of poverty, as the
radical Press would have us believe. His family
was poor, yes; but not desperately so. His
father's salary as the v1llage schoolmaster did
not allow much room for luxuries after providing for the needs of his wife and five
children, but he gave his son George some-·
thing far more important than an easy lifehe gave him a sound discipline of mind and
body, and an unquenchable thirst and love
for knowledge.
After receiving primary education in hts·
father's school, young George Papadopoulosattended secondary schools in Patrai and
then went on to the War Academy, graduating in 1940 as a second lieutenant. He had·
attained the highest possible grades there.
and it was at the Academy that he began
collecting books. This scholarly avocation resulted in his having at the time o! the AprU
Revolution the best a.nd most complete
library of Greek authors, from ancient t;o.

modern, in the entire country.
Here indeed was a rare personality-an
intellectual, a soldier, a strict disciplinarian ..
and a man of the people. And he was steeled
by fire. Two months after his graduation
!rom the War Academy the Greek-Italian war
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broke out and the young officer was assigned
to the Albanian front. His combat record was
"excellent," and he was awarded the Medal
of Valor and twice the War Cross. During the
German occupation he joined the national
resistance units. From November 1944 to
January 1954 he was a staff officer, and then
served in Intelligence until May 1946.
With the outbreak of the Communist
guerrilla. war, Papadopoulos served nineteen
month s as a commander of artillery and took
part in operations on Grammos Mountain, at
Sou li, tn the Peloponnesus, in Roumeli, and
at Agrafa. After the Communists were defeated in the field, he was assigned to the
Artillery School as an instructor, and attended the School of Army Engineers Corps. He
had earlier graduated from the Artillery
School and the Officers Training School. From
1955 to 1957, Papadopoulos served at the Intelligence Bureau of the Army General Staff
and attended the Higher War School (1955},
the Naval Academy (1956), and the Armed
Forces School of Special Weapons (1958).always graduating with academic distinction.
From Auguest 1959 to July 1964 George
Papadopoulos was posted at the Central Intelligences Service. And, after an artillery
command, he served from August 1966 until
April 21, 1967, at the Third Staff Bureau o!
the Army General Staff.
As Papadopoulos moved up the ranks, he
-watched the political situation in Greece go
.from bad to worse. By the early months of
1967 the crisis was reaching catastrophic pro-port ions. The nation faced a complete economic collapse and a Communist takeover.
Radical Premier George Papandreou and his
-communist Harvard-trained son, Andreau,
-were throwing the nation to the Reds. The
Communist terrorists Papandreou had released from prison were tearing Greece apart.
Strikes, demonstrations, and riots led by
the Reds were paralyzing the nation. The
.end was near. Parliament, which should have
moved forcefully to avoid the imminent dis.aster, was too steeped in corruption to act.
.And the corruption was not limited to monetary affairs alone. As one Greek citizen told
.me: "It is so good now to have a government
.run by men instead of homosexuals."
Papandreou even had the university fees
.raised so high that only the sons of the
wealthy or the graft-soaked politicians could
-obtain a. college degree. No one would deal
with the national crisis or the corruption because nearly all were in on the takt. With
:seventeen different Parties there was always
the chance of Deputy A and his Party formlug a Government and really getting to the
big money-to hell with the people.
The situation in Greece seemed hopeless
.when on April 21, 1967, a group of Army of.ficers took charge of the Government and
.made George Papadopoulos Prime Minister.
'The corrupt Parliament was suspended.
we have now answered: Who is George
..Papadopoulos? But what is he? More specifi.cally, is he a dictator? This is, of course, a
matter of semantics. If by dictator one means
18. tyrant in the fashion of Josef Stalin, no.
If one means dictator in the ancient sensea. man who is selected for leadership in a time
.of national emergency, and who takes upon
.his shoulders, with no thought of his own
well-being, the cares of his nation for the
duration of a crisis ... a man such as Peri<eles--then, yes, George Papadopoulos is a. dictator.
Here is a man who has voluntarily under~aken a. task nearly impossible to complete
successfully. Here iS the material of legends;
here the stuff of ancient Greece. Papadopoulos works eighteen to twenty hours a day,
seven days a week. When he returns home to
his wife, Despina., and two daughters (hiS
son, an engineer, is married and lives elsewhere), it is.not to a. palatial villa.. His home
is typical of the residence of a moderately
.successful -G:reek do.eto.r or lawyer; not spec-
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ta.cular by the standards of his country, and
quite humble by those of the United States.
What has Papadopoulos done? First, and
most important, he has saved Greece from a
Communist takeover. If he had waited a year,
six months, a month, it might have been too
late. But he did not wait. And, after becoming Prime Minister, he rounded up the Communist leaders, organizers, and agitators ...
and jailed them. These were no idealists or
parlor pinks-they were hard-core Reds,
many of whom had been serving prison terms
for mass murder and atrocities before being
released by Papandreou. Premier Papadopoulos simply put them back in prison. Yet,
since the April 21 Revolution, and contrary
to Communist propaganda, not one drop of
blood has been shed by the Government.
What is more, lesser offenders have been
offered their release by simply signing a
pledge to refrain from political activity. But
few of the Comrades will sign. They have
been directed by their superiors to stay in
prison and play martyr, in the hope that the
New York Times, America's slick media, and
"our" State Department will be successful in
destroying the present Government. Such
Communists hope then to become the masters of Greece.
Meanwhile, the new Government's five-year
economic development program is running
well ahead of schedule. Furthermore, decentralization is the keynote of the regime.
And, Premier Papadopoulos is making powerful attempts to distribute the political, economic, social, and intellectual life of Greece
over all the country, rather than permit
Athens to continue sapping the vitality o!
the nation for its own benefit.
When Prime Minister Papadopoulos introduced a. new reform Constitution, it was supported at the ballot box by an overwhelming majority of the Greek people. The Prime
Minister and his Government are working
feverishly to complete the mechanics of this
new Constitution. When it goes into effect,
in a. year to a. year and a half, George Papadopoulos will be excluded from serving in the
Government by an age-limit clause upon
which he personally insisted .
What kind of dictator is this-an antiCommunist intellectual who works eighteen
to twenty hours a day preparing a. new governmental order which will exclude him from
any political power?
Yet, if the International Establishment
and the kept Press have their way, the new
anti-Communist Greece will be smothered
in her cradle. The " East" will be victorious!
Christian charity and national interests demand t hat the American people come to the
defense of Papadopoulos and Greece. But,
even more important, the West must come to
realize that the attack on Greece is only one
more part of the Communist strategy. Greece
is the key to the Mediterranean. The Communists need it to turn the lock on an imprisoned Europe. Only George Papadopoulos
and his anti-Communist Government stand
in their way.

WAR CRIMES IN VIETNAM

HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Speaker, the
March 28, 1971 New York Times Book
Review carried as its lead article a
lengthy analysis by Neil Sheehan on the
question of war crimes in Vietnam and
our Nation's response to it. The article
is based on 33 books published in this
country in the recent past, including sev-
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eral reports and hearings from various
U.S. Senate committees, which are representative of the growing body of literature on the causes and consequences
of our involvement in the bitter, unending confiict in Indochina. It is a disturbing, thought-provoking piece. It comes
at a time when people all over the country are beginning to pay increasingly
close attention to a problem which heretofore seemed too awful and too far from
the realm of possibility to consider.
Mr. Speaker, this question can no
longer be ignored. Our perceptions of
the Indochina war have changed radically since the early 1960's, and they
must continue to evolve until we face
squarely the full implications of our national war policy. As Mr. Sheehan says:
The more perspective we gain on our behavior, the uglier our conduct appears. At
first it had seemed unfortunate and sad; we
were caught in the quicksand of Indochina..
Then our conduct had appeared stupid and
brutal, the quagmire was of our own making, the Vietnamese were the victims and we
were the executioners. Now we're finding out
that we may have taken life, not merely as
cruel and stubborn warriors, but as criminals.
We are conditioned as a nation to believe
that only our enemies commit war crimes.
Certainly the enemy in Indochina has perpetrated crimes. The enemy's war crimes,
however, will not wash us clean if we too are
war criminals.

Mr. Sheehan closes his article with a
call for a congressional inquiry into the
war crimes question. Twenty-one Members of Congress have already cosponsored House Joint Resolution 409, which
calls for just such an investigation. I
urge the Rules Committee to take speedy
and favorable action on that resolution .
In the meantime, I commend Mr .
Sheehan's article which follows to the
attention of all those in the Congress
who are considering our Nation's policies
abroad, both past and future:
SHOULD WE HAVE WAR CRIME TRIALS?

(By Nell Sheehan)
"The tragic story of Vietnam is not, in
truth, a. tale of malevolent men bent upon
conquest for personal gain or imp erial glory.
It is the story of an entire generation of leaders (and an entire generation of followers)
so conditioned by the tensions of the cold
war years that they were unable to perceive
in 1965 (and later) that the Communist adversary was no longer a monolit h . .. Lyndon Johnson, though disturbingly volatile,
was not in his worst moments an evil man in
the Hitlerian sense . . . Se\ against these
facts, the easy designation of individuals as
deliberate or imputed 'war criminals' is
shockingly glib, even if one allows for the
inexperience of the young."-Townsend
Hoopes, the former Under Secretary of the Air
Force, January, 1970.
Is the accusation glib? Or is it too unpleasant to think about? Do you have to be
Hitlerian to be a war criminal? Or can you
qualify as a well-intentioned President of
the United States? Even when I saw those
signs during the March on the Pentagon in
1967, "Hey, Hey, L.B.J. How many kids did
you kill today?" they didn't make me think
that Lyndon Johnson, the President of the
United States, might be a war criminal. A
misguided man perhaps, an egomaniac at
worst, but not a war criminal. That would
have been just too much. Kids do get
killed in war. Besides, I'd never read the laws
governing the conduct of war, although I
had watched the war for three years in Vietnam and had written about it for five. Ap-
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parently, a lot of the men in Saigon and
Washington who were directing the war
didn't read those laws either or if they did,
they interpreted them rather loosely.
Now a lot of other people are examining
our behavior in Vietnam in the light of these
laws. Mark Sacharoff, an assistant professor
of English at Temple University, has gathered their work together into this bibliography. By this simple act he has significantly
widened our consciousness. If you credit as
factual only a fraction of the information
assembled here about what happened in Vietnam, and if you apply the laws of war to
American conduct there, then the leaders
of the United States for the past six years at
least, including the incumbent President,
Richard Milhous Nixon, may well be guilty
of war crimes.
There is the stuff of five Dreyfus affairs
in that thought. This is what makes the
growing literature on alleged war crimes in
Vietnam so important. This bibliography
represents the beginning of what promises
to be a long and painful inquest into what
we are doing in Southeast Asia. The more
perspective we gain on our behavior, the
uglier our conduct appears. At first it had
seemed unfortunate and sad; we were caught
in the quicksand of Indochina. Then our
conduct had appeared stupid and brutal, the
quagmire was of our own making, the Vietnamese were the victims and we were the
execut ioners. Now we're finding out that we
may have taken life, not merely as cruel and
stubborn warriors, but as crimin als. We are
conditioned as a nation to believe that only
our enemies commit war crimes. Certainly
the enemy in Indochina has perpetrated
crimes. The enemy's war crimes, however,
will not wash us clean if we too are war
criminals.
What are the laws of war? One learns that
there is a whole body of such laws, ranging
from specific military regulations like the
Army's Field Manual 27-10. "The Law of
Land Warfare," to the provisions of the
Hague and Geneva Conventions, which are
United States law by virtue of Senate ratification, to be broad principles laid down
by the Nuremberg and Tokyo war crimes
tribunals. These law.s say that all is not fair
in war, that there are limits to what belligerent man may do to mankind. As the Hague
Convention of 1907 put it, "The right of
belligerents to adopt means of injuring the
enemy is not unlimited." In other words,
some acts in war are illegal and they aren't
all as obviously illegal as the massacre of
several hundred Vietnamese vlllagers at
Mylai.
Let's take a look at our conduct in Vietnam through the viewing glass of these laws.
The Army Field Manual says that it is illegal
to attack hospitals. We routinely bombed
and shelled them. The destruction of Vietcong and North Vietnamese Army Hospitals
in the South Vietnamese countryside was
announced at the daily press briefings, the
Five o'Clock Follies, by American military
spokesmen in Saigon.
So somebody may have committed a war
crime in attacking those hospitals. The
Manual also says that a military commander
acquires responsibility f'or war crimes if he
knows they are being committed, "or should
have knowledge, through reports received by
him or through other means," and he fails
to take action to stop them. President Johnson kept two wire-service teletypes in his
office and he read the newspapers like a
bear. There are thus grounds for believing
that he may have known his Air Force and
artillery were blowing up enemy hospitals.
He was the Commander in Chief. Did his
knowledge make him a war criminal? The
Army Manual says that "every violation of
the law of war is a war crime."
Let's proceed to one of the basic tactics
the United States used to prosecute the war
in South Vietnam-unrestricted air and ar-
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tillery bombardlnents of peasant hamlets.
Since 1965, a minimum of 150,000 Vietnamese civilians, an average of 68 men, wo)llen
and children every day for the past six years,
have been killed in the south by American
military action or by weapons supplied to
the Saigon forces by the United States. Another 350,000 Vietnamese civilians have been
wounded or permanently maimed. This is a
very conservative estimate. It is based on
official figures assembled by Senator Edward
M. Kennedy's Senate Subcommittee on Refugees and on a study for the Subcommittee
by those eminent Government auditors, the
General Accounting Office. The real toll may
be much higher. This conservative attitude
makes the documentation put together by
the Senator and his staff aides, Jerry Tinker
and Dale S. de Haan, among the most impressive in the bibliography. Many, perhaps
the majority, of those half-million civilian
casualties were caused by the air and artillery bombardments of peasant hamlets authorized by the American military and civilian leaders in Saigon and Washington.
The United States Government tried and
hanged in 1946 a Japanese general, Tomoyuki
Yamashita, because he was held responsible
fer the deaths of more than 25,000 noncombatants killed by his troops in the Philippines.
Can a moral and legal distinction be drawn
between those killings in World War II, for
which General Yamashita paid with his life,
and the civilia n deat hs ordered or condoned
by American leaders during the Vietnam
war? Again, if you accept only a portion of
the evidence presented in this bibliography,
and compare that evidence to the laws of
war, the probable answer is, No. And President Nixon has spread this unrestricted
bombing through Laos and Cambodia, killing and wounding unknown tens of thousands of civilians in those countries.
Looking back, one realizes that the warcrimes issue was always present. Our vision
was so narrowly focused on the unfolding
details of the war that we lacked the perspective to see it, or when the problem was held
up to us, we paid no heed. This lesson becomes clear in reading the proceedings of
the Russell Tribunal now published in
"Against the Crime of Silence." The proceedings were widely dismissed in 1967 as a combination of kookery and leftist propaganda.
They should not have been. Although the
proceedings were one-sided, the perspective
was there.
One saw the substance all the time ln
Vietnam in the bombing and shelling of the
peasant hamlets. In November, 1965, I found
five fishing hamlets on the coast of Quangngai Province in central Vietnam, not far
from Mylai, which had been ravaged over the
previous two months by the five-inch guns
of United States Navy destroyers and by
American and South Vietnamese fighterbombers. The local Vietnamese officials told
me that at least 184 civilians had been killed.
After a day of interviewing the survivors
among the ruins, I concluded that a reasonable estimate might run as high as 600 dead.
American Army officers working in the province told me that thP most serious resistance
the Vietcong guerrillas in the hamlets had
offered was sniper fire. The hamlets and all
their inhabitants had been attacked just
because the Vietcong were present. I discovered that another 10 hamlets in the province had also been gutted and about 25
others severely damaged, an for like reasons.
Making the peasants pay so dearly for the
presence of guerrtllas in their hamlets, regardless of whether they sympathized with
the Vietcong, seemed unnecessarily brutal
and politically counter-productive to me,
since this Hun-like treatment would alienate
them from Saigon authorities and the American forces. No common-sense military purpose seemed to be served. When I wrote my
story describing the agony of the fisher folk,
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however, it did not occur to me that I had
discovered a possible war crime. The thought
also does not seem to have occurred to my
editors or to most readers of The Times.
None of the similar stories that I and other
reporters wrote later on provoked any outrage, except among that minority with the
field of vision to see what was happening.
As Lieutenant Calley told the prosecutor at
Fort Benning, "It wasn't any big deal, sir."
Reading through the news dispatches from
1965, 1966 and 1967 that Seymour Melman
of Columbia and Richard Falk of Princeton
assembled to document accusations of war
crimes made by The Clergy and Laymen
Concerned About Vietnam, "In the Name
of America," ts to view those scenes again
in this new and disturbing perspective.
Frank Harvey, in "Air War-Vietnam," recounts with the power of anecdotal narrative
the casual destruction of peasant hamlets in
the Mekong Delta by the United States Air
Force. Usually the excuse was that a squad
or so of guerrillas might be present in the
hamlet or the mere location of the hamlet
in guerrilla-dominated territory. Harvey is
a convincing witness because he concludes
with a defense of the war.
You might argue that this destruction,
and concomitant loss of civilian life, were
not deliberate, that they were among those
haphazard horrors of war. The record says
otherwise.
As early as the fall of 1965, the American
Embassy in Saigon distributed to correspondents a Rand Corporation study on the
air and artillery bombardments. The study
concluded that the peasants blamed the
Vietcong when their hamlets were blasted
and their relatives killed; in effect, that
shrapnel, white phosphorous and napalm
were good politlcal medicine. The study was
dismissed by reporters as macabre proof that
the Government could always find a thinktank to tell it what it wanted to think.
In the summer of 1966, however, a lengthy
secret study of the pacification program was
done for the Embassy and military headquarters in Saigon by some of the most experienced Americans in the country. One of
the study's recommendations was that this
practice of unrestricted bombing and shelling should be carefully re-examined. According to the study there was evidence that the
practice was driving hundreds of thousands
of refugees into urban slums and squalid
camps, causing unnecessary death and suffering, and angering the peasantry. The proposal for a re-examination was vetoed at the
highest levels of American authority in
Saigon.
By deciding not to reconsider, the American leadership in Saigon was deciding to
ordain the practice, to establish a de facto
policy. During those earlier years at least,
the policy was not acknowledged in writing,
as far as I know, but neither can there be
any doubt that this W'8S the way things were
to be done and that those American military and civilian leaders directing the war
knew the grim cost of their decision not to
look. Why did they establish the policy?
Because devastation had become a fundamental element in their strategy to win the
war.
I remember asking one of the most senior
American generals in the late summer of
1966 if he was not worried by all the civ111an
casualties that the bombing and shelllng
were causing. "Yes, it is a problem," he said,
"but it does deprive the enemy of the population, doesn't it?" A survey of refugees
commissioned later that year by the Pentagon indicated that 54 per cent of those in
Dlnhtuong Province in the Mekong Delta
were fleeing their hamlets in fear of bombing and shelling. So this was the game. The
firepower that only American technology can
muster, the General Motors of death we invented in World War II, was to defeat the
Vietnamese Communists by outright mill-
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tary attrition, the body count, and by obllterating their strategic base, the rural
population.
If you destroyed the rural society, you
destroyed the resources the enemy needed
to fight. You deprived him of recruits in
the South, of the food and the intelligence
the peasantry provide; you reversed Mao
Tse-tung's axiom by drying up the sea (the
peasantry) in which the guerr11las swam.
All of those directives issued by the American military headquarters in Saigon about
taking care to avoid civ111an casualties, about
protecting the livestock and the homes of the
peasantry, were the sort of pharisaic prattle
you hear from many American institutions.
Whenever you say the institution is not behaving as it says it should, the institution
can always point to a directive and say you
must be mistaken. (General Electric had directives forbidding price fixing when some of
its vice presidents were convicted of price
fixing.) No one was fooling himself when
he marked of! those "free-fire zones," and
ordered those "pre-planned airstrikes" and
that "harassing and interdiction fire" by the
artlllery. People and their homes were dehumanized into grid coordinates on a targeting map. Those other formalities, like
obtaining clearance from the Vietnamese
province chief before you bombed a hamlet,
were stratagems to avoid responsibility, because he almost never refused permission.
(Such legal fictions, by the way, are expressly forbidden by the laws of war.)
Out in the countryside the captains and
majors did not disguise the design. One day
in a heavily-populated province in the
Mekong Delta, a young Army captain swept
his hand across the map over a couple of
dozen hamlets in guerrilla-dominated territory near the provincial capital and remarked that the peasants were evacuating
them and moving in near town. Why? I
asked. "Because it's not healthy out there.
We're shelling the hell out of them," he
said.
By 1967, this policy of unrestricted air
and artillery bombardments had been orchestrated with search and destroy operations by ground troops, B-52 strikes, and
crop destruction with chemical herbicides
into a strategy that was progressively laying waste much of the countryside. (The
question of whether herbicides were dumped
on the landscape to an extent that may constitute a separate war crime is treated at
length in several of the books Mr. Sacharoff
lists.) That year Jonathan Schell went to
Quangnai to document the creeping destruction of the rural society in a two-part
article that first appeared in The New Yorker
magazine. It was later published with a
title of understated irony, "The Military
Half." Schell estimated that by this time
about 70 percent of the 450 hamlets in the
province had been destroyed.
Did the military and civllian leaders
directing the war from washington know
what was happening in Vietnam? How could
they have avoided? The newspapers, magazine articles like Schell's and the reports
of the Kennedy Subcommittee indicated the
extent of what was being done in their
name. The statistics alone are enough to tell
the tale: five million refugees, nearly a third
of South Vietnam's population of 16 million
people, and that conservative estimate of
the civilian casualties from what is called
"friendly" m111tary action, of at least 150,000 dead and 350,000 wounded or maimed.
These peasant hamlets, one must bear in
mind, were not being plowed under because
American or South Vietnamese ground
troops were attempting to seize them from
the enemy in pitched battles. The hamlets
were being bombarbed in the absence of
ground combat.
One might argue that though regrettable,
though even immoral, the indiscriminate air
and artlllery bombardments of civ111ans in
Vietnam were not a war crime. The Allies
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engaged in terror bombing of Japanese and
German cities in World War II. Look at the
incendiary raids on Dresden and Tokyo and
the nuclear holocausts of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. None of the defendants at the
Nuremberg and Tokyo trials were convicted
of war crimes involving the bombing of
civilian populations, because the prosecutors
had done the same thing. By custom, therefore, one might argue, terror bombing is an
accepted practice of war. Similarly, in the
Korean War, the United States Air Force
bombed Korean towns and cities.
But is Vietnam the same kind of war?
There is good reason to think that it is not. In
World War II opposing industrialized societies were fighting a war of survival. In this
context of total war, the cities inevitably
became targets to be destroyed. They contained the industries that fueled their opponent's war machine and the workers who
manned the factories. The worker was as
much a combatant as the uniformed soldier.
Korea was also, more or less, a conventional
conflict between uniformed armies, although bombing practices there would bear
examination in the perspective of history.
In Vietnam, however, the most advanced
technological nation in the world intervened
in a civil war in a primitive, agricultural
country. The Vietnamese Communists possess negligible industry, no air force of any
size, and no intercontinental missiles that
pose a threat to the survival of the United
States. The intervention was, rather, undertaken for reasons of domestic politics and
foreign policy, to avoid the repercussions at
home of losing a war to Communists and
to maintain a position of power and influence for the United States in Southeast
Asia.
Moreover, as the literature in Sacharof!'s
bibliography amply documents, the use of
the air weapon underwent a subtle and important change in South Vietnam from the
previous two wars. Air power, and artillery
as a corollary weapon, weTe directed by an
occupying power, the United States, at the
civilian population in the rural areas of the
country under occupation. The targets of
the bombs and shells were the noncombatants themselves, because it was believed that
their existence was important to the enemy.
Air Power became a distinct weapon of terror to empty the countryside. Samuel P.
Huntington, of Harvard, has even coined a
marvelously American euphemism for the
technique-"forced-draft urbanization and
modernization." Some of us prefer a quotation from Tacitus that the late Bernard Fall
was fond of citing: "Where they make a dessert they call it peace."
One key to understanding this use of airpower in South Vietnam is to compare the
unrestricted bombing in the south with the
elaborate restrictions that surrounded the
air campaign against North Vietnam.
Although the North Vietnamese may not
believe it, in the North a conscious effort was
made to bomb only military, and what limited industrial targets were available, and
to weigh probable civilian casualties against
the military advantages to be gained from a
particular airstrike. The ultimate objective
of the air campaign against the North was,
to be sure, political rather than military. It
sought to intimidate the North Vietnamese
into withdrawing their forces from the
South and taking the Vietcong guerrillas
along with them. And undoubtedly the restrictions were also designed to escape the
unfavorable publicity that would result from
severe civilian casualties in the North.
The mere fact that an attempt was made
to avoid them throws into sharp understanding the very different motives "that lay behind the bombing in the south and the inherent acceptance of great civilian suffering.
When Harrison Salisbury, an assistant managing editor of The New York Times, visited
North Vietnam in December, 1966, to write
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his memorable series of articles on the destruction wrought by American air raids
there (civilian homes, schools, hospitals and
churches had been wrecked because the air
campaign had never been the surgical operation Pentagon propaganda portrayed it as
being), the most severe example of civilian
deaths the North Vietnamese claimed was 89
in the town of Nandinh southeast of Hanoi,
from six months of bombing, less than half
the official South Vietnamese estimate of the
number of civilians killed in the five hamlets
I found on the coast of Quangngai Province
in 1965.
Did the employment of the air weapon and
the artillery in South Vietnam thus exceeded
the limits sanctioned by the laws of war?
The United states Army Field Manual
says: "The I:a.w of war ... requires that belUgerents refrain from employing any kind or
degree of violence which is not actually necessary for military purposes and that they
conduct hostllitles with regard for the principles of humanity and chivalry." The Manual goes on to explain what is meant by "actually necessary for military purposes," i.e.
military necessity. "The prohibitory effect of
the law of war is not minimized by 'military
necessity' which has been defined as that
principle which justifies those measures not
forbidden by international law which are indispensable for securing the complete submission of the enemy as soon as possible.
Military necessity has been rejected as a defense for acts forbidden by the customary
or conventional laws of war inasmuch as the
latter have been developed and framed with
consideration for the concept of military necessity." In short, if you can demonstrate certain measures are required to defeat the
enemy, and those measures are not specifically forbidden by the laws of war, you employ them.
Assuming that the use of air power in
South Vietnam was not specifically forbidden
by the laws of war, was this means necessary
to defeat the enemy? He could have been
deprived of the rural population by another,
more humane method. This would have involved putting sufficient American ground
troops in South Vietnam to occupy most of
the countryside and thereby gain control
over the rural hamlets. National mobilization and the dispatch of upwards of 600,000
troops to South Vietnam was proposed by the
Joint Chiefs of Stat! and rejected by President Johnson and his advisers, because this
strategy would have meant higher draft calls,
wage and price controls, and other measures
that would have been unpopular with the
American public. So there are grounds for
believing that the use of the air weapon in
the South was not a military necessity but
a political convenience, a substitute for sufficient infantrymen to hold the countryside.
I am not saying that garrisoning South
Vietnam with ground troops would have
made the war a sensible enterprise. I am
suggesting that the war's impact upon the
Vietnamese might have been more merciful.
The Marines, because of their pre-WorldWar-n experience with pacification in Central America and the Caribbean, did make an
attempt to hold a good many of the hamlets in central Vietnamese provinces where
they operated. Life for a Vietnamese farmer
within these zones was safer than for his
brethren in other regions.
In any case, to address the basic question
of legal sanctions, it appears that the employment of air and artillery to terrorize
the peasantry and raze the countryside was
an act specifically forbidden by the laws of
war. The Geneva Convention of 1949 Relative
to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Time of War states:
"The High Contracting Parties specifically
agree that each of them is prohibited from
taking any measure of such a character as
to cause the physical suffering or extermination of protected persons [civlUans) in their
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hands. This prohibition applies not only to
murder, torture, corporal punishment, mutilation and medical or scientific experiments not necessitated by the medical treatment of a protected person, but also to any
other measures of brutality whether applied
by civilian or military agents.
"No protected person may be punished
for an offense he or she has not personally
committed. Collective penalties and likewise
all measures of intimidation or of terrorism
are prohibited.
"Pillage is prohibited.
"Reprisals against protected persons and
their property are prohibited."
The paragraphs seem to be a reasonably
fair description of what was infiicted upon
much of the South Vietnamese peasantry by
the United States.
The Army Field Manual is more specific.
"The measure of permissible devastation is
found in the strict necessities of war," it
says. "Devastation as an end in itself or as a
separate measure of war [italics added] is
not sanctioned by the law of war."
The adoption of devastation as a basic
element of strategy also seems to have led
American leaders into what may be related
war crimes against F:mth Vietnamese civilians. The Geneva Convention of 1949 states
that a belligerent power has a duty, in so
far as it is able, to care for the victims of
war.
"The wounded and the sick, as well as
the infirm, and expectant mothers, shall
be the object of particular protection and
respect. As far as military considerations
allow, each party to the confiict shall facilitate the steps taken to search for the
killed and wounded, to assist the shipwrecked and other persons exposed to grave
danger, and to protect them against pillage
and ill-treatment."
The consignment of Vietnamese civillan
war wounded to provincial hospitals that
were little better than charnel houses has
been a. national scandal for the United
States. The reports of the Kennedy Subcommittee describe the scenes of two
wounded to a bed, no sheets or mattresses,
no showers, filthy toilets, open sewers and
swarms of files spreading infection. In contrast the United States military hospitals are
models of medical science. Given the wide
publicity the deplorable conditions in these
Vietnamese civilian hospitals have received
over the years, would it be possible for the
responsible leaders of the United States to
contend that the neglect was not deliberate?
A similar war crime may have been committed against civillans forcibly evacuated
from their homes. These persons would appear to fall under the category of internees
in the Geneva Convention of 1949. The Convention lays out in great detail the obligation
of a. belligerent power to provide such persons with adequate food, housing and medical
care. Here is an excerpt from a report to the
Kennedy Subcommittee by a team from thE'
General Aooounting Office which inspected
so-called refugee camps in South Vietnam
last summer. The excerpt describes a. camp
in Quangnam Province on the central coast:
"At this location, there were about 2,070
people. We were informed that only 883
were recognized as refugees and that they
would receive temporary benefits. We were
advised that these people were all Vietcong
families and that they were relocated by
force in February or March 1970. These people are under heavy guard by the Vietnamese milltary.
"During our inspection, we observed there
were no latrines, no usable wells. no classrooms, and no medical facilities. The shelters were crudely constructed from a variety of waste material, such as empty ammunition boxes and cardboard. We observed
that the number of shelters would not adequately house these people. . . . The [ American] refugee adviser stated that there were
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no plans to improve the living conditions
at this site."
The fact that these persons are being held
by the South Vietnamese authorities apparent ly does not absolve the United States of
responsibility under the laws of war. Legally
they remain our refugees. As the Army Field
Manual explains:
"The restrictions placed upon the authority of a belligerent government cannot be
avoided by a system of using a puppet government, central or local, to carry out acts
which would be unlawful if performed directly by the occupant. Acts induced or compelled by the occupant are nonetheless its
acts." The Saigon regime is not a puppet
government, but it is a client regime whose
existence is dependent upon the United
States. A good argument could be made that
because of this client relationship, the
United States induces these acts. Telford
Taylor, of Columbia, the former chief American prosecutor of Nuremberg, quantifies the
neglect of the civilian war wounded and refugees. In "Nuremberg and Vietnam: An American Tragedy," he notes that the United
States spent, at the most, a quarter-billion
dollars to ease the civilian plight over the
three years from 1965 through 1967. You will
think this is a lot of money, until he tells
you the amount was less than four per cent
of the cost of air operations over the same
period.
What about a relationship between the
use of airpower and artillery in South Vietnam and the garden variety war crimes that
many of the books in this bibliography allege--the individual acts of torture and murder of prisoners and civilians by American
soldiers, the burning of peasant huts in
"Zippo raids," the looting and the rape? Did
the conduct of the war as approved at the
highest levels oreate an atmosphere in which
the lives of the Vietnamese were so cheapened that they became subhumans in the
eyes of the soldier? If so, did this atmosphere help to incite these individual war
crimes, given the traditional racism of
Americans towards Asians--the cMnks, the
gooks, the slopeheads-and the psychological stress upon the soldier of fighting in a
country where much of the population is
hostile, where women and children do set
mines and boobytraps and shoot at you?
The two accounts of the Mylai massacre
mentioned in this bibliography, Richard
Ham.mer's "One Morning in the War" and
Seymour Hersh's "My La.i 4," as well as the
testimony that has emerged at the court
martial of Lieutenant Calley, of practices
like driving civilians ahead of the troops to
detonate mines with their bodies suggest
that the general conduct of the war did contribute to these individual atrocities.
The word Lieutenant Calley used to describe the act of slaughtering the 102 men,
women and children for whose deaths he is
being held responsible evokes this atmosphere in uncanny fashion. He told the prosecutor that he was ordered "to waste the
Vietnamese ... waste, waste them, Sir." Were
this just Lieutenant Calley speaking the
word would not carry much meaning, but
the word is from the argot of the American
soldier in Vietnam. Human beings are
"wasted" there, they are "blown away." Soldiers have a unique ability to find words
to describe the reality of their wars.
Given such an atmosphere, the massacre
at Mylai would be a departure from the
norm only in that it consisted of the direct
murder by rifle and machine gun fl.re of
several hundred Vietnamese civillans at one
time. The soldiers in Lieutenant Calley's platoon, whose moral sense led them to disregard his orders and not participate in the
kllllngs, do not appear to have been shocked
by the lesser, individual atrocities that occurred prior to Mylai. Looked at coldly, Lieutenant Calley and the soldiers who did join
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him in the massacre were doing with their
rifles what was done every day for reasons
of strategy with bombs and artillery shells.
There are Calleys in every army. What makes
them dangerous is a set of circumstances in
which their homicidal aberrations can run
amok. The laws of war say that it is theresponsibility of the highest leadership to do
all in its power to prevent such circumstances from occurring.
Both the Army Field Manual and the
Nuremberg Principles address this centre.!
issue in delineating when a claim of superior
orders can constitute a defense against e.
charge of war crimes. "The fact that a person acted pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior does not relieve him
from responsibility under international law,
provided a moral choice was in tact possible
for h i m " [italics added], the Nuremberg Principles say. The Army Field Manual lis a bit

more elaborate. "In considering the question whether a superior order constitutes a.
valid defense, the court shall take into consideration the fact th!at Obedience to lawful
military orders lis the duty of every member
of the Armed Forces; that the latter cannot
be expected, in condition of war discipline,
to weigh scrupulously the legal merits of
the orders received; th!at certain rU!les of
warfare may •b e controversial; or that a.n act
otherwise amounting to a war crime may
be done in obedience to orders conceived as
a measure of reprisal," the Manua.I says.
Curiously, Lieutenant Calley's Lawyers
have claimed that he has a robot-like personality incapable of resisting any orders
from his superior, Ca.ptain Ernest Medina, but
they have not sought to defend CaNey on the
grounds that, given the general atmosphere
in which the war was being conducted, and
his interpretation of his orders that morning
in Mylai, he may not ha.ve been capable of
a moral choice. They may have hesitated to
do so because they would have had to put
the entire command structure from President
Johnson on down in the witness chair. Telford Taylor notes in his book that a. court
martial at Fort Benning is too limited a.
forum for such a far-reaching inquiry.
Nevertheless, the question of higher responsibility hangs over Mylai. It hangs over
the individual atrocities described in these
books, it hangs over the use of airpower and
artillery to lay waste the Vietnamese villages,
if that, too, constitutes a war crime and the
greatest one of all.
Many would contend, as Townsend Hoopes
did in an exchange of articles with two reporters for the Village Voice who accused
him and his colleagues of being war criminals, that raising the issue of war crimes in
Vietnam is absurd and unwarranted in the
context of a democracy like the United States.
Worse, many would argue, it is vindictive,
capable of perversion into a new McCarthyism. Hoopes was a Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force in the Johnson Administration. He wrote an admirable account of
the inside events behind the March 31, 1968,
decision to restrict the bombing of North
Vietnam and open peace negotiations. His
view is important because it appears to be
widely held.
Hoopes argued that since the President is
elected, since the war was prosecuted from
well-meaning if mistaken motives, since Congress voted the funds and there was broad
public support at the outset, no official
should acquire criminal liability. Judgment,
he said, should be confined to voting the
Government out of office. Attacking this position in his introduction to the Russell Tribunal proceedings, Noam. Chomsky of M.I.T.
states that Hoopes is claiming an immunity
for American leaders which this country denied to the leaders of Japan and Germany.
Marcus Raskin, co-director of the Institute
for Policy Studies in Washington, the thinktank of the New Left, asserts that Conln'P.M
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cannot be held responsible as a body, because many Congressmen voted funds merely
to ensure that American soldiers had the
means to defend themselves. Telford Taylor,
a mugwump Democrat, remarks that though
good intentions may be mitigating circumstances, they do not negate the faot of a
crime, if one occurred.
Taken to its logical end, the Hoopes argument a.J.so means that all Americans were responsible for the actual conduct of the war.
lf so, then the adult majorities of Japan and
Ger,m any s hould have been punished for war
crimes. They applS~uded the 'b eginning of
World War II. 'A nd ilf everyone is responsible,
of course no one is responsible. The Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals rejected Hoopes'
argument by making a distinction between
those in the audience a.nd those who held
power, as do the laws of war. The Army
Man ual denies a collective copout: "The fact
that a person who committed an act which
constitutes a war crime acted as the head of
a State or as a responsible government official does not relieve him from responsibility
for his act."
(Hyperbole in describing what war crimes
may have taken place in Vietnam seems just
as unhelpful as the Hoopes argument. Chomsky in "At War With Asia," accuses the
United States of intending genocide in Vietnam. So do Richard Falk, the international
legal scholar, and Gabriel Kolko, the revisionary historian, both of whom have otherwise diamond-cutting minds, in "War Crimes
and the American Conscience," the published
proceedings of a Washington symposium on
war crimes last year. Genocide does not appear to be an accurate characterization of
American conduct in Vietnam. The story is
more complicated and the facts do not support the charge. The population of the country has grown despite the war, from an estimated 15-million in 1962 to about 17-milllon
now.)
But how is this count ry to determine
whether war crimes were rea;Ily committed in
Vietnam and who is responsible for them?
Not even the wildest of anti-comm.unist
politicians has predict ed the conquest of the
United States by the Vietcong guerrillas and
the North Vietna.mese army. So it seems
equally outlandish to imagine that a tribunal
with the power of those at Tokyo and Nuremberg will ever sit in judgment on the leaders
of this country.
The Army, the principal service involved
in the Vietnam war, has shown that it will
not enforce military law and judge itself.
The dismissal of charges against Maj. Gen.
Samuel W. Koster, the division commander
of the troops :at !Mylal, demonstmted that
the current leadership of the Army considers
Lieutenant Calley and Oaptain Medirua. to lbe
its only rea.l wa r criminals. Barring unforeseen disclosure, no one more important than
a few captains, a major and a colonel or two
are likely to join Calley and Medina in the
dock. For the Army had a good case against
General Koster, who was in his helicopter
over the Mylai area that morning. What the
Army lacked was the will to prosecute.
Perhaps it is expecting too much of human
nature to think that the Army would sit in
judgment on its own conduct in Vietnam.
A command structure so traumatized, so
emotionally defensive because of lts failure
in Vietnam, is not, except under great outside duress, about to begin charging members of the inner circle with war crimes.
Indeed, the military services are in the
greatest danger of becoming the scapegoats
of a public wltchhunt that could come from
the left over the war crimes issue if responsible men do not prevail. Mark Lane's collection of purported eyewitness accounts of
atrocities in Vietnam, "Conversations with
Americans," is an example of the kind of
scurrilous attack that is already being made.
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The military have few defenders in the current climate. Much of the intellectuaf community and many of the students are almost
childishly indiscriminate in their assaults.
A number of the former senior civilian officials of the country, who have changed their
minds about the war they helped to prosecute, are now all too eager to blame everything on the generals.
Professional soldiers, whose frame of reference is almost by nature circumscribed, are
being criticized for not having displayed the
klnd of broad wisdom and judgment selfproclaimed statesmen did not exhibit. If the
generals did commit war crimes in Vietnam,
they did so with the knowledge and consent
of the civilians. If seeking to pacify with
the fire and the sword of the 20th-century,
airplanes and howitzers, constit uted a war
crime, then the civilians helped to induce
this crime by denying the generals sufficient
troops to garrison the countryside.
President Johnson and his closest a dvisers,
Robert S. McNamara, Walt W. Rostow, and
Dean Rusk, directed the unfolding of the
confiict just as President Nixon and his senior advisers now do. The military almost always played a subordinate role. Mr. McNamara, for example, supervised the planning
and the execution of the war for the President as the chief of a European General Staff
would have done. In 1965 he often said:
"We're going to trade firepower for men." He
had no criminal intent, of course. What he
meant was that he planned to expend ten
bombs to kill five North Vietnamese soldiers,
instead of t rading t he lives Of five American
infantrymen for the same job. But when the
bombs were targeted on civilians, Mr. McNamara did not cry halt. This is not to say
that the generals would be absolved of responsibility, only that the highest, and therefore the greatest, responsibility does not rest
with them.
For precisely this reason, one cannot expect the Nixon Administration, of its own
accord, to institute any meaningful inquiry
into war crimes. Mr. Nixon is using the same
airpower tactices in Laos and Cambodia that
his predecesor employed in South Vietnam.
His strategy of Vietnamization is even more
dependent upon the unrestricted use of airpower than was Mr. Johnson's. Mr. Nixon
has also sensed even more keenly the political convenience of this weapon. He has calcula-ted correctly that the public will not
worry much about the dead, or about their
age or sex, so long as the bodies are far
enough away that the photographers and
the television crews can't get to them too
often and so long a.s they are, most impo-rtant of all, not American.
The Kennedy Subcomm1ttee estimates that
civilian casualties in Laos, which has a population of only three million, are now exceeding 30,000 a year, including more than 10,000
dead. Many of these casualties are attributable to American bombs. Classified military
documents specifically talk about bombing
villages in Communist-held areas "to deprive
the enemy of the population resource." No
one knows what the civilian casualty toll is
in Cambodia, where the same kind of air
attacks are taking place. The Kennedy Subcommittee guesses there are now about a
million and a half refugees in Cambodia out
of a population of 6.5 million and that civilian casual ties are running in the tens of
thousands a year.
When I asked a responsible offici.al a.t the
State Department about the refugees he said
he didn't have an estimate. Why? I asked.
"The Cambodians haven't really asked us
for any assistance with refugees and until
they do it's not our concern. Our staff in
the Embassy is pretty small and they have
a lot of other fish to fry." What about the
civiHan casualties? "The Cambodians haven't
been comp111ng them," he said. "We're de-
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pendent on their statistics and they don't
keep careful statistics on anything." Really,
that's what he said. The new American
aid program for Cambodia. cont ains no funds
specifically marked for civilian medical relief.
Yet the cleansing of the nation's conscience and the future conduct of t he most
powerful country in the world towards the
weaker peoples of the globe, demand a national inquiry into the war crimes question.
What is needed is not prison sentences and
executions, but social judgments soberly arr ived at, so that if these acts are war crimes,
f uture American leaders will not dare to
repeat them.
The sole hope for such a national inquiry would appear to rest with the Congr ess or a commission of responsible men,
wi~h military and judicial experience, appomted by Congress and empowered to subpoena witnesses and examine documents.
They m ight try to answer one fundamental
question t hat I have not att empted to deal
with here because the arguments are still so
tangled-whether the United States intervention in Vietnam was itself a violation of the
Nuremberg Principles forbidding wars of
aggression. There does not seem to be the
stomach fer such an inquiry in Congress now
but attitudes may change as the full 1m~
port of the issue becomes known.
If Congress falls to undertake an inquiry
that carries the authority of the nation, then
hypocrisy will be added to our sins. The
Nuremberg judgments upon such diabolical
Nazi crimes as the extermination of the Jews
will still stand as a monument to international justice. Even under the most critical
scrutiny, nothing the United States has perpetrated approaches the satanic evil of Hitler
and his followers. The Nazis were in a clai'JS
by themselves.
But the other, lesser judgments at Nuremb~rg, and the verdicts at the Tokyo Tribunal,
will become what many said they were at
the time-the pronouncements of victors
over vanquished. We ought to remember
that at the Tokyo Tribunal, the United
States went so far as to establish the legal
precedent that any member of a Cabinet who
learns of war crimes, and subsequently remains in that Government acquires responsibility for those crimes. Under our own
criteria, therefore, Orville Freeman, the Secretary of Agriculture under President Johnson, could acquire responsibility for war
crimes in Vietnam.
Recently, when I discussed with a Japanese friend the condemnation of General
Yamashita for the death of more than 25,000
noncombatants in the Philippines, he remarked: "We Japanese have a saying. The
victor is always right."
History shows that men who decide for
war, as the Japanese militarists did, cannot
demand mercy for themselves. The resort to
force is the ultimate act. It is playing God.
Those who try force cannot afford to fail. I
do not mean to suggest that men should be
free to attempt anything in war to ensure
victory. Quite the opposite. The laws of war
seek to mitigate the evil of war, to save what
lives can be saved in the midst of great killing. War nonetheless remains an evil that
imposes a unique burden upon those responsible. This will sound cynical to many, but
if the Johnson Administration had won the
war in Vietnam, few would be searching for
war crimes among the physical and human
ruins of Indochina. Evidence of murder and
brutality on a grand scale would have been
hushed in the shouts of success. The resort
to force has failed, however, and that failure
has helped to make the issue of war crimes
in Vietnam a very real and a very fair one
to be dealt with. Our failure presents an opportunity for humanity that should not be
lost.
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A CRITIQUE OF "ROTC, MYLAI, AND

THE VOLUNTEER ARMY"

HON. DONALD M. FRASER
OF MINNESOTA

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, on March
15 I placed in the RECORD a series of articles on the issue of the citizen soldier and
the career soldier. A critique of the Foreign Policy article I included has been
brought to my attention. I introduce it
for the benefit of those who read my
previous insertion:
(From the Friends Committee on National
Legislation)
AN UNPERSUASIVE CASE FOR DRAFT EXTENSION

(By Holmes Brown)
The recent article "ROTC, Myla.t, and the
Voluntary Army," in the Spring 1971 issue
of Foreign Policy reprinted in the March 15,

1971 Congressional Record, p. 6536, raises a

number of challenging questions but fails to
prove the proposition that an end to the
draft would have a deleterious effect upon
the quality and attitudes of America's career
officer corps. A careful examination of the
concerns raised in the article, compared with
data cited in the Gates Commission Report
suggests rather that a volunteer army is a
more satisfactory response to these questions
than either ext ension of the current system
or draft reform.
The authors of "ROTC, Mylai, and the Voluntary Army" begin by observing that ROTC
is under attack on a. number of campuses,
and they express the fear that the reduction
or dismant ling of ROTC could result in a.
dramatic increase in the number of officers
drawn from the service acadeinies and the
enlisted ranks whose attitudes would have
an unsettling effect on both domestic and
world policies. There follows a series of tables
which indicate varying differences of opinion
among academy, ROTC, and non-ROTC respondents. The difficulty with this opening
section is that the fears expressed concerning ROTC are groundless and much of the

data relating to student attitudes are inconclusive or irrelevant.
As to whether attacks on ROTC will result
in its demise, Senator Cranston in the March
14 edition of the Washington Post observes
that "there are today more students and colleges desiring scholarship ROTC programs
than there are spaces or units available.'' He
further notes that while more than 50 colleges and universities are now actively interested in initiating their own ROTC program, some of the 12 colleges which recently
dropped ROTC are inquiring about reestablishing their units.
The related concern that ROTC might be
officially terminated is equally unfounded
No Congressional sponsors of the volunteer
army favor abolition of ROTC, rather they
support its expansion. And the Gates Commission contends that instead of causing a
constantly diminishing supply of college
trained officers (who.se more liberal and circumspect outlook the authors admire in
comparison with service academy alumni)
the volunteer army promises a steadily increasing number of college graduates in both
the ROTC and OCS prograiDS.

TABLE 6-11.-ARMY COMMISSIONED OFFICER REQUIREMENTS AND POTENTIAL SUPPLY IN AN ALL-VOLUNTEER FORCE
(2,500,000-man force level)
Potential supply

ocs

ROTC
Fiscal year
1971.- -- - --- - -- - ---- - - - ----- --1972 __---- - ----- - - -- - - -- ------1973 __- - - - -- ------- - - -- - ------1974. - - --- - -- - -- - - - - ----------1975. - --- -------- -------------1976 __ --- - -- - - -- - --- - ------- -- 1977-- -- -- - - ------ - ------ - - - - -1978 __ --- - ------- - --- - -------- 1979- --- - - - - ---- -- ---- -- -- --- -1980 __--------- - - - --- -- -------1 Based on current Army
2 Assumes an i ncrease in

Academy 1

Scholarship2

Nonscholarship 3

900
900
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1,000
1, 000
1, 000

1,400
1, 500
2,000
2, 500
2,500
2, 500
2, 500
2, 500
2, 500
2, 500

11, 200
8,000
5, 700
3,200
3, 100
4,100
5, 100
6, 000
6,800
7, 300

College
graduates•

Noncollege
graduates6

200
300
300
400
500
500
500
6oa
600
600

1, 000
1,000
1,000
1, 000
1, 000
1, 000
1,000
1, 000
1, 000
1,000

plans.
current Army plans of 500 in 1973 and 1,000 thereafter.

11 Assumes the additional 1,000 ROTC scholarships are given to new ap;Ji icants and are not

-included in ROTC projections (origi nal 1,500 were assumed to be included).
• Assumes growth in 1964 proportion of college graduates entering OCS in l ine wit h estimated
growth in male college population adjusted for the war-induced decline in the rate estimated from
:ROTC. Estimated proportion of draft-induced volunteers among 1964 en trants equals 60 percent.

If these projections are correct, the dif·ferences in attitude noted between academy
·personnel and ROTC graduates become mere
-tabulated facts rather than arguments for
continued conscription, since on the one
"hand, a positive correlation between the
draft and the number and quality of ROTC
·applicants has not been established, and on
-the other hand, the Gates Commission figures indicate that the ROTC program will be
-retained as the major source of officers entering the armed services.
It may be argued that the Gates Com:Inission figures obtain only during peacetime with an army of 2.6 Inillion, but Penta_gon figures indicate that the presence of
the draft did not result in a significant
increase in the number of college students
joining ROTC during the escalation of the
·war in Indochina. For as the demand for
·.officers accelerated, thte percentage of officers supplied by ROTC to the army fell
·from 60.5% in 1965 to 28.1% in 1968. The
actual number of program graduates be. tween the two years was a miniscule increase
of 290. In contrast, the percentage of om·cers provided by non-college graduate programs grew from 4.6 % in 1965 to 37.9% in
· 1968. The numerical increase in this cate. gory between 1965 and 1968 was nearly
13,000. Thus the contention that the draft
-provides a "leavening" effect on the doc-trinaire officers of academy and OCS origin
' by inducing college graduates to enter ROTC
--:ts disproven. For during the war, when one
·suspects the preference for being an officer
:.as opposed to a draftee would be greatest, a

Otherso
1,400
500
600
1, 000
700
700
800
800
800
800

Total
16,100
12,200
10, 600
9, 100
8,800
9, 800
10,900
11, 900
12,700
13,200

Required
accessions

Estimated surplus
or shortage

16, 800
5,300
7, 100
11,400
8, 700
8, 500
9,900
9, 500
9,000
9,400

-700
+6,900
+3,500
-2,300
+100
+ 1,300
+ 1.000
+ 2,400
+ 3. 700
+3,800

! Assumes approximately 10 percent of officer entrants will be noncollege graduates.
s Includes mostly direct appointments and entrants from special comm issioning programs.
Ratio of such officer to total requirements instituted at prewar level.

Note: Numbers rounded to nearest 100.

minimal increase in thet number of ROTC
candidates occurred.
The polls conducted by the authors do
demonstrate a vast difference of attitude between the college liberal arts major and
his military counterpart. By quoting one
senior officer as complaining: "Lieut. Calley
never would have become an officer if we
were not so short-handed. Why are we shorthanded? Because the bastards at Harvard
wouldn't . . . step up to their responsibiUties." The authors suggest that one way to
allay their fears of a Inilitaristic officer corps
would be to implement a highly selective
draft of humanities majors charged with the
duty of "leavening" and "surveilling" the
Inilitary. But this alternative is not likely to
appeal to those who currently oppose the
draft as an inequitable infringement of personal liberties, nor to the military who would
express some reluctance at accepting a
draftee who had been selected for his incompatib111ty rather than his efficiency, and
finally it would appeal least of all to the
liberal arts graduate who might define "stepping up to his responsibilities" as working
to end the war altogether, rather than making it more ''humane" or palatable to either
the Asian or American public.
In conclusion, the article fails to make
the convincing correlations between conscription and a dangerous change in officers' attitudes which would provide one reason for retaining the draft.
There are many career officers who are
revolted by the atrocities committed in this
war, and who have been active in bringing

these issues to public attention. Col. Anthony B. Herbert brought charges against
fellow officers "out of a sense of duty, the
dictates of his conscience, love of countryand in the best interests of the Army" according to a Washington Post, March 15
story by Philip D. Carter.
Ultimately, if the American military establishment endangers the Republic, it is
not going to be the draft motivated volunteers, of whom only 16% re-enlist, who control the threat, but rather it must be a.
concerned and vigilant Congress and public.

ESSAY ON SOUTHERN AFRICA

HON. HASTINGS KEITH
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Speaker, one of our
Nation's most distinguished and respected diplomats, George Kennan, has
published a thoughtful essay on Southern Africa in the January issue of For-

eign Affairs.
Although I do not necessarily agree
with some of Mr. Kennan's conclusions,
I believe he has provided in this arti-cle

a useful and exhaustive survey of the
current situation in that area. In view
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of my longstanding interest in Portugal
and the interest of many thousands of
Portuguese Americans in my district, I
wou:i.d call particular attention to Mr.
Kennan's treatment of the situation in
Angola and Mozambique. In sharp contrast to the racist policies of South
Africa, Kennan asserts, these Portuguese
colonies are marked by a near total lack
of discrimination.
He also notes the rapid change and
development taking place in these territories. The number of primary school
students in Angola, for example, has increased by some 500 percent in the last
15 years, and the secondary school population by as much as 850 percent. And,
within the last 10 years, a university has
been established in each of these territories.
In sum, although the Portuguese were
late in instituting such reforms, considerable progress is now being made. Presumably, by the time the native peoples'
aspirations for independence have
reached full tide, a well-educated and
relatively prosperous base for governing
the new nations will have been established.
Mr. Speaker, I include the full text of
Mr. Kennan's essay at this point in the
RECORD:
HAzARDOUS COURSES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

(By George F. Kennan)
Stretching southward from the two great
river systems of the Congo and the Zambesi
to the confluence of the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans, and thus comprising roughly the
southern third of the African continent,
there lies a vast area, about two-thirds the
size of the United States, which constitutes
in its entirety one of the principal problemchildren of the world community. Consisting
largely of an arid central plateau, with lower
coastal strips only partially suitable for human habitation, this region harbors a population of some 41,000,000, of whom, in approximate terms, 34,000,000 might be of
black African origin, 4,500,000 of European,
and the remainder of mixed or other blood.
It is made up of a number of highly disparate political entities; the great Portuguese dependencies of Angola. and Mozambique, the highly controversial territories of
Rhodesia. and South West Africa, the Republic of South Africa., and the three former
British High Commission territories, now independent: Lesotho, Swaziland and Botswana..
With the exception of these last-named
entities, which make up only a small.portion
of the whole, there is no part of this area
which has not been in recent years the subject of violent discontent, debate, protest
and conflict in the United Nations and in
world opinion generally. Controversy has
centered, of course, on the political relations
existing there between people of European
origin and the black Africans who constitute
everywhere the majority. This is scarcely
surprising. The area. contains at least 90 percent of the entire white population of Africa,
as against 11 percent of its Blacks. Of the
white inhabitants, furthermore, a considerable proportion have been settled in Africa.
for many generations, having even in some
instances come no later than did the Blacks
to the settlement of the regions in which
they are now residing. In these circumstances racial problems were bound to be
of a different order-greater in scale, emotionally more acute--than elsewhere in Africa.. It could scarcely have been otherwise.
This distinction notwithstanding, the demands of the international community, particularly as formulated by the senior bodies
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of the United Nations, have tended to be
no different than those previously raised
with relation to the African countries farther north: i.e. immediate decolonization, in
the case of the Portuguese territories, and
the establishment everywhere of regimes
drawn, whether by democratic means or
otherwise, from the black African majorities.
Elsewhere in Africa these demands have
been generally accepted. In southern Africa,
aside from the three former High Commission territories, the controlling powers have
resolutely refused to accept them, alleging
them to be demagogically inspired, hist orically unjust, economically unrealistic and
detrimental even to the interests of the black
African populations involved. The resulting
political conflict, massive and tragic, has now
weighed heavily, over a period of several
years, on the stability of international life:
preempting larger sections of U.N. debate,
complicating relations among outside powers, interfering with normal cultural and
commercial as well as political contacts
throughout the region, reducing greatly the
contribution this region, itself the seat of
most of the industrial strength of Africa,
could make to the life of the remainder of
the continent and indeed to world affairs
generally.
II

It may be best, in tackling the bundle of

problems that southern Africa presents, to
go first to the one that is the most difficult
and recalcitrant of all as well as being the
one that involves the largest number of people, namely, South Africa itself.
It should perhaps be made clear at the
outset that the present examination does
not rest on any disposition to minimize the
evils of South African apartheid. These are
real, ubiquitous, shocking and depressing. It
is idle to argue whether the fault proceeds
from the nature of the theories these policies are designed to serve or from the manner
in which the theories are put into execution.
No merits of theory could justify, and no
deficiencies of execution excuse, the inequities and inhumanities which the present system obviously produces. This is a. painful indictment to make for one who has many
South African friends whose goodwill he
credits and whose feelings he respects. Candor, unfortunately, permits no other judgment.
One can accept, and even sympathize with,
the theory that in a country which is a
veritable jumble of cultures and races each
of the cultural or racial groups should enjoy
the privilege of retaining its traditional identity and developing its life in its own way.
But none of this would seem to necessitate or
to justify either the general condition of denial to the majority of the population of any
effective voice in the shaping of the larger
aspects of its own condition or a whole series
of specific anomalies, injustices and hardships which the laws and practices of the
South African regime now impose. Among
these latter might be mentioned: the viciousness of the pass laws and their enforcement; the absurdities and extremisms of petty apartheid; the multitudinous hardships
infiicted on the urban Bantu by the regime's
insistence on clinging to the absurd theory
of the temporary nature of their residence
in the urban areas; the power and disposition
of the police to ignore, almost at will, the
protection afforded to the individual by an
otherwise excellent judicial system; the magnitude of the disparities in wages and in pUblic expenditure on education as between
Whites and non-Whites; and the hardships
worked by the recent inclusion under the
strictures of apartheid of the Asians and the
Cape Coloureds-the latter, in particular, a
people, largely Afrikans-speaking, who have
no c-ulture, no tongue and no remembered
past other than those of the Whites who in-
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filet these strictures upon them. (This listing
is only illustrative, not inclusive.)
There are, on the other hand, a number
of circumstances relative to this indictment,
often ignored in Western opinion, which.
while they do not excuse the conditions in
question, go far to explain them and to make
clear why suitable alternatives are not always easy to discover.
It should be recognized, first of all, that
the South African Whites, and the Afrikaners
in particular, are confronted with a very
real problem when it comes to maintaining,
in the face of a large black African majority,
their own historical and cultural identity. It
is a remarkable identity, forged and affirmed
over the course of centuries, at times in
struggle and adversity, and against a background of circumstances in some respects
different from that which any other people
has ever had to face. It is an identity in
which, as in the case of the Israeli, national
components are xnixed, for better or for
worse, With religious ones; and the Afrikaners are no more inclined to jeopardize it, by
placing themselves entirely in the power of
a. surrounding foreign majority, than are
their Middle Eastern counterparts. They
would die rather than do so; and it is simply
useless to come at them with demands which
suggest that it is this that is expected of
them.
Secondly, slight as may seem the prospects
for any early change in the political situation of the non-Whites in Sout h Africa, it
cannot be said that their situation in other
respects is unchanging or that its development does not have hopeful aspect s. The
Nationalists, when reproached over the evils
of apartheid, often say in reply: "Give us
time. The native Will have, ult imately, no
complaint. But we Will do things in our own
time and our own way." Whether the Nationalist concept of the end to be ultimately
achieved is the same as that of the many
foreign critics may be doubted; but the point
made here is not entirely without substance.
Real incomes among the urban Bantu, even
allowing for inflationary tendencies, are increasing by about four percent per annum.
Bantu are being brought into the labor market at a rate of about 2% percent per annum.
Educational opportunities, already in some
respects far ahead of those existing in the
black-ruled countries to the north, are showing st eady improvement, particularly at the
primary and trade school levels. The wage
disparities, as between Whites and Blacks,
are of course excessive and onerous and deserve prompt correction. But one must not
forget that there are severe limits to the pace
at which this correction could safely be
effected. A sudden and complete removal of
these disparities would unquestionably undermine the competitive viability of great
sections of the South African mining and
industrial establishment, which now give
employment to hundreds of thousands of
black Africans, and would in many instances
force the closing of the enterprises, with
consequences disastrous to black African
liVing standards.
In judging South African conditions much
depends, invariably, on the perspective of
the viewer. It will thus be pointed out, in
rebuttal of what has just been said, that 1f
living standards among the Blacks are improVing, those of the Whites are improving
even faster; and a similar point will be made
with respect to educational advancement.
All this is true. But it would be wrong to
ignore the extent to which the rapid economic development of the country is beginning to exert upon the white leadership an
effective discipline in the direction of rethlnklng some of the extremisms of apartheid. The severe shortage of white labor
is compel11ng, in ever-increasing degree, the
admission of Blacks into positions within
the industrial structure which, under a strict
interpretation of the apartheid concepts and
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But there are limits, as can easily be obregulations, they would not have been expected or permitted to occupy. The realiza- served even in places remote from South
tion is steadily spreading, furthermore, Africa, to the rate at which any great city
among white businessmen and political lead- can successfully absorb immigrants from a
ers, that a great modern economy such as primitive rural culture. And it is hard to
that of South Africa cannot continue to conceive that any political regime could
thrive or even to achieve a proper balance achieve much more in this respect than the
unless and until the majority of the popu- present South African regime is achieving.
lation comes to command a strong purchas- One has to remember that the municipality
ing power and to give proper dimensions of Johannesburg, South Africa's greatest city,
to the consumers' market. In general, it may has contrived to build on its own outskirts,
be said that there is a basic conflict between just in the past two decades, a complete new
the concepts of separate development that city of individual homes, nearly 75,000 of
now constitute the official ideology of the them, complete with amenities such as
regime, on the one hand, and the needs of schools, sport facilities and the greatest hosa successful and rapidly expanding industrial pital in the Southern Hemisphere, to house
economy, on the other; and if the stormy over a half-million black Africans, many of
pace of economic growth is continued, this whom previously resided in the most
conflict is bound to produce changes, and wretched sort of shantytowns. The position
favorable ones, in the position of the non- of the inhabitants of this vast native "township" leaves much to be desired in a numwhite portions of the population.
Thirdly, it should be recognized that any ber of respects, particularly as regards
sound and fair criticism of racial conditions policing and transportation; but it would be
in South Africa must bear in mind the unfair to the South African authorities not
position and interests not just of Whites to recognize the magnitude of the effort they
and black Africans but also of the other have put forward. A glance at the comparable
racial groups, notably the Indians and the records of great cities elsewhere should sufCape Coloureds. It is by no means certain fice to show that it is not likely that this sort
that their interests would be served by the of progress in the absorbing of a rural native
sweeping, simplistic solutions to which the population into urban areas could be much
more emotional of the foreign critics are accelerated under any other conceivable
regime.
prone.
The foreign critic, therefore, in weighing
Finally, the foreign observer has to bear
South
Africa's problems, has to remember
in mind that while a relaxation or removal
of the present racial regime would presum- that the question of racial discrimination
ably solve some of the problems of the na- represents by no means the totality of them,
tive black South African, it would solve by and that there are some, including a few of
no means all of them. Those that woUld re- the most profound and bitter ones, that could
main would be problems of great seriousness, not possibly be mastered without the conand ones that could not conceivably be solved tinued enthusiastic commitment--and this
except in intimate collaboration with the means in many respects the leadership--of
white community. There could be many il- the white South African community on whose
lustrations of this; but a particularly vivid shoulders the responsibilities of government
one might be found in the problem of the now rest. The two communities are mutually
native "homelands"-the rural areas in dependent in a way that whites and Blacks
which, ideally under the concepts of apart- farther north in Africa never were; and the
heid, the native Africans are eventually to problems of neither can be solved by the
find their permanent homes and to achieve destruction or permanent frustration of the
complete autonomy and, in some instances, other.
Ill
even independence.
There is a sharp division of opinion among
It is true that these areas (and notably the
greatest and most important of them-the foreign observers and among well-informed
Transkei) , over-grazed, poor in resources, South Africans themselves as to the present
poor in capital, and overpopulated as they underlying trends and possibilities in the
now are, would be quite incapable, in any political life of the Republic. Some feel that
foreseeable circumstances, of harboring suc- the results of the recent election, repudiatcessfully anything like the totality of the ing the right wing of the Nationalist party
tribal groups theoretically assigned to them, and strengthening somewhat the position of
many of whose members now reside in the its more moderate opponents, is the beginlarge urban and industrial centers of the ning of a trend in the direction of greater
"white" area. To this extent the theory of liberality and maturity of official policy-a
apartheid is unrealistic as well as unjust. But trend bound to become strengthened as more
it would be wrong to assume that the aboli- young people come into the picture as vottion of apartheid would produce anything ers. Others, seared perhaps too often by past
disappointments, are skeptical. They see the
resembling a solution of this problem.
The basic problem here is, as in other Nationalist leaders as unshakable in their
African countries that have no racial diffi- political monopoly, implacable in their comculty at all, sheer overpopulation. Present mitment to the most unfeeling promulgation
estimates are that instead of the expected of apartheid, deaf to both outside and inside
19,000,000 black Africans by the year 2,000, criticism.
The author, believing that no country in
the figure on which governmental policies
with respect to the homelands have here- South Africa's position can live for long
tofore been based, the actual figure will be without change, and that change, in this
closer to 35 to 40 million. The most optimistic instance, can hardly fail to be for the better,
estimates of the economic development of is himself inclined to the more optimistic of
the homelands afford no reason to hope that these analyses. But he is free to admit that
these regions will be able to cope even with there is, as yet, no adequate proof, one way
the existing black population, let alone any- or the other. It is entirely possible that he is
thing resembling this increase. The existing wrong.
However this may be, the main deterprogram for construction of "border industries" just outside the homelands, to which minants of change will be and must be, as
the inhabitants of the latter could commute in any other great country, internal. Over the
on a daily basis, will solve only a small part long run no outside force can ever make
of the problem. The only other visible alter- great, lasting and beneficial changes in annative is the continued residence of great other country's life. This does not mean, howmasses of these people in the major urban ever, that foreign reaction and opinion have,
areas, where the birth rate among them is in the case of South Africa, no influence at
only about one-half what it is in the rural all. They have some. There are few South
areas, and where, theoretically at least, one African Whites who are not aware that not
might hope for a relative stabUization of all things are as they should be in South
their numbers.
Africa and who are not in sonie way sensi-
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tive to outside opinion with relation to
these conditions. The manner in which
such people react to foreign opinion may
vary greatly, however, from positive response to the most violent and determined
resistance, depending upon the tenor and
spirit of the criticism to which they find
themselves subjected. If white South
Africans are given to feel that they are
viewed with implacable hatred by the outside world, and that the demands made
upon them are ones that could be satisfied
only by their punishment and humiliation
or by some sort of mass emigration, this
will only get people's backs up, produce a
feeling that safety lies only in a deeper
commitment to the principles of white supremacy, and cause otherwise moderate and
well-disposed elements to rally in despair
around the most intractable nationalist
leadership. If, on the other hand, they are
confronted with a foreign reaction that takes
some account of the measure, the reality
and the uniqueness of their problems, they
may be importantly aided, as well as stimulated, to find better solutions.
Neither Blacks nor white liberals nor any
other South Africans are aided, for example, by demands for Western policies designed to damage the South African economy. Aside from the fact that no outside
efforts in this direction are likely to have
any appreciable success, they are conceptually wrong in the first place. The black
man would be the first to suffer from any
serious failure in the process of economic
growth. His best chances for a relaxation of
apartheid lie, on the contrary, precisely in
the continuation of the present rapid economic development of the country. No
thoughtful and informed friend of the black
African population of South Africa could
logically wish for the obstruction and failure
of the country's economy.
Similarly, efforts to bring about the isolation of South Africa from the remainder of
the world community are simply counterproductive. The country, separated as it is
by thousands of miles from the remainder
of the Western world, already suffers from
an excess of isolation. Apartheid is to some
extent the reflection of this isolation. The
reactionary and racist tendencies within
South African society positively thrive on it.
Nothing, on the other hand, with the exception of the economic development, places
a greater strain on those tendencies than
does extensive personal contact between
South Africans and reasonable people in
other countries. Apartheid is simply one
manifestation of a great national introversion, and why any opponent of that system would wish to intensify the very cond:tion it feeds upon is difficult to image.
Finally, the well-meaning outside critic
wlll do well to avoid specific advice to the
South Africans as to the manner in which
their problems might best be solved. It is all
right for him to record, and to emphasize,
his disbelief that better, more humane and
more hopeful approaches could not be found
to South Africa's problems than those that
dominate official policy today. It is all right
for him to use his influence, in a friendly
but earnest way, to bring the white South
Africans to a reexamination of their own
situation in a spirit larger and more compassionate, less dominated by petty anxieties and more cognizant of the .community of fate that links them to their nonwhite fellow citizens, than the present inspiration of their policies. But the outsider
will do well to avoid the responsibility he
would incur by recommending specific
courses of action.
The real state of mind of the South African native remains, so far as many of us can
see, a book with seven seals. No one knows
how this native would react to specific alternatives in the future course of South African
policy. The hour is late. It may be too late.
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A relaxation of the present iron hand might
open the way to a. brighter period in South
African life. But it might conceivably, on the
other hand, set in motion uncontrollable
forces whose play could end only in violence
and disaster. The writer does not believe this
last to be the case. He is inclined to think
that the white establishment in South Africa st111 has options more hopeful than that.
But he cannot know for sure; and there is
no reason for him to make assumptions. No
changes in official South African policy will
ever be successful unless they spring in the
main from the workings of the country's
own public opinion and political process. It
is inadvisable and unproductive for outsiders
to relieve the South African authorities of
even the smallest degree of their own responsibility by forcing their hand and trying to
tell them what to do. Let the friends of the
various South African peoples hold the white
rulers of that country to the recognition that
to the outside world the present pattern of
South African apartheid is abhorrent in aspect and unconvincing in rationale; but beyond that let it be the task of those rulers,
who know their own situation better than
any outsider can, to find the conceivable
alternatives.
IV

Nowhere is the confl.lct between the
United Nations and the present ruling
power in southern Africa so formal, so acute
and so complete a.s in the case of South West
Africa. Not just the General Assembly but
in this case the Security Council as well has
:flatly demanded that South Africa withdraw
immediately its administration of the territory and hand it over to the authority of the
United Nations, and has threatened South
Africa. with "effective measures in accordance with the appropriate provisions ... of
the United Nations Charter" in the event of
noncompliance. The South African rejection
of these demands has been no less determined and categoric. The impasse is now
complete. It is all the more dangerous because positions have been so formalized on
both sides.
Bearing in mind that in international affairs all legal distinctions rest on infirm
foundations, one can follow the legal arguments advanced by the United Nations in
favor of the termination of the mandate and
the establishment of its own authority in
South West Africa.. It is more difficult to see
what the world organization would do with
the territory if it had it. This vast arid region, as large as France and the German
Federal Republic combined, is inhabited by
only 610,000 people. Of these, approximately
96,000 are white South Africans-Afrikaners
for the most part-of whom nearly 90 percent live in the administrative center of
Windhoek, in the west-central part of the
territory. The remaining population is made
up of indigenous peoples comprising about
half-a.-dozen distinct ethnic groups. Of these,
nearly 65 percent reside in the northern region of the territory, near the Portuguese
border, some 500 miles north of Windhoek,
where they are very little troubled by the
proximity or competition of Whites. The majority of these northern natives (the majority, in fact, of the entire indigenous
population of South West Africa.), in the
number of some 300,000, to be exact, are
known as the Ova.mbos. They live in a na.ttve homela.nd-Ovamboland by name-Which now enjoys fairly extensive rights of
local autonomy. This is perhaps the only native "homeland" under South African control which ":VOuld seem to have reasonably
favorable prospects for progress under the
existing concepts of "separate development."
Much better watered than most of the rest
of the territory, it is rel.~tively ample in
area. and provides a home for at least 95 percent of the Ova.mbos. The South African official presence is neither numerous nor bur-

densome. (Of the territory's 102 policemen
for example, OJ ly 5Q--or about one to each
6,000 inhabitants-are white.) No Whites
other than officials are permitted to reside
or even normally to travel in the territory.
Educational standards at the primary and
secondary level compare with the best in
Africa. Health and medical services are exemplary. Taxation of the natives, except locally and by their own administration is
negligible.
'
The overwhelming portion of the expense
of maintaining and developing the territory is supplied by the South Africans. Their
present contributions of $4,350,000 annually for budgetary expenditures and $12,420,000 in developmental capital run, together,
to about $55.00 per capita, as compared with
$6.10 in aid from all sources as the average
for the black African countries farther north.
This is in addition to a. bevy of other services-water development, soil research, pest
control, public health, meteorological service, etc.-which are extended automatically
by virtual inclusion of the territory in the
South African state, and could hardly be
effectively provided by any other than a. highly advanced, and preferably contiguous,
country.
Things are not ideal for the Ovambos, and
particularly not for those who aspire to
higher education or who would like to play
a. role in public affairs outside their own territory. These, however, are a small minority.
As for the remainder: it is difficult to believe
that their material condition could be improved, or their capacities for self-government given more extensive scope for development, by any sort of U.N. administration.
This narrows the problem, essentially, to
that of the remaining 200,000 non-Whites in
the territory. These, for the most part, do not
reside in the homelands tentatively marked
out for them; most of them probably never
will. They suffer indeed from all the restrictions of apartheid, although the atmosphere
is perhaps somewhat less tense and cramped
than in the Republic proper. If all that was
involved in a South African withdrawal and
a. U.N. takeover was an alleviation of their
situation in these respects, there might be
much to be said for it, although the effect on
the more fortunate Ovambos would still have
to be considered. But one is obliged, regrettably, to consider not just the likely positive
but also the predictable negative consequences of such a. turn of events.
In the event of a forced South African
withdrawal, the overwhelming majority of
the existing white population of the territory could be expected to withdraw together
with the South African authorities. All existing administrative and social services would
simply cease to exist. The railways are South
African. Their rolling-stock, in its entirety
the property of the South African State Railways, would assuredly be removed. Without
the railways, the great non-ferrous and diamond mines, employment in which provides
a. large part of the income of the native
population, would close down. In the case of
the non-ferrous ones, their pumps would at
once cease to function; it would be months
before they could be reopened. Agriculture,
too, would be largely paralyzed. The territory's only significant port, Walfish Bay, the
status of which as a. complete South African
coastal enclave has never been questioned
would remain under South African admin~
istration.
Worst of all, while it is possible to imagine
certain of the remaining tribal elements
notably the OVa.m.bos, administering them~
selves (albeit largely without money), it is
not possible to imagine any of these elements
collaborating in the administration of any
of the others. These tribal entities live, in
many inst;anoes, hundreds of miles apart;
there is no intimacy and little affection
among them; none, one suspects, would respond favorably to the appearance in its
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midst, a.s would-be administrators, of officials of another tribal affiliation. The United
Nations would, in other words, have to create
a. new administration, largely foreign, to take
the place of the South African one. It is easy
to believe that such an administration would
follow more liberal policies with respect to
the status of the native than does the eXisting one. It is not easy to believe that it would
be as efficient, or as well provided with funds;
and it would almost certainly be years before it could expect to restore to this vast
territory even a. semblance of such good order and prosperity as it has now achieved.
One can understand the desire in U.N. circles to remove from South African control at
least this one area. which was once, and can
still be construed to be, an international responsibility. But one wonders whether the
practical consequences of such a. step have
been really thought through. Very few foreigners have visited South West Africa in recent years. Senior American officials do not.
as a matter of policy, go there. An exchange
in 1968 between the South African government and the U.N. Secretary-General about
the possibility of the latter's sending a U.N.
representative to the territory ended in misunderstanding, confusion and recrimination.
Would it not be better, one must ask, instead of continuing to press the South Africans to take a. step which they will not take
and cannot be compelled to take, and which.
if taken, would only be likely to have unfortunate consequences for the people of the
territory anyway-would it not be better for
the United Nations to inform itself at first
hand on conditions there and then to enter
into normal contact with the South African authorities with a. view to seeing whether
some accommodation could not be found
which would relieve the situation of that minority of black African inhabitants of the
territory who live outside the homelands, and
would at the same time relieve the South
Africans of the continued burden of a. grievous and dangerous conflict with most of the
rest of the international community? This
might bring at least limited benefits to the
non-white portion of the South West African
population; a. continuation of the present
threats and pressures will bring none at all.
That support of the members of the AfroAsian bloc, not to mention the communists.
would not be easily had for such an approach
is obvious; but this is no reason why, if it
really represents the most hopeful line of
possible solution, the Western powers should
not support it.
v
The situation in the great Portuguese territories of Angola. and Mozambique differs
fundamentally from that prevailing in South
and South West Africa. in that the central
issue here ls not that of race. Members of
the insurgent movement now operating
against the Portuguese administrations like
to insinuate that Portuguese rule is really a.
concealed form of white supremacy; and such
allegations find ready credence in Westernliberal, not to mention Afro-Asian, circles.
Neither the personal observations of a. detached visitor nor the literature of unbiased
scholars who have addressed themselves to
Portuguese African affairs afford much confirmation for such allegations. There have no
doubt been periods of racial prejudice in the
past; and there are no doubt individual
manifestations of it here and there today;
there always are some such manifestations
when great numbers of people of different
racial origin reside side by side. But there is
no legal discrimination in residence, education or employment; and there is ample evidence that the absence of such discrimination is not just a. formality. The tenor of
everyday life in these Portuguese territories
reflects less racial tension than can at times
be observed in certain of the independent
black African countries. It is useful to reflect
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that if one were able to have today In South
Africa not only the legal basis but the living
reality of what now exists In the Portuguese
territories in the sense of lnterrracial relationships, even the most sanguine liberal
would surely feel that at least 95 percent of
the problem of South African apartheid had
been solved.
To say that the racial factor is not the
issue is not to say that there are not other
disparities and deficiencies in the Portuguese
administration which have not been, and
could not be today, the objects of more serious and legitimate challenge. It is also not to
say that the material and social situation of
the African portion of the population is
equal, or anywhere near equal, to that of the
European and the mixed elements. The differences that exist in this respect are primarily the reflection of educational and economic, not racial, disparities. The average
black African Angolan or Mozambiquan,
starting as he does from a lower economic
and social level, tends to get off the educational ladder-with a view to beginning to
earn his living-at a lower point than does
the average youngster of European-Portuguese origin; and this finds its reflection in
position and income. But this is a problem
not peculiar to Angola and Mozambique.
This disparity In living standards and social position is the real focal point of much
of the criticism of the Portuguese administrations. The demand Is, in reality, for a
greater degree of social egalitarianism-for a
curtailment of the priveleges and prerogatives of the rich, most of whom happen to
be European-Portuguese, and for a more
rapid elevation of the poor, most of whom
are stlll black.
But this situation is now in a state of
rapid evolution and change. This is not generally realized abroad. Members of the Portuguese administration in these territories
make no bones of the fact that the armed
challenge with which they have been confronted in recent years has stirred them, and,
more importantly, has stirred the Lisbon authorities, to reforms and improvements that
might otherwise have taken decades to complete. Nowhere have the changes been greater than in the educational field. The number
of persons embraced in the primary school
system In Angola has Increased by some
500 percent in the last 15 years, and in the
secondary school system by as much ru~
850 percent. In 1963, a university was established in Angola, where none existed before.
The proportion of black Africans among the
university students in Angola was, by 1970,
up to 30 percent and growing. In a country
where education, rather than race, is truly
the key to position and prosperity, this represents no insignificant change.
It is difficult, furthermore, to believe that
a triumph of the present insurgent pressures
would produce any more rapid progress in
educational opportunities and living standards for the African. In both of these respeots the Portuguese territories are a.Iready
well ahead of most of the black-ruled countries of Africa. The existence of privileged
elites, after all, is not a peculiarity just of the
white-ruled countries of Africa.
The reproach most commonly leveled
against the Portuguese administrations of
Angola and Mozambique is that they represent a colonial relationship. For those-and
their number is not few-to whom the term
"colonialism" is a negative semantic absolute, there can be no defense against this
charge. The same will be true of those whose
criteria are more than just semantic but
who view as uniquely inquitous any relationship of dependence that operates across a
body of water or any in which a West European country, or the United States, figures
as the metropolitan power. But these are
subjective distinctions. They have no sanction, as yet, In any formal International
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determinations. In the absence of such de- tantly fed. The reactionaries there would say:
terminations, the well-meaning foreign ob· "You see what comes of the attempt to purserver has no choice but to focus his judg- sue moderate racial policies. The Portuguese
ment not on semantic distinctions but on pursued such policies. Did that save them?
the real interests of the peoples most Im- Is it not evident from their experience that
the real motive behind the guerrllla pressures
mediately involved.
To what extent there is genUine popular in southern Africa generally is not race at
discontent with Portuguese rule, as distinct all-that this is merely the pretext? What
from the restlessness of Individual intellec- reason is there to suppose that more modertuals ambitious to replace the Portuguese in ate and tolerant racial policies on our part
the seats of power, is hard to judge. Even would have any effect in preserving us from
a plebiscite would not throw much light the same sort of attack?" It is in this spirit,
on this question. Self-determination, as the and under the influence of such arguments,
present Portuguese premier has pointed out, that the South Africans would move to seis not a matter of thrusting square pieces of cure, if forced to, such areas in the counpaper into the hands of the man in the tries north and east of them as they consider
bush. Prior to the insurgent attack In 1961 essential to the security of their own terri(in which, incidentally, far more black tory.
Africans than Portuguese were killed) , the
Whether the Portuguese will be able to
vast territory of Angola, larger than Texas, hold out indefinitely against the mllitary atOklahoma and New Mexico combined, was tacks now being pressed against them is,
garrisoned by no more than two regimental again, simply impossible to predict. For the
combat units of 1,000 men each. This does moment, the situation has all the earmarks
not suggest great discontent with Portuguese of a standoff. The Portuguese military would
rule. Militant insurgency, provoking as it appear to have the capabllity of holding on
always does punitive measures, making its indefinitely in the central districts of the
own martyrs and causing people to hedge country. The insurgents, on the other hand,
their statements as well as their bets, has a would seem to have, presupposing a contendency of course to evoke discontent, or tinuation of the present level of external supat least the semblance of it, even where port, an equally indefinite capability of conthere was none before. But this is something tinuing to Infiltrate and to make trouble.
The conflict, meanwhile, is consuming nearelse again.
However that may be, it is hard to picture ly half of both metropolitan and provincial
a happier future for the people of these ter- budgets. It is devouring resources at least a
ritories being brought about by the further good portion of which might be expected to
successful pursuit of those m1lltary pressures be otherwise available for economic developthat have been brought to bear against the ment. Never, surely, was there less reason for
Portuguese since 1961. One has only to con- continUing a conflict, and more reason for
sider the likely consequences. The white attempting to compose it by negotiation and
population, in Angola in particular, is the compromise. And never, surely, was there a
greatest, proportionately, of any country in conflict which it was less in the interests of
Africa after South Africa. Its numbers are the major Western powers, in particular, to
heightened, In effect, by the fact that tens exacerbate and to press to a violent conof thousands of people of mixed blood con- clusion.
sider themselves, and are accepted as, PorThe Portuguese position in Africa rests, in
tuguese. This strong and vigorous element contrast to the recent colonial positions of
would not bow out of the picture. In addi- the other European powers, on several cention to that, the insurgent forces operating turies of involvement and experience. In
against the regime in Angola are bpllt into the depth of its roots as well as in the nature
three competing factions, the differences run- of relationships between European and Afrining in some instances along tribal lines.
can to which it has led it is unique. To try
Finally, one must reckon with the South to liquidate it in exactly the same way, and
Africans. They have a keen interest in what under exactly the same assumptions, as In
takes place in the southern part of Angola the case of other colonial relationships in
where some of the border tribes are related that continent, is neither logical nor politito their neighbors, the Ovambos, not to men- cally promising. Here, if anywhere, new
tion in the southern part of Mozambique, ideas and new approaches are in order.
which is Important to South Africa from a
VI
number of standpoints. In the event of a
Space does not permit a similar review of
disruption of the authority of the present
Portuguese administrations, all of these var- the situation in Rhodesia; nor do the Westious elements could be expected to com- ern powers have, in this Instance, the same
pete for the heritage. The likelihood would latitude of choice that they have with relabe for a partition of both territories, certain tion to the countries already discussed. It
portions falllng to the South Africans, and wm suffice to note that here, too, a successful
the strong European factions, whose roots prosecution of the insurgent military presof residence and experience go back for hun- sures-of the attempt, that is, to solve the
dreds of years, digging in for one form or problem by external violence-would almost
another of a "Rhodesian'' solution. It is pos- certainly lead to a greater involvement of the
sible to Imagine that one or another of the South Africans and to an expansion, rather
insurgent leaders might find a partial satis- than retraction, of the effective area of South
faction of his ambitions in such a state of African apartheid.
But there is another reason, too, why one's
affairs, though even this is not certain. It is
harder to see how the mass of the African heart sinks at the prospect of a continuation
of the attempt to solve the problems of
population would be benefited.
this part of the world by violence. This is the
As things now stand, these two Portuguese
territories serve-with their relatively toler- situation of the three former High Commisant racial policies-to break the bipolarity sion territories of Lesotho, Swaziland and
between the north and south of the African Botswana. These new countries are in many
continent. In the event of a removal of respects the most hopeful places in southern
Portuguese authority and the triumph, even Africa. Here, too, as in the Portuguese terrion limited portions of their territory, of the tories (but without the attendant issues
existing guerrma-insurgent elements, the of colonialism) , efforts are being made to
territories would cease to play this role. Quite solve problems on a basis of racial amity and
the contrary. Bitterness, fear, and violence willing collaboration. Again, like the Porof feeling would be heightened on both tuguese territories, these countries stand as
sides. The area of South African control- useful buffers between the black African
the area of real racism, that is--would almost countries of the north and the countries of
certainly be geographically increased. Not white supremacy 1n the south.
Not only this, but they stand as symbolic
only that but the fires of racial discrimination in South Africa itself would be impor- tests of the principle that there can be ways
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of doing things in that part of the world
which do not involve racial discrimination
yet present no danger to any racial elemen,t
or to any neighboring state. That they have
found it possible in recent years to pursue an
independent existence on the basis of this
principle in intimate proximity to-in one
instance even totally surrounded by-south
Africa is one of the really encouraging features of the whole South African situation.
It is of greatest importance that they not
fail in their undertaking.
Their example is of importance, in particular, for those of the South African homelands
that are moving, at least in theory, toward
independence. In many respects the physical
and social problems of these two categories
of regions are similar. The example of the
successful cultivation of an independent national life, in these three countries, in a
manner that poses no danger to south African interests, can have a significant effect
on future South African attitudes and policies both in the homelands and elsewhere.
Yet there can be no doubt that the relentless pursuit of efforts to overthrow by
military means all the so-called "white-ruled
regimes" of the remainder of southern Africa
wlll grievously complicate the relations of
these countries to their neighbors and will
jeopardize in many ways the achievements
they already have to their credit. In a situation of gradual change, they have good prospects for establishing themselves and developing their independence. In a situation of
extreme military tension and political polarization these prospects will inevitably suffer.
VII

The United States government and to some
extent the other Western governments have
wisely recognized the danger and sterility
of the movements that purport to solve the
problems of South Africa by military violence. Yet the political positions these governments have taken are in a number of instances ones that could conceivably be satisfied only by the very violence they profess
to oppose. These positions have been conceived, no doubt, primarily as gestures of
goodwill and solidarity addressed to the peoples and regimes of the remainder of the
African continent. But if this was the point,
it may be considered now as having been
amply made; and there is nothing to suggest
that the further belaboring of it is going to
produce much more in the way of appreci~
tion and confidence than has been forthcoming to date. The time has surely come for a
reexamination of Western policy toward this
region from the primary standpoint of the
interests of the peoples most immediately
concerned, with a view to finding approaches
which, while not endorsing or encouraging
any form of racial discrmination or oppression, would hold out for those peoples prospects more favorable than those implicit in
the present precarious deadlock.
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HON. JAMES G. FULTON
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. FULTON. Mr. Speaker, I should
like to call the attention of my colleagues
to the current Calendar of Events, National Gallery of Art for the month of
April. It is of particular interest that on
April 25, 1971, one of the world's finest
exhibits of the great artist Di.irer opens.
This showing which features his graphic
work and will mark the 300th anniversary of the gocd artist's birth. In addition

to the display, a major scholarly work on
the German artist will be published by
National Gallery. This fine publication
was edited by Mr. Charles Talbot, an
assistant professor at Yale University
who received outstanding assistance
from Gaillard F. Ravenel, a curator from
our own National Gallery of Art and Jay
Levenson, an affiliated of the Institute of
Fine Arts of New York University. It will
certainly be an exciting month at the
Gallery during the exhibition and I encourage all my colleagues to avail themselves of this opportunity.
I include the article as follows:
CALENDAR OF EVENTS, APRn. 1971
DURER IN AMERICAN: HIS GRAPHIC WORK
The largest Durer graphics exhibition ever
held in the United States will open at the
National Gallery on April 25, to remain on
view through June 6. Marking the 500th anniversary of the artist's birth, the exhibition
will consist of 36 Duer drawings from public
and private American and Canadian collections, and a selection of 207 of the finest
prints from public collections in the United
States. It will bring together for the first
time all but two of the Durer drawings in
America. Ten books with woodcut illustrations and six bound volumes of prints will
also be on exhibition.
Among the drawings are the Self-Portrait
of 1493, one of Dtirer's most important early
drawings; Adam and Eve, a study for the
well-known engraving; and Kneeling Donor,
a study for the Feast of the Rose Garlands
altarpiece, commissioned by the German
merchants in Venice and now in Prague.
Prints in the exhibition, chiefly engravings
and woodcuts, will include Melencolia I (see
illustration). This work has been described
by the late Erwin Panofsky, professor at the
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, as
"in a sense a spiritual self-portrait of Durer."
In addition to its symbols of Melancholy as
one of the four humors and Geometry as one
of the seven liberal arts, the engraving reflects Durer's mental state of frustration not
only with the limitations of his beloved
disciplines of art and geometry, but with the
fitness of his own powers.
The exhibition spans Durer's entire career,
and is organized to show his development as
a graphic artist. A technical section developed by Richard Field, .AsSiistant Curator of
Prints, Philadelphia Museum of Art, will
contain 50 Durer prints with texts and labels
and will deal with problems of connoisseurship.

The exhibition wa.s organized by Ga.illard
F. Ravenel, a curator at the National Gallery
of Art, with the collaboration of Charles Talbot, an assistant professor at Yale University; Jay Levenson, afilliated with the Institute of Fine Arts of New York University; and
Mr. Field.
GALLERY AND CAFETERIA HOURS
The Gallery is open weekdays and Saturdays, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sundays,
12 noon to 9:00 p.m. The Cafeteria is open
weekdays, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.; luncheon
service 11:00 a.m. to 2:30p.m.; and Sundays,
dinner service 1 :00 to 7: oo p.m.
DURER CATALOR
The catalog Durer in America: His G-raphic
Work, published by the National Gallery, will
be a major scholarly publication on the artist and his work, with extensive treatments
o! all drawings in t.he exhibition, summaries
of major points on the prints, and reference
material. A hard-cover edition will be distributed in this country and abroad by the
Macmillan Company of New York and London. The 362-page catalog will be available
at the Gallery. All works in the exhibition
will be lllustrated. In addition to 253 illustrations of exhibited works, there will be 35
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supplementary illustrations of paintings and
drawings relating to works on view. Four illustrations will be in color.
The catalog was edited by Charles Talbot,
assistant professor at Yale University, who
has written the introduction. Entries were
prepared by Charles Talbot, Gaillard Ravenel, and Jay Levenson. J. Carter Brown, Director of the National Gallery of Art, has
written the foreword. A special sixteen-page
illustrated essay based on Professor Wolfgang Stechow's lecture "Durer and America "
which inaugurates the opening of the exhibition, will also be available with the catalog.
LECTURES AND TOURS ON DURER EXHIBITION
In connection with the Durer exhibition a
series of four Sunday lectures by disti~
guished scholars will begin the opening day
of the exhibition. Wolfgang Stechow, the
1971 Kress Professor in Residence at the National Gallery of Art, will speak on April 25
on "Durer and America." He has also been
invited to deliver the opening remarks on the
Dtirer exhibition in Nuremberg, the artist's
native city, in May.
On May 2 Julius Held, Professor of Art
History, Barnard College, Columbia University, will discuss "Durer's Personality." Gerald Strauss, Professor in the Department of
History, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana, will speak May 9 on "Durer-The
Artist and His Society." On May 16 Eleanor
A. Sayre, CUrator, Department of Prints and
Drawings, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
will discuss "Durer, Master Printmaker."
Each lecture will be at 4:00 p.m. in the National Gallery auditorium.
The Education Department staff lecturers
will give guided tours of the exhibition, beginning on April 27. An acoustiguide tour of
the exhibition will also be available.
MONDAY, MARCH 29, THROUGH SUNDAY,
APRTI. 4
Painting of the week: 1 Jordaens. Portrait
of a Man (Ailsa Mellon Bruce Fund), Gallery
44, Tues. through Sat.12:00 & 2:00; Sun. 3:30
&6:00.
Tour of the week: 19th-Century French
Masters: Toulouse-Lautrec. Rotunda, Tues.
through Sat. 1:00; Sun. 2:30.
Tour: Introduction to the Collection.
Rotunda, Mon. through Sat. 11:00 & 3: 00;
Sun. 5:00.
Sunday lecture: Canaletto and the Venetian View Painters. Guest Speakers: Claus
Virch, Former Curator of European Paintings, The Metropolitan Museum, New York,
Auditorium 4:00.
Sunday concert: National Gallery Orchestra, Richard Bales, Conductor, East Garden Court, 7:00.
MONDAY, APRTI. 5, THROUGH SUNDAY, APRn. 11
Painting of the week: 1 Jacques-Louis
David. Madame Hamelin (Chester Dale Collection), Gallery 93, Tues. through Sat. 12:00
& 2:00; Sun. 3:30 & 6:00.
Tour of the week: 19th-Century French
Masters: Cezanne. Rotunda, Tues. through
Sat. 1:00; Sun. 2:30.
Tour: Introduction to the Collection.
Rotunda, Mon. through Sat. 11:00 & 3: 00;
Sun. 5:00.
1 11" x 14" reproductions with texts for
sale this week-15¢ each. If mailed. 25¢ each.
For reproductions and slides of the collection, books, and other related publications
self-service rooms are open daily near th~
Constitution Avenue Entrance.
All concerts, With intermission talks by
members of the National Gallery Staff, are
broadcast by Station WGMS-AM (507) and
FM (103.5).
Inquiries concerning the Gallery's educational services should be addressed to the
Educational Office or telephoned to (202)
737-2415, ext. 272.
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Sunday lecture: Archetypal and Personal
Elements in Leonar do's "Last Supper." Guest
Speaker, Raymond S. St ites, Former Curator
in Charge of Education, Nationa l Gallery of
Art, Auditorium 4:00.
Sunday con cert: National Gallery Orch estr a, R ichard Bales , Conduct or, East Gard en Court , 7 : 00.
MONDAY , APRil. 12, THROU GH SUNDAY, APRil. 18

Painting of the week: 1 Botticelli. Portrai t
of a Youth (Andrew Mellon Collection) Gallery 8. Tues. through Sat. 12:00 & 2:00; Sun.
3:30 & 6:00.
Tour of the week: 19th-Century French

Masters: Manet. Rotunda. Tues. through Sat.

1:00; Sun. 2:30.
Tour: Introduction to the Collecti on. Rotun da. Mon. through Sat. 11:00 & 3:00; Sun.
5 :00.
Sun day lecture: Hogarth's London. Guest
Speaker: W . R . Dalzell, Author, Lecturer, and
Radio Commentator, Bedford, England. Auditorium 4:00.
Sunday concert: Thomas Beveridge, Bass.
Mart in Kat z , Piano. (28th American Music
Fest ival). East Garden Court, 7 :00.
MONDAY, APRil. 19, THROUGH SUNDAY , APRIL 25

Painting of the week: 1 Byzantine, XIII
Century. Enthroned Madonna an d Child.

(Andrew Mellon Collection) Gallery 1. Tues.
through Sat. 12:00 & 2:00; Sun. 3:30 & 6:00.
Tour of the week: 19th-Century French
Masters : Degas. Rotunda. Tues. through Sat.
1 :00; Sun. 2:30.
Tour: Introduction to t h e Coll ection. Rotunda, Mon. through Sat. 11:00 & 3:00; Sun.
5:00.
Sunday lect ure: Durer and Amer ica. Guest
Speak er : Wolfgang Stechow, Kress Professor
in Residen ce, National Gallery of Art. Auditorium 4:00.
Sunday concert: Helen Boatwright, Soprano. St uart Raleigh, Piano. (28th American
MuSil.c Festival). East Garden Courrt, 7:00.

SENATE-Tuesday, March 30, 1971
The Senate met at 9:45a.m., and was
called to order by the Acting President
pro tempore (Mr. METCALF).
The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward
L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following
prayer:
My voice shalt Thou hear in the morning, 0 Lord; in the morning will I direct
my prayer unto Thee, and will look up--

Psalms 5: 3
And now as we return to the vexing
problems of state we beseech Thee, 0
Lord, to empower Thy servants with
hearts aflame for Thee and minds illumined by Thy wisdom. Give them eyes
to see the distant scene and a faith in
the things that abide all our earthly
years. We pray that Thou wilt direct and
control all that they design or do or say.
And when evening comes give them a
good conscience, a quiet mind, and peace
at the last.
In the name of Him who gave Himself
for others. Amen.
THE JOURNAL
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the reading of the
Journal of the proceedings of Monday,
March 29, 1971, be dispensed with.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. Berry, one of its reading clerks, announced that the House had
passed, without amendment, the joint
resolution <S.J. Res. 55) to provide a
temporary extension of certain provisions of law relating to interest rates and
cost-of-living stabilization.
ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION
SIGNED
The message also announced that the
Speaker had affixed his signature to the
enrolled joint resolution <S.J. Res. 55)
to provide a temporary extension of certain provisions of law relating to interest
rates and cost-of-living stabilization, and
it was signed by the President pro tempore.
ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION
PRESENTED

The Secretary of the Senate reported
that on today, March 30, 1971, he pre-

sented to the President of the United
States the enrolled joint resolution <S.J.
Res. 55) to provide a temporary extension of certain provisions of law relating
to interest rates and cost-of-living stabilization.
·
COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING
SENATE SESSION
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that all committees be authorized to meet during the session of
the Senate today.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
BYELORUSSIANINDEPENDENCE
DAY
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, on March
25, we recognized the courageous and
nationalistic spirit of the Byelorussian
people on their 53d observance of Byelorussian Independence Day. The free
world should take note of these people
who every day pray and hope for freedom
from the constant terror of communism.
The short term of Byelorussian freedom
from 1918 to 1921 has since been followed
by a long and bitter Communist rule.
This lunge for liherty has not been forgotten by the Byelorussians and will not
be ignored by the United States.
Byelorussia emerged as an independent
nation during the turmoil of the Bolshevik Revolution. An example of Byelorussia's desire for self-determination was
powerfully stated in an excerpt from the
Second Constitutional Decree of March 9,
1918:
After three and one-half centuries of
slavery, the Byelorussian people proclaim to
the entire world that they are living and
will live.

This statement certainly has survived
within the hearts of the Byelorussian
people at this hour. They will never give
up hope, and the United States will never
let that hope down.
Every possible means of assistance will
be furnished by the United States, as well
as the United Nations, to work toward a
lasting era of fr.eedom in the future for

this captive nation. The short term of
Byelorussian independence beginning on
March 25, 53 years ago, will be a symbol
revealing what these captive people are
struggling for. Freedom is waiting to be

unleashed in Byelorussia. The thirst for
freedom is living and will continue to
live in Byelorussia.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, under the
previous order, I 'ask that the Senator
from Maine (Mr. MusKrE) be recognized.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. The Senator from Maine <Mr.
MusKIE) is recognized for 15 minutes.
(The remarks of Mr. MusKIE when he
introduced S. 1408 are printed in the
RECORD under Bills and Joint Resolutions
Introduced.)
SILENT VIETNAM

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, the
United States has paid a heavy price for
its involvement in the war in Indochina.
Thousands of lives have been lost, priceless resources have been squandered, and
public morale has suffered a crushing
blow.
Yet the toll which this war has exacted on the countries of South Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia has been far more
savage, infinitely most costly.
Our obsession with the body count
method of measuring the progress of this
war has led us to the indiscriminate
bombing of the countryside and the
wasteful destruction of its people and
resources.
The number of people driven from
their homes has soared. The number of
bodies maimed by bombings and the use
of chemical weapons reaches into the
many thousands.
And the countryside itself has been
stripped of its vegetation and wildlife.
The chances are great that the delicate
ecological balance has been irreparably
upset, and that the social structure built
upon this balance has been destroyed.
In the March 6 issue of Look magazine, Orville Schell, codirector of the Bay
Area Institute, has provided a detailed
examination of the horrors of the "ecocide" which the war has brought to Vietnam. I ask unanimous consent that this
article, entitled "Silent Vietnam," be
printed in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SILENT VIETNAM

(By Orville Schell, Jr.)
The gradual dismemberment of Indochinese society has become a fact of life. Learned
at first with disbelief and horror, and then
Integrated Into the routines of our everyday
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existence, the destruction has become a
cliche. Even to speak of the "Vietnam problem" or the "Indochina problem" is deceiving because it implies that there remains a
real entity that can easily •b e restored to
health with certain reasonable changes. But,
like the bodies of men and women mangled
by napalm, fragmentation bombs and phosphorous, the land and the peoples of Indochina will not readily recover from the
wounds that America has inflicted, even if
a peace is achieved.
T"ne war reports speak of particular battles,
an accidentally bombed village, a B-52 strike,
a defoliated county, the body count and the
increasing numbers of refugees. We have
understood this conflict more in terms of
isolated events rather than as a complex pattern. We have come to assume that the
changed structure of a village, the altered
chemistry of a jungle or river, the destroyed
tissue of a napalmed child or the shattered
economy of a nation do not affect each other.
We still see the war in Indochina in terms of
meaningless· categories, of boundaries, programs, operations and invasions, without
understanding that Indochina is an organic
fabric in which all living things are tied together in innumerable ways.
If we look at all these disparate disasters
as part of a whole, however, it begins to become apparent that our actions in Indochina
have already gone far in committing what
may well be a new kind of crime in the history of warfare-ecocide. Just as genocide
is the crime of eliminat1ng one of the earth's
peoples, ecocide is the crime of destroying
the natural environment in which people
live. In the past, armies have often engaged
in a "scorched earth" policy. But whereas
a scorched-earth strategy kllled and burned
everything in its path, an ecocidal strategy,
Which has become possible only through the
recent technological transformation of warfare, destroys an environment for an extended period of time.
It is difficult now to recall Indochina before the ecocide began. Over the last few
centuries, the countryside had changed little.
South Vietnam was an area largely made
up of small decentralized villages spread out
over the coastal plain and the fertile Mekong
River Delta in the South. The vUlage was
the essent1al unit of Vietnamese life. Most
people seldom left their village. Fewer left
their county or province. Most villages, although simple, gave one a sense of peace
and beauty. Many were accessible only by
path or canal. Small houses of split bamboo
and thatch, many even on stone foundations,
were clumped together in an agreeable way
so as to allow for both privacy and communality. In spite of poverty and the wbsence
of land reform, the inhabitants had worked
out an accommodation with the natural
world around them. They planted palm trees
and bamboo groves around their ·h ouses for
shade and shelter. Rice fields surrounded
each village. And, of course, not far away,
were the ancestral tombs. At his village, a
peasant farmer was born, got married, raised
his family, grew his rice crops and died. He
lived in a simple universe, yet one that gave
him dignity.
Now, ten years after the American mllltary began to move into Vietnam, many
crucial elements between man and nature
have been destroyed. The two principal
agents of this destruct1on have been a saturation bombing unprecedented in warfare,
and the massive spraying of herbicides.
From the point of view of the Indochinese
peasant, Vietnamization and President NiXon's claims of withdrawal have not meant
an end to the destruction, but a clear escalation of the assault on the countryside by
American a.ir power, bombing and defoliation.
Aerial bombardment has increased, and sys-
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tematically replaced ground forces as they isolated targets. Whole villages are incinhave withdrawn. Whatever select1vity the erated by napalm strikes because of single
military once exercised in picking targets has snipers. Armed helicopters of days gone by
disappeared with the massive continuous have become "gun ships" capable of launching rockets, grenades and maohinegun fire.
bombing in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
Indochinese society has •b ecome our target, G--47's, now nicknamed "Puff-the-Magicand, in turn, our enemy. We are waging a war Dragons," have been armed with multiple
against an abstraction that has turned out "min.l.-guns" that are capable of laying a
to be a war against the people and the land withering blaze of fire, 18,000 rounds a
itself. Gen. William C. Westmoreland's bil- minute.
lion-dollar electronic battlefield for autoOne of the most disastrous, and least nomated warfare has arrived. A year and a half ticed, effeots of our bombing has been the
ago, he told the Association of the U.S. destruction of the irrigation system in rural
Army, "I see battlefields on which we can de- Vietnam. The waterworks are one of the
stroy anything we can locate through instant most ~mporta.nt elements in inter-village
communications and almost instantaneous life of So'Uith Vietnam, the one undertaking
application of highly lethal firepower. With that makes cooperation within the village,
first-round kill probabilities approaching cer- and even between adjacent villa.ges, absotainty, and with surve1llance devices that can lutely essential. As in all Asian courutrdes,
continually track the enemy, the need for the irrigation system for the r'ice fields is
large forces to fix the opposition physically extremely complicated. Water runs down
through scores of paddies on which hunwill be less important."
Technology and firepower have now allowed dreds of different people and families deAmerica to wage a wider war while reducing pend. Disruption at any point of tbhe lOIIlg
its own casualties, and thus hardly notice chain threatens the survival of everyone further down the line.
what it is doing.
More than anythling else since the '!Ldvent
With the replacement of General Westmoreland ·b y Gen. Creighton W. Abrams, the of Chinese hydraulic teohnology hundreds of
much publicized "search and destroy" opera- years ago, the irri.lg.wtion system made a
tions that were the heart and soul of the social fabric out of the patchwork of vlllilges
Westmoreland tenure began quietly to be in the Vietnamese countryside. Without the
phased out in favor of "cordon and search" dams, dikes and canals to temper the heavy
and "reconnaissance in force" operations, monsoon rains and assure a supply of water
which simply meant that large ground oper- during the long dry months, tillable land,
ations were phased out and technology sub- crops, and hence society, could not exist.
stituted. The high U.S. casualties~ver 1,500
Almost without noticing it, the U.S. millduring an average week-had become too tary have destroyed this system in Vietnam
great a political 11ab111ty at home. There was and much of Indochina. As one flies over the
a pullback on the ground away from the countryside, he sees brownish-yellow lrtvers
bloody Loc Ninh, Hamburger Hill, Khe Sanh and streams flowing a.imlessly across paddies
battles, and the Junction City or Cedar Ra- and eroded fields. Some areas are scorched
pids type of military operation. Drug prob- dry and pitted with crators. One looks down
lems and insubordination among U.S. troops on mile after mile of uncUJlti vated rice fields
rendered such operations worthless. The war pockmarked with millions of large craters
moved to the air. Planes that had •b een fly- filled with water in Which malarial mosquiing daily strikes over North Vietnam were toes h.a.ve been breeding in epidemic numdiverted, after the bombing halt in October, bers. Reportedly, 2.5 billion cubic yards of
1968, to Laos and South Vietnam. B-52's be- ea..rth have been removed. This is 25 times
gan to be used as tactical weapons on dally greater than the Suez Canal excavation. In
runs. Bomb tonnage soared, and U.S. casualty the coastal areas of I Corps, one searches for
figures dropped. Mr. Nixon began to speak signs of life in the vast "sanitized" free-fire
effusively about withdrawal and of Viet- 2'JOnes. On the borders of fields, at the treenamization. But the tonnage st111 has line, one can often see evidence of pathetic
reached amounts that are difficult to compre- gwrdens where people attempt to grow basic
hend. Le Monde reported last July 29 that foods like sweet potatoes, ta.ro or squaBh.
1,387,000 tons of bombs were dropped on In- They do not dare work the rice fields for fear
dochina in 1969. During the first five months cf being Shot by Americans who are out
of last year, 594,171 tons of bombs were "squirrel hunting" ;in bubble choppers. In
dropped. The total tonnage dropped during free-fire zones, people are subject to bomthe war is now just under six million tons. bardment 24 hours a day and live like moles
(The U.S. dropped just over two million tons in bomb-shelter holes beneath the ground.
of bombs during the whole of World War II
While the bombi.n.g was being stepped up,
on Europe and Japan.) This does not even in- the use of herbicides continued unabated.
clude artillery shells fired (for example, some Beginning in 1961, the U.S. began the "exper5,172,588 tons fired between January 1, 1968, imental" use of herbicides in South Vietnam
and May 31, 1970). Since then, B-52's have as a weapon to destroy crops. The initial
been flying a thousand sorties and dropping objective was to deny food to the National
up to 2,000 tons of bombs a day. Such figures Liberation Front. In 1962, herbioides became
stagger the imagination; we have dropped al- "a. central weapon" in the overall chemical
most 20 tons of explosives for every square and bi!Ologl.crul warfare ( CBW) strategy of
mile in Vietnam.
America throughout Southeast Asia. Known
The war has shown that Unlted. States as "Operation Ranch Hand," the project's
firepower is almost limitless. Our inalbillty motto became "Only we can prevent forests."
to win has not stemmed from an e;bsence
The defoliation program soon expanded
of ordnance but from an absence of tarinto a critical aspect of the whole shift of
gets. In this technological warfare, our lethal strategy from ground to air power in South
firepower has been turned on society it- Vietnam. Besides destroying crops, defoliants
self, like a broad-spectrum an1ftbiotic that began to be used to destroy the forest canmakes no clistlnct.:I.OID. !between wanted a.nd opy that hid NLF !or~es from detection by
unwanted organisms. Target bombing and air. The process is described in an Army
alir support for ground operations have given Training Circular #TC3-16 Employment of
way to saturation bombing. Ax-tillery strtk.es, Riot ControZ Agents, Flame, Smoke, Antionce called in on specific -targets, have evolved plant Agents ana PersonneZ Detectors in
Into harassment and llnterdlotlon (H&I) fire Counter Guerrilla Operations: "Guerrilla opthat is shot around the clock ·i nto "free- erations rely heavily on locally produced
fire zones" (now convenienrt;ly caJled. "spe- crops for their food supply. Crop destruction
al.fied strike zones") from coastal and inland can reduce the food supply and seriously affire bases. Navy guns are now computerized fect the guerrilla's survival. Naturally dense
to fire continuously at whole counties for vegetation in jungle areas is ideal for illusive
several days running rather than just at hit and run tactics of guerrillas. Removal or
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reduc"tlOn of this concealment limits the ing year, largely because of bombing and
guerrilla's capability to operate in the de- spraying, South Vietnam imported 240,000
foliated area.." A report released last De- metric tons of rice. In 1968, the figure rose
to 677,000 tons. The destruction of rice has
~ember by the American Association for the
A-dvancement of Science claims that in Viet- meant the destruction of a culture. The peonam, some 600,000 people have been deprived ple of Asia have been growing and eating rice
<>f their normal food supply by defoliation. for 5,000 years. Rice is central not only to
The report claims that chemical agents their diet but to the entire spiritual relasprayed by the U.S. have been responsible tionship between the Vietnamese people and
:for killing over $500 million worth of prime the natural world. If a. Vietnamese has not
hardwood, covering an area the size of eaten rice, though he may have eaten other
Massachusetts. It states that some 400,000 foods that day, he considers himself not to
acres of coastal mangrove forest have been have eaten at all. During the day, Vietkilled, leaving lifeless swamps. These vast namese often greet each other with the
areas were once major sources of smaller spe- words, a An Com Chua?" literally, "Eat cooked
cies of fish and shrimp, on which larger kinds rice yet?"
of seafood depend for life. The effect of this
The destruction of the rice crop has meant
disruption in the food chain, and, conse- that the fundamental connection between
quently, of the livelihood of fishermen in peasant and earth is broken. Without the
the area, is not known.
rice to plant, grow and harvest, the village is
Over 12 percent of South Vietnam's terri- without function or meaning, even if it is
tory, including croplands and grazing lan-ds, not bombed or burned. A man forced off his
bas been damaged or destroyed. Sen. Gay- land is left without reason to exist or conlord A. Nelson of Wisconsin reports that nection with the world around him. He be4
comes a purposeless human being.
'The U.S. has sprayed (in South Vietnam]
enough chemicals to amount to six pounds
For the people of Vietnam, the immediate
:for every man, woman and child in that consequence of the bombing and the de<eountry."
struction of their crops has been the growth
Last spring, American military sources an- of the refugee camps. Such camps are usunounced that after nine years. use of the ally located in "secure areas,'' away from
deadliest herbicide, Agent Orange (some 60,- trees or hills. They are placed in the baking
000 tons had already been used), was sus- sun on bulldozed lots surrounded by barbed
pended. The use of other herbicides con- wire. Small houses with tin roof that cause
tinued. But in November, it was revealed that them to heat up like ovens under the tropithe 90th Chemical Attachment in Quang cal sun are lined up like cars on a parking
Ngai province had, in fact, continued to use lot. U.S. surplus-commodities, dietary food
Agent Orange and had defoliated thousands and food banned in the U.S. because of
<>f acres in spite of the ban. As one soldier cyclamates are brought in to replace the na.remarked, "Hell, we've ·b een using it all tive rice. Here a refugee, or "detainee,'' frethrough the summer." Sen. Stephen M. quently separated even from friends and
Young of Ohio quoted another young sol- family in the evacuation shuffie, is "redier, who had been asked where all the bar- settled."
r~ls of Agent Orange had disappeared: "If
As with every other aspect of the war,
we ain't been using it, where do you think statistics on refugees have almost no real
those missing barrels went? We sure ain't meaning. Authorities in Vietnam have commakin' milkshakes out of it."
piled "statistics" ·t o give the illusion that the
On February 2, 1971, General Abrams and problem is not totally out of hand. Their
U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker issued a figures give only an incomplete, shadowy
statement saying that herbicide spraying of picture of the devastating reality.
On December 28, '1967, the New York Times
crops by fixed-wing aircraft would cease, but
that the program would continue, from the reported that although .t he military have
ground and from helicopters, around U.S. "classified" two million Vietnamese as refubases and in other "unpopulated areas." gees, a "competent source" put the figure at
Most people, however, remain justifiably con- four million. Meanwhile, officials claimed
f·used as to the real status of the herbicide that 309,000 "classified" refugees were in
program. Even if the program were ended in camps and 475,000 were "elsewhere." Where
toto, the indications are that many imporis "elsewhere"? Journalists in Saigon are
tant aspects of the whole organic fabric of usually told that the refugees are "staying
Vietnam have already been affected. Scien- with relatives." One can understand what
tists are concerned that herbicides have this means by seeing the squalid overcrowddamaged the soil by destroying the process ing of South Vietnamese cities.
through which foliage regularly falls to the
In February, 1970, Rand Corporation anground, decays, and returns minerals and thropologist Gerald Hickey said, "Just 15
nutrients to the earth. As a result plant life years ago, all but 15 percent of the South
is unable to replenish itself, and erosion Vietnamese people lived in rural areas. Now,
washes the essential son nutrients away. 60 percent live in Ul'!ban areas. Saigon ihas
Other scientists fear that a process called grown 'from a city of 300,000, which it was
laterization may set in in many areas, turn- designed to be, to more than three million."
ing the soil into a hard, rocklike substance The pattern is the sam.e in most Vietnamese
1n which nothing will grow.
cities. Da Nang, for exa.mple, has grown from
Reports indicate that patterns of wild- a city of 25,000 to 300,000 in five years. Simanimal life have been altered through the ilarly, Phnom Pen!b., ·t he capital o'f Cambodia,
interruption of food chains and the near has grown from half a million to two million
extinction of several rare species. The regener- in eight months. This kind of "wbanization"
ation of vast jungle areas that are pollinated is a tactic that Samuel P. Huntington, chairby animals and insects rather than air cur- man of the Department of Government at
rents are affected in turn. Elephants, often Harvard University, and a. long-time supused by both sides for transportation, are porter of the war, advocated in Foreign Afshot on sight, while the tiger population has fairs, July, 1968. He claimed that Vietcong
soared as a consequence of ·a n abundant sup- support could be cut off if there were " 'direct
ply of fresh human meat.
application of mechanical and conventional
There are even reports of women giving power' ... on such a .m assive scale as to probirth to monsters, though most occurrences duce a massive migration from countryside
are not reported because of nonexistent pro- to city."
cedures for comp111ng statistics. The SaiThe city of Saigon perhaps best illustrates
gon Ministry of Health classified the files of this tactic of forced urbanization. In Decemmalformed babies as "secret" in 1969.
ber, 1964, an ·a rticle in the Christian Science
Quietly, the whole nature of Indochinese Monitor described Sa!.gon as the "Par·i s of the
agriculture is being changed by the aerial East." In a. scant two years, the same paper
destruction. In 1964, South Vietnam ex- began to run articles describing Saigon as a
ported 48,563 metric tons of rice. The follow- city in which "labor shol'tages due to the war
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have made services worse than usual. The
streets are very dirty. Huge piles o! uncollected trash and rotting gal'bage lie about,
and sanitation is sadly lacking." Saigon has
become one of the ugliest and most congested cities in the world, with an average
population of 140 persons per acre (Tokyo
has 63).
The overriding problem of civilian dislocation, euphemistically called "pacification," is one that the American military
have never taken seriously. The index of
General Westmoreland's final report on the
war includes five references to "Refugees"all with the misleading subtitle, "Care-of .... "
There is no serious discussion or even
statistical reference in that report to the
disruption that has been taking place in
the countrysi'Cle because of U.S. firepower.
In June, 1969, John Hannah, ihead of the
Agency for International Development, told
Sen. Edward Kennedy's Subcommittee on
Refugees that 3.2 million Vietnamese had
"become homeless" since 1965. A chart accompanying the testimony lists 1,328,517 of
them .as "current temporary refugees" for
1968. Then, there is an asterisk referring
to a footnote in minute print: "Refugees
aTe defined as persons who leave their home
for war related reasons, and have not yet
reestablished a permanent home. Statistics
do not include victims of the Tet and May
offensives numbering in excess of 1,000,000."
Hannah's report further states that 61,101 of these "current temporary ~refugees" are
"in camp." Another 600,105 are listed as
"out of camp" or "elsewhere." It all sounds
like a reasonably manageable proposition.
But as any honest refugee ooviser in the
provinces of Vietnam is quick to point out
(since he has to work with actua:l people,
not fantasy-land figures), official statistics
only deal with "cla.ssifieodl'' ~refugees. Conservative estimates place the figure of dislocated people at twice the number of those
"classified." This means that, as of 1969,
roughly seven milUon Vietnamese (or nearly
half the population of South Vietnam) had
become homeless.
According to Royal Laotian Government
figures in 1970, 1.5 million people there have
been displaced since the U.S. began intensive bombing of Pathet Lao-held territory in
1968. Laos has a pQpulation of only three
million. According to Jacques Decornoy of Le
Monde, who was in the province of Sam
Neua, a Pathet Lao a.rea, ali but two villages
there had been destroyed as early as 1968.
Since then, the U.S. ihas ·b een fty1ng up to
20,000 sorties a month over Sam Neua. One
can only guess the effect the February invasion of Laos has had on the already severe
refugee crisis in that country.
In 1970, a. report of the Senalte Subcommittee on Refugees Slalid that in Oambodia,
With a !pOpulation of seven milllion, one million of refugees have already been "generatecl." We alSo know that tb:e Lon Nol regime
"generated" some 100,000 refugees from the
ethnic Vietnamese population living in Cambodia just before the invasion of 1ihe NLF
san.o'17tla.rles last spring. We aJso know thait
smce then, the u.s. has provided unlimited air po~r to Lon Nol's tragicomic a.rmy.
Whole cities like Snoul, where thousa.nds
of people lived, have been destroyed. And
yet, in spite of this dbvdous escalation of the
air war and the inevitable rural dislOC'aJtion
that must follow, U.S. authorities continue
to claim, even with self-satisfaction, that
the ii'efugee problem is under control.
One wonders where all the refugees went.
They began to disappear from our consciousness just as the B-52 raids increased.
One is justi.fied 1n conjecturing whether people are simply being k!illed in the:l.r vi.llages
wtthout being brought tnrto a. pacification
camp where they can be tabulated.
Fao't has been piJ.ed on fact--few of them
are new and fewer orupa.blle of shocking. The
immensi.ty of the destruction m the Indo-
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chinese war has led to a k!l..nd of national
numbness that is only momentarily interrupted by another escalation or invasion.
Government "experts" speak of "ul'lban.'ization,'' "protective reaction," "crop control,"
and "Vietnamization." But the old words
are incapable of conveying just what it is
that the U.S. is doing to Vietnam and the
rest of Indochina. The crime is a new one,
ecocide, our addition to the annals of man's
inhumanity to man.

TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I move that
the Senate proceed to the transaction of
routine morning business.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Pursuant to the previous order, the
Senate will proceed to the transaction of
routine morning business, for a period
not to exceed 30 minutes, with a limitation of 3 minutes on statements therein
THE NIXON DOCTR~SENATOR
MANSFIELD'S ADDRESS AT OLIVET COLLEGE
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, last night
our distinguished majority leader, the
Senator from Montana (Mr. MANSFIELD), spoke at the Begole-Brownell
Lecture at Olivet College, Olivet, Mich.
The address of our distinguished colleague was thoughtful, temperate, forceful, and factual, as always are the remarks he makes. He gave a report in this
address which cannot be overempha·
sized in the interest of the United States
and in the interest of promoting peace in
the world. He gives a message which
should be often repeated.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have it printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.
as follows:
THE NIXON DOCTRINE

I have not come here to make a political
speech. Spring is not the season for politics,
unless you are a young man running for the
Presidency. Or unless you are a President
in your first term. I am no longer that young.
I am in my fourth term in the Senate. I
run for office only in Montana and I have
only recently been re-elected.
In any event, the subject of my remarks is
not political. The Nixon Doctrine is not a
partisan policy. It was not advanced by the
President as a partisan thrust. It was not
met in the Senate with a political party. On
the contrary, when the President issued this
Declaration on Asian policy eighteen months
ago, support was immediately extended to
him from the Senate. It came frt>m Republicans and it came from Democrats.
What differences there are with regard to
foreign relations, derive from poliCies not
from politics and they are shared by members of both parties. The Senate, today, is not
an intensely partisan forum. As Majority
Leader, I have no political axes to grind. My
relationship with a Republican President has
been correct and cordial. In matters of foreign policy, the relationship does not differ
greatly from tha;t which existed with his predecessor, a Democrat.
Over the years in Washington, I have seen
something of the burdens of the Presidency.
They are great and lonely. In foreign affairs,
the President is out in front at all times.
The pressure is direct and relentless. In this
connection, when the late John F. Kennedy
assumed personal responsibility for the
Cuban debacle, he quoted an old saying, "vic_

tory has a hundred fathers and defeat is an
orphan."
B.egardless of party, a President is entitled
to understanding in his responsibilities.
Since I have been in the Senate, it has been
my practice to extend to the incumbent of
the Presidency whatever I could in the way
of support, oooperation and consolation. In
doing so, however, I have not overlooked the
separate Constitutional obligations of Senators nor the Leadership's additional responsibilities to the other 99 members of the Senate. Three Presidents have known that I dQ
not stand on partisan ground. They have also
known where I stood on the issues.
The Nixon Doctrine is one of those issues
because it is a touchstone in our relations
with Asia and the rest of the world. The
Doctrine was set forth with the intent of
bringing about an adjustment in U.S. policy
in the Western Pacific. Eighteen months
later, there is concern with the followthrough.
This concern does not arise from a retrogression to some sort of isolation. Provided
the issues are clearly presented, the people
of the nation are discerning enough to recognize that the alternative to one distortion
is not another. I reiterate, provided the issues
are clearly presented.
There is no escape by national isolation
from the complexities of our times. We will
have to live with these complexities and work
with them, and do so in cooperation with
other nations of the world or in conflict with
other nations. There is no shell of sky large
enough to shut out the rest of the globe.
There is no sweep of ocean. There is no electronic shield, no insulating web of missiles.
Isolation is no answer to the nation's needs.
But neither is internationalism some sort
of incantation against the ills of international life. We wlll search in vain to safeguard our security and well-being by an internationalism which leads us to project militrury farces into the farthest .rea;ches of the
globe and to maintain them there without
the comprehension of the people of this nation and without the understanding and
cooperation of the rest of the world's people.
That reality ought not to be overlooked in
an excess of concern in the Executive Branch
that the American people will "retreat to
isolation,'' at any suggestion of an adjustment in the present course of foreign policy.
We would do well, instead, to note carefully
the danger of persisting in a course which
has already alienated many people at home
and abroad and hla.s led the nation a long
way down the road to an isolated internationalism.
If I may lay aside, then, this non-issue of
isolation along with partisan politics, as a
basis for my remarks, I would like to turn
yqur attention, now, to the Nixon Doctrine.
The subject is of particular interest because
shortly after the Doctrine was set forth in
the summer of 1969, I went to Southeast
Asia. I did so at the request of the President,
and in the course of the journey, sought to
convey some understanding of the President's
new approach to Asia.
In a public report in September 1969, I
pointed out that the Nixon Doctrine did not
mean the United Stares was turning its
back on Asia. Rather, the Doctrine was designed to reduce the factor of U.S. military
participation in the problems of that region.
The Doctrine's aim, too, was to foreclose new
situations of dependency as had developed in
Viet Nru:n; contrary to our interests such
situations tended to lead to involvement in
Asian confiicts.
In further interpretation of the Doctrine,
I noted that we intended to alter aid-policies
by placing more emphasis on economic aid
and less on military help. Even with regard
to economic aid, moreover, it was to be expected that we would shift from a unilateral
approach and participate when desirable in
whatever multi-sided cooperation Asian nations were inclined to develop themselves.
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I made clear that the Nixon Doctrine did,
indeed, imply major adjustments in longstanding U.S. policies in the Western Pacific,
policies which had been formulated in the
aftermath of World War II and the Korean
War. Circumstances had long since changed
greatly and we had not kept pace. As a
result, we found ourselves more deeply involved in Southeast Asia than warranted by
the nation's interests. The U.S. role had become both anachronistic and wasteful. Most
seriously, an over-long persistence in that role
had led us into the tragedy of Viet Nam.
The time had come to alter it.
It seemed to me that the essence of the
Nixon Doctrine was to be found in the
President's frequent references to a new "lowprofile" policy. I agreed fully with that concept and so stated many times in Asia and at
home. Moreover, the Administration soon
made clear that the new Doctrine would
apply, not only in Asia but throughout the
world. With that extension, too, I agreed
completely.
During 1969 and the early months of 1970,
the Executive Branch elaborated the Nixon
Doctrine in specific actions. The U.S. military
base structure was curtailed in the Far East.
Reductions were made in official personnel
throughout the region. The Executive Branch
entered into negotiations with the Japanese
government pursuant to the agreement which
the President had achieved with Japan
on the Okinawan question. That settlement
promised to remove a spur of increasing tension in U.S.-Japanese relations. Largely by
the President's personal efforts, diplomatic
relations were restored with Prince Sihanouk's cambodia and the restoration see~ed
to check the danger of a spill-over of Vletnamese hostilities into that nation. Initiatives were also taken by the President to enlarge contact with the Chinese People's Republic.
The most significant implications of the
Nixon Doctrine, of course, involved VietNam.
Despite obvious difficulties of immediate application, u.s. military forces in Viet Nam
were reduced by 100,000 men between July
1969 and Aprll1970. With the reduction came
a sharp drop in casualties and in the cost of
the war. At the same time, new U.S. leadership was supplied to the negotiations in
Paris. Hopes quickened !or a negotiated peace
in VietNam.
Elsewhere in the world, the inertia in U.S.
policy seemed to be ending under the impetus of the Nixon Doctrine. There were indications of an intent to reduce the cost of
maintaining a garrison Qf half a million military personnel and dependents in Western
Europe. The new SALT talks on disarmament, as they involved ICBM's, ABM's an,d
other laconic euphemisms of civilizations
suicide, opened on an encouraging note. A
Defense budget, swollen with cost over-runs
and other waste as well as t!he price of the
Vietnamese War, began to be curbed in the
wake of the Senate's great debate on the
Anti-Bru111stics Missile.
The Nixon Doctrine, in short, appeared to
have set off a chain reaction which promised
to bring up to date the nation's interna-tional
security affairs. It was most welcome in the
Senate and in the nation. For a lQIIlg time,
we had remained wedded to the needs of another era. We had continued to indulge ourselves with policies and practices born of
another tUne. As a nation, we had. been so
deeply concerned for two decades with
threats from abroad, that we had overlooked
the erosion of the nation's inner security and
well-being.
The Nixon Doctrine opened the shutters on
these musty thought-processes. In so doing,
there was revealed the possibility of adjustments of policy abroad which would also redound to the benefit of the situation within
the nation. Billions of dollars of taxes, not to
speak of the creative sk111s and energy of
young people, were involved in the excessive
and increasingly isolated search for national
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security 1n Viet Nam ana. elsewhere abroad.
With the advent of the Nixon Doctrine, it
seem.ed that some of these immense resources
might begin to be channeled into urgent
needs at lrome.
In my judgment, the President deserves
great credit for having esta.blished this turning point. The Nixon Doctrine was an invitation to chang&-long overdue chang&-if I
may use that overworked word, a change in
priorities.
Then, there was April 30, 1970 and the
American military incursion into Cambodia.
The event is recent. You remember it and
there is no point in a re-run. To make my
position clear, let me say only that I opposed the incursion before it began; I was
saddened by its ·...,eginning; I regard it, even
now, with regret, although it is held in some
quarters to have been a "successful operation."
At the time, it seemed to me that the incursion thrust the war deep into what had
been, for all practical purposes, the only
non-dependent nation in Indochina in
which there eXisted a measure of stability
self-achieved under a reasonably responsive civilian government. Most serious, the
Cambodian incursion enlarged the 'tattlefield. In so doing, it promised to prolong the
U.S. involvement and open up a new source
of U.S. casualties.
That position was not arrived at lightly.
It is not re-asserted lightly now. The Cambodian incursion was justified largely in
terms of saving American lives. That is a
consideration that has always weighed
heavily with me and every other member of
the Senate. It was apparent then, however,
and it is apparent now that the termination of our involvement in the war in Viet
Nam and a prompt withdrawal would save
far more American lives and return our
POW's more quickly than an enlargement of
the area of conilict.
As it was, in the brief invasion of Cambodia a year ago 362 Americans died and
2,205 were wounded-in the process of "saving American lives." And in the process of
"saving American lives," our forces in Indochina have incurred casualties of 4,000 dead
and 18,000 wounded in the year since the
Cambodian incursion. In the light of those
grim figures, it may well be asked-are we
saving lives or saving face? The question beoomes even more pertinent when put in the
perspective of total casualties: 54,000 dead;
almost 300,000 wounded, since the beginning
of this tragic conflict.
This sacrifice of American life to date is
indicative of the magnitude of the war's toll.
The people, for whose benefit it was intended,
have, themselves, suffered greatly in the war.
Hundreds of thousands of Indochinese men,
women and children, have been killed and
maimed. The war has created millions of
refugees. Ancient cultures and the natural
environment in which they flourished have
been damaged beyond calculation by the
devastating tools of modern warfare.
If the war was widened by the Cambodian incursion, it was widened, again, by the
Laotian incursion. With that development,
what was once the Vietnamese conflict became a full-fledged Indochina war. What was
once an American involvement in South Viet
Nam was consolidated into an American involvement in all of Indochina. Notwithstanding linguistic gymnastics, an extension of
warfare into vast new areas of combat cannot be depicted as a contraction of the war.
The fact is that we are still held fast in
the evershifting current of a struggle which
has gone on almost continuously for a quarter of a century. It is a war without light at
the end of the tunnel. It is a war which does
not stop at the borders of Cambodia. It does
not stop at the borders of Laos. Where, then,
is the end? Indeed, there may be none, unless
it is in Peking or beyond, in a worldwide
nuclear inferno.

How we are entrapped or, more accurately
perhaps, how we entrap ourselves in this patt;ern of expanding violence is illustrated by
events in Cambodia. I would note that on
April 30, 1970, there were scarcely a halfdozen American officials in Cambodia and
they were carrying out the most limited diplomatic functions. There are now many times
that number and they are carrying on a variety of functions.
On April 30, 1970, we had no obligations
whatsoever to the government of Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia; its fate was in its
own hands. Since the overthrow of Sihanouk,
we have already made aid-commitments totaling $260 million to the successor government. That government's fate is not in its
own hands; it is now in ours. It is dependent
for survival on the United States and on
the Saigon government which, in turn, is
dependent on the United States.
To be sure, the U.S. ground forces which
were sent into the Cambodian border regions
were withdrawn after a campaign of several
weeks. To be sure, in Laos, U.S. service personnel have not set foot on the ground in
any great numbers. Presumably, in deference
to the Cooper-Church amendment, they have
been restricted to hovering a few feet above
the ground. However, U.S. planes and helicopters crisscross Laos and Cambodia many
times a day. They fly missions of bombing
and other direct combat support, supply,
transport, evacuation, reconnaissance and
whatever. U.S. planes and helicopters are now
shot down in both Cambodia and Laos as
well as in Viet Nam and men often die when
they are shot down. We do not disinvolve
ourselves by withdrawing on the ground
while we plunge in more deeply through the
air. Involvement is involvement, whatever it
is called.
To be sure, the President deserves every
credit for having reduced overall U.S. troops
numbers in VietNam by more than 200,000
since the beginning of his Administration.
But there are over 300,000 Americans still in
Indochina. Furthermore, the use of U.S. airpower seems much more intensive than a
year ago--thb.t, in a primitive region which
has already been bombed with more than
twice the total tonnage dropped in both
\Vorld War II and the Korean War.
Costs are costs wherever incurred. Casualties are casualties whether they are received
on the ground or in the air. While lower costs
are better than higher and fewer casualties
are obviously to be preferred to more, all
losses are tragic in a mistaken war.
If it is not in the interest of this nation
GO be in the war with ground forces, how
can it be with air forces? To be sure, it may
seem more palatable but it is not more purposeful. It is not less wasteful.
The prerequisite of a meaningful application of the Nixon Doctrine in Southeast Asia
seems to me to be the termination of the
U.S. military involvement-land, air and
sea-in Indochina and military withdrawal
from that region, lock, stock and barrel. That
termination is not yet visible. That withdrawal is not yet in sight.
It is not only with regard to Indochina
that there are grounds for concern over what
has happened to the Nixon Doctrine since
April 1970. Digressions or delays appear to be
developing elsewhere in Asia. It 1s many
months later, but the details of the Okinawa
settlement have yet to be completed by the
Executive Branch. Difficulties with Japan
have also arisen over trade questions and a
short time ago were even allowed to reach a
tempestuous stage. As I see it, U.S.-Japanese
trade is of immense value to both countries
even as a political relationship of mutual
consideration and forebearance between the
two countries is essential to the elaboration
of the Nixon Doctrine in the Western Pacific. It is disturbing, therefore, to find what
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appears to be the intrusion of petty bickering and personal pique into these vital ties.
Also of great importance to the Nixon Doctrine is the restoration of civili·t y with the
Chinese People's Republic. The President has
shown a consistent ini·tiative in this connection. Whether a satisfactory relationship can
be achieved at this time is another matter.
Certainly, lot is not a very promising prospect when the Indochinese war has again
been extended to within minutes bombing
range of the Chinese borders and, in the circumstances, the Chinese have re-affirmed
publicly their complete support of the North
Vietnamese. Moreover, U.•S . policy has yet
to come to grips with the vehement rejection of a "two-China" concept by both ·t he
government of the Republic of China and
the Chinese People's Republic. Both insist
:;hat Taiwan and mainland China are pa.rts
of one Chinese nation.
Elsewhere in the world, in Western Europe
in particular, there seems also to have been
a retrogression from the Nixon Doctrine.
While the need !or a cut in the consignment
of U.S. forces to Europe is more and more
recognized in the Senate, the reluctance of
the Executive Branch to act ,remains as great
under this Administration a.s it was under
its predecessor. It is reluctance, apparently,
stimulated by the anxieties of the German
and other European governments who remain unwilling, nevertheless, to relieve this
nation of any substantial part of ·t he present
one-sided burden of the costs of NATO defense.
To maintain U.S. forces in Europe is estimated to e.ccount for $14 billion of the annual Defense Department budget. This expenditure 1s made, presumably, to forestall
or to meet a possible military thrust from
the Soviet Union. It is an expenditure which
has gone on year in and year out for almost
two decades. In the meantime, by contrast,
ln the policies of both the Western European
countries and the Soviet Union, the fear of
such a. conflict has been progressively downgraded and, today, the accent in both parts
of Europe is allmost entirely on the contacts of peace.
Let me make clear that the sentiment in
the Senate for a change in U.S. policies re•
garding NATO has nothing to do with sever:ing treaty relationships with Western Europe
or with the complete withdra-wal of the U.S.
military garrison from Europe. The NATO
treaty remains highly regarded and a U.S.
military presence in Europe, as an earnest
of .t he importance which this nation still attaches to the alliance, is a principle that
has long been accepted. That is not the
question. What is sought in the Senate,
rather, is a substantia>l reduction in the halfmillion of U.S. forces with dependents that
are maintained in Europe at such great cost
to the people of this nation. The resistance
of the Executive Branch to this change in
my judgment is ill-founded and may well
produce, in time, a Congressional reaction
which will compel dra.stic reductions.
To bring these remarks to a close, I want
to note again, as I did at the outset, my deep
belief in the urgency of the adjustments of
U.S. policy which are implicit in the Nixon
Doctrine. I would be less than candid, however, if I did not express the concern which
I have with the divergencies, digressions,
dodges and delays which have been encountered in carrying out the doctrine.
We have not escaped the consequences
of this procrastination at home. In my judgment the absence of a vigorous followthrough on the Doctrine has had much to do
with the persistence of the inflation and the
slack in the economy. It has had much to do
with our continuing inability to confront
fully the financial and other problems of the
States and localities. It has had much to do
with the inadequate way in which we are
meeting the whole range of compelling needs
of our national life whether they be poilu-
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tion, welfare, unamployment, violence or
whatever.
There is blame enough to spare for things
done and not done. Where the finger points
often depends on who is pointing and I shall
not poin t mine. The f undament al difficulty,
as I see it, is that the President and the
Congress func t ion in a gover nment grown
immense. It i·s a government whose gears
must gr ind in a com plex syn chroniza tion if
they are to grin d at all. The machinery is not
easily moved by t he President alone and certainly not, alone, b y t he Congress. Yet it
must be moved if there is to be a fulfillment
of the promise of the Nixon Doctrine and a
realistic adj ustment of our policies in line
with its implications. In my judgment, the
primary need, the critical need, is an end to
the involvement in Indochina: an end, period. In their separate Constitutional authority as necessary and, in cooperation, where
possible, the effort must be made by the
President and the Congress to meet that need.
The Republic deserves no less.

VERBUM SAT SAPIENTI-"A WORD
TO THE WISE"
Mr. SCOTT'. Mr. President, I think we
should be careful about the words we
use, no matter how deep our emotions.
I have just heard a dreadful charge
hurled, that the United States is engaged in indiscriminate bombing.
Without any attempt to justify the
way we got into the war, and with every
desire in the world to get out of it--the
sooner the better-! do not believe that
we should u..c;e phrases like that unl~
we say what they mean.
It is my understanding that the bombing by the United states is for the purpose of the destruction m supplies and
the interdiction of the Ho Chi MinJh
Trail. We can argue whether it should
continue or whether it should not continue, but merely to characterize all
bombing out of hand as being indiscriminate implies that our pildts are merciless
monsters, hell bent on the destruction of
the population and the ecology of the
countryside.
Mr. President, that simply is not so.
It is a reflection on the pilots. rt is a reflection on the action taken by the governments involved.
·
I plead for a little less extreme language, no matter how anxious any given
spokesman may be to put blame on one
person or another. Goodness knows,
there is enough to go around. The war
began two administrations ago. It is high
time we found a way to end it. No one
disagrees with that. But the moment we
start overstating our case, the more the
temptation becomes to go all the way
back to the 17,000 men who first went
into Vietnam and then replay by post
mortem all the sad successions of involvements from which we are now in
the process Of extrication.
I just ad.d this as a sort of verbum sat
sapienti-"a word to the wise."

Mr. BELLMON. Mr.

President,

I

Vietnamese people and their government.
It seems to me there is an easy way to
end the bombing and other acts of war
in South Vietnam and that is for the
North Vietnamese to realize that once
they stop sending men and supplies
into the south, our troops will be quickly
withdrawn and all bombing can be stopped.
It seems to me that a charge of this
kind should ·b e aimed in that direction
rather than in trying to help discredit
our efforts to aid the South Vietnamese
in protecting their own country.
Mr. SCOTT'. Mr. President, perhaps
the reason for ·t he deeply emotional language now being used is the result of
pent-up emotions which have 1been selfcontained for the period since 1961 and
they are just now finding release.
I would suggest that perhaps some of
these rather strong statements could
have been made 6, 7, or 8 years ago, or
could have been made on the 27th of
April 1964, when I was proposing means
by which we could get out CJf the war. I
shall repeat that speech on the 27th of
April this year, 7 years later, because I
am not a Johnny-come-lately-and I am
not running for the Presidency, either.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I
wonder whether the distinguished minority leader knows if any bombs are
f,alling in populruted areas of South
Vietnam at present.
Mr. SCOT!'. To the best of my knowledge, no bombs are falling in populated
areas of South Vietnam, and to the best
of my knowledge no defoliation is going
on and no wreaking of irreversible ecological damage-as impressive as those
Norman-French words are.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. 'I'ALMADGE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
DISCHARGE OF A COMMITI'EE AND
REREFERRAL OF A BILL
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, S.
1356 was referred to the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry.
The rules of the Senate provide that
the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs has jurisdiction over forest reserves and national parks created from
the public domain, whereas the Commit-

tee on Agriculture and Forestry has juris-

should like to commend the distinguished diction over forestry in general and forest
minori·tY leader for setting the record reserves other than those created from
straight. I have visited Vietnam twice the public domain.
The Department of Agriculture advises
and the countryside does not show any
evidence of indiscriminate botnbing. that the land covered by S. 1356 is either
What 'b ombing has been done has been in all or practically all from the public
the are·a s where rthe enemy has 'built domain.
fortifications or supply bases to use to
I therefore ask unanimous consent
support his activities against the South that the Committee on Agriculture and
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Forestry be discharged from further consideration of S. 1356 and that the bill be
referred to the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I suggest the absence of a.
quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without exception, it is so ordered.
LEGISLATIVE PROHIBITION OF

MILITARY OPERATIONS
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, last

Thursday the Democratic Party, through
its policy council, was put on record as
endorsing the prohibition of all funds for
American military operations in Indochina after December 31, 1971.
This would seem to be political stra:tegy ·of a rather low order.
When President Nixon took office, this
war had been going on for 7 years,
under two Democratic administrations.
There were 542,000 U.S. troops in Vietnam. I recall no such recklessly political
resolutions on the part of Republicans
during that period.
To date, the Republican administration
has withdrawn 230,000 U.S. troops from
Vietnam, with a withdrawal rate of over
12,000 per month. soon to be increased.
And, whether the Democratic Policy
Council likes it or not, the Vietnamization of the war, 1as described and planned
by President Nixon, is working.
The Baltimore Sun last Friday commented that withdrawal as a policy is
agreed upon now by both parties. It
added that disagreement as to schedule
between the two parties was legitimate.
But the Sun also pointed out the perilous irresponsibility of the Democratic
resolution. It states:
To cut off funds would be a dangerous
business for all concerned, including the
Amertoa.ns in Indochina .. .. Oongress, moreover has a share in the responsibility now
for the military operations in Indochina, and
this extends to the responsiblllty for making
sure that the American forces are withdrawn in safety.

I wauld hope that my colleagues across
the aisle have a more responsible position
on this matter than does the Democratic
Policy Council. I commend this editorial
to their attention, and ask unanimous
consent that it be printed in the RECORD
at this point.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From t.he Baltimore Sun, Mar. 26, 1971]
WAR FuNDS

Differences between the President and the
Oongress over the withdrawal of American
forces !from the war cannot be permitted,
we suggest, to reach the point of a. pitched
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ba.ttle over legislation to prohibit the use
of any fWlds for Un.ifted States military operations in Indochina. Sifter a g!iven date, such
as December 31, 1971. The Democratic Policy Council has put itself on record as favoring such a measure but the Democratic
leaders in Congress should find it possible to
advocate a complete withdrawal, if that is
their view, without undertaking the drastic
step of cutting off funds to the PreSident
at a specific time.
To out off !funds would be a. dangerous
business for all concerned, including the
Americans in Indochina.. Congress should.
not want to take on such a responsibility,
even if this could be done in such a way as
not to ilnfrlnge upon a. President's constitutional responsibility as Colllin81nder in
Chief. Congress, moreover, has a share 1n
the responsib111ty now for the military operations in Indochina, and this extends to
the responsibility for making sure that the
American forces are withdrawn in safety.
As a general propositll.ron, a majority of the
two political parties in Congress now supports, at least 1n a broad. way, the policy of
withdrawing American 1'oroes lfr ~ m t he war.
On a major policy matter of this sort, a
broad area of bipartisan agreement is essential. Within this area there is room for differences as to precise schedu!es, and Democrats are within legitimate political bounds
if they argue for an earlier and more complete withdraw-al tha.n the President may
have 1n mind. But faroing the President's
hand by cutting off funds goes well beyond
this. The President, any President, must have
some degree of flexibility ln Ml operation of
this kind. A threat to cut off funds for
American forces ll()l()ks to an impaA>Se between the executive and the legiSlative, to
the kind of political struggle that would not
be good .tor anyone concerned.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore laid before the Senate the following letters, which were referred as indicated:
REPORT OF 'INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION
A letter from the Chairman, Indian Claims
Commission, reporting, pursuant to law, an
order dismissing petition in Gila River PrimaMaricopa Indian Community, Etc., plaintiff, v. The United States of America, defendant, Docket No. 236-H (with 6000mpany-

ing papers); to the Committee on Approprialtions.
REPORT OF FACILITIES PROJECT PROPOSED TO BE
UNDERTAKEN BY THE ARMY RESERVE
A letter from the Deputy Assistant Secreta.Ty of Defense (Installations and Housing), reporting on fa.C'llities project proposed
to be undertaken for the Army Reserve wilthin
the uncommitted balance of lump sum authorization provided by section 801 ( 1) (b) of
PubUc Law 91-142; to the Commi·t tee on
Armed Services.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO CARRY OUT THE
FIRE RESEARCH AND SAFETY ACT OF 1968
A letter from rthe Secretary of Commerce,
submitting a draft of proposed legislation to
authorize appropriations to carry out the
Fire Research and Safety Ac:t of 1968 (with
accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on
Commerce.
THE FINANCIAL INVESTMENT ADVISORY PANEL
OF THE NATIONAL RAILROAD PASSENGER CORPORATION
A letter from the Chairman, Fin'8.11Cial Investment Advisory Panel, pertaining to the
second report of the Financial Investment
Advisory Panel of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation; to the Committee on
Commerce.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION FOR REGULATION
OF EXPORTS
A letter from the Secretary of Commerce,
submitting a draft of proposed legislation to
provide for continuation of authority for
regulation of exports (with accompanying
papers); to the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION To CREATE THE OFFICE
OF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE CHIEF
JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES
A letter from the Director, Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts, submitting a draft
of proposed legislation to create the Office
of Administrative Assistant to the Chief
Justice of the United States (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION To ESTABLISH A CoMMISSION ON REVISION OF THE JUDICIAL CIRCUITS OF THE UNITED STATES
A letter from the Director, Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts, submitting a draft
of proposed legislation to establish a commission on revision of the judicial circuits
of the United. States (with accompanying
papers); to the Committee on the Judiciary.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION To PERMIT A FEDERAL
JUDGE To SERVE AS DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL
JUDICIAL CENTER OR AS !DIRECTOR OF THE !ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE U.S. COURTS
A letter from the Director, Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts, submitting a draft
of proposed legislation to provide for the appointment of justices and judges to the offlees of Administrative Assistant to the Chief
Justice, Director, Administrative Office of
the U.S. Courts, Director, Federal Judicial
Center, and for other purposes (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.

PETITIONS
Petitions were laid before the Senate
and referred as indicated:
By the ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore (Mr. METcALF):
A resolution of the House of Representatives of the State of Georgia; to the Committee on Armed Services:
"H.R. No. 348
··A resolution urging the abandonment
of a policy of consolidating Selective Service
functions within the State of Georgia; and
for other purposes
"Whereas, the United States Selective
Service System has recently adopted a nationwide co-location plan for the centralization of records and certain functions relative to the Selective Service System; and
"Whereas, centralization in this manner
might necessitate travel by citizens of this
State for excessive distances, often exceeding 50 miles in each direction, in order to
transact certain business and perform certain tasks connected with the Selective Service System; and
"Whereas, any savings to be affected on
the pa.r.t of the Selective Service System by
the co-location plan in the State of Georgia
would more than be offset by the extra expense and inconvenience to the citizens of
this State in the additional travel required
for the transaction of certain business with
the Selective Service System; and
"Whereas, the adoption of this plan wm
result in the loss of the equivalent of 26.68
full time jobs, or a total of 6& full and. part
time jobs, in this State at a time when unemployment is of serious concern to the
citizens of this State and Nation; and
"Whereas, the inability of a local draft
board to have immediate ae<:ess to the records of its registrants will result in an inabllity on the part of local boards to provide
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responses to inquiries by registrants concerning the status of said registrants in a
reasonably short period of time; and
"Where as, the continuous flow of records
from the co-located records centers to the
local boards and their return will only
serve to impede the efficiency of the local
boards and creates the strong possibility of
loss of records and other vital data; and
"Whereas, it is the feeling of the members
of this body that the Selective Service System should be maintained in a manner so as
to be as close as possible to the local community in order that a better understanding
of the problems and needs of the local communities of this State Mlid the citizens
thereof might be better maintained.
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the
House of Representatives, that the members of this body hereby urge the Selective
Service System and its Director, Dr. Curtis Tarr, to reverse the decision which has
been made on co-location of Selective Service records and other functions within the
State of Georgia and do hereby urge •t hat the
present number and methods of operation of
Selective Service System offices be maintained within this State.
"Be it further resolved, that the Clerk
of the House of Representatives is hereby
authorized and directed to transmit appropriate copies of this Resolution to the President of the United States; the Vice President of the United States; the Director of
the United States Selective Service System;
the Direcor of the Selective Service System
in Georgia; ·t he Governor of the State of
Georgia; and to each member of the United
States Senate and the United States House
of Representatives from the State of Georgia."
Two concurrent resolutions of the Legislature of the State of South Dakota; to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry:
"A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION'
"A concurrent resolution memorializing the
President of the United States and the
United States Senate to establish a mandatory requirement that the Unll.ted States
Secretary af Agriculture be a !farmer or
rancher who receives a minimum of
seventy-five percent of his income from
farming or ranching
"Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representat i ves concurring therein:

"Whereas, national agrioultura.l policies for
nearly two centuries have encouraged the
development af farms and •r anches and the
na.tiOIIl has benefited from this policy as Industrious farmers and ranC'hers have built
the most efficient agriculture base the world
has ever known; and
"Whereas, South Dakota is one of the most
agricultural states of the nation; and
"Whereas, the eoonomic well-being of
South Dakota is very dependent upon the
economic condition of its farming and
ranching 81reas; and
"Wihereas, .t he agriculture policies Mld
programs administered by the United States
Department of Agriculture have a profound
effect upon the economic well-being of all
farms and ranches throughout the nation:
"Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the
Senate of the Forty-sixth session olf the
Legislature of the State of South Dakota,
the House of Representatives concurring
therein, respectfully urge the President of
the United States, the Honorable R'l.ohwrd M.
Nixon, and the United States Senators from
SOUth Dakota, the Honorable Katrl E. Mundt
and the Honorable George McGovern, to support a mandatory requirement that the
United states Secretary of A~culture be a
farmer or rancher who receives a minimum
01! seventy-five per cent of his income from
farming or ranching, and we respectfully
urge their support of this proposal as being
in the ·b est interests of the agricultural
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economy of South Dakota and in the public
interest of this nation; and
"Be it further resolved, that the Secretary
of the Senate of the State of South Dakota
be directed to transmll.t copies of this Concurrent Resolution to His Excellency, the
President of the United States, the Honorable
Richard M. Nixon; to the Secretary of the
United States Senate; to the Honorable Karl
E. Mundt and the Honorable George McGovern; and to the Honorable Clifford M.
Hardin, Secretary of the United States Department of Agriculture.
"Adopted by the Senate: March 4, 1971.
"COncurred in by the House of Representatives: March 12, 1971."
"A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
"A concurrent resolution memorializing the
President and the Congress of the United
States to initiate and implement action to
revitalize the agricultural economy of our
nation
"Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein:

"Whereas, the agricultural economy of the
United States is in a period of serious instability because of almost total inaction and
lack of concern by the government of the
United States; and
"Whereas, the number of those people
involved in producing the foods for America
are so small compared to those people who
are benefiting from this productivity that
the agricultural problems are subordinated
to those of greater political numbers; and
"Whereas, the President and the Congress
of the United States have the joint responsibility to establish a complete agricultural
program for the general welfare of this nation
and the world; and
"Whereas, the time for action by the
President and the Congress of the United
States is the present if serious consequences
and unnecessary suffering are to be avoided:
"Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the
Senate of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the
State of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein, that the COngress of the United States initiate and the
President of the United States implement
without delay the necessary programs to revitalize the agricultural economy of our
nation; and
"Be it further resolved, that copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted by the
Secretary of the Senate of the State of South
Dakota to the office of the President of the
United States, the Speaker of the House of
Representatives of the United States, the
Secretary of the Senate of the United States,
the chairman of the Committee on Agriculture of the United States House of Repr esentatives, the chairman of the Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry of the Senate of
the United States and the members of the
Congressional delegation of the State of
South Dakota.
"Adopted by the Senate: March 4, 1971.
"Concurred in by the House of Representatives: March 11, 1971."
A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of the State of Hawaii; to the COmmittee on
tlhe Judiciary:
"HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 78
"Concurrent resolution ratifying a proposed
Amendment to the Constitution of the
United State extending the right to citizens
eighteen years of age or older in all fed eraJ., state, and local elections
"Whereas, Oongress pa.ssed a law last year
lowering the voting age to eighteen yea.rs in
all elections as part of an extension (P.L. 91285) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, but a
Supreme Court decision on December 21,
1970, held the provision constitutional only
for federal, not state and locaJ, elections; and
"Whereas, unless the states also lower the
voting age to eighteen years, many states will
have to establish two sets of electoral ma-

chinery, one for federal elections and one for
state and local elections; and
"Whereas, the Congress of the United
States has proposed an am.endment to the
Constitution of the United States to lower
the voting age to eighteen years in all federal, state, and local elections; antl
"Whereas, the amendment would be the
fourth to enlarge the electorate since the
Constitution wa.s originally adopted-the
15th Amendment extends the right to vote
regardless of race, color, Oil' previous condition of servitude; the 19th Amendment
regardless of sex; the 23rd Amendment
permits V'Oting for President and Vice President in the Dhstrict of Columbia; and the
proposed 26th Amendment would extentl the
vote to eighteen year olds; and
"Whereas, Senate Joint Resolution 7, approved by the Ninety-Second Congress, First
Session, reads as follows:
" 'SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 7
"'Joint resolution proposing an amendment
rbo the Constitution of the United States
extending the right to vote to citizens
eighteen years of age or older
"'Resolved by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled (two-thirds
of each House concurring therein), That the

following article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, which shall be valid to all intents
and purposes M part of the Constitution
when ratified by the legislatures of threefourths of the several States within seven
years from the date of its submission by the
Congress:
"'ARTICLE" 'SECTION 1. The right of citizens of the
United States, who are eighteen yeans of age
or older, to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by .t he United States or by any
St~~~.on account of age.
SEc. 2. The Congress shall have power
to enforce this article by appropriate 1egislati'On."'
"Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the Sixth Legislature of the State of
Hawaii, Regular Session of 1971, the Senate
concurring, That the Article proposed as an
amendment Ito the Constitution of the

United States as set forth in United States
Senwte Joint Resolution 7, dated March 23,
1971, be, and is hereby, ratified by the Legislature of the State of Hawaii; and
"Be it further resolved, That a certified
copy of this Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Administrator, United States
General Services Administration, and that
copies of this Concurrent Resolution aLso be
transJ:llttted to the President of the Senate
and to the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States and to the
members of Hawaii's delegation to the Congress of .the United States."
A concurrent resolution of the Leg.i slature
of the State of South Dakota; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service:
"A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
"A concurrent resolution memorializing the
COngress to reveiw and give direction to
the U.S. Bureau of the Census
"Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein:

"Whereas, the U.S. Bureau of the Census
has in certain past census and in the most
recent census, namely that taken in 1970
provided directions for recording of colleg~
students within the county where they are
attending a college or university; and
"Whereas, said college students in the
event that they are qualified voters do only
rarely vote in precincts Within the city
or county where they are enrolled for purposes of educational training, but may be
qualified as voters in their home precincts;
and
"Whereas, in the event that young people
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at age 18 years gain the right to vote not
only in National elections but also in state
elections including subdivisions of state
government and it seeming to be in public interest that said students shall continue
to register and be registered on the registration rolls of their home counties and voting
precincts; and
"Whereas, for purposes of apportionment
of Congressional seats to the U. S. House of
Representatives, the state Legislature and
either constitutional officers of the state,
the Doctrine of "one man one vote" has been
increasingly the rule of practice laid down
by the Courts and followed by Legislative
bodies: and
"Whereas, the effect of the 1970 practice
by the Bureau of the Census in calling for
a count of college students to be taken in
and allocated to counties other than those
counties in which said students actually
reside and in which they are most likely
to vote does of a certainty do violence to
the proposition of proper apportionment;
and
"Whereas, the State Legislature is required
to determine and outline and establish the
district boundaries of members of the U.S.
House of Representatives and of the members of the State Legislature on the basis of
U.S. Census figures:
"Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the Senate of the 46th Session of the Legislature of
the state of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein, That we re-

spectfully memorialize the U.S. Congress to
point out to the Bureau of the Census the
obvious inconsistency in removing from the
census rolls of all counties one whole segment of our population; namely a county's
entire college enrollment, and taking the
count of these people only in the counties
that include the colleges and universities in
which they are enrolled as students; and
"Be it further resolved, in the interest of
providing for a more reasonable approach to
apportionment, fully realizing the necessity
of counting student populations within the
corporate limits wherein their instruction is
provided for planning purposes and for more
accurately determining the amount of financial assistance through federal grant programs necessary to alleviate overburdening
local housing, utility systems and governmental services necessary to sustain the
largest aggregate student and permanent
resident population, that the Bureau of the
Census be requested by the Congress to provide for the states a count of all college students by home counties so that census figures can at least at the state level be adjusted for apportionment purposes, to the
end that inequities in population Census
figures particularly emphasized against the
most rural areas and counties; may within
the states be corrected; and
"Be it further resolved, That the Secretary
of the Senate make available copies of this
Resolution to the Secretary of the U.S. Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, to U.S. Senator Honorable Karl E.
Mundt, to U.S. Senator Honorable George G.
McGovern, to the Honorable Frank Denholm,
and the Honorable James Abourezk, members of the House of Representatives.
"Adopted by the Senate: March 9, 1971.
"Concurred in by the House of Representatives: March 13, 1971."
A concurrent resolution of the Legisla-

ture of the State of Oklahoma; to the Committee on Finance:
"REsoLUTION No. 1018
"A concurrent resolution memorializing the
Congress of the United States to continue
the Federal Highway Trust Fund; and
directing distribution
"Whereas, an adequate highway system is
essential to the economy of Oklahoma and
the nation; and
"Whereas, highway users pay gasoline taxes
and other federal excise taxes which are de-
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posited with the Federal Highway Trust
Fund; and
"Whereas, the Federal Highway Trust
Fund was created for the purpose of developing and constructing an interstate highway system and implementing highway
safety program standards; and
"Whereas, the diversion of such taxes and
the termination of the fund would impair
the continued construction and maintenance
of an interstate highway system for America.
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the
House of Representatives of the 1st session
of the 33rd Oklahoma Legislature, the Senate concurring therein:
"SECTION 1. The Congress of the United

States is hereby respectfully urged to continue the Federal Highway Trust Fund on a
permanent basis for highway construction
and implementation of highway safety program standards.
"SEc. 2. Duly authenticated copies of this
Resolution shall be forwarded to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives and the
President of the Senate of the Congress of
the United States and to each member of
the Oklahoma Congressional Delegation.
"Adopted by the House of Representatives
the 15th day of February, 197'1."
A resolution of the General Assembly of
the State of Georgia; to the Committee on
Public Works:
"RESOLUTION
"Memorializing Congress and the Corps of
Engineers to provide recreation a higher
priority among management needs of reservoirs; and for other ,p urposes
"Whereas, in recent years the number of
recreational small craft registered in the
State of Georgia has increased 52.2 percent,
and the sale of marine equipment and services is now grossing $55,000,000 a year and
substantially contributing to the economy
of the State; and
"Whereas, Georgia's present water resources would ,b e inadequate to handle such
increased demands for boating and other
water-based recreation without the multipurpose reservoirs of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers; and
"Whereas, despite the fact that recreational
benefits to the public is one of the factors
which the Corps is required by law to take
into account in justifying the construction
and operation of multipurpose reservoirs,
the experience in Georgia has been that
recreational use is often hampered -and
severely curtailed as the result of periodic
drawdowns of the reservoirs for other purposes; and
''Whereas, the present policy of according
water recreation a relatively low priority in
the management of Corps reservoirs in
Georgia is not a realistic evaluation of the
importance of water recreation to the economy of the State and the general public
interest.
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the General Assembly of Georgia, that this Body re-

spectfully memorializes the Congress of the
United States and the Chief of the United
States Corps of Engineers to recognize that
recreation needs and deserves a higher priority in the management of Corps of Engineers reservoirs, and to take such steps as
are necessary to insure that higher priority
will be given.
"Be it further resolved, That the Clerk of
the House transmit copies of this Resolution
to the Chief of the United States Army Corps
of Engineers and to the Speaker of the House
of Representatives and the President of the
Senate, and to each Senator and Representative from Georgia in the Congress of the
United States."
A resolution of the citty of South Miatm,
Fla., requesting the National Aeronautics a.nd
Space Administr'ation to designate oape Kennedy as t!he opemtiona-1 base for the Space
Shuttle system: to the Committee on Aeronautics and Space Sciences.
C:XVII--536-Part 7

REPORT OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC
COM:MITTEE (S. REPT. 92-49) ON
THE 1971 ECONOMIC REPORT OF
THE PRESIDENT
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, under
the Employment Act of 1946, the Joint
Economic Committee is required to submit a report each year to both the Senate
and House of Representatives conveying
its findings and recommendations with
respect to each of the main recommendations made by the President in the Economic Report. The report is to serve as a
guide to the several committees of Congress dealing with legislation relating to
economic issues.
Normally, the filing date for the report
is March 1 but this year the Congress authorized the committee, in Public Law
92-2, da'ted March 5, 1971, to extend our
normal period and file on or before April
1.
As chairman of the Joint Economic
Committee, I am pleased to file the report herewith. In so doing, I would like to
commend my colleagues on the committee for their highly competent handling
of this responsibility. It was a great
pleasure and privilege for me to work
with them.
I submit the report to be printed together with the statement of committee
agreement, minority, and supplementary
views.

BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
INTRODUCED
The following bills and joint resolutions were introduced, read the first time,
and, by unanimous consent, the second
time, and referred as indicated:
By Mr. METCALF:
S. 1405. A bill to estaJblish the Missouri
Breaks Scenic Recreation River in the State
of Montana. Referred to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs; and
S. 1406. A bill to amend section 104 of
the Truth in Lending Act. Referred to the
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs.
By Mr. CHURCH (for himself and
Mr. JoRDAN of Idaho):
S. 1407. A bill to establish the Sawtooth
National Recreation Area in the State of
Idaho, to temporarily withdraw certain national forest land in the State of Idaho from
the operation of the U.S. mining laws, and
for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mil". MUSKIE (for himself, Mr.
JAcKsoN, Mr. JAvrrs, Mr. METCALF,
Mr. Moss, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr.
STEVENSON, and Mr. TuNNEY}:
S. 1408. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to permit certain
tax-exempt organizations to engage in communications with legislative bodies, and
committees and members thereof. Referred
to the Coffilnittee on Finance; and
By Mr. MUSKIE:
S. 1409. A bill for the relief of Victor
Frederick Sellier. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HUMPHREY (for himself, Mr.
HART, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. MONDALE,
Mr. MUSK.IE, and Mr. STEVENS):
S. 1410. A blll to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establiSib. a student internship program to offer students practical
political involvement with elected ofilcia.ls on
the local, State, and Federal levels of government. Referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
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By Mr. BENTSEN:
S. 1411. A bill for the relief of Ulrich Otten (also known as Heinz Erhardt Nas.s).
Elke Otten, and Michael Wunderwald. Re·
ferred to the Committee on the Judiciary,
By Mr. BEALL:
S. 1412. A bill for the relief of John T. Fitzwater. Referred to the Coffilnittee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. KENNEDY (for himself, Mr.
BAYH, and Mr. MATHIAS);
S. 1413. A bill to amend section 553, title
5, United States Code, relating to administrative practice and procedure, to remove
certain exemptions from the requirement of
notice of proposed rulemaking. Referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. RIBICOFF:
S. 1414. A bill to amend the Social Security Act by providing for the establishment
of a child advocacy program. Referred to the
Committee on Finance.
By Mr. PEARSON:
S. 1415. A bill to amend the Interstate
Commerce Act in order to provide for the rail
transportation of freight for the Department
of Defense in general purpose box cars owned
by the United States. Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
By Mr. FONG:
S. 1416. A bill for the relief of Benito Chow
Wong (also known as Cho Chia Yuan), his
wife, Chan Pui Koon (also known as Chan
Pui Koon De Chow), and their children, Tin
Yee Chow and Elisa Chow Chow:
S. 1417. A bill for the relief of Rufina R.
Olpindo;
S. 1418. A bill for the relief of William
Phillips; and
S. 1419. A bill to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to provide that parents
of permanent residents be eligible to file for
the second preference category and to include sons and daughters within the provision relating to waiving the exclusion from
the United States for fraud. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. GRAVEL:
s. 1420. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the sale
of firearms to law enforcement officers who
are required to purchase their own firearms
for service use shall be exempt from excise
tax. Referred to the Committee on Finance.
By Mr. ANDERSON (for himself, Mr.
FuLBRIGHT, and Mr. SCOTT) (by request):
S. 1421. A bill to authorize the Smithsonian
Institution to acquire lands and to design a
radio-radar astronomical telescope for the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory for
the purpose of furthering scientific knowledge, and for other purposes. Referred to
the Committee on Rules and Administration.
By Mr. JAVITS:
S. 1422. A bill to establish a National Emergency Pr.ice Stabilization Board to protect
the public interest in price stability and the
control of lnfiation. Referred to the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Mairs.
By Mr. KENNEDY:
S. 1423. A bill to amend title 5, United
States Code, to provide for the establishment
of a Public Counsel Corporation to insure
ful'l participation by and on behailf of unrepresented citizens in administrative rulemaking proceedings. Referred to the Committee on 'the Judiciary.
By Mr. McGEE:
S. 1424. A bill to amend chapter 89 of title
5, United States Code, to !Provide improved
health benefits for Federal employees. Re•
ferred to the Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service.
By Mr. JAVITS {for himself, Mr.
HUGHES, and Mr. Moss):
S. 1425. A !hill to amend 'the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act
of 1970 to provide an increase in the appropriations IIIUthorizatlons for the Commission
on Marihuana and Drug Abuse. Referred to
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the Oommittee on L81bor and Public Welfare,
and ordered to be held at the desk until the
next session of the Senate.
By Mr. JAVITS (for himself and Mr.
BUCKLEY):
s. 1426. A bill to establish the Van BurenLindenwald Historic Site at Kinderhook,
N.Y., and for other purposes. Referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. TUNNEY (for himself, Mr.
BAYH, and Mr. CRANSTON):
s. 1427. A bill to amend the Disaster Relief
Act of 1970 to provide additional authority
for the cancellation of disaster and emergency loans. Referred to the Committee on
Public Works.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr. BAYH,
Mr. HART, Mr. HUMPHREY, Mr. JAVITS,
Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. STEVENSON, Mr.
HATFIELD, Mr. TuNNEY, Mr. TAFT, Mr.
MCGEE, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. WILLIAMS,
Mr. CANNON, Mr. PASTORE, and Mr.
ROTH):
S.1428. A bill to amend title 18 of the
United States Code by adding a new chapter
404 to establish an Institute for Continuing
Studies of Juvenile Justice. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.

STATEMENTS
ON
~ODUCED
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
By Mr. METCALF:
S. 1405. A bill to establish the Missouri Breaks Scenic Recreation River in
the State of Montana. Referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference a bill
to establish the Missouri Breaks Scenic
Recreation River in the State of Mon-

tana.

This bill is identical to S. 4580, which
I introduced on December 10, 1970. Introductory remarks appear on page
40831 of rtlhe CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of
that date, volume 116, part 30.
Supporters of this legislation include
the Montana Legislature. I ask unanimous consent to have printed at this
point in the RECORD the legislature's
Senate Joint Resolution 5, which was
signed by Gov. Forrest Anderson on
March 3, 1971.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
SENATE JOINT REsOLUTION 5
A joint resolution of the Senate and House
of Representatives of the State of Montana to the Montana Congressional delegation supporting the establishment of a
scenic recreation river along the Missouri
from Robinson Bridge to Fort Benton in
Montana and urging the Montana Congressional delegation to introduce and
support appropriate legislation
Whereas, that reach of the Missouri River from Robinson Bridge to Fort Benton in
Montana has great historic value, tremendous recreational potentialities, game and
wildlife that are attractive to the hunter
and fisherman, and still contains traces of
Lewis and Clark; and
Whereas, legislation has been introduced
into the United States congress to establish
that reach of the river as the Missouri Breaks
Scenic Recreation River; and
Whereas, the proposed legislation would
preserve aesthetic and historic values by
prohibiting impoundments on the wild and
scenic segments of the river; would perpetuate traditional uses of the area through administration under the Taylor Grazing Act
and allowance for mining and mineral leasing; would emphasize land requisition by

scenic easement and exchange and would DDt
require mandatory purchase of inholdings;
and would give the state of Montana responsibility through cooperative agreement.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
State of Montana:
That the legislative assembly of the state
of Montana supports the establishment of
the Missouri Breaks Scenic Recreation River
to provide for wild river a;reas, for scenic river areas, and for recreational areas readily
accessible by road in order to protect the
historic sites, provide for recreation, including hunting and fishing, and preserve the
area; and
Be it further resolved, that the legislative
assembly of the state of Montana endorses
legislation in the form of U.S. Senate Bill
No. 4580 which was under consideration by
the United States senate during the 91st
congress, and urges the introduction and
support of a like bill by the Montana congressional delegation during the 92nd congress; and
Be it further resolved, that the secretary
of state be instructed to send copies of this
resolution to the Honorable Mike Mansfield
and Lee Metcalf, senators from the state of
Montana, and the Honorable John Melcher
and Richard Shoup, congressmen from the
state of Montana.

By Mr. CHURCH (for himself and
Mr. JoRDAN of Idaho):
S. 1407. A bill to establish the Sawtooth National Recreation Area in the
State of Idaho, to temporarily withdraw
certain national forest land in the State
of Idaho from the operation of the U.S.
mining laws, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
SAWTOOTH NATIONAL RECREATIONAL AREA IN
IDAHO

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference, on behalf
of myself and my distinguished colleague
<Mr. JoRDAN), a bill to establish the Sawtooth National Recreation Area in the
State of Idaho, to temporarily withdraw
certain national forest land in the State
of Idaho from the operation of the U.S.
mining laws, and for other purposes.
The purpose of this bill, Mr. President,
is to preserve and protect the scenic, historic, pastoral, fish and wildlife, and
other recreational values of the Sawtooth Mountains and adjacent lands, as
well as the nearby White Cloud and
Boulder Mountains.
In addition to establishing the recreation area, the bill would designate the
Sawtooth Primitive Area, 201,000 acres
of spectacular alpine-type peaks, lakes,
and evergreen forests, as part of the national wilderness preservation system;
provide for a 5-year moratorium on new
mining entries, and direct the Secretary
of Interior to prepare a comprehensive
plan for establishing a national park in
the uplands of the area.
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developments, and a spacious setting for
hiking and horseback riding provide exceptional opportunities for full, yet uncrowded, use of the area.
Only 7 percent of the proposed NRA
is privately owned, most of it on the floor
of the valley where the flatlands were
brought under cultivation by pioneer
ranches. The purpose of the bill is not
to eliminate these private holdings, but
rather to prevent unsightly subdivision
of the valley.
The overall national recreation area
would embrace 752,000 acres of some of
the most dramatic mountain ranges,
colorful lakes and picturesque valley
ranchlands in the West. Whiteface cattle and rb ands of sheep graze behind log
fences, against a backdrop of distant
ranchhouses and green forests which
ascend to jagged and snowcapped peaks.
At the junction of the two of these valleys is the old "cow town" of Stanley,
sprawled like a western movieset at the
foot of the mountains.
It is the intent of this legislation, Mr.
President, to preserve the town of Stanley, and the valley ranches, with their
authentic western appearance. The Secretary of Agriculture, who would administer the recreation area, would publish regulations setting standards for the
use, subdivision and development of privately owned property within its boundaries. The Secretary could also obtain
scenic easements-by condemnation if
necessary-to assure that private land
is used in a manner which is not in conflict with the purposes of the act. Condemnation in fee would be used only to
acquire land for administrative and
other necessary facilities, and would be
limited to 5 percent of the .t otal private
acreage.
Commercial
development
now
threatens the valley and adjacent foothills, and there is urgent need for the
protection this legislation would provide.
East of the Sawtooths, the White
Cloud Mountains have undergone mineral prospeCting and pre-development
that could jeopardize their frag,ile
ecology. This bill would provide a 5year moratorium ·o n all new forms of location, entry and operation under the
mining laws in the area. Mining operations under valid existing rights would
be subject to regulation by the Forest
Service.
This would assure time in which the
Secretary of the Interior could complete
his comprehensive plan for a national
park within the area, and make his recommendations for the permanent management of the entire region.
The bill would not change the authority of the State or its political subdivisions to its exercise of civil or criminal
jurisdiction within the area or its rights
to tax persons, corporations, franchises,

The proposed national recreation area or property, including mineral of other

would be located 40 miles north of Idaho's interests.
internationally known Sun Valley resort,
Nor would it affect the jurisdiction or
and 75 miles east of Boise, the State's responsibilities of the State of Idaho
largest metropolitan area.
with respect to fishing and hunting. The
The natural sweep of the Sawtooth jurisdiction of the state and the United
valley and the beauty of the mountains States over waters of any stream inare inseparably linked. Five large lakes, cluded in the area would not be altered
numerous smaller lakes, the Salmon or affooted by the bill.
Mr. President, my distinguished colRiver with its abundance of both salmon
and trout, beautifully situated camp- league <Mr. JoRDAN) will explain the
grounds, splendid sites for winter sports legislative ntstory of this proposal, but I
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would like to pdint out that a Sawtooth
National Recreation Area bill has twice
been approved by the Senate. This proposal, however, has been oonsidembly refined. An identical bill is being introduced in the House by the other Members of the Idaho delegation <Mr. McCLURE and Mr. HANSEN) Who believe it
will have a good chance of favorable
action in this session of the Congress.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the measure appear
in the RECORD at the conclusion of our
introductory remarks.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore <Mr. METCALF). Without objection,
it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1.)
Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President,
for the fourth successive Congress,
I am pleased to join my distinguished
colleague, Senator CHURCH, in the introduction of a jointly sponsored bill to authorize creation of the Sawtooth National Recreation Area in the State of
Idaho. I am also pleased that our congressional colleagues are this day introducing a companion measure in the
House.
This proposed 752,000-acre National
Recreation Area in the heart of some of
the most beautiful mountains, lake country, and forest land in the West has the
potentiality of becoming recognized as
one of the world's great alpine scenic and
recreational areas with a distinctively
"Old West" atmosphere.
Included in the proposed Sawtooth
NRA are 725,000 acres of National Forest and Public Domain lands, 25,000
acres of private lands, and 2,000 acres of
State lands. Because of this very high
proportion of Federal lands, acquisitions
in fee would be minimal and development costs extremely moderate.
Three mountain ranges are includedthe Sawtooths, the White Cloud Peaks,
and the Boulder Mountains. These
mountains are accented with spectacular
peaks, girdled with crystalline lakes, and
the watersheds are the source of some of
the Nation's most beautiful tributary
streams and rivers.
The valleys and the lowland country
are dotted by rustic ranch buildings,
sheep and cattle graze on the verdant
meadowland, and pack train load up at
the ranch headquarters for hunting and
camping trips into the rO'adless, essentially unspoiled back country. Visitors to
the picturesque Sawtooth and Stanley
Basins agree that this atmosphere has
made their dreams of the old West come

true.
We have been striving since 1966 to
adequately preserve and manage this
outstanding area in south-central Idaho,
which is now being subjected to the
heavy pressures of real estate speculation and modernday development.
Two Church-Jordan national recreation area bills have been approved by the
Senate, the latest being S. 853, which
passed unanimously on July 2, 1969. The
area has been subjected to a joint Forest
Service-National Park Service study, and
extensive hearings have been held, both
in the field and here in Washington.
The bill which we are introducing here
today differs from the Senate-approved
bill of last session in three major respects.

The acreage of the proposed Sawtooth
NRA has been increased from 508,250
acres to 752,000 acres. This permits inclusion of the Boulder Mountains in the
southeast corner, a strip along the Salmon River north of the White Cloud
Peaks, and a small area along the northwest approach to the Sawtooth Mountains. The areas added are largely Federal lands.
This bill proposes Wilderness status,
under the National Wilderness Act, for
the Sawtooth Primitive .A,rea, based upon
the Wilderness Act study recently completed by the Forest Service. The bill also
directs that wilderness studies by expedited on suitable Federal lands elsewhere
within the NRA boundary.
In addition, the new bill requires the
Director of the National Park Service to
make an impact study, designate boundaries, and propose a draft bill for creation of a national park within this area.
National Park proposals have been advanced for this area since the early part
of the century, but aside from participating in the joint FS-NPS stu-dy in the
early 1960's, the Park Service has not
made an in-depth analysis of the impact
that the creation of a national park
would have on this particular area. other
provisions of the bill authorize funds for
this NPS analysis and decree a 5-year
moratorium on mining operations as interim protection for the land.
The information that will be derived
from this NPS analysis and the studies
currently being made by the Forest
Service and the Geological Survey will
be necessary for subsequent consideration of a Sawtooth National Park bill.
The USGS mineral surveys and environmental studies of the Forest Service will
not be COIIl!Pleted until 1973.
Passage of this bill will not preclude
later enactment of a national park bill.
Conversely, eventual consideration of
park legislation will not proolude continued management of the area as a Forest Service National Recreation Area and
Forest Wilderness, if the State and the
Congress conclude that the approach
proposed in this legislation is adequate
for protecting and managing the area.
This legislation not only has the collective support of the Idaho congressional delegation, but the Idaho Legislature also has recently memorialized the
Congress to establish a Sawtooth National Recreation Area.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed the resolution of the
Idaho State Legislature, at this point in
my remarks.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
(Legislature of the State of Idaho]
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, HOUSE
JOINT MEMORIAL

No. 1,

BY RESOURCES AND

CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

A joint memorial to the President of the
United States, the Honorable Senate and
House of Representatives of the United
States in Congress assembled, the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
the Senate Committee on Interior and
Insul.a.r Aff-atrs, and to the Senators and
Representatives representing this State in
the Congress of the United States
We, your Memorialists, the Senate and
House of Representatives of the state of
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Idaho assembled in the First Regular Session
of the Forty-first Idaho Legislature, do
respectfully represent that:
Whereas, the Congress of the United States
has before it various proposals for legislation
which would affect the future management
of the present Sawtooth Prlm.itive Area and
adjacent lands; and
Whereas, this is a region of incomparable
scenic beauty and a rich historical past; and
Whereas, this area is under increasing
pressures of public and private use; and
Whereas, uncontrolled development in the
Sawtooth Valley, the Stanley Basin, and the
environs of the sawtooths threaten destruction of the natural beauty of the area; and
Whereas, it is urgently required, in the
public interest, that a definite permanent
plan for the management of the Sawtooths
be adopted as soon as possible; and
Whereas, this matter has been the subject
of considerable study by the United States
Congress including public hearings in the
area of the Sawtooths; and
Whereas, the weight of past study and
public sentiment favors the creation of a
Sawtooth National Recreation Areas; and
Whereas, such action would permit continued management of the Sawtooths by the
United States Forest Service, alloWing the
broadest multiple use of the area--for
example, permitting grazing and timber
management where possible; and
Whereas, a national recreation area would
permit continued management of fish and
game by the Idaho Fish and Game Department.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the First
Regular Session of the Forty-first Idaho Legislature, now in session, the Senate and
House of Representflltives concurring, that we
most respectfully urge the Congress of the
United States of America to proceed at the
earliest possible date to enact the necessary
legislation to authorize rthe establishment of
the Sawtooth National Recreation Area and
Wilderness.
Be it further resolved that the Chief Clerk
of the House of Representatives be, and she
is hereby authorized and directed to forward
copies of this Memorial to the President and
the Vice President of the United States, the
Speaker of the House of Representatives of
Congress, to the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, to the Senate
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
and to the Senators and Representatives
representing this state in the Congress of
the United States.
Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President,
4 years ago, when Senator CHuRcH and I
introduced the first Sawtooth National
Recreation Area bill to pass the Senate,
S. 1267, I made the following statement
in a floor speech:
Presently, the beauty and unique western
character of this environment is being
threatened in some measure by subdivision of the meadows and fields near highway
93 in the Sawtooth Valley. Some of this development is incompatible With the scenic
and historic integrity of the area. To protect this integrity we need regulation of
development and scenic easements.
This development pressure has increased during the intervening years,
and the upland area in the White Clouds
has been undergoing intensive mineral
prospecting and predevelopment work.
Time is of the essence to preserve this
magnificent area and give the Forest
Service adequate authority to properly
manage it.
I sincerely hope that the Senate will
approve this bill so that 1971 can see the
establishment of one of the Nation's
finest national rcreation areas in the
heartland of Idaho's alpine paradise.
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tary to acquire a n interest in private property within the recreation area without the
A bill to establish the Sawtoot h National owner's consent and by means of condeinnaRecreation Area in the State of Idaho, to tion shall be limited to( 1) the acquisition of scenic easements
temporarily Withdraw certain national forest land in the Stalte of Idaho from the op- when the private owner is unwillin g to use
his
property in conformance with the standeration of the United States min'lng laws,
ards of a use provided for in subsection (b)
and for other purposes
of this section, and
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
(2) the acquisition of easements for access
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That, in to and utilization of public property, and
order to assure the preservation orf, and to the acquisition of land for recreation and
protect the scenic, historic, pastoral, fish other administrative facilities: Provided,
and wildlife, and other recreational values of That such acquisitions shall not exceed 5
the Sawtooth Mountains and adjacent lands, per centum of the total acreage of all prithere is hereby established, subject to vaJlid vate property within the recreation area as
existing rights, rthe Sawtooth National Rec- of the effective date of this act.
(b) The Secretary shall make and publish
reation Area.
SEc. 2. The boundaries of the :recreation regulations setting standards for the use,
area shall be those shown on the map entitled subdivision, and development of privately
"Proposed Sawtooth National Recreation owned property ·w ithin the boundaries of the
Area" dated March 1971, which is on file and recreat ion area. Such regulations shall be
available for public inspection in rthe office generally in furtherance of the purposes of
of the Chief, Forest Service, Depoa.rtment of this Act and shall have the object of assurAgriculture. The Secretary of Agriculture ing that the highest and •b est private use,
(hereinafter called the "Secretary") shall, as subdivision, and development of such prisoon a.s practicable after the date rthis Act vately owned property is consistent With the
takes effect, publlish in the Federal Register purposes of this Act and with the overall
a notice of the establishment of 1Jhe Sawtooth general plan of the Sawtooth National RecNaJtional Recreation Area, together with a de- reation Area. Such regulations shall be as
tailed description and map showing the detailed and specific as is reasonably required to accomplish such objective and purboundaries thereof.
SEC. 3. The Secretary shall administer the pose. Such regulations may differ amongst
Sawtooth National Recreation Area in ac- the several parcels of private land in the
cordance with the la.ws, rules , and regula- boundaries and may from time to time be
tions applicable to the National Forests in amended lby lthe Secretary. All regulations
such manner as w'ill best provide for ( 1) the adopted under this section shall! be promulproteotlon and conservation of the salmon gated in conformity with the provisions of
and other fisheries; (2) the conservation and the Administrative Procedure Act. The
development of scenic, historic, pastoral, United States Dis'tri~t Court for .t he District
wildlife, and other values, contributing to of Idaho shall have jurisdiction to •r eview
and a vailable for public enjoyment, includ- such regulations after their effective date,
ing the preservation of sites associated with upon a complaint filed by any affect ed landand typifying the economic and social his- owner, in an action for a declaratory judgtory orf the American West; and (3) on fed- ment.
(c) To assure that private land within the
erally owned lands, management, utiliZJation,
and disposal orf natural resources, such as boundaries of the national recreation area
lumbering, grazing, and mining, that wm is used in a manner which is not detrimental
not substantially impair the purposes for to the purposes of this Aot, the Secretary
is authorized to procure •b y gift, purchase
which the recreation area is established.
SEc. 4. Subject to the limitations herein- with donated or appropriated funds, or
after set forth, the Secretary may acquire by otherwise, scenic easements within the
purchase with donated or appropriaJted funds, ·b oundaries of the recreation area.
by gift, exchange, bequest, or otherwise, such
As used in this Act the term "scenic easelands or interests therein within the boun- ment" means the right to control the use
daries of the recreation tarea as he determines of land in order to protedt the esthetic vruues
to be needed for the purposes of rthis Act. for the purposes of this Act, •b ut shaM. not
But, any property or interest within the rec- preclude the continuation of any use exerreation area owned by the State of Idaho or cised by the owner as of the date of this Ao't.
any political subdivision thereOf may be ac(d) Where an owner of private property
quired under the aU!thority of this Act only within the exterior boundaries orf the recwith the concurrence of the owner.
~eation area as of the date of this Ao't or his
In exercising his authority to acquire heirs a nd devisees, desires to dispose of such
property by exchange, the Secretary may ac- property to the Federal Government, the Seccept title to any non-Federal property or in- retary shall purchase said property at a price
terests therein located within the boundaries ·t haJt shall include compensation for any deof the recreation area and convey to the crease in the value thereof not previously
grantor of such property any federally owned compensated for under the provisions of this
property or interests therein within the State Act that may have resulted from the proof Idaho under the jurisdiction of the Secre- mulgation of regulations, standards, or other
tary, notwithstanding any other provision of consequences of ·t he establishment of the
law. The properties so exchanged shall be ap- recreation area. In the event the Secre·t ary
proximately equal in fair market value: and the owner are unable to agree upon the
Provided, That the Secretary may accept purchase price, and the Secretary declines
cash from or pay cash to the grantor in such to complete the purchase, the owner may file
an exchange in order to equalize the values a complaint setting out these facts, together
with a good and sufficient deed to the propof the properties exchanged.
Notwithstanding any other provision of erty, in the United States District Court for
law, any Federal property located within the the District of Idaho. After the filing of an
recreation area may, with the concurrence answer .b y the United States, the case shall
of the agency having custody thereof, be be treated to the extent possible, in the same
transferred without consideration to the ad- manner as an action for the condemnation
ministrative jurisdiction of the Secretary for of property brought by the United States:
use by him in carrying out the purposes of Provided, however, That the provisions of
this Act. Lands acquired by the Secretary or this subsection shall cease to be ineffect
transferred to his administrative jurisdic- after a period CY.f ten years from the date of
tion within the recreation area shall become the enactment of this Act.
SEc. 6. (a) The area classified as the Sawparts of the recreation area and of the national forest within or adjacent to which tooth Primitive Area, as generally depicted
as the "Sawtooth Wilderness-Prqposed" on
they are located.
SEc. 5. (a) The authority of the Secre- the map referenced in Section 2 of this Act,

s. 1407
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is hereby designated as the Sawtooth Wilderness within and as a part of the Boise
National Forest, Challis National Forest and
Sa wtoot h NS~tional Forest, comprising an
area of approximately two hundred and
one thousand oores.
(b) As soon as practicable after this Act
takes effect, the Secretary shall file a map
and a legal description of the Sawtooth Wilderness wit h the Interior and Insular Affairs
Committees of the United States Senate and
the House of Representatives, and such description soon have the same force and
effect as if included in this Act; Provided,
however, that correction of clerical and
typographical errors in such legal description and map may be made.
(c) The Sawtooth Wilderness shall be administered by the Secretary in accordance
wi•t h the provisions of the Wilderness Act
governing areas designated ·b y that Act as
wilderness areas, except that any reference
in such provisions to the effective date of
the Wilderness Act shall be deemed to be
a reference to the effective date of this Act.
(d) The previous classificat ion of the Sawtooth Primitive Area is hereby abolished.
SEc. 7. The Secretary of Agriculture shall,
as soon as practicable after the enactment
of this Act, review the undeveloped and unimproved portion or portions of the Recreation Area as to suitS~bility or non-suitability
for preservation as a part of the National
Wilderness Preservation System. In conducting his review, the Secretary of Agriculture shall comply with the provisions of
sub-section 3 (d) of the Wilderness Act of
September 3, 1964 (78 Stat. 892) relating to
public notice, public hearings, and review
by States and other agencies, and shall advise t h e Senat e and House of Representatives of his recommendations with respect
t o t he designation as wilderness of t he area
or areas reviewed.
SEc. 8. The Secretary may cooperate with
other Federal agencies, with State and local
public agencies, and with private individuals
and agencies in the development and operation of facilities a.nd services in the area
in furtherance of the purposes of this Act,
including, but not limited to, the rest oration
and maintenance of the historic setting and
background of the frontier ranch-type town
of St anley.
SEc. 9. Nothing in this Act shall diminish,
enlarge, or modify any right of the Sta.te of
Idaho, or any political subdivision thereof,
to exercise civil and criminal jurisdiction
within the recreation area or of rights to tax
persons, corporations, franchises, or property,
including mineral or other interests, in or
on lands or waters within the recreation area.
SEc. 10. Nothing in this Act shall affect
the jurisdiction or responsibiUties of the
St ate of Idaho under other provisions of
law with respect to hunting and fishing.
SEc. 11. The juriscliction of the State and
the United States over walters of any stream
included in the Sawtooth National Recreation Area shall be determined by established
principles of law. Under the provisions of
this Act, any taking by the United States of
a water right which is vested under eit her
State or Federal law at the time of enactment
of this Act shall constitute an express or implied claim or denial on the part of the Federal Government as to exemption from State
water laws.
SEC. 12. (a.) In order to perinit adequate
time to study and determine the provisions
desirable and necessary for management of
the Federal lands described 1n section 2 of
this Act, said lands are hereby withdrawn,
subject to valid and existing claims, from all
forms of location, entry, and operation under the Inining laws of the United States
for a period of five years from the date of
this Act.
(b) The provisions of section 5 of the Act
of May 10, 1872 (30 U.S.C. 28) , which require
that on eooh mining claim located after May
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10, 1872, not less than $100 worth of labor
shall be performed or improvements made
during each year urutil paterut has been issued therefore, shall not apply until six
months after the expiration of this withdrawal, to claims or interests in claims located within said area. No mining claim or
any interest in a claim within said area shall
be subject ;00 forfeiture by nonperformance
of annual assessment work during the
period ending six months after the expiration
of this withdrawal: Provided, however, the
claimant of any min1ng location shall, before
the expiration of each assessment year during
the withdrawal, file or cause to be filed in
the office where the location notice or certificate is recorded a notice that he desires
to hold his mining claim or interest therein.
SEc. 13. The Congress hereby recogn1zes
and declares the need to take action to regulate the use and protect the surface values
of the federal lands described in section 2
of this Act, and directs that necessary rules
and regulations shall be jointly promulgated
and issued by the Secretary of Agriculture
and the Secretary of the Interior. Such regulations shall include, when deemed necessary, provisions for control of the use of
motorized and mechanical equipment for
transportation over, or alteration of, the
surface of such Federal land in connection
with any authorized activities on such land,
including but not limited to mineral prospecting, exploration, or development and
mining operations.
SEc. 14. Patents shall not hereafter be issued for locations and claims heretofore or
hereafter made in the area described in section 2 under the mining laws of the Un1ted
States. This shall not be construed as preventing or interfering with the full exercise
of the rights of the holder of a valid claim
to further prospect, develop, and mine any
such claim subject to compliance with the
rules and regulations covering the Federal
land on which any such claim is located.
SEc. 15. Money appropriated from the land
and water conservation fund shall be available for the acquisition of lands and scen1c
easements for purposes of establishing the
Sawtooth National Recreation Area. There 1s
hereby authorized to be appropriated $30,000,000 for the development of recreation
and related fac111ties and for the acquisition
of land and interests in land pursuant to
this Act.
SEc. 16. (a) The Secretary of the Interior,
in consul-tation with appropriate Federal,
State, and local agencies, shall make a
comprehensive analysis of the natural, economic, and cultural values of the Sawtooth
National Recreation Area for the purpose of
evaluating the potentiality of establishing
therein a national park or other un1t of the
national park system. He shall submit a
report of the results of the analysis along
with his recommendations to the Congress
by December 31, 1973.
('b) His report shall show that in making
the aforesaid recommendations he took into
consideration, among other thing..s,
(1) the feasible alternative uses of the land
and the long- and short-term effect of such
alternative uses upon, but not limited to, the
following:
(A) the State and local economy,
(B) the natural and cUltural environment,
(C) the management and use of water resources,
(D) the management of grazing, timber,
mineral and other commercial activilties,
(E) the management of fish and wildlife
resources,
(F) the cont in ued occupancy of existing
homesit es, campsites, commercial and public

recreation enterprises, and other privately

owned properties and the future development of •t 'he same,
(G) the interrelation between Recreation
Areas, wilderness areas and Park lands, and
(2) the establishment of a national park
in the mountain peaks and upland areas to-

gether wit h such portions of the Naltional
Recreation Area as may be necessary and appropriate for the proper administration and
public use of and access to such park lands,
leaving the valleys and low-lyin g lands available for multiple-use purposes.
(c) Any recommendation for the esta blishment of a unit of the National Park sys tem
shall be accompanied by ( 1) a master plan
for the development and admln1stration of
such un1t, indicating proposed boundaries,
access or other roads, visitor facilities, and
proposed management concepts applicable to
such un1ts; (2) a strutement of the estimated
Federal cost for acquisition, development,
and operation of such unit; and (3) proposed
legislation for establishment of such Park
administrat ive unit.
(d) There are authorized to be appropriated not more than $50,000 to carry out
the provisions of this section.
SEC. 17. If any provision of this Act is declared to be invalid, such declaration shall
not affect the validity of any other provision hereof.

By Mr. MUSK.IE (for himself, Mr.
JACKSON, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. METCALF, Mr. Moss, Mr. RANDOLPH,
Mr. STEVENSON, and Mr. TuNNEY):

S. 1408. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 so as to permit
certain tax-exempt organizations to engage in communications with legislative
bodies, and committees and members
thereof. Referred to the Committee on
Finance.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, today I
am introducing a bill that would revise
the tax code to allow tax-exempt charitable organizations to advoca'te the public interest directly before Congress on
an equal basis with private business.
The March 4 issue of the Washington
Post and the March 8 issue of the New
York Times contained advertisements
paid for by an organization named American Labor and Industry for the SST.
This organization was recently formed
to develop and coordinate industry and
grassroots support for the supersonic
transport. The organization is a business
association, organized pursuant to section 501(c) (6) of the Internal Revenue
Code. As such, it is tax exempt, and for
Federal income tax purposes contributions to it are deductible. Thus the massive lobbying effort which has been
launched in support of the SST is, in
effect, subsidized by the Federal Government by means of favorable tax treatment.
Mr. President, in 1962 I supported the
amendment to section 162 of the Internal
Revenue Code which permits tax-exempt
business associations such as the SST
coalition to engage in lobbying activities.
I did so to assure that Congress would
have the most complete record possible
as it considers legislation. I did so with
the feeling that the denial of tax-exempt
status for such organizations would
hamper their ability to communicate
effectively with the Congress on matters
where their expertise, experience, and
interest were directly involved. The 1962
amendment which added section 162(e)
to the tax laws has resulted in a flow of
valuable information to the Congress.
Public interest and environmental organizations, however, are legally prohibited from contributing to the legis-
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lative process. These organizations can
be a valuable source of information; they
can broaden legislators' understanding of
proposed legislation; and they can suggest valuable legislative alternatives.
Tax-exempt status is available to these
organizations, only so long as no substantial part of their activities constitutes attempts to influence legislation.
This limitation has had a severe impact
on the ability of charitable and public
interest groups to participate meaningfully in the formulation of public policy.
A determination that such an organization has engaged "substantially" in attempting to affect legislation will result
in a denial of tax-exempt status and a
consequent denial of deductions for contributions which the organization receives. This is the equivalent to death for
many of them. Even a review of their
tax-exempt status can dry up desperately
needed funds. It makes no sense to decide that these organizations operate in
the public interesot and grant them taxexempt status and then silence them
when they attempt to speak to those who
must decide public policy.
The groups which suffer most under
these limitations of the Internal Revenue Code are civil rights organizations,
consumer and environmental groups, and
the recently established public interest
law firms. The outstanding characteristic
of these groups has been their advocacy
of the views of those who are underrepresented before governmental agencies, in the courts, and Congress. It is
fundamental to our constitutional system that they should have equal access
along with business groups and others in
presenting views to Congress. This is so,
not because the views of the public interest groups are necessarily correct, but
because in considering the increasingly
complex matters which come before it,
the Congress should hear and weigh all
views to the fullest extent possible.
On this point, it is instructive to review
the language of the Senate committee
report which a'Ccompanied the 1962 trade
lobbying provision. The committee
stated:
It is also desirable that taxpayers who have
information bearing on the impact of present laws, or proposed legislation, on their
trade or business not be discouraged in making the information avalla;ble to the members
of the Congress or legislators in other levels
of Government. The presentation of such
information to the legislators is necessary to
a proper evaluation on their part of the impact of present or proposed legislation. s.
Rept. No. 1881, 7th Congress, 2nd Session.

This reasoning is eminently sound and
should be applied fairly to all groups
which represent interests affected by
legislation.
Today the business community spends
enormous sums of money trying to influence public opinion and Congress on legislative matters. Yet public interest
groups, conservation groups, and other
nonprofit tax-exempt
organizations
speaking for other parts of our society,
have their voices stified by the tax code.
Why should the Government encourage
private business to communicate with
Congress by making lobbying a business
expense which can be deducted from
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(f) as subsection (g) and inserting after
subsection (e) the following new subsection:
"(f) APPEARANCES, ETC., WrrH RESPECT TO
LEGISLATION." ( 1) IN GENERAL.-In the case of an organization described in section 509(a) (1),
(2), or (3), none of the following activities
shall be deemed 'carrying on propaganda, or
otherwise attempting, to influence legislation':
"(A) appearances before, submission of
statements to, or sending communications
to, the committees, or individual members,
of Congress or of any legislative body of a
State, a possession of the United States, or
a political subdivision of any of the foregoing with respect to legislation or proposed
legislation of direct interest to the organization; or
"(B) Communication of information between the organization and its members or
contributors with respect to legislation or
proposed legislation of direct interest to the
organization.
"(2) MATTERS OF DIRECT INTEREST--For
purposes of paragraph (1), matters of direct
interest to the organization are those directly affecting any purpose for which it is organized and operated.
"(3) LIMITATION.-Paragra.ph {1) shall not
apply to any attempt to influence the general public, or segments thereof, with respect
to legislative matters, elections, or .referenduxns."
SEc. 2. Section 170(c) of such Code is
amended by adding the following new sentence at the end thereof:
"As used in subparagraph (D) of paragraph
(2), the phrase 'carrying on propaganda, or
otherwise attempting, to influence legislation'
shall be subject to the exception set forth in
section 501 (f)."
SEC. 3. Section 2055 (a) of such Code is
amended by adding the following new sentence at the end thereof:
"As used in paragraphs {2) and (3), the
phrase 'carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to 1nfluence legislation' shall be
subject to the exception set forth in section 501 (f)."
SEc. 4. Section 2106{a) (2) (A) of such Code
is amended by adding the following new sentence at the end thereof:
"As ~sed in clauses (ii) and (iii), the
phrase carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to dnfiuence legislation'
shall be subject to the exception set forth in
section 501 (f)."
SEC. 5. Section 2522 of such Code is
amended by redesignating subsections (c)
and {d) as subsections (d) and {e) and inserting after subsection {b) the following
new subsection:
"(C) CARRYING ON PROPAGANDA, OR OTHERWISE ATTEMPTING, TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION.-As used in paragra.ph (2) of subsection (a) and in paragraphS {2) and (3) of
subsection (b) , the phrase 'carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence
legislation' shall be subject to the exception
set forth in section 501 {f)."
SEc. 6. These amendments shall be applica.ble to taxable years beginning after the
date of enactment thereof and to estates of
decedents dying after the date of enactment
thereof.
RECOMMENDED AMENDMENT
Resolved, That the American Bar Associs. 1408
ation recommends to the Congress that the
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended
of 1954 so as to permit certain tax exempt to permit organizations which are exempt
organizations to engage in communica- from taxation under section 501 (c) {3) (e.g.,
tions with legislative bodies, and com- religious, charitable, scientific, and educamittees and members thereof
tional organizations) to engage in direct leg-

taxes, while preventing strong efforts of
public-interest groups to speak to lawmakers by removing their tax-exempt
status when they raise their voices?
I believe that voices of the environmentalists, of the civil rights and poverty groups, of public interest law firms,
are just as important--if not more im~
portant today-than the already finely
orchestrated views of private business
pursuing private policy.
Accordingly, I am today introducing a
bill to amend section 501 of the Internal
Revenue Code. The amendment would
permit certain charitable and educational organizations which qualify as tax exempt under section 501 (c) (3) to communicate directly with Congress, with
the legislatures of the States, and with
their members, to affect legislation of
direct interest to the organization.
The amendment would not apply to
those charitable organizations which are
private ·f oundations. Therefore, it would
not affect the activities of any private
foundation as defined in the Tax Reform
Act of 1969.
Nor would the amendment change the
provision of existing law which denies
exempt status to organizations which engage in so-called grassroots lobbying, or
which participate in political campaigning on behalf of a candidate for public
office.
The amendment would allow charitable organizations which rely on public
support to express their views in appropriate ways before the Congress, without the fear of losing their tax exemption.
Those who control the power of government are not responsive enough to
the needs of our people. Congress itself
is not as accessible as it should be, and
it is often accessible only to the privileged few. If we are to maintain a demo~
cratic form of government in practice,
and if the Congress is to reach reasoned
judgments on the important issues before it, we must assure that every segment of our society is able to communicate with Congress. With its present restrictions, the Tax Code seriously impedes such communication. I hope the
Congress will remove that impediment
and restore full access to information
which we need in order to consider fairly
the issues which come ~before us.
The bill which I offer today is modeled
after a resolution of the American Bar
Association which recommended in 1969
an amendment to the Internal Revenue
Code to accomplish these same purposes.
I ask unanimous consent that the text of
the ABA resolution and recommende-d
amendment be printed in the RECORD,
along with the text of my bill.
There being no objection, the bill and
material were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:

Be it enacted by the Senate ana House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That Sec-

tion 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 is amended by redesignating subsection

islative activity with respect to matters of
direct interest without losing their tax exempt status and without loss of tax deductions for contributions made to such organizations.· and
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Further Resolved, That the Association
proposes that these results be effected by
amending sections 170, 501, 2055, 2106 and
2522 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;
and
Further Resolved, That the Section of Taxation !s directed to urge the following
amendments, or their equivalent in purpose
and effect, upon the proper comxnittees of
Congress:
SEC. 1. Section 501 is amended by redesignating subsection (e) as subsection (f) and
inserting after subsection (d) the following
new subsection (insert new matter in
italics):
(c) APPEARANCES, ETC., WITH RESPECT TO
LEGISLATION(1) None of the following activities by an
organization described in subsection (c) (3)
shall be deemed "carrying on propaganda, or
otherwise attempting, to influence legislation":
(A) Appearances before, submission of
statements to, or sending communications
to, the committees, or individual members,
of Congress or of any legislative body of a
State, a possession of the United States, or a
political subdivision of any of the foregoing
with respect to legislation or proposed legislation of direct interest to the organization.
(B) Communication of information between the organization and its members or
contributors with respect to legislation or
proposed legislation of direct interest to the
organization.
(C) For purposes of this paragraph, matters of direct interest to the organization
include(i) those directly affecting its exemption
under this section;
(ii) those directly affecting the deduction
of contributions to such organization under
sections 170, 642, 2055, 2106, or 2522;
(iii) those directly affecting any exempt
purpose or junction tor which the organization was organized and is operating, in the
case of an organization which normally receives a substantial part of its support (exclusive of income received in the exercise CYI'
performance by such organization of its
charitable, educational, or other purpose or
junction constituting the basis for its exemption under this section) from the United
States or any State or possession or political
subdivision thereof or from direct or indirect contributions from the general public.
(2) Activities described in paragraph (1)
shall not include any attempt to influence
the general public, or segments thereof, with
respect to legislative matters, elections or referendums.

By Mr. HUMPHREY (for himself,
Mr. HART, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr.
'MONDALE, Mr. MUSKIE, and Mr.
STEVENS):
S. 1410. A bill to amend the Higher
Education Act of 1965 to establish a student internship program to offer students practical political involvement
with elected officials on the local, State,
and Federal levels of government. Referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
INTERNS FOR POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, on
behalf of Senators HART, MATHIAS, MoNDALE, MUSKIE, STEVENS, and myself, I in-

troduce a bill to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a student
internship program to offer students
practical political involvement with
elected officials on the local, State, and
Federal levels of government.
Mr. President, this Congress has passed
and sent to the States for ratification the
26th amendment to the Constitution of
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the United States, which would permit
Americans 18 years of age and older to
vote in all elections. Last year the Congress extended this right for all Fede:ral
elections.
Those who are 16¥2 years old today
will be voting for President of the United
States next year and quite possibly all
other offices as well.
There wlil be some 11.2 million young
persons eligible to vote for the first time
in 1972, thanks to this new law lowering
the voting age from 21 to 18.
I am proud to report that the State of
Minnesota was the first to ratify the new
amendment that will add 221,000 new
voters 18, 19, and 20 years old in our State
alone.
These new voters will be an unpredictable, unknown, and unmeasurable element. The politician who assumes they
will vote as their parents tell them to are
in for a rude awakening.
The politician who ignores them is in
for defeat.
The politician who hopes ro win their
support must speak to the future and a
vision of a better tomorrow.
Young voters are not going to be satisfied with the old politics of carping criticism and partisan attack.
They are going to want in their candidates people who speak to the ideals of
young America-they are going to want
men and women who give young people
a chance to participate in the building
of the America of tomorrow which will
be theirs.
The founders of our Nation were not
afraid of the young voter-many were
young themselves-Thomas Jefferson
was 33 when the revolution began and
Alexander Hamilton was only 20-and
they wanted young people involved in
government. That is why our Constitution provides a person can be a Congressman at the age of 25, a Senator at 30,
and President of the United States at 35.
In the past few years, the American
people have suddenly been reawakened
to the very real force which young people in politics can represent.
This irresistible urge to participate is
fired by the refusal of the youth of our
country to accept the flaws in our society. They want change, and rightly so.
I say to the political leaders of either
party who find this development troublesome, and who are alarmed because this
generation can neither be bought nor
ignored-get with it, or get out of the
way.
I say to the young people, if you are
to be true to yourself, listen to your own
conscience, and then wade in and seek
a meaningful experience in practical,
real politics and community action.
You cannot change things by standing on the outside shouting about it.
You have got to get involved.
It is time we brought students directly
into our political life. Not just stuffing
envelopes or running mimeograph machines in campaigns, but playing a significant role.
We already have a limited program of
congressional fellowships and internships,
but we have got to do more, and not
just in the Congress but on all levels of
government, and in a coordinated man-

ner to give each step continuity and
added meaning.
That is why I am introducing today
the Interns for Political Leadership Act.
This would be a greatly expanded program of practical political education and
participation.
In the first year, about 1,000 college
juniors and seniors would be placed in
the offices of local and State elected officials and Members of Congress.
They will serve as aides to these officials, participating in the legislative,
administrative, and political activities,
including behind the scenes, and generally sharing the good and the bad things
of public life.
This is for the student who takes seriously the responsibility of being a citizen
in a free society and wants to do something about it.
He would start at the proverbial grassroots, working and learning his way UPlearning how day-to-day politics work,
starting in the precincts and wards, moving on up to city hall and the county
courthouse and the statehouse.
Just as a person is a better U.S. Senator if he hras first been a city councilman
or mayor, governor or legislator, so the
staff member, too, can do a better job
if he has had experience at other levels
of government.
Mr. President, you have to know the
system bef'Ore you can do anything
about it.
What I have in mind is a program that
will permit college students interested in
a political career to leam how the system works firsthand and at the same
time to show their leadership potential
and examine their creative ideas in a
practical atmosphere. The program is a
direct response to student alienation of
the political process. By familiarizing
students with the process, the program
would, hopefully, encourage competent
young people to stay within the system
and pursue politics as a career.
Students participating in the program
will handle constituent complaints, review and draft legislation, undertake special projects, attend meetings and, in
general, serve as a professional assistant
to elected officials.
A similar plan-based on a proposal I
made during my 1968 presidential campaign-is being tried successfully on a
limited, experimental basis at the local
level by eight colleges--Johns Hopkins,
Morgan State, Towson State, University
of Maryland Baltimore Campus, City
University of New York, Tufts, Gaucher,
and Emory University.
It started in January and is privately
supported.
The 1968 presidential election showed
conclusively that college students can be
a useful and productive force even when
inexperienced and untutored in politics.
It also showed how time and talent can
be wasted because of the students' unfamiliarity with the structure and function of government at all levels and the
practical political consideration that
makes it work.
And it demonstrated the need for a
graded experience by which students can
learn and ultimately put into practice
their theoretical knowledge and test their
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political ideas through which our system
might be changed for the better.
In other words, there must be a means
which would allow a young person, by a
combination of academic study and actual practical experiences, to become a
part of American politics and help improve it.
The program I am proposing today
would attract only the best qualified,
most dedicated students.
I will leave the exact qualifications to
the experts, but I will tell them this.
If I were the admissions director, I
would pay a lot more attention to commitment than I paid to test scores.
I would be looking for fresh ideas,
imagination, social conscience-yes, and
dreams-and the determination to make
impossible dreams come true.
Both of our political parties would
benefit from this program. And the
country would benefit.
American politics cannot live on Pablum or Geritol. It needs the continuing
nourishment of ideas, dissent, debate,
commitment, and participation.
To the serious student, our political
system is not sufficiently broadly based.
It is not attracting the best talent and
not responsive enough to this Nation's
deeply felt needs.
The youth of our Nation have articulated and brought to the forefront of the
American conscience what many of us
have felt for many years.
Our present political structure need
not be destroyed to build a better one.
But it must be reformed and modernized-change with order, and order with
change.
I regret to say that for too many people of all generations, politics is a dirty
word.
Maybe that is what is wrong with our
country.
But let me tell you something: Politics
is just as dirty and just as clean, just as
good and just as bad, just as honorable
and just as mean as people make it.
The program I am proposing today
would help bridge the gap between the
college campus and the political process.
Participants would get practical political
involvement with elected officials in the
performance of their duties, and they
also would be able to earn academic
credit for their work.
The interns would start out at the local
level, working with municipal, suburban,
and county officeholders, then moving up
to the State level and, ultimately, to the
congressional level.
Administration of the program will be
through a private, nonprofit agency to be
known as the National Coordinating
Agency. It will carry out its duties
through arrangements with colleges and
universities and States and local governments as well as with Members of Congress.
It will be financed by 50-50 Federal
matching grants for the stipends of State
and local interns, and totally federally
financed for interns serving with Members of Congress. The bill calls for a $10
million appropriation for the first fiscal
year, fiscal year 1972, and for each of the
2 succeeding fiscal years to cover stipends
and administrative costs.
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Internships would be distributed
among the 50 States, Puerto Rico, and
the District of Columbia on the basis
of their representation in the Congress.
This program will do far more than
provide valuable insight and experience
for the interns. It will be a fresh, energetic, and enthusiastic source of capaable assistance for elected officials at all
levels of government, and, hopefully, it
·will attract some highly talented young
people to make politics their profession.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill be printed in the
RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the ·b ill was
ordered to ibe printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.

1410

A bill to amend· the Higher Education Act of
1965 to esta.blish a student internship
program to offer students pra.ctical political
involvement with elected officials on the
local, State and Federal levels of government
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States oj
America in Congress assembled, that this

Act may be cited as the "Interns for Political
Leadership Act .of 1971."
SEc. 2. Title IX of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new part:
"PART D--!NTERNS FOR POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
"PROGRAM GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

"SEc. 931. The Secretary is authorized to
enter into a contract or other arrangement
with a private nonprofit a.gency (to be known
as the "National Coordinating Agency")
under which such Agency will plan, develop
and carry out an internship program under
Wlhich students wlill be provided practical
political involvement with elected officials
in the performance of their duties at all levels
of government through internships in their
offices. Such internship program shall be
carried out through arrangements with institutions of high education and State and
local governments under which students in
their third and fourth years of study at the
institution will serve as interns in offices of
State and local elected officials, and under
which the interhs will be assigned duties,
which will give them an insight into the
problems of the different levels of government, as well as an opoprtunity for research
and for involvement in the policymaking
process. Such arrangements shall provide for
coordination between the on-campus educational programs of the persons selected
and their activities as interns, with commensurate credit given for their work and
achievement as interns. Such internship program shall also provide opportunities for
students who have participated in the internship programs at State and local levels to become interns in the offices of Members of
Congress for up to three months during the
filrst year following the receipt of their
bachelor's degree. Such internships shall be
arranged by the National Coordinating
Agency with the Members of Congress who
wish to participate.
"SELECTION OF STUDENTS FOR PARTICIPATION

"SEc. 932. The Students w'ho are to pa;rticipate in the internship program provided
for in this part shall be selected by the National Coordinating Agency from among students whose names are proposed by participating institutions of higher education. Internships shall be distributed among the
States so that insofar a.s pra.cticwble the
number for each State bears the same ratio
to the total number as the number of Members of Congress from that State bears to the
total number of Members of Congress.

"FEDERAL SHARE

"SEC. 933. The amount of Federal payments on account of carrying out the program provided for in this title by providing
for internships in the offices of State and
local elected officials may not exceed one half
of the cost thereof.
''ADMINISTRATION

"SEc. 934. Subject to the terms of the contract or agreement between it and the Secretary, the National Coordinating Agency
shall prescribe the stipends to be paid to the
interns partmipating in the prograa:n. provided for in this part, and the dura-tion and
other terms and conditions of such internships. The cost of administration of a program may be paid 'b y such Agency.
"APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

"SEc. 935. There is authorized to 1b e appropriated to carry out this part, the sum of
$10,000,000 for the fisca;l year 1972 and for
each of the two succeeding fiscal years.
''DEFINITION

"SEc. 936. Notwiths'ta.nding section 1201 (a)
or section 921 (a), the term 'State' as used
in this part means the fifty States, Puerto
Rico, and the District of Columbia. For purposes of the distribution of internships
among the states, in determining the number of Members of Congress for purposes of
section 932, the Resident Commissioner for
Puert'O Rico and the Delegate from the District of Columbia shall be considered Members of Congress, and interns in the offices
of Members of Congress shall be attributed
to the State of the Member in whose office
they are serving."

By Mr. KENNEDY (for himself,
Mr. BAYH, •a nd Mr. MATHIAS):
S. 1413. A bill to amend section 553,
title 5, United States Code, relating to
administ:mtive practice and procedure,
to remove certain exemptions from the
requirement of notice of proposed rulemaking. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, "Power
to the people" is a phrase that has been
gaining currency and, since President
Nixon's state of the Union address, has
even assumed a bipartisan flavor. If, as
the President suggests, "most Americans
are simply fed up with government at
all levels," a principal cause of such dissatisfaction is the citizen's increasing
feeling of powerlessness to influence the
course of government activities that affect his daily life. One step that can be
taken immediately to reverse this malaise
is to expand the opportunities for public
participation in the making of governmental decisions having substantial public impact.
The rulemaking provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act--section 553
of title 5, United States Code-afford an
avenue for interested persons to participate in the process by which the policies
of Federal agencies are formulated. The
requirements for public notice and comment on proposed agency rules is nvt
simply a palliative offered the public for
letting off steam. To the contrary, these
provisions impose upon the Government
a duty to be responsive to commonly felt
public needs by offering a genuine opportunity for interested persons-who
are often in the best position to furnish
needed information to •a dministrative offici1als__,to participate in the rulemaking
process. Prof. Kenneth Culp Davis, one
of the leading authorities on administra-
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tive law, has suggested that the APA
rulemaking procedure "is probably one
of the greatest inventions of modern
government." The opportuni-ty accorded
persons affected by .agency rules to present their views enhances the quality of
decisionmaking by government officials
and represents an element of our system
of participatory democracy.
In the quarter century since the passage of the Administrative Procedure Act
this system has worked exceedingly well.
Speaking before a plenary session of the
Administrative Conference of the United
States, Professor Davis succinctly described the salutary features of this
procedure:
It gives people who are affected an opportunity to express themselves in writing. It
is an efficient system. It helps the agencies
to understand what they are confronted with,
and especially it helps them to understand
the point of view of those who are affected
by what the agency is doing.

Exempted from the APA requirements,
however, is all rulemaking related ·to pubH.c property, loans, grants, benefits, or
contracts. These exemptions were based
originally on the uncritical assumption
that the activities excluded were "proprietary matters" wherein the Government is in the position of an individual
citizen and is concerned with its own
property, funds, or contracts. If that assumption was uncritical and unwarranted when the act was passed in 1946,
it is even more so ·t oday.
The distinction between proprietary
and nonproprietary functions of Government has been discredited both in
law and in the public mind. The irrelevancy of the label "proprietary matters"
is particularly apparent when we recognize that matters relating to public property, loans, grants, benefits, or contracts
represent those very mechanisms most
commonly employed by Federal agencies to accomplish their statutory missions. Burgeoning agency programs, involving billions of dollars and affecting
millions of citizens, are effectuated
through such mechanisms. Obviously
these programs have a substantial impact on the public. Similarly, the rules
and regulations themselves, develo!ped
by the agencies to achieve program objectives, have an enormous effect. Rules
prescribing eligibility standards for, or
imposing mandatory requirements upon,
recipients of loans, grants, or contracts
significantly affect substantive private
interests and often have an impact
beyond the public's choosing.
Today I am introducing a bill that
would eliminate the specific exemptions
for matters relating to public property,
loans, grants, benefits, or contracts from
the requirements of the APA rulemaking
procedure. This bill will contribute to
achieving the objective, enunciated in
the state of the Union message, of giving
every American a chance "to participate
in a system of government where he
knows not only his votes but his ideas
count."
The Administrative Conference of the
Un ited States, at i:ts October 1969
p:enary session, strongly recommended
the legislation I propose. See CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, v:olume 115, pa:r1; 27, page
36178. In :Lts recommendation that rule-
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making relating to public property,
loans, grants, benefits or contracts
should be subjected to usual rulemaking
procedures under the Administrative
Procedure Act, the conference made an
important point. Removing the present
statutory exemptions for these kinds of
rulemaking would not diminish the
power of the agencies to omit the prescribed rulemaking procedures whenever their observances were found to be
impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary
to the public interest. The conference
had the benefit of a detailed research
report and analysis of the problem prepared by Prof. Arthur Bonfield at the
time it considered the above recommendation. See Bonfield, "Public Participation in Federal Rulemaking Relating to Public Property, Loans, Grants,
Benefits, or Contracts," 118 U. Pa. L. Rev.
540 0970). That report makes a very
strong case for the legislation I propose,
and contains substantial data and argument to support it.
It should be noted that the Administrative Conference recommendation also
noted that(W) holly Without statutory amendment,
agencies already have the authority to utilize
the generally applicable procedural methods
even when formulating rules of the exempt
types now under discussion. They are urged
to utilize their existing powers to employ
the rulemaking procedures provided by the
Administrative Procedure Act, whenever appropriate, without awaiting a legislative
command to do so.

I was pleased to learn that two of the
largest grant-making executive agencies-the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development-have
since advised the chairman of the conference of their intentions voluntarily
to implement that recommendation.
Public notice to that effect has been issued by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in a policy statement
concerning public participation in rulemaking that appeared in the Federal
Register on February 5, 1971. A general
status report on voluntary implementation by the agencies of the Administrative Conference's recommendation was
prepared last month and I ask unanimous consent that the report be printed
in the RECORD at the conclusion of my
remarks.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it' is so ordered.
<See exhibit I.)
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
willingness of several major departments
administratively to effectuate the conference's recommendation is encouraging. However, the fact that the recommendation has not been uniformly
adopted by all agencies emphasizes the
need for the legislation I propose. In the
absence of generally applicable legislation, inconsistencies among agency practices regarding public participation in
rulemak.ing are likely to prevail.
The extension of the public notice and
comment requirements to the rulemaking
of all agencies relating to public property, loans, grants, benefits, or contracts,
as contemplated by the proposed legislacxvii--537-Part 7
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tion, should lead to the elimination of inconsistent or irreconcilable rules and the
development of more coherent rules applicable to these functions. A further
beneficial byproduct may be a resulting
end to the ll.Ililecessary proliferation of
separate agency rules dealing with the
administration of similar functions.
In his extensive study of the need for
public participation in rulemaking involving the "proprietary" activities of the
Government, Professor Bonfield surveyed
the responses of Federal agencies to the
prospect of subjecting these activities to
the Administrative Procedure Act requirements. He discovered that many of
the agencies had not restudied their opposition to modifying APA applicability
during the past few years. After a thorough review of the general issue and the
arguments on both sides, Professor Bonfield concluded:
The unqualified exemptions from section
553 for all rulemaking relating to "public
property, loans, grants, benefits, or contracts"
should be repealed. The reasons advanced to
justify those exemptions are not sufficient.
At most, those justifications dictate the need
for a more narrowly tailored exemption from
usual rulemaking proceedings than is currently found in section 553(a) (2). The existing "impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary
to the public interest" provision found in
section 553(b) (B) and the "good cause" exemption found in section 553(d) (3) provide
such an exclusion from the requirement of
section 553(b) -(d). They would work an adequate accommodation of the competing interests involved, carefully balancing the need
for public participation against the need for
effective, efficient, expeditious, and inexpensive government administration.

In an excellent article-the most recent on the subject-1\fr. John Grossbaum discussed and analyzed in great
detail the Government contract rulemaking process. "Administrative Due
Process in Public Contracts: The Procurement Regulations," (Va. L. Rev.,
March 1971). Mr. Grossbaum explored
the possible impact elimination of
the APA exemption would have on Government contract rules and strongly concluded that the benefits of such elimination-to both the public and the Government-outweigh any possible additional burdens on the agency processes
that might be imposed. He observed:
Rather than impede the rulemaking process, public participation in the development
of contract rules is likely to make the process
itself more effective and responsive.

Added significance to the need for
expanding opportunities for public involvement in agency rulemaking has
been imparted by recent decisions liberalizing the judicially created tests for
standing to sue in the Federal courts
over matters involving agency action.
The trend is toward enlargement of the
class of people who may protest administrative action and, in the words of Mr.
Justice Douglas:
The whole drive for enlarging the cat egory
of aggrieved per sons is symptomatic of that
trend.

The bill I propose today is consistent
with that trend and complements the direction being charted by the courts. In
the area of rulemaking it is unnecessary

to enlarge the class of persons who may
participate, because the interested persons standard of section 553 is sufiiciently broad and extends beyond the confines
of aggrieved persons entitled to judicial
review. Instead, the effect of the proposed bill will be to enlarge the categories of administrative rulemaking activities in which the public is afforded an
opportunity to participate.
Many of the recent decisions expanding the test of standing to sue have
involved challenges to agency rules that
are exempt from the APA rulemaking
procedure. Although enlarging the class
of persons entitled to challenge administrative rules in the courts is a salutary
development, judicial review of agency
rules is not a satisfactory substitute for
public involvement during the rulemaking process. To the contrary, public participation in rulemaking is likely to enhance the authoritativeness and acceptability of administrative rules and forestall much subsequent litigation over
them. Dissenters would be less likely to
protest a rule if they have had an adequate opportunity to present their objections prior to its promulgation.
The bill I am introducing would affect
only the specific exemptions relating to
public property, loans, grants, benefits,
or contracts. It would in no way affect
other functions presently exempted from
ABA rulemaking requirements. Moreover, the bill would not affect the other
important safeguards provided by the
APA that permit agencies to dispense
with the notice and comment procedw·es
when these are found to be impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the
public interest.
The popular dissatisfaction with the
workings of government at all levels,
about which we are hearing so much
rhetoric lately, will not be dispelled by
simply stripping the Federal Government of its powers. The solution lies in
enrubling Government to be more responsive to the needs of the people. This bill,
enlarging opportunities for the citizen to
have a voice in the making of administrative decisions that intimately affect
him, is directed toward that goal.
ExHIBIT

1

ELIMINATION OF CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS FROM
THE AP A RULEMAKING REQUIREMENTS
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF
THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., February 26, 1971.

In response to the request of the Chairman
of the Administrative Conference for a report on the status of implementation of
Conference recommendations, 21 agencies
provided responses with respect to Recommendation No. 16. A number n ot ed its inapplicabUity. There follows a summary of the
comments of those agencies most directly
affected.
On October 12, 1970, Secretary Richardson
of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare directed all agencies and offices of the
Depa rtment which issue ru1es and regulations
relating to public property, loans, grants
benefit s or contracts to utilize the public
participation procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 usc 553.
The Department of Interior has had a longstanding policy that when ever practicable the
public shoUld have an opportunity to
p articipate in rulemaking proceedings even
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though such action was not required by
We extol the virtues of youth but restatute.
main
oblivious to the fact that in our
The General Counsel of the Department of
midst exist large numbers of ill-fed, illthe Treasury in a memorandum dated November 17, 1969 to the Assistant General housed, ill-educated, and discontented
Counsels and Chief Counsels called attention youngsters. These potentially useful lives
to Recommendation No. 16 and advised that are being lost to society because no one
rulemaking activity in the Department seems to care.
should, consistent with the public interest,
My colleagues may recall the tragic
be undertaken in accordance with the Con- story of Walter Vandermeer, the 12ference recommendation without waiting for year-old heroin addict who died just over
amendatory legislation.
The Department of Defense follows the a year ago in New York City.
Society simply gave up on Walter. The
Conference recommendation in several areas,
for example, public grants under the Federal- school authorities dropped him in the
aid Airport Act. It is examining the proposal third grade without seeking help for the
to determine whether notice and public pro- ·child. He was moved from one children's
cedures can and should be used in other shelter to another and then into a halfareas. It opposes the recommendation in- way house in Harlem. As each institution
sofar as it applies to contracts and other gave up on him, he became more a child
proprietary functions.
The Department of Housing and Urban of the streets. He became addicted to
narcotics. Then he died, locked in a
Development has adopted a policy which is
in full accord with the recommendation. It bathroom of a slum tenement building.
is being published in the Federal Register
Walter Vandermeer died because no
and will apply to statements and rules of the one was on his side. The system--or nonDepartment of general applicability and system--of child care we have allowed to
future effect.
The Department of Labor had advised that develop failed him and his family.
There are many Walter Vandermeer's.
it strongly endorses Recommendation No. 16
and is proceeding to implement it with Not all are poor, or black, or hooked on
respect to its rulemakings in the area of drugs, but all of them are headed toward
public grants, benefits and contracts.
useless existences and will become emoThe Department of Agriculture employed tional and economic drains on society.
informal rule-making procedures in a numWith proper care these youngstersber of its rulemakings prior to the Conference recommendation. It is reviewing its the mentally ill, the handicapped, the reprograms with a view to determine the feasi- tarded, the delinquent-can lead producb111ty of further recourse to informal rule- tive lives and contribute to the Nation
rather than being a continued burden.
making procedures in other areas.
The Atomic Energy Commission has sought Unfulfilled lives are doubly expensive to
the views of interest groups in connection the Nation-first, in the loss of human
with some rule-making in the past. The lives and resources; and second, in the
practice, however, has not been uniform. In loss of productivity and the economic
the future they propose as a general matter
to engage in public rulemaking, notwith- costs of dependency.
It should be a birthright of all Ameristanding the exemption. Among the areas
to be included are establishing reasonable can children to receive care and treatsales prices for special nuclear material, ment through facilities which can meet
source material and by-product material; es- their needs and which keep them as
tablishing guaranteed prices for plutonium closely as possible within their normal
and source material; and establishing prices social setting. Regrettably, millions of
to be paid for licensees for material and
our youth are not receiving this care.
services, etc.
The National Institute of Mental
The Office of Economic Opportunity approves the goals of Recommendation No. 16 Health estimated that in 1966 at least 1.4
but not the specific procedures. Dealing with million young Americans needed psypoverty programs it feels that publication chiatric care, but that only 400,000 rein the Federal Register would have little ceived it.
utillty in notifying its clientele. It has esAllowed to go untreated, these youngtablished more direct means of securing rtfu.e
lliews of those affected by its programs and sters become the problems of tomorrowthey are considered in the promulgation of young adults for whom care and treatrules and regulations of general application. ment are most expensive and often inThe views of the National Aeronautics and effective. A system must be developed
Space Administration are comparable to
which can detect and treat the probthose of DOT, particularly as to procure- lems of the young early and quickly.
ment where they feel that existing public The sooner they are discovered the better
rules make adequate provision for notice the chance to cure them and at a miniand participation by interested parties.

By Mr. RffiiCOFF:
S. 1414. A bill to amend the Social Seurity Act by providing for the establishment of a Child Advocacy program. Referred to the Committee on Finance.
NATIONAL CHILD ADVOCACY PROGRAM

Mr. RffiiCOFF. Mr. President, at times

the United States seems to be a nation
obsessed with the idea of youth. Our society is becoming increasingly oriented
toward young people, their hopes, values,
life-styles, and actions. Yet, paradoxically, we have failed to follow the lead of
other countries in making a national
commitment to guarantee to all American children certain basic rights.

mum cost to society. Preventive care is
far less expensive than remedial care.
For example, the cost of foster care is
one-tenth the cost of institutionalization. The list is endless and the cost
figures indisPutable. This Nation has
paid the price many times over for its
indifference and will continue to do so
unless substantive and dramatic changes
are made.
William Raspberry of the Washington
Post has written of one boy the system
has abandoned and who will probably
cost society a great deal in the long run.
Derek, a 12-year-old District of Columbia child, has not been to school for over
3 years. He is emotionally disturbed, but
has an above average intelligence and
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is treatable. Derek's problem is that he
does not fit into any of the slots of the
local child care system. He is too intelligent for the retarded program and has
not caused enough trouble for the social
adjustment program.
For a time he received some help in a
)Special class at District of Columbia
General Hospital. However, when his
family moved to another section of the
city he lost his eligibility. Now he just
sits at home and life passes him by. One
day he may be a ward of the state--of
little use to himself or to his country.
Both Derek and society are the losers.
Derek needs an advocate--someone
who is dedicated to insuring that children in need receive treatment. A child
advocate will help those children who
now fall through the cracks in the existing systems that deliver needed treatment. He will not be wedded to any specific professional group of theory, but
will be interested only in the welfare of
all children. These children will be his
clients and his task will be to insure that
their basic needs are met.
Advocacy is not a new concept. The
report of the Joint Commission on the
Mental Health of Children stated in 1969
that a child advocacy system could be
the first step toward reforming the present chaotic child care system and insuring that no American child lost his
chance in life because no one cared about
or understood his problem. Last year the
White House Conference on Children reiterated this concern and placed an advocacy system high on its list of priorities.
These two groups represent the leaders in the child care field and know better than anyone else the inequities of
the present system. They know that the
existing apparatus allows many young
Americans to go without care and treatment through no fault of their own. They
know that some parents cannot adequately provide for their children because of a lack of knowledge of how or
where to go to secure care and treatment. They know that the Government
and private agencies have become overspecialized and have allowed these
youngsters to slip by untreated.
This is where the child advo'Cate steps
in. He will become a spokesman for those
youngsters whose parents or guardians
are unable to secure help.
The role of .the child advocate will be
a dual one. First, he will be the link between the child in need and the program
which fills that need. For example, a
mother in the ghetto might come to the
child advocate with a daughter who bas
an unusual hearing problem. The acfvocate will direct that mother and child
to the proper care center, check to see
that the service was provided, and follow

up later to see how the child is progress-

ing. The child will not be abandoned in

the bureaucratic morass of the present
system, but will be guided through and
helped at every turn.
Most children are lost to society not
because of poor care, but rather because
they never received care. The advocate
will see that they get it and he will be
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there to see that those who provide services will be accountable.
The advocate's second role is as overseer of all children's programs. Since he
is an independent agent solely concerned
with the welfare of his clients, he will be
best able to assess the community's children's needs, to evaluate the adequacy of
the community's performance and to set
the goals and priorities. He will spot inefficiencies and inadequacies in the present system and press for their solution.
For example, the same advocate who
aided the child mentioned above may
come across other children with undetected and untreated hearing problems.
As he moves through the community he
may discover that the local school has
not been conducting the required annual
hearing tests and that some children
have gone for years with their impairments undiagnosed. The advocate will
call attention to the deficiency and ask
the local authorities to redress the situation and insure that it is not occurring
in other areas as well.
The need for some sort of advocacy
system is obvious. The present delivery
systems are fragmented and overspecialized. The child care bureaucracy is
growing larger and less responsive to the
community. In the past, the emphasis
has been on the child care institutions,
but now it must shift to lthe children
themselves. The delivery systems must
be coordinated and designed to meet the
needs of the children rather than simply
growing of their own accord.
The bill I introduce today can be the
initial step in establishing a national
child advocacy system by funding 10 to
20 pilot projects across the Nation.
The bill would establish in 'the Executive Office of the President a Council on
Child Development. The Council will
colleot and analyze information on the
needs of the Nation's children and the
capabilities of existing programs to meet
such needs. It will then develop a national children's policy and recommend
legislation to implement this policy. In
other words, its goal is to end the gap
between the needs of children and the
Nation's resources allocated Ito meet such
needs.
There will also be established within
the White House an Office of Child Development, headed by a Director, who
will serve as an ex-officio member of the
President's Council. The Director will be
the working arm of the Council, serving
as a liaison with Congress and the agencies, providing the expertise needed to
develop legislative proposals, and preparing guidelines for the implementation of the national children's policy.
He will also establish and administer,
under the direction of the President's
Council, child advocacy demonstration
projects across the Nation by funding
selected public or private nonprofit
agencies willing to establish a neighborhood office of child advocacy-NOCA.
The group selected to establish the
NOCA will also form a neighborhood

council of child development which will
serve as the governing body of the local
NOCA. At least one-half of the members
o:f the Council will be residents of the

neighborhood to be served. The neighborhood council will select the Director
of the NOCA, establish personnel and
fiscal policies, and generally oversee the
operations of the NOCA. In addition, it
will use the information its members
gather to develop a comprehensive plan
for providing services to the local children.
The NOCA, composed of child care
professionals, will be the local representative of the neighborhood children.
These advocaJtes will assist parents and
their children in finding the service they
might need whether it be legal, psychological, medical, or educational. There
will be a small charge--based on a sliding scale according to family income-for this counseling and referral assistance.
If a child comes in with a problem
no existing agency can handle, the
NOCA will be permitted to contract with
another person or institution to provide
the necessary service. Such a purchase
is not expected to go on indefinitely. The
NOCA would be required to review every
6 months the effectiveness of the purchased service and the need for continuation. If it is necessary to continue it, the
NOCA will make every effort to have another agency take up the burden.
Any purchase which continues for 12
months must be reported to the President's Council along with a full report
of the number of similar problems in the
neighborhood and the possibility of State
and local authorities establishing a program to treat such problems.
This continuous review of the NOCA's
operations is an important function of
the President's Council. The advocacy
system will not be expected to take the
place of existing delivery systems, but
rather it is designed to be the catalyst for
revamping and modernizing the system.
The President's Council, by reviewing
NOCA actions and expenditures, can
spot inefficiencies in the local system as
well as in the national system. If, for example, several NOCA's report that they
have to contract out for aid for undernourished children, it will be evidence
to the President's Council that this is an
area to be developed.
The NOCA will be doing much the
same on the local level. If the local advocate discovers that a significant number of children suffer from a certain disease, it will be clear that something is
seriously wrong and should be investigated.
The advocacy system can be of major
assistance in redirecting the efforts of
our children's agencies back to the needs
of the children. It is extremely difficult
for existing institutions to analyze their
own or their competitors capabilities and
resources because of the built-in professional and personal biases. As an independent, imaginative observer of the
child care scene, the advocate will be the
best cho'ice to analyze the shortcomings
of the existing structure and recommend
needed changes.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill and a section-by-section analysis of the bill be
printed at this point in the RECORD.
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There being no objection, the bill and
analysis were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
s. 1414
A bill to amend the Socia.l Security Act by
providing for the establishment of a Child
Advocacy Program
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That {a) the

heading to title XI of the Social Security Act
amended by striking out
"TITLE XI-GENERAL PROVISIONS"
and inserting in lieu thereof
"TITLE XI-GENERAL PROVISIONS AND
CHlliD ADVOCACY PROGRAM
"PART A-GENERAL PRoviSIONs"
{b) Title XI of such Act is further amended by adding a.t rthe end thereof the following:
"PART B-CHILD ADVOCACY PROGRAM
"SUBPART I-SHORT TITLE AND STATEMENT
OF PURPOSE
"SHORT TITLE
"SEC. 1151. This part may be cited as the
'National Child Advocacy Act'.
"STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
"SEc. 1152. It is the purpose of this part,
through the conduct of demonstration projects, to explore the feasibillty of the establishment of a National Child Advocacy System which will"(1) focus the Nation's resources on the
healthy development of children, With special attention to very young children;
"{2) strengthen and improve the capabilities of the family unit to insure healthy
child development;
"(3) create a focal point of responsibility
at every level in the American society to
guarantee that children and the families of
which children are members receive the services needed to prevent, and to cope With,
mental and physical disablllties;
"{4) change or eliminate inetncient programs relating to child development andreplace them with more effective means of insuring the healthy growth of children;
"{5) coordinate and consolidate programs
relating to child development which are of
proven effectiveness so as to achieve the most
economic use of funds and manpower;
"{6) evaluate existing programs for children and develop better ways of providing
services for children;
"{7) forge a new partnership between
elected otlicials, the general public, civil servants, and the private sector of the economy
in the planning and operation of programs
affecting children; and
"{8) ·d etermine the amount of funding
and manpower required to extend proper
services for children to every community in
the Nation.
"SUBPART n-ADMINISTRATION OF CHILD
ADVOCACY PROGRAM
"PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON CHILD DEVELOPMENT
"SEc. 1161. (a) (1) There is hereby established in the Executive Otnce of the President a council to be known as the President's
Council on Child Development (hereinafter
in this part referred to as the 'President's
Council').
"(2) The President's Council shall consist
of 15 members to be appointed by and to
serve at the pleasure of the President.
"(3) Of the members of the President's
Council, not less than 5 shall be representatives of families with children who receive
children's services (as defined in section 1185
(c)), and not less than 5 shall be individuals
who are recognized for their professional
competence in formulating, innovating,
planning, assessing, or delivering children's
is
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services. The membership of the President's
Council shall include representatives of low
income families (as defined in section 1185
(e)}, representatives of families of minority
groups (as defined in section 1185(f)}, and
representatives of providers of child care
services (as defined in section 1185{d}};
and one member who shall be not less than
15 years old and not more than 21 years old.
" ( 4} The President shall designate one of
the members of the President's Council a.s
Chairman and one as Vice Chairman, who
shall act as Chairman in the absence of the
Chairman.
"(5} Members of the President's Council
shall each receive $100 per diem when engaged in the actual performance of duties
vested in the President's Council, and shall
be allowed travel expenses, including per
diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by
section 5703 of title 5, United States Code,
for persons in the Government service employed intermittently.
"(b) It shall be the duty and function of
the President's Council to-"(1} develop and maintain information regarding the developmental needs of the
Nation's children and the capa.biUties of existing programs to meet such needs;
"(2) recommend legislation to eliminate
the gap between children's needs and the
Nation's resources a.lloca.ted to meet such
needs;
"(3} develop a. National Children's Policy
which" (A} identl:fies the needs of the Nation's
children;
"(B) estalblishes long-term and short-term
goals for meeting such needs; and
"(C) sets priorities for Federal funding
and effort aimed ast achllevdm.g the goals of
and the implementation of the Nation.al
ch.hl.men's rpoUcy;
"{4) submit to the President, the Con-

gress, and the Sedreta.ry an annual report on
the NatiO!Il/s progress toward achieving its
goals for children;
" ( 5) advise the President, the C<mgress,
the Secretary of each of the executive departments of the Federal Govermnent, the
Office of Management and Budget, and the
heads of ~pprop~iate Federal agencies of the
act! vi ties undertaken and the progress being made in the implementation of the national children's policy.
" ( 6) Ireview the budgets of all programs
of the Federal Government relating to children and make suoh recollllllendations as
may be advtl.saJbile to the President, the oongress, ~d the heads m the Federal departments, agencies, or instrumentalities responsible for the administra.tion of such programs;

"(7) review, evalua.te, and a.pprove the
standards d.mpooed under Federal programs
relating to children and review and evalurute
the manner and extent to whiclb. such standards are complied With in the opera.tion of
such programs;
"(8) evaluate the operaltian of demonstrati<m programs carried on pursuant cto granJts
made under subpart III, and make recommendations to the President and the Secretary based on such evaluation as to the future development, con1Jln.uati<m, or termination of such programs; and
"(9) evaluate other Federal child service
programs and make appropriate recommendations for the consolidation, expansion, or
terminatiOill of su.dh programs to 'the President, the Congress, and the heads of the
various departmenrts, agencies, and instrumentalities of the FederaJ. Government responsible for the adm.lnlstraroion of such pro-

grams.

"OFFICE OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT

"SEc. 1162. (a) (1) There is hereby established in the Executive Office of the President
an Office of Child Development (hereinafter
in this subpart referred to as the 'Office').

"(2) The Office shall be headed by a Director (hereinafter in this part referred to as
the 'Director') who shall be appointed by the
President. The Office is authorized to employ such staff as is necessary to enable it to
carry out its duties and functions.
"(3) The Director of the Office shall serve
as an ex-officio member of the President's
Council, but shall not be regarded as a member of such Council for purposes of voting or
determining a quorum, nor shall he receive
additional compensation on account of his
services as a member of such Council.
"(b) (1) It shall be the duty and function
of the Director of the Office to-"(A) provide the information and expertise
necessary for the President's Council to fu1fill its duties and obligations under section
1161 (6}.
"(B) consu1t with the President's Council,
the Congress, and heads of departments and
agencies of the Federal Government regarding, and prepare and publicize guidelines for
the implementation of, the National Children's Policy;
"(C) at the direction of the President's
Council, to take appropriate measures to coordinate the activities of Federal departments and agencies serving children as specified in the National Children's Polley;
"(D) assist the President's Council in recommendations to Congress on all Federal
budgetary matters involving programs for
children and assist the Office of Management
and Budget in formulating those parts of the
President's proposed annual budget which
relate to programs for children;
"(E) coordinate the child-serving activities
of all Federal departments and agencies and
shall establish such interdepartmental advisory committees as may be necessary to
provide for the coordination of such activities;
"(F) establish and administer, under the
direction of the President's Council, subpart
III, child advocacy demonstration projects to
demonstrate a National Child Advocacy System; and
"(G) establish and administer, under the
direction of the President's Council, subject
to paragraph (2), demonstration projects in
connection with existing Federal programs
for children.
"(2) (A) The Director shall not establish
any demonstration project pursuant to the
authority contained in paragraph ( 1) (F)
unless he determines that such program is
needed and that the Federal agency or agencies responsible for the children's program
or programs with respect to which the demonstration project is to be conducted are
unable properly to establish, operate, or evaluate such project.
"(B) Any demonstration project established under authority contained in paragraph (1) (F) with respect to any Federal
program or programs for children shall be
established and conducted for the purpose of
ascertaining the effectiveness of such program or programs in achieving the objectives for which such program or programs
were established.
"(C) No such demonstration project shall
be operated by the Director for more than
5 years.
"(D) Whenever the Director determines
that any such demonstration project is effectively achieving the objectives of the Federal program or programs with respect to
which such project is established, he shall
make appropriate recommendations to cause
such project to be transferred to an appropriate Federal agency 1'or continued operation.
''SUBPART n:I-NATIONAL CHILD ADVOCACY SYS·
TEM DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
"DEMONSTRATION GRANTS

"SEc. 1171. (a) (1} In order to carry out
the purposes of this part, the Director, with
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the approval of the President's Council, is
authorized, in accordance with the provisions
of this part, to make grants for the establishment and operation of not more than 20
Neighborhood Offices of Child Advocacy to
provide a means of gathering data to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of all programs affecting children as a basis for reordering National and local priorities, and to test new
types of remedial programs and service delivery systems.
"(2) The Director shall also evaluate the
effectiveness of suclh. Offices in provtl.ding a
simple and convenient focal point of responsibility and referral to assist ohlldren
and their famllies and of assuring continuity of attention to the developmental
problems of children.
"(3) Not later than five years after the date
of enactment of this part, the Director shall
submit a report to the President and the
Congress contallning the Director's evaluation of the effectiveness of the Neighborhood
Offices of Child Advocacy established pursuant to this part and the Director's recommendations for the termination of such Offices or for the transferral of such Offices to
an a;ppropriate Federal agency for continued
operation.
"(b) Neighborhood Offices of Child Advocacy esta.blished under this part shall be distributed in such m:a.nner as to assure, to the
maxtlmum extent feasible, that such an Office
will be located in ea.ch of the various geographic areas of the United States and that
the persons served by such Offices will be
representative of the various racial, ethnic,
and economic groups 1n the United States.
If more than seven such Offices are established, at least one shall be on an Indian
Reservation, and at least two shall be in rural
areas.
"PLANNING ASSISTANCE

"SEc. 1172. The Director, with the approval of the President's Council, is authorized to make pLanning grants to, and otherwise assist, through technical advice and
otherwise, any public or nonprofit private
agency and organization which desires to
establish a Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy.
"DUTIES

AND
FUNCTIONS
OF
NEIGHBORING
OFFICES OF CHILD ADVOCACY

"SEc. 1173. (a) It shall be the duty and
function of each Neighborhood Office of
Child Advocacy to-" ( 1) provide an assessment of the needs
of children who reside in the neighborhood
served by such Office;
"(2) publicize its services to all residents
of the neighborhood served by the Office and
to all professionals providing services affecting children in such neighborhood;
"(3) provide counseling to any family with
children residing withdn the neighborhood
served by such Office which desires counseltng assistance;
-"(4) provide to any such family referral
and purchasing of services when determined
to be necessary or proper after assessment of
needs and counseling;
"(5) collect data and maintain current
records regarding its activities and the services provided by it; and
" ( 6) provide training services.
"{b) (1) The assessment of Neighborhood
Offices of Child Advocacy shall include, but
not be llmited to, evaluations of nutritional,
medical, psychological, social, educational,
recreational, vocational, and economic needs
of rt;he familles served by any such Office.
"(2) (A)
The counseling function of
Neighborhood Offices of Child Advocacy shall
include the provisi<m by any such Office of
advice and guidance to any family reSiding
1n the neighborhood served by such Office
which desires assistance in locating and
using appropriate services to meet their
needs, including, burt; not limited to, the fol-
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lowing: nutrition; family income supplementation; housing; transportation; sanitation; recreation; adult education; disease
prevention; education; medical care; employment; d!ay care and prescll.ool programs;
family planning and birth control services;
genetic counsel,i ng; prenatal care and homemaker services; budget planning; yowth employment services; vocational training; rehabilitation; consumer educatd.on; special
education; residential care; specialized foster
homes; group homes and inSJtitutional services; family, marital, and premarital counseling; protectdve services; legal services; and
inpatient and outpatient meDJtal health
treatinent services.
"(B) Such counseling function shall also
include assistance to familiies in dealing
with other agencies which have a. responsibility with respect to the developmental
needs of children. Any Neighborhood Office
of Child Advocacy, in providing such assistance, may advise families as to various
courses of actJion available to them, may
accompany them in their contact with such
other agencies, and may assi:st them in preparing correspondence or taking such other
,actions & may be lawful and proper to secure appropriate services for their children.
"(3) (A) The referral and purchasing services function of Neighborhood Offices of
Child Advocacy may be provided to a family
with ohll.ldren residing in the neighborhood
served by any such Office only after the assessment and counseli.ng functions of such
Office have been provided to such family.
Sudh referral a,nd purchasing serviices shiaJ.l
be designed to assist a family with children
in securing any services required to assure
the healthy development of the child or
children of such family or remedial assistance regardtng a problem of such a child.
"(B) Such referral function includes, but
is not limited to, the following:
"(i) informing the family of available
services;
"(11) making appointments with providers
of needed services on the family's behalf;
"(111) discussing the child's problem with
'the appropriate provider of services;
"(iv) appraising the outcome of referrals;
"(v) arranging for personal escort and
transportation when necessary.
"(C) (i) The referral function shall be considered complete when the agency or individual to whom a family has been referred
by such an Office a~epts responsibility for
providing the services necessary to meet the
problem giving rise to the referral.
"(11) Whenever any Neighborhood Office of
Ohild Advocacy has completed referral of any
ohild, such Office shall maintain surveillance
of such child's progreSs an(! shall have
responsib111ty to re-refer such child if such
child's progress is inadequate.
"(D) (i) In carrying out its referral function, each Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy shall maintain a current and comprehensive file of all community services,
both public and private, available in the
neighborhood served by such Office.
"(U) In carrying out such function, each
such Office shall maintain records of" (I) all agreements currently in effect between such Office and agencies or individuals
accepting referrals from such Office; and
"(II) evaluations of the results of referrals
previously made by such Office.
"(4) (A) In the event that the services required by a child are inadequate, unavailable,
or beyond the financial ca.pabllity of the
family of such child, a Neig!h.borhood Office
of Child Advocacy may, i f it deems appropriate act as purchasing agent to assist the
family of such child in securing and paying
for the services needed by such child.
"(B) A neighorhood Office of Child Advocacy ma,y not expend funds for the purchase
of services for e.ny chlld umess-

"(i) such Office has made an assessment
of such child's needs and, as a result of such
assessment, such Office has determined that
such child needs such services;
"(ii) the family or guardian of such child
has been involved in the decision of such
Office to seek such services and ~~~grees with
the services chosen by the Office to meet
such child's needs;
"(iii) the services required are either unavailable in the community in which such
child resides, or the services available to such
child under other programs are inadequate
to meet such child's needs; and
"(iv) the Office has, after full investigation, determined that funds for the purchase
of such services are not available to such
child through sources other than the Office.
" (C) Any such Office shall, in purchasing
services for any child, obtain such services
from agencies in accordance with the following priorities" (i) first, from public or private nonprofit agencies which presently provide the
required service in an effective and efficient
manner;
"(11) second, from public or private nonprofit agencies which do not presently provide the required service, but is willing and
capable of expanding its functions to meet
the needs of such child;
"(iii) third, from any provider of service
which presently provides the required service in an effective and efficient manner;
"(iv) fourth, from a provider of service
which does not presently provide the required service, but is willing and capable of
expanding its functions to meet the needs
of such child; and
"(v) fifth, by creating (through the making of a demonstration grant to an appropriate public or private nonprofit agency for
such purpose) a new program to provide the
required services.
"(D) Services provided by any Neighborhood of Child Advocates may be provided
through contract, purchase, or the creation
of new programs, but shall not be provided
directly by such Office.
"(5) (A) Each Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy shall maintain current records regarding all services provided by and all expenditures made by it, in accordance with
requirements of this part and regulations of
the Director, and shall provide a continuing
record of each child who receives services
provided by such Office.
"(B) Such records shall include such
demographic information, such information
respecting services provided by such Office, as
the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe,
and an evaluation by such Office of the effectiveness of the various providers of services (in the community served by such Office) determined, among other factors, on
the experience that clients of such Office
have had with such providers.
"(C) Separate records shall be kept on the
amount of funds allotted by the Office for
individual families served by it and for each
category of service provided by such Office.
"(D) Whenever a family moves from a
neighborhood served by any Neighborhood
Office of Child Advocacy to any other neighborhood served by any such Office, such Office serving the neighborhood from which
such family moves shall, upon the request
of such family, transfer its records pertaining to such family, to the Neighborhood
Office of Child Advocacy serving the area to
which such family moves.
" ( 6) All purchases of services under this
section shall be reviewed every six months
to determine the effect of the service and
need for continuation of the service.
"(B) Any service which is purchased for
more than 12 months shall be reported directly to the President's Council.
"(C) Such report shall state, but shall not
be limited to,
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(i) why the purchase was originally necessary;
(11) how many persons in the neighborhood
need similar services;
(iii) how many persons in the neighborhood receive similar services;
(iv) what steps are being taken by the
state and local authorities rto relieve the need
for such purchase.
"(7) (A) Each Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy shall, whenever possible, develop
and maintain relationships with public and
private educational and training institutions
under which such Office will be utilized,
whenever appropriate, by such institutions
as a training resource for the training of
para-professional and professional personnel.
"(B) Each such Office shall, in carrying out
its functions, utilize to the maximum extent
feasible the services of para-professional personnel and appropriate individuals who are
residents of the area served by such Office as
'Neighborhood Health Representatives'.
" (C) With the approval of the Director, any
such Office may provide services through individuals not licensed to provide such services, if such Office determines that utilization
of such individuals to provide such services
is necessary to facilitate the utilization and
training by such Office of personnel needed to
perform such services.
"(D) Each such Office shall make maximum
use of volunteer workers and shall attempt
to assure the utilization of young people and
the aged in carrying out its functions with
respect to children (or the families of children) who are in need of services provided by
such Office.
"APPLICATIONS FOR GRANTS

"SEc.1174. (a) (1) Grants under section
1171 may be made only upon application
-therefor by one or more sponsors each of
which is a private nonprofit agency or organization.
"(2) Grants under section 1171 shall be
in suoh amounts, on such terms e.nd conditions, and paid at such time or times, and
in such manner as the Director shall prescribe in order most effectively to carry out
the purposes of this part and protect the
financial interests of the United States.
"(·b ) The Director shall not approve any
application for a grant under section 1171
unless such application contains or is supported by" ( 1) assurances satisfactory to the Director that the Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy with ·r espect to which such application is submitted will be governed by
a Neighborhood Council on Child Development which meets the requirements and
other criteria contained in section 1175;
"(2) reasonable assurances that Federal
funds paid pursuant to any such grant will
be used only for the purposes for which paid
and in accordance with applicable provisions
of this part and regulations promulgated
thereunder;
"(3) reasonable assurances that the ap·
plicant will provide for such fiscal control
and fund accounting procedures as are required 'by the Director to assure proper disbursement of and accounting for such Federal funds;
"(4) reasonable assurances that the applicant will make such reports, in such form
and manner and containing such information as the Director may from time to time
reasonably require, and will keep such records and afford such access thereto as the
Director may find necessary to assure the
correctness and verification of such reports;
"(5) reasonable assurances that the Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy with respect to which much grant is requested will
undertake to cooperate with, and whenever
appropriate enter into cooperative agreements with, other public and private agencies providing services for children 1n th&
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area. to 'b e served by such Office, including,
but not limited to, community planning
councils, local school districts, family service
agencies, community mental health centers,
mental health and public health departments and agencies, welfare agencies, community action councils, Model Cities' Boards,
and local consumer organizations; and
"(6) indications of, and support for, the
Office from the Chief Executive of the political subdivision in which Office is to be looa.ted
'8.Ild local private and public agencies serving
the area. to be served by such Office.
"NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCll.S ON CHll.D
DEVELOPMENT

"SEc. 1175. (a) (1) The agency or organization designated to plan the NOCA shall form
a Neighborhood Council on Child Development serving as the governing body of a.ny
Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy shall
be composed of not less than nine or more
than twenty-one members.
"(2) At least one-half of the members of
any such Council shall be individuals representing residents of the neighborhood served
by the Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy governed by such Councll; and one
member shall be such an individual who has
not attained ~S~ge twenty-'One, ibut who has
atta1ned age fifteen.
"(3) Members of any such Council may be
elected, or appointed, or some may be elected
and some appointed.
"(4) The term of office of members of any
such Council shall not exceed three years.
"(b) The duties and responsibilities of any
such Council shall include-" ( 1) the selection and employment of an
individual tto serve as Director of the Neighborhood Office of Child Advooa.cy governed
by such Council, which Director shall have
authority to secure through employment or
under contract such additional personnel as
may be necessary, subject to budgetary llmita.tions, to carry out the duties ~f such
Office;
"(2) the development, for the neighborhood served by such Office, of a comprehensive plan to provide services for the children
of such neighborhood designed to meet, in
a.ccordance with priorities Contained in the
plan, the needs of such chlldTen, and to develop new and improve existing services to
meet the needs of such Ohildren;
"(3) the maintenance of the fiscal responsibility of the Office which it governs;
"(4) the establishment of personnel policies;
"(5) acting as an appeals body for parents
who are dissatisfied with services provided
for their children by the Neighborhood Office
of Child Advocacy governed 'bY such Council;
"(6) the assumption of responsibility for
coordinating and encouraging the development of services for children;
"(7) the development of effective and continuing liaison with the Governor's Council
(if any) for the State in which such Council
serves and with officials of the political subdivision in which is located the Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy governed by
such Council;
"(8) the preparation of the annual budget
for the Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy governed by such Council, and the submission .p eriodically of reports to State and
Federal Councils on Child 'Development on
the conduct of the programs operated by the
Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy governed by such Council, results of evaluations by the Counc11 of services rendered by
such Office, and the projected needs of such
Office;
"(9) whenever it deems the same to be
desirable and feasible, to develop and submit
to the Director applications for demonstra~
tion programs under section 1176; and
"(10) otherwise to take such ,a ction as may
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"SEc. 1176. ('a) The Director, with the approval of the President's Council, is authorized, in accordance with the provisions of
this section, to make to any Neighborhood
Office of Child Advocacy which has received
a grant under section 1171 a special demonstration grant for the purpose of enabling
such Office to establish new experimental
progra.m.s of comprehensive child care.
"(b) No application for a grant under this
section shall be considered by the Director
if such application is submitted with respect
to a. Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy
which first received .a g.rant under section
1171 more than 6 months prior to the date
such application is submitted to the Director.
" (c) Any application for a grant under this
section must include-" ( 1) reasonable assurances that the demonstration program with respect to which
such grant is requested will be carried out
in the neighborhood served by the Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy with respect
to which such grant is requested by a public
or nonprofit private agency or organization;
"(2) reasonable assur.a nces that such program will be consistent with the comprehensive plan developed for such Office pursuant
to section 1175(b) (2) by the Neighborhood
Council Development governing such Office;
"(3) reasonable assurances that not less
than 30 per centum of the cost of such program will be furnished from non-Federal
funds; and
" ( 4) reasonable assurances that there will
be collected and submitted with respect to
the operation of such program such data.
and information as the Director may prescribe to enable him and the President's
Council to evaluate the effectiveness of such
program;
"(d) The Director shall, upon receipt by
him of any application for a. grant under
this section"(!) submit copies of such application to
"(A) the President's Council; and
"(B) the Governor's Council (if any) of
the State wherein is located r!ihe Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy with respect to
which such grant is requested;
for comment and approval; and
"(2) review the possiblllty, in the event
such application meets the conditions for
approval for a grant under this section, of
funding the program with respect to which
such grant is requested from funds available
for Federal programs (other than the program established by this part) .
" (e) No grant under this section may be
made unless the application therefor is approved by the President's Council, and, in
the event that there is a Governor's Council
in the State wherein is located the Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy with respect
to which such grant is requested, by such
Governor's Council.

otherwise cooperate with each Governor's
Council.
"(3) The Governor's Council of any State
shall serve as the State Child Advocate for
such State.
"(b) (1) The duties and responsibilities of
any Governor's Council shall include, but
not be limited to-"(A) developing a State Comprehensive
Plan for Children's Services;
"(B) conducting a survey of the State's
services for families with children;
"(C) making an assessment of the needs
of families with children in the State;
"(D) formulating plans to coordinate
State programs affecting children; and
"(E) advising the Governor, heads of State
agencies, and the State legislature regarding
the implementation of the State Comprehensive Plan for Children's Services; and the
preparation and submission, not less often
than once each year, to the Governor, heads
of State agencies, and the State legislature
of a. full and complete report regarding the
implementation of such Plan, together with
its recommendations for legislation designed
to implement such Plan.
"(2) It shall also be the duty of each Governor's Council to cooperate with and assist
any Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy
which is located in the State served by such
Council with a view consolidating and improving child care services in the State.
"(c) (1) (A) Any Governor's Council shall
be composed of 15 members.
"(B) At least 10 of such members shall be
representatives of consumers of children's
and families' services, who live in the State
served by such council.
"(C) Not more than 7 of such members
shall be professionals with recognized competence in formulating, innovating, planning, assessing, or delivering children's services.
"(D) Members of legislative bodies shall
be ineligible for membership in such Council.
"(d) (1) Upon the request of any State,
the Director is authorized to make grants to
such State for the purpose of assisting such
State in meeting the reasonable and necessary costs of" (A) operating the Governor's Council in
such State;
"(B) preparation by the Governor's Council of the State Comprehensive Plan for Children's Services;
"(C) preparation by the Governor's Council of its annual progress report;
"(D) the conduct, by the Governor's Council of its data collection and program evaluation activities; and
"(E) carrying on such other activities as
may be required under this part or by regulations of the Director.
"(2) No grant to a State under this subsection shall exceed 75 per centum of the costs
with respect to which the grant is made.
"(3) In oonsidertng applications for grants
under this subsection, the Director shall give
priority to applications from States in which
there is located one or more Neighborhood
Offices of Child Advocacy.

"GOVERNOR'S COUNCll.S ON CHn.n
DEVELOPMENT

"ESTABLISHMENT OF ADDITIONAL COUNCll.S ON
CHll.D DEVELOPMENT

"SEc. 1177. (a) (1) The President's Council
shall take steps to encourage the establiShment in each State (in accordance with the
laws of such State) of a Governor's Council
on Child Development (in this part referred
to as a 'Governor's Council').
"(2) (A) The President's Council is authorized to provide such technical assistance as
may be necessary or appropriate to assist a
State in establiShing a. Governor's Council
in such State.
"(B) The President's Council shall develop
and maintain close liaison with and shall

"SEc. 1178. (a) In addition to the Councils
authorized to lbe established by the preceding
,provisions of this part, the Director is authorized to make grants to assist in the
establishment and operation of such additional CouncUs at appropriate levels in the
Federal and in State governments as he determines to be necessary to carry out the
purposes of this part.
"(b) Grants under this section shall be in
such amounts, made on such terms and conditions, and paid at such time or times, and
in such manner as the Director shall pre-

be appropriate to comply with the assurances
provided or required to be provided under
section 1174(b).
"EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS FOR COMPREHENSIVE
CHll.D CARE
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scribe most effectively to carry out the purposes of this part and protect the fina.nci&l
interests of the United States.
"SUBPART IV-APPROPRIATIONS; GENERAL PROVISIONS; AND DEFINITIONS OF "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

"SEc. 1181. Flor the purpose of carrying
out the provd.sions of this part there are
authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year, commencing with the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1972, such amounts as may
be necessary.
"ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICES TO BE ON VOLUNTARY
BASIS

"SEc. 1182. No Neighborhood omce of Child
Advocacy shall coerce any fam.tly to accept
services provided by such Office, but each
such Office shall actively encourage all eligible residents of the neighborhood served by
such Office to accept the services provided by
the Offioe and all residents of such neighborhood to participate as volunteer workers in
carrying out the activities of the Offioe.
"CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS

"SEc. 1183. (a) (1) Each Neighborhood Office of Child Advocacy shall treat all records
pertaining to children and families who are
receiving or have received services provided
by such Office as confidential and .shall maintain such records in such manner as to protect such records of individuals with respect
to whom such records pertain.
"(2) Such records pertaining to any child
shall be available for inspection and review
by the parents or guardian of such child
and information contained therein may be
made available to other persons (including
any public or private agency or individual)
aUithorized by the Neighborhood omce of
Child Advocacy to receive such information,
but only if the parent or guardian of -such
child agrees in writing that such information may be made available to any such
other person.
"(b) If any individual divulges, in contravention of the provisions of subsection (a),
information referred rto in such subseotlon
pertaining to any persons, such person may
(without regard to the amount in controversy) bring in the appropriate district court
of the United states a.n action agalnst such
individual for the reoovery of whichever of
the following amounts is the greater" (1) $500, or
"(2) an ambunt equal to three times the
actual damages (if any) sustained 'by such
person by reason of the action of such individual in divulging such information.
" (c) Whenever any person has reasonable
cause to believe that any individual is preparing to take any action which would, in
c:ontravention of the provisions of subs'eotion
(a). divulge information referred to in such
subsection pertaining to such person, such
person may bring a civil suit in the appropriate district court of the United States to enjoin such individual from taking such action.
"FEES FOR SERVICES

"SEC. 1184. (a) Each Neighlborhood Office
of Child Advocacy shall, except as otherwise
provided in this section, impcliSe fees for services provided for children or families with
children by such Office. The amount of the
fee imposed flor any service shall be related
to the abillty to pay (as determined under
regulations of the Director) of the family of
the person receiving such service.
"('b ) Any family with an income below the
level of income determined to be required,
for fiamilies of the same size as such family
and living in the same region (as established
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics) as such
fam.lily, to maintain a moderate liVing standard shall be regarded as unable to pay any
fee for services provided by any Neighb'orhood
Office of Child Advocacy.
"(c) The aJbllity of any family with a.n. inincome above that refened to in subsection
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ness of such Offices in assisting and referring children to the appropriate services;
and submit after 5 years, an evaluation report to the President's Council and a recommendation for the termination of such offices or for the transfer to an appropriate
Federal agency for continued operation.
(b) Directs that the NOCA's be established
in various geographic regions and that persons served by such offices be representativf'l
of diverse racial and socio-econoinic groups.
SEc. 1172. Authorizes the Director to make
planning grants to public or private nonprofit agencies or organizations desirous of
establishing a Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy.
SEc. 1173. (a) Describes duties and functions of each Neighborhood Office of Child
Advocacy (NOCA) including responsibility
to: assess the needs of neighborhood children; publicize NOCA's existence and serv''DEFINITIONS
ices; counsel families with children needing
"SEC. 1185. Flor purposes of Ith1s part-assistance;
refer such families to appropriate
"(a) The term 'neighborhood' as used in
connection with the area served by any Neigh- agencies; purchase services, if necessary; and
borhood omce of Child Advocacy, means provide training facilities for interested proan area in which there resides not less than fessionals and para-professionals.
(b) The NOCA assessment shall include
2,000 and not more than 10,000 children, and
wherever possible should coincide with the the nutritional, medical, psychological, social,
educational,
recreational, vocational and ecojur'isdic'tions served by the other Flederal
nomic needs of neighbo:t'lhood children. The
child-serving programs.
counseling and referral function shall in"(b) The term 'child' means a.n individual clude determination of a family's needs, exwho has not attained age 18.
plaining what programs are available and
" (c) The term 'children's services' means direoting families to these programs. The
those programs which provide the educa- NOCA shall keep note of a child's progress
tional, social, health and mental heaJ.th, and maintain adequate records of all its
nutritional, and physical services needed cases.
for children to achieve their full po'tentia.l.
(b) (4) (5) If indeed services are unavail"(d) The term 'provider of children's servable and it is determined that the family
ices' means any public or private agency or cannot
afford such services, the NOCA is
institution which as part of 'its Inission provides directly or indirectly servioes to chil- authorized to purchase the services for the
dren allld/or their .families to aid or improve child. Accurate records of any such purthe children's personal development and to chase must be maintained by the NOCA.
(b) (6) Any purchase shall be reviewed
protect their welfare including health and
mental health, educaJtional, and social serv- every six months to determine the effect of
the service and its continued need. Any services and any similar or related program.
" (e) The term 'low income family' shall be ice purchased for more than 12 months shall
determined by regulation in a manner con- be reported to the President's Council desistent with the definition used by other re- tailing the reason for the original purchase,
lated Federal programs as established by the how many persons need and receive similar
services, and what steps are being taken by
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
state and local authorities to relieve the
need for S'UCih purchase.
SEc. 1174. Details the procedure for apSECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS
plying for NOCA grants.
SEc. 1152. States that the purpose of the
SEc. 1175. (a) The agency which estabact is to explore the !easibllity of a national lishes a NOCA shall also form a Neighborchild advocacy system to focus the Nation's hood Council on Child Development comresource on the needs of our children, to co- posed of neighborhood residents and qualiordinate, consolidate and evaluate existing fied professionals vtb.:ich shall be the governprograms and to propose new programs and ing body of the NOCA.
methods to insure the healthy development
(b) The Neighborhood COuncil shall seof our children.
lect the Director of the NOCA; establish apSEC. 1161. (a) Establish a President's Coun- propriate personnel policies; develop a comcil on Child Development to: develop a na- prehensive plan for neighborhood child servtional children's policy; recommend legisla- ices; prepare the annual budget; and a.Ct
tion; establish priorities for Federal agen- as an appeals body for parents dissatisfied
cies concerned with children; review the with services provided by NOCA.
budgets of such agencies; and evaluate demSEc. 1176. Authorizes the Director of the
onstration projects and other Federal child 01fice of Child Development, with the apservice programs.
prov·a l of the President's Council, to give to
SEc. 1162. (a) Establishes an Office of Child any NOCA a special demonstration grant to
Development in the Executive Office of the allow such NOCA to establish experimental
President.
programs of comprehensive child carre.
(b) Under the direction of the President's
SEc. 1177. States that the President's
Council, the Director of the Office of Child Council shall encourage the establishment in
Development shall; assist the President's each state of a Governor's Council on Child
Council; help coordinate Federal children's Development which shall survey the needs of
program; assist in developing legislaltion and the state's children, serve as the state's child
budgetary proposals; establish and admin- advocate for its children, develop a state plan
ister child advocacy demonstration projects;
for meeting the needs of its ClhlldTen, review
and establish and administer demonstrBition action taken by appropriate state agencies,
projects in connection with existing Federal and assist NOCA's located within the state.
programs.
SEc. 1178. Authorizes the Director of the
SEc. 1171. (a) Gives the Director, with the omce of Child Development to make grants
President's Council's approval, authority to to any additional Councils at approprtaJte
establish and fund not more than 20 Neigh- levels of state and federal government ss
borhood Offices of Child Advocacy (NOCA)
may be needed to carry out the purposes of
to determine the cost-effectiveness of present this Act.
programs and to test experimental programs.
SEc. 1181. Authorizes the necessary apThe Director shall: evaluate the effective- propriations.
(b) shall be determined on the basis of the
income of such family as rellated to the level
of income of other fa.milies of the same size
and living in the same region (as established
iby the Bureau of Labor Statistics) .
" (d) Persons unable to pay in cash the
amount of any fee imposed for services received by them or by members of their families may be permitted by any such Office to
pay such fee by oontributing personal services needed by such Office.
" (e) No fee shall be charged to any person by any Neighborhood omce of Child Advocacy for or on account of any asseSSinent
of need or counseling services provided by
such Office.
"(f) In no event shall the fee charged
by any such omce for any service provided
by it exceed the cost of such service to such
omce.
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SEC. 1182. States that the NOCA shall encourage neighborhood fam1Jlies to avail themselves of its service, but sh1:1.ll exert no coercion on them to use the facllities.
SEC. 1183. All records of t'he NOCA shall
remain confidential and shall be open only to
the concerned family and can be made available to a. service agency only With the consent of the family.
SEC. 1184. Each NOCA shall impose fees
for its services except simple assessment and
counseling services. Such fees shall be b1:l.sed
on an "abllity to pay" schedule determined
by the NOCA Director. Persons unable to
pay may contribute personal services to the
NOCA. No fee shall exceed the cost of the
service provided.
By Mr. PEARSON:
S. 1415. A bill to amend the Interstate
Commerce Act in order to provide for the
rail transportation of freight for the
Department of Defense in general purpose boxcars owned by the United States.
Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, I am
introducing today a bill to meet the basic
cause of the critical boxcar shortage
which persists today, not only in my region, but across the Nation. Repeating
the statement I made when I introduced
this legislation in the last Congress,
"There simply are not enough boxcars."
This bill would enlarge our Nation's
overall boxcar fleet by arranging for the
construction and purchase of boxcars
sufficient for the needs of the Department of Defense, thereby releasing those
cars presently in use by DOD. This measure is vitally needed, Mr. President, because the Department of Defense is
holding cars at many shipping points
across the country and paying quite substantial demurrage charges on them;
while at the same time, grain is overflowing the elevators and spoiling on the
ground in the Midwest, while coal, perishables, and other products are also
waiting to be transported from points
across the Nation.
Mr. President, national defense purposes undoubtedly require at times that
cars be held at various shipping points.
This is understandable and justifiable.
This bill would provide adequate cars
for such purposes, would ease their administrative burdens while also saving
taxpayers' money. Not only would this
represent a wiser expenditure of Government funds, but it could ultimately produce a net savings in the national budget.
The important thing, however, is that
funds will be spent in a positive wayin an effort to alleviate the critical boxcar shortage rather than for continued
payment of excessive charges in the nature of parking fines on cars which are
so desperately needed, but which are sitting idle at various places throughout
the Nation.
This bill, Mr. President, is not intended
to prejudice any current efforts within

Mr. President, within a few months,
combines and harvest crews will be moving into the Kansas wheatfields; but
as farmers and grain dealers across the
Midwest are well aware, it will be a long
time before this new crop reaches the
market.
Unfortunately, however, this is no new
problem to the people of the Midwest.
The first case to be held before the Interstate Commerce Commission-Docket
No. 1-1887-was a petition by farmers
in the Dakota territory complaining of
inadequate boxcar supply.
In my State today, it has been estimated that the economic loss due to the
boxcar shortage runs in the neighborhood of $100 million per year.
But Mr. President, the problem is no
longer sectional; it is a national problem of awesome complexity which affects
not only market price structures, but
international trade as well. The problem
today is no longer seasonal; it is yearround.
I would .particularly note, Mr. President, that the harvest was transported
more expeditiously last year than it has
been in several years, for which the Interstate Commerce Commission, the
Commodity Credit Corporation, railroads, and grain dealers alike are to be
commended. Through cooperation of this
type, many of the problems now plaguing
this entire area of commodity transportation can be, I am convinced, satisfactorily resolved.
As I have stated in the past, it is simply
unrealistic to expect the railroads
alone----given their present financial condition-to be able to build or purchase
adequate numbers of boxcars sufficient
for the transportation of the essential
commodities of this Nation. Moreover, it
is an unfortunate fact that millions of
dollars in the Fedeml Treasury may be
wasted by the military paying the unnecessary demurrage charges.
Therefore, Mr. President, I urge that
the Senate redirect the Government's
vital resources to the improvement of
the grave situation. It is unfortunate
that this act is necessary, but we simply
must face the facts. Accordingly, I urge
the Serrate to give due consideration to
this proposal.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill be printed in the REcoRD at the conclusion of my remarks.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to 'be printed in the REcoRD, as
follows:

s.
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A b111 to amend the Interstate Commerce
Act in order to provide for the rail transportation of freight for the Department
of Defense in general purpose box cars
owned by the United States
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of

Amertca in Congress assembled,

the Congress or the Executive which are of the Interstate Commerce
directed at other aspects of the boxcar
shortage problem. There is a pressing
need to establish proper rates, demurrage
charges, penalties, and other regulations
to increase boxcar utilization. But this
proposal, which has received support
from east and west, deals with the basic
problem of inadequate boxcar supply.

That Part

I

Act (49 :U.S.C.

et seq.), is amended by redesignating section 26 as section 27 a.nd by inserting before
such section a new section as follows:
"NATIONAL DEFENSE FREIGHT CABS
"SEc. 26. (a) The Secretary of Defense (1)
shall arrange for the construction and purchase of such number of general purpose box
cars (not less than 10,000) as may 'be neces1,
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sary to provide for the transportation of all
freight tendered to railroads subject to this
Part by the Department of Defense and suitable for transportation in such cars, in general purpose box cars owned iby the United
States or in general purpose box cars provided in exchange for such cars owned by
the United States, (2) may enter into such
agreements With such railroads as are necessary to provide for the maintenance and most
efficient use of such cars owned by the United
States, including exchange agreements, and
to provide for necessary rate adjustments in
order to recognize the United States' capital
investment in such cars.
(b) There is authorized to be appropriated
for the purpose of section (a) (1) the sum of
$120 million, such funds to remain available
until expended."
By Mr. GRAVEL:
S. 1420. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the
sale of firearms to law enforcement officers who are required to purchase their
own firearms for service use shall be exempt from excise tax. Referred to the
Committee on Finance.
Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, today I
am introducing a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code to provide that
pistols and revolvers purchased by law
enforcement officers with their own
funds, for exclusive use in their duties
as officers, shall be exempt from manufacturers' excise tax.
The purpose of my amendment is to
rectify an inequality in the law which
provides 'for the excise tax exemption
when the sale of firearms is to State or
local governments for law-enforcement
purposes, but refuses this exemption to
the individual officer when he is required
to purchase his own firearms.
In a number of our cities and towns
in Alaska police officers are required to
purchase their own pistols or revolvers,
and this may well be a common practice
in other States as well. I hope that my
colleagues will join me in an effort to
rectify this inequity in the tax law.
By Mr. JAVITS:
S. 1422. A bill to establish a National
Emergency Price Stabilization Board to
protect the public interest in price
stability and the control of inflation.
Refm:red to the Committee on Banking,
HoUSing and Urban Affairs.
NATIONAL EMERGENCY PRICE STABILIZATION
BOARD

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I introduce
today a bill to establish an Emer.gency
Price Stabilization Board in order to
restrain inflationary wage and price increases and oo to hasten our economic
recovery. This Board stems from my belief that the prime practical economic
policy move which the administmtion
can take this year is to institute an effective incomes policy, and it is also the outgT!Owth of recommendations from busi-

ness and banking leaders throughout the
country and of recommendations from
Government officials as well.
Mr. President, I have noticed with the
greatest of interest that the President
has imposed guidelines on the construction industry. I believe that while the
construction industry has been a particularly serious offender in terms of the
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economy generally, many service and
other aspects of industry leave very much
to be desired.
This administration has found it very
hard to grasp the nettle, having begun its
term with so many fiscal restrictions as
we have experienced up to now, largely
attributable to the effort to sweep the
consequences of the Vietnam war under
the rug. We simply have to face the consequences and have some broad-scale
machinery for dealing with inflationary
prices and wages.
The Emergency Price Stabilization
Board, which would be established on a
temporary basis by the bill would consist of three Presidential appointees
from private life, and would be charged
with developing systematic and comprehensive approach to the price stabilization problem as it exists today.
The Board would have subpena power
to examine records and witnesses and
hold hearings as its principal authority.
Thus it could direct public attention to
the course of wage-price decisions. Although independent from the executive,
it would recommend action to the President in individual cases. It could also
recommend legislation or other Government action to deal with structural bottlenecks affecting prices. The power of
this Board would rest primarily upon
its ability to giv:e the public reliable information on the mechanics of wage
and price decisions, thereby stimulating
public concern against inflationary decisions; and also upon its power of persuasion in the executive branch and the
legislative branch.
In several other respects th;e Board
will go substantially beyond the administration's present policies. For example,
it would, to use the language of the bill,
"prepare and publish standards and criteria by which decisions with respect to
wages and pric'e s of all kinds can be
measured in terms of their inflationary
impact on the economy." This mandate,
while similar to the 3.2-percent guidepost
approach of the 1960-66 period, differs
from those guideposts in one important
respect; it would be more flexible, applying diff;erent standards to different industries according to differences in productivity, supply conditions, and marketing factors.
Another important difference between
my bill and the thrust of the administration's present policies is the implicit emphasis on the role of the consumer. The
consumer today has no voice in wageprice disputes; however, it is he who
ultimately bears the brunt of any such
dispute which results in inflationary
conditions. By requiring quarterly reports to Congress, by enabling the Board
to hold public hearings, and by concentrating wage-price recommendations in
a fully staffed and independent agency,
my bill would pinpoint to the consumer
the ramifications of wage-price decisions
free of political overtones.
Because the Board would not possess
coercive powers to regulate individual
wage and price decisions, it is important
that the policies of tlle Board be made
in an atmosphere of mutual cooperation
with business and !rubor. Therefore, my

bill requires the President to convene a
conference for leaders from all sectors
of the economy in order to secure this
cooperation.
The bill is based upon the clear emergency which confronts us today: A prolonged
inflation which prevents us from operating
effectively to stimul·a te the eoonOillly a.nd reduce unemployment and which weakens the
balance of payments position of the United
States. Therefore, the bill contains a congressional declwration of emergency. It also
provides for the expiration of the Board
when the emergency has been found to have
ended, or by the end of 1972, whichever is
sooner. The temporary nature of the Board
has two reasons: First, most observers agree
that a voluntary wage-ptlce mechanism is
most effective over relatively short periods
of time. Second, the same observers generally agree as well that the administration
has already laid the groundwork for dampening infl81tion, by eliminating excess demand.
An incomes policy can be particularly effective in a slack economy when excess demand
has been eliminated.
Mr. President, notwithstanding the clear
responsibility which previous administrations bear for our present inflationary problems, the time is clearly over when the President can use these past mistakes as an excuse for not coming to grips With the problem of inflation on a comprehensive basis.
The time is also clearly over when we can afford to be doctrinnaire and inflexible about
the permissible means at our disposal for
coping with inflation.
Over the course of the past 2 years, we
have seen the administration come a long
way in developing ways to meet inflationary
price or wage actions or bottleneck situations
on an individual basis. The testimony of the
Council of Economic Advisers before the
Joint Economic Committee this year lists
several steps the administration has taken
when it felt the free market economy could
be strengthened by such actions. Two of
these-the publication of periodic Inflation
Alerts and the appointment of a Purchasing and Regulations Review Board-stem directly from recommendations made by Joint
Economic Committee Republicans last year.
The concept underlying the administration's
actions is that the free market economy is
the best allocator of resources and price levels we have, but that restraining action is
necessary where price and wage decisions
are made while insulated from the effects of
free market forces.
In testimony this year, the CEA remarked
that it was considering ways to make the
elements of its wage and price policies "more
systematic and comprehensive, and to provide more adequately for their management."
"What is called for," the CEA continued, "is
a policy of doing what can effectively be done,
whenever it can be done, and not pretending
to do more."
My bill is offered in the spirit of accomplishing exactly what the Council of Economic Advisers intended.
In some respects it will parallel the
work of the CEA. For example, the
Board's quarterly reports to the President and the Congress will touch upon
many of the issues covered by the current system of inflation alerts. However,
the independent status of the Board will
enable it to take a more objective stand
on wage and price developments than
the Council of Economic Advisers could
be expected to take. The Board will also
examine the same kinds of structural
economic inefficiencies-such as we find
in the construction and oil industries--as
do the CEA and other executive branch
departments. However, the CEA itself
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admits that it is poorly staffed to do a
comprehensive job in this regard; and
in addition, neither the CEA nor other
executive branch agencies have the
power to conduct hearings, subpena witnesses and records, and publicize findings and recommendations, which the
Board would be particularly well suited
to do.
My bill holds the most promise in its
potential for developing an informed,
nonpartisan consensus that noninflationary wage-price behavior is the best
course in the long run. There are of
course proposals which would go further
than this, to impose a wage-price freeze
or direct wage-price controls. Aside from
the obvious logistical problems in enforcing direct controls or a freeze, these
measures involve an infringement on
private decisionmaking which invites
both inequity and inefficiency. This is not
to say that they should never be used,
but I believe they are not warranted at
the present time.
On the other hand, a Price Sta.bilization Board can have a measurable effect
over relatively short periods of time in
dampening inflationary pressures. For
this reason, I am convinced that a Board
is essential at this particular time, when
the conditions have already been established for making headway against inflation. Coming at this time, a temporary
Board can help ensure that our goal of
expanding the economy and reducing
unemployment will not at the same time
unleash new inflationary forces. I urge
my colleagues in the Senate to give this
proposal their serious and sympathetic
consideration.
By Mr. KENNEDY.
S. 1423. A bill to amend title 5, United
States Code, to provide for the establishment of a Public Counsel Corporation to
insure full participation by and on behalf of unrepresented citizens in administrative rulemaking proceedings. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciciary.
PUBLIC

COUNSEL

CORPORATION ACT

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the opportunity of the public to participate in
the Federal administrative processes is
fundamental to the entire notion of fairness and equity in those processes. Notice and the chance to participate are the
very foundations of the Administrative
Procedure Act passed by Congress almost
25 years ago now. It is clear, however,
that this act is but an imperfect guarantee that agency decisionmaking will be in
the best interest of the public. Large
economic blocs know full well how to
use the administrative processes to gain
favor and protection for their special interests. The public does not. And in the
end, the public is left behind.
The Federal administrative processes
reach almost every activity of every
American. Children attend federally assisted schools; laborers work on Federal or federally assisted construction
projects or in industries regulated by the
Government; the Indian, the farmer the
disabled veteran, the widow, often rely
heavily on Government assistance. The
tax system is administered through
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regulations of the Internal Revenue
Service; the meat we eat has been inspected pursuant to Department of Agriculture regulations; the products we buy
are .all manufactured and distributed
within the framework of rules and regulations worked out within agencies of
the F'ederal Government.
Yet how many of our citizens know
about, much less participate, in the determination of those rules and regulations that so vitally affect them? Who is
their advocate in the governmental decisionmaking process? In fact, until now,
they have been unrepresented.
Much of the administrative process
works in an adversary manner, even when
rulemaking is involved. But too often
the adversaries all represent a class of
special interests vying for a favored position in the marketplace and in the
halls of Government. The interests of
big business are never forgotten in proceedings affecting their interests; the
Washington lawyer sees to that, perennially subjecting the agencies to lopsided
pressures. The large economic blocks in
our society can afford to hire agents
who keep tabs on agency activities and
are alerted usually before actions affecting their interests are initiated. Whether
over cocktails or at lunch, or through the
Federal Register or trade journals, industry's representatives stands ready to
do battle. At hearings they appear with
an army of engineers, economists, and
other experts-in quadruplicate--to persuade the agency that the public interest
or the public convenience and necessity
coincide with their position. Yet all the
while the voice of the consumer, the taxpayer, the poor, are drowned out by competition of more particularized interests.
Why should not those who pay exorbitant prices for drugs and who rely on
them for their daily well-being be represented as well as drug manufacturers?
Why should not the purchasers and
viewers of television sets be heard as well
as the spokesmen for the networks and
station owners?
Why should not those who breathe polluted air, who are displaced by freeways,
and who buy and drive automobiles be
spoken for as well as the automobile
manufacturers and the concrete industry?
Why should not airline, bus, and railway passengers be heard as well as the
airlines, bus companies, and railways?
It is no secret that particularized interests have found effective representation within the structure of the Federal
Government. Hardly a day goes by without the newspapers carrying further evidence that the agencies have become captives of the industries they regulate. The
Department of Agriculture represents
the farmer. The Department of Commerce represents businessmen. The In-

terstate Commerce Commission represents the carriers. As Clifford Durr, former Federal Communications Commissioner, described it:
In time the vision of the larger and more
distant public tends to grow dim.
Thus, in day to day matters involving
product safety, Federal contracting, the
setting of standards, the granting of li-

censes, the little man goes unheard and
unnoticed. Louis Brandeis observed in a
speech at Harvard in 1905 that the public interest is served by the adversary
system in litigation, where a lawYer's
vigorous advocacy is balanced by that of
his opponent. But, as Brandeis suggested-referring to dealings with the
legislature, but equally applicable to proceedings before Federal agencies--"a very
different condition is presented-a condition of great unfairness to the public,"
when the only voices heard are those of
highly capable lawYers representing private interest, "while the pu'blic is often
inadequately represented or wholly unrepresented." This continues to describe
most administrative proceedings today.
Two years ago the Subcommittee on
Administrative Practice and Procedure
published a compilation of responses
from members of major regulatory agencies to a questionnaire I sent them on
citizen involvement and responsive
agency decisionmaking. The same echoes
on page after page. The Chairman of the
Civil Aeronautics Board observed that
"ordinarily, the Board does not specifically seek out the views of persons who
would not otherwise be likely to present
their views to the Board." That is a shorth and way of saying that only commercial interests regulated or directly affected are involved in the administrative
process. Commissioner Johnson, who is
with us this morning, observed that
"citizen participation in the Federal
Communications Commission process is
virtually nonexistent." Former Chairman
Lee White, of the Federal Power Commission, wrote:
On the whole, I believe meaningful citizen
involvement in •t he administrative process is
sorely lacking.
Even the courts have recognized that
the absence of public involvement in administrative decisionmaking is crucial
and that agencies cannot 'be relied on to
uphold the public interest on their own.
As the court of appeals observed of the
Federal Communications Commission in
the United Church of Christ case:
The theory tbat the Commission can always effectively represent the llstener interests ... Without the aid and participation of legitimate listener representatives
fulfilling the role of private attorneys general is one of those assumptions we collectively try to work With so long as they are
reasonably adequate. When it becomes clear,
as it does to us now, that it is no longer a
valid assumption which stands up under the
realities of actual experience neither we nor
the Commission can continue to rely on it.
The condition is not limited to the
independent regulatory agencies. A recent study completed for the National
Product Safety Commission analyzed the
scope and aJdequacy of the automobile
safety, flammable fabrics, toys, and hazardous substances programs of the De-

partment of Transportation, Commerce,

and Health, Education, and Welfare.
Thatt study concluded:
ContinuaJ. communications wirth lobbyists
and represe!lltatives of the regulated industries causes agency preoccupation w11ih
the economic burdens and dislocations that
specific safety standards would impose. . . .
In sum, the consumer safety regulatory process in i'aot ha.s too often been a dialog be-
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tween Government and industry, with informal communication not open to public
scrutiny.
As a recommendation, the report has
this to say:
To counter industry arguments and institutional constraints lim.i!ting vigorous agency
action, an independent voice speaking for
the generalized consumer interest should be
intruded into the administrative process.
That voice should be heard ln the critical
phases of standard setting before specific proposals are published, and later, when formal
proposals have been formulated. The ubiquitous presence of the consumer spokesman
should stiffen the spine of the most timid
official.
After numerous hea:rlngs and extensive
investigations into the administration
of Federal programs affecting public
safety, the Prolduct Safety Commission
issued its report just a few weeks ago. In
that report it observed that while it is
generally assumed that a Federal agency
itself invariably defends the public interest, "most agency decisions represent
a compromise among contending factions. When such a contest develops, the
weakest voice is often thlat of the unorganized and unrepresented consumer."
The Commission concludes:
Quite as private enterprise requires counsel to represent its interest in dealings with
agencies of Government, the public requires
an Advocate who will defend consumer safety
against exploi:ta.tion, excess, or neglect.
The poor people of this country, quite
apart from their role as consumers, have
special problems confronting them with
the special Federal programs designed
for their assistance. And a large number
of Federal programs affect them directly
and intimately. The Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare adopts
rules relating to old age assistance, aid
to the blind, medicare, and aid to families with dependent children. The Department of Agriculture administers the
food stamp program and the commodity
surplus distribution program. The li8Jbor
Department promulgates rules relating
to programs for the chronically unemployed and for welfare recipients. The
list is almost endless.
Yet in a recent s'tudy undertaken for
the Administrative Conference of the
United States, Prof. Arthur Bonfield observed that a number of agencies did not
even recognize that programs they administered had a substantial impadt on
·t he poor, and ·t hat even when agencies
recognize this impact, they usually do
not seek out the views of those affected
by the programs. Even the Department
of Justice has recently acknowledged
that poor people as a class are not effectively represented before agencies with
respect to many proposed rules having
a significant impact on the poor.
Consumers, the poor, the elderly, taxpayers, debtors, tenants--the list of Jthe

unrepresented in an agency proceedings
goes on aJild on. At last count over 43
separate bills were introduced before the
last Congress to provide, in some manner,
representation for the consuming public--often broadly defined-before Federal agencies. All of these would, among
otlher things, give the unrepresented
public a vehicle thro·u gh which their interests could be translated into effective
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representation and channeled through
the proper administrative channels to
reach Government decisiorunakers. Proposed legislation would place this public
advocate in a Cabinet-level agency, in
an independent agency, in the Executive
Office, in the Justice Department, or in
an independent public corporation. Each
approach has its advruntages and disadvantages, and many of these have been
brought out and will continue to come
out in hearings on the bills. We no longer
question the need for effective representation of the public interest in the
agencies of the Government. We are now
searching for the means for more of such
representation.
I do not believe, if we are to learn from
history, thart; the Public Counsel should
be within the traditional framework a!
Government. As a full-time employee of
the U.S. Government the Public Counsel
is more likely than not to become a captive of the establishment and out of touch
with his real constituency. Thus, considering the need so widely recognized, I
have opted for an independent Public
Counsel Corporation with a primary responsibility for advocacy in representing
the views of the public in Federal administrative proceedings, wilth an emphasis on rulemaking proceedings.
The Public Counsel Corporation I propose in the bill I am introducing today
would be a nonprofit corporation
modeled after the Public Broadcasting
Corporation, funded by the Federal Government and directed by a board of
Presidential appointees. The Corporation would be authorized to represent
directly or by contract the interests of
the unrepresented public in agency proceedings, either on its own initiative or
by request of the agency. It could initiate
rulemaking proceedings and could seek
judicial review or consideration of administrative actions or inactions where
the issues involved substantially affect
the interests of the unrepresented public.
The Corporation would also serve a
clearinghouse function of collecting and
disseminating information concerning
rulemaking affecting the unrepresented
public.
The term "unrepresented rpublic" is
generally defined in the bill as "persons
or groups of persons whose collective interests are not likely to be adequately
represented in regulatory agencies of the
United States, because such persons lack
resources or organization necessary to
provide such representation." I believe
that the Board of the Corporation can
determine the precise substantive areas
of involvement based on input from
presently existing public interest organizations and on a study of areas where
the public is not at present adequately
represented by any groups of organizations.
Last summer my Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure held
hearings on the public counsel bill introduced last session <S. 3434). Mr. Ralph
Nader and FCC Commissioner Nicholas
Johnson-two men who have over the pe·
riod of recent years devoted as much energy to pressing for Tecognition of the
public interest in administrative decisionmaking as anyone here in Washing1

ton-strongly and clearly made the case
for this type of legislation. Eight public
interest laWYers participated in a roundtable hearing on the bill, their experiences and problems in trying to initiate
or participate in proceedings before various agencies stand as strong testimony
for the need for Government support of
public interest advocacy.
We will soon be continuing our hearings on the bill I am introducing todaywhich has been modified based upon suggestions at last year's hearings. I hope
that through hearings on the Public
Counsel Corporation bill and Senate consideration of the legislation we can make
the agencies and departments of Government more mindful of the needs and
interests of the public, and that we can
begin to reverse the average citizen's
feeling of powerlessness to influence the
course of Government activities affecting his daily life.
ByMr.McGEE:
1424. A bill to amend chapter 89 of
title 5, United States Code, to provide
improv·e d health benefits for Federal employees. Referred to the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, I introduce
for appropriate reference a bill to provide the Federal employee, for the first
time in history, with a truly comprehensive health benefits program. This
measure, built upon our eXPerience over
11 years with the provisions of the Federal Employees Health Benefits of 1959,
is a logical next step to assure that Federal officers and employees have the kind
of health insurance they need and deserve
in this era <Xf inflated medical costs.
The 1959 act, bringing the Federal
Government into the field of health insurance at a date far later than private
industry had entered it, was initially intended to make the Federal Government competitive as an employer
by the addition of this important
fringe benefit. This landmark measure which was moved into operation speedily and effectively by the Civil
Service Commission, achieved that goal.
But over the years, the Government's
contribution, established by law as a fixed
dollar amount, diminished as a percentage of the total as costs spiraled. In 1970,
it had dropped to 28 percent of the high
option premium. And only then did Congress act to increase that percentage to
40 percent. For years, employees contributed far more than was envisioned
in 1959. Additionally, gaps in coverage
became apparent. Studies showed that
the multiplicity of plans available was
confusing to many who had to make a
selection. And the difficult paperwork
involved in filing claims raised the question whether some insured employees
actually were getting what was coming to
lihem.
The bill I introduce today amends the
Federal Employees Health Benefits Act
of 1959. The purpose of this bill is threefold.
First, it broadens coverage to include
legitimate medical expenses not covered
by any of the insurance underwriters
who contract with the Civil Service Com-

s.
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mission to provide health benefits under
existing law. There are currently 40 different plans operating under the Health
Benefits Act of 1959. The new comprehensive plan to be authorized by this bill
would not involve any insurance carriers.
The new plan would be financed and administered by the Civil Service Commission.
Second, the bill would vest in the Civil
Service Commission the authority to
establish fee schedules for medical, surgical, and hospital services. These schedules, which could be determined after
consultation with representatives of the
medical profession, would become generally accepted as appropriate fees to be
charged for the kinds of services rendered in the community.
Third, the bill PTOvides for an increase
in the amount the Government pays for
the cost of the program from the present
level of 40 percent of the average high
option premium to 75 percent, effective
3 years from enactment.
I view this program as being vitally
important to Federal employees and to
the Government itself-important because it views the imperatives of health
care in terms of today's health costs and
needs, not those of 11 years ago. Present
health insurance coverage in many cases
is totally inadequate for our employees'
needs.
Consider the areas of medical care that
are not currently covered. Existing legislation ignores the cost of routine dental
attention or even dental disease. Dental
care is covered only if the treatment is
for traumatic injury. If an employee's
child is "lucky" enough to have his teeth
knocked out in an accident, his treatment is covered. Otherwise the cost of
dental treatment comes out of the employee's pocket. And who today views
orthodontal treatment-the straightening of teeth, which becomes more expensive every year-as somehow off the
beaten path of medical eXPenses? Such
treatment is not covered. Present-day
legislation also excludes the not unusual
expenses of eyeglasses and hearing aids.
A Federal employee who pays $350 a
year for health insurance under the
present health benefits program must, in
almost all cases, pay all of his dental
bills, all of the bills for the routine care
of his children, all of the bills for eyeglasses or hearing aids, plus a deductible,
plus 20 or 25 percent of all other expenses
incurred in a year. It is really not uncommon for an employee to pay $500 or
$600 a year for health insurance and
medical expenses and not get a single
dime's worth of rebate from his plan.
I do not mean to be unduly critical of
the present program. It is among the
best available. Last year, the Federal
program paid out $1,180 million in benefits for 8 million employees and family
members. But despite that magnificent
achievement, the 1959 program is simply
not adequate. This bill not only offers
the employee broader coverage, it vests
in the Civil Service Commission administrative and enforcement powers. It thus
enables the Commission to serve as a
servant of the employee, assuring that his
rights under law will be protected, assuring that neither redtape nor a lack of
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understanding of the employee's various
entitlements will stand between him and
his due.
Public hearings will be scheduled before the Post Office and Civil Service
Committee on this legislation after the
Easter recess. I invite my colleagues, the
administration officers of the Civil Service Commission and individuals in the
health insurance business, as well as our
millions of Federal employees to review
my proposal and make whatever suggestions they deem constructive so that the
goal of excellent health insurance protection can be rapidly achieved.
By Mr. JAVITS <for himself and
Mr. HUGHES) :
S. 1425. A bill to amend the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and
Control Act of 1970 to provide an increase in the appropriations authorizations for the Commission on Marihuana
and Drug Abuse. Referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, and
ordered to be held at the desk until the
next session of the Senate.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I introduce on behalf of myself and the Senator from Iowa <Mr. HUGHES) , for appropriate reference, a bill to increase the
authorization for the Commission on
Marihuana and Drug Abuse from $1 million to $4 million.
The Commission on Marihuana and
Drug Abuse was established by Public
Law 91-513 of October 27, 1970, to conduct a comprehensive study of drug
abuse and the use of marihuana in the
United States. The study of marihuana
will include the extent and nature of use
of marihuana in the United States, an
te$luation of the efficacy of existing
laws on marihuana and international
control of marihuana. The Commission
will also investigate the physical and
psychological effects of marihuana and
the relationship of its use to drug addiction and to aggressive behavior and
crime. A report on the findings of the
Commission relating to marihuana is required within 1 year after the date funds
become available for the study.
The Commission will also conduct a
comprehensive study and investigation
of the causes of drug abuse and their
relative significance. U advisable, they
will submit interim reports to the President and the Congress and within 2 years
after the date funds become available,
they will make a final report of their
findings and conclusions. The Commission will terminate 60 days after the
submission of the report.
Since the Commission's formation, an
indepth review of its congressional mand.aites has been undertaken. It is becoming evident that the present $1 million
authorization will be insufficient for the
Commission to fulfill its responsibilities

to the President and the Congress over
the next 2 years.
A $4 million authorization would insure
the ·a bility of the Commission to hire the
staff necessary to handle its daily affairs
and the staff and consultants necessary
to undertake special projects relating to
the extent, scope, and avenues of approach to the marihuana and drug problem. Increased funding will also enable

the Commission to contract for special
services, such as a comprehensive literature compilation and evaluation, special
research projects, and feasi!bility studies.
This contracting capability is exceedingly important in light of the fact th!at
the Commission has only 1 year within
which to complete its marihuana investigation and the remaining year to complete its general drug abuse study.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that this particular measure, ·b ecause it is so important within our compass, be referred to the Committee on
La.bor and Public Welfare; and I also ask
unanimous consent that the reference be
held at the desk for 1 day, or until the
next session of the Senate, so that if
there is any objection from any committee, it may be recorded. We believe, however, that it has been cleared, but we
just want to be sure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
By Mr. JAVITS <for himself and
Mr. BUCKLEY):
S. 1426. A bill to establish the Van
Buren-Lindenwald Historic Site at Kinderhook, N.Y. and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I introduce today on behalf of myself and my
colleague, Senator BucKLEY, a bill toestablish the Van Buren-Lindenwald Historic Site at Kinderhook, N.Y. The proposed Lindenwald National Historic Site
would preserve and protect the property
of President Martin Van Buren whose
public career touched every aspect of
government. Adequate facilities in existing structures on the site will allow the
public to have great use and enjoyment
of the historic property. Historians would
be encouraged to study the site and the
proposed collection of Van Buren memorabilia. Comprehensive planning will
be coordinated with the appropriate
State agencies to assure protection of the
setting of Lindenwald.
The property was purchased by Van
Buren in 1839 and consisted of a house
and 130 acres of land. The original house
on the property was built in 1797. The
present property consists of approximately 13 acres.
There have been previous efforts to
preserve Lindenwald and the National
Park Service has evaluated the site as to
its possibilities for management as a national historic site. They have determined that Lindenwald is of national
significance as the only surviving structure closely associated with President
Van Buren. The only thing that remains
is for action to be taken to effectively set
up the machinery for preserving this historic property.
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There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.

1426

A bill to establish the Van Buren-Lindenwald Historic Site at Kinderhook, New
York, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That, for the

purposes of preserving for the education and
inspiration of present and future generations the former residence (from 1841 until
1862) and only remaining structure intimately associated with Martin Van Buren,
eighth President of the United States, the
Secretary of the Interior shall acquire, on behalf of the United States, by gift, exchange,
or purchase (with donated or appropriated
funds) the real property and improvements
thereon known as Lindenwald and located
at Kinderhook, New York, together With
such adjacent or related lands and interests
therein as the Secretary determines are necessary for the establishment of a national
historic site. The property so acquired shall
be known and designated as the Van BurenLindenwald National Historical Site. The
Secretary may also acquire personal property
used or to be used in connection with the
administration and interpretation of the national historic site.
SEc. 2. The National Park Service, under
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
shall administer, protect, and develop the
Van Buren-Lindenwald National Historic
Site, subject to the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to establish a National
Park Service, and for other purposes", approved August 25, 1916 (16 U.S.C., sec. 1 and
others), and the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the preservation of historic American sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities
of national significance, and for other purposes", approved August 21, 1935 (16 U.S.C.,
sec. 461 and others) .
SEc. 3. There are authorized to ·b e appropriated from time to time such sums as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of
this Act.
By Mr. TUNNEY (for himself and
Mr. BAYH and Mr. CRANSTON):
S. 1427. A bill to amend the Disaster
Relief Act of 1970 to provide additional
authority for the cancellation of disaster and emergency loans. Referred to the
Committee on Public Works.
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, I introduce today for appropriate reference legislation to expand the Federal aid available to homeowners and businesses for
reconstruction following the tragic California earthquake of February 9.
This legislation is proposed as an
amendment to the Disa'Ster Relief Act of
1970, enacted last year under the leadership of Senator BAYH. I am therefore
especially pleased to be joined by Senator BAYH as well as by my fellow Californian, Senator CRANSTON, in introducing this legislation.
The Disaster Relief Act presently provides for full Federal grants to repair

Bills on this subject have been pre- and reconstruct damaged or destroyed
viously introduced in both Houses of Congress including a bill whioh I have previously introduced. In this session, Congressman FisH of New York has introduced this bill in the House and I am
hopeful that we will finally take action
to preserve this historic property.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
Of the bill be printed in the RECORD.

public facilities under this authority.
The Office of Emergency Preparedness
has announced that it will provide approximately $232 million in grant aid.
This vital help will be used to replace
damaged roads, schools, sewers and
water mains, and other public property.
For private property owners, the Disaster Relief Act provides relief which, in
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my judgment, has been •s hown by the
recent earthquake oo be less effective.
The Small Business Administration and
the Farmers Home Administration,
where applicable, are authorized to extend disaster or emergency loans on
special terms when a major disaster hrus
occurred.
The Small Business Administration
has been the active lending agency in
California, due to the location of the
areas hardest hit by the earthquake.
Under its program, loans are made oo
homeowners and busines's men to the extent loss or damage or injury is not compensated for by insurance or otherwise.
After the first $500 the SBA is directed
to cancel $2,500 of the principal of any
such loan, if the loan is made oo cover
losses and damage and injury resulting
from major disasters as determined by
the President. Moreover, the SBA may
in its discretion defer interest payments
or principal payments, or both, in whole
or in part, on any such loan during the
first 3 years of the loan term.
Special provi'Sions of present legislation now allow these loans to be made
without regard to whether the required
financial assistance is available from
private sources.
Further, present law provides that the
SBA, and the FHA under its analogous
authority, may also refinance all existing mortgages or other liens where a
house or business concern is totally destroyed or substantially damaged. This
additional refinancing is limited so that
the amount refinanced shall not exceed
the amount of the principal loss actually
sustained. And such refinancing is subject to the provisions for forgiveness of
$2,500 of the principal, and for not requiring proof that aid was unavailable
from other sources.
Mr. President, this present legislation
was fully considered by committees of
both the Senate and the House, and
builds on our past experience with other
tragic disasters. I seek to preserve the
carefully drawn basic structure of the
provisions for the SBA and FHA loan
programs.
I do feel, however, that further aid
within those programs is urgently
needed. The legislation I introduce today would accomplish this by a straightforward and minor change in the language of those sections. Under this legislation, the benefits and limits of the
present law would be preserved, except
as to the amount of loan principal which
could be forgiven. Under the new bill,
the homeowner or businessman suffering under a major disaster would still
have $2,500 of the first $3,000 of his loan
forgiven. Thereafter, however, he would
under the new bill have 50 percent of
the additional loan forgiven up to a
total forgiven amount of $20,000. Under
this provision, a homeowner or businessman who suffered a loss requiring a
$38,000 loan would receive $20,000 by
way of forgiven principal. I suggest this
50-percent Federal forgiveness is entirely fair because it encourages, but
does not require, matching State aid.
Senators will recall that a Federal-State
matching-grant program was used after
the Alaskan earthquake, and that the
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By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr.
Federal share was set at 50 percent in
BAYH, Mr. HART, Mr. HUMthat case.
PHREY, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. MATHIAS,
Moreover, I firmly believe this extenMr. STEVENSON, Mr. HATFIELD,
sion of Federal aid is vitally needed in
Mr. TUNNEY, Mr. TAFT, Mr. Mcany community which suffers, as did
GEE, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. WILthose in southem California, vast damLIAMS, Mr. CANNON, Mr. PASTORE,
age to private homes and businesses.
Realities require that we reorganize the
and Mr. RoTH):
crushing burden imposed by disaster on
S. 1428. A bill t10 amend title of the
homeowners already struggling with a United States Code by adding a new
heavy debt load, to maintain their own chapter 404 to establish an Institute for
house or business. We must now move Continuing Studies of Juvenile Justice.
to extend the aid currently available by Referred to the Committee on the Judiextending it to levels realistically ade- ciary.
Mr. PERCY. M.r. President, I am toquate to meet the needs of the more than
20,000 homeowners and businessmen who day reintroducing with the cosponsorhave applied for help since the earth- ship of the Senator from Indiana (Mr.
BAYH), the Senator from Michigan (Mr.
quake struck on February 9.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- HART), the Senator from Minnesota (Mr.
sent that the text of the bill be printed HuMPHREY), the Senator from New York
~ (Mr. JAVITS), the Senator from Maryland
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was (Mr. MATHIAS), and the Senator from
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as illinois (Mr. STEVENSON), a bill to establish an Institute for the Continuing Studfollows:
s. 1427
ies of Juvenile Justice. Many of my
A bill to amend the Disaster Relief Act of colleagues may be aware that this bill
1970 to provide additional authority for was introduced in the House by Conthe cancellation of disaster and emergency gressmen ToM RAILsBACK, ABNER MIKVA,
loans
and EDWARD BIESTER and that it has
Be it enacted by the Senate and House strong bipartisan support from over 100
of Representatives of the United States of cosponsors. Last year both Congressman
America in Congress assembled, That (·a ) section 231 ( 1) of the Disaster Relief Act of RAILSBACK and I testified before the
House Judiciary Committee on this pro1970 is amended to read as follows:
"('1) to the extent such loss or damage or posal. I am pleased to commend Repreinjury is not compensated for by insurance sentative RAILSBACK for his creativity, his
or otherwise, (A) shall, in the case of any initiative, and his deep understanding of
loan in a principal amount of not less than .t his problem as well as his devotion to
$500 or more than $3,000, cancel that part finding a solution oo it. I am hopeful
of the loan which is in excess of $500, and, that, in light of the recent report to
in the case of any loan in a principal amount
of more than $3,000, cancel $2,500 of the Congress by the Youth Development and
principal amount of the loan plus 50 per Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Adcentum o'f that part of the loan which is in ministrrution and heigh·tened congresexcess of $3,000; except that the total amount sional interest in the problem of juvenile
,canceled under this clause (A) shall not delinquency, we can move favora~bly
exceed $20,000, and the authority conferred toward implemenrting such an illSititute.
by this clause (A) shall •b e exercised only
The subject of juvenile crime has been
with respect to loans made to cover losses
and damage and injury resulting from major thoroughly studied and documented in
disasters as determined by the President, and .the last few years. Yet if the reiteration
(B) may defer interest payments or prin- ~of the statistical facts helps us focus our
cipal payments, or both, in whole or in part, attention toward constructive action,
on any loan made under this section during then they do bear repeating.
the first three years of the term of the loan
Juvenile court statistics for 1969, soon
except that any such deferred payments shall to be published by the National Center
bear interest at the rate determined under
for Social Sciences of the Department
section 234 of this Act.
(b) Section 232(1) of such Act is amended ~of Health, Education, and Welfare, reveal that almost 1 million juvenile deto read as follows:
linquency cases were handled by juvenile
" ( 1) to the extent such loss or damage is
not compensated for by insurance or other- couy,ts in 1969, representing a 10 percent
wise, (A) shall, in the case of any loan in a increase over the previous year. Young
principal amount of not less than $500 or people involved in court action constimore than $3,000, cancel that part of the tute 2.7 percent of all children between
loan which is in excess o'f $500, and, in the
case of any loan in a principal amount of the ages of 10 and 17.
For the period 1960-69, juvenile armore than $3,000, cancel $2,500 of the principal amount of the loan plus 50 per centum rests increased by 90 percent, compared
of that part of the loan which is in excess to an overall 71 percent increase in total
of $3,000; except that the total amount canarrests. Even more alarming is the fact
celed under this clause (A} shall not exceed that juvenile arrests for violent crimes
$20,000, and the authority conferred by this
clause (A) shall be exercised only with re- rose by 148 percent during the same
spect to loans made to cover losses and dam- period, according to FBI accounts. Not
age resulting from major disasters as deter- only are youths becoming increasingly
mined by the President, and (B) may defer involved in all antisocial behavior, but
interest payments or principal payments, or they are participating to greater degrees
both, in whole or in part, on any loan made in the serious crimes of murder, forcible
under this section during the :first three years rape, robbery, and aggravated assault.
of the term of the loan except that any such
When serious crimes are considered, perdeferred payments shall bear interest at the
rate determined under section 234 of this sons under the age of 15 make up 22 percent of all arrests and those under 18
Act."
almost one-half. We are forced to ask
SEc. 2. The amendments made by the first
section of this Act shall be effective on and ourselves what conditions in our society
a'fter January 1, 1971.
and judicial system give rise to such
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increases and cause more than 75 percent
of those juveniles in detention to one
day reenter the correction process.
What chance does a juvenile have to
be rehabilitated, when over 39 percent
of our Nation's juvenile courts have no
provisions for separate juvenile facilities? Young people are often tossed into
jails and prisons along with derelicts
and hardened criminals. Of those States
that do have juvenile detention homes,
more than half of them do not offer
any diagnostic services or studies. Only
a few States have gone so far as to develop regional detention facilities that
can provide more direct attention to the
juvenile's personal reasons for being
there. I am pleased to say that Illinois
is currently moving toward a regionalization of correctional treatment centers
and improving its facilities along the goal
of community-based institutions.
There is no question but that the
special problems of youth and the techniques and procedures we utilize for
handling delinquents in juvenile courts
require flexibility, significantly more understanding and greater expertise by all
personnel who work with juvenile offenders. The ultimate goal of our juvenile
program must be to prevent youths from
establishing a pattern of deviant behavior and serious crime thaJt will eventually bring them back into our prisons
and jails. Such a goal requires community support, for our institutions must
be community based for optimum effectiveness. These programs will require a
new leadership and coordination from
the Federal level, both of which have
been seriously lacking.
In the annual report of the Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention
Administration, submitted to Congress by
the President last week, the case for
national leadership and coordination is
well presented. The summary of major
findings reports the following:
There is little coherent national planning
or established priority structure among the
major programs dealing with the problems
of youth development and delinquency prelvention. . . . There is a strong indication
that although bits and pieces of the Federal response to the problems of youth and
delinquency may be achieving their discrete objectives, the whole, in terms of the
overall effectiveness of Federal efforts, may
be less than the sum of its parts ... There
is a lack of effective national leadership
dealing with all youth including delinquents. . . . State planning has been spasmodic and ineffective .... No model systems
for the prevention of delinquency or the
rehabilitation of delinquent youth that have
been developed or implemented.

The report recommends a new national program strategy and a concentration of emphasis on new knowledge
and techniques into a model system for
guiding State and local agencies.
The Insti'tute for the Continuing Studies of Juvenile Justice which would be
created under the legislation I am proposing today offers the unification and
Federal leadership that is called for. The
purpose of the Institute is to serve as an
information bank for the .systematic collection of data obtained from studies and
research by public and private agencies
on juvenile delinquency, including, but
not limited to. programs for the preven-

tion of juvenile delinquency, training of
youth corrections personnel, and rehabilitation and treatment of juvenile offenders. Aside from the packaging of a vast
amount of data on delinquent behavior,
the center would provide short-term
training for corrections personnel and
would assist State and local agencies in
developing technical training programs
within the States.
The Institute is to function independently of any other Federal agency, although it will coordinate its efforts with
those of the Department of Justice and
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. A director is to be appointed by the President with the consent of the Senate and will serve as administrator and coordinator o.f the Institute's personnel for a term of 4 years.
Policy and planning for the Institute will
be the responsibility of an Advisory Commission, consisting of the Attorney General, the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the Director of the U.S.
Judicial Center, the Director of the
National Institute of Mental Health,
and 14 other members who have training
and experience i..'l the area of juvenile
delinquency.
The value of a national institute for
juvenile justice has been clearly pointed
out in the hearings held in the House by
both the Judiciary Committee and the
Select Committee on Crime last year and
in tes•t imony before the Senate Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency.
The cost of our continued inaction
may be greater than we think. We can
no longer afford to ignore one of the
most serious social problems confronting our society.
I believe that our juvenile corrections
personnel should be fully prepared to
handle the special problems of the young
offender, and that they should have the
latest, most comprehensive information
and training possible. To deny this
would mean an agreement to let yet
another generation of our youth experi-·
ence a further increase in delinquent behavior. This can only mean wasted and
useless lives. I do not believe that we
should tolerate this further human destruction. Why should we willingly accept the fact of juvenile crime when passage of the legislation I am introducing
today would mean a difference that we
could all see within our own time?

The American fishing industry-which,
for decades, led the world in productivity and prosperity-today is experiencing serious economic decline.
Since 1945, domestic catch has remained static at 4 to 6 billion pounds
while world hauls have tripled from 43
billion pounds to 123 billion pounds.
There has been a steadily growing influx of imported seafood. More than $700
billion worth of foreign seafood products
are now consumed annually in the United
States. In 1959, 61 percent of U.S. fish
consumption was produced by the domestic industry; in 1969, the U.S. fishing
industry supplied only 39 percent of the
seafood consumed by the American public.
The plight of our fishermen is even
more serious because it represents a failure to realize our tremendous potential:
in domestic demand, and in an available supply easily accessible to U.S.
fishermen.
Public demand for seafood has almost
tripled since World War ll-from 5.3
billion pounds in 1945 to 14.2 billion in
1967-yet domestic output has not significantly increased. By the year 2000
U.S. demand is expected to double again
to more than 31 billion pounds.
However, instead of growing to meet
the new demand, the U.S. fishing industry has actually shown a major declinea decline that has dropped the United
States from second to sixth among the
nations of the world in a single decade.
Several factors have contributed to
this decline: they are overlapping and
contradictory Federal, State and local
regulations; depletion of species through
overconcentration; prohibitive costs of
building, equipping and insuring vessels;
and outdated fleets and techniques competing with subsidized modern foreign
vessels.
The current profile of the American
:Eshing industry is dismal-but it is not
without hope. A growing and vital fishing
industry could stimulate economic devel'opment at home and abroad; develop
new tools for dealing with hunger and
malnutrition here and in developing nations; improve our balance of payments;
increase our technical and research capabilities for tapping the vast marine
;resQ!urces; enhance our position as a
world maritime leader and confirm that
the American economy can and does
adapt to changing conditions. If the fishing industry is to be revitalized, the
Federal Government must play a key role
ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF BILLS in providing the fishing industry with
AND JOINT PvESOLUTIONS
adequate support and assistance.
s. 221
The Fisheries Development Act of 1971
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask proposes in eight-step program to meet
unanimous consent that the following the immediate needs of this emergency
Senators be listed as cosponsors of S. 221, situation and to insure continued health
the Fisheries Development Act of 1971: and vitality for this industry:
Senators PASTORE, STEVENS, MUSKIE, PELL,
First, the creation of a :Eshennan's exB ROOKE, GRAVEL, FONG, INOUYE.
tension service to centralize and systemMr. President, I want to emphasize atize now fragmented information and
the urgency of congressional action on assistance;
legislation for the development of the
Second, establishment of a program
American fishing industry. Recent headlines concerning the harassment and of technical assistance grants to enable
seizure of fishing vessels in the waters of fishermen to ta.ke advantage of modern
South America and the controversy over equipment and methods to increase their
mercury contents of fish products are productivity;
Third, encouragement of expansion
symptomrutic of gmve problems facing
the fishing indust·ry.
into new species;
1
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Fourth, establishment of a comprehensive study of existing regulations at
all levels of government;
Fifth, a thorough and continuing review of the fish import situation;
Sixth, research into fish protein concentrate as a significant dietary supplement;
Seventh, grants to fishermen's cooperative associations which can coordinate
efforts in regional areas; and
Eighth, authorization and assistance in
the formation of fisheries marketing
agreements to facilitate group efforts to
market producw, promote the development of new products, and conduct marketing research.
In addition, I shall shortly introduce
supplementary legislation to deal specifically with the fishing industry's requirements for an adequate source of insurance. Premiums both for hull insurance and for personal liability insurance
for the fishing industry have skyrocketed and American insurance companies
have been increasingly reluctant to provide insurance at any cost.
Mr. President, I have known and
talked with fishermen from the great
ports at New Bedford, Gloucester, and
Boston all my life. I have known their
courage; their strength; their humor;
their traditions and folklore; and their
pride in lives spent at sea.
But now, speaking with these same
men I hear of frustration; of fear; of despair; of a ghost that once was the pride
of all New England and all the Nation.
The urgency of the situation is clear
and the need for action is immediate. My
proposal is not a panacea, but a step in
the right direction. We must restore to
the fisherman and his family their livelihood. A finn commitment today will save
the industry for tomorrow.
Thus I am encouraged by the decision
of the Senators who have joined me in
this measure which can bring urgently
needed relief to the U.S. fishing industry.
s.

635

At t,he request of Mr. ALLIOTT, the Senator from Idaho (Mr. JoRDAN) and the
Senator from Arizona <Mr. FANNIN)
were added as cosponsors of S. 635, a
bill to amend the Mining and Minerals
Policy Act of 1970.
s.

664

At the request of Mr. CooK, the Senator from Tennessee <Mr. BAKER), the
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CuRTis),
the Senator from Kansas <Mr. DoLE),
the Senator from North Carolina <Mr.
ERVIN), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
STEVENs), the Senator from South Carolina <Mr. THuRMOND), the Senator from
Kansas <Mr. PEARSON), and the Senator
from Wyoming <Mr. HANSEN) were added
as cosponsors of S·. 664, the Daylight
Saving Time 'bill.
s.

731

At the request of Mr. JAVITS, the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 731, to make
rules respecting military hostilities in
the absence of a declaration of war.
s.

1030

At the request of Mr. Randolph, the
Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. BELLMON)

was added as a cosponsor of S. 1030, a
bill to amend the Vocational Rehabilitation Act in order to assure rehabilitation services to older blind persons, and
for other purposes.
s.

1071

At the request of Mr. BoGGS, the Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH) was added as a cosponsor of S. 1071, a bill to
clarify the status of funds of the Treasury deposited with the States under the
act of June 23, 1936.
s.

1085

At the request of Mr. HANSEN, the Senator from Kansas <Mr. PEARSON) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 1085, a bill
to amend the Federal Meat Inspection
Act.
s.

1173

At the request of Mr. METCALF, the
Senator from Indiana <Mr. BAYH) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 1173, to redefine disability for purposes of social
security benefits.
S. 1209 AND S . 1251

At the request of Mr. HANSEN, the Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), the
Senator from Arizona <Mr. FANNIN), the
Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CuRTIS),
the Senator from North Dakdta (Mr.
YOUNG), the Senator from Utah (Mr.
Moss), the Senator from Utah <Mr. BENNETT) , and the Senator from Colorado
(Mr. DoMINICK) were added as cosponsors of S. 1209, a bill relating to the control of noxious plants on Federal lands;
and the Senator from North Dakota (Mr.
YoUNG), 1lhe Senator from Arizona (Mr.
FANNIN), the Senator from Utah (Mr.
BENNETT), the Senator from Nebraska
(Mr. CURTIS), the Senator from Mississippi (Mr. EASTLAND), the Senator from
New Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON), and the
Senator from Florida <Mr. GURNEY)
were added as cosponsors of S. 1251, a
bill relating to quotas on certain meat
and meat products.
s.

1298

At the request of Mr. GURNEY, the
Senator .f rom Wyoming (Mr. HANSEN),
the Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT),
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr.
HARRIS), the Senator from california
(Mr. CRANSTON), and the Senator from
Oregon <Mr. HATFIELD) were added as
cosponsors of S. 1298, a bill to prescribe
regulations requiring certain modes of
public transportation in interstate commerce to reserve some seating capacity
for passengers who do not smoke.
s.

1307

At the request of Mr. RANDOLPH, the
Senator from Iowa (Mr. MILLER) W'aS
added as a cosponsor of S. 1307, a bill to
provide increased employment opportunities for middle-aged and older
workers, and for other purposes.
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 4

At the request of Mr. JAVITS, the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY)
was ·a dded as a cosponsor of S.J. Res. 4,
a joint resolution to authorize and request the President to proclaim the
period April 19, 1971, through April 23,
1971, as "School Bus Srufety Week."
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
13-SUBMISSION OF A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH
A JOINT CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE ON EXECUTIVE IMPOUNDMENT OF FUNDS
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I submit
for appropriate reference a concurrent
resolution which would establish a Joint
Congressional Committee on Executive
Impoundment of Funds. My distinguished colleague in the other body, Mr.
BENNETT of Florida, is today introducing
an identical measure in the House of
Representatives.
While I do not look with favor upon
creating new congressional committees, I
feel that the constitutional questions presented by the ever-increasing impoundment of congressionally appropriated
funds by the executive branch is serious
enough to warrant the establishment of a
joint committee to oversee the executive
branch in this regard. This measure
would simply establish a joint committee
which would report to the Congress on
instances of impoundment by the executive branch, and make recommendations
for congressional action.
As I mentioned on the floor of the Senate yesterday in my colloquy with the distinguished chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, Mr. ELLENDER,
the Senate Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers, of which I am chairman, conducted 3 days of hearings beginning on
March 23 through 25 on the question of
impoundment of funds by the Executive.
During the hearings it became apparent
that this administration, as well as others
preceding it, has utilized the impoundment process to thwart the will of Congress. The current level of impoundment,
according to the Office of Management
and Budget, exceeds $12 billion, a sum
which is not to be taken lightly, especially in view of the fact that we have not
eradicated the age-old scourge of cancer,
and in view of the fact that many of our
Nation's veterans are unable to be admitted to VA hospitals because of a lack
of space.
Mr. President, the Constitution grants
all legislative power to the Congress, and
this includes the power to appropriate
money. When the President is allowed to
impound funds to effectuate po~icy in ~i
rect contravention of congressiOnal will,
we no longer have a "government under
law" and the separation-of-powers doctrine is nothing more than a sham.
As I mentioned yesterday on the floor
of the Senate, the subcommittee is studying a proposed measure which would require the President to report to c:ongress
when he impounds funds appropnated by
Congress for a specific project, whereupon the Congress will have an opportumty to veto his <action within a certain
number of days or his action will die. I
shall have more to say about this proposal in the near future.
Mr. President, the measure I am submitting today is a step in the right direction toward returning to Congress its
power over the purse. The matter of impoundment of funds by the executive
branch of the Government is indeed serious and requires prompt remedial act~on
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by the Congress if it is to carry out its
constitutional mandate.
Mr. President, I •a sk unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD at this
point the text of the concurrent resolution.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The concurrent resolution will be
received and appropriately referred; and,
without objection, will be printed in the
RECORD.
The concurrent resolution <S. Con.
Res. 13), whieh reads as follows, was referred to the Committee on Government
Operations:
S.

CON. RES.

13

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That (a) there is

sary duplication with any inveStigation undertaken by any other joint committee, or
by any standing •c ommittee of the Senate or
of the House of 'Representatives.
SEc. 3(a) For the purpose of this concurrent resolution, the committee is authorized, as it deems advisable (11) to make such
expenditures; (2) to hold such hearings;
(3) to sit and act at such times and places
during the sessions, recesses, and adjournment periods of the Senate and of the House
of Representatives; and ( 4) to employ and
fix the compensation of technical, clerical,
and other assistants and consultants. Persons employed under authority of this subsection shall be employed without regard to
political affiliations and solely on the basis o!
fitness to perform the duties for which employed.
(b) The committee may (1) utilize the
services, information, and facHities of the
General Accounting Office or any department or agency in the executive branch of
the Government, and (2) employ on a reimbursable basis or otherwise the services of
such personnel of any such department or
agency as it deems advisable. With the consent of any other committee of the Congress,
or any subcommittee thereof, the committee may utiiize the facilities and the services of the staff of such other committee or
subcommittee whenever the chairman of
the committee determines that such action
is necessary and appropr.iate.
SEc. 4. To enable the committee to exercise its powers, functions, and duties under
this concurrent resolution, there are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal
year such sums as may ,b e necessary to be
disbursed <
b y the Clerk of the House of Representatives and the Secretary of the Senate
on vouchers signed ·b y the chairman or vice
chairman of the committee.

established a joint congressional committee
which shall be known as the Joint Committee
on Impoundment of Funds (hereafter in this
concurrent resolution referred to as the "committee") consisting of five Members of the
Senate to be appointed by the President pro
tempore of the Senate, and five Members of
the House of Representatives to be appointed
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. Of the five Members of the Senate appointed under this subsection, three Members shall be from the majority party, and
two Members shall be from the minority
party. Of the five Members of the House of
Representatives appointed under this subsection, three Members shall be from the
majority party, and two Members shall be
from the minority party.
(:b ) • The committee shall expire at the
close of the 2d session of the 92d Congress.
(c) The committee shall select a chairman
and a vice chairman from among its members. The vice ·chairman shall act in the place
and stead of the chairman in the absence of SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
the chairman. The chairmanship shall alter14-SUBMISSION OF A CONCURnate ·b etween the Senate and House of RepreRENT RESOLUTION TO PRINT REsentatives and the chairman shall be sePORT ON "CONTROL OF HAZARDlected by Members from the body entitled to
OUS POLLUTING SUBSTANCES"
the chairmanship. The vice chairman shall
be chosen from the other body.
Mr. RANDOLPH submitted a concur(d) Vacancies in the membership of the
committee shall not affect the authority of rent resolution <S. Con. Res. 14) to print
as a Senate document the report of the
the remaining members to exe·c ute the functions of the committee. Vacancies shall !be Secretary of Transportation on "Control
filled in the same manner as original ap- of Hazardous Polluting Substances,"
which reads 815 follows, and was referred
pointments are made.
(e) A majority of the members of the to the Committee on Rules and Admincommittee shall constitute a quorum there- istration:
of for the transaction of business, except that
Resolved by the Senate (the House of
the committee may fix a lesser number as Representatives concurring) , That there be
a quorum for the purpose of taking testi- printed as a Senate document, the report of
mony.
the Secretary of Transportation, entitled
(•f ) The committee shall keep ·a complete "Control of Hazardous Polluting Subrecord of all committee actions, including a stances", submitted to Oongress in accordrecord of the votes on a.ny question on which ance with Section 12(g) of lthe Federal Waa record vote is demanded. All 'COmmittee ter Pollution Control Act as amended, and
records, data, charts, and files shall be the that there be printed two thousand five
property of the committee and shall be kept hundred additional copies for the use of the
in the offices of the committee or such other Committee on Public Works.
places as ·the committee may direct.
(g) No legislative measure shall •b e referred to the committee, and it shall have SENATE RESOLUTION 88--SUBMISno authority to report ·a ny such measure to
SION OF A RESOLUTION AUTHORthe Senate or to the House of RepresentaIZING THE PRINTING OF REPORT
tives.
ENTITLED "PROGRESS IN THE
SEC. 2. (a) It shall be the duty of the comPREVENTION AND CONTROL OF
mittee to conduct a continuing •c omprehenAIR POLLUTION"
sive study and review of the President's constitutional power to terminate authorized
Mr. RANDOLPH submitted a resoluFederal projects for which appropriations tion <S. Res. 88) authorizing the printhave been made or to withhold funds for ing of the report entitled "Progress in
same and to report to the Congress its findings in a final report before the close of the the Prevention and Control of Air Pollu92d Congress. The committee may make tion" as a Senate document, which reads
such inter'im reports to the appropriate as follows, and was referred to the Comstanding committees of the Congress as it mittee on Rules and Administration:
deems advisable.
Resolved, That the annual report of the
(b) In carrying out its functions and Administrator of the Environmental Protecduties the committee shall avoid unneces- tion Agency to the Congress of the United
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States (in Compliance with Public Law 90148, The Clean Air Act, as amended) en·
titled "Progress in the Prevention and Control of Air Pollution", be printed as a Senate Document.
SEc. 2. There shall be printed two thousand
five hundred additional copies of such document for the use of the Committee on Public Works.

SENATE RESOLUTION 89-0RIGINAL
RESOLUTION REPORTED RELATING TO PROMPT REMOVAL OF
DISCRIMINATORY PREFERENCES
ON CITRUS FRUITS GRANTED
BY THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COMMUNITY

Mr. LONG, from the Committee on
Finance, reported an original resolution
(S. Res. 89) expressing the sense of the
Senate Wi'th respect to the prompt removal of discriminatory preferences on
citrus fruits granted by the European
Economic Community, and ac'tion to be
taken by the United States if such discriminatory preferences are not promptly
removed, and submitted a report thereon,
wh'i:ch resolution was placed on the calendar, and the report was ordered to be
printed.
NOTICE OF HEARINGS ON NURSING
HOMES
Mr. MOSS. Mr. Pre.sidelllt, on April 2
and 3, my Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care of the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging will continue its study into
"Trends in Long-Term Care" with hearings scheduled in Chicago, Ill.
These hearings will be held at the University of Dlinois circle campus, room
250, Behavior Science Building, Morgan
and Harrison Streets, Chicago, ru., beginning at 9: 30 a.m.
These hearings, Mr. Chairman, were
prompted by a recent newspaper series
which reflect the result of a study of Chicago area nursing homes by the Chicago
Tribune investigative task force in conjunction with the Better Government Association. The series asserted that widespread irregularities exist in inspection
procedures and that nursing home residents in general are receiving very poor
care.
The series in the Chicago Tribune is
another example of the expanded publi'c
interest in the operation of nursing
homes. The Tribune series joins previous
investigations by the Associated Press,
the New York Times, the St. Petersburg,
Fla., Times, and the Baltimore Evening
Sun, and so forth, each calling for new
legislation as well as better enforcement
of existing statutes.
Congressman DAVID PRYOR of Arkansas
continues to detail problems in the nursing home field as he pushes his bill for
the creation of a Committee on Aging
in the House of Representatives. I am
pleased to note that the Congressman
now has some 231 cosponsors for his bill,
and I am hopeful that the bill will be
passed.
The Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care of which I have been chairman
since 1963 has conducted hearings on
these problems in 1963, 1964, 1965, 1967,
1969, and 1970. In 1970 we conducted 10
hearings including investigations into
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the Baltimore salmonella epidemic and
the Marietta, Ohio, nursing home fire. It
is my intent to issue a report to the Congress based upon these hearings and suggest what needs to be done on the Federal
level.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that we must
always focus on problems when we talk
about nursing homes. There are many
examples of good nursing homes and
there are innovations which serve the
public as well as the patient. Once such
example is provided by the Nampa Drug
Co., in Nampa, Idaho. Although I have
not seen this. system personally, the description of the program which seeks to
control the :flow of drugs going to nursing home patients is most interesting. I
am grateful to Senator CHURCH, chairman of the committee, for calling it to
my attention.
I submit herewith the information
supplied to me by Mr. John Rawlings
about this program along with an excellent article on nursing homes found in
the March edition of the AFir-C.IO
Federationist.
I ask unanimous consent that the letter and articles be printed at this point
in the RECORD.
There being no objections, the letter
and articles were ordered to be printed
in the REcoRD, as follows:
NAMPA DRUG,
Nampa, Idaho, January 26, 1971.

Hon. FRANK E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Long-Term
Care, Special Committee on Aging, U.S.
Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENA,TOR Moss: Thank you for your
recent letter and for the copy of the testimony given a.t the hearing before your subcommittee. It is encouraging to note that
attention is being given to conditions existing in nursing homes.
Such interest was bound to result when
Medicare made it possible for nursing home
beds to increase more rapidly than hospital
beds. The nursing home business has burgeoned at an '8.5tounding rate, and the related health professions have actually been
unaJble to keep pace.
Our interest in nursing home patient care
arose out of the fact that we were proViding
many patients with prescription drugs, and
once the prescription was delivered to the
nursing home, we had no knowledge of its
administration or disposal. We were also concerned with the amount of drug waste resulting when patients died, were removed to
a hospital or a home, or medication orders
were discontinued. We recognized another
very real problem: nursing homes have
trouble a'ttracting competent personnel, and
this situaJtion inevitably leads to extensive
drug misuse and abuse.
Realizing these problems, we did a. good
deal of research into the concept of hospital!
pharmacy known as "unit dose," where every
single dose of any medica.tion is accounted
for, and accountability becomes the joint responsibility of the prescribing physician, the
pharmacist and the medication nurse. Documented studies a.bound of how unit dose has
cut down drug abuse and waSite in conventional hospitals. We felt that the same care
and precision could and should be applied to
medication distribution in nursing homes.
Accordingly, we worked out a system to
provide pharmacy service to first one, and
then all three, of our local nursing homes.
This system is described in the enclosed reprint of an article from a trade magazine.
Since we first instituted the system in June,
1969, we have assisted pharmacies in neighboring cities, across the state, and soon in
Utah, in implementing similar programs.

Signally, monetary kickbacks to the nursing homes (unfortunately commonplace in
many drug supply setups) have been eliminated from the systems implemented
locally. We might say here that while at
least one pharmacist, in Ohio, has developed
a controlled distribution system that is being
marketed throughout the United States, we
have not "sold" our program to anyone, although dozens of pharmacists from neighboring states have come to see the system
or have inquired about it. We feel that we
have a highly professional program that can
benefit nursing homes and pharmacies, and
have shared our experience on that basis.
You may not be interested in reading this
entire article, so I might summarize the advantages of the unit dose system over the
conventional prescription system where medication was sent to nursing home patients in
30-day supplies:
1. The cost per-dose per-patient is a fraction higher as compared to a conventional
system, but because patients do not pay for
medications they do not consume, the net
cost is actually no more; the savings more
than balance the increment.
2. Because of the system of keeping the
patient medication records, the servicing
pharmacy knows all the medications any
patient is receiving, and we have had
numerous cases where this knowledge helped
avmd drug interactions which could have
been serious.
3. The series of checks established from
the doctor's order through the pharmacy and
through the medication nurse has reduced
drug administration errors to less than 1%.
This figure is significantly low; hospitals
average 6% errors, according to a study made
by Dr. Kenneth Barker of the University of
Mississip pl.
4. The emergency board described in the
article has saved numerous patients trips to
the hospital for treatment of respiratory,
coronary or diabetic trauma.
We like to think that this effort reflects
the deep concern of responsible professionals
for what is a real social phenomenon, one
which will proliferate still more in the future. As we have indicated, hospitals are
finding unit dose drug distribution systems to
be the answer to many drug headaches. It
is our firm belief that unit dose offers at least
one solution to the drug problems inherent
in most nursing homes and will become
standard procedure in the better-operated
'institutions. Nursing homes are in greater
need of such systems than hospitals.
We thank you for your interest.
Very truly yours,
JOHN L. RAWLINGS, Pharmacist Manager.
UNrr-DoSE PACKAGING SPURS OPTIMUM
THERAPY IN "PROJECT ECF"
(By John L. Rawlings, R. Ph. and Donald R.
Mathieson, R. Ph., Nampa Drug, Nampa,
Idaho)
Nampa Drug is a community pharmacy located in the Owyhee Shopping Center in
Nampa, Idaho (population 20,000). Prior to
June, 1969, Nampa Drug was one of 5 community pharmacies supplying drug services
to 3 nursing homes in Nampa. This study
deals with the implementation of a unitdose system-based on principles designed
in hospitals-to deliver rational drug therapy
to patients of Parkview Manor Nursing
Home-a 100-bed extended care faciUty located in our .area.. •
To establish this system, Nampa Drug had
to become the sole supplier of the drug elements of health care to Parkview. In addition, it was essential to have the system approved by the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy
and the Licensing Division of the Idaho
• Project EOF began at Parkvlew. It was
soon extended to include two other nursing
homes (an additional 140 patients).
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State Board of Health. •A nother vitally interested party was the Department of Public
Assistance, County Welfare Department. FinaJ.ly, the success or failure of the entire project depended on full participation by members of the patient-care team at Parkview
Manor.
"Project ECF" is the story of a cooperative
venture in health care by professionals deeply
concerned with better care for elderly patients.
Can the oonsultant or community pharmacist provide rational drug therapy :for the
ever-increasing number of patients in the
nation's nursing homes? This question is
being asked by the consultant pharmacist
himself who recognizes his moral and legal
responsibility to upgrade his professional
practices and procedures. 'It is on the lips of
those in private and government sectors
who are demanding better health care for the
elderly. Finally, there are those health care
professionals who feel that the consultant
pharmacist lacks the experience and expertise
to develop better delivery methods for the
drug elements of health care to the nation's
nursing homes.
Without going into the many and varied
relationships that can exist between the
community pharmacy and the nursing home
certain factors should ·b e considered when
discussing the general plight of the community pharmacist.
The "choice of vendor" concept which permits patient or nursing home to select many
suppliers for medication needs is questionable-in light of modern demands. The entrance of government and other third party
payees into the health care field has meant
that great numbers of elderly patients who
would have been hospitalized in the past
are now in nursing homes. They require the
type of sophisticated care, including drug
therapy, normally provided in hospitals.
MANY SUPPLIERS: LOSS OF CONTROL
Where the pharmacist is one of many suppliers. he loses control of the medication at
the moment of delivery to the nursing home.
It is fairly common to find different pharmacies supplying prescriptions for the same
patient.
The traditional system whereby the community pharmacy delivers prescriptions to
the nursing home has inherent shortcomings.
In this system, a 15- to 30-day supply of medication is placed on the drug room shelf of
the nursing home. The nurse must select
a drug from as many as 500 to 600 assorted
bottles (based on 100 beds). This creates a
massive storage problem at nursing stations.
Not only does this increase the possibilities
for medication errors (a rate that may run
as high as 15%), but often nurses are
burdened with the inconvenience of ordering
from multiple drug sources. There has to be a
better way.
Before Project EOF, the situation at Parkview Manor was typical of the arrangement
many retail pharmacies have made with many
nursing homes. Through no one's neglect, but
rather due to the rapid increase in nursing
home beds in recent years, a drug supply
situation had developed which was less than
ideal. Nampa Drug supplied individual prescriptions to a number of patients in the
home-patients whose prescriptions and refills required deliveries to be made almost
daily. Once delivery of the drug was made to
the nursing home, the pharmacy no longer
had oon trol over the medication or knowledge
of its disposition. Thus, Nampa Drug was
in the position of sharing the legal and
moral responsibility for a distribution system
which was beyond its control. In some instances, Nampa Drug was not the only retail
pharmacy supplying medications to the same
patient. The possibilities for errors and drug
interactions that exist in such a situation
have been well documented in the literature.
In addition, shrinkage of patients' drug supplies due to waste has to be extensive in this
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type of operation. It was estimated that discard medication-arising from discontinued
orders, transfer, or demise of the patient-cost the average Parkview resident an estimated $3.55 per month.
UNIT DOSE OFFERS A SOLUTION

The desire to effect change led to an examination of various systems. This search
led to unit dose. If the unit-dose concept was
being utilized successfully in hospitals, why
wouldn't it be adaptable for use in nursing
homes? The accepted benefits of unit dose
systems seemed to hold :the answers to many
of the thorny problems that confronted us.
Unit dose promised:
To reduce the possibility of medication
errors;
To provide nurses with more time for
patient care;
To reduce preparations and dispensing
time;
To a void loss or waste of unused doses;
To permit more accurate and equitable
medication charges; and
To faciU.tate a justifiable unit charge.
Of particular interest was the work done
by Donald Beste at Providence Hospital in
Seattle.1 This system called for a duplicate
copy of the physician's order to be received
'by rthe pha.nnacy. Medications in this system
were packed in a single-unit form, and transported rto the nursing station in cabinets
with individualized drawers for each patient.
It also called for the nurse to record the
medication on a medication administration
record in the patent's chart at administration time. We were convinced that ths system could be modfied to apply to nursing
home needs.
EVERY 24 HOURS

Pa.rkview Manor, a progressive extended
care facility, was sufficiently impressed With
the advantages of the unit-dose concept that
it considered and accepted the Nampa Drug
challenge. For its par:t, Nampa. Drug promised
delivery of unit-dose medications for Parkview residents every 24 hours. We prepared
an area in the pharmacy for single-unit
packaging and made the necessary capital investment to insure implementation of the
system. We were determined that it would be
a total system--one that could serve every
patient.
Prior to the establishment of the unit-dose
system at Parkview, the program was presented formally to the patient-care team at
Parkview to assure them that it would en~
hance their value to their patients and greatly simplify their medication procedures. A
similar presentation was xnade to members
of the staff at Mercy Hospital in Nampa, because physicians from the hospital trewt the
residents of all the nursing homes in the
area. Their reactions were generally favorable.
From the inception of our unit-dose approach, we were in the market for singleunit packages for our oral medicationsboth liquid and solid. For injectable items,
we used prefilled cartridge-needle units
Tubex and-where prefilled units were not
available-we used disposable single-use,
empty cartridge-needle units.
Unfortunately, we were not able to purchase single-unit packages or oral solid and
liquid medications in varieties Wide enough
to fill all our needs. This meant that we had
to package those items not available commercially. To get into the production of
single-unit packages, we purchased an Autobag packager for oral solids and for liquids-a Universal Capsolut made in Denmark for
Owens-Illinois. The Capsolut caps 15- and
30-cc. Unipak vials for liquids. These
packagers, while easy to operate, required
1

Beste, D. F., Jr., "An Integrated Phar-

macist-Nurse Approach to the Unit-Dose
Concept,' Am. J. Hosp. Pharm. 25:397 (Aug.)
1968.

the services of a technician. Working under
the supervision of a pharmacist, the technician can package 450 tBibles or capsules
per hour on the Autobag packager. Singleunit vials for liquids can be filled at the rate
of 100 per hour.
At the time of packaging, the lot number
is recorded, a.nd a pharmacist checks to see
that the proper medication is going into the
package. This identification is checked again
when the prepack·a ged unit doses are placed
in alphBibetically-arranged boxes which line
the unit-dose packaging area in the pharmacy. Originally, this was done in the main
pharmacy lab of the drug store. But having
added two more nursing homes to the initial
program, we have arranged a place in the
pharmacy where the technician and pharmacist can work without interruption.
Finally, using a Graphotype (purchased secondhand), we made pl·ates for labeling drugs
in the packages, patient-labels for medication drawers, patient profile sheets, and
monthly bills.
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drug identity in a soume cup or medication
cup. This system of double checking has
greatly reduced the possibility for medication errors. At the same time the cabinets
are delivered, orders for new medications are
picked up and delivered to the pharmacy.
SPECIAL PROCEDURES

Narcotics are provided in patient drug
cabinets as ordered. The pharmacy accepts
the order of the physician to the nursing
home as his authority for dispensing thenarcotic. A copy O'f this order is placed on file at
the pharmacy. In addition, the nurse's written order is used as authorization for the dispensing of "prn'' ~oses. This system has the
approval of the State Board of Pharmacy and
the Licensing Division of the Board of Health
because there is less chance of misappropriation of drugs than there is under a traditional system of dispensing narcotics for a
given period of time.
Automatic stop orders are in effect for all
medications. Adverse drug reactions are reported immediately to the director of nursPATIENT PROFILE AND PHYSICIAN'S ORDER
ing who informs the physician.
It was determined that a patient profile
One of the most important responsibilities
sheet would be made for each patient, show- of the consultant pharmacist-relative to the
ing medications he was receiving. The work- nursing homes he serves-is the establishup of the patient profile was very revealing. ment of an emergency drug supply. Nampa.
The average patient was using at least 6 dif- Drug set up an Emergency Board in the
ferent medications, some of them more. nursing homes it services. Attached to this
Nurses had been putting up nearly 800 doses board-which is kept in a. locked cabinet in
daily from 500 to 600 individual prescription the home-are individual plastic packages
bottles. We could get to know the patients' which contain all the injectable elements
names and something of their medical his- necessary for cardiac, respiratory, diabetic,
tory. It was clear, too, that the profile offered and other common emergencies. A list of
the opportunity to detect possible drug in- these medications by name and action (heart
teractions, because some patients were being stimulant, sedative, etc.) is a.tllxed to the
treated by more than one physician. In ad- inside of the cabinet door, so that the nurse
dition, the pharmacy fills the patient drug can inform the doctor what is immediately
order from a patient profile. The profile has available for emergency use. Emergency inbeen prepared previously by the pharma- jectables are supplied in Tubex sterile carcist--from a direct copy of the medication tridge-needle units. Where medication must
order as written or dictated by the physician. be reconstituted from a vial, a sterile cartridge-needle unit containing water for inIf the medication order is phoned to the
pharmacy, the copy of the order is picked up jection is supplied. Medications used from
at the nursing home by the pharmacist or his this board are replaced the next day. These
representative on the next visit to the nurs- emergency drugs are the property of Nampa.
ing home. This must be accomplished within Drug-until used.
The implementation of the unit-dose sys24 hours after the order is received by the
pharmacy. The profile sheet printed on self- tem at Parkview Manor Nursing Home and
other
homes availlng thexnselves of Nampa
duplicating paper has undergone many improvements since we began. The latest re- Drug Project ECF program has resulted in
vision not only has spaces for daily medica- the realization of our initial objectives. The
tions dispensed and returned, but also has various state agencies and the State Board of
space for occasional medications and sundry Pharmacy are satisfied that the Nampa planitems so that the duplicate profile can be which they approved-has helped assure
rational drug therapy for patients in these
used, effectively, as the monthly bill.
nursing homes. At present, a study is underHOW THE SYSTEM WORKS
way that will demonstrate the cost factors
Medications are provided to the nursing for the State Department of Welfare in
home facility in 20-drawer cabinets. Drawers Idaho.
are divided into 5 sections--each section repA CHALLENGE
resenting the hour of the day at which the
It is the conviction of the professionals
dose is to be given. There is also a section associated with the Nampa project that this
at the back of the drawer for "prn" medica- system can work to the benefit of all intertions. Because the drawers are filled by a ested ;parties. Admittedly, this type of total
pharmacist from orders called off by a tech- pharmaceutical service means longer hours
niclan from the profile sheet, we found it in the pharmacy, more night calls, and emerbest to designate each section With unre- gency deliveries. However, the challenge to
lated letters, i.e., A-8 p.m.; N-1 p.m.; P- practice this type of clinical pharmacy and
5 p.m.; H-bedtime; X-prn.
the knowledge that it results in better paAt the same time the drawers are filled, any tient care is both rewarding and stimulating.
unused doses are noted on the profile sheet.
Filling a drawer with enough medication for
[From ~IO American F~dera.tion,
one patient and maintaining his profile for 24
March 1971]
hours takes about one minute per patient.
THE CRY FOR ADEQUATE NURSING HOMES
Two sets of cabinets are used in this sys(By Vaughn Ball)
tem. The filled cabinets are delivered to the
An increasing number of older Americans
nursi~g home once a day. At this time, the
empty cabinets are returned to the pharmacy are living out their years in one of the nafor filling. The cabinets are taken directly to tion's 24,000 nursing homes.
For some, the nursing home represents a
the ward nursing stations where they are
checked for accuracy by the nurses against brief transitional period between hospitalithe patient's medication charts. After the zation and full recovery. But for many, it 1s
crawers have been checked, the cabinets are the final home, reflecting the changing naplaced on utility carts ready for the next ture of American society and 'family life.
When a family is una;ble to take care of an
"med'' time. Because the medication is not
removed from the unit-dose package until elderly parent, when a once-active person 1s
the drug is administered, there is no loss of bedridden or incapacitated, when special care
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or special diets are needed, the nursing home
1s often called on to fill the need.
For the fortunate tfew, there are luxurious
establishment 5-'with prices to match the
decor. But even a handsome building and
charges that strain the budget are no assurance against neglect or even inhumane,
demeaning standards of care.
The quality of nursing home care is of real
concern to all Americans, not just those directly affected.
Certainly, it is the concern of the trade
union movement. For lwbor has battled over
the years to establish the principle that
workers have a right to share in the fruits of
their labor at every stage of their lives.
At its February 1971 meeting, the AFLOIO Executive Council noted that unions
"have fought with some success for the right
o'f children to grow and learn in health, for
the right of workers to provide decently for
their families and tfor the right of aging
Americans, when their years of labor are over,
to live out their lives in dignity and comfort."
But do the great majority of America's
nursing homes provide that essential "dignity
and comfort?"
The nursing home industry is big business. Last year, Americans paid out nearly
$3 billion to nursing home operators. Charges
of $500 a month or more are common.
All credit to those homes that provide the
services they promise--decent accommodations and attentive care.
But the Shortcomings in this expanding
industry have been revealed periodicallyand these revelations have included some
shocking scandals.
There have been reports of helpless patients left to rot in untended beds; about
patients kept in a drugged stupor so that
they will be easier to manage; a.bout doctors making huge profits-often from government-financed programs--by walking
through a nursing home, g·l ancing at
medical charts and charging big fees for the
care of each patient.
In the worst esta.blishm.ents, careless food
handling and violations of fire codes present
hazards to life.
State and local inspection programs a.re
otften hopelessly understaffed and underfinanced. When violations a.re reported, enforcement too often is lax.
The federal government ha.s made scarcely
any effort to establish and malnta.l.n humane
stam.d:ards or to police the expenditures or!
millions of dollars in federal funds paid to
private nursing homes on behalf of patients
covered by Medicaid, which provide medical
care for the poor. Shamefully, the U.S. Department of Health, Education and We1fiare
has only a single employe, working part time,
to enforce Medicad.d regulations concerning
nursing homes.
Although the Medicare program for the
elderly is more carefully regulated by the
federal government, it too has its shortcomings.

Medicare payments are given only for
short-term, post-hospital treatment requiring skilled nursing care and standards are
considera.bly higher.
Nevertheless, only about one-third of a.ll
homes approved for Medicare fully meet federal standards. The Social Security Aclmin1stration still a.1.lows institutions t'hat are in
"substantial" compllam:ce to continue toreceive federal funds. The staff of the Senate
Flna.nce Oommittee ha.s recommended that
only biomes fully meeting standa.Ms be allowed to participate.
Seldom does any auth.oliity--state, local or
federal--check on reports of nursing home
patients being used as guinea ptgs by doctors
and drug oompanies testing new drugs.
Wages paid 1n nursing homes in many
parts of the nation are often too low to attract competent employees and new work-
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ers seldom receive adequate training for their necessity from the hands of the family to
important tasks. The la.bor turnover is the the hands of society as a whole. Socia.! Security, Medicare and many other social prohighest of any industry.
Increasingly, nursing homes are run as a grams have evolved from that necessity.
Nursing home care is one need that has
big business with a chain of institutions controlled by a single individual or corporation. not been adequately met. Of the 20 mllUon
The dema.nd on the manager of each insti- Americans aged 65 and over today, some 1
tution is to return a profit to the owners. Too million, or a full 5 percent, are in nursing
often, this 1s accomplished by cutting down homes. And in the few years since 1965,
on services and quality of food.
the number of people in nursing homes has
These wbuses are not, of course, universal. doubled.
But they are oommon enough to demand fedThis growing segment of the population is
erally-enforced remedial action.
cared for in several types of institutions
Any program that spends nearly $2 billion which are popularly referred to as nursing
otf public funds must 'be controlled and dehomes. The institution designated by Medicent standards must be enforced to insure care to provi® post-hospital care for patients
that pa.tlents will receive adequate care.
is called an e~nded care faclllty. Contrary
The AFL-OIO has called on the Adminis- to this name, it doesn't extend care for a
tration and Oongress to take the following long period of time. Its main purpose 1s to
eight steps as the minimum required:
provide a less expensive bed during the
Encourage nonprofit institutions providing recuperating period in which the intensive
nursing 'home care by including them in all services of a hospital are no longer needed.
progr'a.m.S, grnduan.Iy phasing out public fi- A limit of 100 days is placed on the payment
nancing of institutions motivated by profit.
for this facillty by Medicare.
Develop alternatives, such as home health
Another fac111ty called a nursing home by
aides a.nd homemaker programs, to enable the general public is the skilled nursirig
patients to remain at home unless compelled home as identified in the Medicaid law. But
for medical reasons to enter a nursing home. since it is a joint federal-state effort, it is
Require nursing homes to provide planned actually 50 different programs. This fa.cllity
programs of rehabllitation, in coopera.tion should very closely resemble the extended
with qualified hospitals, for au patients who care facility under Medicare, but the standcan benefit from them.
ards have been somewhat lower 1n most
Provide adequate inspection programs to states.
assure vigorous law enforcement. Inspections
other fac111ties often called nursing homes
should be frequent and unannounced and are those custodial homes that provide a
nursing homes that fail to remedy defects certain a.m.ount of personal care service to
promptly should be closed.
individuals 1.mable to care for themselves
Instruct HEW to promulgate minimum to one degree or another.
standards for operating a nursing home, uniAll of these facilities can be of use to the
form for both Medicare and Medicaid.
patients and to the community under the
Require licensing under federal standards general title of nursing home.
of all nursing home administrators, vesting
These institutions--and their shortcomresponslbiUty for licensure in a board oon- ings--have come un®r periodic scrutiny from
trolled by persons with no financial interest the news media, fll"om congressional comin any nursing home. Licensure should aim mittees and from concerned public officials.
at raising standards for qualification to a The problems, in short, have been cited, but
level that will insure that only trained and the kind of comprehensive action needed for
qualified persons will operate nursing homes. a remedy has not been undertaken.
Close l.mmediately every nursing home that
Several of the groups which have confails to meet adequate fire and safety stand- ducted investigations, including the Senate
ards. Require preparation of emergency es- Special Committee on Aging, the National
cape procedures and instruction of both staff Council of Senior Citizens, Rep. David Pryor
and residents in carrying out such procedures. (D-Ark.) and others, have exposed some of
Upgra.de the quality of service in nursing the terrible abuses. Besides the careless food
homes by providing decent wage levels and handling, fire hazards and "gang visits" by
good working conditions, as well as adequate doctors, there have been revelations of untraining programs for nursing home per- scrupulous officials collecting federal money
sonnel. Government programs in this area by continuing to carry the names of patients
should incol'lporate and strengthen ·t he train- who have died and "double" collecting under
ing and upgrading efforts already put in effect both the Medicare and Medicaid programs.
by unions of workers in the health-care Individuals have had their public assistance
field.
money confiscated or have signed "life-time"
The tlls that these eight steps are designed contracts in exchange for their estates.
to cure outline what is wrong with the nursWhile providing the needed criteria for
ing homes of America. The root of the prob- change, these revelations have also served to
lem lies partially in the nature of a changing increase the fear of nursing homes and thus
nation. At once more populous and more add to the trauma of an elderly person facing
mobile, the nation finds its old W!l.ys no the necessity of going to one. This trauma is
often shared by a family, most likely a midlonger sufficient.
Care for the elderly was formerly a fam- dle-aged couple with the growing responily function, most often on the family farm, siblUties of teen-aged or college-aged
which sustained everyone from grandl'parents children.
Although the decision to send an elderly
through infants. But the rapid urbanization
of recent decades has drastically altered that parent to a nursing home may be absolutely
picture. Demands for Uving space and job unavoidable, still the family is guilt-ridden
opportunity scattered the members far from by forcing the issue--and simultaneously
stunned by the $300 to $700 monthly costs
the family unit.
Today's popula.tion aged 65 and over was that are now prevalent.
born in the early 20th century, in years when
Only a wholesale correction of the impact
America's population soared at a phenome- of "living in anurslng home" can ease this
nal rate~from 60 mllllon in the 1890s to experience. At the root of the needed correc91 million by 1910. In those days, only 4.5 tion is the question of who is responsible for
percent of all Americans were aged 65 or the state of .the nation's nursing homes.
over while today almost 10 percent are over
ResponsibiUty would seem to lie with the
65. And with a 1970 population of over 200 owner of the nursing home. But the owner
million, there are not only m.ore elderly, but is often a corporation, formed to take admore Americans of every age, with conse- vantage of available federal money for conquent social needs which must be met.
struction and patient care. Or the owner is
The needs of the elderly, like so many simply an investor, attracted because nursother functions of society, have passed by ing home securities have been referred to as
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"the hottest stock on Wall Street." With 90
percent of the nation's nursing homes run
for profit, it is a good bet that the owner
twill not be physically present at any one
home.
The owners' organization-The American
Nursing Home Association-represents them
well, with three main themes running
rthrough an of its arguments before public
bodies: 1) increase the amount of money to
be paid to the nursing homes for patient
care; 2) maintain standards at least at the
present level, since it is insisted that a shortage of available personnel prevents the meetIng of higher standards.
Some responsib111ty would seem to lie with
the physician. But in most cases no one doctor serves as a "medical director" totally responsible for the quality of medica.l care at
the home. One doctor may be designated
"principal physician," but the term may be
meaningless. In the investigation into the
salmonella epidemic at the Gould Convalesarium in Baltimore in the summer of 1970,
the doctor who bore the title "principal
physician" explained that it meA.nt simply
that he treated the 39 patients who had no
personal physician, it did not mean that he
was responsible for the total medical care
of the home.
Some responsibility would seem to lie with
the administrator, and indeed in the homes
that are well-run an efficient, capBible administrator is invariably present. But more
often, the administrator is guided by the
·demands to cut costs in order to return a
higher profit. And he is faced with the inefficiency or outright neglect of an undertrained, underpaid staff. Nursing home aides
are among the lowest paid of any American
workers. And like his staff, the administrator is Slpt to be ill-prepared for his job. One
developer of a cha,i n of nursing homes claims
his best administrator is a former bakery
foreman. And an investigative reporter for
the Chicago Tribune found himself named
administrator within 72 hours after he applied for work as a handyman.
The vacuum created by this abdication of
responsibility must be fl.lled by the general
public through its various forms of government. The present situation in many nursing homes testifies to the fact that the responsib111ty has not been adequately assumed
by go'Vernment. The Medicaid program especially illustrates how state and local governments carry out only the minimal regulations
that HEW has set for their participation in
the program.
The first step to improvement is to phase
out the profit motive. Inhumane conditions
cannot help but result from the inhumane
policy of alloWing one man to make a profit
from another man's infirmity.
Yet today, not only are 90 percent of the
nation's nursing homes run for profit, but
over 50 percent of them are owned by corporations or by individuals who own anumber of homes.
The federal government helps to maintain
this 90 percent figure by heavily favoring the
financing of institutions operated for profit.
The Small Business Administration lends
money only to such institutions. Similarly,
more than 95 percent of the funds under one
section of the FHA program go to the operation of profl.tmaking institutions.
A nursing home operator can build or impro'Ve a facility with an FHA-guaranteed
loan, then go back into the public treasury to
pay it off by taking patients under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Once this loan
is repaid, he is under no obligation to take
pubUc patients.
The net result of such programs is that tax
dollars are widely used to support profitmaking enterprises.
When stockholders or a balance sheet must
be answered to, there is no alternative but to

cut costs-and cut services, at the expense of
the dietary, medical or other needs of the patient. The well-being of the patient, not the
bank balance of the owner, should be the
guiding motive behind the home.
Alternatives to the nursing home are a
direct way to relieve the strain of overcrowding. Many of current patients do not
have to be-and should not be-confined to a
nursing home, because they are not medically in need. They could take care of themselves, if supportive services such as homemaker's aids and home health aids were
available.
Rehabilitation is a necessity if the nursing
home is ever to be more than a place to spend
one's last days. Proper rehabilitative care can
be provided only when the home 1s affiliated
With a qualified hospital.
It takes a skilled person to handle rehab111tation, but the mere effort can provide a form
of self-fulfilling achievement--that someone
crures enough to work With you and help you
improve can be a powerful force in instilling
the desire to improve.
Inspection of nursing homes has a long
way to go to become adequate. When the
home is alerted to the inspector's impending
visit, the very definition of inspection is so
undermined as to be laughable.
Any hint of conflict of interest must be
removed from the inspection process. And
inspection should be broadened to mean not
just the physical fac1lities but also the auditing of financial records and the like.
State and local agencies are supposed to
be responsible for inspecting nursing homes.
In most cases, their inspection programs are
understaffed and underfunded. Inspectors
who do find defects are often powerless and
violators are hardly ever prosecuted.
Inspection should mean not only surveillance on a regular schedule, but also an
atmosphere of openness, including avaUa:bllity to press, public <and families, within reasonable limits.
The minimum standards for nursing homes
under the Medicare program while not fully
enforced at present provide a model. These
requirements include:
-transfer arrangements among institutions;
-a nursing home utmzation review committee;
-restorative services if so ordered by a
physician;
-laboratory diagnostic services;
-a physician or group of physicians to
advise on medical care ,p atient policy;
-dental and social services.
A nursing home will be allowed to operate
in 36 of the 50 states however without meeting standards such as those outlined for
Medicare.
Where licensing 'boards are set up to license nursing home administrators the majority are controlled by the nursing home
industry. If the Nursing Home Association
controls the licensing board of the state, it
will generally insist on low standards for
licensure of administrators. Similarly, in
many states these associations can exert
pressure on health departments and other
agencies responsible for standards.
Licensure boards set up in the states to
license nursing home administxators must
be constructed so that a majority of the
board will not be representatives of or have
a financial interest in the nursing home industry. The HEW regulations in this area
need to be changed to allow for consumer
participation.
The question of safety rarely comes up except in the aftermath of a tragic fire or
other catastrophe. The example of the fire
at Marietta, Ohio, early last year brought a
delayed reaction on the part of rthe Social
Security Administration, which finally published regulations on Sept. 2, 1970, which in-
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elude the Life Safety Code-the best measure
developed to date as a guideline to patient
safety.
Fire is always an increased danger when
patients are bedfast. Many nursing homes do
not have organized fire prevention systems
or methods of dealing with a fire so that all
involved know exactly how to react in case
of a fire. In the absence of better methods,
a. sprinkler system is the bare minimum
needed to protect bedfast patients.
The people who work in these institutions
are often paid the lowest wages and are
usually given no training for their important
tasks. It follows logically that the turnover
of the labor force in nursing homes would
be the highest of any kind of employment.
The importance of the nurse's aides cannot be overemphasized. Since they are the
ones in everyday contact with the patient,
their skill in relating to the patients is extremely important.
Because the pay is low and the work is
physically strenuous, the job carries a very
low status. As a result, many people who
work as aides have personality problems of
their own and shouldn't be working with
frail old people. The aides take out their
frustration with aggressive action, both physical and verbal, toward patients.
The aging Americans whose labor has
helped make this nation great have a. right
to decent treatment and a right to protection
from exploitation in the years of their retirement.
The workers who care for them have a right
to decent wages and working conditions.
And every American taxpayer has a right to
receive full value on his tax money.
Health care problems in America are frightening-to the patient, who must pay ever
larger portions of his family budget for medical care, and to the medical professional,
who must try to care for the health of his
patients hindered by an outmoded deliverysystem.
What America needs as the heart of its
medical care philosophy is a single primary
goal--good health for all its peopl~s. The
profit-making philosophy of the market
place-to make money for those who provide and finance medical services-is not
an acceptable philosophy for medical care.
The AFL-CIO believes that the National
Health Security Blll is the only truly comprehensive program of national health insurance that meets the challenges of care,
financing, costs, development and reform.
Indeed, the goal of Health Security is health.
America has the best available medical talent--but available to only part of the society.
Consider the plight of non-white Americans who live in poverty in city ghettos
and rural shacks: Their men and women can
expect seven fewer years of• life than more
affluent Americans; their babies have as
much chance of surviving as infants in
Ecuador; their young mothers have about
the same chance of surviving childbirth as
the women of Costa Rica.
Health care is not equally provided for all
Americans. It is a myth that private insurance is doing-or can do-the job. More
than 20 percent of the population under 65
is not covered against the most costly aspects of medical care-hospital and surgical
services. More than half' have no coverage
for physician home and office visits. A miniscule number have coverage f\or dental costs.
Under National Health Security, every resident of the United States will be eligible to
receive virtually the entire range of personal
health care services without deductibles or
coinsurance.
Financing of medical care today is a patchwork effort of personal, private, state, local
and federal funds. Medical bills are paid
part by private insurance, part out of' work-
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ers' pockets, part out of welf'are funds, part
out of Medicare.
For example, state and local governments
are burdened with a $2.5 biUion a year expenditure for health care, plus approximately
$500 million a year to provide private health
insurance for their employes.
National Health Security will be financed
by taxes on employers, employes, and selfemployed and unearned individual income
and from general revenues.
The workers' share~1 percent of wages
and unearned income up to a total of' $15,000--represents no new tax. Workers are
now paying almost that amount toward
Medicare. Further, National Health Security
would significantly reduce workers' out-ofpocket, non-reimbur£ed medical expenses
with the added bonus of better and more
complete medical care.
Self-employed persons would be taxed at a
2.5 percent rate up to $15,000.
The employer's contribution-3.5 percent
on payrolls-is about what many employers
now pay for inadequate private health insurance for their employes. Some pay much
more; some pay less; some pay none.
General tax revenues would account for
the remainder of' the Health Security Trust
Fund-approximately 50 percent of the total.
This is not all new money. Medicaid, Medicare and other medical costs already constitute a significant and growing portion of
the federal budget. Health Security would
absorb these costs.
The program would also result in a direct
form of revenue sharing by relieving state
and local governments of much of their present health care burdens. Addition:aJ.ly, state
and local government employes health delivery systems. And their family physicians,
in turn, will be free to refer patients to
specialists. Patients will be freed from financial worries and will be able to seek medical
care before it is too late.
An essential feature of National Health Security is the Health Resources Development
Fund which will be used f or health manpower education and training, group practice
development and other means to expand and
improve personnel, facilities and services.
Enactment of the Health Security program
will create increased expectatiOillS and demands for services. The Health Resources Development Fund will come inrto operation
two years before benefits begin. It will help
insure that as people need medical care, the
oare will be there.
At present, health care is fragmented, disorganized, inadequate and spotty. It is a
non-system-a haphazard collection of isolalted and uncoordinated institutions.
The result is that care is often received at
the most expensive location-hospitals-because that is where dootlors are assured of being paid, when the doctor could treat the
patient just as well and sometimes better in
his office. Doctors rund hospitals now are only
paid when patients are ill; preventive medicine and early treatment are not practiced to
the degree that will reduce illness and
shorten hospital stays.
Naltional Health Security has built-in financial, professionau a.nd other incentives
to encourage organized arrangements for patient care and to encourage prevention <and
early diagnosis and treatment of d1sea.se.
Private insurance companies are unwilling
or incapable of dealing with increased costs.
They have acted simply 19.8 a pass-through
mechanism, paying for Whatever ca.re was offered, good. or bad, needed or unneeded, efficient or inefficient. Their rates go up not
only to pay for increased medical costs of
policyholders, but also to maintain profit
margins and pay high operating expenses.
National Health Security will have effective fiscal controls by contracting with hospitals and other institutional providers on
the basis of an approved budget and by max-

imum emphasis on pre-payment to contraiC'ting groups, such as medical 'a nd dental
societies.
The program will not constrict individual
liberty. Doctors will be free to choose
whether or not they will participate. Doctors
can be paid by all present methods. There
will be no lay interference with their professional judgmenrt. Doctors will be freed
from choosing treatment and services on the
basis of a patient's ability to pay. Doctors
will be freed from the time-consuming paperwork of billing patients.
Patients will be free to choose their physicians and would receive comprehensive
benefits at no cost to the governmental units.
The explosion in medica.l costs is playing
havoc with budgets--personal and governmental.
Last year, the average worker spent $324
on medical oare for himself--$324 for his
wife and $324 for each of his children~tha.t
is 10 percent more thrun 1969 per individual.
Med.ica.l care costs have been rising at least
twice as fast as the general cost of living.
Blue Cross premiums have more than doubled, on the avemge, since the late 1950s.
Union bargaining committees are faced
with the dilemma of rising medical costs at
every negotiation session. Reasonable w.a;ge
~ins are sacrificed for improvements in
health insurance, only to find that their
members' medical expenses increase faster
than the increase in coverage.
Hospitals will be encouraged to increase
efficiency; to cooperate in planning, purchase and utilization of new equipment and
to eliminate unnecessary, wasteful and duplicative expenditures. Doctors will be given a
financial stake in keeping their patients well.
Care wlll be provided at the best--not the
most expensive--location.
National Health Security is the proper program to provide quality health care for all
Americans. The AFL-CIO is proud to endorse
it.
We arrived at our decision after careful
examination of other proposals-some substantive and some merely crude attempts to
avoid needed reforms in the present system
of delivering health care.
The American Medical Association's "med.icredit" plan and the private insurance carriers' "Healthcare" proposal are thinly disguised efforts to protect vested interested
and insurance company profits. They are
bandaids, where surgery is required.
There are other proposals-such as the
bills introduced by Senators Jacob Javits (RN.Y.) and Claiborne Pen (D-R.I.) and the
proposal of the American Hospital Association-which are much more substantive.
But generally, all of the proposals, except
National Health Security, lack at least one
of the following: equal access to health care
for all people; comprehensive coverage; restructuring of the health care system; effective incentives for quality and efficiency or
controls on costs; or they depend on inadequate private insurance as carriers or intermediaries or both.
It has been nearly a year since President
Nixon declared there is a "massive crisis" in
the area of health care and a threat of a
"breakdown" in the medical care system. In
that time, he has met that crisis by vetoing
a hospital construction bill and a measure
to provide for the training of more family
doctors and he threatened to close down
vitally-needed Public Health Service hospitals.
After taking one action after another to
forestall urgently needed health care measures, the President has at long last delivered
a health message. The President's proposals,
though lengthy, are nevertheless devoid of
many essential details. One or two constructive features are noteworthy, such as the
President's belated recognition that pre-paid
group practice can deliver better medical care
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at less cost and his proposal to eliminate the
onerous Medicare premium the elderly must
now pay.
But it is evident that the President's approach, taken as a whole, is both piecemeal
and inadequate. It places main reliance on
discredited private insurance which has been
largely responsible for the high cost, low
quality medical care we have today. Under
the President's proposals, there is no indication that either the private insurance organizations or the providers of medical care
would be subject to effective cost controls or
quality incentives.
His proposals fall far short of meeting the
"massive crisis" in health care the President
has himself recognized.
The AFL--CIO urges the Congress to enact
the bipartisan National Health Security Program during this session so that it will be
able to go into operation in 1974. Further,
we pledge our unstinting efforts to that goal.
It is and will remain our No. 1 legislative
goal until victory has been won.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
PROTECTION AND RECOVERY OF
ARCHEOLOGICAL DATA
Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, I am
happy to support S. 1245, to extend the
Federal statute which provides for the
protection and recovery of archeological
data. It is an excellent measure, giving
long overdue clarification of what have
been some pretty murky areas of Federal responsibility.
In one way or another, I have been
concerned with these matters in Alaska
for years. We were successful in 1959 in
prevailing upon the Atomic Energy
Commission to provide for archeological salvage at Cape Thompson. However, it took a bit of doing, and, when
finally acceded to, it had more the aura
of a favor granted than a public obligation met. There have been other occasions, like the underground test site at
Amchitka, in the Aleutian chains, and
the pace of these occurrences will quicken
in the next few years.
S. 1245 would well serve the public
interest; it is especially significant for
our State, with so much land under Federal stewardship. Accordingly, I am
pleased to join the Senator from Utah
(Mr. Moss) in sponsoring the bill. I cannot imagine any circumstances in which
passage of this legislation would be
viewed with disfavor. The proposed law
seems to me to be essentially apolitical
simply spelling out Federal responsibil~
ity in an area where there has for years
been acknowledged Federal authority.
The one minor addition I would hope
the bill's sponsor would accept would be
to have line 14 on page 3, of S. 1245
amended in committee to read:
Shall notify the Secretary and the Governor of the State in which the discovery or
activity takes place, in writing, etc."

THE PRESIDENT'S REORGANIZATION PROPOSALS
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, on Monday, March 29, the lead editorial in

the New York Times praised President
Nixon's proposed reorganization of seven
cabinet level departments into four new

departments. The Times stated:
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It is the most ambitious reform of the
Federal Government atten1pted since the
unification of the armed services and the
creation of the Defense Department in 1957.

The editorial goes on to say:
The dominant theme of the reorganization
is that existing departments which serve
specific constituencies---such as Agriculture
and the farmers, Labor and the unionized
workers--should be regrouped in terms of
'b road missions.

Republicans long have felt that the
bureaucracy of big government has
grown increasingly unresponsive to the
needs of the people. For far too long, they
have been poorly served by the institutions of their Federal Government.
They have been crying for an improvement in the jungle which has grown up
about them. Here is a recommendation
aimed at streamlining the process. At
the same time, it carefully protects alll
those of our citizens who have made the
operation of Federal machinery their
lives' work. There is no need to fear the
reorganization. It will not harm any individual or group. The civil service is
not going to be destroyed.
Yet it is already freely predicted that
the proposed reorganization will run into
rocks and shoals. Opposition will be
mounted partly by groups fearing their
own personal situation will be disadvantaged, partly by political groups seeking partisan advantage from the reluctance of people to change a known condition-even though faulty-for an unknown.
Mr. President, because support from
the New York Times is so important to
the President's program, and is, therefore so welcome, I recommend this
edit~rial to the Senate and ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the
REcoRD.
There being no objection, ·t he editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
To REORGANIZE THE GOVERNMENT
It is not necessary to accept President
Nixon's sweeping indictment of the failure
of the Federal Government in order to agree
with him that any big organization can occasionally benefit from a thorough overhaul.
His plan, spelled out in comp-lex legislation
submitted to Congress last week, would reorganize and consolidate seven of the Cabinet-level departments into four new departments. It is the most ambitious reform of
the Federal Government attempted since the
unification of the armed services and the
creati'on of the Defense Department in 1947.
The departments affected employ nearly a
halif million people, spend approximately $50
billion a year and administer hundreds of
grant-in-aid programs. The dominant theme
of the ~eorganiza.tion is that existing departments which serve specific constituencies-such as Agrlcul ture and the farmers, Labor
and the unionized worker~hould instead
be regrouped in terms of broad missions.
These missions are self-evident in the names
of the four proposed new departments-Natural Resources, Human Resources, Community Development and Economic Affairs.
The Dep.a.rtment of Natural Resources, on
Which we have previously commented in detall, involves the least change because it is
essentiallly a strengthening of the existing
Interior Department. It would g:ain the ~rest
Service from Agriculture and policy control
of the water programs of the Army Corps of
Engineers. Both changes are highly desirable

and have long been advocated by experts in
natural resources management.
The Department of Human Resources is
the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare with a still broader mandate. It
would acquire manpower training programs
as well as the Women's Bureau from the Labor Department. This rearrangement makes
excellent sense. Manpower training logically
relates to the vocational, adult, and technical education programs now in H.E.W.,
while women's programs belong with the
other social services provided by that department.
Labor and Commerce have long been the
two weak sisters among the Cabinet departments. Labor's responsibilities have not been
broad enough, while those of Commerce have
been incoherent. President Johnson urged a
merger of the two, but his recommendation
foundered on the opposition of the trade
unions. In the proposed reorganization, Mr.
Nixon assigns most of their functions as well
as many from Agriculture and Transportation to the new Department of Economic Affairs. To attempt to sweep these agencies off
the bureaucratic checkerboard is easily
President Nixon's boldest stroke. The resistance in Congress and the special-interest
lobbies is sure to be strong, but the reasons
for reform are compelling.
The new Department of Community Development would be created around the nucleus of the existing Department of Housing
and Urban Development. In short whatever
contributed to the strengthening of an old
community or the development of a new
community, whether rural or urban, would
be sheltered under a single departmental
IL"OOf.
Unquestionably, the committees of Congress and interested public groups will argue
the merits of specific changes. In any reorganization of this magnitude, there are gray
areas where the choices are hard and the
decision could easily have gone the other
way. Nevertheless, the President's plan moves
in the right direction and the detailed 'reasoning behind most specific changes is persuasive. Even if it did not achieve the broader philosophical objectives which he envisages, President Nixon's reorganization plan
would produce tangible gains in efficiency
and in improved delivery of services to the
ordinary citizen.

THE WINDWARD OCEANOGRAPHY

INSTITUTE
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
1970's may well be remembered as the
beginning of the age of ecology. All of
us are beginning to recognize how delicaJte the balance of nature is and how
easily our everyday activities can damage it.
Future environmental control will depend upon increased public awareness.
If our children today develop a concern
for the environment, the earth may some
day return to a heal thy state.
To accomplish this, schools across the
Nation have initiated projects for ecological research and education. The
Windward Oceanography Institute, of
Rowayton, Conn., has been a pioneer in

environmental education. The institute
is designed, according to its director, Dr.

Howard Weiss, to develop "an a .w areness

in young people of the educational opportunities and excitement in this field,
which is receiving so much attention all
over the world today."
The institute's programs have caught
the public's eye as its students try to
understand and solve the problems fac-
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ing Long Isl·a nd, which is rapidly becoming an ecological disaster area.
I ask UIIlanimous consent that an article outlining the institute's programs
and progress, written by Charles Friedman, and published in the New York
Times of March 28, be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MARINE ECOLOGY, RATHER THAN SUMMER
CAMP, Is WHAT's TuRNING YoUTH ON
(By Charles Friedman)
ROWAYTON, CONN .--somewhat to the surprise of parents, many youngsters here aren't
thinking about camp or the usual recreational hijinks when summer comes. For instance, one 10-year-old set off vibrations at
home when he announced:
"Say, I guess I'll take up some marine
ecology."
The new, universal awareness of water pollution and the dangers of upsetting the
ecological balance has not bypassed this little
community on Long Island Sound and its
surrounding area. Children and adults are
becoming increasingly involved, thanks to
the Windward Oceanography Institute, which
was organized a year ago as an offshoot of
the Windward Sailing School here.
"Our boys and girls are finding that the
wonders of the space world are matched by
,t he wonders of the world CJf water," said Dr.
Howard Weiss, the 28-year-old director of the
institute, a marine ecologist, as he worked
to fit out the "floating lab" that will be a
second home to youngsters during July and
August.
First of all, he emphasized, the institute
is not just a sounding board for promulgating facts a~bout the ocean.
"We are delving into problems of marine
biology that need solving," he explained.
"We hope to develop an awareness 1n young
people of the educational opportunities and
excitement in this field, which is receiving
so much att ention all over the world today."
That his program may be "getting through ..
is attested to by the increase in applications
for enrolling in the institute. Last year tuition was $475, but Weiss is hoping that funds
from a foundation set up by Herman Shepherd, a Connecticut businessman who founded the institute, will be sufficient to reduce
the cOSit this summer.
The institute has become a sort of postgraduate adjunct to the sa111ng school, which
is older and regarded as first-rate by expert
observers. But the floating lab is drawing
considerable interest. Students are brought
in by buses and are on the water from 9 A.M.
to 3 P.M. five days a week. On board are
marine educators and scientists who help expose them to real-life situations. The students must bring bathing suits, towels and
lunches, but all equipment is provided by
the institute.
Courses are varied and include fishing,
diving, exploration of submarine life, scientific experiments and field trips to shore
areas linked to oceanographic interest, including visits to marine-oriented industries.
By now the institute's boats are !amilar
as they ply the waters around Rowayton,
Norwalk and the Norwalk Islands. When the
weather is bad, land activities are set up at
waterfront properties and buildings owned
by the institute.
As they san out to Long Island Sound,
which experts have labeled an "ecological
disaster" because of the sewage and Industry
waste that is poured into it, the youngsters
get busy with nets and dredges. A team
analyzes the Sound's chemical properties at
various depths and distances from the mouth
of the noisome Norfolk River. Others measure currents, collect plankton and other
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floating organisms and trawl the bottom for
shellflsh and sludge.
Later, they confer on the findings. "I never
used to give it thought," said one youth, "but
now I can't stand to see anybody throw a
beer can overboard."
WeiSS 1s constantly surprised and delighted
a.t how his pupils, who range from elementary school to college age and include some
adults, grasp and go about tackling the projects. Their enthusiasm has led the institute
to start a. cooperative program with public
schools in Fairfield County to supplement
the schools' science studies.
In addition, it is expanding facilities to
handle teacher-training and research for
city, state and Federal age~cies.
But the main focus is on the youngstersthe scientists and planners of tomorrow. It
is through them, moreover, that parents are
showing concern over environmental affairs,
according to Weiss.
"In our house, ecology is no longer a. foreign word," one parent wrote the institute.
"We've learned quite a. few things from our
children."
The institute operates on a nonprofit basis.
Last year it was limited to 53 students, but
Weiss expects to be able to accommodate
more this summer.
"It's a fast-changing world for kids," he
says. "Most schools in the country are years
behind. They don't teach about the environment. They just teach facts."
What is especially exciting about the institute, he adds, is that youngsters are learning "by helping us learn."
Shepherd, whose business is aerosol packaging, gets satisfaction from watching boys
working with scientists. As a boy in Brooklyn, he spent considerable time at the Bota.ncial Garden and became friendly with the
botanists there. It was an experience he
always remembered and it led him to set up
the institute.

BENEFITS OF FREE TRADE
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, we hear

much theory these days aJbout the benefits of free trade. Economists dealing with
figures, charts, and graphs speak glibly
of the shift of industries from nation to
nation.
What is often ignored in our abstract
discussions of industries and trade is the
fact that people are involved in all of
our decisions.
It is wonderful that a consumer in
Massachusetts can purchase an imported
garment for a few cents less than he
might pay for American-made clothing.
But as a result of this circumstance, some
textile worker in a southern city may be
out of work and his family may be placed
in desperate straits.
It is difficult not only for individuals,
but for communities and even small
cities, as well, to adjust to the hardships
being caused by the increased foreign
competition.
Sunday's New York Times contained
an article which provides a good illustration of what I am talking about. I ask
unanimous consent that it be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TWILIGHT OF A TExTILE TOWN

(By Ray Jenkins)
ROANOKE, ALA.-Whlle the United States
and Japan debate the complex issues of
trade quota agreements, this Alabama city
o! 5,000 is feeling the economic squeeze on

the American textile industry in more
dramatic and human terms.
Roanoke's second largest industry, the
Rolane Manufacturing Company, will cease
production of women's panty hose at the
end of this month. A total of 440 workers
will be out of jobs.
Rolane's closing comes only a few months
after an even more devastating blow struck
Roanoke, which is in east-central Alabama
near the Georgia line. Last November,
Handley Mills, Inc., which had been the
town's leading industry for 70 years, went
bankrupt and put 844 textile workers out
of work.
One source estimated that 62 per cent of
all jobs in Roanoke had been eliminated by
the double blow. And many of the Rolane
workers were the wives of men who worked
at Handley.
Handley and Rolane are among 50 textile
plants in the South that have shut down
since 1969 because of bad market conditions,
higher prices, high interest, but, above all,
competition from foreign textile producers.
The Department of Labor has estimated that
27,200 Southern textile workers lost their
jobs in 1970 alone.
"And a hundred more plants will close
next year if something isn't done," a
Handley executive predicted.
Clyde Hartley, manager of the local state
employment service, predicts that when
Rolane is shut down, the joblessness rate
may go above 25 per cent here.
Clyde Pike, 56 years old, is typical of
Roanoke's unemployed, except that his
situation is complicated by illness. Mr. Pike
went to work at Handley Mills in 1930 at
the age of 16. At the time the mill closed he
was a "slubber tender"-mill jargon for a
worker who tends a machine in the yarnmaking process.
Mr. Pike was paid according to his output,
earning about $18 a. day. For almost two
years he had worked seven days a week. "I
didn't take off but four Sundays in 20
months," he said.
As did many of his fellow workers, he
sought employment in a mill in a. nearby
textile town. But it was discovered that he
was suffering from a. hernia, and had to
have surgery. As a. result, he lost his $50-aweek unemployment compensation because
he woo no longer available for work. His
savings are now do.w n to about $100. He
thinks his two sons--both of whom have
moved from Roanoke-will help out if it
becomes necessary.
As do many of his fellow employes, Mr.
Pike lives in a small white frame house that
was once owned by the mill. He bought the
house in 1954 and since then he and his wife
have added two rooms, working in their
spare time.
Since 1920, financial control of Handley
Mills has been in New York. Its last owner
was Frank B. Cavanagh, who acquired the
mill in the early nineteen-sixties and began
to modernize its machinery and marketing
policies.
In 1966 Mr. Cavanagh brought James R.
Eichelberger to Handley as general manager.
Mr. Eichelberger, whose parents had worked
in the mill, went to Auburn University, where
he earned a. degree in textile engineering.
Mr. Cavanagh spent $6.5 million over a
six-year period upgrading the mill's antiquated machinery. At times the interest cost
was a.s high as $800,000 a year.
"We did real well in 1966 and 1967," Mr.
Eichelberger said. "But we began to hurt in
1968. It was always a struggle to stay a jump
ahead of the import competition. Then in
1969 the bottom sort of fell out. We took a
real bath."
Last October the bank notified Handley
Mills that no more money would be advanced. The corporation went into bankruptcy in New York, listing debts of $8,440,188 and assets of $4,996,328. Mr. Cavanagh,
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the company president, also flied personal
bankruptcy, having put up some $3.5-million of his own to guarantee the obligations
of the mill.
As Prof. Cleveland L. Adams, head c:J! the
department of textile engineering at Auburn, see it: ·~ur mill owners are trapped.
If they don't modernize, they can't compete.
If they do modernize, they can't bear .the
high interest rates of short-term loans."
Mr. Eichelberger said he felt Handley had
''turned the corner" and was on its way
back to prosperity when the closing came.
"But I guess everybody just sort of lost
faith." And he added a rueful footnote: "We
were just getting ready to move the corporate headquarters down from New York.
It would have been the first time in fifty
years that control of the mill would have
been in the hands of the people living in
Roanoke."
The import situa.tion is blamed for the
closing of both plants. "Indian imports• put
us out of business," a Handley executive
said. "There was one big mill in India putting
out the same duck [a heavy cotton fabric
similar to canvas] that we were making-the
duck used in tennis shoes and sneakers. And
it's beautiful duck, better even than we
made. It's made with better cotton. Our Government gives them the cotton, by the way."
"I predicted nine months ago that Rolane
would close," the Hanley executive continued,
"because I knew Germany was getting into
the panty hose production 1n a. big way."
Recently Jonathan Logan Company announced it would open a plant in Roanoke
to manufacture women's wear, but it will
employ less than 300 and will not be in operation for another three months.
As the expiration of unemployment compensaJtion in May approaches, anxiety ts
growing. "If I walk downtown to get a haircut, it takes me two hours to get back," said
Roy Reeves, president of the City Bank of
Roanoke. "Everybody's asking, 'What can we
do? When will the mill reopen?' I tell them
we're doing everything we can."
Almost every institution has felt the economic disaster. Church collections are down;
savings accounts are rapidly being depleted;
city revenues are short, and some businesses
are cloSing.
Churches in neighboring towns have organized a "Samaritan Fund," which now
stands at more than $3,000, to handle emergencies among Roanoke's unemployed. Alabama. has no general welfare assistance for
such people. Moreover, Roanoke has no food
stamp program, but does distribute surplus
commodities.
Among the mill people one finds a calm,
austere fortitude and a stubborn faith that
the mill will somehow run again.
One such man is Lumos !Jooser, who spent
his life in Handley Mills. He went to work
there in 1918 at the age of 14. His pay was
around $9 a week for 60 hours, "and you
never really did know when you were going
to get paid," he said.
"Sometimes we had to go to the office two
or three times a week to get our pay," he recalled. Mr. Looser was among those working
at Handley when the mill closed for 13
months in 1920. Although his own future is
now secure because he draws Social Security,
he shares the faith tha.t the mill will reopen
soon. I just don't believe the mill will be
closed as long as it was in '20," he said. "I
just got that feeling."
The Rev. Ralph Worley, whose Congregational Christian Church is made up largely
of unemployed mill workers, thinks the experience "has drawn people closer together."
He said: "In all this crisis the greater concern has been for the other person. It seemed
like everybody was concerned about somebody else. Of course rthere has been anxiety,
but there hasn't been any despondency. It
caused people to become more spiritually
minded.
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"You know, it might not be a bad experience for the whole country. I don't mean a
depression, mind you. But just a little ' reminder that we can become too dependent
upon maJterial things."

CORPORATE INITIATivE AND
THE ENVIRONMENT

Mr. RmiCOFF. Mr. President, there
is a growing realization on the part of all
Americans that governmental action
alone cannot solve the environmental
problems we face. Industry also has a
major role to play if we are to provide
coming generations a decent world in
which to live.
The call has gone out for corporate
initiative, 'but the reaction has been
limited. A major corporation in Connecticut has, however, demonstrated its
concern. The Southern New England
Telephone Co. used recycled paper in its
1970 annual report, thereby saving 306
trees and reducmg the air pollution
which would have resulted from burning the otherwise unused waste.
By itself, this is only a small savings.
But consider the impact if every corporation took similar action. The air
would be cleaner and thousands of acres
of forests would be saved.
In addition, the use of recycled paper
is only a beginning. Imaginative leadership from our corporations will enable
them to take other steps to lessen the
strain on our environment.
The 'Southern New England Telephone
Co. is to be congratulated for taking the
initiative and setting an example for
other companies to follow.
ANDEAN CODE ON FOREIGN
INVESTMENT

out" cannot be equitably arranged in advance beoause market conditions change
and that foreign investors are likely to
neglect enterprises in which they have
a declining interest.
Second, the code may create such a
number of bureaucratic requirements
that foreign inv·estors will be reluctant to
cope with them. The code contains many
requirements for prior official authorimtion of what are normally routine business decisions.
Third, the code is unclear on anumber of important points. In addition to
its provisions restricting foreign investment, it contains many loopholes, escape
clauses, and provisions for possible exceptional treatment of investment. It is
therefore difficult for foreign investors
to know where they stand and what they
may expect.
Concerning the effects of the code,
if it is indeed applied, the point must also
be made that because of the limited private capital markets of the Andean-bloc
countries, only governments would be
capable of mobilizing the required financial resources to carry out a. divestiture
policy. The question 1a rises whether these
limited resources could be better spent
on housing, health, education, and other
badly needed infrastructure projects
rather than by buying out healthy, ongoing ente1:1>rises only because they are
foreign owned or foreign controlled. A
forced divestiture policy would not promote accelerated economic growth but
it could abort the vital task of increasing
the rate CY.f capital formation that is so
necessary for the Andean countries.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a memorandum of comment on
the Andean Code, which has been prepared by the Council of the Americas,
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the memorandum was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

Mr. JAvrrs. Mr. President, on February 1, in a speech in New York, I
pointed out that the Andean Code governing private foreign investment could
work in reverse and have adverse effects THE COMMON REGIME TREATMENT OF FOREIGN
CAPITAL IN ANDEAN BLOC
on the aspirations of the Andean peoThe ultimate objectives of the proposed
ple's need for development through priAndean Code are highly amenable. The
vate foreign capital inflows to the detri- strengthening
of domestic investmen t and
ment of the economies of those nations technology in the Andean countries is very
adhering to the code.
desirable for the purpose, among others, of
The Council of the Americas, a U.S. enabling nationals to participate more fully
business association of 210 CO!IPOrations and more effectively in the ownership and
which represent some 85 percent of U.S. control of the countries' in dustries. Likewise,
the p'l"eamble of the Code commendably deprivate investment in Latin America and clares
"the investment of foreign capiare therefore vital to Andean develop- tal andthat
the transfer of foreign technology
ment has now made a clause-by-clause constitute a necessary contribution for the
analysis of the proposed, new code after development of the Member Countries and
polling executives of the following 'must receive guarantees of stability in the
industries active in the Andean bloc: measure in which they really constitute a
automotive industry, banking, the drug positive contribution.' "
However, certain provisions of the proposed
industry, insurance, manufacturing,
mining and pet oleum . The Council's Code would prevent, rather th~n facllitate,
achievement of these laudable objectives.
analysis of the Andean Code brings out the
Adoption of those provd.sions would lead to a
three princ·pal reasons why the code is sharp
curtallment of the inflow of new forunattractive to foreign investors.
eign investment and new foreign technology
First, the code embodies the "fade- into the Andean countries; would reduce the
out" theory, under which foreigners have
to sell a majority interest in their invest-

ment to private investors or to the governments of the Andean countries within
15 to 20 years, if they want to enjoy the

benefits of the Andean Common Market.
The Council analysis points out that inv;estors do not invest in order to go out
of business, that the terms of such "fade-

contributions th81t existing foreign investments are making to the economies of those

countries; and would impair, rather than
strengthen, domestic investment and technology.
The principal defects in certain provisions
of the proposed Code are as follows:
1. Far from providing "guarantees of stabiUty" for potential new foreign investors,
these provisions would crewte new and major
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elements of instability. Some provisions
would create serious uncertainty in the mind
of each such investor concerning the amount
of his capital that he would be able to withdraw when his investment is transferred to
nwtionals of the Andean countries. And some
provisions would create serious uncertainties
concerning the extent, and the manner, in
which present and future governmental officials will control not only the basic policies,
but even the daily operations, of the foreign
affiliates-possibly with great damage to their
success.
2. Some provisions would discourage foreign companies from transferring technology
not only to their affiliates, but even to nationally-oW!ned companies in the Andean
countries. This discouragement would derive
partly from the purely practical difficulties
of complying with the requirement that the
prior SJpproval of governmental officials must
be obtained for such transfers. It would
derive also from the fact that the precise
standards to be applied by the governmental
officials in determining the desirab111ty of
each such transfer are not adequately specified in the proposed Code; indeed, those
standards could not possibly be specified
with sufficient precision to permit either the
foreign company or the domestic recipient
to arrive at a reasonably safe assumption as
to whether, or when, the proposed transfer
would be approved. Moreover, some-perhaps,
most--foreign companies would become increasingly reluctant to transmit certain types
of technology to their foreign affiliates as
the fixed date approaches for transferring
ownership or control of the affiliates to Andean bloc investors who would then be free
to compete with the foreign companies in
other markets with the unrestricted use of
that technology. In fact, some foreign companies would be reluctant even to give present or future government officials the engineering and other details of the proposed
transfer of technology because of their fear
that those officials might not maintain the
security arrangements necessary to prevent
acquisition of the technology by unauthorized and competitive business firms.
3. Few foreign companies would give serious consideration to a fixed-term investment in any country for a period as short as
fifteen to twenty years unless they were confident that the investment would yield exceptionally high profits during most or all of
that period. Such profits can rarely be anticipated anywhere, particularly during the
earlier years of most investments and particularly in the case of large-scale manufacturing investments that require the introduction and use of advanced technology.
The likelihood of such profits is particularly
small with respect to foreign manufacturing
investments in the Andean countries, where
(as shown in Table 9 of the attachments)
the average annual rates of return during
1960-1969 on U.S. investments of this type
were substantially lower than on such investments in the rest of Latin America and in
other regions of the world.
The foregoing principal defects of the
proposed Code, are analyzed in more detail
in the attachment, together with an analysis
of certain of its other important defects.
However, the Council does not believe that
the full implications of the proposed Code
can be appreciated simply by examination of
its specific provisions. It is necessary that
consideration also be given to certain aspects
of the basic attitude toward foreign invest-

ment that appears to underlie the proposed

Code as a whole.
Despite the recognition in the preamble
that "the investment of foreign capital and
the transfer of foreign technology constitute
a necessary contribution for the development
of the Member Countries," the operative
provisions of the proposed Code reflect the
general assumption that: first, the entry of
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any specific foreign investment is likely, except perhaps in special cases, to serve as a
substitute for domestic investment; second,
domestic investment can generally be expected to serve the national interests better
than foreign investment; third, measures
shoul'd therefore be taken to replace all
foreign investment by domestic investment
as soon as possible.
While strengthening domestic investment
and technology in the Andean countries is
highly desirable, this is not to say, however,
that domestic investment should be considered as an alternative to foreign investment. On the contrary, sound domestic investments and sound foreign investments
will generally constitute valuable supplements to one another. Indeed, neither foreign investments nor domestic investments
can be expected to proVide their maximum
contributions to the national economy unless
companies in each category are present, and
are operating, on the scale and under the
condit ions most conductive to their business
success. The 1business prospects of each foreign affiliate are best when there are many
other sound companies, including domestically-owned companies. Likewise, the business
prospects of each domesti-cally-owned company are best when there are many other
sound companies, including foreign-owned
companies.
So f ar as economic considerations alone are
involved, the issue of whether any specific
company should be foreign-owned, domest ically-owned, or some combination of the
two, is best resolved by reliance on market
forces, including particularly the 'd ifferent
kinds and amounts of resources that foreign
and domestic nationals are able and willing
to invest in that company. There is abundant evidence that the economic contributions
made by any company are rarely affected by
the nationality of its owners, managers, or
technicians, •b ut are generally determined
inst ead by the relationship between (a) the
amount and quality of the capital, managerial, and technological resources that are
put into the company by its owners and {b)
the amount and quality of those resources
needed for the success of the company.
Domestic investment may be most appropriate for one company, foreign investment for
another, and some combination of the two
for a third. Moreover, the appropriate and
actual distribution of total investment
among foreigners a.nd nationals will inevitably va;.ry over time am.d rumoung countries.
The eminent economist and statesman, Dr.
Raul Prebisch, recently gave considerable
emphasis-in his report, Transjormacion y
Desarrollo: La Gran Tarea de America Latina-to one of the region's major problems:

the fact that the total of all of the resources
that have been avai•l able for investment, including capital and technological resources
and foreign as well as domestic resources,
has not been -increasing rapidly enough to
promote the necessary growths of industry
income, and employment. This problem
would undoubtedly be aggravated if there
were a decline in the rate of new foreign investment in the region and/or if the relatively low amounts of national saVings were
allocated to the purchase of existing investments from their foreign owners rather than
to new domestic .i nvestment.
The countries of Latin America need more
of both foreign and domestic investment,
not less of either.
No one could justifiably deny the major
contributions that the nationally-owned
companies of Latin America have been making to the economies of their countries.
Likewise, no one could justifiably deny the
major contributions that the foreign-owned
companies have been making to those economies, as is demonstrated 1n the Council of
the America's report entitled "The E1Iect
of United States and Other Foreign Investment in Latin America", such as:
CXVII----538-Part 7
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THE NATION'S HEALTH AND
HEALTH INSURANCE NEEDS
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, much
has been written and said in the growing
debate on our Nation's health needs and
national health insurance proposals.
Recently, the distinguished chairman
of the Senate Committee on Finance
<Mr. LONG) addressed the Louisiana Hospital Association and made pertinent
remarks on these subjects. I believe that
all Senators will find his very timely
statement both interesting and beneficial.
I ask unanimous consent that the
remarks of the Senator from Louisiana
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the remarks
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
'

cerned, there has been no chance of my
becoming too remote from it. Your good
executive director, Charley Gage, comes to
Washington several times a year with various delegations to make sure that your
message is delivered. And, of course, we also
get together here at home, from time-totime, on !hospital problems.
As you know, the Congress has been working hard over the past two years to develop
reasonable and equitable ways of bringing
runaway Medicare and Medicaid programs
under control. The Social Security bill
which will be acted upon this year will undoubtedly include a number of important
changes in Medicare and Medicaid-some of
which I will describe a little later. In recent
months, however, all of this work in the
Medicare and Medicaid areas is being overshadowed-and even dominated-by the
growing national debate over national health
insurance. As you know, almost every day
there is a new entry in the health insurance
sweepstakes-including President Nixon's
proposal announced just two weeks ago.
The American Hospital Associatdon's
"Ameriplan" is a pro.posed entry in the race.
While it is only in outline form now, I look
forward to a careful evaluation of the proposal when the details are worked out. I am
concerned, however, that in this legisla tive
r ace to see who can get there "fustest with
t he mostest" we are being asked-intensil.vely
and often shrilly-to accept as facts what to
my mind needs to be proved. Perhaps the
most significant of those assumptions-and
certainly the most basic--is that by legisloating massive reorganization of the health
care system necessary changes will come
about and be infinitely bet ter than what we
have.
Now the costs of these proposals are far
too high for this Senator t o take a chance
on bei ng swept awa y by rhetoric. A long
hard look is definLtely in order. The n:ation
just cannot afford to go off the deep-end
on national health insurance by trying to
do everything at one fell swoop. After that
long hard look we might find it wiser to
rupproach the issue through one careful
"swoop" at a time. Hopefully, Congress haS
learned the Wisdom of caution through its
unhappy experiences with Medicare a.nd
Medicaud.
Of course, there is no real argument concerning the need of Government to help people meet their health care oosts and to help
hospitals and others do a better and more
efficient job of meeting health care needs.
The issue is not whether Government should
help meet legitimate needs which cannot
otherwise be met--but rather in carefully
determining and defining those needs. Equal
care then would be required in developing
approp:rdate solutions.
I don't often find myself in a-greement with
the edito:rdal pold.cies of the Washlngton Post.
Once tn awhile, however, they say the rig<ht
thing. For eXlaimple, last week, in commenting on President Nixon's health ca!"e program, the Post stated:
"It is too early in the deba.te, as far as
we are concerned, to express a preference
among the many possible alternatives. The
goal of everybody's program is to make good
quald.ty health care available to all Americans. But the road ·t hat the country should
take towards that goal has a good many
forks in it and the options need to be spelled
out and considered in much more detail than
they have yet been before wise choices can

HEALTH CARE REFORMS
(Remarks of Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG)
Once again, it's a real pleasure for me to
visit with the fine folks who do so much to
provide Louisianians with the best in hospital care. Your kind invitation provides a
welcome opportunity to discuss matters of
mutual concern. I must say that as far as
the hospital situation in Louisiana is con-

In general, that editorial fairly states my
own position with respect to national health
insurance.
On the other hand, a posture of careful
caution does not preclud£! acting to improve existing programs nor does it stop
us from making comprehensive e1Iorts to
bring the costs of health care under control.
As you know, it is the uncontrolled rapid

1. That during 1965-68, operations of U.S.
affiliates provlded a net balance of payments support to Latin America of about
$8,550 milllon a year.
2. That, domestically, total sales by all
U.S. affiliates in Latin America amounted tel
about 13.7 % of the aggregate gross domestic
product of the region, i.e., that U.S. investment is definitely not in a dominant role.
3. That of the total employment provided
by U.S. affiliates .fn Latin America, only
7.5 % of the managerial positions, and 0.5%
of technical, professional and other salaried
positions were not occupied by nationals in
1966. Wage earners were all national.
4. That earnings obtained on accumulated
U.S. investments in the area averaged only
about 12.7 % during 196~. i.e., lower than
any other areas of the world excepting Canada.
It should be noted, however, that that report was based exclusively on data that could
be quantified. As impressive as those data
are, they do not cover the non-measurable,
but nonetheless extremely important, contributions that foreign investments have unquestionably made to the Latin American
countries. There can be no doubt of the fact,
for example that domestic investment in
these countries has been greater, more diversified, and more productive, than it would
have been in the absence of the foreign investments. The foreign a.ffilia tes have purchased most of their production inputs from
n a tional companies, thereby providing an
import ant, or indispensable, market for those
companies. The goods produced by the foreign affiliates have included many commodities essential for the production requirements of some national companies. Much of
the technology tra nsferred to the foreign affiliates iby their parent companies has been
made available to national companies. Moreover, many of the numerous management
and technical personnel of the foreign affiliates have subsequently become the owners
managers, or technicians of national com~
p anies, where the knowledge and experience
they acquired in the foreign affiliates have
been put to effective use.
In short, foreign investment is a means
of strengthening and expanding domestic investment. The curtailment of foreign investment, which the proposed Andean Code
would inexorably bring about, would lead to
the weakening and the shrinking of the domestic economies of the Andean countries.

be made."
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rise in health care costs which has generBited most of the impetus for national health
insurance through pricing many people out
of the private insurance market and suostantially increasing their out-of-pocket
costs which are not covered by insurance.
Substantial success in moderating the costs
of care might very well relieve pressure to
the point where a partial, selective health
insurance program might be more desirable
to the American people than the total approach of a national program. Certainly it's
worth exploring.
The catastrophic Health Insw-ance plan
which I have proposed is a good example of
a careful, selective approach. I am deeply
concerned over the disastrous effect which a
catastrophic illness can have on any American family. I believe that this is the largest
gap in our present health insurance program. Over the past decades science and
medicine have come a long way in their
ability to sustain and! prolong life. Patients
with kidney disease, spinal cord injuries,
severe burns, and strokes, to name only a
few examples, can now often be saved and
even rehabilitated. However, these ca'tastrophic illnesses and injuries which before
would have been rapidly fatal, now often
have an enormous impact on a family's
finances. The net cost of a catastrophic illness or injury can be and usually is staggering. Hospital and medical expenses of many
thousands of dollars can rapidly deplete the
resources of nearly any fa.mlly in America.
These families are then faced not only with
the devastating effect of the illness itself, but
also with the necessity of accepting charity
or welfare. Catastrophic illnesses 'do not strike
often, but when they do the effects Me disastrous. Its purpose of the catastrophic health
insurance plan is ;to help keep millions of
hard-working middle-income Americans f·r om
being bankrupted by the heavy expenses of
prolonged and serious illness. At the same
time, It Is also designed to keep the Government from going bankrupt by trying to meet
all of the costs of sickness. It Is a reasonable
and relatively modest step which is non-inflationary and can be readily ooordinated
with the exiting Medica.re program.
In summary, the Catastrophic Health Insurance Plan would, in general, pay 80 percent of hospital care costs from the 61st day
on. Lt would! aJso cover 80 percent of medical
care costs above $2,000. The types of services
covered and benefit limitations would be the
same as those In Medicare except that this
would be a program for people under age 65.
The concept of coverage of catastrophic
costs is the vital point. Certainly consideration could be given to lowering or raising the
deduotibles and. even broadening the types
of services covered. In all honesty, when I
was working on the proposal it seemed fairer
to have variable deductibles related to the income of an individual or a family because
what might be fully within the means of
someone with an income of $30,000 a year
might be catastrophic to a family with $6,000
a year.
The problem in the income approach, according to the Social Security people, is that
it is complex and difficult to administer. For
that reason, income-related deductibles were
not included in the Catastrophic Health Insurance amend·m ent a.pproved by the Finance
Committee last year. But, I believe it might
be possible to devise a system of different
deducti.bles related to income which would
be reasona.bly simply t'o administer. We will
certainly try to develop that approach; and
I invite you to write me 1f you have any
suggestions along these lines.
The reason for the selection of the 60-day
hospital deductible was because S'O many
basic private hospital insurance plans-such
as Blue Cross--cover up to 60 days and sometimes more. And the middle-income American
families with one or more wage--earners who
would be the princlpaa. beneficiaries of the

Catastrophic proposal are still, at this point
in time, capable of purchasing reasonably
adequate basic hospital !insurance. The catastrophic 11J:ne66 iD.51U1"ance ~ bui.Jlds
on top of regular basic insurance.
I know th!llt you're also interested in possible changes in Medicare and Medicaid this
year as well as the prospects for legislation
increasing the minimum wage.
As far as ·t he minimum wage is concerned,
indications are that the Congress will hold
hearings to consider changes but that an increase will not be voted upon this year. Certainly you would agree that minimum wage
questions are nat easy ones; all working
Americans are entitled to be paid a wage
which pe:rnnits them to live decently. But,
how much of a minimum is required to live
decently? And, would an increase in the minimum wage-----1-hrough the escalator effect
upon wages generally--serve to a.cceler&te inflation to the point where the wage increase
is eaten up by increased prices. There may
be also a point at which the minimum wage
reaches levels which discourage employment
of marginal workers. And, if the Administration is successful in .p ushing our welfare rolls
up to 24 m.lrllion people--how many millions
more might be added on top of that as a possible result of a minimum wage increase? As
you can see, it's not an easy matter to decide
and I have noted that it does not appear
that the minimum wage will be changed this
year.
It might also be well to add that while
some of us are very much concerned over
the rapid and continuing rise in hospital
costs, that concern is with costs which are
capable of control by hospitals. We recognize
the substanital impact upon hospital costs
which occurs as the result of increases in
the minimum wage and we are aware that
increased costs of this sort which result from
laws we pass are ·b eyond your control. On
the other hand, another way of looking at
rJ.t 1s that the cost of rJ.ne11iciency also jumps
with every increase in the minimum wage.
Now, it might be time for both of us
to let our hair down and frankly discuss
the problems confronting hospitals and the
Government. I think we can all agree that
it is too late in the day for anyone to claim
that hospitals and the health care system
are already doing the ·b est job they can do
and there's no room for improvement. It is
equally too late in the day for anyone to
claim that government has all the anSIWers
to the problems or that the Government does
not bear a good part of the blame for the
difficulties and pressures confronting our
system of health care today. Today, we a.re
getting too little in the way of results, at
far too great cost and with far too much red
tape.
As we have learned through extremely
costly experience with Medicare and Medicaid, there ls an absolute need for effective
control and administration to assure reasonable and prompt payment for properlyprovided services. And from our Medicare
and Medicaid lesson we have learned that, in
general, neither government nor private
agencies are meeting those needs in effective
fashion.
Here are some of the hard facts. For the
year starting July 1, Medicare and Medicaid
costs are estimated to total more than $17
billion. The Hospital Insurance part of Medicar~art A-has a deficit over existing financing-including scheduled increases already in the law--officially estimated at $2'16
billion over tbe next 25 yeat"s. Unoffi.cially,
using American Hospital Association figures-that 25-year deficit is projected as
high as $370 billion. Those are billions-not
millions of dollars.
All right! That's where we are. Against
that background of an enormous deficit in
Medicare, many hospitals are claiming that
the program still does not pay them enough.
Laldies and gentlemen, where is aJl of the
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money supposed to come from to meet tba.t
deficit--let alone increase the basis of payments to hospitals? There is only one a.n.swer,
unleSs we have some changes, and thalt is to
pile it on the backs of the taxpayers. That's
the "silent majority" you herur groaning!
OUr problems in the Senate in terms of
money are nat too different from your own.
You have to decide amoD!g competing
priorities of different depa.rtm.ents in your
'hospitals for the limited funds a.va.ila.ble. We
have the same problem.. The governm.ent is
asked to pump more and more money into a
broo.d range of worth While program&-and
yet, believe it or not, Fedeml funds are aJso
limited. And, we too, just as you, have our
share of inefficiency and waste.
Okay! That's the bad news. That's the size
of the problem confronting us. But, I don't
th.i.Ilik we are w\tthout possible reasonable
solutions.
If in Medica.re and Medicaid, we can develop and apply effective professional controls
to assure proper utilization of services, it
might very well be possible to recognize and
reimbunse for more of a hospital's appropriate growth and operating expense. Thls
would come 8ibout through reduaing or
moderating the overall cost per patient stay
rather tha.n necesarily cutting down on how
much we pay per day. For exa.m.ple, if a Medicare patient now averages 10 days in the
hospital at a cost of $80 a day the total payment is $800. If that average stay could be
brought down to 8 days, the government
oould afford to pay more than $80 a day and
stlll achieve important savings. We will all
benefit from that type of result.
It seems to me that there are two ways to
bring about the happy result I have just
described--effective planning and effeotive
comprehensive utilization review. The key
word is effective--not paper planning or
token utili2Jation review. And, wherever poss!l.ble those mechanisms should be built at
State and local levels around pmcticing profession.als and iiliStitutions. The Felderal role
sihould be supportive---e.nd the government
should assume responsiblllty for those funotiolliS only where State and local agencies are
unWilling or unable to perform properly.
This leads to a discussion of the Pr~
fessionaJ. Standards Review Organization
amendment originlaJ.ly proposed by Senator
WaJJ.ace Bennett and approved, in modified
form, by both the Finance Oonunlttee and
the full Senate in the last Congress. That
am.endment has now been endorsed and pr~
posed to this Congress by both the President
and the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
I suppose it might be easier for me to talk
around an important area of disagreement-such as Professional Standards Review-between many hospitals and government. However these are extremely serious times for
both the health care system and government.
Evasiveness or side-stepping wouldn't be fair
to you; I think we know each other well
enough to be able to give and take freely. To
be anything less than completely honest
with you would not only be to do a disservice
to you but to all of the citizens of LouiSiana
whom I am privileged to represent.
Please bear in mind that what I say is not
directed at Louisiana but is 1n terms of the
nation as a whole.
The Professional Standards Review amendment is based on the premise that the physician determines how much care a patient receives and when and where he gets it. Thus,
simple logic would dictate that any effective
review system must be built around physicians. Obviously, any such system must include appropriate safeguards to forestall pro
forma review and, wherever possible, build
on, recognize and accept other review efforts
which have proven to be effective. But responsib111ty for overall review of patient care
must be lodged at a central place--the
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PSRQ-and "the patient's care must be viewed
as a whole, rather than just doctor's office,
hospital, nursing home, clinic, and so forth.
Perhaps at this point I ought to backtrack
a little. The Social Security bill of last year,
as passed by the House of Representatives,
included a provision to establish and use government-run program review teams in each
State to constantly monitor utilization and
quality control. These teams would be appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
In the Finance Committee we were convinced that the government and its agents
did not have the capacity to effectively audit
the health services provided under Medicare
and Medicaid. Perhaps, more importantly,
many of us, and I was one, had serious reservations about whether the government
should perform those functions-even if it
and its agent insurance companies could do
so. For those reasons we saw real advantage
in placing review responsibility, wherever
possible, with those best able to decide
whether ca.r e is necessary and of proper quality-the practicing physicians themselves.
Now after Senator Bennett introduced his
amendment it generated a lot of heat and
some light. Quite a bit of criticism was constructive and thoughtful, but unfortunately
quite a bit of it was stumbling and rather
helpless comments from people who obviously had not read the amendment.
As I said, the Committee received quite a
bLt of constructive comment---comments
which, by the way, Senator Bennett invited
when he first offered his proposal. As a result of the testimony of a wide v.ariety of
witnesses as well .as quite a few excellent
and constructive letters forwarded to the
CoiiUil1i'ttee, some r&ther significant changes
were made in the amendment providing for
Professional Standards Review.
A major change w.as in response to a concern expressed by nearly every hospital
organization, including your own, that the
original amendment might weaken ex•i sting
hospital quality and utilization controls
-where ltb.ey are effective and .are doing a
reasonably good job. The Committee change
provided that local PSROs are authorized
and expected to accept the results of inhouse hospital review activities where they
find those review activities effective. In other
words, there would be no duplication of
worthwhile in-house utilization review .and
there would be an incentive for hospitals
doing ineffective review to ;b eef-up their efforts to the point where it would •b e accepted
by the PSRO.
As you know, any doctor who reviews hospital care for the PSRO must have active
hospital staff privileges. Further, most doctors dn an area are on the staffs of one or
more hospitals. Those would be the doctors
comprising the PSRO and thus, they would
be collectively familiar with hospitals in the
area. It is expected that the doctors reviewing hospital care in the PSRO would not be
on the staff of the hospital whose patients
are reviewed. However, in some areas, where
most physicians h.ave staff privileges at all
of the hospitals in the area, that would not
be possible. In those si.t uations, we would
have to waive the requirements.
Hospital organizations also expressed dissatisfaction with the provision in the original Bennett amendment which would h.ave
required the PSRO ·t o revlew every non-emergency admission dn advance. In this case,
the Committee's answer was to limit prior
approval requirements to only those diagnoses or institutions where the PSRO found
it was necessary to control overutillzatdon.
Again, a hospital doing a good job of screening admissions would not have the PSRO
superimpose its judgment on those admis-

provide for prompt appeal of adverse decisions.
The Committee made a major and determined effort to respond to constructive criticism. But it was pretty well agreed by the
time hearings were completed that the Committee had to provide for expanded and more
effective review of Medicare and Medicaid. It
was also pretty well agreed that only qualified
physicians could and should review the necessity for and quality of medical care. The
present situation-where insurance company
and government personnel--often question
medical determinations and judgments-is
unacceptable where a professional alternative
is available. Finally, the alternative to the
professional alternative was expanded control
and review of medical care by government
agencies and insurance companies.
It is gratifying that many of those who expressed concern over aspects of the original
PSRO amendment, after careful study of the
modified Committee provision, are now expressing full or qualified support. Among
those are the State Medical societies of
Georgia, Mississippi, and North Carolina.
Let's move on to another Finance Committee amendment to Medicare, approved by the
full Senate, which is designed to deal with
an issue of great concern to many hospitals
and extended care facilities. The amendment
established a Reimbursement Appeals Board
so that hospitals and other providers would
have a means of appealing cost determinations by intermediaries. As you know, at present, there is no provision for appeal from
intermediary decisions.
The amendment would establish a Provider
Reimbursement Appeals Board consisting of
five members-two of whom must be selected
from qualified nominees of provider organizations. Any provider, or group of providers,
who have filed timely cost reports may appeal
an adverse final decision of a fiscal intermediary to the Board where the amount at
issue aggregates $10,000 or more. The minimum amount was necessary to keep the appeals mechanism from being clogged with
relatively minor disputes. However, a lesser
amount, involving a matter of principle, can
be appealed in the nature of a class action
by a group of hospitals, if the total amount
in controversy exceeds $10,000. As you may
know, the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare has opposed establishing appeals
mechanisms in the past on the grounds that
it would become an administrative nightmare
and clog the courts.
We met those objections through establishing a minimum amount subject to appeal,
and by providing judicial review only in
those cases involving conflict between the
Appeals Board and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. In this case, I believe we acted fairly to protect the legitimate
rights of hospitals and the administrators of
the Medicare program.
Well, as you can see we don't have all the
answers but we sure have all the problems.
Hopefully, all of us will be able to work
together in the months and years ahead to
solve the most important of those problems.
We'll welcome your cooperation in that effort.
Thank you again for the opportunity to
visit with old friends.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ADDRESS BY DR. NOVICE

G.

FAWCETT

What I propose is a dram or two of the
ftuture--quite heady, and sufficiently .potent
for an after-dinner stimulant or anesthetic.
Since good ideas must work through the
brains and will of good and f'ar-sighted people, it is essential that you ·b e told of the
thinking which guides this enterprise as it
faces its next hundred years. Even though
Abraham Lincoln had a point in observing
that "one good thing aJbout the future is
that it comes one day at a time," 1 tomorrow
is not likely to turn out well unless, insofar
as possible, each step ahead is envisioned
and prepared fur. Through the most recent,
fresh a t tempt to plot that course, I have
reached an awesome conclusion. Very like
Edmond Rostand's now-classic avowal-except that it was in French and about love-mine is succinct, declarative, emphatic:
American Higher Education is doing more
today but less than it must do tomorrow. The

ADDRESS BY DR. NOVICE G. FAWCETT, PRESIDENT, OIDO STATE
UNIVERSITY
Mr. SAXBE. Mr. President, my friend,
John W. Bricker, a distinguished former Member of this body, recently sent
me a copy of a speech made by Dr. Novice G. Fawcett, president of Ohio State

result of such realization is an updated
guiding philosophy for the university as a
whole, and for each of its parts, and in a
sense I try it on you for size tonight.
In trying to anticipate the probable hazards whioh. lie ahead, and to plan our way
around or through the barriers of past or current construction, we find numerous spikestudded obsta.cles in the way of a tenable
future for civilization. Over-population is lbut
one of the most recogn.iza,ble. Reputable
demographers seem undted in the conviction
that no knowledgea;ble person expects anything but rapid future growth in peoplenumbers, even thJough the United States (illl
contrast to India or China or Tahiti) is nbW
experiencing a leveling-off process which
should provide this country with a.pprox1lllJ8.tely one gene.r:ation's worth of time in
w'hioh to catch its breath. That sprun must be
used in intelligent preparation for an allbut-jnevitable upsurge; helped, paradoxically, by such welcome advances as those
made in nutrition, health, and longevity.
Laick of consideration for our non-expandable planet has 'b een accompanied 'by similar indifference to its irrep1aceruble natural
reserves. Mankind's heedless meddling with
nature, incredibly multiplied by the scientific breakthroughs and toohndlogicaJ. inventiveness of our time, hru> resulted in seriously dwindling and polluted resources o!
water, soil and air.
There is welcome promise in the possibility
recently expressed at a meetlln.g of the American Association for the Advan.oement of Science. Geneticist BaaTy Glass is of the opdnion
t!h:at the ·bru>ic laws of life for all time to
come may well have been discovered in our
own lifetime, implying that science may have
run ·o ut of the main unknowns. We had lbeE;thope that this be so, and that we n10w will
focus on deriving full benefit from the head-·
long rush of discovery. Mmost every advM1ce
still oontains unlocked mysteries; too many
dangers still lurk in a great deal o! otherwise valuable new expertise; and too many
of the world 's people stlll receive no benefit
Whatsoever from a stockpile of modern
miracles.
In this skeletal, very skeletal, sketch of'
the path ahead, there is at least one more
arduous maze to be cleared-the uncertainty and confusion of a belief-system
ch.ange as radical as that experienced by m.an
in the Middle Ages. Dr. Willis Harmon of
Stanford University believes that our society
is now confronted by a choice between alternative societal-shifts, and considers the two
likeliest courses to be what he calls a "Sec-

sions.

University. I agree with Senator Bricker

ond-Phase Industrial Society," or a "Person-

The :finaJ version of the amendment contaJins safeguards against bias by the PSRO
against a given hospital or doctor. They also

and provocative. I ask unanimous con-

that the speech is a fine one, thoughtful

sent that it be printed in the

RECORD.

Centered Society."
1

Quote: February 7, 1861.
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My own belief is that the choice already
has been made--that we are now at the last
stages of a great value-system revolution.
More or less simultaneously, with or without
awareness of deciding, the various segments
of our populace have settled on a course,
passed the crossroads, and we now have
undertaken a collective commitment of
psychic, human, and economic resources to
the ideal of a person-centered society. The
main, conceptual transition has been accomplished-from economic man to a more nonmaterialistic, more spiritual, intuitive, transcendental form-of-being. And the troubles
we are experiencing relate to a necessary
union-the fitting of new life structures and
new learning systems to this new human we
have chosen to become.
Reasoning based on varied and sufficiently
numerous blocks of evidence, both those
which are visible and those only sensed, permit me to suggest that the buffeting ~ob
lems of today are not necessarily a signal of
continued, accelerated change. They well
may be the prelude to a period of calm. If
what must be done is, then, done, humankind may achieve a golden age of recoverythe entree to a truly civilized civilization.
Since the Age of Reformation ushered in
the Protestant ethic with its subsequent
economic base, we have dealt with workoriented man and the development of an
appropriate societal structure around him.
It is now necessary to accommodate a very old
and recurring idealizat ion, an addition
which, at long last, may bring to mankind
the qua lity of existence longed for throughout human experience.
The establishment of such an age of recovery will require a congenial atmosphere
and proper accomodations, b oth of these
stemming from much more learning, far
more-widely distributed. It must have watchwords to which full weight is attached and
scrupulous adherence paid. Chief among
such watchwords is quality-meaning, in
t his context, a new sense of fitniteness and
limitation; the end of exponential growth in
population and technology. Such dramatic
changes as those of accelerating speed in
travel and communicatiolliS ~Bnd weruponry development will have leveled off, and we must
adjust to stabilized forms-making use not
of the most, but of the best which is in them.
A second watchword must be balance. We
constantly must ·b e about the business of
seeking a higher balance between society
and self-between togetherness and individuality-between essential unity and freedom. We must -b e attentive to maintaining
a responsible balance between man and his
natural world.
T<he wholesomeness resulting d"a-om such a
qualitative symmetry and stablllty will come
through the vehicle of learning--driven by
the motive power of human value. Knowledge through education will be the stuff
and economy of a new person-centered society. Having succeeded in meeting an unprecedented enrollment crunch and multiple accompanying demands , higher education-with fewer distractions--can direct its
steps in this direction--one toward which for
some time it has been headed. N~w it must
take a. fully-cognizant, decisive lead. It must
help to bring all members of our society to the
fullest development of their highest potential, keenly perceptive of and sensitive to
human values, keenly aware of our universal
reliance on the planet which we inhabit.
Learning will extend itself over the entire
life span, from infancy to final ending. rt will
go into the hOIIle, and the vast reaches of
leisure, and the islands of industry-a union
already solidified, and symbolized, by our
Center For Tomorrow. Interspersed with periods or rest, travel, work, and other pursuits
we do not yet know, it will be continuous.
Education will be both a moving target and
a moveable feast. In an unrelenting search
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for truth, it must be anchored to the im- explained that the submitted novel was a
mu<table verity which Adlai Stevenson small box, carved for his friend, and that in
phrased in these words: "We travel together, it was placed nearly everything he had-but
passengers on a little spaceship, dependent it still was not fUll!.
on its vulnerable reserve of air and soil. We
As expression of the esteem in which I
are all committed for our safety to its se- hold you, I have offered my own hand-fashcurity and peace, and preserved from an- ioned box of belief. It contains much of
nihilation only by the care, the work, and what I have learned during 40 years in the
the love we give our fragile craft."
education field and it, also, is still ndt full.
W'ith containment of population upsurge Some hurt and much happiness are in itand runaway technology a't fingertip reach, and some feeling hard-pressed and some
this country's people may be seen as com- heady exhilaration. A great deal of pleasure
pleting the metamorphosis of man from new- and unending challenge and hopefulness are
born, to youth, to adult status. Physical there. And, on top of an these, are aill the
growth eventually stops, bUJt there is no end companionship and the gratitude and reto the maturity of mind ihe may acihieve.
spect which I have for you.
Such learning must help us to gain what
Please take it. It is offered with deep
is called a "steady state" 2...._an intelligent, faith-a.nd with the prayer that blessings
tolerant, free and flexible society in whioh may attend our efforts and the cause which
modern economics and modern technology
unites us.
provide t he means for bringing about elimination of crucial ills and disadvantages. As
the necessary alternative to ult imate extincWILBERT SNOW
tion, these ends are both profiltable and posMr.
RIBICOFF.
Mr. President, Consible. Such Churchillian "sunlit uplands'' are
no longer a visionary Utopia.; they are within necticut has a great tradition of combinreach. The project is not mere rhetoric; it is ing the roles of scholar and politician.
potent ial reality!
Wilbert Snow, former Lieutenant GovTo do what must be done will take some ernor and Governor of Connecticut and
doing! Above all else, t he responsibility for former English professor at Wesleyan
delineating and reaching new nat ional goals
will require oourageous, st rong, established University, is in that tradition.
An outstanding and beloved professor,
leadership, by those agencies experienced in
evaluating and disseminating ideas. And, Wilbert Snow taught generations of Wesmost certainly, in order to maintain its fine leyan students to love the English lanposition among that group, Ohio Stat e will guage. Countless students owe him a debt
continue to rely on t h e understanding as- of gratitude for the pat ience and warmth
sistance of what's euphoniously called "the with which he taught his subject.
privrute sector." In the main, our more realisAcknowledged by his peers to be a
tic title is "The Presidents Club."
During t he course of University histary, in great poet, Wilbert Snow wrote with deep
my admittedly prejudiced opinion, not much meaning works that have been read with
is of greater 'importance tha n the instigation thought and enjoyment by many people
and cultivation of thi:s invaluable nucleus through the years. He is the aut.h or of
of what Edgar Dale refers to as "we-cen- seven books of poetry and was commistered" r a ther than "me-centered'' citizens. sioned to write the Tercentenary Ode for
started only eight years ago by Ev Reese, the State of Connecticut.
Kenyon Campbell later succeeded by Chuck
Wilbert Snow began his political career
Traphagen, and those of like-mind, this
meandng,:£ul concept of pereeptive involve- by stumping the State of Maine in 1912
ment, enlightened self-interest, and far- for Woodrow Wilson. In 1944 he was
reaching humanity has made a spectacular elected Lieutenant Governor of Connectdifference; helping OSU to become one 01' the icut. Two years later he lost the gubernation's moot-productive, most-respected natorial race, but he served as Governor
universities.
for a brief time when the incumbent GovThe effect is nea.r-incalcul.ablle on those of
us who labor here and deeply believe in what ernor, Raymond Baldwin, left for the U.S.
we're doing. Even ro, you have the right to Senate.
Wilbert was also a member of the Conknow the drift of that effect. Perhaps, since
I have only myself to thank for so difficult necticut Consti't utional Convention in
an assignment, I can-in personal terms-. 1965 and has served Middletown, Conn.,
make manifest the inexpressible.
with distinction on the board of educaMore important than all else is a lifting of tion, the Democratic town committee,
spirits, a strengthened resolve, the refresh- and as a supporter of the establishment
ment and renewal of such basic convictions of Middlesex Community College. The
as are these which I state with firm finality.
I believe in my country-in its precepts people of Middletown expressed their apand its vigor, in the generosity and ideaJ.ism preciation for his years of dedication to
their community by naming the Snow
and responsibi'lity of its people.
I believe in our educational system, and in school in his honor.
the educability of our citizens. I believe that
Over the years, Wilbert Snow has been
collective wisdom can, and will, engender the a close personal friend. He has always
knowledge and work and patience and en- had my admiration and deep affection.
durance and hope which have been the glory No day is better spent than in his comof our past.
In the very best sense, I believe in myself, pany enjoying his conversation.
It has been a privilege and honor to
my fellow-professionals and our staunch advocates. I am confident that, together, we know this fine and ·t houghtful man, and I
have the knowhow, the skill and the will to know all of his friends in Oonnecticut
see the task through.
join me in wishing him well in the years
For the Ohio State University-in which to come.
I passionately believe--for iits chief spokesman, personally, and f·o r the troubled civilization which it serves, there is only one thing U.S.
CATHOLIC
CONFERENCE
more which needs be said-to you-a heartSPEAKS OUT FOR AN ALL-VOLUNfelt thank you.
TEER Mll.ITARY
In a. note to his editor, penned on the
flyleaf of his East of Eden, John Steinbeck
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, nu2

John Radar Platt.

merous groups and individuals have testified before both the Senate and House
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GENERAL REMARKS
Armed Services Committees on the quesIn discussing the relative merits and dantion of the draft. On March 11, 1971, the
Reverend Monsignor Marvin Bordelon, gers of a standby draf.t, an all-volunteer ·a rmy
director .of the Department of Interna- and the problems asSOdia.ted with military
procurement, we do not wish to give the imtional Affairs of the U.S. Catholic Con- pression
that a volunteer army under demference, an agency of the Catholic bish- ocratic
controls, or a reformed conscription
ops of the United States, presented system either, wll1 solve a more fundamental
testimony to the House Armed Services problem: the propensity of nation-states to
Committee. The U.S. Catholic Confer- solve international problems by the use of
ence-usee--strongly opposes peace- military force.
In their pastoral of November 1968, the
time conscription, favoring an all-volunteer armed force. I strongly commend American Bishops stated:
"If war is ever to be outlawed, and rethis statement of the USCC ·t o the Senate placed
by more humane and enlightened inand urge that they give it careful con- stitutions rooted in the notion of universal
sideration.
common good, it will be because the citizens
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- of this and other nati ons have rejected the
sent that the statement given by Mon- tenets of exaggerated nationalism and insignor Bordelon be printed in the REcORD. sisted on principles of non-violent political
There being no objection, the state- and civic action in both the domestic and
spheres." ("Human Life in Our
ment was ordered to be printed in the international
Day," Section: "The Role of Conscience")
RECORD, as follOWS:
(emphasis added)
U.S. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE ON SELECTIVE
.
SERVICE LEGISLATION

I am Marvin Bordelon, Director of the
Department of International Affairs of the
United States Catholic Conference (USCC).
The USCC is an agency of the Catholic
Bishops of the United States. Its purpose is
to coordinat e activities of Catholics in the
United States in the areas of education, social welfare, international affairs, communication and public affairs.
PREFACE

I would like to preface my remarks about
this most serious question of military conscription by saying that the Catholic Bishops
of the United States are gratefully conscious
of the sacrifices and valor of those men who
have served in the armed forces and especially those who have given their lives in
service to their country. Their courage in the
defense of the common good should not be
underestimated or forgotten. In the words
of the Second Vatican Council document,
The Church in the Modern World, "As long
as they (members of the armed forces) fulfill
this role properly, they are making a genuine contribution to the establishment of
peace." (n. 79).
In their Statement on Peace of Novem'ber
18, 1966, the National Conference of Oatholic
Bishops said:
"We reafilrmed at the Council the legitimate rdle of patriotism for the well-being
of a nation, but a clear distinction was made
'between true and false patriotism: 'Citzens
should develop a generous and loyal devotion
to their country, but without any narrowing of mind.' In other words, they must always look simultaneously to the welfare of
the whole human family, which is tied together by the man1fold bonds linking races,
peoples and nations.
"But these limits on patriotism do not
rule out a country's right to legitimate selfdefense. While making it clear that all means
short of force must first 'be used, the Council
restated the traditional teaching regarding
the right of self-defense: 'As long as the
danger of war remains and there is no competent and sufficienltily powerful authority
at the international level, government cannot be denied the right to legitimate defense.' And what a nation can do to defend
itself, it may do to help another in its struggle against oppress'ion."
The Church has always espoused that the
individual has an obligation to support and
promote the common good. When survival
of the wider community has been threatened by external force, the Church has traditionally underscored the obligation of Christians to serve in military defensive forces.
Such community-oriented service, that is,
soldiers devoted to the authentic purposes
of securing peace and justice, has always
merited the Church's commendation.

The Second Vatican Council called for an
"entirely new attitude toward war." (Chur ch
in the Modern World, n. 80) This implies
that old concepts of arma.m ents and <a balance of power are no longer adequate for
world peace and security. New means must
be sought to insure the common good of the
international community.
The ancient but perennial formula reads:
Build up a powerful military defense appropriate to the times, and the bigger and
better the military hardware, the greater
will be the nation's security. However, the
lamentable fact is that in the past one hundred years more than 150 million men, women
and children have been killed in wars. The
terrible madness about this is that multitudes continue to accept this premise, for
the hope of achieving peace by merely malntaining the balance of massive, destructive
power is a tempting delusion. (Cf. Ibid., n.
81)
The primary and crucial task, then, is to
define the nation's authentic needs, that is,
the limits of its national interests. Americans must confront and resolve the question of how to respond to other national
systems--political and economic-which differ from ours. When the spirit of nationalism among our government's leadership and
the general public becomes so excessive as
to induce us to believe that our nation, our
system, our people are superior to other nations, we are working against peace and the
energies of war are coming alive in the nation. (Cf. Ibid., n. 82) Can we recognize a
laudable pluralism among national systems?
If we cannot, then the old notions about
securing peace will persist, and we will continue to rely on such devices as sophisticated weapons and large, mobilized combla.t
forces.
As a nation, we must commit ourselves,
with firm determination, to respect other
men and peoples and their dignity. To do
otherwise is to place ourselves in a position
of self-righteous superiority and to perceive
our neighbors' intentions as immoral, ours
as moral. The neighbor is thought to be eager
to attack and conquer, while we are the
peacemakers.
When our nation fears that its national
interests are being threatened and war is
imminent, we contend that we must seriously examine our consciences to determine
to what extent we are being _motivated by
fear of the loss of economic advantage; what
degree of nationalistic pretentions are involved; has a desire for national prestige and
political domination crept into our actions;
has a spirit of militarism become dominant?
(Cf. Ibid., n. 85.)
In this post-Hiroshima era, with the
frightful prospect of war threatening to devastate the planet, men are forced to search
for new insights. It is in this spirit-searching for new understandings about war and
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respecting the judgment of history-that we
address the question of military service in
the United States.
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Compulsory military service-The opposi-

tion of the Catholic Church and its leadership to peacetime military conscription has
been clearly stated on several occasions. The
following text from the 1968 pastoral letter
of the U.S. Catholic Bishops is pertinent to
this issue:
"A Catholic position of opposition to compulsory peacetime military service, first formulated on the level of the Holy See by Pope
Benedict XV, has had for its premise the
fact that such service has been a contributing cause of the breeding of actual wars, a
part of the 'great armaments' and 'armed
peace' security concept, and, in the words
of Cardinal Gasparri in a letter to Lloyd
George, the cause of such great evils for
more than a century that the cure of these
evils can only be found in the suppression of
this system. . . . Our call for the end of any
draft system at home which, in practice
amounts at times to compulsory peacetime
military service is in direct line with previous resolutions of the hierarchy of the
United States on compulsory military training." (Op. cit., Section: "The International
Community")
In the past, the United States has deployed
a small professional army in peacetime and
a large "citizens" army in time of war. This
is not just a quirk of history, but rather, it
is a reflection of a very fundamental trait
in our domestic process-that each citizen
participates, to a greater or lesser extent, in
the decision for national survival. If that survival is threatened, the nation is compelled
to mobilize. If, however, the survival of the
nation is not at stake, then there is no need
for a large standing army.
Until recent years, the United States has
not drafted men into military service except
in times of national emergency. The last two
decades have seen a dramatic change in this
policy. The nation has continually ceded to
its Chief Executive the power to induct men
into military service. Even though during
much of that period the United States has
not actually been engaged in warfare, men
have been inducted. This has amounted, at
times, to peacetime military conscription,
which has been opposed by the Catholic
hierarchy in the past because, among other
things, "such service has been a contributing cause of the breeding of actual wars ... .''
(Ibid.)

The USCC recommends the termination
of the present draft system which has, at
times, amounted to compulsory peacetime
military service. Congress should end the
present draft system 1) by allowing the
Selective Service Act of 1967 to expire, and
2) by initiating a standby draft system for
times of national emergency and as a temporary measure for providing manpower during a period of transition to an all-volunteer
army, and 3) by providing the means for the
establishment of an all-volunteer army.
The new draft law should contain provisions which would require the Chief Executive to obtain a new authorization each year
to induct a specific number of men into the
armed forces, if indeed, in the national int erest, clear purposes of adequate defense
demand conscription. This would not only
impose a ceiling or limit on the number of
men who can be drafted in that year, but
it would also encourage a broad review of
manpower requirements each year. By allowing the present Selective Service Act to expire, Congress could authorize the conscription of a certain number of men in any one
year, subject to review the following year,
with the clear purpose and intent of ending
conscription as quickly as'possible.
The all-volunteer army-In their 1968
pastoral let ter "Human Life in Our Day," the
U.S. Catholic Bishops stated:
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"We welcome the voices lifted up among
our political leaders which ask for a total
review of the draft system and the establishment of voluntary military service in a
professional army with democratic safeguards and for clear purposes of adequate
defense." (Ibid.)
Although an an-volunteer army is desira.ble for a number of reasons, there are certain dangers inherent in a totally professioll!al military establishment whioh will require constant scrutiny. For example, without the constant turnover of draftees and of
draft-induced vOlunteers, the military establishment could. become overly autonomous and isolated from t!he mainst-ream of
Amer-ioan life. In addition, the all-volunteer
army oould draw into its lower ranks a high
percentage of youth from minority, poor and
disadvantaged groups. Also, a large standing
army of professional soldiers could pose a
threat of its own to natilonaJ. security.
Our nation has experienced considerable
growth in the power and size of its armed
forces during the period following World
War II. Some of this growth is, no doubt, a
legitimate response to a tense world situation, the so-oalled "Oold War." But, growth
whidh proceeds without the constant and
most explicit scrutiny of Congress and the
Executive can acquire a momentum all its
own. Without so intending, the military establiShment itself, because of its size and
budgetary demands, can become overly influential in the formatilon of policies which
are its duty to implement, but not to create.
Therefore, in establishing procedures for
obtaining an all-volunteer army, Congress
should be encouraged to make special efforts
1) to reduce the present size of the army. 2)
to establish clear lines of civilian contrbl
over the militla.ry, and 3) to distribute the
burden of national defense over all classes
of citizens as far as this is possible.

scientious objector, on the other hand, is
one whp detera:nines, through the use of
moral reasoning, tlhart to fight Ln a particular war or to serve in a particular branch
of the service (for ex;a.mJple, in nuclear
farcets) would be m01"18.lly wrCllll.g.
Selootive conool.entious objection is rooted
in a tradlitlJon which is assooia.ted w11Jb. the
evolution of the just war doctrine or theory
developed by St. Ambrose in the fourbh
oeDJtury and later amplified. by St. Augustine,
St. ThollUilS Aguinas and other prominenlt
theologians. According to this dJOctrine, a
war is considered just only l1f irt is declared.
as a last resort atnd by lawful a.uthorlty,
uses means whicth rure :not mtrin.sdcally immoral, and follows the prinoiple of proportionality, that is, the good to be achieved
by the war must outweigh the evils carused
by tjhe confliot.
While the Church does not officially
declare some wars just and other wars unjust, the individual Catholic is obliged to
follow his conscience. If that conscience impels him not to participate in a particular
war, then he sins gravely by taking part in
it. The Catholic who follows the just war
theory traditionally taught by the Church
and objects to a. particular war has a basis
for his claim: his religious training and
belief.
The section of the Selective Service Act
which requires that the registrants be conscientiously opposed to participation in war
"in any form" is too restrictive and discriminatory.
In the pastoral letter cited previously, the
Oatholic Bishops recommended:
"A modification of the Selective Service Act
making it possible, although not easy, for socalled selective conscientious objectors torefuse--without fear of imprisonment or loss of
citizenship-to serve in wars which they consider unjust or in branches of service (e.g.,
Opposition to a Universal Service Corps- the strategic nuclear forces) which would
A Universal Service Corps has been suggested subject them to the performance of arctions
as a means of salving, among other things, contrary to deeply held moral convictions
many 10f the problems which have arisen as a about indiscriminate killing. Some other
result of the dralft. Those not volunteering form of service to the human community
for the armed forces would be required to should be required of those so exempted."
serve the nation in non-military capacity. (Ibid., Section: "The Role of Conscience")
The selective conscientious objector should
Although there is an element of choice in
this program, it is not volunta.ry in the sense be given the same provision under the law
that the law would require that every young as the conscientious objector, providing his
person serve in some capacity under the objection is well-founded and constitutes a.
threat of peDlalty. This prograrm, it seems, sincerely held moral conviction. He should be
would complicate an already COlnplicated allowed to state his case before a competent
problem. Not only would it be difiicult to board of judges. By their own a.dmission,
ardminister, but it wouid be tantamount to some local boards or individual board meminvoluntary servitude for many young people. bers do not feel qualified to make judgWe oppose the proposals for a Universal ments about these questions which are often
or National Service Corps because they con- philosophical or religious in nature. Problems
sbl:tmte a form of compulsory service. It is in this area could be partially solved if the
not clear that t'he country's nJon-military question of conscientious objection were
needs (suoh as health, education, welfare, :handled at a higher level than that of the
socia.l servtlce) would be well-served by na- local 1b oard, by a special, regional panel aptlona.Iimtion of the yOUJth work force. We pointed specifically for that purpose.
oppose this plan as we have opposed 'in the
Alternative service progra~e would
pam other forms of compuLwry service dur- urge that Congress review the regulwtions reing peacetime.
garding alternative service and investigate
Conscientious objection and selective conthe prarctices of local boards in assigning
scientious objection-'IIhe law should procivilian work. It ha.s been our experience that
hibit the drafing of oonsdientious dbjeotors the administration of the law has not been
and selective conscientious objootors.
uniform in this regard. Some local boards
The draft law as it <is presently written correctly interpret the law and allow the
makes no proviSion for selective consclen- registrant to choose from a broad spectrum
t'lous objectors, i.e., dbjoot.oo"'s to particu~ of work assignments which contribute to
wars. This is a matter of con.oern to the "national health, safety or interest." There
Catholic Churdh since a growing number of are usually few problems in placing regisreligious objectOII"S rure Catholics allld man.y trants in civilian work which truly benefits
the community and utilizes the talents of
of them are selective objectors. "''lrls is also
a lllaotter of concern to other denOillin.a.tions. the registrant for truly productive work.
Other local boards, however, appear to opBoth the consc'ientious oi:>jeotor atnd. the
selective objector are representative of a erate from the premise that the registrant
twofold development in Catholic teacihdng should be put in a job which tests his sinregardin.g war rund COIDSCiience. The con- cerity, and therefore, force the registrant to
scientious objector is one who believes that forego a number of job opportunities in ort!h.e Gospel imperatives of love and brother- der to place ·h im in work which will be dishoOd. exclude the use of organized violence ruptive, disagreeable and unpleasant. This
in international affairs. The selective con- style of operation has been encouraged in
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part by oome communications from the National Headquarters of the Selective Service,
such as Local Board Memoranda 64 and 98.
If alternative service becomes a form of
punishment or a test of sincerity, it can be
counterproductive in the long run, negatively affecting the young person's attitude toward service to the human community. It is
assumed that the registrant is sincere if his
claim is accepted and he is granted an exemption.
The Selective Service System should relax
the stringent regulations regarding civilian
work in LBM 64 and LBM 98 and provide for
a more uniform administration of the program through the local boards. If that were
done, Catholic health and welfare agencies
·would be able to cooperate more easily with
Selective Service in providing jobs for conscientious objectors on alternative service.
Administration of the law-Judging from
correspondence we have received from a wide
range of Church membership, the administration of the Selective Service Act at the
local level is often awkward, arbitrary and
uneven. Some local boards are not responsive to the legitimate claims of registrants
and, in many cases, have administered the
law incorrectly. It is not uncommon for registrants to be denied deferments or exemptions to which they are legally entitled. This
lack of uniformity in the administration
of the law causes inequities. Standardization of draft procedures would tend to insure the proper and uniform administration
of the law throughout the country. Draftees
should be allowed the same protection of
law which is granted in other areas of human
affairs, including the right to have legal
counsel present at hearings, a safeguard
against arbitrary interpretations of the law.
Serious discrimination occurs under the
present draft system, since the minority poor
are generally less educated and have less opportunity to acquire legal and counseling
services. It is not surprising that the number of deferments and exemptions on a per
capita basis is generally higher in the white
suburbs than it is in dominantly black and
ethnic minority areas. The elimination of
most deferments will no doubt help minimize some inequities !n the draft, but more
efforts should be made so that the burden
of military service f<alls equally on all classes
and ethnic groupings.
We would recommend the retention of a.
random selection process with the youngest
called first on a basis of a uniform national
call. We would continue to urge, however,
that high school students not be drafted.
Concerning exemptions and deferments,
Congress should retain the authority to decide these issues and should not cede discretionary authority to the Executive Branch
of the government.
Seminarians and ministerial exemptions.-

A word about seminarian and ministerial
exemptions is in order at this point. When
the threat to the nation's integrity and institutions is real and proximate, as in World
War II, a state of national emergency is declared. At such times, the nation's leadership must make difficult decisions about the
utilization of manpower to archieve both the
short-range goal of national defense and also
the nation's long-range needs after hostiUties have ceased.
In the past, Congress has seen fit to grant
exemptions to those engaged in the priestly
ministry. Congress has also granted statutory
exemption rather than student deferments
to seminarians. Such exemption removes
them from the category over which the President is able to exercise discretionary power.
We see no reason to change this policy since
we would hope that the Congress and the
natibn would ccntinue to value the work of
the ministry and the preparation for the
ministry as critical to the well-being of the
country.
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In testifying before Congress in 1940, Monsignor Michael J. Ready, General Secretary
of the National Catholic Welfare Conference,
stated:
"[Exemption from military service] is not
a privilege conceded unfairly to the ministers of religion as a class. In respecting the
immunity of the clergy from military service
the state recognizes the right of the people
at all times to practice their religion and to
have available for that purpose the ministrations of their priests."
In speaking about a. law which would not
exempt seminarians and ministers, Monsignor Ready said:
"To enforce provisions of law such as those
now considered would dangerously interfere
With the progress, even with the preservation,
of religion, and would result in grievous suffering and hardship to millions of families
by depriving them of Sacramental ministrations, and would curtail an influence that
contributes inestimably to the preservation
of morale and the strengthening of national
unity."
THE COURT MARTIAL OF
LIEUTENANT CALLEY

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, war
under the best of conditions is a horrible
thing. When young men are drafted and
sent off to fight, kill, and die against
their will, it is even more distressing and
horrible.
The war in Southeast Asia has divided
our country more than it has been divided since the War Between the States
more than 100 years ago. Most Americans have been shocked by stories of
atrocities in the news media that we get
almost daily from Southeast Asia. This
is a war where it is impossible to tell
friend from foe. There is no rear. There
is no flank. There is no front. Women
and even children frequently fire upon
our troops.
Most ~ericans have been shocked at
the circumstances surrounding the
court-martial of Lieutenant Calley. Most
Americans believe that he is assuming
the burden for the entire war, including
the errors of his superiors. As a former
combat veteran myself, I am saddened
to think that one could fight for his flag
and then be court-martialed and convicted for apparently carrying out his
orders.
RACISM IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the election
of March 23 is over. The Reverend Mr.
Fauntroy was overwhelmingly elected to
the post of nonvoting, but, hopefully,
influential, congressional delegate from
the District of Columbia. The voters
expressed their preference first in a
Democratic primary in January, at which
Mr. Fauntroy was chosen to be the
standard bearer for the Democratic
Party, and again in the regular election.
I know he carries the good wishes of
all citizens of our Capital city as he takes
his seat and assumes his duties. There is
much that needs to be done.
In newspaper accounts of the election,
however, from which many citizens are
forced to take their historical perspective of the vote because there is no other
source, there was the implicit suggestion
that the vote in ward 3, which was carried by the Republican candidate who
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happened to be white, was racial because
HEALTH CARE LEGISLATION
ward 3 is predominantly white; whereas
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, no
the vote in the rest of the city, predomproblem is more complex or multifaceted
inantly black, was not. Were this pre- than the need to improve the health
sumption to remain unchallenged one care of this country. It will take long
would be forced to conclude that the hours of hard, constructive thought and
sincere efforts of the thinking people of work on the part of the Congress and the
the community, who have striven for administration if we are to lbe successful
years to judge individuals not by their in developing a health care program adecolor but by their capabilities and the quate to meet the needs of the last 30
opinions they hold, have gone for naught. years of this century.
This kind of shallow generalization can
Victor Cohn's article in The Washingdo no good to anyone except perhaps ton Post of March 29 sets the problem
those benefiting from the continuance in perspective and all of us would do well
of dissension, polarization, or antipathy. to ponder the points he raises. I ask unThe Washington Post for Monday, animous consent that his article be printMarch 29, in its "Letters to the Editor" ed in the RECORD.
section, published a perceptive communiThere being no objection, the article
cation on this subject from a man who was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
signs himself "William H. Carroll, Jr." He as follows:
puts the matter in the correct context
DRASTIC CHANGES NEEDED FOR BETI'ER
when he writes:
NATIONAL HEALTH
Without denying the existence of white
What this country needs for \its health is
racists in this area., I wonder if those who a secretary of health. It needs someone in
say the Ward 3 vote wa.s "racial" really mean charge of this floundering a.rear-an official
that while 13 thousand (presumably non- with proper authority and help, declared rewhite) voters outside of Ward 3 chose Mr. sponsible for developing possible solutions to
Nevius because of the gentleman's many the growing health crisis.
qualifications, 15 thousand voters of Ward 3
Strange a.s it may seem, it has DJO one such
selected the same candidate only because he official now, and even under President Nixon's
is white, and similarly, 9 thousand Ward 3 new federal reorganization plan-whllch invoters chose iMessrs Fauntroy, Hobson, cludes a Department of Humam. ReSOUJl"CeS,
Harris, and Moore solely !because they were including health-it will have none Witho:ut
black.
some drastic further changes.
This conclusion seems inescapable to this
Mr. President, it is quite true that the
reporter after some weeks spent wSJtching
racial problem in this country has not the
highly partisan debate over how to proyet been solved, but I think it is also true vide us With better national health. Conthat it is being solved, and that the solu- sider these sickly results af recent federaJ
tion involves understanding, tolerance, non-plannllng:
The Nixon Administration proposal !for
acceptance. Washington, D.C., would be
far better served by a more thoughtful national health insura.nce would omit a. large
evaluation of the real significance of this part Of the population, though insuring the
health of many prhnate health insurors.
vote.
'!'he moot publicized cou.nter. . .plam. the
I recommend Mr. Carroll's letter to the Kennedy-Grimths health bill, promises
attention of all Senators, and ask unani- more. But a. health specialist for the Namous consent that it 'be printed in the tional Urban League says that: "Nowhere in
the myri-ad of bills, resolutions or plans adRECORD.
There being no objection, the letter vanced ·t o date is there any clear mandate to
and implement With speed any
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, establish
coordilnated health system."
as follows:
The administration and Congression.a.l
NoT A "RAciAL" VoTE
health !forces are vying to construct a new
I wish to protest the slurs carried by your crusade against cancer to cost an extra. $100
newspaper to the effect thalt the whites of to $200 million a year just to start-while
Ward 3 voted on a racial basis in the election research lags on many other diseases whose
of the non-voting Congressional delegate. victims also sicken and die. Research area.s
Without denying the existence of white like over-population, alcoholism, heart disracists in 'this area., I wonder if those who ease, cerebral palsy, mental retardation and
say the Ward 3 vote was "racia.1" really mean children's diseases need f•u nds too.
Health in the United States is a $70 bilthat w'hile 13 thousand (presumably nonwhite) voters outs:lde of Ward 3 chose Mr. lion a year industry. Medicare amd Medicaid
Nevius because of the gentleman's many are costing mlillions more than anyone ever
qualifications, 15 thousand voters of Ward 3 predicted. The nation'al health 'bill may
selected the same candidwte only because he reach $200 billion in another 20 years. Yet
is white and, similarly, 9 thousand Ward 3 only in the past year ha.s this a.clm1nistra.tion
voters choose Messrs. Fa.unrtroy, Hobson, even begnln to think about cheaper health
Harris and Moore solely because they were delivery. Last year it spent $1.6 billion for
black. The characterization of the Ward 3 biomedll.cal research, but less than $18 milvote as "ra.ciall" lis not only absurd and un- lion for health delivery research.
fair; it also fuels the forces of polarization
There has been equally little systems study
within our communi:ty.
of health, a.s versus the narrower subject of
The undersigned (a. supporter of Mr. Hob- medical care. Sweden has 83 doctors per 100,son, who happens to be caucasian) feels that 000 population, yet has half the death rate
Mr. Fauntroy's lack of populari'ty in Ward 3 among middle-aged men as the U.S. With 140
Is not a matter of race, but rather a. lack of
doctors per 100,000. Is training more doctors
confidence that he is a force strong enough and paying for more care our most economito operaJte effectively 1n Congress. I do, how- cal health strategy? No one is asking this
ever, congratulate Mr. Fa.untroy on his great question on any respectable scale.
vidtory, and join his most loyal supporters
Who should? No one knows. Examine the
in hoping that this deep!y spiritual m'Ml can huge Department of Health, Education and
fulfill the promise of h!l.s candidacy and mo- Welfare, which may soon become part of an
bilize "forces of good will'' for the benefit even more Penta.gonian Department of Huof our city.
man Resources, and you find an astonishing
WILLIAM H. CARROLL, Jr.
lack of health planning at any point. Who's
WASHINGTON
responsible? No one--or every one.
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A parade of secretaries has failed to master HEW's appalling machinery, though a
few-the best was Wilbur Cohen-made a
pretty good show of it. Secretary Elliot Richardson is able, bright and extraordinardly
well informed on health for a layman. But
he would probably be first to testify that he
lacks time to be a "secretary of health" as
well as secretary of HEW.
The department's highest health official is
not even an undersecretary but one of seven
assistant secretaries. All with some pieces of
health action. This assistant secretaryship
for health and scientific affairs was slated to
go to Dr. John Knowles (director of Massachusetts General Hospital) at the outset <>if
the Nixon era. The American Medical Association and the late Sen. Everett Dirksen of
Illinois
(AMA
headquarters)
opposed
Kriowles. And health lost. During a fight
that lasted for months, HEW's various health
tasks were grabbed by various assistant secretaries, deputies, "assistants to," etc.
A nice man, Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, finally
got the job. He had been a good dean of the
University of Southern California Medical
School. Washington was different. He never
did get control.
Suddenly health heated up. Sen. Kennedy
began calling it "the country's fastest-growing failing business" and proposing solutions. Says one administration official: "I?
September there was a decision that th1s
was a year of health. So a hysterical exercise began. There were no health plans on
the shelf, as there should have been.
In February, practically panting, HEW
Undersecretary John G. Veneman (ex-Medicare-Medicaid chairman in the California
legislature) , Deputy Undersecretary Robert
Patricelli (a lawyer) and Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation Lewis Butler (a
lawyer) presented the Nixon "National
Health Partnership." It would require businessmen and employes to chip in for a high
minimum level of group insurance; it would
provide most low-income families private
policies paid for entirely or in part by the
government.
But part-time employees would be excluded from the group plan. Low-income
families would get only 30 days' hospital
care per illness. Low-income singles or marrieds without children would still get only
present welfare medicine or Medicaid.
Those 65 and over would be left with Medicare, which is paying less than half their
health costs. They would have to start paying part of their hospitalization on 13th instead of 61st day (while being relieved of
one $5.30-a-month charge).
Health experts immediately told the Kennedy health subcommittee that Mr. Nixon
apparently wanted to charge the old less
when they're well 'but more when they're
sick. Under the ·g roup plan, a $7,000-a-year
worker might have to pay $1,800, a quarter
of his salary, for a $5,000 illness.
AlsO\, critics have emphasized, the administration plan rests almost entlxely on
extending private (Blue Cross, Blue Shield
and commercial) insurance. The commercial sector may be a weak reed.
The February Social Security Administration Bulletin showed that operat ing "expenses" of commercial insurors for group
health policies averaged 13 per cent of premium income in 1969. Expenses of non-profit
Blue Cross plans averaged 6 per cent. Social
Security's expenses in operating Medicare
were betwen 2 and 3 per cent (omitting rent
and many other hidden costs).
Major health insurors like Prudential and
Aetna replied that their expenses were only
about 4¥2 per cent for large groups--and,
given a government mandate to cover much
of the country, they could do as well as
Blue Cross.
Maybe so. Scrutiny of the 1969 figures of
even the biggest, most efficient firms (like
Aetna, Equitable, Metropolitan Life) shows

that their overall group coverage expenses
ran 9 and 10 per cent. EXpenses of smaller
firms ran as high as 26 or 50 or even nearly
100 per cent in a large numiber of cases.
Bankers Multiple Life Insurance Co. of
Chicago, an advertiser of "Medicare supplemental protection" in The Washington Post
and Washington Sunday Star of February 28,
"earned" $5,270,399 in premiums in 1969, but
paid out only $2,248,273. The rest was "expenses." (Figures from Chilton's Spectator,
annual health insurance review issue, September, 1970).
The Administration has promised legislation to regulate health insurors. It is clear
that it will have to regulate most of them
out of existence--or that Sen. Kennedy may
be right when he questions putting a national system in the hands of a demonstrably
high-cost industry.
Yet no one has clearly demonstrated that
a new government plan can control costs
any better than the government has under
Medicare. Sen. Kennedy's hearings have shed
some light and more heat--because they
have mainly been an adversary procedure
between the Massachusetts senator and his
administration, AMA and private health insurance foes.
It is perfectly true politically that Kennedy must build support f or his own national health plan or see it tossed in the
wastebasket when Wilbur Mills introduces
his plan.
But is there any 'b etter way to develop a
national health plan? In Great Britain during World War II, Conservatives, Labor and
the British Medical Association agreed one
was needed. The famous Beveridge Commission produced a plan, which was then submitted to political debate. It had defoots. But
it at least followed dispassionate examination of all the alternatives.
The United States is sick, of course, of
dead-end commissions as substitutes for a.ction. But in this case--where there is already
wide agreement among all parties that a new
health plan is necessary-why couldn't Congress: (1) agree by resolution on the goal (as
much health care for everyone as the country
can afford); (2) oreate a commission to propose either one or alternate plans; (3) then
subject these to political debate?
As to the missing health boss or planner
in the Department of HEW or whatever it
beoomes, Dr. Edmund D. Pellegrino of the
State University of New York at Stony Brook
has now been asked to suoceed Dr. Egeberg.
He is, it is said, a good and stTong man. But
if the President's new reorganization is
adopted, he will find himself (as mere "administrator for health") topped by a secretary, deputy secretary, undersecretary and
assistant secretary, and who knows how many
"assistants to."
The canny Wilbur Oohen's current answer
is: make the top health official (and the top
education and welfare officials) "secretaries"
tocr-under the secretary of the larger department. This may sound like a small
change, he argues, but "you could get a
better man for the job; it would give him
more prestige in the government; it would
give him acceptance by the professionals in
his field." It is at least one mechanism that
might say clerurly: this is the responsible
health man, where no one with real prestige
and authority is responsible now.

THE JARRING MTSSION-II
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I
placed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of
March 24, 1971, portions of the report
of the Secretary General regarding the
Jarring mission to the Middle East. Today I ask unanimous consent that the
remainder of the January 4, 1971, report
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the item was
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ordered to be printed iin the
follows:

RECORD,

as

III. THE ATTEMPT To HoLD DISCUSSIONS UNDER
THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE'S AUSPICES
(JUNE 1970-4 JANUARY 1971)
33. In June 1970, the Government of the
United States of Ameri'Ca proposed to the
Governments of Israel, Jordan and the
United Arab Republic that they should each
advise Ambassador Jarring as follows:
(a) that having accepted and indicated
their willingness to carry out resolution 242
in all its parts, they will designate representatives to discussions to be held under his
auspices, according to such procedure and
at such places and times a,s he may recommend, taking into account as appropriate
each side's preference as to method of procedure and previous experience between the
parties;
(b) that the purpose of the aforementioned discussions is to reach agreement on
the establishment of a just and lasting peace
between them based on (1} mutual acknowledgement by the United Arab Republic,
Jordan and Israel of each other's sovereignty,
territorial integrity and political independence, and (2) Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in the 1967 confiict, both in
accordance with res ::>lution 242;
(c) that, to facilitate his task of promoting agreement as set forth in resolution 242,
the parties will strictly observe, effective 1
July at least until 1 October, the cease-fire
resolu tions of the Security Council.
34. Having been informed by the United
States Government that the States concerned had accepted its peace initiative, I
invited Ambassador Jarring to return immed ia t ely to Headquarters, where he arrived on
2 August. I informed the Security Council in
a note dated 7 August (S/9902) that Ambassador Jarring had received confirmation from
the Permanent Representatives of those
States of their acceptance and that he had
addressed to me a letter as described above.
I was informed by the United St;ates representative that his Government had received
the acceptance of the Governments of the
United Arab Republic and Israel to a standstill cease-fire for a period of ninety days
from 2200 GMT on the same day. Ambassador
Jarring and I had previously been informed
by Secretary of State Rogers that his Government would take responsibility for organizing the standstill cease-fire.
35. Ambassador Jarring at once entered
into contact with the parties and, after considering their views on the time and place
of the discussions, on 21 August 1970 addressed to them invitations to take part in
discussions opening at New York on 25 August 1970. He met on the appointed day with
representatives of each of the parties. However, Ambassador Tekoa,h, who had been designated by Israel as its representaJtive for
the initial phase of the talks, then stated
that he had been instructed by his Government to return to Israel for consultations. On
his return on 8 September, he communicated
to Ambassador Jarring the following decision
of his Government:
"Israel's acceptance of the United States
peace initiative according to its decision of
4 August 1970, and the appointment of a
representative to the talks under the auspices
of Ambassador Jarring are still in effect.
"The Government of Egypt has .g ravely
violated the ceasefire-standstlll agreement,
and this vlol·ation is continuing without
letup.
"The strictest observance of the cease~e
standstill agreement is one of the central
elements of the American peace initiaJtive
and of the talks under the auspices of Ambassador Jarring. Therefore, so long as the
ceasefire-standstill agreement is not observed
in its entirety, and the original situation
restored, Israel will not be able to pa,rticipate
in these talks.
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"Ambassador Teko~th, who is returning to the purpose of reaching agreement on the
his post as head of the permanent delega- establishment of a just and lasting pe81Ce in
tion of Israel at the United Nations, has been 8/Ccordance with Security Council resolution
authorized to bring this decision of •t he Gov- 242 (1967).
When I met you last on 5 November 1970,
ernment of Israel w the attention of Amto consider the question of Israel's return to
bassador Jarring."
The Special Representative thus found the discussions, I noted your concern about
himself precluded for the time being from the influence of the debate of the General
holding formal meetings with the Israeli Assembly on the Middle East question and
representatives, and his talks with the l"epre- of its resolution 2628 (XXV). I wish to assentatives of the Arab States, though they sure you in this connection that I am procontinued, could not be productive because ceeding on the basis that there is no change
of the lack of contact with the Israeli repre- in my mandate, which I continue to regard
sentative. After a brief visit to Moscow from as having been defined in Security Council
resolution 242 (1967).
6 to 14 October to attend to his affairs as
You will understand, I know, my desire to
Ambassador of Sweden there, ,t he Special
Representative returned to New York and make a positive report to the Secretary-Genhad a wide range of contacts with representa- ,eral about the progress of our discussions. I
tives of the parties and of other Member am accordingly inviting your Government to
States during the commemorative session of reconsider its position on the question and
the General Assembly and the debate on the to resume its participation in the discussions.
In this connexion, I wish to state that I
Middle East, which followed that session.
36. Immediately following the adoption of have already been informed by the GovernGeneral Assembly resolution 2628 (XXV), ments of Jordan and the United Arab ReAmbassador Jarring entered into contact with public of their continued willingness to
the representatives of the parties in order participate.
I take this opportunity to inform you that,
to invite them to re-enter into talks under
his auspices for the purpose of reaching pending a reply from your Government to
this
appeal, I am returning to my post in
agreement on the establishment of a just
and lasting peace. The representatives of Moscow. I hope that your Government will
Jordan and the United Arab Republic in- find it possible in the near future to respond
formed him that their Governments con- favourably to this 1nvitation, in which case
tinued to be willing to do so; the repre- I shall be available to return to New York
sentative of Israel stated that the matter at twenty-four hours' notice.
GUNNAR JARRING.
was under consideration in the Israeli
Cabinet.
B. LETTER DATED 18 NOVEMBER 1970 ADDRESSED
37. On 19 November and pending a decision
TO THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF
by the Israeli Cabinet, Ambassador Jarring
JORDAN
returned to Moscow. On the eve of his
I have the honour to inform you that I
departure, he addressed a letter to the Israeli have today addressed a letter to the Israeli
Minister for Foreign Affairs, in which he Minister for F'oreign Affairs in which I once
formally invited the Israeli Government to again appealed to his Government to resume
resume its participation in the discussions, participation in discussions for the purpose
as well as letters to the Permanent Repre- of reaching agreement on the establishment
sentatives of Jordan and the United Arab of a just and lasting pe81Ce in 8/Ccordance
Republic, in which he took note of the with Secretary Council resolution 242 (19~7).
position of their Governments. These letters,
In that connexion, I keep in mind the willtogether with replies from the Permanent ingness of the Governments of Jordan and
Representative of the United Arab Republic the United Arab Republic, as expressed to
and the Israeli F'oreign Minister, are repro- me by yourself and your colleague from the
duced in annex II.
United Arab Republic, to continue to par38. On 30 December, Ambassador Jarring ticipate in such discussions.
received in Moscow a message from the F'orI take this opportunity to inform you that,
eign Minister of Israel in which the latter pending the receipt of a reply from Israel,
informed him of the readiness of the Gov- it is my intention to return to my post in
ernment of Israel to resume its participation Moscow. I wish to emphasize, however, that
in the talks. The message is also reproduced I am ready to return here at twenty-four
in annex II.
hours' notice on receipt of the Israeli reply.
GUNNAR JARRING.
ANNEX Il----'CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE
RESUMPTION OF THE DISCUSSIONS
A. LETTER DATED 18 NOVEMBER 1970 ADDRESSED
TO THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAmS OF
ISRAEL

I have the honour to refer to my letter of
7 August 1970 addressed to the SecretaryGeneral, referred to in document S/ 9902, in
which I informed him of the agreement of
your Government and of the Governments of
Jordan and the United Arab Republic to the
holding of discussions under my auspices for
the purpose of reaching agreement on the
establishment of a just and lasting peace
between the parties.
As you will recall, I issued on 21 August
1970 an invitation to the parties to take part
in discussions opening at New York on 25
August 1970. Ambassador Tekoah, who was
Israeli representative for the initial stage of
the discussions, met with me twice on the
opening date, but was recalled to Israel for
consultations. On his return on 8 September he communicated to me the decision of
your Government, for reasons which were
explained to me and have been publicly announced by your Government, to suspend
its participation in the talks.
I am definitely of the view that the time
has come for me once again to invite your
Government to participBite in discussions for
CXVII--539-Part '1
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C. LETTER DATED 18 NOVEMBER 1970 FROM THE
PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNITED
ARAB REPUBLIC

With reference to your letter of today in
which you inform me of your dmm:inent return to your post in Moscow, I note with
~preciation your reference to the reacMness
of the United Ara.b Republic to co-operate
fully with you.
I wish to emphasize that, conscious of its
obligations under the Charter and in abiding ·b y the Security Council resolution 242
(1967), the United Arab Republic has for
the last three years consistently co-operated
Wiith you, in the sincere hope that you will
successfully achieve the targets entrusted,
by the Secretary-General, to you in accordance with the aforementioned resolution.
Since my Government designated me last
August to enter into discussions with you,
I have dUliing several meetings restated my
Government's belief in a lasting pe81Ce based
on the faithful implementation of the aforementioned Security Council resolution in all
ilts parts and consequently the restoration of
all Arrub lands occupied by Israel since June
5, 1967, as well as ending .t he injustices infiicted so far on the Arab people of Palestdne.
I am sure 1ihat Your Excellency's report
to the Secretary-General on your mission
which would be transmitted by him to the

Security COuncil before 5 Jranua.ry 1971, will
be of gr-eat benefit to the members of the
Security Councdl and would assist them in
taking whatever steps they may deem necessary in carrying out the responsibility entrusted to them by the Charter.
MoHAMED

H. EL-ZAYYAT.

D. LETTER DATED 1 DECEMBER 1970 FRO.M THE
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF ISRAEL

I have received your letter of 18 November
1970 in which you invite the Government of
Israel to participate in discussions under
your auspices for the purpose of reaching
agreement on the establishment of a just
and lasting peace in 8/Ccordance with Security Council resolution 242 (1967). I note
your assurance in reply to my comments on
General Assembly resolution 2628 (XXV)
that you are proceeding on the basis that
there is no change in your mandate, which
you continue to regard as having been defined in Security Council resolution 2'42.
On 6 August 1970 Ambassador Tekoah conveyed to you Israel's position on the United
States peace initiative. This communication
remains valid as the expression of Israel's
policy. Concerning the discussions which we
have agreed to hold under your auspices, I
also draw attention to the Israel Government's decision of 6 S~tember '1 970 which
was conveyed to you by Ambassador Tekoah.
On 22 November 1970 the Government of
Israel adopted and .p ublished the following
decision:
"The Government will act in accordance
with the policy expressed in the Prime Minister's statement to the Knesset on 16 November 1970, for the creation of conditions
which will justify implementation of the
Government's resolution of 4 August 1970
which was approved by the Knesset-concerning the holding of talks under the auspices of Ambassador Jarring including consolidation and extension of the cease-fire
agreement with the aim of progressing from
a cease-fire to a complete end to the war and
to lasting peace."
We are now holding discussions on the
creation of conditions which would justify a
decision by the Government of Israel to hold
talks with the United Arab Republic under
your auspices, in accordance with our decision of 4 August 1970 conveyed to you by
Ambassador Tekoah on 6 August.1: shall keep
you in touch with developments on this matter as they arise.
We have publicly announced that we are
ready for discussions with Jordan whose Government has informed you on its continued
willingness to participate in such talks.
We are also willing to hold discussions on
the establishment of permanent pe81Ce with
Lebanon which has announced its adherence
to Security Council resolution 242.
ABBA

EBAN.

E. .MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF ISRAEL

Further to my letter of 1 December 1970
I have the honour to inform you that the
Government of Israel decided on 28 December 1970 as follows:
The present political and military conditions enable and justify the termination
of the suspension of Israel participation in
the talks under the auspices of Ambassador
Jarring. The Government decided to authorize the Minister for Foreign Affairs to inform those concerned of the readiness of the
Government of Israel to resume its part icipation in the Jarring talks in 8/Ccordance
with the basic principles of the Government
policy and on the .b asis of its decisions of
311 July and 4 August 19'70 as approved by
the Knesset concerning Israel's affirmative
reply to the peace initiative.
In view of this decision I would like to
meet you in Jerusalem at your earliest convenience and my intention is to survey the
situation, to acquaint you with the basic
views of my Government and to discuss
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steps necessary to ensure the fulfilment of
your mission for the promotion of agreement on the establishment of peace.
ABBA EBAN.

LOCAL ACTION FOR PROTECTING
AGAINST POTENTIAL OIL POLLUTION
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, Congress
and the Nation as a whole has been
greatly concerned about damage which
could be caused to waterways and
beaches by oil pollution. If there is one
concept for which almost nniversal approval has been expressed, it is that government at all levels should take whatever steps are necessary to lessen this
danger to the Nation's environment. Despite the improvements which have been
made in cleanup methods and restoration techniques after major oil spills,
prudence dictates that Government agencies should not permit activities which
involve great risks of future contamination and should, where necessary, impose
regulations which might help avoid disasters.
There recently was brought to my attention an incident which demonstrates
how quickly the officials of one community reacted in an attempt to preserve
its own waterfront against possible
future despoliation. Despite serious damage in California caused in recent years
by escaping oil, the State of California
in January relaxed its moratorium
against new oil drilling to permit the
boring of a well on an island only 2
miles from the coast of Seal Beach. The'
city connell of Seal Beach, protesting
that it had not even been consulted by
the State before this action was taken,
adopted nnder the leadership of Mayor
Morton A. Baum, two new city ordinances which local officials hope will help
offset this potential source of pollution.
The first ordinance created an "Open
Space-Water Recreation" land use zone
extending 3 miles seaward from the city
which should remain open space land
and water and be and remain limited in
use to public recreation, enjoyment of
scenic beauty and conservation of natural resources. The second ordinance
prohibited all pollution and certain prohibition-prone business activities within
the Seal Beach ocean area extending 3
miles seaward, and required person proposing to operate any polluting activity
in that area to obtain from the city
connell a pollution prevention certificate
for that activity.
Mr. President, this is a nnique example
of local home rule powers being used in
a bold and forceful manner by community leaders in an attempt to protect
their area against future environmental
damage. Final determination of the line
of demarcation between State and local
constitutional powers will be decided by
the courts. However, it is worth noting
the innovative approach which the Seal
Beach municipal connell adopted in the
belief that its waters and beaches might
be endangered by future pollution, so I
ask nnanimous consent that a brief
statement by Mayor Baum and the text
of the two new ordinances be printed in

the RECORD so that other communities
can become aware of this nnusual action.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STATEMENT

OF

THE MAYOR--CITY

OF

SEAL

BEACH

FEBRUARY 1, 1971.
As Mayor of the CLty of Seal Beaah and

one of your elected representatives I am
going to outline tonight an urgency orddnance that will help ·t o return control of
our lives and destiny where it belongs-in
the hands of the citizens. For tlh!at !l.s the
main issue--W'hetlher or not the citizens will
have Local Control over their own affairs and
government. When I accepted the office of
Mayor I did so With this idea in mind. Abraham Lincoln said,
"Government Should only do for the people
what !the people cannot do for themselves."
This is not a new !idea, indeed it is still
valid today in the state of california and
our Oity of Seal Beach.
Last week on the anniversary of its own
self-imposed moratorium on new oil drH:ling
off tihe coast of California, the state Lands
Oormnission lif.ted tiha.t moratorium and gave
Standard Oil of California permission to sink
a new well on "Esther Island", two miles off
the coast of Seal Beaoh. They did this without consuihting our Local Government officials. This is tofully at odds with wJ>.at we,
as citizens, have a right to e~ct.
The Orange County Board of Supervisors
and the City of Seal Beaoh, have now witnessed their StaJte government usurping t heir
representation and have in effect been bypassed with regard to environmental concerns. What nem?
With the a.ctions taken tonight, we, the
City Council, your elected officials are going
to make an attempt to turn the tide. With
your help and support we will succeed. For
Success here will give hope to all who believe
in Home Rule.
If we do not do this, we may not have
the chance again. I invite o1Jher municipalities to join with us in re-establishing the
role of Local Government so that we may
fulfill our dutdes and responsibilities to those
citizens who elected us to office.
MORTON A. BAUM.
ORDINANCE No. 83'4
An ordinance of the city of Seal Beach
adopting a partial open space plan; establishing an "open space-water recreation" land use zone (08-WR Zone); fixing
the boundaries of said zone and enumerating the uses permitted therein; providing
for the construction of this enactment;
prescribing penalties for violations thereof; and declaring the urgency thereof
The Oity Council of the Ci<ty of Seal Beach
does ordain as follows:
Section 1. Adoption of Partial Open Space
Plan
Recognizing that open space land and water is a limited and valuable resource which
must ·b e conserved wherever possible, the
City Council adopts this partial open space
plan for the City of Seal Beach for the comprehensive and long range preservation and
conservation of open space land and water
within. its jurisdiction under the provisicm.s
of Government Code Section 65563 by declaring those portions of the City of Seal Beach
descri·b ed as follows:
"'r.h.a.t part and portion of the territorial
limits and boundaries of the City of Seal
Beach situated. and lying seS~ward from the
mean high tide line of the Pacific Ocean, and
extending sea.ward from said line a distance
of three (3) miles as shown in the Seal
Beach Inoorporation by order of the Board
of Supervisors of the County of Orange made
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October 25, 1915, shall hereafter be and
remain open space land and water and be
and remain limited in use to public recreation, enjoyment of scenic •b eauty and conservation of natural resources."
Section 2. Creation of "Open Space-Water
Recreation" Land Use Zone
An "Open Space-Water Recreation" land
use (08-WR Zone) is hereby created and
est81blished in the City of Seal Beach.
Section 3 . Boundaries of "Open Space-Water
Recreation" Zone
The .b oundaries of the Open Space-Water
!Recreation land use zone shall include those
portions of the City of seal Beach descri1b ed
as follows:
"That part and portion of the temtorial
limits and boundaries of the City ot Seal
Beach situated and lying se9.1Ward from the
mean high tide line of the Pacific Ocean, and
extending seaward from said line a distance
of three (3) miles as shown in the Seal Beach
Incol'lporation by order of the Board of Supervisors of the County o'f Orange m'a.de Octolber
25, HJI15."

Section 4. Permitted Uses .in Open SpaceWater Recreation Zone
The following uses, and none other, shall
be permitted in the Open Space-Water Recreation zone:
(a) Water sports and water oriented recreational activities including, but not limited
to, swimming, sur'fiboarding, paddleboarding,
sailing, boating BID.Id sport <fishing 'by members
of general public.
(b) Nothling herein shaJl be deemed to authorize or permit any person to engage in
any water sport or water oriented recreational activilty in violation of any provision
of !Chapter 4 Beaches and Piers (!beginning
with Sect'ion 4-1) of the Bea.l Beach City
Oode.

Section 5. Pen:aJ.ties for Violation
Every person, whether acting as prlncipaJ,
employer, agent, employee or othertwise, who
violaites any of the provisions of this Ordinance, or who authorizes, conducts, or allows any use or activ'ity, not herein specifically permitted ·t o be conducted or carried
on within the Open Space-Water Recreation
zone, shall be guilty o'f a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $500.00 or iby imprisonment for not more than six months.
or by 'both such fine and imprisonment.
Every person sh:a.ll be deemed gu!i!lty of a
separate offense for each day during any
portion of which any such violation or prohibited use or activity is committed , continued, authorized, alldWed or permitted to
continue.
Section 6. Construction
To the extent of any inconsistency beween them, the provisions of this Ordinance
shall govern, prevail over .and supercede any
contrary or inconsistent provision or provisions of Section 151A-7 and Sections 17.1
thru 17.14 of the Seal Beach Olty Code and
o'f sections 300 thru 309 and 2100 thru 2115
of the Zoning Appendix of the Seal Beach
City Code.
Section 7. Severability
If any section, subsootion, sentence, ola.use,
phrase, or ~~ion of t!h1s Orctina.nce, or the
appliC81tJion thereOif to any person, finn.
coopera'tlon or c1rc-u'In5ta.nce, is fO!l" any reason
held to be inva.Ud or unconstitu'tiotml by the
decision of any court of competent jurisdlctilon, suOh decision sha-ll not affect the vali<llty of the remain.!ing portions of this Ordinance. The City Council of the ctty of Seal
Beach hereby declares tha't it would have
adopted this ol"dinaonce and each section, swbsectlbn., sentence, clause, phmse, or pol'1/ion
thereof, irrespective of the fact th!alt any one
or more section, subsection, sentence, clause.
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phrase or portion be decla.red inV'alid or unoonsti tutllon:al.
Section 8. Urgency and Immediate
Effectiveness
This Ord!lnanee shall take effect and be in
force tmmed'ila<'tely upon 1ts adoption as an
emergency ordinance and t'he facts constituting its urgency Me as follows: The unprecedented actions of the 1970 Ce.liforn!l.a Legislature in establ!ishing an Office of Planning
and Research to prepare a Statewide Envtronmenful Goals and Policy Report and m imposing deadlines witihin which all genertaJI
laws ci1iies in the srt/ate must adopt and inCOI!pbl'ate open space elements and conservation elements as a peli"t of their gener'a.l plans
em!pbasize and demonstl"ate the urgent need
whloh exi~ for Seail Beach an<l other c!ltles
to CO'Oipera.te W'Lth all county, regional and
st'Si'te agencieS in dealing with the open space
and recre81tion'a.l land crisis by identifying,
developing and limiting the uses to be made
of e:x!lsting open space land and recrealtional
land before su'ch land is developed and exploiJted for conimeroial and economic purposes th'a.t threaten the local public health,
natural resources and envl.r'onmen.lt::811 quality.
It appears fui'<ther tlb&t any f~her or additional con.Strudtion, building, use or operation of new buildings, improvements, oil wells
or other structures within the boundaries of
the open space-water recreation zone would
prematurely and unnecessarily convert open
sp81Ce Sind recreastion.a.l land 1nlto a. prtV'ate,
commereial u;se inCOillsistent with the environmental, recreational and open space
needs of the citizens of Se'al Bea.clh and of
the State of C&Ufornia., and th.lalt ·t he immediate designation and preserva'tion CYf the
above described land. as open space and recrealtiionflll land promotes the hewl'tJh, safety
an'd gener'al welft81l"e of the City of Seal Beacth
and of its citizens and inhabitlants and protects the publ·ic 1n/terels!t in open space and
recreat1ona.l land.
Section 9. Posting by City Clerk
'I!.he City Olerk shall certify to the passage
and Sidoptlon of this Ordinance by the Oity
Oouncil a.nd Sh'a.ll cause the same to be posted
as required by 181W.
PaSSed, approved and adopted this 1st day
of February, 1971.
ORDINANCE No. 835
An ordinance of the City of Seal Beach prohibiting pollution of Seal Beach ocean
area and prohibiting certain pollutionprone business activities wi-thin Seal Beach
ocean area without or in violation of terms
of pollution prevention certificate from
Seal Beach City Council; prescribing
penalties for violations thereof, and declaring the urgency thereof
The City Council of ·t he City of Seal Beach
does ordain as follows:

Section 1. Legislative findings and declarations

The City Council of the City of Seal Beach
finds and declares:
(a) The National Environmental Policy
Act and the California State Environmental
Quality Act of 1970 recognize the urgent public policy considerations involved in maintaining a high quality environment and the
immediate necessity of developing effective
policies and practices in the management of
natural resources and waste disposal in order
to prevent, control and minimize environmental pollution.
(b) Pollution of the area of the Pacific
Ocean situated within the territorial limits
and boundaries of the City of Seal Beach
presents a direct, 1mmedi81te and serious hazard to the health, safety and general welfare of the citizens and inhabitants of the
City of Seal Beach.
(c) A January, 1971 incident in the San
Francisco Bay demonstrated th~Vt the opera-

tion of seagoing oil tanker ships creates an
extraordinary r1sk of ocean pollution. A
January, 1969 incident in the Santa Barbara
Channel demonstrated that the operation of
off-shore oil wells creates an extraordinary
risk of ocean pollution.
(d) The conduct of any pipeline business
activity and the conduct of any transportation or disposal at sea of industrial or commercial waste .b usiness activity Within or
upon the Seal Beach Ocean Area creates an
extraordinary risk of ocean pollution.
(e) The conduct of any commercial or
sports fishing .b oat business activity d1scharging human waste into the Seal Beach
Ocean Area creates an extraordinary risk of
ocean pollution.
Section 2. Pollution of ocean prohibited

No person shall pl81Ce, throw, discharge,
divert, dump or deposit any crude oil, refined oil, waste oil, by-product CYf oil, rotary
mud, drill cuttings, oil well waste, gasoline,
distillate, other petroleum products or hydrocarbon, industrial waste material, commercial waste material or human waste mater·i al into or upon or within the territorial
limits and boundaries of the CLty of Seal
Beach lying within the Pacific Ocean (herein
Seal Beach Ocean Area) which is specifically described as foll'Ows:
That part and portion of the territorial
limits and boundaries of the Oity of Seal
Beach situated and lying seaward from the
mean high tide line of the P81Cific Ocean, and
extending seaward from said line a distance
of three (3) miles as shown in the Seal Beach
Incorporation by order of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Orange made October 25, 1915.
Section 3. Conduct of pollution-prone business activities within Seal Beach Ocean
area without or in violation of terms of,
pollution prevention certificate prohibited

No person shall conduct any pipeline, seagoing oil tanker shipping, off-shore oil well,
commercial or sports fishing boat discharging human waste into ocean, or commercial
or industrial waste transportation or disposal at sea business activity wi-thin the Seal
Beach Ocean Area without first having obtained from the Seal Beach City Council a
Pollution Prevention Certificate for that
business activity, nor shall any person conduct any such business activity wi'Dhin said
Seal Beach Ocean Area in violation of any
cond1tion, restriction or limitation imposed
by such Pollution Prevention Certificate.
Section 4. Pollution prevention certificate

Every Pollution Prevention Certificate
promulgated by the City Council hereunder
shall make separwte findings of fact concerning each business activity which an applicant conducts or proposes to conduct within
the Seal Beach Ocean Area in relation •t o:
(a) The environmental impact of the business activity.
(b) Any measures in mi·t igwtion proposed
by applicant to minimize that environmental
impwt.
(c) Any other known measures in mitigation to minimize that environmental impact.
(d) The adverse environmental effect
which c·a nnot be avoided if the proposed
business activiJty is implemented.
(e) Any irreversible environmental change
which would result from the proposed business activity.
(f) All available alternatives to the implementation of the proposed business activity.
Each such Pollution Prevention Certificate
shall set forth such reasonable conditions,
limitations and restrictions upon the applicant's business activities within the Seal
Beach Ocean Area as, in the judgment and
d1scretio!l of the City Council, will, or will
tend to, reduce and minimize the risk and
danger of ocean pollution and adverse environmental impact from such business ac-

tivity without unduly or unreasonably restricting, curtailing or interferring with the
applicant's right to conduct and carry on its
lawful business activities within said Seal
Beach Ocean Area.
Section 5. Application for pollution prevention certificate, hearing, procedure, appeal

Every person who operates, or proposes to
operate any pipeline, seagoing oil tanker
shipping, off-shore oil well, commercial or
sports fishing boat discharging human waste
into ocean, or commercial or industrial waste
transportation or disposal at sea business activity within the Seal Beach Ocean Area
shall first make written application to the
Seal Beach Environmental Quality Control
Board (herein Board) for a Pollution Prevention Certificate. Said application shall be in
such form, and shall be accompanied by such
scientific, engineering and ecological data,
information and reports as the Board shall
require. The Board shall then give at least
10 days advanced written notice to the applicant and thereafter conduct a public
hearing into the matter, and shall, at said
public hearing, permit the applicant as well
as any other interested person, including any
recognized responsible conservation group, to
offer evidence and to present dwta, information and reports and to make any recommendations and suggestions as to any reasonable
conditions, restrictions or limitations that
might be imposed upon applicant's business
activities or proposed business activities
within the Seal Beach Ocean Area for the
purpose of eliminating or minimizing the
r1sk and danger of ocean pollution and adverse environmental impact resulting from
such business activities. Applicant shall be
entitled to be present and to participate fully
in such hearing, to be represented by counsel,
to cross examination any adverse witness and
to rebut any adverse evidence, data, information, report, suggestion or recommendation proffered by any other person. The
Board may, upon its own motion, request,
obtain and consider other independent scientific engineering and ecological reports and
recommendations prepared by qualified experts or authorities in the field, provided,
however, applicant shall likew1se be entitled
to rebut any such reports and recommendations considered by the Board. After the
conclusion of such hearing, the Board shall
prepare and transmit to the City Council its
recommendations with respect to the findings of fact and the conditions, restrictions
and limitations to be included in the applicant's Pollution Prevention Certificate. The
City Council, without any further public
hearing, may adopt any or all of the recommendations of the Board and may impose
any conditions, restrictions and limitations
upon applicant's business activities which
are not more restrictive or burdensome to
applicant than those recommended by the
Board. Before the City Council may impose
any condition, restriction or limitation that
is more restrictive or burdensome to applicant than those recommended by the Board
the City Council shall first conduct a trial
de novo hearing into the application and provide applicant with all of the procedural
rights and safeguards allowed in the Board
hearing. The dec1sion of the City Council
with respect to any condition, restriction or
limitation imposed in any Pollution Prevention Certificate shall be final and conclusive
and subject only to judicial review as in an
administrative mandamus proceeding.
Section 6. Penalties for violations

Every person, whether acting as a principal, employer, agent, employee or otherwiSe,
who violates any of the provisions of this
Ordinance; or who authorizes, conducts or
allows any restricted business activity to
be oonducted within the Seal Beach Ocean
Area without, or in violation of the terms CY!,
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a Pollution Prevention Certificate shall lbe
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of
not more th'a.n $500.00 or by lmpriSIOnment
for not more than six months, or by both
such fine and imprisonment. Every person
shall be deemed 'g uilty of a separate offense
for each day during any portion of W'hiC!h
such violation or prohibited activity is continued, committed, authorized, allowed or
permitted to continue.

is no point now in lamenting and wailing
about the outcome itself.
The death knell was sounded when the
House turned it down. Those who pinned any
real hope on salvation from the Senate ignored earlier Senate action in this regardplus the f.a ct that several SST supporters
were no longer in the upper chamber.
So it was a foregone conclusion. But the
interests of the SST opponents were served
by trying to make it appear as a nip-andtuck neck-and-neck affair right down to the
Section 7. Severability
wire. This makes the SST foes appear more
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, important, and more talented and more perphrase or portion of this Ordinance, or the suasive than if we had realistically yawned
application thereof to any person, firm, cor- and admi,t ted what was a foregone concluporation or circumstance, is for any reason sion.
held to be invalid or unconstitutional •b y the
But those who fought and killed the SST
decision of any oourt of competent jurisdic- are not important or talented or persuasive.
tion, such decision shall nJot affect the validThey were summed up very pointedly by
ity of the remaining portions of this Ordi- Senator Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash. Sen.
nance. The City Council of the City of Seal Jackson had this candid and penetrating
Beach hereby declares that it would have comment:
adopted this Ordinance and each section,
"The know-nothings are taking over."
subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or porAnd that is the tragedy of the SST vote.
tion thereof, irrespective of the fact that any While admittedly losing the SST and driving
one or more section, subsection, sentence. our airlines into the arms of the Russians is
clause, phrnse or portion be declared invalid tragic enough, the overwhelming tragedy is
or unconstitutional.
just that--"the know-nothings are taking
over."
Section 8. Urgency and immediate effectiveAnd with those creatuxes taking over, the
ness
This Ordinance shall take effect and be in portent.s are ominous.
In as true an evaluation as could be made
force immediately upon its adoption ss an
emergency ordinance and the facts con- of the anti-SST vote, Senator Jackson said it
stituting its urgency are as follows: Mainte- signified a growing anti-technology crusade
nance of a clean, high quality, pollution free "without proper reflection and thought."
That is precisely whait it signifies.
Pacific Ocean area adj'o ining the City of
What absurd lengths the opponents went
Seal Beach is essential to safeguarding the
quality of life and protecting the health, to in their hysterical approach against the
safety and general welfare of t'he citizens and SST bodies ill for future development and
inhabitants of Seal Beach. The continuing future technical progress.
One senator made the totally irresponsible
pollution, and the continued threats and
diangers of further pollution of the ocean by assertion that the SST would produce skin
cancer.
He had no scientific basis for such a
the pollution-prone business activities enumerated creates an immediate risk and statement. It was an unproved opinion. He
danger that the quality and the purity of should have been laughed out of the Senate
the ocean adjoining Seal Beach may ibe de- chamber. Instead there were those who
stroyed. That risk and danger m-ay be averted seemed to take him seriously.
He oould have said with the same degree
only by the immediate enactment and implementation of restrictions and safeguards of authority and authenticity that the SST
would
make males pregnant. Allld he would
upon those pollution-prone business activities as will tend to minimize the risk of have made such a charge if he thought
further pollution of said ocean area adjoin- enough of the gullible would accept it.
It is a tactic to remember. Any future
ing Seal Beach.
move that merits opposition from anyone
Section 9. Posting by city clerk
can be attacked in the same mMl.Iler and
The City Clerk shall certify to the passage probably will be. The accusation cam. be made
and adoption of this Ordinance by the City that anything in the world will cause skin
Council and shall cause the same to be cancer. It will be as flimsy a canard as it was
when directed against the SST. But if it can
posted as required by law.
Passed, approved and adopted this 1st day shoot down the SST, it can shoot down any
number of other projects.
of February, 1971.
I imagine we'll be hearing it about the
space laboratory and other scientific projects.
The entire justification for proceeding with
EFFECT OF THE SST ON THE
the development of the SST prototype was to
ENVIRONMENT
pin down the claims and contentilons from
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, while the both sides of the argument. Irt was to develop
Congress voted not to continue the con- credita;ble scientific knowledge. Ami after,
after, all of the scientific tests had been
struction of the two prototype supersonic only
would a decision be made on
transport, the questions raised during accomplished
whether to produce ·t he SST.
the long debate as to its effect on the
But the know-nothings are taking over.
environment and whether or not we
They don't want specific technical and
should have an SST remain. In light of scientific knowledge. They prefer to be in the
position
of throwing about wild and unthis, I invite the attention of the Senators to an article entitled "The Tragedy warranted and hysterical charges. If we were
proceed with specific tests, then they
of the SST Isn't in Its Abandonment," to
just might be proved wrong. And wouldn't
publish - d in the Atlanta Journal of that
be errubarrassing.
March 29, 1971.
So let's cut out scientific development. So
There being no objection, the article let's quit caring whether we're number one
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, in aviation-or any otiher field flor that matter. The competitive spirit, the unyielding
as follows:
desire to achieve, the demand that we be
THE TRAGEDY OF THE SST IsN'T IN ITs ABANforemost--all of this is dying in these United
DONMENT
States as has been demonstrated in our na(By John Crown)
tional legislative bodies.
The Senate vote last week against conThe know-nothings are ta'k·n~ over . And
tinued development of a supersonic transoort they will promote and produce more of their
came as no real surprise to anyone and there own kind.
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Standing still is something that simply
crunnot be done in this world. You either
progress or you regress.
With the know-nothings taking over and
leading an anti-technology crusade, which
do you think we're going to do?

THE MEN WHO HAVE DIED IN
VIETNAM
Mr. RffiiCOFF. Mr. President, all of
us during the course of a year receive
particularly touching letters. Such a letter came in my mail recently from Mrs.
Frederick Dauten, a constituent of mine
in Rock Hill, Conn., concerning the
death of her son, Maj. Frederick W. Dauten, Jr., in Vietnam. Major Dauten gave
his life for his country as the pilot of a
C-7A aircraft supplying a Special Forces
camp under hostile attack.
I hope Mrs. Dauten's letter will give
us all pause to remember the tremendous
sacrifices that continue to be made by
outstanding young men risking and giving 'their lives for this country.
I ask unanimous consent that Mrs.
Dauten's letter be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ROCKY HILL, CONN., March 10, 1971.
DEAR SENATOR: This month my son Major
Frederick W. Dauten Jr. a 14 year career
officer with the U.S. Air Force would be returning from Vietnam.
He will not be coming back. On April 4th
1970, as pilot of a G-7A Aircraft, Major Dauten was piloting the number four aircraft in
a 5 aircraft airdrop mission to resupply Dak
Seang Special Forces Camp, which was under
extreme hostile attack and cut off from all
other supplies.
Flying into intense ground fire, Major
Dauten successfully airdropped his supplies
to the besieged camp to sustain the lives of
its defenders. His plane was shot down when
leav·i ng the area.
Numerous rescue attempts failed and my
son was listed "Missing in Action". He had
been in Vietnam about 3 weeks. After 4
months of anguish and the torture of not
knowing, a rescue mission reached the crash
site on Aug. 4th 197<>--there were no survivors. My son leaves a wife and three daughters.
Apparently his death was of little consequence; my daughter-in-law received a letter from President Nixon, we his parents did
not expect one. But the Senators and Congressmen from Connecticut offered us no
sympathy, no State or Town Official had a
word of consolation for the parents of a man
who died while helping to save the lives of
others.
In October of 1970, my son was awarded
the Purple Heart, Silver Star and the Air
Medal posthumously. We wanted no big ceremony; I was ill at the time and have since
had a lung operation, but we are proud of
our son and asked the Air Force to publish
information regarding Major Dauten's 14
years of service with the Air Force and a
brief resume of his career as a High School
and College Athlete. The Air Force sent this
information along with a photograph of my
son to several New England Newspapers. The
Boston Globe and New Haven Register
printed nothing. The Hartford Courant
printed a few lines on Page 51 under Legal
notices and the Hartford Times did about
the same. The only paper to give the article
full coverage was the Waltham (Mass.) News
Tribune.
Had my son thrown a bomb or started a
riot he probably would get top billing on the
front page. Ironically the Hartford Courant
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of that •p articular date devoted most of the
front page to protesters who wanted to fly
the Viet Cong fla;g to e~ress disa.pprova.l regarding the Vice President's arrival in Connecticut for a speaking engagement.
When my Husband inquired why the
article was hidden in the newspaper's back
pages, he was told that the paper did not
have room to print such things in detail.
My question to you-have the American
people and the American press so little regard for the 44,000 Americans who have died
in Vietnam?
Sincerely yours,

it is the unorganized, the unemployed, an~
the aged who pay.
Most labor leaders know !llll this. Yet
unions corutinue to make excessive demands.
U.S. construotion wages rose an average of
about 19 percent last year, and despite a
few wrist slaps by the Administration, construc-tion workers are demanding 50 to 60
percent over the next three years. U.S. auto
workers, not content with an annual increase four times the rate of over-all productivity increase, compounded the evil by winning an automatic wage adjustment geared
directly to the cost of living. That is to say,
PHYLLIS M. DAUTEN.
they got immunity from the consequences
of other workers' exorbitant wage increases.
The steel workers are confidently predicting
UNION POWER AND THE NEW
that they will shake the country down for
an even better deal.
INFLATION
The same sort of thing is going on in other
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, the industrial nations. Canada's program of volstate of our economy has shown little untary price and wage restmint, accorded
sign of improvement in recent years. Un- wide cooperation by employers, was wrecked
employment has remained steadily above by labor's barefaced refusal to go along. In
what had previously been viewed as an Britain, labor's exactions have reached a cri"acceptable" level and inflation has con- sis stage. Although the productivity of Brittinued to spiral upward. While the over- ish industry has recently been rising at less
than 2 perceil!t a year, wages are rising at
whelming responsibility for this state of something
like 13 percent, and prices are acaffairs rests with the Federal Govern- cordingly heading up fast. Japan, too, has its
ment, particularly Congress, other sec- own peculiar version of the problem (see
tors of our society can also lay claim to page 98). Even West Germany, long a bastion
a sizable portion of the blame. While it of monetary st!llbility and fiscal rectitude, has
might appear inconsistent and hypo- apparently succumbed to the disease--w!llgeS
critical for Government to be saying "Do are rising about three times as fast as proas I say not as I do," I would nevertheless ductivity.
wage increases recHstribute income
invite the attention of Senators to an bySuoh
foroe, breaking down time-tested wage
article written by Mr. Gilbert Burck and di:fferentials that eventually must be restored
published in the February 1971 Fortune !lit the cost of more inflation. Labor's imposimagazine and ask unanimous consent tions are also accompanied by strikes and
slowdowns that seriously reduoe national outthat it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article put, or by monetary poHcies calculated to
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD subdue excessive demand by deliberately reducing output. This is a sorry spectacle-as follows:
a world wasting resources quarreling about
UNION POWER AND THE NEW INFLATION
the division of output instead of expand(By Gilbert Burck)
ing it. The problem, to be sure, is getting
The gravest economic problem facing the expert attention; rarely have so many emiWestern world in the early 1970•s is cost- nent and accomplished people advanced so
push inflation powered by excessive wage in- many schemes for dealing with an economic
creases. European economists have been ailment. The trouble is that so far none
arguing this for about a year, and lately some seems to embody an effective remedy. The
U.S. economists have come to the same con- malady is a complex mixture of old basic
clusion. In its scope and intensity, this in- ailments and new complications, and is not
flation can be regarded as a new phenome- likely to be cured by quick or painless treatnon. By past standards, Chairman Arthur ment.
MONOPOLY ABETS MONOPOLY
Burns of the Federal Reserve Board recently
The underlying trouble is a phenomenon
said, the U.S. Government's moderately restrictive monetary and fiscal policies should, so much taken fur granted that it seldom
have slowed the pace of wage increases, along gets the critical scrutiny it deserves--labor's
with demand and business activity. But those unique monopoly power. "When you really
policies seem to have had little effect on examine that power today," says an eminent
union settlements, and it looks as if only in- British economist, "it is quite fantastic."
toler!llble unemployment could tame them. Unions were originally est!llblished, of course,
Excessive wage increases, Burns concluded, to proteot workers from exploitation and to
are for practical purposes a new problem. advance their general welfare. It was partly
Even Nobel Prize winner Paul Samuelson because of the unions' benign role that the
has come around to recognizing the current Western world put the interests of people as
cost-push inflation as a "new disease."
producers ahead of their interests as con. What is happening, throughout the West- sumers. Thus favored, however, l!llbor unions
ern world, is rth!llt organized labor is over- naturally sougiht to gain higher wages and
reaching. The London Telegraph last No- benefits for their members than ;they could
vember caught the spirit of the movement in get in the open market. They became monopa camoon depicting a labor leader harangu- olies. They rig the markets for labor by reing a group of his colleagues: "Nor shall we stricting the supply, thereby raising the prioe.
relax our effor-ts, brothers, until the lowest Allowed to organize like armies, they practioe
paid worker is earning more than rthe na- ooercion and intimidation, and do not hesitional average wage." At times, indeed, or- tate to disrupt a whole economy to gain their
ganized la.bor seems to be chasing the delu- ends. And because a company with great
sion that a society can consume more than market power can usually afford higher wages
it produces, and that everybody can prosper than it could if it had to compete Viigorously,
by beggaring his neighbor. But of course a labor unions tend to abe<t business :monopoly.
country's real wages, or the purchasing power They even in etfect join their employers in
of money wages, cannot possibly rise faster, exacting tribute from the public, -as in the
on the average, than over-all productivity· or construction industry (see "The Building
output per man-hour. Wage Increases ln ex- Trades Versus the People," FoRTUNE, Occess of productivity are .tnevit!llbly followed tober, 1970).
by unemployment or price increases or bothParadoxically, unions are all the more dif-
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ficult to bargain with in the name of the
public interest because labor power is so
fragmented. When people think of monopoly,
they tend to think of bigness, but it is not by
swinging big aggregations of power that
unions have won monopoly wages. One giant
union with the power to settle for all would
tend to exercise some social responsibility if
only because it would lean against excessive
wage differentials within its ranks. But many
small or relatively small unions, each dominat ing its own market, have been able to gain
more for their members than a single big
union could. No country has such a union,
with the power to settle for all; almost everywhere the local unions are completely autonomous, often belligerently so.
This autonomy leads to a contest in irresponsibility. Union leaders find themselves
driven to get a better deal than their colleagues. Thus they not only put the interests of labor in general above the interests
of consumers, but also put the interests
of their own unions above those of labor in
general. Self-restraint on their part would
open them to the charge of being statesmen,
and a modern professional labor leader resents nothing so much as ·b eing called a
statesman. Only romantics, of course, expect
him to act like one.
The pattern is reinforced by a new restlessness and dissatisfaction in the rank and file.
To begin with, workers almost everywhere
want more and believe they are entitled to
more. They don't know, even if their leaders
do, that the rise in the average standard of
living is necessarily slow, limited by the rate
of increase in real output per capita. What
they don't know, unfortunately, hurts everybody.
Their wage expectations are all the higher
because work satisfactions in many unionized trades have declined over the years. Only
rarely does one find a carpenter or other
craftsman who takes pride in his work and
goes out of his way to do a good job. In the
mass-production industries, younger workers
are increasingly alienated from their jobs; for
many of them, getting away from the job
counts as an additional strike benefit. And
some of the pervasive social unrest that
affiicts many Western nations finds its expression in the insistent demands of organized labor.
A TENDENCY TO RETREAT

Several trends in industriaJ. nations have
conspired to increase the power of unions
and weaken the countervailing forces. Government full-employment policies have practicallly extinguished old fears of being out of
a jdb for a long time. Unemployment insurance and other cushions provided by a wellintentioned society take the hardship out of
strikes and enable strikers to stay out in relative comfort until ~he employer surrenders.
As workers develop a taste for very large pay
increases, unions become more and more demamtling; some union leaders even welcom&
press attacks on their demands as proof of
their manliness and competenoe. The further
employers retreat, moreover, the more aggressively unions behave.
~d the tendency ·of employers these days.
is to retreat. For one thing, everybody seems
to assume .at the start that labor is entitled
to annual wage increases regardless of what.
is happening to the economy. Practically nobody any more argues that productivity increases should be passed on in the form of
price reductions. Everywhere, or almost
everywhere, business assumes that it must
yield wage 1ncreases that are at least equal
to the over-an productivity increase. Thus.
by definition, nearly all sucoessful strikes by
large unions are inflationary-i.e., they gain
excessive wage increases. But various pressures operate to force business to give ln ~
There is fear that customers or government
or the public will blame the company for the
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strike. Sitting out a strike in a capital-intensive industry, moreover, can be exceedingly expensive--capital charges go on, of
COlll\Se, whether the plants are working or
not. Again, signing an excessively generous
oontrta.ct usually doesn't make a <Xml!pany
'VIUlner.able to competition, because its coml>etioors have •been or shortly will ·be burdened with much the same settlement. And
to a great extent, employers have been able
to pass the higher costs along in the form of
higher prices. It is technioo.l.ly true that excessive wage increases would cause unemployment and stagnation unless 18l000mpanied
by .appropriate increases in the money supply, but business knows that government,
wanting to avoid high unezruployment, will
probably ratify excessive wage increases with
inflationary monetary policy.
UNIONS VERSUS LABOR

Of all the industrial nations, Britain has
been suffering from the most severe case of
economic malaise caused by excessive union
power. Organized labor is fragmented into
534 trade unions. Their realms are dispersed
and overlapping; many factories must deal
not only with several unions, but with several factions in each union. Unions representing nine-tenths of all members are affiliated with the Trades Union Congress, but
its authority is very limited.
The ab111ty of the unions to keep pushing
costs up has graveled Britons of many persuasions, most notably the dogmatic socialists. The socialists championed unionism under capitalism, but they have come to see
that no socialist order oan tolerate monopolistic trade unions, each trying to outdo
the others, and each ready to disrupt the
economy to attain its own goal. Perhaps the
most eminent exponent of this point of view
is Hung.arian-'born economist Thomas Balogh, Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Balogh, was one of the authors of the Oxford
studies on which Sir William Beveridge based
·h is 1945 model for the full-employment
state. Balogh rose to high places in the Labor
,party, served as economic consultant to
Prime Minister Wilson, and in 1968 was elevated to the peerage. As long ago as 1943 he
described British trade-unionism as "one of
those monopolistic associations which is synd~calist in its approach, i.e., incapable of
securing harmony between the different
branches of the economic system." When the
Wilson government came to power in 1964,
a lot of people, Lord Balogh included, hoped
that somehow it would be able to nudge the
Trades Union Congress into assuming more
responsibility for labor relations and wage
policy. But the T.U.C. never did, and union
belligerence plagued the Wilson government
throughout its tenure. When it tried to push
a union-reform bill through Parliament, for
example, the unions ganged up to defeat the
measure.
Far from moder-ating, the British costpush inflation really took off late in 1969.
During the last few months of the year,
wages were rising at a 9 percent rate. The
government then proceeded to do its inflationary thing by rapidly expanding the
money supply-at a rate of nearly 18 percent for a while. Last summer, in the classic
inflationary sequence, both wages and ~prices
accelerated sharply, and the London financial press labeled the situation the worst
crisis since 1931.
In October, Lord Balogh, now chairman of
the Fabian Society, discharged a cannonade
in the form of a tract entitled Labour and
Inflation. It dumped practically all the
blame for inflation on union leaders. Distinguishing sharply between the interests
of labor in generatJ. and the interests of particular unions, Balogh argued that the
unions have failed labor. The record of
twenty-five years, he said, shows that unbridled trade-union action cannot improve
the wage earners' share of the national cake;

•i t can only ruin Britain's ability to compete
a:broad, and lead to accelerating price increases and a cumulative debauching of the
currency. Trade unions have got to realize
they are no longer weak representatives of
the poor. Their strength makes it necessary
for them to accept duties and responsrblllties
to the community. Balogh's somewhat vague
solution is a new "Social Contract," reinforced by an independent review body to
deal with prices and incomes.
Union leaders denounced the BatJ.ogh tract
savagely. Jack Jones, the leader of the Transport and General Workers' Union, declared he
wasn't going to take criticism from anyone,
least of all professors and journalists who
knew nothing about wage claims, "as frankly they've never worked in their Hves." But
British labor unions are going to be encountering more than pamphlets. The Heath
government is pushing through Parliament
a new comprehensive Industrial Relations
Act, which proposes to overhaul the antiquated British negotiating system, and although the unions are denouncing it as an
antistrike act, it is expected to pass. The
unions' scramble to outdo one another in
wage rises has reinforced a widespread fee>ling in Britain that there is a need for some
kind of intervention to subdue wage inflation.
1

THAT OLD STABILITATSBEWUSSTSEIN

For a long time it looked as if West Germany had the right formula for combining
swift growth, full employment, and stable
prices. Over the five years 1965-69, G.N.P.
rose at a rate of 7.5 percent and consumer
prices at about 2.5 percent; unemployment
averaged less than 1 percent. Underlying
this enviable record was the national fear of
inflation, dating back to the great postwar
inflation of 1920-23 and the lesser but stlll
severe inflation of 1945-48. As Rudolf
Henschel, secretary of the executive committee of the German Federation of Trade
Unions (D.G.B.), puts it, the people of West
Germany have a Stabilitiitsbewusstsein
(stablllty consciousness). 'I1he average West
German, recent public-opinion polls suggest,
actually understands that he is better off
with a combination of steady prices and
small wage raises than with large raises and
rising prices.
In keeping with the stability consciousness, West Germany has enjoyed what might
be called a statesmanlike labor movement.
It has gone out of its way to gear wage
demands to the country's ability to pay.
This lack of belligerence stems in part from
arrangements designed to give organized
labor a secure and responsible place in the
social structure. A few years after the end of
World War II, the coal and steel industries
agreed to put union members on corporate
boards of directors. Later on, an elaborate
profit-sharing
scheme
was
established
throughout the country. And organized
labor is less fragmented in West Germany
than in the U.S. and England. There are
only sixteen unions, and each is represented
in the federation. Although they are strictly
autonomous, they seem to think pretty much
alike. West Germany, moreover has imported
two million "guest workers," mainly from
Yugoslavia, Turkey, and Italy; while most
of them are union members, their presence
has eased the labor market and helped soften
demands for higher wages.
On top of all this, Economics Minister
Karl Schiller about four years ago introduced
what he called Konzertierte Aktion (Concerted Action). It was less vigorous than its
name suggests: a group of representatives of
government, banks, labor, and management
simply met regularly for a kind of kaffeeklatsch. In Schiller's words, "It amounts to
a discussion of our economic panorama, of
our national account, of our alternatives and
possibilities for the future." But if they did
not really act in concert, the participants
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did apparently get to understand one another. For some time, at least, there appeared to exist a working informal consensus
that helped to keep union demands within
reasonable limits.
Then, in 1969, the edifice of orderly giveand-take seemed to fall apart. In the fall of
that year the country was racked by a wave
of wildcat strikes. Germany, too, is troubled
by political unrest, and although union officials play down the idea., some responsible
people blame the uproar on agitators, including a group known as the "Extra-Parliamentary Opposition," organized and subsidized by the "East" (i.e., the Communist
bloc) . Whatever the origin of their unrest,
the wildcat strikers made much of employers'
high profits. The unions had agreed to moderate their wage claims in the slowdown of
1967, and with profits high the workers
wanted more.
The practice of linking wage demands to
profit levels has been troublesome in other
nations too. If they surpass productivity
gains, wage increases geared to profits are
just as inflationary as increases claimed on
other grounds. More important, the notion
that labor has a right to share in an industry's exceptional profitablllty is dubious to
begin with. Although profits tend to fluctuate with product ivity, they are only partly
a function of productivity, and depend on
many other factors as well. The appropriate,
equitable correctives for too-high profits in
a given industry are more employment, lower
prices, and more investment in that industry. Temporary increases in relative wages
are economically justified only when needed
to attract more workers to the industry; the
practice of funneling abnormally high
profits into abnormally high wages tends to
constrain efficiency and output.
West German worker.s, a.t 3111 events, wre
getting highly inflationary wage increases.
Last fall some four mlllion metalworkers
(steel, iron, vehicles, etc.), ·Who had contented themselves with a modest 3 percent
gain in 1969, won raises ranging between 11
and 14 percent, against a national productivity increase of 4 to 5 percent. Since then,
union demands have swelled even larger. As
prices have gone up less steeply than wages
in recent union settlements, some German
workers are for the moment enjoying considerably enhanced purchasing power; but
as other workers get their big increases,
prices will catch up. Demand and proftts,
moreover, are softening, and appear to be 1n
for a sluggish year or two. wm unions that
got big increases be content with much
smaller ones next time around, or will the
pressure from below oblige them to demand
too much for the health of the economy and
society?
Both the Federation of German Industry
and the Economics Ministry optimistically
hope that labor will display some o·f that old
Stabilitiitsbewusstsein. Their official projections suggest that average wage increases
will taper off during the next few years to
a point where consumer prices Will be rising at somewhere between '1 and 2 percent.
The Federation of Trade Unions protesses a
similar optimism, which may mean that the
unions are actually planning to exercise restraint. "German unions," says economist
Karl-Heinz Friedrichs of the metalworkers
union, "want real increases, not money increases."
But a lot of fingers !flll'e arossed, inoluding those of Karl Klasen, head of the
Bundesbank (Germany's central bank). unlike the U.S. Federal Reserve, the Bundesbank
would not dream of contracting the money
supply to the point of bringing about a signtficant rise in unemployment (now about
0.5 percent). That, says Klasen, would be
''politically impossible." So aside from tightening credit, Klasen can only hope, like the
Economics Ministry, that stability consciousness wm prevail. Nearly everything that has

happened in the world of organized labor
since World War II has tended to support the
late Henry Simons' famous generalization,
put forward in 1944, that monopoly power
has no use except abuse. Within a year or
two the world will know whether West German labor unions provide an exception.
A "RITUAL" OF NEUTRALISM

Economists aren't waiting. They are proposing a variety of remedies, all of which in
one way or another restrain or counterbalance the monopoly power of labor. Although
it is st111 fashionable among those plugging
for restraints to equate business' market
power with labor's monopoly power, the equation simply isn't valid. Most business organization exercise nothing like the market
power of organized labor. All U.S. companies
are in one way or another subject to the antitrust laws. The prices of natural monopolies,
such as utilities and transportation companies, are regulated by the government.
Even companies in highly concentrated industries, such as steel, autos, and computers,
are constrained by market discipline {the
latest evidence is an analysis conduoted by
Professor J. Fred Weston of the University of
California a.t Los Angeles). And prices of commodities, of course, respond to the forces of
supply and demand. When the copper supply
shifted from scarcity to abundance not long
ago, the price suddenly began to fall. Representllitives of the producer countries and
their workers fared to Paris to discuss ways
of halting the decline, but even while they
huffed and puffed, the price of copper fell
more steeply than ever. The price of union
labor, however, never falls. It moves only
upward. And nowadays it moves upward even
when the economy is faltering.
Accordingly, it is a mistake to insist that
any restraint imposed on wages must be
m ·a tched by a corresponding restraint on
prices. This mistake is an ex·ample of what
economist George Terborgh some time ago
called "ritual neutralism." Last month Edwin L. Dale Jr., economic correspondent of
the New York Times, put the case against
present-day ritual neutr.a.Iism this way:
"Public debate and discussion of the present
infiation issue has been bedeviled by a fatal
semantic error: the use of the term 'price and
wage problem.' It is a wage problem, and it
will not be solved until the 'pla.gue on both
your houses' mentality is overcome. Corporate
profits, no matter how measured, are not the
culprit now." Dale's proposed remedy for inflation has a certain grandeur about it, but
it suffers from a neutralism of its own, lumping together all kinds of earners and all kinds
of compensation. Jilor the next two yea.rs, he
suggests, the federal government should prohibit employers from increasing anybody's
compensation more than 3 percent a year.
Prices, meanwhile, would be subject to no
restraints except market forces.
"YES"

FROM

BUSINESS,
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"NO"

FROM

LABOR

Very few of the dozens of ide-as that have
been put forward in recent months go anywhere near i1hds :15ar. Most, indeed, are rather
vague. But praotically all recogni21e i1hat rea.sonaJble fiscal and monertary restraints alone
are not likely to retard the current climb in
union wages. '!'he minimal program, just
one degree beyond ddLng ndthlng, 1s "moral
sU!asion," an elegant stym>nym for jaw\boning. Even Raymond Saulillier, Chairman of
the Oouncil of Economic Advisers under
Eisenll.ower, argues that thte White Hcruse
should take the lead in spelling OUit the 1mplioations of labor-cost :increases three or
four tl.m.es as rgrea.t as productivity in.Cireases.
'Ilb.e most notalble oonve:t'ft to moral suasion,
considering his past vliews a.nd his present
pos!iJt:.d!<m in the U.S. Government, is Ari1hur
BurnJs, who in early December proposed a
high-level wa ge-and-price review board with
broad authority to investigate, advise, and

recomm.end prilce and wage aha~. It would
lay down guidelines, in short, but would
have no power to en!force them.
Burns, as it happened, adva.n.ced his idea
at an inauspic.ipus time. Only a. few days
befooe 1hlis speec!h, Canada abandoned its expertm.ent wd.th voluntary guidelines. The experiment had begun in June of 1969, w110h
the e'Stla.blishment of a prices and incomes
cOill!ID..islsion under Jolhn H. Young, professor of economics at the Und.verSi.ty of Bl"itish
Qolumbia.. Young, a dedicalted and persuaSive ma.n, patrolled "the country, preaohing
the gospel of voluntary restraint. LaJbor, arguing that prices and profits must be restrained first, refused to cooperrute.
Yotmg took up labor's challenge. Early in
1970, at a conference on price stability, he
persuaded 250 of Cs.nada.'s leadling businessmen to agree t1o keep price increases "cl>early below" cost increa.ses for t.he rest of !()he
yeali'. Asfterwaird he persuaded hundreds of
ather businessmen to jdin the movement.
The prtoe ourve flattened out dramatlowlly.
But when Young's commission indirectly
tried again last spring to persuade labor to
hold wage deanands down--6 percent was tb.e
recommended guidepost--labor again refused.
Wage settlements subsequently ran as hig!b.
a.s 15 percent. The national government it.<Jelf
was forced to grant postal workers a raise of
close to 10 percent. Late in the falll, when
Young and his men again took to the roatl to
ask businessmen to extend the pact six
months more, they got a uniformly cool
reception. The upshot was Young's announcement that wage-and-price guidelines
would not be extended beyond the end of the
yerur.
The Canadian experience supports the
arguments of those Who say that voluntary
guideposts will not work. And Burns, among
others, has recognized that guideposts might
need <SdidtiO!DJal support. He has SJuggested
that Congress might ha'Ve to S'Ubject lwbor
disputes in'VOlVing the ,public interest to compulsory a.r<bitration, and that tb.e President
might have to suspend the Davis-Ba.oon Aclt,
whloh augments union power 1n the construction industry by fixing wage rates on
federally :fin:a.nced projects at the highest preva.iling rates.
Professors Henry Wad.lich of Yale and
Sidney Weintraub of the University of Waterloo in Ga.nada have independently proposed
using a profit tax to "defuse" un:ion power.
To induce employers to stand up to excessive
wage increases, they would levy an extra tax
on the profits of compa.nies granting such
increases. WalUch and Weintraub point out
that their plans involve no coeroion and employ only market forces. But such plans oould
also impose additional bUidens in the wrong
place, leaving the power of unions untouched.
TO END THE FREE-FOR-ALL

A good many ideas for restraining inflation,
appropriately enough, are being hatched in
Britain. Something ought to be done, many
British economists are beginning to say,
about the extreme decentralization of organized labor, which virtually compels union
leaders to keep on demanding excessive increases. Henry Phelps Brown, a professor at
the University of London, recently published
in the London T imes a proposal "to end the
pay claims free-for-all." Those who make
wage decisions, he argues, must be confronted
with the consequences of those decisions.
"At present," he wrote, "they are not. Any
one inflationary settlement is not followed
immediately by a rise in the prices of what
the employees buy. On the contrary, their
purchasing power rises initially in full proporti-on to the rise in their pay . . . This
must be so as long a,.s decisions a;bout pay
are taken singly. Only when the parties to
these decisions are brought together on a
broad front, to consider rises in a large number CYf rates of pay at the same time, can

they see inflationary rises for the delusion
that they are, at the time when the rises are
decided."
So Brown proposes to estlllbllsh. a National
Council for Pay, which would represent management, employees, and the public, and
would lay down general wage guidelines. Each
sector of employment would be represented
by a similar tripartite council that would
apply the guidelines to the particular circumstances. The decisions of the councils
would be binding. Although strikes would
continue to be legal, strikes that breached
the prescribed procedures would be denied
the normal pr-otection of the laws.
All these proposals aDd the many others
that have been advanced are welcome signs
that the problem of union monopoly is getting wide and thoughtful attention. But
though. they may hobble union power somewhat, none of them offers a convincing remedy even for the short run, much less the
long. Time may prove that there is no remedy except a direct legislative assault on the
monopoly power itself-perhaps, as some
have proposed, a revision of the antitrust
laws that will put business and union labor
on a roughly equal footing . The labor unions
were in 1914 specifically exempted !Tom the
Clayton Act on the grounds that the labor
of a human being is not a commodity or
article of commerce. But many argue that
this provision does not make any sense these
days when it is the labor unions that are
the exploiters.
But much will have to happen before any
intervention so apocalyptic comes to pass. In
the meantime, any effective program to restrain cost-push infiation must include measures to chip away at union puissance. One
step, for example, might be to end the practice of letting strikers draw unemployment
insurance. Another might be to abolish union control over the admission, training, aDd
certificartion of skilled workers. Still another might be a crackdown by federal and
state authorities on the unions• use of violence in industrial disputes.
THE TRUE ECONOMIC STRUGGLE

While such measures to redress the balance of power •b etween business and the
unions are being talked about, hopes for
reasonable price stabillty continue to be dependent to a large extent on the good sense
and statesmanship of labor leaders. This is
a somewhat disooncerting prospect, but it
hlas a redeeming feature. Unless labor does
show some sense and statesmanship, informed public opinion may well get so fed up
witih eJbuse of union monopoly power that it
will in time support radical legislation to
restrain that power. Labor still lla6 great
political strength, but, after all, more tha.n
three-quarters of the U.S. labor force does
not belong to any union.
The unions are already getting a bad press,
as more and more reporters and editorial
writers blame infiation on union power
rather than business power. These rumblings
in the papers may be important signs of a
developing shift in public opinion. Perhiaps
large numbers of people are coming to understand that the true eCIOnomic struggle
these days is not between workers and employers, but between labor monopoly power
and the community.
There are other signs of the times. toO.
When the city's taxi drivers recently went on
strike, New Yorkers discovered they could
get along pretty well without taxis; and the
drivers disoovered they weren't quite as indispensable as they thought. And in the
United Kingdom last December, some 125,000
electrical workers, demanding a wage tnorease of 25 to 30 percent, decreed a work
slowdown that blacked out parts 'Of the
oountry. Public hostility rose to the point
where \bartenders and shopkeepers refused to
serve the strikers. The union backed dlown,
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and the government sue<:eeded in referring
its demands to a court of inquiry. If the
unions want to disprove the axiom that
monopoly power has no use except a.-buse,
perhaps they b1ad better start soon.

tions of the Byelorussian people for a
free and independent life were fulfilled.
Today, March 25 stands as the symbol
of their quest for liberty for all Byelorussians. Those Americans of Byelorussian descent thoroughly disapprove and
APRIL 28, 1971, DESIGNATED AS deplore the regime in the land of their
PRISONERJS OF WAR DAY IN ALA- ancestors. Let us join them and express
the hope that one day these sturdy and
BAMA
stouthearted people will again attain
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, Gov . their national goal of independence and
George C. Wallace has issued a procla- liberty.
mation designating April 28, 1971, as
Prisoners of War Day in Alabama. Mr.
CONCERN FOR OUR PRISONERS
President, I wholeheartedly concur in
OF WAR
the sentiments expressed in the proclamation and strongly support the goals of
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, Congress
the National POW Day Committee. I be- and the President declared last week to
lieve that Members of the Senate, the be a National Week of Concern for
families and loved ones of POW's and Americans Who Are Prisoners of War or
MIA's, and the public in general will ap- Missing in Action. Americans care very
preciate the action of Governor Wallace deeply about the well-being of all our
in designating a Prisoners of War Day men in Vietnam. Yet, last week we justly
in Alabama. It is a pleasure to ask unani- emph&sized 1,600 men who face particumous consent that the proclamation be lar hardShips through imprisonment at
printed in the RECORD.
the hands of the North Vietnamese. Each
There being no objection, the procla- day these men sacrifice for their counmation was ordered to be printed in the try. They endure separation from family
and friends; they live in physically and
RECORD, as follows:
psychologically debilitating oonditions;
PROCLAMATION
Whereas, there are many United States and, they must face the prospect of no
Servicemen listed as Prisoners of War of the early return to their own country. Along
North Vietnamese as a consequence of the with other Senators, I wish to join in
war in Vietnam, who have borne the flag support of these brave men.
of this country a;broad and who have worn
Mr. President, as we must both expect
so proudly the uniform of this great land, and cherish in a democracy, we find difnow helpless, almost forgotten, victims of ferences in opiniO!Il as to the best course
the inhumanity of the North Vietnamese
who are not a:biding by the Geneva Conven- of 'a ction for this country in the war in
tion rules relating to Prisoners of war; and Southeast Asia. Yet, regardless of rthese
Whereas, the overwhelming majority of differences, we all are united in our emA!labMU.a citiz.e.ns, regardless of their in- pathy for the plight of our yo·u ng men
dividual beliefs about the war, are deeply who are known or thought to be prisonconcerned about the treatment of the pris- ers. No one in Hanoi, or any other place
oners; and
in the world, should underestimate the
Whereas, we, the people of Alabama, are
very prayerful for the safety and well being strength and dedication with which all
of our servicemen now defending their coun- Americans support their young men who
are prisoners of war.
try in Southeast Asia;
As do my fellow Soo<ators, I look forNow, therefore, I, George C. Wallace, Governor of the State of Ala;bama, do hereby ward to the day when our young men
proclaim the day of Wednesday, April 28, who are prisoners of war may be returned
1971, as Prisoners of War Day in Al8ibama, home again. Along with my colleagues,
and urge all of my fellow citizens to join me I have long been deeply concerned with
in praying for the welfare and humane treat- 1lh.e fate of those of our countrymen held
ment of all prisoners being held in Vietnam,
and to pray for their speedy return to their prisoner by North Vietinam. Many will
remember that in 1966 we heard persistfriends and loved ones.
ent reports that the government in
Hanoi had threatened to execute, as comANNIVERSARY OF BYELORUSSIAN mon criminals, American 'a irmen who
were prisoners of war. Accordingly, I
INDEPENDENCE
prepared a statement, "A Plea for
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, March 25 Sanity," in which I was joined by 18
commemorated the 53d anniversary of other Members of the Senate. In that
the declaration of independence of the statemenrt we said thatByelorussian people. On March 25, 1918,
Before the last retnnants of reason are
the All-Byelorussian Congress met in the irrevocably abandoned, we call upon the
city of Miensk and proclaimed the Byelo- Hanoi government to refrain from any act
russian Democratic Republic. Unfortu- of vengeance against the American airmen.
nately, like her neighbors, the Baltics, They are prisoners of war, fUlly entitled to
this new state was unable to enjoy her the protection extended to men in uniform
sovereignty for long. The Russian Com- when captured in the performance of thetr

munists consolidated their forces and the
Red army invaded Byelorussia.
Despite the Communist rule, and German occupation during World War II,
the Byelorussian people revived their national institutions and convened a second Congress in 1944, which reaffirmed
their desire for complete political independence.
On March 25, 1918, the highest aspira-

duty.
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Humanity in the Treatment of American
POW's." In that statement I said thatIt is time for Hanoi to recognize that its
treatment of prisoners of war is morally repulsive to people of all shades of opinion
in the United States and the world.
Hanoi has still refused to recognize
this unity of opinion, for the situation
has remained unchanged. Therefore, we
must again call on the North Vietnamese
and the NLF to observe the canons of
morality and international law in the
treatment of prisoners.
Still again, in 1970, with a number of
other Senators and Members of the
House, I joined in cosponsoring a resolution calling for an exchange of prisoners
held by North Vietnam, including Americans, for prisoners held in South Vietnam. In that resolution we urgedInspection of all prisoner of war facilities,
humane care, attendance to dietary and
health care needs, free i.nSipection of American and allied prisoners of war held in Vietnam, with priority of release given to sick
or injured prisoners and those who have
endured long periods of confinement.
The tenets of that resolution have remained valid, but we have had no indication of any meaningful response on
the part of the North Vietnamese. Therefore, with many other Senators, I cosponsored a resolution calling on the
United Nations to intervene on the prisoners' behalf and to assure humane
treatment for them and speed the day
of their safe return home.
Yet, all of these calls have gone unheeded. Consequently, until the United
States is assured of North Vietnam's
compliance with the Geneva Conventions
all of us must continue to exert ourselves
in the active search to determine means
through which humane treatment of
those prisoners may be assured. In particular, we must seek a delineation of all
our men who are held captive in order
that the terrible uncertainty for the families of men missing in action may be
ended. To these ends I recently have been
privileged to join iil cosponsorship of the
resolution submitted by the Senator from
Massachusetts (Mr. BROOKE) and the
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. BYRD)
which would create a Joint Committee to
Investigate the Treatment of Prisoners
of War in Vietnam. This committee could
perform work which is undeniably important, for we continue to pose many
questions, but those questions remain unanswered. In particular, among those
questions which this committee must
seek to answer are the number of prisoners held captive, the circumstances under which they are held, and the conditions under which they might be released or exchanged.
Mr. President, it is time for Congress,
the President, and the American people

to join together in ending the American

Now we must renew that plea, for the participation in the hostilities in Vietunderlying conditions 'have changed lit- nam. While there is disagreement on
tle in the intervening years. We still have some of the particulars, there is no quesno indication, much less a guarantee, tion about the country's common support
that these prisoners are being treruted in of our young men who are captive and
the manner to which they are entitled. our joint determination to bring them
Continued North Vietnamese intran- just and equitable treatment.
Thus, in this time of national concern
sigence led me to submit before the Senate, on October 1, 1969, "An Appeal for for Americans held captive, we highlight
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what must be an unceasing pledge to
maintain the highest possible amount of
public and private pressure on the Government of North Vietnam. In so doing, we may hope to make more humane
the treatment our young men receive in
their hands, and bring nearer the day
those men may return home.
DEMOCRATIC POLICY COUNCIL
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, the
Democmti•c Policy Council of which I
am Chairman, met las·t week and
adopted a statement on Indochina. This
statement is a joint effort by members
of the Policy Counc~ speaking for the
Democratic Party. It was done in good
faith and out of a feeling of deep concern for the present policy of the Nixon
administration.
Because it represents a carefully
thought out reply to present policies and
offers constructive suggestions with regard to the Middle East as well as Vietnam, I ask unanimous consent that the
statement be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT ADOPTED BY THE DEMOCRATIC
POLICY COUNCn.., MARCH 24, 1971
INDOCHINA

OUr most urgent international problem
remains the ending of the tragic war in
Indochina. During the 1968 campaign, Candidate Nixon pledged that he had a plan to
end the war.
Now, in 1971, in his State of the World
message, President Nixon admits that his
policy of Vietnamizing the war "cannot, except over a long period, end the war altogether." The message states that unless the
other side agrees to a settlement, VietnMllization will lead to "perpetuating the war."
Since the President has indicated he does
not expect a negotiated solution, the Administration's policies offer the prospect of
endless war.
Although the Administration claims credit
for "winding down" the war, in fact it has
been expanded into Cambodia and Laos. It
is impossible to tell through the smokescreen
of conflicting Administration statements
and battlefield reports just what is happening in Laos, but it is plain that the decisive
victory the President sought has not been
attained. The invasions of Laos originally
described as intended to run until a:bout
May 1 were suddenly described by Vice President Agnew on Mrurch 19 as already having
lasted "longer than we projected they would."
At least the Vice President characterized
the South Vietnamese movement towards
their own border as "orderly retreat" rather
than the "mobile maneuvering" which had
previously been used to obscure the realities. Whether
retreat during which cannon are blown up and troops cling to the
landing skids of helicopters can be described
as orderly is an open question. One uncontroverted fact is that the South Vietnamese
forces are completely dependent upon .A!merican combat air support and on helicopter
lift of men and material to advance or
retreat.
Even though American casualties have
declined, South Vietnamese troops are dying
in larger numbers and civilian casualties
continue to mount. It is callous to assume
that only American deaths are important.
While American troop strength has been
slowly reduced, at the end of nearly two and
one-half years of the Nixon Administration less than half our troops will have been

a

withdrawn and there has been no assurance
of the withdrawal of all American forces.
Our air power is fully engaged in 1bombing
both Camlb odia and Laos. Under the guise of
"protective reaction" United States planes
have stepped up the bombing of North Vietnam. The President has indicated that he
will not accept any limitation upon the use
of American power anywhere in Indochina
and declined to rule out an invasion of North
Vietnam which President Thieu has threatened. Escalation of the war increases the risk
of Chinese intervention. The United States
should not pa-rticipate in any manner in an
invasion of North Vietnam.
The President continually justifies his expansion of the war as nooessary for the protection of American lives and the continuation o'f his program of slow troop withdrawal.
Surely the way to save .A!merican lives is to
end the fighting and bring our troops home.
The overwhelming majority of the American
people favor a total American withdrawal in
1971. In recent elections the people of South
Vietnam have themselves indicated they want
to end to the war.
There should 'be a firm, unequivocal declaration iby the Government that all American forces will be withdrawn by the end
of this year. The Congress should share responsibility for this decision. An announcement of complete withdrawal this year should
be used to negotiate the safe withdrawal of
our troops and the speedy release of our men
who are prisoners of war. Vietnamization of
the war offers no prospect for obtaining their
freedom. Such an announcement could also
result in the ·beginning of real, substantive
negotiations in Paris and an early ceaseflre.
At the negotiations we should seek an agreement prohibiting 'futui'e reprisals by either
side against supporters of the other side and
providing for international supervision. We
should also seek agreement on a plan for the
reha..bllitation and development of all Indochina, once peace is achieved. Having helped
to create the devastation, we have an obligation to assist in the restoration. This would
also provide an incentive for North Vietnam
to adhere to a peace agreement. Other issues
should be left to negotiations among the
Vietnamese themselves.
The choice does not lie, as the President
asserts, between "neoisolatlonism" or "bugging out" as the one alternative and Vietnamization of the war as the other. A decision should now be made for responsible
withdrawal. This would be welcomed by the
great majority of our allies and would
strengthen our international position and
influence.
We call for the enactment now of legislation such as the proposed Vietnam Disengagement Act of 1971, which will prohibit the
use of any funds for American military operations in Indochina a'fter December 31, 1971,
with adequate provision to assure the return
of our prisoners of war.
In the interim we categorically oppose any
expansion of the war by American or South
Vietnamese forces in Cambodia, Laos, or
North Vietnam or by the 'b omlbing of North
Vietnam.
In 1965, fa.cing stead!lly inoreasing American military escalation, North Vietnam. rejected President Johnson's offer to contribute one billion dollars to a Southeast Asia
Development Fund from which all countries
in the region could !benefit. We now renew
the call for recon.struction and pledge our
support for major U.S. participation in that
effort.
MIDDLE EAST

We a-re encouraged that the differences between Egypt and Israel are being clartfi.ed
and to some extent narrowed. While full
support should be continued for Ambassador Jarring's mission, every effort should
now be made to bring a:bout ddrect talks between the parties to reach the oomoromises
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necessary for settlement of the highly emotional issues. The four powers should continue their consultations and stand ready to
guarantee the settlement which must be
negotiated between the parties. The Un.!ited
States should clarify the secUI1l.ty assurances
upon Which it is asking Israel to rely. Our
objective remruins a lasting peace with secure and agreed upon borders---a peace that
will assure independence and security to Israel and all other nations in the Slrea.

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN
CONNECTICUT CONTINUES TO
WORSEN
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, the
serious economic situation confronting
our Nation continues to worsen. According to figures released last week, 50 major labor areas now suffer from substantial or persistent unemployment. This is
the highest number since June 1962. The
unemployment rate in these areas is at
least 6 percent and in several areas runs
as high as 12 percent.
In Connecticut, four communities are
listed in the substantial unemployment
category. Included are: New Haven,
Bridgeport, New Britain, and Waterbury.
So-called "moderate" unemployment of
from 3 to 5.9 percent exists in Hartford
and Stamford.
Promises of future assistance are not
satisfying to men and women who desperately need help today. Immediate
steps must be taken to aid those men and
women who have lost their jobs due to
circumstances they cannot control.
The amendment being offered today
would provide immediate relief to 300,000
unemployed Americans who have exhausted their unemployment benefits.
This amendment is identical to S. 973,
which I joined the distinguished Senator from Indiana in introducing on
February 25.
This legislation would amend the Federal-State Compensation Act of 1970 so
that workers laid off their jobs for 26
weeks would be eligible for 13 additional
weeks of Federal unemployment compensation. This additional aid to jobless
workers, it should be stressed, would be
started immediately with the Federal
Government assuming all costs.
Present law provides for extending unemployment insurance from 26 to 39
weeks only when the national insured
jobless rate reaches 4.5 percent for 3 consecutive months, a requirement that has
never been reached. This legislation reduces that requirement to 4 percent for
3 consecutive months. The rate of unemployment has exceeded this 4-percent
insured figure since September of 1970.
Costs of this extension of coverage, which
were to have been shared 50-50 with the
States, would be taken over completely
by the Federal Government.
The amendment also provides potential relief for more than 1 million Americans who are fast approaching the point
of benefit exhaustion and who have already been unemployed at least 15 weeks.
With the Federal Government funding
the extended coverage, benefits could begin now-and not 10 months from now
or longer, as called for by the 1970 act.
Mr. President, a recent article by
Frank C. Porter, published in the Wash-
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ington Post, discusses the sad fact that New Bedford and Lowell, Mass; Muskegonone-third of the Nation's major labor Muskegon Heights, Mich; Takoma, Wash.,
Wichita, Kans.
areas are now suffering "substantial" and
An area is classified as having substantial
unemployment. I ask unanimous con- unemployment
if its rate of at least 6 per
sent that the article be printed in the cent 1s expected to continue for two monthS
RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
JOBLESS RATE PASSES

6

PERCENT IN

50

MAJOR

AREAs

(By Frank C. Porter)
A third of the nation's 150 major la.bor
areas are now suffering "sulbstantial" unemployment--6 per cent or more-with the addition of five new cities in March, the Lalbor
Department announced yesterday.
And Seattle joined the classification of 12
per cent or more joblessness, the first malnland U.S . city to do so in at least nine years.
The 50 major areas in the substantia:! category is the highest since June, 1962, when
the country was emerging from its last recession. There were only eight so listed at this
time laSt year.
Yesterday's report helped cloud hopes
raised by two successive monthly declines i n
national unemployment--f~om 6.2 per cent
to 6 per cent in January and to 5.8 per cent
in February, although the number of jobs
and the average work week also dropped in
the latter mont h.
The new list was drawn, however, on the
basis of two-month-old data from January.
Any sulbsequent improvement in the over-aU
employment statistics could be reflected in
later reports.
The five additions ~e New Haven, Conn.
(6.5 per cent •u nemployment); Rocklford, Ill.
(6.7); Terre Haute, Ind. (7}; Worcester,
Mass. (7), and Binghamton, N.Y. (6.6).
Two areas already listed as substantia,l Brldgeport, Conn. , and Lawrence-Haverhlll,
Mass.-moved up to the 9 to 12 per cent
category this month. There are 10 ~eas in
this group now; there were none a year ago.
Seattle, which stands to :lose another 5 ,000
jobs as the result of the defeat of the SST
program in Congress Wednesday, moved up
from this latter category to the highest
group, those with at least 12 tpercent
unemployment.
Two Puerto Rican cities, Ponce a.nd Mayaguez, have been listed under this classification for a number of years. A Labor Department spokesman said he could find no mainland cities so listed at least as far back as
1962.

The following comp~es the status of 150
major labor areas today with February and a
year ago:

Groups
A. (Less than 1.5 percent unemployed) _____________________
B. (1.5 to 2.9 percent) ________ _____
C. (3 to 5.9 percent) ____ ____ __ ____
D. (6 to 8.9 percent) ______ ________
E. (9 to 11.9 percent) _____________
F. (12 percent or more) ___________

This
month

Last
month

Year
ago

0
8
92
37
10
3

0
13
92
34
9
2

0
52
90

6
0
2

The Labor Department describes Group A
as "overall shortage," B as "low unemployment," b as "moderate unemployment," and
D, E and F all as "substantial unemployment."
Larger cities included in Group D (6 per
cent to 8.9 per cent unemployed) are Los
Angeles, Detroit, San Diego, New Orleans,
Jersey City, Buffalo and Portland, Ore.
washington is one of the eight areas falling in Group B (1.5 to 2 .9).
The eight ~eas besides Bridgeport and
Lawrence-Haverhill in the next to highest
category, Group E (9 to 11.9), are Stockton,
Calif.; New Britain and Waterbury, Conn.;

or more. This is intended to rule out temporary aberrations or seasonal variations.
The Labor Department moved two ~eas
Muskegon, Mich., and Fresno, Calif.--onto
its list of "persistent" unemployment. This
means the average unemployment rate has
been at least 6 per cent for a year and has
been at least 50 per cent above the national
average for several years.

CUBAN SUCCESS STORY IN UNITED
STATES

Mr. CinLES. Mr. Presi'dent, as a Senator elec·t ed to represent the people of
Florida, I am deeply aware of the influences Cubans who have emigrated to the
United States have had on my State, and
I know also that with the passage of a
few years these people have made analmoo·t unbel'ievable transition from heavy
dependence on our government and its
resources to a degree of accomplishment
and self-reliance tha't seems impossible.
While ·t he State of Florida has received the greatest impact from this immigration, it has certainly had an effect
on the whole country. It is well th'at all
of us have an understanding of the
Cubans' developing role in our country
and how well they are adapting fu it. The
Washington Post for Sunday, March 28,
1971, published a comprehensive story
on the subject, whi'Ch I feel should be
brought to the attention of the Senate. I
therefore ask unanimous consent that
the article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SUCCESS STORY: U.S. CUBANs-REFUGEES
STRIDES IN INCOME, EDUCATION

MAKE

(By Haynes Johnson)
d~y. five clays a week, y~
in and out, tihe planes leave Florida emj)t.y,
touch down at Va.mdero 75 miles east of Havana and return filled with men, woonen a.nd
children. The passengers arrive ait Miami Internatlbnal Alirlport virtually destAtute, with
only the clothes on their backs. They are the
latest line in a.n old American story-the immigrtmts.
It is an em'Otlional scene as the Cubans ~e
reunited wi't'h relatives. Old men and women
meet their grandchildren for the first time.
Often, they find they cs.nnot under'st'and the
Amertcanrtzed Sp31nlsh 11he children speak.
There are tea.rs, embrlaces and frantic conV'ers&tlons.
Sometimes women proudly display wedding
rings they have worn on their 11oes tb avoid
!~-minute oonfisc'a.tion, the Last link to a
l!ife they halve :left behind. Then, a.fter processinlg, the refugees disa.ppeBir to !begin a
new life in a stmnge society.
One Cuban recalls the sense of bewilderment after he first arrived. It was 10 years
ago, on the eve of the Bay of Pigs invasion.
He was wa.ndiering down a street in Southwest Miami, stopping other Ouban refugees
and asking a.bolut mutual friends. "Where is
Enrique?" he a:sked. "He's :in the tra.in.ing
camps." "Camps?" he asked again. "w:Mt
oa.mps?" "Why, the training camps for the
invasion."
The Cubam c:olony at that time was 1n ferment, a place Where refugees clung stubbornly to their 1a.n.guage and customs. Older
Cubans still ma.intaln the'ir native customs-MIAMI.-Twice a
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cooking the pig at Christmas in a large hole
ciug in the ground oovered with banana
leaves and gathering a.t parties to sing ouba.n son~ut the emigres lOIIlg Since have
been assimil!a.ted inJto American culrture.
Grocery stores now sell as standard items
such Cuban staples as black beans, plantains
and yucca, along with Wheaties and frozen
TV dinners. Cubans who started in business
by selling their country's food and delivering
it to homes have branched out into restaurants appealing to all tastes. Others who
began by shin1ng shoes or as stock •b oys have
saved and moved up into broadly based ·b usinesses.
The Cubans today have written one of the
most nota.ble Amerioa.n success stories.
"Som.e historian some day writing a. sociological history of 11he United Sta.tes might
well analyze what happened to the CUban
people in the essentially Anglo-Saxon society
that we have," Rdbert Hurwi.tch, Deputy
Assistant Seoretary of State for Inter-Ameriown a.ffa.1.rs, has said. "A remarkable story."
NOTHING

BUT

ABIT.ITIES

Since Fidel Castro seized control of Ouba
in 1959, more than 410,000 CUbans have em-

igrated to the United States. A quarter of a
million have oome to Amerioa on the daily
flights that began in December, 1965. They
arrive With nothing but the1r abillties, and
often without knowledge of English.
The age and occupational breakdoWn. of
those leaving Cuba has changed since the airlift began. The largest single group, accounting for nearly 24 per cent of the refugees, are
between the ages of 6 and 18. The next largest, for almost 20 per cent, are between 30
and 39. The prime military age category from
19 to 29 accounts for nearly 9 per cent.
By occupation, more than 6 per cent ~
professional, semiprofessional or managerial,
with an addi,t ional 11.5 per cent in clerical
wnd sales and 9.2 per cent skilled workers.
Ohild!ren, students and housewives form 64
per cent of all refugees. These figures lie a.t
the heart of the Cuban success. By and large,
they are highly trained.
Today, 88 per cent of the Cubans are fully
self-supporting. Many refugees have risen to
positions of prominence in !business .and industry aflter starting over again, with ndthing, in a new ·c ountry.
Miami is now a ·b ilingual! city. There are
some 4,500 Cu'ban-owned businesses--everything from small restaurants to tpash n1ghtclubs, .cigar and shoe factories, heavy and
light industry concerns--and the economic
level of Oulba.ns is rising steadily. '11he mere
figures tell a dramatic story.
HIGH INCOMES

The average income of the Cuban family
is approximately $8,000 a year. In the highereducated and professiona.l groups, it is $18,000 or more per year. Some 49 per cent of
the OU'bans own their homes, and 22 per cent
are in the process of buying one. !Hundreds
of Cuban teachers work in public schools
attended by tens of thousands of Cul>Bn
refugee children. There is ~dly an area of
life on which the Cubans have not left their
m~k.

Americans who have dealt closely JWi'lih the
Cubans characterize them as extremely welladjusted and well-motivated: thrifty, hardworking, wi.illing to try anything.
"They have," one governmeDJt official said,
"made i't on Just pure guts."
COLLEGE PROGRANt CrrED

Howard Palm.atter, director of the Cuban
refugee program .for the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, cites one government program as an example. The governmeDJt operates a loan program for needy
OUban college students. Already, 11,000 loans
have been made.
"The repayment rate is fantastic," Palmatier says.
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What is most striking about the Cuban
experience is that rfew expeclted them to
adjust to America so successfully. Ten years
ago if you went to Miami, you could find
scarcely a Oulban who didn't think he was
here only temporarily. Everyone was ~t·
ing to return to CUba. The stories of OUJbans
slitting in their small rented stucco homes
along Southwest Eighth Street 'W'i'th their
suitcases already packed for departure whlle
anxiously telling the latest rumor o! Castro's
imminent overthrow were legion-and true.
Then, in the bitterness of the Bay of Pigs
disaster, a great sense of betrayal welled up
in the Cuban colony.
For months and even years afterward,
Miami was a cauldron, the breeding ground
for plots and vain-glorious schemes for action. Today, all that has changed.
"I am so different today that sometimes I
hardly recognize myself," said Roberto Sanroman, one of the commanders of the Bay
of Pigs invasion. "The hardest thing, I think,
is to face reality. But it is the bravest thing."
He was talking about the prospects of returning to Cuba. "I would like to go back to
Cuba," he said. "Of course. But I know it
would be different. It will not be the same
Cuba. Sometimes I think I would just like
to be able to travel through Cuba-and then
come back to my home here."
A CHANGE IN TONE

His 1s not an unusual view. Sit with
Cubans at night in their homes and you
will hear similar expressions. Their tone has
changed from an ardent militancy to philosophical reflection. Now, there is more of an
acceptance of conditions as they are, not as
they might have been. And then, subtly but
significantly, the conversation will switch
from Cuba to Vietnam or the economy or
their children.
"I used to stay involved, and try to keep
up on what was happening in Cuba," said the
wife of another Bay of Pigs invader who was
captured and later ransomed with the survivors of the Cuban brigade. "But I don't anymore. We work too hard, and we're too busy
1n our own lives."
That doesn't mean the old fire-and desire
to return to the homeland-has disappeared.
One Cuban was talking about the success
his people have made in business here, and
how the drain of talent (2,000 Cuban doctors have left Cuba since 1959, for instance,
about half the total number on the island
then), is bound to hurt Castro. Then he
said:
"You know, Fidel calls those of us who
have left gusanos (worms), and the Cuban
people call him El Caballo (the horse).
"Never forget, the worms always eat the
horse."

PRESIDENT OR MONARCH?
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, is it pos-

sible that the President of the United
States is surrounded by a court like that
of the emperors of old? Can it be that
the men who serve the President behave
quite like the sycophants who served such
tyrants as Adolf Hitler and Joseph
Stalin?
Two prominent American journalists
think so. Russell Baker, of the New York
Times, and Charles Peters, of the Washington Monthly, present their case in a
provocative review of three recently published books.
I ask unanimous consent that their
article, published in the Washington
Monthly for March 1971 be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

THE PRINCE AND His
WHITE HOUSE, THE

CoURTIERS: AT
KREMLIN, AND

THE
THE

REICHSCHANCELLERY

(By Russell Baker and Charles Peters)
The analogy between the modern presidency and the royal European court, bewigged, bejeweled, and beset with intrigue,
1s not original with George Reedy, but he is
the first to alarm us with notice that court
government is undergoing a 20th-century
rebirth in the White House. This renaissance
of the princely court, Reedy insists, is breeding immense danger for American go'Vernment, for much the same reason that the
17th and 18th-century courts of Western
Europe contributed to the development of
violent revolutions.
In both France and England, our immed1ate political forebears, kings lost their heads
because they had become unable to sense or
hear the intent and passion of their peoples
through the barriers of courts erected to
glorify and, ironically, to protect them.
Reedy suggests that the presidency is in
somewhat the same danger, and for essentially the same reasons.
The President, needing "access to reality''
in order to govern effectively, too often has
access, instead, only to a self-serving court of
flunkeys, knights, earls, and dukes in business suits, whose best chances of advancing
their separate fortunes usually lie in diverting reality before it can reach the President.
The result is a dangerous presidential isolation, which may be compounded in its peril
because court life works to persuade the
Plresident that he is more closely in touch
with reality than anyone else in the realm.
Thus, we had those repeated assertions
from Lyndon Johnson that only the President had all the facts on which to base decisions about Vietnam, when in truth he
lacked the first fact that was most essential
of all for a leader and easiest to learn outside
the White House court: to wit, that his people were not behind him as he waded deeper
and deeper into the quagmire. This isolation
from reality kept Johnson, and has since
kept Richard Nixon, obsessed with Southeast Asia as a prime problem of government
at a time when very few among the people
could sustain more than a :flickering interest
in it, and then only when aroused by White
House theatrics.
Reedy suggests that the presidency may
be confronted, if not with the headsman or
gulllotinist, with an institutional arteriosclerosis no less fatal at a time when the interests of government seem increasingly alien
to the interests of the governed.
When Reedy's ·b ook was first publ.i shed, its
importance as a work of political science was
discounted by some reviewers on grounds
that Reedy, as a member of the Johnson
staff, had based his treatise on a singularly
peculiar presidency, one in which parallels
to the Sun King were ludicrously easy to
draw.
Reedy's discussion of courtiers insulating
the President against reality was taken by
many readers as sour grapes, a subtle intellectual's way of taking his vengeance upon
the cleverer players of the court game who
had eased him into retirement. John Roche,
who stayed with President Johnson's staff to
the end, refers with mild contempt to the
notion that presidential staff aides can seriously be likened to royal courtiers.
Members of the Kennedy circle-that
strange, apparently indissoluble court in
search of a king--contend that Johnson was,
of course, susceptible to royal isolation by
slick courtiers. But not their man, not Jack.
The court analogy had no validity when applied to a President of superior competence.
And yet. . . . And yet. . . .
There were signs, not altogether superficial,
that the development of something remarkably like court life . had been rapidly accel-

erating at the White House since the arrival
of Franklin Roosevelt. With Roosevelt, the
presidency-for reasons not too difficult to
understand in an era that was dotting the
rest of the earth with strutting Caesars-entered a period of apotheosis. There had been
strong presidents before, but now we were
embarked on the time of the strong presidency, a time which 1s still with us.
THE TRAPPINGS OF COURT

In sheer body density alone, the insulation

around the presidency has thickened rapidly.
Herbert Hoover had a staff of only 42 persons.
A generation later, General Eisenhower, who
prided himself on taut administration, had
more than 2,000. Under Kennedy and Johnson, foreign-policy management groups were
moved into the White House, and !institutional divisions between domestic- .and foreign-policy barons began to develop. In the
Nixon White House, an ex;panding foreign
policy dukedOIIIl has been esta:blished under
Henry Kissinger with a staff of his own moving in independent orbit around Kissinger,
who simultaneously maintains a great-lord's
orbit around the President in the larger
White House universe.
The trappings of court began, simultaneously, to multiply. The custom-built carriages, magnificently engineered automOibiles
built expressly for the Wihite House. Gre81t
ocean-spanning jets kept constantly at 'l:lhe
ready. ~ecdal helicopters. Presidential appearances were preceded and surrounded by
the inevitable, ineffectual showing of the
private presidenttial bodyguard. Security at
the White House thickened. First, there were
the gates through which ordinary mortals
might not step. Inside, the lobbies swarmed
with hangers-on, most especially the press,
waiting for SOIIIle emanation to filter out
from the ruler burrowed deep behind offices
occupied ·by gentlemen of ascending importance. The elite might have entree to the
Oval Room, equivalent of the Royal Bedch'amber. For the su'b-elite there were certain
Presence Cham.bers where the Presidential
Magnificence might be seen in the flesh,
might indeed grant the boon of a smfle, of
a casual "Hi, there!" to the fortunate. And
there was the Wlrlte House Mess, where the
etiquette orf who might eat at what table
was of an 1nrtricacy that would surely have
bemused Louis XIV.
American fears of monarchy at the head
of government are familiar to SChoolboysthe debate rut the beginning about how the
leader of the new country should <b e styled,
the fears of the more republican founders
that the President mi~t develop into a king
and that the serut of government might develop into a court.
These fears survived from memories of
the abuses of the English court orf the 17th
and 18th centuries, at which people and
Parliament were frequently dealt 'With according to the advice of some royal 'favorite,
whose grasp of statecraft ended with a mastery of sycophancy. The most notoriously
inept of the courtiers whimsically given
power by kings was perhaps 'the Duke df
Buckingham, who seems to have bewitched
King James I 'With his male ·b eauty and skills
at flattery and royal companionship. Buckingham survived James to continue incompetent government into the reign of King
Charles r. When Buckingham was eventually
murdered, all England lit !bonfires to honor
his murderer. The experience of such government, repeated in differing degrees in the
reigns of Charles lli and James rr and later
under the Hanovers, was part of the 1ntellectual heritage of the men who !founded the
Republic. Hence, the distaste for cour.t s.
Reedy's thesis holds that the time the
Founders feared may have arrived at last,
unnoted under all the mock-serious political
uproar about kings, tyrants, an'd courtiers
that has been part of the currency of political campaigning throughout American
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history. Reedy, in fact, gives us a full-length
por trait of the courtier's life at the modern
presidential court.
And what is a courtier's life like at the
White House? Why, surprising to tell, not
terribly different from court life at the
Reichschancellery in the reign of Adolf
H itler, where a courtier's life was surprisingly
like life in the Kremlin, at the court of
Josef Stalin.
SERVILITY

BECOMES ENDEMIC

By an extraordinary publishing coincidence, Reedy's memoir appea rs in the same
year that Albert 'Speer and Nikita Khrushchev have given us their memories of life
at the top in Germany and Russia.* Neither
the Speer nor Khrushchev b ook concerns itself consciously with court life under Hitler
and stalin; yet, when they are read in context with Reedy. we are startled to discover
that the styles of government being described
by all three are remarkably alike.
At each court, for example, we find the
leader, or prince, treated with a deference
approaching reverence, which must inevitably tempt all but the humblest souls (who
axe rarely to be found running large aggressive states) to assume they possess a
superiority bordering on divinity. In time,
the man treated with such distinction begins to expeot it as his due. The sycophantic
Buckingham. repeatedly signed his notes to
the king, "Your faithful slave and dog," and
James seetns never to have told him that a
friend's groveling was embarrassing to the
king. Jack Valenti, who knew his man as
well as anyone in Washington, knew that
Lyndon Johnson would not bridle if Valenti
told the world he slept better for knowing
Johnson was in the White House. Princes,
whether monarchist, fascist, communist, or
democra.tic, become accustomed to feeling
like very special people.
Reedy writes of the White House:
"There is built into the presidency a series
of devices that tend to Temove the occupant
of the Oval Room from all of the forces
which require most men to rub up against
the hard facts of life on a daily basis. The
life of the White House is the life of a court.
It is a structure designed for one purpose
and one purpose only-to serve the material
needs and the desires of a single man. . . .
"He is treated with all the reverence due a
monarch. No one interrupts presidential
contemplation for anything less than a major
catastrophe somewhere on the globe. No one
speaks to him unless spoken to first. No one
ever invites him to "go soak your head"
when his demands become petulant a.nd
unreasonable."
Speer found a similar condition under
Hitler. He writes:
"There is a special trap fOT every holder o!
power. . . . His favor is so desirable to his
subordinates that they Will sue for it by
every means possible. Security becomes
endemic am.ong his entourage, who complete
among thetnselves in their show of devotion.
This exercises a sway over the ruler who
becomes corrupted in turn."
And in Moscow, at about the same time
Speer and colleagues were competing to persuade the Fuehrer of his surpassing excellence, Khrushchev and oom.mdes in Moscow
were busily laboring to show Stalin that
there was no duty more vital for them than
humoring his whims. At the end of a brutally
exhausting day, Khrushchev recalls:
"We would meet either in his study at the
Kremlin or, more often, in the Kremlin
movie theater. Stalin used to select the
* The Twilight of the Presidency by George
E. Reedy-World Publishing, 197 pages, $6.95.
Inside the Third Reich, Memoirs by Albert

Speer-The Macmillan Company, 676 pages,
$1'2.50. Khrushchev Remembers translated
and edited by Strobe Talbott-Little, Brown
and Company, 618 pages, $10.00.

movies himself. . . . When a movie ended,
Stalin would suggest, "Well, let's go get
something to eat, why don't we?" By now it
was usually one or rtwo o'clock in the morning . It was time to go to bed .... But everyone would say, yes, he was hungry, too. This
lie was like a reflex. We would all get into
our cars and drive to the dacha."
UNCOMFORTABLE TRUTHS

The prince, having become accustomed
through the assurances of the courtiers to
the sensa.tion of being an extraordinary human being, becomes more difficult to deal
with at certain times. One such time is the
moment when an uncomforta ble truth is delivered at the palace door. A courtier's first
instinct is to protect the prince, and there
are xationalizations for doing so in the unwritten court protocols, a.s Reedy notes:
"It is felt that this man is grappling with
problems of such tremendous consequence
that every effort must be made to relieve
him of the irritations that vex the average
citizen."
It vexes the average citizen, fully aware
of his own incompetence, to be forced to
dwell upon the fact that in life, things frequently don't work out. Imagine, then, the
difficulty of having to confront a prince,
conditioned to believe in his peculiarly excellent superiority, with the fact that his
policy is failing. There must be many of
Lyndon Johnson's dukes and earls who, remembering ·t he Vietnam years, would find it
possible to sympathize with Hermann
Goering's lines in an anecdote related by
Speer.
About to board his train to leave Berlin,
Goering was visited by General Adolf Galland. Goering took the occasion to reprimand Galland for having told Hitler that
American fighter planes had penetrated German territory. Galland said they would soon
be flying even deeper into Germany. "Fantasies!" Goering said. Galland said American fighters had already been shot down at
Aachen. "Impossible!" said Goering. And yet,
Galland insisted, the downed planes were at
Aachen.
"Goering finally declared: 'What must have
happened is that they were shot down· much
farther to the west. I mean, if they were
very high when they were shot down they
could ihave glided quite a distance farther
before they crashed.'
Not a muscle moved in Galland's face.
"Glided to the east, sir? If my plane were
shot up...."
"'Now then, Herr Galland," Goering fulminated, trying to put an end to the debate,
"I officially assert that the American fighter
planes did not reach Aachen."
"The General ventured a last sta.tement.
'But, sir, they were there!'
"At this point Goering's self-control gave
way. 'I herewith give you an official order
tha.t they weren't there! Do you understand?
American fighters were not there! Get that!
I intend to report tha.t to the Fuehrer.' "
It can't happen here? After the Sontay
raid failed to discover a single American prisoner of war, much less rescue one, Secretary of Defense Laird went to the White
House. What was this? A fa.ilure? Not at all,
Laird explained. It had been a triumph for
American intelligence.
Communism occasionally has the bad news
problem, too; and apparently deals with it
just as fascists and democrats do.
Khrushchev tells a story that had been
told to him by Mlkoyan. Demchenko, a member of the Ukrainian Politburo, called on
Mikoyan in Moscow.
"Here's wha.t Demchenko sa.id: •Anastas
Ivanovich, does Comrade Stalin-for that
ma.tter, does anyone in the Politburo--know
what's happening :in the Ukraine? A train recentiy pulled into Kiev loaded with corpses of
people who had starved to death. It had
picked up corpses all the way from Poltava
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to Kiev. I think somebody had better inform
Stalin about this situation.'
"'You can see what an abnormal sta.te of
affa.irs had developed when someone like
Demchenko, a member of the Ukrainian
Politburo, was afraid to go see St alin himself.'"
Actually, according to the eviden ce of our
three memoirists, it wasn't abnormal at all.
Rather than disturb the prince by becoming
the delivery agent for bad news, and thus
perhaps lose favor, the courtier elects to withhold from him information essential to realistic policy decisions. Or, to put it more
bluntly, his own interests are placed above
the interests of the prince and the state he
professes to serve.
Experienced courtsmen may find it naive
that anyone should expect them to behave
otherwise. The rationale has been finely
worked out; it has been articulated many
times by men explaining why they chose not
to voice their dissent from the Johnson war
policy. Open dissent ends one's chance to
exercise his benign influence within the government, and creates job openings to be filled
by less high-minded men. In brief, he who
runs awa:v shall live to run awa:v another da:v.
THE KEYS TO THE KINGDOM

Reedy, Khrushchev, and Speer give us comparable pictures of the oovancing corruption
created in rthe courtiers by their impulse to
establish and protect their intimacy with
the leader.
The White House assistants, writes Reedy,
constitute "the greatest of all barriers to
presidential access to reality." For them:
"There is only one fixed goal in life. It is
somehow to gain and maintain access to the
President. This is a process which resembles
nothing else known in the world except possibly the Japanese game of go, a contest in
which there are very few fixed rules and the
playing consists of laying down alternating
counters in patterns that permit flexibility
but seek to deny that :flexibility to the opponent. The success of the player depends
upon the whim of the President. Consequently, the President's psychology is studied
minutely, and a working day in the White
House is marked by innumerable probes to
determine which routes to the Oval Room are
open and which end in a bUnd alley."
This world sounds remarkably like the
court of King James I, at which the catholic
faction, finding rthe King between favorites
and knowing his weakness ·for handsome
young men, kept thrusting a lovely young
man of their choosing across the King's
path, in hopes of obtaining the keys to the
kingdom.
In Johnson's White House, rthe technique
at least must have been rather duller. The
basic method, Reedy reports, was "to be present either personally or by a proxy piece of
paper when 'good news' arrives and to be
certain that someone else is present when
the news is bad."
Speer found precisely the same principle
at work around Hitler. Writing of Martin
Bormann, ·h is bete noire, he sta.tes:
"Eorma.nn lfollowed the simple pil1nciple of
always remaining in closest proximity to the
source of all gra.ce and favor. He accompanied
Hitler to the Berghof and on trips, and in
the Chancellery never left his side until Hitler went rto bed in the early morning
hours. . . .
·
"The powerful men under Hitler were already jealously watching one another like so
many pretenders to the throne. QuLte early
there were struggles for position among
Goebbels, Goering, Rosenberg, Ley, Rimmler.
Ribbentrop, and Hess. . . . But none of them
recognized a threat in the shape of trusty
Bormann. He had succeeded in representing
himself as insignificant while imperceptibly
building up his bastions ."
"To be close .t o Stalin," Khrushchev remembers, "this seemed to be the crowning
moment of my career."
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And elsewhere, "I believed that everything
Stalin said in the name of the party was inspired by genius, and that I had only to apply it to my own life." As this comment
suggests, the courtier may, a.t some early
stage in the relationship, develop such a
psychological identity with his particular
prince that he will abandon his own judgment ,a nd, like a lover, submerge his identity
1n that of the prince. The sweet delirium of
ecstasy is produced when the prince returns
the worship with some small gesture of recognition.
"For me to speak with the idol of a nation," writes Speer, "to discuss building plans
with him, sit beside him in the theater, or
eat ravioli with him in the Osteria" was simply "overwhelming."
"Now I was completely under Hitler's spell,
unreservedly and unthinkingly held by him.
I was ready to follow him anywhere."
On cccasion, when Speer woulct greet Hitler with, "Heil, Mein Fuehrer!" H1tler would
reply with, "Heil, Speer!" At such moments,
Speer recalls, he felt "as if a medal has been
conferred upon me. . . . All the intrigues
and struggles for power were directed toward
eliciting such a word, or wbat it stood for."
YES MR. PRESIDENT, I AGREE
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overwhelmed him at the critical moment, as
Speer recounts:
"But at the situation conference, when
Hitler once again stressed the necessity of
holding out in Stalingrad, Keitel strode emotionally toward him, pointed to the map,
where a small remnant of the city was surrounded by thick red rings, and declared:
'Mein Fuehrer, we will hold that!' "
It is enough to make one sympathize with
a tyrant, for the determination of his courtiers to deceive him for their own personal
ends-if he is aware of it--confronts him
with problems as baffling as those posed by
an enemy state's diplomacy.
Rarely is combat among the courtiers pursued to much political purpose in these 20thcentury courts. Old scores are settled. There
is intrigue, jealousy. One may win prerogatives that can be gloated upon. There is the
satisfa.ction of public recognition, of being
Vlrritten about with awe in the press, and
other small chaff. On great issues, however,
the court is rarely a court in the Elizabethan
sense, but rather more like that self-applauding cheering section which modern American politicians like to call a "team." Members are permitted to work out personal rivalries behind the arras, but on issues of substance every man must shape up, and work
with the team.
With court struggle fought out along petty
personal lines, the courtiers are inevitably
reduced to demeaning little maneuvers to
protect their backs, while working into good
knife position vis-a-vis their immediate opponents.
Bormann, Speer recalls, avoided long business trips and vacations for fear another
would insinuate himself during the absence
into Bormann's place. "The man with the
hedge clippers," Speer calls Bormann. "He
was forever using all his energy, cunning,
and brutality to prevent anyone from rising
above a certain level."
Speer himself was not without skill at
the struggle. Hitler often explained the elimination of important men on grounds that
they were in ill health. Politicians, therefore,
"pricked up their ears" when they heard of
Hitler's associates being "sick." And so, to
keep his profile discreetly low, Speer, even
when he became "really sick," deemed it
"advisable to remain as active as possible."
Khrushchev, referring to personal competition for favor in the Kremlin, describes
Stalin's men as "tearing at each other's
throats." Indeed, as his version of the Beria
story reveals, Khrushchev himself, by the
time of Stalin's death, had become superbly
adept at tearing throats.
"The lif-e of a courtier," Reedy comments,
"is to be Sammy Glick or to fight Sammy
Glick."

Receiving the recognition and approval of
the leader becomes a pleasure so powerful
that the strongest of courtiers find it difficult
to deny themselves. The empty-headed thrills
which the younger KhTushchev and Speer
derived from the notice of their leaders may
be dismissed as the naturwl response of innocence in the presence of e. celebrity. But
what are we to make of the account of a National Security Council meeting under Lyndon Johnson, as recounted by Chester Cooper
in The Lost Crusade? COoper writes:
"The President, in due course, would announce his decision and then ;poll everyone
in the room--Council members, their assistants, and members of the White House and
NSC staffs. 'Mr. Secretary, do you agree with
the decision?' 'Yes, Mr. President.' 'Mr. X,
do you agree?' 'I agree, Mr. President.' During
the process I would frequently fall into a
Walter Mitty-like fantasy: When my turn
came I would rise to my feet slowly, look
around the room and then directly at the
President, and say very quietly and emphatically, 'Mr. President, gentlemen, I most
definitely do not agree.' But I was removed
from my trance when I heard the President's
voice saying, 'Mr. Cooper, do you agTee?' And
out would come a 'Yes, Mr. President, I
agree.'"
The courtier's need to please his leader
often has disastrous consequences for the
people on the other end of royal decisions.
When the Russians surrounded Hitler's Sixth
Army at StalingTad, at a critical moment 1n
KENNEDY AND O'DONNELL
World War II, a black reality began to threaten the Fuehrer's notion that the Wehrmacht
This compos! te portrait of the new courts
could not be defeated. At the timid sug- Wihioh seem to flourish aT'IOUlld great political
gestion of a general, he was even consider- power in our century explains a great deal
ing an effort to save the Army by breaking about why things go wrong in modern govout into a retreat until Reichsmarshal Goer- ernments. The court imbues the prince with
ing entered the room:
both religious and antionalistic character"Depressed, with a beseeching note in his !stics that make him a tLgwre of aJWe. ( 'I
SUip!pOI"t
the President," Amemcans will say,
voice, Hitler asked him: 'What about supplying Stalingrad by air?' Goering snapped on most issues in which they have no imto attention and declared solemnly: 'My mediate financial or blood interest. It is
leader! I personally guarantee the supply- closely akin to saying, "I support the flag.'')
ing of Stallngrad by air. You can rely on
The courtiers tend to identify the prince
that.'"
with the state. ("What is good for Josef
His delusion of invincibility thus restored, Stalin is good for the Soviet Union," to paraHitler would hear no more talk of retreat. phrase the young Khrushchev in American.)
He ordered the Sixth Army to stay and fight To help the state, the courtier must reach a
it out in Stalingrad, where it slowly faced position of intimacy with the prince, and to
extinction when Goering's promise proved do this he must block or eliminate other
totally fabricated-as everyone on the Gen- courtiers moving toward the same goal. Above
eral Staff knew it would. Finally a group all, he must please the prince. And a prince
of generals persuaded Chief of Staff Keitel to who has been conditioned to consider himrecommend to Hitler an evacuation of the self a quasi-divine blend of flag, cause, and
Army's helpless survivors. It was the only country is most unlikely to be pleased at
sane thing to do, and Keitel promised that being exposed too frequently to reality.
he would. The courtier's instinct, however,
The danger becomes obvious, and Reedy

has stated it. Our leaders, whatever their
ideology, may very possibly be out of touch
with the world that the rest of us llive in.
That hostile grille fence which keeps us
away from the White House has two sides.
The other seals off the President from the
country he thinks he is governing.
As all this suggests, the courtier-prince relationship is almost inevitably corrupting
to both parties. Consiider the relationship of
John Kennedy and one of his finest coUI1tiers,
Kenneth O'Donnell. In his memoirs published last year in Life, O'Donnell stated
that Kennedy planned !in 1963 to end the
Vietnam war in 1965, aJf.t er his reelection had
been assured. O'Donnell, with his oourtier's
tendency to identify prince with state and
place the welfare Of rUler above all, saw
nothling morally wrong, and to this day apparently falls to see anyrthing out Of order,
with Kennedy's willingness to let men continue dying through 1963 and 1964 'because
it was poldtically awkward to end the war
before .assuring his own reelection.
What motivates the courtier? Money has
something to do with it. Throughout hlstory,
the non-rioh have tended to seek the patronage and protootJion of the rich. But money is far from the whole story. Another
factor is the need to function, the opportunity the courtier gets to use hls talents, to
prove his mastery of special skills. Men wielding the pen or the brush naturaJ.ly gravitate to the castle. Italian artists, for example,
were given liberal use of church walls and
domes to turn their talents to issues of
ethereal importance in return for ignoring
the rapacity and decadence of the princes
who gave them their chance. Likewise, Albert
Speer was able to blur away Hitler's final
solution for the Jews as he focused on his
own job perf<>a'm.ance. "I of,t en ask myself
what I would have done if I had recognized
Hitler's real face oand the true nature of
the regime he had established," Speer said.
"The answer was ... my position as Hitler's
architect had become indispensable . . . I
was in accord with the system so long as it
permitted me to function effectively."
But the need to function is not the whole
story, either. Note that Speer did not say
"my position as architect,'' but rather, "my
position as Hitler's architect" (our emphasis) . This 1s finally what is most depressing
of all: the compulsion of men to seek their
identities in the gaudier identity of someone they perceive to be greater than they.
It is the religious impulse perverted so that
one's allegiance is to LBJ rather than to
an idea cf what the President should be.
THE PRINCE-SUBSTITUTE

Of course, most of us do not have a real
prince to have faith in. We have evolved
something like a prince-substitute, however,
in the governmental and corporate bureaucracies, the universities, organized labor,
foundations, with which so many of us are
so unhappily familiar. Here we see working
most of the same principles which animate
life at the great political courts. Speer's willingness to overlook Hitler's mass murders as
irrelevant to his specialty is similar to
Khrushchev's position on Stalin's purges, as
Khrushchev recalls:
"A list was put together of the people who
should be exiled from the city. I don't know
where these people were sent. I never asked.
[ f you weren't told something, that meant it
didn't concern you."
And although these examples are perhaps
more dramatic, the attitudes are identical
to those of today's corporate specialist-say
the advertising men at General Motors, who
didn't feel responsible for the unsafe cars
produced by their company. Modem institutions remind us in other ways of the
courts-the elevation of the organization to
suprahuman importance, the minuet of the
courtiers, the increasing difficulty of perceiving reality.
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The universities, for example, are still puzzled about "what the kids really want."
AT&:r is still trying to figure out why it
didn't anticipate a rising demand for phone
service in New Yorio. Penn Central executives
are still amazed that there was no one
around the office who knew how to run a
railroad. The unions are irritated because
blacks excluded from jobs by union policy
accuse them of racism. And so on, and on, and
on. The organization man has already become the characteristic man of our time,
the man who shapes our destiny after the
princes have finished reciting their ghostwritten (by organization men) speeches.
A prophetic article in The Observer of
London, written about Speer in 1944, is
worth recalling, for what it says about our
own time.
"Speer is, in a sense, more important for
Germany today than Hitler, Rimmler, Goering, Goebbels, or the generals. They all have,
in a way, become the mere auxiliaries of the
man who actually directs the giant power
machine-<:harged with drawing from it the
maximum effort under maximum strain ...
In him is the very epitome of the 'managerial revolution.'"
"Speer is not one of the flamboyant and
picturesque Nazis. Whether he has any other
than conventional political opinions at all is
unknown. He might have joined any other
political party which gave him a job and a
career. He is very much the successful average man, well dressed, civil, noncorrupt, very
middle class in his style of life, with a wife
and six children. . . . [He] symbolizes a type
which is becoming increasingly important in
all bell1gerent countries: the pure technician,
the classless bright young man without background, with no other original aim than to
make his way in the world and no other
means than his technical and managerial
ability. It is the lack of psychological and
r.piritual ballast and the ease with which he
handles the terrifying technical and organizational machinery of our age, which makes
this slight type go extremely far nowadays. . . . This is their age; the Hitlers and
Himmlers we may get rid of, but the Speers,
whatever happens to this particular special
man, will long be with us."
And so they are, the new courtiers, rising
at their most efficient to heights where they
seem very close to becoming the organization,
but never quite. One day, we are surprised
that the organization has sloughed off one
brilliant young man and found another immediately to replace him.
In a thousand conference rooxns, where
the smell of moral sterility is as strong as
ether in a hospital corridor, the new
courtiers do their minuet each day and the
organizations slip further and further from
reality.
"How many of us [Reedy asks] have sat
without protest through meetings where
glorified nonentities expounded profound
platLtudes in the non-thought and the 'innovative' non-proposal? How many of us have
writhed in secret agony while 'dedicated'
mediocrities have responded with the organization man's version of Alleluia: 'That
grabs me. Run it up the flagpole and I'll
salute it'?
"These obscenities have become the condition of life in the modern world-in business, in labor, in liberal and conservative
organizations, in publishing, in education,
and even in our churches. And when they
reach government, where decisions are life
and death for hundreds of millions of people, they reach the ultimate of the intolerable . . . .
"Somehow this thing must be made human again. Somehow we must learn to
govern our people from an office that is secular and not from a court that is sanctified.
If our destruction comes, it will be because
we placed our faith--our unquestioning
faith-in institutions that were only brick

and wood and in men who were only flesh
and blood and this seexns to be the condition of the last half of the twentieth century."
Speer's personal lament may already apply
to thousands who have never dreamed of
Nazism and serve as epitaph for generations
to come. "Years later, in Spandau," he
writes, "I read Ernst Cassirer's comment on
the men who of their own accord threw away
man's highest privilege: to be an autonomous
person.
"Now I was one of them."

DRASTIC CHANGES NEEDED

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, the
need for health care reform in this
country is generally accepted, although
the method for accomplishing it is not.
The problem facing us is twofoldthere is, first of all, an imbalance between supply and demand; there are
great shortages of well-trained medical
personnel and a need for adequate facilities. The second part of the problem is
that those personnel and facilities which
we do have are poorly distributed geographically.
To put it another way, we must develop a health care system that will provide the same high level of service to
everyone at prices all can afford.
There is no official in our Government, reports Victor Cohn in today's
Washington Post, "with proper authority to help, declared responsible for developing possible solutions to the growing health crisis."
Mr. Cohn is an able and articulate observer, and what he has to say should be
read by all persons interested in this
pressing national problem. Therefore,
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that his column be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
DRASTIC CHANGES NEEDED FOR BETTER
NATIONAL HE.:\LTH

(By Victor Cohn)
What this country needs for its health is
a secretary of health. It needs someone in
charge of this floundering area--an official
with proper authority and help, declared responsible for developing possible solutions
to the growing health crisis.
Strange as it may seem, it has no one
such official now, and even under President
Nixon's new federal reorganization planwhich includes a Department of Human Resources, including health-it will have none
without some drastic further changes.
This conclusion seexns inescapable to thts
reporter after some weeks spent watching
the highly partisan debate over how to provide us with better national health. Consider
these sickly results of recent federal nonpl·a nning:
The Nixon Administration proposal for
national heal.t h insurance would omit a
large part of the population, though insuring the health of many private health insurors.
The most publicized counter-plan the
Kennedy-Griffiths health bill, prom1ses
more. But a health specialist for the Nationall Urban League says that: "'Nowhere in the
myriad of b11ls, resolutions or plans advanced to date is there any clear mandate to
establish and implement with speed any coordinated health system."
The administration and Congressional
health forces are vying to construct a new
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crusade against cancer to cost an extra $100'
or $200 million a year just to start----while
research lags on many other diseases whose
victixns also sicken and die. ·R esearch areas
like over-population, alcoholism, heart disease, cerebral palsy, mental retardation and
children's diseases need funds too.
Health in the United States is a $70 billion a year industry. Medicare and Medicaid
are costing millions more than anyone ever
predicted. The national health bill may
reach $200 billion in another 20 years. Yet.
only in the past year has this administration
even begun to think about cheaper health
delivery. Last year it spent $1.6 billion for
biomedical research, 1b ut less than $18 million for health delivery research.
There has been equally little systems
study of health, as versus the narrower subject of medical care. Sweden has 83 doctors
per 100,000 population, yet has half the
death rate among middle-age men as the
U.S. with 140 doctors per 100,000. Is training
more doctors and •p aying for more care our
most economical health strategy? No one is
asking this question on any respecta.b'le
scale.
Who should? No one knows. Exa.mifne
the huge Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, which may soon become part
of an even more Pentagonian Department
of Human Resources, and you find an
astonishing lack of health planning at any
point, Who's responsible? No one--or every
one.
A parade of seoretaries has failed to master HEW's appalling machinery, though a
few-the best was Wilbur Cohen-made a
pretty good show of it. Secretary Elliot Richardson is a.ble, bright and extraordinarily
well -informed on health for a layman. But
he would probwbly be first to testify that he
la.cks time to be a "secretary of health" as
well as secretary of HEW.
The department's highest health official is
not even an underseoretary but one of seven
assistant secretaries. All with some pieces of
health action. This assistant secretaryship
for health and scientific affairs was slated to
go to Dr. John Knowles (director of Massachusetts General Hospital) at the outset of
the Ni&on era. The American Medical Association and the late Sen. Everett Dirksen
of lllinois (AMA headquarters) opposed
Knowles. And health lost. During a fight that
lasted 'for months, HEW's various health
tasks were grabbed by various assistant secretaries, deputies, "assistants to," etc.
A nice man, Dr. Roger 0. Egeber'g, finally
got the job. He had been a good dean of the
University of Southern California Medical
School. Washington was different. He never
did get control.
Suddenly health heated up. Sen. Kennedy
began calling it "the country's fastest-gr'Owing failing business" and proposing solutions.
Says one admlnistra.tion official: "In September there was a decision that this was a year
of health. So a hysterical exercise began.
There were no health plans on the shelf, as
there should have been."
In February, practically panting, HEW
Undersecretary John G. Veneman (ex-Medicare-Medicaid chairman in the California
legislature) , Deputy UnderseCretary Robert
Patricelli (a lawyer) and Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation Lewis Butler (a
lawyer) presented the Nixon "National
Health Partnership." It would require businessmen and employees to chip in for a high
minimum level of group insurance; it would
provide most low-income families private
policies paid for entirely or 1n part by the
government.
But part-time employees would be excluded from the group plan. Low-income families
would get only 30 days' hospital care per
illness. Low-income singles or marrieds without children would still ge't only present welfare medicine or Medicaid. Those 65 and over
would be left with Medicare, which is paying
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less than half their health costs. They would
have to start paying part of their hospitalization on 13th instead CYf 61st day (while
being relieved of one $5.30-a-month charge) .
Health experts immediately told the Kennedy health subcommittee that Mr. Nixon
apparently wanted to charge the old less
when they're well but more when they're
sick. Under the group plan, a. $7,000-a-year
worker might have to pay $1,800, a. quarter
of his <Salary, for a. $5,000 illness.
Also, critics have emphasized, the adminiStration plan rests almost entirely on extending private (Blue Cross, Blue Shield and
commercial) insurance. The commercial sector may ·b e a. weak reed.
The February Social Security Administration Bulletin showed that operating "expenses" of commercial insurors for group
health policies averaged 13 per cent of premium income in 1969. Expenses of non-profit
Blue Cross plans averaged 6 per cent. Social
Security's expenses in operating Medicare
were between 2 and 3 per cent (omitting rent
and many other hidden costs) .
Major health insurors like Prudential and
Aetna. replied that their expenses were only
about 4Y:z per cent for large groups-and,
given a government mandate to cover much
of the country, they could do as well as Blue
Cross.
Maybe so. Scrutiny of the 1969 figures of
even the biggest, most efficient firms (like
Aetna., Equitable, Metropolitan Life) shows
that their overall group coverage of expenses
ran 9 and 10 per cent. Expenses of smaller
firms ran as high as 26 or 50 or even nearly
100 per cent in a large number of cases.
Bankers Multiple Life Insurance Co. of
Chicago, an advertiser of "Medicare supplemental protection" in The Washington Post
and Washington Sunday Star of Feb. 28,
"earned" $5,270,39g in premiums in ·1 969, ·b ut
paid out only $2,248,273. The rest was "expenses." (Figures from Chilton's Spectator,
annual health insurance review issue, September, 1970).
The Administration has promised legislation to regulate health insurors. It is clear
that it w.ll have to regulate most of them
out of existence--or that Sen. Kennedy may
be right when he questions putting a national system in the hands of a demonstrably
high-cost industry.
Yet no one has clearly demonstrated that
a new government plan can control costs
any better than the government has under
Medicare. Sen. Kennedy's hearings have shed
some light and more heat-because they
have mainly been an adversary procedure between the Massachusetts senator and his administration, AMA and private health insurance foes.
It is perfectly true politically that Kennedy
must build support for his own national
health plan or see it tossed in the wastebasket when Wilbur Mills introduces his
plan.
But 1S there any better way to develop a
national health pla.n? In Great Britain during World War II, Conservatives, labor and
the British MediC'al Association agreed one
was needed. The famous Beveridge Commission produced a plan, which was then submitted to political debate. It had defects. But
it at least followed dispassionate examination of all the alternatives.
The United Stla.tes 1S sick, of course, of
dead-end commissions as substitutes for action. But in this case--where there is already wide agreement among all parties that
a new health plan is necessary-why couldn't
Congress: (1) agree by resolution on the goal
(185 much health care for everyone as the
country can afford) : (2) create fl, commission to propose either one or alternate plans;
(3) then subject these to political debate?
As to the missing health boss or planner
in the Department of HEW or whatever it becomes, Dr. Edmund D. Pellegrino of the

State University of New York at Stony Brook
has now been asked to succeed Dr. Egeberg.
He iS, it 1S said, a good and strong man. But
if the President's new reorganization is
adopted, he will find himself (as mere "administrator for health") topped by a secretary, deputy secretary, undersecretary and
assistant secretary, and who knows how many
·~sistants to."
The canny Wilbur Cohen's current answer
is: make the top health official (and the top
education and welfare officials) "secretaries"
too--under the secretary of the larger department. This may sound like a small
change, he argues, but "you could get a
better man for the job; it would give him
more prestige in the government; it would
give him acceptance by the professionals in
his field." It is at least one mechanism that
might say clearly: this 1S the responsible
health man, where no one with real prestige
and authority is responsible now.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEPARATION
OF POWERS HOLDS HEARINGS ON
EXECUTIVE IMPOUNDMENT OF
APPROPRIATED FUNDS
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, on March
23, 1971, the Judiciary Subcommittee on
Separation of Powers, of which I am
chairman, began 3 days of hearings on
a very important question involving the
separation of powers doctrine.
The impoundment, by the executive,
of funds appropriated by Congress is an
occurrence which has been practiced by
the executive branch of the Government
since almost the beginning of the Republic, but which has increased enormously
in the past few years. During the hearings, the subcommittee has been fortunate to hear from several witnesses who
voiced grave concerns over our system
of checks and balances in the face of
executive thwarting of congressional intent when funds appropriated by Congress are manipulated by the administration to effect a policy not in conformity
with that which Congress directed.
For the benefit of Members of Congress
and all other interested persons, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD my opening statement at
these hearings and a partial list of impoundments by the executive branch as
of February 23, 1971, supplied to the
subcommittee by the Office of Management and Budget. The list does not include $1.925 million for low-rent public
housing and $732.1 million for the model
cities program which were impounded in
the Department of Housing and Urban
Development as of March 1, 1971.
There being no objection, the statement and the list were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SAM J. ERVIN,
JR., CHAmMAN, SUBCOMMITI'EE ON SEPARATION OF POWERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
JUDICIARY AT HEARINGS ON EXECUTIVE IMPOUNDMENT OF APPROPRIATED FuNDS MARCH

23,1971
The Subcommittee on Separation of Powers today begins hearings on a subject that
goes directly to the heart of the separation
of powers doctrine: the impoundment by
the Executive branch of funds duly appropriated by the Congress.
The growing practice of Executive impoundment is yet another in a long line of
developments in the operation of our national Government which erode the powers of the
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legislative branch and contribute to the
steady deterioration of the constitutional
principles upon which this nation rests.
Impounding--or reserving, freezing, withholding, sequestering, depending on semantical choice-is not a new concept, and when
undertaken for proper purposes, it may be
quite useful in effecting economy. Various
procedures have been used over the years, the
most common being the reserving of funds
to prevent deficiencies in a Federal program,
or to effect savings. Impoundment also sometimes occurs when Congress, for some special
reason such as war or economic unrest, passes
appropriations as nothing more than ceilings
on expenditures, leaving it within the discretion of the Executive branch to expend the
funds. Moreover, impoundment may occur
as the result of a specific congressional mandate. Under any of these forms of impoundment, the Executive branch is permitted--or
required-to withhold funds under certain
specified conditions.
However, impoundment unfortunately occurs under circumstances when the Executive branch, for reasons of its own, wishes to
avoid expending sums which the Congress
has explicitly directed to be spent for some
particular purpose. It is this situation which
poses a threat to our system of Government
and which so patently violates the separatioA.
of powers principle.
Let it be established at the outset that
neither I nor my colleagues in the Congress
who are concerned over this problem wish
the Executive branch to expend the taxpayer's money foolishly. On the contrary, it 1S
well known that I advocate a. balanced national budget and ever greater economy in
the Government. Nor is thiS a partisan problem. Impoundment has occurred under Democratic and Republican administrations, and
is as objectionable under one as under the
other.
In fact, the Anti-Deficiency Acts of 1905 and
1906, provide that appropriated monies may
"be so apportioned by monthly or other allotments as to prevent expenditures in one
portion of the year which may necessitate
deficiency or additional appropriations to
complete the service of the fiscal year for
which said appropriations are made." 1 These
Acts were passed as an aid to economy, but
the impoundment process ha.s, over .the years,
evolved into a major policy tool. By employing impoundment for policy reasons, the Executive branch has, on many occasions, nullified policies of Congress which had ·b een enacted into appropriations statutes.
Under the Constitution, all legislative power is vested in the Congress, including the
power to appropriate money. Article I, section
9, provides that "No money shall be drawn
from the Treasury but in Consequence of
Appropriations made by Law." As one scholar,
Leonard D. White, in his book, The Federalists, said, the Founding Fathers took the
utmost care" ... to ensure that public funds
would be legally expended, to prevent either
misapplication or embezzlement, and to
guarantee that the immediate representatives of the people would bear the responsibility for determining how much money
should. be provided, the sources from which
it should. be derived, and the purposes to
which it should be applied." [Emphasis sup-

plied.]
The President, on the other hand, is given
no role in legislation save for the power to
recommend "such Measures as he shall judge
necessary and expedient" provided in Article
2, section 3, of the Constitution, and the power granted him under Article I, section 7,
to veto measures passed by the Congress,
subject to being over-ridden by a two-thirds
vote of both houses. He does have the clear
1 Act of February 27, 1900, Chapter 510.
Section 3, 34 Stat. 48-49).
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responsibility to "Take Care that the Laws be
faithfully executed," as required by Article
2, section 3. Certainly the Founding Fathers
did not intend to give the President any discretion when they imposed that duty upon
him. On the contrary, they intended that he
execute all laws passed by the Congress, irrespective of any personal, political, or philosophical views he might have.
He has no authority under the Constitution to decide which laws will be executed
or to what extent they will be enforced. Yet,
by using the impounding technique, the
President is able to do just that. He is also
a~ble to effect policy fby determining wthich of
the ~aws passed iby Congress he will enforce
a~nd to what extent.
It is equaJ.ly evident that the Founding
Fathers intended to limit the veto power of
the President to the procedure outlined in
Article I, Section 7, which gives him only a
limited veto, subject to being overridden by
the Congress. Yet under the impoundment
procedure the President is, in effect, able to
veto measures absolutely, after they have
been passed by the Congress and signed by
him.

Perhaps even more shocking is the fact
that impoundment enables the President to
effect an item or line veto. Such a power
cleavly is prohibited by the Oonstitutton
which only empowers him to veto eDJtire bills·.
Thus, by impounding appropriated funds, the
President 'is able to modify, reslhape, or
nullify completely, laws passed by the legislative branch, thereby making legislative policy
through Executive power. SUch an illegal
exercise of the power of his office flies directly
in the face of clear constitutional provisions
to the contrary.
In thiis era, the powers of the Executive
branch have become dominant in the operation of the governmental struoture. The
"power of the purse" is one of the few remaining tools which Congress can use to
oversee and control the burgeoning Federal
bureaucracy. Oongress is constitutionally
obligated to make legislative policy, and is
accountable to the citizens for car:rying out
that obligation. The impoundment practice
seriously interferes with the successful operation of that principle and places Congress in
the paradoxical and belittling role of having
to lobby the Executive bra.nch to carry out
the laws it passes.
The impoundment practice has existed
throughout this century, although it did not
reach its height until the depression and the
war years, when it becam.e a means of coping
with economic pressures and the necessity
of centralizing the management of the nation's war effort. While many observers feel
that impoundment during the war years
appea.red at the time to be necessary to give
effect to the President's war powers, the
practice unfortunately did not abate following the wa.r, but has expanded steadily since
that time, spreading from military spending
to the civilian sphere.
The increase in impoundment has a.ttracted the attention of the Congress from
time to time, and individual members have
decried its use; however, the practice has
never been studied in depth by a congressional committee and one administration
after another has engaged in impounding
with the apparent acquiescence of the Congress.
This Subcommittee in 1969 atte·m pted to
gather information from the !Executive
branch of the Government regarding the extent of impoundment, the amount of money
being imoounded a n d for what projects, and
the constitutional grounds upon which the
practice was based. The Subcommittee wrote
every department, agency, commission, and
board in the Government requesting that
they submit a comnlete listing of impounded
funds appropriated for their use for the fiscal
years 1945-1969. The nearly 40 polite replies

received by the Subcommittee demonstrated
the difficulty in obtaining substantive information about impoundments. One particular
example was the response submitted by the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, which
has since been reorganized as the Office of
Management and Budget. The document, entitled "Examples of Reserves Established Under Specified Circums l;ances, 1945-1969",
presented a very sparse listing of so-called
"reserving" actions, and failed to mention
many examples of impoundment cited by
scholarly writers on the subject. In fact, the
only "examples" included were those which
least brought the impoundment practice into
question. The report did not even allude to
such blatant incidents of impoundment as
the cancellation of the aircraft carrier Forrestal in 1950.
From fragmentary reports, of course, we
know that impoundment has been a widespread practice since World War II. It has
been used extensively where Congress has
appropriated money in addition to what the
President has requested in his budget. These
"add-on" funds have been impounded on a
number of occasions by Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon.
One question we shall try to answer in
these hearings is whether impounding is being practiced more today than in the past.
Within the last few weeks, it has been revealed .t hat the Nixon administration has
pla~eed in reserve or otherwise left unappropriated a total of more than $12 billion of
appropriated funds. A list submitted by OMB
to the Senate Appropriations Committee revealed that $11.145 billion was in this status
as of February 23, 1971. Later testimony before the House Subcommittee of the Senate
Banking Committee indicated that another
$1.124 b1llion appropriated for urban programs was also in reserve. According to my
off-hand calculations, this total of $12.2 billion represents nearly 20 per cent of the total
of controllable items in President Nixon's
budget for fiscal year 1971. If I am wrong on
this score, 'then we want to clear this matter
up during .t he hearings.
At this •t ime, I will insert into the reoord
( 1) the list of monies in reserve or otherwise
unapportioned as of February 23, 1971, {2)
a list provided by the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development of funds for his department's programs which were in reserve
on March 1, 1971, and (3) the letter of May
28, 1969, from the Bureau of the Budget to
the Subcommittee.
Participating today in our disoussion of
the questions ilnvolving the President's power
to impound appropriated funds will .b e
Stewart L. Udall, a former Secretary of the
Interior; Joseph L. Alioto, mayor of San
Franoisco; Representative Charles E. Bennett of Florida; F. C. 'l'urn.er, administrator
of the Federal Highway Administration; and
William J. Driver, a former administrator of
the Veterams Administration.
On Wednesday, we expect to have with us
Caspar Weinberger, deputy director of the
Office of Management and Budget; Professor
Harvey Ma.nefleld of Oolumbia University;
Raymond C. Coulter, deputy solicitor of the
Interior Department; and Dr. Warren J.
Wisby, director of the National Fisheries and
Aquru"ium.
On Thursday, panelists will include Profesoor Joseph Cooper of Rice University; Professor Brownlee Sands O<»T1n of Goucher
College; Wi111am G. Rehnquist, assistant attorney general, Office of Legal Counsel, Depa.r<tm.ent of Justice; Elmer B. Staats, comptroller general of the United States; and
Robert Keller, assistant comptroller general.
We are pleased to have with us for all three
days Professor S. Loch JohJnson of the University of North Ca.rolina at Chapel Hill.
Professor Johnson was instrumental in assisting Senaltor Church assemble materials
and researc!h for his article on impoundments
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which was published last year in the StanLaw Review. I will insert Senator
Church's article in the record at a 1ater time.
We are also pleased to have with us Professor Preble stolz of the University of California School of Law at Berkeley, now Visiting Professor of Law, Yale University, who
will take part in these discussions throughout the three days. P.rofessor Stolz has raJ.ded
this Subcommittee in its past studies of the
Federal judiciary.
The Library of Congress has been kind
enough to lend us the services of Louis Fisher,
an analysist on the sta.ff of the Congressional Research Service, formerly assistant
professor, Queens College, who has wr.iltten
three very helpful a.rticles on this subject,
which I shall also insert in the record at a
later period. We are delighted to have Mr.
Fisher wilth us during the course of 11hese
hearings as a specLal consultant.
I also would like to acknowledge at this
time the valuable contribution to this inquiry which has been made by Mary Louise
Ramsey, a legislative attorney in the American Law Division of the Con~essional Research Service of The Library of Congress.
Three years ago, Miss Ramsey did exhaustive
research at the Committee's request and
prepared for us a memorandum on impoundment. Recently, she updated this earlier
work, and I will insert these two outstanding memoranda in the record at a Ia,ter
time.
Last--but not least by any means--we
are pleased to welcome the Subcommittee's
distinquished professional consultants, who
have rendered great service to the Subcommittee during the past several years. I
welcome Professors Phdlip B. Kurl:and of the
University of Chicago Uaw School, Alexander
M. Bickel, and Ralph K. Winter, Jr., of Yale
Law School, and Arthur S. Miller of The
George Washington University National Law
Ceruter.
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STATUS OF AMOUNT RESERVED OR 0rBERWISE
UNAPPORTIONED AS OF FEBRUARY 23, 1971

[In millions of dollars]
Human re510urces:
Special milk program, Agriculture -------------------------Community
education ___________ _
School
in Federally af-_
fectedassistance
areas __________________
Higher education _______________ _
Health Services and Mental Health:
Region'a l medical programs ____ _
Buildings and facilities _______ _
Indian health facilities ________ _
Medical facilities construction __
National Institutes of Health:
Buildings and facilities ________ _
Research institutes ____________ _
Rehabilitation services and facilities --------------------------Programs
for the aging __________ _
HEW tru.st fund (permanent) ___ _

National Science Foundation ____ _
Economic development:
Appalachian
regional
development ------------------------Regional development programs,
Commerce _________________ --National security:
Foreign military assistance ______ _
Department of Defense-Military __
other:
Executive Office of the President __
Foreign economic ,a ssistance _____ _
Agriculture:
Farmers Home Administration __
Other Agriculture:
Current --------------------Permanent
_________________ :
Oommerce
---------------------Corps
of
______________ _
Panama Canal and other civil functions ------------------------~gineers

2

5
10

13
34
4
1
2

7
10
2

1
21
10
191

1
200
1,334

215"
180

81
236
8
43

1
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Housing and Urban Development:
Basic water and sewer facilities
grants ---------------------Urban rene~----------------Interior:
National Park Service road construction -------------------Indian Affairs road construction -----------------------Reclamation loan program______
other Interior:
Current --------------------Permanent -----------------Transportation:
Federal Avi.ation Administration -----------------------Federal Highway Administration:
CUrrent --------------------Permanent: Highway trust
fund --------------------Federal Railroad Administration -----------------------Coast Guard------------------Atomic Energy Commission_______
General Services Administration__
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ---------------Farm Credit Administration______
District of Oolumbia_____________
other agencies______ _____________
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200
200
71
64
19
33
56
970
411
5,852
39
1
170
71
20
260
87
9

TQtal ----------------------- 11,145

"THE SELLING OF THE PENTAGON"
REVISITED
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, last week,
the Columbia Broadcasting SystemCBS-rebroadcast its visual and audio
production, which the network called a
documentary, entitled "The Selling of the
Pentagon.''
Some have suggested that CBS intentionally made the lack of objectivity in
the production obvious in order that
there would be a public outcry against
it to stimulate interest for a rebroadcast
with the resultant profit made available
by commercial sponsors for the second
time. If this were the intent of the network, its venture was successful. There
certainly was public outcry against the
biased nature of the production, and its
inaccuracies. The public was aghast.
At least this is the impression I have
got from reading my mail-both from
Wyoming and from other States-in regard to the original broadcast and the
rebroadcast. I am pleased that CBS made
the decision to rebroadcast the program.
In my view, the program was a prime example of the failure by a major network
to hold to the precepts of fairness and
accuracy. The second broadcast came at
a time when many of the inaccuracies
had been brought to the attention of the
public, and the average viewer was thus
enabled to see for himself just how far
afield CBS had strayed in the production. I commend CBS for having the decency to rebroadcast the program in the
light of the facts about it.
However, Mr. President, with the
second showing, CBS also broadcast a
20-minute program which was billed by
the network as a rebuttal to "The Selling of the Pentagon."
I had expected that the network in-

tended to provide the over-the-air time

for a point-by-point rebuttal by a Defense

Department representative who

had conducted an in-depth study and
appraisal of the CBS production. This
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was not the case. Instead, CBS again performance, written by Fred W. Friendly, a
president of CBS News, who indulges
used film clips, edited as before by CBS former
a bit of self-fiagellation, confessing that
editors. These clips featured comments in
the "news media, and particularly broadcast
by Vice President AGNEW, Secretary journalism" must share the responsibility
LAIRD, and Congressman HEBERT on the for public n:Usunderstand.i.ng of the situaCBS production. Mr. AGNEW's remarks tion in Indochina. Speaking of the years
were apparently cuts from a speech he when he, Friendly, was the man in charge
made, and from a news conference, and a at CBS, he says, "The mistakes we made in
CBS commentator commented on the 1964 and 1965 almost outran those of the
clips. There was no attempt by the net- stateSlllen."
One thing missing from Mr. Friendly's
work to allow presentation of a point-by- recitation
is any suggestion that the telepoint analysis of the inaccuracies of its vision medium lends itself in a peculiar way
production.
to distortion of fact. This reporter has nearFortunately, such an analysis, in brief, ly forty years of experience on newspapers
appears in the April issue of Air Force and magazines, including mor e than a dec.ade
magazine, written by Senior Editor operating from the copy desk of a metropolidaily. Television news was born and
Claude Witze. I ask unanimous consent tan
brought up within that same forty-year pethat the article be printed in the RECORD riOd.
I have wat ched it closely and confess
at conclusion of my remarks, for exami- that I never was impressed by its impact unnation by Senators.
til Lee Harvey Oswald was murdeded on
Following the portion called "rebuttal" camera. No newspaper or magazine ever will
by the network last week, there was pre- duplicate that 1963 performance in Dallas.
sented what was supposed to be, I pre- Yet, if I saw it today, I would dem.and consume, a rebuttal to the rebuttal. This firmation that the event took place at all
that what we saw on the tube was not a
was the last word from the network- and
clever compilation of film clips, snipped
featuring the president of CBS News, fl"'lll
a wide variety of source material and
RichardS. Salant, reading his prepared glued toget her to make a visual prOduct that
statement. Mr. Theodore F. Koop, a CBS could be mrurketed to some huckster of toothvice president in Washington, provided past e or gasoline, an d then turn out to be
me an uncorrected proof of Mr. Sa- a winner of the Peabody Award.
In support of this professional skepticism,
lant's statement. The St. Louis Globewe have the performance of Mr. Friendly's
Democrat, in an editorial comment on own
on February 23. The program was
Salant's prepared statement, in which he billedCBS
as a "News Special" and was called
did not subject himself to questioning "The. Selllng of the Pentagon." It ran for one
by nonpartisan reporters or by any re- hour, with commercials, and featured a recporters, said that Mr. Salant made the itation of the script by CBS's charismatic
brunt of his defense a sweeping state- Roger Mudd. Mr. Mudd did not write the
ment that all of the charges could be re- script; he was burdened with it. The show's
futed. Yet his answers to most of the producer works in New York. He is reported
to be thirty-four-year-old Peter Davis, who
specific accusations were evasive.
he and his staff spent ten months workI ask unanimous consent that the brief says
ing on this "documentary." Mr. Davis does
Globe-Democrat editorial also be printed not appear to make any claim to objectivity
in the RECORD following my remarks.
in his work. He is making a charge: that the
Mr. President , Mr. Salant read the Department of De'fense spends a vast amount
following first sentence of his statement: of money on propaganda designed to win
No one has refuted the essential accuracy
of the Selling of the Pentagon.

This first sentence in itself reflects the
lack of objectivity CBS used in presenting "The Selling of the Pentagon." If
Mr. Salant chose to be objective, he would
have said: "In my opinion, no one has
refuted the essential accuracy of the
Selling of the Pentagon."
I presume that that is his opinion. I
hold to the other view.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FOLLOWING Is THE COMPLET E TEXT OF THE
COLUMN " AIRPOWER IN THE NEWS," BY
SENIOR EDITOR CLAUDE WITZE, AS IT WILL
APPEAR IN THE FORTHCOMING APRIL 1971
ISSUE OF AIR FORCE MAGAZINE, THE PuBLICATION OF THE Am FORCE ASSOCIATION

The wint er issue of the Columbia Journal ism Review, a qua.rteTly published at the
Columbia University Graduate School of
Journalism, is devoted almost entirely to a
study of how the press has performed in
covering the war in Vietnam. The only possible conclusion a reader of these eight ess-ays can reach is that the press has done a
deplorable job. No m.atter what epithets you
might want to hurl at the political a-dministration.s in Washington and Saigon, at the
military hierarchy, at the military-industrial
complex, and at the doves or the hawks,
even more heat ed epithets could just ifiably
be thrown at the purveyors of ink and electronic signals.
There is one examination of television's

public approval of its programs. Armed with
cameras, scissors, and cement, he proceeded
to make his case.
This magazine has neither the space nor
the desire to do a detailed critique of "The
Selling of the Pentagon," but we have examined enough of it to demonstrate that it
leaves CBS with a credibility gap wider than
the canyons at Rockefeller Center. Here is an
example:
At. one point, early in the script, Mr. Mudd,
the narrator, transitions to a new sequence
in Mr. Davis' portrayal with a paragraph of
four sentences. We will examine the sentences one at a time:
MUDD. "The Pentagon has a team of colonels touring the country to lecture on foreign
policy."
The team to which he refers comes from
the Industrial College of the. Armed Forces
(lOAF), with headquarters here in Washington. There are four colonels on the teamtwo 'from the Army and one each from the
Air Force and the Marine Corps. There is also
a Navy captain, and, totally ignored by CBS,
a foreign-service officer from the State Department. They are not "touring the country." They have a briefing on nationalsecurity policy that is given seven times a
year, no more and no less. ICAF is not mentioned in the CBS script, and there is no
reference to the mission of the college. A TV
camerman who visited the school could easily
take a picture in the lobby of a wall inscription that says:
"Our liberties rest with our people, upon
the scope and depth of their understanding
of the nation's spiritual, political, military,
and economic realities. It is the high mission
of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces
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to develop such understanding am:ong our
people and their military and civilian leaders."
The quote is attributed to Dwight D. Eisenhower, who spoke those words at the dedication of the college in 1960. He understood the
requirement, perhaps more clearly than any
other man in our history.
The ICAF national-security policy briefing
is designed for the education of Reserve officers from all branches of the armed forces,
not primarily for the general public. The reason the team, including the State Department officer, gives it in seven locations each
year is to reduce travel expenses by eliminating the necessity for Reserve officers to
visit the college. None of this was explained
by CBS.
MuDD. "We found them [the ICAF team]
in Peoria, Dl., where they were invited to
speak to a mixed audience of civilians and
military Reservists."
Here we have a use of the word "found"
that would not be permitted by a competent
newspaper copy editor. OBS was told that
Peoria was on the schedule, and the CBS
camera crew spent three days at the seminar
in that city with the concurrence and cooperation of the Defense Department, the
ICAF, and the Peoria Association of Commerce. Before departing, CBS was given full
information on the curriculum, the scheduling, the military and civ111an participation,
the costs, and the funding. The Association
of Commerce was the sponsor, in this case,
and was permitted to establish the rules
under -wihich civililans were BJdmitted. Their
seminar, billed in Peoria. as the "World Affairs Forum"-a label not mentioned by
OBS---.clovered aJ'l aspects of netlon8Jl-soouil."1ty affaaks. 'IU:la.t dncltudes econom1cs, resources, technology, social problems, and
military affairs, as well as foreign policy.
MuDD. "The invitation (to Peoria.] was arranged by Peoria's Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
which did $39 mlllion of business last year
with the Defense Department."
The Peoria. seminar was not arranged by
the Caterpillar Tractor Co. It was arranged
by the city's Association of Commerce, which
provided the auditorium and other facilities.
The Association has no defense contracts. A
spokesman for the Association, contacted by
this reporter, said his group shared the sponsorship with the 9th Naval District. There
were two chairmen for the meeting. The
civilian chairman was Charles B. Leber, who
in his business life is an officer of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. The mllitary chairman was
Capt. Paul Haberkorn, USNR. He is the owner
and operator of Peoria's Ace Hardware Store.
The hardware store also has no defense contracts, which probably explains why it failed
to get a mention on the CBS show.
MUDD. "The Army has a. regulaJtion stating:
'Personnel should not speak on the foreignpolicy implications of the US involvement
in Vietnam.' "
The ICAF team, consisting of five military
officers and a State Department officer, does
not speak on the foreign-policy implications
of our involvement in Vietnam, which would
be in violation of Army regulations. The
regulations governing ICAF say the material
used must be cleared for accuracy, propriety, and consistency with official policy.
Both the State Department and the Defense
Department have a hand in this routine
clearance of all ICAF presentations.
In the CBS show, the camera. moves from
Mr. Mudd, following his recitation of the
above inaccuracies, to one of the lecturers
at Peoria. CBS does not identify the speaker
in this paste-together of film clips, but he
is Col. John A. MacNeil of the US Marines,
a. veteran of World War II and Vietnam. If
the TV audience sensed that the next five
sentences, out of the mouth of Colonel MacNeil, sounded somewhat disjointed, there
was good reason for it. They came from four
different spots in the camera record, and the

sequence was rearranged to suit the somewhat warped taste of producer Davis. Sentence by sentence, the quotes go like this:
MAcNEIL. "Well, now we're coming to the
heart of the problem, Vietnam."
This appears on page fifty-five of the prepared, and approved, text of the briefing.
Next sentence:
MAcNEIL. "Now, the Chinese have clearly
and repeatedly stated that Thailand is next
on their list after Vietnam."
That one was cut out of what the Colonel was saying back when he was on page
thirty-six and discussing an entirely different aspect of the presentation. Then:
MAcNEn.. "If South Vietnam beomes Communist, it will be difficult for Laos to exist.
The same goes for Cambodia and the other
countries of Southeast Asia..''
This is found on page forty-eight o! the
script. What is most important is that the
statement was not original with Colonel MacNeil or the drafters of the briefing. It is a.
quotation. The CBS scissors-and-paste wizard deleted the attribution. Colonel MacNeil made it clear, in the words immediately
preceding the above sentences, that he was
quoting Souva.nna Phouma, the Prime Minister of Laos. In other words, Souvanna.
Phouma said it; OBS distorted the film to
make its viewers think Colonel MacNeil said
it. It is the kind of journalistic dishonesty
that a reputable newspaper would not tolerate. Many reporters have been fired for lesser indiscretions.
MAcNEIL. "So, I think if the Communists
were to win in South Vietnam, the record in
the North, what happened in Tet of '68 makes
it clear that there would be a. bloodbath in
store for a lot of the population of the
South."
To get this one, the CBS film clipper
searched deeper into his filmed record. In the
prepared script of the ICAF team, it appears
on pllige seventy-three.
It is easy to see how this technique can
be used to make a man sa.y almost anything
you want him to say. Once the right words
are on tape, they can be rearranged, and
were by CBS, in this instance, to make a
presentation sound inept, stupid, "M"Ong, vicious, or to reach any conclusions that the
film clipper wants to get across to his audience. What the speaker actually put onto the
sound track cannot be recognized.
Another example of this in "The Selling
of the Pentagon" comes out of Roger Mudd's
interview with Daniel Z. Henkin, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs.
Two minutes and four seconds of the interview were used out of forty-two minutes of
filmed conversation. Here is one breakdown:
MUDD. "What about your public displays
of military equipment at state fairs and
shopping centers? What purpose does that
serve?"
Now, this is not easy to explain, but there
are two answers to that question from Mr.
Henkin. One is his real answer and the
other is the answer concocted by the CBS
cutting room from the available tape. TV
viewers only know the answer CBS put together. We will give you both.
Here is the answer from the transcript of
the Mudd broadcast:
HENKIN. "Well, I think it serves the purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. I believe the American public
has the right to request information a,.bout
the armed forces, to have speakers come before them, to ask questions, and to understand the need for our armed forces, why we
ask for the funds that we do ask for, how
we spend these funds, what we are doing
about such problems as drugs-and we do
have a. drug problem in the armed forces;
what we are doing about the racial problem-and we do have a racial problem. I
think the public has a valid right to ask
us these questions.
If the TV viewers thought that was a bit
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disjointed for a reply, and, more important,
that it did not answer the question about
displays at fairs and shopping centers, it was
not Mr. Henkin's fault, because--except for
the first sentence--that was not his answer
to the question. In the tra.nsaript of the interview, the real answer appears, most of
which ended up on the CBS cutting-room
fioor:
HENKIN. "Well, I think it serves the purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. It also has the ancillary benefit, I would hope, of stimulating interest
in recruiting as we move or try to move
to zero draft calls and increased reliance
on volunteers for our armed forces. I think
it is very important that the American
youth have an opportunity to learn about
the aii"llled forces."
This reply, the real one, of course makes
sense and is responsive to the question. The
producer of "The Selling of the Pentagon,"
however, was less interested in responsive
answers that made sense tha.n he was in
portraying Mr. Henkin as a. bureaucratic buffoon. The Secretary, incidentally, is himself an experienced and sophisticated reporter of military affairs but can be portrayed otherwise with the television technique of clipping what amounts to a phony
reply from his answer to another question.
And the other question, TV viewers did not
know, also ended up on the cutting-room
fiOOil".
It is not necessary to labor the point, although there are several other instances.
Mr. Henkin, in a letter to F. Edward Hebert,
Chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, said that after spending his life
in the news profession he "could not be
plealSed by the fact that the program's producer [Mr. Davis] chose to rearrange my
words. . . .''
Congressman Hebert himself stars in "The
Selling of the Pentagon." He also is a. former
newspaperman and stands completely shaken
by this experience with television, although
he had been quoted earlier as considering
network TV "the most vicious instrument in
America. today.''
That opinion appears to have been reinforced. Lou G. Burnett, who is Mr. Hebert's
press aide, testifies that he was contacted
early in the CBS effort by one James Branon
of the network's New York office. Mr. Branon
said CBS was planning to do a. documentary
on the prisoner-of-war situation. He said
the show would explore the plight of the
POW and his family. He was seeking film
clips that might contribute to this exercise.
Mr. Burnett responded with alacrity because
he knows his boss is deeply interested in the
problem and eager to help the POW families. In New Orleans, he knew, station
WWL-TV had a film clip from an old "Congressional Report" program, in which the
Congressman had interviewed Maj. James
Rowe, a former POW. 'I'he interview was in
the form of a. report to Mr. Hebert's constituents. Mr. Burnett, Mr. Hebert's press
aide, had the film shipped from New Orleans
to New York and helped CBS's Mr. Branon
round up other films dealing with the POW
problem. The Hebert clip wound up in "The
Selling of the Pentagon" and was offered as
an example of how "sympathetic congressmen" are used by the Pentagon "to counter
what it regards as the antimilitary tilt of
network reporting."
Mr. Hebert's ire, it should be suggested,
was aroused more by his depiction as a
patsy for the Defense Department than it
was by the misrepresentations used to obtain the film. The chairman is, of course,
proud of his reputation as a stern critic of
military transgressions wherever they occur.
In many years as an inquisitor for the
House Armed Services Committee, he has
never been accused of being unfair, but
often accused of being tough. From the time
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of his famous "Chamber of Horrors," which
depleted military procurement waste and
had officers squirming at their desks, to the
most recent congressional inquiry into the
My Lai incident, he has been one of the
Pentagon's most uncomfortable hair shirts.
Mr. Henkin's office estl:ma.tes that it expended 640 man-hours of labor assisting CBS
in the prodluction of "The Selling of the
Pentagon." No reasonable request for help
was denied. CBS reimbursed the government
for the cost of one guard and one electrician
employed during photography one day in
the Pentagon.
Out of this day's effort came a short clip
of a news briefing that was deemed suitable
by CBS for inclusion in "The Selling of the
Pentagon." The CBS crew filmed an entire
DOD press briefing, at whioh Jezuoy M. Friedheim, a deputy to Mr. Henkin, responded to
routine queries from the Pentagon's regular press corps. During the session, the reporters asked thirty-four questions. Thirtyone of them brought replies from Mr. Friedheim. In three cases, he was unable to be
responsive. As the film was edited for broadcast, CBS used six of the thirty-four questions, including, of course, all three of the
ones that could not be answered. Why
couldn't they be answered? In one example,
used by CBS, Mr. Friedheim was asked about
the size of some warheads. He said he had
nothing to give out on that. If he did have
something, and gave it out, he could go to
jail.
There are a number of small factual errors
in the CBS script that represent nothing
more than sloppy reporting. For example,
narrator Mudd has a line referring to "30,000 Pentagon offices." There are only a few
more than 26,000 persons employed in the
Pentagon, all but the top executives sharing
an office with many other people. An educated guess is that there may be 5,000 offices
in the building.
One interesting fact, denied to viewers of
"The Selling of the Pentagon" by CBS editors, is the origin of a clip introduced by
Mr. Mudd as "an excerpt from a film called
'Road to the Wall' [in which] the Pentagon
has James Cagney tell of a Communist plan
that encompasses even more than the world."
The excerpt was shown. What CBS did not
disclose is that "The Road to the Wall" was
produced by CBS itself in 1962 and that
James Cagney was the CBS choice as star
of the picture. Also, that CBS was paid about
$100,000 of the taxpayers' money to turn
out the picture. At the time, CBS Films said
in a press release from its offices--on Madison Avenue, of all places-that the picture
would be "an historical treatment of the
Communist Party in operation throughout
the world-its doctrine, its pronouncements."
In 1962 CBS was far from derisive about the
project and was proud that "it will be distributed for showing at all military bases inside and outside the USA and will be backed
with pamphlets, posters, and other informational material on communism."
Once all the facts about "The Selling of
the Pentagon" are on the record, and someone has examined the clips on the cuttingroom floor, it will be interesting to find out
what Fred Friendly will write about it in the
Columbia Journalism Review. From where we
sit, watching the tube, the broadcast industry continues to carry its share of responsib111ty for public misunderstanding. The incredible thing is that the camera is not to
blame. It's scissors, paste, and a collection
of calloused consciences.
WHO Is Ml:SLEADXNG WHOM?

CBS's controversial television program on
the Pentagon, rerun in St. Louis this week,
offered food for thought, but no thought.
It was a sledgehammer blow designed to
discredit the forces that protect America
while simultaneously seeking to improve the

image of critics who spend their waking
hours finding sinister motives behind nearly
all Defense Department actions.
This network overkill was demonstrated
not only by the filmed tapes of Defense Department promotional material, but also by
the narration provided by one of the nation's
leading newscasters.
His account was marked by innuendo, antagonistic remarks in the midst of interviews
with Pentagon spokesmen, and an openly
slanted view of almost everything associated
With our defense posture.
What was most significant was the conclusion provided by CBS President Richard Salant. Responding to criticisms of the program
by such prominent leaders as Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew, Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird and U.S. Rep. Edward Hebert, Salant
made the brunt of his defense a sweeping
statement that all of the charges could be
refuted.
Yet his answers to most of the specific
accusations were evasive.
And, in the end, if it is true that the
Pentagon is selling itself and the concept of
a strong America, is that a vice? Was Congressman Hebert not correct when he asked:
"What do you want them to sell-Communism?"
GOVERNMENT SERVICES TO
RURAL AMERICA
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availability of services in rural areas with
the availability of services in urban
areas. We must have 1970 services compared with services available in previous
years. Unfortunately, none of this information was presented in the President's report.
The President's report consisted of
three things: First, general statements
about services in rural areas and the
future of rural America; second, isolated
and unrelated examples of the administration's accomplishments in rural areas,
and third, expenditure levels of selected
Govemment programs broken down into
standard metropolitan statistical areas
and nonstandard metropolitan statistical areas.
The problem with this report is twofold. First, most of the information is
meaningless, and second, any information that has significance was already
easily accessible to the Congress.
As for the examples of what this administration has done to improve rural
services, they have no meaning because
they are unrelated to the need for rural
services, and the examples mentioned
are completely unrelated to each other.
Moreover, the examples of administration accomplishments are not even consistent with previous information received from the administration pursuant
to title IX.
For example, the report states:
Non-metropolitan area planning grants for
HUD increased from the $1.2 million provided for 57 districts in 1969, to $2.7 million
for 122 districts in 1970; $5.0 million is planned for 150 districts in 1971.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, under title IX of the Agricultural Act of
1970, Congress committed itself to pursuing a sound balance between rural and
urban America in our national growth
policies. It stated that the Congress considers rural-urban balance so important
that we must give the highest priority to
the revitalization and development of
rural areas.
One would think from reading this
Title IX also required the administration to give the Congress information in item that the Department of Housing
five specific areas. Three reports have and Urban Development is really meetbeen received from the administration. ing the need to expand nonmetropolitan
On March 1 the President submitted to planning. However, in another report rethe Congress the required "Report on quired by title IX-a report on the progGovernment Services to Rural America." ress made under the joint HOD-DepartThis report is pursuant to the follow- ment of Agriculture program to provide
assistance .to rural mulrtioountry areasing requirement in title IX:
The President shall submit to the Congress we find that we have barely scratched
a report not later than September 1 of each the surface. This previous report stated
fiscal year stating the availability of tele- thatphone, electrical, water, sewer, medical, eduThe demands on funds for planning ascational, and other government or govern- sistance e.t the State, substate, ~regtonaJ., and
ment assisted services, to rural areas and local levels are so great that few non-metrooutlining efforts of the executive branch to politan districts have adequate funding, even
improve these services during the immedi- when state and local matching contributions
ately preceding :fiscal year.
are added. Such districts may not be asTitle IX provided that the President signed a high priority in a state's program
because of the more pressing demands of
should submit the first report on De- urbanized areas.
cember 1, 1970. However, due to the lateThe earlier report also stated that
ness of the enactment of this legislation the President did not submit there- HUD's request for appropriations for
comprehensive planning in fiscal 1970
port until March 1.
I am greatly disappointed with the lack was reduced nearly 25 percent, thus
of substance in this report. On the basis eliminating more than half of the
of this limited information, neither the amounts earmaked for funding proadministration nor Congress could grams of nonmetropolitan districts. The
identify necessary corrective actions to report further stated that of 600 multiimplement an effective program of rural county area planning districts in the
country, only 15 percent had funding
development.
Upon enacting this legislation the from HUD.
The last part of the President's report
Congress had in mind detailed and specific information giving a true picture of deals with expenditures for selected Govthe availability of Government services emment programs broken down into
and Government assisted services in standard metropolitan statistical areas
rural areas. In order to gage the ade- and nonstandard metropolitan statisquacy of rural services, we must have tical areas.
some yardsticks by which to measure
Traditionally, a rural resident has been
them. We must have comparisons of the defined as a person living in places of
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2,500 population or less, or in open country. The definition of "rural area" used
in the President's report, however, is the
definition of a non-standard metropolitan statistical area. A standard metropolitan statistical area is defined as a
place containing one central city with
50,000 population or more. It includes the
county in which the central city is located and adjacent counties which are
found to be metropolitan in character
and economically and socially integrated
with the county of the central city. According to the census of 1970, 31.3 percent of the population lived in nonstandard metropolitan statistical areas.
The Presidential report gives a breakdown of a few Government services in
terms of SMSA and non-SMSA. The
problem with this classification is it gives
us very little information about the kinds
of services available in what have traditionally been identified as rural areas.
For example, if someone were interested
in comparing services in Vermont's principal city of Burlington with services in
the most backward area of the State, he
would get no help from the presidential
report. The entire population of Vermont
lives in a rural area according to this report. The same is true of Wyoming. Most
people do not consider a town of 45,000
to be a rural area. The fact that a nonSMSA does not have a central city with
50,000 people in it does not mean it
should be considered in the same light as
an area with a town of 2,000 people.
The old definition of a rural area, a
place with 2,500 population or less, is
not adequate for the purpose of analyzing the need for additional rural services. However, the presidential report's
breakdown in SMSA's and non-SMSA's
is even less appropriate.
Another shortcoming of the expenditure figures given in the presidential report is that there is no good description
of the selected Government programs
which are the subject of the expenditure
breakdown. These programs are not
analyzed in terms of their purpose and
their effectiveness.
More importantly, however, there is
_basically no new information about Government expenditures in this report beyond statistics which are already available to any Member of Congress upon
request.
Mr. President, I hope we can work for
a solution to the problems of rural America on a nonpartisan basis. One of the
chief purposes of title IX was to develop
a meaningful dialog between the executive branch and the legislative branch of
the Government. I would hope that in
the future the administration will be
more cooperative in this effort.
The Senate Agriculture and Forestry
Committee's efforts on rural development have been traditionally nonpartisan. I might point out that one of the
original sponsors of the rural development title was the present chairman of
the Republican National Committee,
Senator ROBERT DOLE.
As chairman of the Subcommittee on
Rural Development, I am putting the
administration on notice that the issues
raised by this report on "Government
Services to Rural America," as well as

other reports required under title IX of
the Agricultural Act of 1970, will be gone
into very thoroughly by the subcommittee. A genuine commitment to meeting
the critical needs of our rural families,
in the face of a heavy outmigration to
the cities, demands that Congress have
the facts by which to take informed legislative
action
on
comprehensive
national growth policies and programs.
MIDDLE-AGED AND OLDER WORKERS LOOK TOWARD NEW AND
MORE REWARDING CAREERS
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, thousands of middle-aged and older workers
now find themselves in a rut with regard to employment opportunities.
Many would like to embark on a new
career, but they lack necessary training
and education to make this major
change. With the jobless rate now approaching 6 percent, it is becoming increasingly difficult for them to move into
more gainful and satisfying employment.
Nearly 1.1 million persons 45 and older
have now lost their jobs.
In addition, mature workers represent
a disproportionately high percentage of
employees in declining industries, but a
small proportion in the expanding occupations. Many also realize they are in
dead end type jobs. Others are employed in occupations with no realistic
opportunities for advancement.
However, our Nation still lacks an
effective policy to help maximize job opportunities for persons 45 and older.
It was for these reasons that I recently
introduced-with bipartisan supportthe Middle-Aged and Older Workers Employment Act, S. 1307.
This measure would provide training
and counseling directed at the unique
and growing problemes of jobless individuals 45 and older. Moreover, it would
offer special supportive services for employed persons to upgrade their occupational skills or to prepare them for
new and more rewarding careers.
An article in Family Weekly on February 21, provides compelling arguments
for these types of services for mature
workers who are dissatisfied with their
existing jobs and want to move into more
productive employment.
Mr. President, I commend the article
to the Senate and ask unanimous consent
that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Is THERE A NEW LIFE WAITING BEYOND
A JOB You FIND UNPLEASANT?
(By Shirley Sloan Fader)
How some men and women in middle years
can break free and find second careers.
To all outward appearances, Bill Vreeland
was a man who had it made. At 39, he ran
a successful car-wash business, owned a
magnificent suburban home complete with
swimming pool, and was a member of the
best country club in the community.
Yet, last summer, he suddenly gave it
all up. He sold his business and his home,
moved his wife and two sons to Boston, and
became a student all over again, this time
at Harvard Law School.
Bill Vreeland and his family are part of
a n ew American phenomenon. They are
among the increasing number of people who
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have become so dissatisfied with their way
of life that they are switching to a new
career in midstream. In effect, they are embarking on a "second" life. Throughout the
country, men and women in their 30's, 40's,
and even 50's who have found themselves
trapped in work that they no longer feel
is important or rewarding, are finding the
courage to try something else.
Because of this new American mood, for
example, 44-year-old Dick Stota will be
teaching elementary sc>hool math in Indianapolis this spring, three yea.rs alfter he quit
his foreman's job in a mattress factory. Carla
Hedwig, a housewife for 16 years, began
training a few weeks after her 35th birthday
and now is a pediatric nurse in a Los Angeles
hospital; John Reitz, 32, who was a doorman
and a stock clerk, is beginning work in
Houston as an electronics technician; and
Wendy Rasmussen, in her 40's, has completed
her first month of work as a beautician in
a San Francisco salon after many years as
an unskiUed factory employee.
Colleges, trade and technical schools are
noticing these days that a substantial percentage of their students are now married
men and women with families to support.
Anxious to fit themselves for new occupations, these mature people are willing to pay
tuition fees and juggle home and study obligations simultaneously, while they work
hard for their second chance at life.
"It's inevitable that a whole family will
suffer a variety of tensions if either parent
is actively unhappy with his daily work,"
says the nationwide Family Service Association of America, which annually counsels
2,000,000 people. "If a person is always angry
and resentful, constantly exhausted, or escaping frustration through drinking, overeating, or gambling, he may be the victim
of a daily routine that he finds intolerable.
Beginning a new career in mid-life is a way
of 'living twice' and is a possible cure for
both personal and family ills."
Bill Vreeland and his wife Helen frankly
admit their parents thought them "insane"
to give up the material comforts they enjoyed. "But those things didn't bring us
happiness," Helen points out. "Bill used to
work every night until nearly midnight. We
never had time together. Our young sons
never had a father's companionship. And
Bill just didn't like what he was doing.
I'll have to teach school now so that we can
pay the bills until Bill gets his law degree
and starts a practice. But I'm sure we're
going to have a better life. We may have
had affluence before, but it was 'dullsville.' "
While some people turn away from affluence, others may switch careers in mid-life
for the deliberate purpose of finding it. Dr.
Orville Helms was making $15 ,000 a year doing chemical research for a major firm when
he quit to join his cousin in a mammoth
car-salvage operation. "I felt frustrated in
my work because I wanted to make a lot of
money and enjoy luxuries," he says frankly.
"When I had the chance to go into business
with my cousin, I saw an opportunity to own
a piece of something that was going to grow,
perhaps to branch out into franchise units.
I'll earn enough now to support the kind of
life I want to live."
Children, too, often thrive on the new interest that their father or mother develops
in mid-life.
"My children absolutely loved it when I
started studying to become a librarian," says
Natali Klingbern. "They were 11 , 13, and 15,
and they say I stopped 'bugging• them when
I was occupied with my lessons and had
something to think about besides them. My
husband says the same thing. On the nights
when I had a class, they were all delighted to
pitch in and take care of the house."
Isabel Fleiss, who entered college when her
twins began kindergarten, thinks her children don't even notice she is studying. She
earned her bachelor's degree in music educa-
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tlon and is now working for her master's.
"I'm home when the children come back
from school," she says. "And they never think
about what I do all day as long as I'm there
when they want me."
A woman with young children must go to
school during the day, Mrs. Fleiss believes.
"The evening and afternoon are when the
kids need you," she says. "It's important too,
that you have an understanding husband.
If he doesn't believe that what you're doing
is worthwhile, then you're bound to fail. He'll
fuss over housekeeping details and he'll refuse to help on those inevitable 'horror' days
when you have an exam, when nothing has
been cooked, and when one of the children
has a dentist appointment.
"If he's not secure enough himself, or if
he feels his wife's new ab1lity will threaten
him as head of the family, he's going to make
things impossible. And he's certainly not
going to be wllling to pay tuition."
Counselors at the Family Service Association of America, teachers at colleges and
trade schools, and men and women who have
already lived through a career change agree
that there are basic criteria indispensable to
the success of such a change.
During an interview for this article, Dr.
Morris Mintz and his wife, Sally, out lined
these crit eria.
Doctor Mintz, a former pharmacist who
sold his drugstore and entered the Philadelphia College of Osteopat hy at 34, was recently
elected Chief of the Medical Staff of his
hospital in New Jersey. "You must have a
goal that you want desperately," he said.
"You must also be completely dissatisfied
with t he kind of life you're living now. You
need a spouse who will cooperate. Also, you
need a realist ic amount of savings for tuition
and expenses. And you need solid self-confidence to keep telling yourself you can do it."
"A wife h as to have interests of her own,"
said Sally Mintz. "Otherwise, she'll resent the
husband being so busy. I had a baby. Also,
I earned money for us by typing at home, and
by selling diaper service over the phone. For
a while, I worked part-time as a drugstore
cashier. When Morris had to study for his
exams, I used to take the baby and visit my
mother for a week so he would have no
dist ractions."
The Mintzes were financially and temperamentally suited to career change. Both feel
their individual lives and their marriage
have been strengthened by the experience.
But FSAA experts emphasize that it is impossible to generalize as to whether a family will be strengthened or weakened by middle-life career change. Where it is an over-aU
plan that the whole family views as an improvement or as a necessity, the change
should be a tonic for all who are involved.
Some people, however, are chronically discontented. With these people, job discontent
may be only a symptom of deeper emotional
problems. Changing their work will still leave
their real problems unsolved. Also, a parent may selfishly wish to improve himself
while placing an unreasonably heavy burden
on his spouse and children.
Making a second life is not without its
problem-causing demands, even for the most
motivated of people. For instance, it takes
a lot of energy to cope with the combined
demands of part-time employment, parenthood, and home-making, while simultaneously going back to classes and homework.
It is often difficult for the mature person to
relearn good study habits. And the problem
of living on a reduced income is sometimes
too much to handle.
Arnold Cintron, for example, had his family's backing when he gave up a job as a suc-

cessful shoe salesman to study architectural drafting in a trade school. But he
dropped out of school three months later. "I
just couldn't make enough money on side

Jobs to keep us going," he says. "We were

carrying a big mortgage, and we didn't have
enough money saved.
James Tichner's family had ample savings
but faced a different kind of crisis. Like many
people who change careers, Mr. Tichner decided he had spent enough time "just making money" and wanted more "meaningful"
work. Giving up his prosperous insurance
agency, he began studying for the ministry.
Since his four children were happily settled
in their local high school and elementary
schools, moving the family 200 miles to the
nearest seminary seemed wrong. The family's
plan was for Mr. Tichner to live at the seminary and commute weekends.
The older children adapted to the change
with ease. But Mrs. Tichner was lonely without her husband, and felt harassed by her
new father-mother responsibilities, "Fortunately," she says, "I strongly approved of my
husband's decision. This helps me live with
my problems. But Billy, our eight-year-old,
acted withdrawn at home and moody in
school. He lost interest in his Cub Scout activities. On weekends, my husband has to
devote hours of special attention to Billy.
During the week I have to keep reassuring
him that his father does still love him."
Skilled counselors at Family Service Agency offices in hundreds of communities across
the country can explore with you the pros
and cons of making such a career change.
But, in the end, only you and your family
can weigh the evidence, judge your own
needs, and temperaments, consider your partlculla.I' circumstances, and finally decide
whether you want to "live twice."
DAIRY PRICE SUPPORTS
Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, I had
intended to introduce today a bill comparable to S. 1277, previously introduced
by the distinguished Senator from Wisconsin <Mr. NELSON), to require that
dairy price supports for the coming marketing year be not less than 85 percent
of parity.
My decision to introduce such a bill
had been prompted by the March 12 announcement of Secretary of Agriculture
Hardin that the dairy price support level
for the 1971-72 marketing year would
remain at the $4.66 level in effect during
the past marketing year. Because inflation has eroded the purchasing power of
all Americans, and particularly the economic position of the American farmer, I
had concluded that $4.66 per hundred
weight of milk was wholly unacceptable
as a support level for the American
dairyman.
Apparently the administration has had
the benefit of deep concern expressed by
both farm State Congressmen and dairy
farmers, for the Department has reversed its original ruling. The support
price for milk for the coming marketing
year has been increased to $4.93, or 85.1
percent of parity using the February
1971, cost-of-living indexes. I congratulate the Secretary for his courage and
for his willingness to revise an original
estimate which was clearly in error. Consumers will not suffer from this increased
support price, for current market prices
are above the support level. The support
level, now at 85.1 percent of parity, will
protect dairymen from precipitous price
declines in the coming months.
Because of the Secretary's action, reversing his earlier decision, my intended
legislation is not needed at this particu-
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lar time. However, the situation in recent
weeks has raised the question of whether
or not the basic law should be changed to
provide for a permanent support level of
at least 85 percent of parity for manufacturing milk.
At the appropriate time I intend to introduce proposed legislation which would
accomplish that objective.
SUPPORT FOR SST ALTERNATIVES
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, on
Thursday, March 25, I joined the distinguished Senator from Maine <Mr.
MusKIE) in introducing a bill to provide
$100 million to be used in the development of mass transit systems, improved
aviation safety, and alternative airservice systems for areas of high population concentration.
I am delighted to be one of the original
cosponsors of S. 1382. Clearly, the funds
that would have been used to complete
the SST prototypes and see them through
their original testing can be better spent.
The expertise, technological and computer know-how of aerospace and defense oriented corporations, and their
work force, are uniquely ftexible and
adaptable to the design, testing and production of the type of highly complex
systems I mentioned above.
Mr. President, we were all aware that
some jobs would be lost if the SST were
eliminated. It was the most difficult part
of any Senator's decision-knowing that
13,000 jobs depended on continuation of
this aircraft program. However, Congress has made its decision and it is now
up to Congress and the administration to
work together to devise alternative modes
for making sure that the unique talents
of these companies and their employees
are not wasted or underutilized.
I believe that S. 1382 plus resolutions
designed to foster congressional-Executive cooperation in this endeavor are
steps in the right direction. However, we
must move swiftly and directly. Hearings
should be held as quickly as possible, and
a bill should be reported to the Senate
that provides meaningful opportunities
for redirecting the talented efforts of
engineers, technicians, and other workers
in aerospace and defense oriented fields.
America certainly has the ingenuity to
design meaningful and challenging tasks
for these corporations and workers. The
need for jobs exists and continues to expand. The economic doldrums have doubled the unemployment rate in the past
2 years. Both the need and the opportunity face us. We can and we must match
the two. This is both an economic and
an ethical imperative with which we cannot proscrastinate.
SENATOR MATHIAS PUTS IMPOUNDMENT QUESTION IN PERSPECTIVE

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the Judiciary Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers, of which I am chairman, conducted hearings on March 23, 24, and
25 on the impoundment of appropriated
funds by the executive branch of Government. A great deal of information
and many opinions were developed dur-
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ing the course of these hearings, upon
which the subcommittee expects to report in the near future.
One of the most cogent presentations
made at the hearings was a statement
delivered by the distinguished Senator
from Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS), who is
making an extremely important contribution as the subc'Ommittee's ranking
minority member. I do not believe that
any participant in our hearings put the
question of appropriated fund impoundment in perspective as well as Senator
MATHIAS, and I commend him for his
excellent statement and his work with
the subcommittee.
Mr. President, in order that his statement may have widespread dissemination, I ask unanimous consent that it be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follOWS:
STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES
MATHIAS

McC.

Mr. Chairman, the investigative power of
the Coilg'ress is its ultimate safeguard-the
dependable lifeline to assure a proper balance
between the authority and power of the three
separate branches of government. Through
investi.g1a.tion, exposure iM1d acknowledgment
of problems, the Congress serves as the
trustee of the public's conscience and the
watchdog of Oonstitutional intent.
Congress will never lose control over its
constitutionally mandated responsibilities as
long as we have men in Congress such as our
distinguished chairman, who will perform the
neoessa·r y watchdog function over this
delicate balance. It is indeed appropriate that
Senator Ervin be the Chairman of the Separation of Power Subcommittee. We are all
grateful to him for his leadership.
We have seen in the area of foreign affairs
how the Congress has not only ignored the
dangers, but has actually watered and
fertilized the beanstalk of growing executive
authority. It fs important to recognize the
naivete of Congress which tolerated every
form of abuse of the rules so long as it was
in substantial agreement. We must assure
through hearings such as these that a similar
acquiescence not be made in the area of
domestic affairs. The power of the purse--the
power of Congress to determine the expenditure of public money, the money of Ameirica's
taxpayers--must be preserved if we are to
preserve fundamental balance between the
legislative and executive branches.
What was tolerated in the foreign and
military areas where facts were few, expertise
limited and differences dangerous is not
likely to be accepted at home even in an
atmosphere of harmony. Let us make clear
that Congress will not sit idle and watch its
domestic authority slip away.
We are addressing ourselves to the role of
Congress and the role of the Executive in the
spending of appropriated funds. The question goes to the very lifeline of our government. The Constitution clearly delegates sole
authority to Congress to raise and expend
money. But what is the role of the Executive
in the context of its responsibility to execute
the laws and its inherent duty to have an
efficient, effective and orderly gov&nment.
The Executive must have some opportunity
to fulfill its objectives, for as we know, it
must suffer the politic&l burden for any
failure. These are fundamental questionshard questions which must be answered.
When we consider when and under what
circumstances the Executive can play an independent role in the appropriation process.
Three separate classes of cases come to
mind: a standard authorization and appropriation, a mandatory appropriation and the

appropriation of unrestricted funds for
"revenue sharing". illegal impoundment
takes place when the Executive holds up-impounds-money what the Congress clearly
has directed to be spent. If language is permissive not znandatory-where we give the
President the discretion to impound or build
reserves-we then cannot be surprised at the
Executive for the exercise of that discretion.
We are on notice from previous experience
and could have acted differently to prevent
repetition.
We cannot allow, however, the President
or the Executive bra-nch to have an informal
line item veto of appropriated money which
cannot be overridden. This is in effect to
impound declared Congressional policy and
threaten Congress' very existence. This is
clearly in violation of the spirit and intent
of our Constitution. There are certainly instances when in the name of efficiency or
Keynesian management of the economy the
Executive branch would decline to spend certain appropriated monies. It would just not
make good business sense to do otherwise.
But where efficiency or Keynesism ends and
infringement begins is a very thin yet fundamental line.
But the occasional and arbitrary use of this
power may not be the best way to exercise
it. Perhaps we should consider a formal
line item veto with provisl.Jons for Congressional review and authority to override the
President's objections. Some consideration of
this possibility would not be inappropriate to
this hearing.
The practice of impoundment is not an
exclusive characteristic of any administration. Executives of both parties have been
guilty. Impoundment has become a tradition-an incidental benefit and power to the
Executive within the mushrooming growth
of the Executive branch.
Impoundment affects us all. It affects the
quality and integrity of government as well
as the implementation of the needed programs which have been specifically approved
by Congress. In the state of Maryland, for
example, recent federal impoundment has
caused harmful results in housing and education.
As we approach the concept of revenue
sharing, it is particularly timely to inquire
into the role of the Executive in the appropriation process. Billions upon billions of
dollars m ay be passing through the Executive branch on their way to the states. It is
important that these hearings lay the ground
rules for the participation of the Executive
branch. Revenue sharing cannot tolerate revenue impoundment. If Congress ever authorizes revenue sharing without a clear understanding with the Executive on subjects of
importance, it will have sounded its own
death knell. If Congress delegates the power
of the purse to a President by authorizing
him to share federal revenue sharing or withhold them at his sole discretion, then the
purposes of the Congressional institution will
have become obsolete. And I speak as cosponsor and friend of revenue sharing.
Mr. Chairman, opposing points of view are
being advanced as to the authority, right and
jurisdiction of both the Congress and the
Executive branch in the area of appropriations. I hope we do not make this mere academic exercise-for it must be clearly understood that all rights must be qualified in the
public interest. Also, I sincerely hope that
this Committee makes strong legislative recommendation to remedy the problem. We
must act now to preserve the balance o!
power.
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called Conference on E conomic Conversion which is being held on Capitol Hill
this week.
Oftentimes when confronted with a
cute phrase of jargon, it is well to look
into the background to find out what
this term "economic conversion" means.
I find that it is not so cute after all, particularly when it appears that the leading presidential contenders of the Democratic Party have chosen this conference
to peddle their wares.
Some may think that this is an objective, high-level conference, where
truth is being sought.
In point of fact, all the evidence
clearly indicates that it is nothing but a
massive propaganda operation which
could well result in undermining the national security of our country. It is a
subtle lobbying effort exploiting the
cause of peace for narrow ideological
concerns, which could have the exact opposite effect.
I have taken the trouble to look behind the fancy name of the so-called
Conference on Economic Conversion. I
find there that the conference is a concentrated effort of a group that calls itself the Coalition on National Priorities
and Military Policy. I realize that everyone is concerned with setting the proper
priorities for our Nation. Yet, here it :i..s
essential to look behind the catchy title
lest we buy a pig in a poke.
The Coalition on National Priorities
and Military Policy was an intensive lobbying group set up in May of 1969 to undercut our defense posture generally and
to pull us precipitously out of Vietnam
with no regard for the consequences or
for the safety of the men committed to
fighting there by the Democratic administration of President Johnson. It is
highly interesting that this group had no
such pangs of compulsion until the Republican administration was in office.
I am quite ready to acknowledge that
anyone in our Republic is free to take
such a position if they want to. The point
is, however, that their propaganda activity should be labeled for what it is, and
not pass as an objective group of
scholars and leaders seeking the truth.
Only a year ago, the Coalition on National Priorities and Military Policy described its activities as follows:
The ABM and MIRV issues:
Participates in concentrated and coordinated Senate and House lobbying;
Sponsored anti-ABM rallies at Madison
Square Garden and Los Angeles, June 25,
1969; and
Distributed the anti-ABM film made at
the New York Rally throughout the nation.
Military Authorization Bill:
Contacts all Members of Congress urging
support of amendments to reduce budget;
Follows up with visits to Members; and
Organizes groups of observers to follow debate and voting on the Btll.

Mr. President, this is plainly and sim-

ply a lobbying group representing a narrow faction. We are used to lobbies of all
types here in Wa.shington, but it has always been considered that the decent
WHAT IS THE CONFERENCE ON
tliing to do was to present lobbying acECONOMIC
CONVERSION
ALL
tivities as lobbying activities. Yet here we
ABOUT?
have them hiding behind the high-soundMr. GURNEY. Mr. President, I have ing name of a "Conference on Economic
been studying the program of the so- Conversion." I should think that if the
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leading contenders for the Democratic
nomination want to associate themselves
with the lobbying efforts of a special interest group, that is perfectly all right,
however, I think that they should have
the good grace to tell the American people whose platform they are standing on.
A check of both the Clerk of the House
and the Secretary of the Senate shows
that no such group as the Coalition on
National Priorities and Military Policy is
registered as such as a lobby under the
Nation's lobbying laws. Yet the group itself describes its principal activities in
minute detail as lobbying.
And I thnk that there is something else
that the American people should know
a;bout this group. In the past, it has been
the principal cosponsor with the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee of activities calling for an immediate withdrawal from
Vietnam with no regard for the consequences. The honorary chairman of the
coalition has appeared at press conferences with the moratorium leader, Sam
Brown, who has frequently expressed his
high regard for the Vietcong leaders, and
his contempt for the President of the
United States. It was Sam Brown who
wrote as follows:
In fact, most of us who have worked to
end the War for some time believe that any
semblance of a military victory in Vietnam
would be disastrous for the United States.

Mr. Brown is free to make such statements if he so desires. The Coalition on
National Priorities and Military Policy is
free to cooperate with Mr. Brown if it
so desires. However, when five contenders
for the Democratic nomination appear
on the coalition's platform, the public
has a right to know what the coalition
stands for, and what it has done in the
past.
It is important to realize that a main
force behind the coalition is the United
World Federalists, a group which has
never been described as in the mainstream of American politics.
Another member of the coalition is the
Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy,
which also lacks a wide constituency in
America.
Also included are the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, and the Women Strike for Peace,
which have seldom distinguished between the U.S. national interest and the
interests of other superpowers.
The Americans for Democratic Action
are also represented, along with the New
Democratic Coalition.
It would be easy to go through the
whole list of members and sponsors, but
I have quoted enough to show that this
is really a coalition of a narrow, leftwing spectrum of politics with, I might
add considerable overlapping of trustees
and officers.
It behooves us, therefore, to ask what
this group from the far end of the political spectrum means by "economic conversion."
A good case can be made that the net
effect of their program will be the conversion of the United States into a second-rate power.
They hope that this conversion will
take place by reducing the U.S. defense
capability and downgrading the con-

structive effort of the U.S. defense system.
The long-range, gradual dissipation of
the standing of our national security will
be further lowered by the reduction of
the research and development programs
in industries contributing to an improvement in our defense posture. The conference's bias is evident in the loaded question they propose to discuss: "Can defense firms undertake meaningful
work?" ·
The conference claims that:
Its objective is "to develop new government programs for redirecting human and
capital resources to meet neglected national
needs in an efficient manner.

Yet the reduction of the U.S. defense posture does not have, and cannot have, only the meaning of a transfer of funds and resow·ces from the
defense into social welfare and education. Rather, it is the process of creating an entirely new political and economic system. Economic conversion
means the conversion of our free
enterprise, democratic system into a
system where the national objectives and
the means of carrying them out are established by Government policy; or more
precisely, by the policies of the small elite
that advocates conversion.
The policies of conversion will affect
the entire range of domestic and international problems, not just the defense expenditures which make such a fine target
for demagogs. We will find that the ability of our economy to perform adequately, and to expand, will be diminished. The creativity of individual enterprise may well be constrained. The
sudden shift into welfare-related spending will reduce individual and national
productivity, with consequent further,
serious inflation, and an increase in the
cost of living and in the number who fall
below the poverty line.
Internationally, we will see that our
ability to provide positive leadership for
peace will begin to fade. The conditions
of leadership, and the independence of
action necessary in the international
political sphere depends directly on the
ability to back up our leadership by adequate, credible, and viable economic and
military force. A second-rate power has
no friends, and no ability to command
authority.
It would be wonderful if one could
stop wars by a unilateral shift in the U.S.
expenditures for defense. But the methodology of war prevention is much more
complicated. It is also much more expensive than many would like to admit.
The creation of peace cannot be attained
by leaving the field to more powerful nations, particularly when these nations
have an unparalleled record of military
and ideological aggression.
This objective of the conference sponsors might conceivably be feasible in a
really peaceful world; however, in fact
we live in a world of so-called pea.ceful
coexistence, in which one party preaches
admittedly the continuation of the socalled class struggle by various means;
for example, by wars of liberation, and
so forth. The promoters of the conference overlook the fact that it is not the
United States but the Communist coun-
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tries and their allies which initiated and
have perpetuated the struggle which
claims such a high percentage of our national resources. Thus, in fact, the demands of the sponsors of the conference
amounts to unilateral disarmament of
the United States.
Furthermore, the sponsors of the conference seem to be oblivious to the fact
that even if normal friendly relations between States should exist, the progress
of science and technology would by now
claim a high percentage of our national
resources for military expenditures. If
the sponsors of the conference honestly
meant economic conversion from a wartime to a peacetime basis, they obviously do not know what they are talking
about.
The United States devotes a relatively
small share of its national resources to
the demands made by the Vietnam war.
The other national resources devoted to
military purposes cannot be dissipated
for the so-called important social
needs--which the sponsors of the conference have never clearly defined-as
long as the United States is not only doctrinally but also politically and development wise under ceaseless attack by the
antagonists of this country.
Certainly, there are national needs
other than military ones which have to
be downgraded in view of the prevailing situation. However, the sponsors of
the conference for their own reasons, attempt to put the blame for the neglect
oif these national needs on the United
states rnroher than on rt!his country's opponents which declare daily that they
will strangle it if they only get an opportunity to do so.
The free enterprise system of this
country depends in no way whatsoever
on the allocation of a high percentage
of national resources to military purposes. This is an entirely false, misleading, and unproved statement which has
been so frequently made that is it accepted as true without ever having been
proved.
Shock tactics to rock the economic
boat have never been and will never be
the way to achieve reallocation of national resources if and when this will be
feasible. Such shock tactics can only
lead to economic chaos, widespread unemployment, and the creation of a political situation and environment which the
sponsors of the conference hopefully assume to be advantageous to their goals
of imposing a collective socioeconomic
system upon this Nation.
The scare propaganda emanating from
these groups is a well-known device for
political action. Certainly, the progress
of science and technology has led to increased pollution, and the natural environment of man is not anymore what
it used to be. But the Nixon administration . and Congress have already taken
good initial steps to combat pollution and
are now in process of doing much more.
Clearly the continuous repetition of political slogans like "environmentalism,"
"stop pollution," and so forth, are intended to drum up interest and sympathy
for the coalition, whose main objective is
really to hamstring the Department of
Defense.
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In conclusion, then, the Conference on
Economic Priorities is not, as the invitation claims, an expression of widely divergent interests, but of a single group
of political interests, the realization of
whose goals will go a long way to disarm
the United States unilaterally.
The reduction of military expenditures
cannot be accomplished in a vacuum. We
cannot ignore the reality of Soviet preparations for war, nor Soviet assistance
and instigation of revolutionary wars in
many theaters.
The two superpowers provide the basic
umbrella of security for the rest of the
world. The continuity in the symmetric
balance of this umbrella is the only structure that can prevent the plunging of the
world into wars of all kinds. One can
remember the days when the umbrella of
Prime Minister Chamberlain became the
symbol of peace. I do not think that the
American people wish to trade the umbrella of national security for the ineffectual umbrella of Chamberlain. Let us
place this Conference of Economic Conversion in the proper perspective. Let us
ask what the state of the world will be
if the conversion of America takes place
according to the biases and prejudices of
this lobby on the left.
I ask unanimous consent that a list of
participants in the coalition of national
priorities and military policy, and other
material be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

payers, and would handle questions such as
these:
How much income tax have the residents
of this olty paid to the federal government
this year?
How mu.Cih. money have the taxpayers of
this city spent to :tmanoe .m llitaJry a.ctivities?
(The Coalition says that out of every tax
dollar in fiscal year 1969, 54 cents went for
current military outlays.)
How much federal money has come back to
the community in the past fiscal year? In
social programs? In defense contracts? foc
highways?
What are the unmet needs of the city in
housing, health, education, transportation,
pollution control, sanitation, recreation? How
much would it cost to meet these needs?
It is expeoted that each town meeting will
produce a written report based on the answers to the questions. The reports will include statistics on the community's unmet
needs in housing units, classrooms, teachers,
hospital beds, air pollution control centers,
and the estimated costs of programs to meet
these needs.
A national assembly and lobbying effort
will be held in Washington in mid-January,
centering on the information contained in
the reports from the town meetings, "to raise
the reordering of national priorities to a new
level of visibility early in the next session
of Congress," in the words of the Coalition's
announcement.
A long list of distinguished citizens have
agreed to act as "callers" of the meetings, including ADAers Reinhold Neibuhr, Joseph
Duffy, John Kenneth Gailbraith, Jack T. Conway, JosephS. Clark, and Walter Reuther.

COALITION ON NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND
MILITARY POLICY

A coalition of 29 private groups announced
plans yesterday for 40 town meetings here
and throughout the nation this month and
next to discuss the conflict between domestic
needs and military spending.
The meetings, sponsored by the Coalition
on National Priorities and Military Spending,
were endorsed by Sam Brown, a leader of the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee. Brown
called on moratorium backers to participate.
The coalition, whose chairman is former
Sen. Joseph S. Clark (D.-Pa.) , said its first
town meeting will be held in Chicago today.
A series of meetings is planned for the Washington area Dec. 12-19.
Clark said the aim is to allow each community to find out for itself how much of its
federal tax money goes for military spending
and "how much comes back for desperately
needed programs."
Another objective is to assess unsatisfied
needs in housing, health, transportation, pollution, sanitation, welfare, and other areas,
and to determine the cost of meeting such
needs.
Clark said he hoped testimony taken at
the meetings could be sent to the President
and Congress "to indicate that the silent
majority wants the war ended and the military budget cut."
Most of the meetings here are scheduled
during the Dec. 12-14 weekend. Moratorium
activities have already been scheduled for
Dec. 12 a.nd 13, as well as Dec. 24.
The 29 peace, religious, labor and social
action groups listed as affiliates of the coalition include Americans for Democratic Action, American Friends Service Committee,
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the United Auto Workers.
Describing the coalition as including some
"establishment types," Clark said. "We feel
a bridge has now been made with youth by
having the leadership of the moratorium"
join in sponsoring the meetings.
A "town meeting" in Room 2175 of the

Americans for Democratic Action.
Business Executives Move for Vietnam
Peace and New National Priorities.
New Democratic Coalition.
SANE.
Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Teachers Committee for Peace in Vietnam.
Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom.
Women Strike for Peace.
CONFERENCE COSPONSORS

Committee for a More Effective Congress.
Common Cause.
Friends of the Earth.
Ripon Society.
Zero Population Growth.
MID-DECEMBER TOWN MEETINGS CALLED
REVIEW PRIORITIES, MILITARY COSTS

To

Simultaneous town meetings on local
needs and military spending will be held in
some 30 U.S. cities Dec. 13 and 14, called by
the Coalition on National Priorities and Military Policy with which ADA is cooperating.
"The need is to develop throughout the
country a broadened base of political support for the concept of reordered priorities,"
the Coalition's announcement said.
"It is proposed that, in as many cities and
counties as possible, simultaneous town
meetings be held on Saturday and Sunday,
Dec. 13 or 14, on the theme of local needs
and military spending.
"If it is not feasible to hold the meetings
on one of the designated dates they should
be held December 15, 16, or 17. We hope to
receive the benefit of national news coverage
if the town meetings can be held within a
few days of each other in communities
across the country."
The Coalition said the meetings would be
sponsored by local organizations, viewed as
public hearings for and by voters and tax-

[From the Washington (D.C.) Post, Dec. 7,
1969]
PROTESTS PLANNED IN

40

CITIES

Rayburn Building Friday is to serve as kickoff for several meetings throughout the
Washintgon area, said Frederick T. Merrill
Jr., coordinator of the D.C. Coalition.
Merrill said community leaders and representatives will testify on the city's needs
at the 10 a.m. meeting.
Several members of the House District
Committee have been invited to hear the
testimony, he said.
Brown, co-chairman of the Moratorium,
said that in some cities the meetings will
serve as the only moratorium-related activity this month.
Meanwhile, the Young Americans for Freedom, a conservative youth group, announced
it will hold a "counteroffensive" to moratorium activities on 600 campuses Dec. 12
and 13.
David Keene, national YAF chairman, said
the activities will include teach-ins and circulation of petitions supporting the President.
PEACE

GROUPS

SEEKING To
YOUNG

MELD

OLD

AND

Two major peace groups are combining
their anti-war activities for the first time
in an effort to bring the young and old together on the local level during the December Moratorium.
Joseph S. Clark, former senator from
Pennsylvania and chairman of the Coalition
on National Priorities and Military Policy,
and Sam Brown, a national coordinator of
the Vietnam Moratorium Committee, announced the plan.
Clark, who is also president of the United
World Federalists, said the first joint venture would be to organize a series of town
meetings, Dec. 13-14, in 36 cities to discuss
local needs, military spending and federal
taxes.
Results of the town meetings will be
brought to Washington early in the next
session of Congress.
Other activities planned by the Moratorium Committee include Christmas carol
"sing-ins" and church services Christmas
Eve.
The coalition was formed last summer by
29 peace, political action, labor and church
groups which have represented the more
traditional and older elements in the peace
movement. Among the affiliated organizations are American Friends Service Committee, Americans for Democratic Action,
SANE, United World Federalists, United Auto
Workers, the American Baptist Convention
and the Department of International Affairs
of the National Council of Churches.
The Moratorium Committee represents
younger elements in the anti-war movement.
A "counter offensive" to the antiwar efforts is planned by the Young Americans for
Freedom, a conservative youth organization.
It announced yesterday it will sponsor,
"Vietnam: Alternative Weekend" on 600 college campuses, Dec. 12-13. Activities will include teach-ins and the distribution of over
a million copies of a tabloid entitled, "Tell
It to Hanoi."
The group also will circulate petitions in
support of President Nixon's Vietnam policies which will be delivered to the North
Vietnamese delegation in Paris, said David
Keene, national chairman of the YAF.

GENOCIDE IS A MAITER OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, geno-

cide is a matter of international concern. On our shrinking planet, the massive destruction of human life in one

country affects the lives and people of
other countries. According to Richard
Gardner, professor of Jaw and inter-
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dreds of American colleges that are now
in dire financial straits.
I believe that a decisive emphasis must
Genocide is often associated with threats
to or breaches of international peace and be given to America's educational priorisecurity . . . Genocide and internal repres- ties. This must be evident in establishsion may often be the handmaiden of ex- ing a high-level authority for education
ternal aggression. (Testimony before the Sen- in the Federal Government a new Deate subcommittee on the Genocide Convenpartment of Education at Cabinet level.
tion, April 27, 1970.)
Also the full funding of present Federal
Major international disputes often education assistance programs, and in
have their origin in racial, ethnic, or re- the enactment of new authorizations for
ligious hatreds. International covenants, the substantial expansion of our educadealing with the promotion and preser- tional resources.
vation of human dignity and liberty,
Mr. President, I recently had the opare rightly concerned with international portunity to discuss the details of a new
matters and they are, therefore, a proper education policy for America, in an adsubject for the exercise of the treaty- dress in New York City at a luncheon
making power.
held by the recently established EducaUnfortunately, U.S. leadership in pro- tional Facilties Corporation, for some 200
moting the U.N. human rights cove- leaders in the education :field and reprenants has been lacking in recent years. sentatives of industries producing educaErnest Gross, Assistant Secretary of tional products and systems.
State under President Truman, told the
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conGeneral Assembly of the United Nations sent that the text of my remarks on
in December of 1948 thatMarch 19. 1971, be printed in the RECORD.
In a world beset by many problems and
There being no objection, the remarks
great difficulties we should proceed with this were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
convention before the memory of recent hor- a.:; follows:
rifying genocidal acts has faded from the
national organization, of Columbia University:

minds and conscience of man.

Certainly the international promotion
of human rights is in keeping with our
most basic traditions. The need for such
action is both compelling and urgent.
Our ratification of the Genocide Convention would help to lay the foundation
for basic international law dealing with
the protection of human rights. The time
to act is long overdue.
A NEW EDUCATION POLICY FOR
AMERICA
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
have been deeply concerned about proposeJ cutbacks in funds for Federal education assistance programs, proposed by
the administration for the coming fiscal
year. It is my firm belief that both our
critical education financing needs and
rapid developments in the general field
of learning experience enrichment demand the drafting of a new education
policy for America.
Basically, we must make an intensive
effort to assure excellence, imagination,
and full opportunity in American education. We must also look upon education
as a total social experience, having
learned by now that the finest in classroom resources can be dissipated by malnutrition, deprivation, a daily diet of tension and hostility, and neighborhood and
national value-systems that conflict with
the highest aspirations of mankind.
The immediate task confronting Congress is to assure that our schools, our
colleges and students, and our supplementary and specialized education services are not left with empty promises, but
instead obtain the essential financial assistance demanded in the face of clearly
established need. It has now become sufficiently clear that the President's proposal for consolidating education programs under special revenue sharing
would actually result in a net reduction
of Federal aid. Nor is there any prospect
for prompt institutional aid to the huncxvu--540-Part 7
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REMARKS BY SENATOR HUBERT H. HUMPHREY

Ignorance is an alien force in America-the enemy of everything we seek, everything
we stand for. Our Nation was born with the
adoption of a Declaration of human rights.
But from the outset it was recognized that
the responsible exercise of these rights demanded the unrestricted development of
human resources. As Thomas Jefferson expressed it, "Man cannot be both free and
ignorant."
It is only in recent years, however, that
we have spoken with conviction of the right
to a quality education to the full extent of
capability and need. Many forces in a world
of rapid change have pressured us into the
dramatic evolution of our educational resources. But there has also been a fundamental force operating from within each of
us, as contrasted with the pressures from the
outside world we live in.
I speak here of that basic discontent abroad
in our Nation about the quality of human
life. The fantastic pace of technological
change explained the original extensive Federal investment in our educational resources
over a decade ago. But now we are looking
to education itself as a force for changea decisive movement for ending the inequality of human life in America.
The hard task of enacting laws to redress
the denial of civil rights and to break the
cycle of poverty afflicting millions of our
citizens brought us to a new understanding
of basic human rights. The confrontation of
these realities in the midst of unparalleled
affluence produced a national commitment
to the enrichment of human life in an entirely new context. Expressed in direct terms,
we are saying today that our children and
youth in and of themselves are a precious national resource-not to be either coddled or
selectively pruned, but to be given every possible opportunity for self-development in
achieving lives of meaning and purpose.
EDUCATION FINANCIAL CRISIS

And yet, precisely at the time we have
come to this conclusion, our local school districts and institutions of higher education
are stating that they have reached an absolute limit in financial resources. Local
property taxes, devoted primarily to meeting
the rising costs of public elementary and
secondary education, have reached the saturation point. Our colleges have had to escalate their tuition fees simply to meet the

costs of staying in business, much less undertake critically needed expension.
Both this national commitment and this
financial reality demand the establishment
of a new education policy for America. That
policy should be directed toward paying the
cost of a quality education at all levels, as
a national investment that will be fully
repaid. It should promote multiple approaches to providing educational opportunities that give the fullest recognition to the
needs, problems, and abilities and interests
of each child and young person. It should
enable every adult to achieve self-sufficiency
and respect as a contributing member of
society. Finally, there should be a deliberate
policy of innovation in educational processes
and administration.
NEW EDUCATION POLICY

But while this demand for a new education policy ought to be self-evident, it is
equally clear that the present Administration in Washington is marching to the beat of
a di:trerent drum-a drum that signals retreat, rather than the advance this is essential at this critical time. President Nixon's
proposal for consolidating education programs under special revenue sharing actually
would result in a net reduction of Federal
aid. Requested appropriations for elementary
and secondary education amount, at best, to
a "holding action," in comparison with appropriations enacted by Congress for the current fiscal year. But serious cutbacks are
programmed in aid to Federally impacted
areas and for vocational education and school
equipment and remodeling, while the school
lunch program is cut almost in half. A d
when we turn to the area of supplementary
community resources in education, we find
that the Administration plans to reduce
funds for vitally important library services
and construction programs by 62 per cent!
I find these funding reductions totally
indefensible. It is one thing to call for reforms in elementary and secondary education programs to assure that Federal funds
are directed where the need, in terms of
educational deprivation, is greatest. But it ts
another matter entirely to seriously underfund these programs, making it impossible
to fulfill expectations of equal opportunity
and innovation in education.
It is all well and good to speak of streamlining the Federal-state-local fiscal machinery for education, and no one would question the wisdom of bringing together related
categorical-aid programs to assure that specific needs are met efficiently. But we must
carefully examine the other side of this
"devalued" Administration coin. For, in the
corrective actions already authorized in the
Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1969, Congress also expressed its
judgment that there is no genuine streamlining in the speed with which Federal
revenues may be simply handed over to the
states. There are numerous competent state
education administrations, but I remain unpersuaded that throughout the Nation these
undesignated grants would necessarily be
spent primarily and without discrimination
to assist disadvantaged children and to aid
local school districts where demand has far
outstripped supply and fiscal resources. It is
my understanding that, in fact, up to 70 per
cent of special revenue sharing funds would
be immune from the present law requiring
that Federal education monies be spent over
and above state and local funds, as an
"extra" to help poor children catch up.
REVENUE SHARING

Let it be clear that I favor the concept of
revenue sharing, coupled with the equitable
federalization of public assistance programs.
But I believe the bill I have introduced jointly with Representative Reuss o1Iers a better
approach than that of the Administration
because it supplements ongoing categorical-
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aid programs, as in education, guarantees the
pass-through of funds to the cities, and provides strong incentives for the maintenance
of fiscal effort by the states.
What dist.urbs me most, however, is that
this Administration continues to address our
serious education cost problems with words
rather than dollars. Can these words be believed in the light of sharply reduced Budget
requests and Presidential vetoes of education
appropriations over the past two years?
When we turn to higher ed:ucatlon assistance, the same low-profile Administration
approach-the same absence of national
leadership toward achieving full opportunity
and excellence in education-is sharply evident.
The expiration of major higher education
laws this year provides a vital opportunity to
reform and expand these critically important
Federal assistance programs. It has been estimated that 6.6 million undergraduate students alone are currently enrolled in our colleges (of a total enrollment of over 8.5 million), and that in five years this number will
swell to at least 8 million. The cost of attending college is now the second largest expenditure a family will make-but unlike the home
mortgage, this one falls due within four short
years.
But for others, and for our Nation, there
is the tragic cost of not getting a higher
education. Only 7 per cent of our college
students come from low-income families. Colleges across the Nation are trying to expand
opportunities for the black and the poor,
placing an additional strain on financial aid
resources.
Now, the President's Task Force on Education has told him that during the next decade, resources available to colleges and universities must more than double, from the
present $17.2 billion to $41 billion. And the
respected Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education has called for a decisive national
effort to ellminate racial and economic barriers to higher education by 1976.

sistance is coupled with cost-of-instruction
aid to the respective institution.
A DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

In addition, and in keeping with my own
publicly expressed commitments over the
past years, provision is made for the reorganization of the educational bureaucracy of
the Federal Government. I have always felt
that a. decisive emphasis must be given to
America's edu{).ational priorities through consolidating the educational activities of the
Federal Government and raising this vital
function to a high level of visibility and responsibility within the Administration. This
demands the establishment of a Department of Education headed by a Secretary of
Cabinet rank. We must assure that education,
a matter of paramount concern to our people,
has a spokesman at the very summit of Government.
FULL FUNDING

Finally, I strongly believe that our higher
education assistance laws must not only be
extended but also fully funded. I have received many letters from Minnesotc and
across the Nation expressing deep concern
over extensive cutbacks in the Administration's budget for the coming fiscal year.
Over 11 million dollars, or 40 per cent of the
funds appropriated by Congress for Fiscal
1971, have been taken from the college library assistance, training, and research programs which are of such great importance
to small colleges and in providing stipends
for graduate students in this field. Grants
and direct loans for the construction of academic fac111ties are terminated in this Budget,
with a preference again given to the mechanism of subsidized private loans. No funds at
all are provided for college teaching equipment. These are but a few examples of the
serious cutbacks proposed by the Administration for programs which are, in fact, a
solid capital investment in the future of the
Nat ion.
But Congress must not llmit itself to hold·
ing the line against these Budget reductions
STUDENT AID
in the field of assistance to higher educaWhat has been the Administration's re- tion. We must instead undertake a major
sponse? Basically it has proposed the creation commitment to expanding post-secondary
of a National Foundation for Higher Educa- education opportunities in Amel'd.ca. For extion and the revamping of student aid pro- ample, an important new resource has begrams. Student aid would generally be in the come increasingly visible in our community
form of subsidized loans and work-study pay- and junior colleges a.nd vocation.al-tec!hnical
ments. Priority would be given to the need- institutions. We must develop this resource
iest students. The Foundation would provide to meet effectively the special educational
aid to post-secondary institutions seeking to needs of both our society and thousands
develop new programs of national importance upon thousands of our young people.
and new models of reform and restructuring
These, then, are the immediate legislaof higher education.
tive tasks before Congress in the developI am encouraged by the basic purposes of ment of a new education policy for Amerthese proposals. The only problem is that ica.. But the blueprint for this policy dethey fail to take account of the immediate mands much more before a solid foundacrisis confronting higher education. No pros- tion can be laid.
pect is held forth for prompt institutional
If we mean what we say about education,
aid to the hundreds of American colleges we should be willing to pay for it. The Fedthat are now in dire financial straits. Nor do eral investment in pub!l.ic education doubled
I believe that the primary dependence upon between 1960 and 1968-from 4 to 8 per cent
subsidized or guaranteed student loans can of total state, local, and Federal expenditures.
fulfill the prospects for success envisaged During the present Administration, that inby the Administration, in light of the lim- vestment has fallen to 6.9 per cent or only
ited availability of private capital for this $2.9 billion.
purpose in recent years. While this assistance
I believe Congress should set the goal over
mechanism removes current appropriations the next few years of at least matching the
from the Federal Budget, the cost to the rate of increase in the federal commitment
Government will be higher in the long run. to education accomplished by 1968-in other
Such considerations have led me to strong- words, doubling federal expenditures.
ly support the purposes of legislative measI believe we must also guarantee this fedures for the reform and expansion of federal eral investment, instead of leaving our school
assistance to higher education, introduced by admlnistra,tors in a state of uncertaJ.nty on
Senators Claiborne Pell and Walter Mondale. Congressional appropriations. To that end,
These bills retain the thrust of the Presi- I propose that a fixed portion of federal revdent's proposals, but they go further in main- enues should be annually allocated to an
taining essential aid to our colleges and uni- education trust fund.
versities, and in establishing direct federal
I believe that education for the 20th cenassistance to students as a matter of right, tury demands that we stop giving tenure to
and on the basis of need. Particular em- the 19th century classroom. We must seize
phasis is placed on creating effective edu- hold of the electronic revolution and apply
cational opportunities for young persons the finest insights of educwtion psychology
from low-income famllies. And student as- to adopt mulUiple approaches to an unre-
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stricted and humanized educational process
for our children. Tremendous advances are
underway in the application of audio-visual
equipment, television, and cybernetics to the
classroom, enabling the teacher to give individual attention to the learning needs and
discoveries of the individual child. Hopefully, federal education programs will be supportive of this renaissance, giving as much
attention to the child with learning disabilities as to the gifted and talented child,
and especially at the preschool level.
But we must also forge a partnership of
our public and private resources to achieve
excellence, imagination, and full opportunity
in Atmerican education.
One important catalyst in producing this
partnership is represented in the Educational
Facilities Center, opening in Ohicago in 1973.
Jim Allen, our former U.S. Commissioner of
Education, has correctly described the Center as "an excellent idea whose time has
come." I know that George Fischer, chairman of the Board, long ago while President
of the National Education Association, saw
the need for such an international clearing
house where educators could see, firsthand,
new educational materials, products, and
systems.
There is no question of the necessity of
establishing a close working relationship between the businessman and educator in carefully evaluating the growth and impact of
a Whole new industry spawned by the
"knowledge explosion." We must assure the
intelligent investment of educational system
funds in providing genuine and challenging
learning experiences for our children and
youth.
But in demanding the best education for
our children, we must also demand the best
of our society. Values imparted in the classroom too often seem hypocrisies in the outside world. By intens:ively examining what,
how, and why we teach our children we
may discover answers to education's ills 'that
also can help heal the sicknessses of our
society. At root, we must rededicate ourselves to the unique worth and the kinship
of every man as a fundamental truth in
education and as a basic explanation of
what America is au about.
This is why we must look upon education
as a total social experience. Progressive
learning cannot take place in an atmosphere
of hostility, fear, racial bitterness, and deprivation.
The education of a child is the sum total
of that child's native ab111ty, the experience
in an educational system, and the social
environment in which that child lives and
grows-the neighborhood, the community,
and the nation, and indeed the world. He
is conditioned by it. The best in educationfaclUties, teachers, books-is diminished by
the inadequacy of the surroundings and the
inadequacies of the social environment.
Likewise, the capacity to learn is affected by
the condition of one's health, the adequacy
of one's diet, and the sense of mental peace
in which one lives. Therefore, educaJtors
have a greater responsib1lity than just to
advocate better teachers, teaching methods,
modernization of school plant and facilities.
and the use of the most modern techniques including modern educational technology. The true educator must be a spokesman for social justice, a. crusader against
the evils of poverty and deprivation, and an
advocate of communities that are wholesome and safe.
Let us resolve here and now to make education in America the finest in the world.
We in Congress need your help now 1f this
job is to be done. But you will also be committing yourselves to a task of the highest
importance to all the people Oi! this great
land of opportunity. The charge is laid before us by Thomas Carlyle, in these wellremembered words:
"That there should one man die ignorant
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who ha.d the capacity for knowledge, this
a trwgedy."

I C!lll1

LAND SALES FRAUDS
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, Metromedia
Television and the George Washington
University School of Law have recently
established the Consumer Help Center, a
form of public ombudsman sponsored by
WTTG, Washington, and operated by law
students from the university. Among the
projects which the Consumer Help Center has studied are automobile repair
frauds, moving and storage practices, appliance warranties, and land sales frauds.
As summer approaches and more and
more people are inclined to purchase lots
for camping, or to build summer residenees away from the heat of the city, I
feel it is particularly appropriate for us
to be aware of some of the problems confronting land buyers. High pressure sales
tactics are a sure sign that deeper investigation of the property is worthwhile.
Among the warnings which Consumer
Help has issued are the following:
Do not sign a contract the first time
out.
Do not waive or cancel the 48-hour
cooling off period provided by law for
your protection.
Do not assume that because the development is registered with the Federal
Government, that the Government has
inspected, investigated or in any way endorses the land offering.
Do not take for granted the adage that
you cannot lose investing iL land.
Do not assume anything you are told
unless it is written in the sales agreement.
During October and November 1970,
when land sales development companies
were :fi0oding the Washington area with
invitations to dinner, gifts, prizes, discounts, and reimbursement for gasoline,
Metromedia broadcast a 20-part series
on land sales practices.
I have obtained a transcript of the
series of programs as well as the Consumer Help Center's "Lot Buyer's List of
Do's and Don'ts." I have reviewed these
programs and the pamphlet and congratulate WTTG for its responsible
broadcasting and the students of the
Consumer Help Center for their diligence
and interest.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the do's and don'ts be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the list was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
LOT BUYER'S LIST OF Do's AND DoN'TS
DO
Be as cautious in buying a lot at a recreation vacation subdivision as you would be in
buying a house or car. Remember, no matter
how the deal is represented (i.e. $200.00 down
and $25.00 a month), it will be a sizeable
investment.
Ask for copies of the "Property Report,"
contract and any other pertinent documents.
Ask to take them home so you may read
them carefully, and perhaps show them to an
attorney BEFORE YOU SIGN. If you are not
allowed to leave with those documents in
hand before signing ... JUST LEAVE.
Take your time. If you are told that the
"perfect" lot won't be there tomorrow, don't
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worry. Even if that ls the case, there are selves, to make maximum utilization of
many other lots in many other develop- our human resources, and to provide job
ments.
opportunities to those who want most
Contact the Office of Interstate Land Sales, earnestly to become independent, selfH.U.D., Washington, D.C. 20411, if you want
further information about a registered de- supporting citizens.
Last Thursday the Senate unanimousvelopment or a copy of the development's
"Property Report." There is a charge (pres- ly passed legislation which I feel is adently 25¢ a page) for copies of documents. mirably designed to accomplish all these
REMEMBER--all of this information was goals, and more. As a cosponsor of S.
provided by the developer. H.U.D. has not 557, the Wagner-O'Day Act Amendments
checked the authenticity of the statements. of 1971 and chairman of the Senate SubSeek legal advice if the investment is sizeable and you are wllling to pay a little more committee on Handicapped Workers, I
to be safe rather than sorry . . . or consult commend the truly nonpartisan spirit in
friends or associates familiar with land/real which this legislation was considered
and approved. The Wagner-O'Day Act
estate transactions.
was effected 33 years ago, to utilize the
DON'T
Sign on the dotted line the first time unique talents of the blind in producing
out ... the first time you visit the property a number of articles offered for sale to
and hear the sales presentation. To do so is the Federal Government. The program
to gamble with your money ... not carefully has grown steadily over the years until,
invest it.
in fiscal1969, a total of 78 workshops for
Waive or cancel the 48-hour "cooling off" the blind in 35 States sold approximately
period provided by law for your protection. $23 million worth of goods, employing
WARNING: the waiver is built-in to many about 5,000 blind workers.
contracts. Always read contracts carefully.
A year ago, the Senator from New York
Assume that because the development is
registered with the federal government (The <Mr. JAVITS) introduced amendments to
Department of Housing and Urban Develop- the Wagner-O'Day Act in response to
ment ... H.U.D.), that the government has changes over the past three decades. Durinspected, investigated or in any way en- ing 2 days of hearings last June 9
dorses the land offering. It has not and does through 10 before the Special Subcomnot.
mittee on Handicapped Workers, of
Believe the old adage "you can't lose investing in land." A lot may be an excellent which I am chairman, we received testiinvestment, but on the other hand it may be mony that the sheltered workshop proyears before it appreciates in value enough gram could and should be expanded. The
to surpass an originally inflated price plus Department of Health, Education, and
the finance charges. Balance investment pos- Welfare estimates that there are more
sib111ties with how much you'll be using and than 10,000 adult blind and approxienjoying the land while waiting for it to in- mately 77,000 severely handicapped who
crease in value.
form a potential work force for nonAssume that anything you are told about
the lot or development is gospel. As it says in profit workshops to manufacture a wide
almost all contracts: "no representations, range of products for sale to the Fedoral or written, are relied upon which are eral Government. The bill introduced in
not set forth in this agreement." In other the last Congress was unanimously rewords, it is what is written in the contract ported from the Committee on Labor
that counts.
and Public Welfare and passed the Sen-

J. EDGAR HOOVER
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, for

several years, now, attacks and criticisms
have been leveled at the Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Mr. J.
Edgar Hoover. I know that J. Edgar
Hoover does not need to be defended. His
long record of service in law enforcement
speaks for itself. Since his appointment
as Director of the FBI in 1924, J. Edgar
Hoover has guided and shaped the FBI
in such a way that his department has
the overwhelming respect and admiration of professional law enforcement officers throughout the country and of the
American people.
There are those in American society
today who seem to feed on disrespect for
law enforcement. It seems to me that attention should be called from time to
time to the vital stake that our citizens
have in effective law enforcement. I congratulate Mr. Hoover on a job well done.
SENATOR RANDOLPH COMMENTS
ON PASSAGE OF S. 557-WAGNERO'DAY ACT AMENDMENTS, MARCH
30, 1971

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
thrust of social legislation today can
generally be defined as an attempt to
help the disadvantaged to help them-

ate. Its passage came too late for consideration by the House of Representatives. I am hopeful that S. 557 will receive prompt attention by the House in
this current session.
Mr. Chairman, S. 557 has the unqualified support of the major national organizations for the blind and severely handicapped. The amendments to the Wagner-O'Day Act have two principal
objectives: First, to extend the special
priority in the selling of certain products to the Federal Government now
reserved for the blind to the other severely handicapped, assuring that the
blind will have first preference, and second, to expand the category of contracts
under which the blind and other severely
handicapped would have priority to include services as well as products. The
blind would receive first preference for
5 years after the enactment of the bill.
Let me emphasize, Mr. President, that
the proposed legislation is not a welfare
measure. Rather it provides, at no added
cost to the Government, an expanded
opportunity for work sought by those who
are both able and willing to help themselves. The blind and other severely handicapped are a special category of citizens who, too often in the past, were
taken for granted and resigned to a role
of dependency. Today we know that on
the basis of performance under the
Wagner-O'Day Act and other programs
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for the handicapped, the innate abilities
of these citizens, coupled with their determination and dedication to becoming
taxpayers rather than tax burdens, represent a gratifying resource of untapped
skills.
I wish to express my gratification to
the Senator from New York <Mr. JAVITS)
for his diligent work on this legislation,
and to the able majority leader <Mr.
MANSFIELD) for his guidance and counsel in producing this first major legislation on behalf of the thousands of blind
and severely handicapped workers in
America in the 92d Congress.
SCIENTIFIC REWARDS OF THE
SPACE PROGRAM
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, recently
the State of Nevada had the privilege of
honoring the crew of Apollo 14 during
Nevada Astronaut's Day. As far as I
know, this event marked the first time
any State has so honored our space explorers. It is a fitting tribute to those
men who have dared the unknowns of
space in the service of this country and
for the benefit of all mankind.
I wish to share with Senators a column written by Mr. Hank Greenspun,
editor and publisher of the Las Vegas
Sun, in which he reflects upon the enthusiasm and excitement many Nevadans felt during and after rthe successful
flight of Apollo 14. At a time when some
critics of the space program are questioning the continuation of our space
efforts, I think it is worthwhile to pause
a:::1d reflect upon the positive contributions being made by our space team. In
addition to the scientific rewards and a
tremendous sense of national pride, the
space program has also been responsible
for another triumph in this country.
Hank Greenspun writes about this triumph, the triumph of enlarging our
sense of the possible. I am hopeful that
Senators will have an opportunity to
read Mr. Greenspun's article. I ask
unanimous consent that it be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
WHERE

I

STAND

(By Hank Greenspun)
A Las Vegas epic.
Watching the astronauts on television is
as exciting as any science fiction fllm, but
it hardly compares to shaking their hands or
talking to them over a cup of coffee. That's
the thing that really makes a believer.
This jaded old reporter has met practically
all the luminaries of our society with less
than more raising of the blood pressure. But
meeting with Capt. Alan Shepard, Captain
Ed Mitchell and Lt. Col. Stuart Roosa of the
Apollo 14 mission is as epochal and emotional a feeling as any one man needs in an
entire lifetime.
The thrill of meeting men who had gone
all the way to the moon and back, is almost as great as knowing that man had explored the moon. Reality is what you experience even second hand.
The cry at McCarran Airport yesterday
morning was "here they come" as thousands
of Southern Nevada youngsters stood in
trembling anticipation anxiously scanning

the blue Nevada skies for a sign of the astronauts.
And if the school kids weren't trembling,
I knew I was for I was listening to the words
of Capt. Ed Mitchell talking to the kids over
the loud speaker.
Capt. Mitchell had arrived in Las Vegas the
night before after a visit to his hometown
in Artesia, N.M. He was the local boy who
made good and there was enough "country"
in the boy to give his town the first crack
at him.
Alan Shepard and Stu Roosa had flown
their own planes here and were in the air
holding over the Hughes Terminal for over
20 minutes until all the school buses arrived. No kid was going to be left out of
this adventure and this is what made my
day at the side of Ed Mitchell so thrilling
and memorable.
Maybe that is the left-over child in a middle aged man just as Alan Shepard's golf
shot on the moon or Ed Mitchell's ESP experiments on Apollo 14's nine-day mission.
When two tiny specks finally showed on
the horizon Ed Mitchell told the crowd his
partners in moon flight were 90 seconds away
and to the second, they landed to cheers and
handclapping from the kids assembled to
greet them.
Childhood is an adventurous time of life
and the appeal of the unknown, the mysterious and exotic was mirrored in the faces
of the youngsters as they watched the astronauts.
Here were three men they could idolize
for good cause. They represented everything
that is thrilling to a child . . . adventure,
courage and excitement. They had spanned
the miles to the moon and two of them had
walked on its surface. They had traveled far
and fast. They are the Magellans, the Columbus', the Marco Polos, Kit Carson, Lindberg and Admiral Byrd all rolled into man's
most exhilerating adventure into a last frontier-the universe.
Dressed in ordinary suits they hardly
seemed as giant as they do in their space
garb. But after talking and visiting with
them there is instant recognition that these
are good men, brave men and what is even
more important, men just like us.
That fact has a lot of implication at a time
when it is stylish to put down the human
race as hopeless, confused and dwarfed in
comparison to the great heroes of the past.
Still, I think Christopher Columbus got just
as big a thrill out of leading his voyage after
disappointment and frustration as Alan
Shepard did coming back to pass his physicals and qualify to lead the Apollo 14 mission.
He did more for middle aged Americans than
even he might realize.
There are a lot of people who have allowed
that the space program is a waste of money,
that it didn't do anything to solve our problems here on earth. There are some who even
said it was wrong to send manned missions
to the moon, that machines could do the job
better.
Well, they are wrong.
We here in Las Vegas could see that for
ourselves listening to these men, observing
them and watching them share their knowledge with the young people in person and
over Channel10, the educational station. The
program was beamed to all the schools in
Clark County.
The tremendous knowledge stored in the
minds of Shepard, Mitchell and Roosa and
all the men of the space program which they
so readily share with anyone who will listen
is worth every dollar spent on space.
I urge Channel 10 to rerun this program
during prime time so the adults can get the
benefits of knowing how their tax dollars are
being spent. Never again would there be even
the slightest whimper of objection through
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the realiza.tion of the tremendous knowledge
being gained for a minimal outlay of funds
The side effects are what's needed almost
as much as the knowledge for the future.
The fact is we need heroes more than almost any other commodity. And we need national self respect showing that we can take
on a challenge which men have dreamed of
since anolent times and carry it through; a
challenge that has nothing to do with war
and destruction and is designed to improve
knowledge and to unleash the perceptions of

man.

It is the narrow people who oppose the
space program. I'm not going to defend it on
the grounds that space research brings technological advances here on earth. That
should be obvious even to the uninformed. I
say it is worth dcxi.ng for the same reason Hilary climbed Mt. Everest--because it was
there.
The problems here on earth would remain
even if we never had the space program. And
they'll be there until we find people with
the same dedication, courage and imagination as the astronauts and the scientists who
made their trip possible.
That is the point: the space program has
enlarged our sense of the possible. When
you think of it, that may be the whole triumph of our age. We may be too close to see
what succession of impossibilities all of us
have lived through from Orville Wright to
Alan Shepard.
·
When we send men to the moon they can
see us down here with a perspective impossible for the earthbound. And when they return they can share with us, as the three astronauts have done here in Las Vegas.
Those insights may be more valuable than
all the moon rock they brought back, which
also gives us insight to the creation.
The good wife and I have met many of the
astronauts from previous trips. We felt real
close to all of them watching Alan Shepard,
Ed Mitchell and Stu Roosa with the young
people, listening to them and breaking bread
with them.
We have finally met some authentic
heroes.
It should be Las Vegas' finest day.

NEED FOR IMMEDIATE ENACTMENT
OF THE EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT BILL
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, later this
week the Senate is expected to vote on s.
31, the Emergency Employment Act of
1971 which I have cosponsored. Since I
must be in California this week on official Public Works Committee business I
would like to reiterate my strong supp~rt
for the bill at this time and urge its unanimous passage.
The Economic Development Subcommittee of the Public Works Committee
of which I am a member, is holding hear~
ings in Los Angeles beginning on
Wednesday, March 31, and going through
April 2. The subcommittee will be looking into the severe unemployment problem in the Los Angeles area with a view
toward maximizing the Federal effort to
assure that every person has a job. It will,
therefore, be impossible for me to be

here for the vote on the Emergency
Employment bill.
The Emergency Employment bill would

make available immediate job opportunities in needed public services during
times of high unemployment and would
provide effective mechanisms for moving
people into these jobs.
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Unemployment problems in California
and throughout the Nation are so severe
that this bill should, and, I am confident,
will pass the Senate and House unanimously and should be signed by the President so that its provisions can be implemented immediately.
There are presently 5,442,000 persons
unemployed nationally-almost 6 percent of the work force. In California,
almost 700,000 people are unemployeda percent of the work force. This high
unemployment rate has created huge increases in welfare costs. In Los Angeles
County, for example, one out of every
eight persons is on welfare and the number is increasing elsewhere in the State.
I will be looking into this serious problem this week in Los Angeles and I am
hopeful that. our Economic Development
Subcommittee will be able to provide the
Senate with recent information on new
methods of maximizing the Federal effort in attacking the unemployment
problem. Senator MONTOYA, chairman of
the Economic Development Subcommittee, has described the hearings in the
following manner:
We will hold hearings in Los Angeles in
order to examine in some detail the longterm development problems of a major metropolitan area which has large minority
populations not benefiting from the general
prosperity of the area.

RURAL AMERICA'S EXODUS
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, a
recent series of excellent articles on the
out-migration of our people from rural
America has appeared in the Washington
Post issues of March 15 and 21, 1971.
Written by William Chapman, these
articles pinpoint the causes of this profoundly disturbing exodus and raise
serious questions about various concepts
on how to revitalize our rural communities.
As chairman of the Senate Agriculture and Forestry Subcommittee on
Rural Development, I have an immediate interest in such incisive analyses
of the plight of rural America. But I also
believe it is essential for all Members of
Congress to be as fully informed as possible about the dimensions of this crisis.
Mr. Chapman notes that:
Some analysts believe that, unless the
trend is reversed, by the year 2000, threefifths of the population will live in four large
megalopoli, most of the rest in large urban
areas, and only 12 per cent in areas with
under 100,000 in population.

While he is cautious about the "lesson"
that "if the small and medium-sized
cities are to flourish, only a large infusion of public aid will provide the
initial momentum," he argues that
"highways, public works, and indirect
subsidies seem essential." He notes a frequent pattern of expanded higher education facilities and defense installations
explaining isolated population increases
in rural America, in the course of commenting on "the theory of natural
growth centers." But he reflects the deep
concern we should all share that ''while
the young leave, the older people stay

on"-projecting the image of ghost publicly supported Kansas State Teachers
towns financed by social security. And College and the private College of Emporia.
The new industry-principally a. fasthe provides the reader with stories of growing
beef processing company-brought
compelling interest where families have in
1,800 jobs during 1960, a significant boom
been separated as small farms have dis- for this city and the surrounding countryappeared.
side. Cheap, non-union labor and new plants
It is my intention to obtain a first- subsidized by tax exemptions and municipal
hand account of the problems confront- bond issues were major attractions for the
ing our rural families and their com- new firms.
The lesson seems to be that if the small
munities, in the course of hearings to be
medium-sized cities are to flourish, only
conducted by the Subcommittee on Rural and
a. large infusion of public aid will provide
Development across the Nation. It is my the
initial momentum. Highways, public
firm belief that there must be no further works, and indirect subsidies seem essential.
delay in implementing a national growth
At first glance, Emporia. might seem atypipolicy of balanced urban and rural de- cal. Actually, it reflects what is happening
in
so-called "growth centers" in Kansas and
velopment.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- other Plains States. Only three other sizable
counties grew at a rate of 20 per
sent that the articles by Mr. Chapman, Kansas
cent or better. Two of them are big college
entitled "Small-City Boom Deceptive" towns
and the third is a. suburban bedroom
and "Rural America: The Exodus Con- community for Kansas City.
tinues," appearing in the issues of the
The theory of natural growth centers outWashington Post dated March 15 and side metropolitan areas has come to the fore
in
the past few years because of statistics
March 21, 1971, be printed at this point
showing a continued mass movement from
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the articles countryside to the urban centers, particufrom the Midwest and South to the
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, larly
coastal regions.
as follows:
More than half the nation's counties lost
HALT IN RURAL MIGRATION SOUGHT:
CITY BOOM DECEPTIVE

SMALL

(By William Chapman)
EMPORIA KANS.-By many standards, Emporia. is an oasis of vigorous growth in a.
desert of declining rural America-a hopeful
symbol that the vast migration out of the
mid-continent can be stopped at last.
On the surface, it should delight those
regional planners and population distribution experts who see in the Emporias of the
country ways of anchoring the population
in the slow-growing rural states and keeping it from flooding crowded urban areas. In
their view, these could be the "natural
growth centers" that absorb persons forced
out of dying small towns and off the farms.
Amid the vast belt of failing counties
stretching south from the Dakotas into Oklahoma and West Texas there are spots of
growth like Emporia-such places as Grand
Forks County, N.D.; Meade County, S.D.;
Buffalo County, Nebr., and Riley County,
Kan.
But the view from the Plains is not so
clearly encouraging.
On closer examination, much of the growth
appears to be artificial. These "growth centers" adjoin military bases, or have expanding colleges whose soaring enrollments show
up on the books as population increases, or
they are the seats of state government.
A smattering of new industry has come
in, to. But it accounts for a. minor proportion of the growth and has been bought at
the expense of heavy public subsidizationtax exemptions and public bond issues to
build plants and to buy land.
Emporia, for example, was a. staid, stagnant college and farm-trading town for at
least seven decades.
But its population jumped by nearly 20
per cent in the 1960's, while rural counties
all around it declined anywhere from 4 to
18 per cent and Kansas as a. whole grew
only a. modest 3.1 per cent.
FOUR NEW INDUSTRIES

It picked up four new small industries in
the last decade and has an enviable unemployment rate about half that of the nation.
There's hardly a. house or apartment for rent
in town, and the first signs of suburban
sprawl are visible on Emporia's fringes.
More than two-thirds of the population
growth in the 1960s is attributable directly
to increased enrollment and faculty at the

population during the Sixties and two out
of three suffered an actual net migration
loss-more people moving out than coming
in. The big losses are most noticeable in the
vast midland expanse stretching south from
the Dakotas and across parts of the South
and into Appalachia.
FLOCKING TO COASTS

The east and west coasts have attracted so
many people from these sections that more
than half the population lives within 50
miles of either coast, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau.
Some analysts believe that, unless the trend
is reversed, by the year 2000, three-fifths of
the population will live in four large mega.lopoli, most of the rest in other large urban
areas, and only 12 per cent in areas with
under 100,000 in population.
To counter those concentrations, planners
have encouraged the government to direct its
aid and attention to alternate growth centers,
feeding them with highways, public works,
and job training to keep persons in regions
surrounding those centers anchored.
There is sharp disagreement, however, over
what a. growth center is and how large it
should be to attract government support.
Rural enthusiasts, with many supporters in
Congress, talk of towns with 10,000 people
or less as being suitable bases. Such analysts
as Prof. Brian Berry of the University of
Chicago's Center for Urban Studies suggests
the best opportunities lie with cities close to
250,000, because those tha.t reach that mark
usually generate a self-sustaining growth.
Others, like Prof. William Alonso of the University of California at Berkeley, favor smaller
centers.
Most recently, there has been revived interest in the small cities like Emporia-those
roughly between 25,000 and 50,000. Research·
ers at the National Goals Commission spoke
enthusiastically last year of expending government assistance to cities with populations
ranging from 50,000 in size to 25,000. The
U.S. Economic Development Administration,
providing aid to depressed areas, is prohibited
from dealing with cities over 250,000, and
most of its efforts are directed toward potential growth centers much smaller.
HIGHWAY A FACTOR

That view of the small city growing rapidly
to absorb population in rural states has
been encouraged by a. special study conducted
by the Census Bureau. It has produced this
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tentative finding: the city having between
25,000 and 50,000 people which has easy access
to an interstate highway grew rather rapidly
during the 1960s. On the average, those cities
grew at the same rate as the nation-about
13 percent. And a large share of them were in
distant, rural areas of general population
loss.
An enthusiastic booster of small cities
as growth centers is George H. Brown, director of the Census Bureau, who has said:
"The growth in these counties contradicts
the popular notion that our nation's population is on the high road to engulfing itself
in a number of big, densely packed urban
centers. In sports page parlance, smaller
urban centers have and are running for
daylight."
The experience of four midlands statesthe Dakotas, Nebraska and Kansas-during
the 1960s shows that some small cities of
that type are, indeed, "running for daylight." But they are also fueled with heavy
expenditures of public money and subsidies.
In North Dakota, for example, three
counties grew faster than the nation while
the state as a whole lost 2.3 per cent in the
decade. All started the sixties in the 25,000to-50,000 population range. All are on interstate highways, and technically, they prove
the point.
But the faster-growing-Grand Forks
County (25 per cent increase)-got its lift
from both an expanding air force base and
the Universtiy of North Dakota. The second
is Ward County (up 24.4 per cent). It has the
air base at Minot. The third is Burleigh
County (up 19.7 per cent) which has the seat
of state government in Bismarck.
Nebraska, where population increased 5
per cent in the Sixties, also had three counties in that range of population, all of which
exceeded the national growth rate. One has
both an Army ammunition depot and a
technical school, another is the location of
Kearney State College, and a third is a Strategic Air Command base.
Kansas is the arch-typical midlands state,
and while three fourths of its counties lost
population during the Sixties, four sizable
ones increased in population at rates considerably exceeding the nation's.
FOUR COUNTIES GAIN

Only those four, according to state tabulations, had actual net in-migrations.
One is Johnson County, a suburb of Kansas City. It had an unusually large net inmigration of 48,700 people, the vast majority
of them suburbanites.
Riley County grew by 35 per cent. But
half of its growth is directly attributable to
increased enrollments and faculty members
at Kansas State University in Manhattan.
Another large portion of the growth was
made up of military personnel from nearby
Fort Riley.
Douglas County's population went up from
43,700 to 57,900 during the decade, or about
32 per cent. About two-thirds of it is accounted for directly by students and faculty
at Kansas University in Lawrence.
The smallest of the four is Lyon County,
where Emporia is located, and at least twothirds of its 19 per cent increase during the
1960's can be traced directly to the colleges.
The state's largest metropolitan countySedgwick, around Wichita-grew by only
7,000 and is now in a severe depression caused
by a slump in its aerospace industries.
To some extent, the college towns of Kansas do provide a nucleus around which some
private economic development takes place.
They attract many seT~Vice lbus1nesse&mot.els, restl!liUil'l8.nts, shops, 18.11 of Whdch proVIide local employment. State economic
development director Jack Lacy says that
some industr.l.es seeking new sites prefer college towns because they prov.tde som~ cultural amenities and athletic events. Middle-
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It is a poignant commentary particularly
for the Plains States, supposedly the bastion
of rural individualism, the place where
sturdy men and women spurn government
aid in favor of hard work in the soil.
But in Greenwood County, as in other
midland rural places, more personal income
is derived from government payments-such as Social Security payments and agricultural subsidies-than from farming ($7.3
mlllion as compared with $4.8 million).
Most counties have been losing people for
decades. Some in Kansas peaked in populaSOURCE OF LABOR
tion in 1890. Greenwood County's decline
There are a couple of curious exceptions. has been under way since 1900, with a steady
A pattern-cutting plant opened at Manhatpopulation drop interrupted only by a temtan and a greeting card company has a plant porary oil boom in the 1920s. The 1970 cenat Lawrence. Both use the large supply of sus records the latest ebb: Greenwood
cheap, female labor supplied by young County slipped from a population of 11,253
women putting themselves or their hus- to 9,141 during the past decade, a loss of
bands through college.
nearly 19 per cent.
"To a great extent," says a Kansas State
While the young leave, the older people
economics professor, "these industries are stay on. More than 20 per cent of the poputrying to get away from organized labor." lation of Greenwood County is 65 years old
Whatever their motives, the industries or older-tWice the national proportion in
which have come in do play a part in an- that age group.
choring Kansans who might otherwise be
Here, the generation gap is very real and
off to the bigger cities.
growing wider. It shows up in curious ways:
Emporia offers a small but clear example The Madison News, a weekly newspaper, has
with its new and largest industry, Iowa Beef maintained a circulation of about 950 for
Processors, Inc., which now employs 800 peo- many years. But now about one third of the
ple in its cattle slaughtering and processing subscriptions are mailed away to former resplants. Eighty per cent of them live within idents who now live in California, Texas and
Lyon County and the rest commute up to
40 miles from surrounding communities. The other states.
In nearby Virgil, a shabby hamlet of
alternative for many of them would have
boarded-up, paint-flaked stores, the postbeen Kansas City, St. Louis, or Chicago.
master
for 21 years, George Shook, explains
Its experience bears out the notion that
sizable public investments-in this case, that he is down to 60 active mailboxes from
federal, state and local-are necessary to a peak of 115. Most of the residents are old.
The big day of the month, he says, is "Sobring such companies to the countryside.
Iowa Beef located its branch here because of cial Security day-the day the checks come
good transportation in the cattle country out. It's the third day of the month and
and most of its collection of cattle and ship- you should see them line up here and wait.
"The RFD (rural free delivery) routeman
ping of beef is done on two major highways--a new federal interstate route and a says the same thing-they're waiting by the
mail
boxes on the third day of the month.
Kansas turnpike.
"We used to have a grade school and a
In addition, the company took advantage
of Emporia's generous offer of financial as- high school here-we were a ball-playing
sistance. The city issued $4¥2 million tax town. we had a railroad spur and a bankexempt industrial revenue bonds to build this post office used to be the bank. We lost
the plant and to buy the land and granted it all."
Some small towns, such as Madison and
10 years of real property tax exemptions. The
company pays off the city's bonds with the county seat of Eureka, manage to hold
rental payments made directly to the local their own, while the crossroads communities
and the open countryside are steadily drained
bank.
of people. The plains and grasslands here are
Was that assistance a major inducement? so lonely that they have spawned a new
"Very very definitely" says Howard Mc- breed called "suit case farmers," men who live
Lean, manager of the comany•s slaughtering in town and commute to their !arms.
division.
A couple of decades ago, Quincy was a
tiny but thriving community on a gravel
road. It had grocery stores, a high school
RURAL AMERICA: THE EXODUS CONTINUES
and gymnasium, two churches, and a branch
(By William Chapma.n)
line of the Santa Fe raliroad, whose cattle
MADISoN, KANs.-sam Schwab was bom and cars annually hauled in thousands of head to
raised only three-and-a-half miles from his be fattened for market.
farm here, an 800-acre spread where he has
No more than 100 people ever lived there,
spent 40 of his 74 years farming and grazing but it was a busy trading center !or huncattle.
dreds of rural residents around it.
His seven children-five sons and two
Now Quincy has no stores, only 25 peodaughters--grew up here, helping him !arm, ple, and a handful of empty homes, their
going to school, and doing their 4-H work.
windows smashed out and weeds growing all
One son now teaches ROTC in California, around. The rallroad track has been ripped
another is a. patent lawyer in Milwaukee, up, the high school torn down (except for
another is a helicopter pilot stationed in the gymnasium, now used as a community
Hawaii, and two farm in Indiana.
building), and only one church remains (it
One daughter moved to California. The has no resident preacher).
other daughter is the only one of Schwab's
In its heyday, Quincy was the site of a
seven children to settle in Greenwood Coun- hardware store operated by the parents of
ty. The others, it seems, don't plan to return. Stephen Gilman. They gave up after eleven
The story of Schwab's family is not un- years. Gilman runs the newspaper in Madiusual for this part of the country. It is a son, hls parents are dead, his brother lives
common account in Greenwood County and in California and his sister in Missouri.
scores of other rural counties in a vast sec"There aren't any small farmers anymore,"
tion stretching !rom the Canadian border Gilman says, explaining why the Quincys

level executives prefer locating where their
children can go to college.
But that impact is tangential and the
colleges themselves do not play a large
role in inducing corporate investment. Unlike such giant university centers as Berkeley and Harvard, there are no large-scale
research and development plants coming in.
"Until recently," said one college professor "The administration here even frowned
on 'professors taking on consultants' jobs on
the side wi.th any companies."

south to Texas. A slow but steady depopula-

tion is continuing.
As Alvin Maley, a county farm agent,
summed it up: "It all comes down to thisyou don't need many people on farms anymore."

collapse and the fa.mllles leave.

"The young people go to Wichita or some
other city. The old folks move into Eurekathey can at least get groceries and see a
doctor there."
His analysis holds true for much of Kan-
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wood County. While he pondered, his wife now running-365 to 184. If I follow this
suggested that it was their college education; Cs.tch-22 logic correctly, it has been necafter a. university experience, the Kansas tssary to destroy rail passenger transhorizon simply looked too bleak.
"No," said Schwab, "the word is 'profit. · portation in the United States in order
We're not making any money here. It to save it.
For an initial $40 million investment,
wouldn't have been profitable for them to
stay. They can make their money so cock- the taxpayers seem to have bought a
eyed more easier and get a. retirement than lesson in warped logic and a great leap
they ever could out here on farms."
backward in rail passenger transportaThere is a special, sad irony about Green- tion.
wood County's decline because so many enThe Railpax directors would eliminate
thusiastic boosters have placed their faith
the inadequate service still surviving in
in it over the years.
Its county seat of Eureka. (Greek for, "I many areas of the country, including
have found it") was named by an early Montana, Wyoming, Arkansas, South
settler, Edwin Tucker, who was searching for Dakota, Ohio, West Virginia-in fact,
a place to build a. new community in the just about everywhere but the Washingrich grazing lands. Nearby, someone else es- ton-New York-Boston Northeast Corritablished Utopia, a. place that never got past dor.
hamlet stage.
The National Association of Railroad
In the 1940s, the late Roger W. Babson, a
popular economist, looked upon Eureka as Passengers, a private group trying to repthe very center of his "Magic Circle," a. huge resent the determined and patient peomore lfaanilles move out.
But Greenwood County has been cattle inland paradise so amply endowed with ple who still patronize passenger trains,
county. It lies on the edge of the Flint minerals, cattle and croplands that it inevita- has furnished me with a statistical analHills were the tall-growing "Bluestem" bly would become a self-sustaining, dynamic ysis of the Railpax disaster outside the
grass has been prime grazing country since region.
~:-ortheast Corridor.
"If you now live in this 'Magic Circle',"
the first cattle drives of the West.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conwrote
Babson
more
than
20
years
ago,
"conEXODUS CONTINUES
tinue to live there and urge your children sent that the NARP statistics be printed
Until the 1950s, the medium-size farm to settle there and bring up a good at this point in the RECORD.
could flourish by grazing cattle on contract. family . . . Do not neglect the great opporThere being no objection, the statistics
Owners shipped in cattle from Texas and tunity which God has given you to live within were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
even Mexico. Local farmers fattened them this area."
as follows:
on their grasslands, then shipped them on
He expressed his own confidence in EuANALYSIS OF RAILPAX SERVICE REDUCTIONS
to slaughter in Kansas City.
reka. by establishing a 2-year institution,
ANNOUNCED BY PASSENGER GROUP
Today, the fattening is done in huge feed Utopia. College, as a training center for the
lots-pens where thousands of head of cattle children of those who followed his advice.
Upon commencement of operations by the
are branded, dehorned, castrated, and fed
National Railroad Passenger Corporation
The college closed last year.
corn, hay and grain in large troughs. It all
(RAILPAX) on May 1, intercity rail pastakes only about 120 days, less than half the
senger service will be slashed drastically in
time the farmer needed to fatten cattle on
most parts of the nation.
RAIL PASSENGER TRANSPORTAhis grasslands 15 years ago.
Excluding the Northeast Corridor (BostonTION DESTROYED BY RAILPAX
Only the very prosperous survive-those
New York-Washington) where only minor
who raise their own cattle or have crop acreadjustments will be made in the present patMr. METCALF. Mr President, I am ap- tern
ages large enough to turn a. profit. Gilman,
of service, the number of trains will be
palled
that
the
National
Railroad
Pasthe newspaper editor, observed that the only
cut 68 % and daily train miles by 65%.
senger
Corporation,
which
was
created
to
farmers able to keep their children at home
The following table compares present serv•
improve inadequate passenger service, i<n and proposed RAILPAX service on the
are the affluent few.
Sam Schwab was asked why he thought has a£ its initial action proposed to elimi- individual railroads, excluding the Northhis children would not come back to Green- nate nearly half the passenger trains east Corridor.
sas and the Plains States-there aren't any
small farmers anymore. While Kansas gained
slightly in population during the 1960s, the
U.S. Census Bureau found that the rural population dropped from 849,870 in 1960 to
'761,708 in 1970. Many places ranging between 1,000 and 2,500 held their own or
showed slight increases, but the farm country and crossroads communities lost heavily.
Kansas State University analysts estimate
that the state had 131,000 farms in 1956
and only about 85,000 now. They also believe that the waves of migration out of the
farmland are receding, simply because there
are so few young people left who will move
away.
· For most of Kansas the decline is caused
by familiar economic changes. In the big
Wihea.t country, farming 1s increasingly mechanized, the small farms become uneconomical, there is no need for hired labor. The
small farmer sells out to the bigger one and

OTHER THAN NORTHEAST CORRIDOR SUMMARY
Present service
Number
of trains
Penn CentraL •. .•.•.•• . •. .. •• . .••. .. • .... •...••
Norfolk & Western .•.•• .•. ••.•..• .•. •. . .. .. ••..•
Delaware & Hudson . •••• ..•••••••.. .• . . .. ... •• . •
Chesapeake & Ohio ••••.••.•••••.•••.••••••• • •• •
Southern (including Central of Georgia) ••• •• • • • • ••
louisville & Nashville •••. .... . • •.... . .. •. . .• • • • •
Georgia RR .• •••.•••.•.•.•••••••••..••. . .•.••••
Baltimore & Ohio .•••. .. .•...••... . •... .. ....•..
Seaboard Coast line (including Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac)•••••••••••••••••••••••. • •
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio •.•• · -------------------- -·-·
Illinois Central . __ •• •..•..••••• •• • •••••••••• • •• •

57
8
4
13
10

Daily
trainmiles

2
13

26, 436
3, 092
788
3, 285
4, 538
3, 727
342
5,138

26
6
15

17,392
1, 704
7,618

7

Present service

RAILPAX proposed
Number
of tra ins

Daily
trainmiles

30
11, 080
• •••••.••••• • •.....•
···········---- ----4
1, 540
2
1, 787
2
980
.. . . . .••........ •...
·-·· · ······--·-··--·
10
4
4

9, 954
1, 136
2, 456

Number
of trains

6
1

Missouri
. • ····Western
· · · ·------------------ ---_
Denver &Pacific
Rio Grande
___________________
Chicago & North Western •• ···-----------------Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific ___________ _
Union Pacific . ••. •••• - -·-· ·------------------·-Southern Pacific •••••.•... · ··----------- _______ _
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific __________________ _
Atcheson, Topeka & Santa Fe ___________________ _
Burlington Northern ••.•.. .. ·----·--------- ____ _
Grand Trunk Western •..• •. ..• -------- - ---·-----

10
14
11
10
4
18
32
8

Total ••••• • • • • • . ••.• ------------------- -

275

Daily
trainmiles

RAILPAX proposed
Number
of trains

Daily
trainmiles

2,106
2
560
570
1
570
1, 717 ------- - -----------·
3, 169
8
1, 352
11,847
2
372
5, 836
5
4, 474
684 -------------------18,382
8
7, 692
26, 972
6
6, 858
2,110 -------------------147' 453

88

50, 811

Sources: For present service, Official Guide of the Railways, March 1971. For proposed RAILPAX service, National Railroad Passenger Corp. announcement of Mar .22, 1971.

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, to quote
from the NARP analysis:
Excluding the Northeast Oorridor, where
only minor adjustments will be made in the
present pattern of service, the number of
trains will be cut by 68 per cent and daily
train-miles by 65 per cent.

In other words, vast areas of our counare threatened with the loss of what
meager service is now furnished. In view
of how Railpax would interdict rail service outside the Northeast, I can only recommend to the Defense Department that
try

it set up a Railpax for the Ho Chi Minh
Trail. It would be cheaper, save lives, and
probably be more successful in stopping
traffic.
As the NARP statistics indicate, the
number of trains outside the Northeast
corridor would be slashed from 275 to 88
daily, and daily train-miles from 147,453
to 50,811.

So far as rail passenger service from
Chicago to Seattle over the Burlington
Northern is concerned, the number of
daily passenger trains would be cut from

32 to six. That is somewhat more than
the overall 50-percent figure being offered by Railpax.
The Railpax directors have totally disregarded an Interstate Commerce Commission recommendation to provide service on alternating days over both the old
Great Northern and Northern Pacl:fic
routes across Montana, as well as a con-

tinuation of partial service between
Butte and Salt Lake City.
The ICC called the Butte-Salt Lake
run a necessary bridge between east-west
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corridor routes that provided service to, gateway to Yellowstone National Park and Great Falls, Montana, and Winnipeg, Manltoba. Both the Empire Builder and the
among other areas, Yellowstone National the only rail gateway to Grant Teton Na- Western
Star serve Glacier National Park in
tional Paa'k, there has been no advertising to
Park. And it was a potentially profitable attract
tourist trade. Because of these the summer and the Whitefish Mountain ski
run. If I may quote from the ICC's rec- factors, the
the losses sustained were felt to be area in the winter, popular rail destinations.
ommendation:
Two pairs of trains use the former Northpartially if not wholly incurred by the carThe losses sustained were felt to be par- rier's own doing. They therefore should not ern Pacific route via Yellowstone Park. One
tially if not wholly incurred by the carrier's be considered too seriously in view of the of these, the North Coast Limited provides
countervall1ng public interest in the con- luxury through service between Chicago and
own doing.
Seattle/Portland. This train serves Butte,
tinued operation of these trains.
The ICC felt so optimistic about the
Despite the fact that the present service Montana. The other train, the Mainstreeter,
profit potential of this run it recom- connections on the Butte-Salt Lake City run provides essentially local service and is
mended daily operation. Under Rail- leave much to be desired, nonetheless feeder routed via Helena, Montana. rather than
pax-no service at all.
value of the line is estimated at 30%. Feeder Butte.
In addition to providing the only all-year
Mr. President, I ask to have printed at value has increased since the discontinuance
to Yellowstone the Northern Pacific
this point in the RECORD a copy of the of the Twin City-Kansas City line for the service
route
serves Billings and Missoula, Monreason that Butte-Salt Lake City line is now
ICC recommendation on the Salt Lake the
only way for people living in the northern tana, as well as Bismarck, the capital of
City-Butte, Mont., run.
Great Plains to reach Salt Lake City-Los North Dakota. In Montana., the Great NorthThere being no objection, the state- Angeles and points south Without having to ern and Northern Pacific routes, while paralment was ordered to be printed in the travel either east to Chicago, or west to lel, are almost 300 miles apart. In North
Seattle, in order to obtain connecting serv- Dakota, they are over 100 miles apart. Thus,
RECORD, as follows:
ice. The Butte-Salt Lake City line cuts for over 1,000 miles, they are not competitive
APPENDIX B . SECONDARY RECOMMENDATIONS
about 1,000 miles from either of these routes. With each other or any other rail passenger
SALT LAKE CITY-BUTTE
In sum, the line constitutes a. ·necessary service.
The proposed basic system does not in- bridge between east-west corridor routes.
All four pairs of daily transcontinental
clude a north-south service between Salt
trains are well patronized. Indeed of these,
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the pro- only one, the Mainstreeter, has ever come
Lake City and Butte. Both of these points
are intermediate points on those transcon- posed east-west Railpax routing over the before the Commission for discontinuance.
tinental routes from Chicago to the west old Great Northern tracks would deprive And that we denied. 2 In analyzing the trains
coast.
two-thirds of the residents of Montana of which the carrier itself regarded as the most
The Commission has twice ordered con- rail passenger service. Anyone who has likely prospect for discontinuance, we found
tinuance of the Butte-Salt Lake trains oper- seen winter weather in that part of the in 1968 that 251,827 passengers used the
Mainstreeter annually, and that unlike the
ated by t he Union Pacific.1 The first case allowed t he carrier to reduce service to tri- country would realize the undependabil- general trend-usage was actually increasing.
ity
of
alternate
means
of
transportation
Pointing to these increases (which, even acweekly but the more recent case denied the
cording to railroad figures showed an average
proposed total discontinuance. Essentially, during the winter months.
the Commission has found continuance warThe Great Northern routing is also at of 345 passengers per trip), the Commission
ranted for four reasons : the reliance of peo- variance with the ICC recommendations, concluded: "We consider it clear beyond disple in the area on this service; the bridge which pointed out both the Great North- pute that the public has not abandoned the
this line provides between other transcon- ern and Northern Pacific routes showed Mainstreeter" (333 I.C.C. 15, 38). In 1969,
when the carrier again unsuccessfully sought
tinentaJ ~r<>utings; the ;l ack of adequate alternate service; and the carrier's failure to healthy passenger revenues, despite in- to discontinue the Mainsrtreeter, we noted
tentional
downgrading
by
the
railroads.
that
a decrease in patronage was attributable
promote this service.
Of significance is the fact that the tri- To quote again from the ICC recommen- to intentional downgrading by the railroad.
As we concluded" • • • there are good reaweekly service has resulted in a patron re- dation:
tention rate of 83 percent, despite an overThere is clearly a need for some trans- sons for this decrease in patronage---reasons
night schedule and the railroads' failure to continental service on both the former Great brought about by railroad management in
either publicize the trains or to arrange Northern and Northern Pacific corridors be- contemplation of discontinuance" (336 I.C.C.
schedules facilitating expeditious connec- tween St. Paul and Seattle-Portland- at 38). Despite all of this, the Mainstreeter
trains still carried "approximately 200,000
tions.
whether on alternate days or some basis.
revenue passengers" in 1968 (336 I.C.C. at 40).
Alternate service is widely circuitous and
Such extensive use is in addition to the
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conlimited. Forty-six of the 51 stations have no
bus service. Air service is infrequent and sent to have printed at this point in the North Coast Limited, which except for the
limited to the termini and two intermediate RECORD the text of the ICC recommenda- Butte cut-off, parallels the Mainstreeter
points. Roads are limited. There is only one tion. I also ask for inclusion at this point route between St. Paul and Seattle. Signifithrough highway from Great Falls to Butte of a letter from a Helena attorney, Mr. cantly the North Coast has never even been
to Salt Lake City. It is only two-lane and Thomas Mahan, that illustrates the eco- t he subject of a discontinuance proceeding.
In these circumstances we think there is
not engineered to Interstate Highway standards. Heavy fog is frequent at the mountain nomic insensitivity of the Railpax direc- ample basis for such service in the basic
passes throughout the year and frequently oors in recommending the northern national system.
The use of trains over the former Great
closes the highway and the airports. The Montana routing, and a letter from a
Northern route is equally impressive, conCommission surmm.ed up the sitUJa.tion when conductor, Mr. Warren R. McGee, with sidered
along with the fact that the carrier
it ordered a continuance:
his firsthand observations.
has never sought to discontinue its two pairs
"The severe nature of the terrain and
There being no objection, the items of transcontinental trains operated over this
weather, the very inaccessibility of certain
route. In 1969, approximately 200,000 people
subordinate areas to the general area in- were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, used the Western Star, which runs between
volved as demonstrated by this record dictate as follows:
St. P a ul and Seattle.3 During the same period
TWIN CITIES-SEATTLE
a need for some rail passenger service since
approximately 400,000 people used the Emthe alternate modes available are limited
Presently, Burlington Northern operates pire Builder and it s connections between
and uncompromisingly subject to the vaga- eight trains daily between St. Paul and Chicago and seattle/ Portland. (Id.) And
ries of weather". 333 I.C.C. 182, at 193; 338 seattle/Portland 1 over two separate main these figures do not account for passengers
I.C.C. 50 at 60, supra.
lines and via four different routings. Two formerly t ravelling trains discontinued in the
The Commisison furthermore hoped that pairs of trains use the former Great North- cited. case, but retained on the Western Star
under Railpax, the Butte-Salt Lake City ern route via Glacier Park. One of these or Empire Builder.
service would be returned to a daily opera- trains, the Empire Bullder, is a luxury exIn our judgment there is clearly a need for
tion.
press train providing the fastest ground servThe Commission further found that the ice between Chicago and Seattle. It serves
2 Northern Pacific Ry. Co. Discontinuance
carrier did nothing to promote service on Williston and Minot, N.D. The other train, of Trains Nos. 1 and 2, 333 I.C.C. 15 (1968),
the line (338 l.C.C. 50, 62). Despite the fact the Western Star, is routed via Alexandria, 336 I.C.C. 7 ( 1969).
that the train passes through wild and spec- Minn., and Grand Forks, N.D., and provides
a Great Northern Ry. Co. D i scontinuance of
tacularly scenic areas, and is the western the only direct connecting rail service to Trains Nos. 3 and. 4, etc., 336 I.C.C. 477, 511512 (1970). This proceeding dealt With other
1 Union Pacific Rai lroad Company Discon1 Trains
serve Portland directly With t rains but furnishes a valuable source of intinuance of Trains Nos. 35 and. 36 Between
through cars being sWitched off at either formation as to patronage of the Western
Salt Lake City, Utah and. Butte, Mont., 333
Spokane or Pasco, Washington. Consequently, Star and Empire Builder. Our figures here
I.C.C. 182 (decided May 16, 1968) and 333 trains arrive a.t both Portland and Seattle were computed by multiplying daily averages
at approximately the same time.
set out in the cited case.
I.C.C. 50 (decided August 26, 1970).
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some transcontinental service on both the
form.er Great Northern and Northern Pacific
corridors between St. Paul and Seattle/
Portland-whether on an alternate day or
some other basis. To insure preservation of
transcontinental rail passenger service
through the northern tier of states, the Commission finds that the establishment of St.
Paul and Seattle as end points is essential
and should be included in the basic system.
HELENA, MoNT., March 25, 1971.
Hon. LEE METCALF,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR LEE: The purpose of this letter is to
point out to you some of the points Railpax
may have missed in setting a northerly
route through Montana rather than following that of the North Coast Limited or
Mainstreeter.
First of all, if you follow the route of the
Mainstreeter which enters Montana near
Wibaux, proceeds to Glendive, Miles City,
Forsyth, Billings, Livingston, Bozeman,
Helena, Missoula, Thompson Falls and then
on to Idaho by using a radius of 80 miles
on each side of the track you end up by
serving 44 of the 56 county seats in Montana
which represents 610,000 persons out of 694,000 people. In fact, it is estimated that the
Hi-Line route announced by Railpax would
serve a total of not more than 100,000 people.
But, in addition, these facts should be
pointed out to Railpax. There are seven
specific colleges and universities along this
route. These include the University of
Montana at Missoula, Carroll College at
Helena, State University at Bozeman, Eastern Montana at Billings, Rocky Mountain at
Billings, plus a college at Miles City and
Glendive. Within the 80-mile radius you
also have the School of Mines in Butte, the
State College at Dillon and the College of
Great Falls at Great Falls. In fact, the only
college in Montana that you miss is Northern Montana College at Havre.
It should be pointed out to Railpax that
the present clientele of the railroads are
the students and the older retired people.
They are restricted on funds and they have
the time to use the train.
Point No. 2. There are two VA Hospitals
in Montana-one in Helena, Montana, and
one in Miles City, Montana. Both of these
are on the current route of the Mainstreeter.
They will be far removed from the northern Hi-Line route by Railpax. Many of these
veterans, because of their physical condition, travel by train.
Point No. 3. The northern route through
the Hi-Line completely wipes out rail access
to Yellowstone National Park. The present
terminal at Livingston is used by thousands
of visitors every summer. In fact, it is reported that over 2,000,000 people visit Yellowstone Park each summer and the number
is rising. Livingston is some 60 to 70 miles
north of Yellowstone Park. With Railpax bypassing Wyoming and going through the HiLine of Montana, it is going to be virtually
impossible for visitors to reach Yellowstone
Park by rail.
It should be pointed out that Railpax has
completely ignored coordination with other
means of transportation in Montana. Perhaps
the company did not have the time to go into
coordination but the proposed route does not
in any way, shape or form tie in with plane
service, bus service or with the interstate
highway system. I feel that this is a violation of the intent of Congress which set up
Railpax for the convenience and necessity of
the public.
The people in Montana were deceived by
the officials of Burlington Northern when
they pursued the merger plans between the
Great Northern and the Northern Pacific.
According to testimony before the ICC the
CXVII--541-P.art 7

Montana people were promised in city after
city that this would not affect their existing
passenger trains. As you know, the Northern
Pacific was a land-grant railroad in which the
Northern Pacific received thousands and millions of acres of land free from the government for the specific purpose of providing
transportation for the public convenience
and necessity. Many of the holdings of the
Northern Pacific which have now been taken
over by the Burlington Northern consist of
minerals and timber given to them. For
610,000 people in Montana to suddenly lose
all their rail service seems incongruous.
We realize in Helena that they need a train
on the Hi-Line but we hope that everyone
realizes that we also need a train to this area
of Montana. We realize that the present
North Coast Limited goes through Butte and
misses the capital city of Helena and we are
willing to predict that if given an even opportunity that Helena would show more passengers than Butte because of its unique
situation as the seat of the government in
which it is necessary for many more people
to travel to Helena than to Butte throughout
the year for various government functions.
Helena has put up with taking the bus to
catch the North Coast Limited for years and
if it came down to that I suppose we could
put up with it in the future.
Perhaps the solution would. be to run alternate day trains. In other words, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday run the train through
the southern part of the state and on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday and Sunday run
it through the Hi-Line.
Another solution would be to run diesel
or electric self-propelled cars through Montana such as used to be run on the Great
Falls-Helena-Butte segment-the so-called
"Galloping Gooses." If these could be set up
without too much overhead or union demands I am sure they could pay for themselves.
It certainly seems ridiculous to all the
citizens in Helena to say that the northern
route was selected because it saves one hour
between Chicago and Seattle. If anybody
wants to save one hour between Chicago and
Seattle he is going to take an airplane.
But when you look to who it is really going
to hurt in Montana, and initially it is going
to hurt the older people and the students,
you can see the hardships that are going to
result. For instance, from Helena to Billings
a train ticket round trip is $18.00, a plane
ticket is $42.00. From Helena to Bozeman a
train ticket is $3.75, a plane ticket coach is
$15.00, a plane ticket youth stand-by is
$9.00. In the meantime federal tax dollars
continue to subsidize the airways, the airports and so forth while a system which is
taking care of public convenience and necessity has been or is about to be entirely removed from this area on May 1st.
The people of Montana are going to have
to rely upon your leadership and abilities in
your office to watch the situation closely to
keep Railpax and the Secretary of Transportation fully informed, to make sure that the
Congressmen realize the tragic losses which
will occur to the average citizen and to do
everything within your power to help rectify
the situation. All Railpax has to do is look
at the transcript of the many proceedings
involving the Mainstreeter to determine that
thousands of passengers use the trains
through the Montana area and that they
will no longer be able to do so.
Thank you.
Yours very truly,
THOMAS H. MAHAN.
LIVXNGSTO~, MONT.,

December 18, 1970.

DEAR SENAToR METCALF: I am writing this
letter to solicit your support for continued
good passenger train service through Montana via the old Northern Pacific route.
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In my attempt to assess the effects of the
plan "Railpax" has designated for this section of the country, it appears to me that
Mr. Volpe has left many doors open for himself to back out of, if the clamor for better
service gets too vociferous in his direction.
You, gentlemen, must do this.
No one out here knows just what trains
he plans to keep on and I want to alert you
to what I think should be retained under
"Railpax" and the kind of service that should
be maintained everywhere. Mr. Volpe's plan
appears too skeletonized to define.
I have been a conductor on the "Mainstreeter" for the past year and have watched
the full cycle of operations closely.
Special effort should be made to retain this
train for Montanans' use, for it stops at 34
Montana stations, while the North Coast
Limited serves but 13 stations in Montana.
This ratio will be true in adjoining states as
well. The NC Limited in heavy travel periods
with its reservation "mess" has few seats to
offer Montana patrons, because it is filled to
capacity before arriving at the Montana
boundaries, and the "Mainstreeter" is called
upon to serve all stations for it has no reservations and it does serve those stations
well.
The last nine days of November 1970 produced over $29,000 passenger revenues at
Helena, Bozeman, Livingston and Billings.
Most of these revenue patrons traveled via
the Mainstreeter because the NC Limited was
all sold out. Passenger head counts in this
period ranged from 100 to 430 into major
terminals, and one time after the coaches
sleepers and diner seats were filled, 27 rode
inside the baggage car. For this train turns
no one away.
The needs in the future of the Postal
Mail Service are supplied by this train and
if one day soon, they retain their senses, the
"Mainstreeter" is the train they will use extensively. The past year, this train has been
delayed from 28 to 45 minutes at Miles City
and Billings, loading and unloading U.S. Mall
and a shorter time at Bozeman and Helena.
The potential of a decent Express service
will still rest upon the shoulders of this
train. Once its continued service is assured.
I believe these services will once again return to the rails. . . .
As for its sdhedule, the westbound !NC
Limited takes 86 hours to travel St. Paul to
Seattle, the Malnstreeter takes 40 hours.
Eastbound NC Limited requires 42 hOIU.l'S
Seattle to St. Paul and the Malnstreeter
needs 44 hours over the same route (Time
Zone changes not figured). All schedules
have plenty of slack and could be improved,
but I feel if our passenger trains all over the
country were permitted 100 mph maximum
speeds it would satisfy most all customers
sensations of expedited service and not require extensive track renovations, for we
traveled these speeds when we had steam
engines and until the ICC put a maximum
of 79 mph on trains without cab signals and
which these managements voluntarily satisfied themselves that this would be their
maximum speeds.
Contrary to RR Managements claim, the
Public has not deserted these passenger
trains, but the Public has been convinced
that they were un-wanted and were being
denied their "moneys-worth". Once this attitude is dispelled I predict a more profitable
operation extending even to their freight
business.
Finally: Some one of authority to Railpax
must be designated in each State, to which
complaints of poor service could be forwarded.
to. This information must be made available
to the traveling public, for prompt correction.
Sincerely yours,
WARREN R. McGEE.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, my distinguished colleague from Montana <Mr.
MANSFIELD)

and I have already written
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the Senate Appropriations Committee to
oppose further appropriations for Railpax, as well as to the Office of Management and Budget to try to stop further
disbursal of public funds appropriated
prior to the Railpax announcement.
It is clear that Railpax is acting in opposition to the public needs and the expressed intent of Congress. For instance
the corporation, acting on the advice of
the general counsel of the Transportation Department, decided that an environmental impact statement, required
by the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1968, was unnecessary in this case.
It should be obvious there are some potentially serious environmental effects
that require consideration, among them
the possibility of an increase in automobile pollution in scenic areas such as
Yellowstone National Park-where alternate transportation service would be
eliminated.
The National Park Service has previously warned that automobile traffic in
Yellowstone may have to be limited-and
a cessation of rail service can only escalate the congested conditions.
The ramifications of this derailing of
rail passenger service in the United
States are just being realized. I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD an article published by
Lewis Mumford in the New York Times,
outlining reasons why the Railpax plan
must be stopped.
Mr. President, I ask inclusion also of
a letter from the Governor of Montana
protesting the Railpax decision, and a
recent article from the Christian Science
Monitor, relating how passengers are
beginning to realize what has been done
to them.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New York Times, Mar. 16, 1971]
TRANSPORTATION: HUMAN ENRICHMENT-THE
FIRST STEP Is To RESTORE PASSENGER 'TRAINS
IN THE NATION
(By Lewis Mumford)
CAMBRIDGE, MAss.-The process that has
been undermining our transportation system,
with the progressive elimination of all but
motor vehicles and jet planes, is what the
biologist William Morton Wheeler, described
in organisms as "de-building."
This brings on a lapse from a complex,
multifunctioning unit of high potentialities
to a lower state with limited means of interaction with other organisms or a larger
environment. Should that process go at its
present pace, would anyone, if the "locomotion machine" stops. remember how to use
his legs? To call this de-building a technical
advance or a. human improvement is a shabby
joke.
What has happened to the railroad points
to similar lapses in other public sectors. Our
postal system has been declining ever since
the First World War and it is now being
doomed by the same curious principle that
has been applied to the "restoration" (destruction) of the railroad: it must show a
mass demand and a profit or cease to exist
as a. public function.
This doctrine has been introduced so insidiously that, like our collective extermination of civ111an populations in war, it has
been accepted without a murmur. But surely that practice should cause general alarm,
not least to other transportation services. On
the same terms, air transport and eventually

bus lines could be junked too. And why not
the publlc schools?
At one time the nationalization of the railroads would have seemed to be a remedy; but
this is an illusion. Under the canons of the
corporate power complex, the same aims govern both private and national enterprises;
and their respective bureaucracies, as the Department of Agriculture's promotion of pesticides, herbicides, and antibiotics, has taught
us, work hand in glove. In the nineteen-fi!ties, the Tory Government of England, gauging the necessities of public service solely
in terms of volume of traffic and earnings, cut
back essential sectors of their nationally
owned railway system and deliberately threw
all the burdens of regional transportation on
motor cars and trucks. The British public has
had reason to regret this.
No adequate rebuilding of the transportation system is possible without introducing
many coordinate measures outside the field
of transportation itself. Anything like a constructive policy must be meshed in with
closely related proposals for population limitation, energy conservation, industrial decentralization. low-income housing, urban
reconstruction, pollution abatement, and
even local agricultural production; and the
money sufficient to accomplish these changes
can only come from drastically cutting back
on the whole Pentagon of Power, beginning
emphatically with the military-industrial
establlshmen t.
Such a. program would not be thinkable,
still less acceptable, if there were not so
many signs-from the miscarriage of the
social welfare system to the rising tide of
violence, crime, drug addiction, and organized blackmail-that the whole economy is
becoming unworkable. What is in store is
not merely a change of pace, or a reallocation of individual priorities, but a basic
change of purpose and direction. This transformation will be directed toward shifting
from an overheated economy, based on war,
waste, forced consumption and meretricious
affluence to a temperate "steady state" economy, such as J. S. Mill theoretically described
a century ago. That new economy will be
based, not on power, productivity, and pecuniary enrichment, but on well distributed
plenitude and the general enrichment of
human culture.
I am not alone in making this interpretation. There is already a study center in the
State University of New York that is investigating the desirability of such an economy, and references to M1ll's long-neglected
description of its advantages now keep popping up.
No responsible mind will venture to write
out in detail the prescription for such a
deep-seated ideological and social change.
Once the problem is faced, one must recognize that there are no easy answers; nor
are instant solutions possible, except destructive or negative ones. We need time, not
merely to make a more thorough canvass of
"unprofitable" human needs, but also to
change our minds and to reformulate our
purposes-an even slower process. But meanwhile the first step can be taken: to slacken
the pace of deterioration and destruction.
With regard to transportation alone, the
most imperative negative steps should be
obvious.
First: We should not only oppose the Railpax plans to bleed to death the stricken
railroad system, burt; demand the rapid buildin g of an even more complete national network, with at least as many passenger trains
restored on the timetable within the next
decade as were in service in 1950.
Second: Trucks and trailers of freight-car
dimensions must be prohibited on the public roads; jumbo freight planes and jumbo
passenger jets for mass travel should be
phased out; while supersonic planes should
be permanently eliminated as both an ecological misdemeanor and a human disaster.
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Third: To find funds for manufacturing
the n.ew rolling stock, l'estoring the neglected equipment, and reassemblillig a new
body of trained workers, superhighway construction should be halted and the available
moneys should be turned over to the railroad system.
Hold your breath: this is only a beginning. If these proposals are shocking enough
to cause discussion, that will perhaps be
their best service. Once we awaken to the
real situation, better measures-possibly
more drastic ones-will doubtless come forth.

MARCH 22, 1971.
CHAIRMAN,
Board of Governors, Railpa:t Corporation,
Washington, D.C.

REGINALD N. WHITMAN,
Administrator, Federal Railroad Administration, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sm: As Governor of Montana I believe it is my duty to actively protest the
final designation of the Ratlpax route in this
state. Your decision, 1f it stands, will eliininate convenient ratlroad passenger service for
approximately 80 per cent of the population of Montana. The northern route you
have selected will serve only one of the ten
most populous cities in the state. Rail passenger service to the gateway cities of Yellowstone Park in Montana will cease, and
rail passenger service on a North-South axis
in the Rocky Mountain region will be impossible.
I am not suggesting you reconsider and
substitute the southern route you have already designated. That would also not solve
the problem. The fact is that Montana is
too huge and too sparsely populated to be
served by a single rail passenger route.
The stated intention of the Railpax System was to improve and assure the continuance of ran passenger service in this country.
I cannot imagine how you can possibly
meet this objective when you ignore the
transportation needs of approximately 80 per
cent of the population of Montana.
I strongly urge reconsideration of this
precipitous and detrimental decision.
I will continue to protest this action until
another route is designated in Montana or
all possibilities, including congressional intervention, are exhausted.
Sincerely,
FoRREST H. ANDERsoN,
Governor of Montana.

PASSENGERS SPEAK UP TO RAILPAX
(By Merelice K. England)
CHICAGO.-U.S. railroads are generally
pleased. But passenger complaints are loudand rising.
Meanwhile railroad unions, assured of job
protection even though rail passenger service is being cut, wait to see precisely where
their salaries will be coming from .
These are early reactions to t he sweeping
changes in American passen ger r ailroad service announced earlier this week by the National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Railpax).

The new routes, slicing daily service almost in half, were announced before Railpax had signed contracts with the 22 passenger railroads which will provide track and
crews for the new corporat ion as of May 1.
For now, the 22 ratlroads being approached
to provide the minimum network of passenger service, covering 114 major cities, are
st;ay1ng noncom.mitta.l about their plans.
CONTRACT DETAILS AWAITED
Until the contract terms are negotiated,
some railroads say they have not decided
whether they will join. But no knowledgeable observer anticipates a railroad's refusing to become part of the new passenger
service.
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Seven of the nation's existing 29 railroads
will give up passenger services altogether.
They are delighted at the opportunity to concentrate on more profitable freight service.
One example: the Chicago end Northwestern
line.
The National Association of Railroad Passengers says it is pleased with aspects of the
overall plan, but complains, in particular,
that the Cleveland area is left out completely from new passenger services and that
major cities in Michigan are similarly ignored.
Local communities in Ohio and Michigan
are expected to protest at their exclusion;
the state of Arkansas may also lodge a
complaint.
Railroads which join Railpax can drop
their own passenger service on May 1 in
exchange for payments based on their current passenger losses.
NET TO LINK 114 CITIES

Railpax, having xna<le its own choice of
passenger routes, plans to use the 22 lines
with which it is negotiating to connect 114
major cities with more than 100,000 population. The basic network would provide 184
passenger trains a day in nationwide service, roughly half of the present 365 trains.
Railpax wants to pool the best 1,500 passenger ca~s out of existing supply of 3,300.
Even with such curtailments, Railpax
estimates it will lose about $100 million during its first year of operation~mpa<red
with current railroad losses estimated at
twice that.
A private study illustrates in greater detan the expected cutbacks in passenger
service. Leaving aside the highly traveled
trains in the northeast oorridor, the number
of trains elsewhere across the nation will
actually be cut 68 percent, from 275 to 88.
And the number of train-miles, excepting
the northeast, will drop 65 percent from
147,453 per day to 50,811.
In response, Joseph Vranich-executive
director of the National AsJ::ociation of Ra.ilroad Passenge~ncedes: "We will gladly
bargain off a number of trains for a 200 percent improvement in service."
The fact is, however, the routes designated
by Railpax-with some fanfare and earlier
than anticipated--cannot be confirmed until
contracts for providing the service have been
signed by Railpax and the individual railroads.

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, I think
that when the full extent of this administrative and financial botchery is
realized, Railpax, potentially a good idea
to improve a bad situation, is going to
be in serious trouble. It has already been
established that passenger trains are too
important to be left to railroad executives, and it seems they are also too important to be left to the directors of Railpax.
CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. The time originally agreed to for
the transaction of morning business has
expired.
INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX EXTENSION ACT OF 1971
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, the
Chalr lays before the Senate the unfinished business, which the clerk will state
by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read the
bill <H.R. 5432) by title, as follows:

A bill to provide an extension of the interest equalization tax, and for other purposes.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to the
first committee amendment.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the
quonun call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, H.R. 5432
basically is a very simple bill. Its most
significant feature is that it extended the
interest equalization tax for 2 more years,
from March 31, 1971, to March 31, 1973.
Because March 31 is almost here, it is important that we act on this bill promptly.
To allow this tax to expire, and then be
reinstated, could involve serious administrative problems both for the Government and for the taxpayers. Both the
House and the committee, in addition to
extending the tax for 2 years, have included technical amendments to the interest equalization tax. These amendments for the most part are technical
perfecting amendments which do not, in
any sense of the word, change the basic
purpose of the tax. Two of the amendments, however, rise above the level of
merely technical amendments and these
two I will explain in just a moment.
Let me first explain quite briefly the
purpose of the interest equalization tax.
Its purpose is to protect our balance-ofpayments position by restraining capital
outflow from the United States. This is
accomplished by increasing the cost to
foreigners of borrowing in the United
States. To achieve this end, the tax provided is equivalent to raising the interest
rate on funds borrowed from the United
States by as much as 1% percent. The
President has discretion to vary the tax
to an interest rate equivalent of anything
up to this rate. Presently, he has imposed
a tax equivalent to an interest rate differential of three-fourths of 1 percent.
The extension of the interest equalization tax is necessary at the present time
because the expiration of the tax would
add significantly to our already excessive
balance-of-payments deficit. Although
for a number of years we succeeded in
reducing this deficit, in 1969 it amounted
to $7 billion and in 1970 to almost $4
billion.
Our capital markets are much better
organized than those of foreign countries and any time our interest rates
are lower than those in foreign countries, there is a temptation to borrow
here. This is particularly important now
because our interest rates are below
those in many foreign countries. For
example, in December 1970, the yield
on long-term U.S. Government bonds
was 5.97 percent; the avera.ge for western European Government bonds was
7.77 percent, a differential of 1.80 percent. The differential on industrial issues
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is also significant. In January, 1971, the
rate on U.S. industrials was 6.98 percent,
while the rate in foreign countries ranged
from a low of 7.37 percent in Germany
to a high of 9.42 percent in Italy. These
di1Ierentials between the foreign interest rates and the lower U.S. rates are
clearly large enough to attract a significant amount of foreign borrowing; in
the absence of the tax.
In addition, during the period we have
had t:P..is tax in effect, and also controlled
to some degree direct investments
abroad, U.S. companies have issued large
amounts of foreign securities abroad to
finance their direct investment in various
countries. If the tax were not to continue there would be a strong temptation
to refinance these amounts in the United
States. At the end of 1970 the volume of
these securities outstanding amounted to
$5.6 billion not counting bank loans. As
a result, the tax is essential to prevent
the refinancing of this large overhang of
securities held by foreigners which are
associated with U.S. companies.
Even apart from this special situation
of U.S. companies with securities held
by foreigners, the interest equalization
tax has also been effective in preventing
foreigners from both financing new securities here and selling outstanding securities here. Based upon past trends,
and experience in those areas where the
tax is not operative it appears that even
apart from the special situations that I
have referred to the tax, on the average, prevents foreigners from borrowing
something like $2 billion a year in our
markets. With a balance-of-payments
deficit of $4 billion in 1970, the significance of such an increase is readily apparent.
The interest equalization tax is also
important because it is a part of a larger
program designed to reduce capital outflows. Not only do we have the interest
equalization tax which applies to socalled portfolio investments-that is,
where the investment is not so large as
to be a factor in the control of the foreign company-but we also have the direct investment control program run by
the Department of Commerce and also
the program run by the Federal Reserve
System to limit short-term bank credit
abroad. If the interest equalization tax
were not to be continued, therefore, not
only would we have the increase in capital outflow arising from portfolio investments, but it seems unlikely that it would
be possible to maintain our capital outflow controls in the direct investment
area, if this eventuality were to come to
pass.
Finally, we need the extension of the
interest equalization tax because of the
reaction of foreign officials and private
holders of dollars if we fail to extend it.
We have heard much about how foreigners are concerned with the amount of
dollars they are accumulating and often
the question is raised as to how long we
can expect them to go on increasing
their dollar holdings. We know, for example, that their holdings of dollars are
many times our total gold supply. In fact,
one forei.gn country alone has a dollar
balance in excess of our gold supply.
The willingness of foreigners to continue to hold dollar balances depends
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upon whether they believe we are trying
to control ow· balance-of-payments deftcit and whether they believe that, in the
long run, we will control price rises as
well, on the average, as the leading foreign trading nations. If we were to allow
the interest equalization tax to expire,
this would certainly be regarded by foreign holders of dollars as a sign of our
la~il of concern with our balance-of-paymehts problem. This would very substantially increase the international pressure
on the dollar and on the whole international monetary system. This is a risk
we simply cannot take.
As I indicated when I began, the Finance Committee did make two amendments to the interest equalization tax
which I believe are of sufficient significance to deserve explanation. The first
and more important of these is that we
have provided discretionary authority to
the President to extend the interest
equalization tax to debt obligations with
maturities of less than 1 year. Presently,
the tax only applies to those with maturities of 1 year or more.
The committee is concerned about
these shor t-term obligations, particularly bank loans, because of the increases
which have occurred in these loans in
recent months. In 1970, for example, we
note that these loans have increased to
a level of $1.1 billion. This is up from
much lower levels which have prevailed
since 1965. With one exception these
prior levels have not been much over
$700 million.
A major reason for giving the present
discretionary authority to apply the interest equalization tax to these shortterm obligations is that in the absence of
a tax in these cases the monetary. authorities might attempt to discourage
short-term capital ftows by keeping interest rates higher than is consistent
with the domestic requirements of our
economy. Monday's Wall Street Journal,
for example, indicates that a discount
rate cut from the current level of 4%
percent is considered less likely at present than it was a week ago. The article
goes on to state that one of the principal
reasons why the discount rate cut is
viewed as unlikely is because the Federal Reserve Board believes that a reduction in short-term interest rates
would lead to a dollar outftow to foreigners. This is the very problem with which
the committee was concerned: the tendency to maintain higher interest rates
here than would otherwise be needed
merely to protect us against an outftow
of dollars. In providing this discretionary
authority the committee has been careful to provide the President with as
much latitude as possible so that he will
be able to impose the tax with respect
to those short-term securities which are
going abroad merely to seek higher interest rates as distinct from those funds
which are needed to facilitate export and
other transactions.
The second amendment which I believe
should be called to the attention of the
Senate relates to mutual funds. Present
law provides that mutual funds set up
before the interest equalization tax became effective may continue to operate
free of tax with respect to the transac-

tions of the fund itself even in the case
of new investments made in the fund.
Other new funds have complained of this
advantage of the existing funds, and your
committee has restricted the tax-free
rollover privilege of existing funds to investments in the funds before March 24,
1971, the date of the committee press release on this restriction.
I point out again that it is vital that
we act on the interest equalization tax
today, because the tax expires at midnight on Wednesday of this week. To
allow the tax to expire and then be reimposed would give rise to many administrative problems and would, in my view,
not constitute responsible action on the
part of the Senate. I am sure that we do
not want this eventuality to occur.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the committee amendments be
agreed to en bloc and that the bill as
amended be considered as original text
for the purpose of further amendment.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection? The Chair hears
none, and it is so ordered.
The amendments agreed to en bloc are
as follows:
On page 2, line 5, strike out:
(a) TREATMENT OF DEBT OBLIGATIONS OF
CORPORATIONS OBTAINING FUNDS FROM FOREIGN PERSONS AS TAXABLE.
(1) Section 4912(b} is amended by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (5),
and by inserting after paragraph (3) the followin g new paragr aph:
"(4) SPECIAL ELECTION TO SUBJECT DEBT ISSUES OF A UNITED STATES CORPORATION TO TAX.
Any domestic corporation may elect to have
any class of its debt obligations which is
an original or new issue (and any class of
stock into which such debt obligations may
be converted} deemed to be debt obligations
(or stock) of a foreign obligor (or issuer)
the acquisition of which by a United St ates
person will be subject to the tax imposed by
section 4911, notwithstanding any other provision of t his chapter other than section
4911 (d), at the rate provided on the acquisition of stock under section 4911 (b). The
documents evidencing such debt obligations
(and the certificates evidencing any stock
into which such debt obligations are converted} shall clearly indicate that their acquisition by a United States person is subject to the tax at such rate. Notice of an election under this section shall be given to the
Secretary or his delegate prior to the issuance
of the debt obligations with respect to which
the election is made. Any such election shall
be effective as of the date of issuance of the
debt obligations with respect to which the
election is made and shall be irrevocable. The
Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe such
regulations as he may deem necessary to carry
out the provisions of this paragraph."
(2) The amendments made by paragraph
(1) shall apply with respect to debt obligations issued after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

And insert in lieu thereof:
(a) ELECTION To TREAT CERTAIN DEBT OBLIGATIONS AS SUBJECT TO TAX.(1) Section 4912 is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) ELECTION To SUBJECT CERTAIN DEBT
OBLIGATIONS TO TAX." ( 1} IN GENERAL.-A domestic corporation
or domestic partnership may elect to have its
debt obligations-" (A} which are part of a new or original
issue, or
"(B) which are part of an issue outstand-
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ing on the date of the enactment of the Interest Equalization Tax Extension Act Of 1971
and are treated under subsection (b) (3) as
debt obligations of a foreign obligor,
to be treated as debt obligations of a foreign
obligor the acquisition of which by a United
States person (other than the issuer) will,
notwithstanding any other provision of this
chapter, be subject to the tax imposed by
section 4911 at the rate applicable on acquisitions of stock under section 4911(b).
"(2) AsSUMPTION OF OBLIGATIONS.-For
purposes of paragraph (1), the assumption
by a domestic corporation of debt obligations
of an affiliated corporation shall be treated
as the issuance of a new or original issue
of debt obligations by such domestic corporation. For purposes of this paragraph, a domestic corporation shall be treated as affiliated with another corporation if both
corporations are members (or would be
members if they were both domestic corporations) of the same controlled group (within the meaning of section 48( c) (3) (C)).
"(3) ELECTION.-An election under paragraph (1) with respect to any issue of debt
obligations shall be made at such time and
in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe by regulations, and such
election may not be revoked. In the case
of a new or original issue, such election
shall be made prior to the issuance (or, in
the case of an issue treated as a new or original issue under paragraph (2), prior to the
assumption) of any debt obligations of such
issue.
" ( 4) INDICATION OR ENDORSEMENT OF TAXABILITY.-In the case a debt obligation which
is part of a new or original issue (other than
an issue treated as a new or original issue under paragraph (2)), an election under paragraph (1) shall apply to such debt obligation
only if the document evidencing such debt
obligation indicates that its acquisition by
a United States person is subject to the tax
imposed by section 4911 as provided in paragraph ( 1) . In the case of any other debt
obligation, an election under paragraph ( 1)
shall apply to such debt obligation only if
the document evidencing such debt obligation is marked or endorsed, subject to such
regulations as the Secretary or his delegate
may prescribe, so as to indicate that its acquisition by a United States person is subject
to such tax."
( 2) Section 8fr1 (a) ( 1) is amended( A) by striking out the period at the end
of subparagraph (F) and inserting in lieu
thereof ", and", and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
" (G) interest on a debt obligation which
was part of an issue with respect to which an
election has been made under section 4912
(c) and which, when issued (or treated as
issued under section 4912(c) (2)), had a maturity not exceeding 15 years and, when issued, was purchased by one or more underwriters with a view to distribution through
resale, but only with respect to interest
attributable to periods after the date of
such election."
(3) The amendments made by this subsection shall take effect on the date of the
enactment of this Act.

On page 9, line 4, strike out the
following:
"(1) Section 4914(c)

(5) (B) is

amended

by

striking out "a substantial portion of which
is extracted" and inserting in lieu thereof
the following: ",where a substantial portion
of the ores or minerals (or derivatives
thereof) to be stored, handled, tran~tported,
processed, or serviced in or through such facilities, or in or through all of the facilities of the obligor for the storage, handling,
transportation, processing or servicing of
the same types of ores or minerals (or derivatives thereof). is extracted".
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(2) The last sentence of section 4914(c)
(5) (B) is amended by s t riking out "such
facilities" the first place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof " the facilities with
respect to which the loan is made".
(3) The amendment made by this subsection shall apply with r espect to acquisitions made after the date of the enact ment
of this Act."

And insert in lieu theTeof:
(1) Section 4914(c) (5) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "For purposes of subparagraph
(B), if the proceeds of the loan are to be
used by the foreign obligor (or by a person
controlled by, or controlling, the foreign obligor) for additional facilities, the substantial portion requirement contained in such
subparagraph, and the one-half of the percentage of cost of requirement contained in
the last sentence of such subparagraph, shall
be treated as sat.isfied with respect to such
loan if it is established that an additional
amount of ores or minerals (or derivatives thereof) extracted outside the United
States by the United States person, or otherwise taken into account for purposes of such
subparagraph, will be stored, handled, transported, processed, or serviced in the existing
and addit ional facilities of such foreign obligor or person, and that, with respect to such
additional facilities, such additional amount
fulfills such substantial portion requirement
or such one-half of the percentt-.3e of cost
requirement, as the case may be."
(2) The amendment made by paragraph
(1) shall apply with respect to acquisitions
made after the date of the enact ment of
this Act.

On page 12, line 6, strike the following:
(e) INVESTMENTS BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN CORPORATIONS ENGAGED IN FINANCE
BUSINESS ABROAD.(!) Section 4915 is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subsection:
" ( e} SPECIAL RULE FOR INVESTMENTS BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS."(1) For purposes of section 4912 and this
section, a corporation which i&"(A) a domestic corporation described in
section 4920(a) (3) (C), or
"(B) a foreign corporation which is primarily engaged in the lending or finance
business outside the United States,
shall be treated as a foreign corporation
which is not formed or availed of for the
principal purpose described in subsection (c)
(1) with respect to an acquisition o'f stock
from such corporation (whether or not as a
result of a contribution to capital) by a corporation which is (or is aftlliated with) a
financial institution and which is affiliated
with such domestic or foreign corporation,
but only upon compliance with paragraph

(2).
"(2) Paragraph (1) shall apply only if it
is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate, pursuant to rules and
regulations promulgated by the Secretary or
his delegate, that the amounts received by
the domestic or foreign corporation as a result of the acquisition will not be used to
acquire stock of foreign issuers or debt obligations of foreign obligors or utilized in any
other way outside of the United States.
"(3) For purposes of this subsection, two
corporations are 'affiliated' with each other if
they are members (or would be members it
they were both domestic corporations) of the
same affiliated group (within the meaning of
section 48(c) (3) (C)).
" ( 4) In any case where a domestic or foreign corporation has been treated as a foreign corporation which is not formed or
availed of for the principal purpose described
in subsection (c) (1) with respect to an acquisition of stock by another corporation as
provided in paragraph ( 1) of this subsec-

tion, but the amounts received by such domestic or foreign corporation as a result of
such acquisition are (before the termination
date specified in section 4911 (d) ) used to
acquire stock of foreign issuers or debt obligations of 'foreign obligors or utilized in any
other way outside of the United States in
violation of the rules and regulations promulgated under paragraph (2}, then liabll1ty
for the tax imposed by section 4911 shall be
incurred by the acquiring corporation (with
respect to such acquisition) at the time such
amounts are so used; and the amount of such
tax shall be equal to the amount of tax for
which the acquiring corporation would have
been liable under such section upon its acquisition of the stock involved if such domestic or foreign corporation had not been
so treated."
(2) The amendment made by paragraph
( 1) shall apply with respect to acquisitions
made after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

And insert in lieu thereof:
(e) DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CERTAIN LENDING AND FINANCING CORPORATIONS.(1) Section 4915 is amended(A) by striking out subsection (c) (3), and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
" (e) SPECIAL RULE FOR INVESTMENTS IN
CERTAIN LENDING AND FINANCING CORPORATIONS." {1} IN GENERAL. For purposes Of this
chapter, a corporation described in paragraph
(2) shall be treated as a foreign corporation
which is not formed or availed of for the
principal purpose described in subsection (c)
(1) with respect to an acquisition of its
stock, if it is est ablished to the satisfaction
of the Secretary or his delegate, pursuant
to regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, that" (A) (i) the amounts received by the corporation as a result of the acquisition will
not be used to B~Cquire stock of foreign issuers
or debt obligations of foreign obligors or
utilized in any way outside of the United
States, or (ii) the funds used for such acquisition were obtained from sources outside
the United States; and
"(B) such information and records with
respect to the corporation as are necessary
for the administ ration of this chapter will
be made available to the Secretary or his
delegate.
"(2} CORPORATIONS.-The corporations referred to in paragraph ( 1) are"(A) a domestic corporation described in
section 4920(a) (3) (C),
"(B) a domestic corporation which is a
qualified lending and financing corporation
(as defined in section 4920(d)) during any
period during which an election under section 4920(a} (3B) is in effect, and
" (C) a foreign corpora. tion which is a
qualified lending and financing corporation
(as defined in section 4920(d)) and has given
notice to the Secretary or his delegate of its
status as such a corporation.
"(3) MISUSE OF AMOUNTS RECEIVED.-In
any case in which paragraph ( 1) applied to
an acquisition of stock and" (i) the amounts received by the corporation whose stock was acquired as a result of
such acquisition are (before the termination
date specified in section 4911(d)) used to
acquire stock of foreign issuers or debt obligations of foreign obligors or utilized in any
other way outside of the United States in
violation of the regulations prescribed under
paragraph (1}, or
"(ii) information or records with respect
to the corporation, which the Secretary or
delegate has determined (before such termination date) necessary for the administration of this chapter are not, after reasonable
notice, made available to the Secretary.
then liability for the tax imposed by section
4911 shall be incurred by the acquiring cor-
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poration (with respect to such acquisition)
at the time such amounts are so used or such
information or records are not so made available; and the amount of such tax shall be
equal to the amount of tax for which the
acquiring corporation would have been liable
under such section upon its acquisition of
the stock involved if paragraph (1) had not
applied to such acquisition.'•
{2) Section 4920(a} (3B) is amended to
read as follows:
"(3B) CERTAIN DOMESTIC LENDING OR FINANCING CORPOP..ATIONS." (A) IN GENERAL.-The terms 'foreign issuer', 'foreign obligor', and 'foreign issuer or
obligor' also mean a domestic corporation
which is a qualified lending or financing corporation (as defined in subsection (d)) and
which elects to be treated, for purposes of
this ch8ipter, as a foreign issuer and foreign
obligor.
"(B) ELECTION.-An election under subparagraph (A) shall be made in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate prescribes by regulations. Any such election
shall be effective as of the date thereof and
shall remain in effect until revoked. If, at
any time, the corporation ceases to be a
qualified lending or financing corporation,
the election shall thereupon be deemed revoked. When an election is revoked, no further election may be made. If an election is
revoked, the corporation shall incur liabll1ty
at the time of such revocation for the tax
imposed by section 4911 with respect to all
stock or debt obligations which were acquired by it during the period for which the
election was in effect and which are held by
it at the time of such revocation; and the
amount of such tax shall be equal to the
amount of tax for which the corporation
would be liable under such section if it had
acquired such stock or debt obligations immediately after such revocation."
(3) Section 4920(d) is amended to read
as follows:
"(d) QUALIFIED LENDING AND FINANCING
CORPORATIONS.-For purposes Of thiS chapter, the term 'qualified lending or financing
corporation' means a corporation"(1) substantially all of the business of
which consists of" (A) making loans (including the acquisition of obligations arising under a lease
which is entered into principally as a financing transaction) ,
"(B) acquiring accounts receivable notes,
or installment obligations arising out of the
sale of tangible personal property or the
performance of services,
"(C) leasing tangible personal property
(but only if such leasing accounts for less
than 50 percent of its business) ,
"(D) servicing debt obligations.
"(E) carrying on incidental activities in
connection with its business described in
subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), or (D), or
"(F) any combination of the foregoing;
"(2) all debt obligations of foreign obligors acquired by such corporation, and all
tangible personal property not manufactured
or produced in the United States acquired by
such corporation for leasing, are acquired
and carried solely out of"(A) the proceeds of the sale (including a
sale in a transaction described in section
4919(a) (1)) by such corporation (or by a
domestic corporation described in section
4912(b) (3) which is a member of a controlled group, as defined in section 48(c) (3),
of which such corporation is a member) of
debt obligations of such corporation (or such
domestic corporation) to persons other than
"(i) a United States person (not including
a foreign branch of a domestic corporation
or of a domestic partnership, if such branch
is engaged in the commercial banking business and acquires such debt obligations tn
the ordinary course of such commercial
banking business) ,
"(11) a foreign partnership in which such
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corporation (or one or more includible corporations in an a.ffi.liated group, as defined in
section 1504, of which such corporation is
a member) owns directly or indirectly (within the meaning of section 4915(a) (1)) 10
percent or more of the profits interest, or
"(iii) a foreign corporation, 1f such corporation (or one or more includible corporations in an affiliated group, as defined in
section 1504, of which such corporation is a
member) owns directly or indirectly (within
the meaning of section 4915(a) (1)) 10 percent or more of the total combined voting
power of all classes of stc.ck of such foreign
corporation, except to the extent such foreign corporation has, after having given advance notice to the Secretary or his delegate,
sold its debt obligations to persons other
than persons described in clauses (i) and (ll)
and this cl-ause and is using the proceeds of
the sale of such debt obligations to acquire
the debt obligations of such corporation (or
such other domestic corporation).
"(B) the proceeds of payment for stock,
or a. contribution to the capital of such corporation, 1f the payment or contribution was
derived from the sale of debt obligations by
one or more mem·b ers of a controlled group
(as defined in section 48(c) (3) (C)) of
which such corporation is a member (or by
a corporation which would be such a member if it were a domestic corporation) to
persons other than persons described in
clauses (i), (11), and (iii) of subparagraph
(A) and such debt obligations, 1f acquired by
United States persons, would be subject to
the tax imposed by section 4911,
"(C) retained earnings and reserves of
such corporation to the extent attributable
to the conduct of the lending or financing
business outside the United States, or
"(D) trade accounts and accrued liabilities, to the extent attributable to the conduct of the lending or financing business
outside the United States, which are payable
by such corporation within 1 year (3 years in
the case of tax 11ab1l1ties) from the date
they were incurred or accrued, and which
arise in the ordinary course of the trade or
business of the corporation otherwise than
from borrowing;
"(3) such corporation does not acquire any
stock of foreign issuers or of domestic corporations or domestic partnerships other than
stock of one or more members of a controlled group (as defined in section 48(c) (3)
(C)) of which such corporation is a. member (or of a corporation which would be a
member if it were a domestic corporation)
acquired as payment for stock, or as a. contribution to capital, of such corporation; and
"(4) such corporation, in a. manner satisfactory to the Secretary or his delegate, identifies the certificates representing its stock
and debt obligations and maintains such
records and accounts and submits such reports and other documents as may be necessary to establish that the requirements of
the foregoing paragraphs have been met."
( 4) The amendments made by paragraph
(1) shall apply with respect to acquisitions
made after the date of the enactment of this
Act. The amendments made by paragraphs
(2) and (3) shall take effect on the day
after such date.
(5) For purposes of section 4920(a) (3B)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as
amended by paragraph ( 2) ) an election made
under section 4920(d) of such Code (as in
effect on the date of the enactment of this
Act) shall be treated as an election made
under such section 4920(a) (3B). For purposes of section 4915(e) (2) (C) of such Code
(as amended by paragraph (1)), notice given
under section 4915(c) (3) of such Code (as
in etiect on the date of the enactment of this
Act) shall be treated as notice given under
section 4915(e) (2) (C)."

elapsed after such date, if the issuing
corporation involved makes the application within 60 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act"
And insert in lieu thereof: "in which
such 2-year period has elapsed before the
expiration of 60 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act, if the issuing
corporation involved makes the application within such 60-day period."
On line 15 strike out the following:
(h) BORROWINGS BY MEMBER OF AFFILIATED
GROUP WHERE CORPORATION Is ENGAGED IN
CERTAIN FINANCING OPERATIONS
(1) Section 4920(d) (3) (A) is amended by
str.iking out "owns all of the stock of such
corporation" in the matter preceding clause
(i) and inserting in lieu thereof "is an including corporation in an affiliated group, as
defined in section 48(c) (3) (G), of Which
such corporation is a member".
(2) The amendment made by paragraph
( 1) shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.

And insert in lieu thereof:
(h) CERTAIN MUTUAL FUND&( 1) Section 4920 is amended(A) by inserting "subject to the provisions
of subsection (e)," before "a domestic corporation which" in subsection (a) (3) (B);
(B) by inserting after "If, at the close of
any succeed.1ng quarter," in subsection
(a) (3) (B) the following: "15 percent or
more in value of the outstanding stock of
the company is owned, directly, or indirectly
(within the meaning of section 4915(a) (1)).
by one person, or"; and
(C) by redesignating subsection (e) as (f),
and by inserting after subsection (d) the
following new subsection:
" (e) CERTAIN MUTUAL FuNDS.-Notwithstanding subsection (a) (3) (B). a. domestic
corporation described in such subsection
shall not be treated as a 'foreign issuer', 'foreign obligor', or 'foreign issuer or obligor•
with respect to any acquisition of a stock or
debt obligation which is attributable to
funds obtained by borrowing or through issuance of its stock after March 24, 1971."
(2) The amendments made by paragraphs
(1) (A) and (G) shall apply with respect to
acquisitions made after March 24, 1971. The
amendment made by paragraph ( 1) (B) shall
take effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act.
(i) DEBT OBLIGATIONS WITH MATURITY OF
LESS THAN A YEAR.( 1) Subchapter A of chapter 41 is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new section:
"SEC. 4921. DEBT OBLIGATIONS WITH MATURITY
OF LEss THAN A YEAR.
" (a) STANDBY AUTHORITY." ( 1) IN GENERAL.-!! the President of the
United States determines, after taking into
account the domestic economic objectives,
the balance of payments objectives, and the
other international economic objectives of
the United States, that it is desirable to apply the tax imposed by section 4911 to the
acquisition of debt obligations of foreign
obligors having a period remaining to maturity of less than 1 year, he may, from time
to time by Executive order (applicable as provided in subsection (c)), extend the application of such tax, at such rate or rates (subject to the provdsiiOns of subsection ('b ) ) specified. lin such order, to the a.cqul.sition of
such debt obligations specified in such order.
The authority conferred by this paragraph
may be exercised, at the discretion of the
President, with respect to any classlfica.tion
of such debt obligations specified in paragraph (2), and with respect to acquisitions
occurring during such period of time, as may
On page 25, line 5, strike out the fol- be specdfied in the Executive order. The Preslowing: "where more than 2 years has ident may by subsequent Executive order ter-
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mina.te or modify any Executive order pre-

viously issued under this section.
"(2) CLASSIFICATIONS.-For purposes Of
paragraph (1), debt obligations may be classified according to-"(A) type of debt obligation,
"(B) period of maJturlty,
" (C) oategory of obligee,
"(D) category of obligor,
"(E) aggregate amounts subject to tax or
not subject to tax, or
"(F) other criteria similar to any of the
foregoing.
"(b) RATES OF TAX.-The rates Of tax Which
may be specified in an Executive order issued under this section shall not exceed
the rate a.pplloable to debt obligations having
a period remaining to maturity of at least
1 year, but less than 1% years.
" (C) .APPLICABILITY OF EXECUTIVE 0RDER.Any Executive order issued under this section shall apply with respect to acquisitions made after the date on which such
Executive order is issued except that in the
case of any such order which subjects acquisitions to the tax which are not then subject to the tax, or which increases a rate of
tax (as in effect without regard to such
order), to the extent specified in such order,
rules similar to the rules prescribed in paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of section S(c) of
the Interest Equalization Tax Extension Act
of 1967 sha.ll apply.
" (d) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary or his
delegate may prescribe such regulations (not
inconsistent with the provisions of this section or any Executive order issued and in
effect under this section) as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section."
(2) The table of sections of subchapter A
of chapter 41 is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new item:
"Sec. 4921. Debt obligations with maturity
of less than a. year."
On page 29 line 20 strike out:
"(c) INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX.-The
provisions of this section shall apply with
respect to returns required under authority
of section 60ll(d) (1) (relating to interest
equalization tax ;returns) a.nd section
4.9 18(e) (relating to returns by participating firms with respect to money w1 thheld)
in the same manner and to the same extent
as they apply with respect to returns specified in subsection (a)."

And insert in lieu thereof:
"(e) CERTAIN INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX

RETuRNs.-The provisions of this section
shall apply with respect to returns of
amounts withheld under section 4918(e) (7)
(relating to withholding of interest equalization tax by participating firms) in the
same manner and to the same extent as
they apply with respect to returns specified
in subsection (a) (1) ."
And on pb.ge 30 in line 19 strike out
in lieu thereof "(k) ".
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. The bill is open to further amendment.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I send to
the desk technical amendments and I
ask unanimous consent that they be
agreed to on the same basis.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The amendments will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the amendments.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that further reading of
the amendments be dispensed with.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered;
and, without objection, the amendments
will be printed in the RECORD.
"(j >" and insert
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The amendments are as follows:
On page 3, line 25, strike out "Equillzation" and insert "Equalization".
On page 4, line 4, strike out "to be".
On page 5, line 6, after "case" insert "of".
On page 15, line 1, after "stock" insert "or
debt obligations".
On page 16, line 6, after "stock" insert "or
debt obligations".
On page 16, line 8, strike out "stock was"
and insert "stock or debt obligations were".
On page 17, line 3, after "stock" insert "or
debt obligations".
On page 19, line 18, after "(c) (3)" insert
"(C)".

On page 26, line 19, strike out "a stock or"
and insert "stock or a".
On page 30, in the matter following line
15, strike out" (e)".

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, the amendments I am offering are technical
amendments to correct an inadvertent
omission in a provision of the House
bill which was modified by an amendment offered by the Senate committee.
The bill contains a provision which
permits tax-free investments in certain
financing companies. The circumstances
under which these tax-free investments
may be made are carefully circumscribed
so as not to adversely affect our balanceof-payments situation. 'r.h.rough inadVel'tence, however, reference was made to
only taking back stock from the foreign
corporation in such a case, while reference should have been made to taking
back either stock or debt obligations. My
amendments represent a series of technical changes inserting references to
these debt obligations in various parts
of this provision. There is no change in
the policy intended by the committee in
any regard.
In addition, the amendments make a
series of other clerical corrections in the
bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to the
amendments.
The amendments were agreed to en
bloc.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. The bill is open to further amendment.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the amendment.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that further reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered;
and, without objection, the amendment
will be printed in the RECORD.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 1, immediately after line 2, insert
the following title caption:
"TITLE I-INTEREST EQUALIZATION
TAX EXTENSION"
On pages 1 through 31, strike out the
words "this Act" whenever they appear and
substitute in lieu thereof the words "this
Title."
On page 31, immediately after line 20, in·
sert the following:

TITLE II-EXTENDED UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION AMENDMENTS
SEc. 201. (a) This title may be cited as
the "Extended Unemployment Compensation Amendment-s of 1971".
(b) Section 203 (d) of the Federal-State
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act
of 1970 is amended by striking out "4.5"
whenever it appears therein and inserting in
lieu thereof" (4) ".
(c) (1) Section 204 (a) (1) of such Act is
amended( A) by strlklng out "one-half of"; and
(B) by striking out "sharable" wherever it
appears therein and inserting in lieu thereof
"federally financed".
(2) (A) The heading to section 204(b) of
such Act is amended by strlklng out "Sharable" and inserting in lieu thereof "Federally Financed".
(B) Section 204(b) of such Act is amended by striking out "sharable" and inserting
in lieu thereof "federally financed".
(3) (A) The heading to section 204(c) of
such Act is amended by striking out "Sharable" and inserting in lieu thereof "Federally
Financed".
(B) Section 204(c) of such Act is amended by striking out "sharable" and inserting
in lieu thereof "federally financed".
(d) (1) (A) Section 207(a) (1) of such
Act is amended by striking out "January 1,
1972" and inserting in lieu thereof "the first
day of the first calendar month which begins
after the date of enactment of the Extended
Unemployment Compensation Amendments
of 1971".
(B) Section 207 (a) (2) of such Act is
amended by strlklng out "after December 31,
1971" and inserting in lieu thereof "on or
after the first day referred to in paragraph

payable thereunder, and for other purposes."
QUORUM CALL

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I suggest the
absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CRANSTON). Without objection, it is
ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the amendments be
considered en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, my amendment will provide urgently needed, immediate relief to some 250,000 to 300,000
unemployed Americans who have exhausted their unemployment benefits.
This amendment is identical to S. 973
which I introduced on February 25.
Mr. President, before proceeding to a
discussion on the merits of the amendment, the Senator from Indiana wants to
say one word out of deference to the
chairman of the Committee on Finance,
who has always shown great concern and
compassion for the working men and
women of this country. The Senator from
Indiana is not oblivious of the parliamentary situation involved when the
(1) ".
(2) (A) Section 207(b) (1) of such Act is Senate attaches an amendment which, by
amended by striking out "January 1, 1972" definition in the House, is a nongermane
and inserting in lieu thereof "the day re- amendment.
ferred to in subsection (a) ( 1) ".
The Senator from Indiana does not
(B) Section 207(b) (2) of such Act Is
amended by striking out "January 1, 1972" want to cause embarrassment to the Senand inserting in lieu thereof "the day re- ator from Louisiana, nor does he want
to cause embarrassment to any of his colferred to in subsection (a) (1) ".
(3) Section 207(c) of such Act is amended leagues in the House, but we now have a
to read as follows:
significant economic problem that con" (c) Section 3304 (a) ( 11) of the Internal fronts the country and directly confronts
Revenue Code of 1954 (as added by section about 5.2 million Americans and that is
206) shall not be a requirement for the State the unemployment situation. It is a problaw of any State with respect to any week of
unemployment which begins prior to the lem, I think, that needs to be dealt with
first day of the first calendar month which quickly, yet the substance of the amendbegins after the date of enactment of the ment now pending in the Senate cannot
Extended
Unemployment
Compensation be originated in the House. It seems to
Amendments of 1971.".
me that this problem is too important to
SEc. 202. The amendments made by sub- be denied solution by various procedural
section (b) of the first section of this title tie ups.
shall be applicable only in determining naThis amendment provides not only for
tional "on" and "off" indicators under section 203(d) of the Federal-State Extended a speeding up of the effective date of the
Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 so-called extended benefits program
with respect to weeks which begin after the adopted as part of the Employment Secalendar month in which this title is en- curity Act of 1970, but it provides a more
acted, and the amendments made by sub- realistic formula for triggering extended
section (c) of such first section shall be ap- benefits payments with full Federal fiplicable only with respect to payments under nancing of additional payments.
section 204(a) of the Federal-State Extended
Last year, Congress passed an imUnemployment Compensation Act of 1970
unemployment compensation
made on account of compensation (referred proved
to in subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph package. Among other things, the Em( 1) of such section 204 (a) ) which is paid
ployment Security Act of 1970 provided,
for weeks which begin after such calendar for the first time, for a permanent promonth.
gram of extended benefits during ecoAmend the title of the bill so as to nomic downturns. The 1970 act estabread: "To provide an extension of the lished an extended benefit period of 13
interest equalization tax, to expedite the weeks, to be automatically triggered when
implementation of the Federal-State Ex- the national rate of insured unemploytended Unemployment Compensation ment reached 4.5 percent for 3 consecuAct of 1970 and to provide 100 per cen- tive months.
The Senator from Indiana does not intum Federal financing of the benefits
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tend to be critical of those who offered
and secured passage of this amendment.
On the contrary, he desires to compliment them for their effort and foresight.
However, I do not suppose that any
Senat or would deny that his hindsight is
significantly better than his foresight.
Now, with the passage of time and with
the continued deterioration of the economy we see other things that need to
be done in addition to the provisions of
the 1970 act.
In the light of recent events, it is now
clear that the 1970 act has three very
serious shortcomings. First, it delayed
the effective date of the new program
until January 1972-in some States until
July 1972. Second, it provided for the
financing of extended benefits on the
basis of increased payroll taxes and on a
Federal-State matching formula. Third,
it was based on a trigger mechanism
that was set too high to be of practical
use in anything but a prolonged and
severe recession-or, perhaps we should
say, depression as we had in the 1930's.
This is the type of thing we are trying
to prevent.
The Employment Security Act of 1970,
while it recognized the need to provide
extended benefits during an economic
slowdown, mistakenly delayed the implementation of a national program until
Januar y 1972. It was argued that because
of the matching formula, the States required time to act. The amendment I
propose, since it calls !or full Federal
financing, requires no State implementing legislation. It could be triggered into
operation, nationwide, upon enactment.
In 1969, while testifying before the
Senate Finance Committee in behalf of
the administration's program, then Secretary of Labor Shultz acknowledged
that "an interim Federal program to fill
the gap in time" would be appropriate.
Delayed as it is, I believe that we should
still act now to fill that gap, particularly
in view of the current unemployment
picture.
If extended benefits are a necessary
stabilization device-and I believe they
are-then we should not have to wait
until January 1972. The American economy could stand a shot in the arm. Nor
should we wait to begin alleviating the
personal hardships caused by massive
unemployment. There simply is no good
reason to delay the effective date of extended benefits.
Historically, the rate of insured unemployment has been about two-thirds of
the national unemployment rate. As a
result, in order to trigger the extended
benefits program in the present law, the
national unemployment rate would have
to climb to an intolerable 6.7 percent.
First, public policy should never permit
unemployment to reach that level. Second, it certainly should not wait that
long before taking the necessary stabilization actions. At that point in the downturn, moreover, it is doubtful that extended benefits would have much of a
counter-cyclical impact. In my judgment, therefore, the present trigger formula is simply not responsive enough to
today's needs.

I propose, instead of a 4.5 percent trigger, that extended benefits be made
available when the insured unemployment rate reaches 4 percent--which corresponds to a national unemployment
rate of 6 percent. The rate of insured
unemployment, I want to point out, has
been above the 4 percent trigger since
September 1970.
The most recent data published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reveals thatthe number of persons jobless for 27
weeks or more as of December 1970 was
325,000-more than 200,000 greater than
1 year a go. Even more disturbing is the
fact that the number of persons jobless
for 15 weeks or more has now passed
the 1 million mark, the highest level
since 1964. In the next 2 or 3 months,
most of these workers will be exhausting
their standard benefits. The expected
steady increase in exhaustions, in fact,
already may have begun. In May 1970,
the monthly total was 101,300; in October it had climbed to 114,300; in November it had climbed further to 128,300; in
December the number of exhaustions
had soared to 150,000. Clearly, now is the
time to act.
As for full Federal financing, it seems
to me that any time we have substantial
numbers of workers exhausting their 26
weeks the source of our economic ills is
national and reflects a failure in national
economic policy. That is the situation
that exists today. The Federal Government should move immediately to remedy it. My proposal seeks to do just that.
I ask unanimous consent that there be
printed in the RECORD following these
remarks, firl't, a report from the Washington Star of Friday, March 26, demonstrating the urgent need for this amendment, second, in addition to the 50 cities
referred to in the Star article, a list of the
662 labor areas in this country suffering
from persistent or substantial unemployment, third, the text of my amendment,
and fourth, a fact sheet summarizing the
amendment and its need.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Now ON 6 PERCENT JOBLESS LisT
Nobody had to tell the five cities added by
the Labor Department to its list of major labor markets undergoing "substantial unemployment," that things were tough.
The announcement yesterday was just official confirmation of what people in New
Haven, Conn., Rockford, ln., Terre Haute,
Ind., Worcester, Mass., and Binghamton,
N.Y. already knew.
The addition of the five cities brought the
total of cities with more than 6 percent unemployment to 5Q-the largest number in
nine years. The Labor Department also added
27 smaller cities to the substantial unemployment list, bringing the total in that
category to 662.
Plants in the five larger cities were being
shut down, work forces cut back and officials
were grasping at straws in the hope that
things would pick up "around the end of the
year."
The gloomiest statement was provided by
Mayor Joseph M. Tinsley of Worcester.
"You've had to -go all the way back to the
Depression to equal this," Tinsley said. "And
even during the Depression, I'm not sure it
was much worse."
FIFTY CITIES
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7.3 PCT. UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment in that city stood at 7.3
percent last week after a high of 7.8 percent
earlier this month. An unemployment level
of 6 percent or more is being used by the
Labor Department to place the city on the
"substantial unemployment" list.
Some 7,000 persons are out of work in
Worcester, where U.S. Steel once employed
5,000 workers. The company now has cut its
payroll to 750 and plans t o close down.
In the other cities the sit u a tion was much
the same, but with officials remaining tightUpped about the problem.
MACHINE TOOL PRODUCER

Rockford, the second largest city in Illinois, with about 145,000 residents, is the nation's second largest machine tool producer.
But all of the tool manufact urers have been
forced to cut back.
"The machine tool business has been slow,"
said Eugene Quinn, administrat ive assistant
to Mayor Ben T. Schleicher. "We also are
major auto parts suppliers and this business
has not been rushed either."
Terre Haute with a population of about
70,000 has had declines in primary and fabricated metals, food products and paper employment.
Officials there tend to describe the employment as "general" with no one employer
engaged in serious cutbacks.
DEFENSE PRODUCTION

New Haven, with 12,000 or 6.6 percent of its
population unemployed is heavily engaged in
defense production and thus is effected by
the winding down of the Vietnam war.
Sources there pointed out that the New
Haven figure was actually lower than the
state as whole where the unemployment rate
is about 10 percent with areas like Bridgeport in even worse shape.
. In Binghamton the picture was more complex. At one time the mills and shoe factories were the sources of employment and
its fluctuations.
The Endicott Johnson Corp., is still a major employer and reports its hiring moved
upward in 1970. But there have been cutbacks in new, more glamorous industries.
The Link Division of Singer-General Precision, Inc., a major producer of driving and
flight simulators, has laid off more than 600
of its 3,200 employes in the last several
months.
The GAF Corp., with more than a half
dozen units in the area, as well as the Avionics Control Division of the General Electric Co. have ea.ch laid off some of their
work forces in recent months. More are expected.
Additional unemployment woes were added by an announcement made by a division
of the Vicks Chemical Co., that it would
cease operations there by Oct. 1.
AREAS OF SUBSTANTIAL UNEMPLOYMENT-GEOGRAPHICAL
BOUNDARIES, JANUARY 1971
[Except as noted for procurement purposes these classifications
are effective Feb. 1, 1971)

Labor area t (political subdivisions included)

Sub·
Perstantial sistent

ALABAMA
Centre (Cherokee County) ____ ___________ __ X
Cullman (Cullman County)- - - --- ---·- - --··- X
Eutaw (Greene County)- ------ - --- - - -·----- --··---- X
Florence-Sheffield (Colbert, Franklin, and
Lauderdale Counties>- ------ - - - -· --·- ·-·- X
Gadsden (Etowah County)_______ __ _______ _ X
Lawrence County _____ _ - - -- - - - --- -- - - - --·-- -- ---·- X
Pell City (St. Clair County) __ _____ __ ______ __ X

See

footnotes at end of table.
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AREAS OF SUBSTANTIAL UNEMPLOYMENT-GEOGRAP HICAL
BOUNDARIES, JANUARY 1971
[Except as noted, tor procurement purposes these classifications
are effectrve Feb. 1, 1971]

Labor area

1

(political subdivisions included)

SubPerstantial sistent

ALASKA
Aleutian Islands (Election District 14) ___ ____ _______ _ X
Anchorage (Election District 10) • • - -- - ------ -- --- --- X
Barrow (Election District 21) • • - - - - -- - --- - --------- - X
Bethel (Election District 16) _------ - --------------- - X
Bristol Bay (Election District 15).. ----------- - ------ X
Cordova-McCarthy (Election District 7) _____ ________ _ X
Fairbanks (Election District 19) __ ______ ______ ____ ___ X
Kenai-Cook Inlet (Election District 12) ______ _________ X
Ketchikan (Election District 2> - --- - ---------- - - - - - - - X
Kobuk (Election District 22>-- - -- - ----- - - ---- ------- X
Kodiak (Election District 13) ____ __ ___________ _____ _ X
Kuskokwim (Election District17) __ ____ ____ __ _______ X
Lynn Canal-Icy Straits (Election District 6).------ - --- X
Nome (Election District 23) - ----- -- - --- - - - - - --- ---- X
Palmer-Talkeetna (Election District9) ___ _______ _____ X
Prince of Wales (Election District 1)-- ---- --- - -- -- -- - X
Seward (Election District ll) _____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ______ X
Sitka (Election District 4) __ ____ --- - -- -- -------- ---- X
Upper Yukon (Eiectio~ Dis~ric~ 20) . - - ---- --- -------- X
Valdez-Whittier (Electron Drstnct 8) __ - ------- -- ---- - X
Wade Hampton (Election District 24) __ __ ___ ___ __ ____ X
Wrangell-Petersburg (Election District 3) ___ ___ --- ---- X
Yukon-Koyukuk (Election District 18) _____ _____ _____ X

ARKANSAS

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

CALIFORNIA
Alturas (Modoc CountY>--------------------------ANAHEIM-SANTA ANA-GARDEN GROVE
(ORANGE COUNTY>-------------------- X
Bakersfield (Kern County) _________________ X
Chico-Oroville (Butte CountY>---------------------Crescent City (Del Norte County) ___________________
El Centro (Imperial County>-----------------------Eureka (Humboldt County>------------------------FRESNO (FRESNO COUNTY) ______________ X
Grass Valley (Nevada County) ______________________
Hollister (San Benito County>---------------------Lakeport (Lake CountY>--------------------------LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH (LOS ANGELES
COUNTY) _____ ------------------------- X
Madera (Madera County>-------------------------Mariposa (Mariposa CountY>----------------------Merced (Merced County)-------------------------Modesto (Stanislaus CountY>----~-----------------City of Oakland
Oxnard (Ventura CountY>-- ------------ ~ --- X
Placer County _______ ----------------------------Placerville (EI Dorado County>--------------, ------Quincy (Plumas County) ___________________________

2---------------------------------

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
Red Bluff (Tehama CountY>------------------------ X

Redding (Shasta County) ____ ---------------------Salinas-Monterey (Monterey County) ________ X
SAN BERNARDINO- RIVERSIDE- ONTARIO
(RIVERSIDE AND SAN BERNARDINO
COUNT! ES) _______________ ------------- X
SAN DIEGO (SAN DIEGO COUNTY) _________ X
SAN JOSE (SANTA CLARA COUNrY) _______ X
Santa Cruz (Santa Cruz County) ____________________
Santa Rosa (Sonoma CountY>----------------------Sonora (Tuolumne County) _________________________
STOCKTON (SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY) ______________
Susanville (Lassen County) ________________________
Ukiah (Mendocino County)------------------------Weaverville (Trinity County) _______________________
Willows (Glenn County)_-------------------------Yreka (Siskiyou County) ____________________________
Yuba City (Sutter and Yuba Countres) _______________
COLORADO
Antonito (Conejos County) _________________________
Blanca (Costilla County) ___________________________

CONNECTICUT

X
X

KENTUCKY

wk~~~~eJ~$ou(¥dwNs·-·or-·s-EiHLEtiEM~ x
THOMASTON, WATERTOWN and WOODBURY in LITCHFIELD COUNTY; TOWNS
of BEACON FALLS, CHESHIRE, MIDDLEBURY NAUGATUCK, PROSPECT, SOUTHBURY: WATERBURY, AND WOLCOTT in
NEW HAVEN COUNTY) __________________ X

Apalachicola (Frank lin County) ________ ----------_ •• X
Blountstown (Calhoun County) ______________ X
Bonifay (Holmes County) ______ ------_--------. __ --- X
Cocoa(Brevard County) ____________________ X
Lakeland (Polk County) ____________________________ X
GEORGIA
Blackshear(Pierce County) ____ ---------------- _____
Blairsville (Union County) _________________________
Camilla (Mitchell County) __________________ X
Cedartown (Polk County) __________________ X
Chatsworth (Murray County) _______________ X
Cleveland (White County) __________________________
Colquitt (Miller County) ___________________________
Cumming (Forsyth County) ________________________

X
X

Eastman (Dodge County)_------------------------Fitzgerald (Ben Hill County) _____ ___________________
Fort Gaines(Ciay County) __________________________
Gibson (Glascock County) __________________ X
Hawkinsville (Pulaski County) _____________ -- - -----Homerville (Clinch County) __ -------------. X
Lakeland (Lanier County) __________________ X
ludowici (Long County) ___ • ___ • __ ---- ____ --------Manchester (Meriwether County) ____________ .-----.
McCaysville (Fannin County) _______________________
Nahunta (Brantley County) _____ -------- ____ -- ____ •
Pembroke(Bryan County) _________________ X
Soperton (Treutlen County) ________________________
Young Harris (Towns County) ______________________
Zebulon (Pike County) __ ---------------- ~ ---------

X
X
X

X
X
X
Dallas(Paulding CountY>-------------------------- X
Douglasville (Douglas County) ______________________ X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

IDAHO
Council (Adams County) ____________ __ _____________ X
Driggs (Teton County) ___ ________________ __________ X
Grangeville (Idaho County) _________________________ X
Jerome (Jerome County) __ • ___ ---- ___ ----- X
Horseshoe Bend (Boise County) ____________________ X
McCall (Valley County) _________ ------------_------ X
Orofino (Clearwater County) ___ -------------------- X
St. Maries (Benewah County and AveryClarkia Division of Shoshone County) __ ----------- X
Sandpoint (Bonner County) _______ ---------- ____ --- X

X
~

X
Trinidad (Las Animas County)_------------ X
Walsenburg (Huerfano County) ____ --------------- - -

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

INDIANA
Bedford (Lawrence County) ________________

X

~~~Xx
~~~~~~~;ciiunty5~= ====== ============== ===== ==~
Lawrenceburg (Dearborn and Ohio Counties)_ X

Linton (Greene County) ____________________________ X
Marengo (Crawford County) ________________________ X
0

~dg~~'baunri~~~!"t~ b~~t~;:_~- -~~ -~~~~~Y}_·===-~------ X

SOUTH BEND (MARSHALL and ST. JOSEPH

SubPerstantial sistent

KANSAS

X
X

X
X

(political subdivisions included)

Coffeyville (Montgomery County) ___________ X
Parsons (Labette County) __________________ X
Wellington (Summer County) _______________ X
WICHITA (BUTLER and SEDGWICK COUNT! ES). _____________________ ----------- X

Golconda (Pope CountY>--------------------------Hardin (Calhoun County>------~---- - ---~---------Harrisburg-West Frankfort-Hernn (Franklrn,
Johnson, Saline, and Williamson Counties) _________
Jerseyville (Jersey County) _________________________
Mcleansboro (Hamilton County) ____________________
Rosiclare (Hardin CountY>-------------------------Shawneetown (Gallatin County) _____________________
St. Clair CountY----------------------------------

X
X

1

Waterloo (Black Hawk County) _____________ X

X

~

Labor area

IOWA

Ansonia (Towns of Ansonia, Derby, Oxford,
and Seymour in New Haven County) ______ X
BRIDGEPORT (TOWNS of BRIDGEPORT,
EASTON, FAIRFIELD, MONROE, SHELTON, STRATFORD, and TRUMBULL in
FAIRFIELD COUNTY; TOWN of MILFORD
in NEW HAVEN COUNTY) ________________ X
Bristol (Towns of Bristol and Plymouth) _____ X
Danielson (Towns of Brooklyn, Canterbury,
Eastford, Killingly, Plainfield, Pomfret,
Putnam, Sterling, Thompson, and Woodstock in Windham County) _______________ X
NEW BRITAIN (TOWNS of BERLIN, NEW
BRITAIN, and PLAINVILLE in HARTFORD
COUNTY) __ __ ___ _- --------------------- X
Torrington (towns of Burlington and Hartland
in Hartford County; Towns of Barkhamsted, Canaan, Colebrook, Cornwall, Goshen,
Harwinton, Litchfield, Morris, New Hartford, Norfolk, North Canaan, Salisbury,
Sharon, Torrington, and Winchester in

ILLINOIS
Anna (Union County) _______________ _______________ X
Cairo (Alexander and Pulaski Counties) __ ----------_ X
Carmi (White County) __ ------------------- X
DuQuoin (Perry County) __________________________ X

g~:;!::R~~~;f~:
gg~~t~?~=============
==== ======= X
Pagosa Springs (Archuleta
County) ______ ____________
X
Footnotes at end of table.

SubPerstantial sistent

FLORIDA

ARIZONA
McNary (Apache County) __ ___ ________ ___ ____ ______ X
Winslow (Navajo Cou nty) ________ ____________ ______ X

Batesville (Independence County) __________________
Cerryville (Carroll County) __ --- - ------ - --- X
Camden (Calhoun and Ouachita Counties)_-- X
Clarksville (Johnson County) - ------------ - --------Crawford County ____ _-------------- - ---------- - - - Hardy (Sharp County) - ---- - --- - ----------- - ------Malvern (Hot Spring CountY)- ---------------------Marshall (Searcy Cou nty) _________ _______ __________
Melbourne (Izard County) _____ _______ : ____ X
Mountain View (Stone County) ___ ____ ________ ______
Ozark (Franklin County).-------------------------Paris (Logan County) - ----------------------------Pocahontas (Randolph County) _____________________
Searcy (White CountY>----------------------------Walnut Ridge (Lawrence CountY>------------------(See also Texas-Texarkana.)

labor area 1 (political subdivisions included)
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Albany (Clinton County) ___________________________ X
Barbourville (Knox County) ________________________ X
Bardstown (Nelson County) ________________________ X
Bardwell (Carlisle County) _________________________ X
Booneville (Owsley County) ________________________ X
Brownsville (Edmonson County) ____________________ X
Cadiz (Trigg County) ______________________________ X
Campton (Wolfe County) ___________________________ X
Dixon (Webster County) ___________________ X
Eddyville(L~on County) ___________________________ X
Edmonton ( etcalfe County) __ _____________________ X
Flatwoods (Greenup County) _______________________ X
Fulton (Fulton and Hickman Counties) ______ X
Grayson (Carter and Elliot Counties) ________________ X
Georgetown (Scott County) _________________ X
Hardinsburg (Breckinridge County) _______ ------- ___ X
Harlan (Harlan County) ____________________________ X
Hartford (Ohio County) ____________________________ X
Hazard (Knott and Perry Counties) __________________ X
Hyden (Leslie County) _____________________________ X
Inez (Martin County) ______________________________ X
Jackson (Breathitt County) _________________________ X
Jenkins (Letcher County) _____________ -------- _____ X
Lancaster(Garrard County) ________________ X
Lebanon (Marion County) __________________________ X
Leitchfield (Grayson County) _______________________ X
Louisa (Larwence County) _________________________ X
Manchester (Clay County) _______________ ----------- X
Mayfield (Graves County) __________________________ X
Mclean County ________ ---------- ______ ----------- X
Middlesboro (Bell County) _________________________ X
Monticello (Wayne County) _________________________ X
Morehead (Bath, Menifee, and Rowan
Counties).--- _____________ ------ ____ -------- __ • X
Morgantown (Butler County) _______________________ X
Nicholasville (Jessamine County) ___________________ X
Paintsville (Johnson County) _______________________ X
Pikeville (Pike County) _______ --------------------- X
Prestonsburg (Floyd County) _________________ ______ X
Princeton (Caldwell County) ________________________ X
Richmond (Estill, Jackson, Madison, and
Rockcastle Counties) ____________________ X
Russell Springs (Russell County) ___________ --------- X
Salyersville (Magoffin County) _______________ ------- X
Smithland (Livingston County) ____ ----------------- X
Springfield (Washington County) ____________________ X
Stanford (Lincoln County) ____________________ ____ __ X
Stanton (Powell County) ___________________________ X
West Liberty (Morgan County) __ ______________ ______ X
Whitley City (McCreary County) ____________________ X
(See also West Virginia-Huntington-Ashland.)
LOUISIANA
Abbeville (Vermilion Parish) _______________ X
Alexandria (Avoyelles, Grant, and Rapides
Parishes). __________________ .-----------.-----Arcadia (Bienville Parish) __________________ X
Baton Rouge (East Baton Rouge Parish) _____ X
Columbia (Caldwell Parish) ________________________
Crowl ey (Acadia Parish) ___ -----------------------Denham Springs (Livingston Parish) ________________
De Ridder (Beauregard Parish) _____________ X
Donaldsonville (Ascension Parish) __________________
Ferriday (Catahoula and Concordia Parishes) _________
Greensburg (St. Helena Parish>--------------------Hammond (Tangipahoa Parish) _____________________
Jennings (Jefferson Davis Parish) ___________ X
Lake Charles (Calcasieu Parish) ____________________
leesville (Vernon Parish) __________________ X
Mansfield (DeSoto Parish) _________________ X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

Many (Sabine Parish) __ --------------------------- X
Minden (Webster Parish) __________________ X
Monroe (Ouachita Parish) __________________ X
Napoleonville (Assumption Parish) __________________ X
Natchitoches (Natchitoches Parish) _________________ X
New Orleans(Jefferson, Orleans, St. Bernard,
and St. Tammany Parishes) ______________ X
New Roads (Point Coupee Parish) __________________ X
Oakdale (Allen Parish) ____________________________ X
Oak Grove (West Carroll Parish)-------------------Opelousas (St. landry Parish) ______________________
Plaquemine (lberville Parish>---------------------Rayville (Richland Parish) __ ----------------------Reserve (St. John the Baptist Parish) _______________
St. Francisville (West Feliciana Parish)-------------St. Martinville (St. Martin Parish) ___________________

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Ville Platte (Evangeline Parish>--------------------- X
Winnsboro (Franklin Parish) _______________________ X
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AREAS OF SUBSTANTIAL UNEMPLOYMENT-GEOGRAPHICAL
BOUNDARIES, JANUARY 1971-Continued

SubPerLabor area 1 (political subdivisions included) stantial sistent

SubPerLabor area I (political subdivisions included) stantial sistent

SPRINGFIELD-HOLYOKE(CITIES of CHICOPEE, HOLYOKE, SPRINGFIELD, and WEST·
FIELD, TOWNS of AGAWAM, EAST
LONGMEADOW,
HAMPDEN,
LONG·
MEADOW, LUDLOW, MONSON, PALMER,
SOUTHWICK, WEST SPRINGFIELD, and
WILBRAHAM in HAMPDEN COUNTY;
CITY of NORTHAMPTON, TOWNS or
EASTHAMPTON, GRANBY, HADLEY, and
SOUTH HADLEY in HAMPSHIRE COUNTY;
TOWN of WARREN in WORCESTER COUN·
TY)_ --------------------------- ------· X
Taunton (City of Taunton, Towns of Berkeley,
Dighton Norton, and Raynham in Bristol
County;'Towns of Halifax, Middleborough,
and Lakeville in Plymouth County) ________ X
Ware(Towns of Brimfield, Holland, and Wales
in Hampden County; Towns of Belchertown
and Ware in Hampshire County; Towns of
Hardwick, New Braintree, Oakham, and
West Brookfield in Worcester County) ______________ X

Mahnomen (Mahnomen County) ____________________
Mora (Kanabec County) _____ _____ __ ___ ____ X
Park Rapids (Hubbard County) ________ ________ _____
Pine City (Pine County) ___________________________
Princeton (Mille Lacs County) ______________________
Red Lake Falls (Red Lake County) __________________
Roseau (Roseau County) ___________________________
Rush City (Chisago County) ________________ X
Wadena (Wadena County) __________________ X
Walker(Cass County) __ __ _________________ X
Warren (Marshall County) _________________________

[Except as noted for procurement purposes these classifications
' are effective Feb. 1, 1971)

Labor area 1 (political subdivisions included)

SubPerstantial sistent

MAINE
Biddeford-Sanford (Cities of Biddeford and
Saco Towns of Acton, Alfred, Arundel,
Buxt'on, Cornish, Dayton, Hollls, Kennebunk Kennebunkport, Lebanon, Limerick,
Limington, Lyman, Newfield, North Berwick, Old Orchard Beach, Pars~nfield,
Sanford, Shapleigh, and Waterboro m York
County) _______________________________ X
····-···
Calais-Eastport (Washington County)------------···· X
Blsworth (Hancock County) ________________ X
Fort Kent (Towns of Eagle Lake, Fort Kent,
Frenchville St. Agatha, and Allagash, New
Canada, st: John, St. Francis, and Wallagrass Plantations in Aroostook Co~nty)_------------ X
Greenville (Organized Towns of Elhotsv_1!1e,
Greenville, Lily Bay, Shirley; Unorgan!zed
Towns of Big Squaw, Frenchtown, L1ttle
Squaw, and T.A.-2, R.l3 and R.14 in Piscataquis County) _______ -- __ --------------------· X
Lewiston-Auburn (Cities of Auburn and Lewiston, Town of Lisbon in Androscoggin
County) _______________ ---------------- X
Madawaska-Van Buren(Towns of Grand Isle,
Madawaska, Van Buren, and Cyr and Hamlin Plantations in Aroostook County) ______________ X
Rockland (Knox County; Town of Waldoboro
in Lincoln County)--- --- ------------------------ X
MARYLAND
Cambridge (Dorche~ter County) ____________________
Crisfield (Somerset County>-----------------------Hagerstown (Washington County) ___________ X
Oakland (Garrett County).------------------------Pocomoke City (Worcester County) __________ X
Prince Frederick (Calvert County) ___________________

X
X

X
X

MASSACHUSmS
Bourne-Wareham (Town of Bourne in Barnstable County; Towns of Rochester and
Wareham in Plymouth County>------------·····-· X
BROCKTON (TOWNS of EASTON in BRISTOL
COUNTY· TOWNS of AVON and STOUGHTON in 'NORFOLK COUNTY; CITY of
BROCKTON, TOWNS of ABINGTON,
BRIDGEWATER, EAST BRIDGEWATER,
HANSON, WEST BRIDGEWATER, and
WHITMAN in PLYMOUTH COUNTY) ______ X
FALL RIVER (CITY of FALL RIVER, TOWNS
of SOMERSET, SWANSEA, and WESTPORT in BRISTOL COUNTY, MASS.;
TOWN of TIVERTON in NEWPORT COUNTY, R.I.>----------- -----------:-- ------ X
Fitchburg-Leominster (Towns of Sh1rl_ey and
Townsend in Middlese~ _Countyt· C1t1es of
Fitchburg and Leomm1ster,
owns of
Lunenburg and Westminster in Worcester
County) ____ --------------------------- X
Gloucester (City of Gloucester, Towns of
Essex and Rockport in Essex County) _______ _______ X
Greenfield (Franklin County, except Towns
of Erving, Monroe, New Salem, Orange,
Warwick, and Wendell) __________________ X
LAWRENCE-HAVERHILL (CITIES OF LAWRENCE and HAVERHILL, TOWNS of ANDOVER. GEORGETOWN, GROVELAND,
MERRIMAC, METHUEN, NOR_TH ANDOVER and WEST NEWBURY m ESSEX
COUNTY, MASS.; TOWNS of NEWTON,
PLAISTOW, and SALEM IN ROCKINGHAM
COUNTY, N.H.).------------------------ X
LOWELL (CITY of LOWELL, TOWNS of
BILLERICA, CHELMSFORD, DRACUT,
TEWKSBURY, TYNGSBOROUGH,
and
WESTFORD in MIDDLESEX COUNTY) _____ X
Milford (Town of Medway in Norfolk County;
Towns of Hopedale, Mendon, Milford, and
Uxbridge in Worcester County) ___________________ X
NEW BEDFORD (CITY of NEW BEDFORD,
TOWNS of ACUSHNET, DARTMOUTH••and
FAIRHAVEN in BRISTOL COU1~TY·
TOWNS of MARION and MATTAPOISErf
in PLYMOUTH COUNTY)------- ------ ---------·· X
Newburyport (City of Newburyport, Towns of
Amesbury, Ipswich, Newbury, Rowley,
N~rt~ ~d1!~~r(d~ E~rNoc;thu'A~~-riis:rowiis ____ _____ x
of Adams Clarksburg, Florida, New Ashford Savov and Williamston in Berkshire
county; Town of Monroe in Franklin

Pl~~~~irhrowns-ofcarver:t<in&sfori:i>firii:-

x

outh and Plympton in Plymo~th County) _____ ______ X
Provincetown (Towns of Provtncetown and
Truro in Barnstable County) _____________________ X

see footnotes at end of table.

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

MISSISSIPPI
Columbia (Marion County) ___________ ------- _______
Kosciusko (Attala County) _________________________
Leakesville (Greene County) _______________ __ ______
Lucedale (George County) __________________ X
Lumberton (Lamar County) ___________ ___ __________
Waynesboro (Wayne County) ___________ ____________

X
X
X
X
X

MISSOURI
MICHIGAN
Adrian (Lenawee County) __________________ X
Alger County ___ ___ __ ----------------------------- X
Alma (Gratiot County).---------------------------- X
Alpena (Alpena County)--------------------------- X
Bad Axe(Huron County>--------------------------- X
Baldwin (lake County).--------------------------- X
BATTLE CREEK (BARRY and CALHOUN
COUNTIES). ______ - -------------------· X
Bay City (Bay County) _____________________ X
Benton Harbor (Berrien County) ____________ X
Boyne City (Charlevoix County) _____________________ X
Cadillac (Missaukee, Osceola and Wexford
Counties) _______ ------------------------------- X
Caro (T~scola County) _____________________ X
Cheboygan (Cheboygan County)-------------------- X
Clare (Clare County) _________ --------------------· X
Coldwater (Branch County) ________________ X
DETROIT(MACOMB, OAt<LAND and WAYNE
COUNTIES) _______ --------------------- X
East Tawas (Aicona and losco Counties) _____________ X
Elberta (Benzie County).-------------------------- X
Escanaba (Delta County) ___________________________ X
FLINT (GENESEE and LAPEER COUNTIES) •• X
Fremont (Newaygo County) __ ----- __ --------------- X
Gaylord (Otsego County) ___________________________ X
GRAND RAPIDS (KENT and OTTAWA
COUNTIES) _____ ----------------------- X
Grayling (Crawford County) ________________ X
Hancock (Houghton and Keweenaw Counties) _________ X
Hart (Oceana CoiJflty) ____________ ----------------- X
Hillsdale(Hillsdale County) ___ _____________ X
Hillman (Montmorency County) _____________________ X
Ionia-Belding-Greenville (Ionia and Montcalm Counties) _________________________ X
Iron Mountain (Dickinson County) __________________ X
Iron River (Iron County) ___________________________ X
Ironwood (Gogebic County) ________________________ X
Jackson (Jackson County) __________________ X
KALAMAZOO (KALAMAZOO COUNTY) ______ X
L'Anse (Baraga County)---------------- -- --------- X
Ludington (Mason County)----------------- -------- X
Mancelona (Antrim County) ________________________ X
Manistee (Manistee County) _____ ------------------- X
Manistique (Schoolcraft) _____ ------ --- ------------- X
Marquette (Alger and Marquette Counties) ___ X
Mio (Oscoda County) _______ ---------------- ------- X
MUSKEGON-MUSKEGON HEIGHTS (MUSKEGON COUNTY) ___ ______ ______ __ _____ X
Newberry (Luce County) _________ ____ ______________ X
Owosso (Shiawassee County) ______________ - X
Petoskey (Emmet County) _________________________ X
Port Huron (St. Clair County) __ ______ ----------- ---- X
Rogers City (Presque Isle County) __________________ X
Roscommon (Roscommon County) ____ ___ ___ X
St. Ignace (Mackinac County) ______________________ X
Sandusky (Sanilac County) _________________ X
SaultSte. Marie (Chippewa County)_____ ________ ____ X
Standish (Arenac County) ________ __ ____ __ __________ X
Traverse City (Grand Traverse, Kalkaska,
and Leelanau Counties) __________________________ X
West Branch (Ogemaw County) _______ __________ ____ X
MINNESOTA
Aitkin (Aitkin County) ________ - --- ---- ------------Bagley (Clearwater County) _______ --- - --------- ---Baudette (Lake of the Woods County) _______ - X
Bemidji (Beltrami County)-- ----------------------Brainerd (Crow Wing County).--------------------Buffalo (Wright County) __ -- ----- ---------- X
Cambridge (Isanti County) _______________ __ X

g~~~~Fn~~:~~~;g~:rtt>ounty)~~==:::::::::.~-----Faribault(Rice County) ____________________ X

X
X
X

X

x

Grand Rapids (Itasca County) ______________________ X
Hallock (Kittson County) ___________________________ X
Little Falls(Morrison County) ______________________ X

Branson (Taney County) ___________________________
Buffalo(Dallas County) ____________________________
Charleston (Mississippi County) ____________________
Doniphan (Ripley County) __________________________
Bdon (Miller County) ..• -------------------------Eminence (Shannon County) ____ ------------------Flat River (Sl Francois County) ____________ X
Greenville (Wayne County) _________________________
Potosi (Washington County)•• ----------------------

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

MONTANA
Butte (Silver Bow County).-----------------------Glasgow (Valley County).- ------------------------Livingston (Park County) .. -----------------------Philipsburg (Granite County) _______________ X
Red Lodge (Carbon County) ________________________
Roundup (Musselshell County) _____________________
Sheridan (Madison County) .• ---------------------White Sulphur Springs (Meagher County) ____________

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

NEVADA
Caliente (Lincoln County).----------·-------------- X
NEW HAMPSHIRE
(See Massachusetts-Lawrence-Haverhill.)
NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY (ATLANTIC COUNTY) _____ X
City of Newark 2•• -------------------------------- X
JERSEY CITY (HUDSON COUNTY) _________ X
NEW BRUNSWICK-PERTH AMBOY (MID·
DLESEX and SOMERSET COUNTIES)______ X
Ocean City-Wildwood-Cape May (Cape May
County) ______ ------ __ -- __ --------------------- X
PATERSON-CLIFTON-PASSAIC (BERGEN
and PASSAIC COUNTIES) ••• -----------· X
Vineland (Cumberland County).------------ X
NEW MEXICO
Alamagordo (Otero County) ________________ X
ALBUQUERQUE (BERNALILLO COUNTY) ____ X
Bernalillo (Sandoval County)_______________
X
Carlsbad (Eddy County) ___________________ X
Deming
(luna
County)
__
.----------------X
Espanola (Rio Arriba County) _______________________ X
Farmington ~San Juan County) _____________ X
Gallup (McKmley County)-------------------------Grants (Valencia County>------------------ X
Las Vegas (San Miguel County) _____________________
Mountainair (Torrance County).-------------------Raton (Colfax County>----------------------------Santa Rosa (Guadalupe County).------------------Socorro (Socorro County)_------------------------Taos (Taos CountY>------------------------------Wagon Mound (Mora County)----------------------

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

NEW YORK
Auburn (Cayuga County) __________________ X
BUFFALO (ERIE and NIAGARA COUNTIES) •• X
Catskill (Greene County) ___________________________ X
Cobleskill (Schoharie County) ______________________ X
Gloversville
(Fulton CountY>-----------------------X
Norwich (Chenango
County) ________________ X
Ogdensburg-Massena-Malone (Franklin and
St. Lawrence Counties>----------------------·-·· X
Oneonta (Otsego County) __________________ X

8~!:~~
2~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
Perry (Wyoming County) ___________________ X

Plattsburgh (Clinton County) _______________________ X
Sidney (Delaware County) _________________ X
Speculator (Hamilton County) ______________________ X

labor area 1 (political subdivisions included)

SubPerstantial sistent

Ticonderoga (Essex County)------------------------ X
Warren County_.------- -------- ------------------ X
Watertown (Jefferson County) ______________ X
NORTH CAROLINA
Ahoskie (Hertford CountY>- ----- ------------------- X
Bryson City (Swain CountY>- -- --------------------- X
Camden County ____ ------------------------------ X
Columbia (Tyrrell County) ____ ---------_-------- ••• X
Elizabethtown (Bladen County) _____________ X-----Greenville (Pitt County>- ------- ------------------- X
Hayesville (Clay County)--- ------ ------------------ X
lumberton (Robeson County)---------------------- X
Manteo (Dare County>--- - - ----- ------------- --- --- X
Marshall (Madison County) ________________ X-- ---Moyock (Currituck County) ____ ____________________ X
Pamlico County ________________ ___________________ X
Robbinsville (Graham CountY)---------------------- X
Roxboro (t-erson County)-- --- ------------- X-----Snow Hill (Greene County) _________________________ X
Whiteville (Columbus County)-------------- X-----Wilson (Wilson CountY>---------------------------- X
Windsor (Bertie County)- ------- ------------------- X
NORTH DAKOTA
Rolla (Rolette County>------- ------- --------------- X
OHIO
Carrollton (Carroll County)-- -- ---- -----------------

X

g~~~~~~cv;~~~~-~--~= == == ==== ==== ========== ======= ~
Gallipolis (Gallia County)---------------- - --------- X

Jackson (Jackson County)-- ------------------------ X
lawrence County __ •• _________ .------------------- X
Manchester (Adams County) _______________________ X
New lexin~ton (Perry County) _____________ X-----Pomeroy (Meigs County>- -------------------------- X
Warren CountY-------- -- ------------------------- X
Waverly (Pike County) ____ ______________ __________ X
(See also West Virginia-Huntington-Ashland.)
OKLAHOMA
Ada (Pontotoc County) ____________________ X
Altus (Jackson County) ____________________ X
Anadarko (Caddo County) __________________ X
Atoka (Atoka County) ___ ___ _______________________ X
Claremore (Rogers County) ________________ X
Coalgate (Coal County) ____________________________ X
Cordell (Washita County) __________________ X
Holdenville (Hughes County) __ _____________________ X
Hugo (Choctaw County)---------------------------- X
Idabel (McCurtain County) _________________ X
Jay (Delaware County) ____________________ X
leFlore County------ ________ --------------------- X
Marietta (love County) ____________________ X
McAlester (Pittsburgh County) _____________ X
Miami (Othwa County>----- -------- --------------- X
Muskogee (Muskogee County) ______________________ X
Okemah (Okfuskee County)___ _____________ X
Okmulgee-Henryetta (Okmulgee County) ____________ X
Pawnee (Pawnee County) _____ __ ___ ________ X
Pryor Creek (Mayes County) _______________________ X
Purcell (McClain County) __________________________ X
Sequoyah County ________________ - - --------------- X
Shawnee (Pottawatomie County) ____________ X
Stigler (Haskell County) ________________ ----------- X
Stilwell (Adair County)----------------------------- X
Tahlequah (Cherokee County) ______________________ X
Tishomingo (Johnston County) _____________ X
Wagoner(Wagoner County) ________________ X
Wilburton (latimer County) ________________________ X
OREGON
Albany (linn County) _____ ____ ____________ X
Condon (Gilliam County) ___________ ________ X
Enterprise(Wallowa County) _______________________ X
Eugene (lane County) ____________ _________ X
Fossil (Wheeler County) _________ __________________ X
Gold Beach (Curry County) __ ____ ___________ ___ _____ X
Grants Pass (Josephine County) ____________ ______ __ X
Hood River (Hood River County) ______ _________ __ ___ X
lakeview (lake County) ___________________________ X
Madras (Jefferson County) _________________ X
Medford (Jackson County) _______ _________ ____ _____ X
McMinnville (Yamhill County) ______________________ X
North Bend-Coos Bay (Coos County) ________________ X
Pendleton (Umatilla County) _______________ X
PORTLAND (CLACKAMAS, MULTNOMAH,
and WASHINGTON COUNTIES, OREG.;
CLARK COUNTY, WASH.) _______________ X
Roseburg (Douglas County) ________________________ X
Salem (Marion and Polk Counties) __________ X
St. Helens(Columbia County) ______________ X
The Dalles (Sherman and Wasco Counties) ____ ____ ___ X
Tillamook (Tillamook County) ___ ----------- X

Toledo (Lincoln County)---------------------

Footnotes at end of table.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Bedford (Bedford County) _________________________ X
Bradford (McKean County) _________________ X
Clearfield-Du Bois (Clearfield County; Rush
Township, Boroughs of Philipsburg and
South Philipsburg in Centre County) _______ _______ X
Coudersport(Potter County) _______________ X
Kittanning-Ford City (Armstrong County) ____ X
lock Haven-Renovo (Clinton County) ___ _____ X
Sayre-Athens-Towanda (Bradford County) ___ X
Tunkhannock (Wyoming County) ___________ X
Uniontown-Connellsville (Fayette County) ____________ X
Wellsboro (Tioga County) ___ _______________ X
PUERTO RICO
Aguadilla (Aguada and Aguadilla, Municipalities) ____ _______ - --------- __ ________ ----------_
Arecibo (Arecibo, Camuy, and Hatillo
Municipalities) _____________________ • __ --------_
Caguas (Aguas Buenas, Caguas, Cidra,
Gurabo, Juncos, and San Lorenzo Municipalities) •• ________________________ __ ----------_
Carolina (Carolina and Loiza Municipalities) __________
Cayey (Aibonito and Cayey Municipalities) ___ X
Corozal (Corozal Municipality) ______________ X
Dorado (Dorado Municipality) ______________________
Fajardo (Ceciba, Fajardo, and Luquillo Municipalities) ______ __ ______ ___ _______ --------------·

X
X
X

X
X
X

Gu~anic~pa~~~~~~~~ _~~~:~~~~- ~~~--~~~~~~--------- X

Humacao (Humacao, Las Piedras, and
Yabucoa Municipalities) __________ --------------Juana Diez (Coamo, Juana Diaz, Santa
Isabel, and Villaba Municipalities) ________________
Manati (Barceloneta, Ciales, Manati, and
Morovis Municipalities) ___________ --------------Maunabo (Maunabo Municipality) ___________ ________
MAYAGUEZ (MAYAGUEZ MUNICIPALITY) ___________
Naguaba (Naguabo Municipality) ___________________
PONCE (PONCE MUNICIPALITY) ____ --------------Quebradillas (Quebradillas Municipality) _____________
Salinas (Salinas Municipality) ______________________
San German (Cabo Rojo, Hormigueros,
Lajas. Sabana Grande, and San German
Municipalities). _________ ----------------------loa Alta (Toa Alta Municipali~>-------------------Toa Baja (Toa Baja Municipality) ___________________
Trujillo Alto (Trujillo Alto Municipality) _____________
Vega Alta (Vega Alta Municipal•ty) _____ ------------Vega Baja (Vega Baja Municipa:ity) _________________
Yauco (Guanica, Guayanilla, and Yauco Municipalities) _____________________ ---------------

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

RHODE ISLAND
(See Massachusetts-Fall River.)
SOUTH CAROLINA
Barnwell (Barnwell County) ________________ X
Bennettsville (Marlboro County) ____________ X
Berkeley County _____________________ -------- •• --Bishopville (Lee County) ___________________________
Cheraw (Chesterfield County) ______________ X
Georgetown (Georgetown County) ______ ___ __ X
Marion (Marion County) ______ ____ _________________
McCormick (McCormick County) ________________ ___ _
Orangeburg (Orangeburg County) ___________ X
Saluda (Saluda County) - ----- ---- ------------ -- ---Union (Union County) _____________________ X
Winnsboro (Fairfield County) ____ ___ ________ X

X
X
X
X
X

TENNESSEE
Dayton (Rhea County) _____________________________
Decatur (Meigs County) ____________________ ----_-Dunlap (Sequatchie County) ________________________
Erin (Houston County) _____________________ X
Greenville(Green County) ________ _________ X
Hardin County ______________ • ___ ---------- -------LaFollette-Jellico (Campbell County) ________________
lawrenceburg (lawrence County) ____ --------------Maynardville (Union County) _______________________

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
Morgan CountY- -------------------- -------------- X
Newport (Cocke County) ___________________________ X

Oneida (Scott County) _____________________________ X
Rutledge (Grainger County) ________ __ ______ X
Sevierville (Sevier County) _________________________ X
Sparta (White County) _____________________ X
Sweetwater (Monroe County) ______________ ____ _____ X
(See also Virginia-Bristol.)
TEXAS
Atlanta (Cass County) _____________________ X
Brackettville (Kinney County) ______________________ X
Brownsville-Harlingen-San Benito (Cameron
County) ______________ -----_-------- ---- ------- X
Carrizo Springs (Dimmit County) _______ ------------ X

Cotulla (La Salle County) ____ ---------------------- X

X
X
X
X
X
X
Laredo(Webb County>---------------- ----- --~---- X
McAllen (Hidalgo County) __________________ X

Crystal City (Zavala County) ____________ ___________
Del Rio (Val Verde County) ________________________
Eagle Pass (Maverick County) _____________ _________
Floresville (Wilson County) _______________ __________
Hebbronville (Jim Hogg County) ____________________
Hondo (Medina County) ___________________________
Newton (Newton County) __________________________
Pearsall (Frio County) ______________________ --- ---Raymondville (Willacy County) ____ __ _______________
Rio Grande City (Starr County) ______ -------------- San Augustine (San Augustine County) ______________
Texarkana (Bowie County, Tex. Miller
County, Ark.) ____ __ ____________________ X
Uvalde (Uvalde County) ___________________________
Zapata (Zapata County) ____________________________

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

UTAH
Beaver (Beaver County) ___________________ X
Brighan; City (Box Elder County) ___________ X
Heber City (Wasatch CountY>----------------------Kanab (Kane County) _____________________________
Manti (Sanpete County) ______ __ ___ _____ ___________
Moab (Grand and San Juan Counties) _______________
Nephi (Juab County) __________ ___________ _ X
Ogden (Precincts of Clearfield, Clinton. Kays·
ville. Layton, South Weber, Syracuse, and
West Point in Davis County; Weber County)_ X
Panguitch (Garfield County) ________________________
Park City (Summit County)_ _______________________
Price (Carbon and Emery Counties) _________________
Provo-Orem (Utah County) _________________ X
Richfield (Sevier County) __________________________
Roosevelt (Duchesne Countv>---- -- ---- -- ----------St. George (Washington County) __ ____ ______________

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

VERMONT
Springfield (Towns of Athens, Grafton, Londonberry, Rockingham, Westminster, and
Windham in Windham County· Towns of
Andover, Baltimore, Cavendish, Chester,
Ludlow, Reading, Springfield, Weathersfield, Weston. West Windsor, and Windsor
in Windsor County) ______________ ____ ___ X
VIRGINIA
Bristol (Washington County, Va.; Independent City of Bristol. Va.; Division of
Avoca, Blountville, Bluff City, Bristol,
Holston Valley. Piney Flats, and Weaver in
Sullivan County. Tenn.), Va.-Tenn _________ X
Chincoteague (Accomack and Northampton
Counties) ____________ _______ _________ _________ • X
Colonial Beach (Lancaster, Northumberland,
Richmond, and Westmoreland Counties) ___________ X
Grundy (Buchanan County) ________________________ X
Lebanon (Dickenson and Russell Counties) ___________ X
Norton-Big Stone Gap (Wise County; I odependent City of Norton) _________________________ X
Richlands (Tazewell County) ____________ ________ ___ X
WASHINGTON
Aberdeen (Grays Harbor County) ___________________
Anacortes (Skagit County) _______ _______ ___________
Bremerton (Kitsap County) __ -------------- X
Centralia (lewis County) ______ _____ ----- ---------Colville (Stevens County). ___ ------ __ -------------Dayton (Columbia County) _________________________
Ellensburg (Kittitas County) ________________________
Goldendale (Klickitat County) __________ ------- __ --Moses Lake (Grant County) _____________ ____ _______
Newport(Pend Oreille County) _________ ____________
Okanogan (Okanogan County) ______________________
Port Angeles (Clallam County) ______________ X
Port Townsend (Jefferson County) __________________
Raymond (Pacific County) __________________________
Republic (Ferry County) ________ ____ _______________
SEATTLE (KING and SNOHOMISH COUNT! ES) _________________ - ----- - -- ----- -- X
SPOKANE (SPOKANE COUNTY) ___________ X
Stevenson (Skamania County) ______________________
TACOMA (PIERCE COUNTY) ______________ X
Tri-City (Benton and Franklin Counties) _____________
Wenatchee (Chelan and Douglas Counties) ___________
Yakima (Yakima County) __________________________
(See also Oregon-Portland.)

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley (Raleigh County) __________________________ X
Berkeley Springs (Morgan County) __________________ X
Bluefield (Mercer County) _________________________ X
Clarksburg (Doddridge and Harrison Coun-

ties). ______________________ •• __ .-----. X

Clay (Clay County)------------------------------·· X
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El kins (Randolph County) __________________________
Franklin (Pendleton County) _______ ________________
Gassaway (Braxton County)-------- - -------------- Glenville (Gilmer County) ______________________ ____
Grafton (Taylor CountY>------- -------- -----------Grantsville (Calhoun County) _______________________
Hamlin (Lincoln County) ______________________ _____
HU NTINGTON-ASHLAND (CABELL and
WAYNE COUNTIES, W. VA.; BOYD
COUNTY, KY.; LAWRENCE COUNTY,
OH 10 _______________ ------------------- X
Hinton (Summers County) __________ __________ _____
Kingwood (Preston County) ____________ ____________
Logan-Madison (Boone and Logan Counties) __________
Marlinton (Pocahontas County) ___________________ __
Martinsburg (Berkeley and Jefferson Coun-

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

benefits. This figure is more than 200,000
greater than in the same period the previous
year. The Amendment also provides potential relief for the more than one million
Americans who have already gone past their
15th week of unemployment and are fast
approaching the point of benefit exhaustion.
This is the highest level in 7 years.
The Amendment reduces the activating
mechanism from 4.5% (6.7% effective rate)
to 4% rate of insured unemployment nationally, or an effective 6% rate. The rate of
unemployment has exceeded this 4% insured figure since September of 1970. The
Amendment also changes the cost burden
of the temporary aid from a 50-50 FederalState allocation to 100% Federal financing.

X
X
X
X

Department of Labor statistics for January of 1971 shows that 622 labor markets
in the United States are areas of substan-

Mi~:~~~ county===========================-~- _____ xX

sistent unemployment (6% unemployment
for one of last two calendar years, and at
least 100% above national average for that
period). There are 50 major labor areas suffering from substantial or persistent unemployment today-more than at any time in
the last nine years:
California.-Anaheim-Santa Ana-GarC.en
Grove, Los Angeles-Long Beach, Sacramento,
San Bernadino-Riverside-Onta..rio, San Diego,
San Jose, Stockton, Fresno.
Connecticut.-New Haven, Bridgeport-Milford, New Britain, Waterbury.
IZZinois.-Rockford.
Indiana.-Terre Haute, South Bend.
Kansas.-Wichita.
Louisiana.-Baton Rouge, New Orleans.
Massachusetts.-Brockton, Fall River, Lawrence-Haverhill,
Lowell,
New
Bedford,
Springfield-Holyoke, Worcester.
Michigan.-Battle Creek, Detroit, Flint,
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Muskegon.
New Jersey.-Atlantic City, Jersey City,
New Brunswick-Perth Amboy, Paterson-Clinton-Passaic.
New Mexico.-Albuquerque.
New York.-Binghamton, Buffalo, UticaRome.
Oregon.-Portland.
Pennsylvania-Johnstown, Scranton.
Puerto Rico.-Mayaguez, Ponce.
Rhode IsZand.-Providence-Pawtucket.
Washington.-Beattle, Tacoma, Spokane.
Following is a list of the total number of
areas of substantial or persistent unemployment by state:

Moorefield (Hardy County) _________________________
New N)artinsville (Wetzel County) ___________________
Oak Hill-Montgomery (Fayette County) ______________
Parsons (Tucker County) __________________________
Pennsboro (Ritchie County) ________________ X
Petersburg (Grant County) ___ _________ _______ ___ ___
Point Pleasant (Mason County) _____ _________ _______
Richwood (Nicholas County) ____ _________ ___________
Romney (Hampshire County) __ ___ ____ ________ ______
Ronceverte-White Sulphur Springs (Greenbrier and Monroe Counties) _________ _____________
Sistersville (Tyler County) _________________ X
Spencer (Roane County) _________ ____ ______________
Wayne County ___ __ ______ _-----------------------Webster Springs (Webster County) __________________
Welch (McDowell County) __________________________

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Weston (Lewis County>-- - ------------------------- X
Williamson (Mingo County) ________________________ X
WISCONSIN
Adams (Adams County) ___________________________
Antigo (Langlade County) __________________ X
Arcadia (Trempealeau County) _____________ X
Ashland (Ashland County) ________________ _ X
Bayfield (Bayfield County) ___ ______________________
Black River Falls (Jackson County) __________________
Crandon (Forest County) ___________________________
Dodgeville (Iowa County) __________________ X
Douglas County ____ ------ __ ----------------------Eagle River(Vilas County) ____________ _____ X
Florence (Florence County) ______ __________________ _
Grantsburg (Burnett County)_ ------ --- ----------- -Hayward (Sawyer County) _________________________
Hurley (Iron County) ____ ___ _______________________
La Crosse (La Crosse County) ___ ----- - ---- - X
Ladysmith (Rusk County) __________________________
Mauston (Juneau County) __________________ X
Medford (Taylor County) _____________ _____ ________
Neopit (Menominee County) ________ _____ ____ _____ _
Oconto (Oconto County) ___ --------- ------- X
Prairie du Chien (Crawiord County) _________ X
RACINE (RACINE COUNTY) _______________ X
Shawano (Shawano County) ____ _________ ___ X
Sparta (Monroe County) ___________________ X
Spooner(Washburn County) _______________ X
Viroqua (Vernon County) __________________________

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

1 Major areas shown in capital letters; all other areas are
considered smaller areas.
2 Program eligibility extends only to corporate limits of ~he
municipality, not to other portions of the labor area contammg
the city.
Note: Explanation of column headings and e.ligibi)ity of a,~eas
under Federal assistance programs are contamed m the Explanation of Area Classifications" section of this bulletin.

FACT SHEET ON THE BAYH AMENDMENT

This Amendment would improve and accelerate the effective date of the FederalState Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970. That Act establishes 13
weeks of additional assistance to unemployment insurance claimants who have exhausted their benefits under state law. Effective
date of the act was January 1, 1972, to allow
states to enact taxes on payrolls to provide
their share. Due to varying terms of state
legislatures, actual effective date may be as
late as July 1, 1972 in some states.
The Bayh Amendment would accelerate
the effective date of the Act, making extended benefits available immediately after
passage. This would provide immediate relief for more than 300,000 Americans who
have exhausted their benefits in the last
year, without causing them the additional
hardship of another 9 to 15 months without

tial unemployment ( 6% or more) or per-
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33
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Vermont ----------------------------Wisconsin ---------------------------

26

OklahOD18.

---------------------------
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Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. BAYH. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I first
want to commend the initiative of the
Senator from Indiana. I particularly
compliment him upon his emphasis rm
the importance for Congress to act on
this amendment and not to let what we
call protocol or regular operating procedures stand in the way of meeting a
national need.
There is not any doubt that Congress
has a responsibility, along with other
branches of the Government, when it
comes to alleviating the unemployment
situation.
The Senator from Indiana wisely has
revised the formula which triggers the
extension of unemployment compensation benefits. He also wisely has included
in his amendment a provision that
makes program almost instantaneous in
its application. This is achieved through
full Federal funding, thus not requiring
changes in State law or administrative
rulings. I would hope that we in the
Senate would recognize the urgency of
prompt action.
The Senator from Indiana has cited
the number of workers who are losing or
have already lost their unemployment
benefits. This is ample evidence of what
the future portends unless we act now.
Mr. President, I predict that unless we
act, we might very well have a situation
by January 1, 1972, in which we could
have 1 million workers without any
unemployment compensation. One million unemployed and uninsured workers
would represent great personal tragedy
for those workers and their families.
As the Senator from Indiana has said,
it would mean that the Nation would
lose vast productive manpower capital
that could be put to work to help the
econumy regain some of its momentum.
There is only one leve! of government
that can alleviate this problem of unemployment, and that is the Federal Government-the Congress.
The Senator from Indiana gave us the
statistical evidence we need. He has
give...,. us a new formula that would work.
He has presented a convincing case for
the desirability and urgency of this provision.
I would hope that the Senate would
take the initiative now and quickly agree

to the amendment. We must proceed in

the hope that we can have some understanding with the House of Represent12
48 atives regarding procedure.
17
I want to commend the Senator from
9
Indiana again for his remarkable work
16
in this body on matters that relate to
Ohio -------------------------------- 11
Puerto ~CO-------------------------- 25 human welfare.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I appreciate
tJtah -------------------------------- 15
West
Virginia_________________________ 36 the thoughtful commentary by the Sen7
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ator from Minnesota. I know of no other
Senator who has, over the years, been in
a better position and has voiced a willingness, as well as an expertise, to support this type of legislation.
This is cer tainly the type legislation
that is needed today. The present law, as
well intentioned as it is, might take effect
at a time when the unemployment situation has changed and the economy is
picking up. It is needed now.
In addition, the effort here to make
this a Federal responsibility, recognizing
that when unemployment reaches the
trigger level it is a Federal responsibility.
It also recognizes the fact that States are
hard pressed to find additional revenues.
With all of the mayors and Governors
who have been in Washington over the
past week or two, this a matter that
needs only brief notation.
As we talk about how to stimulate the
economy and get things moving, this is
the approach the Senator from Indiana
would like to see us follow.
First, we are dealing with 250,000 to
300,000 people who have no unemployment compensation at all. They are on
the streets, but they have families and
homes and they have all the needs a person has when he is working. This is
where the need is the greatest. Second,
by providing assistance to those individuals there is a greater impact on stimulating the economy because when a person is out of a job he is going to spend
each of those dollars and thereby stimulate the economy. If we start at the other
end of the economic ladder, for example
with investment credit depreciation allowance, it takes awhile before that approach has an impact. I suggest that
each of the dollars that goes into the
pocketbook, into the unemployment
compensation envelope of these 250,000
to 300,000 Americans, will be spent immediately.
·
Therefore, I feel that of all the alternative remedies suggested, although this
is not inexpensive, it is less expensive
than other well-intentioned proposals
and will yield more immediate results.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. BAYH. I yield.
Mr. HUMPHREY. The administration
recently came to us with a program
called revenue sharing. We can debate
the merits of that program at another
time. There are certain aspects of it I
fully support. But this is really revenue
sharing where it is needed; it is sharing
revenue for people who are unemployed,
people who have no other place to go
than the relief line. Mandating relief
through congressional default, should
not be the highest calling in this Nation.
As the Senator from Indiana so wisely
pointed out again, this is sound economic
policy. The moneys expended here will
be used immediately in channels of commerce and will have a stimulating effect
for superior to trickle-down depreciation allowance.
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to help unemployment but to help the
total economy, to help the man on Main
Street, the merchant, to help people pay
bills and to get the wheels of industry
and commerce moving again.
As one of the original cosponsors of
S. 973, legislation introduced on February 25 by the distinguished junior Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH), I call
on every Senator to acknowledge our
responsibility to ease the crushing
weight of prolonged unemployment. We
must pass the pending amendment.
The Bayh-Humphrey amendment provides those who have exhausted their
26 weeks of unemployment shall have
an additional 13 weeks of coverage. It
also accelerates the effective date, making benefits available immediately upon
passage and provides that the benefits
are triggered when the rate of insured
unemployment exceeds 4 percent. This
is a reduction from the present rate of
4¥2 percent. The amendment changes
the cost burden of temporary aid from
a 50-50 Federal-State allocation to 100
percent Federal financing.
There are now in excess of 700 labor
markets of substantial unemployment of
6 percent or more. Already approximately 300,000 workers have exhausted
their unemployment benefits under existing law. These and many more workers are and will be the victims of an
unemployment compensation cutoff unless this amendment is passed.
We all know the statistics-5,200,000
out of work. We know that hundreds of
thousands of Americans have not only
been unemployed for approximately 6
months but these same hundreds of thousands are beginning to exhaust their unemployment compensation coverage. This
figure may approach about 1 million
unemployed workers in the next several
months.
We have had an average of 6 percent
national unemployment since September of last year. That is 7 months ago.
We are losing approximately $60 billion
in GNP every year of this manufactured
recession. We are in the midst of a most
distressing mixture of inflation and recession. The American economy is suffering from gout and malnutrition simultaneously.
But where is the fairness here? Where
is the sense of basic justice? Who has
the right to expect 5,000,000 Americans
to give up their jobs to cool inflation?
Who has the right to expect 15,000,000
A.111ericans to share the economic and
psychological trauma of prolonged unemployment for the head of their households?
We who sit here in Washington, secure
in our jobs, have a basic responsibility to
see that the economic and personal costs
of unemployment are borne as much as
possible by the entire Nation. Unemployment compensation is bare subsistence
for a man with a family. Providing for
immediate extension of compensation
protection is the very least we can do to

Members of the Federal Reserve Board
and administration officials speak openly
of the tradeoff of jobs necessary to cool
inflation.
Mr. President, I have talked of what
the employment picture has been over
the past year or so. I would not be here
today, urging my colleagues so strongly,
if the economy had begun to show significant signs of stable growth again. I
would not be so critical of administration
economic policies if the economic experts
foresaw an end to such horrendous mass
unemployment. But what is the prognosis? What can we look forward to for
the next year or so? Every responsible
and independent economic expert says
that unemployment will remain at 6 percent, or a little above, through mid-1972.
We have sunk into such a doldrum that
even with strong economic recovery, it
will take many months before the employment slack is taken up. Not only must
we put those millions thrown out of jobs
back to work but we must provide new
jobs for those workers that enter the labor market every year.
Mr. President, the very least we can
do is provide this extension of unemployment compensation benefits. These
are not people who do not want to work.
They do want to find jobs and regain
their economic health and recapture a
sense of well-being and pride in a job well
done.
I urge every Senator to support this
amendment. We, as individuals, are safe
from this economic and psychological
blight. Neither we, nor administration officials or experts, h ave the least moral
justification if we force these willing and
able Americans to lose even further their
sense of dignity and personal worth.
Can we force these proud men and
women to go from the protection of insurance to the degradation of the handout? I hope not.
I again say that it is important that
we pass this legislation and that we pass
this legislation quickly. The people who
are on unemployment compensation are
without benefits and add an extra burden
to the economy which could stimulate
greater unemployment.
Mr. BAYH. I certainly appreciate the
additional remarks of the Senator from
Minnesota.
This amendment is being offered
through a little different approach than
the Senator from Indiana likes to pursue. The Senator from Indiana likes to
pursue legislative matters through the
normal legislative process by introducing
a bill, as he has, having it heard in committee and subsequently passed. But
when I am advised that because of the
parliamentary procedure it is inappropriate for the Senate to initiate this legislation, when I see no action coming
from our colleagues in the other body,
and when I find there are 5.2 million
people out of work and 300,000 immediately affected in this category, then I

accelerated depreciation program which,
at a time when plant capacity of this

Under present institutional arrangements, whereby the economy is managed

different procedure than would otherwise be followed.

dubious quality and merit; but this particular proposal does something not only

tools, the Government must share responsibility for the loss of these jobs.

The administration recently offered an
country is only used at 72 percent, is of

ease this burden.

with governmental fiscal and monetary

ask leave of the Senate to follow a little
A number of Senators recognize the

national nature of this matter. For the
benefit of Senators in the Chamber and

.
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the readers of the RECORD I would like
to point out the political and geographical divergences of the cosponsors of the
amendment. The cosponsors of the
amendment are Senators RIBICOFF, NELsoN, PASTORE, STEVENS, GRAVEL, McGovERN, HUMPHREY, HART, METCALF, CRANSTON, EAGLETON, and PERCY.
Ironically enough we have our largest State represented by the distinguished Senator from California (Mr.
CRANSTON), who is now the Presiding
omcer and our smallest State, from the
standpoint of population, represented by
one Republican Senator and one Democratic Senator from the State of Alaska.
I note with interest, and I will touch
on just two or three of these States because I have asked unanimous consent
that this material be printed in the REcORD.
I see our very distinguished colleague,
the Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. BELLMON) in the Chamber. In Oklahoma 49
communities have substantial or persistent unemployment. In the State of
Kentucky, 48 communities have been
listed in this category. In West Virginia-and I see our distinguished whip
in the Chamber-36 communities are in
this category. Few States in the Nation
do not have a significant unemployment
problem. Over the weekend, I discovered
that my home county in Indiana, which
is one of the largest counties in Indiana,
went on the list. This is not the kind of
matter to be ashamed of. It is the product
of the economic condition in the country
today. Rather than be ashamed of the
condition in my home county I want to do
something to rectify it and to assist those
who are presently unemployed and have
exhausted their benefits.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENTLEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I ask
unanimous consent that when the Senate
completes its business today, it stand in
adjour nment until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, it will be the intention of the leadership to rescind this order if action is
completed on the unfinished business today, and we anticipate that it will be. If
action is completed, the leadership will
then expect the Senate to go over until
Thursday morning next.
Senators should be on notice that there
will be at least one rollcall vote today on
the unfinished business.

<Later in the day this order was
changed to provide for the Senate to adjourn until 10 a.m. Thursday, April 1,
1971.)
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX
EXTENSION ACT OF 1971
The Senate continued with the consideration of the bill <H.R. 5432) to provide an extension of the interest equalization tax, and for other purposesMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to
express my support of Senator BAYH's
amendment, which takes into account
the existing situation we face in the
country with respect to unemployment,
and faces reality.
The United States, considering its past
record, has a serious unemployment
crisis right now. Therefore, the taking
effect of the trigger which is incorporated
in the idea of extra unemployment compensation in times of serious emergency
respecting unemployment is properly accelerated by the Bayh amendment.
I shall shortly propose an amendment
to the Bayh amendment which is necessitated by the fact that a number of
States, including my own-! shall read
the list of States-anticipating exactly
what Senator BAYH is trying to accomplish, have made these payments of extra
unemployment compensation. In the case
of my State, it has been done since January 1, 1971. Therefore, it is necessary to
make the Bayh amendment retroactive
to that extent in order not to penalize,
in all fairness, the States which have
done what we would be doing by this
amendment in response to their own
exigencies. The States in question are
Alaska, California, Connecticut, Idaho,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey,
New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Vermont, and Washington. The
State of Arkansas will begin to pay the
same benefits in July of 1971; but, again,
it may very well benefit from retroactivity in view of the fact that this may
not become law by July 1, 1971.
In addition, I understand that there
are 20 States whose unemployment rate
already exceeds the level necessary to
activate this program and which would
participate if the Bayh amendment is
adopted.
So that we have a total of 34 States out
of 50 States directly and immediately
affected. As we know, the retroactivity reLates only to the increases of the Federal
share.
Mr. President, the plight of the States
is very well recognized by the President's
revenue sharing ideas. Naturally, all of
us are seeking some way in which the
States can be helped within the pattern
of existing law, even before some mas-
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sive effort to help the States directly matures. This is a very honorable and a
very good way in which to accomplish
that result. Personally, I am very grateful
to Senator BAYH for raising the issue at
this time and giving us all an opportunity
to deal with it.
Also, this is not an inflationary action,
for this reason: The amounts involved,
which run somewhere in the S500 million
range, will add directly to the·purchasing
power of the public in an unusual way.
Certainly, the unemployed are the most
prime customers in terms of consumer
purchasing if they have some money with
which to do it; and the constant testimony before the Joint Economic Committe, of which I am a member, in respect of the existing slow rate of recovery
of our economy, is that it is attributable
very heavily to what is euphelnistically
called the lack of consumer confidence.
But, really, it is a lack of consumer expenditure as reflecting a lack of confidence.
So I believe that this particular amount
put into the stream of consumption,
which would be very directly, with an
immediate effect, is also helpful in that
regard, so that it cannot be considered in
terms of contributing to the inflation.
For those reasons, I hope very much
that the amendment will be adopted.
Mr. President, I send to the desk my
amendment to Senator BAYH's amendment which would put into effect the
concept of retroactivity to which I have
referred.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the am.endment.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that further reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered; and, without
objection, the amendment will be printed
in the RECORD.
The amendment is as follows:
Beginning on page 3, line 23, strike all
after the word "applicable" and insert the
following:
"with respect to payments under section
204(a) of the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 in
like manner as if such amendments had
been included in such Act on the date of its
enactment.
"SEc. 203. Any State which is entitled, by
reason of the enactment af the amendments
made by subsection (c) of section 201 of this
Act, to additional payments under section
204 of the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 by reason of expenditures made in prior periods
for extended compensation shall be paid such
additional payments in accordance with section 204 or such Act."

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the
amendment effects retroactivity for the
States which have already begun to make
those payments of special unemployment
compensation to the time when they
began to make them-in other words,
triggered by the unemployment situation
in the given States. I think it is a measure of elementary justice that the States
which have had that kind of foresight
should not be penalized if the Senate
adopts this amendment and it becomes
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law, the whole system, and the retroactivity extends only to increasing the
Federal share from 50 percent to 100
percent.
I understand that this amendment
might be agreeable to Senator BAYH, so
that the whole issue could be acted upon
at one time.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. I ask whether payments
that have been made have been made
wholly from the State funds.
Mr. JAVITS. I understand that the
payments have been made half from
State and half from Federal funds, but
the retroactivity extends only to that
half. So the retroactivity will involve reimbursement for the increased Federal
share.
Mr. COOPER. In other words, if the
payments in the past were 50 percent by
the State and 50 percent by the Federal
Government, this would provide that the
50 percent which has been paid by the
State should be reimbursed by the Federal Government.
Mr. JAVITS. That is correct. From its
funds.
Mr. COOPER. In other words, the Senator proposes starting this program now
instead of on January 1, 1972. Is there
any evidence that the States cannot pay
the 50 percent which is provided by the
existing act?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield to the Senator
from Indiana.
Mr. COOPER. What is the reason for
imposing the full charge upon the Federal Government prospectively?
Mr. BAYH. The Senator from Indiana
is certain that the Senator from Kentucky is aware that not each State's unemployment insurance fund is equally
well endowed. Some of the States, I am
advised, can; some cannot. My staff has
been advised that there are some 20 additional States, beyond the 14 which have
presently enacted the legislation to which
the Senator from New York's amendment is directed, in which the unemployment rate exceeds the level necessary to
activate the program, but they do not
have the funds necessary to take advantage of it.
Mr. COOPER. Will the Senator's
amendment change in any way the provision in the existing law that, beginning with January 1, 1972, one-half of
the benefit would be paid by the State?
Mr. BAYH. Yes. For the additional 13
weeks. That is what we are talking
about--the additional 13 weeks. The
amendment of the Senator from Indiana
would make this a Federal responsibility
for just the 13 additional weeks, feeling
that at the time the unemployment rate
gets to that level, it is a significant
enough national problem that the Federal Government should indeed assist the
States to do the job.
I think the Senator from New York

High national unemployment is attributable to national factors, and the administration proposed a national remedy-a Federal
program of extended unemployment compensation in times of high national unemployment. That program would be 100 percent
federally financed-but operated by States

this. I want to salute him for emphasiz-

ut111zing provisions of State law. The program could be operative at any time after

stressed the revenue sharing aspect of

ing this, and because most of our concern is about the need, and the tax base
in State and local communities, and I

cannot think of a better way to do it

than to deal with those who are unemployed. I might read-Mr. COOPER. May I ask the Senator
one other question? After 13 weeks have
passed, would the present act become effective, that is the 50 percent henceforth,
to be paid by the State, and 50 percent
by the Federal Government?
Mr. BAYH. The Senator from Indiana
is not absolutely certain he understands
the Senator's question but the amendment the Senator from New York and
the Senator from Indiana are proposing
does not deal with or recommend in any
way the 26 weeks initially. What we are
dealing with is 13 additional weeks
which now, by statute, is paid for on a
50-50 basis. We are proposing that this
would take effect when the triggering
device meets the requirement immediately and not wait until January 1 and
be paid for by the Federal Government.
Mr. COOPER. I understand that. What
I am asking is, when the date arrives
of January 1, 1972, after that date, would
the benefits be paid wholly by the Federal Government or one-half by the Federal Government and one-half by each
State?
Mr. BAYH. Yes. Benefits would be
paid only by the Federal Government for
the 13 weeks alone. For the original 26
weeks, that would continue to be on a
50-50 basis.
Mr. COOPER. For how long a period
after January 1, 1972, would the Federal
Government be responsible for paying
one-half?
Mr. BAYH. For as long as the 4-percent trigger is met. Whenever it gets
above 4-percent insured unemployment
for the 3-consecutive months, the triggering mechanism would take effect. As
long as that is in effect, the 100-percent
financing for the additional 13 weeks
would be in effect. When unemployment
got down below that for 3-consecutive
months, then, of course, there would be
no triggering mechanism and there would
be no additional 13 weeks of any kind.
Mr. COOPER. Then the Senator can
say categorically_ that in such a case,
when the triggering mechanism is not
coming into play, the benefits would then
be paid 50 percent by the Federal Government and 50 percent by each State.
Is that correct?
Mr. BAYH. Yes. That is accurate.
Mr. President, it might be helpful to
the Senate for me to read the testimony
on H.R. 14705 before the Finance Committee in February of last year, to which
the Senator from Indiana alluded earlier
as attributed to former Secretary of
Labor Shultz.
He stated as follows, and I read from
page 79:

as agents of the Federal Government and
60 days beyond the enactment of the act.

Mr. President, I want to make certain
that the broad philosophical recognition
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of the need for this kind of program,
as well as the regional need, is understood. I know that the distinguished
Presiding Officer in the chair, the Senator from Georgia (Mr. GAMBRELL), has
25 communities in his home State which
·have this kind of persistent, substantial
unemployment. We are not only talking
about States like New York, and California, but we are also talking about a State
which is as rural in nature and has the
least populous State, like Alaska, with
its two distinguished Senators, one a
Democrat and one a Republican, who
have lent their names as cosponsors of
this amendment.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, one thing
I wish to emphasize. My amendment and
that of the senator from Indiana apply
only to the extra 13 weeks of emergency
unemployment which the Federal Government supports to the extent of 50
percent based on a State-by-State trigger. What the senator from Indiana is
seeking to do is to accelerate application of a national trigger. That is point
No. 1. Point No. 2 is, he is also increasing the percentage from 50 percent to
100 percent. But it still is effective only
as the unemployment rate either on a
State or national level reaches the trigger figure, and the trigger figure means
6 percent or more overall unemployment.
It is also a temporary measure because
as unemployment recedes then the trigger is no longer applicable and, hence,
there is no Federal share to deal with.
So that I wish to make it clear this does
not change anything in the basic unemployment
compensation
system,
which is the 26 weeks. It deals only with
emergency unemployment compensation for an additional-not higher
rates-no doubling-but an additional
13 weeks and who is to carry that responsibility, the State or the Federal
Government.
In the amendment of the Senator
from Indiana <Mr. BAYH) and mine the
Federal Government would carry that
responsibility, with necessary retroactivity to deal with problems in the States
which have been paying this 50 percent
out of their own resources. So I emphasize that we are dealing with a temporary measure which has automaticity.
As we drop below the trigger figure, in
terms of unemployment, the whole thing
is off. As we get above it, it would again
take effect.
Mr. COOPER. If the Senator from
New York will yield briefly, would the
rate of unemployment be based upon
the rate of the State, or will it also be
based upon the rate in the particular
community?
Mr. JAVITS. It is based upon the rate
for the State. The whole thing is handled
by the States. As to the application of
the national trigger, as the Senator from
Indiana <Mr. BAYH) has pointed out, it
now extends to 14 States which have not
attained a State trigger but may havewe do not know-but may have, and may

put this into effect in view of the fact

that they could, under the national
trigger.
Mr. COOPER. I thank the Senator.

Mr. JA VITS. May I inquire of the
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distinguished Senator from Indiana
(Mr. BAYH) whether he will incorporate
my amendment?
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I am privileged to incorporate the amendment of
the Senator from New Yor k.
Mr. JAVITS. And he will modify his
amendment accordingly?
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to modify my amendment
accordingly and I appreciate very much
the contribution the Senator from New
York has made.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
GAMBRELL). The Senator from Indiana
has the privilege of modifying his amendment, if he cares to.
Mr. BAYH. Yes, Mr. President, I do
modify my amendment.
The distinguished Senator from New
York <Mr. JAVITS), who serves on the important committee of the Senate dealing
with problems of labor and all related
human problems, is in a particularly sensitive place and has the kind of expertise
that is very helpful in a dialog of this
kind. I am glad to accept his wisdom and
join the amendment which is now before the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's amendment, is so modified.
Mr. JAVITS. I thank my colleague
from Indiana.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD articles relating to the critical
nature of the unemployment problem
and the number of araas specifically
involved.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FIVE MORE BIG AREAS PLACED IN UNEMPLOYMENT CATEGORY
WASHINGTON, February 27.-The Labor Department has listed five new major labor
areas as havin g "substantial" unemployment,
bringing the totaJ. to 45, the highest since
April, 1963.
In addition, 12 smaller areas were added to
the "substantial" list, bringing the total to
634, Assistant Secretary of Labor Malcolm R.
Lovell Jr. announced Wednesday.
The designation means the area has an
unemployment rate of 6 per cent or more
with the rate expected to continue for at
least two more months.
The five new major areas added are
Sacramento, Calif., 6.7 per cent; Utica-Rome,
N.Y., 7.6 per cent; Johnstown, Pa., 7.1 per
cent; Scranton, Pa., 6.3 per cent, and Providence-Pawtucket, R.I., 6.6 per cent.
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 26, 1971]
JOBLESSNESS PASSES 6 PERCENT IN 50 AREAS
(By Frank C. Porter}
A third of the nation's 150 major labor
areas are now suffering "substantial" unemployment--6 per cent or more--with the
,addition of five new cities in March, the
Labor Department announced yesterday.
And Seattle joined the classification of 12
per cent or more joblessness, the first mainland U.S. city to do so in at least nine years.
The 50 major Blreas in the substantial
category is the highest since June, 1962, when
the country was emerging from its last recess1on. There were only eight so listed at
this time last year.
Yesterday's report helped cloud hopes
raised by two successive monthly declines
in national unemploymentr-from 6.2 per
cent to 6 per cent in January and to 5.8

per cent in February, although the number
of jobs ~ the average work week also
dropped in the latter month.
The new list was drawn however, on the
basis of two-month-old data from January.
Any subsequent improvement in the over-all
employment statistics could be reflected in
later reports.
The five additions are New Haven, Conn.
(6.5 per cent unemployment); Rockford, lll.
(6.7); Terre Haute, Ind. (7); Worcester, Ma.ss.
(7). and Binghampton, N.Y. (6.6).
Two areas already listed as substantialBridgeport, Conn., and Lawrence-Haverhill,
Mass.-moved up to the 9 to 12 per cent
category this month. There are 10 areas in
this group now; there were none a year ago.
Seattle, which stands to lose another 5,000
jobs as the result of the defeat of the SST
program in Congress Wednesday, moved up
from this latter category to the highest
group, those with at least 12 per cent unemployment.
Two Puerto Rican cities, Ponce and Mayaguez, have been listed under this classification for a number of years. A Labor Department spokesman said he could find no mainland cities so listed Bit least as far back as
1962.
The following compares the st atus of 150
major labor areas today with February and
a year ago:
Groups
A (less than 1.5 percent unem-

f{~~~~)2:9y_-_-~:

~~~ ~~~~~~

B(3 to 5.9) _______==
===___ =
=
C
____
______
__
D
(6 to
to 11.9)
8.9)---------- - - · -- --__
E(9
_____--___
___ ________
F (12 or more) ________ ___ __ ______

This
month

Last
mont h

Year
ago

0
8
92
37
10
3

0
13
92
34
9
2

0
52
90
6
0
2

The Labor Department describes Group A
as "overall shortage," B as "low unemployment," C as "moderate unemployment," and
D, E and F all as "substantial unemployment."
Larger cities included in Group D (6 per
cent t o 8.9 per cent unemployed) are Los
Angeles, Detroit, San Diego, New Orleans,
Jersey City, Buffalo and Portland, Ore.
Washington is one of the eight areas
falling in Group B (1.5 to 2.9).
The eight areas beside Bridgeport and
Lawrence-Haverhill in the next to highest
category, Group E (9 to 11.9). are Stockton,
Calif.; New Britain and Waterbury, Conn.;
New Bedford and Lowell, Mass.; MuskegonMuskegon Heights, Mich.; Takoma, Wash.,
and Wichita, Kan.
A area is classified as having substantial
unemployment if its r ate of at least 6 per
cent is expected to continue for two months
or more. This is intended to rule out temporary aberrations or seasonal variations.
The Labor Department moved two areasMuskegon, Mich., and Fresno, Calif.--onto
its list of "persistent" unemployment. This
means the average unemployment rate has
been at least 6 per cent for a year and has
been at least 50 per cent above the national
average for several years.
Mr. BAYH. After unemployment recedes and the national problem is alleviated to some extent, then the additional
13 weeks would no longer apply. Also,

as the Senator from Indiana said earlier,
we are talking about doing two basic
things, We are talking about dealing
with human needs. Some 300,000 or more
people at the present are not only unemployed but have also exhausted all
of their unemployment benefits.
There is the matter of additional concern because the number of people who
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are presently halfway through their
unemployment compensation period,
and thus are halfway along the road to
being in the same category of having
exhausted all their unemployment benefits. This number is higher than it has
been in the last 7 years.
The Senator from Minnesota predicted
rather dire consequences-and he may
well be right--as all of these additionally
unemployed people exhaust their benefits and have no source of income for
their families.
Second, and perhaps a little more
analytical and further removed from human need, is that by applying additional
unemployment benefits to those who are
unemployed and have no funds at all,
these funds will be spent the day the
people get them. They need them. They
will not fritter the funds away, but will
spend them on necessities. This will
greatly stimulate the economy and do
so immediately and lessen the chances
that the problems will be compounded.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I note
that the amendment does change the
existing law. It involves a sum of about
a half billion dollars. I think there
should be a larger number of Senators
present.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT TO
10:30 A.M. TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that
when the Senate completes its business
today it stand in adjournment until
10:30 a.m. tomorrow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX

EXTENSION ACT OF 1971
The Senate continued with the consideration of the bill <H.R. 5432) to provide
an extension of the interest equalization
t a x. and for other purposes.
YEAS AND NAYS ORDERED
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask for the
yeas and nays on the amendment.

'
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The yeas and nays were ordered.
QUORUM CALL

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, it was only
last year that the Senate and the House
voted on what the two bodies wanted to
do about the unemployment insurance
program. We passed a major bill. The
same subject matter contained in the
pending amendment was raised at that
time and rejected by a vote of 30 to 45.
This same proposal for full Federal funding of extended unemployment insurance
benefits for the additional 13 weeks was
considered by the Committee on Finance
last year and it was rejected by a vote of
5 to 10. It was considered by the Committee on Ways and Means in the House
and it was rejected there.
No one could contend that this amendment to change the funding of extended
unemployment insurance benefits is relevant to the interest equalization tax bill
which we have before us. The amendment does not have anything at all to do
with the bill.
Last year we passed the Legislative Reorganization Act which provided that
when the Senate adds a nongermane
amendment to a House-passed bill, the
consent of the House is required even to
go to conference on the measure. The
Committee on Ways and Means in the
House, composed of substantially the
same people who rejected 100 percent
Federal funding of extended benefits in
the I'a st Congress, obviously would be opposed to going to conference on the matter. One could not find a better situation
to invite the House to refuse to go to conference than to add this proposal, which
has been rejected by the Senate and by
the House Ways and Means Committee
in the last Congress, without the normal
process of hearings.
Last year the Finance Committee held
full hearings on unemployment compensation, including proposals for 100 percent Federal funding of extended benefits. We heard from employer organizations, and they were opposed to lOO-percent Federal funding. To approve this
amendment without offering employers
the opportunity to testify and to be
heard, without offering State unemployment commissioners the opportunity to
testify-and so far as I know they are
virtually unanimously opposed to itand in view of the fact that this would
be a tax on the employers, it would be
totally unfair to move to add this amendment without offering those people an
opportunity to have their views on the
proposal known and considered.

Furthermore., Mr. President, as a prac-

tical matter in 40 States no unemployed
workers at all will be affected by this
proposal either because the States al-

ready have a program or because the
level of unemployment in the State is not
high enough to trigger the extended benefit program into action.
For these reasons this matter should
not be added to the bill. If the Senate
wants to add something of this sort, it
should be done when we have the social
security bill before us, at which time it
could be contended at least that there
was some relevance. If this amendment
is to be acted upon, we should at least
have an opportunity in committee to
know that it is going to be added so that
all those affected can have an opportunity to be heard.
As I mentioned before, workers in 40
States would not be affected by the
amendment. Let me read a list of the
States in which the workers would not
be benefited under this amendment:
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, District
of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,
Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania., Rhode Island, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia,
Washington, Vermont, West Virginia,
and Wyoming.
Present law requires that by the end
of this year virtually all States have a
program of extended benefits. So by that
time it might be said that the workers in
no States would be benefited by the
amendment.
If the Senate wants to approve a program for full Federal financing of extended benefits, this is something that
should be considered in connection with
some measure that would pay for it.
Here is an amendment that would cost
an estimated $600 million, yet the
amendment contains no tax change to
pay for any of it.
As a matter of fact, I suppose it is
probably inadvertent, but the amendments as it is drafted could trigger into
effect an additional 2.7 percent payroll
tax on employers. I assume that was not
intended, but that is how it would work
out in many States. The reason is that
the amendment requires all States to
legislate extended benefit programs virtually immediately but does not allow
time for the States to comply. If they
were out of compliance, employers would
be faced with an additional 2.7 percent
unemployment tax just because the
State legislature could not meet and act
in the brief time provided under the
amendment.
For those many reasons, it is not appropriate that we consider this proposal
as an amendment to this bill, whose purpose is to extend a tax that expires on
March 31 to protect our balance of payments. Accordingly, I think it appropriate
that this amendment should be laid on
the table.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, before the
Senator moves, will he yield?

Mr. LONG. I yield for a question.
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator. I

understood the Senator to state that
workers would not get the benefit of this
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law in many States besides my State, but
in my own State they are now being paid
the extra 13 weeks' benefits. So how
could New York be included in that list?
Mr. LONG. Unemployed workers in
New York are already getting extended
benefits.
Mr. JAVITS. I know they are already
getting it, but they are getting it out of
the jugular vein of the State. In addition to these, they are not going to get it,
although the trigger has been reached in
those States, precisely because the States
do not have the money for it.
Mr. LONG. The employers are paying
for the full cost of unemployment benefits whether through taxes at the State
level or at the Federal level.
New York already has a law providing
for extended benefits. It is true the State
is paying 50 percent of the cost of these
benefits. I assume the Senator wants to
give relief to the budget of his State.
Mr. JAVITS. I want to give relief to
the budgets of 34 States.
Mr. LONG. In any event, the employer
is the one who is going to have to pay the
cost of the extended benefits, either at
the State or Federal level. The employers are going to have to pay the whole
cost since they are the only ones taxed.
Mr. JAVITS. At the Federal level that
is not the case, because while it is true
that part of that money goes into the
Federal fund for this extra compensation, we are not planning under this
measure to increase the amount of tax.
That may have to be done in the future,
but right now, if that fund is exhausted,
then we will have to face the issue of
whether to end it altogether or to raise
the tax. Meanwhile this fund can be used
for an emergency. It is an emergency
both of unemployment and on the part
of the States.
I felt, in all fairness, under these exigencies, which are very serious, that we
ought to give the States an opportunity
to catch their breath. That is really what
it comes down to . .
Mr. LONG. It does not affect the workers in most States. The Senator agrees.
Mr. President, I move that the amendment be laid on the table.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator withhold his motion?
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that I may withhold my
motion and yield to the Senator from
Indiana for a question.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, the Senator
from Indiana wanted an opportunity to
phrase a thought. I am not sure, in all
honesty, that it would be a question.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I yield for
that purpose.
Mr. BAYH. I appreciate the Senator's
courtesy.
The Senator from Louisiana left the
floor on other business a moment ago
when I started my earlier remarks with
an apology to him. I said that the Senator from Indiana normally feels that
matters of significant legislative impor~nce should go through the normal leg-
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islative process, particularly when there
is a Senator as sensitive to the national
needs as the Senator from Louisiana.
I find myself in an embarrassing situation because I have come to the conclusion, perhaps erroneously, that the Senator from Louisiana is in a position, with
all his compassion and prestige and influence in this body, where he cannot
really initiate this type of legislation. In
fact, the Senator from Indiana has already introduced a bill to do this very
thing, only to be informed that the Senate-this body-cannot initiate legislation of this kind.
We are going to have to make a decision sooner or later. If we feel the
Senate wants to go ahead with this matter, we are going to have to hook it on
to some measure. Perhaps the Senator
from Louisiana is right. Perhaps the social security bill is a better one. The
question is-How long are we going ·:;a
wait?
The Senator from Indiana regrets any
embar11assment :that this dialog and
this particular parliamentary effort may
place on the Senator from Louisiana,
because he is a man who likes to move
and likes to deal with problems and I
think he is aware of this problem. But
if we are going to get something done, it
seems to me it is worthwhile to attach
an amendment to a bill that has to become law this month.
The Senator from Louisiana mentioned
that this matter had been considered
before and had been turned down by
this body. He is accurate, but perhaps
the RECORD should show that there have
been significant changes in the number
of those who would qualify and benefit
and who have need under the bill. As I
recall, when the measure was considered in April last year by the Senate,
there were 102,000 persons whose benefits were exhausted that month. That
number had increased by 50 percent
monthly by the end of this year. As I said
earlier, the number of people who are
half way along toward total extinction
of their benefits at this moment in history is higher than it has been at any
time in 7 years.
Although the Senate refused to go
along last year, we had an amendment
like this back in 1966 for total Federal
funding for an additional 13 weeks, and,
as I recall, the Senator from Louisiana
voted for it at that particular time. I
think we are in a situation where past
history should not dictate what we do
in the future.
I might touch on one other point, and
then I will yield to the Senator from
Louisiana and thank him for his courtesy. He certainly is within his rights to
move to table, but I am interested in
the argument, Who is going to pay for
it? The Senator suggested that it would
cost about $600 million. I notice in a
memorandum prepared by the Finance
Committee it is going to cost $400 million. The Senator from Indiana is willing
to accept either of those, or a point in
between. It is going to entail additional
expense, but if we are going to talk about
additional expense, in my judgment half
a billion dollars for this type of economic
stimulus and this type of economic need

is much easier to justify than the $4
billion revenue loss due to the new depreciation allowance established by the
administration.
Also, I think we need to recognize that
right now times are bad, and when times
are bad and numbers of people are unemployed, then, and only then, will the
costs incurred by this particular amendment be in effect; whereas lowering or
increasing the depreciation allowance is
going to be in effect when times are good
as well as when times are bad.
One additional point: We are all aware
that steps must be taken to stimulate
the economy, which is now not as healthy
as we would like it to be. This type of
fiscal stimulus, while it increases the deficit, is likely to have a positive impact
on the economy.
I contend that the expenditure of this
$400 million or $500 million in additional
unemployment benefits for those poor
working men and working women who
are out of jobs will have a greater impact
to stimulate the economy than any of the
other dollars in the deficit budget we
are running. So it seems to me, on the one
hand, that providing 13 additional weeks
for those who have exhausted their benefits is going to do more to stimulate the
economy and put us back on the road to
good economic health; and on the other
hand, that this approach helps the people who need it most. They need these
meager unemployment benefits to support their families, and need them now,
not next year, when the bill would take
effect and on a different financial basis.
I thank the Senator from Louisiana
for yielding.
·
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I now move
to lay the amendment on the table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the motion of the
Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. LONG. I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. LONG. I ask unanimous consent
that the order for the quorum call be
rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
GAMBRELL). The question is on agreeing
to the motion of the Senator from Louisiana <Mr. LoNG) to lay on the table the
amendment of the Senator from Indiana
<Mr. BAYH). On this question, the yeas
and nays have been ordered, and the
clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. COTTON <after having voted in
the affirmative). On this vote I have a
pair with the Senator from Washington
<Mr. MAGNUSON). If he were present and
voting, he would vote "nay." If I were
permitted to vote, I would vote "yea." I
therefore withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Nevada
<Mr. BIBLE), the Senator from Oklahoma
<Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from Michigan
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<Mr. HART), the Senator from Massachusetts <Mr. KENNEDY), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), the Senator from Minnesota <Mr.-MONDALE), the
Senator from New Mexico <Mr. MoNTOYA), the Senator from Dlinois <Mr.
STEVENSON), and the Senator from New
Jersey <Mr. WILLIAMS) are necessarily
absent.
I also announce that the Senator from
North Carolina <Mr. JoRDAN) is absent
because of illness.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Michigan
<Mr. HART), the Senator from New Mexico <Mr. MONTOYA), the Senator from
Dlinois (Mr. STEVENSON), the Senator
from New Jersey <Mr. WILLIAMS), and
the Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRis) would each vote "nay."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senat.or from Massachusetts
<Mr.
BROOKE) and the Senator from South
Carolina <Mr. THURMOND) are necessarily absent.
The Senator from Arizona <Mr. GoLDWATER) and the Senator from South
Dakota <Mr. MuNDT) are absent because
of illness.
If present and voting, the Senator
from South Dakota <Mr. MUNDT) would
vote "yea."
On this vote, the Senator from South
Carolina <Mr. THuRMOND) is paired with
the Senator from Massachusetts <Mr.
BROOKE). If present and voting, the Senator from South Carolina would vote
"yea" and the Senator from Massachusetts would vote "naY."
The result was announced-yeas 45~
nays 40, as follows:
[No. 32 Leg.]
YEA8---45
Aiken
Cooper
Allen
Curtis
Allott
Dole
Anderson
Dominick
Baker
Eastland
Bellman
Ellender
Bennett
Ervin
Bentsen
Fannin
Boggs
Fang
Brock
Fulbright
Buckley
Gambrell
Byrd, Va.
Gurney
Byrd, W.Va.
Hansen
Cannon
Hruska
Cook
Inouye
NAY8---40
Bayh
Humphrey
Beall
Jackson
Burdick
Javits
Case
Mansfield
Chiles
Mathias
Church
McGee
Cranston
McGovern
Eagleton
Mcintyre
Gravel
Metcalf
Grlftln
Moss
Hartke
Muskle
Hatfield
Nelson
Hollings
Pastore
Hughes
Pearson
PRESENT AND GIVING A

Jordan, Idaho
Long
McClellan
Miller
Packwood
Prouty
Randolph
Roth
Scott
Spong
Stennis
Taft
Talmadge
Tower

Young

Pell
Percy
Prox.mire
Ribicoff
Saxbe
Schweiker
Smith
Sparkman
Stevens
Symington
Tunney
Weicker
LIVE PAIR AS

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-!

Cotton, for.
NOT VOTING-14

Bible
Brooke
Goldwater
Harris
Hart

Jordan, N.C.
Kennedy
Magnuson
Mondale
Montoya

Mundt
Stevenson
Thurmond
WllUams

So Mr. LoNG's motion to lay Mr.
BAYH's amendment on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I move that
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the vote by which the motion to table
was agreed to be reconsidered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I move that the motion to reconsider be laid on the table.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, while I do
not want to delay the Senate in further
consideration of the important measure
before it, needless to say, I wish the result of this last vote had been different.
As I said on two previous occasions, and
say it again, the Senator from Indiana
was fully appreciative of the parilamentary position the Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. LONG) was in. I am hopeful that in
the next few days or the next few weeks-the quicker the better, because these unemployed people without unemployment
compensation are suffering now-the
distinguished chairman of the committee will be able -:;o look into this matter
further, and perhaps hold hearings, so
that we can be on stronger ground in proceeding with the House.
The Senator from Indiana has a bill,
cosponsored by several Senators now in
the Chamber. We are going to have to do
something to lay a foundation to compensate for the fact that, as long as we
are going to let the parliamentary rules
between Senate and House take precedence, the Senate will never be able to
initiate legislation of this kind.
I am concerned, and apparently a
number of other Senators are also concerned, that we do something about the
300,000 people who are unemployed now
and do not have any unemployment
compensation, and who are suffering personally as a result of their inability to
participate in the buying and selling
process of the economy, so that the economy is also suffering.
I think that is enough said for now,
Mr. President.
Mr. JAVITS. If the Senator from Indiana will yield, first, I would like to join
him in what he has just said; and second, I should like to point out that 40
Senators, voting under these circumstances, is an appreciable number of
Senators. It is absolutely true that this
was trying to do something which we felt
was essential but it was doing a lot on
this bill in this way. Thus, I, like the
Senator from Indiana, can understand
why some Members voted to table who
otherwise would vote for such an amendment. It is susceptible to being worked
out. Issues can be worked out. It woUld
amount to a fractional percentage as
far as employers are concerned, and any
other issues which are nettling can be
worked out also, so that I woUld like
strongly to urge the distinguished Senator from Louisiana <Mr. LoNG)-whatever our differences may be on many
things, he has certainly never been lacking in appreciation of the problems of
mankind, with unemployment, illness,
and so forth-recognizing such heavy
sentiment as was just reflected in what
was a difficult vote for many Senators, to

Senator from Indiana yield for a brief
comment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BYRD
of Virginia). The Senator from Indiana
has the floor.
Mr. BAYH. I am glad to yield to the
Senator from Illinois.
Mr. LONG. I object, Mr. President. The
Senator can yield only for a question. I
have been seeking recognition.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I would like
to make one further comment. I do not
want to delay this legislation, but because the Senator from Louisiana has
been very kind I would just like to say
that on S. 973 there are certain features
that have been brought to the attention
of the Senate this morning that I think
can improve that bill. First, the amendment of the Senator from New York.
Second, the quest ions raised by the Senator from Louisiana about the tax on
employers needs to be remedied. I think
these things can be ironed out. I hope
we will pursue this matter quickly. I
know that the Senator from Louisiana is
probably one of the busiest Members of
the Senate. If not the busiest Member of
the Senate because of the tremendous
burden he bears.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a brief question.
Mr. BA YH. I yield.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, is not the
Senator from Indiana pleased with the
fact that 40 Senators-though they
know the urgency of this legislation and
that the legislation must be passed because there is a deadline--were willing
to move ahead with this amendment?
Certainly that is an encouraging sign
that there should be hearings and that
the Senate considers this an important
matter.
Mr. BAYH. I think this is a very important sign. I thank the Senator from
Illinois for bringing the matter up.
I must admit that I do not like to lose
on a close vote. I know that others must
share my feelings. If we could have
changed three votes, the resUlt would
have been different.
The Senate has laid the ground work
for showing the Members of the House
that there are strong feelings here. In the
normal process I think that we can be
successful.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, as far as I
am concerned, I think we will cover this
subject in hearings and let everyone have
an opportunity to be heard.
I am frank to say that there were 30
Senators who voted for basically the
same proposal last year, and 45 Senators
voted against. At that point we were considering a major unemployment insurance bill.
Mr. President, I would think that when
a considerable number of Senators
change their position on a matter, it
may be because they heard from one side
without hearing from the other side. As
far as I know, employers are almost
unanimously opposed to this provision.

give an ear to this situation and try to
help with it by the necessary hearings

We have also not heard from the State
commissioners, who are opposed to this

and

matter so far as I know.

whatever

legislation
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might

be

framed by the committee.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the

far as I remember, I do not think
anyone was here to state the position of
As

the Department of Labor on this matter.
I received a letter from the Secretary of
Labor while the vote was being taken. I
ask unanimous consent that the position
of the Department of Labor be printed
at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., March 30, 1971.

Hon.

RUSSELL B.

LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S.
Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: This is in reply to
Mr. Vail's request on behalf of your Committee for a statement of the Department's
position on S. 973. This b111 would amend
P. L. 91-373 to provide 100 percent Federal
financing and lower the national trigger from
4.5 to 4 percent.
The Department opposes the enactment of
S. 973 for the following reasons:
1. The extended benefit provisions of Public Law 91-373 enacted by the Congress only
last August is beginning to meet the extended benefit need and should be thoroughly tested before a decision is made to
replace it. This law provides that the Federal
Government will pay 50 percent of the cost
of extended benefits any time after October
10, 1970 to any State that amends its law to
meet the requirements of the Federal Act.
Seventeen States are already paying extended benefits under the Employment Security Amendments of 1970. The 17 States account for two-thirds of all current insured
unemployment and almost half of the Nation's covered workers. The remaining States
have extended benefit legislation in various
stages of consideration and those with the
higher rates of unemployment can be expected to complete their legislation and
qualify for Federal grants soon.
2. The State unemployment insurance reserves ($12.4 billion for all States) are high
enough to pay half the benefit costs without
strain on State funds.
3. The b111 requires all States to enact extended benefit legislation by the first day of
the calendar month following the bill's enactment. This would allow only 1 to 30 days
for State legislative action. Some State legislatures have adjourned and more will have
done so by the time S. 973 could be enacted.
Since the present arrangement under P. L.
91-373 is just getting underway, it would be
unwise to discard it and substitute a mixture
of approaches included in S. 973. That mixture could only be confusing in view of the
actions the States have already taken.
Sincerely,
J.D. HODGSON,
Secretary of Labor.

Mr. LONG. It may well be that when

this matter has been thoroughly considered and all parties have been heard,
there might not be as much support for
the amendment as there is now. That remains to be seen.
On the appropriate measure, I would
certainly be happy to hear both sides and
to make available to the Senate the arguments and the evidence that both sides
have to present.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, as the Senate knows, I strongly opposed the intro-

duction of the lET in 1963 and 1964. I
continue to believe that the IET has
been a bad and ineffective way of ap-

proaching our balance-of-payments difficulties. By attempting to stop up only one
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of the many holes in our balance of payments, it has merely increased the flow
out of others, and the net result has been
that our balance-of-payments position
has continued to deteriorate. The IET by
treating the symptoms rather than
causes has put off the day when the administration must come to grips with
the underlying causes of our balance-ofpayments disequilibrium and formulate
responsible, long-range programs for
putting our own and the international
accounts of others on a better and more
realistic footing.
Yet, I recognize that the IET has regrettably become an integral part of the
system of barriers established to deal
with our continuing balance-of-payments problem. This problem persists,
and the balance-of-payments deficit that
the United States sustained in 1970 approached $4 billion on the liquidity basis.
Chairman MILLS estimated that the deficit would have been at least $1.6 billion larger in 1970 if the IET had not
been in effect.
I will support the extension of the IET
since its discontinuance would have the
following adverse effects:
First. It would cause a further deterioration in the U.S. balance-of-payments
position both by increasing the attractiveness of the U.S. market to foreign
buyers who are already attracted by the
low interest rates now prevailing in the
United States and by encouraging the
substantial purchases from foreigners
by Americans of securities which U.S.
companies have issued abroad to finance
foreign direct investment. In turn, the
track record indicates that the IET has
deterred U.S. purchases of foreign s·e curities.
Second. It would jeopardize our attempts to improve other aspects of the
international trade and mor.etary system and indeed convince monetary authorities in other nations that the United
States indeed is indifferent about its balance-of-payments deficit. This could affect the role of the dollar as a reserve
currency and the willingness of foreign
nations to hold dollars.
Third. It would have the effect of increasing long-term bank loans to foreigners again to the detriment of our
balance-of-payments position.
However, Mr. President, while supporting the extension of the IET, I do not
believe that its coverage should be extended to cover short-term obligations of
less than 1 year. This extended coverage provision is an addition of the Senate
Finance Committee and does not appear in the House-passed version of the
bill. The extension of the lET's coverage
to short-term obligation of less than a
year is opposed by the Department of the
Treasury, and it is my understanding

that the Treasury is concerned about the
administrative problems such an exten-

sion would have in addition to the prob-

lems it might cause the financing of legitimate business and personal transactions. I note, however, that the Committee on Finance's wording accords discretionary authority only to the administration, that the Treasury has indicated publicly that they do not wish this
discretionary authority and do not see

how they could effectively use it even if
it were authorized, and that the expeditious passage of this legislation is
required.
Mr. President, accordingly, I urge the
President not to invoke this authority
even if contained in the bill. While I will
support the extension of the IET this
year for the reasons outlined, I would
like to call the attention of my colleagues
to the report of the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress which was released yesterday. In this report the majority and the minority joined in joint
views on international economic issues.
These joint views include a very fine section on the U.S. balance of payments. In
this section it is recognized that "military expenditures overseas constitute the
single largest adverse contribution that
the Government makes to our continuing
balance-of-payments deficits. Such expenditures totaled $4.8 billion annually
in 1969 and 1970. The majority and
minority then recommend that-As a major adverse element in our balance of payments, U.S. military expenditures
abroad should be reduced.

I cite this fact to give a little better
perspective on the debate concerning our
balance-of-payments deficit, and it is
my hope that the administration's balance-of-payments program which includes the extension of the IET will likewise include increasingly vigorous steps
to reduce U.S. military expenditures
overseas.
I ask unanimous consent that an article reporting the opposition of business
firms to the extention of the IET to cover
short-term transactions which appeared
in the March 25, 1971, Journal of Commerce be printed in the RECORD at this
point.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MANY FmMS OPPOSE

lET

EXPANSION

(By Ed Tyng)
Banks and some international corporations
which have outstanding ma.ny billions of dollars of short-term loans, credits and investments abroad expressed concern yesterday
over a possible extension of the interest
equalization tax to under one-year foreign
investments. But they said they are not going to get excited about it until the proposal
gets enacted into law and the administration uses it.
The Senate Finance Committee voted on
Tuesday to approve a proposal by its chairman, Senator Russell Long, D-La., which
would authorize the President to extend the
equalization tax to investments of less than
a year's maturity.
WOULD

BE

OPTIONAL

The proposal, which could affect perhaps
$10 billion of bank overseas lending and investing and more billions of corporate money,
it was noted, was optional for the President,
and the Nixon Administration has already
said it will not use it and doesn't want it.
But even if because of a balance of payments
crisis the administration did impose the tax
on short-term credits or investments, the tax
would be difficult to administer and would
depend largely upon both the exact wording of the law as finally enacted and by
Treasury or other government agency interpretation of what was a loan and what was
an investment or whether loans would be
considered synonymous with investments.
Sen. Long's idea was to provide more "am-
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munition" to the administration to cut back
the U.S. international payments deficit
which, on an official settlements basis, now is
at a new record of around $10 billion yearly.
Bankers and businessmen investing internationally agreed that the imposition of the
equalization tax on short-term loans and investments would almost immediately make
further loans and oredits prohibitively costly
and force the repayment of loans and in~
vestments of a short-term character already
outstanding. This would impose a crisis upon
foreign borrowers and upon foreign subsidiaries of U.S. international corporations. Such
cessation of further short-term lending and
investing and forced repayment at maturity
of existing loans and short-term investments
would, of course, bring about a major correction of the U.S. payments deficit, but at the
expense of creating a possible panic abroad.
If short-term loans and investments by
international corporations were to be taxed,
the corporations could not do as they are
now doing, make short-term loans and investments in foreign subsidiaries during a
calendar year and cause them to be repaid by
year-end to comply with the direct foreign
investment restraint program. For example,
in the final quarter of last year, because of
repayments, investments made directly
abroad in foreign enterprises in which Americans have "significant control" fell to $410
million from $711 million in the third quarter but for the year 1970 as a whole rose to
$3,970 million from $3,070 million in 1969,
which was within prescribed limits.
ADMINISTRATION

POSITION

Before the Senate Finance Committee
acted, Treasury Undersecretary Paul Volcker
told the group that there are better ways of
dealing with the deficit problem, namely by
stimulating the national economy and reducing inflation. Senator Long has said that he
merely wanted to give the administration
power to deal with short-term capital flows.
The Senate Finance Committee is said to
be drafting the bill embodying the new authority was a view to making it clear that the
tax will not apply to export-import transactions or commercial paper of any type
through which vast amounts of foreign
transactions are financed on credit.
Under present law the President is authorized to impose an equalization tax of up to
1.5 per cent on investments abroad of more
than one year maturity, although the tax
actually imposed is only half that amount.
The equalization tax law expires next week
and the House already has voted a two-year
extension, with no authority for taxing any
investments or credits of less than a year.
Some observers believe the authority to tax
short term investments will not survive in a
Senate-House conference on the equalization tax measure.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment. If there
be no further amendment to be proposed,
the question is on the engrossment of
the amendments and the third reading
of the bill.
The amendments were ordered to be
engrossed and the bill to be re•a d a third
time.
The bill was read the third time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass?
The bill <H.R. 5432) was passed.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the bill was
passed.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I move to lay the motion on
the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I move that
the Senate insist upon its amendments
and request a conference with the House,
and that the Chair be authorized to appoint the conferees on the part of the
Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer <Mr. BYRD of Virginia)
appointed Mr. LONG, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr.
TALMADGE, Mr. BENNETT, and Mr. CURTIS
conferees on the part of the Senate.
Mr. DOMINICK subsequently said:
Mr. President, unfortunately, we seem to
have been tied up in a luncheon of the
Policy Committee on the Republican
side, which my distinguished colleague
heads, during the consideration of the
Interest Equalization Tax Extension Act
of 1971, which was passed by a voice
vote. I want to express for the record
my opposition to that bill, and I think
I should explain that opposition for the
RECORD.
In 1963, when this particular piece of
legislation was passed, I was authorized
by the Banking and Currency Committee, of which I was then a member, to go
abroad and confer with the central
bankers concerning our balance-·o f-payments problem. I went to the central
bankers in England,
Switzerland,
France, and Italy.
While I was there, that bill was passed,
and every single one of those bankers,
without exception, said that it was badly
timed and that it would not work.
The purpose of it at that time was to
try to prevent U.S. capital from going
abroad on a temporary, short-term basis,
in order to correct our unfavorable balance of payments.
The act was then extended during the
time when we went into tight money and
high interest rates and money was coming from abroad. So obviously we were
then in a reverse position, but still the
same bill was passed.
Now our interest rates are going down.
We are again in a position where capital
may be sent out of the United States,
which might have some possible effect
on the short-term bala.nce of payments.
But our investments abroad on a 20year basis-longer term basis-have created enormous balance of payments in
our favor-as much as $3 billion or $4
billion a year.
It seems to be nonsensical to me to
condition such action on the ground that
we are affecting our balance of payments,
when the legislation is enacted and extended under all different kinds of ecor .0mic conditions, regardless of what the
real balances of payments are.
So, I for one, having fought bitterly
against the bill to continue that policy,
thinking it was a poor piece o: legislation, want to express my opposition-and
stron~;; opposition- to its passage today. I
hope the House will take a longer look
at it than the Senate did.
I ask unanimous consent that relevant parts of ".ihe report entitled "The
Dollar Problem" which I compiled in 19o3
subsequent to my discussions with Eng-

lish, Swiss, French, and Italian bankers,
be inserted in the REcoRD at this point.
There being no objection, the report

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

THE DOLLAR PROBLEM

A report on a factfinding trip to England,
France, Switzerland, and Italy from July 22
to August 1, 1963, by Senator Peter H.
Dominick
BACKGROUND

With many others, I have been increasingly
disturbed over our continuing balance of
payments deficits and the continuing losses
in our gold reserves.
With the invaluable cooperation and consent of the chairman, Senator Robertson; the
subcommittee chairman, Senator Clark, and
the ranking Republican member, Senator
Bennett; I arranged through the State Department and through some personal contacts to discuss the problems noted above
privately and informally with Treasury attaches, the respective Ambassadors, some private commercial interests, and officers of the
central banks in England, France, Switzerland, and Italy. I have retained in my file the
names of all with whom discussions were
held, and will be glad to make these available
to any member, but because of the nature
of the talks and this report it would be inappropriate to list them here.
At the outset, it might be helpful to set
forth the dimension of the problems involved.
Under the executive department's policy decision issued in 1934 foreign central banks may
redeem their dollar holdings in gold held in
our Treasury at a rate of $35 per ounce. Obviously if gold in the world market is worth
more than $35 per ounce, it is advantageous
to redeem dollars in gold. In the following
table I is a list of the gold and dollar holdings
of various countries and international organizations. As of the end of March, total
potential claims against our gold exceeded $25
billion. Against this amount we then had
$3.883 billion of free gold reserves over and
above the approximately $12.5 billion required to back our currency.
TABLE

I.-FOREIGN GOLD AND SHORT-TERM
HOLDINGS AS OF MAR. 31, 1963

DOLLAR

(In millions of dollars]

Gold

$484
1, 372
31
61
2, 709
3, 749

Shortterm
dollar
holdings

Total

$789
1, 555
96
140
4,123
6, 224
243
3, 385
1, 809
160
633
704
673
3, 273
162
4,640
563

Austria.---------------- •• _
Belgium.----- ____ ------- __
Denmark ••• ------- -------Finland. ________ __ ----- ____
France __ ___________________
•• ---------------Germany
Greece. ___ ••• _____________
Italy _____ •• _____________ .•
Netherlands _____ •• _____ • ___
Norway _______ •••. ____ • ___ •
Portugal.. __ •. _.•. _____ ••••
Spain ••• _______ ------- ____
Sweden •.••••• _---------_ ••
Switzerland ••• ____ .• __ _____
Turkey _________ •• __ •• _____
United Kingdom ____________
Other._ •••..••. --.- •. - •.••

2, 286
1, 581
30
476
514
181
2,461
140
2,447
322

$305
183
65
79
1, 414
2,475
166
1, 099
228
130
157
190
492
812
22
2, 193
241

Total. •• __ •. _________
Canada ••• __ •• ------_ ..••••
Latin America ______________
Japan._ •• ______ • _____ • ____
Rest of world _______________

18,921
732
1,153
'304
2,271

10, 251
3, 137
2, 445
2, 233
2, 082

29,172
3, 869
3,598
2, 537
4, 353

Total foreign
countries._ •• _•.•••
International and regional.._

23,381
2, 235

20, 148
4, 982

43,529
7, 217

Grand total.. _________

25,616

25,130

50,746

77

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

As of June 30, 1963, the comparable holdings of gold ~nd dollar reserves held by
foreign countries and international organizations were $25.896 blllion and $25.825 blllion,

respectively, and our free gold reserves avali-
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losses continue, we will be in technical bankruptcy wl thin 2 to 3 years or be forced to
lower the gold backing of our currency which
might well start a further run on our remaining gold supply.
TABLE 11.-A SCHEDULE SHOWING OUR TOTAL GOLD
RESERVES YEI\R BY YEAR FROM 1950
[In millions of dollars)
Total
gold
stock
Year:

~~~~\~ ~\~ ~ ~ ~ : ~: :~::i~: =~!i! :~!~:~= I!m

1957---- - ----------------------------------- 22, 857

a~~======================================== ~ : ~~!

1961.--------------------------------------- 16, 947
1962.--------------------------------------- 16, 057

Month:

1962:
JulY------------------------------------16, 182
August. _________________________________ 16,139
September. ••••.••.. ________ __ ----------- 16, 081
October. ______________ •••••••• ____ ••••••• 16, 026
November_ •• _____________ •••••. __ •.•. ___ 16, 014
December. •••.•.• _____________ •.••••••••• 16, 057

1963:

January __ ------ ______________ •.•.•••••••
February _____________ ------ ______ •••• ___
March __ ----------------.................
April. •.•.•. ----------------------------May ______ •. __________ ---------------- •• _
June....................................
July••• ------------------------ _____ ••

15, 974
15, 891
15, 946
15,914
15, 854
15, 830
15, 667

Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, August 1963, p. 1168.

The Federal Reserve Board has the authority to suspend, on a temporary basis only,
the statutory 25-percent gold reserve backing our currency. This would certainly be
considered an emergency situation, would
undoubtedly create a dollar crisis, and would
immediately trigger legislative action.
During calendar 1963 our imbalance of
payments have been running at a deficit annual rate of $3.2 billion for the first quarter
and $5.2 billion for the second quarter. The
situation appears to be somewhat better in
the third quarter, but the loss continues to
be very serious.
Despite a favorable commercial trade balance, our imbalance of payments and the
consequent gold losses continue, and can be
traced to four fundamental expenditures
and one economic factor: {1) foreign economic aid; {2) military aid; {3) tourism;
{4) capital investments in foreign securities;
and {5) world gold consumption exceeding
gold production. Although the balance-ofpayments deficit may not be as large as reported, as statistically it includes short-term
investments in other countries but not foreign short-term investments here, nevertheless the gold losses cannot be blinked away.
A solution must be found.
It is plain, therefore, that the stability
of the value of our dollar is in the hands of
our creditors, the largest of these being, as
shown in table 1, France, Italy, West Germany, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
The timing of this trip was determined
by the President's speech and proposed capital tax, the hearings held in July by the
Joint Economic Subcommittee, and Senate
duties.

GENERAL

CONCLUSIONS

( 1) Vigorous opposition by our creditors
to any devaluation or reevaluation of our
dollar.

(2) Recognition by our creditors of the

able to secure the foreign dollar holdings
were only $3.459 billion.
In table II is a schedule showing our total

urgent need to correct our balance-of-payments deficits.
(3) The President's proposed tax on use

gold reserves year by year from 1950. If these

of our capital market for sale of foreign se-
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curities was badly timed, badly announced,
and ineffective, particularly after the Canadian exemption was announced.
( 4) The increase in the Federal Reserve
rediscount rate is helpful, but probably wlll
not cure the long-term problem.
(5) An increase in long-term interest rates
would attract foreign capital and decrease
gold losses.
(6) A revaluation of our dollar would
disturb France and Italy more than Switzerland and the United Kingdom, but would be
matched promptly by all countries except
Switzerland. The latter might try to reduce
inflationary forces by raising the proportionate value of its franc by about 5 percent.
(7) Balam.cing of our national budget and
a dramatic cut in foreign economic aid would
tend to stab1llze the value of the dollar.
( 8) France shows increasing concern over
purchases by U.S. citizens of controlling or
substantial interests in key industries, but
has not yet decided whether to invoke strictures on such transactions.
(9) Switzerland will continue to "sterilize"
dollar deposits from out of the country so
that they cannot be invested in the country. In addition, it will continue to charge
the depositor instead of paying interest on
the deposit. Despite these steps, dollar deposits are increasing.
(10) Gold production continues to fall behind gold consumption and gold hoardings,
and the pressures on raising the price of
gold to stimulate gold production increases
each year. Any closing of the South African
gold mines for commercial or political reasons would institute a sharp crisis in present
currency trans81Ctions.
( 11) There is growing discussion in Europe
of the need to adopt a universal Common
Market reserve currency to back their own
individual currencies. It would appear that
this is a long-range program to fit into further political integration of the European
countries. If it should come into effect, and
this is still very doubtful, it would have an
enormous impact on international trade and
the currency systems of the United States
and other countries of the free world not
within the Common Market.
RECOMMENDATIONS

( 1) Hearings should be held to determine
the advisab111ty of amending section 16 of
the Federal Reserve Act (the section setting
up the 25-percent gold backing of our
currency). These hearings would assist in
publicizing our dilemma, the need for budget
cuts, the advantages and disadvantages of
metallic backing of our currency, the reasons for the gold ratio now in the law, and
the measures used by other countries to
stimulate gold production. These hearings
should be held jointly with the Minerals,
Materials, and Fuels Subcommittee of the
Senate Interior Committee, whiCih has jurisdiction over legislative matters dealing with
gold production and the measures now or in
the future needed to stimulate such production.
(2) Consideration should be given to positive legislative steps to place our national
budget in balance in order to reduce pressures on the dollar. These steps could take a
number of different forms: e.g. (a) a joint
effort by committees to tie any effective tax
cut to a balanced budget; (b) recommendations for a joint budget committee; (c) a
series of statements on the floor of the Senate to emphasize the problem with specific
recommendations in reducing Federal expenditures by flat percentages; (d) hearings
by the International Finance Subcommittee
of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee and the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee to determine more exactly recent
changes in administration of tihe International Monetary Fund in connection with
Senator Javits' resolution calling for an international monetary conference.

UNITED KINGDOM

South Africa. produces over 70 percent of
the world gold supply and provides legislative incentives to keep production profitable.
Hence, any increase in the price of gold by
revaluation of the dollar would further
stimulate production and enhance the
economy of that area. Failing this, there is
a good possibility that the price-CIOSt squeeze
on gold now in effect will require many of
the South African mines to close within the
next 5 or 10 years. Since world consumption of gold for monetary, industrial, commercial, and artistic purposes, completely
excluding the hoarders, substantially exceed
world production of gold, any shutdown of
these producers or a substantial proportion
of them would create a real crisis in the
London gold market and probably would result in further runs on our gold reserves.
The United Kingdom currency reserves are
held in the approximate proportion of 90 percent gold and 10 percent dollars. This represents a considerably larger ratio of gold to
dollars than France, Belgium, Sweden, and
West Germany. Hence, a revaluation of the
dollar, to which all were verbally oppooed,
would not affect the United Kingdom as
much as those countries holding a largeT proportion of dollars. If any revaluation of the
dollar should take pla-ce, it should be in an
amount high enough to reflect changes in
prices since 1935, i.e., double the present price
or more, as this would give a stable atmosphere to the new valuation while a more
modest increase would lead to further instability with people of most countries expecting a further revaluation in the next few
years.
Financing of our balance of payments deficits through the sale of bonds in foreign
currencies provides some guarantee against
revaluation of the dollar, but psychologically
this can be pushed too far as it leads some to
believe that such revaluation is presently being contemplated.
At least one person suggested that further
consideration be given to Mooney's theory of
establishment of universal reserve to back all
free world currencies, the reserve to be
managed by a small group similar to the executive group of the International Monetary
Fund. However, there are problems involved
in the creation of any additional international credit management group.
Another suggested that any revaluation include Cutherbertson's theory of arbitrarily
apportioning gains and losses between countries holding gold and dollar reserves to
avoid undue impact ony free world country
which has held a large proportion of dollars
in order to assist the United States in its
effort to protect our free gold, and several
stated that Dr. Jacques Rueff's theory of a
return to the gold standard would unduly
restrict liquidity and oause too much hardship to be practical. A majority of those
contacted, not otherwise committed for
political reasons, stated that the President's
capital tax program has doubtful value from
the U.S. point of view and is harmful to the
United Kingdom's effort to expand its own
economy. General approval was given to the
raise in the rediscount rate.
There was general agreement on the
premise that stability of the dollar and the
,pound depends to a. 1181rge extent on psychological factors. Hence, balancing of our
national budget and a sharp cut in foreign
aid as one method to reduce expenditures
would evidence our determination and tend
to stabilize the dollar.
The United Kingdom's economy appears
to be improving slowly. There is no immediate crisis in the pound and although the
United Kingdom currency reserves appear
somewhat low for financing her total trade,
they are probably adequate for the moment,
and are well balanced to avoid problems in
the event we must revaluate the dollar. Since
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trade is so important, the ideological problems connected with trading with the Communists are dismissed as unrealistic, and in
1962 the United Kingdom had an imbalance
of trade with the Soviet bloc of £98 million.
The chance of changing this attitude at this
time appears unlikely with existing political
and domestic pressures within England.
FRANCE

l<,rance has cooperated with the United
States in our dollar and gold problems to a
great degree, even though she has been unwilling to purchase our short-term obligations repayable in French francs, anu despite
the political disagreements between President de Gaulle and President Kennedy. She
has informally agreed to hold gold purchases
to $30 million per month, but this eventually
placed her in a position where the ratio of
her own gold reserves was falling while dollar
reserves increased. In addition, France has
been prepaying the loans she received in
1945 and 1949, part of these being loans from
the U.S. Treasury and part through the
World Bank. These prepayments have substantially helped offset our balance-of-payments deficit. This in time will reduce the
cushion which we have been using to balance
our payments.
France's gold reserves had fallen below 67
percent of her total reserves as of July 1,
1963, the lowest ratio of any country except
West Germany. To change this trend she has
recently negotiated the purchase from the
United States of an additional $112 million
of gold. As of August 1, 1963, her reserves had
been strengthened to the proportion of about
70 percent gold with the balance in dollars.
There were some indications that the percentage of gold reserves would be increased
to a 73-percent level as a slight hedge against
a dollar crisis.
At the present moment, France has only
$700 million of external debts, all owed to
the United States, and barring unforeseen
circumstances, it will continue to prepay this
amount. Based on recent experience, the prepayments of these debts, plus regular amortization payments should eliminate the external debt within the next 3 years.
Although France is becoming increasingly
concerned over U.S. investments in key industries in France, she does not believe that
the President's capital tax program was
timely or strong enough and she feels that
the United States will have t.o impose exchange controls. She heartily approves of the
raise in the short-term rediscount rate. In
a banking sense, France does not care to distinguish between private investment and
go-vernmental funds, and feels that the government should control both avenues of financing at all times. In addition, it was
stated that a sharp cut in foreign aid imposed by Oongress would increase faith in
our determination to protect the dollar and
would thereby stabilize its value, even though
some countries might object.
As in London, great emphasis was placed
on the psychological factors involved in currency transactions and the need to reaffirm
faith in the stabllity of the dollar. As a result.
considerable reluctance to discuss possible
reevaluation was evident. Dr. Jacques Rueff's
theories of stabilizing currencies by a return
to the gold standard were well known and
dismissed as impractical and incorrect, and
the problem of decreasing gold production
was recognized but trea.ted as relatively unimportant.
A revaluation of the dollar in terms of 1963
prices ($75 to $78 per ounce) would have a.n
adverse political effect on France as it would
result in penalizing one of the few countries
that has been trying to assist us in our gold
loss problems by retaining dollar reserves.
Obviously the penalty term is not realistic
as it would merely involve loss of potential
profit; not loss itself. In addition, ltwo theo!l"ies were expressed as Ito the possiible effect of
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reevaluation on the gold hoardings in France,
Which are considered large, although no estimate of the amount involved was given. If
it resulted in a reentry of the hoarded gold
into the market, thus assisting in stabilizing
the supply and demand for gold, it would also
create strong inflationary pressures which are
already in evidence and against which President de Gaulle is fighting. On the other hand,
the hoarders might feel that this was only
the first step in the rise of the price of gold
and continue to hoard gold against futu re
price increases. In the former event, the additional gold would create inflationary problems, and in the latter event, it would fail to
stimulate the needed gold supplies. It seemed
evident that both theories were advanced to
disoourage any further talk on revaluation
and to emphasize the basic belief in the integrity of a managed currency with no metallic backing, despite the historical record of
the catastrophies which tills created in relatively recent French and German history.
France's economy is growing rapidly and
despite strenuous effort by the Government
inflationary pressures are strong. Defense
budget expenses are still high despite the
end of the Algerian affairs, because of the
emphasis on development of nuclear weapons. It is doubtful whether France will join
any nuclear test ban, as President de
Gaulle's concept of history places France as
the defender of Europe, and he is unwilllng
to turn that role over to the United States.
Although the Communists poll a large number of votes, our Embassy personnel feel
that their actual power is not strong. This is
based on the theory that large numbers of
dissatisfied French traditionally vote for the
party on the extreme left of the ballot and
this position has been preempted by the
Communists. Hence, the vote is large, although the number of card-carrying Communists may be small.
SWITZERLAND

The Swiss commercial banking system is,
of course, worldwide in renown and in operation. There is little doubt that in the
eyes of the world the Swiss franc is more
stable than any other currency and, consequently, whenever there is a ripple of uncertainty as to the stabllity of the dollar or
any European currency, the Swiss banks
receive an inflow of capital. This has created
problems for the Swiss economy, as well as
many benefits. For 2~ years inflation of
about 3 percent has been occurring in Switzerland, and it has worried many of the
commercial and political leaders. Despite a
continuing commercial trade deficit the
overall balance of payments is favorable
because of the large inflow of foreign capital.
This foreign capital in turn increases the inflationary pressures and hence the Swiss
have taken measures to curtail its scope.
For some time regulations have been in effect requiring a foreign depositor to pay the
Swiss banks for deposits made and all such
deposits are "sterilized" (i.e., may not be
used for any investment in Switzerland). On
the very day of the announcement of President Kennedy's possible exemption of Canada from our capital tax, $3 million were
deposited from the United States.
The Swiss Central Bank holds reserves in
an approximate proportion of 96 percent
gold to 4 percent dollars, and the overall
holdings in Switzerland are closer to 110
percent gold. This in turn has created some
liquidity problems for SWitzerland, although
no concerted drive is in process to increase
dollar holdings. The SWiss have purchased
U.S. bonds payable in Swiss francs rather
than dollars in order to assist us in financing
our balance-of-payment deficit without
creating more pressure on our gold reserves,
and is willing to repeat the process. It was
clearly indicated that this was not a continuing offer in terms of time and that while
the process might help us over the short-

term hump, it would not clear the long-term
bump.
My attention was called to a. portion of a
book written by Dr. La.ry, of Princeton, discussing foreign trade problems and indicating that our statistical system of computing
our balance-of-payments deficit was inaccurate. Apparently the Treasury includes in
its computation all short-term outfiows of
capital, but does not offset this with the
corresponding short-term capital inflows
which in 1962 were estimated to equal $1.2
billion. Although this is an interesting fact,
the critical balance-of-payments figure is
never less than the amount of our gold
outflow, which in 1962 equaled $833 million
and is presently running higher than that
on an annual rate basis.
Revaluation of the dollar in terms of gold
would, of course, substantially increase
Switzerland's credit base because of the very
high amount of gold in its currency reserves.
However, the inflationary pressures which
this would create were believed to be far
more dangerous. Therefore, the Swiss join
the English and the French in recommending against it. If revaluation should occur,
it is probable that all other countries except
Switzerland would revaluate their own currency to maintain present proportionate
values. Switzerland, to reduce inflationary
pressures, might set its franc 3 to 5 percent
higher than present comparative values.
Once again, psychological values in currency stabilization were emphasized. All emphasized that President Kennedy's proposed
capital tax was too little, too late, and probably would act adversely to the NATO economy, particularly with the Canadian exemption and similar concessions which would
be given to Japan, and all endorsed the raise
in the rediscount rate. It was felt that a
sharp cut in foreign aid by Congress would
strengthen belief in the stabllity of the dollar and that some additional share of the
cost of the military assistance should be
absorbed by the countries assisted and their
neighbors.
Addf,t ional suggestions for balancing our
payments ranged from subsidizing interest
rates in the United States for foreign investors and depositors, to imposition of exchange controls on capital investments
abroad, although most were aware of the
difficulties involved in enacting any such
proposals. Once again sharp questions were
asked about the need for continuing a nationally imbalanced budget and reference
was made to the increase in our own gold
reserves in 1956 and 1957 when the national
budget was balanced or in slight surplus.
ITALY

Italy has been growing economically very
rapidly and this has put substantial pressure
on wages and prices. The growth rate has
been somewhat slq-wed recently but it is still
progressing rapidly.
The Italian lira, like the French franc, is
completely controlled by the Director of the
Central Bank, and its value can be set at
any level by his own decision and order. Although U.S. investments in Italy have been
received somewhat more cordially than in
France, the same fear of loss of control over
key industries was expressed. No indication,
however, was given that any direct restrictive measures would be imposed and the
proba.bllity of this happening is small because of the overall need for capital investments for industrial and commercial growth.
Since the lira, like the other European
currencies, is keyed in value to the dollar, any
discussion of revaluing the dollar raises great
concern. Italy's central reserves are appor-

tioned a.pproxlma.tely 78 percent gold and 22
percent dollars. Total reserves are not high
in terms of their foreign trade, but appear
adequate. It was stated strongly that revaluation of the dollar would be taken by the
Communists in Italy as a sign of Western

economic weakness and would substantially
increase their power at the polls in the next
election. Since they polled 25 percent of the
total vote in this spring's election, this could
be very serious. In addition, the relative low
proportion of gold to dollars would mean a
loss of potential profit and the Italians are
no happier over this than were the French.
The attitude toward currency stabilization
measures followed that of the other countries. It was felt that the proposed capital
tax was too late and largely ineffective, that
the rediscount raise was helpful, that the
national budget must be balanced to stop
our continuing gold losses, and that a cut in
foreign aid funds would be a step In the right
direction. Considerable skepticism was expressed about the need for any gold backing
of the dollar and interest in a universal currency reserve managed by the central bankers
of the Western Hemisphere was expressed.
Examples of the disasters into which managed currencies have historically fallen were
brushed aside on the basis of the integrity
of the eXisting heads of the central banks, although no one undertook to guarant ee either
their longevity or tenure.
SUMMARY

It seems apparent that there are a number
of extremely serious problems which should
be studied and acted upon before potential
disaster becomes actual. The first involves
the very fundamental question of whether
gold is needed to back a stable currency. If
it is, then we should so state as a matter of
policy, take steps to stop our gold losses,
and find a means to stimulate gold production particularly in the United States. If it
is not, then we should take successive steps
to lower or eliminate the required gold backing of our currency so that we can avoid a
crisis which looms ahead and which is approaching ever more rapidly with our ever increasing imbalance in payments. The second
is to publicize the need for balancing our national budget.
This report should not close without expressing my appreciation to the Embassy staff
members who arranged many of the meetings
and schedules and to the heads of the central banks who spoke freely and frankly. As
I have stated to many of the people involved
that our conversations were not for public
record, but for my own information and that
of committee members. I have not attributed
any opinion, fact, or conclusion to any particular individual.
Respectfully submitted.
PETER

H. DOMINICK,
U.S. Senator.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, we face a
rather odd situation. I want to introduce
a bill, and the Senate is about to go out.
The time has not yet expired under the
germaneness rule. These are peculiar
circumstances.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President will the Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield to the Senator
from West Virginia.
ORDER FOR ADDITIONAL PERIOD

FOR TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
MORNING BUSINESS AND ORDER
FOR RECOGNITION OF SENATOR
FULBRIGHT
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-

ident, I ask unanimous consent that
there again be a period for the transaction of routine morning business not to
exceed 15 minutes, with statements
therein limited to 3 minutes, and that
upon the conclusion of that period for
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the transaction of routine morning business, the distinguished Senator from
Arkansas (Mr. FuLBRIGHT) be recognized for not to exceed 20 minutes,
following which there be another period
for the transaction of routine morning
business not to exceed 15 minutes with
statements therein limited to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator from New York is recognized.
(The remarks of Senator JAVITS when
he introduced S. 1422 are printed in the
RECORD under Statements on Introduced
Bills and Joint Resolutions.)
QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
CONCLUSION OF MORNING BUSNESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
period for the transaction of routine
morning business again be closed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the
previous order the Senator from Arkansas is recognized for not to exceed 20
minutes.
QUESTION TIME ON LAOS
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, it is
with reluctance that I speak today about
Laos and the recent South Vietnamese
venture t h ere. It will be charged that I
am gloating at a South Vietnamese disaster-that I enjoy being able to speak
in tones of "I told you so."
Were I to remain silent, however, I
would be partner to what is either a massive deception of the American people,
or what is a massive misjudgment on the
part of our political or military leaders.
Silence under these conditions does
not serve a free Government.
Silence when we are being told that
the Laos operation "wen t according to
plan"-when I know it did not go according to plan-would make me party to
deception or would imply an acceptance
of the administr ation's misjudgment.

Should I remain silent when the Secretary of Defense states with apparent
astonishment that :
The invasion of Laos was cut short because of "the tremendously vicious and violent reaction on the part of the North Vietnamese?
From the beginning the South Vietnamese operation in Laos has been a

most peculiar affair. It has been conducted in great secrecy with reporters
denied the means to provide an accurate
account of what has transpired.
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff has described the operation as
"successful." In his view the only thing
that went wrong was that almost everyone reporting the operation "was itching
for the South Vietnamese to lose." When
the highest ranking officer in the Armed
Forces of the United States is so misled
by his predilections, there is occasion for
some public alarm.
The objectives of the Laotian operation
have shifted with the weather; the results achieved have been measured by the
Vice President as an "orderly retreat," by
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs as "successful," and by the administration generally as having gone according to plan.
On F ebruary 9, shortly after the operation began, the Committee on Foreign
Relations was briefed in a top secret executive session by the Secretary of State,
accompanied by Lt. Gen. John W. Vogt,
Jr., Director of the Joint Staff of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
At that briefing most members of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee expressed profound doubt about the wisdom of the operation and the reliability
of the intelligence upon which it was
based. A number of statements were
made about the objectives of the operation. I have asked the Secretary of State
whether the transcript of that briefing
can be declassified. Since the operation
in Laos has ended, I see no justification
for continuing to keep the briefing
classified.
Much of the flavor of the Laos operation is found in a column by Richard
Wilson in the Evening Star of February
12th which I ask unanimous consent be
inserted in the RECORD at this point in
my remarks.
There being no objection, the column
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NIXON DETERMINED To SEE LAos MOVE
SUCCEED
(By Richard Wilson)
If the optimum objective of the current
operation in Laos is achieved, major Communist offensives probably cannot be carried
on in Vietnam in 1972.
The planned withdrawal of all American
combat forces can thus be completed and
President Nixon can go into the 1972 election
period with confidence that the American
people will credit him with having come
close enough to his firm pledge to end the
war.
This is the hope, and, in fact, it is the
President's expectation. It probably will not
be known with any certainty until May if
the operation succeeds or fails. Unless, that
is, the Communist side is able to envelope
the South Vietnamese forces in a reception
of the Dien Bien Phu siege which ended
French public support of the war in Indochina.
This is not expected. The President does
not believe that th.e Communist s~ de has
the capability of doing that. He believes that
North Vietnam's capability is now being as
badly overestimated as it was underestimated
in t h e 19 64--65 period.
But, win or lose in Laos, one conclusion
emerges from the President's decision. Whatever the political consequences, he intends to
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complete the withdrawal in Vietnam only
when he is assured that he is leaving behind
a South Vietnamese military force equal to
maintaining the integrity and independence
of South Vietnam.
His strategy is based upon blocking the
supplies which have been coming into South
Vietnam and Cambodia on the Ho Chi Minh
Trail in the largest volume of any period during the war to sustain a new Communist
offensive timed to the Vietnamese elections,
and during next February and March when
the American withdrawal will be at its most
critical point.
Supplies which are now kept north of
Route 9 by the current operation will have
to remain there during the rainy season because they cannot be moved, and possibly
through the end of 1972.
By that time, it is calculated, the independent strength of the South Vietnamese
armed forces will have reached t he point
where their defeat by North Viet n am is out
of t he question.
When one listens to an explanation of the
President's strategy and grasps its potentially decisive and paralyzing effect on future
Communist operations in the critical areas
of Indochina for a year or two to come, the
conclusion presents itself that it cannot be
permitted to fail.
Once the courageous decision has been
made to do what has always been the logical
thing-cut off Communist supplies so they
cannot fight--there probably can be no backing away. If the South Vietnamese forces,
supported by American air power, cannot accomplish the objective their failure would
be catastrophic.
It would be a different version of Dien Bien
Phu; and, so, taking into account the President's present frame of mind, it can be surmised that he will think long before he lets
lack of American involvement bring on such
a catastrophic failure.
The presidential frame of mind is thus of
critical importance. He said to his advisers
that there were 18 reasons for the operations
against the Ho Chi Minh Trail and only one
against it--the reaction of American public
and congressional opinion. That single reason was easy for him to overcome. He had
done so before when opponents of the Cambodian operation inside the administration
warned him of casualities rising to 1,000 per
week and a domestic explosion. Casualities
did not prove to be anywhere near 1,000 a
week and the domestic explosion was flnaHy
contained. The ultimate result gained six
months' time. The port at Sohanoukville,
through which most of the Communist supplies had been coming, remained closed.
That left the Ho Chi Minh Trail as the
only route of supply and now the objective
is to close that route at least for a year. I!
successful, neither stepped up Russian or
Chinese support would be of much use to
Hanoi. It could not move the added supplies
to the centers of military operations.
Thus, what is going on now is undoubtedly
the most critical operation of the Vietnam
war. It widens the war, of course. Semantics
to the contrary are a political justification
for a bold military operation.
The attitude at the White House on hints
that, if successful in the initial stages, the
South Vietnamese might move into North
Vietnam is interesting. There is no law of
nwture that a country whch has been invaded cannot invade back. But that is not
a planned part of the current operations.
North Vietnam can react. The forces positioned north of the DMZ could attack. Attention could be diverted by new offensive
operations in Laos. Least likely of all, North
Vietnam could pull its unsupplied forces
back into the North.
The coming weeks are extremely critical
in the development of Nixon's Vietnam
policy.
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Mr FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, in
that ~olumn, Mr. Wilson, whose inforiD:ation without doubt was based upon White
House sources or, to be specific, a b~i~f
ing by Mr. Kissinger, was most pos1t~ve
in describing the strategy of the administration. Mr. Wilson said, for example:
When one listens to an explanation of the
President's strategy and grasps its potentially decisive and paralyzing effect on future
Communist operations in the critical areas
of Indochina for a year or two to come, the
conclusion presents itself that it cannot be
permitted to fail.
The strategy is based on blocking the supplies which have been coming into South
Vietnam and Cambodia on the Ho Chi Minh
Trail. If the South Vietnamese forces, supported by American air power, cannot accomplish the objective, their failure would be
catastrophic.
Mr. Wilson writes that the President
"said to his advisers that there were 18
reasons for the operations against the Ho
Chi Minh Trail and only one against it-the reaction of American public and congressional opinion. That single reason
was easy for him to overcome. . . ."
Mr. President, criticism of the Laotian
move has been muted. Indeed, the Committee on Foreign Relations delayed
scheduling a series of hearings on "How
to End the War" because we did not want
to do anything that might remotely be
construed as a cause for failure of an
operation already underway but about
which we all had most serious and profound doubts.
The time has now come, it seems to
me for those of us who have speci,a l respo'nsibilities in this field to comment
upon the latest developments in Indochina.
The difference between the promise of
what the Laotian venture would do, and
what in fact it accomplished, is another
example of the profound lack of wisdom and judgment in the affairs of Indochina.
The last three Presidents have somehow misjudged the situation in Indochina. Before them, President Roosevelt
during World War II perceived that colonialism was at an end in Indochina.
The French and Dutch and the British
came more slowly to that perception-a
perception sharpened sometimes by military disaster, as With the French at
Dien Bien Phu.
The United States, motivated by the
internationalism of the United Nations,
cloaked with righteous assurance stemming from our puritan ethic and missionary zeal, and with the mantle of
world leadership, has been slow to perceive the practical limits to its foreign
policy.
In Southeast Asia, our leaders, reflecting these high motivations, have been
unwitting victims of faulty intelligence
and their own commendable desire to do
good as they perceive good-free elections, private enterprise, and all that.
Relying on special information and intellectual expertise presumably only
available to Presidents and others who
rely on captured enemy documents, public opinion polls in Asian conntries, and
the advice of friendly heads of Asian
states, our Indochina venture has been
CXVII--542-Part 7

characterized by failure after failure in
intelligence and judgment.
It is time that we asked why. Why
have our best military leaders and our
most highly educated political and social scientists been so often wrong?
Administration officials, whether political bureaucratic, or military, are not
evil m~n who have, like Rasputin, led this
Nation from one disaster to another in
Indochina. They have failed because they
have not understood a fundamental human trait.
It is the trait, to use the colloquial expression, of not telling it how it is, but
telling it how one wants it to be. No one
is immune to this trait.
What Ambassador or military leader
in the field will confess to the President
that he cannot ''hack it"? When a President asks for an honest-to-God report
on how things are going in the field,
what sergeant will say that morale in
his platoon is bad? What captain will
say that his company cannot handle the
situation? What general will report
problems that he cannot overcome?
I have been criticized for not going to
Vietnam so I could see it "like it is."
While I hope I could have withstood the
brainwashing to which Secretary Romney was allegedly subjected, the question
is where among our military or political
figures in the field might I have found
someone who, if he had doubts about
what he was about, would say so? How
could he speak out in criticism of his
own efforts? How could he criticize his
own operation or his own Commander
in Chief?
Fortunately, over the nearly 200 years
of our existence as a nation, a free press
with all its shortcomings has provided
Government officials in the administration and Congress an element of thirdparty judgment. The press does look and
criticize Government from outside. With
time and some research, I believe one
could show that the press generally has
more often been right in its reporting of
what has been going on in Vietnam than
our officials. Mr. Halberstam of the New
York Times was more nearly right abol.!t
American involvement there in 1963
than President Kennedy. I suggest that
present press reports from the Laotian
front-even inhibited as they have
been-will provide the officials of this
Government and the public with more
reliable information than we will receive
from official sources. What President,
Ambassador, general, Presidential adviser, Secretary of State or Defense, will
while in office, confess a failure of intelligence or judgment? Is it possible
that in nearly 10 years of involvement in
Vietnam that there have been no failures
of policy, intelligence, or judgment? I
can recall no one of rank who has so
confessed.
Some may think this sad; but with the
propensity that most people have-including myself, I may say-the propensity to want to see and hear things like
we want them to be is common to us all.
If we recognize this fact, then we know
that a free and critical press is essential
not only to freedom, but to the exercise
of judgment based on facts, not fancy.
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In that connection, I wish publicly to
congratulate CBS on the quality of its
recent commentary called ''The Selling
of the Pentagon." It is a good example,
in my opinion, of a discriminating pres·entation of the facts. Most of those
facts have been developed here on the
fioor of the Senate in speeches and published in books and are based upon official Government documents. I have not
the slightest doubt that the principal
thrust of that commentary was entirely
justified. I have regretted the criticism
to which that organization has been subjected by members of the administration.
The "light at the end of the tunnel"
cliche has apparently affected this administration, just as it did the previous
administration.
It is time to ask why there is this difference between promise and fact; it is
time to heed the administration's own
admonition to the American people-"to
watch what we do," and, by implication,
ignore what we say.
I do think that the administration
owes the American people a more accurate accounting than has been given to
date. In Britain, there is a tradition
known as question time when members
of the government are questioned on the
floor of the House of Commons by
members of Parliament. Perhaps we
might emulate our British cousins in a
less formal way by asking the administration to reply, in clear and unequivocal
language, to the following questions:
One, was the concept of the operation
in Laos to proceed in and beyond Tchepone and to establish blocking positions
on the main intersections of routes 91,
11, 92, and 23?
Two, was it hoped that the operation
would prevent the flow of supplies south
through the remaider of the dry period
by maintaining these blocking points
while the good weather periods lasted;
that is, until May 1?
Three, was it believed that the enemy
had no capability for providing major
reinforcements to threaten seriously the
South Vietnamese forces in Laos and
that consequently no major threat would
develop to the operation?
Four, was it planned that South Vietnc:tmese forces would be in the Tchepone
area within the first weeks of the operation and would then fan out and establish blocking positions which would be
supplied, re-equipped and maintained
for an extended period of time?
Five, was it hoped that the enemy supplies to South Vietnam could be completely cut off so that North Vietnamese
forces in South Vietnam and Cambodia
would die on the vine?
On the basis of the information that
has been given to the committee and reported in the press, it is clear that these
questions can be answered with a simple
yes or no. There remains only one question to ask and that is will the administration answer these questions in a
straightforward manner or must the
American public be left to believe that
the Laos operation went according to
plan.
I ask unanimous consent that the following items be inserted at this point in
the RECORD:
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An Associated Press article in the
Evening Star of March 24, 1971;
A column by Mary McGrory in the
Evening Star of March 23, 1971; and
An article by Orr Kelly which appeared
in the Evening Star of March 26, 19~1:
There being no objection, the matenal
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
RED'S

VIOLENT RESPONSE IN LAOS CITED BY

LAmD

secret ary of Defense Melvin R. Laird said
today South Vietn amese forces are leaving
Laos now ,b eoause of "the tremendous vicious and violent reacti.on on the part of the
North Vietnamese" and because they have
succeeded in disrupting enemy logistics and
supplies.
Speaking to reporters after an hour-long
briefin g of the Senate Armed Services Committee on the sit uation in Indochina: Laird
spoke several times of the strong res1stance
encountered by South Vietnamese forces
within Laos.
Bot h Laird and Adm. Thomas Moorer,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said
the S outh Vi~tnamese has made a good showing in Laos.
"They did an outstanding job" under difllcult circumstances," Moorer said. ";:he South
Vietnamese have come a long way.
Laird said the South Vietnamese had estimated the operation in Laos would last from
five to eight weeks and is ending in a little
over six weeks. He said the withdrawal is virtually completed with only 2,000 South Vietnamese troops still in Laos.
Asked why the withdrawal had been conducwd at this time, with the rainy season
stlll more than a month away, Laird said,
"I think the reason is rt;he tremendously vicious and violent rreaction on the part of the
North Vietnamese."
At the Pentagon, press spokesman Jerry
w Friedheim said today the allies had hoped
to· disrupt the Ho Chi Minh Trail "as long as
possible, physically on the ground."
But he said original South Vietnamese
pla ns and Laird's authorization for American
air support were limited to an operation of
five to eight weeks.
"Whether the plan would have been altered or a request made to extend the authorization for use of air power if the enemr,
had decided to go away, no one can say,
Friedheim said.
"If he had not chosen to fight, some might
have asked to stay longer. This would have
involved goin g beyond the eight-week period.
This would have caused the secretary to reconsider the availability of U.S. air power,"
he added.
ROSY VIEW FROM THE WHITE HOUSE

(By Mary McGrory)
Sitting under a portrait of George Washington, the President sought to repair his
credibillty with the American people. It currently is as disrupted as the Ho Chi Minh
Trail is said to be.
He was the picture of the "perspective and
poise" which he told ABC interviewer Howard
K. Smith are essential qualities in a president.
The view of Laos from the White House
Library is rosy. All is proceeding according
to plan. American lives are being saved. The
North Vietnamese are suffering great losses
of men and ammunition. The South Vietnamese are coming out with "greater confidence and higher morale" than ever before.
It was hard to believe that anywhere In
the nation serious and patriotic citizens were
disctlssing the affair-which the President
said could not be judged either before it was
concluded or even after-in terms of "rout"
and "fiasco."
The trouble, It seems, is that old devil
television, which-"not deliberately," the

President said unct uously-is concentrating
on the four South Vietnamese battalions
which have been in trouble.
Act ually, what the television cameras were
focused on during the grisly news broadcasts
which bracket ed the President's serene assessment, was Americans in trouble.
Half an hour after the President finished
assuring the nation that the South Vietnamese "could hack it," CBS showed one
American who wasn't at all sure he could.
The face of Sgt. Fred Howard of San Diego,
Calif., a ppeared on the home screen at both
6 and 11 p.m. He was hollowed-eyed and
jumpy. His morale and confidence seemed at
a low ebb. Supplies were running low. The
men in his unit hadn 't been able to move at
all to get back to Khe Sanh. The enemy had
pinned t hem down.
How were t he men taking it? he was asked.
"In my section, some guys are ready to
crack up," he said glumly, jumping at the
sound of a nearby explosion.
After the President finished, NBC showed
a n ot her American, haras3ed and grimy, at
the front.
" We are not gett in g support," he muttered.
"Nobody seems to give a claron."
The President left himself no room for
"mobile maneuvering"-as the withdrawal
has been called by the Pentagon In one of its
more fanciful semantic sorties. Lyndon Johnson, after the Tet offensive, claimed a military victory but conceded a psychological
victory for the enemy. No doubts seem to
cloud R ichard Nixon's mind about the rightness of the operation and its eventual justifi cation.
But all he could offer was the claim that
has been from the beginning the measure of
success in the 10-year-old war, the body
count. The enemy has lost five times as many
men as the South Vietnamese.
The President volunteered no explanation
about the South Vietnamese who came out
of Laos clinging to the skids of American
helicop ters. Nor about the report, which appeared on Smith's pre-interview newscast,
about the 53 Americans who refused an order
to engage the enemy.
These apparently are exceptions to the
general rule of higher morale and greater
confidence in the operation.
Earlier In the day Secretary Laird was
asked for an opinion about what appears to
be the precipitate withdrawal of the South
Vietnamese from Laos. He complained S~bout
"vicious and violent reaction of the North
Vietnamese."
It is the custo::rr and indeed the duty of
soldiers t o react violently and viciously to
enemy att ack. Did Laird expect the North
Vietnamse to fling down their arms and rush
forward to greet the Invaders, kissing their
boots like Lassie coming home?
The President may have felt the interview
was a success. And if the people were taking
their news only from him, It would have
been a triumph. The trouble is they are getting a different story from the television and
the press, and right now the view from the
battlefield Is prevailing over the v~ew from
the White House Library.
REPORTED "ITCHED" TO HAVE VIETS LOSE,
ADMIRAL MOORER FEELS

(By Orr Kelly)
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, says he got the feeling
that almost everyone reporting the Laotian
operation "was itching for the South Vietnamese t o lose."
The operation, Moorer said, was a definite
success.
"I don't think we got a balanced story,"
he said, referring to news reports of losses,
confusion and diiDculties encountered by
Saigon's troops. "Th~ other side had a tough
time, to," he said during an Interview last
night.
"I demand equal time for the North Viet-
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namese. Everything was on the negative side
for the South Vietnamese We didn't see the
hundreds of thousands or" North Vietnamese
in trouble. They (reporters) didn't t alk to
them and quote young Sgt. So-and-So from
Hanoi. .. .
"The whole thrust was nega tive."
He added, "I think the operat ion was
a successful operation. I think the effect on
the North Viet namese will be significant, I
think the objective of enhancing as much
as possible the st rength of t he South Vietnamese and continuing the wit hdrawals"
Will clearlv have been achieved.
"This was a definite success . Gen. (Creighton W.) Abrams (commander of U.S. forces
in Vietnam) thinks so. I think Ambassador
(Ellsworth) Bunker feels so," Moorer said.
Moorer began his analysis of the operation
With a summary of the situation that preceded it.
The closing of the port of Kompong Som
and the Cambodian operations last year, he
said, forced the North Vietnamese t o make
what they termed a "crash effort" to move
supplies down the Ho Chi Minh Trail during the current dry season.
The plan for South Vietnamese ground
operation into Laos, with U.S. air support,
was conceived "for the purpose of disrupting
this crash effort to reconstitute his logistics
base," Moorer said.
"There was never any thought we would
occupy territory ... never any thought of
setting up static defenses. They (South Vietnamese) deliberately moved from one place
to another. The whole idea was to keep moving," he said.
"It was expected that the North Vietnamese
would react strongly and operate in a very
concentrated and violent fashion. This area
was, so to speak, the jugular ....
"It was thought that any disruption, regardless of the degree, would permit the
strength of the South Vietnamese forces to
increase and allow a reduction of U.S. involvement and a safe withdrawal of U.S.
forces.
"This was a small force, relatively speaking.
It was the first time they had operated in
total independence ... against the best the
North Vietnamese could put forward. They
acquitted themselves well.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, related to the question of the continued
prosecution of the war in Laos, or in all
of Indochina, there appeared in the Boston Sunday Globe of March 28, 1971last Sunday-a most remarkable example
of research, gathering together in one
place of some of the most complicated
statistics and factual background of a
most complicated and long war. I shall
read onh a bit of it. The headline, for
example, reads: "Indochina: 1.5 Million
:Lives Lost in a Decade."
The first few paragraphs read:
It's been nine years, three months, and six
days since Army Sp4 James Thomas Davis of
Livingston, Tenn., was killed in South VIetnam, the first American combat fatality of
the Indochina War.
Since then, according to the Pentagon:
44,729 more Americans have died in comba-t, and 9,364 have died in nonhostile action.
296,369 American men have been wounded.
135,970 South Vietnamese have died in
combat, and 336,043 have been wounded.
725,000 North Vietnamese and National
Liberation Front soldiers have been killed,
not counting those who lost their lives 1n
bombing attacks.
In South Vietnam, 325,000 civil1ans have
died, and total civilian casualties now stand
at about 1.1 million.
Refugees in South Vietnam and Laos alone
number more than six million. Figures for
Cambodia and North Vietnam are not available, and probably never will be.
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More than 5.6 million tons of bombs have
been dropped on Indochina, 2% times the
tonnage dropped by all sides in all theaters
for all of World War II.
And other government estimates indicate
that before the war is over, the direct American financial commitment to the conflict will
total at least $400 billion.
These are all numbers, most of them too
huge to be fully comprehended.

I shall not read all of the article, but
I ask unanimous consent that it all be
made a part of my remarks at this point
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From Boston Sunday Globe, Mar. 28, 1971]
INDOCHINA: 1.5 MILLION LIVES LoST IN A
DECADE

It's been nine years, three months, and six
days since Army Sp4 James Thomas Davis
of Livingston, Tenn., was killed in South
Vietnam, the first American combat fatality
of the Indochina War.
Since then, according to the Pentagon:
44,729 more Americans have died 1n combat, and 9,364 have died 1n nonhostlle action.
296,369 American men have been wounded.
135,970 South Vietnamese have died in
combat, and 336,043 have been wounded.
725 ,000 North Vietnamese and National
Liberation Front soldiers have been killed,
not counting those who lost their lives in
bombing attacks.
In South Vietnam. 325,000 civilians have
died, and total civiUan casualties now stand
at about 1.1 million.
Refugees in South Vietnam and Laos alone
number more than six million. Figures for
Cambodia and North Vietnam are not available, and probably never will be.
More than 5.6 million tons of bombs have
been dropped on Indochina, 2% times the
tonnage dropped by all sides in all theaters
for all of World War II.
And other government estimates indicate
that before t.he war is over, the direct American financial commitment to the conflict
will total at least $400 billion.
These are all numbers, most of them too
huge to be fully comprehended.
In less impP-rsonal terms, they represent
the sum total of memories like My Lai, the
South Vietnamese massacred at Hue by the
enemy during the Tet Offensive in 1968, the
charge up Hamburger Hill, the battle for the
Ia Drang Valley, the picture of the bomb
craters stretching to the horizon, the
bombed-out leper hospital in North Vietnam, the old woman crying on CBs-TV while
her hut burned, the assassinated South Vietnamese vlllage officiaJs, and the young "Viet
Cong suspect" being shot through the brain
by the Saigon police chief on a street corner
during the Communist Tet Offensive in February 1968.
Since the US-backed South Vietnamese
invasion of southern Laos in February, the
American debate over the war has begun to
acquire a new dimension more and more, opponents are focusing on the general themes
of death, destruction and morality.
Until recently, however, the number of
Americans killed and wounded eclipsed in
the public consciousness the devastation in
Indochinese villages and rice paddies.
Today, though, at least one American politician, Rep. Paul N. McCloskey Jr. (R-Calif.),
plans to make Asian casualties one of the
major issues in his planned campaign against
President Nixon in the 1972 presidential
primaries.
"I've never heard of a Vietnamese burning
a village," says McCloskey. "They don't have
napalm or Zippo cigarette lighters."
Administration officials are protesting already in private about this shift in emphasis
by the domestic opponents of the war.

The President's senior advisors show signs
of arguing that the critics' concern for Asian
lives seems an afterthought after years of
concentration on American war dead.
Writing in the New York Review of Books,
Daniel Ellsberg, a former State Dept. official
now at MIT's Center of International Studies,
asked "what is Richard Nixon's best estimate
of the number of Laotian people . . . that
US firepower will kill in the next 12 months."
Nixon, he charged, "does not have an estimate. He hasn't asked Henry Kissinger for
one and Kissinger hasn't asked the Pentagon."
According to these advisors, there are three
possible choices for ending the war. They are:
1. Negotiations in Paris, for which hopes
continue to be dim.
2. The military defeat of the Hanoi regime,
which American policy-makers have explicitly rejected as an end result of the war.
3. The collapse of the regime of President
Thieu in Saigon.
The last possible outcome is the only one
now acceptable to domestic war critics, according to Nixon Administration thinking.
And, the prevention of just such a collapse
also seems to be a principal objective of US
bombing policy.
"Henry Kissinger doesn't understand why
anyone's concerned that we're k1lling civilians,'' McCloskey says. "The President is
counting on the fact that if American casualties are down, everybody will be happy.
"But now that we're withdrawing more
and more Americans, we can't 5ay that the
heavy bombing is designed to save American
lives. It's wholly to save face !or the South
Vietnamese in Saigon."
McCloskey plans a two-week trip to Laos
next month to investigate civilian casualties
and "possible violations of the CooperChurch prohibition against U.S. forces tt.ere."
As the debate begins on this broad theme
of the total cost of the Indochina War, here
are details from presently available data of
what has happened in South Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and North Vietnam.
CASUALTIES IN INDO CHINA WAR

North Vietnam-Vietcong dead in combat,
725,000.
South Vietnam civilians dead in combat,
325,000.
South Vietnam troops dead in combat,
135,970.
Americans dea<l in combat, 44,729.
135,970 DEAD, 5M REFUGEES

The basic numbers are as follows: 135,970
dead soldiers, 336,043 wounded soldiers, 325,000 dead civilians, and a total civilian casualty figure of 1.1 million since Sp. 4 Davis
was killed Dec. 22, 1961.
Since 1964, m-oreover, the war has created some five million refugees, according
to Sen. Edward Kennedy's Senate Subcommittee on Refugees.
In the days of the Johnson Administration, the Kennedy unit's data was frequently
challenged, but the State Department under
President Nixon has not objected.
Last week, the South Vietnamese Embassy
in Washington gave The Globe a figure on
civilian casualties that was virtually identical to the one used by Kennedy.
The embassy also said it accepts the figure
of 325 ,000 civilian deaths, and estimated that
30 percent Of them were children under
age 13.
"Everyone in each of the 42,000 villages
and hamlets" has been affected by the war,
a South Vietnamese official said.
The figures include civilians allegedly massacred by both sides: 102 at My Lai and the
estimated 3000 buried in mass graves after
they were killed by Communist troops at
Hue during the 1968 Tet offensive.
Figures on the destruction of villages are
not available in reliable form, but both
the South Vietnamese government and the
Kennedy subcommittee estimate that more
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than one third of South Vietnam's popu1ation of roughly 18 million people has been
"relocated" at least once during the war.
Then there is the massive defoliation program of the allied forces. The official US government estimate is that five million acres
of South Vietnam (more than 20 percent
of the entire country) have been sprayed.
According to a report last year by the State
Department to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, as of 1969 about 400,000 of
these acres had been planted with food
crops.
Last December the Herbicide Assessment
Commission of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science estimated that
tb crop destruction program had destroyed
enough food to feed about 600,000 South
Vietnamese for one year.
The commission noted that while this is
less than two percent of the total annual national crop, the spraying was "largely confined" to the food-scarce Central Highlands.
The entire population of this region 1s
only about one million, most of them Montagnard tribesmen. "We believe the anticrop program may have had a profound impact on a large fraction of the total Montagnard population of South Vietnam and
we believe this to be a point for urgent consideration," the commission said.
Though the commission has yet to complete its studies, it did raise the possibility
that an extremely poisonous substance, Dioxin, used 1n a herbicide called Orange (since
banned from use by the Pentagon) is probably now finding its way through the food
chain into the diet of many South Vietnamese.
The commission concluded by estimating
that more than 100 million pounds of assorted herbicides have been dumped on the
country, destroying or retarding the growth
of about 20 percent of South Vietnam's forest
land.
(At a base for pilots flying defoliation missions in the country, the U.S. personnel call
themselves "ranch hands" and have posted a
sign which reads "Only We Can Prevent
Forests.")
Inflation is another pervasive problem
spawned by the war. Officials of the South
Vietnamese Embassy in Washington give this
breakdown of price 1ncrea.ses over the course
of the conflict--general goods, 700 percent;
food, 800 percent; "non-general" goods, 500
percent.
The war's impact on industry and capital
facilities in the country i.s difficu1t to assess,
but one estimate from the South Vietnamese
Embassy puts the total damage to industry
from ground action only at $50 billion, which
refers to lost production not :· roperty damage. In two cases, textiles and rubber, production was said to have dropped 30 percent.
As for capital facilities, government sources
put the total damage at $304 million, including $110 million to highways, land
bridges and ferry services; $60 million to railroad tracks, bridges, and rolling stock; $23
million to inland waterways (no dredging
has been done since the war began); $11
million to telecommunications and electric
power facilities and $100 m11lion to housing.
Ten years ago, South Vietnam was a rural
country and only 15 percent of its population lived in the cities. Now, disrupted by the
war, 60 percent have crowded into urban
areas, Saigon, designed for 300,000 inhabitants, n ow shelters about four million.
In addition, there is the coastal town of
Qui Nhon in Binh Dinh province, which had
a pre-war population of 40,000, but which
today has a refugee-swollen total of more
than 140,000 inhabitants.
In September 1969, Wells Klein, former
deputy director of the U.S. Agency for International Development in Saigon, warned the
Kennedy subcommittee that many refugees
from rural areas are not expected to leave
the urban centers once the war ends.

..
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"If employment remains high, this becomes simply another urban slum, which
unfortunately the population 1s well used to,"
he said.
"However, with a deescalation of the war
and the reduction in military spending employment can be expected to drop off rapidly,
presenting a whole raft of new urban problems with potentially serious political overtones not previously a part of the Vietnamese
scene."
U.S BOMBING TONNAGE IN THREE WARS

World War II, 1941-1945, 2,057,244.
Korean War, 195Q-1953, 635,000.
Indoohina. War, 1965, 315,000; 1966, 512,000; 1967, 932,763; 1968, 1,431,654; 1969,
1,387,327; 1970, 977,446; 1971, 137,282; total5,693,382.
A TRIBE LOSES HALF rrs PEOPLE
The headlines of February and March to
the contrary, most of the impact of the
Indochina war in this country has been sustained not in the recent South Vietnamese
operation with US air support along the Ho
Chi Minh Trail complex but in Northern
Laos, where American bombers have been
pounding away relentlessly since 1964.
As far back as Jan. 8, 1966, the Associated
Press reported that each day American planes
were flying 300 sorties (one mission by one
plane is a sortie) and in each dropping 1000
pounds of bombs on suspected "unfriendly"
areas.
ONE-THIRD OF SOUTH VIETNAM PEOPLE
RELOCATED

The spraying of toxic chemicals on these
sections of the country was also in full swing
at that time.
Two years later, the bombing was increased
sharply, at about the same time Lyndon
Johnson was declaring the "limited bombing pause" for North Vietnam. This was first
revealed in public by President Nixon in a
lengthy statement on Laos released on March
6, 1960. During the peak year, 1969, the daily
number of sorties ranged from 400 to 800.
Of all those who have suffered because
of the war in Laos, the plight of the Mea
tribesmen is especially tragic. In 1960 there
were 400,000 of them in Laos. Ten years later,
according to the Kennedy subcommittee, the
population had been cut in half, as an estimated 200,000 were killed, the victims both
of the North Vietnamese-Pathet Lao forces
and of American bombs.
Last August, the Defense Department told
the Kennedy group that from Jan. 1, 1967,
to early May, 1970, there had been eight
accidental bombings of "friendly" villages in
Laos, resulting in 97 dead and 54 wounded
civi11ans.
The Kennedy subcommittee estimate for
the total number of refugees caused by the
war in Laos is one m1llion, with civilian war
casual ties in the "tens of thousands."
One of the most knowledgeable non-government Americans on the subject of Laos
is Fred Branfman, once an educational advisor in that country for the International
Volunteer Service, and now a free lance
writer for such outlets as Dispatch News
Service.
He returned to the U.S. last month after
being ejected by the Royal Laotian Government and is the most recent American, not
in the government, to return from Northern
Laos.
His fresh reports on the refugee and civilian casualty situations 1n Laos have been
randomly checked by the staff of the Kennedy subcommittee and the U.S. General
Accounting Office and been found consistent
with reports from other sources.
In an interview last week with The Globe,
Branfman said that between 70 and 90 percent of the more than 5000 v1llages in the
once-rich Plain of Jars area have been completely leveled.

He said the US has mounted 200,000 bombing strikes a year in the country since 1968.
As a result of these raids alone (leaving out
concurrent activity by the Pathet Lao and
North Vietnamese), he roughly estimates
civilian casualties at between 25,000 and 50,000 dead and between 50,000 and 100,000
wounded.
Branfman puts the current refugee total in
Laos at 500,000, or about half the figure for
the entire war.
As for the Plain of Jars, both Branfman
and Kennedy report that this richest farmland section of Laos has been totally ruined.
"Every house has been destroyed and farmlands are deserted," Branfman said.
He also says herbicides have prevented
the growing of rice on much of the plain, and
described the "unnatural experience" for
a peasant to find acres of land on his homestead where he can plant a seed but where
nothing will grow.
Turning to the area in the South along
the Ho Chi Minh Trail, where the recent
allied invasion was aimed, Branfman said
casualties were "heavy" among the 250,000
people who lived there and serviced the primitive roads. For years before the invasion,
American bombers had hit this part of Laos
consistently.
High administration officials have claimed
there were no civilians living in the path
of the invasion. However, a Washington Post
dispatch last week told the story of the Montagnard tribesmen near the South Vietnamese border along the trail network.
Caught between US air strikes and Viet
Cong threats that they stay or be killed
leaving, 90 men, women and children walked
through the rocky, jungled countryside for
four days and three nights to the relative
safety of a South Vietnamese Army outpost.
"THOUSANDS LIVE IN FILTH, SQUALOR"

Regarding this most recent entrant into
the war, there are fa r more questions than
answers, but the few answers available suggest that the same process of widespread
death and devastation is unfolding there,
too.
Last September, Sen. Kennedy said that
"over the last four to five months the population of Phnom Penh has doubled-from
some 700,000 to well over one million persons.
Provincial capitals and district towns
throughout the country are bulging with
new arrivals from the countryside.
"Thousands now live in squalor and filth
in overcrowded refugee centers," he went on.
"Hospitals and dispensaries are overburdened
with hundreds and thousands of civilian war
casualties."
Still there are no hard figures on either
refugees or civ1lian casualties, though fragmentary evidence of the former indicates a
total already in excess of one million.
The Cambodian government refuses to
discuss its war costs, and last August, the
counsel for Kennedy's subcommittee, Dale
S. deHaan, was unable to travel outside
Phnom Penh during a visit to Cambodia.
The human problems in Cambodia are
made worse by the sizable number of ethnic
Vietnamese who had lived there for years,
but found themselves trapped when war
broke out on a major scale after March of
1970.
How many people died in these attacksboth military and civilians-is not known.
Even the figures for combat casualties provided by the Pentagon may be open to question. During testimony at his court-martial,
Lt. William Calley suggested that the alleged massacre at My Lai was prompted by
the pressure to produce "a high body count."
Nor is it known what is the full extent of
the destruction of military and heavy industrial facilities.
What is known, however, is that nonmilitary structures were hit constantlyeven if by accident. There is no American
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data on this sensitive topic, but the North
Vietnamese have made some information
available to visitors during inspection tours
over the years.
Following is a set of statistics compiled by
Dr. Malcolm Segall of the British Medical Aid
Committee a year ago from North Vietnam
and his own investigations.
-607 hospitals and clinics of all sizes
were destroyed, including 51 maar institutions such as the 2600-bed leper facility at
Quyng Quynh Lap and the 400-bed tuberculosis hospital in Vinh; 24 of 30 provincial
hospitals; and 190 of 195 district hospitals.
-1520 schools destroyed or severely damaged.
--475 churches and 420 temples, pagodas,
shrines and meeting houses destroyed or
severely damaged.
The country's extensive network of hydraulics facilities (dams, reservoirs, dikes
and supporting systems) were also heavily
bombed, according to the ministry of hydraulics works.
The ministry has reported that 500 separate air strikes against these vital works
came in 1965, followed by 1000 in 1966, and
1300 in 1967. It adds that the attacks continued in the southern provinces after President Johnson proclaimed the limited bombing halt on March 31, 1968.
Among the new forms of explosives used
in the bombing was something called a
Cluster Bomb Unit, which on impact can
spew out hundreds of small, hard pellets
with tremendous force. By 1968, many of
the pellets were made of hard plastic, and
were thus impossible to detect with an Xray machine, thereby making complete surgical care next to impossible, according to the
British Medical Aid Committee.
In March of 1967, hospitals and clinics
in Hanoi and the surrounding countryside
were visited by Dr. Martin Birnstingl of St.
Bartholomew's Hospital in London, who published his findings in a publication of the
British Medical Aid Committee.
He wrote that all the facilities he visited
were caring for civilian patients with wounds
suffered in the bombings, and that fully a
third of them had been hit by fragments
from these "anti-personnel" bombs.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. I wish to comment
further only that it seems to me that the
time has come to do what our predecessors in Vietnam did, and that is to try
to be as objective and as clearheaded as
we can in evaluating what the interests
of this country in Indochina are-what
the direct interests are and what the cost
is.
This article sets out in the most complete marmer I have seen estimates as
to the costs. Obviously, of course, many
of these items have to be estimates. The
question, for example, of the number of
civilian deaths in South Vietnam; I
doubt that these figures are accurate, but
they are the best estimates that could
be made under the circumstances. The
same is true as to the enormous cost in
dollars. The only really accurate figures,
I suspect, are those for the deaths and
the casualties involving our own soldiers;
of course, we have ways of making those

connts accurately.
In the final analysis, it seems to me
that the first obligation of the Senate
and of the Congress is to assist in evaluating what is the interest of the United
States. Is it in continuing indefinitely
to prosecute this war? What is to be
achieved if we do that, that could possibly compensate the citizens of this country for the enormous cost in lives and
treasure?
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As a matter of fact, it is that very simple proposition which the Parliament
of France undertook for that country
in 1954. They had people in their official
life and in their military establishment
who had said many of the same things
that ours have been saying. They were
patriotic people.
It is a question of judgment where the
interest of a country lies. In that case,
the French Parliament rose to the occasion and prevailed upon their own
Prime Minister, Mr. Mendes-France, to
recognize that it was in the interests of
France to liquidate the war, which the
French Government proceeded to do at
Geneva, by what are called the Geneva
accords.
I feel that the procedure followed
there is the classic and proper procedure
to follow under similar circumstances,
and I think if Congress assumes its responsibility, as the French Parliament
assumed its responsibility, it will also decide that the time has come. Of course,
I think it is long since past, but the judgment is still to be made as to what is
in the interests of the people of the
United States, and I hope we will proceed to that decision in the near future.
The Committee on Foreign Relations
now has under consideration four resolutions submitted by various Members of
this body dealing with the matter of how
to end the war. We discussed that question this morning, and it is the intention of the committee to proceed, in the
very near future, to hearings and further discussion of the issue.
The article in the Boston Globe certainly is an excellent background against
which the Members of this body and the
people of this country can judge what is
in the interest of the United States, and
where our interests lie. When we consider
the disruption in our economy and the
enormous toll that inflation is now taking, especially upon the poor and middle
income people of this country, it is incredible to me that we can think of risking the further destruction-we already
are risking the destruction-of our economic system, as well as the disruption of
our political system.
So I commend the article to my colleagues, and I hope all of them will give
it their most serious consideration.

APPOINTMENTS
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. BYRD
of Virginia) . The Chair, on behalf of the
Vice President, pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 77-250, appoints
the Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT)
to the Joint Committee on Reduction of
Federal Expenditures.
The Chair, on behalf of the chairman
of the Finance Committee, announces the
selection of the Senator from Georgia
<Mr. TALMADGE) and the Senator from
Nebraska (Mr. CuRTIS) to be members
of the Joint Committee on Internal Rev-

enue Taxation, pursuant tc section 8002

of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT ACT OF
1971
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of
Calendar No. 51, S. 31.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 31) to provide during times of
high unemployment for programs of public
service employment for unemployed persons,
to assist States and local communities in
providing needed public services, and for
other purposes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill, which had
been reported from the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare with an
amendment to strike out all after the
enacting clause and insert:
That this Act may be cited as the "Emergency Employment Act of 1971".
STATEMENT OF FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

SEc. 2. The Congress finds and declares
that( 1) times of high unemployment severely
limit the work opportunities available to the
general population, especially low-income
persons and Inigrants, persons of lilnited
English-speaking ability, and others from
socioeconomic backgrounds generally associated with substantial unemployment;
(2) expanded work opportunities fall, in
times of high unemployment, to keep pace
with the increased number of persons in the
labor force, including the many young persons who are entering the labor force, persons who have recently been separated from
military service, and older persons who desire to remain in, enter, or reenter the labor
force;
(3) in times of hign unemployment, many
low-income persons are unable to secure or
retain employment, making it especially difficult to become self-supporting and thus
increasing the number of welfare recipients;
(4) many of the persons who have become
unemployed as a result of technological
changes or as a result of shifts in the pattern of Federal expenditures, as in the defense, aerospace, and construction industries,
could usefully be employed in providing
needed public services;
(5) it is appropriate during times of high
unemployment to fill unmet needs for pubHe services in such fields as environmental
quality, health care, housing and neighborhood improvement, recreation, education,
publlc safety, maintenance of streets, parks,
and other public facilities, rural development, transportation, beautification, conservation, and other fields of human betterment and public improvement;

(6) programs providing employment in
jobs providing needed publlc services andrelated training and manpower services can
a useful component of the Nation's manpower policies in dealing with problems of
high unemployment, and dependency upon
welfare assistance, and providing affected inbe
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dividuals with opportunities to develop skills
and abiUties to enable them to move into
other public or private employment and
other opportunities;
(7) providing resources for public service
employment and related training and manpower services during an economic slowdown
can help as an economic stabilizer both to
ease the impact of unemployment for the affected individuals and to reduce the pressures which tend to generate further unemployment.
It is therefore the purpose of this Act to provide unemployed persons with employment
in jobs providing needed public services and
related training and manpower services during times of high unemployment and to enable such persons to move into employment
or training not gupported under this Act.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

SEc. 3. The Secretary of Labor shall enter
into arrangements with eligible appllca.ats in
accordance with the provisions of this Act
in order to make financial assistance available to pubUc and private ':!O'Ylprofit agencies
and institutions during t '_rr.es of high unemployment for the pm:iloses of providing
employment for unemployf.d persons in jobs
providing needed public services and training manpower services rel& ted to such employment which are otherw!se unavailable,
and enabling such persons to m ove into employment or training not supported under
this Act.
AUTHORIZATION

SEc. 4. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated for the purpose of carryi.!lg out
this Act $750,000,000 for the period tnding
June 30, 1972, and $1,000,000,000 for the nsc".l
year ending June 30, 1973.
(b) For the purpose of providing financial
assistance under this Act to enable eligible
applicants to carry out public service employment programs, the Secretary is authorized, out of funds appropriated to carry out
this Act, to obligate expenditures equal to
the sum of the amounts determined in accordance with the following clauses:
(1) $500,000,000 when the Secretary deterlnines that the rate of national unemployment (seasonally 81djusted) equals or
exceeds 47'2 per centum for three consecutive
months prior to any such deterlnination,
but the Secretary may, under this clause,
make only one determination prior to July
1, 1972, and one determination in the twelvemonth period thereafter; and
(2) $100,000,000 for each increment of onehalf of 1 per centum by which the Secretary
determines that the average rate of national
unemployment (seasonally adjusted) for
three consecutive months prior to any such
determination exceeds the rate specified in
clause ( 1), but the Secretary may, with respect to each such increment, make only
one determination prior to July 1, 1972, and
one determination in the twelve-month period thereafter.
(c) No further obligation of funds may
be ma,de under subsection (b) subsequent
to a deterlnination by the Secretary that the
rate of national unemployment (seasonally
adjusted) has receded below 47'2 per centum
for three consecutive months.
(d) Whenever the Secretary makes any
determination required by subsection (b) or
(c), he shall promptly notify the Congress
and shall publish such determination in the
Federal Register. At such time, the Secretary shall recommend to tlle Congress any
further steps he deems appropriate.
ELIGIBLE

SEC.

APPLICANTS

5. For the purpose of entering into

arrangements with the Secretary to carry
out public service employment programs under this Act, eligible applicants shall be(1) States;
(2) cities, counties, and other units of general local government;
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(3) Indian tribes; and
( 4) public and private nonprofit agencies
and institutions (including local service companies, and public service agencies and institutions of the Federal Government) .
APPLICATIONS

SEc. 6. (a) Financial assistance under this
Act may be provided by the Secretary for any
fiscal year only pursuant to an application
which is submitted by an eligible applicant
and which is approved by the Secretary in
accordance with the provisions of this Act.
Any such application shall set forth a public
service employment program designed, in
times of high employment, to provide employment for unemployed persons in jobs
providing needed public services and, where
appropriate, training and manpower services
related to such employment which are otherwise unavailable, and to enable such persons
to move into employment or training not
supported under this Act.
(b) Programs assisted under this Act shall
be designed with a view toward(1) developing new careers,
(2) providing opportunities for career advancement,
(3) providing opportunities for continued
training, including on-the-job training, and
(4) enabling individuals employed under
such programs to move into public or private
employment or training not supported under
this Act.
(c) An application for financial assistance
for a public service employment program under this Act shall include provisions setting
forth( 1) assurances that the activities and services for which assistance is sought under this
Act will be administered by or under the supervision of the applicant, identifying any
agency or institution designated to carry out
such activities or services under such supervision;
(2) a description of the area to be served
by such programs, and data indicating the
number of potential eligible participants
and their income and employment status;
(3) assurances that special consideration
Will be given to the filling of jobs which
provide sufficient prospects for advancement
or suitable continued employment by providing complementary training and manpower services designed to (A) promote the
advancement of participants to employment
or training opportunities suitable to the individuals involved, whether in the public
or private sector of the economy, (B) provide participants with skills for which there
is an anticipated high demand, or (C) provide participants with self-development
skills, but nothing contained in this paragraph shall be construed to preclude persons
or programs for whom the foregoing goals are
not feasible or appropriate;
(4) assurances that, to the extent feasible,
public service jobs shall be provided in occupational fields which are most likely to
expand within the public or private sector
as the unemployment rate recedes;
( 5) assurances that due consideration be
given to persons who have participated in
manpower training programs for whom employment opportunities would not be otherwise immediately available;
(6) a description of the methods to be
used to recruit, select, and orient participants, including specific elegibility criteria,
and programs to prepare the participants for
their job responsibilities;
(7) a description of unmet public service
needs and a statement of priorities among
such needs;
(8) a description of jobs to be filled, a
listing of the major kinds of work to be performed and skills to be acquired, and the
approximate duration for which participants
would be assigned to such jobs;
( 9) the wages or salaries to be paid per-

sons employed in public service jobs under
this Act and a. comparison with the wages
paid fer similar public occupations by the
same employer;
(10) where appropriate, the education,
training, and supportive services (including
counseling and health care services) which
complement the work performed;
( 11) the planning for and training of
supervisory personnel in working with participants;
( 12) a description of career opportunities
and job advancement potentialities for participants;
(13) assurances that procedures established pursuant to section 10(a) wm be complied with;
(14) asurances that agencies and institutions to whom financial assistance will be
made available under this Act will undertake
analysis of job descriptions and a reevaluation of skill requirements at all levels of employment, including civil service requirements and practices relating thereto, in accordance with regulations promulgated by
the Secretary;
(15) assurances that the applicant wlll,
where appropriate, maintain or provide linkages with upgrading and other manpower
programs for the purpose of (A) providing
those persons employed in public service jobs
under this Act who want to pursue work
with the employer, in the same or similar
work, with opportunities to do so and to find
permanent, upwardly mobile careers in that
field, and (B) providing those persons so
employed, who do not wish to pursue permanent careers in such field, with opportunities to seek, prepare for, and obtain work in
other fields;
(16) assurances that all persons employed
thereunder, other than necessary technical,
supervisory, and administrative personnel,
will be selected from among unemployed
persons;
(17) assurances that the program will, to
the maximum extent feasible, contribute to
the elimination of artificial barriers to employment and occupational advancement, including civil service requirements which restrict employment opportunities for the disadvantaged; and
(18) such other assurances, arrangements,
and conditions, consistent with the provisions of this Act, as the Secretary deems necessar), in accordance with such regulations
as he shall prescribe.
APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS

SEc. 7. An application, or modification or
amendment thereof, for financial assistance
under this Act may be approved only if the
Secretary determines that-(1) the application meets the requirements
set forth in this Act;
(2) the approvable request for funds does
not exceed 90 per centum of the cost of carrying out the program proposal in such application, unless the Secretary determines
that special circumstances or other provisions of law warrant the waiver of this requirement;
(3) an opportunity has been provided to
the community action agency in the area to
be served to submit comments with respect
to the application to the applicant and to the
Secretary;
(4) an opportunity has been provided to
officials of the appropriate units of general
local government to submit comments with
respect to the application to the applicant
and to the Secretary; and
(5) an opportunity has been provided to
the Governor of the State to submit comments with respect to the application to the
applicant and to the Secretary.
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

SEc. 8. (a.) Funds made available for carrying out this Act shall be apportioned by the
Secretary on an equitable basis among States
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and within each State among local areas, including Indian reservations, and among rural
and urban areas. To the extent practicable,
such funds shall be apportioned on the bases
of the relative numbers of unemployed persons and the severity of unemployment in
each such area.
(b) The Secretary shall make financial assistance under this Act available in such a
manner that, to the extent practicable, public service employment opportunities will be
available on an equitable basis in accordance
with the purposes of this Act among significant segments of the population of unemployed persons, giving consideration to the
relative numbers of unemployed persons in
each such segment.
TRAINING AND MANPOWER SERVICES

SEc. 9. For the purpose of providing training and manpower services for persons employed in public service employment programs assisted under this Act, the Secretary
is authorized to utilize, in addition to any
funds otherwise available under federally
supported manpower programs, not to exceed 20 per centum of the amounts made
available for carrying out this Act.
SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITms OF THE SECRETARY

SEc. 10. (a) The Secretary shall establish
procedures for periodic reviews by an appropriate agency of the status of each person
employed in a public service job under this
Act to assure that-(1) in the event that any person employed
in a public service job under this Act and
the reviewing agency find that such job wlll
not provide sufficient prospects for advancement or suitable continued employment,
maximum efforts shall be made to locate employment or training opportunities providing
such prospects, and such person shall be offered appropriate assistance in securing
placement in the opportunity which he
chooses a.t:ter a.pproprla.te counseling; and
(2) as the rate of unemployment approaches the objective of section 4(c) or financial assistance will otherwise no longer be
available under this Act, maximum efforts
shall be made to locate employment or training opportunities not supported under this
Act for each person employed in a public
service job under this Act, and such person
shall be offered appropriate assistance in
securing placement in the opportunity which
he chooses after appropriate counseling.
(b) The Secretary shall review the implementation of the procedures established
under subsection (a) of this section six
months after funds are first obligated under
this Act and at six-month intervals thereafter.
(c) From funds appropriated pursuant to
section 4, the Secretary shall reserve such
amount as he deems necessary to provide for
a continuing evaluation of programs assisted
under this Act and their impact on related
programs.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 11. (a) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program or
activity under this Act unless he determines,
in accordance with such regulations as he
shall prescribe, that-(1) the program (A) will result in an increase in employment opportunities over
those which would otherwise be available,
(B) will not result in the displacement of
currently employed workers (including partial displacement such as a reduction in the
hours of nonovertime work or wages or employment benefits), (C) will not impair existing contracts for services or result in the
substitution of Federal for other funds in
connection with work that would otherwise
be performed, and (D) will not substitute
public service jobs for existing federally assisted jobs;
(2) persons employed in public service jobs
under this Act shall be paid wages which
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shall not be lower than whichever is the
highest of (A) the minimum wage which
would be applicable to the employment under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as
amended, if section 6 (a) ( 1) of such Act
applied to the participant and if he were not
exempt under section 13 thereof, (B) the
State or local minimum wage for the most
nearly comparable covered employment, or
{C) the prevailing rates of pay for persons
employed in similar public occupations by
the same employer;
(3) all persons employed in public service jobs under this Act will be assured of
workmen 's compensation, retirement, health
insurance, unemployment insurance and
other benefits at the same levels and to the
same extent as other employees of the employer and to working conditions and promotional opportunities neither more r..or le-'35
favorable than such other employees enjoy;
(4) the provisions of section 2(a) (3) of
Public Law 89-286 (relating to health r.nd
safet y conditions) shall apply to such program or ac tivity;
(5) the program will, to the maximum extent feasible, contribute to the occupational development or upward mobility of
individual participants; and
(6) every participant shall be advised,
prior t o en tering uoon employment, of his
rights and benefits in connection With such
employment .
(b) Nothing contained in this Act shall
exempt a n y project otherwise subject to the
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act, as
amended (40 U.S.C. 276a-276a-5), from the
provisions of that Act. The Secretary of Labor shall have, with respect to labor standards on any such project, the authority and
functions set forth in Reorganization Plan
Numbered 14 of 1950 (15 F.R. 3176; 64 Stat.
1267) and section 2 of the Act of June 1,
1934, as amended (48 Stat. 948, as amended;
40 U.S.C. 276(c)).
(c) Where a labor organization represents
employees who are engaged in similar work
in the same labor market area. to that proposed to be performed under any program
for which an application is being developed
for submission under this Act, such organization shall be notified and afiorded a
reasonable period of time in which to make
comments t o the applican t and to the Secretary.
{d) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations to assure that programs under this
Act have adequate internal administrative
controls, accounting requirements, personnel
standards, evaluation procedures, and other
policie.s as may be necessary to promote the
effective use of funds.
(e) The Secretary may make such grants,
contracts, or agreements, establish such
procedures, policies, rules, and regulations,
and make such payments, in installments
and in advance or by way of reimbursement,
or otherwise allocate or expend funds made
available under this Act, as he may deem
necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act, including (without regard to the provisions of section 4774(d) of title 10, United
States COde) expenditures for construction,
repairs, and capital improvements, and including necessary adjustments in payments
on account of overpayments or underpayments. The Secretary may also Withhold
funds otherwise payable under this Act in
order to recover any amounts expended in
the current or immediately prior fiscal year
in violation of any provision of this Act or
any term or condition of assistance under
this Act.
(f) Acceptance of family planning services provided to participants shall be voluntary on the part of the individual to whom
such services are offered and shall not be
prerequisite to eligibility for or receipt of
any benefit under the program.
(g) The Secretary shall not provide finan-

cial assistance for any program under this
Act unless he determines, in accordance With
regulations which he shall prescribe, that
periodic reports will be submitted to him
containing data designed to enable the Secretary and the Congress to measure the relative and, where programs can be compared
appropriately, comparative effectiveness of
the programs authorized under this Act and
other federally supported manpower programs. Such data shall include information
on(1) characteristics of participa nts including age, sex, race, health, education level,
and pre~ious wage and employment experience;
(2) duration in employment situations,
including information on the duration of
employment of program participants for at
least a year following the termination of participation in federally assisted programs and
comparable information on other employees
or trainees of participatmg employers; and
(3) total dollar cost per participant, including breakdown between wages, training,
and supportive services, and administrative
costs.
The Secretary shall com,ne such information on a State, regional, and national basis,
and shall include such information in the
report required by section 12 of this Act.
(h) The Secretary shaU not provide financial assistance for any program under this
Act unless the grant, contract, or agreement
With respect thereto specifically provides
that no person with responsibilities in the
operation of such program Will discriminate
with respect to any program participant or
any applicant for participation in such program because of race, creed, color, national
origin, sex, political affiliation, or beliefs.
(i) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program under this
Act which involves political activities; and
neither the program, the funds provided
therefor, nor personnel employed in the administration thereof, shall be, in any way
or to any extent, en gaged in the conduct
of political activities in contravention of
chapter 15 of title 5, United States Code.
(j) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program under this
Act unless he determines that participants
in the program Will not be employed on the
construction, operation, or maintenance of
so much of any facility as is used or to be
used for sectarian instruction or as a place
for religious worship.
SPECIAL REPORT

SEc. 12. The Seoretary shall transmit to
the Congress at least annually a detailed report setting forth the activities conducted
under this Act, including information derived from evaluat ions required by section
10(c) and ll(g) of this Act and information
on the extent to which (1) participants in
such activities subsequently secure and retain public or private employment or participate in training or employability development programs, (2) segments of the population of unemployed persons are provided
public service opportunities in accordance
with the purposes of this Act.
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 13. As used in this Act, the term( 1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of
Labor.
(2) "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoo,
and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands.
(3) "city" means an incorporated municipality having general governmental powers.
(4) "public service" includes, but is not
limited to, work in such fields as environmental quality, health care, public safety,
education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of parks, streets, and other public

facilities, solid waste removal, pollution control, housing and neighborhood improvements, rural development, conservation,
beautification, and other fields of human
betterment and community improvement.
(5) " health care" includes, but is not
limited to, preventive and clinical medical
treatment, family planning services, nutrition services, and appropriate psychiatric,
psychological, and prosthetic services.
(6) "local service company" means a community development corporation or other
corporation, partnership, or other business
entity organized to operate a public service
employment program or component thereof
and owned or operated in substantial part by
unemployed or low-income residents of the
area to be served.
(7 ) "unemployed persons" means-(A) persons who are Without jobs and who
want and are available for work; and
(B ) adults who or whose families receive
money payments pursuant to a St ate plan
appr oved under title I, IV, X, or XVI of the
Social Security Act (1) who are determined
by t he Secretary of Labor, in consultation
with the Secretary of Heat lh, Education, and
Welfare, to be available for work, and (2)
who are either (i) persons Without jobs, or
(ii) persons working in jobs providing insufficient income to enable such persons and
their families to be self-supporting without
welfare assistance;
and the determination of whether persons
are without jobs shall be made in accordance with the criteria used by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the Department of
Labor in defining persons as unemployed.
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 14. This Act shall be effective upon
enactment and the determinations to be
made under section 4(d) shall take into account the rate of unemployment for a period
of three consecutive months even though all
or part of such period may have occurred
prior to the enactment of this Act.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia.l\!r. President, this bill has been called up at this
time for the purpose of making it the
pending business. There will be no action
on it today, and it will become the unfinished business when the Senate meets
again.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR THE
ROUTINE
TRANSACTION
OF
MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, how much time remains under
the previous order for the transaction
of routine morning business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
has expired.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I ask
unanimous consent that at this time
there be an additional period for the
transaction of routine morning business,
not to exceed 30 minutes, with statements therein limited to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. :S there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.
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CONTROVERSIAL CBS DOCUMENTARIES
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the controversy over CBS and the way it handles
documentaries and proposed documentaries goes on and on, thanks to largely
CBS, itself which has taken the stand
that it is above reproach and has set out
to justify that stand.
Unfortunately for CBS the evidence
continues to pile up that it not only is
not above reproach but also is subject to
legitimate criticism for its dubious practices involving both the manufacturing
and the editing of so-called news.
Both the Washington Post of today,
March 30 and this week's Barron's, the
respected Dow Jones weekly, have something to say about these practices.
I would like to call both to the attention of my colleagues at this point, and
ask unanimous consent to have the
Washington Post editorial entitled "Mr.
Salant's Letter" and the article entitled
"Broadcast License, CBS Has Forfeited
Access to the Nation's Airwaves" as published in Barron's National Business and
Financial Weekly of March 29, 1971,
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
and article were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 30, 1971]
MR. SALANT'S LETTER
In our letters space today we print a response by Richard Salant of CBS News to
our recent editorial concerning the dispute
between CBS News, the Pentagon, Vice President Agnew, Congressman Hebert, and
now-as it seems-The Washington Post. In
time the U.N. may have to be called in, but
for now we would like, in a unilateral action,
to respond to Mr. Salant's complaint. We
think it is off the point. And we think this
is so because Mr. Salant invests the term
"editing" with functions and freedoms well
beyond anything we regard as common or
acceptable practice. Mr. Salant taxes us with
unfairly recommending two sets of standards in these matters, one for the printed
press and another for the electronic. But he
reads us wrong. We were and are objecting to
the fact that specifically, in relation to question-and-answer sequences, two sets of
standards already exist-and that what he
and others in televison appear to regard as
simple "editing" seems to us to take an excess of unacknowledged liberties with the
direct quotations of the principals involved.
Before we go into these, a word might be
of use about the editorial practices (and malpractices) common to us both. When a public official or anyone else issues a statement
or responds to a series of questions in an
interview, the printed media of course exercise an editorial judgment in deciding which
part and how much of that material to quote
or paraphrase or ignore. The analogy with
TV's time limitations, for us, is the limit on
space: deciding which of the half million
words of news coming into this paper each
day shall be among the 80,000 we have room
to print. Thus, "Vice President Agnew said
last night . . . Mr. Agnew also said . . ."and
so on; it is a formulation basic to both the
daily paper and the televised newscast.
That bad and misleading judgments can
be made by this newspaper in bO<th our
presentation and selection of such news goes
without saying--or at least it did until we
started doing some public soul-searching
about it in this newspaper a good while back.
There is, for example, a distorting effect in
falling to report that certain statements were
not unsolicited assertions but responses to a

reporter's question. But that we do not confuse the effort to remedy these defects with
a waiving of our First Amendment rights or
a yielding up of editorial prerogatives should
also be obvious to readers of this newspaper-perhaps tediously so by now. What
we have in mind, however, when we talk of
the license taken by the electronic media in
the name of "editing" is something quite
different, something this newspaper does not
approve and would not leap to defend if it
were caught doing. It is the practice of printing highly rearranged material in a Q-and-A
sequence as if it were verbatim text, without indicating to the reader that changes
had been made and/or without giving the
subject an opportunLty to approve revisions
in the original exchange.
It is, for instance, presenting as a direct
six-sentence quotation from a colonel, a
"statement" composed of a first sentence
from page 55 of his prepared text, followed
by a second sentence from page 36, followed
by a third and fourth from page 48, and a
fifth from page 73, and a sixth from page 88.
That occurred in "The Selling of the Pentagon," and we do not see why Mr. Salant
should find it difficult to grant that this type
of procedure is (1) not "editing" in any conventional sense and (2) likely to undermine
both the broadcast's credibility and public
confidence in that credibility.
The point here is that "The Selling of the
Pentagon" presented this statement as if it
were one that had actually been made-verbatim-by the Colonel: TV can and does
simulate an impression of actuality in the
way it conveys such rearranged material.
Consider, again from the same documentary,
a sequence with Daniel Z. Henkin, Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs. This
is how viewers were shown Mr. Henkin answering a question:
"RoGER MuDD: What about your public displays of military equipment at state fairs and
shopping centers? What purpose does that
serve?
"Mr. HENKIN: Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. I believe the American public
has the right to request information about
the armed forces, to have speakers come before them, to ask questions, and to understand the need for our armed forces, why we
ask for the funds that we do ask for, how we
spend these funds, what are we doing about
such problems as drugs--and we do have a
drug problem in the armed forces; what are
we doing about the racial problem-and we
do have a racial problem. I think the public
has a valid right to ask us these questions."
This, on the other hand, is how Mr. Henkin
actually answered the question:
"Mr. HENKIN: Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. It also has the ancillary benefit, I would hope, of simulating interest in
recruiting as we move or try to move to zero
draft calls and increased reliance on volunteers for our armed forces. I think it is very
important that the American youth have an
opportunity to learn about the armed forces."
The answer Mr. Henkin was shown to be
giving had been transposed from his answer
to another question a couple of pages along
in the transcribed interview, and one that
came out of a sequence dealing not just with
military displays but also with the availability of military speakers. At that point in the
interview, Roger Mudd asked Mr. Henkin
whether the sort of thing he was now talking about-drug problems and racial problems--was "the sort of information that gets
passed at state fairs by sergeants who are
standing next to rockets." To which Mr.
Henkin replied:
"Mr. HENKIN: No, I didn't-wouldn't limit
that to sergeants standing next to any kind
of exhibits. I knew-! thought we were discussing speeches and all."
This is how the sequence was shown to
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have occurred, following on Mr. Henkin's
transposed reply to the original question:
"Mr. MuDD: Well, is that the sort of information about the drug problem you have
and the racial problem you have and the
budget problems you have-is that the sort
of information that gets passed out at state
fairs by sergeants who are standing next to
rockets?
"Mr. HENKINS No, I wouldn't limit that
to sergeants standing next to any kind of
exhibit. Now, there are those who contend
that this is propaganda. I do not agree with
this."
The part about discussing "speeches and
all" had been omitted; the part about
propaganda comes from a few lines above
Mr. Henkin's actual answer and was in fact
a reference to charges that the Pentagon
was using talk of the "increasing Soviet
threat" as propaganda to infiuence the size
of the military budget.
Surely, something different from and less
cosmic than a challenge to CBS's First
Amendment rights is involved in the question of whether or not the subject of such
a rearranged interview should not be given
a chance to see and approve what he will be
demonstrated to have said. And surely this
"editing" practice must be conceded-with
reason-to have damaging effect on public
confidence in what is being shown to have
happened-shown to have been said. We
agree with Mr. Salant's premise that we are
all in the same dinghy. That is why we are
so concerned that either end should sink .
[From Barron's Mar. 29, 1971]
BROADCAST LICENSE: CBS HAS FORFEITED
ACCESS TO THE NATION'S AmWAVES
We cannot help but admire a man who
defends his principles and sticks to his guns.
Last Tuesday evening Richard S. Salant,
president of the News Division of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, gave a. nationwide television audience a demonstration of doggedness which, in other circumstances, might well have commanded our
respect. Under fierce attack from Congress
and the White House for airing the controversial documentary, "The Selling of the
Pentagon," Mr. Salant refused to give an
inch. Perhaps with an eye on the clockthe 11-12 p.m. slot, while not exootly prime
time, is still too valuable to waste-the
CBS executive took no more than a moment
or so to rebut "only a few" of the critics'
charges; however, he assured his viewers,
"We have an answer for every one. . . ."
Then, boldly switching to the offensive, the
head of CBS News asserted: "We are proud
of 'The Selling of the Pentagon.' ... We are
confident that when passions die down, it
will be recognized as a vital contribution to
the people's right to know." Lesser media
of communications may occasionally run a
correction or retraction; The Washington
Post, not long ago, printed an extraordinary
confession of error. CBS News, which is made
of sterner stuff, stands defiantly on the
record.
Quite a record it is, too. As to "The Selling
of the Pentagon," Mr. Salant addressed himself to merely two of the many points of
criticism raised. Regarding the rest, the chief
critics--including the Vice President of the
United States, senLor editor of Air Force
magazine and a non-partisan citizens' organization known as Accuracy in Media
(AIM) , which plans to lodge a complaint
With the National Association of Broadcasters--makes a compelling, and thus fa.r uncontroverted, case. In particular, CBS stands
accused of various misstatements, including
the amount spent by the Pentagon on public
affairs, and the true identity of those responsible for a certain military briefing (not,
as alleged, Peoria's Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
"which did $39 million of business with the
Defense Department last year," but the local
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Association of Commerce) . Far worse were
the omissions and distortions, including two
episodes in which tapes were clipped and reassembled to convey false impressions of what
the speakers said. Specific lapses aside, even
the untutored eye could scarcely fail to detect, in a so-called documentary, pervasive
malice and editorial bias.
On the CBS television network-which includes five wholly owned stations and 198
affiliates---slanted (or, in view of his authority and tenure, perhaps the word should be
Salanted) journalism has long been the name
of the game. As in "The Selling of the Pentagon," moreover, the thrust has tended to be
violently against what most of the country
would regard as its basic interests, institutions and values. In a prize-winning "documentary," key sequences of which subsequently proved false, CBS News professed to
uncover "Hunger in America"; contrariwise,
in an equally distorted report from Cuba, the
television camera found, in effect, that Cubans under Castro never had it so good. Not
content to cover (albeit in its own fashion)
the news, CBS time and again has sought to
make news. Shortly after NBC scooped the
competition by airing an LSD-stimulated
interview with Dr. Timothy Leary, WBBMTV, CBS outlet in Chicago, participated in a
headline making, and illegal, pot party, which
became the object of an investigation by the
Federal Communications Commission. In a
similar, if far more brazen, exploit-<m which
both Vice President Agnew and Mr. Salant
touched last week-CBS sought to stage, and
to film, an invasion of Haiti. One picture
supposedly is worth a thousand words. High
time the U.S. got the picture.
As last Tuesday's performance suggests, it
isn't pretty. Among other sins of omissions
and commission, CBS News failed to mention
that it was paid to produce one of the films
at which it scoffed. In depicting a press conference, during which the briefing officer, replying to 34 questions, gave three no-comment answers, the camera focused on the
latter. Statements made on tape by two Pentagon spokesmen, a Marine colonel and the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, were cut up, transposed and pieced together again in a way that made both of
them seem unresponsive and foolish. Rep.
Edward Hebert (not Herbert, as the caption
later had it), chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, turned up on the screen
with this gracious-and, despite Mr. Salant's
subsequent remarks, wholly misleading-introduction: "Using sympathetic Congressmen, the Pentagon tries to counter what it
regards as the anti-mllitary tilt of network
reporting (Ed. note: where would it ever get
such an idea?). War heroes are made available for taped home district TV reports from
pro-Pentagon politicians."
All this is reprehensible enough. Far
worse-in a format presumably dedicated to
fact-are the extremist opinions which it was
used to convey. Here is a disillusioned and
slightly incoherent ex-Air Force officer: "I
feel that the military information arm is so
vast, has been able to become so pervasive by
the variety and the amounts and the way and
the sheer numbers it's able to present its
viewpoint to the American people, I think
this attitude it was able to develop allowed
Vietnam to happen . . . ."Here is CBS-News'
own dispassionate Roger Mudd: "On this
broadcast we have seen violence made glamorous, expensive weapons advertised as if
they were automobiles, biased opinions presented as straight facts. Defending the country not just with arms but also with ideology,
Pentagon propaganda insists on America's
role as the cop on every beat in the world."
Anyone-even CBS, though it won't concede as much--can make mistakes. What the
record shows, however, is a pattern of distortion and slanted reporting stretching back
over the years. In 1963, so a revealing article
CXVII--543-Part 7

and exchange of letters in The New York
Times Magazine has disclosed, President
Kennedy gave an exclusive interview to
Walter Cronkite of CBS News on such literally inflammatory issues as the Buddhists in
South Vietnam and the allegedly repressive
government of Ngo Dinh Diem. In the editing
process, the footage shrank from 30 minutes
to 12, and, according to Pierre Salinger, then
White House press secretary, "the result was
a partial distortion of JFK's opinion of President Diem. In the actual interview ... President Kennedy spoke of his respect and sympat hy for the problems of President Diem.
When the film was shown to the public, only
the unfavorable Presidential remarks remained, and JFK's praise of Diem had been
deleted. The impression was left that JFK
had no confidence at all in Diem, and when
he and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, were later
shot to death in a military coup, there were
persistent charges from Madame Nhu and
others that the President's statements had
given aid and comfort to Diem's enemies.
JFK was deeply hurt by the accusations."
Prior to the Republican convention the
following year, CBS News struck again. According to Senator Barry Goldwater (R.,
Ariz.) , Daniel Schorr, then serving as correspondent abroad, •'took it upon himself to put
out a news report to portray the idea that
I was trying to forge links with far-rightist,
neo-fascist groups in Germany . . . Schorr
dealt heavily in false facts which neither
he nor CBS newsmen in this country made
any attempt to check with my office." So
it has gone year by year. In 1968, after a
storm of protest, a Special Subcommittee of
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce investigated television coverage of
the Democratic national convention in Chicago. In viewing the video tape of the CBS
coverage, the Congressional probers noted a
passage in which Walter Cronkite cried that
the police "were severely manhandling a
minister." According to the Committee Report: "The accompanying action shows police
merely attempting to get a man dressed in
clerical garb into a patrol wagon, using what
the investigators felt was reasonable force to
overcome the man's resistance." The Report
concluded, in part: "In an attempt to give
an overall impression, it might be said that
the coverage presented over the air does, in
retrospect, seem to present a one-sided picture which in large measure exonerates the
demonstrators and protestors and indicts the
city government of Chicago and, to a lesser
degree, the Democratic Party."
The !ong reel of distortion continues to
unwind. In her nationally syndicated column, Alice Widener, frequent contributor to
Barron's, has chronicled some of the gamier
episodes. In the fall of 1969, Frank Kearns,
CBS correspondent in Rome, broadcast a report on alleged Italian opinion in the criminal case against the man who hi-jacked
a commercial airliner from San Francisco.
Mr. Kearns chose to quote the views of a
single editor, that of the Communist newspaper "Unita," who described the hi-jacker
a "Robin Hood . . . who made a fool of the
repressive and hated FBI." Again, on "Face
the Nation," CBS devoted a half-hour of
Sunday time to Tom Hayden, revolutionist of
the so-called New Left. Mrs. Widener wrote:
"He was permitted by reporter Martin
Agronsky of CBS, and two other reporters
to get away with intellectual murder. . . .
Thus it came about that at the end of the
program, the arogant co-founder of the anarchic Students for a Democratic Society
made an unchallenged statement about 'the
poverty around the world that the United
States is responsible for.'" Abbie Hoffman,
convicted of inciting to riot in Chicago, appeared on the Merv Griffin show wearing a
s'hirt made from the American flag (on the
air, CBS thoughtfully bliped it out.) Small
wonder that Desmond Sm1th of CBS once
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told TV Guide: "There's been a great deal
of manipulation from the left. The left and
SDS have been getting a great deal of play.
Americans are starting to feel they're not
getting the whole story."
Since then the credibility gap, notably
with respect to so-called documentaries, has
widened beyond belief. Webster's Seventh
New Collegiate Dictionary defines documentary as follows: "adj. (1) contained or
certified in writing; (2) relating to, or employing, documentation in literature or art;
broadly, factual, objective." The noun, of
course, possesses the same qualities. Neither
word belongs in the CBS lexicon. In the
famous charade on "Hunger in America,''
the narrator's off-screen voice said: "Hunger is easy to recognize when it looks like this.
This baby is dying of starvation. He was an
American. Now he is dead.'' Heart-rendering,
but untrue. The baby was born prematurely,
and, according to an FCC report, died of
"septicemia due to meningitis and peritonitis
to show that either the mother or father was
suffering from malnutrition... .''Far less attention than it warrants has been paid the
outrageous report on Cuba last September,
which, by actual count of Accuracy in Media,
contained 10 major doubtful statements, including: "For Cuba's poor, things are a good
deal better than they used to be . . . the
Cuban poor man doesn't want to leave . . .
Schools are free, everyone must go. There is
a quiet equality of the races now in
Cuba . . . ."
So ran the script. However, as AIM pointed
out in a letter to CBS News, real life refuses to
follow it. On the contrary, the organization
cited specific examples of working-class Cubans who risked their lives to flee the Castro
regime. One, a Negro bricklayer, was quoted
in The New York Times as saying: "Not only
is there not enough to eat, but they make
you spend extra hours in the fields after a 54hour work week.'' As to schooling, AIM
pointed out that on January 5, 1969, Castro
admitted that 400,000 school-age children
were not in school. Brotherhood of man? AIM
quoted Erneldo Oliva, and Afro-Cuban and
one of the first Castro appointees, to the
effect that even under Batista, "whom werejoiced to see go,'' Negroes were judges, Senators and high officials. Today only one black
man holds an important post. An American
Negro, who defected to Castro for five years,
returned in 1968 saying that he would rather
live in an American jail than remain. Citing
the list of inaccuracies, AIM solicited comment from Richard S. Salant, head of CBS
News, which was duly forthcoming (and,
with the rest of the correspondence, put into
the Record). Nine times out of 10, the criticism went unanswered.
Last Tuesday Mr. Salant took a stab at answering crtticism of CBS' role in "financing a
secret and illegal invasion of Haiti." Here,
word, for word, is his rebuttal. "We did -r:ot
finance the planned invasion. We did nothmg
illegal. No signifioant amount Of money e':en
inadvertently found its way to persons Involved in the invasion plan. The Department of Justice found no unlawful activities
on the pa.rt of CBS News. And John Davitt,
Chief of the Criminal Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice, said, quote: 'CBS advised us of the facts, advised the Bureau of
Customs that they were there, and that they
were filming these episodes.' At one point
the Treasury Department asked us not to
withdraw from the project. But the short
answer to the Vice President is that he is attacking a journalistic investigation that
never beoame a broadcast about an invasion
that never took place."
For a short answer, not bad. But let's take
a longer look at "Project Nassau,'' as CBS
called it and it is known in the Report of the
Special Subcommittee on Investigations of
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Let's note at once thrat the
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executive producer, Perry Wolff, served in the
same capacity on "The Selling of the Pentagon." Let's also dispose of Mr. Sa.la.nt. If
CBS News did not "finance the proposed invasion,'' it did, according to the House Report, provide funds for the leasing of a 67foot schooner which was to be utilized by
the invasion force, reimburse expenses for
the transportrution of weapons to be used by
the conspirators, make payments to the
leader of the conspiracy "With full knowledge
of his identity and his criminal intentions."
"Significant,'' of course, is what lawyers call
a word of art; while exact figures were never
forthcoming from CBS, the House Report
states that "Project Nassau" cost more than
$200,000. CBS cooperation with the government was brudging, and, the Report indicates, evoked at official instance (a CBS cameraman blew the whistle to the authorities).
But let the Subcommittee speak for itself.
"The implications of what has been learned
are disquieting. To the average viewer, unsophisticated in the intricacies of television
production, a network news doumentary
typically represents a scrupulously objective
reporting of actual events shown as they actually transpired. If 'Project Nassau' is any
indication, this is not always true. During
the preparation of this news documentary,
CBS employes and consultants intermingled
and interacted With personages actively engaged in breaking the law. Large sums of
money were made available to these individuals With no safeguards as to the manner
in which these funds would be put to use.
Events were set up and staged solely for the
purpose of being filmed by the CBS camera. An individual who was retained as a
consultant, and later an employe, of CBS,
was allowed to or instructed to appear in
the actual filming and to provide narration
for it ....
•'The CBS News organization, or at least
the individuals charged with the immediate
supervision of the project, displayed a shocking indifference to the real possibility that
their organization and funds were being
made use of to further illegal activities. The
control exercised by CBS Management in
New York over the activities of the producer
in the field seems to have been practically
nonexistent. . . Had the decision . . . not
to proceed with the documentary been
founded on a recognition of any of the deficiencies indicated above, the only remaining question would be why the decision was
SQ long in coming. But, under the circumstances, the rationale for the decision is itself far from reassuring. Rather than responding to any taint of artificiality or fraud
in the considerable volume of film which had
been prepared, the decision was apparently
made on the basis that the project was
journalistically unsatisfactory in view of the
unfinished nature of the enterprise."
The law requires television quiz shows and
commercials to be honest. Unfortunately,
however, the public enjoys no similar protection against "documentaries,'' a credibility gap which the Subcommittee hopes to
bridge. We would like to offer a proposal or
two of our own. Believe it or not, Frank
Stanton, president of the Columbia Broadcasting System Inc., serves as Chairman of
the U.S. Advisory Commission on Information. Unlike Vice President Agnew, who
backed away from the idea, we suggest that
he be asked to resign. Moreover, to judge
by the record cited above (which has exhausted our space, but barely scratched the
surface) , CBS television stations stand wide
open to challenge on thier license renewals,
and we urge concerned, public-spirited citizens--as well as the FCC--to respond. CBS,
in our view, has forfeited its access to the
nation's airwaves. The time has come to turn
it off.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, it is growing
increasingly evident that it is not attacks
by SPIRO AGNEW that are destroYing the
credibility of CBS, but I believe the destruction of that credibility can be
blamed on only one--CBS and Richard
Salant. I believe these editorials make
that plain.

THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF STRATEGIC Am COMMAND-"PEACE IS
OUR PROFESSION"
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, the slogan
or the motto of the Strategic Air Command is "Peace Is Our Profession." That
fine organization is a deterrant to aggression. Aggressors start wars that they
think they can win. They do not start
them if they have a strong feeling that
they are going to lose. There is no way to
measure the benefits that have accrued
to the United StaJtes by reason of the
strength m our Strategic Air Command.
On March 21, 1971, the Strategic Air
Command observed its 25th anniversary
with an appropriate observance. I believe
that it would be of interest to the Senators to have placed in the RECORD a
statement concerning the role of the
Strategic Air Command, and I therefore
ask unanimous consent to have an article
prepared for this occasion, entitled
"Strategic Air Command After 25 Years"
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STRATEGIC Am COMMAND AFTER 25 YEARS
A quarter century ago, an ambitious but
obvious mandate became clear to milita4"y
plannea.-s at the close of World War II. The
future security and freedom of the United
States could only be secured through the
development of a force oo powerful that
potential aggressors could not possibly entertain thoughts of world domination.
It was with this mission that the Strategic
Air Command was born on March 21, 1946.
Today, after 25 years of growth and development, it stands out clearly as the most
powerful force for peace in man's historya mixed force of bombers and missiles that
comprise over 70 per cent of the free world's
nuclear firepower.
Though the men and machinery have
changed since General George C. Kenney took
first command, SAC's original and primary
mission has remained the same--to deter allout nuclear war. If that should fail then a
capabillty must exist to destroy the enemy's
wm to fig:ht.
Since August 1968, that capabiUty has been
assured by General Bruce K. Holloway, commander in chief, who controls the world-wide
force from SAC headquarters at Offutt AFB,
Nebraska. It is from there that combat ready
bombers and intercontinental ballistic
missiles from some 45 locations around the
world would be instantly notified to launch
a.gainst an enemy once an order to strike has
been received from the President-the only
man allowed to give such an order.
The nerve center at Headquarters SAC,
near Omaha, Nebraska, is there stories underground. A large control room, communications center, trajectory center, global weather
central, and portions of the Joint Strategic
Target Planning Staff, intelllgence, material
and operations activities are surrounded by
exterior and ramp walls of concrete and
reinforced steel 24 inches thick. I f necessa-ry,
it could be totally sealed off for weeks to
insure survivability.
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Through the most advanced and extensive
communications system in existence, SAC's
commander and battle staff have complete
control ovea.- every aircraft and missile and
combat crew. Employing a world-wide telephone network, global teletype circuits and a
single side-band radio network, instant "red
phone" contact is possible. As a further precaution a back-up flying command post with
identical capabilities has been in the air since
1961 with a general officer and senior team of
controllers aboa.rd in the event the underground post is destroyed.
Approximately 40 per cent of the SAC
bomber-tanker force is in constant readiness, poised to respond to the klaxon signalling an "alert". On the ground, B-52
bomber and KC-135 tanker crews could be
airborne within minutes and missile launch
officers in hardened dispersed silos would
stand ready at their consoles. As an additional means of protection, particularly from
submarine launched ballistic missiles, SAC
also has dispersed a port' on of its alert
bombers at other strips away from the aircraft's home base. Heavy bomber units also
maintain the capability of mounting an airborne alert when so directed.
The possibility of an accidental launch or
attack, however, is eliminated by "positive
control" measures. The aircraft would fly to
predetermined points well short of enemy territory and wait for further coded instructions. Weapons in the aircraft are not armed
until the bomber is ordered to attack, and
then a coordinated effort by several crew
members is required. If the "go code" from
the President is not received, they immediately turn back. Similar multiple safeguards
protect against a mistaken missile launch.
Based on a concept of maxim~m flexibility,
SAC weapons are a blend of manned and unmanned systems. United States defense policy requires a variety of options of response
to national emergencies, and SAC employs
the advantages of bombers and missiles,
sternly convinced that an all manned or
unmanned posture would not be effective deterrence.
The backbone of the manned systems is
the eight-engine B-52 which has been in the
inventory since 1955. Capable of high subsonic speeds, it can fly at altitudes in excess
of 50,000 feet and carry a nuclear or conventional payload. Through the use of aerial
refueling, its range is limited only by the
endurance of its six-man crew. Later models
can go 10,000 miles unrefueled.
The total bomber force has been reduced
since 1965 by the retirement of older models,
from about 750 B-52s and B-58s to a current total of approximately 450 B-52s.
Scheduled a.s a possible follow-on to the
B-52 fleet is the B-1, formerly called the
Advanced Manned
Strategic
Aircraft
(AMSA). EngineeTing development contracts released in June of last year allow
the fabrication of five flight test aircraft plus
one static test airframe and one fatigue
test airframe. If congressional approval and
funding for full scale production is granted,
the B-1 could be flown by SAC crews as
early as 1977.
The FB-111, a medium bomber, is scheduled to become a part of the operational
bomber force during FY 72. A variable-sweep
wing aircraft capable of Mach 2 speeds, it
will be able to carry both nuclear and conventionaJ. weapons, take-off and land ln
less distance than a B-52, and employ advanced avionics and ejection systems. Approximately 74 FB-111s are due for the inventory.
The refueling mission of the command is
carried out by 600 KC-135 stratotankers.
Responsible for refueling all fighters, bombers, and reconnaissance a ircraft in the Air
Force, Navy and Marine Corps, the tanker
fleet off-loads about 2,375 billion pounds of
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jet fuel each year. Since 1965, refueling operations in Southeast Asia have supported
the overall air campaign and acounted for
untold emergency saves. Another invaJuable
role has been adrlifting men and equipment
to and from the United States.
Photographic and electronic reconnaissance operations are conducted by the high
flying supersonic SR-71. Delivered to SAC
in 1966, it can travel three times the speed
of sound and photograph 60,000 square
miles of surface in one hour of flight.
Indispensable in strategic air warfare,
reconnaissance by SAC first detected the
Soviet missile build-up in Cuba in 1962.
In carrying out the mission of deterrence,
the SAC misslle force poses a formidable
carriage of strength. It is comprised of 54
Titan lis and 1,000 Minuteman Intercontinental Ballistic Missue (ICBMs) which are
constantly being updated.
As part of SAC's modernization program,
Minuteman II was accepted into the inventory in October 1965. An improvement over
Minuteman I, it uses microminiaturization,
a new thrust control system and other refinements which increase its range, accuracy and
flexib111ty over the earlier model.
An even newer missile, the Minuteman
III, is also being integrated into the force.
SAC assumed responsib111ty for the first
Minuteman III's in June 1970. The first
tactical squadron consisting of five manned
control centers and 50 unmanned silo
launchers was recently completed at Minot
AFB, N.D.
Minuteman i l l employs an improved third
stage for an additional throw weight
capab111ty. This enables the missile to carry
more penetration aids to counter an antibal11stic missile defense.
Eventually the force will include 500 Minuteman III missiles which are capable of
carrying the Multiple Independently Targeted Re-Entry Vehicles (MIRVs).
From a beginning aggregate of 36,000 men
and 250 war-weary bombers, the Strategic
Air Command has grown to a force of 161,000
highly trained professionals in two and a
half decades. This evolution has been stimulated by science, the Communist threat, and
the developing role of the United States as a
leader of free nations.
In this, the twenty-fifth anniversary, SAC
looks back at years of hard work and dedication with the satisfaction that it has accomplished its mission. SAC readiness and
firepower, combined with the determination
of the American people to use it if necessary, will continue to be the best deterrent
to general war in the next twenty-five years
of the nuclear age.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President,
what is the pending business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending business is Calendar Order No. 51,
S. 31, a bill to provide during times of
high unemployment for programs of public service employment for unemployed
persons, to assist St ates and local communities in providing needed public
services, and for other purposes.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT TO
10 A.M. THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1971
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that when the Senate completes its business today, it stand
in adjournment until 10 o'clock Thursday morning next.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF SENATORS BROCK AND PACKWOOD
AND ORDER FOR TRANSACTION
OF ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
ON THURSDAY NEXT
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that after the conclusion of the prayer and the recognition of the joint leadeTs, the distinguished Sena,tor from Tennessee <Mr.
BROCK) be recognized for not to exceed
15 minutes, to be followed by the distinguished Senator from Oregon <Mr.
PACKWOOD) also for a period of 15 minutes, and that there then be a period for
the transaction of routine morning business after the conclusion of the remarks
of the distinguished Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senate will
then turn to the consideration of S. 31
which is now the pending business.
Mr. President, for the record it should
be made clear that the joint le81dership
did try to work out an accommodation
for certain Senators for a time limitation
on the pending business on Friday. However, unfortunately we were not successful. These things happen. It is, therefore,
anticipated tha t there will be considerable debate on S. 31 when it is laid before
Senate on Thursday next.
I make this statement for the purpose
of having the record made clear so that
those Senators who did seek a time limitation and had hoped that this matter
could be taken up Friday on that basis
will be aware of the difficulties which
have developed.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. :M ANSFIELD. I yield.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I do
not mind saying for the record that I
was the one who asked the deputy minority leader to inform the le81dership
that I would object to any time limitation. I think this bill has a major national impact in its present form. It is
regrettable. If I may say to those who
had hoped that we might reach a compromise, if we do work out a compromise,
it is possible that a time limit could be
reconsidered, but it is highly unlikely.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I appreciate the remarks of the distinguished
Senator from Color81do. I think for the
record it ought to be said that there were
others in addition to the Senator from
Colorado who ra-i sed that question.
Mr. DOMINICK. I am glad to hear
that.
Mr. MANSFIELD. So that there is considerable blame or credit to go around.
ORDER FOR SENATE TO CONSIDER
S. 581, THE EXPORT-IMPORT BANK
BILL

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, it is
my understanding that the legislation
dealing with the Export-Import Bank
has been reported by the committee, but
it is not on the calendar. After discussing the matter with the distinguished
acting minority leader and the minority

leader, who is equally distinguished, I
ask unanimous consent that, following
the disposition of the pending business,
the Senate then turn to the consideration of S. 581, having to do with the
Export-Import Bank.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, this
will be the pending business on Monday
next provided the pending bill is disposed of.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that when the Senate turns to the consideration of S. 581
there be a time limitation of 1 hour on
each amendment, the time to be equally
divided between the manager of the
bill and the sponsor of the amendment,
and that there be 3 h ours on the bill
itself.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I shall not object, I want to indicate that I have
checked on this matter with the ranking
minority Member, the Senator from
Texas <Mr. ToWER), and also with the
ranking minority member on the International Subcommittee, the Senator
from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD). This
agreement is satisfactory.
I take it that it would be under stood this would apply only to germane
amendments. We are talking about the
offering of germane amendments.
Mr. MANSFIELD. The Senator is correct. That should be included in the
unanimous-consent request.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none and
the order is entered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
unanimous-consent agreement be in the
usual form.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The unanimous-consent agreement
was subsequently reduced to writing, as
follows:
UNANIMOUS CONSENT AGREEMENT

Ordered, That, effective following the dis-

position of S. 31, during the further considerSition of the b111 S. 581, to amend the
Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended,
and for other purposes, debate on any
amendment, motion, or appeal, except a motion to lay on the table, shall be limited to
1 hour, to be equally divided and controlled
by the mover of any such amendment or
motion and the manager of the bill: Provided, Tha t in the event the manager is in
favor of any such amendment or motion,
the time in opposition thereto shall be controlled by the minority leader or some Senator designated by him: Provided further,
That no amendment that is not germane to
the provisions of the said bill shall be
received.
Ordered further, That on the question o!
the final passage of the said blll debate shall
be limited to 3 hours, to be equally divided
and controlled, respectively, by the majority
and minority leaders: Provided, That the
said leaders, or either of them, may, from
the time under their control on the passage
of the said blll, allot additional time to any
Senator during the considern.tion of any
amendment, motion, or appeal.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the Senate should be on notice that
there will, in all likelihood, be rollcall
votes on both the pending business and
the Export-Import Bank bill. I would
hope that all Senators would make their
plans accordingly.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
GREEK INDEPENDENCE DAY
Mr. KEJ\TNEDY. Mr. President, today
marks the 150th anniversary of Greek
independence. And it saddens me, as it
does so many Americans, that the Greek
tradition of the rule of law and respect
for the dignity and rights of the individual, is submerged in the acts and
policies of a repressive military regime.
Especially today, as we remember the
independence of Greece, the strangling
of democracy in the country of its birth
must revolt the conscience of all mankind.
Recently, I received a letter signed by
prisoners in the Aegina Prison near
Athens. It expresses the hope I strongly
share, that the principles of democracy
will finally prevail in Greece.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of this letter and a list
of its signers be printed at this point in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
and list were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
AEGINA JAIL,

December 1970.

Senator E. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

DEAR SENATOR: In a few months' time the
military dictatorship in Greece will conclude
its fourth year in power. During these four
years the colonels' main concern has been to
continue a series of innumerable frauds and
ruses with the aim to deceive the public
opinion abroad on the real face and intention of their regime. Official propaganda and
the regime's conditioned means of communication, after having attempted to persuade
the Free World that the "real" interest of
the West would be jeopardized unless democracy in Greece were euppressed and the
Greeks were terrorized, activated consequently an unscrupulous mechanism of
promises directed to foreign governments and
international
organizations, ascertaining
that the abolition of all fundamental human
and civil rights is but "provisional," and that
the abnormality would give off to a real constitutional order.
This allegedly provisional situation and
the so-called "new order," three years and
seven months after its establishment,
amount to the following: martial law is still
in force and courts-martial continue to function; arbitrary arrests and police questioning
in defiance of the fundamental civil rights
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still consist an everyday practice against poK. Kltsirites, lawyer.
litical opponents of the regime; parliament
Nikos Chloros, student.
remains "out of law" and all political action
John Vassiliou, economist.
is still banned, except, naturally, for the
A. Politis, petty officer.
regime's brainwash activity; and last but not
Constantine Pirzas, teacher.
least, political prisoners are still held either
Sotirios Dedes, lawyer.
in concentration camps or exiled in remote
Anestis Anastassiadis, free enterprise.
villages, or detained under heavy penalties
in prisons as hostages of the military government. Many of them will have spent their
fourth consecutive Christmas eve in prison. OUTSTANDING SERVICE OF FORYet, these features of the Greek public life
MER REPRESENTATIVE MAX Mchave been assessed recently by the official
CARTHY
spokesman of the U.S. Government as encouraging "trend" towards a constitutional
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I want
order, a trend which has been considered as to join Senators in praising the outstanda strong reason for resuming full military ing service which has been given by the
aid to the colonels.
former Representative from Buffalo, Max
We are now addressing to you this short
message because we feel the need to con- McCarthy.
Many words have already been spoken
gratulate you: we would like to express how
deeply we appreciate the sagacity, integrity, about Max McCarthy's contributions to
and courage which led you to take a stand his city, State, and Nation. Today, I
by the side of our people. This stand has put would like to stress some of the valuable
you on the line of our people's history and contributions which have not been mentradition which is a continuous struggle tioned. On a personal note, Max was one
against all forms of tota litarianism and oppression. We believe it to be of primary im- of the strongest supporters of Robert
portance that the junta did not succeed in Kennedy's efforts on behalf of the less
ensnaring you into the labyrinth of its lies advantaged, both in New York and in the
and deceiving you by its alleged constitu- Nation.
tional reforms and notorious timetables of
Max has been persistent in his efforts
rendering to the Greeks the rights which to provide assistance to oil consumers
they should have had by birth.
On this same occasion we would like to in Buffalo who had been experiencing the
underline most strongly the huge mistake, negative impact of this administration's
expressed with mounting cynicism, which oil import policies. His unceasing efforts
lies behind the doctrine of modern "provi- to change policies which were causing an
sional" dictatorships in the West. According increase in oil prices in western New
to this doctrine, a number of free countries York, and jeopardizing jobs, brought remust undergo a stage of totalitarian rule, in sults. Today, more oil is flowing into Buforder that the West can maintain its hold falo from Canada. Large refineries are
on allegedly precarious areas. On the basis of
this doctrine an increasing number of reac- in operation providing jobs and helping
tionary dictatorships, and among them the to meet domestic oil consumption deGreek regime, are fostered semiopenly by the mand.
leading power of the West, under different
His tireless fight against chemical and
pretexts. The doctrine is an obvious and biological warfare is one of his most sigtragic contradiction. Not a single people- nificant contributions. He fought for reand especially the Greek people-is prepared forms governing the transportation of
to accept, in any covered form whatsoever,
the status of mercenary for defending others hazardous materials by rail. His persistfrom faked dangers, nor would it undertake ence was rewarded by the passage of
the role of forced guard of foreign interests. rail safety legislation.
We believe that freedom is the same indisMax McCarthy was also outstanding
pensable to the Americans, Europeans and in his efforts to prevent pollution. He
Greeks as well. Only the defence of this was outraged by the practice of dumpcommon-to-all freedom could be a matter of
ing dredged spoils from the Buffalo River
common interest to all parties.
We thank you for keeping your clear voice into Lake Erie. He was finally successin the air echoing the high principles for ful in persuading the Johnson and the
which we are being kept in prison and others Nixon administrations to build dikes to
block passage of any dredges into Lake
in concentration camps.
We know that at the end these principles Erie. His campaign for clean water prowill prevail and we can assure you that we vides us with ample evidence of his com'Will not fail in this fight over a just cause petent and enlightened leadership.
which you have decided to support. We hope
Representative McCarthy was also
that more people will follow your example.
PRISONERS AT AEGINA WHO SIGNED THE LETTER
TO SENATOR KENNEDY
Phoebus Ioannides, lawyer.
George Sipitanos, business man.
N. Voulelis, student.
Thomas Popoutsis, employee.
Nikos Armenis, artisan.
A. Tantsis, student.
Stelios Yannitopoulos, artisan.
Stelios Nestor, lawyer.
Nondas Ochounos, student.
Pavlos Zannas, Director of Salonika International Fair.
Argyris Maltsidis, engineer.
Antonio Goulas, student.
Costas Sophoulis, economist.
George Avr.amis, employee.
Nestor Hatjudis, engineer.
Ch. Protopapas, lawyer.

successful in securing passage and funding for a series of flood control, recreation, harbor, highway, and canal projects benefiting the Buffalo area.
Early in 1965, Max was the only member of the House Public Works Committee to fight for the highway beautification bill. His persistent efforts brought
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, Presidential
Assistant Bill Moyers, and finally the
President himseJlf to his aid. The measure was reported out of committee,
passed, and signed into law.
Representative McCarthy's leadership
was also felt in his attempts to give the
people of communities marked for highway projects a greater voice in the location, and in fact, the wisdom of such
projects.
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He, along with other Congressmen, opposed the efforts of the Public Works
Committee to force the District of Columbia into building highways which
were opposed by a majority of residents.
His leadership was also obvious in his
defense of provisions in Federal law
which protect scenic and historic sites
and parklands from being taken for
transportation projects.
He has played a key role in securing
model cities designation for his hometown. In addition, he has witnessed the
inclusion of some of his important
amendments in economic development
legislation.
In 1968, he focused national attention on the issure of firearms legislation.
The result of his vigorous campaign for
firearms legislation was the passage of
the 1968 Gun Control Act.
Mr. President, Max McCarthy's remarkable record has not gone unnoticed.
I ask unanimous consent the following
tributes be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the tributes
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
" We have a major job to do in cleaning up
our waterways. You're doing a fine job for
New York State and the Buffalo area." The
late Senator Robert F. Kennedy; June 30,
1965.
"You have played a vital part in this age,
and your countrymen are grateful to you."
Former President Lyndon B. Johnson; September 24, 1968.
"An
outstanding
Member
of
the
House .... " The New York Times; October 23,
1968.
"By any fair standard, he deserves high
marks for being steadily on the ball in defending and advancing the interests of the
metropolitan Buffalo community. . . . This
is a record of hard work, initiative and conscientious devotion to duty." The Buffalo
Evening News; October 17, 1968.
"What difference can one man make? One
man can make a difference, can change attitudes and directions. Richard Max McCarthy,
a Democratic representative from New York
is such a man." Senator Vance Hartke; August 13, 1969.
"For anyone who thinks a good congressman is a contradiction in terms, here's somebody to set him straight. Representative
Richard D. McCarthy may be forth nominating as the man of 1969." Dr. Theodor
Rosebury, Life Magazine; November 28, 1969.
"The United States and the world owe a
great debt to Congressman McCarthy. It restores hope in our democratic system of government that a man like this can be elected
to Congress." Kenneth Boulding, The New
Republic; November 29, 1969.
"Much of the progress we are making in
controlling C'BW today is a result of your
leadership." Senator Edmur.d S. Muskie;
September 13, 1970.
"One of the finest men to ever serve in
Congress." Former Senator Paul H. Douglas;
October 3, 1970.

Finally, Mr. President, I would like to
point out that in addition to the 6 years
of service rendered to his Nation in Congress, Mr. McCarthy has also served 1
year in the U.S. Navy; two in the U.S.
Army; and 10 years as one of the leaders
in a renewal and revitalization program
in Buffalo. This is, indeed, a remarkable
record of service.
Mr. President, we are reluctant to see
Max depart, but from his record it is obvious that Buffalo, Erie County, New

York State, and the Nation have not
heard the last of Richard D. "Max"
McCarthy.
ROLE OF CONGRESS IN INVOLVEMENT IN WAR
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, we all
know that one of the most pressing issues
now facing our Nation--one that has
continued and will continue to command
the attention of this body-is the role
Congress should play in controlling
America's involvement in war. Until the
tragic experience of Indochina, the drift
of American history has been to place
war powers substantially in the hands of
the Executive, despite strict constitutional provis: 0ns to the contrary.
Many Americans are not fully aware of
the nature of the debate now before us
on the role of Congress in bringing an
end to the Indochina conflict and in controlling American involvement in future
wars. Too often I find that constituents
visiting me--especially young peopleare not fully aware of the legislation and
proposals Members of Congress have
made to stop the war in Indochina. This
ignorance has led many to assume Congress has no role, or worse, to lose faith
in the power and responsibility of Congress to share the warmaking power of
the Constitution.
Recently at a "teach-in" at Mount
Holyoke College, a distinguished college
in my State, Mr. Thomas A. Dine, very
ably reviewed the legislation and activities of the Congress toward ending the
Indochina war. I commend his statement
to those who doubt that Congress has the
will or the way to end the war in Indochina, and I ask unanimous consent it
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
CAN CONGRESS END THE WAR?
(by Thomas A. Dine, Legislative Assistant to
U.S. Senator FRANK CHURCH)
Tonight, I would like to talk about the
work directly and immediately before us: To
end the war.
The reform and restructuring of our political system may or may not come-but it
should come. If it does, it will take decades
to achieve. Meanwhile, we must end the
war.
The reform and restructuring of our economic and social system may or may not
come-yet it must--but before it does, we
must end the war.
The whole framework and character of
American thinking patterns need changing,
indeed, must change drastically from an
impersonal, technologically clean but withdrawn state of mind to one of humanity, of
feeling of independent character, and of
trust. But before this, the most important
goal before us is to end the war.
If we are to redeem our country, which
many Americans strongly desire, we first
must face up to our country's greatest horror, the war in Indochina-and stop it. And
to do so, Congress is our best hope.
In modem United States history, the
American people have looked to the President to solve those problems most seriously
plaguing the Nation. Turning depression into
prosperity, linking vast distances with a
network of highways, ensuring equal rights
and opportunity for all citizens are a few
examples. Yet, none of our last four Presidents has bitten the bullet in regard to end-
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ing America's part in the war in Indochina.
No execut ive has used the necessa ry surgery
to sever our disease-ridden ties with nonnationalistic regimes in Saigon, Vientiane,
and Phnom Penh. None has stated that we
have done as much as one nation can do
for another, that it's time to come off the
Asia n mainland, that we are withdrawing
all U.S. armed forces, allowing the Indochinese, at last, to run Indochina.
This Administ ration is similar t o the
Eisenhower-Kennedy-Johnson Administrat ions in not facing up to this dilemma. The
Mitchell Doctrine admits to this. Shortly
after Mr. Nixon's inauguration, the Attorney
Genera-l told Washington skeptics, do not
judge the President by his rhetoric, evaluate
t he President only by his deeds. Having thus
wit nessed his actions, we are all assembled
once again to air our grievances about a
war that our President refuses to end.
Since the Executive branch has been unable (or unwilling) to solve the most agonizing issue of our time, can the Legislative
branch end America's participation in the
war?
Ten years ago or even five years ago, the
answer would have been a fiat "no." Congress follows public opinion, some observers
ridiculed; Congress is too conservative, others
remarked; Congress doesn't initiate; I can
remember when I was an undergraduate considering Richard Neustadt's book, which advocated a powerful presidency, as the Bible
of modern government.
Today, however, Congress, especially the
Senate, is the focal point of the war's opposition. In a leaderless nation, the American
people are looking to Congress for direction.
As the Senate, for instance, has tried to reassert its rightful Constitutional role in
formulating, with the Executive, policies of
war and peace, it has produced some hope
that all is not lost, that the system is workable. This has led to legislation to compel
the President and his advisors to limit at
least the scope of the war, if not to end
entirely our military involvement in Indochina. It has led, in this new session of Congress, to extensive legislative proposals in
both houses to bring the senseless killing and
acts of destruction to a halt. The key, then,
to stopping American participation in this
war has become a regenerated Legislative
branch.
Involved in this process is a revival of the
Constitution, once the sole property, so it
seemed, of reactionary forces on Capitol Hill.
The burning question today, however, for
New Constitutionalists, like Senators Fulbright, Church, and Cooper, is whether to
confide the war-making power in one man
or subject it to some form of democratic
control. If we are to conduct government by
the separation of power-the bedrock principle of our Constitutional process--then
each branch must live up to its responsibilities.
The last Congress showed that one part-the Senate-is on its way back to doing just
this. In December, 1969, the first CooperChurch amendment, which was attached to
the Defense Appropriation bill and barred
the introduction of American ground combat troops into either Laos or Thailand, became law. After seven weeks of acrimonious,
divisive debate, the second Cooper-Church
amendment passed the Senate on June 30th,
by a vote of 58-37. By this action, the Senate said to the President that he could not
use any funds to retain U.S. combat forces in
Cambodia, provide the Cambodian government with military advisers or instructors,
come to Cambodia's defense with mercenaries, or supply air support to Cambodia
troops. In this vote, bipartisan northern
liberals were joined by a few southern moderates and midwestern Republicans.
Passage of this amendment was an event
of first-rate importance. It showed first of
all that our political system can work 1f
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enough people work at it hard enough and
persistently enough. It also marked the first
time in history when one of the houses of
Congress voted restrictions on a President
in the conduct of a shooting war. The President and his own in-resident advisors, his
Secretaries of State and of War, the Senate
Minority Leader and the Senate Minority
Whip were all fully cognizant of the significance of this legislation. Day after day, they
mustered all the political artillery at their
command in an all-out effort to defeat the
measure. This campaign included leaders of
veteran's groups, editorial writers, foreign
chiefs of state, communiques from LBJ at
the Ranch, and various business firms. Although Joe Alsop labeled the battle over the
amendment the "non-event" of the year, its
passage through one legislative body attests
to the breath and striking power of those
who oppose America's participation in the
war. The lesson learned last spring, following Nixon's invasion into Cambodia and the
killings of the students at Kent State a n d
Jackson State, was that when forces for
peace sWing into action at full strength, as so
many people did, young and experienced, the
Legislative branch-at least the Senate-responded to the people's Will. From first-hand
knowledge, for example, I can tell you that
students were vital in supplying intelligence
and manpower to beleaguered dove forces.
Along with Cooper-Church, another important rider attached to the Foreign Milltary Sales bill was the repeal of the Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution, that infamous blank
check which President Johnson flaunted in
the face of his critics. This whole peace
package went to a House-Senate conference
in July and languished there until New
Year's eve. During this long interval, the
Administration adamantly refused to accept
any kind of war restrictions on the ground
that it infringed upon "the President's exercise of his lawful responsibillties as Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces."
On September 1, 1970, the Senate took up
the McGovern-Hatfield amendment to the
Military Procurement Authorizat ion bill.
This end the war amendment unfortuna tely
occupied the Senate for only six hours, then
was defeated by a vote of 55 to 39. Although
its failure to reach a majority was disappointing, 39 Senators voting to end the war
by a fixed time, in an election year and with
a downswing in public opinion, was no small
achievement.
When the President came to Congress in
December requesting $255 million for economic and military assistance for Cambodia,
anti-war forces were split on what to do. One
school said, sit on the request until there 1s
more hard evidence that such aid is so hastily needed. A larger collection of doves said,
go along with the supplemental assistance
but use it as an opportunity to place restrictions on this urgent order and to limit our
commitment to another Indochina government.
After many days and nights of discussions
with Administration officials, including the
President, Senators Cooper and Church
pressed the Administration to accept prohibitions barring U.S. ground combat forces
or military advisers from entering Cambodia.
When this revised Cooper-Church amendment passed bot h houses, Senator Church
said:
"This ... represents the culmination of an
attempt that has gone on now for more than
a year to write a statutory limitation on the
extension of American military involvement
in the Indochina war. . . . I think it is a
historic moment."
The President signed. As a Republican
Senator said on the floor two days ago, without Cooper-Church as law, there would be
American Armies in Cambodia and Laos
today.
The President was then forced to go one
more step. By dropping the original Cooper-

Church limitations on Cambodia yet keeping
the Gulf of Tonkin repealer still intact, the
Foreign Military Sales bill was revived at the
end of the year and rushed through both
houses. A protesting House hawk, Sam Stratton of New York called this whole affair a
"shot gun wedding." Perhaps, but the President signed this peculiar legislative bundle,
thus removing from the dockets any legal
authority for him to conduct military operations in Indochin~xcept to withdraw the
armed forces of the United States.
The fourth Cooper-Church amendment,
prohibiting American ground combat troops
from being introduced into Laos or Thailand,
was renewed and signed Into law in this legislative finale. At the present time, then,
there are two Cooper-Church amendments
which are law: limiting American involvement on Cambodian soil and barring American ground combat troops from Laos and
Thailand.
What are the significant, current legislative proposals which follow-up last year's
drive by the Congress to play a leadership
role in Winding down our participation in
the war in Indochina? First, I should report to you that at this stage, with the
Laotian operation in process the President
has regained the upper hand; the Congress
is playing a wait-and-see game. I don't believe, however, this period of inaction will
continue for long.
Second, because the 92nd Congress is only
one month old, the progress of legislative
proposals is not very far along. Some committees are stm in the organizational stage;
others are planning investigations or scheduling hearings, but have not really gone to
work full steam ahead. Indeed, some antiwar legislation, which might become the
center of national debate later on, has not
yet been offered, perhaps not even conceived.
And thirdly, before I begin a rundown
of current reforms of the draft, of measures
to cut off monies for military operations, and
of proposals to clarify war powers, I think
you should realize that in almost every case,
the idea is acceptable only to a minority. Although the pressure exerted by a dedicated
minority can make a difference, the primary
point to remember about reasserting congressional authority is that you need 51
votes in the Senate and 218 in the House.
How you get these becomes the means to
stopping the war.
Draft reform is a significant anti-war effort. The present selective service system
provides military manpowers that can be
easily deployed by the President on missions
of war Without Congressional assent. The
system, as it now functions, is a modernday :form of involuntary servitude to the
state. Forced conscription was, in fact, the
very oppression that led our great-grandparents and grandparents to flee to this
country to live in a freer society. The draft,
by plucking a young man here and taking
one there, does not disrupt communities and
it makes it easy to conduct limited, undeclared wars. Imperial powers operate best
with draft calls at the leadership's will.
A number of noteworthy proposals have
been advanced to change this archaic system, but none has a likelihood of passage
in either body. Why? The chairmen of the
two Committees on Armed Services and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff are in favor of the way
cannon fodder is now supplied. They also believe that to change at the present time
would be too expensive as well as too disruptive during an ongoing war. The powerful
veterans lobbies agree.
First is the Voluhteer Military Act of 1971
offered by the most unlikely of alliances, the
Republican duet of Senators Hatfield and
Goldwater. Its goal is to implement the
essential recommendations given to the
President by the Gates Commission, that is
eliminating conscription an'd moving toward
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an all-volunteer armed force-with sufficient
regular pay and bonuses. Last year, this suggestion for reform received 33 votes in the
Senate; it might reach 35 in this session.
People like Ted Kennedy are opposed to it
because it would create a lower-middle class
Army. Ed Muskie has said that such an Army
would "become a mercenary force unrepresentative of the nation" and uncontrollable
by civilian leadership. Some Senators are
opposed because the all-volunteer force is
an unproven concept and the Indochina war
continues; the rest are opposed because they
are against change.
None tackles, however, the real problem
head-on as the Gates Commission did in its
Report last year. The Commission explained
that a standby draft should be activated
only by "resolution of Congress at the request
of the President.'• In a frequently overlooked section, the Commission explained:
"The necessity for legislative action will
guarantee public discussion of the propriety
of whatever action is under consideration.
If discussion yields a reasonable consensus,
the nation's resolve will be clearly demonstrated and made less vulnerable to subsequent erosion. If a consensus sufficient to
induce Congress to activate the draft cannot
be mustered, the President would see the
depth of national division before, rather
than after, committing U.S. military power.
"A standby system which authorizes the
President to invoke the draft at his discretion would capture the worst of two worlds.
On the one hand, it would make it possible
for the President to become involved in military action with a minimum of public debate
and popular support. On the other hand,
on ce the nation was involved, especially in a
prolonged limited conflict, the inequities of
the draft would provide a convenient rallying
point for opposition to the policy being pursued."
This reasoning makes sense in a truly
democratic society.
Senator Kennedy has reintroduced his bill
providing for a two-year extension of the
present selective service system, but putting
a ceiling of 150,000 men on inductees. This
establishes clear Congressional control over
the number of men liable for the draft as
well as 15 innovative steps such as eliminating all new student deferments beyond high
school and providing a study of the ramifications of granting amnesty to those convicted for refusing induction.
A straight at tempt to offset the present
draft system has been offered by Hatfield,
Church, Cranston, McGovern, and Proxmire.
These Senators want to repeal the Selective
Service System and to set its expiration date
at December 31, 1971. Because the military
combine is adamantly opposed, these reforms
will not even receive a hearing by the military committees.
Interesting proposals in the House have
been Congressman Kastenmeier's idea to induct no one into the military to fight in undeclared war without his expressed consent.
Koch of New York City wants to extend the
definition of a conscientious objector to include opposition to m111tary service in a particular war and to make sure draft exiles in
Canada and elsewhere are not prosecuted by
allowing them to claim exemption from military service as selective conscientious ob·
jectors. Pritz Ryan of New York has introduced a blll to prohibit the assignment of
any person to active duty in Vietnam unless
the man himself consents to such an assignment.
To illustrate how systems don't change,
and even get worse With time, there is the
Stennis-Smith sponsorship of the status quo,
extending the President's induction authority for two more years. Included in S. 427 is a
punitive section which repeals the current
exemption of divinity students from induction. One can conclude that studying the
story of brotherhood is no longer a safe haven
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Senators George McGovern and Mark Hat- effectual check to the Dog of War by transfrom killing rites in Indochina. This is the
Nixon Administration's proposal and this is field have reintroduced a revised end the ferring the power of letting him loose from
what the Generals and Admirals want. The war amendment, calling it the "Vietnam the Executive to the Legislative body, from
harder it becomes for the top brass to obtain Disengagement Act of 1971.'' It has 22 co- those who are to spend to those who are to
manpower for their legions, the harder they sponsors at this time. If brought to a vote pay."
The clear intention of the men who wrote
will scrap to obtain live bodies from all quar- in the Senate today, however, veteran obters of society. Hearings are already in prog- servers have said that it would not even the Constitution was revealed not only by
ress before Stennis's Committee on Armed receive the 39 votes it did six months ago. their wise observations, but also by the fact
Services. Before the June 30th deadline for The problem is the concept of a date certain, that the early presidents--who were among
renewal, this measure will be brought to both but the political climate regarding this is that brilliant group at the 1787 conventionchanging. The amendment reads:
carefully respected the authority of Congress
floors where it will sail through.
"No funds authorized to be appropriated to initiate war. Almost 60 years later, the unIn short, although President NiXon talks
about creating an all-volunteer military under this or any other Act may be obli- derstanding of this point was so clear that
force by 1973, he seems to be working against gated or expended to maintain a troop level Abraham Lincoln could express it in these
such a reform. He appears to be more inter- of more than 284,000 Americans in Vietnam words: "The provision of the Constitution
ested in defusing the draft as a political is- after May 1, 1971. After May 1, 1971, funds giving the war-making power to Congress,
sue than in overseeing baste changes in the authOrized or appropriated under this or was dictated, as I understand it, by the follaw underpinning the present system of in- any other Act may be expended only to bring lowing reaBons: Kings had always been inservitude. If so, this limited goal will about the withdrawal of remaining Amer- volving and impoverishing their people in
strengthen the determination of draft oppo- ican armed forces by December 31, 1971; to wars, pretending generally, if not always,
nents in and out of Congress to demand insure the release of prisoners of war; to that the good of the people was the object.
sweeping changes of their own. Unfortunate- arrange asylum or other means to assure the This, our Convention undertook to be the
ly, the necessary votes for such change are safety of South Vietnamese who might be most oppressive of all Kingly oppressions;
endangered by the U.S. withdrawal; and to and they resolved to so frame the Constitunot yet available in either body.
provide assistance to the Republic of Viet- tion that no one man should hold the power
Anti-war legislative submissions have been nam
consistent with the foregoing objec- of bringing this oppression upon us.''
plentiful in the House.
tives."
Yet today, a century later, one man does
To the amazement of many, Congressman
Congressman Peter Kyros of Ma.ine, and
Pucinski of Chicago, a long-time hawk, in- others, including Father Drinan, have intro- hold the war-making power. In both Korea
troduced a resolution to suspend American duced the same bill on the House side; they and Vietnam, Americans were sent to war
troop replacement in Indochina. His legisla- have attached it to the Foreign Assistance by the decision of the President. He now detive approach is to express the sense of the Act which means Doc Morgan, the reluctant, termines, with the help of his appointed miliCongress that the President shall no longer reticent counterpart of Fulbright on the tary and civilian advisors, where we fight,
send American armed forces to Vietnam House side, will have to receive testimony when we fight and whom we fight. The ease
after March 1, 1971. As U.S. troops are ro- on this controversial but crucial anti-war and finality with which our country can
tated at the conclusion of their one year measure. Why is the House leadership so thus be committed to foreign adventure has
tour of duty, remaining American units in reluctant to hold hearings on the Vietnam caused marathon warfare to become a
Vietnam are to be consolidated until ulti- Disengagement Act? A knowledgable source chronic addiction. In the last 30 years, the
mately no U.S. troops remain in Vietnam. told me that these Representatives have been United States has engaged in more fighting
Although it will not even receive a hearing supporting the war for so long and have abroad than any other major nation. The dire
from the House Armed Services Committee, been following whatever the President-be prophecy of our forefathers has been fulPucinski's action has important political it Johnson or Nixon-has said, that a ma- filled.
One of the most, if not the most, imramifications. What is important here is that jority of the Members feel that they are
the doves have a convert. A machine poli- unable to change now. No wonder there is portant yet complicated areas of pursuit by
tician, !'epresenting a heavy blue-collar dis- so much desire on the part of responsible Congress this session will be, therefore, to
trict, has jumped on to ride the political progressives to change the seniority system! redefine the Constitutional war power of the
wave of 1972. This might mean for PucinThis afternoon, Senators Monda.le of Min- President and of the Congress.
ski a run against Percy in the lllinois Sen- nesota and Saxbe of Ohio introduced a
Last year, the House passed a resolution
atorial race; this probably means that mid- Cooper-Church-type amendment which pro- that provides that the President should seek
dle America is fed up with the war and what hibits the introduction of American ground appropriate consultation with Congress beit is doing to their newly acquired amuence. troops into North Vietnam and restricts com- fore involving U.S. forces in foreign conflicts.
Congressman Bingham has introduced a bat air activities over North Vietnam "with- The President could, according to the resolubill, based on the Cooper-Church amend- out prior and explicit Congressional authori- tion's author, Clem Zablocki of Milwaukee,
ment, cutting off funds for any American zation." There are many technical weak- use AmerlCiall military might without prior
combat forces or military advisers or air and nesses to this proposa:I-out it is, I believe, Congressional authorization on certa.in occasea forces in, around, or over Cambodia. This the beginning of Senatorial movement to- sions. But the President would have to subwas done before Operation Dewey Canyon ward coming to grips with a war that has mit to Congress a report on the reasons for
II and the six-day news blackout in regard been limited to a certain extent on the the action and other pertinent information,
to Laos. It is already out of date, but it got ground but widened in the air. The amend- within a feasible time.
over 50 cosponsors in the House when it was ment will be referred to the Foreign ReThis measure got a cold reception when 1t
offered. The Chairman of the House Foreign lations Committee. I suspect, however, that came to the Senate. Fulbright did not hold
Affairs Committee said privately he would it will not go too far as is. Because the draft.- hearings on it, wanting to start from scratch
not have hearings on this proposal.
ing is so sloppy, for instance, other Senators on this whole issue this year, plus many SenThe most straight-forward approach to will pick up the idea and rearrange the syn- ators did not feel it sufficiently backstopped
ending the war was offered by Bella Abzug. tax to fit a more relevant need. Just before Congress's attempt to reassert itself.
She submitted the following resolution last I left for the airport this afternoon, I was
Zablocki has reintroduced his resolution
month: "To express the sense of the House privy to some conversations among far-left with slightly tighter language this year and
that the President set the date for with- doves who thought that the Mondale-Saxbe it will be voted upon next month by an exdrawal from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos." approach was too narrow at this stage. What pected large majority of House Members. The
Period. This, too, will go nowhere because is needed, they said, is a legislative measure chief sponsor's own contradiction, however,
the Executive refuses to accept a date on any to force the President to come out com- in regard to the American role in Cambodia
pletely, not just out of one country.
and in Laos, for Senators, undermines his
legislation.
proposition to clarify the war powers. ZaWhat are the war powers?
Although not in the form of legislation,
Pete McClosky of Northern California, a forIn our Constitution, it was carefully pro- blocki's clarlflcation seems to point directly
mer Marine Lt. Colonel and Stanford law vided that Congress should participate in toward the President!
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee
roommate of Nixon's assistant, John Erlich- the making of foreign policy and play the
man, has suggested a national dialogue primary role in the making of war. The pre- will hold open hearings with Secretary
about impeaching Nixon on grounds that sident was to send no ambassador to a for- Rogers on March 5th on the 1925 Geneva
the President is pursuing the war in Indo- eign capital without confirmation by the Sen- Protocols against the use of poison gas. The
china illegally. He refers specifically to the ate; he was to make no binding treaty with- Committee will also start war powers hearinvasions of Cambodia and Laos.
out the approval to two-thirds of the sen- ings on March 8th and 9th. Senators are,
William Anderson of Tennessee, former ators; and he was to enter no foreign war first, anxious to determine whether it would
skipper of the Nautilus and the first man without the concurrence of the Congress as be misleading to consent to the anti-CBW
to command a ship under the Artie, has gone a whole. Indeed, Congress alone was en- treaty, knowing full-well that the Administo the defense of the Berrigan brothers and trusted with the power to declare war, the tration is hell-bent on continuing to use tear
hit hard, in public, the image of that in- sole exception being that the president in gas and herbicides and other lethal gases in
famous Washington war-lord, J. Edgar his capacity as commander-in-chief would Indochina, even if the Protocol is ratified by
Hoover. Both McClosky and Anderson are have the right and duty to defend the coun- the United States Government.
men of the military, they have taken the lead try against sudden attack.
In regard to war powers, this series of
In a letter to James Madison 1n 1789, hearings will be both intellectually stimulatin an area of anti-war protest that they
literally risk their private and political lives. Thomas Jefferson wrote:
ing as well as pertinent to the whole apThey very much need our support.
"We have already given ln example one proach to putting a llm1t to unchecked Pres!-
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dential power and to caging the Dog of War. to go along with Congress, he might invite
I suggest you follow the proceedings of the widespread criticism from all spectrums of
hearings as best you can: for instance, on t.he the political scale.
9th of March, Amherst's own Henry Steele
Also, the President is taking a political
Commanger will be one of the witnesses on risk when we do sail away from the shores
defining the war powers.
of Indochina, that the right wing in this
Concerning specific legislation, Senator count ry will come crashing down on his
Javits has offered the most publicized bill so head for "losing Vietnam" to the Commufar. Its purpose is to make specific rules re- nists. Richard Nixon should know about
specting militarJ hostilities in the absence of right-wing attacks on Commanders in Chief;
a declaration of war.
he was a regular assailant, battering Truman
Javits sets out the conditions under which for not bolstering Chiang Kai-shek before he
U.S. arm.e d forces may act under the Presi- had to flee China's mainland. Both Cooper
dent as Commander in Chief. His departure and Church want to prevent the sort of vifrom Zablocki's resolution is that the initia- cious political recrimination which occurred
tion of military hostilities without any war after the Korean War in the days of Joe Mcdeclaration must be reported promptly to the Carthy, by joining the Legislative and the
Congress, and our participation shall not be Executive branches in sharing the responsustained beyond thirty-days unless Con- sibility for ending America's military particgress sustains it by enacting specific legis- ipation in Indochina.
This new Cooper-Church approach was
lation. Congress could, by the Javits approach, terminate American involvement in bolstered this Tuesday when the Senate
hostilities prior to the end of the 30-day Democratic Caucus adopted an unprecedented policy resolution calling for withdrawal of
period by a joint resolution.
During last year's House hearings, the all U.S. ground, air, supply and other forces
from
Indochina by the end of the 92nd ConJavits' bill was received without favor.
Prospects for it in the Senate Foreign Rela- gress in January, 1973. The Majority Leader.
tions Committee this year are fair to good; Mike Mansfield, insisted that adoption of the
it may turn out to be the starting point resolution was neither a challenge to the
for a collective effort by the Committee to President nor an attempt to bind his hands
report to the Senate a more exacting role to a definite deadline. Nor was it, he said,
for a regenerated Congress to take, in lead- "a presidential resolution" for the Democrats to run on in 1972. Yet, it was an ating the nation into a less-militant era.
A bill that has received wide-spread sup- tempt by the majority party in the Senate
port from both sides of the political aisle is to establish a general "time frame" for withthat of Senator Clifford Case of New Jersey. drawal from Indochina. The resolution states
This liberal Republican, a member of the that it is the sense of the Senate Democrats
Committee on Foreign Relations, has pro- "that in the 92nd Congress, the Senate maposed a bill requiring all international agree- jority should work to achieve . . . (an) end
ments other than treaties entered into by involvement in Indochina and to bring about
the United States Government to be trans- the withdrawal of all prisoners in a time
mitted to the Congress within 60 days. This certain." What this means is that the Senate,
would include secret executive agreements perhaps the whole Congress, has moved one
between the U.S. and another nation as well step closer to the day when it will assert
its war-making power and legislate a cutoff
as "understandings".
Senator Taft has a resolution which theo- of military appropriations for a war in which
very
few people believe anymore. As the proretically restricts deployment of troops outside United States territory. However, a close Administration newspaper, The Washington
reading reveals that it permits the President Evening Star, declared in a headline, "Conso much freedom to roam in Indochina that gress a Bit Nearer to Closing Viet Purse."
What does all of this mean for the counthe New Constitutionalists, who are a majority on the Foreign Relations Committee, try? What relevance does this have for members
of college communities?
will only hear Taft's testimony out of SenOne, it means that the system is not dead;
atorial courtesy and then let his suggestion
it is, however, barely alive. Besides our
lie dormant.
fanatic anti-Communist crusade, a major
Senator Tom Eagleton of Missouri, a part of the problem has been a steady dethoughtful activist, is planning to introduce cline of Congress-a necessary link in the
his own resolution to clarify war-declaring checks and balances chain. This branch must
and war-making powers early next month. improve its performance in fulfilling the role
What the President has not come to terms assigned to it by the Constitution. The wanwith is that, since the repeal of the Gulf of ing authority of Congress relates not only
Tonkin Resolution, he has no legal authority to peripheral matters, but reaches to the
to conduct any military operations in Indo- very core of its legislative responsibilitychina, except to withdraw.
to the war power, the treaty power, and its
And this brings me to the next effort by power over the public purse. It even reaches
the Cooper and Church alliance. On CBS's to the Senate's advice and consent of SuFace the Nation three weeks ago, Senator preme Court nominees and both houses apChurch called for a declaration of national proval of white elephants like the SST.
purpose in which the Congress and the PresThe resultant ascendancy of the execuident would join in stating that this coun- tive, built upon the steady erosion of contry's objective is the total withdrawal of all gressional power over a long period of years,
our military personnel-land, sea, and air- should command the urgent attention of all
from Indochina. Senator Cooper said he those who believe in balanced Constituwanted to see the President state clearly tional government. It is not too much to
that no residual American force such as our say that the very preservation of the Re65,000 men in Korea would remain in Viet- public itself, is the ultimate issue at stake.
nam, that I, the President, intend to with- Therefore, it is the duty of Congress to redraw all military personnel.
dress the imbalance which has arisen by reSince that television appearance, the Ad- claiming its authority under the Constituministration has objected that there is no tion. It will be a long and difficult underneed for such a declaration, the President is taking. I have tried to present a case to you
getting us out. As we all know, the credibility tonight that there is hard evidence that
of our government is at an all-time low, so many people are trying. And try they must.
the President needs a strong push from Con- Otherwise, Congress is reduced to the level
gress to focus on that essential end ob- of a badly tarnished medieval pageant, and
jective. Such a resolution would allow the little more. And, we, the American people,
President to reaffirm his intentions while are the serfs.
reaping the benefit of joint responsibility
Can students have an effect on this procwith Congress on a goal that might other- ess? Many of you feel a sense of frustrawise elude the American people. By refusing tion and helplessness-you have tried so very
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hard before and your only return was a wider
war and more barbarism. The President
might not listen to you, but the Congress
does. Many Members hear loud and clear
young people voicing their outrage and
trying to redress grievances. To become so
discouraged, however, that you do very little
about the war is a state of mind similar to
that which led the Congress into a generation of impotence. Don't fall into that same
kind of attitudinal trap.
The presence last spring of literally thou&aillds of concerned, serious college and graduate students in Senatorial and Congressional offices day after day gave an impetus
and a spirit about Capitol Hill which most
of you would not understand unless you
worked there the whole year, haunted by
its more sedentary ways of deliberating crucial issues of state. Law students and physics
majors, freshmen who could barely write
and recent graduates, not only expressed
themselves in many ways, but on June 30th,
after eleven previous votes over a gruelihg
seven-week period on attempts by the hawks
and presidential lackeys to gut the CooperChurch amendment, got concrete results
when the amendment finally passed that
sunny summer day. New legislation will need
the same kind of assistance from Patriots of
Peace like yourselves. Join with those in the
Legislative branch to bring an end to the
war. If you don't, a very few of us will go it
alone anyway; positive results will be less
certain than they would be with your participation. Help us stop this nation from committing more crimes of war. Write, talk, demonstrate, and recruit for causes that will stop
the war now. Let's not wait for another
President, no matter for which party he will
be the standard-bearer.
Third, on this very score, all of you should
be turning your attention to considering the
impact you can make when you vote in
Federal elections next year and two years after that and so on. For the political activists,
I strongly urge you to start thinking about
practical political tactics such as raising
money, registering voters, and selecting candidates. For those of you who still have faith
in the ballot box, please register. Over 20
million voters under 21 are eligible; in New
Hampshire, for example, 40,000 more people
will be eligible to vote in that important prima.ry alone. How many will vote differently
than their parents no one knows. But the
candidate who can turn-on people's trust in
the American Government again will be the
victor, this I am sure.
In this regard, Mount Holyoke College's
Committee to End the War Now sounds like
the most positive, effective program possible.
It will mean long hours; you will not be
able to rely on your textbooks for the answers; it might cost you money, but the
end results will be worth it. If this war is
ever going to end, it is only going to do so
when American public opinion is unmistakably insisting that it end. Full and fair debate on the Vietnam Disengagement Act and
the new Cooper-Church proposal, in both
houses of Congress, could help crystallize
public opinion-and getting people to register to vote their opinions could produce that
majority for peace we all seek.
At the same time, the change from senseless war to rational peace will come if there
is more cooperation among varying factions
of the peace movement. Change can take
place only when liberal and radical pressures are both strong. Together, they make
it possible continually to test the limits o!
what can be done. Liberals, it seems, never
know whether the door is unlocked, being
afraid to try it. Radicals, on the other hand,
only caring about one large leap forward,
blindly pass all doors, missing many opportunities for small advances. It is late, but
still timely, to target complementary pressures on the Congress to stop the fighting.
A final note. Like the invasion of Cam-
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bodia last year, the invasion of Laos reflects
an American President's deliberate decision
to expand the war he claims to be winding
down. What this says to the Legislative
branch is: Now it is up to the two houses to
end the war by a series of legislative measures and procedures by a time certain. The
popular mandates given two Presidents in
1964 and in 1968 were not enough. It is
time for such opinion to find expression in
Acts of Congress.
Congress can end America's p articipation
in the war.
Congress can return Americans to their
rightful homes again.
Congress can articulate the irrationality
of P a x Americana and lead in the rebuilding of our Democracy.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, how much time remains in the period for the transaction of routine morning business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Eight
minutes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
period for the transaction of routine
morning business now be closed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
SENATOR ALLEN AND FOR FURTHER PERIOD FOR THE TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE MORNING
BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) be
recognized for not to exceed 10 min·Utes, and that following the conclusion
of his remarks there again be a period
for the transaction of routine morning
business not to exceed 6 minutes, with
statements therein limited to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ADJUSTING FARM SUPPORTSUSDA'S DOUBLE STANDARD
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, last week
Secretary Hardin raised the price support on manufacturing milk from $4.66
per 100 pounds to $4.93, or to 85 percent of parity.
Actually, the action represented an
"upward adjustment" from the $4.66
support price announced by Secretary
Hardin on March 12.
I support the Secretary's decision to
raise the support level of this vital commodity because I believe the income of
dairy farmers will be augmented as a result.
However, I am both amazed and concerned over the reasons offered in support of the Secretary's decision, and I
feel strongly that the handling of the
matter raises serious and substantive
questions and doubts concerning current USDA commodity policy.
I fear, for example, that this administration not only has adopted, but is
vigorously pursuing a policy designed
to reduce price supports to the lowest
level that the Congress will tolerate.

There is substantial evidence to substantiate the concern, which relates to
cotton, and perhaps to other commodities, in addition to dairy.
Secretary Hardin attributed the upward adjustment in dairy supports to increased costs, citing specifically a $10 to
$20 per ton increase in concentrated feed.
Were these costs not evident to commodity program planners at USDA prior to
March 12 of this year? Actually these
cost increases, which stem primarily
from the corn blight, were beginning to
pinch the producer as far back as last
fall. Yet they are cited as the basis for
a sizable adjustment, computed, and announced in a period of less than 2
weeks.
The situation becomes even more anomalous when the official position taken
publicly by departmental spokesmen is
considered. For example, only 3 days before Secretary Hardin took action to increase the price support on manufacturing milk, one of :b..is leading subordinates
stated in an officially published and distributed text:
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parity, there is little wonder why. By
comparison, the dairy price support program now has accumulated 100 million
pounds of butter, and it is my understanding that the total may well double
by 1 year from now.
Meanwhile the cotton loan reduction
goes into effect at a time when new farm
legislation is bringing about a 1.8-centper-pound cut in payments, and the
elimination of a premium of almost onehalf cent per pound for fiber of certain
quality.
What possible justification can be offered for these downward administrative
adjustments? Certainly USDA cannot
contend that cotton producers have escaped the cost increases cited as justification for the upward adjustment in
dairy supports.
Even the most efficient cotton producers today operate on a razor-thin margin. Their costs-like those of the dairy
farmer-continue to rise rapidly.
In fact, the Economic Research Service reports that in some of the South's
most efficient farming areas, costs of
production in cotton rose between 1966
In the light of history, I must urge dairymen not to be their own worst enemies and and 1968 from $40.7 million to $48.3
p ush for higher supports at this time.
million. While more recent figures are
Were conditions within 3 days' time not yet available, an upward trend is well
that much different? Had that much established.
I make these comparisons as a means
changed?
Perhaps upon reflection USDA decided of emphasizing that cotton farmers are
not only to revise price support levels, confronted with similar-perhaps even
substantially worse-income problems
but also to revise its own thinking.
If that is the case, it will come as espe- when compared to the dairy farmer.
The dairy farmer has gained needed
cially good news to the American cotton
farmer, for no doubt action will be quick- assistance ar..d adjustment, but primarily
ly forthcoming to bring about badly because, in his case, enough Members of
needed revisions in the 1971 cotton Congress made it clear that they would
not tolerate USDA's ''bare minimum"
program.
I would remind the Senate that cot- policy on support levels.
It is obvious that no new trends in
ton farmers-who are forced with increasing frequency in many areas to find costs emerged between March 12 when
off-farm jobs just to make ends meet- Secretary Hardin announced a price
do not receive 85 percent of parity; cot- support of $4.66 per hundredweight for
ton price supports and payments are far dairy, and March 25 when he made his
below that level, and have been for sev- upward adjustment to $4.93.
It is equally obvious that no new
eral years.
Actually for the current marketing trends in cotton costs, production, or
year the combined cotton price support price have emerged since USDA anloan and payment total about 70.3 per- nounced the specifics of its ill-conceived
cent of parity, or almost 15 percent less program on December 8.
There are important reasons why the
than dairy.
Remember also, and this is very im- 1971 cotton program should be changed.
portant, that the cotton producer only A policy based rigidly on bare minimums
will work no better in cotton than it
receives a guarantee on the domestic would
have in dairy.
portion, or 65 percent, of his cotton alPresident, I suggest the absence
lotment, so in real terms he is compen- of Mr.
a quorum.
sated at a considerably lower level in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
terms of parity.
will
call the roll.
Unfortunately, in the case of the cotThe second assistant legislative clerk
ton producer, USDA has made no upward adjustment in the level of price proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
support. This year USDA is offering the
cotton producer a 2-cent lower loan, President, I ask unanimous consent that
and in effect has thereby reduced the the order for the quorum call be refarmer's incentive to plant at a time scinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
when markets probably will be lost as a
objection, it is so ordered.
result of inadequate production.
I might state parenthetically that I
noticed in the press this morning that
FOR RECOGNITION OF SENthe cotton crop in Mexico is expected to ORDER
ATOR GRIFFIN ON THURSDAY
be some 300,000 bales short of the proNEXT
duction of last year.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
Mr. President. let me remind you that
cotton is now in short supply, and with President, I ask unanimous consent that
producers being compensated for some on Thursday next, immediately followtime now at well below 80 percent of ing the remarks of the able Senator from
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Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD), the distinguished assistant Republican leader (Mr.
GRIFFIN) be recognized for not to exceed
15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS
ON THURSDAY NEXT
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, it is understood that an order
has already been entered providing for
a period for the transaction of routine
morning business on Thursday.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank
the Chair.
I ask unanimous consent that on
Thursday the period for the transaction
of routine morning business not exceed
30 minutes, with statements limited
therein to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE MORNING
BUSINESS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, how much time remains at
this time under the order for transaction of routine morning business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Three
minutes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the current period for the transaction
of routine morning business, with a limitation of statements therein to 3 minutes, be extended for an additional 10
minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
THE SENATE'S VOTE ON THE SST
Mr. ALLOT!'. Mr. President, last Wednesday, when the Senate voted to discontinue funding for the SST, the Rocky
Mountain News carried a most intelligent
column which explained why the Senate
should not do what it did.
The author of the column is Mr. Pasquale Marranzino. He makes a very illuminating reference to Bill Mitchell, whose
name reminds us of another time when
Congress came down hard on the side of
shortsightedness concerning the future
of aircraft.
Mr. President, I am indebted to Dr.
Joseph L. Sajbel of Pueblo, Colo., for
sending this column to me by special delivery, so that I can bring it to the attention of the Senate before the memory of
last Wednesday's mistake begins to fade.
Mr. Marranzino deserves to have the
public record show that he saw the real
nature of the dispute which has been
temporarily settled in favor of those
whose take seriously what Ogden Nash
said in jest-progress was all right once,
but it just went on for too long.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for Mr. Marmnzino's column to be
printed on the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
LET'S KEEP SST MOVING
(By Pasquale Marranzino)
The discussion got around to Billy Mitchell
and finally to the rumble ili Congress and
the nation over footing the rest of the bill
to make the SST a reality.
Billy Mitchell was the Army Air Force
pilot who tried to convince Congress and
the armed forces that the airplane was here
to stay and could be a better defensive clout
for our arsenal than battleships and tanks
and foot-slogging soldiers.
In Billy's day and after it during the great
Depression, Congress, under public pressure
to stop military spending and do more charity at home, refused to authorize money for
fighter planes that went at $20,000 a copy.
The story was a sad one when we got to 1940.
Miraculously, American ingenuity went to
work and in a matter of months the industry was cranking out fighters alld bombers
for defense. We were much late in entering
the competition. The Luftwaffe had been at
the drafting boards and experimenting for
years. They were far ahead of everything we
had. The jet almost came in time to give
them the skies. And the V-1 and V-2 rockets,
a year earlier, would have given Europe to
them and the East Coast would have been
under bombardment.
The arguments against our building the
SST seem specious. Protect our atmosphere
from bugaboos like cancer and total disruption. Protect the stratosphere. Protect
the ear drums and the small wlld life from
sonic booms. These are all precautions that
are understandable. But are they realistic?
Once again, money seems to be the problem. Why subsidize the industry and the
airlines? To date we have expended $800,000
in the program. We are close enough to complete the building and get an SST into the
air with expenditure of another $300 million.
The French-English Concorde has been flying for quite a while. The Russians have an
SST of their own that will be operational
this fall.
The world's airlines-which have looked
almost exclusively to American plane builders for equipment in the past--will turn to
France and England or even Russia to keep
up with the competition.
No matter how much our Congress and our
environmentalists holler, we aren't going to
keep other SSTs out of the international
skies. We possibly could ban their flights
over our own territories, but they wlll have
the Atlantic and the Pacific trade. When you
can cut business travel between continents
in half, you will corner the customers.
Some professionals in the industrybuilders, pilots and airline officials-have
been planning on the SST since 1966. Perhaps their motivation is personal. But of
the 35,000 professional pilots manning U.S.
commercial planes, about 5 per cent will be
flying the SST if and when it comes off the
assembly line and is certified.
Some of these pilots will be those who
were part of the first commercial service in
history-that's how fast this dynamic industry has grown.
Lost in the argument is the fact that the
major powers already are flying mllitary craft
of all kinds that fly at the speed projected
for the SST and faster. We have that kind
of a bird in the sky for defense purposes.
Why not use it for peaceful progress?
Perhaps the syndrome for pulling our necks
into the shell and abandoning our world
leadership in all fields is something we shall
not overcome. I trust not.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF AmPORT AND AIRWAY DEVELOPMENT AND REVENUE ACT
Mi·. CANNON. Mr President, on behalf
of myself and Senators MAGNUSON and
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PEARSON, I submit for printing in the
RECORD today amendments to the Airport and Airway Development and Revenue Acts of 1970-Public Law 91-258,
May 21, 1970-which I intend to introduce on Thursday next. The purpose
of these amendments is to clarify and
reaffirm the intent of Congress regarding
the expenditure of aviation user tax revenues from the airport and airway trust
fund established by that law.
Mr. President, it is with chagrin that
I offer these amendments to the Airport
and Airways Development Act, and Revenue Act in that Congress enacted this
program only last May. However, 1the administration has callously ignored the
major provisions of the legislation and
has disregarded the intent of Congress
in seeking funds to implement the provisions of the act. In effect, the administration has broken faith with the Congress and with the users of our aviation
system who sought together to develop a
comprehensive program to provide for
the capital investment needs of the airport and airways system over the next
decade.
In enacting that historic legislation,
Congress acknowledged that the Nation's
aviation system needed rapid modernization and expansion and determined
that capital improvements to the airport
and airway system-paid for by the users
of the aviation system-should be accorded the highest priority in allocating
the newly available financial resources
and should be made as expeditiously as
possible.
At the same time, it was recognized
that the Federal Government, and the
Nation as a whole, has an abiding interest in the continued development of
air transportation. Accordingly, we contemolated that General Treasury revenues would be used to fund routine FAA
operations and administrative expenses,
as well as a portion of research and development costs, at least until the capital investment effort to modernize the
Nation's airports and airways was substantially underway.
The administration has mistakenly interpreted the Airport and Airways Acts
of 1970 to permit it to request appropriations less than the minimum levels for
airport development and airways facilities specified in section 14 of title I of the
Airport and Airway Development Act.
Further, although Congress intended
that the capital investment programs for
aviation system modernization be fully
funded from user tax revenues in
the trust fund prior to the use of such
funds for maintenance, operations, and
administrative expenses, the administration has disregarded these statutory
priorities and has given routine FAA
expenses the same status as capital improvements.
For example, although the Airport and
Airways Development Act clearly specifies that not less than $295 million is
authorized for airport construction and
planning grants during each of the next
5 fiscal years, in its appropriation request for the current fiscal year the administration asked Congress for only $50
million for this purpose. Furthermore in
choosing to ignore the specified level of
funding for airport development, the administration proposed to spend more
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than $200 million of user tax revenues
to :pay for the ordinary housekeeping
programs of the Federal Aviation Administration. This diversion of funds
from capital programs to pay for administrative programs long paid for
from general tax revenues clearly
violates the spirit of the act while ignoring the vital and pressing need for airport development in the United States.
The Congress in approving appropriations for fiscal year 1971 did not approve
the administration attempt to divert
funds from capital programs and theresult is that on July 1 there will be a $402
million surplus in the trust fund.
Mr. President, in its request for funds
for fiscal 1972, the administration again
ignores the pressing airport needs of the
United States and asks for only $107
million in liquidating cash for airport
programs while at the same time seeking
to spend almost $700 million in user
charge tax revenues for the operations
and maintenance of the Federal Aviation Administration. Again, I am hopeful
that Congress will reject this request
and will speedily enact these amendments or similar legislation in order to
preclude the administration from making similar proposals in the future.
Mr. President, in addition to the attempts to divert user charge revenues
for noncapital purposes, the administration is about to present to Congress a
proposal that would entirely abolish the
airport grant-in-aid program established by the Airport and Airways Development Act.
In the next few days, I am told, the
administration's transportation revenue
sharing proposal will be submitted which
would, if approved, turn over to the 50
States at least $220 million per year in
user charge tax revenues which Congress
had intended to be reserved for airport
grants. The proposal would allow the
States to use that money for any transportation purpose; for operational expenditures as well as for capital investments. There would be no assurance that
a single dollar of the user charge revenues would be used for airport construction in the United States.
From what I have been able to learn
about the President's transportation
revenue sharing proposal, I find it without merit because it would largely disband present Federal assistance to
transportation programs designed to insure specific levels of capital investment
an~ would allow the States to use these
Federal funds for any transportation
purpose they desire.
While I am not greatly concerned that
Congress will approve this scheme, it is
a dramatic indication of the administration's disinterest in providing high
priority to the development of a modern
aviation system to meet our air transportation needs of the 1980's. While other
transportation programs are urgently
needed in the United states and should
be funded on their own merits, the Nation's airline passengers, shippers, the
airline companies and owners and operators of private aircraft were all assured that the additional tax burdens
imposed upon them by this program
would result in a dramatically better air
transportation system in the future.
In testimony before the Congress in

1969 the administration stressed that at
least $5 billion worth of airport development was urgently required in the United
States in the next 10 years.
In addition the administration estimated that the Federal contribution to
this development requirement should be
at least $250 million per year or $2.5 billion over the 10-year period.
Mr. President, in adopting those estimates, the Congress tried to fashion a
program that would guarantee that
funds would be available for these purposes and generally constructed the program along the lines of the administration's proposal.
It now appears, less than 2 years later,
that the President is abandoning his support of the airport and airways development program and in effect turning over
to the States user charge revenues without any requirement that they be invested in airport facilities. The President's proposal makes it all the more urgent that Congress quickly consider and
adopt legislation such as that I am introducing today in order that we reassure those who are now bearing a special
tax burden that their aviation needs will
be met in a timely and coordinated manner. This bill was drafted with the assistance of the entire aviation community
and reflects strong support of the groups
representing the users. I intend to hold
hearings on it very soon in the Aviation
Subcommittee. I introduce the bill as a
working paper because it reflects the
general objectives we all wish to achieve.
However, I am open to suggestions and
amendments and we will carefully consider other alternatives aimed at the
same objectives during the course of
hearings.
Let me make it absolutely clear the objective these amendments are designed
to achieve. First, the administration will
be required to request and the Congress
appropriate not less than $290 million
per year for airport development and
planning grants and, second, the administration will be required to request and
the Congress appropriate not less than
$250 million per year for air navigation
facilities. Then and only then will user
charge-derived trust fund revenues be
available for the other purposes specified
in the act.
These amendments are designed to insure that first and foremost, the user
charge derived revenues will be allocated
to meet the minimum capital needs of
the system and that they may not be
used for any other purposes until the
minimum authorized amounts have been
requested and appropriated. That will
assure that the highest priority is given
to capital development and improvement
and will result in a minimum amount of
investment in the system in each of the
years for which the program is authorized.
A word of explanation regarding the
legislation; the amendment to section
14 sharpens the intent of Congress and
safeguards user tax revenues in the trust
fund for priority of expenditure for the
airport and airway capital programs. It
does so by assuring that amounts earmarked for airport development and airway facilities will remain in the trust
fund until used for those purposes. In

addition, the amendment proscribes the
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expenditure of user funds until the airport and airways programs have been
adequately funded.
The amendment to section 208 removes
the superfluous authorizing language
which has caused ambiguity and incorporates by reference the priorities and
minimum levels established in section 14.
I ask unanimous consent to have the
text of the bill printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the text of
the bill was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
S.A bill to amend the Airport and Airway Development and Revenue Acts of 1970 to
further clarify the intent of Congress as to
priorities for airway modernization and airport development, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Sena.te and House of
Representatives ot the United States of
America in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the
"Airport and Airway Development and Revenue Acts Amendments of 1971."
TITLE I-AIRPORT AND AIRWAY DEVELOPMENT
SEc. 101. Section 14 of Title I of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970
(84 Stat. 219, P.L. 91-258} is amended by
adding thereto the following new subsection:
"(e) PRESERVATION OF FuNDS AND PRIORITY
FOR .An!.PORT AND AmWAY PROGRAMS."(!} Amounts equal to the minimum
amounts authorized for each fiscal year by
subsections (a} and (c) of this section shall
remain available in the Trust Fund until
appropriated for the purposes described in
such subsections.
"(2} No amounts transferred to the Trust
Fund by section 208(b} of Title II of this Act
(relating to aviation user taxes} may be appropriated for any fiscal year to carry out the
activities enumerated in subsection (d) of
this section (relating to administrative, research and development, maintenance and
operating expenses} unless at least the minimum amounts for airport development established by subsection (a) of this section
and at least the minimum amount for airways facilities established by subsection (c)
of this section have been appropriated for
any such fiscal year."
TITLE II-AIRPORT AND AffiWAY
REVENUES
SEc. 201. Paragraph (1} of subsection (f)
of section 208 of Title II of the Airport and
Airway Revenue Act of 1970 (84 Stat. 237,
P.L. 91-258) is amended to read as follows:
"(1} AmPORT AND AmwAY PRoGRAMS.Amounts in the Trust Fund shall be available, as provided by appropriation Acts, for
making expenditures after June 30, 1970, and
before July 1, 1980, to meet the obligations
of the United States authorized under Title
I of this Act."

AUTHORIZATION FOR SECRETARY
OF THE SENATE AND PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE TO TAKE CERTAIN
ACTION DURING THE ADJOURNMENT OF THE SENATE
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that during the adjournment the Secretary of
the Senate be authorized to receive messages from the House of Representatives
and that the President pro tempore or
Acting President pro tempore be authorized to sign bills duly passed by the two
Houses and examined and found duly
enrolled by the Secretary of the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
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ORDER FOR CONSIDERATION OF
UNFINISHED
BUSINESS
ON
THURSDAY
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that on
Thursday next, the the conclusion of the
period for the transaction of routine
morning business, the Chair lay before
the Senate the unfinished business, S. 31.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
AUTHORIZATION FOR COMMITTEES
TO FILE REPORTS DURING ADJOURNMENT
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that committees may be authorized to submit
committee reports during the adjournment over to Thursday next at 10 a.m.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the program for Thursday next is
as follows:
The Senate will convene at 10 a.m.,
following the adjournment.
Immediately following the recognition
of the majority and minority leaders
under the standing order, the able Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK) will
be recognized for 15 minutes, followed
by the distinguished Senator from Oregon <Mr. PAcKwooD) for not to exceed
15 minutes, followed by the able assistant
Republican leader (Mr. GRIFFIN) for not
to exceed 15 minutes, after which there
will be a period for the transaction of
routine morning business of not to exceed 30 minutes, with statements therein
limited to 3 minutes.
Following the conclusion of routine
morning business, the Senate will resume its consideration of S. 31, a bill
providing for programs of public service
employment for unemployed persons,
which will by virtue of the adjournment,
become the unfinished business.
On Thursday, there will possibly be
rollcalls. There will undoubtedly be a
rollcall on passage of S. 31; and if the
Senate does not complete action on
S. 31 on Thursday, it is hoped that action
will be completed thereon on Fliday.
If action on s. 31 is completed on
Thursday or Friday, the Senate will, on

Monday next, proceed to the consideration of the export-import bill, S. 581,
and permission has already been granted
to the committee to submit its report
thereon during the adjournment.
An agreement has already been entered
into with respect to S. 581 on Monday
next, under which there will be 3 hours
of debate on the bill, equally divided and
controlled by the majority and the
minority leaders or their designees; there
will be 1 hour on each amendment, motion, or appeal, except a motion to lay
on the table, to be equally divided between the mover of such amendment or
motion and the manager of the bill; and,
under the usual form of such agreement,
those Senators in control of time on passage of the bill may allot from such
time under their control additional time
to any Senator during the consideration
of any amendment, motion, or appeal.
Also, of course, under the usual form,
no amendments not germane to the bill
may be received.
There will undoubtedly be one or more
rollcall votes on S. 581.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I yield.
Mr. DOMINICK. Is my understanding
correct that this unanimous-consent
agreement, which has been obtained and
which the Senator is now outlining, applies to the bill <S. 581) only at the conclusion of action on S. 31, whether that
hapepns to be on Friday or a week from
Friday?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Senator is correct. Let us hope it will not be
a week from Friday, because that would
be Good Friday.
Mr. DOMINICK. Correct. That would
be a good time.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I yield.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I commend the distinguished majority whip not only for
the excellent presentation he has made
today concerning the schedule for Thursday, Friday, and Monday, but for the
way he does it every day the Senate is
in session. It is precise and exact, and
very helpful to Senators on both sides of
the aisle, who have to schedule their own
time and like to know as closely as possible what is going to happen in the
Senate.
The distinguished majority whip will
be interested to know that when I sug-
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gested to the staff on our side that this
information be conveyed and made available to Senators by way of tape recording, they told me this is already being
done on our side, through the cloakroom,
so that the information is available immediately after the Senate adjourns each
day, which is very helpful.
Mr. BYRD of \Vest Virginia. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished assistant Republican leader. I hope that the
summary of the program which I am attempting to make each day for the following day on which the Senate is in
session will be helpful to the staff on
each side in their transmitting such information to the various offices of Senators, and hope it is helpful to Senators
themselves.
May I say further, Mr. President, that
in view of what the able minority whip
has just stated, I shall be encouraged
even to do a better job in the future in
my summing up of the program at the
close of each day.
BABY GIRL BORN TO SENATOR AND
MRS. THURMOND
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, now, if
I may have another moment or two for
even a happier note, I have received
word that the distinguished Senator from
South Carolina (Mr. THURMOND) and his
wife are now the proud parents of a 7pound, 11-ounce baby girl. I know that
this is welcome news to his many colleagues and his many friends in South
Carolina and around the country, and we
congratulate Senator and Mrs. Thurmond.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT TO 10
A.M., THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1971
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, in view of the very happy note
concerning the glad event which has
just been brought to the attention of
the Senate by the distinguished assistant Republican leader, I think the Senate ought to proceed now to adjourn
forthwith. I therefore move that, in
accordance with the previous order, the
Senate stand in adjournment until 10
a.m. on Thursday next.
The motion was agreed to; and Cat 2
o'clock and 51 minutes p.m.) the Senate
adjourned until Thursday, April 1, 1971,
at 10 a.m.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE,S -Tuesday, March 30, 1971
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
Rev. Everett G. Miller, Sr., Dundalk
Methodist Church, Dundalk, Md., offered
the following prayer:
0 Lord, our Heavenly Father, whose
glory is in all the world: Most heartily
we beseech Thee, with Thy favor to
behold and bless Thy servants, the
Members and agents of our House of
Representatives. Grant that as they legislate for us they may be of one mind to
establish justice and promote the welfare
of all our people.
Endow all Members of Congress with
a right understanding, pure purposes,

and sound speech. Enable them to rise
above all self-seeking and party zeal to
the nobler concerns of public good and
human brotherhood.
Cleanse our public life of every evil;
subdue in our Nation all that is harmful;
and make us a disciplined and devoted
people. We ask all this that we may do
Thy will on earth; even through Jesus
Christ our Lord. Amen.
THE JOURNAL
The SPEAKER. The Chair has examined the Journal of the last day's

proceedings and announces to the House
his approval thereof.
Without objection, the Journal stands
approved.
There was no objection.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A message from the Senate, by Mr.
Arrington, one of its clerks, announced
that the Senate had passed a bill of the
following title, in which the concurrence
of the House is requested:
S. 789. An act to amend the tobacco marketing quota provisions of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended.
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The message also announced that the
Senate disagrees to the amendment of
the House to the bill cs. 70) entitled "An
act to amend the Rural Ele~trification
Act of 1936, as amended, to provide an
additional source of financing for the
rural telephone program, and for other
purposes," agrees to a conference requested by the House on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses thereon, and
appoints Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. ELLENDER,
Mr. McGOVERN, Mr. ALLEN, Mr. MILLER,
Mr. AIKEN, and Mr. DOLE to be the conferees on the part of the Senate.
RESIGNATION FROM COMMITTEE
ON VETERANS' AFFAffiS
The SPEAKER laid before the House
the following resignation from a committee:
WASHINGTON, D.C., March 30,1971.
Hon. CARL ALBERT,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: It is with great sadness
that I write this letter to you. As you know I

have not attended several of the Veterans'
Affairs Committee meetings because I have
been att ending the hearings of the Education
and Labor Committee of which I am now a
member. I thought a,t first that I could fulfill my responsibilities to both committees,
but it is impossible to accomplish and thus,
regretfully, I had to make a decision to relinquish one of my committee assignments.
As you know, my first choice of committee
assignments has always been the Education
and Labor Committee, and I therefore
respectfully request to resign from my position on the House Veterans' Affairs Committee.
Sincerely,
SHIRLEY CHISHOLM,
Congresswoman.

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the
resignation will be accepted.
There was no objection.
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE REPORT OF ITS FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
ON
THE
ECONOMY
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, the Employment Act of 1946 requires the Joint
Economic Committee to file the report of
its findings and recommendations on the
economy on or before March 1 of each
year. This year the Congress authorized
us, in Public Law 92-2, to extend our
normal period and file on or before
April!.
As vice chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee, I am pleased to
present to the House the 1971 report of
the committee and ask unanimous consent that the report may be printed together with the statement of committee
agreement, minority, and supplementary
views.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
THE REVEREND EVERETT G.
MILLER
(Mr. LONG of Maryland asked and
was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
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Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Speaker,
we have just listened with reverence to
the opening prayer by the Reverend
Everett George Miller of the Dundalk,
Md., Memorial Methodist Church.
Reverend Miller graduated cum laude
from Wesley Theological Seminary, and
did graduate work at the University of
Maryland. Reverend Miller, who is married to the former Eleanor Mae Shaeffer,
has served my constituents in Dundalk
since my first year in Congress. He is
highly respected in the community and
has compiled a most impressive list of
religious and civic activities, including
publishing articles and teaching at Essex Community College and the University of Baltimore. Last December,
Reverend Miller was chairman of my
Academy Advisory Committee.
Mr. Speaker, I am honored to welcome
Reverend Miller to the U.S. House of
Representatives.

ute, and to revise and extend his
remarks.)
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, and Members
of the House, it is not often that a person gets a chance to say somet hing about
a subject matter that has been rather
1touchy. In the last decade there has been
little if any condemnation concerning
the kind or quality of foreign products.
For the last decade I have been listening to all kinds of condemnations about
the American enterprise system, the
American workingman, his skills, and his
lack of ability, and also about the kind
of products he puts out.
So for a long time we have been condemning our American workin gmen. It
was therefore refreshing to find out that
Ford's latest imported product, the
Pinto, completely foreign made, are now
being all recalled because they are blowing up like firecrackers on Chinese New
Years.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON IMPOUNDMENT OF FUNDS
(Mr. BENNETT asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute, to revise and extend his remarks
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. BENNE'IT. Mr. Speaker, today I
am introducing legislation to establish a
Joint Committee on Impoundment of
Funds. Senator SAM J. ERVIN, of North
Carolina is also introducing the bill in the
Senate.
The committee would conduct a continuing comprehensive study and review
of the President's constitutional power to
terminate authorized Federal projects
for which appropriations have been
made or to withhold funds from l)rograms.
Senator ERVIN's Judiciary Committee's
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
has recently held hearings on impoundment of funds, but only to a limited
degree. It was my privilege to testify at
those hearings.
In my testimony I called on the committee to look into the President's recent
decision to halt construction of the
Cross-Florida Barge Canal, which is
one-third completed and for which $60
million has been appropriat-ed by the
Congress.
It is my feeling that the President destroyed the delicate balance between the
Federal Government and the State government by cavalierly breaking a contract between the U.S. Government and
the State of Florida, and he also dictatorially repealed an authorized law of
Congress by permanently halting the
Cross-Florida Barge Canal. He did not
even give notice to the public or to Congress that he was going to do it, much
less allow any objective presentation of
views on the subject.
Mr. Speaker there is a need for a
special committee to look into the matter
of the executive branch of Government
failing to carry out the lawful directions
of the Congress.

LIEUTENANT CALLEY-POW
Mr. RARICK asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute, to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, yesterday
our people were shocked by one of the
most morbid events in our Nation's history. Lieutenant Calley, a young Army
officer, was convicted of premeditated
murder of unnamed and unidentified
people while serving our country in
combat.
If there are any Americans who are
not saddened by this tragic occurrence,
it can only be that they do not understand the significance of the conviction.
In my district, public indignation at
this affront to our fightingmen is hostile.
Mothers and fathers are calling my offices stating that they will never allow
their sons to serve in the military forces
of a country which abandons its fightingmen. Vet.erans, highly enraged, are
calling to say that if they were in Vietnam they would lay down their guns and
come home.
The Commander in Chief and our top
military brass may be proud of their accomplishment in giving world public
opinion a sacrificial lamb. The members
of the court-martial, like Lieutenant
Calley, did their duty. Could it be that
they did not realize that they more than
Lieutenant Calley were destroying the
U.S. military forces?
Now we Americans have two classes
of POW's-those in Communist prisons
and Lieutenant Calley in a U.S. POW
camp.

PRIDE IN OUR AMERICAN
WORKMEN

(Mr. DENT asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 min-

THE CONVICTION OF LT. WILLIAM
CALLEY
(Mr. W AGGONNER asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute, to revise and extend his
remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Speaker, Lt.
William Calley was convicted yesterday
for criminal responsibility in the death of
22 of the Vietcong enemy, the enemy
which has, so far, murdered more than
40,000 American servicemen and wounded hundreds of thousands of others. For
carrying out the specific orders repeated-
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ly given him by his superior o:tficers,
THE CALLEY TRIAL
Lieutenant Calley faces life imprison(Mr. FLYNT asked and was given perment or death by execution.
mission to address the House for 1 minLess than 2 weeks ago, 52 American ute and to revise and extend his reservicemen refused to obey the specific marks.)
orders of their commanding o:tficers in
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Speaker, the Calley
that same war zone and for this deser- court-martial trial and the verdict in
tion in the face of the enemy they have that trial constitute a very dangerous
not nor will they ever receive so much step toward the destruction of morale
as a slap on the wrist.
in the Army and the destruction of the
Alice in Wonderland would have un- Army as an effective instrument of U.S.
derstood this, for in that cloud cuckoo foreign policy. The result of this verdict
land, up was down, large was small and could be that in the future, no o:tficer
black was white. But I do not understand or noncommissioned o:tficer can give any
it. As an American citizen, I do not agree. order with reasonable assurance that
As a former serviceman who served in such order will be obeyed.
two wars, I am revolted by the double
Lieutenant Calley was carrying out an
standard of these two incidents. As a assigned search- and-destroy mission
Member of Congress, I am beginning to which was the o:tficial policy of the Army
understand what many of our youths are at that time from the Pentag·on on
saying about the inconsistency of Ameri- down. It is asinine to assess criminal
can justice. If these two incidents are responsibility on a lieutenant for carryrepresentative of what military justice ing out an order, even if misunderstood,
is in this country today, those of us who which originated at the very top of the
have unreservedly supported the military chain of command. The search-and-dein the past are left with pitiful arguments stroy policy may have been changed
today.
since then but it was in effect on March
In spite of the fact that charges have 16, 1968.
been filed against both o:tficers and enIn my opinion, the conviction of this
listed men in spite of the fact that many young man destroys any possibility for
of these same charges against both o:tfi- an all-voluilteer army. It makes the excers and enlisted men have been dropped, tension of the Selective Service Act more
in spite of the fact that all others who unpopular among Members of Congress
have been tried to this point have been and among the general public who have
acquitted.
heretofore wholeheartedly supported it.
Lieutenant Calley has been made a
scapegoat and there is no honor in that
course. The Army does not know what it PP..OPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R.
6531 TO LIMIT DRAFT INDUCTION
is doing. I protest the verdict and I urge
AUTHORITY TO 1 YEAR
others to join me.
<Mr. WHALEN asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute.>
LAW IS AN UNEQUAL DISTRIDUMr. WHALEN. Mr. Speaker, pursuant
TION OF JUSTICE
to
section 119 of the Legislative Reor<Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama asked
and was given permission to address ganization Act of 1970, I take this time
to advise the House that during considthe House for 1 minute.)
eration of H.R. 6531, I will offer an
Mr. ANDREWS of Alabama. Mr. amendment
limit the draft induction
Speaker, a law student was in the class authority to to
1 year, that is, until July 1,
about half drunk, and the professor
1972. The amendment will read as folasked him, What is law? The student lows:
said, "Law is an unequal distribution
On page 11, line 22, after the word "thereof justice."
strike "July 1, 1973" and insert "July 1,
Last night I was sickened and sad of"
1972".
when I heard about that poor little fellow who went down to Fort Benning to
ECUADOR USES U.S. VESSEL TO
enter OCS. He had barely graduated
SEIZE U.S. FISHING BOAT
from high school. He was taught to kill.
He had volunteered. He had offered his
<Mr. PELLY asked and was given perlife for his country. He was sent to mission to address the House for 1 minVietnam, and he wound up back at ute and to revise and extend his reFort Benning where he was indicted marks.)
and convicted for murder in the first
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, the Ecuadegree for carrying out orders.
dorean Navy continues to harass and
I also thought about another young seize A.rnerican fishing vessels on the
man about his age, one Cassius Clay, alias high seas off her coast. Last Saturday's
Muhammad Ali who several years ago incident involving the U.S. fishing boat
defied the U.S. Government, thumbed Caribbean is the 26th illegal seizure this
his nose at the flag, and is still walking year and it brings the total fines against
the streets making mUlions of dollars our fishing fleet during this period to
fighting for pay, not for his country.
more than $1.3 million.
So I think that half-drunk was right
The American Navy cargo vessel Caliwhen he said that law is an unequal cuchima, which has been on loan to the
distribution of justice.
Ecuadoreans since 1964, was used to nab
Where on earth is the Justice Depart- the American fishermen who were 40
ment in this country? Why on earth iJ miles offshore. Subsequently, the Carnot that man Cassius Clay in the peni- ibbean was taken into port and fined
tentiary where he should be?
$74,160.
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Mr. Speaker, once more a U.S. vessel
on loan to Ecuador is used against Americans. Meanwhile, the State Department,
contrary to the provisions of the Fishermen's Protective Act, refuses to deduct
the amount of these fines from our foreign aid to Ecuador as provided by law.
In addition, Assistant Secretary of S~te
Crimmins testified before the House Fish
and Wildlife Subcommittee there is no
plan to stop these seizures.
The Congress has passed laws which
could be used to deter the Ecuadoreans,
but instead of heeding these laws, our
State Department follows a policy which
encourages these seizures.
This is a shocking and disgraceful
situation, Mr. Speaker.
AMENDMENTSTOBEOFFEREDDURING CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT
EXTENSION
(Mr. DENNIS asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute, to revise and extend his remarks and
include extraneous matter.)
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Speaker, I take this
opportunity to advise the Members of the
House that at the proper time under the
5-minute rule in considering H.R. 6531,
the Military Service Act amendments,
the bill to extend the draft, I shall offer
two amendments.
One amendment will be to delete what
I regard as a punitive provision in the
committee bill providing for an additional or a third year of alternate service
in the case of a man who has been classified by law as a conscientious objector.
I would restore the past and present law
which gives 2 years of alternate service
as it gives 2 years of military service.
The second amendment will provide
that in the case of a college student who
is ordered for induction, he may in accordance with the present law, have the
induction-! am not talking about deferment--postponed to the end of the
academic year rather than to the end of
the semester.
Mr. Speaker, I include with my remarks the two amendments:
Amendments offered by Mr. DENNis, o!
Indiana:
Page 5, line 3, strike out the word "three"
in said line and substitute therefor the
word "two".
Page 5, line 4, insert a "period" after the
word "service" in said line and strike out the
balance of line 4.
Page 5, line 5, strike out the words "the
reserve obligation required of military inductees" where they appear in line 5.
Page 5, line 15, strike out all of said line
15 after the "semicolon" which follows the
word "title" in said line-words to be stricken
being words "or who after he has reported".
Strike out all of lines 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20
on said page 5. Renumber lines and pages
accordingly.
Page 6, lines 1 and 2, strike out the words
"term or" at the end of line 1; strike out the
words' "in the case of his last academic year"
in line 2.

PRESIDENT'S PROPOSAL TO REORGANIZE EXECUTIVE BRANCH

(Mr. CONABLE asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD.)
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Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, the President has submitted for our consideration
a bold proposal for the creation of four
new executive branch departments toreplace seven now dealing with domestic
policy. I am especially interested in reorganizing departments so they effectively serve rather than frustrate the
public.
I have long felt that the Federal bureaucracy worked ineptly at helping local
communities and people solve their problems. In many cases taxpayers, or the
Government's shareholders, are quite
unaware of the Federal programs available to them through various offices.
Even though detailed lists of program
purposes and funds are available, they
are too complex to be readily understood
by the general public. Often programs
are very similar in nature, but administered by different departments or separate local organizations.
Programs in different departments will
sometimes pay for different portions of
the same project, or else money will be
available for identical efforts through
different offices.
One metropolitan area recently spent
many months developing a water treatment plan and sewer system. The total
cost was $14.4 million. The city applied
for and received 50 percent of the funds
from one agency, while another agency
approved 30 percent of the funds. No interagency review took place. Naturally,
this duplication of funding would please
any city, but it is unfair to taxpayers.
If programs like this slip through bureaucratic cracks, some way must be
found to coordinate the various agencies
handling similar projects. Although 850
interagency coordinating councils exist
on paper, we have little feedback indicating they actually cooperate on resolving
conflicts satisfactorily.
The money we spend belongs to the
taxpayers. Government exists, not of itself, but to serve them. By perpetuating
interagency conflicts and rivalries at both
the local and the national level we waste
money. Is it not time we earned the taxpayer's good faith by organizing his Government to operate efficiently?
TAX RELIEF FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
<Mr. HUNT asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, my colleague,
the gentleman from New Jersey <Mr.
FoRsYTHE) , who previously spoke today
in support of tax relief for senior citizens, echoed my sentiments thoroughly.
For a number of years I have been
advocating this. Since I have been here,
for 4 years, I have consistently advocated and supported all measures for
senior citizens.
Today visiting in the Capitol, in addition to those persons who came from
the district of my colleague, Mr. FoRSYTHE, there is a sizable representation
from the First Congressional District of
the State of New Jersey. They are the
ones I am vitally interested in, in addition to all senior citizens of the United
States of America.

I want to tell you sincerely I shall
continue to press for legislation that will
assist senior citizens in the twilight of
their lives the same as I have in the past.
There will be no deviation from this
policy.
I am only sorry I could not greet them
all individually this morning, but I will
try to meet them a little later on the
steps and talk to those I have not seen.
A CALL FOR A PRESIDENTIAL PARDON FOR LIEUTENANT CALLEY
<Mr. DICKINSON asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his
remarks.)
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Speaker, for approximately 9 months it was my duty
and obligation to serve on the special
investigating subcommittee on the My
Lai incident.
It is not my intention today to comment on the :finding of the military trial
court, nor do I intend to do so in the
future, but I do believe one thing needs
to be emphasized and underscored.
Mr. Speaker, it was the :finding and
report of our committee that this be the
case: It is not justice, and the law should
certainly be nhanged, that would permit
one person to be brought to trial because
he is a professional soldier dedicated to
the defense of this country while another
person who stood side by side with him
and did the same act, whether it be a
felonious act or not, cannot be brought
to trial simply because he was a shorttermer now wearing civilian clothes.
There is no equity in it. There is no
justice in it.
Mr. Speaker, because of this--and I
am not commenting on the :finding of the
trial court-! am today sending a telegram to the President asking for a presidential pardon for Lt. William Calley,
AMENDMENT TO BE PROPOSED TO
H.R. 6531
(Mrs. ABZUG asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend her
remarks.)
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Speaker, under the
Legislative Reorganization Act I wish to
notify the House and the Speaker that
in connection the consideration of the
bill, H.R. 6531, I intend to offer an
amendment which will read:
Page 1, strike out line 3 and all that follows thereafter down through line 22 on
page 11 and insert the following: "That effect ive January 1, 1972, the Military Selective Service Act of 1967 is repealed and the
President shall take such action as may be
necessary before such date to insure an
orderly winding up of the affairs of the Selective Service System."

THE VERDICT OF THE CALLEY CASE
(Mr. BLACKBURN asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute, to revise and extend his
remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Speaker, the
verdict in the case involving Lt. William
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Calley finds me with a bewildering mixture of emotions and views.
First, I :find myself deeply concerned
for Lieutenant Calley whose service to
this country has brought him to this
tragic point in his life.
Second, I :find myself baffled that this
matter proceeded through the ordeal of
a public trial which has only brought
comfort to those persons, both foreign
and domestic, who have opposed our involvement in Vietnam. While giving comfort to the enemies of American policy,
the trial has created great distress
among all Americans from all walks of
life. No benefit to this country has so
far appeared as the result of this trial.
Finally, I am deeply disturbed at the
long-term implications that this trial
and conviction hold for the morale of
our men serving in Vietnam and for the
future morale and discipline of any citizen who may :find himself serving in the
Armed Forces of our country.
The killing of fellow humans is a deplorable affair, whether such humans be
civilian or military. A nation which sets
about pursuing a policy involving the
destruction of human beings cannot expect to apply the rules of conduct which
govern our affairs in times of peace. Our
Nation has never fought under circumstances as difficult and frustrating as
those which have constantly faced our
men in Vietnam. It was the decision of
this Nation to set about to destroy those
Vietnamese who opposed our policies in
that country. If unconscionable acts have
occurred in carrying out that policy, the
blot is upon the Nation's record, and no
one man should be singled out for special
punishment.
Questions of legitimacy can now be
raised as to the actions of our aviators
during World War II whose bombs destroyed whole cities. Anyone who has
served in time of combat and has observed the destruction from his weapons
must now reassure himself, when thinking of Lieutenant Calley's plight, with
the thought, "There, but for the grace of
God, go I." The leaders of North Vietnam, since the beginning of our involvement in that struggle, have maintained
that the American servicemen whom
they hold as captives, under the most inhumane conditions, are actually war
criminals and thus not entitled to the
treatment norma!ly accorded prisoners
of war. To what extent have we confirmed their charges?
The trial and the conviction of Lieutenant Calley have created far more
questions than have been laid to rest.
AMENDING THE MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF 1967
Mr. DELANEY. Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on Rules, I call
up House Resolution 350 and ask for its
immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution as follows:
H. RES. 350
Resolved, That upon the adoption of this

resolution it shall be in order to move, clause
27(d) CY! rule XI to the contrary notwithstanding, that the House resolve itself into
the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the consideration of
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the bill (H.R. 6531) to amend the Military
Selective Service Act of 1967; to increase
military pa.y; to authorize military active
duty strengths for fiscal year 1972; and for
other purposes. After general debate, which
shall be confined to the bill and shall continue not to exceed four hours, to be equally
divided and controlled by the chairman and
ranking minority member of the Committee
on Armed Services, the bill shall be read for
amendment under the five-minute rule. At
the conclusion of the consideration of the
bill for amendment, the Committee shall
rise and report the bill to the House with
such amendments as may have been adopted
and the previous question shall be considered
as ordered on the bill and amendments
thereto to final passage without intervening
motion except one motion to recommit.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
New York is recognized for 1 hour.
Mr: DELANEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield
30 mmutes to the gentleman from Califor~ia <Mr. SMITH), and pending that
I yield myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Speaker, House Resolution 350 provides an open rule with 4 hours of general debate for consideration of H.R.
6531 to amend the military Selective
Service Act of 1967; to increase military
pay; to authorize military active duty
strengths for 1972; and for other purposes. Since the report on the bill was
filed by the Committee on Armed Services on March 25, the resolution waives
points of order against the 3-day ruleclause 2}d ~f rule XI, as provided by
the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1970.
H.R. 6531 would achieve the following major objectives:
It would extend the draft authority
for a period of 2 years, from July 1, 1971,
to July 1, 1973.
It would increase basic pay and allowances for members of the uniformed
services by $2.7 billion for fiscal year
1972 with 64 percent of the dollar increase going to servicemen of less than
2 years' service.
It would authorize an average active
duty strength for fiscal year 1972 of 2.6
million.
It would provide for the suspension
of the State and local quota system and
establish a national draft call by the
lottery system.
It would provide the President discretionary authority to end undergraduate student deferments.
It wo.uld repeal the existing statutory
exemptiOn provided divinity students.
It would extend the alternative service requirement for conscientious objectors from 2 years to 3.
Congressman HEBERT, the able chairman of the Committee on Armed Services, when he presented the bill before
the Committee on Rules, stated:
I suspect that not a single member of
the committee would agree with every action taken in this bill. Nonetheless, it represents a very democratic and very sound
resolution by the overwhelming majority of
~he committee on every one of these complex
ISSUeS.

Further, the bill was ordered reported
by the Armed Services Committee by a
vote of 36 to 4.
Mr. Speaker, I urge the adoption of
House Resolution 350 in order that H.R.
6531 may be considered.

Mr. SMITH of California. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may
use.
Mr. Speaker, as stated tby the distinguished gentleman from New York (Mr.
DELANEY), House Resolution 350 does
provide for 4 hours of general debate
under an open rule for the considerati·o n
of H.R. 6531 amending the Military Selective Service Aot of 1967.
Points of order have been waived on
the 3-day rule insofar as the report
thereon being available. It was filed Friday and today is Tuesday. I think it has
been filed for the required 3 days and
in my opinion it would be technically
correct to take it up in any event. However, points of order have been waived.
Mr. Speaker, the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Armed Services, the gentleman from Louisiana <Mr.
HEBERT), presented a very able and detailed statement to the Rules Committee which I assume he will be presenting
to the membership very shortly and
which in my opinion is a very fine explanation of this bill.
The report is very, very complete. Further than that, the gentleman from L.ouisiana (Mr. H EBERT) stated that he would
permit everyone under the 5-minute rule
~o have as much time as necessary, even
If we had to go into next week in order
to complete the consideration of the bill.
However, it was with caution from our
committee that we fel t that we do not
want a lot of dilatocy tactics. However,
he has assured us that everyone will have
an opportunity to offer amendments and
to discuss them. I anticipate that there
will be a number of amendments offered
because everyone has different ideas on
the bill. Probably some amendments will
be offered on the ministerial portion of
the bill, college deferments, and otheTs.
I was interested to note that today
several Members, under the Reorganization Act, introduced into the RECORD
some amendments which they plan to
offer. Those amendments will be printed
in today's RECORD. Then, tomorrow when
taking up their amendments, no matter
what the time element is, they shall not
be shut off but will have an opportunity
to discuss all aspects peTtaining thereto.
But, anyway, they will be guaranteed 5
minutes to discuss their amendment. This
will be the first time a bill has been considered under the Reorganization Act
as passed last year providing for this
procedure.
The purpose of the bill is to extend
the authority to draft persons for 2 years
to increase pay and allowances for mem~
bers of the armed services, to provide the
President with authority to end college
deferments, to improve local draft
boards, and to set authorized personnel
strength limits for the Armed Forces for
fiscal 1972.
This bill combines many separate features. It includes as its base four Presidential pro'pOSals tied to military personnel matters, committee amendments to
these proposals, and additional legislation believed by the committee to be desirable.
As its major feature the bill continues
the present authority of the draft for
2 additional years-through June 30,
1973-together with concurrent author-
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ity to draft members of the medical and
allied professions as the need demands.
With respect to the authority to draft,
the bill gives the President power to abolish a.ll college deferments, as well as
those for divinity students and for persons enrolled in technical or vocational
schools. The President has indiooted that
he will exercise this authority. As programed, those students who are called
will be permitted to complete their current semester or term, or their final
school year if it has begun.
The bill also abolishes the system of
State quotas of draftees and will enable
the President to institute a national call
up system, utilizing the present lottery
method of birthdate.
Finally, with respect to the draft system, the bill contains a number of
changes in the operation and makeup of
local draft boards. Revised upper limits
on the age of board members and length
of service are instituted which will have
the effect of retiring older members.
Other amendments seek to insure that
a draft board accurately reflect the population mix, socially and economically,
of the area it represents.
The bill deals with the conscientious
objector. It does not amend the definition of that term but it does require that
anyone claiming such status must serve
for 3 years in a program of civilian public service as an alternative to military
service.
The bill also includes a number of
provisions aimed at improving the life
and surroundings of members of the
Armed Forces; several of these features
go well beyond simila,r provisions as recommended by the President for fiscal
1972.
Basic pay allowances are greatly increased, with most of the increase-86
percent-going to enlisted personnel and
junior ofiicers with less than 2 years of
service. The bill provides pay increases
totaling $1,825,400,000 and will increase
the pay of draftees and other enlisted
personnel with less than 2 years of service by an average of 68 percent over pay
levels effective on January 1, 1971. Approximately 50,000 ofiicers and 1 400 000
enlisted men on active duty will' rec~ive
pay increases. The same rates of pay will
also be extended to some 6,500 ofiicers
and 518,000 men in National Guard and
Reserve units.
Also increased are the payments of
quarters allowances under the Dependents Assistance Act. This is a very major
item of compensation for most enlisted
men with families. The bill provides
$824,200,000 in fiscal 1972 for increased
payments for quarters allowances.
Further, the bill provides for an increase of $37,800,000 in subsistence allowances for members of the Armed Forces.
These pay and allowance increases total
$2,687,400,000 in fiscal1972; almost twothirds of this is earmarked for draftees
and other personnel who have served less
than 2 years and are in the lower pay and
allowance categories.
The bill provides that actual costs incurred by military personnel in recruitment activities shall be reimbursed to
those personnel who incurred such incidental expenses. The Department of
Defense estimates that such costs average out to about $20 to $25 per recruiter.
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For fiscal 1972, the estimated cost is
$2,940,540, and over a 5-year period, some
$15,000,000.
The bill sets active duty strengths for
all service branches for fiscal 1972 as
follows:
AID1y -------------------------- 1,024,309
616,619
Marine Corps___________________
209, 846
Air Force__ _____________________
758,635

Navy --------------------------

Total -------------------- 2,609,409

This is a "ceiling" figure and cannot
be exceeded unless the President finds
that national security interests require
additional personnel, and he must so inform the Congress. This total represents
a reduction of about 200,000 men during
the fiscal year.
Fiscal 1972 costs, authorized by the
bill, are estimated at $2,710,800,000. The
5-year cost projection shows that in
fiscal 1976, this figure will have fallen to
$2,493,400,000, due primarily to a continuing reduction in total active duty
force strengths.
Mr. Speaker, I urge adoption of the
rule.

Mr. DELANEY. Mr. Speaker, I move
the previous question on the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The resolution was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the consideration
of the bill CH.R. 6531) to amend the
Military Selective Service Act of 1967; to
increase military pay; to authorize military active duty strengths for fiscal year
1972; and for other purposes.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
motion offered by the gentleman from
Louisiana.
The motion was agreed to.
IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the consideration of the bill H.R. 6531, with Mr.
BOLAND in the Chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
By unanimous consent, the first reading of the bill was dispensed with.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
gentleman from Louisiana CMr. HEBERT),
will be recognized for 2 hours, and the
gentleman from lllinois CMr. ARENDS),
will be recognized for 2 hours.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Louisiana CMr. HEBERT).
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself such time as I may consume.
Mr. Chairman, as I did before the Committee on Rules yesterday, I shall depart
from the usual procedure of mine of not
reading a paper, and today I shall do the
same thing. Instead of speaking externporaneously I want to have every word
understood as I present it, and for that
reason I am reading my statement.
Also, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that
I not be interrupted until I finish the
·complete statement. I will not yield.
However, at the end of the statement I
!Will be glad to yield to anybody who has
\a question to raise.

I also want to stress the fact that the
Committee on Armed Services will do
everything it can to expedite this important bill.
Mr. Chairman, I bring before the
House today on behalf of the Committee
on Armed Services perhaps the most important bill that we will consider this
year. It will be difficult to think of a
piece of legislation that will have a more
far-reaching effect on the American
people-from a moral, economic or natonal security standpoint-than the bill
which I now present to the House of
Representatives.
I am going to depart from the past
custom of the chairman taking the better
part of an hour to explain in great detail the various sections of the legislation. I should like simply to outline the
major features of the legislation very
briefly.
An enormous amount of material is
available to Members to acquaint themselves with the legislation. Our committee's extensive report and our copious
hearings have been available to all Members. These hearings cover 1,112 printed
pages. In addition, there has been available to all those interested the hearings
of our subcommittee which reviewed
the operation of the draft in 1970. That
hearing, House Armed Services Committee Document No. 91-80, covers 421
pages and has been available to all
Members of the House since December
of last year.
In short, Mr. Chairman, the facts are
there for those who want to read them.
It is my wish, therefore, to use as
little time as possible in my own remarks
so that I may have as much time as possible to yield to other Members.
This is a crucial national issue with
profound moral implications for the
country. Many Members want to be
heard, and I think they should be heard.
I want to say right now that at no time
in the course of this debate will any motions to cut off debate come from me. 1
shall be here at the pleasure of the House
as long as need be to assure that the
House works its will on this legislation.
This bill, H.R. 6531, accomplishes three
major functions:
It extends the induction authority
under the Selective Service Act for another 2 years-to July 1, 1973.
It provides increases in pay and quarters allowances for military personnel
costing $2,687,400,000.
It authorizes the active-duty strength
of the Armed Forces for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, as follows: Army,
1,024,309; Navy, 616,619; Marine Corps,
209,846; and Air Force, 758,635.
Each of these major actions was approved by substantial majorities in the
committee after the most searching inquiry and the most thorough discussion
of various alternatives.
Before explaining the reasons for the
committee's actions a little more fully,
let me say how extremely proud I am of
the members of the Committee on Armed
Services for the quantity and the quality
of the work they produced on this legislation. The attendance and the diligence
of members during our long hearings,
morning and afternoon, was an inspira-
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tion to me. The bill before you today is
the result of a committee functioning the
way the Founding Fathers intended. The
committee did not simply approve or
disapprove executive branch proposals;
the committee legislated. All of the members of the committee contributed, and
on some sections of the bill the committee went over the language again and
again, and debated numerous small
changes, to be sure that we had the best
law that could be produced.
Voting on this bill did not follow any
of the neat and inadequate categories by
which people love to identify members.
There was no pattern of party-line voting, liberal or conservative voting, junior
or senior member voting, or voting by
regional interest.
Voting was a matter of individual conscience.
I should like now to briefly discuss what
the committee did-and did not doon the draft law.
In extending the induction authority
for 2 years, we improved the draft law
in the following ways:
We provided clear authority for the
President to phase out undergraduate
student deferments.
We repealed the existing exemption
for divinity students.
We provided authority for the President to suspend the State and local quota
system so that he could institute a uniform national call while the lottery system is in effect. The uniform national call
is designed simply to insure that men
with the same lottery number will have
the same liability throughout the country.

We provided a 3-year period of alternate civilian service for conscientious objectors, with the Director of Selective
Service charged with monitoring the performance of this civilian service. The
committee's bill specifically provides that
the third year of the conscientious objector's service is to be as a substitute for
the Reserve obligation incurred by those
who are inducted.
We continued the doctor draft. Quite
simply, the health needs o.f the members
of the Armed Forces could not be adequately provided for without the extension of this authority. We also continued
the authority in law to provide special
pay for physicians, dentists, and veterinarians and for the first time extend
special provisions to optometrists. This
was a simple matter of equity; optometrists are the only medical specialists
subject to the so-called doctor draft who
do not receive special pay. The special
pay for optometrists in the committee's
bill would be: $50 per month for second
lieutenants, first lieutenants, and captains; $150 per month for majors and
lieutenant colonels; and $200 per month
for colonels and above.
We tried to make draft bo·a rds more
responsive by reducing the present age
limit from 75 to 65 years; by reducing
the maximum years of service from 25
to 15; by assuring that anyone over the
age of 18, if otherwise qualified, could be
appointed-regulations presently set a
30-year age minimum--and by recommending that local boards, to the extent
practicable, accurately represent the eco-
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nomic and sociological background of the
community.
We gave the Director of Selective Service a uthority to prevent State directors
from serving concurrently in other State
offices.
We extended the period before which
the statut e of limitations begins to run
in order to permit prosecution of draft
evaders until age 31.
Now, let me mention some things we
did not do:
We did not approve an all-volunteer
force r ight now. I think Members of the
House should keep very clearly in mind
that the President did not recommend
an immediate attempt to create an allvolunteer force.
What the President asked for was a
2-year extension of the induction authority and the vehicle with which to
be in a position to move to an all-volunteer force in 1973.
Man y witnesses expressed great belief
in the idea of an all-volunteer force and
in the power of adequate pay to procure
such a force. However, belief is not
factual assurance. And no witness presented sufficient evidence to satisfy the
committee that the needed strength of
our Armed Forces could be maintained
if the draft was ended as early as July 1
of this year.
The committee, therefore, in good
conscience, determined that national
security required an extension of the
induction authority.
The vote in committee was 28 to 7
against adopting H.R. 4450, which would
have terminated the draft on July 1 of
this year.
The vote was 30 to 9 against a motion
to have only a 1-year extension of the
draft.
The committee vote in favor of the 2year extension was 32 to 4.
But while the committee did not vote
for an all-volunteer force immediately,
it did vote to give the President the tools
to do the job. We did this by giving him
in the present bill an increase in pay
and allowances totaling $2,687,400,000 a
year. T his additional money falls into
two broad areas: substantial increases
in basic pay for men with less than 2
years of service and increases in quarters allowances for all personnel.
Eighty-six percent of the basic pay increases go to draftees and other men
with less than 2 years of service, including junior officers. The majority of witnesses before our committee, both those
for an all-volunteer force and those opposed, agreed that entry-level pay for
men in the Armed Forces is disgracefully
low. For enlisted personnel with less
than 2 years of service our bill pr ovides
an average 68.6-percent increase in basic
pay. Quarters allowances for military
personnel have not been increased in 8
years. Our bill brings them to a realistic
level.
I think it can be truly said that this
bill will provide for the first time a level
of military compensation which will
make military pay truly competitive at
all levels with pay in the civilian economy.
It is on the matter of pay that the
committee disagreed with the adminis-

tration. But ther e was no disagreement
that the pay rates in our bill are equitable and are the level of pay needed to
eventually move to an all-volunteer
force. The administration, however, had
asked for only part of these compensation increases in fiscal 1972-a r ecommended increase costing $987 million.
Defense spokesmen could give only one
reason for not moving iiT imediately to
the pay levels which their studies had
determined were required as a matter of
equity.
That reason was "budgetary constraints."
The commit tee believes, as witnesses
of all stripes believed, that if constra-ints
are to be placed in the budget, they are
not to be placed there at the expense
of young m en wh o are drafted into the
service of their country.
During fiscal 1971 the Armed Forces
are being reduced by 367,000. The number of men and women in the Armed
Forces at the end of fiscal year 1972--2,505,000-v.rill be below the pre-Vietnam
figure of 2,687,000 at the end of fiscal
year 1964 and will be the lowest year-end
strength level since fiscal year 1961.
From the beginning of fiscal year 1969
to the end of fiscal year 1972 the total
reduction in active military personnel
will be about 30 percent--over 1 million
men.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I think
the committee has brought to the floor of
the House the best bill that could be
drafted to deal with these complex and
trying issues.
I think our bill is justified on the only
two grounds on which, ultimately, it can
be justified: the requirements of national security and equity toward the
men and women in our Armed Forces. on
that basis and on that basis alone, I
present it to the House. Whether you believe or do not believe in an all-volunteer
force, the bill compels your support on
the grounds of equity alone.
But if an all-volunteer force is feasible,
the bill does all that we could do legislatively to move, over a reasonable period of time, toward that objective.
I would remind you that our capacity
as legislators is limited, that the ingredient that we cannot supply in any
bill or resolution is the image that rests
in the hearts of the American people.
And I would close with a quotation from
the committee's report:
Without a recognition by an Americans
that a military career is an honorable profession, the goal of an all-volunteer force
will be but a hollow dream.

Tne CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Louisiana has consumed 23 minutes. Does
the gentleman from Louisiana desire to
yield time?
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
10 minutes to the gentleman from New
York (Mr. PIKE).
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, before discussing the merits of this legislation I
would like to take this opportunity to
say publicly that which I have been saying privately for a couple of months;
that is, that under our new chairman
there has been a rebirth of intellectual
objectivity in the House Armed Services
Committee which will in the long run
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serve the Nation and our military well.
I would like to make it crystal clear that
my views on this subject are my own
alone and probably do not represent the
views of the majority of the committee,
most of whom have been completely satisfied with t he operations of the committee in the past. I was not satisfied
with these operations and have never
made any bones about saying so. Therefore, it seems only fair that our new
chairman should get some credit for the
things which he has done, which represent an almost r evolutionary change
within the framework of our system.
First of all, he has presided over the
commit tee with absolute fairness, and
perhaps most important, with unfailing
good humor. In the process of drafting
this legislation and in the post ur e hear in gs which we have already commenced
as a background for our pr ocurement
bill, some unprecedented things have
happened. Without having kept any
statistical data on the matter, I believe
I can say with some aBsurance that the
doors of our committee have been open
to the public for our hearings more than
at any time within my memory. Every
possible shade of political opinion and
philosophy was brought before our committee on the subject of the draft, from
Members of Congress, from church, student, youth and educational groups.
While some of the testimony was abhorrent to some of the members-imagine
the Armed Services Committee having to
listen to testimony to the effect that the
draft should be ended-it might just be
considered a mind-expanding experience
with none of the harmful side effects of
LSD. We are conducting our hearings
expeditiously, in my own judgment, too
expeditiously, but I fully understand the
pressures under which our chairman
operat es, and the demands made on him
both by the leadership and our natural
interest in getting the job done. Our
chairman, this bastion of southern conservatism, has gone even further than
the Democratic caucus in abolishing the
rule of seniority. We are not recognized
for our measly 5 minutes in the order of
our seniority, but in the order in which
we show up for the meetings. While this
may seem like a small thing, the obvious
result has been that when the meeting
is supposed to start there is usually a
quorum present. So we do not waste time.
I referred a few seconds ago to our 5minute rule. There is no other way that
a committee the size of ours can operate
expeditiously, and there is no reasonable
alternative to such a rule which anyone
has proposed. Our chairman has the authority to waive it, and this year he has
done so just once. Our chairman is a
master of the rules of the House and of
the committee, and has introduced some
flourishes all of his own. For example,
instead of having the members of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff appear before the
committee separately, they appeared en
bloc, which means that the 5-minute rule
becomes a 111le of 1 minute and 15 seconds per Chief. \Ve all know that with
the possible exception of the Commandant of the Marine Corps, no one who
aspires to the high honor of being a
member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff can
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ever be caught answering a question in
less than a minute and a quarter, and
most of them from the Secretary of Defense on down are masters of the 5minute answer to the 10-second question.
While all of this sounds critical, the
criticism is directed perhaps as much to
the cumbersomeness of our system as to
anything else. It is not, above all, directed at our chairman, who simply could
not have been much better than he has
been since the 92d Congress convened.
In the past we have all too frequently
conducted our hearings as if they were
merely a necessary procedural evil in order to reach a foreordained conclusion.
This year we have conducted our hearings as if we were willing to listen to
ideas and to opposing views and to participate in a truly creative legislative
process. For this I pay tribute to the
gentleman from Louisiana. From such
hearings, conducted in such a manner,
the legislation before you has come, and
I am plea ~ed to be able to rise in support
of it. Four years ago I suppl)rted the extension of the draft for 4 years in the
House with misgivings, felt th~t the conference report included the worst of both
the House and Senate versions, and voted
against it. My reason for voting against
the fin3.l version 4 years ago was very
simple. The legislation was unjust; it was
unjust to our poor who could not afford
to go to college ; it was unjust to our most
highly motivated who had to work their
way through college, but because of the
necessity of holding down full-time jobs
could not be full-time students, so they
got drafted. It was unjust to those who
for reasons of either heredity or environment did not have the mental capacity
to get admitted to college. It was unjust
because draft boards throughout the Nation were composed to a very large extent
of very old men whu had no capacity
whatsoever for understanding the problems, the lives, the fears, and frustrations
of the people whose lives they so drastically affected.
The bill which is brought to the House
floor today does not remove injustice.
Theoretically, there are two ways in
which injustice can be removed. One way
is to draft nobody; the other way is to
draft everybody. We cannot draft everybody because a large number of our
people is neither physically nor mentally
qualified to serve. Nor is there need for
such a number. We cannot draft nobody
because there is a need for some number.
So, in any system whereby some men are
drafted and some men are not, there
must be that built-in injustice. Some will
have to serve, and some will not, so this
bill does not eliminate injustice.
What it does do is assure that the
chances of serving are spread as equally
around our population as they can possibly be spread. One of the greatest injustices in the past has been that of student deferments. Perhaps even greater i'S
the fact that two young men similarly
situated have been treated differently
simply because their cases were handled
by different draft boards. We cannot
totally eliminate this problem. AB long as
there are to be hardship deferments and
hardship discharges, there has to be discretion at some level, and this discretion

remains in the hands of local draft
boards.
We have, however, expressed in this
legislation for the first time the intent of
Congress that local draft boards shall
accurately represent the economic and
sociological background of the population
which they serve. At a time when present regulations require that a member of
a draft board be 30 years of age, we are
reducing that age to 18. We have limited the age of members of draft boards
to 65, and their service on such boards to
15 years. These changes cannot help but
make the draft boards fairer, more
understanding, and more responsive.
We are going to a uniform national
call instead of State quotas, which means
that people with the same draft lottery
number are going to be called at the
same time wherever they are situated
in our Nation. The President has wisely
and properly by Executive order abolished occupational deferments. To the
extent that a draft bill can be made just,
this draft bill is just.
I will support some amendments to it.
If no one else does, I shall offer an
amendment to it because I believe that
the pay raise which we have authorized
in an effort to attract a volunteer army
goes far beyond the realm of fiscal responsibility. The administration requested $987 million in pay raises; the committee provided $2,687,000,000 in pay
raises--$1,700,000,000 over the President's budget. We have accepted the
proposition that if a bottle of wine is
good, a case of wine is even better. We are
doing this at a time when the disposition
of our forces around the world is such
that much of the benefit of this pay raise
will go to help the economy of foreign nations when our own economy needs it so
badly.
I shall support the amendment to be
offered by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
WHALEN) to limit the draft extension
to 1 year, but whether his amendment
passes, or my amendment passes, or any
other amendments pass which do not
affect the basic thrust of this bill, I shall
have no difilculty supporting it, for it is
as fair a draft bill as a committee could
come up with.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 12 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, under our Constitution
it is the Congress which has responsibility to decide upon the size and nature
of our Armed Forces; it is Congress which
determines how our Armed Forces are to
be raised and how they are to be maintained. The bill that we bring before the
House today from the Committee on
Armed Services, H.R. 6531, carries out
all these constitutional responsibilities.
It extends the draft for 2 years as recommended by President Nixon and allows the President the wherewithal to
set a goal of eliminating conscription in
2 years.
It provides for substantial raises in pay
and quarters allowance for military personnel-! believe the largest pay bill ever
brought to the floor of the House.
It authorizes the average annual active-duty strength of the Armed Forces
for the year beginning July 1-taking
into account the substantial reductions
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in manpower that President Nixon has
made in the last 2 years and is continuing to make.
The first question before the committee was how the military manpower
needs for our national security were to be
met. After the most searching deliberation on any bill before the committee in
my memory-and that is a long memory-the committee determined that the
draft would have to be continued for 2
years. All of us would like to end the
draft, but to do so without being sure
that sufilcient volunteers would be available would be taking grave risks with our
national security.
Vve have heard many pleas for going
to an all-volunteer force immediately.
For understandable reasons many people
passionately desire an end to conscription. All of us want to see an end of conscription. Some predict that a raise in
pay would immediately produce a sufilcient number of volunteers. But we cannot be sure. I have noticed that many of
those who are so certain in their prediction that we can get the volunteers by
simply raising the pay are the very ones
who under no circumstances would volunteer themselves.
I would point out that though the induction authority is extended for 2 years,
there is nothing to prevent the termination of inductions prior to that time if
sufficient volunteers are forthcoming.
The induction authority is permissive
with the President. Obviously, President
Nixon wants to achieve a zero draft as
early as possible; and he has initiated an
all-out program to improve the Armed
Forces and attract volunteers. As the
number of volunteers increase, the number of draft calls will decrease and the
draft can be phased out.
The pay rates included in this bill-it
is interesting to note-are as high as
those recommended by any group which
proposes the immediate termination of
the draft. Therefore, even though the induction authority is continued, there will
be an opportunity for their theories to be
proved as quickly as possible.
Recognizing that the draft had to be
continued for a period of 2 years, the
committee determined that inequities
and deficiencies in the existing draft law
should be removed to the maximum extent possible. Therefore, the bill which
we present to you today, H.R. 6531, has
nine major amendments to the Selective
Service Act. Let me just cover these
briefly: First, it gives the P resident discretionary auth'ori~y to end undergraduate student deferments. Virtually all
witnesses agreed that the time has come
to end undergraduate deferments; and
from what I can determine, almost all
undergraduate students agree. The President has indicated his intention to terminate all student deferments after April
23, 1970-the date of the message to Congress in which he asked for such authority. Deferments in effect prior to April
23, 1970, would be continued.
Second, it repeals the existing statutory exemption provided divinity students. The committee believed that terminating these exemptions was consistent with the authority to terminate stu-
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dent deferments. The administration has
informed the committee that it intends
to allow continued exemption for those
divinity students who were enrolled prior
to January 27, 1971.
Third, it provides authority the President requested to suspend State and local
quotas to enable the President to establish a uniform national call. This is consistent with the move to a lottery system
and will provide that all men with the
same lottery number will be called at the
same time nationwide.
Fourth, it provides for a 3-year period
of alternate civilian service for conscientious objectors, with the third year
being a substitute for the reserve obligation incurred by the regular draftee. In
view of the fact that conscientious objectors do not take on any reserve obligation and do not have liability to the
dangers of combat, the committee believes that this 3-year provision is fair.
We provided that the monitoring of
service by conscientious objectors should
be under the supervision of the Director
of Selective Service, as this is one area
where there was weakness in administration in the past.
Fifth, it revises the upper age limit of
local draft board members from 75 down
to 65 and lowers the maximum years of
service on a draft board from 25 to 15.
Sixth, it provides, to the extent practicable, membership of local draft boards
shall accurately reflect the economic and
sociological background of the population served. The purpose of this amendment, like the previous one, is to make
the local draft board more reflective of
the local population and more responsive
in those areas where it might not have
been so in the past. I think it should be
stressed that we provided in the law that
"no induction shall be declared invalid
on the grounds that any board failed
to conform to any particular quota as to
race, economics, religion, sex, or age."
Seventh, it provides that people over
age 18, if otherwise qualified, cannot be
prohibited by regulation from serving on
draft boards. Present regulations set
minimum age at 30. This will allow
younger people an opportunity to serve
on local boards.
Eighth, it prohibits the State director
of Selective Service from serving concurrently in another elected or appointed
State or local government position without the approval of the Director of Selective Service. The purpose of this is to allow the Director of Selective Service to
phase out the practice of State directors serving as adjutants general or in
other State offices.
Ninth, it extends the period before
which the statute of limitations begins to
run on draft dodgers. Under the presently applicable court decision the 5-year
statute of limitations only runs till 5
days after the registrant is 23. This is
because the court interpreted the law to
limit the time for prosecuting a man who
failed to register to 5 years and 5 days
after his 18th birthday. The committee's
amendment provides that the statute of
limitations does not begin to run until
the day before he attains age 26. This
will allow prosecution for 5 years after
the man's 26th birthday--or up to age
31. This is consistent with the intent of

the law since a man is liable for registration from age 18 to age 26.
Our committee struggled with the difficult question of determining equitable
pay scales for our servicemen, keeping
in mind President Nixon's goal of establishing an all-volunteer force. We had
to determine to what extent and in what
way military compensation could be made
comparable to civilian pay. We had to do
this in such a way as to encourage qualified young men to volunteer for military
service and to consider military service
as a career.
The bill reported by our committee authorizes a pay increase at an annual cost
of $2,687,400,000.
There are two things that should be
understood about this increase:
Eighty-six percent of the basic pay
increases go to dr.aftees and other men
with less than 2 years' service. The purpose of the pay increase is to make up
the great gap that has existed in the
entry pay levels of military service. I
might say that virtually all of our witnesses, those for the all-volunteer force
and those opposed, recognized that pay
of draftees and junior officers was unjustly low and supported the idea of substantial increases. The only pay raises
other than those for under 2-year men
are to assure a sufficient differential between longevity steps in the pay scalesfor the most part in the pay scales of
middle- and lower-grade enlisted personnel.
The second factor in the pay bill is an
increase in quarters allowances both for
the career forces and for the men with
less than 2 years of service. Quarters allowances have not been increased since
1963, they are inadequate by any measure, and under any circumstances we
would probably have had to consider an
increase this year or next year.
Now let me say frankly that the matter of total pay for this coming fiscal
year is the one area where I parted company with my committee on this bill.
President Nixon had proposed a twostep approach to the problem with a
$987 million pay increase this year and
the remaining $1,700,000,000 increase in
fiscal year 1973. This, it seems to me,
would have been a more responsible way
to proceed. In view of the enormous pressure on the budget and the considerable
cost involved, it would have been wiser,
in my opinion, to have moved toward an
all-volunteer force in two steps rather
than one giant leap.
Following the President's program
would have allowed us to make a judgment at the end of the first year as to
how well the effort was progressing and
would have allowed changes in the manner of approach if deemed advisable.
This year, for the first time, our committee was required by law to authorize
the average annual active-duty strength
of the Armed Forces. The committee's
bill authorizes an average strength of
2,600,000. This is a ceiling that is the
average strength for the entire fiscal
year. Let me stress that by the end of the
fiscal year actual strength will be down
to 2,500,000.
The Secretary of Defense provided extensive material in our hearings to justify
the need for these manpower require-
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ments and to clearly show that further
cuts at this time could lead to unacceptable risks for our national security. The
Secretary provided us with a 46-page explanation of the basis on which these
manpower recommendations are made.
The record is there for all to see.
I think we should take note of, and I
think we should commend the President
for, the fact that at the end of fiscal
year 1972 the strength of the Armed
Forces will be 1 million men below what
it was when President Nixon took office.
The average strength that we are authorizing for fiscal year 1972 will be more
than 250,000 below the average strength
of the present fiscal year and will be below the average strength for fiscal year
1964, the last pre-Vietnam year.
It will be the lowest military strength
that we have attained in over 10 years.
In summary, while one might not agree
with every aspect of the reported bill, I
believe the committee did a credible job.
As I said at the outset, I can think of no
bill that has received more thorough and
searching study by our committee.
I can think of no bill which is more important to our national security and I
think the committee has done its job well
in making sure that the needs of national
security will be met.
It is an expensive bill because people
are the largest single cost element in the
Armed Forces and will be more so with
an all-volunteer force. Today, personnel
costs account for more than 50 percent
of our defense budget.
People are our most expensive product.
The !-million-man reduction that
President Nixon has made in the Armed
Forces over a 3-year period allows
greater reductions in defense expenditures than we could achieve by cutting
out a half dozen of the big weapons
programs that opponents of defense
spending love to attack. So if you want
an all-volunteer force, you have to be
ready to pay for it. I think the President
is doing everything he can to bring about
an all-volunteer force and I think the
committee's bill will go a long way to help
him realize that goal. I hope all of the
Members of the House will support it.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ARENDS. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. The pay increases that are given in the lower ranks
are substantial and do go beyond what
the administration recommended. I look
upon this as an added incentive for a
volunteer military force.
But there is another question that
bothers me. As we increase the pay substantially in the lower categories, human
nature being what it is, almost inevitably
is going to produce pressure for corresponding or related increases on up
through the top. Did the r.ommittee take
that matter into consideration? What
was their reaction?
Let me put the question another way:
Because action has been taken in relation to the :Jay of those in the lower
grades, there is no promise that there
will be corresponding increases at higher
levels?
Mr. ARENDS. There is a table in the
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report which shows the approximate
amount of quarters allowance increase
that goes to the higher grades. It is not
comparable to what we do in the lower
grades. I think I said it is 86 percent of
the increase which goes to the men in
the first 2 years of service. We set the
basic pay at a certa.i n level. Beyond that,
with the housing allowance increase, we
reach a figure for the low man in the
service-the entering private-of approximately $4,991 per annum, which is
certainly comparable to the civilian pay.
This is the way we approached the
problem, with the hope that we might
attract new people into the service, so
we can make it attractive enough with
the fringe benefits for them to say, "Here
is a possibility of a real career for me if
I go in."
There is the additional fact that in
the armed services, without making any
contribution whatsoever, a man can
come into a good retirement pay schedule, which I think we ought to emphasize more as we continue to discuss this
matter.
But we do provide substantial increases in quarters allowances for career people-and these are tax free.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Was there
any change in the reenlistment bonus incentive in this legislation?
Mr. ARENDS. No; there was not. They
do have an attractive reenlistment bonus
program now. An additional first enlistment bonus was proposed but the language was very loosely drafted and the
committee rejected it.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ARENDS. I yield to the gentleman
from Iowa.
Mr. GROSS. But the committee did increase the direct benefits in the upper
levels of the various services?
Mr. ARENDS. We did increase them
somewhat in 1.1uarters allowance; yes.
Mr. GROSS. Not a pay increase, but
the direct benefits to them?
Mr. ARENDS. Yes, but we were trying
so hard to do something about these first
2-year men. The really substantial increases are for them, and I think they
average almost 68 percent more than
what they have now.
Mr. HEBERT, Mr. Chairman, I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from New
York (Mr. STRATTON).
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I
want to echo what my colleague, the gentleman :rom New York (Mr. PIKE) said
about the manner in which our new
chairman, the gentleman from Louisiana
<Mr. HEBERT) has been conducting our
meetings. He certainly has been eminently fair, and with all of the attention that
has been focused in this 92d Congress on
eliminating the seniority system, I would
like to repeat what the gentleman from
New York (Mr. PIKE) has already said,
but which I do not think entirely registered with the Members of Congress. In
our committee the gentleman from Louisiana has abolished the seniority system
and replaced it with the punctuality system-and that, as all of us are well
aware, is a sweeping revolution.
I suppose it would be too much, Mr.
Chairman, to expect that any bill to ex-

tend the draft could ever come before
this body without any opposition at all,
but I would say that insofar as it is possible humanly to head off that opposition,
the bill which is before this committee
today and which came out of our committee does just that. We have come as
close, I think, to eliminating the opposition to this kind of legislation as any
committee could come.
Basically our bill does three things
which I think most people at least would
recognize are important and need to be
done.
First, this bill eliminates, in my judgment, the last remaining provisions of
inequitability in the operation of the
draft. As my colleague, the gentleman
from New York said a moment ago, as
long as we have a draft system where
one man is drafted, and another man is
not, that system is not completely fair,
and equitable-at least not in the mind
of the one who is drafted. But outside of
abolishing the draft completely, I think
we have gone just about as far as it is
humanly possible to go.
Second, the bill does furnish the tools,
as our chairman, the gentleman from
Louisiana, said, to move in the direction
of an all-volunteer army. We have been
talking a great deal about that. Well,
here is an opportunity for us to do something about it. The volunteer Army is in
this bill. I think it merits the very serious consideration of Members.
Third, this bill also provides that while
we are going through the procedures of
trying to see how an all-volunteer army
works, we shall be certain to maintain
the mechanism necessary to provide the
continued strength of American Armed
Forces during that next 2-year period.
That is a fair and reasonable time to
give the all-volunteer service a chance
to work, and it is a period of time when
we are certainly going to need to maintain our strength without any doubts
and questions-as we withdraw from
Vietnam, for example, as we maintain
our shield in NATO, and as we hopefully
continue to deter Communist aggression
in the Middle East.
Mr. Chairman, let me just dwell in a
bit more detail on each of these three
points.
First is eliminating any remaining inequities in the draft. We put through a
change last year-incidentally, I am
proud to have had something to do with
initiating it-of combining a draft lottery with a 1-year vulnerability feature. Together those two things removed
a lot of existing objections to the draft
as inequitable.
But there was one difficulty with that
combination. It still left a fairly large
segment of our draft-eligible population
with a deferment and thus not directly
affected by the lottery; namely, the college students. And the draft calls also
continued to work on a local board quota
basis, so that a young man could never
be quite sure, if he had number 195, let
us say, whether he was going to be called
by his draft board or not. It could depend
on upon whether that draft board was
in Oshkosh or in Albany.
Well, we have eliminated both those
objections in this bill. We have elimi-
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nated the student draft deferment entirely, so that everybody is on the same
basis now. As a practical matter, since
one does not get actually inducted until
about the age of 20, it means that a fellow who wants to go to college can go
there for 2 years before he runs the risk
of being drafted; and then he can come
back after his military service and complete his college course under the GI
bill of rights.
Second, this bill authorizes a national
call in place of individual draft quotas
set for local draft boards. Actually, the
administration put a national call into
effect by Executive fiat last year, so that
nobody above 195 did get drafted, wherever his board might have been located.
But that procedure was not in the law.
Now we have it in this bill, a provision
that means that when one gets his draft
lottery number he knows that this number will apply regardless of where his
draft board may be located, regardless
of the number of men called to duty from
his local board.
The second point with regard to this
new bill concerns the volunteer force.
There are a lot of reasons for refusing
to volunteer for military service, I am
sure, but the only concrete proposal that
has come from anybody to encourage
voluntary enlistment is the one that
came from the Gates Commission, and
then later on also came from the administration, to try to move us toward an
all-volunteer force-and that, of course,
was money. If we will put enou~h money
in, so the proposal goes, then we can get
a.n all-volunteer force.
That is just what this bill does. The
administration suggested we put the
necessary extm money in two steps.
Secretary Gates headed a volunteer army
commission a couple of years ago, and
his commission recommended the kind of
increase they believe we must have to get
an all-volunteer force. What the Nixon
administration did, was that in general
they went along with that Gates Commission proposal but said, "Let us give
part of that increase this year and let us
give the rest of it another year."
This is not the kind of an area where
you can operate on a half a loaf. You
cannot give a girl a half an engagement
ring and expect her to march down the
aisle with you. You have to give her a
full ring or none at all.
So our committee decided that if we
are really serious about trying to get an
all-volunteer force we must put the entire military pay increase into one package. That is what we have done. Of
course, it will cost about $2.7 billion.
I get letters, and I am sure other Members of the House get letters, from people
who say they are for an all-volunteer
force and they are also for reducing the
Defense budget. But you cannot do both
at the same time.
We are trying seriously in this bill to
move toward an all-volunteer force. And
it is going to cost us $2.7 billion.
Our cominittee believes that we ought
to make the effort toward a volunteer
force seriously and not cut it into two
little pieces, neither one of which would
be big enough to do the job.
And finally, the third and last major

;
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thing which this bill will do is to make
it possible for us to maintain our forces
for the 2 years during which we are
going to try to move toward this volunteer army concept. This will be a dangerous and difficult 2 years. We are going
to be withdrawing from Vietnam for another year and a half, and we are going
to have to make sure that our position
over there, throughout this time, is safe
enough to protect those who are being
withdrawn. And we are going to have
a commitment in the Middle East, to try
to prevent Israel from being driven into
the sea. That does not require ground
troops, but it does require the naval
forces of the U.S. 6th Fleet, which have
so far successfully deterred the Russians
and the Egyptians from launching an
all-out attack on Israel. Of course, the
Navy is a volunteer force; but the testimony presented to our committee showed
that at the present time many of those
who volunteer for the Navy, or the Air
Force, do so only because they are in
danger of being drafted into the Army.
So, by ending the draft too abruptly we
could possibly endanger the size of our
6th Fleet in the Mediten-anean.
Our experts have told us, for example,
that the hardcore, true volunteers in our
forces, year after year, have only been
270,000 men, and that we are going to
need 607,000 men in fiscal year 1971 and
458,000 men in fiscal year 1972. So we do
need to continue this protection to guarantee that we do not have chaos in our
armed services and so that our commitments abroad are not jeopardized unduly, while we are in the process of shifting to the all-volunteer force.
I think this is a fair bill, Mr. Chairman. I think it is a sound bill, and I
think it is a bill that moves in the direction that everybody in this House sincerely wants to move in. I believe it deserves the full support of this House.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield to me?
Mr. STRATTON. I am glad to yield
to the gentleman from Tilinois.
Mr. FINDLEY. Some M·e mbers have
advanced a proposed 1-year extension. I
wonder if the gentleman from New York
will comment on how a 1-year extension of this authority will affect the three
factors that he enumerated.
Mr. STRATTON. I am glad the gentleman raised that point. I think an extension of just 1 year would simply mean we
would not have a fair enough opportunity to test out the concept of the volunteer force. It will take a little time before these new volunteer ideas get across,
with all the increases we have provided
in this bill, to enable them to percolate
down so that people generally will understand there is a new Army, Navy, and Air
Force. I do think we ought to have a
2-year opportunity to put this volunteer
idea across. That is what the administration wanted. As I have indicated, our
committee has given the whole pay loaf
at the start precisely so that we could
have a full opportunity over 2 full years.
But if we limit the time to move to an
all-volunteer force to just 1 year, we
could well jeopardize the whole volunteer
Army before it gets a fair trial.
Mr. PffiNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 10 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, tlhe legislation which we
debate today is designed to meet the security manpower needs of this Nation
during the next 2 years in the most equitable and efficient manner possible. Likewise, the concept of a volunteer army will
be permitted to function. However, it is
recognized that despite the winding down
of the wa.r in Southeast Asia and the contraction of other forces abroarl, the level
of requirements will during this period be
in excess of normal. It is for this reason
that the standby support of the draft is
impe:mtive.
We have had extensive hearings on all
phases of draft legislation. Testimony
has been given by people desirous of modifying particular clauses, others have
urged abolition of deferment and some
have demonstrated that they have no interest in the solution of our problem.
These people seek the end of the draft
but feel no responsibility for the manpower needs. Some suggest the new pay
scale if adopted will spur enlistments so
that the needs will be met on a volunteer
basis. : can only say that should this be
so, the draft call will be zero. Should they
be in error, the draft will only supply
su~h deficiencies as actually exist. What
could be more reasonable and responsible.
Mr. Chairman, this is the day that we
bite the bullet and vote to extend the
draft for another 2 years. I am sorry that
this is necessary. All during our hearings
I kept listening for sound arguments
that would assure me that we could
abolish the draft and yet maintain our
national strength. But while I heard
some statistical optimism, I heard nothing to give us assurance that our
strength would not be drastically impaired if we permitted the draft authority
to expire.
We simply cannot legislate on hope.
The national security of this country is
our primary obligation and we must do
that which is required to maintain it.
The President has recognized certain
inequities of the draft and the desirability of maximizing the freedom of the
individual. He is the first President since
1948 to recommend doing away with the
draft and returning to the traditional
way of raising Armed Forces. However,
he has recognized-and has had the courage to say it-that in all likelihood you
cannot accomplish this desired objective
before July 1, 1973.
A 2-year extension of the draft will put
great pressure on the Defense Department and other agencies to take every
step they can to increase the number of
volunteers and to learn to live without
the draft after July 1, 1973. It should be
noted that there is nothing to prevent
the Defense Department from attaining
the goal of zero draft earlier than 1973
if it can possibly do so. I am sure the
President will be working constantly toward that objective.
Some people recommend cutting military strength below what the President
proposed as a means of eliminating the
draft. It is hard to follow the logic of
that approach. The military strength
authorized by this bill for fiscal year 1972
will be at the lowest level of military
manpower we have had in 10 yearssince fiscal year 1961. The active duty
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strength called for in fiscal year 19722,505,000-will be more than 300,000
below the present military strength.
However, even with the reduced
strength called for in 1972, over 500,000
new entrants will be required. Past experience has demonstrated that number
cannot be met by volunteers alone. A
goodly number of present volunteers are
draft motivated and we have to gather
some experience as to how young men
will respond in the absence of the draft
before we can do away with the induction
authority.
I might also mention that the strength
of the Reserves would suffer greatly with
an immediate termination of the draft.
With the reduction in manpower that
is taking place, increased reliance on the
Reserves will be a necessity. It will be
basic to strengthen the Reserves and improve their readiness. The President's
policies call for the use of the Reserves
in future emergencies prior to reliance
on the draft. Therefore, we must be
mindful of the effect on the Reserves of
any action we take on induction
authority.
In summary, I think a 2-year extension
is an entirely reasonable approach. It
is brief enough to put great pressure on
the administration to achieve a zero
draft. It will give su:tficient time to make
a judgment on the program we have authorized before doing away with the induction authority entirely. Through the
pay increases recommended in the committee's bill, the President will have the
means to achieve a volunteer force that
we can give him legislatively. And if it
i::; possible to end reliance on the induction authority in a shorter period of time,
there are many reasons why the President will do so.
This is sound legislation and I urge all
Members of the House to support it. Our
national interests will be properly served.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
10 minutes to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. BENNETT) .
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, the
committee report on H.R. 6531 points out,
very properly that the total cost of the
pay allowance increases in this bill,
amounting to $2,687,400,000 is within $20
million of the cost of the increase in regular military compensation recommended in H.R. 4450, the bill which incorporates the Gates Commission proposal for necessary pay increases to attain an all-volunteer force.
Stated another way, it would, therefore,
appear that there is little difference between the two pay proposals since the
dollar expenditure is approximately the
same. However, that is not the case.
The Gates Commission recommendation would place the entire increase in
basic pay-$2.667 billion; while the committee's recommendations would place a
portion of the increase in basic pay$1.825 billion-together with a small
change in subsistence allowances-$37 .8
million-and the balance-$824.2 million-in a substantial increase in quarters allowances.
Thus, the Gates Commission proposal
would simply increase basic pay, while
the committee's proposal will not only increase basic pay but also quarters and
subsistence allowances.
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Since allowances are tax free, the
amounts provided in increased allowances result in a larger dollar benefit
than is apparent on the surface, and certainly a larger dollar benefit than if these
increases were in basic pay, since basic
pay is taxable. To illustrate the advantages of this approach, I call the attention of the Members of the House to the
table on page 27 of the committee report, entitled "Disposable Income."
That table reflects the fact that under
almost every circumstance married and
single personnel will fare as well, or better, under the provisions of H.R. 6531
than the~ would under the pay allocations proposed in H.R. 4450.
For example, an E-2 with under 2
years of service and one dependent,
would receive $4,693 of disposable income under H.R. 4450, while under the
provisions of H.R. 6531, the committee's
bill, he would have a disposable income
of $5,050.
Similarly, an unmarried E-2 with under 2 years of service would receive $4,558
under the provisions of H.R. 4450, and
$4,566 under H.R. 6531.
Thus, I believe it is abundantly evident that on balance, personnel with
under 2 years of service in the armed
services will fare better under the committee's proposal than under the Gates
Commission recommendations.
A persuasive justification for the committee's course of action is the impact
the legislation will have on the so-called
career force.
Under the committee proposal, the
career force along with the under 2
personnel, will receive a very substantial
increase in quarters allowances. The increase in quarters allowances for personnel with more than 2 years of service
will average 62.8 percent while that for
the under 2 group will average 45.6 percent. Despite this very substantial increase in quarters allowances, it is by
no means extravagant. The new housing
allowances which have been proposed in
this bill are reflected on page 23 of the
committee report, and will provide an
equitable and realistic level of quarters
allowances for the various military
grades and ranks. The level established
is based upon FHA median housing surveys for comparable income groups nationwide.
The action of the committee in providing a quarters allowance increase is,
therefore, very important, particularly
since this is the only source of a substantial compensation increase in either bill
for the career force. These allowances
have not been increased since 1963 despite the fact that there have, in the interim, been very substantial inflationary
increases in the actual cost of housing.
It makes 1ittle sense to provide a very
attractive level of pay for entrants into
the Armed Forces and then effectively
ignore the need for retaining these same
personnel after they have achieved a
level of training and experience which
makes them obviously more productive

than a new entrant into service. Also,
the failure to compensate these men
properly will inevitably result in our
failure to retain them with a consequent
increase in higher training costs and
continued reliance on the draft.

I may also say tha t if you pass the
legislation with the Gates Commission
provisions in H.R. 4450 without making
adjustment for these allowances, we
would undoubtedly have to do so in the
near future since the equity of these allowances in apparent.
It is for these reasons that I have no
hesitancy in supporting the committee
bill, and I, therefore urge every Member
of the House to join us in approving this
bill unanimously. This does not mean
that there might, or might not, be
amendments that I would support here
and there as they may occur in the debate. But as the bill now stands, I believe
it to be an excellent piece of legislation
deserving the support of each of us.
Mr. PIRNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 8
minutes to the gentleman from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD).
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I
want to express my support of H.R. 6531
as reported by the House Armed Services
Committee. This bill is Congress's first
major effort toward creating an allvolunteer armed force in modern times.
Intensive study over the last several years
has clearly shown that moving to a volunteer system of manpower procurement
is in the best interests of our citizens.
This Nation has been forced to resort
to a conscripted army in but 34 of our
nearly 200 year history. The feasibility of
the volunteer system has been proven to
us; we must make every effort to manage
our defense without reliance on conscription.
This Nation was born in a spirit of
freedom from conscription and we cannot violate that principle while a satisfactory alternative for providing our defense is available.
Estimates as to when we will no longer
need the draft vary, of course. The
President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force suggested that 1 year
from the enactment of appropriate pay
increases would be sufficient.
The President, upon the advice of the
Department of Defense has suggested at
least a 2-year extension of the President's authority to induct. Some Members of Congress believe that we can repeal the draft now, without jeopardizing national security.
It is my belief that having the issue
before Congress again next year would
give us an opportunity to keep maximum
pressure on the Department of Defense
in its efforts, to measure our progress to
zero draft, and to consider new steps of
working toward that goal if necessary. I
support then, extension of the draft for
1 year, until June 30, 1972.
Regardless of which is the most accurate prediction, we should provide the
Department of Defense with every tool it
needs to reduce draft calls to zero at the
earliest possible time.
Mr. Chairman, the legislat:on we are
considering today is important for reasons beyond the achievement of a volunteer force. Equity alone calls for the full
pay raises embodied in this measw·e we

are considering today.
Since 1948, military pay scales under
the draft unnecessarily depressed the
compensation given to those with under
2 years of service. While pay for enlisted men with 2 or more years of serv-
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ice has risen 111 percent, that for under
2 has risen only 60 percent. Wages for
these same enlisted men are now roughly
60 percent of comparable civilian pay
scales.
The British experience with an allvolunteer force indicates we can look
forward to significant savings because of
the greater efficiency of volunteers.
!Vi_r. Chairman, it is my experience
that those who study carefully and thoroughly the concept of an all-volunteer
armed force become its most ardent advocates.
In early 1957, I joined with four of my
colleagues in just such a study. The result was the publication of "How To End
the Draft"-a 31-point program designed to reduce draft calls to zero.
At that time we noted that military
pay has been an obstacle to those wishing to enlist; that steps could be taken
to reduce reliance on the draft, and that
reform of manpower policies in combination with increases in pay could reduce
draft calls to zero in 2 to 5 years.
The recommendations included reform
of recruitment practices, reexamination
of enlistment standards, improvements
in the life of the serviceman, and a reconsideration of the number of men in
uniform needed for an effective military
force.
I am proud to say that President Nixon
specifically er:dorsed this study in the
fall of 1967 and made the volunteer
army one of his campaign pledges. In
the 89th and 90th Congress, I filed legislation which would increase the pay of
members of the armed services.
Following the President's creation of
his Commission on an All-Volunteer
Armed Force, I supported a resolution
which would have declared that the sense
of Congress supports the President's efforts in working toward an end to the
draft. Following this report, I joined
with several Members in the House in
urging passage of legislation which
would have embodied the recommendations of the President·s Commission.
Now, in the 91st Congress, the first
major steps toward reducing draft calls
to zero are becoming a reality. I have
worked for the development of a volunteer force; I support the efforts before
the House today; and I urge my colleagues to support these long overdue
steps as well.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Missouri
(Mr. !CHORD).
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the bill.
Mr. Chairman, this is a good bill. It
does not provide for a voluntary military but it does provide the means for
achieving an all-volunteer force, it assures that we will have adequate strength
until we are at a point where we can
gua::-:1.ntee sufficient volunteers, and it
provicies the minimum strength required
ry our Armed Forces for the coming fiscal year.

One part of this bill which has been

subject to some criticism and misunderstanding is that of exemptions for divinity students.
A continuation of divinity student e:hemptions when other students are de-
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nied deferment is inconsistent and impossible to justify.
Since the first amendment of the Constitution denies us the right to p;:;.ss legislation which would establish a religion,
if divinity students alone are given an exemption, it would have to be on the basis
that national security would be served.
Let us keep in mind that we are not
discussing the need for the clergy as
such. Ministry of religion continues to
be exempt. We are only discussing students of theology. The truth of the matter is that 1:1any theology school graduates are not going into the ministry.
Theology schools are graduating more
students than the ministry requires. It
would be impossible to argue, therefore,
that exemption of divinity school students is required because of national securitY.
It is also argued that the course of a
registrant's life would be unfairly affected in the case of one who intends
to enter the ministry.
This is a subjective judgment. Many
chaplains served in the Armed Forces
prior to entering the ministry. All of us
have heard of many veterans who turn
to the ministry as a result of their military experiences.
There are many roads which lead to
the cloth, and any young man so predisposed will not find serving his country
a distraction.
In some instances, of course, those disposed to the ministry will have conscientious objections to military service. They
will be able to continue to claim their
conscientious objector status.
I think it can be argued that ending
divinity exemptions will strengthen the
position of theology schools. In the future
the sole attraction will be the personal
call of the individual. Divinity school
graduates will be able to enjoy unquestioned recognition of their dedication to
the ministerial life. There is no question
that some young men now seek divinity
school exemptions to avoid military service, and while undoubtedly their number
is small compared to the total number of
divinity students, they cast a cloud unfairly over all who seek this exemption.
In fact, divinity exemptions are harmful
to the cause of religion. There are people
who are entering the ministry, not for
the primary purpose of advancing the
cause of God but for the purpose of
avoiding military service. This is a tragedy for the individual and cannot possibly serve the cause of organized religion.
I also do not believe that ending these
exemptions will adversely affect divinity
school enrollments to any significant degree. The rate of draft calls are so small
in relation to the draft pool that the
future enrollments of sincere divinity
school students will be virtually unaffected. I think it is interesting to note
that in its meeting on March 17, the
General Commission on Chaplains and
Armed Forces Personnel adopted a resolution urging that seminarians and
seminary enrollees be subject equally
with others to the rlsk of selection for
military service.
These are the people most concerned
and they are in favor of the revisions
in the present bill.

In summary, the arguments in favor
of ending divinity school exemptions are
persuasive, and I urge all Members of
the House to support this provision along
with the other provisions of the committee's bill.
Mr. Chairman, I include at this point
the resolution passed by the General
Commission on Chaplains and Armed
Forces Personnel:
RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COMMISSION ON CHAPLAINS AND ARMED FORCES
PERSONNEL AT ITS PLENARY MEETING, MARCH
17, 1971
ALL VOLUNTEER ARM E D FORCE
( 1)

ALL VOLUNTEER ARMED FORCE

"We ... believe that the nation's interests
will be better served by an all-volunteer
force , supported by an effective standby
draft, than by a mixed force of volunteers
and conscript s; that steps should be taken
promptly to move in this direction; and
that the first indispensable step is to remove the present inequity in the pay of
the men serving their first term in the armed
forces."
Citin g the a bove quotation from the Gates
Report as a Preamble the General Commission on Chaplains and Armed Forces Personnel passed the following resolution:
Resolved: That the General Commission on
Chaplains and Armed Forces Personnel record
itself publicly as favoring the creation of
an All-Volunteer Armed Force.
(2 ) IV D EXEMPTIONS FOR SEMINARIANS

Resolved: That the General Commission
on Chaplains and Armed Forces Personnel
urge that seminarians and seminary enrollees
be subject equally with others to the risk
of selection for military service, and that it
request its member denominations to give
attention to issues posed by the present IV
D exemption for said seminarians and enrollees.
Resolution number one was approved by
39 delegates with one abstention. Resolution
number two was approved by 30 delegates
with ten abstentions. Most abstentions are
due to lack of instructions from delegates'
parent bodies regarding the subjects being
voted upon.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I make
the point of order that a quorum is not
present.
The CHAIRMAN. Evidently a quorum
is not present.
The Clerk wUI call the roll.
The Clerk called the roll, and the following Members failed to answer to their
names:
Anderson,
Tenn.
Ashley
Asp in
Barrett
Blanton
Broomfield
Camp
Chisholm
Clark
Clawson, Del
Clay
Collins, lll.
Conable
Corbett
Davis, Ga.

Dellums

Diggs
Dulski
Edmondson
Edwards, La.
Esch

[Roll No. 35]
Evans, Colo.
Evins, Tenn.
Gaydos
Gettys
Goldwater
Gray
Green, Oreg.
Green, Pa.
Hall
Hammerschmidt
Hanna
Hawkins
Hays
Jarman
King
Koch
Long, La.
McCulloch
Martin
Mathias, Calif.
Moorhead

Poage
Price, Tex.
Pucinski
Rangel
Rees
Reid, N.Y.
Robison, N.Y.
Rodino
Rooney,Pa.
Rostenkowski
Ruth
Sandman
Smith, Calif.
Steed
Stuckey
Udall
Vanik
Wilson,
Charles H.
Young, Fla.

Accordingly the committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. BoLAND, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that committee,
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having had under consideration the bill
H.R. 6531, anJ finding itself without a
quorum, he had directed the roll to be
called, when 371 Members responded to
their names, a quorum, and he submitted
herewith the names of the absentees to
be spread upon the Journal.
The committee resumed its sitting.
The CHAIRMAN. When the committee rose, the gentleman from Dlinois (Mr.
ARENDS) had 1 hour and 30 minutes remaining, and the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. HEBERT) had 1 hour and 5
minutes remaining.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from New York (Mr. PIRNIE).
Mr. PffiNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. HUNT).
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the bill.
There is one aspect of the bill which
has not l,Jeen given too much attention
in previous statements, but I would like
to take a moment of the House's time to
discuss it because it is an important part
of the drive to achieve an all-volunteer
force.
This is the matter of improving recruiting throughout the Armed Forces.
The committee bill, in section 7, provides the authority for the secretaries of
the military departments to reimburse
members of the Armed Forces on recruiting duty for necessary and actual expenses. This relates to such out-ofpocket expenses as luncheons, snacks,
parking fees, and so forth. Recruiters
have many such expenses in their contacts with potential enlistees and,
frankly, they are nickeled and dimed to
death.
It is estimated that the reimbursement
under the committee's bill would average
$20 to $25 per month per recruiter. The
annual estimated cost is slightly under $3
million. That is not much in terms of
the total cost of this bill, but it is something that will mean an awful lot to the
individual recruiter. Nobody likes to have
to spend his own money to do a better
job.
The authority in the bill is just one
of the things that is planned to improve
the recruiting effort.
The Department of Defense has proposed a major investment in the improvement of the recruiting organizations of the military services. For many
years now, the threat of the draft has
been a "silent recruiter," inducing men to
volunteer for the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and the Air Force. Now that we
are approving programs which hopefully
reduce and then eliminate draft calls, we
must concurrently expand the capability
of the military recruiting organizations.
The Department of Defense has proposed a program that includes:
Increasing the recruiters force by
5,800.
Expanded advertising.
Opening new recruiting offices.
Refurbishing recruiting offices and
m~dernizing their equipment, and
Raising the living standards of therecruiter in the field.
Army will naturally receive the major
portion of the 5,800 new recruiters. It
will mean a doubling of the number of
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the Army's nationwide sales force. The
Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force will
also increase their field canvassers during the year.
We must make the youth of the Nation
and their parents awa.r e of the advantages of a military career. The services
are increasing their use of advertising as
a part of the campaign.
As additional recruiters are placed in
the field, hundreds of new offices will be
opened and equipped. Some of the older
stations will be refurbished. The Department of Defense has requested $12.5 million for the facilities and equipment
needed to support the expanded recruiting force, but those funds come out of
operation and maintenance money and
do not require authorizaJtion in the present bill.
Today, when the uniform is either
scorned or ignored by many of our citizens, the recuiter's job is difficult. I am
pleased to see that the Defense Department is requesting funds which eliminate
some of the financial penalties of recruiting duty. We in Congress can help
by speaking out in behalf of military careers as an honorable profession.
Starting last January all of the military services began paying recruiters $50
a month proficiency pay. This move was
long overdue. Many were earning proficiency pay before being assigned to
recruiting duty.
The recruiter is usually cut off from
military housing. He must rent an apartment or a house. The cost of suitable
rental housing far exceeds his qururters
allowance. The Department of Defense
is requesting funds to lease about 2,800
housing units for recruiters in high
rental areas.
There is one more point I would like
to make which I think is very important
for the long-range results of this effort
to improve recruiting. That is the fact
which we refer to in our committee report on page 37 as "recruiter truthfullness."
Too often Members of Congress have
heard complaints from constituents
whose sons have enlisted in service, because of a promise made by a recniiter
or implied by a recruiter which the recruiter had no authority to make. Such
false promises are never kept and leave
in their wake a bitterness on the part
of the enlistee and his family. These
practices must cease. The services must
make sure that recruiters are truthful
with young men and that young men are
clearly given to understand that the
only promise that can be made to them
is what is provided in writing in their enlistment contract. Quite frankly, I would
be in favor of presenting each potential
enlistee with a card stating that no oral
promises can be made to him, and that
he is not to expect anything which is
not in his enlistment contract.
With these improvements in the
method and image of the recruiter, the
recruiting establishment can go a long
way to help us achieve an all-volunteer
force.
In conjunction with that, I want to say
that the minority on the Armed Services
Committee is serving notice on the Defense Department that we expect them
CXVII--544-Part 7
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likewise to add improvements, and to explain to each enlistee and to each recruit coming in for service, the additional fringe benefits which go with the
armed services. Too many men in the
armed services are totally ignorant of
the actual fringe benefits which accrue
to them if they so desire. We want the
Defense Department and the services to
make crystal clear to the recruit coming
in what he will get in the line of fringe
benefits.
I should like to address myself for a
few moments to the amendment which is
to be offered to reduce this bill's effectiveness from a 2-year draft extension
to a 1-year draft extension. I oppose the
amendment for 1 year, and I am for the
2-year extension, for the reason that if
at any time during the 2-year period
of the extended draft the volunteer army
becomes an actuality, if we obtain enough
recruits to fill the slots, then the draft
will be null and void.
The general objective for us to look at
is the all-volunteer army. At the time
when it begins to fulfill what we expect
it will, then the draft will stop, whether
it be 6 months, 9 months, 15 months, or
12 months.
So I am strongly in favor of the 2year extension of the bill, which I expect
and hope can be cut down to a zero draft
call long before the 2 years come to a
termination.
Only by the use of good recruiting
methods, only by obtaining good recruiters, only by telling the recruits the actual
truth, along with an increase in the pay
scale for the recruit, can we come up with
an all-volunteer army.
But one more episode like this Calley
trial and we will never get a volunteer
army. This is a most ridiculous thing.
We have had a man tried by virtue of the
indictment by Life magazine, and no one
can deny it.
It is about time the people in this
country begin to stand up and realize
that in a war zone men follow orders. If
that man is guilty then the man who
issued the order is guilty. Why not try
them all?
I served my time in combat. Let those
who are without sin cast the first stone.
They cannot afford to, because they live
in a greenhouse of glass. They dare not
do this.
The thing which stands out in my
mind is that many of us in this House
conscientiously try to do what we think
is right. No one should be critical of the
other man's vote, if he has a valid reason to do so, nor should we be critical of
his dissent. That is his prerogative.
I find it takes us a little bit more time
to do those things that are difficult and
not quite so long sometimes to do those
things that are impossible.
They say it is impossible to have a volunteer army. I do not believe it is. I believe with an esprit de corps and with
specially designated divisions and outstanding regiments, such as the 82d Airborne, the Princess Pat Regiment, the
Cold Stream Guard, the Black Watch,
and the First Marine Division-with such
outstanding divisions and regiments, we
can come up with a volunteer spirit.
With sensible remuneration and pay,
with sensible recruiting, and without any

false promises, we can have what we
seek here; namely, a good volunteer
Army which will eventually lead to the
ending of the draft. Then we will not
have to worry about whether it is 1 year
or 2 years.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HUNT. I yield to the gentleman
from California <Mr. GUBSER).
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, the
chairman of the committee has explained the bill in detail, and I will not
take more than a few moments of the
House's time.
I want to address myself briefly to one
aspect of military pay-the question of
military families being on welfare-because I think this issue has been misstated and should be looked at in perspective.
FAMILIES ON WELFARE

Since January 1, there have been an
estimated 4,275 families of members of
the Anned Forces eligible for family
assistance under the President's proposed family assistance plan. The benefit
levels of that plan are slightly higher
than those of the Office of Economic Opportunity. In all cases the 4,275 families
presently eligible are the families of men
in the lowest four enlisted grades, E-1,
E-2, E-3, and E-4, with three or more
members in the family.
Under the committee's bill, H.R. 6531,
only 95 families would still be eligible for
family assistance aid and it is estimated
they would be eligible for a benefit of less
than $10 per year. More important, all
95 would be families of E-1's, that is,
private-with a family of six or more
people.
I think we all clearly understand that
if one is a private with six children, one's
career has not been normal in its progression. I think we also all understand
that no matter what level you set as a
welfare level or poverty level, people with
unusually large families are likely to
show up below that level.
But essentially the committee's bill
wipes out the possibility of military families being on welfare.
However, the fact that they are not
eligible for welfare is not an excuse for
saying that their pay is adequate. There
are two other indicators of the fact that
pay for military personnel-particularly
for junior enlisted personnel-is inordinately low. Let me just address these
briefly.
WORKING WIVES

In December 1969, the Department of
Defense conducted its fiscal year 1970
DoD-wide personnel survey which included questions pertaining to supplemental income for military personnel.
At that time there were approximately
1,450,000 enlisted personnel on active
duty with less than 2 years of service.
The following information was discovered from this survey:
Among the 1,450,000 enlisted personnel with less than 2 years of service, approximately 330,000-23 percent-were
married. Over one-third of the wives117,000-worked full time. An additional
15 percent-49,000-held part-time or
temporary jobs. Collectively, slightly
more than half of all the wives of en-
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bill please be mindful of these considerations:
The continued momentum of the SoMOONLIGHT ING
Approximately 9 percent-134,000-of viet Union in strategic missiles, in airall servicemen with less than 2 years of craft, and in naval forces;
The continued growth of the convenservice held part- time jobs during their
off-duty hours. The typical off-duty tional forces of the Soviet Union and
worker spends 19 hours a week at his off- other nations of the Warsaw Pact;
The developing capabilities of Comduty job for an average weekly pay
check of $33. Two-thirds of these o:ff- munist China; and
The unstable and dangerous conditions
duty workers stated that they were
working to pay debts, household ex- in the Middle East.
Certain assumptions underlie these repenses, or to improve their standard of
duced active-duty manpower levels conliving.
It is intolerable that we require our tained in this bill. These are:
First. Vietnamization will continue
servicemen and dependents to take outside jobs in order to make ends meet. successfully.
Second. The National Guard and ReIn summary, we should not overstate
the issue or make too much of the idea serve will be used to augment our activethat some military families may be duty forces should the need arise.
Third. Our allies will take on a greater
eligible for welfare. But we do have
evidence that pay is unfairly low for share of the responsibility for internaour draftees and our young enlistees and tional security.
Fourth. There will be no major armed
whether or not we agree in principle
with an all-volunteer force, considera- conflict affecting the vital interests of
tion of equity compels us to support the our country in 1972.
To reduce the authorizations further
pay levels in the committee's bill. I hope
all Members of the House will vote in would serve our national security interest.
favor of the bill.
I urge support of the strength authoriMr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Vir- zations provided as well as other provisions of the committee's fine bill.
ginia (Mr. DANIEL).
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Mr. DANIEL of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, the purpose of our foreign policy 10 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio
is to advance and protect the U.S. in- (Mr. WHALEN).
Mr. WHALEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairterest in world affairs.
The purpose of our Defense Establish- man.
Mr. Chairman, H.R. 6531 has a great
ment is to provide the muscle to insure
that interest in the event that diplomacy deal with which to recommend it.
First of all it provides for a pay infails.
Therefore, I desire to address my re- crease of $2.687 billion which certainly
marks to manpower authorization, the is much needed in terms of our military
forces. Actually, what this does is to put
force levels under this bill.
Last year, by passage of Public Law servicemen on the same pay scale as
91-441, the Congress provided that, be- those with equivalent skills receive from
ginning with :fiscal year 1972, no funds private enterprise.
Also, in my opinion this bill goes a
could be appropriated for active-duty
personnel unless the average personnel long way toward correcting many of the
inequities which presently exist in our
strengths had been authorized by law.
Section 13 of H.R. 6531 implements draft statutes.
Public Law 91-441. The average activeThe thing that concerns me, however,
duty strengths authorized were justified about H.R. 6531 is that it fails to purin detail to the Armed Services Commit- sue the objective which I think many of
tee. These are the minimum strengths us here in this body seek; namely, that
necessary to assure the national security of an all-voluntary military service. It
was for this reason, therefore, that durof our country in fiscal year 1972.
The administration has already made ing committee consideration I inserted
cuts in our defense manpower. It has rec- an amendment in section 17 (c) which,
ommended even further reductions in fis- in effect, would have extended the draft
cal year 1972. The authorizations in H.R. induction authority to 1 year instead of
6531 will provide an average strength for 2. In other words, this amendment called
fiscal year 1972 of 2,609,000 for the De- for extending the draft induction aupartment of Defense. As stated in the thority from the present time of expiraPresident's budget, by June 30, 1972, a tion, July 1, 1971, to July 1, 1972, instrength of 2,505,000 will be reached. This stead of July 1, 1973, as presently configure is over a million less than we had tained in the measure before us. Un3 years ago; about one-third of a million fortunately, this amendment was deless than we have in uniform today; and feated. However, as I indicated earlier
almost 200,000 less than we had in 1964 in the day I am going to reintroduce this
before sizable troop formations moved amendment at the proper time during
consideration of H.R. 6531.
into Vietnam.
Mr. Chairman, I think that this
Not since the demobilizations which
followed World War II and Korea have amendment has five advantages which
we seen reductions in military manpower will enable us to attain the goal of an
of this magnitude. I see nothing that ex- all-voluntary military service.
First, with the many benefits which
ists in this world today that would justify
further reductions below the authoriza- are now contained in H.R. 6531, this will
tions provided by our bill. In making give the Department of Defense 15
your judgment on this portion of the months in which to increase enlistments

listed personnel with less than 2 years of
service held some sort of paying job.
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and in which to realize the objective of
an all-voluntary military service.
Second-and I think this is very important-this amendment, if adopted,
will put this body on record as supporting the concept of an all-voluntary military service.
Third, it will also give the Congress
what I would call an opportunity for reassessment. By this I simply mean that
by this time next year if it becomes evident, despite the benefits contained in
this measure, we still have not been able
to obtain an all-voluntary military service, then the House of Representatives
and the other body can consider alternative approaches which the administration might propose. I do not know what
these suggestions would be-perhaps
further changes in the pay scale, more
money for enlistment promotions, or,
perhaps, even further extension of the
induction authority.
Fourth, I think we have to recognize
that one of the basic weaknesses of this
measure is this fact that it lacks the
element of incentive. By extending the
induction authority 1 year the Congress
will give to the Department of Defense a
time certain-July 1, 1972-to achieve an
all-volunteer military service.
Adoption of this amendment will provide a real incentive for the Department
of Defense to attain this objective within
the next 15 months.
Fifth, this incentive also will apply to
the administration itself, in terms of
our involvement in Vietnam. It will provide an incentive for the President to
continue to reduce our troop strength in
Southeast Asia so that with this reduction, coupled with the increased enlistments that we hope this bill will bring,
we will be able by July 1, 1972, to reduce
draft calls to zero.
If we fail to do this, ttJ.en this time
next year this body will have a referendum opportunity, an opportunity once
again to review the situation to determine whether or not we want to extend
the induction authority.
Mr. Chairman, as I say, this amendment will be introduced at the appropriate time, and I would urge all of the
Members to give it their serious consideration.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WHALEN. I yield to the gentleman
from Massachusetts.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, after considerable reflection
and all of the uncertainty which is normally associated with something new,
a departure from tradition, I have decided to support the amendment that
will be offered by the gentleman from
Ohio <Mr. WHALEN) which would amend
thJ draft bill, H.R. 6531, extending the
dr~Jft induction authority for 1 year
only-to July 1, 1972-in lieu of the 2year extension provided by this measure.
I support this amendment fully aware
that it is a compromise measure, but convinced that it offers the best possible ap:r:roach to the extension of the draft in
view of all the debate currently swirling
around the topic at the moment. In supporting the Whalen amendment, I am
ultimately going along with the draft for
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another 15 months-not just the draft as
we have known it in the past, but a draft
with certain new features, especially a
higher level of pay. I am giving the Defense Department and the administration
15 more months to see what effect the
pay differential will have on recruitment
and volunteers. I attach importance to
this period of review and examination in
view of all the claims which have been
made for the feasibility of an all-volunteer armed force. I must confess that I
am not too optimistic that there will be
that much of an increase in volunteers
and reenlistment. I am sure that my experience is not all that different from
other Members. The young people o.f this
country do not appear attracted to a life
in the Armed Forces on a volunteer basis
even at higher salary-certainly not the
college population. But in voting for the
15-month extension in the life of the
draft, I am admitting a willingness to
consider and reexamine in depth the alternatives. Too, in 15 months the war in
Vietnam hopefully will either be a thing
of the past or a mere shadow of its former
self. The manpower requirements for the
Armed Forces should be considerably
reduced.
In going along with the extension of
the draft, I want to make it clear that I
do not believe the present draft system is
an ideal solution to our military requirements. There are many thi:ugs which
bother me about the draft. But I am also
bothered about numerous features of an
all volunteer Armed Force as well. Not
that the known devil is always better
than the unknown devil, but I do have
certain lingering doubts about the concept of an all-volunteer Armed Force
which must be cleared up in the next 15
months before I can become an enthusiastic convert. Despite all the claims to
the contrary and the impressive support
of the so-called Black Caucus of this
House for the all-volunteer army, I still
am not entirely convinced in my own
mind that what we have to replace the
draft, with all its inequities, will not be
a system which will see rich men's wars
fought by poor men-poor men who are
attracted to battle and risk their lives
simply because of an attractive pay. I
realize that under the present system, an
undue proportion of military responsibility is shouldered by the poor and the
blacks. I am for reforming this aspect.
But I am not convinced I would be doing
so if I were to support an all-volunteer
Armed Force. I do not feel the Gates
Commission has really provided foolproof evidence that this possibility will
not occur.
Furthermore, historically democracies
and republics have relied, in fact, on a
citizen army, not a professional mercenary force. The threat of a powerful professional military caste is something
which bothered most of the democratic
political theorists formulating their ideal
society. If it has developed that a citizens'
army has not proven satisfactory and
has fallen far short of the ideal, I fail to
see how the answer is to abandon the
effort and swing 180 degrees in the
opposite direction. I must take exception
to those that argue that military conscription has no place in a democracy.

From the earliest Greek city-states
there are countless examples of democratic societies, both in fact and in
theory, relying for their defense on a
call-to-arms of the citizens. The idea
was that when one's homeland was
threatened, the nation could rely upon
the citizenry to bear arms, do battle, and
return to work. Universal military conscription, as a matter of fact, was argued
by many political theorists in the 18th
century to have a positive political value
even in the absence of the threat of external aggression. It was argued that it
was good fo·r the country's political unity
and spirit for all the youth to serve and
receive discipline upon reaching a certain age, with the exception of only the
most serious cases of physical disability.
I think one of the real criticisms one can
make of the present draft system is the
layers of deferments and preferences
which have been ingrained into the system. For a philosopher like Rousseau,
there was as much reason to have a system of universal military training as a
system of universal public school education. Our society has not gone this far.
We have private schools and draft deferments. But I cannot help but feel that
the solution to our military requirements
is more in the direction of Rousseau than
a professional military army like the
foreign legion.
'
Sure there are criticisms about the
present system-far-reaching ones, serious ones, which should be considered seriously and not postponed forever. What
seems to have happened is that the critics
of the system have given up hope of reforming it and have instead turned their
backs on a philosophic decision made
again and again by democracies and republics throughout history. In the process, I believe feelings about the present
war have grown to such a high pitch and
resulted in such resistance that the
critics have concluded that the best way
to achieve a pullout is to destroy the
source of its involuntary manpower.
While I understand the reasons which
have lead to this conclusion, I still cannot accept the conclusion. What is at
fault is the war. What is at fault is the
method in which the draft has been administered over the years, not the concept of a citizen army in and of itself.
There is nothing undemocratic about a
citizen army. When you get right down
to it, a good case can be made out to
show that it's part and parcel of the concept of a democratic society-the democratic ideal.
But, as I said at the outset, I think
that there is much to be debated on this
subject and hopefully the next 15 months
will witness a continuation of this debate-of this search for a national policy
on military training of the youth of this
Nation. I am willing to listen and learn
and approach another vote on this subject 15 months from now. Much can happen in a 15-month period to cool emotion and permit the calm, clear reflection and deliberation which one normally associates with a mature nation's
legislative bodies.
Mr. PffiNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Indiana,
Mr. DENNIS.
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Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, and
Members of the House, this is of course
one of the most important, fundamental,
and far-reaching bills with which this
Congress will concern itself, and certainly
it is one of the most difficult bills to vote
upon so far as I personally am conconcerned. It is a measure which involves
the lives of our young men; it involves
our foreign policy; it involves the whole
structure of our society; and it concerns
itself with our personal liberties, and it
concerns itself with our national defense.
The late Senator Robert Taft said some
years ago that the draft-Is absolutely opposed to the principles of
individual liberty which have always been
considered a part of American democracy.

President Nixon himself has said:
A system of compulsory service that arbitrarily selects some and not others simply
cannot be squared with our whole concept
of liberty, justice and equality under the law.
Its only justification is compelling necessity.

So far as I am concerned, I subscribe
to both of those statements.
The committee bill, it seems to me, goes
quite a way toward reaching these goals.
It provides the pay increases which are
generally regarded as a necessary first
step toward achieving a voluntary armed
service, and it cuts in half the extension
which has become usual from 4 years to
2 years.
The proposed amendment which will
be offered by the gentleman from Ohio,
(Mr . WHALEN) , seems to me to merely attempt to make the step swifter and
longer toward the same, identical goal,
when he suggests a one-year extension.
The principle involved is very close to
being the same, and the question is, it
seems to me, whether the 1-year period,
under the presently existing circumstances, is actually a prudent and practical step at this time.
President Nixon has also pointed out,
in advocating a volunteer service, that
he did not think we could achieve that
end while the Vietnam War was still
going on, and that this is a goal which
we should arrive at when the hostilities
have come to an end; And I recognize the
validity and the harsh reality of those
considerations. I would like to vote for
the 1-year extension, and I think I would
do so if we were at peace, but we are not
at peace. We are at war. And I am somewhat perturbed by the suggestion of the
gentleman from Ohio, <Mr. WHALEN),
that the 1-year extension can serve as a
vehicle for a sort of a referendum about
the current war in Vietnam.
I do not think the basic question of
conscription versus a voluntary service
ought to be decided on the basis of the
merits or demerits of this war, or any
other particular war.
This basic question ought to be decided
on its own merits and, if possible, it ought
to be decided during a period of peace.
I am not and I never have been for
the idea of tying the hands of the President in the conduct of a war which is already going on. The thrust of the argument by the gentleman from Ohio seems
to me to look in that direction and to

approach, at least too closely for my lik-
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ing, to aSking for a vote of no confidence
in the President and in the administration during the middle of an on-going
armed conflict.
Moreover, obviously, we cannot be left
without any armed services. There has
to be a period of transition--and the
question is-how long a period do we
really need?
The President and those charged with
the responsibility say that they need 2
years in order to bring that goal about
in a practical, safe, and prudent manner.
It seems to me that their views on this
subject, since they are informed and
since they are charged with the duty, are
entitled to a certain amount of deference.
Under all these circumstances, with
great reluctance, it seems to me I may
very probably be constrained to vote for
the 2-year extension, with certain
amendments which I shall propose, as
noted this morning, designed to protect
the legitimate rights of students and of
legitimate conscientious objectors.
If I so cast my vote, I shall do so ;vith
the understanding that this measure is,
indeed, a first step toward a voluntary
armed service-and in the belief that,
barring some severe and fundamental
change in the international situation, in
1973, the second and final step will follow, which will return our country to the
system of voluntary service, which is,
historically, the free American way.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Missouri
(Mr. RANDALL).
Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Chairman, you are
going to hear a full discussion of H.R.
6531. You have heard a detailed discussion up to now. You will hear much more
under the 5-minute rule tomorrow.
For those of you who are not members
of the committee, I direct your attention
to the fact voluminous hearings were
held. The hearings were rather different
from any that have ever been held before during my years on the committee.
Everyone had a chance to be heard, day
after day-in the morning and then
again each afternoon. All groups who
asked to appear were given their opportunity to speak no matter what their
philosophy was concerning the draft or
about the amount of military pay.
All groups were all accorded a full
hearing. Every member of the committee
was given the opportunity to interrogate
each witness. For that, I am sure we are
all indebted to our chairman, the gentleman from Louisiana <Mr. HEBERT) to
whom we are also indebted for the fact
that for the first time junior members of
the committee were given the chance to
interrogate the witness before more senior members. The new chairman established a rule that a member would be
recognized, not according to his seniority, but according to the time that the
member arrived in the committee room.
When some of the senior members arrived a little late they did not get an op-

portunity to question the witness until
after those who arrived earlier. But the
doors were open to all. There were no executive sessions.
There is one feature of this bill that
may b..J a subject of controversy tomorrow. It was offered by our chairman, the

gentleman from Louisiana. That is the
new conscientious objector provision. Before those of you who are not on the committee jump to any conclusions that the
change is not a fair and an equitable
amendment, let me call to your attention
the fact that the extension from 2 to 3
years of service for a conscientious objector is not really or actually punitive.
Instead it is eminently fair. The reason is
that the third year of conscientious objector service takes the place of and
stands in lieu of the 6 years Reserve duty
that would be required of one who is
drafted and serves for 2 years and at the
end of such 2-year period faces 6 additional years of Reserve duty.
In my judgment the new 3-year period
is eminently fair and not punitive and
not inequitable.
Now I should like to address myself
to some of the other details of the bill
that the committee has carefully considered. I can report to you that not any
important considerations were left unexplored. First an amendment was offered and defeated which would have
extended the draft for 4 years. Then
there was the amendment offered that
would extend it for 1 year. Everyone had
his say on each of these amendments.
Finally the draft was extended for 2
years.
I know you have heard a lot of people
say that the Armed Services Committee
canceled all student deferments. This
is not the fact. Some of us on the committee felt that student deferments
should be continued until such time as
there could be no appearance that we
were changing the rules in the middle of
the game. Let me make it clear to you the
Armed Services Committee has done
nothing to change student deferments.
We have simply given the authority to
the President to end student deferments
if he chooses.
Another point, Mr. Chairman, that I
am sure is going to be raised again and
again under the 5-minute rule. I refer to
the amendment or substitute offered in
the form of H.R. 4450. This is the Gates
Commission plan. Oh sure they had very
extensive hearings. They published a
large book which was kind of hard to
wade through. But let me tell you that
when all is said and done, the recommendations of the Gates Commission, as
compared to the so-called 1973 plan for
military pay which was finally adopted
in committee was less than the committee bill: The committee bill provided
for pay increases over $2.6 billion, or almost $2.7 billion. And listen to this. The
committee bill provided a bigger pay increase for the lower grades of the military by, from $100 million to $200 million more than the pay scale of the socalled Gates Commission.
The committee listened to some witnesses who proposed we pay military
personnel an amount comparable to
what they could get in civilian life with

starting pay of $6,000, $7,000, $8,000 a
year. Well, the staff of the committee
totaled up the tab on this suggestion,
and we figured it would amount to somewhere between $15 and $20 billion or
about $17 billion a year. The best estimate we could get of manpower costs
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showed the annual appropriation would
have to be increased by about $17 billion. As it is, the added cost for manpower will be up by about $2.7 billion.
Without reser vation it can be reasonably and fairly concluded that your
Armed Services Committee has expected no roadblocks, or created no
obstacles to be put in the path of the
effort to try to make a voluntary Army
work. I submit that is proven by the
fact the committee bill calls for a
newly enlisted private to receive the
sum of $268 a month.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3
minutes to the gentlewoman from New
York (Mrs. ABZUG).
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
from New York is recognized for 3
minutes.
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I find it
very interesting that we are sitting here
in a debate-a lot of people who are past
the draft age-talking about a bill that
is going to continue drafting our young
men to go to a war which is an illegal
and an immoral war, a war which the
American people oppose, and a war which
is contrary to America's interests.
I also find it interesting that most of
you who are here continue to support a
practice which violates the basic traditions of our country. The compulsory
conscription of the young men of this
country to fight an undeclared war violates everything that every one of you
who have supported this bill would normally oppose. Every one of you in this
room would normally support the great
American right to be free, the right to be
independent, the right to human dignity-every right except the right to
avoid being forced into wars, into conscription, and into an army.
It is with great sadness as a mother
and ~s a woman who has for many years
seen the agony of the young people in
this country, it is with very great sadness, that I stand before this House and
hear the talk once again of continuing a
draft in a "peacetime" period. There may
be a war going on, but it is a war that
is going on illegally, without our consent
in this House, and without the consent
of the American people. It seems to me
inconceivable that after 50,000 of our
young men have been killed in this war;
so many more wounded; and after many,
many other young men have been forced
to flee, to seek exile or go to ja.il rather
than serve against their conscience; and
m any other young men in and out of the
Army have been forced. into drug addiction in order to escape the horrors of war.
that we are still talking about continuing compulsory military service. And
what about the prisoners of war? Those
whom we so cynically paid tribute to last
week-who are rotting in prison camps.
through no fault of their own, and who
will never be brought home until we, the
American Government, bring this war W.
an end.
Yesterday at Fort Benning Lieutenant Calley was found guilty of mass murder at My La.i. He did wrong, he made
an immoral judgment, and he killed civilians when he should not have. The significance of his case is that it reflects the
wrongness of the war policies which have
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been made possible by the existence of
an unlimited supply of manpower which
in turn has given unlimited war power to
the President and the Pentagon. Without the draft, this war and its many My
Lais could never have dragged on so
long. On this morning after the CalJey
verdict--which seems to have shocked so
many of you-! think we display an inhuman hardness and callousness when
we do not rise in a mass to object to the
continuation of the draft. That we continue to allow this draft and this war
to go on is indefensible. That we continue to foster a conscious military policy of killing innocent civilians and of
making killers out of innocent young
Americans is reprehensible.
As the Members know, I have testified
before the House Armed Services Committee at hearings on the draft. I have
proposed, and I am calling for, and I
will continue to call for repeal of the
entire military Selective Service Act.
I do not do this lightly. I do this, because unless we repeal the draft in this
country, we as Members of Congress are
failing to take responsibility for the foreign pOilicy of this Nation. The draft has
greatly weakened the constitutional
power of the Congress of the United
States over isSJUes of war and peace. We
see the results today as we continue to
suffer and make others suffer in Indochina. The draft has provided the manpower for large-scale military intervention, without the approval of this House
and without the approval of the people
of the United States. Up there in the galleries and outside is where the real
opinion is. The people do not want this
war: they do not want this draft. Only in
here, in this body are we deaf to the 73
percent who have spoken against the
war, against the draft, and whose demonstration here today reaffirms where it
truly is.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the
gentlewoman has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
to the gentlewoman from New York an
additional 3 minutes.
Mrs. ABZUG. I thank the chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am suggesting that
the existence of an unlimited supply of
conscripts encourages the Government to
resort t0 military solutions, and it discourages us from finding other policies,
more constructive foreign policies for our
country. I believe the Vietnamese war,
the war in Indochina, has not only killed
millions of people as it has also devastated their tiny countries who have
done no harm to us, but that it is also
ripping apart our own country. None of
this could have taken place were it not
for the existence and continuation of the
military Selective Service Act. I think it
is time we repealed the draft, because it
is being continued primarily, even now,
for the specific purpose of furnishing
fighting men for Vietnam and Laos and
Cambodia and Thailand.
It seems to me that a government
which goes about the business of war is
obliged to secure popu1ar approval of the
war, and is obliged to declare war
through legal, constitutional channels.
No government should be permitted to

wage war simply by utilizing a ready supply of manpower to do so.
Conscription thus becomes the key element in enabling administrations, not
only this administration but also previous administrations, whether Democratic
or Republican, unilaterally to commit the
Nation to war, even when that involvement proves to be illegal, immoral as
well as dangerous to national interest
and the health of our economy.
I think conscription has regrettably
guaranteed to the military and to the
Presidency the "flexibility" which by
their own admission they covet. Ready
access to a limitless reservoir of manpower has enabled them rapidly to expand the size of the Army by administrative fiat and thus to wage undeclared
war. There was never any need under
these conditions to go to the Congress, no
need to go to the people. I think we must
begin to end this. Testimony has been
given to the Armed Services Committee
which proves that without a conscription
system to furnish men to the Armed
Forces, even "gradual withdrawal" of
American forces is not possible. Even
"gradual withdrawal" requires that we
feed more and more men into the war
machine.
Selective Service Director Curtis Tarr
recently visited Saigon for a firsthand
view of the situation and expressed the
judgment that we must have the draft in
order to continue fighting in Vietnam.
According to figures given to us by the
Defense Department, as of February the
Army alone has been sending 19,000 replacements a month to Vietnam. The
percentage of draftees who go to Vietnam is not recorded as they depart from
the United States, but approximately 37
percent of the American troops in Vietnam are draftees, and that percentage
has remained steady for a number of
months.
You will find in analyzing these figures
that the casualty rates among draftees
are tremendous, because it is draftees
who comprise the vast majority of the
combat infantry ranks.
I believe that this abominable war
must end, and the American people have
made it clear through public opinion
polls that they want it to end. We have
not yet done anything about it here in
this House, but I believe that we are going to act to see that it is ended, tomorrow in the Democratic caucus and,
later, on the floor of the House. Let us
start now by ending the draft today.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the
gc:>ntlewoman from New York has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Is the gentlewoman
satisfied she has had sufficient time?
Mrs. ABZUG. Thank you.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Washington (Mr. HICKS).
Mr. HICKS of Washington. Mr. Chairman, I am going to support the amendment of the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
WHALEN) when it is offered, and I shou1d
like to spend just a moment or two explaining why.
I was a member of the committee in
1967 when this act was before the House,
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and before the committee. At that time
I voted against extension of the act
because it was a deplorable act in my
view. It required by law that students be
deferred. It gave no consideration to the
volunteer Army, and gave little consideration to the use of Reserves.
The present plan is much different. We
are seriously considering the volunteer
Army. We have a pay raise in this bill
that will go a long way toward that
objective, which is only treating these
men in the service equitably, particu1arly
in the lower grades, particularly those we
are drafting.
So I find this bill not a bad bill except
for one thing. It does not do what the
gentlewoman from New York was talking
about. It does not let Congress consider
as adequately as it shou1d what we are
doing each year in the way of our military and foreign policy.
I contend that the military, the Defense Department, should come before
the Armed Services Committee and the
Congress each year and justify manpower needs in the same way it justifies
its weapons needs and every other matter
that the Armed Services and Appropriations Committees consider.
I see no difference between manpower
and missiles and ammunition and clothing and anything else that is authorized
or appropriated for. For that reason I
feel that a year at a time extension of
the draft is sufficient. Then we will have
the opportunity to consider in depth, if
we choose to do so, why the Department
feels it will need so many draftees, or
no draftees if it needs no draftees.
We should consider in depth each year
the force levels and why those force levels
are needed.
Consider the objection of the gentleman from Indiana <Mr. DENNIS), that we
are in the middle of a war and a 1-year
extension of induction authority is insufficient. I find that not a valid objection.
It is no more of an obiection than to say
we shou1d not consider plane procurement each year or tracked vehicles, because we are in the middle of a war. We
do not give multiple-year authorizations
for those items, and there is no more
reason to do so for the manpower needs.
Therefore, I believe serious consideration
should be given to this amendment to be
offered by the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
WHALEN) to extend the induction authority contained in this bill for 1 year
only.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. IDCKS of Washington. I yield to
the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. CONYERS. I thank my colleague
for yielding.
Has not this matter been discussed in
the committee?
Mr. IDCKS of Washington. Yes, this
matter has been discussed in the committee.
Mr. CONYERS. I am talking about the
number of men that should be supplied.
Mr. IDCKS of Washington. It has been
discussed in the committee, but it is not
discussed as thoroughly as I believe it
would be if it were up each year before
the committee.
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As a matter of fact, the climate in the
House and in the country regarding this
matter this year has caused much wider
discussion than has taken place in our
committee before.
I want to take this occasion, Mr. Chairman, to commend the chairman of our
committee, Mr. HEBERT, for the great
breadth in which the committee was permitted to consider the present bill and
for the fact that the committee will, I
predict, continue to consider matters before our committee in far greater depth
and breadth than ever before.
Mr. CONYERS. Were the Gates Commission studies considered carefully?
Mr. IDCKS of Washington. Possibly
not as carefully as they should have been,
but they were considered. That is why I
suggest we should go on a year-by-year
basis rather than a 2-year or 4-year basis
as we have had in the past.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HICKS of Washington. I am glad
to yield to the gentleman from illinois.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, I compliment the gentleman on his remarks.
Mr. Chairman, in accordance with section 119 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, I wish to place in the
RECORD the following amendments to
H.R. 6531, which I intend to offer at the
appropriate time:
On page 11, strike out lines 12 through
20, inclusive.
On page 4, strike out lines 13 through 25
inclusive, and on page 5, strike out lines 1
through 20 inclusive.

Mr. PIRNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
to the gentleman from New York <Mr.
TERRY) such time as he may use.
Mr. TERRY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of H.R. 6531 as reported by the
committee. The bill is sound in that it
reflects the new direction of the military, as well as providing the necessary
cohesion with the existing requirements
of our Armed Forces.
Mr. Chairman, an extremely important part of the bill concerns the extension of the draft. The Army has currently launched a massive program to
gain recruits and in concert with the
Navy and Air Force, has been implementing new operation standards to enhance
their image. However, with the current
operational requirements of all branches
of the service, the need for a draft system will continue through the next 2
years.
One aspect of the 2-year extension
which has not received adequate attention from its opponents is the various
steps taken within this bill to further
equalize the distribution of the draft
calls. A major step was taken with the
implementation of the lottery system.
Now, addi tiona! changes are being made
to further regularize the impact of the
draft, steps which if implemented will
further diminish the inequalities which
have plagued the Selective Service System for many years.
Chief among these is the President's
recommendation for a uniform national
call. Previously under the lottery system
registrants with the same number, but
different boards, were called at different

times of the year. When the higher numbers were reached, the disparity increased as some people were drafted with
high numbers and others were not.
Under the uniform national call, all
registrants with the · same number
throughout the country will face the
same liability. The lottery system will
be, with the implementation of the
uniform national call, what the public
expects it to be; a truly equitable selective service system.
Mr. Chairman, there is great sentiment behind the concept of an all volunteer army. I must admit that I count myself among those who question the possibility of such a volunteer force. However, if it is to ever be a reality, much
preparation has to be done. The bill before us today provides modifications to
the current selective service syst-em to
improve it, as well as changes in the
capacity of the military to improve
themselves. This is the only way to
proceed if we are to maintain a military
force which is consistent with our security requirements.
Today, the military is in disrepute in
many segments of the population. The
disrepute is not held exclusively by any
one political or economic group. It
transcends all traditional classifications
of Americans. This bill will remove some
of the inequities which have tarnished
the military's image and increase the
capacity of the military to perform its
mission during the coming years. Mr.
Chairman, this bill deserves the support
of this House, and I urge my colleagues
to join in that support.
Mr. PIRNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from Minnesota <Mr. FRENZEL ).
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I regret that the House today is faced with
a bill to provide a 2-year extension of the
draft. Like most of the people in this
country from the President to the next
young man to be called, I wish we had the
opportunity today to vote for an end to
the draft.
Too long the draft has afflicted our society. Too long has it seemed to discriminate against the poor and disadvantaged. Too long has it created a deep
sense of frustration and distrust of government among those who believe certain of our military operations to be unnecessary or unjust. The attractiveness
of ending the draft is almost irresistible,
but, unfortunately, that ultimate luxury
of draft termination is not available to
us now. The miracle that would let us
end the draft this June is just not in
sight now.
Our involvement throughout the
world, and the international deployment
of our military personnel may be questionable but they are fact. The mechanism for establishing a volunteer army
may be tempting, but it is not tested.
Therefore the hope for draft termination
by this June remains a pious, but unachievable, hope.
But we must neither forget, nor unduly defer, our goals. For these reasons,
I am supporting the amendment for termination June 1972, with the added stipulation that efforts be increased to end
our involvement in Southeast Asia and
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to reduce our military personnel commitments elsewhere.
We have in this bill the beginnings of
a volunteer military. That concept, in its
earliest implementation, should be accompanied by our pledge to end the
draft as soon as possible. We can do so
by voting for the 1-year extension. In
the horrible event that an additional
draft extension is required, Congress is
capable of that action on short notice.
The entire committee proposal, with
the 1-year amendment, is worthy of
passage. It includes some worthy reforms
to the present Military Service Act such
as a uniform national call and abolition
of student deferments.
The passage of this conglomerate can
give us, first, the beginning of the end of
the draft, second, the beginning of
a volunteer mmtary force, and third, a
better draft system during its last 15
months of existence.
Mr. PIRNIE. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. NELSEN).
Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Chairman, there was
recently issued a special selective service
call for doctors to serve in the armed
services. A number of towns in my congressional district are about to be adversely affected by this physicians draft,
and for this reason I would call attention
to the fact that Selective Service officials
under present laws and regulations are
authorized to exercise the necessary discr etion to defer from this call a young
doctor whose services are needed in a
rural area or possibly in a ghetto area
either of which is suffering a shortage of
physicians' services. I realize that the
military inust have doctors but I do urge
extreme care so that undue damage be
guarded against.
I would like to point out that it had
been my intention to offer an amendment
to the committee bill the language of
which would make it clear that the status
of young physicians whos. services are
sorely needed in a community might be
recognized by Selective Service officials.
Several instances have been brought
to my attention in the past couple of
weeks where hard-pressed communities
have worked hard and long to secure the
services of physicians only to find that a
young doctor who has made a commitment to serve in that community is now
faced with a draft notice under special
call No. 46. I would like to point out that
this effect of the physicians draft after
the abolishing of occupational deferments has not only worked a hardship
on many rural communities, but its effect
runs counter to e:fforts of the Congress
to establish Federal programs which
would increase the supply of physicians
generally while at the same time encouraging young medical students toestablish practice in the rural areas of our
Nation. As a member of the Subcommittee on Public Health and Welfare of the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, I am very aware of the
crying need for physicians to facilitate
the delivery of health care.
As a result of legislation written by
our subcommittee, I am pleased to report that the doctor supply situation in
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our country has improved as far as raw
totals are concerned. In two respects,
however, we have a long way to go. When
I say this I have in mind the shortage
of doctors which still exists in rural areas
of our Nation and also the need for building up the numbers of doctors going into
general practice. At this point I include
in my remarks a table indicating the
number of active rhysicians in the United
States by type of practice for selected
years from 1949 to 1967:

ACTIVE PHYSICIANS BY TYPE OF PRACTICE: 1949, 1960, 1967
Type of practice

1949

1960

1967

Number of physicians: Total
active ___________________ 191,577

230,762

295,072

Private practice: TotaL ___ __ 150,417

165,844

1190,079

General practice____ ____
Specialty practice____ __ _

95,526
54, 891

74, 553
91,291

62, 757
127,322

Nonprivate practicez__ _____ _

41,160

64,918

103, 993

Type of practice
Percent of physicians: Total
in private practice_ __ ___ __
General practice_. ___ ___
Specialty practice_______

1949

1960

1967

100

100

100

36

55

67

-------------------64
45
33

I Private practice not available for 1967. Figures shown are for
solo, partnerships, group, and other practice.
2 Includes for 1949 and 1960: hospital service (including interns and residents), medical school faculty, administration
research, and Federal service.
Source: Health Manpower Source Book, sees. 14 and 20.
Public Health Service Publication No. 263.

NUMBER OF ACTIVE NON-FEDERAL PHYSICIANS (M.D.) IN SELECTED SPECIALTIES IN EACH STATE, 1969
Active non-Federal physicians (M.D.) Dec. 31, 1969
Medical specialties
Geographic division
and State
Alllocations7 _________ ____
United States ___________ ._

Total

General
practice 1

273,502
271, 131

66,347
65, 676

Surgical specialties

Total

Internal
medicine

Pediatrics 2

Other a

Total

General
surgery

Obstetrics,
gynecology

Other '

Psychiatry
and
neurology 5

All
others s

64,322
63, 706

33, 638
33, 420

16,622
16, 388

14, 062
13, 898

86,104
85, 438

26,038
25, 847

17, 049
16, 857

43,017
42, 734

22,483
22, 351

34,246
33, 960

======================================================================~~

NewEngland_ __________________
19,747
3,671
5, 203
2,825
1,237
1, 141
6,126
2,072
1,043
3,011
2,046
2,701
Connecticut__ __ . ____ ___ _____-----5-,2_4_1______9_0_4_____1_,-40_7_______7-63-------3-52_______2_9_2_____1_,6_0_9_______
48_0_______3-30_______7_9_9______5_6_3_______7_5~8
Maine___ __ ______ ____ _______
931
287
171
88
44
39
316
117
43
156
38
119
Massachusetts_____ ____ _____
10,670
1,785
2, 914
1, 586
658
670
3,295
1,167
528
1, 600
1,228
1,448
New Hampshire_ ____ ________
885
261
178
104
44
30
271
91
39
141
62
113
Rhodelsland __________ ____ _
1,286
272
342
160
101
81
433
144
72
217
92
147
Vermont__ ________ __________
734
162
191
124
38
29
202
73
31
98
63
116
MiddleAtlantic_________ ____ _____
65,906
13,648
17,212
9,156
4,277
3,779
19,846
6,027
4,198
9,621
6,850
8, 350
New Jersey ____ ___________ __ -----9,_4_0_5-----2-,2_0_7_____2_,4_1_1_____1_,-28_1_______5-81_______54
__
9 -----3-,0_0_2_______
88_1_______6-64------1.-4-57_______6_5_8______1-:,1-:--27
NewYork____ _______ ______ _
39,995
7,201
11,157
6,005
2,833
2,319
11,919
3,702
2,511
5,706
4, 803
4,915
Pennsylvania ___________ ____
16,506
4,240
3,644
1, 870
863
911
4,925
1,444
1, 023
2,458
1,389
2,308
SouthAtlantic __ ____________ ___ __

========================================================================~

36,176

7,954

8, 795

4,520

2,451

1,824

12,043

3,727

2, 564

5,752

2,786

4,598

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------654
146
146
69
46
31
205
65
50
90
59
98

Delaware_ _________ __ ___ ____
DistrictotColumbia_____ ____
Florida_ __ __________ ____ __ __
Georgia____________________
Maryland________________ ___
North Carolina___ ___________

2,731
358
857
481
209
167
810
247
175
388
345
361
8,043
1,691
1,998
950
507
541
2,864
804
552
1,508
506
984
4,470
1,017
1,021
524
279
218
1,592
507
355
730
294
546
6,402
1,053
1, 717
917
514
286
2,033
611
523
899
715
884
5,082
1,210
1,221
620
344
257
1, 615
517
360
738
354
682
S~u~h . Carolina________ _____ _
2,071
717
327
164
111
52
693
229
137
327
113
221
Vrrgmra__ ______ _____ ____ ___
5, 026
1,251
1,178
600
357
221
1,617
487
324
806
346
634
WestVirginia___ ____________
1,697
511
330
195
84
51
614
260
88
266
54
188
East South CentraL ... . ..... _. ___ ==1=1.=9=13=,==3=,=50==0===2=,=43=5===1=.2=1=9===7=1=6===5==0=0===4=,0=70===1,=4=-=30====7=35===1.=90:::::5===:=:47:::::9===:1=,4:=::=29

Alabama___ _____ ____ ______ _
Kentucky___ __________ ___ ___
Mississippi____ _________ ____
Tennessee__ ___________ ___ __

2,827
3, 082
1,692
4, 312

847
971
641
1, 041

600
610
281
944

296
305
132
486

172
167
92
285

132
138
57
173

974
989
544
1, 563

339
363
191
537

191
160
114
270

444
466
239
756

79
153
59
188

327
359
167
576

West South CentraL ___ . ___ . _________
19-:-,-:=:87::-:3_____5..:..,: -:63:-=9_____4..:..,1::-:1::-7_____1.:...,'9:-:2 4 _____1:._,1-=63-=--_____:1•:._0-::-30:--_____:6,--:6-:=:15:--______:_1,-=-8-=-=21::--___1..:.'..,32::-:9::--___3..:..,: -:46;;-;:5_____1..:..'-;23;;:;6______2,-;2~66

t~~rs7~~;~~=================
Oklahoma___ ___ ___ _____ ____

Texas_________ ___ __________

l:2,376
52~
11,868

1,

g~~
732

3,243

~:~
484
2, 544

7

~~~
241
1,181

2~~

123
702

1rs
120
661

:~~

1,
764
3,949

n~

215
1, 057

3r2
152
785

~~~

397
2,107

2~~

143
732

l~~

253
1,400

==========================================================================~

EastNorthCentraJ._ ______ ______
47,100
12,779
10, 352
5,557
2,544
2,251
14,748
4,656
2,982
7,110
3,269
5,952
llli no is - -- -------- -- -- - -- - _-_-----:--14:-,712::-:7::-----:3:---,::-:83:-=7------:3:-,2::-:5:-::-0-----;1-:.7:-:470 -------:8:-=3::-9-------:6:::-7:-1----74,-=2-=:07:-----:-1.-=3-:-::48::-------'-:=:
88::-:8::-----:1:--,:c:97;:-1------:1:-,o-=-=o;-;:-5-------;1,-:8=28
Indiana. ---- -- -------- -- --4, 831
1, 804
780
411
185
184
1,458
416
224
818
232
557
Michigan_ ____ ____ _________ _
10, 240
2,391
2,247
1,229
532
486
3,364
1,117
785
1,462
854
1, 384
Ohio __ __ ____________ __ _____
13,081
3,387
3,076
1, 643
746
687
4,233
1, 330
825
2,078
819
1, 566
Wisconsin ___ __ ______ ___ ____
4,821
1, 360
999
534
242
223
1,486
445
260
781
359
617

WestNorthCentraJ.. __ __________
18,498
5, 234
3,943
2, 242
902
799
5,620
1, 847
936
2,837
1,443
2. 258
Iow a.. _. .. . __ . .. _. _.... . . _-_-----:2-:-,::-:69;;-;:2::----......:..9::-:6:-:-9----.....:..4:-:3::-4----....:....,2::-:374 ---:-----:1:-=04:---------::c96:----___:-::8:c:27:----____:_-::-25::-:8::-------:c11:-;;8::----__:_-:-::45::-:1------=--;-:17;::;7-------;2~85
Kansas _______ __ ____________
2,361
750
419
235
109
75
663
207
114
342
280
248
Minnesota _________ _________
5,331
1,437
1,254
703
269
282
1,576
497
228
851
346
715
Missouri. _____ __ ____________
5,528
1,075
1,389
825
313
251
1,826
613
352
861
513
729
Nebraska __ ______ __________
1, 541
564
286
156
68
62
431
158
78
195
88
172
NorthDakota __ __ ___ __ ___ ___
544
202
95
52
21
22
164
60
25
79
26
57
South Dakota ._ __ . __ . __.. _
501
237
66
37
18
11
133
54
21
58
13
52
Mountain ____ ___ __ ______________
9, 800
2,712
2,070
973
614
483
3, 200
930
597
1,673
613
1,205
Arizona ... ___ .. _. _________-_-----:-2,-=0=c70:----__:-,6'""28-=----__::._4,3-=-8-------,20=-=8-------=-1=-=1o,------...,1-=-2o=----__:_6__5-=-8------1=-=9-=-1-------,13=-=o______:_-=-3=37:-------=1-=-06=---------=2=40
Colorado ___ ____________ __ __
3,459
775
839
364
284
191
1,075
320
202
553
306
464
Idaho ___________ __ _________
603
252
82
43
23
16
188
58
30
100
20
61
Montana_____ ______________
644
241
110
59
30
21
209
60
34
115
19
65
Nevada____ ___ ____________ _
462
137
69
30
17
22
180
54
37
89
21
55
New Mexico_________ _______
954
232
223
112
62
49
300
87
55
158
63
136
Utah __ __________ ___________
1,324
323
273
138
79
56
498
128
97
273
74
156
Wyoming_ ____ ___ __ ____ _____
284
124
36
19
9
8
92
32
12
48
4
28

==========================================================================

Pacific___ _____ ____ _____ ________
42,118
10,539
9,579
5,004
2,484
2,091
13,170
3,337
2,473
7,360
3,629
5,201
AI ask a. __. _. _. _... ___ . _. __-_------::-18::-:8::------'--,6::::3-------'--:3:-:4-------'--:1:-=
8-----'--:1-=-2------'--4-=------'---=-61::-------'---=:23:-------'---:-:10::-------,2::-:8::-------:1;-;;6--------o14

~:~~i~~i~--~==~======= =======

3f:~~~

8,~~~

7,~~~

4,~~~

1,9~~

1,7~

1o, j~~

2, 5~~

1,9~~

5,i~}

3,0~~

4,~~~

Oregon___ ___ ______ _________
2, 712
720
594
328
133
133
933
253
157
523
168
297
Washington _________ ____ ____
4,497
1,245
912
447
266
199
1, 412
377
244
791
336
592
Puerto Rico __ ------ -- ___ _. ____ __ ===2,=2=38====6=4=7====58=2====20=3====2=18====1=6=1===6=1=5====16=9====1=79====2=67====1=2=9====2==65
Outlyin!! areas_____________ _____
133
24
34
15
16
3
51
22
13
16
3
21
'Includes also physicians with no specialty specified.
2 Includes also pediatric allergy and pediatric cardiology.
a Includes allergy, cardiovascular disease, dermatology, gastroenterology, and pulmonary
diseases.
• Includes anesthesiology, colon and rectal surgery, neurological surgery, ophthalmology,
orthopedic surgery, otolaryngology, plastic surgery, thoracic surgerv, and urology.
1 Includes also child psychiatry.

e Includes aviation medicine, occupational medicine, pathology and forensic pathology. physical
medicine and rehabilitation, preventive medicine and public health, radiology (including diagnostic
and therapeutic radiology), and specialities not recognized by the American Medical Associalion .
7 Includes the United States, Puerto Rico, and outlying areas.
Source: HauR, J. N., and Roback, G. A., Distribution of Physicians, Hospitals, and Hospital Beds
in the United States, 1969. Chicago, American Medical Association. 1970.
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It has been reported that in 1931 three
out of every four doctors in the country
were general practitioners. It is interesting to note that the proportion of general practitioners has declined to a point
where there were in 1967 only one-third
of the doctors engaged in this family
practice of medicine. The following table
indicates that according to the study of
the American Medical Association the
proportion of physicians in general practice in 1969 had almost reversed itself
from the situation which existed in the
1930's. We find that as of December 31,
1969, only some 66,000 out of 273,500 were
actively engaged in general practice. See
table No. 2. I want to emphasize this
point because it is the general practitioner who is needed in the rural areas of
our country.
A Library of Congress study made in
August of last year was titled, "The
Physician Shortage in Rural America."
According to this study the number of
physicians relative to population in rural
areas has diminished at an alarming
rate. Add to this the consideration that
a high proportion of physicians in rural
practice are over 50 years of age. When
these relatively old general practitioners
die or retire it is difficult to replace them
with younger physicians going into the
practice of family medicine.
The Library of Congress study emphasizes another point which complicates
this disproportionate shortage of physicians in the rural areas of our country.
The report states at one point:
Evidence also suggests that a higher incidence of chronic health conditions exists
in rural areas.

The point is also made that accident
rates for rural residents are higher than
those for urban residents. The report refers to a finding of the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural
Poverty that rural farm residents have
the highest rate of injuries caused by
work-related accidents and that accident death rates are higher among rural
than among urban people. It was the
Commission's finding that in 1963 rural
residents accounted for three out of five
deaths caused by accidents.
In the last session of the Congress our
Subcommittee on Public Health and Welfare held extensive hearings on proposals
to increase the number of doctors going
into the practice of family medicine.
Without exception testimony was offered
during the course of these hearings pointing up the need for more general practitioners in rural communities. Now in
this session of the Congress we will be
considering proposals for extension of
the Health Manpower Act which expires
at the end of this fiscal year. Again we
will be concerned with programs to encourage the development of family practice and the carrying on of programs to
encourage young doctors to locate in
areas of greatest need. In this connection

I might point out that under present law
medical students receiving health professions student loans in medical school
may take advantage of the loan cancellation provisions of the act. According to
this forgiveness feature of the loan program, if the doctor practices in a certified
physician shortage area, 50 percent of

his student loan is canceled for the first
year of practice and may be canceled at
a rate of 10 percent for each year of
practice thereafter. If the shortage area
has been designated a rural low-income
area, the total unpaid balance may be
canceled at the rate of 15 percent per
year of practice.
I have emphasized our concern in these
matters to point up how procedures of
the Selective Service under the present
special call have the effect of running
counter to everything we are attempting
to do here in the Congress to alleviate
the physician shortage in rural communities. President Nixon himself in his
health message to the Congress in February of this year pointed out that Americans who live in rural areas or in urban
poverty neighborhoods often have special difficulty in obtaining adequate medical care. The President stated that there
is an average of one doctor for every
630 persons in our country today, but in
over one-third of our counties the number of doctors per capita is less than onethird of that ratio. It was the President's
recommendation that we should find
ways of compensating and even rewarding doctors and nurses who move to
scarcity areas. At this point in my remarks I include correspondence I have
received from concerned individuals in
the communities of Waseca, Fairmont,
and Prior Lake, who are confronted with
the loss of physician services, because of
this latest physicians draft. After lengthy
discussions with various officials representing the Minnesota Medical Advisory
Committee, the Minnesota State Selective Service office, the National Selective
Service office, the Office of Emergency
Preparedness, the National Security
Council, the House Armed Services Committee, and the White House itself, I
have been led to believe that the Selective Service has the authority to exercise
discretion in the drafting of these young
doctors. In accordance with this assurance, I have been told that the necessary
directives will be sent by Dr. Tarr to the
various State directors. I wish to emphasize at this point that I am pleased to
have the assurance of the Committee on
Armed Services that this in fact will be
done and that the needs of these adversely affected communities will be
given proper recognition and that it is
not necessary or proper that I offer
amending language at this point.
I include the following:
FAIRMONT COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL,

Fairmont, Minn., March 22, 1971.

Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. NELSEN: It has recently COMe to

my attention that Dr. Stephen Lindahl has
received his draft notice. Dr. Lindahl is just
finishing his internship in a hospital at
Fresno, California. We had been able to get
Dr. Lindahl to consent to come to our community as a physician upon completion of
his internship.

With the acute shortage of physicians we
are experiencing, as indeed most rural areas
are experiencing, any assistance we can get to
keep Dr. Lindahl in our community would
certainly be appreciated, not only by our
medical staff, but by the people in the entire
area.
Sincerely yours,
THOMAS A. DOHERTY,
Administrator.

FAIRMONT, :MINN.,
March 19, 1971.

Representative ANCHER NELSEN,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE NELSEN: Recently the
Selective Service System, especially for the
drafting of doctors, has taken away the right
of each individual state to determine the
eligibility of its doctors for the draft.
Fairmolllt, a community in southern Minnesota which services approximately 30,000
patients medically, is sorely in need of new
physicians. Several physicians have either
left the area or have died within the past
four years. In addition, at least five of the
present physicians are in their late 60s or
70s and are either retired or soon will be
retiring.
A University of Minnesota graduate, Dr.
Stephen Lindahl, who is currently serving
his internship in Fresno, California, has
agreed to return to Fairmont for the practice of medicine. Because of his age and his
near completion of his internship, he is
subject to the draft which would remove
him from an area in Minnesota that sorely
needs his services.
I would encourage you to consider this
prol:'lem which not only involves our area
but most of rural Minnesota as you well
know. If possible use your influence to help
Dr. Lindahl start his practice in the Fairmont area.
The chairman of the National Advisory
Committee to the Selective Service, August
H. Groeschel, M.D. has his office at 1724 F
St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20535.
All the citizens in this area are keenly
aware of the shortage of medical personnel
and would appreciate any help that you can
give them in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT L. ZEMKE M.D
P.S. Dr. Lindahl notified me last ~ven~g
that he has received his draft notice.
.

FAIRMONT CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE, INc.,

Fatrmont, Minn., March 22, 1971.

Congressman ANCHER NELSON
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
,

,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN NELSON: Recently the
Selective Service System has taken away the
right of individual states to determine the
eligibility of its doctors for the draft. This
means that many young doctors (under 35)
will be eligible for the draft irregardless of
their critical position in their community. In
the past, states have determined which young
doctors were eligible based on the needs of
various communities. Consequently, most of
the draftees have come from areas that had
larger complements of medical personnel.
Fairmont, like other rural communities, is
engrossed in a serious struggle to attract
young medical people. Presently five of our
physicians are in their late 60s or 70s and
are either semi-retired or soon wm be retiring. Two young physicians have recently
agreed to come to Fairmont, but because of
their ages, they are subject to the draft. This
action would remove them from an area
in Minnesota sorely in need of their services.
We turn to you, as our elected statesman
to use your influence in helping us solve thu;
critical situation.
Thanking you for your anticipated cooperation in this matter, I remain
Respectfully yours,
WAYNE

J.

UNZE,

Manager, Fairmont
Chamber of Commerce.
FAIRMONT, MINN.,

March 19, 1971.

Representative ANCHER NELSON,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR ANcHER: I am writing you concerning
a medical problem we have here in Fairmont.
As you probably know our medical situation
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has been going down h111 for some period of
time due to illness. Of the fourteen fa.m.lly
physicians in Martin County, five are over
60 and two are over 70. You also probably
know that Dr. J. R. Nickerson left Fairmont
to practice elsewhere a couple of years age
and both Dr. W1lliamson and myself have
had coronaries inside the last year. We are
now in a position to get a new physician but
the young man has been told that he is subject to the draft. I would appreciate anything you can do in his behalf for we desperately need help here in Fairmont.
Whether or not he comes has little to ~o
with me for my practice is limited to Urology
but the fellows in family practice certainly
need assistance. His name is Steven Lindahl.
He is a graduate of the University of Minnesota and now in his internship in Fresno,
Calif.
With the governments requests that group
practices be set up, the majority of the
physicians in Fairmont have joined together
and are building a. new professional building
in which to practice and this young man had
been signed to a contract. It is now doubtful whether he wlll be able to come. It seems
doubly unfair to us here for we keep hearing all this talk of the shortage of family
practitioners, particularly in the rural areas,
and now when we have an opportunity to obtain one, it appears that he is going to be
taken from us.
I have also learned that of the 35 draftees
chosen from our state, 28 of them had already agreed to go into family practice. This
also seems doubly unfair. Anything that you
can do to help us would certainly be appreciated.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM M. FEIGAL, M.D.
MARcH 17, 1971.
Congressman ANcHER NELSEN,
W!LShington, D.C.

In any event, I would appreciate your

looking into the matter.
Yours very truly,
DONALD D. ALSOP,
District Chairman.

MARCH 17, 1971.
Re: Medical draft impact on Waseca, Minne·
sota..
Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN NELSEN: We address
ourselves to you, our elected Representative
to ou r federal government, in plea for help in
preventing a medical vacuum of disaster proportions from occurring in this community
and area.
The enclosed letters explain, in detail, the
social and moral impact which would be
caused by the loss of these doctors.
Many words are uttered, much time is
spent and mill1ons of dollars invested in
searching for solutions to the paucity of
medical practitioners in smaller communities and rural areas. Waseca has, through
the efforts of its own people, gradually
worked toward a solution. The proposed draft
of Doctors Gerding and Hergott would completely destroy this effort. A result would be
accomplished exactly the opposite to the result our government is striving to attain.
The words of Abraham Lincoln, "Government of the people, by the people and for the
people," would be desecrated and this basic
premise upon which this nat ion exists would
become meaningless.
Respectfully submitted,
R. P. MADEL, Jr.,
Lake Shore Inn Nursing Home, Waseca.

LAWRENCE T. GALLAGHER,
Attorney at Law.

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION,
Waseca, Minn., March 17, 1971.

Congressman ANCHER NELSEN,

DEAR CONGRESSMAN NELSEN: I know that U.s. Congress,
you are aware of the difficulties that rural Washington, D.C.
communities are experiencing in maintainDEAR CONGRESSMAN NELSEN: I am writing
ing adequate medical services. The shortage to ask you to do everything possible to obof medical doctors who are willing to locate tain deferments for Dr. Patrick Hergott and
outside of the metropolitan area. has created Dr. James Gerding who are scheduled to be
serious problems for all of out-state Minne- drafted on approximately July 1, 1971. Dr.
sota.. I am certain that virtually every com- Hergott is one of the two medical doctors
munity in the Second Congressional District in this community of over 6,700 people, and
has a problem to a. greater or lesser degree Dr. Gerding is scheduled to move here and
in this area..
begin to practice this summer.
A particular situation has arisen in Prior
Our firm employs over 400 people yearLake, Scott County, that I feel is deserving round with a. summertime increase of 550 to
of your attention. The area is presently 600 additional workers. One third of our emserved by only one doctor, Dr. Olaf Lukk of ployees work on the 2nd and 3rd shift. With
Prior Lake. The population growth in the only two doctors we have many problems
area has far exceeded the ability of Dr. Lukk operating safely as we actually need five or
to adequately care for the residents in that six doctors. Some of the specific difficulties
community.
we presently encounter are:
I am informed that Dr. Lukk was successWe are unable to give employees pre-emful in obtaining a Dr. Eugene W. Ollila who ployment physicals to determine if they are
is completing his internship at the Henne- physically able to work in our plant.
pin County General Hospital in MinneapWe are unable to give our present emolis to agree to join Dr. Lukk in practice in ployees physicals. Over half of our employees
Prior Lake. Dr. Ollila has made arrangements are over age 45 and should receive annual
for living facilities in the Prior Lake area physicals. At present we are fortunate if we
and is planning to move to Prior Lake within can schedule these employees for physicals
a matter of a few weeks.
every three years.
-unfortunately, Dr. Ollila has now discovWe have difficulty in obtaining a doctor to
ered that he is number 15 of 35 doctors sched- treat minor injuries. Our plant nurses
uled to be called into m111ta.ry duty by the normally send employees to the doctor to
Selective Service headquarters in St. Paul.
treat questionable minor injuries to prevent
It occurs to me that this presents a situa- them from becoming more serious and to intion where the services of Dr. Ollila could sure that proper medical precautions are
best be utilized by his being permitted to taken. At present, an employee may have to
undertake practice in Prior Lake rather than wait a day to see a doctor for minor injuries.
being called into the m111tary.
Sometimes this delay results in their missing
I would hope that you have an opportu- work and the needless aggravation of
injuries.
nity to make some independent inquiries to
Our night shift operation sometimes reconfirm this situation and if you feel as I
do, perhaps you could undertake to persuade sults in injuries that require one of our two
the Selective Service headquarters, that in doctors to be up much of the night. This in
this particular instance they would do well turn causes problems for the doctors' already
crowded schedule for the next day.
to grant a deferment to Dr. Ollila.
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We feel a need to have at least one local
doctor visit our plant two or more times a.
month so as to be familiar with the work
that is available for injured or handicapped
people. The doctor would also be able to
advise us on work situations that should be
changed so as to avoid future injuries. We
have not been able to have a doctor visit our
plant for almost a year now.
As you can see we need more doctors here
and to consider taking away one of our present doctors or one that we hope to have
would be a. tremendous hardship. This would
be a hardship both for our plant's operations
and for the employees who work here.
Thank you for your assistance.
Respectfully,
D. W. ARMSTRONG,
Personnel Manager.

WASECA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Waseca, Minn., March 17,1971.

Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR ANCHER: Our city of Waseca. is facing
a problem which is causing us a. great deal of
concern and with which I sincerely hope you
can give us some help.
For sometime Waseca has had a problem
in obtaining Doctors and for an inducement
to get doctors to come here the community
rallied together and built a. clinic. To show
you the interest of the community and its
concern $150,000.00 was subscribed within
a period of less than one week. We now have
two doctors, one of which has been here
for several years and the other, Dr. Patrick
Hergott came about six months ago. We are
now in the position where we are able to
get more doctors and another Dr. James
Gerding is supposed to come here sometime
this summer. We have now been advised
that both Dr. Hergott and Dr. Gerding are
subject to the draft which will leave our
city of nearly 7,000 population with only
one doctor.
To add to our problem Waseca is getting a
new Technical College which intends to contract with the Clinic for medical services for
their students. We also have in Waseca approximately 1600 Senior Citizens 65 years
and over. Many of these have no mode of
transportation and are dependent on our
local doctors to take care of their medical
needs. I can enumerate several factors to
show the predicament in which we will find
ourselves without sufficient doctors and I'm
sure I do not need to spell this out for you.
I'm sure you recognize our situation and
I know I and the entire Waseca community
would appreciate any help you can give us
to retain Dr. Hergott and Dr. Gerding. It
might be of interest to you to know that
the Minnesota Medical Association has recommended deferrment for both Dr. Hergott
a nd Dr. Gerding, which proves they are
aware of our plight and need. I sincerely
hope you can find some way to help us.
Sincerely yours,
ALFLARSON,
Manager.

WASECA PUBLIC ScHOOLS,
Waseca, Minn., March 17, 1971.

Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
U.S. Representative,
House Office Building,
Washington D.C.

My DEAR MR. NELSEN: You have been informed by telephone of the concern of the
Waseca Community as it ponders the problem of ma.intainlng medical service due to
the possibllity of two doctors being selected
for m111tary service. These two doctors are Dr.
James Gilrdlng and Dr. Patrick F. Hergott.
As Superintendent of Schools Jn Waseca, I
am deeply concerned about the possibility of
at least 2500 students being left without
proper medical care. This, in addition to the
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employees will make our situation 8/CUte. The
removal of these two doctors will indeed create a crisis in our community.
You are aware of the situat ion, I am sure,
that we are not pleading for these two men
as individuals. They are willing to serve. As
an active Air Force Reserve Officer, I fully
realize the need and obligation to serve one's
country, but I believe the request for deferment at this time has top priority because of
the great need in this community for medical care and its struggle to get doctors.
I am writing to Senator Humphrey and
Senator Mondale on this matter and any
united assistance to help us will be greatly
appreciated.
Most Sincerely,
PHILLIP C. STOLTENBERG,
Superintendent of Schools.

MARCH 17, 1971.
Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
House Office Building,
Washington D.C.

DEAR ANCHER: It has been brought to my
attention that two r>f our three doctors are
being drafted to serve in the Armed Forces,
Dr. Patrick F. Hergott and Dr. James Gerding.
The people of this community are patriotic
and sympathetic to the needs of the Armed
Forces. However, it would appear that the
Armed Forces could supply their need for
doctors without leaving a community the
size of Waseca with 7,000 population and the
surrounding rural area badly in need of
medical help with only one doctor. It could
well be that we would be left without any
doctor since our remaining do<:tor, Steve
Normann, would probably find the burden
so unbearable that he might also decide to
give up his practice, leaving this community
without any medical service whatsoever.
Our community has been in a precarious
position regarding our medical needs. Our
situation became so critical about three years
ago that a group of interested citizens formed
a corporation and sold stock to build a clinic
so that we might be able to interest doctors
to move to our community. It has been only
within the past year that we have made any
definite progress towards relieving this critical situation. We now find that we are
plunged back into the same oritical condition that we were in three years ago.
I therefore appeal to you to intercede on
behalf of this community with the Selective
Service so that they may grant to these
young doctors who are now practicing in m.t.r
community, Dr. James Gerding and Dr. Patrick F. Hergott hardship deferments which
will relieve these young men from their obligation to the Armed Forces so that they
might be permitted to continue their services to this community where they are so
badly needed.
Very truly yours,
CARL A. SWANSON,
MayO?

been able to bring the standards of the hos- nical College for Agriculture located at
pital to a paint where they would qualify for Waseca.
The school program has peaked at 300
accreditation and therefore meet the standstudents and the college program is just
ards for medicare payments.
I cannot emphasize enough the damage to getting started. We expect 200 students this
this program which would be incurred if fall in the college program and expect the
these doctors were drafted at this time. There program to move upward to from 800 to 1,000
is no doubt in my mind the result would be students. We have dormitory space for 312
complete abandonment of our building pro- students and this increases the need for
gram. It is my understanding the Minnesota medical services.
We need doctors for emergency purposes as
Medical Association has recommended deferment for both doctors and apparently there well as for routine care and physicals. At
are many other areas in the state that have present, with the limited number of doctors,
more doctors pe.r capita than Waseca. The en- it has been extremely difficult to get student
tire community has extended itself remark- medical service at Waseca.
We talk about the need for doctors In rural
ably well to offer cllndc facilities and the
promise of a hospital addition in order to in- areas, It's true. Now that we have attracted
several doctors, we need to keep them. Any
fluence their location in Waseca.
Any assistance you could give us to help in help you can give would be appreciated.
the deferment of these two doctors would be Thank you.
Sincerely,
greatly appreciated.
EDWARD C. FREDERICK,
Thanking you for your time and consdderation, I remain.
Provost.
Sincerely yours,
R. P. SANKOVITZ,
WASECA CLINIC,
President.

WASECA CLINIC,
Waseca, Minn., March 17, 1971.

Congressman ANcHER NELSEN,
U .S. Congress, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN NELSEN: I have been
wit h the Waseca Clinic now for seventeen
months. during this time there were many
times when I have wished there was some
way I could be of some help to the Doctor
when the waiting room is filled and the Doctors are double and triple booked.
Most of my time while with the Waseca
Clinic has been trying to recruit Doctors. I
have found Doctors want to join groups of
at least three to five men. I can't really
blame them if you want to spend any time
with your family you can't be on call every
other day and every weekend.
Finally Dr. Gerding agreed to come here
over a year ago and mainly due to that fact
Dr. Hergott agreed to come here last August
first . There isn't any doubt in my mind that
due to Dr. James Gerding and Dr. Pat Hergott being here was the main reason Dr.
J ames Dey and Dr. Mark Gray are coming
here. Dr. Dey and Dr. Hergott are the closest
of friends as well as Dr. Gerding and Dr.
Gray. We wouldn't feel right to hold Drs.
Dey and Gray to their contracts if Drs. Hergott and Gerding weren't with us this July.
This of course would leave Waseca a city
of 6800 people with only one Doctor. It could
eventually lead to complete shutdown of
Waseca's Health faciUties.
It has been quite a shock to find 50% of
the Doctors recruited for Waseca are to be
drafted. I do hope and pray that there ts
something that can be done to help us out of
what could turn into a medical disaster for
this community.
Sincerely,
MEL DIETz.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
Waseca, Minn., March 17, 1971.

Congressman ANCHER NELSON,
U.S. Congress,
Washington, D.C.

Re: Dr. J ames Gerding, Dr. Patrick Hergo·t t,
Waseca, Minn.
DEAR CoNGRESSMAN NELSON : I was shocked
to hear that Dr. Hergott, who is now practicing in Waseca, and Dr. Gerding W'ho is
scheduled to open practice in July, have both
been called up for the draft.
I am particularly disturbed, as the present
Chairman of the Hospital Boa.r d, inasmuch
as plans for our hospital building program
are near completion and the success or failure of this program is based almost entirely
on the premise that both of these doct ors
would be actively in practice thds !<all.
Through considerable effort on the part of
Dr. Normann and the City Council, together
W'ith the Hospital Advisory Board, we have

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,
Waseca, Minn., March 17, 1971.

Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
Representative,
resentative
ton, D.C.

State of Minnesota, RepOffice Building, Washing-

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE NELSEN: We were
shocked to learn that Dr. Patrick Hergott,
M.D., now practicing medicine at Waseoa,
and Dr. James Gerding, M.D., who is scheduled to come to Waseca to practice medicine,
m 'il.y be drafted into the Army.
This community has been deficient in
medical doctors (one to three) and has been
working hard to improve the situation. The
community built a clinic and has made other
moves to bring doct ors to Waseca.
The city of Waseca has about 7,000 people
in it a nd also serves an agricultural area
around the city. In addition, there is a
Southern School of Agriculture and a Tech-

Waseca, Minn., March 17,1971.

Congressman ANCHER NELSEN,
U.S. Congress,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN NELSEN: I am writing
to you at this time to give you a little background and history as to the medical situation herein our city of Waseca. In the past
it has always seemed we have been short of
help mainly due to the fact that the men
in Waseca preferred solo practices rather
than group practices. However, as time went
along the older men dropped out or died,
and on August 1, 1968 I found myself the
lone practitioner of medicine in Waseca.
The situation was serious and a group of
local businessmen and professional men in
Waseca and myself met and decided the only
way we could go would be to establish a
Clinic building, preferably next to the Hospital, and embark on a strenuous recruiting
program if medicine were to continue in the
city of Waseca. Luckily, at this time a young
Spanish trained surgeon who had previously
been practicing in Wells, Minnesota heard of
our plight, came to look over our situation
and decided to move to Waseca. A short time
later his brother who had been practicing
for a few months in North Dakota decided
that he would also like to come to Waseca and
practice with his brot her. As a result of their
coming, I closed my one man office and leased
a larger office space and attempted to orient
and work with these two men. Much to our
dismay this situation gradually became unbearable due to their inabiUty to communicat e with people, their lack of dedication to
the practice of medicine and an inferior
training.
In the early part of 1969 we contacted a
young medical student, James Gerding, at
the University of Minnesota who had made
known a desire to practice as a general practitioner ln Waseca at the completion of his
internship. He agreed to help us in our recruiting problem and as a result we were
able to recruit another Doctor, Dr. Patrick
F. Hergott. to our Clinic who began working
for us the latter part of July 1970. Following
Dr. Hergott's admission to our Clinic, which
incidentally, became a reality in the form of
a modern spacious and up-to-date medical
Clinic att ached to our local Hospital on October 1, 1969. Dr. Hergott's practice grew immediately and through his efforts we were
able to recruit another Doctor to start work
July 1971 after his internship and now with
four men soon to be active as a medical group
we were successful in recruiting a fifth man
also finishing his internship and ready to
st art on July , 1971.
Things had gone from bad to worse witb
the boys from Spain and they left the Clinic
November 1, 1970 to ret urn to Spain. Since
that time Dr. Hergott and myself have endeavored to do our best to cover the medical
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practice in the city of Waseca. With a population of slightly over 7000 and the additional
rural community immedia tely surrounding
Wruseca this !has been a hard task. I.t is physically impossible for two men to adequately
cover the population of this size. We have in
addition much industry in our city, there are
three schools, one of which is to become a Jr.
College in the fall of this year.
To me it is frightening, frustrating, and
with a tinge of bitterness that I look forward
to more years of insufficient help and as a
result inadequate coverage, medically, of our
fair city. This, in contrast, to the operation
including five active, dedicated and welltrained medical men.
I sincerely hope that something might be
done to permit us t o do an adequate job with
the four men for whom we have worked so
hard to obtain.
Sincerely yours,
S. T. NORMANN. M.D.
E. F. JoHNSON Co.,
Waseca, Minn ., March 17, 1971.
Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
Rayburn Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR ANCHER: I am deeply concerned to
learn of the possibility of the induction of
Drs. James Gerding and Patrick Hergott into
the U.S. Army this summer. As the largest
employer in the community of Waseca, we
recognize the vit al importance of adequate
professional medical facilities and practitioners to support the emergency needs and
the sustaining family requirements of our
employee force. Without such support we
cannot have a successful industrial operation in this community. Through the initiative and dedication of a group of the community leadership a very dangerous shortage of medical capability has been recitified
by marshalling the local resources to build
a clinic and recruit a competent staff. Drs.
Gerding and Hergott are essential elements
to this facility and to have these two critical
people removed at this time will threaten its
dissolution. We recognize the critical needs
and difficulty experienced by the U.S. Army
in acquiring adequat e medical staff, but I
sincerely believe that the national interest
is better served at this point by giving special
recognition to the needs of rural America.
Anything you can do to gain favorable consideration for the deferral of the induction
of Drs. Gerding and Hergott will be greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD E. HORNER,
President.

BROWN PRINTING Co., INC.,
Waseca, Minn., March 17,1971.

Hon. ANCHER NELSEN,
U.S. House of RepTesentatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE NELSEN : We have just
learned of the fact that Dr. Patrick F. Hergott a n d Dr. James Gerding are to be drafted
into the military service even though both
men have been recommen ded for deferment
by the Minnesota Medical Association. In
spite of any present laws or regulations which
nullify deferments, it seems to us to be extremely u n just to take these men out of our
community where we have had a critical
doctor shortage for some time. We are a
highly industrialized community for a city
of seven thousand people. Our company employs over five hundred fifty men and women
and we shudder to think of the impact of losing the services of these two doctors. I know
that the several other industries in our town,
as well as all other residents, feel just as upset as we are.
We realize what demands are made on your
time Representative Nelson, but we feel
moved to ask you to do everything you can
to assist us in getting a reversal in the de-

D irector, PeTsonnel and Public Affairs.

Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. STEIGER) .
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, the House owes a debt of gratitude
to the Committee on Armed Services for
what is an exceptionally fine piece of
legislation and an exceedingly well done
report. I pay tribute to the chairman, to
the staff, and all members of the committee for having undertaken full and open
hearings and for having brought to the
floor of the House a bill which, by and
large, I think deserves the applause of
the Members of the Committee of the
Whole House on the State of the Union.
I specifically direct the attention of the
Members to the material to be found on
pages 27, 28, and 29 of the report which
provides the justification for the pay
package contained in the bill.
Having said that, Mr. Chairman, I
must admit that there are two things
with which I disagree. One is the length
of the extension. I personally, will support the Whalen amendment at the time
it is offered for a 1-year extension and,
secondly, that provision relating to conscientious objectors which I hope the
Committee will give some consideration to
during the amendment process.
Mr. Chairman, an article which recently appeared in the Sacramento
Union, highlights the results of a survey by the Air Training Command at
Mather Air Force Base. According to the
survey, young airmen:
Generally are forced to live in substandard housing, have no funds for leisure, and
are forced to eat below their desired standards.

Maj. Gen. William W. Veal, commander of the Sacramento Air Material
Area was quoted as saying his base's statistics showed " a startling number of
young airmen" in the Federal food stamp
program for survival's sake.
Although one survey found nearly 1,400
servicemen using the food stamp programs, military personnel were denied
other forms of public assistance. According to one county welfare official:
It doesn't really matter what their income
level is. We consider the military man a fully
employed person. You're dealing wit h an intact family with the father fully employedand to qualify for aid, they have to meet a
deprivation requirement, either through the
absence of the father or unemployment of
the father.

The results of another study should be
of interest to those who profess concern
about the effect of military manpower
procurement systems on different socioeconomic classes:
Lower ranking Army families residing apart;
from the family head have a variety of ways
of adapting . . . . The traditional arrangement, for the wife to live with relatives or
parents, is not always satisfactory, for relatives or parents may not want to assist the
family or may not have the financial resources to do so.
The problems of maintaining separate resi-
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dence will be most acute among members of
low income or minority families, whose relatives live in the urban ghetto. Such families,
whose husbands also stand a high chance of
being drafted, will not have access to the
personal, family, and financial resources enjoyed by middle-class families .
Without family assistance the lower-ranking family may be forced to live with friends,
or perhaps rent an apartment through use
of funds received from employment, welfare,
or the husband's part-time job.

cision to draft these men whose loss we feel
unable to bear. Thank you most sincerely
for whatever you can do to help the Waseca
Community.
Sincerely,
EVERETT C. KING,

T~~~~~~~~~afurm~

Army social work officer, reported that
this was not an uncommon situation.
The harsh reality is that many GI's
now live in poverty due to a military
compensation structure that is a national disgrace. During the period from
1948 to 1969, for example, the pay for careerists was increased by 111 percent, but
by only 60 percent for first termers. The
legislative history of military pay increases reveals that our current pay tables rely heavily on the power to compel
young men to enter the military regardless of the wage level.
In spite of the fact that the cost of
living rose by over 20 percent from 1952
to 1964, the pay of a recruit remained at
a meager $78 a month for the entire
period. In 1964, for example, Assistant
Secretary of Defense Norman S. Paul admitted that low wages led to high turnover and poor morale, yet he cynically
justified continued conscription as a
budget saving device:
Undoubtedly, if you significantly increased
the pay of these people, more of them would
stay in and there would be less griping and
less people leaving the service . . . the cost
of a significant pay increase has not been
an investment (the government) wish(es) to
make.

Under present pay scales, the average
recruit earns only $2,750 a year-including basic pay, quarters and subsistence, and the tax advantage. Under any
comparison, this wage rate is clearly inadequate: the Federal minimum wage
annualizes to $3,300, an average Job
Corps graduate earns $3,900 a year, and
beginning wage for most unskilled blue
collar work.
The difference between military entry
pay and civilian wages represents a taxin-kind of nearly $2 billion on those who
are compelled to join the Armed Forces.
The inequity of this implicit tax is intensified by the fact that less than one out
of four young men are needed to fill military manpower requirements. Thus, the
unlucky few who are drafted, or are
draft-motivated volunteers, must bear a
grossly disproportionate share of the national defense burden.
I am appalled by the logic of a system
which compels young men to leave civilian life, and then forces them to choose
between poverty and welfare; in ademocratic society, it is intolerable that we
use compulsory military service to reduce
the cost of defense to the general public.
Every Member of this body is acutely
aware of the deep anguish the draft has

produced throughout our Nation. We

have tried to reform the draft--and I
hope we shall continue to do so by eliminating student deferments-but it is impossible to establish equity in a system
that is inherently selective and discriminatory.

.
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We are now faced with a unique opportunity to end the oppression of compulsory military service. Last year, the
President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force reported that we could
end the draft, consistent with our national security requirements, by paying
our men in uniform a fair wage. It has
been my privilege, along with the distinguished gentleman from Hawaii <Mr.
MATSUNAGA) , to have cosponsored legislation implementing the recommendations
of this prestigious Commission, with the
bipartisan support of 90 other Members
representing a diversity of ideological
backgrounds.
It has been most gratifying to see that
the Committee on Armed Services has
reported a bill <H.R. 6531) which contains much of what we advocated. For
the first time in the modem era, a congressional committee has recognized the
direct connection between conscription
and inadequate military compensation.
The committee should be commended
for the. pay structure recommended in
their bill, which compares favorably to
the recommendations of the Gates Commission.
It is my hope that we will now limit
the extension of the draft to 1 year, to
place the maximum pressure on all those
responsible for setting public policy to
make an all-out effort to end the draft.
The 1-year extension, it should be remembered, is consistent with the Gates
Commission view that the draft can be
terminated within a year after the pay
raises have been provided.
In his message on selective service,
President Nixon stated:
With an end to the draft we will demonstrate to the world the responsiveness of our
system of government, and we wlll also demonstrate our continuing commitment to the
principle of ensuring for the individual the
greatest possible measure of freedom.

With these words in mind, I urge my
colleagues to support the pay raises recommended by the committee, and to
limit the extension of the draft to a
1-year period.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. VIGORITO.
Mr. VIGORITO. Mr. Chairman, today
and tomorrow we will be considering a
most vital piece of legislation-the Military Selective Service Act of 1967. It has
been 4 years since we passed this measure
and since that time much has taken place
in our military posture and in our national defense needs.
Because of this, the Selective Service
Act is also in need of change. Many
studies h ave been made since 1967 with
the purpose of revamping or revising the
Selective Service Act. The one which has
caused the most attention is the proposal
for an all-volunteer army.
Studies such as this ha v·e considered
the Selective Service Act as a whole, as a
big package. It may be true that we need
a complete change in the act, but what
I wish to offer for the consideration of
my colleagues tomorrow is a short
amendment, brief and to the point.
Its purpose is to straighten out what
I feel is a great injustice in the present
act. CUrrently two, three or even as many

as five or six sons from one family may
be drafted to serve in our military forces.
A couple of days ago we all read in the
newspapers of the death of an elderly
woman who-during World War II-had
sent five sons to war. Four of them came
back in coffins.
Must we continue to allow this senseless tragedy? This woman made a great
and patriotic gift to her Nation-the lives
of four sons. But we can lessen the burden
of this useless sacrifice when we are not
actually at war.
My amendment states that two or more
brothers from the same family could not
be inducted into the military services if
there was one male member of the family
already in the Armed Forces, or if one
had already been in the service previously.
The exceptions would be in the case
of a war or national emergency declared
by Congress or if the second brother
wished to volunteer for military duty.
Every day families across the country
are undergoing great anguish. They already have a son stationed in the military forces somewhere around the world
and now a second brother-usually a
younger brother-has also been called
a way. Instead of one son exposed to risk
and dan ger, there are two sons who must
face death in the service of their country. This is double and cruel sutfering for
parents.
We have a sufficient pool of manpower to fill the requirements of the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marines. The latest
census shows that there are more than
55 million families in the United States.
Yet in 1965 we drafted 230,991 men into
the services; in 1966, 382,010; 1967, 228,263; 1968, 296,406; 1969, 283,586; and
1970, 162,746; for a total of 1,584,002.
This shows that the burden of military service falls on a very small portion of our Nation. Yet, when you take
two, three, or four sons from one family, you are placing a disproportionate
weight on their shoulders. We would not
be affecting the strength of our military
forces by approving this amendment. But
we would be doing a great service to millions of parents across the land. We
would be equalizing the burden of suffering which every parent undergoes
when a son goes off to fight in a foreign
land. I urge my colleagues to join me
in passing what I believe to be a most
necessary and needed reform of our Selective Service Act.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
10 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio
(Mr. KEATING).
Mr. KEATING. Mr. ChaiTman, I thank
the distinguished gentleman from Illinois
for yielding to me this time.
Mr. Chairman, at this time I rise in
support of the amendment which will
be offered by the gentleman from Ohio
<Mr. WHALEN) to limit to 1 year the continuation of the draft induction authority in H.R. 6531.
MT. Chairman, I entered the Congress
in January of this year with an open
mind on the subje-ct of selective service.
I shared the doubts of many toward an
all-volunteer armed service. Since that
time I have done a great deal of research
and questioning on this subject. I have
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talked with many of my colleagues of the
House and I have talked with many of
the young people, and the older people,
in my own district, and I have concluded
that the establishment of an all-volunteer armed service is feasible, and indeed
essential to the well-being of the Nation.
It certainly falls more within the tradition of this country than does the present draft.
The legislation before us today, in the
words of the committee report:
Gives the Department of Defense all of the
prinoipal tools to do the job that the Dep artment has asked of Congress, and that
can be supplied legislatively.

I agree with this committee assessment, but I feel that the tools are adequate enough to move in this direction
at a faster rate than is expressed in this
bill.
There is in this vote another question,
and that is our continued involvement
in Vietnam. I have supported the President's policies, arid feel that his program
of withdrawal will be successful. Indeed,
I feel his program of withdrawal will be
accelerated, and I think he has been successful in reversing the ever-accelerating trend that occurred prior to his entry into office, but by having only a 1year extension the Congress will be exerting its influence to insure an end to our
military involvement in this next year.
This action will put Congress in its constitutional position of oversight, and allow us to reexamine the manpower needs
of the military in 1 year.
If Congress takes this road, we will be
acting in a responsive manner.
Just as I feel that a 1-year extension
is responsible and justified, I feel that
to end the draft on June 30 of this year
would be irresponsible. The 1-year extension gives the President a fair assessment of the temper of the Congress and
that we are serious about moving toward a volunteer armed force. It also
gives the President and the Department
of Defense 15 months to move in that
direction.
The Committee on Armed Services is
to be commended for writing a bill that
enables us to move forthwith to an all
volunteer armed force. The bill includes
many of the provisions of the bill which
I introduced with 75 other cosponsors,
and the recommendations of the Gates
Commission report. These provisions include pay raises that are nearly equivalent to those in the volunteer Army bill.
The committee bill provides quarters allowance and also permits expanded recruitment programs. In its report the
committee stated its intention to support the recommendation improvements
in ROTC programs and numerous other
items. I feel that all these steps are

strong moves in the right direction, and
that is in the direction of a volunteer
armed force.
I support the basic goals outlined by
the bill, but strongly feel that Congress
has an obligation to the Nation, and especially to the young men of America, to
insist that we strive for creation of an
all volunteer armed force in the next
year. It can be done, and with the passage of this amendment, it will be done.
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Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I reserve
the balance of my time.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
3 minutes to the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. HUNGATE).
Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the distinguished chairman of the committee for his courtesy.
Mr. Chairman, I would hope this body
can afford itself an opportunity to vote
for an end to the draft and for an allvolunteer army on a straightforward
basis. I would seek a straight vote yes or
no on the unmixed question of an armed
services pay raise.
I see no necessity to mix pickles and
pears, so that one who wishes to vote
for an end to the draft, is compelled to
vote against a pay raise for those in the
Armed Forces.
I do not think one who wishes to vote
for a pay raise for our servicemen should
be compelled to vote for an extension of
the draft.
Such parliamentary arrangements are
clever. They are too clever. Putting inherently inconsistent questions such as
have you stopped beating your wife: and
did you ever make love to a sheep all
you wanted to? This is an entertaining
exercise on a burlesque stage, but should
find no home in the Halls of Congress.
Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that
every Member of Congress who can read
and write has introduced some resolution
aimed at resolving our Southeast Asian
difficulties and restoring to Congress a
vote on foreign policy. Now, I cannot join
those who would vote against funds and
appropriations for our troops whom we
draft and send half way around the
world to fight. I do not see how you can
send draftees abroad and then deny them
funds for supplies and weapons.
I do believe that an end to the draft
would force the Chief Executive to fight
his wars with volunteers, in which case,
if he could, he would have a popular war
and national unity would not be endangered. Or if volunteers did not supply
adequate numbers of troops for foreign
commitments then the President could
simply come to Congress, justify his request, and ask for troops through a draft.
That was the procedure of Abraham Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, and Harry S. Truman. Any
President should rejoice to find himself
in such company.
Here, Mr. Chairman, is the source of a
voice for Congress on foreign policy. Let
us seize it.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HUNGATE. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, may I
commend the gentleman from Missouri
for making one O'f the most intelligent
statements during the debate. I think
every Member of this body should read
his remarks before we vote.
Mr. HUNGATE. I thank the distinguished gentleman from Michigan for
his customary generosity.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from California (Mr. LEGGETT).
Mr. LEGGETT. Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of this
bill. I wish to commend the management
of the committee, the chairman, in presenting the bill in the form that we have
it today. The rule is an open rule. We
have plenty of ~time to debate the bill.
As with any great bill, this one can be
made even better, and I do intend to
support certain amendments, one of
which would propose to reduce the term
of the bill from 2 years to 1 year, and I
think another very important amendment would, in respect to the conscientious objector, conform the statute to
the way the courts are currently interpreting the law, which I think would give
young people a better break on what
their rights are in the United States.
Mr. Chairman, this is a good bill which
assures the required strength for the
Armed Forces and assures the means of
getting that strength by continuing the
induction authority for 2 years while at
the same time providing a means for
eventually abolishing the draft and going
to an all-volunteer force.
The pay rates established in this bill
are justified as a matter of equity. They
give substantial increases to draftees and
other men with less than 2 years of service who have been compelled to serve at
substandard pay rates in the past. They
give a needed quarters allowance to all
military personnel-an allowance that
has not been increased in 8 years despite the obvious increases in housing
costs.
These pay increases for the first time
give us a rate of military pay which is
fully competitive with the civilian economy and gives high promise of allowing
us to achieve an all-volunteer force.
I want to take a minute to particularly
point out one section of this bill and urge
my colleagues to give it their support.
This is section 6 of the bill which amends
title 37 of the United States Code to provide special pay for optometrists. Quite
frankly, this section is long overdue. Of
the major medical specialties that are
subject to the doctor draft-medicine,
dentistry, osteopathy, veterinary medicine, and optometry-the optometrist is
the only one that does not qualify now
for special pay. Yet the optometrist has
faced the draft in 4 of the last 5 years
and has, in fact, faced the draft more
frequently than some who now get special pay. The bill provides speci:al pay
for optometrist officers in the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Public Heath Service as follows: $50 per month in pay
grades 0-1, 0-2, and 0-3; $150 per month
in pay grades 0-4 and 0-5; and $200 per
month in any pay grade above 0-5.
Take in relation to the pay provided
dentists and physicians I think these
rates are fair and I think they should go
a long way toward improving the retention among optometrist officers and
therefore improving the eye care provided
to members of the Armed Forces.
This legislation has been coauthored
by no less than half of the members
of our Armed Services Committee, and
I include a list of their names at this
point in the RECORD:
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non, Mr. Hicks, Mr. King, Mr. Brinkley, Mr.
Corbett, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Long of Louisiana,
Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Byrne of
Pennsylvania, Mr. Jones of Tennessee, Mr.
Ullman, Mr. Whitehurst, Mr. Sisk, Mr. Wiggins, Mr. !chord, Mr. Bob Wilson, Mr.
O'Konsk.J., Mr. Gubser, Mr. Davis of Georgia,
Mr. Charles H. Wilson, Mr. Shipley, Mr.
Nichols, Mr. Sebelius, Mr. HelStoski, Mr.
Fuqua.

This special pay is justified in terms of
the educational investment that optometrists have made and in terms of comparison of the average income of optometrist officers in civilian life as well
as on the simple grounds of equity because of their liability to the draft.
Our Special Subcommittee on Supplemental Service Benefits in the last Congress in an extensive review of health
benefits programs in the Armed Forces
found shortcomings in the eye care provided military families. One of the things
the subcommittee recommended was
consideration of special pay for optometrist officers.
I might point out also that that subcommittee found inconsistencies in the
staffing of three of the military services
as regards to optometrist officers. I hope
the Defense Department will understand
that in providing this new provision to
enhance optometrist careers, we will expect the Defense Department to use the
authority in such a way as to improve its
staffing of optometrists.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, this is
one more example of the Committee
legislating rather than rubberstamping.
It is one of many new provisions that the
committee put in the bill to mark a better day for our Armed Forces. I am proud
of the committee's work and I hope all
Members of the House will support it.
Now let us talk about the substance of
the voluntary system.
Abolition of the draft is supported by
elements of the entire political spectrum,
from Senator McGovERN on the left
to Senator GOLDWATER on the right. Polls
show it is supported by a substantial majority of the American people. A Presidential Commission, headed by former
Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates and
including former four-star Generals
Gruenther and Norstad, studied the issues with competence, and concluded:
We unanimously believe that the Nation's
interest will be better served by an all-volunteer force, supported by an effective standby draft, than by a mixed force of volunteers
and conscripts; that steps should be taken
promptly to move in this direction, and that
the first indispensable step is to remove the
present inequity in the pay of men serving
their first term in the armed services.

There is no question that a voluntary
system would produce a more efficient, a
more effective, higher morale fighting
force.
Today and tomorrow we will be taking
the first step in this direction by raising
pay scales. But this is only the first of
at least four steps we must take.
The second step, as acknowledged in
the Committee report, is to improve the
material living quarters and facilities,
more privacy, and so forth.
These two steps will serve to attract
Optometry: Provide additional benefits
for optometry officers of uniformed serv- sufficient quantities of men. But we must
ices, by Mr. Fisher, Mr. Leggett, Mr. Len- be concerned with quality as well as
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quantity. Modern warfare, with its technological and political complexity, is no
pl,a ce for dummies. We cannot expect a
bright young man to voluntarily sign
himself up fora life of make-work, stultifying regulations, and frustration of individual initiative. I am fully in support
of Admiral Zumwalt's approach to military life, and I hope we will see much
more of the same.
Fourth and finally, we must make a
military career respectable in our general society. This cannot be done simply
by deploring the declining prestige of the
military. The plan fact is that, as long as
the military is associated with the stupidity of operations such as the Vietnam
war, it is not going to be a respectable
element of our society in the eyes of the
kind of man it needs to attract. The military has an honorable part to play in
protecting our country from foreign nuclear aggression, and in helping those
nations which are really free to stay that
way. But if we continue the interventionist foreign policy of the past several
years-well, the young people the military needs just do not like it and will
not want any part of it, and there will
not be anything we can do to change
that. I am reminded of a poll by the
Harvard newspaper last year which
found more than 90 percent of the seniors would be unwilling to participate in
the military under any circumstances.
If . we make all these changes, Mr.
Chairman, we can have a voluntary defense force. We can eliminate the injustice of the draft. We can eliminate the
$675 million we spend annually to train
men who drop out as soon as their terms
are up, and then we have to train their
replacements.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, let me discuss
the fear many people have of a military
caste developing, of greater influence of
a career military on our society, and of
the ultimate danger of a military coup.
These arguments for the draft are not
inconsequential, but on balance I find
them not persuasive. We had a voluntary system throughout most of our history; we never had a peacetime draft until shortly before the Second World War,
and we never had the military-industrial
complex problems we have now. Great
Britain has always had a peacetime volunteer force, and they have had ideal
military-civilian relations. Greece had a
conscripted force, and we all know what
happened to them. Mr. Speaker, no one
is more dedicated to civilian supremacy
than I am, but in my view there is absolutely no question that the advantages of
voluntary system outweigh its disadvantages.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
4 minutes to the gentleman from California (Mr. WALDIE).
Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Chairman, since I
have been in Congress I doubt that we
have faced a more ~mportant issue than
the one we are facing today, and it is
disconcerting to find so little attention
being paid by the Members of the House
of Representatives to this debate.
I know there is a great deal of concern
being expressed about ending the war in
Vietnam, and the liberal element of the
House, of which I count myself a Mem-

ber, is all concerned about cutting off
the funds to continue the war in Vietnam as of December of this year, and
I support this effort. But if we are willing
to cut off the funds to avoid continuation
of that war, why should we not also be
willing to cut off the manpower that is
needed :Zor the war in Vietnam? There
ought to be an equal commitment to end
the manpower supply, just as there is a
commitment to end the dollars needed
for that war. The draft is inextricably
tied up with the continuation of the war
in Vietnam. I am one of those who believe if we want to end the war in Vietnam, we ought to vote to end the draft.
For my conservative friends, there is
another issue. Many spoke about it today. They said they were so unhappy
about the way in which Lieutenant Calley was treated, that they would never
recommend to young people that they
volunteer to serve in the Armed Forces.
As a matter of fact, one Member said
if there was another such incident to
happen, there will never be a sufficient
supply of men who would voluntarily
enlist in the Armed Forces. This very
day a whole draft board resigned in
Georgia because of what they consider
to be the unfair treatment Lieutenant
Calley received. The conservatives who
believe Lieutenant Calley received unfair
treatment ought to understand they are
compelling young men to go into the
Armed Forces and that there may result
to these young men the unfair treatment
they believe Lieutenant Calley received.
This vote is an extremely important
opportunity for the Members of this
House to declare to the President: Mr.
President, we think Congress ought to
take a part in this decision in Vietnam.
We have stood by and let the Executive
do it-and I have opposed the President
of my own party just as I oppose my
President of another party in this policy.
I am going to vote to end the draft and
have it expire, and I am going to vote
to cut off the money for Vietnam. I am
going to vote to end the war in Vietnam.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. WALDIE. I yield to the gentleman
from Kentucky.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, after
studying the provisions of H.R. 6531, I
wish to commend the members of the
Committee on Armed Services for their
excellent work. The bill, while it contains provisions that I should like to see
changed or amended, is in my opinion a
sound and excellent attempt to legislate
in this highly complex and difficult area.
I would also like to commend the distinguished gentleman from Louisiana
(Mr. HEBERT) who as chairman of the
Committee on Armed Services extended
the widest latitude possible to all groups
and individuals of varying persuasions in
the hearings on the bill. I think a particular expression of appreciation is due
him.
Though the bill is generally sound, I
expect to support some of the amendments that have been suggested. Among
these is the proposal to limit the extension of the P resident's induction authority to 1 year rather than the 2 years provided herein. I support the 1-year ex-
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tension primarily because I believe an
annual consultation on the part of the
executive branch with the Congress is to
be desired on military matters. At the
present time the Department of Defense, and, in fact, all other executive departments, must come to the Congress
annually for operating budgets. I see no
reason why the Department of Defense,
or more particularly, the Selective Service System should not present their manpower needs to the Congress on an annual basis as well.
It has been the trend in recent years
that the policymaking privileges inherent
in the Congress have been absorbed by
one or more agencies of the executive
branch. I believe a 1-year limitation on
the right to draft young Americans would
tend to reverse this trend, and reassert
the historic role of Congress as a coequal
branch of Government.
Amending the bill to limit the draft
extension to 1-year is in my opinion
realistic. It would offer the administration an additional period of 15 months
in which to explore the possibility of a
volunteer army. A few weeks ago I sponsored H.R. 4451 to provide for the procurement of voluntary military manpower. This action would, in effect, place
the Congress on record in support of the
all-volunteer concept.
This amendment, in addition, would
permit the executive branch and the
Congress to determine whether increases
i: . pay and other benefits are sufficient
inducements to produce an all-volunteer
force. Should the experience of the next
15 months prove otherwise, the administration would then have the opportunity to place alternative recommendations before the Congress.
Inasmuch as the continuing conflict
in southeast Asia is the causative factor
behind the need for extension of the
draft, the year and three months
granted under this amendment would
provide the administration an additional
period of time to wind down the Viet nam conflict. If the U.S. troop commitment in southeast Asia has not ended
by the expiration of this law, then it will
be encumbent upon the administration
to request further congressional authority to continue the conflict. This would
afford the Congress the opportunity and
responsibility of determining whether
the conflict should be perpetuated beyond July 1, 1972.
I am opposed to the proposal to end
the immunity of divinity students. I believe this provision should be continued
in the same form it currently has.
Another amendment which I believe
has great merit and which I intend to
support is one to restrict draftees under
this 1-year extension from serving in
Vietnam after December 31, 1971. The
burden of the war in southeast Asia to
date has fallen largely upon those who
have been draf ted. The casualty rate for
draftees has been roughly twice that for
enlisted men. These awesome statistics
have been largely responsible for the exti·eme interest in an all-volunteer army.
In summary, then, I expect to support
H.R. 6531 with certain amendments.
This legislation does not offer the ideal
~olution to our military manpower needs.
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However, it will, I believe provide a realistic alternative to the administration's
request for a 2-year extension of the
authority to conscript.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
4 minutes to the gentleman from New
York (Mr. BINGHAM).
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to thank the distinguished
chairman of the Armed Services Committee for yielding me this time.
Mr. Chairman, I have asked for this
time for two purposes. One is to announce that I will, at the appropriate
time in the reading of the bill, offer as a
replacement for section 1 of the bill,
which contains the extension of the selective services authority, the substance
of the bill I have previously offered as
the National Service Act, which would
allow any young man at the age of 18 to
opt for civilian service in place of serving
in the military or being liable to the
draft.
The National Service Act as a replacement for the draft, is supported by 71
percent of the national population, according to a Gallup poll, and by 80 percent of those surveyed in the 21- to 29year-old age group who would be most
affected. This indication of support compares with a Harris poll showing 52 percent in favor of the much publicized
all-volunteer army.
The National Service Act has won the
support of many newspapers and broadcasting stations, including the New York
Times, the New York Post, the Sunday
Star, Washington, D.C., and WRC-TV
here in Washington. The bill has been
sponsored in the House by the following
Members: Mr. ADAMS, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr.
BERGLAND, Mr. BYRON, Mr. CAREY of New
York, Mrs. CHISHOLM, Mr. DINGELL, Mr.
FULTON of Pennsylvania, Mr. HALPERN,
Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr.
HAYS, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MEEDS, Mr. PoDELL, Mr. REES, Mr. ROYBAL, Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey, Mr. TIERNAN, and Mr.
UDALL.
My amendment, the text of which I
include below, would replace section 1 of
the committee bill, the section which
amends the Military Selective Service
Act and extends it for 2 years. The
amendment would retain all the other
committee sections, including the pay
raises for the Armed Forces which are
much needed.
The NationaJ. Service Act has been
extensively discussed by me and others
here on the floor in the past as well as
in testimony before the Armed Services
Committee both last year and this year.
Let me, however, highlight some of its
key provisions again. Th~ present Selective Service law would be abolished. In
its place, a young man at 18 would be
given one of three choices: first, to volunteer for military service; second, to
volunteer for civilian service; or third,
to take his chances on a draft lottery.
Under the National Service Act willingness to perform civilian service would
be the only commitment required of a
young man to qualify him for this program. The jobs available in civilian serv-

pital work, law enforcement, urban renewal, Peace Corps and Vista type programs and a great variety of other jobs.
Any young man who is unable to find his
own job would enter the Civilian Service
Corps, a Government program to train
men in urgently needed skills. These
men could then either find a job on their
own with their new skills or they could
remain in the Civilian Service Corps and
perform such work as reforestation.
The NationaJ. Service Act makes it possible for any young man who volunteers
for civilian or military service to postpone his actual service for up to 4 years
of education or training. This would
be a true deferment, and not a de facto
exemption, as present college deferments
often turn out to be, and would allow
a young man to be deferred for trade
school or on-the-job training, as well as
cQllege.
Mr. Chairman, to make the full text
of this amendment available to Members,
I include it at this point in the RECORD:
AMENDMENT TO H.R. 6531, AS REPORTED:
OFFERED BY MR. BINGHAM
Page 1, strike out line 3 and all that follows thereafter down through line 22 on page
11 and insert the following:
TITLE I-NATIONAL SERVICE ACT
SEc. 101. This title may be cited as the
"Na,tional Service Act".
POLICY AND INTENT OF CONGRESS
SEC. 102. The Congress finds tha,t(1) the defense of the United States requires that a substantial portion of the
young men in the United Sta,tes must serve,
at some time, in the Armed Forces of the
United States;
(2) the manpower requirements of the
Armed Services are unlikely to be met entirely by voluntary enlistments, and that ongoing provisions for conscription are necessary;
(3) the present Universal Military Service
and Training Act, both in conception and
administration, works grave and unnecessary
inequities on the lives of the young men required to serve under it;
(4) there are many areas of nationally
valuable work to which the market economy
and Government programs presently supply
inadequate amounts of manpower;
(5) young men of draftable age have both
the ability to serve effectively in these areas
and an idealistic desire to serve their country through participation in them; and
(6) a system of national service which provides an opportunity to effectively utilize
these high aspirations and to accomplish
these vital tasks, and at the same time provides for the military needs of the United
states, is in the greatest national interest.
TI\erefOTe, it is the policy and intent of
Congress in enacting the National Service
Act-(1) to fulfill Inilitary manpower needs by
establishing procedures for the selection of
men into the Armed Forces Of the United
States by means of a random lottery;
(2) to provide a free choice for young men
between serving their country in a civilian
or a military capacity, and to provide within
the civilian category a variety of choices;
(3) to encourage civilian service registrants
to become employed in areas of social need
and to work within these areas in ways which
do not interfere with the existing market
and labor structure of those areas; and
(4) to create a selection process for the
military which eliminates the inequities in
the present selective service system.

ice would be greatly expanded from the

NATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY

sort of jobs now available to conscientious objectors. They would include hos-

SEc. 103. (a) There is hereby established
in the executive branch of the Government
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an agency to be known as the National Service Agency, and a Director of National Service who shall be the head thereof (hereafter
referred to in this title as the "Director") .
(b) The National Service Agency shall include a national headquarters, such regional
headquarters as shall be established by the
President, and such local placement centers as shall be provided by the President.
(c) The Director and three Deputy Directors shall be appointed by the President by
and with advice and consent of the Senate
and shall serve at the pleasure of the President. No person on active duty with the military forces of the United States shall be considered eligible for appointment as Director,
Deputy Director, or any other office or position within the National Service Agency.
(d) Except as otherwise provided in this
title, the Director shall appoint, and fix, in
accordance with the provisions of chapter
51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of title
5, United States Code, relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates, the
basic pay of such officers, agents, and employees as he deems necessary to carry out
this title.
(e) The Director is authorized, subject to
the availability of funds appropriated for
such purposes, to procure such space, personnel, and other material necessary to carry
out the provisions of this title.
(f) Within the National Service Agency
there shall be established three divisions,
each headed by a Deputy Director appointed
under subsection (c). These divisions are-(1) the Civilian Service Division which
shall be responsible for the operation and
administration of the civilian service as established by this title.
(2) the Military Lottery DiVlsion which
shall be responsible for the operation and
administration of the system for the fulfillment of military needs as provided for in
section 110 of this title;
(3) the Registration and Placement Division, which shall be responsible for operation
and administration of all local placement
centers as established in section 113(b) of
this title.
The Deputy Director in charge of Registration and Placement shall also be responsible
for the appointment, within each regional
center as authorized in section 103 (b) of
this Act, of a Regional Registration and
Placement Administrator.
(g) Each Regional Registration and Placement Administrator shall appoint a civilian
board for his region, none of whose members
shall be employees of the National Service
Agency, to handle claims as provided for in
sections 106(a) (4), 106(b) (2), and 107
(b), and shall appoint such hearing examiners who shall hear testimony, make findings of fact and conclusions of law and arrive
at a decision as to the merits of any registrant's claim. A registrant shall have the
right to appeal any such decision to the regional board as provided in section 107.
SELECTION OF QUALIFIED OCCUPATIONS
SEc. 104. (a) With the assistance of such
advisory committees as the Director may establish, the Director shall from time to time
promulgate regulations establishing specific
occupational categories in which civ111an
service registrants may serve.
(b) An occupation shall be deemed suitable under subsection (a) of this section i f (1) the occupation is of substantial social
benefit to the community, Nation, or foreign
nations wherein the registrants are to perform their service;
(2) Federal participation in the occupational area is constitutionally permissible under the First Amendment to the United
States Constitution;
(3) participation of registrants in the occupation will not interfere unreasonably
with the availability and the terms of employments of nonregtstrant employees;
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(4) registrants are able to meet the physical, mental, and educational qualifications
that the occupation requires; and
(5) the occupation is in other respects
suitable to the goals of this title.
(c) Suitable occupations shall include but
shall not be limited to jobs in the employ
of(1) State, Federal, and local government
agencies;
(2) Public, private, and parochial schools;
(3) Nonprofit hospitals;
(4) Law enforcement agencies;
(5) Penal and probation systems; and
(6) Private, nonprofit organizations whose
principal purpose is social service.
Suitable occupations shall not include
jobs in the employ of(1) profitmaking business organizations;
(2) labor unions;
(3) partisan political organizations;
(4) organizations engaged in religious
functions:
(5) domestic or personal service companies
or organizations; and
(6) commercial farms.
(d) (1) Any action for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of any regulation promulgated by the Director under subsections (a)
and (b) of this section shall be initiated by
a proposal made (A) by the Director on his
own initiative, or (B) by petition of any interested person, showing reasonable grounds
therefor, filed with the Director. The Director shall publish such proposal and shall atford all interested persons an opportunity to
present their views thereon, orally or in writing. As soon as practicable thereafter, the
Director shall by order act upon such proposal and shall make such order public. Except as provided in paragraph 2 of this subsection, the order shall become effective at
such time as may be specified therein, but
not prior to the day following the last day
on which objections may be filed under such
paragraph.
(2) On or before the thirtieth day after
the date on which an order entered under
paragraph (1) of this subsection is made
public, any person claiming that he will be
adversely affected by such order if placed in
effect may file objections thereto with the
Director specifying with particularity the
provisions of the order deemed objectionable,
stating the grounds therefor, and requesting
a public hearing upon such objections. Until final action upon such objections is taken
by the Director under paragraph (3) of this
subsection, the filing of such objections shall
operate to stay the effectiveness of those provisions of the order to which the objections
are made. As soon as practicable after the
time for filing objections has expired the Director shall publish a notice in the Federal
Register specifying those parts of the order
which have been stayed by the filing of objections and, if no objections have been filed ,
stating that fact.
(3) As soon as practicable after such request for a public hearing, the Director, after
due notice, shall hold such a public hearing
for the purpose of receiving evidence relevant and material to the issues raised by
such objections. At the hearing, any interested person may be heard in person or by
representative. As soon as practicable after
completion of the hearing, the Director shall
by order act upon such objections and make
such order public. Such order shall be based
only on substantial evidence of record at
such hearing and shall set forth, as part of
the order, detailed findings of fact on which
the order is based. The Director shall specify
1n the order the date on which it shall take
effect, except that it shall not be made to
take effect prior to the ninetieth day after
its publication unless the Director finds that
emergency conditions exist necessitating an
earlier effective date, in which event the Director shall specify in the order its findings
as to such conditions.

(e) (1) Any person who will be adversely
affected by such order if placed in effect may
at any time prior to the ninetieth day after
such order is issued file a petition with the
United States court of appeals for the circuit
wherein such person resides or has his principal place of business, for a judicial review
of such order. A copy of the petition shall be
forthwith transmitted by the clerk of the
court to the Director or any officer designated
by it for that purpose. The Director thereupon shall file in the court the record of the
proceedings on which the Director based its
order.
(2) If the petitioner applies to the court
for leave to adduce additional evidence, and
shows to the satisfaction Of the court that
such addiMonal evidence is material and that
there were reasonable grounds for the failure
to adduce such evidence in the proceeding
before the Director, the court may order such
additional evidence (and evidence in rebutal
thereof) to be taken before the Director,
and to be adduced upon the hee.ring, in such
manner and upon such terms and conditions
as the court may deem proper. The Director may modify its findings as to the facts,
or make new findings, by reason of the additional evidence so taken, and it shall file
such modified or new findings , and its recommendation, if any, for the modification
or setting aside of its original order, with
the return of such additional evidence.
( 3) Upon the filing of the petition referred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection,
the court shall have jurisdiction to affirm
the order, or to set it asdde in whole or in
part, temporarily or permanently. If the order of the Director refuses to issue, amend,
or repeal a regulation and such order is not
in accordance with law, the court shall by its
judgment order the Director to take action,
with respect to such regulation, in accordance with law. The findings of the Director
as to the facts, if supported by substantial
evidence, shall be conclusive.
(4) The judgment of the court affirming or
setting aside, in whole or in part, any such
order of the Director shall be final, subject
to review by the Supreme Court of the United
States by writ of certiorari.
( 5) The remedies provided for in this subsection shall be in addition to and not in
substitution for any other remedies provided
by law.
(f ) The Director shall from time to time
solicit information from all public and private employers who are authorized pursuant
to subsections (b) and (c) of this section
to participate in the civ1lian service program on( 1) what types of jobs, whether existing
or newly created for civilian service registrants, each employer would propose to have
filled by registrants within the employer's
organlzation;
(2) how many of each type of job the
employer believes he could usefully fill;
(3) what effect civilian service registrants
would have on his employment, and particularly hiring, practices; and
( 4) what physical, mental, and educational qualifications the employer would require for civilian service registrants filling
these jobs.
(g) The Director shall certify specific jobs
as qualified for employment suitable for
Civilian Service Corps employment according to the regulations promulgated by the
Commission under subsections (a), (b),
(c) , and (d) of this section. The Director
shall appoint hearing officers who shall hold
hearings on the written request of any employer or registrant adversely affected by a
decision of the Director as to the suitability
of a specific job as Civilian Service Corps
employment. The registrant or employer may
appeal the decision of a hearing examiner to
the appropriat e regional board, as provided
in section 113 (f), within thirty days of receiving notice thereof. The decision of the
regional board may be reviewed by the Di-
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rector at the request of the registrant or
employer. The decision of the Director shall
be final.
(h) The Director shall regularly compile
lists on a national basis of job opportunities
which qualify within the occupational categories which are currently available, so that
registrants shall have information on job
opportunities throughout the Nation. These
lists shall be available to registrants at local
placement centers.
REGISTRATION

SEc. 105. (a) Except as otherwise provided
in this title it shall be the duty of every male
citizen of the United States to present himself for and submit to registration at the
local placement center which serves the area
in which he resides within ten days after
the seventeenth anniversary of his birth; except that all persons heretofore registered
under the Mllitary Selective Service Act of
1967 or prior corresponding provisions of law
shall be deemed to have satisfied the registration requirements of this paragraph.
(b) Each local placement center shall, at
the time of registration, provide each registrant with detailed information on the nature and scope of the operations of the National Service Agency as provided to each
placement center by the Office of the National Director. This information shall include but is not limited to a description of
the operation of the military lottery, of enlistment opportunities in the Armed Forces,
a list of general occupational categories established by the National Commission pursuant to section 104, and a detailed list of
the actual qualified civilian service jobs
available in the geographical area.
(c) Each local placement center shall
maintain a staff of counselors who shall interview registrants and explain the details
of the operations of the national service
system.
(d) Each local placement center shall
cause each registrant to complete, or where
necessary shall complete for each registrant,
such forms as may be required by regulations
implementing this title, and such information shall be forwarded to the Director. All
information contained in these records pertaining to registrants shall be disclosed only
to authorized employees of the National Service Agency and to the individual registrant.
EXEMPTIONS AND DEFERMENTS

SEc. 106. (a) The following persons are
exempt from participation in the military
lottery:
(1) Personnel of the Army, Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; cadets and
midshipmen of the United States Military
Academy, United States Naval Academy,
United States Air Force Academy, and United
States Coast Guard Academy; students enrolled in officer procurement programs at
military colleges whose curriculum is approved by the Secretary of Defense; members
of Reserve components of the Armed Forces
and the Coast Guard; persons who served
honorably on active duty in the Armed
Forces at any time prior to the date of enactment of this Act; members of organized
units of the federally recognized National
Guard, the federally recognized Air National
Guard, the Oflicers' Reserve Corps, the Regular Army Reserve, the Air Force Reserve, the
Enlisted Reserve Corps, the Naval Reserve,
the Marine Corps Reserve, or the Coast
Guard Reserve, so long as they continue to
be such members and satisfactorily participate in scheduled drills and training periods
as prescribed by the Secretary of Defense.
(2) Persons found physically, mentally, or
morally unfit on a permanent basis, by
standards to be prescribed by the President
for any national service, either m.il1tary or
civilian, under this title.
(3) Persons who are not citizens of the
United States. Any person who becomes a
citizen of the United States after attaining
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the seventeenth anniversary of his birth and
before attaining the twenty-fifth anniversary of his birth shall be registered and
treated in all respects as if he had attained
the seventeenth anniversary of his birth on
the date of his naturalization, except that
his llabili ty for service under this ti tie shall
not extend beyond the thirtieth anniversary
of his birth.
(4) (A) During any period other than the
period of a war declared by Congress, persons who, by reason of training and belief,
are conscientiously opposed to any participation in the national service system established by this ti tie.
(B) During the period of a war declared
by Congress, persons who by reason of training and belief, are conscientiously opposed
to participation in war in any form.
(C) In order to establish conscientious opposition under subparagraph (A), a registrant must prove by a clear preponderance of
the evidence that service in general in a
military and civilian capacity would be a
violation of his most; profound convictions.
In order to establish conscientious objection
under subparagraph (B), a registrant must
prove by a clear preponderance of the evidence that participation in war in any form
would be a violation of his most profound
convictions. Whether an indiVidual meets
the requirements of this paragraph shall be
determined pursuant to the procedure as
provided in section 107.
(b) (1) The following persons shall be deferred, under regulations prescribed by the
President, from participation in the military
lottery:
(A) Persons satisfactorily pursuing a fulltime course of instruction at a high school
or similar institution of learning shall be
deferred until graduation or until the end
of the sixth academic year spent following
completion of grade eight or the equivalent
grade levels thereof.
(B) Persons found physically, mentally, or
morally unfit on a temporary basis, under
standards to be prescribed by the President,
for any national service, military or civilian,
under this title, shall be deferred for such
time as that condition of unfitness shall
continue.
(3) Any person granted a hardship deferment by the civilian board in their region
pursuant to paragraph (2) below.
(2) A registrant may present, in writing, a
claim C1f hardship pursuant to the procedure
provided in section 107 at any time before or
during a registrant's participation in the
national service. Upon examination of the
registrant's claim of hardship, a civilian
board may(A) reject the claim as a whole;
(B) determine that the subsistence allowance of a civ111an service registrant as provided for in section 13(b) shall be increased
to proVide for members of the registrant's
family who are substantially dependent upon
him for financial support, such increase not
to exceed $4,000 per year maximum; or
(C) determine that the civllian service
registrant be placed in a civilian service job
if one is reasonably available which will enable him to reside with those members of
his family who are substantially dependent
upon him for personal services or for other
forms of personal assistance; or
(D) upon a finding of hardship and a
finding that subparagraphs (B) and (C) are
insufficient either alone or applied together
to provide adequately for members of the
registrant's family who are substantially dependent upon him determine that the registrant be granted a hardship deferment
from national service for as long as necessary;
except that upon the twenty-fifth anniversary of his birth, a registrant deferred under
this paragraph shall be deemed to have participated in the milltary lottery and not to
have been selected during his period of
liability.
CXVII--545-Part 7

CLASSIFICATION; RIGHT TO APPEAL
CLASSIFICATION

SEc. 107. (a) Each registrant shall be
classified according to regulations promulgated by the Director by the local placement
center where he is registered on the basis
of information supplied by the registrant to
the local placement center. Whenever a registrant's sta-tus changes so that he believes
tha.t he is entitled to a classification different
from that which has been previously assigned
him, he shall apply to the local placement
center by alleging in writing the facts which
be believes entitled him to a different
classificatlon.
(b) A registrant may appeal his classification by notifying the civilian boo.rd appointed
by the Regional Registration and Placement
Administrator of that region pursuant to
section 103 (g) on or before the thirtieth day
after receiving notice of any classification by
the local placement center. The civ111an board
shall refer all appeals to a hearing examiner
as provided for in section 103 (g) to hear
testimony, make findings of fact and conclusions of law, and arrive at a decision as to
the merits of the registrant's cl&im. The hearing shall be held as close to the area in which
the registrant resides as is practicable.
(c) The registrant may appeal the decision
of the hearing examiner to his civilian board
within thirty days of receiving notice thereof.
The civUlan board shall review the whole
record and a1firm the hearing examiner's decision only if supported by reliable, probative, and subs.tantia.l evidence. On Lts discretion, the boa.rd may hear further testimony.
(d) Decisions of the civlllan boards may
be appealed by the registrant to the Director
whose standards of review shall be the same
as that of the civ111an boards, described in
subsection (c) of this section.
(e) A regiStrant who appeals his classification shall be entitled to appeal and to have
the right to counsel at all stages of the appeal process. The Na-tional Service Agency
shall, at its own expense, provide a lawyer
for those unable to afford counsel. The heacring examiner shall determine whether the
registrant is capable of paying all, some, or
none of the cost of counsel. His decision shall
be subject to appeal.
ELECTION OF SERVICE OPTION

SEc. 108. (a) Unless exempted as provided
in section 106 of this title, each registrant
(including those with deferments) on or before ten days prior to his attaining the age
of eighteen years shall notify in writing his
local placement center of his election to enlist in the Armed Forces, to participate in
the military lottery, or to participa.te in the
ciVilian serVice program.
(b) Any registrant who elects to enlist in
the Armed Forces may have his entry into
active service postponed by the Director if
the Director finds that a program of education or training proposed to be undertaken
by the registrant would enhance his potential contribution to the mission of the Armed
Forces, but a postponement granted hereunder shall end at the close of the fortyeighth month after the mon¢h in which
granted (which may not be before or include the month in which the registrant
graduates from high school or slmUar institution of learning), or at the time the registrant successfully completes or otherwise
ceases to engage in such education or training, whichever first occurs.
(c) (1) Any individual who elects to enlist
in the Armed Forces pursuant to section 108
(a) and who postpones his service pursuant
to section 108 (b) may, upon request to and
approval of the Director, transfer to the
civ111an service program.
(2) Any individual who elects to participate in the civllian service program pursuant
to section 108(a) and who postpones his
service pursuant to section 111 (a) ma.y, upon

request to and approval of the Director,
transfer to the Armed Forces.
(d) Upon receipt of the forms provided for
the section 105 (d) above, the local placement
center shall immediately cause the names
and registration number of each registrant
selecting the military lottery option to be
sent to the Deputy Director in charge of the
MUitary Lottery Division. Only those registrants who have selected the military lottery
under section 108(a) or those who have been
placed in the rnilitary lottery as provided in
section 118 (b) of this title shall be processed
as provided in section 110 of this title.
LENGTH OF SERVICE

SEc. 109. (a) Each person selected through
the military lottery for service with the
Armed Forces of the United States shall
serve 1n active training and service for a period of twenty-four consecutive months,
unless sooner released, transferred, or discharged in accordance with procedures es~
tablished by the Secretary of Defense.
(b) Each person electing participation in
the civilian service shall serve in active training and serVice for that period of time which
the Director shall deem appropriate for the
particular occupational category into which
that person has been placed; except that no
person shall be required to participate in active service in the civUian service for less
than the period served by those participating in the military lottery or for more than
forty-eight consecutive months.
OPERATION OF THE MILITARY LOTTERY

SEc. 110. (a) The Director of the National
Service Agency shall establish under this
title procedures for the selection of men into
the Armed Forces of the United States by
means of a random lottery of those individuals who have elected under the provisions of
section 108 (a) to participate in the Inilitary
lottery.
(b) The lottery shall proceed by means C1f
random selection. The random selection
method will use three hundred and sixty-six
days to represent the birthdays (month and
day only) of all regi&trants who have elected
to be placed in the lottery pool. On a date
to be selected by the Director of the National
Service Agency once each year the lottery
shall be conducted selecting in a random
manner each day Olf the year for every man
who has since the last such lottery been
placed in the lottery pool. On the same
date, a supplemental drawing wUl be conducted to determine alphabetically the random selecting sequence by initial letter in
surname among registrants who have the
same birthday.
(c) The Secretary of Defense shall periodically notify the Director of the National
Service Agency and the Deputy Director in
charge of the military lottery of the number
of registrants required to fill the manpower
needs of the Armed Forces of the United
States. The Director shall issue orders to report for induction to that number of individuals in the order that their birthdates
and names were selected in the military lottery. Each registrant shall remain 1n the lottery pool for a period of twelve months following the date of the lottery selection for
which he is eligible.
(d) A registrant who has received an order
to report for induction but who has been
granted a deferment under section 106(b) or
under a procedure established by the Armed
Forces, shall have his induction order stayed
indefinitely but shall have his deferment reviewed each year thereafter until the twentyfifth anniversary of his birth by the board
which originally granted his deferment. If
it is determined that the registrant can no
longer qualify for a deferment, the induction shall be reactivated. When the registrant reaches the twenty-fifth anniveroary
of his birth, his induction order shall be
permanently canceled.
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(e) Any registrant who is discharged from
the civilian service program pursuant to the
provisions of section 118(b) or this Act shall
have his name and birthdate placed in the
random selection which next occurs following the date of his discharge from the civilian service program and shall remain eligible
for a period or twelve months thereafter.
CIVILIAN SERVICE JOBS

SEc. 111. (a) It shall be the duty of each
registrant who has elected to serve in the
oivilian service within six months of his
election of civilian service or within six
months after his de'ferment under section
106(b) has expired, whichever is later,
either( 1) to locate and become employed as a
full-time employee in a job which has qualified for participation in the civllian service
either upon previous application of the employer or upon application of the registrant,
as provided in section 104; or
(2) if unable to become employed under
(1), to join the Civilian Service Corps provided for in section 112; except that a registrant may not elect to enroll in the Civilian
Service Corps until two months after his
election or the expiration of his deferment,
whichever is later;
except that a registrant may have his duty
to comply with paragraph (1) or (2) suspended by the Director if the Director finds
that a program of education or training
proposed to be undertaken by the registrant
would enhance his potential contribution
to the mission of the Civilian Service Division, but a suspension granted hereunder
shall end at the close of the forty-eighth
month after the month in which granted
(which may not be before or include the
month in which the registrant graduates
from high school or similar institution of
learning), or at the time the registrant successfully completes or otherwise ceases to engage in such education or trainng, whichever first occurs.
(b) It shall be the duty of each registrant who has selected a job or a program
pursuant to subsection (a) above to remain
satisfactorily employed or enrolled for a period of time determined by the Director for
the particular occupational category or program in which the registrant is employed
or enrolled as provided in section 109 (b).
(c) Public non-Federal and private ·employers who have employed civilian service
registrants shall have the authority at all
times to accept, reject, conditionally accept,
or dismiss any individual civilian service registrant; except that if it shall be determined
by the civilian service that any registrant
was rejected or dismissed because of race,
color, creed, or national origin, then the Director is authorized to declare under procedures provided in section 104 that the public or private employer be disqualified from
inclusion on the official list of civilian service jobs. The employer shall be authorized
to reapply for qualification under procedures
provided in section 104.
(d) When any civilian service registrant
withdraws or is dismissed from a civilian
service job, and it is determined by a hearing,
as provided for in section 119, that the registrant is to continue in the civilian service,
then the registrant shall report to the local
placement center nearest to his current place
of residence, within ten days of the termination of the hearing, in order to be assigned
to a new job or Federal program for the duration of his time obligation.
CIVILIAN SERVICE CORPS

SEc. 112. (a) There is hereby established
a Civ1lian Service Corps which shall be under the direction of the Corps Administrator
who shall be appointed by the Director. The
Corps Administrator shall be under the immediate supervision of the Deputy Director
of the Civilian Service Division. The Civilian

Service Corps shall train and employ registrants who elected civilian service and who,
having not found employment in a job which
qualified for the civilian service, joined or
were deemed to have joined the Civilian
Service Corps.
(b) In order to operate the Civilian Service Corps, the Director is authorized( 1) to establish any or all new facilities,
including new construction necessary for the
operation of the Corps;
(2) to establish necessary provisions for
housing of the registrants enrolled in the
Corps;
(3) to provide whatever is necessary to insure for the proper medical care of the registrants enrolled in the Corps, including but
not limited to the utilization of armed services medical facilities;
(4) to request and utilize the services ai
any or all(A) departments of the Federal Government;
(B) agencies, departments, or units of regional, State, county, municipal, or town
governments; and
(C) trade organizations, charitable organizations, educational institutions, any
other private or puplic organization or group
or any person or group of persons.
( 5) to establish within the Corps programs
for registrants who come from deprived
backgrounds, which programs shall be essentially educational and training in scope
and designed to enable the registrants to enter productive employment for the remainder of their civilian service and thereafter.
ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY OF THE DIRECTOR

SEc. 113. In addition to the authority
granted in section 112, the Director is authorized(a) to delegate any authority vested in
him under this title and to provide for the
subdelegation of any authority;
(b) to establish a procedure for compensating all volunteers. Such procedure shall
provide that non-Federal employers of volunteers must pay to the Federal Government
the same wage paid by the employer to nonvolunteers performing the same or similar
work or the minimum wage, whichever 1s
greater, and that the Federal Government
will compensate all volunteers at a rate equal
to a subsistence allowance based on the cost
of living in the geographical areas in which
the volunteers work;
(e) to establish procedures to protect all
volunteers from discrimination by any employer because of race, color, creed, or national origin;
(d) to utilize, when necessary, the services
of all departments of the Federal Government; and
(e) to establish such regional rewew
boards as may be necessary to hear &ppeal.S
as provided for in sections 104(g) and 107(c).
(f) to prescribe such rules and regulations
necessary to carry oUJt the provisions of th1s
tt.tle.
APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS OF FEDERAL LAWREGISTRANTS NOT FEDERAL EMPLOYEES; FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT LAWS INAPPLICABLE

SEc. 114. (a) Except as otherwise spec11lcally provided in this title, a registrant in the
civ111an service program shall not be deemed
to be a Federal employee and shall not be
subject to the provisions of ilaws relating to
hours of work, rates of compensation, leave,
unemployment compensation, and Federal
employee benefits.
(b) Registrants in the civilian service program shall be deemed to be employees of
the United States for th.e purposes of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and of title V
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 401 et
seq.), and any service performed by an individual as a ireglstl'a.nt shall be deemed for
such purposes to be performed in the employ of the United States.

(c) (1) Registrants in the civilian service
program shall for the purposes of the administration of the Federal Employees' Compensation Act, be deemed to be civil employees of the United States within the
meaning of the term "employee" as defined
in section 790 of title 5 and the provisions
thereof shall apply except as hereina.frter
provided.
(2) For the purposes of hls sul:>section:
(A) The term "performance of duty" in
the Federal Employees' Compensation Act
shall not include any act of a registrant(!) while on authorized leave; or
(ii) while absent from his assigned post of
duty, except while participating 1n an authorized activity.
(B) In computing compensation benefits
for disability or death under the Federal Employees' Compensation Act, the monthly pay
actually paid by the employer shall be used.
(C) Compensation for disability shall not
begin to accrue until the day following the
date on which the enrollment of the injured
registrant is terminated.
POLITICAL DISCRIMINATION AND ACTIVITY-INQUIRIES CONCERNING POLITICAL AFFILIATION
AND BELIEF

SEC. 115. No discrimination shall be exercised, threatened, or promised by any person in the executive branch of the Federal
Government against or in favor of any registrant in, or any applicant for enrollment in,
the civ111an service program because of his
political affi.ll&tion, beliefs, or activities.
REPORTS BY EMPLOYERS

SEc. 116. Each employer (whether public
or private) of oivilian service registrant shall
submit a report to the Director, in such form
and manner as the Director shall require,
whenever a registrant leaves or is removed
from his employ. Except in ca.ses of the normal expiration of a registrant's obligated
service, such report shall state in detail the
circumstances of, and reasons for, suoh termination.
CATEGORIES

OF REMOVALS

FROM JOB;

EFFECT

SEc. 117. Each oivilian service registrant
shall possess the same rights of employment
security against his employeT as are enjoyed
against such employer by other employees
of similar rank and length of service. Any
registrant who is removed from a job because of its abolition, or for any other reason
not reflecting negatively on his performance,
shall not be considered to have violated his
obligation with the service; shall be considered to have been withdrawn wdthout prejudice; and shall be eligible for transfer to
new jobs within the service for which he is
qualified. If a registrant is removed for any
other reason (hereinafter referred to as "for
cause"), he shall be liable to disciplinary
action by the National Service Agency.
ADVERSE ACTIONS BY THE DmECTOR

SEc. 118. (a) Adverse action against a civilian service registrant shall be l:>egun l:>y
the Director only upon the basis of a special
report from the registrant's employer supporting the registrant's removal from his job
for cause or announcing the registrant's unauthorized departure from his job.
(b) Adverse actions against a registrant
may include the imposition of such dis·
ciplinary sanctions, up to and including dismissal from the civilian service with loss of
any benefits which would accrue as a result
of completion of service as the Director or
his authorized representative shall deem necessary. A registrant who is dismissed from
the civilian service as the result of an adverse action shall be deemed to have elected
to participate in the next milita-ry lottery
whose date of drawing, as provided in section 110 (b), is after the date of dismissal;
except that any such registrant who has
completed at least half of his required length
of service in the civilian service before his
dismissal, and has been selected by the lot-
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tery, shall be required to serve only one year
in the military.
(c) A registrant may be dismissed from
the civilian service only under circumstances
involving willful disobedience, insubordinate conduct, conviction of a felony or highly
unsatisfactory performance.
(d) Sanctions imposed by the Director
against a registrant for misconduct shall not
impair any rights of action, public or private, criminal or civil, accruing to any other
party against such volunteer by reason of
his misconduct.
(e) The Director shall establish procedures
for the administrative release of registrants
from the civilian service for reasons of health
or hardship, where the documented ba.sis in
fact for the claim would be at least sufficient
to confer an exemption from the obligation
to serve. Action leading to such a release may
be initiated either by the registrant concerned or by the civilian service. A registrant
so released shall remain eligible for all benefits normally accruing to those who have successfully completed their servioe.
ADVERSE ACTIONS-PROCEDURES

SEc. 119. (a) The Director shall establish
and impose administrative sanctions, up to
and including dismissal from the civilian
service by adverse action, to punish any registrant who fails to fulfill his obligation. He
shall promulgate a code CYf sanction consistent With the provisions of this Act by regulation.
(b) There shall be created in the National
Service Agency a Legal Corps. All members
of the Legal Oorps shall be members of the
bar of at least one State. Members of the
Legal Oorps shall preside over each and every
disciplinary hearing and each and every appeal therefrom. The Legal Corps shall be divided into a Hearing Division and an Appeals
Division.
(c) The Director shall establish procedure
for conducting a full and impartial hearing
in any case where adverse action against a
volunteer is contemplated or has been taken
by the National Service Agency. Such a hearing shall be held at the request of the registrant; no registrant shall be dismissed from
the civllian service Without such a hearing.
One member of the Hearing Division of the
Legal Corps shall preside over each such
hearing, and shall interpret the law and the
facts in reaching a verdict and in imposing
or upholding such sanctions as are found
warranted.
(d) Any registrant whose punishment is
imposed or sustained at a hearing held under
section 119 (c) of this title may ta.ke an appeal in writing to the Appeals Division of the
Legal Corps Within ten days of the announcement of the hearing judgment. The Appeals
Division shall consider all appeals expeditiously. At its discretion, it shall hold an appeal hearing which may make fresh inquiry
into both the facts and the law of the case.
Such a hearing shall be presided over by
three members of the Appeals Division.
(e) The Director shall promulgate rules
governing all disciplinary hearings. Such
rules shall provide for the right of the registrant to be advised by counsel, to confront
any adverse Witnesses, and to compel the attendance of Witnesses. If a registrant facing
a disciplinary hearing or an appeal therefrom
desires representation by legal counsel but is
unable to pay for it, the civilian service shall
provide him with the services of an attorney
who has been admitted to the bar of at least
one State and is not employed by the civilian
service, at no cost to the registrant.
(f) Any registrant who has abandoned
or been dismissed from any employment shall
have the right to a hearing in order to establish that his service has been satisfactory
for completion of his obligation within the
terms of section 122 of this title.
JUDICIAL REVIEW

SEc. 120. (a) A person suffering legal
wrong because of action by the National

Service Agency is entitled to judicial review.
Such review shall be Within the original
jurisdiction of the district courts of the
United States by writ of mandamus as provided in section 1361 of title 28, United States
Code.
(b) There shall be no judicial review of
actions by the National Service Agency or
any officer or agent thereof until all administrative remedies provided in this title have
been exhausted and Agency action is final.
(c) To the extent necessary to decision
and where presented, the reviewing court
shall decide all relevant questions of law,
interpret constitutional and statutory provisions, and determine the meaning and applicability of the terms of an Agency action.
The reviewing court shall(1) compel action unlawfully withheld or
unreasonably delayed;
(2) hold unlaWful and set aside actions,
findings, and conclusions found to be-(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or not otherwise in accordance With
law;
(B) contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity;
(C) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory
right;
(D) Without observance of procedure required by law; and
(E) unsupported by substantial evidence
in the case when taken as a whole and
based on the entire record.
COMPUTATION OF TIME OF SERVICE

SEc. 121. All the time spent by a registrant
from the time of his initial entry into the
civilian service shall count toward satisfaction of his obligation except-(1) time spent in legal detention or incarceration; and
(2) time spent unemployed after voluntary
abandonment of a job or dismissal from work
for cause: Provided, however, That if disciplinary proceedings are instituted by the
civilian service as a result of such abandonment or dismisal and the registrant is acquitted of fault, all the time spent unemployed after such abandonment or dismissal
shall be counted toward satisfaction of his
obligation.
ORDER OF CALL IN EVENT OF WAR

SEc. 122. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, for the duration of any
period of war declared by Congress, all persons subject to this title shall be Hable for
training and service in the Armed Forces and
shall be inducted, unless exempt or deferred,
for such training and service in the folloWing
order:
(1) Volunteers and delinquents,
(2) Persons in the m1lltary lottery pool
under section 110 of this title,
(3) Persons in civilian service under this
title, those with least service therein first,
(4) Persons under age twenty-six who were
not inducted for training and service during
their twelve-month period of prime eligibility
in the military lottery pool; and
(5) Persons who have completed civilian
service under this title.
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connection with the functions, powers, and
duties exercised by the Selective Service System immediately before the effective date of
this title as the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget shall determine shall be transferred to the Director of National Science.
The transfer of personnel pursuant to this
section shall be made without reduction in
compensation for one year after such transfer.
PENALTY

SEc. 125. Whoever knowingly violates any
provision of this title or any rule or regulation issued under this title shall be imprisoned for not more than two years.
REPEALER

SEc. 126. The Military Selective Service Act
of 1967 (50 U.S.C. App. 451 et seq.) is hereby
repealed.
SAVING CLAUSE

SEc. 127. This title does not affect rights
and duties that matured, penalties that were
incurred, and proceedings that were begun,
before its effective date.
SEVERABILITY

SEc. 128. If a part of this title is invalid,
all valid parts that are severable from the
invalid part remain in effect. If a part of this
title is invalid in one or more of its applications, that part remains in effect in all
valid applications that are severable from the
invalid applications.
APPROPRIATIONS

SEc. 129. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to
carry out the purposes of this title.
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 130. (a) This title shall take effect
ninety days after the Director of National
Service first takes office, or on such prior
date after enactment of this title as the
President shall prescribe and publish in the
Federal Register.
(b) The Director of National Service and
the Deputy Directors of the National Service
Agency may (notwithstanding subsection
(a)) be appointed in the manner provided
for in this title, at any time after the date
of enactment of this title. Such officers shall
be compensated from the date they first take
office, at the rates provided for in this title.
Such compensation and related expenses of
their offices shall be paid from funds available for the functions to be transferred to
the Agency pursuant to this title.
TITLE II-MILITARY PAY AND ACTIVE
DUTY STRENGTHS
Page 20, line 4, strike out "Sections 4-11
of this Act" and insert "Section 203-210 of
this title".
Redesignate sections 2 through 14 as sections 201 through 213, respectively.

I indicated yesterday, on page 8440 of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, that I also
have an amendment which would make
the effective date of the cutoff of the
student deferments, if student deferments are to be cut off, the effective date
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS
of the act and not April 23 of last year.
SEc. 123. (a) Section 5315 of title 5, United Those students who began college last
States Code, is amended by striking out
fall would be enabled to complete college
"(70) Director of Selective Service."
in a status of deferment. They should
and inserting in lieu thereof
not now have the rules of the game
"(70) Director of National Service."
changed on them.
(b) Section 5316 of such title 5 is amendMay I now address a question to the
ed by adding at the end thereof the followdistinguished chairman with regard to
ing:
"(128) Deputy Directors, National Service the employment that is permissible for
conscientious objectors. As I understand
Agency (3) ."
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

SEc. 124. So much of the positions, personnel, assets, liabilities, contracts, property,
records, and unexpended balances of appropriations, authorizations, allocations, and
other funds employed, held, used, arising
from, available or to be made ava.llable in

it, the bill, as it presently stands, defines

alternate civilian service for conscientious objectors as "employment with
agencies in government or public institutions which have difficulty finding
eligible and qualified individuals to perform essential work."
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My question is this: Is that definition
intended to mean that work in hospitals
or other nonprofit institutions, which
now are able to employ the conscientious
objectors, is work that will no longer be
permitted?
Mr. HEBERT. The limitations on defined work are public institutions, as the
bill says. If the hospital is a public institution, supported by the State or city, it
is eligible; but for the private ones, no.
Mr. BINGHAM. In other words, if the
hospital is a privately supported institution, like some of our great institutions, it would not qualify?
Mr. HEBERT. It would not qualify.
Mr. BINGHAM. Would the chairman
further state what is the intention of the
committee? If I understand it, the conscientious objectors who are qualified today are having difficulty obtaining suitable employment; that is, even today the
positions where they can go in private
hospitals, and so forth, are not sufficient
in number to accommodate the conscientious objectors. What is the intention of
the committee with regard to a CO who
is qualified, but whose draft board cannot find employment within the meaning
of the act?
Mr. HEBERT. There was no indication
in any testimony before the committee
to contradict that there are many, many,
many jobs in the institutions, the jobs
outlined in the language of the law. The
selective service, as the monitor of the
individual conscientious objector, would
be in a position universally or nationwide to determine where these positions
are. I am sure there will be no difficulty
at all. After all the CO's are detailed
there will be plenty of jobs open.
Mr. BINGHAM. I am glad to note the
chairman's statement, but that is not my
understanding.
The reason I asked for the intention
of the committee, is that there is no
statement in the committee report as to
why the CO's will no longer be allowed
to work, for example, in private hospitals.
Mr. HEBERT. This matter was discussed at length in the committee when
we were considering the amendment in
that particular area. The gentleman
from New York is very closely identified
with this type of institution and he did
proceed and explain the matter to the
committee, and it is his opinion there
would be sufficient jobs.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore <Mr.
GALLAGHER). The time Of the gentleman from New York has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3
minutes to the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL).
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you for yielding, Mr. Chairman.
Tomorrow, or the next day, or the
next day this House will pass an ex tension of the draft. We know that. We know
that you have got your forces lined up so
that you will end up continuing the draft.
All that we can do is to stand and argue
and articulate against this kind of senseless action which will perpetuate a senseless, stupid, bloody, dirty war in Southeast Asia in which we should never have
become involved.
You will go home content this time

after voting to extend the draft. You will
go home content in your feeling that you
have acted out of patriotism, when you
ought to go home and hang yow· heads in
shame that you have been guilty and
culpable in extending national murder
and national genocide, because that is
what this undeclared war is.
When you go home I wish you could
think about the young men that I see,
their bodies mutilated and maimed. I
wish you will think about the young men
who supported me in my campaign, an
arm missing, a leg missing or one who
was blinded in Southeast Asia.
When you go home and feel your superpatriotism I hope you will understand
that you have contributed to national
hurt in a dreadful way that cannot be
measured. You have contributed to the
looming sense of disillusionment, the
looming lack of credibility on the part of
our young people in this system of government.
Go ahead; vote it. Go ahead; vote to
extend it. But remember when you do you
are not patriots. You are not partiots. All
that you are doing is contributing to a
greater division, a greater hate, a greater
alienation. And you are compounding a
felony by continuing a war in which we
should never have become involved.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. HARRINGTON).
Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman,
the outcome is not in doubt. We have had
extensive hearings, and I might join
with my colleague from New York (Mr.
PIKE) in being one who fought hard to
attain a seat on this committee, to express my pleasure at the way in which
the hearings were conducted. A point of
view which was obviously not a majority
one was tolerantly, pleasantly, and expansively accepted.
I would like, if I could-even with the
outcome, as I say, not in doubt-to at
least force this body to face reality.
Last December, Robert Penn Warren,
in accepting an award in Washington,
had occasion to refer to this institution.
He referred to the Congress of the United
States as a place that could very often
offer imaginary solutions to real problems and real solutions to imaginary
problems but which never got around to
offering real solutions to real problems.
I think this bill is in that category.
Mr. Chairman, if we have to have a
draft, I suppose this bill does a great deal
toward correcting inequities that exist in
the present system. If we have to have
a draft, I suppose this bill goes toward
quieting some of the objections that have
been raised from time to time. However,
it is my contention and I hope it is that
of this membership that there is no need,
either in our history or in the present
definition of our national security, to extend the draft.
The fight has been largely symbolic.
There are not going to be more than 115,000 or 120,000 people conscripted. If we
can take the administration and its
spokesmen at face value, these draftees
will be used very little in a combat context. But, outside of this very unreal
world which we call Washington, D.C.,
there are people who do not believe that
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this system has a place in our society and
who do not believe we need to draft 114,000 people to meet our security needs.
They do not believe we should have a
St.andirig Army of 2.5 million men in order to insure our security. These are the
people who have been torn up and who
have been forced to bear the major burden of the responsibility to serve.
I want a body which is mighty in its
interest in efforts to face this responsibility rather than to avoid it. I want
us as Members of Congress to have to
make the decision that the President has
made for 10 years. I want us to face this
issue squarely in a year when we are confronted with the chances of standing for
reelection. I want us to face it next year
and not avoid this responsibility. Theresponsibility should be ours and we should
face it.
I do not think there is any reason to
expect that this bill is going to insure
that the American public, particularly
that segment which has been so badly
treated by a continuation of this system,
is going to feel that the Congress for once
has begun to deal with and offer real
solutions to real problems.
I hope tomorrow, when I intend to offer an amendment to end the draft on
June 30, that enough Members who feel
that way will be present to recognize
what the real world is saying outside of
Washington, D.C., and that it will be reflected when the vote is taken.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. CONYERS) .
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I begin
by commending the gentleman from
Maryland <Mr. MITCHELL), the gentleman from California <Mr. WALDIE), the
gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
HARRINGTON), and the gentlewoman
from New York <Mrs. ABZUG), who have
all articulated what is not only a majority position in our country but have
added, I think, immeasurably to the discussion now underway.
Why will not the House of Representatives end the Selective Service System? Well, we will not end the draft
for the very same reasons that we will
not assert our right to declare war. It
is not accidental that the same leaders
in this body who refuse to do their duty
so clearly set forth in the Constitution
that high school children understand it,
are the same leaders that now insist that
the draft be continued for 2 additional
years in the face of the overwhelming
evidence that requires its immediate dismantling. The reason is they are wittingly or unwittingly a part of the Pentagon complex which causes them to feel
they must comply with the militarist
mentality that is now so pervasive in
government and business circles alike.
Now, after 7 disastrous years, some of
us have arrived at the rather elementary
conviction that if we want to stop war,
we ought to stop the draft. The truth of
the matter is that there are more Congressmen who claim they are against
the war than there are Congressmen
willing to vote against the war. The administration concurrently provides those
who prefer to give token opposition to
the war a series of convenient rationales,
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the latest called Vietnamization, as if
substituting Vietnamese bodies for the
bodies of white and black Americans
could ever legalize our conduct in Indochina.
In point of fact we are not winding
down the war but moving to a newer
more intense level, into the automated
slaughter phase. This Nation's increasing technical military proficiency will
enable us to continue to have high enemy
body counts that we have had in the
past with less troops and with less
American presence in Indochina.
And, so it appears to me that these
undeclared wars that we are in will continue to happen so long as the draft provides an easy military solution to political problems.
Those in this body who oppose this
draft are laying a foundation that will
result in tomorrow's victory. We may lose
this skirmish but we will win ultimately
the battle. But what a ghastly price each
day's delay will cost. Cannot the leaders
on both sides of the aisle realize their
continual refusal to face up to the real
issues are undermining the confidence a
people must have in its government if it
is to function as a democracy? Their position is as ludicrous as it is hypocritical. They are against the war but they
are for the draft.
To all of you whom that description
fits, I will say that not everyone in this
country is being deceived by this mindless posturing. Until this Congress stops
sending men and materials to the war,
which is what our citizens want us to
do, we cannot claim to be acting in good
faith.
Until we act, there may always be wars,
whether there is a Democratic President
or a Republican President in the White
House. Our conduct, and lack of it is a
prime reason that this Nation clings to
an outmoded foreign policy dictated by
militarist adventurers. Daniel Webster's
admonition that the adoption of military
conscription is the first step toward tyranny is as true now as it was then.
Mr. Chairman, the truth was never
more clearly stated than it was during
World War I when a Member of the
other body whom some of us knew, former Senator Carl Hayden of Arizona
remarked:
·
Let us not pay Prussian m111tarism, which
we are seking to destroy, the compliment of
adopting the most hateful and baneful of
its institutions.

I say this because what we are trying
to do is to delay the inevitability of a
volunteer army. We could not continue
the war in Vietnam with volunteers.
There are not enough in America that
would step forward to continue this most
unpopular war perhaps in our entire
history. Yet we here are trapped by our
own leadership; betrayed by decisions
and agreements made by leaders on both
sides of aisle. We are strangled here
aginst the will of the American people
and are forced to accept the dictates of
a majority in the House who are in fact
a minority in this Nation.
I find it unconscionable, but I do not
find it alarming because I have been in
that situation many times in the last 6

years. I do not anticipate that it will end
in the 92d Congress.
But sooner or later more and more will
begin to recognize what we are doing in
the country that we profess to love when
we extend a system that will send our
men to be slaughtered in a way that is
unconstitutional.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. WAGGONNER).
Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Chairman, I
had not planned to speak, during general
debate on this particular piece of legislation, but now that we have heard the
argwnents for and the arguments against
the proposal from our Committee on
Armed Services I believe that it behooves
all of us to try to objectively look at what
we are trying to do in asking for an extension of the draft law in the United
States.
This is in name and, in fact, a selective service law. It has only one purpose,
and that one purpose is to provide for
the defense needs of your country and
mine. Experience has shown us that until
now, in spite of the desirability for a volunteer army, we cannot in times of emergency be prepared unless we have a draft
law.
This law has served us in years gone
by, in what I believe to be a good way,
because it has provided for us the manpower which the several branches of our
Defense Department needed in time of
peace and in time of war.
You hear an awful lot of people talk
about the discriminatory provisions of
the law as it exists, and almost everybody, including myself, believes that
some revisions ought to be made.
When we talk about discrimination let
us be honest with ourselves and admit
that it is almost hwnanly impossible for
this Congress, and it is humanly impossible for this committee, to pass a draft
law that somewhere, some time, somehow, under some circumstances, does not
discrtminate against somebody. To those
of you who are idealists perhaps you believe otherwise, but if you are halfway
pragmatic you know that we cannot
write a law which does not, under certain
circumstances, discriminate.
It is discriminatory to say to a man
of one age, "You must serve," and to a
man who was just a day younger, "You
do not have to serve." It is discriminatory
to take the men and to allow the women
to stay at home. Yes, it is discriminatory
to allow one man to continue his education under the guise, if you want to
call it that, of an educational deferment, and say to a man who is not in
college that he has t.o serve, and he cannot have that same deferment.
It is further discriminatory, even after you draft a man, to say to one man,
"You have got to go to the war zone,"
and to another, "You can stay pretty
close to home at some military installation where you can go home on the weekends." And it is discriminatory to reassign some people overseas and others
close to home.
The point I am making is we should
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be glad the system works as well as it
does--and it is probably not even to our
credit that it works as well as it does.
But, the fact is that 435 Members of the
U.S. House of Representatives and when
100 Members of the other body at different times a-nd with different intentions
were able to reach the consensus that
we have reached and pass a law which,
even though it is discriminatory, serves
the defense needs of our country. And
believing that we cannot write a law
which will not discriminate and believing that we have not reached the point
yet where we can meet the needs of our
Military Establishment by voluntary
methods, even though it is to be desired,
I see no alternative for us, if we are
going to continue to be militarily prepared, but to continue the draft. So I
stand before you asking: Let us do the
best we can and let us continue this
program for the benefit of our Defense
Establishment.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself the balance of the time remaining and I will not use all of the time,
but I have a very highly emotional feeling to express at this time.
.
I fully realize that I am following in
the footsteps of a great American, a man
to whom I was personally devoted and
for whom I had the deepest affection.
There fell to my shoulders the duty to
carry on if I possibly could.
Perhaps we have different styles. He
had a different style from me, which I
readily admit, but our objectives and our
goals were the same--a strong America
and the full defense and security of our
country.
I would be less than human, Mr. Chairman, if I did not pause to thank those
who have taken the well today and been
so gracious in their commendation of the
manner in which I have attempted to
chair the Committee on Armed Services.
It is easily recognizable and readily
admitted, I am sure, that we have varieties and different shades and hues of
philosophy-philosophy of religion, philosophy of politics, and philosophies in
any area that you may wish to mention.
It is for this reason, Mr. Chairman, that
I have this feeling of gratitude.
It is a feeling I must accept with humility-and humility is one of the virtues
I have not been charged with very often.
But I do want to express to each Member who has taken the floor today and
gone out of his way to say the most complimentary and generous and gracious
things about me, that I hope in the future--as I have now just merely crossed
the threshold-when I have walked the
full length of the House and come back
again, I will enjoy that same confidence.
Today I can only say to each one of
you-yes, individually, and, yes, collectively, that I have a full realization and
a full understanding of my responsibility.
I look upon the charge to me to be a
charge to exhibit compassionate understanding, integrity and fairness as chairman and to uphold, always, the dignity
of the Committee and this House.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further requests for time.
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Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 1 minute.
Mr. Chairman, I, too, want to join
those who have so graciously this afternoon commented on the fine leadership
of the gentleman from New Orleans, who
has so well guided the destiny of our
committee since the time he became
chairman of the fine Committee on
Armed Services.
He has been extraordinarily fair. He
has been completely and wholly objective. He has done those things which in
his own way he believes to be completely
and wholly right. So, like the others, I
repeat, I commend him for his actions as
chairman of our committee. I am hopeful that tomorrow the House will feel
likewise in support of the chairman, and
that this bill will be overwhelmingly
passed. I trust that that will be the end
result.
Mr. DOW. Mr. Chairman, more than
30 years ago, the House adopted the Selective Service Act by a mere one vote.
Since that time the conscription of
young men has become imbedded solidly
into what some like to call "our national
heritage."
There is nothing sacred about the Selective Service Act and it is time that
Congress move to repeal it.
The military needs of our country
should be supported through an allvolunteer army. This was the conclusion
of the Gates Commission which undertook an extensive study of our military
manpower needs.
It is for this reason that I cosponsored
H.R. 4451, the Voluntary Military Manpower Procurement Act of 1971. To attract qualified men into our armed services we will have to provide more realistic payments and benefits. There must
be better opportunities for advancement
and career training.
The Gates Commission unanimously
reported that a volunteer force was not
only feasible but desirable for the Nation. The Commission report said that
improved pay and conditions of service
would attract a sufficient number of volunteers each year to maintain a stable
force level of 2.5 million men.
Despite the war and an entry pay
roughly 60 percent lower than that available in civilian life, the Commission reported that there are 250,000 "true" volunteers each year. To attract the additional 75,000 necessary to maintain adequate military manpower levels, the Commission recommended a $2.7 billion basic
pay increase.
Ending the need for the draft would
go a long way toward easing the heavy
uncertainty now facing our young people.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to share
with my colleagues some commentaries
broadcast by CBS radio as part of its
new "Spectrum Series."
It is most interesting that three news
commentators, whose views span the
spectrum should reach the same conclusion about the draft.
Stewart Alsop says:
Everybody knows that the draft system is
an awful system. Everybody knows that the
Reserves and the National Guard have become havens for draft dodgers, with about
as much military usefulness as an old shoe.
Everybody knows that the Army's ratio of

noncombat to combat men is disgracefully
high, and everybody knows that billions of
dollars are spent for no mllitarlly rewarding
purposes whatever. But nobody can really do
much about it-not even near-genius Robert McNamara, though he tried hard. In my
opinion, nobody will be able to do anything
about it, what's more-until or unless there's
some sort of cataclysm which will force basic
changes in the whole m111tary system.

Jeffrey St. John says:
It is, however, Stennis and other Senators
and Congressmen who support the military
~raft who are fleeing reality. Reality one-the embitterment and distrust, U not hatred,
by draft-age young Americans of their government and country. Reality two-in Vietnam, draftees have dragged down the morale
of fighting units and are principally responsible for the growing and alarming use of
drugs. Reality three-dissident draftees are
using the race issue as a weapon to turn
black soldiers against white. Reality fourregular army men in Vietnam have become
the object of assault if not attempted murder. Disgruntled draftees on drugs are suspecteJ. Reality five-draftees , m111tant during college days, have become the principal
catalyst for precipitating within the U.S.
armed services one of the most serious crises
concerning discipline in the nation's history.

On another occasion, Mr. St. John
quoted Lincoln:
"I have always thought that all men
should be free," remarked Abraham Lincoln
"{but) whenever I hear anyone arguing fo;
slavery, I feel a strong impulse to see it tried
on him personally."
One could only wish that this Lincoln
proposition could be applied to those arguing for a form of space age slavery in favoring retention of the m111tary draft. The 13th
Amendment not only abolished slavery but
specifically carries the clause outlawing "involuntary servitude." The 13th Amendment's adoption in 1865 followed the New
York draft riots. Lincoln-it is forgottenimposed the Republic's first military draft,
played politics with the slave question, and
showed considerable contempt for civil
liberties.

Stewart Alsop later said:
Senator Edward Kennedy, testifying the
other day before the Senate Armed Services
Committee, cited some Interesting-and In
my opinion, horrifying--statistics. For example, quotes, "Army draftees were killed In
Viet Nam In 1969 at more than double the
rate of non-draftee enlisted men." End
quotes. Another quote from Senator Kennedy: "65 per cent of army enlisted men
killed In action for the first five months of
1970 were draftees." This although less than
a third of our men in Viet Nam are draftees.
These figures reflect what seems to me the
very worst system of military recruitment
ever devised by the hand of man. All three
services, not only the Army, use the draft as
a kind of blackmail instrument to get socalled "voluntary enlistments." All three
services say in almost so many words-enlist
with us, and you can choose a non-combat
specialty and you won't get shot at. Can you
imagine a worse way of recruiting men who
are supposed to defend their country?
The result is inevitable, and we are now
paying the price for that result and for this
dreadful system in Viet Nam. The price is
just about the worst morale problem the
U.S. Army has faced in its long history. For
the system ensures that the regulars, the
non-draftee enlisted men, get the cushy jobs
in the rear, while the combat units are made
up of draftees. For example, almost nine out
of ten--88 per cent, to be exact--of the infantry battalions in Viet Nam are made up
of draftees.
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Is It any wonder that there is mounting
and constant tension between the draftees
and what they call the lifers? How would you
feel, after all, if you were a draftee who had
to do the fighting while the regulars had the
cushy jobs in the rear? The morale problem
is complicated by drugs, and by the fact that
the war 1s winding down and nobody wants
to be the last man to die. But this dreadful
system is at the bottom of 1t.
It seems to me that two things have to be
done. First, we have to withdraw from Viet
Nam as fast as we safely can, reaching the
point as soon as possible where no more
draftees will be sent there. Second, we have
to revise our whole system of military recruitment--not only the draft, the whole
system-root and branch.

And Nicholas von Hoffman says:
On June 30th the Draft Act expires unless
Congress renews it. We call it the draft, conscription, selective service, but what it is, is a
form of slavery to the State. The justification
for violating the Constitution's prohibition
against involuntary servitude can't be mere
preparedness but only the gravest of emergencies, one that immediately threatens the
existence of the State.
By this reasoning America has been on the
edge of destruction for more than 30 years,
because that's how long we've had the draft.
This is nonsense. There is no national emergency, and there hasn't been for a generation.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Chairman,
for the fourth time in the 12 years that
I have served in Congress, legislation extending military conscription has come
before the House for our consideration.
In the past, Congress chose the ternporary expedient of granting an extension to the draft rather than dealing
with the basic problem of involuntary
servitude in a free society. I fear this
will be the situation again.
While the committee bill, H.R. 6531,
has some commendable features, I must
oppose it. I, however, do approve of the
committee providing the President with
discretionary authority over the deferment of nndergraduate students. I believe the college deferments should be
eliminated, and I trust the President will
exercise such authority. I also applaud
the committee's action in increasing the
basic pay for members of the Armed
Forces, particularly noting that 64 percent of the dollar increases are going to
personnel with less than 2 years of service. We call upon many of our yonng men
to perform what perhaps is the highest
act of patriotism, to risk their lives in
the defense of their country. Yet, their
financial compensation is extremely
meager. The chairman (Mr. HEBERT), and
the Armed Services Conunittee is to be
congratulated for substantially boosting
the military pay for these lower grade
personnel. This will do much to eliminate the longstanding discrimination
against these men who, in effect, have
been subsidizing, in part, our national
defense effort through the acceptance of
low military wages.
My primary obje~tion to the committee bill is that it extends the draft for
another 2 years without a commitment
to establish a volunteer military. Even
with the random selection system, the
draft still is a compulsory military conscription which forces a few to bear the
burden of military service for the many.
I also object to the committee recom-
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mendation extending the period of service for conscientious objectors from 2
years to 3. I would like to recall to my
colleagues the words of the late President
Kennedy who once wrote:
War wlll exist until that distant day when
the conscientious objector enjoys the same
reputation and prest ige that the warrior does
today.

Instead of taking such punitive action
against the conscientious objector, Congress should understand and respect not
only the religious objections to military
service and war, but also the dictates of
human conscience.
Mr. Chairman, the draft, which once
was a temporary measure, is becoming
transformed into a permanent system
of military procurement. Initially designed, in 1940, as a necessity to meet
the threat of a national emergency that
called for the mobilization of a massive
land army, we now are seeing its metamorphosis into an efficient machine designed to meet the long-range needs of
our foreign policy and methods by which
that policy can best be furthered. Originally, the draft was not intended to be
used to support a policy of military intervention in foreign lands when local
insurrections break out. However, the
existence of the draft has given administrations a free hand in obtaining and
deploying military manpower wherever
and whenever they have seen fit. The
draft has been used as a vehicle to pursue, to an unprecedented extent, the
defensive military responsibilities of the
free world. I feel that this situation is
alien to the philosophy of this country,
and the efforts to make military conscription more equitable and to maintain it as a permanent institution are
only fur ther militarizing our society and
foreign policy.
As a result, the draft, today, has produced a crisis of the first degree in our
Nation. Opposition to American involvement in the unpopular Indochina war
has resulted in many young men seeking
political refuge in foreign countries while
others remain here, in open defiance of
a draft law that is widely despised. But
discontent with the draft is more tha~
Vietnam for there are many who do not
oppose American involvement in that
war who, nonetheless, oppose the draft.
A peacetime draft is opposed to the
principles which always have been considered a part of the American democracy. Compulsory military service not
only results in a severe deprivation of
civil liberties; it also is a wrenching departure from the traditional American
ideal of liberty and this Nation's most
cherished heritage, that of personal freedom. The peacetime conscription can be
justified only under conditions of the
extremist necessity, and the burden o·f
justifying a military draft rests with the
Government. No such justification, however, has really been made. Instead, the
United States has been cast as an international POlice power and the draft has

been used in a supporting role.
There are still many, however, who

say we cannot end the draft. Some believe that the budgetary cost to the Government would be prohibitive. Accord-

ing to a number of economists, including

Prof. Walter Oi of the University of
Washington who was a former Defense
Department consultant for the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense;
Prof. Milton Friedman of the University
of Chicago, and Prof. John Kenneth Galbraith of Harvard, who have studied this
particular question, it would cost less to
man the Armed Forces by volunteers
than it now costs to man the military by
compulsion, if the cost is properly calculated. The real cost of conscripting a
soldier who would not voluntarily serve
is not his pay and keep. It is the amount
of money for which he would be willing
to serve. Presently, we are imposing on
the draftee a tax in kind equal in value
to the difference between what it would
take to attract him and the military pay
he actually receives. Thus, the first-term
serviceman must bear a disproportionately larger share of the defense burden.
There are, however, financial savings derived from a volunteer force. Volunteers
would have a higher average level of skill.
The armed services would waste fewer
manhours in training. Because manpower
now is cheap, the military tends to waste
it, using enlisted men for tasks badly
suited to their capacities or for tasks that
could be performed by civilians or machines or eliminated entirely. Better pay
at the time to volunteers also might lessen the veterans' benefits that we now
grant after the event.
Another objection to the volunteer system is that the conversion to it would
mean a loss of flexibility to meet the
anticipated range of military manpower
requirements. According to the Gates
Commission however, military preparedness depends on forces in being, not on
the ability to draft untrained men. Reserve Forces provide immediate support
to Active Forces, while the draft provides only inexperienced civilians who
must be organized, trained, and equipped
before they can become an effective military force.
For many individuals of liberal persuasion who are interested in the manpower question, there is grave concern
about moving toward an all volunteer
military. There is fear that a volunteer
military will attract the socially undesirable. However, the military services require a wide variety of skills and offer
varied opportunities. They have always
appealed to people of varied classes and
backgrounds and they will continue to do
so. Particularly if pay and amenities
were made more attractive, there is every
reason to expect that· they would draw
from all segments of the community.
There is also a feeling that increasing
the military wage and fringe benefits to
a point sufficient to attract a volunteer
military force would result in a predominantly black army. This, however, is not
supported by the facts. It seems clear,
since blacks are found in disproportionate numbers in the low-income groups,
that making military service more at-
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this figure would fluctuate with the
state of the economy and the educational opportunities for blacks outside
the military.
still another criticism to an all volunteer military is that it is equated with
a professional force which would conceivably develop into a potential threat
to established political institutions. Such
a threat, however, could be expected to
come from an officer corps, rather than
enlisted personnel, and officers currently
are, and have always been, recruited voluntarily. Further, our proper tradition
of civilian control of the military, has
always been sufficiently strong so that
there has been no threaJt of military
take-over. History seems to show, however, that such threats in other countries
have come from conscript as well as volunteer armies.
There are many liberals and conservatives, however, who believe that the primary question to be resolved this year is
whether to continue the draft or to establish a volunteer military. We consider
the peacetime draft to be a temporary
expedient but it has been with us for the
last 30 years, with only some brief interruptions. Rather than finding ways to
make compulsory military service more
palatable to the American people, I believe that the establishment of a volunteer military in 1971is in the best interest of the United States.
Mr. Chairman, a volunteer military
offers the following advantages: Preservation of the freedom of the individual
by avoidance of the eompulsion inherent
in the present system; greater efilciency
in the military services; fair compensation to military personnel for their services; and elimination of all the problems
associated with the draft. Congress
should take the necessary steps to end
the draft this year with the hope of
never having to resort to its use again.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Chairman, in my
view the bill before us should pass. While
the draft, itself, is distasteful, it is of
prime importance that the current and
future manpower needs of our Armed
Forces be filled. Before an all-volunteer
armed forces can be developed, many incentives and improvements in military
life will have to be made to insure the
retention of the necessary men and
women. The 2-year extension before us,
in addition to those provisions of the bill
which would increase pay and improve
conditions in the service, are consistent
with the needs of national security and
will enable us to move toward the objectives of a "zero draft" call.
Obviously, under present circumstances, if the draft law were permitted
to expire in June, the Armed Forces could
not acquire a force anywhere near able to
meet the immediate needs of the country. Therefore, there is no question in my
mind but that the draft must be continued for a period of time. To me, the
2-year extension will provide the most

tractive by equitable pay and other in-

logical and orderly transition to the all-

Pentagon officials, it is estimated, as a
result of extensive and careful studies,

the pay for those men in lower ranks, this
bill provides substantial increases in

that blacks would form from 16 to 18
percent of a volunteer force, although

quarters allowances for members of the
career forces and increases the allowance

centives will attract a larger percentage volunteer force.
of this group. However, according to
In addition to substantially increasing
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provided under the Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 to enlist men in the
grades of E-1, E-2, E-3 and those in
grade of E-4 with 4 years or less of service. Unfortunately the basic allowance
for quarters has not been increased for 8
years and has fallen seriously behind the
housing costs for military families. This
has been dramatically brought to our
attention by the news media's focus on
off-base living conditions of military
families stationed in Europe.
It is also very unfortunate that many
servicemen have been forced to apply for
welfare assistance because of their extremely low pay. The bill before us responds to this problem.
In addition to these features, I am
please..i to see further effort made to assure equitable selection procedures for
the draft. The State and local quota systems are being suspended to enable the
establishment of a uniform national call.
Furthermore, discriminatory and preferential provisions of the law which permit
deferments and/or exemptions to certain students are being repealed. Changes
in the qualification and appointment of
members to local draft boards are also
contained in the bill before us. In my
views, important improvements in the
selection process would be made under
this legislation.
The legislation we are voting on has
been well thought out anc. deserves the
support of the House. It brings us a giant
step closer to the ideal of a volunteer
military service.
Mr. DONOHUE. Mr. Chairman, I intend to support and I earnestly hope a
substantial majority here will also support, with improving amendments, the
basic provisions of this bill, H.R. 6531, designed, among other things, to extend the
Selective Service Act for a limited period, increase military personnel pay and
allowances, and authorize military active
duty strengths for fiscal1972.
Our great legislative task here, in my
opinion, is to insure the fairest possible
spreading of the burdens of induction
among all the young men in this country and to make military pay realistically
competitive, at all levels, with pay rates
in the civilian economy. This is our fundamental duty, today, pending the reestablishment of our traditional all-volunteer military service system.
I think that this bill, with strengthening amendments, such as the reduction of its proposed extension to 1 year
instead of 2, could and should provide a
far more equitable share of induction
risk and economic justice than the current law projects. I very deep!!' feel, as a
sponsor of legislation to establish an allvolunteer military force that adequate
evidence has been developed to reasonably suggest that the very substantial
increases in pay, quarters and subsistence
allowances contained in this bill will accelerate the number of voltinteer enlistments sufficiently to warrant the adoption of a 1-year extension of this present
act; if not the Congress is always here
and ready to overcome any deficiencies,
within the year, that might remain.
Mr. Chairman, facing up to the present
facts of the draft situation, as we must,
there appears to be no question at all that

it would be most impractical, if not 1m..
possible, to summarily repeal the present
Selective Service System however much
we might like to do so. On this score,
then, the most reasonable alternative
appears to be the extension, in time, of
the present law for just 1 year. The proposed pay and other allowance increases
in ·this ·b ill before us are far greater than
those recommended by the administration, and they certainly project a long
overdue major gesture of economic comparability and security to military personnel and their families that will hopefully move us forward at a much faster
pace toward the attainment of an all
volunteer military system.
With strengthening amendments, together with the President's intention to
exert every effort to remove the inequities
in the area of student deferments and
more representatively adjust the composition and operation of local draft
boards this pending measure, while not,
of course, perfect in every point or entirely satisfactory to every individual,
will, I believe, go a long way, at an
opportune time, toward vastly improving
our present draft system from every
moral, economic and national security
standpoint.
Because such improvement was never
in all our history more critically or imperatively needed I believe it should be
accepted by the House, now, while we
continue to work toward the establishment of a traditional all volunteer military force as quickly as it can possibly
be achieved.
Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Chairman, I rise
to express my deep concern over our
draft laws and to voice my opposition to
many of the provisions contained in
H.R. 6531, the Military Selective Service
Act.
A dramatic symbol of the gap between
generations and a major source of friction in our society, the draft is grossly
unfair in many respects and contains
many highly discriminatory features. I
oppose involuntary conscription and believe the draft is wholly inconsistent with
our traditional ideals and goals. The
draft has become an inequitable system
which imposes an undue burden of service on some while leaving many others
virtually free of any oblig-ation to serve.
All too often the brunt of this involuntary servitude has been borne by minority groups, the economically disadvantaged, and the poorly educated.
Mr. Chairman, I can frankly see no
way in which this system can be improved or made to operate more fairly
and efficiently. Certainly, H.R. 6531 contributes nothing to improving the operation of the Selective Service Syst~m
and, as a cosponsor of the Voluntary
Military Manpower Procurement Act of
1971, I believe the time is long past that
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which the sponsors of the volunteer army
legislation based our case-and a primary recommendation of the Gates
Commission-is that a decent, living
wage should be established for the men
and women serving in the military services.
The conditions under which many of
our service personnel and their families
are presently living are abominable and
the large number of servicemen receiving some form of public assistance is
unconscionable. If a man is asked to
risk his life or the use of a limb he
should at least be paid a living wage. I
believe we have amply demonstrated
through various statistics and reports
presented during the hearings and elsewhere, that a volunteer military service
is viable and can be sustained if the military men and women are given an increased and livable wage with increased
educational opportunities, better housing and other benefits. I intend to fully
support this portion of the pending legislation and will oppose any attempts to
weaken it, particularly to have the administration's insultingly inadequate
pay proposal substituted. I believe, however, that the Gates Commission proposal is more meaningful and realistic
and should be given precedence.
Unfortunately, there is a great deal in
this measure which is offensive and
which simply perpetuates the ·..:ontinuation of the death and destruction of our
senseless involvement in Indochina and
the continued gross distortion of our
national priorities. A number of amendments will be offered to abolish the draft
system entirely, to abolish the induction
authority, and to extend the induction
authority for only 1 year rather than 2.
These amendments have a great deal
of merit and should be given every possible consideration and support as they
are brought before the House.
I am pleased to be listed as a sponsm:
of amendments directing that draftees
inducted into the Armed Forces after
December 31, 1971, will not be required
to serve in Indochina and, more importantly, one which will require the total
withdrawal of all American forces from
South Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and
North Vietnam by December 31, 1971.
As a number of my colleagues have already mentioned, 73 percent of the
American public want withdrawal by
the end of this year and there is simply
no point to continue sending American
servicemen to this unjust and illegal
war. We have suffered more than enough
deaths and casualties, we have seen too
many My Lais, we have experienced
enough internal strife and dissension
and we have undergone too much economic dislocation and erroneous adjustment of our goals and priorities.
The Military Selective Service Act

we abandoned the system of conscrip- treats conscientious objectors most un-

tion and met our military manpower requirements through a volunteer army
system.
There is one highly favorable aspect
of the legislation under consideration today, however, and that is the provision
of an increased pay package for our
servicemen, particularly in the enlisted
ranks. One of the major premises on

fairly and this section of the bill must be
substantially revised. Not only must the
definition of "conscientious objection"
conform to the recent Supreme Court
decision allowing for nonreligious objection, but I can see no justification for requiring 3 years of service or the highly
restrictive and totally unnecessary limitation on the definition of "civilian
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service." Not only were these provisions
not requested by the administration but
they are clearly punitive and repressive
measures and must not be permitted to
pass.
Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, section
13 of this bill authorizes a troop ceiling
of 2.6 million men. No hearings were
held on this aspect of the bill and there
has been no justification presented for
this number of military personnel. In
addition, the provision was unilaterally
transferred to H.R. 6531 from the military procurement authorization bill and
should be deleted for further consideration.
Although I am pleased that the Armed
Service Committee recognizes the importance of increased pay and benefits
for military personnel and the clear and
direct connection between conscription
and inadequate military compensation,
I am distressed that it did not reassert
congressional authority and substitute
the volunteer army proposal for the administration's weak extension request.
As I mentioned before the committee
earlier this month:
The concept of a voluntary military service is not impossible ... It is not only technically feasible to implement but it would
most certainly be in keeping with the
American tradition of encouraging individual freedom of choice.

The extension of the draft for 2 years,
the repression of conscientious objectors,
the increased average troop strength
level and certain other aspects of this
measure are unnecessary and will simply
lead to continued dissension among
our countrymen and the further alienation of our youth, our minority groups
and our economically disadvantaged.
The best of our country cannot be wasted
on a purposeless, endless, and ill-conceived military venture in some far-off
land which is hardly supported by the
American people. The time for meaningful action is now, Mr. Chairman, and
we must take positive steps by repealing
the undesirable draft law. Involuntary
servitude and military slavery must be
ended and the freedom of conscience and
choice must be permitted to flourish. I
urge that we take such action today.
Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. SpeakerSo I told my son that only in the strictly
legal sense, was anybody summoning him
anywhere. He was, in fact, going to register
certain claims of his own. By registering for
the draft, he was, for the first time, registering his claim to be a man and citizen by
claiming his right to bear arms in defense of
his land.-Whitta.ker Chambers, Cold Prida.y.

When taking up the issue of whether
or not to extend the military draft, we
should keep in mind that since the
earliest days of the American colonies
it was assumed that every male citizen
had a moral obligation to bear arms when
necessary for the protection of his community, through service in the militia if
not in the Regular Army. This assumption
remains valid today, and bears as much
as ever upon the survival of our Nation.
The conditions existing in the last half
of the 20th century have made it necessary to maintain at all times a large and
well-trained active duty military force,
instead of starting to assemble this force

serves-and 70 to 80 percent of reserve
enlistments are draft induced.
Personally I would prefer to have our
Armed Forces composed strictly of volunteers. I find it very disturbing that many
of the most active advocates of a "volunteer army" are precisely those who have
no intention of volunteering, yet want to
rely on defense provided by others. Their
attitude reminds me of that of the freeway driver who wants rapid transit to get
the other cars oft' the road.
The fa-ets I have cited convince me
that we cannot now defend this Nation
In a world full of unswerving aggressors adequately without continuing the draft.
and enslavers, integral unconditional paci- Consequently, I believe we have no choice
fism is tantamount to unconditional sur- but to continue it.

only when war is imminent or has actually begun. Our method of preserving the
required level of defense manpower is
the Selective Service System, which
makes it obligatory for a young man to
register for possible induction in the
active duty armed forces when reaching
a specified age.
Intellectual giants such as Ludwig von
Mises, whose thoroughgoing defense of
liberty is well known, have recognized
the right of a nation to call men into
service when necessary for its defense.
Von Mises has said:

render to the most ruthless oppressors . . .
He who in our age opposes armaments and
conscription is, perhaps unbeknown to himself, an abettor of those aiming at the enslavement of alL-Human Action, pp 281282

The manpower requirements for our
Armed Forces are determined primarily
by the objectives and capabilities of
actual and potential enemy nationswhich now and in the foreseeable future
means the Soviet Union and the Communist bloc. We must have at our disposal sufficient forces to discourage them
from armed aggression to advance toward their stated goal of global conquest,
and to defeat them rapidly should they
launch aggression. While we cannot
guarantee that the political leadership
of our Nation will use our forces correctly, as the cou.r'Se of the war in Vietnam shows, we can be sure that no matter
how sound the thinking of future leaders,
they will not even have the ability to
deter or defeat the Communist armies
if the forces at their disposal are insufficient.
With the Selective Service law due to
expire this June, Congress must decide
whether our general purpose force level
requirements can be met without a draft.
The House Armed Services Committee
does not believe this is possible, and consequently reoommended its continuatiQIIl
on March 22.
By June 1972 our active military forces
will have been reduced by over 1 million men from their June 1969 level,
lowering our active general-purpose force
level to the bare minimum consistent
with national security requirements.
Even with this reduction, over 525,000
enlisted men will have to enter our active
duty forces between July 1971 and June
1972 in order to maintain this minimum
force level. From July 1969 to June 1970,
the last complete fiscal year, only 144,000
true volunteers--men who would have
volunteered even in the absence of a draft
law-entered the active duty Armed
Forces. Assuming the volunteer rate remains more or less constant, we would be
over 380,000 men short of meeting the
very reduced force level requirements
existing by June 1972. Pay increases
sufficient to generate an enlistment surge
of this magnitude would not leave enough
money to maintain and expend our already dangerously depleted strategic
weapon systems.
The current reduction of our active
duty forces has been possible only by
shifting to increased reliance on the re-

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all Members
may revise and extend their remarks on
the bill H.R. 6531.
The CHAffiMAN pro tempore (Mr.
GALLAGHER) . Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
There was no objection.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
The CHAffiMAN. There being no
further requests for time, the Clerk will
read.
The Clerk read as follows:
-Be tt enacted by the Senate and Home
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the

MUitary Selective Service Act of 1967, as
amended, is amended as follows:
(1) Section 1(a) is amended to rea.d:
" (a) This Act may be cited as the 'M111ta.ry
Selective Service Act.'".
(2) Section 4(b) Is amended by substituting "the Secretary of Transportation .. for
"the Secreta.cy of the T.reasury" wherever
they appear.
(3) Section 4(d) (1) is amended by striking out "(except a person enlisted under
subsection (g) of this section)".
4) Section 4(d) (3) is amended by substituting "the Secretary of Transportation"
for "the Secretary of the Treasury" wherever
they appear.
( 5) Section 6 Is amended by adding a new
subsection (d), as follows:
"(d) Whenever the President has provided
for the selection of persons for training and
service in accordance with random selection
under subsection (a) of this section, calls
!or induction may be placed under such
rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
notwithstanding the provisions of subsection
(b) of this section.".
(6) Section 6(a.) (1) is amended by striking out the period at the end of the first
sentence and inserting the following ln pla.ce
thereof: ": Provided, That a.ny male allen
who is between the age of eighteen and
twenty-six years, at the time fixed for registration, or who atta.lns the age of eighteen
years after ha.vlng been required to register
pursuant to section 201 of this Act (other
than an allen exempted !rom registration
under this Act and regulations prescribed
thereunder), or who 1s otherwise Ua.ble as
provided !or in this Act, who has remained In
the United States in a status other tha.n that
of a perma.nent resident for a period of
twenty-four consecutive months shall be
lla.ble !or training a.nd service in the Armed
Forces of the United Sta.tes. For the purposes
of computing such twenty-four-month period, any period of absence from the United
States not exceeding four consecutive months
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shall be deemed to be a period of residency in
the United States: Pr ovided further, however,
That the Director shall have the discretion to
waive the provisions herein for alien students
who have come to the United States for the
purpose of satisfactorily pursuing a full-time
course of instruction at a college, university,
or similar institution for a period of time not
to exceed four years or the conclusion of a
prescribed course of study whichever is the
earlier: Provided fttrther, That any alien student for whom the provisions herein have
been waived shall upon the expiration of six
months following the expiration of said
waiver, if his alien residence continues, be
liable for training and service in the Armed
Forces of the United States.".
(7) Section 6(b) (3) is amended by substituting "section 4 (a)" for "section 4(i) ".
(8) Section 6(b) (4) is amended by striking
out "or section 4 (g)".
(9) Section 6(d) (1) is amended by substituting "the Secretary of Transportation"
for "the Secretary of the Treasury" wherever
they appear and by substituting "section 651
of title 10, United States Code" for "section
4(d) (3) of this Act" wherever they appear.
(10) Section 6(d) (5) is amended by
striking out "Environmental Science Services Administration" and substituting " National Ocea.nic and Atmospheric Administration" wherever they appear.
(11) Section 6(g) 1s amended to read:
"(g) Regular or duly ordained ministers of
religion, as defined in this title, shall be exempt from training and service (but not from
registration) under this title.".
(12) Section 6(h) (1) is repealed.
(13) Section 6(h) (2) is amended by striking out the designation "(2)" and the word
"graduate" from the first sentence.
(14) Section 6(j) is amended to read:
"Nothing contained in this title shall be construed to require any person to be subject to
combatant training and service in the Armed
Forces of the United States who, by reason of
religious training aJ:ld belief, is conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any
form. As used in this subsection, the term
'religious training and beliefs' does not include essentially political, sociological, or
philosophical views or a merely personal
moral code. Any person claiming exemption
from combatant training and service because
of such conscientious objections, whose claim
is sustained by the local board, shall if he is
inducted into the armed forces under this
title, be assigned to noncombatant service
as defined by the President, or shall, if he is
found to be conscientiously opposed to participation in such noncombatant service, in
lieu of such induction, be ordered by his local
board to perform three years alternate ciVilian
service, the last year of which to be as a substitute for the reserve obligation required of
military inductees. As used in this subsection, alternate civilian service is defined as
'employment with agencies in government or
public institutions which have difficulty finding eligible and qualified individuals to perform essential work', as supervised by t he
Director of Selective Service pursuant to
regulations deemed appropriate by the President: Provided, That any such person who
knowingly fails or neglects to obey such an
order from his local board shall be deemed,
for the purposes of section 12 of this title, to
have knowingly failed or neglected to perform a duty required of him under this title;
or who after he has reported to the assigned
work fails to perform satisfactorily under the
terms prescribed in Presidential regulations
as supervised by the Director of Selective
Service, shaJl be inducted into the a.rilled
forces for the period of time established by
section 4 (b) of this Act.".
(15) Section 6(i) (2) is amended to read:
"Any person who while satisfactorily
pursuing a full-time course of instruction at
a college, university, or similar institution is
ordered to report for induction under this

title, shall, upon the appropriate facts being
presented to the local board, have his induction postponed (A ) until the end of the term,
or academic year in the case of his last
academic year, or (B) until he ceases satisfactorily to pursue such course of instruction, whichever is the earlier.".
(16) Section 9(j) is amended by substituting "or Transportation" for "or Treasury".
(17) Section 10(a) (3) 1s amended to read
as follows: "The Director shall be appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate.".
(18) Section lO(b) (2) is amen ded by
changing the first semicolon to a colon and
inserting immediately thereafter the following: "Provi ded, That no State director shall
serves concurrently in an elected or appointed
position of a State or local government with
out the approval of the Director of Select ive
Service.".
(19) Section 10(b ) (3) is amended t o read:
"(3) to create and establish within theSelective Service System civilian local boards,
civilian appeal boards, and such other civilian agencies, including agencies of appeal,
as may be necessary to carry out its functions
with respect to t he registration, examination,
classification, selection, assignment, delivery
for induction, and maintenance of records of
persons registered under this title, together
with such other duties as may be assigned
under this title: Provided, That no person
shall be disqualified from serving as a counselor to registrants, including service as Government appeal agent, because of his membership in a Reserve component of the Armed
Forces. He shall create and establish one
or more local boards in each county or political subdivision corresponding thereto of
each State, territory, and possession of the
United States, and in the District of Columbia. Each local board sha.hl consist of three or
more members to be appointed by the President from recommendations made by the
respective Governors or comparable executive
officials. No citizen shall be denied membership on any local board or appeal board on
account of sex. No member shall serve on any
local board or appeal board for more than
fifteen years or after he has attained the age
of sixty-five. To the extent praoticable, the
members of a local draft board shall accurately represent the economic and sociological background of the population which they
serve, but no induction shall be declared invalid on the ground that any board failed to
conform to any particular quota as to race,
economics, religion, sex, or age. The requirements ou tUned in the preceding two sentences shall be fully implemented and effective not later than January 1, 1972 : Provided,
That an intercounty local boa4"d consislting
of at least one member from each component
county or corresponding subdivision may be
established for an area not exceeding five
counties or political subdivisions corresponding thereto within a State or comparable
jurisdiction when the President determines,
after considering the public interest involved
and the recommendation of the Governor or
comparable executive official or officials, that
the establishment of such local board area
will result in a more efficient and economical
operation. Any such intercounty local board
shall have within its area the same power and
jurisdiction as a local board has in its area .
A local board may include among its members
any citizen otherwise qualified under Presidential regulations, provided he is at least
eighteen years of age. No member of any local
board shall be a member of the Armed Forces
of the United States, but each member of
any local board shall be a civilian who is a
citizen of the United States residing in the
county or political subdivision corresponding thereto in which such local board has
jurisdiction, and each intercounty local
board shall have at least one member from
each county or political subdivision corre-
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sponding thereto included within the intercounty local board area. Such local boards,
or separate panels thereof each consisting of
three or more members, shall, under rules
and regulations prescribed by the President,
have t he power within the respective jurisdictions of such local boards to hear and determine, subject to the right of appeal to
t he appeal boards herein authorized, all
questions or claims with respect to inclusion
for , or exemption or deferment from, training and service under this tlotle, of all individuals within the jurisdiction of such local
boards. The decisions of such local board
shall be final, except where an appeal is authorized and is taken in accordance with
such rules and regulations as the President
may prescribe. There shall be not less than
one appeal board located within the area of
each Federal judicial district in the United
Sta tes and within each territory and possession of the United States, and such addition.a.l separate panels thereof, as may be prescribed by the President. Appeal boards within the Selective Service System shall be composed of civ11ians who are citizens of the
United States and who are not members of
the Armed Forces. The decision of such appeal boards shall be final in cases before them
on appeal unless modified or changed by the
President. The President, upon appeal or upon his own motion, shall have power to determine all claims or questions with respect
to inclusion for, or exemption or deferment
from training and service under this title, and
the determination of the President shall be
final. No judicial review shall be made of the
classification or processing of any registrant by local boards, appeal boards, or the
President, except as a defense to a criminal
prosecution insti,t uted under section 12 of
this title, after the registrant has responded
either affirmatively or negatively to an order to report for induction, or for oivilian
work in the case of a registrant determined
to be opposed to participation in war in any
form: Provided, That suc'h review shall go to
the question of the jurisdiction herein reserved to local boards, appeal boards, and the
President only when there is no basis in fact
for the classification assigned to such registrant. No person who is a civtllan officer,
member, agent, or employee of the Office of
Selective Service Records, or the Selective
Service System, or of any local board or appeal board or other agency of such Office or
System, shall be excepted from registration
or deferred or exempted from training and
service, as provided for in this title, by reason of his status as such civilian officer, member, agent, or employee;".
(20) Section lO(e) is repealed.
(21) Section 10(f) is amended by substituting "$500" for "$50".
(22) Section 11 is amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 11. Under such rules and regulations
as may be prescribed by the President, funds
available to carry out the provisions of this
title shall also be available for the payment
of actual and reasonable expenses of emergency medical care including hospitalization,
of registrants who suffer illness or injury,
and the transportation, and burial, of the remains of registrants who suffer death, while
acting under orders issued under the provision of this title, but such burial expenses
shall not exceed the maximum that the Administrator of Veterans• AJfalrs may pay
under the provisions of section 902(a) of
title 88, United States Code, in any one case.".
(23) Section 12 ls amended by adding a
new subsection (d), as follows:
"(d) No person shall be prosecuted, tried,
or punished for evading, neglecting, or refusing to perform the duty of registering imposed by section 3 of this title unless the
indictment is found within five years next
after the last day before such person attains the age of twenty-six, or within five
years next after the last day before such
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person does perform his duty to register,
whichever shall first occur.".
(24) Section 17(c) is amended by striking out "July 1, 1971" inserting in place
thereof "July 1, 1973".

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that this section of the bill be considered
as read, printed in the RECORD, and open
to amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Louisiana?
There was no objection.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. GALLAGHER, Chairman pro tempore
of the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union, reported that
the Committee, having had under consideration the bill (H.R. 6531), to amend
the Military Selective Service Act of
1967; to increase military pay; to authorize military active duty strengths for
fiscal year 1972; and for other purposes,
had come to no resolution thereon.

" '(B) which are part of an issue outstanding on the date of the enactment of the
Interest Equalization Tax Extension Act of
1971 and are treated under subsection (b) (3)
as debt obligations of a foreign obligor,
treated as debt obligations of a foreign
obligor the acquisition of which by a United
States person (other than the issuer) will,
notwithstanding any other provision of this
chapter, be subject to the tax imposed by
section 4911 at the rate applicable on acquisitions of stock under section 4911 (b).
"'(2) ASSUMPTION OF OBLIGATIONS.-For
purposes of paragraph ( 1) , the assumption
by a domestic corporation of debt obligations
of an affiliated corporation shall be treated
as the issuance of a new or original issue of
debt obligations by such domestic corporation. For purposes of this paragraph, a
domestic corporation shall be treated as
affiliated with another corporation if both
corporations are members (or would be
members if they were both domestic corporations) of the same controlled group
(within the meaning of section 48(c) (3)
(C)).

"'(3) ELECTION.-An election under paragraph (1) with respect to any issue of debt
obligations shall be made at such time and
in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe by regulations, and such
election may not be revoked. In the case of
a new or original issue, such election shall
be made prior to the issuance (or, in the case
of an issue treated as a new or original issue
FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE
under paragraph (2), prior to the assumpSENATE
tion) of any debt obligations of such issue.
" ' ( 4) INDICATION OR ENDORSEMENT OF TAXA further message from the Senate by
Mr. Arrington, one of its clerks, an- ABILITY .-In the case of a debt obligation
which is part of a new or original issue (other
nounced that the Senate had passed with than
an issue treated as a new or original
amendments in which the concurrence of issue under paragraph (2)), an election
the House is requested, a bill of the House under paragraph ( 1) shall apply to such
of the following title:
debt obligation only if the document eviH.R. 5432. An act to provide an extension dencing such debt obligation indicates that
of the interest equalization tax, and for other its acquisition by a United States person is
subject to the tax imposed by section 4911
purposes.
as provided in paragraph ( 1) . In the case of
The message also announced that the any other debt obligation, an election under
Senate insists upon its amendments to paragraph ( 1) shall apply to such debt obthe bill <H.R. 5432) entitled "An act to ligation only if the document evidencing
provide an extension of the interest such debt obligation is marked or endorsed,
equalization tax, and for other purposes," subject to such regulations as the Secretary
his delegate may prescribe, so as to inrequests a conference with the House on or
that its acquisition by a. United States
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses dicate
person is subject to such tax."
thereon, and appoints Mr. LoNG, Mr.
"(2) Section 861(a) (1) is amendedANDERSON, Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. BENNETT,
" (A) by striking out 'and' at the end of
and Mr. CuRTIS to be the conferees on the subparagraph (E) ,
part of the Senate.
" (B) by striking out the period at the
end of subparagraph (F) and inserting in
lieu thereof ', and ', and
EXTENSION OF THE INTEREST
"(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
EQUALIZATION TAX
"'(G) interest on a debt obligation which
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani- was part of an issue with respect to which
mous consent to take from the Speaker's an election has been made under section
desk the bill (H.R. 5432) to provide an 4912(c) and which, when issued (or treated
extension of the interest equalization as issued under section 4912(c) (2)), had a.
tax, and for other purposes, with Senate maturity not exceeding 15 years and, when
amendments thereto, and concur in the issued, was purhased by one or more underwriters with a view to distribution through
Senate amendments.
resale, but only with respect to interest atThe Clerk read the title of the bill.
tributable to periods after the date of such
The Clerk read the Senate amend- election.'
ments, as follows:
" ( 3) The amendments made by this subPage 2, strike out all after line 4 over to section shall take effect on the date of the
and including line 13 on page 3 and Insert: enactment of this Act."
"(a) ELECTION TO TREAT CERTAIN DEBT
Page 6, strike out lines 4 to 20, inclusive
OBLIGATIONS AS SUBJECT TO TAX.and insert:
" ( 1) Section 4912 is amended by adding at
"(1) Section 4914(c) (5) is amended by
the end thereof the following new subsec- adding at the end thereof the following new
tion:
sentence: 'For purposes of subparagraph
"(C) ELECTION To SUBJECT CERTAIN DEBT (B), if the proceeds of the loan are to be
OBLIGATIONS TO TAX.used by the foreign obligor (or by a person
" ( 1) IN GENERAL.-A domestic corporation
controlled by, or controlling, the foreign
or domestic partnership may elect to have obligor) for additional fac111ties, the subits debt obUgationsstantial portion requirement contained in
.. '(A) which are part of a new or original such subparagraph, and the one-half of the
issue, or
percentage of cost requirement contained In
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the last sentence of such subparagraph, shall
be treated as satisfied with respect to such
loan 1! it is established that an additional
amount of ores or minerals (or derivatives
thereof) extracted outside the United States
by the United States person, or otherwise
taken into account for purposes of such subparagraph, wlll be stored, handled, transported, processed, or serviced in the existing
and additional faclllties of such foreign obligor or person, and that, with respect to
such additional facilities, such additional
amount fulfills such substantial portion requirement or suoh one-half a! the percentage of cost requirement, as the case may be.'
"(2) The amendment made by paragraph
( 1) shall apply with respect to acquisitions
made after the date of the enactment of
this Act."
Page 8, strike out all after line 7 over to
and including line 15 on page 10 and insert:
" (e) DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CERTAIN LENDING AND FINANCING CORPORATIONS."(1) Section 4915 is amended"(A) by striking out subsection (c) (3),
and
"(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
" ' (e) SPECIAL RULE FOR INVESTMENTS IN
CERTAIN LENDING AND FINANCING CORPORATIONS." ' ( 1) IN GENERAL. For purposes Of this
chapter, a corporation described in paragraph (2) shall be treated as a foreign corporation which is not formed or availed of
for the principal purpose described in subsection (c) ( 1) with respect to an acquisition
of its stock or debt obligations, if it is
established to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate, pursuant to regulations
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,
that-"'(A) (i) the amounts received by the corporation as a result of the acquisition will
not be used to acquire stock of foreign issuers or debt obligations of foreign obligors
or utilized in any way outside of the United
States, or (il) the funds used for such acquisition were obtained from sources outside the United States; and
"'(B) such information and records with
respect to the corporation as are necessary
for the administration of this chapter will
be made available to the Secretary or his
delegate.
"'(2) CORPORATIONS.-The corporations referred to in paragraph ( 1) are-" ' (A) a domestic corporation described in
section 4920(a) (3) (C).
"'(B) a domestic corporation which is a
qualified lending and financing corporation
(as defined in section 4920(d)) during am.y
period during which an election under section 4920(a) (3B) is in effect, and
•• '(C) a. foreign corporation which is a.
qualified lending and financing corporation
(as defined in section 4920(d)) and has
given notice to the Secretary or his delegate
of its status as such a corporation.
"'(3) MISUSE OF AMOUNTS RECEIVED.-!n
any case in which paragraph ( 1) applied to
an acquisition of stock or debt obligations
and" '{1) the amounts received by the corporation whose stock or debt obligations were acquired as a result of such acquisition are
(before the termination date specified in
section 4911(d)) used to acquire stoc.k of
foreign issuers or debt obligations of foreign
obligors or utilized in any other way outside
of the United States in violation of the regulations prescribed under paragraph (1), or
" ' (11) information or records with respect
to the corporation, which the Secretary or
delegate has determined (before such termination date) necessary !or the administration of this chapter, &re not, after reasonable notice, made available to the Secretary.
then llab111ty for the tax imposed by section
4911 shall be incurred by the acquiring cor-
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poration (with respect to such acquisition)
at the time such amounts are so used or such
information or records are not so made available; and the amount of such tax shall be
equal to the amount of tax for which the
acquiring corporation would have been liable under such section upon its acquisition
of the stock or debt obligations involved 1f
paragraph (1) had not applied to such acquisition.'
"(2) Section 4920(a) (3B) is amended to
read as follows:
"'(3B) CERTAIN DOMESTIC LENDING OR FINANCING CORPORATIONS." '(A) IN GENERAL.-The terms foreign issuer," "foreign obligor", rand "foreign Issuer
or obligor" also means a domestic corporation
which is a qualified lending or financing corporation (as defined in subsection (d)) and
which elects to be treated, for purposes of
this chapter, as a foreign issuer and foreign
obligor.
" • (B) ELECTION.-An election under subparagraph (A) shall be made in such manner as the Secretary or his delegate prescribes by regulations. Any such election shall
be effective as of the date thereof and shall
remain in effect until revoked. If, at any
time, the corporation ceases to be a qualified
lending or financing corporation, the election
shall thereupon be deemed revoked. When
an election is revoked, no further election
may be made. If an election is revoked, the
corporation shall incur liability at the time
of such revocation for the tax imposed by
section 4911 with respect to all stock or
debt obligations which were acquired by it
during the period for which the election was
in effect and which are held by it at the
time of such revocation; and the amount of
such tax shall be equal to the amount of tax
for which the corporation would be liable
under such section if it had acquired such
stock or debt obligations immediately after
such revocation."
" ( 3) Section 4920 (d) is amended to read
as follows:
"'(d) QUALIFIED LENDING AND FINANCING
CoRPORATIONs.-For the purposes of this
!Chapter, the term "qualified lending or
·financing corporation means a corporation" • ( 1) substantially all of the business of
which consists of" '(A) making loans (including the acqui6ition of obligations arising under a lease
which is entered into principally as a financing transaction),
" • (B)
acquiring accounts receivable,
notes, or installment obligations arising out
of the sale of tangible personal property or
the performance of services.
"'(C) leasing tangible personal property
(but only if such leasing accounts for less
than 50 percent of its business).
"'(D) servicing debt obligations,
" • (E) carrying on incidental activities in
connection with its business described in
subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), or (D), or
" • (F) any combination of the foregoing;
"• (2) all debt obligations of foreign obligors acquired by such corporation, and all
tangible personal property not manufactured
or produced in the United States acquired by
such corporation for leasing, are acquired
and carried solely out of" • (A) the proceeds of the sale (including a.
sale on a transaction described in section
4919(a) (1)) by such corporation (or by a
domestic corporation described in section
4912(b) (3) which is a member of a conrtrolled group, as defined in section 48(c)
(3) (C), of which such corporation is a member) of debt obligations of such corporation
(o!' such domestic corporation) to persons
other than" '(i) a United States person (not including a foreign branch of a. domestic corporation or of a. domestic partnership, if such
branch is engaged in the commercial banking
business and acquires such debt obligations

in the ordinary course of such commercial
banking business) ,
"• (11) a foreign partnership in which
such corporation (or one or more Includible
corporations in an affiliated group, as defined
in section 1504, of which such corporation is
a member) owns directly or indirectly (within the meaning of section 4915(a) (1)) 10
percent or more of the profits interest, or
"'(111) a foreign corporation, if such
corporation (or one or more includible corporations in an affiliated group, as defined in
section 1504, of which such corporation is a
member) owns directly or indirectly (within
the meaning of section 4915 (a.) ( 1) ) 10 percent or more of the total combined voting
(pOWer of all classes of stock of such foreign
corporation, except to the extent such foreign corporation has, after having given advance notice to the Secretary or his delegate,
sold its debt obligations to persons other than
persons described in clauses (i) and (11) and
this clause and is using the proceeds of the
sale of such debt obligations to acquire the
debt obligations of such corporation (or such
other domestic corporation),
"'(B) the proceeds of payment for stock,
or a. contribution to the capital of such corporation, if the paJmt nt or contribution
was derived from the sale of debt obligations by one or more, members of a controlled group (as defined in section 48(c) (3)
(C)) of which such corporation is a member (or by a corporation which would be
such a member if it were a domestic corporation) to persons other than persons described in clauses (i), (11), and (iii) of subparagraph (A) and such debt obligations, if
acquired by United States persons, would
be subject to the tax imposed by section
4911,
"'(C) retained earnings and reserves of
such corporation to the extent attributable
to the conduct of the lending or financing
business outside the United States, or
" • (D) trade accounts and accrued liabilities, to the extent attributable to the conduct of the lending or financing business
outside the United States, which are payable by such corporation within one year
(three years in the case of tax liabilities)
from the date they were incurred or accrued,
and which arise in the ordinary course of the
trade or business of the corporation otherwise than from borrowing;
"'(3) such corporation does not acquire
any stock of foreign issuers or of domestic
corporations or domestic partnerships other
than stock of one or more members of a
controlled group (as defined in section 48 (c)
(3) (C)) of which such corporation is a
member (or of a corporation which would
be a member if it were a domestic corporation) acquired as payment for stock, or as a
contribution to capital, of such corporation;
and
"• (4) such corporation, in a manner satisfactory to the Secretary or his delegate, identifies the certificates representing its stock
and debt obligations and maintains such
records and accounts and submits such reports and other documents as may be necessary to establish that the requirements of
the foregoing paragraphs have been met.'
"(4) The amendments made by paragraph
( 1) shall apply with respect to acquisitions
made after the date of the enactment of
this Act. The amendments made by paragraphs (2) and (3) shall take effect on the
day after such date.
"(5) For purposes of section 4920(a) (3B)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as
amended by paragTaph (2)) an election
made under section 4920(d) of such Code
(as in effect on the date of the enactment
of this Act) shall be treated as an election
made under such section 4920(a) (3B). For
purposes of section 4915(e) (2) (C) of such
Code (as amended by paragraph (1)), notice
given under section 4915(c) (3) of such Code
(as in effect on the date of the enactment
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of this Act) shall be treated as notice given
under section 4915(e) (2) (C).''
Page 12, line 16, strike out all after "case"
down to and including "Act" in line 20 and
insert: "in which such two-year period has
elapsed before the expiration of 60 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act,
if the issuing corporation involved makes
the appllcation within such 60-day period".
Page 12, strike out all after line 22 over to
q,nd including line 7 on page 13.
Page 13, after line 7, insert:
"(h) CERTAIN MUTUAL FUNDS" ( 1) Section 4920 is amended" (A) by inserting 'subject to the provisions of subsection (e) ,' before 'a domestic
corporation which' L subsection (a) (3) (B);
"(B) by inserting after 'if, at the close of
any succeeding quarter,' in subsection (a)
(3) (B) the following: '15 percent or more
in value of the outstanding stock of the
company is owned, directly, or indirectly
(within lthe meaning of section 4915(a) (1)),
by one person, or'; and
"(C) by redesignating subsection (c) as
(f), and by inserting after subsection (d)
the following new subsection:
"'(e) CERTAIN MUTUAL FuNDs.-Notwithstanding subsection (a) (3) (B), a domestic
corporation descl"ibed in such subsection
shall not be treated as a "foreign issuer",
"foreign obligor", or "foreign issuer or obligor" with respect to any acquisition of stock
or a debt obligation which is attributable to
funds obtained by borrowing or through
issuance of it's stock after March 24, 1971. •
"(2) The amendments made by paragraphs
(1) (A) and (C) shall apply with respect to
acquisitions made after March 24, 1971. The
amendment made by pe.ragraph (1) (B) shall
take effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act.''
Page 13, after line 7, insert:
(i) DEBT OBLIGATIONS WITH MATURITY OF
LESS THAN A YEAR."(1) Subchapter A of chapter 41 is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section:
" 'SEC. 4921. DEBT OBLIGATIONS WITH MATURITY OF LESS THAN A YEAR.
"'(a) STANDBY AUTHORITY." • (1) IN GENERAL.-If the President of the
United States determines, after taking into
account the domestic economic objectives,
the balance of payments objectives, and the
other international economic objectives of
the United States, that it is deSllrable to apply
the tax imposed by section 4911 to the acquisition of debt obllgations of foreign obligors
having a period remaining to maturity of
less than one year, he may, from time to time
by Executive order (applicable as provided as
in subsection (c)), extend the application of
such tax, at such rate or rates (subject to
the provisions of subsection (b) ) spec:lfied fn
such order, to the acquisition of such debt
obligations specified in such order. The authority conferred by this paragraph may be
exercised, at the discretion of the President
with respect to ran.y classification of such debt
obligations specified. in paragraph (2) , and
with respect to acqu1sltions occurring during
such period of time, as may be specified in the
Executive order. The President may by subsequent Executive order terminate or modify
any Executive order previously t.ssued under
this section.
"'(2)
CLASSXFYCATION.-For purposes Of
paragraph (1), debt obllgations may be classified according to.. '(A) type of debt obligation,
"• (B) period of maturity,
"'(C) category of obligee,
"'(D) category of obligor,
" '(E) aggregate amounts subject to tax or
not subject to tax, or
" • (F) other criteria similar to any of the
foregoing
" '(b) RATES OF TAX.-The rates Of tax
which may be specified in an Executive order
issued under this section shall not exceed
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the rate applicable to debt obligations having a period remaining to maturity of at
least one year, but less than one and a
quarter years.
" (C) APPLICABILITY OF EXECUTIVE 0RDER.-

Any Executive order issued under this section shall apply with respect to acquisitions
made after the date on which such Executive order is issued, except that in the case
of any such order which subjects acquisitions to the tax which are not then subject
to the tax, or which in creases a rate of tax
(as in effect without regard to such order), to
the extent specified in such order, rules similar to the rules prescribed in paragraphs (2),
(3), and (4) of section 3 (c) of the Interest
Equalization Tax Extension Act of 1967 shall
apply.
"'(d) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary or his
delegate may prescribe such regulations (not
inconsistent with the provisions of this section or any Executive order Issued and in effect under this section) as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this section.'
"(2) The table of sections for subchapter
A of chapter 41 Is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new item:
"'Sec. 4921. Debt obligations with maturity
of less than a year.' "
Page 13, line 8, strike out "(j)" and
insert: "(j) ".
Page 13, strike out lines 12 to 18, inclusive, and insert:
"'(e) CERTAIN INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX
RETURNs.-The provisions of this sec tion
shall apply with respect to returns of amounts
withheld under section 4918(e) (7) (relating
to withholding of Interest equalization tax
by participating firms) in the same manner
and to the same extent as they apply with
respect to returns specified in subsection
(a) (1) .' ''

Page 13, in the third line following line
24, strike out "(e)".
Page 14, line 4, strike out "(J)" and insert: "(k)".

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Arkansas?
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Reserving
the right to object, Mr. Speaker, I do
so only for the purpose of yielding to the
gentleman from Arkansas so that he
might call to the attention of the Members of the House the substance of the
Senate amendments. I yield to the gentleman from Arkansas.
Mr. MILLS. I thank my friend from
Wisconsin for yielding to me.
The most significant feature of H.R.
5432 is that it extends the interest equalization tax for 2 more years from tomorrow when the tax is scheduled to expire
until March 31, 1973. As you will recall
this bill as passed by the House included
a number of minor technical amendments
to the interest equalization tax. The Senate retained the minor technical amendments in the bill and made some minor
modifications in them. It also added two
additional minor amendments to the bill.
These amendments for the most part are
technical perfecting amendments which
do not, in any sense of the word, change
the basic purpose of the tax.
The two additional amendments added
to the bill by the Senate, however, rise
above the level of merely technical
amendments. I would like to explain
these. The first, and more important of
these amendments, provides the President with discretionary authority to extend the interest equalization tax to
debt obligations with maturities of less
than 1 year. At present, the tax only

applies to obligations with maturities of
1 year or more.
In recent months, short-term obligations, particularly bank loans, have increased significantly. In 1970, for example, these loans increased to a level of
$1.1 billion. This is up from the much
lower levels which have prevailed since
19G5. With one exception, these prior
levels have not been much over $700 million.
The discretion provided to the President under the Senate amendment gives
him as much latitude as possible so that
he will be able to impose the tax with
respect to those short-term funds which
are going abroad merely to seek higher
interest rates as distinct from those
funds which are needed to facilitate export and other transactions.
The second additional amendment of
the Senate to the bill relates to mutual
funds. Present law provides that mutual
funds set up before the interest equalization tax became effective may continue to
operate free of the tax with respect to
transactions of the fund itself even in the
case of new investments made in the
fund. Other new funds complained of
this advantage of the existing funds and
the Senate restricted this tax-free rollover privilege of existing funds to investments in the funds prior to March 24,
1971.
Both of these additional Senate
amendments to the bill constitute improvements in the tax which I urge the
House to accept.
As I indicated at the outset, the Henate also made several minor modifications in the technical amendments contained in the House-passed bill. None of
these amendments change the purpose or
thrust of the House bill. Rather, they
generally either increase the workability
of the House provision or clarify its application. I will briefly summarize the
House provisions which were modified by
the Senate and the nature oJ the Senate modification.
First. The House bill allowed a domestic company to elect to have a new issue
of its debt obligations treated as subject
to the tax so as to be able to comply with
the foreign direct investment restrictions. The Senate extended this election
to domestic partnerships, made the election inapplicable in the case oif converttible debt obligations to the stock into
which the obligations could be converted,
and also extended the election to certain
previously issued obligations of foreign or
domestic subsidiaries. The Senate also
exempted interest paid to foreign persons
on obligations subject to this election
from the 30-percent U.S. withholding
tax.
Second. The House bill provided that
the present exclusion for loans in connection with foreign mineral facilities
which is available only if the lending
U.S. person has a substantial amount of
ores processed in the facility could be
satisfied in certain cases by looking to
the amount of ores supplied by the U.S.
person to the existing, as well as the new,
facilities of the foreign person. The Senate modified this provision so that the
exclusion is available only where the
additional amount of ores supplied by
..........
!lo_-c.;
-'i:...-,.___,_..,
. '""""
..-· ~ ..._....:'1-~-- ~----
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the U.S. person to the existing and the
new facilities would satisfy the tests of
present law.
Third. The House bill permitted taxfree direct investments to be made by
financial institutions in certain lending
or financing subsidiaries in situations
where the amount invested would remain
in the United States and thus not adversely affect our balance of payments.
The Senate modified this provision in
a number of respects. First, it made this
treatment available in the case of investments by any U.S. company. Second,
it made the treatment available where
the invested funds came from foreign
sources as well as where they stay in
the United States. Third, it provided a
definition of the type of lending and
financing company in which an investment could be made which primarily is
designed to insure that the company operates in a manner consistent with our
balance-of-payments objectives. Fourth,
it extended this tax-free treatment to
acquisitions of stock or debt obligations
:of a financing subsidiary from third
parties as well as from the subsidiary.
Finally, any domestic company which
qualifies as a lending and financing company under the bill is to be allowed to
elect to be exempt from the tax on the
loans it makes in its business.
Fourth. The House bill allowed the
Treasury Dep8irtment to waive a notice
requirement which must be satisfied if
additional shares of stock issued by a
foreign corporation principally owned by
U.S. persons are to be treated as domestic
stock. The Senate clarified the application of this waiver rule in cases where
the failure to give the notice occurred
prior to the enactment of the bill.
Fifth. The House bill provided a civil
penalty for late filing of certain interest
equalization tax returns or for failures
to pay over certain amounts of tax. This
penalty would have applied to brokers
who withhold tax for customers as well
as to the customers themselves. The Senate deleted the penalty in the latter case
since it is already provided for under
present law.
I urge the House to agree to the Senate
amendments to this bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Arkansas?
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, further reserving the right to
object, I do so only to say I do think
these amendments are acceptable.
I would add one word of caution that
as far as I am concerned, I have some
question about the desirabillty of imposing this tax on short-term obligations,
but since it is discretionary authority,
certainly that is not a big enough difference of opinion that we should contest it at this time.
The legislation is needed to become law
by tomorrow night, and all of the other
amendments are certainly in order 1n my
judgment.
Mr. MTILS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. I yield to
the gentleman from Arkansas.
Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I associate
myself with the gentleman's position. I
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can accept the amendment, because it is imperialism. No doubt even in the desdiscretionary and it gives the President perate days of that bitter conflict they
the right to go either way. I think I would would have enjoyed some sort of audihave some trouble in accepting an ence in the circles of academe, just as
amendment of this sort if we were first Mandel doubtless will today.
imposing the tax, and doing this without
At least one of the three judges inany discretion at all.
volved, however, is not seeking to proMr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. That is mote national suicide, District Judge
correct, or in directing that it absolutely John R. Bartels wrote a strongly worded
be used, but it is discretionary.
minority opinion. In it he said:
Mr. MILLS. If the gentleman will yield
My difference with the majority stems from
further, much of this is done for the pur- the fact that while recognizing the sovereign
pose of promoting exports of American power to exclude in the interest of selfpreservation, they subordinate this interest
products in the first place.
to the First Amendment interest by applyMr. BYRNES of Wisconsin. That is ing
standards invoked exclusively to striccorrect.
tures upon speech by American citizens and
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reserva- strictures upon the right of American citition of objection.
zens to hear other American citizens. In
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to proceeding in this manner it seems to me
the request of the gentleman from that the majortiy has ignored the crucial
fact that (the McCarra.n-Walter Act) serves
Arkansas?
the important objectives of (1) national seThere was no objection.
curity and (2) foreign policy, and that the
The Senate amendments were con- exclusion
of a. disfavored political doctrine
curred in.
as expounded in person by an alien is not
A motion to reconsider was laid on the its aim but only a by-product.
tahl~.

DAMAGE TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO OUR CONSTITUTION
(Mr. !CHORD asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Speaker, until this
week I was unaware that the first amendment to our Constitution was a protective
shield, under which foreign citizens who
advocate the violent overthrow of that
very Constitution must be admitted to
this country.
But that is the effect of a recent ruling
by a three-judge panel in the New York
City Federal court.
I refer to the ruling in the case of
Ernest Mandel, a Belgian Marxist, who
was barred from entry to the United
States in 1969 for the purpose of lecturing at colleges and universities. This ruling has the effect of striking down a section of the 1952 Immigration and Nationality Act.
Mandel is an internationally known
advocate of world Marxism who admittedly preaches anarchistic doctrines and
the forcible overthrow of the U.S. Government ~and its Constitution.
Let me say immediately that I have
written to Attorney Genel'lal John Mitchell urging him to appeal this matter, at
the earliest opportunity. A copy of that
letter accompanies this.
But I feel so strongly about the issue
that I feel it incumbent upon me to bring
it to the attention of this House.
The two Federal judges who concurred in the majority opinion are District Judge John F. Dolling, Jr., who
wrote the majority opinion, and District
Judge Wilfred Feinberg. Their decision
holds that the first amendment insures
free and open academic exchange and
that the McCarran-Walter Act imposes
a prior restraint on constitutionally protected communication.
If this court ruling had applied 30
years ago during World War II, I presume that Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, and Hideki Tojo would have been
free to visit our country and speak in
behalf of nazism, fascism, and Japanese
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right in the world, so far as I am concerned, to express his opinions--in Belgium, where he is a citizen.
But I see no reason to import him into
this country to preach sedition and revolution. We have entirely enough homegrown extremists both on the right and
the left who would destroy the Government without sending abroad for them.
My letter to Attorney General Mitchell
follows:
MARCH 25, 1971.

Hon. JOHN M. MITCHELL,
Attorney General, U.S. Department of Just i ce, Washington, D.C.

DEAR ATTORNEY GENERAL: On March 19,
1971, a three judge Federal Court in New
York handed down a decision in Mandel et al.
v. Mitchell. The case involved the refusal of
the United States to issue a. visa to Dr.
Ernest Mandel, a. Belgium citizen and admitted Marxist, who openly advocates Marxist revolutionary doctrine. Dr. Mandel had
been invited to lecture in the United States.
When his application for a visa. was denied,
a group of United States citizens, joining
Mandel as a party plaintiff, instituted litigation.
Permit me, Mr. Speaker, to quote
The court, with one judge dissenting,
determined that Mandel could not be barred
further from Judge Bartels' dissent:
In the hierarchy of priorities, the impera- from a speaking tour of the United States
tive of national security in dealing with because the basic exclusion statute in quesaliens must prevail over limited restrictions tion, 8 U.S.C.A. § 1182(a) (28) is unconstitutional. The court determined the statute to
upon First Amendment rights .. .
The loss of thousands of lives and t he ex- be unconstitutional on the grounds that it is
pend! ture of billions of dollars attest to the directed to no other and then limitation of
fact that the Federal Government has First Amendment rights. Those First Amendreached the judgment that the continued ment rights did not involve Mandel's right to
worldwide growth of the Communist move- speak; rather the rights of United States
ment as practiced in its tyrannical form is citizens to hear him speak.
Judge Bartels, in his dissenting opinion,
inimical to the best interests of this nation.
has succinctly articulated what should have
I think Judge Bartels has exhibited been the determinative arguments and reawisdom and good commonsense in this soning to bring the decision to an opposite
result. Bartels correctly points out that the
dissent.
opinion, casually brushing aside a
But he-and an act of Congress-have majority
line of cases which establish that no limitabeen overruled by two judges who ap- tions can be placed upon the power of Conparently are more interested in theory gress to exclude aliens, severely restricts the
than in applied practicality.
powers and prerogatives of the Government
Let me cite just one example of what to conduct foreign policies and provide for
life in this country would be like should national security. I completely concur in his
the social philosophies Ernest Mandel evaluation and urge you to take whatever
are necessary to insure that this
advocates gain supremacy in America. measures
case is appealed.
Recently a 21-year-old American
Sincerely,
named Mark Hussy was arrested in East
RICHARD H. !CHORD,

Berlin, charged and convicted, drawing
a prison term of 7 years, I repeat, 7 years.
His crime? Making statements critical of
the Communist East German Government.
This, of course, is exactly what Ernest
Mandel proposes to do here, on our
Nation's campuses. Furthermore, Mandel undoubtedly intends to go much further than simple criticism of our form of
government. Doubtless he wHl suggest
that it be changed in favor of communism, by whatever means necessary to
achieve that end.
If Mandel and those who are sponsoring him are successful in their efforts,
it will not be his first visit to our country.
Oh no, he has been here before, twice,
in 1962 and 1968 to be specific.
But last year the Justice and State
Departments denied entry for him because of determination that Mandel
was ineligible because of his subversive
·affiliations and because his activities
during his last trip went far beyond the
stated purposes of his trip.
Mandel has furnished sufficient evidence that he hates this government and
everything it stands for. He has all the

Member of Congre&s.

PUBLIC LANDS HIGHWAY FUNDS
FOR UTAH
(Mr. McKAY asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his
remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. McKAY. Mr. Speaker, it is a matter of great concern to an area of my
State that authorized funds for construction of highway projects in Daggett, Emery, and San Juan Counties
have been frozen by Executive order of
the President and current budget recommendations of the President and the
office of management and budget will
cause a loss of these funds unless action
is taken right away.
I would like to urge authorization of
the apportionment of fiscal year 1971
public land highway funds and the obligation of all public lands and forest
highway funds authorized for fiscal
years 1970 and 1971.
The projects for which these funds
are programed in Utah are vital and
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important to the people of my State and
I would like at this time to offer my support for and enter into the CoNGRESsiONAL RECORD the following joint resolution of the 39th Legislature of the
State of Utah:
S.J.R. No. 23-1971

APPORTIONMENT OF
PuBLIC LAND HIGHWAY FuNDS

A joint resolution of the 39th legislature of
the State of Utah requesting the President,
the Congress, the Office of Management
and Budget and the Secretary of the
United States Department of Transportation to authorize the apportionment of
fiscal year 1971 public land highway funds
and the obligation of all public lands
and forest highway funds authorized for
fiscal years 1970 and 1971
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the
State of Utah:
Whereas, Congress has authorized funds
under the Public Lands Highway and Forest Highway Programs for fiscal years 1970
and 1971, and the United States Department
of Transportation has apportioned part of
these funds for use within the State of
Utah; and
Whereas, in reliance thereon the Utah
state road commission in good faith has
programmed these funds for the construction of projects in Daggett, Emery and San
Juan counties, to wit:
FHP 37-2 ( 5) Final surfacing on
SR-44 between Greendale Junction and Dowd's Spring_______ $400, 000
FHP 7-3 (5) & (6) Huntington
canyon --------------------- 1, 065,000
FLH 42(9) SR-95 from Cottonwood Wash-Comb, Wash _____ 2, 300, 000
Whereas, by executive order of the President, the Utah State road coillillls&ion has
not been allowed to proceed with the anticipated projects nor obligate the apportioned funds within the period for which
they were authorized; and
Whereas, current budget recommendations of the President and the office of management and budget will cause the unobligated balances of the 1970 and 1971 Public Lands Highway and Forest Highway
funds to lapse on July 1, 1971; .and
Whereas, the projects for which these
fUiilds are programmed are essential and critical for protection of the investment incurred in the initial surfacing on the Greendale Junction road, and to provide for rerouting of the Huntington Canyon road to
prevent delay in the construction of a. power
plant and reservoir and to bring nearer completion state road 95 from Blanding to
Hanksvllle which serves as the backbone of
the Golden Circle network of scenic and
recreational highways in the State of Utah.
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the 39th
Legislature of the State of Utah, that the
public interest requires that funds authorized by Congress and apportioned by the
United States Department of Transportation
and programmed in good faith by the Utah
state road commission not be permitted to
lapse on July 1, 1971, as proposed in the
President's budget.
Be it, further resolved, that the Utah legislature requests the President, the Director
of the Office of Management and Budget, the
Congress and the Secretary of the United
States Department of Transportation to take
the action necessary to prevent the funds
from lapsing as proposed and to authorize
the obllgation of said funds and the apportionment of the 1971 Public Lands funds

to the States with consideration being given
to Utah's application for such funds on file
with the Federal Highway Administration.
Be it further resolved, that the secretary

of state be, and is hereby, directed to transmit copies of this resolution to the President,
the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, the Secretary of the United States
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Department of Transportation and the ConIn 1968 the President told the Amerigressional delegation from the State of Utah. can people that he had a plan to end the

NATIONAL WEEK OF CONCERN
FOR POW/MIA
<Mr. ADDABBO asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and included extraneous matter.)
Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Speaker, it has
been 7 years and 4 days since the first
American prisoner of war was captured
in Southeast Asia. It has also been 7 years
and 4 days since the North Vietnam Government has failed to recognize and apply
the Geneva convention understandings
to our prisoners of war.
The only immediate hope we have for
changing the policy of North Vietnam in
this regard is the weight of world opinion.
The grassroots campaign in the United
States and throughout the world on behalf of our prisoners of war and those
missing in action is reaching its peak
with the National Week of Concern activities. As a cosponsor of the congressional resolution to recognize this Week
of Concern, I am proud to join my colleagues on both sides of the aisle in these
efforts to mobilize public pressure against
the irrational and inhumane policies concerning POW /MIA's.
It is my hope that the wives and families of our POW /MIA's will not have to
face another day of those policies which
deprive them of any knowledge of their
loved ones. It has been 7 years and 4 days
too long for such a tragic situation.
Mr. Speaker, my position on the Vietnam war and our involvement in Indochina has been known for some time. As a
member of the House Appropriations
Committee, I have voiced concern over
the expansion of the war, the extent of
our role in Southeast Asia, and my support for a Vietnamization policy which
should end our troop commitment by
December of 1971.
It is said that the move to end the war
by December 1971 gives solace to the
enemy. This cannot give any more aid or
comfort than the President's Vietnamization policy or the President's announcement of continued pullouts. I believe that
after 10 years-after all our dead and
wounded-after dropping over 4 million
tons of bombs, twice as much as we
dropped during World War II, including
Korea-after 40 percent of our troops
starting to use drugs, it is time to let
the South Vietnamese know that they
must take over the responsibilities in the
field.
The South Vietnamese did not start
drafting their 18-year-olds until we gave
them an ultimatum so once again I believe we must give them an ultimatuma definite date beyond which the United
States will not continue to provide troops
in Vietnam.
We are not running out-this Is the
third year of the Vietnamization program. The South Vietnamese have been
fighting in Cambodia and Laos and they
have told us that they will get out of
Cambodia when they wish. South Vietnam has had an election and they will
have another in September. If they cannot go it by December, they will never be
able to defend themselves.

war. That plan had to be withdrawal of
all American forces for in reality the
Vietnamization program was started by
President Johnson when he ordered the
training of the South Vietnam Army to
defend itself under the pacification program. By calling for complete withdrawal
by December 31, 1971, we are supporting
the policy of Vietnamization but calling
for its completion in 1971 instead of 1972,
a presidential election year.
The President has pledged to end the
war. He has told us that all U.S. troops
will be withdrawn from Southeast Asia.
I say let that be our policy and let it
be achieved by the end of this year.
CONGRESSIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE
REPORT
<Mr. MONAGAN asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute, to revise and extend his remarks
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Speaker, the results of my 1971 congressional questionnaire have been tabulated, and I should
like to record them for the information
and consideration of my colleagues. I
also intend to send copies of this report
to my constituents.
In distributing over 40,000 questionnaires, I asked citizens of Connecticut's
Fifth District to answer 15 issue questions, and rank in order what they considered to be the 12 most critical problems facing the United States. I was
gratified that over 6,000 questionnaires,
or approximately 15 percent, were returned. With "his" and "her" categories
on each card, the total number of respondents to the issue questions was increased to 8, 700; 5, 777 individuals provided a ranking of critical issues. Since
the tabulation was completed 325 more
questionnaires have been received.
Of most immediate interest, respondents supported the recent actions of the
majority of the Congress on the issues
of the supersonic plane and the 18year-old vote. Out of 8, 700 responses
tallied on these questions, 5,269 people
or 70 percent opposed further Federal
funding of the SST; 4,614 or 53 percent
favored extension of the 18-year-old
vote to all elections. I was pleased to vote
with the majority of the House on both
of these issues.
On the priority ranking of problems,
1,820 people or 32 percent listed inflation
and continued unemployment as the Nation's No. 1 problem. Significantly,
those responding to the issue question
supported price and wage controls as a
means of curbing inflation by a 70- to
30-percent margin.
The Vietnam war was thought to be
the most critical issue by 1,716 people or
29 percent. At the same time, approximately 50 percent supported an immediate unUateral withdrawal of American
troops from Vietnam. Only 1 percent
ranked the draft as the most critical
problem facing the Nation.
Those answering also voiced overwhelming support for campaign reform,
as 90 percent of those who responded
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favored specific limits on the length and
.cost of national political campaigns; 73
percent favored appropriate curbs on
imports which compete unfairly with
U.S. products. Opposition to the legalization of marihuana was expressed by

6,65-8 individuals, or 83 percent. Revenue
sharing was opposed by 60 percent if it
means a tax increase.
I was pleased with the response of the
people of the District to this questionnaire. The results will help me determine

how I shall vote on the critical issues
facing the Congress, although I do not
view the response as a mandate.
The complete tabulation of responses
to the 15 issue questions and the priority
ranking of problems follow:

THE QUESTIONNAIRE : TOTAl RESPONSES 8,700

Do you favor-

1. A plan for the Federal Government
to share revenues with the
States and municipalities al·
though it may mean a tax in·
crease?_ -- • • -_ ---- - - ----- - --- - 2. Price and wage controls as a means
of curbing inflation? __ _______ __ __
3. Appropriate curbs on imports which
compete
unfairly
U.S. prod·
ucts7 _-- ____
___ __with
________
______
4. Specific limits on the length and
cost of national political campaigns? ·-- __ -- ---- ______ __ ____ _
5. Federal financial support for the
further development of the SSTL
6. The availability of Federal funds to
insuro the li:\,uidity of railroads
and other pu lie utilities when
they e~erience temporary financial di culties? ______ __ __ __ ____ _

Yes

Percent

No

Percent

Uncommitted

3,464

40

4, 867

60

369

6, 129

70

2,366

30

205

6, 364

73

2, 039

27

297

7, 868

90

626

10

206

2, 621

30

5, 269

70

810

4, 747

54

3, 593

46

360

Do you favor7. Continuation of manned space exploration7 _________ _______ ___ ___
8. The admission of Communist China
to the United Nations?--- - - --- - -9. Extending the 18-year-old vote to
all elections?. ------ - - - --------10. legalization of the sale and use of
marihuana? ___ ---- -- -- ----- - - -11. Increased Federal support for population control programs?_ __ ______

Responses

Percent

_____

12. Th:s~~~~~~~~~·~-~~~~ ~~~ !~~~~
13. Tax credits for parents who pay
the expenses of college education7 - - - --- -- --------- --- ---- - 14. Reduction of the U.S. commitment
to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization? ___ ___ _-- --- - - ----_
15. Immediate unilateral withdrawal of
all American troops from Vietnam7_______ ______ -- - ----- __ __

The Alabama Legislature, which goes
into session tomorrow, will study a resolution asking the President to intervene
Rising
Inflation
and
continued
unemployment_ ____ _______ ------ __ _
32. 0 in the case and grant a pardon to Lieu1, 820
The war In Vietnam ____ ____________ ___
29.0
tenant Calley. I have no doubt that this
1, 716
Environmental pollution ___ _________ --10.0
557
High taxation ___ _____ _______ ___ -- ___ - _
8. 0 resolution will be passed.
504
Crime __• • ___ _______ ________________ _
Mr. Speaker, I respectfully urge that
7. 5
424
Drug abuse ____ _____________________ _
4. 5 the military appellate courts who will re255
2. 5
144
Poverty •••• ___ __------- - ------------view this case give careful consideration
Imports which compete unfairly with
American products __ ___ ___________ __
2. 5 to every detail. I have contacted the con139
Unrest in the Middle East__ ________ ___ _
1. 0
61
1. 0 vening authority at Fort Benning, the
The draft ____ ______ _- ---- - - - --------53
1. 0 commanding general of that base, ask52
Urban blight_ ___ -- - ----- ___ _--------Racial dissension. __ _______________ ___
1.0 ing if Lieutenant Calley can be released
52
under the Military Justice Act of 1968Total._ __________ __________ __ __
5, 777 - --------69 which gives the convening authority
the power to defer the sentence until a
Note: Explanation-1,820 of the 5,777 responses listed r!sing
inflation and continued unemployment as the No. 1 nat10nal
final decision is handed down in li tigaproblem; 52 listed urban blight and racial dissension as the
tion.
No. 1 problem.
I am not only concerned with Lieutenant Calley, the individual and the soldier. I am concerned about this great
LT. WILLIAM CALLEYcountry of ours. If the verdict is not reMY LA! INCIDENT
versed, it will be many years before
(Mr. NICHOLS asked and was given America is able to remove this blot on our
permission to address the House for 1 proud history.
minute, to revise and extend his remarks
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. NICHOLS. Mr. Speaker, like many MINISTER RETIREMENT PROGRAM
of my colleagues I am extremely shocked
(Mr. WHITEHURST asked and was
and appalled at the premeditated murder given permission to address the House
conviction of Lt. William Calley in con- for 1 minute and to revise and extend his
nection with the My Lai incident almost remarks.)
3 years ago. Although I am a strong supMr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker, I am
porter of the military and mllitary Jus- sure many people are not a ware of the
tice, I cannot understand how the six unusual circumstances that exist perArmy officers could convict Lieutenant taining to the minister retirement proCalley when there is a very strong possi- gram of the Federal Government.
bility he was carrying out orders from a
Prior to 1954 a minister was in the
superior officer.
unique position of having no retirement
Now this same jury must decide benefits except for a possible pension
whether Lieutenant Calley shall spend provided by his congregation. In 1954,
the rest of his life in prison at hard labor the Government finally recognized this
or he should be executed for these alleged inequity and passed a law gi·ving the opcrimes.
portunity to be covered under social seMr. Speaker, my two offices in my dis- curity. Even this was done in a unique
trict and my Washington office have al- way.
ready been deluged with telephone calls
The law provided for a minister to be
and telegrams. Several deputy sheriffs, covered as a self-employed individual,
one of whom served two tours in Viet- with no contribution being made by the
nam, have gone personally to my office in church, and he was thus treated like all
Anniston to protest the verdict. I have other self-employed individuals in the
yet to receive a single call or telegram eyes of the law.
Since that time, however, other reconcurring with the decision.
Priority ranking of national problems

Yes

Percent

No

Percent

Uncommitted

4, 589

52

3,862

48

249

4,286

50

4, 142

50

272

4,614

53

4, 016

47

70

1, 513

17

6,658

83

529

5, 563

64

2,766

36

371

4, 765

55

2, 894

45

1, 041

6, 253

72

2, 201

28

246

4, 717

53

3,341

47

642

4, 352

50

4,130

50

218

tirement benefits have become available
to self-employed persons, but again, as
occurred under social security, with the
exception of the clergy. I am referring to
the Keogh plan.
Under this retirement program, a selfemployed person could invest up to 10
percent of his income-not exceeding $2,500-in a Government-approved private
investment program, and deduct this
from his income tax.
Mr. Speaker, the bill I am introducing today will correct this inequity, by
permitting a minister to participate in
this program on equal grounds with other
self-employed individuals. I see no reason why our laws should reflect the opinion that a minister should receive less
for services rendered humanity than
other professionals. I hope that the
House will give this bill prompt and favorable consideration.
OUR SENIOR CITIZENS: OUR
RESPONSIBILITY
<Mr. FORSYTHE asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. FORSYTHE. Mr. Speaker, today
I have been most happy to welcome to
Washington several hundred senior citizens who have come here to see their Nation's capital and to watch the Congress
in action.
This fine group, which traveled in a
dozen buses, represents a growing segment of the American population with
special needs and requirements. Unfortunately, too often it is the very segment

that is lastly considered.
The Congress took what must be an
initial step earlier this month when it
approved a 10-percent increase in benefits for social security recipients. But,
this is not enough, and we must not rest
with this achievement.
Virtually no person wants to grow old.
Virtually no person wants to face the
stark realities of being alone, of living
on a meager income, of losing health,
of becoming increasingly dependent on
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others. Edward Albee once wrote a play
about a middleaged couple who, before
putting Grandma permanently in the
sandbox with a toy shovel, gave her a
nice place to live under the stove, with
an Army blanket and her very own dish.
Unfortunately, the play contains more
truth than fiction.
One of the poignant trends of life in
this country of ours is the gradual devaluation of older people, along with their
spectacular growth in numbers.
Twenty million Americans are 6.5 or
over. They have also increased proportionately, from 2.5 percent of the Nation's population to better than 10 percent today.
Tragically, though, the elderly persons
throughout the United States are twice
as likely to be poor as younger persons.
Today, I am introducing a package of
legislation designed to help provide substantial, meaningful assistance to these
older Americans.
The bills would:
Provide social security increases commensurate with the cost of living and
raise from $1,680 to $3,000 annually the
earnings limitation ceiling.
Exempt individuals from social security tax payments after age 65.
Amend the Internal Revenue Code to
allow persons over 65 to deduct all medical expenses from income tax.
This program constitutes a goal to
which I believe this Congress should address itself: the goal of providing what
is due to a large sector of America.
Our older Americans are not to be
pitied. They are not to be cast aside like
old cars, on a junk heap to rust and disintegrate.
Rather, our senior citizens must be
provided with what should rightfully be
theirs--a meaningful income, the opportunity to continue and to contribute to
their society.
Cost-of-living increases in social security are long overdue. The cost to this Nation in dollars would be insignificant to
the help which would be provided to
those who deserve it the most.
For maximum fairness, the outside
earnings ceiling should really be lifted
entirely. Estimates, however, run in the
area of $2 billion. So, the $3,000 limitation is, I believe, a realistic step in that
direction.
It seems to me that by imposing the
unrealistic limitation on earnings which
exists today, we are robbing this Nation
of a talented and dedicated pool of individuals who are willing and able to contribute to their society.
Why not consider using qualified older
persons who desire to work in day care
centers? Why not expand and improve
the foster grandparent's program? And
the green thumb program?
It also seems to me that we are defeating the very purpose of the social security program by requiring those who
receive the benefits to continue to pay the
taxes.
This Congress, I assert, must reach for
these goals which I have outlined here
and which have been outlined by others
before me.
But, we must not rest with these
achievements.
CXVII--546-Pa.rt 7
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The older American comes from a genTake the Boys' Club, for example. Just
eration which has known the importance a few years ago it was the dream of a
of national pride, of patriotism. He local veterinarian and the Civitan Club.
knows what it is to fight in wars--there Today, it is a 1,500-boy reality, headhave been at least four in his lifetime, quartered in a $250,000 center. It came
about because the citizens of El Monte
and many have lost loved ones.
The older American knows the im- recognized a growing juvenile problem
portance of reverence to God and to his and decided to do something about it.
Nation's flag. He is worth seeking out, Labor unions, business, city officials, and
citizens ignored the critics-those who
and he is worth helping.
Taxes are a critical problem for those said it could not be done in a workingman's town-and joined together to build
who have grown old.
In New Jersey, particularly, real estate a club and serve youth. Perhaps, most
taxes continue to climb. In many, many significantly, Mr. Speaker, the proud peocases, it is virtually all one can do to ple of El Monte did it themselves withkeep a home which is long ago paid for- out a Federal handout.
Another example is downtown redebecause of the mounting tax bill.
The group visiting here today has pre- velopment. Like so many other older
sented a petition to Congress requesting American cities--El Monte was founded
that tax responsibilities for senior citi- about 1852-the downtown business
zens and retirees not be increased over area began to show its age a few years
the amount for which they were liable ago, but rather than request a Federal
at the time of retirement or on their 65th program, as is the practice in more
amuent but less independent cities, the
birthday.
The crux of this proposal is really the landlords, the tenants, and the city
real property tax, which of course, is a fathers, got together to build a beautiful
downtown mall, using only local funds.
matter of local jurisdiction.
However, the message here should be El Monte has a long history of this kind
of cooperation. It was a pioneer among
he"' jed.
Senior citizens must have tax relief. California cities with off-street parking
They must be helped so that the honor lots. It was the first city in the State
and dignity which they deserve are not to allow its merchants to band together in
order to pay for parking and downtown
abrogated.
promotions.
Samuel Dockett once said:
And because of this progressive attiWe have time to grow old-the air is full of
tude, El Monte is second only to Pasaour cries.
dena in the San Gabriel Valley in taxMy colleagues, let us hear these cries. able retail sales. This retail trade helps
And let us respond.
keep property taxes down. In fact, the
city fathers were able to reduce taxes
from $1.66 to $0.63 from 1946 to 1969
EL MONTE, CALJ;F.
while expanding city services to accom(Mr. WIGGINS asked and was given modate a population growth of 8,000 to
permission to address the House for 1 68,000.
El Monte schools have always been
minute, to revise and extend his remarks
among the best in the State. We in the
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, recently, community have been proud to back their
Time magazine printed an article explor- innovative programs. These programs
ing suburbia in the United States. The were not only educational but also recseven-page report included profiles on reational. For years the elementary
four communities in this Nation. El school districts and the city have coMonte, Calif.-my hometown and the opera ted in leisure hour programs in
town in which I had the privilege of serv- order to utilize playground facilities after
ing as mayor-was one of those selected. school and during the summer.
As stated by Time magazine, we do not
El Montians would normally be pleased
with the fact that a national magazine have a private country club set, but let
such as Time, selected their city as being me assure you, we are not lacking public
representative of American communities. recreational activities.
Our golf course, municipal swimming
For indeed we are proud of our town and
believe it is the kind of town that every- pools, community centers, offer a wide
variety of programs for all age groups.
one can call home.
However, for those Members who may With one of the largest little league syshave read the article, please allow me a tems in the county, an active Pop Warner
few words of rebuttal. I do this because football league, and a large number of
I believe Time was negligent in failing Boy and Girl Scout troops we keep busy
to present a balanced picture of this doing the things we best like to do-servcommunity in their analysis of suburbia. ing our youth.
El Montians turn out in large numbers
Time magazine stated:
Despite its staggering growth, El Monte to support the annual Lions Club barbeoddly manages to maintain a small town cue, the Kiwanis pancake breakfast, and
atmosphere. It could be a relic from a blue the many other charity events staged by
collar edition of Norman Rockwell's "Amer- community organizations.
ica." The pace in El Monte is just a bit
We are also very proud of our industry.
slower than in Los Angeles. The people are E1 Monte is corporate headquarters for
just a bit friendlier. Hands dirtied by honest two industrial giants, Aerojet-General
work are still a badge of honor.
and Hoffman Electronics.
This is true. It is a friendly town . It
Ball Glass Co. is a leader in the reis a workingman's town. It is a town cycling of glass bottles. Sargent-Fletcher
where citizens take an interest in getting Manufacturing Co. has been in the forethings done. And we are proud of it.
front in the hiring of the handicapped
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and disadvantaged. These firms, and the
hundreds more in our community, I am
proud to say, are good, active citizens.
The chamber of commerce long ago shed
its image of a tourist greeting agency.
Today, as a unifying force in the city, it
has brought business community knowhow to bear on social problems such as
unemployment, drug abuse, and pollution. The chamber is truly concerned
about the total community and not just
the business-industrial sector.
Like many other towns El Monte has
problems, but thanks to an alert and
sensitive city council and a dedicated city
staff, we are able to come to grips with
them. The saving of the airport, enlightened zoning ordinances, and mile upon
mile of road improvements, are just a
few of their accomplishments.
Yes, this little-town-grown-big, with
its friendly El Monte parade, its historical museum, its churches, manages to
retain its small town atmosphere in the
shadow of Los Angeles as alluded to in
Time magazine. Unfortunately, however,
Time missed entirely the reason the city
is able to achieve so much. It is because
of the independence and energy of its
proud people.
HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING ACT
OF 1971
<Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts asked
and was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute to revise and extend
his remarks, and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, today I have the distinct honor
of reintroducing with 41 cosponsors my
bill, H.R. 5, the Higher Education Funding Act of 1971.
I do not think I could have chosen a
more opportune time to reintroduce this
bill in the company of such illustrious
Members. The mood seems ripe for major
congressional action this year or next
on the all-important question of how
the Federal Government can best assist
in relieving the awesome financial burden of putting young men and women
through an institution of higher learning. Already there have been a number
of bills introduced this session in both
Houses which, while differing significantly in their approach to the problem,
all ~ave at least one aim in common,
and that is offering Federal assistanc,e to
families faced with ever-increasing college education costs.
In the wide spectrum of possible alternatives in this area, I feel that the advantages of my bill can best be put as
follows: it specifically addresses itself to
the neglected middle-income family,
which just misses qualifying for Federal
assistance and yet does not possess an
income sufficient to take increasing college costs in stride. This is, in a real
sense, the neglected stratum of our society. The group that is always caught
in the vise. A group which wants to pay
its way, earn its way, but does in the
final analysis need some recognition
from the Federal Government for the
burden they . are bearing, lest they be
crushed under its weight. My education

bill is not, therefore, properly described
as yet another Federal handout. Rather,
it is designed to encourage self-financing
by the parent-taxpayers of future college students. H.R. 5 has been designed
to permit these parent-taxpayers to set
aside limited amounts of money annually
to meet future college costs. By employing the device of a deduction from gross
income, it .e ncourages the setting aside of
amounts each year in a trust fund, the
purchase of insurance or annuity contracts, custodial accounts with banks,
nontransferable face amount certificates, and/or Government bonds.
We all know college costs have increased dramatically over the past several years and there is no evidence to lead
one to believe that this trend will not at
the very least continue if not, in fact,
grow worse. The legislation I am sponsoring attempts to ease this increasing
burden by allowing parents to plan in advance for their dependents' college education and spreads the anticipated cost
over a period of years. The burden that
will have to be borne by the already overburdened Treasury of this Nation is as
limited as is possible, while at th.e same
time providing a real incentive for parents to save and bear the major financial
responsibility for educating their children.
I am not making any outrageous claims
for this legislation. I am not arguing
that it will solve all the varied problems
facing this Nation today in the field of
higher education. But it would at least be
a long overdue measure of relief to one
of the most neglected sectors of our society. Its costs would be minimal. It
would not destroy incentive but would
rather encourage families to continue to
meet the major portion of their children's
higher education expenses. By offering a
variety of alternative methods for saving, it cannot be viewed as favoring one
financial industry over another. What
we would do in passing this legislation
is to translate a long-standing awareness of staggering financial burdens into
positive legislative action in a manner
which would encourage the private sector
to build a solid financial basis for futw·e
education. I think that today is th.e day
to begin a major legislative push for this
much-needed legislation.
It only remains to say I am proud to
be associated with the following distinguished Members who have cosponsored
this legislation:
LIST OF COSPONSORS

Joseph P. Adda.bbo, New York.
Frank Annunzio, lllinois.
Edward G. Biester, Jr., Pennsylvania..
Edward P. Boland, Massachusetts.
Joel T. Broyhill, Virginia..
John Buchanan, Alabama.
James A. Byrne, Pennsylvania.
Bob Casey, Texas.
Frank M. Clark, Pennsylvania.
James C. Cleveland, New Hampshire.
George W. Collins, llllnois.
Edward J. Derwinski, Illinois.
Harold D. Donohue, Massachusetts.
Thaddeus J. Dulski, New York.
Joshua. Eilberg, Pennsylvania..
Walter Flowers, Alabama.
W1llia.m D. Ford, Michigan.
James G. Fulton, Pennsylvania.
William J. Green, Pennsylvania..
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G. Elliott Hagan, Georgia..
Seymour Halpern, New York.
Orval Hansen, Idaho.
Floyd V. Hicks, Washington.
Louise Day Hicks, Massachusetts.
John C. Kluczynski, Illinois.
Speedy 0. Long, Louisiana.
Paul N. McCloskey, Jr., California..
John Y. McCollister, Nebraska..
Abner J. Mikva., Illinois.
F. Bradford Morse, Massachusetts.
Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., Massachusetts.
John J. Rhodes, Arizona..
Benjamin S. Rosenthal, New York.
William R. Roy, Kansas.
Edward R. Roybal, California.
Fernand J. St Germain, Rhode Island.
Robert H. Steele, Connecticut.
Charles Thone, Nebraska..
John C. Watts, Kentucky.
Charles H. Wilson, California.
Lester L. Wolff, New York.
Mr. Speaker, I would conclude by adding the attached indepth study of H.R.
5, which attempts to provide answers to
any questions which Members might
have about the full implications and
reasoning behind H.R. 5:
H.R. 5-A NEW PLAN To MEET
COLLEGE COSTS

(By Welton J. Fischer, J.D., and Marvin A.
Kobel, C.L.U.)
It's a good bet that most parents in our
education-oriented society have at one time
or another considered the prospects of their
sons and daughters going to college. However,
after facing up to the tough financial requirements, all too many resign themselves
to the unhappy fact that for their children
college can never be more than a dream.
Just how many young people are deprived
of a. college education each year solely because of the financial ina.b1lity of their
parents to pay the costs involved is difficult
to determine. It is estimated, however, that
100,000 high school seniors each year are
qualified for college and yet cannot meet
the increasingly high price tag.
The confluence of mushrooming educational costs, higher taxes, and the lnfia.tiona.ry erosion of family income causes a. real
crunch in our family economic decisionmaking. More and more we have to pick and
choose, with priority as always going to the
traditional necessities of life. The list of
fina.ncia.lly-inellgible wants and needs seems
to get longer and longer every year. It iS
shameful and wasteful that higher education
should have to be on such a. list because of
that vital importance to both individual and
nation.
This alarming situation is also of special
interest to the various professions involved
in the increasingly complex matter of family
financial planning. Certainly, helping Americans blueprint practical ways to assure more
and better education remains one of their
primary professional functions.
COLLEGE EDUCATION WORTH $120,000

Betty Ya.rmon, writing for Women's News
Service, reports that two economists, using
the 1950 and 1960 census statistics, shows
that the dollar value of a college education
is $120,659. This amount represents how
much more the college graduate on the average can expect to earn over a. lifetime than
can the high school graduate.
Truly, higher education is no longer a.
luxury to be enjoyed by a few. It has become as necessary to good jobs, productivity,
and status in the community as secondary
education was a generation ago.
Our society is a. highly technical one. As
this technological transformation continues,

there are going to be fewer and fewer opportunities for the unskilled and uneducated.
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The greatest increase in college costs has
been in the area of tuition and related fees.
The increase in room and board fees, while
less dramatic, has been nonetheless equally
alarming.
The situation is illustrated in the following chart, listing tuition and related fees
for a random selection of 16 public and private colleges and universities.1
ANNUAL TUITION AND FEES

College
Alabama 2 ________________ _
Arizona 2 _________________ _
Baylor_ _______ ------------Denver ______________ ____ __
Duke _____________________ _
Idaho 2___________________ _
Michigan 2 _______________ _ _
Oberlin ____________ _______ _
Oregon 2_______________ ___ _
Pasadena _________________ _
Seattle ___ __________ _____ __
Stanford ____ ______ -- __ ----Syracuse __________________ _
Tulane _______________ __ __ Vermont 2___ _ ________ _____ _
Yale _____________ _________ _

I

2

10 years
ago
$180
80
450
694
800
115
200
825
195
420

396

750
900
750
360
1, 100

Current 1

Percent of
increase

$350
269
820
1, 500
1, 637
210
348
1, 850
369
1, 020
1, 170
1, 770
1, 900
1, 700
677
1, 950

94
236
82
116
105
83
74
124
89
143

196
136
111
127
88
77

1968.
Tuition higher for nonresidents.
MORE THAN 50-PERCENT INCREASE AHEAD

The Oftlce of Education, U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Wel'fare in its 1968
edition of Projections of Educational Statistics 2 illustrates the expected average increase for public and nonpubllc schools
through the 1976-77 academic year. The projected Increase is 37.4 percent for nonpublic
institutions and 23.9 percent for public institutions. The HEW figures are for the constant 1966-67 dollar value, i.e., there is no
consideration for inflationary trends. If our
present approximately three percent per annum inflationary trend continues, by 1976
we could add a.bout 30 percent to the a.bove
figures.
·
Further proof of the tough financial sledding for parents of college hopefuls was highlighted by an article in the Washington Post
in January, 1969.s It reported that the 1969
cost of a bachelors degree at the average
eastern private college was an estimated $14,000. If this figure is multiplied by two, three,
or more children, the problem of funding college education becomes literally hopelessor at the least, tremendously burdensomeexcept for the most affluent.
The alarming fact is that the dilemma
described above is just the beginning. A recent report by the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education' indicates that institutional expenditures have gone from $5.2 bll·
lion in 1958 to $17.2 b1llion in 1968 and is
expected to go to $41 blllion in 1977. This is
about a 700 percent increase over a span of
20 years.
MIDDLE-INCOME GROUPS FACE BIG PROBLEM

Most parents are totally unprepared to
tackle the type of financial commitment now
posed by the high cost of a basic college education-much less the increasingly required
advanced degrees. The situation is not only
a problem for those with lower incomes, but
it is an insurmountable obstacle to most
middle income groups.
The problems for those with lower incomes
is critical and ever present. Yet they can have
a fairly good hope of qualifying for loan and
grant-in-aid programs. Middle income families, however, are generally expected to bear
a. large portion o'f the burden from their own
resources. They are the ones who will be most
shocked by their financial inadequacy when
it comes to paying their tab for college.
Footnotes at end of article.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH STEADY

In the Fall of 1966, under the sponsorship
of the College Scholarship Service for the
College Entrance Examination Board, Northeastern University Professor Wesley W. Marple, Jr., and his wife, Betty L. P . Marple,
prepared a report on a research study they
had conducted of parent s' plans for financing the college education of their children.
The report was published in the Spring, 1967
issue of the College Board Review.~ The study
proposed to reflect on three basic questions:
How accurate are middle-income families'
estimat es of what college actually costs?
How much outside financial aid do they
believe is available to families in their income bracket? What savings program do they
have for meeting future college bills?
While m ost of the families responding to
the Marple inquiry were quite realistic about
the cost of higher education, the greater
number seriously over-estimated the financial
aid available to them. The mean income of
families participating in the study was $14,008. However, the average income of families pres ently receiving aid, even at the
most expensive schools, is pro•b ably well
below $10,000.
The report went on to note that less than
40 percent of the parents who now have or
look forward to having children in college
have plans for paying the bill. To compound
the problem, the report indicates that, generally, as the number of children in the
family increased, the number of families
with specific plans for financing the cost of
h igher education decreased.
PRESENT GOVERNMENT EFFORTS INADEQUATE

The Federal government has not been
oblivious to this situation, but its programs
to date have been too limited to deal a.ctequately with the problem. In numerous Federal programs, three basic approaches have
been followed: the Educational Opportunity
Grants Program, the College Work-Study
Program and the various insured loan programs.
The first two programs offer direct financial assist ance, but generally only to students who can demon strate an exceptional
financial need and then generally only in
amounts less than $1,000 per student per
year.
The loan programs provide assistance by
shifting the burden from the parent to the
student and making money available which
must later be paid back by the student. These
most commonly take the form of government-sponsored loans through the educational institution itself or loans from private sources but guaranteed by the government. Both are directed to lower income
groups and both result in a tremendous llability on the graduating student who must
repay them.
Little or no solace can be found in government assistance programs for middle-income families. This fact was statistically
proven by a government report in a Department of Health, Education and Welfare publication, Students and Buildings.&
To evaluate the adequacy of present Federal programs of student aid, families were
grouped into income quartlles based on average family income. The income in the lowest quartile was $2,331; in the second quartile,
$5,549 in the third quartile, $8,359; and in
the highest quartile, $16,016.7 The financial
need (that portion of college expenses not
covered by personal or family resources) of
students from each quartile was then compared with assistance available to each. The
study found that 94 percent of the total student financial needs from the lowest income
quartile was covered either by grants, workstudy wages, by loans, or by some combination of the three. By contrast, only 38 percent of the total financial needs of students
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in the second quartile were covered by present programs. The figure drops to 31 percent
for students from families in the third
quartlle. 8
While it is obvious that not all from the
first quartile who want to go to college will
be able to share in one of these programs, it
is equally clear that very few middle-income
families will benefit, even though their ability
to cope with the situation will be no more
effective than members of the first quartile. It
is interesting to note in this regard, that
the highest income quartile is only $16,016
and we are discussing expenses approaching
$19,000, per child.
SHORTCOMINGS OF TAX CREDIT AND DEDUCTION
PROPOSALS

Several members of Congress have recognized this void and have proposed various
solutions, none of which have been enacted.
Most prominent among the proposals has
been the tax credit. Its advocates would authorize a tax credit for some portion of the
expenses paid ea.ch year for tuition and/or
room and board. The amount of the credit
proposed has varied, but most recent proposals have been around $300.
The intention in this approach is laudable. Yet the relief offered is no more than a
token gesture of that which is needed, and
sound federal fiscal policy will not permit
significantly increasing the amount. The
Treasury Department has indicated its extreme displeasure with these proposals on
the basis of the tremendous cost factor involved. While the tax credit idea seems to be
a popular one, and some members of Congress continue to sponsor such legislation,
experienced legislators see little or no chance
of any successful effort to pass the measure.
Anot her congressional approach that has
received significant attention has been the
t ax deduction for various higher education
expenses. The proposals have favored either
an itemized deduction similar to that now
permitted medical expenses or state taxes,
or a deduc tion from gross income similar to
that now permitted scholarships. Like the
tax credit proposals, these bills have failed
to generate substantial support because of
t he potential cost factor involved.
Cost is always going to be a domina:ing
fa.ctor in any of the above approaches. The
result is going to be either no programs at
all, or a program offering such minimal relief
that it will be of no real value. In addition,
the Congressional proposals assume the
existence of the required initial capital. This
is not always a sound assumption. If it were,
no relief would be needed.
LONG-RANGE PLANNING APPROACH NEEDED

It is not necessary to reward a taxpayer
for spending for higher education by offering
him tax credits and deductions for amounts
expended. What is most desirable is a program to provide financing not otherwise
available when it's needed most. Most parents would gladly spend all they had without
asking for any incentive or return other than
the completed education of their children.
The situation cannot be remedied by a reimbursement program, but requires a longrange planning approa.ch designed to anticipa.te and fund future capital needs.
Congress is not unfamiliar with programs,
particularly in the retirement area, which
permit small amounts of money to be set
aside and permitted to accumulate over a
period of years with favorable tax consequences.
Such programs are socially and economically useful without being unreasonably
harmful to our Federal budget, because the
amount per individual each year is relatively
small. However, participation over a. span of
years, permits an individual to accumulate
the large sums necessary to finance his
retirement.
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The program has worked well in the pension area and could easily be adapted to
financing requirements for higher education. The problem facing our elderly in their
retirement years is not unlike that facing
young parents with children preparing for
college.
H.R. 5: ITS ORIGIN

There is now a legislative proposal before
Congress which molds this retirement plan
concept into a concrete and reasonable program for Federal participation in the consumer financing of higher education. The
proposal strikes a fiscally responsible balance
between the obligation of parents to assume
their primary burden in the education of
their children . . . with the responsibility of
Government to fulfill its role of encouraging
and fostering higher education.
The idea at issue is one origlna.lly suggested by John P. Meehan, CLU, of Boston,
Mass., now elected Secretary of The National
Association of Life Underwriters, and a. leading life insurance agency management executive. It is embodied in legislation introduced as the fifth blll ln the House, ln the
91st Congress, by Rep. James A. Burke, (D.Mass.), a member of the House Ways and
Means Committee.
OBJECTIVE

The objective of H.R. 5 is to stlmulate the
maximum utilization of family resources to
meet rthe problem of systematically accumulating money needed to meet the whole or
prurtiaJ. cost of college education. It is specifically designed to encourage families to plan
for the funding of the costs of higher education from personal resources. Rep. Burke;
Congressional co-sponsors of HR. 5, (who
now number 52 and who are drawn from
both political parties); The National Association of Life Underwriters; the Federation of State Associations of Independent
Oolleges and Universities; a,nd other supporters believe it can provide the necessary stimulus to accomplish this objective.
Of course, personal savings has always been
available to every family. But a. very brief
review of the history of retirement planning
before and after the enactment of Section
401 of the Internal Revenue Code wlll demonstrate that our society is inclined to make
maximum ut111zation of the idea. only when
there is a. real and present benefit. This
benefit is present in H.R. 5.
HOW H.R. 5 WOULD WORK

H.R. 5 would permit parent-taxpayers to
deduct from gross income, amounts contributed to a qualified plan established for
their children's college education. The plan
is modeled after the Keogh Act (H.R. 10).
which permits self-employed persons to set
aside annually, tax-deductible funds for future retirement purposes.
The qualified private investment media for
secured accumulation of educational funds
would include trusts, insurance or annuity
contracts, custodial accounts with banks,
nontransferable face amount certificates,
and/or Government bonds.
Allowable annual contributions have been
determined by taking into account the estimated future costs of higher education, but
llmiting the amount of such allowable contributions so as to avoid an unreasonable or
unjustified burden upon the economy. This
avoids the objections raised against the
earlier tax credit and tax deduction proposals.
The bill sets annual contribution limits at
the lesser of: $500 per qualified beneficiary;

ten percent of the contributing taxpayer's
adjusted gross income; or $2,500. A deduction would be allowed only for contributions
to a. qualified fund.
A qualified fund would be a fund established by the contributing taxpayer pursuant
to a written plan solely for the purpose of

defraying the cost of room, board and tuition
at an institution of higher education for one
or more qualified beneficiaries.
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bers of young people and in arresting the
growth of a public problem high on our
national agenda.

SELECTION OF BENEFICIARY

Each plan, would, at its inception and at
all tlmes thereafter, require a specified beneficiary (ies) . If there should cease to be a
beneficia,ry under the plan, the taxpayer
would have a specified period (120 days) in
which to designate an alternate beneficiary.
In such a case, the alternate beneficiary
could be a son or daughter of the taxpayer,
or a descendant of either; a stepson or stepdaughter of the taxpayer; a brother, sister,
stepbrother or stepsister of the taxpayer or a
son or daughter of a brother or sister of the
taxpayer. However, only contributions to a.
fund having a. beneficiary who is a child of
the taxpayer and who ( 1) has not attained
the age of 19 at the close of the calendar year
in which the taxable year of the taxpayer
begins, and (2) is a student, are deductible
from the taxpayer's gross income.
If at the end of the specified period no
such beneficiary had been designated, the accumulated fund would be required to be distributed to the taxpayer and reported by him
as ordinary income within a specified uumber of years. The taxpayer would at any time
have the option to change a beneficiary or
include additional beneficiaries.
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DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURE

The bill specifically requires that distribution of the fund commence within five years
of graduation or separation from a secondary school, and be completed within ten years
of the same date. In the event it is necessary
to designate an alternate beneficiary, distribution of the fund must be completed within
ten years of the date of designation of the
alternate beneficiary. Distribution of the
fund to a qualified beneficiary for the qualified purpose would be tax free. These tlme
spans were chosen to allow for service in
the armed forces, four years of unde:o:-graduate study and some graduate work.
If distribution of the fund is not commenced or completed as aforesaid, then the
proceeds of the fund, or the remaining proceeds, would revert to the taxpayer within
a certain specified number of years and be
taxed to him as ordinary income as received. If the proceeds of the fund revert to
the taxpayer as a result of unauthorized use
of the fund, the proceeds are includible in
his income. The taxpayer would have the
option to take the payout in lump-sum or
over a five-year spread as in the Keogh Act,
i.e., including, annually, one fifth of the
total fund in his income over a. period of
five years.
Should the taxpayer predecease the date of
distribution of the fund and without making
testamentary disposition to the contrary, the
assets of the fund at the date of his death
would revert to the taxpayer's estate within
a. period not to exceed a specified number of
years.
EDUCATION-KEY TO SURVIVAL

Proponents of H.R. 5 believe that it represents a.n appropriate and reasonable solution for many Americans faced with the vexing problem of having to meet ever-increasing
costs of higher education. It will do much to
enable and encourage families to accumulate funds to meet this enormous fin11.ncial
burden from their own personal resources.
In addition, as more moderate income fa.m111es are able to pay their own way in higher
education, more Federal aid from such plans
a.s the College Student Guaranteed Loan
Program c a n be made a.va.lla.ble for lower in-

come families.
President Nixon has stated, "Education,
long key to opportunity and fulfillment, is
today eJso ~ key ito survival." H.R. 5 could
well have a salutary effect on education ...
the key ... in opening the door to a brighter,
more meaningful tomorrow for untold num-

GEORGE HARDY, LABOR LEADER,
FIGHTER FOR THE DISPOSSESSED
(Mr. BURTON asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, on May
26, 1971, an old and dear friend, George
Hardy, will become general president of
the Service Employees International
Union, AFL-CIO.
All men are the products of their
home and training and George Hardy
received his at the hands of a master.
His father, Charles "Pop" Hardy kept
unionism alive in San Francisco in those
earlier dark days of union busting. "Pop"
Hardy was the first organizer or the
Service Employees International Union
for California and was an international
vice president of SEIU at the time of his
death in 1948.
George Hardy's accession to the presidency carries on a family tradition of
service to working men and women and
is fitting recognition of George's personal years of service.
George Hardy will, I am sure, be honored by the great of this Nation's labor
movement but knowing him as I do he
will be most moved by the small tributes,
the friendly smile and good wish, the
handshake of the men and women with
whom he has shared his life and talent
and for whom he has toiled all his life.
George Hardy is a man of the people
who make up Service Employees International Union for he has never stood
apart from them in their times of need.
He was the original organizer o·f Service Employees Local 87 and actively involved in the organization of virtually
every subsequent SEIU local in Cali-

fornia. He has seen SEIU grow from a
membership of 366 ·in California to more
than 100,000.

The growth of SEIU and the accomplishments of George Hardy would be a
story that could fill many pages but still
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would not give you a complete picture
of the man.
George Hardy is a man of strength who
is uncompromising in battle for his members yet he is warm and possesses a laugh
that can on many occasions be heard
throughout the SEIU Building at 240
Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco.
He is at home in the Nation's Capital
and in the councils of the Nation's labor
leaders but he is also at home in shirt
sleeves, helping get out a mailing for a
cause or person in whom he believes.
George Hardy is and has been all his
life, a progressive labor leader. He is by
nature a fighter for justice, a man governed in his personal and public life by
conscience and compassion.
Long before it was fashionable, George
Hardy struck out against bigotry and
prejudice. He was appointed by President Franklin Roosevelt to the first Equal
Opportunity Commission from northern
California. The present membership of
SEIU in California is testimony enough of
his commitment to extend the job protections of organized labor of all persons
regardless of race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin or sex.
If the economically oppressed of our
city or State needed a friend, George
Hardy has been there.
If the cause of truth needed a voice,
George Hardy has been there.
If someone sought to bring new vision
to public o:fflce, George Hardy has been
there with support.
Mr. Speaker, I can only say that
George Hardy is a gentleman in the
fullest and finest meaning of that word
and a man whom I am proud to call my
friend. Our longstanding relationship
has been such that I almost consider
myself a member of the Hardy family.
George Hardy will be wished well by
all who know him but I suspect that
there will be just a tinge of mixed emotion on the part of the working men and
women of SEIU in California who are
used to seeing him in the halls and at
their meetings and who know that most
of his time will now be spent in the
Washington headquarters.

citizens rely upon the integrity of the
news media to bring them unbiased, unslanted coverage of current events. It is
important that this trust not be betrayed.
My bill would protect that trust while in
no way infringing upon the freedom of
the news media, which I most strongly
agree is fundamental to a free society.
There is no point in belaboring the
numerous examples of the broadcast media's :flagrant news slanting. Suffice it to
say that public figures ranging from the
Vice President of the United States to
U.S. Supreme Court Justice William 0.
Douglas have objected to the manner in
which television editors can twist a "yes"
into a "no" by a few deft slashes of their
editorial shears. Many of us have personally witnessed television and radio
crews actually encourage, and even rehearse, "demonstrations" by protesters,
or record only one point of view at congressional hearings. And we have seen
the actual meaning of an interview distorted, even turned about-face, by sequences being cleverly taken out of
context.
I shall always vigorously protect the
freedom of the news media. By the same
token, I shall with equal vigor protect the
right of the American public to know the
truth. The two are not--and should not
be permitted to become-incompatible.
In the hope that colleagues on both
sides of the aisle and in both bodies of
the Congress will join me in cosponsoring
my truth in news broadcasting measure,
I wish to insert the full text of the bill
I am introducing today in the RECORD.
Mr. Speaker, it is very seldom I agree
with Washington's largest morning newspaper, but this morning they had a very
good editorial on this subject. I include
that for the RECORD.
I include the material as follows:
H.R. 6935
(A bill to amend the Communications Act of
1934 to provide for more responsible news
and public affairs programing.)
Be 'it enacted by the Senatr. and House of
Representatives of the Un'fted States of
America in Congress assemblet!, That part 1

of title m of the Communications Act of
1934 is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new section:

TRUTH IN NEWS BROADCASTING

"NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMING

BILL

"SEc. 331. (a) No licensee may broadcast
any program which contains a filmed or
video-taped sequence purporting to be factual reporting 1f the event shown has been
staged, edited or altered in any way, or if interviews have been rearranged, edited or altered so that questions and answers are no
longer in their original context, unless such
sequence is explicitly labeled throughout its
entire showing as having been staged, edited,
rearranged or altered, as the case may be.
(b) No licensee may broadcast by radio
any recorded, audio-taped or otherwise audiotranscribed sequence purporting to be factual reporting 1f the event shown has been
staged, edited or altered in any way, or 1f
interviews have been rearranged, edited or
altered so that questions and answers are no
longer in their original context, unless such
sequence is explicitly described by an announcer both before and following the broadcast of the sequence as having been staged,
edited, rearranged, or altered.
"(c) Any live sequence, whether for teleVision or radio broadcast, that is staged or is
a dramatization purporting to be factual re-

<Mr. MINSHALL asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Speaker, I am today introducing the truth in news
broadcasting bill.
It requires that any televised or radio
broadcast sequences purporting to be
factual reporting must be explicitly labeled if they have been staged, edited,
or altered in any way.
With enactment of this measure the
American television-radio audience will
have some assurance that they are receiving factual news and not some network's philosophy.
Assurance of truth in news presentation is as essential a facet of consumer
protection as truth in lending, truth in
product labeling, or any of the other truth
bills Congress has passed. Millions of
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porting must be clearly identified as a staged
or dramatized sequence in accordance with
the methods described in paragraphs (a) and
{b).

"(d) Complete transcripts of unedited interviews must be available for distribution
on request and at a nominal fee immediately
after broadcast of any interviews that have
been edited, altered or rearranged.
"(e) Whenever a broadcast station presents one side of a controversial issue of public importance, such station shall afford reasonable opportunity for the presentation of
contrasting views.
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 30, 1971]
Mr. SALANT'S LETTER
In our letters space today we print a response by Richard Salant of CBS News to
our recent editorial concerning the dispute
between CBS News, the Pentagon, Vice President Agnew, Congressman Hebert, and
now-as it seems-The Washington Post. In
time the U.N. may have to be called in, but
for now we would like, in a unilateral action,
to respond to Mr. Salant's complaint. We
think it is off the point. And we think this
is so because Mr. Salant invests the term
"editing" with functions and freedoms well
beyond anything we regard as common or
acceptable practice. Mr. Salant taxes us with
unfairly recommending two sets of standards in these matters, one for the printed
press and another for the electronic. But he
reads us wrong. We were and are objecting
to the fact that specifically, in relation to
question-and-answer sequences, two sets of
standards already exist-and that what he
and others in television appear to regard as
simple "editing" seems to us to take an excess of unacknowledged liberties with the
direct quotations of the principals involved.
Before we go into these, a word might be
of use about the editorial practices (and malpractices) common to us both. When a public official or anyone else issues a statement
or responds to a series of questions in an
interview, the printed media of course exercise an editorial judgment in deciding which
part and how much of that material to quote
or paraphrase or ignore. The analogy with
TV's time limitations, for us, is the llmit on
space: deciding which of the half million
words of news coming into this paper each
day shall be among the 80,000 we have room
to print. Thus, "Vice President Agnew said
last night . . . Mr. Agnew also said . . ."
and so on; it ls a formulation basic to both
the daily paper and the televised newscast.
That bad and misleading judgments can
be made by this newspaper in both our
presentation and selection of such news goes
without saying-or at least it did until we
started doing some public soul-searching
about it in this newspaper a good while back.
There is, for example, a distollting effect in
failing to report that certain statements were
not unsolicited assertions but responses to
a reporter's question. But that we do not
confuse the effort to remedy these defects
with a waiving of our First Amendment
rights or a yielding up of editorial prerogatives should also be obvious to readers of
this newspaper-perhaps tediously so by now.
Wha.t we have in mind, however, when we
talk of the license taken by the electronic
media in the name of "editing" is something
quite different, something this newspaper
does not approve and would not leap to defend if it were caught doing. It is the practice of printing highly rearranged material
in a Q-and-A sequence as if it were verbatim
text, without indicating to the reader that
changes had been made and/or without giving the subject an opportunity to approve
revisions in the origna.l exchange.
It is, for instance, presenting as a direct
six-sentence quotation from a colonel, a
"statement" composed o! a. first sentence
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from page 55 of his prepared text, followed
by a second sentence from page 36, followed
by a third and fourth from page 48, and a
fifth from page 73, and a sixth from page 88.
That occurred in "The Selling of the Pentagon," and we do not see why Mr. Salant
should find it difficult to grant that this type
of procedure is 1) not "editing" in any conventional sense and 2) likely to undermine
both the broadcast's credibility and public
confidence in that credibility.
The point here is that "The Sell1ng of the
Pentagon" presented this statement as if it
were one that had actually been made--verbatim-by the Colonel: TV can and does
simulate an impression of actuality in the
way it conveys such rearranged material.
Consider, again from the same documentary,
a sequence with Daniel Z. Henkin, Assistant
Secreta ry of Defense for Public Affairs. This
is how viewers were shown Mr. Henkin answering a question:
Roger Mudd: What about your public displays of military equipment at state fairs
and shopping centers? What purpose does
that serve?
Mr. Henkin: Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. I believe the American public
has the right to request information about
the armed forces, to have speakers come before them, to ask questions, and to understand the need for our armed forces, why we
ask for the funds that we do ask for, how
we spend these funds, what are we doing
about such problems as drugs-and we do
have a drug problem in the armed forces;
what are we doing about the racial problemand we do have a racial problem. I think the
public has a valid right to ask us these
questions.
This, on the other hand, is how Mr. Henkin
actually answered the question:
Mr. Henkin: Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. It also has the ancillary benefit, I would hope, of stimulating interest in
recruiting as we move or try to move to zero
draft calls and increased reliance on volunteers for our armed forces. I think it is very
important that the American youth have an
opportunity to learn about the armed forces.
The answer Mr. Henkin was shown to be
giving had been transposed from his answer
to another question a couple of pages along
in the transcribed interview, and one that
came out of a sequence dealing not just with
m111tary displays but also with the availability of military speakers . At that point in
the interview, Roger Mudd asked Mr. Henkin
whether the sort of thing he was now talking
about--drug problems and racial problemswas 1 'the sort of information that gets passed
at state fairs by sergeants who are standing
next to rockets." To which Mr. Henkin
replied:
Mr. Henkin: No, I didn't--wouldn't limit
that to sergeants standing next to any kind
of exhibits. I knew-! thought we were discussing speeches and all.
This is how the sequence was shown to
have occurred, following on Mr. Henkin's
transposed reply to the original question:
Mr. Mudd: Well, is that the sort of information about the drug problem you have
and the racial problem you have and the
budget problems you have--is that the sort
of information that gets passed out at state
fairs by sergeants who are standing next to
rockets.
Mr. Henkin: No, I wouldn't limit that t o
sergeants standing next to any kind of exhibit. Now, there are those who contend that
this is propaganda. I do not agree with t his.
The part about discussing "speeches and
all" had been omitted; the part about propaganda comes from a few lines above Mr.
Henkin's actual answer and was in fact a
reference to charges that the Pentagon was
using t&lk of the "increasing Soviet threat"

as propaganda to influence the size of the
military budget.
Surely, something different from and less
cosmic than a challenge to CBS's First
Amendment rights is involved in the question of whether or not the subject of such
a rearranged interview should not be given
a chance to see and approve what he will be
demonstrated to have said. And surely this
"editing" practice must be conceded-with
reason-to have damaging effect on public
confidence in what is being shown to have
happened-shown to have been said. We
agree with Mr. Salant's premise that we are
all in the same dinghy. That is why we are
so concerned that neither end should sink.

THE CALLEY DECISION AND
CONGRESS
Mr. DELLUMS asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute, to revise and extend his remarks
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Speaker, if
nothing else, the decision in the Calley
trial reaffirms the need for congressional
action dealing with U.S. war crimes in
Southeast Asia and with the responsibility for these atrocities.
I just do not believe that Lieutenant Calley-no matter how deeply he was
involved in the horrors of My Lai--can
bear the sole responsibilty for what
happened in that small hamlet that day.
Yet, if we leave it to the Military
Establishment to render "justice," I am
sure that every time the Calleys, the
Hendersons, the Medinas will be found
"guilty"-without any mention of complicity or responsibility at higher military
and civilian command leadership positions.
I do not fault the members of the
caney court-martial. They are bound by
their ethics, by their traditions-and I
would have been quite surprised if the
Calley verdict had been different.
Even if My Lai were an isolated aberration-and obviously now we know it is
not--I would be upset at the decision.
However it ts interpreted, I believe that
the decision cannot exonerate the ultimate responsibility of the military high
command and the civilian leadership of
our adventurism in Indochina.
Above all, the Calley decision makes
imperative immediate congressional
action on the war crimes issue. We cannot leave it to the Military Establishment to cleanse itself of these atrocitiesand I will not accept any degree of scapegoating to be any sort of response by the
military.
I am pleased to see growing national
support for congressional investigation
and action on this issue. I think the
caney decision will serve to increase the
pressure for such action. Once again I
note that 21 of my colleagues have joined
with me in sponsoring House Joint Resolution 109 which calls for open congressional inquiry on U.S. war crimes.
As an indication of support for House
Joint Resolution 409, I would now like
to insert in the RECORD an editorial from
the March 22, 1971, Newsday, and the
impressive lead review by Neil Sheehan
from Sunday's New York Times book
section. Both the review and the editorial
are impassioned, powerful documents and
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I urge my colleagues to read them and
note the growing cries for congressional
action on war atrocities.
The material referred to follows:
[From Newsday, Mar. 22, 1971]
FOR A WAR CRIMES lNQUmY

"This area was designated a free fire zone.
We were instructed to shoot any moving civilian, whether he was armed or not.
We were instructed to burn down every
hooch, grenade every bunker, without giving any warning; destroy every temple."Marine T. Griffiths Ellison.
The judge at the court-martial of Lt. William Calley Jr. held that the killing of unresisting civilians violated one of the basic
rules of war. And so if Ellison's statement is
true, and if he followed instructions, he
would be a war criminal. And so would most
of the men whose testimony appears below,
and so, it is beginning to seem clear, would
a substantial portion of the American troops
who served in Indochina.
Daily we are being exposed to more revelations, new horrors. The instinct is to reject
them, to dismiss them as the fevered concoctions of anti-war zealots or publicity
seekers or paranoiacs or simply liars. We
seek comfort from, of all places, the Pentagon, which assures us that they are being
investigated "in accordance with the Geneva
Convention."
But atrocities are being reported more
rapidly than they can be disposed of. The
confessions and the accusations are piling
up like bodies in a ditch and the stench
is beginning to rise. And with it rises the
level of responsibility, for it is obvious that
if only a fracton of the allegations is true,
the incidents would have been too numerous to escape the attention of higher authorities. Indeed, unless the witnesses are all lying, many commanders not only knew of the
atrocities, but facilitated them and even
participated in their execution.
Although Army Chief of Staff Gen. William Westmoreland has characterized the My
Lai massacre as "an aberration in the system (that) should not have happened," Vietnam veterans have clearly linked the routine
killing of civilians to upper echelon strategy
and tactics. As Army Lt. Louis P. Font told
the Citizens Commission of Inquiry in Washington last December: "If there is one thing
that I learned at West Point, if there is one
principle that was driven into me during
those four years, it is that lieutenants do not
set policy and it is that a commander is responsible for everything that goes on in his
command."
And in Vietnam many of the policies, dictated no doubt by the exigencies of fighting
a guerrilla war, virtually mandate war
crimes. Dr. Chaim Shatan, a New York psychiatrist who has studied the psychological
stresses of warfare, described the free fire
zones as "an original U.S. invention in
counter-insurgency that probably plays one
of the biggest parts in habituating the soldier to terror. After the population of an area.
is forcibly removed, he can burn everything
that stands and shoot everything that moves,
whether a North Vietnamese soldier or a
child. In the ferocious climate of the free
fire zone, General Westmoreland's surgically
precise rules (cautioning care and discrimination) are a farce . When you have a Ph.
D. in advanced fear, you shoot first and investigate later."
SEARCH AND DEVASTATE

Free fire zones are complemented by
search and destroy operations, on which, one
Marine pointed out, "we not only destroyed
the buildings but we also destroyed any available food. supply 'because it was a free fire zone
and anyone using that food was designated a
VC, VC suspect, sympathizer, and so forth."
Once the free fire zone concept is accepted,
little is exempt from destruction. Animals
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can be slaughtered, wells can be poisoned,
fields and forests can be defoliated and napalmed, and three times the American World
War II bomb tonnage can be dropped. All
without fear of retaliation against our countryside, our cities, businesses, homes, parents,
wives and children.
And implicit throughout is an attitude of
racial and technological superiority: "They"
are "gooks" who Uve in "hootches"; less human than we, less deserving to live.
Can any nation pursue such policies without risk to its soul? Dr. Robert Lifton, professor or psychiatry at Yale and recipient of
the National Book Award In science for his
study of Hiroshima survivors, thinks not.
"A country, like a person, has to dig, has
to sort of descend into its own purgatory,
(to seek) the truth of what it has done and
been, in order to emerge from it," he has said.
"And I think the whole country has to In
some way struggle toward that effort of confrontation of what the Vietnam war really
is."
We believe that such a confrontation is essential if Americans are to regain their selfrespect as a people and if the United States
is to regain its moral stature in the community of nations.
In 1945, the U.S. brought the surviving
political and m111tary leaders of a defeated
Germany to trial at Nuremberg for crimes
against humanity. Similarly, Japanese Gen.
Tomayuki Yamashita was convicted and excuted, with the concurrence of the U.S.
Supreme Court, for atrocities committed
without his knowledge by soldiers under his
command. His American defense attorney
has pointed out that under this precedent,
Westmoreland would be convicted if any
atrocities, including My Lai, are proved
against American soldiers. Should we impose
lesser standards on ourselves than we did on
our former enemies? Or is the real difference
determined by victory and defeat?
Ideally, perhaps, an inquiry into possible
U.S. war crimes in Southeast Asia should be
conducted by an International body-the
United Nations. But political reality would
make such a proposal unworkable. Political
reality also makes unlikely the possiblllty
that President Nixon would appoint a citizen
commission to investigate the ever-mounting
accusations.
There Is, however, legislation already before Congress that would accomplish this objective. Introduced by Rep. Ronald V. Dellums (D-Callf.) with 21 co-sponsors, it calls
for a full-scale, open, congressional inquiry
into war crimes and war crimes responsibility.
The investigators would have no punitive
powers. The goal would not be vengeance, but
truth-and, if guilt is established, some measure of eXiplTation.
No nation has ever had the courage to
publicly examine its own conscience. We belleve that the American people are equal to
such a challenge; that, if permitted by their
leaders, they would welcome the opportunity
to reaffirm their faith in their ideals, in their
nation and in themselves.
The alternative to such an act of rehumanization is clear: We will pass on not
grandeur, but guilt to our chlldren. And
among the family of nations, we will have
lost the "decent respect to the opinions of
mankind."
[From the New York Times, Mar. 28, 1971}
SHOULD WE HAVE WAR CRIME TRIALS?
(By Nell Sheehan)
(NoTE.-Neil Sheehan, who spent three
years in Vietnam, is a correspondent in The
Times Washington Bureau.)
"The tragic story of. Vietnam is not, 1n
truth, a tale of malevolent men bent upon
conquest for personal gain or Imperial glory.

It is the story of an entire generation of
leaders (and an entire generation of followers) so conditioned by the tensions of the
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cold war years that they were unable to The Army Field Manual says that it is lllegal
perceive in 1965 (and later) that the Com- to attack hospitals. we routinely bombed and
munist adversary was no longer a mono- shelled them. The destruction of Vietcong
lith . . . Lyndon Johnson, though disturb- and North Vietnamese Army Hospitals in the
ingly volatile, was not in his worst moments South Vietnamese countryside was anan evil man in the Hitlerian sense . . . Set nounced at the dally press briefings, the Five
against these facts, the easy designation of o'Clock Foll1es, by American military spokesindividuals as deliberate or imputed •war men in Saigon.
criminals' is shockingly glib, even 1f one
So somebody may have committed a war
allows for the inexperience of the young."- crime in attacking those hospitals. The
Townsend Hoopes, the former Under Secre- Manual also says that a mllitary commander
tary of the Air Force, January, 1970.
acquires responsib111ty for war crimes if he
Is the accusation gllb? Or is It too un- knows they are being committed, "or should
have
knowledge, through reports received by
pleasant to think about? Do you have to be
Hitlerian to be a war criminal? Or can you him or through other means," and he fails
qualify as a well-intentioned President of to take action to stop them. President Johnthe United States? Even when I saw those son kept two wire-service teletypes in his
signs during the March on the Pentagon in office and he read the newspapers like a bear.
1967, "Hey, Hey L.B.J. How many kids did There are thus grounds for believing that he
you klll today?" they didn't make me think may have known his Air Force and artillery
that Lyndon Johnson, the President of the were blowing up enemy hospitals. He was the
United States, might be a war criminal. A Commander in Chief. Did his knowledge
misguided man perhaps, an egomaniac at make him a war criminal? The Army Manual
worst, but not a war criminal. That would says that "every violation of the law of war
have been just too much. Kids do get killed is a war crime."
Let's proceed to one of the basic tactics the
in war. Besides, I'd never read the laws governing the conduct of war, although I had United Staltes used to prosecute the war in
watched the war for three years in Vietnam South Vietnam-unrestricted air and artiland had written about it for five. Appar- lery bombardments of peasant hamlets.
ently, a lot of the men in Saigon and Wash- Since 1965, a minimum of 150,000 Vietnamese
ington who were directing the war didn't civilians, an average of 68 men, women and
read those laws either, or if they did, they children every day for the past six years, have
been kllled in the south by American miliinterpreted them rather loosely.
Now a lot of other people are examining tary action or by weapons supplied to the
our behavior in Vietnam in the light of these Saigon forces by the United States. Another
laws. Mark Sacharoff, an assistant professor 350,000 Vietnamese civllians have been
of English at Temple University, has wounded or permanently maimed. This is a
gathered their work together into this very conservative estimate. It is based on ofbibliography. By this simple act he has ficial figures assembled iby Senator Edward M.
significantly widened our consciousness. If Kennedy's Senate Subcommittee on Refugees
you credit as factual only a fraction of the and on a study for the Subcommittee by
information assembled here about what hap- those eminent Government auditors, the
pened in Vietnam, and if you apply the laws General Accounting Office. The real toll may
of war to American conduct there, then the be much higher. This conservative attitude
leaders of the United States for the past six makes the documentation put together by
years at least, Including the incumbent the Senator and his staff aides, Jerry Tinker
President, Richard Milhous Nixon, may well and Dale S. de Haan, among the most impressive In the bibliography. Many, perhaps
be gull ty of war crimes.
There is the stuff of five Dreyfus affairs the majority, of those half-mlllion civilian
casualties
were caused by the air and artilin that thought. This is what makes the
growing literature on alleged war crimes 1n lery bombardments of peasant hamlets auVietnam so important. This bibliography thorized by the American miUtary and civirepresents the beginning of what promises lian leaders in Saigon and Washington.
The United States Government tried and
to be a long and painful Inquest into what
we are doing in Southeast Asia. The more hanged In 1946 a Japanese general, Tomoyukl
perspective we gain on our behavior, the Yamashita, because he was held responsible
ugller our conduct appears. At first it had for the deaths of more than 25,000 noncomseemed unfortunate and sad; we were caught batants killed by his troops in the Ph111pin the quicksand of Indochina. Then our pines.
Can a moral and legal distinction be drawn
conduct had appeared stupid and brutal, the
quagmire was of our own making, the Viet- between those killings In World War II, for
namese were the victims and we were the which General Yamashita paid With his life,
executioners. Now we're finding out that we and the civilian deaths ordered or condoned
may have taken life, not merely as cruel and by American leaders during the Vietnam
stubborn warriors, but as criminals. We are war? Again, if you accept only a portion of
conditioned as a nation to believe that only the evidence presented in this bibliography,
our enemies commit war crimes. Certainly and compare that evidence to the laws of war,
the enemy in Indochina has perpetrated the probable answer is, No. And President
crimes. The enemy's war crimes, however, Nixon has spread thls unrestricted bombing
will not wash us clean if we too are war through Laos and Cambodia, k1lling and
wounding unknown tens of thousands of
criminals.
What are the laws of war? One learns that civilians in those countries.
Looking back, one realizes that the warthere is a whole body of such laws, ranging
from specific military regulations like the crimes issue was always present. Our vision
Army Field Manual 27-10, ''The Law of Land was so narrowly focused on the unfolding
Warfare," to the provisions of the Hague and details of the war that we lacked the persGeneva Conventions, which are United States pective to see It, or when the problem was
law by virtue of Senate ratification to the held up to us, we paid no heed. This lesson
broad principles laid down by the Nuremberg becomes clear in reading the proceedings
and Tokyo war crimes tribunals. These laws of the Russell Tribunal now published in
say that all is not fair In war, that there "Against the Crime of snence." The proceedare limits to what bell1gerent man may do to ings were widely dismissed in 1967 as a commankind. As the Hague Convention of 1907 bination of kookery and leftist propaganda.
put it, "The right of belligerents to adopt They should not have been. Although the
means of injuring the enemy is not unllm- proceedings were one-sided , the perspective
ited." In other words, some acts in war are was there.
One saw the substance all the time in
illegal and they aren't all as obviously illegal
as the massacre of several hundred VIet-

Vietnam 1n the bombing and shelling of

namese v1llagers at Mylai.
Let's take a look at our conduct in Vietnam through the viewing glass of these laws.

the peasant hamlets. In November, 1965, I
found five fishing hamlets on the coast of
Quangngai Province in central Vietnam, not
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far from Mylai, which had been ravaged over
the previous two months by the five-inch
guns of United States Navy destroyers and
by American and Sou th Vietnamese fighterbombers. The local Vietnamese officials to~d
me that at least 184 civilians had been killed.
After a day of interviewing the survivors
a mong the ruins, I concluded that a reasonable estimate might run as high as 600 dead.
American Army officers working in the province told me that the most serious resistance
the Vicetong guerrillas in the hamlets had
offered was sniper fire. The hamlets and all
their inhabitants had been attacked just
because the Vietcong were present. I discovered that another 10 hamlets ln the province
had also been gutted and about 25 others
severely damaged, all for like reasons.
Making the peasants pay so dearly for the
presence of guerrillas in their hamlets, regardless of whether they sympathized with
the Vietcong, seemed unnecessarily brutal
and politically counter-productive to me,
since this Hun-like treatment would alienate
them from the Saigon authorities and the
American forces. No common-sense military
purpose seemed to be served. When I wrote
my story describing the agony of the fisher
folk, however, it d id not occur to me that
I had discovered a possible war crime. The
thought also does not seem to have occurred
to my editors or to most readers of The
Times. None of the similar stories that I and
other reporters wrote later on provoked any
outrage, except among that minority with
the field of vision to see what was happening.
As Lieutenant Calley told the prosecutor at
Fort Benning, "It wasn't any big deal, sir."
Reading through the news dispatches from
1965, 1966 and 1967 that Seymour Melman of
Columbia and Richard Falk of Princeton assembled to document accusations of war
crimes made by The Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, "In the Name of
America," is to view those scenes again in
this new and disturbing perspective. Frank
Harvey, in "Air War-Vietnam," recounts
with the power of anecdotal narrative the
t-asual destruction of peasant hamlets In the
Mekong Delta by the United States Air Force.
Usually the excuse was that a squad or so of
guerrillas might be present in the hamlet or
the mere location of the hamlet in guerrilladominated territory. Harvey is a convincing
witness because he concludes with a defense
of the war.
You might argue that this destruction, and
concomitant loss of civilian life, were not deliberate, that they were among those haphazard horrors of war. The record says otherwise.
As early as the fall of 1965, the American
Embassy in Saigon distributed to correspondents a Rand Corporation study on the
air and artillery bombardments. The study
concluded that the peasants blamed the
Vietcong when their hamlets were blasted
and their relatives killed; in effect, that
shrapnel, white phosphorous and napalm
were good political medicine. The study was
dismissed by reporters as macabre proof that
the Government could always find a thinktank to tell it what it wanted to think.
In the summer of 1966, however, a lengthy
secret study of the pacification program was
done for the Embassy and military headquarters in Saigon by some of the most experienced Americans in the country. One of the
study's recommendations was that this practice of unrestricted bombing and shelling
should be carefully re-examined. According
to the study there was evidence that the
practice was driving hundreds of thousands
of refugees into urban slums and squalid
camps, causing unnecessary death and suffering, and angering the peasantry. The proposal for a re-examination was vetoed at the
highest levels of American authority in
Saigon.
By deciding not to reconsider, the American
leadership in Saigon was deciding to ordain

the practice, to establish a de facto policy.
During those eal'lier years at least, the policy
was not acknowledged in writing, as far as I
know, but neither can there be any doubt
that this was the way things were to be done
and that those American military and civilian leaders directing the war knew the grim
cost of their decision not to look. Why did
they establish the policy? Because devastation had become a fundamental element in
their strategy to win the war.
I remember asking one of the most senior
American generals in the late summer of 1966
if he was not worried by all the civilian
casualties that the bombing and shelllng
were causing. "Yes, it is a problem," he said,
"but it does deprive the enemy of the population, doesn't it?" A survey of refugees commissioned later that year by the Pentagon
indicated that 54 per cent of those in Dinhtuong Province in the Mekong Delta were freeing their hamlets in fear of bombing and
shelling. So this was the game. The firepower
that only American technology can muster,
the General Motors of death we invented in
World War II, was to defeat the Vietnamese
Communists by outright military attrition,
the body count, and by obliterating their
strategic base, the rural population.
If you destroyed the rural society, you
destroyed the resources the enemy needed to
fight. You deprived him of recruits in the
South, of the food and the intelligence the
peasantry provide; you reversed Mao Tsetung's axiom by drying up the sea (the peasantry) in which the guerrlllas swam.
All of those directives issued by the American mUitary headquarters in Saigon about
taking_ care to avoid civilian casualties, about
protecting the livestock and the homes of the
peasantry, were the sort of pharisaic prattle
you hear from many American institutions.
Whenever you say the institution is not behaving as it says it should, the institution
can always point to a directive and say you
must be mistaken. (General Electric had directives forbidding price fixing when some
of its vice presidents were convicted of price
fixing.) No one was fooling himself when he
marked off those "free-fire zones," and ordered those "preplanned airstrtkes" and that
"harassing and interdiction fire" by the artillery. People and their homes were dehumanized into grid coordinates on a targeting
map. Those other formallties, like obtaining
clearance from the Vietnamese province chief
before you bombed a hamlet, were stratagems
to avoid responsiblllty, because he almost
never refused permission. (Such legal fictions, by the way, are expressly forbidden by
the laws of war.)
Out in the countryside the captains and
majors did not disguise the design. One day
in a heavily-populated province in the Mekong Delta, a young Army captain swept his
hand across the map over a couple of dozen
hamlets in guerrilla-dominated territory
near the provincial capital and remarked
that the peasants were evacuating them and
moving in near town. Why? I asked. "Because it's not healthy out there. We're shelling the hell out of them," he said.
By 1967, this pollcy of unrestricted air and
artillery bombardments had been orchestrated with search and destroy operations by
ground troops, B-52 strikes, and crop destruction with chemical herbicides into a strategy that was progressively laying waste much
of the countryside. (The question of whether
herbicides were dumped on the landscape to
an extent that may constitute a separate
war crime is treated at length in several ot
the books Mr. Sacharoff lists.) That year
Jonathan Schell went to Quangnai to document the creeping destruction of the rural
society in a two-part article that first appeared in The New Yorker magazine. It was
later published with a title of understated
irony, "The Military Half." Schell estimated
that by this time about 70 per cent of the
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450 hamlets in the province had been destroyed.
Did the mllltary and civilian leaders directing the war from Washington know what was
happening in Vietnam? How could they have
avoided knowing? The newspapers, magazine
articles like Schell's and the reports of the
Kennedy Subcommittee indicated the extent of what was being done in their name.
The statistics alone are enough to tell the
tale: five million refugees, nearly a third of
south Vietnam's population of 16 million
people, and that conservative estimate of the
civilian casualties from what is called
"friendly" military action, of at least 150,000
dead and 350,000 wounded or maimed.
These peasant hamlets, one must bear in
mind, were not being plowed under because
American or South Vietnamese ground troops
were attempting to seize them from the enemy in pitched battles. The hamlets were
being bombarded in the absence of ground
combat.
One might argue that though regrettable,
though even immoral, the indiscriminate air
and artillery bombardments of civllians in
Vietnam were not a war crime. The Allies
engaged in terror bombing of Japanese and
German cities in World War II. Look at the
incendiary raids on Dresden and Tokyo and
the nuclear holocausts of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. None of the defendants at the
Nuremberg and Tokyo trials were convicted
of war crimes involving the bombing of civilian populations, because the prosecutors had
done the same thing. By custom, therefore,
one might argue, terror bombing is an accepted practice of war. Similarly, in the Korean War, the United States Air Force
bombed Korean towns and cities.
But is Vietnam the same kind of war?
There is good reason to think that it is not.
In World War II opposing industrialized societies were fighting a war of survival. In
this context of total war, the cities inevitably
became targets to be destroyed. They contained the industries that fueled their opponent's war machine and the workers who
manned the factories. The worker was as
much a combatant as the uniformed soldier.
Korea was also, more or less, a conventional
confilct between uniformed armies, although
bombing practices there would bear examination in the perspective of history.
In Vietnam, however, the most advanced
technological nation in the world intervened
in a civil war in a primitive agricultural
country. The Vletnamesa Communists possess negligible industry, no air force of any
s.ize, and no intercontinental missiles that
pose a threat to the survival of the United
States. The intervention ~as rather, undertaken for reasons of domestic politics and
foreign policy, to avoid the repercussions at
home of losing a war to Communists and to
maintain a position of power and infiuence
for the United States in Southeast Asia.
Moreover, as the literature in Sacharoff's
bibliography amply documents, the use of
the air weapon underwent a subtle and important change in South Vietnam from the
previous two wars. Air power, and artillery
as a corollary weapon, were directed by an occupying power, the United States, a.t the
civlllan population in the rural areas of the
country under occupation. The targets of the
bombs and shells were the noncombatants
themselves, because it was belleved that their
existence was important to the enemy. Air
power became a distinct weapon of terror to
empty the countryside. Samuel P. Huntington, ot Harvard, has even coined a marvelously American euphemism for the technique--"forced-draft urbanization and modernization." Some of us prefer a quotation
from Tacitus that the late Bernard Fall was
fond of citing: "Where they make a desert
they call it peace."
one key to understanding this use of airpower in south Vietnam is to compare the
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unrestricted bombing in the south with the
elaborate restrictions that surrounded the air
campaign against North Vietnam.
Although the North Vietnamese may not
believe it, in the North a. conscious effort was
made to bomb only military, and what limited industrial targets were available, and to
weigh probable civilian casualties against
the military advantages to be gained from a
particular a.irstrtke. The ultimate objective
of the air campaign against the North was,
to be sure, political rather than mllitary. It
sought to intimidate the North Vietnamese
into withdrawing their forces from the
South and taking the Vietcong guerrillas
along With them. And undoubtedly the restrictions were also designed to escape the
unfavorable publicity that would result from
severe civilian casualties in the North.
The mere fact that an attempt was made
to avoid them throws into sharp understanding the very different motives that lay behind the bombing in the south and the inherent acceptance of great civillan suffering.
When Harrison Salisbury, an assistant managing editor of The New York Times, visited
North Vietnam in December, 1966, to write
his memorable series of articles on the destruction wrought by American air raids
there (civilian homes, schools, hospitals and
churches had been wrecked because the air
campaign had never been the surgical operation Pentagon propaganda portrayed it as
being), the most severe example of civilian
deaths the North Vietnamese claimed was 89
in the town of Nandinh southeast of Hanoi,
from six months of bombing, less than half
the official South Vietnamese estimate of the
number of civilians killed in the five hamlets I found on the coast of Quangnga.i Province in 1965.
Did the employment of the air weapon and
the artillery in South Vietnam thus exceed
the limits sanctioned by the laws of war?
The United States Arm:v Field Manual
says: "The law of war .. . requires that belligerents refrain from employing any kind
or degree of violence which is not actually
necessary for military purposes and that
they conduct hostillties with regard for the
principles of humanity and chivalry." The
Manual goes on to explain what is meant by
"actually necessary for m111tary purposes,"
i.e. millta.ry necessity. "The prohibitory effect of the law of war is not minimized by
'military necessity• which has been defined
as that principle which justifies those measures not forbidden by international law
which are indispensable for securing the
complete submission of the enemy as soon
as possible. Military necessity has been rejected as a. defense for acts forbidden by the
customary or conventional laws of war inasmuch as the latter have been developed and
framed with consideration for the concept of
military necessity.'• In short, if you can
demonstrate certain measures are required
to defeat the enemy, and those measures are
not specifically forbidden by the laws of war,
you employ them.
Assuming that the use of air power in
South Vietnam was not specifically forbidden by the laws of war, was this means necessary to defeat the enemy? He could have
been deprived of the rural population by
another, more humane method. This would
have involved putting sufficient American
ground troops in South Vietnam to occupy
most of the countryside and thereby gain
control over the rural hamlets. National
mobilization and the dispatch of upwards of
600,000 troops to South Vietnam was proposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and rejected by President Johnson and his advisers, because this strategy would have meant
higher draft calls, wage and price controls,
and other measures that would have been
unpopular with the American public. So
there are grounds for believing that the use
of the air weapon In the South was not a.
mil1tary necessity but a political conven-

ience, a. substitute for sufficient infantrymen
to hold the countryside.
I am not saying that garrisoning South
Vietnam with ground troops would have
made the war a. sensible enterprise. I am suggesting that the war's impact upon the Vietnamese might have been more merciful. The
Marines, because of their pre-World-War-II
experience with pacification in Central America. and the Caribbean, did make a.n attempt
to hold a. good many of the hamlets in central Vietnamese provinces where they operated. Life for a. Vietnamese farmer within
these zones was safer than for his brethren
in other regions.
In any case, to address the basic question
of legal sanctions, it appears that the employment of air and a.rt11lery to terrorize the
peasantry and raze the countryside was an
act specifically forbidden by the laws of wa.r.
The Geneva. Convention of 1949 Relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of
Wa.r states:
"The High Contracting Parties specifically
agree that each of them is prohibited from
taking any measure of such a character as to
cause the physical suffering or extermination
of protected persons [civilians) in their
hands. This prohibition applles not only to
murder, torture, corporal punishment, mutilation and medical or scientific experiments
not necessitated by the medical treatment of
a protected person, but also to any other
measures of bruta.llty whether applled by
civtl1an or mtl1tary agents.
"No protected person may be punished for
an offense he or she has not personally committed. Collective penalties and Ukewise an
measures of intimidation or of terrorism are
prohibited.
"PUlage is prohibited.
"Reprisals against protected persons and
their property are prohibited."
The paragraphs seem to be a. reasonably
fair description of what was inflicted upon
much of the South Vietnamese peasantry by
the United States.
The Army Field Manual is more specific.
"The measure of permissible devastation is
found in the strict necessities of war,'' it says.
"Devastation as an end in itself or as a separate measure of war [italics added) is not
sanctioned by the law of war."
The adoption of devastation as a basic
element of strategy also seems to have led
American leaders into what may be related
war crimes against South Vietnamese ctvnla.ns. The Geneva. Convention of 1949 states
that a belllgerent power has a duty, in so far
as it is $\ble, to care for the victims of war.
"The wounded and the sick, as well as the
in~rm, and expectant mothers, shall be the
object of particular protection and respect.
As far as military considerations allow, each
party to the con:fUct shall fac111tate the steps
taken to search for the kllled and wounded,
to assist the shipwrecked and other persons
exposed to grave danger, and to protect them
against p1llage and ill-treatment."
The consignment of Vietnamese civilian
war wounded to provincial hospitals that
were little better than charnel houses has
been a national scandal for the United
States. The reports of the Kennedy subcommittee describe the scenes of two wounded
to a bed, no sheets or mattresses, no showers, filthy toilets, open sewers and swarms
of files spreading infection. In contrast, the
United States m111tary hospitals are models
of medical science. Given the wide publicity
the deplorable conditions in these Vietnamese civ1lian hospitals have received over
the years, would it be possible for the responsible leaders of the United States to
contend that the neglect was not deliberate?
A similar war crime may have been committed against civ111ans forcibly evacuated
from their homes. These persons would appear to fall under the category of internees
in the Geneva Convention of 1949. The Convention lays out in great detail the obliga-
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tton of a belligerent power to provide such
persons with adequate food, housing and
medical care. Here is an excerpt from a report to the Kennedy Subcommittee by a.
team from the General Accounting Office
which inspected so-called refugee camps in
South Vietnam last summer. The excerpt
describes a. camp in Quangnam Province
on the central coast:
"At this location, there were about 2,070
people. We were informed that only 883 were
recognized as refugees and that they would
receive temporary benefits. We were advised
that these people were all Vietcong families
and that they were relocated by force in
February or March 1970. These people are
under heavy guard by the Vietnamese military.
"During our inspection, we observed there
were no latrines, no usable wells, no classrooms and no medical fac111ties. The shelters were crudely constructed from a variety
of waste material, such as empty ammunition boxes and cardboard. We observed that
the number of shelters would not adequately
house these people ... The [American) refugee advilser stated that there were no plans
to improve the living conditions at this
site."
The fact that these persons are being held
by the South Vietnamese authorities apparently does not absolve the United States
of responsibility under the laws of war.
Legally they remain our refugees. As the
Army Field Manual explains:
"The restrictions placed upon the authority of a. belllgerent government cannot be
avoided by a. system of using a. puppet government, central or local, to carry out acts
which would be unlawful if performed directly by the occupant. Acts induced or compelled by the occupant are nonetheless its
acts." The Saigon regime is not a puppet
government, but it is a. client regime whose
existence is dependent upon the United
States. A good argument could be made that
because of this client relationship, the United
States induces these acts. Telford Taylor, of
Columbia., the former chief American prosecutor of Nuremberg, quantifies the neglect
of the civil1an war wounded and refugees. In
"Nuremberg and Vietnam: An American
Tragedy," he notes that the United States
spent, at the most, a quarter-billion dollars
to ease the ctvman pUght over the three
years from 1965 through 1967. You will think
this is a. lot of money, until he tells you the
amount was less than four per cent of the
cost of air operations over the same period.
What about a. relationship between the use
of a.irpower and artillery in South Vietnam
and the garden variety war crimes that many
of the books in the bibliography allege-the
individual acts of torture and murder of prisoners and c1vil1ans by American soldiers, the
burning of peasant huts in "Zippo raids,"
the looting and the rape? Did the conduct
of the war as approved at the highest levels
create an atmosphere in which the lives of
the Vietnamese were so cheapened that they
became subhumans in the eyes of the soldier?
If so, did this atmosphere help to Incite
these individual war crimes, given the traditional racism of Americans towards Asians-the dinks, the gooks, the slopeheads-and
the psychological stress upon the soldier of
fighting in a country where much of the
population ls hostile, where women and children do set mines and boobytra.ps and sho.ot
at you?
The two accounts of the Mylat massacre
mentioned in this bibliography, Richard
Hammer's "One Morning in the War" and
Seymour Hersh's "My La.i 4.'' as well as the
testimony that has emerged at the court martial of Lieutenant Calley, of practices like
driving civilians ahead of the troops to detonate mines with their bodies suggest that
the general conduct of the war did contribute
to these individual atrocities.
The word Lieutenant Calley used to de·
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scribe the act of slaughtering the 102 men,
women and children for whose deaths he is
being held responsible evokes this atmosphere in uncanny fashion. He told the prosecutor that he was ordered "to waste the Viet namese . . . waste, waste them, Sir." Were
this just Lieut enant Calley speaking the word
would not carry much meaning, but the word
is from the argot of the American soldier in
Vietnam. Human beings are "wasted" there,
they are "blown away." Soldiers have a
unique ability to find words to describe the
reality of their wars.
Given such an atmosphere, the massacre
at Mylai would be a departure from the norm
only in that it consisted of the direct murder
by rifle and machine gun fire of several hundred Vietnamese civilians at one time. The
soldiers in Lieutenant Calley's platoon, whose
moral sense led them to disregard his orders
and not participate in the killings, do not
appear to have been shocked by the lesser,
individual atrocities that occurred prior to
Mylal. Looked at coldly, Lieutenant Calley
and the soldiers who did join him in the
massacre were doing with their rifles what
was done every day for reasons of strategy
with bombs and artillery shells. There are
Calleys in every army. What makes them
dangerous is a set of circumstances in which
their homicidal aberrations can run amok.
The laws of war say that it is the responsibility of the highest leadership to do all in
its power to prevent such circumstances from
occurring.
Both the Army Field Manual and the
Nuremberg Principles address this central issue in delineating when a claim of superior
orders can constitute a defense ag.a.in.st a
charge of war crimes. "The fact that a person acted pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior does not relieve him
from responsibility under international law,
provided a moral choice was in fact possible
for him" [italics added), the Nuremberg

Principles say. The Army Field Manual is a
bit more elaborate. "In considering the question whether a superior order constitutes a
valid defense, the court shall take into consideration the fact that obedience to lawful
military orders is the duty of every member
of the Armed Forces; that the latter cannot
be expected, in condition of war discipline,
to weigh scrupulously the legal merits of
the orders received; that certain rules of warfare may be controversial; or that an act
otherwise amounting to a war crime may be
done in obedience to orders conceived as a
measure of reprisal," the Manual says.
Curiously, Lieutenant Calley's lawyers have
claimed that he has a robot-like personality
incapable of resisting any orders from his
superior, Capt. Ernest Medina, but they have
not sought to defend Calley on the grounds
that, given the general atmosphere in which
the war was being conducted, and his interpretation of his orders that morning in
Mylai, he may not have been capable of a
moral choice. They may have hesitated to do
so because they would have had to put the
entire command structure from President
Johnson on down in the witness chair. Telford Taylor notes in his book that a court
martial at Fort Benning is too 11m1ted a
forum for such a far-reaching inquiry.
Nevertheless, the question of higher responsibillty hangs over Mylai. It hangs over
the individual atrocities described in these
books, it hangs over the use of airpower and
artillery to lay waste the Vietnamese villages,
if that, too, constitutes a war crime and the
greatest one of all.
Many would contend, as Townsend Hoopes
did in an exchange of articles With two reporters for the Village Voice who accused
him and his colleagues of being war criminals, that raising 'the issue of wa.r crimes in
Vietnam is absurd and unwarranted in the
context of a democracy like the Unit ed States.
Worse, many would argue, it is vindictive,
capable of perversion into a new McCar-

thyism. Hoopes was a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense and Under Secretary of
the Air Force in the Johnson Administration.
He wrote an admired account of the inside
events behind the March 31, 1968, decision
to restrict the bombing of North Vietnam
and open peace negotiations. His view is important because it appears to be widely held.
Hoopes argues that since the President
is elected, since the war was prosecuted
from well-meaning if mistaken motives, since
Congress voted the funds and there was
broad public support at the outset, no official should acquire cr1m1nal liability. Judgment, he said, should be confined to voting
the Government out of office. At tacking this
position in his introduction to the Russell
Tribunal proceedings, Noam Chomsky of
M.I.T. states that Hoopes is claiming an immunity for American leaders whioh this
country denied to the leaders of Japan and
Germany. Marcus. Raskin, co-director of the
Institute for Policy Studies in Washington,
the think-tank of the New Left, asserts that
Congress cannot be held responsible as a
body, because many Congressmen voted
funds merely to ensure that American soldiers had the means to defend themselves.
Telford Taylor, a mugwump Democrat, remarks that though good intentions may be
mitigating circumstances, they do not negate the fact of a crime, 1f one occurred.
Taken to its logical end, the Hoopes argument also means that all Americans were responsible for the actual conduct of the war.
If so, then the adult majorities of Japan
and Germany should have been punished for
war crimes. They applauded the beginning
of World War II. And if everyone is responsible, of course no one is responsible. The
Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals rejected
Hoopes's argument by making a distinction
between those in the audience and those
who held power, as do the laws of war. The
Army Manual denies a collective copout:
"The fact that a person who committed an
act which constitutes a war crime acted as
the head of a State or as a responsible government official does not relieve him from
responsiblltiy for his act."
Hyperbole in describing what war crimes
may have taken place in Vietnam seems just
as unhelpful as the Hoopes argumellit. Chomsky in "At War With Asia.," accuses the
United States of intending genocide in Vietnam. So do Richard Falk, the international
legal scholar, a.nd Gabriel Kolko, the revisionist historian, both of whom have otherwise
diamond-cutting minds, in "War Crimes and
the American Conscience," the published proceedings of a Washington symposium on war
crimes last yee.r. Genocide does not appear to
be an accurate charnctertzatlon of American
conduct in Vietnam. The story is more complicated and the facts do not support the
charge. The population of the country has
grown despite the war, from an estimated 15million in 1962 to about 17-mlllton now.)
But how is this country to determine
whether war crimes were really committed in
Vietnam and who is responsible for them?
Not even the wildest of anti-communist
politicians has predicted the conquest orf the
United Staltes by the Vietcong guerrillas and
the North Vietnamese army. So it seems
equally outlandish to imagine that a tribunal
with the power of those a.t Tokyo and Nuremberg will ever sit in judgment on the leaders
of this country.
The Army, the principal service involved in
the Vietnam war, has shown that it will not
enforce military law and judge itself. The
dismissal of charges against Maj. Gen.
Samuel W. Koster, the division commander
of the troops at Myla.1, demonstrated thalt the
current leadership of the Army considers
Lieutenant Dalley and oaptain Medina to be
its only real war criminals. Barring unforeseen disclosures, no one more important than
a few captains, a major and a. colonel or two
are likely to join Dalley and Medina. in the
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dock. For the Army had a good case against
General Koster, who was in his helicopter
over the Mylai area that morning. What the
Army lacked was the will to prosecute.
Perhaps it is expecting too much of human
nature to think that the Army would sit in
judgment on its own conduct in Vietnam. A
command structure so traumatized, so emotionally defensive because of its failure in
Vietnam, is not, except under great outside
duress, about to begin charging members of
the inner circle with war crimes.
Indeed, the military services are in the
greatest danger of becoming the scapegoats of
a. public witchhunt that could come from
the left over the war crimes issue if responsible men do not prevail. Mark Lane's
collection of purported eyewitness account s
of at rocities in Vietnam, " Conversation s with
Americans," is an example of the kind of
scurrilous attack that is already being made.
The military have few defenders in the current climate. Much of the intellect ual community a nd many of the st udents are almost
childish ly indiscriminate in their assaults.
A number of the former senior civilian officials of the country, who have changed
their minds about the war they helped to
prosecute, are now all too eager to blame
everything on the generals.
Professional soldiers, whose frame of reference is almost by nat ure circumscribed, are
being criticized for not having displayed the
kind of broad wisdom and judgment selfproclaimed statesmen did not exhibit. If the
generals did commit war crimes in Vietnam,
they did so with the knowlf'dge and consent
of the civilians. If seeking to pacify with the
fire and the sword of the 20th-century, airplanes and howitzers, constituted a war
crime, then the civilians helped to induce this
crime by denying the generals sufficient
troops to garrison the countryside.
President Johnson and his closest advisers,
Robert S. McNamara, Walt W. Rostow, and
Dean Rusk, directed the unfolding of the
conflict just as President Nixon and his senior advisers now do. The military almost always played a subordinate role. Mr. McNamara, for example, supervised the plan ning
and the execution of the war for the President as the chief of a European General Staff
would have done. In 1965 he often said:
"We're going to trade firepower for men."
He had no criminal intent, of course. What
he meant was that he planned to expend ten
bombs to kill five North Vietnamese soldiers,
instead of trading the lives of five American
infantrymen for the same job. But when the
bombs were targeted on civilians, Mr. McNamara did not cry halt. This is not to say
that the generals would be absolved of responsibility, only that the highest, and therefore the greatest, responsibility does not rest
with them.
For precisely this reason, one cannot expect the Nixon Administration, of its own accord, to institute any meaningful inquiry
into war crimes. Mr. Nixon is using the same
airpower tactics in Laos and Cambodia. that
his predecessor employed in South Vietnam
His strategy of Vietna.miza.tion is even mor'
dependent upon the unrestricted use of air·
power than was Mr. Johnson's. Mr. Nixor
has also sensed even more keenly the politl·
cal convenience of this weapon. He has cal·
culated correctly that the public will not
worry much about the dead, or about their
age or sex, so long a.s the bodies are far
enough away that the photographers and the
television crews can't get to them too often
and so long as they are, most important of
all, not American.
The Kennedy Subcommittee estimates that
civilian casualties in Laos, which has a. population of only three million, are now exceeding 30,000 a year, including more than 10,000
dead. Many of these casualties are attributable to American bombs. Classified military
documents specifically talk about bombing
v1llages in Communist-held areas "to deprive

.
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the enemy of the population resource." No
one knows what the civillan casualty toll is
in Cambodia, where the same kind of air attacks are taking place. The Kennedy Subcommittee guesses there are now about a
million and a half refugees in Cambodia out
of a population of 6.5 million and that civilIan casualties are running in the tens of
thousands a year.
When I asked a responsible official at the
State Department about the refugees he said
he didn't have an estimate. Why? I asked.
"The Cambodians haven't really asked us for
any assistance with refugees and until they
do it's not our concern. Our staff in the Embassy is pretty small and they have a lot of
other fish to fry." What about the civilian
casualties? "The Cambodians haven't been
compiling them," he said. "We're dependent
on their statistics and they don't keep careful statistics on anything." Really, that's
what he said. The new American aid program for Cambodia contains no funds specifically marked for civilian medical relief.
Yet the cleansing of the nation's conscience and the future conduct of the most
powerful country in the world towards the
weaker peoples of the globe, demand a national inquiry into the war crimes question.
What is needed is not prison sentences and
executions, but social judgments soberly arrived at, so that if these acts are war crimes,
future American leaders will not dare to repeat them.
The sole hope for such a national Inquiry
would appear to rest with the Congress or a
commission of responsible men, with military and judicial experience, appointed by
Congress and empowered to subpoena witnesses and examine documents. They might
try to answer one fundamental question that
I have not attempted to deal with here because the arguments are still so tangledwhether the United States intervention in
Vietnam was itself a violation of the Nuremberg Principles forbidding wars of aggression. There does not seem to be the stomach
for such an Inquiry in Congress now, but
attitudes may change as the full import of
the issue becomes known.
If Congress falls to undertake an inquiry
that carries the authority of the nation, then
hypocrisy will be added to our sins. The
Nuremberg judgments upon such diabolical
Nazi crimes as the extermination of the Jews
will still stand as a monument to international justice. Even under the most critical
scrutiny, nothing the United States has perpetrated approaches the satanic evil of Hitler and his followers. The Nazis were in a
class by themselves.
But the other, lesser judgments at Nuremberg, and the verdicts at the Tokyo Tribunal,
will become what many said they were at the
time-the pronouncements of victors over
vanquished. We ought to remember that at
the Tokyo Tribunal, the United States went
so far as to establish the legal precedent that
any member of a Cabinet who learns of war
crimes, and subsequently remains in that
Government acquires responsibility for those
crimes. Under our own criteria, therefore,
Orvllle Freeman, the Secretary of Agriculture
under President Johnson, could acquire responsibllity for war crimes in Vietnam.
Recently, when I discussed with a Japanese
friend the condemnation of General Yamashita for the death of more than 25,000 noncombatants in the Philippines, he remarked:
"We Japanese have a saying. The victor is
always right."
History shows that men who decide for
war, as the Ja.panese militarists did, cannot
demand mercy for themselves. The resort to
force is the ultimate act. It ls playing GQd.
Those who try force cannot afford to fail. I
do not mean to suggest that men should be
free to attempt anything in war to ensure
victory. Quite the opposite. The laws of war
seek to mitigate the evil of war, to save
what lives can be saved In the midst of

great killing. War nonetheless remains an
evil that imposes a unique burden upon
those responsible. This will sound cynical to
many, but 1f the Johnson Administration
had won the war in Vietnam, few would be
searching for war crimes among the physical
and human ruins of Indochina. Evidence of
murder and brutality on a grand scale would
have been hushed in the shouts of success.
The resort to force has failed, however, and
that failure has helped to make the issue of
W'Sir crimes in Vietnam a very real and a
very fair one to be dealt with. Our failure
presents an opportunity for humanity that
should not be lost.
(NoTE.-The Book Review received the accompanying bibliography from Mr. Mark
Sacharoff, assistant professor of English at
Temple University, and sent the books to
Nell Sheehan for review.)
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ROBERT GOHEEN RESIGNS AS
PRESIDENT OF PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN asked and was

given permission to address the House
for 1 minute, to revise and extend his
remarks, and include extraneous mat-

ter.)

Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. Speaker,
it was with real regret that I learned
that Robert Goheen had decided to relinquish his responsibilities as president
of Princeton University. As an alumnus
of Princeton myself, and a former
trustee, I have come to know Bob Goheen
well. For nearly 14 years he has been a
consistent and intelligent force for good,
during a time of change and occasional
turbulence, and he will be sadly missed
by all in the Princeton family.
Bob Goheen is still a comparatively
young man. Though he has said he wants
to resign as president of Princeton no
later than July of 1972, I have every confidence that he will continue to make
future major contributions to the national welfare.
An indication of the stature of President Goheen can be seen in the following editorial from the New York Times
of March 27:
(From The New York Times, Mar. 27, 1971]
PRINCETON'S LOSS
Shortly after Robert Francis Goheen, then
an assistant professor of classics, was IlJamed
president of Princeton University in 1957 at
the age of 37, he said: "I look :forward to
spending my entire life here." Since then,
the pace and conditions of academia have
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changed fUriously, and fourteen years on
campus now may well seem a lifetime. It is
therefore hardly surprising that Dr. Goheen,
in announcing that he will leave his post
by June 1972, insisted that the tempo of
change argues against a tenure of more than
ten to fifteen years in the modern university presidency.
However sound this judgment may be, his
decision constitutes a loss for Princeton. Dr.
Goheen's stewardship, though perhaps unspectacular to the outside world, has been
consistent Without rigidity, guided by a
steady integrity of purpose. It is a measure of
the changing scene that shortly after his
illlauguration, Dr. Goheen was challenged by
superpatriotic crusaders to purge the campus o! alleged radicalism and to bar Alger
Hiss from speaking to the students, wheTeas
last year radical students prevented former
Secretary Hickel, then a member of the Nixon
Administration, from delivering an address.
Dr. Goheen was equally firm in his opposition to the vigilantism of either side.
His oonfidence in the fundamental strength
of youth remained equally consistent. Taking
otllce amid widespread complaints of the Silent Generation's apathy, he maintained
tha.t, contrary to public belief, students
wanted "to play a meaningful part in building the world and in working for peace." He
stlll holds to this assessment. Despite some
disruptive incidents, he has guided the majority of students at Princeton on toward
promotion of reforms whioh give them a more
effective voi.ce.
At a time when political reaction in New
Jersey worked overtime to impede the growth
of public higher education, Dr. Goheen assumed the leadership of the progressive
forces that pressed successfully for a rapid
upgrading of the public system in both
quality and influence. His record at Princeton and his broad undeManding of national
issues in higher education suggest strongly
that his experience and talents oa.n well be
used further in the nation's intellectual
leadership.

STATE TECHNICAL SERVICES ACT
, The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. MoRsE)
is recognized for 15 minutes.
·. Mr. MORSE. Mr. Speaker, on behalf of
the entire Massachusetts House delegation, I am today introducing legislation
to revise and extend the State Technical
Services Act-Public Law 89-182-which
.originally became law on September 14,
1965. We are taking this action for two
reasons: first, because the State technical services program has proven itself
to be extremely beneficial and, second,
because the need for it today is greater
than ever.
The need for this legislation is especially great today because our economy
is presently undergoing a painful period
of transition. Due to cutbacks in Federal
spending on space and defense, tens of
thousands o.f scientists and engjneers are
without jobs. This is not because their
talent is not needed in our society. It is
rather because the resources of Government have thus far proved inadequate to
the task of redirecting their energies into
fields of rising priority. The State technical services program can do much to
remedy this deficiency. Its proven effectiveness can be an invaluable asset in
furthering the process of economic transition which is essential for the welfare
of our people and the strength of our
society.

Of the success of this program there
can be little doubt. Created in 1965 for
the purpose of assisting States to promote the wider diffusion and more effective application of science and technology, it fully justified the hopes of its
sponsors. The report of the Public Evaluation Committee which was called upon
to review the program 3 years after
its initiation concluded that "the State
technical services program is a valuable
asset to our country not available anywhere else." An Arthur D. Little studY
made the following year found that the
program was performing "a useful and
economic service" and showed that it
had generated increased tax returns and
resulted in substantial economic and social benefits. The witnesses who offered·
testimony to the Senate Select Committee on Small Business a year ago were
unanimous in their endorsement of the
program. For example, Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, the science adviser to the President, said:
I strongly encourage and endocse this type
of program. For very little money it is beginning to achieve significant results. Discontinuing this type of effort ma.y discourage States and set technology transfer back
significantly, particularly in the less developed States which need it most.

Nevertheless, appropriations were cut
off and the program will pass out of
existence at the end of the present fiscal
year unless we take strong remedial action. CUrtailment of the program at the
very time we need it the most would be
extremely unfortunate. We do not think
this should be allowed to happen.
While the State Technical Services
Act as originally passed in 1965 was essentially sound and effective, we believe
it can be improved in light of the experience gained during its implementation.
Our bill seeks to accomplish this in several ways.
First, we propose to add municipal
governments to those who will benefit
from the technical services under the
act. We are all a ware of the staggering
problems faced by our cities today-problems which threaten to overwhelm the
municipal authorities trying to cope with
them. The benefits of technology exchang-e and application should not be
exclusively directed to business and industry. They should be made avai-lable
to the municipalities as well so that they
can be applied to improving the quality
of life in our urban areas and to furthering their econmic development.
Second, experience has shown that
those technical services provided under
the act which were most effective were
field services, and we have accordingly
proposed to amend the act to stress their
priority.
Third, we have provided that interstate programs under section 7 of the
act be encouraged by raising the ceiling
of Federal funding for them to 75 rather
than 50 percent. Studies of the program
have all stressed the value of a regional
approach, and the successful operation
of the New England technical services
program at Durham, N.H., has shown
the superior effectiveness of regional organizations.
Fourth, we have proposed that the program be funded with authorizations of
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$30 million for fiscal year 1972, $40 million for fiscal year 1973 and $50 million
for fiscal year 1974. Studies have shown
that the program could easily absorb
this level of funding and that the expenditures will pay for themselves by
generating additional tax dollars.
Finally, we have proposed certain
changes in the administration of the program by the Department of Commerce.
In accordance with a recommendation
in the Arthur D. Little report, we suggest
that the Department of Commerce establish a management information system
which will provide data on program operation, services performed to meet program objectives and the effectiveness of
supporting functions, such as accounting, reporting, marketing, personnel and
public relations. Such a system, to be
administered with the assistance of regional offices, would insure efficient operation and improve coordination among
the States and between the States and
other related Federal programs.
With these changes, we believe that
an essentially sound program can be
made even better. We hope that they will
answer the objections of those who have
had doubts about the program in past
years.
Mr. Speaker, we believe that our country needs this program. Our industry
needs it to ease the proeess of economic
conversion, the unemployed need it for
the jobs which will be created by technology transfer, our cities need it to help
solve their problems, and the people as
a whole need it for the economic and
social benefits it will provide.
The text of the bill follows:
H.R. 6976
A b1Il to amend the State Technical Services Act of 1965 to make municipal governments eligible for technical services under
the Act, to extend the Act through fiscal
year 1974, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. (a) This Act may be cited as
"State Technical Services Amendments of
1971".
(b) Whenever in this Act an amendment
is expressed in terms of an amendment to
a section or other provision, the reference
shall be considered made to a section or other
provision of the' State Technical Service3
Ad of 1965.
SEc. 2. Section 1 (15 U.S.C. 1351) is
amended by adding immediately before the
last sentence the following new sentence:
"The Congress further finds that the quality
of services provided by municipal governments, and consequently the quality of life
in the States, can be enhanced by a Wider
diffusion of science and technology in the
operation of municipal governments and by
the effective application in such operations
of the benefits of federally financed research and that this can be accomplished by
the participation of municipal governments
in the benefits of technical services under
this Act."
SEc. 3. (a) Section 2(a) (15 U.S.C. 1352(a))
is amended( I) by inserting "municipal governments
and" immediately before "businesses" in the
:matter preceding paragraph (1); and
(2) (A) by redesignating paragraphs (1)
and (2) as paragraphs (2) and (3), respectively, (B) by adding "and" at the end o!
paragraph (2) (as so redesignated), (C) by
striking out"; and" at the end of paragraph
(3) (as so redest,g nated) and inserting in
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lieu thereof a. period, and (D) by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph (1), by striking out the period at the end of such paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon, and by inserting such paragraph (as so
redesignated and amended) immediately before paragraph (2) (as so redesignated).
(b) Section 2(g) is amended by striking
out "Board of Commissioners" and inserting
in lieu thereof "Commissioner".
(c) Section 2 is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following:
"{h) 'Municipal government' means a city,
county, township, borough, parish, or other
general purpose political subdivision of a
State."
SEc. 4. Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10(e) (15
U.S.C. 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1560(e)) are
each amended by striking out "five-year
plan" and inserting in lieu thereof "threeyear plan".
SEc. 5. (a) Section 10(a) (15 U.S.C. 1560
(a)) is amended by striking out the period
at the end and inserting in lieu thereof a
semicolon and the following: "$30,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972; $40,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1973; and $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974."
(b) Section 10 (b) is amended by striking
out "and" at the end of clause (2) and by
striking out the period at the end of the section and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the following: " ( 4) the operating
efficiency of programs (as determined by the
Secretary using data provided by the management information system established under section 11 (b)) for which payments have
been made under this Act; and (5) the needs
of a State for technical services programs as
determined by the Secretary taking into account the ratio of the number of persons
employed in the State in scientific and managerial positions to the total number of persons employed in the State."
(c) Section 10(e) (1) is amended (1) by
striking out ": Provided, That" and inserting
in lieu thereof "; except that (1) "; and (2)
by striking out the period at the end thereof
and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and
the following: "and (2) in the case of any
interstate
technical
services
program,
amounts paid under subsection (b) and (c)
to carry out such program shall not in the
aggregate exceed 75 per centum of the cost
of such program."
SEc. 6. Section 11 (15 U.S.C. 1361) is
amended by inserting "(a)" immediately before "The Secretary", and by adding at the
end the following:
" (b) In the administration of this Act, the
Secretary shall establish a management information system to provide data concerning
the operation of technical services programs,
services performed to meet the objectives of
such programs, and the effectiveness of supporting functions, such as accounting, reporting, marketing, personnel, and public relations. The Secretary shall make use of this
data not only to evaluate the technical services programs, but to actively assist the
designated agencies by comparing their
achievements with agencies in other States.
Information to the State agencies concerning successful activities in other States shall
be facilitated by issuance of a weekly communication providing data on successful programs, marketing and public relations activities, and personnel selection, training,
and guidance.
" (c) The Secretary shall establish regional
offices for the administration of this Act to
improve communication between the States
and between the Secretary and the States
and to coordinate the activities of the States
under programs assisted under this Act."
SEc. 7. (a) Section 14 (a) (15 U.S.C. 1364
(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following: "Each designated agency shall, at
least once every three months, report such
information to the Secretary concerning its

activities under the technical services program administered by it as the Secretary may
require for the management information system established pursuant to section 11 (b)."
(b) The section heading for section 11 is
amended to read as follows: "Reports".

SHAMEFUL CONDITIONS EXIST IN
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FOR
TREATMENT OF SEX ASSAULT
VICTIMS
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Maryland (Mr. HoGAN) is recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
seek the support of my colleagues to
remedy a shameful condition which exists in our Nation's Capital.
The present procedures for the examination and treatment of rape victims
in the District of Columbia are shameful.
Bureaucratic bungling and indi1Ierence in public service agencies are never
palatable conditions. When they frustrate the innocent victims of crime, however, conscience cries out for redress.
One of my constituents, a 17-year-old
girl, became such a victim. If her mother
had not had the courage to inform me of
the details of the crime, it might have
been hidden in one of the dark corners
of administrative and legal absurdity
never to come to light.
The incident began in Prince Georges
County, Md., in my district, when three
men forced their way into this girl's car,
abducted her across the Maryland State
line into the District of Columbia, and
raped her. She managed to find her way
home in a dazed and confused state.
Her mother called the Prince Georges
County police only to be told that the
young lady would have to return to the
District of Columbia for an examination
because the crime occurred in the District of Columbia. The abduction in fact
occurred in Maryland. She was further
informed that she would have to be taken
to the District of Columbia General Hospital because it was the only hospital
with the necessary examining facility
The girl did not want to go to the District
of Columbia General Hospital and went
instead to Cafritz Hospital. At Cafritz she
was again told she would have to go to
the District of Columbia General and
that they did not have the facility to
examine her. The girl's mother called
her own physician to conduct the examination. He also refused to examine
the girl, informing her that Rogers Memorial Hospital did not have the setup
for rape cases and that the District of
Columbia General was the only facility
which did.
I have contacted various public officials to determine the reason for the
policy of requiring treatment exclusively
at District of Columbia General, and why
it was necessary. I was astounded by
the response.
Raymond L. Standard, M.D., Director
of Public Health for the District of
Columbia. replied:
As far back as 1965 we convened the other
hospitals in and near the District to ask them
to examine alleged victims. The hospitals
have not done so, In our opinion, because
the sta.ft' physicians fear having to testify in
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court, or spend much time there, and secondarily, .the hospitals fear not being paid.

Dr. Standard further stated:
All hospitals equipped to render emergency service should be able to do these examinations. . . . I am surprised that the fa.mUy physician in this case was unwilling to
do this examination for a family he had
served previously.

Jerry Wilson, chief of police, answered
thatThe refusal of the hospital staff, as well
as her own physician, to conduct a sex assault examination, truly depicts the situation
that exists in the District of Columbia.

Chief Wilson further stated that:
In 1965 the negotiations between the Hospital Council in the District of Columbia
for Community Hospitals and the Department of Public Health for the hospitals to
receive reasonable reimbursement for cases
treated came to a halt as the Department
of Public Health was not Willing to pay a
reasonable rate of reimbursement.

Likewise, Robert H. Campbell, Chief,
Law Enforcement Division, Ofilce of the
District of Columbia Corporation Counsel, said:
Her letter does indeed cry out for help
which she certainly deserved. Moreover, it
very dramatically points up weaknesses in
both law enforcement and public health
service systems which should not exist or
have occurred. Unfortunately, in this matter the Division of the Ofilce of the Corporation Counsel which I head, has no jurisdiction to intercede or to be helpful in this
matter.

Vincent Free, chief of police, Prince
George's County, answered:
. . . because the crime took place in D.C.
the young lady was referred to the District
Police Department. As to our policy in regards to hospitals, rape victims are taken to
Leland Memorial Hospital for examination.
There is much time consumed during the
prosecution of these cases and none of the
other hospitals will accept rape victims, because of this reason.

(The crime took place in both Maryland and the District of Columbia.)
Mr. Speaker, it is obvious to me that
we have it within our power to remedy
this situation. It is equally obvious that
our public ofilcials are unhappy with the
present policy and its implementation. I
must believe that our citizens would be
equally unhappy with the policy.
In a report published in October of
1969, vol. 62, no. 10, of the Southern
Medical Journal, entitled "Sexual Assault on Women and Girls in the District
of Columbia," Charles R. Hayman, M.D.,
Charlene Lanza, R.N., and Roberto
Fuentes, B.A., Department of Public
Health, concluded:
... that more complete evaluations should
be made by using residents in gynecology
and/or pediatrics and in areas removed from
the bedlam of emergency rooms where examination is usually by a harried and inexperienced intern.

The report further indicates that... during the entire period of the report
data (33¥2 months) 1,385 or 93% of the initial medical examinations on women and
girls were done at D. C. General, 63 were done
at Children's Hospital, 27 at other hospitals,
and 12 In the omces of private physicians.

The report also observed that-
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The examinations at D.C. General Hospital
are done by interns on rotation for several
months through the emergency room, and
the number of victims averages about one
during eight hours. Thus, there is little opportunity for training and proficiency. We
are trying to remedy this situation by applying for grant support to have the examinations done by residents in gynecology and
pediatrics. The examinations also need to
compete in emergency rooms with hundreds
of critically injured and 111 patients, and with
non-emergency patients who crowd our
emergency faclllties. This is another reason
for taking the examination out of the emergency area. Examinations are not done in
other hospitals for a number of reasons, particularly because of fear on the part of physicians and. other hospital personnel that they
will be called to testify in court. Court ap-

pearances can be minimized by expert exa.minatlons, reported legibly and completely. We
recommend that the examinations be done
by residents in gynecology and pediatrics in
other large hospitals.
In view of the statements by public
officials and in light of the report cited
above, I can see no reason imaginable,
short of neglect, for a hospital which
supposedly operates for the benefit of
humanity, to be allowed to refuse to treat
a victim of rape. It must be obvious that
the young lady in question was suffering
physical and mental anxiety, while hospital officials, with the assistance of legal
procedures, engaged in a reprehensible
buck-passing game which considerably
aggravated her distress.
If it is the considered judgment of
medical authority that any hospital
equipped to render emergency service is
able to perform the examination, then, in
the interests of human dignity, they
should do so. If, as a necessary condition, facilities should be improved to meet
the needs of the patients in more hospitals, then they ought to be improved
promptly.
It is my intention to draft legislation
which would help to accomplish these
ends. I would appreciate the support and
counsel of my colleagues in this matter.
TOWARD A QUIETER
ENVIRONMENT
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from New York (Mr. RYAN) is
recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, our environmental system has been stretched to
the breaking point. The years of neglect,
complacency, and ignorance have caught
up with us. Our Nation is on the verge
of becoming an ecological ruin.
The process of pollution is one of the
great ironies of our society. Many of our
ancestors came here because of the tales
they heard about this country's natural
wealth. America was the land of plenty.
And it became more so as we, and our
fathers before us, turned this Nation
into the most advanced technological
society in the world.
We are now confronted with the prospect that our very progress may have
led us-not to the American dream-but
to the American nightmare.
The realization of the extent of our
environmental crisis was a long time in
coming. For years, pollution and its

decay of our environment have been
creeping upon us. I am reminded of
Marshal McLuhan's remark that if the
temperature of bath water rises 1 degree
each half-hour, how will the bather
know when to scream?
We are now hearing the environmental scream.
The quality of life has become an
overwhelming concern of Americans today. The more visible signs of our
deteriorating environment have drawn
the greatest amount of public comment
and action. We are all painfully aware
of the smog hanging over our cities and
the filth-strewn rivers ami l•a kes whose
pollution is steadily increasing.
A less publicized factor in the decline
of our environment is the excessive, intrusive noise that assails us daily. This
noise is more than just a nuisance: it is
a serious hazard to us physically, mentally, and economically. Excessive noise
can inftict damage on the ear, resulting
in temporary or even permanent damage to hearing. It disrupts sleep, causes
annoyance, interferes with speech. Research has shown that noise can affect
mental health, physiological activities,
and even worker's efficiency. Noise can
even influence property values.
The existence of sound pollutionfor example, excessive noise-is not new.
Two thousand years ago, Julius Caesar
complained about the noise of the chariots on the streets of Rome. Queen Elizabeth I considered making it unlawful to
beat one's wife after 10 at night, because
the crying disturbed other citizens. Americans have been studying noise for nearly 100 years; Europeans have been studying it even longer. Yet, despite this consciousness of the existence of noise, virtually nothing has been done to control
it.
For some reason, we have not taken
the problem too seriously. Perhaps, as
Robert Alex Baron, author of "The
Tyranny of Noise," has suggested, we
might have become more alarmed if we
called noise something like "acoustic
radiation." Perhaps, much of our acceptance of noise has been because of our
American heritage-the frontier spirit of
tolerating hazardous conditions as proof
of our virility. Perhaps, it was because
we feared that it would cost us something
in dollars and cents to control noise. Or
perhaps, it has been because we thought
if we just ignored it, it would somehow
fade away.
Whatever the reason for our past tolerance of an increasingly serious condition, one thing is clear; we cannot allow this problem to continue unabated.
The right to a quiet, peaceful environment is as basic as the right to clean air
&nd water and pure food.
Concern for the cost of preventing and
reducing noise must be replaced by the
realization that it costs less to control
noise than to endure it. No one can put
a pricetag upon the right to enjoy one's
health, to live free from annoying stiniuli, to rest and sleep free of disruption.
Surely, it is basic to the pursuit of happiness that the citizen has the freedom
to open his senses to the full appreciation of the beauties and pleasures of
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pleasing sounds rather than being assaulted by incessant, excessive noise.
The intensity and severity of the problem we now face demands vigorous and
comprehensive Government action now.
In the 91st Congress, I introduced
legislation to begin such action. This
bill-the Noise Control Act of 1970-was
cosponsored by 20 of my colleagues. It
provided for the establishment of an
Office of Noise Control, and it established
a program of grants to States and local
governments, and of contracts for research and demonstration projects.
This legislation was in part embodied
in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970,
Public Law 91-604, which, in title IV,
established an Office of Noise Abatement and Control within the Environmental Protection Agency.
Early this year, I, along with 14 of my
colleagues, held an ad hoc hearing on
nois£:; pollution in New York City, on
February 8. The 14 were: Mrs. ABZUG,
Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. BIAGGI,
Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. CAREY, Mr. DELANEY,
Mr. HALPERN, Mr. KOCH, Mr. MURPHY,
Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. ROSENTHAL,
and Mr. SCHEUER.
This hearing brought together experts
to testify as to the problems of noise pollution, and the Government action that
should be taken. The witnesses at the
hearing were:
Robert Alex Baron, author of "The
Tyranny of Noise";
George Tayor, executive secretary for
occupational safety and health, AFLCIO;
The Honorable Jerome Kretchmer administrator, New York City Environ~en
tal Protection Administration;
The Honorable Robert Rickles, commissioner of Air Resources, New York
City;
The Honorable Robert Bennin; director of Noise Abatement, New York City;
The Honorable Henry L. Diamond
commissioner, New York State Depart~
ment of Conservation;
Roy Sullivan, chief, Division of Audiology, Long Island College Hospital;
Prof. Cyril Harris, Department of
Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, and editor, "The Handbook of
Noise";
George Diehl, noise consultant, Ingersoll-Rand;
Tony Crimmins, Crimmins Contracting
Co.;
Stannard Potter, president, United
Acoustics Consultants; and
Dr. Phyllis Gilds ton, chairman, Subcommittee on Noise, Scientists' Committee for Public Information.
The proposals brought forward at the
hearing, together with my past involvement in the area of noise control, and
consultations with various experts, have
led to the development of a comprehensive legislative package which I am today introducing on behalf of myself and
more than 30 of my colleagues. This
package of four bills provides a tough
realistic, eifective means to fight th~
menace of sound pollution.
NOISE ABATEMENT OFFICE APPROPRIATIONS

The first bill appropriates the money
to fully fund the Office of Noise Abatement and Control established within the
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Environmental Protection Agency by the
Congress last year. Although the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1970, Public Law
91-604, authorized $30 million for this
office to carry out a full and complete
investigation of noise and its effect on
the public health and welfare, not a
penny has been appropriated, nor have
any .funds been requested in the administration's budget for fiscal year 1972.
The Clean Air Act amendments direct
the Office to report the results of its
investigation and study, together with
its recommendations fo·r legislation and
other action, to the President and the
Congress not later than 1 year after the
date of enactment of title IV. The President signed this bill into law on December 31, 1970. Therefore, the office has
only a little more than 9 months remaining to complete its responsibilities-responsibilities it cannot carry out
because it has no funds.
My bill provides the money to make
the Office of Noise Abatement and Control a functioning reality, not just another ·;:>aper promise.
The 38 Members who have joined in
cosponsoring this bill are Mrs. ABZUG,
Mr. ADDABBO, 1\'lr. BADILLO, Mr. BEGICH,
Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. BRASCO,
Mr. BURTON, Mr. CLEVELAND, Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mrs. GRASSO, Mr.
HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr. HECHLER Of West Virginia,
Mr. HELSTOSKI, Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts, Mr. KASTENMEIER, Mr. KOCH,
Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. MIKVA,
Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. MoORHEAD, Mr. PEPPER, Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. REES,
Mr. RoE, Mr. RosENTHAL, Mr. ROYBAL,
Mr. SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBERLING, Mr. VEYSEY, and Mr. WOLFF.
EXPANDING THE OFFICE OF NOISE ABATEMENT

If we are to have an effective program
to combat the hazards of noise, we must

do more than merely continue our research into the problem. Although additional study is certainly needed, we now
know enough about the problem and the
technology involved to move directly toward abating it. Therefore, the second
bill I am introducing-the Noise Abatement and Control Act of 1971-broadens
the functions of the Office of Noise
Abatement and Control to begin to deal
directly with this problem. Thirty-eight
Members of this House have joined with
me in cosponsoring this legislation. They
are Mrs. ABZUG, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. BEGICH, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM,
Mr. BRASCO, Mr. BURTON, Mr. CLEVELAND,
Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow, Mr.
EDWARDS of California, Mrs. GRASSO, Mr.
HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia, Mr.
HELSTOSKI, Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts,
Mr. KASTENMEIER, Mr. KOCH, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. MIKVA, Mr.
MITCHELL, Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. PEPPER,
Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. REES, Mr.
RoE, Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr. ROYBAL, Mr.
SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBERLING, Mr. VEYSEY,
and Mr. WOLFF.
Basically, the Noise Abatement and
Control Act of 1971 does two things:
First, it directs the head of the omce
to prescribe standards on all noise g.e nerating machinery that may endanger

the public health and welfare, and second, it provides a system of grants and
contracts to provide Federal funds to
levels of local government so that they
can combat noise.
Specifically, the bill does the following:
First. It directs the Office of Noise
Abatement and Control to prescribe
standards for any machine, or class of
machinery Which it determines contributes to, or may contribute to, noise
which endangers, or contributes to endangering, the public health and welfiare and sets stringent enforcement
powers. If the head of the office fails to
take action against a violator within
60 days, this bill authorizes suits by
private citizens or groups against the
noise polluter and the head of the office,
as may be appropriate.
Second. It directs the office, and all
Federal agencies, as well as all Federal
contractors, to maximize the purposes
of this bill-for example, aJbatemenJt of
noise-by means of appropriate provisions in Federal grants, loans, and contracts.
Third. It authorizes the office to prepare, publish, and disseminate educational materials relating to the control,
prevention, and abatement of noise.
Fourth. It authorizes the office to
provide technical assistance to States,
counties, municipalities, and regional
governmental bodies, commissions, and
councils to facilitate their development
of noise control programs.
Fifth. It directs the office to coordinate the efforts of the Federal Government that relate to noise control, abatement, and prevention. To this end all instrumentalities, agencies, and departments of the Federal Government are
directed to furnish the office with such
information as it may require. Further,
each such entity of the Federal Government is directed to carry out the program
within its control in accordance with the
purposes of this title-the creation of a
quieter environment.
In any case where a level of Federal
Government is carrying out or sponsoring an activity resulting in noise which
the head of the office determines amounts
to a public nuisance or is otherwise objectionable, such Federal entity must
consult with the head of the office to determine possible means of abating the offending noise.
The office is to compile and publish a
regular report as to the efforts and activities of the Federal Government and its
instrumentalities, ·agencies, and departments in regard to noise.
Sixth. The office is directed to submit
to the Congress in July of each year, a
report concerning its activities. CUrrently, the office only has to make one such
report, and that is before December 31,
1971. This section will give the office
permanance not embodied in present
law.
Seventh. The omce is authorized to
make grants to States, counties, municipalities, and regional governmental bodies, commissions, and councils for the
purposes of developing, establishing, and
carrying out programs of noise control
and for research into the causes and
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effects of noise and new techniques of
controlling, preventing, and abating
noise.
There is authorized to be appropriated
for these grants $5 million for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1971; $10 million
for fiscal year 1972; $15 million for fiscal
year 1973; $20 million for fiscal year
1974; and $25 million for fiscal year
1975.
Eighth. The head of the office is authorized to make grants to any public
or nonprofit private agency, organization, or institution, or engage by contract
the services of any such agency, organization, institution, or of any individual to
conduct research into noise pollution; to
provide training of professional and
technical personnel in noise control techniques, methods, and approaches; to establish and conduct demonstration projects relating to noise control.
For these, there is authorized to be
appropriated $5 million for fiscal year
1971; $7 million for fiscal year 1972; $10
million for fiscal year 1973; $12 million
for fiscal year 1974 and fiscal year 1975.
Ninth. For the purpose of advising the
head of the office on matters bearing on
his responsibilities under this title, this
section establishes a Noise Control Advisory Council of nine individuals skilled
in fields relating to the matters to be
considered by the office. Once each fiscal
year, the Council must submit to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and to the Congress a
report containing full and complete information on its work.
LABELING OF NOISE GENERATING MACHINERY

One of the prime reasons that the
level of noise has increased so greatly
over the past few decades is that the consumer has not been able to obtain reliable information necessary to weigh the
noise level of a product as a factor when
purchasing it.
Therefore, the third bill that I am
introducing-the Noise Disclosure Act-with 35 cosponsors, requires that all new
mechanical and electrical equipment
transported in, sold in, or introduced into
interstate commerce must have affixed
a label or plate disclosing its operational
noise level. The only items that can be
exempted from this requirement are
those that have an operational noise level
"so low as to be negligible" and as to
which "information with respect to such
noise level will not be of value to the
user."
Pursuant to this bill, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency is directed to prescribe regulations establishing standard procedures
for measuring the operational noise level
of all classes of machinery and to prescribe the form and content of plates or
labels which are required to be affixed
to machinery and containers.
This legislation will allow the consumer to know the noise-generating potential of a mechanical item he is contemplating buying, thereby affording him
the opportunity to consider its noise generation as a factor in his purchase decision. Thus, he could choose, not only
the quieter of two automobiles or pneumatic drills, but the quieter of two electric razors or air conditioners.
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The 35 Members cosponsoring the Noise
Disclosure Act are Mrs. ABZUG, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. BEGICH, Mr.
BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. BRASCO, Mr.
BURTON, Mr. CLEVELAND, Mr. CONYERS,
Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow, Mr. EDWARDS Of
California, Mrs. GRASSO, Mr. HALPERN,
Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HECHLER of West
Virginia, Mr. HELSTOSKI, Mrs. HICKS of
Massachusetts, Mr. KAsTENMEIER, Mr.
KOCH, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MlKVA, Mr.
MITCHELL, Mr. MOOREHEAD, Mr. PEPPER,
Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. REES, Mr.
ROE, Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr. ROYBAL, Mr.
SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBERLING, and Mr. VEYSEY.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Although noise is a hazard in all environments, particular attention must be
given to the workplace. It is here that
most Americans are prisoners for 25 percent of their working lives. Here, too,
is where they are often subjected to the
most severe and constant noise.
The only present Federal standards
relating to noise in industry are those
regulations promulgated in May of 1969
under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts
Act. These standards, although a step
in the right direction, are demonstrably
too lax to protect the majority of working individuals. We know that the average individual will sustain permanent
hearing loss if subjected to prolonged
exposure to noise levels of 85 decibels or
more. Yet the standards under WalshHealey afford no more protection than a
limit of 90 decibels for a normal workday. Under this standard, hundreds upon
thousands of American working men and
women will incur irreparable hearing
loss.
Further, the Walsh-Healey Act does
not cover all workers. It is only applicable to firms having Government procurement contracts over $10,000.
Last year, the Congress passed a comprehensive Occupational Safety and
Health Act. Under that act, the Secretary of Labor is directed to promulgate
standards for industry which will protect the health and safety of workers.
These standards will apply to many more
workers than do the Walsh-Healey regulations.
In order to insure adequate protection
from excessive noise, the fourth bill I am
introducing today-the Occupational
Noise Control Act of 1971-will amend
the Occupational Safety and Health Act
to direct the Secretary of Labor to promulgate noise exposure limitations no less
protective than provided in the following
table:
Permissible noise exposures
Sound level

Duration per day, hours:

dBA

8 ---------- - ----------- -- ------ - ---

80

6 -------------------------- - -------

82

4 ----------------------------------

85

3 ----------------------------------

87

2 ---------------- - ----------------1~ ----------- - --------------------

90

1 ----------------------------------

95

tt

92

~;~~~=========================== ig~

The 35 Members who have joined me
in cosponsoring the Occupational Noise
Control Act of 1971 are Mrs. ABZUG, Mr.
ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. BEGICH, Mr.
BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. BRASCO, Mr.
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BURTON, Mr. CLEVELAND, Mr. CONYERS,
So, on this one issue alone, a clear
Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow, Mr. EDWARDS of balance is set, I believe, in favor of the
California, Mrs. GRASSO, Mr. HALPERN, legislative package I am introducing, as
Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HECHLER of West opposed to the administration bill.
Virginia, Mr. HELSTOSKI, Mrs. HICKS of
Second, both my bill-the Noise AbateMassachusetts, Mr. KAsTENMEIER, Mr. ment and Control Act of 1971-a.nd the
KOCH, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. administration bill propose that the GovMITCHELL, Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. PEPPER, ernment set noise standards. But-and
Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. REES, Mr. this is a very important but-my bill
RoE, Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr. RoYBAL, Mr. directs standards to be set by using the
SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBERLING, and Mr. WOLFF. word ''shall;" the administration bill is
much weaker-it merely says standards
COMPARISON TO THE ADMINISTRATION'S
PROPOSAL
"may" be set.
In addition, even if standards were set
On February 17, 1971, the President's
proposal for the control of noise--S. under the administration bill, they only
would apply to three products, or classes
1016-was introduced in the Senate.
I commend the President for his efforts of products: Construction equipment;
to bring the problem of noise pollution transportation equipment; and equipto the public's attention. For far too ment powered by internal combustion
long the Government has overlooked engines. Of course, these three classes
the gravity of 1fttis problem. I believe of equipment are particularly egregious
that the President's avowed commitment in the list of noise generating macllinery.
to promote an environment for all Amer- But, if one accepts the premise that
icans free from noise that jeopardizes noise is a problem, and I think the adtheir health or wel!fare is a positive step minfstration bill does, as does my legislatoward obtaining concerted Government tive package, then one should include all
action to deal with the hazard of noise. products within the ambit of standards.
For example, the administration's bill
However, I do not believe the adminis- would
not include electric shavers. It
tration's proposal to be adequate. There would
include battery driven lawnare at least 10 major differences between mowers.notNor
Nor air conthe package of bills I am introducing to- ditioners. Norrefrigerators.
electric typewriters.
day and the legislation proposed by the
bill would have standards be set
administration. In every case, this dif- as My
to any machinery which the head
ference is one of strength versus weak- of
the office finds to endanger, or which
ness. In every case, my four bills provide may
contribute to endangering, the puba more effective program.
lic health and welfare. Thus, every conFirst, my bills in no way attem~t to
product, if its noise generation
undo what was done last year by VIrtue ceivable
constituted a hazard, or even annoyance,
of the passage of the Cllean Air Act would fall within the ambit of my bill.
Amendments of 1970, Public Law 91-604. Moreover, my bill makes no caveat such
Title IV of that law creates an Office of as that proposed by the adininistration
Noise Abatement and Control. With this bill which in its section 6 provides that
I am entirely in accord. It is essential
~etting standards, "the Administrator
that there be a focal point for the Gov- in
shall
consider whether any proposed
ernment's noise pollution program. standard
economically feasible, techProliferating responsibilities, scattered nologicallyis practicable,
and appropriate
throughout numerous agencies, almost for the particular products
which it
inherently result in diminished focus- will apply." Words such astothese
both in terms of the Government's abil- loopholes, not language to create an are
efity to graproe with the perceived prob- fective program.
lem and in terms of the public's being
the administration bill provides
able to perceive the focus for its con- forThird,
virtually no assistance to State and
cerns, inquiries, requests, and demands local
governmental noise abatement profor action.
grams. The only provision for Federal
The administration bill proposes to funds going to these programs is prodisband the just-created Office of Noise vided by section 11 of the bill, and this
Abatement and Control. One would be applies only to technical assistance to
hard pressed to find this on the basiS of "State and local governments to flacllla superficial reading of the bill, since the tate their development and enforcement
section which accomplishes this complete of ambient noise standards."
overturning of Congress' just recently
My bill, the Noise Abatement and
expressed will is entitled "Report of Control Act of 1971, provides for grants
Noise Study." A careful reading diScloses, to States, counties, municipalities, and
however, that the administration bill regional governmental bodies to develop,
proposes to delete the congressional establish, and carry out noise abatement
mandate to the administration of the programs. There is no getting around the
Environmental Protection Agency to fact that local governments are extremeestablish the office, and instead just ly hard pressed for funds; this pressure
proposes that the Administmtor carry can
only be relieved by the Federal Govout the program.
ernment.
Presumably, the AdminiStrator would
Fourth, the administration bill, which
designate a section or division, to run fails.
as I noted, to provide the States
the noise-pollution program. But this is and local
governmental bodies with fund
a very different thing, both bureaucratic- to establish and conduct noise pOllution
ally and psychologically, than clearly programs, actually restricts the States
identifying a specific Office of Noise and local governments which do seek to
Abatement and Control, and vesting it, set their own noise standards from setnot some obscure division or section, ting standards which are stronger. This
With the powers to run the Government's is established by section 6(d), which
noise pollution program.
provides:
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No State or subdivision thereof shall adopt
or enforce, with respect to any product for
which noise-generation standards have been
prescribed by the Ad.mdnistrator under subsection (a) of this section, and standard
limited noise-generation characteristics different from the standards prescribed by the
Administrator.

Thus, if a State, such as california,
or a city, such as Chicago or New York,
should wish to set standards stronger
than those set by the Federal Government, it could not do so. Surely, this is
anomalous, that the citizens of a community cannot seek to protect themselves
from noise pollution to any greater extent than the Federal Government has
ruled.
My bill, the Noise Abatement and
Control Act of 1971, specifically authorizes States and local governments to set
stricter-although not easier--standards
if they so choose.
Fifth the administration bill, in its
provisi~n-section 7-concernin~ labeling, res1nicts the labeling reqUirement
only to products or classes of products
"capable of adversely affecting the public health or welfare" or "that are sold
wholly or in part on the basis of their
effectiveness in reducing noise." Again,
there is no need to be so restrictive. The
consumer should be entitled to know the
noise-generating potential of any product he is contemplating buying, so that
he can make an educated decision. Thus,
my bill dealing with labeling, the Noise
Disclosure Act, provides for labeling of
all machinery-which includes appliances-unless the noise produced is "negligible" and the "information" is of no
"value to the user."
Sixth the administration bill fails, to
use a c~lloquialism, to "practice what it
preaches." The largest contractor in this
country-for services, for goods, for construction of buildings-is the Federal
Government. In addition, billions of dollars are distributed in grants and loans
and assistance by the Federal Government. Yet, the administration bill completely omits provision for using ~he
power inherent in Federal contractmg
to produce a quieter environment, by
requiring contractors, grantees, and borrowers to utilize methods which reduce
noise and by requiring them to use equipment--when there is a choice--which
generates less noise.
My bill-the Noise Abatement and
Control Act of 1971---on the other hand,
provides that this enorm0us power is to
be used, just as it is used in the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1970, by providing that each Federal agency which enters into contracts or extends Federal
assistance by way of grants, loans, or
contracts is to effectuate the purposes of
the bill-a quieter environment.
Seventh the administration bill fails
to concer~ itself directly with noise on
the j ob-clea!.ly one of the most serious
aspects of the noise pollution problem.
My legislative package includes a billthe Occupational Noise Control Act of
1971-which especially directs that when,
pursuant to the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, Public Law 91-596,
the Walsh-Healey noise regulations are
CXVII--547-Pa.rt 7

promulgated anew, they shalllo~er permissible noise levels to levels which protect the workers-which the present regulations do not now adequately do.
Eighth, the administration .bill provides no authority for the Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency
to enforce in court violations of the acts
proscribed-such as false labeling-but
rather, he must turn over the case to the
Justice Department, and rely upon it to
pursue action. My bills provide that the
head of the offi.ce or the Administrator
has the power to bring suit against
violators.
Ninth the administration bill provides
no reco{u.se for the beleaguered private
citizen or group which has failed to obtain relief by means of complaint to the
agency. My bills provide that a private
citizen or group does have standing to
go into court if the head of the offi.ce or
the Administrator fails to take afilrmative action on a complaint within 60 days
of receipt of that complaint. Again, this
is one of the strong provisions which
was enacted into law last year in the
landmark Clean Air Act Amendments of
1970.
Tenth, the administration has requested no money, either for fiscal year
1971 or for fiscal year 1972, to fund title
IV of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1970, Public Law 91-604, which established the Office of Noise Abatement and
Control. Obviously, the administration
recognizes that noise pollution is a serious problem. Thus, there should be no
dispute that the office should be funded,
whatever changes might be wrought by
legislation in the 92d Congress, concerning its formal structure and its functions.
Thus, my legislative package includes a
bill to provide the full $30 million authorized for the office by the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1970.
AD HOC CONGRESSIONAL HEARING ON NOISE
POLLUTION

At this point, I include with my remarks the record of the ad hoc congressional hearing on noise pollution which
I and 14 of my colleagues sponsored 1n
New York City on February 8, 1971. The
record follows:
AD Hoc CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS ON NOISE
POLLUTION, NEW YORK CITY, FEBRUARY 8, 1971
SPONSORS

Congressman William F. Ryan.
Congresswoman BellaS. Abzug.
CongressmSin Joseph P. Addabbo.
Congressman Herman Badillo.
Congressman Mario Bia.ggl.
Congressman Jonathan Bingham.
Congressman Hugh Carey.
Congressman James Delaney.
Congressman Seymour Halpern.
Congressman Edward I. Koch.
Congressman John Murphy.
Congressman Bertram Podell.
Congressman Charles Rangel.
Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal.
Congressman James Scheuer.
HEARINGS

Representative RYAN. Americans have been
studying noise for nearly one hundred years;
Europeans have been studying it even longer.
Offending sound can be described in a multitude of technical terms; it can be recorded,
amplified and measured on many different
instruments; it can even be presented in a
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beautiful full color portrait ranging from
red for the loudest to blue for the softest
sounds.
Thousands of booklets, monographs and
speeches have been written; books of protest
have been published; heavy tones for the
teaching of noise control are available.
Yet, while the level of sound has been
steadily rising-having doubled since 1955very little has actually been done either on
the local or federal level to control this widely prevailing environmental pollutant.
While modern technology professes an eagerness to make life easier, it has saturated
the homes of America with a steadily rising
riot of sound: blenders, mixers, juicers, motor-driven carving knives, can openers, garba.ge grinders, hairdryers, and dishwashers. It
has choked our streets and highways with
bumper-to-bumper automobiles, trucks, and
motorcycles. It has distracted homes and offices with the whir and whine of heating
and air conditioning units and fans. It has
added to the strain of a working day with
the clack and clatter of typewriters, adding
machines, mimeograph machines, calculating machines, computers, telephones, interoffice buzzers and taping machines; it has
overwhelmed the quiet of the home with a
host of entertaining equipment With which
neighbors drive each other wild. The din of
construction equipment endanger.s workers'
hearing and renders unfit for hum.a.n habitation the area surrounding the construction
project. Over countryside as well as city, the
jet scream of military and commercial planes
has produced numerous law suits (these suits
being a prime reason airplane noise has
achieved recognition as an annoyance, if not
yet as a menace to health). So far, these
suits have had little success before the courts
which seem to follow the doctrine of "Jeg.aJ.ized nuisance."
Very little has been done to prevent the intrusion of noxious noise into the homes of
America. Few local codes provide a program
for noise control, though the New York City
Building Code of 1968 did include the requirement that new residential bUildings
provide for reduction of noise penetration.
The FAA regulates aircraft noise (though allowable levels are demonstrably too high)
and the Walsh-Healey Health and Safety
Regulations have set some limits on industrial noise, though few workers are covered.
Some states and localities have noise codes,
but they are poorly enforced and carry insignificant penalties. With some of the better local codes, ineffectiveness arises from
lack of standards or provision for measurement.
A Federal Office of Noise Abatement and
Control was authorized by Title IV of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, P.L. 91604, and thirty million dollars was authorized to investigate and identify the sources of
noise and its effects on health; this office
must hold hearings and report to Congress
w1 thin one year.
But this is only the beginning.
A full-scale program to abate the inescapable insult of noise pollution requires
steps more practical and immediate than
continuing research and compiling additional reports.
I hope that this hearing will provide the
expertise and the stimulus to proceed on
local, state and federal levels with comprehensive legislation, codes, and a program of
practical projects that will not only bring
further knowledge but advance the actual
process of abatement.
One of the major barriers to control and
abatement of noise is the belief that quiet
carries a prohibitive price ta.g. Yet, the
cost of tolerating noise is shockingly high: as
one example, the World Health Organization
estimates that more than four billion dollars
1s being spent every year in the cost of ac-
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cidents, worker inefficiency, loss of time from
work and compensation payments resulting
from industrial noise.
Actually, very few workers enjoy the advantage of hearing protection programs. Except for the 1968 amendments to the WalshHealey Public Contracts Act, there is little
regulation, and over 80% of the work force is
not covered.
Moreover, compared t o the costs of exposing workers to noise, control would be
cheap: t he Committee on Environmental
Quality of the Federal Council for Science
and Technology, in a September 1968 report,
estimated that at least six million workers
are exposed to unsafe (not merely annoying)
levels of industrial noise. Pr otecting the hearing of these workers would cost twelve million dollars per year; noise reduction would
cost $26 per person per decibel ($26,000).
But , if industry designed for noise control,
it would cost only about 5% of the total
development cost.
The cost of quieting much of the machinery and home appliances would be quite
reasonable on a mass production basis. But
both consumer and manufacturer will have
to be convinced by federal legislation to
exercise this type of control.
A primary goal for any city should be r, n
educational program to inform the citizens
of the nature of the problem, obtain their
cooperation and provide a cooperative climate
for code enforcement. Much of the noise
that assaults the citizen in his dwelling
(slamming of doors, loud music, rehearsing
by musicians, etc.) can only be controlled
voluntarily.
The mass media could make a major contribution to the educational process by
featuring articles and documentaries (or spot
announcmeents) on noise, helping the public in general to become more aware of, and
help to abate, many forms of unnecessary
noise.
Even without the authority of codes, federal and local governments can do much more
t o abate noise. Government at all levels can
create a market for quiet vehicles, machinery and equipment of all kinds; this
practice would encourage the mass production of noise-controlled products and demonstrate their feasibility to the public.
The federal government, whether by regulation or legislation, must lead the way in
encouraging the development of quiet products. Any product that is sold in interstate
commerce, whether blender for home use or
giant air compressor for construction purposes, can be regulated on a national level
by requiring that noise control be considered
in the design and manufacturing process.
Factories can be designed for quiet working
conditions. Modes of transportation can be
designed for noise cont rol. Patch and repair
methods, use of ear-prot ecting equipment,
muffling, damping, insulating, etc., will always be inadequate for controlling noise,
though they may have t o be used for old
equipment and installations.
There is ample evidence for the position
that noise can-and must be--Controlled;
that present technology can do the job; that
a combination of public education and federal legislation (combined with judicious application of governmental buying power) can
provide the stimulus for bringing noise under control.
With the help of the evidence from this
hearing, !-together with my co-sponsoring
colleagues-will make every effort to see that
an abatement program gets under way as
quickly as possible.
For the purposes of legislation or any
other abatement method, I reject certain
theories and solutions that have been advanced: for instance, that noise control may
be achieved by "masklng"-that ls, that
house'fives living under the approach routes
of airports should attempt to "mask" the

roar of jet engines by turning on household
appliances; or that a person who objects to
the loud radio of his neighbor should turn
up the volume of his own radio.
In the literature of noise analysis, there
is a profit-motivated tendency to describe
noise as a necessary evil-the "price of
progress." I suggest that if noise is properly
considered as in itself undesirable, more
progress will be made in controlling it. Just
a s for any other form of pollution, the control of noise is a matter not of what we are
able to do, but what we are willing to do. It
is obvious that past efforts have been inadaquate and that the reason for this inadequate response is a failure to place the
problem in its appropriate perspective.
I believe that the right to a quiet, peaceful
environment is as basic as the right to clean
air and water a n d pure food.
I insist that concern for the cost of preve n ting and reducing noise be replaced by
t he realization that it costs less to control
noise than to endure noise. No one can put
a price tag upon the right to enjoy one's
home, to live free from annoying stimuli, to
rest and sleep free of disrupt ion. Surely it is
basic to the pursuit of happiness that the
citizen has the freedom to open his senses
t o the full appreciation of the beauties and
pleasures of pleasing sounds rather than
cowering behind insulating walls, covering or
plugging his ears, or exposing himself to
t he alternative of illness, hearing impairment
a nd emotional or psychological disturbance.
We intend to make every effort to see that
t he American people are protected from this
unnecessary and intolerable intrusion into
their working and living environments.
Now, I should like to turn to my cosponsors of this ad hoc hearing on noise pollut ion. It is a pleasure for me to welcome
Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal of Que!'lns
this morning. We are very happy to have
you with us.
Representative RosENTHAL. Thank you very
much. I am very pleased to be here with you
and I want to commend you on initiating
t hese hearings on what I consider to be a very
important subject. In our community, part icularly near La Guardia Airport, we have
learned to live with noise, but we have rejected it as totally unacceptable. This is an
area in which we have a keen interest. I am
very a nxious and hopeful that something be
done in t his very significant and important
area.
Representative RYAN. Thank you. I am delighted that you are able to be here, and Congressman Mario Biaggi of the Bronx, we are
very pleased that you are also here with us.
Representative BIAGGI. Thank you very
much for inviting me, Congressman Ryan. It
is my pleasure to be here, and I also commend you for initiating these hearings. When
we mention noise pollution, there seems to be
a heavy emphasis on aircraft noise, and I
think we've engendered sufficient activity
and interest in that area to hope that some
resolution will be reached in the future.
Today, we are going to deal with the everyday noise that we have come to accept as part
of living. The medical profession has found
that it is a hazard to the health of the individual. And if we address ourselves to this
area, we find a new attitude and perhaps areappraisal of what the norm is. What we have
accepted as the norm is totally undesirable.
These hearings are going in the right direction. You are to be commended for initiating
them.
Rep. RYAN. Thank you. We are delighted to
have you here. Congresswoman Abzug, one
of the cosponsors, cannot be present. She is
represented by Hugh McCormick.
Mr. McCORMICK. Thank you, Congressman
Ryan. Congresswoman Abzug wishes she
could be here, but she was unavoidably detained. Her statement is as follows:
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One individual's noise is another's rock and
roll, but there is one kind that we can all
agree is polluting our environment-and that
is the combined din of auto, bus and truck
traffic; sanitation trucks grinding garbage;
wailing police, firetruck and ambulance sirens; Con Edison drills; and the sounds of
heavy equipment used in constructing luxury
office and apartment buildings.
This is the daily and nightly environment
of residents and working people in the 19th
Congressional District, which includes large
concentrations of factories, businesses and
stores as well as the congested Wall Street
financial district.
To this already unbearable cacaphony the
Federal Aviation Administration is backing
American Airlines in a project that wlll place
the residents of Chelsea in the same nervewracking plight as the families who live near
JFK airport.
I refer to the proposed STOL-port which
would fioat in the Hudson River between
26th Street and 33d Street. Under this plan
STOL planes (the term is an acronym for
short take-off and landing) wm be coming
in and leaving within 500 yards of the Chelsea-Elliott Houses and London Terrace,
which have a combined population of 10,000
people living in 4,500 apartments.
This proposed plan is a disaster for Chelsea from the point of view of safety, pollution, increased traffic congestion and the potential loss of cargo piers and jobs.
However, since this hearing is concerned
primarily with noise pollution, I will address
myself to that aspect. An investigation has
shown that the special propulsive devices required by STOL planes for steep take-offs
and landings create a fantastic amount of
noise. There will also be, of course, the
motor noises of the planes in horizontal
fiight.
Furthermore, if the STOL-port does become a reality, there will be thousands of
passengers landing or departing daily, and
their cars, taxis and buses will create still
more noise, to say nothing of air pollution
and traffic tie-ups.
Noise pollution is a definite health hazard. For the residents of the 19th Congressional District, who live adjacent to a
busy harbor and within one of the noisiest
cities in the world, raising the noise level
of their daily lives, even further would be
in tolerable.
If New York is to be made fit for human
beings, I would urge that projects such as
the STOL-port be rejected.
Representative RYAN. Thank you. Congressman Joseph P. Addabbo of Queens was
not able to be with us, but he has submitted
a statement. Following is Congressman Addabbo's statement:
STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH P. ADDABBO

I am very pleased to be a cosponsor of this
hearing on noise pollution and to participate with my colleague in the House, Bill
Ryan, who has been a leader in the fight to
bring the resources of the federal government to bear on this menacing and dangerous problem of noise pollution.
It is certainly appropriate that we in the
New York City Congressional delegation appear in the forefront of this fight because our
city is the noisiest in the world. It is only in
the last decade that we have begun to realize
the serious health hazards and other related
dangers of the pollution of our atmosphere
by noise.
In my own Congressional District, the vil·
lain is Kennedy Airport where airport noise
pollutes the atmosphere over surrounding
communities constantly and without pause.
Since the first jet plane landed at Kennedy
Airport in 1958 the residents of those communities have tried in vain to find relief
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through legislaiton, through research and
through protests. The problem is increasing
as the large super planes are readied for introduction into commercial use and as the
battle over the supersonic transport continues.
I am one of the sponsors of the 1968 Aircraft Noise Abatement Act which represents
the first federal recognition of the seriousness of the aircraft noise problem. I commend
and join With Congressman Ryan and others
in our delegation to try to broaden the national concern to include all sources of noise
pollution.
If we are to find a way to reduce noise pollution to acceptable levels we must first learn
more about the sources of noise and the scientific possibilities for curbing or controlling
its impact. That is the purpose of this hearing today and I am pleased to participate
and act as a cosponsor of this attempt to
bring together those experts who can shed
some light on these complex and disturbing
areas of study which must be conducted if
we are to find new ways of dealing with noise
pollution.
The experts must act as the public watchdogs over the activities of the new Office of
Noise Abatement within the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and the people and public officials they elect to represent
them must make sure that this new Office is
properly staffed, adequately funded and ever
alert to its obligation to protect the person
who is suffering from the hazards of noise
pollution.
Finally I urge the enactment of local laws
and ordinances which will not only protect
the residents of our city but which will make
our local laws a model for other cities in the
nation which are now or will soon be suffering from substantial noise pollution.
Representative RYAN. We are fortunate in
having a very highly qualified panel of experts who will appear before us today. Our
first witness thiS morning is Mr. Robert Alex
Baron. Mr. Baron is well known in the field
of noise control. He is executive vice president and co-founder of Citizens for a Quieter City., Inc., and founder of the Upper
Sixth Avenue Noise Abatement Association.
Mr. Baron arranged and chaired New
York's first conference on Urban Noise Control. He arranged and conducted the first
public demonstration of quieter construction equipment to be held in the United
States. He was responsible for the development of the world's first quiet metal garbage can, and he initiated the development
of the first quiet garbage truck in the United States. In addition, Mr. Baron provided
back-up information for the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare's Task
Force on Environmental Quality. Finally, Mr.
Baron is a noted author of numerous publications, including his major book, The Tyranny of Noise, published in 1970.
Mr. Baron is testifying today as a private
citizen-one who has spent years concerned
with the problem of noise pollution. Thank
you for being with us, Mr. Baron.
TESTIMONY OF ROBERT ALEX BARON

Mr. BARON. Congressman Ryan, and your

colleagues, thank you for inviting me to talk
to you today. I don't necessarily consider
myself a technical expert on noise. However,
I am a citizen who has spent six years on
this problem of noise and noise pollution,
trying to understand why, when there are
ways to minimize noise, we don't do it; why,
when we start to approach the problem, we
are so slow and timid in doing something
about it.
Several people have said to me: "Why do
you bother with noise pollution? Why don't
you put your efforts into air pollution and
water pollution, and so on?" These kinds
of questions indicate one of the very important reasons why we have not moved on
pollution: there is a general tendency not

to believe that noise exposure is a really
serious problem.
I wish, in a way, that we could do away
with the word "noise." I wish we could find
something like "acoustic radiation," or some
other phrase, that would be more acceptable
in this day and age of science and technology. The word "noise" is, I think, if you
will excuse me, a "mixed bag." I think too
m a ny people, including experts, tend to take
the word "noise" as sort of a joke, and it is
not too uncommon to think of somebody
who protests about noise as a "little old
lady in tennis shoes"-in other words, somebody who has nothing better to do, or somebody who is a crackpot. I was told, as a matter of fact, by a leading sociologist, that
noise is "lonely people who have nobody
else to talk to."
I think it is very important that we understand these attitudes, because they play a
role in how effective we are in moving on
this problem. I think these attitudes constitute one of the reasons we haven't moved
in one of the more serious areas of noiseaircraft noise. So, the first problem is: what
is it that we are dealing with?
Even with air pollution and water pollution we have tended not to get very serious
about the problem until we picked a very
interesting standard-death. That is, if it
is proven, as it was, that air pollution can
kill, then the problem is deemed serious. But
even then we have not moved as rapidly
and as strongly as we should have. Water
pollution was shown to kill-it killed Lake
Erie; it is kllling Lake Michigan; it has killed
other bodies of water. Therefore, water pollution becomes a "serious" problem.
Well, as to noise pollution, yes, we held
a rat in front of the exhaust of a jet and
thereby killed it. But, under normal circumstances noise is not though of as a
direct cause of death. Therefore, maybe that
is one reason we take noise as one of the
"minor" irritants of life, instead of something that we have got to cope with.
Now, in literature you can read about
noise : Julius Caesar complained about the
chariots; Queen Elizabeth wanted men not
to bea t their wives after ten at night because the crying disturbed other citizens.
So, you can go back in history, with any
of these ponu·~ants actually, and show that
they always existed. But I do not believeand this was indicated by Congressman
Ryan: that noise had doubled in about ten
years or so-that we have ever had the kind
of exposure that we have now.
This exposure is not only in terms of intensity-that is, in terms of the common
measurement--the decibel, which is really,
from my point of view, only a primitive way
of measuring noise, because something as
complex as noise cannot be measured With
just a simple device or technique which is
borrowed from electrical engineering. (This
is another problem, incidentally: we do not
have, I believe, a thoroughly effective way
of measuring what this particular pollutant
is, and what it does to people). Today, the
intensity of noise is unusual and unprecedented. The machines, whether aircraft,
compressors, or other types, are making noise
levels that never existed before in history.
But, an additional element of exposure, is
the length of time it assails us. We used
to think of the evening as a sort of period
of quiet. Sometimes, it was embodied in
laws that people could not make noise after
a certain hour-10 o'clock or 11 o'clock at
night. There was some sort of feeling that
night was a time for recharging your batteries, so to speak-a time for rest. That is
not true any longer. There was a paper given
at the International Congress of Noise Abatement, in 1968 I believe, in which Dr. Stevenson of the London Greater Council Scientific
Advisors Offi:ce stated that the difference between night tlme noise and daytime noise
has shrunken, until he found only about
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four hours where there was a significant difference between night time noise and daytime noise.
Now, I don't think we have to be doctors,
medical men, researchers, or what have you,
to realize that, if the human organism cannot get its rest, something is happening.
We now know, for example, that you don't
have to be awakened at night for noise to be
a problem; we know that sleep cycles are
changed. We don't know exactly what that
means, but certainly that should give us
pause for asking questions. Certainly, for
example, the constant traffic going through
the streets at night, especially in cities like
New York, is doing something to the quality
of sleep of human beings.
The point I am making is that in terms
of intensity, and in terms of length of exposure, we have never had a situation such
as we have today.
Now, one of the problems Is that many of
the people who are concerned with noisepeople, for example, in the Department of
Defense, or people concerned with noise in
industry (a concern, incidentally, which has
been intensified because of the WalshHealey Act changes made recently) -are not
people from the large cities. Therefore, a
second thing I suggest in terms of attitudethe first, as I said, was the attitude that
noise is not really a serious problem-is that
noise is a problem of New York City-that is,
a problem of the large city. This is not
accurate.
Noise is a problem wherever you have
noise sources, and since trucks and motor
vehicles are sources of noise, noise is a
problem anywhere near highways. Since
aircraft are a source of the problem, noise
pollution is a problem wherever you have
aircraft stacking patterns and aircraft flight
paths anywhere close enough to have a
strong impact on the surface. Noise produced
by snowmobiles is a problem when you go
on vacation.
The primary standard we have applied to
industry-the one we are now using-is the
Walsh-Healey Act. And it is interesting that
while there is much talk that when you are
exposed m a ny hours a day to 85 decibels for
several years, you may lose your hearing for
speech, yet the Walsh-Healey regulations set
the figure at 90 instead of 85. But, as far
as noise in the city-and I hope that some
of the experts who talk this afternoon will
go into this-we have no standards. I think
that is one reason why subway noise continues t o be t he problem that it constantly
is.
It is almost a tragic joke-the New York

subway system. And Chicago, too, for that
matter, because there is no way, as far as
I know, at the moment, of getting the
MTA's to develop a quieter subway. It is
going to be very interesting to see-this is
something that should be thought about-whether the Second Avenue subway, which
is our first chance in many, many years to
start from scratch, is going to be built with
some of the noise control amenities that we
know about. It is also going to be interesting to see if, in building this subway, they
are going to do what they did to me
that got me interested in noise in 1964that is, using the open-cut method, where
you have constant exposure. This is legal,
incidentally, from seven in the morning
until six o'clock in the evening; in fact, it
is legal in every city of the United States
during those times-that is, so-called noises
of social utility.
The question I raise is this; why is it that
we have not designed for quiet? I think I am
stating accurately this fact: in our engineering schools, design for quiet is simply
not taken very seriously. I talked to one
group of mechanical engineers and said,
"Why don't you give courses in design for
quiet?" and they said, "Why should we;
where is the market for graduates in this
field?"
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One of the things that we must accept is
the fact that although there is a science and
technology of noise control, it is not quite
as widespread or quite as available as I think
is necessary in order to design many of these
quieter pieces of equipment.
If you walk by a construction project, observe for yourself the pile driver, for example. Now, if that pile driver is at a narrow
street and you get the reverberations, you
have something fascinating. Why are we using such primitive techniques? And to me
these are primitive techniques-! don't see
much difference between most of the construction techniques of today and most of
the construction techniques-the pick and
shovel--of years ago. They work a little
faster, but I think the trade-off we are paying for what they are doing to us in terms of
devaluating our homes and the unknown impact upon our systems makes them primitive
indeed.
As far as I can see, there is very little being
done, although you will hear from one
gentleman-George Diehl-this afternoon
who is with the first company in the United
States to really take the step to develop a
quieter air compressor, which is just a bare
beginning in this field. This is something
that I think we should be interested inthat our engineers are not being taught to
design for quiet because design for quiet has
no profit. Style does, but not quiet.
The STOL was mentioned in Congresswoman Abzug's statement. I think we must
be very careful in introducing in an already
stressed environment such as New York City
new transportation modes, new noise
sources, without a thorough understanding
of the impact of these sources on the environment. We are told such things as that
STOL will make a noise level of X perceived
noise decibels. I think it's very important
that we understand what we mean by that.
we should not accept these standards and
this technology without a thorough understanding from a multidisciplinary, impartial
examination. Because otherwise who knows
what we can be putting into the urban or
any other human environment, if we don't
really understand these standards that are
being proposed?
Another thing that we must do. It has
been traditional to look upon the city as the
jurisdiction responsible for noise. Now, this
is a very complex issue, and the question
that I think should be asked is: in terms of
the new noise sources, in terms of the fact
that they are regional, in terms of the fact
that they cross state lines and you are dealing with things like automobiles, airplanesthings that are manufactured for sale in
many states-should not some method be
developed for at least an interchange of
guidelines so that we do not put the full
responsibility for noise control on the municipality which may not have the funds or
the resources, (a) for developing the guidelines, and (b) for funding the design for
quiet?
Let me take the garbage trucks. In 1966, I
attended an international convention on
noise abatement in Baden-Baden, West Germany. I saw a garbage truck and subsequently suggested to the city of New York
that a quieter garbage truck be developed.
It is my understanding, and I'd like to be
corrected if I'm wrong, that the new garbage
trucks that the city has ordered are somewhat quieter because of the design element
in the feeding mechanism. But the problem
of the oompactor, which is one of the major
sources of the distressing noise of garbage
trucks-which, I'd like to point out, operate
early in the morning and, in the case of private ones, often during the nightr-st1ll has
not been resolved. This, to me, is just something hard to accept.
This is another problem: where do we
get the research and development for some
of these noise sources, the most intense and

disturbing noise sources? Whose responsibility is it? What incentive shall we develop
for industry so that it can do the necessary
research and development, and once and for
all rid ourselves of these things that people
have been complaining about for decades?
Now you mentioned the quiet metal garbage can. It's interesting to me that when I
asked a Bethlehem Steel engineer to develop
the quiet metal garbage can, this thing became something that was publicized all over
the oountry and all over the world. It became a symbol of noise abatement. It shows
that there is a hunger for doing something
to quiet this problem.
We need adult education. We need an
ombudsman for the noise victim. The noise
victim is alone, isolated. In the fields of air
and water pollution, it is easier to develop a
constituency to fight pollution. Air pollution,
for example, may blanket an entire city. People can feel the problem-they're breathing
it in. But noise pollution is very different.
It is diffi.cult to develop a constituency to
fight it. In many cases the noise source is
in a very small geographic location and
therefore it doesn't seem to effect mass
amounts of people. This is one of the things
that I hope to work on in Project Quiet City,
which has been partly funded by the Ford
Foundation-to see how we can develop these
constituencies in one small community.
Representative RoSENTHAL. Why doesn't
this constituency develop itself?
Mr. BARON. For many reasons. In the first
place, people have felt ostracized for complaining about noise. About two years ago I
appeared on the Johnny Carson Show. Ireceived a letter from an 80 year-old woman
after that appearance. In her letter that lady
said, "Mr. Baron, bless you. You are the first
person I've ever heard who made me feel that
my reaction to noise, my sensitivity, was
normal. I could never express it to my family
or to my friends."
So that's one reason: Ostracism. There is
a fear, too, of retaliation from . . .
Representative RosENTHAL. I think that it
is more that we have learned to live with
these inconveniences. The people that I represent around La Guardia Airport find the
noise intolerable. They are a very vocal and
a very considerable constituency. But that is
because they have breached the upper limits
of what they can accept.
Now, moving away from the airport area,
people are less concerned about noise. But I
find two things. Number one, that noise is
spreading geographically, and, number two,
it's spreading in intensity. People simply
won't accept it any more.
What I really don't understand is why we
have accepted all these situations. Perhaps,
it is partly because of our tradition. We learn
to suffer hardships; it's a kind of a frontier
acceptance-a strength. We prove something
by walking through an avenue with bulldozers going and sledgehammers going and
motor truck noise surrounding us. I think
the point has to be made that we cannot let
this thing go to the acute stage it has in any
of the areas surrounding airports.
LADY IN AUDIENCE. Excuse me, sir. May I
have something to say as a citizen?
Representative RYAN. We'll be happy to-LADY. Just a little time, sir?
Representative RYAN. I'll be happy to let
you say a word. But I must say that, at least
until we complete the witnesses who have
been asked to testify, we must adhere strictly to our schedule. If you'd like to make a
quick statement, please go ahead.
LADY. Thank you. I have written many
letters about noise, but no one has done
anything about it. The noise continues. I
have even written letters to the Mayor's office, but they haven't done anything. Something must be done. We're going crazy with
this noise.
Representative RosENTHAL. What noise do
you find most offensive?
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LADY. In my particular neighborhood?
Representative RosENTHAL. Yes.
LADY. Well, a large building has put a
massive air conditioner in back of our yard.
They could have put it in their own building, downstairs or upstairs, but they put it
in the yard. We are going insane from its
noise.
Representative RYAN. If you will outline
your complaint, we will all join in a letter
to the Mayor of the City of New York for
you.
LADY. We are going crazy from this.
Representative RYAN. If you will give us
your name and your address, the Congressmen here today will send a joint letter to
the Mayor on the points you have radsed.
Mr. BARoN. I would like to say that this
problem of central air conditioning is a very
serious one. Often central air conditioning
units are mounted where they impinge on
residential areas 24 hours a day. This is a
problem that has not been resolved, at least,
not as far as I know. There is, however,
some reference to it in a limited way in the
new Building Code of 1968.
In terms of what you said, Congressman
Rosenthal, this is an aspect of the problemthat we some way or other feel that to make
noise is to make progress. And 1! we can
tolerate it, we are somehow virile. It is
interesting to note that, as far as I know,
there has never been effective control of
motorcycle noise in the United States. There
seems to be an almost vicarious identification with the motorcyclist.
Noise is an unusual pollutant, and we still
must do a lot of study-multidisciplinary,
impartial, people-oriented study. I don't
mean study for study's sake. We must find
out why we tolerate these things. The word
"adapt" is a very interesting and a very
dangerous word. We really do not adapt. And
the price we are paying by this so-called
"adapting" may be very high in human
terms.
You can't get away from noise anymore.
A friend of mine who worked in the publishing house that published my book, had a
cancer operation. Yet in the early hours of
the morning she was subjected to construction noise. Hospitals, schools, churches, synagogues, it makes no d11Ierence. All of them
are attacked by noise.
The point I'm trying to make is this: there
are many complexities to this subject, but
the approach to the problem must be made
from the human point of view-not from a
purely engineering point of view; not from
a purely physicist's point of view; but from
a human point of view. We must find a way
to deal with this very serious problem now.
We cannot afford to wait until we develop
the absolutely per'.fect means to measure
noise.
Representative BIAGGI. Mr. Baron, do you
feel that awareness of this problem is developing? It is my own belie! that we are
entering into a new age-an environmental
age. The people of our Nation are becoming
aware of all the types of pollutants. True, in
the past little or no attention was focused
on noise. We were accustomed to it. We felt
it was a natural part of our environment. We
did not give it too much thought.
However, with our present concern about
the environment on a total basis, noise is becoming important. I stated in my opening
remarks that the noise resulting from the
aviation industry has been subjected to
severe criticism. The public-the immediate
and interested public-has participated in
this area because it affects them so terrifically. This is true In both Congressman
Rosenthal's area, as he pointed out, and my
area in the Northeast Bronx and South Yonkers. In these areas, it has become almost a
question of survival. Because of this pressure, the aviation industry, in addition to
the Congress and the Federal Aviation Administration, now are addressing themselves
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to the problem and are holding hearings to
determine ways to abate aircraft noise. I believe that this aspect of the problem is well
on its way to resolution.
Now we have to address ourselves to the
everyday noise that we have come to accept
as part of liVing. What is important is that
we make people aware that something can
be done, that someone is interested, and that
this excessive noise is not the norm. This is a
process o'f education. Once you make people
aware that this problem of noise can be
eliminated, that this noise level should no
longer be the norm, that there is a grave
peril in the day-to-day exposure to noise,
then we will be well on our way to resolving
this problem as well.
Representative RosENTHAL. You're not a
lawyer, are you, Mr. Baron?
Mr. BARON. No, sir. I am not.
Representative ROSENTHAL. I believe that
we ought to shift the burden of proof. We
ought to have a statement of public policy
that we are all entitled to a tranquil society.
Period. And anyone who wants to make noise
has to get a license. In other words, the
burden should be on the noise maker, not
on the individual who is forcibly subjected
to noise. There shouldn't be the burden to
have to complain about noise. Each of us
is entitled to no noise. No noise, period.
That's the way God created the earth and
we oughtn't give up too much of that. If
a person wants to make noise, then the burden of proof should be on him. He must
prove that the noise he is going to make
wlll not adversely affect the rest of us. If
we start off with that kind of a proposition,
I think we will have a new 'ball game.
Mr. BARON. I think you have raised a very
interesting point, and that is, that in attempting to fight noise producers in the
courts, the individual-the noise victim-is
at a serious disadvantage. If the noise is
being made for not capricious reasons but,
rather, for something that is important or
interpreted as important for society, then
the individual must suffer even damage to
health.
The right to tranquillity, of course, has to
be carefully interpreted.
Representative RosENTHAL. Why should we
have to apologize for that right? Who says
that a subway is better than tranquillity?
I don't know of anywhere where it says that.
Mr. BARON. No I agree with you that the
responsib111ty ought to be on the other foot.
The person who wants to bring intrusive
noise sources into the environment should
have a responsibility for proVing that it will
not adversely affect the environment.
Mr. RosENTHAL. We're too apologetic. We're
apologizing for finding noise offensive. Let
the burden shift to the noise makers. Let us
start off with the proposition that as of 11
o'clock this morning at Mr. Ryan's hearings,
we are all entitled to a tranquil, noiseless
society and it is the noisemakers Who have
the burden of getting permission to make
noise. Period.
Mr. BARON. I couldn't agree with you more.
Representative RYAN. We are entitled to
clean air and clean water. Why not a quiet
environment?
Mr. BARON. The only question I raise is
this: What is the definition of a quiet environment? This is where you get into the
question of standards. I believe that the concepts of comfort and tranqu1llity should have
an important role to play in these standards.
I'll close with this statement from my
book: "Democracy gives man the right to
vote, but not to sleep; the right to dissent,
but not the right to minimize the noises of
social utility; the right to go to school, but
not the right to be able to hear the teacher.
Under the guise of waging a necessary therefore holy war for progress, technology has
stripped man of his dignity, his right to meditate and work creatively, his means of maintaining the well-being of his soul."

Thank you very much.
Representative RYAN. Thank you, Mr.
Baron. We appreciate your testimony this
morning. Our next witness is Mr. George
Taylor, an economist for the Department of
Research of the AFL-CIO and the Executive
Secretary of the AFL-CIO Standing Committee on Safety and Occupational Health. Mr.
Taylor also is a member of the Bureau of
Labor Standards Technical Committee on
Occupational Safety and Health. We are delighted to have you with us today, Mr. Taylor.
TESTIMONY OF MR. GEORGE TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY, AFL-ciO STANDING COMMITTEE ON
SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you very much, Congressman Ryan. I am very happy to be here
this morning to express the actl ve concern
of the AFL-CIO over the problem of noise.
While the attention of the p ublic has chiefly
been focused on the annoying and harmful
effects of noise where they live, as they drive
to and from work, while they indulge in various pursuits, millions of workers in a wide
range Of industries are exposed to excessive
and harmful levels of noise every working
day and throughout their working lives. And
with very little being done about it.
I wish to convey to this ad hoc Congressional Committee the concern of organized
labor over noise hazards, regardless of where
they may occur. But our special attention
has been on the work environment.
Control of industrial noise, just as of all
unwanted noise, must not only rest its case
on health and economic effects, but must also
hold as a standard the quality of life itself.
To the extent that noise interferes with human activity, to the extent it is offensive
and senseless, the necessary controls are
needed to stop that interference and all of its
assooiated evils.
Your program today is well filled with
acoustical experts. I am not one of these.
What I do wish to discuss with you is what
organized labor and its members at the plant
level are faced with in our attemPts to see
that all workers are protected from -all industrial hazards, including those created by
noise. The two elements of noise that I wish
to discuss, as they effect workers, are the
noise that is incidental to the job environment, and the sound energy produced with
full intent for industrial use; I also wish to
discuss what kind Of control programs are
and sllould be established and what has been
done and what needs to be done further.
The decibel values found in various industries and commercial enterprises range
from about 50 in a. private business oftlce
to those which are now indisputably associated with hearing loss at 80 dBA's or over.
It is not only hearing loss which results
from exposure to excessive noise on the job;
there are changes of the physical processes
of the human being-in respiration, blood
pressure, heartbeat, oxygen consumption.
Chemical and clothing workers are exposed
to about 90 decibels. Machinery, lumber,
lumber products, textile workers, and structural riveteers to about 100 decibels.
Representative RosENTHAL. Do you have
any statistics about the number of people
involved in hearing loss last year?
Mr. TAYLOR. We have not been able to find
very good statistics, Congressman. But our
estimates-which we checked with the Department of Labor--are that about 50 to 60%
of all industrial workers are exposed to 85
to 95 decibels or over-which is well within
the harmful range it you are exposed to it
chronically over a period of years.
Representative RoSENTHAL. What were the
results?
Mr. TAYLOR. The only results we have are
in terms of Workmen's Compensation eases.
About $2 million in Workmen's Comp claims
are processed each year. Unfortunately .
Representative RosENTHAL. Because of
hearing loss?
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Mr. TAYLOR. Because of he&ring loss alone,
from industrial exposure to noise. Now, this
is probably a great understatement as to
what is happening because of noise. In many
areas, it is very difficult to prove that your
hearing loss is associated with your Job or
what you face on the job.
Representative RosENTHAL. Are you prepared to speculate as to the number of workers each year in the United States who suffer
some degree of hearing loss as a result of
industrial noise pollution in their environment?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, I am not. The date is lacking on it. There have been a. number of
studies made in various industries but as
far as an overall figure, no. The statistics are
not there, at the present time. Some of our
unions have made informal studies of morbidity and mortality, one of which has to
do with the longeVity of people who are
members of the operating engineers union.
They have found-and this date is now going through computerized verification-that
the lifespan of an operating engineer who
uses excessively noisy heavy equipment in
construction jobs is ten years less than the
general life span of his fellow citizen. In
other words, an operating engineer right now
has a. life span of a. little less than 60 years,
whereas the life span of the ordinary male
citizen runs about 71 years.
Representative RYAN. Because of noise exposure?
Mr. TAYLOR. Noise, vibration, fatigue, etc.
There are many associated hazards, noise
being one of them.
LADY. May I ask something?
Mr. TAYLOR. Surely.
LADY. My husband happens to be an ear
specialist. He can verify what you said, that
noise can really affect your hearing. It can
also make a nervous wreck out of you. It's
bappening to me. I only get five hours of
sleep each night because of the horrible noise
going on from 5 o'clock in the morning until
midnight. All they'd have to do is regulate
this. We don't have to have an air blower
from 5 in the morning until midnight. Now,
what can be done?
Mr. TAYLOR. You have to control the noise
where it emanates. Do you want me to proceed, or is there anything else? I don't want
to be unresponsive, but if that's o.k., I'll
go on.
LADY. Thank you.
Mr. TAYLOR. There is another type of sound
hazard which is almost exclusive to the work
place, and one which has gotten quite pervasive in industrial processes, but is not
talked about very much. These are what is
known as ultrasonic waves. mtrasonic waves,
even when the decibel level is below that
which is considered hazardous in the conventional noise about which almost everybody
talks, occurs at a number of additional cycles per second. They pass through the body
more easily than lower frequency waves. The
body resists it and creates heat as a result. It produces sensations akin to fever
in human beings-nausea, dizziness, headaches-and these are created by the disturbance of organs affected by the heat of the
ultrasonic waves. mtrasonic equipment occurs in a wide range of industrial processes
and is increasing. They're found in metal
forming and aircraft fabrication, pharmaceutical and food processing, chemical, electronic and building construction industries,
to name just some of them. Some of the devices include special hammers for aircraft
riveting pile drivers, devices for drawing
seamless metal tubing, improvement of rolling metal aluminum sheets, mixing concrete,
earth and rock boring, and pumping liquids.
mtrasonics have been used experimentally
in increasing the aging speed of whiskey. I
don't know how general that is, so watch
your whiskey.
Nothing very much has been done about
this because there just hasn't been as much
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research on the effects of ultrasonic noise as
there has been on conventional noise. Much
needs to be done in order to find out about
the long range effects of this new type of
noise hazard which is affecting hundreds of
thousands of our workers.
The economic costs of tndustrial noise
have been loosely estimated at about $4 billion a year. I have been unable to determine
how accurate this figure is. Business management, in many instances, states that in order
to control industrial noise to the point where
it meets some of the standards I'll discuss in
a few minutes, it would cost $15 billion. We
challenge this figure, and they've never come
up with the basis for the date that they used
on this particular point.
The human cost to workers is harder to
determine. Although Workmen's Compensation claims for hearing loss alone run about
$2 million a year. But this is probably a very
great understatement of the amount of hearing loss that is job-associated and that never
shows up in Workmen's Compensation claims
because the man has never gotten a preplacement physical examination with a hearing examination and there is no way of
proving that the hearing loss is associated
with the job where the noise emanates.
Workmen's Compensation Boards are notoriously close-fisted about being generous with
the workers in those types of situations.
If one weighs the economic costs of noise
control against the costs of not controlling
noise, both are expensive, one in dollars and
the other not only in dollars but in human
values-the loss, permanent or temporary,
partial or total, of a human faculty that is
vital to the welfare of the human personality. Unlike injuries arising from a physical
trauma, but like most occupational diseases,
noise is likely to affect, to one extent or another, most of the workers in any given area.
The degree of physiological harm and how
soon it occurs, of course, depends on the individual's
susceptibility.
Compensation
claims for noise damage can very well result
in numerous claims involving sizable proportions of the men in a plant, rather than
claims by a few individuals for these reasons.
Hearing loss does not respond to any
known treatment, so that it will always be a
permanent partial disability. There exists no
substantial argument that ~o protect 95%
of the work force from chronic exposure to
noise over a period of 15 to 20 years, noise
levels must be brought down to about 85
decibels or less.
If the hearing of workers were always to
be considered as necessary to protect, yet no
action is taken to abate the source of the
noise, there will be a continuing cost for
hearing conservation programs, which include pre-placement physicals, periodic audiagrams, protective equipment, and mandatory requirements by management that
this equipment be used. But organized labor
believes that this point in the evolution of
protection against industrial noise has been
passed except in residual situations.
What must be done increasingly-and as
rapidly as possible-is to control the sources
of noise itself. There are several ways to
do this. You substitute a non-noisy for a
noisy operation. For example, you use welding instead of riveting; hydraulic pressure
for hammer-forging. You change dies so
that they shear rather than stamp. Major
design changes, such as in textile mills and
in wiTe-braiding machines, must be accomplished. It must be remembered that high
noise levels in most industries have come
about as a result of the lack of any design
effort to reduce the noise from machinery
or processes to that of quiet operation. There
are one or two notable exceptions, and that
is late model cars and electric generating
equipment.
In terms of procedures in a plant, you
isolate a noisy operation to prevent exposure

of non-involved workers. However, this
doesn't save the worker who is involved in
the process or with the piece of machinery,
itself, from being over-exposed. You install
intake and exhaust mufflers on power tools;
for example, jack hammers. You set up a
room that has reverberations from noise--in
a textile mill, for example, where the bobbins
make a terrible racket--with acoustical materials of various types. Now this reduces the
noise of exposure to people who are not
immediately involved in this process, but
it doesn't help the people who operate, because they are right up against it.
Industry usually falls back on personnel
protective equipment, but this is not very
high on the list of industrial hygiene. Its
necessary i.:1 some instances where plants are
so aged that they either go out of business
or continue, depending upon the amount of
investment they have to put into this new
equipment--some of the Southern textile
mills are examples of this. So you do have
to use some degree of hearing protective
equipment and also reduce the amount of
time that a worker is exposed on a given
shift.
Representative RosENTHAL: These changes
won't come about voluntarily, will they?
Mr. TAYLOR. No sir. I should say they won't.
Representative RYAN. To what extent is
organized labor making an effort to write
into contracts with management protections
from noise?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, not so much noise, Con-gressman. We've had so many problems with
disagreement among the experts as to what
constitutes a level of noise beyond which a
man is going to get hurt when chronically
exposed to it, and beneath which we can
expect a reasonable degree of lessening risk
of total or partial impairment of hearing.
Representative RYAN. You testified that
noise levels should be 85 decibels or less.
Mr. TAYLOR. In 1968, former Secretary of
Labor Wirtz had hearings on a very large
variety of standards that he wanted to go
into effect to protect workers under the
Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act. More
than 25 million workers a year are covered
under that Act.
Just before the Johnson Administration
went out of office, Secretary Wirtz proposed a
tremendous number of standards, including
one on noise--85 decibels.
When the Nixon Administration came in,
the new Secretary of Labor withdrew those
standards and said he was going to review
them. He appointed a Secretarial Advisory
Committee--5 labor representatives, 5 business representatives, 5 public representatives-and proceeded to ask this advisory
committee to review all the standards he was
proposing under the health and safety provisions of Walsh-Healey. I was one of the
five labor representatives on this committee.
After great internal debate, we finally
decided that it would be better to have
some kind of standard than none at all.
There had never been a noise standard in
this country. So, we compromised at 90 decibels. Industry didn't want any at all, but
we finally worked it down to 90. It should
have been 85, but we would have had either
a hung jury, no standards, or some kind of
standards. So, it's 90.
This standard was put into effect in May
of 1969. It is operable throughout the companies who are Federal contractors at $10,000
a year or more. There are about 34 WalshHealey inspectors for 25 million men who
work in these plants which are covered by
Federal contracts. Now, as a result of just
having 34 inspectors, this standard-although it has the force of law-has not been
enforced.
Representative RYAN. Have there been any
enforcement actions?
Mr. TAYLOR. There have been no enforcement actions against violations.
Representative RYAN. Who is charged with
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the responsibility of bringing enforcement
actions, the Secretary of Labor?
Mr. TAYLOR. The Secretary of Labor.
Representative RYAN. He brought none?
Mr. TAYLOR. He brought none that I know
of. He has been trying to get voluntary compliance.
Representative RYAN. That's like trying to
get voluntary compliance of the civil rights
laws, isn't it?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, it's the same principle.
As you gentlemen know, there is a new Occupational Safety and Health Act. P.L. 91596, signed by President Nixon on the 29th
of December last year a ft er a terrible struggle. This Act goes into effect on April 28,
1971, one hundred twenty days after the
President signed it.
The Act sets up a program which is conducted by both the Secretary of Labor and
the Secret ary of Health, Education, and Welfare. The bill creates in the Department of
HEW, an Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health.
This Insti tute undoubtedly would handle
much of the research, in fact most of it,
that has to do with such complex occupational health hazards as noise. The authority
of this Institute, which has a director appointed by the Secretary of HEW, will be to
do a number of things. But in this connection it will be to develop criteria describing
the physical effects of the various hazards,
and out of those cr iteria recommend a standard of safety f or workers; pass that standard
on to the Secretary of Labor; who in turn
will promulgate it, aft~r hearings.
The Institute of Occupational Safety and
Hertlt h has to do a number of other things.
It has to conduct research, it has to label
toxic material, it has to maintain a list of
all toxic material. it conducts surveillan.:e
visits, it has t he righ t of entry to every plant
in the country, it can conduct physical examinations and it can monitor toxic materials.
This is a good bill. It has many rights for
workers that have never been put in a satety
bill before. But the test of the pudding is
how it is going to be administered. How much
money is going to be provided for it? Are the
personnel going to be trained for it? Is there·
going to be a spirit of firm enforcement? Are
these standards going to be developed, and
what kind of standards are going to be developed? Now the possibility of getting a good
strong noise standard is fine, but I must
just say.
Rep. RYAN. By what date?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I would say this: that one
section of the standards provision of the
bill--one subsection-requires the Secretary,
in a kind of a sudden-death period of two
years, to take all existing federal standards,
and all consensus standards, that they find
acceptable in terms of the goals of the Act,
and promulgate them. And this is done without hearing. These are existing st andards
that are now being used, unless the Secretary
finds that some other standard does a better
job. In that event, there is another subsection .of the bill that prevails: that whereby
the Secretary is authorized to develop his
own standards or modify an existing standard. After two years, the entire process of
accepting all private standards and all existing Federal standards is over. He then has
to use a second approach. He also gets feedin from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's Institute. in terms of occupational health standards which he wm
process through. He appoints advisory committees or he can do it in-house if he has
the personnel.
One of the things that is going to happen
is this: Fairly close to April 28, 1971, the
Secretary, under section 6(a) of this Act,
will promulgate all existing Walsh-Healey
standards, including noise. Now, we have a
90 decibel noise standard under WalshHealey presently. It is not strong enoughfrom 20 to 25% of the workers in this coun-
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try will not benefit from it and within ten save hundreds and thousands of lives and
or fifteen years most of these workers will prevent millions of injuries and illnesses, or
come down with wme kind of hearing loss. it can be just a piece of paper. It's whatever
We have talked to Secretary Hodgson and you want to do with it.
Representative RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Tayhis Assistant Secretary and he gave us an
informal agreement that they would go over lor. Mr. Baron, do you have a comment?
Mr. BARON. If I may, I would briefiy like to
all the nonconventional safety standards and
as to every one that does not meet the tast make some points about occupational s8ifety
of the Act in terms of the rights of workers, and health. The former Surgeon General, Dr.
they will hold them apart from the general Stewart, estimated that between 50 and 60
blanket promulgation of all the noncon- million men are being made deaf for speech
troversial Walsh-Healey standards. Then, in industry. This statistic is of interest bethey will hold hearings on these to determine cause it indicates what Mr. Taylor was bringwhat can be done about making them more ing out-the terrible lack of data in this
effective. I would suggest that each of you field.
Second point. Most men are discouraged
Members of Congress should write to the
Secretary of Labor and request that he with- from applying for Workmen's Compensation,
hold publication of the noise standard at 90 in those States that have Workmen's Comdecibels when the Act comes into effect, pensation, because they are made to wait
and that this standard be reviewed and for a period of six months before they can
hearings be held so that the data which finalize their claims, under the theory that
Ehows how inadequate this standard is, can some of the hearing may come back in the
be incorporated into the hearing process, six months.
The first question I would ask you gentleand then he can come up with a standard
that can really be meaningful. It may be 85 men to consider is the standard itself, which
decibels, it may be 82 decibels, it may be is that you are not entitled to any sort of
time-weighted in terms of permitted ex- compensation unless you have lost a subposures to certain levels. Out of this process stantial portion of your hearing in the frewould come, I believe, the very best kind quency below 2000.
The question we raise is this: Is this a deof standard.
Representative RYAN. I think that is a good sirable standard? In other words, should we
say that a man is not really deaf in terms of
idea.
being eligible for Workmen's Compensation
Mr. TAYLOR. Otherwise, all the standards,
including noise, will be promulgated and the unless he has lost as much hearing as is writprocess in section 6 (b) will have to be fol- ten into these standards. Thank you.
Representative RYAN. Thank you, Mr.
lowed in order to amend them. That could
take as long as two years, assuming that the Baron.
At this time, I would like to call upon the
Secretary would agree to review them in the
Environmental Protection Administrator of
first place.
I also suggest that everyone interested in the City of New York, Jerome Kretchmer. Mr.
the hazards people face on the job in addi- Kretchmer took office in May of 1970 as head
tion to noise, which is of course what we are of New York City's Environmental Protectalking about today, write to the Secretary tion Agency, a superagency including the
of Labor and state that you want to see him City's Departments of Air Resources, Water
propose enough money to administer this Resources, and Sanitation. He is chairman of
bill properly. The Budget Bureau has ap- the City's Environmental Control Board;
proved a supplemental appropriation of $11 president of the Board of Water Supply;
million to last them until the end of the chairman of the Interagency Committee on
Fiscal Year 1971, but they are only asking Automotive Pollution; and a member of the
for about $25 million to operate this enor- Mayor's Interdepartmental Committee on
mous, complex program coverin?: 50 million Public Utilities and the Mayor's Organizapeople or more on the job and 4 million tional Task Force on Comprehensive Planestablishments--only $25 million for the Fis- ning. Before joining the City administracal Year 1972. Now, I realize that too much tion, Mr. Kretchmer practiced law and served
money can be provided when there aren't for eight years as a New York State Assemenough personnel, but this eEtimate really blyman representing the 65th Assembly Disought to be reviewed. The Congress should trict on Manhattan's West Side.
Mr. Kretchmer is accompanied this mornreview it very, very carefully.
The posture of the Department of Health, ing by Mr. Robert Rickles, Commissioner of
Education and Welfare is even worse. HEW the New York City Department of Air Redid not even ask for a supplemental to tide sources, and Mr. Robert Bennin, Director of
them over until the end of Fiscal Year 1971. the Office of Noise Abatement for the City of
And they are asking for a business-as-usual New York.
We are delighted to have you with us this
appropriation for the Bureau of Occupational Health, which has been going along morning, Mr. Kretchmer, to tell us what the
at about $13 million a year. If they are funded City of New York is doing in the field of
under their proposals, it will amount to about noise abatement and to give us your recom$16 million-about $2.9 million more than mendations.
the previous year. But this money is just for TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE JEROME
expansion of existing programs. In checking
KRETCHMER, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
with the people on the staff, and the Director,
ADMINISTRATOR, NEW YORK CITY
we find that they can use almost twice that
Mr. KRETCHMER. Thank you very much,
much money to get the program started. So Bill. I'm very happy to be here. This is my
all I am saying is that while noise has to be first Congressional hearing. I've been invited
attacked on a total basis, there has to be a to a couple of others, but for some reason or
real point of concentration on the work en- other I haven't gone. But I am very pleased
vironment. That is where a person is really that the first one I get to come to is one that
prisoner-prisoner 25% of his working life. you're holding. I'm flattered to be here this
Something has to be done.
morning.
Thank you very much.
I hope that I have something to say that
Representative RYAN. Thank you very will make some difference, and that together,
much, Mr. Taylor, for a very thorough state- we will be able to do something to meet this
ment. I think you point up the very serious problem. You know, I feel very frustrated
problem which we face, across the board, about the noise problem in New York, bewith legislation in Washington: without ade- cause we have not been very successful in
quate funding and without adequate en- getting anyone to pay very direct attention
forcement the laws that we make simply are to it. And maybe this morning, as a result of
not going to be effective at all.
what we do here and the news coverage we
Mr. TAYLOR. That's right. This can either
get, maybe we'll be able to elevate the level
be a bill that can make the difference and of understanding of the problem.
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This reminds me of a story I often tell. You
know, we have ten silent garbage trucks in
the City of New York. They have special compressors that were designated not to make any
noise, and they're the silentest garbage trucks
we own-because they don't work. They sit in
the garage most of the time. The real reason
is that no one has really made an investment
in the technology to make sure these thing'S
reaJly work. We are about to buy another 400
trucks, but those trucks won't be noiseless,
simply because we have not been able to get
the interest of General Motors and the companies who make the bodies, and our own
interest, to be high enough to really concentrate on abating noise.
For instance, if a truck didn't compact the
garbage, we would get the truck repaired. The
fact that the noise pump on it doesn't work
is often ignored. So I think that occasions
like this, where we have an opportunity to
elevate the level of our interest and our
understanding, are invaluable.
Rep. RYAN. I want to say that we are very
pleased that you could be here today. I think
that Mr. Baron said this morning that we
know how to quiet the feeder, but net the
compactor.
Mr. KRETCHMER. But I'm convinced, as
clearly as I'm in thi3 room now, that if we
really put in the same kind of energy that
we do to solving some of our other problems,
that we could have had, in this next order of
trucks, 400 quiet trucks. Energy to meet these
problems kind of builds on itself. And we
really haven't built that energy.
I really must confess to this group that
I didn't really realize how quiet the truck
was until just last week. By a freak accident, I was in a street where we had one,
and I stood next to it and I had to walk
around behind it to see that it was running.
It very much heightened my awareness. I
think if I had known that the truck was as
quiet as in fact it is, we would have made a
great er effort in the past year to bring it on.
We have, these last six or seven days, investigated whether the truck could be bought
with a quiet pump, but it turns out that the
difficulties in the electrical system are just
past solving at this moment, because the
companies that make the pump won't put
their energies to it. Mr. Bennin really has
applied his efforts to seeing if this machine
could be made quieter, but we can't get the
people who make this equipment involved.
It's no different in the solid waste area
and all these areas. We just can't get these
companies involved. There just isn't the
romance there is in getting that capsule to
the moon. And because that romance doesn't
exist, we have had a great deal of difficulty
in getting people to pay attention to our
problem. And I think the quiet garbage truck
is a perfect example of how American industry lets us down over and over again.
New York is not the only Oity that uses
a compactor garbage truck. There must be
four or five thousand a year sold around
the country. And to think that that is not
a sufficient market or that the problem is
not sufficiently acute, - is an Indication of
where we still are in the environmental
struggle.
I was speaking some place yesterday, and
I commented that I still don't think we
have a very large constituency. I don't know
what kind of attention these hearings will
attract. But the feeling that I have in dealing with environmental problems is that we
are still a very small group. Most of the
people in the United States are content to
live their lives in much the same style they
are living them now, and don't take the
environmental degradation that goes on
around them very seriously. They don't feel
the personal pain.
Representative RosENTJIAL. That may not
be correct.
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Mr. KRETCHMER. Well, Ben, we've had this
argument before as it relates to the consumer movement, which is another movement
in which that large constituency thMi we
would hope would come forward, hasn't come
forward. And I remember having this very
discussion with you. It seems to me that
what this army needs is a. leader. Well, tl'te
consumer movement has had two very good
leaders-yourself and Ted Mayer, and I only
say this in a very sincere way, and yet we
haven't seen the economy adjust itself to
the great pressure both of you have put on.
In the environmental field there are people like Paul Ehrlich and even myself, if I
might say so, who have tried to put a. lot of
pressure on, and we don't seem to be able
to create the pressure. You talk to manufacturers about the way they package their products, as I did at a. meeting the other day,
and they call you a socialist.
Representative RosENTHAL. Perhaps we
have not been able to develop these constituencies, because they have not been made
acutely aware of the damage to the physical state this noise can create.
Mr. KRETCHMER. I think that is exactly
right.
Representative RoSENTHAL. In the past we
accepted jobs as of higher importance than
a decent environment. But many Americans
are beginning to change their priorities.
I suggested something to Mr. Baron earlier, and you as a lawyer might appreciate
it--that is, shifting the burden of proof. In
other words, we should say that as a matter of
absolute principle we are all entitled to a
tranquil society. And the burden is therefore in the noise polluters to get a. certificate
from some new agency that we cr£.ate. In
other words, it shouldn't be on us to have
to be subjected to noise a. party gratuitously
feeds to us, but the burden should be on the
party seeking to make that noise. And I
guarantee you that 50% of the noise in this
country would be eliminated.
Mr. KRETCHMER. I ask you, as a. Congressman, what's the chance of getting a. piece of
legislation like that passed?
Representative RosENTHAL. I heard a rumor
that the Mayor's thinking of appointing that
Astronaut Shepard as Sanitation Commissioner on the theory that he would bring new
technological know-how within the jurisdiction of that job. I don't know if that's true
or not.
Mr. KRETCHMER. He might, but he might be
faced with the same fact that the City's
garbage is not as attractive as the moon and
therefore he won't be as interested in dealing
with it as the problems of the moon. You
know, the moon becomes of interest to me
only as the world's largest landfill.
I have some prepared remarks which I
would like to submit at this time.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE
JEROME KRETCHMER, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK CITY
My name is Jerome Kretchmer and I am
Administrator of New York City's Environmental Protection Administration. Accompanying me today are Robert N. Rickles, Commissioner of our Department of Air Resources,
his Assistant Commissioner, Conrad Simon,
and Robert Bennin, Director of our Bureau
of Noise Abatement.
I am grateful for the chance today•s hearings provide to focus public a.ttention on
noise pollution, a problem that has so far
been the stepchild of the environmental
movement. Noise has been regarded as merely
a nuisance--unpleasant, but relatively unimportant compared to the more obvious problems of air, water and land pollution. Noise
control has, therefore, been the last in line
for funding and strong legislation at all levels
of government.
But noise and the damage it causes have
been growing at an alarming rate, particularly in our cities. There are estimates that

urban noise has doubled since 1955, and that
it will double again by 1980. These are only
educated guesses, of course, because we were
n ot measuring urban noise levels fifteen years
ago, and still know far too little about them
today. However, it does not take even an
educated guess to realize that, if this trend
continues unchecked, our cities will become
uninhabitable, even if we succeed in cleaning up the rest of our environmental mess.
Today, we estimate the ambient noise level
in mid-Manhattan is already around 85 decibles, and rising. While knowledge of the
effects of noise on human beings is still far
from complete, we are reasonably certain
that this level is high enough to contribute
significantly to the psychological stresses
that beset New Yorkers-annoyance, tension
and nervousness. We know, furthermore, that
this level is well beyond the point at which
measurable physical effects take pla.ce, and
it is regarded as a danger point above which
prolonged exposure can cause a.ctual physical
injury.
It is obvious, therefore, that noise can no
longer be considered just a nuisance to be
taken care of once we have solved all our
other pollution problems. Clearly, noise has
become a present danger, a threat to the
health and well being of our people.
We in New York City intend to do something about this part of our environmental
hazard. Let me first describe briefly the major sources of our noise problem, outline our
plans for dealing with it, and then tell you
what I consider to be the essential effort
required of the federal government.
Most of our ambient noise sources fall into
one of two broad categories-construction or
transportation. New York City has 10,000
construction projects and 80,000 street repair
jobs annually. Construction sites can generate localized noise levels in excess of 100
decibels. Pedestrians walking by a bank of
air compressors at a typical site may encounter noise as high as 110 decibels, a level
that can cause actual physical damage.
Vehicular traffic is the most pervasive
noise source in the City. Some 2 million
automobiles and more than 100,000 trucks
move dally in and about the City producing
noise levels of more than 95 decibels. Aircraft flyover noise adjacent to airports is
now estimated. to be 115 decibels.
In our subways, passengers are routinely
subjected to noise levels of 90 to 98 decibels.
"Curve squeal" averages lOS decibels, while
an express train passing in a local station
can blast passengers waiting on the platform
with 109 decibels.
How can we attack this crisis? Noise pollution is a relatively new issue in a field that
teems with crises, and it's a tricky one for
the public to grasp. It is interesting here to
draw a parallel with the air pollution problem. Air pollution in our cities today is not
really significantly worse than it was ten
years ago. The big difference is that people
now perceive it as a problem and a threat to
their well being. They therefore support the
passage of strong laws and the expenditure
of public and private funds to clean up the
atmosphere.
Noise pollution, on the other hand, is a
situation that most people perceive of as
one of those unavoidable annoyances of city
life. In actuality, however, noise is probably
responsible for as much physical and psychological damage as unclean air, and furthermore, it is getting demonstrably worse.
It is vital that the public be made to
realize the serious nature of this problem
and even more important that they realize
something can be done about it.
Paris, for example, has quiet jack hammers. Why don't we? Ingersoll Rand makes
an acceptably quiet air compressor. Why
don't the other manufacturers? And why
doesn't the construction industry use them?
Hamburg, Berlin, Montreal and Mexico City
all have relatively quiet subway systems.
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Why not New York and PhUa.delphia? Parts,
once again, has successfully outlawed horn
honking. Why can't we do the same in American cities?
Obviously, without clear public demand,
without determined governmental action at
all levels, without some meaningful place for
noise abatement in our system of priorities,
no one will invest the money and the effort
needed to achieve these results in this country.
We in New York City are attempting to
make a. start in the right direction. We have
established wtthin the Environmental Protection Administration a Bureau of Noise
Abatement. The aim of this Bureau is to set
priorities on the types of noise to be controlled; to establish guidelines for City agencies in purchasing and licensing machinery;
to educate the public to the noise hazard;
to encourage research on noise effects and
control technology; to encourage noise reduction considerations in urban planning
and land use management.
Already the Bureau is well into a pilot
study supported by the Federal Department
of Housing and Urban Development to develop the methodology for characterizing the
noise levels and sources in the City. We are
at this moment outfitting what w1ll be a
fully equipped noise monitoring van for
operation on the City's streets.
Most significantly, however, the Bureau
and my General Counsel's office are preparing a comprehensive Noise Control Code for
presentation to the City Council. We believe
this Code will become a model for the rest
of the nation. Broadly speaking, we expect
the Code to take a three-pronged approach
to the noise problem:
It will ( 1) incorporate the general "unnecessary-noise" standards that are usual in
today's noise contrcl ordinances; (2) establish specific sound level standards for a wide
variety of such sources as air compressors,
pavement breakers, large air conditioning
systems, refuse compacting vehicles and the
like; (3) mandate the establishment of ambient noise quality zones for the entire City.
A draft of this Code is currently circulating
among interested City agencies, and we are
receiving comments prior to submitting the
Code for consideration by Mayor Lindsay.
There are, however, several difilcult hurdles we must surmount to a.chieve a meaningful noise abatement program in New York
City. For one thing, we have no power to
regulate one of the most annoying sources
of noise in the City-jet aircraft---because
the authority to set standards for these
planes is vested in the Federal Aviation Administration, and regulation of our airports
is in the hands of the Port of New York
Authority. The FAA regulations that went
into effect in 1969 affect only aircraft built
since that time. They are not adequate, we
believe, to ensure the well being of residents
in the vicinity of airports, particularly when
we consider the addition of the other city
noises, the fact that aircraft operate all night,
and the frequency of takeoffs and landings.
Furthermore, an aircraft must pass the FAA
standards only at the time it is certified for
airworthiness, and there is no subsequent
check for deterioration.
We believe a more vigorous approa.ch to
reducing airport noise is essential, and New
York City is therefore now contemplating
joining the National Organization to Insure
a Sound-controlled Environment (NOISE), a
nationwide group of municipal governments
concerned with the seriousness of the aircraft noise problem and determined to make
this ooncern felt.
In another major area--our subways-the
cost to institute meaningful noise control
will be staggering, particularly in light of the
current desperate straits of both our City and
State budgets. Several effective measures are
possible to reduce noise in the existing subway system, which is among the noisiest
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systems in the entire world. These techniques involve installation of damping and
sound absorbent materials, welding of rails,
and augmented car maintenance procedures.
But to do a half-decent job wlll cost mill1ons
of dollars, and while this investment will be
paid off by the resulting improvement in
general welfare and efficiency, the cost will
stlll be burdensome.
Mr. Bennin is working with the Transit
Authority on the specifications of the new
Second Avenue subway to ensure that noise
control considerations are included, but we
estimate that to make maximum use of
current noise control technology on this
new line might add from 10 to 15 % to the
final cost. However, in the long run, maintenance cost will be lower.
As for motor vehicle traffic, another major
contributor to the City's noise load, New
York St ate has already established a noise
control standard and t he City may not establish an inconsistent one. But, while this
standard was a pioneering action, we feel
that it is more appropriate to conditions on
the open highway than to the urban situation and that, furthermore, by setting one
maximum noise standard for all weights of
vehicles--88 decibels measured at 50 feet-it discriminates against larger vehicles and
allows smaller ones to get away with murder.
New York City has just introduced legislation in the State legislature aimed at overcoming some of the problems with the motor
vehicle standards.
Clearly, then, the City and the State cannot in present circumstances mount an allinclusive campaign to abate noise. Federal
action is essential as well. Up until this year
federal activity in the noise abatement area
consisted almost entirely of the FAA standards already discussed and the Walsh-Healey
Act, which applies only narrowly to certain
industrial environments.
This lack of activity must be evaluated in
light of such federal priorities as the Supersonic Transport, for which another $235 million is requested in Mr. Nixon's Fiscal 1972
budget request, and the Federal Highway
program. In spite of the almost universal
realization that we must stop the stranglehold of the automobile on our society and
revitalize our mass transit systems, we are
still faced W::.th highways getting $4.79 billion in Fiscal 1972, verus $327 million for all
mass transit. It is no wonder we have no
money for soundproofing our subways.
This year, however, thanks to the 1970
~visions to the Air Quality Act, we have
within the new federal Environmental Protection Agency a fledgling Office of Noise
Abatement and Control with authority to
study noise and its effects on the public
health and welfare and to advise other federal agencies on means of noise abatement.
The authorization for carrying out this
program is $30 mlllion. While this is an attractive sum, there is no indication that
anything approaching this amount will be
r-equested, and the actual amount is more
llkely to be closer to one-tenth that figure.
Furthermore, the language of the bill makes
no provision whatever for support of state
and local noise abatement programs. I believe a program of demonstration and maintenance grants is essential to establish
meaningful noise abatement activities at
lower levels of government. Ideally, this program would be similar to the air pollution
program that has gone so far toward establlshing meaningful local control agencies. To illustrate this point, at the conclusion of my testimony, Commissioner Rickles
will outline the indispensible role this program has played in the operation of our own
Department of Air ~sources.
New York City's Bureau of Noise Abatement is already at the point where it could
benefit greatly from such federal support.
Not only is it initiating a well-planned program, it is also in the process of tooling up

to carry it out. We plan, in spite of our City
budget crisis, to expand funding for this
program during the coming fiscal year. I believe that, with appropriate federal support,
the New York City bureau could develop into
a model program for other cities around the
nation.
I believe another area where the federal
govern ment could have immediate impact
on noise pollution is that of federal purchase
and contract specifications. A preferential
system for equipment that meets certain
noise standards could be established similar
to the existing program for low-emission
mo~or vehicles. There is already available
a wide range of quieter construction machinery--compressors, pavement breakers,
pile drivers, rock drills--whose use is limited
because of their slightly greater cost. The
tremendous lever of federal purchasing
power could greatly stimulate the development and use of such machines.
Clearly, too, consideration must be given
to the concept of federal noise standards
for motor vehicles, for the same reasons of
national uniformity that inspired federal
automotive exhaust emission standards. And
a vastly increased research and development
program on the effects of noise, both physiological and psychological, and on control
technology is essential.
Finally, I believe the goo! should be to
establish and work toward implementing a
system of ambient noise levels based on a
zoning concept, With such a tool, local agencies will be able far more easily to identify
their noise problems and work toward solving them.
In summary, I believe federal efforts in
n oise abatement should consist of:
A program of demonstration and maintenance grants to support local noise control agencies.
A large-scale research and development
program aimed at studying the effects of
noise and developing abatement techniques.
A reordering of federal transportation priorities to favor mass transit systems and to
make noise abatement practices mandatory
to their construction.
A reevaluation and tightening of noise
regulations on jet aircraft.
Preferential purchase and contract specifications to encourage use of quiet construction machinery.
Considera/tion of Federal noise standards
for motor vehicles.
Establishment of ambient noise criteria.
In short, noise in our cities can no longer
be ignored. It 1s a problem ranking in seriousness with pollution of our air and our
waters, It must be attacked vigorously by all
levels of government, by industry and by the
individual citizen. We in New York have made
a beginning. I urge the Federal Government
to follow suit.
Mr. KRETCHMER. Bill, I have to say in closing, that if your energy in this area· anywhere matches your energies in any of the
many other problems you've been involved
in, I think we can look forward to achieving
some of the results we are looking for today.
We have not been as involved With the
Congress and congressional committees as
we would have liked to have been. I just
want to say in conclusion that I think we
have some resources that you, as a New York
Congressman, might like to put to use, and
I'm here this morning not only to have my
say but to offer you that help, as you begin
to work toward some of the answers to this
problem.
We're really prepared to make our talent
and our resources and our equipment available. If there is anything we can do for you
to help you understand the problems or help
you dramatize the problems, do not hesitate
to call on us. As I said, we really haven't had
an opportunity to cooperate with a Congressional group. Our counsel's office and our
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noise people are really prepared to do whatever they can.
Rep. RYAN. Thank you very much. I am
sure there are areas where your legislative
counsel and your staff can be very helpful.
Last year, I introduced legislation to establish a Federal Office of Noise Abatement.
Congressmen here today cosponsored that
legislation. It did have in that proposal
grants to local governments, but that section
was not included in the legislation actually
enacted into law. We hope to revise that original b111 to meet some of the points you have
raised, and to expand the Office of Noise
Abatement and Control, which was set up
with a $30 million authorization, but Without any appropriation at all. It is not only
a question of legislation, but of funding as
well.
Mr. KRETCHMER. The one other thing I left
out, which I think is important, is the whole
idea of preferential purchasing policies. We
got into that with the purchase of recycled
paper by the City, but it seems to me the
one thing the Federal government can do is
demand in its purchases greater noise compliance. It seems to me that the federal procurement office, perhaps by Executive order,
could obtain products in a much more noiseconscious way.
Representative BIAGGI. Mr. Kretchmer,
there was a lady in the audience earlier this
morning who is having difficulty because of
the noise created by an air conditioning unit
in the yard behind her building. Is there
anything the City can do about that?
Mr. KRETCHMER. Congressman, I spoke to
the lady in the hallway just a few moments
ago. I can assure you that we will do everything in our power to do something about it.
The gentleman who is about to follow me
is Robert Rickles, the City's Air Resources
Commissioner. He is going to point out some
of our successful experiences in cooperating
with the Federal government in regard to air
resources. And we would like to leave that
testimony with you as an example of what
can be done in the noise area as well.
TESTIMONY OF HON. ROBERT N. RICKLES, COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT OF AIR RESOURCES,
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ADMINISTR.'\TION, CITY OF NEW YORK
Mr. RICKLES. Congressman, I would like to
speak briefly today about the role which federal grants have historically played in New
York City's air pollution control program,
and based on this experience, to define some
implications for the future federal role in
reducing ambient noise levels, both in our
City and in other major urban areas around
the country.
( 1) Federal funding for state and local air
pollution oontrol programs has been provided for under the Program Grant Section
of the Clean Air Act. According to its provisions, program support is made in four
stages:
(1) Development Grants. Grants are usually made for a two year period but may continue into the third year of program development;
(2) Establishment Grants. These are
made for a 3 year period, the first year of
which may overlap the development grant;
(3) Improvement Grants. These are also
made for 3 years, the first year of which is
again an extension of the establishment
grant.
These 3 phases usually average a total of 7
years, at the end of which the local agency
program should be fully established. After
this time federal funding is awarded in the
form of (4) Maintenance Grant.
Prior to the award of federal funds in fiscal '66, the Department of Air Resources' annual budget was less than $900,000, and our
total staff was 120.
In fiscal1966 we received our first stimulatory federal grant under the program improvement phase of the federal grant support program.
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The three-year award totalled over half a
million dollars and enabled us to create an
emission inventory unit defining the names
and sources of every significant air pollutant
in New York City. This project provided the
basis for the advancement of our agency's
activities into a full scale management program. Thus, in 1968 when the Department
of Air Resources embarked on its implementation of new air pollution control legislation, it was our Maintenance Grant support of $860,000 per year that provided the
springboard for a doubling of the total air
pollution control budget from $2 million to
$4 million and an expansive escalation of the
city's war on pollution.
During the past three years the Department of Air Resources has received $2.7 million in federal maintenance funds. In fiscal
1969, this maintenance support represented
25% of our $4.1 million budget, and in 1970
28% of $4.4 million. In 1971 this figure will
increase to about 35% of a total budget of
$5.1 million.
These federal funds will next year pay
the salaries of 36% of our inspection and
field staff, greatly increasing our ability to
serve summonses to violators of our air pollution code.
Federal assistance has also permitted the
existence of additional high level technical
positions. In 1968, when we initiated a ten
station automatic air monitoring system to
complement pre-existing manual stations
and permit a continuous definition of the air
pollution problem in New York City, it was
federal money which made possible much of
the required technical work in design and
installation. Since then it has been in large
part the federal contribution which permits
the maintenance and servicing of our aerometric system, including the compilation of
data for our daily air quality report to the
media.
At the present time the City of New York
has already completed several elements of a
noise control program. We have, for example,
concluded a Mayor's Task Force Study on
the problem. The Department of Air Resources has recently proposed extensive research regarding the sources and effects of
urban noise, in an effort to establish the
framework for an operational noise control
program. To implement these recommendations, we are requesting federal maintenance
under an establishment type grant. This support is being sought in order to provide both
personnel and equipment. When our program is fully established, we anticipate seeking federal support under maintenance type
grants such as currently exists in air pollution.
Today, we are specifically recommending
that in the allocation of funds under the
noise abatement provisions of the Federal
Air Quality Act of 1970, the federal government include a program grants section. We
also recommend that it contain the three
stimulating phases as found in the Clean Air
Act, with a 3: 1 ratio of federal support. This
should lead into a maintenance grant program as now exists in air.
These programs are needed not only for
the City of New York, but for every urban
area in this country. If we are going to avoid
mistakes in the wasteful overlapping of environmental control programs, now is the
time to begin gathering rellable data. To do
this, we need an expansion of the Federal
pllot programs.
We have already requested similar support
for the City's program through the State
Legislature since, at the moment, our total
noise abatement program, as embryonic as it
is, is supported by the City of New York, with
the exception of our HUD grant, which
amounts to about $50,000.
Finally, I want to point out that virtually
every air pollution control program on a
state basis has been given a tremendous
stimulus by the introduction of Federal
funding and, specifically, in the formation of

that funding, through development grants,
establishment grants, improvement grants,
and finally, a maintenance continuing grant.
We would like to see something similar to
this in the noise abatement field.
Thank you very much for your time.
Representative RYAN. Thank you, Mr.
Rickles. Mr. Bennin, is there anything you
want to add to either Mr. Kretchmer's or Mr.
Rickles' statement?
Mr. BENNIN. No, sir.
Representative RYAN. Let me ask a question about the Second Avenue Subway. Is it
possible in the development of the Second
Avenue Subway, to use some of the techniques and technology that we know in order
to have a really quieter subway? Why can't
we take this new subway as a pilot program
and build into it sound reducing mechanisms and devices.
Mr. BENNIN. This is exactly what we should
be doing.
Representative RYAN. Well, are you going
to?
Mr. BENNIN. The indications are that we
will. We are now just beginning the initial
talks with the Transit Authority. The transit
technology itself, is very well developed
in terms of noise abatement, and it's being
used in all new subways, the latest of which
is the BART System, which is the Bay Area
Rapid Transit in San Francisco. And all indications are that the levels can be reduced by
at least a factor of four.
Representative RYAN. I understand that
some cities use rubber tires. Is that feasible
in New York?
Mr. BENNIN. Not entirely, it is certainly
no panacea for noise control either in a car
or in a station. Unfortunately, the technology
itself does not apply to a system such as New
York City. The pneumatic tires don't have
the load-carrying capacity; they wear much
quicker; and they generate tremendous :t.eat.
Although it might be suited for Montreal, it
would not in any way suit the kind of system New York City has.
Representative RYAN. What's the difference?
Mr. BENNIN. Well, the speeds that are attainable are not the speeds at which the
New York City subway travels. Our stations
are very long. Pneumatic tires can't support
the load, so you have smaller cars. And for
every car you have, you must have a certa:.n
amount of space for turning radius. Su what
you've done is cut down on carrying capacity.
Maintenance costs increase very substantially, because the pneumatic tires wear very
greatly on the kind of road bed that we are
using. So you have great particular discharge
and heat build-up which could be a consideration in the confined space of our underground subways.
Representative RosENTHAL. In Mr. Kretchmer's statement, he said Paris has quiet
jack hammers.
Mr. BENNIN. What Mr. Kretchmer stated
was that quiet jack hammers are hydraulic.
They're taking on rather great acceptance
in this country. Con Ed, I understand, has
just purchased a number of them and I think
some of the other manufacturers are considering hydraulically operated equipment.
Representative RosENTHAL. Assuming this
JiqUipment is good and useful, is there any
way you can make the Transit Authority use
that kind of equipment?
Mr. BENNIN. No, presently not.
Mr. KRETCHMER. That's the difficulty we
have in influencing the Transit Authority.
And that is not an unusual struggle. The
interagency struggle in the City is not unique.
I guess it exists in all government; the Federal government as well. The Transit Authority believes it has a responsibility to
bring that subway in under "X" amount of
dollars. And as we drive the cost up by demandin g our environmentally acceptable devices, they rebel. We have no muscle. This
is really the toughest kind of governmental
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question, and this is not the only time it
arises. We face it all the time. We would have
to have in the City of New York a piece of
legislation that mandated certain noise criteria before we could have any influence over
the Transit Authority.
Representative RosENTHAL. Did you state
earlier you were drafting such legislation?
Mr. KRETCHMER. We are in the process of
drafting rtlbat legislation, and are hopeful
that we are going to be able to get that
legislation passed.
You'll concede to me, I am sure, that in
the tight fiscal situation in which the City
finds itself, the question of a ten or fifteen
percent increase in capital cost is really an
overwhelming suggestion. I would opt to
spend the money.
Representative RosENTHAL. You're assuming getting the quiet jack hammer, etc.,
would tack on an additional 10% to 15%?
Mr. KRETCHMER. Another reason we cannot get rubber tired subways is because of
the compatibility of the system. We absolutely must have a system in which the
rolling stock is interchangeable. We need a
system in which the new cars are compatible
with the existing system and that would
have to be a steel wheel syetem. But the
thing we are talking about in terms of noise
pollution technology is welding all the
tracks. We're talking about a different kind
of road bed. Bob's developed a sound-absorbent road bed, and that road bed would
be more expensive than the road bed we now
use. And we're talking about acoustically
lined tunnels. Well, these will add substantial costs.
Representative RosENTHAL. What you're
saying is that it costs money to protect the
environment.
Mr. KRETCHMER. It always costs money.
Representative RYAN. Oan you not incorporate into your noise pollution code requirements that would affect the Second
Avenue Subway?
Mr. KRETCHMER. Absolutely, That's What
we are in the process of doing. The code is
presently being circulated amongst the City
agencies--of which the Transit Authority is
one--to get their judgment as to what our
standards would mean in subway construction. That's exactly the point. One of the
things that is required here is a fair degree
of responsibility so that we, in promulgating
a new code, don't overreach. We hope that
the standards we establish would be standards that could be achieved, and, in fact,
lessen the noise in the subways, while at the
same time be attainable with the appropriate
dollar expenditures.
I think the one thing we haven't run the
cost on is to see what the appropriate value
for environmental protection is.
Representative RosENTHAL. Do you think
that the terrible condition of the subways
has an adverse effect on the morale of the
City?
Mr. KRETCHMER. Ben, I start out every
speech that I make by saying "everybody
thinks I'm here to talk about air and water
and noise, but I'm really here to talk about
the subways, because that's a New Yorker's
most humiliating experience." How can a
New Yorker care about the quality of the air,
when for 45 minutes in the morning and for
45 minutes in the afternoon, it's too hot, it's
too cold, it's too dangerous, it's too slow.
Representative RosENTHAL. Do you think
that a little extra investment in the subway-if it is extra-might have an effect
with positive ramifications that would affect the entire quality of life in the City?
Mr. KRETCHMER. It very well may; absolutely. If the subway system was humane and
decent, the quality of life in New York would
be improved 20% for everybody, at a minimum. I mean it would be a fifth better to
live here. That number is out of the air; you
might say that it might be a 100 per cent
better.
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Clearly, then we could have meaningful
programs of getting people out of their automobiles. Every time you talk to somebody
now about getting out of his automobile, he
says to me "Well, I'm not going to go down
in that subway, I'm not going to take that."
So it's clear that we would improve the life
and the life style, the mood and the humor,
of people in the city of New York. And we
would make some of our outlying areas which
are reachable by subway far more attractive
places to live because the trip in for them
would be more pleasant.
Representative RYAN. Thank you very
much, Administrator Kretchmer and Commissioner Rickles and Robert Bennin, Commissioner of Noise A:batement. Your testimony here was very helpful and cer,t ainly
raised good points regarding the Feder& role.
Mr. BARON. One poiDJt e.bout subways. It's
interesting that Mexico and Montreal and
Paris can afford quieter subways, and we
can't. There is a way of havin~ quieter
wheels, incidentally-metal wheels, sounddampened wheels; there are other techniques, as I think Mr. Bennin indicated, that
can be used.
As far as quieter jack hammers, there are
now in the United States, American companies, too, that make different forms of
muffled jack hammers. And one way that you
get them used in Europe is the fact-I understand in England, for example-that in government projects they insist that muffling be
used.
Representative RosENTHAL. That's what
my question was: "Wasn't there some way
that we could read it into the contracts?"
Mr. BARON. This is one of the things that
I think we should do, and I think there
should be a general clause even in Transit
Authority contracts.
Representative RosENTHAL. The reaction
was that that would cost more, but I'm not
absolutely certain about that.
Mr. BARoN. The Citizens for a Quieter City
did a demonstration in 1967 and we imported
a quieter jackhammer-pavement breakerfrom England, and the cost of the quieter
one was similar or less, I believe, than was
the American one.
This whole question of cost is another area
that should be very carefully scrutinized.
I believe that once you tool up for a quieter
pavement breaker-with, say, a built-in muffler-eventually the cost per unit is not that
much different. It's just that it's now a
prototype, practically. But there are quieter
compressors, and there are other companies
coming on the market With quieter compressors.
One last thing about standards-let us be
careful when we go into this business of
standards for, say, motor vehicles. Because
in the State of New York the standard for
motor vehicles is not based on what should
be a desirable level-whatever that may bein a home or a school or a hospital or what
have you, but it is based on how much noise
trucks make. And, therefore, I ask you gentlemen to consider this question when a
standard is set for, say, motor vehicles-to
what is it related? Is it related to the desirable result-in other words, the environment
of the human being--or is it related to the
existent noisy state of the art of the noise
source? You can be merely legalizing-in
one sense-the noisy noise source. This applies, by the way, to aircraft.
Representative RosENTHAL. That is what
we did With the airlines. We accepted their
unsatisfactory performance record.
Mr. BARON. That's right. And we made
them a. legal standard. This happens all too
often, and I think that the Federal governtment should have an impartial way of examining these standards so that they are
related to the environment we want and not
so much to protecting the noisy noise source.
Thank you.

Representative RYAN. Our next witness is
New York State Commissioner of Environmental Conservation, the Honorable Henry
L. Diamond, who was designated the first
Commissioner of Environmental Conservation on April 24, 1970. From that time until
the effective date of the new agency on July
1, 1970, he headed a task force to plan and
organize the Department that administers
all State programs for environmental control
and natural resource management. As Commissioner, Mr. Diamond is Chairman of the
State Environmental Board, which establishes environmental standards and criteria.
He is also Chairman of the Environmental
Facilities Corporation, which assists local
governments in planning, financing, and
building pollution control facilities.
I would like to welcome you, Commissioner
Diamond.
TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE HENRY L.
DIAMOND, NEW YORK STATE COMMISSIONER OF
ENVmONMENTAL CONSERVATION
Mr. DIAMOND. Thank you for having me
here, Congressman. I congratulate you on
your leadership in calling this hearing. It is
much needed. In the interest of time, I Will
submit a statement for your consideration,
and briefly outline it, With your permission,
rather than reading it in detail.
I think we have come to an interesting
time in environmental history. Concern
about noise as a pollutant is emerging. I
know that five or six years ago, when we
were planning a White House Conference on
the Environment, Mr. Baron came to our attention, but we did not include noise as a
major topic. We had air pollution, water pollution, solid waste disposal, but it was our
judgment that noise not be included. Today,
it is clearly a new and very, very prominent
part of our environmental quality problem,
and I think we have to focus on it.
This late development of awareness of
noise as a pollutant is a little odd, because
both the Constitution of the United States
and the Constitution of New York State talk
about noise. I'm not sure that that is what
the Founding Fathers had in mind, but they
talk about "domestic tra.nqu111ty". Well, we
haven't succeeded in their meaning. Perhaps
we can succeed in the literal meaning, so tar
as noise is concerned.
In the State of New York an amendment
passed only a year ago which provides specifically that the State concern itself with
noise problems. Quite frankly, untll now,
the State of New York's noise programs have
not been good enough. We have some legislation on the hooks which controls the level
of truck noise. Again, we talk about adequate mufflers and exhaust systems. The
testing is spotty. It's done occasionally by
the State Troopers. It is not part of the
automobile test system, and I think probably
it should be.
We have a multiple dwelUng law that
puts some standards in. Again, I think they
have to be toughened up.
We have-which is not much of a concern
here in New York City, but It Is quite an Issue upstate, and I hope it to be part of any
Federal legislation-a snowmobile problem.
Snowmobiles make the datnnedest racket you
have ever heard, particularly when they are
11sed late at night In places like Lake Placid.
People go out in them at one or two in the
morning and roll around In these snowmobiles and make an awful racket in the wllderness. So that's a problem I hope we Will be
getting more and more Into. We have laws
that require a muffler system by 1974, but
that is not soon enough.
Representative RYAN. We now find these
small little motor bikes being used in our
parks.
Mr. DIAMOND. Yes. And there is a great
noise potential, for some reason, on small
motors. I ought to mention lawn mowers,
also. We now have-and I must say we are
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about where the City of New York is--under
consideration a new noise program that the
Governor will be sending to the legislature.
I can't say exactly what is in it yet. It will
be coming soon. But the kinds of things
that are under consideration are pretty obvious~
codes for construction with very
specific limitations on construction noise,
etc. We don't know quite how we get to
the airport problem-there's a Federal preemption problem there which I urge upon
your attention. We are going to talk about
automobile noise. Again, maybe this is better
preempted federally. In all these things, in
the airports and the automobile areas, I urge
upon your attention a formula whereby the
Federal government sets absolute minimum
standards, and a State or a city which has
particular problems has ability to go beyond that. We have that problem in automobile emissions; and I think the State of New
York has its automoblle emissions standards
setting power preempted by the Federal government. California was smart enough when
the bill came up to get excluded; I think we
should have been too.
In New York State we have just established one c:msultant on noise who helped
us With this paper, and we hope to establish
in next year's budget, if it's approved by the
Legislature, a Bureau of Acoustics and Noise
Abatement. That will be at least a visible
box on the chart. But that doesn't solve any
noise problems. What it is going to do is
work on the development of these noise codes,
and we hope we will get a statute which
delegates to the Commissioner of Environmental Conservation the authority to set
them, and so my division will be involved in
setting them and moving forward.
I hope that the State of New York Will
establish a policy of requiring that when
we purchase equipment we require no-noise
equipment, and when we contract for road
building or construction that the contract
have noise amendments in the contract. In
fact, we have quite a few construction projects, I think, that could be done a little
more quietly.
Representative RYAN. Does the State have
the authority to do that now?
Mr. DIAMOND. We do not, sir. I am hoping
that the State Will do this. I am commending this to your attention. If the Federal
Government-for instance, the Bureau of
Public Roads in its 4 billion dollar highway
program-provided in all of its contracts
that low noise compressors be used, that
would have a far greater effect than the Federal government simply buying its own. I
have no idea as to how many compressors the
Federal government buys, but contracts for
use are far more than It actually buys, I am
sure. Four billion dollars buys a lot of noise,
as well as a lot of concrete. So I recommend
that GSA-the General Services Administration-have as a policy-as part of its contract, just as it has a nondiscrimination
clause-that federal contractors not be able
to use high noise machines.
Representative RYAN. Is the Governor going to ask for that authority?
Mr. DIAMOND. I hope he Will. Of course, if
the Federal government did It and required
it in all of its aid programs, because almost
every dollar we spend would do it nationally. After all, almost every dollar we end
up spending in the State has some Federal
tie to It.
Representative RYAN. There have been
times in the past when New York State has
been ahead of the rest of the country.
Mr. DIAMOND. Yes, sir. And this Is an area
that I hope again we'll be out in front on.
But I urge it to your attention as well. We'll
hopefully get something in Albany on that.
I want to endorse very heavily what Jerry
Kretchmer and Bob Rickles sa.ld about the
Federal program. Your blll, if we could get
some money in it, w-:>uld be extremely help-
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ful in creating State agencies and local agencies to have their own noise entity. I think
that that is probably the most important
Federal pressure to put on. And maybe even
tie it to the air pollution grants which are
essential to us now-to say that you have to
have a noise pollution entity to get your air
pollution grant-that is, some levers to make
States have a noise entity and make them
have to pass through some of that power and
money to the local levels.
In New York City, where you have a tremendous problem and have sophisticated
government working on it, you saw from the
presentation that preceded me that there's
some action. In other parts of the State, we
have to help, as well, because we've got Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester, all of which have
noise problems. So I hope you wlll think of
that when you draft legislation, and also this
rural problem of snowmobiles the motor
noises because, this is not only an urban
problem but a problem across the State.
In closing I think we somehow have got
to zero in on this aircraft thing. As you
know, the local governments have tried to
come in by suit and by statute. There are
bills pending in the New York State Legislature to control the SST by New York
State--! frankly don't know .about the constitutionality of that-it is probably a Federal problem. But I urge you to get meaningful levels at airports because everybody
has to live with those.
Thank you for having me here this morning. I would only add one thing. While our
noise entity is fledgling, I would be happy
to make it available to you. We hope by the
first of April to have 3 professionals on the
job and of course we would be happy to
provide any help we could to this committee.
Following is my prepared statement:
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HENRY L.
DIAMOND, COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

Introduction

The Preamble of the Constitution of the
United States refers to "domestic tranquility." If we relate our present noisy environment with that point in history, we compare the horse and stagecoach with tod.ay's
high speed auto, bus or jet aircraft; the
frontiersman's ax to a chain saw or bulldozer; a scythe to a. power lawn mower.
We have many noise sources today which
we could not compare--such as jack hammers, pile drivers, compressors, and snowmobiles.
Although the noise sources of the past
were minuscule compared to present ones,
our forefathers valued domestic tranqulllty
sufficiently to make it one of the considerations of the Constitution. But one could
ask-should the noise levels of our environment be permitted to continually increase?
Are increa~ing noise levels the cost we must
pay for progress? The answer to both of
these questions, in my opinion, is no.
The progress and future development of our
country can continue without being hampered by noise abatement. What we do need
are definitive considerations of noise and
it s effect on people in the design and use
of products . . . in the administration of
services to the public . . . and in the construC!tion and use of buildings and residences.
A limited amount of noise abatement effort has been applied to some areas of design and construction. Unfortunately, noise
abatement has been overlooked or disregarded in far more areas. The government must establish a noise abatement program which deals with specific requirements.
The public must learn about noise and
exert consumer influence on industry. A program which encourages the joint efforts of
our society will be most effective. The main

impetus must come from the state and feder al governments who should establish specific requirements for noise control.
They may develop model codes, rules and
regulations which can be adopted by opt ion of local municipalities. Local regulations
should be equal to or more stringent than
those set by other levels of government.
Existing r egu lations in New York State for
control of noise

Like the United States Constitution, the
New York State Constitution considers
noise. Section 4 of Article 14 of the New
York Stat e Constitution declares: "The policy of the state shall be to con serve and
protect its natural resources and scenic
beaut y and encourage the development and
improvement of its agricultural lands for
the production of· f'ood and other agricult ural products. The legislature, in implementing this policy, shall include adequate
provision for the abatement . . . of excessive and unnecessary noise . . . ."
Althou gh New York State has a limited
number of laws relating t o specific noise
levels, there are many areas of law controlling noise in a general sense, such as nuisance ty·p e laws. Legal control for the abatement of noise is in state and local statutes.
The pen al law deals with this type nuisance in various forms, including annoyance,
alarm , bTeach of peace and disorderly condu ct. Th e general business law deals with
pre ven t ion of all noise which unreasonably
distur bs the peace of the day on Sun days.
The Vehicle and Traffic Law requires vehicles to be equipped with adequate mufflers and exhaust systems to prevent excessive noise. In 1965, the Vehicle and Traffic
Law was amended by specifying the maximum noise permitted fOi• motor vehicles.
This amendment stated that noise from any
vehicle operating on public highways shall
not exceed 88 decibels on the A-scale, when
measured at a distance of 50 feet. This section also specified that measurements be
made when the vehicle was operating at a
speed less than 35 mph. This law was probably the first in New York State in which
quantity of noise was specified in terms of
act u al numbers of decibels.
I n 1968, the New York Multiple Dwelling
Law was amended by giving some attention
t o control of indoor noise. It required cities
with populations in excess of 500,000 to
formulate and adopt standards for sound
control, and standards for transmission loss
of walls, partitions, floors and ceilings bet ween apa rtments. Construction of multiple
dwellings after January 1, 1970, was required to comply with the standards and
control of noise.
In 1970 the New York State Legislature
passed a law controlling snowmobile noise.
Although the law made no provisions for
existing snowmobiles, it specifies that no
snowmobile manufactured after June 1,
1972, will be sold or offered for sale unless
it is equipped with a muffier that limits the
engine noise to not more than 82 decibels,
as measured on the A-scale at 50 feet. No
snowmobile manufactured after June 1, 1974,
shall be sold or offered fior sale unless the
m uffier system limits engine noise to not
:nore than 73 decibels on the A-scale at 50
feet.
The 1970 legislature also passed the Environmental Conservation Law. This law
mandates that the environment be conserved,
improved, and protected in order to enhance
the health, safety and welfare of the people
of the state. It defines pollution as a presence in the environment of conditions and/
or contaminants in quantities or characteristics which are or may be injurious to human life or property, or which unreasonably
interfere with comfortable enjoyment of life
and property. This law defines noise as a
pollutant and further charges the Department of Environmental Conservation with
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responsib111ty for preventing and abating
noise pollution.
Rules under consideration in New York
State

There are many bills relating to noise
control that are on file for consideration of
the 1971-72 New York State Legislature. The
scope of these bills ranges . . . from muffler examination during annual inspection
. . . to consideration of supersonic aircraft
noise.
A b111 has been submitted to llmlt the
amou"lt of noise from air conditioning units
or other machinery in the vicinity of a.
multiple dwelling, if the ambient noise level outside of any window in a dwell1ng unit
is increased 5 dBA above a threshold of 50
dB on the A-scale by this equipment. This
same bill would make it unlawful for construction operations to increase the noise level outside the window of a dwell1ng unit to
over 75 dBA.
There are several bills on ftle concerning
aircraft and airport operation noise. One
directs Commissioners of various Departments of the State to study and analyze effects of jet noise on people in communities
abutting jet airports.
Another would amend the General Business and Transportation Laws to prevent
excessive noise from airport and aircraft
operations. This bill would make it unlawful for an airport to permit operation of
an aircraft which creates a noise level of
85 dBA at the perimeter of the airport adjoining a residential area . . . with a. reduction of 5 dBA below this during nighttime hours. The noise level limit is extended
to 90 dBA at the perimeter of the airport
adjoining commercial areas.
This bill also makes it unlawful to operate an aircraft which creates a noise level in
excess of 75 dBA over a. residential area.
The New York State Department of Transportation would oversee the rules by monit oring and issuing permits.
Another b111 would amend the Public
Health Law and Executive Law to ban the
supersonic transport from landing at urban
airports unless design changes are made.
This bill would grant power to bring a class
action to enjoin any supersonic transport
which creates a perceived noise level greater
than 108 PNdB.
Concerning the jurisdiction of local governments over noise, a bill has been filed to
amended the general city, village and town
law. It would permit local government to
establish regulation in which noise emission is limited to specific levels.
At this time there is no way of determining how many of these bills will be passed
by this 1971-72 New York State Legislature
and signed by Governor Rockefeller. In general, I support the intent of these bills. I
make some exceptions to specifics, details,
and the conflict with federal preemption in
the area of aircraft noise.
N.Y .S. Department of Environmental Conservation noise abatement plans

The need for a noise abatement program
was recognized by the 1970 legislature because of increasing noise levels in our community, added noise sources, and increase
in population requiring more services and
devices which produce noise.
We are formulating a comprehensive statewide noise abatement program to prevent
further noise encroachment and reduce
existing excessive noise. Official operations,
purchases, and construction projects by
New York State will lead the noise abatement program by reflecting these policies.
The impact of noise on the environment
during the construction phase as well as the
operational phase of state construction projects will be considered.
Budget requests have been submitted to
the 1971-72 New York State Legislature for
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funds to organize and fill manpower requirements to establish a Bureau of Acoustics and
Noise Abatement within the Department of
Environmental Conservation. This Bureau
will take on increasing responsibility and
importance as it develops model codes,
standards, rules and regulations. Its functions will expand to include all areas of
acoustics and noise control such as aircraft
noise, highway and mass transportation
noise, consumer products, industrial noise,
architectural acoustics, room acoustics,
building codes, community noise, and research into the effects of noise on hearing,
speech communication, annoyance and other
physiological effects.
Studies will be conducted with the cooperation of other State agencies to develop
criteria, standards, and measuring procedures, utilizing the latest technology, including computer applications. In order to
establish a unified statewide noise abating
program, jurisdiction for noise abatement
should be under one agency of the state.
Suggestions for Federal legislation
(1) Establish grants in aid to the states

for creating autonomous state agencies to
deal with problems of noise. Guidelines
should be included to define major areas of
concern, and provide direction for rules and
regulations.
(2) Include noise performance criteria in
specifications for purchase of equipment,
and construction of projects, which are
funded by the federal government.
(3) Accelerate activities and programs to
more expeditiously resolve the aircraft noise
problem.
Representative RYAN. Thank you very
much, Commissioner Diamond.
Our next witness is Dr. Roy Sullivan,
Chief of the Division of Audiology at the
Long Island College Hospital. He is a consultant to the Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital; consultant to the National Center for
Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults; and vicechairman of the Pre-school Hearing Council
of Long Island. Dr. Sullivan is also President
of the Audiology Study GToup of Greater
New York.
I would like to welcome you to these ad
hoc Congressional hearings, Doctor Sullivan.
TESTIMONY OF MR. ROY SULLIVAN CHIEF, DIVISION OF AUDIOLOGY, LONG ISLAND COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
Mr. SULLIVAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Ryan. I am very happy to be here
this morning and hope thaJt I will be able to
add some information that will be of use to
you and your distinguished colleagues in understanding the problems created by excess
noise, and in developing legislation to control
it.
I Inlght add that I am, professionally, an
audiologist, and that it is "incipient" Dr.
Sullivan. I am hurriedly completing my dissertation, which is in the experimental psychology area, specifically having to do with
man's normative responses to sound. I am
not a medical doctor.
The term "noise pollution" does not fit
semantically With the other areas of pollution. We speak of air pollution, and it is the
air that has been polluted. We speak about
water pollution, and it is the water that has
been polluted. But it is not really noise that
has been polluted. It is sound. So what we
are really faced with is sound pollution.
In dealing with all forms Of pollution,
there is a question of hierarchy: where does
our emphasis go? Generally speaking, this
emphasis is monetary-where do we divert
our funds to apply to which areas of interest
on behalf Of our environment? Unfortunately, often we have been pretty far down
on the hierarchy, because we have been unable to come up With a sensational sta.tement, as someone mentioned earlier, that
noise kills. We can't say this. We have to go

to a definition of health which takes into account whether we consider the need for quiet
in society as just a. social amenity, or whether it is something that should fall under the
jurisdiction of health.
The World Health Organization defines
health as a state of complete physical, mental, and social well being and not merely the
absence of disease and infirmity. When we
accept this as an operational definition of
health, we find our "health" is vulnerable
to noise in many ways. We can think of
noise as disrupting sleep, causing annoyance,
interfering with speech, and inflicting physical damage on the ear. Certain research into
noise has suggested effects of noise on mental health, physiological activities, and even
workers• efficiency.
To summarize before I begin, I believe that
you should approach noise in the following
manner: 1) the physiological effects of noise,
2) the indirect effects of noise, and S) the
physical effect of noise.
The major physiological effect of higher
levels of noise is a thoroughly documented,
irreversible damage to hearing.
The second, or indirect effect of noise, that
is a known effect on the physiology of man,
is the ability of it to interrupt sleep. This
goes beyond causing an individual to bolt
upright in bed as a jet airplane flies over his
home. It is possible to be roused from deeper
stages of slumber to a lighter stage of sleep,
yet not be conscious of this the next day. But
when you get up in the morning fatigue sets
in; you feel like hell. This has been documented physiologically.
The third major area is the interference
With speech. We heard about ensuring the
domestic tranquility and the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness-parenthetically, in relative peace and quiet.
I think that this should not be underplayed.
Noise can be construed as an interference
with the right to free speech. How dare Consolidated Edison open the street in front of
an office bullding, or in front of a school?
How dare the airlines fly over schools and
churches, and interfere with the educational
process, the communicative process? All of
this is a voidable. And if we think of noise as
avoidable, unnecessary, intrusive sound, and
use this as our working definition, I think it
would be a. most profitable approach.
Now, to take these points one by one--The
effect of noise on our hearing, that is, inj~
o! the delicate structure of the ear. The ear
is the organ which is responsible for taking
the physical energy from the outside world
and translating it into impulses the brain
can understand. It is one of the most sensitive organs in the human body. It is capable
of responding to physical vibrations on the
order of magnitude of that of the diameter of
the hydrogen atom. It is magnificently constructed, and were it any more sensitive we
would be troubled With the natural movement of air molecules at other than super
sub-zero temperatures. It is sensitive. It 1s
wide-ranging. And its ca.pabllities are enormous. We hear from 20 cycles per second all
the way to 20,000 cycles per second.
The ear Is a remarkably healthy organ,
however. It consists, among other parts, of
20,000 very, very delicate hair cells which are
the final portion of the mechanism resulting
in the translation of physical vibr:ltion from
the outside world to the impulses in the ear.
It is here that the insult to the human body
takes place.
According to the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act, levels above 90 decibels on the A
scale-a. scale which unfortunately discriminates against sounds below a. thousand
cycles-are physically and physiologically
traumatic to hearing if we have routine 8
hour exposure to noise of this level or
above.
There are many difficulties with this standard. This standard is probably just about
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right for industry, if you were on the industry side of the fence. It includes approximately 85% of the noise susceptible population. But there is great individual difference.
We can take the population in this room
and expose them all to siinllar physiologically
traumatic levels of noise, and on each individual the noise will take a different toll.
On some individuals the effect Will be temporary, on others it may be permanent, and
still on others there may be no effect at all.
There are tender ears and there are hard
ears. The Walsh-Healey standard was written
to encompass and practically guarantee safety
for about 85% of the population. In addition,
that population is being paid, you might say,
hazard pay, for the occupational hazards that
they're enduring.
So, the Walsh-Healey standard leaves 15%
of the employed population uncovered and it
also does not consider the general public
who has noise inflicted upon them, rather
than who work in a noisy environment by
choice. For example, there is the white collar worker who must descend to our noisy
New York City subways and be exposed to
levels exceeding the Ininlmum standards of
the Walsh-Healey Act, yet he has to pay
30 cents for the privilege of having his ears
traumatized.
I don't think that the Walsh-Healey standard should hold for the general public;
I think it is written for those people who
are in an occupational hazard.
Now if you take a look at the physiology
of man and his hearing itself, there are some
cues as to what and what not may be noxious
to hearing. We have built into our Inlddle
ears, which are just inside the eardrum, a
protective reflex-there is a muscle, the tiniest muscle of the human body, the task of
which is to respond and to refiexibly contract
one of the Inlcroscopic bones in the middle
ear to reduce the level of incoming noise
to the ear. The more intense the noise above
a certain minimal level, the greater the degree of contraction and the greater the degree of reduction of noise going into the part
of the ear which can be damaged. This is,
and I don't think anyone would quarrel With
this, a God-given protective mechanism. The
levels at which this comes into play are from
70 to 90 decibels above the threshold of
perception.
One of the members of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare staff has recently proposed that the phenomenon of
hearing loss attributable to non-occupational
noise exposed situations be considered somewhere around the 70 decibel level. And
whereas now we consider 100 decibels as the
liinit for, let us say, a certain amount of 8
hours of noise exposure, 100 decibel liinlt for
the non-occupational noise exposed public
Inlght be cut down to 15 minutes. If you
apply these criteria, the general public who
ride the subway from an hour and a half to
two hours, fall within the potential range
of those inadvertently and without compensation having their hearing destroyed in
the higher frequency range.
Now, there are two separate aspects with
regard to man's communication and hearing,
one of which is sensitivity and the other of
which is resolution.
Most of the specifications have been written to encompass the deleterious effect on
hearing in the so-called speech frequency
range, this is from 500 to 2000 cycles per second. But a. higher frequency range, while
not necessary for the hearing of speech, is
very necessary for the understanding of soft,
conversational speech. And an individual
who has poor hearing above 2000 cycles w1ll
have hearing difficulty in a soft conversational situation, or in an average conversational situation where he is physically distant from the speaker. This Is important to
note, because cUITently, the standard is not
written in terms of this resolution of sound-
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or the ability of man to resolve sound-but
rather it is written in terms of ability to
hear sound.
The typical high frequency hearing loss
which results from 20 years of occupational
noise exposure leaves the individual hearing
speech so that it sounds obscure. The individual is able to hear sounds, but the complaint
of these patients, as we receive them in the
hearing clinic, is that the can hear but they
can't understand. So I think that we have
to re-orient the concept of where the problems exist from a concept of simply being
able to hear sound.
There have been radical advances within
the last two years in the area of hearing
aids. Certain advances have been made which
now allow us to compensate and correct for
hearing losses which begin at 1500 or 2000
cycles per second. Three or four years ago,
if we had, let's say, a subway worker, or
someone who was exposed to high levels of
noise, oome into the Center with a typical
noise-induced hearing loss and good hearing below 1000 cycles per second, all we could
say to them at that time is that you can
either study lip-reading or perhaps take
some auditory training lessons to understand
better what you are able to hear, but there
1S nothing available for you. Now, the hearing aid technology has come to the point
where we can compensate for higher frequency losses.
If we included all the noise induced-hearing loss and the acoustic trauma in our oompensation structure and in our legislative
structure, it would represent a far greater
proportion of the population than is now included. A statistic which has been quoted on
the incidence of use of hearing aids in the
age group of 50 to 59 is that 5% of the nonnoise exposed or non-occupationally noise
exposed population in that age group typically are hearing aid users. But 25% of the
occupationally noise exposed group are hearing aid users in that same age group, so noise
does take its toll.
Now, as to whether noise shortens life or
not, this is a possibility. But the definitive research to prove this point has not been done,
and I don't think it's fruitful to speculate
and to base our case on the fact that noise
may shorten life, when we know that noise
levels which surround us may very well injure our hearing, and also interrupt our
sleep. Noise levels down to 70 decibels may
very well interfere with our hearing and temporarily cause a hearing loss, if you include
100% of the population. Noise levels down to
53 decibels on the A scale begin to interfere
with conversation.
And here I think there is another fruitful area and a basis from which Congress and
the Assembly can legislate: the idea of the
noise polluters interfering with the communicative process. With a 53 dBA level we
can converse in a normal conversational tone
at about the distance of 10 feet. As the noise
rises above 53 decibels on the A scale, one of
two things must happen: either we must
physically move closer, or I must raise my
vocal level.
We have begun some preliminary research
at the Long Island College Hospital on a very
interesting physiological point. If you must
tie noise pollution to physiological effects, one
effect to look at is the response of people
with known organic vocal abuse pathologythat is, people with vocal polyps, with vocal
cord nodules, with inflammations of the
vocal cords. We compared them to normals
to find out how their vocal levels respond to
various levels of background noise. And in
our pilot studies we have found that consistently the people with vocaJ abuse pa.thology will tend to ~aise their vocal IJ.evels and
compensate for a given constant noise level
much more than a group of people with no
vocal pathology.
Now I don't think that potentially a vocal
pathological group should be eliminated from

our considerations if we need some physiological tack to hang our anti-noise campaign on
for lower levels, then we might consider the
fact that school teachers, legislators, men of
the cloth have to raise their voices in the
pursuit of their everyday activities in order
to overcome these obnoxious noise levels
brought about by the overflights of the airplanes.
So you can take it either one of two ways,
as an interference with speech and the process of free speech, or the fact that this may
potentially cause one man, with a higher
and ever rising noise level, to compensate
for this by raising his voice level at a cost
of the condition of health of his vocal
mechanism.
We had, while I was on the New York City
Mayor's Task Force on Noise Control, a trip
to Pratt-Whitney, which is one of the two
largest companies manufacturing jet engines, and we were told, to paraphrase the
Red Queen, that we should be t hankful that
they were running as fast as they were to
stand still, and that if we were really lucky,
we might get a decibel improvement in the
overall jet noise level coming out of the factory every year or so. But we should really
be grateful that they had been able to increase the thrust without increasing the
noise level. This is a pretty poor logic; it's
a public-be-damned attitude which leads to
another effect of noise. This one, when you
look at the way the hearing and the communication of the public is infringed upon by
the people who are manufacturing noise as
a by-product of their ent erprise, leads to
clear-cut annoyance. Once you experience
noise and once it affects your daily routine,
you know what everyone else is talking
about, and you don't have to be a little old
lady with tennis shoes to be one of the people who is being polluted by noise exposure.
The recommendations of the Task Force
include certainly levels which are not unreasonable for starters. In order to ensure hearing conversation, we conservatively recommend an 85 decibel A-scale reading as soon
as possible. The speech interference level of
52 decibels on the A-scale should be reduced
as soon as possible in the overall living space
so that we can go out on the street and converse with our neighbor without having to
shout. Of course, it would be unreasonable
to anticipate 52 dBA's on the subway, yet it
might not be unreasonable on the city
streets. In our own homes, we are asking for
more than that--in wholly residential areas
we are asking for 40 dBA's during the daytime hours and 30 dBA's at night. This is in
wholly residential areas and, of course, we
don't expect areas zoned for industry to
meet these standards. But, I think these are
not unreasonable levels.
The night time standard is considered in
light of some of the research that has gone
on at the Stanford Research Institute by
Dr. Lucas, and some of the research that has
been done in Germany by Dr. Jansen. Their
research shows that noise levels as low as
50 dBA's can arouse you from deeper stages
of sleep to less deep stages of sleep, and this
will have an effect on how you feel the next
day. This can be documented on an electroencephalograph, which is an objective, physical means of determining how much rest you
are get ting. So we must, in residential areas,
have care and concern for those noise levels
which affect sleep.
Now, the paper-thin walls through which
we are forced to hear our next door neighbor's conversation can be taken care of in
building codes. What may be one man's
music m ay be noise to someone else's ears.
We cannot legislate or hope to bring in
medical r easons for controlling all the possible incidence of noise pollution. But any instance of noise pollu tion that brings about
a physiological trauma to hearing invariably
will interfere with speech. And if it interferes with speech, it inva.rd111bly annoys. There-
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fore, if we can control the highest levels and
the most prevalent sources of noise pollution, we will contribute to clearing up a
significant portion of those lower order complaints. That is, monentary interruptions of
conversation and interruptions of sleep. And
I think this is where at the outset we might
address and adjust the trust of our efforts.
Representative RYAN. Thank you very
much for a very thorough presentation. Your
remarks were most illuminating. Congressman Biaggi?
Representative BIAGGI. You should be commended for a very excellent presentation. It
was most informative.
Represent ative RYAN. I think that it is a
very interesting approach to remind us
that what we are talking about is sound and
how noise effects it. Noise pollutes sound.
At this point I would like to enter into
the Record the statement submitted to these
hearings on behalf of the Oommi ttee known
as Chelsea Against the STOLport, 344 West
22nd Street, New York, New York 10011. This
statement was submitted on behalf of the
Committee by Mrs. Jacqueline Schwartzman.
The statement follows:
STATEMENT BY DAVID FERGUSON

We of Chelsea Against the STOLport submit this statement, although we understand
this hearing is not dealing with aircraft
noise, because those who propose t his STOLport--to be located at West 3oth St reet, floating on ten Liberty Ships in the Hudson
River-have said that it will not be noticed
above the exist ing noise level. Stuart Levin,
Associate Editor of Space/Aeronautics,
writes, "The noise criterion for V/STOL is
plain; bury the noise of the terminal operations inside the noise of the city." De Havilland Aircraft, on its record promoting the
plane to be used, states that "the DCH 7
blends acceptably and unobtrusively with
the general background noise of the downtown area."
Long before the STOLport was proposed
the community had reached the bo111ng point
on noise. Chelsea is a residential area. When
noise levels are left to community activit ies
we experience periods of intermittent quiet.
Birds have been heard in Chelsea . That is,
until frequent sirens and pneumatic tools
pummel the brain or an occasional burglar
alarm in a car or store, set off by a change
in the weather, rivets all thought to its
piercing oscillation. At night these alarms
rob thousands of resident s of what must now
be asserted as the right to a good night's
sleep.
The avenues from 6th to lOth and 34th,
23rd and 14th streets, as well as the illegal
heavy truck traffic on residential side streets,
have blasted us with an ever increasing
nightmare of traffic noise. Chelsea block associations have taken their own surveys on
the number and length of trucks violating
the current city restrictions on traffic in
residential areas. During the weekday unmuffied trucks make conversation on major
streets as impossible as it is in the subway.
Motorists and truck drivers roar through our
community as if their engines bestowed a
manifest destiny on their progress. Residents
living on the avenues get battered night and
day. Sanitation trucks grind up more quiet.
Drivers, delayed by these trucks, lean on their
horns as if they could blow their way across
town. At any hour some driver. locked in by a
double parked car, may use his horn in a.
burst of prolonged and nerve-racking frustration to rouse the owner. Horns are also
used to call people down for appointments or
to signal deliveries. Imagine what the projected 600 passengers per hour, arriving and
departing almost exclusively in cabs (according to the American Airlines STOLport proposal) , would do to the noise level in our
streets.
Many Chelsea residents-journalists, freelance writers, composers, professionals in
many fields and citizens .o f all ages given to
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the use of their minds-find it difficult, often
impossible, to hear themselves think. The
added burden excessive noise places on the
already besieged family life in the city may
be hard to calculate but it is more real than
many things more easily calculated. The
existence of an unhealthy, dangerous and
insane level of noise must not be used by the
aircraft industry as license for adding yet
another source of noise to a city already
bombarded to the breaking point. We have
the right and responsib111ty, in the sanctuary of our homes, to think, to live, to be at
peace. We will not be buried by decibels. We
demand less noise, not more.
Mr. RYAN. Turning to our afternoon schedule of witnesses, you will note that Professor Cyril Harris of the Department of Electrical Engineering at Columbia and the editor of The Handbook of Noise Control, was
scheduled at 2:00. Unfortunately Professor
Harris has been called to Europe. He has submitted a very fine statement which we will
include in the REcORD at this point.
STATEMENT BY CYRIL M. HARRIS, PH. D.

What 1s meant by the terms noise and
noise control? By noise we mean any sound
which is unwanted. According to this definition, music in your apartment is noise in
your neighbor's apartment, making the reasonable assumption that he doesn't want to
hear it. Noise control is the technology of
achieving an acceptable noise environment
consistent wit h economic and operational
considerations.
Thus, noise control is concerned with the
attainment of acceptable noise conditionsnot necessarily with noise reduction. For
example, no actual reduction of noise in a
shipyard may be involved when acceptable
noise conditions fm the workers are achieved
by the use of earplugs. The terms noise control and noise reduction are not always
synonymous.
Another example of noise control occurs
when an airport, whose operations are interfering with the sleep of home owners in the
neighborhood, changes its schedule so that
there are no evening flights. No actual noise
reduction has taken place, but an acceptable
noise level may have been achieved.
Noise and industry

We are interested in noise control and
noise reduction because noise may damage
hearing, it may affect sleep, and it may produce other psychological effects that are
more difficult to measure. For certain types
of tasks noise may affect a worker's efficiency; it affects man's ability to communicate through speech; it may produce a feeling of fatigue; and, certainly, it can be a
source of considerable annoyance and complain~pecially if one has the feeling that
the noise is unnecessary.
Noise pollution affects property values.
Noise from the operation of a factory or an
airport or from an elevated highway may
influence the price of land in the surrounding area. All these effects of noise as a form of
air pollution are of considerable economic
and social importance.
For economic reasons, a considerable effort is being exerted by industry to develop
products that are quieter and to achieve
quieter conditions in offices and factories.
Many business firms and their customers object to noise, and their employes prefer not
to work in a noisy environment. During the
past 14 years in the U.S., the total dollar
sales of acoustical materials has increased
from about $60,000,000 to $190,000,000. Such
rapid growth can be accounted for only on
the basis of the fact that people do not like
noise. They are both annoyed and distracted
by it. People like quiet. They are willing to
pay for it.
It has long been known that intense impulsive noises--such as explosive sounds-may cause partial or total loss of hearing.

However it is only in recent years that a
quantitative relationship has been established between hearing loss and daily exposure (for a period of many years) to loud
noises that are relatively continuous in duration. There is no discrete step above which
exposure to such noise will produce impaired
hearing, and below which exposure may be
considered safe.
Of particular significance are the effects Off
prolonged exposure to high noise levels in
producing a permanent loss in hearing. A
worker in a factory who operates a very
noisy machine day after day, or a musician
who plays in a rock band with a high level
sound amplification, both face a permanent
loss in hearing. Exposure to high noise level
impulsive (or non-steady) sounds, such as
those produced by jack-hammers or riveting
machines, can also result in permanent hearing loss.
Studies have been made of the relationship between the character of noise, the level
of noise, and the exposure time (in hours per
day) and the number of years that the workers have been exposed to such noises. These
studies are far from complete, but they have
already yielded important results which were
used as the basis for formulating the "WalshHealey Act," the noise-exposure regulation of
the U.S. Department of Labor that went into
effect on May 17, 1969.
According to Section 50--204.10 of the
Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act Safety
and Health Standards, any manufacturer who
wishes to sell to the Federal Government
goods in excess of $10,000 or services valued
at over $2,500 must take the following steps
to protect his employes' hearing:
" (a) Protection against the effects of noise
exposure shall be provided when the sound
levels exceed those shown in Table I of this
section when measured on the A scale of a
standard sound level meter at slow response.
"(b) When employes are subjected to
sound exceeding those listed in Table I of
this section, feasible administrative or engineering controls shall be utilized. If such
controls fail to reduce sound levels within
the levels of the Table personal protective
equipment shall be provided and used toreduce sound levels within the levels of the
Table.
"TABLE

Hours:

I.-Duration of the working day
Sound level
(A-scale)
decibels

8 --------------------------------6 ---------------------------------

4 ------------------ -- ------------3 ---------------------------------

2 --------------------------------1'l'2 ------------------------------1 --------------------------------Y2
-------------------------------%, or
less __________________________

90
92
95
97
100
102
105
110
115"

Although this Act applies only to firms
which do business with the Federal Government, such firms constitute a large segment
of American industry and it has had the
effect of spurring industry to institute noise
reduction programs. The Act is significant as
well because it is the first federal legislation
which has been enacted to protect workers
from loss of hearing as a consequence of their
work in a high noise level industry.
It is important to note that any table, such
as that given above in the Walsh-Healey Act,
which indicates the number of hours it is
permissible to work in an environment of
specific noise levels, is designed to protect
the largest percentage of workers-not each
and every worker. There is a wide difference
in the reactions of individuals who are exposed to high noise levels. For example, if a
group of workers is exposed to the same intense noise (such as riveting) each work day
for a period of 10 years, the majority is likely
to show a definite loss, there may be some

who will show almost no hearing loss, and
there will also be some who show a much
greater loss than the majority. As yet, we do
not have a satisfactory explanation for these
individual differences.
What happens to a wage-earner who works
year after year in a noise-polluted environment that greatly exceeds these limits? The
probability is high that he will sustain a
permanent hearing loss because of this noise
exposure. Some present estimates are that
the total of claims involving compensation
for loss of hearing from noise exposure is in
excess of $1 billion in the U.S.
Noise and the community

The reactions of a neighborhood or an entire community to city noise are much more
complex than the reactions of individuals.
Perhaps the most important factor which determines whether or not a noise source is
objectionable is the level of the background
noise in the community. That is, the same
noise may be considered to be much more
objectionable in a quiet neighborhood than
in a noisy one where its presence cannot be
heard. For this reason, studies of background
noise level such as those conducted by Columbia University's class in noise pollution
are of considerable value.
other factors that determine whether
noise is objectionable in a community include:
(a) the number of times the noise source
is heard per hour
(b) whether the noise occurs during the
night time or day time
(c) the acoustical characteristics of the
noise: i.e., whether the noise is continuous
or intermittent
(d) whether the residents consider the
noise to be necessary or unnecessary
(e) whether the community has been accustomed to hearing such noises or whether
the noises add a new element to those which
made up the background noise of the city.
There are other intangible factors as well,
such as possible fear of the sources of noise,
as in the case of low-flying aircraft. Economic considerations also may influence
one's judgment as to the objectionableness
of a noise source. By their nature, criteria for
community reaction to city noises are statistical in significance. A noise level that may
be considered annoying to one person may
not have a significant effect on another. Furthermore, the reactions of people are not
time invariant. They will react differently
one time than at another; how a person reacts depends to a large extent on his previous history.
Transportation noise pollution

Many sources of noise pollution in cities
are associated with some form of transportation, such as buses, trucks, motorcycles, aircraft and automobiles. These sources include acoustics signaling devices, such as
horns and sirens, often used unnecessarily.
In urban areas, the problems of truck and
bus noise are largely due to exhaust noisesfrequently the result of inadequa~e or virt ually n on-existent muffiers. It is my opinion that municipal legislation is r .::quired to
establish minimun standards of muffier effectiveness for all vehicles producing noise
abov~ an established level.
One of the major sources of transpo:.-tation noise pollution, and a source of considerable aggravation and discomfort to New
York City residents, is that noise produced
by relatively low-flying helicopters. Here is a
noise offender that need not exist. By flying
higher (and at a safer altitude as well) the
noise level will be reduced to a level that
need no longer be a source of noise pollution.
True, the noise will spread over a wider area,
bu', if the altitude is sufficiently high this
noise will no longer be a source of annoyance
and discomfort. If this is impractical, the
routes should be altered so that the he11-
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copters travel principally over water. A whole
city should not be disturbed to save minutes, or to provide pleasure (in sightseeing craft) for a handful of people. It is also
interesting to note that present Federal requirements for commerical helicopters flying
over this city do not require them to carry
flight recorders (which are requirec of all
other commercial aircraft). Such recorders
would provide a means of determining
whether or not these aircraft fly over the
city at a safe altitude-i.e., one high enough
so that if mechanical failure should occur,
they could maneuver to a landing area instead of crashing on densely populated midtown. These aircraft should be requiredwithout delay-to carry such flight recorders. Minimum altitudes should be established in quantitative terms, both from the
standpoint of safety and that of noise pollution, for helicopter routes of the commercial
carriers.
A study on noise in New York City subways, to be published this month in "Sound
and Vibration", by Harris and Aitkin, shows
in quantitative terms something that the
average city subway rider already knows
qualitatively-noise levels in cars and on station platforms are unacceptably high.
It is interesting to note that New York
City operated hospitals have found that since
their ambulances have been forbidden to
sound their sirens, they have had fewer accidents, although in the case of dire emergency, a police escort plus siren is provided.
I t is my opinion that this procedure should
be followed in other cities. Ironically, no
ordinance has been passed in New York City
which prohibits private ambulances from
creating a din that sometimes gives a visitor
the impression that an air raid warning is
being sounded.
It is unfortunate that in many communities, a few irresponsible public servants
a re the cause of considerable noise pollution.
Often, members of both the fire and police
departments sound their sirens unnecessarily.
City-owned garbage trucks often are the
principal source of community noise in the
early hours of the morning. Perhaps the ordinary citizen would take more seriously
exiqting anti-noise ordinances which regulate
the noise from boisterous parties, loud radios,
high fidelity sets, and Window-type air conditioners if city governments set better examples in avoiding the generation of needless
noise pollution. Law enforcement of antinoise ordinances can be effective only if
t he public supports such measures.
Building construction noise

Perhaps the major source of noise pollut ion in many areas of our cities, other than
those related to transportation, are noise
sources associated With building construction and st reet repair-pile drivers, jack
hammers, compressors and the like. I am
convinced t hat nothing will be done on a
voluntary basis to alleviate the problems
that these noise sources creat e. The only
remedy is legislation.
At present, a manufacturer or contractor
who is desirous of reducing equipment noise
is placed at an economic disadvantage if he
installs noise suppression devices, since he
must bid competitively against someone else
who may not feel that it is import ant or
necessary to spend money for such purposes.
Many responsible people associated with
t he construction industry believe that such
legislation setting the permissible noise output of equipment must and Will come. But
the problem is not simple. First it is necessary to have an accepted standard method
of measurement of the noise output of such
equipment; then, second, acceptable limits
must be established.
There are many practical problems involved in establishing a standard measuring
technique that provides a repeatable answer

U;Ilder different field conditions. For example, the measurements must take into
account the reflection of sound from nearby
buildings. Also, the effect s of noise from
ot her nearby sources must be evaluated.
Thus, the first problem in any legislative
program. is to establish a meaningful, practical and reliable noise measurement technique for the class of equipment under investigation. After t his problem has been resolved, how does one determine what is an
accepta.ble limit for the noise output of a
piece of equipment such as an aJ.r compressor?
Opinions differ sharply on how to set an
acceptable limit for noise produced by construction equipment. But here is a method
of approach which I believe is practical. For
a given class C1f equipment, we must review
data. on the noise output of those pieces of
equipment which have incorporated items of
noise control such as silencers, noise shields,
sound absorptive materials and the like.
These pieces of equipment would serve as a
guide is establishing the acceptable limits.
An even lower level may be highly desirable,
but this level can be established at a later
date under a fixed schedule. Such a step
would be only the flrot step in a legislative
program which is realistic in the sense that
it could be met by industry.
A different approach would be to set an
arbitrary acceptable limit of noise output
for a given class of construction equipment
without t aking into account t he lowest levels
that can be attained today. But there is a
danger that in so doing one would establish
limits which a re unrealistically low-limits
t hat our present technology would not permit, within practical bounds-in which case
the new legislation would probably be
ignored.
Noisier ci ties?

Are communities becoming noisier each
year? The answer undoubtedly is yes. But, in
point of fact, we do not have a valid objective answer to this question because adequate scientific data have not been obtained.
Since the noise level at any select ed location
in a city va ries from moment to moment-With the time of day, with the day of the
week, and even from season to season-a
considerable amount of statistical information is required to obtain an adequate characterization of the noise at only one location
in the city. Similar data are required for a
larger number of locat ions. Yet, because of
the problems of cost in obtaining such information, sufficient data are not available
to indicate how u rban environments are
changing in noise level. This is one engineering area in which governmental funding of
projects both in industry and universities
would lead t o useful engineering results.
Planning against city noise
In a noisy community environment, im-

portant and, it would seem, obvious methods
of noise control often are neglected. The lack
of adequate zoning regulations around potential sources of noise complaints often results in serious noise problems. For example, undeveloped areas around airports
should be zoned so as to exclude specifically
land utl11zation for dwellings.
Recently, in the New York City area, it
was decided to construct a school close to
a major airport take-off runway. While construction on such a site can be acceptable,
the cost will be enormous if adequate noise
control is to be achieved. Since there are
practical 11m1tations to public spending ~or
such bulldings, the possibility of achieving
an accept able construction is 1ns1gnificant,
and the local r esidents Will be left with another public white elephant.
Another method of noise control-locating
a building on a site so as to minimize the
disturbing effects of noise-often is overlooked. It is hard to understand why a community Will locate the classroom building
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of a school adj acent to an art erial highway
and then place the gymnasium playing fields
behind the school building in a quiet areasome distan ce from the highway-instead of
vice versa. This is simply a matter of poor
planning.
N oise control in multip l e dwelling units

Another area of noise control legislation
that could improve the life of city dwellers
is that of noise insulation of partitions in
multiple dwelling structures. A question
oft en asked is why the walls and floors in
older apartment houses provide better insulation against airborne sounds than in those
built in recent years. The most important
factor responsible for poor noise insulation
in today's newly erected buildings is the low
mass of the partitions. As a result of low
imass, the insulation against airborne sound
has been poorer because the noise insulation
value of a solid homogeneous partition (such
as concrete or brick wall) carries directly
with its weight per square foot. The reason
for this relationship is that sound waves
striking a wall actually provide a sufficient
force to set the wall in motion. Although the
movement of the wall is minute, it is sufficient to produce noise on the opposite side.
The greater the mass per unit area of a
wall, the greater its inertia and the less its
movement. Even if a noise source of trem endous acoustic power were to generate
noise at a frequency corresponding to that
at which the wall is mechanically resonant,
the vibration of the wall would be so minute
t hat it is highly improbable that the walls
would ever come tumbling down, Jericho notwithstanding.
Most sounds of speech and music have frequencies that are much higher than those of
t he wall's most resonan t frequency. Therefore, in theory, the increase in noise insulation should be 6 db . for each doubling of the
weight per unit area of the wall. In practice
t his increase in average insulation value is
nearer 4.4 db. per doubling of mass. According to the empirical relationship, which is
often referred to as the mass law, a homogeneous partition weighing 10 pounds per
square foot h as an average noise insulation
value of 38 db. If we double the weight per
unit area, the noise insulation value increases to 42.4 db.
Most homogeneous walls, regardless of the
material of construction, follow this empirical relationship reasonably well. It is well
to note, however, t h a t some partitions provide better insulation than the mass law indicates. These are double-wall constructions,
or compound wall con struction, in which one
leaf of the pa rtition is n ot rigidly connected
t o the other.
If it were possible t o comp letely isolate two
relatively lightweight walls from one another, the average insulation value for the
compound st ruct ure would be equal to the
sum of the values for each of the walls-in
contrast t o the 4.4 db. increase if we merely
double the weight per unit area of the wall.
In practice, mechanical ties, as well as the
entrapped air between the two leaves of a
partition, provide a mechanical coupling
which reduces the theoretically possible value
to a much lower value. But, for a given
weight, one can obtain higher noise insulation by using a compound partition than by
using a single homogeneous partition.
The data on the noise suppression ability
for partitions actually cover noise insulation
value averages over all frequencies. However,
the insulation of a partition is much greater
at high frequencies than at low frequencies,
primarily because the wall is a mass-controlled system. That is, noise insulation
properties of partitions increase more or less
uniformly with frequency, the average increase in insulation per doubling of frequency being about 6 db. It is either relatively
poor insulation or low frequency-or boththat accounts for the fact that it is often
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possible to hear the low frequency booming
sounds of your next door neighbor's radio,
but not the higher frequency sounds. Much
useful data are to be found in an FHA Guide
prepared by the National Bureau of Standards. Such material should be updated at
periodic intervals.
Conclusions

Because a noise-polluted environment has
adverse effects on man, it is important that
noise control measures be adopted in communities to make them more healthful and
pleasanter places in which to work and live.
Many of the sources of city noise will be reduced to acceptable limits only 1f controlled
by legislation, as indicated above. Any such
anti-noise ordinances must be based on fieldmeasurement techniques which are both
practical and reliable; and they must set limits which are realistic. In any case, if a noiseabatement program, based upon these ordinances, is to be successful, it must have the
support of the general public.
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Representative RYAN. At this time, I would
like to call upon our next witness, Mr.
George Diehl, to discuss what has been done
in the area of the manufacture of quieter
products--specifically construction equipment. Mr. Diehl is the Sound and Vibration
Consultant for the Ingersoll-Rand Company.
He is a registered engineer; a member of the
Acoustical Society of America; a member of
the Compressed Air and Gas InstLtute Noise
Coordinating Committee; and the ViceChairman of the Hydraulic Institute Committee on Sound Standards.
Mr. Diehl, I would like to welcome you to
these ad hoc Congressional hearings on noise
pollution. I understand that you have
brought a number of slides with you today
to illustrate your remarks.
TESTIMONY OF MR. GEORGE DIEHL
Mr. DIEHL. Thank you very much, Congressman Ryan. I have brought a number of
slides with me. I believe that it may be of
use to see some of these products visually.
It Is often very difficult to conceptualize machinery from a verbal description.
Large portable air compressors produce
one of the most objectionable noises on city
construction projects. One reason for this is
because they are so close to the public. As
many as eight or nine of these large compressors may be lined up along the curb,
close to the sidewalk, and close to apartments, stores and offices. And they usually
remain there for many months.
Slide No. 1: Compressors lined up along
curb.
These compressors produce about 110 dBA
at n. distance of three feet. This is about
twice as loud as a subway train roaring into
a station.
In the middle of a field, the sound pressure level would decrease six decibels each
time the distance from the compressor is
doubled, but in large built-up cities this is
not so. The sound is reflected back and forth
from nearby buildings, and usually decreases
very little with distance.
Compressors of this type are heavy duty
machines with fairly high horsepower engines, and meant for continuous duty. Consequently a large amount of heat must be
dissipated, and each compressor radiates
enough to heat about eight averag~ size
homes during the winter months. Notice that
the side covers are left open, to provide cooling, but this means more noise radiation
also.
Slide No. 2: "Whisperized" 900 CFM compressor.
Portable compressors can be quieted. This
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slide shows how the noisiest portable compressor made by Ingersoll-Rand Company
was re-designed and 'whisperlzed" to reduce
its radiated noise from 110 dBA to 85 dBA.
Each time 10 dB is subtracted, the loudness
is reduced by one half of its previous value.
Therefore, in sound control work, a 25 dB
reduction is dramatic. The way to verify
this is to walk past the unsilenced machine,
and then past the quieted one. The "Whispertzed" Compressor makes less noise than
traffic noise at many street intersections.
Slide No. 3: Octave band sound pressure
levels of unsilenced and "whisperized" compressors.
A comparison of the octave band sound
pressure levels of the unsilenced compressor
and the "Whisperized" one is shown here
for measurement distances of one meter and
seven meters (that is, about three feet and
twenty-three feet ) . These are the standard test measurement distances for const ruction equipment.
Slide No. 4: 85 dBA cont ours of unsilenced
and "whisperlzed" compressors.
The 85 dBA contours of the two compressors show that a listener can be much closer
to the " Whisperized" unit than to the unsilenced one without exceeding 85 dBA.
It is important to note that the cost of
Sound control increases as the noise is reduced to lower and lower levels. That is, the
cost to reduce an original noise of 110 dBA
to 105 dBA is much less than the cost toreduce it from 90 dBA to 85 dBA, even though
the reduction is 5 dBA in both cases.
Slide No. 5: Paving breaker exhaust muffler.
Another objectionable noise source on
construction projects is that produced by
paving breakers and rock drills. Usually
they are farther away from the public than
the compressors, but they stm contribute a
f air share of the total noise.
The largest component of rock drill or
breaker noise is produced by the air exhaust . The next largest component is that
produced by the ringing of the steel. We
are now working on that problem. All the
other sources have been identified too, but
It is a fact that even if all could be removed
entirely, no detectable reduction in noise
could be made unless the exhaust noise were
reduced first.
This slide shows one type of paving
breaker exhaust mu1Her which can reduce
noise by 8 to 10 dB. Remember that a 10
dB reduction means reducing the loudness
by one-half. The mu1Her weighs only about
one pound and projects out about 2% inches
from the side of the tool. It produces no
measurable loss of impact power.
Slide No.6: Muffier air flow diagram.
The air flow diagram for the muffier is
shown here. The exhaust makes two reversals in direction, and passes through two
expansion chambers before discharging
through the proportioned exhaust ports.
Ingersoll-Rand Company thinks that all
paving breakers should be muffied, and
therefore has decided to include a muffier
with each breaker.
Slide No. 7: SB8 paving breaker.
A new type paving breaker has been developed by Ingersoll-Rand Company using a
different type impact mechanism. The development of this breaker cost more than three
hundred thousand dollars.
This slide shows the appearance of the
breaker, and the next slide shows a comparison of the octave band sound pressure levels
of the new breaker and a comparable, unmu1Hed 80 pound class breaker, measured at
a distance of 1 meter (3.28 feet) .
Slide No. 8: Octave band sound pressure
levels of t he SB8 paving breaker and a PB3A
80 pound class breaker.
This new breaker not only operates at
lower sound level, but produces considerably
less vibration and is much easier to hold.
Slide No. 9: URD475 drill.
This slide shows a larger, crawler-mounted
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drill. It is equipped with a muffier, as shown
on the next slide.
Slide No. 10: URD475 mu1Her.
The muffier is shown here mounted at the
top of t he dr111 tower. The rather unique
muffier, developed by Ingersoll-Rand Company several years ago, not only reduces the
exhaust noise, but moves it up and away
f r om workmen and ot her people near the
drill. The exhaust is carried up through
the channels of the tower, and then through
the internal chambers of the mufiler.
Slide No. 11: Hobgoblin.
This slide shows a hydraulically operated
Hobgoblin. It is a backhoe-mounted demolition tool that can do the work of at least
ten 80 pound class paving breakers, and
produces substantially less noise. There is
no air exhaust, and therefore the major
noise source has been eliminated.
Slide No. 12: Octave band sound pressure
levels of the Hobgoblin, compared to ten 80
pound class paving breakers.
Sound levels were measured at the standard 7 meter distance (23 feet). The dotted
curve is a calculated one showing the sound
pressure levels of ten 80 pound class paving
breakers. This is a conservative estimate
since on many tests the Hobgoblin can outperform a lot more than ten heavy duty
paving breakers. In fact, on some jobs it can
do the work of twenty-four.
These slides represent some of the efforts
being directed t oward the reduction of const ruction equipment noise. In the past several years, Ingersoll-Rand Company has
spen t over two mlllion dollars in the development of quiet er equipment. And during
the past year a series of lectures were given
t o Ingersoll-Rand Company design engineers
which we called THINK "QUIET". The object ive of these lectures was to attack noise
a t it s source--during the design stage. We
t hink that if enough design engineers cons ~ antly keep sound control principles in
min d, then products are bound to come out
quieter.
We do not subscribe to the theory that
progress must be accompanied by an increase in noise, and we welcome the opport unity to work with you to prove that.
Representative RYAN. Thank you, Mr.
Diehl. Is the Whispering compressor now on
the market?
Mr. DIEHL. Yes, sir, it is.
Representative RYAN. What kind of response have you had to it?
Mr. DIEHL. There has been a fairly good
response, although not as large as we thought
there would be.
Representative RYAN. Could you tell us
the differences in sales between the standard compressor and the whisperized one?
Mr. DIEHL. I do not know in terms of total
sales, but the whisperized compressors-which we showed here--are a very small proportion of our total sales of all compressors.
Representative RYAN. What needs to be
done to make the quieter models more acceptable to the purchaser?
Mr. DIEHL. I think it 1s a matter of cost.
Contractors don't buy the whisperized model
because its cost puts them at a disadvantage.
Representative RYAN. How much does it
cost?
Mr. DIEHL. About 25 to 30% more than
the standard model, but that figure il! being
worked on.
Representative RYAN. Does that cost increase hold true for the paving-breaker as
well?
Mr. DIEHL. No. The paving-breaker's mufflers are 10% or less of the cost of the breaker.
Representative RYAN. What about sales of
the paving-breaker? Is that being mass produced also?
Mr. DIEHL . Yes, we are going to include
the muffler on e very paving-brea ker, from
now on.
Representative RYAN. As part of the cost
or extra?
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Mr. DIEHL. I believe that it wlll be included at no extra cost.
Representative RYAN; What kind of response have you had to the paving-breaker
with muffier?
Mr. DIEHL. Good. A very good response.
Representative RYAN. Have contractors
been willing to buy them?
Mr. DIEHL. A lot of them have, yes. At
first people thought that muffi.ers would
cause a deterioration of the working ability
of the tool, but that is not so. A number of
years ago, when we first introduced the muffler, the workers would take them off, belleving they could increase the production.
But they do not decrease the performance.
Representative RYAN. But they are using
them now?
Mr. DIEHL. Yes. It is rather similar to the
story about ear muffs. A number of years ago,
workers wouldn't wear ear muffs, but now
they are all using them.
Representative RYAN. You spoke of the
new paVing-breaker being quieter, does it
also have less vibration?
Mr. DIEHL. Yes.
Representative RYAN. Does less vibration
extend the life of the machine?
Mr. DIEHL. I do not think it will extend
the life of the tool, but it makes the holding
ability much greater for the operator. It Is
a harder hitting tool and he can do more
work with it in a short period of time because of the holding abllity.
Representative RYAN. I would like to commend you and the Ingersoll-Rand for its
efforts in this area and would hope that
contractors would u t ilize this quiet equipment. If standards were set that necessitated
the use of these products, do you think it
would increase the acceptance of them?
Mr. DIEHL. I am sure it would.
Representative RYAN. Do you have any
suggestions at what level these standards
should be?
Mr. DIEHL We have designed for 85 dB
(A). We thought this would be about acceptable, although for community response
it should be still lower. Right now, 85 dB(A)
is below most traffic noise, so there wouldn't
be too much point in going below that, adding to the costs. As the ambient noises come
down, we can make quieter compressors, too.
Representative RYAN. How much further
down can you go and what is the cost Involved?
Mr. DIEHL. We believe that we can design
compressors to meet whatever ambient noise
Is there. But it would be a matter of cost
and acceptability. But as you drop those
levels lower and lower, the costs go higher
and higher.
Representative RYAN. Thank you, I think
your testimony was most helpful and added
another dimension to our hearings.
Representative RYAN. Our next witness is
Mr. Tony Crimmins, Vice President and
Treasurer responsible for equipment, industrial safety, and finance of the Thomas Crimmins Contracting Company. This company
has engaged in performing heavy construction for building foundations, subways, and
street utilities in the New York Metropolitan
area since 1847.
Mr. Crimmins, we are particularly pleased
that you are able to be here with us this
afternoon. As you are well aware, construction noise is one of the most frequently mentioned causes of unwanted noise. We are very
happy that you have agreed to appear and
explain what the construction industry is
doing in terms of noise cont rol and what the
hinderances are.
STATEMENT OF MR. TONY CRIMMINS
Mr. CRIMMINS. Thank you very much, Congressman Ryan. I am very pleased to be
here.
This presentation is given by an individual performing heavy or below ground con-
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Comments: not suitable to all cases, may
struction in urban areas. I make no reference
to building above ground level or rural areas. be prohibitively expensive, technology may
Noise is costly to a contractor. Why has improve suitably. If it works better connot more been done by the contracting in- tractors will use it for economics.
The noise of tools and equipment improvedustry to reduce noise?
ment.
Three reasons
A. Manufacturers will hopefully redesign
Inertia.
Cost Competition-Why should one con- equipment to reduce noise (i.e.-I.R. air compressor).
Manufacturer must consider all
tractor pay more to reduce noise when his
competition doesn't? The lowest bid still gets noises produced, loss or gain of weight and
effect of muffi.er on efficiency.
the job.
B. Pneumatic tool muffi.ers-various effects
Lack of Means-Until recently few tools
have been available that were practical and not yet satisfactory in my opinion.
C. Motor muffi.ers--some effectiveness,
reduced noise. They cost more.
There are 2 types of noise in construction. manufacturers not sufficiently interested as
yet.
Some problem with back pressure, some
1. The noise of the work, or impact noise.
2. The noise of the tools and equipment c·a ses little room to fit.
D. Housings-Job built for stationary
that perform the work.
A Look at the Sources of Construction equipment. Work well has problems of venting heat and fumes, require llght and limit
Noise.
The noise of the work comes from the nec- mobillty of equipment.
How costly is noise reduction?
essary activities required to perform the job.
It depends on how you go about it-1. Blasting-brief, loud, not frequent, up
The most expensive is to not work at all.
1 per hour.
No
mass transit, housing, environmental
2. Pile Driving-Rythmic, not as loud as
blasting, lasts all day. Combines with tool fac111ties.
The next most expensive is to limit the
noise. Difilcult to mask.
3. Bullpoint or Drill steel striking rock or hours of work which is going on now.
A. This has 2 effects. The fac1lity is delivconcrete.
4. Material dumping into and out of carrier ered later which has its own cost, plus it
costs
more to deliver it.
bodies.
1. A five year job at 24 hrs. day, 5 days a
5. Saw blade passing thru material.
6. Materials banging together during place- week costs % of the same job done 8 hrs. day.
5 days a week in 15 years, and the fac111ty is
ment.
Comment. A little can be done to muffi.e delivered 10 yrs. later!
1. Purchase of new, quieter equipment vs.
these, as some expense. Limiting of hours
of work only extends noise exposure and is use of currently owned standard equipment
would
increase cost of work 5% for a one
very expensive. Alternate more quiet methods year job
, less for longer, more for shorter.
will help in some few cases where natural Will someone pay the cost?
conditions are suitable, very risky to spec2. Example new I.R. Whisperized costs
ify-possibly very costly.
vs. 2 years old I.R. same model good
The Noise of the tools and equipment $50,000
sells for $25,000.
comes from the operation of products made condition
3. The smaller t he tool and the shorter its
by manufacturers for the construction life, the less increase in cost to re-equip.
industry.
What legislation, codes to control noise?
A. Air Compressors.
To rule noise you must be able to measB. Pneumatic tools, track drills, Paving ureBreakers, Jack Hammers.
Point of measure.
C. Motor shovels and cranes.
Mix with other noise.
D. Trucks, dump, ready-mix concrete.
Duration of noise.
E. Small power units-welding machines,
Time of day, locations.
generators.
Walsh-Healy Act--known law.
F. Chain and circular saws.
Proposed Rule Board of Standards and
G. Pumps.
Appeals No. 49, S t ate of New York Dept . of
Comment. A great deal can be done to Labor.
muffi.e or reduce motor, mechanical, and
Comment: Both laws provide standards for
pneumatic noise. Construction needs prod- work location, are logical, and provide for ear
ucts from manufacturers. Contractors are protect ion if DB's too high, not practical for
limited in abil1ty to modify tools themselves. the public.
Costs are lowest in this area.
N.Y .C. workin g on code-should consult
What levels of noise in construction.
with t he construction industry and all other
1. A few noise level readings have been identified noise makers including NYC itself.
made by contractors in different areas.
Currently law is made by pressure, rulings
A. Blast noises are related to explosives by City Authority, Public Contract Adminisper delay or detonation. DBA levels have been trators, contractor does not know how to bid.
read as high as 170 close to detonation. This
Mt . Sinai Hospital example-60 DBA any
sound occurs in less than 1 second and dis- room windows specified open.
perses with distance and insulation between
Possible Federal and State spur law to reblast and reading.
quire manufacturers to specify his noise
B. Many outside non-construction noises level of tools and equipment for sale. Conare higher than the construction noise, such tractor doesn't know how much noise when
as traffic. Some construction noise has un- he buys his equipment.
pleasant rhythm-pile driving or frequencyPossible variable limits written into Public
chain saw.
Contracts and building codes to meet variC. Contractors have made minor changes able needs of areas, jobs. More research is
to effect noise quality on request. (i.e.-stop required before this can be done with intelblowing the blast whistle, move equipment, ligence. Need co-operation of manufacturers,
mume tools to screen high pitched sounds. construction Industry.
Stop work for brief periods on reQuest.)
Representative RYAN. Thank you very
What can be done about noise?
much Mr. Crimmins. How often do you genA. Pile drtving by vibration vs. impact- erally have to replace machinery.
possible in very !ew ca.ses.
Mr. Ca-tM.M.INS. The average Internal ReveB. Melting rook, hydraulic d.r1lling, hy- nue life is four to five years. But it is varidraulic wedging of rock, lasers vs. chipping able to the size of the equipment.
and blasting-very costly, not o!ten pracRepresentative RYAN. I assume that during
tical.
the life of your company that you have had
C. Tunnel moles vs. drilling and blasting- to change equipment as safety and health
suitable only in right ground.
standards were developed, is that true?
D. P.remade systems vs. banging together
Mr. CRIMMINS. I am sure that is true.
other materials. Good if economic.
Nothing comes to mind offhand, except hav-
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ing to get rid of the horses for health considerations. Some equipment has been
changed because of fire codes.
Representative RYAN. My question is what
di1ferentiates this change for noise considerations from other health and safety considerations? If standards were passed, how
much of an inconvenience would it be and
how much lead time would you need?
Mr. CRIMMINS. In some cases, it would not
be a problem. We could get paid for it. If a
specification is in a contract to use a certain
kind of equipment, it is an item of the bid
just like any other material to be used on
the job. It can have a good e1fect because
when I finish the job I still have the machine,
but in a blanket basis where nobody is Willing to pick up the additional cost or share it,
to take all the items o1f the shelf or street
would cause some economic hardship.
Representative RYAN. The real drawback
then is cost competitiveness?
Mr. CRIMMINS. It is if you are satisfied with
the means available for abating noise. I'm not
sure that I am when you get complaints
about blasting, for instance. If blasting ha1
to meet a certain decibel standard, I do not
think we have the technology available.
Going back .t o your earlier question, the
necessary lead time would have to vary on
certain factors, but about six months to a
year. If changes are required in bid specifications, it would be immediate when the job
starts. In an ongoing situation, it would
take whatever time needed to change equipment-if that was all that was required.
Representative RYAN. You have purchased
whisperized compressors?
Mr. CRIMMINS. Yes, five of them. We did as
a matter of bid specifications, and I might
add that not only as quiet as Mr. Diehl said
but the Ingersoll-Rand Company took the
e1fort to build a better compressor as well.
Now this has a salutary e1fect on sales: everyone wants a better machine.
I am deriving other benefits from these
compressors now. For instance, we are now
working on a project for the MTA and our
hours are relatively extended in a half-commercial, half-residential area. Our relationship with the people in the surrounding area
is improved because of the quiet nature of
these compressors.
Representative RYAN. Thank you very
much, Mr. Crimmins. Our next witness is the
President of United Acoustics Consultants,
Mr. Stannard M. Potter. :Jiv!r. Potter was a
member of the Mayor's Task Force on Noise
Control. He is also a member of the Acoustical SOciety of America; the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; and
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers. Mr. Potter has been a guest lecturer at the Universities of Michigan, Wisconsin, South Carolina, and Hartford.
Mr. Potter, we are very happy to have you
with us, this afternoon.
TESTIMONY OF MR. STANNARD M. POTTER
Mr. PoTTER. Thank you, Congressman Ryan.
One issue that may not have been touched
on quite as much as the others is that of the
organization of noise control. I would like to
suggest that you turn to page 8 in the
Mayor's Task Force brochure which I believe
you have in front of you. On the left hand
side there is a chart labelled "a noise reduction system."
When the Mayor's Task Force was formed
we agreed to participate, providing this was
intended to be a long term e1fort, and indeed
it has turned out to be that for New York
City has the distinction of being the first city
that I know of in the United States to have
a duly authorized Office of Noise Abatement
sta1fed by an individual that does know
something about noise. Now this is a
very unique matter. Even at the Federal level
where a good Congress has authorized a 30
million dollar expenditure to set up an office
within the Environmental Protection Agency

there is neither any money appropriated nor
is there any personnel to do the work. What
we need at the Federal level is something
that New York City has, an Environmental
Protection Administration . . . a level which
in itself would not be subservient to any
particular industry and respond only to its
major task: that of protecting our environment so that we as humans can go about our
business of living in a harmonious community.
This chart presumably puts each one of us
in a particular box to see where we can make
contributions. At the top of the chart is
"Noise" and at the bottom of the chart
"Toward a Quieter City." Now between these
two boxes we have on the left concern of the
public, private and government. Now, those
are the three basic sectors to which we have
to get input before anything substantial is
done. Then the minute you have this concern
from these three di1ferent groups put into a
common problem, before anything substantial is done, one needs money. And, so
we have a little side injection into this chart
called finance . Usually nothing much
happens beyond this point except a lot of
talk, unless there is substantial funding to
do this. After we get money then we have
to compile information because as you heard
today nobody agrees with anybody on the
subject on noise. "The thing that really
bothers me is that airconditioner that was
put up right behind the federal building and
it just rattles around in my backyard and I
tell you that's the most important noise there
is." Well, there are others that might not
agree with that, as Congressman Rosenthal
pointed out the problem of aircraft
noise . . . and contractor, Mr. Crimmins,
who somewhat guardedly commented deplored the traffic noise out there is so loud
he can hardly instruct his men to turn his
machines o1f. There are a lots of di1ferent
noises and we have to agree on a set of
priorities as to what is significant and what
is not significant as far as the group of
population is concerned. To do this we have
to have input from the scientific, the medical,
the engineering, economic, legal and political
areas. All of those have to have their day in
court and be there and contribute to this
information pool. Out of this pool comes the
standard to which you heard reference so
many times today. Now what is a standard?
I was very pleased to hear Mr. Crimmins get
down to some of the details that should be in
a good standard, yet all too often are m.issing
in the legislative attempt.
There is a need for interchange and that
takes a lot of time. You have to educate
people, they have to educate you then you
both go talk to the manufacturer, he talks
to his boss, they talk to the Federal government and gradually out of this chaos
of political pulling and econoinic tugging
comes standards. It is just like when I first
talked to the contractors on the street, I was
told that it was easier to go to City Hall
and talk to a few people than it was to
really do something about the noise, so I
said what if there were a nice quite aircompressor and he said, well, sure, any compressor, any quiet machines are allright with
me so long as my competitors have to do the
same thing. And this was some grass roots
type of thinking that goes on.
First you have to have two keys to make
this work--either profit, or better performance. Now either of those two things would
get us quiet. One area in which we got unanimity and cooperation from the Sanitation Department on quieter garbage trucks
was in regard to the PTO--Power Take Off, a
very troublesome piece of machinery. In
fact, it causes so much trouble they had
to build a large facility in Queens to maintain trucks that were on the books when
Mayor Lindsay came to otfice. So much time
was spent maintaining the trucks, that they
were seldom available for garbage collections.
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Mr. Cousins and others wanted cleaner air,
and one of the ways to get cleaner air was
to shut down the incinerator. This means
you are going to have more garbage to collect
and, therefore, you need better compaction
and more modern tools to do it with. So we
set out to revitalize the fieet of garbage
trucks. If you are going to purchase new
garbage trucks, why not quiet garbage trucks.
That was my goal. I found the Sanitation
Department was less reluctant in the area
of the PTO. However, if they could get rid of
the PTO, they'd get on our team for this
noise thing. That would mean less maintenance for them and they could collect
the garbage better. Now incidentally, in
the process of getting rid of the PTO, that
meant that we had to put this quiet, new
hydra.ulic pump up in the front of the
engine compartment and that meant that
you could also get rid of the hydraulic pump
that is normally used for power steering and
other things. So, we not only improved the
maintenance picture but we also made this
pump do two other jobs we wanted to pay
fo:- anyway. That is the kind of thing that
really generates enthusiasm.
But although the first unit had tested out
beautifully in many other industries and we
knew the pump was a good pump, it did not
stand the kind of service that was demanded
of it and it broke down a couple of times.
And immediately with the onrush of increasing amounts of material to be hauled away
because of the air pollution interests, the
City couldn't take the risk of trying something experimental at this stage. And today,
the best I know, we still only have the ten
experimental trucks purchased by the Environmental Protection Administrator. Well,
this is all by way of saying that noise control requires all of these di1ferent inputs-it
requires the profit motive, it requires the
performance incentive, and then gradually
you'll get progress.
There are two basic roots you go from
standards to a quieter city. One is through
purchase specifications, as Congressman
Ryan recognized in his opening statement.
The Federal Government is a very large procurer and perhaps it could start the ball rolling by insisting that noise specifications be
included in all government purchases. This
would have the e1fect that any manufacturer
who wanted to do business with the Federal
Government would have to provide the information with somebody like Mr. Crimmins. Mr. Crimmins can't issue a demand to
all the manufacturers, he is just not that
big. But, he could make educated choices 1f
the information were provided. And I think
his suggestion to Congressman Ryan that the
Federal Government insist on specifications
not only on their purchases, which is probably the most e1fective way, but also that
the manufacturer of the machine must include in his performance description the
amount of noise that the machine makes is
an excellent one. What terms does he put
this in? Well, we get involved with a lot of
terminology and that is why we have to get
this scientific and engineering group into
the act because you measure decibels in
many different ways. But probably the most
e1fective and most agreed upon unit today
is decibels on the A weighted network known
as dB(A). And if we had at least that information at various distances or perhaps just
one distance around the machine, it would
be very useful. In another box we have retrofit programs and that probably is the biggest
nut for us to handle, because nobody who
has already invested money in his machinery
wants to go through a retrofit-we have seen
this in the aircraft case.
Perhaps purchase specifications are not
the only route. We need to take one of two
other routes that I'd like to talk about briefly.
First is the regulatory route. Now I have
in this first box regulations, which is Congressman Ryan's job. He is the one, as a
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Congt"essman, that makes sure there is an raised by Dr. Rosen in his many trips to the
entity in the Executive Branch that has this Sudan and other primitive areas where he
responsibillty to regulate noise. He puts up found tribes with hearing much, much suthe money, and uses certain pressures to perior at older ages than we reach. Dr. Sullivan indicated thast perhaps one reason was
ms.kc sure they use it effectively.
Let us assume that we now have a law. not that there w.a.s less noise or less stress
A machine is built that doesn't meet the but perhaps there was a genetic reason for
standards. Then whose job is it to proceed very good hearing because they had to be
to the next step? There has to be a contest a.ble to hear the animal in the bush. I would
and that is why we have the courts.
like to pose what I feel is an in<:onsistency
So we have come two of these routes. One in that suggestion of why that tribe has
is thxough purchase specifications, the other better hearing wi·t h something Dr. Sullivan
is through regulation and court test. But said earlier. He said that he did not think
there is a third way, and this third way is that stressful reactions to noise were malparticularly effective With "people noise." adaptive, because they were a protective
This approach is personal pressure, using mechanism. That is true, it is probably not
the opinions of the public to affect people's maladaptive, it does protect your organism
habits. For instance, the other day I saw a cab as a fear reaction would. But that does not
driver blowing his horn in a traffic jam. So say that having to adapt in that way over
I went up to him, leaned on the window, and and over and over again for an extended
asked him if he thought he was going to get period and With very high intensity, does
out or there any quicker by blowing his not have an eventual effect. That is to say,
horn. We talked for just a minute, and he a non-auditory effect of noise. And perhaps,
became conscious of the fact that blowing if you look at it this way, you can see why
his born was not only useless but also very we have had so much trouble with preannoying.
spicusis, loss of hearing in the high frequenSo I submit in review the three routes cies with age. And for a long time we thought
through which we can control noise: pur- this was normal. We now find tha.t perhaps
chase specification, regulation, and public this is an adaptation, too, to a very noisy,
opinion.
stressful environment. But the tribes in
Representative RYAN. I would like to thank Afllica are not without stress, they have their
you very much for your presentation. I would own stresses such as not knowing from
like to call upon our final witness of the aft- where their next meal Is coming, or whether
ernoon, Dr. Phyllis Gildston, Associate Pro- that animal in the brush Will actually get
fessor of Speech Pathology and Audiology them. There is stress equivalence from society
and Brooklyn College (CUNY) . Dr. Gild- to society, although I must admit that the
stan is a member of the Acoustica1 Society ticker-tape here is probably a greater stress.
of America; the New York Academy of Sci- In any case, we do have a difference in tile
ences; and the American Association for the aging process and the loss of hearing from
Advancement of Science. She is the Chair- culture to culture. And the most interesting
man of the Sub-Committee on Noise of the thing is how scientists themselves change
Scientists' Committee for Public Inforzna- their minds about things.
tion.
For a long time the studies of prespicusis
Dr. Gildston, I would ltke to welcome you showed a difference between males and feto these ad hoc Congressional hearings.
males, With the females showing the superior
Dr. Gn.DSTON. Thank you, Congressman hearing with age. Recent studies have shown
Ryan. I understand that you ha~e to leave that this is not because of female superiority
shortly so I will try to summarize as rapidly at all but the fact that males are prone to
as possible.
work and have recreation in environments
The first thing that I would like to speak that are much noisier. In the temporary
about is the concept of adaptation. I be- threshold shift there is no difference believe that there is a fundamental philosophi- tween the sexes. So we may be talking about
cal difference between the concept as dis- auditory and nonauditory adaptations that
cussed by Dr. Sullivan and that disclliSsed by are not good adaptations but poor mutations.
Robert Alex Baron. When a woman is pregOne other point that I do not believe
nant and is a heroine addict, she then has should be overlooked that that is standards.
a child that in a sense adapts to the state The question raised earlier was "What is the
of the mother. That is, that child is more right and proper standard?" A 90 decibel
prone to becoming a heroin addict than a standard wm leave out 15 to 20% of the
child born of a mother who is not a heroin population that we know wm sustain a hearaddict.
ing loss. But we often forget is that there
To give you another example, we have a Will be loss of hearing above two thousand
species that grows in the desert called cactus. cycles. If you were to sustain a hearing loss
That again is an adaptation to a situation in the higher frequencies, you would not hear
where there is inadequate water supply for me say any of my "s" sounds if they were
normal vegetation to grow.
soft enough. Thus, you· have the problem of
There has to be some point which you intelligibility which Dr. Sulllvan mentioned,
reach where there is philosophic difference which is jeopardized at this 90 dB(A) level,
between what you call adaptation and what even at the 85 level you are running a risk.
you call defective mutation.
A point that was not menMoned was susI would like to speak about two things ceptibillty to noise. It is true we have to
related to noise? In one sense they are both make some kind of compromise economically,
adaptations. The first is something we call but there are people who are highly susceptemporary threshold shift. This is a change tible to noise and you should have in legisin the level of hearing, which to the layman lation some kind of regulation to protect
would be equivalent to not hearing as well these people. In other words we must have
at the end of the day after working in a hearing conservation programs even if we
noisy environment. It is oo.lled temporary do have standards of overall dB(A) levels, so
because after the ear is given some time to we can ascertain who those susceptible peorest, the threshold shift Will move back to ple are. To that I would just like to say that
normal. In a sense this is an adaptation. It is we can predict With some degree of accuracy
an adaptation to noise. We do not com- from temporary threshold shift permanent
pletely understand all the physiological im- threshold shift. That prediction 1s not definplications, but it is prooobly a result of itive or conclusive. But, Ward in a recent
fatigue to the muscles of the ear which can article stated that if you have a choice beno longer keep protecting the indivldua.l as tween predicting from temporary threshold
they did initially.
shift or not predicting at all, it was best to
Also, in a sense, noise-induced hearing use TTS. The second point is why not take
loss is an adaptation. It is an adaptation to the point of view that anything that is noxa noisy environment.
ious, and we know noise is, 1s guilty before
I would like to address myseH to the point

proven innocent.
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I would like to end with a piece of "oddball" information that I think might stick
with you. In a recent experiment, they subjected tobacco leaves to 100 decibels of noise
for a prolonged period of time and faund
that they retarded to growth rate of tobacco
leaves 40%.
Representative RYAN. I want to thank you,
Dr. Gildston, and all of the witnesses who
participated today. I personally believe that
this was one of the most beneficial hearings
that I have attended. I am confident that
the information you have provided today
will be a solid foundation for government
action to combat the menace of noise
pollution. Thank you.

TAKE PRIDE IN AMERICA
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. MILLER) is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, today we should take note of America's
great accomplishments and in so doing
renew our faith and confidence in ourselves as individuals and as a nation. In
1968, the number of copyrights on books,
periodicals, maps, photographs, and
works of art or designs was 303,451 for
the year. This figure represents an increase of nearly 100,000 copyrights
recorded in these same categories in
1950.
THE ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Massachusetts <Mr. MAcDoNALD) is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts.
Mr. Speaker, I am introducing today
legislation which I believe will go a long
way toward providing us with some of
the elusive answers regarding our present power reliability and power adequacy
problems. This measure is the Electric
Power Supply and Environmental Protection Act.
Before I describe briefiy what this bill
would accomplish, I would like to call the
attention of my colleagues to the gravity
of the existing problems.
In the past we thought of power problems as being particularly acute during
the summer, but this past winter we
found out otherwise. Voltage reductions
and brownouts were common, and blackouts reoccurred although not with the
severity of the Northeast blackout of
1965. On February 7, parts of midtown
Manhattan lost all electrical power.
Television stations went off the air, subways ground to a halt, and thousands
were temporarily without heat and light.
Two weeks later a half million people
in Massachusetts and Rhode Island lost
all electrical power in another blackout.
All up and down the east coast the threat
of power loss is now clearly a year round
problem.
I am especially distressed by a report
released recently by the Federal Power
Commission which forecasts another
long hot summer for the power industry
complete with more brownouts and possibly even major blackouts.
This is not news to me although it
might be to the Chairman of the Com-
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mission, John Nassikas. In May of last
year, in hearings before the Subcommittee on Communications and Power of
which I am chairman, Mr. Nassikas was
asked about the need for Federal legislation to alleviate the power crisis. He responded by saying that he was opposed
to any legislation because he did not
think it was necessary. He said:
I believe the problems can be worked out
on a voluntary basis between industry, the
Commission and the state agencies.

best balances consumers' need for electric power with the need for environmental protection and conservation, will
allow construction and conservation, will
allow construction to go forward
promptly. After this arbib·ation, companies will be authorized to acquire the
needed land, using, if necessary, the Federal power of eminent domain in the
public interest.
The arbitration panel's choice of alternatives will be final, subject to possible appeal to the Federal Appeals
Court.
It is my belief that we in Congress
must not delay any longer positive and
meaningful action to head off this worsening crisis. Adoption of this legislation
would, I feel, go a long way toward solving some of the power problems which
plague our country today.
Legislation cannot cure the short-range
problems which will undoubtedly result
in more blackouts and brownouts in the
coming summer, but the complicated
long-range problems obviously require
legislation. These problems include the
consideration of power adequacy which
challenges us to provide even adequate
sources of power in some regions, let
alone build the necessary reserves. We
also must consider power reliability in
light of the special problems encountered
in the Northeast and centered around the
failw·e of the "Big Allis" generator in
New York. Environmental protection
must be a major concern and will necessitate the availability of more low sulfur fuels.
Add to this list, the problems of inadequate technology as shown in the lag
in development of atomic plants, inadequate long-range regional and nationwide industry planning, and inadequate
Government regulation which has been
a cause for unnecessary delays.
Congress will have to act during this
session on several aspects of the entire
energy picture in this country. We will
have to consider legislation such as I am
introducing today to deal with the selection of new powerplant sites and selection of the technology to be employed
while giving proper consideration to protecting the environment. We must consider ways to create greater incentives
for the discovery of new energy sources.
And we must consider legislation dealing
with the importation of petroleum which
would remedy the inequities in the present quota system that discriminate
against regions such as my native New
England.
I offer the Electric Power Supply and
Environmental ProtectiO'Il Act as an approach to one aspect of our energy problem, and I ask for the support of my
colleagues in this undertaking.
I would like to include in the RECORD
at this point some recent newspaper
articles which relate to my concern and
which, I hope, my colleagues will find
useful.

When pressed further as to whether he
would recommend that the President
veto any legislation which Congress
might enact along these lines, Mr. Nassikas responded directly and to the point-"Yes, I would."
However, I might point out that there
is sincere concern at the FPC over this
problem, and I have been contacted directly by two Commissioners with legislative proposals of their own. At therequest of Commissioner Lawrence J.
O'Connor and Commissioner John A.
carver, I have also introduced their separate suggestions as to how we should
best approach the solution of our cun·ent
power dilemma.
After 2 years of inaction the administration has sent to Congress its major
power legislation dealing with an especially important and critical concern that
of powerplant siting. It is interesting to
note that this proposal has come from
the Office of Science and Technology and
not from the FPC.
It is as an 3.lternative to this measure
that I offer the bill today.
I would now like to outline the substance of the legislation which will be
the focal point for hearings in the very
near future before our subcommittee.
This bill provides for prompt and fair
arbitration of disputes concerning proposed powerplant and high-voltage
transmission-line projects. An arbitration panel will be brought in to decide on
the best alternatives for bulk-power facilities at the request of the power companies if projects remain snarled in redtape after attempts have been made to
gain approval of all Federal, State, and
local jurisdictions.
To qualify for a decision under this
arbitration procedure, power companies
will be required to make advance disclosure of their proposals, including details
on exact sites and possible alternatives.
Under this plan, one arbitrator will be
chosen by the Chairman of the Federal
Power Commission, and one by the
Chairman of the Environmental Quality
Council. These two arbitrators will then
choose a third member. In the absence
of agreement, the president of the National Academy of Sciences will choose
the third arbitrator.
In addition to making early disclosure
of their plans, individual power companies will jointly participate in longrange regional planning of needed facilities. All proposals will be made available
for study by governmental agencies at all [From the Boston Herald-Traveler, Feb. 4,
1971]
levels and by private groups concerned
with environmental protection.
19 SHORTAGES STRUCK NORTHEAST IN 21 DAYS:
PoWER CUTBACKS Hrr 50 MILLioN
At every step of the procedure, possible
(By Jean Heller)
alternatives to projects will be developed
and examined. A final decision by the
WAsHINGTON (AP) .-In an unprecedented
arbitration panel on the alternative that crisis of wintertime electric power suppUes,
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the northern United States has been hit
by 19 voltage reductions in 21 days-and
otncia.ls say more could yet come.
According to Federal Power Commlsson
data. the crisis began in New England on
Jan. 14 and mushroomed untll it reached as
far south as Virginia. and as !a.r west as
Chicago.
The trouble struck eight times in the
power pool serving all New England, seven
times in the New York State power pool,
three times in the PJM interchange serving
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and the District o! Columbia
and once at the Commonwealth Edison Co.,
the electric utillty serving Chicago and parts
o! northern Dllnois.
The electric ut111ty companies involved in
the power reductions serve 17 million customers. Since one customer-like a large
apartment building-may house several hundred people, the cutbacks have involved upwards o! 50 million people.
The power shortages generally are blamed
on two !actors-generating equipment failures which have plagued electric ut111ties tor
the past five years; and unusually cold
weather which put heavier than usual demands on the generating !ac1lities remaining
in operation.
To date, voltage reductions have been held
to a. maximum o! 5 per cent so most electricity users have not felt the pinch beyond
voluntary compliance with utlllty company
requests to go easy on the use of electric
appliances.
The exception was New York City where,
on Tuesday, heat was shut off on subway
trains !or six hours and escalators were shut
down in some parts o! the city to preserve
power.
The first noticeable change for electricity
users comes with a voltage reduction of 8
per cent, generally the next step after a 5
per cent cut. At that point, Ughts may dim
perceptibly and heating and air conditioning
units work less e11tciently.
Reduc+.ions beyond 8 per cent are not possible since electric motors could be damaged.
The step after an 8 per cent cut is brief,
deliberate blackouts o! selected areas. Such
blackouts were imposed during last summer's
East Coast power crisis, and more may be
in store this summer, possibly 1n the same
areas suffering through this winter.
[From the Washington Post, Feb. 8, 1971)
POWER BLACKOUT Hrrs NEW YORK
NEW YoRK, Feb. 7.-A power !allure, apparently caused by an explosion in a utillty
plant, blacked out parts o! midtown Manhattan and two other of the city's five
boroughs tonight and knocked some local
radio and television stations off the air.
A spokesman for Consolidated Edison Co.,
the area's major ut111ty, said the trouble
apparently was touched off by an explosion
in an East Side power plant. cause of the explosion was not known.
Police said parts o! the Bronx, Queens and
Manhattan were blacked out.
Loss o! power at the Empire State Building
knocked out local broadcasting. Spokesmen
for the television networks, however, said
network programming was continuing, Network shows are carried to local atnUates over
leased telephone wires.
Some subway trains were slowed. when
signals were affected. The trains themselves
run on direct current and were not without
power.
Proprietors of many ba.rs and restaurants
asked patrons to finish drinks and meals and
leave the darkened establishments. Some
customers lost their orders in the confusion.
Special fire apparatus was sent to Grand
Central Terminal to provide lighting for the
station.
Power was restored to the Empire State
Building at 9:40 p.m. and radio and tele-
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vision stations using its tower resumed man from Mi-chigan (Mr. DIGGS) is recbroadcasts.
ognized for 60 minutes.
Shortly after the blackout began at 7 p.m.,
Mr. DIGGS. Mr. Speaker, on March 25,
an anonymous telephone caller told the Associated Press, "We knocked out the TV in 1971, the 13-member congressional black
New York. Next will be City Hall." However, caucus submitted to the President its
there was no immediate indication of sabo- recommendations for action in the areas
of economic security and development,
tage.
The reduction caused traffic lights on some community and urban development, jusManhattan streets to stay either red or green. tice and civil rights, and foreign policy.
Civll1ans directed traffic at some intersecThe issues and concerns of this caucus
tions, and traffic jams developed at the more are not partisan ones. We are including
heavily traveled intersections.
Lights dimmed in fashionable East side these recommendations in the RECORD to
apartment houses, as did street lights on the bring them to the attention of the leadavenues below. Neon signs in the area's many ership of both parties in the Congress
discotheques and night clubs :flickered, and the public at large.
dimmed and sometimes died.
The Members of the congressional
The fabled "Great White Way" of Broad- black caucus are: CHARLES C. DIGGS, Jr.,
way in the Times Square area was partially of Michigan, chairman; AuGusTus F.
blacked out, gaudy elaborate advertising signs
HAWKINs of California, vice chairman;
dimmed and theatre marques unlit.
CHARLES B. RANGEL of New York, secreSome elevators were out of service.
A spokesman for the New York Telephone tary; SHIRLEY CHISHOLM of New York;
Co., said the utility was forced to switch to WILLIAM L. CLAY of Missouri; LOUIS
its own emergency power system, using bat- STOKES of Ohio; GEORGE W. COLLINS of
teries and a diesel generator. But the spokes- Illinois; JOHN CONYERS, Jr., of Michigan;
man said the only basic effect of the power RONALD V. DELLUMS of California; RALPH
problem was slow dial tones.
H . METCALFE of Tilinois; PARREN MITCHELL
On the evening of Nov. 9, 1965, a massive
failure triggered by a fouled switch threw of Maryland; ROBERT N.C. NIX of PennNew York City and 80,000 square miles sur- sylvania; and the Reverend WALTER
rounding it into darkness for 10 hours. About FAUNTROY, Delegate-Elect of Washing30 million people in eight northeastern states ton, D.C.
and Canada were affected.
STATEMENT TO THE PRESIDEN'l' OF THE UNITED
President Lyndon B. Johnson ordered an
STATES BY THE CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUinvestigation and the Federal Power ComCUS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, MARCH
mission reported nearly a month later that
25, 1971
the blackout began when a incorrectly
PART I. OPENING STATEMENT
thrown switch cut power at a relay station
We sought this meeting, Mr. President, out
in Canada. When other power producers tried
to make up the deficiency, they became of a deep conviction that large numbers of
citizens are being subjected to intense hardoverloaded.
ship, are denied their basic rights, and are
suffering irreparable harm as a result of cur[From the Washington Post, Feb. 23, 1971] rent policies.
SUMMER ELECTRITY CUTS SEEN
As you may know, all of us were elected by
Another summer of electrical power cut- substantial majorities. We were given clear
backs may be in store for residents of the and unmistakable mandates to articulate the
Washington Metropolitan area and other problems of our constituents and to work for
parts of the country, according to a pessi- prompt and effective solutions to them. Most
mistic Federal Power Commission staff report of the districts that we represent are predominantly black, though our constituencies
released yesterday.
Some areas of the country may experience also include whites, Spanish-speaking, Indi"tight power supply problems" during the ans, Japanese-Americans, and Chinesecoming summer as a result of inadequate Americans, some suburbanites as wel.i. as resiinstalled capacity to meet forecasted sum- dents of the central cities, poor, middle inmer peak loads, the staff analysis concluded. come, and even some well-to-do Americans.
But our concerns and obligations as Mem"The shortage of capacity is due primarily
to delays being experienced in placing new bers of Congress do not stop at the bOundgenerating facilities in service, the FPC staff aries of our districts; our concerns are nasaid. Their analysis was based on reports tional and international in scope. We are
filed with the FPC by the nation's major petitioned daily by citizens living hundreds
electric utility systems and pools on generat- of miles from our districts who look on us as
Congressmen-at-large for black people and
ing capacity to be in service by May 31.
Although, the amount of spare generating poor people in the United States. Even
capacity a system should have in reserve to though we think first of those we were dibe used in emergencies varies from system to rectly elected to serve , we cannot, in good
system, the FPC staff analysis considered a conscience, think only of them-for what afreserve capacity of 20 per cent of expected fects one black community, one poor community, one urban community, affects all.
peak load demands necessary.
We think it of singular significance that
Only the West, with a reserve capacity of
the leaders of national and local civil rights
21.6 per cent, met the FPC staff test.
and
human rights organizations, and hunThe power grid which includes the Washington area-the Pennsylvania-New Jersey- dreds of private citizens from all walks of
Maryland Interconnection-rated a reserve life, have asked us to express their general
and specific concerns. They share our hope
capacity of 15.4 per cent.
Other regions and their reserve capacities that this is no pro to1·ma, one-time exchange.
Like us, they believe this must be only the
are:
Percent beginning of a continuing exchange aimed at
Northeast
------------------ ------- 13.9
19. 1 permanently changing, through persistent
East
Central
________________________
and far-reaching action, the harsh conditions
under which all too many poor, black, and
Southeast-----------------------12.1
West Central ________________________ 15.4 other oppressed Americans are forced to live.
South Central _______________________ 15.1
We recommend that by the end of this
meeting we agree on a mechanism for insuring continued productive liaison between
CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS' the President and this Caucu~ .
Since you assumed office, we have spent
RECOMMENDATIONS TO PRESIbillions on war, while over 2 million AmeriDENT NIXON
cans have been added to the ranks of unemThe SPEAKER pro tempore.- Under a ployed; and 2.5 million more are now on everprevious order of the House, the gentle- mounting relief rolls. Inflation is reducing
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<>ur standard of living, and most cities face
bankruptcy. The racist policies of public and
private U.S. institutions insure that blacks
and other oppressed peoples suffer much
more than others, whether in good times or
bad. Economic recovery-not now in sightcannot possibly secure rights and opportunities that millions of citizens never had. In
our view, the quest for economic stab111ty
cannot be separated from the basic need for
a redistribution of wealth and income, so
that there is no longer destitution amid opulence. Nor can we easily repair the damage
done to our children by inferior schools,
hunger, and ill-health.
We would be less than honest, Mr. President, if we did not reflect a view widely
shared among a majority of the citizens we
represent. That view is that the representatives of this Administration, by word and
deed, have at crucial points retreated from
the national commitment to make Americans of all races and cultures equal in the
eyes of their government-to make equal the
poor as well as the rich, urban and rural
dwellers as well as those who live in the
suburbs.
Our people are no longer asking for equality as a rhetorical promise. They are demanding from the national Administration, and
from elected officials without regard to party
affiliation, the only kind of equality that
ultimately has any real meaning-equality
of results.
If we are in fact to be equal in this country, then the government must help us
achieve these results:
The eradication of racism within the
United States and in its dealings with other
nations;
The earning of a decent living, or the
means to survive in dignity when work is
not available;
Decent housing for our families and equal
access to the total housing market;
Fair and impartial justice and adequate
protection against drug abuse and crime;
The enforcement of civil rights and other
constitutional guarantees through vigorous
affirmative action by the government;
A fair share of the public funds used to
support business and community development and full participation in determining
how tax dollars are spent in our communities;
The guarantee by the federal government
of ample health care for all citizens;
The protection of federal standards and
guarantees in programs financed by federal
funds; and
The full participation by the members of
our communities in the executive, judicial,
and legislative branches of our government
at every level.
The results we pursue as achievable goals
are those whose affirmation we have often
missed in the words and deeds of many who
represent this Administration. And be assured that those for whom we speak cannot
afford the luxury of criticism as a mere expression of partisanship. Indeed, when you
have proposed long-needed, if inadequate,
welfare reforms, or when Secretary Romney
has argued against restricting low and moderate income housing to the inner cities, our
people felt a momentary quickening of hope
that perhaps the federal government was
prepared to respond to their desperate needs.
But all too often we have heard discomforting references to "forced integration,"
or to the need to "broaden" the Voting Rights
Act in ways which would have rendered it
less effective "Voluntarism" has been proposed as a means of achieving compliance
with federal law by those with a history of
callously flouting such laws. The principle
of equal justice under law has been clouded
over by ambiguous pronouncements on "law
and order" and "crime in the streets."
Though the Office of Economic Opportunity is to be extended, it seems clear that
current plans for reorganization and revenue
sharing will result in the dismantling and
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eventual destruction of the one agency whose
primary mission is to give an effective voice
to the poor, the near poor, and minorities.
But we are not here merely to recite the
disappointments of the past. We are here
to present the first of a series of constructive
proposals for the immediate relief of our
communities. and for making America in the
1970's a whole and healthy nation.
We do not underestimate the power of the
presidency in achieving progressive change.
Every sector of our society tends to look to
the White House for cues to the direction
that the society is taking. When those cues
seem negative, contradictory or half-hearted,
then citizens take that as evidenc-e of a lack
of national commitment to their well-being.
If equality for all Americans is to be a reality, it must have the unequivocal commitment of the Chief Executive. Every official in
each federal department in Washington and
the regional offices, every governor, mayor,
county official, and local school board member must understand the clear direction 1n
which the Administration is headed. If equal
job opportunity in the private sector is t.o
be real, then equal job opportunity in the
federal system-from initial entry to upgrading-must provide a clearcut example for
others to emulate. If the vast federal bureaucracy is to administer the laws of the
land so that the poor, the black and the
Mexican-American, the Puerto Rican and the
Indian, the Japanese-American and the Chinese-American do not suffer inequities, then
it must be clearly evident that the President
of the United States demands it.
In fact, as you well know, having served
in Congress. the success or failure of progressive legislation often depends on whether or
not the Chief Executive is will1ng to make a
sufficiently strong fight for it.
Lastly, black Americans and many of our
constituents, without regard to income or
color. would want us to make plain our alarm
at the devastation to four Indochinese nations. We say this out of deep concern for
the untold misery suffered by the people of
Indochina, for American famllles which
should not have to suffer further, and for
the continued draining away in this futlle
confiict of the human and financial resources needed to l'ebuild this society. All
U.S. mlllta.ry forces, and related ctvman personnel should be withdrawn from all nations
of Indochina promptly.
The recommendations which follow represent our own deep concerns and the expressed
concerns of organizations and individuais
from all over the country. We have not attempted to rank them in any order of priortty. We feel that they are all essential to the
long overdue task of making America one nation. We do not claim that they reoresent a.
comprehensive agenda of needs and remedial
actions. We do believe that they represent
more than merely a good beginning . In the
days, weeks and months that lie ahead, we
hope to remain in touch with you and the
members of your Administration on this
agenda.
In discussing these recommendations with
you, we wlll !be focusing on executive action
that can be taken immediately, as well as
legislative programs whose success may depend on the nature and intensity of the support they receive from the White House.
PART

n.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Economic security and economic development
1. Manpower and employment rights

Recommendation 1: Within the framework
of a comprehensive manpower planning program, this Administration should provide
permanent job creation programs-with jobs
in the public sector targeted to the areas of
persistent unemployment and underemployment without regard to national employment
rates. These jobs must be useful and desirable and have adequate wages and supportive

aervices. Present manpower programs fail to
deal adequately with the gaps between national rates and the critically higher jobless
rates for blacks and other minorities in urban
and rural ghettos.
Recommendation 2: A federal job creatl.on
program in the public service fields must be
adopted. Such a program should initially
provide a minimum of 500,000 productive jobs
during the first six months of operation, and
600,000 in the second six months in this one
program alone, with additional jobs in other
programs to meet the unemployment crisis.
Recommendation 3: A minimum of 1 million NYC jobs should be provided for inschool youth during the summer. Present
planning in this area is totally Inadequate.
The •obs should be provided by the federal
government with no local matching fund requirement and should be for 10-32 hour
weeks at not less than $1.60 an hour. This
program must be understood to be no substitute for the needs addressed in Recommendation 1.
Recommendation 4: Basic changes must
be made in federal recruitment, testing, and
promotion policies and day-to-day Administration to insure blacks and other oppressed
minority peoples equal results to whites in
the middle and upper levels of federal employment.
Recommendation 5: Executive Order 11246
must be enforced, requiring affirmative action by government contractors and subcontractors to provide equal employment opportunities and to extend the requirement
of goals and timetables for achievement to
all government contractors and subcontractors.
Recommendation 6: We call for vigorous
support for expansion of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to provide cease and desist power
to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, coverage of employers of eight or
more persons, and to eliminate the present
exemption of state and local governments,
and educational institutions.
Recommendation 7: At a time when blacks
are fighting and dying in disproportionate
numbers in Indochina, we urge the White
House to initiate a thorough investigation of
the status of blacks and other minorities in
the Veterans Administration-90 per cent of
whose black classified employees are in
grades GS-8 or below. The investigation and
the remedial action which must follow
should include not only equal employment
opportunity within the Veterans Administration, but should focus on closing the
critically wide gap between the needs of
black veterans and the inadequate and uncoordinated existing programs for the Veterans Administration. the Department of
Labor, Housing and Urban Development, and
other federal agencies.
2. Welfare reform

Recommendation 1: We recommend that
the present welfare system be replaced by a
guaranteed adeq_u ate income system. We oppose any welfare reform which falls to establish a satisfactory timetable for reaching a
guaranteed adequate income system of a
minimum . of $6,500 a year for a family of
four from cash assistance, wages or both.
Recommendation 2: Any federalization of
existing welfare programs must have as an
ultimate objective the realization of Individual economic self-sufficiency. The federalized programs should guarantee the
standardization of eligiblllty requirements,
the establishment of adequate payment
standards, the elimination of abusive and
degrading administrative practices, and the
provision of suitable work opportunities
which maximize individual freedom of choice
and self-respect.
Recommendation 3: Until a fully operational cash assistance program Is established,
we urge you, Mr. President, to direct the appropriate federal agencies to overhaul the
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food assistance delivery system, so that the
minimum standards and goals of existing
legislation can be guaranteed. Further, the
necessary budgetary revisions (or supplemental budget requests) should be made so
that the needs of all children eligible for free
or reduced-price school breakfast or lunch
programs by 1972 are met.
3. Federal assistance to state and local
government

The Caucus recognizes that the concept of
revenue sharing is already operative and
that the issue is really one of block grants
versus categorical grants. The federal government has been sharing federally-collected tax money revenue with states, cities,
counties, and individuals for the past forty
years. The Caucus would, however, support
a form of federal assistance to state and local
governments with the following provisions:
(1) Assurance that the funds will be spent
in ways or in the amounts that will benefit
the poor and the minorities who are least
able to prevail in the inevitable contests at
the local level that are bound to be waged
over such expenditures.
(2) Allowance for the participation of
neighborhood and other community units
in planning and in the decisions about how
funds will be spent.
(3) Enforcement of civil rights laws with
respect to the expenditure of federal funds.
(4) Incentives for states to shift from
forms of taxation that fall most heavily on
low-income families to more progressive income taxes.
Recommendation 1: Immediate, shortterm financial assistance should be afforded
local communities by releasing frozen funds
for development projects, closing the growing
authorization/appropriations gap, and by expeditiously proposing and strongly supporting an emergency public service employment
bill.
Recommendation 2: We strongly recommend that the program of welfare nationalization and reform called for in Recommendations 1 and 2 under Welfare Reform
should not be considered as an alternative
to the Administration's general "revenuesharing" proposal.
Recommendation 3: The population-based
distribution formula in the Administration's
"revenue-sharing" bill must be altered to
more accurately target the funds to places
of maximum need. Specifically, we would
recommend that one per cent (1%) of the
individual tax base be distributed to all categorized welfare disbursing units on a basis
reflecting the proportion of national welfare
costs paid by that unit during 1970. providing that the unit maintains its 1970 welfare effort.
-·
Recommendation 4: The distribution apparatus of the present proposal for "revenue-sharing" must be changed to funnel
more funds to major urban centers, i.e., .5%
of the individual tax ba.se be distributed to
all local units not sharing in Recommendation 3 above and which have a population of
50.000 or more.
Recommendation 5: The civil rights guidelines set forth in the Administration's "revenue-sharing" package must be greatly
strengthened, particularly in regard to equal
employment hiring, and an effective compliance program.
Recommendation 6: Although we support
general "revenue-sharing" to states and
localities, under the conditions set forth
above, to assist in the provision of basic services, we are opposed to the apparent abandonment of national leadership in such areas
as education, housing, etc. that would result
from proposed program "revenue-sharing."
While states and localities can be given more
fiexib111ty in administering federal grants,
national priorities requiring accountab111ty
for delivering services to those most in need
of them must be maintained.
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than custodial programming; c) child development services provided as a right rather
than as mandatory eligib11ity requirements;
d) encouragement of educational innovation
and reform; e) the validity of programs designed by and in accordance with the special
needs of minority groups; and f) consumer
control.
In conjunction with the support of minority business enterprises, special assistance
should be provided to minorities for the development of day care and other child development programs. The grant system should
be adopted, as opposed to the voucher system. Further, the federal government should
issue grant and/or funds directly to day care
institutions.
Recommendation 2: We recommend a
strong program which enforces the priorities
established by Congress under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. In addition we recommend that this
title be fully funded in advance so that educational systems may plan a continuing program of high quality as was true during the
time of the Morrill Land Grant Act of 100
years ago.
Recommendation 3: We specifically urge
that the Administration abandon its plans
to consolidate federal education legislation
into a program of block grants.
Recommendation 4: We urge this Administration to support pending legislation that
is designed to provide auality integrated
education so that the concept of equal educational opportunity will become a reality
for blacks and others among the oppressed
in the country.
Recommendation 5: We support and call on
the Administration to make real its own announced commitment to universal Uteracy
for every American in this decade.
Because 111iteracy will be even . more crippling for our citizens in the 1970's and 1980's
than at any previous time in our history, we
urge that the Administration revive and
strongly fund and support a national "Right
to Read" program like that originally pro5. Poverty programming
posed by your own first Commissioner of
Recommendation 1: We urge the Admin- Education.
Recommendation 6: We specifically urge
istration to abandon any plans--now or two
years hence--which will weaken the programs that the federal government increase subnow under the aegis of the Office of Eco- stantially Its financial support for predominomic Opportunity and submerge them in nantly black institutions of higher education
existing agencies or in a broader plan for in order to insure their growth and expangovernment reorganization. We believe that sion. For immediate relief of black colleges
converting the Office of Economic Opportu- we recommend the full funding of $91 million
nity to a research and evaluation organiza- authorized in the Developing Institutions
tion will deprive the poor of an advocate Program of Title III of the Higher Education
agency in Washington. Further, we recom- Act of 1965, and the elimination of the
mend the restoration of the $116 million by matching fund requirement.
Recommendation 7: We recommend, Mr.
which the Economic Opportunity Act was reduced in the fiscal year 1972, and a substan- President, that you arrange to convene a
meeting
of the officials of black institutions of
tial increase in anti-poverty funds for the
following fiscal year, and the ellmlilation of higher education with the heads of major
the matching requirement which makes it federal agencies and departments such as the
impossible for some communities to partici- National Science Foundation, Department of
Labor, Department of Agriculture, HUD, and
pate in the program.
Recommendation 2: We support the con- HEW, to consider how black colleges may
tinued existence and expansion of the OEO have greater access to the funds, programs
legal serVices. We urge that new guidelines and technical assistance of those agencies.
Recommendation 8: While we would supbe drawn and new legislation be proposed
which would limit the power of state and port a request for 70 percent increase in
local authorities to intervene politically in student aids in grant and work study over
the operation of these programs. Should this the previous fiscal year, we would strongly
prove infeasible, we recommend that every request reconsideration of the change in
low income American citizen be guaranteed formula which reduces from approximately
access to a free, quality legal assistance $1,800 to $1,000. the amount of grant and
through the establishment of a National work study funds~ A high proportion of black
students now attending or hoping to enter
Legal Services Corporation.
our colleges, would not be able to sustain the
B. Community and human development
financial burden of the loans now being pro1. Educatton
posed. We would support the proposed inRecommendation 1: We urge you, Mr. Pres- crease in the ava1labl11ty of subsidized grants
ident, to initiate (and/or support) such child to students whose family incomes are less
development legislation and to require the than $10,000 p·er annum. We would recompromulgations . of such administrative reg- mend, however, (1) that existing grant and
ulations for existing child development pro- loan programs for student financial assistgrams, which incorporate the following prin- ance be continued at least at current levels
ciples: a) significant expansion of child de- until the proposed programs become operavelopment services; b) development rather tional; (2) the ce1Ung in terms of family in4. Minority Economic Development

Recommendation 1: An independent
agency should be organized as a non-profit
qua.sd.-public, publicly-funded development
bank for consolidation of present programs
intended to assist minority business, and
should receive an initial annual appropriation of 1 billion dollars. This agency should
be under the direction of a board with
broadly representative minority membership.
Recommendation 2: A federally-financed
guarantee organization similar to the
Federal Nllltional Mortgage Association
should be · created to insure securities and
obligations of community development corporations-firms providing employment for
and owned by residents of low-income areas.
Recommendation 3: In addition to increased federal support and employment of
direct set-aside programs for all procurement, we urge you to support the enactment
of legislation requiring that contractors
working on federally-assisted and financed
projects, set aside a specified percentage of
their subcontract work for minority firms.
Recommendation 4: Federal management
and technical assistance should be increased
and made more broadly available to minority
trade associations, development corporations
and other organizations of minority businessmen, with assistance provided more as an
aid than as an audit.
Recommendation 5: Funding for Community Development Corporations should be increased to at least 50 miuton dollars for the
development of community-based minority
business ownership.
Recommendation 6: The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation should be authorized
and directed, by specific legislation, to use
some of its assets to provide technical assistance to minority banks. No federal or quasifederal agency presently provides technical
assistance to these institutions, with the result that other kinds of programs (such as
the $100 million deposit program) are less
effective than they would be otherwise.
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comes be raised to $15,000 per annum; and
(3) that interest rates on the available loans
be stabilized.
Student financial aid for most black students must assume little or no family financial ald. They need money for almost all
their costs. We therefore believe that the
major emphasis should be placed on grants
rather than loans in supporting their education.
Recommendation 9: We recommend that
the Administration give strong support to the
establishment and maintenance of community colleges. We ask you to direct the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
the Department of Labor, and the Office of
Economic Opportunity to work with the appropriate public officials and private citizens
to restructure vocational, technical, and
post-secondary education for the 70's and
80's. A critical aspect of this mission must be
making certain that community colleges do
not become dumping grounds for the children of the poor and near-poor. We are concerned that community colleges develop into
one of the strongest and most fiexlble links
in the continuing education in which millions of our people must be involved at various stages in their lives if they are not to be
crippled by dead-end or unmarketable skills,
or by undeveloped capacities as citizens and
human beings.
2. Housing and urban development

Recommendation 1: We call for the immediate release of supplemental FY 1971 funds
of $150 million for public housing. This can
be accomplished immediately by Presidential action.
Recommendation 2: We recommend the
implementation of the Uniform Relocation
Act to insure an adequate stock Of low and
moderate income housing for displaced persons. Immediate action by the President
could achieve the implementation.
Recommendation 3: We urge you to support legislation to amend the Housing Act
so that urban renewal money may be used
for housing development projects other than
new construction.
Recommendation 4: The Department of
Housing and Urban Development should institute and enforce a uniform policy of site
selection applicable to all of its departmental programs. The current regulations of
the Department of Housing and Urban Development affecting site selections apply only
to low rent housing. All other Housing and
Urban Development programs, including
Sections 235 and 236, should be brought under this policy to Insure that they expand
opportunities for black citizens and avoid
reinforcement of segregation. Immediate executive action in this area is possible.
Recommendation 5: We strongly urge the
amendment of Executive Order 11512 (1970)
concerning the selection of sites for federal
installations, in accordance with the U.S.
Commission on Civil · Rights' recommendation on "Federal Installations and Equal
Housing Opportunity" to assure that communities are, in fact, open to all economic
and racial groups as a condition of eligib111ty
for locaton of federal installations.
Recommendation 6: Tax legislation providing favorable treatment of investment in
new and rehabilitated housing should be
broadened to provide identical preference to
investment in any inner-city real property
development, sponsored or substantiallyowned by a community development corporation or other organization of minority or
low-income citizens.
3. The drug crisis

Recommendation 1: We strongly urge that
drug abuse and addiction be declared a major
national crisis. We call upon this Administration to use all existing resources to stop the
11legal entry of drugs into the United States,
including suspension of economic and military assistance to any country which fails
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to take appropriate steps to prevent narcotic drugs produced or processed in that
country from entering the United States unlawfully.
Recommendation 2: We recommend that
funds be made available to every major city
for the establishment of ambulatory detoxification and reha bilitation centers. Federal
financial support should likewise be extended to reinforce the local initiatives developed in many communities to address this
problem.
Recommendation 3: Amphetamine abuse
programs, beginning with Food and Drug
Administration restraints on present overproduction and overuse, should be upgraded
substantially. Special emphasis should be
given cooperatively by the FDA and the Offlee of Education to restraint of the application of amphetamine drugs to control school
children. We are concerned about the danger
that such drugs might be given to children
not adequately diagnosed as hyperkinetic.
Recommendation 4: Substantial federal
funds should be made a vailable to study the
long-range social and physiological eti~ts of
the broad use of methadone as an alternative
to heroin addiction. The Food and Drug Administration of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare should take the initiative in establishing safeguards which wlll
eliminate the careless, and often unsupervised, dispensing of methadone.
Recommendation 5 : Since organized crime
is the principal distributive mechanism of
hard narcotics, we urge that Justice Depart ..
ment manpower for investigation and prosecution in that area be substantially increased.
Recommendation 6 : A cabinet level federal task force on drug abuse should be appointed, with broad representation, including the Justice Department, the Department
of State, HEW and other federal agencies
relevant to this problem. This task force
should be mandated to design a governmentwide action strategy for eliminating drug
abuse. A task force report should be made
public, and implementation begun within
six months.
C. Justice and civil rights
1. Criminal justice

Recommendation 1: We urge that the
President and the Attorney General direct
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) to do the following: (1) support law reform and basic changes in the
present system rather than the excessive purchase of weapons and equipment; (2) insure
adequate minority, urban a nd communitylevel representation on planning boards at
all levels; (3) guarantee vigorous Title VI
enforcement in regard to grantees; and (4)
make certain that urban areas, particularly
inner-city communities, are assisted in developing effective and fair criminal justice
systems.
Recommendation 2: We urge you, Mr. President, to appoint black federal judges and
other legal officials, including U.S. Attorneys,
U.S. Marshals, federal correctional officers,
and other Justice Department employees in
every region of the country. We note with
considerable concern that you have appointed only one black judge outside the District
of Columbia. We feel it is especially import ant that black federal judges be appointed
in the South.
Recommendation 3: We are disturbed that
the D.C. Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970 has been advertised as a
model for the nation, inasmuch as we feel
that some of its provisions clearly impinge
on the constitutional rights of suspects and
defendants. Such other laws with similarly
constitutionally odious provisions are the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. None of
these ought to be so advertised as models,
and we strongly urge that the Administration sponsor legislation to repeal such sec-

tions of those acts as the "no-knock" and
preventive detention provisions as inimical
to the interests of a free society.
2. Ci vil r i ghts

Recommendation 1: We call for the full
implementation of the 1970 Report of the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and request
that the findings derived from the White
House inquiries of the 26 federal agencies be
shared with the Black Caucus as well as with
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Recommendation 2: We urge you, Mr.
President, to instruct the Attorney General
to move promptly to investigate and take
corrective action on efforts to disenfranchise
blacks and other minorities in the South and
Southwest--especially in thirty-three counties in Mississippi. In addition, we urge that
you instruct the Attorney General to take
prompt and decisive action to investigate
and take remedial action concerning allegations of attempted vote fraud in Gary, Indiana, and that similar action be taken
wherever attempts are made to disadvantage
and disenfranchise minority voters.
Recommendation 3: We recommend that
you instruct the Office of Management and
Budget to establish an adequately statied
division on civil rights with properly trained
persons, which would monitor every department and agency to insure that all civil
rights legislation and executive policies are
implemented. Further, this agency should
issue periodic public reports of its findings.
Recommendation 4: We recommend that
the regulations now being formulated by
the Justice Department to implement Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act require the
Attorney General to object to submitted
voting law changes unless he makes a finding
that the change has no discriminatory purpose or effect.
3. Veterans' affairs

Recommendation 1: We recommend, Mr.
President, that you direct the Departments of
Defense, Justice, and State--assisted by selected members of the bar, including minority representatives-to investigate the
quality of justice meted out to black and
other minority servicemen. The investigation should also examine the conditions under which blacks and other minority servicemen are incarcerated in mill ta.ry prisons here
and abroad. The resulting report and recommendations for action should be submitted
to you, the appropriate committees of Congress, and the public.
Recommendation 2: We urge the Administration to recommend and support legislation to establish a Civil Rights Division
within the Department of Defense and to
prescribe by law the personnel, funding, and
procedure for handling complaints of racial
discrimination against military personnel ,
both on and off base, in the United States
and abroad.
4. District of Columbia

Recommendation 1: We urge you, Mr.
President, to lend the vigorous support of
your Administration to legislation providing
for:
( 1) full Congressional voting representat.ion for the District of Columbia;
(2) Home Rule for the District, including
an elected Mayor and City Council; and
(3) a just and adequate automatic federal
payment formula to provide revenues necessary to make the District of Columbia a
model for the nation.
D. Foreign policy
Recommendation 1: We call upon you to
effect disengagement from Southeast Asia as
soon as possible, preferably by the end of
1971, and definitely within the life of the
92nd Congress.
Recommendation 2: We call for drastic
reduction in our military expenditures, and
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the redirection of these funds to finance
much needed domestic programs-such as
economic security and economic development, community and urban development,
justice and civil rights, and many other unfulfilled interests of the black community.
Recommendation 3: Mr. President, following World War II Europe was the recipient of massive aid through the Marshall
Plan and Japan was rebuilt essentially
through American assistance. In the sixties
the Alliance for Progress was conceived and
funded for the benefit of Latin America, and
the Middle East continues to receive a significant input of our resources. We feel
strongly that Africa's turn is overdue. Africa
must be given priority and attention on an
equal basis with other parts of the world.
Over the past few years, Africa has received
only 8.5% of American aid; we believe this
percentage should be increased signlflcantly-to at least 15%.
We recommend that a special Task Force
be created in the Executive Branch, composed of ranking members of the Departments of State, Commerce, Defense, and
other pertinent agencies, where the variety
of American policies dealing with Africa can
be reviewed in a comprehensive manner and
whose recommendations would be etiectively
implemented. In addition, several recognized
expert s of long time interest in this continent should be included (e.g., Members of
Congress, academicians, journalists, and
businessmen.)
U.S. representatives to the World Bank,
the International Monetary Fund and the
International
Development
Association
should request those organizations to allocate increasing shares of multi-lateral resources for Africa.
We support broader U.S. participation in
the African Development Bank and we urge
that our government provide soft funds with
other donors for the Bank.
Recommendation 4: United States relations with Southern Africa are in need of
a major overhaul. This country should take
the lead in isolating the Republic of South
Africa, the world's most racist nation. Disincentives should be developed to discourage
the expansion of further private American
investment there. On the other hand, private American enterprise should be encouraged to seriously examine the potential for
profitable investment in other parts of
Africa.
We urge the Administration to actively
support legislation proposing the withdrawal
of the United States sugar quota for the
Republic of South Africa, and its reallocation to other African countries. We further
urge the Administration to implement the
United States pronouncements in the United
Nations to help liberate the remaining areas
under colonial rule in Africa.
The House Subcommittee on Africa submitted a comprehensive report on Southern
Africa to the Administration as a result of
its extensive travels and hearings. The recommendations of this report and others it
has rendered should be seriously considered.
Recommendation 5: Of all major industrial
nations, the United States has for years allocated less proportionately for international
development etiorts. We propose that the
United States direct at least 1% of its annual gross national product for international
aid, with priority attention to Africa. (It
must be noted that about 75% of all United
States foreign aid funds have been spent
for U.S. goods and services.)
Recommendation 6: We urge that blacks
and other minorities be given a greater role
in the making of foreign policy. We also ask
the Administration to increase its recruitment of minority Americans for foreign policy positions, as well as to improve the upgrading procedures regarding minorities
within the State Department and related
agencies.
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MARCH 25, 1971.
MR. P&EsmENT: As we indicated earlier, we
have not at this time placed before you the
full range of concerns which we and those
we represent believe to be subject to amelioration by the federal government of which
you are the duly elected head. We look forward to the opportunity to work cooperatively with you and with other representatives of your Administration on the issues
we have laid before you today, and on others
which we hope to consider with you in the
future.
Respectfully submitted.

THE CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS.

Cha.rles C. Diggs, Jr., Chairman, Michigan, Augustus F. Hawkins, Vice Chairman, California, Charles B. Rangel,
Secretary, New York, Shirley Chisholm, New York, William L. Clay, Missouri, Louis Stokes, Ohio, George W.
ColUns, Illinois, John Conyers, Jr.,
Michigan, Ronald V. Dellums, California, Ralph H. Metcalfe, Illlnois, Farren Mitchell, Maryland, Robert N. C.
Nix, Pennsylvania.

CALLEY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. BRINKLEY) is
recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Speaker, the misfortune of the Mylai era transcends that
of any one man, even though the individual tragedy is monumental.
First, let me say from the perspective
of the district which I represent and
from my own personal perspective, Lieutenant Calley is a scapegoat; a victim of
a monumental witch hunt prompted by
the poll tical pressures and extremes of
those who seek absolution of consciences,
guilt-ridden by a war which they themselves have caused to be prolonged. The
symbol of Calley justifies their stand,
they reason, and his sacrifice will purge
their souls.
The mental aberrations of such people
are nauseating; their concern for the
Cassius Clays is putrefying and abominable. Their self-righteous jndignation
over war is self-edifying and blind to the
cruel and treacherous Communist offensive.
What of Calley? Has he loved his country, been honor-filled and duty bound in
behalf of the United States of America?
He has not cursed her nor spat in her
face. He has fought for this Nation in
the frontline trenches. He has risked his
life in her defense. Can we permit him,
then, to be misused in this way? As for
me and the people I represent, we say
emphatically "No."
More than a year ago, on January 21,
1970, I spoke on this subject. In the civil
law of this country we have a provision
called the emergency doctrine. Under
that doctrine, if one is confronted with
a sudden emergency, not of his own making, he is not held to the same standard
of care to which he would normally be
held. How much more ought this provision to apply to a situation of war?
When a soldier must make snap decisions, with no · time to debate the pros
and cons of marginal situations, sometimes he may make the wrong decision.
How, then, does condemnation lie within
the mouth of those with an abundance
of time?

May I commend to the consideration
of this body a bill which I introduced
during the 9lst Congress and have reintroduced during this, the 92d Congress,
on January 22, 1971. It is a good bill and
would provide some measure of indemnification to servicemen who are exonera ted under conditions such as are present in this case. Believing that right will
prevail on appeal, this measure should
offer some added assurance of fair play
to our men in uniform:
H.R. 612
A bill to amend title 10 of the United States
Code to permit actions against the United
States for damage to the good name and
reputation of members of the Armed
Forces charged with committing certain
crimes against civilians in combat zones
if such members a.re cleared of such
charges, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That (a)
part II CYf subtitle A of title 10, United States

Code, is amended by adding immediately after chapter 47 thereof the following new
chapter:
"Chapter 47 A.-CIVIL RELIEF FOR
WRONGFUL PROSECUTION
"Bee.

"961. Civil action authorized.
"962. Amount of relief.
"963. Proceedings.
"964. Bar to actions against officials.
"965 . Llinitations.
"966. Definition.
"§ 961. Civil action authorized
"Any enlisted member or officer who is formally charged under chapter 47 of this title
with cominitting, incident to carrying out
milita.ry operations in a combat zone or any
other area in which United States Armed
Forces are engaged in armed hostilities, any
offense punishable under section 918 or any
of sections 918 through 930, inclusive, of this
title against the person or property of a civilian noncombatant may bring civil action
against the United States in a district court
of the United States if each of the charges
made with respect to an offense is disposed
of in one otf the following ways:
" ( 1) the charge is abandoned by the
Government;
"(2) the member is found not guilty of
the cha.rge, and such finding is final and
conclusive; or
"(3) the charge is otherwise dismissed at
the trial, review, or appellate level and sur.h
dismissal is final and conclusive:
and if
"(4) the Government had no reasonable
or probable cause for instit uting such charge
against the member.
"§ 962. Amount of relief
"The district court shall have jurisdiction
to grant the following relief with respect to
any action brought under section 961:
" ( 1) Not to exceed $10,000 for damages
arising out of such charges to the good name
and reputation CYf the member.
"(2) Actual costs, including reasonable att or n ey's fees, incurred by the member in defen ding himself against the charges.
"§ 963 . Proceedings
"Judicial proceedings (including settlement by compromise or otherwise) for the
deterinination of claims covered by this
chapter, appeals therefrom, and payment of
any judgment thereon, shall be in the same
manner as in actions brought under chapter
171 of title 28, United States Code, over which
the courts have jurisdiction pursuant to section 1346(b) of such title, except that the
provision s of section 2678 (relating to attorney's fees) and section 2680 (a) , (h) , and
(j) (relating to exceptions to which such
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chapter 171 does not apply) of such title
shall not appl;r tn the ca~ e of any such proceedings.
"§ 964. Bar to actions against officials
"No action m a y be maintained against any
officer (whether civil or military) or employee
of the United States (or former officer or
employee) or his personal representative
with respect to any acts for which an action
could be maintained under this chapt er.
" § 965. Limitations
"No suit upon a claim allowed by this
chapter may be commenced after the expiration of two years after the date on
which.. ( 1) the Government abandons the charge
concerned, or if more than one charge was
made, the last of such charges; or
"(2) a finding of not guilty to the charge
or to the last of such charges, or a dismiss<>.l
of the charge or of the last of such charges,
becomes final and conclusive.
"§ 966. Definition
"As used in this chapter, the term 'combat
zone' means an area so designated by the
President pursuant to the provisions of section 112 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954."
(b) The analysis of such part II is amended by inserting after
"47. Uniform Code of Milit ary Justice __ 801"
the following
"47A. Civil relief for wrongful prosecution ------------------------ 961".
SEc. 2. The amendments made by this Act
shall apply with respect to actions brought
thereunder on the basis of formal charges
made with respect to offenses of the kind
specified in section 961 of title 10, United
States Code (as added by the first section of
this Act), and filed on or after November 1,
1969, against members or officers of the
Armed Forces.

It is a good bill and would provide some
measure of indemnification to servicemen
who are exonerated under conditions
such as are present in this case. Believing in the Calley case that right will prevail on appeal, this measure would offer
some increased assurance of fair play to
our men in uniform.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Sp8aker,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. Yes, I shall be glad
to yield to the distinguished gentleman
fr om Mississippi.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. I thank the distinguished gentleman from Georgia for
yielding.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to commend
the gentleman in the well whom I also
know represents Fort Benning, Ga. I
believe I am correct in that assumption?
Mr. BRINKLEY. That is correct.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. And certainly
he, like most Americans, has followed
the trial of Lieutenant Calley.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to be associated with the gentleman's remarks today and certainly hope that his bill will
get a fair hearing in the committee to
which it will be assigned.
Further, I would like to comment upon
the gentleman's remarks in saying that
I think one of the very serious problems
that has come out of this trial, whether
it was pointed out or not, is that the war
in Vietnam is really the strangest war
that we have ever fought. We have never
been involved in a war like this before.
As the gentleman knows, I have been
over there five times, probably more than
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any other Member in the Congress, and
you cannot find the front lines. You cannot identify your friend from your enemy. There have been so many problems
that I appreciate the gentleman taking
the time today in bringing to the attention of the Congress this very serious
situation.
Mr. BRINKLEY. I appreciate the gentleman from Mississippi making this
contribution and I would like to more
particularly thank the gentleman for h1s
remarks about there not being any front
lines in Vietnam. On last evening I had
a call from the Third District of Georgia.
The man on the other end of the line
said, "It seems that we have a policy of
eyes." He said, "During World War n
we dropped bombs on cities knowing that
there were women and children down
there, because war is terrible and uncivilized and barbaric but yet we had to
do this. He said it was accepted. "But
today because we have the vision to see
in a free fire zone, a man must be held
to a judgment." He said, "Is that really
a. distinction which would hold up? Is it
a valid distinction"?
Of course, none of us condone the
promiscuous killing of women and children or even of men, but war is war and
so, thus, certain things must be accepted.
Another man called me from Americus, Ga., and_he wept as he talked with
me. He said he had had a brother who
served in Vietnam in 1966. His brother
was a member of the Special Forces, a
Green Beret. He said he lost his brother
over there in 1966. Now, he said, they
have brought his comrade-in-arms home
and are trying him for attempting to
control and contain and eliminate the
enemy who had killed his brother. I
grieved and was saddened because when
I was an Air Force pilot I flew these
Green Berets. I dropped them from airplanes at points where four flashlights
formed an "L," and I know of their
bravery and devotion to country. I weep
today for the double standard which we
seem to sometimes accept, when the
enemy has committed so many atrocities
and then we focus in and zero in on our
own people instead of keeping things in
perspective with reference to the actions
of our own enemy, instead of balancing
the scales against the cruelty of the
enemy.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Speaker, if
the gentleman will yield further, I certainly agree with what the gentleman
from Georgia has said. I think the gentleman has brought out the key points to
the attention of the Members and I would
like to thank the gentleman for yielding
me his valuable time.
Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Speaker, may I
say in conclusion that I have felt very
strongly about this business o.f being unified behind our Commander in Chief. The
President came into office, and he tried
to hit the middle ground, because in this
country we have those who are hawks
on the one hand, and we have those in
this -country who are doves on the other
hand. I thought unity in this country
was the most important thing to give
the President, a solid backing that would
not lend hope to an enemy -:,o keep fight-

ing on and on, but now I have come to
the conclusion that the middle position
cannot be effective, and will not any
longer work. I believe that the time has
come to make a decision to win the war
militarily, with an ultimatum to the
North Vietnamese to give us back our
prisoners of war, or to get out, lock,
stock, and barrel, with the same
outreach to get those prisoners of war,
and to pursue one decision, either this
way or that way, because the lack of
direction is tearing the country apart, as
witnessed in the debate on the draft.
I have certain reservations about the
moral correctness of drafting a young
man and asking him to commit himself
wholeheartedly, his very life, in Vietnam, when this country has not been
willing to make such a full and complete commitment. Where we have an
initial onset of a war, there should be a
declaration of war, but that would not
contribute anything at this point, and I
am not suggesting that there now be a
declaration of war. But what I am suggesting is that if we are to continue the
draft, then there must be the full commitment of this country behind these
young men which equals their commitment, which is that of their very life,
and then we will have a genuine merger
of national will; also there must be a
meaningful goal, either get out or get
in. there with the goal to win the war.
Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the patience
of my colleagues here in this Chamber
today. The number of my bill is H.R. 612,
and upon which I hope the Committee on
Armed Services will proceed to have early
hearings.
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
GoNzALEZ). Under a previous order of
the House, the gentleman from Wisconsin <Mr. KAsTENMEIER), is recognized for
10 minutes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker, for
some time I hav_ been deeply concerned
by statements from distinguished physicists, biologists, engineers, and environmentalists regarding the unique danger
that nuclear power plants may represent
for human life anc! our environment. ·
Not only is there the potential danger
of a malfunction of a nuclear plant
which could result in the release of large
quantities of radioactive particles into
the atmosphere, but there also is the
constant emission of radioactive substances from nuclear power production
into the air and the water of streams
which are used for cooling the nuclear
plants. In addition, the waters are subject to danger of thermal pollution.
Furthermore, there is the centuries long
threat of the escape of radioactive poisonous nuclear wastes from the operation of nuclear plants which must be
stored in perpetuity.
Despite these potentially grave threats
to man and his survival on earth, I feel
that Congress has been remiss in focusing attention on the entire question of
the safety of these nuclear reactors.
Thus, I am introducing, today, a joint
resolution calling for a thorough re-
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appraisal of the Federal Government's
participation in the atomic energy program and the setting up of a blue-ribbon
committee of Government officials,
scientists, and environmentalists to investigate the potential impact of atomic
development upon the health and safety
of the American public and their environment.
Mr. Speaker, in addition to this resolution, I also am introducing legislation
to restore to the States the option of
setting more stringent standards for the
release of radioactive pollution from
these nuclear plants than those set by
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. I
believe it is unwise, as well as being a
clear conflict of interest, for entrusting
the sole authority for policing nuclear
power plants to the Atomic Energy Commission which also is an active promoter
of nuclear power development.
INTRODUCTION OF STATE PROPOSED
BILLS
CONCERNING
MOTOR CARRIERS, RAILROADS,
FEDERAL PROCUREMENT, COMMUNICATIONS, ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION, AND GAS PIPELINE
SAFETY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Pennsylvania <Mr. RoONEY)
is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, at the request of the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, commonly known as NARUC,
I introduce, for appropriate reference,
seven b1lls concerning communications,
environmental protection, intrastate
railroad rates, gas pipeline safety, uniformity of motor carrier regulation, and
Federal procurement of transportation
and utility services.
The State of Pennsylvania is honored
to have a distinguished Pennsylvanian
serving as the president of the NARUC
this year. He is the Honorable George I.
Bloom, chairman of our public utility
commission.
The NARUC was founded in 1889 for
the primary purpose of serving the public
interest by seeking to improve the quality and effectiveness of Government regulation. Its members have largely shaped
the profile and substance of public regulation in America as we know it today.
The NARUC is presently composed of
56 State agencies drawn from every
State, and five agencies drawn from
Canada, the District of Columbia, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
I introduce the seven bills at the request of the NARUC, so that my colleagues will have an opportunity to fully
study the association's position when the
matters come up for consideration. I myself plan to introduce legislation on several of these subjects later this year, and
I am hopeful that Congress will consider
the various proposals during this session.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to have the
text of the proposed bills, together with
the justification, printed in the RECORD
at this point:
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FEDERAL-STATE COMMUNICATIONS JOINT BOARD
ACT
JUSTIFICATION

In the United States today there are over
110 million telephones which average out
to about 52 telephones per 100 people. Of
these, 72 percent are classified as residential
and the remaining 28 percent are classified
as business.
These telephones comprise a nationally
interconnected system which transmits approximately 169 billion calls a year.
Dominant in this national communications
network is the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and its 24 associated
companies which comprise the Bell System.
This System is concentrated primarily in the
metropolitan areas and has over 91 milllon
telephones, a gross plant investment of over
4£ billion dollars, and annual revenues of approximately 14lh billion dollars.
The remainder of the telephone service in
the Nation is provided by 1,850 independent,
or non-Bell, companies who have 19lh million
telephones, a gross plant investment of almost 12 billion dollars and annual revenues
of 2% billion dollars.
Regulatory jurisdiction over the telephone
industry is divided between the FCC and the
State commissions.l The FCC regulates interstate message toll calls, commonly referred to as long distance calls.2 The State
commissions regulate intrastate message toll
calls and local exchange calls even in instances where the boundaries of the exchange
area overlap State lines.a
Under this division of regulatory responsib111ty, the FCC regulates approximately 3
billion interstate long distance toll calls a
year and the State commissions regulate
approximately 166 bi111on intrastate toll and
local exchange calls a year. In terms of plant
investment, the FCC exercises jurisdiction
over approximately 25 percent of Bell System
plant • whlle the State commissions exercise
jurisdiction over the remaining 75 percent
and over virtually all of the plant of the
independent telephone companies.11
Under the rate base concept of ratemaking, practiced by the FCC and the State
commissions, the Bell System, through its
rates, is entitled to earn a reasonable return
on its plant invested in common carrier service and to recoup its expenses reasona.bly
incurred in furnishing such service. Since
the vast bulk of Bell System plant and expenses are used in furnishing both Interstate
and intrastate communication service, such
plant and expenses must be allocated or separated between the interstate and intrastate
uses for purposes of ratemaking by the respective Federal and State jurisdictions.
The procedures employed in the division of
these joint telephone costs are commonly
referred to as "separations procedures." Inherently, they involve judgment factors in
which there is no absolute correctnes.c; or in··
correctness.
It is essential to the public interest tha.t
procedures for separating such plant and expenses be fair and equitable so that no
unreesonable burden will be placed on either
the interstate or intrastate users of the telephone service.
The State commissions have long contended that the FCC, which has controlled
the prescription of separation~ procedures
since the beginning, has never prescribed
equitable ones because it has consistently
refused to allocate a fair amount of the cost
of providing local telephone service to the
users of the interstate service. Local telephone service is an integral part of the national and international toll network. It is
the gateway to the toll network and without
it the toll network would be worthless.
The State commissions contend that the
long-standing unfairness of FCC prescribed
separations procedures, which favor the inFootnotes at end of article.

terstate users, is magnified by a strong technological trend in the telephone industry
which results in reduced costs for long distance service and increased costs for local
service. The extensive use of microwave
facilities and of coaxial cable, with its high
volume circuit capacity, has dramatically
reduced the cost of long distance circuits.
Ten years ago coaxial cable could carry only
about 500 telephone calls at a time. The newest ones can handle about 32,000 calls at 'l.
time, and it is anticipated that in the near
future this capacity can be increased to 100,000 calls. During the same period, the cost
of installing such cable has decreased from
about 100 dollars a mile for each channel to
less than 5 dollars.
In contrast, there is no such technological
breakthrough in the furnishing of loca.l exchange service and hence the coot of providing this service steadily rises due to inflation.
Although exchange plant is employed in both
tnterstalte a.nd intrastate service, the investment in such plant is determined by the
number of exchange subscribers served and
not by the volume of local traffic genera.ted.
In other words, the investment in the local
distribution plant connecting the subscriber
to his central exchange office, as well as a significant portion of the investment in the
central office, have a one-to-one correspondence with the number of subscribers. Accordingly, exchange plant costs vary directly
with the number of subscrtbers while the
magnitude of the long distance toll llnes
plant investment is largely determined by
actual usage and hence this high use factor
permits long distance calling to achieve a
high degree of economic efficiency.
In an effort to afford the Sta.te commissions
a role in decision-making regarding changes
in separation procedures, the NARUC Executive Oommittee on March 13, 1969, a,pproved
the proposed Federal-State CommuniC81tions
Joint Board Act of 1969 (NARUC Bulletin No.
13-1969, p. 17) , which was promptly introduced in the Ninety-first Congress as S. 1917
by Magnuson (D.-Wash.) and H.R. 12150 by
Rooney (D-Pa.). Representative Rooney on
February 2, 1971, automatically reintroduced
thiS legisla.tton in the Ninety-second Congress as H.R. 3323.
Adoption of the Act would create a seven
member Board composed of four FCC Commissioners designated by the FCC and three
State Commissioners nominated by the
NARUC and appointed by the FCC. The
Board would have sole administrative authority under the Communications Act of
1934 to prescribe uniform procedures for determining what part of the property and expenses of communication common carriers
shall be considered as used in interstate or
foreign communication toll service, and what
pal t of such property and expenses shall be
considered as used in intrastate and exchange
service. For the text of this legislation, see
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of the b111 at these hearings. The FCC testified in opposition to the bill. NARUC Bulletin Nos. 48-1969, p. 15; 50-1969, p. 2.
The subcommittee on Communications
and Power of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Comme-r ce concluded
hearings on H.R. 12150 on February 25, 1970.
Fifty State commission representatives from
30 States appeared in support of the blll.
Again, the FCC testified in opposition.
NARUC Bulletin No. 9-1970, p. 3.
Following the conclusion of the NARUC
testimony on February 25, 1970, the FCC, by
letter of March 17, 1970, to the NARUC, suggested that pending jurisdictional separations proposals be considered by a FederalState joint board established pursuant to
Section 410 of the Communications Act of
1934:, as amended (47 U.S.C.A., Sec. 410). The
Congress, thereupon, suspended further consideration of the legislation to await the outcome of the joint board procedures. As indicated by the report on Telephone Separations (FCC Docket No. 18866), appearing in
the Report of the General Counsel on Litigation submitted to the 82nd NARUC Annual
Convention on November 16, 1970, a joint
board was established and, pursuant to its
recommendation, the FCC adopted the
"Ozark Plan" on October 27, 1970.
The NARUC and the FCC on October 7,
1970, reached an agreement on a proposed
amendment to the legislation which, in effect, would strike all after the enacting
clause and substitute a provision confirming the Federal-State joint board procedures used in FCC Docket No. 18866. The
FCC's agreement on this compromise legislation is reflected by its letter dated November 13, 1970, to Chairman Warren G. Magnuson of the Senate Committee on Commerce
and Chairman Harley 0. Staggers of the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. The text of the Magnuson letter
is stated in Appendix A to this document.
The proposed text of the compromise version of the Federal-State Communications
Joint Board Act is as follows:
H.R.A blll to amend the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, to establish a FederalState Joint Board to recommend uniform
procedures for determining what part of
the property and expenses of communication common carriers shall be considered as
used in interstate or foreign communication toll service, and what part of such
property and expenses shall be considered
as used in intrastate and exchange service; and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SEc. 1. This Act may be cited as the "Fed-

eral-State Communications Joint Board Act."
SEc. 2. The Communications Act of 1934,
as amended, is further amended by adding
81st NARUC Annual Convention Proceedings,
a
new subsection (c) at the end of section
pp. 157-159 (1969).
Congressional hearings on this legislation 410 (47 U.S.C., Sec. 410) to read as follows:
" (c) The Commission shall refer any prowere precipitated by an announcement of the
FCC on Novembm· 5, 1969, that it had ne- ceeding regarding the jurisdictional separagotiated with the Bell System telephone com- tion of common carrier property and expenses
panies an interstate toll rate reduction to- betwen interstate and intrastate operations,
taling $237 million. NARUC Bulletin No. 45- which it institutes pursuant to a Notice of
1969, p. 20. This announcement came at a Proposed Rule Making and, except as protime when the same Bell System was seeking vided in Section 409 of this Act, may refer
from State commissions rate increases. to- any other matter, relating to common carrier
taling over half a billion dollars for State and communications of joint Federal-State concern, to a Federal-State Joint Board. The
local telephone service !
NARUC President Francis Pearson requested Joint Board shall possess the same juristhe prompt scheduling of hearings on the leg- diction, powers, duties and obligations as a
islation in duplicate letters, dated Novem- joint board esta,bllshed under subsection
ber 8,1969, to Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (a) of this section, and shall prepare a recomof the Senate Committee on Commerce and mended decision for prompt review and acto Chairman Harley 0. Staggers of the House tion by the Commission. In addition, the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com- State members of the Joint Board shall sit
merce. NARUC Bulletin No. 46-1969, p. 3. with the Commission en bane at any oral
The Senate Committee on Commerce con- argument that may be scheduled in the procluded hearings on S. 1917 on December 9, ceeding. The Commission shall also afford
1969. Fifty-one State commission represent- the State members of the Joint Board an
atives from 32 States appeared in support opportunity to participate in its deli~era-
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tions, but not vote, when it has under consideration the recommended decision of the
Joint Board or any further decisional action that may be required in the proceeding. The Joint Board shall be composed of
three Commisisoners of the Commission and
of four State commissioners nominated by
the national organization of the State commissions, as referred to in sections 202 (b)
and 205{f) of the Interstate Commerce Act,
and approved by the Commission. The Chairman of the Commission, or another Commissioner designated by the Commission,
shall serve as Chairman of the Joint Board.
FEDERAL-STATE CoMMUNICATIONS REGULATORY
CooPERATION AcT
JUSTIFICATION
Section 410(a) of the Federal Communications Act of 1934, as amended [ 47 U.S.C.,
Sec. 410(a) ], presently authorizes the FCC
to refer administrative matters to joint
boards composed of State commissioners and
furtner provides that they "shall receive
such allowances for expenses as the Commission shall provide."
However, these provisions for defraying
the out-of-pocket expenses of joint boards
composed wholly of State officials, do not
cover the cooperative arrangement where
State commissioners sit with FCC presiding
officers. The following proposed legislation
is designed to rectify this omission.
It provides that when State commissioners
sit with FCC presiding officers pursuant to
invitation by the FCC, the reasonable expenses incurred by the State commissioners
may be defrayed by the FCC.
For example, the FCC on October 27, 1965,
released an order instituting an investigation of the charges of the American Teleph<me and Telegraph Company and the Associated Bell System Companies for interstate and foreign communication service,
Docket No. 16258.
In accordance with paragraph 5 of the
order, the FCC extended an invitation to
the NARUC to designate cooperating State
commissioners to sit with the presiding officers of the FCC for the hearing of the proceeding in accordance with the Plan of Cooperative Procedure set forth in Appendix A
of Part 1 of the FCC's Rules.
The NARUC on November 9, 1965, accepted the FCC's invitation, and on December 10, 1965, designated three coopera!ing
State commissioners to sit with the presiding officers of the FCC in the AT&T rate
proceeding.6
AT&T and the Bell System Companies operate in forty-eight States and the District
of Columbia. The cooperating State commissioners, like the FCC presiding officers,
render a national service when presiding in
the proceeding.
Consequently, it would appear inappropriate for a few State commissions to bear
the travel, food and lodging expenses of the
cooperating commissioners furnished by
them when the service rendered by the commissioners is of national benefit.
Traditionally, when State commissioners
are invited to participate in cooperative arrangements '!ltith Federal regulatory commissioners, the travel, food and lodging expenses
of the State commissioners are defrayed by
the Federal commission issuing the invitation.7
The Federal Government benefits from
this arrangement by acquiring the use of
State expertise and by conserving the use
of Federal officials.
Accordingly, enactment of proposed legislation should strengthen cooperative e1forts
between the Federal and State governments
in the regulation of the communications industry. The legislation was introduced in
the Ninety-first Congress as S. 1922 by MagFootnotes at end of article.

nuson (D.-Wash.) and H.R. 12148 by Rooney
(D.-Pa.).
The text of the legislation reads as follows:
H.RA bill to amend section 410 of the Communications Act of 1934 to permit the Federal Communications Commission to pay
the expenses of certain State officials serving in joint hearings with the Commission
Be it enacted by the Senate and HO'U8e of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the

"Federal-State Communications Regulatory
Cooperation Act."
SEc. 2. Section 410 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended (47 USC, Sec 410), is
hereby further amended by adding at the end
thereof a new subsection to read as follows:
" (d) State officials and representatives of
the national organization of the State commissions, as referred to in section 202(b) and
205(f) of the Interstate Commerce Act, as
amended [49 USC, Sees 302(b), 305(f) ],
serving in joint hearings or in other regulatory cooperative efforts with the Commission shall receive such allowances for travel
and subsistence expenses as the Commission shall provide."
FEDERAL-STATE ELECTRIC POWER ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
JUSTIFICATION
Our country is continuing to experience an
exponential growth in the demand for energy.
For the power demands expected in 1990, the
electric industry alone faces installation of
nearly one blllion kilowatts of new generating
capacity during the next two decades.
This expansion of generating capacity is
roughly equal to quadrupling the Nation's
present electric generating facllities. The
1990 plant will be three times that of the
1971 plant, producing nearly six trlllion kilowatt hours.
The demand for electric power has been
doubling about every 10 years. 8 Per capita
consumpt ion has recently been increasing
about five times as fast as popula tion,9 while
in the past 100 years the population has
tripled but energy consumption has increased 15 times." 10
By 1990, electric utilities must add 200,000 circuit miles of new bulk transmission
facllities, with about half expected to be
extra-high-voltage lines requiring rights-ofway of 200 feet or more. The land requirements for these facilities is impres&ive-more than 3 million acres, or 4,850 square
miles, equal to a right-of-way two Inlies
wide span ning the Nation from New York
to Los Angeles.
It is not difficult to foresee how painful
will be the reconcilation between utility
transmission needs and the public desire for
a visually pleasant and uncluttered environment.
The planning decisions relating to power
plant siting and transmission line routing
and right-of-way acquisitions are inextricably involved in the future reliability of
bulk power supply. Reliability suffers when
environmental factors cause indecision on
the part of utility planners and, as a consequence, delay the start of construction of
generating capacity and the completion of
transmission facilities.
A particularly troublesome aspect of ut111ty
system planning is the present structure of
environmental safeguards which require
utility systems to obtain a whole array of
licenses, permits, and approvals on the local
and State levels, sometimes as many as SO
or more, before all legal restraints to plan
construction can be removed. If environmental probleinS are to be cleared expeditiously and fairly to all concerned, a new
procedure must be established to centralize
and to simplify the acts of licensing and
appeal through which the public exercises its
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rights to a visually pleasant and a healthy
environment and to do this without frustrating utlllty expansion programs.
In an effort to resolve these growing difilculties, a majority of the Federal Power
Commission under the leadership of Chairman John N. Nassikas prepared legislation
which was introduced on October 1, 1970, in
the Ninety-first Congress as S.4421, a bill
proposing the Electric Power Environmental
Policy Act of 1970. The Administration on
February 10, 1971, forwarded to the Congress
for introduction a similar bill entitled the
"Power Plant Siting Act of 1971" which was
intended to implement a part of the President's Environmental Program Message of
February 8, 1971. NARUC Bulletin No. 7-1971,
p. 17.
The letter of transmittal for the Administration's legislation stated that it "will
provide the nation with a coordinated system of state, regional and federal certifying
agencies to assure that all substantive environmental protection requirements are met
before power plants and transmission lines
can be bullt. It would also assure that if
these environmental concerns are satisfied
construction could proceed in a timely fashion to meet the nation's growing needs for
electric power."
The Administration's letter further stated
that the legislation included the following
provisions:
"Requires the nation's electric utilities to
engage in long-range planning and to prepare and publish general plans for their system expansions at least ten years in advance
of construction.
"Provides that each state or region may
establish a decison-m.aking body that will
review alternatives in order to assure that
optimum sites for power plants and large
transmission lines are selected, and wm assure, prior to construction, that adequate
environmental protection features will be
employed.
"Provides that if a state or region fails to
establish such a decision-making body in
accordance with federal guidelina~, then the
federal government would exercise the reView and approval responsib111ty until such
time as a decision-making body is established on a state or regional level.
"Requires that proposed power plant sites
and general locations of transmission line
routes be disclosed at least five years prior
to construction and that public hearings on
the plant sites be held at that time. Detailed applications for construction of power
plants and transmission lines must be filed.
at least two years in advance and a public
hearing held in which all interested persons can participate.
"Provides that the decision of the state or
regional power plant siting bOdy shall be
conclusive on all matters of state or local
law and thus consolidates the various approvals now required at the state and local
level.
"Applies the foregoing requirements to all
bulk power facilities regardless of ownership
except that small plants and lower voltage
transmission lines would be exempt."
A basic difference between the two proposals is that the FPC would be the primary
"Federal certifying agency" under the FPC
b1ll, and the President would designate the
"Federal certifying agency" under the Administration's bill. The President has stated
his intention to designate the proposed Department of Natural Resources. I! this Department is not created, the President would
probably designate the Department of the
Interior or the Environmental Protection
Agency as the certifying agency.
Although this legislation provides a role
for State agencies, it nevertheless 1s not as
meaningful as the role which would be afforded by the employment of the State joint
board concept as reflected in the NARUC
proposed Federal-State Electric Power Rell-
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ability and Scenic Conservation Act of 1969
which was introduced in the Ninety-first
Congress [S. 1916 by Magnuson (D.-Wash.);
R.H. 9429 by Friedel (D.-Md.) ]. 81st NARUC
Annual Convention P1·oceedings, pp. 162-171
(1969).
The joint board concept is also reflected
in the draft bill proposing new electric power reliability legislation which was transmitted by Commissioner John Carver of the
Federal Power Commission on June 15, 1970,
to Chairman Warren G. Magnuson of the
Senate Commerce Committee and Chairman
Torbert H. Macdonald of the Subcommittee
on Communications and Power of the House
coinmittee of Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Commissioner Carver, in his transmittal
letter, said he was acting as an individual
member of the FPC and not for the Commission.
He said the purpose of the b111 1s "to put a
premium on the resolution of bottlenecks
to construction." The main features of the
bill are:
(1) Jurisdiction would be granted to the
FPC to issue certificates of public convenience and necessity for EHV lines and fossil-fired power plants, but jurisdiction would
have to be asked for by a regional reliability
council; and
(2) The traditional process of an FPC examiner's decision and review by the Commission would not be used in reviewing applications for these facilities. Instead, review
would be by a joint board made up of FPC
and State representatives. NARUC Bulletin
No. 28-1970, p. 2.
The Carver proposal has not been introduced in Congress.
The proposed legislation set forth below
is similar to the Administration's b111. The
chief distinctions between the two are that:
( 1) Under the proposed NARUC bill a
State joint board for the power pool region
involved would act as the "certifying agency"
in the 81bsence of a qualified "state or regional
certifying agency", whereas under the Administration's bill a Federal agency would
act as the "certifying agency" in such circumstances;
(2) Under the proposed NARUC bill the
FPC would be the primary "Federal certifying agency" while under the Administration's
bill this function would be performed by
some other Federal agency; and
(3) Under the proposed NARUC bill the
qertifying agencies would not be bound by
Federal guidelines of the nature proposed by
section 9 of the Administration's bill.
The enactment of the proposed NARUC bill
would afford immediate protection to the
public in the preservation of environmental
values with the decisions being made by officia-ls close to the problems. The joint board
concept would not override State authority,
but would stimulate the exercise of that authority by inducing the legislatures, which
have not yet done so, to enact appropriate
enabling legd.slation.
The joint board concept proposed here is
similar to the joint boards now provided for
in Part II of the Interstate Commerce Act
concerning the regulation of motor carriers.
49 U.S.C., Sec. 305. The joint board procedure
has worked successfully in motor carrier regulation since 1935 and has significantly
strengthened Federal-State relations. Accordingly, the Jo1nt board concept should be applied to the regulation of the electric industry under the terms of the following b111.
H.R.-

A

blll to strengthen Federal-State cooperation to assure protection of environmental values while facilitating construction of needed electric power supply
facilities, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the
"Federal-State Electric Power Environmental
Protection Act."
SEc. 2. The Congress, in furtherance of the
national environmental policy as set forth
in the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, 83 Stat. 852, and the national electric
energy policy as set forth in seotion 202(a)
of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C., section
824a(a), hereby finds and declares the national public interest in the environment, the
interest of interstate commerce, the interest
of public and private investors in electric
utility facilities, and the interest of consumers of electric energy require:
(a) That bulk power supply facilities adequate to the Nation's need for a reliable electric power supply be constructed upon a
timely basis, and in a manner consonant with
the preservation of important environmental
values and wise comprehensive use of the
Nation's air, land, and water resources for all
beneficial purposes, public and private;
(b) That in order to avoid undue delays
in the construction of needed bulk power
supply facilities and to provJde for full and
timely consideration of environmental consequences well in advance of such construction, all of the Nation's electric entities
should be required to engage in adequate
long-range planning, and that certifying
agencies be established for the preconstruction review of bulk power supply facility
sites and all related bulk power supply facilities;
(c) That the siting of bulk power plants
and high-voltage transmission lines be
treated as a significant aspect of land use
planning in which all environmental, economic and technical issues with respect to
a bulk power supply project at the State or
regional level should be resolved in an integrated fashion;
(d) That Federal, regional and State governmental authorities be authorized and
empowered to act expeditiously in coordinating reviews to assure protection of environmental values and certifying the construction, operation or maintenance of bulk power
supply facilities , all to the end of assuring for
the Nation an adequate and reliable supply of
electric power through a balanced and comprehensive use of the Nation's air, land and
water resources for all beneficial purposes,
public and private;
(e) That long-range planning be carried
out through the electric reliability councils
voluntarily established on regional and national bases and open to all systems comprising the various component parts of the
electric utility industry, investor owned,
publicly owned and cooperatively owned, and
by participation of these councils in the work
of the Federal Power Commission under Section 202(a) of the Federal Power Act, 16
U.S.C., Sec. 824a(a); and
(f) That a program be undertaken by the
Federal government to assist in the development of new approaches or methods of locating or grouping bulk power supply facilities
within particular geographic areas, at surface
or sub-surface levels, or in conjunction with
the location of physical fac111ties used in
other types of energy, transportation or
communications services which may be
available to the general public through public or private suppliers.
SEc. 3. As used in this Act:
(a) "Electric entity" means any individual
or corporation which owns or operates bulk
power supply facilities, or plans to own or
operate such facilities, however organized
or owned, whether investor owned, publicly
owned or cooperatively owned, including a
"State" or a "municipality" as defined in
Section 3 (6) and 3(7) of the Federal Power
Act, 16 U.S.C., Sec. 796, but not the United
States or an agency, authority or instrumentality thereof, or any corporation which
directly or indirectly is wholly owned by the
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United States, its agencies, authorities or
instrumentalities;
(b) "Federal electric entity" means the
United States, an agency, aut hority or instrumentality thereof, or any corp:Jration
which directly or indirectly is wholly owned
by the United States, its agencies, authorities or instrumentalities, which owns or operates bulk power supply facilities or plans
to own or operate such facilities;
(c) "Bulk power supply facilities" means
electric generating equipment and associated facilities designed for, or capable of,
oper ation at a capacity of 300,000 kilowatts
or more, or any sizeable additions thereto
as defined by t he appropriate certifying
agency, or electric transmission lines and associated facilities designed for, or capable
of, operation at a nominal voltage of 230
kilovolts or more, between phase conductors
for alternating current or between poles for
direct current, or any sizeable additions
thereto as defined by the appropriate certifying agency, except that any facilities
subject to licensing pursuant to Part I of
the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C., Sees. 792823, shall not be subjected to the provisions
of Sections 6 and 8 (c) of this Act;
(d) "Federal certifying agency" means the
Federal Power Commission or the United
States Atomic Energy Commission if designated by the Federal Power Commission with
respect to nuclear facilities falling within the
definition of bulk power supply facilities;
(e) "State or regional certifying agency"
means the State or regional agency, authority or other entity authorized and empowered to carry out the responsib111ties
provided for in this Act within the State or
States affected;
(f) "Regional" means the Governments of
two or more States;
(g) "State joint board" means a certifying agency authorized and empowered to
carry out the responsibilities provided for in
this Act within the State or States affected;
(h) "National organization of the State
Commissions" means the national organization of the State commissions referred to in
sections 202(b) and 205(f) of the Interstate
Commerce Act, as amended [49 U.S.C., Sees.
302(b). 305(g) ];
(1) "State commission" means the regulatory agency of the State having jurisdiction
to regulate rates and charges for the sale of
.electric energy to consumers within the
State, or if no such regulatory agency exist,
the Governor of the State;
(j) "State commissioner" means a member
of the regulatory agency of the State having
jurisdiction to regulate rates and charges
for the sale of electric energy to consumers
within the State, or if no such regulatory
agency exists, the Governor of the State or
his designee; and
(k) "Commencement of construction"
means any clearing of the land, excavation,
or other substantial action that would ad.versely affect the natural environment of the
site or route but does not include changes
desirable for the temporary use of the land
for public recreational uses, necessary borings to determine foundation conditions or
other pre-construction monitoring to establish background information related to the
suitability of the site or to the protection of
environmental values.
SEc. 4. (a) Each electric entity and Federal electric entity shall prepare annually
its long-range plans for bulk power supply
facilities pursuant to guidelines established
by the Federal Power Commission within 90
days after enactment hereof, upon the advice
of interested Federal and State agencies and
the national organiz,ation of the State commissions. These plans may be part of a single
regional plan and shall :
( 1) Describe the general location, size and
type of all bulk power supply facilities to be
owned or operated by such entity and whose
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construction is projected to commence during the ensuing 10 years, together with an
identification of all existing facilities to be
removed from utility service during such
period or upon completion of construction of
such bulk power supply facilities;
(2) Identify the location of tentative sites
for the construction of future power plants
as defined in Section 3 (c) , including an inventory of sites for all plants on which construction is to be commenced in the succeeding 5 years, and the general location of the
routes of transmission lines as defined in
section 3 (c) , and indica-te the relationship
of the planned site'3, routes, and facilities
thereon to environmental va-lues and describe
how potential adverse effects on such values
will be avoided or minimized;
(3) Reflect and describe such entity's efforts to coordinate the bulk power supply
facility plans identified therein with those of
the other entities so as to provide a coordinated regional plan for meeting the electric
power needs of the region;
(4) Reflect and describe such entity's efforts to involve environmental protection
and land-use planning agencies in their
planning process so as to identify and minimize environmental problems at the earliest
possible stage in the planning process; and
(5) Supply such additional information as
the Federal certifying agency upon the advice of interested Federal and State agencies
and the national organization of the State
commissions may from time to time prescribe
to carry out the purposes of this Act.
(b) Each electric entity and the Federal
electric entity, shall give initial public notice of its plans referred to in subsection (a),
by filing annually a copy of such plans, together with its projections of demand for
electricity that the facilities would meet,
with the appropriate certifying agency, with
the Federal Power Commission and the Environmental Protection Agency, and with
such other affected Federal, State, regional
and local governmental authorities, and citizens' environmental protection and re.source
planning groups requesting such plans.
SEC. 5(a). The several States, within 24
months trom the date of enactment hereof,
may designate or establish a decisionmaking
agency at the State or regional level, which
may be an existing or newly created agency,
for the certification of sites and related bulk
power supply facillties of any electric entity.
These State or regional certifying agencies
shall be designated or established and administered in accordance with the requirements of this Act, and shall possess adequate
staffs with technical and professional competence. Each State or regional certifying
agency shall provide for participation in its
decisionmaking processes by environmental
protection, natural resource, and planning
components of the State government or governments involved, and provide for participation also by components of such governments having responsib11ity with respect to
provision of electric power service. Such
agency may also provide for participation by
members of the public.
(b) The Governor o'f each State which
designates or establishes such a decisionmaking agency and procedures, either as a
State or regional entity, shall notify the Federal certifying agency of that fact, and thereupon the Federal certifying agency, if it finds
such authorities and procedures to be in accord with the requirements of this Act, shall
issue a Certificate of Qualification of Procedure with respect to each such State, which
Certificate shall be revoked by the Federal
certifying agency if the State or regional
certifying agency fails to abide by said requirements, but unless revoked, shall constitute conclusive evidence of its authority to
exercise the provisions of Section 6 hereor,
for such period as the Certificate remains
effective.

(c) If, within 24 months from the date of
enactment hereof, a decision-making agency
and procedures are not designated or established for the certification of sites and related bulk power supply fac1lities Within one
or more of the several States, and qualified in
the manner as set forth in subsection (b), or
if such Certificate of Qualification of Procedure is later revoked, the State joint board
for the power pool area involved, as determined by the Federal Power Commission,
shall have exclusive authority to issue a
Certificate of Site and Fac111ty with respect
to any bulk power supply facility of any
electric entity within any said State or
States. With respect to each State the authority of such State joint board shall oontinue until such State or States have qualified pursuant to subsection (b) hereof. Any
proceedings for the certification of sites and
bulk power facilities which are pending before such State joint board on the date of
issuance of any Certificate of Qualification
of Procedure by the Federal certifying
agency shall continue to be proceedings subject to the authority of such State Joint
board and shall require its certificate before
construction shall commence, except that
the State joint board may in its discretion
transfer such proceeding to the appropriate
State or regional certifying agency.
(d) The Federal certifying agency, prior
to denying or revoking a Certificate of
Qualification of Procedure in respect to matters arising under subsection (b), shall consult with the Governor or Governors of the
State or States involved, informing each of
the particular respects in which the State or
regional certifying agency's authorities or
procedures fail to comply with the requirements of this Act, and shall afford each State
affected a reasonable time to respond and to
make appropriate changes.
(e) Any State dissatisfied with the action
of the Federal certifying agency denying or
revoking a Certificate of Qualification of
Procedure as referred to in subsection (b)
may appeal to the United States court of appeals for the circuit in which such State is
located, with service of the summons and
notice of appeal at any place within the
United States, and the court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the a.ction of the agency, to
set it aside in whole or in part, and for good
cause shown, to remand the case to the
agency for further deliberation; provided
that any judgment of the court shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court of the
United States upon certiorari or certification
as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United
States Code. Upon the filing of an appeal,
the clerk of the court of appeals shall forthwith transmit a copy of the notice to the
Federal certifying agency, which agency
thereupon shall file with the court the record
upon which the appealed action was entered,
as provided in section 2112 of title 28,
United States Code. Upon the filing by the
agency of the record, the jurisdiction of the
court shall be exclusive.
(f) A State joint board, under the provisions of this Act, shall be composed solely of
one State commissioner from each State,
within all or part of the region, nominated
by the State commission and appointed by
the Federal Power Commission. Each State
commission shall certify to the Federal
Power Commission the name, title and address of its nominee. A substition of membership upon a board from any State may be
made at any time by the nomination by the
State commission of a successor and his appointment by the Federal Power Commission.
If a State commission shall fail to nominate
a member, in the original constitution of the
board or to fill a vacancy therein, the board
shall be constituted, or shall continue to
function, without a member from such State
until such time, if ever, as such a member
shall be nominated and appointed as pro-
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vided above. Each member of the bOard shall
have one vote. The chairma-n of the board
shall be elected by the members of the board
and shall serve at their pleasure. All decisions of the board shall be by majority vote.
The Federal Power Commission, if requested
by the board, shall designate an examiner to
advise With and assist the board in the
handling of any proceedings before it. The
Federal Power Commission, if requested by
the board, shall provide the board !rom
among the personnel and facilities of the
Commission such staff and faollities as are
necessary to carry out the functions of the
board. In conducting hearings, each board
shall be vested With the same rights, duties,
powers and jurisdiction as are vested in a
hearing examiner when designated by the
Commission to hold a hearing. The members
of the joint board when administering the
provisions of this Act shall be reimbursed by
the Commission for their reasonable travel
and subsistence expenses. A board shall meet
from time to time as the chairman of the
board shall direct by the giving of reasonable
advance notice. A majority of the members of
a board shall constitute a quorum.
SEc. 6 (a). Effective 24 months from the
date of the enactment hereof no electric entity shall commence to construct or begin
operation of bulk power supply facllities
within a State or States unless it has obtained from each such State or States a
certificate of site and fac1lity with respect
to those facilities, issued by each qualified
State or regional certifying agency and no
Federal electric entity shall commence to
construct or begin operation of bulk power
supply facilities unless it has obtained from
the Federal certifying agency a certificate of site and facility with respect to
those facilities. If after 24 months from the
date of enactment hereof, there is no qualified State or regional certifying agency in
one or more of the several States, no electric
entity shall commence to construct or begin operation of bulk power supply fac111ties within said State or States unless there
shall have been obtained from the appropriate State joint board such a certificate
of site and facility with respect to such bulk
power supply facilities to be constructed or
operated within said State or States by any
such electric entity. Such facilities shall be
constructed, operated, and maintained in
accordance with the terms and conditions
of the certificate. Applications for certificates for bulk power facilities already under
construction on the effective date of this
subsection shall be filed promptly with the
appropriate certifying agency, a.nd certificates shall be granted for .any application
shoWing a sizable investment applicable
only to the site which 1s the subject of the
application on the effective date of this subsection, as defined by the appropriate certifying body. No certificate is required for
permits or licenses required when construction in fact commenced had been obtained.
Operation of any bulk power fac111ties whose
construction had commenced on or before
the effective date of this subsection may
commence prior to certification if a timely
decision has not been made, subject to any
reasonable actions or conditions that may
be later required by the appropriate certifying body. No Certificate is required for
bulk power fac111ties already in operation on
said effective date, but said certificates are
required for sizable additions thereto as defined by the appropriate certifying body.
(b) All appllcations by any electric entity
for a Certificate of Site and Fac111ty from
a State or regional certifying agency or State
joint board or by a Federal electric entity
from a Federal certifying agency shall be
filed with the certifying agency not less than
one year prior to the planned date of commencement of construction of the affected
bulk power supply facilities and such plans
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may be subject to reasonable modification
during the period of review. As a prerequisite
to such filing, the electric entity or Federal
electric entity shall have complied with the
provisions of section 4 hereof; and with respect to power plants and transmission line
routes, except for good cause shown, shall
have complied with the requirement that the
site selected is from among those sites in the
electric entity's or Federal electric entity's
5-year inventory of sites approved by the
relevant agency pursuant to section 8(c)
hereof and that it will utilize the general
transmission line routes identified in the
electric entity's or Federal electric entity's
long-range plans.
(c) It is the intent of Congress that any
certifying agency shall complete action on
each application filed pursuant to the authority of this Act within the one-year period prior to construction as provided under
the procedures of subsection (b). For a period of 48 months from the date of enactment hereof, any of the provisions of section 6 may be waived by the certifying
agency in respect to filed applications of
electric entities and Federal electric entities
for good cause shown. Compliance with the
procedures of Section 4 hereof in respect to
planning and filing requirements shall constitute prima facie evidence of timely disclosure of construction plans in support of
petitions for expeditious proceedings involving the bulk power supply facillties in all
courts and administrative agencies of the
United States and of the several States.
(d) The provisions of section 5 and subsection (a) of this section notwithstanding,
any electric entity may petition the Federal
certifying agency for a Certificate of Site and
Facility based upon the entity's showing to
that agency of a failure of a State or regional
certifying agency or agencies or a State joint
board to act upon a timely or conclusive
basis with respect to any application of such
electric entity for a State or regional certification which has been on file for a period
in excess of one year; and that as a result
thereof the public interest in an adequate
and reliable regional bulk power supply imperatively and unavoidably requires a decision with respect to such certification. The
Federal Power Commission shall prescribe by
regulation the facts necessary to constitute
the basis of such showing, giving due consideration to the effect upon adequacy and
reliab11ity of electric supply of the lack of
timely, or of inconclusive, action by the State
or States concerned. Such applications shall
be referred to the Federal Power Commission, and if it makes a finding, upon the advice of the interested Federal agencies, that
adequate and reliable regional bulk power
supply will be materially impaired by reason
of the fact that a State or States have failed
to act upon a timely or conclusive basis a.fter
the expiration of a period of one year from
the date the application is filed, the Federal
certifying agency shall, effective upon the
date of such finding, have jurisdiction to act
in these circumstances, removing from the
State or States concerned any basis upon
which to proceed further in respect of State,
regional or State joint board certification
of the affected bulk power supply facilities.
The Federal certifying agency shall accord
priority to all petitions for Certificates of
Site and Facillty filed under this subsection
and shall resolve them in accordance with
the provisions of section 7.
SEC. 7. (a) The certifying agencies are
hereby empowered and authorized, pursuant
to Section 6 hereof, to issue Certificates of
Site and Facility for bulk power supply facilities, if such agencies find, after having considered available alternatives, that the use of
the site or route will not unduly impair important environmental values and will be
reasonably necessary to meet electric power
needs, or otherwise to deny such Certificates
if the applicant fails to conform with the

requirements of this Act. The judgment of
the certifying agency shall be conclusive on
all questions of siting, land-use, State air
and water quality standards, public convenience and necessity, aesthetics, and any other
State or local requirements but t he Certificates shall be granted only after the appropriate certifying agency has ascertained that
all applicable Federal standards, permits, or
licenses have been satisfied or obtained. The
Certificates shall show acceptance thereof by
the applicant and agreement to comply with
the requirement s of this Act including a
showing of the applicant's act ion to meet the
objectives of Section 202(a) of the Federal
Power Act, 16 U.S.C., Sec. 824a(a), regarding
reliab1llty and adequacy of electric service.
(b) In the consideration of applications
for Certificates of Site and Fac1llty, the certifying agency shall assure full public review and adequate consideration of all environmental values, including the impact on
adjacent Stat es, and other relevant factors
bearing on whether the objectives of this
Act would be best served by the issua nce of
the Certificate. In the issuance of such Certificates the certifying agency may impose
such reasonable terms and conditions as it
deems necessary. Such Certificates, when
issued, shall be final and subject only to
judicial review.
SEc. 8. Each certifying agency is hereby
empowered, authorized, and directed(a) To review and comment on the longrange plans prepared and filed pursuant to
section 4 hereof and make the information
contained therein readily available to the
general public and interested governmental
agencies.
(b) To compile and publish each year a
description of the proposed power plant sites
and general location s of transmission line
routes within its respective jurisdiction as
identified in the long-range plans of the electric entities and Federal electric entitles pursuant to section 4(a) (2), identifying the location of such sites and the approXimate
year when construction is expected to commence, and to make such information readily
available to the general public, to each newspaper of daily or weekly circulation within
the area affected by the proposed site, and to
other interested Federal, State, and local
agencies.
(c) To conduct public hearings with respect t o any proposed power plant sites identified five years in advance of construction
and to decide whether or not any such sites
should be approved for inclusion in the electric entity's five-year inventory of sites. The
basis for such decision shall be whether or
not construction o! any plant at the proposed site would unduly impair important
environmental values. It is contemplated
that any such hearings on the site itself will
be held promptly after the site is identified.
(d) Upon the receipt of an application for
a Certificate of Site and Facll1ty pursuant
to section 6 hereof, to publish a notice in
each newspaper of daily or weekly circulation serving the affected area which describes
the location of the facilities (power plant and
transmission lines) and other pertinent details concerning the facilities, and which
provides the date of the public hearing thereon which shall be held prior to the issuance
of the Certificate of Site and Facility applied
for.
(e) To require such information from electric entities and Federal electric entitles as
it deems necessary to accompany applications for Certificates of Site and Facillty and
to assist in the conduct of hearings and any
investigations or studies it may undertake.
(f) To conduct any studies or investigations which it deems necessary or appropriate
to carry out the purposes of this Act.
(g) To issue such rules and regulations,
after public notice and opportunity for comment, as may be required to carry out the
provisions o! this Act.
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SEc. 9. An electric entity holding a Certificate of Site and Facillty as referred to
in Section 6, and which cannot acquire by
con t ract, or is unable t o agree with the individual, corporation, or other owner (other
than the United States Government) , of
property as to compensation to be paid for
the necessary rights-of-way or other property to construct, operat e and maintain the
certified bulk power supply facilities, may
acquire the same by the exercise of the
right of eminent domain in the district court
of the United States for the district in which
such property may be located, or in the
State courts. In any proceeding brought in
the district court of the United States, the
petitioner may file with the petition or at
any time before judgment a declaration o!
taking in the manner and with the consequences provided by Sections 258a, 258b
and 258d of title 40, United States Code, and
the petitioner shall be subject to all of·
the provisions of said Section which are
applicable to the United States when it files
a declaration of taking hereunder.
SEc. 10. (a) The consent of the Congress
is hereby given to two or more States to
negotiate and enter into agreements or compacts not in conflict with any law or treaty
of the United States for cooperative effort
and mut ual assistance in certificating sites
and relat ed bulk power supply facilities of
electric entities, for the enf'Orcement of their
respective laws thereon, and for the, establishment of such authorities or agencies,
joint or otherwise, as they may deem desirable for implementing such agreements or
compac ts. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this section is expressly reserved.
(b) It is the intent of Congress to encourage cooperation among the various State
and .regional certifying agencies in the planning of bulk power fac111ties and in their review of applications for Certificates of Site
and Facility including the establishment of
cooperative procedures and joint actions by
the several States, and also to encourage
compacts between the States to coordinate
and resolve environmental considerations
which affect bulk power supply fac1llties.
SEc. 11. Each State or regional certifying
body qualified pursuant to a Certificate of
Qualification of Procedure, each State joint
board, and the Federal certifying agency IU'e
hereby authorized to assess and collect fees.
including filing fees, in a just and equitable
manner from every electric entity and Federal electric entity operating within the
ju risdiction of the legal authorities and procedures of said agency, such assessment and
collection to be in an amount not in excess
of the cost of administration of the qualified
agency's certification program, including the
cost of all necessary studies and the cost of
personnel.
SEc. 12. The Federal certifying agency, tn
cooperation with other interested Federal
agencies and the electric power industry, is
aut horized to develop a coordinated program
of studies of new and evolving siting concepts relative to bulk power supply facilities
in consultation with interested State, regional and local governmental authorities, the
national organization of the State commissions and the electric entitles. The Federal
agencies shall make public the results of
their studies.
SEc. 18. All departments and agencies of
the Federal Government are authorized to
cooperate with the certifying agencies so as
to f-oster and fully effectuate the purposes
of this Act. Those departments and agencies
are authorized to make avallable to the
various certifying agencies, staff experts, information and technical assistance upon request. Upon request of one or more States
for a study of the environmental considerations affecting bulk power supply in its or
their region, or the regional impact of any
specific proposed bulk power supply facility, appropriately directed to a Federal de-
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partment or agency, said department or
agency is authorized to undertake such study
in cooperation with other interested Federal,
State, and local agencies and make its findings available to all concerned.
SEc. 14. The orders or decisions of the Federal certifying agency and of each State joint
board pursuant to this Act shall be subject
to review pursuant to the provisions of J
U.S.C. 701-706. The orders and decisions of
the State or regional certifying agencies pursuant to this Act shall be subject to review
pursuant to applicable State law.
SEc. 16. (a) The provisions of this Act shall
in no way alter or affect the jurisdiction of
the Councll on Environmental Quality or the
requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, 83 Stat. 852, except that
the detailed statements required by section
102(2) (c) thereof, where the certifying
agency has followed a substantially comparable procedure, shall not be required for
power supply facilities which requires a certificate of site and fac111ty pursuant to section 6 of this Act.
(b) Nothing herein contained shall be
construed to relieve any present or future
requirement arising from any Federal law,
which may be applicable to any natural person, artificial person, or interest of government, Federal or State, or to affect in any
way the authority of the Atomic Energy
Commission under the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, or the Federal Power Commission under the Federal Power Act of 1935,
as amended.
SEc. 17. (a} Whoever:
(1) Without first obtaining a Certificate of
Site and Facility, commences to construct a
bulk power supply fac111ty after twenty-four
months after the date of enactment of this
Act; or
(2) Having first obtained a Certlfl.cate of
Site and Facility, constructs, operates or
maintains a bulk power facillty other than in
compliance with the Certificate; or
(3) Causes any of the aforementioned acts
to occur; shall be Hable to a civil penalty of
not more than $10,000 for each violation or
for each day of a continuing violation. The
penalty shall be recoverable in a civil suit
brought by the Attorney General on behalf
of the United States in the United States
District Court for the district in which the
defendant is located or for the District of
Columbia.
(b) Whoever knowingly and willfully violates subsection (a) shall be fined not more
than $1,000 for each violation or for eacu
day of a continuing violation, or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both.
(c) In addlton to any penalty provided in
subsections (a) or (b), whenever the Federal certifying agency determines that a person is violating or is about to violate any
of the provisons of this section, the agency
shall refer the matter to the Attorney General who may bring a civil action on behalf
of the United States in the United States
District Court for the district in which the
defendant is located or for the District of
Columbia to enjoin the violation and to enforce the Act or an order or certificate issued hereunder, and upon a proper showing
a permanent or preliminary injunction or
temporary restraining order shall be granted
without bond.
NATURAL GAS PIPELINE SAFETY ACT AMENDMENT OF 1971
JUSTIFICATION
The Congress, in enacting the Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act of 1968 (49 U.S.C.A., Sec.
1671, et seq.), intended to establish a viable
Federal-State partnership to carry out anational gas safety program. Under section 5
of the Act, a State agency which adopts the
Federal safety standards as a minimum and
which has the ab1lity to effectvely enforce
these standards, is permitted to admlnlster
a comprehensive gas safety program within
CXVII--549-Part 7

that State with respect to distribution companies and local transmission lines. State
adoption and enforcement of rthe Federal
standards are reflected by a State agency annually submitting to the Secretary of Transportation a certificate accompanied by sup·
porting information depleting the State program. If the Secretary finds that the State
performance is inadequate, he may reject the
certlflcate and assert direct Federal regulation.
However, one facet of Section 5(a} (4) of
the Act [49 U.S.C.A., Sec. 1674(a) (4)] has
created a conflict of interpretation between
the State agencies and the Office of Pipeline
Safety of DOT. Section 5(a) provides, as one
of the conditions for State certification, that:
" . . . the law of the State makes provision
for the enforcement of the safety standards
of such State agency by way of injunctive
and monetary sanctions substantially the
same as are provided under sections 9 and
10; except that a State agency may file a
certification under this subsection without
regard to the requirement of injunc~ive and
monetary sanctions under State law for a
period not to exceed two years after the date
of enactment of this Act." (Emphasis supplied.) 11 u
The Office of Pipeline Safety has interpreted the phrase "substantially the same as"
to mean that a State agency itself must
possess the authority to fix and compromise
penalties against gas companies committing
safety violations.
Traditionally, many States have reserved
such authority for exercise by the judiciary
and not regulatory agencies. This certainly
appears to be a sound policy decision when
we consider that the judiciary is the ultimate
guardian of the rights of the people.
Irrespective of the enormous responsibility
placed upon the judiciary under our system
of government, and the excellent record it
has made in meeting this responsibility since
the establishment of our government, the
Office of Pipeline Safety has determined that
the judicial fixing of penalties is inadequate.
Many States have attempted to change
their laws to conform with DOT's interpretation during the two year period specified
in Section 5(a) which expired on August 12,
1970. However, thus far the Office of Pipeline
Safety has determined that the laws of only
33 States and Puerto Rico satisfy its imaginative interpretation regarding monetary
sanctions. It has determined that the laws
of the following 14 jurisdictions are inadequate and, therefore require amendment:
Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Louisiana,
Massachuseths, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, and the District of Columbia. It has not yet completed
its review of the laws of Arkansas, Indiana,
New Mexico and Ohio.
In view of these considerations, the NAR
UC believes that the interpretation adopted
by the Office of Pipeline Safety, which is unsupported by the legislative history, is bad
policy because it minimizes the time-honored
judicial role and because it will seriously
impair the Federal-State safety program intended by the Congress. See resolution
adopted by NARUC Executive Committee on
July 22, 1970. NARUC Bulletin No. 31-1970,
p. 5.

Accordingly, the Natural Gas Pipeline
Safety Act of 1968 should be amended in the
manner proposed below to clarify the Congressional intent as to the appropriateness
of the judicial fixing of penalties for safety
violations.
Also, the Act should be further amended
with regard to the 50-50 matching grantin-aid program to assist the State commissions in their safety regulation. As a result of the timlng of the State commission's
application for funds and the calendar year
Footnotes at end of article.
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basis of the existing grant-in-aid program,
most State commissions will not know the
amount of Federal funds they are entitled
to receive in any year until after their State
legislatures have made appropriations for
that year. Under these circumstances, a State
legislature could easily fail to appropriate
sufficient State funds to fully match the Federal funds apportioned to the State and
hence the unmatched part of the apportionment would lapse.
Enactment of the Natural Gas Pipeline
Safety Act amendment of 1971, set forth below, would permit Congressional authorization of a specific amount of funds for a given
fiscal year to be apportioned among the several States well in advance of such fiscal
year in accordance with a precise formula.
Under this concept, the Federal authorizing
legislation would be enacted during an evennumbered year, and the apportionment of
funds to the States would be made before
the close of that even-numbered year, so
that the State legislatures (the vast majority of which meet during the odd-numbered
years) would know the amount of State
funds needed to match the apportioned Federal funds. The Federal-aid highway program is an outstanding example of the application of this concept.
The proposed Amendment also contains a
"c:mtract authority" provision which means
that when the Secretary of Transportation
approves the gas safety program of a State
commission, such approval "shall be deemed
a contractual obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of its apportioned
contribution thereto." The proposed Amendment includes authorization for a $20,000 aiLnual grant to the NARUC to aid in the conduct of the national gas safety program.
The proposed amendments, regarding the
modification of the grants-in-aid program,
formed a part of the NARUC proposed Natural
Gas Pipeline Safety Act Amendment of 1969
which was introduced in the Ninety-fl.r.at
Congress asS. 1919 by Magnuson (D.-Wash.)
and H.R. 12151 by Rooney (D.-Pa.). Representative Rooney on February 2, 1971, autvmatically reintroduced this legislation in the
Ninety-second Congress as H.R. 3324.
The text of the proposed amendment reads
as follows:
H.R.A bill to amend the Natural Gas Pipeline
Safety Act of 1968 to clarify Congressional
intent as to the appropriateness of the
judicial fixing of penalties for certain safety
violations, and to modify the grant-in-aid
program to State agencies participating in
safety regulations under the Act, and for
other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the
"Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act Amendment of 1971."
SEC. 2. The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act
of 1968, 82 Stat. 720, is amended by inserting
the words", by it or the courts of the State,"
immediately after the words "such State
agency" in clause (4) of subsection (a) of
section 5.
SEc. 3. The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act
of 1968, 82. Stat. 720, is amended by striking
the first sentence of paragraph ( 1) of subsection (c) of section 5 and inserting in lieu
thereof a new sentence to read as follows:
"Upon application, the Secretary is authorized to pay out of funds appropriated or otherwise made available up to 50 per centum
of the cost of the personnel, equipment and
activities of a State agency reasonably required, during the ensuing fiscal year to
carry out a safety program under a certification under subsection (a) or an agreement
under subsection (b) of this section; or to
act as a~nt of the Secretary in enforcing
Federal safety standards for pipeline faclllties or the transportation of gas subject to
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the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission under the Natural Gas Act."
SEC. 3. The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act
of 1968 is further amended by adding at the
end of subsection (c) of section 5 the
following:
"(4) On or before January 1 next preceding the commencement of each fiscal year,
the Secretary shall certify to each such State
agency the funds which he has apportioned
hereunder to each State for such fiscal year.
As soon as practicable after the apportionment has been made for each fiscal year,
the State agency of any State desiring to obtain financial assistance shall submit to the
Secretary for his approval the State's safety
prcgram for the use of the funds apportioned
for such fiscal yea.r. The Secretary shall act
on each State program as soon as practicable
after it has been submitted. The Secretary
may approve any program in whole or in
part. His approval of any program shall be
deemed a contractUJl'al obligation of the
Federal Government for the payment of its
apportioned contribution thereto. If a State
agency elects not to accept the funds apportioned to it, such funds shall be reapportioned among the other States whose State
agencies are eligible to receive Federal funds
under this subsection.
" ( 5) The Secretary may, in his discretion,
from time to time as work progresses make
payment to a State agency for the annual
program costs incurred by it. These payments shall at no time exceej the Federal
share of the program costs incurred to the
date of the voucher covering such payment.
After completion of an annual program and
approval of the final voucher by the Secretary, the State agency shall be entitled to
payment out of the appropriate funds apportioned to it of the unpaid balance of the
Federal share on account of such program.
Such payments shall be made to such official
or ofl!cials or depo.:itory as ms.y be designated
by the State agency and authorized under
the laws of the State to receive public funds
of the State.
"(6) Upon application by the national organization of the State commissions submitted on or before September 30th of any
calendar year, the Secretary shall pay out of
the funds appropriated pursuant to this Act,
or other available funds, the sum of $20,000,
plus such additional sums as he deems justified, to such national organization, to pay,
during the ensuing calendar year, the reasonable cost of (i) conducting training of
State enforcement personnel, (ii) furnishing
technical assistance, or (iii) other activities
appropriate for the advancement of the
safety programs of State agencies carried on
under this Act.
SEc. 4. Section 15 of the Natural Gas Pipe·line Safety Act of 1968 is amended by inserting "(a)" immediately aft er "Sec. 15." and
by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(b) For the purpose of further aiding
the Secretary in providing financial assistance to State agencies pursuant to section
5 (c) of this Act, there is hereby authorized
to be appropriated the additional sum of
$ - - - for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1972; the additional sum of $ - - - for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1973; and the additional sum of $ - - - for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1974."
UNIFORM MOTOR CARRIER STANDARDS ACT
JUSTIFICATION
Public Law 89-170 was signed into law by
the President on September 6, 1965. Among
other things, it amended Section 202 (b) o!
the Interstate Commerce Act [ 49 U.S.C., Sec.
302{b) (2)] to authorize the NARUC to determine standards, and amendments thereto,
evidencing the lawfulness of interstate operations of motor carriers, and to require the
Interstate Commerce Commission to promulgate same into law to become effective

five years from the date of promulgation.
When the standards become effective any
State laws not in accord therewith are
deemed to be an undue burden on interstate
commerce.
The NARUC, assembled in annual convention on November 17, 1966, unanimously
adopted a resolution detel'mining such standards, and the ICC promulgated them into
law on December 14, 1966.13 Accordingly, the
standards will become effective on December
15, 1971.
The success of the national regulatory program which will be established by these
standards, and the ability of the NARUC to
discharge its responsibilities thereunder, will
be directly affected by the capacity to expeditiously adopt necessary amendments.
Under present law, five years would have to
elapse after the NARUC determined an
amendment before it could become effective.
As an ex,ample, it would take a minimum of
five years for the NARUC to make a minor
change in the language of the cab card form.
Accordingly, it is very important that Public
Law 89-170 be amended to provide that after
the standards become effective, any amendments thereof subsequently determined by
the NARUC may become effective at the time
of promulgation or at such other time as it
may determine.
This proposed amendment was a part of
the NARUC proposed Federal-State Highway
Transportation Law Enforcement Act of 1969
which was introduced in the Ninety-first
Congress asS. 1923 by Magnuson (D.-Wash.),
H.R. 12146 by Rooney (D.-Pa.), and H.R.
12267 by Friedel {D.-Md.). Representative
Rooney on February 2, 1971, automatically
reintroduced this legislation in the Ninetysecond Congress as H.R. 3320.
The enactment of the following proposed
Uniform Motor Carrier Stand·ards Act would
so amend Public Law 89-170:
H.R.A bill to amend the Interstate Commerce
Act to expedite the making of amendments
to the uniform standards for evidencing
the lawfulness of interstate operations of
motor carriers
Be it enacted by the Sencte and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the

"Uniform Motor Carrier Standards Act."
SEc. 2. Paragraph (2) of subsection (b) of
section 202 of the Interstate Commerce Act,
as amended [49 U.S.C., Sec. 302(b) (2)], is
hereby further amended by striking the per:.Jd at the end of the second sentence and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: ";
Provided, That any amendments of the
standards determined by the national organization of the Stat e commissions and promulgated by the Commission prior to the
initial effective date of such standards shall
become effective on such initia:i. effective
date; and Provided further, That after the
standards become effective initially any
amendments thereof subsequently determined by the national organization of the
State commissions shall become effective at
the time of promulgation or at such other
time as may be determined by such organization."
INTRASTATE RAIL RATE ACT
JUSTIFICATION
The Transportation Act of 1958, 72 Stat.
570, amended Section 13(4) of the Interstate
Commerce Act {49 U.S.C.A., Sec. 13(4)] to
provide that a railroad may seek from the
Interstate Commerce Commission an increase
in instrastate rates by alleging unjust discrimination against, or undue burden upon,
interstate commerce, and that the ICC is
required to take jurisdiction and to act upon
Footnotes at end of article.
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the proposed rate increase "whether or not
theretofore considered by any State agency
or authority and without regard to the pendency before any State agency or authority of
any proceeding relating thereto."
Although this provision was placed in the
law in 1958, the railroads have apparently
made no effort to bypass the State commissions until December 24, 1969, when approximately 80 railroads filed a blanket petition with the ICC to increase the intrastate
rate level in nine Southern States to :.he
current Ex Parte No. 262 interstate level. The
petitioning railroads did not await or even
seek intrastate rate relief from the commissions of the nine Southern States. Intrastate Freight Rates and Charges in Southern States, 1969, Docket No. 35203.

Accordingly, the NARUC has urged that
the Interstate Commerce Act be amended by
striking the parenthetical language in the
proviso of Section 13 ( 4) and inserting in lieu
thereof the following language: "(if the State
authority having jurisdiction thereof shall
have denied a petition duly filed with it by
said carrier seeking relief regarding such
rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or
practice, in whole or in part, or shall not have
acted finally on such petition within one
hundred and twenty days from the presentation thereof) ".u It is essential to the full
protection of the consumer interest that the
State commissions retain primary jurisdiction over intrastate rail rates. The intrastate
traffic pattern in each State is unique and,
therefore, each State should be permitted
to continue to seek to maximize the abundance of low cost transportation of certain
economically significant commodities within
its borders in order to stimulate business and
to promote the general welfare and prosperity of its citizens. ICC review in these
matters should only be directed to a substantial disparity which operates as a real
discrimination against interstate commerce,
and Congress should leave appropriate discretion to the State commissions to initially
deal with intrastate rates in relation to the
general level of rates which the ICC has
found to be fair to interstate commerce.
Furthermore, retaining initial State consideration of intrastate rate cases will assure
that consumers within the State, and especially small shippers, will have an opportunity to be heard in a local forum and before a State commission who, through its
day-to-day contact with local problems, is
in the best position to judge local needs
within the framework of the overall revenue
requirements of the railroads. While it is
practical for a small shipper to appear at a
public hearing in the State capital and verbally express his views, how many small shippers can afford to employ the attorneys and
other experts required for filing intricate
pleadings with the ICC in Washington, D.C.?
The text of the proposed Intrastate Rail
Rate Act reads as follows:

H.R.A bill to amend the Interstate Commerce
Act to require carriers by railroad to exhaust certain State remedies prior to petitioning the Interstate Commerce Commission for relief in intrastate rate cases
Be it enacted by the Senate and House oj
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the

"Intrastate Rail Rate Act."
SEc. 2. Paragraph ( 4) of section 13 of the
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended [ 49
U .S.C., Sec. 13 (4)], is hereby further
amended by striking the parenthetical language in the proviso of paragraph (4) and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "(if
the State authority having jurisdiction
thereof shall have denied a petition duly
filed with it by said carrier seeking relief
regarding such rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or practice, in whole or in

.
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part, or shall not have acted finally on such
petition within one hundred and twenty
days from the presentation thereof) "
FEDERAL PROPERTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES ACT AMENDMENT
JUSTIFICATION

The purpose of the following proposed
Amendment is to require the Administrator
of Government Services, in his capacity as
procurement officer for the Federal Government, to adhere to applicable State regulatory provisions when procuring transportation or public utility services.
The effect of the proposed Amendment will
be to overrule the decision of the United
States Supreme Court in United States v.
Georgia Public Service Commission, 371 U.S.
285, 9 L.Ed. 2d 317, 83 S. Ct. 397 (1963). This
case concerned the administrator's authority
to arrange the transportation of Federal employee owned household goods from Savannah to Atlanta, Georgia, by Georgia PSC
certificated carriers, but at rates below the
PSC approved tariffs.
A three judge Federal district court unanimously upheld State regulation, but on appeal the Supreme Court, with Justices Goldberg, Harlan and Stewart dissenting, reversed, holding that Congressional policy, as
expressed by the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, 40 U.S.C.,
Sec. 481, as amended, 41 U.S.C., Sees 251 et.
seq., permits Federal procurement officers to
disregard State economic laws in obtaining
cheaper rates. See also Paul v. United States,
371 U.S. 245, 9 L.Ed. 2d 292, 83 S. Ct. 426
(1963).
The rationale of this decision might be
applied to other areas subject to State commission regulation, such as permitting Federal procurement ofllcers to arrange intrastate transportation by carriers holding no
State authority 15 Also, there could be an
erosion of Federal regulatory jurisdiction.
The proposed Amendment is the same as
the NARUC proposed Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act Amendment of
1969 which was introduced in the Ninety-first
Congress asS. 1939 by Magnuson (D.-Wash.)
and H.R. 12145 by Rooney (D.-Pa.). Representative Rooney on February 2, 1971, automatically reintroduced this legislation in the
Ninety-second Congress as H.R. 3319.
The text of this legislation reads as follows:
H.R.A bill to amend the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 to provide
that the procurement of certain transportation and public utility services shall be
in accordance with all applicable Federal
and State laws and regulations governing
carriers and public utilities
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That sec-

tion 201 of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (63 Stat.
377, as amended; 40 U.S.C., Sec. 481) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:
" (e) Any other provision of this Act or any
other Act to the contrary notwithstanding,
the procurement of transportation and public utility services under the provisions of
this Act or any other Act shall be in accordance with all applicable Federal and State
laws and regulations g<>verning carriers and
public utilities."
FOOTNOTES

Telephone companies are regulated by
State commissions in every State except
Texa-S where regulation is administered at
the municipal or local level. In the District
of Columbia, The Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone Company, part of the Bell System, is regulated by the District of Columbia Public Service Commission.
1
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2 Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
Sees. 1 et seq., (47 U.S.C., Sees. 151 et seq.).
3 Id., Sees. 2(b) and 221 (b) (47 U.S.C., Sees.
152(b) and 221 (b)). An example of an exchange area which overlaps State lines is the
very large Washington metropolitan exchange
area encompassing the District of Columbia
and parts of Maryland and Virginia and calls
therein are subject exclusively to State and
local regulation. The dimensions of the exchange area are measured by the distance
you can call without incurring a toll charge.

Re American Telephone and Telegraph
Company et al., 70 PUR 3d 129, at p. 145, par.
4

21 (1967).
s Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
Sec. 2(b) (2) (47 U.S.C., Sec. 152(b) (2)).
6 A more recent example, was the use of
three cooperating State commissioners in
FCC Docket No. 18519 involving TWX acqu:sition by Western Union.
7
Section 209 (a) of the Federal Power Act
(16 U.S.C., Sec. 824h) and Section 17 (a) of
the Natural Gas Act (15 U.S.C., Sec. 717p),
each authorize the Federal Power Commission
to refer administrative matters to joint
boards composed of State commissioners and
further provide that they "shall receive such
allowances for expenses as the Commission
shall provide."
The Interstate Commerce Commission is
also authorized to refer administrative matters to joint boards composed of State officials
and the law provides that they "shall receive
such allowances for travel and subsistence
expenses as the Commission shall provide."
Interstate Commerce Act, Part II, Sec.
205(b), as amended [49 U.S.C., Sec. 305(b) ].
8 Report Draft, Interagency Power Plant Siting Study Group, Ofllce of Science and

Technology, I-5.
9

Ibid.
U.S. Ene1·gy Policies-The End of An Era,

10

THE PATH OF PEACE IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from lllinois <Mr. CRANE) is recognized for 60 minutes.
<Mr. CRANE asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
INTRODUCTION

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, the impasse
which seems to have been reached in
the Middle East has been discussed by
some in terms of Israel's alleged intransigence in the face of Egyptian willingness to come to an agreement.
Those who have, in recent days, presented such an assessment of events in
the Middle East rest their case primarily on a single assumption, namely
that the Soviet Union truly wants peace
in the Middle East and, as a result, Egyptian overtures to Israel are the result of
Soviet pressure for a meaningful settlement.
The rest of their arguments follow very
clearly from this assumption. Since the
four great powers, the United States,
France, Great Britain, and the Soviet
Union, all share a desire for peace, it is
argued, a settlement imposed upon Israel
and the Arab states would, in the long
run, be in the best interests not only of
the parties involved, but of the whole
world as well.
Such a settlement, the four powers
seem at this time to be saying, can only
occur if, as a precondition to negotiations,
Israel withdraws from all of the territory it occupied as a result of the 1967
war. In return for the very real giving
up of land from which enemy attacks
have in the past been launched, the
Israelis are promised international
"guarantees" of their security. They are,
thus, being asked to relinquish something
tangible for something illusory.

an address by S. David Freeman, Director,
Energy Policy Staff, Office of Science and
Technology, before the Northwest Public
Power Association Nuclear Symposium, Seattle, Washington, November 13, 1970, page 5.
1112 The Act was signed by the President on
August 12, 1968.
13 78th NARUC Annual Convention Proceedings, pp. 203-230, 371 (1966); NARUC Bulletin No. 63-1966, p. 2; Fed. Reg., Dec. 28,
1966, pp. 16567-16575; 49 C.F.R. Sees. 1023.1,
INTERNATIONAL GUARANTEES
et seq. The standards have been amended
on the following three occasions: ( 1) 80th
In reality, how meaningful are guarNARUC Annual Convention Proceedings, p. am.tees by third parties with regard to
263 (1968); NARUC Bulletin No. 49-1968, whether or not the occupied territory,
p. 9; Fed. Reg., Dec. 25, 1968, p. 19250; (2)
81st NARUC Annual Convention Proceedings, once returned to Egypt, Jordan, and
p. 375 (1969); NARUC Bulletin No. 43-1969, Syria, would once again be used as bases
p. 12; Fed. Reg., Feb. 4, 1970, p. 2524; and from which aggressive attacks upon
(3) 82nd NARUC Annual Convention Pro- Israeli territory would be launched?
ceedings, p . - (1970); NARUC Bulletin No.
The answer to this question is, of
48-1970, pp. 4, 5; ICC Order dated Febru- course, not known. But history does proary 18, 1971, and served Feb. 19, 1971.
vide us with some ideas of what we must
H NARUC support for this amendment is
evidenced by: the resolution adopted by the look forward to. The United States, we
Executive Committee on February 25, 1970 must remember, pressed Israel to give up
(NARUC Bulletin No. 14-1970, p. 12); the the Sinai in 1957, following the Suez
testimony on March 18, 1970, before the Sub- crisis. Now, nearly 4 years after the 1967
committee on Surface Transportation of the conflict, many in this country are busy
Senate Committee on Commerce on S. 2355, persuading Israel to do it once again. The
a bill to establish an advisory commission Israelis, however, have not forgotten the
to make a study and report with respect to result of their previous acquiesence to
freight rates (NARUC Bulletin No. 13-1970,
p. 12); and the resolution adopted by the this pressure.
The fact that Israel has seen the
Eighty-second Annual Convention on November 19, 1970 (NARUC Bulletin No. 48- United States let it down in the past with
1970, p. 8).
regard to "gauarantees" must carefully
1s Although the Administrator on Febru- be weighed in assessing the current Israeli
ary 20, 1970, amended the Federal Procure- hesitancy to participate in a withdrawal
ment Regulations, effective April 1, 1970, to with nothing but "guarantees" in return.
require that motor carriers performing Fed- Discussing this point, the Washington
eral moving contracts in interstate or intrastate commerce shall be certificated by Post in its editorial for March 16, 1971,
the ICC or state agencies, respectively ( 41 notes thatC.F.R., Sec. 1-19.110; NARUC Bulletin No.
The Israelis are completely right in point13-1970, p. 10), the requirement may be just ing out that the 1957 arrangements were a.
as easily rescinded by the Administrator.
disaster: first, the United States promised
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to ensure Israeli navigation rights in return
for withdrawal, and the United States broke
its promise; second, the United Nations peace
force crumbled in the crunch in 1967.

The Israeli Embassy recently declared
that guarantees "by their very substance
cannot but be tenuous."
It is difficult to disagree.
Let us consider the question of such
"guarantees" from an historical perspective, putting aside for a moment the
particular history of the Middle East
conflict. What do we find?
Did the promises of the Western
powers made to Poland during the 1930's
prevent an invasion by Nazi Germany
and the Soviet Union? Was the League
of Nations able to aid Ethiopia when it
was invaded by Mussolini's Italy? Has
the United Nations risen to the defense of
the people of Hungary or Czechoslovakia
when they fought for their freedom?
The fact is that despite international
guarantees, treaties and agreements,
each country, in the last analysis, is on its
own. Bismark said that countries have
neither friends nor enemies, but interests. This is not the way we would like
the rest of the world to be but, unfortunately, it remains the nature of the
world in which we are living. No nation
can place her security and her very life
in the hands of others. We would not
think of pursuing such a policy with
regard to our own country, and we should
not ask that a country which is our ally
do so for itself.
SECRETARY ROGER' S CLARIFICATION

It is encouraging to note that the plan
being set forth by Secretary of State William Rogers does not involve the removal
of the Israelis from the occupied territories as a condition precedent to peace
negotiations. Many had feared this was
the original intent of our Government's
proposals, and the secretary's clarification last Thursday is notice to the world
that the Israelis will not be asked to
pursue a policy which jeopardizes their
security. Nevertheless, there will be continuing calls for such as Israeli withdrawal from the Egyptians, the Russians,
the United Nations, and many other
sources. These must be resisted if a
meaningful peace is ever to be achieved.
SOVIET INTERESTS

The point which was raised earlier,
however, remains a key element in any
discussion of today's Middle East impasse. What interest does the Soviet
Union have in the area? Is it seeking to
mediate a just and lasting settlement, as
many advocates of "detente" in this
country tell us? Or is its goal an aggressive one, seeking to expand Soviet influence and perhaps control over the oilrich Arab States, together with control
over the Suez Canal?
If the Soviet Union is not interested
in peace, it makes no sense to speak of
joint peace keeping forces which include
the very state which has stirred, not
peace, but discord. Let us look briefly at
the record.
Soviet influence in the Middle East is
at an alltime high today, and its prospects for even greater increase seem
not able. Pro-Soviet radical regimes have
come to power in Egypt, Syria, Iraq,
Algeria, South Yemen, and the Sudan.
The basic purposes of Moscow's Middle

East policy are: First, to dominate the
Arab States and extend Communist penetration of the African Continent; second,
to force the U.S. fleet out of the Mediterranean, thereby disrupting NATO;
and third, to control Arab oil.
This has cost the Soviet Union a great
deal of money. In the 10 years before
1967, Moscow armed Arab States to the
tune of $2.5 billion. Since the Ismeli victory in the 1967 war, it has replaced the
lost arms of the Arab States at a cost of
more than $5 billion, and has sent thousands of military expert.s to Egypt and
hundreds to Syria and Iraq. It is estimated today that there are 15,000 uniformed Soviet personnel in Egypt and an
additional 1,500 advisers in the Sudan.
Simultaneously, Russia has increased
its Mediterranean Fleet from 40 to at
least 50 ships, has warmed up its courtship of Turkey, and offered commercial
oppor tunities to Britain, Italy, and Germany. The immediate aims are the reopening of the Suez Canal, Israel's retreat to the 1967 frontier, Soviet participation in all decisions concerning the
Mediterranean, and dominance of the
Middle Eastern oil areas upon which
both Western Europe and Japan are dependent.
If the Russians succeed in control of
the Arab world, giving them strategic
control of Arab oil, they would extend
this control to the Persian Gulf within a
few years. In Russian hands, the Middle
East would be the strategic key to Africa
and southern Asia, and quite probably
to the breakup of NATO. Western Europe and Japan might be successfully
blackmailed by Soviet control of Arab
oil.
While the U.S. Navy has yet to develop
an effective surface to surface missile,
and has dawdled away the whole technology of modern guns and gunnery, the
U.S.S.R. holds at least a 10-year lead in
seaborne missiles designed to sink other
ships.
The existence of Russian missiles
aboard the new Kynda and Kresta
classes of destroyers prompted Secretary
of the Navy John Chafee to predict that
our own aging 6th Fleet would have
only a 45-percent chance of survival in a
fight against the Russian Mediterranean
Fleet.
By keeping the Middle East in a state
of tension, the Soviet Union hopes to
make radical Arab countries so dependent upon them for arms, economic assistance, technical help and diplomatic
support that these countries will be
drawn firmly into their control. As aresult, Is1·ael has become the frontline
of Western defense in the Middle East.
Egypt seems, at this time, to be virtually a captive nation. Her frontal-defense strategy, contrasted with the
Israeli system of widely spaced fortified
positions, is in accordance with Soviet
techniques.
The SAM-2 and SAM-3 antiaircraft
missiles are concentrated behind the
203-mm. guns. The closest missile sites
are about 7 miles from the canal. The
SAM's are in Soviet hands, the Soviets
dominate the Egyptian Air Force, and
Soviety military "advisers" are integrated
into the Egyptian Army down to the unit
level where they both plan and execute
orders.
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NATO'S SOUTHERN FLANK

At the time the Palestinian skyjackers
held Americans as hostages in Jordan it
was said that our 6th Fleet would intervene. Military reports, however, indicate
that our 6th Fleet was tied up in the
eastern Mediterranean. Today, Greece 1s
the only country in the entire region
where the U.S. 6th Fleet can congenially
call. n cannot go to Turkey, long a solid
base, without inciting street riots, protest bombings and internal strikes. West
of Turkey and except for Israel, Tunisia
and Morocco, the entire southern rim of
the Mediterranean is not only hostile to
us, but shut. In contrast, Syria, Egyptian
and Algerian harbors are available to the
expanding Soviet Mediterranean Fleet.
Thus, the stakes here are the security
of all of Western Europe. Today the Soviet Union is almost at parity with us in
naval power in the Mediterranean, and
they enjoy greater naval power than th~
United States in the Indian Ocean and
the Persian Gulf. If the Middle East falls
into hostile hands, we can, in effect, be
ordered out of the Mediterranean, thereby exposing all of Europe to Soviet power.
In such an event, it is certain that NATO
would collapse.
MIDDLE EAST OIL

In addition, the Soviet Union, which

will need to import oil in the 1970s, is
paying new attention to the oil fields
of the Middle East and North Africa.
These fields account for one-third of current production in the non-Communist
world, and three-fourths of the nonCommunist world's known reserves.
The Iraqi Government has already
given the Russians rights to develop the
rich North Rumalia oil field near the
Persian Gulf-a field taken away from a
Western owned company.
SOVIET INTENTIONS

Most pro-Western Arab states have
come to feel that the Soviet Union has
less than friendly designs upon the Middle East. King Hussein, for example, is
well aware of Soviet intentions in the
area. In a speech in June 1967 he stated:
Russia has had designs on our region since
t he t ime of the czars, and we do not believe
at all that the Soviet Union or Communist
China would help us disinterestedly or want
our well-being.

Discussing the growth of Soviet influence in the Middle East, Professor William Griffith of M.I.T. has noted thatsoviet penetration of the Arab lands is one
of Russia's major diplomatic victories in
modern history. For centuries, the czars
dr ~amed of expanding their influence into
that part of the world; until 1955, however,
such dreams came to nothing. Today, by
cont rast, Russia is the most influential power
in many Arab s t ates.

The fact is that the Soviet Union desires control of the Middle East, not peace
between its warring factions. The Soviet
Union knows that the kind of control it
desires can only come with the long-run
elimination of Israel, which stands as a
pro-Western bastion in a hostile part of
the world.
"PEACEFUL COEXISTE NCE"

Those who argue that the Soviet Union's intentions in the Middle East are
peaceful are the very ones who tell us
that there is no longer a Communist
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threat in Europe or Asia and that the
cold war is primarily the creation of
policymakers in Washington, not of aggressive designs in Moscow and Peking.
We have entered an era, they have said,
of "peaceful coexistence."
If we had a better understanding of
what the Communists mean by "peaceful coexistence," much of our difficulty in
this area might be corrected. In an important new volume, Deceitful Peace,
Prof. Gerhart Niemeyer of the University of Notre Dame points out thatThe design of "peaceful coexistence" policy
is to dismantle our structure of might and
the will to sustain it.

Dr. Niemeyer explains:
The new policy has a key concept spelling
out t he expectat ions on which it rests. Its
name is peaceful transition from capitalism
to socialism, and it hinges on a key concept:
"radical reforms short of revolution" . . .
one finds three targets for "radical reforms."
The first is the dismantlement of all Western
resistance to the Soviet Union, in the form
of disarmament, weakening or dissolution of
the Western military alliance system, removal
of the military bases surrounding the Soviet
Union, and liquidation of "anti-Communism," or the assumption that Communism
is a worldwide threat ...

Too many Americans have been following the expected path. In an article
in Foreign Affairs in 1965, America's
leading disarmament advocate. William
C. Foster, declared thatAn erosion of alliances would have to be
accepted for the sake of Soviet-American
cooperation and for a gain in mutual confidence.

Underlying this trade of tangible elements of strength for intangible and ultimately wishful psychological gain is,
according to Professor Niemeyer:
A theory that through such assumed increases in mutual confidence the Soviet Government will be "educated," that lt will turn
out in the end to be less Communist, less
atavistic, and will then become a good useful citizen of the world ... The ideology of
millenarian peace is no exception in terms
of a Second Reality which is not yet here
and has no foundation in historic reality,
which dictates policies that are unsuited to
situations as they are, and thus causes a
deterioration of such international stability
as we have been able to enjoy thus far.

Have we truly entered an era of detente, or is communism, despite its divisions and internal quarrels, as committed as ever to expanding through the
use of force and the techniques of subversion? Communist advances in Chile,
the attempted overthrow of the Government in Mexico, the persistent support of
aggression in Asia, certainly place the
burden of proof upon those who argue
that, somehow, things have changed.
In 1968 the Soviet Union forcefullY
eliminated the effort at democratization
in Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Government, through the Brezhnev doctrine,
declared that it had a right to intervene
in the affairs of all of the states of Eastern Europe. Despite all of these facts,
many Americans persist ir.. saying that
somehow communism has changed.
The Israeli Government, however, believes that communism has not changed,
and that its aggressive designs are the
same as before. When an American questioner told Israeli Foreign Minister Abba

Eban that he sounded ru:; if he wanted to
"restart" the cold war, Mr. Eban said
that it was simply a matter of understanding what the Soviet role really is.
Mr. Eban stated that:
The Soviet role is provocative of war and
hostile to peace, one-sided rearmament of
the Arab states, blind identification with
Arab demands, a very provocative penetration of the Mediterranean in order to change
the international equilibrium.

He went on to point out thatSince that is our view of the Soviet role,
since Soviet policy lies at the root of the 1967
war ana. the inability to get peace ever since,
then we ought to say so. I don't want a
Cold War. I would like to see East-West cooperation, but you don•t get cooperation by
pretending that it exists when It does not
eXist. I'm against a wish-fulfillment approach. In the Middle East . . . the Soviet
Union is acting against the int erests of
p eace, stability, and equillbrium.
SOVIET ANTI-SEMITISM

The Soviet Union's approach to the
Middle East cannot be totally divorced
from the policy of anti-Semitism which
has infected that government ever since
the revolution of 1917.
Soviet hostility to Israel is matched at
home by a campaign of repression
against Soviet citizens of the Jewish faith
that can only be described as a policy of
cultural and spiritual genocide.
Judaism in the U.S.S.R. is subject to
unique discrimination. Jewish congregations are not permitted to organize a
nationwide federation or any other central organization. Judaism is permitted
no publication facilities, and no Hebrew
Bible has been published for Jews since
1917, nor is a Russian translation of the
Jewish version of the Old Testament
allowed.
The study of Hebrew, even for religious
purposes, has been outlawed and the production of religious objects, such as
prayer shawls, is prohibited. The number
of Jews in the Soviet Union is close to
3 million, of whom at least 1 million have been estimated as believers. For
these there are approximately 60 synagogues and rabbis, or one synagogue
and rabbi for every 16,000 believers. No
new rabbis are now being trained and the
average age of rabbis is over 70. Little
hope remains for a continuation of Jewish religious life in the SoViet Union.
The rabid anti-Semitism of the Communist leadership has been well-known.
It was no coincidence that in the much
publicized purge trials in Czechoslovakia
in 1952, 11 of the 14 accused in the
Slansky case were of Jewish origin.
Writing in "The Confession," which has
now been made into a movie, Arthur
London tells of his first interrogator who
took him by the throat and shouted:
You and your dirty race. We will know
how to annihilate you! . . . What Hitler
didn't finish, we will!

The far-left government of Chile has
banned ''The Confession" from its movie
theaters. Anti-Semitism cannot be discussed or condemned in Chile in 1971, yet
somehow we are told the Communists
have changed.
CULTURAL GENOCIDE

Despite repeated statements to the
effect that things since Stalin have improved in the Soviet Union with regard

to Jews, the facts de not bear this out.
B'nai B'rith, in a documented analysis
of textbooks used in Soviet schools, accused Moscow of "systematically excising history" in an attempt to make the
Jew a "nonperson."
Findings of the study said that Jews
"are rarely mentioned and their culture
ignored" in basic history textbooks used
by the Soviet educational system.
The sixth edition of "Recent History,"
published in 1967 as a ninth-grade teaching manual, makes no mention of "antiSemitic persecutions" in recounting the
history of the Nazi regime from 1933 to
1939. The same book, discussing Nazi
death camps, says that "in 1933-34,
100,000 Communists were thrown into
prison and into especially established
concentration camps" but makes no ment ion that Jews were victims.
A chronology in a lOth grade textbook
listing nations newly independent since
vVorld War II omits reference to Israel,
although such countries as Algeria and
the United Arab Republic are treated in
seoarate sections.
The Great Soviet Encyclopedia has
adopted the same tactic of exclusion. In
contrast to the 1932 edition which dealt
with Jewish history and culture in 117
pages, the second edition, published in
1952, has put two pages devoted to Jews.
Virtually all Jewish history is deleted.
B'nai B'rith declared:
The Inevitable result is that the students
are denied a positive image of the Jews.

Jews in the Soviet Union have become
virtual captives, not able to practice their
religion, and not able to emigrate. One
Soviet Jew who did manage to leave,
Lyuba Bershadskaya, describes the scene
at her departure:
The day I left Moscow to go to Israel, 200
people came to the airport to say goodbye.
They already considered me a free person.
They trusted me, they could say anything.
People kept calling out: "Lyuba, tell Nixon,
tell U Thant, tell Nixon!"

Religion, we must remember, has been
the traditional enemy of all modern
tyrannies. Mussolini stated that "Religion is a species of mental disease." Karl
Marx called it the "opium of the people"
and Hitler denounced Christianity not
only because Jesus was a Jew, but because
it was cowardly to speak of giving love
for hate.
LOSE THE WAR, DICTATE THE PEACE

It is this same Soviet Union which

Israel is now asked to trust with regard
to a Middle East peace settlement.
Spokesmen for our Government have
said that the United States favors a multinational peace-keeping force, including
the United States and the Soviet Union,
that would "guarantee" any borders
freely negotiated by Israel and the Arab
States, and that the peace-keeping force
could not be withdrawn without U.S.
consent. On the basis of such "guarantees," Israel is now asked to withdraw to
her 1967 boundaries as a "precondition"
for negotiations. The Arabs have no preconditions to meet, since they seem to be
in the awkward position of losing the war
but dictating the peace. Only with Soviet influence and interference could this
be possible.
Many vital questions remain unan-
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swered concerning the proposed concept
of a multinational peace-keeping force.
Would the four major powers, for example, be a mixed peace-keeping force
with troops of all nations patroling all
sections of the borders together or would
the peace-keeping troops be assigned
separate "sectors" of the frontiers, as in
Berlin? The concept of a legal Soviet
presence on Israel's borders is, understandably, something the Israeli's fail to
view as an answer to their problems.
Another question which has hardly
been discussed is what would happen to
the thousands of Soviet troops, airmen
and technicirans now in Egypt. Under a
peace settlement would the Soviet troops
go home or would they remain in Egypt
in close proximity to Israel's borders? No
one has even mentioned this subject. We
must not forget that the only foreign
troops stirring trouble in the Middle East
are Russian troops. Surely no settlement
can be considered which does not end
Sovietization of the Middle East conflict.
According to New York Times columnist James Reston:
It would be hard to oversta.te the Israeli
Government's opposition ... or to ignore the
visible anger of Israeli officials for what they
consider as (U.S.) ... "meddling" .. Israeli
officials ... assert that if the U.S. Government had not come forward with the suggestion of "total withdrawal," Israel could have
negotiated a. reasonable settlement with
Egypt, even on Sharm el Sheik, because,
they say, President Sedat of Egypt needs
peace to get on with his desperate internal
political problems.
Mr. Reston notes that our Government
has half a policy: it is specific about Israeli withdrawal but is vague about what
is to follow:
Discussing the concept of a multinational peace-keeping force which
would include Soviet troops, columnist
WilliamS. White writes thatThere is no conceivable way in which an
"international force" could be kept free of
Soviet obstructionism or even possibly Soviet dominance. When the house is afire, one
does not normally welcome the arsonist to
help bring in the water hoses.
The experience with multi-national
peace-keeping operations was vividly
seen in the case of the International
Control Commission which was established in 1954 to police the Geneva
Agreements in Vietnam. Composed of
Canada, India, and Poland, the Commission regularly policed only the non-Communists, not the Communists. The Canadian member of the commission condemned the concept of joining together
for peace with the very forces who seek
to stir dissension and war.
U.S. CREDIBILITY

Columnist White also makes a point
which many Americans do not wish to
consider, but which may tell us a great
deal about Israel's lack of willingness to
put her future on the line in return only
for vague international guarantees.
White points out thatThe rest of the world is neither blind nor
deaf. It is not unaware that American commitments to the right of smaller nations to
self-determination and freedom from extermination have not exactly prospered for
some years and that the famous "American
deterrent" to Communist o.ggression is by no

means as famous as it used to be. The rest
of the world has seen one President ... destroyed from within his own party for undertaking to ca.rry out pledges of honor made
by two of his predecessors to South Vietnam.
The rest of the world is not unaware that the
current, President, Richard Nixon, is fighting
for his political life from similar peace-atany-price forces.
It is important, therefore, for the
American people to understand exactly
what the Israeli position is at this time.
During his recent visit to Washington Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban was
asked whether Israel would accept a
United States treaty commitment as a
substitute for substantial border alterations. He said thatThere is no way of ensuring Israel's security except by a p~ace agreement which includes the necessary establishment of secure
and recognized boundaries ... different from
the previous armistice lines. We don't believe
or admit that there is any substitute.
SPECIFIC ISSUES

What the nature of a final peace can
be in the Middle East, no one knows.
That each side has important claims is
beyond question. No solution, for example, can ignore the suffering of hundreds
of thousands of Palestinians who have,
since the creation of Israel in 1948, been
relegated to temporary refugee camps
which have, become permanent. Both
the Arab States and the Israelis must
express willingness to confront this prablem and in the face of the suffering of so
many people it does little good to debate
the tenuous question of more than 20
years ago of exactly why they left. Just
as Israel has a right to exist in peace, so
the Palestinian people have a right to
their own national life. Somehow, a final
~ettlement must take this into serious
consideration.
Yet, precisely because the issues between Israel and the Arab States are both
complex and long-standing it is crucial
that any solution be worked out by the
parties involved in face-to-face negotiations. The 1967 war was based upon a
denial to Israel of ' her legal rights in
international waters and upon a continued harassment of Israeli border settlements. The Isr aelis, whether rightly
or wrongly, believe that their country
can never be secure unless the geographic points which have been used for such
attack and harassment come under Israeli control. For Egypt, the Soviet
Union, or our own country to ask the
Israelis to relinquish these territories as
a precondition to negotiations is an
unreasonable demand. It is possible that
after face-to-face negotiations with
Egypt, the Israelis would, in return for a
tangible concession on the part of the
Egyptians, relinquish portions of this
territory. But if Israel relinquishes the
territory before the negotiations even
begin, what reason would Egypt have
to pursue a policy of conciliation?
All of those in America who would like
to see Communist influence eliminated
in the Middle East welcome any change
in policy on the part of Egypt and the
other Arab States. We would like to believe that Egypt's stated willingness to
participate in negotiations and recognize
the legal existence of Israel represents
such a change in policy. Yet more than
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words are needed to cause us, or the Israelis, to act upon such a change.
Shortly after the cease-fire agreement
both Egypt and the Soviet Union engaged
in a massive arms buildup and moved
missiles into the cease-fire zone. What
guarantee in tangible terms do we have
that an Israeli withdrawal from occupied
territory would not result in a simils:tr
arms buildup and Egyptian military reoccupation of that area? Would the Soviet Union, which already has violated
the cease-fire, be expected not to violate
this new agreement? Perhaps this is just
the best way the Egyptians can think of
to regain their terri tory.
FACE-TO-FACE

NEGOTIATIONS

It seems to me that if the Egyptians
have sincerely arrived at the point where
serious negotiations can take place, they
can surely take place without preconditions. This, as I understand it, is all the
Israelis are asking: face-to-face negotiations.
No lasting peace can come to the Middle East unless and until there is some
agreement with regard to recognized
borders. The Israelis, for their part, cannot hope to have peace and also occupy
all of the lands taken in 1967. Such an
occupation would remain a festering sore
to all Arabs and another war would be
inevitable. Similarly, the Arabs cannot
expect Israel to relinquish the very areas
which were used as bases for attack upon
her until the good faith of the Arabs has
been established-by deeds and not by
words.
We, as Israel's friend and ally, should
not tell her that the cold war is over,
that the Soviet Union now desires peace,
and that thz way to achieve peace is simply to fulfill the demands of your enemy.
This, in effect, is what we are saying
when we urge an Israeli withdrawal
without ever having one face-to-face
meeting with the Egyptians and in return
for a multinational force which would
include the Soviet Union. We would not
act in this manner if our own national
life were at stake.
The Middle East has seen too much
war and trouble and suffering. All of its
people, Arabs and Israelis, Jews, Moslems, and Christians, deserve a peaceful
opportunity to develop their resources
and improve their lives. Such a chance
will come only with a peace to which both
sides agree and it is the pursuit of such
a real peace that should be our goal.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL
CREDIT UNION BANK
<Mr. PATMAN asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, today,
along with 16 other members of the
Banking and Currency Committee, I am
introducing legislation that would establish a National Credit Union Bank to
serve the Nation's nearly 24,000 credit
unions in essentially the same manner
as the Federal Reserve System serves
the banking industry and the Federal
Home Loan Bank System serves the Nation's savings and loan associations.
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Joining me in cosponsoring the legislation are Mr. BARRETT, Mrs. SULLIVAN, Mr.
REUSS, Mr. ASHLEY, Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr.
STEPHENS, Mr. ST GERMAIN, Mr. GONZALEZ, Mr. MINISH, Mr. HANNA, Mr. GETTYS, Mr. ANNUNZIO, Mr. REES, Mr. HANLEY, Mr. BRASCO, and Mr. MITCHELL.
Now that an independent Federal supervisory agency for credit unions h8.s
been created by conversion of the Bureau
of Federal Credit Unions into the National Credit Union Administration, it is
more than ever essential that credit unions of the Nation have facilities similar
to those of our other major financial institutions for providing liquidity and other vital services to their membership.
Through such an institution, credit unions would have ready access to the Nation's money markets to satisfy their
capital needs over and above their assets.
A National Credit Union Bank will serve
this vital need of the Nation's credit unions. It will give them a :tlexibility, a
means of improving liquidity, and a stability which will be of direct benefit to the
flow of credit in our Nation, especially in
low-income areas which credit unions
primarily serve.
POWERS OF A NATIONAL CREDIT UNION BANK

To improve and stimulate the capability of our Nation's credit unions to
provide low-cost consumer loans and to
facilitate the :tlow of credit, the National
Credit Union BJnk which would be established under the legislation would be empowered to: First, make loans to its
member credit unions for liquidity purpo3es; second, discount notes of its member credit unions; third, provide a national interlending service for its members; fourth, sell its own certificates of
indebtedness in the open market to secure additional funds for its operations;
fifth, lend assistance in the rehabilitation
and stabilization of credit unions needing such help; sixth, help in the orderly
and expeditious liquidation of solvent
credit unions; and, seventh, cooperate
and assist, within its means and authority, credit unions, credit union organizations, the National Credit Union Administration, and various State supervisory and regulatory bodies in the operational improvement and financial stability of credit unions generally.
GOVERNING AUTHORITY OF THE BANK

Under the provisions of the bill I have
introduced, a National Credit Union
Bank would be established with a principal office in the District of Columbia
and with such branch offices throughout
the United States as the bank officials
may deem necessary and appropriate.
The bank would be governed initially by
the National Credit Union Board of the
National Credit Union Administration
plus two ex-officio members-the Secretary of the Treasury and the Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration. This Board would elect a temporary president of the bank from among
its members to serve until a president
is named by the President of the United
States. The interim governing body would
establish procedures for the election of
a permanent Board of Governors-one
from each of the six Federal credit union
regions.

The permanent Board of Governors of
the proposed National Credit Union Bank
would consist of a president to be appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate to serve at the pleasure
of the President of the United States; one
elected member from each of the six
Federal credit union regions for a 6-year
term on a staggered basis; with the Se~
retary of the Treasury and the Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration as ex-officio members. The
Board vf Governors would select from
its own membership a chairman, a vice
chairman and a secretary annually and
would be required to meet at least six
times a year.
The president of the National Credit
Union Bank would be the chief administrator of the bank and would perform all
the duties and functions of the bank in
accordance with policies of the Board of
Governors and subject to their general
supervision. The president would have
authority to establish a staff, fix compensation for staff members, and to take
other administrative and implementing
actions necessary for the bank's operation.
CAPIL... LIZATION AND BORROWING AUTHORITY

Under the bill, the National Credit
Union Bank would be caoitalized through
sale of shares at par value of $100, with
an initial stock subscription by a credit
union eligible for membership equal to
1 percent of its assets. Newly chartered
credit unions making application for
membership would pay $25 upon chartering, with a minimum requirement for
purchase of one full $100 share by the
end of its first year of operation.
Every credit union which is insured by
the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund would be required to subscribe to the ~ank. Here permit me to explain that Federal share insurance for
credit unions, similar to that provided
commercial banks under the FDIC, was
enacted by the Congress last year and is
now in operation. The program insures
share accounts up to $20,000 and is mandatory for Federal credit unions and optional for State chartered credit unions.
The bill provides that the Treasury
would advance up to $500,000 for the
initial organizational and operational expenses of the bank, to be repaid within 1
year from the date of the advance at an
interest rate to be determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury and the bank.
The tank would also be authorized to
borrow from the Treasury not to exceed
$500,000,000 at any one time at interest
rates determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury for needs beyond its immediate
capabilities. All loans from the Treasury
Department would be subject to congressional appropriation processes.
The National Credit Union Bank
would be given general powers, comparable to those authorized similar corporate institutions, to carry out its objectives under the terms of my bill. It
would be authorized to loan to shareholder credit units, to accept deposits
from shareholder members, or to invest
in a member credit union's shares, to
establish an interlending system among
credit unions, to pay dividends, to pur-

chase notes and other receivables from
members, and to execute numerous other
functions related to its objectives.
OTHER PROVISIONS AND BENEFITS

Other provisions of my bill provide
for audits of the bank by the Comptroller General; a full report to the President and Congress after the close of
each fiscal year; exemption from tax·
ation by Federal, State, or local governments except for real and tangible
personal property. Obligations issued
by the bank would be subject to taxation the same as obligations of private
corporations. The bill also provides that
stock subscriptions to the bank would
constitute a part of the regular reserve
of Federal credit unions.
One of the major benefits of the National Credit Union Bank, jn my opinion,
would be its ability to assist and expedite
the liquidation of solvent credit unionscredit unions forced to liquidate because
of plant or military base closings, loss
of field of membe:rship, or similar
situations beyond the control of the
credit union itself. Through the bank's
authority to purchase notes, et cetera,
the delay in liquidation often encountered in converting assets into liquid form
would be eliminated and the entire process expedited, with shareholders being
paid off almost immediately. The Federal
share insurance program is unable to do
this for a solvent credit union having to
liquidate, and four out of five credit unions which liquidate are solvent. Thus, as
a complement to the Federal share insurance legislation now in effect, the National Credit Union Bank would serve a
valuable function.
NO COST TO THE GOVERNMENT

The record of credit unions in encouraging thrift and in providing lowcost loans to members, based on the need
and member's character is an outstanding one. After all, credit unions are
simply people who are bound together
by a common bond or interest to help
one another. Surely for the good that
they do, especially for the financially
handicapped and deprived, they deserve
every legitimate aid that our Federal
Government can provide. In this bill, I
merely set up and authorize machinery
for the credit unions to help themselves.
They will be paying the bill for a National Credit Union Bank just as they
have paid the bill over the past 16 years
for the National Credit Union Administration-formerly the Bureau of Federal
Credit Unions-their Federal supervisory agency. And, I might add, they are
paying the bill for the Federal share
insurance program which was recently
enacted. I emphasize that credit union
legislation does not cost the taxpayer
one cent to implement-the credit unions
pay the bill themselves, whether it be
their own supervisory agency, share insurance protection, or a National Credit
Union Bank.
Mr. Speaker, a National Credit Union
Bank is an essential ingredient of a
sound, fully rounded financial system
for the financial institutions of our
Nation which would include credit
unions. It will stimulate the flow of
credit throughout these cooperative,
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member-owned and member-controlled
financial institutions which primarily
serve middle- and low-income people,
both in our urban and rural areas. It will
permit credit unions to serve those members' credit needs far more effectively
and completely than ever before-and at
the lowest cost of any credit source. As
you know, our Federal credit unions by
law may charge a maximum of only 1
percent interest per month on unpaid
loan balances-and the majority of State
chartered credit unions have similar
ceiling limitations.
This is "grassroots" financial legislation-legislation which will increase the
availability of credit to people who need
it for the essentials of life. It is legislation which will bolster our economy at
a level where it will do the most good
for the greatest number.
Mr. Speaker, it is not my contention
that this bill is a final legislative product, but rather it is a starting point
upon which we can build the type of
legislation that will serve the needs of
credit unions and their 24 million members. I realize that there may be some
difference of opinion over certain provisions in this legislation, but I feel that
these differences can be worked out because we are starting with a good piece
of legislation that needs only some polish
to become a great piece of legislation.
H.R. 6936
A bill to create the National Credit Union
Bank to encourage the flow of credit to
urban and rural areas in order to provide
greater access to consumer credit at reasonable Interest rates, to amend the Federal
Credit Union Act, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the Untted States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "National Credit
Union Bank Act of 1971".
FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

SEc. 2. The Congress finds that there is
an urgent need for consumer credit at reasonable rates. Credit unions have been organized by people to provide a fac111ty to supply needed credit. The relief afforded credit
union members has been substantial and the
extent of such relief would be enlarged by
the establishment of a National Credit Union
Bank. It is therefore declared to be the
policy of the Congress and the purpose of
this Act to improve and stimulate the abllity
of credit unions to provide low-cost consumer loans by establishing a National Credit Union Bank empowered to make temporary loans for liquidity purposes to its shareholders, discount notes of its shareholders,
provide a national service of i nterlending for
credit unions, sell debt securities in the open
market, aid in the rehabilitation and stabilization of credit unions, aid in the orderly liquidation of credit unions when necessary, a.nd to coopel'ate with and assist credit unions, credit union organizations, the
National Credit Union Administration, and
the various State regulatory bodies for the
purpose of improving the general welfare of
the people through credit unions.
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 3. As used in this Act-( 1) The term "Bank" means the National
Credit Union Bank established under section 4 or any branch thereof.
(2) The term "Board" means the Board of
Governors of the National Credit Union
Bank.
(3) The term "shareholder" means any
credit union shareholder of the National
Credit Union Bank.
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(4) The term "credit union" means a
cooperative association organized for the purpose of promoting thrift among its members
and creating a source of credit for provident
or productive purposes.
(5) The term "Federal credit union" means
a Federal credit union organized in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Credit
Union Act.
(6) The term "State credit union" includes
any credit union organized under the laws of
the States of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the several territories including
the trust territories and possessions of the
United States, the Panama Canal Zone, and
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and which
Is not prohibited by the laws under which
it is organized to become a shareholder of
the Bank in accordance with the requirements of this Act.
(7) The term "Insured credit union" means
any credit union insured by the Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration.

December 31, 1974, as determined by the
President of the United States.
(b) The President of the Bank shall be
an ex officio member of the Board of Directors and may participate in meetings
of the Board, except that he shall not vote
except in case of an equal division. The President of the Bank shall be the chief administrative officer of the Bank and shall perfor m all functions and duties of the Bank,
in accordance with the general policies established by, and subject to the general superYision of, the Board. The Board shall appoint
such other officers and employees as it deems
necessary to carry out the functions of the
Bank. Such appointments may be made without regard to the provisions of title 5, United
States Code, governing appointments in the
competitive service, and persons so appointed
may be paid without regard to the provisions
of chapt er 51 of subchapter III of chapter 53
of such title relating to classification and
General Schedule pay rates.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BANK

SEc. 7. (a) As soon as practicable after
the first members of the Board have been
elected as provided in section 6, the members
shall meet, subscribe to an oath of office, and
organize by electing from among the membership a Chairman, a Vice Chairman, and
a Secretary. The Chairman, Vice Chairman,
and Secretary shall be elected annually for
terms of one year, and shall serve until their
respective successors are elected anct take
office. The Chairman shall preside at all meetings, and the Vice Chairman shall preside
in the absence or disability of the Chairman.
The Board may, in the absence or disability
of both the Chairman and the Vice Chairms,n, elect any of its members to act as
Chairman pro tempore. Five members shall
constitute a quorum of the Board for the
transaction of business, and the Board may
function notwithstanding vacancies if a
quorum is present. The Board shall meet at
such times and places as it m3,y fix and determine, but shall hold at least six regularly
scheduled meetings a year. Special meetings
may be held on call of the Chairman or any
three members.
(b) Notwithstanding section 6, any member of the Board may at any time be removed
from office for cause by the President of the
United States, or if cause exists but the
President does not act, by the Congress
through impeachment proceedings.
(c) Each member of the Board, including
the interim Board, shall receive the sum of
$100 for each day or part thereof spent in
the performance of his official duties; however, such compensation shall not be paid
to the Secretary of the Treasury, the Administrator of the National Credit Union
Administration, or the President of the Bank.
In addition to receiving such compensati0n,
each member of the Boa.rd, including the
Secretary of the Treasury, the Administrator
of the National Credit Union Administration,
and the President of the Bank shall be reimbursed for necessary travel, subsistence,
and other reasonable expenses c~.ctually incurred in the discharge of his duties as such
member, without regard to any other laws
relating to allowances for such expenses.
(d) The compensation of the President of
the Bank shall be established by the Board.
In addition, the Board shall prescribe rules
for the election of members to the Board
from each of the Federal credit union
regions.
(e) The Board shall prescribe and publish
such regulations and take such other actions
as may be necessary and appropriate in carrying out this Act and in effectively exercising
the functions expressly and impliedly vested
in It under this Act.

SEc. 4. There is hereby created a body corporate to be known as the "National Credit
Union Bank" which shall exist perpetually
until dissolved by Act of Congress and which
shall be an agency of the United States Government. The principal office of the Bank
shall be located in the District of Columbia
but the Bank may establish such district and
branch offices throughout the United States
as it deems necessary and appropriate.
INTERIM BOARD

SEc. 5. (a) Upon the enactment of this Act
and pending the appointment and election
of the members of the Board of Directors of
the National Credit Union Bank pursuant
to section 6, the organization and management of the Bank shall vest in an interim
Board consisting of the members of the National Credit Union Board and two ex officio
members-the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Administrator of the National Credit
Union Administration. The interim Board
shall elect from its members a temporary
Chairman who shall also serve as acting
President of the Bank to serve in this capacity until the President of the United States
appoints the President of the Bank.
(b) Within three months of the effective
date of this Act, the Interim Board shall
preEcribe rules for the receipt of nominations
and the election of one member to the permanent Board from each of the Federal
credit union regions. To the extent practicable, the National Credit Union Admlnlstrat.ion and the regional offices shall be utilized
for the receipt of nominations and ballots
for the elective Board positions.
PERMANENT BOARD

SEc. 6. (a) The management of the Bank
shall vest in a Board of Directors consisting
of a President of the Bank, the Secretary of
the Treasury, the Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration, and one
member to be elected from each of the Federal credit union regions, all of whom shall
be citizens of the United States. Members
of the Board shall be selected as follows:
(1) The President of the United States
shall appoint the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Administrator of the National Credit
Union Administration who shall serve as
ex officio members of the Board of Directors.
(2) The President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint
a President of the Bank who shall serve at
the pleasure of the President of the United
States.
(3) One member of the Board from each
of the Federal credit union regions shall be
elected by the shareholders of the Bank for

OPERATION OF THE BOARD

a term of six years. Of the elected members

XNrrXAL EXPENSES

first taking office, two shall serve until December 31, 1972, two shall serve until December 31, 1973, and two shall serve until

SEc. 8. In order to faciUtate the formation of the Bank there is authorized to be
appToprlated, and the Secretary Of the
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Treasury is authorized to advance, no more
than $500,000 to be utilized for the initial
organizational and operating expenses of
the Bank. This advance shall be 8lt a rate of
interest to be determined by the Secretary
Of the Treasury and shall be repaid within
one year from the date of any such advance.
CAPITALIZATION OF THE BANK

SEc. 9. {a) Upon the enactment of this Act,
the Board of Directors of the Bank shall open
books for subscription to the capital stock
of the Bank. The capital stock shall be divided into shares of a par value $100 each.
The minimum capital stock shall be issued at
par, and stock issued thereafter shall be issued at such price not less than par as may
be fixed by the Board of Directors.
{b) The original stock subscription of
each credit union eligible to become a shareholder under section 11 {a) shall be in an
amount equal to 1 per centum of the subscriber's total assets at the close of the
month before the month in which it makes
application for membership in the Bank, but
not less than $100. The Bank shall annually
adjust, at the close of the calendar year, in
such manner and upon such terms and conditions as the Board Of Directors may prescribe, the amount of stock held by each
member so that such member shall have invested in the stock of the Bank at least an
amount calculated in the manner provided
in the preceding sentence {but not less than
$100). If the Bank finds that the investment
of any member in stock is greater than that
required under this subsection, it may, unless prohibited by the Board Of Directors, in
its discretion and upon applloation of such
member, retire the stock of such member in
excess of the amount so required. The Bank
may provide for adjustment in the amounts
of stock to be issued or retired in order that
stock may be issued or retired only in entire
shares.
{c) Upon retirement of stock of any member, the Bank shall pay such member for the
stock retired an amount equal to the par
value of such stock, or, at the election of the
Bank, the whole or any part of the payment
which would otherwise be so made shall be
credited upon the indebtedness of the member to the Bank. In either such event, stock
equal in par value to the amount of the payment or credit, or both, as the case may be,
shall be canceled.
{d) Stock subscriptions shall be paid for in
cash, and shall be paid for at the time of application therefor, or, at the election of the
subscriber, in installments, but not less than
one-fourth of the total amount payable shall
be paid at the time of filing the application,
and a further sum of not less than onefourth of such total shall have been paid at
the end of each succeeding four months.
{e) Stock subscribed for shall not be transferred or hypothecated except as provided
herein.
NEWLY ORGANIZED CREDIT UNIONS

SEc. 10. (a) Each credit union which is
chartered after enactment of this Act and
which is accepted for membership in the
Bank within one year from the date it is
chartered shall pay $25 in cash to be credited
to its purchase of stock in the Bank. At the
expiration of one year from the date of its
charter, the newly organized credit union
shall subscribe for stock in the Bank in an
amount equal to 1 per centum of its total
assets on this date, but in no event shall
this amount be less than $100.
(b) The stock subscriptions of the newly
organized credit union required at the end
of its first full year of operation in accordance with subsection (a) of this section shall
be paid for in cash within thirty days of that
date or, at the election of the subscriber, in
quarterly installments beginning thirty days
following its first full year of operations.
(c) For succeeding years, stook subscriptions shall be made in accordance with section 9(b) of this Act.

MEMBERSHIP

SEc. 11. (a) Every credit union insured by
the Administrator of the National Credit
Union Administration and which is not prohibited by the laws under which it is organized to become a shareholder in the Bank
shall apply for membership in the Bank
within three months of the effective date of
this Act. Any other State credit union or
federal credit union not insured by the Administrator of the National Credit Union Administration may apply for membership in
the Bank. The Bank shall act on membership and, upon approval, shall require such
applicants to subscribe to capital stock of
the Bank in an amount equal to 1 per centum
of the subscriber's total assets.
(b) Any shareholders, other than an insured credit union, may withdraw from
membership in the Bank six months after
filing with the Bank written notice of its
intention to do so. The President of the Bank
may, after a hearing to be held at a place
convenient to the principal office of the
shareholder, remove any shareholder from
membership if the shareholder ( 1) has failed
to comply with any provision of this Act,
or regulation of the Board issued pursuant
thereto, or (2) is insolvent. In the event of
voluntary or involuntary termination of
membership in the Bank, the indebtedness
of such shareholder to the Bank shall be
liquidated and the capital stock in the Bank
owned by such shareholder shall be surrendered and canceled. Upon the liquidation
of such indebtedness, such shareholder shall
be entitled to the return of its collateral,
and, upon the surrender and cancellation of
such capital stock, the shareholder shall receive a sum equal to its cash paid for subscriptions plus accrued dividends thereon for
the capital stock surrendered. Such payment
by the Bank shall be made within ninety
days from the date a shareholder ceases to be
a member of the Bank.
OPERATIONS AND POWERS OF THE BANK

SEC. 12. (a) In order to carry out the purposes of this Act, the Bank is authorized to( 1) sue and be sued, and complain and
defend in its corporate name and through
its own counsel;
(2) a-dopt, alter. and use a corporate seal,
which shall be judicially noticed;
(3) adopt, amend, and repeal by the
Board, such bylaws, rules, and regulations
as may be necessary for the conduct of business;
( 4) conduct its business, carry on its operations. have offices, and exercise the powers
granted by this Act in any State;
(5) lease, purchase, or otherwise acquire,
and own, hold, improve, use, or otherwise
deal in and with any property, real, personal,
or Inixed or any interest therein, wherever
situated;
(6) accept gifts or donations of services, or
of property, real, personal, or Inixed, tangible or intangible, in and for the purposes
of the Bank;
f7) make arrangements with public or
private organizations at the local, regional,
State, or national level including credit
union organizations and other financing inftitutions, to act a.s agents for or otherwise
assist the Bank in the conduct of its business;
(8) conduct such examinations of shareholders as the Bank shall deem necessary in
connection with carrying out the purposes of
this Act;
(9) enter into contracts, and do aU things
which are necessary or incidental to the
proper management of its a1l'airs and the
proper oonduct of the business, including
such incidental powers as are generally
granted to corporatioP..s.
(b) There is authorized to be appropriated
and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to advance such sums as Ina.Y be necessary for the purposes of the Bank, but in no

event more than $500,000,000 for any fiscal
year. This advance shall be at a rate of interest to be determind by the Secretary of
the Treasury and shall be repaid within one
year from the date of any such advance.
(c) To obtain indirect participation by
private and other public financial sources,
the Bank is authorized to issue bonds, debentures, and such other certificates of indebtedness and having such maturities and
bearing such interest as the Board may determine. In no event, however, shall the
aggregate of such debentures and siinilar obligations outstanding at any one time exceed
twenty times the surplus and paid-in capital
of the Bank. The obligations of the Bank
issued under this subsection shall be fully
and unconditionally guaranteed both as to
interest and principal by the United States,
and such guarantee shall be expressed on the
face thereof.
LOANS

SEc. 13. (a) Any shareholder of the Bank
shall be entitled to apply in writing for
loans. Such application shall be in a form
prescribed by the Bank. The Bank may deny
any application or may grant it, upon such
conditions and terms as may be prescribed
by the Bank.
(b) The Bank is authorized to make loans
to its shareholders upon such security as it
may prescribe. Such security Inay include,
but not be liinited to, obligations of the
United States, obligations fully guaranteed
by the United States, obligations issued in
trust by any agency of the United States on
behalf of any agency of the United States,
or notes made by the shareholder in the
form of loans to its members.
(c) Loans shall be made upon the note or
obligation of the shareholder, secured as
provided in this section, bearing such rate of
interest as the Bank shall deterinine, and
the Bank shall have a lien on and shall hold
the stock of such shareholder as further collateral security for all indebtedness of the
shareholder to the Bank.
MONETARY OPERATIONS OF BANK

SEc. 14. The Bank shall be authorized to:
(1) purchase notes and other receivables
from shareholders on such terms as may be
determined by the Bank;
(2) make loans to shareholders on such
terms and with such security and rate of
interest as may be determined by the Bank;
(3) accept deposits from credit unions on
a demand or time basis, or both, and to pay
interest thereon at such rates and at such
times as may be determined by the Bank;
( 4) make deposits in the form of time accounts or demand accounts or both in shareholder credit unions, in such banks, trust
companies, mutual savings banks, and savings and loan associations as are insured
with respect to such accounts by the United
States or any agency or instrumentality
thereof;
(5) purchase notes and other receivables
from shareholder credit unions on such
terms and with such rate of interest as may
be determined by the Bank;
(6) develop and enter into agreements
with or among credit unions and other
financial institutions for the purpose of aiding in the establishment of an efficient interlending system among credit unions and for
the purpose of aiding credit unions in establishing concentrated lines of credit with
other financial institutions, and to act as a
depositor or transmitter of funds for the
purpose of carrying out this power;
(7) invest in the shares of a shareholder
credit union:
(8) pay dividends on the stock subscriptions of shareholders provided the Bank is
adequately reserved and to grant patronage
refunds of interest paid on loans from the
Bank by shareholders as authorized by the
Board of Directors;
(9) arrange for a commitment of insurance
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from the Administrator of the National
Credit Union Administration of the Bank's
loans to and its purchase of notes of liquidating shareholder credit unions to the extent
that member accounts of the liquidating
shareholders are insured by the National
Credit Union Share Insurance Fund.
RESERVES

SEc. 15. The Bank shall at all times have in
reserve at least an amount equal to the demand deposits received from its shareholders invested tn obllgations of the United
States, obligations fully guaranteed by the
United States, or obligations or participations issued by an agency of the United
States in trust for another agency or instrumentality of the United States.
EFFICmNCY

SEc. 16. The Bank and the National Credit
Union Administration shall provide for such
combined reports, examinations, billings,
payments, and other such itexns as the Bank
and the Administration may prescribe for
the purpose of ellminating duplication and
to simplify the work of shareholders. In addition, the Bank will maximize utilization of
reports and examinations of State regulatory
agencies and make arrangements with these
State agencies to avoid unnecessary expense
and work for State credit unions approved
for membership in the Bank.
AUDIT OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

SEc. 17. The financial transactions of the
Bank shall be audited by the General Accounting Office, which, for this purpose shall
have access to all its books, records, and accounts.
ANNUAL REPORT

SEc. 18. Not later than one hundred and
twenty days after the close of each fiscal
year the Bank shall prepare and submit to
the President and to the Congress a full report of its activities during such year.
TAX EXEMPTION

SEc. 19. The Bank, its property, its franchise, capital, reserves, surplus, security
holdings, and other funds, and its income
shall be exempt from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States or
by any State or local taxing authority, except that (1) any real property and tangible
personal property of the Bank shall be subject to Federal, State, and local taxation to
the same extent according to its value as
other such property is taxed, and (2) any
and all cbllgations issued by the Bank shall
be subjected both as to principal and interest to Federal, State, and local taxation
to the same extent as the obligations of private corporations are taxed.
AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
ACT

SEc. 20. (a) Section 107 of the Federal
Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1757) is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"(16) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, a Federal credit union shall have
the power to subscribe for stock in the National Credit Union Bank, if otherwise eligible to do so under the terms of this Act, and
to exercise such other functions as may be
necessary to fully participate as a member of
the Bank."
(b) Section 17 of the Federal Credit Union
Act (12 U.S.C. 1762) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the 'following: "Stock subscriptions required for participation in the
National Credit Union Bank shall constitute
a part of the regular reserve otherwise required to be set aside by Federal credit
unions in accordance with this section."
(c) Paragraph (6) of section 8 of the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1757) is
amended to read as follows:
"(6) to make loans to its own directors and
to members CY! its own supervisory or credit
committee provided that any such loan or

aggregate of loans to one director or committee member which exceeds $2500 plus
pledged shares, must be approved by the
board of directors and to permit directors and
members of its own supervisory or credit
committee to act as guarantor or endorser of
loans to other members, except when such a
loan standing alone or when added to any
outstanding loan or loans of the guarantor
exceeds $2500, approval of the board of directors is required;".
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lowing amendment to H.R. 6531 to
amend the Military Selective Service Act
of 1967:
Page 1, between lines 7 and 8 insert the
following:
" ( 2) Section 4 (a) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
" 'Except as may hereafter be authorized
by law, no person who is inducted after December 31, 1971, for training and service under this title may be required to serve on
duty in Indochina. Any change in any regulations or policies relating to m111tary personnel which would have the effect of extending the tour of duty in Indochina of any
person (without the express consent of that
person to such extension) who was inducted
before January 1, 1972, for training and
service is prohibited.
"'The aggregate number of calls for induction which may be made pursuant to
section 5 of this title during calendar year
1971 may not exceed the aggregate number
of such calls which were made in calendar
year 1970.'"

VOTE TO END THE WAR
(Mr. RYAN asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include
extraneous matter.)
l\1r. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the military
Selective Service Act, H.R. 6531, is before the House this week for consideration. Incorporated in this bill is a provision-section 13-wt...ich authorizes an
:werage active duty personnel strength
for the Army, 1,024,309; the Navy, 616,619; the Marine Corps, 209,846; and the
This amendment is sponsored by the
Air Force, 758,635.
following Members:
CHARLES A. MOSHER, Ohio.
It is very clear that our involvement
F. BRADFORD MORSE, Massachusetts.
in Southeast Asia is int1insically related
ABNER J. Mm:VA, Illinois.
to the manpower levels which are set
DONALD M. FRASER, Minnesota.
for our Armed Forces. Hearings held
before the House Armed Services ComKEN HECHLER, West Virginia.
DON EDWARDS, California.
mittee-House Armed Services Committee Document 92-2, pages 1050 to
PHILLIP BURTON, California.
1073-reveal clearly that manpower
HERMAN BADILLO, New York.
levels are determined, in part, by U.S.
CHARLES VANIK, Ohio.
commitments in Southeast Asia. By proSAM GIBBONS, Florida.
hibiting the assignment to Southeast
WILLIAM "BILL" CLAY, Missouri.
Asia of any of these forces, Congress
WILLIAM R. ANDERSON, Tennessee.
can end the war.
FRANK THOMPSON, JR., New Jersey.
WILLIAM D. FORD, Michigan.
I and my distinguished colleague from
JAMES H. ScHEUER, New York.
Maryland <Mr. MITCHELL), have drafted
an amendment to section 13 of the MiliPATSY MINK, Hawaii.
THOMAS M. REES, California.
tary Selective Service Act which accomplishes that end-ending the war. It
AL ULLMAN, Oregon.
provides that none of the "personal
JOHN CONYERS, JR., Michigan.
strength" authorized by H.R. 6531, or
MARGARET M. HECKLER, Massachusetts.
increased pursuant to the Presidential
EDITH GREEN, Oregon.
discretion provided by section 13, shall
GILBERT GUDE, Maryland.
be used for assignment to South VietJEROME P. WALDIE, California.
nam, Laos, Cambodia, and North VietLESTER L. WoLFF, New York.
nam, after December 31, 1971.
JoNATHAN B. BINGHAM, New York.
Vve must end the war in Southeast
HENRY HELSTOSKI, New Jersey.
Asia. It is c.ear that a great majority of
BENJAMIN s. RosENTHAL, New York.
the American public want withdrawal
WILLIAM F. RYAN, New York.
of U.S. forces from Southeast Asia by
EDWARD P. BOLAND, Massachusetts.
no later than December 31 of this year.
MICHAEL HARRINGTON, Massachusetts
Our amendment produces that result.
SEYMOUR HALPERN, New York.
Our amendment ends the war. I urge, in
the strongest possible terms, its passage. The text of the amendment fol- THE ABSOLUTE LAST WORD ON THE
lows:
WASHINGTON POST AND THE
On page 20, line, immediately before the
SELLING OF THE PENTAGON
period, insert the following: ", but no part
(Mr. WAGGONNER asked and was
of any such active duty personnel strengths,
whether or not increased by the President given permission to extend his remarks
of the United States, may be assigned for at this point in the RECORD and to inuse in South Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and clude extraneous matter.)
North Vietnam, and the waters 1mmed1a.tely
Mr. WAGGONNER. One of the old
adjacent theret o, after December 31, 1971."
adages in politics which I have, from
time to time, seen fit to ignore is the one
AMENDMENT TO END SENDING
DRAFTEES TO INDOCHINA

<Mr. FRASER asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Speaker, pursuant
to section 119 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, notice is hereby
given that I intend to introduce the fol-

that states, "never argue with a newspaper because they own the presses."
From time to time, when they have
deserved it, I have taken on the Washington Post, for example, and pointed
out some of their more obvious foolishnesses. The time has come now to take
their side and pat them on the head for
doing something right and I am happy
to do so.
I refer to the now thoroughly discussed
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and thoroughly discredited CBS television program, "The Selling of the Pentagon," in which one of the victims of
CBS' editing, maneuvering, and telling
half-truths was the distinguished dean
of the Louisiana delegation and chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, the Honorable F. EDWARD HEBERT.
When you find the Washington Post
in the same bed with Representative
HEBERT and myself, the millenium cannot be far behind.
For the RECORD then, here is the
printed word from the Post as it appeared in this morning's edition:

terview has been dropped. If we asked you
to do this, you would properly respond that
readers know, without a blizzard of asterisks, that material in your paper is edited,
that these are not the complete remarks.
Our viewers know it, too. And so do those
whom we cover.
But most astonishing of all, you propose
that we should give the subject of the interview an opportunity to see and approve his
revised remarks. Is that now the policy at

The Washington Post? Of course not. You
know and I know that this strikes at the
very core of independent and free journalism. To grant a subject such a right of review is to remove the basic journalistic
function of editing from the hands of the
CBS REPLIES TO EDITORIAL ON PENTAGON journalist and place it-in the case of the
documentary in question-in the hands of
DoCUMENTARY
the Pentagon. I almost wrote-"tell you
This letter is in response t<> your editorial what, we'll do it if you'll do it." Then I had
of March 26, in which you start by calling a second thought: No, we won't do it even
the CBS News documentary, "The Selling of if you should do it.
the Pentagon," a "higl:ly valuable and inWe are all after the same thing: to be fair,
formative exposition of a subject about to inform the public fairly and honestly. We
which the American people should know do not suggest that we--or any journalistic
more," and then proceed to examine in some organization-are free from errors, but nothdetail the specific editing of that film and ing in the First Amendment suggests that
general practices of television news editing we must be perfect, or that we are not hutechnique.
man. And nothing suggests that if our reThe editorial was obviously written by one sponsib111ty is larger, our job tougher of our
who has long labored on the editorial page coverage broader there should be some new
-and not on the news pages.
set of rules for our kind of journalism, as if
You conclude that in some measure (not to say the First Amendment is fine so long
specified) public confidence and credibility as it doesn't count for much. You don't seem
are undermined by our editing techniques to mind if our end of the dinghy sinks, so
"innocent or not."
long as your stays afloat.
The question of how a news or documenFairness is at the root of all this, and fairtary broadcast is edited is at least as impor- ness can be and always will be debated.
tant as you obviously consider it. It is preBut I submit that we are as careful about
cisely as important as, and possibly no more editing, as concerned with what is fair and
complicated than, questions pertaining to proper and in balance, as rigorous in our
editing in the print medium (newspapers internal screening and editorial control procand news magazines)-the process by which esses as any journalistic organization.
any journalist rejects or accepts, selects and
The job of ensuring that fairness, that balomits, and almost always compresses mate- ance and that sense of responsib111ty is diffirial available to him. You do not question cult. It is the subject of our constant review
the right, indeed the professional obligation and concern. It is not a question that can be
of your reporters to do this, nor of your edi- solved by a single statement of policy or
tors to continue the process once the re- staff memorandum. It must be, and it is, the
porter has done his job, nor indeed, of your dally concern of our working reporters, edisenior editors to impose their professional tors and management.
judgment upon this same piece of work
We believe. as I have said publicly before,
when or if it comes to them.
that "The Selling of the Pentagon" was edBut you question not only our right to do ited fairly and honestly. Long after the usethe same thing, but also the methods by ful and valuable debate on this broadcast
which we edit, and even our motives ("inno- has subsided and perhaps been forgotten we
cent or not"). You do not, in other words, shall be editing other news broadcasts and
grant us the right to do precisely what you other documentaries as fairly and as hondo----and must do if you are journalis1:6 as estly as we know how, and in accordance
distinguished from transmission belts.
with established journalistic practice-just
Why?
as you shall be so editing.
The key to why you feel this way is
RICHARDS. SALANT,
spelled out in your editorial: "People who
President, CBS News.
work in the nonelectronic news business
NEW YORK.
know how readily they themselves may disSee today's editorial, "Mr. Salant's Letter."
tort an event or a remark ... these dangers
are of course multiplied in the production of
:MR. SALANT'S LETTER
a televised documentary."
You are saying that good reporting-fair
In our letters space today we print a rereporting-is a difficult business, with many sponse by Richard Salant of CBS News to
pitfalls along the way, that television report- our recent editorial concerning the dispute
ing is a more difficult business with more between CBS News, the Pentagon, Vice Presipitfalls. Fair enough.
dent Agnew, Congressman Hebert, and nowThen you go on to suggest, indeed recom- as it seems-the Washington Post. In time
mend, that our rules should be different than the U.N. may have to be called in, but for
your rules, that sound journalistic eth- now we would like, in a unilateral action, to
ics and the First Amendment are somehow respond to Mr. Salant's complaint. We think
divisible between rights granted to journal- it is off the point. And we think this is so
ists whose work comes out in ink and some- because Mr. Salant invests the term "editwhat lesser rights for journalists whose work ing" with functions and freedoms well becomes out electronically. You say we yond anything we regard as common or acshould go out of our way to "preserve intact ceptable practice. Mr. Salant taxes us with
and in sequence" the response of those we unfairly recommending two sets of standards
interview. We both "go out of our way" to in these matters, one for the printed press
be fair and accurate, but we both have limi- and another for the electronic. But he reads
tations of space, and we both seek clarity. us wrong. We were and are objecting to the
Except in verbatim transcripts, neither me- fact that specifically, in ?"elation to questiondium preserves intact or in sequence every- and-answer sequences, two sets of standards
thing it presents. You say at the very least already exist-and that what he and others
we should indicate that something in the in- in television appear to regard as simple
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"editing" seems to us to take an excess of
unacknowledged liberties with the direct
quotations of the principals involved.
Before we go into these, a word might be of
use about the editorial practices (and malpractices) common to us both. When a public official or anyone else issues a statement
or responds to a series of questions in an
interview, the printed media of course exercise an editorial judgment in deciding which
part and how much of that material to quote
or paraphrase or ignore. The analogy with
TV's time limitations, for us, is the limit on
space: deciding which of the half million
words of news coming into this paper each
day shall be among the 80,000 we have room
to print. Thus, "Vice President Agnew said
last night . . . Mr. Agnew also said . . . "
and so on; it is a formulation basic to both
the daily paper and the televised newscast.
That bad and misleading judgments can
be made by this newspaper in both our presentation and selection of such news goes
without saying--or at least it did until we
started doing some public soul-searching
about it in this newspaper a good while back.
There is, fer example, a distorting effect in
failing to report that certain statements were
not unsolicited assertions but responses to a
reporter's question. But that we do not confuse the effort to remedy these defects with
a waiving of our First Amendment rights or
a yielding up of editorial prerogatives should
also be obvious to readers of this newspaper-perhaps tediously so by now. What we
have in mind, however, when we talk of the
license taken by the electronic media in the
name of "editing" is something quite different, something this newspaper does not
approve and would not leap to defend if it
were caught doing. It is the practice of printing highly rearranged material in a Q-and-A
sequence as if it were verbatim text, without indicating to the reader that changes
had been made and/or without giving the
subject an opportunity to approve revisions
in the original exchange.
It is, for instance, presenting as a direct
six-sentence quotation from a colonel, a
"statement" composed of a first sentence
from page 55 of his prepared text, followed
by a second sentence from page 36, followed
by a third and fourth from page 48, and a
fifth from page 73, and a sixth from page 88.
That occurred in "The Selllng of the Pentagon," and we do not see why Mr. Salant
should find it difficult to grant that this type
of procedure is 1) not "editing" in any conventional sense and 2) likely to undermine
both the broadcasts's credibility and public
confidence in that credibility.
The point here is that "The Selling of the
Pentagon" presented this statement as if it
were one that had actually been madeverbatim-by the Colonel: TV can and does
simulate an impression of actuality in the
way it conveys such rearranged material.
Consider, again from the same documentary,
a sequence with Daniel Z. Henkin, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs.
This is how viewers were shown Mr. Henkin
answering a question:
Roger Mudd: "What about your public displays of military equipment at state fairs
and shopping centers? What purpose does
that serve?"
Mr. Henkin: "Well, I think it serves t:3e
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. I believe the American public
has the right to request information about
the armed forces, to have speakers come before them, to ask questions, and to understand the need for our armed forces , why we
ask for the funds that we do ask for, how we
spend these funds, what are we doing about
such problems as drugs-and we do have a.
drug problem in the armed forces; what are
we doing about the racial problem-and we
do have a racial problem. I think the public
has a valid right to ask us these questions."
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This, on the other hand, is how Mr. Hen- Since the publication of "The Jungle,"
kin actually answered the question:
some 60 years ago, the public has been
Mr. Henkin: "Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their aware of the hazards involved in the conarmed forces. It also has the ancillary bene- sumption of impure meat. And, since the
fit, I would hope, of simulating interest in turn of the century, very significant steps
recruiting as we move or try to move to zer o on both the Federal and State levels of
draft calls and increased reliance on volun- government have been taken to develop
teers for our armed forces. I think it is very and enforce high standards to insure
important that the American youth have an that only the highest quality of meat will
opportunity to learn about the armed forces."
The answer Mr. Henkin wa.s shown to be be produced and sold in the United
giving had been transposed from his answer States. Consequently, public confidence
to another question a couple of pages along in the meat available in the market has
in the transcribed interview, and one that increased to the extent that frequently
came out of a sequence dealing not just with little thought is given to the possibility
m111tary displays but also with the avail- that such meat might be impure.
ablllty of military speakers. At that point
Unfortunately, that same confidence is
in the lnterveiw, Roger Mudd asked M1
Henkin whether the sort of thing he was not fully justified when it comes to meat
now talking about-drug problems and racial imported from other countries. In hearproblems-was "the sort of information that ings conducted last year by the Livestock
gets passed at state fairs by sergeants who and Grains Subcommittee of the House
are standing next to rockets." To which Mr. Agriculture Committee, it was revealed
Henkin replied:
that of the percentage of meat samples
Mr. Henkin: "No, I didn't-wouldn't limit inspected at U.S. docksides during the
that to sergeants standing next to any kind
of exhibits. I knew-! thought we were dis- first half of 1970, no less than 15 percent
of the produce was rejected. I believe
cussing speeches and all."
This is how the sequence was shown t o that it is reasonable to conclude, Mr.
have occurred, following on Mr. Henkin's Speaker, that of the amounts which were
transposed reply to the original question:
not inspected, a similar percentage would
Mr. Mudd: "Well, is that the sort of in- also have been rejected. Tl1is figure is
formation about the drug problem you have startling when we remember that only 1
and the racial problem you have and the percent of the meat imported into this
budget problems you have-is that the sort
of information that gets passed out at state country is actually subjected to dockside
fairs by sergeants who are standing next to inspection. Other testimony produced at
these hearings confirmed what the
rockets."
mounting evidence indicates-that inMr~ Henkin: "No, I wouldn't limit that to
sergeants standing next to any kind of ex- spection standards applicable to importhibit. Now, there are those who contend that ed meat fall far short of those needed to
this is propaganda. I do not agree with this." assure compliance with U.S. standards
The part about discussing "speeches and all" of wholesomeness.
had been omitted; the part about propaganda
Mr. Speaker, other facts speak for
comes from a few lines above Mr. Henkin's
themselves.
Within the 40 countries that
actual answer and was in fact a reference
to charges that the Pentagon was using talk are presently permitted to export meat
of the "increasing Soviet threat" a.s propa- and meat products into the United
ganda to intluence the size of the military States, there are over 1.100 certified
budget.
plants. For the purpose of inspecting the
Surely, something different from and less physical suitability of these plants for
cosmic than a challenge to CBS's First their capability of adequately processing
Amendment rights is involved in the ques- meat products to the wholesome standtion of whether or not the subject of such a
rearranged interview should not be given a ards required by U.S. law, the Departchance to see and approve what he will be ment of Agriculture has only 14 vetdemonstrated to have said. And surely this erinarians who serve as foreign review
"editing" practice must be conceded-with officers. Because of the obvious limitareason-to have damaging effect on public tions imposed on this small group, it is
confidence in what is being shown to have estimated that they are able to inspect
happened--shown to have been said. We agree these 1,100 plants on the average of only
with Mr. Salant's premise that we are all in
the same dinghy. That is why we are so once a year. I might add that it is the
prevailing practice to give plants advance
concerned that neither end should sink.

purpose is not that of protectionism for
the American cattleman. But, if foreign
m eat processing operations use unwholesome processing techniques, which can
allow them to compete unfairly against
the American cattle industry in the
American market place, while at the
same time subjecting the American consumer to health risks, then I believe that
the situation should be rectified. Passage
of my bill will provide this needed protection to the consumer, and will also help
to assure more equitable treatment for
domestic producers and processors.
I am pleased that 29 of my colleagues
in the House have agreed to cosponsor
H.R. 6955. They are Mr. ANDREWS, Republican, of North Dakota; Mr. AsPIN,
Democrat, of Wisconsin; Mr. BEvn.L,
Democrat, of Alabama; Mr. BucHANAN,
Republica n, of Alabama; Mr. DANIEL,
Democrat, of Virginia; Mr. DENT, Democrat, of Pennsylvania; Mr. EILBERG, Democrat, of Pennsylvania; Mrs. GRAsso,
Democrat, of Connecticut; Mr. HALPERN,
Republican, of New York; Mr. HATHAWAY, Democrat, of Maine; Mr. HoGAN,
Republican, of Maryland; Mr. LLoYD, Republican, of Utah; Mr. McCLURE, Republican, of Idaho; Mr. McCOLLISTER, Republican, of Nebraska; Mr. McDADE, Republican, of Pennsylvania; Mr. MANN,
Democrat, of South Carolina; Mr. MAzzoLI, Democrat, of Kentucky; Mr. METCALFE, Democrat, of Illinois; Mr. MINisH,
Democrat, of New Jersey; Mr. MINSHALL,
Republican, of Ohio; Mr. MoRSE, Republican, of Massachusetts; Mr. RoE, Democrat, of New Jersey; Mr. RuNNELS,
Democrat, of New Mexico; Mr. ScHERLE,
Republican, of Iowa; Mr. ScOTT, Republlcan, of Virginia; Mr. SHOUP, Republican, of Montana; Mr. SEBELIUS, Republican, of Kansas; Mr. THONE, Republican,
of Nebraska; and Mr. WILLIAMS, Republican, of Pennsylvania.
I hope this wide spread support will
result in an early and favorable consideration of this important legislation by
the House Agriculture Committee and
the House itself.
Mr. Speaker, I include as a part of my
remarks the text of H.R. 6955.

CONGRESSMAN HANSEN OF IDAHO
INTRODUCES LEGISLATION TO
PROVIDE FOR MORE EFFECTIVE
INSPECTION OF IMPORTED MEAT
<Mr. HANSEN of Idaho asked and was
given permission to extend his remarks
at this point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
today I am introducing H.R. 6955 to
amend the Federal Meat Inspection Act
to provide for more effective inspection
standards for imported meat and meat
products to prevent the importation into
this country of contaminated or unwholesome meat.
It is, of course, axiomatic that inspection standards for meat produced in the
United States assure the consumer the
highest standards for wholesomeness.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. Section 20 of the Federal Meat

notice of visits by U.S. inspectors. Obviously, this notice provides an opportunity for the plant to clear up their operation and elimjnate any deficiencies in
advance of the visit by the inspector.
Under these conditions this qualified,
but limited, staff cannot inspect foreign
plants as frequently or as thoroughly as
the evidence suggests that they should
be inspected.
So, Mr. Speaker, as a result of inadequate inspection of the foreign plants by
U.S. inspectors, most of whom are based
in this country, and as a result of inadequate dDckside inspection of the meat
when it arrives in the United States, I
have been informed of several instances
in which impure and unwholesome meat
and meat products have been sold to the
American consumer through retail outlets.
The purpose of my bill is to correct the
glaring deficiencies in the present law. Its

H.R. 6955
A bill to amend the Federal Meat Inspection
Act to provide for more effective inspection
of imported meat and meat products to
prevent the importation of diseased, contaminated, or otherwise unwholesome meat
and meat products

Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 620) is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new subsections:
"(f) The Secretary shall provide for the inspection at least four times a year, on an unannounced basis, of each plant referred to in
subsection (e) ( 2) of this section.
"{g) The Secretary shall provide for the
inspection of at least 2 per centum of each
imported lot of fresh or frozen meats. Core
sampling techniques shall be used where appropriate in the inspection of such meats.
"(h) The Secretary shall prescribe appropriate inspection procedures to detect
contamination from pesticides or other chemicals regardless of whether ingested or absorbed by the animals prior to slaughter or
introduced into the meat or meat products
subsequent thereto.
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"(i) The Commissioner of Customs shall
levy on all products entering the United
States Which are subject to this section, in
addition to any tariffs, a charge or charges
set by the Secretary of Agriculture at levels
which are in his judgment sufficient to defray the probable costs of all examinations
and inspections carried out pursuant to this
section."

PROPOSED REORGANITZATION OF
EXECUTIVE BRANCH
<Mr. HUNT asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, I am eager to
speak on behalf of the proposed reorganization of the executive branch. We
are all too familiar with the evils of the
present system, but we have not taken
time in recent years to examine possible
solutions. This term I hope we will settle
on some form of departmental structure
which will better serve the American
people.
At present the taxpayers are paying
for services not received within an acceptable period of time.
Part of the problem is that the President and his top executive staff lack
sufficient time for creative long-range
planning because they must arbitrate too
many interagency disputes.
As now organized, the several domestic
departments are established along conflicting lines of purpose, function, and
constituency. These departments cannot effectively carry out the President's
policy, if at the same time they are channeling disputes and complaints up to the
President's desk for resolution.
In too many cases Federal agencies
cannot agree about which one has authority to act in certain situations. For
instance, in eliminating swamp, should
the Soil Conservation Service in the Department of Agriculture drain the
swamp, or should the Bureau of Reclamation in the Department of the Interior
fill the swamp? Such questions have a
way of floating up through the bureaucracy to the Presidential level before a
decision is finally reached. Thus a great
deal of time is wasted in Washington
offices while conflicts are resolved which
have littl•e bearing on the general public
interest.
For these reasons I heartily support the
President's recommendations to redistribute the activities of domestic policy
into four purpose-oriented departments
where conflicts and disputes can be amicably determined at the lowest possible
levels. Reorganization will improve Government effectiveness at both regional
and national levels.

orderly way to restructure the activities
and programs now funded.
Any number of ways could be recommended to redistribute the programs operated by the Federal Government into
different departments which would be
an improvement over the present arrangement. However, we are not looking
for piecemeal legislation on departmental
reorganization. By examining the entire
executive branch structure we will develop a uniform organization plan for all
domestic programs, not just tinker with
a few agency problems.
The President's Advisory Council on
Executive Organization after 2 years of
study suggested organizing departments
around the major purposes of government. On the basis of existing programs,
the Council decided the Government was
involved in four broad areas--meeting
human needs, protecting natural resources, planning for economic growth,
and planning for community development.
Because so many of our present programs function in more than one of these
areas it may become an arbitrary matter
to decide which ones should be placed in
which departments. But examining program purposes rather than present functions should clarify appropriate department locations.
The great need is for orderly management and that can only result from uniting related programs within the same
department. Coordinated planning would
make each program more effective by
removing the duplication of effort now
occurring. Responsible officials could
shift program effort according to specific
needs at specific times to keep them
responsive.
This country needs greater coordination, greater performance for the taxpayer's dollar, and reorganizing the Government programs is one obvious way to
promise the voters real value.

REORGANIZATION NECESSARY
<Mr. DEVINE asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, clearly the

ADDRESS BY PATRICK E. GORMAN TO 24TH ANNUAL NATIONAL
ROOSEVELT DAY DINNER, AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION
(Mr. BURTON asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, on March
11, 1971, I was privileged to attend the
Americans for Democratic Action dinner in New York City and to hear an address delivered by Mr. Patrick E. Gorman, one of the great labor leaders of
our country, secretary-treasurer of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher
·workmen of North America, AFL-CIO,
who was being honored that evening.
I should like to share his words with
my colleagues, who I am sure will find
them as timely and thought provoking as
I did.
I should also like to add my commendation for this outstanding speech by

obvious problems of executive branch organization. The President's proposals
deserve close scrutiny as to whether they
do in fact represent the most logical and

attention of my good friends of the
Butchers Union in the San Francisco
area, George Mesure, secretary, Butchers
Local 115; Buzz McCaffrey, secretary,

time has come for us to focus on the Pat Gorman and call his remarks to the
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Butchers Local 508; and Costa Vennarucci, secretary, Sausage Makers Local
203.

The full text of Mr. Patrick Gorman's
remarks follows:
ADDRESS OF PATRICK E. GORMAN TO THE 24TH
ANNUAL NATIONAL ROOSEVELT DAY DINNER,
AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION, DELIVERED IN NEW YORK CITY, MARCH 11, 1971

When I was advised that I had been selected for this particular honor, I felt that
I was really making some progress 1n the
real meaning of democracy ln that this
group lives and dreams of the kind of
democracy our forefathers really intendedliberty-justice and democracy.
And frankly, there is not too much of it
existing throughout the world at present.
We have developed a conglomeration of world
animosities so that what is supposed to be
liberalism in other ideologies is considered
to be intolerance in our own democratic esta.blishments.
There is hardly any group, be it religious,
political, philosophical or otherwise, that
does not have some remedy for the llls that
beset the world. But man with his savage instincts has created an impossible environment in which human understanding can
thrive.
Man-a rather small little member of the
animal kingdom-is responsible for most of
the ills which beset the human race.
The dormant instinct in man is to kill, and
all of the past ages still keeps this strange
creature the greatest killer on earth. His
savage nature has come wit~ him through the
disputed mlllions of years of his existence,
and this savagery still generated by selfishness holds him in its grip.
Throughout all ages he has killed his fellow
man in warfare. In addition to this, thousands of animal species have become extinct
as a result of the killing pleasure of this
little two-legged monster. Even our Government, in an effort to stop the slaughter of
everything that man sees moving and alive
has placed restrictions so that many of the
species of which only a comparative handful
are left will not be doomed to their total
oblivion.
In addition to all this, he is the greatest
scavenger on earth. Along with livestock,
which he eats from top to bottom, he has
made an epicurean delicacy of not only steaks
but lately, rattlesnakes and toasted grasshoppers.
Man, while he is k111ing off everything he
sees, including the forests of our Nation;
the poisoning of our streams, and the pollution of our air, is proving himself to be the
greatest fool of all in that he is now in the
process of killing off himself! He has finally
reached the most despicable of all his wantonness in that he has arranged legally,
through abortion, each year to klll off millions of his unborn children.
He has developed enough atomic bombs
to overkill every human being on earth perhaps more than a thousand times.
Our own Nation, we must not forget, was
the first to use this terrific atomic destructive
power on his own kind. That same power
could operate every factory, steel plant, automobile or anything else that moves mechanically. We should not forget that Admiral
Rickover took a submarine around the world
beneath the ocean's surface twice on approximately a tin can full of atomic power.
In the instance stocking of nuclear weapons to kill, we can be sure that someone
again will suffer the terrific nightmare to
a.ga.in drop the bomb. There Is even some
talk about this now in our own Pentagon.
Maybe the final curtain for man has arrived.
Perhaps 1n unknowingly a.rra.ng1ng for his
own extinction his brutal tyranny ca.n be
accommodated on himself.
I am sorry I cannot feel that the peoples i::J.
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other large portions of the world-Russia
included-cannot be molded in the thought
that the Russians can be our co-partners.
I am sorry that I cannot reconcile myself
to feel that the great awakening giantChina,-should not be in the United Nations.
If the charter of the United Nations intends
to keep the 800 million people of China as
outcasts-unfit for membership in the world
family of nations, then that charter is a
total failure in the field of human understanding.
The Peoples Republic of China not only
ought to be admitted as full-fledged members
of the United Nations, but we, the people of
the United States, should be in the leadership of those promoting her membership in
tha.t world body.
Your speaker, after the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki coined a phrase that
made him persona non grata with some of
the labor leaders of our nation when he said,
"Now it is co-existence or no existence!"
Frankly, we cannot boast too much of a
democracy. As a matter of fact, our own
nation . . . rich as it is . . . is a near mockery of democracy. No one with a conscience
can feel satisfied knowing of the terrible
slum conditions of our nation in which human beings live-the ghettos . . . the thou~nds who go to bed hungry every nightthe ridiculous food stamp program in which
there have been so many abuses . . . the
downright seemingly careless attitude of our
government in the matter of health or our
nation-no hospitals for the poor and not
even enough for those who can even pay to
enter them.
The still existing intolerance of refusing
to admit that we are our brothers' keeper,
coupled with the snail-like progress that
we are making in civil rights, is a contemptible shame on the escutcheon of the richest,
and supposedly the most democratic Nation
on earth!
Perhaps Edmund Burke suggested the medicine for these conditions, if not a cure, when
he said, "All that is necessary for the triumph
of evil is for enough good men to do nothing!"
I am sorry too that I cannot agree with
my friends on the executive council of the
AFL-CIO, and develop even a half hawkish
attitude that this war should continue. For
almost a total decade we have been bogged
down in, our senseless, unauthorized wars.
The reason allegedly given is to secure for
the people of Vietnam the right to self determination. The execution of these announced
designs has already cost the American taxpayers more than 154 billion dollars, and almost 50,000 lives of youthful Americans. This
is shameful-in fact it is a national disgrace.
Oh yes, it's all right to ride along our
beautiful highways and see signs on a-utomobiles which state, "America . . . Love It
or Leave It!" Well, the near fifty-thousand
youngsters who lost their lives-8,000 miles
away, loved America . . . They didn't want
to leave it . . . They were forced to leave it
and the God of luck was not sufficiently on
their side to permit them to come back to
their homeland alive.
Is there a solution? Perhaps Saint Francis
had it when he prayed.
"Lord, make us the instrument of Thy
peace . . . where there is hatred, let us sow
love . . . where there is injury, let us pardon . . . where there is doubt, let us havt>
faith . . . where there is despair, give us
hope . . . where there is darkness, give us
Ug~; . . . where there is sadness, give us
joy .. .
Now finally, we should not forget m our
attempts to accomplish peace on earth and
brotherhood-and the following is my own
thinking-"Yesterday is oblivion . . . today
is almost gone . . . tomorrow is so short, we
must make haste if the human race is to
survive!

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. GETTYS <at the request of Mr.
ALBERT), for today, on account of illness.
To Mr. KocH (at the request of Mr.
ADDABBo), for Tuesday, March 30 through
April 7, 1971, on account of official
business.
SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED
By unanimous consent, permission to
address the House, following the legislative program and any special orders heretofore entered, was granted to:
Mr. RYAN, for 30 minutes, today, torevise and extend his remarks and include
extraneous material.
Mr. MELCHER, for 1 hour on May 3, and
to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.
Mr. SMITH of Iowa (at the request of
Mr. MELCHER), for 1 hour, on May 3, and
to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. LENT) to revise and extend
their remarks and include extraneous
matter:)
Mr. SEBELIUS, for 60 minutes, on
May3.
Mr. MILLER of Ohio, for 5 minutes,
today.
Mr. SANDMAN, for 10 minutes, today.
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. DANIEL of Virginia) to revise and extend their remarks and
include extraneous matter:)
Mr. MAcDONALD of Massachusetts, for
30 minutes, today.
Mr. DIGGS, for 60 minutes, today.
Mr. BRINKLEY, for 15 minutes, today.
Mr. KASTENMEIER, for 10 minutes,
today.
Mr. RooNEY of Pennsylvania, for 20
minutes, today.
Mr. MrKVA, for 60 minutes, on April 1.
Mr. CRANE, for 60 minutes, today.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
By unanimous consent, permission to
revise and extend remarks was granted
to:
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. LENT) and to revise and extend their remarks: )
Mr. HoRTON in two instances.
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN.
Mr. HosMER in three instances.
Mr. BROOMFIELD.
Mr. SCHERLE.
Mr. DERWINSKI in two instances.
Mr. MORSE.
Mr. BLACKBURN.
Mr. BOB WILSON.
Mr. SKUBITZ in two instances.
Mr. BROTZMAN.

Mr.

FoRSYTHE

in two instances.

Mr. BAKER.
Mr. WYMAN in two instances.
Mr. LANDGREBE.
Mr. ANDERSON of lllinois.
Mr. THOMSON of Wisconsin.
Mr. RIEGLE .
Mr. SANDMAN in two instances.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin.
(The following Members <at the re-
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quest of Mr. DANIEL of Virginia) and to
include extraneous matter: )
Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON.
Mr. HARRINGTON in two instances.
Mr. DELLUMS in 10 instances.
Mr. EDWARDS of CalifOTnia.
Mr. BADILLO.
Mr. BEGICH.
Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts.
Mr. JAMES V. STANTON in three instances.
Mr. DRINAN in two instances.
Mr. WOLFF in two instances.
Mr. RoDINO in three instances.
Mr. EviNS of Tennessee in six instances.
Mr. NIX.
Mr. KocH in three instances.
Mr. HuNGATE in six instances.
Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey.
Mr. BINGHAM in two instances.
Mr. ScHEUER in two instances.
Mr. Dow in two instances.
Mr. HAMILTON.
Mr. BURTON in three instances.
Mr. FuQUA.
Mr. MAHON.
Mr. MONTGOMERY in three instances.
Mr. WALDIE in three instances.
Mr. GIBBONs in two instances.
Mr. EILBERG.
Mr. PuRCELL in two instances.
Mr. FLOOD.
Mr. BOGGS.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts.
Mr. BRINKLEY in two instances.
Mr. WAGGONNER.
Mr. KARTH.
Mr. DowNING in two instances.
SENATE BILL REFERRED
A bill of the Senate of the following
title was taken from the Speaker's table
and, under the rule, referred as follows:
S. 789. An act to amend the tobacco marketing quota provisions of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended; to the
Committee on Agriculture.

SENATE ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED
The SPEAKER announced his signature to an enrolled joint "esolution of the
Senate of the following title:
S.J. Res. 55. Joint resolution to provide a
temporary extension of certain provisions of
law relating to interest rates and cost-ofliving stabilization.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Speaker, I move

that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock ~nd 16 minutes p.m.),
the House adjourned until tomorrow,
Wedneaday, March 31, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
ETC.

Under clause 2 of rule XXII, executive
communications were taken from the
Speaker's table and referred to as follows:
486. A letter from the Deputy Director,
Office of Management and Budget, Executive
Office of the President, transmitting a report
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that the appropriation for the Department Texas, and ceding jurisdiction to the State
of the Interior for "Resources management," of Texas over a certain parcel or tract of land
Bureau of Indian Affairs for fiscal year 1971, heretofore acquired by the United States of
has been apportioned on a basis indicating America from the United Mexican States;
a. need for a supplemental estimate of appro- (Rept. No. 92-97). Referred to the Commitpriation, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 665; to the tee of the Whole House on the State of the
Union.
Committee on Appropriations.
487. A letter from the Secretary of Defense,
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation
to authorize certain construction at military
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
installations, and for other purposes; to the
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, public
Committee on Armed Services.
488. A letter from the Assistant Secretary bills and resolutions were introduced and
of Defense (Installations and Logistics), severally referred as follows:
transmitting the 23d annual report on the
By Mr. ABBITT:
National Industrial Reserve, pursuant to secH.R. 6915. A bill to amend the tobacco
tion 12 of Public Law 883, 80th Congress; to marketing quota provisions of the Agriculthe Committee on Armed Services.
tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended;
489. A letter from the Secretary of the to the Committee on Agriculture.
Treasury, transmitting the sixth semiannual
By Mr. BENNETT (for himself, Mr.
report on U.S. purchases and sales of gold
VANIK, Mr. CONABLE, Mr. SCHWENGEL,
and the state of the U.S. gold stock, and on
and Mr. STEELE) :
International Monetary Fund discussions on
H.R. 6916. A bill to amend the act of June
the evaluation of the international monetary 27, 1960 (74 Stat. 220), relating to the pressystem; to the Committee on Banking and ervation of historical and archeological data;
Currency.
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
490. A letter from the Acting Assistant Affairs.
Secretary of Defense (Installations and
By Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts (for
Logistics), transmitting a report of Departhimself, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. ANNUNZIO,
ment of Defense procurement from small and
Mr. BrESTER, Mr. BOLAND, Mr. BROYother business firms for July-December 1970
HILL Of Virginia, Mr. BUCHANAN, Mr.
pursuant to section 10(d) of the Small BusiBYRNE of Pennsylvania, Mr. CASEY
ness Act, as amended; to the Committee on
of Texas, Mr. CLARK, Mr. CLEVELAND,
Banking and Currency.
Mr. COLLINS of Illinois, Mr. DER491. A letter from the Chairman, Financial
WINSKI, Mr. DONOHUE, Mr. DULSKI,
Investment Advisory Panel of the National
Mr. ElLBERG, Mr. FLOWERS, Mr. WILRailroad Passenger Corporation, transmitting
LIAM D. FORD, Mr. FULTON of Penna request that the Congress extend the date
SYLVANIA, Mr. GREEN of Pennsylfor submission of the substantive report on
vania, Mr. HAGAN, Mr. HALPERN, Mr.
the capitalization of the Corporation for an
HANSEN of Idaho, Mr. HICKS of
additional 6 months or until November 1,
Washington, and Mrs. HICKS of
1971; to the Committee on Interstate and
Massachusetts):
Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 6917. A bill to amend the Internal
492. A letter from the Secretary of Com- Revenue Code of 1954 to encourage higher
merce, transmitting a draft of proposed legis- education, and particularly the private fundlation to authorize appropriations to carry ing thereof, by authorizing a deduction from
out the Fire Research and Safety Act of gross income of reasonable amounts con1968; to the Committee on Science and tributed to a qualified higher education fund
Astronautics.
established by the taxpayer for the purpose
493. A letter from the Acting Secretary of of funding the higher education of his dethe Navy, transmitting a draft of proposed pendents; to the Committee on Ways and
legislation to continue for 2 additional years Means.
the duty-free status of certain gifts by memBy Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts (for
bers of the Armed Forces serving in combat
hlrn.self, Mr. KLUCZYNSKI, Mr. LoNG
zones; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
of Louisiana, Mr. McCLOSKEY, Mr.
McCOLLISTER, 1\IIr. MIKVA, Mr. MORSE,
Mr. O'NEILL, Mr. RHODES, Mr. RosENTHAL, Mr. RoY, Mr. RoYBAL, Mr. ST
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBGERMAIN, Mr. STEELE, Mr. THONE,
LIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Mr. WATTS, Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON,
and Mr. WOLFF) :
Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of
H.R. 6918. A bill to amend the Internal
committees were delivered to the Clerk Revenue Code of 1954 to encourage higher
for printing and reference to the proper education, and particularly the private fundcalendar, as follows:
ing thereof, by authorizing a deduction from
Mr. ICHORD: Committee on Internal Se- gross income of reasonable amounts con~
curity. H.R. 820. A bill to amend the Emer- tributed to a qualified higher education fund
gency Detention Act of 1950 (title II of the established by the taxpayer for the purpose
Internal Security Act of 1950) (Rept. No. of funding the higher education of his de92-94). Referred to the Committee of the pendents; to the Committee on Ways r...nd
Means.
Whole House on the State of the Union.
By Mr. CARNEY:
Mr. SEIBERLING: Committee on the JudiH.R. 6919. A bill to amend the Internal
ciary. H.R. 1534. A bill to amend sections 320
Revenue
Code of 1954 to provide an income
and 321 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (Rept. No. 92-95) . Referred to the Com- tax deduction for the performance by an
individual of volunteer services for a Fedmittee of the Whole House on the State of eral,
State, or local governmental agency;
the Union.
to bhe Oommittee on Ways and Means.
Mr. EILBERG: Committee on the Judi~
By Mr. EDWARDS of California:
ciary. H.R. 1535. A bill to amend section 312
H.R. 6920. A bill to amend section 312(1)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act of the Immigration and Nationality Act; to
(Rept. No. 91-96). Referred to the Committee the Committee on the Judiciary.
of the Whole House on the State of the
By W_r. EILBERG:
Union.
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manpower of the airframe and defense industries, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. FORSYTHE:
H.R. 6922. A bill to limit the authority of
States to impose income ta.xes on residents
of other States; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
H.R. 6923. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to restore to individ~
ua.ls who have attained the age of 65 the
right to deduct all expenses for their medical
care, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
H.R. 6924. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to provide for automatic
annual cost-of-living increases in benefits
thereunder, and to increase the amount of
outside income which a beneficiary may have
without losing any of his benefits; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
H.R. 6925. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 and title II of the
Social security Act to provide a full exemption (through credit or refund) from the employees' tax under the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act, and an equivalent reduction in the self-employment tax, in the case
of individuals who have attained age 65; to
the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 6926. A b111 to provide an equitable
system for fixing and adjusting the rates of
pay for prevailing rate employees of the Government, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. FULTON of Tennessee:
H.R. 6927. A bill to amend title 17 of the
United States Code to provide for the creation of a limited copyright in sound recordings for the purpose of protecting against
unauthorized duplication and piracy of
sound recording, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 6928. A bill to amend section 103 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to in~
crease the small issue exemption from the
industrial development bond provision from
$5 million to $10 million; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
By Mr. GIBBONS:
H.R. 6929. A bill to prohibit the use of inter facilities, including the mails, for the
transportation of certain materials to
minors; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 6930. A bill to exclude from the mails
certain material offered for sale to minors,
to protect the public from the offensive in~
trusion into their homes of sexually oriented
mail matter, and to limit court review of
criminal actions involving obscenity, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
H.R. 6931. A bill to amend title 39, United
States Code, to exclude from the mails as a
special category of nonmailable matter certain material offered for sale to minors, to
improve the protection of the right of pri~
vacy by defining obscene mail matter, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. GRAY:
H.R. 6932. A bill to amend section 321 of
title 23, United States Code, relating to the
National Highway Institute; to the Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. KASTENMEIER:
H.R. 6933. A bill to amend the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 to make it clear that, in
its agreement with a State for the control of
radiation hazards from nuclear byproduct
materials or other nuclear materials, the
Atomic Energy Commission shall permit such

H .R. 6921. A bill to authorize the Secretary

State to lmpose standards which are more

eon~

of Traru>portatlon to carry out a special program of transportation research and devel-

gress to the addition of land to the State of

opment utilizing the unique experience and

restrictive than its own standards for the
regulation of such materials; to the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy.

Mr. RODINO: Committee on the Judiciary.

H.R. 1729. A bill giving the consent of
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By Mr. LATTA:
H.R. 6934. A bill to amend article 52 of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice to require
the concurrence of all members of a courtmartial to convict any person of violating a
punitive article under such code; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. MINSHALL:
H.R. 6935. A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to provide for more responsible news and public affairs programing; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. PATMAN (for himself, Mr.
BARRETT, Mrs. SULLIVAN, Mr. REUSS,
Mr. ASHLEY, Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr.
STEPHENS, Mr. 8T GERMAIN, Mr.
GONZALEZ, Mr. MINISH, Mr. HANNA,
Mr. GETTYS, Mr. ANNUNZIO, Mr. REES,
Mr. HANLEY, Mr. BRASCO, and Mr.
MITCHELL):
H.R. 6936. A bill to create the National
Credit Union Bank to encourage the flow of
credit to urban and rural areas in order to
provide greater access to consumer credit at
reasonable interest rates, to amend the Federal Credit Union Act, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
By Mr. PEPPER:
H.R. 6937. A bill to authorize the payment
by the United States of all the financial
obligations under existing Federal-State welfare programs under the Social Security Act
and waiving matching payments from the
respective States for the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 1971 and to replace said programs with a national plan of income to enable the aged, blind, or severely disabl~d
persons and families with children to atta1n
a standard of living sufficient to provide for
basic human needs, to provide incentives for
employment and training to improve the
capacity of employment of such persons and
family members, and otherwise to improve
their living conditions, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
H.R. 6938. A bill to establish a system tor
sharing of certain Federal revenues with the
States; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
By Mr. PREYER of North Carolina:
H.R. 6939. A bill to amend the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 to provide a 10 percent increase in annuities; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. RAILSBACK:
H.R. 6940. A bill to make rules respecting
military hostilities in the absence of a declaration of war; to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs.
By Mr. SCHMITZ:
H .R. 6941. A bill to designate as "American
Heritage Day" the legal public holiday celebrated on the third Monday in February; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. JAMES V. STANTON (for himself, Mr. ASHLEY, Mr. BEGICH, Mr.
BIAGGI, Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts,
Mr. CHAPPELL, Mrs. CHISHOLM, Mr.
CLEVELAND, Mr. COLLINS Of lllinOiS,
Mr. CORDOVA Mr. DANIELSON, Mr.
DIGGS, Mr. FISH, Mr. FULTON of
Pennsylvania, Mr. GALLAGHER, Mr.
HALPERN, Mrs. HANSEN of Washington, Mr. HANSEN of Idaho, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HASTINGS, Mr. KING,
Mr. KUYKENDALL, Mr. MATHIS of
Georgia, Mr. MATSUNAGA, and Mr.
MIKVA):
H .R. 6942. A bill to provide maternity benefits for pregnant wives of certain former
servicemen; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
By Mr. JAMES V. STANTON (for himself, Mr. MOSHER, Mr. Moss, Mr.
PEPPER, Mr. RANDALL, Mr. RIEGLE,

Mr. RONCALIO, Mr. RYAN, Mr. BARBANES, Mr. J . WILLIAM STANTON, Mr.
STRATTON, Mr. TERRY, Mr. WHALEN,
Mr. WIGGINS, and Mr. WOLFF):
H.R. 6943. A bill to provide maternity benefits for pregnant wives of certain former
servicemen; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
By Mrs. SULLIVAN:
H.R. 6944. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to allow a deduction
for expenses incurred by a taxpayer in making repairs and improvements to his residence, and to allow the owner of rental housing to amortize at an accelerated rate the
cost of rehabilitating or restoring such housing; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia:
H.R. 6945. A bill to incorporate the Gold
St ar Wives of America; to the Committee on
t he Judiciary.
By Mr. WillTEHURST:
H.R. 6946. A bill to amend title 10, United
States Code, to permit the recomputation of
retired pay of certain members and former
members of the Armed Forces; to the Comm.ittee on Armed Services.
H.R. 6947. A bill to remove the defense of
limitation of liability as one of the defenses
of the Un ited States in the court proceedings arising out of the collision of the U.S.S.
Yancey with the Chesapeake Bay BridgeTunnel; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 6948. A bill to amend title 5, United
States Code, to provide that the aggregate
amount of reduction in retired or retirement
pay incurred by a retired officer of the uniformed services by reason of G overnment
civilia n employment shall be paid to him
as part of hi3 retired or retirement pay after
terminat ion of such employment, to liberalize the monet ary factor in the reduct ion
formula applicable to t hat pay during such
employment, and f or other purposes; to the
commit tee on Post Office and Civil Service.
H.R. 6949. A bill to amend section 401 (c)
of the Intern al Revenue Code of 1954 with
respect to certain service performed by minist ers; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. WIGGINS:
H.R. 6950 A bill to amend the Legislative
Reorganizat ion Act of 1970 to authorize the
Clerk of the House to make voluntary payroll deductions, a uthorized by the Committee
on House Administration of the House of
Representatives, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. YATRON:
H .R. 6951. A bill to amend the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 to provide a 10-percent increase in annuities; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia:
H.R. 6952. A blll to amend title 5, United
States Code, to provide that the civil service
retirement annuity of an employee retil'ing
after the effective date of a cost-of-living annuity increase but eligible for retirement on
that effective date shall not be less than his
annuity if he had retired on that effective
date, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. CELLER:
H.R. 6953. A bill to create the Office of
Administrative Assistant to the Chief Justice
of the United States; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. GRAY (for himself, Mr. BLATNIK, Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia, Mr.
JONES of Alabama, Mr. KLUCZYNSKI,
Mr. WRIGHT, Mr. ROBERTS, Mr. KEE,
Mr. HOWARD, Mr. ANDERSON of California, Mr. CoLLINS of Illinois, Mr.
RANGEL, Mrs. ABZUG, Mr. HARSHA, Mr.
CLEVELAND, Mr. SCHWENGEL, Mr. MIZELL, and Mr. BAKER) :
H.R. 6954. A bill to amend section 8 of the
Public Buildin gs Act of 1959 to require the
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preparation of a proposal for a convention
center-sports arena to be located within the
District of Columbia; to the Committee on
Public Works.
By Mr. HANSEN of Idaho (for himself,
Mr. ANDREWS of North Dakota, :Mr.
ASPIN, Mr. BEVILL, Mr. BUCHANAN,
Mr. DANIEL of Virginia. Mr. DENT,
Mr. EILBERG, Mrs. GRASSO, Mr. HALPERN, JVf...r. HATHAWAY, Mr. HOGAN, Mr.
LLOYD, Mr. McCLURE, Mr. McCOLLISTER, Mr. McDADE, Mr. MANN, Mr. MAzZOLI, Mr. METCALFE, Mr. MINISH, Mr.
MINSHALL, Mr. MORSE, Mr. RoE, Mr.
RUNNELS, Mr. 8CHERLE, and Mr.
SCOTT):
H.R. 6955. A bill to amend the Federal
Meat Inspection Act to provide for more
effective inspection of imported meat and
meat products to prevent the importation
of diseased, contaminat ed, or otherwise unwholesome meat and meat products; t o the
Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. HANSEN of Idaho (for himself,
Mr. SHoUP, Mr. SEBELros, Mr.
THORNE, and Mr. WILLIAMS):
H.R. 6956. A bill to amend the Federal
Meat Inspection Act to provide for more
effective inspection of imported meat and
meat products to prevent the importation of
diseased, contaminated, or otherwise unwholesome meat and meat products; to the
Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. HANSEN of Idaho (for himself
and Mr. McCLURE) :
H.R. 6957. A bill to establish the Sawtooth
National Recreation Area in the State of
Idaho, to temporarily withdraw certain national forest land in the State of Idaho from
t he operat ion of the U.S. mining laws, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. HAYS:
H.R. 6958. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to provide a minimum
primary benefit of $100 a month under the
old-age, survivors. and disability insurance
program; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
By Mr. HOLIFIELD (by request):
H.R. 6959. A bill to promote more effective
management of certain related functions of
the executive branch by reorganizing and
consolidating those functions in a new Department of Natural Resources, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Government Operations.
H.R. 6960. A bill to promot-e more effective man agement of certain related functions of the executive branch by reorgan.izing and consolidating those functions in a
new Department of Economic Affairs, and
for other purposes; to t he Committee on
Government Operations.
H .R. 6961. A bill t o promote more effective
management of t he executive branch by
reorganizing
and consolidating certain
related functions of the Government in a
new Department of Human Resources, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Government Operations.
H.R. 6962. A bill to promote more effective
management of certain related functions of
the executive branch by reorganizing and
consolidating those functions in a new Department of Community Development, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Government Operations.
By Mrs. DWYER {for herself, Mr. HoRTON, Mr. ERLENBORN, Mr. WYDLER,
and Mr. BROWN of Ohio) :
H.R. 6963 . A bill to promote more effective
management of certain related functions o:f
the executive branch by reorganizing and
consolidating those functions in a new Department of Natural Resources, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Government Operations.
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H.R. 6964. A bill to promote more effective
management of certain related functions of
the executive branch by reorganizing and
consolidating those functions in a new Department of Community Development, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Government Operations.
H.R. 6965. A bill to promote more effective
management of certain related functions of
the executive branch by recognizing and
consolidating those functions in a new Department of Economic Affairs, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Government
Operations.
H.R. 6966. A bill to promote more effective
management of the executive branch by reorganizing and consolidating certain related
functions of the Government in a new Departmnet of Human Resources, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Government
Operations.
By Mr. HOWARD:
H.R. 6967. A bill to authoriz-e the Secretary
of Transportation to carry out a special program of transportation research and development utilizing the unique experience and
manpower of the airframe and defense industries, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Interstate and F'oreign Commerce.
By Mr. HUNGATE:
H.R. 6968. A bill to amend the Uniform
Commercial Code of the District of Columbia to make a warehouseman's lien for
charges and expenses in relation to household goods stored with him effective against
all persons if the depositor of the goods was
the legal possessor; to the Committee on the
Oistr'ict of Columbia.
By Mr. McCLORY:
H.~. 6969. A bill to amend the definition
of period of war for purposes of chapter II
of title 38 of the United States Code; to the
Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts:
H.R. 6970. A bill to amend the Federal
Power Act to establish procedures designed
to balance energy needs and protection of
the environment in planning and authorizing the construction of bulk electric power
facilities; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts
(by request):
H.R. 6971. A bill to secure bulk power supplies adequate to satisfy the mounting demands of the people of the Unit ed States; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
H.R. 6972. A bill to secure bulk power supplies adequate to satiSfy the mounting demands of the people of the United States,
consistent with environmental protection; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. MARTIN:
H.R. 6973 . A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to restore the investment tax credit f or investments not in excess of $25,000 of investment in each taxable
year; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. MELCHER (for himself, Mr.
A.BoUREZK, Mr. DULSKI, Mr. DUNCAN,
Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. FoLEY, Mr. FRASER, Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT, Mr. HANSEN Of Idaho, Mr.
KEE, Mr. LINK, Mr. McCLuRE, Mr.
MCCORMACK, Mr. RUNNELS, Mr.
SMITH of Iowa, Mr. ULLMAN, Mr.
ZWACH, Mr. ROUSH, and Mrs.
GRASSO):
H.R. 6974. A bill to amend the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 to provide that all
passenger train discont inuances must be in
CXVII--550-Part 7

accordance with the provisions of section 13a
of the Int erstate Commerce Act; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MIKVA:
H.R. 6975. A bill to help prevent poll uti on
which is caused by litter composed of soft
drink, beer, and alcohol containers, and to
eliminat e the threat to the Nation's health,
safety, and welfare which is caused by such
litter, by imposing a tax on such containers
(subject to refund in certain cases) when
they are filled and sold on a no-deposit, noreturn basis; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
By Mr. MORSE (for himself, Mr. BoLAND, Mr. BURKE Of Massachusetts,
Mr. CONTE, Mr. DONOHUE, Mr. DRINAN, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mrs. HECKLER of Massachusetts, Mrs. HicKs of
Ma.Esachusetts, Mr. KEITH, Mr. MAcDONALD of Massachusetts, and Mr.
O'NEILL);
H.R. 6976. A bill to amend the State Technical Services Act of 1965 to make municipal
governments eligible for technical services
under the act, to extend the act through fiscal year 1974, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. PETI'IS:
H.R. 6977. A bill to amend the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968 to provide protection thereunder against losses resulting
from earthquakes and earthslides; to the
Committ ee on Banking and Currency.
H.R. 6978. A bill to prohibit assaults on
State law enforcement officers, firemen, and
judicial officers; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
H.R. 6979. A bill to amend title 38 of the
United States Code so as to provide that
public or private retirement, annuity, or endowment payments (including monthly
social security insurance benefits) shall not
be included in computing annual income for
the purpose of determining eligibility for a
pension under chapter 15 of that title; to the
Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. QUILLEN:
H.R. 6980. A bill to amend title 37, United
States Code, to provide an incentive plan
for participation in the Ready Reserve; to
the Committee on Armed Services.
H.R. 6981. A bill to amend chapter 67 of
title 10, United States Code, to provide an
annuity for the dependents of persons who
perform the service required under chapter
67 of title 10, United States Oode, and die
before being granted retired pay; to the Committee on Armed Services.
H.R. 6982. A bill to amend title 10 of the
United States Code so as to permit members
of the Reserve and the National Guard to
receive retired pay at age 55 for non-Regular
service under chapter 67 of that title; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
H.R. 6983. A bill to amend title 5, United
States Code, to correct certain inequities in
the crediting of National Guard technician
service in connection with civil service retirement, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Post Otfice and Civil Service.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs.
ABzuG, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO,
Mr. BEGICH, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. BRASCO, Mr. BURTON, Mr.
CLEVELAND, Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow, Mr. EDWARDS of
California, Mrs. GRASSO, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia, and Mr. HELSTOSKI):
H.R. 6984. A blll making an appropriation
to carry out the provisions of the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 (title IV of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970.
Public Law 91-604) for the year ending
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June 30, 1971; to the Committee on Appropriations.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs. HICKS
of Massachusetts, Mr. KASTENMEIER, Mr. KOCH, Mr. LEGGETT,
Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. MIK.VA, Mr.
MITcHELL, Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. PEPPER, Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr.
REES, Mr. ROE, Mr. ROSENTHAL,
Mr. RoYBAL, Mr. ScHEUER, Mr.
SEIBERLING, Mr. VEYSEY, and Mr.
WoLFF ) :
H.R. 6985. A bill making an appropriation
to carry out the provisions of the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 (title IV
of t~1e Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970,
Public Law 91-604) for the year ending June
30, 1971; to the Committee on Appropriations.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs.
ABzuG, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO,
Mr. BEGICH, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. BRASCO, Mr. BURTON, Mr.
CLEVELAND, Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow, Mr. EDWARDS <>f
California, Mrs. GRAsso, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr. HEcHLER of West Virginia, and Mr. HELSTOSK.I) :
H.R. 6986.-A bill to amend the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs. HICKS
of Massachusetts, Mr. KAsTENMEIER,
Mr. KOCH, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr. MlKVA, Mr. MITCHELL,
Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. PEPPER, Mr.
PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. REES,
Mr. ROE, Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr.
ROYBAL, Mr. SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBER•
LING, Mr. VEYSEY, and Mr. WOLFF) ;
H.R. 6987. A bill to amend the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970; to the
Committee on Interst ate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs . .'\BZUG,
Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO, Mr.
BEGICH, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BINGHAM,
Mr. BRASCO, Mr. BURTON, Mr. CLEVELAJ."'iD, Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr.
Dow, Mr. EDWARDs of California, Mrs.
GRASSO, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia,
and Mr. HELSTOSKI);
H.R. 6988. A bill to require the disclosure
of the operational noise level of machinery
distributed in interstate commerce; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs. HicKS
of Massachusetts, Mr. KASTENMEIER,
Mr. KocH, Mr. LEGGETT, :Mr. MIKVA,
Mr. MITCHELl., Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr.
PEPPER, Mr. PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr.
REES, Mr. RoE, Mr. RosENTHAL, Mr.
RoYBAL, Mr. SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBERLING,
and Mr. VEYSEY) ;
H.R. 6989. A btll to require the disclosure
of the operational noise level of machinery
distributed in interstate commerce; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mrs. ABzuG,
Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BADILLO, Mr.
BEGICH, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BL~GHAM, Mr.
BRASCO, Mr. BURTON, Mr. CLEVELAND,
Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. Dow,
Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mrs.
GRASSO, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON, and Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia):
H.R. 6990. A bill to amend the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 to require the
adoption of standards which will provide effective protection to workers against the deleterious effects of excessive noiSe; to the Committee on Education and Labor.
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By Mr. RYAN (for himself, Mr. HELSTOSKI, Mrs. HICKS Of Massachusetts,
Mr. KASTENMEIER, Mr. KoCH, Mr.
LEGGETT, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. MITCHELL,
Mr. MOORHEAD, Mr. PEPPER, Mr.
PODELL, Mr. RANGEL, Mr. REES, Mr.
ROE, Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr. ROYBAL,
Mr. SCHEUER, Mr. SEIBERLING, and
Mr. WoLFF):
H.R. 6991. A bill to amend the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 to require
the adoption of standards which will proVide effective protection to workers against
the deleterious effects of excessive noise; to
the Committee on Education and Labor.
By Mr. SANDMAN (for himself, Mr.
GERALD R. FORD, Mr. KEMP, Mr.
MATHIAS of California, and Mr.
MIZELL):
H.R. 6992. A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 so as to provide for the
reaulation of the broadcasting of certain
m~jor sporting events in the public interest;
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. SAYLOR (for himself, Mr.
ASPINALL, Mr. HOSMER, Mr. SKUBITZ,
Mr. KYL, Mr. McCLURE, Mr. DoN H.
CLAUSEN, Mr. RUPPE, Mr. CAMP, Mr.
LUJAN, Mr. LLOYD, Mr. DELLENBACK,
Mr. SEBELIUS, Mr. McKEVITT, Mr.
TERRY, and Mr. C6RDOVA) :
H.R. 6993. A bill to establish within the
Department of the Interior the position o~ an
additional Assistant Secretary of the Intenor;
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
By Mr. STEELE:
H.R. 6994. A bill to amend the Truth in
Lendinoo Act to prohibit the use of unfounded
or vene"'d threats to aid in collection and to
require that statements under ope~ end
credit plans be mailed in time to perm1t payment prior to the imposition of finance
charges; to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
By Mr. TIERNAN:
H.R. 6995. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a deduction
for amounts expended by State, regional,
city, county, and town policemen for meals
which they are required to eat while on duty;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. VANIK:
H.R. 6996. A bill to amend title 17 of the
United States Code; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois:
H.J. Res. 520. Joint resolution to proVide
for the designation of the calendar week beginning on May 30, 1971, and ending on
June 5, 1971, as "National Peace Corps Week";
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. FRASER:
H.J. Res. 521. Joint resolution to authorize
an ex gratia contribution to certain inhabitants of the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands who suffered damages arising out of
the hostilities of the Second World War, to
provide for the payment of noncombat claims
occurring prior to July 1, 1951, and to establish a Micronesian Claims Commission; to
the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. HARRINGTON:
H.J. Res. 522. Joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States declaring that every person has
an inalienable right to a decent environment; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. KASTENMEIER:
H.J. Res. 523. Joint resolution establishing the Federal Committee on Nuclear Development; to the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy.
By Mr. RAILSBACK:
H.J. Res. 524. Joint resolution declaring it
the sense of Congress that all American serv-

icemen be withdrawn from Indochina at the
earliest practicable date; to the Committee
on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. SKUBITZ:
H.J. Res. 525. Joint resolution amending
title 38 of the United States Code to authorize the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to
provide certain assistance in the establishment of new State medical schools and the
improvement of existing medical schools
affiliated with the Veterans' Administration;
to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. BENNETT:
H. Oon. Res. 244. Concurrent resolution;
Joint Committee on Impoundment of Funds;
to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. RODINO (for himself, Mr. ElLBERG, Mr. EDWARDS Of California, Mr.
ANNUNZIO, Mr. KOCH, Mr. KEATING,
Mr. DRINAN, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. GUDE,
Mr. RYAN, Mr. SARBANES, Mr. WIGGINS, and Mr. CLARK):
H. Con. Res. 245. Concurrent resolution requesting the President of the United States
of America to take immediate and determined steps to encourage and persuade the
Soviet Union to permit persons of the Jewish
faith who express the desire to emigrate to a
country of their choice; to the Committee on
Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. SEIBERLING (for himself, Mr.
LEGGETT, Mr. RYAN, Mrs. GRAsso, Mr.
METCALFE, Mr. REES, Mr. RoNCALIO,
Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BURTON, Mr.
MATSUNAGA, and Mr. SCHEUER):
H. Con. Res. 246. Concurrent resolution expressing the sense of the Congress with respect to U.S. policy in Southeast Asia; to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. BROTZMAN (for himself, Mr.
MORGAN, Mr. WARE, Mr. BRASCO, Mr.
VANDER JAGT, Mr. PICKLE, Mr. BRINKLEY, and Mr. KEATING):
H. Res. 352. Resolution to amend the Rules
of the House of Representatives to create a
standing committee to be known as the Committee on the Environment; to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. COLLIER:
H. Res. 353. Resolution to express the sense
of the House with respect to peace in the
Middle East; to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs.

MEMORIALS

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memorials
were presented and referred as follows:
94. By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the
Legislature of the State of South Dakota,
relative to the agricultural economy of the
Nation; to the Committee on Agriculture.
95. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Delaware, ratifying the proposed
amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending the right to vote to citizens 18 years of age and older; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
96. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Hawaii, ratifying the proposed
amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending the right to vote to citizens 18 years of age and older; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
97. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Oklahoma, relative to the continuation of the Federal highway trust fund;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
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By Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts:
H.R. 6997. A bill for the relief of Patrick
Hugh McDonnell; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. DONOHUE:
H.R. 6998. A bill for the relief of Salman
M. Hilmy; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. GARMATZ:
H.R. 6999. A bill for the relief of Michele S.
Gusto; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HALEY:
H.R. 7000. A bill for the relief of Stephen
Lance Pender, Patricia Jenifer Pender, and
Denese Gene Pender; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. HELSTOSKI:
H.R. 7001. A bill for the relie'f of Loucas
Arvanitis; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7002. A bill for the relief of Paul
Disclafani; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7003. A bill for the relief of Alfto
Lagalia; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7004. A bill for the relief of Giuseppe
Rocco; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. LENT:
H.R. 7005. A bill for the relief of Mauro
Zaino, his wife, Maria Zaino, and their
daughter, Carmela Zaino; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MATSUNAGA:
H.R. 7006. A blll 'for the relief of Rokurota
Nakajima; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. NIX:
H.R. 7007. A bill for the relief of Maria La
Valle Arrigo; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. O'NEILL:
H.R. 7008. A bill for the relief of Carmelo
Genna; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PATMAN:
H.R. 7009. A bill for the relief of Col. John
H. Awtry; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PEPPER:
H.R. 7010. A bill for the relief of Abik Ben
Drore, his wife, Shulamit Ben Drore, and
their minor children, Eytan Ben Drore, Ami
Ben Drore, and Edi Ben Drore; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PIKE:
H.R. 7011 A bill for the relief of Adriano
Botelho Moniz; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PODELL:
H.R. 7012. A bill for the relief of Murray
Swartz; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7013. A bill to provide for the free
entry of certain cotton bags for Hamilton
Specialties, Inc., of Brooklyn, N.Y.; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. ST GERMAIN:
H.R. 7014. A bill for the relief of Antonio
Praticante; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. TIERNAN:
H.R. 7015. A bill for the relief Of Antonio
Gerardi; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. RANDALL:
H.J. Res. 526. Joint resolution authorizing
the President to award the Medal of Honor to
Harry S Truman; to the Committee on Armed
SerVices.

PETITIONS, ETC.

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions
and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk
and referred as follows:
54. The SPEAKER presented a petition of
Henry Stoner, York, Pa., relative to the centennial of the Congressional Record, which
was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
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GLOBAL UNIONISM: FORERUNNER
OF INTERNATIONAL MINIMUM
WAGE?

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29. 1971

OF REMARKS

the opportunity to urge upon Mr. Heath their
unwavering view that the causes of industrial disputes cannot be removed by legislation but only by the voluntary improvement of voluntary agreements.
PROTEST

ST~ES

FOSTERED

Their unions are the most active of all
in promoting protest strikes against the Industrial Relations bill.
It can be taken for granted that Messrs.
Heath and Carr in their turn did not waver
in their determination to build a legal infrastructure to underpin such voluntary
agreements.
Everyone listened with interest to Mr.
Woodcock's account of American legislation and of the developing in the United
States of long-term agreements between his
union and the giant auto corporations.
But the truly significant thing about the
meeting with Mr. Woodcock's assertion to
Mr. Heath that national governments like
Britain's must themselves take greater control over the operation of international companies like Ford.
This echoed the theme of the International
Metalworkers conference here, where Trades
Union Congress general secretary Vic Feather
declared that if governments do not control
the giant multinational companies the companies will soon control the governments.
Britain, he charged, is traveling down that
road very rapidly.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, in 1961
I addressed this House on the subject of
an international minimum wage-its
feasibility and desirability for the future.
Since that time I have noted with
great interest the increasingly international growth of companies. This expansion has, in most cases, brought significant economic benefits to the workers who are recruited to labor in these
large corporations.
The workers themselves are now beginr..ing to organize on a multinational
basis. Perhaps it will not be too long before the protection of an international
minimum wage law is a reality for men
and women the world over.
The Christian Science Monitor dlscusssed this intriguing possibility in a
news story on Saturday, March 27. I
trust my colleagues will find it as thought
CORPORATE THREAT DEPICTED
provoking a comment on our possible
But, he added, government control of
future as I.
global corporations is necessary everywhere
to avoid a world doxninated by "corporate
Mr. Speaker, the article follows:
HEATH HEARS WORKERS' VIEWS: GLOBAL
UNIONISM FLEXES MUSCLES

(By John Allan May)
LoNDON.-Trade unions now are taking
their first steps toward confronting multinational companies with the need to negotiate multinational agreements with multinational unions.
In Britain the first steps took leaders of
the International Metalworkers Federation
to No. 10 Downing Street.
Leonard Woodcock, president of the United
Auto Workers of America, Hugh Scanlon,
leader of Britain's engineering unions, and
Jack Jones of Britain's transport workers all
talked for an hour with Prime Minister Edward Health and his Employment Minister
Robert Carr.
Mr. Jones had organized the meeting. His
aim was mainly to put what he called "the
workingman's view" to Mr. Heath about the
"threats" made by Henry Ford recently to
divert new investment away from Britain.
FORD "BLUFF" SEEN

This view, he declared, is that Mr. Ford's
words were largely bluff; that productivity
in the Ford plants in Britain is as high as on
the Continent in Europe, but the pay lower;
n.nd that in general the way to encourage
investment is not through action on wages
at all but through a government policy to
foster- rapid economic growth.
The discussion on this, Downing Street
sources say, was relaxed and pleasant.
Mr. Heath's view, of course, is taken from
a different angle. Economic growth cannot be
taken out of a briefcase in the Cabinet room
and "given" to the country by any government, he insists. It is more the product of
high productivity. This is a result of high investment, which in turn requires reasonably
uninterrupted production fiows and adequate
profitability.
Messrs. Scanlon and Jones both also took

oligopolies which exploit everybody and
everything that gets in their way-workers,
consumers, national governments, econoxnically developed countries, and less-developed
countries."
Mr. Scanlon filled out the picture. His
union is concerned in the eight-weeks strike
at Ford plants here for "parity" with car
workers in the English Midlands. The claim
is extremely difficult to negotiate-if only for
the reason that the methods of payments in
the various companies concerned are totally
different.
The next stage, however, Mr. Scanlon
warned, will be a parity claim on an international scale at Ford plants in Europe.
CONCERTED STRATEGY URGED

He called, axnid applause, for a concerted
strategy transcending national frontiers to
enable unions to stand up to multinational
giants, making it impossible for them to
switch production from one country to another, and to get sixnilar pay, vacation, pension, and other benefits.
The Left wing's picture of industry as a
sort of prehistoric jungle with terrible corporate tyrannosaurs with tiny brains rampaging around crushing everything they do
not devour, including their employees, may
seem dreadfully old-fashioned and unrealistic.
Differences in union structures and
marked disparities between national rates
of productivity and investment may also
seriously impede unions in their efforts to
in ternationalise themselves.
Nevertheless the feeling here is that in
10 years multinational negotiations on multinational agreements may well be an everyday experience for the giant multinational
corporations.
However difficult it xna.y be, the process of
effectively internationalizing the trade union
movement has begun.

KOREA, TAIWAN DESERVE INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT ON TEXTILE
TRADE Dn..EMMA

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, while we

can take some encouragement from the
Japanese announcement disclosing volrmtary curbs on textile importation into
the United States, there is considerable
concern that such action may be contingent upon similar curbs by Korea and
Taiwan. If such is the case, it would
prove a most unfortunate turn in the
direction of this policy.
In the consideration of a coherent policy on textile trade, it is necessary to
consider individually each of the countries involved. It is unreasonable to expect Korea and Taiwan to conform to
standards that Japan can unilaterally
absorb. Japan is at the same time the
largest exporter, as well a..s the wealthiest, of the three nations.
For example, during 1970 Japan exported to the United States more than
1,152,000,000 equivalent square yards of
textile materials. This was almost five
times as much as Korea exported to the
United States. It also represents more
than 2% times the Taiwanese exports.
Looking at the gross national product
of each of these three nations, one cannot help but be alarmed at the possibility that Korea and the Republic of China
might be forced to curtail their trade
upon the same set of ground rules Japan
is willing to abide by. Japan's GNP in
1969 was almost 4,000 percent larger than
Korea's or Taiwan's.
1969 GNP

Japan ------------------ $160,400,000,000
~area ------------------6, 620,000,000
Taiwan -----------------4, 620,000,000

The economic strength of Korea and
Taiwan vis-a-vis Japan clearly points
to the reality that the former must have
separate treatment in any agreement on
textile trade policy. For both of these
nations, the textile industry makes up
a considerable portion of its hard income. In 1969, for example, textiles represented 29 percent of Taiwan's total exports and 37.9 percent of Korea's.
Since textiles make up a vital part of
these two nations' hard currency exchange, it certainly is to the advantage
of the United States to insure a relatively liberal access to the American market. Without such access, Korea and
Taiwan would be considerably disadvantaged in earning hard exchange,
thereby lessening their ability to repay
loans to the United States, as well as to
development banks, which loans the
United States has helped underwrite.
I am hopeful that the administration
will take a more enlightened position in
regard to the voluntary curbs on textile
exports that Japan is now pursuing. But
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circumstances which allow such incidents to occur. We will be dealing with
this for a long time to come.
But one thing is for certain-under
no circumstances should the death penalty be imposed. This would really be a
mockery of our time.
The American people have forgotten
Private Slovak who was executed in
World War II. That trial was a serious
mistake, but should Lieutenant Calley be
DISAGREEMENT WITH JAPAN'S FORMULA: ROC standard-size Chevrolets to replace steering so sentenced, the burden of guilt will
be upon our system of justice and the
WoN'T CUT TEXTILE EXPORTS TO U.S.
idler arm assemblies.
The Republic of China will not impose
In 1969, GM ordered back 1.1 million cars conscience of the American people.

PREVIOUS AUTO RECALLS
I would caution the administration, the
DETROIT.-The largest s:.ngle automobile
Congress. and Japan not to insist that
was announced Feb. 26, 1969, when
Korea and China be subject to the same recall
General Motors called back almost 5 million
standards. Rather, I would urge that 1965-through-1969-model
cars and trucks beour policy toward these two countries be cause of possible throttle and exhaust pNbbased upon their particular individual lems.
Other large recalls include some 1.8 milcircumstances.
I call the attention of my colleagues lion Chevrolets ordered back in 1966 for into an article that appeared in the March stallation of a "splash shield" to protect the
throttle linkage from road slush which could
21 edition of the Free China Weekly.
cause the accelerator to &tick.
I include the article as follows:
In 1967, Chevrolet recalled 1.1 million

voluntary restrictions on the export of textiles to the United States, according to economic officials and textile manufacturers.
On March 8, the Japanese Textile Federation proposed voluntary restrictions on its
woolen and synthetic textile exports to the
United States on condition that textile manufacturers in the Republic of China, Korea
and Hongkong take similar action.
Textile officials in free China voiced opposition to the proposal. They stressed that
self-limitation on textile exports would seriously damage Taiwan's textile industry.
They pointed out that textiles have been
and will continue to be a principal industry
in this country, unlike the situation in Japan.
Self-restrictions on ltextlles will greatly hamper the development of the industry and
adversely affect the socio-economic structure of this country, they asserted .
Textile exports have been occupying an
important position in this country's overall
export trade, the officials said.
In 1970, they pointed out, Taiwan's textile
exports amounted to US$470 million, representing 30 per cent of the nation's total exports in that year. In 1969, Taiwan exported
US$294 million in textiles, or 29 per cent of
the total exports.
The figure showed a sharp increase in textile exports compared with 1959 when Taiwan
exported only US$12 million of textiles.
The United States, which bought US$150
million worth of textiles from Taiwan in 1970,
is the largest market for Taiwan's textile
products. Textile exports to the United States
are expected to reach US$200 million this

year.

Statistics show that the total industrial
population of Taiwan in 1970 was 836,580,
among whom were 168,118 persons employed
by the textile industry.
Textile officials said the Chinese government and textile makers are deeply concerned
over the outcome of the U.S. government's
decision on the Japanese prop~al.
It is believed that the United States will
start a series of talks with the Republic of
China, Korea and Hongkong as soon as the
question of Japan's textile exports to the
United States is settled.
Government officials and textile manufacturers are gathering information on the textile industry and its relationship with the
nation's economic development as a basis for
future negotiations with the United States.

AUTOMOBILE SAFETY

HON. WILLIAM L. HUNGATE
OF MISSOURI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Speaker, in view
of the questioning in some circles as to
the desirability of the legislation Congress passed regarding automobile safety,
I think the following article published in
connect· on with the most recent recall
of 220,000 Pintos will be of interest:

and trucks to correct possible brake defects.
In November, 1967, Ford announced the
recall of 745,000 Mustang, Falcon, Fairlanes
and Thunderbird cars for inspection and
correction of possible defects involving steering system and other components.
About 293,000 of the 1968-model Volkswagens have been recalled for possible defects.
Since the Auto Safety Act went into effect
Sept. 9, 1966, a total of 15,626,501 vehicles
have been recalled, according to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Of
these, 13,823,593 were domestic and 1,802,908
imported models.

LIEUTENANT CALLEY TRIAL IS
NATIONAL TRAGEDY

HON. DON FUQUA
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Speaker. The stresses
and strains of the war in Vietnam where
our servicemen never know the identity
of the enemy has caused problems far
beyond any ever known by our Nation's
Armed Forces.
Children have been used to hurl explosives. women in peasant dress have
been used to set up explosive bobby traps
that have taken the lives of American
men.
The trial of Lt. William Calley has
profoundly shocked this Nation. Here
was a young man-from Florida--who
was an average high school student and
individual. I know some of the people
who knew him then.
He is no hardened killer nor criminal,
only the product of our time. While I
have not had access to all of the data
which has been presented at his court
marital-! am very much concerned
about what this trial will do to other
men in our military service.
Lieutenant Calley now has access to
the courts and it behooves all of us to
see that his every legal right is protected. This is a much deeper problem
than Lieutenant Calley or any of the
others who have been so accused.
It is a matter which reaches right
at the heart of the American people, for
a young man has been convicted for an
alleged massacre in an area where American men have been killed daily by an
enemy. It is a tragedy of our time and
should not be taken lightly.
The overwhelming maJority of the people who I have talked ;. ~th disagree with
the decision which has been rendered.
I believe that Congress owes it to the
American people to look cilosely at the

SIX EXECUTIONS IN THE
SOVIET UNION

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OF LOUIS IAN A

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. RARICK, Mr. Speaker, earlier this

month. the news media carried a brief
announcement that the Soviets had executed six of their citizens.
Missing from the announcement were
the bold headlines from the front page,
editorials of condemnation and interpretative analysis, or other appeals to
harness world public opinion to intervene. Commutation or moderation efforts
were impossible because the first announcement was after the sentences had
been carried out.
Not even the anticapital punishment
people have protested; neither has the
United Nations, the World Council of
Churches nor the Pope issued a statement. Possibly these international keepers of conscience feel that the people of
the world are not interested in Soviet
executions if they merely involve Ukrainians and Christians.
The Communists have used their experiment well to prove to the enslaved
minorities in Russia that they cannot
bid for freedom as the Russian Jews are
doing-for all that was necessary was to
announce that the executed were "Fascist collaborators!' Even Tass would encounter difficulty in selling their oppressed Jews as Nazi sympathizers.
The execution announcement by Tas~.
is an insult to civilized intelligence. Tass
would have us believe that there was a
trial in Russi1a which lasted 1 ¥2 months
and involved 300 witnesses; yet, there was
never any news concerning the charges,
the trial nor the verdict and sentencing
until after the execution had been carried out. Little wonder that the Soviets
do not want Americans as observers of
justice in Russia.
The Soviet experiment hinged on
whether they could stifle sympathy and
compassion by branding these Ukrainians
as Fascist sympathizers who had collaborated with the Nazis in World War n
30 years ago, but who up to now had
been able to live in Russia unmolested.
Or can the executions be a new socialist euthanasia pogrom to work slave
labor until they are aged and no longer
valuable to the state; then to accuse
them of being Fascist and collaborators;
and to give them peace, Soviet style, by
execution? This is mellowing-as the free
press would lead Americans to believe?
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out increased job opportunities (including
public service jobs), a..nd improved training
programs lead to "forced labor" in dead-end
jobs, lacking incentive or opportunity for
advancement out of poverty.
Mr. Waldie, we cannot stress enough the
League feeling that the work requirement, l!
necessary to passage of a welfare reform bill,
must be tied in with increased opportunity
for jobs. Without such opportunity, the re·
quirement is an empty one, consuming man:y
agency man-hours, tax-payer dollars, as well
as time and inconvenience to job-seekers,
who know at the outset that there really is
no job at the end of the line. Disillusionment and anger are on the upswing as aresult of the continued lack of opportunity for
those whose unemployment rate is alarmingly high even in periods of relatively high
employment.
We would welcome a response from you
with comments on the League position, and
on what you foresee as the greatest obstacles
in Congress for achieving genuine reform.
We look forward to an opportunity to discuss welfare reform with you when you are
in the district.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. FREDERICK R. KOVAR,

I suggest that this is but another move
by the Communist Party bosses to strike
fear into the discontented Ukrainians in
a move to discredit them and disorganize
their efforts for a Ukrainian war of national liberation in the Soviet Union.
My Ukrainian resolution, House Concurrent Resolution 64, urging that the
deprivation of human rights in the
Ukraine be placed on the U.N. agenda,
is more urgent now than ever before if
we are to prevent wholesale Ukrainian
executions, approaching genocide, behind the propaganda veneer of exterminating fascists.
I include several newsclippings and
my bill, as follows:

among those leagues who have been
studying welfare reform. Mrs. Frederick
Kovar, president of the Diablo Valley
League has recently written me the position of the group on this issue. She
points out fundamental weaknesses in
both the present welfare system and the
planned reforms of House Resolution 1.
Her comments are astute and worthy of
the consideration of my colleagues in the
House.
Her comments follow:

[From America, Mar. 18, 1971]
FORMER POLICEMEN SHOT IN UKRAINE
Kmv.-In the city of Vilniansk, Zaporoshe
province, a trial was conducted for one and a
half months with approximately 300 witnesses called to testify against six older persons arrested and accused of "Fascist collaboration." Five of the accused were of Ukrainian descent and one was of German ancestry.
The accused: M. Donets, I. Bak, M. Shyl, W.
Lychobaba and D. Neidorf, were sentenced to
death by shooting. They were treated as
"traitors who during the war wlllingly joined
the services of the punitive organs of Hitler."
AfteT 30 years of living in the Soviet Union,
they were accused of "participating in the
shooting of prisoners, murdering women and
the aged, and assisting the fascists in transporting people to Germany."
The world press carried the UP! news
agency release, including the Washington
"Sunday Star" in its March 7th edition, of
the execution of "6 Ukrainians in Ukraine,"
from information provided by the Tass news
agency in the USSR. However, the free press
falls to inquire why, with 300 witnesses, were
the accused brought to trial almost 30 years
later. It is presumed that the USSR is planning to strike fear into indocile Ukrainians.

DEAR CONGRESMAN WALDIE: The League of
Women Voters of the United States Statement of Position on Welfare Reform, January 29, 1971 represents a consensus of
studies made by more than 900 Leagues and
views which prevail in all sections of the
country.
The League position differs from the welfare reform provisions of H.R. 1, now in the
President.
House Ways and Means Committee, in several ways.
First, we agree that the working poor
should be included. Second, the League feels
that coverage should be extended to all low
THE SHORT END OF THE STICK
income people based on need.
In Contra Costa County there are many,
many people applying for aid who are truly
I.
needy, but ineligible for help. If they are
OF NEW YORK
not over 65 years of age, disabled, or do not
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
have children, they "fall through the cracks"
of categorical aid, and can only be helped
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
by very limited county assistance. As one
Mr. KOCH. Mr. Speaker, last month
worker in the Social Welfare Department
puts it, "It seems we turn away more than the Congress voted down all appropriawe are able to help."
tions for the SST.
Benefit levels need to be sufficient to proThe March 28 Sunday New York Times
vide decent, adequate standards for food, had a story on this historic turnaround
clothing and shelter. The proposed $1600
income floor is considerably below the fed- headlined: ''The Public Cast the Deeral government's own official poverty level, ciding Vote." The people became involved
which barely meets standards of decency in in the issue and learned enough of the
emergency periods, and falls short of them facts to care about its outcome and to
for long periods. Even with food stamp and speak forcefully on it.
medical allowances, the income of non-workThe SST has been stopped, but the
ing families relying solely on the $1600, key issue is still alive. What kind of
would not meet the poverty level.
transportation systems will the GovernWe could not support provisions which
would continue the present inequities in as- ment support? Will it continue to put
sistance levels between states. We support a most of its money in highways and projsystem in which the federal government ects like the SST-or will it at long last
bears a major responsib111ty for pr.:>viding in- get down to the simple but necessary
come assistance to meet basic needs, with task of meeting the great backlog of our
standards adjusted for regional differences. mass transit needs. This question, like
Some state supplementation will be neces- the SST, can be answered by the public
sary until such a federal assistance level is if the commuter and straphanger care
reached.
With regard to work registration re- enough and demand that safe, comfortquirements, the League recognizes the able, and inexpensive mass transit must
value of registration as a necessary means come first, not last, in this Nation's transto obtain training and employment, but op- portation priorities.
poses any registration requirement which
Last year the Congress enacted a 5can be used punitively to keep needy people year $3.1 billion mass transit bill to help
from receiving assistance during training, or t.he cities move ahead in developing comuntil they are employed, or to demean in- prehensive transportation systems. The
dividual dignity.
The League feels strongly that if registra- Congress approved $600 millon for mass
tion for work is a "must" price to be paid transit this year. And as little as this is,
for bill passage, we want legal protections parti..mlarly when compared to the $4.5
and monitoring systems, including sepa- billion spent on highways annually, the
rating administration of assistance pay- President has refused to spend more than
ments and registration requirements.
$400 million-a cutback of $200 million in
Finally, as regards job training and em- the first year of this vitally needed new
ployment requirements, the League prefers program.
that the link between job programs and asOn March 25, I was joined by 70 Consistance should be positive: we approve of
counseling, realistic training for actual jobs, gressmen in writing to the President urgfinancial incentives--such as the right to ing that the $200 million cutback be rekeep a larger portion of earned income with- stored. This cutback in funds is critical
out penalty. Tough job requirements with- to New York City because the MTA ha..<;

[From the Washington Evening Star,
Mar. 7, 1971]
UKRAINIANS DOOMED FOR WW IT CRIMES
Moscow (UP!) .-The Soviet news agency
Tass said yesterday six Ukrainians have been
sentenced to a firing squad for collaborating
with the Nazis in World War IT.
All are former policemen who "participated
in the shooting of prisoners of war, killed
women and old men and helped the Fascists
drive Soviet people to Germany (for slave
labor)," Tass said.
H. CON. RES. 64
Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That it is the sense

of the Congress that the President, acting
through the United States Ambassador to the
United Nations Organization, take such steps
as may be necessary to place the question of
human rights violations in the Soviet-occupied Ukraine on the agenda of the United
Nations Organization.

WEAKNESSES IN OUR PRESENT
WELFARE SYSTEM AND IN THE
PLANNED REFORMS OF H.R. 1

HON. JEROME R. VI ALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, the Diablo
Valley League of Women Voters has been

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS,
OF DIABLO VALLEY,
Walnut Creek, Calif., March 20, 1971.

Hon JEROME R. WALDIE,
Cannon House Office Builcling,
Washington, D.C.

HON. EDWARD

KOCH
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an $800 million request for new subway lines pending in the Department of
Transportation. The lines waiting for
construction and their costs are:
Queens-63d Street line, $154 million.
Queens super-express bypass, $89 million.
Northeast Queens line, $158 million.
Southeast Queens line, $122 million.
Second Avenue subway, $396 million.
Ut ica Avenue line, $131 million.
Nostrand extension, $90 million.
Lower East Side Loop, $10 million.
Jamaica Avenue subway, $15 million.
New York City cannot hope to be
granted its total $800 million this year
even if the $200 million cutback is restored. But, we can expect even less if the
President keeps giving mass transit the
short end of the stick.
Mr. Speaker, I will be conducting a
mass transit survey in my district during
the congressional recess. I would like to
bring to my colleagues' attention the
questions I will be asking people who ride
on New York City's subways. At a later
date I will report on the responses I receive. The questions I am asking and
that are relevant in many cities are:
1. Where do you live?

Queens
) Bronx
(
Staten Island
) Brooklyn
(
Outside the city
(
) Manhattan
2 . Are you using subways and buses more
often since the cab fare increase?
) Yes
) No
3. Before the cab fare increase how often
did you use cabs per week?
( ) Never
( ) Twice
( ) Once
( ) Daily
4 . For what reasons did you use cabs?
) Commuting to and from work
) When working late
) When carrying packages
) In bad weather
) When going out for an evening
) Other
5. In the evening, do you take a cab instead of a subway because you fear for your
safety?
( ) Yes
) No
6. What bothers you most about the subways you ride?
( ) High fares
( ) Dirty cars and stations
( ) Overcrowding
( ) Breakdowns and delays
( ) Noise
( ) Unsafe conditions
( ) Inadequate passenger information
( ) Other

NATIONALISM AND THE U.S.S.R.

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, it is
common knowledge that most of our
people, in officialdom as well as in our
private society, have little or no appreciation of the steadily growing forces of
nationalism in the Soviet Union. Indeed,
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many are not even aware of the numerous nations that are held captive in this
imperial compound. It is thus encouraging and comforting that the younger
generation is grasping the fundamental
truths concerning this imperial complex.
The article by Royal M. Wharton, a
graduate student in Russian area studies
at Georgetown University, on the subject
of "Nationalism and the U.S.S.R." amply
shows this. The article appeared in
America, published in Philadelphia, in
its February 11 issue. As submitted here,
I urge every Member to read it for its
pertinent aspects of current U.S.U.S.S.R. relations.
I include the article as follows:
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end, so Marxist doctrine has delayed the
breakup of the Russian Empire-the Third
Rome-but it does not possess the power to
prevent it."
While Amalrik's view is passive-that tlie
nationalist aspirations will disrupt the Soviet Union following a protracted war with
Red China-Dr. Dobriansky takes a more active stance. To him, the Russian empire can
collapse in a state of cold war, and the cause
of freedom demands that the U.S. through
psycho-politicrul means, nurture these .aspirations and show that it identifies with their
desires for independence. It is because o:t
this active element that Dr. Dobriansky and
the Captive Nations Committee present a
threat to the Soviet Union, much greater
than the passive hopes of Amalrik.
For anyone who sees the growing Soviet
milita.Ty strength a.round the world as a
threat to our very existence, who feels that
the Soviet Union from its inception has been
attempting actively to subvert our society,
and who believes that those forced to live
under the total system called communism
are robbed of their very humanity, would
do best to examine Dr. Dobriansky's ideas
on captive nations, ideas which seem to so
frtgh ten the Moscow rulers.
Mr. Borisov sees those who feel this way
as the "miserable rock bottom of anti-communism in the United States." And he counsels that only through a policy of peaceful
co-existence, and "not the organization of
provocations and anti-Soviet slander &meets the interests of world peace." Mr. Borisov's virulence vividly betrays the fear with
which the Soviet Union views the forces of
nationalism within itself. Perhaps his intense scorn will also act as a catalyst to our
awareness of this strategic weapon.

NATIONALISM AND THE U.S.S.R.
(By Royal M. Wharton)
It was interesting to note in a recent issue
of "Intern81tioilall Affairs" (Nov. 1970, Moscow) an article on "U.S. Anti-Communism"
written by A. Borisov. Mr. Borisov, writing
in the unintentionally humorous style which
characterizes most Soviet political literature,
lashed out against Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky,
Professor of Econoinics at Georgetown University and Chairman of the Captive Nations
Committee. In his words, the "einigrant reactionaries," led by Dr. Dobriansky, "having
lost touch with reality," still cling to the
hope "that capitalism would be restored in
the socialist states."
The article was revealing however, in that
after a full twelve years since the unanimous
passing by Congress of the Captive Nations
Resolution which Dr. Dobriansky has authored, the Soviets st111 feel compelled to
continue their attack on the idea which he
had set forth. One can only wonder if the
Kremlin sees in the captive nations idea a
challenge which Inight ultimately destroy its
total power over the peoples who have been NATIONAL SECURITY, ECONOMICS,
incorporated into the area designated as the
AND THE ALASKAN PIPELINE
USSR.
Dr. Dobriansky convincingly argues in his
book, The Vulnerable Russians, that the Soviet Union is not a nation state, but rather
a primary empire which has forcibly annexed
OF WISCONSIN
to itself fourteen separate nations, each havIN
THE
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ing a distinctive history, culture and lanMonday, March 29, 1971
guage. The profound weakness of this empire, according to Dr. Dobriansky, is "the imMr. ASPIN. Mr. Speaker, today I am
mense latent power of genuine patriotic nationalism, both within and outside the So- placing in the RECORD a statemen .. which
I believe, incisively, objectively, and thor.
viet Union."
According to Mr. Borisov, "the author of oughly analyzes many of the economic
this vindictive scrawl (i.e., The ·v ulnerable aspects of the proposed Trans-Alaskan
Russians) literaJly falls over ihimself, at- pipeline. This statement, prepared by
tempting to prove :th-a.t the Soviet Und.on is Drs. Charles J. Cicchetti and John V.
'vulnerruble in the n91tional respect.' " Quoting
Brezhnev, he writes, "the unity of the Soviet Krutilla of Resources for the Future, is
peoples, who have learned the power of not a political tract but a dispassionate
friendship, brotherhood and all-around co- economic analysis of many of the ecooperation through their own historical ex- nomic bases and assumptions behind the
perience, is unshakable."
argument for the pipeline. The stateThis, the latest of a series of attacks on ment, filed with the Interior Department
the captive nations idea, reflects a continu- on March 5, is one of the most interesting insecurity felt by the Kremlin leaders.
New Force has been gil ven rt;o Dr. Dobrian.sky's ing and revealing I have yet seen on the
views following the recent publishing of An- proposed pipeline. I urge that those of
drei Amalrik's essay, "Will the Soviet Union my colleagues who are interested in the
Survive Until 1984?" Amalrik, like Dr. Do- pipeline issue to carefully read this
briansky, believes that the forces of nation- statement.
alism within the USSR itself will be the ulOne note: The authors of the statetimate cause of the Soviet Union's disintement wish me to make it clear that their
gration.
Amalrik similarly sees the USSR as an im- statement is not a product of Resources
perialistic state with exp.ansionist drives and for the Future, which does not as an orfurther agrees that any consideration of ganization issue reports or statements.
Marxi&t ideolo.gy is lorrelevan.t to an under- Rather, it is a statement of Drs. Cicchetti
standing of the natU!l'e of the Russian empire.
As Amalrik observes, "Just a:S the 'Sidoption of and Krutilla, who happen to work for
Christianity postponed the fall of the Roman Resources for the Future.
Empire but d id not prevent its inevitable
Their statement follows:

HON. LES ASPIN
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PREPARED STATEMENT BY CHARLES J. CICCHETri
AND JOHN V. KRUTILLA ON THE TRANSALASKA PIPELINE ENVmONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR ON MARCH 5, 1971
1. INTRODUCTION

In June of 1968, a major oil field discovery
on the North Slope of Alaska was announced.1 One proposal for transporting this
oil to world markets is to build a pipeline
from Prudhoe Bay to the port city of Valdez on Prince William Sound. The proposed
pipeline would be 789 miles long and in order
to construct the proposed pipeline, a 373
mile parallel road must be built along the
northern-most portion of the proposed
pipeline. Since 641 miles of the proposed
pipeline (81 %) and 365 miles of the construction road ( 98 % ) would transverse lands
owned and managed by the Federal government, present law 2 requires the filing of
an Environmental Impact Statement 102(2)
(C) with the Council on Environmental
Quality to evaluate the expected benefits and
costs (including expected and probable environmental costs) that would result from
the granting of a permit to transverse public
lands.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First,
some of the limitations inherent in the
present guidelines a for preparing environmental impact statements will be discussed.
Second, this will be illustrated by discussing
the environmental Impact statement prepared for the proposed Trans-Alaska pipeline • and considering the economics of the
proposed pipeline In meeting the proposed
objectives.
2. QUALITATIVE
VERSUS
QUANTITATIVE
EVALUATION
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sian of the environmental impact of a proposed Federal action, rather than quantification of environmental benefits and costs is
likely.
If an informed decision is to be made between several alternatives it is useful to
qualify the benefits and costs of each alternative in some common unit, for example,
real dollars appropriately discounted to reflect various time dimensions of the al ternative courses of action or non-action. As a first
approximation, an attempt to measure environmental effects in physical units, such
as: acres of land affected, the amount of
streams polluted, the number of fish and
wildlife endangered, an estimate of the probability of uncertain environmental events,
etc., should be made. In addition, efforts
should be made to develop damage or benefit
functions (or values) measured in common
units to facilitate the decision-making
process.
Often when the decision is reduced to a
choice between development or preservation the quantification of the choices into
some common unit is very difficult. A large
part of the problem results from the lack of
any market information on the value of
an environmental resource. Since natural
resources such as the whooping crane, the
Grand Canyon, The Everglades, etc., are
owned by all in common, rights to enjoy
their very existence now and into the future
or to receive benefits by visiting these resources, are not sold. Accordingly, since a
market does not generally form for these
common property resources prices or market
values can not be measured in the usual
manner.
It can not be emphasized enough that low
prices or the complete lack of them tells us
little about the value a consumer places on
the commodity. For example, a thirsty man
may be willing to pay a great deal for a glass
of water, but the price of this water in many
locations will be very close to zero. Value
is not measured by price in this case and in
most cases when environmental common
property resources are included.
In order to use the logic of economics and
the analytical tool of benefit cost analysis
a strategy has been suggested in other writings by the present author3. 6 The technique
is very straightforward. The net benefits of
development properly discounted over the
useful life of the development are estimated.
Second, those benefits and costs of preservation, which can be quantified are estima.ted
and a net benefit estimate for this quantifiable portion is determined. A comparison of
the present value of the net benefits of development and the present. value of the net
benefits of preservation is then made. If
development is a better alternative when
compared to the quantified portion of the
preservation benefits, the difference is determined. If this difference compared to the
unqualified environmental benefits of pres~:rvation (or to say the same thing, the environmental costs of development) is con.sd.dered small by rSOCiety, preservation is preferred, If the two are about equal the choices
are socially indifferent, in that society gets
equal benefit from either preservation or
development. If development benefits are
still considered large compared to the physical units, e.g .. number of wildlife affected,
then development should be approved. These
techniques will be used in the benefit-cost
calculations undertaken In this paper below.

In the current "Guidelines" several factors are stipulated for inclusion in an environmental impact statement:
(i) The probable impact of the proposed
action on the environment including impact
on ecological systems such as wildlife, fish
and marine life. Both primary and secondary
signlficant consequences . . . .
(il) Any probable adverse environmental
effect which cannot be avoided. . . .
(ill) Alternatives to the proposed action
(section 102 (2) (d) of the Act requires the
responsible agency to "study, develop and
describe appropriate alternatlves to recommend courses of action in any proposal
which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources").
A rigorous exploration and objective evaluation of alternative actions that might avoid
some or all of the adverse environmental
effects is essential. Sufficient analysis of such
alternatives and their costs and impact on
the environment should accompany the proposed action through the agency review
process in order not to foreclose prematurely
options which might have less detrimental
effects.
(iv) The relationship between local shortterm uses of man's environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity . . . each generation is trustee
of the environment for succeeding generations.
(v) Any Irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources . . . .
(vi) Where appropriate, a discussion of
problems and objections raised by other
Federal agencies and state and local entities
in the review process and the disposition of
the issues involved. . . .&
3. THE TRANSALASKA PIPELINE
One problem inherent in the above set o!
For illustrative purposes the above genstipulations is that no guidance is provided eralizations might be crystalized by consideras to how the various factors should be ing the environmental impact statement prequantified. Accordingly, a qualitative discus- pared in conjunction with the proposed
permit to build a pipeline across public lands
Footnotes at end of article.
in the state of Alaska. In this statement some
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environmental costs such as: the acres of
pipeline, acres of construction roads, acres of
storage facilities, acres of gravel pits excavated, acres of pump stations, etc., were
quantified in physical units. At the same
time other environmental effects were discussed in a qualit ative manner. For example,
possible effects of heating permafrost, oil
leaks, air and w181ter pollution, lthe effect of
the pipeline on wildlife, fish and vegetation,
possible disruption of the pipeline through
earthquakes and the possible severe environmental effects of such pipeline breaks were
discussed ·without any indication of their
quantitative significance.
The last item above gives some insight
into the manner in which the environmental
impact statement for the proposed Alaska
pipeline takes environmental effects into account. In the draft report it is pointed out
that the lower % of the proposed pipeline is
expected to be subject to be probable earthquakes of 7.0 or greater on the Richter scale.
It is also pointed out that the storage facilities for the terminal port will be located on
802 acres in the Chugach National Forest
near the former site of the port city of Valdez, where the most severe recorded earthquake in North America (8.5 on the Richter
Scale) occurred in 1964. The report does not
discuss the possible environmental consequences of such probabilistic occurrences,
which :mJ.ght cause pipeline breaks and a concomitant spilling of heated oil on to the
Alaskan landscape.
A generally recognized measurement of
value or net benefits of a particular Federal
project is any saving in real resources as
compared with the most economic alternative that would yield comparable results.
For example, the net benefits of a Federal
hydro-electric power project are measured by
savings (if any) in real costs between the
most economic alternative and the hydro
power project.
In the Trans-Alaska pipeline environmental impact statement alternatives to the
proposed pipeline are considered as required
by section 7(iii) in the "Guidelines." Several observations Cl:'n be made about the discussion of alternatives in the Trans-Alaska
pipeline environmental Impact statement.
First, only alternatives to transporting the
oil from the North Slope are generally considered. These alternatives are presented in
Table 1.
TABLE 1
"Alte1·natives to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Considered by the Department of Interior
in its Environmental Impact Statement"
( 1) A discussion of alternative pipeline

routes
(a) Mackenzie Valley in Canada
(i) through the Arctic National Wildlife
Range
(11) to the south of the range
(iii) to the north of the range
(b) via National Petroleum Reserve No. 4
to the Chuckchi Sea or the Bering Sea
(c) modify proposed pipeline (shifts to
tens to hundreds of miles)
(d) change the terminus from Valdez to
either Whittier, Seward or Anchorage.
(2) Cold-oil versus a heated-oil pipeline.
( 3) Alternative transport modes :
(a) ice-breaking tankers
(b) submarine tankers
(c) railroad
(d) highway, tramway, monorail
(e) airborne vehicles.
(4) Other liquid fuel sources (shale and
coal are raised briefly but rejected because
they will not be available until after 1980 in
sufficient quantity).
(5) Imports from the Middle East (these
are rejected because the Arab world is politically unstable and benefits are derived from
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the pipeline because it reduces the U.S. dependence upon Middle Eastern oil thus providing national security and balance of payments benefits).
Second, these alternatives are not discussed in either financial or real resource
cost terms. Instead inherent difficulties or
delays, for example the time required to
reach an international agreement between
Canada and the United States for either a
Northwest Passage Tanker or a Trans-Canadian Pipeline alternative, are discussed and
then such difficulties are used to eliminate
each alternative. Other alternatives are rejected verbally because it is argued that they
would be either more costly, would have
similar or perhaps greater environmental
costs, or greater technical delays. Since alternatives to the proposed action are not quantified, it is not possible to measure resource
savings which the proposed pipeline would
produce and thus measure the net benefits
of this proposal. This point wm be considered in more detail in the following section of the paper.
The general conclusion in the TransAlaska. pipeline environmental impact statement is that there are no alternative actions
that do not also have similar or greater difficulties associated with them. Accordingly,
the Department of the Interior Environmental Impact Statement implicitly concludes
that the pipeline does not have an economically feasible alternative.
By eliminating further consideration of
alternatives to the proposed action the problem is reduced by the authors of the environmental impact draft statement to a
comparison of the environmental damages
and anticipated positive net benefits of development.
These benefits include: (1) National Security, measured as the percentage reduction
o'f United States dependence on Eastern
Hemisphere sources of crude oil with and
without the proposed pipeline; (2) Balance
of Payment savings, if crude oll is produced
domestically rather than imported; and, (3)
Economic Development of the State of
Alaska, measured by increased taxes, employ_
ment, etc. The most striking difference between this section of the report and the previous sections is that these benefits are expressed in quantitative terms. Furthermore,
on the basis of these quantitative benefit
estimates, the report concludes that notwithstanding recognized environmental damages
of unestimated magnitude, the national
security balance of payment and Alaskan
development benefits are greater and thus

justify the granting of a permit to build a
pipeline across public lands in the state of
Alaska. In the following section, a critique
of the estimates used to measure these three
benefits, followed by a broader consideration
o'f alternatives will be undertaken.
4. AN EVALUATION OF THE TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE BENEFIT ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

A. "Gross national security benefits"

SUPPLEMENTARY SUPPLY BY SOURCE
[Thousands of barrels daily)
1980
1970

Without
N.S.

With
N.S.

Alaska North Slope_ ___ _____________________ ____
North American___ _________
700
1, 600
SouthAmerican___ __ ___ ____
2, 200
3,250
Eastern hemisphere _____ ___ _
530
5,000

2, 000
1, 600
3,250
3,000

The national security benefit as calculated
in the Trans-Alaska Pipeline environmental
TotaL _______ _______ _
impact statement is based on the fact that
3, 430
9, 850
9, 850
the production of 2 m1llion barrels of crude
oll per day transported through the proposed
I Assumed rate of growth is 4 percent per year.
pipe line would reduce United States deSeveral recent estimates of rates of change
pendence on Eastern Hemisphere sources of
supply by this amount in 1980.7 In Table 2, in domestic crude oil demand have been
estimates of 1980 domestic demand (22 mil- made. In August of 1970 the Bureau of Mines •
lion barrels per day) and non-North Slope revised earlier estimate made in July of
(lower 48) domestic supply (11.9 million bar- 1968 and forecasted a rate of change from
rels per day are shown. Since the proposed 1969 to 1980 of 28,419 trillion BTU's to 37,266
pipeline would reduce dependence on Eastern trillion BTU's or an annual rate of growth
Hemispheric sources from approximately 23% of 2 .5%. In recent hearings before :the House
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee 1o
(5,000/ 22,000) in 1980 without the pipeline to
approximately 14% (3,000/22,000) with the several government and industry witnesses
made
forecasts of future domestic crude oil
pipeline, this becomes a measure of national
security benefits which is given very con- dem.and. These estimates and their source
siderable weight by the authors of the en- appear in Table 3.
vironmental impact statement. It is pointed
out in the report that a "key" assumption TABLE 3.- RATES OF GROWTH IN DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL
DEMAND AS ESTIMATED BY WITNESSES IN OIL IMin the calculation is that domestic crude oll
PORT CONTROL HEARINGS, MARCH-APRIL 1970
demand will grow at 4% per year.
Analysis of the validity and significance
of this assumed rate of growth of demand for
Base
Implied
period
1980
annual
crude oil along with the assumption that
consump- consumprate
"lower 48" gross additions to domestic crude
tion
Source
tion (percent)
oil producing capacity should be based on
1967-1969 data, wlll be undertaken below.
TABLE 2 B.- FORECASTS OF FUTURE DEMAND AND SUPPLY
FROM THE TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT
Thousands of
barrels daily

Domestic demand--~--- ___ ______ ____ __
Exports ____ __ __ _______ ______ ___ _____ _
-

Total demand ____ __ _____ ___ ___ _
Less process gain ___ ____ _____________ _
Stock reduction __ __ ____ ______ _______ __

1970

19801

14,860
240

22,000
300

-'---

Hollis M. Dole, Assistant
Secretary of Mineral
Resources, U.S. Department of Interior __ ___ ____ _
H.B. Harkins, national vice
president, American
Association of Oil Drilling
Contractors ___ _____ ______
Brice O'Brien, general
counsel, National Coal
Association _______ ___ ·- --John E. Swearingen, chairman of the board,
Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana) __________ ______

219.3

2.6

217

1280

2.34

28.3

6 38.5

3. 12

20.2

3.05

3

~

114.9

2

- - --

15, 100
22,300
-370
-550
-20 ---- --- - --

1 Million barrels per day (1970).
2 Million barrels eer day.
a Billion gallons (1969).
4 Billion gallons.
5 Quadrillion B.t.u.'s (1970).
a Quadrillion B.t.u.'s.

- - - - - --

Required petroleum supplies ____ _ 14, 710
21,750
====~
U.S. oil production (less North Slope) :
Crude oit_ ___ __ _____ ____ _____ ____
9, 600
9, 900
Natura I gas liquids ______________ __
1, 680
2,000

- - - - -- --

TotaL ________ ___ _____ ___ --- -11, 280
11,900
====~
Required from other sources ___ __
3, 430
9, 850

Footnotes at end of article.
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Earlier forecasts placed most estimates of
1980 Domestic crude oil demand at current
U.S. prices between 16 and 18 milUon barrels
per day with later estimates closer to 18 million barrels per day, as shown in Table 4.u

TABLE 4.-U.S. ENERGY AND PETROLEUM REQUIREMENTS FOR 19801
[Reprinted from: The Economy, Energy and the Environment, Joint Economic Committee, Sept. 1, 1970, p. 271

Source
National Fuels and Energy
Study Group2 _____ ___ ______
Department of Interior _______ _
Pan American Petroleum
Corp.2 _____ _______ ___ __ ____
American Gas Association2 ____
Stanford Research lnstitute2 ___
The Gas Industry Committee __
First National City Bank of
New York2 ___________ _____

Date

Total
energy
quadrill ion
B.t.u.

Million
barrels
per day

1962
1965

82.0
85.9

16.7
17.5

Gas

Oil
Percent
total

Trillion
cubic
feet

Percent of
total

41
40

21.2
25.6

28
31

43
1966
87.0
18.6
1966 --- -- -- - ---------------------1967
92.0
18.2
39
1967 - ----- --------- - --------------

28.0
33
27.2 ---------27.9
31
28.6 ----------

1967

23.6

87.2

17.2

38

Source
The Petroleum Industry
Research Foundation _______
Texas Eastern Transmission
Corp ______________________
Humble Oil & Refining Co _____
D(cartment of Interior
current survey)_-- -- ------

Date

Total
energy
quadrill ion
B.t.u.

Oil
Million
barrels
per day

Gas
Percent
total

Trillion
cubic
feet

Percent of
total

28.0

31

1968

92.0

18.0

1968
1968

97.8
97.3

18.9
18.2

41
37

30.8
29.8

33
32

1968

88.1

18.2

41

24.6

29

39

28

1 Explanation provided by the Department of the Interior included: "Energy projection claims
the attention of many in 2overnment and industry alike. Shown below are extracts from 10 recent
studies by various sources giving estimates of the 1980 requirements of the United States for oil,
gas, and total energy. Totals arrived at in this survey are shown as the last item for purposes of
comparison. Although not directly comparable because of differing assumptions used, the estimates do provide a useful guide to current opiniol) on the eneq~y OlJtlook,"

2 Oil and gas consumption obtained by converting B.t.u. to barrels and cubic feet at the rate of
5,400,000 B.t.u. per barrel and 1,035 B.t.u. per cubic foot.

Source: "United States Petroleum Through 1980," U.S. Department of the Interior, 1969,
p. 5,
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On the supply side of the ledger, the
authors of the environmental impact statement assume that proven annual additions
to gross productive capacity wm continue
based upon observed 1967-1969 rates. Several
authors 12 have suggested that these data
should not be used as a measure of future
supply or production levels, since the amount
of proven reserves added to the total is highly
correlated to expected future demand. These
data are more indicative of the industries'
inventory position than the future production position. Accordingly, if a comparison
of "lower 48" production with and without
the North Slope oil coming to the "lower 48"
market were to be made, then production in
the "lower 48" would be expected to be
greater without North Slope oil than with
North Slope oil.
To see the effect of this objection the data
in Table 5 13 show the annual additions to
gross productive capacity in the "lower 48."
An average based upon the last 5 years would
be 15% greater than the 1967-1969 average
used and an average based upor_ all 6 years
would be 8% greater than the 3 years used by
the authors of the environmental impact
statement. One reason for the sharp decline
in 1969 and to a lesser extent the decline in
1968 is that the discovery of on reserves in
Alaska (North Slope) was announced in June
of 1968, which probably affected the addition
to proven reserves in the "lower 48." However, if one is analyzing the effect on domestic production when Alaskan North Slope
oil is not expected to be produced, it is a
mistake to use these last two years.
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Condensate (some portion of this may
be included in crude but the Alaska
pipeline total is also questionable in
some estimates)----- ---------------

.8

Total __ - -------- - ------ --- -- 12.3
B. U.S. Department of Interior estimate
(table D-2, p . 229):
Crude (12.7 MMb /d-2MMb/d) =------ 10.7
Natural gas liquids___________________ 1. 6
Total ------------------------- 12.3
To illustrate the significance of these objections for estimates of gross national security
be:::1efits made by the authors of the impact
study, we wlll consider a low and high estimate of 1980 domestic demand and supply
which were made by the U.S. Department of
Interior in 1968 and 1970 respectively (and
which also fall in the mid and upper range
of forecasts reported in Tables 3 and 4).
These are shown in Table 6. Shown along
with these are the 1980 estimates assumed in
the absence of the pipeline used by the authors of the environmental impact statement
(shown in Table 2 above).
TABLE 6.- "A COMPARISON OF DOCUMENTED INTERIOR
FORECASTS WITH THE 'KEY' ASSUMPTIONS USED IN
THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT"

Possible sources of domestic crude oil
supplies to meet both additional capacity
and emergency contingencies are summarized in Table 7.
TABLE 7
Alternative sources to meet domestic crude
oil 1lemands 1e

(million barrels per day)
1. Coal-Shale conversion 1980 __ 1. o
2. Ending Prorationing (pre:::ent) -------------------·- 1. 7
3. Elk Hills (NPR1) ---------··- 0. 2
Additions to capacity a ___
1. Accelerated productive capacity (3 years) (U.S.)-------2. Accelerated productive capacity (3 years-Canada) b____
3. Additional capacity in Venezuela ·-----------------4. Non-Arab additional capacity
(Iran) :
1 year _________________
2 years ________________
3 years ________________
5. Rationing a.t 90 % demand
during emergency _________

2. 9
. 8 to
•

8 to 1

. 4 to

.8

1. 4
2. 5
3. 6
1. 5 to 1. 8

Total emergency •--- - ---- 6. 5
Grand totaL _____________ 9. 4

a Note: Additions from ending prorationing may already be included in industry
supply
forecasts used previously to estimate
1980
(Environ- need and national security dependence.
1980
mental
1980
b Note the U.S. imports Canadian Oil, but
(high
Impact Canada also imports oil from the un(low
Interior
StateInterior
TABLE 5
ment) restricted world market. Accordingly, during
figures)
figures)
world emergencies Canadian domestic deAnnual additions to gross productive capacity
mands may use up this accelerated capacity.
in the "lower 48"
Domestic demand _____ _____ .
22,000
19, 300
18, 200
c Averages are used for all categories and
Exports _______ ____ •• __ ----.
300
300
300
[Thousands of barrels]
2.5 m1llion barrels per day used for Iran.
Total
demand
___
__
.
__
19,
600
22,300
18, 500
1964 --------------------------- 2,664,700
A major concern given by the authors of
-550
-550
-500
1965 --------------------------- 3,048,100 Less process gain ___________
the environmental impact statement for act1966 --------------------------- 2,963,900
Ret:uired petroleum
ing
immediately on the proposed pipeline
supplies ____ ____ . __
21, 750
1967 --------------------------- 2,962,100
19,050
17, 950
is related to a presumed urgency in the cur1968 --------------------------- 2,454,600
rent world due to Eastern Hemisphere unoil production (less
1969 --------------------------- 2,120,000 U.S.
North Slope) _____________
10,700
9, 900 certainties and possible Middle East con10, 700
2, 000 filets. The authors of the environmental im1, 600
To account for this d1fficulty, industry and Natural gas liquids ___ ___ .. __ 1, 600
government estimates of future "lower 48"
TotaL __ ____ _____ ___ 12, 300
11, 900 pact statement conclude that this urgency
12,300
oil production in 1980 as reported m Appenmeans action should begin at once in spite
dix D of the Cabinet Task Force Oil Import Required other sources ______
6, 750
9, 850 of admitted and unresolved environmental
5, 650
-1, 600 costs, uncertain environmental and en- 1, 600
North American imports_ -1,600
Control H m ay be used to determine a more
-3,250
-3,250
South American imports. -3, 250
realistic estimate of "lo--;ver 48" production
gineering problems and irreversible decisions.
without North Slope oil supplying this same
Other sources __ ______ __
1, 900
5, 000 Such a decision would foreclose future op800
market. To be conservative, since some of
10
22
4
Percent of total demand_
tions (including construction of a pipeline
the more recent dally production estimates
or preserving the area as national wilderness
may include some North Slope oroduction,
When the above documented projections area) to make the most informed judgment
the full 2 million ba.r:rels per day throughput
concerning
the best development and presof the pipeline are subtracted from the aver- are utillzed, the percentage of oil imports ervation plans for the State of Alaska and
from
the
Middle
East
either
remain
about
age industry forecast for 1980 and the Inthe Arctic resources. Such fiexlb111ty has ecoterior Department 1980 domestic production the same as the 1970 figu.,.e of 4% on the nomic value. Accordingly, without claiming
forecast. In Table 5a the data show that low side, or run to 10 % on the high side. precise measurement for the 9.4 mllllon bar"lower 48" domestic production in 1980 would Both estimates are well below the 22% de- rels per day versus the 2 million barrels per
be 12.3 million barrels per day, !f recent in- pendence calculated by the author::; of the day from the proposed pipeline, the immidustry and Department of Interior projec- environmental impact statement. It should nent urgency and need for immediate action
tions are used and North Slope oil subtracted be further noted that both estimates are low- does not seem to be supported by a review
at the full daily throughput of the proposed er than the 1980 "with" pipeline estimate of the alternatives, which are summarized
pipeline. This supply projection is some utlllzed in the environmental impact state- in Table 7.
400,000 barrels per day great er than the esti- ment (14 % ). Increases in demand beyond
mate utilized by the authors of the impact additional lower 48 domestic production are 0. Economic development of Alaska benefits
statement for both the with and without met by some increased imports from North
There are two types of economic developpipeline cases and if not a precise estimate and South America in all three cases. Ac- ment benefits considered by the authors of
cordingly,
the
size
of
the
national
security
of the effect of North Slope development on
the Trans-Alaska. environmental impact
"lower 48'' production, it nonetheless indi- benefits estimated in the impact statement statement. First, additional use of construccates the direction of the adjustment that is due more to inappropriate data than to tion roads, air fields and positive splllovers
should be made when such comparisons are reallty.
to the Alaska economy are considered qualimade between two mutually exclusive alB. Additional national security issues
tatively, while probable environmental damternatives.
Additional national security alternatives ages (negative spillovers) from these other
TABLE 5a 15
are discussed in Appendix A of this paper uses are generally ignored. Second, the authors of the environmental impact statement
Industry and Interior Department forecasts and include a consideration of:
estimate the State will earn revenues of $125
of 1980 production
1. A Shut-in Reserve Capacity
million
per year ln 1975 and $250 milllon
[Million barrels per day]
2. Additions to Domestic Capacity
per year by 1980 from the on production, if
A. Average industry estimate:
a. Permanent New Technology
the pipeline is built. In addition recent lease
b. Ending Market Prorationing
Crude 11.9 MMb/d-2.0 MMb/d=------ 9. 9
sales are reported to have brought the State
Natural gas liquids___________________ 1. 6
3. Emergency Plans
$900 million.
a. Accelerated Productive Capacity
The benefits which may accrue from ecob. Rationing Private Automobile Fuels
Footnotes at end of article.
nomic development are the result of convert-

Thousands of barrels per day-
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ing an immobilized form of capital, i.e., the
oil pool, into active capital yielding an annual return for the State. If the State invests these proceeds to extend and expand
its infrastructure, the likely increase in economic activity would constitute an element
of economic growth for the State. If foreign
oil is imported, even if produced by United
States firms abroad, the royalty payments
will go to the host country instead, and will
be available for promoting economic development there in lieu of Alaska or elsewhere in
the United States. Accordingly, if North
Slope oil were produced instead of importing foreign oil some economic benefits should
be counted.
In Appendix B is presented an upper bound
estimate of possible economic development
benefits. We assume that all revenues accruing to the State are invested (not used, for
example, to reduce State taxes or otherwise
used for consumption purposes) and yield
an eight percent per year return in perpetuity. The present value of this eight percent
in perpetuity is slightly more than $2.8 billion, which if annualized and divided by
average annual production (500,000 barrels
per day during 1975-80 and 2,000,000 barrels
per day over 1980-2000) would give a cos,t
offset, or developmental benefit of 31 cents
per barrel. If some of the oil revenues were
used to reduce taxes in Alaska or used for
consumption expenditures, the benefit, or
cost offset, would be reduced proportionally.
For this reason the 31 cent per barrel estimate is an upper bound and may in fact substantially overstate economic development
benefits.
D. Balance-of-payment benefits

In the environmental impact statement,
balance of payment benefits from producing
North Slope oil instead of importing oil are
estimated to be $470 million to $680 million
per year in 1980. These values are equivalent
to stating that between 65¢ and 94¢ spent
on every barrel of oil imported by the United
States never returns to the United States.
The Cabinet Task Force 17 estimates that
local expenditures associated with every barrel of oil exported to the United States
amount to approximately 10¢ and that producing country taxes amount to 95¢. Therefore, estimate of non-return flows of 65¢
to 94¢ per barrel are very unrealistic the
longer the view of international dollar flows
that is taken. The lower estimate of dollar
outflows used in the environmental impact
statement implies that for every $1.05 spent
abroad to produce oil for U.S. consumers
that 65¢ will not return to this country,
while the higher estimate implies that 94¢
- will not return to the United States.
Several points should be raised about these
estimates. Most oil producing countries rely
heavily on import from third party or other
countries. These
countries in turn buy
goods from the United States, as well as
other countries who also buy from the
United States. Accordingly, measuring two
country exchange positions in the short run
is fallacious. In our total transactions with
all other countries even including various
foreign aid and loan programs, the Cabinet
Task Force estimated more than 95 cents
on every $1.00 spent abroad returns to the
United States. If we take out expenditures
abroad for strategic objectives (non-trade
items) our trade position actually provides
a net favorable balance of payments. Accordingly, if any credit is to be made, overlooking that in the long run we shall doubtlessly achieve a balance, only about 5 cents
per barrel imported should be considered
as a balance of payment benefit rather than
the 65 and 94 cents per barrel used by the
authors of the impact statement.
If multilateral transactions are taken into account when measuring balance of payFootnotes at end of article.

ments advantages of North Slope oil, an
estimated 5¢ per barrel times the 730 million
b.arrels of oil per year will give something
like $36.5 million rather than the estimates
of $470 million to $680 mlllion used by the
environmental impact study.
E. SUMMARY

Our examination of the environmental
impact study impels us to conclude that the
authors of the study confused their role in
the undertaking. Rather than conducting a
systematic, quantitative evaluation of environmental costs, the intended objective of
the enterprise, they launched instead into
an enthusiastic advocacy of its benefits.
That they were able to show benefits as
readily and in such magnitudes as they did
relates both to their systematic failure to
consider the entire range of alternatives and
their reliance on gross magnitudes, i.e., identification of benefits without offsetting by
the associated costs. We have illustrated
that their estimates of the dependence on
North Slope oil for national defense results
from the use of data which bias results in
that direction, while ignoring numerous
sources of information which would permit
a closer estimate of the desired quantities.
The huge estimate of balance of payments
benefit is a case in point. The environmental
impact study's authors selected a figure
more than an order of magnitude high. The
only estimate which enjoys the possibility
of realism is the economic development
benefit. While it is impossible to evaluate
the economic development prospects without knowing what use will be made of the
oil receipts, only by very extreme assumptions regarding investment of all receipts
will the estimated economic development
benefit approximate the estimate utilized by
the authors of the environmental impact
statement.
Having critiqued the environment impact
study, we propose to illustrate in Part II
the mode of analysis which is essential to a
systematic evaluation of the pipeline. We
make no claims that the analysis is definitive. That is not our responsibility. What we
hope to do is to use what documentary
evidence is available and illustrate the way
in which relevant data can be employed to
answer relevant questitons which need to
be asked were benefits and costs to have firm
foundation in established modes of analysis.
PART II-BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS FOR THE
PROPOSED TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE AND SEVERAL ALTERNATIVES
1. INTRODUCTION

The spirit in which this section is undertaken is to recommend an evaluation or analytical technique which will permit a more
systematic consideration of alternatives to
the proposed pipeline. Several types of alternatives will be considered, these will be
representative of (1) alternate routes, (2)
alternate modes, (3) non-development of the
North Slope alternative, and (4) changing
institutions and legal entities. The data
used are to be regarded as more illustrative
than definitive; however, we have consistently chosen data from government publications in 1970, based upon 1969 data, which
reflect a relatively stable period in "spot"
tanker prices. The reason for selecting this
stable period is that it is probably more representative of a long run equilibrium period
than 1970 which saw Libyan embargoes, a
Syrian pipeline shutdown, continued closure
of the Suez Canal and a united negotiating
front by the Oil Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). At this writing the Libyan
embargo has ended, Syria's intransigence
seems to be softening, and an OPEC agreement has been reached. Accordingly, the short
run instability caused by changing tanker
routes and increased transportation costs
will probably settle out during the early
1970's.
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We have attempted to indicate how changing royalty payments to OPEC countries
would affect the results in the cases when the
alternative we consider would involve the
flows of oil into the "lower 48" from OPEC
countries. However, we do not claim to have
quantified this effect precisely. Since the
importance of what follows is the method
rather than the numbers themselves any
concern over the possib111ty of our having
understated some or overstated other values
can be readily taken into account in this
framework. Perhaps the facility of such adjustments is the method's principal strength.
2. Net benefits of the pipeline

We will define net benefits of any alternative as the difference between the market
price per barrel and net cost per barrel. We
have discounted all costs to a base year of
operation and put them on an annual per
barrel basis. Accordingly, aggregate annual
net benefits or costs may be determined by
multiplying the per barrel figure by the
estimated number of barrels produced in
any given year. To estimate the net benefits
of the proposed pipeline to Valdez, coupled
with a tanker to Los Angeles, we use a. price
per barrel of crude oil in Los Angeles of $3.35
as used in the Cabinet Task Force report.18
Net resource costs per barrel are estimated
by several methods in Appendices B and C.
We define a resource cost as the payments
made by the oil companies to draw oil from
Alaskan pools and thus reduce the value of
the sub-surface resource stock. Since this
payment could be converted into productive
physical and human capital by the State,
we define net resource costs to the national
economy as this resource payment minus
the economic development benefits. If per
barrel resource costs are estimated for the
entire period of production assumed to be
19'75 to 1980 at 500,000 to 2,000,000 barrels
per day and from 1980 to 2000 at 2,000,000
barrels per day (the proposed throughput of
the presently proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline) , then resource costs are estimated to
be $.56 per barrel. If the full production period beginning in 1980 is taken as the base
point resource costs are estimated to be
$.61 per barrel. We use an average of $.59 per
barrel from which we subtract possible economic development benefits of $.31 per barrel and estimate the net resource costs of
depleting the stock o::: oil on the North Slope
to be $.28 per barrel in all cases below.
Production costs are estimated by taking
a simple a-verage of the estiinates shown in
Table 8. An estimate of $.25 per barrel will
be used in all cases below. Estimates of tra.nsportation costs are reported in Appendix E
of the Cabinet Task Force Report and we
generally accept them unless indicated otherwise. See Table 9. Uncertain costs such as
environmental damages, increases in royalty payments to OPEC countries, quality
adjustments, etc., are shown by symbols
which we will discuss qualitatively in the
text below, ~and will attempt to quantify
where possible.
TABLE 8
Estimated well head costs for North Slope
oil fields 19
Source: Well head costs:

M. A. Adelma.n,a 18-26¢.
Charles Norman,b 23.5-27¢.
Staff Working Paper,e 36¢ (include 8¢
royalty to state).
a M. A. Adelman, "Significance of Shifts in
World Oil Supplies.'' paper presented a.t the
20th Alaska Science Conference, University
of Alaska, Fairbanks . August 1969.
b Charles Norman, "Economic Analysis of
Prudhoe Bay Oil Field, Alaska.," M.A. thesis
in Economics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, July 1969.
e See Gas and Oil Journal, November 24,
1969.
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TABLE 9.- TRANSPORTATION COSTS FOR
NORTH SLOPE 01 L 20
Destination and mode

Cost per barrel
pipeline

Los Angeles, pipeline to
Valdez, then tanker _______
$0.60
Seattle, pipeline to Val dez
then tanker ______________
60
Chicago 1, pipeline to I nuvik
Edmonton, Chicago _______ _
1. 08
New York, tanker to New
York ___ __ ____ __ ___ _________
New York, pipel ine continued from Chicago_____ __
1. 40
0

+tanker

$0.35

=total

$. 95

21

.81

to 1.21

1.15

0

1.00

1.00

to 1. 50

1.45

1 Note these costs are estimated to be as high as $1.25 in
appendix 0 of the Oil Import Question .. . .

We summarize in Table 10 benefits and
costs of the proposed route, including expected environm&ntal costs represented by X.
Such damages would be expected normally
during construction and operation, as well as
during potential environmental catastrophes
such as earthquakes, tanker spills and irreversible options foregone by present and future populations, who might choose a natural wilderness area if the market could reflect their preferences. The usefulness of the
X measure is not so much for comparing with
the other cos ts and benefits for a given alternative but as a me:tns of comparing various
alternatives, which might have very different
environmental costs or benefits associated
with them.
10.-Net benefits per barrel of North
Slope oil via pipeline and tanker to Los
Angeles

TABLE

Benfiet&--$3 .35- (Revenue)
Costs (Present Value and Annualized):
Net resource cost"------------------- $0. 28
Production cost b - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pipeline cost c____________ _____ ______
.• 25
60
Tanker from Valdez c________________
. 35
Environmental Cost-(present value
per barrel) ----------------------X
Costs per barrei+X------------ 1. 48
Net benefits=$3.35-1.48--X=$1.87-X.
a See Appendices B and C for an estimate
of resource cost of $0.59 per barrel and an
economic development benefit from converting urunobilized capital to productive capital
of $0.31 for a net resource cost of $0.28 per
barrel.
b Straight average from Table 8 after removing t a xes.
c See Appendix E, The Oil Import Question . . . .
3. Net benefits of a Trans-Canadian pipeline

At the present time the Canadian government is considering the construction of a
natural gas pipeline from the Canadian Arctic through Inuvik down to Edmonton. A
natural gas and/or crude oil connection from
the North Slope would be possible and the
mid-west and east coast U.S. markets could
be supplied with North Slope oil. In Table 11
are shown the benefits based on a New
York price of $6.90 per barrel, and net resource, production and pipeline costs taken
from the Cabinet Task Force from whence
corresponding data on the Trans-Alaska were
taken.Zt
TABLE 11
Net value of North Slope oil via pipeline
across Canada to New York

Benefit&--$3 .90-- (revenue)
Costs (Present Value and Annualized):
Net Resource Cost_ __ ____ ___________ $0. 28
Production -----------------------. 25
Footnotes at end of article.

Pipeline to Inuvik a _________ __ _____ _
Pipelne to Edmonton& __ ___________ _
Pipeline to Chicago b (1980 .51 (present) existing pipeline in place !or
1,500 miles --- --- -- -- -------- -----

. 20

. 50

TABLE 12.- NET VALUE OF NORTH SLOPE OIL VIA NORTHWEST PASSAGE TO NEW YORK
[Benefits $3.90 (revenue)

. 38

$1.99 (present) 1.86
Environmental Cost (present value per
barrel), Y, Y
Net lbenefits---$3. 90-$1.86- Y=$2. 04- Y
$3.90-$1. 99-Y=$1. 91- Y
a See pipeline estimates in Appendix E,
"Transportation Costs."
b See actual costs shown in Appendix E,
" Transportation Costs."
When either present pipeline or the 1980
estimated pipeline costs are u sed, the net
benefits from the Trans-Canadian pipeline
exceed the net benefits of the Trans-Alaska
pipeline ($1.91 and $2.04 versus $1.87) if
environmental costs are ignored (X and Y).
Since the Canadian route would follow the
natural terrain by closely following the Mackenzie Valley rather than to cut across various rrivers, v.a.lleys and mountains a.s does the
Trans-Alaska p ipeline, tbis component of Y
(TCP environmental cost) is procably less
than a similar component for X (TAP environmental cost). The Canadian route also
avoids the region's major seismic disturbances that make up the lower % of the
Alaskan route and does not require the loading of tankers, possible spills, and collisions
of such tankers along th e coast of both
countries. These compon ents of Yare therefore less than similar components of X. I!
the Canadian route were to be built it would
be possible for the oil pipelir e to take a similar r oute, perhaps even enclosed within gas
pipeline to reduce possible leaks. Were this
to be done, natural gas as well as oil from
the entire Arctic region could be brought to
"lower 48" and Canadian consumers with
only one access right-of-way. This is in contrast to multiple routes and concomitantly
multiple possible disruptions to the wilderness of both countries. For the rea sons above,
Y would probably be lower than X.
Since the Trans-Alaska right-of-way would
not involve Canada, any resource savings
from the avoidance of possible delays caused
by international agreements might serve to
decrease X relative Y and tend to favor the
Alaskan route for this component of costs.
However, Canadian concern over possible
spills off its west coast from tankers transporting oil from Valdez to the lower 48 may
also require international negotiation. On
balance Y is probably significantly lower
than X when all factors are considered, and
since the measured net economic benefits
also favor this Canadian route, serious consideration of this route should be given very
high priority.

Ice breaker
Costs

Submarine

High

Low

Resource costs____ _________
$. 28
$. 28
$. 28
Production costs____________
. 25
. 25
. 25
Transportation costs I (including) loading in Prudhoe Bay submarine tanker
in transit transfer at Godthaab, Greenland __________
1. 36 ___ ___ _____ ___ _____ _
Transportation cost 1 ice
breaker U.S. flag and loading cost:
High estimate _________ ___________
1. 82 ____ __ __ __
Low estimate 2_____ ______ __ ____ ________ __ ___
1. 00
Environmentalcost__ ___ _____
V
V'
V"
Total cost___ ___ ______
Net benefits__ ________

1. 89
+V
2. 01- V

2. 35
I. 53
+V'
+V"
1. 55-V'
2. 37- V"
average
1.96- V'

1 See " Oi' Import Controls ," testimony of John M. Houchin,
Phillips Petroleum, p. 747.
' See "The Oil Import Question," appendix E, p. 248.

5. The Preservation alternative: North Slope
production postponed and foreign imports
used to meet domestic demand

At the present time domestically-owned
companies could produce greater quantities
of on from wells located in foreign countries
and transport them via tankers to the United
States. In the case of Venezuela 22 recent per
barrel royalty payments (resource costs) and
production costs are in the $.98 and $.35
per barrel range. Corresponding costs for
Persian Gulf States 23 would amount to approximately $.82 and $.10 per barrel. Since
royalty payments would be paid to foreign
governments no economic development benefits to the United States would be realized,
therefore, no benefits offset the resource
costs in the benefit-cost analysis.
Transportation costs are presently estimated to be $.23 per barrel from Venezuela
to New York and $.74 per barrel from the
Persian Gulf to New York. 2 ' These costs are
expected to fall to $.16 and $.45 per barrel
by 1980, with expected increases in tanker
capacity and improvements in technology. If
foreign oil is imported, an additional cost of
5 cents per barrel, as discussed in Part I
might be used to show the balance of payment cost of importing foreign oil.
The most persistent argument against importing oil from foreign countries is based
on national security considerations. The
threat of politically motivated stoppage of
oil deliveries is given often as the reason for
4. Net benefits of the Northwest Passage to encouraging domestic production of petroth e eastern coast of the United States
leum. A possible alternative, however, is an
A second type of alternative is not to con- oil storage program to meet emergencies
struct any pipeline but instead to continue which might arise under such circumresearch and development of a tanker route stances. With this alternative in mind, an
through the Northwest Passage. Such a route annual cost per barrel for an oil storage prowould, however, require an international res- gram was estimated by the Cabinet Task
olution between the U.S. and Canada, since Force.25 The assumptions are that ( 1) oil
Canada has unilateraly extended its Arctic is purchased in the unrestricted world
territorial limits to 12 miles. In Table 12 the market at $2.00 per barrel, (2) steel tanks
benefits and several cost estimates for the are built for $2.50 per barrel with a salvage
Northwest Passage alternatives are shown. value equivalent to $.30 per barrel, (3) land
On average these are superior alternatives for is rented or purchased at a price equi'V'alent
the measured economic benefits ($2.01 and to $.25 per barrel, and (4) annual operation,
$1.96 versus $1.87). Possible environmental m aintenance and evaporation costs are $.12
catastrophies represented by V, V' and V" per barrel. The annual per barrel cost for
shoulct be compared with environmental various program lives and discount rates are
damage of the proposed Alaska pipeline (X) shown in Table 13. An interest cost of 8%
before an irreversible decision one way or and program life of 25 years (consistent with
the other is made concerning these two al- estimates used in the analyses above) reternatives.
sults in $.53 per barrel storage cost.

APPENDIX J
TABLE 13.- 0IL IMPORT QUESTION
TABLE J- 2.- TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF OIL STORAGESTEEL TANKS I
[Dalla rs per barrel of storage)
Discount rate
Program life 2
10
15
20
25
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5 percent

8 percent

10 percent

0.54

0.65
• 58
. 55
. 53

0. 73
.66
. 63
. 62

years __________ - -years __ ______ __ ___
years ___ _____ ----years ____________ _

.46
. 42
. 40

1 Oil=$2.00 per barrel; tankage=$2.50 per barrel; salvage
value = $0.30 (12 percent of the cost of tankage); land=$0.25 ;
other annual costs (management, repair, maintenance, and
evaporation loss)=$0.12.
.
2 For these purposes, it is assumed t.h~t the physical tank life
is equal to or greater than the program hfe.

A somewhat less costly salt dome storage
program was also investigated by the Cabinet
Task Force.2u Assuming that (1) oil could be
purchased at $2.00 per barrel, (2) capital and
land costs would be $1.02 per barrel, (3)
annual operation and maintenance would
be $.01 per barrel and (4) oil losses would
amount to 5 percent, the annual cost per
barrel for various program lives and discount rates are shown in Table 14. At an
interest rate of 8 percent and 25 year program lif-e, the annual cost per barrel would
be $.27. In 1966 the Department of the Interior had estimated on-shore storage capacity equal to about 650 million barrels or
89 percent of the annual throughput of the
proposed Trans-Alaska pipeline.27 If such
storage capacity were used first, since this ls
a lower cost storage alternative, to be supplemented by steel tank storage in an amount
to equal a year's throughput of the TransAlaskan pipeline, the national security objective could be met at an annual cost of
$.31 per barrel.
APPENDIX J
TABLE 14.-0IL IMPORT QUESTION
TABLE J-3.- TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF OIL STORAGE- SALT
DOMES I
[Dollars per barrel of storage)
Discount rate
Program life
10 years ____ ____ _
15 years _______ __
20 years __ ______ _
25 years _______ __

5 percent 8 percent 10 percent 12 percent
0.25
. 22
. 20
.19

0. 33
. 29
. 28
. 27

0.39
.36
.34
.33

0.45
• 41
.40
. 39

1 Oil=$2.00

per barrel; capital cost, including land=$1.02;
administration and maintenance=$0.01; oilloss=5 percent.

A summary of the benefits and costs of
such storage alternatives are shown in Table 15. When only the readily measured
benefits and costs are calculated, all four of
the storage program cases show slightly
higher net benefits than does the TransAlaska pipeline case ($1.87). Some uncertainty is introduced in costs of the importstorage program by virtue of possible OPEC
price increases and qua.lity adjustment factors for differences in sulfur content and specific gravity of the oil. Possible benefits of
the program are time and resource savings
during national emergencies from having
crude oil stored near the prime market areas.
An additional advantage is that dispersed
storage facilities are a more secure source of
supply than a relatively unprotected pipeline or tankers on the high seas. If the environmental damages of the proposed pipeFootnotes at end of article.

line (X) are expected to be large, very serious consideration should be given to the import-storage alternative, while research and
development achieve an environmentally
safe transportation plan.
TABLE 15.-NET VALUE OF IMPORTED SOURCE OF SUPPLY
FOR THE NEW YORK MARKET, WITH NATIONAL SECURITY,
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND ECONOM!C DEVELOPMENT
OFFSETS
Venezuela
Present
Costs:
Resource costs'-- ---- $0.98
Production costs 2_____
. 35
Transportation costs s _
. 23
National security
. 31
costs'-- ------ ----Balance of payment
costs s____________ _
. 05
Subtotal, costs ____
1. 92
OPEC resource cost
increase and or
quality adjustment
factor _____________
z
Net benefits ______ 1.98Z
Benefits (revenue) __ ______

Persian Gulf

1980

Present

1980

$0.98
. 35
.16

$0.82
.10
. 74

$0.82
.12
. 45

. 31

. 31

. 31

. 05

. 05

.05

1. 85

2. 02

1.75

To New York

North Slope

Imports
(averages)

Tanker

Pipeline

Venezuela

Persian
Gulf

Net resource cost. ________
Production costs ____ ______
Tanker cost'-- -- --------Pipeline to Valdez. _______
Net, National Security _____
Net, Balance of Payments_
Environmental cost__ ______

$0.28
. 25
.66
0
0
0

$0.28
. 25
2. 40
.60
0
0
X

$0.98
. 35
• 20
0
0
0
0

$0.82
.11
• 54
0
0
0
0

Total costs _________

1.19
+W

1. 53
+ X

1. 53

1. 47

w

Average $1.50 of Venezuela and Persian Gulf+Z=(Z+Z')/2 •
Net benefits of tanker through Bering Sea carried in non-U.S .
flagships matched by an increase in imports to the Eastern part
of the United States also carried in non-U.S. flagships•
Net benefits=$5.90-($1.19+W)-($1.50+Z)
=$3.21-Z-Z
Net benefits of similar program with th e pipeline alternative
Net benefits=$5.90-($1.53+X)-($1.50+Z)
=$2.87-X-Z

z
Z'
2.05Z 1.88Z'
3.90

Z'
2.15Z'

1 See p. 113, Mikesel, "Foreign Investment in the Petroleum
and Mineral Industries."
2 SeeM. A. Adelman, forthcoming, " Resources for the Future"
study.
a See Append ix E, "The Oil Import Question. "
• National security costs per barrel (8% for 25 years):
Salt tank ($0.89) ___ _________________ $0. 27 per barrel
Steel tank ($0.11)_________________ __
. 53 per barrel

6

To Japan

Tot<~'--- ------- -- ------------ - --See text, part I, Sec. D, pp. 18, 19.

. 31 per barrel

6. An import for export programs: changing
institutions to maximize profits

In recent testimony before the House Interior and Insular Affairs Subcommittee on
Mines and Minerals. 28 John M. Houchin, President of Phillips Petroleum, proposed a twotier price system or an "import for export"
program. Under one variant of this program,
North Slope oil would be exported to Japan
and for each barrel exported an additional
barrel of Venezuelan or Persian Gulf oil
would be allowed to be imported to the eastern U.S. market. Since the U.S. would be
producing an equivalent amount as the increased imports, it is averred that national
security and balance of payment costs would
be negligible.
The benefits and costs of this program are
shown for two cases in Table 16. A direct
all tanker route would be superior to a combination pipeline-tanker alternative for the
measured benefit and cost portion (the $3.21
net benefit per barrel is greater than $2.87).
A comparison of the relative environmental
costs from possible tanker spills in the Bering
Sea (W) versus possible pipeline breaks overland (X) should also be made before either
alternative is chosen. A major saving from
this proposal results from the fact that oil
companies would not be shipping oil between
two U.S. ports. Accordingly, the restrictions
of the Jones Act would not apply, thus nonU.S. flag ships with lower unit costs could
be utilized.
TABLE 16.- NET VALUE OF NORTH SLOPE OIL TO JAPAN
AND AN IMPORT FOR EXPORT PROGRAM FOR EITHER
VENEZUELA OR PERSIAN GULF STATES
(1) Assume price of oil in Japan is $2 per barrel of crude.
(2) New York price is $3.90.
Revenues to U.S. producing companies per barrel of North
Slope oil matched by a barrel of oil produced by U.S. companies
in foreign countries.
Benefits (Rev. Japan) ___ .. _________________ --------_ $2. 00
(Rev. New York) ___________ ______ _____ ___ ___ ________ 3.90
Costs __________ __________ • __________ -- __ ----.

5. 90

tSee p. 747, "Oil Import Controls." Transportation costs of
$0.86 are estimated for a Japan for Venezuela crude alternative,
this can be broken to $0.66 per barrel for the North Slope to
Japan route and $0.20 per barrel for the Venezuelan to New
York route. Similarly a Japan for Persian Gulf estimate of $1.20
can be broken down to $0.54 per barrel for the Persian Gulf to
New York and $0.66 for the North Slope to Japan route.
2 The estimate of transportation costs from Valdez to Japan
are no more than an informed ballpark estimate.

The restrictions in the present 011 Import
Quota system are also used to enhance the
profitab111ty of this case since low cost
Alaskan oil would be sold competitively in
the unrestricted world market, while imported oil, produced by U.S. firms would be
sold in the protected U.S. market at a much
higher price. Such a two-tier pricing system
applied to Japanese manufactured goods
exported to the United States, however, has
come to light as a violation of international
agreements. Moreover, there may be raised a
question of propriety in that the advantages
of low cost (exclusive of costs of environmental damage) Alaskan oil would not be
shared with the American petroleum consumers, whereas the costs of environmental
damages would not be shared by Japanese
petroleum consumers. This proposal, therefore, would seem to merit the most careful
scrutiny, not only in terms of the relative
benefits and costs of the transport means,
but in terms also of the equity in the international distribution of the benefits and
costs, w.n.en potential massive environmental
damages may be involved .
7. Additional potential costs of distribution
from initial port of entry

In the previous discussion we have assumed that oil flows would travel the route
of maximum profitability. Therefore a TransAlaska pipeline was used to supply the New
York market area. On the other hand, it is
conceivable that the inflow of 2 million barrels of oil per day may affect the market price
or represent an oversupply which must be
transshipped to other markets at additional
costs. To take account of this fact we address two principal cases relevant to our
alternatives discussed above.
Case 1
If the Alaskan pipellne were built and the
oil brought in from Valdez to Los Angeles we
might expect an oversupply in the west
coast market relative to the markets east of
the Mississippi. To redistribute the excess
supplies to eastern markets would involve the
construction of a pipeline across northern
United States at a per barrel cost to Chicago
of $.60 and to New York of an additional $.25.
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Case2
If the Trans-Canada pipeline involving
shipments to the east coast resulted in a

relative oversupply in the east coast markets,
the potential throughput might be diverted
at Edmonton to Seattle using an existing
pipeline operating at a cost of $.40 per barrel. Moreover, if North Slope on, moved to
New York, displaced present Venezuelan imports, these could be diverted to the Gulf
Coast for transshipment to Los Angeles via a
southern U.S. pipeline built for that purpose
at an estimated per barrel cost of $.50.
Economist Herbert Winokar has suggested
that oversupply on the west coast (Case 1)
would be likely in 1980 were the Trans-Alaska
pipeline to be built.29 Accordingly, the measurable portion of the Trans-Alaska pipeline
costs should be increased by an appropriate
transshipment cost. Quite apart from the
greater possib1lity of excess supply in west
coast markets, the Trans-Alaska pipeline
would be inferior to alternatives making dellveries to the east coast since the additional
costs of transshipment for the former of
$.60 to $.85 per barrel compare unfavorably
with the $.40 to $.50 per barrel for the latter.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Part I we undertook a critical review of
the proposed Trans-Alaskan pipeline environmental impact study and concluded the
analysis was both inadequately done and
biased in results. In Part n we have presented the kind of analysis which should be undertaken in reviewing the alternatives to the
Trans-Alaskan pipeline. In this we have considered not only alternative routes, modes
and destinations for North Slope oil, but also
alternative sources of on to meet essentially
the same objectives as North Slope oil and
the Trans-Alaskan pipeline. Below we rank
the various alternatives in ascending order
of their economic value.

North Slope oil, alternative
routes, modes, and d~ivery
points
Trans-Alaskan pipeline to Los
Angeles ___ ------- _________ ____
Trans-Canadian
pipeline to New ___ _
York ______________________
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Net benefits
less environmental
or other
Net unmeasured
benefits
costs

$1.87 X

1. 91-2.04 y
Northwest Passage to New York ____ 1. 96-2.01 v
Alternative sources:
Venezuelan oil to New York ____ 1.98-2.05 z
Persian Gulf oil to New York ___ 1. 88- 2.15 Z'
Export of North Slope oil to Japan,
1m port of Venezuelan oil to
United States:
Trans-Alaskan pipeline and
tanker_ ________________ ___ _
2. 87 X and i
Direct tanker from North
Slope to Japan _____________
3. 21 W andZ

Based on the published information available from governmental documents, we concluded that the Trans-Alaskan pipeline to
Valdez with transshipment by tanker to the
West Coast markets was the least attractive
economically when benefits and costs exclusive of environmental damages (our unknown
designated by X) were considered. Both the
Trans-Canadian pipeline and the Northwest
Passage Tanker alternative modes would
provide larger net benefits exclusive of the
unevaluated environment damages (Y).
On balance, it appears that the enivronmental damages one would anticipate also
would be less for the Trans-Canadian or
Northwest Passage routes, than those one
would anticipate from the Trans-Alaskan
pipeline alternative.
When alternative sources of supply are considered, with domestic storage to meet emergency conditions, we find that the storage
program alternative will provide for as economical a source of oil for the United States
as the North Slope source without compara-

ble risk of environmental damage. On the
other hand, there may be some added cost
(Z') due to price uncertainties.
The most attractive alternative for the oil
producers would be the use of North Slope
oil for export at world market prices to Japan,
while importing a similar amount from Venezuela, selling same at the support price in the
United States. Since the beneficiaries of the
low cost North Slope oil would be Japanese
consumers, while the environmental costs
would be borne by the United States, there is
an issue of propriety and equity associated
with this alternative which does not arise in
any of the other alternatives.
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APPENDIX A-NATIONAL SECURITY ALTERNATIVES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE COSTS

1. SHUT-IN RESERVE CAPACITY

In a recent paper Mead and Sorensen 1
estimate the costs of a shut-in policy at
Elk Hills Petroleum Reserve (Naval Petro·l eum No. 1) to be 8.4c per ba.rrel. Tiley use a
6 % opportunity cost of immob111zed capital
and the 8.4c per barrel cost is broken down
to 7.3c in interest, .3c administration and .Sc
opportunity cost of a standby overcapacity
pipeline. It is estimated that the output
from NPR1 could reach 350,000 barrels per
day efficiently during an emergency. The
Federal government presently is involved in
protect! ve production in NPR1 to a small
extent and more so on NPR2 and NPR3. If a
shut-in policy were to be meaningful the
three areas should be made fully shut-in,
therefore costs would increase. In addition,
NPR4 offers little national security benefits
at the moment since it is located in Alaska
and no large scale transportation links exist.
The relatively low cost of a shut-in policy
may make it the preferred national security
program if oil import quotas are removed.
The Federal government could then conserve
our domestic capacity now held by private
owners for national defense and emergency
situations. This alternative would probably
be the least social cost case but would
probably not be feasible with the existing
institutions in the U.S.
2. ADDITIONS TO DOMESTIC CAPACITY

A. Permanent new technology

At present domestic prices the production
of oil from shale is possible at a sub'>ldy of
75c per barrel or less and at world prices
between $1.35 and $2.10 per barrels with
subsid.fes to coal conversion processes approximately 25% more at present. By 1980
under current domestic prices no subsidy
would be required to justify shale to oil con1 See, Mead W. and P. Sorensen "The National Defense Petroleum Reserve Alternative to 011 Import Quotas," paper presented
at the Western Economic Association Meetings, Davis, California, August 27-28, 1970.
2 See
Appendix J, "Alternative Security
Measures."
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TABLE A-1.- APPENDIX J, OIL IMPORT QUESTION
TABLE J-6.- SUBSIDY COST PER BARREL OF SHALE OIL IN
1930 I
Case I
Price=$3.08 4 __ _________ _
Price= 2.00 ___ _________ _
Price= 1.65 5 ____ _ __ ____ _

Case II

2

$0. 00- $0. 07
. 55- 1. 15
. 90- 1.40

$0. 00-$0. 27
. 70- 1. 35
1. 05- 1. 70

2 million barrels per day from the North
Slope. Most industry sources feel this privately-held excess capacity will be reduced
in the future, and William Murray, President
of the Texas Independent ProduceTs and
Royalty Owners Association claims that prorationing has already ended de facto in Texas
and would therefore not be available.
3. EMERGENCY PLANS

A. Accelerated productive capacity

3

1 Assumes a Government subsidy equal to the differences
between the market price and the cost of production (including
a 12-percent return on investment). Base costs are taken from
table J-4 and include a resource charge of $0.38-$0.40 per barrel.
2 600 000 barrels of 1st-generation technology; 400,000 barrels
of improved 1st-generation technology.
3 400,000 barrels of 1s!-generation technology; 600,000 barrels
of improved lst-generat1~n tech~ology ..
4 Estimated current pnce equivalent 10 western Colorado for
shale. The Interior Department estimated in June ~968 that the
value of shale oil in western Colorado was $3.08. S111ce then the
price of domestic crudes has risen, and the value should now
be somewhat higher. Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey),_h~wever,
continued to use the $3 ,08 value for shale (subm 1ss1on No.
125- 0, p. 39), and for lacl1 of better information we have followed
its practice.
.
. .
5 Estimated world price equivalent 10 1980 for shale 011 10
western Colorado. Estimated world price equivalent in 1980 for
shale oil in western Colorado. Assumes the price of 30 louisiana
crude would be $2.19 per barrel in th~ Midwest. From this a
quality debit of $0.29 and a transportation charge of $0.25 have
been subtracted.

B. Ending State prorationing of oil markets

At the present time state production restrictions and the present oil import quota
system result in a privately-owned excess of
1.7 million barrels per day, 3 by adding the
reserves from Elk Hills {.2 million barrels per
day) discussed above, the present full market
capacity would nearly equal the projected
s See,
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version on a financial basis. At world prices
of $1.65 a subsidy of $1.00 would ·b e required.
(See Table A-1.) Additional capacity from
shale and coal is therefore technically feasible.

The Oil Import Question, p. 51, op.

In periods of emergency oil may be removed
faster than engineering efficiency would
justify. The Cabinet Task Force estimate this
additional capacity during an emergency
period to be between 800,000 and 1 million
barrels per day by the end of the first and
a similar amount in the second year but then
declining. Canadian production could similarly be increased, but a probable investment
in pipelines would be required. 4 Similarly,
Venezuela production could be increased between 400,000 and 800,000 barrels per day
with new drilling cost.6
The increase of productive capacity during an extended emergency would equal
more than 2 million barrels per day for a
year from these sources. During such an
emergency alternatives could be pursued,
such as shale and coal conversion, or construction of a pipeline from the North Slope.
It is incorrect, however, to plan on the worst,
when there are fallback measures which
provide sufficient lead time to avoid irreversible decisions and foreclose the available
4
Canadian oil may not be available to the
U.S. during an emergency since Canada is
both an exporter to the U.S. and an importer
in the unrestricted world market. Accordingly, emergencies may cut Canadian imports and therefore reduce the ab111ty of
Canada to increase exports to the U.S. during
emergencies.
6 See, The Oil Import Question, p. 52, op.

cit.

cit.

Appe-ndixB

options at the expense of high environmental costs.
If emergencies came from sources other
than Arabian Middle East disruptions the
very great excess capacity (50 percent or
more} in the Middle East could be utilized.
Iran and other non-Arab eastern hemisphere
nations could supply as much as 1.4 million
barrels per day in one year, 2.5 million barrels per day in two years and 3.6 million
barrels per day (primarily Iran) in three
years, if the Arab countries would interrupt
supplies to the United States.6
B. Rationing private automobile petroleum

The Cabinet Task Force 7 reports that during an emergency a tolerable rationing of
automobile gasoline could reduce domestic
consumption by 9% to 16% depending upon
the severity of the crisis. A 10% reduction
in 1980 would be 1.85 million barrels per day
almost as much as the Alaskan pipeline
throughput. This would be an alternative
method at relatively low cost (only administrative costs) to meet "essential" demand
during emergency periods and therefore reduce the urgency for constructing a pipeline.
A related development to the use of petroleum for automobiles is the 1970 Clean Air
Act, which places stringent restrictions on
the internal combustion engine by 1975. The
effect of this legislation is unclear but three
probable effects would reduce the consumption or use of petroleum in automobiles,
these are:
( 1) smaller internal combustion engines.
(2) more efficient internal combustion engines.
(3) non-gasoline-powered engines.
If any of these developments occur, the
result would be a drop in estimated future
demand after 1975.
"Ibid., p. 53.
r Ibid., p. 53.

annualize costs at 8% for 25 years

$1. 32X109
x. 0937

"Resource Cost to the Company"

A. Lease Sale8

$1. 23X108

Assume: $900X 108 leases were purchased iu 1970, that the discount rate is 8%, and
that there will be a production lag time of 10 years before full production begins (1980).
$900X108
X (1. 08) I0=$2. 159
1. 94X10'

expected annual number of barrels
1975 to 1980

21912. 5X108

Lease sales plus interest during
interim returns forgone.

Factor to annualize costs for the 20 year full capacity productive lire

_ (
1

456. 3X108 barrels per year (average)
(1975 to 1980)

~)"
(l+i)n

for i=8%
n=20
The factor to annualize lease costs=.1019

1980 to 2000
730X108 barrels per year
Overall average 1975 to 2000=. 20(456. 3X106) +. 80(730X108)
91. 2X108
584X108
675Xl06 barrels per year

$1. 94X10'
X.1019
Annual cost to repay lease sale over $1. 97X108
full capacity production life

B' . Taxes

per barrel annual equivalent of cost
$1. 97X10B per year

=$. 27 per ban·el

730X 108 barrels per year

1. 23X1Q8
- - - = $ . 183 per barrel
675X108

Tax per barrel 1975=$125X1Q6+182. 5X108 barrels
=$. 685 per barrel
Tax per bam•l 1980=$250X1Q6+730X1Q8 banels
= $. 342 per bane!
Average tax per barrel 1!l75 to 1980
. 685

B. Taxes

. 342

Annual direct tax, high estimate

21$1. 027

$250X 108 per year

t

$ . 51

= $. 34 per bane!

730X108 barrels per year
Total resource costs per barrel=$. 61

$!JOOX108 (lease sales)
X(l. 08)&
1. 469

$1. 32X109
1 See page 186, Environmental Impact Statement, January 1971

per barrel

Weighted average tax per barre11975 to 2000

This method overestimates resource cost by spreading all costs over the full production period of 1980 to 2000 and applies this rate to the 1975 to 1980 period. An alternative
calculation which errs on the low side could be calculated as follows:
"Alternative Costing Method under Partial Production in 1975 at 500,000 Barrels
per Day and Annual Taxes of $150X108.''

A'. Lease Salu

182. 5X106 barrels per year 1975
730X106 barrels per year 1980

. 2X$. 51 =$.102
. 8X$. 342= . 274
$. 376 per barrel

Cost under alternative

$. 183 per barrel

$. 376 per barrel
$. 559=$. 56 per barrel

Note this method does not discount future annual taxes but lumps them together
to compute straight arithmetic averages. Accordingly it underestimates real costs,
an average of the two methods will therefore be used to balance out the two averages.

Annuity for 5 years discounted over 10 years at 8% becomes
5 867
.

:. $. 56 per barrel

+. 61 per barrel

.08

5. 867 =2 ~2
2.159 • I

$. 585 per barrel or . 59 per barrel resource cost
This last calculation is an average of the two methods used to calculate economic
development offset benefits and will therefore be used for purposes of comparison.

2. 72X 187. 5X10b$510X10'
Total present value of two annuity streams

Appendix C

$1, 140Xl06
+510X106

"Economic Development Benefits"

$1, 650X106=$1.

$900X106

Assume the $900X106 is fully recovered in 2000 after the state invests the revenue
!rom the lease sale into productive investments which yield a net return of 8% and
which recovers the initial investment after 30 years:
$900 X106

X (1. 08) - 3o=. 0994

Present value of net returllS on - - - - fully recovered investment of $89. 5X106
$900,000,000 in perpetuity
from year 31 on.

$900Xl06
+89. 5X10G
$989. 5X106
B. 'l'axe8 (Annual)
Annual payment of $250X106
Assume production life !rom 1980 to 2000
Present value to 1970
(l+i) "-1
Value of annuity for 20 years=--1
and i=8% is 45.76
Present value discounted by (l+i)"'
Where m=30 years and i=8% is 10.063
Present value in 1970 of $250Xl06 each year for the period 1980 to 2000 at 8% becomes
$250XIOOX4. 55=$1. 14X1QQ
Present value in 1970 for average of $125X106 and $250XIOO for 5 years between 1975
and 1980
$125X106
250X106
$375X106
----=$187. 5X106

65Xl0~

Present value of net returns on fully recovered (after 30 years) investment of $1. 65 X
108 in perpetuity
Present value of net
retw·ns in present
from year 31 into
future

$1, 650Xl0'
X(1+i)-3'
(l+i)'
(l+i)1+30
164Xl06

(1. 08)-30=. 0\194

Total present value to perpetuity of annual oil revenues anticipated by the State
$1, 650X106
164Xl0&

Present value of lease sales assuming the state invests all converted capital into a
physical investment which yields 8% per year in perpetuity:

Average per year

(1+. 08)~-1

2.159= CHi)"'= (1. 08) 10

211.17

A. Lease Sale
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$1, 814X10V
Total present value of all payments to the State in perpetuity for oil stock reduction
from the North Slope
$989. 5X10&
1, 814. OXlOO
2, 803. 5Xl06

A~~~!~ts e~g~~~~ta~e~e~~~~~

at 8% per year
226Xl01

nues are invested in projects with
a social rate of return of 8% converted to an equivalent 30 year
atmual or levelized basis

$226XlOO per year
730X10' per barrel

=$.31

et resource costs=costs to the company for pw·chase offset by economic development benefits from buying oil from internal U.S. sources
$.59-$. 31=$. 28 per baiTel.

2

that imaginatively and factually drama- have we at Hofstra done in and for our
community lately? Let's look at the re<lord
tizes its unique contributions to the com- for
1970.
munity it serves. This private 32-yearIn the field of education, Hofstra served
old university is one of a half dozen 8,000 of your children last year, equal to
HON. NORMAN F. LENT
major public and private institutions 67 % of our 13,000-man student body. We
OF NEW YORK
serving the two counties of Long Island, also invested $1.8 million to support these
young people with scholarship and achieveIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Nassau and Suffolk.
In a full-page report, which appeared ment grants.
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Last year alone, Hofstra turned out 1,200
February 25, 1971, in the local newspaper,
Mr. LENT. Mr. Speaker, the recent re- Newsday, sponsored by its board of certified teachers, graduates of the Isport by the Carnegie Commission on trustees, the university, under a pro- land's only professionally accredited School
of Education, as well as 400 graduates of
Higher Education that two-thirds of the vocative headline, ''What Has Hofstra the
only accredited School of Business in
Nation's 2,340 colleges are in financial Done for You Lately?" described in de- the two
counties.
difficulty or headed for it, underscores tail its diversified community services
We enrolled the first 78 lawyers-to-beln
the need to restore public confidence in over and above the traditional functions New York State's first new Law School in
higher education. In addition to the ob- of a university; namely, education.
47 years.
vious need for greater stability and effiWe opened a Store Front Law Office, staffed
I include the text of this unusual reciency in internal operations, restored port in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. It by our law school faculty and students, to
confidence will require convincing evi- will stand as one answer to the perennial provide legal aid for those in need.
The Hofstra Bureau of Educational Studies
dence of the relevancy of higher educa- question, How relevant can or should a
and Services gave 60 cour~s for 900 students;
tion-that the public can understand university be to its community?
it created master plans, and conducted
and support.
training programs, personnel searches and
WHAT HAS HOFSTRA DONE FOR YOU LATELY?
The problem is especially acute for the
school administrative programs for 12 Long
WE ARE GLAD You AsKED
private colleges. Serving as they do but
As a relatively young institution, Hofstra Island school systems.
29 percent of the college and university has already established itself as a vital and
Our Reading Center helped over 1,300 stustudents--versus the 71 percent enrolled active participant in community affairs. The dents from 120 Long Island communities,
in public colleges-their need to commu- degree of our community involvement is some in workshops, others in conferences
nicate their "distinctive" contributions not limited by the traditional functions of held in 28 different towns and vlllages on
a university. We are Will11ng and able to the Island.
has never been more critical.
Our Speech and Hearing Center tutored
take calculated risks, to experiment and to
Unfortunately, universities, public or innovate.
it youthful exuberance, esprit 4,371 Long Islanders, most of them young
private, are not generally known for ex- de corps Call
people.
or simply interest in the comcessive initiative in communications. munity around us. We're doing things, and
Our Psychological Evaluation Center durWhich is precisely why I single out a we'd like you to join us in our continuing ing 1970 held over 200 specialized training
recent communication from a young uni- effort to make our community a. better place sessions and tested 275 children ages 2 to
versity in my area-Hofstra University- to live, to work, to learn and progress. What 17.
WHAT HAS HOFSTRA DONE FOR
YOU LATELY?
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Economically speaking, last year 88% or
$22.5 million of our annual budget went back
into the economies of Nassau and Suffolk
counties.
Over the past six years more than $30 million has been invested in capital building,
most of it going to local suppliers and contractors.
Cultural activities incldue the Hofstra Pzoo
Arte Symphony concerts which in '70 played
to a total audience of more than 10,000. In six
years over 75,000 have listened to this symphony, the first professional orchestra sponsored by a university in the U.S.
Last year Hofstra drama students, enrolled in the Island's only professionally accredited drama program, presented the 21st
Annual Shakespeare Festival. It played host
to 4,500 high school students from 120
schools on the Island, and to 10,000 adults.
The Hofstra Band and Chorus entertained
over 15,000 Long Island students, while our
professional string quartet entertained another 2,700 neighbors.
Hofstra's Emily Lowe Gallery featured nine
unique art exhibitions attended by more
than 18,000.
Athletics: Hofstra's Astroturf playing field,
unique to the metropolitan area, was used
75% of the time last year, by community
organizations for activities from band concerts to high school and Little League football.
How do you measure service? By the many
things we've enumerated? By the spontaneous acts of people? Is it best represented by
the 400 students who last year gave their
free time to tutor youngsters? Or the 50
students who worked as Big Brothers? Or
the 700 fraternity members who gathered
7,500 toys to make Christmas brighter for
5,000 children in 15 communities? Or is it
the dozen dedicated Black students who created, and served as faculty, for the AfroAmerican Summer Experience program for
249 minority school-age youths last summer ... one of 22 Hofstra programs for minority groups.
We think it's all of these things last year
that helped make Hofstra more, much more
than just another university.

A GREEN MEDALLION FOR
MRS. KNAUER

HON. LEE METCALF
OF MONTANA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, Mrs.
Virginia H. Knauer, Special Assistant to
the President for Consumer Affairs, addressed the public utility buyers' group
of the National Association of Purchasing Managers in Atlanta on March 9.
Mrs. Knauer commended those utilities
which have discontinued advertising
which promotes greater use of fuel. She
suggested that large expenditures for advertising be diverted to research. She
found merit in the proposed restructuring of rates which now penalize lowincome users while encouraging large
volume users to consume even more of

a precious commodity which is in short

supply.

Mrs. Knauer said:
We must examine present systems of operation to determine whether they are responsive to tomorrow's needs. If they are not,
then we must exchange them, for systems exist to serve men; man does not exist to serve
institutions.

Mr. President, I commend Mrs. Knauer
for a forthright talk on an important issue and ask unanimous consent that it
be printed in the RECORD. We should
strike a Green Medallion Award for her.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE CONSUMER'S STAKE IN THE FuTURE OF
ENERGY

(By Virginia H. Knauer)
(NOTE.-Thi.:; text is the basis of Mrs.
Knauer's oral remarks. It should be used
With the understanding that some material
may be omitted or added during presentation.)
Ladies and gentlemen, it is indeed a pleasure to speak before the 4oth Annual Conference of the Public Utility Buyers' Group.
I am informed that the purchasing agents
represented here spend approximately $10
billion a year in obtaining equipment, goods
and services for the electric utility industry.
As the men who order the goods for the future, you are most intimately concerned with
vvhat happens tomorrow in the areas of lead
time, reliability of equipment, growth factors, and rate structures.
Consumers, too, have a vital stake not
only in what happens in these specific categories, but other energy areas as well, and
so I can think of no better topic upon which
to base my remarks than how the future of
energy may affect the consumer. This issue
should be of equal importance to utility management.
As Tofier has indicated in his stimulating
work, "Future Shock" those best able to cope
With tomorrow will be those who use the
present to live and work in the future.
I know that this audience understands
Toiler's point. You and your colleagues are
now placing orders and planning generating
and transmission facilities that may not be
used for another five or six years from now.
But just as you must be concerned with
the mechanical act of purchasing goods, you
must also be cognizant of the present various
philosophical and legal debates which will
shape our way of living and hence the manner in which we consume electricity.
Ten years ago, for instance, the sight of
smoke pouring out of chimneys was a sign
of advancement, once a community could be
proud of because the smoke was a symbol
of industrial progress. Today, that same sight
might have an exact opposite effect on a
viewer because the smoke could contain an
unacceptable amount of sulfur dioxide.
In short, ten years ago the environment
and ecology were not national issues; now
they are, and all purchasing decisions must
be made with these two key factors uppermost in mind.
Let us then examine some of the interrelated issues concerning the power supplier
and the power user.
Perhaps the first question which should
be examined both for the short and long
term is the adequacy of supply.
In his book, "Energy of the Future" P. C.
Putnam says that from the time man was
able to kindle his first campfire to 1850, he
used 10 Q of fuel, Q being defined as 10 to
18th power BTU, or the equivalent of about
38 million tons of coal.
Between 1850 and 1950, man used 4 Q, Putnam states. But, based on accelerated use of
fossils fuels, man will want 100 Q between
1950 and 2050, but only 27 Q of fossil fuel are
left, he believes.
Tofler notes the fantastic surge in energy
consumption in thiis century, and, quoting
from studies undertaken by Dr. Homi Bhadha, the late Indian atomic scientist, sees a
continual acceleration in the use of energy.
The problem of future energy supply was
examined by the Wall Street Journal in an
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article entitled "Will the Earth Reach an
Energy Ceiling?" written by John G. Welles,
head of the Industrial Economics Division
of the University of Denver Research Institute.
Welles poses the following question: "Will
the United States have to limit the level of
its production and use of its energy at some
future date? The answer is surrounded by
many unknowns, but the question should
be the object of more attention than it is
receiving. Its implications are so far reaching to the future of the nation that, if an
investigation shows an energy ceiling may
be reached within the next century, it is
not too early to begin preparing for it
now."
I am well aware that some of these prognostications are disputed. carl Bagge, the
new President of the National Coal Association, states that there are enough known
coal recoverable reserves to last the nation
another 1,000 years. Too, some of our energy
supply concerns may be resolved if some of
the current problems in fast breeder technology are solved.
Still, there are at least a few industry men
who question the long term impact on fuel
reserves if increasingly higher rates of
growth continue. It is quite obvious that
our fossil fuel reserves are of a finite and
not infinite character.
And though there may be honest arguments about the long term supply of energy
resources, there can be no question about
the present, somewhat precarious, state of
energy supply.
This audience, I am sure, is well aware of
some of the recent brownouts and blackouts
which have occurred. While for the most part
they have been relegated to the New York
area, the New England states, and the P-J-M
System, the Federal Power Commission just
a few weeks ago in a preliminary report
warned the nation that some areas of the
country may experience power supply shortages this coming summer as a result of inadequate installed capacity to meet summer
loads. In fact, only one region in the United
States, the west, had what the Federal Power
Commission considered to be an adequate
reserve margin of 20 percent or more.
Along with the problem of a tight power
supply facing both residential and corporate
consumers is the problem of rates. On the
first of this month, the FPC announced that
between June 2 and December 31, 1970, 176
electric utilities in 27 states reported rate
increases totaling $362 million.
I believe all of these matters, the question
of the present tight supply, the uncertainty
of long term fuel reserves, and rising rate
costs, pose many questions to consumers and
the ut111ty industry. In recent years, an increasing nwnber of questions have been
raised regarding the concentra.tion of fuel
supplies which has taken place through the
acquisition of coal companies by gas-oil
companies.
Perhaps the first question should be whether utilities should continue to follow policies which have the effect of promoting
greater uses of electricity.
I am well aware that a number of utilities have not only discontinued advertising
which promotes greater use of fuel, but have
actually ad vised consumers how to conserve
energy. I believe these steps are in the right
direction.
As you will recall, last November, I issued
a statement which informed consumers how
they could conserve energy. The National
Bureau of Standards and my offtce followed
up that release with a booklet called "7 Ways
to Reduce Fuel Consumption in Household
Heating . . . through energy conservation",
which elaborated on my earlier suggestions.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation reprinted 20,000 copies of our "7 Ways" booklet
in its own campaign to urge fuel conservation.
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Nonetheless, according to the FPC, privately-owned electric utillties in 1969 spent
$304.8 million for advertising and promot ional activities, and another $18 .9 million
for institutional ads. If 1970 figures are
anywhere near that sum, then I think we
may question whether too much is still being
spent on promoting new energy uses.
The Large expenditures for advertising
raiee other problems. What would the effect
be on consumer rates if these advertising
expenditures were diverted to research which
has the potential of cutting operational costs
by developing new generating and transmission techniques?
I am well aware of the argument that
utilities must promote the use of facilities
during off-season loads for more economical use of equipment. But is promotion the
sole answer to more efficient uses of energy
equipment? Is promotion adding to higher
peak loads?
According to a statement made in December of 1969 by E . 0. George, President of the
Detroit Edison Company, and Chairman of
the Edison Electric Institute's Research
Division Executive Committee, the EEI is
supporting research and development projects of close to $48 million. And, as you
know, EEl members serve over 97 percent
of all electric customers served by privatelycwned utilities.
In other words, for the 1969 period, advertising and promotional expenditures of
$323.7 mlllion spent by privately-owned utilities were almost seven times as much as
spent for R&D by EEI. Published FTC figures
show that about
of one per cent of
total gross revenues of privately-owned utilities have been used for research. In essence,
paltry sums are being allocated to an area
which would pay handsome dividends if sufficient financing were instigated.
As but one example, experts at the Federal
Power Commission have estimated that the
best fossil fuel generators achieve about 39
percent of efficiency, while the average efficiency rate is about 32.5 percent. In other
words, in the conversion from fossil fuel to
electricity anywhere from 60 to 67 percent
of the fuel's potential is lost. Though some
experts believe we have reached the peak
in the efficiency of present generating systems, a number of advanced forms of generation hold out the promise of improved
fuel efficiency.
The question is whether the utility industry is going to commit more research, development and demonstration funds into this
area so that we may adequately preserve
our precious fuels and use them more efficiently in the future. Can the utility industry afford the luxury of depending upon
generating manufacturers to develop methods of generation which may not be in the
manufacturer's best interests? Can in fact
manufacturers afford the necessary research
and development?
Adequate research can help in other areas
also. Bruce Mansfield, President of the EEI
and President of Ohio Edison, has said that
poor quality workmanship and late equipment deliveries are two of several major
obstacles to getting major generating units
in operation on time.
Indeed, during the extensive brownouts
and load shedding which occurred last September in the eastern part of the United
States, there were eight generating plants
with a total of five million kilowatts which
were not available for u.se because of malfunctioning equipment. Indeed the problem
of reliability of new generating equipment is
so serious that four u t ilities and over nine
insurance companies are suing one of the
two major domestic manufacturers of generating equipment for the basic reason that
generating equipment allegedly did not work
the way the utilities expected it to work.
It would appear again that an increase in
funds allocated toward research and development for better qu8Jllty control and manuCXVII--551-Pa.rt 7

*
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facturtng procedures might resolve a number of problems of both the consumer who
is not getting electricity and the corporate
consumer who is unable to produce it.
The question is whether the utilities will
continue to rely mainly on the two main
domestic manufacturers for research into
these two key areas or will the utilities attempt to support more research by themselves. Are electric utilities going to continue
to spend seven times as much to tell people
what a great job they are doing than the
amount for research which could enable them
to do a better job? I know what Thomas
Edison's answer would be.
Still on the topic of methods to promote
greater usage of electricity, David Freeman,
Director of the Energy Policy Staff of the
Office of Science and Technology, has suggested a re-examination of promotional rate
st ructures which provide lower cost per kilowatt hour to the heaviest users of electricity.
Mr. Freeman, in a talk before the National
Association of Regulatory Commissioners,
asked whether in view of the present tight
power situation, we should continue to keep
our foot on the promotional rate pedal to
accelerate m.ore growth.
Mr. Freeman argues persuasively for the
consideration of a rate struc ture which
would make volume users bear the brunt of
rate increases. He sees this approach as providing a great incentive to conserve energy.
He also takes note of a socio-economic
problem which we all should consider. Mr.
Freeman says, and I quote:
"The low-income citizen who cannot afford air conditioning, who doesn't have a
large house and who uses electricity only for
light ing, cooking, and perhaps hot water
heating, is not the person responsible for our
power shortages. He uses about 250 kwh per
month. In fact, the average use per residential customer in most big cities is less than
300 kwh per month. The cash out la;-;s this
low-income consumer makes for energy is a
significant item in his budget. If rates for
electricity increase by 50 percent in the next
five years-which I believe is a real possibility-and the increases are added equa lly t o
all rate blocks, it could well impose a real
hardship on low income consumers. And
since t heir use of electricity is small and for
basic necessities, there is little scope for reducing the volume.
"On the other hand, redesigning rates and
requiring the larger volume users to absorb
the coming rate increases would alleviate the
hardship on small consumers and provide
real incentives to achieve greater efficiencies.
And after all, it is the volume users whose
growth is a primary cause of the increased
costs for which the increases are needed."
I understand, of course, that what Mr.
Freeman is suggesting is very controversial.
Employed on a national scale, a system of
charging volume users more per unit of electricity would result in a significant change in
present rate systems.
True, on a strict cost basis there is reason
for higher rates to small volume users. Yet,
I believe there is a great deal of merit in
Mr. Freeman's suggestion. What does the concept of justice dictat e-that all users of electricity bear an equal portion of rate increases or that those mainly responsible !or
the growth bear the major brunt of rate increases? If a new aluminum plant requires
a new generating facility which adds substantially to total generation costs, should
all users pay for t hese increases?
Secondly, should rate increases in the near
fut ure r ise by 50 percent, as Mr. Freeman
suggests, what will happen to those who
cannot afford the cost of this basic necessity
of life? Are they to go without hot water,
without light, without cooking facilities while
suburbia glitters? Will the bill collector be
pounding on the door? Will another unbearable burden be placed upon inner city residents?

Third, and finally, do present rate structures encourage conservation of energy or
do tJhey encourage waste?
Thus far, I have not touched on another
controversial problem which concerns us all
and has had an effect on power supplies.
That, of course, is the concern over environment, the concern over where utility facilities will be constructed, and concern over air
and water pollution.
I know that in some areas conflicts between
utilities and conservation groups have resulted in lengthy delays for the construction
of generating or transmission facilities.
[ believe the President's environmental
proposals, if enacted by the Congress, Will
provide us with the means to settle these
disputes within a reasonable period of time.
The President has recommended legislation which provides that each state or region
may establish a decision-making body which
will review alternatives to assure that optimum sites for power plants and large transmission lines are selected, and will assure,
prior to construction, that adequate environmental protection features will be employed.
The bill also requires open long-range planning.
The legislation would require that proposed power plant sites and general locations
of transmission line routes be disclosed at
least five years prior to construction and that
public hearings on the plant sites be held at
that time. Detailed applications for construction of power plants and transmission
lines must be filed at least two years in advance and a public hearing held in which all
interested persons can participate.
In short, the bill would provide the public
with an early voice in the planning process,
but it would also allow facilities to be built
at approved locations and with proper safeguards.
The President has also recommended legislative proposals to cope with the problem
of sulfur oxides which, according to the
Council on Environmental Quality, are responsible for one half of the total damages
from air pollution. At present, power plants
account for 20 million tons of the sulfur
oxides or 55 percent of the nation•s total.
If uncontrolled, sulfur oxides emissions
will almost quadruple, to about 126 million
tons by the year 2000, with power generation
accounting for an increasing percentage of
the emissions.
The President has recommended that an
emission charge be placed on sulfur emissions, and that the funds generated by this
charge be used by the Federal government
to develop the technology to reduce such
emission and develop clean energy supplies.
I hope that you will support these proposals
and that you give consideration to these other matters which I have discussed with you
today.
I started out my talk by noting that this
audience has a vital stake in the future of
energy. So do consumers.
We must examine present systems of operation to determine whether they are responsive of tomorrow's needs. I! they are not,
then we must change them, for systems exist
to serve men; man does not exist to serve
instit utions.

THE GENEVA PROTOCOL

HON. MIKE GRAVEL
OF ALASKA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. GRAVEL. Mr. President, on March

4, the Federation of American Scientists
released a statement calling the proposed administration "understandings"

on chemical weapons to the Geneva pro-
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tocol "Highly questionable legally, absurd
politically, repugnant morally, and
foolish strategically.'' Their statement,
approved by the FAS Executive Committee, and by its Committee on Chemical
and Biological Weapons, chaired by Dr.
John T. Edsall, professor of biochemistry
at Harvard, made a persuasive case for
all four of those charges--! ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the
RECORD so that Senators can judge for
themselves.
The statement argued that the war is
the explanation for these "understandings." It advised the Senate to "wait a
few more years for the war to endrather-than to risk unraveling the
carefully built attitudes of mankind that
are embodied in the protocol prohibition
of chemical and biological warfare."
Indeed, concerning the controversy
over the legitimacy of the understandings, I do not see how the Foreign Relatians Committee could be persuaded to
report out a treaty whose meaning would
be unclear to the Senate that was supposed to ratify it. But I do not believe
that the treaty should disappear for
another 46 years. Instead, during any
period of delay in its ratification, continuing steps should be taken by the
executive branch to ascertain the
opinion of the cosignatories to our understandings, and/or to ascertain the
opinion of the World Court. This will provide, in good time, a record upon which
Senators will be able to determine whether they can or cannot support these "understandings.''
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
GENEVA PROTOCOL: BETTER TO DEFER IT'S
RATIFICATION, lF NECESSARY, THAN TO APPROVE ADMINISTRATION "UNDERSTANDINGS''

We applaud the wise initiative of the
President in totally renouncing biological
weapons and in sending the Geneva Protocol to the Senate for advice and consent. The
Administration advocates the ratification of
this treaty which we also support. But in
sending the Protocol to the Senate, the Administration has expressed its understanding
that the treaty does not prohibit the use in
war of irritant chemicals, such as tear gas,
and anti-plant chemicals, known also as
herbicides. There is no reason to believe that
such an understanding would have been
adopted by the Administration were the
United States not using these chemicals in
Viet nam. As an understanding, this point
of view is highly questionable legally, absurd
politically, repugnant morally, and foolish
strategically. We urge the Senate to ratify
the Protocol only if the Administration will
cease to use irritant and anti-plant chemicals
in war, and will abandon these two reservations.
How questionable the Administration interpretation is legally is seen in history. Gas
warfare began in World War I with French,
German, and Russian use of irritant gases:
tear gas, nausea gas, and the blistering
mustard gas. It was to prevent a repetition
of just this sort of thing that led to the
relevant provisions of the 1919 Treaty of
Versailles; of the 1922 Washington Treaty
on Submarines and Noxious Gases; and of
the Geneva Protocol itself. There is no positive evidence whatsoever that a majority or
significant minority of the signatories of any
of these treaties meant to permit, in war,
tear gases, or nausea gases, or any other irritant gases. No one doubts that these pro-
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visions prohibit, for example, the non-lethal
mustard gas.
While tear gases were not mentioned in
these treaties except as "other gases" no Nation on the League of Nations Preparatory
Commission except the United States expressed any doubts that they were covered.
Ten of these sixteen states explicitly agreed
that they were. And all parties to World War
II acted as if they were, indeed, covered.
We can also argue that, when the Protocol
was drafted, the herbicides in use, mainly
arsenic compounds, were considered to be
dangerous to animal life as well, and hence
were meant to be covered by the treaty under
the phrase "analogous liquids". In any case,
although little attention was directed to
them at the time, there can be little doubt
that they violate the spirit of the Geneva
Protocol's general effort to ban chemical and
biological warfare. And there is no doubt
that the vast majority of the international
community prefer this interpretation, as reflected in a December 16, 1969 U.N. resolution
adopted 80 to 3 with 36 abstentions. Only
Australia and Portugal agreed with us. No
other state has ever ratified the Geneva Protocol with a reservation on chemical weapons
of any kind.
In the face of these world-wide attitudes,
it would be politically absurd to take an
understanding that could not, and would
not, be supported by other nations or international bodies. Any nation, or the U.N.
General Assembly, could take this matter to
the world Court where we would likely find
our understanding disavowed. Would we like
to have our uses of chemicals in Vietnam
debated publicly and skeptically in an International Court?
The Executive Branch understandings are
morally repugnant because they are simply
efforts to justify use of offensive chemical
warfare in Vietnam. The six million pounds
we used in 1969, of C8--a tear and nausea
producing gas-were not necessary to separate civilians and enemy forces; these are
not often found together in oombat situations. Since its introduction CS has been
used instead in a wide variety of offensive
military operations: assault against point
and area targets, flushing of caves and structures, use in conjunction with antipersonnel
artillery and air strikes, suppression of small
arms fire around helicopter landing zones,
and so on. Most of these uses are simply adjuncts to offensive weapons in which, for
example, the cs flushes out enemy forces
which are then shot or killed with fragmentation grenades, air strikes, etc. This i8

and herbicides had never been invented, the
course of the war in Vietnam would not have
been seriously affected. Neither weapon is of
more than marginal value in the general
context of the war and of the enemy's ability
to cope with our chemical tactics. But if the
use of chemicals in Vietnam should lead to
a breakdown in international attitudes toward chemical warfare, who knows what
future lethal chemicals might be used
against America or its forces. General Pershing noted in 1922 that the Washington
Treaty should prohibit all gases because of
the difficulty of enforcing partial bans; he is
still right today.
The Federation condemns the use of
chemical warfare in Vietnam. But over e.nd
above that it would be senseless for the
American Government to adopt "understandings" that protect these uses simply because
the Protocol is being sent to the senate during the Vietnamese War. We have waited
more than 40 years to ratify this treaty. It
should be ratified without exceptions. If
necessary, it would be better to walt a few
more years for the war to end than to risk
unravelling the carefully built attitudes of
mankind that are embodied in the Protocol
prohibition of chemical and biological warfare.

neither more nor less than the lethal use of
non-lethal gas.

Like tear gas, herbicides could be used for
innocuous purposes: defoliation of friendly
base perimeters, or ambush sites. But, in
fact, most of the herbicides have been used
in what has been called "ecocide." Half of
Vietnam's Mangrove forests have been destroyed, a sizable fraction of its merchantable hardwood forests have been severely
damaged, and crop destruction has covered
land capable of feeding approximately
600,000 people per year. This has taken place
in food scarce areas where it cannot be assured that crops destroyed are "intended
solely for consumption by the (enemy)
armed forces" as required by U.S. Army
Doctrine. In such areas, it is women, especially child-bearing women, and children
who suffer most from crop shortages--not
the able-bodied soldiers that can supply
themselves, commandeer food, or leave the
area. Indiscriminate destruction of crops has
figured in Nuremberg war-crimes trials.
Why should it be protected by a U.S. understanding of the Geneva Protocol?
Finally, it would be foolish and shortsighted strategically for the strongest nation
in the world to encourage a kind of warfare
that lends itself to poorer nations. If OS

MAJORITY LEADER, HALE BOGGS,
SPEAKS ON THE PROBLEM OF
FINANCING THE GOVERNMENT

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, on St.
Patrick's Day, the distinguished majority leader paid a visit to Wilkes Barre,
Pa. In an address that evening, he had
some perceptive things to say about government and the problem of financing it.
Mr. BoGGs' address resulted in two editorials on WBRE-TV. I am inserting
these editorials in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD and calling them to the attention of my colleagues:
REAL FEDERAL SHARING
MARCH 18, 1971.
When he visited Wilkes Barre this week,
Congressman Hale Boggs of Louisiana offered
to save Pennsylvania alone nearly 8-million
dollars. The Majority Leader of the United
States House of Representatives announced
he had introduced legislation Wednesday
which would enable the federal Internal
Revenue Service to collect state and local
income taxes on behalf of those governments.
Congressman Boggs said the ffiS, which
collects the federal income tax, could collect state and local income ;taxes cheaper
and more effectively than can state and
local agencies. He said the collection cost for
the ms is the lowest of any agency in the
world-four thousandths of one percent.
Further, he said its effectiveness is such that
by comparison, state and local governments
miss collect 2-billion dollars a year. The IRS
could collect these state and local taxes,
according to him, merely by adding several
lines to the present federal income tax
reporting form.
The Majority Leader's comments are especially significant in view of last weekend's
announcement by the Pennsylvania. Department of Revenue. Secretary Kane said the
Department was creating a new bureau to
collect Pennsylvania's income tax-a bureau
of 1-thousand political patronage workers
costing about 8-million dollars to operate in
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the first year. Applying the figures of Congressman Boggs, the IRS could do that job
alone for about 32-thousand dollars. The
savings to Pennsylvania would be about 7million, 970-thousand dollars and a whole
bureau of patronage.
Congressman Boggs revealed his move as
an example of the kinds of federal programs
he proposes as alternatives to the President's
revenue-sharing plan. We think Congressman Boggs performed a great service to the
people of this State. Anything which produces this kind of economy in government is
federal sharing that makes sense.
NEW FEDERALISM
MARCH

16, 1971.

Several weeks ago it was estimated that
collection of the state income tax would
require an additional 200 employees in the
Department of Revenue and cost about 2million dollars a year. That forecast vanished
over the weekend when Secretary Kane announced creation of a new Bureau with !thousand political patronage workers and an
estimated cost in the first year of a-million
dollars.
We propose instead that it is both possible
and highly logical to have the state income
tax and even the local wage taxes collected
by the federal Internal Revenue SerVice.
The IRS already deals with all of the basic
information, computing and reporting required for collection of these taxes. It has
the personnel and experience necessary for
the job, and with only modest additions
could perfor m this function for State and
local gover nments. The local governments
could save much of what now is paid private
collect ion agencies, and the State government would be relieved of the certain cost of
an expanded bureaucracy.
We realize such a move would be an innovation. Not one, to our knowledge, of the 43
states imposing the income tax use the federal service. All have their own bureaus. The
politics of patronage is deeply ingrained, but
it also is extraordinarily expensive. We think
the t axpayer cannot afford the luxury of patronage of government surrendered to finance political organizations.
We submit that a new federalism which
would effect true economy ought to begin
with a sharing, not of revenue but of intergovernmental services, and that this kind of
expanded function by the Internal Revenue
Service is the place to start.

A MINNESOTA BUSINESSMAN'S CONCERN FOR OUR ENVIRONMENT

In remarks to executives of the company's facilities located in seven States,
Mr. Barrie stated that "the cosmetic industry has a great stake in the environmental protection movement in our country." He noted the early efforts of ecologists over a decade ago, before "environment" became a popular issue, to warn
the American people of the progressive
destruction of the beauty and life-sustaining resources of this great land. And
it was with commendable insight that he
pinpointed movements within our society which can turn the appeals of a
few into the cry of many. For example,
he saw in the "Flower Children" the
sounding of "a muffied bell-for environmental protection by advocating their
posture as nature's children. What
started as antiwar attitudes has given
way to cries for clean air and serious
endorsements for ecological concern and
protection."
He concluded, however, that the essential action to improve our environment
can only succeed through a concerted effort by the people of our Nation:
If two hundred million Americans would
begin to police themselves and the areas they
inhabit, a major stride will be made towards
the quality of life we all so ardently desire.
Gone would be the soft drink and beer cans
from our streets and woodlands, the crumpled
newspapers, the overflowing trash and garbage cans, abandoned automobiles, and the
assorted eco-pornography that bruise the
senses of all thinking people.

I believe industrialists like George Barrie speak well for America in demanding
the exercise of self-responsibility for
meeting the crisis of our environment.
He stated:
At Faberge, we are deeply concerned with
youth for they are tomorrow's electorate in
addition to being our potential customers.
Whatever they have inherited in our cities
and the suburbs and farmlands, forests, waterways ... we have bequeathed to them. Let
it not be said that we gave them a permanently spoiled environment . . . . More than
good business, for all forms of industry, it is
responsible citizenship that initiates pride
in the American environment. Faberge will
continue to support the efforts of ... all the
nation's governmental leaders in this single
greatest challenge to our life, liberty, and
pursuit of happiness.

Mr. President, I am greatly impressed

HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY

by this statement of personal and corporate commitment. It offers a solid foun-
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dation for hope that the beauty and richness of our natural resources in Minnesota and the entire United States of
America can be preserved for future
generations.

Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, as the
present Congress focuses attention on the
sources of environmental pollution, it is
instructive for us to take note of important statements and actions by concerned representatives of American industry. In this regard, I bring to the
attention of Senators selections from a
recent address by Mr. George Barrie,
president of Faberge, Inc., cosmetic and
fragrance manufacturers, whose main
plant is located in St. Paul, Minn. Pollution control operations are an integral
part of this modern, highly mechanized
facility, and Mr. Barrie himself has long
been active in promoting environmental
protection programs.

MAKING JOB SAFETY A REALITY

HON. DOMINICK V. DANIELS
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
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ful working environment for 53 million
American workers. On that day, the Occupational Safety and Health Act passed
in the 9lst Congress, will become
effective.
In order to prepare for fullest implementation of the provisions of the act,
labor unions have already begun informing their local members on their duties
and rights under the new law.
Following is the text of a February 24
radio interview with George Taylor, an
economist with the ~IO who discussed the law's implications:
LABOR NEWS CONFERENCE
Unions are gearing up to use the federal
job-safety law enacted last year "intelligently and vigorously" to safeguard the lives,
limbs and health of workers, an AFL-CIO
safety expert declared today in a network
radio interview.
George Taylor, executive secretary of the
AFL-CIO Standing Committee on Safety and
Occupational Health, urged the Nixon Administration to show "more tangible evidence
of firm intent ... to take this program forward in high gear" than they have since
it was signed into law last December. Taylor
stressed that the effective date of the new
law is only two months off, but key ofHcials
and panels responsible for shaping health
and safety standards and enforcing them stlll
haven't been named.
"The Administration is weighing this program ... against the internal budgetary decisions" they have already made for other
programs, he said. He added that "on the
basis of our examination of the budget and
our knowledge of what's needed ... the authorization received by the Department of
Labor is not enough" to establish and sustain
the kind of program that is needed.
Questioned by reporters on Labor News Conference, a network radio interview produced
by the AFL-CIO and broadcast Tuesday at
9:35p.m. (EST), on the Mutual Broadcasting
System, Taylor turned aside the suggestion
that the Labor Department "will be flooded
with complaints" from workers of in-plant
violations of the law "that wlll swamp the
whole operation." Such worry, he said, 1s
based on the invalid assumption that "our
people are going to act irresponsibly."
He said the labor movement recognizes
and accepts its responsibility to help workers
and in-plant safety committees understand
the law so that they "can use it on a day-today basis in the plant."
The Occupational Health and Safety Act
"is going to be made or broken at the plant
level," Taylor declared. If workers, employers
and government carry out their respective responsibilities under the Act, there is no need
to fear it will bog down, he said.
Reporters questioning Taylor on Labor
News COnference were Sam Sharkey, labor
specialist for the Newhouse Newspapers, and
Robert Barr, congressional correspondent for
the Fairchild Publications.
IMPLEMENTING JOB SAFETY
(Guest: George Taylor, an economist in
the AFL-CIO's Department of Research and
executive secret84'y of the AFL-CIO Standing
Committee on Safety and Occupational
Health.)
(Reporters: Sam Sharkey, labor specialist
for the Newhouse Newspapers, Robert Barr,
congressional correspondent for the Fairchild Publications.)
(Moderator: Frank Harden.)
MUTUAL ANNOUNCER. The following time is
presented as a public service by this station
and the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. Mr.
Speaker, April 28 is a day that will realize the intensive efforts of Congress, the
HARDEN.
LABOR NEWS CONFERENCE.
labor movement, and responsible busi- Welcome to another edition of LABOR NEWS
ness leaders to provide a safe and health- CONFERENCE, a public affairs program
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brought to you by the AFL-CIO. LABOR
NEWS CONFERENCE brings together leading
AFL-CIO representatives and ranking members of the press. Today's guest is George
Taylor, an eoonomist in the AFL-CIO 's Department of Research and executive secretary
of the AFL-CIO Standing Committee on
Safety and Occupational Health.
Shortly before Congress adjourned last
year, a long-sought federal job health and
safety law was approved and signed by the
President. Here to question Mr. Taylor about
the Occupational Health and Safety Act of
1970, the protections against job-related injuries and deaths it provides and how they
Will be implemented, are Sam Sharkey, labor
specialist for the Newhouse Newspapers, and
Robert Barr, congressional correspondent for
the Fairchild Publications. Your moderator,
Frank Harden.
And now, Mr. Sharkey, I believe you have
the first question?
SHARKEY. Mr. Taylor, you recently won a
landmark bill on Occupational Health and
Safety. A two part question: What's in it,
specifically, and what are your objections to
it--why are you dissatisfied with parts of it?
TAYLOR. Well, the bill provides for a federal-state program to protect the health and
safety of workers in about 4 million workplaces in the country-a total of some 55 to
60 million workers.
The Secretary of Labor Will be responsible
for developing and promulgating occupational health and safety standards and enforcing them.
Va.rious training programs will also be his
responsibility.
State relationships Will be his responsibUity.
The responsibility of the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, by way of the
newly-created Institute for Occupational
Health, will be for various types of research,
labelling hazardous materials, monitoring
hazardous substances in plants, and developing the basis on which occupational health
standa.rds can be promulgated by the Secretary.
In answer to the second part of your question, I would say that we are generally satisfied with the bill. It provides for the first
time, e. very sizea.ble list o! protections and
rights for the worker which no occupational
safety and health legislation ever conceived
before in this country has contained. We are
very happy about this, and we intend to use
it intelligently and vigorously.
On the other hand, we will just have to
adopt a wait-and-see attitude on some of the
provisions o! the b111. As the program opens
up and develops, there may be need for
amendments.
On the other hand, it may be that the
amendments wlll not be significant.
We don't know yet.
BARR. Mr. Taylor, you said you've got a
landmark bill here. Well, the President signed
this into law last December 29; it is supposed
to become effective April 28; but so far, we
have no action by the White House. An Assistant Secretary of Labor is to be named.
A commission is to be named. There is some
money in the budget. But, are you satisfied
that they are proceeding fast enough?
TAYLOR. No, we're never satisfied on that.
We feel that this Administration is weighing this program as well as other programs,
against the internal budgetary decisions they
have made, in terms of their overall programs.
We believe that as a result, the budget authorization, which has been received by the
Department of Labor to carry out this b111, is
not enough, on the basis of our examination
of the budget and our knowledge of what'
needed in the program.
With respect to the appointments of the
various officials who will operate this program, they are moving slowly. We still don't
have an Assistant Secretary for Occupational
Safety and Health.
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We don't have the three-man enforcement
panel.
We don't have the National Advisory Committee on Occupational Safety and Heal·t h.
The Secretary of HEW has not named the
director of the Institute, nor the assistant director.
A hundred and twenty days can pass very
rapidly. We hope to see more tangible evidence firm intent by the Administration, to
take this program forward in high gear, than
we have seen so far.
SHARKEY. Well, Mr. Taylor, you said that
you think that part of this delay is budgetary
or financial. Do you have any reason to believe
that they are deliberately delaying this program for political reasons?
TAYLOR. We have no reason to assume that
there is any conspiracy in this.
We only assume that we have access to the
Secretary-business management has better
access to the Secretary. All during the course
of the legislative history, it was made plain
to us, by the Secretary, that in choosing a
position between organized labor and its desire for a strong bill, and business and its
desire for a weaker bill. Secretary Hodgson
made his choice, up until the last minute.
So, we feel that if we can go in and see Secretary Hodgson about our problems in connection with the bill, business management
has already been in there.
SHARKEY. Mr. Taylor among the elements
of the bill is a new provision for in-plant inspection at the request of workers. How is
this really going to operate? The Labor Department, as I understand it, is quite worried that they will be flooded with complaints
that will swamp the whole operation.
TAYLOR. Well, Mr. Sharkey, I don't believe that this is a real fear.
As you pointed out, the bill does provide
that workers have the right to ask for a special inspection, if they feel that something
is wrong in the plant, either from the standpoint of an occupational safety hazard or a
health hazard, and to write the Secretary,
setting forth the specifics of their request.
The Secretary may, as soon as practicable,
send an inspector in.
Now, I think the worry of the Secretary and
the Administration is not real , but assumes
that our people are going to act irresponsibly.
Now, of course , it is our responsibility to
help everybody who works on safety committees in plants to be able to send in a proper
letter, setting forth, not fancied, but real situations about which they believe, on the
basis of their ability to diagnose them,
something should be done by way of inspection.
If we carry out our respective responsibilities here, they don't have a thing to worey
about.
SHARKEY. Have you done anything in that
line so far? Are you sending out guidelines?
TAYLOR. we are in the process of doing
that right now.
We want to get everything possible out to
the workers before this blll becomes effective, so that they wm be able to use their
rights and responsibilities intelligently and
responsibly.
SHARKEY. A related question, Mr. Taylor;
in that respect, the workers who filed the
complaints-won't they be subject to repression by management for kicking up dust?
TAYLOR. It's quite possible, Mr. Sharkey,
that this might happen, although there is a
provision-a non-discrimination provisionin the bill, whereby if this does happen, a
worker can take the matter up with the Sece ry, have a hearing and if the record
ws that discrimination actually occurred,
he can be reinstated to his job-he won't lose
any seniority, and he also can get some monetary damages.
BARR. On that same point, Mr. Taylor, isn't
is true that the law allows a worker to com-
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plain on a confidential basis--that they'll
keep his name a secret, if he files a complaint?
TAYLOR. That is true, Mr. Barr-that's in
the Act.
BARR. On another matter, the law allows
Mr. Hodgson, as Secretary of Labor to begin
this program with what people call "industry
concensus standards." Could you explain
what an "industry concensus standard" is?
TAYLOR. Well, the term in the bill is "national concensus standard,'' Mr. Barr.
Th·ese are standards, privately produced
by organizations that for the most part,
represent business management. The principal private concensus standard producing
orga.ruization is the American National Standards Institute.
However, I might add that organized labor
is quite well represented on the vartous committees that comprise this board that work
on particular standards.
The main problem in the concensus standard is concensus itself.
In order to gat agreement that a standard should be adopted by this group, generally speaking, you have to compromise.
Sometimes, a oompromi.se results in a weaker standard than what is needed.
However, you have to start with something, and in this coUilltry, the standardproducing organizations have been chiefly
private in this field. There are a large number of standards, which are perfectly okay,
that the Secretary has incorporated into tib.e
Walsh-Healey Act. Most of them are ANSI
standards--American National Standards Institute standards.
Several hundred are what are known 8.$
"threshold value limitations standards,"
which are for dust , fumes, noise, gasses and
chemicals of various types. These are produced by the American Assooiation of Industrial Hygienists.
When this Act comes into effect on the
28th of April the Secretary is obliged, for
a period of two years to take such standards
as these--either the ccmcensus standard or
the federal standard that is now in opeTation-a nd m ake them interim standards. At
the end of the two year period, another section of the bill takes over and the Secretarv
may either appoint an advisory committee
to develop the standard or modify the standard, or do it himself, or take a recommended
standard trom the Institute for Occupational Safety and Health from HEW and work
that through the standard-making process.
So, I don't think we have to worry, if he administers the bill :really well, about the private standards-producing community dom1natin g the standard-production under this
law.
SHARKEY. Mr. Taylor, you pointed out that
the Administration has lagged in setting up
forces to implement this bill. What has
organized labor been doing from its side to
help its participation?
TAYLOR. We're now in the process of de·
veloping materials and organizing meetings
whereby everyone-right down to the plant
level-will know what this bill is-what it
contains-in an understandable way so that
they can use it on a day-to-day basis in the
plant.
This blll is going to be made or broken at
the plant ~evel.
Every one of our workers--pM"ticularly
those on safety committees-is going to
have to know how to operate under tlrts btll.
Some of them--some safety committees we
have in unions--are very very sophisticated.
Othei"s must be taught. This is going to be a
big job.
It's the responsibility of our m-ganization,
and we intend to undertake :it fully.
SHARKEY. Well, since there has been this
rising toll of injuries and deaths in industry,
do you think that your message is really getting through to the workers.
TAYLOR. A few years ago, I would have said
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no; today, I would say yes-during the last
two years, particularly.
We were pushing very hard for this bill.
The industrial unions, and some of the craft
unions, have had so much trouble in their
plants, and so many new situations arisingwhere they know people are getting sick, but
they can't pin it down--can't get a causal
relationship between the exposure and the
sickness.
Concern has been rising. As a result of the
debate on this blll in the last year and onehalf, as well as the activities of many of our
unions in supporting this bill, they've really
gotten on it.
BARR. Mr. Taylor, a two part question;
during most of the debate on this bill in
Congress, the figure 80 million was thrown
around-that it could effectively cover 80
million workers. Then the figure changed,
and my memory is that about 55 million
workers would be covered by this law. Part
one, how many workers will it cover, and, in
what industry would you expect to see the
law used first--construction, railroads, what?
TAYLOR. Well, Mr. Barr, the figure 80 million, of course, would mean that this bill
covered all workers in all industries and
would supercede all existing federal laws that
already cover certain groups.
However, the bill provides for exemptions
from other acts-federal acts that cover
groups of workers-like coal miners--the
Coal Mine Safety Act is exempted; the Construction Safety Act is exempted; the Metallc
and Non-metalic Mine Safety Act coverage is
not included in this bill. The Atomic Energy
Commission's agreement on radioactive
materials regulations is not covered; the
Railroad Safety Act is not covered; the Airline Safety Act is not covered.
So, this brings it down to a total, according
to the Department of Labor-to the last figure you mentioned-approximately 60 million
people in 4 milllon establishments.
BARR. Well, again this is a federal law, but
we already have on the law books, in various
states, some work safety laws, which may or
may not be adequate. Could you explain how
this law wm interact with the state laws?
Will it pre-empt those states-just how will
this work?
TAYLOR. The law provides that if a. state
wishes to assume the enforcement responsibility, which otherwise would be federal, that
it prepare a plan, which it submits to the
Secretary of Labor.
The plan must meet a considerable number
of criteria. set forth in the bill. The plan
must also include adequate budgetary and
manpower-trained manpower-provisions-be a law which meets the criteria of the coverage of workers, etc.
After the plan is submitted the state may
also ask that no federal inspectors be sent
into the state during the time that the Secretary is considering the plan.
The Secretary also is able to give us up to
90 percent grants, to prepare the plan and
get the program ready for operation, assuming that he accepts it and approves it.
If the plan is accepted, the Secretary monitors it as far as the operations under the
plan he has approved. If he finds a. failure to
meet what the state plan purportedly was
supposed to meet, in order to qualify, he may
withdraw it--he has a pull-back authority.
If the state is dissatisfied with this withdrawal, it can take the issue to the federal
courts, and argue against withdrawal. This is
something like the provisions in the Social
Security Act, relating to the withdrawal of
federal funds.
SHARKEY. This is a. stiffer law than we've
ever had before. The Coal Mine Safety Act
has been strengthened. One of the problems
they've been having there is a lack of inspectors. Where on earth are we going to get
enough inspectors to implement this on a.
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nationwide basis? It seems to me to call for
a rather enormous force.
TAYLOR. My und&standing is that the Department of Labor is trying to get about 150
inspectors immediately.
As you probably know, the number of
Walsh-Healey inspectors to cover several
hundred thousand contractors, with about
29 milllon workers, totals about 37. And, you
can lmra.gine when the last plant would be
inspected on that basis.
The problem is two-fold; numbers and
skilled inspectors. This program can st..and or
fall on the quality of inspectors. You have
both the problem of getting qualifications
set forth in the civil service requirements
for this Act, which weigh, appropriately,
both experience and education.
Some of our people will be qualified to be
inspectors, assuming that they give equivalent weight to experience and education.
SHARKEY. By "our people", you mean union
members?
TAYLOR. Yes, union members.
There will probably be a large number of
union members who will apply for inspectors
jobs. Many of them will have the skillswith a little training-to qualify for the
jobs. I expect that many of our union members will apply. My understanding is that
these announcements-official
job announcements--will be very soon.
SHARKEY. Don't you think that the small
numbers of inspectors you've cited would
lead to considerable disappointment in labor? Hopes are high now. If you spread those
guys that thin, it still isn't going to be a very
effective job, is it?
TAYLOR. Mr. Sharkey, President Meany,
back as far as 1968, warned all workers not to
expect miracles as soon as the bill became
effective.
There are too many plants--not enough
inspectors. We're going to have to be sort
of "unofficial enforcers" of this Act, if we
are to use it effectively during the period
that the manpower is being built up.
SHARKEY. By "unofficial," do you mean
working with plant management?
TAYLOR. Working with plant management,
yes--working for workers and using the provisions and rights that are set forth in this
law, in a way that Will protect the worker,
in case he can't get an inspector out there.
We're going to have to protect our own workers under the provisions that are sort of a
"workers Bill of Rights" in the Act.
BARR. Mr. Taylor, many union contracts
now contain provisions involving health and
safety matters. Will this new federal safety
law mean that such matters no longer have
to be part of the collective bargaining
process?
TAYLOR. Not necessarily, I think that the
collective bargaining process would be, in effect--a good contract, with good safety and
occupational heaJ.th clauses, and a good
union-management
safety
committee-would be, in effect, almost as good as having
an inspector in the plant, if both sides carried out the terms of the bargain.
I think collective bargaining could be a
very significant factor in strengthening thLs
law.
BARR. Mr. Taylor, could you give us your
uneducated guess on who might be the Assistant Secretary of Labor that will handle
this program?
TAYLOR. Well, we're not privy to the innerworkings Of the Nixon Administration. We
have no in-put, as far as our own people
are concerned.
We would undoubtedly exercise, to the full
extent of our ability, a veto over someone we
thought, on the ba:::is of their previous record, would not be fit for the job, as we have
attempted to do in other instances.
Right now, a. large number of names are
being discussed.

But the Administration-Secretary Hodgwn-.speaking for the Administration-has
informed us that tihey expect an appointment
very soon.
SHARKEY. One final question on the inspectors; when airline hijacking was at its
peak, the federal government put through a
crash-program to train air marshals. Do you
expect anything like that for this lawfor implementing this law.
TAYLOR. We have very strongly urged the
Secretary to use the provisions of this law to
train our people.
There are provisions for training. We would
like to see at [east a thousand of our workers
go through a good training course, on both
safety and on occupational health, and go
back to their plants, able to deal effectivelyand in a fairly sophisticated manner-with
the problems that they have.
SHARKEY. Is there enough money in the
budget to provide for them?
TAYLOR. We don't know-yet.
HARDEN. Thank you, gentlemen. Today's
Labor News Conference guest was George
Taylor, an economist in the AFL-CIO's
Department of Research and executive
secretary of the AFL-CIO Standing Committee on Safety a.nd Occupational Health.
Representing the press were Robert Barr, congressional correspondent for the Fairchild
Publications, and Sam Sharkey, labor specialist for the Newhouse Newspapers. This is
your moderator, Frank Harden, inviting you
to listen again next week. Labor News
Conference is a. public affairs production
of the AFL-CIO, produced in cooperation
with the Mutual Broadcasting System.
MUTUAL ANNOUNCER. The preceding program time was presented as a public service
by this station and the Mutual Broadcasting
System. The opinions expressed are solely
those of the participants.

INTERVIEW WITH HALE BOGGS,
HOUSE MAJORITY LEADER
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, in the
March 22 issue of U.S. News & Worlu Report, there appeared a thought-provoking dialog between the editors and the
majority leader, Mr. BoGGS.
Mr. BoGGS made some telling points
about this institution and the role it must
play during these times of economic adversity and social stress. I am inserting
the article in the RECORD and calling it
to the attention of my colleagues:
INTERVIEW WITH HALE BOGGS,
HousE MAJORITY LEADER
A top man in the Democratic leadership
gives a vigorous reply to charges leveled
against Congress. In an interview with this
magazine's editors, Mr. Boggs tells how the
legislative process really works, what causes
some delays:
Q. Mr. Boggs, public-opinion polls indicate
that the American people have a. rather low
image of Congress. How do you account for
that?
A. Congress is a great, broad iDSititution.
When you shoot at the Congress, it's kind of
a. scatter shot--you're shooting at 535 members, and that's very easy to do.
I have noted how these "images" change
over the years. The 89th Congress is one example. I have hanging in my office 50 pens
that President Johnson used to sign such
measures as medicare, medicaid, federal a.id
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to education, and so on. That Congress was
described by some people as "rubber stamp."
A later Congress, which moved more slowly, was called by some commentators a "donothing Congress."
The truth is that Congress has an enormous amount of work to do. It now has to
consider each year a budget of at least 225
billion dollars. It has to take a close look at
all of the problems of our country both at
home and abroad. These tasks require all of
our energies.
Q. What do you say in reply to contentions
that Congress operates inefficiently?
A. For one thing, too little attention has
been given to events that occurred late in
the last session of Congress and early in this
session.
The 91st Congress, last year, passed a very
comprehenive reform bill which is only now
beginning to have its impact. Both the Republican conference and the Democratic caucus-at meetings prior to the convening of
the 92nd Congress-adopted rules that
should greatly expedite our work.
One of the problems that we have hadand I don't say this in any critical fashionis that we in the House pass appropriation
bills and then the Senate doesn't act on
them until late in the session. We hope to
have all this year's appropriation b11ls out
by the end of June.
Q. Then you don't agree with charges that
Congress is just not able, under the present
system, to deal adequately with the nation's
problemsA. No, I certainly don't agree with that.
Of course, when you look at Congress today compared with earlier years, the job
is ~o much more demanding. Ten years ago,
we didn't have to worry about an argument
ovAl" the SST, for instance. Twenty years
ago, no one thought that environment would
be one of the great issues confronting Congress. Twenty years ago, no one dreamed of
a space program, or of intercontinental ballistic missiles and nuclear submarines and
spaceships.
In times past, no one dreamed of cities
absolutely jampacked full of people who had
migrated from other parts of the country
without any skills or training or education.
No one dreamed of the millions and mlllions
of automobiles jamming and packing the
streets of every community in the country.
No one dreamed of the decline of railroads
and the rise of aviation.
These are all problems we are confronted
with now. They are difficult problems. There
are no easy solutions. And Congress works on
these things all day long-every day.
If you could sit in some of the closed
sessions of committees and see how these
members are working and seeking information, your respect for Congress would increase considerably.
Q. Does this heavy work load mean that
members can't digest it all-and that there
is increasing reliance on experts in various
fields who are called in to help them digest
the great mass of legislation?
A. The answer is both yes and no. The
average member of Congress must, by the
nature of the problems, become a specialist
in some areas. In these areas--take defense
appropriations as an example-an enormous
amount of knowledge is developed from year
to year.
But of course there are many subjects in
which we must depend upon experts on the
congressional staffs, or from outside. As an
example, the House will soon debate the SST.
Here we must rely on experts to help us
reach our conclusions.
Q. What is being done to simplify some of
the extremely complicated aspects of your
work load?
A. In the Reform Act, we have provided for
much better staff work. We have also provided for the first time-and I think this is
quite significant--for computer companies
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to come in and make a complete study of
the legislative processes. They are doing that
now. Where t:t_e computers can help us we
propose to employ them.
Q. Would computers help in dealing with
the budget?
A. That's a case where the computers
can be of enormous help to us.
DELAYS

IN

WHITE

HOUSE

PROPOSALS

There has been criticism from some
lawmakers in the last few years that the
White House delays too long in sending up
its legislative proposals. Is that still true?
A. I'll tell you, its worse than you have
described. They not only have not sent up
their proposals, but oftentimes they don't
know where they stand themselves. A presidential message comes up as a kind of essay.
But then it seems to take forever for the
concrete legislative recommendations to arrive.
Q. Mr. Boggs, do you think it's good or
bad for the country to have divided Government--in this case a Republican White House
and a Democratic-controlled Congress?
A. It has been demonstrated that our Government functions quite well when so divided.
Some people confuse our system with the
British system-the parliamentary system.
A divided Government is impossible in England because, unless the Government party
controls the Parliament, the Government
falls. Moreover, Ininisters in the Government
of Great Britain must also be Members of
Parliament.
But here we have three coequal branches
of Government. A Congress controlled by a
different party from the White House functioned quite well when Harry Truman was
President--the Republicans controlled the
Congress.
In President Eisenhower's Administrations
there were only two years when the Republicans were in control of Congress. And Mr.
Nixon, of course, has not had a Republ!can
Congress at all.
Q. Does this division sometimes lead to
stalemate and bottling of legislation?
A. That may be true in certain legislative proposals. But some people have become
so accustomed to the idea that the Administration is the innovative force in legislation that they forget that Congress has that
power. In this Congress, I think you will see
a great many constructive measures-and
they will be measures produced by the Congress.
Q. What are some of those measures?
A. To give you some examples-the comprehensive manpower-retraining program, a
broadened public-works program, a comprehensive Social Security bill, welfare reform, consumer-protection legislation, legislation to aid the hardcore cities. These are
all in the immediate offing, plus, of course,
all the measures that have to be reauthorized, plus the appropriations.
Q. What are some of the areas of conflict
with the Administration?
A. The no-strings-attached revenue-sharing plan is a Nixon proposal that the Democratic leadership opposes. We have alternative programs. Some of them being considered are welfare reform, an urban bank for
long-term, low-interest loans and direct
grants to the hard-core cities. Urban mass
transit-reduced by almost 100 million dollars in the Nixon budget--is another point
of conflict. The Administration's proposed
reductions in such fields as elementary and
secondary education, the model-cities program, public Housing and environmental assistance to both urban and rural areas-all
of these are bound to be matters of conftlct.
Q. Going back to the question of divided
Government: Does Congress operate more
effectively when the same party holds power
in both the legislative and executive
branches?
Q.

A. I would say that where the White House
and the Congress are in the same hands, obviously there is closer liaison--obviously the
executive branch under those circumstances
has closer contact with the congressional
leadership.
But, when you look at the record, President
Eisenhower didn't have much trouble with
the Democratic leaders of Congress-Lyndon
Johnson in the Senate and Sam Rayburn in
the House.
As for our present leadership in Congress:
I remember some years ago when the Republicans talked about being the "loyal opposition." Well, I don't envisage my function as
being the loyal opposition. My function is
to move the legislative programs ahead, to
co-operate with the President, to disagree
with him when I think he's wrong.
Opposition for opposition's sake is obstructionism, and we are not obstructionists.
However, to answer the question about effectiveness, I would say yes, Congress is more
effective when the same party is in control
of both the White House and the Congress.
SOME PRESIDENTIAL "MISTAKES"

What are some of the difficulties in the
President's relations with Congress?
A. I think the President made a mistake
when he went around the country last year
making very partisan speeches against some
members of Congress. And I think that when
he issued statements in November about how
terrible Congress was, he made a mistake.
Apparently he has changed direction. He
is saying nice things about Congress now.
Q. What effect is the 1972 presidential election going to have on legislation this year?
A. I think the main impact is that the
Democratic leadership will continue to put
forward alternative programs.
Q. Has there been a gradual tendency to
shift more and more power from Congress to
the President?
A. I must answer in two parts-domestically and in foreign affairs.
In my judgment, Congress today, particularly in domestic matters, is stronger than
it has been at any time since I have been
here-almost 30 years. In the 9lst Congress,
the significant bills bore the stamp of Congress-they were congressionally initiated.
In the field of foreign affairs, the President's power obviously has increased, because he is the only man who has the power
to push the button to incinera·t e the earth.
And, of course, that is the ultimate power.
But in day-to-day operations, the influence
of the House has grown enormously even in
foreign affairs. The House Ways and Means
Committee has tremendous power because of
its constitutional mandate to originate tax
measuras. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which must approve so many actions
in foreign policy, performs an equally powerful function.
So my answer to your question is:
In the domestic area, Congress is stronger
than it has ever been. In foreign relations,
of course, the President has enormous power,
but the influence of the House has grown.
Q.

FEDERAL CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT,
FEBRUARY 1971

HON. GEORGE H. MAHON
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Speaker, I include a
release highlighting the February 1971
civilian personnel report of the Joint
Committee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures:
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FEDERAL CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT,
FEBRUARY 1971
Total civilian employment in t he Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches of
the Federal Governmen t in the month of
February was 2,871,774 as compared With
2,867,250 in the preceding month of January.
This was a net increase of 4,524.
These figures are from reports certified by
the agencies as compiled by the Joint Committee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures.
EXECUTIVE BRANCH
Civilian employment in the Executive
Branch in the month of February totaled
2,834,073. This was a net increase of 4,436
as compared With employment reported in
the preceding month of January. Employment by months in fiscal 1971, which began
July 1, 1970, follows:
Month

Executive
branch

July 1970 _____ _
August_ ______ _
September__ ___
October ______ _
November __ ___
December__ ___ _
January 197 L_
February _____ _

2, 942, 517
2, 901 , 856
2, 851, 875
2, 838,664
2, 843, 411
2, 838,320
2, 829,637
2, 834,073

Increase

Decrease

--------------1 , 595
- - ------ - --- - -40, 661
-------- -- --- -49,981
- ------ - -- - - --13,211
+ 4. 747 -- - ---- -- - -- - - - ----- -- -----5,091
----- - -- - -----8,683
+4.436 - - - - - - - - -- - -- -

Total employment in civillan agencies of
the Executive Branch for the month of February was 1,687,193, an increase of 7,379 as
compared with the January total of 1,679 ,814.
Total civilian employment in the military
agencies in February was 1,146,880, as decrease of 2,943 as compared with 1,149,823 in
January.
The civ111an agency of the Executive Branch
reporting the largest increase during February was Treasury Department with 6,694. This
increase was largely seasonal.
In the Department of Defense the largest
decreases in civilian employment were reported by the Army with 1,332 and Navy with
1,240.
Total Executive Branch employment inside the United St ates in February was 2,628,597, an increase of 6,347 as compared With
January. Total employment outside the
United St at es in February was 205 ,476, a decrease of 1,911 as compared with January.
The total of 2,834,073 civilian employees of
the Executive Branch reported for the month
of February 1971 includes 2,520,889 full time
employees in permanent positions. This represent s a decrease of 151in such employment
from the preceding month of January. (See
Table 2 of accompanying report).
The Executive Branch employment total of
2,834,073 includes some foreign nationals
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employed abroad, but in addition there were
100,120 foreign nationals working for U.S.
agencies overseas during February who were
not counted in the usual personnel reports.
T h e number in January was 100,059.
LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL BRANCHES
Employment in the Legislative Branch in
the month of February totaled 30,296, a decrease of 68 as compared with the preceding
month of January. Employment in the Judicial Branch in the month of February totaled 7,405, an Increase of 156 as compared
with January.
DISADVANTAGED PERSONS
The total of 2,871,774 reported by the Committee for February includes 20,154 disadvantaged persons employed under federal opportunity programs, an increase of 297 over
t he preceding month of January. (See Table.)

In addition, Mr. Speaker, I would like to
include a tabulation, excerpted from the
joint committee report, on personnel employed full time in permanent positions
by executive branch agencies during
February 1971, showing comparisons with
June 1969, June 1970, and the budget estimates for June 1971:

FULL-TIME PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT

Major agencies

June 1969

June 1970

Agriculture _____ ________ _____ __ _____ ___
83, 425
82, 912
Commerce __ __ __ __________ _____________
25,427
25,364
Defense :
Civil functions __ ___ _______ ___ _____ _
30, 297
31, 214
Military functions __ ___ _____----- ____ 1, 225, 877 1,129, 642
Health, Education, and Welfare____ ______ _
102, 297
102, 941
Housing and Urban Development_ _____ ___
14,307
14, 661
Interior ____ ___ _---- __-_ - -- - - - -- - -----58, 156
59,349
38, 013
35, 106
Justice_ ---- -- _______ --_ ----- - --- - ----Labor- - ---- __ _____________ _-- - - __ -- - __
10,217
9, 723
Post Office _____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ________ ___
565, 618
562,381
State ________ __ ____ __ ______ - - --- ---- - __
24,658
23,618
Agency for International Development_ ___
15,753
14, 846
Transportation ___ ___ ____ ___ ___________ _
60,386
63, 879
Treasury __ - - ----- --- _____ _____ ______ __
86,020
79,982
Atomic Energy Commission _____ _____ ___ _
7, 033
7, 047
Civil Service Commission _____ _______ __ __
5, 214
4,970
Environmental Protecti;:m Agency 2___ _ _ _ ___ -- -- - - - - _ _ _ ___ __ -- - - ___

February
1971

Estimated
June 30,
19711

82,685
27, 769

85,600
28,400

29, 709
1, 082, 1ll
104, 194
14, 972
56, 338
39,960
10, 662
567,854
23, 166
13,763
66,754
88,822
6, 936
5, 259
4, 718

30,900
1, 079, 500
105,300
16, DOG
58,000
43,600
11, 600
585,200
23, 600
14, 000
69, 600
93,500
7,000
5, 500
6, 700

1 Source· As projected in 1972 budget document ; figures rou nded to nea rest hundred.
2 Established as of Dec. 2, 1970, by transfer of functions and personnP.I from Interior, HEW.
Agriculture, Federal Radiation Council and Atomic Ene rgy Commission.

Major agencies

TotaL ___________ ____ ____________

Mr. Speaker, I think the creation of
Action Corps to give unity and direction
to our Federal volunteer programs is just
one more indication of how central this
administration considers voluntarism to
be to the success of the New Federalism.
You will recall that prior to this move,
the President had established a Cabinet
Committee on Voluntary Action headed
by HUD Secretary Romney, and an Office
of Voluntary Action as the service arm
of that committee. And he also established a privately funded, nonprofit National Center for Voluntary Action to
mobilize and integrate the efforts of government, voluntary groups, and individual volunteers.
Now, to give further impetus to our
national program for Voluntary Action,
the President has sent down Executive
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1971, to
bring under one roof several volunteer
components now scattered throughout
the Federal Government. The logic for

We are approaching the limits of what
Government alone can do. Our greatest need
is to reach beyond Government to enlist
t he legions of the concerned and committed.
. . . To match the magnitude of our tasks,
we need the energies of our people enlisted
not only in grand ~nterprises, but, more 1m-

2, 633,762

2, 552,571

2, 520,889

Estimated
June 30,
19711
39,900
29,900
2, 500
14, 800
6, 500
4, 100
13, 300
9, 900
154, 400
29,700
5, 000
2, 574, 000
3

4, 900

2, 578,900

3 Source: Civn Service Commi.>sion estimate of persons in "entry" component for whom ceiling
relief ha~ been gra nted.

HON. JOHN B. ANDERSON

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, I want to commend the administration on its proposal to merge the various
volunteer agencies of the Federal Government into a new Action Corps. I think
it is in keeping with this administration's
policy to return power to the people that
it should be seeking new ways to expand and more fully utilize volunteer
efforts in local problem solving. I recall
that in his inaugural address President
Nixon said:

February
1971

SubtotaL __ __ _____ ___ _____ ____ ___ 2, 633,762 2, 552,571 2, 520, 337
Public Service Careers ___ ___________________ ______________ _____ __
552

portantly, in those small, splendid efforts
that make headlines in the neighborhood
newspaper instead of the nat ional journal.

ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Ju ne 1970

General Services Administration ____ ____ __
36, 176
36,685
36, 400
National Aeronautics and Space Ad ministration __________ - - - - - - - ___ _____ _____
31,223
31,733
29,644
Office of Economic Opportunity __________ _
2,856
2, 387
2,407
Panama CanaL ___ __ __ ___ ___ ______ _____
14,731
14, 635
14, 343
Selective Service System ___ __ ____ __ __ ___ _
6, 584
6,665
6,690
Small Business Administration _____ ______
4, 015
4, 099
3,977
Tennessee Valley Authority __ _____ ____ ___
12, 657
13, 364
11,987
U.S. Information Agency ___ ___ ___ ______ __
10,500
9, 824
9, 989
Veterans' Administration __ __________ ____
148, 497
147, 606
149,969
All other agencies _____ __ ________ ___ ___ __
26,_____
200 _____ 27,
27,762
Contingencies __ _______ _________ __ _____________
___ 420
___ ___ ______
___ _

THE ACTION CORPS

OF

Ju ne 1969

this is compelling. The Action Corps will
give new unity and direction to our national program for Voluntary Action,
and will administratively centralize the
important recruiting, training, and placement elements of the various volunteer
programs. It will make it much easier
to plug the right people into the right
jobs and thereby improve the chances for
the success of these programs.
The programs to be merged under this
reorganization plan include Volunteers
in Service to America-VISTA-and the
auxiliary and special volunteer programs
from the Office of Economic Opportunity; foster grandparents and the retired senior volunteer program-RSVPfrom Health. Education, and Welfare;
and the Service Corps of Retired Executives-SCORE- and the Active Corps of
Executives-ACE-from the Small Business Administration. And, once the reorganization plan has been approved, Action Corps would be delegated the principal responsibility for the Peace Corps.
In this regard, I should mention that
the new Action Corps will be headed by
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the current Peace Corps Director, Joe
Blatchford, who has made a tremendous
mark for himself by shaping the new directions at Peace Corps.
Once the reorganization plan has been
approved, separate legislation will be sent
to the Hill to include the Teacher Corps,
now in the Office of Education, in Action
Corps.
Mr. Speaker, it is my understanding
that there are already those who have
criticized the proposed merger as being
a cover for gutting the poverty program.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
As Joe Blatchford pointed out in the
press briefing last week, VISTA's poverty
efforts, "will not only be maintained, but
expanded." These critics also seem to
overlook the fact that the President has
asked for an additional $20 million for
new program thrusts, over and above
the combined budgets of the components.
This can hardly be termed "funeral expenses" for the poverty program.
Mr. Speaker, when the Frenchman,
Alexis de Tocqueville, visited this country nearly a century and a half ago, he
was impressed by the way in which our
countrymen banded together in voluntary associations to get things done. In
his book, "Democracy in America," he
warned against allowing the Government to replace the role of these voluntary associations, because of the threat
this would pose to the morals and intelligence of a democratic people. And he
concluded with these words:

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
RS~

(~VV)---------------

SCORE & ACE (SBA) -------Office of Volunteer Action
(HLnD) ------------------Action Corps: "New Program
Thrusts" ------------ ---- -

5,000,000
1, 800,000
295,000
20, 000, 000

Total Action Corps budged; 176, 340, 000

[From the New York Times, Mar. 25, 1971]
NIXON VVOULD MERGE NINE SERVICE PROJEc-I'S
(By Jack Rosenthal)
WASHINGTON, March 24--After weeks Of
internal infighting, President Nixon unveiled
today a general plan for merging the Peace
Corps, VISTA and seven other voluntary
service programs.
The merger would centralize management
of 15,000 full-time and 10,000 part-time volunteers, young and old, foreign and domestic.
The new agency's budget of $176.3-m1llion
equals the combined budgets of the nine
present agencies plus $20-million for innovation.
If Congress concurs in the plr..n, the core
of the new agency would be established by
July 1, with other components to follow.
In a special message sent to Congress, Mr.
Nixon today called for still larger future
efforts. "America must enlist the ideals, the
energy, the experience and the skills of its
people on a larger scale than it ever has in
the past," he said.
SOME UNCERTAINTIES
The twice-delayed Presidential message did
not offer answers to a series of issues that
arose during the extended internal Administration debate over the merger.
Uncertainty extended even to the name
of the new agency. Formally, it is labeled
"Action," but officials today insisted that it
Among the laws that rule human societies, would be called the "Action Corps."
They also were uncertain whether the
there is one which seems to be more precise
and clear than all the others. If men are to names VISTA and Peace Corps would conremain civlllzed or to become so, the art of tinue to be used for components of the
associating together must grow and improve agency.
The President first offered the merger idea
in the same ratio in which the equality of
in a Jan. 14 speech at the University of
conditions is increased.
NebrBBka Two distinct controversies quickly
Mr. Speaker, I think it is essential in developed.
this democratic country that we heed
One WBB over the future of VISTA-Volthose words well, for the quality of life unteers in Service to America, some 4,000
and the human condition does depend young people engaged in urban and rural
upon how well we can work together as antipoverty work. An outline of the merger
plan that way recently circulated by the
a people to solve our problems. And cru- White
House called for dissolution of VISTA
cial to the success of this experiment we into several
new corps only partly related to
call America are the voluntary efforts of poverty work.
groups and individuals. I think the proThis intent was denied today at a VVhite
posed Action Corps can play a catalytic House press briefing by Joseph Blatchford,
role in mobilizing those voluntary efforts the Peace Corps director, whom President
and I, therefore, give it my enthusiastic Nixon has designated to head Action.
VISTA's present poverty efforts, he said,
endorsement.
would "not only [be] maintained, but exFinally, Mr. Speaker, on a related panded."
He said he foresaw "many, many
matter, I want to mention the fact that more volunteers" working in the same areas
I am today introducing a House joint of concern as both the Peace Corps and
resolution to designate the week begin- VISTA.
The second controversy was over inclusion
ning May 30, 1971, as "National Peace
Corps Week," in recognition of the dec- of the Teacher Corps in the new agency. Officials
of the Office of Education, where the
ade of service some 45,000 Americans
Corps is now located, resisted Mr.
have given to the developing countries of Teacher
conclusion that the corps should
this world. The Peace Corps has been a Blatchford's
be transferred.
living symbol of the voluntary way in
As had been expected, Mr. Nixon proposed
America and our willingness to serve today what one official described as "a subtle
others as well as ourselves.
compromise." The Teacher Corps will not be
- At this point in the RECORD, Mr. included in the first phase of the reorgaSpeaker, I include the proposed Action nization plan.
Rather, Mr. Nixon said, transfer of the
Corps budget for fiscal year 1972, and an Teacher
Corps will be proposed in legislation
article from the March 25 New York if Congress
concurs in the first phase of reTimes on the proposed merger:
organization.
Ac-riON CORPS BUDGET: FISCAL 1972
A reorganization plan takes effect autoComponent:
Amount matically unless either house of Congress obPeace Corps _________________ $71,200,000 jects within 60 legislative days. Such plans
VISTA (OEO) --------------- 33, 100, 000 customarily are successful. There is no such
Teacher Corps (OE) --------- 37, 435, 000 limit on consideration of legislation, which
Foster Grandparents (HEW)_
7, 500,000 requires affirmative action by both houses.
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CONTROVERSY FORESEEN
Congressional experts said today they foresaw little difficulty for the reorganization
plan, which Mr. Nixon sent to Congress with
his message today. But the outlook for the
later Teacher Corps bill, they said, is for substantial controversy.
"The reorganization plan is not an issue
most people care enough to oppose the President on," one staff member said. "But as
for the Teacher Corps, well, at a minimum,
there are some very strong supporters who
will vigorously oppose the legislation."
Mr. Nixon's reorganization plan would consolidate these six present volunteer agencies:
VISTA and a small special program, with
a combined budget of $33.1-million from the
Office of Economic Opportunity.
Foster Grandparents, with a $7.5-million
budget, and the Retired Senior Volunteer
Program ($5-million), from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare.
The Service Corps of Retired Executives
and the Active Corps of Executives, with a
combined budget of $1.8-mlllion, from the
Small Business Administration.
VVhen the reorganization plan goes into
effect, the President said, he will transfer
the Peace Corps, whose budget is $71.2-milUon, and the small Office of Voluntary Action, to Action.
The third phase of the Action merger would
be submission of the legislation to transfer
the Teacher Corps, whose budget is $33.4milllon.
EXPLANATION GIVEN
Administration officials gave two explanations for following the legislative, rather
than a reorganization, course with the
~Teacher Corps.
Mr. Blatchford said at today's briefing that
the President felt it was better to let Congress debate the question more fully. Richard P. Nathan of the Office of Management
and Budget added that the Administration
also wished to propose some amendments to
the basic Teacher Corps legislation.
In his message, Mr. Nixon briefiy traced
the rapid enlargement of Government volunteer programs in recent years. Their proliferation, he said, was "perhaps inevitable,"
but he added:
"The foundation for a greatly expanded
Government contribution to volunteer services already exists. Now we must consolidate
that foundation in order to build on it."

TENNESSEE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADOPTS RESOLUTION TO HONOR
J. EDGAR HOOVER

HON. LAMAR BAKER
OF TENNESSEE
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE~

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Speaker, I have been
distressed from time to time over the
carping criticism directed to J. Edgar
Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau
of Inve~tigation. It was refreshing, therefore, to note the 9ction taken by the General Assembly of the State of Tennessee
this month in the adoption of House Joint
Resolution No. 64 to honor this dedicated
public servant. I commend the authors
of this resolution, and likewise, Gov.
Winfield Dunn for signing it.
I am sure many of my colleagues will
agree with the language of this joint
resolution. I am pleased to place a copy
of it in the RECORD so they can take note
of the tribute the State of Tennessee has
paid to J. Edgar Hoover.

March 30, 1971
The resolution follows:
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION
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No. 64

Whereas, J. Edgar Hoover has served this
country well in law enforcement and :fighting
subversion; and
Whereas, There are all too few men today
willing to stand up and be counted as loyal
Americans dedicated to the principles of
freedom; and
Wherea,s, Mr. Hoover as director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been a bulwark of solidity for the United States of
America; and
Whereas, Mr. Hoover has always answered
the call of duty immediately; and
Whereas, The forces of the radical left have
sought to discredit Mr. Hoover with false
and misleading statements; now, therefore,
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the Eighty-Seventh General Assembly of the State of Tennessee, the Senate
concurring, That the General Assembly expresses its deep appreciation for the years of
untiring service J. Edgar Hoover has rendered
to the United States and wish him well and
Godspeed in the days ahead.
Be it further resolved, That we express our
full confidence in his ability, integrity and
leadership.
Be it further resolved, That copies of this
Resolution be sent Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation; President Richard M. Nixon; Attorney
General John Mitchell; and all eleven members of the Tennessee Congressional delegation.

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE ENVIRONMENT

HON. DONALD G. BROTZMAN
OF COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
today reintroducing my proposal to
establish a standing Committee on the
Environment in the House of Representatives. Joining me today are seven of
my distinguished colleagues: the gentleman from Pennsylvania <Mr. WARE); the
gentleman from New York <Mr. BRAsco);
the gentleman from Michigan <Mr.
VANDER JAGT); the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. MoRGAN); the gentleman from Texas <Mr. PicKLE); the
gentleman
from
Georgia
<Mr.
BRINKLEY); and the gentleman from
Ohio (Mr. KEATING). This brings to 182
the number of Members offering identical
resolutions.
The fact that over 40 percent of the
Members of this body have seen fit to
sponsor resolutions to create a standing Committee on the Environment indicates that this is an idea whose time has
come. Both political parties in the House
are represented in substantial numbers,
and all aspects of the philosophical spectrum are evident.
No other single step, Mr. Speaker,
could do more to bring this body into the
forefront of the crusade to upgrade our
physical environment than to establish
the standing committee I advocate. For
many years I have contended that Congress should be innovative, and that it
should not merely react in the fight to
preserve our earth, its waters, and its
atmosphere.

I believe that so long as we treat the
complex and interrelated environmental
degradation problems piecemeal, through
committees whose primary responsibilities lie elsewhere, we are destined only to
react. We are destined to be tehind the
problems instead of ahead of them. In
the past, we could get away with reaction.
Nature has been forgiving in terms of
healing the wounds inflicted upon her
ecological balances by man and his
technology.
In the past the axiom that time heals
all wounds has been, in the main, quite
true. However, we are now in an era when
time-or, if you prefer, nature-simply
cannot heal all of the wounds. Time
definitely is not on mankind's side, and
accordingly the very highest of priorities
must be assigned to environmental
quality by the Federal Government; and
particularly the Congress.
It is for this reason that I first proposed a single, action-oriented, standing
Committee on the Environment in April
of 1969. In the nearly 2 years since that
date, the expressions of support from my
colleagues in the House have been gratifying. Members from each of our 21 existing standing committees have cosponsored the bill as have a number of committee chairmen and ranking Republicans.
Particularly gratifying has been the
support from Members who serve on the
committees which cw·rently have jurisdiction over some of the environmental
legislation considered by Congress. These,
of course, are the Members who most
keenly recognize the inadequacy of our
current approach. They see fragmented
efforts to solve interrelated problems, and
they recognize the advantages which
would accrue to the Nation if one standing committee had jurisdiction over air
pollution, water pollution, herbicide and
pesticide problems, solid waste disposal,
acoustical problems, and weather modification.
Mr. Speaker, there has been a great
deal of interest in proposals to establish
a Joint Committee on Environment and
Technology. Such a proposal, despite being passed by both bodies in the 91st
Congress, did not become a reality due
to irreconciled differences on the part of
conferees. While I supported the joint
committee proposal on the floor of the
House, I consider it to be only a half step,
because the joint committee would
possess few actual powers. It would not
be a primary committee assignment. Instead it would be an additional chore
to be added to the already busy schedules
of senior Members. Its functions would be
primarily advisory, and it would lack
the power to draft and report bills to the
floors of the House and Senate.
Mr. Speaker, I again call on the Rules
Committee to hold hearings and favorably report a resolution to establish a
standing Committee on the Environment.
By so acting, this body will be in a position to fulfill an obligation which I believe transcends all others; leaving the
earth, its atmosphere and waters in better condition than we found them. No
generation in the history of civilized man
has been able to do this. We should not
waste our opportunity to be the first.

INTEREST RATES AND COST-OFL.IVING STABILIZATION

HON. JAMES A. BURKE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, yesterday a very well-considered
amendment to the temporary extension
of certain provisions of law relating to
interest rates and cost-of-living stabilization was defeated. I regret the action of this House in this instance because I feel the amendment would have
gone a considerable distance toward
rectifying the present situation wherein
the President can and has acted in an
arbitrary manner singling out one
special trade and union for punitive action in the name of combating inflation
and changing the course of this Nation's
dismal economic performance. The
amendment offered by Mr. REuss would
have indicated Congress' real intent in
granting authority to the President to
stabilize costs of living by insisting that
it would be used on a basis sufficiently
broad to facilitate substantial cost-ofliving stabilization. It would have had
the result of forcing the President to
move on the whole economic front with a
broad range of measures, with a wellt.hought-out program which would take
into consideration all the interlocking
economic reJationships and repercussions which his decisions would have. To
date, we have witnessed an extraordinary performance by the White House in
res1?onse to gro\ving pressure that something be done to curb inflation. Rather
than use the broad authority granted to
him by Congress last session and renewed
this session, the President elected to move
in a manner which singled out one group,
alheit an imoortant trade group, for public denunciation and ounishment. The
construction trade industry was made
a scaoegoat to cover up the fact that this
administration does not have a developed, coherent, well-thought-out apnroach to the economic problems this
Nation faces.
In the name of correcting the serious
economic disorders presided over by this
administration; the suspension of the
Davis-Bacon Act had the curious effect
of contributing in many instances to the
very inflation the administration argued
it was combating. The effect of the suspension was to require local communities and States across the country to reopen bids and renegotiate contracts
which had not as yet, been signed. In
almost every instance it increased costs
to the taxpayers of this country, either
on the local or Federal level. In some
cases, funds were held uo because approval was denied which would have
been spent in areas of high unemployment. Again, we witness the curious manner in which the hasty, ill-conceived
suspension of Davis-Bacon boomeranged
on its creators Many Congressmen in
th1s House could rise to document numerous cases where funds have been held
up for close to 2 months now in areas
which are in desperate need of more work
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and more GDvernment spending. In other
words, without too much effort, a welldocumented case could be made to show
that the suspension of Davis-Bacon, and
nothing more these past 2 months, has
actually in instance after instance added
to the Nation's inflationary pressures and
the same time contributed to growing
unemployment, or, what is the same, did
nothing to prevent it.
Gentlemen, I am afraid that the Nation's economic structure is too delicate
and too finely interwoven to allow any
administration to act precipitously, attacking one sector without regard to the
repercussions of such hasty action
throughout the economy. While zeroing
in on the construction trades might
have made good political sense and gone
over well with groups this administration
is beholden to from t h e last election, it
has become crystal clear that political
debts were repaid at great cost to our
economy.
Yesterday, the admL.J.istration finally
ad..~itted the hopelessness of the situation and back-tracked to the extent of
litting its earlier suspension of the DavisBacon Act. Is it too much to hope that
it has realized the er ror of its ways and
will hesitate before acting so p!·ecipitously again? Its position was patently
untenable and in such circumstances,
the best thing is to admit defeat. That
does not, however, diminish the force
of my admonition today, that even if
the amendmEnt was defeated yesterday
the administration had best take heed
and learn from the painful exp~rience of
the last 2 months and in the future treat
the economy as a whole which is greater
than the sum of its parts.
I cannot leave the subject of the
Davis-Bacon suspension without drawing
the attention of the members to the
fact that the administration found in
this device yet another method of going
against the intentions of Congress and
delaying the disbursement of appropriated funds. Vvhen all is said and done,
the only thing the administration was
able to accomplish successfully these
last two months with the suspension of
Davis-Bacon was to prevent the disbursement of further millions, in addition to those which were already being
held up by the various d epartments
through orders of the Office of Budget
and Management. Again, it would seem
to give the lie to the administration's
concern about growing unemployment
about which we heard so much in the
recent SST debate.

ALASKA LEGISLATURE RESOLUTIONS ON THE PIPELINE

HON. NICK BEGICH
OF ALASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BEGICH. Mr. Speaker, one of the
most important issues facing Alaska today is the proposed construction of the
trans-Alaska pipeline. For sometime
now, the Nation has heard arguments for

and against the proposed construction of
the pipeline. Much study and testimony
has already been made on this issue and
many people have had the opportunity
to express their points of view.
Because of the importance of this
resolution of this issue to the State of
Alaska, the State legislature has passed
two resolutions that I believe merits
the attention of my colleagues. I submit them for inclusion in the RECORD:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 19
Current resolution relating to the environmental impact bearings in Anchorage
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the
State of Alaska:
Whereas the United States Department of
the Interior is holding hearings in Anchorage,
February 24 and 25 on the environmental impact of the proposed North Slope pipeline;
and
Whereas the Legislature wishes to express
its appreciation to the Department of the
Interior for conducting these hearings in
Alaska, thereby presenting Alaskans the opportunity to be heard on this subject vital
to the future of the state; and
Whereas the Legisl8iture desires to have
the Stat e of Alaska participate to the maximum extent in the proper and timely resolution of this important question; and
Whereas, because of the importance of
this hearing, both Houses of the Legislature
have recessed to allow their members to
attend this bearing;
Be it resolved that the First Session of the
Seventh State Legislature commends the Department of the Interior for the hearings
t> eld in Alaska and welcomes the many federal officials to our great state; and be it
Further resolved that, because the Legislature as well as all other Alaskans desires
to have the pipeline issue resolved at the
earliest possible time, officials of the Department of the Interior are respectfully requested to inform the Alaska State Legislature and the Governor if there are any
steps or action of any kind that may be
taken by the state to bring the pipeline issue
to a proper, yet timely, resolution.
Copies of this resolution shall be sent to
the Honorable Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary, Department of the Interior; the Honorable Henry M. Jackson, U.S. Senator and
Chairman of the Senate Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee; the Honorable Wayne N.
Aspinall , U.S. Representative and Chairman
of the House Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee; and to the Honorable Ted Stevens and the Honorable Mike Gravel, U.S.
Senators, and the Honorable Nick Begicb,
U.S. Representative, members of the Ahska
delegation in Congress.
HOUSE RESOLUTION No. 4
Resolution relating to the issuance of a
permit for the trans-Alaska pipeline
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives:
Whereas at the recent hearings held under
the auspices of the Department of the Interior in Washington, D.C. and Anchorage
regarding the proposed trans-Alaska pipeline, Alaska's Governor has made clear the
states' position-the pipeline must be built
in order that the state be enabled to take care
of its human needs; and
Whereas the Governor bas made it known
the state's position is that the pipeline can
be built with minimal environmental
change; and
Whereas he has pointed out to the hearings panel that the state is doing and will
do everything necessary to ensure adequate
and strictly enforced environmental protection programs; and
Whereas the state is moving forward in
a positive manner to ensure the ultimate
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protection of our great land by considering
such safeguards as the creation of a geologic-geophysical division in the Department of Natural Resources, creation of a
Department of Environmental Conservation,
establishment of a joint federal-state commission on land-use planning, the establishment of reserves to protect Alaska's 0ritical habitat zones, strict enforcement of ballast discharge laws, state monitoring of the
p ipeline construction, and strong measures
regarding the safe navigation of our waters
by the on tankers; and
Whereas the testimony taken as a whole
at the Washington and Anchorage bearings
clearly indicates the correctness of the Governor's position that the Prudhoe Bay to
Valdez route is not only the most feasible
route for the pipeline but that it can be
constructed without environmental degradation to any appreciable degree; and
Whereas by far the majority of Alaskans
who testified at these bearings desired to
have the pipeline built and viewed it as an
economic necessity;
Be it resolved by the Alaska House of
Representatives that it supports the clear
and concise position of the state, as presented by Governor Egan at the recent Interior hearings; and be it
Further resolved that the House of Representatives urgently requests the Department of the Interior to issue the pipeline
permit in the most expeditious manner possible after a review of the testimony from
the impact report hearings.
Copies of this resolution shall be sent to
the Honorable Richard M. Nixon, President
of the United States; the Honorable Rogers
C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Department
of the Interior; the Honorable Henry M.
Jackson, U.S. Senator and Chairman of the
Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee; the Honorable Wayne N. Aspinall, U.S.
Representative and Chairman of the House
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee; and
to the Honorable Ted Stevens and the Honorable Mike Gravel, U.S. Senators, and the
Honorable Nick Begicb, U.S. Representative,
members of the Alaska delegation in Congress.

IN DEFENSE OF THE LOCAL
AFFILIATES

HON. F. EDWARD HEBERT
OF LOUISIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, on March
17, three representatives of the Columbia Broadcasting System participated in
a program called "All About TV" over
station WNYC-TV in New York. The
show was hosted by Steven Scheuer.
The CBS spokesmen were Morley
Safer, Peter Davis, and Perry Wolff. In
a press release issued March 22, I pointed out some inaccurate statements made
by Davis, who produced the discredited
documentary "The Selling of the Pentagon."
Davis said on the program that no
representation had been made to anyone on Capitol Hill that CBS was doing
a prisoner-of-war documentary. CBS
representatives had talked with my office numerous times and indicated they
wanted a film clip of me and Maj. James
Rowe, a former POW, for a special on
prisoners of war.
Knowing of my interest in the plight
of the POW and his family, my press
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secretary, Lou Gehrig Burnett, cooper- the desire of centralization of control by
ated fully with them and with my per- CBS so it can feed the people what CBS
wants them to know and deny the public
mission sent CBS the film clip.
I will discuss this in complete detail what it should know.
I resent these remarks by Mr. Safer
later in the RECORD, but the fact is that
Davis said other Congressmen had been which are a direct attack on the integrity
called for a clip of them with Major of our local stations. I must point out
Rowe and that these Congressmen knew that WWL-TV, the CBS affiliate in New
what CBS was doing-a documentary on Orleans, has for many years sponsored
Pentagon public relations.
·w ithout charge a half-hour each SunIn the press release of March 22, I in- day morning called "Congressional Recluded five memorandums from congres- port," in which the two U.S. Senators
sional offices which show that they were from Louisiana and the two Congresstold by CBS that the network was doing men from the New Orleans area each
a documentary on prisoners of war.
h a ve 15 minutes of air time twice a
However, that is not my main concern month.
here. I just wanted to point out that
\VWL assumes full financial responsiwhat I am about to relate was said on bility for the program and allows the
that same program called "All About Senators and Congressmen to institute
TV."
their own format. WWL in no way cenI feel compelled to come to the de- sors or intimidates the participants in
fense of the CBS affiliate in New Orleans, this program. It is one of the finest pubwhich is WWL-TV. Certain comments lic-service programs in the country.
were made on the program about local
Similarly, a number of years ago,
stations that I feel do not apply to the WDSU-TV, the NBC affiliate in New
New Orleans station.
Orleans, had a program called Dateline
I quote verbatim from the transcript Washington, in which the station asof the program:
su.'ned all financial liabilities and even
ScHEUER. One of the most interesting is- supplied an individual producer.
sues th!llt was raised on the program (The
This program, like the WWL program,
Selling of the Pentagon) is the que~?tion w:1s a public service presentation. The
which Mudd put to Daniel Henkin. And he .first producer for the WDSU presentaasked-he said the whole question of a gov- tion was Ann Corrick, who later became
ernment having film crews in the field on
any kind of story raises the question of put- the only woman president of t.he Radioting the government in the position of de- TV Correspondents Association.
During her regime as producer, Dateciding which stories to be covered. Is that
valid, asked Mudd. Henkin's reply said, I line Washington was presented the Syldon't believe it is any more valid than put- vania Award for public service.
ting our news releases to what we in our
She was succeeded by John Corporan,
trade call the 'hard print side of the pic- now vice president and general mJ.nager
ture.' I don't think, said Henkin, that there's
any great difference between putting out a of WTOP here in Washington. Mr. Corprinted news release to use in newspapers poran, in his present capacity, has demthan making film available for television onstrated repeatedly by his expressions
networks. Now if the networks disagree with and actions that he believes both sides
that they have yet to communicate with me of an issue should be aired.
that disagreement. And Mudd's answer is,
It was WTOP which first offered me
but in the case of a press release, the AP men the opportunity to reply to the disor the Cincinnati Inquirer man can take credited program The Selling of the
your press release and dump it or rewrite it
or add to it. But in the caEe of a film clip Pentagon.
The ABC affiliate in New Orleans,
it's there to use or not to use. Isn't there a
difference? Is there a difference, Morley? WVUE-TV, and the local newspapers
What's your reaction to that?
have always done a fine job of handling
SAFER. Well, I think there is a difference. the news.
I think one of the tragedies of broadcasting
Therefore, I could not let Mr. Safer get
is-and its not just broadcasting-it's journalism at the local level. That the Penta- by with this all-encompassing indictgon knows the stuff it puts out, either on ment of local journalism, because it does
film or in printed version, is not going to be not hold true in New Orleans.
picked up and repeated word for word by
the AP, or picked up and run frame for
frame by CBS, NBC, or ABC. But their audience is way out there and they publish it
word for word, frame by frame, as it's put
out.
ANOTHER VOICE. On the local level.
SAFER. It's a very cheap time filler for all
those munificent station managers out there.
It not only gives them programming for
nothing, or fills newspaper space for nothing,
it makes their relationship with the Pentagon very handy. I'm sure a lot of the editors get free trips to Washington, as we saw
in . . .
ANOTHER VorcE. Or points beyond.
SAFER. Or points beyond. Vietnam. They
used to run them out to Vietnam. I don't
know if they do anymore. And they would
swallow the story put out by the Pentagon

DAVID ROCKEFELLER: A DAY AT
THE BANK

HON. HALE BOGGS
OF LOUISIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, the Chase
Manhattan Bank is a leader in the banking industry and in the effort to bring
private capital and enterprise to bear
on the many problems confronting our
co1.mtry. Much of this is attributable to
the energy and dedication of its chairwhole.
man, David Rockefeller. Mr. Rockefeller
These comments by Mr. Safer appear was the subject of a profile in the New
to be a blanket indictment of journalism York Post of February 20, 1971. I am
at the local level. The thoughts expressed inserting it in the RECORD and calling it
by him on this program again indicates to the attention of my colleagues:
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MAN IN THE NEWS: DAVID ROCKEFELLER-A
DAY AT THE BANK
(By Roberta Brandes Gratz)
He is the Rockefeller few really know, no
matter how often they hear about him. The
banker Rockefeller, head of Chase. The Governor's brother-and, by many accounts, the
one with the most far-reaching influence.
David Rockefeller is the youngest of the
five brothers and one sister, the most educated (Lincoln School, Harvard, London
School of Economics and the University of
Chicago, where he received his Ph. D. m economics) and the only brother to have wholeheartedly followed his grandfather, the first
John D. Rockefeller, into the competitive
world of business and finance. (The second
John D. Rockefeller, David's father, devoted
himself to the family philanthropies.)
In looks he most resembles Nelson. The
nose is a little longer and thinner, the face
rounder, the mouth when he's t&lking remains tighter. But the smile, the manner
of speech, the intonations are similar.
But David Rockefeller is never as relaxed
in his public role as his Albany brother, who
appears to relish each moment. Considerably
less aggressive and occasionally even ill-atease, he sometimes gives the impression he
lack the self-confidence which Nelson has
to spare.
Yet whenever anyone draws a list up of
the 10 most powerful people in the country,
David Rockefeller's name is bound to be
on it--more often than Nelson's.
Down through the years he's been mentioned as a mayoralty prospect. Is anything
like that possible? "I do think having two
brothers as politicians [there's also Winthrop, twice Governor of Arkansas] may be
enough for one family," he says.
Only one position ever came close to enticing him into government service. President
Kennedy was reported to have considered
offering him the job of Treasury Secretary.
Says David Rockefeller: "In a sense that
position has appeal but I have to admit that
I have an awfully good job. That sounds so
silly, but really there is a certain freedom I
have and really it's a sort of platform from
which one can do many things."
One not only can, one does and when he
speaks, people listen.
Few men can go before an audience as
David Rockefeller did this week at the annual Regional Plan Assn. dinner, propose
the formation of two new national agencies
to deal with new-town development and
core-city rehab1lltation, knowing full well
that it would be on the front pages of the
morning newspapers and taken seriously on
all levels of government.
For 25 years, he says, he's concerned himself with urban problems and for this concern, the Regional Plan Assn. this week gave
him its annual distinguished service award.
But for all his public activities the image
persists of David Rockefeller, the proto-typical banker-remote, cold, calculating and
stiff. It is not an image displayed to the
closest observer, and it is one which Rockefeller seems to find amusing.
"Needless to say I don't think of myself
as either remote or impersonal," he says
laughing. "But then I suppose the fact is inevitable that anyone you hear about and
don't know seems remote and mysterious.
"I suppose that bankers are thought of
traditionally as being distant, cold, unhuman, what I think is a wrong image but
nevertheless they have it and it's not easy
to change that."
Perhaps that is why Rockefeller-who has
never been very talkative about his private
self in public-recently allowed himself to
be persuaded to let this reporter accompany
him through a day's routine. It was a routine that included a session with NYU representatives seeking a large contribution from
the Chase Manhattan Foundation, meetings
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with groups of company executives, with
Treasury Under Secretary Paul Volcker, with
newly appointed Treasury Secretary John
Connally and, at day's end, a meeting at the
Brook Club-----an exclusive men's club-----of the
Bilderberg Conference, a little-known group
that Rockefeller helped organize seven years
ago at which leaders of the Atlantic Community meet informally and off the record
to discuss common problems.
In this office, he listens cru-efully as the
NYU people appeal to his concern with urban
problems, flatteringly recall his past generosity, inform him of the good-size commitments other banks have made and show
him assorted promotional publications--the
photography and lay-out of which impress
Rockefeller, who has a similar assortment of
publications about the bank that he likes to
present to visitors.
Rockefeller walks the few blocks to U.S.
Trust at 45 Wall St. where he is to meet with
Connally, and gets momentarily lost in the
maze that is the financial district. He is
amused and embarrassed. Returning afterward to his 60-story building's two-acre
plaza, he points with pride to the site where
will stand in two years a 40-foot sculpture
by Jean Dubuffet. It wlll be the largest outdoor sculpture in New York.
At 55, the father of four sons and two
daughters, grandfather of one boy, Rockefeller dresses in conservative but welltailored custom-made suits, colored shirts
and colorfully patterned ties, which are a
little wider these days as his sideburns are
a little longer. He is a non-smoking social
drinker, wine and food enthusiast, polka
contest winner (31 years ago with his wifeto-be Peggy McGrath), beetle collector, linguist (fluent French, German, Spanish),
sailor, golfer, enjoyer of picnics and all in
all a man of varied interests.
He mostly enjoys a "friendly, quiet evening at home," only occasionally still goes
dancing but, he notes, "I must admit that
I haven't gotten to where I can do rock 'n
roll."
He averages a 16-hour day packed full
with high-powered auuointments but occasionally makes his own phone calls, takes
time out for personal problems of staff members and is easily accessible if an urgent
matter arises with any of his nonbanking
involvements.
He is close to his brothers and of their
relationship, he says: "On the whole it's
been a very good one. Our interests are very
different and our temperaments and methods of approaching problems are very different. I think probably that Nelson, Winthrop and I tend to be the three that would
be more outgoing, the other three (John,
Laurence and his sister, Abby Mauze) somewhat more reserved, if you have to make
that distinction."
Where his brother Nelson has been accused
of arrogance, David Rockefeller, perhaps,
may be accused of overzealous minimizing of
his own influence.
"Power is a very intangible thing," he
says, " I have to say it is surprisinQ; to me
that people feel it because in a sense I don't
know why they feel it because it isn't as
though as chairman of the bank I could ...
obviously within the bank and within limits
I have very considerable authority but in
terms of things outside the bank this is not
true. I have no legal or economic authority.

urging of then Chase chairman Winthrop
Aldrich, Rockefeller's uncle. Groomed for
executive position, he became president in
1961 and chairman in 1969.
He shares the Rockefeller predilection for
monumental building projects, the "edifice
complex" as it has been called. David Rockefeller, first and foremost, has his Chase Manhattan Plaza which opened 10 years ago. The
first major office building put up in the area.
in 25 years, it pretty much started the whole
financial district rene ......al.
Rockefeller initiated the idea of the World
Trade Center through his chairmanship of
the Downtown-Lower Manhattan Assn.
which he organized. He also founded Morningside Heights Inc. to spur renewal of the
upper Manhattan neighborhood. The projects have brought him both sharp criticism
and high praise.
Both Morningside Heights and the World
Trade Center have spurred out cries that they
mean the destruction of the small businesses and residences that comprise a community. The Trade Center has brought additional charges that it will create monumental traffic jams and, by competing with
commercial office space, cheat the city tax
base.
How sensitive are you, he was asked, to
the arguments against bigness--the impersonal kind of projects that engulf an area.
Rockefeller reacts coolly to the indictment:
"I just don't see how you can avoid a certain amount of that. I don't think you will
get things done without governmental and
other action."
His office is huge, with modern furn1ture
to complement the building's architecture.
Push-button opague-glass sliding doors insure maximum privacy.
The office interior is a clear reflection of
Rockefeller's passion for art and variety of
taste. It is a melange of 19th a.nd 2oth century paintings (Cezanne, Signac, Rothke,
Wyeth) African artifacts, Oriental treasures,
and Greek vases. Most of the works are
owned by him personally, the rest from the
bank's collection of some 1,600 works--valued
conservatively at $2.5 million-that has been
selected over 10 years by a committee headed
by Rockefeller.
"My interest in primitive a.nd Oriental art
stem from my family upbringing," Rockefeller says. "My mother was tremendously interested in art in general and in primitive
and Oriental art in particular."
He is director of the Business Committee
for the Arts and Board Chairman of the
Museum of Modern Art as was the Governor
before him. It is the museum his mother
helped found and which his family has generously supported. The Museum, Rockefeller
University and the Council on Foreign Relations are the three outside involvements that
interest him most.
His own collection bridges the 19th a.nd
20th centuries with the largest concentration
in Impressionists and post-Impressionists.
His wife is responsible for all the framing
and deciding to which of their four residences (New York City, Pocantico, Maine,
West Indies) each work will go.
While he credits his mother, Abby Aldrich
Rockefeller, with so much of his art interest,
he says: "Even in college I took art courses
and always enjoyed going to museums a.nd
visiting beautiful, historical monuments."
"Nelson is probably more oriented toward

It is more a question of persuasion and hu-

sculpture and I toward painting and he's

man rapport."
In the financial community, hi.s voice,
whether heard publicly or privately, is one
of the most respected. As board chairman of
Chase, he has a financial power base that is
the second largest in the country and world
(the largest is the Bank of America) with
assets of $25 btllion and investments in almost every corner of the globe.
After two years in non-combat Army duty
overseas, he joined the 'Vank in 1945 at the

more interested in the very contemporary.
It just happened to start that way. Another
thing that my wife and I have always been
interested in is porcelain and furniture.
Nelson more recently is getting into that
area. Actually I think we're coming clos~r
together. He's been going farther back and
I've been coming farther forward."
Adventures in "sailing, camping and pack
trips" are the kind of shared family activities
he enjoys, as he did over New Year's when
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the family vacationed in their West Indies
home. "We had four of the six children with
us which these days is doing rather well," he
says smiling.
Is there a Rockefeller generation gap?
"I think we've had our share of it. On the
other hand our eldest son is almost 30 and
I think if anything the gap is narrowing. (He
laughs). Who is moving toward whom is more
difficult to say.
"Our generation had equally great differences with our parents but tended to express
them less openly and less frankly and what
we have today is probably better. This wasn't
considered the thing to do in our day and if
we had differences we expressed them with
considerable diffidence.
"Our children are a very lively and independent lot ranging from 18 to 29. And we
have one daughter (Abby) who's been interested in Women's Lib. I certainly share the
feeling that women ought to be treated fairly,
given the same opportunities as men and
paid for the same work but I confess that I'm
left behind with some of the things the more
extreme Women's Lib people ask."
As for the challenges of his children, he
adds with good humor: I'm sure it's kept
both my wife and myself younger, maybe
turned our hair gray but certainly kept us
younger in spirit."

PRESIDENT NIXON DELIVERS KEYNOTE ADDRESS AT THE NATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON THE JUDICIARY

HON. THOMAS N. DOWNING
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Speaker, President Nixon recently visited my district
to deliver the keynote address at the National Conference on the Judiciary which
was being held in Williamsburg.
No more appropriate locale could have
been suggested for such a conference because it was in Williamsburg in 1779 that
the first college level school of law in the
Western World was established. That
chair of law and police, as it was styled
in 18th century America was filled by
George Wythe, the father of American
jurisprudence. His early students at the
school included a young Continental
Army officer from Virginia named John
Marshall.
The school was founded by Gov.
Thomas Jefferson himself, an earlier student of George Wythe.
The President's fine address included
his endorsement of the concept of a National Center for State Courts.
President Nixon's speech was highly
stimulating to all who heard it and I include it in the RECORD in order that all of
the Members might benefit from reading

it:
TEXT

OF

AN

NATIONAL

ADDRESS

CONFERENCE

BY

THE

ON THE

PRESmENT,
JUDICIARY,

WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

As one who has practiced law; as one who
deeply believes in the rule of law; and as one
who now holds the responsibility for faithful
execution of the laws of the United States, I
am honored to give the opening address to
this National Conference on the Judiciary.
It is fitting that you come together here 1n
W11liamsburg. Like this place, your meeting 1A
historic. Never in the history of this Nation
has there been such a gathering of distinguished men of the judicial systems of our
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States. I salute you all for your willingness to
come to grips with the need for court reform
and modernization. And I would like to salute
especially the man who has been the driving
force for court reform; a man whose zeal for
reshaping the judicial system to the need of
the times carries on the great tradition begun
by Chief Justice John Marshall-the Chief
Justice of the United States, Warren Burger.
I recall that when I took my bar examination in New York City a few years ago, I
dwelt at some length on the wisdom of the
separation of powers. My presence here today
indicates in no way an erosion of that concept; as a matter of fact, I have come under
precedents established by George Washington
and John Adams who both spoke out for the
need for judicial reform. And President Lincoln, in his first annual message to the Congress, made an observation that is strikingly
current--that, in his words, "the country
generally has outgrown our present judiciary
system."
There is also a Lincoln story-an authentic
one-that lllustrates the relationship of the
judicial and executive branches. When Confederate forces were advancing on Washington, President Lincoln went to observe the
battle at Fort Stevens. It was his only exposure to actual gunfire during the Civil Warand he climbed up on a parapet, against the
advice of the military commander, to see
what was going on. When, not five feet from
the President, a man was felled by a bullet, a
young Union captain shouted at the President: "Get down, you fool!" Lincoln climbed
down and said gratefully to the captain: "I'm
glad you know how to talk to a civillan."
The name of the young man who shouted
"Get down, you fool!" was Oliver Wendell
Holmes, who went on to make history in the
law. From that day to this, there has never
been a more honest and heartfelt remark
made to the head of the executive branch by
a member of the judicial branch-though a
lot of judges over the years must have felt the
same way.
Let me address you today in more temperate words, but in the same spirit of candor.
The purpose of this conference is "to improve the process of justice." We all know
how urgent the need is for that improvement
at both the State and Federal level. Interminable delays in civil cases; unconscionable
delays in criminal cases; inconsistent and unfair bail impositions; a steadily growing backlog of work that threatens to make the delays
worse tomorrow than they are today-all this
concerns everyone who wants to see justice
done.
Overcrowded penal institutions; unremitting pressure on judges and prosecutors to
process cases by plea bargaining, without the
safeguards recently set forth by the American
Bar Association; the clogging of court calendars with inappropriate or relatively unim- .
portant matters-all this sends everyone in
the system of justice home at night feeling
as if they have been trying to brush back a
flood with a broom.
Many hardworking, dedicated judges, lawyers, penologists and law enforcement officials
are coming to this conclusion: A system of
criminal justice that can guarantee neither a
speedy trial nor a safe community cannot
excuse its failure by pointing to an elaborate
system of safeguards for the accused. Justice
dictates not only that the innocent man go
free, but that the guilty be punished for his
crimes.
When the average citizen comes into court
as a party or a witness, and he sees that court
bogged down and unable to function effectively, he wonders how this was permitted to
happen. Who is to blame? Members of the
bench and the bar are not alone responsible
for the congestion of justice.
The Nation has turned increasingly to the
courts to cure deep-seated ills of our societyand the courts have responded; as a result,
they have burdens unknown to the legal sys-
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tern a generation ago. In addition, the courts
had to bear the brunt of the rise in crimealmost 150 % higher in one decade, an explosion unparalleled in our history.
And now we see the courts being turned to,
as they should be, to enter still more fieldsfrom offenses against the environment to new
facets of consumer protection and a fresh
concern for small claimants. We know, too,
that the court system has added to its own
workload by enlarging the rights of the accused, providing more counsel in order to
protect basic liberties.
Our courts are overloaded for the best of
reasons: because our society found the courts
willing-a nd partially able-to assume the
burden of its gravest problems. Throughout
a tumultuous generation, our system of justice h_as helped America improve herself;
there 1s an urgent need now for America to
help the courts improve our system of justice.
But if we limit ourselves to calling for more
judges, more police, more lawyers operating
in the same system, we Will produce more
ba:cklogs, more delays, more litigation, more
ja1ls and more criminals. "More of the same"
is_ not the answer. What is needed now is genume reform-the kind of change that requires imagination and daring, that demands
a focus on ultimate goals.
The ultimate goal of changing the process
of justice is not to put more people in jail or
merely to provide a faster .flow of litigationit is to resolve conflict speedily but fairly, to
reverse t he trend toward crim.J and violence,
to reinstill a respect for law in all our people.
The watchword of my own administration
has been reform. As we have undertaken it
in many fields, this is what we have found.
"Reform" as an abstraction is something that
everybody is for, but reform as a specific is
something that a lot of people are against.
A good example of this can be found in the
law: Everyone is for a "speedy trial" as a
constitutional principle, but there is a good
deal of resistance to a speedy trial in
practice.
The founders of this nation wrote these
words into the Bill of Rights: "the accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public
trial." The word "speedy" was nowhere
modified or watered down. We have to
laBSume they meant exactly what ,t hey saida speedy trial.
It is not an impossible goal. In criminal
cases in Great Britain today, most accused
persons are brought to trial within 60 days
after arrest. Most appeals are decided within
three months after they are filed.
But here in the United States, this is what
we see: In case after case, the delay between
arrest and trial is far too long. In New York
and Philadelphia the delay is over five
months; in the State of Ohio, over six
months; in Chicago, an accused man waits six
to nine months before his case comes up.
In case after case, the appeal process is
misused-to obstruct rather than advance
the cause of justice. Throughout the State
systems, the average time it takes to process
an appeal is estimated to be as long as 18
months. The greater the delay in commencing
a trial, or retrial resulting from an appeal,
the greater the likelihood that witnesses will
be unavailable and other evidence difficult
to preserve and present. This means the failure of the process of justice.
The law's delay creates ball problems, as
well as overcrowded jails; it forces judges
to accept pleas of guilty to lesser offenses
just to process the caseload-to "give away
the courthouse for the sake of the calendar."
Without proper safeguard, this can turn a
court of justice into a mill of injustice.
In his perceptive message on "The State
of the Federal Judiciary," Chief Justice Burger makes the point that speedier trials
would be a deterrent to crime. I am certain
that this holds true in the courts of all
jurisdictions.

.
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Justice delayed is not only justice deniedit is also justice circumvented, justice
mocked, and the system of justice undermined.
What can be done to break the logjam of
justice today, to ensure the right to a speedy
trial-and to enhance respect for law? We
have to find ways to clear the courts of the
endless stream of "victimless crimes" that
get in the way of serious consideration of
serious crimes. There are more important
matters for highly skilled judges and prosecutors than minor traffic offenses, loitering
and drunkeness.
We should open our eyes--as the medical
profession is doing-to the use of paraprofessionals in the law. Working under the
supervision of trained attorneys, "parajudges" could deal with many of the essentially administrative matters of the law,
freeing the judge to do what only he can
do: to judge. The development of the new
office of magistrates in the Federal System
is a step in the right direction. In addition,
we should take advantage of many technical
advances, such as electronic information retrieval, to expedite the result in both new
and traditional areas of the law.
But new efficiencies alone, import ant as
they are, are not enough to reinstill respect
in our system of justice. A courtroom must
be a place where a fair balance must be
struck between the rights of society and
the rights of the individual.
We all know how the drama of a c0urtroom
oft en lends itself to exploitation, and,
whether it is deliberate or inadvertent, such
exploitation is something we must all be
alert to prevent. All too often, the right of
the a ccused to a fair trial is eroded by
prej u dicial publicity. We must never forget
t hat a primary purpose underlying the
defenda n t 's right to a speedy and publlc
trial is to prevent star-chamber proceedings,
a nd not to put on an exciting show or to
sa tisfy public curiosity at the expense of the
defenda nt.
In t h is regard, I strongly agree with the
Chief Justice 's view that the filming of
judicial proceedings, or t he introduction of
live t elevision to the courtroom, would be
a mistake. The solemn business of justice
cannot be subject to the command of "lights,
camera, action."
The white light of publicity can be a cruel
glare, often damaging to the innocent bystan der thrust into it , and doubly damaging
to the innocent victims of violence. Here
again a balance must be struck: The right
of a free press must be weighed carefully
again st a n individual's right to privacy.
Sometimes, however, the shoe is on the
other foot : Societ y must be protected from
the exploitation of the courts by publicityseekers. Neither the rights of society nor the
rights of the individual are being protected
when a court tolerates anyone's abuse of the
judicial process. When a court becomes a
stage, or the center ring of a circus, it ceases
to be a court. The vast majority of Americans
are grateful to those judges who insist on
order in their courts and who will not be
bullied or stampeded by those who hold in
contempt all this nation's judicial system
stands for.
The reasons for safeguarding the dignity
of the courtroom and clearing away the
underbrush that delays the process of justice
go far beyond questions of taste and tradition. They go t o the central issue confronting American justice today.
How can we answer the need for more,
and more effective, access to the courts for
the resolution of large and small controversies, and the protection of individual and
community interests? The right to representation by counsel and the prompt
disposition of cases--advocacy and adjudication-are fundamental rights that must be
assured to all our citizens .
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In a society that cherishes change; in a
society that enshrines diversity in its constitution; in a system of justice that pits
one adversary against another to find the
truth-there will always be conflict. Taken
to the street. conflict is a destructive force;
taken to the courts, conflict can be a creative
force.
What can be done to make certain that
civil conflict is resolved in the peaceful
arena of the courtroom, and criminal charges
lead to justice for both the accused and the
commu nity? The charge to all of us is clear.
We must make it possible for judges to
spend more time judging, by giving them
professional help for administrative tasks.
We must change the criminal court system,
and provide the manpower-in terms of
court staffs, prosecutors, and defense counsel-to bring about speedier trials and
appeals.
We must ensure the fundamental civil
right of every American-the right to be
secure in his home and on the streets. We
must make it possible for the civil litigant to
get a hearing on his case in the same year he
files it.
We must make it possible for each community to train its police to carry out their
duties, using the most modern methods of
detection and crime prevention. We must
make it possible for the convicted criminal
to receive constructive training while in confinement, instead of what he receives nowan advanced course in crime.
The time has come to repudiate once and
for all the idea that prisons are warehouses
for human rubbish; our correctional systems
must be changed to make them places tha t
Will correct and educate. And, of special concern to this conference, we must strengthen
the State court systems t o enable them to
fulfill their historic role as the tribunals of
justice nearest and most responsive to the
people.
The Federal Government has been treating the process of justice as a matter of the
highest priority. In the budget for the coming year, the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration will be enabled to vigorously
expand its aid to State and local governments. Close to one half billion dollars a year
Will now go to strengthen local efforts to reform court procedures, police methods and
correctional action and other related needs.
In my new special revenue sharing proposal,
law enforcement is an area that receives
increased attention and greater funding-in
a way that permits States and localities to
determine their own priorities.
The District of Columbia, the only American city under direct Federal supervision,
now has legislation and funding which reorganizes its court system, provides enough
judges to bring accused persons to trial
promptly, and protects the public against
habitual offenders. We hope this new reform
legislation may serve as an example to other
communities throughout the Nation.
And today I am endorsing the concept of
a suggestion that I understand Chief Justice
Burger Will make to you tomorrow: the establishment of a National Center for State
Courts.
This wlll make it possible for State courts
to conduct research into problems of procedure, administration and training for State
and local judges and their administrative
personnel; it could serve as a clearinghouse
for the exchange of information about State
court problems and reforms. A Federal Judicial Center along these lines already exists
for the Federal court system and has proven
its worth; the time is overdue for State
courts to have such a facility available. I will
look to the conferees here in Williamsburg to
assist in making recommendations as to how
best to create such a center, and what Will be
needed for its initial funding.
The executive branch will continue to help
tn every way, but the primary impetus for
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reforming and improving the judicial process
should come from within the system itself.
Your presence here is evidence of your deep
concern; my presence here bears Witness to
the concern of all the American people regardless of party, occupation, race or economic condition, for the overhaul of a system of justice that has been neglected too
long.
I began my remarks by referring to an
episode involving Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes. There is another remark of Holmes
not very well known, that reveals an insight
it would be well for us to have today.
Judge Learned Hand told o'f the day that
he drove Justice Holmes to a Supreme Court
session in a horsedrawn carriage. As he
dropped the Justice off in front of the Capitol, Learned Hand said, "Well, sir, goodbye.
Do justice I" Mr. Justice Holmes turned and
said, most severely, "That 1s not my job. My
job is to play the game according to the
rules."
The point of that remark, and the reason
that Learned Hand repeated it after he had
reached the pinnacle of respect in our profession, was this: Every judge, every attorney, every policeman wants to "do justice."
But the only way that can be accomplished,
the only way justice can truly be done in any
society, is for each member of that society to
subject himself to the rule of law-neither
to set himself above the law in the name of
justice, nor to set himself outside the law
in the name of justice.
We shall become a genuinely just society
only by "playing the game according to the
rules," and when the rules become outdated
or are shown to be unfair, by law'fully and
peaceably changing those rules.
The genius of our system, the life force of
the American Way, is our ability to hold fast
to the rules that we know to be right and to
change the rules that we see to be wrong. In
that regard, we would all do well to remember our· constitutional roles: for the legislatures, to set forth the rules; for the Judiciary,
to interpret them; for the executive, to carry
them out.
The American Revolution did not end two
centuries ago; it is a living process. It must
contsantly be reexamined and reformed. At
one and the same time, it is as unchanging as
the spirit of laws and as changing as the
needs of our people.
We live in a time when headlines are made
by those few who want to tear down our
institutions, by those who say they defy the
law. But we also live in a time when history
is made by those who are willing to re'form
and rebuild our institutions-and that can
only be accomplished by those who respect
the law.
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Wally Echirra, who along with our former
colleague, George Smathers, is one of the
main ASTRO spokesmen. The name
evokes memories of the astrodomes on
passenger trains such as the North Coast
Limited, that great train now to be abandoned if the Railpa x d ecision last week
is not reversed, a decision reached despite
railroad management's prior solemn assurance that the Limited and its companion Mainstreeter would be continued
"until the public abandons them."
A number of the ASTRO corporations
are conglomerates in which transportation is secondary or tertiary to real
estate, lumber, mining, or other lucrative
business, none of which is described in
ASTRO materials. So, I should begin a
report on this massively deceptive lobbying campaign by renaming it properly"CASTRO," Conglomerate America's
Slick Transportation rip-off.
Mr. President, CASTRO is mounting
a national grassroots campaign designed
to obtain legislative approval of its
costly proposals. Recently there came
into my possession the CASTRO kit for
senior executive representatives. This
CASTRO kit details the lobbying pla n ,
names some of the re gional and s t ate coordinators, tells how to get the news
media, local civic orga nizations and legislators-us-to do what CASTRO wants
done. The CASTRO kit is similar to Project Action, the power companies' massive
national program against the Rural Electrification Ad~rJnistration and consumerowned power systems during the Eisenhower AdwJnistration, which I put in the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on January 8,
1964. I shall put the CASTRO kit in the
RECORD at the conclusion of these remarks. First, let me give you the flavor
of the materials.
The CASTRO materials emphasize
throughout that their objective is political action, including appropriations to
overcome past deficiencies, tax credits,
tax exemption, rapid tax write-offs, loan
gt:arantees, low-interest loans, authority
for automatic rate increases and even
more freedom to abandon service.
CASTRO raises the specter, as the alt ernative to its $36 billion package, of
"nationalization-a dangerous proposition at best--which has been estimated
to cost as much as $60 billion for the
"CASTRO," RAILROADING THROUGH · initial acquisition alone." CASTRO neglects to state that it picked its $60 bilTHE OLD 92D-CHAPTER 1
lion figure out of the rarified air of the
Harvard Business School. Two Harvard
students, doing a paper last year for their
MBA degree, estimated market value of
OF MONTANA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES railroad land, track and structures, added
replacement cost for depreciated value
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of rolling stock and guessed at the worth
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, I be- of mineral and air rights. Their $60 billieve Members of Congress and the public lion contrasts sharply with the $21
should be aware of the concerted and ex- billion estimate, by the National Assopensive lobbying campaign that has been ciation of Railroad Passengers, as the
launched by major conglomerate cor- amount for which the Government could
por ations. The program is called ASTRO. obtain the railroa ds free and clear.
Its goal- a multibillion dollar subsidy
It is important to note that the vastly
during the seventies.
in:fia ted figure of $60 billion has been
ASTRO derives from America's Sound cranked into a national publicity proTransport ation Review Organization, gram at a time when the Interstate Comwhich was created by the Association of merce Commission is considering Docket
American Railroada. The acronym, 271, the railroad rate base case. You can
ASTRO, conjur es up visions of space-age be sure that the ICC will be inundated by
transportation and astronauts such as CASTRO data, while the paying public
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has no experts to present the counter
arguments.
The theme for the CASTRO program,
entitled "Countdown for America's Railroads," sets forth the battle plan.
CASTRO "will communicate with national organizations and government
bodies to obtain support for policies that
will assist the industry." In phase one,
Astronaut Schirra has already told us
on McCann-Erickson's television and
radio ads how water, food, and newspapers would go the way of the passenger
pigeon-! almost said passenger trainif it were not for the railroads, which
"will always deliver the goods" despite
regulation and taxes.
Then according to CASTRO:
Beginning in 1971, the communications
program will accent specific legislative solutions-some have already been introducedand request support from the general pubHe, rail employees, shippers, national organizations and others for positive congressional action.

The action program includes operation
of a national speakers bureau:
Made up of Senator Smathers, other
ASTRO personnel, AAR executives a.nd top
industry representatives, national advertising, newspaper articles, radio and TV appearances and other public forums, plus work
through shippers, suppliers, labor unions,
women's 3roups and the financial community.

Basic tools, provided by ASTRO headquarters, include brochures, speeches,
radio and television interview scripts,
press kits, charts to accompany speeches
and slide presentations. There is a national coordinator, com·dinating with the
area coordinators, who in turn appoint
State chairmen and vice chairmen, who
establish the organization within their
States, reporting up the chain of command any trouble spots that may need
special attention. The materials which
follow will include the names and affiliations of the various area and State coordinators. This list may help Members
determine which CASTRO man is responsible for keeping him or her from becoming a trouble spot.
The State chairmen and vice chairmen
select district chairmen-perhaps only
four or five or possibly twice that number. CASTRO permits some local autonomy but cautions that "it's better to
have too many district chairmen than
too few."
The State leaders establish a State
speakers bureau, pass up the chain of
command the requests for materials:
Keep the area coordinates informed constantly of the situation in each State and
coordinate media contacts with all railroads
having a public relations department of PR
personnel operating within the State.
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district chairman, who makes contacts penses-if the Commission only had
with various organizations and secures more time and money.
an invitation for a speaker.
I would hope, however, that the ConIf the State chairman determines one gress would abstain from any action on
of the big engines should be brought in CASTRO proposals until after it has
from the national speakers bureau, he ascertained CASTRO's cost to date and
consults the area coordinator, who in the manner in which the costs have been
turn gets in touch with ASTRO execu- reported to the ICC and State regulative director Richard E. Briggs here in tory commissions. I would hope, too, that
the Washington dispatch center.
action on CASTRO proposals be deferActually the selection of the speaker red until after Congress has considered
is probably not so important, because emergency legislation introduced as a
"the State chairman will provide the consequence of Railpax' recent actions,
speakers \\<ith a complete set of pattern and measures such as S. 608, the Transspeeches, together with charts to ac- portation Consumers' Information and
company them," or slide presentation Counsel Act of 1971. Neither the Consets if prefered. Freedom of choice does gress nor the Commission presently has
enter in-the State chairman permits the the information and expert counsel
assigned speaker to select "which speech needed to suit rail transportation to pubhe intends to use"-so that the topic can lic needs. The Congress is now on a
be made a part of the press release to be course which will make it a party to a
worse boondoggle than the Penn Centransmitted to the district chairmen.
Mr. President, the ASTRO kit sheds tral fiasco .
I shall, in the near future, suggest
further light on the services for which
professional fees are paid by railroad and some alternatives to the CASTRO 10utility companies, a subject raised in- year plan for a multibillion dollar subcreasingly in rate and service hearings. sidy.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conDistrict chairmen are urged to go
sent to insert at this point in the RECORD
through:
The Stat e railroad association represent a- the CASTRO kit to which I :1ave referred
t ive or the local counsel or one of the roads along -with an editorial from the Janin their approaches to local government of- ua ry 1971, issue of Burlington Northficials. An d in working through local counsel ern News and the "Watching Washingthey sh ould request- t he--stat e chairman ton" column, by Reid Beddow, which
to contact t he law departmen t of that rail- appeared in March 8 Railway Age.
road for the a.ssignment of the individual
There being no objection, the material
to be responsible.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
'
The dist rict chairmen are further ad- as follows:
CASTRO Krr
vised to "secure news stories, columns
and editorials presenting the railroads'
ASTRO LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
situation," using the press kits, the "sug1. The Federal government should exempt
gested interviews of different lengths" rail transportation from state and local propand the radio tapes being designed for erty taxation and reimburse the states for
distribution to local stations. The busy the revenue loss.
2. Permissible types of state taxes should
district chairmen, who are to submit
weekly reports, with press clips attached, not, as a matter of Federal law, discriminate
against
railroads.
also line up speakers for "Rotary, Ki3. The Congress should require that the
wanis, Civitan, Jaycees, PTA groups, proates devote 10 percent of Federal highway
fessional organizations, church groups st
trust funds to grade crossing projects. It
and women's organizations." The district should also remove present restrictions which
chairmen are cautioned to:
confine funds to the Federal aid highways.
Not overlook the significance of support
from such organizations as state and local
chambers of commerce, even though they
may not p r ovide speaking occasions.

The CASTRO kit also outlines procedures by which railroads will call
meetings of their employees to go over
this massive political action program and
enlist their help on particular assignments, especially the writing of letters to
Congr ess.
Any weak spots . . . where reaction from
the public may not be favorable to the railr oads ' p osition are to be reported promptly
to the State chairman. And if a situation is
particularly unfavorable he should get on
the telephone so that immediate steps can
be taken to correct such sit uations.

All in all, CASTRO's big brothers
blanket more of the States than Railpax
Mr. President, I hope the phones jingle
covers. Only three States-Hawaii, Ver- in the offices of all those State chairman.
mont, and New Hampshire--are without I frankly doubt tha t they will. The media
a State or area coordinator; 44 have will likely carr y more CASTRO ads than
State coordinators as well as being in- exposes. The Congress, I fear, will lumcluded in one of the area jurisdictions. ber along, responding again to a powerCASTRO's workers are admonished to ful and well-organized lobby. Perhaps
be especially careful in selection of the Interstate Commerce Commission
speakers at the State level. District re- will express ~ ympathy for the idea that it
quest for speakers forms are filed in should determine CASTRO's cost and
triplicate to the State chairman by the exclude it from railroad operating ex-

4. Uniform Federal safety standards governing grade crossings should be promulgated.
5. Railroads seeking to increase work on
roadbed should have access to funds from a
newly-created Federal transportation fund.
6. Government guaranteed loans should be
made a vailable to expedite improvements on
roadway and structures.
7. Congress should allow the railroads to
a mortize the costs of grading and tunnel
bores over a reasonable period.
8. Rapid tax amortization should be allowed as an incentive for modernization of
basic plant.
9. Railroads should qualify for Federal assistance following natural disasters on terms
no less favorable than those for other modes.
10. The Federal government should guarantee loans made by railroads and railroadowned car lines to acquire new freight cars
and locomotives.
11. To provide an immediate increase in
the level of cars now in short supply and to
insure added motive power, the Federal government should loan 20 percent of the capital
needed for such purposes. The government
should also help offset the cost of borrowings
to obtain such additional equipment by assuming interest charges in excess of 4
percent.
12. As a long-range program to assure an
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adequate supply of general purpose cars, the
Congress should create a Federally chartered
non-profit corporation acquire car::~ under
government guaranteed loans.
13. Investment tax credits should be restored for acquisitions of freight cars and
locomotives.
14. The Congress should create a new
agency to regulate all modes of transportation under a broad mandate of equality.
15. Railroads should be permitted to lower
prices on particular commodities where the
reductions would improve their earnings.
16. Until railroads can earn a reasonable
rate of return, they should be authorized
autom.atic annual increases in the general
level of rates to meet higher wage and material costs.
17. Such increases should not be subject
to state regulation.
18. All transportation rates should be a
matter of public record, except for certain
movement of farm products.
19. Selective removal of minimum rate
oontrol should be allowed on an experimental
basis to determine whether a general movement to deregulation is warranted.
20. Accompanying a program of internal
reform, the law should permit appeals from
the ICC directly to Oourts of Appeal with
further review by the Supreme Court as a
matter of discretion.
21. There should be a definite time limit
within which appeals can be taken from orders of the ICC.
22. Federal policies should remove absolute bars to intermodal transportation companies and permit controlled experimentation ooncerning the benefits of common ownership.
23. Abandonment should be permitted on
any line which fails to meet its avoidable
costs.
24. Abandonments applied for should become effective within six months unless the
regulatory agency denies the application
within that time.
25. Reformed
procedures
should
be
adopted to eliminate unnecessary delays in
merger proceedings.
26. The degree of Federal participation depends on whether the passenger service in
question is commutation, corridor or longhaul. The governing principle, however, is
that railroads should be relieved of continuing and severe losses on unprofitable service
required in the public interest.
I; INTRODUCTION TO ASTRO

ing-need for railroad service in the future
of America.
And, grilnly, there was cited a real possibility that, when America most needs highquality and low-cost rail service, her railroads
may not be able to provide it.
To avert such a consequence, the ASTRO
report put forward a series of bold proposals
aimed at creating an economic and regulatory climate in which the railroads can
continue to serve the country by competing
for transportation business on equal terms.
Recommended were updated laws and
regulatory procedures that would free railroads from restraints of the past; financial
help on rights-of-way and equipment, recognizing that railroads can no longer perform their essential job without support
such as their competitors have received; expanded federaJ. research, and a rational approach to passenger service.
While many of the proposals, such as
regulatory changes, would have no significant
"price tag," ASTRO concedes that its program, as a whole, would cost money.
But it would not be as costly as the alternatives:
Not as costly as steadily deteriorating rail
service at precisely the time when the nation
needs to use all its transportation facilities
to the fullest.
And not as costly as nationalization-a
dangerous proposition at best-which has
been estimated to cost as much as $60 billion for the initial acquisition alone. Nor
would it be anywhere near as costly as the
present levels of government spending on
other transportation fac111tles.
It's obvious that railroad management and
railroad labor have an enormous stake in a
financially sound rail system. It's our bread
and butter.
But, in a real sense, the state of the rail
system has a direct relationship to the bread
and butter of the nation at large. The railroads cannot be permitted to fail.
The ASTRO proposals show a way to keep
them whole.
It's important to remember that the ASTRO program is "not rooted in the private
interests at stake," to quote from the report.
It's aimed not at favoritism but at fairnessand more freedom-for the railroads.
When we urge civic groups--or any part
of the public-to support the ASTRO proposals, we are urging them to support justice
and to allow us to do business like any other
business. More importantly, we are urging
them to act in the public's own best interests.
Most of the recommendations are directed
to Congress-because Congress is the only
institution that can implement them. But
the ASTRO message cannot be structured
only toward convincing Congress of the justness of our cause.
For Congress doesn't operate in a vacuum.
It's responsive to expressions of public will.
Therefore, implementation of the ASTRO
program will depend on developing a legislative program and generating both public
and organizational support for that program.

The history of American railroading is a
history of problems.
But it's a history of accomplishment as
well-of challenges met, of obstacles overcome.
In the early days, the railroad pioneers
battled a hostile environment, Indians and
other formidable handicaps. They were determined to triumph, because their nation
needed railroads, and they knew lt.
Today, railroading again faces a ch.aJ.lenge-perhaps its greatest. Today's challenge
is not as easy to identify and to meet as floods
II: THEME
or rough terrain. But the need to triumph is
The theme for the ASTRO program will be:
just as great as it was a century ago, becountdown for America's railroads.
cause our nation still needs railroads.
III; ASTRO: ITS OVERALL FUNCTIONS AND
It was for the purpose of surveying the
ORGANIZATION
dimensions of transportation difficultiesand focusing upon likely solutions-that the
After the ASTRO Report was approved by
Board of Diretcors of the Association of the AAR Board of Directors, the ASTRO orAmerican Railroads created America's Sound ganization was assigned the responsibility
Transportation
Review
Organization- of implementing that report. ASTRO, which
has its offices in the American Railroads
ASTRO.
ASTRO looked at the railroad industry Building in Washington, will provide three
general functions in this effort:
and found it in deep trouble.
(1) Legislative Activities-After consultaIn the opening pages of the ASTRO report,
there was presented a portrait of an industry tion with the industry, ASTRO will develop
policies
and coordinate legislative efforts to
beset on every side-by poor earnings, by rising costs, by subsidized competition and by effect legislation consistent with the recommendations of the ASTRO Report. The main
unfair regulations.
This portrait was framed in the irony of thrust of this effort will occur in 1971. For
forecasts that show a growing-not lessen- the balance of 1970, these activities will be

limited to pending bills and any new legislation introduced relating to freight car supply;
(2) Policy Activities-ASTRO will undertake continuing evaluation of legislative proposals related to the railroad industry and
will communicate with national organizations and government bodies to obtain support for policies that will assist the industry;
and
(3) Communications Program-Prior to the
introduction of major legislation in 1971,
ASTRO will initiate both national and local
communications programs to disseminate the
basic points of the ASTRO Report-that the
railroads are vital to the welfare of the American economy today, that they will become
more essential tomorrow, and that, in order
to provide the low cost, efficient rail service
which the public will need in the coming
decade, the railroads must have help, since
their resources are now grossly inadequate for
both present and future demands. And the
ASTRO communications program will be
designed to emphasize that, given (1) up-todate regulation that stimulates management
innovation and allows railroads to operate
like other businesses, (2) balanced government promotional policies and (3) reform
in internal practices of management and
labor, the railroads can do the job the nation requires.
Beginning in 1971, the communications
program will accent specific legislative solutions and request support from the general
public, rail employes, shippers, national organizations and others for positive Congressional action.
The ASTRO organization is headed by
former Senator George A. Smathers. Richard
E. Briggs is the Executive Director and will
coordinate the various staff functions of
ASTRO.
The ASTRO organization is comprised of
the following personnel:
George A. Smathers, General Counsel,
Richard E. Briggs, Executive Director, J. C. B.
Ehringhaus, Legislative Oounsel, Donald T.
Martin, National Coordinator, Richard E.
Keefer, Jr., Policy Analyst.
The AAR's Public Relations, Legislative
and Economics-Finance Departments will
work closely with the ASTRO organization,
providing materials, counsel and manpower
in a coordinated effort to implement the
ASTRO recommendations. Other AAR departments will also be involved in the
ASTRO program from time to time.
V. THE PLAN

FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAM

The twin objectives of the communications
program are:
To inform the general public and create,
in the public mind, an awareness of and
sympathy for the acuteness of railroad
problems.
To encourage Congress to enact legislation
that will give the industry the ability to
solve its probleins.
Because the accomplishment of the second
objective depends upon achieving the first,
the campaign will have two phases.
Phase I will be primarily educational-especially aimed, in other words, at the first
objective.
Phase II will be the time for action.
Phase I should pave the way for crystalizing public understanding into active
"grass-roots" support for specific legislation
during Phase II-support that would manifest itself in letters to Congressmen, resolutions by civic clubs and local governmental
bodies, newspaper editorial support and the
like.
The national communications program
v.rillinclude the following functions:
1. Operation of a national speakers bureau.
This would be made up of Senator Smathers,
other ASTRO personnel, AAR executives and
top industry representatives.
2. National advertising in support of the
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ASTRO program. (See Appendix A for TV
and radio scripts and the Fall schedule.)
3. Arrange for newspaper articles, radio
and TV appearances and other public forums
for railroad personnel to talk about ASTRO.
4. Contacts with national organizations
such as shippers, suppliers, labor unions,
women's groups and the financial community.
VI: THE "GRASS-ROOTS" COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAM

To accomplish the objectives of the program, an organl.za.tion must be established
to work at the local level throughout the
nation. This program will be directed by the
National Coordinator.
Briefly, the nation has been divided into
working areas that usually cover several
states. Area Coordinators from various ranroads have been designated to coordinate activites within the states assigned.
In each state under his Jurisdiction, the
Area Coordinator will appoint a State Chairman and Vice Chairman, who will report directly to him. In the few instances where
only one state comprises the area, the Coordinator may choose also to serve as the
State Chairman.
A Speakers Bureau will be set up in each
state under the direction of the State Chairman, who will arrange for members of the
bureau to fill suitable speaking engagements
in the state.
Geographical districts will be established
in each state, and the State Chairman and
Vice Chairman will name a District Chairman for each. District Chairmen will be responsible especially for contacts with news
media, civic clubs, shippers and local government.
Basic tools will be provided by ASTRO
headquarters. These will include brochures,
speeches, radio and television interview
scripts, press kits, charts to accompany
speeches and slide presentations. The effective use of this material will be a vital part
of their responsibiUties. A summary of the
materials and the dates they will become
available are listed in Appendix B.
In order to get the ASTRO program moving quickly, the entire organization should
be completed by October 15.
Since individual railroads have the best
channels of communication with their employees, these chemicals will be used for this
purpose (as described in Section XVII) .
Vlli: DUTIES AND RESPONSmiT.ITIE5-NATIONAL
COORDINATOR

The National Coordinator shall be responsible for directing the state and local
communications program for ASTRO.
In the execution of this duty he will:
1. Coordinat e all activities with the Area
Coordinators.
2. Assist in establishing the organization
for this program.
3. Evaluate .t he effectiveness of rthe organization at all levels and aid the various elements of the organization whenever needed.
4. Constantly keep the ASTRO staff advised
of the progress the organization is making
toward the achievement of its stated goals.
IX: DUTIES AND RESPONSmiLITIES-AREA
COORDINATOR

The Area Coordinator will be responsible
for all of the activities in the states assigned
to him. He is expected to:
1. Appoint a State Chairman and Vice
Chairman for each state. The selections can
be made from his own or another railroad.
Although there will be instances in which
other t ypes of personnel can better fill these
jobs, in most cases the State Chairman and
Vice Chairman probably wlil be members
of the traffic or operating departments (one
from each), since the local organizations
that are set up will be composed primarily
of personnel from the traffic and operating
departments.
2. Assist the State Chairman and Vice
CXVII--552-Pa.rt 7
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Chairman in the establishment of organizations within their states. This wm include mak ing necessary contacts with the
various railroads operating within a state
to assure that the most qualified individuals,
regardless of railroad, are available to carry
out all activities required.
3. Monitor the volume of materials used
by the State Chairmen in the execution of
their responsib111ties. Orders for materials
from t h e National Coordinator will be made
by the State Chairman with a copy to the
Area Coordinator.
4. Maintain close liaison with the State
Chairmen. Reports submitted by the State
Chairmen also will assist him in evaluating
the activities of the organization and, at the
,same time, Will provide him with the
knowledge of any trouble spots that may
need special attention.
5. Work in close coordination with the
National Coordinator in Washington, keephis area and calling on him for any assistance needed. Reporting procedures for this
purpose are discussed in Section XVI of this
manual.

Wisconsin: Frank V. Koval, Director of
Public Relations, Chicago & North Western
Rallway, 400 West Madison Street, Chicago,
Tilinols 60606, (312) 332-2121.
Colorado: Alexis McKinney, Director of
Public Relations, Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroad, 1531 Stout Street, P.O. Box
5482, Denver, Colorado 80217, (303) 222- 5533 .
Iowa: James G. Pate, Director of Public
Relations, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railroad, La Salle Street Station, Chicago,
Illinois 60605, (312) 922-3200.
Missouri: Martin M. Pomphrey, Assistant
to President, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, Frisco Building, St. Louis, Missouri
63101, (314) CH 1-7800.
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, Washington: A. M. Rung, Vice President, Public
Relations and Advertising, Burlington Northern Inc., 176 East Fifth Street, St. Paul,
Minnesota 55101, (612) 224-5588.
Idaho, Nebraska, Oregon, Utah, Wyoming:
Edwin C. Schafer, General Director of Public
Relations, Union Pacific Railroad, 1416 Dodge
Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68102, (402} 281-

X: AREA COORDINATORS Al\'D STATES ASSIGNED TO
THEM

Arizona, California, Nevada: James G. Shea,
General Public Relations Manager, Southern
Pacific Transportation Company, One Market
Street, San Francisco, California. 94105, (415}

States and area coordinator

East
Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island: William A. Lashley, Vice President, Public Relations and Advertising,
Penn Central Company, Six Penn Center
Plaza, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104,
(215) 594-3112.

Delaware, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan,
Ohio: Howard Skidmore, Vice President,
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, Terminal Tower, Cleveland,
Ohio 44101, (216) 861-2200.
New Jersey: George W. Eastland, Manager
of Public Relations, Erie Lackawanna Railway, Erie Lackawanna Terminal Building,
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030, (201) 659-2000.
Maine, Massachusetts: Richard Sprague,
Vice President--Public Relations, Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad, 84 Harlow Street, Bangor,
Maine 04401, (207) 945-5611.
Virginia, West Virginia: Peyton B. Winfree,
Director of Public Relations and Advertising,
Norfolk and Western Railway, Roanoke, Virginia 24011, (703) 344-1451.
South
Alabama, Georgia: W111iam F. Geeslin, Assistant Vice President--Public Relations,
Southern Railway System, Southern Railway
Building, Washington, D.C. 20013, (202) 6284460.

Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas: Harry E. Hammer, Assistant to President--Public Relations, Missouri Pacific Railroad, Texas and
Pacific Railway, Missouri Pacific Building,
St. Louis, Missouri 63103, (314) 622-2201.
Kentucky, Tennessee: Woodson Knight,
Public Relations Director, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, 908 West Broadway, Louisville,
Kentucky 4021, (502) 587-1121.
Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina:
W. Edward Rachels, Manager of Public Relations, Seaboard Coast Line Railroad, P.O. Box
1620, 3600 Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia
23213, (703) 359-6911.

Illinois, Mississippi: Clifford G. Massoth,
Director, Publlc Relations and Advertising,
Tilinois Central Railroad, 135 East Eleventh
Place, Chicago, Illinois 60605, (312) WA 24811.

West

Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma: William
C. Burk, Manager of Public Relations,
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, 80 East
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, lllinois 60604,
(312) 427-4900.

South Dakota: Chester C. Dllley, Director,
Public Relations and Advertising, Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, 824
Union Station, Chicago, Illinois 60606, (312)
325-7600.

5822.

DO 2-1212.
XI: DUTIES AND RESPONSmiT.ITIES-STATE
CHAIRMAN AND VICE CHAIRMAN

The State Chairman and Vice Chairman,
to best fulfill their duties in the organization they will head, should:
1. Select District Chairmen throughout
the state. Enough districts should be set up
to adequately cover the state. In some cases
this may m ean only four or five. In others
it could mean man y times that number. It's
bett.er to have too many than too few. Here,
again , efforts should be made to obtain empl eyes from other railroads for some districts.
2. As soon as possible, call a meeting of all
District Chairmen to outline the plans and
procedures of the program so that each District Chairman can select his own personnel
necessary t o fulfill the responsib111ties of
his position. This should be done so that the
organization in each state is complete by
October 15.
3. Call upon the Area Coordinator to assist in those areas where there are multiple
r ailroads and where the use of person nel
from several railroads is desirable for the
District Chairmanships.
4. Establish a State Speakers Bureau, securing personnel from all railroads operating within the st ate. Care should be exercised
to insure that the best qualified persons are
assigned to represent the industry as speakers. (Section XIV of this manual spells out
in more detail how the State Speakers Bureaus should be set up and operated.)
5. Order materials requested by the District Chairmen from the National Coordinator and supervise the use of these materials
by the District Chairmen. A separate order
should be sent in for each District Chairman, and a copy of all orders should be sent
to the Area Coordinator. The materials ordered will be mailed direct to the District
Chairmen. Available materials are listed in
Appendix B. Sample order forms are included
in Appendix C.
6. Maintain close coordination with the
District Chairmen.
7. Keep the Area Coordinators informed
constantly of the situation in each state. This
will be done by the normal reporting procedures outlined in Section XVI of this manual. However, if emergency situations arise,
immediate contact should be made with the
Area Coordinator.
8. Coordinate media contacts with all ranroads having a public relations department
or PR personnel operating within the state.
9. Maintain liaison with the state railroad
association representative. (A list of the rep-
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Kentucky
Renfroe, W. w .. Exec. Dir. & Gen. Coun.,
Kentucky RR. Assn., 101 East High Street,
Lexington, Ky. 40507, (606) 255-7255.
Loulsia.na
Richardson, Harry H., General Counsel,
Louisiana RR. Assn., 335 Austin Street, Boga.lousa., LA 70427, (504) 732-4292; in Washington: 4201 Cathedral Ave. NW., D.C. 20016,
(202) 244-7747.
Maine
Houston, William M., VP & Gen. Coun .•
XII: STATE CHAIRMAN AND VICE CHAIRMAN
Bangor & Aroostook RR., 84 Harlow street,
Names and addresses of the State Chair- Bangor, ME 04401, (207) 945-5611.
men and Vice Chairmen will be sent you
Maryland
for inclusion in the manual as soon as they
Van Horn, Charles R., Asst. Vice President,
are appointed.
C&O-B&O Railroad, 402 Transportation Bldg.,
XIII: STATE RAILROAD ASSOCIATION
Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) ST 3--8124.
REPRESENTATIVES
Massachusetts
Alabama
Milano,
James
E., Attorney, Boston &
Anderson, Walter M., Jr., Secy. and Treas., Ma.ine Ra.ilroo.d. Oorp.,
150 Causeway Street,
Alabama RR. Assn., Box 21, First Ntl. Bank Boston, MA 02114, (617) OA 7-6000, Ext. 586.
Bldg., Montgomery, AL 36101, (205) 262-1925.
Michigan
Alaska
Wyatt, George H., Chm. & Gen. Coun.,
Delaney, James J., Jr., Attorney at Law, Michigan RRs. Assn., 314M. C. Terminal, De1003 Lancaster Drive, Anchorage, AK 99503, troit, MI 482:16, (313) 825-7000.
(907) 279-3581.
Minnesota
Arizona
Stanton, Allan J ., counsel, Arizona RR
Forbes, Gordon, Counsel, Minnesota RailAssn., Luhrs Building, Phoenix, AZ 85003, roads, 207 Union Depot Bldg., St. Paul, MN
(602) Alpine 8-8041.
55101, (612) 224-5447.
Arkansas
Mississippi
Noblitt, H. Don, Exec. Director, Mississippi
Coleman, c. Fred, Chairman, Arkansas RR.
Assn., 1100 Boyle Building, Little Rock, AR RR. Assn., P. 0. Box 3015, Jackson, MS 39207,
(601) 353-0214.
72201, (501) 376-2011
Missouri
Callfornia
Downey, Thomas J., Counsel, Missouri RR.
Lyon, LeRoy E., Jr., General Counsel, Cali- Comm., Suite 701, Central Trust Bldg., Jeffornia RR. Assn., Eleventh and L Building, ferson City, MO 65101, (314) 636-2245.
Sacramento, CA 95814, (916) 448-3381.
Montana
Colorado
Gough, Newell, Jr., Chairman, Montana
Witherall, Richard F., Director, Colorado RR. Assn., P. 0. Box 1686, Helena, MT 59601,
RR. Assn., 702 Majestic Building, Denver, CO (406) 442-4810.
80202, (303) 534-4663.
Nebraska
Florida
Miller, Ed R., Vice Chairman, Nebraska
Pokes, W. Robert, Special Representative, RR. Assn., Burl. RR, Capitol Plaza, 1815 CapiFlorida RR. Assn., P.O. Box 1169, Tallahassee, tol Avenue, Omaha, NB 68102, ( 402) 341FL 32302, (904) 224-1812.
6831.
Nevada
Georgia
Soderblom, Oarl A., Legislative Repr.,
Parmer, Hershel W., Asst. to President.
Louisville & Nashville, 1800 First Ntl. Bank SouPac-WnPac, One E. First St., Rm, 803,
Bldg., Atlanta, GA 30303, (404) 523-6685.
Reno, NV 89501, (702) 329-2492.
Bryan, w. B. (Bill), Asst. to President, SeaNew Jersey
board Coast Line, Rm. 644 Piedmont-Cain
Nasmith, Augustus, Vice Ohm. & Gen.
Bldg., 148 Cain Street, N. E., Atlanta, GA Coun., Assd. RRs. of New Jersey, Pa. Station,
30303, ( 404) 521-1333.
Raymond Plaza, Newark, NJ 07105 , ( 2 0l)
Idaho
62 6900
2·
New Mexico
Grayson, Sam A., Special Representative,
Union Pacific RR., 611 Idaho Building, Boise,
Holder, 0. J., Director, New Mexico RR.
ID 83702, (208) 343-1771.
Committee, Box 2103, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Illinois
( 505) 982-5221.
New York
Smiley, Thomas W., Executive Director,
Illinois R.R. Assn., Rm. 801, 135 E. 11th Place,
Condello, Victor, Vice Ohm. & Gen. Coun.,
Chicago, IL 60605, (312) 427-1919.
New York RR. Assn., Rm. 1537, 466 LexLoop Office, Suite 1709, 12 So. Mich. Blvd., ington Ave .• New York, NY 10017, (212)
Chicago, IL 60603-726-9523.
532-2225.
During Illinois State, Legislative Session:
North Carolina
House Clerks Office, State Capitol, SpringSwindell, Russell A., Executive Director,
field, IL 62702, (217) 525-6010.
N.C. RR. Assn., P .0. Box 2635, Raleigh, NO
Indiana
27602, (919) 828-0389.
Dalton, J.R., Executive Director, Assd. Rys.
Ohio
of Indiana, 1508 Merchants Bank Bldg., InGill, Joseph S., Counsel, Ohio RR Assn.,
dianapolis, IN 46204, (317) 631-9709.
16 East Broad Street, Columbus, OH 43215,
Iowa
(614) 224-4010.
Hicklin, M. F., Executive Director, Iowa
Oklahoma
Railways Association, 507 Bankers Trust
Welch, Don, Jr., General Counsel, OklaBldg., Des Moines, IA 50309, (515) 244-1888. homa Rys. Comm., Madill, OK 73446, ( 405)
795-3388.
Kansas
Oregon
Walton, William A., Attorney, Kansas R.R.
Miller, Luman G .• Manager, Oregon RR.
Committee, Suite BOO Merchants Bank Bldg.•
8th and Jackson Streets, Topeka, KS 66612, Assn .• 912 Failing Building, Portland, OR
97204, (503) 227-0060, 227-4256.
(913) 232-5805.

resentatives of each state ls contained in Section XIIT.) This liaison will be more important in accomplishing the objectives und~
Phase II than it will be under Phase I. How·
ever, this contact should be made as soon as
possible to obtain advice on the emphasis and
coverage which state activities should have
as well as the assistance which the state railroad association representative can provide.
In the absence of the Chairman, the Vice
Chairman will assume all of his duties and
responsib1llties.
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Pennsyl van La
Kepner, Franklin E., Special Counsel, Assd.
RRs. of PA, Berwick Bank Building, Berwick, PA 18603, (717) 752-2766.
Rhode Island
Athy, James A., Asst. to VP-New England,
Penn Central, 492 South Station, Boston,
MA 02210, (617) 482-7800.
South Carollna
SimS, Lana H., Director, S. C. RR. Assn.,
1006 security-Federal Bldg., Columbia, sc
29201, (803) 256-0646.
South Dakota
Richardson, Lloyd C., Jr., Chairman, S.D.
RRs. Assn., Rim. 3, Milwaukee Sta Bldg., Aberdeen, SD 57401, (605) 225-6310.
Tennessee
Givens, Dave, Executive Secretary, Tennessee RR. Assn., 916 Nashville Trust Bldg., Nashville, TN 37201, (615) 242-5130.
Texas
Caven, Walter, General Counsel, Texas RR.
Assn., P.O. Box 1767, Austin, TX 78767, (512)
GRB-9389.
Utah
Allen, Arthur A., Jr., General Counsel, Utah
RR. Assn., 1007 Kearns Building, Salt La.kA
City, UT 84101 (801) 322-1121.
Virginia
Waldrop, Emory F., Jr., Asst. VP, SCL,
P. 0. Box 1620, 3600 W. Broad St., Richmond,
VA 23213, (703) 359-6911, Ext. 438, 347-0935.
Washington
Greenwood, Dale, Executive Director,
Washington RR. Assn., 302 Hoge Building,
Seattle, WA 98104, (206) 623-8714.
West Virginia
Parrish, George F., Executive Secretary, W.
Va. RR. Assn., 1106 Security Bldg., Box 7,
Charleston, WV 25321, (304) 342-1323.
Wisconsin
Ostby, Byron C., Executive Director, Wisconsin RR. Assn., 25 West Main Street, Madison, WI 53703, (608) 257-0411.
Wyoming
Evans, Harry D., Special Repr., Burlington
Northern Inc., Burlington Depot, Casper, WY
82601, (307) 237-2766.
xrv: STATE SPEAKERs BUREAU

Each State Chairman is responsible for
the establishment of a State Speakers Bureau
to operate within his state.
The selection of speakers should be made
with the objective of obtaining the most
qualified persons capable of presenting the
railroads' problems before the various organizations. To do this, he should call upon
the Area Coordinator to assist him, lf necessary, in contacts with other railroads. In
any event, careful selection of personnel to
fill the assignments as speakers is extremely
important to the success of this program.
Sumcdent photographs and biographical
sketches of all speakers should be secured
and maintained on file in the State Chairman's office.
As the District Chairman makes contacts
with various organizations and secures an
invitation for a speaker, he should send the
form titled "Request for Speakers" in triplica~ to the State Chairman. (A copy of this
form is included in Appendix C.)
Upon receipt of a request for a speaker,
the State Chairman should evaluate the importance of the organizwtion extending the
invitation.
If the State Chairman determines it is
sufficiently important for a representative
of the National Speakers Bureau, he should
consult the Area Coordinator who, if it's determined to request a national spoo.ker, wlll
contact the Executive Director of ASTRO in
Washington to fill the engagement.

March 30, . 1971
If the assignment of
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a. speaker is to be

made from the state's own Speakers Bureau,
the State Chairman should complete Part
II of the request form and return it to the
District Chairman, sending a. copy of the
form to the speaker himself. The third copy
of the form should be retained in the State
Chairman's office. The making of an a...c:signment, of course, must follow a personal contact with the speaker to make certain of
his availability.
The State Chairman will provide the necessary press reloose, as well as a biographical
sket ch and photograph, to the District Chairman so that maximum coverage can be obtained through the media of all speaking
engagements.
The State Chairman wiH provide the
speakers with a complete set of pattern
speeches, together with charts to accompany
them. He also will have slide presentation
sets available, if this type of presentation
is preferred. These will be supplied by national headquarters. Each speech will also
have pattern releases that can be individually
adapted for press coverage on the speech as
well as advance news items.
The State Chairman should determine
from the assigned speaker which speech he
intends to use so that the topic can be made
a part of the press release to be transmitted
to the District Chairman.
All the materials for the Speakers Bureau
are listed in Appendix B. ·
XV : DUTIES AND RESPONSmiLITIES-DISTRICT
CHAIRMAN

Each District Chairman will be-responsible
for contacting the news media, civic clubs,
shippers and local government.
In carrying out these responsibilities, he
should secure necessary additional personnel
from all railroads operating in his district to
insure adequate contacts with all such segments of the public. In the assignment of
personnel to contact the local government,
he may determine the best contact would be
the state railroad association representative
or the local counsel of one of the roads. If
the latter is the case, he should request his
State Chairman to contact the law department of that railroad for the assignment of
the individual to be responsible.
His assignment of personnel should be
made on the basis of selecting the best qualified individuals from among all railroads
serving the district to accomplish the following functions:
1. Media contacts-contacts with newspapers, radio and television should be made to
secure news stories, columns and editorials
presenting the railroads' situation and emphasizing the need for solutions to their
problems. Press kits to assist him in these
contacts will be supplied by the State Chairman. In contacting the broadcast media, he
should attempt to obtain appearances, either
live or taped, providing opportunities to present the railroads' story. In making these
contacts, he should keep in mind that the
television or radio stations expressing an interest may have programs of sufficient importance to justify the use of tht- National
or State Speakers Bureau. In that event, he
should consult with his State Chairman so
that an appropriate industry spokesman may
be assigned. Suggested interviews of different
lengths will be included in the press material. Also being designed are radio tapes for
distribution to local stations.
2. Civic contacts-Speaking engagements
should be sought for presenting this story to
all possible groups. Suggested speeches, including charts and slide presentations, wlll
be made available by the State Chairman to
assist him to carry out this function. A separate section on the handling of speakers before various organizations is included in this
manual. Typical of the organization that
should be contacted for sp~aking occasions

are: Rotary, Kiwanis, Civitan, Jaycees, PTA
groups, professional organizations, church
groups and women's organiza-tions, including
railway business women's associations. Pamphlets will be provided for distribution to
members of these organizations when presentations are made. Those responsible for
contacts of this type should not overlook the
significance of support from such organizations as state and local chambers of commerce, even though they may not provide
speaking occasions.
3. Shippers-The initial goal is to bring
home to shippers and receivers the condition
of the railroad industry and to present to
them copies of the pamphlet outlinin~ the
problexns and general solutions.
4. Local Government-Mayors, councilmen
and county commissioners should be informed of the problems confronting the railroads and of the need for legislation to remove the handicaps under which they must
now operate.
It will be noted that the responsibility of
the District Chairman for cont·a cting the
various "publics" mentioned above is aimed
during Phase I at merely advising them of
the conditions under which the railroads
now operate. The material and supplies to be
used in these contacts will not ask for any
more than understanding and support. Under Phase II, the contacts should be designed
to secure the following:
1. Editorials in favor of definite legislation.
2. Resolutions from organizations where
speeches are made.
3. Letters to Congressmen endorsing this
legislation from as many shippers and individuals as possible.
The District Chairman will keep in close
touch with the State Chairman, rendering
weekly reports on activities in each district
in accordance with the reporting procedures
listed in the manual.
All materials for the use of the District
Chairman are described in Appendix B. They
should be ordered through the State Chairman.
XVI: REPORTING

clippings and transcripts he has received
with this report. In the event the Area Coordinator runs into special problexns between
reporting periods, he should make immediate
contact with the National Coordinator, who
will render whatever assistance may be needed. Close coordination between the Area Coordinators and the National Coordinator
should be maintained.
XVII : EMPLOYEE CONTACTS OF INDIVIDUAL
RAILROADS

Among the most important groups to the
success of the overall program are the employes of the individual railroads. These contacts have not been assigned to the State
Chairman or District Chairman since individual railroads can best do the job.
The use of company publications and
bulletins can be extremely helpful, not only
to inform employes of the program, but also
to secure their assistance in carrying out
campaign functions.
The AAR Public Relations Department is
also developing a pamphlet for employes
which will be made available in quantity to
individual railroads for ma1ling to their employes' homes.
It also would be highly desirable for each
railroad to call meetings of its employes for
the purpose of outlining the objectives of
ASTRO and enlisting their help on particu-.
lar assignments, especially under Phase n,
the letter-writing phase.
APPENDIX A

Advertising

To provide a bridge between the AAR's
established advertising program and a special campaign planned for next year to deal
directly with ASTRO objectives, television
and radio spots have been used this fall.
They will continue through December. The
commercial messages, concentrated in sports
and high-quality news and dramatic programs, stress the essentiality of railroad services and the need for freedom and equality
in transportation.
The schedule:
Television
October 6, First Tuesday (NBC), 9:0011:00 PM.
October 10, NCAA Football (ABC), Texas
vs. Oklahoma, 4:00-7:00 PM.
October 14, Nightly News (NBC) 6:30-7:00
PM.
October 17, Wide World of Sports (ABC),
1:30-3:30 PM.
October 23, High Chaparral (NBC), 7:308:30P.M.
October 24, NCAA Football (ABC), Regional game, Various.
October 31, NCAA Football (ABC), Regional game, Various.
November 5, Nightly News (NBC), 6:307:00PM.
November 7, NCAA Football (ABC), Regional game, Various.
November 11, The Men from Shiloh (NBC),
7:30-9:00 PM.
November 21, NCAA Football (ABC),
U.C.L.A. vs. Southern California, 8:00-11:00
PM.
November 24, Tuesday Night at the Movies
(NBC), 9:00-11:00 PM.
November 27, NBA Basketball (ABC), 2:-304:30 _PM.
_
December 1, First Tuesday (NBC),· 9:0011:00 P.M.
.
, _
December 5, NCAA Football (ABC), Regional game, Various.
December 23, The Men from Shiloh (NBC),
7:30-9:00 PM.
December 25, NBA Basketball (ABC), 2;~04:30PM.
December 26, Wide World of Sports (ABC),
5:00-6:30 PM.
. December 30, Four-In-One (NBC), 10:00-

Reports covering activities in his district
should be submitted by each District Chairman so as to reach the State Chairman by
Monday of each week. (A copy of the report
form is included in Appendix C for this purpose. These forms will be supplied through
the State Chairman.)
The report form is designed to give the
State Chairman information on activities
which have been carried on in each District
Chairman's area. The District Chairman, in
making his report, should also advise the
State Chairman of any weak spots in his
area where reaction from the public may not
be favorable to the railroads• position. In
some cases, where the situation is particularly unfavorable, the District Chairman
should contact the State Chairman by telephone so that immediate steps can be taken
to correct such situations.
The District Chairman should promptly
furnish to the State Chairman all pertinent
newspaper and magazine clippings and all
broadcast transcripts. These should be attached to his weekly report.
Upon receipt of the District Chairman's
report by the State Chairman, the latter
should consol1da1;e such reports, making his
own analysis of the conditions that exist in
his state, and then forward this report--with
clippings and transcripts-by Tuesday of the
same week directly to the Area Coordinator,
with a copy to the National Ooordinator in
Washington. {This will expedite reporting
and also reduce the amount of work in the
reporting procedure.)
The Area Coordinators should analyze the
results of contacts made in the areas under
their jurisdiction and make a situation re- ll:OOPM.
port to the National Coordinator in WashingDecember 31, Nightly News (NBC), 6_:30ton every two weeks. He should forward the 7:_00 PM.
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(Note: All times shown are Eastern Standard Time.)
Radio

That's one reason paper is worth so much
to us: It's so cheap. But if there were no
railroads to move it from the mills .•• paper wouLdn't be so cheap any more. And that
could mean fewer newspapers and school
books . . . shorter love letters . . . no more
ticker tape parades. Paper might be so scarce,
we could use it for money. America without
railroads? We can't afford that. But, if railroads are just allowed to do business like
any other business-with up-to-date regulations and fair taxation-then they'll always
dell ver the goods.
America's Railroads. Who needs them? You
do.
We all do.
.ANNca: Wally Schirra was brought to you
by the Association of American Railroads.
.ANNca: For America's Railroads .•. Wally
Shirra.
ScBIRRA: Did you know that . . . it's the
raiLroads who haul most of the chemicals to
water purification plants. Without railroads,
a drink of pure water could be very scarce
and very expensive, and America could be a
very thirsty place. But if railroads are just
allowed to do business like any other business . • . with up-to-date regulations (and
fair taxation) . . • then they'll always deliver the goods ... America's railroads. Who
needs them? You do. We all do.
ANNCR: Brought to you by the Association
of American Railroads.
ANNCR: For America's Railroads .•. Wally
Schirra.
ScHIRRA: All the businesses you do business with. Where would most of them be
without railroads to deliver the goods at the
lowest cost? Out of business. America without railroads? We can't afford that. But, with
up-to-date regulations and fair taxation, the
railroads wm always deliver the goods. America's Railroads. Who needs them? You do. we
all do.
ANNCR: Brought to you by the Association
of American Railroads.
ANNOUNCER. For America's Railroads . . .
Wally Schirra.
ScHIRRA. Take a piece of paper then tear
it up and throw it away. That's one reason
paper is worth so much to us: It's so cheap.
But if there were no railroads to move it
from mills . . . paper wouldn't be so cheap
anymore. We can't afford that. With up-todate regulations and fair taxation, the railroads will always deliver the goods. America's
Railroads. Who needs them? You do. We
all do.
ANNOUNCER. Brought to you by the Association of American Railroads.

The railroads will be a participating sponsor of NBC's popular News on the Hour.
Monday through Friday. There will be a total
of 90 announcements during the 10-week
period, October 5-December 11.
(Scripts of these television and radio commercials follow.)
ScHIRRA, V. 0.: This glass of water is
brought to you by . . . America's railroads.
This, and a billion others like it every day.
Without railroads, pouring a glass of pure
water might become a luxury for most
Americans. Without railroads to haul the
chemicals to purification plants, a drink of
water could be very scarce, and very expensive. We can't do without railroads.
• And if railroads are just allowed to do
business like any other business--with upto-date regulations and fair taxation • then
they'll always deliver the goods. And then
nobody . . . wm ever get . . . Too thirsty.
America's railroads. Who needs them?
You do. We all do.
SCHIRRA (VO) : America's Railroads. Who
need them?
The man who has a special on cantaloupes
this week.
The man who builds a house you can
buy . . . without going to the poorhouse.
The lady who prices her glassware so it
doesn't break you.
All the business you do business with.
Where would most of them be without
railroads to deliver the goods at the lowest
cost?
Out of business. America without railroads? We can't afford that. But, if railroads are just allowed to do business like
any other business--with up-to-date regulations and fair taxation-then they'll always
deliver the goods.
ScHIRRA (VO): America's Railroads Who
needs them? You do. We all do.
ScHIRRA: What would happen if ... there
were no more railroads? You might not even
be able to read about it. Because a lot of
newspapers could be no more.
Without railroads to move it from the mills,
paper wouldn't be so cheap any more. We'd
all read less. And write less. It could even
mean ... fewer school books and ... no ticker
tape parades. Paper might be so scarce we
could use it for money."
America without railroads? We can't afford
that. But, if railroads are just allowed to do
business like any other business-with upto-date regulations and fair taxation-then
they'll always deliver the goods.
APPENDIX B
ScHIRRA (VO): America's Railroads Who
Astro materials for communications program
needs them? You do. We all do.
Now available are: Press Kits . . . includANNCR: Speaking for America's Ra11ing a summary of the ASTRO report and
... Wally Schirra.
ScHIRRA: A glass of clean, fresh water.
these b81Ckground articles:
ScHIRRA: We take it for granted sometimes.
1. Who Needs Them?
2. A Future of Staggering Proportions
Just as ... we take America's railroads for
granted sometimes. But did you know ... it's
3. Trouble With a Capital "T"
the railroads that help keep America from
4. Creative Involvement
going thirsty? Because it's the railroads that
5. Needed: An Even Hand
haul most of the chemicals to water purifica6. Realism About Passenger Trains
tion plants.
7. Another Need: Teamwork
Without railroads, a drink of pure water
8. The Worst Solution
could be very scarce, and very expensive.
9. Stop, Look and Require It
We can't do without our railroads.
Speech Text . . . for use before civic clubs
If railroads are just allowed to do business
and other general audiences. other texts for
like any other business-with up-to-date special
groups wlll be available by October 1.
regulations and fair taxation-then they'll
Operations ManuaL . . . for distribution to
always deliver the goods.
And then no·b ody ... will ever get ... too all who are actively participating in the campaign.
thirsty.
Report Forms . . . samples of forms to be
America's railroads. Who needs them? You
used
for activity reports, for requesting asdo. We all do.
ANNCR: Wally Schirra has been brought to signment of speakers and for requesting mayou by the Association of American Rail- terials are included in the Operations Manual. Additional copies may be secured from
roads.
ANNCR: Speaking for America's Railroads ASTRO headquarters.
Radio Scripts . . . suggested for use when
... Wally Schirra.
ScHIRRA: Take a piece of paper . . • write interviews can be arranged on local stations.
Separate
scripts are available for 2, 5 or 10
something on it . . . then tear it up and
minutes.
throw tt away.
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To be avalla.ble by October 1 are:
Pamphlets . . . the first of a series will be
designed for the general public. It will be in
Q. and A. form. Another-written especially
for shippers-will be available by October 15.
News ReLeases . . . suggested articles for
the press that can be used in advance of an
ASTRO speaker's appearance before a local
club and as coverage Of the speech.
To be available by October 25 are:
Slides . . . a 15-minute presentation with
accompanying script.
Radio Tapes . . . brief comments by national spokesmen for ASTRO suitable for use
on local newscasts.
Charts • . • poster-size visuals suitable for
display at meetings.
To be available near the end of the year is:
Pamphlet
designed for employe distribution.
APPENDIX C

District Chairman's contact report
For Week Ended (Place) .
From: (District Chairman).
To: (State Chairman).
Number of contacts-Total:
General Reaction:
No. of Very Favorable.
No. of Favorable.
No. ot Unfavorable.
No. of None.
Number of speeches made:
Total Audience.
General Reaction:
No. of Very Favorable.
No. of Favorable.
No. of Unfavorable.
No. of None.
Number of news media contacts:
Newspaper Interviews.
Radio Appearances.
Television Appearances.
General Reaction:
No. of Very Favorable.
No. of Favorabl&.
No. of Unfavorable.
No. of None.
Remarks:
Request for speaker (in triplicate)
To: State Chairman: (state).
From: District Chairman: (name), (place).
To Speak To: (Name of Organization),
(city), (number of organization).
Date, Time, Place.
Remarks:
To: District Chairman: (name), (place).
From: State Chairman: (state).
Assigned Speaker: (name), (title), (railroad).
Remarks:
Request for Materials, ASTRO
Communication Program
To State ChairmanPlease ship the following materials: titles.
quantity.
To: name, title, address.
Date: (of request), signature.
cc: (area coordinator), address.
Received: date.
Short Ordered:
COUNTDOWN-FOR AMERICA'S RAILROADS
Time is ticking away l.n a grim countdown
for America's railroads.
They're in deep trouble.
Every American has a pocketbook interest
in the "railroad problem" because transport::~.tion is an element in the price of just
about everything we use or consume--and
railroads are the backbone of our transportation system.
They move more ton-miles of intercity
freight each year than trucks, barges and
airplanes combined.
And the load's getting bigger all the time.
The railroad volume increased 83 percent in
the last decade. It's expected to show even
faster growth in the next-partly under the
influence of environmental concerns. For
railroads can help solve such critical prob-
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lems as urban congestion, air pollution and
land ut111zation, even while expanding their
capacity.
so there's no question about the nation's
Space Age need for railroads.
But national transportation policy has not
kept pace with the t imes. And the railroads
have been the principal victims.
They're still shackled by policies, laws and
regulations imposed under a concept that
began when railroads had a virtua.l transportation monopoly. They continue to be
hamstrung in their efforts to compete-even
though the monopoly situation hasn't existed for almost half a century.
In addition, billions In public funds have
long been lavished on facil1ties used by
trucks and buses, airlines and barges, whlle
railroads have paid thed.r own way.
Many railroads have now exhausted their
financial resources in an extended struggle
to keep pa{le with progress--and stay in
business.
-'
But the situation is not hopeless.
The costly course of nationalization can be
avoided-if prampt and bold action is taken.
Laws and regulations must be overhauled.
The railroads must be brought "into the
family" as part of a balanced national transportation system-based on fair and equal
treatment of all modes.
A comprehensive program to achieve this
end has been proposed by America's Sound
Transportation Review Organization. ASTRO
was created by the Associatlor. of American
Railroads to make a thorough study of
present transportation conditions and future needs. Its report ca.lls for creative federal involvement in railroad problems on a
basis sim!lar to that which has long benefited other forms of transportation.
To provide the facts you'll need to reach
your own conclusion about the course our
nation should follow, here are the answers
to many questions about the ASTRO program and its alternative-nationalization of
the railroads.
Q. What is the most critical raflroad problems?

A. Simply put; it's the fact that the Industry is rapidly losing its ab111ty to find the
money It needs for modernization and
growth.
Q. What does this need amount to?
A. ASTRO assessed the industry's capital
requirements through 1980 at $3.6 bllllon.
This is what's needed for modernization and
improvement of services. Given the chance
that ASTRO proposes, a reviving railroad industry could handle about three-fourths of
this.
Q. What would the $36 billton be used for?

A. Part of this money Is required on ::-ome
railroads to overcome past deficiencies. The
bulk of it is to keep pace with present and
future needs. About half-$18.6 b1llion-is
needed for expansion of the freight car fleet.
Another $6 bill1on should go for new locomot! ves and the modernizing of others. Ran
and tie installations will require $5.8 b1111on.
And other needed capital expenditures are
estimated at $6 billion.
Q. Why can't the railroads borrow the
money they need?

A. Some can, but interest costs are double
what they were 10 years ago. Others can't
because of their currently depressed financial conditions.
Q. What kind of "federal involvement" is
proposed?

A. ASTRO suggested a num-b er of ways in
which the government could help. Most
don't involve outlays of money at aU. Some
call for loan guarantees, others for loans and
advances requiring repayment. And many
concern only changes in regulatory approach
and tax policies.
Q. What a.re some. of the speclfic proposals?
A. It's recommended that the government
guarantee loans to buy new equipment: provide low interest loans for those types of
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freight cars which are in short supply; restore
tax credits on new equipment purchases, and
create a non-profit corporation to acquire a
"free running" fleet of general purpose
freight ca.rs to relieve shortages.
Q. Isn't any public money involved, other
than for loans and advances?
A. Yes. But it's a mere drop in the bucket
compared to government expenditures on
fac111ties benefiting other modes--like highways, airways and waterways. It's proposed
that a single transportation trust fund be
established, with the railroads contributing
through a user tax. From this fund, ASTRO
suggests the railroads receive $400 m1111on
a year for maintenance-of-way and plant improvements--a proposal that seems justified
in light of the publicly financed "ways"
used by competitors. It's also suggested that
the government provide $100 m1111on a year
for cooperative research in both the passenger and freight fields. This would amount
to just 12 percent of its transportation research and development funds. The federal
government will spend $290 million in the
next 12 months alone on the supersonic
transport.
Q. Would a single transportation trust
fund be in the public interest?
A. A fund of this type would assure that
tax money is spent where it will accomplish
the most in solving overall transportation
problems. Where rail transportation can be
used to ease highway congestion, it becomes
a good investment for the motorist--and
the general public.
Q. Why does ASTRO suggest using more
highway money for grade crossings?
A. Grade crossing safety has long been
recognized by federal authorities as essentially a highway problem. States are authorized to spend 10 percent of their trust fund
money for crossing separations or protective
devices. Most spend only a fraction of available funds for this purpose. ASTRO simply
proposes that full use of the available money
be required and that part of it be used
where most of the hazardous crossings areon state and local roads.
Q. What kind of regulatory changes are
asked?
A. Mostly they're designed to give shippers
and the public the benefit of truly competitive transportation-to let railroads operate
more like other businesses do. It's recommended that they be given more freedom to
eliminate losing freight services; that they
be permitted to lower rates on certain commodities to attract new business that would
increase their earnings; that state rate regulations be ellmlnated as an undue burden
on interstate commerce; that bars to the development of intermodal transportation companies be removed; that selective removal of
minimum rate controls be tried on an experimental basis to see if such controls are really
needed, and that a single authority be
created to regulate all forms of transportation with an even hand.
Q. If the ASTRO program is adopted, w111
it lead to lower freight rates?
A. It should on selected commodities. But
a lot of factors--not the least of them being
inflation-enter into this question. Most
other businesses can increase prices at w111
when inflation hits. The railroads, too, must
be able to adapt to changing economic conditions. ASTRO suggested that a general rate
increase of up to 6 percent be permitted each
year without government interference-until
the railroads achieve an adequate rate of
return on their investment.
Q. What does ASTRO propose concerning
passenger service?
A. It broke this down into three different
categories~ommuter, corridor and other intercity service. It proposed partnerships between government and industry to operate
and improve needed commuter services. It
recommended further experiments in corridor service with greater federal assistance.
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And it endorsed a plan to put all intercity
passenger train operations under a single
corporation.
Q. If such a corporation takes over pasenger service, why not freight as well?

A. Passenger service can be taken over and
improved at much less cost to the public.
The railroads themselves will provide the
operating fac111ties-and a large part of the
initial financing. The corporation, operating
'llnder a completely new set-of government
ground rules, would be able to tailor passenger services to the public need-and wlllingness to pay. Government operation of
freight service, on the other hand, would
necessitate a complete takeover of the railroads-at a tremendous cost.
Q. Stnce land grants helped butld the ratlroads why can't the government just take
the land back?

A. Only 10 percent of the national railway
network was built with the help of either
federal or state land grants. Where these
grants were involved, and in other rare instances where aid was extended to the railroads, repayment was made-usually many
times over. Thus most railroad facllities
were brought and paid for and are privately
owned. Through the years, they've been subject to heavy taxes.
Q. Haven't railroads complained about
state and local taxes?

A. They•ve been glad to pay their share of
school and other governmental costs as long
as they could. The big complaint has been
over the fact they'Ve often been taxed at
higher rates-deliberately discriminatorythan other property owners. ASTRO suggests
federal tax-sharing with state and local governments to reimburse them for eliminating
present property taxes on railroad operating
fac111ties.
Q. Wouldn't nationalization solve most of
the railroad problems?
A. It hasn't elsew1lere. On the contrary,
Luis Armand of France-perhaps the most
noted transportation authority in Europehas said: "Government takeover is pointless.
It solves no problems. It merely transfers responsib111ty for them. Europe's experience
shows how badly this can work out in all
too many cases." We've ha.d an example of
this in our own country. Under government
control during World War I, the cost of railroad operations to U.S. taxpayers was $2
mlllion a day, and plant and quality of
service deteriorated badly.
Q. Why do other countries have nationalized railroads?
A. In most cases they were taken over in
times of distress because railroads were recognized as essential. Once made, the choice
can't readily be undone despite hlgh costs
to taxpayers.
Q. Don't the nationalized lines provide
beter service than U.S. railroads?
A. Comparisons are dl1Hcult because of
differing circumstances. In our vast land,
railroads are freight-oriented, providing
twice the ton-miles of service as the national
systems of Japan and Western Europe combined. Their railroads--operating in much
smaller and more densely populated areas-emphasize passenger service. The bulk of
their traffic would correspond to commuter
or "corridor" service in this country. The
avemge trip length is 22 to 25 miles tn most
countries.
Q. How do nationalized lines fare financially?
A. They operate at an average 20 percent
deficit in Europe and Japan. A simU'lr deficit
by the American railroads would amount to
more than $2 billlon a year. The taxpayers
would have to pay it.
Q. Are other transport modes nationalized
in other countries?
A. In most countries, the airlines are nationalized. Motor carriers are in some. Where
they aren't, their operations often are restricted in various ways to make sure they

.
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don't divert too much traffic from the railroads.
Q. What would it cost the government to
take over U.S. railroads?
A. Estimates run as high as $60 bilUonbased on the market value of property, facUlties and equipment. If payment were made
in government bonds, interest would add billions of dollars to the cost. And there'd st111
be the need for capital improvements costing billions rrore.
Q. What would ASTRO's proposals cost the
government?
A. It's anticipated that--in time-the government would recover its investment
through taxes resulting from business gains
by the revitalized railroad industry. What's
needed is a. helping hand-not a. handout.
The railroads can regain their financial
health with a reasonable amount Of government help during their present crisis and
long-range policies that treat all f'Orms of
transport>ation alike.
OUR CONCLUSION
If railroads are to keep pace with the times
and achieve their full potential in service to
the nation, they must be brought into thetransportation system and treated as equal
partners.
On this basis they can remain in private
hands. They can be modernized and improved-largely at their own expense-and
continue as a great national asset-.
Nationalization would convert this asset
into a public liability. The nation simply
can't afford to let that happen.
The switch is in your hands. And time is
running out.
SUGGESTED SCRIPTS FOR RAD!O INTERVIEWS: 2, 5
.
AND 10 MINUTES
Suggested Radio Interview Tlm.e: 2 Minutes
ANNOUNCER: One of the important proble~ facing _
our nation t.oday concerns railroads. A special study group known as
America's Sound Transportation Review Organization-ASTRQ-recently recommended
"cre~tive federal involvement" to help ranroads solve their problems. Here to discuss
this subject with us is Mr. - - - of (ranroad). M r . - - - , exactly what is m,ea.nt by
"creative federal involvement"?
RAILROAD SPOKESMAN: I'd say it means involvement that is positive and helpful. Up
to now, most federal involvement in railroad
problems has been in a negative or repressive way.
ANNOUNCER: Doesn't it also mean financial help from the government?
RAILROADER: That's part of it, of course. But
it's only a. small part. The amount of direct
aid the railroads need is just a drop in the
bucket compared to what the government
spends every year on fac111ties used by our
competitors. What .the railroads need is a
helping hand-not a handout.
ANNOUNCER: What kind of a "helping
hand" is proposed?
· RA~OADER: ASTRO suggested a program
of loan guarantees and government loans
requiring repayment. This would help the
railroads get the cash they need t'O modernize
fac111ties, buy new equipment and improve
services. Changes in regulatory poUcies also
are suggested to enable the railroads to compete with other forms of transportation on a
fair and equal basis. That's something they
can't do now.
ANNOUNCER: And why should the government help the railroads?
RAILROADER: I can think of three good reasons-right off the bat:
One-Because railroads are essential to the
national economy and the low-cost service
they provide affects the pocketbooks of all of
us.
Two--Because outdated government policies, laws and regulations are largely responsible for the condition many of our raUroa~ are l1l today.
And three-As a matter of simple fairness.
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Other modes already are benefiting from
enormous expenditures of public money every
year. This fact alone places the railroads in
an extremely unfair competitive position.
The railroads are going to have to be
brought "into the family" as equal partners
in our national transportation complex if
they're to survive as part of our free enterprise system. That's all they're really asking.
ANNOUNCER: Thank you Mr. - - - for
your comments on the railroad situationand what needs to be done about it.
Suggested radio interview
Time : 5 min u t es

ANNOUNCER: A special st udy group known
as America's Sound Transportation Review
Organization-ASTR0-recently completed
a year-long study of national transportation
problems and future needs, particularly concerning railroads.
On the basis of this study, ASTRO prepared a prospectus for the railroad industry. It summarized railroad problems. And it
spelled out a comprehensive program of "creative federal involvement" which it considered necessary to help the railroads solve
their prcrblems.
Here to discuss this with us is Mr. - - of (railroad) .
First, Mr.--·- : Is there really a need for
railroads in this day a n d age?
RAILROAD SPOKESMAN: There certainly is.
Our urban areas need them to solve such
critical problems as traffic congestion, land
utilization and air pollution. And the whole
country needs them because they're a basic
factor in our national economy. Railroads
handle more ton miles of intercity freight
than trucks, barges and airplanes combined.
And the load's getting bigger all the time.
ANNOUNCER: If business is that good, then
why can't the railroads pay their own way.
Why do they need help?
RAILROAPER: They've ~lways paid their own
way-up to now. And they could continue
to hold their own in fair anti equal competition. The trouble is, many railroads have been
crippled trying to stay in busin ess against
competitors tl;lat use facilities built and
maintained by the government--at public
expense.
ANNOUNCER: ·You're talking about highways, waterways, airports an d such?
RAILROADER: That's right. The railroads not
only pay their own way, but they're also
shackled by policies, laws and regulations
impoeed when railroads had a virtual transportation monopoly. They continue to be
hamstrung by these regulations, even though
the monopoly situation hasn't existed for
more t h an 50 years.
ANNOUNCER: If that 's the case, then what
should be done to correct i t ?
RAILROADER: The laws and regulations obviously have to be brought up to date.
ASTRO-the organization which made the
study you referred to-proposed the creation
of a single authority to regulate all forms
of transportation on a basis of equality. It
also recommended a single transportation
trust fund-with the railroads contributing
through a new user charge.
ANNOUNCER. Would a single fund of this
type be in the public interest--or just railroads' interest?
RAILROADER. A fund of this kind is absolutely essential to the development of a balanced transportation system, and we've got
to have that if this country is to solve its
current problems and meet future needs for
moving more and more people and goods.
Where rail transportation can be used to
ease highway congestion, it becomes an investment for the motorist that is just as
much in his interest--and the general pubHe's--as it is in the railroads' interest.
ANNOUNCER. Specifically, what do the railroads need money for?
RAILROADER. Well, let's remember that the
eXpenditures rhllroads have be~n able to

make in the recent past have been minimal.
So not only must these past deficiencies be
overcome but the railroads must regain their
ability to invest in t he future. Money's
needed to upgrade roadbeds. To replace rails
and ties. To modernize operating facilities.
And to buy thousands of new freight cars
and locomotives. Funds also are needed for
a. forward-looking research and development
program.
ANNOUNCER. Approximately how much
money are we talking about?
RAILROADER. ASTRO assessed the industry's capital needs at $36 billion over the
next 11 years.
ANNOUNCER. And is the government expected to provide all that money?
RAILROADER. Not by any means. In fact the
railroads, themselves, are expected to provide at least three-fourths of it.
ASTRO proposed a number of ways the
government can help that don't involve
cash outlays at all. Some call for loan guarantees. Others for low-interest government
loans. And others concern changes in tax
policies.
ANNOUNCER. Once the railroads start getting help from the government, would there
ever be an end to it?
RAILROADER. Some of the financial aid proposals made by ASTRO are only start-up programs. With this help, the railroads should
}?e able to get back on their feet. They could
then remain viable under government policies freeing them to compete with other
modes on a fair and equal basis. In time, the
government should actually recover its investment through the greater taxes a revitalized railroad industry would pay. What
the railroads now need is a helping handnot a handout.
ANNOUNCER. Now, one final subject,
Mr.--:

What does ASTRO propose concerning passenger service?
RAILROADER. It broke this down into three
different categories-commuter, corridor and
other intercity service.
It proposed partnerships between government and industry to operate and improve
needed commuter services.
It recommended further experiments in
corridor service with greater federal . assistance. And it endorsed a plan now before
Congress to put all intercity passenger train
operations under a sing1e corporation.
ANNOUNCER. How would such a corporation
operate?
RAILROADER. The railroads would provide
the operating facilities and a large part of
the starting capital. The corporation would
operate under a completely new set of governmen t ground rules. It would be free to
tailor passenger services to the public needt:.:ld willingness to pay. On this basis, it
should have a chance for success.
ANNOUNCER. Thank you, Mr. - - - .
Suggested radio interview
Time: 10 minutes

ANNOUNCER. A growing transportation
crisis is one of the serious prob1ems confronting our nation today.
A group known as America's Sound Transportation Review Organization-ASTRQrecently completed a year-long study of this
problem and the nation's future transportation needs.
The study was primarily concerned with
railroads-the historic backbone of our
transportation system which some believe to
be an anachronism in the Space Age.
ASTRO had some definite recommendations to make as a result of its findingt;.
Here to discuss this subject with us is
Mr. - - - of
(railroad). Mr.---,
do you agree that railroads are a thing of
the past?
RAILROAD SPOKESMAN.
Certainly not.
ASTRO found that the railroads st111 are a
national necessity." And the need for them
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is actually growing. It also found th81t many
railroads are in deep trouble and must have
help if they're to survive.
It proposed a comprehensive program of
what is called "creative federal involvement"
to help the railroads solve their problems.
ANNOUNCER : Mr. -- - , what is the most
critical single problem facing the railroads?
RAILROADER: Basically, it's the fact that the
industry is rapidly losing its ability to find
the money it needs for growth.
ANNOUNCER: Then the "federal involvement" we're talking about primarily concerns m oney. Is that right?
RAILROADER: Not exactly. What the railroads really need is a helping hand-not a
handout.
ANNOUNCER: What, specifically, do you
mean by a "helping hand"?
RAILROADER: Well, ASTRO suggested a program that's largely designed to help the railroads help themselves. It involves loan
guarantees and low-interest government
loans to prime the pump for funds the railroads need to modernize fac111ties and improve service. That should enable them to
attract new business and increase their
income.
Then, changes in regulatory policies also
are needed to enable the railroads to compete with other forms of transportation on
a fair and equal basis. That's something they
can't do now.
ANNOUNCER: Why not?
RAILROADER: As far as regulations are concerned, they generally stem from government
policies or laws that go back to the days
when railroads had a virtual transportation
monopoly. That hasn't been true for almost
50 years, of course, but still some of the
restrictions are punitive and discriminatory.
On top of that, railroads have to build,
maintain and pay taxes on their own rightsof-way while their competitors use facilities
built and maintained by the government-at public expense. That, alone, puts the railroads at a. great disadvantage.
ANNOUNCER: How much help do the railroads need-in dollars and cents?
RAILROADER: ASTRO assessed their capital
needs through 1980 at about 36 b1llion dollars. That's for things like upgrading roadbeds and modernizing structures. For purchasing and rebuilding locomotives. And for
acquiring thousands of new freight cars of
all types.
ANNOUNCER: Is the government expected
to provide all of this 36 billion dollars?
RAILROADER: Not by any means. The railroads themselves can provide about threefourths of it--if their position is improved
in line with the ASTRO proposals.
ANNOUNCER: Hasn't a figure of about 700
million dollars a year been used for this kind
of government help?
RAILROADER: That's about right-until the
railroads get back on their feet.
ANNOUNCER: wouldn't government aid of
that kind be the first step toward nationalizing the railroads?
RAILROADER: Not at all. Government has
spent billions of dollars on facilities used by
other forms of transportation without nationalizing them. So why should it nationalize the railroads?
This year alont' government transportation budgets--for highways, airways and waterways-run to about 23 b1llion dollars. By
comparison, the railroads need a mere drop
in the bucket.
There have been times in the past when
the government has helped the railroads.
And in every instance the debt has been repaid-with interest.
ANNOUNCER: Getting away from money
again-what kind of regulatory changes does
ASTRO propose?
RAILROADER: Frankly, they're rather technical. But, for example, it's proposed to ease
minimum rate regulations to give shippers
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rmd the public the benefit of true competitive transportation. ASTRO also recommends
the elimination of barriers to the development of commonly owned, total transportation companies-such as they have in
Canada.
ANNOUNCER: How would "total transportation companies" differ from what we have
now?
RAILROADER: Under this kind of setup, a
single company could offer rail, barge, truck
and air service That's needed if we're ever
to achieve the ultimate in transportation
efficiency and economy.
ANNOUNCER: I believe there were a couple
of really basic proposals about the government's treatment of the transportation industry. What are they?
RAILROADER: Yes, there were. For one thing,
ASTRO recommended the creation of a single authority to regulate all forms of transportation on a basis of equality.
It also proposed establishment of a single
transportation trust fund. The railroads
would contribute to this through user
charges.
ANNOUNCER: Do you think a fund Uke that
would be in the public interest?
RAILROADER: It's absolutely essential to the
development of the kind of balanced national transportation system we've got to
have-if we're to solve current problems and
meet future needs.
Where rail transportation can be used to
ease highway congestion, contribute to better land utmzation or help curb air pollution-it's certainly in the publlc interest.
ANNOUNCER: ASTRO also suggested using
a certain amount of highway money for grade
cross1ngs. How can you justify that?
RAILROADER: Federal authorities have long
recognized grade crossing safety as essentially
a highway problem. So they've already justified it.
The states are presently authorized to
spend up to 10 percent of their allotments
from the highway trust !und for crossing
projects. But few of them spend that much.
ASTRO simply proposed that full usage be
required.
ANNOUNCER: What does ASTRO propose
concerning passenger service?
RAILROADER: It broke this down into three
different categories--commuter, corridor and
other intercity service.
It proposed partnerships between government and industry to operate and improve
needed commuter services. It recommended
further experiments in corridor service with
greater federal assistance. And it endorsed
a plan now before Congress to put all intercity passenger train operations under a single
corporation.
ANNOUNCER: How would such a corporation operate?
RAILROADER: The rallroads would provide
the operating facll1ties and a large part of
the initial financing.
The corporation would function under a
completely new set of government ground
rules and would be free to tailor passenger
services to the public need-and willingness
to pay. The railroads have never been allowed to do that.
ANNouNcER: If a government-sponsored
corporation takes over passenger service, why
not freight service as well?
RAILROADER: Passenger service can be taken
over, improved and operated at a relatively
small cost to the public. Government operation of freight service, on the other hand,
would involve a complete takeover of the
railroads. In other words-nationallzation.
ANNOUNCER:
Wouldn't nationalization
solve most of the rallroad problems?
RAILROADER: It hasn't elsewhere. It merely

ANNOUNCER: Don't the nationalized Unes
in other countries provide better service than
our railroads?
RAILROADER: Not really. But comparisons
are difficult because of differing circumstances. In our huge country, railroads are
freight-oriented. They provide twice the tonmiles of freight service as the national systems of Japan and western Europe combined.
Their
railroads--operating
in
much
smaller and more densely populated areasemphasize passenger service. But the bulk
of their traffic would correspond to commuter or "corridor" travel in this country.
ANNOUNCER: How do the nationalized Unes
fare financially?
RAILROADER: They operate at an average
deficit of 20 percent in the countries we're
talking about. A simllar deficit here would
amount to more than 2 billion dollars a
year. And, of course, the taxpayers would
have to pay it.
ANNOUNCER: If the government should
take over the railroads, how much would
it cost?
RAILROADER: Estimates of the initial cost
alone run to about 60 blllion dollars. That's
based on the current market value of ranroad property, facllities and equipment.
Courts have held that a fair market value
is the standard that should be used where
condemnation proceedings precede a government takeover of private property.
If government bonds were used to pay for
the railroads, it would add additional billions to the cost in the form of interest.
And there'd still be the need for b11lions
more for capital improvements.
ANNOUNCER: Since land grants built the
railroads originally, why can't the government just take the land back?
RAILROADER: Only 10 percent of our national railway system was built with the
help of either federal or state land grants.
Where these grants were involved, the government was repaid-ten times overthrough reduced rates on government traffic
over a period of about 90 years.
Most of this property was sold by the
railroads at an average price of $2.81 an
acre-to encourage settlement. The ra.Uroads have paid heavy taxes for years on
the property they retained-including their
operating rights-of-way.
ANNOUNCER: I believe state and local
taxes have been a sore point with railroads
for years. Is that true?
RAILROADER: Railroads have never complained about paying their share of school
and o"ther government costs--as long as
they could afford it. The big complaint has
been over the fact that they've often been
taxed at muoh higher rates than other
property owners.
ASTRO suggests federal tax-sharing with
state and local governments to reimburse
them for eliminating present property taxes
on railroad operating facUlties---since other
transport modes aren't similarly taxed.
ANNOUNCER: Now, one final question, Mr.
- - - : Once the railroads start getting help
from the government, would there ever be
an end to it? Or would it go on forever?
RAILROADER: The direct fl.na.nclal aid proposals made by ASTRO cover only an 11year period. During that time the railroads
should be able to get back on their feet.
They could then remain viable under government policies freeing them to compete
with other modes on a fair and equal basis.
In time, the government should actually
recover its investment through the greater
taxes a revitalized railroad industry would
pay.
ANNOUNCER: Thank yOU, Mr. - - - , for

transfers the problems from private hands

a most enllgh tening discussion of railroad

to the government--at very high cost to the
taxpayers.

problems and what should be done to resolve them.
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[From the Burlington Northern News,
January, 1971)
$36 Bll..LION NEEDED THROUGH 1980: RAILWAYS
'SOUNDING THE ALARM' FOR FEDERAL ACTION

A comprehensive "grass roots" etfort currently is being conducted by BN and the rest
of the ran industry to "sound the alarm" and
tell the public about America's Sound Transportation Review Organization (ASTRO).
"It's time for Congress to act," says Anthony Kane, BN's vice president, Law department. Congress must act because time is ticking away a grim countdown for the majority
of America's railways.
National transportation policy has not kept
pace with the times. And railways have been
the principal victims. Railways still are
shackled by policies, laws, and regulations
imposed under a concept that began when
they had a virtual transportation monopoly.
We continue to be hamstrung in efforts to
compete--even though the monopoly situation hasn't existed for almost a half-century.
In addition, billions in public funds have
long been lavished on facilities used by
trucks and buses. airlines, and barges while
railways have paid their own way.
Many railways have now exhausted their
financial resources in an extended struggle
to keep pace with progress-and stay in
business.
But the situation is not hopeless.
"ASTRO recognizes these problems and has
long-term solutions," Kane says. "It's been
14 years since our country has had any comprehensive rail legislation passed by Congress, so new transportation policies are long
overdue."
Among the ASTRO proposals is a request
for $36 b11lion for capital improvements
through 1980.
"Railways can no longer function without
substantial Federal assistance," Kane says.
Many railways currently are operating in
deficit conditions. The Penn Central bankruptcy and the failure of the Central of New
Jersey and Reading railroads are prime examples of the economic starvation experienced
by railways.
Other transportation modes also are facing
severe financial problems despite their benefiting from Federal subsidies and less government regulations than railways.
In asking for Federal funds, railways basically are requesting to be treated equally
with all other forms of transportation.
"We want our fair share from Uncle
(Sam)," Kane says emphatically.
Many Burlington Northernites are taking
part in the grass roots program of carrylng
the ASTRO story to the general publlc. State
and district chairmen have been appointed
to give the ASTRO message via speeches, slide
and film presentations, and television appearances.
To give employees a better idea of the
problems facing the industry and what
ASTRO is all about, BN News provides the
following answers to some important questions:
Q. What is the most critical railway
problem?
A. Simply put, it's the fact that the industry is rapidly losing its abillty to find the
money it needs for modernization and
growth.
Q. How much money is needed?
A. ASTRO assessed the industry's capital
requirements through 1980 at $36 billion.
This is what's needed for modernization and
improvement of service.
Q. What would the $36 billion be used !or?
A. Part of this money is required on some
railways to overcome past deficiencies. The
bulk of it is to keep pace with present and
future needs. About half-$18.6 b1111on-is
needed for expansion of the freight car fieet.
Another $6 billion should go for new locomotives and the modernization of others. Rail
and tie installations will require $5.8 billion.
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Other needed capital expenditures are estimated at $6 billion.
Q. Why can't rail ways borrow the money
they need?
A. Some can, but interest costs are double
what they were 10 years ago. Other railways
can't because of their currently depressed
financial conditions.
Q. What can government do to help?
A. ASTRO suggested a number of ways,
most of which don't involve outlays of money.
Some call for loan guarantees, others for
loans and advances requiring repayment.
And many concern only changes in regulatory approach and tax policies.
Q. What are some of the specific proposals?
A. It's recommended that the g<>vernment
guarantee loans to buy new equipment; provide low interest loans for those types of
freight cars which are in short supply; restore tax credits on new equipment purchases; and create a nonprofit corporation to
acquire a "free-running" fieet of general purpose freight cars to relieve shortages. It's
proposed that a. single transportation trust
fund be established with the railways contributing through a user tax. From this fund,
ASTRO suggests the railways receive $400
million a year for maintenance-of-way and
plant improvements--a proposal that seems
justified in light of the publicly-financed
"ways" used by competitors. It's also suggested that the govern ment provide $100 million per year for cooperative research. This
would amount to just 12 percent of its transportation research and development funds.
It's interesting to note that the Federal government is contemplating spending approximately $290 mUUon on the SST (supersonic
air transport) , an unnecessary and uneconomic monument to pollution and technological chauvinism.
Q. What kind of regulatory changes are the
rail ways asking?
A. Mostly they're designed to give shippers
and the public the benefit of truly competitive transportation-to let the railways operate more like other businesses do. It's recommended that we be given more freedom
to eliminate losing freight services; that we
be permitted to lower rates on certain commodities to attract new business that would
increase earnings; that state rate regulations
be eliminated as an undue burden on Interst ate commerce; that barriers to the development of intermodal transportation companies be removed; that selective removal of
minimum rate controls be tried on an experimental basis to see if such controls are really
needed; and that a single authority be created
to regulate all forms of transportation with
an even hand.
Q. Railways are forever talking about spiraling labor costs. Where do railways rank in
terms of employee compensation?
A. The average American rail worker was
compensated to the tune of $10,583 last year,
according to the U.S. Department of Commerce. That placed him on a higher income
level than employees in other transportation
industries as well as those in communications and utilities, manufacturing, and mining. Last year, Class I railways paid $6,164,000,000 in employee wages, payroll taxes,
and health and welfare benefits. Although
rail workers rank first in wages and supplemental payments, ·the ratio of employee compensation to corporate sales is 52 percent,
compared to only 25 percent for communications and utilities employees, and 26 percent for manufactur!ng employees. The ratio
!or other modes of transportation is 47 percent. What this all means is that although
the railway industry is the mm::t generous in
terms of compensation, lt currently is in a
position where it is least able to atiord the
cost of maintaining that status.
Q. Wouldn't nationalization solve most ot
the railroad problems?
A. Because of the very high cost of na-
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tionalizatlon, in the neighborhood of $60 billion to buy out the railways, that course of
action is unlikely. In addition, nationalization wculd result in a tremendous tax loss.
Last year, railways paid Federal, state, and
lc cal taxes in excess of a billion dollars. The
tremendous investment to nationalize railways provides no assurance of improved operations-and certainly not of profitable oper~ticns. Japan's well publicized railroads
operate at a deficit of 20 percent. The same
is true of nationalized railroads in western
Europe. A similar deficit by American railways would amount to more than $2 b1llion
per year. U.S. taxpayers would have to foot
the bill.
Q. What would ASTRO's proposals cost the
government?
A. It's anticipated that-in time-the government would recover its investment
through taxes resulting from business gains
by the revitalized railway industry. What's
needed is a helping hand-not a handout.
The railways can regain their financial health
with a reasonable amount of government
help during the present crisis and long-range
policies that treat all fcrms of transportation alike.
[From the Railway Age, Mar. 8, 1971]
WATCHING WASHINGTON

By March 30 Congress must decide whether
to continue funding the supersonic transport plane. A vote up or down for SST will
clear the way for Senate Commerce Committee consideration of ASTRO, so ASTRO General Counsel George Smathers already is poli.shing his lea.d-otf testimony.
Meanwhile, the first ASTRO legislation haa
been lntroduced-H.R. 28, to provide for 50year amortization of railroad grading and
tunnel bores. The blll's sponsor is Rep. Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.), chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, to which the
measure has been assigned.
At the AAR, meanwhile, the sta.1f of
ASTRO is expanding: D. Michael Murray,
former Norfolk & Western lawyer and onetime assistant Postmaster General, has been
appointed legislative affairs counsel; Tom
White of AAR's news service has signed on
as a writer, and Seaboard Coast Ltne Assistant Vice President Emory F. Waldrop, Jr., is
director of legislative atfairs, a new title.
Waldrop will serve under AAR Legislative Affairs Vice President Patrick H. Mathews,
Mathews and Waldrop, of course, handle
many matters besides ASTRO, but Waldrop's
appointment does mean there w111 be another hand at the oars.
OTHER SIGNS AND PORTENTS

Ready for introduction in Congress 1s an
alternative proposal to car-equipment bills
drawn up by both the NIT League and the
AAR.
The alternative, vastly more ambitious,
was drawn up by four railroad brotherhoods,
the United Mine Workers, two shippers described as "very large" but not otherw1SP
identified, and electric power interests.
The two earlier bills would (1) create a
modest, quasipubllc National Freight Car
Corporation with non-dividend stockholders
and no direct Federal expenditure required
and (2) provide a plan whereby individual
railroads might qualify for government insurance of $3 billion of equipment trust certificates.
The labor alternative seemingly combines
the objectives but would simply establish a
government-owned corporation, "Fastcorp,"
(for Fa.st Freight Systems), which would be
eligible to acquire up to $3 blllion 1n car
and motive-power equipment through government-guaranteed loans.
Although both proposed corporations
would initially raise revenues ($10 milllon
to $30 million) through a 50-cent per diem
surcharge on use of equipment, to be cut off
after a certain date, Fastoorp would receive
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$20 million in direct U.S. aid for start-up
costs.
Fastcorp would be run by a 13-man board
composed of the secretaries of the Treasury
and Transportation, the chairman of the ICC,
four railroad officers, and representatives of
shippers, labor, public, consumer, financial
and state regulatory interests.
REALISM ABOUT PASSENGER TRAINS

It's becoming increasingly clear that certain types of rail passenger service may be
required in the public interest.
Alone of all modes of transportation, railroads can move large numbers of people
swiftly and efficiently-without adding to the
problems of pollution and congestion.
But the fact is that, even where rail service attracts substantial patronage, it seldom
pays its way.
For America's railroads, passenger trains
have been a losing proposition since the end
of World War II.
And this happened despite the fact that
they spent more than $1 billion in the ten
years after the war on new passenger equipment and millions more on advertising.
Service was of the highest quality.
But traffic constantly declined, resulting in
losses that are now running at a level above
$200 million a year on an out-of-pocket basis
alone.
Partly because of this, U.S. railroads are
now experiencing a financial crisis.
As a recent study of rail industry problems by America's Sound Transportation Review Organization (ASTRO) found: "Railroads should be relieved of continuing and
severe losses on unprofitable service required
1n the public interest."
Three main types of passenger service were
Identified by ASTRO-commuter, corridor
and long-haul. And, "since each of the three
types of service is different, the solution must
be different in each case," the ASTRO report
said.
By far the most necessary service, ASTRO
added, is commutation.
The "economic and social costs" of eliminating commuter service "are simply too
great" for the communities to bear.
But ASTRO also pointed out that forcing
a railroad to operate necessary, but unprofitable, commuter service "at its sole risk" could
easily jeopardize its financial health. This
was described as "particularly critical in the
East, where the large commuting carriers
have grave financial problems."
ASTRO called for adoption of joint federal-state assistance programs to insure that
needed commuter service continues.
"Regional planning commissions should be
encouraged to develop concrete programs to
place the responsibility for continuing commutation service under public sponsorship,"
the report said. "Federal funds should be appropriated for planning efforts as well as for
the acquisition of equipment and the upgrading, where necessary, of fixed plant."
Turning to service In densely populated
corridors of up to 300 miles, ASTRO said:
"This is clearly an area for further experimentation rather than preconceptions. If corridors are to be preserved, cooperation will
be required among federal and local agencies
and the railroad industry."
Pointing out that the popularity of the
Metroliners between Washington and New
York "suggests the existence of a definite
market," ASTRO added that the "profitability of such service is not yet known, nor has
it been determined whether significant markets for high-speed ran service exist in other,
less densely populated areas."
Because "their 11m1ted financial resources
prevent them from being able to fund the
experiments," it was recommended that railroads should receive reimbursement for any
operating deficits incurred.
Regarding long-haul service--trips of over
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300 miles-ASTRO noted that "the service
These include miners-more of whose coal,
has been in an irreversible decline for years." metallic ores and other minerals move by
It recommended that a new, federally rail than by any other mode.
chartered public corporation be established
And cotton producers-who depend on
as "the overdue vehicle for rationalizing the trains to move over 73 percent of their crop
intercity rail passenger structure."
to textile m11ls.
By doing this, its report explained, "a rail
As recently found by America's Sound
passenger network can be preserved where Transportation
Review
Organization
patronage and potential so warrant. At the (ASTRO), railroads move:
same time, operating contracts with railroads
71 percent of household appliances.
76 percent of automobiles and automobile
serving points within the network can relleve
these roads of the heavy losses they are now parts.
78 percent of lumber and wood.
incurring."
40 percent of furniture.
Thus railroads could be relieved of their
63 percent of chemicals.
"largest single burden" and the hundreds of
and 68 percent of primary metal products.
millions of dollars lost in passenger service
Railroads are also an essential component
could be used by the industry to meet growing demands for the transportation of freight. of the national defense system, moving nearAt the same time, passengers could hope ly 40 percent of the Defense Department's
for a better deal, with money becoming avail- freight--one third of which its impossible
able from government sources to continue to transport any other way.
America's railroads. Who needs them? You
and improve passenger services.
do. We all do.
WHO NEEDS THEM?
America lives by its transportation system.
Food must move from the farms to the

cities. Coal must move from the mines to
the power companies and steel mllls. Steel
must move from the mills to factories. And
finished products must move from factories
to consumers.
Without the smooth functioning of its
transportation system, American commerce
would soon cease. Millions would be thrown
out of work.
America needs all of its transportation.
But there is one mode it depends on above
all others-the railroads.
Transportation Secretary John A. Volpe
underscored this recently when he said: "No
other modes of transportation singly or in
combination could conceivably fulfill the role
of the railroads."
It has been estimated that, even with 30
days' preparation in the event of a nationwide ran shutdown, the other modes would
be able to absorb only a small fraction of the
railroads' freight business.
The railroads move a fieet of 1.8 million
freight cars, with a carrying capacity of 118
million tons.
In 1969, they hauled 780 billion ton-miles
of freight----or nearly 4,000 ton-miles for
every man, woman and child in the country.
Thus, the railroads were responsible for
transporting about 41 percent of the country's intercity tonnage-nearly twice as much
as any other mode.
As important--and revealing-as these
statistics are, they don't show the country's
true dependence on railroads.
For ordinary necessities like water, electricity, paper, canned and frozen foods and
bread, we depend on the railroads.
It's no exaggeration to say that your next
glass of pure water may be brought to you
by train-for it's the railroads that move
most of the chemicals used in water purification.
In a sense, electricity, too, is brought by
the railroads. They move hundreds of millions of tons of coal every year--coal that's
used to provide electric lights to 80 million
Americans.
And for food-that, too, is probably
brought to you by train. Almost all the
canned and frozen foods moves by railroad,
and so does much of the wheat needed for
bread. Almost half of our meat and dairy
products comes by train as well.
Besides these necessities, railroads deliver
something else to America-jobs, and a lot
of them.
Not alone for the nearly 600,000 people who
work on the railroads.
But also for thousands of employes in allied industries.
And the jobs of mtl11ons of others depend
on efficient distribution of their products by
railroads.

A FUTURE OF STAGGERING PROPORTIONS

America's depender. ce on its railroads is
great. And it wlll grow.
By 1980, according to a recent study by
America's Sound Transportation Review Organization (ASTRO), railroads wm have to
move about 46 percent more freight than
they do now-their total then exceeding an
incredible one trllllon ton-miles annually.
And railroads may once again become a
prime mover of people.
As ASTRO put it: "Our cities are in the
throes of air and highway congestion; access to the metropolitan cores is already difficult and, in peak periods, nigh impossible.
Air pollution has reached intolerably dangerous levels."
There is one mode of transportation, however, that can move more goods and more
people more efficiently without contributing
substantially to the problems of pollution
and congestion. That mode is the steel wheel
on the steel rail.
But U.S. railroads aren't now in a position
to meet this challenge fully. Capital improvement programs have lagged behind needs tn
recent years, leading to inadequate supplies
of equipment and deferral of work on roadway and structures.
To make up for these past deficiencies and
to meet the requirements of the future,
ASTRO found that America's rallroads must
invest a "staggering" $36 billion by 1980.
The entire net investment of the industry
today is only $27.7 blllion.
ASTRO found that about half the new
investment---$18.6 billion-should go toward
a 24 percent expansion of the railroad freight
car fleet by 1980. This would increase Class I
railroad ownership from the current 1.4 mlllion cars to 1.8 million.
Although the railroads were able to move
34 percent more revenue ton-miles of freight
with a fleet that dropped from 1.7 million
cars to 1.4 million during the last 10 years,
ASTRO said expansion is now necessary because "it is improbable that the railroads
can duplicate the gain of 50 percent in
freight car utilization" obtained during the
1960s.
ASTRO also recommended that the private
freight car fieet, which currently numbers
over 300,000 cars, be increased at the rate of
2 percent a year. Private cars include those
owned by shippers and leasing companies.
Just as they must add freight cars, ASTRO
reported, the railroads also will need to acquire new locomotives-nearly 22,000 by 1980,
at a cost of $6 b1llion.
And ran and tie replacements and other
roadway needs are estimated to require another $11.9 b1111on.
Noting that certain types of freight movements are already restricted because of the
"low rate of rail and tie insertions in the
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past," ASTRO said that new rail installations
should be at a level three times that of the
past decade and new tie installations should
be at a level 50 percent greater than in the
period from 1959 through 1968.
"To increase the efficiency of the freight
car fieet and to improve the reliability and
quality of service," ASTRO also called for
extensive programs of yard modernization,
communications and computer expansion
and intermodal transfer facllity construction.
But, this report continued, the difficulty is
the railroad industry "is rapidly losing its
ability to find the money it needs for
growth."
TROUBLE WITH A CAPITAL

"T''

America's railroads are in deep troublefinancial trouble that is rapidly becoming
deeper.
Four of them are now in bankruptcyincluding the biggest Of all, Penn Central.
Together these four railroads operate
more than' 10 percent of the total rail m1lea(7e in the United Sta.tes. They account for
m~re than 15 perc-ent of the industry's revenues. And they employ more than 15 percent
of its workers.
At the same time, other railroads-though not in bankruptcy-find their operations threatened by continued poor financial results. On most lines, increased revenues are being outpaced by increased expenses.
.
Twenty-two major railroads were m the
red during the first six months of 1970.
And of the nation's 71 Class I railroads,
38 showed poorer financial results than during the first half of 1969.
As an industry, th-e railroads reported only
$74 million in net income for the first half
of 1970-down 71 percent from the $259 million reported during the same periOd last
year.
In terms of rate of return (operating income as a percentage of net investment),
the industry hit a rock-bottom 1.88 percent
for the 12 months ended June 30.
That's one of the lowest levels recorded
since the depression years of the 1930s and
comes at a time when the railroads are paying anywhere from 9 to 11 percent interest
on money needed to finance ilnprovements.
Another indication of the industry's financial trouble can be seen in its net working capital position.
At the end of last year, the rallroads had
net working capital of $56 million, compared
with a deficit of more than $320 million as
of June 30, 1970.
They must find the means not only of financing about $1.5 billion in capital improvements, but also of paying off the $679
million in long-term debt that will come
due before June 30, 1971.
Ironically, the rallroads' crisis has arisen
at a time of record-breaking business and
growing demand for rail services.
In 1969, railroads moved a record of 780
billion ton-miles of freight and received a
record $11.5 billion in operating revenues.
And both traffic and revenues have continued to show increases in 1970.
It was in the fall of 1969 that the Association of American Railroads established
a group called America's Sound Transportation Review Organization {ASTRO} to study
the nation's transportation problems and
future needs.
While ASTRO concluded that railroads are
in no position to solve their own problems
in a way the future will require, its report
laid out a saving course of actdon for the
nation to follow. Principally, it was a call
for "creative involvement" of the federal
government.
CREATIVE INVOLVEMENT

The ability of America's railroads to carry
their share of the natLon's future transportation loe.d. centers on a question of money.

Can they find the money needed for new
equipment and f<8.Cilities?
The recently released report of America's
Sound Transportation Review OTga.niza.tion
(ASTRO) puts the industry's capital needs
at $36 billion between now and 1980.
The money can be found, ASTRO said, if
the federal government undertakes a program of "creative involvement" 1n the railroad industry. But that doesn't mean
solving the whole problem with federal
funds, although a limited amount Jf such
assistance is recommended. What's needed,
ASTRO concluded, is equal treatment of the
railroads as part of a balanced transportation
system-with the scales also requiring regulatory and tax reforms.
The cost is now fixed in the report but f,t
has been eSitl.ma.ted at less than $700 million
a year-far less than the $23 b1llion all levels
of government currently spend each year on
other forms of transportation.
What's more, the outlay could be expected
to come back to the government eventually
through the higher taxes that a healthy railroad industry would pay.
The money would be used to help railroads
modernize their plant, augment their supply
of freight cars and locomotives and benefit
from research.
The ASTRO recommendations !or financial
help fall into three categories. One of these
involves rights-of-way and structures.
Only the railroads, of all forms of transportation, are required to pay the entire cost of
constructing and mainta.lntng the "ways"
they use and at the same time pay taxes on
them.
To put railroads on the same footing a.s
other mOdes, ASTRO urged Congress to:
Establish a single transportation trust
fund, from which raiLroad needs for road
mOdernimtion would not be expected to exceed $400 million a year under present conditions. The railroads will be expected to
make an appropri&te contribution to the
fund.
Guarantee up to $400 mlllion annually in
loans for similar improvements to rights-ofway. This would involve no government expenditure, unless a railroad defaulted.
Eliminate state and local property taxes
on railroad property used for transportation
since there are none on competitors' fac111ties. ASTRO also recommended tax-sharing
with state and local governments to provide
reilnbursement for an estimated $230 mlllion
annually they receive !rom these taxes on a
non-discriminatory basis.
Another major set of proposals concerns
equipment. To help railroads step up their
acquisitions, ASTRO made four recommendations:
Government guarantees of loans for equipment purchases. No government expenditure would be involved unless a railroad defaulted.
Government advancement of the 20 percent down paym-ent r-equired for the most
advantageous financing and reimbursement
to the railroads for inter-est payments above
4 percent. This is estimated to amount to
about $60 million annually.
Creation of a non-profit corporation to
acquire a "fre-e-running" fieet of general
purpose unassigned freight cars. Financing
would come from railroads.
Reinstitution of the investment tax credit
on railroad equipment.
The third major area of federal tnvolvement urged by ASTRO is in the field of research.
ASTRO noted that "practically all the
railroads' competitors are the beneficiaries
of huge government expenditures for research, development, t-esting and engineering programs."
The Federal Railroad Administration,
however, receives less than 4 p-ercent of the
government's transport research funds.
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Recommended w.as a federal >research program that would gradually build up to $100
million annually over the next ten years. It
would cover all aspects of freight and passenger service.
With this kind of creative federal inval vement, ASTRO expressed confidence that
the railroad industry can regain its financial
health, increase its expenditures for capital
improvements and meet the demands of the
future. This, it said, is the alterna.rtlve to
nationalization.
NEEDED: AN EVEN HAND

There's an industry 1n ;this country that
can't readily raise its prices--even when
this is necessary to cover expenses.
And, it can't freely lower prices eithereven when this would aHow it to meet competition and gain new business.
Nor can it easily begin new services that
would allow tt to make money.
Or automatically drop old services that
cause it to lose money.
In fact, there's very Uttle this industry
can do---without government permission.
This industry is the railroads.
The ralls-faced with severe government
restrictions on their operations, while their
competitors receive far more financ.la1 assistance With considerably less !regulationare finding it difficult to keep pace with the
present and grow for the fUJture.
This was rthe conclusion of America's
Sound Transportation Review OTga.nlza.tion
(ASTRO), which recently studied current
transportation problems .and future needs.
A new look in regulation was among its
recommendations.
It would free railroads from restra.lnits of
the past--when the railroads were a virtual
monopoly-and, at the same time, treat all
forms of transportation with an even hand,
Existing regulations attempt to treat each
mode separately and not as part of a balanced transportation system, ASTRO's report pointed out.
As a. result, one product may be regulated
when moved by rail, regulated when moved
by common carrier truck, unregulated when
moved by contract truck, unregulated when
moved by barge and regulated when moved
by airplane.
To end this confusion and imbalance,
ASTRO recommended that the existing separate regulatory agencies lbe a.bolished and a
single new agency be established---one that
would regulate all modes fa.lrly and efficiently.
And, instead of prohibiting the establishment of single transportation companies
combining r·a.il, motor, water and a.J.r services, laws and regulations should permit
them, ASTRO said.
It also urged greater rate-making freedom
for 11aUroads-to permit them to lower rates
to 'a ny l-evel increasing earnings and, while
their financial crisis continues, to institute
a.n automatic rate increase of up to 6 percent
annually.
Also in the area of rates, ASTRO recommended that regulation of minlmum rates
be eliminated on a selective, experimental
basis, to see 1f it is really needed; tha.t state
ra.te regulation be aboLished, because it constitutes "an undue burden on interstate
commerce," and that rates on all commodities, except for certain agricultural products, be published by all modes. Presently
only railroads ha.ve ro do this.
Other recommendations include a speedup
of the procedure for abandonment of littleused bTanch lines tha.t don't meet avoidable
costs and expecMtious handling of merger
proposals so that full savings can be realized.
Any program of financial help for the ranroads, ASTRO said, "will only be a shortlived palliative without a change in the deepst81ted irrationalities of .t he present legal and
regulatory structure govern!ng all of transportation."
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ANOTHER NEED: TEAMWORK

The progress of any industTy depends
upon its people-both labor and management.
Certainly Ws \recognized that the ;railroad
industry must work wtthin itself' foc improvements.
And any program to attack the problems
of the railroads must have the support of
both management and labor if it ~ to become a reality.
Thus it is s1gnificant that both la.'bor and
management are joining in support of the
wide-ranging proposals made in the recently
released report of America's Sound Transportation ReW.ew Organization (ASTRO).
Supporl came from management through
unanimous adoption of the ASTRO report
by the Board of Direotors of the Assocl&tion
of American Railroads-the organization
which Tepresents all of the country's major
roads.
Agreements in principle with :the ASTRO
report came from railway labor leaders at a.
July meeting with mana.gement officis.ls in
Chicago.
Said George E. Leighty, chairman of the
Cooperating Railway Labor Or~ntzation and
head of rt;he labor team at the meeting:
"We're g.lad to be able to lend our support to
the Astro Tecommendations, which we feel
represent •a giant stride toward solVing many
of the problems of mutual concern to both
ls.bor and management."
In a.ddition to Mr. Leighty, labor officials
present at the meeting included Charles
Luna, president of the United Transportation Union; C. L. Dennis, president of the
Brotherhood of Rai1lway, Airline and Steamship Clerks; Harold C. Orotty, president of
the Brothel"hood of Maintenance of Way
Employes, and James Yost, president of the
RailwaY, Em;ployes Department, .AF'lr-'OIO.
The common interest which m.anagement
and labor share was Te<X>gnized in the ASTRO
report. It called on both sides to show
"statesmanship" in their mutual dea.Ungs.
"Over ha.l! of every rallroad dollar earned
goes into labor costs," the ASTRO report
said. "For .t hat reason, no real solution to
the railroad .p roblem can ·b e deW.sed wilthout
labor-znanagement teamwork."
·But the report noted tha.t, even with wage
increases and improved benefits, there has
been little change over the past 15 years in
the proportion of rail revenues required
for la.bor costs.
ASTRO s.lso declared that the rallrO&d industry must itself do more toward eUminating its own disagreements and disputes.
"The railroads have suffered greatly from
their inability to agree on basic znatters ...
in such elemental areas as car ownership,
rates and divisions," the report added.
Recommended was creation of arbitration
machinery f•o r intra-industry disputes as "a
necessary first step" rthat "should be exploited at every possible oppo:r.tunity."
ASTRO also urged the industry to make
greater efforts at improving lts services, noting that "rell&b11ity and speed of service
are competitive tools Just as important as
price in the movement of many products."
The report aJ.so called op. the industey' rto
improve its marketing research, noting that
railroads not only must "constantly adapt
to the changing serW.ce needs of their present customers, but they must also mold
ti'Iansportation .products which meet the
needs of many shippers who do not now use
the r.ails."
"Railroad managers cannot expect Federal relief, however fair and necessary in the
public interest, wLthout adopting those tb asic
changes in direction which result from a
thorough self-assessment," ASTRO said.
"Admittedly, the ch1lllng effects of a negative enviTonment have heavily deterred management enterprise and the fullest measure of
self-help cannot alone resolve present prob-
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lems. Nevertheless, the dnd'UStcy must reckon
with its own shortcomings."
THE WORST SoLUTION

With America's railroads in financLa.l
trouble, nationali2laltion is one way of going.
But, a<:cording .t o a recent report by America's Sound Transportation Review Orge.nization (ASTRO), it "would be the worst of
all solutions."
In fact, said ASTRO, "it would be the most
costly, the most disruptive and the least efficacious program possible."
The report ctted non-industry sources tha.t
have put the cost of nationalization "as high
as $60 billion merely to acquire privately
owned Tailroad facUi.t ies.
And, it was tadded, '~this would leave "untouched the great capital needs of the industry," which ASTRO put at $36 b11lion between now ·a nd 1980.
Then, too, that could be just the beginning, based on experience here and rabroad.
The United States has gone that route.
In World War I, the government rtook over
the railroads.
They lost about $2 million a day.
In Wo11ld War II, railroads remained in
private hands. With the same basic system
as in World War I-but with fewer locomotives and cars--railroads hauled more than
twice the freight load, handled 95 percent of
all organized military traffic in the United
States, served iboth the freight and passenger needs of the civilian population--6Ild
paid the government more than $3 mil11on a.
day dn taxes.
In foreign countries, nationalization---the
usual route-has taught a. similar lesson.
Luis ATmand of Fmnce, pel'lhaps the most
noted transportation authority in Europe,
has said:
"Government takeover is pointless. It
solves no problems. It merely transfers responsibility for them. Europe's e~erlence
showed how badly this can work out in all
too many cases."
The national railroads of Western Europe
and Japan operate at an average 20 percent
defictt-despite the fact that frequently they
receive interest-free financing and pay no
taxes.
The Japanese Tokaido line between Tokyo
and Osaka is often cited a.s an example of
an efficient nationalized operation.
It's true that the Tokaido iline-which
runs through one of the most densely populated Teglons in the world-showed a $96
million operating pro:ft;t in 1968.
But overall the 12,000-mlle Japanese National Railway system lost $373.3 milllon,
Wilth only 10 of 244 lines ·r ecording a profit.
Other large deficits are annua.Hy recorded
by nationalized systems in France, West
Germany and Its.ly, among others.
.
And in Gre!llt Brttain it took some unusual bookkeeping to come up with <black
ink in 1969.
First the British wrote off $3 bll!llon in
capital debt-reducing annual fixed charges
by hundreds of m111ions of dollars.
Then the government .paid a subsidy of
more than $158 million for continued operation of uneconomic services.
After all th!llt, they recorded a $36 m1111on
"profit."
Ce.nada also provides a good illustration
of the results of nationalization.
Two nationwide ran systems exist side-byside-.the privately owned Canadian Pacific,
and the government-owned Canadian National.
In 1969, Canadian Pacific recorded a profit of $35 milllon. Oanadian National-because it has been •r equired to operate many
uneconomic operations-recorded a $24.6
mi111on deficit.
Canada has drawn the obW.ous conclusion. Through the Transportation Act of
1967, it is giving ·b oth rail systems more
freedom to manage their own affairs.

The law gives them broad authority to
set rates without through regulatory procedures and to abandon lines and services
that are uneconomical. Where these are required by the public interest, the railroads
are compensated for their losses by the government.
There's another reason that foreign experiences are valuable. Where railroads are
nationalized, the tendency is to nationalize
or greatly restrict competing modes as well.
In nost countries, the airlines also are nationalized. Competing private carriers are
either prohibited or controlled.
Motor carriers also can be operated by
the government, as in the case of South
Africa.
And even when they aren't, as in Britain,
frequently they are restricted in their operations to make sure they don't divert too
much traffic from the railroads.
These restrictions may include limiting
the number of trucking companies in the
field, the number of trucks a single company
may operate and the operating radius of
trucks and buses to specified distances from
home base.
So, as ASTRO concluded, nationalization
is no panacea. But time is running out on
the alternative-balanced treatment of the
nation's transportati-on facilities in a realistic
statutory and regulatory atmosphere.
It's a "Countdown for America's Railroads."
STOP, LOOK AND REQUIRE IT

The fam111ar admonition-stop, Look and
Listen-is not enough to remove tragedy
from the places where highways and railways
cross.
Needed as well, it would seem, is money.
Last year grade crossing accidents caused
nearly 1,500 deaths and resulted in inJuries
to an additional 3,700 persons.
The problem is caused primarily by motorists who fail to exercise sufficient care, the
Interstate Commerce Commission has found.
The answer is improved grade crossing protection, and the ICC concluded that the cost
of instal11ng and maintaining separations
and protective devices is a public responsibility that "should be financed with public
funds the same as highway traffic devices."
A more recent report by America's Sound
Transportation
Review
Organization
(ASTRO) noted there are now about 30,000
grade crossings that "call for immediate
improvement."
Implementation of such a program could
reduce the accident rate at these crossings
by 50 percent, ASTRO estimated.
The real tragedy, it added, is that much
more money is available to combat the problem than is being spent.
More than $530 million a year may be used
from highway trust funds on projects for
which the federal contribution can range
between 90 and 100 percent, but it's not now
required that this be spent. In fact, from
1963 through 1967, ASTRO reported, less than
$85 million a year was actually used on this
basis.
In addition, about $77 million a year in
other federal money-available on a matching-fund basis for highway projects-was
used, but ASTRO pointed out:
"Taking these sources together, government spent less than one-third of the permissible expenditures that could have been
made with almost total federal support."
As a result, it was recommended that states
be required to spend, for grade crossing projects, 10 percent of the highway trust funds
allocated to them.
ASTRO also cited another limltation of
existing programs. Only crossings on federalaid highways qualify.
"This results in less than 45,000 of the
225,000 public crossings at grade in tbe
nation being eligible for federal help,"
ASTRO said.
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"Since few crossings on non-federal roads
have protective devices, 85 percent of those
crossings which should be immediately protected are ineligible for federal highway aid."
ASTRO thus urged that federal funds "be
made generally available" to all types of
highways where grade crossing protection is
l\eeded.
It also proposed establishment of federal
standards for handling grade crossing safety
projects across the country.
cOUNTDOWN FOR AMERICA'S RAILROADS

America has arrived at a crossroads where
a hard choice must be made about its transportation system.
You might say we're well into a "Countdown for America's Railroads."
Railroads can look back on a glorious past
and forward to a promising future. It's the
present that's kllling us.
And this is ironic, indeed.
More and more observers--in and out of
the transportation business-now see ranroads as the answer to serious problems confronting the nation. Problems like:
Pollution-of which railroads do far less
than other modes.
Congestion-which railroads can relieve
better than highways.
And growth-which railroads alone can
efficiently accommodate by moving the massive volumes of freight that an expanding
economy and population wlll generate.
Prospects for the railroad industry have
never been so great-nor its financial position so precarious.
Every known standard for testing the
health of an industry points to a chronic
and spreading illness among the railroads.
In 1969, one-third of them lost money.
There's no question about it: America's
railroads are in very d1!ep trouble.
For years, it's been assumed the railroads
could take care of themselves.
And for a long time they did.
They took care of themselves tn the face
of rising labor and material costs. In the
face of expanding government help for the
competition. In the face of discriminatory
taxes. In the face of rate regulation that kept
the profit margin thin. And in the face of
policies that forced the continuation of uneconomic services.
But the years have taken their toll and
brought the industry low.
Even as the need for them grows, railroads
are losing their abi11ty to bulld for the
future. If a business can't earn money above
and beyond its current expenses, it has no
resources to invest in future growth, to repay debt or to attract new money. That's
the central crisis in the railroad Industry today.
Industry-wide return on investment was
2.4 percent in 1969-the lowest of all U.S.
industries. And the down-trend has continued.
This is particularly critical at a time when
ra1lroads need new equipment, inproved
roadbeds. new rail and ties-all the things
that are baste to their operations.
In short, they need to modernize-for
greater capacity and improved performance.
Because of a lack of money, improvement
and maintenance programs have fallen badly behind. This means deficient service, lost
business--a vicious cycle.
And the cycle continues. It is not merely a
localized crisis--involving one region or one
railroad. And, because of the interrelation of
railroads in the nationwide movement of
traffic, the crippllng of any major railroad
affects all ra.ilroads.
The health and growth of our economy
depends on the smooth functioning of this
network. Railroads now carry 41 percent of
all intercity freight tra.ftlc. Their volume has

increased 40 percent in the last decade, and
it is expected to grow another 35 percent in
the next 10 years.
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By 1980, more than $36 b1llion must be
spent on plant and equipment. That's more
than the present net investment.
But how can an impoverished industry
spend $36 billion it hasn't got?
Essential improvement programs are clearly
beyond the means of today's railroads under
existing circumstances. And yet, the question
is not whether we will continue to have a rail
network. The question is what kind.
The federal government can nationa.ltze
railroads or allow them to operate privately.
Either way, money will be needed to buy
equipment and improve operating fac111ties.
That's the grim but realistic conclusion
reached by a study group created in 1969 by
the Association of American Railroads.
The group was called America's Sound
Transportation Review Organization. By the
strangest of coincidences, the :first letters of
that tl.tle spell out ASTRQ-which ties in
nicely with an effort to move transportation
poUcy into the space age.
This group--headed up by former United
States Senator George A. Smathers--was
asked to take a close and objective look at
current transportation problems and future
needs.
The problems obviously were not unknown
within the railroad industry, but when they
suddenly made headlines--including bankruptcy declarations in late June-ASTRO
released its report in a hurry. Even so, it was
a solid and thoughtful index of railroad Uis
Mld suggested remedies.
The ASTRO team did its homework. They
talked with people--all kinds of people. They
dug into the facts and the :figures. And, of
course, they read all the reports--numerous and voluminous-of previous studies.
This new report is more than words. It's a
call for action-action that offers an alternative to nationalization.
Simple fairness is one cornerstone of the
ASTRO recommendations.
Take rights-of-way, for example.
Trucks operate on a highway system paid
for and maintained by federal and state governments at a cost of hundreds of b1111ons of
dollars. User charges are paid, but not enough
to offset all the costs.
Airlines benefit from government investment in an array of airway and airport facilities, provided at a cost of $21.6 blllion. They,
too, pay user charges. But, again, the full
cost is not recovered.
Water carriers do even better. Total public
investment in the nation's waterways comes
to $14.6 billion. The barge lines pay no user
charges.
This is said without rancor but simply to
reflect the facts of life in this transportation
business.
In contrast, the railroads acquired and
developed their own rights-of-way. And they
now maintain them-at a cost of about $1.3
b11lion annually.
Let's remember that the often-cited land
grants some railroads received in the last
century were a factor in only one of every
10 miles of track in the nation. Furthermore
a Congressional committee long ago reported
repayment had been made for these lands
many times over.
So it's clear that, because of differences in
government treatment, only the ratlroads
bear the full cost of doing business in the
transportation field.
To place all models on a more even footing where rights-of-way are concerned. the
ASTRO report makes a number of recommendations.
One of these calls for eliminating the burden of discriminatory state and local property taxes on ratlroad property used in transportation. The justification for this is that
our competitors don't pay similar taxes. But,
recognizing that raUroad. property tax: pay-

ments have been an important source o:t
school and other local government financing, ASTRO suggests federal tax-sharing with

state and local governments to reimburse
them for the nondiscriminatory part of their
losses.
Discrimination does enter into this.
Through the years, in some localities, ra.llroa.ds have been dellberately taxed at higher
levels than other property. The United States
Senate has passed a blll to stop this, and its
final enactment will be helpful-but not
enough to generate needed changes in the
railroads' :fixed plant.
Another major ASTRO proposal would
merge the present highway trust fund into a
general surface transportation fund.
This idea 1s not without controversy. But
it seems absolutely essential-if really significant steps are to be taken toward restoring balance in transportation and toward
solving transportation problems. It simply
means that the tax dollars involved can be
spent where they will do the most public
good.
And the rallroa.ds would contribute to the
new fund-through a user tax. From it, they
would be authorized to receive $400 million
a year-less than 5 percent of the highway
expenditures by all levels of government in
1970.
Funds made available to railroads would
have to be used for improvement or replacement of right-of-way and structures--over
and above what they've been doing.
In addition, it's proposed that the federal
government guarantee up to $400 mill1on annually in private loans for similar purposes.
ASTRO also urges assistance for railroads
in acquiring locomotives and cars they're unable to provide on their own.
Briefly, it recommends that the government guarantee low-interest loans to buy new
equipment; advance money for down payments on rolling stock and offset excessive
borrowing costs--at least for the next :five
years; restore tax credits on new equipment
purchases, and create a non-profit corporation to acquire a "free-running" fleet of general purpose freight cars to relieve shortages.
These are among the dollars-and-cents
proposals of the ASTRO program.
It does cost money.
But it's st111 a bargain, as we shall seeeven adding in $100 m1llion a year for research that would cover both freight and passenger service.
That, it's true, would be quite a jump in
federal spending for rail research. But it
would stm be very little when stacked against
the vast sums railroad competitors have been
receiving for research, development, testing
and engineering.
For example, the federal government is
putting up $290 milllon for next year's work
on developing the supersonic transport. A
Congressional committee has estimated that
t otal federal costs for this one project will
reach $1.3 b1llion~en though few significant public benefits appear likely to result.
But even if the ra1lroa.ds are given the
financial means and the technological ways
to modernize, success will not be assured
without bold action on another front.
The philosophy under which railroads are
stm regulated evolved during the last century-when railroads, indeed, were a powerful near-monopoly. They're obviously no
longer that. But the regulatory philosophy
remains the same.
The problems of railroads are compounded
by the fact that their competitors are not
equally handicapped. Much of their barge
and truck competition is not regulated at all.
In fact, a good deal of the regulation which
railroads oppose seems to be little more than
a mechanism to protect other modes from
the realities of free competition.
So the first thing government could do to
help the railroads ln this area. 1s to forget

about the 1800s. This is the 1970s, and it's
time to set the railroads free.

-
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Railroads need the freedom to make dayto-day decisions and act upon them
quk:kly-not six months--or years-later,
when the opportunity to benefit may have
been lost.
Railroads need the freedom to combine
with other modes to provide the best possible "miX" of service to shippers. Transportation is intermodal; transportat ion companies should be, too.
Rate freedom shoUld be encouraged-both
up and down-to allow railroads to meet
changing competitive and cost conditions.
These alms could best be realized by the
creation of a single agency to regulate all
modes with equality.
The ASTRO study, let me emphasize, did
not overlook the segment of railroad operations that has been the most consistently
controversial in the present era-passenger
service.
It is now time for realism and fairness to
govern the policies that affect this.
As a means of alleviating automobile and,
in some cases, airway conge5tion, the rail
mode can be a valuable instrument in present and future transportation planning.
But, make no mistake about it, the railroads can no longer absorb the severe losses
of passenger operations. To impose largescale deficits on them on the ground that
they have obligations as "common carriers"
uses a label to conceal an unfairness which
could not otherwise be defended.
Railroaders aren't blind to the public interest. They recognize the need-to cite an
example-for commuter operations in metropolitan areas. They see the advantages of
high-speed, medium-distance service in
densely populated corridors. And they realize
that there are some people who like to ride
long-distance passenger trains.
But railroaders aren't blind to the figures
they see in their accounting books either.
They know-as does just about everyone
else-that commuter operations usually lose
money. And that the initial investment required for high-speed corridor service is beyond their means. And that the number of
people who want to ride a long-distance train
at any given time is seldom large enough to
make it pay.
Since each of these three types of service
is ditferent, the solution must be different
in each case.
So ASTRO suggests that state and regional
commissions develop concrete programs for
placing essentia.l, 1bUit unprofitable commuter
service !UDder pu'bl.itc sponsorship.
It believes the market for "corridor" service must be more extensively explored-with
the federal government financing the research
as well as the cost of preserving service pending further study.
And it supports the concept of a federally
chartered corporation to run intercity passenger trains found to be in the public interest.
Up to now, we've been concerned with
proposals of ASTRO that are directed outward-to government, mainly. This is because, whatever the cause of some of the
problems, government is seen as the only
source of meaningful solutions.
But it would be a bit silly-and not very
persuasive-to say that all railroad problems
come from forces beyond the control of railroad management.
When ASTRO looked inward-upon railroads and their employes-it found a number
of areas where there are things to be done.
For exan:ple, it's realized that railroads must
improve their record for working together on
internal problems, using arbitration machinery where necessary to iron out industry
disputes.
Railroad labor also has a stake in all this.
Over one-half of every railroad dollar goes
to labor costs. Thus, the ASTRO report notes,
there's an urgent need to achieve better utiUzatlon of manpower and rto ll"ea.lize the bene-
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fit s that can result from technological advances.
To be sure, it's unlikely that all railroaders agree on what's most important among
the various recommendations contained in
this report.
But the industry-including large segments of railroad labor-is very much united
in support of the principles involved.
This unity-which may well be unprecedented in the history of the industry-should
testify to the seriousness of the situation.
It's reasonable to ask how much these
remedies-that consttiute an alternative to
nationalization-will cost.
One good answer would be: Not muchnot in comparison with the cost of nationalization.
Another might be: A drop in the bucket-compared with expenditures on other forms
of transportation.
And a third: Nothing at all-because a
railroad industry, with restored health, would
pay more than enough in taxes to offset the
outlays proposed.
A more precise answer depends on how you
figure it. Even if all of ASTRO's recommendations for financial aid to the railroads were
eventually to be adopted, the total would
contribute only about $700 milllon a. year toward the railroads' capital requirements.
This even takes into account money that
would ·b e required to replace state and local
revenue losses.
But how much would nationalization cost?
That, too, is a question without an easy
answer-unless one is satisfied with words
like "tremendous" or "exhorbitant.''
It could cost as much as $60 billion just
to transfer ownership. And that would still
leave unmet the industry's need for capital
improvements.
Neither does it allow anything for potential-almost certain-operating losses.
A New York brokerage firm, in its 1969 reVIew of the railroad industry, observed that
railroad service can deteriorate rapidly and
costs skyrocket "once the discipline of private ownership is removed."
And we know that, under government control during World War I , the cost of railroad operations to U.S. t axpayers was $2
million a day, while plant and service deteriorated badly.
Speaking of service may well remind you to
ask about other countries where nationalization is the r ule.
Well, comparisons are difficult because of
differing circumstances. In our vast land,
railroads are freight-oriented. They provide
twice the ton-miles of service as the national
systems of Japan and Western Europe combined. Those railroads-operating in much
smaller and more densely populated areas-emphasize passenger service. The bulk of
their traffic would correspond to commuter
travel in this country.
And they operate at an average deficit of
20 percent. A s1mllar deficit in this country
would amount to more than $2 billion a year.
By every possible yardstick-the cost of
acquisition, the effect on customers and competitors, the experience of foreign nationalization-it is clear that a government takeover of U.S. railroads would be no favor to
the American taxpayers and economy.
Transportation, in America, is a vast and
essential complex. It involves highways,
country roads and city streets . . . airways
and airports ... canals and rivers ... even
p1pelines . . . and, of course, railroads.
It moves not only people but also everincreasing volumes of goods and materials.
Each part of the complex must carry its
own weight-doing that part of the job it
can do best. Since transportation is an element in the price of just about everything
we buy or use, this kind of efficiency is vital.
Railroads han dle the biggest share of the
load-more ton-miles of intercity freight
each year than trucks, barges and airplanes
combined.

If railroads are to keep pace with the times
and achieve their full potential in service to
the nation, they must be brought into the
transportation system as "part of the
family."
Given fair and equal treat ment with other
modes, railroads can remain in private hands.
They can be modernized and improvedlargely at their own expense-and continue
as a great national asset.
Nationalization would convert this asset
into a public liability. The nation simply
can't atrord that.
America's railroads. Who needs them? You
do. We all do.
And they need you.

THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY50 YEARS OF PROGRESS

HON. WILLIAM L. HUNGATE
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Speaker, knowing
of your and our colleague's interest in the
judicial branch of our Government, I
wish to invite attention to a very illuminating article entitled "The Federal Judiciary-50 Years of Progress," written
by the Honorable Tom C. Clark, which
appeared in the fall1970 issue of the Federal Bar Journal. That issue commemorates the 50th anniversary of the Federal
Bar Association.
The author of that article, as we all
know, served with great distinction as an
Associate Justice of the 'C.S. Supreme
Court, after having been a member of
the President's Cabinet as Attorney General of the United States. The American
Bar Association conferred its Gold Medal
on this learned governmental official and
jurist in 1962.
Inasmuch as I have the honor of being
the president of the Capitol Hill Chapter
of the Federal Bar Association, I take
particular pride in the fact that former
Justice Clark was the national president
of the Federal Bar bssociation from 1944
to 1945.
The Federal Bar Association, established in Washington in 1920, is an association of members of the Federal
judiciary and of lawyers who are or have
been in the employ of the U.S. Government in legal capacities. The association
has chapters throughout the United
States and in several European cities.
The objects of the Federal Bar Association are:
To advance the science of jurisprudence;
to promote the administration of justice; to
uphold a high standard for the Federal Judiciary, attorneys representing the Government of the United States, and attorneys appearing before courts, departments and
agencies of the United States; to encourage
cordial and friendly relations among the
members of the legal profession; and to
promote the welfare of attorneys employed
by the Government of the United States.

Because of the importance of the article I referred to, I am inserting it in the
RECORD:
THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY--50 YEARS OF
PROGRESS

(By Tom C. Clark)
As the Federal Bar Association celebrates
its 50th year, it brings home to the minds
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of us old-timers its many accomplishments.
As an active member for thirty-two years
I am proud of its record. It has been my
good fortune to see the Association grow
from a small group of a few hundred government lawyers to a distinguished association
of thousands of members. But in my first few
years as a member I learned from my work
in the Association that in a fight strength
counts more than size. The Federal Bar
proved to be a fighter back in the early forties
when it was the first bar association to integrate its membership. It had the courage
and the will to fight for the right. Another
reason for its phenomenal success is that it
always looked to the opportunities offered
by a. difficult problem rather than the roadblocks that stood in the way of its solution.
At times this led to the building of castles
in the air, but the Federal Bar always put
foundations under them. Although, of course,
it could not overcome the inevitable, the
Association did not permit the inevitable
to overcome it. The one lesson it taught its
members was that the grandest life was the
one that was spent for something that would
outlast life itself. These are the things that
make up its greatness. These are the reasons
why every member always walks as if he
had a flower in his lapel buttonhole or a corsage on her dress. On this golden anniversary
we dedicate ourselves to a continuance of
these principles.
When the Federal Bar Association was
founded, the uncertainty of the times was
often tagged as "the winter of our discontent," a phrase that Shakespeare used in
Richard III to describe the savage period of
civil war in England. Now-fifty years laterwe are disturbed by the disruption and violence that recurringly erupts in our communities; of the galloping crime rate, the
disrespect and distrust of constituted authority and the permissiveness of our society. As
lawyers and judges, we are especially disturbed by the increasing disrespect, disorder
and turbulence that has recently marked the
sessions of our courts. If the rules of decorum and the orderly procedure of the
judicial process is permitted to be disrupted
at the whim of a litigant or his counsel, then
our free society will come to a sad and disappointing end. Likewise, the brutal and
bizarre effort to free a defendant on trial in
a California court points up the sad state of
security in our courtrooms which resulted in
the bloody toll of four dead, including the
judge and the defendant himself.
No clearer picture of the State of the Judiciary has been painted than that of our
distinguished fellow FBAer, Chief Justice
Burger, in his monumental address to the
nation last month. Speaking of the federal
courts he pointed out that they operate in
a. supermarket age like a cracker barrel grocery store with the methods and equipment
of 1900. And he pointed to the sad commentary that one C-5A military plane cost
almost twice as much money as the entire
expense of the federal court system for a
whole year. Still the ccuntry continues to
build C-5A's by the dozen, but fails to properly staff the courts and afford its judges
minimum protection from marauders. Only
a few weeks ago while in the trial of a case
in the United States District Court in San
Francisco, a man in the rear of my courtroom arose and in loud voice screamed blasphemy at the witness on the stand and ran
from the courtroom. The jury was disturbed
as was the counsel in the case, but there
was no bailiff or marshal in the courtroom
and by the time I had dispatched the Clerk
to fetch the intruder, he had disappeared.
During the three weeks I have been on trial
no bailiff or marshal has been assigned to my
C"Urt. The clerk acts as crier, bailiff, clerk,
law clerk, secretary and shepherd for the
jury.
It is true that the courts are, as the Chief
Justice said, reeling under the impact of a
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rising population, new statutory offenses and
causes of actions as well as a tremendous increase in case filings. And, as he further
said, procedural methods are archaic and
must be drastically changed. Since his effective statement of the situation and his strong
voice for improvement, I am more encouraged than ever before that we will overcome
these difficUJltd.es. But it cannot be done without the help that he has so forcefully outlined and requested. And that is where you
come in. The Federal Bar must put its strong
shoulder to the judicial wheels.
'!'his is not to say that the courts-'both
state and federal-have not made great progress in the last fifty years, especially during
the last decade. Indeed, the Chief Justice
himself has contributed greatly to these improvements for over a score of years. Let me
mention only two programs. The first, which
he chaired when he became Chief Justice,
is the greatest advance in criminal law in
this century-the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice. He had worked diligently on
them for over five years. The other, founded
only last year, is the Institute for Court
Management. It should give to the courts
what they have long needed, i.e., capably
trained administrators. The news media has
failed to give these and other projects sufficient notice for the public to be aware of
them. And the politicians have been so busy
deriding the courts that they have not had
time to give much assistance. The Congress
did create the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) and we are hopeful
that this year it will focus on court problems, as it has in the past on the constabulary, and give us a. lift. This would afford opportunity for extending the existing
programs, such as the organic reorganization
of the state courts systems and procedures in
the federal District Courts and the Courts
of Appeals; the standardization of paper work
and filing systems; the improvement of the
procedures and techniques incident to trial;
the expedition of trials and appeals of criminal cases; the education and training of
judges and their staffs; and the complete
overhaul of our corrections system. All of
these projects have been in progress for many
years--especially during the last decade--but
the funds have all come from private financing and are wholly inadequate. The only exception is the Federal Judicial Center, and
its appropriation, over its three years of existence, has run under a million dollars. Let
us outline in short form some of the major
accomplishments.
The first dates back to the time of the
founding of the Federal Bar Association. It
is the Conference of Senior Circuit Judges
organized in 1922 by Chief Justice Taft. It
brought the Senior Judges of the Circuit
into conference and gave opportunity to exchange ideas and improve procedures. Indeed, the Federal Bar worked with the Conference in this regard and one of its accomplishments was the creation of additional
circuits and the adoption of the certiorari
system presently in use by the Supreme Court
of the United States. This Conference developed into the Judicial Conference of the
United States. In 1937 it sponsored the first
compilation of federal civil rules, which became effective in 1938 as the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. A few years later it secured
the adoption of the first Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure. In the meanwhile at its
instance the Congress created the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
in 1939. All of these things were momentous
steps in the right direction.
Men of vision-such as Arthur Vanderbilt,
John J. Parker and Orie L. Phillips-began
the extension of those improvements to the
state courts. During the American Bar Association presidency of Vanderbilt, the Section of Judicial Administration published
a series of monographs on judicial administration. Judge Parker began sponsoring them
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among the states. Vanderbilt organized the
Institute of Judicial Administration at New
York University where he was once Dean.
Thereafter he edited and the Institute published the Minimum Standards of Judicial
Administration, the only recognized work in
the field. New Jersey, Vanderbilt's state,
adopted a new Constitution in 1948 which
streamlined its judicial structure and encompassed the standards previously developed by the Section. The Institute of Judicial
Administration has been one of the most
potent forces in judicial modernization, having established the first school for judges over
fourteen years ago.
Two other organizations have been very
active in their respective fields. The American Judicature Society was organized in 1913
as a progressive movement to secure the
adoption of the recommendations Roscoe
Pound made in his famous speech on the
present public dissatisfaction with the courts
back in 1906. It founded a semimonthly legal
publication originally known as the American Judicature Society Journal and now
called Judicature. This magazine has had a
tremendous tnfiuence on court improvement.
And no association has done more in the
field of organic court structure; selection,
tenure and compensation of judges; and judicial discipline and removal than the.American Judicature Society. Today, almost half
of the states have a unified court structure,
thanks to its efforts, and the nonpolitical
selection of judges in over one-third of the
states is largely due to it. Likewise, in recent
years, it has been the catalyst in the adoption
of procedures for the discipline and removal
of judges for cause and for disab111ty. The
second agency is that of the National Council on Crime and Delinquency. It has taken
the lead in the area of corrections. Considering its financing problems, this group has
worked wonders in sentencing, parole and
probation and related problems.
The American Bar Association has also
been active, especially during the past decade, through its Section of Judicial Administration. At the beginning of the sixties, it
sponsored the Joint Committee for the Effective Administration of Justice, a group of
some twenty national organizations working
in the field of judicial administration. It
was funded by the Kellogg Foundation and
conducted seminars for the judges of all the
state courts of general jurisdiction. After
three years of work the Committee organized
the National College of State Trial Judges
at the University of Colorado, likewise financed by Kellogg. Its first session was held
in 1964 and accommodated one hundred
judges from all of the states for a month of
training. The next year the Fleischmann
Foundation awarded a three million dollar,
ten-year grant to the College, but terms of
the Fleischmann Foundation trust require
that all recipients of grants be based in Nevada, so the National College was moved to
the University of Nevada. Fleischmann has
since granted a. million dollar additional
fund for a building for the College on the
University of Nevada campus. The College
has enlarged its activity to two thirty-day
sessions each year with some 150 judges in
attendance at each. In addition, 20 threeday seminars are yearly conducted in various
parts of the country. The College is now being organized into a national state court center that will service tpe judiciaries of all
the states.
In addition, the last decade has seen the
development of the National Conference of
State Trial Judges, the Appellate Judges'
Conference, the National Conference of Special Court Judges, and the North American
Judges Association. These groups are carrying on intensive programs in their respective
fields. The North American group only this
year, in association with the Judicature Society, organized the American Academy of
Judicial Education and held its first twelve-
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day training session last month. The National Conference of Special Court Judges
also began a series of three-day conferences
for its members. And the Institute for Court
Management is presently conducting its first
six-month session in Colorado. There, thirty
carefully selected students are receiving intensive training in court management.
Still another outgrowth of the Joint Committee is the Conference of Metropolitan
Court Judges which deals with special problems of the heavy docket courts in the urban
communities. Through this Conference the
problems of congestion receive special attention and new techniques are being developed
to solve them.
Returning to the federal system, the establishment of the Federal Judicial Center
was announced in late 1967 and started
functioning in 1968. It was conceived by
Chief Justice Warren and was promoted by
the Judicial Conference of the United States.
In the Congress, it was sponsored by Senator
Joseph Tydings and Chairman Emanuel
Celler. The Federal Bar Association took an
active part in its organization. Indeed a
number of persons in attendance here can
take pride in its creation and present accomplishment. No one has been more dedicated and dlligent on behalf of the Center
than Miss Alice O'Donnell, who likewise has
been active in the Federal Bar. And Miss
Betty Baker, a former member of the Association staff, has been most helpful to the
Center. Without these two stalwart supporters, neither the Federal Bar nor the
Center would be where they are today.
The Center is less than three years old.
Still it has induced more improvements in
the federal judiciary than any agency in its
history. During this short period the heavy
dockets of six of the metropolitan courts
have been switched from a central to an individual calendar; two United States Courts
of Appeals carrying the heaviest dockets have
inaugurated screening processes; a model
United States District Court paperwork form
and procedure system has been perfected and
is now being tested; an official Judge's Bench
Book has been circulated; a data processing
mechanism for metropolitan courts is being
organized and a continuing program of education for judges, magistrates, clerks, probation officers and referees in bankruptcy is in
operation. There are hundreds of other accomplishments. Time wlll not permit attention to all O!f them, but I must mention one
other. It is the reduction of backlogs and
the accelerated disposition of cases, both
civil and criminal. I am happy to say that
we are making progress. A good example is
the District Court for the District of Columbia. Recently, their entire criminal calendar
was divided among nine judges who, during
a three-month test period, disposed of 725
cases, leaving a backlog of 1,277 cases (of
which 320 were cases involving fugitives or
those mentally committed). Dispositions
were over twice as high as filings and the
result was a reduction of 40.9 percent of the
backlog.
There is also a side benefit from the Center's accomplishment. It is a movement in
the states to try out these new procedures.
In both New York and Illinois, experiments
are now being conducted in the state courts
leading to a change in procedures. Indeed, in
the Civil Court of the City of New York, tremendout progress has been made in recent
months. This movement will soon spread to
California, Texas and other states.
In an address before the Federal Bar Association at San Francisco on April 25, 1968,
Mr. Justice Burke of the Supreme Court of
California asked "Why ... should not a National State Courts Center be organized for
the states along the llnes that the Federal
Judicial Center serves in the federal system?"
This sparked conversations that have now led
to Resolutions by the various Judges Conferences requesting the establishment of
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such a Center. It would have offices in Reno
and Chicago as well as in Washington, D.C.,
thus affording close proximity to all of the
states and atfording it access and cooperation
with all organizations operating in the field
of judicial administration. Its function
would be to serve the states in a manner similar to that of the Federal Judicial Center in
the federal area. In addition, the two Centers would cooperate in oper81t1ons of mutual
interest such as state prisoner habeas corpus
applications in federal courts, etc.
It would be most helpful if the Federal
Bar Associat ion would otfer its cooperation in
this endeavor. If you and others- join in the
effort the prediction of Mr. Justice Burke will
come true-that it will be but a short time
until we have these two national judicial
centers jointly attacking our seemingly endless common problems to achieve the goal of
rendering etfective justice in both federal
and state courts and in every state in the
Union. Until that goal is reached, our work
will remain unfinished.
Let us hasten; lest it be too late. I seem to
feel death plucking at my ear and whispering, "Hurry, I am coming." Let us remember
life is not a goblet to be emptied, but a
measure to be filled. I know that together
ours will be filled to overflowing I

MATERNITY CARE FOR WIVES OF
SERVICEMEN

HON. JAMES V. STANTON
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr. Speaker, the bill I have introduced today would
provide maternity care for the wives of
servicemen who are pregnant when
their husbands are discharged.
This legislation fills a need that has
left many former servicemen deeply in
debt, often while they are still looking
for a job. Under my bill, a couple would
pay only $25 for complete maternity care
at the hospital of their choice. The Federal Gover nment would pay the balance,
approximately $14 million annually.
This bill has the bipartisan support of
38 Congressmen, including many legislative leaders. About 18,000 of the 900,000
servicemen discharged each year have
wives who would qualify for these benefits, according to the Department of
Defense.
Under present laws, once a man leaves
the service, there is no way he can get
immediate maternity benefits. Veterans
hospitals are usually too crowded to handle maternity patients. Private health
insurance will not cover a woman who is
already pregnant.
As a result, an ex-serviceman faces a
hospital bill of $800 or more at a time
when he can least afford it. I believe the
men who fought for our country deserve
better than this.
I introduced this bill after receiving
a letter from the father of a Panna, Ohio,
GI. Thomas M. Burke, 3995 W. 146th
Street, Cleveland, wrote that his son,
Steve, could not get insurance with maternity coverage when he was discharged
from the Army 3 months ago.
Steve was still look{ng for a job when
he was told the hospital would not reserve a room for his wife without a $500

deposit. When a baby girl was born to
the couple last Saturday, Steve said:
I just hope Congress passes Mr. Stanton's
bill so other guys won't have to go through
the headaches I had.

PLIGHT OF JEWISH CITIZENS OF
THE SOVIET UNION

HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, I am introducing today a resolution to bring to
the attention of the American public
the horrifying plight of Jewish people
in the Soviet Union.
The increasing number of anti-Semitic
practices by Soviet officials has generated great dismay and outrage in this
Nation and should be the concern of all
people in the free world. It is a wellknown fact that Soviet Jews have been
subjected to religious, educational, and
employment discrimination and have
been severely restricted in their cultural
endeavors by the Soviet Government,
which "ihereby violates the Soviet Union's
own code of behavior relative to nationality groups. Therefore, it is the moral
responsibility of this Nation to exert diploma tic pressures on the Soviet Union in
an effort to persuade them to cease their
educational, religious, employment and
cultural persecution of Soviet Jewry.
In an attempt to acquire a human existence, free from totalitarian oppression, many of the 3.5 million Jews living
in Russia have applied for visas to emigrate from the Soviet Union. Their actions, however, have been met with various forms of invidious conduct, ranging
from outright denial of their applications to imprisonment.
It is, therefore, the purpose of this
resolution to express the concern of this
Nation about the grim future facing
Russian Jews, by making it the sense of
Congress that the President, through the
proper diplomatic channels, shall encourage and attempt to persuade the Soviet Union to permit persons of the Jewish faith to migrate to countries where
they would be accepted and welcomed in
the name of humanity and decency.
Earl!er this month, 27 nations attending the World Conference on Soviet
Jewry in Brussels heard testimony to the
effect that instances of anti-Semitism in
the Soviet Union were greatly increasing. Jewish citizens of Russia are continuously being harrassed in the exercise
of their religious and cultural freedoms,
which are guaranteed to them under
Russian law. In addition, despite the conservative estimate that 300,000 Jews
would depart from Russia if they were
so permitted, the Soviet authorities reluctantly allow only 2,000 to emigrate
annually.
Recently, however, as a result of adverse world opinion concerning these
harsh limitations on the number of Jewish emigrants, Moscow, albeit unwillingly, allowed 800 Jews to leave the
country. This demonstrates that Moscow
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is not totally immune to world pressures

and emphasizes the need for passage of
this resolution as a means of expressing
United States public outrage at the mistreatment of Jews in Russia.
The United States, from its very inception, has strictly adhered to the principle that freedom of access or movement
is a fundamental human right. Since this
right is the cornerstone of liberty, it is
essential to a free human existence. Likewise, freedom from religious persecution
represents not only a constitutional principle of our democratic society, but a
basic humanitarian doctrine which
should be observed by all nations, regardless of their structure. These two
fundamental freedoms, which are basic
to our system of government, are often
taken for granted by many Americans. As
a result, many of the people of the free
world have remained indifferent and unconcerned about the problems of Jews
in Russia. We, as a nation that cherishes
the free exercise of basic human rights,
can no longer remain apathetic with
respect to the serious problems confronting Russian Jews. We must not allow
ourselves to be stirred only occasionally
by thoughts of 6 million Jews executed
in Nazi conrentration camps or by newspaper accounts of 689 U.S. citizens arrested in peaceful protest against Soviet
actions.
As Americans, and not as members of
a particular creed, racial or ethnic group,
we must do all in our power to preserve
man's basic rights and should publicly
condemn any attempt by totalitarian
governments to curtail these rights.
It is for this reason that I have introduced this legislation. By requesting the
President to exert diplomatic pressure on
the Soviet Union to permit Jews to emigrate from the U.S.S.R. to Israel or other
countries willing to receive them, we will
have taken a determined step forward in
freeing the second largest Jewish community in the world from the scourge of
Soviet oppression.

CLERGYMEN AND CONGRESSMEN
MEET TO PLAN GRASSROOTS
CAMPAIGN AGAINST CONTINUED
U.S. INVOLVEMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

HON. JOHN G. DOW
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

This morning the gentleman from Tennessee (Mr. ANDERSON) helped to organized a joint breakfast for Congressmen and clergymen opposed to the war.
We hope this will be the start of similar
meetings across the country to bring
together a concerted effort.
At the conclusion of this morning's
meeting the following resolution was
adopted:
Considering the many reasons why the
United States should withdraw from Vietnam, and especially the moral reason, this
joint gathering of clergymen and Congressmen advocates U.S. military withdrawal from
Vietnam before December 31, 1971. We offer
ourselves to go into the countryside carrying our convictions on this critical subject
to the American people.

One of the highlights of the breakfast
meeting at the Church of the Reformation on East Capitol Street near the Capitol Building was a report by the Reverend William A. Banfield, elected head of
the Presbyterian Church of the United
States, who lead a 50-member delegation
of clergymen and laymen to Paris last
we.ek.
Reverend Banfield met with all the
delegations to the Paris peace talks and
returned with definite recommendations.
I would like to share his remarks with
my colleagues and ask that each of you
study them carefully:
REMARKS BY THE REVEREND WILLIAM

A.

BANFIELD

We are a group of 50 United States church
men and women from nine denominations
and two interdenominational groups, and
from twenty states and the District of Columbia. We went to Paris to listen and learn.
We brought only our concerns and questions, no petitions or proposals.
.
We were in Paris as members of the Christian community, not as professional negotiators. While many in our group have expertise in international affairs, that which
binds us together as a group is not professional competence in such matters but certain religious and moral commitments. We
share a loya.'lty to the God of justl.ce, Judgment, and mercy who demands that we love
all our neighbors; commitment to our nation and concern for its integrity; anguish
over what the war in Indochina is doing to
our neighbors, our nation, and ourselves.
Moreover, we share responsibility for all our
nation has done and is doing: We are involved in the killing of every man, woman
and child. Finally, we share a firm determination to do all we can to stop the killing,
work for peace and minister to the suffering.
In Paris we had lengthy conversations with
leaders of the official delegations to the Paris
Conference on Vietnam from the four parties involved-the United States, the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam), the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam),
and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam (PRG) . We also had
conversations with Vietnamese Catholic
priests, Buddhist monks, and former government officials as well as with representatives of the Sihanouk government,
French scholars and journalists, and other

Mr. DOW. Mr. Speaker, across the
Nation there is a frustration which is
growing like a cancerous sore. The people are confused and concerned about
national policies which dictate an expansion of a senseless war while ignoring
domestic issues.
When I first came to Congress in 1965, parties. We want to convey to our fellow
some of our convictions formed
I was one of seven who opposed the U .8. Americans
or intensified as a result of our conversainvolvement in Southeast Asia. That op- tions.
position is spreading rapidly.
FIVE CONVICTIONS
Now we need an increased effort at
1. The brutal war in Indochina must be
the grassroots level. As Members of Con- stopped now. :Millions have been killed or
gress we should take a lead in bringing wounded. Millions more have been uprooted.
our convictions to the p.eople. We should Homes, fields, and forests have been destroyed. Societal structures have been unrestore leadership to this body.
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dermined. A whole generation has known
nothing but war. People have suffered
enough! From all groups with whom we
talked-regardless of their political stance-came the same agonizing cry: "Stop the killing!" This cry must be heeded.
2. No acceptable military solution to this
conflict- including "Vietnamization"- is
possible. Each side firmly believes that tts

cause is just. Thus, despite war-weariness,
each side is prepared to fight as long as
necessary. "Vietnamization"-the provision
of arms for Asians to kill other Asians-wlll
not resolve the political confiict that underlies the war. Moreover, "changing the color
of the corpses" is morally repugnant to us.
If this brutal confiict, which began more
than a quarter of a century ago, is not resolved through political negotiations, it
could continue indefinitely.
3. Attitudes and methods of negotiation
must change if a political solution is to be
possible. Just as each side to the confiict
believes that its cause is just and the others

unjust, so each side in the negotiations feels
that its offer is reasonable and the other's
unreasonable. Moreover, the very style of the
negotiation talks--with no chairman, no
mediator, no exchange of notes, and no private meetings-severely limits the possib111ty
of genuine dialogue. }:t is our feeling that
because the United States is the only party
who at the present time is willing to talk
to all delegations, it should give the peace
talks a much higher priority, and authorize
its delegation to take initiative in fac111tating negotiations.
4. A pledge by the United States to withdraw all of its troops from Indochina by a
certain date would be a highly significant
contribution to the negotiations. Both the

date and manner of withdrawal ought to be
negotiated. We have concluded that the basic
concern of the PRG, North Vietnam, and
many other Vietnamese with whom we talked
is that the U.S. military forces agree to leave
their land. Our government has already contributed hundreds of thousands of men and
billions of dollars over a ten-year period in
fulfillment of whatever commitment it may
have made to the 8a1gon government. The
demand that our government now declare its
intention to withdraw does not seem to be
unreasonable.
5. The only way to secure the release of
prisoners of war is through a political settlement. The only way to secure that political
settlement 1s to pledge to withdraw U.S.

forces. The PRG and North Vietnam have expressed their willingness to discuss the release of all Prisoners as soon as the United
States sets a date for the withdrawal of U.S.
forces. While the opposing parties to the negotiations have strong reasons based on history to doubt the veracity of each other, the
historical precedent on the release of prisoners is clear. Within thirty days after the
signing of the armistice between the French
and the "Viet Minh" in 1954, the French
soldiers held by the Viet Minh forces were
released. We share with many others a profound concern for the prisoners being held
by al lsides in the war and for their families.
It is our firm conviction that the President's
intention to leave a U.S. mllltary force 1n
Vietnam so long as U.S. prisoners are held is
inevitably self-defeating.
APPEALS FOR ACTION

In light of our moral commitments and

these convictions, we make these appeals:

1. We appeal to the President and to the

Congress to declare immediately their pledge
to withdraw unconditionally all U.S. mllltary
forces from Indochina in the 1mmed1ate
future.
2. We appeal to the President to add credibility to this pledge and to bring a major
part of the kUling to an end by directing all
United States air, naval and ground forces
in Indochina not to drop bombs or to fire
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weapons except in response to direct attack.
3. We appeal to our government to initiate
immediately at the Paris Conference negotiations on the timetable for the pledged withdrawal of all United States military forces.
4. We appeal to all of our fellow church
men and women to join us in calling on the
President and the Congress to take these
steps immediately.

Tomorrow, Mr. Speaker, the caucus of
Democratic Members of the House is
scheduled to meet and vote on a resolution giving our support to a "sense of
Congress" resolution to withdraw all
American troops from Vietnam by the
end of this year.
While I and many others would prefer an early deadline, this is one that has
gathering support. Such a pledge would
move the Paris negotiations off dead
center.
The fact that this resolution is being
seriously considered for action on the
floor is strong evidence that the American people generally believe we have
more important problems to solve at
home than we have in Southeast Asia.
Once again, I would like to say that I
and many of our colleagues here are
ready and willing to go out and meet
with the people at the grassroots level
and I would strongly urge other Members to do so. Such action would be a step
in restoring the faith and trust of the
people in our legislative branch.
SHORTAGE OF MEDICAL
FACILITIES

HON. JOE SKUBITZ
OF KANSAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, we are
rapidly approaching a crisis in medical
education in the United States. School
facilities to educate and train future
doctors are totally inadequate. Hundreds
of dedicated young men and women,
anxious to become physicians and alleviate the sufferings of a large part of our
population that requires more and more
care, are denied the opportunity to at-
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tend medical schools of their choice, or
The text of the amendment follows:
indeed any medical schools in this counAMENDMENT TO H.R. 6531, As REPORTED
try.
OFFERED BY MR. GIBBONS
In my own State of Kansas, sharp
Page 11, between lines 22 and 23, insert the
restrictions on enrollment in the State following:
university medical school have deprived
"(25) By adding immediately before section
a substantial number of K ansas young 17 the following new section:
"'SEc. 16a. No person who is inducted after
people of an advanced professional edu30, 1971, for training and service under
cation. Indeed, it is a sad commentary June
this title may be used in combat or deployed
on this great and rich Nation that scores to
a combat zon e outside the United States
of young people have found it necessary unless at least one of the following shall
to go to foreign countries to gain a medi- have occurred:
cal education. For example, in a medical
" ' ( 1) The President has declared that an
college in Mexico, more than 80 percent armed attack has been made upon the United
of the medical students are from the States.
"'(2) The President has declared that an
United States. I regard this as deplorM"med attack on the United States is so imable.
that full mobilization of the armed
I am, therefore, today introducing a minent
forces ls required.
joint resolution which would require the
"'(3) The Congress by concurrent resoluVeterans' Administration to establish a tion authorizes such use and deployment of
pilot program to assist in the establish- persons inducted under this title and direct s
ment of new State medical schools. In that a full mobilization of the armed forces
so doing I am joining the distinguished be effected.
"'(4) The President has requested that
chairman of the Committee on Veterans'
Affairs, who proposed an identical bill a Congress declare war, but the authority to so
and deploy inducted personnel pursuant
few days ago. It is an honor to follow the use
to this clause shall expire at the close of the
gentleman from Texas. I sincerely hope 30th
day after such request was made if the
that his committee will promptly move Congress has not declared war on or before
our resolution forward to enactment.
such 30th day.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
H.R. 6531

"'(5) The Congress has declared war.
" (6) Such person consents to such use
and deployment in such written form as
shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the
military department concerr.ed.'"

HON. SAM GIBBONS
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MANHOW LONG?

Mr. GIDBONS. Mr. Speaker, in accordance with clause 6 of rule XXIII of
the Rules of the House of Representatives as amended by the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, I am inserting
at this point in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD an amendment to H.R. 6531, the
Military Selective Service Act Amendments of 1971. It is my understanding
that under this rule, I will be entitled
to 5 minutes in which to explain my
amendment even if the Committee of
the Whole agrees to a limitation on debate time.

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE

OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, a child
asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks:
"How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my
husband alive or dead?"
Communist North Vietnam is sadistically practicing spiritual and mental
genocide on over 1,600 American prisoners of war and their families.
How long?

HO·USE OF REPRESENTATIVES- Wednesday, March 31, 1971
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Edward G. Latch,
D.D., offered the following prayer:

~

Help each one of us to live this day " FLOOD) I ask unanimous consent that the
without sin, and may Thy mercy be upon Committee on Appropriations have until
us as we trust in Thee. In the spirit of midnight tonight to file a privileged reChrist we pray. Amen.
port on the appropriation bill tor the
Acquaint now thyself with God, and
Office of Education and related agencies
be at peace: Thereby good shall come unfor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972.
to thee.-Job 22: 21.
THE JOURNAL
Mr. JONAS reserved all points of order
Eternal Father, without whom we can
The SPEAKER. The Chair has ex- on the bill.
do nothing wisely and with whom we can
amined
the
Journal
of
the
last
day's
do all things worthily, unite these leaders
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
of our people in the true way to achieve proceedings and announces to the House the r equest of the gentleman from Kenhis
approval
thereof.
justice in -o ur Nation and peace in our
Without objection, the Journal stands tucky?
world.
There was no objection.
approved.
_
During these Lenten days we renew.
There
was
no
objection.
our prayer for our President, our
Speaker, these men and women who repCALL OF THE HOUSE
resent our Nation, and all who work with
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, I make the
them. May Thy providence watch over PERMISSION FOR COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS TO FILE PRIV- point of order that a quorum is not
them, Thy spirit sustain them, and Thy
ILEGED REPORT wisdom guide- them that with a high inpresent.
tegrity of. purpose they may meet the
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Speaker, on behalf
The SPEAKER. Evidently a. quorum is
dimcult demands of these troubled times. of the gentleman from Pennsylvania <Mr.- not present.
CXVII--553-Part 7
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Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Speaker, I move a which millions of visitors who now pass
call of the House.
through the State will find it worthwhile
to stop and spend some time getting to
A call of the House was ordered.
The Clerk called the roll, and the fol- know us.
The important accomplishment, howlowing Members failed to answer to their
ever, has been that the people of South
names:
[Roll No. 36]
Carolina themselves have acquired a
Ford,
Minshall
Alexander
new awareness of our State and our herMorgan
Andrews,
William D.
itage and have had the special pleasure
Murphy, N .Y.
N. Dak.
Fountain
and privilege of acquainting our friends
Fraser
Pelly
Arends
Ashley
Gallagher
Peyser
from the other States and nations with
Gaydos
Bergland
Pickle
South Carolina, its history and its
Bia..ggl
Gettys
Poage
people.
Giaimo
Podell
Blanton
Carey
Carter
Casey, Tex.
Chamberlain
Chisholm
Clark
Clay
Collins, ill.
Conyers
Corbett
Corman
Coughlin
Dent
Dorn
Drina.n
Edwards, La..
Evans, Colo.
Flood
Foley

Goldwater
Green, Pa.
Hagan
Hall
Hicks, Wash.
Hogan
Jarman
Johnson, Pa.
Jones, Ala..
Koch
Kuykendall
Long, La.
Long,Md.
Lujan
McClure
McCulloch
Macdonald,
Mass.
Mathias, Calif.

Rangel
Rees
Reid, N.Y.
Riegle
Rodino
Rooney,Pa.
Rosenthal
Roush
Shriver
Sikes
Stafford
Staggers
Taylor
Terry
Van Deerlin
Va.nlk
Wilson, Bob
Young, Tex.

The SPEAKER. On this rollcall 375
Members have answered to their names,
a quorum.
By unanimous consent, further proceedings under the call were dispensed
with.
APRffi 4, 1971, MARKS FINAL DAY OF
YEAR-LONG CELEBRATION OF
300TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
FffiST SETTLEMENT IN SOUTH
CAROLINA
(Mr. McMILLAN asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. McMILLAN. Mr. Speaker, Sunday, April 4, 1971, will mark the final
day of the year-long celebration of the
300th anniversary of the first permanent settlement in South Carolina. This
commemoration of our State's 300 years
of history has reached into every area
of South Carolina's past and to every
phase of its present life. The year has
provided the people of our State with a
rare moment, one in which we have
paused in our busy modern lives to look
back and appreciate the heritage we
have--to take stock of our present
status and to prepare us to enter into
our fourth century with courage and
conviction.
South Carolina's Festival of History
has told of a struggle--the struggle to
conquer a wilderness, the struggle of
men to be free and in charge of their
own destiny, the struggle to recover
from the devastations of war and the
successful effort to reenter the mainstream of American political and economiclife.
The tricentennial year has also afforded a forward look as well as a study
of the past. It has been presented in a
three-dimensional view of South Carolina-past, present, and future. It has
been educational, inspirational, and enjoyable. It has also served to spearhead
the beginning of our State's move into
an expanded program of tourism in

RESOLUTION IMPOSING MORATORIUM ON REPLACEMENT TROOPS
TO VIETNAM
(Mr. PUCINSKI asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute.>
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, on February 2 of this year I introduced House
Joint Resolution 258 calling upon the
President to impose a moratorium on
sending any replacement troops to Vietnam. As our troops are rotated back
home at the conclusion of their 1-year
tour of duty, they would not be replaced
and in 1 year there would be no U.S.
troops left in Vietnam. Remaining units
would be consolidated as they are under
our present reduction program.
I am pleased to note that we are now
moving in that direction. On May 1 of
this year, we will have remaining in Vietnam 284,000 American troops, assuming
that we continue to reduce our Armed
Forces in Vietnam at the present schedule. If, indeed, the President does an~ounce his new reduction schedule, as he
IS expected to do next Wednesday, and
announces a reduction at the rate of 16,500 a month, then our troops would be
out of Vietnam by October 1972.
If the President should go to a 20,000a-month reduction, as we hope he wm
we will have all of our troops out of Viet~
n am by July 1972. But we actually would
stop sending American troops to Vietnam
by August of this year, because our normal monthly rotation rate will exceed the
20,000 reduction per month, hopefully to
be ordered by the President.
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terms of what will be necessary to
achieve an all-volunteer service coincident with the scaling down of the war in
Vietnam and present morale conditions
in the armed services, the need for caution is all the more apparent.
I hope, as do many of my colleagues
voting to extend the draft for 2 years,
that we will achieve a point of no draft
calls long before the 2 years are up.
This hoped-for result is dependent upon
many things beyond the scope of this
law. I have reluctantly concluded the
realistic course is to extend the draft for
2 years. I urge my colleagues to be realistic, since the alternatives are the engendering of false hopes and possible damage to the balanced relationship we must
have between our military and civilian
components.
RETIREMENT OF BARNET NOVER
AND NAOMI NOVER
(Mr. BROTZMAN asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks and inelude extraneous
matter.)
Mr. BROTZMAN. Mr. Speaker, today
marks the end of an era in Washington journalism. Barnet Nover is retiring
as Washington bureau chief for the Denver Post, and simultaneously his wife,
Naomi, is retiring as a Denver Post reporter.
Barney Nover's daily newspaper career
spans more than 50 years. Following his
graduation from Cornell University in
1919, he joined the staff of the Buffalo,
N.Y., Evening News, rising to the post of
associate editor before joining the staff
of the Washington Post in 1936. In 11
years with the Washington Post, Barney
covered the political and foreign affairs
beats, and held the title of associate
editor. He became chief of the Denver
Post's Washington bureau in 1947 and
has served in that capacity until today.
The Novers were married in 1934, and
Naomi subsequently became half of a
rarity in American journalism-a husband-wife reporting team. In recent
years they have covered some of the biggest stories in Washington and other
points on the world political scene.
In past years Barney Nover was one of
those few journalists who become Presidential confidants. I can also report that
he goes out of his way to assist new
Congressmen. When I arrived on the
Capital scene in 1963, Barney and Naomi
gave generously of their time in helping
me find my way during those first difficult months of my career in Congress.
I will always be grateful.
Knowing the N overs as I do, I expect
that this good counsel will not end with
their omcial retirement. I also expect
to see their bylines in the future, because no doubt their expertise will be
valuable to the journalistic fraternity
for years-to come.

EXTENSION OF SELECTIVE
SERVICE
<Mr. CONABLE asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. CONABLE. Mr. Speaker, I am supporting a 2-year extension of the Selective Service Act at this time and I urge
my colleagues to do the same.
I understand the feeling held in Congress that we have a mandate to move
to all-volunteer armed services as expeditiously as is possible in the national
interest. It has been my conclusion that
to accomplish this in 1 year's time, circumstances being what they presently
are, would be costly for the country not
only in the short term, but also in terms
of the irreversible pattern it would create for meeting our future military man- PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO MffilTARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT
power needs. I have some personal misgivings about an all-volunteer service
<Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina
under the best of circumstances; but in asked and was given permission to
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address the House for 1 minute and to
revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. BROYHTI..,L of North Carolina.
Mr. Speaker, during debate and under
the 5-minute rule on consideration of
H.R. 6531, I intended to offer the following amendment.
On Page 6, after line 4, insert the following:
"(16) Section 6(o) is amended to read:
'Except during the period of a war or a
national emergency declared by Congress, no
person may be inducted for training and
service under this title unless he volunteers
for such induction" ' ( 1) lf the father or a brother or a
sister of such person was kllled in action
or died in line of duty while serving in the
Armed Forces of the Unlted States or subsequently died or is totally disabled as a
result of injuries received or disease incurred during such service, or
" '(2) during any period of time in which
the father or a brother or a sister of such
person 1s in a captured or missing status
as a result of such service.' "

Mr. Speaker, the purpose of this
amendment is self-explanatory. It would
prohibit the involuntary inductment into
the armed services, any person whose
father, brother, or sister has been killed
in action, died, or is totally disabled as
a result of injuries received during service, or is a prisoner or war or is missing
in action. I urge its adoption.

AMENDING THE MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF 1967
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the further consideration of the bill (H.R. 6531), to
amend the Military Selective Service Act
of 1967, to increase military pay; to
authorize military active duty strengths
for fiscal year 1972; and for other
purposes.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
motion offered by the gentleman from
Louisiana.
The motion was agreed to.
IN THE COMMITTEE

OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill, H.R. 6531, with
Mr. BOLAND in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAffiMAN. Before the Committee rose on yesterday, it was agreed that
the first section ending on line 22, page
11, of the bill would be considered as read
and open to amendment at any point.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MRS. ABZUG

Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mrs. ABzuG:
Page 1, strike out line 8 and all that follows
thereafter down through line 22 on page 11
and insert the following: "That effective
January 1, 1972, the Military Selective Service
Act of 1967 is repealed and the President
shall take such action as may be necessary
before such date to insure an orderly winding up of the affairs of the Selective Service

System...
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Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I have of 70 percent of the American people and
offered this amendment to the Military dangerous to the naJtional interest and
Selective Service Act because I am un- to the economy of this country.
alterably opposed to military conI believe the key role which the draft
scription. I believe it should be dis- plays in making possible the continuamantled. I believe that the draft in this tion of this immoral and unpopular war
country not only violates the concepts of in Indochina is on the line by the very
the American tradition of freedom and introduction of this bill here today,
creates a system of involuntary servitude, which continues to give the President
but also I believe the draft has made pos- unlimited power to continue to induct
sible the escalation and the continuation young men into a war which the Ameriof the war in Indochina without the con- can people have rejected, which rejecsent of the American people or, in fact, tion the President has not heeded, and
the Congress of the United States.
which war this body must act now to
I believe that we can take no more reject. This body must act to reject the
important step toward ending this war not only by voting to repeal the
wretched war and withdrawing our troops draft. but it must also act to go further
from Indochina before the end of this and to reject the war by insisting that
year than by ending and repealing the all troops be withdrawn from Indochina
entire Military Selective Service Act now by the end of this year and by withholdpresently on the books.
ing all appropriations for such troops
I share with millions of my fellow and for the purposes of that war.
Americans a very deep distress at the
The repeal of the draft today is merely
strife and discord the draft has produced a first step in ending the ignominious
in this country during the time it has war in Indochina. I believe those of us
been in effect in peacetime. Until re- who wish to restore to Congress its rightcently the draft was conscripting thou- ful role of having something to say about
sands of young men, men too young even the matter of war and peace must take
to vote. The draft is still exploiting the this first initial step. We must defeat
labor of all young men, especially those this bill and support the amendment to
who are politically and economically least repeal the Selective Service Act.
powerful.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, will
Many of my constituents are in this the gentlewoman yield?
group. Many constituents of other MemMrs. ABZUG. I yield to the gentlema!.l
bers are in this group.
from Maryland.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, I rise
Many are poor, many are Puerto Rican,
many are black. We have all witnessed to support fully the statement- being
the increased alienation of the young made by the Congresswoman from New
people as conscription has forced them to York. Yesterday on the floor of this
choose between going to fight in Vietnam House, I spoke out against the continuain an illegal war or fleeing the country tion of the draft. I used language that
or seeking jail as an expression of con- some of my colleagues termed intemscientious objection, or turning on to perate and unkind. My only regret is
drugs, as the Army reports more than 50 that I did not use stronger language
percent of ow· young people have done. against those who would continue this
What about the prisoners of war that pernicious and venal draft system which,
we are all so concerned about? We con- as the Congresswoman so aptly detinue to draft young men and make scribes, is the mechanism by means of
killers of them, and then we wonder which we feed young men into Southeast
about what we are going to do about Asia to be brutalized and slaughtered.
The CHAmMAN. The time of the genthose who are captured in this senseless
tlewoman from New York has expired.
and insane war in Indochina.
(On request of Mr. MITCHELL, and by
I object to any and all draft laws. I
believe peacetime conscription has taken unanimous consent, Mrs. ABZUG was alaway the power of this body over U.S. lowed to proceed for 2 additional minforeign policy. I believe it has weakened utes.)
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, if
the control of this House over the foreign
policy of our country. It has provided the the gentlewoman will yield further, as I
manpower for large-scale military inter- was saying, I agree with the gentleventions overseas without either the con- woman's apt description that the Selecsent of this body or the consent of the tive Service System is the mechanism
people.
by means of which we send more young
The existence of an unlimited supply men into Southeast Asia to be brutalized
of conscripts has encouraged the Gov- and maimed and mutilated and slaughernment to resort to military solutions. tered.
I heard a great deal of talk on the floor
It has prevented consideration of any
constructive foreign policies in this yesterday morning about the Calley case,
country. The Vietnamese war in its en- I submit to the Members that when they
tirety might have been avoided had Con- vote to further extend the draft-and
gress been required to approve reinstate- it will be extended, I fea.r -Members
ment of the draft for the specific pur- should just remember they are creating
pose of furnishing fighting men for Viet- the possibility for 10,000 more Calleys
nam instead of being called upon to ap- and 10,000 more Americans to be killed.
prove an ambiguous and now repealed
Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleGulf of Tonkin resolution.
woman for yielding.
I believe the power to draft and to
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
conscript has been a key element in en-

opposition to the amendment.

abling administrations, Democratic or
I should like to take just a fp.w seconds
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman Republican, unilaterally to commit this to commend the gentlewoman from New
from New York is recognized for 5 min- Nation to war, even when that involve- York for what I know is a very sincere
utes in support of her amendment.
ment has proved to be against the desires motivation. I am sure she intends this as
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one device which will render war as something that will not happen again. I certainly share her desire for that objective
and that goal; but I respectfully suggest
that the matter has been oversimplified,
that when one thoroughly explores what
this amendment would uo the exact opposite of what she seeks may be the end
result.
Repeal of the draft act would not only
repeal the induction authority provided
by the law for the President to maintain
manpower strength in the armed services
but also would destroy the existing system of registration and classification established over the past 40 years.
Here is what that would do: It would
shrink the base of military power available to this Nation. I believe that is what
the gentlewoman intends. But when we
shrink the base of military power available to this Nation do we necessarily
make war less likely?
One historian or one famous person
whose name I do not recall once said
that with complete and total disarmament the decisive weapon of world war
III could be a thing as simple as a dagger. That statement brings into focus a
human reality; that is, men, so long as
they are human, will some way find a
means to disagree and a means to express that disagreement in war.
I wish it were not true, but it is true
and history bears me out. So when we
shrink the base of military power we do
not shrink man's desire to make war or
the fact that he will be evil enough to do

It.
Here is what we do when we shrink the
base of manpower, through the gentlewoman's amendment: We increase reliance for prevention of war upon the most
horrible weapons mankind has ever conceived, nuclear weaponry. The obvious
result is if we do not have the manpower and we do not have standby registration facilities with which to fight
a conventional war, and we are in danger,
then we increase the likelihood of nuclear warfare. That is a direction we
should not follow in this country. We
should be going in the opposite direction.
I respectfully suggest that the gentlewoman's amendment takes us in that direction. It should be defeated.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
I shall not take 5 minutes, Mr. Chairman because the gentleman from California has adequately explained what
the situation is.
I, too, share the gentleman's views in
commending the gentlewoman from New
York. She is a very serious person in
this presentation, and I know her to be
very sincere and very serious. I also commend her for making the situation
crystal clear. In::;tead of nibbling away
at the power of induction, without realizing what is actually going on, she faces
the issue foursquare. She does not say,
"Let us do away with the induction
power of the Selective Service Act," or
the Draft Act, as it is called; but she
says, ''Let us do away with the Draft
Act, the entire act."
What does this mean? This means, if
the amendment were to be adopted, we
would have absolutely no machinery, no

mechanism in the Government to induct or to acquire or to maintain any
necessary manpower pool in the defense
of this country for the security of this
country.
The whole basic issue is the defense
of America, the security of America. The
only way to secure the defense of the
country is by manpower, by strength,
by the ability to repel the enemy. The
only way to repel the enemy is to have
sufficient manpower. Now, in these times
the only way to get sufficient manpower
is by the mechanism of the draft, as
obnoxious as it may be to moot of us.
I wish we did not need it.
I wish we had an all-volunteer army
and that patriotism in this country
would be such that the people would rally
to the flag and defend their country
when it needs defense more than at any
other time in its history. I would like to
see this. But I am also a realist. We do
not have it, and those of us who feel the
responsibility of furnishing the necessary
means to defend and secure our country
have to resort to whatever means we have
available.
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, will the
chairman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. I am delighted to yield
to the gentlewoman.
Mrs. ABZUG. I would like to comment
on what the Chairman said and what
the gentleman from California said with
regard to the fact that if we are proposing to repeal the draft our country is left
defenseless. First of all, with respect to
the comment made by the gentleman
from California, I believe all of us would
welcome the day when we could find
a way of settling international disputes
through peaceful means and when we
could have complete disarmament under
the jurisdiction of a universal public authority. In this nuclear age the idea that
a nation or civilization itself will be able
to survive the ever spiraling arms race is
becoming something most tenuous. Settling disputes through the use of armies
and through nuclear threats has failed us
so completely that we must look forward
to other alternatives in the future.
Mr. Chairman, with respect to your
statement about what would happen in
the event that we did away with the Selective Service System, there have been
alternatives proposed here which are
transitions to the stage that we should
be approaching the final stage which I
believe would be most healthy for this
Nation and for the world, namely, complete disarmament under a public international authority such as the United
Nations.
We have to recognize that any
changes that may be proposed, even the
changes involved in the bill before us,
require a certain amount of adjustment.
That adjustment can take place through
the powers that the President has. If we
were to repeal the authority for the
Selective Service System, appropriate
steps could be taken with existing Presidential power to dismantle the system.
I do not think that is a valid argument, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HEBERT. I thank you for your
observation, and may I say that I, too,
share your desire for Utopia and for

'
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everybody being in love with everybody
else and I hope for the elimination of
evil from the world. But unfortunately we do not live in that atmosphere
now and we never will. There has been
nv new argument advanced on this floor
today that has not been advanced before and which has not been rejected
before.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. Yes I am glad to yield
to the gentleman.
Mr. MITCHELL. In listening to your
statement, you indicated that a realistic appraisal of the situation would suggest there would not be a whole host of
people rallying to the defense of this
Nation if we did not have a selective
service system. I question in my mind
whether that system, with all of its inequities and venalities, has not, indeed,
contributed to that very climate which
you abhor.
Mr. HEBERT. I deny the statement as
a fact, stating that inequities exist as a
uniform proposition. There are some
inequities that exist, but I think the
Draft Act has been used by some individuals as a vicious and venal piece of
propaganda in an attempt to divide this
country.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from New York (Mrs. ABZUG).
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mrs. ABZUG) there
were---ayes 11, noes 73.
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I demand
tellers.
Tellers were refused.
TFLLER VOTE WITH CLERKS REFUSED

Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I demand
tellers with clerks.
The CHAIRMAN. A demand for tellers
with clerks is not in order since tellers
were not ordered.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I make
the point of order that a quorum is not
present.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
count.
One hundred and ten Members are
present, a quorum.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BRINKLEY

Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. BRINKLEY: On
page 7, after the period in line 8, insert the
following:
"The local board and/or its staff shall perform their official duties only within the
county or political subdivision corresponding
thereto in which the local board is established."
Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Chairman, I propose to offer a second amendment after
this one which deals with intercounty
Selective Service Board consolidation involving up to five counties per board. I
offered this same amendment in the
committee and it was not carried in the
committee.
Mr. Chairman, the current amendment
under consideration was not offered in
the committee because I felt that it came
under the consolidation provision. How-
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ever, it does not and this instant amendment is designed to prevent the administrative procedures which are currently
being conducted relating to draft boards.
First, let me commend the Director of
the Selective Service, the Honorable
Curtis Tarr. I think he is a very able
man and I certainly commend him for
trying to make the Selective Service System work better and to do the very best
he can in a responsible and responsive
manner.
He proposes, and is in the process of
implementing with the States, and in
conjunction with the States, a device
whereby several counties together may
pool their talent in one of those counties
administratively; that is, clerically, to
better handle draft board cases.
It is my feeling that this does not necessarily mean better handling. I feel that
even though a clerk of a draft board is a
part-time worker as opposed to being a
full-time worker, that she may better
serve her people locally in the county
where she lives, where the young man
lives, by handling everything in the same
county where the draft board itself is
located.
The thrust of the amendment is that it
would require the office of the clerk of the
draft board to be within the county
served; it would require the records of
the draft board to stay within the county
so that intercounty records would not
be pooled together.
This simply would not allow consolidation, called collocation, of administrative
records or administrative personnel. It
would allow local boards to be truly local
instead of intercounty. I think that a
county is synonymous with local, and
where a draft board goes across county
lines, this no longer would be the case.
Mr. Chairman, I would be delighted to
respond to any questions.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, I ask the
gentleman from Georgia if there are any
cases today where there are some of the
smaller counties that combine with adjoining counties, and that combine clerks
and one draft board? Are there any cases
of that kind?
Mr. BRINKLEY. Yes, at least it is
proposed for the State of Georgia, since
we have 159 counties.
Mr. MYERS. I am aware of that. I
mean existing today, have there been
any smaller counties that, because of the
size of the county and because of cost
factors, that single draft boards are not
feasible? Have any of them already been
consolidated through their own desires?
Mr. BRINKLEY. Not that I know of,
except that in the committee I believe
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. FISHER),
indicated that there may be some boards
in Texas which were consolidated under
the authority already given to the President.
Mr. MYERS. That are already consolidated today?

Mr. BRINKLEY. Yes, that is right.
Mr. MYERS. Previous to Selective
Service Director Tarr's latest development?

Mr. BRINKLEY. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. How would this amendment change this condition today?
Mr. BRINKLEY. It would acquire an
affirmative adjustment.
Mr. MYERS. It would have to go back
to the original counties?
Mr. BRINKLEY. Yes; if the board
consolidation authority is also deleted.
Mr. MYERS. What your amendment
then says is that when a man signs up
in his county at the draft board, the
clerk of that office must stay in the
county of his residence?
Mr. BRINKLEY. That is true.
Mr. MYERS. And not in a county not
of his residence, the clerk and the draft
board both must also stay in the county?
Mr. BRINKLEY. There would be no
intercounty pooling of personnel or records in one central point. I think the
maximum presently allowable is five
counties. This amendment would require
it to be limited to one political subdivivison; namely, one county.
Mr. MYERS. This amendment would
require them to remain within the same
county?
Mr. BRINKLEY. Right.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, then the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Georgia would not maintain the
local draft board as such; it would
merely mean administrative procedures
by which a clerk would be maintained,
and the records maintained in the
county, but it would not maintain in
each county a local draft board; is that
correct?
Mr. BRINKLEY. That is correct as far
as this amendment goes, but the second amendment which I shall offer after
this one goes to that very point. That is
the very thing which the second amendment would eliminate; namely, the present authority given the President to consolidate local boards. That authority
should also be deleted because I do feel
that this is a hand-and-glove type of situation, but this amendinent does not go
to the present authority which the President has to consolidate draft boards.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I specifically asked to
strike the last word so as to indicate
that I am not speaking against the
amendment. I merely bring to the attention of the House the situation as it
prevails.
The gentleman from Georgia (Mr.
BRINKLEY) is a very valuable member of
our committee, and this particular matter of concern of the gentleman was discussed in the committee, and it was also
indicated that the intention of the Selective Service was to collocate the boards.
We did not go along with the gentleman in his concern. He did not offer his
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Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I move

to strike out the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the
gentleman from Georgia, the author of
the amendment, a particular question.
The question I raise is this: Does your
amendment make an effort toward fair
and equitable representation of black
and other racial minorities on the local
boards, where they have not been provided with any representation at all?
Mr. BRINKLEY. No; it does not address itself to that.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DELLUMS. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. PIKE. I would like to say to tt.e
gentleman from California that he ha,s
raised a question which has been of
great interest to me for a long time. Four
years ago when we renewed the draft bill,
I offered an amendment which said
roughly this, that to the extent practicable, draft boards shall accurately represent the ethnic and sociological background of the district which they serve.
I think the word "economic" was in
there also.
The amendment at that time was defeated. But I am happy to be ~ble to say
to the gentleman that in this bill brought
before you this year, there is a provision
to that effect in the bill and you will find
it written up in our report. This is one
of the changes which is in the bill this
year, which in my opinion should do
something to make draft boards more
equitable.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I should like to comment on the question raised by the gentleman from California (Mr. DELLUMS)
and the statement by the gentleman
from New York (Mr. PIKE) .
I have introduced for some time legislation-H.R. 1567 in this 92d Congresswhich would require local draft boards
to reflect the ethnic and economic nature
of the areas served by the draft boards.
When I testified before the Committee on
Armed Services on March 4 regarding
the draft, much of the discussion centered on the composition of local selective service boards. I was pleased that
committee members were sympathetic to
my views. My distinguished colleague
from New York (Mr. PIKE) was especially concerned, and I know that his
efforts were most helpful in persuading
the committee to adopt language dealing
with this issue.
I am happy to note the bill itself does
provide on page 7 at lines 16 to 19To the extent practicable, the members of
a local draft board shall accurately represent
the economic and sociological background of
the population which they serve.

That is clause 19 of section 1 which
amends section 10(b) (3) of the Military
Selective Services Act of 1967, as
amended
I would assume that that language
certainly includes ethnic background.

amendment in committee, nor did it get Would the gentleman from New York

a vote, and I just wanted to put that (Mr. PIKE) like to clarify that one point?
before us, since the gentleman from
Mr. PIKE. Frankly, I do not think they
Georgia has now offered his amendment. could represent the sociological bacl\-
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ground without representing the ethnic
background.
Mr. RYAN. I agree and I hope the
legislative history is clear.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend the committee for having included
this provision. In spite of the fact that
there is much in the bill with which I
disagree, I do think that, when the committee has made an attempt to correct an
inequity, it should be commended. In
this case the committee has made an
attempt to correct this inequity. As long
as the draft exists, and I hope that our
actions this week will end it, at the very
least those individuals who pass upon
a young man's draft status should be
representative of his community. So I
am pleased that the substance of my bill,
H.R. 1567, has been incorporated in the
bill before us.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I shall not consume
the 5 minutes, but I merely want to emphasize one point for the benefit of the
membership as they assess this amendment.
In the first place, we should remember
that the bill before us grants absolutely
no new authority with respect to consolidation to the Director of Selective
Service.
The language of the bill does not include anything to that effect.
I think what is taking place here is
confusion between consolidation and collocation. What is being undertaken by
the Director of Selective Service administratively is collocation, and this merely
means using together two or more boards.
In all instances, boards being collocated
remain autonomous bodies and separate
in identity, authority, jurisdiction, and
responsibility. The only thing that the
collocated boards will share are the clerical personnel and the physical facilities.
The authority of the board remains separate and the membership of the board
will not change. They will still handle the
cases of young men from their own communities and they will still bring to bear
their personal knowledge of the special
needs of the local community in the classification of the area registrants. The
special bond between the registrant and
his local board in his community will not
be broken.
So as we vote on this, remember that
there is no new granted authority in this
bill to the Director of Selective Service
and we are only placing an interpretation
upon what he is doing administratively,
and I emphasize that he is not consolidating draft boards but he is merely collocating them for the purpose of saving
some of the taxpayer's money.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I am happy to yield to
the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. MYERS. The gentleman spoke
about Director Tarr's administrative action in collocation of Selective Service
offices. What is the purpose of this collocation?
Mr. GUBSER. To save money. If the
gentleman will permit, I will use my own
County of Santa Clara as an example.
The principal city of that county is San

Jose. It is centrally located. Public transportation is available. We have three
draft boards housed in the same area.
We were evicted last week, but nevertheless they had been housed in the same
building, and they are able to employ
some of the same clerical personnel. The
action results in fantastic savings of
money, but it does not deprive the registrant of being represented by someone
from his own community.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I am happy to yield to
the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. BRAY. Have you made a study to
determine whether the boards would be
in the same cities? I believe one of the
questions being raised here points to this
situation. Let us say there are five different cities. Would they have the draft
boards in one building in one of those
cities? Could that situation exist, in your
opinion?
Mr. GUBSER. I think that the Director
of Selective Service intends that the
physical facilities where the clerical
forces are and the files are kept could be
collocated, but this would not prevent a
draft board from holding its meetings in
an individual community.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield further to me?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana.
Mr. MYERS. The gentleman has
spoken about his home county. Let me
speak about my home county. It is a
small county of about 18,000 population.
The draft board and Selective Service
office is located in the county courthouse.
It pays no rent, has no costs other than
wages and telephone. That office now
would be transferred 50 miles away, making it necessary for some young men to
dlive 80 miles to be registered. What savings would there be in a case like that?
True, they will have to hire the same clerk
or another clerk. She will have to move to
another city. There will be absolutely no
savings whatsoever. Quite to the contrary, the young men going to sign up
would have to drive as far as 80 or 90
miles. Is there any saving in that situation?
Mr. GUBSER. The gentleman may be
totally correct with respect to his own
local situation, but it does not follow that the Director of Selective Service
will act in the same manner in every
situation.
Mr. MYERS. If the gentleman will yield
further, it seems to me the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Georgia,
which I am going to support, does not
really say that in your home county you
cannot consolidate the five boards into
one; does it? I think you could accomplish that in your county and probably
should.
Mr. GUBSER. No. There are too many
people. There are individual communities. I am quite confident that will not
take place.
Mr. MYERS. The gentleman's amendment would not prohibit anything within the same county to accomplish
savings?
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
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Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
California speaks of fantastic savings.
Would the gentleman put an estimate
on the fanta.stic savings that would be
accomplished by diminishing, through
consolidations, the autonomy of the
local draft boards?
Mr. GUBSER. I would answer the
gentleman thusly-and the gentleman
has been here longer than I have, and he
has seen the trend that this Congress has
followed so far as squandering the taxpayers' money-and I would say that 25
cents would be fantastic.
Mr. GROSS. Twenty-five cents would
be fantastic?
Mr. GUBSER. Any savings.
Mr. GROSS. That is what I thought:
That you were not quite sure of your
ground in the matter of fantastic savings.
I am told by another Member of Congress
that Mr. Tarr, Director of Selective Service, was on Capitol Hill Monday morning, and he is reported to have said that
contemplated consolidations throughout
the country would result in a savings of
a million dollars. That is nationwide. I
do not discount a million dollars, but I
do not see anything fantastic about that
in the administration of a nationwide
draft program.
I want to say to the gentleman that I
support continuation of the Selective
Service Act, and you can consolidate in
the cities all you want to consolidate. But
do not go out into the rural areas of
America and attempt to consolidate all
of the draft boards. I want to see local,
county administration in Iowa. Under
the draft law we are not dealing in tractors and combines. We are dealing in human beings, and, perhaps, in human life
itself.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GROSS. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. GUBSER. I think a million dollars
is worth saving. I think the gentleman
would agree with that.
Mr. GROSS. Certainly I agree.
Mr. GUBSER. But I think the gentleman has erred in stating that the local
autonomy will be surrendered. They will
have the same local autonomy as always.
The only thing is that where one local
draft board is open only a few hours a
day, several will be combined, and that
will be open all day, and it will save
some clerical cost and combine the clerical duties into fulltime jobs.
Mr. GROSS. The gentleman from
Indiana states that in some instances
young men would be compelled to drive
100 miles to register for the draft.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GROSS. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, when we
have accomplished this combining, and
when we have a fulltime secretary or
clerk in that office and we make her
move to another city and she is open
fulltime in another city, when there is
no rent paid in the first location-and
this happens in about 12 of my 15 counties--! do not know what savings there
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will be. If there is, let us agree right now
to cut $1 million off the appropriations.
If it will save $1 million, let us do that
right now.
Mr. GROSS. If we are merely going to
transfer and load the expense on the
families of the young men being drafted,
I cannot agree there is any saving.
Mr. MYERS. That is what I think. I
am going to support the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Georgia.
Mr. GROSS. So am I.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Georgia (Mr. BRINKLEY).
The amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY lloiR. BRINKLEY

Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. BRINKLEY:
Beginning at page 7, line 24, and continuing through page 8, line 11, strike the
following:
": Provided, That an Intercounty local
board consisting of at least one member
from each component county or corresponding subdivision may be established for an
area not exceeding five counties or political
subdivisions corresponding thereto within a
State or comparable jurisdiction when the
President determines, after considering the
public interest involved and the recommendatiP-n of the Governor or comparable executive offlcial or omcials, that the establishment of such local board area wm result in
a more efficient and economical operation.
Any such intercounty local board shall have
within its area the same power and jurisdiction as a local board has in its area."
and substitute therefor on page 7, line 24, a
period after the numbers 1972.
On page 8, line 20, strike the following:
", and each intercounty local board shan
have at least one member from each county
or political subdivision corresponding thereto
included within the intercounty local board
area."
and insert a period after the portion of the
word "tlon" on page 8, Une 20.

Mr. BRINKLEY. Mr. Chairman, this
is a companion amendment to the one
just voted upon. The one we just voted
upon was defined as a collocation
amendment, which we feel is one administrative step toward this consolidation authority which we think is present
under existing law, which enables the
President under said existing law to establish intercounty boards using up to
five counties together. We believe that
that would be an anomaly, that the local
board would not be truly local if there
would be five counties in a centralized
location, which would not be consistent
with the best interests of the young men
involved.
We think anything so intimate and
anything so important as the draft
should be passed upon by people who
are truly local. We submit that the intercounty arrangement is not that local
and the authority to utilize more than
one county in formulating intercounty
draft boards should be deleted. My
amendment would accomplish this.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Louisiana.

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, as I
understand it, this is merely a conforming amendment to the one just passed.
Mr. BRINKLEY. The chairman is correct. The goal of both amendments is the
same.
Mr. Chairman, I ask for favorable
consideration of this amendment.
Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Florida.
Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Chairman, I commend my distinguished colleague and
friend, the gentleman from Georgia, for
offering these amendments, because I
think the gentleman has been getting at
the heart of the problem developing
throughout the country in the last few
weeks, which is the preservation of the
autonomy of local draft boards.
Mr. Chairman, I commend the gentleman from Georgia.
Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. THOMPSON).
Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr.
Chairman, I also commend the gentleman from Georgia <Mr. BRINKLEY).
The efforts of the gentleman from
Georgia will be appreciated by people
throughout every State who will be saved
from having to drive for miles and miles
to distant cities to register for the draft.
I support him in his efforts and hope
that a majority of the Congress will, also.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. BRAY. We agree to accept the
amendment.
Mr. BRINKLEY. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRINKLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GROSS. I, too, wish to commend
the gentlema~l for the amendments he
has offered to this blll.
Mr. BRINKLEY. I thank the gentleman from Iowa.
The CHAffiMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. BRINKLEY).
The amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BYRNE OF
PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania: On page 4, strike lines 5 through 8.

Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Chairman, the subject of my amendment
is a draft exemption for seminarians and
divinity students.
The present law is that section 6 (g) of
the Selective Service Act exempts from
the draft "regular or duly ordained ministers of religion and students preparing
for the ministry under the direction of
recognized churches or religious organizations."
H.R. 6531 , Section <11> of the commit-
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tee reported bill would amend section 6
(g) of the above act by striking that part
of the section relating to divinity students.
My plea to the Members of the House
is to reject the administration recommendation and retain section 6(g) of the
act without amendment.
The rationale is that the Selective
Service System has not justified the need
for termination of the exemption for
divinity students or seminarians. No
Protestant, Catholic, or Jewish church
organizations were consulted by Selective
Service relative to the effect the recommendation would have on the securing
and training of young men for service in
the ministry in their respective denominations. This matter is of extreme importance for meeting the military and
nonmilitary religious needs of the Nation.
My suggested amendment is to strike
lines 5 through 8 on page 4.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
1\fr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. I yield to
the gentleman from New York.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
strong support of the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. BYRNE) to restore the existing statutory exemption for divinity students.
In my judgment, any action by the
Government to draft divinity students
would constitute an interference of Government into spiritual ground and would,
in a sense, violate our traditional separation of church and state. I would
oppose such a step because I feel it would
be most unwise.
Both historically and constitutionally,
ministers and divinity students have been
exempted from the military draft. This
exemption has applied since the inception of the Selective Service System, including the period during World War II;
the Supreme Court approved the draft
exemption of ministers as recently as
March 8, 1971, in its opinion in Gillette
a.:ainst United States.
Repeal of the draft exemption for divinity students would create administrative difficulties for local draft boards.
Some divinity students become ministers
at the beginning of their training Jr
when they take religious vows, and would
thus continue tJ be exempt, whlle others
who belong to different denominations
could be drafted while students. The
Government might, through enactment
of this provision, be setting standards in
religious education. This would constitute a violation of the separation of
church and state. L _ addition, training of
many students-who may begin their religious study at the age of 14 or 15might be interrupted, with detrimental
effects on the student's determination to
fulfill his theological program.
It would also be an inefficient use of
manpower to induct those who intend to
serve in the ministry, especially at a time
when major denominations are experiencing a lack of clergymen to serve their
religious and educational needs. Meanwhile, the chaplaincy needs of the Armed
Forces have always been filled voluntar-
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ily by the ordained graduates of the Nation's theological seminaries. If the divinity student exemption were repealed,
it is hardly likely that a young man who
had been drafted to serve in the Armed
Forces would, after ordination, volunteer
to serve an additional 2- or 3-year
term as a chaplain. Thus there might well
be a shortage of spiritual leaders in both
civilian and military life.
In view of the fact that it seems both
unnecessary and unwise to alter our traditional policy of exempting divinity students from the draft, I urge adoption of
the Byrne amendment.
Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. I thank
the gentleman.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. I yield to
the gentleman from lllinois.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, I commend the gentleman for his amendment. I rise in support of it.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. I yield to
the gentleman from California.
Mr. GUBSER. The gentleman offered
this amendment in the committee. I was
one of those who supported him, and I
should like for him to know I remain of
the same opinion.
Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. I thank
the gentleman.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment.
I am well aware that there is a great
deal of interest in and sympathy for this
amendment. Quite frankly, considering
the background of the entire matter, I
would normally approve it myself. No one
has a higher regard for gentlemen of the
"cloth·' than I, but that is not the issue
in this amendment.
What are the facts?
The Commission on Chaplains in the
Armed Forces has recommended elimination of the divinity school exemptions.
The Commission on Chaplains is a policy
group that makes recommendations to
the Department of Defense on the recruitment .and retention of chaplains.
The Commission represents 41 religious
denominations. Opinion in the religious
community is somewhat divided on this
issue. It would appear that the Commission that speaks for the majority of denominations supports the committee position on elimination of divinity student
exemptions.
The Congress could not continue exemptions for divinity students as an aid
to religion as that would be a violation of
the first amendment to the Constitution.
Thus, if divinity students are given an
exemption, it would have to be justified
on the same basis that college deferments
were justified. The present manpower
pool is so large and the draft calls so
relatively small that student deferments
can no longer be justified as necessary in
the national interest. The same is true of
divinity students. It should be understood
that ministers of religion continue to be
exempt. The provision in the committee
bill, which was requested by the President, applies only to students of theology.
It was testified in the committee's

hearings that many students stay in
college as a means c..:t" gaining a draft
deferment. While the percentage is undouttedly small, there are some who
enter theology schools as a draft haven.
If student deferments are eliminated but
divinity exemptions are not eliminated,
the theology schools would be the only
remaining draft haven and a great number of draft evaders would be seeking
entry in such schools.
If the divinity student wants to claim
he is a conscientious objector, unquestionably it would be granted. Then he
would serve, if this legislation goes
through as it is written, 2 years doing
worthwhile service for his fellowman,
such as in a hospital or mental institution.
I do not believe that performing such
work would keep a person from later
making a good minister. It might make
him a better minister. For that reason I
do oppose this amendment.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to as&ociate
myself with the remarks of the gentlemsn from Indiana.
This amendment came up twice in the
committee. Frankly, it is a very easy
amendment to vote for. We called it the
"pearly gates amendment" in the committee. Those who favor it are obviously
going up, and those who do not favor it
obviously, when their time comes, are
going down.
I think that chairman asked me to
speak in opposition to it because I am so
far committed already that I have almost
nothing to lose.
Mr. Chairman, I have never claimed
to be any great expert in morality, but
what I think we are doing here is not
good and it does not make much sense.
FirEt of all, as the gentleman from
Indiana said, the Association of Chaplains did pass a resolution on this. This
is a general commission of chaplains
consisting of Armed Forces personnel.
Their language was that they "urged
that seminarians and seminary enrollees
be subject equally with others for the
risk of selection for military service,"
and they "request their member denominations to give attention to the issues
posed by the present 4-D exemption for
certain seminarians and enrollees."
Well, what are some of these issues?
The whole thrust of this bill and everything we try to do with this bill is to
make it apply to people equally. We are
after justice and we are after equality.
Of course, divinity school students are
worthy, but so are biologists and so are
chemists and so are physicists, and environmentalists and teachers, and almost
anything you want to name. Once we
start going into the loophole business and
opening the door for a loophole for ·anybody, no matter how worthy they may be,
then the physicists are going to say,
"Well, exempt me, too," and the teachers
will say, "Well, exempt me, too." What
we are going to have, instead of a bill
which strives for justice for everybodyand that is what this bill does-would be
a bill which asks for justice for everybody plus a little bit of privilege for a
few people. I am afraid that that privilege will grow and grow and grow.
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I recognize the motivation of those
who support this amendment and recognize their sincerity, but I simply say, let
us take the position that we are going to
be equal to everybody regardless of what
their occupation is.
Mr. Chairman, I have a letter from a
clergyman in my own district who is not
of my own faith. I would like to read the
closing words of it.
In particular I should like to see the 4-D
exemption ended. Why we ministers and
ministerial students should be exempt from
being called to military service has always
been a question that has bothered me, unless
it came from some attachment to a primitive
past and an unusual reverence for "Holy
men." Indeed the whole message of Christianity is that God became man in order to
share our trials and endure our life. Why
then we should ever have exempted the
clergy from a very real segment of life is as
imm::: ral as it is theologically unsound.

I do not know whether it is immoral
or not. I do know that we have a bill here
which is just and fair to everybody, and
I would simply like to keep it that waY.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois.
Mr. MIKVA. Do I understand the gentleman from New York to suggest that
the chaplains' society was in favor of
the termination of this exemption; is
that correct?
Mr. PIKE. Ye,s ; and I have the language of their resolution right here.
Mr. MIKVA: Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman will yield further, is it not also
correct that before one can become a
chaplain one must be a graduate of a
seminary?
Mr. PIKE. Yes.
Mr. MIKVA. Well, it seems to me that
the chaplains are very anxious to preserve their monopolistic pooition and I do
not see where that is an entirely Christian or Jewish approach.
Mr. PIKE. By and large the draft will
apply at the undergraduate level. Most
of the peop!e who are going to be~ome
chaplains or become a clergyman are going to divinity schools at a higher level.
They could already have passed their
exposure to the draft by the time this
takes place.
I would further say that I do not think
that our churches are going to get the
kind of moral leadership that they really
want if their people lack enough commitment to serve for 2 years and then go
on into the religious field.
Mr. MIKVA. As I understand the gentleman, one of the ministers in the gentleman's district wrote to the gentleman
and suggested that the entire exemption,
not only for seminarians, but for regularly ordained ministers be covered by
the draft.
Mr. PIKE. That is what he suggested.
However, the committee did not go that
far. The committee did take a compromise position and in my opinion the compromise should be sustained.
Mr. MIKVA. Then, would it be fair to
say that it is comparative morality that
is being advocated.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman from New York has expired.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chair-
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man, I move to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr Chairman, with this one exception,
I strongly support the legislation that
has been recommended by the Committee
on Armed Services. I think the 2-year
term is sound. I think the other pro visions in the legislation-the added pay,
and so forth, are necessary for a wide
variety of reasons. But I do feel that this
amendment has more reason for support
than opposition.
Therefore, I feel constrained to speak
on its behalf despite the recommendations of the majority of the Committee
on Armed Services.
I fully support the idea that we need
more religious leaders in all faiths
throughout the United States. It is my
information that most religions, if not
all, are having a very difficult time recruiting an adequate number of students
for their various training schools. In
addition I am told by sources that I think
are accurate that despite what has been
said by some, several of the major religions in our country have not been able
to fill their quotas in the Chaplain Corps
of the Armed Forces. I am told that particularly in recent years, during the Vietnam conflict, that the Roman Catholic
Church has not been able to supply its
quota or share of chaplains to the military services.
I am told that those who believe in the
Jewish faith have been unable to fully
implement and meet the quotas that they
had for the armed services.
Therefore, in my judgment, both because we want a greater supply of religious leaders in our own overall civilian
society and 'Jecause we need more religious leaders in all denominations in the
armed services, it seems to me that we
ought to support the Byrne amendment.
There are some other somewhat technical reasons why I think this amendment should be approved and why the
committee's recommendation should be
defeated. I am informed that in the
Jewish faith the young person at the age
of 12 or 13 starts his training. If the
committee's position is sustained, in
effect what you are doing is taking a
young Jewish student out of his training
to become a religious leader and putting
him into the military service after he has
made that basic decision. I am told that
in some cases in Roman Catholic orders
there is somewhat the same circumstances.
If that is true then I do not think the
Congress should then break up the training where they have already made a specific religious commitment. Therefore in
my judgment and for the reasons stated,
Mr. Chairman, I hope that the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Pennsylvania (Mr. BYRNE) prevails.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I yield to the
gentleman from New York.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I think the
statement the gentleman made is wholly

accurate insofar as it addresses the prob-

lem which the various faiths are having
in attracting ministers or clergymen.
However, this is a problem which really
does not have much to do with the draft,
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tee on Armed Services. It was fully debated. It was voted down by a vote of
24 to 7, almost 4 to 1, in the Committee
on Armed Services.
This matter was considered by the
Commission on Chaplains representing
all denominations. They voted for the
elimination of divinity student exemptions because they are basically unfair
and basically inequitable, by a vote of
3 to 1.
I hope the Members of this House do
not succumb to the pressure exerted by a
few in the ministry, admittedly sincere,
to grant what I consider this unconstitutional exemption.
Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. !CHORD. I yield to t h e gentleman.
Mr. ADAMS. My question is this. I am
a little confused. I understand now that
our draft is operating on the 18- and
19%-year-olds or it will prospectively.
Therefore, who would this amendment
affect? Would not the persons in divinity
school alr eady have been through the
lottery and thus it should have been determined whether or not they are to be
drafted before t h ey ever arrived at the
divinity school. I just do not quite understand who would be effected by this
change?
Mr. !CHORD. I will say this to the
gentleman-this would continue the law
as it presently is and give an absolute
exemption in the case of divinity stuctents.
Now we are phasing out college deferments. We are eliminating college deferments unless they were enrolled in school
prior to April 1970.
Mr. ADAMS. This then would just apply to those who are already in divinity
school or a rabbinical school, or in t.he
priesthood?
Mr. !CHORD. If I understood the gentleman from Pennsylvania correctly, it
would apply prospectively to everyone
entering a divinity school from now on,
as being an absolute exemption.
Mr. ADAMS. If the students enter at
age 18 or 19-I thought they would be
undergraduates and already subject to
the draft-in other words my question
is--I do not see where it applies. It seems
to me everybody has already been drafted
or exempted from the draft before they
get to the divinity school under the system that you are now applying.
Mr. !CHORD. No, not necessarily. That
would depend on the calls, I would say to
the gentleman from Washington, and if
we reach the zero draft, you possibly will
not have any calls of college students at
all.
Mr. ADAMS. In other words, draft calls
are still going out to people who are in
graduate schools; is that correct?
Mr. !CHORD. That is right.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strtke out the last word and rise
in support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond
to the gentleman from Washington (Mr.
ADAMS) if I could have the gentleman's
because divinity schools are now grad- attention.
uating more ministers than the minority
The gentleman from Washington
requires.
raised the point as to whether these peoMembers of the Committee, this ple had not already been handled by the
amendment was offered in the Commit- draft before they ever go·t to divinity

be-cause we have had this exemption, and
we have had this problem during the
period of this exemption, and it would
seem to me that it is a poor solution to
the moral leadership problem in America
in achieving a solution by making our
moral leaders exempt from what all
other Americans are subject to.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. My response
to that would be very simple. I think it is
unfortunate they have not been able to
recruit in the various theological schools
the necessary number of religious leaders or those who seek training for religious leadership, but if we eliminate this
provision in existing law as the committee has recommended, I think you complicate the recruiting problem.
I do not think we should roadblock
their recruiting efforts. Therefore I believe we should support the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. BYRNE).
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee, I had not intended to speak
out on this matter in the Committee of
the Whole because I did speak at length
during the general debate at page 8639
Of the RECORD.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, I believe that the granting of
an absolute exemption for divinity students is one of the greatest mistakes this
Congress has ever made. I disagree very
strongly with the gentleman from Michigan <Mr. FoRD). Exemptions for divinity students are not only inconsistent and
unjustifiable-and I do not see how you
can possibly justify phasing out undergraduate deferments and then proceed to
give a certain class of students an absolute exemption. I also believe that the
exemptions actually hurt the cause of
organized religion-because there are people, admittedly very few, but there are
people who are in divinity schools because of this absolute exemption, not for
the purpose of advancing the cause of the
Supreme Being, but for the purpose of
avoiding military service.
Personally, I would say to the members of the Committee that in view of the
fact that you are phasing out and eliminating undergraduate deferments I believe that the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Pennsylvania <Mr.
BYRNE) is not only undesirable, but I
seriously question the constitutionality
of the absolute exemption.
Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, would the
gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. !CHORD. I will yield in just a few
minutes after I make my point.
If this amendment is constitutional
since you are phasing out all other undergraduate deferments, and not violattive of either the first or the 14th amendments to the Constitution, it could only
be justified on the ground that it is in
the interest of the national security, and
this, I would say to the gentleman from
Michigan, cannot be true. It cannot be
serving the national security interests
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side by side. I strongly support the
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
California is recognized.
Mr. LEGGETI'. I support the Byrne socalled pearly gates amendment, regardless of why the Chaplain Corps would
support its repeal. We have long recognized in our country and in the whole
world that we have two kinds of people,
men of the cloth and men of the sword.
I think it is fundamentally unrealistic to
expect to take young seminarians and
impress them into service and expect
that they are going to do the kind of
job that we would expect of people who
are not hampered with an excessive
amount of religion.
I know if I were serving in Vietnam or
any such place and I was firing a gun,
I would feel very uneagy if my colleague
to my right or to my left were mumbling
prayers instead of aiming through the
crosshairs.
I know the gentleman from Missouri,
of course, has objected to this exemption
on the basis that perhaps some folks
have fraudulently taken advantage of
deferment. Well, the main fraudulent
loophole, of course, is still there, and
that is the ordained minister-believe it
or not, I am an ordained minister of
some group who sent me rather facetiously a certificate! am sure that anybody who wants
to get out of the draft can get one of
those certificates, so the loophole is still
there.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield, since he mentioned my
name?
Mr. LEGGETI'. I did not mention the
gentleman's name, and I will not yield
at this time.
Mr. Chairman, I think we have to keep
in mind that this exemption was not provided to build up the divinity schools.
The schools, of course, do have enough
people, because we have provided the deferment. There is no assurance that the
size of the schools will be adequate in
the future if the deferment is repealed.
But I think the reason for the deferment
is because these young students are fundamentally different, and it is fundamentally unfair to take a young seminarian,
after he has served in the seminary since,
perhaps, his 14th or 15th birthday, and
interrupt that after 3 or 4 years, and
place him into service and force him into
the realities of life, and hope that maybe
he will go back into the seminary. I think
we have to keep this in mind, that people
of the cloth who are deferred eventually
find their way back into the military service--that is, in the Chaplain Corps, and

school. The minority leader answered
this point a moment ago, but perhaps the
gentleman did not get it.
The basic reason for the Byrne amendment-and incidentally, there is nothing
unusual in this amendment. It simply
retains the language in the law as it is
now-the basic reason for the Byrne
amendment is that in the Catholic religion today those who are going to a seminary in general begin their training at
the beginning of their college year rather
than going to a civilian college first and
then going on to the seminary.
Second, in many of the versions of the
Jewish religion, as the gentleman from
Michigan (Mr. GERALD R. FORD) said a
while ago, young men are committed to
a religious career in some cases as early
as 14 or 15 years of age.
So the very point of this amendment
is that it merely extends an exemption
which is already included in this bill, the
exemption extended to ordain ministers
of religion.
The gentleman from New York <Mr.
PIKE) said this was a bill that was going
to provide complete equality. But the
fact of the matter is that in this bill we
are retaining exemptions for ministers
of religion. And I would say to the gentleman from Missouri <Mr. !cHORD) that
the constitutionality of that ministerial
exemption was upheld in the Gillette
case by the U.S. Supreme Court on
March 8 of this year.
So what we are doing in the Byrne
amendment is saying that we are also going to provide a special exemption to
those who are ordained ministers of religion, then we ought also to extend that
same kind of exemption to those who
have also begun the ministerial process in
their own particular religion at the beginning of the college year, or in some
cases even before.
Now this process does raise a question,
and I am sure this is what the gentleman
from Washington had in mind. That is
that in the Protestant denominations
students ordinarily do not go to divinity
school until after they have graduated
from college.
Traditionally in the draft law-and
this is in the law now and it is the section that the amendment of the gentleman from Pennsylvania would simply retain-in order that we not be placed in
the impossible position of aiding one religion as against another, there has been
established over the years a procedure
where those who intend to become ministers il"\ the Protestant religion can signify their interest in attending a divinity
school in advance, at the time that they
are in college, and then if they are accepted by an established Protestant
denomination as a candidate for the ministry, the divinity student exemption

even 14, I think the Byrne amendment is
a sound one.
I understood the point-! wanted to
know when you were declared to be a
divinity student.
Mr. ADAMS. I did not realize that there
was a large group of people in the Roman
Catholic seminaries or in the rabbinical
schools that entered those schools at the
age of 16, 17 or 18. My understanding
was that the basic decision on the question of entering divinity school is made
by nearly all religions at the end of the
college level. I intend to support this
Byrne amendment but I would like to
have the gentleman tell me how many
people are involved. I have been disturbed
about the provision the gentlemen mentions which would allow an undergraduate to obtain a deferment by simply declaring "I am going into divinity school."
I want to protect the legitimate students
and so I will vote for the amendment.
Mr. STRATTON. If the gentleman will
yield so that I might answer his question,
I do not have the actual figures. Perhaps
the gentleman from Pennsylvania does.
But I met yesterday with leading members of all three denominations, and I
can tell you it is a very sizable number.
In fact, I think it represents virtually all
seminarians in the Catholic faith, and
apparently it represents a ve:ry substantial percentage in the Jewish religion.
Let me just say, with respect to Protestant divinity students, that they do not
get this exemption simply by saying they
intend to go on to divinity school. To
qualify they have to be accepted by a
recognized school and endorsed by their
own religions faith.
Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. STRATTON. I yield to the gentleman from New York, if he has the information.
Mr. PODELL. I can speak for those
w'ho enter into the rabbinate. A child
who studies for the rabbinate usually
begins his education at an age below the
13- or 12-year-old level. Most begin their
education in the elementary schools,
graduate into the high school level, and
then go to college; then, of ~ourse, the
college is the divinity school level. I would
say that 95 percent of the students who
apply for the rabbinate begin most likely
at the age of 7 or 8, certainly no later
than the age of 11 or 12.
Mr. STRATTON. I thank the gentleman. That certainly supports my information.
Mr. J. WTILIAM STANTON. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STRATI'ON. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. J. WILLIAM STANTON. I thank
the gentleman for yielding. I wish to associate myself with the gentleman's re-

would extend to them.

marks in support of the amendment. I I think that is the proper place where

It is only with regard to students in

this category that there would be any
question raised at all of somebody trying to cheat under the divinity student
arrangement. Maybe there are some
cheaters. I do not believe that we can
eliminate them completely in any system.
But in order to protect those religions
which do begin the process of their ministerial education at the age of 18, 15, or

have in my congressional district the
largest seminary in the State of Ohio,
Borremo, a combined high school and
seminary, which furnishes Catholic
priests. We also have the largest rabbinical school. I certainly compliment the
gentleman for pointing out the ages of
these students who go from high school
into college, which is a continuous process for both schools. They are located

these people should serve, not at the
side of a rifle butt.
In the rationale provided for this repeal in this legislation, providing for
repeal of the deferment provided by the
Selective Service Director, they say any
divinity school students, of course, will
qualify as conscientious objectors. I intend to offer an amendment shortly relating to conscientious objectors, but I
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would point out there are many young
men of the cloth who believe in God who
are not fundamentally opposed to all
wars. To presume that everybody who
believes in God is opposed to all wars, I
think, presumes there is an immorality
to the things we tolerate here in the Congress that probably is not in line with
the facts.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentleman from California <Mr. BURTON).
Mr. BURTON. :~r. Chairman, I
commend my distinguished colleague,
the gentleman from California <Mr.
LEGGETT), for his position. I hope our
point of view prevails in this matter
and that we continue the deferment of
divinity students as we have in the
past.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, is the
gentleman declining to yield to me?
Mr. LEGGE'IT. No; I yield to the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to point out that the case refeiTed
to by the gentleman from New York
upheld ministerial exemptions on the
ground that they did not violate the first
amendment dealing with the establishment of religion. I raised the question
under the 14th amendment, the equal
protection clause, exempting one class
of college students and not exempting
the others. I would furtheT point out to
the members of the Committee that this
amendment was voted down 24 to 7 in
the full committee.
I realize it is hard to fight, as the
gentleman well refers to this, a pearly
gates amendment, but I do intend to ask
for a division vote.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, at a time when the
whole thrust of the legislation before us is
allegedly to prepare the way for the
possible move toward a voluntary army,
we are asked to set a historic precedent
in beginning the forced conscription of
divinity students with the passage of this
legislation.
My distinguished friend, the gentleman
from Missouri has indicated or questioned the constitutionality of this continuing exemption, and yet the Supreme
Cow·t ruled specifically on it in 1917 in
Arver v. U.S. 245 U.S. 159, and there
was a second case this year-Gillette v.
U.S., docket No. 85-which was earlier
mentioned by the distinguished gentleman from New York, in which approval
of this exemption was also indicated by
that body.
I would challenge this great committee
to cite a single instance in American history when there has been a problem of
insufficient chaplains for the military
services. From the time of Washington's
Continental Army, when two Baptist
ministers were the first to volunteer to
become chaplains for the Continental
Army, we have never had a shortage of
ministers to do the work of the ministers
for the military, but we are here asked
to take the young people of the Jewish
faith and of the Catholic faith and, yes,
in some instances, of the Protestant fellowships whose lives have been set aside

for God's service, and who have begun
their training, and conscript them into the military service or force them to
state conscientious objection-which
many may not be able to do in good conscienc~in order to have some other
kind of forced service which still diverts
them from their calling for preparation
for the ministry.
Gentlemen, I understand the standing
of the church in our time.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I am glad to yield to
the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. That is one of
the problems which concerns me: the increasingly secular nature of the church
in the present day. Since I know the
gentleman is an ordained minister and
that he has a distinguished military
record in the armed services and is also
an active Member of this body, I wonder
if the gentleman would give me, for my
clarification, his thinking about whether
the increasing secularization of the
church has any bearing on the problem?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I would say I believe
had the church been the church, had the
church fulfilled its unique spiritual role
in tpe society, and had the ministers been
about their business, as ought to have
been the case, this legislation with these
provisions never would have been before
this body.
I do think the increasing secularization
of the church is one of the reasons why
Members of this body would consider
the amendments here considered today.
Mr. CELLER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I gladly yield to the
distinguished dean of the House.
Mr. CELLER. Of course, this amendment only concerns seminarians and not
ministers. Does the gentleman know that
in every draft act passed by this Congress
ever since the Revolutionary War
seminarians were not subject to the draft
except in the Civil War? It is rather
strange that in the South they also exempted seminarians. So on only one occasion, as it were, have we drafted the
seminarians, and that was in the Civil
War. Is the gentleman aware of that?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I was not aware of
this single exception. Perhaps in the
South we were standing in need of prayer
more greatly than were the forces of the
Union. Or it may mean that the Yankees
simply were not religious enough.
Mr. CELLER. Very well spoken. But
does the gentleman believe if we are going to draft seminarians we will dry up
the source of supply for the ministry?
Mr. BUCHANAN. The distinguished
dean of the House is exactly correct. I do
agree, sir.
Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I gladly yield to the
gentleman from New York.
Mr. HORTON. I commend my colleague for the statement he has made
and indicate my support for the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. BYRNE) which
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would retain the provisions in present law
for the exemption of divinity students.
I recognize that the President, together
with Congress, has made great strides in
eliminating the most glaring inequities
o:! the draft which existed 2 years ago.
The institution of the lottery, whereby
no registrant has more than 1 full year of
eligibility or uncertainty has measurably
reduced the onus of the draft. The purpose of committee provisions in H.R. 6531
dealing with student and divinity student deferments are, I am certain, sincere attempts to continue the trend of
making the selection more even handed
and equitable.
However, I think some very serious
questions can be raised about the benefits of taking the step that is contemplated to ren1ove the statutory exemption for divinity students. First of all,
it has been documented that the chaplaincies of our armed services are presently successfully filled by volunteers.
It is certainly questionable whether ordained ministers of all faiths would be
as willing to volunteer for chaplaincy
service after serving 2 years of conscripted service prior to their divinity
training.
Second, I am informed that in both the
Catholic and Jewish religions, and possibly in others, the continuity of training
is an extremely important element in the
preparation for the priesthood and the
rabbinate.
Some divinity students become ministers at the beginning of their training
or when they take religious vows and
thus, would be exempt, while others who
belong to different denominations and
religions would be drafted while they are
students. By enacting this provision, the
Government would be setting standards
in religious education which is a strict
violation of the "separation" clause of
our Constitution.
Some students of divinity begin their
training at age 14 or 15, to study for 10
years in a most intensive program. It
presupposes an intense commitment, devout spirituality, and unconditional willingness to serve the Lord. A 2-year interntption and exposure to a most secular
atmosphere may be detrimental to a student's determination to fulflll his theological program.
Mr. Chairman, the questions this provision raises with respect to Government interference with long-established
modes of religious training for divinity
service, with respect to the excellent
record of voluntary service in the chaplaincy, and with respect to probable
discrimination in favor of students who
would be exempt by virtue of the fact
that they are ordained as ministers at
the start of their training, are good
reasons for retaining the present language of section 6 (g) of the act in full,
and thus, for supporting the Byrne
amendment.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I am glad to yield
to the gentleman from California.
Mr. DELLUMS. I think the statement
the gentleman made with respect to
moral and the religious issues was very
eloquent. I should like for him to com-
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ment on this subject. I have heard that
one of the arguments to sustain the committee's recommendation is that the religious students are protected by the conscientious objector section in this bill. It
seems to me on the basis of Supreme
Court rulings recently on religious,
ethical, and moral questions, raised as
the basis for conscientious objection, we
can assume that most of the students of
religion, or many students of religion,
will in fact be conscientious objectors.
If we are concerned about saving the
taxpayers money, why should we send
all these people through the process of
being administratively adjudicated as
conscientious objectors by passing this
section of the bill? This expensive approach can be circumvented by passing
the amendment. Would you please comment.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I believe there is
merit in what the gentleman has suggested. Divinity students would be conscientious objectors in many instances. I
would also say, and underline, the forced
term of service required of conscientious
objectors would divert these young men
from their religious training for a period
of 2 or 3 years.
Mr. BlAGG!. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. BlAGG!. I rise in support of the
amendment and I commend my colleague's comments in connection with it.
I have consistently expressed my support for the concept of an all-volunteer
army and have cosponsored legislation
to that effect. The Gates Commission
clearly sets forth the reasons and the
necessity for moving to an all-volunteer
Armed Force.
The present bill perpetuates the draft
with all its inequities. There can be no
justification for continuing this excessive
burden on a small segment of our population any longer.
The pay increase provisions are very
good in that they will go a long way
toward attracting volunteers who have
otherwise balked at joining the services
because of the less-than-poverty wages
paid.
However, the provisions extending the
draft for 2 years and eliminating college
and divinity student deferments are not
acceptable.
I firmly believe we can end the draft
this year-June 30, 1971. The present
plans call for drafting only about 160,000
men this year. So far the Army has
called for 60.000 inductees in the first
3months.
If the draft were ended in June, the
Army would have roughly 9 months from
now to attract the few thousand extra
volunteers it needs. It is already engaged
in a $10 million advertising campaign to
encourage volunteers and certainly the
pay increase will help attract even more
men.
In the event that the effort to end the
draft now should fail, under no circumstances should divinity students be
drafted. Frankly, these men have a far
tougher job ahead of them.
We are experiencing in this country
today a rapid decay of our moral fiber.
People are turning away from religion

in increasing numbers. Young people are
turning to drugs and the occult for their
metaphysical experiences.
The people on the front lines in preventing this decay are the priests, ministers, and rabbis of our various religious
faiths. They are dedicated to the work
of saving the spiritual lives of others and
protecting the moral fiber of the Nation.
Certainly their work is as important
to the national interest as the physical
defense of the Nation. Our enemy, especially the Communists, depend on destruction of the moral fiber from within
for success. Destroy belief in God and
you destroy belief in the present form
of government.
The only time in this country's history
that divinity students were drafted was
during the Civil War and that was only
by the Union Army. To draft them now
would be to dry up t h e source of spiritual
leaders. For those who are concerned
that this deferment may be a refuge from
military service, I suggest they examine
the record which clearly shows there is
a substantial reduction in the number of
divinity students during wartime rather
than an increase as some baseless charges
have suggested.
I strongly urge my colleagues t o restore
draft exemptions to divinity students.
Beyond that the question of eliminating all student deferments is questionable. Its effect will only be on a limited
number of students. If the draft is extended for only 2 more years at most as seems likely-then only three or possibly two classes will be affected. Again,
such a n arrow application of a change
is discrimina tory on its face. I urge my
colleagues to r eject this provision of the
bill also.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to reiterate my support of the all-volunteer
armed force concept. This body authorized good money for a blue ribbon commission to study the possibilities of such
a concept . General Gates and his colleagues on the Commission have emphatically stated that an all-volunteer army
is not only obtainable but desirable.
Elimination of the draft authority extension provisions of the measure before
us today will bring about these results.
Any fears of lessened national security
are completely unfounded. Extension of
d:vaft registration authority along with
the right to reinstate the draft by congressional action provides this country
with the emergency protection it needs.
Let us remove here and now this glaring inequity in our laws. The volunteer
army has been a part of this Nation's
peacetime history from the founding
days of the Republic. Let us not abandon yet another worthwhile tradition
of our forefathers.
Mr. CAREY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I would hope we would
not be cataloged as saints or sinners, no
matter how we may vote on this amendment. I do note, in connection with the
comments of my colleague from New
York <Mr. PIKE), the Gates Commission
was the basis for the recent study of the
draft. If it be the "Pearly Gates amendment" we are voting on here, then I
think we have reached a new high today.
However, I am not here to speak eitheT
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as a saint or a sinner. You can choose the
category that I fall in just as well as I
can. I am talking from m y own military
experience, which is as long and as productive as my congressional experience.
Most of my early military career was
in th e recruitment and training of men
in the infantry in order to prepare them
for comba t. I cannot advocate by any
stretch of the imagination that we should
take some of the 17,000 young men who
have vowed that they are going to devote
their entire lives to almighty God, to our
Creator, and suggest that they are proper
sub jects for recruitment. I do not think
they will m ake the kind of soldiers that
you will look for in the interests of the
national security of our country. Why?
Because they will be distracted by eternity and not think in time. If you do not
think in time in the infantry, you get to
eternity very fast. This is a very real
problem in this and in all of the aims
that we have in order to try to get to
that kind of national security that we
can live with and which will still not
divide our country.
In order to do this, by and large, we
must seek to have career soldiers who
come in not only for the enlistment
period or the conscription period, which
is a dead loss to the Army, because you
do not make a good soldier in 1 or 2 years.
It must be for a longer period of time.
These men will at best serve for the minimal limited period of time in order to
satisfy the draft regulations and then
they will go back to divinity school. So
what do you hope to achieve by this? Not
one thing. It is a wasteful program with
regard to recruitment for our military
service.
Second, I find that the amendment
comes a little late. We have had the "God
is dead" period-that we went through
a couple of years back. It is past us now.
The young people are opting for all kinds
of religious exercises today. We need
them to do it. As the minority leader
said, we need to respond to the call for
moral leadership which we properly
should place within the realm of the
church. The bad part of this amendment
i3 that the Defense Department did not
s€ek to recommend it. The hearings are
explicit on that. The Draft Director did,
but he is not the most experienced man
in this field. He is only around for 1 year.
The Department of Defense did not seek
it, either. Third. there has not been one
word of consultation with any representative of a major faith with regard
to how it would affect the church in this
country. If you do not think that they
deserve such consultation, then for goodness sake abolish the first amendment
entirely. We were talking about the Gillette case that the gentleman from Missouri mentioned about the establishment
decision. We never went into the question of the other part of the first amendment which denies to us as a Congress
any right to prohibit the free exercise
of religion. I think the most evident and
completely apparent exercise of religion
is when a man says, "I am going to devote my entire life to the service of my
Creator." This would be a prohibition on
that exercise.
I think we ought to look at this in
terms of what is needed in this country
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and what our people exr;ect. The separation of church and state is the basic
concept with regard to religion and state
which has kept this country from anticlericalism or antistatism. We have operated for nearly 200 years on that basis,
where the chw·ch is secure on its ground
and the state is immune from the church
on its ground. Let us not breach that
law by moving into the church and
screening those divinity students who say
they want t-o devote their lives to God.
If, as the gentleman from Missouri
said, there are those in the seminaries
using that as a means of escaping proper
obligations to state, then that decision and that screening should take place
by the constituted authorities in those
seminaries and those entrusted to do it.
If there is a need for discourse and
dialog with them to uncover such an
isolated case, then it can be done administratively, but to pass a law which takes
out of the hands of the church or the
state its recruitment from its ranks of
soldiers in the service of our Creator and
then say, no, the state comes first,
would be against the whole theory of
separation here in this country, and I
believe it would be very bad indeed to
do that.
In World War II a chaplain said, in
the thick of battle, "Praise the Lord and
Ps.ss the Ammunition."
Today, in the thick of this conflict I
urge "Praise the Lord and Pass the
Byrnes Amendment.''
Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I shall not take all of
my time. However, I would like to speak
on one or two phases of the amendment
now pending before use.
I think it is significant that in the
history of our country, since revolutionary days, the law of the land has been as
it presently is and that is it provides for
the exemption of divinity students with
the one exception as pointed out by the
dean of the New York delegation during
the Civil War when the North had a
slight lapse.
I think it is worthy to comment upon
the remarks of the gentleman from Missouri (Mr. !cHORD) about those people
who abuse it. Certainly, we can all agree
that people do abuse the privilege. However, shall we close all of our colleges in
this country because there are those who
will not study or shall we close the halls
of this Congress because there are a few,
perhaps, who do not attend its sessions.
I think not.
Mr. Chairman, I think we should look
into the overall importance of these
young men who seek to perform a religious purpose in life for themselves. I
submit, Mr. Chairman, I do not think
that in today's times when we can look
across the avenue here and watch and
see nothing but pornographic movie
houses. When we get in our mail pornographic literature. I wonder, Mr. Chair~
man, whether now is the time to destroy
religious expansion, but in the alternative
whether in some way this Congress
should not encourage religious endeavors.
We should show to the country as a whole
that we are not curtailing the rights of
young people who desire to pursue such

a high calling. I think it would be a mistake on our part to do otherwise.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PODELL. I yield to the gentleman
from Missouri.
Mr. !CHORD. The gentleman from
New York (Mr. CAREY) indicated that the
bill as drawn would make all seminarians
subject to the draft.
I would like to ask the gentleman from
New York <Mr. PODELL)-Mr. PODELL. I would like to respond
to the gentleman from Missouri if I could
hear the gentleman's question.
Mr. !CHORD. The gentleman from
New York <Mr. CAREY) indicated that the
bill as drawn would make seminarians
immediately subject to the draft.
Does not the gentleman from New
York <Mr. PoDELL) agree that if the divinity students were enrolled prior to
April 30, 1970, they would continue to
have their draft deferment just as other
college students that are already enrolled have?
Mr. PODELL. I would like to point out
to the gentleman that the enrollment of
divinity students differs in various religions. As I indicated before in response to a question, one who aspires to
become a rabbi usually does so between
the a.ge of 7 and 12 years old. Otherwise,
very few can then follow such a career
therafter. I see no reason at this time to
now bring about a new restriction on
religion at a time when a little religion
would help us an awful lot.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield further, I would
point out to the gentleman from New
York, and I read from the committee report:
The Administration has informed the committee that it intends to allow continued
deferments of those divinity students who
were enrolled prior to January 27, 1971.

So this bill would only affect those
enrolled after January 27, 1971.
But I would further say to the gentleman from New York that I do not
intend to ask for a recorded vote on this
m atter. I do intend to ask for a division,
because I want to see what the difference
in the vote is in the Armed Services Committee and the vote in the Committee of
the Whole House on the State of the
Union when the pressure gets on.
Mr. PODELL. I thank the gentleman.
I would like to fm·ther point out, in
the remaining time I have allotted to
me, the fact that there is no clearcut distinction as to when a youngster embarks
upon a religious career such as there
would be in the legal profession when a
person finally graduates from college and
then embarks upon such a law career.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. PODELL. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment. I think it is
timely, necessary, and for the good of the
country.
The legislation and amendments under
consideration by the House today are of
deep concern to every American family.
Our responsibility, as Members of Con-
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gress, is to insure that this legislation
will be as equitable and as truly representative of the needs of the people as
possible.
Therefore, I am wholeheartedly in
favor of this amendment to continue the
historic exemption from selective service
of divinity students. I had intended to
introduce this amendment myself, so
strongly do I feel about its merits, and I
am pleased indeed to support my colleague on the Armed Services Committee,
the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
BYRNE), in his efforts to secure passage
of this language.
It has been a tradition in our Nation
that young men intent on a career in
theology and the ministry should be
exempt from the draft. This exemption
should and must continue. As of June
30, 1970, these young men represented
only 109,000 of the draft-age men in our
country. This is a small percentage of
the total draft pool and yet these young
men serve such a large portion of our
population.
We are a nation of 206 million people
with multiple talents and multiple problems. Too often our younger generation
has been characterized by a lack of faith
and personal commitment to man's need
for spirituality in his life. Too many of
ow· young people today are lost, unwilling or unable to accept the enormous
complexities of our technical society.
They-and we-need ministers and
priests and rabbis. Each of us needs their
special gifts of healing and faith.
I join with my colleagues today in
vigorously supporting the continued
exemption of divinity students from
selective service.
Mr. PODELL. Mr. Chairman, I am
amazed at the attempts by my colleagues
to eliminate the draft-exempt status of
divinity students. Surely, Mr. Chairman,
it is ludicrous to draft these young men
who have chosen the clergy as their vocation. At a time when our Nation exhibits signs of moral bankruptcy, a
dearth of moral leadership and a vacuum
of moral virtues, we in this body are further robbing our Nation of what is needed
most; men who will train to become the
spiritual leaders of the country.
Is there any greater dedication to the
well-being and the strength of a nation
than the devotion of a higher calling?
These men should t e allowed to continue their religious learnings and attain ordination in the clergy. Then, and
only then, could they serve their country
in the best capacity, and even, Mr.
Chairman, the Armed Forces if they so
wished.
Perhaps if the Armed Forces
had more religiously oriented leaders, it
would be more highly regarded.
At the same time, Mr. Chairman, I am
calling for the retention of deferments
for our college students. This would not
mean that students would then be exempt from the draft, for I know all too
well that this is one of the most glaring
inequities of the current system.
Unfortunately, age and academic
qualifications have been misused by people seeking to avoid the draft, and this is
patently unfair. Higher education should
not be used in this manner.
Yet. if we continue to talk about the
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best use of our natural resources, we
must include our human resources under
that subject. One of our most important
resources is a well-educated population.
And I believe that the Armed Forces
would certainly benefit by the presence
of well-educated individuals.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I do not
intend to ask for a limitation of debate.
I would just like to get the feeling of the
committee on the length of the debate,
and possibly we can do this if we could
see how many more Members are desirous of speaking on this amendment-because I do believe we have debated the
matter quite fully.
Thank you. Apparently there are just
about four or five more Members who
desire to be heard.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment, and I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I feel that a very important decision is to be made by this
House in voting upon this amendment.
I regard the issue here today a.s not manpower, it is not personnel, it is not Army
and military needs, it is whether or not
a principle which has been upheld by this
Congress since the inception of the draft
shall be abandoned, to give a statutory
exemption to people who have dedicated
their lives to the ministry of God.
In its report on the pending bill the
able Committee on Armed Services, page
13, says thatTo achieve true equal treatment of students, divinity school exemptions should be
el1m1nated along with all other undergraduate deferments.

Does this House mean to go on record
as saying that we do not make a distinction between a young man who is devoting himself to a religious ministry with
hardly any financial remuneration in
prospect, to a life of dedicated and sacrificial service, is not in a different category from a young man who goes into
college or graduate school with the idea
of making a fortune, or of acquiring fame
or achieving some other desirable objective in life?
Further, the committee says in its report, page 14:
The draft calls are so small 1n relation to
the large draft pool that elimination o! these
exemptions should not have a serious impact
upon theological schools' enrollments.

So there are not many men involved,
and we are not going to get many whom
we would not otherwise get. By this removal of the exemptions for seminarians
we are not satisfying any military need
for manpower. Furthermore, the committee says that all those who are in divinity schools on January 27 of 1971
continue to enjoy the statutory exemption.
Well, if nothing would be gained by it,
why do we want to show to America that
we are indifferent toward the preservation of the clergy, which is the very epitome and the image of the religious,
moral, and ethical life of this country?
What, then, is the necessity for removing
the exemption by law of these divinity
students that is proposed by this bill?
What is the need? Why should this House

abandon a principle that we have so long
observed, and so faithfully adhered to?
This is a time, Mr. Chairman, as you
and my colleagues well know, when immorality, the breaking up of the home,
the lack of parental discipline leading to
growing crime on the part of the youth
in America, which commits over half of
the crime in this country is prevalent to
a shocking degree over the land. And
now for the House of Representatives
to say that we do not attach any particular significance to a young man who
has dedicated his life to the ministry of
a particular faith, to which he adheres
is to weaken the religious and spiritual
fabric of our country and at a time when
the need is so desperate that it be
strengthened.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will
the distinguished gentleman yield?
Mr. PEPPER. I yield to the able gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I want
to go on record as joining with each and
every one of the arguments the gentleman from Florida <Mr. PEPPER) has outlined in opposition to this bill as it presently exists.
As the gentleman from Florida knows,
I oppose any draft law, period.
But if we have to have one, I wish
someone would kindly explain to you
why this amendment should not be
added to this bill.
I completely concur with the gentleman from Florida.
Mr. PEPPER. I thank the able gentleman.
Mr. Chairman, I have just one further
thought.
This bill says that the President can
exempt these divinity students, but that
this House does not care enough about
it-we do not feel deeply enough about
it-to take a stand on the matter ourselves in the House of Representatives as
to whether divinity students should
enjoy statutory exemption or not.
Mr. Chairman, can it strengthen the
religious, moral, and ethical forces of this
country in the troubled times for this
House to indicate that attitude of relative indifference to a matter so important to the preservation of all that is
most valuable in American life? Of
course not.
I hope the Byrne amendment will be
adopted.
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PEPPER. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
Chairman, I should like to associate myself with the very eloquent statement
just made by the gentleman from Florida
(Mr. PEPPER).
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Pennsylvania <Mr. BYRNE).
On the question of manpower, the
figures that have been given to me indicate that if we were to take all available
seminarians, it would represent only
three-tenths of 1 percent of the total
manpower pool now available to the
Selective Service System.
So we are not going to be making, as
the gentleman said, any significant con-
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tribution to the manpower resources of
our country.
Mr. Chairman, there is one other point
I would make in reply to the gentleman
from Missouri. I have a communication
from the general director of the National
Association of Evangelicals. He says that
even though their seminaries are running almost full student capacity, they
are always short of trained pastors, and
that there are some denominations that
have more than 5 percent of their pulpits
empty at the present time. He also points
out that the Lutheran Church and the
Missouri Synod has 400 churches without
pastors today.
So I think the statement made earlier
that our seminaries are graduating more
men than are needed by the ministries
simply will not stand the test of these
facts.
Mr. Chairman, I hope the gentleman's
amendment is adopted.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, I urge the
support of this amendment.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I think we could bring
this to a head rather quickly if one simpie question were to be asked. I have already stated as one of the senior Members on the Republican side that I supported this amendment. I think it would
be very useful if we were to ascertain how
the chairman of the committee, the gentleman from Louisiana, voted and I respectfully yield to the gentleman to answer that question.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, the
chairman of the committee is delighted
to answer the gentleman's question.
I would also make the observation that
the chairman has remained loyal with
respect to the wishes of his committee
and follows what the committee has
voted out.
As I said, the chairman, with the gentleman from California in committee,
were in a minority. But the gentleman
then accepted the committee's vote and
if called upon, I shall continue my conscientious vote and vote for the amendment.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. !CHORD. The chairman is one of
the new fearless seven.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I think I
have never seen a more delightful parliamentary ploy than the gentleman just
made here.
At this OPPortunity I want to commend
our chairman for his vigor, eloquence,
and enthusiasm in fighting for the bill
which came out of his committee.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman
from Lousiana.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman from California.
I might say to my friend from New
York now whom I charged with there-
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sponsibility of leading the committee
fight on their amendment that I did not
interrupt him with the knowledge as to
whether he was going upstairs or downstairs. He indicated it was downstairsand my comment is I know my Members.
Mr. McKEVITI'. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. McKEVITI'. Mr. Chairman, the
statement "In God We Trust" has been
a reftection of this Nation's religious
heritage, a heritage that speaks well of
our country.
In my opinion, Mr. Chairman, to now
deny divinity students draft deferments
would be a step away from our religious
heritage. It could well mean that many
young men now studying for the ministry, the priesthood, or now engaged in
rabbinical studies would never return to
their seminaries after military service.
In fact, it has been estimated that, if
draft deferments for divinlty students are
ended, it will mean that as high as 80
percent of such students will be purged
from their studies. The result would be
obvious: It would be a major blow to the
Judea-Christian heritage and leadership
that has served this Nation so well in the
past.
All of us are aware of the declining
numbers of young men entering divinity
studies. This means there are now fewer
young men who are presenting themselves for a life of service to the religious
and moral needs of the American people.
This commitment is a serious one and
one which the Nation needs.
In my opinion, Mr. Chairman, an end
to such deferments would also have farreaching consequences on our military.
It would mean that our Armed Forces
would eventually be deprived of an adequate Chaplain Corps. It would mean
that our servicemen would eventually
find it much more difflcult to seek spiritual aid and moral comfort.
I am well aware of those who question
the value of maintaining chaplains for
the Armed Forces. I do not agree; I do
not raise these questions. I doubt that
the great majority of those American
families with sons and loved ones in the
service raise such questions. Only a small
number of men are affected by such deferments. Of these men, the conscientious
objector probably is the exception rather
than the rule. The great majority of the
men studying for the ministry, the
priesthood, and to be rabbis are desirous
of serving their Nation and many of
them, no doubt, will give it valued service as chaplains.
Mr. Chairman, another effect of ending such deferments would be an end to
the service divinity students now perform; service which helps the entire Nation. SOCial work is an important part of
divinity studies. We need look no further
than any area of need in our communities to find that divinity students are
making valuable contributions, not only
in religious training but in the prisons,
in homes for the retarded, and 1n other

turning away from our heritage which
dictates that "In God We Trust."
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to take this moment to associate myself with the gentleman's remarks and
with the remarks made by the distinguished gentleman from Florida who
preceded him to the microphone in their
comments about the need to retain exemptions now presently granted to divinity and seminary students.
I think it would be very pointless and
shortsighted of us not to follow the very
dramatic and eloquent words of the gentleman from Florida and the gentleman
from California. This exemption should
be retained.
Mr. Chairman, I also should like to
mention one brief fact. We are looking
today to a shorter extension of the draft
and perhaps the nonextension of the
draft. Certainly all of us look forward
to the time in the not-too-distant future
when the draft will not be a factor in
our life, and therefore this divinity exemption would be in keeping with the
idea of an eventual end to the draft.
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. Chairman,
I rise in support of th:e amendment before us to restore draft deferments for
students preparing for the ministry.
To delete this provision, in my judgment, would represent a departure from
congressional precedent that would, in
effect, infringe on the rights and responsibilities of religious bodies as
guaranteed by the Constitution.
Congress, even during the most critical years of World War II, recognized
the special role of the minister and the
student preparing for the ministry and
exempted them from the draft. I believe it would be extremely unwise, untimely and unwarranted for Congress
now, at a time of lesser national emergency, to depart from its wartime recognition of these traditional values.
To eliminate this provision at this
time would certainly have an adverse
effect on the free flow of needed and
qualified ordained and regular ministers into established pastoral fields, into
the military Chaplain's Corps, and into
positions of leadership in the church
and the synagogue.
Thus, Mr. Chairman, I shall support
the amendment offered by the gentleman and I urge my colleagues to do
likewise.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Ohio is recognized.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Byrne amendment. I want
to say to the members of the committee
that I have voted for the draft in whatever shape it came up ever since I have

areas where the less fortunate are found. been here, but I do not think I am going

In my home county the draft consists
of a miserable, middle-aged, frustrated
woman, who is the clerk of the board
who says who is going to go, and she
rubberstamps the names of the members
on it. If anybody for any reason asks
for a deferment, she arrogantly says,
"I'm going to get you, Buster, come hell
or high water." And she does.
I have taken this matter up with the
draft people, under General Hershey and
others, and they have had an in-house
investigation, a whitewash. In fact, the
last fellow who investigated it was a colonel, and when she got done with him,
he cleared her and some time later went
into h:is garage and committed sucide
I have no hesitation in naming names.
It is the Belmont County, Ohio, Draft
Board. And I am not going to let this old
gal make me commit suicide. But she sure
has got me to the point of voting against
the draft.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Byrne amendment. The
policy of granting draft exemptions to
divini~·
students-an uninterrupted
tradition throughout the history of the
Selective Service Act-would be thoughtlessly abandoned if the legislation now
before us is not amended. Plainly, Mr.
Speaker, such exemptions are more than
justified. The Supreme Court itself, in
ruling March 8, 1971, on Gilette against
the United States, made remarks widely
interpreted as sanction for these
exemptions.
Even outside a legal context, the exemptions appear warranted. Let us consider, just brie:fiy, what would happen
should the Congress flatly prohibit the
exemptions. Some divinity students are
ordained as ministers at the very beginning of training. Others, conversely,
must wait until their training is completed. Quite obviously, Mr. Chairman,
this means that some divinity students
would be exempt from the draft and
others highly vulnerable to it. Is this
fair? Indeed, is it anything ;even remotely or tenuously approaching fairness?
Many divinity students, to cite just
one further example, begfu their training very early in life-sometimes at the
age of 14 or 15. Such rigorous training,
often spanning a decade or more, demands a student's uniform and uninterrupted attention. An abrupt hiatus into
the Armed Forces could only damage
a student's chances of successfully completing his studies.
Again, Mr. Chairman, I urge adoption of the Byrne amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Pennsylvania (Mr. BYRNE) .
The question was taken; and on a division <demanded by Mr. !CHORD) there
were-ayes 114, noes 29.
So the amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. LEGGETT

Mr. LEGGETI'. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
~
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. LEGGETT:

To end such deferments would be a dis- to vote for it this time. The main reason
On Page 4 of the bill, lines 16 and 17,
service to our Nation-a blow at the very I am not is, because there is nothing strike out the words ..rel1g1ous tralnlng and
moral fiber of our country-and a partial equitable about the way it is being run. belief" and Insert the following [convlctlons
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or beliefs gained through training, study,
contemplation, or other activity].
On lines 17 and 18, strike out the words
"participation in war in any form" and insert
the following [any participation in any form
of war).
On lines 18, 19 and 20, strike out the words
.."the term religious training and beliefs
does not include essentially political, sociological or philosophical views or a merely personal moral code" and insert the following
[convictions and beliefs include views which
are found in traditional religious principles
and views which are based on a deep, sincere,
and meaningful belief of an ethical and
moral origin and content which occupy, in
the life of its possessor, a place parallel to
that of the beliefs of a traditional religious
person and imposes a compelling duty of conscience about what is right or wrong and
what should not be done. 'Convictions and
beliefs' do not include views based solely on
considerations of policy, pragmatism, or expediency regardless of how deeply held.)

Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment may be the only amendment
we have on the conscientious objector
section. What I have offered is merely a
restatement, prepared by the counsel for
the office of the Director of Selective
Service, of what the existing draft law
practice is in the United States today.
As we know, the Congress has legislated
in this field, and the courts have interpreted our language, and we have legislated again, and the courts have interpreted our language again, and the last
time the court interpreted the language
was in the rather important case of Elliott Ashton Welsh II, versus the United
States. They were interpreting language
we have in the law today, that is in the
committee bill, that says:
The term "religious training and beliefs"
does not include essentially political, sociological, or philosophical views or a merely
personal moral code . . .

That language, as it has been interpreted, was really strained by the Court
in the Welsh case to come up with the
conclusions they did, but they came up
with the conclusions by a 5-to-4 decision
and it is good law. What they really
mean is that one does not have to be tied
to an established religious order in order
to claim the conscientious objector
status. One cannot have just a prevailing
feeling that one does not like the Vietnam war or the Korean war, but one has
to have a basic philosophic conviction
however acquired, that is so deeply held
that it totally motivates one's whole
philosophy of life and obliterates one's
participating in war in any form.
Just to restate a little bit, of course
what we are doing in the Welsh case~
distinguished from the language that is
used in interpreting existing law, the
Court says:
What is necessary under Seeger for a registrant's conscientious objection to all war to
be "religious" within the meaning of section
6 (j) is that this opposition to war stem from
the registrant's moral, ethical, or religious
beliefs about what is right and wrong and
that these beliefs be held with the strength
of traditional religious convictions.

They go on to say:
If an individual deeply and sincerely holds

beliefs which are purely
source and content but
impose upon him a duty
frain from participating

ethical or moral in
which nevertheless
of conscience torein any war at any

time, those beliefs certainly occupy in the
life of that individual "a place parallel to
t?~t filled by . . . God" in traditionally rellgwus persons. Because his beliefs function
as a religion in his life, such an individual is
as much entitled to a "religious" conscientio':ls objector exemption under section 6 (j)
as 1s someone who derives his conscientious
opposition to war from traditional religious
convictions.
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Mr. LEGGE'IT. I thank the gentleman
for his remarks. That is exactly what
we are doing.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. DENNIS. I should like to say to
the gentleman that I have an amendment I intend to present here on the
They go on to say:
Those whose beliefs are not deeply held and subject of the conscientious objector
those whose objection to war does not rest which I regard as an amendment to pro~
at all upon moral, ethical, or religious prin- teet his legitimate rights, with respect
ciple, but instead rests solely upon consid- to this additional year of civilian service
erations of policy, pragmatism, or expedi- which the committee has put in the bill.
encyI do not quite see why the amendment
The words we use in my amendment-- of the gentleman from California is required in view of the fact that the presthen the deferment does not apply.
ent law, although cast in the language
Then the Court concludes:
On the basis of these beliefs and the con- of religious belief in the statute-which
frankly, I think is_what Congress had ir{
clusion of the Court of Appeals~ind and what I would be for-has been
That Welsh held the beliefsmterpreted by the court to mean what
With the strength of more traditional re- the gentleman is saying. So why should
ligious convictions . . . we think Welsh was we say it again?
clearly entitled to a conscientious objector
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the genexemption. That section exempts from militl.eman from California has again extary service all those whose consciences
spurred by deeply held moral ethical or re~ prred.
ligious beliefs, would give them no ~est or
(By unanimous consent, Mr. LEGGETT
peace if they allowed themselves to become was allowed to proceed for an additional
a part of an instrument of war.
30 seconds.)
Mr. LEGGETT. Really the Court has
I know it has been said that the court
may change, that this is only a 5-to-4 de- expanded on the interpretation of the
cision, that we should not confound an Congress.
We are not making any effort in this
existing interpretation of the Supreme
bill to put in concrete what perhaps may
Court.
I say that this is the Congress of the have been originally intended in 1967
United States, this is the place where we when we amended this bill.
. I say we have to either fish or cut bait.
make the laws. We certainly ought to
conform the laws to the existing draft E1t~e.r w~ have to reaffirm that religious
law practice in the United States, and trammg IS what we mean, tied to an eswe should not have any trepidation about tablished religion, or we have to go ahead
and put in concrete what the existing
doing that.
I believe that we will be enacting in draft law practice is in the United States
this bill today, if we take the chairman's today.
If we want to avoid litigation and to
amendment, which is in the bill a new
acid test on the manner of classification· avoid ad infinitum contests, giving benethat is, if one wants to serve alternativ~ fits to expensive lawyers and forcing kids
service for 3 years then what we say to court rather than allowing draft
in this bill is "we want the draft boards to bo~rds to do their job, then I say support
more liberally grant this exemption th1s amendment.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman I rise in
status."
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- opposition to the amendment.'
The committee went into this matter
tleman from California has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. LEGGETT very thoroughly. Defining a conscientious
was allowed to proceed for 1 additional objector is not easy. The Supreme Court
has been working at it for some time
minute.)
Mr. LEGGETT. I believe if the draft and finally has clarified the matter. At
boards are going to go into more liberal- least, the committee almost unanimously
ly granting this status they ought to have agreed with it.
It is not a matter that is easy to debate
th~ same kind of honest ~est that good,
bnght draft lawyers are using in de- on the :t:oor, as to the technical wording
fending their claimants in U.S. courts of definmg a conscientious objector.
Let me read what is in the committee
today. Let us give the draft boards the
same benefit of a claim and statement as report.
to the status of law as the bright lawyers
The Committee, in retaining the existing
have in fighting this matter on a con- langua.ge defining a conscientious objector,
recogmzed that this language has been subtinuous basis in court.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman will the jected to the most intense legal scrutiny by
the United States Supreme Court.
gentleman yield?
'
A majority of the Supreme Court has ruled
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentle- on the adequacy of the present language of
man from Kentucky.
the law. The interpretation by the Supreme
Mr. MAZZOLI. Am I correct in saying Court has resulted in guidelines outlined by
that the gentleman is simply restating the Selective Service System and the various
into the present law the specific holding components of the Department of Justice and
and the language in the Welsh case? And the Federal Court system to establish workconcepts in implementing this complex
am I further correct in saying that in able
doing this he is perhaps clarifying the provision of the law.
role and the job of the local draft board
I am well aware that at this time it
in applying the law of the land?
would be impossible for either propo-
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nent.c; or opponents of the amendment
to go into the wording of a complex
matter such as this. I for one, being a
member of the Quaker faith, on religious
grounds myself, have always been in
favor of the rights of a conscientious
objector. I have defended the rights of
the conscientious objector in the committee and on the floor. While I might
not agree with exactly every word in the
present definition, I certainly say that
you are opening up a Pandora's box by
trying to work out another rule as to
what is a conscientious objector.
Mr. LEGGETI'. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BRAY. Yes. I am glad to yield to
the gentleman.
Mr. LEGGETT. How will we be opening up a Pandora's box if we give back
to the Supreme ~orirt their interpretation of our prior language virtually verbatim as prepared by the chief counsel
of the Office of Selective Service?
Mr. BRAY. I do not think that is quite
the situation. I was in the committee at
all times when this matter was discussed, and I have studied court rulings
on the matter. I do not recall how many
votes there were against the wording
in the bill. There were only one or two,
I think. But we did determine this wording. I think we are all trying to reach
roughly the same results here. The committee went into the matter in depth.
The various counsel on the Committee
on Armed Services--and I will say they
are very capable men-knowing what
the committee wanted, did draft this
definition according to the majority ruling of the Supreme Court. I realize at
times it is very proper to try to determine what is correct on the floor with
relation to a bill, but I realize also that
at this time it would be very difficult to
try to arrive at another definition of
conscientious objectors. I am against
opening up a Pandora's box here.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, suplementing what the
gentleman from Indiana (Mr. BRAY) said
and commenting on what the gentleman from California who offered the
amendment said in explaining this
amendment, let me say that this amendment was probably discussed more thoroughly than any other amendment before the committee. It was voted down by
a resounding voice vote. I believe it was
36 to 3 on the amendment that was
adopted.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. Yes. I am glad to yield
to the gentleman.
Mr. LEGGETT. The divinity amendment was likewise resoundingly defeated,
was it not?
Mr. HEBERT. Where? In the committee?
Mr. LEGGETI'. The "Pearly Gates
amendment" was likewise resoundingly
defeated in the committee, was it not?
Mr. HEBERT. Yes, but not by such a
wide margin. I said this was the widest
margin of all, which shows the unanimity of opinion against it in the committee, which was perhaps the most unanicxvn--554-Part 7

mous of any, with just perhaps a few
exceptions. This was practically a unanimous vote.
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield to me?
Mr. HEBERT. Yes. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of my chairman in opposing this
amendment.
I do not know how proper it is to refer
to an amendment which refers to deferring divinity students as a "Pearly Gates
amendment.''
I have had numerous calls today indi
eating that I was in favor of removing
the divinity student deferment. I do
not know who spread the rumor, but
someone did. Nothing could be further
from the truth. I support the divinity
student deferment most emphatically. I
received a call from as far away as Savannah, Ga.; they now know of my
feelings.
I say that if any amendment is superfluous it is the last one offered by the
gentleman from California. We need it
like we need a hole in our head.
Mr. HEBERT. I pointed out the fact
that the Counsel for the Selective Service
System urged that there be no change
made in the language defining a conscientious objector. The committee observed this advice. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I oppose the amendment and ask
for a vote.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from California (Mr. LEGGETT).
The amendment was rejected.
4

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. HARRINGTON

Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. liARRINGTON.
On page 11, strike out lines 21 and 22.
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professional army. A broad and sweeping power, it enables a President to turn
peaceful free men into unwilling instruments of war. It enables him to raise and
commit unlimited numbers of men to
foreign wars without the approval of
Congress--a direct affront to this
branch's constitutional power to declare
war.
Under the present law, the draft provides an unlimited source of cheap manpower to prolong a disastrous war even
in the face of overwhelming public opposition.
Rather than impede the professional
army, the draft provides the manpower
to sustain its lowest ranks. Only 12 percent of servicemen today are draftees,
yet 88 percent of infantry riflemen in
Vietnam are conscripts. Two-thirds of
American casualties last year were
draftees.
The draft is a form of involuntary
servitude. It deprives a small group of
men of basic civil liberties in order to
reduce the cost of the Military Establishment for the general taxpayer. It is alien
to fundamental American principles and
is the cause of widespread bitterness and
alienation. The Selective Service System
forces young men to make a decision
which for many has no satisfactory alternative: they must choose induction to
fight a war they feel is wrong, imprisonment, emigration, or evasion by deceit.
A lottery does not answer many questions. Is it really fair that the accident
of a birthday sends one man to involuntary servitude or war and another to
college or a well-paying job?
An end to the induction authority this
June will not lead to a significant reduction in force levels. Today only 360,000
of the 2.85 million men in uniform are
draftees, and the administration budget
makes clear that force levels are scheduled to drop by approximately that
number of men over the next 15 months,
to a level of 2.5 million. Such a reduction in force levels will insure an easy
transition.
Stopping the draft induction authority
as of July 1 is also consistent with the
administration's timetable for deescalating the war in Southeast Asia. Because
of the timelag for tra:i.nllig, this action
would not affect the ft.ow of recruits to
Vietnam until December, several months
after the time Secretary of Defense Laird
has said the U.S. ground combat role will
end.
If Congress does not end the draft, the
Defense Department will not have sufficient incentive to attract volunteers. The
Pentagon's claim that the draft is "necessary" has gone unchallenged too long.
William Pitt said:

Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment to H.R. 6531 providing that the President's authority to
induct expire on June 30, 1971.
For 23 years Congress has imposed
a system of military conscription on the
people of this country. The draft has
been traditionally justified solely on the
basis of necessity. The system has become so established in our society that
some persons--including some Members
of Congress--now even question the advisability of ending it.
Mr. Chairman, I suggest it is time to
cut through the accumulated inertia and
speculative myths and return to the people of this country their birthright of
personal freedom.
More than 30 years ago, as Congress
debated the first peacetime conscription
Necessity is the plea for every infringement
bill in the Nation's history, Congress- of human freedom. It is the argument of
man Jerry Voorhis warned:
tyrants; it is the creed of slaves.
Believe me, gentlemen, it is going to be
difficult oo ever repeal such a measure once
you get it established, for you will have
made of your military establishment one
of the greatest economic factors in your
whole country. You will have vested the
greatest power in the Executive and the Army
that the Congress has ever granted in all
American history.

Mr. Chairman, without the clear and
present danger of a national emergency,
such a system has no place in the life of
this country.
Such a system should be ended as
quickly as possible.
I, therefore, move the adoption of my
amendment to provide that the PresiConscription does not constrain mill- dent's authority to induct expire on June
tarism or prevent the emergency of a 30, 1971.
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Mr. LATI'A. Mr. Chairman I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. LATTA was
allowed to speak out of order.)
UNIFORM

CODE

OF MILITARY
REVISION

JUSTICE

NEEDS

Mr. LATI'A. Mr. Chairman, in view
of the fact that a court-martial has just
sentenced Lieutenant Calley to life imprisonment, I think it is high time that
we take a look at the Uniform Code of
Military Justice.
Mr. Chairman, in 1950 the Congress
established a Uniform Code of Military
Justice. Enactment of this code was
prompted by the desire to meet serious
objections and criticisms lodged against
court-martial procedures during and
following World War II.
The Uniform Code of Military Justice
established a complete judicial system
for U.S. servicemen. Under its provisions, military conrts are required to
function under the, same basic concepts
as those which apply to our Federal and
Sta:te courts. The Calley court-martial
has, however, revealed a shocking difference between these two systems of
justice. These differences appear in article 52, which provides that a man in
uniform may be convicted of a criminal offense by less than a unanimous
verdict of the members of the courtmartial, except where the death penalty
is mandatory. Under the provisions of
this article, a man can be convicted and
imprisoned for life by less than a unanimous decision of a six-member courtmartial. In fact, he can be so convicted
by the concurrence of three-fourths of
the members present at the time the
vote is taken. For lesser offenses he may
be convicted by the concurrence of twothirds of the members present at the
time the vote is taken. By the use of
the words, "present at the time the vote
is taken" throughout this article means
that a conviction can take place without the presence of all six members of
the court-martial, which further reduces the number necessary to convict. Such a section is repugnant to me
as I believe a man's rights should be enhanced rather than reduced when he
dons the uniform of his country. As a
civilian, he is entitled to a trial by 12
jurors and a unanimous verdict of all
the jurors is required for his conviction.
Mr. Chairman, I feel that this Congress
should waste no time in amending article 52 of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice to require a unanimous concurrence of all members of a court-martial in order to convict for any offense.
I have, therefore, introduced legislation
to so amend article 52 and I would hope
that the Committee on Armed Services
would give it an early hearing.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move
oo strike out the last word and rise in opposition to the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
HARRINGTON) .
Mr. Chairman, in connection with this
amendment there is little need and no
useful purpose to be served by going into
detail at this time because I think the
House is very knowledgeable about what
the amendment does. The House expressed its opinion this morning about

voting down the amendment of the gentlewoman from New York which was even
a little more extensive while this is more
limited by just cutting off the right to
induct on July 1, 1971.
Other observations were made by the
gentleman from Massachusetts which I
will be very happy to discuss at the time
if it is brought to the floor of the House.
Mr. Chairman, at this time I think
the House knows exactly what the situation is.
Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, my purpose for taking
this time is to ask for some information.
The first question I have is concerned
with the occupational deferment section
of the bill. It is my understanding that
the committee bill does not repeal the
President's authority to provide by rules
&nd regulations for the deferment of persons in the practice of medicine, whose
service is found to be necessary for the
maintenance of "the national health,
safety, or interest." Am I right in this
assumption?
Mr. HEBERT. I will say to the gentleman from Minnesota, because of his
strong interest in this matter and calling
it to the attention of the committee previously before today that the matter is
now getting attention and by the proper
sources at the White House and in the
Department of Defense. We have every
assurance, I believe, that the matter will
be worked out in a manner which will
be equitable.
Mr. NELSEN. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Chairman, yesterday in general
debate, I referred to the most recent
physician draft and the manner in which
it is being conducted. A number of towns
in my congressional district are about to
be adversely affected by this physicians
draft, and I understand that the Selective Service is preparing a directive authorizing State directors to give some
recognition to the needs of local communities for physicians' services. I have
been given the indication that this directive would provide only for postponement
of induction of a physician in those cases
where it would result in a certified community hardship. I have not yet seen a
draft of the Selective Service directive,
but I would like some indication from the
committee as to whether the mere postponement in a case such as this would be
in accordance with congressional intent
or whether it might be possible that the
Selective Service should rather provide
for deferment as authorized in the act
itself.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I will say
to the gentleman from Minnesota that
if it is not taken care of-my telephone is
always there and the gentleman can call
me.
Mr. NELSEN. I thank the gentleman
very much.
Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last word and rise
in support of the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Massachusetts <Mr.
HARRINGTON) .
Mr. Chairman, last Saturday in my
district I sponsored an ali-day session of
hearings on the question of the draft. We
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had about 500 people altogether attending those hearings and there was coverage by all of the local media.
A total of 206 people testified or submitted statements. Of those, 156 were
opposed to the draft and 49 were in favor
of it. One favored a national service system.
Mr. Chairman, I held these hearings
because I was deeply troubled about what
to do about this very serious question and
I wanted to get a feeling of how the
people in my district felt.
I might say that the statements were
extremely well prepared and well
thought out by people on both sides of
the question. The people in my district
expressed great gratitude for the opportunity to express themselves through a
Member of Congress. Mr. Chairman, I
commend to all of my colleagues more
of this sort of thing.
I have, after some further soul searching, come to a conclusion on this, and
that is why I speak in support of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Massachusetts. The case of Lieutenant Calley should serve as a warning
to us all. We were all shocked by the excesses committed by the German Government during and immediately before
the Second World War, in which I served
as a member of the U.S. Armed Forces.
But that was not just the product of the
Nazis. It was the product of an historical process that went on for several hundred years. It was the natural result of
the militarization of a great nation.
We should ask ourselves, in the context of the My Lai situation and the Calley trial whether we, too, as a nation are
in the process of becoming Prussianized.
We are the beneficiaries of the report
of the Gates Commission, one of the
most distinguished panels assembled in
our time. The members of that Commission unanimously recommended the ending of the draft in peacetime and the
establishment of an all-volunteer army.
The President has supported an all-volunteer army. So the question, as far as
these distinguished Americans are concerned is not whether, but when, to institute an all-volunteer army.
I can think of no more appropriate
time than to do it at the end of the expiration of the present authority for induction. I do not support the Vietnam
war. I cannot support anything that is
going to help the indefinite continuation
of the war. And, since it appears that
no definite date is about to be set by this
Congress in this particular session as to
the termination of the war, I can only
cast my vote for making it more difficult
to carry on that war. Accordingly, I am
going to support the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Massachusetts and urge my fellow Members of
the House to do likewise.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Indiana, a member of the committee, is
recognized.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I think it is
time that we should say something good
about our country, instead of trying to
say that America is a warlike, a militaristic, and a no-good c~untry. I love this
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Mr. DRINAN. I yield to the gentleman
from Louisiana.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I asked
the gentleman to yield for a correction
of a statement the gentleman made. He
said:

country of mine and I have served it. It
is the greatest country on the face of the
earth, and I am proud to be an American.
I have not agreed with everything my
country has done.
I also want a volunteer army. That is
what we are working toward. The committee considered and raised the pay
higher than it was even requested to do.
Every method is being pursued to see if
we cannot have an all-volunteer army.
But to attempt to destroy and to make
our great country, America, impotent, as
if we were the only evil country in the
world, and the Vietcong, Russia, Red
China, and North Korea were all lovely
people, simply goes against my grain as
an American.
I want to work out a bill here that will
give every chance for our country to
have an all-volunteer army. I do not
want to surrender America merely because I do not like the Calley case, and I
do not like the Calley case. There are
many procedures that will now be taken
in order to protect Calley.
We have made great progress and we
are making great progress toward honorably getting out of the war. We have
many problems in our country but we
can solve those problems and to become
an even greater America. But we cannot
accomplish this by making America
weak. To surrender now would be unthinkable. It would be a terrible thing
for America to end the draft on the first
of July without an opportunity to make
this proposal of a volunteer army work.
Sure, a lot of people will agree that it
is a grand idea to stop the draft to make
our country helpless. Anyone who believes that America can survive without
defense is naive. No one hates war worse
than I, and I have seen it at its worst,
but I am proud of my America and I
certainly will do nothing to destroy it.
I do not have much use for those who
are not proud of our country.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BRAY. I yield to the gentleman
from Vermont.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, is it
not so, if I may ask the distinguished
gentleman from Indiana a question, the
ger..tleman referred to the Gates Commission, and was it not true that the Gates
Commission report was made a year before?
Mr. BRAY. It certainly was. As far as
getting people to stop the draft, I could
get a group of people from my district
to come and sen everything America is
for, and it would be easy, but I would
certainly lose my self-respect.
Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
HARRINGTON).
Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Chairman will
the gentleman yield?
'
Mr. DRINAN. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Chairman, I
would simply like to state that we are all
lovers of our country, or we would not

my district were a group of ragtags who
just came to testify against the draft. As
I stated, one-fourth of them testified in
favor of the draft, and they included
several commanders of the American
Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars.
I certainly yield to no one in love of
my country. I simply ask us to recall the
fate of other great nations who went
down to a totalitarian catastrophe because they failed to foresee the results of
a militaritaristic policy that was continued for several generations. It is time
to ask ourselves whether we, too, have
started down that trail.
Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise on
behalf of the Harrington amendment to
end the d.Taft as of June 30 of this year.
Mr. Chairman, in all the years of
American history prior to 1940, we had
compulsory military training for only 5
years in all those decades. Starting in
1941 we had something entirely novel
and untraditional, and, if I may say, unAmerican in American life. We had the
draft and compulsory military training
in peace and in wartime. With 15 months'
exception, we have had something foreign in American life ever since 1941.
I think 1971 is the time to end it, and
we should end it this June.
I think military conscliption has
changed the character of American life.
We have become involved in things which
I hope we admit are contrary to our
deepest convictions; that of peacekeeper
of the entire earth. I came to the Congress because I saw how compUlsory
military training was changing the character and eroding the values of our people.
I see in all the record of the hearingsand I have read everything about the
draft far the last several years, and not
just all the hearings-no reason why we
should have 2,600,000 men under arms-and that is the ceiling in this new bill.
There is not one bit of evidence given for
that. If we cannot support that figure
we cannot support the draft. I have read
everything about the Gates Commission
report. After all, he was Secretary of
Defense, and he had distinguished people on that committee. Are we just offhandedly going to reject that committee
today? Father Hesburgh, president of
Notre Dame, was on that commission.
I have seen the respect we have for
the seminalians and the divinity students. We do not want to get them involved in war, but everybody else we
want to get involved in war. I know everybody is against war and we hope this
war phases out. But we have the essential question that so long as we have the
draft, we are preparing for war and not
for peace.
I think iit should be a matter of record our churches are against this draft
just as our churches were in favoo- of
continuing exemptions for seminarians.
The Roman Catholic Church bishops,
200 of them, stated in a very firm and
unprecedented affirmation that they are
against the draft we have today. The
time has come to eliminate the draft.

implication that the very sincere, highminded, and distinguished people who
came and testified at the hearings from

ish bodies have said the same thing.
sumably it is relevant in connection with
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the the seminarians.
gentleman yield?
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I just wanted

be here in this House, and I reject the

The Council of Churches and many Jew-

There is no evidence in the record to support the manpower ceiling.

There are more than 46 pages of justification in the printed hearings.
Mr. DRINAN. I am sorry. The gentleman is correct. There is, however,
nothing to prove that is absolutely the
essential minimum we need.
Mr. HEBERT. But there are 46 pages.
Mr. DRINAN. But nothing probative to
me.
Mr. HEBERT. It is available.
Mr. DRINAN. I have read every bit of
it, sir, but it is not probative; it does not
prove itself to me.
Mr. HEBERT. But there is this
material.
Mr. DRINAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEBERT. That is all I want to
know.
Mr. DRINAN. I believe, finally, we
should note that the bill Members are
asked to vote for today by the committee
goes against the wishes of the churches,
if that is relevant here, and apparently
it was a few moments ago.
Furthermore, this bill does not provide
for selective conscientious objection. All
of the churches have advocated such provision. The Vatican Council solemnly declared that this is an inalienable right of
humanity.
Today, it seems to me, another Tonkin
resolution is coming before us.
If there is a vote to perpetuate the
draft, it is something which is all against
American tradition. It goes against the
vast majority of the religious bodies that
have spoken on this matter.
I say with fear, but with the hope that
I am wrong, that it will be another selfinflicted wound on this House.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentlemar. from Massachusetts has expired.
(On request of Mr. GERALD R. FORD,
and by unanimous consent, Mr. DRINAN
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional
minutes.)
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DRINAN. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Does the gentleman from Massachusetts imply that
all churches were against the draft prior
to the time of World War II, when the
Nation was faced with the crisis of Hitler, Mussolini, et cetera?
Mr. DRINAN. No, sir; I say to the distinguished gentleman from Michigan.
No, I do not mean that at all. I mean that
now in the hearings just conducted, in
the hearings last year, virtually all or
the vast majority of religious bodies were
against it.
For the first time in American history
the Roman Catholic bishops, all 200, testified that the draft should be eliminated now.
I raise the religious issue because pre-
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to be sure, because I was not certain
whether the gentleman had made a condemnation of the draft in 1940 and 1941.
Mr. DRINAN. No, sir.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. He was not
implying that religious leaders were
against the draft at that time of crisis in
our American history?
Mr DRINAN. No, sir.
Mr: GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DRINAN. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. GUBSER. I noted the gentleman
quoted the Gates Commission report in
support of his position in favor of the
Harrington amendment. I do not believe
the gentleman means to imply that the
Gates Commission in any way endorsed
the sense of the Harrington amendment.
Mr. DRINAN. Certainly the spirit if
not the actual wording.
Mr. GUBSER. I believe the Gates Commission rather clearly states that the
draft should be continued for 1 year, and
of course that is inconsistent with the
Harrington amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts has again
expired.
<On request of Mr. LoNG of Maryland,
and by unanimous consent, Mr. DRINAN
was allowed to proceed for 1 additional
minute.)
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DRINAN. I yield to the gentleman
from Maryland.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. I am a little
puzzled by the force of the gentleman's
comments. I can understand that the
gentleman is against war, and against
the war in Vietnam. But I am a little
puzzled as to just how he feels, once we
are in a war, and a shooting war, that
the draft is somehow un-American.
My son fought in Vietnam. He volunteered to go there. Is the force of the
gentleman's argument that somehow it
is more American for most of the young
men in this country to throw the whole
burden of defending the country on a
few volunteers like my son?
Mr. DRINAN. No, sir. I say that this is
allegedly peacetime and during all of
American history we have not had this
vast standing army in peacetime. I raise
the basic question on which this draft
extension is premised; namely, that we
need a vast standing army of at least 2.6
million.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Is it not a
legalism to call this peacetime?
Mr. DRINAN. I said alleged peacetime.
I said, however, sir, history will support
the conclusion that if we have the draft,
if men are available by conscription,
then we will have more wars than if we
did not have the draft.
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is
recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. SCHMITZ. Will the gentleman
yield to me?
Mr. CARTER. For what purpose?
Mr. SCHMITZ. To make a comment.
Mr. CARTER. I have a prepared statement which I wish to make. I will yield
for a unanimous-consent request.

Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. SCHMITZ. I just wish to say something as a point of clarification while it
is fresh in my mind.
I just made a phone call to the U.S.
Catholic Conference to check on whether
the Catholic bishops have ever come out
unanimously against this bill which we
are dealing with. Mr. William Ryan, of
the Office of Information, tells me that
they never made a stand on this bill we
are dealing with.
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, I address you today as a combat veteran
of World War II.
Mr. Chairman, today we consider legislation which will instill out Armed
Forces with a new vigor. If passed, our
military services will be able to regain
that image of honor they held for so long.
It is our hope that through increases in
pay and in benefits and through an improved system of recruiting, our military
will be able to attract sufficient volunteers to eliminate the need for the draft,
yet maintain our national security both
here and throughout the world.
In order to insure that these measures will encourage higher levels of volunteers than now exist, the legislation
we consider provides for a 2-year extension of the draft authority.
Mr. Chairman, I strongly favor the
move to an all-volunteer army. But I
question whether sufficient volunteers
can be recruited in 1 year. In spite of the
position taken by the Gates Commission,
it is my understanding that most military experts believe an all-volunteer
army cannot be achieved in 1 year.
I submit that we must have a 2-year
extension of the draft to insure that we
have a sufficient number of men in our
services to provide for the protection of
our national security.
With the incentives provided in H.R.
6531, the needed number of volunteers
could well be reached before July of 1973.
We may find that unprecedented numbers of volunteers are drawn into military service. The legislation we consider
today has not excluded this possibility.
If, before the 2-year induction authority
expires, it becomes obvious that military
manpower needs are met through volunteers alone, the President may terminate
induction.
It is obvious that President Nixon is
committed to ending the draft as soon
as possible. I believe that he will do so
when it becomes evident that there are
sufficient volunteers so that an end to the
draft will not jeopardize our national
security.
At the present time, it is far too risky
to count on our hope for an all-volunteer
army. With the national security of our
Nation at stake, it would be unwise to
build our military strength on dreams of
the future. Unlike the foolish man of the
Biblical parable, we must build our house
on the rocks, not on the sand. Then we
as a nation will be able to withstand
whatever storm befalls us.
We must be sure that we will always
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have an army of sufficient strength to
preserve, protect, and defend the greatest country in the world.
Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, many of us have been
demanding a change in the manner of
selecting American military personnel
for a number of years. On April 21, 1967,
in a speech in Seattle, I suggested that
we should create a military system to
meet the requirements of America in the
1970's and not continue through inertia
the system which produced the American
Armed Forces for World War II.
From a limited beginning of 29 who
voted against extension on June 20, 1967,
we have arrived today at an historic
moment when it is recognized that
modern American foreign policy is not
based on confrontation with the Axis
Powers of World War II between huge
standing armies but instead must be direct toward the problems of a nuclear
balance of terror and the continual threat
of limited military actions. We must also
provide for situation where a limited
number of troops may be necessary to
protect the Nation and American lives
when endangered without resort to nuclear exchange.
A STANDBY DRAFT AND A COMBINATION ARMY

In my 1967 speech I suggested the creation of a combination army. I suggested a
volunteer combat force of well paid individuals supported by a force of trained
Reserves and noncombatant drafted !ndividuals. I suggested this because of my
opposition to the continued use of
draftees to fight in executive wars when
there has been no legislative action to declare war or at least a state of national
emergency.
At that time I suggested that we have
a ready combat force of no more than
100,000 volunteers with a supporting
force of 600,000 men. We could pay privates and other noncommissioned officers
as much as $5,000 for the pay grade E-1,
$12,000 for Pfc's and $19,000 for E-8, and
still not spend any more on military
manpower than we do now. This is because we would not experience the
amount of turnover, training costs, and
immense waste of time that is involved in
maintaining a conscripted standing army
of over 2 ¥2 million which serves for
only 2 years. Since that time the Gates
Commission has stated that even a 2 ¥2
million man Army can be maintained by
volunteers. I believe this is the next step
we should take. The pay raises here start
that process.
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY AND THE
Mn..ITARY FORCES

At the time of the Cambodian intervention a number of lawyers in Seattle
prepared for me an excellent brief which
analyzed every American foreign military operation from Tripoli in 1801 to
the Vietnam war to indicate the Cambodian invasion was not authorized.
These operations fall into five categories:
First. Cases where there has been a
formal Congressional declaration of
war-for example, World War II.
Second. Cases where there has been a
specific congressional resolution allowing the employment of force, although
not rising to a formal declaration of
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war-numerous examples, such as the were opposing the Nation. In the present
American-Mexican hostilities in 1914-17, Vietnam crisis the Nation has never ofthe Tonkin resolution with respect to ficially gone to a state of war. Political
the Vietnamese conflict, and so forth.
dialog about the Vietnam war is a legitiThird. Cases where there has been a mate debate because the question is
broad international sanction for the ac- whether the Executive is carrying out a
tion pursuant to more general treaty proper foreign policy, and the Nation is
commitments approved by the Senate- not at war through a congressional
for example, Korean action under the declaration.
United Nations, Dominican Republic acPROPER MILITARY PAY
tion sanctioned by the OAS.
I shall support the concept being deFourth. Cases where, absent of any of veloped in this debate today that we
the preceding three justifications, there should have the pay levels necessary to
has been an immediate threat to the lives obtain the limited force of volunteers
of American civilians or to American needed to conduct traditional executive
property-chiefly, but not exclusively, constitutional powers. This combat force
minor actions, with numerous examples to protect American lives or engage in
going back to the early 19th century.
the very limited action I have previFifth. Cases where, absent of any of ously defined should be well paid and
the preceding four justifications there composed solely of volunteers. As to the
has been a subsequent official recognition limits on size, I would suggest a maxiby this country that the conditions were mum of 100,000 men.
not ones which would justify the interDURATION OF THE DRAFT
vention.
The present draft should not be exThis constitutional analysis of the executive power clearly shows the differ- tended for more than a very limited peence between Executive action using the riod of time necessary to shift to a new
military as an instrument or American system, while we examine the creation of
foreign policy and the legislative power the new force concept of volunteers, removing the Nation into a full-scale ac- serves, and a public service system which
tivity by either a declaration of war- involves both military and nonmilitary
World War II-or a declaration of ana- service. I shall support the position that
tional emergency-Korea. Congress has in any executive action involving Amerinot exercised its legislative powers and can military force that volunteers should
this has produced the recent extension be used first. If it is necessary for a
of Executive power in making military limited period of time to utilize additional manpower, this should come from
actions.
The tragedy in Vietnam has been made the reserves, who after all had volunworse at home because it has been con- teered for service and are paid to be in
trolled solely by the executive branch. reserve status.
Though I am not satisfied with the sysThis has violated all of the constitutional
and historical precedents which provide tem, I think we should continue the draft
for a division between the Executive at this time to provide support for compowers to conduct a foreign policy and bat troops and to provide a group of proact as Commander in Chief, and the spective volunteers until we can develop
legislative powers to declare a national the Gates Commission system. I also
emergency or to declare war. This support the concept that there should be
misuse of power has badly distorted an alternative of nonmilitary service so
the whole American governmental and that those who are philosophically oppolitical fabric because we have in effect posed to any war may have an option if
moved into a war under Executive powers. they are selected in the lottery.
I support the effort of Congressman
Any time that we have spent $115 billion, suffered 53,771 casualties, and been BINGHAM to amend this bill by including
engaged in continuous and violent com- a provision for the National Service Corps
bat for over 5 years, we have a war. In Act, of which I am a cosponsor. The bill
no way can this be considered presiden- would partially utilize the concept of a
tial conduct of foreign policy or simply a volunteer army while maintaining the
Commander in Chief acting to protect flexibility necessary to meet manpower
requirements in a defense emergency
troops in the field.
The use of the draft to support this through the provision of a standby lotkind of activity rather than the use of tery system. In addition, young persons
volunteer troops or regular Army and who want to serve their country, but not
Navy units with their reserve compon- through the armed services, can volunents has caused this country immense teer for civilian service and work for a
anguish and brought us to the very diffi- given period of time in a variety of fields,
including education, medical care, and
cult state of affairs we face today.
If the Nation had made the basic de- Government service.
We must spend some time determining
cision through either the declaration of a
national emergency or a declaration of the effects of the new system on the
war, then the whole Nation would have armed services. By limiting the extenin effect gone to war. Then our presi- sion of this system we can determine
dents would have taken proper steps to what the effect will be on the number
prevent the inflation which exists today of men who volunteer as compared to
by instituting controls and reforming those who are willing to be in the nonthe draft. The old fashioned type draft combatant military forces and can conwhich exempted the rich, those in col- tinue correcting the inequities of the
lege and everyone else who had the re- system. For this reason I shall support
sources to make a sustained effort to a 1-year-limit amendment. We can then
avoid it would have been corrected. Then determine how many men will exercise
the claim could have legitimately been the option of nonmilitary service. This
made that those who opposed the war should also provide for the creation of a

Reserve force of military personnel for
the defense of the Nation which would
not consist solely of professional soldiers
and would also make a group available
to assist with domestic disasters.
I also question seriously whether the
National Guard is a proper method of
maintaining such an Army Reserve, and I
think the Congress and the various State
governments should look toward the implementation of the recommendations of
the Gates Commission. We need to determine whether the country should have
one military Reserve rather than a Federal military Reserve plus a number of
State National Guards which vary both
in standards and training.
CONCLUSION

The parts of this bill which provide
for an increase in military pay and limit
the draft, I shall support. I am hopeful
that this is the beginning in Congress
of our recommendations that America is
moving toward a correction of our military manpower system to meet the demands of a modern America.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ADAMS. I shall be glad to yield to
the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. CONYERS. I appreciate the remarks of my friend and colleague from
Washington. Unfortunately, I am not
as certain about where we have come
from to where we are now. I do not think
we have come anywhere as long as 73
percent of the American people are telling us to end the war. We are not even
political enough to follow our citizens'
directions.
I do not think we have come very far
when all we can do is sit around here
and talk about the fact that we should
not enter into any more undeclared
wars, when even high school students
can read the Constitution as it refers to
our responsibilities.
I am hoping that the gentleman will
join me in not only supporting the Harrington amendment, but voting to end
this pernicious draft system in America,
because the Gates Commission, the Republican leadership, and military experts
alike have all told us that the logic for
extending the Selective Service System
no longer exists.
So, I join the gentleman in his remarks, but with a good deal less optimism than he.
Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a difficult
thing for me to be here at this particular
moment, but in searching my conscience
I have decided that I should speak.
In the committee I spoke for ending
the draft, not for ending the Selective
Service System, but for ending the callup, and I think I should repeat that at
this point.
My main reason for taking this position is that I think it is entirely too
easy in 1971 to go to war. I think if we
have leamed anything in the last decade
that is what we have learned; so I think
we ought to make sense about this.
I am here and now just trying to express what is on my conscience. I believe
that when we go to war we ought to have
the President clear it with the Congress.
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I think we did have a declaration of war
in the Bay of Tonkin resolution. That is
no longer so, because we have passed,
and the President has signed a law repealing that resolution.
I have asked repeatedly in the oommittee hearings what the time schedule
might be for merely removing ourselves
from South Vietnam, since we no longer
have a declaration of war there, and
whether it was necessary for us to stay
there in the strength we now are; and
I got very inconclusive replies t{) these
questions when I asked both General
Westmoreland and Secretary of Defense
Laird, I did not get, in fact, any firm
answer to my question whether we are
not now fighting a war there which is
an undeclared war since we have repealed the Gulf of Tonkin resolution.
So I am here not because it is very
pleasant to be here, because it is not, but
because my conscience tells me that our
country would be better off if we ended
the callups under the draft; because we
can always go back to a callup since the
President can ask us for a draft callup
at any time he feels it necessary. So it is
my intention not only to vote for the
amendment that is before us right now,
which would end the callup, as I understand it-though not the draft systembut if that fails, I plan also to support
the amendment for limiting for 1 year
the callup provisions.
I realize I have not made a very exciting speech here, but I felt that after almost 20 years of service on the Armed
Services Committee, I should today speak
my conscience on this question, that I
should speak from my own heart, and
that I should say that, in spite of the
fact that it is painful to say it, I think
we ought to end the callup under the
draft system at the present time. I do
not think our national security will be
imperiled by approving this amendment.
Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. KEim
was allowed to proceed for 5 additional
minutes.)
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman from
Massachusetts is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, like the
gentleman who preceded me in the well
of the House, I too am speaking from
my heart and from my conscience. I have
some questions that are in my mind, questions that existed at the time of the Tonkin Gulf resolution: but then I did not
have the self-assurance to take the :floor
and ask them.
I recall on that day, standing here and
saying to the gentleman from Michigan,
GERRY FoRD, "You know, we may not be
able to win this. It is not going to look
good in the eyes of the world. We are
going to extend our supply lines. It is
going to cause inflation, and we may not
be able to win it."
And GERRY said, in effect, "HAsTINGS,
you may be right as to most of the things
you say, but we certainly can win it."
And as time went on, the certain victory became more illusive. And now, we
must look more carefully at the future
implications of this step we are considering today than we did on getting into

Vietnam. We must look further, and
more carefully, down the road than when
we considered committing ourselves to
the Gulf of Tonkin resolution. We must
look much further down this road of
decision than we did then-by a long
way.
My colleague from Massachusetts who
offered this amendment wonders what
kind of life style would we have in
America? I ask what kind of life style
would we have as a nation in the international community? And what kind of
life style would the world have if, as a
consequence, we had to back away from
our commitments in Southeast Asia, or
in the Middle East, or in NATO?
That is what we must consider-and
contemplate--if we do not have the
armed force to back up our foreign poljcy. Before cutting back on our Armed
Forces, and thus perhaps not be able to
fulfill our commitments, I would prefer
to see us first consider a cut back on
these commitments.
To be specific,-what I am trying to
find out is just how carefully has this
amendment been thought out. So I ask
the author of this amendment-what
about those who are currently serving
under the draft? Would they come home
at once?
Mr. HARRINGTON. They would not
be affected at all. As I understand the
language of the amendment, it would be
prospective in application and would not
beyond June 30 of this year.
Those who are already affected would
be affected as other people are, by laws
existing at the time.
Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, does the
gentleman think that this is fair-leaving others to serve in Vietnam?
Mr. HARRINGTON. Much of our existence is not fair.
Mr. KEITH. Of course. I agree absolutely that much about our society is
not fair. But, it is a heck of a lot more
fair than it would be to those depending
on us in the Middle East if we were not
able to back up our diplomacy with a
creditible military force.
You know, we have been winning these
confrontations in years past because we
have been stronger than they. Gradually
I am told, as we cut back on our military
strength, we are going to have to back
down on certain commitments, because
we may not have the strength. We will
not have the strength if we do not have
men on the ground in uniform and with
the equipment that they need.
Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. KEITH. I would like to rmish some
of my questions if I may, and that is the
reason I have asked permission to
proceed for an additional 5 minutes.
What kind of life style would we enjoy
if we brought these boys home? You
made reference to them in your introductory remarks. What would it be like
in the rest of the country and in the rest
of the world? Is it entirely equitable for
us to shift the burden of defense from
all segments of our society to those at
the lowest economic levels?
Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KEITH. I yield to the gentleman.
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Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman, it
is my feeling that what we might see
is a degree more o.f confidence on the
part of elements in our society which I
think have found themselves with a
President and a quiescent Congress for a
10-year period involving a substantial
portion of our younger population
against their will in a situation which
we have not formally acted upon.
My hope is that we do not really,
necessarily have to look back to this, but
that we will look forward from this
experience.
The Secretary of Defense in his testimony before us stated that he hoped to
end our combat role in Vietnam this
summer and that we have a draft call
substantially less than it was in the
course of the last calendar year.
What I expect from this really is not
a dramatic transformation of our way of
life gradually coming out, but a recognition of the kind of damage that has been
done by the unwillingness of the Congress to assume its responsibility in a
basic way to control the situation in the
future and to benefit by the past mistakes. It is not an anticipation that we
can right all wrongs, but it is a desire
to go forward from this point and if there
is a need to do something again in these
areas of Southeast Asia that we will be
able and responsible for acting that situation repeats itself again.
That is what I hope for and I hope the
gentleman will help in that direction.
Mr. KEITH. We are living, it seems to
me, not soley in an American society but
in a world society. Are conflicts with the
rest of the countries on this globe what
we really want?
When I went over to Southeast Asia
with the select committee--! went to
Singapore and to Indonesia--! found
great confidence in the Nixon doctrine.
They felt we meant what we said. We
have made commitments. We have in effect a common law marriage with South
Vietnam. We have told the rest of the
world we would support South Vietnam.
Our President said so. If we back away
from that commitment, to what court
can the injured parties go for a proper
resettlement?
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, will the
distinguished gentleman yield?
Mr. KEITH. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. CARTER. Who was it who first
sent combat troops into South Vietnam?
Mr. KEITH. The combat troops were
sent, I believe, by the President.
Mr. CARTER. It was at his request?
Mr. KEITH. He added to the advisers
10,000 troops that were used in combat.
Mr. CARTER. It wa.s eventually 17,000,
was it not?
Mr. KEITH. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. How ma!Ily were added
under President Johnson? Up to 540,000
or better?
Mr. KEITH. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. Has that number not
been scaled down by over 200,000 at the
present time?
Mr. KEITH. The gentleman is correct.
Mr. CARTER. Then should we not give
the President credit for having done
that?
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Mr. KEITH. I think we should.

lems of Southeast Asia and the Middle
East and of NATO before we lessen our
little further, at the present time our Armed Forces capability to respond to
military position, outside of Vietnam, is these situations that confront us.
low, and that this situation, not merely
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Chairman, I move
in Vietnam, but this present position re- to strike the requisite number of words.
quires a continuation of the draft and
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
improvement of our military situation in Texas is recognized.
the world? Does the gentleman agree?
Mr. FISHER. I rise in opposition to
Mr. KEITH. Certainly. I would like the the pending amendment.
House to know that the gentleman just
Mr. Chairman, the Committee on
asking me these questions has been a Armed Services, after many weeks of
"dove" since the day this whole thing intensive study, drawing upon all sources
started. But he does believe in our living of reliable information from the Deup to our commitments, and he is unique partment of Defense and other sources,
among us for the foresight that he has concluded that the minimum period of
shown. I am glad to have his support of time for which the draft must be exthe President's position in this matter. tended is for 2 years. That was based
Mr. CARTER. Will the gentleman yield upon the manpower requirements to
further?
meet our reduced force levels, provide
Mr. KEITH. I yield to the gentleman the people that will be required in the
from Kentucky.
immediate future. This amendment, Mr.
Mr. CARTER. I believe in a strong Chairman, offered at this time, under
America. I do not feel it was wise for us present circumstances, amounts to nothever to have gone into South Vietnam. ing less than a move toward unilateral
But now we are getting out. Let us have a disarmament. Airplanes, tanks, guns,
little patience, provide a little time so submarines, ships, and other weaponsthe President or the administration can many of which are highly sophisticatedaccomplish this withdrawal in a wise are useless unless we have trained manmanner. In the meantime let us not be power to use them. It is just that simple.
defeated. We have the strongest coun- And there is no reason to believe that
try in the world, and we should all decide these minimum manpower requirements
to preserve, protect, and defend it. I in the immediate future can be met by
thank the distinguished gentleman for voluntary enlistments.
yielding.
If this Congress should make the misMr. KEITH. I have some other ques- take of taking this move toward unitions which I would like to propound. If lateral disarmament at a time when
we were to withdraw precipitously from the Soviet Union is accelerating its warSoutheast Asia and substantially lessen making capability, it would be interour presence in NATO which would cer- preted as an indication that we are weak
tainly be the result of this amendment, and as an indication that America does
what would happen to the Southeast not have the resolve, and that the preAsians who have opposed communism for vailing sentiment in this country is yieldthe last 10 years with our support and our ing to this relatively small minority
promise of further support?
voice that keeps calling for reduced exMr. HARRINGTON. If the distin- penditure, for reduced manpower, and
guished gentleman will yield so that I for reduced capability to defend this
might answer the question, my response country and to provide the very miniwould be that we are backing out of mum requirements to meet our commitSoutheast Asia now, if we can call the ments and to present to the world the
anounced withdrawal rates--done for the sort of defense structure that would be
sake of domestic and political considera- realistic in this age of peril.
tions-a backing out.
I would hope that a 2-year period will
I would like further to observe in rela- promptly be accepted. I feel confident it
tion to the measure suggested this after- will. We approve the bill and reported it
noon that we should address ourselves to here, and it is tied in with added incenthe ending of the draft alone. I do not tives to induce more people to volunteer.
think I could be accused of advocating Hopefully within another 2 years, and
disarmament or backing out of our re- that is the minimum time we can get
sponsibility in world alliances. Ending a reading and tell much about it, more
the draft really has no bearing on these volunteers will be attracted. If we adopt
matters. We have a very small percentage this kind of amendment, the present inof people in our Armed Forces today who centives for volunteers will be greatly
are draftees, and we might very well con- reduced, and we will be much weaker in
sider whether we could not get by with a America, and we will give a much greater
less sizable Armed Force than we have at invitation to our potential enemies to
the present time and yet continue to proceed with the acceleration of their
meet our commitments.
warmaking capabilities.
I do not think that in trying to equate
It is imperative that we retain this
these things we are turning our backs on standby draft authority. If and when
our allies in Southeast Asia or avoiding volunteers increase, the draft calls will
responsibility, for it does not do justice be automatically less and less. But that
to the tone of the debate, nor does it nec- is something to be determined in the
essarily go to the very question we have future. As the matter now stands, we are
before us.
dealing with an amendment which in
Mr. KEITH. I wish to make one final effect calls for a unilateral disarma"
observation. We should be in a position ment movement. Make no mistake about
to lessen our military commitments be- that.
fore we lessen our capability to meet
If our freedom is to be preserved, if
them, and we should resolve the prob- our potential enemies are to be disMr. CARTER. Is it not true, to go a
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couraged, we must maintain our strength.
It provides the best, and the only, insurance for peace and security in this
troubled world in which we find ourselves.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I must say I find myself a little puzzled at what the supporters of this amendment are trying to
achieve by it. I gather they feel that
somehow if we could cut out the draft,
in a few months we can bring the war to
an end by cutting off the supply of manpower. If that is the purpose, it is putting the cart before the horse. There are
far more effective, and forthright ways
for Congress to end the war than by
ending the draft.
As a matter of fact, I, myself, have a
resolution in, to withdraw from Vietnam
by the end of this year. We can simply
order the withdrawal or we can cut off
the money.
Cutting out the draft, it seems to me,
raises a great many practical and moral
complications. In the first place, by getting out of Vietnam, we still do not take
ourselves out of all the situations in which
men may be involved in shooting. As long
as we have Armed Forces, it is possible
for our men to be fighting and for our
men to get killed.
What happens if we end the draft as
a means of stopping the war or getting
out of a war? What we are saying really
is that the great mass of young people in
this country, and particularly the children of the upper middle class, are going
to put the burden of defending the country-of getting killed on that small number of gung-ho, patriotic kids who, have
volunteered to fight for their country. 1
submit that is morally wrong. Even if it
were possible and practical to raise the
number of men or to raise the number of
quality men that we need by a volunteer
force, I think it would be immoral to defend this country in shooting wars,
where men are getting killed, entirely by
relying on a small number of patriotic
young men who are willing to fight and
die.
That goes particularly for the withdrawal stages of the Vietnam war, because until we have gotten the last man
out of Vietnam, by declaring draft men
for reinforecement, we are diminuting the
chances of survival for the ever smallest
number of young men who are there.
I do not see, to use the words of the
gentleman from Massachusetts, anything American about that.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
I have taken this time to ask the distinguished chairman of the committee a
number of questions that will relate to
three amendments to be submitted here, I
presume, in rapid order: The amendment
before us now, to end the draft; an
amendment to bar the sending of any selectees to combat without an official
declaration of war; and then the final
amendment, to continue the draft for
only 1 year instead of 2 years.
It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that we
are all now agreed, from the President
on down, the time has come to disengage
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in Vietnam. We have given our ally, the
South Vietnamese, the time that country
needed to develop its own defense capability and we now have it on authority. ~f
the South Vietnamese and our own m11itary command that indeed their defense
capability is very impressive. They have
1.2 million men in uniform, fully armed
and fully trained.
I make no apologies for being one of
the strongest defenders of Vietnam for
6 years in the well of this House. I make
· no apologies for that. We had a right to
be there. We had a responsibility to be
there. We gave that country the time she
needed to develop her own defense
capability.
Now we are all agreed the time has
come and our mission has been completed. We have lost 53,771 American soldiers and suffered 294,000 casualties as of
the first of this month, and we have disrupted the lives of 2,855,000 young Americans who saw service in Vietnam in the
last 6 or 7 years.
Now I want to ask a question, Mr.
Chairman. We are now reducing our
forces in Vietnam at the rate of 12,500
a month. According to figures supplied
to me by the Pentagon, on May 1 of this
year, 1971, we will have remaining in
Vietnam 284,000 American troops.
We are told that next Wednesday the
President will announce a new withdrawal policy, since his present policy of 12,500 a month reduction expires on May 1.
That was his target a number of months
ago. That target date is now being
reached. Now the President, next
Wednesday, is going to announce to the
country and the world a new troop reduction schedule.
There are those who say he is going to
announce a reduction schedule of 16,500
a month and there are those who say he
is going
announce a reduction schedule of 20,000 a month.
Let us assume that we should take the
lower figure. Obviously he is going to increase the present 12,500 per month reduction rate. So if on May 1 we have
284 000 and the President announces a
16,SOO per month reduction policy, our
troops in Vietnam will be reduced by
16,500 during May. But, since we have a
policy of rotating our soldiers back home
after 12 months service, a total of 24,000
of our boys in Vietnam will be eligible to
come home during the month of May.
We will thus have to send to Vietnam
7 500 new soldiers in May. We arrive at
this figure by subtracting the 16,500 who
will not be replaced from the 24,000 being rotated and come up with 7,500 new
troops needed in Vietnam.
The following month, in June, we will
have, under the President's proposed
16,500 reduction policy, remaining in
Vietnam only 267,500 soldiers, of whom
22 300 will be eligible for rotation back
hdme, so we will have to send during the
month of June only 5,800 new fresh
troops.
In July we will have 251,000 troops left
under the 16,500 reduction policy.
But since 20,922 will be eligible for rotation, we will have to send to Vietnam
4,422 to maintain our strength. In August,
we will have 234,000 left in Vietnam of
whom 19,554 will be eligible for rotation.

to

So we will have to send 3,044 to Vietnam.
By October of this year we will reach
parity when our monthly troop reduction
almost equals our monthly rotation. We
will have 201,000 troops left in Vietnam
of whom 16,791 will be eligible for rotation, so we will have to send only 291
fresh troops that month. But in November, the number of boys eligible for rotation back home under our 1'2-month
rotation policy will actually exceed the
16,500 rotation, and we will need no soldiers to send to Vietnam. Thereafter the
monthly rotation policy will exceed substantially the 16,500 scheduled monthly
reduction until October of 1972, when
there will be no troops left in Vietnam,
unless the President is forced to alter h1s
reduction policy, which I doubt he will.
If we were to take 20,000 as a monthly
reduction policy, the requirement of
sending new replacement troops would
end by July of this year. At the 20,000
per month reduction rate, we would have
all of our troops out of Vietnam by July
of 1972.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that the gentleman
be allowed as much time as he needs to
state his question.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that I be allowed to
proceed for 5 additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Dlinois?
There was no objection.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Now, what I want to
know is, under these figures for our troop
strength as of May 1, 1971, supplied by
the Pentagon, and under the proposed
reduction policy, we find that by August
of this year, we will not be sending any
new troops to Vietnam and will continue
reducing our troops and troop involvement until, by June of 1972, there will be
no American troops left in Vietnam. Why,
then, is the draft necessary? We now
have 284,000 troops in Vietnam. We have
168,000 troops in Okinawa, the Philippines, Formosa, Japan, and Korea and
somewhere around a quarter of a million
troops in the European theater.
Mr. Chairman, I do not ask this question facetiously. These are statistics supplied by the Pentagon. I believe the
gentleman from Massachusetts raised a
perfectly valid question, and I believe
those who have spoken in support of his
resolution or for continuing the draft
for only 1 year or the one limiting the
shipment of soldiers to combat without
a declaration of war are questions properly raised because the figures would not
seem to support the continuation of the
draft. I would like the chairman to explain that. My mind is open in this
proposal and I am anxious for the chairman to provide the answer.
Mr. HEBERT. If I am allowed enough
time by unanimous consent, I will try.
Mr. PUCINSKI. All right.
Mr. HEBERT. I will start off by saying
to the gentleman that when you were in
arithmetic I followed you. As you got
into algebra and calculus you left me.
The people on the Committee on
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Armed Services can engage in simple
arithmetic. I said I was with you while
you were doing simple arithmetic, but
when you got to calculus you left me
entirely.
Mr. PUCINSKI. There is no calculus
in this.
Mr. HEBERT. Of course, we are both
being facetious.
As a matter of fact, if I answered all
of your questions, I would have to go
into classified material, so I cannot answer you now.
Mr. PUCINSKI. It is not classified
material. We know and I put in the
RECORD the statements which appeared
in the press where the Pentagon said
that we would have 284,000 soldiers left
in 1971 and the President is expected to
announce a 16,500 reduction policy or
a 20,000 reduction policy. We know and
we can predict on the basis of these two
figures, without any military secrets
being divulged, what will be the monthly
reduction of forces in Vietnam. Let us
not hide behind this military secrecy
thing. The documents are not marked
"Top secret" and I think we ought to
have the facts here and now as to what
effect our withdrawal from Vietnam will
have on our manpower needs and the
draft.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. PUCINSKI. I will yield to the
chairman or you, either one.
Mr. STRATTON. If the gentleman
would refer to page 8638 of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, in my remarks Of
yesterday I went into this point exactly.
The Defense Department in testimony
before us indicated that if you removed
the incentive of the draft, and that goes
for those who volunteer for the Navy, Air
Force, or the Army, as a hard core of
270,000 volunteers, what we need are
607,000 men to meet our present commitments, including the reduction of troops
in Vietnam during 1971, and we need
458,000 in fiscal year 1972. We have to
have the draft in order to make up the
difference between 270,000, 607,000, and
458,000.
Mr. PUCINSKI. If the President announces a reduction policy of 20,000
troops, no American troops would be
going to Vietnam after August of this
year. If he announces a policy of 16,500,
there will be none going there after
October of this year.
So, why cannot the volunteer forces
take care of our remaining military
needs.
Mr. Chairman, it is high time that we
brought those troops back from Europe,
it is high time that we brought them
back from Vietnam, and it is high time
that we brought them back from Korea.
I put into the RECORD yesterday the
dollar total of this entire program. It
will cost us $14.5 billion in Vietnam in
1971. It costs us another $14 billion to
keep troops in other parts of the world.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PUCINSKI. I yield to the chairman of the committee.
Mr. HEBERT. I want to make the
observation at this time that the gentle-
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man from New York <Mr. STRATTON) I
think is my calculus expert, and I called
upon him to make a rapid calculation of
the questions posed by the gentleman
from Tilinois, and the gentleman from
New York gave the gentleman a perfect
answer, which I am sure the gentleman
understands.
Mr. PUCINSKI. However, the gentleman from Louisiana will have to admit
that the figures, as to the number of
troops remaining in Vietnam on May 1,
are correct because they are supplied by
the Pentagon. So far as our needs in
Vietnam are concerned, I believe my
projections are also correct, so I renew
my request for an explanation on continuing the draft. Now I personally believe we will have to continue it for a
while, but the gentleman will have to
agree we have a right to ask these
questions.
Mr. HEBERT. I am sure the Pentagon

cannot impose its will upon the House
and I suggest that we proceed with a
vote on the amendment now pending before the Committee.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, when
the Committee rises, : shall ask unanimous consent that a table I have prepared on the projected U.S. troop withdrawal from Vietnam be placed in the
RECORD at this point. The table shows
the reduction in our forces if President
Nixon orders a 16,500 per month reduction, or a 20,000 per month reduction.
When our monthly reduction exceeds
our normal rotation of American troops
who have completed their 12-month tour
in Vietnam, we will not have to send any
replacements. This table shows to complete withdrawal of troops by 1972. I am
sure the end of sending troops to Vietnam
will spur voluntary enlistments in our
armed forces, especially now that we
propose to double the salary.
The table will follow at this point:

PROJECTED SCHEDULE OF U.S. TROOP WITHDRAWAL FROM SOUTH VIETNAM

~~~~~Vi~tnam
May 1, 1971. ________
June ________________
July _____ ____ ------August______________
September_ _________
October_ _______ ----November_ ___ ------December __ --------Jan. 1, 1972 _________
February ___ ____ -- ___
March _____ --------_
ApriL __ -----------May _______ --- _----June ___ ·-----------July _______ -- __ ----August__ ___ ---- __ --_
September_ ____ ----October __. _____ -----

Reduction at
rate of 20,000
per month
284,000
264,000
244,000
224,000
204,000
184,000
164,000
144,000
124,000
104,000
84,000
64,000
44,000
24,000
0
0
0
0

Normally due
for rotation

Additional
troops needed
in Vietnam
to replace
rotation

Reduction at
rate of 16,500
per month

Normally due
for rotation .

Additional
troops needed
to replace

24,000
22,000
20, 333
18,666
17,000
15,300
13,600
12,000
10,300
9, 600
7, 000
5,333
3,600
2,000
0
0
0
0

4, 000
2,000
333
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

284,000
267,500
251,000
234,500
218,000
201,500
185,000
168,500
152,000
135,500
119,000
102,500
86,000
69,500
53,000
36,500
20,000
3, 500

24,000
22,300
20,922
19,544
18,200
16,791
15,422
14,000
12,600
11,300
9,900
8,500
7,100
5,800
4,400
3, 000
1, 600
300

7,500
5,800
4,422
3, 044
1, 700
291
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Illinois has again expired.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman
from Illinois has been treated, it seems to
me from listening to this debate, rather
summarily.
There have been references to calculus
calculations. However, the gentleman
from illinois has read straightforward
a hypothetical situation. The gentleman
has raised the ultimate question of why
do we need the draft. He comes to the
floor not as one who has always opposed
the draft or who has always opposed the
war. It would seem to me that the Committee could answer the gentleman's
question a little bit more carefully than
has been done. Please be assured that it
will not affect my decision one way or
the other because I am voting against
the draft as soon as I can. However, I
think the gentleman has raised a question that deserves the respectful attention of this Committee.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, wlll
the gentleman yield?
Mr. CONYERS. Yes, I yield to the
gentleman from IDinois.
Mr. PUCINSKI. I think it is important

mates of the Department of Defense as
to what will be the rate of voluntary
enlistments when we are doubling the
pay as contained in this bill.
The last experience we had with a
volunteer Army was in 1949 when the
draft was suspended and we were in a
high rycle of employment. There were
no real great promotions made at that
time. However, today we are spending
$22 million of the taxpayers' money to
promote enlistments in the armed services. Everyone has seen the stories and
the advertisements on the networks.
Mr. Chairman, I say we have a right
to challenge the accuracy of the projections made by the Department of Defense as to the manpower needs and as
to how those needs can be met by voluntary enlistments.
Mr. CONYERS. I do not believe :mything that the gentleman from Illinois
has said or any information he asks for
bears being labeled "top secret." I do not
believe that there is any question of classification that prevents us from examining these facts.
On the other hand, I do believe that
just as doctors may bury their mistakes,
generals label theirs "top secret."

to point out to the House not only that

Mr. PUCINSKI. I shall put this table
into the REcoRD today. So, there is no

the needs are questionable, but we have
a right to seriously challenge the esti-

question about its being top secret. This
is a matter of simple arithmetic based
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upon :figures publicly provided by the Department of Defense.
Mr. HEBERT. I want to say to the
gentleman that the top secret classification expression was being used facetiously.
Mr. CONYERS. Does the gentleman
now state to the House that his earlier
reference to "top secret classification"
was a humorous reference and was not
intended to be taken seriously?
Mr. HEBERT. I say to you that it was
being used facetiously, and I would also
say that evidently the gentleman's sense
of humor and my sense of humor are
slightly different.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. CONYERS. I yield to the gentleman from Tilinois.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the chairman said that his reference to calculus was facetious, but I
do not believe he treated as facetious
the statement when I asked for clarification of the need, the manpower needs in
Vietnam, the chairman responded that
this was a top secret. I submit it is no
more a top secret than the words on a
billboard because this is information and
statistics, and they are issued by the
Pentagon.
Mr. CONYERS. The gentleman is absolutely correct. I do not think that this
humor or facetiousness with reference
to top-secret classifications, or whether
we are using calculus when it is simple
arithmetic that is involved, is either
helpful or humorous to any Member of
this House. We are debating a bill which
could send thousands of American
youngsters to their death.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Michigan has expired.
<On request of Mr. HEBERT and by
unanimous consent, Mr. CoNYERs was
allowed to proceed for 2 additional
minutes.)
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I did
not ask for any additional time.
Mr. HEBERT. But since I have secured
additional time for the gentleman, will
the gentleman yield to me?
M.- CONYERS. Yes, I will yield to the
chairman with pleasure.
Mr. HEBERT. I would just like to
make this statement, that apparently the
gentleman's statistics and sense of humor, and mine, are somewhat different,
and they apply differently.
Mr. CONYERS. Apparently that is
true, and I am glad we have corrected
it on the floor and in the RECORD.
Mr. HEBERT. I am certainly glad to
see that the gentleman can laugh sometimes, because I live a very happy life
myself, and I laugh all the time.
If the gentleman will yield further, the
arguments being advanced by the gentleman from Tilinois (Mr. PuciNSKI) and
the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. CoNYERS) are all answered in the report and
in the printed hearings and they are all
thoroughly discussed. If anyone has the
time to read it, it is there. That is why I

thought the gentleman was kidding when
he was asking me questions on things
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that are already answered in the report.
I thought he was just being facetious
and funny, and I was trying to out-funny
him.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
I support the amendment offered by
the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. HARRINGTON). Already
there have been some very eloquent remarks for this amendment, and I would
like to make a few comments myself.
Hopefully, they will not be repetitious.
First of all, I respectfully reject any
notion that persons in this House and
elsewhere who advocate peace in Southeast Asia and an end to the draft are in
some way unpatriotic. I would think that
time would tell that those persons who
are for upholding the Constitution are
the true patriots in this country.
Our involvement in Indochina is illegal. I think time will tell that advocates
of peace in Indochina and throughout
the world are in fact the true patriots.
Today in debate we heard allusions to
the Second World War. For all intents
and purposes, that war was the war in
which everyone went out to end all wars,
but for all practical purposes war is still
waging-in Southeast Asia, and in other
parts of the world.
If we are to end the insanity and the
absurdity of war, it seems to me that this
Nation has to be willing to take some
bold, creative, and courageous steps in
order to achieve the necessary credibility
of a nation concerned and preoccupied
with peace.
One of those steps is to end the draft.
I think it a fundamental contradiction
in this country to say to a young 9-yearold boy on an elementary school playground that we are ordering him to stop
fighting, and then 10 years later to give
him an M-16 rifle and ten him to go
kill-and overkill-in a country he probably does not understand. That is a contradiction.
Maybe if we were voting on a bill this
afternoon to draft only persons over 30,
then this whole entire discussion would
be academic, and I think we would defeat
the bill.
But young people in this country today share a growing concern about our
real inability to come to grips with warwith minikill, overkill, and megakill.
For them, war is absurd, a ridiculous
folly.
Today we heard many statements
which alluded to our preoccupation with
competition with major powers. I only
hope those very same gentlemen are as
concerned with the problems of the 15
million hungry, the 50 million poor, the
millions unemployed, and the up to 25
to 30 percent of the American people
who are functionally illiterate.
But when we talk about competitionwhen it deals with war and military expenditures-if there is in fact need to
declare war, then I say let this body, as
the body of the people, declare it, and
take whatever political consequences
that may come.
That is the ultimate test of political
leadership.
If there is in fact need for a draft,
then draft. But we are in no declared
war. The young people of today believe-

know-that conscription is a key part of
their lives. We started out assuming and
stating that we would only use conscription in a state of emergency. Yet this
body has never taken on its constitutional responsibility to declare a war.
Perhaps if we understand young people today and if everyone of us in this
Chamber will face the votes of 18- and
19- and 20-year-olds in 1972, we are
going to have to answer the questionwhy give them a weapon and tell them to
go and kill when the only hope of the
young people today is to end the folly
of war.
I urge all of you to support the amendment offered by the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Massachusetts (Mr. HARRINGTON) .
His amendment would remove the most
divisive force in our country today.
We should end the draft because of
what it is doing to the youth of our
country today. An estimated 40,000
young men have fled this country to
Canada, to Switzerland and to other
countries to avoid the draft. We are
in effect making criminals of these
young Americans. Yet, if we were to end
the draft and create an all-volunteer
army instead, I would venture to say that
a considerable number of those who have
fled from this country to avoid the draft
would even volunteer to serve this country.
Some of my colleagues may be laughing, but you might be surprised if you
only spoke to those who have fled this
country and who have returned.
In talking with them, you will find that
it is the compulsory nature of the draft
which they dislike most-it goes contrary
to the basic idea of individual freedom
for which this country stands. Because
the basic freedom of the individual is
violated by the draft, we need to end the
draft.
I was one of those who spearheaded
the move for an all-volunteer army. I
am sorry the Committee on Armed Services decided against it, but I must commend the committee for having come
out with the bill they did come out with.
I feel that within a year's time because
of the salary schedule the committee has
adopted, we might arrive at a zero draft.
I do hope the House will adopt the salary schedule recommended by the committee and reject any attempts to reduce
it. We will approach closer-yes, much
closer to an all-volunteer army.
I will say this too, that if we adopt the
committee's salary schedUle, we will
probably end the draft within a year. It
may be somewhat surprising to note that
more than 2 million of our 2.7 million in
the services today are pure volunteers
who volunteered although they were in
no danger of the draft. It is even more
surprising to note that these more than
2 million had volunteered on the present pay scale under which recruits are
paid only $134 per month. The new salary schedule will boost this monthly
salary to $268, or a 100 percent increase.
We hope that by such a salary increase
we will be able so induce more young men
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to volunteer for service, so that we will
have a de facto volunteer army.
Mr. Chairman, the most immediate
reason for ending the draft this year is
to end the divisiveness that conscription
has inflicted on the American people.
Lives of thousands of young men have
been distorted, disrupted, and tragically
ended, because of the draft. Only by ending conscription can we hope to reestablish the sense of national unity that has
made America a truly great Nation.
Mr. Chairman, I urge the House to approve the Harrington amendment.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MATSUNAGA. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. STRA'ITON. I appreciate the gentleman's yielding to me. He was, of
course, a very eloquent advocate of the
all-volunteer army before our committee, and he offered a bill which the committee virtually incorporated into our
recommendations. In view of that fact,
that the committee has gone so far even
beyond the recommendations of the
Nixon administration as to a volunteer
army, in view of the fact that we virtually accepted the gentleman's recommendations, would not the gentleman, as a
realist, somebody who has had somo experience with the military, at least concede that we ought to have some time in
which to see whether this volunteer proposal, and doing it by these increases in
pay, will actually work, rather than cutting off all the machinery by the end of
June, at a time when we are trying to
bring our men safely home from Vietnam, and when we are trying to deter
further aggression in the Middle East?
Is that not a reasonable proposal?
Mr. MATSUNAGA. As I stated earlier,
I commend the chairman and members
of the committee for having brought out
the bill that they did. It is a good bill in
many respects. I feel I can support it if
it is improved; and the Harrington
amendment will improve it. Let me commit myself here and now that I will support the bill if the Hanington amendment is accepted.
Mr. STRA'ITON. Would the gentleman not think that a pr01posal as sweeping as this and as far reaching as this
ought to have a little time to be tried?
Does the gentleman want to create chaos
in the Armed Forces even before we have
an opportunity to put this program into
effect?
Mr. MATSUNAGA. As the gentleman
well knows from reading the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts, it merely limits the power of
the President to draft. The act itself
will continue in effect so that if it happens that the President would need his
draft powers to meet a national emergency the Congress could expeditiously
grant him that power, and the Congress
has proven capable of acting expeditiously in emergencies. What I am saying now
Is that because of the salary schedule
which the committee has reported out,
even if the draft is ended, I see no danger
of having to be without an army. We
will have an adequate number of volunteers under the remaining provisions of
the bill.
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Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
May I invite the attention of the
gentleman from Tilinois <Mr. PucrNsKI)
to what I am about to say. I would
like, with the permission of the gentleman from Tilinois (Mr. PucrnsKr)
to clarify the argument he just presented in the well of the House, to
make very sure that I understand the
thrust of his argument. Is this it, that
because at a time in the future withdrawals from Southeast Asia will equal
the rotation, it will not be necessary to
send any new men to Southeast Asia,
and, therefore, the draft need not be
continued?
Mr. PUCINSKI. Assuming that we
continue our 1-year rotation, a policy
which I would hope would never change,
because that is what keeps the morale of
our troops up, since each soldier can
predict to the day when he will come
home, and assuming the President does
not alter either the present reduction
policy of 12,500, but instead increases it, as we have reason to believe
he will, to 16,500 or 20,000 a month, the
calculations show that at the rate of a
20,000-a-month reduction, we would not
send any new American soldiers to Vietnam by August of this year, and assuming that the President chose a 16,500
group, then we would not send any new
troops to Vietnam after October of this
year, because the reduction would exceed the 16,500-a-month reduction level
or the 20,000 a month.
Mr. GUBSER. I understand, and for
purposes of argument, let me accept the
gentleman's premise, but I would like to
pursue the thrust of his argument one
step further. What does that prove?
Mr. PUCINSKI. That proves that
while we remained in Vietnam for the
last 5 years and during that time we
had 585,000 troops which we had to replace every 12 months, we had to have
a draft, but as our manpower needs in
Vietnam diminish by the President's
action, we may not need to draft young
people to take care of the nonnal needs
of the noncombat requirements.
Mr. GUBSER. Is this a fair paraphrase
of the gentleman's argument: That because of the figures the gentleman has
cited, and which for purposes of argument I have accepted, we do not need a
draft?
Mr. PUCINSKI. I raised that question
with the chainnan of the committee in
light of my figures, and if he has an answer it may alter my position on this
argument.
Mr. GUBSER. I thank the gentleman
very much. I think the gentleman's
thought, intriguing and interesting as
it is, is based upon a fallacious premise,
and that premise is that when a man is
rotated out of Southeast Asia, he immediately goes back into the military pool
that the armed services have-in other
words, the force level. Many of these
men get discharged at the end of their 2
years, and they must be replaced if we
are going to keep ourselves up at that
force level. That is what we have to look
at, and not just in Southeast Asia.
Mr. STRA'ITON. Mr. Chairman, w1ll
the gentleman yield?

Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman
from New York.
Mr. STRA'ITON. Mr. Chairman, that
question was asked by Mr. Slatinshek,
the committee counsel, involving exactly
the kind of considerations raised by the
gentleman from Tilinois. He asked it of
General Westmoreland, and the answer
appears on page 1088 of the hearings:
Mr. SLATINSHEK. What would your reaction
be to a restriction in the law which would
permit the induction authority to continue
to satisfy the Army's national security and
defense requirements with the proviso that
draftees could not be sent overseas in the
absence of a declaration of a new national
emergency?
General WESTMORELAND. We COUld not live
with that in the foreseeable future. OUr
studies indicate that we could not support
our commitments in Southeast Asia on a
voluntary basis until we got down to a force
of about [Deleted.]

Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chainnan, I thank
the gentleman. He is making my point.
We simply must look at the total national manpower levels. They are going
down. In June 30, 1968, they were 3.6
million; on June 30, 1969, they were
3,294,000; and the projection for June
30, 1972, is a reduction to 2.5 million
men.
The President will have, by June 30,
1972, reduced the anned strength of this
Nation by more than one million men. It
is going to go down to 2.5 million.
Now the question, is, even a.ssuming
we are out of Vietnam entirely-and I
hope and pray we are--where do we get
those 2.5 million men? All right. In 1948,
the President of the United States came
to this Congress and said that it was
impossible by voluntary means to get
more than 1,348,000, although we needed
2,000,000, so we passed the draft law.
We could not get the men on a voluntary basis.
Admittedly, this bill has inducements
for a career in the military service that
were not present at that time, but the
fact is that we do not know whether
those inducements are going to produce
2.5 million men, and we must keep the
draft as a standby. When we talk about
2 years versus 1 year or 2 years versus
6 months, it is pointless; because when
we get the 2.5 million men, there will
not be any draft. If we do not get them,
we have got to have the draft.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in o'ppOsition to the Harrington
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, it seems we never learn
anything from history. We are prone to
want to repeat our mistakes.
He has not been gone so long that
many of the Members would have forgotten him, but I had a telephone conversation just a few moments ago with
our former Speaker, John McCormack.
I called him as I do about once a week
simply to visit with him and express my
concern for him and my fondness for
him and to inquire about Mrs. McCormack.
I talked with him a few moments ago,
and he asked me what we were doing on
the floor. I said:
Well, Mr. Speaker, it seems we have an
argument between two people from Massachusetts, Mr. HARRINGTON and Mr. KEITH, and
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it seems that they are not only on different
sides of the aisle with regard to party affiliation but also on different sides of the present issue, because Mr. HARRINGTON has offered an amendment for our consideration
that would terminate as of June 30 the draft
law.

He told me a story. Think about it. He
painted a picture for me with words that
have significance, an answer to the question we ought to be concerned about. The
old gentleman's memory is still good and
his mind is still sharp.
He said it was August 12, 1941, and
this House of Representatives was in
session debating a 1-year extension of
the draft law. As he recounted the story
to me, it seems that every argument for
not extending the draft I a w then was advanced on that occasion that is being advanced today not to extend the draft
law. But, as was the case with another
matter in the Democratic caucus this
morning, by a vote of 101 to 100 the draft
law then by a margin of only one vote
was extended, with the all-out effort of
the then Speaker, Speaker Rayburn, and
the then majority leader John McCormack. There was a vote of 203 to 202.
Thank God for one vote on that occasion and for their leadership.
Well, time moves in a hurry and the
calendar does not even give one much
time from August 12, 1941 until December 7, 1941. Memory and history might
not be too good about that extension of
the draft law, but most of the Members
ought to be able to remember December
7, 1941. Japan did the unexpected. Germany had an ally. We were in trouble
and we were not prepared.
You who want to terminate the draft
right now tell me where this country
would have been December 8, 1941 if we
had not extended the draft. Why? It was
just to be prepared, just to be ready, just
for the possibility that we might need it.
And need it we did.
Then the Atlantic Ocean was our first
line of defense. Is it there now? Not as
a first line of defense. We had time, because we had the machinery to do something about mustering our manpower,
mobilizing our forces.
Would we have time today, when we
do not have the Atlantic Ocean there as
our defense? How could we properly
respond to a nuclear attack if manpower
was not immediately available?
How many of you people who advocate
termination of the draft, as of June 30,
have Boy Scouts in your families today?
Show me your hands. Do none of you
have Boy Scouts in your families? You
have sons who are Boy Scouts?
Do not then, if you do, go home and
tell your sons tonight to be prepared to
honor the Scout motto, when you are not
willing to prepare the Nation. That is
what I want to tell you. That is my message for you. Do not go home to tell your
son he ought to be prepared when you
are not willing to prepare the world to
be lived in, to set the example.
Why extend the draft? Because this
country cannot afford to take the chance.
We have proved we were right in 1941.
Until we know what is going to happen
to the voluntary army, and I say sincerely
I hope it does work, let us not immobilize
this country. Consider, if you will, the
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potential for danger in the Middle East.
This potential must be reckoned with.
This is the reason why we ought to
vote down the Harrington amendment.
This is the reason why we ought to vote
down the proposal which will come here
a little bit later asking for just a 1-year
extension.
How many of you people are willing, in
an election year, to stand up here and
advance these arguments all over again?
Do you really believe the merit of the
issue would prevail, or would we simply
be making campaign speeches? What
would you do to the national security of
this country?
I am asking you: Let us not play politics with it. Let us not do anything like
that. Let us see if the voluntary proposal
can be made to work. Let us vote down
the Harrington amendment and let us
vote up this 2-year proposal from the
committee.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. WAGGONNER. I am happy to
yield to the gentleman from Dlinois.
Mr. PUCINSKI. The gentleman surely
must be aware of the fact that the destruction of this country of ours can
come from without as well as from
within.
Mr. WAGGONNER. I am not so much
concerned about without as within.
Mr. PUCINSKI. The gentleman should
look at what the draft has done to the
3 million men involved in Vietnam. He
had better be prepared to ask himself
how he will be prepared to defend this
country externally as well as internally.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Let me answer
that question. I will meet you whenever
and wherever it needs defending, if you
will meet me.
Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the Harrington amendment.
I commend the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. HARRINGTON) on the effort
and the leadership he has shown here.
Many of us, I suppose, wonder what
might have happened in 1941 if things
had gone differently, but I do not think
we can live in 1941 perpetually.
I came into this well in 1965 and 1966.
I was new, as many of you are here now.
You are bringing quite a bit of fresh air
in, which is always welcome. I was very
concerned about expanding the war in
Vietnam in a vote on an appropriation
bill then. It was made quite clear that
unless you voted for this appropriation
Hitler would be marching down the
street again.
Well, times have changed, but we have
not moved the scenery. I actually held
my nose on that vote, as I believe some
of you here might, because I thought I
had better follow the leadership. I was
a pretty new Congressman then. I could
. not believe that we were doing the right
thing, and, lo and behold, we were not,
in my judgment.
The burden of proof, I think, is on the
people who want to extend the draft. Is
it not? Is it on Mr. HARRINGTON? We
have hit him pretty good here. We have
backed him all around the room. If you
want involuntary servitude, the burden
is on you and not on him. I am not satisfied that burden has been met, either.

As ! understand his proposal, we could
still come back and draft people. We hear
prophecies of Armageddon if we do what
he suggests? What has gone on in the
past 20 years under the present system?
What kind of an endorsement is that? I
think it is worthwhile to try another tack.
If we can look at the proposal he gives
us, then the President might have an opportunity to come down to Congress next
week and say, "I would like to go to Laos
and I would like to have the troops for
that." Maybe it would be Cambodia. Maybe yet another. You name it. I am not
acquainted with all of the countries in
that part of the world, although I am
learning.
I think we must commend the gentleman, and I hope we can find some way to
regain some of our independent posture
here. We talk a lot about the role that
the House should play in making foreign policy. Well, here is your chance. If
they want to send troops over, let them
come here and ask you about it and do
not just give them a blank check to do
it.
Next we hear the argument that if we
bring troops home, you have to draft
troops here to send over there so that
you can keep bringing them home. It
sounds to me a little like the guy who
had quit drinking, but he still had to
keep buying whisky. I just do not understand it.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr.
HARRINGTON).
Mr. Chairman, I think this amendment, while it might appear to be a little
bit radical in form and terminate the
draft a little bit more prematurely than
perhaps the gentleman from Chicago's
statistics will allow, still I think this
country has to take a very careful look
at the war in Vietnam. We have lost over
50,000 men. We have 350,000 wounded
and a lot of them in hospitals who will
be there for the next 50 or 60 years. We
will be spending for the next 50 or 60
years $250 billion to pay pensions and
support for these people. Who can say
that this effort that we have made has
not been virtually totally in vain.
The President said last week:
Let us not judge the Laotian incursion
prematurely, the jury is not back yet.

I tend to think when the facts came
out last week, which were not denied by
the White House, that 22,000 South Vietnamese went into Laos and 9,775 came
out either dead or wounded, I tend to
think that the jury came back and the
result was catastrophic. And, I think
that the jury report is that Vietnamization is under very, very suspect credibility.
Now, considering that and considering
the fact that over the past years wherever I go, in Europe or in the South, in
southern schools or northern schools, 1
find these kids with a little beard, with
a long haircut, how many boys has my
daughter brought home with long haircuts? The long haircut is not limited only
to the colleges and to the high schools
but is a common practice in grammar
school. My little boy who is 12 years old
has his hair a little bit long.
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Mr. Chairman, what they are doing is
that they are joining in a rebellion, arebellion against our generation, our group
that has voted for this Draft Act. It was
extended in 1967 and I participated in
that, and now we are doing it again just
for 2 years. In other words, let us make
a little neat determination for 2 years
and let us cut our losses, but we want to
get out in due course.
Mr. Chairman, with all due respect for
General Westmoreland and the Joint
Chiefs and the management of our military-and, certainly, let us not discredit
anyone, let us not reflect upon the honor
of anyone, but I think we have got to
withdraw.
Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
Chicago (Mr. PucrnsKI) is right. I think
we have got to withdraw from NATO
very substantially. We have 3,000 bases
around the world. The Soviets do not
have any bases anyWhere except in the
Baltic and in Egypt. The Red Chinese do
not have any of their troops any place in
the world.
I think we have made a lot of very
serious mistakes. I think what we have
got to do is to tum this country upside
down and shake it and come up with
some new priorities, not just mass transit, but a lot of things.
We have $80 billion that we will be
asked to appropriate for our military
forces this year. I think it is really not
too offbeat to suggest that we look to a
voluntary force. We have got a good bill.
We are providing the money to a voluntary force.
What did the President of the United
States say last year when he talked about
this voluntary army suggestion? He
said:
This Congress has both the power and the
opportunity to take a.n historic action. As I
stated in last year's message, with an end
to the draft we will demonstrate to the world
the responsiveness of our system of government--and we will also demonstrate our
continuing commitment to the principle of
ensuring for the individual the greatest pol"•
sible measure of freedom.
I urge the 92nd Congress to seize this op-·
portunity, and make the bold decisions ne~·
essary to achieve this goal.

Mr. Chairman, the President thought
he was going to add $950 million to increase military compensation. We are
breaking the bank in this bill because
we passed in the committee the largest
single increase that has ever been passed
in any committee since I've been in Congress and that is an increase of $1.7 billion in pay raises for a total increase of
$2.6 billion in order to move to an allvoluntary service.
I think it is time to pull the plug on
the Joint Chiefs, to terminate what they
call and what they like, cozy relationships, with lots of military personnel and
lots of hardware around the world.
Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike the requisite
number of words.
Mr. Chairman, the Constitution places
upon us the burden of providing for the
common defense. We are now talking
about the common defense of this country. We are not talking only about Vietnam, but, of course, what has occurred
from Vietnam in the Calley trial, and the
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sentence has just been announced as life
imprisonment, does affect the concept of
an all-volunteer Army.
I have in my hand 49 Western Union
telegrams from people in my district expressing dismay at the verdict and at
the treatment of Lieutenant Calley. The
telephone calls I have had from people in
my district in effect say this:
I am not going to let my son without a
draft go into the Army.

Mr. Chairman, we do have the responsibility of providing for the common
defense. Many say that an all-volunteer
Army will work. I would like to submit to
you that most of you who are in favor of
an all-volunteer Army are in favor of it
because you believe that the son of someone else will be the one that will volunteer and that your son will not have
to serve.
Certainly I have no desire to force
anyone into service. I myself was drafted
during World War II, and served 3 years
during that time, and I went back in 1950
for approximately 3 more years of service, but I know this, Mr. Chairman, that
if this amendment carries, and if the allvolunteer concept does not work out, then
we will jeopardize the security of this
country if there is no draft.
Others say, "Well, what was our involvement in Vietnam worth?"
Well, to the South Vietnamese, whose
lives may have been saved, or who may
be able to determine their own form of
government, I say it is worth countless
dollars.
They may also say, "What was our
involvement during World War II
worth?"
Well, to the people of England and
France and to the Jew whose life was
saved because of our actions, it is countless. You cannot count the value.
So, Mr. Chairman, I simply urge the
committee today not to adopt this
amendment. If an all-volunteer army can
work, and if the incentives which we are
hoping to pass are indeed incentives, so
as to solicit these people into our armed
services, then we will know, but if not we
can still fall back on the draft should this
not prevail.
So again, Mr. Chairman, I urge the
defeat of the amendment.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I am afraid at this time
we are losing sight of the importance of
a strong defense, and thinking only of
Vietnam, which the Calley verdict is
bound to impress on our minds. But the
draft we are talking about is simply the
symptom of what has happened. We have
made commitments all over the world,
and frankly it is only recently that we
have tried to get rid of a lot of those commitments. The strength of our armed
services, and the draft that provides that
strength is to provide the strength to carry out these commitments.
It is interesting that those who are
the strongest for making commitments
all over the world are the ones who
scream the loudest when we ask for the
strength to try to carry out those commitments.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, I
am rather an isolationist, and have been

for a long time. There have been many
situations in the world that we would
like to see changed, but I do not and
never have supported the philosophy that
the United States should by force attempt
to right all of the world's problems. There
are many right here in this body that
have, even today and for some time, expressed the thought that we ought to go
in and settle certain problems in Africa.
Whenever you go in and take sides in
controversies through the world for good
against evil, or what we may think is
good or evil, then you arouse the other
side, the evil side, as you would call it,
and they attack you.
We can merely defend the coasts of
America, and let all the rest of our commitments go down the drain, or we can
keep an effective army and in the future
try to use some commonsense on assuming commitments. Regardless of Vietnam,
we should keep a strong defense until we
do get rid of some of these commitments
we have been making all over the world.
I hope the same people today who want
to destroy our defenses will also be as interested in the prevention of making
commitments in the future.
Mr. BELCHER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I am not a member of
the Committee 0n Armed Services. I am
not an expert em whether or not a volunteer army will work. But I want to just
reminisce for about 2 minutes. This draft
which came out in 1941 has been referred
today. I was the administrative assistant
to Ross Rizley from Oklahoma who was
in the House at that time. He voted
against the extension of the draft. I had
a lot of arguments with him, but anyway
he went ahead and voted against the
extension of the draft.
In the next campaign they put out a
quarter of a million sheets against Ross
Rizley. It showed Hitler and Mussolini
sitting right up there-and Ross Rizley
speaking against the draft down here.
Hitler said to Mussolini, "That's our
boy."
That is exactly what we ran against
all during that time.
Many times since then I have thanked
God the Republicans were not able to
stop the draft. I pray today that the
Democrats are not going to be able to
stop this draft.
The CHAmMAN. The question 1s on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Massachusetts (Mr. HARRINGTON).
TELLER VOTE WITH CLERKS

Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I
demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman, 1
demand tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and
the Chairman appointed as tellers
Messrs. HARRINGTON, HEBERT, BRAY, and
LEGGETT.
The Committee divided, and the tellers
reported that there were-ayes 62, noes
330, not voting 40, as follows:
[Recorded Teller Vote No. 37]
AYES-62

Abourezk
Abzug
Anderson,
Calif.

Badillo
Begich
Bennett
Bingham

Boland
Burton
Carey, N.Y.
Celler

Chisholm
Conyers
Crane
Dellums
Diggs
Dow
Drinan
Edwards, Call!.
Fraser
Fulton, Pa.
Fulton, Tenn.
Gibbons
Goldwater
Halpern
Harrington
Hawkins
Hays
Hechler, W.Va.

Helstoski
Hungate
Jacobs
Ka.stenmeier
Leggett
McClory
McDonald,
Mich.
Matsunaga
Melcher
Metcalfe
Mikva
Mink
Mitchell
Morse
Mosher
Moss
O'Konski

Rangel
Rees
Reuss
Roncalio
Rosenthal
Roybal
Ryan
Sarbanes
Scheuer
Schwengel
Seiberling
Stokes
Vanik
Waldie
Wilson,
Charles H.
Yates

NOE~30

Abbitt
Abernethy
Adams
Addabbo
Albert
Alexander
Anderson, ill.
Andrews, Ala.
Andrews,
N.Dak.
Archer
Ashbrook
Ashley
Asp in
Aspinall
Baker
Baring
Belcher
Bell
Bergland
Betts
Bevill
Biaggi
Biester
Blackburn
Blatnik
Bolling
Bow
Brademas
Brasco
Bray
Brinkley
Brooks
Broomfield
BrotZinan
Brown, Mich.
Brown, Ohio
Broyhill, N.C.
Broyhill, Va.
Buchanan
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burleson, Tex.
Burlison, Mo.
Byrnes, Wis.
Byron
Cabell
Caffery
Camp
Carney
Carter
Casey, Tex.
Cederberg
Chamberlain
Chappell
Clancy
Clausen,
Don H.
Clawson, Del
Cleveland
Collier
Collins, Tex.
Colmer
Conable
Conte
Corman
Cotter
Coughlin
Culver
Daniel, Va.
Daniels, N.J.
Da nielson
Davis, Ga.
Davis, Wis.
de la Garza
Delaney
Dellenback
Dennis
Dent
Derwinski
Devine
Dickinson
Dingell
Donohue
Dorn

Downing
Landgrebe
Dulski
Latta
Duncan
Lennon
duPont
Lent
Dwyer
Link
Eckhardt
Lloyd
Edmondson
Long, Md.
Edwards, Ala. Lujan
Ellberg
McCloskey
Erlenborn
McCollister
Esch
McCormack
Eshleman
McDade
Evans, Colo.
McEwen
Fascell
McFall
Findley
McKay
Fish
McKevitt
Fisher
McKinney
Flood
McMillan
Flowers
Macdonald,
Foley
Mass.
Ford, Gerald R. Madden
Forsythe
Mahon
Fountain
Ma.illiard
Frelinghuysen Mann
Frenzel
Martin
Frey
Mathias, Cali!.
Fuqua
Mathis, Ga.
Gallagher
Mayne
Garm.atz
Mazzoli
Gaydos
Michel
Giaimo
Miller, Calif.
Gonzalez
Miller, Ohio
Goodling
Mills
Grasso
Minish
Gray
Minshall
Green, Oreg.
Mizell
Griffin
Mollohan
Griffiths
Monagan
Gross
Montgomery
Grover
Moorhead
Gubser
Morgan
Gude
Murphy, ill.
Hagan
Murphy, N.Y.
Haley
Myers
Hamilton
Natcher
HammerNedzi
schmidt
Nelsen
Hanley
Nichols
Hanna
Nix
Hansen, Idaho Obey
Hansen, Wash. O'Hara
Harvey
O'Neill
Hastings
Passman
Hathaway
Patman
Hebert
Patten
Heckler, Mass. Pelly
Henderson
Pepper
Hicks, Mass.
Perkins
Hicks, Wash.
Pettis
Hillis
Peyser
Hogan
Pickle
Holifield
Pike
Horton
Pirnie
Hosmer
Podell
Howard
Poff
Hull
Powell
Hunt
Preyer, N.C.
Hutchinson
Price, Ill.
!chord
Price, Tex.
Johnson, Calif. Pryor, Ark.
Johnson, Pa.
Pucinski
Jonas
Purcell
Jones, N.C.
Quie
Jones, Tenn.
Quillen
Karth
Railsback
Kazen
Randall
Keating
Rarick
Kee
Reid, Ill.
Keith
Reid, N.Y.
Kemp
Rhodes
King
Roberts
Kluczyn.ski
Robinson, Va.
Kuykendall
Robison, N.Y.
Kyl
Roe
Kyros
Rogers
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Rooney, N.Y.
Rooney, Pa.
Rostenkowski
Rousselot
Roy
Runnels
Ruppe
Ruth
StGermain
Sandman
Satterfield
Saylor
Scherle
Schmitz
Schneebell
Scott
Sebellus
Shipley
Shoup
Shriver
Sikes
Sisk
Skubitz
Slack
Smith, Calif.
Smith, N.Y.
Snyder
Spence
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Springer
Stafford
Staggers
Stanton,
J. William
Stanton,
James v.
Steele
Steiger, Ariz.
Steiger, Wis.
Stephens
Stratton
Stubblefield
Stuckey
Sullivan
Symington
Talcott
Taylor
Teague, Calif.
Teague, Tex.
Terry
Thompson, Ga.
Thomson, Wis.
Thone
Tiernan
Udall

Vander J agt
Veysey
Vigorito
Waggonner
Wampler
Ware
Watts
Whalen
White
Whitehurst
Whitten
Widnall
Wiggins
Williams
Wilson, Bob
Winn
Wolff
Wright
Wydler
Wylie
Wyman
Yatron
Young, Fla.
Zablocki
Zion
Zwach

Ullman

Van Deerlin
NOT VOTING-40

Anderson,
Tenn.
Annunzio
Arends
Barrett
Blanton
Boggs
Byrne, Pa.
Clark
Clay
Collins, Til.
Corbett
Denholm
Dowdy

Edwards, La.
Evins, Tenn.
Flynt
Ford,
William D.
Galifianakis
Gettys
Green, Pa.
Hall
Harsha
Jarman
Jones, Ala.
Koch
Landrum

Long, La.
McClure
McCulloch
Meeds
Poage
Riegle
Rodino
Roush
Smith, Iowa
Steed
Thompson, N.J.
Whalley
Wyatt
Young, Tex.

So the amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. WHALEN

Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. WHALEN:
On page 11, line 22, after the word
"thereof" strike "July 1, 1973" and insert
"July 1, 1972".

Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, if it is
in order I should like to address a question to the distinguished chairman of the
committee (Mr. HEBERT).
Mr. Chairman, I think you have been
extremely fair during committee consideration of the amendments that were
presented, and you have certainly bent
over backwards in allowing unlimited
time on the amendments we have considered today.
The amendment I am about to discuss
is somewhat similar to the one we have
just debated. While there are obviously
some basic differences. I believe that
some of the arguments might be redundant. Therefore, it is my suggestion, Mr.
Chairman-and I make it as a suggestion, not a motion-that perhaps we can
terminate debate on this amendment by
6 o'clock.
Mr. HEBERT. I will say to the gentleman from Ohio that the chairman is
perfectly willing to do that and thinks
it is a very fine suggestion. I appreciate
it.
As the chairman stated at the beginning, I will not initiate any such move.
However, I will make this observation:
If any one of the membership is so disposed to move, I will support the motion.
I think that would greatly expedite the
matter.
However, I would prefer, as I say, to
let someone like the gentleman in the
well make that motion.

Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
this amendment and all amendments
thereto terminate at 6 o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Ohio?
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Chairman, I object.
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I move
that all debate on this amendment and
all amendments thereto terminate at 6
o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio, Mr.
WHALEN, in support of his amendment.
Mr. WHALEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, in discussing my amendment
I am going to touch on three points.
First, I shall explain very briefly what
the amendment does. Second, I shall endeavor to explain the rationale underlying this amendment. Third, I will advance three arguments in support of this
amendment.
First, what does this amendment do,
specifically?
H.R. 6531 which presently is before us
calls for the extension of induction authority from its present termination date,
July 1, 1971, to July 1, 1973.
My amendment simply would reduce
that extension of the induction authority by 1 year, from July 1, 1973, to July
1, 1972.
Second, what is the amendment's rationale? Why has this amendment been
introduced?
When I first arrived in this body in
1967 several of my colleagues and I became interested in the all-volunteer military concept, so much so in fact that with
the help of our staff we sat down and we
wrote a book entitled, "How to End the
Draft: The Case for an All-Volunteer
Army."
I might point out that this book did
not reach the best seller list. I understand that the company today may be
out of business.
But, Mr. Chairman, we were very delighted, when in 1968 former Vice President Nixon, as the Presidential candidate
of the Republican Party, came out and
endorsed the concept of an all-volunteer
military service.
We were even more delighted when he
continued to pursue this approach after
he was elected President in 1968.
As you know, of course, President
Nixon appointed a commission known as
the Gates Commission which took the
position that an all-voluntary military
service was possible and would be attainable within a year, if pay were increased
su:fficien tly.
The original bill that we had before
the House Armed Services Committee,
while it was a step in the direction of an
all-volunteer military service, certainly
would not have accomplished that goal.
Thus, many of us supported as a sub-
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silent on section 17 (c). That section
deals with induction authority. and had
the substitute been adopted, that induction authority would have terminated on
June 30, 1971. we did feel this was too
soon and would not have enabled the
President and the Department of Defense
to attain their goal of an all-volunteer
service.
Later on in committee consideration,
an amendment was adopted which compressed the pay scales which were advocated for fiscal years 1972 and 1973. This
simply means, then, that the bill now
before us calls for pay increases in the
military service of $2,687 million.
I think the committee action provides
the Department of Defense the tools with
which to achieve its goal of an all-volunteer service. But in my opinion there
were still certain elements lacking in the
bill before us. Therefore, I submitted
during committee consideration an
amendment which called for the extension of the induction authority for 1 year
instead of two. The amendment was defeated. I now submit the amendment at
this time.
Third, What are the arguments in
favor of 1 year additional induction authority instead of 2?
First of all, we have to recognize that
the House is really not on record in favor
of an all-volunteer military service because the bill presently before us extends
induction authority to July 1, 1973, which
goes into the 93d Congress. By adopting
my amendment, the House will go on
record as favoring an all-volunteer military service.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. WHAJ....EN. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. I rise in support of
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. WHALEN, because I
believe it gives an added dimension to
this legislation which we are considering today and moves more responsibly
and decisively to an all-volunteer armed
force. My reasons for supporting this
amendment are as follows:
First. Senator Robert Taft declared,
three decades ago, when discussing compulsory draft legislation:
The draft is absolutely opposed to the
principles of individual liberty which have
always been considered a part of American
democracy.

On October 17, 1968, President Nixon
stated,
I feel this way: a system of compulsory
service that arbitrarily selects some and not
others simply cannot be squared with our
whole concept of liberty, justice and equality
under the law. Its only justification is compelling necessity. The longer it goes on, the
more troublesome are the questions it raises.

Both of these leaders, from the past
and from the present, have spoken in a
responsible and correct way, and I believe that this amendment insures that

stitute, H.R. 4450 which was introduced move toward a system of all-voluntary

by 92 of our colleagues and which provided for the pay scale contained in the
Gates report.
Nevertheless. we were concerned about
this particular substitute since it was

military in a responsible and most expeditious manner.
Second. The Gates Commission, headed by former Secretary Thomas Gates,
in its report, stated that in their opin-
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ion it would take approximately 1 year
to convert to and properly implement an
all-volunteer military. On the basis of
those who served on the Gates Commission-such men as former Commander
Alfred Gruenther, Lauris Norstad, and
former Congressman Thomas Curtis,
ranking Republican on the Joint Economic Committee for many years-the
overwhelming evidence favors the concept of the ability of the Army to accomplish this job within this time frame.
Third. The Constitution of the United
States clearly delegates to the Congress
of the United States, in article 1, section
8, that the Congress shall have power to
raise and support armies, to provide and
maintain a naVY, and to make rules for
the government and regulation of the
land and naval forces. Under that clearly
delegated responsibility, I believe that it
is imperative that the Congress review
annually the responsibility of draft authority, and that it not be left just to the
President of the United States alone to
make this determination.
Fourth. Our country has been engaged
for too long in a war that is undeclared
and, in my opinion, unconstitutional;
therefore, I do not feel that we have the
right to impose a compulsory draft system upon the young people of the country when we have not fully assumed our
responsibility to either vote ''yea" or
"nay" on a declaration of war.
To claim that the U.S. Army is incapable, or so rigid, that it cannot
adequately recruit for an all-voluntary
force within a year's time, I feel improperly discredits the ability and capability
of the management of the U.S. Army,
both civilian and military.
This legislation gives the Army the
adequate tools that it needs for a proper
recruitment effort and I strongly urge
the support of this amendment now being offered.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from California (Mr.
GoLDWATER) .
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, today we are considering a bill with tremendous import. H.R. 6531 contains provisions which will dramatically reduce
the many inequities and burdens borne
by those men who are serving their country.
Most important of all are the provisions which increase the rates of pay for
enlisted men. The Gates Commission had
recommended these increases as essential for attracting an increased number
of enlistments, and thereby achieving
an all-volunteer army.
Now that the pay increases are before
us-and are universally approved-!
should like to call upon my respected
colleagues to consider that portion of
H.R. 6531 which deals with an extension
of the induction authority.
Why, with all the major priorities for
an all-volunteer army written into this
bill, should we at the same time extend
the draft?

gy of realistic deterrence and a political
foreign affairs doctrine that places the
burden of self-defense on our allies,
rather than on us. There is no real anticipation of dramatically increased military manpower needs.
I, therefore, urge my colleagues to vote
for the Harrington amendment to eliminate the further extension of the draft
from this measure.
Should this attempt to end the draft
this year fail, I would, therefore, urge
support of the Whalen amendment to
provide for a minimal extension of a
year. This would provide a transition
period to insure that the all-volunteer
army would work, and to complete windup operations in Vietnam. It is certainly
a lesser evil, for those of us who oppose
the draft, than the 2-year extension
written into H.R. 6531.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Ohio has expired.
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for 2 additional minutes in order to complete the
explanation.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would advise the gentleman that the time has
been fixed.
Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that I may be permitted to yield my time to the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. WHALEN).
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Michigan?
Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I object.
The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Michigan (Mr. HARVEY).
Mr. HARVEY. Mr. Chairman, I wholeheartedly support the 1-year limitation
included in the Whalen amendment. It
provides a transition period to a volunteer army and is thereby responsible. It
will give incentive to those in the Pentagon to utilize all the forces at their command to get volunteers. Probably most
important it is a good faith response to
our young people and demonstrates that
we do not want to vote more time than
necessary to build a volunteer force. Finally, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be
a good idea to take another look in a
year's time to see how well the volunteer
army has progressed. I urge support for
the Whalen amendment and a 1-year
only extension of the draft.
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HARVEY. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, continuing my comments, then: The second reason I would urge an adoption of this
particular amendment is that it does provide an incentive lacking in the present
bill. By setting a time certain, namely,
July 1, 1972, by which the Department
of Defense would achieve an all-voluntary military service, the amendment
establishes an objective, or a target date.
Third, and perhaps most importantly,

Why not end the draft at the same

the amendment puts pressure on the

time as we are setting up the mechanism proper authorities to attain this goal, to
for an all-volunteer army?
reach the date established by Congress,
The war in Indochina is being brought July 1, 1972.
to a very low level of U.S. involvement.
So what we would do then, if we pass
President Nixon has vowed a new strate- this amendment, would simply be to at-
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tain a goal which many of us cherish,
namely, an all-volunteer military service,
and at the same time fulfill commitments
many of us, including the President of the
United States, have made to our constituents, that we will have an all-volunteer military service.
Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
JAMES V. STANTON) .
Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr. Chairman, I take the well of the House for
the first time in my congressional career
today because I think the subject matter
that is before this Ho'llSe is extremely
important not only to this House, but to
the country at large.
I disagree with those who believe that
we should not go on record as extending
the draft for only 1 year. I think this
Congress ought to face the test a year
from now, when we will be facing the
electorate, as to the question of whether
the draft should be continued for 1 year
from that date forward.
That will be the test of the moral
courage of the House of Representatives,
the courage of this House to determine
a year from now whether they can make
the decision when they face the electorate of this country, and indicate whether they want to continue the draft in
the United States of America. That is the
test.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Wisconsin <Mr.
STEIGER).
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, let me say at the outset that
the action that has been taken by the
House Committee on Armed Services,
coupled with the action taken by the
Nixon administration, makes it possible
for us even to be here talking about a
volunteer army. I believe the Whalen
amendment ought to be adopted, with
all due respect to the House Committee
on Armed Services, and the recommendations made by Secretary Laird
and Secretary Kelly.
The reason is a simple one in my
judgment: The reason relates to whether
or not this Congress is willing to go on
record fully, clearly, and without equivocation, in support of the volunteer army
concept. The 1-year extension, in my
judgment, is the only effective way of
doing it, to make it possible to insure
that the pressure is put on the Department of Defense, and on all branches
of the armed services, so that they will
make the changes that are absolutely
necessary, coupled with the pay increase
authorizations that are in this bill.
Mr. Chairman, as one of the authors
of H.R. 4450, the legislation implementing the recommendations of the Gates
Commission, I support the compensation
portions of the committee bill. As my
colleagues will note on page 27 of the
committee report, the first-term serviceman under the committee bill, makes
out as well, if not better, as he does in

the Gates legislation.
It is this very similarity between the

committee bill and the recommendations

of the Gates Commission which prompts
me to support limiting the extension of
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the induction authority to 1 year. The
1-year extension, in fact, is the only action which is consistent with the Gates
Commission concept of sustaining our
national defense capability while moving as rapidly as possible toward an end
to the draft.
As you will recall, the Gates Commission recommended enactment of the pay
raises on July 1, 1970, 12 months before
they said the draft would be terminated.
In the appendix to their report, this policy was made even more explicit:
Military pay is assumed to be raised in
FY 1971, a full year before ending the draft.

In other words, the Commission provided for a "transitional year" in which
the pay and benefits package would become fully e1Iective. Accordingly, if we
act now on the pay raises, we shall be
able to reach a "zero draft" within a
year. Actually, implementation of the
increases before May 1 will give us a
2-months headstart on the Commission's
timetable, and will come during the peak
recruiting months of May and June.
In asking that the draft extension be
limited to 1 year, I well recall the remarks of the distinguished chairman
when he opened the draft hearings. He
said:
In our present situation, I think the only
way to get an all-volunteer Army is to draft
it.

The chairman's remarks are in complete accord with the intention of the
Gates Commission to use the induction
authority during the transitional yea.r to
prevent any shortfalls.
Most importantly, I firmly believe the
1-yea.r extension will aid the administration in its attempt to achieve an allvolunteer force.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that
regardless of the volunteer force, this
body should consider the draft law on a
yearly basis. None of us would accept a
hardware procurement system that was
not subject to annual review-yet somehow we have grown accustomed to longterm authorizations of a manpower procurement system that is inefficient, inequitable, and divisive.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Florida (Mr. GIBBONS).
Mr. GmBONS. Mr. Chairman, I am
going to support the Whalen amendment, but if it fails I propose to ot!er
another amendment tomorrow.
I would like to call the attention of the
House to that amendment. It is on page
8785 of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of
yesterday.
This amendment of mine is a serious
amendment which attempts to fix the
manner in which draftees are used, because I think that is a very serious question. It would prohibit the President
from using draftees or deploying them
to a combat area unless the President had
declared that an armed attack had been
committed against the United States, or
unless the President had declared an
armed attack was imminent against the
United States and he was going to
mobilize the Armed Forces of this country; or that the Congress by a concur-

rent resolution had authorized the deployment of those troops to a combat
area; or that the President had requested
the Congress to declare war, but that the
Congress had not done so, and he could
use them then during the 30-day period;
or that Congress had declared war; or
that the draftee grants his consent to
such deployment.
I think perhaps we are going to have
to continue the draft, but for it to receive
my vote it is going to have to be modified
as I propose in my amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from California <Mr.
LEGGETT).
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I voted
to terminate induction authority forthwith in the Harrington amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I will also vote for the
Whelan amendment to extend the draft
only for a year. If that fails, I am going
to support the committee bill.
I do think the President has indicated
if he got all the pay he wanted, we could
terminate the draft in about 2 years.
We are giving him all the pay right now.
We are not waiting for 2 years.
I tend to think that if the President
thinks we can move to a volunteer force
that we ought to have a little faith in
that statement.
I think we can build a lot of unity in
the country and show the kids that we
really want to give them a little optimism
and give them a little say and get them
out of this rat race and show them that
we do have some respect for some of
their opinions.
I think we ought to support the
Whelan amendment and take the risks,
whatever they might be.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York <Mr.
FISH).

Mr. FISH. Mr. Chairman, in the past
session of Congress and again this year,
I h ave joined in introducing legislation
calling for the creation of an all-volunteer army. In both instances this legislation was based upon the report of the
Gates Commission, named by President
Nixon to make a study of the feasibility
of switching the basis of our military
manpower requirements from the present draft-supported system to an allvolunteer army.
The theme of that report was that the
establishment of such an all-volunteer
service could be achieved. It was the
opinion of the Commission that this
could be done without impairing this Nation's ability to meet existing and anticipated troop-level requirements. The
Commission stated, as their studied belief, that such an all-volunteer army
would not only be adequate to defend
our country, but would be strong enough
to repel any sudden surprise attack.
As we consider this proposed draft extension legislation, I believe we all must
bear in mind that the draft, along with
the Army, Navy, and Air Force are not
ends in theinselves. They exist only to
defend this Nation. If we can achieve
this defense need without the individual
and social upset caused by the present
draft system, then there is not only no
longer a reason for its existence, but a
social duty on our part to end it.
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One of the key recommendations of
the Gates Commission in achieving the
end of the draft was to increase pay incentives for volunteers. I believe the
members of the House Armed Services
Committee deserve high praise for
adopting in broad outline these pay incentive goals which the Commission felt
necessary to realize an all-volunteer
army.
Chronically underfunded and understat!ed, the recruiting service of our
Army has for years sat in the chimney
comer as a poor stepsister of the draft.
But during the past few months, more
funds have been spent on recruiting, and
for the first time in years I understand
the number of Army recruiters is up to
authorized strength.
Join then, this heightened recruitment
activity of the Army, and the increase
pay incentives contained in this bill, and
I believe it is clear we are definitely on
the road toward an all-volunteer army.
The question then no longer is whether
we will end the draft, but when and how.
Thirty years ago a national legislative
battle was fought on this floor over
extending the then relatively new draft.
Draft extension at that time carried by
a very narrow margin. My father, a leading noninterventionist and at that time
the ranking Republican member of the
House Foreign A1Iairs Committee was a
leader in the fight against the proposed
draft extension.
Those who at that time opposed extension of the draft saw such an extension as another step toward war. They
feared an enlargement of the warmaking
powers of the Executive. That debate was
at a time when no American Armed
Forces were engaged in hostilities anywhere in the world. Opposition to the
draft was clearly an expression of no
confidence in the policies of the administration then in poor.
But those arguments of 30 years ago
do not hold today. The present administration has reversed the course of years
of U.S. deepening involvement in Vietnam. It has served notice that U.S. military strength around the world will be
trimmed to more modest proportions. It
is irrevocably committed to U.S. troop
withdrawal from Southeast Asia and its
commitment is underscored by results.
One-quarter of a million servicemen
have already been withdrawn from Vietnam within the last 2 years, and every
indication is that this withdrawal process will be accelerated in the months
ahead.
The present administration is on record as favoring the end of the draft. It
is committed to working toward an allvolunteer army. The legislation before us
today testifies to this commitment. These
are policies and directions I favor and
have confidence in.
The main question I have with this
proposed draft extension legislation is,
therefore, not its aim, but the time limit
involved. It is clear we cannot simply
abandon the draft in the vague hope that
the goal of an all-volunteer army can be
met. There must be a period of transition-a phasing out of one while we build
the other. In this I feel the committee is
absolutely correct. I for one have no de-
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sire to dismantle our defense system, but
a desire only to change its manpower
recruitment methods.
Need we, therefore, make this a 2-year
extension? Considering the Defense Department's heightened recruitment activity, backed with increased pay incentives, 64 percent of which will go to the
critical area of men with less than 2
years' service, would it not be possible
to achieve these goals in 12 months
rather than 2 years? I feel it is.
Mr. Chairman, I believe that Congress,
by supporting a 1-year extension of the
draft, will demonstrate its strong backing of the all-volunteer service. In effect Congress will be saying to the Defense Department, "Now is the time to
get on with the job of building the Army
with willing recruits, rather than unwilling draftees."
For, if there is one truth about men in
general, it is that they tend to take the
course of least resistance. This truism, I
believe, will hold for our Defense Department, as it does to all other men.
Give them 10 years to make a switch
from the relatively easy draft system to
the more complex recruitment system,
and I am sure it will take the full 10
years. If we give them 2 years, then you
may be assured, 2 years it will take.
But give them 1 year, and there seems
a strong likelihood that as the war in
Southeast Asia winds down, removing
both the high induction needs and the
present antimilitary attitudes motivating
many of our young, we can achieve an
all-volunteer army by increased recruitment in 1 rather than 2 years.
Mr. Chairman, for all these reasons I
urge the adoption of the amendment
calling for a 1-year extension of the
draft. Adoption of this amendment will
give clear expression of congressional
support for a volunteer army recognizing
the practical difficulties of an immediate transition from a draft-supported to
a volunteer-supported manpower base.
The CHAmMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Kentucky
(Mr. M.AzzOLI).
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Whalen amendment.
In yesterday's CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
March 30, 1971, at page 8654 I inserted
my remarks at that point which indicated my support of the extension for 1
year only of the power to induct young
men into the military services.
I would like to base my brief remarks
today on the idea that a 1-year extension
of the draft means that every year the
executive branch has to come to the
legislative branch and ask for permission
to implement its military manpower
plans.
This, in my opinion, is fully in accord
with the principle of the co-equality of
the legislative branch of Government
and the important duty the Congress has
in the tripartite system of American
government. We, as the Congress, should
be willing to consider the question of the
draft, and all such complex and emotional issues as they arise. This is our
role and our function.
If at the end of one year there is no
further need for the draft, we can then
terminate it. If there is a need for continuing the draft, it can then be extended.
OXVII--555-Pa.rt 7

The CHAffiMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California
(Mr. GUBSER ) .
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Ohio banks a great deal
upon the infallibility of the Gates commission. It is a fine commission. It did
a great job. But it is not infallible.
At page 994 of the hearings, Mr. Slatinshek, of our committee, questioned Dr. Oi,
the expert of the Gates commission. Dr.
Oi admitted in the record that there
would be shortfalls in the immediate
years ahead based upon their concept of
an all-volunteer military service. In
other words, an all-volunteer service
would only be possible in 1 year if required force levels were revised downward.
Mr. Chairman, a selective service bill
is not the proper vehicle for setting a
force level. A selective service bill is only
the mechanism for reaching a force level
determined in other legislation. It is possible to amend an appropriation bill
limiting forces to a certain level. There
are other means which can be utilized.
We should not take the roundabout
route of limiting the mechanism by
which we attain a force level.
Much has been said about limiting the
draft extension to 1 year so that it will
exert pressure against the Defense Department to make the volunteer concept
work. What kind of pressure do they
mean? Can the Defense Department go
beyond the salary schedule established
in this bill? Can it bring family housing
up to adequate numbers within a single
year? What can an administration do
beyond what this bill authorizes it to do?
The answer is nothing-nothing except
to reduce force levels to meet what volunteer enlistments produce.
I repeat, Mr. Chairman, the exact opposite of bringing pressure to bear in
favor of a volunteer army will be theresult. You will be shooting the volunteer
service down before it is even launched.
We want an all-volunteer military
service. This bill launches us ir.. that direction. I urge you, do not launch it as
you would a crippled duck.
Almost 50 percent of all-voluntary enlistments today are draft motivated. If
you take the draft away in 1 year voluntary enlistments will go down and we
will probably not achieve the necessary
force level by voluntary enlistments and
this t.ime next year we will be reconsidering the draft question. You wil'. have
shot the volunteer army down even before it had an opportunity to :fly.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. HuNT
yielded his time to Mr. GuBSER.)
Mr. GUBSER. I thank the gentleman.
To repeat, most voluntary enlistments
today are draft motivated. So at the
very beginning of an all-volunteer military service, which we all want, you are
going to take away that motivation and
you are going to lessen the chances for
having success within a year. You will
be shooting it down. You will have
launched a crippled duck.
DOD witnesses have testified before
the Committee on Armed Services that
limiting the induction authority to 1
year will adversely affect the ability of
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the Departments to maintain manpower
strengths without increased draft calls.
For example, General Westmoreland
stated:
If the draft were extended for only one
year, I think this would have a. very adverse
effect, because I think the young men of the
count ry would get the impression that following this one year extension there would
be no draft. There would be no pressure then
brought to bear on the young men to join the
military services.

Stated another way, existing pressures of the draft have motivated more
than half of the so-called volunteers to
enter military service. Any indication
that this pressure would be eliminated
will undoubtedly reduce voluntary manpower accessions and require increased
draft calls. This would result in exactly
the opposite of what we are trying to accomplish.
If the proposed pay increases are capable of attracting sufficient volunteers
into the military departments to maintain manpower strengths, the question
of extension of the induction authority
becomes moot since the draft is utilized
only after the military has been unable
to meet manpower requirements through
voluntary sources.
The President recommended the 2year extension after the most searching
study. If he can get to zero draft calls
before the end of July 1, 1973, under
the committee bill he is free to do so.
Obviously he will do so if he possibly can
since it would be the most politically attractive thing to do.
The committee made an equally
searching inquiry and their vote against
the 1-year extension was 30 to 9.
In order for the zero draft call of the
President to work, three things are required: the large increases in compensation the committee voted; the substantial deployment of U.S. forces in
Vietnam; and various improvements in
military life, which the Pentagon has
commenced. It will take more than a
year to complete all of these actions and
to be able to make a solid judgment on
how they are working.
The failure to provide the President
with this induction authority extension
for 2 years presumes that the Congress
would act expeditiously, only 6 months
after the 1-year extension had been in
effect. A period of 6 months is hardly
sufficient time to establish whether or
not the voluntary system and new incentives will provide the manpower required. You cannot revamp an entire system in 6 months.
Let us presume that we do have a 2year extension and we do attract enough
volunteers and we do get zero draft calls
in 1 year. You will have achieved your
objective. In the meantime, you have
protected the security of this Nation with
a standby Selective Service.
We can end the draft in a year if the
all-volunteer concept works. If it does
not work, what kind of position are we
going to be in with respect to our worldwide commitments?
Setting a target date is not at all important. The important objective must
be to make the volunteer concept work
so that in 1 year we will have zero
draft calls. You cannot do that, I submit,
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by launching a crippled duck here today. vision of the Selective Service Act since
That is exactly what the Whalen amend- the inception of selective service. I am
ment will make of the volunteer concept. especially pleased that we finally have
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the opportunity to vote on the issue of
the gentleman from Washington (Mr. student deferments. It has long been my
contention that 90 percent of what is
HICKS).
Mr. ffiCKS of Washington. Mr. Chair- wrong with the draft lies in the inequities
man, I supported the amendment of the and frustrations created by the defergentleman from Ohio <Mr. WHALEN) in ment of students. We have further prothe committee, and I support it now, for vided for a national call of selectees; we
a little different reason. I supported it have changed the laws with regard to
on the basis that we ought to have to the statute of limitations on the failure
consider this problem every year. The to register; we have tampered with the
Defense Department ought to have to conscientious objector provisions of the
come before the Armed Services Com- law; we have provided for the greatest
mittee and this House each year and jus- pay raise in the history of our Armed
tify the number of people they will need. Forces; we have altered the provisions
I doubt seriously whether the draft will regarding nonresident aliens; we have
end in a year. It might end in 5 or 6 established force levels; we have made
years. But we ought to give the volunteer other changes.
Moreover, the new Director of Selecarmy an opportunity to work. If it does
not, they still should have to come before tive Service, Dr. Curtis Tarr, who has
us, and as they justify any other item, been most impressive in the exercise of
they ought to come before us to justify his responsibilities, has instituted nuthe manpower they want year after merous changes in the operations of the
year after year, and we ought to consider Selective Service. All of these changes,
their needs, find out why they want the legislative and administrative, are being
number of men they request, and let made at a time when our Nation is torthem have it if it is justified, and not let mented by an involvement in a war bethem have it if it is not justified. That is yond anything we have ever experienced,
my reason for supporting the amend- at a time when domestically we are inment to extend the draft authority for volved in problems of student unrest,
racial conflict, economic turmoil, unem1 year.
Mr. HANNA. Mr. Chairman, will the ployment, and inflation. In essence,
these are volatile and rapidly changing
gentleman yield?
Mr. mcKS of Washington. I yield to times. At this time, it is impossible to
predict the impact of these changes on
the gentleman from California.
Mr. HANNA. Does the gentleman hear the system. They may be salutary-they
anybody suggest that we ought to have may be inappropriate. A year's experianything but a volunteer army in peace- ence will undoubtedly focus on additional problems which should be addressed.
time?
Mr. ffiCKS of Washington. No, I have Congresss owes it to the citizenry to
monitor as closely as possible the operanot.
Mr. HANNA. In the thrust of the many tions and performance of the Selective
positions that we have heard on the floor, Service System. During periods of such
is not the move to come to more of a profuse and profound uncertainty, it
peacetime position between now and the seems to me an abdication of responsibility to extend the draft for more than
end of this Congress?
Mr. mcKS of Washington. I believe 1 year.
To those who would argue that a 1it is.
Mr. HANNA. Is it not clear and demon- year extension will complicate military
strable that we should not have a draft planning, I can only respond by stating
that the situation will be no different
for a peacetime Army?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- than it has been for the past year. I
have heard no expression of concern that
tleman from Washington has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- any problems were created for our plannizes the gentleman from Michigan <Mr. ners. Why then the necessity for a 2year extension?
NEDZI).
A year from now we will be far more
Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the Whalen amendment. knowledgeable on the effects of our acBut first I want to join in the accolades tions and we can continue what I considbestowed upon the chairman of the er to be the generally constructive efArmed Services Committee. Having forts toward designing an equitable proworked closely with him for the past 8 gram for securing essential military
years, I am most pleased that he has re- manpower.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recogtained his warm sense of humor, his
forthrightness, and his fairness. We of nizes the gentleman from Indiana <Mr.
the loyal opposition know that he has DENNIS).
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I favor
the votes and he knows he has the votes.
Nevertheless, proceedings within the a volunteer army. I support the commitArmed Services Committee have been tee bill as, on balance, being a substanconducted as never before resulting in tial step in that direction. I reluctantly
more productive hearings with an op- oppose the Whalen amendment, as being
portunity for all viewpoints to be heard. neither practical nor prudent under exThe gentleman from Louisiana has my isting circumstances.
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, will
appreciation and deserves the respect of
all Members of the House for the man- the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman
ner in which he has presided.
As a result, we have before us legisla- from Michigan (Mr. CEDERBERG) •
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, 1
tion which is the most far-reaching re-
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think there is one thing that has not been
pointed out. I serve on the Military Construction Subcommittee. We are trying
to do something on family housing, which
is critical to a volunteer army which we
are all after. We have planned a strong
increase in the program, but a year from
now we cannot possibly have that family housing in place, so if we extend for
only 1 year, we will not have any idea as
to whether a young man who may have
a family is going to be interested in
volunteering and making a career out of
the service.
This is why we should make it a 2-year
extension, and by the end of that time,
we will have a better idea. I am afraid a
year from now everybody will throw up
their hands and say the idea of the
volunteer army has failed, and we will
probably increase the draft rather than
have it drop back then as we would like
to have it.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Hawaii <Mr.
MATSUNAGA) .
Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Chairman, the
remarks made by some of my colleagues
here would seem to indicate that the
draft is in keeping with American tradition. In fact, the very opposite is true.
In our history of 195 years we went without the draft for 160 years. In the 139
armed conflicts in which this Nation has
engaged, we resorted to the draft in only
five instances.
I was amazed to hear a few minutes
ago the remark made by one of my colleagues that the military dictatorships
in the world we see today constitute the
best argument against a volunteer force.
The fact is that Greece and Argentina,
both of which have conscriptive forces,
fell to military dictatorships in recent
years, whereas Canada and Great Britain, both with all volunteer forces, have
never had to deal with problems of a
military coup.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Ohio <Mr. WHALEN), which would
have the etfect of extending the draft for
only 1 year, instead of for 2 years, as the
committee bill provides.
I support the gentleman's amendment
for the same reasons that I supported the
earlier effort to end the draft this year:
That is, that the draft is an unwarranted
infringement on the personal ij.berty of
our citizens, that it is inherently inequitable, and that it is a major source of
division and friction in our country.
Moreover, there is no doubt that a 1year extension of the draft, coupled with
the pay raises in H.R. 6531, would permit the armed services to attract enough
volunteers to meet even the high manpower requirements set forth by the
Pentagon for 1972 and beyond.
What the committee has done, insofar
as the compensation provisions of H.R.
6531 are concerned, is to combine the pay
raises which the administration had :in
mind for this coming fiscal year and the
following one. After a two-step pay raise,
the administration felt, an entirely
voluntary armed force would be feasible,
and no further draft would be necessary.
But since 2 years of pay raises a.s envisioned by the administration have been
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combined into one by the committee for
an immediate raise in fiscal 1972, the administration's request for a 2-year draft
extension is no longer necessary.
One year is sufficient. The manpower
experts of the Gates Commission projected-and the Defense Department has
not successfully refuted this projectionthat 1 year after their projected pay
raises were enacted, the draft would no
longer be necessary.
Mr. Chairman, that is a compelling
argument for the pending amendment.
If a 2-year extension of the draft is not
imperative, then it is imperative not to
extend the draft for 2 years.
Almost 100 Members of the House have
sponsored a bill, either my own bill or a
similar one, to bring about an all-volunteer armed force as soon as practicable.
Mr. Chairman, such a force is practicable
with a 1-year extension of the draft
and I urge my cosponsors and all of my
colleagues to support the pending Whalen
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. BIESTER).
Mr. BIESTER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the Whalen amendment,
and I urge its adoption.
A 1-year extension of the draft is an
expression of commitment on the part of
the House to the existence of an allvolunteer military force. Further, Mr.
Chairman, when this Congress or any
Congress imposes the human tax which
the draft really is, that Congress should
be required to justify to itself the real
necessity for the imposition of that human tax, and force itself to review the
need for such a human tax each and
every year the draft may be imposed.
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, will t.he
gentleman yield?
Mr. BIESTER. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio <Mr. WHALEN).
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.
I would like to respond with four comments to the presentation made by the
gentleman from California <Mr. GUBSER). First, with respect to the Gates
Commission, we should recognize this
was composed of outstanding citizens who
stu0Jed many long hours. It came up
with a finding that within 1 year it
would be possible to have an all-volunteer service if adequate pay were provided.
Second, Dr. Oi's name and his testimony was mentioned by Mr. Gubser. It
is very significant to note that Dr. Oi, in
his presentation, mentioned that with
an all-volunteer force we can get by with
fewer military personnel than with the
draft.
Third, I believe we have to recognize it
is not possible to have an all-volunteer
service without a statement of policy,
without some kind of pressure, without
an objective. My amendment would do
that.
Fourth, we should remember that in
terms of military personnel we are moving in two directions. We have the tools
now, with the increased pay provided by
this bill to attract volunteers at the same
time while the President is reducing our
forces.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Mississippi <Mr.
MONTGOMERY) .
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in opposition to the amendment.
Quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, I offered in
the committee an amendment to extend
the Draft Act for 4 years. My amendment
was soundly defeated. The gentleman
from Ohio <Mr. WHALEN) offered his
amendment. It was soundly defeated in
the committee by a vote of 30 to 9.
Aftei' hearing the testimony, it seems
to me the 2-year extension is really a
good compromise, and I hope this committee will support this compromise of
2 years.
I might say that under the bill before
us there are benefits, to attract the volunteers. If the volunteers come in then we
will not have to call up the draftees.
Under the present act and also under
the bill before us the Director has authority not to call any draftees if they
are not needed. In 1970 in 2 months the
Director of Selective Service did not call
up any draftees.
Therefore, under this bill there is a
built-in volunteer concept.
I urge you to defeat the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Virginia (Mr.
SCOTT).
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Chairman, I have
supported the committee which deals
with military affairs and the administration in each instance that I recall
since coming to the House, and yet I am
going to vote in favor of this amendment. I am going to do it because the people I represent-! believe the people
throughout the country-are fed up with
the conflict in Vietnam. They want it
terminated at the earliest possible day.
I should like to take a second look at
the draft law 1 year from now. I may well
vote in favor of extending it for another
year at that time, but circumstances can
change. I would hope that they will
change for the better between now and
next year.
I do urge that this amendment be
approved by the House.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio <Mr.
VANIK).

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the draft as long as this Nation continues its involvement in Southeast Asia. After that issue is removed
from this controversy, we should review
the need for our military manpower
needs.
In my judgment, the draft and the
huge manpower pool which it generated
have been substantially responsible for
our deep and tragic involvement in
Southeast Asia. If we are to get out, the
termination of the draft becomes an integral and important step. I cannot support a draft which provides 14 percent of
the strength of our Armed Forces and
produces 33 percent of our casualties.
I will vote for a 1-year extension of
the draft because it improves the 2-year
proposal which might otherwise become
law.
My basic objection to any extension of
the draft will remain until we remove
ourselves from Southeast Asia.
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The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Ohio <Mr. KEATING).
Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the Whalen amendment.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. KEATING
yielded the remainder of his time to Mr.
STEIGER of Wisconsin.)
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, there are two points I would make
very briefly.
One is I believe it ought to be understood by those who are concerned about
the rate of volunteers, the latest analysis
I have seen from the Department of Defense shows that 57.2 percent of those
now going into the armed services are
true volunteers who would not be forced
to volunteer because their draft numbers
are above the cutoff limit.
Second, again to get back to a point
I tried to make earlier, let me quote
from Secretary Kelley. At the time he
testified before the distinguished committee he said in opposing the customary
4- year extension:
The early attainment of (a) zero draft calls
for maximum pressure on those of us who
are responsible for implementation . . . and
the administration should be obliged to report periodically to Congress on progress towards its attainment.

Given the pressure of competing programs, I submit that a 2-year extension
would promote a "wait until next year''
attitude, rather than the "maximum
pressure" which Mr. Kelley has called for.
The 1-year extension, however, provides a real incentive to establish a volunteer force-and it would leave Congress the option to extend the draft another year should unexpected circumstances warrant such action to maintain
national security.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan <Mr.
CEDERBERG).
(By unanimous consent, Mr. CEDERBERG and Mr. FINDLEY yielded their time
to Mr. GERALD R. FORD.)
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Wisconsin <Mr.
ASPIN).
Mr. AS PIN. Mr. Chairman, those people who supported a volunteer army are
supporting this amendment, but others
are, too. Those who support putting pressure on the administration to wind down
the war more quickly are supporting it.
Those who support the idea that Congress
should review the draft more frequently
are supporting it.
I would like to emphasize one other
point.
The draft, of course, can be extended
again, and it might be extended next year
if we so desire, but we are living in a
world of great uncertainty. The war is
hopefully being wound down. We have a
new look in the Army, and the pay is being increased. This year, in this kind
of a transition period, in a world of uncertainty, something as important as the
draft should be examined yearly.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Minnesota
(Mr. ZWACH).
Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Chairman, I have
listened carefully. I have heard nothing
that would indicate anything would be
lost by limiting this to a 1-year extension.
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Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendment.
In fact, I think there is much to be
gained by it. I think it will put added incentive upon the military and upon the
administration and upon the Congress to
try to bring this draft to an end. In fact,
it is my hope that we, this Congress, not
another Congress, will be able to bring
this draft to an end.
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Minnesota
(Mr. FRASER) .
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, the principal point that needs to be restressed is
that by a 1-year extension we do not
foreclose the possibility of a further extension of the draft if it seems to be required for our national security. We are
extending it by our votes in the next day
or so, I presume, and yet the fact that it
had to be extended was not seen as a
great calamity even though it came in
the year 1971. So to have the question of
the draft come up again in 1972 will in
no way undermine the security of this
country nor threaten our legitimate commitments.
I am not particularly enthusiastic
about a volunteer army, but I do not want
to see the draft law extended until it is
just and humane. Although I think the
committee improved it this time, there
are still serious problems existing.
I hope we can look at it again in a year
and see how the world looks then and see
if we are out of Vietnam and then make
a judgment as to what the security requirements of our country will be.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Minnesota
(Mr. QUIE).
Mr. QUIE. Mr. Chairman, I support
the Whalen amendment for a 1-year extension of the draft.
If we could have provided the same
kind of authority like pay increases that
is contained in this act last Congress so
that the 1-year transition had been July
1, 1970, to July 1, 1971, we could have
gone to an all voluntary military next
fiscal year, but that is not the case. We
need some time, but I think the military
needs the pressure of only a 1-year
extension.
I believe if we do find out by, say,
March or April of next year that there
needs to be a further extension, we can
take action at that time. But it is my belief, from reading the Gates task force
study, that a 1-year extension is adequate and that we can have a volunteer
service operating without resorting to
the draft by July 1, 1972.
Mr. Chairman, I commend the Committee on Armed Services for increasing
the pay so that we can have more of an
assurance that a voluntary military will
be sufficiently operative.
I think we have reached the time to
eliminate the draft and I think this is
truly the American approach under
which we have operated throughout
most of our history. I think the country
is ready for the Congress to suspend the
draft by the middle of next year.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York (Mr.

traduced his amendment, the important
thing is that what we are now considering is really the Harrington amendment
all over again in somewhat difierent
form. And I think the same arguments
apply against it as applied against the
Harrington amendment.
Mr. Chairman, we have gone a long
step in the committee bill to get a volunteer army underway. But we have got
to be allowed some time for these changes
to take efiect without at the same time
risking our national security by abruptly
terminating our existing procedures for
recruiting the military manpower we
need.
Now, Mr. Chairman, there is a good
deal of plausibility to a 1-year extension.
It sounds like a meaningful compromise.
But let us not kid ourselves. Under the
present bill the volunteer army will go
into effect on the 1st of July. If we adopt
the Whelan amendment, then by next
January we are going to have to begin
to decide whether that volunteer Army
has worked. Mr. Chairman, six months
will just not be enough time. Not only
that, Mr. Chairman, but we will be acting and deciding in an election year, and
an election year, let us not forget, in
which the 18-year-olds will be voting for
the first time.
How much chance does anyone think
there will be of getting another extension
of the draft under those circumstances,
even if the facts demonstrate overwhelmingly that we will need it for another year
because the volunteer concept has not
yet caught on?
So I am convinced the only wise thing
to do is to provide in this bill the same
kind of a 2-year extension that we have
had so often in the past. This will provide us with a reasonable opportunity to
test out the volunteer army theory, and
then when the time comes to make our
appraisal as to whether it has worked or
not without being under the pressures
and the heavy demands of an election
year.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog~
nizes the gentleman from Iowa (Mr.
GROSS).
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from California <Mr. GUBSER)
predicated his argument in favor of a 2year extension of the draft, in part, upon
our commitments abroad.
Mr. Chairman, the facts of life are not
only committed around the world, but
we are badly overcommitted.
The cold, hard facts of life are thatlt
is not within the capacity of the people
of the United States of America to police
and bankroll the world. The sooner we
realize this, the sooner we will get on our
way to solving the real problems that
confront us here at home.
Mr. Chairman, there is no reason at
this time-no sound reason-for extending the draft for 2 years. There is absolutely no reason why we cannot review
the situation next year.
I support the Whalen amendment for
a 1-year extension and urge its adoption.
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana (Mr.
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were made by Secretary Kelley in his
testimony before our committee. I am
certain that no one intentionally misrepresented it, but allow me to read from
page 44 of the hearings-and I am quoting exactly what Secretary Kelley said:
To extend the draft for 1 year only would
mislead our nation, and p21.rticularly our
young people. It is exceedingly improbable
that, given the present national security environment, the conversion from conscription
to an-volunteer could be accomplished by
July 1, 1972. A brief look at requirements
for new enlisted personnel in fiscal year 1972
shows why.

Mr. Chairman, I did want to set the
record straight as to exactly what Secretary Kelley said as to the matter of an
all-volunteer Army. We certainly desire
that.
I envision an all-volunteer army as one
where the draft quota reaches zero. That
is an all-volunteer army. That is our objective, and what we should be working
for. I hope that time can be reached in 6
months, and it might be. I will say this:
that a 2-year draft extension will be
much nearer to realizing the objective.
I would hope that time could be
reached in as little as 6 months. It may be
that we can, but I must say in all candor
and honesty that it does not seem likely,
given our very real security requirements
and the time necessary to make the prospect of an all-volunteer army attractive
to the point where voluntary enlistments
would enable us to meet those requirements.
I will say this: a 2-year draft extension will put us nearer to the goal of an
all-volunteer army. We will always know
that the draft is there, if we need it;
draft calls can always be reduced to allow for increased enlistments, if these
do come about.
We must have room to maneuver in
this matter. A 2-year extension will give
us that room, where a 6-month extension
or a 1-year extension will not. Because,
we will then know that the draft is still
there if we need it, while we are reaching for an all-volunteer army rather
than in 6 months, and a year extension,
would be.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York <Mr.
PIKE ) .
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I supported
the amendment ofiered by the gentleman
from Ohio <Mr. WHALEN), in the committee, and I support it today. Four years
ago we extended the draft for 4 years,
and an efiort was made to extend it for
only 2 years, and every single argument
that has been made against a 1-year extension today was made against a 2-year
extension 4 years ago.
There is no reason on earth we should
not be called upon to look at this next
year, which does not mean that you
might not have to extend it further,
whether the all-volunteer army is working or not. I happen to think we will have
to extend the draft next year. But, since
we require the Department of Defense to
rejustify their need for tanks, planes,
and ships every single year, I frankly
refuse to accept the proposition that a
BRAY ) .
STRATTON).
human being deserves less consideration
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, there has than a tank does, or a plane does, or a
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, as Mr.
WHALEN said a moment ago when he in- been some mention as to remarks which ship does. I think, if we cannot stand up
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to the 18-year-old vote on this issue next you can have the best of two worlds. With
year, then this issue ought to be defeated. a 2-year extension, you can get a volunI strongly support the Whalen amend- teer army, as I hope we will, and you
have that insurance-the protection
ment, and I hope it passes.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- against a crisis which might arise anynizes the gentleman from Michigan <Mr. where in the world whether it is in Western Europe or in the Middle East or in
GERALD R. FORD) .
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chair- Southeast Asia. We ought to have that
man, I have long been committed to and insurance. We ought to protect ourselves
strongly favor an all-volunteer military against that kind of contingency which
force. I believe that circumstances are we all hope will not take place.
I believe the committee's recommendadeveloping that would permit us to
achieve that result. I think it is desirable. tion is sound and that a 1-year extenI think that it is practicable. This legis- sion is a serious gamble against the selation helps significantly in achieving curity of the United States.
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair recogthat result. This legislation, plus thereduction of our military commitment in nizes the gentleman from LoUisiana <Mr.
Southeast Asia, this legislation with the HEBERT).
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, again I
new ceiling of 2 Y2 million in the Armed
Forces, this legislation with the extra must say that there is but little more
pay incentive, will bring to us the ulti- that can be added to the debate in which
mate objective which, in my opinion, is we have been engaged. Some of it has
been redundant. But we come back to
an all-volunteer military force.
Now, I do not quote this gentleman the same proposition.
Referring to what the distinguished
very often in debate, but I am impressed
with what the gentleman from California gentleman from Michigan has just
(Mr. LEGGETT) said on page 67 in the said-are we going to gamble with the
committee report, so let me read it to future? We do not know what the two
bodies of the Congress will do in a situyou.
On the other hand, by a very strong major- ation projected so far into the future. I
ity of the Committee, we accepted the entire can well understand those who say that
pay package and basic allowance for quar- they would prefer a 1-year extension. But
ters incentives originally tentatively sug- the real key is, and the committee has
gested by the Administration for 1973 . . . . always maintained, and I personally have
In taking this actdon, the Committee has maintained, that we do need an extengone at least 80 percent of the way toward sion of the draft. That was spelled out
the stimulation of a volunteer force or zero
here by an overwhelming vote less than
draft calls.
an hour ago. This body determined that
Let me make this observation, if I we do need an extension of the draft.
might:
Now the question resolves itself to how
For the life of me I do not under- long we are going to extend the draft.
stand why the people who want an all- Are we going to extend it for 1 year or
volunteer army do not accept the best for 2 years? In this context, for the beneof two worlds, which is the committee's fit of those who want an all-volunteer
recommendation. They have the extra army, you will get the volunteer army
pay and fringe benefits, they have the when we reach zero draft. So reversing
lower troop ceiling, they have a reduction the argument, or reversing the contenin our commitment in Vietnam. If we stay tion of those who say, "Let us take it
with the committee, and all of these for a year and then come back," I say:
things fit together, as I hope they will, Take it for 2 years and you will have
at the end of 1 year you have what your volunteer army if you can accomyou want, which is an all-volunteer mili- plish it within 1 year. When you hit zero
tary and zero draft calls. And you have draft, then you have a volunteer army.
also some insurance if a crisis arises at
We could end the draft immediately if
some later date. I do not think we ought we had the volunteers.
to gamble with the possibility of a crtsis
I would remind all my friends conby weakening our milita.Iy. Supposing cerning the review of strength: The exwe have a crisis in the Middle East, and isting law does not change and will not
we are at the tail end of this legislation be changed by any action taken in this
with a 1-year extension?
bill. We do review every year the needs,
Obviously, we will not be as strong as and the averages, and the strength ceilwe ought to be to meet that kind of ing of our military-we have to authorchallenge.
ize it. This is the time we can do that.
But if you have a 2-year extension and
Again I would suggest this. If we do
you have achieved your volunteer army, have the 2-year extension and there
you have the strength to meet that chal- is some flaw in the law, which may be,
lenge. In addition, you will have acquired we could just as easily introduce the
the capability in that 1 year of time to proper remedial legislation to correct
achieve what you want, which is an all- that flaw much easier than we can enact
volunteer military organization. So you an entirely new induction authority.
would have the best of two worlds.
The committee has gone into this
If you have a 1-year extension, in ef- thing so deeply and thoroughly. The
fect, what you actually have is only a committee has ventilated this entire
6-month extension, because it does not problem and the vote was 30 to 9 against
go into effect until July 1 and Congress the 1-year proposition and in favor of
about a year from now will have to face the 2-year proposition which again I
up to the reality of what you are going point out to you has been asked for by
to do about it in the future. So it will be the administration and the President
a period of limbo. It just does not make himself. It has been asked for by the
sense to go to a 1-year extension when Secretary of Defense and the Depart-
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ment of Defense. It has been asked for by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other military advisers. It has been asked
for by Mr. Kelley who is Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower. The committee has advocated it and I do hope
that you will express your confidence
here by extending the draft for 2 years
instead of 1 year, because you have already made the decision to extend the
draft.
Mr. Chairman, I urge the rejection of
the Whelan amendment.
Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Chairman, I intend to support H.R. 6531 as it was reported from the committee on which I
am a member.
Before explaining the reasons on which
I predicate my support, I want to restate my approval and praise on the
manner in which the hearings on this bill
were conducted by the chairman of the
full committee, the gentleman from
Louisiana <Mr. HEBERT). Moreover, I
want to compliment him on the manner
in which he has handled the bill on the
floor. Only late in the afternoon today
when it was suggested there be a motion
to limit debate the chairman of the committee replied that someone else would
have to make the motion. He meant by
this so far as he was concerned there
would be free, untrammeled, and unlimited debate of every provision of H.R.
6531.
Now, Mr. Chairman, no one Member of
this House can deny that there is any
completely equitable manner in which
2 years of a young man's life must be
devoted to service in the interest of his
country's security. That is true no matter how compelling the reason or how
noble the cause.
on the other hand our· unpopular engagement in Southeast Asia has provided the means for many well-meaning
persons to further cloud the considerations of Selective Service. But when all
is said and done there remains a minimum need for manpower to afford an
adequate national defense. This is the
responsibility for all free Americans and
even if the process may not be popular
or may not be completely equitable it is
incumbent that the needs of manpower
must be filled if we are to have national
security and thereby survive as a nation.
There were lengthy deliberations on
H.R. 6531 in committee by the fifteen to
twenty substantive changes that were
made in the Selective Service Act. We
considered the Gates Commission for an
all-volunteer Army. Along with most
members of the committee I could not be
convinced this plan would satisfy the
manpower needs of the armed services.
Accordingly we did extend the draft for
2 years. We phased out undergraduate
student deferments. We authorized the
President to institute a uniform national
call gystem. The bill we reported provides
for a 3-year period of alternative service
for conscientious objectors but it also
provides the last year of the 3 years
should be in lieu of the 6 years reserve
duty for those who are drafted for 2
years. This seems to me to be eminently
fair and not at all punitive. The doctors
draft was continued a.nd we provided
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special pay for doctors, dentists, and
veterinarians and for the first time special pay for optometrists.
The record will show I opposed the socalled Harrington amendment which
would terminate induction on June 30,
1971. This of course was moving with too
great of haste. Someone facetiously said,
perhaps with some merit if we are going
to terminate the draft in 3 months we
just as well go ahead and make the new
law retroactive and discharge those who
had been inducted since January 1. This
is because the gentleman by his amendment proposes to soop induction at the
end of 3 months and we are now just at
the end of t he 3d month in this calendar
year.
Mr . Chairman, I oppose the so-called
Whalen amendment to suspend inductions after June 30, 1972. If we are really
interested in trying to attain a volunteer
army then we should give this bill a
chance to see if it will work.
I support the amendment which would
prohibit the consolidation of local draft
boards. We should continue these so each
draftee can be given a fair hearing.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I may find it impossible to be present during all the
deliberations on some of the recorded
teller votes on amendments which will
be offered concerning pay proposals. I
submit the committee has been fair. We
have increased military pay by a total of
$2 .7 billion annually. No one can say that
the committee acted to put any kind of
a roadblock of any kind toward the attainment of a zero draft. I am not sure
by what exact percentage we have increased military pay but I know now
that the lowest grade will receive $268 a
month the day he enters military service. I hope that this incentive will produce enough military manpower. Maybe
it will not. It should be given a fair trial
but certainly any less pay would result
in fewer volunteers.
Mr. Chairman, the concern which I
entertain is that if we increase military
pay by the amount which we will by this
bill and then it does not result in a sufficient incentive for enough volunteers
to meet our manpower needs, then we
can really be in deep and serious trouble.
Why do I say this? Because there are so
many in this country who want a volunteer army but also want to cut the overall
defense budget. If we add $2.7 billion
to our defense budget and it fails to produce a volunteer army then when we
face an unforeseen national emergency
and have no alternative but to draft
numbers of our young men to meet our
manpower needs there is virtually no
way to go back to the old military pay
scale that we have had in other national
emergencies. Then with an emergency
and with pay scales that will be approved by this legislation the total overall cost could be staggering.
But, Mr. Chairman, I intend to support H.R. 6531 to provide the opportunity to see if enough volunteers come
forward with the new pay scale we have
provided in this measure.
Mr. PRICE of Dlinois. Mr. Chairman,
I want to focus on one particular aspect
of this bill, the section dealing with increased pay for our military personnel.
As you know, the House Armed Servic~
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Mr. Chairman, if we are to achieve a
voluntary force through zero draft as the
a dministration seeks we must give the
President the tools he states he needs to
achieve these goals. I am hopeful that
the Committee's amendment will provide
the wherewithal.
Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Ohio <Mr. WHALEN).
As you know, I testified at length during
the Armed Services Committee hearings
early this m onth on the voluntary military manpower procurement bill which
I cosponsored. During the questioning
which developed after my formal testimony, I felt very deeply that the members of the committee were sincerely
committed to taking steps which could
lead our Nation toward the goal of a
vulunteer army-a goal which President
Nixon, the Department of Defense, the
Gates Commission and millions of Americans, young and old, have held high
among the priority reforms facing this
Congress.
As coauthor of a book "How To End the
Draft, the Case for an All-Volunteer
Army," in 1967 with Mr. WHALEN and
others in the Congress, I have been cognizant of the barriers to action on this
concept to a greater degree than many
Americans. I must say that the very
substantial steps taken by the Armed
Services Committee in reporting out
H.R. 6531 have shown me the first real
light of day, the first positive legislative
sign that the Congress means business
where a volunteer military is concerned.
I must begin by commending the members of the Armed Services Committee, as
well as Selective Service Director Tarr
and Assistant Secretary of Defense Roger
Kelley for their leadership and foresight
in fos tering and supporting the pay raise
provisions and other enlightened provisions of this bill.
I must also say that many Americans
who are understandably anxious for
progress in ending the draft, have overlooked the significance of the fact that
this bill seeks an extension of induction
authority for 2 years, not for the cusDISPOSABLE INCOME 1
tomary 4-year period. I think one of the
COMMITTEE BILL-H.R. 6531 COMPARISON WITH H.R. 4450most divisive forces among the young
GATES COMMISSION
people of this country since 1967 has
been the fact that despite significant
Pay grade and longevity
H.R. 6531
H.R. 4450 administrative and some legislative reforms in the mechanisms of the draft,
the 4-yerur extension of induction auMarried personnel: 2
0- 2, under 2_________ ___ _
$8,800
$8,940 thority which was enacted in 1967 left
0-1, under 2__ ____ ______ _
7,614
8, 034 no opportunity for a thorough review of
6, 100
5, 780
E-5, under 2__ ---- --- ---5, 737
5, 364 our military manpower procurement polE-4, under 2-- -- --- -----5,344
4,847
E-3, under 2- - --- -- - - --- icies until 1971.
5,050
E-2, under 2__ -- ------ -4,693
I am proud to be able to say with some
4, 512
4,760
E-1, under 2-- - -- -------Married personnel: a
certainty that 1971 will not come and
0-2, under 2______ __ ___ __
8, 923
9, 064
7, 732
8, 157 go without a major response from Con0-1, under 2. ---- --- - ---6,204
5, 888
gress to the need for revamping our
E-5,
under
2---------E-4, under 2 _____ _____ __ _
5, 841
5,468
5,446
5, 318 priorities and our goals where military
E-3,
under
2
__
------E-2, under 2___ _______ ___
5, 151
5,164 manpower is concerned. As a strong beE- 1, under 2__ _____ __ __ __
4,857
4, 980 liever in our ability to attract an adeSingle personnel:
0- 2. under 2 __ _______ ___ _
quate force through voluntary enlist8,058
8,379
6,946
7,507
ment, except perhaps during a very seri0E-- 5,
1. under
under 22-____________
- ------- ----_
5, 309
5,201
E-4, under 2____ ______ ___
5, 035
4,845 ous international emergency, I think
4, 795
4, 703
that the pay provisions of this bill, which
E-3, under 2- - -- --------4, 566
4, 558
E- 2, under 2--- ---------finally recognize the entitlement of our
E- 1, under 2 ___ ____ _____ _
4, 227
4, 386
soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines
to at least minimum wages, and to com1 Disposable income represents actual cash received after
pensation more closely equivalent to cideduction of FICA and Federal income tax on basic pay.
vilian scales, will yield much larger num2 With 1 dependent
bers of enlistees from all walks of life.
a With 2 dependents.

Committee voted a 2-year $2.68 billion
increase in military compensation effective immediately as compared to the administration's recommendation of phasing the increase over a 2-year period.
As a sponsor in committee of the
amendment to have the immediate 2year increase, I am especially pleased
that we have an opportunity today to
rectify two of the most glaring defects in
the military pay system, the lack of decent standards of living for our enlisted
men and the lack of incentive for our
junior officers, our future military leaders, provided they remain in the service.
Presently, enlisted personnel in the
E-1 grade, the lowest pay grade, with
less than 2 years service receive in basic
pay $143.70 per month or $3,245.88 annually if you include basic pay, subsistence,
quarters, and Federal tax advantage.
Even so, this works out to be less than
the $1.60 Federal minimum wage for a
40-hour week for a year. Surely, our enlisted men deserve t. better break than
this.
Another way to look at this same problem is to consider the cost of 2 years of
service to the individual. The Gates
Commission study projected that the
enlistee receives approximately 52 percent of what his civilian counterpart
earns annually in private or public employment. This means, at the present
time, the enlistee pays a tax in kind of
approximately 48 percent. This in inequitable and must be corrected.
The bill as finally adopted by the committee means that the basic pay for enlistees and other enlisted personnel with
ayes 197, noes 200, not voting 35, as
creased by an average of 68.6 percent
over current rates; in fact for the two
lowest pay grades of E-1 and E-2 the bill
with the amendment I offered in committee provides a basic pay increase of
approximately 100 percent.
I would like to illustrate how the present bill compares with the Gates Commission recommendation embodied in
H.R. 4450 which the committee considered also.
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Of course, I realize, as I pointed out
in my testimony, and as is pointed out
in our book and the Gates Commission
report, that more than pay incTeases will
be required to bring enlistments up to
needed levels. Many internal reforms in
the military services themselves are
needed. Reforms that will offer greater
training opportunities, greater challenge
and utilization of the skills which volunteers have when they enter service, and
most of all, reforms that will eliminate
some of the "Mickey Mouse" which constantly badgers men in the lower ranks.
I believe that if our servicemen are paid
as men, and treS!ted as men, they will
serve, and willingly serve as men who
stand in defense of their free nation.
It is these noneconomic reforms, Mr.
Chairman, which will determine in the
next several months the success or failure of the voluntary military concept. If
these reforms come slowly or not at all,
we will hear sounds from the Defense
Department about the unw01kability of
a volunteer army. Those who oppose, as
we all should, a merely mercenary armed
force will rub their hands together with
glee at the fact that the volunteer concept has not materialized.
I think that by enacting the basic
provisions of H.R. 6531, Congress will
have done its part in giving the volunteer
military concept a chance to beoome a
reality. But we cannot legislate morale
and motivation to serve with money
alone. We must recognize that to a very
major extent, the success of our ability
to reduce draft calls to zero will depend on reforms in the military which
must go hand in hand with the provisions of this bill.
Mr. Chairman, this is the reason that
I favor a 1-year extension of induction
authority rather than a 2-year extension
as provided in the language of the committee bill.
Since so much is riding on what the
military itself can accomplish in the next
12 months to build up recruits, and because we are investing over $2 billion
in this program, I believe Congress
should reserve to itself the right to oversee the progress of the military manpower procurement program 12 months
from now. I believe that a 1-year extension will provide the induction authority
that is needed to maintain our force
levels and our defense flexibility.
It is common knowledge that every
other aspect of defense policy is religiously scrutinized by Congress each and
every fiscal year. Military construction
projects are authorized and funds appropriated annually. Weapon systems procurement is very closely watched, and is
subject to change by congressional actJ.Qn on a yearly basis. Now that we have
the President, the Defense secretary, and
a large portion of the Congress committed to a reduction of draft calls, and
concerned about the undemocratic and
undesirable aspects of a conscripted milltary force, I believe that manpower procurement should also be subject to yearly
review. In this way, the milltary wll1
know that their progress in making reforms, and in moving toward a volunteer
concept will be very closely reviewed 1

year from now. A 1-year exrension ts an

effective way to communicate to the executive branch that Congress has placed
a high priority indeed on reducing draft
calls to zero.
In advocating a 1-year rather than a
2-year extension, Mr. Chairman, I think
certain misconceptions should be cleared
up, if possible, before they are exaggerated. First, I do not favor a 1-year extension because of the opportunity it will
offer for a referendum on the use of
troops in Vietnam in 1972. I think that if
the President comes back to us next year
with a progress report on enlistments,
and indicates that induction authority
will be necessary for a further period,
his request will be fully and fairly considered and acted upon in light of national security interest!;.
I do not think that a 1-year extension
should be supported as any kind of an opportunity to tie the President's handsnor do I think it will tie the President's
hands-any more than they are tied by
annual congressional review of military
equipment procurement programs.
A number of persons have commented
that a 1-year extension will serve as an
inducement for registrants who may be
drafted in the coming year to use legal
and other extended delay tactics to postpone their induction beyond the period
inductions are authorized under the extension. I think it would be a very serious
mistake · for anyone to adopt the view
that if only a 1-year extension is passed,
the likelihood is that the draft will end
at the close of the 1 year. Certainly the
continuation of registration and classification procedures, and the ability of the
President to call on Congress to reinstitute induction authority for a further
period, or during any emergency should
indicate clearly that a 1-year extension does not mean an abandonment of
the draft any more than a 2-year extension would imply that. The committee
has not advocated and I do not advocate
the institution of a volunteer military by
ending the draft first and then gambling
on the numbers of volunteers we can
attract. The stated purpose is to responsibly build up the level of recruits
through pay and other reforms, and
gradually reduce draft calls to zero--all
the time maintaining a force essential to
our defense.
For reasons I have already stated, I
think that a 1-year extension will add to
and not detract from our flexibility. In
my view, it is a responsible way to build in
necessary oversight and review authority for the Congress over the very crucial subject of military manpower procurement. If this amendment is adopted,
as I hope it will be, it should be viewed
by the Congress, by the Executive and by
the people in just that light.
It is in this context, Mr. Chairman,
that I strongly urge the adoption of the
gentleman's amendment.
Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Chairman, the issue of whether or not to
abolish the draft is a moot point. The
President and most Members of Congress
all along the political spectrum agree
that the draft is inequitable, un-American, and outmoded. The issue now in
question is when to abolish the draft. The
bill before us asks for an extension of the

President's authority to induct men into
the Army until June of 1973.
No better authority than the President's own Commission, the Gates Commission has recommended that such
Presidential authority be ended in June
of this year. It further recommends that
improved pay and conditions of service
would attract a sufficient number of
volunteers each year to maintain a stable
force level of 2.5 million men. To maintain that volunteer force level, 325,000
men would have to enlist each year from
the total of 1.5 million men who will anually tum 19 and who will also meet the
military's enlistment requirements. In its
report, the Commission noted that 250,000 "true volunteers" have already been
enlisting annually within recent years
despite the war and an entry pay roughly
60 percent lower than they could earn in
civilian life. The Commission proposed a
$2.7 billion basic pay increase to attract
the remaining 75,000 men into the Armed
Forces each year. And there is even some
question as to the validity of maintaining
a force as large as 2.6 million which the
bill recommends. Representative HARRINGTON maintains in his views on the
committee report that there is no evidence to prove that such a large force is
necessary. If this is the case, then it
should be even easier to maintain an adequate armed force through the volunteer
system.
There are some who say it is too dangerous to begin the transition to an allvolunteer army while so many of our
troops are still in Vietnam. However,
there is no better time than the present.
Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Chairman, the
debate underway on the extension of the
Selective Service Act certainly is a discussion of one of the most significant issues to face us in the Congress this year.
It was my hope, shared by many other
Members, that this year would see the
enactment of meaningful draft reform.
That is why I am so keenly disappointed
with the legislation which has been
brought to the floor of the House. It cannot be described as true reform.
My position on the subject of draft
reform stems from two basic concerns
which I, opposed to some of my colleagues, believe to be very closely tied.
First, it is my belief, the rights of the
individual to be basic to the philosophy
of which this Nation was founded, and it
is my intent to do my best to promote and
protect those rights. My second wish is
to protect and further our national security, both internally and internationally.
To some, these beliefs may seem contradictory, but let me remind you that
this country is unique in that it is based
on the rights of the individual to control
his destiny. I realize that no individual
has absolute freedom, but I do feel
strongly that whatever protects the
rights of individuals also protects the
basic security of our Nation. It is because of these strong feelings that I have
come to the conclusion that it is impossible to revise our present Selective
Service System in such a way as to
achieve the extent of freedom and reform which we must have. It is for this
reason, that I cosponsored H.R. 4450, the
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ment Act of 1971. Careful and judicious
study was not accorded this legislation.
That it may be costly is undisputed.
However, I am firmly convinced that the
cost in terms of individual rights is far
too great under our present draft laws. It
is my deep conviction that H.R. 4450
should have been reported. New legislation should have been prepared to deal
with military power procurement in the
event of major wars. This legislation
could have carefully specified that components of the various reserve organizations are to be fully utilized before any
draft calls are issued. It should be noted
that the bill which the House will consider will substantially increase the pay
of Armed Forces personnel, bringing it
almost to levels needed for an all-volunteer army. Having taken this action on
the pay question, the committee should
have completed its work and given the
all-volunteer army proposal its approval.
The present committee bill to extend the
draft simply is not adequate and fails to
meet the issues head on. I cannot subport it.
There is one provision of H.R. 6531
that is of particular concern to me. It
extends from 2 to 3 years the length of
alternative civilian service time for conscientious objectors. This is a punitive
provision and I strongly support efforts
to delete it from the bill.
On October 18, 1968, President Nixon,
while a candidate for the Presidency,
said about the draft:
I feel this way: a system of compulsory
service that arbitrarily selects some and not
others simply cannot be squared with our
whole concept of liberty, justice, and equality
under the law . . . The only way to stop
the inequities is to stop using the system.

President Nixon's statement concisely
states the case against the draft. The
all-volunteer army proposals have not
been seriously considered in committee.
Unless the bill, H.R. 6531, to extend the
draft is drastically amended on the floor
of the House during this debate, I will
vote no.
The CHAffiMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Ohio (Mr. WHALEN).
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and
the Chairman appointed as tellers Mr.
WHALEN, Mr. HEBERT, Mr. BRAY, and Mr.
LEGGETT.
The Committee divided.
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair votes
"aye" and sends his ballot to the tellers
to be counted.
The tellers reported that there wereayes 197, noes 200, not voting 35, as
follows:
[Recorded Teller Vote No. 38]
AYES-197

Abourezk
Abzug
Adams
Addabbo
Albert
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson,
TenJl.

Andrews,
N.Dak.
Archer
Ashley
Asp in
Badlllo
Begich
Bennett
Bergland

B1agg1
Biester
Bingham
Blanton
Blatnik
Boland
Bolling
Brademas
Bras co

Broomfield
Brown, Mich .
Burke, Mass.
Burton
Caffery
Carney
Celler
Clausen,
Don H.
Cleveland
Coll1ns, Tex.
Conte
Conyers
Corman
Cotter
Coughlin
Crane
Culver
Daniels, N.J.
Danielson
Dellenback
Dellums
Denholm
Dent
Diggs
Donohue
Dow
Drinan
Dulski
Duncan
duPont
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edwards, Calif.
Eilberg
Esch
Evans, Colo.
Fascell
Fish
Flynt
Foley
Ford,
William D.
Forsythe
Fraser
Frenzel
Frey
Fulton, Pa.
Fulton, Tenn.
Galifianakis
Gaydos
Giaimo
Gibbons
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Grasso
Gray
Green, Oreg.
GrUfiths
Gross
Grover

Gude
C'Neill
Halpern
Pet-!tins
Hamilton
Pettis
HammerPike
schmidt
Podell
Hanley
Pryor, Ark.
Hanna
Pucinski
Harrington
Quie
Harvey
Rangel
Hastings
Rees
Hathaway
Reid, N.Y.
Hawkins
Reuss
Hays
Robison, N.Y.
Hechler, W.Va.. Roe
Heckler, Mass. Roncalio
Helstoski
Rooney, Pa.
Hicks, Mass.
Rosenthal
Hicks, Wash.
Rousselot
Horton
Roy
Howard
Roybal
Hungate
Ruppe
Hutchinson
Ryan
Jacobs
StGermain
Karth
Sandman
Kastenmeier
Sarbanes
Keating
Scheuer
Kyros
Schneebeli
Leggett
Schwengel
Link
Scott
Lloyd
Seiberling
Long, Md.
Shipley
McClory
Smith, Iowa
McCloskey
Snyder
McCormack
Stafford
McDade
Stanton,
McDonald,
J. Wllliam
Mich.
Stanton,
McKay
James V.
McKinney
Steele
Madden
Steiger, Ariz.
Mathis, Ga.
Steiger, Wis.
Matsunaga
Stokes
Mazzoli
Stuckey
Melcher
Symington
Metcalfe
Thompson, N.J .
Mikva
Thone
Miller, Ohio
Tiernan
Minish
Udall
Mink
Van Deerlin
Mitchell
Vander Jagt
Monagan
Waldie
Moorhead
Whalen
Morse
Widnall
Mosher
Wilson,
Moss
Charles H.
Murphy, Ill.
Wolff
Nedzi
Wydler
Nelsen
Yates
Nix
Yatron
Obey
Zwach
O'Hara
NOE8-200
Daniel, Va.
!chord
Abbitt
Davis, Ga.
Johnson, Calif.
Abernethy
Davis, Wis.
Johnson, Pa.
Alexander
Anderson, Ill. de la Garza
Jonas
Andrews, Ala. Delaney
Jones, Ala.
Dennis
Jones, N.C.
Ashbrook
Derwinski
Jones, Tenn.
Aspinall
Devine
Kazen
Baker
Dickinson
Kee
Baring
Dingell
Keith
Belcher
Dorn
Kemp
Bell
Downing
King
Betts
Edmondson
Kluczynski
Bevlll
Edwards, Ala. Kyl
Blackburn
Erlenborn
Landgrebe
Bow
Eshleman
Latta
Bray
Evins,
Tenn
.
Lennon
Brinkley
Findley
Lent
Brooks
Fisher
Lujan
Brotzman
Flood
McCollister
Brown, Ohio
McEwen
Broyhill, N.C. Flowers
Ford, Gerald R . McFall
Broyhlll, Va..
Fountain
McKevitt
Buchanan
Frelinghuysen Macdonald,
Burke, Fla.
Mass.
Burleson, Tex. Fuqua
Mahon
Burlison, Mo. Gallagher
Goodling
Mailliard
Byrnes, Wis.
GrifHn
Mann
Byron
Gubser
Martin
Cabell
Hagan
Mathias, Calif.
Camp
Haley
Mayne
Carter
Casey, Tex.
Hansen, Idaho Michel
Hansen, Wash. Miller, Calif.
Cederberg
Hebert
M1lls
Chamberlain
Henderson
Minshall
Chappell
Hillis
Mizell
Chisholm
Clancy
Hogan
Mollohan
Holifield
Montgomery
Clawson, Del
Hosmer
Morgan
Collier
Hull
Murphy, N.Y.
Colmer
Fiunt
Myers
Conable
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Taylor
Rooney, N.Y.
Natcher
Rostenkowski Teague, Calif.
Nichols
Teague, Tex.
Runnels
O'Konski
Terry
Ruth
Passman
Thompson, Ga.
Satterfield
Patman
Thomson, Wis.
Saylor
Patten
Veysey
Scherle
Pelly
Vigorito
Schmitz
Pepper
Waggonner
Sebelius
Peyser
Wampler
Shoup
Pickle
Ware
Shriver
Pirnie
Watts
Sikes
Poff
Whalley
Sisk
Powell
White
Skubitz
Preyer, N.C.
Whitehurst
Slack
Price, Ill.
Wiggins
Smith, Calif.
Price, Tex.
Williams
Smith, N.Y.
Purcell
Wilson, Bob
Spence
Qulllen
Winn
Springer
Railsback
Wright
Staggers
Randall
Wylie
Steed
Rarick
Wyman
Stephens
Reid, Ill.
Young, Fla.
Stratton
Rhodes
Zablocki
Stubblefield
Roberts
Zion
Robinson, Va. Sullivan
Talcott
Rogers
NOT VOTING-35
McMlllan
Annunzio
Garmatz
Meeds
Arends
Gettys
Poage
Barrett
Green, Pa.
Riegle
Boggs
Hall
Rodino
Byrne, Pa.
Harsha
Roush
Carey, N.Y.
Jarman
Ullman
Clark
Koch
Vanik
Clay
Kuykendall
Whitten
Collins, Ill.
Landrum
Wyatt
Corbett
Long, La.
Young, Tex.
Dowdy
McClure
Edwards, La.
McCulloch

So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. BOLAND, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee,
having had under consideration the bill
CH.R. 6531) to amend the Military Selective Service Act of 1967; to increase
military pay; to authorize military active
duty strengths for fiscal year 1972; and
for other purposes, had come to no resolution thereon.
PERMISSION FOR COMMITTEE ON
RULES TO FILE REPORTS
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on Rules, I ask
unanimous consent tha.t the Committee
on Rules may have until midnight tonight to file certain privileged reports.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Mississippi?
There was no objection.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Sundry messages in writing from the
President of the United States were communicated to the House by Mr. Leonard,
one of his secretaries.
ADJOURNMENT TO 11 A.M.

TOMORROW
Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that when the House
adjourns tonight it adjourn to meet at
11 o'clock tomorrow.
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The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Massachusetts?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, reserving
the right to object, may I ask what is
the request of the gentleman?
Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, I asked
unanimous consent that when the House
adjourns tonight it meet at 11 o'clock
tomorrow morning.
Mr. GROSS. Further reserving the
right to object, is this the beginning of
the T and T Club for this session of
Congress and our boys will be back on
Tuesday?
Mr. O'NEILL. We are hoping that
there will be no T and T Club. I am
sure you are aware of the fact that the
leadership on both sides of the aisle have
agreed after we come back and we have
enough reports from the committees it
is anticipated we will work 5 days 1 week
and 4 days the next week. That is as soon
as we have enough legislation reported
by the various committees.
Mr. GROSS. But what is the necessity
for coming in at 11 o'clock tomorrow?
Mr. O'NEILL. There is a great possibility that if this bill is not completed
by tomorrow, we may meet on Friday.
Mr. GROSS. That would be bad to
meet on Friday?
Mr. O'NEILL. Well, we have informed
the membership, I am sure you are aware,
that the plans are when we have full
reports from the committees and sufficient work, we are going into a 5-day
week and a 4-day week on successive
weeks, and we have more or less implied
to the Congress that we would get
through on Thursday until such time as
after the vacation, anyway.
Mr. GROSS. But what happens to committee meetings on tomorrow morning
and the completion of committee work
which provides for the orderly process of
getting bills to the floor of the House?
Mr. O'NEILL. All I can say with respect
to that is that the leadership has spoken
to the leadership on both sides of the
aisle and they are in agreement.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw
my reservation.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Massachusetts?
There was no objection.
AMENDMENT TO BE OFFERED BY
MR. MIKVA TO H.R. 6531
(Mr. MIKVA asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Speaker, I have requested this time in connection with an
amendment which I shall offer on tomorrow to H.R. 6531.
Mr. Speaker, I desire to inform the
House that I will offer the following
amendment on tomorrow to that bill:
On page

19, Une

23,

after

the

figure

"758,635," insert the following:
Provided, however, that on June 30, 1972,
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FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
UNITED STATES-JAPAN COOPERATIVE MEDICAL SCIENCE PROGRAM-MESSAGE
FROM
THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES (H. DOC. NO. 92-77)
The SPEAKER laid before the House
the following message from the President of the United States; which was
read and, together with the accompanying papers, referred to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce and
ordered to be printed:

ance benefits amounted to $93 million
and were paid to 170,000 claimants.
Legislation enacted during March 1970
provided for the establishment of the
supplemental railroad retirement annuity program on a permanent basis
with adequate financing. In August 1970,
after the end of the fiscal year, legislation was enacted providing for 15-percent increases in railroad retirement
annuities on a temporary basis pending
a study of the railroad retirement system
and its financing by a commission especially created for that purpose.

To the Congress of the United States:

RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 31, 1971.

I am pleased to send to the Congress
the fourth annual report of the United
States-Japan Cooperative Medical Science Program.
This joint research effort in the medical sciences, undertaken in 1965 following a meeting between the Prime Minister of Japan and the President of the
United States, remains focused upon
widespread diseases of great concern in
Asian nations: cholera, leprosy, malnutrition, parasitic diseases, tuberculosis,
and certain viral diseases.
During 1970 the Cooperative Medical
Science Program completed its fifth year
of productive and successful biomedical
research activity. A continuing review
and careful selection of specific scientific
objectives has been built into the Program's management to insure that they
will continue to relate to disease problems in Asia.
It is obvious that the attack against
these diseases is important to mankind
not only in Asia, but in most regions of
the world. In addition to this past year's
medical research achievements, which
are summarized within the enclosed report, this Program takes on additional
significance because of the close cooperation between scientists in two leading
nations, Japan and the United States. I
look forward to strengthening further
the valuable and productive relationships provided by this kind of cooperative
international endeavor for the benefit of
our fellow man, wherever he may chance
or choose to live.
RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 31, 1971.

ANNUAL REPORT ON RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1970-MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES (H. DOC. NO. 92-27)
The SPEAKER laid before the House
the following message from the President
of the United States; which was read
and together with the accompanying
papers, referred to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and ordered to be printed with illustrations:
To the Congress of the United States:
I hereby transmit to you the Annual

Report of the Railroad Retirement Board
for fiscal year 1970.
During that year retirement and sur-

vivor benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act totaled $1.6 billion and were

the "total active duty personnel strength for

paid to one million beneficiaries. Rail-

all the services shall not exceed 2,350,000.

road unemployment and sickness insur-

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT <H.
DOC. NO. 92-78)
The SPEAKER laid before the House
the following message from the President of the United States; which was
read and, together with the accompanying papers, referred to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and
ordered to be printed with illustrations:
To the Congress of the United States:

In 1970 the activities and accomplishments of the United States under the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962
enhanced the peaceful use of outer space
and fostered the spirit of international
cooperation. The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium has
made significant progress in the establishment of a global satellite communications system and I take this opportunity to reaffirm the commitment of
the United States to support the Consortium in this worthwbile commercial
enterprise.
It is my pleasure to report to Congress,
as required by section 404(a) of the
Communications Satellite Act, on these
activities and accomplishments.
RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 31, 1970.

THE LATE MADISON FAY BOYCE
(Mr. HOLIFIELD asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Speaker, Madison Fay Boyce was born April 29, 1913.
He was 57 years old. He died of a heart
attack while riding to work in a car
driven by a neighbor, Mr. Ternes, at 9:30
a.m. on March 30, 1971.
Madison served in the Navy during
World War II and was honorably discharged on April 6, 1946.
Before he enlisted in the Navy, he
worked as an accountant for a railroad
in Vermont, the State where he was born,
and after the war he worked in the Veterans' Administration. He started to
work in the bill clerk's office at the House
of Representatives in a low position on
September 1, 1950. He rose to the position

of chief bill clerk and was serving in that
capacity when he died. He was a loyal
and diligent employee and was popular

with his fellow employees and all the
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congressional Members who knew him. the problem of war between nations so
He served under the direction of the that we can turn our funds and our
Parliamentarian of the House, the Hon- great scientific talents to the solution
of those ills which beset mankind and
orable Lewis Deschler.
Madison married Margaret Holifield which prematurely consigns millions to
Wyche on January 9, 1950. His remain- an untimely end of their life on earth.
Madison Fay Boyce, a faithful servant
ing relatives are one son, Madison L., and
one daughter, Patricia. He is survived by of the House, a dedicated patriot, a good
one brother, Floyd, and his mother, husband and father, my sister's husband
and a friend to all who knew him, is
O'Dessa Rogers Boyce.
In addition to his wife, Margaret, he just one more casualty in the list of
is survived by a stepdaughter, Marwilda, millions who have died because we do
not understand the problem of heart
and her daughter, Jeanine.
He wa.s a member of the Kenneth H. disease.
We extend our love and sympathy to
Nash post No.8 of the American Legion,
the Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 1836, his family and those who loved him.
Friends may call to pay their respects
Suitland, Md. He was a charter member
of the Benevolent Protective Order of to Mrs. Boyce and members of her famElks Lodge 2382, Front Royal, Va. He was ily at Joseph Gawler's Sons, 5130 Wisa member of the First United Methodist consin Avenue at Harrison Street NW .,
Wednesday, 7 to 9 p.m. and Thursday,
Church in Pompano, Fla.
Madison's wife, Margaret, retired af- 2 to 4 p.m. Services will be held at the
ter 28 years of civilian service for the same address Thursday, April 1, at 8
Department of the Army on January 11, p.m. Interment will be made at Forest
1970. The Boyces purchased a home for Lawn Cemetery, Pompano Beach, Fla.
their retirement in Pompano Beach, Fla.,
and Madison had given notice of his reLT. WILLIAM CALLEY
tirement as of May 31, 1971.
<Mr. FULTON of Tennessee asked and
Madison had a severe heart attack in
April 1968. After 5 months of hospitaliza- was given permission to address the
tion and rest, he returned to his work House for 1 minute and to revise and
extend his remarks and include extraas bill clerk.
The work in the bill clerk's office is im- neous matter.)
Mr. FULTON of Tennessee. Mr.
portant and demands meticulous attention. Every one of the many thousands o: Speaker, Lt. William Calley has been
bills must be processed individually. tried, convicted, and is to be sentenced
Particularly does the work load increase by a jury of his military peers for the
in the first few months of a new Con- crime of multiple murder.
I know not his guilt or innocence, for
gress.
In the 91st Congress 23,575 bills and I know not the thoughts of his mind
resolutions were introduced. The em- during those terrible minutes and hours
ployees of this office work extra long in that little Vietnamese village on
hours during those months and the ten- March 16, 1968.
However, I do feel that if he is guilty,
sion is high because each bill introduced
must be carefully scrutinized for typo- then so is each of us in one way or the
graphical and grammatical errors. There other. He alone should not suffer the
is little doubt that the tension and long penalties of an alleged moral wrong.
Lieutenant Calley's conviction and
hours of work contributed to Madison's
sentence will be appealed through the
last and fatal heart attack.
Some might say that a person should highest military tribunals and may well
retire immediately after a severe heart rest ultimately before the U.S. Supreme
attack, but such a statement is debat- Court. This man's fate, in tum, may well
able. People do have heart attacks and be determined by the President of the
they do live active and useful lives after United States, who has the power to
severe heart attacks. Who can look into commute and, or, pardon in cases of this
the future and make a decision to retire nature.
Mr. Speaker, this is a small, dangerous
or continue working. The mystery of
the diagnosis of heart condition remains world in which we live. Because of this,
unsolved. Its fatal results are visited we must continually strive for truth and
alike on rich and poor, on those who understanding. All too often we fail to
can afford retirement and those who recognize the truth and all too often we
must continue working in order that lack understanding.
they and their families may survive.
For over a decade we, this Nation, have
When we consider the tremendous been engaged in a war in a foreign land,
number of deaths caused by heart a war that has taken the God-given lives
diseases and cancer, the t.wo great killers of almost 50,000 American men, perhaps
of our time, it should cause us more hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese,
both combatants and noncombatants. It
concern than it does.
When we consider the Federal ex- is a war that has maimed over 250,000 of
penditures in other fields, much of which the God-given bodies of our men and
seems necessary for our national sur- countless numbers of our allies as well
vi val in a dangerous and threatening as enemies.
The blood of the cruel war lies on
world, we cannot help but wonder-my
God in heaven-is it impossible for man foreign soil, but the casualties are not
to solve the problems between nations limited to those who bravely served. Here
in order that we tum the billions we at home, there are hundreds of thousnow spend in perfecting the machines ands of minds being tortured as a result
of death toward the search for life. of this continuing conflict. There are the
May God grant men throughout the minds of the young and the old. There
world the will and the wisdom to solve are the minds of the wives, parents, sons,
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daughters, and sweethearts of those who
serve and have served; those who have
returned scarred emotionally and physically; those who are prisoners of the
enemy or missing; and those who have
died.
Each of us shares this concern and
certainly our Government officials, both
appointed and elected, have a particular
concern and responsibility.
Over and over again the question
arises, "Why are we involved in Vietnam?" Over and over again the reasons
are given, but less and less today do they
seem to satisfy the ever-searching minds
of a citizenry that has the heritage of a
Nation founded and dedicated to the
principles of enlightenment, truth, and
understanding.
Somewhere, it appears we have let
truth elude us, and because of this, understanding has escaped us.
This is a tragedy and Lieutenant Calley
is a victim of this tragedy just as are
those 22 Vietnamese civilians of whose
murder he ha.s been found guilty.
If this young man is guilty, then there
is no gainsaying the fact. And yet, if
he is guilty, then he is guilty of a crime
that the average individual, were he
given 10 lifetimes, in all probability
never would have an opportunity to commit. If the guilt is his, it is not and cannot be his alone. It is a guilt which we all
share, not because we willed these circumstances, but because we are human
beings and therefore fallible.
I believe that Lieutenant Calley is
entitled to every consideration and the
benefit of every doubt in the days that
lie ahead. He has been found guilty by
his peers, but his conviction and the
responsibility for it lie on my own conscience and in my own heart.
A PLEA TO RELEASE THE "PRISONERS OF WAR" IN THIS COUNTRY
(Mr. METCALFE asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute, and to revise and extend his
remarks and include extraneous material.)
Mr. METCALFE. Mr. Speaker, I had
the occasion today here in my Washington office, as I have had on a number of
instances back home in my Chicago office, to meet with a particular group of
earnestly dedicated civic-minded const:tuents of the First District of Tilinois
on a subject that could possibly be enlightening to some of us, but surely of
significant interest to all of us. I would
therefore like to share with my colleagues
the appeal for help that was presented to
me.
As it should be, there is great national
concern for our prisoners of war in
Southeast Asia and men missing in
action, and I personally share that concern. The group that visited with me today expressed their concern about the
plight of these men and the anguish being
experienced by relatives and friends directly affected.
The appeal of the group that came to
visit me today, however, was in behalf
of another kind of "prisoner of war"; to
wit, a monumental number of servicemen
in this country who have been awarded
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with less than honorable discharges from
our Armed Forces and are hereafter sentenced to life punishment as a result of
unfair disciplinary procedures that offer
little or no hope of rehabilitation or recovery. The designation imposes a continuing penalty upon the serviceman returned to society under the stated conditions. It imposes an equivalent penalty
upon society that must suffer the consequences that inevitably result from the
inherent frustrations.
I say that this is a matter of interest
to all of us because if not by reason of
humanity or compassion, it would have to
be by reason of fact that a consequential
penalty has been imposed upon society
in this particular frame of reference. I
refer not to warranted bad or dishonorable discharges.
I have been impressed that there is an
unbelievably large number of servicemen
roaming the streets who are stigmatized
by discharges under conditions less than
honorable who have thereby been rendered helplessly incapable of adjustment
and rehabilitation.
It has been indicated to me that an
overwhelming majority of the men who
are saddled with this undeserved type of
discharge are men who have served in
combat zones in Vietnam and after having rendered valiant service have been returned to society with proverbial millstones around their necks for the rest
of their lives. It is for this reason that I
have chosen to describe them to you as
another kind of prisoner of war. As a
matter of enlightened self interest,
America is going to h ave to do something about the resulting situation.
Men who are discharged in the several
categories under less than honorable conditions lose all of their veterans benefits and are handicapped in such a way
as to be incapable of making a constructive contribution to society. Not only does
he lose all veterans benefits, this is consequently true of his dependents and
beneficiaries.
These losses, if I may remind us, significantly include loss of the opportunity
for further education, and/or vocational
rehabilitation under the GI Bill of
Rights, Federal Civil Service preference,
reemployment rights, GI Insurance, GI
loans for homes, farms, and business,
medical benefits, and the loss of bonuses
that some States provide to veterans for
time spent in Vietnam. He loses all these
aids designed to help the returning soldier to more easily adjust to civilian life.
In addition to all these disadvantages,
it is difficult if not impossible for a serviceman so categorized to find a job. And
although it is alarming to assume that
many of such men ultimately resort to a
life of crime in order to survive, it has
been indicated to me that there is evidence to substantiate that this is a valid
assumption.
The visitors in my omce today were
official representatives of an organization based in my district in Chicago,
called Concerned Veterans From Vietnam. This is a veterans service organization that is working jn connection with
other programs concentrating on finding
jobs for veterans.
The commander of the organization,

Barry P. Wright, and the organization's
veterans affairs adviser, accompanied by
three other members of the organization
presented their appeal. Their team is here
on a week-long lobbying campaign to get
the Defense Department to end such administrative discharges and to grant amnesty for those now out of service who
have been so afHicted; the commander, a
Vietnam veteran himself, stated that
there are more than 1,800 former servicemen in such classification. He said:
We would like to see mobile review teams
established t o go to the major cities throughout the count ry to hold hearings on preannounced dates to review such cases. These
former servicemen cannot afford the expense of coming to Washington to the Review Board and providing for their own
legal counsel.
Existing veterans organizations have not
been able to provide adequate legal services
for men discharged under less than honorable conditions. And in addition, it is
difficult to establish the atmosphere of trust,
confidence, and mutual understanding with
organizations that are primarily geared to
the interest s of those with honorable discharges.

Commander Barry pointed out that
"too many of the men who have this type
of discharge are black men," and added:
The possibility of a. Black revolution in the
United States depends greatly on whether or
not all America. will help to train and find
jobs for our thousands of jobless veterans in
the next decade. There will be over
1,000,000 Vietnam veterans returning looking
for jobs. In referring to a. Labor Department
report showing that veterans applying for
employment hit nearly two million in the
last fiscal year, and that during that period
over 430,000 Vietnam veterans filed claims
for unemployment compensation. He pointed
out that many of these men are Blacks-permanently stigmatized due to their undeserved "less than honorable" discharge classification that relegate them as a result to
the status of publlc aid recipents.

He continued in his appeal, saying
that:
These men are going to have to be restored to a. status in society that will permit
them to function as responsible citizens or
there's going to be a. lot of trouble! They are
the best trained killers in the world! These
returning young men are not going to
tolerate too long the kind of inherent abuse
that awaits them, segregation and discrimination in particular, or status quo conditions
that existed before they went into the mmtary service.

Mr. Speaker, I am calling particular
attention to this visit of these concerned
constituents because America has a
vested interest in their cause. America
has a vested interest in any effort to
channel the kind of explosive energies
that Vietnam veterans will bring with
them from the present war. The representatives of this organization will be
here for the next several days to buttonhole Members of Congress and Pentagon
officials to plead the cause of loyal American servicemen who wear a millstone
around their neck as proverbial prisoners
of war here in America, resulting from
undeserved discharges under conditions
less than honorable that prevent them
from getting jobs and making the expected readjustment to civilian life. I believe those of us who are genuinely concerned will appreciate hearing about this

worthy cause and will lend every possible
support.
This situation can be remedied administratively by the Department of Defense.
Commander Wright informs me that the
Defense Department has not fulfilled a
promise of 8 months ago to send a review team to Chicago to study the organization's voluminous files on less than
honorable discharges. It is my hope that
concerned Members of this body will
contact the Department of Defense urging that all pertinent administrative action in this matter be taken without further delay.

-------

HARRY WALKER ELECTED PRESIDENT OF STUDENT BODY OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
<Mr. NIX asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute
and to revise fnd extend his remarks.)
Mr. NIX. Mr. Speaker, it is with a
great deal of satisfaction that I arise to
call the attention of the House to what
will seem to many a most extraordinary
event-the election last week of a young
black man as the president of the student body of the University of South
Carolina.
I am personally gratified, as a native
of South Carolina, by this encouraging
indication of the changing attitudes in
the State of my birth. Although I was
born not far from the University of South
Carolina-in Orangeburg-there was no
chance that I would be able to attend the
university. Indeed, the first black student was admitted to the University of
South Carolina less than 10 years ago-in
1963.
Today, the university still hat only
400 black students in a student body of
15,000-although black citizens constitute one-third of the State's population.
Nevertheless, this predominantly white
student body has chosen a black student
to head its student government by an
overwhelming vote.
This 21-year-old political science student, Harry Walker of Greenville, S.C.,
received more than 2,000 of the 3,900
votes cast to win without a runoff-a
first for the university's student presidential elections. His nearest competitor in the field of four candidates received 807 votes.
Harry Walker's election is r:ot, however, as extraordinary as it may seem.
The young people of the Nation are not
as hung up on race as their parents.
They are more open, readier to accept
other people for what they are rather
than what they may look like. They are
our hope for the future.
We hear concern expressed about the
youth revolution as if it were destroying the fabric of our society. I do not
believe it is. Our young people are overthrowing some of our ancient prejudices
and mores; but they are putting together
what it is most important that we put
together-people.
This was Harry Walker's campaign
theme: "Let's Put It All Together."
I had the privilege of meeting this fine
young man here in Washington yesterday, and I was very impressed by his
sincerity and his confidence in the youth
of South Carolina. He said:
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If I can do no more than instlll a sense
of unity on the campus, this will be more important than anything else. This is the main
thing we are after.

And the student body responded.
I am sure my colleagues from South

Carolina are proud of the young men and
women at their university. And I am too.
ANOTHER MEASLES EPIDEMIC-YET
NO ACTION BY HEW
<Mr. ROGERS asked and was given
pennission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, 2 years
ago we were talking of eliminating
measles in the United States. We had, at
that time, developed an effective vaccine
and had in progress a program of immunization which had sharply reduced
this disease to a level of near extinction.
But now, just 2 years after arriving on
the brink of eliminating measles, we find
that in many areas of the United States
there are epidemics of measles and indeed we are now seeing an increase of
more than 200 percent over the epidemiological year of 1970.
We have on good authority that there
are between 16,000 and 20,000 cases per
week of the common measles. Statistically, we see that from this figure there
will result between 16 and 20 cases of encephalitis per week, one child will be
mentally retarded each day of the week
and there will be two deaths per week.
The picture in the areas of other such
communicable diseases as polio and
diphtheria are just as grim. Last year
there were 28 cases of polio. This year we
may have as many as 100. Diphtheria is
up about 200 percent ov-er last year. In
Texas alone there have been 61 cases
since the President signed the Communicable Disease Act into law last year.
As the sponsor of this act, I am concemed over the lack of enthusiasm which
the administration and the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare have
shown over the plight of young people
susceptible to these diseases which can
maim and kill.
There are very few ills which man has
found a preventive cure for. Measles,
polio, and diphtheria are three. Yet the
President has not asked for any funds to
implement the Communicable Disease
Act for fiscal 1972 in spite of the fact
that the Congress authorized $90 million.
This lack of oompa~sion is heightened by
the fact that the administration last year
failed to fund the program a~ the Congress had authorized.
For the fiscal year 1971, the Congress
passed legislation calling for $75 million,
but after HEW testified that it did not
recommend this funding, we saw the authorized figure of $75 million reduced to
a mere $2 million. As yet, even this figure
has not been relea~d by the Office of
Management and Budget.
I would at this time like to insert in
the RECORD an article from the March 19,
1971, issue of the Medical World News
concerning the very imminent problem
of an epidemic in America.
I would add that I feel it very unusual
for an administration which has gone on

record a~ recognizing a health crisis
should balk at implementing a program
which could surely curtail a very real
crisis in the area of communicable
disease.
The article follows:
EPIDEMICS

AHEAD?

MEASLES IS OUT OF CONTROL AND IMMUNIZATION
LEVELS LOW IN POLIO AND DIPHTHERIA, EXPERT WARNS

Seven-plus years after the Vaccination Assistance Act started the U.S. on a national
program to eradicate polio, diphtheria, rubeola and other communicable diseases, the
immunization goal may be slipping beyond
grasp. Experts who a few years ago were
talking confidently of eradication are now
pinning their hopes on better control methods--and crossing their fingers at that.
Large segments of the population remain
unimmunized, jeopardizing the herd immunity goal. Either epidemics of eradicable disease have occurred-diphtheria is a case in
point (MWN, June 26, '70)--or else there
have been threats of an epidemic, as With
polio.
Worst of all is measles, says Dr. John J.
Witte, chief of the immunization branch of
the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta.
Speaking at the Eighth Annual Immunization Conference in Kansas City, Dr. Witte
said: "Today, measles is out of control."
Measles incidence fell dramatically after
mass
immunization
campaigns
were
launched in 1966. Cases numbered 62,000 in
the 1966-1967 epidemiologic year (roughly
October to October) and kept fall1ng. Yet
in the winter of 1969, 16,000 were hit by
the disease as compared With 7,500 the previous winter. And for the 197Q-1971 year,
the total may reach 70,000 cases, far above
1969-1970's total of 44,701. In some areas,
the rise has been manifold (see pages following page 54 in most MWN editions). Between
last October and this January 11,299 cases
turned up-46% over the same period last
year and 176% over the 1968-1969 figures.
Says Dr. Witte: "We're back where we started
five years ago. I'm ashamed of the way we've
neglected measles."
Since measles encephalltis occurs in about
one case per thousand measles cases, and
permanent diability occurs in about one
out of three encephalitis cases, this epidemic
year could see 2,500 children condemned to
handicaps ranging from mental retardationrequiring permanent institutional care-to learning disab111ties. The failure is not
in the vaccine but in delivering it to the
needy, says Dr. Witte. Asked Dr. William
Schaffner II, assistant professor of medicine
at Vanderbilt University, "How good is the
vaccine?" Answering his own question, he
said, "It's no damn good in the vial."
Turning to diphtheria, Dr. Witte noted
that last year's 500 cases are double the 241
reported in 1969 and the highest incidence
in the past eight years. There were outbreaks in six states. And, warned Dr. Witte,
"unless we improve our preschool vaccination efforts, we can expect epidemics of polio
again." He added: "The time for complacency has run out. We must face up to some
difficult professional challenges. We need to
find the funds to purchase vaccines, the
personnel to plan and administer programs,
the methods to get at hard-to-reach
groups."
The experts noted that DPT vaccine costs
3 cents a dose and every hea.lth department
should be able to afford the cost. And another warning: "Prior to the diphtheria
epidemic ln San Antonio, Tex., 1mmun1za.tion levels of schoolchildren and preschoolers
there didn't differ significantly from national averages from urban areas. What happened in San Antonio could have occurred
in a score of other cities."
And polio immunization levels are de-
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clinlng, too. In 1966, 79% of children aged
one to four were adequately immunized.
Last year, the figure was less than 66%.
Dr. Witte is particularly worried about poverty areas of cities. "Some are ripe for a
polio epidemic," he declared.
"This 66% figure may represent the national average, but let's not forget that
there are pockets of susceptible individuals
around the country where levels are much
lower."

MERCHANT MARINE ACT OF
1970
(Mr. WHITEHURST asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks and include extraneous
matter.)
Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker, one
of the major achievements in the area
of commerce occurred last year when
the House passed, and the President
signed into law, H.R. 15424 <Public Law
91-469), the Merchant Marine Act of
1970.
This new law signaled the revitalization of our national maritime program,
which had been floundering for over 10
years. If the Government had continued
with the old maritime programs, we
would have seen our 223 flag vessels,
those contemporary cargo vessels involved in foreign trade, drop to 203 by
1908. We would also have seen an estimated loss of 10,000 seafaring jobs by
that time.
However, under this new program we
can expect the number of U.S.-flag
vessels involved in foreign trade to
have increased to 344 by the end of that
time. Mr. Speaker, I am sure this is a
goal all of us want to see achieved.
Yesterday the House granted rules on
two pieces of legislation that are vital
to the success of this program: H.R. 5352
and H.R. 4724. The first bill requests
an $80,000,000 increase in authorized appropriations. This bill is the result of an
Executive communication, No. 334 of
February 25 of this year, by the Secretary
of Commerce requesting funds for the
operating-differential subsidy program
for fiscal year 1971, for obligations incurred. The amount of $39,700,000 would
be expended for the quarterly payment
of 100 percent wage subsidy and 90 percent for all other subsidies. This was
authorized in Public Law 91-469. Theremainder of the funds, $40,300,000, would
go toward payment of debts under the
subsidy program dating as far back as
1962.
The second bill, H.R. 4724, is the maritime authorization bill of 1972. This legislation authorizes second-year appropriations for the administration's maritime program of $507,650,000. These
funds are to be disbursed as follows:
First, Acquisition, construction, and
reconstruction of vessels-$229 687,000;
Second. Operation subsidies-$239,145,000;
Third. Research and development-

$25,000,000;
Fourth. Reserve fleet expenses, such
as the fleet in the James River-$318,000;
Fifth. Merchant Marine Academy$7 ,300,000;
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Sixth. State marine schools-$2,200,000.
Mr. Speaker, these are extremely important pieces of legislation, and I certainly hope that the House gives them
rapid and favorable consideration.
FEED GRAIN PAYMENTS TO PRODUCERS OF SUGAR BEETS
<Mr. MAYNE asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MAYNE. Mr. Speaker, yesterday
the Rules Committee, by the very narrow margin of 7 to 6, voted to report
H.R. 5981, a bill which will authorize
feed grain payments to producers of
sugar beets. Heretofore, our farm commodity programs have been used to encourage farmers already producing a
certain crop to cut back on their production in order to avoid ruinous surpluses. But under this unwise bill, the
Federal Government would for the first
time pay farmers not to produce crops
which they were not producing in the
first place. sugar beet farmers who have
never grown corn will be paid not to
grow corn. I respectfully invite all Members to read the minority views signed
by eight members of the Agriculture
Committee, the letter to all Members
sent by Congressmen MILLER, KYL, FINDLEY, and myself on March 27 and the
articles which appeared in the Washington Post on March 29 and 31. I include these items at this point in the
RECORD:
AUTHORIZING FEED GRAIN BASES IN LIEU OF
SUGAR BEET PROPORTIONATE SHARES
REPORT

The Committee on Agriculture, to whom
was referred the bill (H.R. 5981) to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to establish feed grain base~ . wheat domestic
allotments, and upland cotton base acreage
allotments for certain growers of sugar
beets, having considered the same, reports
favorably thereon with amendments and
recommends that the bill do pass.
The amendments are as follows:
On page 1, line 6, after the word "bases"
strike out the comma and the remainder
of the line and such portion of line 7
through the word "allotments";
On page 1, llne 10, strike out the words
"on or after January 1, 1970," and substitute
the words "after December 31, 1969,";
On page 2, line 2, strike out the period
after the word "beets" and insert the following: ": Provictect, That no feed grain base
shall be established for any number of acres
in excess of the number of acres which were
planted to sugar beets during the 1959-60
feed grain base period.";
On page 2, line 2, strike out the comma
after the word "base" and the remainder
of the llne and .all of line 3; and
Amend the title to read as follows: "To
authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to
establlsh feed grain bases for certa.tn growers of sugar beets."
Purpose

For several years sugar beet factories
operating a.t Chaska., Minn., West Jordan,
Utah, and Hardin, Mont., have provided facilities for the processing of sugar beets grown
in these respective areas. However, due to
no fault of the beet growers, these plants
have ceased to operate, leaving the growers
of sugar beets without a market for their
product.

The Department of Agriculture has estimated that no more than 60,000 acres will
be involved, but the acreage could be less
than this amount. The Department states
there are approximately 30,000 acres of sugar
beets grown for processing at the Chaska,
Minn., plant; 17,700 acres of harvested beets
at the Hardin, Mont., plant; and some 13,000
acres grown for processing at the West Jordan, Utah, plant. However, the Department
feels that some 9,000 of the 13,000 acres that
are processed at West Jordan will be processed
at another sugar beet factory, leaving a hallance of only 4,000 acres that would have no
processing plant available.
The committee does not feel that this legislation will adversely affect the feed grain
program. For 1971 there are approximately
113.4 million feed grain base acres in the
Nation. Thus the maximum 60,000 acres involved in this legislation represent only a
small fraction of the national base.
The following table shows State and National feed grain bases for 1971 :
National jeect grain bases, 1971

State:
AZZ farms
Alabama------------------2,179,816
Arizona -------------------193, 668
Arkansas ------------------590, 342
Callfor~a ----------------445,878
Colorado------------------1,689,378
Connecl.icut ---------------30, 232
Delaware ------------------161, 939
Florida --------------- -- --680, 424
<leorgia -------------------3,082, 358
Idaho---------------------81,493
Illinois --------------------- 10, 901, 836
Indiana -------------------5, 648, 229
Iovva ----------------------- 13,581,123
}(ansas -------------------8, 658,280
}(entucky -----------------1,990,746
Louisiana -----------------497, 232
Maine---------------------9, 194
Maryland------------------518, 674
Massachusetts -------·- -----20, 318
Micblgan___________________
2,183,103
Minnesota -----------------7, 471, 995
Mississippi ----------------1, 453, 732
Missouri------------------5, 529,148
]dontana ------------------136,827
Nebraska------------------9 , 480, 477
Nevada --------------------5, 429
New Hampshire________ _____
9, 009
NewJersey__________________
153,755
New Mexico_________________
702, 331
New York___________________
698,176
North Carolina______________
2, 173,856
North l)akota_______________
1,515,632
Ohio----------------------3,891,946
Oklahoma ----------------·
2, 159, 245
Oregon_____________________
51,897
Pennsylvania--------------1,278,237
Rhode Island----------------3, 251
South Carolina______________
997, 026
South Dakota_______________
5,102,258
Tennessee -----------------1, 688, 137
Texas---------------------- 11,564,384
Utah----------------------·50,312
Vermont------------------46,370
Virginia ---------------- _ ___
787, 866
VVashington ---------- .-- --92,822
West Virginia_______________
106, 831
VVisconsin -----------------3, 028,546
Wyoming ------------------72, 642
Total-----~~------------ 113,396,400

Source: USDA, ASCS, March 18, 1971.
Neect for the legislation

In order to provide sugar beet growers in
Monta.na, Minnesota., Utah, and Wyoming
the opportunity to grow an alternative commodity and continue their farming operation, it is important that H.R. 5981, as
amended, be passed. Without this bill it is
believed that the sugar beet producers would
suffer extreme hardship because of the loss
of their sugar beet market.
The bill would authoriZe the Secretary of
Agriculture to establish feed grain bases for
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sugar beet producers who formerly processed
their beets at a processing plant wblch has
ceased operations after December 31, 1969.
It would further provide that the establishment of such feed grain base be conditional
upon the production of the commodity on
the base. In establishing these feed grain
bases the Secretary would be precluded from
awarding any farm a feed grain base larger
than the number of acres on that farm devoted to sugar beets in 1959-60. It also is the
intent of the committee that there be no
dual benefits awarded to eligible farmers. It
is expected that such a farm would not continue sugar beet production with respect to
the number of acres for which he receives a
feed grain base under this legislation.
The feed grain base acreage established
under the bill would remain in effect for subsequent years. This vvould mean, of course,
that the State and National totals would be
increased by the amount of the new bases.
Subject to the terms and conditions determined appropriate by the SecretBiry under
this legislation, all other provisions of the
existing feed grain program, such as for example, payment limitations, the allocation
of new farm bases, and history, set-aside, and
planting requirements would remain in
effect.
Committee amendments

The bill (H.R. 5981) as introduced would
have authorized the Secretary of Agriculture
"to establish feed grain bases, wheat domestic allotments, and upland cotton base acreage allotments for the purposes of the Agricultural Act of 1970 with respect to producers of sugar beets who formerly processed
their sugar beets at a processing plant which
has ceased operations on or after January 1,
1970."

However, in the case of wheat, to the extent these farms were granted new wheat
allotments, the Department stated they
would be forced to overissue wheat marketing certificates. For the following years, since
the total amount of certificates issued is
specifically set by law, the new allotment
acres would have to be taken into account
and the "old" wheat allotment farms would
receive a reduction in wheat allotments and
lose marketing certificates.
In the case of cotton, the allotment formula set forth in the legislation would require that farms granted allotments under
this bill share in the allotment in subsequent
years, thereby reducing the allotment and
set-aside payment on old cotton farms to the
extent new farm allotments were issued. As
cotton cannot be grown in the areas affected
by this bill, it is not at issue.
In view of the situation regarding wheat
and cotton, the Department recommended
that these two commodities be stricken from
the bill. The committee, accordingly, has followed the recommendations of the l)epartment.
The committee adopted another amendment supported by the Department to limlt
the size of farm feed grain bases allocated
under this legislation to the number of acres
planted to sugar beets in 1959-60.
The committee also adopted technical
amendments in regard to the effective date
for eligibility and revision of the bill's title.
Cost

Pursuant to clause 7 of rule XIII of the
Rules of the House of Representativ.es, the
cost of this legislation for the current and
next 5 fiscal yea.rs is as follows:
The Department testified that if new feed
grain bases are established for 60,000 acres
formerly in sugar beets, the additional setaside payments on this new base acreage
would amount to approximately $700,000
maximum in fiscal year 1972. Of the 60,000
acres established, 12,000 acres could be set
aside at a cost of approximately $58 per
acre per year.
The committee concurs in the Depart-
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ment's estimate for fiscal year 1972 and does
not anticipate any additional costs beyond
$700,000 annually during any of the subsequent 4 fiscal years 1973-76. No specific 5year cost estimate was submitted by the Department.
Hearings

Hearings were held by the Subcommittee
on Livestock and Grains on March 11 and
17, 1971, and this bill was favorably reported
to the full committee on March 17, 1971 by
a vote of 11 yeas and 2 nays. The full committee ordered H.R. 5981 reported to the
House on March 22, 1971, by a 17 to 5 diVision vote.

of land devoted to sugar beets in 1970 might
be affected by the provisions in this b1ll.
If new feed grain bases are established for
60,000 acres formerly in sugar beets, the additional set-aside payments on this new base
acreage would amount to approximately
$700,000 in fiscal year 1972. Of the 60,000
acres established, 12,000 acres would be diverted at a cost of $58 per acre.
The Office of Management and Budget adVises that there is no objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint
of the administration's program.
Sincerely,
CLARENCE D. P ALMBY,
Assistant Secretary.

Departmental position

The position of the Department of Agriculture is set out in the following letters,
dated March 17, 1971, by Clarence D. Palmby,
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, and March
19, 1971, by Carroll G. Brunthaver. Acting
Administrator, ASCS:
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., March 17, 1971.

Hon. W. R. POAGE,
Chairman, Committee on Agriculture,
House oj Representatives.
DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: This is in reply to
your request of March 11 for a report on H.R.
5981, a bill to authorize the Secretary of

Agriculture to establish feed grain bases,
wheat domestic allotments, and upland cotton base acreage allotments for certain
growers of sugar beets.
The Department favors the enactment of
this legislation with amendments.
This bill would authorize the Secretary
of Agriculture to establish feed grain bases,
wheat domestic allotments, and upland cotton base acreage allotments for producers of
sugar beets who formerly processed their
sugar beets at a processing plant which has
ceased operations on or after January 1,
1970. It would further provide that the establishment of such feed grain base, wheat allotment, or cotton allotment be conditional
upon the production of the commodity on
the base or allotment.
Current legislation authorizes the withholding of some base acreage and allotment
in reserve for new farxns. However, for the
1971 feed grain, wheat, or cotton program
there 1s not sufilcient reserve acreage in the
affected States to proVide the increases that
could be required to implement H.R. 5981.
Hence, any new base acreage or allotments
assigned to farxns under this bill would represent an increase beyond the allotment or
base already announced for 1971.
In the case of feed grains any new farm
base acreages established would stay in effect
for subsequent years. Hence, the State and
National totals would be increased by the
amount of the new bases. In the case of
wheat in the 1971 program, to the extent that
these farxns were granted new wheat allotments, we would be forced to overissue wheat
marketing certificates. However, for subsequent years, since the total amount of certificates issued is specifically set by law the
new allotment acres would have to be taken
into a~count and the "old" wheat allotment
farms would receive a reduction 1n wheat allotment and hence marketing certificates.
Sim.llarly, in the case of cotton, the allotment formula prescribed in the legislation
would require that farms granted allotments
under this bill share in the allotment in subsequent years, thereby reducing the allotment and set-aside payment on "old" cotton
farms to the extent that new farm allotments are issued under the authority in this
bill. The Department, therefore, recommends
the deletion of the wheat and cotton provisions of this bill.
Information presently available to the Department indicates that 60,000 to 76,000 acres
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Washington, D.C., March 19,1971.

Hon. Wn.EY MAYNE,
U.S. House of Representatives.
DEAR MR. MAYNE: This is in :response to

your request for the Department's opinion on
your proposed amendment to H.R. 5981. The
amendment provides "that no feed grain base
shall be established for any acres which were
not planted to sugar beets during the 195960 feed grain base period."
The Department supports this amendment
as it can be implemented on a farmer certification basis.
Sincerely,
CARROLL G. BRUNTHAVER,
Acting Administrator.

MINORITY VIEWS ON H.R. 5981
We oppose H.R. 5981 because it conflicts
with basic purposes of the Agricultural Act
of 1970.

This bill would give the Secretary of Agriculture authority to create additional feed
grain base acres for allocation to sugar beet
farmers who no longer have a market for
sugar beets in their area. This is special legislation designed to give preferential treatment to a privileged few.
A central purpose of the Agricultural Act
of 1970 and its predecessors has been to aid
farmers who voluntarily agree to idle a portion of their land in order to avoid disastrous surpluses. It has never previously been
the intent of Congress to pay farmers not
to produce craps which they had not been
producing prior to passage of the legislation.
Clearly this will be the result if H.R. 5981
becomes law.
The bill gives no relief whatever to those
most entitled to it, the many thousands of
established feed grain producers who have
long been denied fair and adequate feed
grain bases under existing legislation. Their
difficulties go back to the Feed Grain Act
of 19£1 which arbitrarily allocated a feed
grain base to every farm equal to the average acreage devoted to corn and grain sorghums on that farm during the crops years
of 1959 and 1960. Farmers would receive
·loans and direct payments 1! they voluntarily agreed to divert from production a portion of their feed grain base. The larger the
feed grain base, the larger the direct payment.
Ever since its adoption in 1961, the 195960 historic base period has unfairly discriminated against producers caught with
an abnormally small acreage of feed grain
during that period. Special Victims have
been those farmers who were following recommended conservation parctices by rotating corn or sorghum acres to close cover
crops during the years 1959~0. Feed grain
producers whose only offense was that they
tried to cooperate with Government recommended. soil and water conservation prograxns have been unfairly penalized ever
since. Saddled with smaller feed grain bases
than neighbors who happened to have many
acres in feed grains in 1959~0. these farmers
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have been denied participation in the program to the extent to which they were fairly
entitled throughout 10 years of administration of the 1961 and 1965 acts. It is too
early to know whether the corrective mechanism which the 1970 act provides for upward adjustment of such bases will actually
be administered to end these inequities,
which we must therefore assume will continue. If H.R. 5981 becomes law, feed grain
farmers hurt by too rigid application o!
the base period will not only receive smaller
payments than their grain producing neighbors, but may also receive smaller feed grain
payments than sugar beet farmers being
invited into the feed grain program by this
special relief measure.
Information was developed at the hearing
before the Livestock and Grain Subcommittee that thousands of feed grain farmers
have been waiting in line many years for the
assignment of additional base acres. It was
estimated, for example, that from 7,000 to
10,000 Iowa farmers annually file indiVidual
appeals for more base acres with county
ASCS offices in that State alone. These appeals have been largely unavailing because
the Department has heretofore refused to
increase the size of the national feed grain
base. H.R. 5981 wm subject such applicants
in every feed grain-producing State to further inequity and discrimination by moving
a newly created special class of sugar beet
producers to the head of the line in which
many of them have been waiting for 10 long
years.
The sugar beet farmers for whom this program is designed do not need congressional
approval to plant corn or other feed grains.
They may presently devote their entire farms
to feed grain production if they so desire.
The sole purpose of H.R. 5981 is to make them
eligible for direct payments and loan benefit provisions under the feed grain program.
Beet farmers who previously were not producing corn will now be allocated feed grain
bases and paid not to produce corn. We resist
this unwarranted twisting of the purpose and
function of the feed grain program.
We point also to the increased cost which
H.R. 5981 will add to the program. The Associate Administrator of the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service testified that the additional payments on the new
base acreage created by this legislation will
cost the Government approximately $700,000
in fiscal year 1972. There is no assurance this
will not increase substantially if additional
sugar beet processing plants cease operations
in the future.
It is an unwieldy distortion of the feed
grain program established by the 1970 act
to make it the vehicle for the relief of the
sugar beet producers who will benefit from
this bill. This is true a fortior' when the
Sugar Act of 1948 is available and can r Jadily
be adapted to render them more appropriate
assistance. The Sugar Act already provides
that when there is a natural disaster, eligible growers will receive "abandonment"
or "deficiency" payments to compensate them
for their loss or reduction of sugar beet
production.
Thus, it would be more logical to examine
the possibility of extending to the Victims
of an economic disaster (such as the closing
of a sugar beet processing facility) the same
or similar benefits that are now conferred
tn the event of natural disaster.
In brief it makes no sense to use appropriations intended for the feed grain program. for the relief of the relatively small
number of beet producers who will come
within the provisions of H.R. 5981. It would
be just as logical to use appropriations from
the wool program., the cotton program, the
wheat program, or the space program for
that purpose.
What possible commonsense can there be
in conferring payments on a select few
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farmers for not groWing (i.e. setting aside)
corn upon acreage where no corn has ever
been grown?
This most certainly is a mischievous precedent that will haunt the farm program and
the Congress for years to come.
CHARLES M. TEAGUE.
GEORGE A. GoODLING.
CLARENCE E. MILLER.
ROBERT B. MATHIAS.
WILEY MAYNE.
ROBERT D. PluCE.
PAUL FINDLEY.
JOHN KYL.
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
March 27, 1971.

Re H.R. 5981, feed grain bases for sugarbeets.
DEAR COLLEAGUE: The above bill scheduled
for floor action on Monday (subject to a rule
being granted) unfairly discriminates against
feed grain farmers. It diverts funds intended
for proper administration of the feed grain
program to beet sugar producers, paying them
not to grow corn upon acres where no corn
has ever been grown. Rellef for beet producers
should be accompllshed by amending the
Sugar Act and not by raiding the feed grain
program.
For many years, thousands of feed grain
farmers have been trying unsuccessfully to
enlarge their base acres in every grain producing state. Their applications have been
denied because the Department of Agriculture has heretofore refused to increase the
national base. H.R. 5981 would increase the
national feed grain base but give the additional base acres created not to lifelong feed
grain farmers, but to producers of sugar beets.
This makes a mockery of the feed grain program and establishes a precedent which jeopardizes its very existence. It would be just
as logical to use appropriations from the wool
program, the cotton program, or even the
space program for this purpose.
The beet farmers involved are already free
to start planting corn or sorghum on beet
acres without restriction and need no further
legislative authority to do so. But Congress
should not thru H.R. 5981 authorize their
being paid not to plant crops which they
have not previously grown.
We urge you to read the minori ty views of
8 members of the Agriculture Committee and
to be on the floor when the b111 is reached
possibly as early as Monday.
CLARENCE MILLER.
JOHNKYL.
WILEY MAYNE.
PAUL FINDLEY.
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 29, 1971]
GRAIN SUBSIDY Is SOUGHT FOR BEET GROWERS
(By George Lardner Jr.)
The House Agriculture Committee is seeking quick passage of legislation that would
give feed-grain subsidies of $700,000 a year
to sugar beet growers who have never grown
feed grains.
A slm1lar b111 was whisked through the
Senate Thursday on voice vote. Critics call it
a blatant special-interest measure "designed
to give preferential treatment to a privileged few."
The proposal, endorsed by the Agriculture
Department, would provide government relief for sugar beet growers left without markets when processing plants in Hardin,
Mont.; Chaska, Minn., and West Jordan,
Utah, were shut down.
In reporting out the b111 Thursday, a House
Agriculture Committee majority defended
the subsidies as justified since the processing
plants were closed "due to no fault of the
beet growers." The b111 would affect an estimated 60,000 acres.
Eight committee members submitted a
minority report attacking the measure as "a
mischievous precedent that will haunt the

farm program and the Congress for years to
come."
The payments would be made to the sugar
beet growers for not groWing feed grains,
such as corn, on their old sugar-beet acreage.
"It has never previously been the intent of
Congress to pay farmers not to produce crops
which they had not been producing prior
to the passage of the legislation," the minority protested. "It would be just as logical
to use appropriations from the wool program, the cotton program, the wheat program or the space program ... "
In fact, as originally proposed by Reps.
John Melcher (D-Mont.) and John M. Zwach
(R-Minn.), the House bill would have given
the sugar beet growers a crack at cotton
and wheat subsidies as well. The Senatepassed blll gives them a choice of not growing feed grains or not groWing wheat.
The House Agriculture Committee, however, decided to limit the measure to feed
grain subsidies. "Cotton," the committee observed, "cannot be grown in the areas affected by the bill" and in the case of wheat,
it said, old wheat farins would have to take
a cut in their allotments.
Corn-belt congressmen such as Rep. Wiley
Mayne (R-Iowa), one of the dissenters, contend that there is similarly no excuse for
dipping into the feed grain program. The
minority maintains that any relief ought to
be sought under the sugar program, which
Congress is expected to revise later this year.
The bill is scheduled to go before the House
Rules Committee this morning with floor
action scheduled later in the day unless opponents can Win a delay.
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 31, 1971]
BEET AID PASSED BY RULES UNIT
(By George Lardner, Jr.)
A controversial bill opening up feed-grain
subsidies to sugar beet growers squeaked
through the House Rules Committee yesterday by a vote of 7 to 6.
The measure was cleared for forthcoming
floor debate after stiff opposition at a twohour hearing. Several members voiced doubt
that it would survive. Rep. Delbert Latta (ROhlo) said he feared it would heap "criticism and ridicule" on the government's entire
farm program.
Sponsored by Reps. John Melcher (DMont.) and John M. Zwach (R-Minn.), the
bill would provide an estimated maximum
of $700,000 a year for about 300 sugar beet
growers in Montana, Wyoming, Utah and
Minnesota who were left Without a market
when nearby processing plants were shut
down.
The farmers would have to start growing
corn on portions of their old sugar beet acreage, but the subsidies would be paid them
for not growing corn on other sections of
the land. Many of them have never grown
corn anyway.
In defense of the bill, Rep. Thomas Foley
(D-Wash.) said it was "designed admittedly
to take care of an emergency situation." The
growers face an April 9 deadline for signing
up under the feed grain program.
"In other words, it's a food stamp program for the producers," Rep. Ray J. Madden
(D-Ind.) said disapprovingly. "They're not
in much more trouble than some of these
people thrown out of work on account of
unemployment."
Rep. Dave Martin (R-Neb.) said he considered the bill unfair to feed grain producers who have been trying unsuccessfully
for years to get bigger acreage allotments for
theinselves.
Zwach, a corn farmer himself, maintained
that the relief measure would have Uttle impact on the huge feed grain program, but
Corn Belt congressmen such as Iowa Republicans Wiley Mayne and John Ky1 denounced it.
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"If sugar beets can raid the feed grain

program, why not other crops?" Mayne said.
"This b111 gives (the growers) federaJ. payments for not doing something they weren't
doing in the first place."

FATE OF AMERICAN PRISONERS
NOW BEING HELD BY THE NORTH
VIETNAMESE AND THE VIETCONG
<Mr. ABBITT asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. ABBITI'. Mr. Speaker, there is a
growing concern in this country over the
status and eventual fate of the American
prisoners now being held by the North
Vietnamese and the Vietcong. As of today, some American men have been held
as prisoners of war for 7 years and 5 days.
This is an intolerable situation, not only
for the men and their families but for
the Nation as a whole.
Public opinion in the United States is
constantly showing its concern over
these men and their families; they are in
our thoughts and our prayers; but the
question persists-how long can this go
on? Are not these men and their families
paying a much higher price than the rest
of us who are growing weary of the Vietnam war? Are not they being used by
the enemy as pawns in a political game?
I devoutly hope that everything possible will be done to return these men to
their families just as soon as possible. In
the meantime, I feel that our Government should impress upon the enemy in
the strongest terms possible that we expect the prisoners to be treated in a manner in accord with the Geneva Convention. The uncertainty with which these
Americans have been confronted for so
many years should be cleared up without
further delay.
SERVICE-CONNECTED DEATH PRESUMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN VETERANS
(Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT asked and
was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute and to revise and
extend his remarks and to include
extraneous matter.)
Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT. Mr. Speaker, I am today introducing a bill which
would provide statutory presumption of
service-connected death for all war veterans who die after 20 or more years
consecutive rating as totally disabled for
service-connected reasons.
The bill would authorize the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, to make payments of dependency and indemnity
compensation to the dependents of a
veteran who had been rated permanently and totally disabled from a
service-connected disability and who
dies of any condition other than misconduct.
Under current law, death compensation or DIC is pr ovided to a veteran's
dependents if he dies in service. It is
also provided where a death is the result
of a service-connected disability or
where the service-connected disability
materially contributed to the cause of
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death. No consideration is given in these U.S. military forces to relieve the chaotic
determinations to the fact that severe state by granting an immediate executive
to Lieutenant Calley.
chronic disabilities materially shorten pardon
The feeling of my constituents seems conlife expectancy. Nor is consideration sistent--they
are not interested in facts, figgiven to the fact that a veteran rated ures, arguments, or rhetoric. They underpermanently and totally disabled for stand only that a dedicated young American
many years places a severe economic Army officer has been convicted of murder
factor on his dep ~ndents due to his re- growing out of combat operations in wartime. And they want him free I
duced earning capacity.
Mr. President, my people have enough
The approval of this bill will eliminate POWs
in North Vietnam. They are not going
these inequities.
to accept Lieutenant Calley being held as a
The content of the bill follows:
POW in the United States.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That section

410(a) of title 38, United States Code, is
amended to read as follows:
" (a) When any veteran dies after December 31, 1956, from service-connected or compensable disability, or was in receipt of or
entitled to receive compensation at time of
death for a service-connected disability permanently and totally disabling for twenty
or more years, the Administrator shall pay
dependency and indemnity compensation to
his widow, children, and parents. The standards and criteria for determining whether
or not a disability is service-connected shall
be those applicable under chapter 11 of this
title."

LETI'ER TO THE PRESIDENT ON BEHALF OF OUR COUNTRY AND
LIEUTENANT CALLEY
CMr. RARICK asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, chaotic
emotions and feelings continue to run
high in my Capital City District.
There have been public demonstrations
to dramatize mounting public sentiment
against the Lieutenant Calley conviction.
Local draft boards have been implored
to resign. Veteran groups are organizing
to fight for Calley's freedom.
My district office phones have been
jammed for 2 days and enraged constituents even call me long distance at my
home to express their personal resentment.
The people in my district are not buying Lieutenant Calley's verdict. They do
not want arguments-they want action.
They want Calley exonerated. They want
him free.
I have written the President of the
United States imploring him to use his
office to grant an Executive pardon as
soon as possible.
I ask that the text of my letter to
President Nixon and the noble and unselfish statement of Lieutenant caneysymbol of the American soldier in combat-to his convictors, which in my opinion exemplifies the highest military tradition and honor-placing country above
self-follow.
March 31, 1971.

Ron.

RICHARD

M.

NIXON ,

President of the United States of America,
The White House, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I feel it is my responSibility to report to you that without exception every one of the many constituents
from the Sixth District of Louisiana contacting me are outraged at the conviction
of Lieutenant Calley. They are most vocal
and adamant in demanding his immediate
freedom.
I implore you to exercise the authority of
your office as Commander in Chief of the

Mr. President, you and you alone have
the power to stop this national indignation.
Your prompt and early action in this matter
is absolutely necessary to restore public confidence in their leader, save any spark of
patriotism, and to halt the further demoralization of our military forces.
Very truly yours,
JoHN R. RARicK,
Member of Congress.

CALLEY PLEA: " I HAD TO VALUE THE LIVES OF
MY TROOPS"
(Fr. BENNING, GA., March 30.-Following is
the text of the statement by Lt. William
L. Calley, Jr., to the court-martial jury considering his sentence for murder at Mylai.)
Let me know if you can't hear me, sir.
Your honor, court members, I asked Judge
Latimer and my other at torneys not to go on
in mitigation in this case.
There's a lot of things, that really aren't
appropriate and I don't think it matters
what type of individual I am.
And I'm not going to stand here and plead
for my life and my freedom.
But I would like you to ask-ask you to
consider the thousand more lives that are going to be lost in Southeast Asia, the thousands more to be imprisoned not only here
in the United States but in North Vietnam
and in hospitals all over the world as amputees.
I've never known a soldier, nor did I ever
myself, ever wantonly kill a human being
in my entire liff'.
If I have committed a crime, t h e only
crime that I have committed is in judgment
of my values. Apparently I valued my troops'
lives more than I did that of the enemywhen my troops were getting massacred and
mauled by an enemy I couldn't see, I couldn't
feel and I couldn't touch-that nobody in
the military system ever described as anything other than as communism.
They didn't give it a race. They didn't give
it a sex. They didn't give it an age. They
never let me believe it was just a philosophy
in a man's mind. That was my enemy out
there.
And when it came between me and that
enemy, I had to value the lives of my troops
and I feel that is the only crime I have committed.
Yesterday, you stripped me of all my honor:
Please, by your actions that you take here
today, don't strip future soldiers of their
honor. I beg of you.

NATIONAL FUTURE HOMEMAKERS
OF AMERICA WEEK
The SPEAKER pro tempore <Mr. MATSUNAGA). Under a previous order of the
House, the gentleman from Texas CMr.
GONZALEZ) is recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Speaker, I feel
it appropriate to recognize today an organization of young people who believe
that social change is best achieved
through constructive personal involvement in community action.

It is with this positive attitude that
600,000 young people have designated
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March 28 through April 3 as National
Future Homemakers of America Week.
The president of FHA has expressed a
desire to make this week "a showcase for
what 600,000 teenagers are doing to find
solutions to some of the problems confronting today's society in preparation
for a better future." These young people
have chosen "FHA Cares" as the theme
for their national week of observance.
FHA's record confirms that assertion.
FHA is justly proud of the part its
12,054 local chapters have played in
community tutoring programs for underprivileged children, especially children of
migrant workers, nutrition education
projects, consumer services, and in the
general enhancement of homemaking
education.
A number of FHA members have written me letters recently urging me to support continued funding for the consumer
and homemaking education sections of
the vocational education amendments to
Public Law 90-576.
The adequate funding of homemaking
education is important to these young
people, and, as one FHA member points
out:
In a time when the dollar buys less, it
would seem that our deoision-makers would
make every effort to educate our youth to
the wise use of this commodity.

I think this statement typifies the attitude of responsible concern that guides
this organization.
I feel fortunate that this organization has 75,000 members in the State of
Texas and 1,500 members in San Antonio, and hope that I will someday have
the opportunity to personally assist them
in one of their community action endeavors.
FHA's view that the strengthening of
our basic social unit-the family-in
turn strengthens and enriches American
society is a concept that has lately lost
its much-deserved prominence. We are
lucky to have a national organization
dedicated to perpetuating that concept.
SOCIAL SECURITY INCREASE
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Massachusetts CMr. BURKE) is
recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, before another week goes by, I
want to remind the House that it still has
in social security a matter of unfinished
business before it. With the signing into
law of the 10-percent social security increase on March 17, this House did not
finish its business or fulfill its obligations
to the senior citizens of this Nation. Thib
group still looks to us to finish our business. By giving an individual in his old
age $70 a month to live on, this Government has hardly gone far enough in its
responsibility to the elderly. Much as I
disliked delaying immediate action on
the social security increase, I must confess I was reluctant to go along with the
amendment to the debt increase earlier
this month providing for the 10 percent
social security increase because I was
afraid that it would be regarded as the

culmination of a long struggle and Members would begin to turn their attention
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to other pressing matters, feeling that
they had taken care of the needs of the
elderly. If the past is anything to go by,
we might expect that it will be at least
another session or another Congress before something further is done to increase the benefits under the social
security system. The fact of the matter
is that when the base payments are as
low as they are, a 10-percent increase
does not that measureably improve the
lot of the recipients. Ten percent of $64
a month is still only $6.40-or $70 total
to live on. There is still a need for further
action by this Congress this session in
social security. There are still opportunities for this Congress to do something
further in this area.
With this aim in mind, I am announcing today, therefore, that I plan to reintroduce H.R. 1239 in the near future and
am currently putting together a "Dear
Colleague" letter wherein I will solicit
the support af each and every Member
for H.R. 1239.
What would H.R. 1239 accomplish? It
would do something significant by providing a 50-percent across-the-board increase in benefits and at the same time
would raise the amount of outside earnings which a beneficiary may have without sutfering deductions from his benefits. In other words, H.R. 1239 would
raise the benefits 50 percent and permit
outside earnings to reach $3,000. While
I confess even this does not go far
enough, at least it would be a significant
improvement in the lot of the social security recipient. It would also contribute
to an improvement in the economy in
this current period of deep recession.
What better way can the Federal Government increase public expenditure
than by directing needed money to this
neglected group in our society? The day
is long past when a senior citizen or anyone in our society could live on $70 minimum a month. It is time to be realistic
where our senior citizens are concerned.
It is time to look realistically at subsistence level estimates of the Department
of Labor.
One of the best features of my bill is
that this will not lead to a material increase in the social security tax because
my plan calls for a redistribution of the
costs of this increase. I propose that instead of the cost being split 50-50 between employer-employee that the Government step in and take over one-third
of the cost out of general revenue, leaving employers and employees with onethird each. Why do I bring Federal funds
into the picture. Because I am convinced
that the social security system is actually
defraying costs which would otherwise
have to be met out of general revenue. It
is relieving the burdens of old -age assistance and aid to the disabled, expenses
which were not originally intended to be
born fully by the trust fund. In providing
for the Federal Government to assume
one-third of the cost of this increase, I
am simply asking the Government to pay
its fair share.
In closing, I simply want to repeat that
our work is not finished as far as the
elderly are concerned. Much remains to
be done. The 10-percent increase just
passed is but a first step in the right
CXVII--556-Pa.rt 7
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direction. Now it is time for us to really or physical condition. All should be reget down to serious business and face up leased simultaneously from the same loto what it really costs to get along today, cation on the demilitarized zone at the
conclusion of a ceremony during which
officials of allied governments would isLT. WILLIAM CALLEY CONVICTION sue a supply of rations to each prisoner
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a released and make an appropriate public
previous order of the House, the gentle- appeal to Hanoi, the National Liberation
man from Alabama <Mr. EDWARDS) is Front, and the Pathet Lao for similar
humane treatment of American prisonrecognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. EDWARDS of Alabama. Mr. ers. The POW's would then be permitted
Speaker, as I understand it, Lieutenant to proceed on foot toward North VietCalley has been convicted by a military nam. All procedures would be planned
jury of premeditated murder of 22 per- and carried out under the supervision of
sons in My Lai, mostly women and chll- the International Red Cross.
The occasion would unquestionably
dren. No one, Mr. Speaker, can condone
the international killing of women and capture the imagination of the world.
children. But, there must be something The ceremony and release would receive
wrong with a system of justice which widespread attention through television,
allows one man to stand trial because radio, and press coverage. For the first
he is a career officer, and at the same time, the world would be able to compretime allow others, who perhaps partici- hend the number of U.S. persons now
pated in the same incident, to go free missing in action in Vietnam as well as
because they just happen to have been the enormity of Hanoi's violation of the
discharged before the indictment. There Geneva Convention on prisoners of war.
must be something wrong with a system Each enemy POW released would recogthat allows Lieutenant Calley's superior nize, as would the entire world, that his
officers to avoid prosecution. If one is newly gained freedom symbolized the
guilty of following orders, then those uncertain fate of one American preswho gave the orders must be equally ently held prisoner or missing in action.
guilty. What is a soldier to do in the
This humanitarian gesture at the
future when he disagrees with an order? DMZ would dramatize as no other way
Should he ignore it at his peril or should possibly could the treatment of POW's by
he carry it out and risk prosecution?
the allies as contrasted with that of the
The Calley case will go down in his- North Vietnamese, the Vietcong, and
tory as the prime example of an attempt the Pathet Lao.
to find a scapegoat.
This proposal has recently gained the
The trial will also be historical in that enthusiastic support of Col. Frank Borit will no doubt bring about a much man, President Nixon's Special Repreneeded revision of the law.
sentative for Prisoners of War. TestifyIn the meantime, because Lieutenant ing before the National Security Policy
Calley was a product of the system, be- Subcommittee of the House Foreign Afcause others with him will never be tried, fairs Committee, Colonel Borman called
and because his superior officers are ap- it "a most significant proposal," and said
parently not to be held responsible, I be- he would "urge that this be accomplished
lieve Lieutenant Calley should be freed. with the maximum haste." Colonel Borman added:
I think that the time has come to act on
AMERICA'S GREAT
this proposal.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Another witness, Col. Norris Overly,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentle- who was held prisoner by the North
man from Ohio <Mr. MILLER) is recog- Vietnamese, called the proposal a ''tremendous idea" and told the subcommitnized for 5 minutes.
"our only real weapon is world
Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, tee,
opinion."
today we should take note of America's
The only risk involved is the possibility
great accomplishments and in so doing
renew our faith and confidence in our- that the repatriated men might soon be
under arms against us. That, of
selves as individuals and as a nation. back
There have been 17 modern Olympic course, is the same risk which President
games since 1896. The United States has Nixon wisely undertook when he offered
to release all of the prisoners held by the
won the competition 14 times.
allies if the enemy would release those in
their custody. Obviously, such risk in the
proposal embodied in this resolution
RELEASE OF VIETNAMESE
would be much smaller, and also less
PRISONERS
the risk surrounding the valiant
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a than
attempt on November 21, 1970, to rescue
previous order of the House, the gentle- American
prisoners held near Hanoi.
man from Dlinois <Mr. FINDLEY) is recAgainst this modest risk can be measognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, today 60 ured these possibilities for gain:
First. The release might cause Hanoi
of my colleagues are joining me in introducing a resolution calling for the un- to respond in kind. If Hanoi should reconditional release of 1,600 North Viet- lease a few, we could wisely release some
namese prisoners of war held in South more.
Second. At the very minimum the reVietnam, equaling the number of Americans now listed as missing in action or lease would stir world opinion-all to our
held prisoner.
advantage. The release would show, as
Those to be repatriated should be se- could nothing else. the gulf in human
lected at random without regard to age compassion between us and the enemy.
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It would show the contrast in treatment
of POW's.
Third. The release would focus worldwide attention directly on the enemy's
illegal and unconscionable treatment of
POW's, an issue which evidently causes
them their greatest difficulty in international relations, and which, according to Colonel Overly, has prompted
Hanoi to release some information about
those missing and permit some fiow of
mail.
Fourth. The released men might return home as ambassadors of goodwill.
The reports they would make might help
to correct propaganda-bred misapprehensions. Even if returned to arms, which
seems most unlikely, they could hardly
be unaffected by the humanitarian treatment they had ~eceived.
Fifth. It would do much to inspire the
American people at a moment when inspiration is greatly needed. The release
undoubtedly would be without precedent,
the most compassionate act ever committed by any nation, large or small, in
time of war. The impact of this vast
drama--1,600 men turned free and returned to their homeland and their families-would touch every American's
deepest emotions, not to mention its impact abroad.
Since the first American pilot was captured in August of 1964, no issue has so
stirred American public sentiment as has
the undetermined fate of our POW's. The
unmerciful anguish to families and loved
ones which this causes is an outrage to
all humanity. Many do not know whether
their husbands or son is alive, yet each
clings to the tiny thread of hope that
he will one day be returned safely.
Just how elusive and frustrating this
hope can be was recently demonstrated
when the North Vietnamese released a
film clip containing the pictures of over
60 prisoners of war. It has not been possible to positively identify_ at least 20 of
the Americans pictured, yet 800 separate
American families have identified one
of the 20 photographs as being of their
loved one. Such inhuman disregard for
the sensibilities of these families can
only be described as sadism.
Short of outright release, nothing
would be more welcome to the families of
those men who- are listed as missing in
action than a confirmation of their
status as either prisoner, dead. or unknown. It would end the agonizing uncertainty which now plagues their everyday existence.
There is a growing, gnawing doubt and
pessimism on the part of most Americans, a doubt which serves only to
harden public attitudes toward those
who are daily accused of violating international law and of mistreating prisoners of war. The proposal we are making today would lift the spirits and hopes
of men held captive, their families-in
fact , all peopl•e of compassion. It would
reaffirm in an effective, dramatic way
our _c ountry's willingness to assume risk
in order to promote the safety and freedom of our men in captivity.
Text of resolution and list of cosponsors follows:
H.

CON.

REs. 247

Whereas, 1 ,600 American servicemen are
held prisoners-of-war, or are missing in action
in Indochina; and

Whereas, North Vietnam, the National
Liberation Front and the Pathet Lao continue to violate the standards set forth in
the Geneva Convention which require humane, decent treatment of prisoners-of-war;
and
Whereas, every opportunity should be pursued which will focus attention on the plight
of these American servicemen and the
anguish suffered by their families and
friends, and bring to bear against North Vietnam the force of world opinion in behalf of
humane policies; Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring) , that,
It 1s the sense of the Congress that allied
authorities should:
(1) Arrange the immediate unconditional
release of 1,600 North Vietnamese prisonersof-war now held in South Vietnam, equaling
the number of Americans now listed as missing in action or imprisoned in Southeast
Asia.
(2) Effect the release of all such prisoners
simultaneously from the same location on
the demilitarized zone at the conclusion of
a ceremony during which officials of allied
governments would issue a supply of rations
to each prisoner released and make an appropriate public appeal ro North Vietnamese,
National Liberation Front, and Pathet Lao
leaders for similar humane treatment of
prisoners they hold. Prisoners would then be
permitted to proceed on foot toward North
Vietnam.
(3) Plan and carry out all procedures under
the close supervision of the International
Red Cross, and take special precautions to
prohibit forced repatriation.
LIST OF COSPONSORS

Joh n B. Anderson (R- Ill), Mark Andrews
(R-ND), Bill Archer (R-Tex) , Walter S. Baring (D-Nev), Mario Biaggi (D-NY), Jonathan B. Bingham (D- NY) , WilliamS . Broomfield (R-Mich ) , John Buchanan (R-Ala),
James A . Burke (D-Mass), Bill Chappell, Jr.
(R-Fla) .
James C. Cleveland (R-NH), R. Lawrence
Coughlin (R-Pa), John W. Davis (D-Ga),
John Dellenback (R-Oreg), Thaddeus Dulski
(D-NY), Florence Dwyer (R-NJ), Don Edwards (D- Calif), Dante B. Fascell (D-Fla),
Paul Findley (R-Ill), Edwin B. Forsythe
(R- NJ).
L. H. Fountain (D-NC), Bill Frenzel (RMinn ) , James G. Fulton (R-Pa), Edward A.
Garmatz (D-Md), Ella T. Grasso (D-Conn),
Ch arles H. Griffin (D-Miss), Charles S. Gubser (R-Calif) . Seymour Halpern (R-NY) ,
Ken Hechler (D-WVa), Craig Hosmer (DCalif).
Jack F. Kemp (R- NY), Peter N. Kyros
(D- Me) , Sherman P. Lloyd (R-Utah) , James
A. McClure (R-Idaho), Spark M. Matsunaga
(D-Hawaii), Wiley Mayne (R-Iowa), Patsy T.
Mink (D-Hawaii), Wilmer Mizell (R-NC), F.
Bradford Morse (R-Mass), John T. Myers
(R-Ind).
Robert N. c. Nix (D-Pa), Richard H. Poff
(R-Va) , Charlot te T. Reid (R-lll), J. Kenneth Robinson (R-Va) , Howard W. Robison
(R-NY) , Robert A. Roe (D-NJ), Fred B.
Rooney (D-Pa ) , Philip E. Ruppe (R-Mich),
James H. Scheuer (D-NY), William A. Steiger
(R-Wis).
Charles M. Teague (R-Callf), John H. Terry
(R-NY), Vernon W. Thomson (R-Wis).
Charles Thone (R-Nebr), Joseph P. Vigorito
(D-Pa), Lawrence G. Williams (R-Pa), Larry
Winn, Jr. (R-Kans), Wendell Wyatt (ROreg), John Wydler (R-NY), Clement J.
Zablocki (D-Wis).

FEDERAL FIREFIGHTER'S RETIREMENT LEGISLATION
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentle-
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man from Maryland <Mr. HOGAN) is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, today I am
introducing legislation to extend to Federal firefighters the same preferential retirement t reatment now accorded Federal law enforcement personnel under
the hazardous dut y provisions of the
civil service ret irement system. This legislation is similar to that which the
Congress approved late in the 91st Congress but which was vetoed by President Nixon.
Under my bill, Federal firefighter s, for
t he first time, would be eligible for fu!ll
retirement after attaining age 50 with
20 years of service. The annuity would
be computed at the rate of 2 percen~ of
the employee's high 3-year average sala ry multiplied by his total years of serv~
ice.
The same criteria used to justify preferential treatment to law enforcement
personnel will, under this legislation. be
applied to Federal firefighters, as it
should be. Firefighting requires a staff of
active, vigorous, and physically capable
men. We also need this legislation t o
provide an incentive to encourage
younger men to enter and remain in Federal service, and older men to leave it
at an early age.
The occupation of firefighting is ~me
t he most hazardous in the world. The
fact that the firefighters' fatali ty 1·ate is
275 percent greater than the rate for
the overall work force certainly substantiates this statement.
Federal firefighters are required daily
to handle chemicals and radioactive
mater ials. Nuclear materials are becoming commonplace at numerous Federal
installations and in the event of a nuclear accident, the Federal firefighter is
the first one called upon to respond.
Firefighters perform their duties during emergency situations, all times of
the day and night, exposed to extreme
heat and cold. This type of duty is often
heavy, performed in extreme high temperatures. Noted physicians say that this
is a burden on the cardiovascular system.
The pulse rate increases and the stroke
volume of the heart decreases.
Federal firemen also perform much of
their duties in the extreme cold. Authorities, in their research, have found
that this may produce persistent hypertension. A firefighter is exposed to carbon dioxide and other poisonous gases,
which unquestionably do damage to the
heart and vascular system.
At a nearby Federal installation, in a
5-year period, 10 percent of the firefighting force was lost because of heart
ailments-the average age of these men
was only 44 yeats.
I have in my district a number of military installations. One is the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory at Indian Head,
Md. I do not know of any place in the
world more hazardous than that facility,
where they make propellants, rockets,
and torpedoes, and the firefighters there
have an unbelievably difficult and hazardous job.
I urge my colleagues on the Subcommittee on Retirement, Health Benefits,
and Insurance to join me in seeking
prompt action on this measure.

of
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PROPOSAL THAT LT. WILLIAM CALLEY BE INVITED TO ADDRESS
JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Florida <Mr. FuQUA) is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Speaker, today I propose that an American citizen be invited
to address a joint session of Congress.
Today, I propose that Army Lt. William Calley be invited to speak to the
American people to tell them his side of
the story.
Today, I propose that an American soldier-just an average guy in civilian
life--be allowed to speak to the men and
women of all 50 States to let them know
that we are all his codefendants.
Today, I introduce a House concurrent
resolution.
It seems appropriate at this season of
the year that Lieutenant Calley's trial
come to an end. For we can be like Pontius Pilate and wash our hands and say
that "This is none of my affair." It has
been done before.
Today, there is a far greater issue than
the trial of Lt. William Calley, for this
is but another chapter in a continuing
story where a scapegoat is sought--and
in this case it is Lt. William Calley.
Let me remind you of a ship named
the Pueblo. It seems to me that a great
many people have forgotten that story.
We hush that one up.
After the men of this ship were sent
into a battle zone, ill-protected and almost completely defenseless-they were
captured. They suffered indignities at the
hands of the enemy. These men suffered
physical pain wearing the uniform of the
United States.
And what was their reward? They were
to be tried.
Well, the American people rose up as
one at this indignity. That service involved-the Department of Defense-was unable to slaughter a scapegoat.
But they were successful in halting the
career of a dedicated Navy officer-and
to the end of time the story of Captain
Bucher and his crew will be a blot on the
history of the United States.
Lieutenant Calley is a man who volunteered-he was sent to an Army school to
learn to kill. War is never a pleasant
little interlude like a football game, to be
trite, it is pure unmitigated hell.
One visit to a service hospital or a VA
hospital will expose you to human suffering you can never imagine. The injuries
which these men suffered in the service
of their Nation will be with them to the
end of their days, but we seem to be more
interested in washing our hands of any
affair that is unpleasant.
Lieutenant Calley has been tried under
the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
That code was passed by the Congress.
I think it is time that somebody stood
up here and said we are his accusers, let
us invite this American serviceman here
to tell his story.
The television cameras roll as the
astronauts or the President address the
Congress. Newsmen and dignitaries fall
all over themselves to be seen and heard
at these pleasant events.
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Well, I can assure you of one thing.
If a young man who is a citizen of this

Nation is invited here to tell you to your
face, and through that medium of the
American people, he can look into the
faces of a vast majority of the people of
this Nation and tell them that he has
been stripped of his honor.
He can say in his own words what he
feels. It seems to me that this would be
a perfectly legitimate function of the
Congress, for maybe the laws relating to
military justice are somewhat less perfect than many would have us to believe.
It is not a question of My Lai or any
other area. It is not a question of the
Pueblo or the men that suffered there.
This is a question of the morale of
our servicemen and the fiber of our Nation. If we do not accept as a people the
problems as well as the tributes, then
this Nation has sunk to a low point.
It is a great thing to be here and congratulate ourselves on the success of a
:!light to the moon.
But I wonder how many will join me
in being willing to sit and listen to a
young man who might have been sentenced to death.
And he got life imprisonment--a fate
which might be far worse.
He said at the conclusion of his trial
that he did not plead for his life or his
freedom, but he did plead for the men
who are still over in that hellhole-defending your liberty and my liberty.
Is this the America we were taught to
love?
Drafted and urged to enlist, a young
Florida boy was taught to klll. Sent to a
land where he could not know the enemy,
where his fellow servicemen have been
killed and maimed by women and children, by an enemy that is unseen, he does
not even have the knowledge that his Nation is behind him.
I have never understood limited warfare. War is no game. The killing and
slaugl:ter of young Americans is no
laughing matter, it is not a romantic adventure-it is terror and sorrow, suffering
and anguish.
Think of the anguish of the wives and
children of men who are imprisonednever knowing whether they are married
or widowed-children with a father or
half-orphan.
"While William Calley volunteered and
we sent him into this abyss, another fellow that goes by the name of Muhammed
Ali walks around with a few million dollars in his pockets from a sporting event.
The scenario in Vietnam is no sporting
event.
Calley had friends who were killed. He
knew a horror and an agony that those
comfortable in their little comers cannot
know.
Go ahead and wash your hands of this
affair.
Go ahead and say it is none of my
affair.
And there will be other Calleys and
other Pueblo's.
Since we have been so prone to bring
those with pleasant achievements
among our midst, let us bring in this
young Army officer. It will not take much
of the time of the people of this Nation.
But it might help us to understand the

horror that is being in:tlicted on young
Americans in a war which was not declared and which goes on without the
Nation making any resolve or sacrifice
to win.
Let others do the suffering as long as it
does not affect my little corner of the
world, seems to be said.
And it will continue to be somebody's
brother, somebody's son, who will be
brought home in a :!lag-covered coffin.
Today, I propose that Lt. William Calley be invited to address a joint session of
Congress. A great many platitudes might
end at that point.
A young American citizen might have
a chance to tell his side of the story-and
maybe there will be some people who
might have a new understanding.
I do not plead for his life or his freedom.
But I do plead that he be given the
opportunity to speak to the American
people.
H. CoN. REs. 250
Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That it is the sense

of the Congress that the facts and circumstances surrounding the events at My Lai
and the subsequent conviction of Lieutenant
William Calley for participation therein,
raise issues in the minds of American citizens which transcend the interests of military justice, and require that Lieutenant
Calley be given an opportunity to ad-dress
the Nation on the floor of the Congress convened in joint session.

REVENUE-SHARING PROPOSAL
The SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mr. MATSUNAGA). Under previous order of the
House, the gentleman from Pennsylvania
Mr. FLOOD), is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, I take great
pleasure in inserting into the RECORD the
remarks of Gov. Milton J. Shapp, which
were delivered before the National Press
Club on today:
REMARKS OF GOV. MILTON

J.

SHAPP

With frequent regularity, the nation's
Governors journey to Washington-individually or in groups--to meet with the President, confer with Cabinet officials, to lobby
in Congress and address the National Press
Club.
Often, the Governor's are followed by--or
preceded by-the Mayors of the nation's
cities.
Invariably, the message is the same: the
states and cities of America are in desperate
financial shape and the federal government
must bail them out with some form of revenue sharing.
Usually, the dialogue turns out to be a debate without particulars. Some Governors
and Mayors support the concept of revenue
sharing in principle. Others support the
Nixon plan whatever that may be . Some are
for other forms of federal help. others are
for the proposals of this or that Senator.
The general theme though is consistent. The
cities and states lack the broad tax base,
must live within balanced budgets and thus
are unable to finance their expanding needs.
Against this background of growing national debate, I am happy, if somewhat wpprehensive, to be here today to address the
National Press Club as the Democratic Governor of the nation's third largest state.
I say I am apprehensive because I am sure
you are sitting there expecting to hear the
same old pitch for revenue sharing in the
same old way with minor modifications here
and there .
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Well, I've decided not to make the same old
In New York State, Governor Rockefeller
pitch because I don't happen to agree with it. announced last week a proposal to place a
The NiXon proposals simply do not apply to one-year residency requirement on welfare
the problems of 1971 let alone for 1972 and recipients, justifying his claim on the statesuccessive years.
ment that his state faces an unusually seriI built a successful business by making ous situation under the terms of the sudecisions based upon need and logic. I don't preme Court residency ruling.
believe we can solve our governmental probAnd in California, Governor Reagan has
lems by continuing to make our decisions on flatly and simply called for the elimination
the basis of politics.
of three-quarters of a million people from
Now don't misunderstand me. As Gov- the welfare rolls at a projected saving of $700
ernor of Pennsylvania I would be glad to be million.
Each response has been in terms of money.
the beneficiary of a windfall called revenue
sharing.
Neither Rockefeller nor Reagan has spoken
Call it the Nixon Plan, the Muskie Plan, the in terms of people.
I have proposed that the federal governGovernor's Plan, the Mayors' Plan, or anyone else's plan, I'll take the money. Pennsyl- ment take over the operation of the entire
vania needs it.
welfare system. I believe that the machinery
Last month, in Pennsylvania, we enacted a of public assistance, designed to meet the
new tax package featuring for the first time crisis of the 1930's Depression, simply no
an income tax based on line 50 of the federal longer applies to the problems of the seventax return. Coupled with some basic reforms ties.
The rise in the welfare caseload represents
and additional business taxes, that package
will, for the first time in many years, place a fiscal crisis of grave magnitude that can
not
be handled by the states. The soaring
Pennsylvania on a solid financial basis. This
is quite a step forward considering the fact caseload not only reflects uncontrollable
that on March 1st we ran out of money; that state costs due to federal laws and court
we were on the brink of insolvency, facing a decisions regarding eligibility for welfare,
debt, projected. until June or 1972, of $1.55 but it is also indicative of a stagnant nabillion.
tional economy.
It points up our social failure to provide
Nonetheless, even with the passage of new
meaningful
programs of education, job
taxes and the economies that we are introducing into the operations of government, training, and employment, for all our citiwe will barely meet our obligations for pres- zens, of wasting so much of our precious
ent programs in fiscal '71-72, to say nothing national resources in a senseless war instead
about the need to finance many new pro- of taking care of our people's real needs.
Therefore, I propose that government, on
grams of vital public need.
Take, for example, mass transportation in every level, begin to think in terms of a
Pennsylvania. The Southeastern Pennsyl- three-cornered solution to our problems. One
vania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) is the generation of new sources of revenue
which services Philadelphia and the sur- for our cities and states, which should inrounding counties, is in serious financial clude some block grant revenue sharing
trouble. To modernize SEPTA and place it on funds combined with a federal takeover of
a solid financial footing, between 800 million the welfare program.
A second is the need for positive federal
and a billion dollars will be needed over the
action to stimulate economic growth.
next five years.
Third, an expansion of programs for soThat money can't come from Philadelphia,
nor can it come from the state. Only last cial progress.
My thoughts regarding the need for fedweek, the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia warned that Philadelphia faces "fis- eral takeover of the welfare systems were
cal chaos" in the 1970s. The report projected presented to the Joint Economic Committee
cumulative deficits for this one city alone on January 22nd. I shall not expand on this
totaling $1.325 billion over the next five concept here except to illustrate that under
Nixon's revenue sharing proposals, Pennsylyears.
The Federal Reserve report also made clear vania's state government would receive $123
that the projected amount of $54 million million next year but welfare costs alone
which Philadelphia would receive annually will increase over $150 million. And that
would still leave a deficit of over one billion we would presently save almost $700 million
dollars in five years merely to continue to if Washington took this load over. Many of
finance existing programs even if President our problems are caused by high unemployNixon's revenue sharing program was ment.
Ten years ago, when John Kennedy became
enacted.
The Nixon proposal is nothing more than a President, the economy faced the same type
red herring to obscure the real problems our of stagnation which we are witnessing tonation faces and to give the illusion that day-high unemployment, slow growth and
the administration is concerned about the sluggish production.
The Kennedy Administration demonstrated
people's problems. Also, what is happening
today is that public ofllcials, focusing so that the tools of the federll'l government
strongly on the abstract concept of revenue could be used in a constructive manner to
sharing, have failed to perceive the vital in- stimulate the economy. Public works, Manter-relationship of fiscal policy with eco- power Retraining, Area Redevelopment, Aid
to Education, new incentives for housing and
nomic and social policy.
You have often heard Governors, Mayors stepped up urban assistance all were put to
and Congressmen say that money alone will work to prime the economy.
Some of these programs in their particnot solve our problems.
But too often that statement is accom- ulars, would not necessarily be the ones we
panied by a single preoccupation with get- need today. But surely the federal governting money alone.
ment must adopt the principle of putting
I hope that we can stimulate a broader its vast resources to work for the cause of
debate throughout the nation, one which economic gl'owth.
would place equal priority on the need for
As Leon Keyserling recently pointed out,
economic growth and the demand for social "unless reasonably full employment and proprogress.
duction are restored within a reasonable
Perhaps no other issue of modern times time, all of the economic and social problems
illustrates the three-fold problem of fiscal with which the states and localities are wresnecessity, economic growth and social prog- tling will be further aggravated to a degree
ress better than the welfare system.
which cannot be compensated for by revenue
During the next fiscal year, the welfare rolls sharing." A program for revenue sharing
in Pennsyl van1a are expected to exceed would be but a part, and minor part at that,
900,000 cases.
of the entire program needed by our federal
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government. There is urgent need to develop
a long-range economic and social budget for
the Un1ted States, properly quantifying broad
production and employment tB.l'gets.
I understand the President says he is now
a Disciple of Keynes. He has presented his
own version of deficit spending in the guise
of a full employment budget. He claims that
he is now pl'epared to use the tools of the
federSil government to get us out of the recessionary spiral we are in.
But once again, we see evidence that hUI
words are not consistent with his actions.
Why, is the administration holding back
on billions of dollars already appropriated.
for eduation and urban programs and mandated from the highway trust fund?
Last weekend at the Democratic Governors'
Conference in St. Loius, I said that while
Nixon talks a good game about revenue sharing he was following instead a policy of revenue snaring.
I don't believe, we will see this unimaginative administration use the tools at its command with any sort of determination. I
think we will see more words, fewer deeds
and a lot of expressed hope that somehow
the economy will improve itself. I might add
this is a philosophy followed by all Republican administrations since 1924--all of which
have evolved in deep recession or depression.
If we are going to stimulate the economy
the administration must have to believe it
can be stimulated.. And it seems to be the
peculiar failing of the present Admin1stration that it has no faith in the potential
of human ingenuity applying the tools of
government to generate true prosperity.
Finally, as a third point, I want to talk
briefly about the question of social progress.
Where will we be, as a nation, with all
the revenue at our disposal unless we use it
wisely for the benefit of all our people?
What good, indeed, will economic growth
be unless it benefits not only the few at the
top but the millions at the bottom?
The nation is quieter today than it has
been.
But perhaps our misery has simply gone
underground.
The poor are not always visible.
And the angry are not always shouting.
Sometimes both poverty and anger are
transformed into quiet despair and invisible
frustration.
Whatever the present mood, the fact is
that America still has not lived up to its
commitment to equal rights for all Americans, regardless of race, creed, or color.
Nor have we been sufficiently innovative
in devising new approaches to learning for
millions of people at the bottom of the ladder whose livelihood depends upon manual
employment and other forms of low paying
jobs, many of whom languish on welfare
because they lack the skills and knowledge
to hold jobs in our modern society.
A lot of jobs are disappearing because
of the sluggish economy and because of
automation.
In their place are other jobs but these require skills and training which still are not
available to or earmarked for those most in
need.
Is it any wonder that the welfare rolls
increase when unemployment is so high
and unemployability is so obvious?
During the recent crisis in Pennsylvania,
we faced the possibi11ty of laying off about
five hundred people in custodial jobs in our
Department of Property and Supplies. The
move was intended to effect some economies.
The plan was almost approved when the Secretary of Property and Supplies said to me:
"Governor, you know what's going to happen
when you lay those people off? They'll all
be on welfare." I decided to use the same
number of dollars to keep these people employed and our buildings clean. This inci-
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dent points up clearly the predicament we
are ln.
Either we provide relevant training that
leads to meaningful employment or else we
continue to witness the continued rise In
the welfare rolls.
For a brief period during the sixties, It
seemed a.s if the nation had finally captured
the commitment to social progress.
But I believe it has been lost and must
be regained if this nation is to survive.
And behind the national problem, of
course, lies the international situation. Let's
face it. We shall not succeed here in America
until we end, once and for all, our involvement in Indo China. And we shall not succeed, even then, unless we transfer some of
the huge defense budget into meaningful
revenue sharing programs.
These, then, are the priorities as I see them
and I would like to close this discussion with
a brief statement of my own position on the
specific question of revenue sharing so that
you will have, on the record, the position of
the Governor of Pennsylvania.
A month ago, when the National Governors' Conference met here in Washington, I
made a four-point proposal for adoption
which included the following items:
1. FULL FEDERALIZATION OF WELFARE PROGRAMS

The present costs of public assistance are
uncontrollable by the states. These are mainly federally-established programs, but in
those states seeking to provide a minimum
standard of health and decency to people on
welfare, the states alone or the states and
their local governments together now bear
the lion's share of the load.
During 1971, the Federal Government
should assume all costs for welfare that exceed 90 % of each state's costs for 1970.
Next, each year between 1972 and 1976, the
Federal Government should assume an additional 20 % of this welfare burden. Thus by
1976, the Federal Government would be paying 100 % of all welfare costs for each state.
2. STATE AND CITY DRAWING RIGHTS

States and cities should be able to obtain
in advance from the Federal Treasury or the
Federal Reserve, under a program of special
Federal Drawing Rights, monies that are due
them under Federal grant formulas in any
given fiscal year. This, In effect, will provide
a fiscal shock absorber for state and local
governments to permit better fiscal planning
of their finances, and to prevent chaos when
they run out of money. Most cities and states,
unlike the Federal government, cannot resort
to deficit financing, even in case of dire
emergency.
3.

FEDERALLY GUARANTEED LOANS FOR STATES
AND CITIES

(a) states to adopt graduated income
taxes;
(b) procedures for allocation of shared
l"evenues to local governments to encourage
consolidation of inefficient units.
I also recommend that general revenue
sharing be a four-year authorization with
annual appropriations rather than a permanent appropriation as a percentage of the
personal income tax base as proposed by the
President.
I am not calling f"Or revenue sharing by
itself or for federalization of welfare programs by itself. I am saying that the states
and the cities need both in order to accomplish the needed fiscal relief. And we need
both Immediately.
If these four points were adopted Into
law, they would do much to place our states
and cities on a more adequate financial base,
provide lncenttives for reform and reorganization of our state and local governmenrts,
provide a more equitable distribution of
Federal funds than either revenue sharing
or federaliza tion of welfare alone, and continue a federal-state-local partnership which
has been creative and productive in many
Instances during the past 40 years.
America's economy can be stimulated.
America's cities can be turned into thriving
communities. And our states can be made to
fulfill their constitutional duties to their
citizens.
Our people can be assisted in their quest
to live enriched lives.
We have the capital, we have the resources,
we have the most innovative people tn the
world. We ca.n resolve our problems if we
utilize all our great advantages in a logical
and constructive way.
But, we cannot Improve our lot If the Administration continues to hack out programs
for public relations or political purposes and
ballyhoos these concoctions as the salvation
of the nation.
I place the Nixon proposal for revenue
sharing in this category. It is not based upon
realism. It won't make a dent in solving our
fiscal problems.
Welfare takeover Is a much more meaningful program. Federal assumption of welfare costs would relieve the states of enormous sums In their budgets so they In turn
oould relieve the cities of a larger share of
educational costs.
But neither revenue sharing nor welfare
takeover will solve our nation's ftscal problems. We desperately need major programs
to stimulate the economy, programs that
will offer real opportunities for our people
to live more fruitful lives.
Until we take meaningful steps in this direction everything else we do constitutes
nothing more than a holding action.

Our states and cities today pay higher than
prime interest rates because the lenders look
upon states and cities as increasingly poorer
RETIREMENT OF GEN. JAMES
risks. Yet, our states and cities must borrow
!In.JLIARD POLK, JR.
billions upon billions over the next decade.
A Federal agency should be established to
The Speaker pro tempore. Under prefully guarantee loans made by our cities vious order of the House, the gentleman
and states. This would lower the interest from Georgia <Mr. FLYNT) is recognized
rate on such borrowing and save many mil- for 10 minutes.
lions of dollars for state and local taxpayMr. FLYNT. Mr. Speaker, this afterers. Such a guarant ee plan for our steamship lines already exists under the Federal noon, March 31, 1971, Gen. James HilMaritime Act. Certainly our states and cities liard Polk, Jr., Commander-in-Chief,
are at least equally worthy of support.
U.S. Anny Europe and Seventh U.S.
4. REVENUE SHARING

The President's formula for general revenue sharing is inadequate. In calling for the
reclassifio:].t'ion of categorical grants into bloc
grants, it is nothing more than a ca.se of
scrambling the same egg twice. Its distribution has little to do with per capita income
or need, and Its reward for "state and local
fiscal effort" tends to reinforce the current
regressive real estate and sales taxes.
I recommend a formula with incentives
to encourage:

Army, also Commander Central Army
Group NATO, retired from active duty.
Jimmy Polk is one of the outstanding
soldiers of this generation. He retires
after 37 years 10 months as an officer in
the U.S. Anny and in addition to that
spent 4 years as a cadet at the U.S.
Military Academy. It might be more accurate to say that he has been a part
of the U.S. Anny ever since he was born.
He was born on an Army post-Camp
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McGraw, Batangas, Philip'plne Islands,
December 31, 1911, of Anny parents. He
has literally been in the Anny ever since.
Since August 1961 with the exception
of 9 months as Assistant Chief of Staff
for Force Development, Headquarters,
U.S. Army, he has served in command
positions of great responsib1Uty in U.S.
Anny Europe. I know of no one who has
served longer or with greater distinction
in USAEUR than he has. During this
service, because of the unique requirements of seven of his last eight assignments, he has been a soldier-diplomat.
His first assignment which required exceptional ability in military-diplomatic
assignments started when he served as
Assistant Chief of Staff G3, Land Forces,
Central Europe, beginning in July 1957.
From that time until his retirement with
the exce'ption of 9 months duty as
ACSFOR, he has been involved in major
international assignments.
General Polk's retirement in one sense
marks the end of an era. It Is very likely
that he is the last senior anny commander to have served in the horse
cavalry which has produced its full share
of senior commanders. Many of its officers and men continue to wear the
crossed sabers even though they subsequently served with annored cavalry,
annory, or air cavalry.
He entered the U.S. Military Academy
in the summer of 1929, graduated in
June 1933 and was commissioned second
lieutenant of cavalry assigned to the
8th C::~valry Regiment. Between his
graduation and December 7, 1941, he
served as a cavalry unit officer, a student
at thP. c,:).V'alry school and as instructor,
U.S. Military Academy. After graduating
from the command and general staff
school he was asshmed to the 6th
Cavalry Recon Sauadron and from then
until the end of World War II he served
consecutively as executive officer, 106th
Cavalrv Grouo Mechanized, comma.n ding officer, 6th Cavalry Group Mechanized, and commanding officer, 3d Cavalry Group Mechanized, all in the
European theater of operations.
During his service in the European
theater of operations both he and his
regiment were frequently cited for bold
and aggressive action. General Polk was
three times decorated for gallantry, once
by Gen. GeorgeS. Patton, Jr. During this
period his regiment was authorized its
own patch bv the commanding general,
3d U.S. Anny and General Polk still
wears this patch on his right shoulder.
After brief occupation duty in Germany at the end of World War II, hereturned to the United States and became
Chief of Tactics at the Ground General
School, Fort Riley, Kans., and later attended the Armed Forces Staff College.
In 1948, he was ordered to Tokyo, Japan,
and served in the G2 section of the U.S.
Far East Command for the next 3 years.
Early in the Korean war, General Polk
became Assistant Chief of Staff, G2 of
the X Corps and participated in three
campaigns. In August 1951, he returned
to attend the National War College and
was later assigned as an instructor at
the Army War College at Carlisle Barracks. Pa. He was then made Chief of
Staff of the 3d Armored Division at
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Fort Knox, Ky., and participated in the
gyroscope movement of the division to
West Germany. In July 1956 he was promoted to brigadier general and served as
assistant division commander for 1 year.
Following this tour, General Polk's
career began to broaden into the field
of soldier-diplomat assignments. For 2
years he served as Assistant Chief of
Staff for Plans and Operations, Land
Forces Central Europe, at NATO Headquarters at Fontainbleau, France.
In July 1959, he returned to the United
States and became the director of the
policy planning staff in the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs.
In June 1961 he was promoted to
ma jor general and ordered back to West
Germany to command the 4th Armored
Division. He became U.S. Commander,
Berlin, on January 2, 1963.
General Polk became Commanding
General of V Corps U.S. Army on September 1, 1964, and was promoted to
lieutenant general on September 4, 1964.
After 18 months as Commanding General V Corps and 9 months as ACSFOR
he returned to U.S. Army Europe as
Deputy Commander in Chief USAREUR
and Commanding General 7th Army.
In June 1967 he was designated Commander in Chief U.S. Army Europe and
7th u.s. Army in which capacity he
served until he relinquished command on
March 20, 1971.
He was promoted to general officer
rank July 31, 1956, and served for
nearly 15 years as a general officer, of
which nearly 4 were in the grade of
general.
General Polk's citations and decorations include the Distinguished Service
Medal, the Silver Star with one oak
leaf cluster, the Legion of Merit with
two oak leaf clusters, the Bronze Star
Medal, the Legion of Honor--Commander-the Croix de Guerre-with
Palm Decoration, the Grand Cross with
star and sash, the American Campaign
Medal, the Europe Africa Middle East
Campaign Medal, the American Defense
Service Medal, the World War II VIctory Medal, the Army of Occupation
Medal-with clasp for Germany and
Japan-the Korean Service Medal, the
Air Medal, the Republic of Korea Presidential United Citation, the United National Service Medal, and the American
Forces Expeditionary Medal.
He is married to the former Josephine
Leavell and they are the parents of two
children, Mrs. Josephine Polk Schwartz
of El Paso, Tex., and James Hilliard
Polk, III of New York City. Following
his retirement, General and Mrs. Polk
will reside in Washington, D.C.
Mr. Speaker, I take great pleasure in
congratulating General Polk on his retirement and I express my appreciation
to him for the distinguished service
which he has rendered to his country
in both war and peaee.
THE CALLEY TRIAL-A CALL UPON
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
previous order of the House, the gentle-

man from Georgia <Mr. DAvis) is recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. DAVIS of Georgia. Mr. Speaker,
we have all been shocked by the Calley
trial.
There can be no excuse, no justification, for the barbarity at My Lai. We
must not, however, look for solace in the
victimization of one of our own.
I, myself, have committed actions
which resulted in enemy deaths.
I do not labor under any delusion of
the morality of these actions, but I do
persevere in my belief that men in times
of war are necessarily motivated by a
different set of values.
What I consider to be the most dreadful aspect of the entire My Lai incident
is the fact that one individual has been
singled out as the scapegoat so that
society may be expurgated from responsibility for the My Lai incident.
It is my belief that Lieutenant Calley
carried out his duty as he saw it in My
Lai. Many others, including myself, have
faced the same issue which must have
been foremost in his mind on that day.
I now stand with Lieutenant Calley,
having shared the dilemma of deciding
between the morality of civilization and
duty to a particular authority.
As a lawyer, former prosecutor, and
former judge, I firmly believe that the
judicial process ought to be completely
removed from the realm of political influence. The fundamental injustice, however, of singling out one human being
in an attempt to purge the conscience of
a nation, makes me feel compelled to
speak my mind in this anguish.
I wish that I could free Lieutenant
Calley.
However, in the absence of having that
authority myself, I do now call upon the
President of the United States to relieve
this loyal officer of any deprivation of
honor, liberty, or property.
HISTORIC SPRINGFIELD
PLANTATION
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
previous order of ·the House, the gentleman from Mississippi <Mr. GRIFFIN) is
recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Speaker, I am today
introducing legislation to authorize the
National Park Service to acquire historically rich Springfield Plantation and to
incorporate it in the Natchez Trace
Parkway.
As you know, the Natchez Trace was a
Post Road in the early 1800's over the
prehistoric Indian trails running from
Natchez, Miss. to Nashville, Tenn. The
earliest settlers of the Southwest moved
down the Trace. It was, also, down the
Natchez Trace that Gen. Andrew Jackson
marched his troops to meet the British
at the Battle of New Orleans during the
War of 1812.
It was near this historic path that
Thomas Marston Green, Jr., completed
his home, Springfield, in 1790. Green and
his father, Thomas Marston Green, Sr.,
were among the most influential voices
in the movement to free Natchez and all
of Spanish west Florida from Spanish
rule. These efforts culminated in the formation of the Mississippi Territory in
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1798. Thomas Green, Jr., was the second man ever to serve Mississippi as a
Representative to Congress becoming a
Territorial Delegate to Congress in 1802.
It was at Springfield, as tradition has
it, that Aaron Burr was held for a time
pending his preliminary hearing on the
charge of treason in the winter of 180607.
Tradition also has it that Springfield
was the site of the famous and controversial marriage of Andrew Jackson to
Rachel Robards in 1791; a marriage reportedly performed by Thoma3 Marston
Green, Sr.
Mr. Speaker, Springfield is rich in history of the early period of the territory
and of the early growth of our Nation.
It is a genuine and unique piece of the
American saga. It is, indeed, worthy of
preservation and would be a prized addition to the beautiful Natchez Trace
Parkway at any price. It will be especially valuable now as the present owner, Mr. James H. Williams of St. Louis,
Mo., has offered to donate the house and
15 acres of adjoining land to the Park
Service.
My bill, Mr. Speaker, will authorize
the National Park Service to accept this
donation and to acquire other land by
purchase, or other means, which is necessary for proper use and administration
of the area. I urge the consideration of
every Member of this worthy and valuable project.
THE NEED FOR WAGE AND PRICE
ECONOMIC DISCIPLINE-NOW
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
previous order of the House, the gentleman from California <Mr. McFALL) is
recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. McFALL. Mr. Speaker, there is
an old saying that when a state of imbalance exists long enough, it becomes
the new state of balance. This principle
is sharply illustrated by our national
economy, which has been in a state of
imbalance so long now that there is
real danger of accepting high unemployment, low productivity, and inflated
prices as the national state of balance.
Unless we perceive clearly what is h appening and describe it accurately, the
imbalance will persist and, indeed, become more acute.
So let us dismiss rhetoric and political hyperbole and state the case accurately: We are in a state of emergency.
The fact that we have been living in
an emergency condition for more than
2 years does not make it any less an
emergency. And it would be tragic if we
failed to assess the seriousness of the
situation because we have gradually become accustomed to the rising prices and
increased unemployment.
A noted economist, Gardiner C. Means,
has said:
An economy which is running well should
h a ve neither inflat ion nor serious u n employment. Those who suggest that a 2 or 3
percent annual rise in prices is a.cceptatble
are simply not looking for a well-running
economy. Likewise, those who accept 3.4 percent unemployment as anything except an
in terim goal are accept ing a badly running
economy. They are saying that , rather "!:hnn
interfere with the abuse ..>f market p o wer,
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they are satisfied that there should continuously be more than 2 Y2 .m illion workP.rs looking for work and unable to find it; that the
country should aim to throw away some $20
blllion of potential production a year, and
that the burden of avoiding inflation should
be placed on those least able to bear it.

Mr. Speaker, the current administration has accepted as a necessary evil new
levels of unemployment--far in excess of
the 3.4 percent it inherited when it took
office. Each new level-4% percent, 5 percent, 5% percent, 6 percent--was accepted as an inevitable price to pay in
the fight against inflation, and now we
have the sorry statistics of 5% million
unemployed, many of them over a long
period of time.
When 5% million Americans are unemployed, we are in a national emergency,
and we must act accordingly.
This Congress would be callous, indeed, if it did not take steps to alleviate
the plight of the jobless and the many
thousands of Americans who have to
meet increased prices with reduced incomes. It is not enough for us to criticize from the sidelines the President's
economic "game plan" or his failure to
call the signals clearly and decisively on
wP,ge and price increases that accelerate
inflation.
We have a responsibility to act, as the
representatives of the people, to meet the
current emergency and to restore balance
to our crippled economy.
Our long-range goal must be to eliminate unemployment without producing
in::lation. ow· short-term goal must be a
rapid expansion of our artificially restricted economy in order to make an
immediate and drastic reduction in unemployment.
To that end, I have sponsored the
accelerated public works bill, in which
150 of my colleagues have joined as cosponsors. Hearings have been held and
Chairman BLATNIK's Public Works Committee has reported out the House bill,
and in the Senate hearings have been
held on the companion bill introduced
by Senator JENNINGS RANDOLPH. I am
hopeful of early passage of this meas·ure to provide Federal funds for necessary public works projects in areas of
substantial unemployment. This would
give a quick boost to the economy and
stimulate production, while providing
thousands of jobs where they are needed
most.
But this is only a beginning.
We must act, too, to slow down the
inflationary spiral that has been advancing at a rate of 5 percent per year.
It is not useful at this stage to fix
blame for the failure to halt inflation or
to point out the futility of inflation alerts
after the fact. What is essential now is
a concerted bipartisan effort to reverse
the trend.
I am convinced that the first step
must be a system of wage-price guidelines. Therefore, my colleague, JoHN
MoNAGAN, of Connecticut, and I have
joined in the introduction of the Monagan-McFall wage-price guidelines bill,
H.R. 2502 to establish a temporary Emergency Guidance Board to facilitate eco-

and encouraging voluntary adherence to
these guidelines.
This proposal is made in the belief
that all Americans want to do their
share in combating the menance of inflation, and they will welcome guidelines
that are established on a fair, nondiscriminatory basis.
The construction workers-who have
suffered disproportionately the effects of
unemployment and underemployment-were understandably disturbed last
month when the President announced
his decision to suspend the provisions
of the Davis-Bacon Act in Federal contracts, a move which he justified as
necessary in fighting inflation. Fortu·
nately, he has seen fit to rescind that
decision. In his announcement from San
Clemente this week, he outlined a new
plan for controlling wage increases in
the construction trades, while reinstating the applicable provisions of the
Davis-Bacon Act. Certainly it is far
more reasonable and equitable to adopt
wage guidelines than to undercut the
prevailing wage scale. But is it wise and
is it fair to single out one group to bear
the burden of the battle against spiraling
prices? Administration spokesmen say
the President has no plans to take similar action to stabilize wages in other industries-nor has he announced any plan
to stabilize prices in industries that supply the construction field.
The President talks of accepting "the
discipline of a free society" and the "discipline of a full employment budget."
Americans do not reject the discipline of
a free economy-as long as it is imposed
evenly, on all sectors. But it is repugnant
to our sense of fairness to see the construction trades made the sacrificial goat.
And it is equally repugnant to see the
steel industry singled out as the villain
in price increases. If one group is to be
disciplined, all should be disciplined, in
a just and democratic manner.
We do not need scapegoats or villains.
We do not need the recriminations of
inflation alerts that have all the effects
of locking the barn door after the horse
is stolen.
What we need is prevention-not
recrimination.
In this legislation, we are proposing
preventive measures in the fight against
inflation through a system of guidelines
for price and wage changes, to be established and administered by an impartial
board of five members, in consultation
with leaders of business, labor, and
consumers.
This is emergency legislation, designed
to meet an immediate and temporary
neer~. The life of the proposed Emergency
Guidance Board would be limited to 18
months, subject to extension to 30
months, if needed, by a concurrent resolution of Congress.
I am glad to note that this measure already has gained a number of cosponsors,
and it is my hope that the Members from
both sides of the aisle who joined in
sponsoring the accelerated public works
bill will also join in this effort to meet
the economic emergency head on with

meaningful legislation.

rency. I hope that the distinguished
chairman of that committee, the Honorable WRIGHT PATMAN, will accord it the
same high priority that Chairman BLATNIK g~ave to the accelerated public W3rks
bill. Both are emergency measures, both
designed for immediate and maximum
impact on the recession-inflation that
has kept the Nation in a jittery state of
imbalance over the past 2 years.
FIFTY -ONE BOEING 747'S NOW MILLION -MILERS, FLIGHT HOURS
PASS 200,000
(Mr. MEEDS asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Speaker, I take pride
in announcing further accomplishments
of the Boeing 747 jumbo jet. While these
first aircraft have only been in service a
little over 1 year their utilization sets
news re~ords almost daily.
As of March 18, 51 Boeing 747's have
logged 1 million miles or more in flight.
Of these, 21 have floV\rn more than 1.5
million miles.
Total flight time logged by the 109
superjets delivered was 201,765 hours.
The high-time airplane had 4,093 hours
in its logbook. In all, 81 of the 747's in
airline operation have logged more than
1,000 flight hours.
For the week ending March 18, average
mechanical schedule reliability, the percentage of flights which departed on
time or were not delayed more than 15
minutes for mechanical reasons was 95
percent.
Boeing 747's first entered commercial
sernce January 21, 1970, and by midMarch of this year had carried 8.5 l]:lillion passengers on 39,500 revenue flights.
Average utilization has been 8.6 hours
per airplane per day since first delivery.
RECLAMATION PROJECTS ONE
STEP CLOSER

(Mr. RONCALIO asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Speaker, I am
happy to recognize the groundwork accomplished in the Appropriations Committee and the testimony before the committee justifying the next step in the
construction of the China Meadows Dam
of the Lyman project and a $500,000
appropriation for rehabilitation and repair work necessary on the Riverton
project.
·
These are excellent reclamation projects that make the best use of the water. Each has a favorable cost-benefit ratio. These projects not only benefit Wyoming but the whole country. I am happy
they are one step closer to reality with
testimony now being presented by Com.missioner Ellis Armstrong, Bureau of
Reclamation, and other Interior Department officials before the Subcommittee
on Public Works of the House Appropriations Committee.
·
I would like to record here my sincere

nomic recovery with minimum inflation
This proposal is now pending before hope that these appropriations will be
by establishing price and wage guidelines the Committee on Banking and Cur- approved. I will present detailed testi-
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mon.y to the committee in due course
and welcome the interest and support of
all my colleagues who share my concern
for the development and growth of rural America.
THE RIGHTS OF THE NATIVES OF
ALASKA

<Mr. MEEDS asked and was given per-

mission to extend his remarks at this
point in the REcoRD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Speaker, I rise today
to bring before the House an issue of
historic importance for all citizens of this
country, but especially for the original
Americans-the native peoples. All of us
know something of the history of the
original Americans. In school we read
stories about taming the Great WestGovernment soldiers were always portrayed as heroes bearing the banner of
civilization. With the passing years we
have come to look on events differently.
The U.S. record, while better than that
of most nations' dealings with their
native peoples, certainly could have been
improved upon. The American Indians
were pushed farther and farther West
treaties were negotiated, broken, and renegotiated, reservations were established.
Through the Indian Claims Commission, Congress has provided the machinery for reexamining the taking of lands
formerly occupied by most native Americans. But to this day one of the largest of
all Indian land rights issues remains
unresolved. I refer to the rights of the
natives of Alaska who have occupied and
used the lands of the State for a period
extending far back beyond the time Europeans first knew there was an Alaska.
Many years ago--probably thousands
of years ago-aboriginal people migrated
into what is now Alaska. They faced a
cruel and harsh land of extreme temperatures and sparse animal and plant
life. Through basic human ingenuity and
ability they conquered the elements,
made those lands livable, and established
their homes. In order to do so these
people had to roam widely over the lands
hunting for the occasional caribou and
fishing for the salmon.
These living patterns have continued
to this day. At the present time approximately 60,000 descendents of the original
inhabitants of Alaska still live on those
lands. These people---composed of Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts--have, by virtue
of their historic use and occupancy of
the lands, a legal claim to substantial
portions of the State of Alaska.
When the United States "purchased"
Alaska from Russia in 1867, it did not
compensate the orlginal Alaskans, nor
in any way extinguish their legal title to
these lands. To this day our Government
has never extinguished that title.
Resolution of the land rights of the
Alaska Natives has been repeatedly postponed by the Congress. The time has now
come for a just and final resolution of
those rights. Until the Congress acts to
confirm the Natives' title in part of their
land and compensate them for taking
the rest of their lands, it will be impossible for any development to proceed
in the State of Alaska. The claims of the
Alaska Natives hang as an overriding
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cloud on the title to virtually every oore
of land in that State.
In order to oohieve a just and equitable
settlement of these rights, the Alaska
Natives have organized themselves and
prepared a settlement proposal. The
Alaska Federation of Natives-AFN-is
the spokesman for the various groups of
Alaska Natives on this issue. Their proposal has been developed over the course
of several years of consideration and negotiation. I am today introducing that
proposal for the consideration of the
House. Twenty-four other Members of
this body have joined as cosponsors.
The basic elements of the bill are simple enough. It calls for an extinguishment of all Native land claims. In return,
the Natives would receive, first, 60 million acres-approximately 16 percent of
their actual land claims; second, $500
million over 9 years; and third, a perpetual 2 percent overriding royalty on
gross revenues derived from future natural resource development on Federal and
State lands in Alaska.
As important as the financial terms
are the structure and standards for distributing the settlement proceeds. The
Natives of Alaska are organized on a
regional basis. They have come to recognize 12 distinct regions based on historical factors of heritage, language, subsistence use patterns, and geography.
The 12 regions are the actual political
structure of the Alaska Natives. Under
my bill this structure would be recognized by the creation of 12 regional corporations, each controlled and managed
by the Natives themselves. Since the bill
is basically a settlement of land rights,
each region would receive title to a part
of the 6 million acres proportional to the
size of the region. In order to provide
initial capital for organization, each region would receive $8 million. Thereafter,
funds would be distributed to the regional
corporations in proportion to the population residing in that region. These
provisions, designed by the Natives themselves, give meaning and substance to
past declarations that our Government
will pursue a policy of self-determination
for native peoples.
Mr. Speaker, I am proud to sponsor
this legislation. Enactment of this bill
would mean that the final chapter in the
history of our Government's dealings
with the landrights of original Americans would be written with justice and
honor. The Congress has an opportunity
to insure that past wrongs are in part
righted by what we do in this session.
While the details of this issue are complex, the principles are simple. Congress
is dealing with valid property right in an
enormous amount of land. We can and
must deal with those rights fairly. This
bill represents such a fair deal. I commend it to the attention of my colleagues
and urge its prompt consideration and
approval by the appropriate committees,

passing day the evidence grows in support of the view that the CBS television
network laid a gigantic egg with its recent documentary, "The Selling of the
Pentagon." Both the Washington Post
and the Washington Evening Star have
questioned the network's judgment and
objectivity in putting the documentary
together.
One segment of the film included mention of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. whose
world headquarters is located in my
home town of Peoria, Til. The impression
given was that Caterpillar had arranged
for a briefing of community leaders by
r.1embers of the military in order to curry
favor with the Pentagon in order to secure defense contracts. Nothing could be
more ridiculous. Sales for Caterpillar
during 1970 totaled more than $2 billion-that is billion-dollars and less
than 3 percent of that total consisted of
defense contracts.
An article appearing in the March 20,
1971, edition of Barron's brings out some
interesting and thought-provoking points
regarding the present and past activities
of the CBS network and I would urge my
colleagues to set aside a few minutes to
read the article carefully. I include the
article in the RECORD at this point:

the House, the Senate, and the President.

the true identity of those responsible for a.

BROADCAST LICENSE: CBS HAs FORFEITED
ACCESS TO THE NATION'S AmWAVES

We cannot help but admire a man who
defends his principles and sticks to his guns.
Last Tuesday evening Richard S. Salant,
president of the News Division of the Columbia Broadcasting System, gave a nationwide
television audience a demonstration of doggedness which in other circumstances, might
well have commanded our respect. Under
fierce attack from Congress and the White
House for airing the controversial documentary, "The Selling of the Pentagon," Mr. Salant refused to give an inoh. Perhaps with
an eye on the clock-the 11-12 p.m. slot,
while not exactly prime time, is still too
valuable to waste-the OBS executive took
no more than a moment or so to rebut "only
a few'' of the critics' charges; however, he
assured his viewers, "We have an answer for
every one. . . ." Then, boldly switching to
the offensive, the head of CBS News asserted:
"We are proud of 'The Selling of the Pentagon! . . . We are confident that when passions die down, it will be recognized as a ·
vital contribution to the people's right to
know." Lesser media of communications may
occasionally run a correction or retraction;
The Washington Post, not long ago, printed
an extraordinary confession of error. CBS
News, which is made of sterner stuff, stands
defiantly on the record.
Quite a record it is, too. As to "The Selling
of the Pentagon," Mr. Salant addressed himself to merely two of the many points of
criticism raised. Regarding the rest, the chief
critics-including the Vice President of the
United States, senior editor of Air Force magazine and a non-partisan citizens• organization known as Accuracy in Media (AIM),
which plans to lodge a complaint with the
National Association of Broadcasters-make
a compelling, and thus far uncontroverted,
case. In particular, CBS stands accused of
various misstatements, including the amount
spent by the Pentagon on public affairs, and
certa.ln military briefing (not, as alleged,

Peoria's Caterpillar Tractor Co.. "which did
THE SELLING OF THE PENTAGON

(Mr. MICHEL asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, with each

$39 milllon of business with the Defense
Department last year," but the local Association of Commerce) . Far worse were the
omissions and distortions, including two episodes in Which tapes were clipped and reassembled to convey false impressions of what
the speakers said. Specific lapses aside, even
the untutored eye could scarcely fail to de-
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teet, in a so-called documentary, pervasive
malice and editorial bias.
On the CBS television network-which includes five wholly owned stations and 198
affiliates-slanted (or, in view of his authority and tenure, perhaps the word should be
Sa.la.nted) journalism has long been the name
of the game. As in "The Selling of the Pentagon," moreover, the thrust has tended to be
violently against what most of the country
would regard as its basic interests, institutions and values. In a prize-winning "documentary," key sequences of which subsequently proved false, CBS News professed to
uncover "Hunger in America"; contrariwise,
in an equally distorted report from Cuba,
the television camera found, in effect, that
Cubans under Castro never had it so good.
Not content merely to cover (albeit in its
own fashion) the news, CBS time and again
has sought to make news. Shortly after NBC
scooped the competition by airing an LSDstimulated interview with Dr. Timothy Leary,
WBBM-TV, CBS outlet in Chicago, participated in a headline-making, and lllegal, pot
party, which becwme the object of an investigation by the Federal Communications Commission. In a similar, if far more brazen,
exploit--on which both Vice President Agnew
and Mr. Salant touched last week--CBS
sought to stage, and to film, an invasion of
Haiti. One picture supposedly is worth a
thousand words. High time the U.S. got the
picture.
As last Tuesday's performance suggests,
it 1Sn't pretty. Among other sins of omission and commission, CBS News failed to
mention that it was paid to produce one
of the films at which it scoffed. In depicting
a press conference, during which the briefing
officer, replying to 34 questions, gave three
no-comment answers, the camera focused on
the latter. Statements made on tape by two
Pentagon spokesmen, a Marine colonel and
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public
Affairs, were cut up, transposed and pieced
together again in a way that made both of
them seem unrespoll5ive and foolish. Rep.
Edward Hebert (not Herbert, as the caption
later had it), chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, turned up on the screen
with this gracious--and, despite Mr. Sa.la.nt's
.subsequent remarks, Wfholly misleadingintroduction: "Using sympathetic Congressmen, the Pentagon tries to counter what
it regards as the antimilitary tilt of network
reporting (Ed. note: where would it ever get
such an idea?). War heroes are made available for taped home district TV reports from
pro-Pentagon politicians."
All this is reprehensible enough. Far
worse-in a format presumably dedicated to
fact---ere the extremist opinions which it was
used to convey. Here is a disillusioned and
slightly incoherent ex-Air Force officer: "I
feel that the military information arm is so
vast, has been able to become so pervasive
by the variety and the amounts and the
way and the sheer numbers it's able to present Its viewpoint to the American people,
I think this attitude it was able to develop
allowed Vietnam to happen . . . ." Here is
CBS-News' own dispassionate Roger Mudd:
"On this broadcast we have seen violence
made glamorous, expensive weapons advertised as if they were automobiles, bia.se"d
opinions presented as straight facts. Defending the country not just with arms but
also wtLth ideology, Pentagon propaganda
insists on America's role as the cop on every
beat in the world."
Anyone-even CBS, though it won't concede as much-can make mistakes. What the
record shows, however, is a pattern a! distortion and slanted reporting stretching back
over the years. In 1963, so a revealing article
and exchange of letters in The New York
Times Magazine has disclosed, President Kennedy gave an exclusive interview to Walter
Cronkite of CBS News on such literally infia.ID.lllatory Issues as the Buddhists in South

Vietnam. and the allegedly repressive government of Ngo Dinh Diem. In the editing
process, the footage shrank from 30 minutes
to 12, and, according to Pierre Salinger, then
White House press secretary, "the result was
a partial distortion of JFK's opinion of President Diem. In the actual interview . . .
President Kennedy spoke of his respect and
sympathy for the problems of President Diem.
When the film was shown to the public, only
the unfavorable Presidential remarks remained, and JFK's praise of Diem had been
deleted. The impression was left that JFK
had no oonfidence at all in Diem, and when
he and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, were later
shot to death in a military coup, there were
persistent charges from Madame Nhu and
others that the President's statements had
given aid and comfort to Diem's enem.les. JFK
was deeply hurt by the accusations."
Prior to the Republican convention the
following year, CBS News struck again. According to Senator Barry Goldwater (R.,
Ariz.), Daniel Schorr, then serving as correspondent abroad, "took it upon himself to
put out a news report to portray the idea
that I was trying to forge links with farrightist, neo-fascist groups in Germany . . .
Schorr dealt heavily in false facts which
neither he nor CBS newsmen in this country
made any attempt to check with my office."
So it has gone year by year. In 1968, after a
storm of protest, a Special Subcommittee of
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce investigated television coverage of
the Democratic national convention in Chicago. In viewing the video tape of the CBS
coverage, the Congressional probers noted a
passage in which Walter Cronkite cried that
the police "were severely manhandling a
minister." According to the Committee Report: "The accompanying action shows police
merely attempting to get a man dressed in
clerical garb into a patrol wagon, using what
the investigators felt was reasonable force
to overcome the man's resistance." The Report concluded, in part: "In an attempt to
give an overall impression, it might be said
that the coverage presented over the air
does, in retrospect, seem to present a onesided picture which in large measure exonerates the demonstrators and protestors and
indicts the city government of Chicago and,
to a lesser degree, the Democratic Party."
The long reel of distortion continues to
unwind. In her nationally syndicated column, Allee Widener, frequent contributor to
Barron's, has chronicled some of the gamier
episodes. In the fall of 1969, Frank Kearns,
CBS correspondent in Rome, broadcast a
report on alleged Italian opinion in the
criminal case against the man who hi-jacked
a commercial airliner from San Francisco.
Mr. Kearns chose to quote the views of a
single editor, that of the Communist newspaper "Units.," who described the hi-jacker
a "Robin Hood . . . who made a fool of the
repressive and hated FBI." Again, on ''Face
the Nation," CBS devoted a half-hour of
Sunday time to Tom Hayden, revolutionist
of the so-called New Left. Mrs. Widener
wrote: "He was permitted by reporter Martin
Agronsky of CBS, and two other reporters,
to get away with intellectual murder. . . .
Thus it came about that at the end of the
program, the arrogant co-founder of the
anarchic Students for a Democratic Society
made an unchallenged statement about 'the
poverty around the world that the United
States is responsible for.'" Abbie Hoffman,
convicted of inciting to riot in Chicago, appeared on the Merv Griffin show wearing a
shirt made from the American flag (on the
air, CBS thoughtfully blipped it out.) Small
wonder that Desmond Smith of CBS once
told TV Guide: "There's been a great deal of
manipulation from the left. The left and
SDS have been getting a great deal of play.
Americans are starting to feel they're not
getting the whole story."
Since then the credib111ty ga;p, notably
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with respect to so-called documentaries, has
widened beyond belief. Webster's Seventh
New Collegiate Dictionary defines documentary as follows:-"adj. (1) contained or certified in writing; (2) relating to, or employing, documentation in literature or art;
broadly, factual, objective." The noun, of
course, posseses the same qualities. Neither
word belongs in the CBS lexicon. In the
famous charade on "Hunger in Amerlca.," the
narrator's off-screen voice said: "Hunger is
easy to recognize when It looks like this. This
baby is dying of starvation. He was an American. Now he is dead." Heart-rending, but
untrue. The baby was born prematurely, and,
according to an F'CC report, died of "septicemia due to meningitis and peritonitis. . . .
There was no evidence to show that either the
mother or father was suffering from malnutrition . . . ." Far less attention than it
warrants has been paid the outrageous report on CUba last September, which, by actual count of Accuracy in Media, contained
10 major doubtful statements, including:
"For Cuba's poor, things are a good deal better than they used to be . . . the Cuban poor
man doesn't want to leave. . . . Schools are
free, everyone must go. There is a quite equality of the races now in CUba. . . ."
So ~!an the script. However, as AIM pointed
out in a letter to CBS News, real life refuses
to follow it. On the contrary, the organization cited specific examples of working-class
Cubans who risked their lives to flee the
Castro regime. One, a Negro bricklayer, was
quoted in The New York Times as saying:
"Not only is there not enough to eat, but
they make you spend extra hours in the fields
after a 54-hour work week." As to schooling,
AIM pointed out that on January 5, 1969,
Castro admitted that 400,000 school-age children were not in school. Brotherhood a!
man? AIM quoted Emelda Oliva, an AfroCuban and one of the first Castro appoi.ntees,
to the effect that even under Batista, "whom
we rejoiced to see go," Negroes were judges,
Senators and high officials. Today only one
black man holds an important post. An
Amerlcan Negro, who defected to Castro for
five years, returned in 1968 saying that he
would rather live in an American jail than
remain. Citing the list of inaccuracies, AIM
solicited comment from Richard S. Salant,
head of CBS News, which was duly forthcoming (and, with the rest of the correspondence,
put into the Record}. Nine times out a! 10,
the criticism went unanswered.
Last Tuesday Mr. Salant took a stab at
answering criticism a! CBS' role in "financing a secret and lllega.l invasion a! Haiti."
Here, word, for word, is his rebuttal. "We
did not finance the planned invasion. We did
nothing lllegal. No significant amount of
money even inadvertently found its way to
persons involved in the invasion plan. The
Department of Justlce found no unlawful
activities on the part of CBS News. And
John Davitt, Chief a! the Criminal Division
of the U.S. Department of Justice, said,
quote: "CBS advised us of the facts, advised
the Bureau of Customs that they were there,
and that they were filming these episodes.'
At one point the Treasury Department asked
us not to withdraw from the project. But the
short answer to the Vice President is that he
is attacking a journalistic investigation that
never became a broadcast about an invasion
that never took place."
For a short answer, not bad. But let's take
a longer look at "Project Nassau," as CBS
called it and it is known in the Report of
the Special Subcommittee on Investigations
of the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commeree. Let's note at once that
the executive producer, Perry Wolff, served
in the same capacity on "The Selling of the
Pentagon." Let's also dispose of Mr. Sa.lant.
I f OBS News did not "finance the proposed
invasion," it did, according to the House Report, provide funds for the leasing a! a 67foot schooner which was to be ut111zed by
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the invasion force, reimburse expenses for
the tra:nsportation of weapons to be used by
the conspirators, make payments to the
leader of the conspiracy "with full knowledge
of his identity and his criminal intentions."
"Significant," of course, is what lawyers call
a word of a:rt; while exact figures were never
forthcoming from CBS, the House Report
states that "Project Nassau" cost more than
$200,000. CBS cooperation with the government was grudging, and, the Report indicates, evoked at official instance (a CBS
camera man blew the whistle to the authorities).
But let the Subcommittee speak for itself.
"The implications of what has been learned
a:re disquieting. To the average viewer, unsophisticated in the intricacies of television
production, a network news documentary
typically represents a scrupulously objective
reporting of actual events shown as they actually transpired. If 'Project Nassau• is any
indication, this is not always true. During
the preparation of this news documenta:ry,
CBS employes and consultants intermingled
and interacted with personages actively engaged in breaking the law. Large sums of
money were made available to these individuals with no safegua:rds as to the manner in
which these funds would be put to use.
Events were set up and staged solely for the
purpose of being filmed by the CBS camera.
An individual who was retained as a consultant, and later an employe, of CBS, was
allowed to or instructed to appea:r in the
actual filming and to provide narration for
it . . . .
"The CBS News organization, or at least the
individuals charged with the immediate
supervision of the project, displayed a shocking indifference to the real possibility that
their organization and funds were being made
use of to further illegal activities. The control
exercised of CBS Management in New York
over the activities of the producer in the
field seems to have been practically nonexistent . . . Had the decision . . . not to proceed with the documentary been founded
on a recognition of any of the deficiencies indicated above, the only remaining question
would be why the decision was so long in
coming. But, under the circumstances, the
rationale for the decision is itself far from
reassuring. Rather than responding to any
taint of artificiality or fraud in the considerable volume of film which had been
prepared, the decision was apparently made
on the basis that the project was journalistically unsatisfactory in view of the unfinished nature of the enterprise."
The law requires, television quiz shows and
commercials to be honest. Unfortunately,
however, the public enjoys no similar protection against "documentaries," a credibll1ty
gap which the Subcommittee hopes to bridge.
We would like to offer a proposal or two of
our own. Believe it or not, Frank Stanton,
president of the Columbia Broadcasting System Inc., serves as Chairman of the U .S. Advisory Commission on Information. Unlike
Vice President Agnew, who backed away from
the idea, we suggest that he be asked to
resign. Moreover, to judge by the record cited
above (which has exhausted our space, but
barely scratched the surface) , CBS television
stations stand wide open to challenge on their
license renewals, and we urge concerned,
public-spirited citizens-as well as the FCcto respond. CBS, in our view, has forfeited its
access to the nation's airwaves. The time
has come to turn it off.
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Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, along with
STRIPPERS MINE ON
the majority of the American public,
<Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia
I was shocked by the decision in the trial asked and was given permission to extend
of Lt. William Calley, Jr. That senti- his remarks at this point in the RECORD
ment is widespread and growing. One in- and to include extraneous matter.)
dicator is the amount of mail, telegrams,
Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
and telephone calls I have already re- Speaker, there follows an article in the
ceived from the citizens in my own con- March 28, 1971, Washington Post, writgressional district vehemently opposed ten by Robert Cassidy:
to the trial decision.
I have not only registered my objec- UPHILL BATTLES RAGE, STRIPPERS MINE ON
(By Robert Cassidy)
tions to President Nixon in a telegram,
HAZARD, KY.-Paul Ashley, president of the
but also have sent a wire to former PresiGroup to Save the Land and
dent Lyndon B. Johnson, asking him to Appalachian
( AGSLP) , halted the tour beside a
lend his enormous prestige to this in- People
tiny stream known locally as Young's Fork,
justice in this grave hour.
a tributary of the Kentucky River. A dozen
The substance of my telegram follows: or so members of the Louisville Audubon

Society gathered round as he dipped a test
tube in the slow-running water. When Ashley
added a few drops from another vial, the
LBJ Ranch,
water turned red.
Johnson City, Tex .
"That's a sign of acidity," said Ashley, a
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: As a Congressman
from the "loyal opposition" who supported former coal miner who is now a schoolteachyour leadership as Commander-in-Chief from er and conservationist. Placing the water in a
1963 to 1969, I beg you to throw the weight measuring device and holding it up to the
of your enormous prestige into the battle to sunlight, Ashley showed the group that the
save a man unjustly singled-out, accused water had an acid factor of 4.0. Good drinkand convicted for carrying out the foreign ing water, he said, should ;neasure slightly
commitments of the United States Govern- more than 7. "Nothing can live in that,'' he
said, pointing to the stream.
ment.
The Audubon Society members had come
Lieutenant Calley's life, the honor of the
United States Army, the future effectiveness to the coal country of Eastern Kentucky for
of the American military mission, and his- one specific purpose: to study strip mining
tory's judgement of your national leadership firsthand.
In graphic terms, they saw what strip minin a time of crisis are at stake. The Lieutenant was the instrument of a necessary and ing does to a formerly natural area. They saw
agreed upon war policy. He was only one of the red-brown silt that clogged streams534,000 men in combat in Southeast Asia in runoff from a strip mine operation run by the
Kentucky Oak Mining Co. several miles out1968.
Not having the courage to oppose you as side of Hazard. They saw the "highwalls,"
President and Commander-in-Chief, congres- sheer esc·a rpments 100 feet high, left when
sional fainthearts, their advancemen in the the strippers cut the sides of the mountain
"fourth estate,'' and the American apologists to get at the coal. They saw the coal operators'
for communism have combined to use the feeble attempts to reclaim the land by plantCalley trial to further their own selfish or ing a few scraggly pine trees on a hillside
anti-American ambitions. With the Lieu- with a 60 degree sope. They saw roads torn up
tenant's conviction, you, myself, every man by overloaded coal trucks.
For many of the Audubon visitors, most
who has ever faced the horrors of combat in
defense of his nation's policy, and the over- from Louisville and Lexington, the trip to
Hazard
was like a voyage to some uncharted
whelming majority of the American public
stand "convicted" of being right in opposing wilderness. Most Blue Grass Kentuckians
communism's world wide war against all never visit the coal counties, except as
curiosity seekers. One Louisville housewife
free people.
The greatest shame of the Calley trial is said, "Everybody should come down here at
that the United States Army did not have least once, just to see what it is llke." Anoththe guts to withstand the planned, distorted er visitor, appalled by the rape of the land,
and malicious pressure to find a "scapegoat" commented. "They should have sent the asfor the war. The trial shall be long remem- tronauts here. They didn't have to send them
bered as the time when the Army forgot its 240 ,000 miles to see a barren part of the
primary mission-"to close with and destroy universe."
A few years ago, it would have been fair
the enemy"-but became conscious of its
t o say that Hazard was as far away as the
television ratings and "public image."
moon
in that man's mind. With the increasMr. President, I know your goals in the
prosecution of the war were necessary and ing awareness of the environment, the public
honorable; I know you to be a peace-loving acceptance of the ecological theory that
man and never lightly sent men into combat; "Everything affects everything else," strip
I know for a fact that you abhor the trag- mining has again become a crit ical issue in
edies of war as much if not more than any Kentucky and in the nation.
Evidence of this trend can be seen in the
man; and I also know that you would not
be part of condemming a man, government, following:
West Virginia outlawed strip mining in 22
or nation for the proper fulfillment of a neccounties this month.
essary national duty.
A half dozen bills are in the congressional
On behalf of hundreds of my Congressional District who have protested the Cal- hopper, including one by the Nixon adminisley trial and decision; on behalf of the mil- tration and another that would ban strip
lions of men who have worn the uniform of mining completely in six months. Chances
the United State Army; on behalf of men in a:re good for a congressional hearing on the
the future who will be called upon to defend subject.
The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) , t he
our country because the enemies of freedom will not give up their design of world nation's largest consumer of strip mined coal
subjugation; on behalf of the parents and (about 15 mill1on tons a year), has been sued
TELEGRAM TO FORMER PRESIDENT families of those lost defending our policy by three conservation groups for allegedly
JOHNSON REGARDING THE CAL- and our nation's honor; on behalf of all these violating the 1969 National Environmental
Mr. President, I beg you to speak out now to Policy Act (NEPA) by agreeing to purchase
LEY TRIAL
help save Lieutenant Calley, the Army, and strip mined coal without considering t he en<Mr. SAYLOR asked and was given our nation's honor in this grave hour.
vironmental impact.
permission to extend his remarks at this
Technically speaking, strip mining is only
Sincerely,
point in the RECORD and to include exone type of surface mining, which also inJOHN P. SAYLOR,
cludes such methods as open-pit mining of
Member oj Congress.
traneous matter.)
MARCH 31 , 1971.
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copper. Strip mining involves using mammoth earth-moving machinery to remove the
soil, rocks, and vegetation (called the "overburden") covering the coal. Then the coal
is removed. One such machine in use in Illinois is 20 stories tall and can gobble up 210
tons of earth in one bite.
The other method used for surface mining
coal is augering, which involves boring into
a coal seam with giant screws, often as large
as 7 feet in diameter. Many a coal operator
uses both stripping and augering, as well as
deep or underground mining, to get the maximum yield from his seam.
The magnitude of t he problem can best be
grasped by looking at the statistics. Surface
mining accounted for 36 per cent of the estimated 590 million tons of coal mined in the
U.S. in 1970. In Kentucky, 50 million---42
per cent--of the 120 million tons produced
in 1970 were stripped or augered. It has been
estimated that 25,000 men are employed in
coal surface mining, including 20,000 of the
90,000 members of the United Mine Workers
of America (UMWA).
By 1965, 1.3 million acres had been upset by
strip mining, and another 480,000 acres have
been added since then, according to the U.S.
Bureau of Mines. The Interior Department
estimates that by 1980, 5 million acres-an
area roughly the size of the State of New Jersey-will have been torn up by strip mining
and augering. Although 22 states have surface
mining laws, the bureau estimates that only
56,000 acres have been reclaimed thus farand nearly half of these by nature.
Another measure of the impact on the environment is the fact that a normal forest;
hillside loses about one ton of soil per acre
every year, but a strip mine spoil bank-the
pile of "overburden" material-loses 400 tons
of soil per acre every year.
Two reasons have been given for the sudden increase in the use of surface-mined coal.
First, the energy crisis has put a tremendous
burden on coal burning power plants. In
the early 1960s, energy planners placed their
bets on atomic power as the solution to
America's energy needs. But conservationists,
mostly in the suburban Northeast, have been
surprisingly successful in stopping construction of atomic power plants. It is not stretching the facts to say that the battle against the
Long Island Lighting Company's proposed
atom-powered plant in Shoreham, N.Y., has
increased the demand for strip-mined coal
from places like Hazard.
The second major factor was the 1969 Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act. This landmark
law, though poorly administered has scared
the daylights out of most smalltime "dog
hole" operators. The tough safety regulations require expensive equipment, and the
small operators would rather invest their
cash in strip-mining equipment. Under Kentucky law, investing in heavy equipment is
especially lucrative since there is no sales
tax on equipment purchased to "expand" a
coal mining operation.
Nationally the legislative battles over strip
mining present a mixed picture, with those
favoring its total abolition facing an uphill
fight.
In West Virginia, for example, the crusade
for abolition was taken up by John D. Rockefeller IV, the 33-year-old secretary of state
and a Democartic gubernatorial prospect for
1972.
Rockefeller found himself in a tight political situation before the legislative session
opened last January. He could have remained
neutral, or he could have come out for partial control: for limiting the areas where coal
could be stripped, or for prohibiting stripping on certain steep slopes only.
After much fact-finding and soul-searching, he decided that abolition was the only
answer. He supported state Sen. Si Galperin's
bill to that effect.
The legislative session is history now. Galperin's bill was replaced by a compromise

passed in the last half hour of the session.
The new law bans strip mining only in those
counties where such mining has not begun.
It is still permitted in 33 counties, most o1
them in the rich coal lands of Southern West
Virginia.
Apparently, Rockefeller and his allies were
unable to overcome the coal operators'
claims that abolition would ruin the state's
economy. Rockefeller's counter argument
was that the necessary skills were easily
transferable to other industries, especla.lly
highway building.
When he made his statement at a public
hearing at the state capital in Charleston,
the audience was hostile. It was learned later
that the West Virginia Surface Mining Assn.
had packed the meeting with supporters
brought in by chartered buses.
The West Virginia case points up the difficul t y of t rying to legislat e a national problem on a state-by-state basis. Many in West
Virgin ia felt that it was unfair to ask their
state to make economic sacrifices while others permitted stripping. The burden has now
been put on Congress to make national
standards.
In the Senate, Democrats Gaylord N~lson
of Wisconsin and Henry Jackson of Washington have introduced bills. The House has
bills from Republican John Saylor of Pennsylvania and Democrats Lloyd Meeds of
Washington and Ken Hechler of West Virginia. And there is the administration's bill,
the Mined Area Protection Act of 1971,
which covers not only coal but all surface
mining.
Of these, Hechler's is the toughest. It
would end st ripping in six months, not the
two years that the administration would
give t he stat es to write regulations. It provides for stiffer fines, and for citizen class
action suits against alleged violators. It includes all federal lands and Indian lands;
the administration bill does not. It places
authority in a regulatory agency, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
rather than an administrative one, the Interior Department, where the administration would place it. (Hechler has had a running battle with Interior for the last year
over the administration of the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act. He was instrumental
in getting Under Secretary Fred J. Russell
fired.)
Hechler's bill declares that "The public
has a right to enjoy a safe and healthy human environment" protected by government; the administration bill has no such
declaration.
It is too early to tell what Congress will
do. Some compromise may be worked out,
if hearin gs are held. Strip mining bills have
been offered in the past, but have not even
been debated. The coal lobby will use any
means necessary to fight national control
of stripping.
This process may already have begun. In
the recently concluded West Virginia legislative session, Rep. Hechler-the miner's
friend and the coal operator's foe--was
probably redistricted out of a job.
THE STRIPMINING OF AMERICA
<Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia asked
and was given permission to extend his
remarks at this point in the RECORD and
to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, in the February 1971, issue of
the Sierra Club Bulletin, Mr. Wayne
Davis, professor of zoology at the Un1versity of Kentucky, gives an excellent
analysis of the present crisis situation we
are in with regards to strip mining of
coal.
His description of the deplorable aftermath of the strip miners in Kentucky

reflect what is also true of so many other
areas of the United States. His stand
against the strip mining of coal in the
United States is well supported within
his article which I present below for the
information and use of my colleagues:
THE STRIPMINING OF AMERICA

(By Wayne Davis)
Kentucky is being destroyed by stripmtning. Not slowly and surely, but rapidly and
at an ever accelerating rate. And the disease
that affects Kentucky soon may spread to
more than half our other states.
Most Sierrans are aware of the problem of
acid mine drainage. Sulfur impurities in coal.
when excavated and exposed to the air, invite
invasion by bacteria which manufacture sulfuric acid. The result is streams with a pH
so low that nothing survives but bacteria.
The damage is permanent; some sickly red
streams run dead a hundred years after mining operations have ceased, with little prospect of improvement in sight.
The extent of the problem is enormous.
Keith 0. Schwab, of the Federal Water Quality Administration in Cincinnati, has data
showing 12,000 miles of degraded streams
from mine acid drainage in the Appalachian
states. "We can ill afford to lose more streams
to mining pollution," he said, "but this is
exactly what is happening."
Acid mine drainage has been with us as
long as we have been mining coal. It comes
from deep mines and surface mines. It has
long been accepted by most local people as
a price they must pay for an economy which
removes the coal and burns it up as quickly
as possible. Progress means removing the
wealth, destroying it, and leaving the land
and streams permanently impoverished.
Acid mine drainage, considered one of the
most vicious of industry by-products, is
trivial however compared to the massive
onrush of destruction caused by the incredibly rapid move to surface mining.
In surface mining heavy machinery removes the soil, including trees, grass and
everything else on the surface, to expose the
coal seam beneath. In the steep hill country of Eastern Kentucky, this means pushing
massive amounts of spoil down the mountainside. Even the largest trees are broken
and pushed over. The magnitude of the devastation is difficult to imagine for anyone
who has not seen it. Man's ever accelerating
technology, now rushing forward faster than
the speed of thought, has designed machinery
which will move 100 cubic yards of dirt with
a single bite. Such shovels, standing as high
as a 12 story building, are used around the
clock, as is the smaller equipment at many
of the- mountain stripping sites. With profits
running as high as 50 percent annual return on the dollar invested and the minimum price of Eastern Kentucky coal having
doubled over a 6 month period last year, the
rush is on while the getting is good. Western
Sierrans who watched the timber barons'
frenzied efforts to cut as many big trees
as they could before Congress established a
national park will understand the rape of
Kentucky. As stripping grows and as people
become more informed, the opposition forces
encompass an ever larger segment of the
public.
When rain falls upon a strip mine site
massive quantities of mud wash into the
streams. A study by the U.S. Forest Service
in Kentucky showed streams carried as much
as 46,000 ppm of suspended sediment, compared to a maximum of 150 ppm in adjacent forested watersheds. Stream bed burdens
of as much as 66,500 cubic feet of sediment
per square mile of watershed were observed
in the stripped areas. In addition to the
stream beds the woodland fiood -plains were
also made a muddy mess from silt. Subsequent rains not only brought down more silt
but moved part of the previous loads on
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downstream, a.fl'ecting more of our water- tons of strippable coal have been harvested, product-can continue indefinitely to rise at
an exponential rate in a finite world. The
courses.
one can see what the future holds.
As the acceleration of stripmining pro- sooner we face reality on this the sooner we
Bethlehem Steel Corporation has mined
the high qualtty low sulfur coal needed for ceeds, attempts to :-:egulate it are frustrated. can begin to attack the problems.
processing steel from deep mines in Eastern Although Kentucky has a fairly good mining
So the next time the power tycoons tell
Kentucky for many years without arousing reclamation law and some honest, consci- you they must double power capacity by
the displeasure of conservationists. However, entious people in the Division of Reclama- 1980 you should reply, "Nonsense--long betheir decision in 1969 to strip 40,000 acres tion, law enforcement has broken down. An fore 1980 we must plan and put into pracin several counties changed them from an ac- employee of the Division told me that dur- tice a program to level off power consumpceptable responsible corporation into the ing the summer of 1970 permits were issued tion at something llke present levels or
number one target and rallying point for the to over 100 new operators. Since anyone who less."
anti-stripping forces. Stripmining not only can borrow enough to get a bulldozer into
Second we must have federal regulations
puts permanent scars on the mountainsides, operation can go into business and get rich of mining practices. Any local efforts to
but it also kllls the streams, which are public now, there is a flood of new people into strip- regulate this or any other industry enmining. The enforcement officer said that counter the standard and somewhat justiproperty.
Silt kills streams by destroying the nature some of these inexperienced operators could fied reply that regulation would put them
of the bed. Many aquatic invertebrates upon not operate within the law even if trying to at a disadvantage with their competitors
which fish feed live beneath stones in the do so and spllls of spoil onto publtc high- in other states.
gravel-covered bottom of a stream. A fine ways and into the streams are the result.
Dr. Robert Kuehne says that in Kentucky
load of silt from the clay-banks above glues
The business is so lucrative that an op- we could not have designed a better system
down the stones, making them inaccessible erator has been quoted as saying that if we to ruin the maximum number of streams
and preventing the free movement of oxygen- will leave him alone for just two years he in a shorter period. Instead of mining watercarrying water among the gravel and beneath doesn't care if we outlaw stripmining, for sheds that are already destroyed until all
the stones.
by that time he would be rich enough to re- the coal is gone, the economic system asThe effect upon spawning of fish is sim- tire.
sures that we skip around in such a way as
ilar. Most species of game fish lay eggs in
Operators are getting rich and selling out to kill all our streams in the coal country.
the gravel of the stream bottom. If a fine to the big corporations. The giants of oil and
The Committee on Resources and Man of
layer of silt washes off the strip mine spoils steel, smelllng the kUling at hand, have the National Academy of Sciences-National
and covers the eggs, they are deprived of been rushing into the fray like a pack of Research Council has pointed out that the
sufficient oxygen for development and fall sharks to a bleeding swimmer. The major culmination of on production in this counto hatch. Thus the stripminers rob the pub- stripmining operations are subsidiaries of try is now at hand and the culmination of
llc of a valued resource.
such corporations as Gulf Oil, Humble Oil, natural gas will arrive at the end of this
Although land destruction occurs, acid U.S. Steel and Bethlehem Steel. TVA is also decade. We are now dependent upon foreign
mine drainage and silt are the best known heavily involved.
sources for 20 percent of our oil supplies,
effects of stripmining, a less known but
If you think coal mining is only a prob- and by the end of this decade this is exequally dangerous factor may be the rais- lem for Kentucky and such well known coal pected to rise to 40--45 percent. Although
ing of the mineral ion concentration of the states as West Virginia, Pennsylvania and coal reserves are much greater, we should
water effecting its usab111ty by man and his llllnois, you are in for a surprise. A total of not continue to treat them as the common
industries. The U.S. Public Health Service 26 states have strippable reserves of coal. we enemy to be destroyed with all speed by the
sets standards for drinking water quality easterners will not even be in the running system found to be so effective in getting
and the various industries have their own when the big time arrives, because the states rid of our oil and gas.
tolerance levels depending upon the purpose with the largest reserves of strippable coal
We simply cannot afford to continue the
of the water they use.
are North Dakota, Montana and Wyoming. If present pattern of exploitation of the fossll
The U.S. Forest Service has done studies we draw a line from Pennsylvania to the fuels.
on the effects of stripmining on water qual- coal-laden northwestern tip of Georgia, every
ity in Eastern Kentucky. In a report they state west of the line except Wisconsin, Minpoint out that although the U.S. Public nesota and Hawaii has some coal deposits.
Health Service's Maximum Permissible Level With the industry's trend toward building A FAffi MINIMUM FAMILY INCOME
for sulfates in water is 250 ppm, on severely power plants where the coal is, the destruc(Mr. PEPPER asked and was given
disturbed watersheds in Eastern Kentucky tion of parts of your state may be even now
permission to extend his remarks at this
they found concentrations ranging up to on the shallow horizon.
2100 ppm. Whereas the tolerance level for
Stripmining as a big business has moved point in the RECORD and to include exmanganese is 0.05 ppm., concentrations of into Ohio. Ben A. Franklin of the New York traneous matter.)
up to 74 ppm were found, and for iron, Times reports that 5 billion tons of low grade
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, I am
whose recommended maximum level is 0.3 fuel, long considered too marginal for mass pleased today to be able to introduce
ppm, concentrations ranged up to 88 ppm.
mining, lie near the surface in Ohio, and what I believe to be historic legislation
Why the tremendous increase in strip- the boom is on from Cincinnati to the east- for the benefit of our senior citizens, the
mining activity? Many reasons have co- central border to recover it. In 346,000 acre blind and disabled, and the needy famalesced to result in today's frenzy.
Belmont County alone 200,000 acres have
The use of electrical power, pushed along been sold, leased or optioned to the strippers. ilies throughout our land.
What I propose is relatively simple:
by Madison Avenue's request that we ltve Two giant electric shovels, each 12 stories
better electrically, have been growing at 7 high, scoop up farms, barns, silos, churches that we recognize the minimum family
percent per year, a rate which doubles con- and roads to uncover the coal, p111ng the budgets calculated by our U.S. Departsumption every 10 years. COal is a major rubble into strip mine spoil banks. Franklin ment of Labor and use these budgets as
quotes Ohio Congressman Wayne Hays, a basis for establishing the principle of
energy source for power generators.
Even with nuclear reactor power gener- whose home is in Belmont County, as saying a "fair minimum family income" for the
ators increasing at a rate that doubles their "They're turning this beautiful place into a l>oor, the aged, the blind, and the severenumbers every 2.4 years, with this rate ex- desert," but Ford Sampson, head of the Ohio
pected to continue at least through 1980, Coal Association, is credited with the line, ly disabled.
The cost of what I propose in its initial
the demand for power is increasing so fast "Are we going to cut off the electric power bethat coal powered generators also are being cause some guy has a sentimental feeling years is within the sums discussed for
about an acre of coal?"
built.
full Federal assumption of welfare and
Perhaps a better example of what we are medicaid costs on the basis of the legisThe scarcity of natural gas, which caused
gas companies in the East to deny service up against is mustrated by the opinion of lation passed by the House last year. The
to many new industrial customers in 1970, James D. Riley, a vice president of Consolida- cost would rise over a 5-year period as
and the ever increasing dependency of this tion Coal Company, who spoke to the Amercountry on foreign oil sources, has increased ican Mining Congress in Pittsburgh in 1969. we seek to establish the fair minimum
the interest in coal, one resource which 1s To the thunderous applause of the assem- income level. But I think we eventually
bled strip miners, Mr. Riley declared that are going to pay tbds cost because the
still in abundant supply.
The new mine safety law has helped push the conservationists who demand a better job American conscience will not tolerate inoperators out of deep mining into the strip- of land reclamation are "stupid idiots, social- definitely the neglect of the Nation's
mining business. Stripping produces three ists and commies who don't know what they poor-when we have the resources to
times as much coal per man as an under- are talking about. I think it is our bounden
ground operation and requires less machin- duty to knock them down and subject them give them decent standards of llving.
My legislation proposes benefits based
ery and investment. It is safer for the to the ridicule they deserve."
What can be done? First we must insist upon the different needs of families of
workers and more profitable to the operators.
The result has been that the strip mine has that Americans take their heads out of the different sizes. It would begin by assuring
risen from 29 percent of the production 10 sand and recognize the fact that power de- an aged, blind, or severely disabled inyears ago to 36 percent today. In the steep mand cannot continue to rise as it has been.
Appalachian hills of 9 states strip mine Nothing-whether the power demand, the dividual an income of $1,800 a year, or
benches now extend for 20,000 miles. Since production of coal, the number of people, $150 a month, and raise that over a 5only 4.6 billion of the estimated 108 blllion the number of cars, or the gross national year period to $2,300 a year.
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"(2) whose resources, other than resources
any sense of equity. I have proposed,
therefore, that 75 percent of shared Fed- excluded pursuant to section 444(b), are
less
than $2,500 in the case of an aged, blind,
eral revenue be passed on to the local or severely
disabled person, and are less than
governments according to federally ap- $5,000 in the case of a couple or of a family,
proved plans developed by the Governor shall in accordance with and subject to the
of each State and based on population, other provisions of this part, be paid the
population density, per capita income benefits provided in section 442 (b) herein.
and other factors reflecting need.
"Amount of Benefits
At the point, Mr. Speaker, I include the
" (b) The benefits payable for a payment
text, first of my welfare reform proposal: quarter to each person, couple, or family

A needy couple-which would include
millions of senior citizens-would be
guaranteed an income of $3,100 a year in
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1972,
and would raise this income guarantee to
$3,600 a year over a 5-year period. My
b111 provides for a cost of living factor
which would keep these income guarantees from being destroyed by inflation
-the level would rise with the cost of
living during the 5-year transition period.
In the case of needy families, the annual income guarantee would rise from
$2,950 for a parent and one child in the
first year of the program to a guarantee
of $5,600 a year for a family of six or
more persons. These levels would rise in
5 years to $3,550 a year for a two-person
family and to $8,600 for a family of six
or more persons.
These may seem like large figures when
compared to what we have been paying
in our welfare programs. The figures we
often read on welfare payments are not
strictly comparable, however. The publicized current figure seldom include
nonwelfare income, food stamps, and
other family support.
The program I propose offers a guarantee of a fair minimum family income
and would provide for the payment from
the Federal Treasury of the difference
between what the needy person receives
in earnings, social security benefits, food
stamps and other income. It is designed
to bridge the gaP-often a large onebetween what the least fortunate individuals and families receive income and
what they need for a minimally decent
standard of living.
I might point out that the fair minimum family budget which I have chosen
for this legislation is the lowest of three
budgets calculated regularly by the Bureau of Labor statistics. It is below what
the Bureau considers to be a "decent"
family budget and even below the "intermediate" budget which is rated below the
decent living standard.
My legislation provides initially for
the Federal Government to assume the
full cost of the existing welfare and the
full cost of the medicaid program. This
would relieve a great financial burden of
the States and make possible a simplified
national welfare system. This system
would be more efficiently administered,
would include work incentives, and would
reduce many of the indignities and
abuses of the present State-Federal system.
I do not propose this as a substitute for
revenue sharing, however. I have supported revenue sharing in previous Congresses and I have reintroduced today
my legislation, amended to provide for
approximately $2 billion in shared revenue in fiscal 1972, based upon one-half
of 1 percent of the taxable personal
income.
It is my belief that the need for revenue sharing is greatest at the local government level. The ad valorem tax on
property is wholly inadequate for local
revenue needs and the limited areas of
local governments make other local revenue measures, such as municipal income

"Eligibllity
"SEC. 442. (a) Each aged, blind, or severely
disabled person, couple or family (as defined
in section 445)" (c) whose income in a base year, other
than income excluded under section 443 (b)
is less than the national fair minimum income standard applicable to said base year,

eligible therefor under section 442 (a) and
(d) of this part shall be a sum equal to onefourth of the difference between the income
in the base year of such person, couple, or
family, other than income excluded under
section 443 (b) of this part, and the national
fair minimum income standard applicable to
such person, couple, or family for such base
year; Provided, however, that such benefits
shall be computed and paid to the nearest
dollar and that the minimum benefits payable shall not be less than $15 for
any payment quarter (as defined in section
445 (n) of this part), notwithstanding any
other provision herein.
"(c) In addition to the benefits provided
for in section 442 (b) of this part, there shall
be paid to each person, couple, or family
eligible under section 442 (a) of this part, a
benefit equal to 50 cents for each dollar
of earned income in a base year, as defined
in section 443 (a) ( 1) , not to exceed a total
of $2,800 in each year in excess of the national fair minimum income standard applicable to such person, couple, or family.
"Period for Determination of Benefits
"(d) (1) Eligibility for and benefits under
this part shall be determined by the Secretary for each payment quarter on the basis
of income in the base year other than income
excluded under section 443 (b), and the national fair minimum income standard applicable to said base year, on the basis of the
Secretary's estimate of the income for such
quarter, after taking into account such income in the base year. Eligibllity for and the
benefits hereunder for any payment quarter
shall be redetermined at such time or times
as may be provided by the Secretary and such
redeterminations shall be effective prospectively for such quarter.
"(2) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe the cases in which and the extent to
which the amount of benefits for any payment quarter shall be reduced by reason of
the time elapsing since the beginning of such
quarter and before the date of filing the application for the benefit.
"(3) The Secretary xnay, in accordance
with regulations promulgated by him, prescribe the cases in which and the extent to
which income received in one period (or expenses incurred in one period in earning
income) shall, for the purposes of determining eligib111ty for the amount of benefits, be
considered or received (or incurred) in another period or periods.
"Special Limits on Gross Income
"(d) The Secretary 'lll8.y, in accordance
with regulations promulgated by him, prescribe the circUinStances under which the
gross income from a trade or business (including farming) will be considered sufiiciently large to make an aged, blind, or severely disabled person, couple, or family ineligible for such benefits provided in section
5 of this part.
"National fair minimum income standards
"(e) (1) For purposes of this part, national
fair minimum income standards for an aged,
blind, or severely disabled person, couple,
or a family of a given size shall be the
amounts shown in the following table, adjusted as provided in paragraph (2) of this

taxes, difficult to impose and collect with

as provided in section 443 (e) and

subsection:

H.R.-

An act to authorize the payment by the
United States of all the financial obligations under eXisting Federal-State welfare
programs under the Social Security Act
and waiving matching payments from the
respective States for the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 1971, and to replace said
programs with a national plan of income
to enable the aged, blind, or severely disabled persons and families with children to
attain a standard of living sufiicient to provide for basic human needs, to provide incentives for employment and training to
improve the capacity of employment of
such persons and family members, and
otherwise to improve their living conditions, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States in
Congress assembled, That this Act may be

cited as the "National Fair Minimum Income Act of 1971."
TRANSrriONAL PROVISION

SEc. 101. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for the purpose of providing the
payment by the United States of the total
cost of the Federal-State programs during
the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 1971, provided for in titles I, IV, X, XI, XIV, XVI,
XIX and 707, part B, title IV relating to
child welfare services and section 410 relating to the authorization to locate missing
parents of children, thereby waiving any and
all matching payment s, if any, by the respective States required thereunder, there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated for said
fiscal year a sum sufiicient to carry on the
purposes of this section.
TITLE IV ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL
FAffi MINIMUM INCOME PLAN
SEc. 102. Title IV of the Social Security Act
(42 u.s.a. 601 et seq.) is amended by adding
after part C the following new parts:
"PART D-FAMILY AsSISTANCE PLAN
"APPROPRIATIONS
"PART D-NATIONAL FAIR MINxMuM INCOME
PLAN
"APPROPRIATIONS

"SEc. 441. For the purpose of providing a
national fair minimum annual income plan
throughout the Nation and to provide for the
basic human needs of aged, blind, or severely
disabled persons, couples, and families with
children, in a manner which will strengthen
their lives, encourage work training and selfsupport, and enhance personal welfare and
dignity, there is authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year beginning on July
1, 1972, and for each fiscal year thereafter a
sum sufiicient to carry out the purpose of
this part.
"ELIGIBU.rrY FOR AND AMOUNT OF NATIONAL
FAIR MINIMUM BENEFITS

.
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"DEFINITIONS

National fair minimum annual income standard for fiscal year beginning July 1, inPerson, couple or family size
Aged,
blind,
person
____or
__ severely
________ disabled
__________
Couple __________________________
Family
of:
2 persons
_________ ________ __
3 persons ____ __________ _____
4 persons ________ ___ ____ ____
5 persons ___________________
6 or more ___________________
1 And

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

$1,800
3,100

$1,900
3,200

$2,000
3,300

$2, 100
3,400

$2,200
3, 500

$2,300
3,600

2, 950
3, 300
4,150
5,000
5,600

3, 050
3,650
4, 550
5, 400
6, 200

3,150
4,100
4, 950
5, 800
6, 800

3, 250
4, 450
5, 350
6, 200
7,400

3, 350
4,800
5, 750
6,600
7, 800

3, 550
5,100
6, 250
7,150
8,600

1

thereafter.

" ( 2) (A) the total unearned income of an
aged, blind, or severely disabled person,
couple, or of all members of a family in a
calendar quarter which, as determined in accordance with criteria prescribed by the Secretary, is received too infrequently or irregularly to be included, if such income so received does not exceed $30 in such quarter
and (B) the total earned income of an aged,
blind, or disabled person, couple, or of all
members of a family in a calendar quarter
which, as determined in accordance with such
criteria, is received too infrequently or irregularly to be included, if such income so
received does not exceed $30 in such quarter;
"(3) an amount of earned income of a
member of the family equal to all, or such
part (and according to such schedule) as the
Secretary may prescribe, of the cost incurred
by such member for child care which the
Secretary deems necessary to securing or
continuing in manpower training, vocational
rehabilitation, employment, or self-employment;
"(4) any costs {whether in the form of
"Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam
insurance premiums or otherwise) incurred
"(f) For special provisions applicable to for medical care or for any other type of
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, remedial care recognized under Federal,
see section 1108 (e) of the Social Security Act, State, or local government law, including
as amended.
costs under part E of this title, except as pro"INCOME
vided in section 452 (a) ( 10) ;
"Meaning of Income
" ( 5) any assistance (except food stamps
"Sec. 443 (a). For purposes of this part, in- and veterans' pensions) which is based on
come means both earned income and un- need and furnished by any State or political
subdivision of a State or any Federal agency,
earned income; and
or by any private charitable agency or orga" ( 1) earned income means only" (A) remuneration for services performed nization (as determined by the Secretary);
"(6) allowances under section 432(a) of
as an employee (defined in section 210(j) of
the Social Security Act), other than remu- the Social Security Act;
"(7) any portion of a scholarship or felneration to which section 209 (b) , (c) , (d) ,
(f) , or (k), or section 211, therein, would lowship received for use in paying the cost of
tuition and fees at any educational (includapply; and
"(B) net earnings from self-employment, ing technical or vocational education) inas defined in section 211in said act (without stitution; and
"{8) home produce of an aged, blind, or
the application of the second and third senseverely disabled person, couple, or a memtences following clause (C) of subsection (a)
(9)), including earnings for services de- ber or members of a family utilized for his
scribed in paragraphs (4), (5), and (6) of or their home consumption.
subsection (c) ; and
"RESOURCES
"(2) unearned income means all other in"Exclusions From Resources
come, including"SEc. 44. (a) In determining the resources
" (A) any payments received as an annuity, of an aged, blind, or severely disabled person,
pension, retirement, or disability benefit, in- couple, or family there shall be excludedcluding veteran's or workmen's compensa" ( 1) the home, household goods, and pertion and old-age, survivors, and disability sonal e1Iects; and
insurance, railroad retirement, and unem" ( 2) other property which, as determined
ployment benefit;
in accordance with and subject to limitations
"(B) prizes and award;
in regulations of the Secretary, is so essential
" (c) the proceeds of any life insurance
to such person's, couple's, or family's means
policy;
of self-support as to warrant its exclusion.
"(D) gifts (cash or otherwise) , support and
"Disposition of Resources
alimony payments, and inheritances; and
"(b) The Secretary shall prescribe regula"(E)
rents, dividends, interest, and
tions applicable to the period or periods of
royalties.
time within which, and the manner in
"Exclusions From Income
which, various kinds of property must be dis"(b) In determining the income of a fam- posed of in order not to be i.ncluded in determining a family's eligibiUty for benefits
ily there shall be excluded"(!) subject to limitations (as to amount under this part. Any portion of the benefits
or otherwise) prescribed by the Secretary, the paid for any such period shall be conditioned
earned income of each child in the family upon such disposal; and any benefits so paid
who is, as determined by the Secretary un- shall (at the t ime of the disposal) be conder regulations, a student regularly attend- sidered overpayments to the extent they
ing a school, college, or university, or a course would not have been paid had the disposal
occurred at the beginning of the period for
of vocational or technical training designed
which such benefits were paid.
to prepare him for gainful employment;

"(2) Between April 1 and June 30 of each
calendar year, beginning with 1973, the Secretary (A) shall adjust the national fair
minimum annual income standard for each
such person, couple, or family by size in the
table in paragraph (1) by increasing such
amount by the percentage by which the
average level of the price index for each year
ending on March 31 exceeds the average level
of the price index for the year ending on
March 31, 1972, and (B) shall promulgate the
amounts so adjusted as the national fair
minimum annual income standards applicable under this part which shall be conclusive for purposes of this part for the fiscal
year beginning July 1 next succeeding such
promulgation, provided, however, that such
adjustment shall be made and promulgated
to the nearest fifty dollars.
"(3) As used in this subsection, the term
'price index' " means the Consumer Price Index (all items-United States city average)
published monthly by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
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"Composition of Family
"SEc. 445. (a) Two or more individuals"(1) who are related by blood, marriage, or
adoption,
"(2) who are living in a place of residence
maintained by one or more of them a.s his
or their own home,
"(3) who are residents of the United States,
and
"(4) at least one of whom is a child who
(A) is not married to another of such individuals and (B) is in the care of or dependent upon another of such individuals,
shall be regarded as a family for purposes of
this part and parts A, C, and E. A parent (of
a child living in a place of residence referred
to in paragraph (2)), or a spouse of such a
parent, who is determined by the Secretary
to be temporarily absent from such place of
residence for the purpose of engaging in or
seeking employment or self-employment (including military service) shall nevertheless
be considered (for purposes of paragraph (2))
to be living in such place of residence.
"Definition of Child
"(b) For purposes of this part and parts
C and E the term 'child' means an individual
who is (1) under the age of eighteen, or (2)
under the age of twenty-one and (as determined by the Secretary under regulations) a
student regularly attending a school, college,
or university, or a course of vocational or
technical training designed to prepare him
for gainful employment.
"DEFINITION OF MEMBER

"(c)
'Member' shall include fat her,
mother, grandfather, grandmother, brother,
sister, stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother,
stepsister, uncle, aunt, first cousin, nephew,
niece or any other individual who is related
to another individual by blood, marriage, or
adoption, as provided by appropriate State
law.
"Income and Resources of Noncontributing
Adult
" (d) For purposes of determining elegibility for and the amount of benefits payable
under this part there shall be excluded the
income and resources of any individual,
other than a parent of a child (or a spouse
of a parent), which, as determined in accordance with criteria prescribed by the Secretary,
is not available to the other member of the
couple or other members of the family; and
for such purposes such individual" ( 1) in the case of a child, shall be regarded
as a member of the family for purposes of
determining the family's eligibility for such
benefits but not for purposes of determining
the amount of such benefits, and
"(2) in any other case, shall not be considered a member of the couple or of the family for any purpose.
"Aged, Blind, and Severely Disabled
Recipients of Benefits
" (e) If an aged, blind, or disabled person
or couple is receiving benefits under this part,
then for the period for which such benefits
are received, such person or couple shall not
be regarded as a member of a family for purposes of determining eligibility for and the
amount of benefits under this part.
Definition of Aged Persons
"(f) 'Aged person' means an individual
who is sixty-five years of age or over
De:fini tion of Blind Person
"(g) 'Blind person' means an individual
who is blind as determined in accordance
with criteria prescribed by the Secretary.
Definition of Severely Disabled Person
"(h) 'Severely disabled person' means an
individual, 18 years of age or older under a
severe disability, as determined in accordance
with criteria prescribed by the Secretary.
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Definition of Couple
"(i) 'Couple' means any two individuals
who are aged, blind, or severely disabled, or
any combinaiton thereof, who are related
by blood, marriage or adoption, who are living in a pla.ce of residence maintained by one
or both of them as his, her, or their own
homes, and who are residents of the United
States.
"Exclusion from Definitions of Aged, Blind,
Severely Disabled Person and Couple
"(j) The terms 'aged person', 'blind person'
'severely disabled person' and 'couple' shall
exclude any individual who is an inmate of
a. public institution (except as a patient in
a medical institution).
"Definition of National Fair Minimum
Income Standard
"(k) 'national fair minimum income
standard' means the amount of annual income in a. base year determined by the Secretary in accordance with the provisions of
this part to enable an aged, blind, severely
disabled person or a couple or family to attain a standard of living sufficient to provide
for basic human needs.
"(1) 'benefits' means the money payments
payable under this part on or after July 1,
1972, to eligible persons, couples, or families.
'Benefits' also include money payments
which are not included within the meaning
of such term under the preceding sentence,
but which would be so included except that
they are made on behalf of any such persons,
or couple, or family to another individual
who (as determined in accordance with
standards prescribed by the Secretary) is interested in or concerned with the welfare of
such person, couple, or family; the secretary
shall provide for
··(1) determination by him that such person, or a member or members of a couple,
or of a family, has, by reason of his physical
or mental condition, such inability to manage funds that making payments to him
would be contrary to his welfare and, therefore, it is necessary to provide such assistance through payments described in this
sentence;
"(2) making such payments only in cases
in which such payments will, under the rules
otherwise applicable under this part for
determining the amount of benefits to be
paid (and in conjunction with other income
and resources), meet all the basic human
needs of the person, couple, or family to
whom such payments are made;
"(3) undertaking and continuing special
efforts to protect the welfare of such person,
couple, or family and to improve, to the extent possible, capacity for self-care and to
manage funds;
" ( 4) periodic review by the Secretary under
paragraph ( 1) of this subsection to ascertain whether conditions justifying such
determination still exist, with provision for
termination of such payments if they do not
and for seeking judicial appointment of a
guardian or other legal representative, as described in section 1311 of this title, if and
when it appears that such action will best
serve the interests of such person, couple or
family; and
" ( 5) opportunity for a fair hearing before
the Secretary on the determination referred
to in paragraph ( 1) of this subsection for
any person, couple, or family with respect to
who it is made.
"Definition of Quarter
"(m) 'quarter' means a calendar quarter
ending on March 31, June 30, September 30
or December 31.
"Definition of Payment Quarter
"(n) 'payment quarter' means a quarter
with respect to which (or with respect to
any part thereof) a claim for benefits is
made under this part.
"Definition of Base Year
" (o) 'base year' means a period of four
consecutive quarters immediately preceding

the completed quarter immediately prior to
a payment quarter.
"Definition of Month
"(p) 'month' means a calendar month.
"Definitions of United States
" ( q) 'United States,' when used in a geographical sense, means, except when otherwise provided, the fifty states, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam.
"Definition of State
"(r) 'State,' except where otherwise provided, means each of the fifty states, the
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and Guam.
"PAYMENTS AND PROCEDURES

"SEc. 446. (a) (1) Benefits shall be paid
at such time or times and in such installments as the Secretary determines will best
effectuate the purposes of this part.
"(2) Payment of benefits under this part
may be made to the aged, blind, or severely
disabled person, or to any one or more members of the couple or of the family, or, if
the Secretary deems it appropriate, to any
person, other than such person, member or
members of the couple, or of the family, who
is in teres ted in or concerned with the welfare of such person, couple, or family, in
accordance with such regulations of the
Secretary.
" ( 3) Whenever the Secretary has reason
to believe that any payments of benefits to
families made with respect to a child are
not being or may not be used in the best
interests of the child, he may provide for
such counseling and guidance services with
respect to the use of such payments and
the management of other funds by the member of the family receiving such payments
as he deems advisable in order to assure use
of such payments in the best interests of
such child, and may provide for advising
such relative that continued failure to so
use such payments will result in substitution therefore for payments as provided in
the second sentence of section 445(1) of this
title, or in seeking appointment of a guardian or legal representative as provided in
section 1311 of this title, or in the imposition of criminal or civil penalties authorized
under State law if it is determined by a
court of competent jurisdiction that such
member is not using or has not used for the
benefit of the child any such payments made
for that purpose; and the provision of such
services or advice by the Secretary or the
taking of the action specified in such advice
shall not prevent such payments with respect to such child from being considered
benefits under this part.
"Overpayments and Underpayments
"(b) Whenever the Secretary finds that
more or less than the correct amount of
benefits has been paid with respect to any
aged, blind, or severely disabled person, or
couple, or family, proper adjustment or recovery shall, subject to the succeeding provisions of this subsection, be made by appropriate adjustments in future payments
with respect to such person, couple, or family, or by recovery from or payment to such
person or to any one or more members of
such couple or of such family. The Secretary shall make such provision as he finds
appropriate in the case of payment of more
than the correct amount of benefits with
respect to an aged, blind, or severely disabled person, or couple, or family, with a
view to avoid penalizing such person, or
members of a couple, or of a family who were
without fault in connection with the overpayment, if adjustment or recovery on account of such overpayment in such case
would defeat the purposes of this part, or
be a.ga.l.nst equity or good conscience, or
(because of the small amount involved)
impede efficient or effective administration
of this part.
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"EARNINGS AND REVIEW

" (c) ( 1) The Secretary shall provide reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing
to any individual who is or claims to be an
aged, blind, or severely disabled person, or a
member of a couple or of a family and is in
disagreement with any determination under
this part with respect to eligibility of such
person, couple, or family for benefits, the
number of members of the family, or the
amount of benefits, if such individual requests a hearing on the matter in disagreement within thirty days after notice of such
determination is received. Until a determination is made on the basis of such hearing or
upon disposition of the matter through default, withdrawal of the request by the individual, or revision of the initial determination by the Secretary, any amounts which are
payable (or would be payable but for the
matter in disagreement) to any individual
who has been determined to be such person
or a member of such couple or family shall
continue to be paid; but any amounts so paid
for periods prior to such determination or
disposition shall be considered overpayments
to the extent they would not have been paid
had such determination or disposition occurred at the same time as the Secretary's
initial determination on the matter in disagreement.
"(2) Determination on the basis of such
hearing shall be made within ninety days
after the individual requests the hearing as
provided in paragraph ( 1) .
" ( 3) The final determination of the Secretary after a hearing under paragraph ( 1)
shall be subject to judicial review as provided in section 205(g) of the Social Security
Act to the same extent as the Secretary's
final determinations under section 205; except that the determination of the Secretary
after such hearing as to any fact shall be
final and conclusive and not subject to review by any court.
"Procedures; Prohibition of Assignments
"(d) (1) The provisions of sections 206 and
207 and subsections (a), (d), (e), and (f) of
section 205 of the SOcial Security Act shall
apply with respect to this Act to the same
extent as they apply in the case of title II
of said Act.
"(d) (2) The benefits paid under this part
or medical assistance under part E shall not
be subject to any tax under any Federal, state
or local government law otherwise imposed
on any aged, blind, or severely disabled person, member of a. couple or of a family, or
members of a couple or family.
"Applications and Furnishing of Information
"(e) (1) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations applicable to aged, blind, or severely
disabled persons, couples, families, or members thereof with respect to the filing of
applications, the furnishing of other data and
material, and the reporting of events and
changes in circumstances, as may be necessary to determine eligibility for an amount of
family assistance benefits under this part.
"(2) In order to encourage prompt reporting of events and changes in circumstances
relevant to eligibility for or amount of payments under this part, and more accurate
estimates of expected income or expenses by
such persons, couples, family, or members of
such couples or families for purposes of such
eligibility and amount of benefits, the Secretary may prescribe the cases in which and the
extent to which.. (A) failure to so report or delay in soreporting, or
"(B) inaccuracy of information which is
furnished by such persons, couples, or members and on which the estimates of income
or expenses for such purposes a.re based,
will result in treatment as overpayments of
all or any portion of payments of such benefits for the period involved.
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"Furnishing of Information by Other
Agencies
"(f) The head of any Federal agency shall
provide such information as the Secretary
needs for purposes of determining eligibility
for or amount of benefits under this part, or
verifying o'lilier information with respect
thereto.
"REGISTRATION
AND
REFERRAL
OF
FAMU.Y
MEMBERS FOR MAN'POWER SERVICES, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT

"SEC. 447. (a) Every individual who is a
member of a family found to be eligible
for benefits under this part, other than a
member to whom the Secretary finds paragaph (1), (2), (3), (4), or (o) of subsection
(b) applies, shall register tor manpower services, training, and employment with the looal public employment office of the State as
provided by regulations of the Secretary of
Labor. If and for so long as any such member is found by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to have failed to so
reg.lster, he shall not be regarded as a member of a family but his income which would
otherwise be counted under this part as income shall be so counted; except that if such
member is the only member of the family
other than a child, such member shall be regarded as a member for purposes of determination of the family's eligibility for benefits
under this part, but not (except for counting his income) for purposes of determination of the amount of such benefits. No part
of the benefits under this part may be paid
to suoh member during the period for which
the preceding sentence is applicable to him;
and the Secretary may, if he deeins it appropriate, provide for payment of such benefits during such period to any person, other
than a member of such family, who is interested in or concerned with the welfare of
such family.
"(b) A member of a family eligible under
this part shall not be required to register
pursuant to subsection (a) if the Secretary
determines that such member is" ( 1) unable to engage in work or training
by reason of lllness, incapacity, or advanced
age;
"(2) a mother or other relative of a chlld
under the age of six who is caring for such
child;
"(3) the mother or other female caretaker
of a child, if the father or another adult
male relative is in the home and not excluded
by paragraph (1). (2), (4), or (5) of this
subsection (unless the second sentence of
subsection (a), or section 448(a), is applicable to him);
" (4) a child who is under the age of sixteen
or meets the requirements of section 445(b)
(2); or
" ( 5) one whose presence in the home on a
substantially continuous basis is required
because of the illness or incapacity of another member of the household. A person or
such member who would, but for the preceding sentence, be required to register pursuant
to subsection (a), may, if he wishes, register
as provided in such subsection.
" (c) The Secretary shall make provision
for the furnishing of child care services in
applicable cases and for so long as he deeins
appropriate in the case of ( 1) members of
fam111es registered pursuant to subsection
(a) who are, pursuant to such registration,
participating in manpower services, training,
or employment, and (2) members of fam111es
referred pursuant to subsection (d) who are,
pursuant 1x> such referral, participating in
vocational rehabllitation.
" (d) In the case of an aged, blind, or
severely disabled person, or member of a couple, or of any member of a family receiving
benefits under this part who is not required
to register pursuant to subsection (a) because of such person's or member's incapacity, the Secretary may, within his discretion,
make provision for referral of such person or
such member to the appropriate State agency

a.dministering or supervising the a.dministration of the State plan for vocational rehabilitation services approved under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, and (except in
such cases involving permanent incapacity
as the Secretary may determine) for a review not less often than quarterly of such
person's or such member's incapacity and his
need tor and utilization of the rehabllltation
services made available to him under such
plan. If and for so long as such person or
such member is found by the Secretary to
have refused without good cause to accept
rehabllltation services available to him under
such plan, he shall be treated as an individual to whom subsection (a) is applicable by
reason of refusal to accept or participate in
employment or traln1ng.
"DENIAL OF BENEFITS IN CASE OF REFUSAL OF
MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING, OR EMPLOYMENT

"SEc. 448. (a) For purposes of determlnlng
eligibility for and amount of benefits under
this part, a member of a family who has
registered as required under section 447(a)
shall not be regarded as a member of a family, but this income which would otherwise
be counted as income of the family under this
part shall be so counted, if and for so long as
he has been found by the Secretary of Labor,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for
hearing (which shall be held in the same
manner and subject to the same conditions
as a hearing under section 446 (c) ( 1) and
(2)), to have refused without good cause to
participate or continue to participate in
manpower services, training, or employment,
or to have refused without good cause to
accept employment in which he is able to
engage which is offered through the public
employment offices of the State, or is otherwise offered by an employer if the offer of
such employer is determined by the Secretary of Labor, after notification by such employer or otherwise, to be a bona fide offer
of employment; except that if such member
of a family is the only member of the fainily
other than a child, such member shall be
regarded as a member of the family for purposes of determination of the fainily's eligibility for benefits, but not (except for counting his income) for the purposes of determination of the amount of its benefits. No
part of the benefits of any such family may
be paid to such member during the period for
which the preceding sentence is applicable
to him; and the Secretary may, if he deems
it appropriate, provided for payment of such
benefits during such period to any person,
other than a member of such family, who
is interested in or concerned with the welfare of the family.
"(b) No family shall be denied benefits
under this part, or have benefits under this
part reduced, because a member of such
family is (or would, but for subsection (a),
be) a member of such family refuses work
under any of the following conditions:
" ( 1) if the position offered is vacant due
directly to a strike, lockout, or other labor,
dispute;
" ( 2) if the wages, hours, or other terins or
conditions of the work offered are contrary to
or less than those prescribed by Federal,
State, or local law or are substantially less
favorable to such member than those preva111ng for similar work in the locality;
"(3) if, as a condition of being employed,
such member would be required to join a
company union or to resign from or refrain
from joining any bona fide labor organization; or
"(4) Such member has the demonstrated
capacity, through other available training
or employment opportunities, of securing
work that would better enable him to
achieve self -sufficiency.
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with the Secretary of Labor, pay to the Secretary of Labor amounts which he estimates
would be paid as benefits under this part to
individuals participating 1n public or private
employer compensated on-the-job training
under a program of the Secretary of Labor 1!
they were not participating in such training.
Such amounts shall be available to pay the
costs of such programs.
"PART E-MEDICAL AND OTHER ASSISTANCE
FOR AGED, BLIND, OR SEVERELY DISABLED
PERSONS, COUPLES, AND FAMn.IES
"APPROPRIATIONS

"SEc. 451. For the purpose of enabling the
Secretary on and after July 1, 1972, to furnish medical assistance on behalf of aged,
blind, or severely disabled persons, couples,
or fam111es, who are eligible under Part D of
this Title, and whose income (including
benefits under Part D of this Title) andresources are insufficient to meet the costs of
necessary services, medical care, including
rehabllitation and other services to help
such persons and members of such couples
or of such fainilies attain or retain capability for independence or self-care, there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated a sum
.sufficient to carry out the purposes of this
part.
"PROGRAM PROVISIONS

"SEc. 452(a) To carry out the purposes of
section 451, the Secretary shall provide, under such regulations as he may promulgate,
"(1) for granting an opportunity for a fair
hearing and review under section 446 (c) to
any individual whose claim for medical assistance under this part is denied or is not
acted upon with reasonable promptness;
"(2) for utUlzation of medical and other
professional personnel as are found necessary
for the proper and efficient administration
of this part, and for the training and effective use of paid subprofessional staff with
particular emphasis on the full-time or parttime employment of recipients of benefits
under Part D of this title and other persons
of low income, as community service aides,
in the administration of this part and for
the use of nonpaid or partially paid volunteers in a social service volunteer program in
providing medical care and services to applicants and recipients and assisting any advisory committee established by the Secretary under this part;
"(3) safeguards which restrict the use of
or the disclosure of information concerning applicants and recipients to purposes directly connected with the admilllistration of
this part;
"(4) that all individuals wishing to make
application for medical assistance under this
part shall have opportunity to do so, and
that medical care and services shall be furnished with reasona..ble promptness to all
eligible individuals;
" ( 5) establishing and maintain standards
for private or public institutions in which
recipients of medical assistance under this
part may receive medical care and services.
" ( 6) medical care and services equal in
amount, duration, and scope to all persons,
couples or fa.m111es eligible for benefits under part D, whose cirCUinstances and conditions are about the same except that the
making available of services described in
section 453(b) (4) or (14) of this part to individuals meeting the age requirement prescribed therein shall not, by reason of this
paragraph (6), require the making available
of any such care and services, or the making
available of such care and services of the
sa.m.e am.ount, dura.tion, and scope, to individuals of any other ages, and further that
the making available of supplementary
medical insurance benafits under part B of
title :xvm of the Social Security Act to individuals eligible therefor, of the cost of
the deductlbles, cost sharing, or slm1lar
"TRANSFER OF FUNDS FOR ON-THE-JOB
charges under such part B for individuals
TRAINING PROGRAMS
eligible for benefits under such part, shall
"SEc. 449. The Secretary shall, pursuant to not, by reason of this paragraph (6), require
and to the extent provided by agreement the making available of any such benefits,
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or the making available of medical care and
services of the same amount, duration, and
scope, to any other individuals;
"(7) {A) for entering into cooperative
agreements with State and local government
agencies responsible for the administration
of health services, vocational rehabilitation
services, or other services provided for in
this part, leading to maximum ut111zation
of such services in the administration of this
part; and
" {B) to the extent prescribed by the Secretary, for agreements with any agency, institution, or organization, receiving payments for part or all of the cost of plans or
projects under the Maternal and Child
Health and Crippled Children's Services
Act of 1935 as amended (42 U.S. sec. 701 ff)
"{i) providing for ut111zing such agency,
institution, or organization in furnishing
medical care and services which are avialable
under such plan or project under said Act,
and
"(11) making f'Uch provision as may be appropriate for reimbursing such agency, institution, or organization for the cost of
such medical care and services furnished any
individual for which payment would otherwise be made with respect to him under this
part;
"(8) that, in determining whether an individual is blind or severely disabled, there
shall be an examination by a phy&ctan
skilled therein, or in determining blindness
by an optometrist, whichever such individual
may select in the case of blindness;
"(9) that no enrollment f-ee, premium,
deduction, cost sharing, or similar charge
will be imposed on any recipient of medical
assistance under this part;
"(10) in the case of eligible individuals
65 years of age or other who are covered by
either or both of the insurance programs
established by title XVIII of the Social Security Act, whether under this part, all or
any deductible, cost sharing, or similar
charge imposed with respect to such individual under the insurance program established
by said title XVIII is not made the portion
thereof which is met shall be determined on
a basis reasonably related (as determined in
accordance with standards approved by the
Secretary) and included in this part to the
individual's, couple's, or family's income or
income and resources as the case may be;
"(11) for the taking into account, except
to the extent prescribed by the Secretary, the
costs (whether in the form of insurance premiums or otherwise) incurred for medical
care or for any other type of remedial care
recognized and paid for under State law or
any Federal law which are substantially the
same as those provided for under this Act, in
order to prevent double payment for the
same medical and other services;
"(12) that no lien may be imposed against
the property of any individual prior to his
death on account of medical assistance under
this part paid or to be paid on his behalf
under this part (except pursuant to a judgment of a court on account of costs incorrectly paid on behalf of such individual),
and that there shall be no adjustment or recovery (except, in the case of an individual
who was 65 years of age or over when he received such assistance, from his estate, and
then only after the death of his surviving
spouse, if any, and only at a time when he
has no surviving child who is under 21 or
is blind or severely disabled) of medical assistance correctly paid on behalf of such individual under this part;
" ( 13) such safeguards as may be necessary
to assure that eligibility for medical assistance, medical care and services under this
part will be determined, and such assistance,
care, and services be provided, in a manner
consistent with s1mp11city of administration
and the best interests of the recipient;
"(14) in cases of medical care and services on behalf of aged persons who are patients 1n institutions for mental diseases-CXVII--557-Part 7

"(A) for having in effect such agreements
or other arrangements with State or local
government authorities concerned with mental diseases, and, where appropriate, with
such institutions, as may be necessary for
carrying out this part, including arrangements for joint planning and for development of alternate methods of care, arrangements providing assurance of immediate readmittance to institutions where needed for
individuals under alternate plans of care,
and arrangements providing for access to
patients and fac111ttes, for furnishing information, and for making reports;
"(B) provide for an individual plan for
each such patient to assure that the institutional care provided to him is in his best interests, including, to that end, assurances
that there will be initial and periodic review
of his medical and other needs, that he will
be given appropriate medical care and services within the institution, and that there
will be a periodical determination of his need
for continued treatment in the institution;
"(C) provide for the development of alternate plans of care, making maximum ut111zation of available resources, for recipients 65
years of age or older who would otherwise
need care in such institutions, including appropriate medical care and services which are
appropriate for such patients to help them
attain or retain capability !or self-support or
self-care, or likely to prevent or reduce their
dependency, as may be prescribed by the
Secretary; and
" (D) methods of determining the reasonable cost of institutional care for such patients;
" ( 15) in cases of medical assistance in behalf of aged persons whb - ~e patients in public institutions for mental diseases, develop
and implement comprehensive mental health
program, including provision for ut111zation
of community mental health centers, nursing home, and other alternatives to medical care and services in public institutions
for mental diseases.
" ( 16) descriptions o'f"(A) the kinds and numbers of professional medical personnel and supporting
sta1f that will be used in the administration
of this part and of the responsib111ties they
will have,
"(B) the standards, for private or public
institutions in which recipients of medical
assistance under this party may receive medical care or services, that will be utlllzed,
"(C) the cooperative arrangements with
State and local government health agencies
and State and local government vocational
rehab111tation agencies entered into with a
view to maximum utUlzation of and coordination of the provision of medical care and
services with the services administered or
supervised by such agencies, and
"(D) other standards and methods to assure that medical or remedial care and services provided to recipients of medical assistance are of high quallty;
"(17) that any individual ellgible for medical assistance (including drugs) may obtain
such assistance from any institution, agency,
community pharmacy, or person, qualified to
perform the service or services required (including an organization which provides such
services, or arranges for their avaUabil1ty, on
a prepayment basis) , who undertakes to provide him such services;
"(18) Effective July 1, 1972, 'for consultative services by health agencies and other
appropriate agencies of the State and local
governments, to hospitals, nursing homes,
home health agencies, cllnlcs, laboratories,
and such other institutions as the Secretary
may speci!y in order to assist them"(A) to qualify for payments under this
part,
"(B) to establish and mainta.ln such flsca.l
records as may be necessary for the proper
and etllclent administration of this part, and
"(C) to provide information needed to
determine payments due under this part on
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account of medical care and services furnished to individuals:
"(19) effective July 1, 1972,
"(A) for the taking of all reasonable measures to ascertain the legal 11ab111ty of third
parties to pay for medical care and services
available under this part and arising out of
injury, disease, or disabil1ty,
"(B) that where the secretary knows that
a third party has such a legal Uab11lty he will
treat such legal 11ab111ty as a resource of the
individual on whose behal! the medical care
and services are made available,
"(C) that in any case where such a legal
liability is found to exist after medical assistance has been made available on behalf
of the individual, the Secretary will seek reimbursement for such assistance to the extent of such legal 11ab111ty;
"(20) effective July 1, 1972.. (A) for a regular program of medical review (including medical evaluation of each
patient's need for skilled nursing home care)
or (in the case of individuals who are eligible
therefor under this part) need for care in a
mental hospital, a written plan of care, and,
where applicable, a plan of rehab111tation
prior to admission to a skilled nursing home;
"(B) for periodic inspections to be made in
all skilled nursing homes and mental institutions within each State by one or more
medical review teams (composed of physicians and other appropriate health and social service personnel) of (i) the care being
provided in such nursing homes (and mental
institutions) to persons receiving assistance
under this part, (11) with respect to each
of the patients receiving such care, the adequacy of the services available in particular
nursing homes (or institutions) to meet the
current health needs and promote the maximum physical well-being of patients receiving care in such homes (or institutions),
(iii) the necessity and desirability of the
continued placement of such patients in such
nursing homes (or institutions), and (iv) the
feasibility of meeting their health care needs
t hrough alternative institutional or noninstitutional services; and
"(C) for the making by such team or
teams of full and complete reports of the
findings resulting from such inspections together with any recommendations to the
Secretary;
"(21) for agreements with every person or
institution providing medical care and services under this part under which such person or institution agrees-" (A) to keep such records as are necessary
fully to disclose the extent of the services
provided to individuals receiving medical
assistance under this part, and
" (B) to furnish the Secretary with such
information, regarding any payments claimed
by such person or institution for providing
medical care or services under this part, as
the Secretary may from time to time request;
"(22) any skilled nursing home receiving
payments under this part must-"(A) supply to the licensing agency under
this part full and complete information as
to the Identity (i) of each person having
(directly or indirectly) an ownership interest of 10 per centum or more in such nursing home, (11) in case a nursing home is
organized as a corporation, of each officer and
director of the corporation, and (111) in case
a nursing home is organized as a partnership, of each partner; and promptly report
any changes which would affect the current
accuracy of the information so required to
be supplied;
"(B) have and maintain an organized
nursing service for its patients, which is
under the direction of a professional registered nurse who is employed full time by
such nursing home, and which is composed
of sufilcient nursing and auxiliary personnel to provide adequate and properly supervised nursing services for such patients during all hours o! each day and all days of
each week;
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"(C) make satisfactory arrangements for
professional planning and supervision of
menus and meal service for patients for
whom special diets or dietary restrictions are
medically prescribed;
"(D) have satisfactory policies and procedures relating to the maintenance of medical records on each patient of the nursing
home, dispensing and administering of drugs
and biologicals, and assuring that each patient is under the care of a physician and
that adequate proviSion is made for medical
attention to any patient during emergencies;
"(E) have arrangements with one or more
general hospitals under which such hospital
or hospitals will provide needed diagnostic
and other services to patients of such nursing home, and under which such hospital or
hospitals agree to timely acceptance, as
patients thereof, of acutely 111 patients of
such nursing home who are in need of hospital care; except that the Secretary may
waive this requirement wholly or in part
with respect to any nursing home meeting
all the other requirements and which, by
reason of remote location or other good and
su.tficient reason, is unable to effect such an
arrangem~nt with a hospital; and
"(F) from July 1, 1972, such provisions of
the Life Safety Code of the National Fire
Protection Association (21st Edition, 1967)
as are applicable to nursing homes; except
that the Secretary may waive in accordance
with regulations of the Secretary, for such
periods as he deems appropriate, specific
provisions of such code which, if rigidly applied, would result in unreasonable hardship
upon a nursing home, but only if the Secretary makes a determination (and keeps a
written record setting forth the basis of
such determination) that such waiver will
not adversely affect the health and safety
of the patients of such skilled nursing home;
and except that the requirements set forth
in the proceeding provisions of this subclause (i) shall not apply in any State if the
Secretary finds that in such State there 1S
in effect a fire and safety code, imposed by
State law, which adequately protects patients
in nursing homes; and (ii) meet conditions
relating to environment and sanitation applicable to extended care facilities under subchapter XVIII of this chapter; except that
the Secretary may waive in accordance with
regulations of the Secretary, for such periods
as he deems appropriate, any requirement
imposed by the proceeding provisions of this
subclause (ii) if the Secretary finds that such
requirement, if rigidly applied, would result
in unreasonable hardship upon a nursing
home, but only if the Secretary makes a
determination (and keeps a written record
setting forth the basis of such determination) that such waiver will not adversely
affect the health and safety of the patients
of such nursing home; ·
"(23) for the licensing of administrators of
nursing homes as provided in section 454(c)
of this part;
"(24) such methods and procedures relating to the _utmzation of, and the payments
for, medical care and services available under
this part as may be necessary to safeguard
against unnecessary utilization of such care
and services and to assure that payments (including payments for any drugs provided under this part) are not in excess of reasonable
charges consistent with efficiency, economy,
and quality of such care and services.
''DEFINITIONS

"Definition of Medical Assistance
"SEc. 453. (a) For purposes of this part'medical assistance' means payment of part
or all of the cost of the following medical
care and services (if provided in or after the
third month before the month in which the
recipient makes application therefor) for
aged, blind, or severely disabled persqns, or
members of couples, or members of families,
who are eligible for, or are receiving .benefits under part D of this title, and whose

income, resources as set forth in 442 (a J ot
said part D, and such benefits are insuftlcient
to meet all of such costs" ( 1) inpatient hospital services (other than
services in an institution for tuberculosis or
mental diseases) ;
"(2) outpatient hospital services;
"(3) other laboratory and X-ray services;
"(4) (A) skllled nursing home services
(other than services in an institution for
tuberculosis or mental diseases) for individuals 21 years of age or older (B) effective
July 1, 1972, such early and periodic screening and diagnosis of individuals who are
eligible under thiS part and are under the
age of 21 to ascertain their physical or mental defects, and such health care, treatment,
and other measures to correct or ameliorate
defects and chronic conditions discovered
thereby, as may be provided in regulations
of the Secretary;
" ( 5) physicians' services, whether furnished in the oftlce, the patient's home, a
hospital, or a skilled nursing home, or elsewhere;
"(6) medical care, or any other type of
remedial care recognized by the Secretary,
furnished. by licensed practitioners within
the scope of their practice as defined by State
law;
"(7) home health care services;
"(8) private duty nursing services;
" ( 9) clinic services;
"(10) dental services;
" ( 11) physical therapy and related services;
"(12) prescribed drugs, dentures, and prosthetic devices; and eyeglasses prescribed by a
physician skilled in diseases of the eye or by
an optometrist, whichever the individual may
select;
"(13) other diagnostic, screening, preventive, and rehab1litative services;
"(14) inpatient hospital services and
skllled nursing home services for individuals
65 years of age or over in an lnstltution for
tuberculosiS or mental diseases; and
" ( 15) any other medical care, including
institutional services in intermediate . care
facilities (other than a P:Ublic nonmed!-cal
facility), and any other type of remedial care
recognized; and specifled. by the Secretary;
except that such term does not include-"(A) any such payments with respect to
care of services for any individual who is an
inmate of a public institution (except as a
patient in a medicaJ institution); or
"(B) any such payments with respect to
care or services for any individual who has
not attained 65 years of age and who is a
patient in an institution for tuberculosis or
mental diseases.
"Inclusion o:f Osteopaths and Their Services in Definitions of Physician, Medical Care
and Services, and Hospitalization
"(b) 'physician' and 'medi~l ca.re and
services• and 'hospitallzation• include osteopathic practitioners or the services of osteopathic practitioners and hospitals withm the
scope of their practice as defined by State
law.
"Definition of Medical Care and Services
" (c) 'medical ca.re and services' means
those set forth in subsection 453(a) (1}
through (15) -.
"other Definitions
" (d) The deflnitlons in section 445 of part
D shall be applicable to this part.
"Licensing of Administrators of Nursing
Homes
"SEc. 454. (a) For purposes of section _452
(a) (23) of this part, every nursing home
must operate under- the supervts1.on of an
adnlinistrator licensed in the manner provided in this subsection.
" ( 1) Licensing of -nursiiig home administrators shall be carried out by the agency of
the State responsible for licensing under the
healing arts -licensing act of the State; or,
in the absence of such act or such an agency,
or · when -the- Secretary findS such agency is
not properly .ca.rrytng ·out the .functions · and
duties in the next paragraph~
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"(2) It shall be the function and duty of
such agency or board to-"(A) develop, impose, and enforce standards which must be met by individuals in
order to receive a license as a nursing home
administrator, which standards shall be designed to insure that nursing home administrators "Vill be individuals who are of good
character and are otherwise suitable and
who, by training or experience in the field
of institutional administration, are qualified
to serve as nursing home administrators;
"(B) develop and apply appropriate techniques, including examinations and investigations, for determining whether an individual meets such standards;
"(C) issue lic-enses to individuals determined, after the application of such techniques, to meet such standards, and revoke
or suspend licenses previously issued by the
board in any case where the individual holding any such license is determined substantially to have failed to conform to the requirements of such standards;
"(D) establish and carry out procedures designed to insure that individuals licensed as
nursing home administrators will, during
any period that they serve as such, comply
with the requirements of such standards;
"(E) receive, investigate, and take appropriate action with respect to, any charge or
complaint filed with the board to the effect
that any individual licensed as a nursing
home administrator has failed to comply with
the requirements of such standards; and
"(F) conduct a continuing study and investigation of nursing homes and administrators of nursing homes within the State
with a view to the improvement of the standards imposed for the licensing of such administrators and of procedures and methods for
the enforcement of such standards with respect to administrators of nursing homes
who have been licensed as such.
"(3) Such agency or board shall have the
power to grant any waiver for a period which
ends after being in effect for two years or
June 30, 1974, whichever is the earlier, with
respect to any individual who during all of
the calendar year immediately preceding the
year in which such waiver is granted has
served as a nursing home adminiStrator, of
any of the standards developed, imposed, and
enforced by such agency or board pursuant
to subparagraph (2) (A) of this subsection
other than such standards as relate to good
character and suitability i f " (a) If there is provided in the State
(during all of the period for which waiver is
in effect), a program of tra.ining and instruction designed to enable aU individuals, with
respect to whom any such waiver is granted,
to attain the qualiflcations necessary in order
to meet such standards.
Authorization of appropriations; limitation
of grants
"(b) There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated for fiscal year 1972 and the two
succeeding fiscal years such sums as may be
necessary to enable the Secretary to make
grants to States for the purpose of assisting
them in instituting and conducting programs
of training and instruction of the type referred to in paragraph (a) (3) of section 454.
"(c) The National Advisory Council on
Nursing Home Administration appointed
pursuant to the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1396g(f) (1) ) shall cease to exist as of
December 31, 1972, notwithstanding any
other provision of law.
"(d) As used in this section, the term" ( 1) 'nursing home• means any institution or facility defined as such for licensing
purposes under State law, or, if State law
does not employ the term nursing home or
if there is no such State law, the equivalent
term or terms as determined by the Secretary; and
"(2) "nursing home administrator" means
any individual who is ·charged with · the
general admtn.Jstratlo~ of• a n.ur&ing hom.e
wheth~r or not such in_divldual has an owner•
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ship interest in such home and whether or
ing the amount of such benefits or medical
"PART F-ADMINISTRATION
not his functions and duties are shared with
assistance;
"Agreements with States and Local
one or more other individuals.
except that in any case where an order
Governments
"Observance of Religious Beliefs
" SEc. 461. (a) The Secretary may also en- for the support and maintenance of
"SEc. 455. Nothing in this part shall be ter into an agreement with any State or local such spouse or any such child has been
construed to compel any person to undergo government under which such State or local issued by a court of competent jurisdiction,
any medical screening, examination, diag- government will make, on behalf of the Sec- t he obligation of such individual under this
nosis, or treatment or to accept any other retary, the benefit payments provided for subsection (with respect to which spouse or
health care or services provided under this under part D or payments for medical care child) for any period shall not exceed the
part for any purpose (other than for the and services under part E with respect to all amount specified in such order less any
purpose of discovering and preventing the or specified persons, couples, or fainilies in amount actually paid by such individual (to
spread of infection or contagious disease or the State or in the local government jurisdic- or for the support and maintenance of such
for the purpose of protecting environmental tion who are eligible for such benefits or spouse or child) during such period. The
health), if such person objects (or, in case medical assistance or will perform such other amount due the United States under such
such person is a child, his parent or guardian functions in connection with the adminis- obligation shall be collected (to the extent
objects) thereto on religious grounds.
t ration of part D or partE as may be agreed that the claim of the United States therefor
is not otherwise satisfied), in such manner
"Advisory Council on Medical Assistance; upon . The cost of carrying out any such as may be specified by the secretary, from
creation; composition; appointment of agreement shall be paid to the State or local any amounts otherwise due him or becoming
members; Chairman; representative activi- government by the Secretary in advance or due him at any time from any officer or
ties and interests; majority representation by way of reimbursement and in such in- agency of the United States or under any
of consumers; terms of office; special ad- stallment s as may be agreed upon.
Federal program. Amounts collected under
"PENALTIES FOR FRAUD
visory professional or technical committhe preceding sentence shall be deposited in
tees; compensation and travel expenses;
" SEc. 462. The provisions of section 208 the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
meetings
of the Social Security Act, other than para"TREATMENT OF BENEFITS UNDER PART D AS
"SEc. 456. For the purpose of advising the graph (a), shall apply with respect to beneINCOME FOR FOOD STAMP PURPOSES
Secretary on matters of general policy in the fits under part D, medical assistance under
" SEc. 465. Benefits paid under part D of
administration of this part (including the part E and allowances under part C, of this
relationship of this part and title XVIII of title, to the same extent as they apply to t his title shall be taken into consideration
for the purpose of determining the entitlethe Social Security Act) and making recom- payments under title II.
mendations for improvements in such ad- "REPORT, EVALUATION, RESEARCH AND DEMON- ment of any household to purchase food
stamps, and the cost thereof, under the food
ministration, there is hereby created a MediSTRATIONS, AND TRAINING AND TECHNICAL AS- stamp program conducted under the Food
cal Assistance Advisory Council which shall
SISTANCE
Stamp Act of 1964."
consist of twenty-one persons, not otherwise
" SEc. 463. (a) The Secretary shall make
in the employ of the United States, appointed an annual report to the President and the MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING, EMPLOYMENT,
CHILD CARE, AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PROby the Secretary without regard to the pro- Congress on the operation and administraGRAMS
visions of title 5 governing appointments to tion of parts D and E, including an evaluaSEc. 103. Part C of title IV of the Social
the competitive service. The Secretary shall tion thereof in carrying out the purposes of
from time to time appoint one of the mem- such parts and recommendations with respect Security Act (42 U.S.C. 630 et seq.) is
bers to serve as Chairman. The members shall thereto. The Secretary is authorized to con- amended to read as follows:
include representatives of State and local duct evaluations directly or by grants or "PART C-MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING, EMagencies and nongovernmental organizations contracts of the programs authorized by such
PLOYMENT, CHILD CARE, AND SUPPORTIVE
and groups concerned with health, and of parts.
SERVICES PROGRAMS FOR RECIPIENTS OF BENconsumers of health services, and a majority
EFITS
UNDER PART D
" (b) The secretary is authorized to conof the membership of the Advisory Council duct, directly or by grants or contracts, re"PURPOSE
shall consist of representatives of consumers search into or demonstrations of ways of
" SEc. 430. The purpose of this part is to
of health services. Each member shall hold better providing financial assistance to aged,
office for a term of four years, except that any blind, severely disabled persons, couples, and authorize provision, for individuals who are
member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring families or of better carrying out the pur- members of a family receiving benefits under
prior to the expiration of the term for which poses of parts D and E, and in so doing to part D, of manpower services, training, emhis predecessor was appointed shall be ap- waive any requirements or limitations in such ployment, child care, and related supportive
pointe :_ for the remainder of suer term, and parts with respect to eligiblllty for or amount services necessary to train aged, blind, seexcept that the terms of office of the members of benefits or medical assistance for such verely disabled persons, couples or such memfirst taking office shall expire, as designated persons or couples or members of couples or bers of families, prepare them for employby the Secretary at the time of appointment, of families, or groups thereof as he deems ment, and otherwise assist them in securing
and retaining regular employment and havfive at the end of the first year, five at the appropriate.
ing the opportunity for advancement in emend of the second year, five at the end of the
" (c) The Secretary is authorized to pro- ployment, to the end that such persons, couthird year, and six at the end of the fourth vide such technical assistance to States or
year after the date of appointment. A mem- local governments and to provide, directly ples or families wlll be restored to self-supber shall not be eligible to serve continuously or through grants or contracts, for such porting, independent, and useful roles in
for more than two terms. The Secretary may, training of personnel of States or local gov- their communities.
at the request of the Council or otherwise, ernments, as he deems appropriate to assist " OPERATION OF MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING,
appoint such special advisory professional or them in more efficiently and effectively
AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS
technical committees as may be useful in carrying out their agreements under this part
" SEc. 431. (a) The Secretary of Labor shall,
carrying out this subchapter. Members of the and parts D and E.
for each person registered pursuant to part
Advisory Council and members of any such
"(d) In addition to funds otherwise avail- D , in accordance with priorities prescribed
advisory or technical committee, while at- able therefor, such portion of any appropria- by him, develop or assure the development of
tending meetings or conferences thereof or tion to carry out part D or E as the Secre- an employability plan describing the manotherwise serving on business of the Advisory tary may determine, but not in excess of power services, training, and employment
Council or of such committee, shall be en- $20,000,000 in any fiscal year, shall be avail- which the Secretary of Labor determines
titled to receive compensation at rates fixed able to him to carry out this section.
each person needs in order to enable him to
by the Secretary, but not exceeding $100 per
become self-supporting and secure and re"OBLIGATION OF DESERTING PARENTS
day, including travel time, and while so servtain employment and opportunities for
" SEc. 464. In any case where an individual advancement.
ing away from their homes or regular places
of business they may be allowed travel ex- has deserted or abandoned his spouse or his
" (b) The Secretary of Labor shall, in acpenses, including per diem in lieu of sub- child or children and such spouse or any cordance with the provisions of this part,
such
child
(during
the
period
of
such
desersistence, as authorized by section 5703 of title
esta blish and assure the provision of man5 for persons in the Government service em- tion or abandonment) is a member of a fampower services, training, and employment
ployed intermittently. The Advisory Council ily receiving benefits under part D or medi- programs in each State for persons registered
shall meet as frequently as the Secretary cal assistance payments under part E, such pursuant to part D.
deems necessary. Upon request of five or more individual shall be obligated to the United
" (c) The Secretary of Labor shall, through
members, it shall be the duty of the Secretary States in an amount equal tosuch programs, provide or assure the pro"(1) the total amount of the benefits paid vision of manpower services, training, and
to call a meeting of the Advisory Council:
Provided, however, That the members of said to such family or medical assistance to such employment and opportunities necessary to
Council who are serving their terms on fami,W during such period with respect to prepare such persons for and place them in
such spouse and child or children, reduced regular employment, includingJune 30, 1971, and whose terms do not ex- by
" ( 1) any of such services, training, empire on that day, under the provisions of the
"(2) any amount actually paid by such
Social Security Act prior to amendment by 1ndlv1dual to or !or the support and :{D.ain- ployment, and opportunities which the Secretary of Labor is authorized to provide unthe National Fair Minimum Income Act of tenance of such spouse and_child or children der am.y other Act;
1971, shall serve out their terms under such during such period,_ if and to the extent
"(2) counseling, testing, coaching, prosection which expires after June 30, 1971.
that such amount is excluded in determin- gram orientation, institutional and on-the-
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job training, work experience, upgrading,
job development, job placement, and follow
up services required to assist in securing and
retaining employment and opportunities for
advancement;
" (3) relocation assistance (including
grants, loans, and the furnishing of such
services as will aid an involuntarily unemployed person, or member of a couple or of
a family receiving benefits under part D who
desires to relocate to do so in an area where
there is assurance of regular suitable employment, offered through the public employment offices of the State in such area,
which will lead to the earning of income
sufficient to make such person, couple, or
family; and
1
' ( 4) special work projects.
"(d) (1) For purposes of subsection (c)
(4), a 'special work project' is a project
(meeting the requirements of this subsection) which consists of the performance of
work ln the public interest through grants
to or contracts with public or nonprofit private agencies or organizations.
"(2) No wage rates provided under any
special work project shall be lower than the
applicable minimum wage for the particular work concerned.
"(3) Before entering into any special work
project under a program established as provided in subsection (b) , the Secretary of
Labor shall have reasonable assurances
that-"(A) appropriate standards for the health,
safety, and other conditions applicable to
the performance of work and tralning on
such project are established and will be
maintained,
"(B) such project will not result in the
displacement of employed workers,
"(C) with respect to such project the conditions of work, training, education, and
employment are reasonable in the light of
such factors as the type of work, geographical region, and proficiency of the participant,
"(D) appropriate workmen's compensation
protection is provided to all participants, and
"(E) such project will improve the employab111ty of the participants.
"(4) With respect to individuals who are
participants in special work projects under
programs established as provided in subsection (b), the Secretary of Labor shall periodically (at least once every six months) review the employment record of each such
individual while on the special work project
and on the basis of such record and such
other information as he may acquire determine whether it would be feasible to place
such individual in regular employment or
in on-the-job, institutional, or other training.
"ALLOWANCES FOR INDIVIDUALS
UNDERGOING TRAINING

"SEc. 432. (a) (1) The Secretary of Labor
shall pay to each person, or member of a
couple or of a family receiving benefits under part D and is participating in manpower training under this part an incentive
allowance of $30 per month. If one or more
members o! a couple or of a family are receiving training for which training allowances are payable under section 203 of the
Manpower Development and Training Act
and meet the other requirements under such
section (except subsection (1) (1) thereof)
for the receipt of allowances which would
be in excess of the sum of the benefits under part D payable with respect to such
month to the couple or to the family, the
total of the incentive allowances per month
under this section for such members shall be
equal to the greater of ( 1) the amount of
such excess or, if lower, the amount of the
excess of the training allowances which would
be payable under such section 203 as in
effect on March 1, 1970, over the sum of
such benefit, and (2) $30 for each such
member.
"(2) The Secretary of Labor shall, in accordance with regulations, also pay, to any

such person, or member of a couple or of
a famlly participating in manpower training
under this part, allowances for transportation and other costs to him which are necessary to and directly related to his participation in training.
"(3) The Secretary of Labor shall by regulation provide for such smaller allowances
under this subsection as he deems appropriate for individuals in Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and Guam.
"(b) Allowances under this section shall
be in lieu of allowances provided for participants in manpower training programs under
any other Act.
" (c) Subsection (a) shall not apply to
any person or member of a couple, or of a
family who is receiving benefits under Part D
and who is participating in a program of
the Secretary of Labor providing public or
private employer compensated on-the-job
training.
"UTILIZATION OF OTHER PROGRAMS

"SEc. 433. In providing the manpower
training and employment services and opportunities required by this part the Secretary of Labor, to the maximum extent
feasible, shall assure that such services and
opportunities are provided in such manner,
through such means, and using all authority
available to him under any other Act (and
subject to all duties and responsibilities
thereunder) as will further the establishment of an integrated and comprehensive
manpower training program involving all
sectors of the economy and all levels of government and as will make maximum use
of existing manpower and manpower related
programs and agencies. To such end the
Secretary of Labor may use the funds appropriated to him under this part to provide
the programs required by this part through
such other Act, to the same extent and under the same conditions as if appropriated
under such other Act and in making use of
the programs of other Federal, State, or
local agencies, public or private, the Secretary
may reimburse such agencies for services
rendered to persons under this part to the
extent such services and opportUnities are
not otherwise available on a nonreimbursable
basis.
"RULES AND &EGULATIONS

"SEc. 434. The Secretary of Labor may issue
such rules and regulations as he finds necessary to carry out his respons1b111ties under
this part.
"APPROPRIATIONS; NONFEDERAL SHARE

"SEc. 435. (a) There 1s authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of Labor !or each
fiscal year a sum sufficient for carrylng out
the purposes of this part (other than sections 436 and 437), including payment of not
to exceed 90 per centum of the cost of manpower services, tra1n1ng, and employment
and opportUnities provided for individuals
registered pursuant to section 447. The Secretary of Labor shall establish criteria to
achieve an equitable apportionment among
the States of Federal expenditures for carrying out the programs authorized by section
431. In developing these criteria the Secretary of Labor shall consider the number of
registrations under section 447 and other
relevant factors.
"(b) If a non-Federal contribution of 10
per centum of the cost specified in subsection (a) is not made in any State (as required by section 402(a) (13)), the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare may withhold any action under section 404 on account
thereof and U he does so he shall instead,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for
hearing to the appropriate State agency or
agencies, withhold any payments to be made
to the State under section 403(a) until the
amount so withheld (including any amounts
contributed by the State pursuant to the
requirement in section 402(a) (13)) equals
10 per centum of such costs. such withhold-
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ing shall remain in effect until such time as
the Secretary of Labor has assurances from
the State that such 10 per centum will be
contributed as required by section 402 (a)
(13). Amounts so withheld shall be deemed to
have been paid to the State under such sections and shall be paid by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to the Secretary of Labor.
"CHILD CARE

"SEc. 436. (a) (1) For the purpose of assuring that members of fam111es receiving benefits under part D w111 not be prevented from
participating in training or employment by
the unavailability of appropriate chlld care,
there are authorized to be appropriated for
each fiscal year such sums as may be necessary to enable the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make grants to any public or nonprofit private agency or organization, and contracts with any public or private
agency or organization, for part or all of the
cost of projects for the provision of child
care, including necessary transportation and
alteration, remodeling, and renovation of
fac111ties, which may be necessary or appropriate in order to better enable a member
(of a fainily) who has been registered pursuant to part D to undertake or continue
manpower training or employment under
this part, or to enable an individual who has
been referred pursuant to section 447 (d) to
participate in vocational rehabllitation, or to
enable a member of a famlly which is or has
been (within such period of time as the Secretary may prescribe) eligible for benefits
under such part D to undertake or continue manpower training or employment
under this part; or to better enable an individual who is receiving assistance to needy
famllies with dependent children, or whose
needs are taken into account in determinlng
the need of any one clalming or receiving
such assistance under state welfare programs
to participate in manpower training or employment.
"(2) Such grants or contracts for the provlsion of child care in any area may be made
directly, or through grants to any public or
nonprofit private agency which is designated
by the appropriate elected or appointed official or officials in such area and which demonstrate a capacity to work effectively with
the manpower agency in such area (including provision for the stationing of personnel
with the manpower team in appropriate
cases) . To the extent appropriate, such care
for children attending school which is provided on a group or institutional basis shall
be provided through arrangements with the
appropriate local educational agency.
" (3) Such projects shall provide for various types of child care needed in the light
of the dltferent circumstances and needs of
the children involved.
" (b) Such sums shall also be available to
enable the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to make grants to any public
or nonprofit private agency or organization,
for evaluation, training of personnel, technical assistance, or research or demonstration
projects to determine more effective methods of providing any such care.
"(c) The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare may provide, in any case in
which a family 1s able to pay for part or all
of the cost of child care provided under a
project assisted under this section, for payment by the family of such fees for the care
as may be reasonable in the light of such
ability.
"SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

"SEc. 437. (a) No payments shall be made
to any State under title V, or part A or B
of this title, with respect to expenditures
for any calendar quarter beginning on or
after the date part D becomes effective wlth
respect to such State, unless it has in effect
an agreement with the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare under which it will
provide health, vocational rehabil1tation,
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counseling, social, and other supportive
services which the Secretary under regulations determines to be necessary to permit
an individual who has been registered pursuant to part D to undertake or continue
manpower training and employment under
this part.
"(b) Services under such an agTeement
shall be provided in close cooperation with
manpower training and employment services provided under this part.
"(c) The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare shall from time to time, in such
installments and on such conditions as he
deems appropriate, pay to any State With
which he has an agreement pursuant to subsection (a) up to 90 per centum of the cost
of such State of carrying out such agreement. There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year such sums as may be
necessary to carry out this section.
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beginning of clause (1), "except to the extent
(M) by striking out clause (19) and inpermitted by the Secretary,";
serting in lieu thereof the following: "(19)
(C) by striking out clause (4);
provide for arrangements to assure that there
(D) (i) by striking out "recipients and will be made a non-Federal contribution to
other persons" in clause (5) (B) and inserting the cost of manpower services, training( and
in lieu thereof "persons", and
employment and opportunities provided for
(11) by striktng out "providing services to incLividuals registered pursuant to section
applicants and recipients" in such clause and 447, in cash or kind, equal to 10 per centum
inserting in lieu thereof "providing services of such cost;";
under the plan";
(N) by striking out "aid to fam111es with
(E) by striking out clauses (7) and (8); dependent chlldren in the form of foster
(F) by striking out "aid to families with care in accordance with section 408"1n clause
dependent children" in clause (9) and insert- ( 20) and inserting in lieu thereof "payments
ing in lieu thereof "the plan";
for foster care in accordance with section
(G) by striking out clauses (10), (11), and 406";
(12);
(0) (1) by striking out "of each parent of a
(H) (i) by striking out "section 406(d)" in dependent child or children with respect to
clause (14) and inserting in lieu thereof "sec- whom aid is being provided under the State
tion 405(c) ",
plan" in clause (21) (A) and inserting 1n lieu
(ii) by striking out "for each child and thereof "of each person who is the parent of
relative who receives aid to families with a child or children with respect to whom asdependent children, and each appropriate sistance to needy families with children or
"ADVANCE FUNDING
individual (living in the same home as a foster care is being provided or 1s the spouse
"SEc. 438. (a) For the purpose of afford- relative and child receiving such aid whose of the parent of such a child or children",
ing adequate notice of funding available needs are taken into account in making the
(li) by striking out "such child or chilunder this part, appropriations for grants, determination under clause (7) ) " in such dren" in clause (21) (A) (i) and inserting 1n
contracts, or other payments with respect clause and inserting in lieu thereof "for each lieu thereof "such child or children or such
to individuals registered pursuant to sec- member of a family receiving assistance to parent",
tion 447 are authorized to be included in needy families with children, each appro(111) by striking out "such parent" each
the appropriation Act for the fiscal year priate individual (living in the same home place it appears in clause (21) (B) and inpreceding the fiscal year for which they are as such family) whose needs would be taken serting in lieu thereof "such person", and
available for obligation.
into account in determining the need of any
(iv) by striking out "section 410;" 1n
"(b) In order to effect a transition to the such member under the State plan (approved clause (2'1) (C) and inserting tn lieu thereof
advance funding method of timing appro- under this part) as in effect prior to the "section 408; and";
priation action, subsection (a) shall apply enactment of part D, and each individual who
(P) (i) by striking out "a parent" each
notwithstanding that its initial application would have been eligible to receive aid to place it appears in clause (22) and inserting
will result in enactment in the same year fam111es with dependent children under such in lieu thereof "a person",
(whether in the same appropriation Act or plan", and
(U) by striking out "a child or children of
otherwise) of two separate appropriations,
(111) by striking out "such child, relative, such parent" each place it appears 1n such
one for the then current fiscal year and one and individual" each place it appears in such clause and inserting in lieu thereof '"the
for the succeeding fiscal year.
clause and inserting in lieu thereof "such spouse or a child or children of such person",
"EVALUATION AND RESEARCH; REPORTS TO
member or individual";
CONGRESS
(111) by striking out "against such parent"
(I) by striking out clause (15) and insert"SEc. 439. (a) (1) The Secretary shall ing in lieu thereof the following: "(15) (A) in such clause and inserting 1n lieu thereof
(jointly with the Secretary of Health, Edu- provide for the development of a program, for "against such person", and
(tv) by striking out "aid is being provided
cation, and Welfare) provide for the con- appropriate members of such families and
tinuing evaluation of the manyower training such other individuals, for preventing or re- under the plan of such other State" each
and employment programs provided under ducing the incidence of births out of wedlock place it appears in such clause and inserting
this part, including their effectiveness in and otherwise strengthening family life, and in lieu thereof "assistance to needy families
achieving stated goals and their impact on for implementing such program by assuring with chlldren or foster care payments are
other related programs. The Secretary may that in all appropriate cases family planning being provided in such other State"; and
(Q) by striking out "; and (23)" and all
conduct research regarding, and demonstra- services are offered to them, but acceptance
tions of, ways to improve the effectiveness of family planning services provided under that follows and inserting in lieu thereof a
of the manpower training and employment the plan shall be voluntary on the part of period.
(2) Clauses (5), (6), (9), (13), (14), (15),
programs so provided and may also conduct such members and individuals and shall not
demonstrations of improved training tech- be a prerequisite to eligib111ty for or the (16), (17), (18), (19), (20), (21), and (22)
niques for upgrading the skllls of the working receipt of any other service under the plan; of section 402 (a) of such Act, as amended by
poor. The Secretary may, for these purposes, and (B) to the extent that services provided paragraph ( 1) of this subsection, are redescontract for independent evaluations of and under this clause or clause (8) are furnished ignated as clauses (4) through (16), respecresearch regarding such programs or in- by the staff of the State agency or the local tively.
(c) Section 402(b) of such Act is amended
dividual projects under such programs, and agency administering the State plan in each
establish a data collection, processing, and of the political subdivisions of the State, for to read as follows:
the establishment of a single organizational
"(b) The Secretary shall approve any plan
retrieval system.
"(2) There ar& authorized to be ap- unit in such State or local agency, as the case which fulfills the conditions specified in submay
be,
responsible
for
the
furnishing
of
section
(a) , except that he shall not approve
propriated such sums, not exceeding
any plan which imposes, as a condition of eli$15,000,000 for any fiscal year, as may be such services;"
(J) by striking out "aid" in clause (16) gib111ty for services under it, any residence
necessary to carry out paragraph (1).
"(b) On or before September 1 following and inserting in lieu thereof "assistance to requirement which denies services or foster
care payments with respect to any individual
each fiscal year in which part D is effective needy families with children";
(K) (i) by striking out "aid to families residing in the State."
With respect to any State(d) Section 402 of such Act is further
" ( 1) the Secretary shall report to the Con- with dependent chtldren" in clause (17(A) (i)
gress on the manpower training and employ- and inserting in lieu thereof "assistance to amended by striking out subsection (c).
needy
families
with
chtldren",
(c) ( 1) Subsection (a) of section 403 of
ment programs provided under this part in
(11) by striking out "aid" 1n clause (17) such Act (42 U.S.C. 603) is amendedsuch fiscal year, and
(A) by striking out "aid and services" and
"(2) the Secretary of Health, Education, (A) (11) and inserting in Ueu thereof "asinserting 1n lieu thereof "services" in the
and Welfare shall report to the Congress on sistance". and
(111) by striklng out "and'' at the end of matter preceding paragraph (1);
the chlld care and supportive services pro(B) by striking out paragraph (1) and invided under this part in such fiscal year.., clause (i), and adding after clause (11) the
following new clause:
serting in lieu thereof the following:
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO SERV"(111) in the case of any parent (Of a
" ( 1) an amount equal to the sum of the
ICES FOR NEEDY FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
child referred to 1n clause (11)) receiVing following proportions of the total amounts
SEc. 104. (a) Section 401 of the Social such assistance who has been deserted or expended during such quarter as payments
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601) is amended- abandoned by hls or her spouse, to secure for foster care 1n accordance with section
(!) by striking out "financial assistance support for such parent from such spouse 406and" in the first sentence; and
(or from any other person legally liable tor
.. (A) five-sixths of such expenditures, not
(2) by strtklng out "aid and" in the second such support), utillzing any reciprocal ar- counting so much of any expenditures with
sentence.
rangements adopted with other States to respect to any month as exceeds the product
(b) (1) Subsection (a) of section 402 of obtain or enforce courts orders for support. of $18 multiplied by the number of children
such Act (42 U.S.C. 602) 1s amendedand";
receiving such foster care in such month;
( A) by striking out "aid and'' tn the
(L) by strtk1ng out "clause (17) (A)" tn plus
matter preceding clause (1);
clause (18) and inserting in lieu thereof
"(B) the Federal percentage of the
(B) by inserting, before •'provide" at the "clause (11) (A)";
amount by which such expenditures exceed
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the maximum which may be counted under
subparagraph (A), not counting so much of
any expenditures with respect to any month
as exceeds the product of $100 multiplied by
the number of children receiving such foster
care for such month;";
(C) by striking out paragraph (2);
(D) (i) by striking out "in the case of any
State," in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) in paragraph (3) ,
(ii) by striking out "or relative who is receiving aid under the plan, or to any other
individual (living in the same home as such
relative and child) whose needs are taken
into account in making the determination
under clause (7) of such section" in clause
(i) of subparagraph (A) of such paragraph
and inserting in lieu thereof "receiving foster
care or any member of a family receiving assistance to needy families with children or to
any other individual (living in the same
home as such family) whose needs would be
taken into account in determining the need
of any such member under the State plan
approved under this part as in effect prior
to the enactment of part D",
(iii) by striking out "chlid or relative
who is applying for aid to families with dependent children or" in clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) of such paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof "member of a family",
(iv) by striking out "likely to become an
applicant for or recipient of such aid" in
clause (11) of subparagraph (A) of such paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof "likely
to become eligible to receive such assistance", and
(v) by striking out "(14) and (15)" each
place it appears in subparagraph (A) of such
paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof "(8)
and (9) ";
(E) by striking out all that follows "permitted" in the last sentence of such paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof "by the
Secretary; and";
(F) by striking out "in the case of any
State," in the matter preceding subparagraph
(A) in paragraph (5);
(G) by striking out "section 406 (e) " each
place it appears in paragraph ( 5) and inserting in lieu thereof "section 405 (d)"; and
(II) by striking out the sentences following paragraph ( 5) .
(2) Paragraphs (3) amd (5) of section 403
(a) of such Act, as amended by paragraph (1)
of this subsection, are redesignated as paragraphs (2) and (3), respectively.
(f) Section 403(b) of such Act is
amended(1) by striking out "(B) records showing
the number of dependent children in the
State, and (C)" in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof "and (B)"; and
(2) by striking out" (A)" in paragraph (2),
and by striking out ", and (B)" and all that
follows in such paragraph and inserting in
lieu thereof a period.
(g) Section 404 of such Act (42 ·U.S.a.
604) is amended(1) by striking out "(a) In the case of any
State plan for aid and services" and inserting in lieu thereof "In the case of any State
plan for services"; and
(2) by striking out subsection (b).
(h) Section 405 of such Act (42 u.s.a.
605) is repealed.
(i) Section 406 of such Act (42 u.s.a.
606) is redesignated as section 405, and as
so redesignated is amended(1) by striking out subsections (a) and
(b) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(a) The term 'child' means a child as defined in section 445(b).
"(b) The term 'needy families with children' means families who are receiving benefits under part D and who would be eligible
to receive aid to families with dependent
children, under a State plan (approved under this part) as in effect prior to the enactment of part D, if the State plan had

continued in effect and if it included assistance to dependent children of unemployed fathers pursuant to section 407 as it
was in effect prior to such enactment; and
'assistance to needy families with children'
means benefits under such part D, paid to
such families.";
(2) by striking out subsection (c) and
redesignating subsections (d) and (e) as
subsections (c) and (d), respectively;
(3) (A) by striking out "living with any
of the relatives specified in subsection (a)
( 1) in a place of residence maintained by one
or more of such relatives as his or their own
home" in paragraph (1) of subsection (d)
as so redesignated and inserti.ng in lieu
thereof "a member of a family (as defined
in section 445(a)) ",and
(B) by striking out "because such child or
relative refused" and inserting in lieu thereof "because such child or another member of
::;uch family refused".
(j) Section 407 of such Act (42 u.s.a. 607)
is repealed.
(k) Section 408 of such Act (42 u.s.a. 608)
is redesignated as section 406, and as so redesignated is amended(1) by striking out everything (including
the heading) which precedes paragraph ( 1)
of subsection (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
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(as so redesignated) and inserting in lieu
thereof "paragraph (e) ( 2) " and "section 403
(a) (2)" respectively;
(5) by striking out "aid" in subsection (d)
(as so redesignated) and inserting in lieu
thereof "services";
(6) by striking out "relative specified in
section 406 (a) " in subsection (e) ( 1) (as so
redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereof
"family (as defined in section 445(a)) ";
and
(7) by striking out "522" and "part 3 of
title V" in subsection (e) (2) (as so redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereOf "422"
and "part B of this title", respectively.
(1) (1) Section 409 of such Act (42 u.s.a.
609) is repealed.
(m) Section 410 of such Act (42 U.S.C.
610) is redesignated as section 407; and subsection (a) of such section (as so redesignated) is amended by striking out "section
402 (a) ( 21) " and inserting in lieu thereof
"section 402(a.) (15) ".
(n) (1) Section 422(a) (1) (A) of such Act
is amended by striking out "section 402(a)
( 15) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section
402(a) (9) ".
(2) Section 422(a) (1) (B) of such Act is
amended by striking out "provided for dependent children" and inserting in lieu
thereof "provided with respect to needy fami"FOSTER CARE
lies with children".
"SEC. 406. For purposes of this part-(o) References in any law, regulation,
" (a) 'foster care' shall include only foster State plan, or other document to any provicare which is provided in behalf of a child sion of part A of title IV of the Social Secu( 1) who would, except for his removal from rity Act which is redesignated by this secthe home of a family as a result of a judicial tion shall (from and after the effective date
determination to the effect that continuation of the amendments made by this Act) be
therein would be contrary to his welfare, be considered to be references to such provision
a member of such family receiving assistance as so redesignated.
to needy families with children, (2) whose
CHANGES IN HEADINGS
placement and care are the responsibility of
(A) the State or local agency administering
SEc. 104. (a) The heading of title IV of
the State plan approved under section 402, or the Soctal Security Act ( 42 u.s.a. 601, et
(B) any other public agency with whom the seq.) is amended to read as follows:
State agency administering or supervising "TITLE IV-NATIONAL FAIR MINIMUM
the administration of such State plan has
INCOME PLAN AND MEDICAL ASSISTmade an agreement which is still in effect
ANCE FOR AGED, BLIND, SEVERELY
and which includes provision for assuring
DISABLED PERSONS, FOR COUPLES AND
development of a plan, satisfactory to such
FOR FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN, WORK
State agency, for such child as provided in
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS, AND GRANTS
paragraph (c) ( 1) and such other provisions
TO STATES FOR FAMILY AND CHILD
as may be necessary to assure accomplishWELFARE SERVICES."
ment of the objectives of the State plan ap(b) The heading of part A of such title
proved under section 402, (3) who has been
placed in a foster family home or child-care IV is amended to read as follows:
institution as a result of such determination, "PART A--sERVICES TO NEEDY FAMn.IES WITH
CHILDREN"
and (4) who (A) received assistance to needy
fam1lies with children in or for the month TITLE II-MISCELLANEOUS CONFORMING
in whioh court proceedings leading to such
AMENDMENTS
determination were initiated, or (B) would "REPEAL OF TITLES I, X, XIV, XVI, AND XIX AND
have received such assistance to needy famOTHER INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS OF THE SOilies with children in or for such month if
CIAL SECURITY ACT
application had been made therefor, or (C)
"SEC. 201. Titles I, X, XIV, XVI, and
in the case of a child who had been a member of a family (as defined in section 445 (a) ) XIX of the Social Security Act (42 u.s.a.
within six months prior to the month in 301, et seq., 120, et seq., 1351, et seq., 1381,
which such proceedings were initiated, would et seq.) and such other provisions of such
have received such assistance in or for such Act which are inconsistent or in conflict
month if in such month he had been a mem- with the provisions of this Act are hereby
ber of (and removed from the home of) such repealed.
a family and application had been made ADDITIONAL DISREGARDING OF INCOME OF OASDI
therefor;
RECIPIENTS IN DETERMINING BENEFITS TO THE
"(b) 'foster care' shall, however, include
AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED PERSONS, COUthe care described in paragraph (a) only
PLES, AND FAMTI..IES
if it is provided-";
SEC. 202. Section 1007 of the Social Security
(2) (A) by striking · out "'aid to families Amendments of 1969 is amended by striking
with dependent children'" in subsection out "and before July 1970".
(b) (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "foster
TRANSITION PROVISION RELATING TO OVERcare" ,
PAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS
(B) by striking out "such foster care" in
such subsection and inserting in lieu thereof
SEC. 203. In the case of any State which
"foster care", and
has a State plan approved under title I, X,
(C) by ~>triking out the period at the end XIV, XVI or XIX of the Social Security Act
of such subsection and inserting in lieu as in effect prior to the enactment of this
section, any overpayment or underpayment
thereof "; and";
(3) by striking out subsection (c) andre- which the Secretary determined was made to
designating subsections (d), (e), and (f) as such State under section 3, 1003, 1403, 1603,
subsections (c), (d), and (e), respectively; or 1903 of such Act with respect to a period
(4) by striking out "paragraph (f) (2)" before July 1, 1971, and with respect to which
and "section 403(a) (3)" in subse<:tion (c) adJustment has not already been made under
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subsection (b) of such section 3, 1003, 1403,
1603, or 1903, shall for purposes of parts A
and B of title IV, as amended by this Act,
be considered an overpayment or underpayment (as the case may be) under such parts
as herein amended.

" ( 1) With respect to Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, or Guam, the amounts to be
used shall bear the same relation to the
amounts specified in said sections as the per
capita incomes of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, respectively, bear to the
per capita income of that one of the fifty
AMENDMENT OF SECTION 228 (D)
which has the lowest per capital inSEC. 204. Section 228{d) {1) of the Social States
come; except that in no case may the
Security Act is amended by striking out "I, X, amounts so used exceed such amounts speXIV, XVI or XIX," and by striking out "part cified and such amounts shall be rounded to
A" and inserting in lieu thereof "receives the
nearest dollar or fifty dollars, as the case
payments with respect to such month pur- maybe.
suant to part D".
"(2) (A) The amounts to be used under
AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI
such sections in Puerto Rico, the Virgin IsSEc. 205. Title XI of the Social Security Act lands, and Guam shall be promulgated by
the Secretary between April 1 and June 30
is amendedof each year, on the basis of the average per
( 1) by striking out "I " "X " "XIV "
"XVI,", and "XIX," in seclfon I1in (a) (1,); capita income of each State and of the United
(2) by striking out "I,X,XIV,XVI and States for the most recent calendar year for
which satisfactory data are available from the
XIX" in section 1106(C) (1) {A);
(3) (A) by striking out "titles I,x,xrv, Department of Commerce. Such promulgation shall be effective for each fiscal year beand XVI" in section 1108(a).
(B) by striking out "section 402(a) (19)" ginning July 1 next succeeding such promulin section 1108 (b) and inserting in lieu gation.
thereof "part A of title IV";
"(B) The term 'United States', for pur(4) by striking out the text of section 1109 poses of subparagraph (A) only, means the
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: fifty States and the District CYf Columbia.
"SEC. 1109. Any amount which is disregard"(3) If the amounts which would othered (or set aside for future needs) in deter- wise be promulgated for any fiscal year for
mining eligib1lity for an amount of costs for any of the three States referred to in paraservices for any individual under a State plan graph ( 1) would be lower than the amounts
approved under part A of title IV shall not promulgated for such State for the immebe taken into consideration in determining diately preceding period, the amounts for
the eligibility for and amount of aid or assist- such fiscal year shall be increased to the exance for any other individual under any other tent CYf the difference; and the amounts so
part of said title."
increased shall be the 8illlounts promulgated
(5) (A) by striking out "title I, X, XIV, for such year."
and XVI C1f this Act, and" in section 1111, and
MEANING OF SECRETARY AND FISCAL YEAR
(B) by striking out "part A" in such secSEc. 303. As used in this Act and in the
tion and inserting in lieu thereof "part D";
(6) (A) by striking out "title I, X, XIV, amendments made by this Act, the term
XVI, XIX of this Act" in the matter preced- "Secretary" means, unless the context otherwise requires, the Secretary of Health, Eduing clause (a) in section 1115.
(B) by striking out "of section 2, 402, 1002, cation, and Welfare; and the term "fiscal
1402, 1602, or 1902,"in clause (a) of such sec- year" means a period beginning w1th any July
tion and inserting in lieu thereof "of or pur- and ending with the close of the following
June 30.
suant to section 402," and
(C) by striking out "3, 403, 1003, 1403,
1603, or 1903," in clause (b) of such section
YOUTH SPEAKS OUT
and inserting in lieu thereof "403,";
(7) (A) by striking out "title I, X, XIV,
(Mr. PEPPER asked and was given
XVI, or XIX of this Act," in subsections (a) permission to extend his remarks at this
(1), (b), and {d) of section 1116, and
(B) by striking out "4, 404, 1004, 1404, point in the RECORD and to include ex1604, or 1904,'' in subsection (a) (3) of such traneous matter.)
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, the youth
section and inserting in lieu thereof "404,";
(8) by repealing section 1118;
leaders of today are speaking out in mov(9) (A) by striking out "titles I, X, XIV, ing words of their concerns, their fears,
or XVI," in section 1119,
and their hopes. We need today to open
(B) by striking out "part A" in such sec- our ears to what youth is saying. First,
tion and inserting in lieu thereCYf "services so they will feel that we are willing to
under a State plan approved under part A,"
listen, and second, so that we can evaluand
(C) by striking out "3(a), 403(a), 10031(a), ate what they say and that which we be1403(a), or 1603(a.)" in such section and in- lieve to be good, support and help them
to achieve. One of the brilliant, young
serting in lieu thereof "400 (a)"; and
(10) by striking out section 1121.
leaders of Florida is Michael Abrams,
AMENDMENTS TO TITLE

XVIII

SEc. 206. Title XVIII of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out section
1843.
TITLE III-GENERAL
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 301. The amendments and repeals
made by this Act shall become effective, and
section 9 of the Act of April 19, 1950 (25
U.S.C. 639), is repealed effective, on July 1,
1971; except that section 436 of the Social
Security Act, as amended by this Act, shall
be effective upon the enactment of this Act.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR PUERTO RICO,
THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND GUAM

SEc. 302. Section 1108 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
" (e) ( 1) In applying the provisions of sections 442 (a), (·b ), (c), and (e), and 443(b)
(2) and (6)-

president of the Young Democrats Clubs
of Florida. He spoke on March 9, 1971,
before one of the valued forums of Florida, the Tiger Bay Club of Miami, and
what he said I think we should hear and
consider. I include, Mr. Speaker, the address of Michael Abrams before the
Tiger Bay Club on March 9 in the RECORD
following my remarks:
REMARKS BY MICHAEL ABRAMS

Gentlemen, It is a great pleasure for me
to speak before Tiger Bay again. The last
time I spoke here was two years ago when I
was president of student governxnent; and
it I had known then what I know now about
Tiger Bay, I probably would have been more
nervous than I was at the time.
Two years ago I spoke about student unrest, and demonstrations over the war, the
plight of the ghetto and the need for university reform. Now in 1971, although the
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killing in Viet Nam still goes on and the other
problems still exist, student demonstrations
are few and far between, and youth involvement in the political process has diminished
considerably. Cynicism has replaced hope,
and I contend this type of atmosphere is
very dangerous for the country. It robs the
country of youthful imagination and can
very well lead us to a sterility of thought
comparable to the silent generation of the
1950's. This cynicism of politics transcends
all age groups. I think and hope this alienated feeling among youth is a temporary one
that has arisen for several reasons:
1. The failure of the Youth Movement of
1968 to make any impact on the determination of the nominee at Chicago.
2. The duplicity of our actions in South
East Asia.
3. The wholesale slaughter of students at
such places as Kent State and Jackson State.
4. The intimidation of legitimate dissent
by Spiro Agnew and the political right.
These are the obstacles we are trying to
overcome in the Young Democrats. In this
regard, we are receiving some help from the
new members of the Cabinet. Secretary
Stone and Attorney General Shevin's directives to register 18-year-olds have helped us
overcome the obstinacies of many of the supervisors of elections in the State. Treasurer
O'Malley is visiting the campuses of the
State and making himself readily available
to young people. This attitude shows young
people that there is a willingness on the
part of some of our ofllceholders to hear their
views. We need more of our Democrats to
bring governxnent to the people.
On a more local level, the Young Democrats
more than ever before have been issueoriented and involved in some of the social
-problems of the State. As you probably know,
we led the fight here in Dade County for
the mobile homeowners to receive leases
from the park owners. Employing a tactic of
college students, we had the mobile homeowners picketing some of the parks and now
they have been given leases where they
weren't previously. In St. Peterburg, we
raised over one thousand dollars worth of
supplies for a medical clinic serving the
black area. This type of activity has broadened our appeal immensely.
The Young Democrats aLso have some
specific concerns th.a t involve the legislative
areas. We feel, as Ramsey C'lark does, that
certain laws that affect individual responsibility must be changed. For instance, we
would favor a no-fault divorce law and
legalized abortion. Abortion should be a matter between the doctor and a woman, and I
don't believe any of us can make a moral
judgment on it for somebody else.
·
We would also favor complete reform of
the marijuana laws. Richard Rundell's Drug
Research Foundation estimates that over
52,000 college students in Florida have tried
marijuana and I dare say, a sizeable portion
of our nonstudent population have also tried
it. In addition, there is not any conclusive
medical evidence that marijuana 1s harmful. It is just unrealistic to make usage of
marijuana a felony. I think it's time to rid
ourselves of our biases and face the truth
about this matter.
We also agree with speaker Pettigrew that
Florida should have a presidential preference primary in the early part of 1972. The
fact that the legislature has not yet voted
to put the corporate tax on the ballot before
1972, shows disregard on the part of some
legislators of the mandate Governor Askew
received in November.
There are three btlls in the House that
affect the treasurer's ofllce. One calls for the
Department of Insurance to be transferred
to the Department of Business Regulation
(FLEECE), the second would establish a six
m.em.ber insurance com.m.Ission (Singleton),
and the third transfers financial responsib111ty to the Department of Highway Safety
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(Singleton and Gustafson) . The young Democrats of Florida have publlcaHy come out
against any division of the department and
have stated that we favor no-fault insurance. Once again, we feel any contrary action would deny the mandate the treasurer
received in November, and we think the best
chance the publlc has for insurance reform
is keeping the jurisdiction under an elected
official who must be responsible to the people in order to stay in oftice.
Finally, I would like to spend a few moments on a subject that threatens all of us
every day, and that is violence in our society.
Sometimes, I think that we have accepted
violence as a way of life in this country or
at best, all we can do is scream. about law
and order. It seems to me there are three
kinds of violence:
1. Physical violence: The violence one individual, or group, or nation physically imposes on another.
2. Institutional violence: The violence
caused by the indifference of our institutions
to the needs of the people and
3. Rlhetorical violence: Violence caused by
inflammatory rhetoric or derogatory labels.
I believe that institutional violence and
rhetorical violence have been the direct cause
of much of the physical violence in our
society.
If we can deal with these two types of
violence realistically, then the rate of violence in our society would diminish drastically.
Let's examine some forms C1! institutional
violence today, for example, the pllght of the
migrant workers, the poor rural whites and
the blacks in the urban ghettos are living
proof that our institutions are not being
responsive enough. After all, what can a man
who goes to bed hungry and fears being bitten by rats in his sleep think? How long can
he be expected to cheer the American flag?
How long will he look to h1s :>wn Nation
with respect and love. And how long will
it be before he is driven to commit an act
of violence? The answer is not very long.
It's really a question of priorities. For, as
long as winning the war in Vietnam or going
to the moon is more important than meeting
the human needs of our people, the violence
at home is going to continue to go on and
on and on.
Now, about rhetorical violence. I think
politicians are the most guilty party of this.
In the 1970 elections we saw constant examples of politicians playing on the prejudices and fears of people--attacks on the
youth, minority groups and the press. This
type of leadership only adds to the divisiveness and hate in the country. We saw this
continual negativism on the part of the Republicans here in Florida, to the point where
they were even trying to pit north Floridians
against south Floridians. It almost borders
a form of insanity. We rejected it in Florida
in 1970 and I hope the country rejects it in
1972.
Sometime or another, I suppose we are all
guilty of using words that connotate division . . . words like red-neck, hippie, war
monger, draft dodger, establishment, and
drop-out. Even the word "hard hat" has become a symbol of political ideology.
It used to be political scientists talked
about a political spectrum and could identify
people ideologically by describing them as
conservative, liberal, moderately conservative, middle-of-the-road, et cetera.
But these once merely descriptive terms
have become inflammatory labels, now we
tend to label people as ultraliberal or radiclib or ultra conservative.
More and more . . . we no longer have a
respectable political spectrum . . . we are
increasingly arriving at a polarization of inflammatory labels.
If we can all make an effort at being more

tolerant, the hate will decrease and the violence with it. If we can do this and if our
institutions become more responsive . . .
then Carl Sandberg will be right when he
said:
"I see America, not in the setting sun of a
black night of despair ahead of us. I see
America in the crimson light of a rising sun,
fresh from the burning, creative hand of God.
I see great days ahead, great days possible to
men and women of will and vision."

CRIME AND CRIMINAL .JUSTICE
(Mr. PEPPER asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Speaker, a few days
ago before the Democratic national
policy committee, Mr. James F. Ahern,
former police commissioner of New
Haven, Conn., and one of the outstanding authorities on crime in the Nation,
delivered a very able and comprehensive
address on the problem of crime in the
country. I commend Mr. Ahern's excellent address to my colleagues. Mr.
Speaker, it appears following my comments in the RECORD:
STATEMENT OF JAMES

F.

AHERN

Mr. Chairman, members of the Polley
Council, I am pleased to have the opportunity to discuss the important issues of
crime and criminal justice with you. Law
and order and crime in the streets have been
major partisan issues in the United States in
recent years. Now, however, irrational public
passion about crime appears to have decreased somewhat. This Committee's drawing on professionals in this area seems to reflect a more thoughtful effort to deal with
the problems of crime than has been shown
by other political groups in the past. With
this new attitude, it should be possible to
show the public that a patchwork of repression and pork barrel is not an effective
solution to the problems of crime and the
criminal justice system. Today also, a
realistic possiblllty for the opposition party
is to put forward affirmative alternatives
sufficiently specific and cogent to demonstrate existing fuzzy thinking and poUtical
expediency.
The problem of crime as most people understand it actually incorporates three separate problems: street crime, drugs, and organized crime. As well as combining these
different areas into one nebulous topic, much
discussion of this field has also included
campus unrest, civil disorders and the fair
treatment of suspected offenders. The result becomes a confusing swirl of divergent
though related issues. If the Democratic Party
wants to put forward a platform that deals
realistically with the problems of crime, it
must analyze street crime, drugs and organized crime separately.
Street crime is a national issue because
it affects the majority of Americans. Although
the victims of this kind of crime are relatively few, the fear of it in both urban and
suburban life is pervasive. Even though organized crime, white collar crime, and other
criminal activity ultimately hurt people to a
greater extent, it is direct physical and emotional involvement the average individual
fears.
Violent street crimes are committed by
a small proportion of the criminal population. Muggings, robberies and rapes are
typically the offenses of alienated young men.
Relatively few in number, and derived from
the urban poor, these young men often have
problems with unemployment, drugs and ra-
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cial or ethnic discrimination. Without the
support of a responsive educational system,
or positive community or peer groups, city
teenagers often fall into this antisocial pattern of crime. The inadequacies of the criminal justice system and the absence of successful rehabilitation forces these young people into recidivism and an ongoing career of
street crime.
Besides dealing with the fear of potential
victims and with the social and psychological
problems of youthful offenders, a successful
attack on street crime must include improved
techniques of apprehension and deterrence.
Existing measures have involved principally
intensified patrol by uniformed police officers. However, this approach is largely ineffectual since protection is limited to the
area in which the police officer is actually
present and it remains easy for the offender
to avoid the police. Occasional experiments
with more sophisticated techniques have
not been widely adopted.
The failure to promote new methods of
apprehension is typical of present approaches
to street crime. The principal federal effort
in this area consists of channeling large
dollar amounts to local police departments.
However, the municipal pollee departments
lack the expertise and initiative to make
meaningful use of these new resourcec;. Police chiefs have often found it easter to invest federal funds in helicopters and radio
voice scramblers than in programs involving substantial changes in methods of operation. Washington has done little to re·
verse this trend.
In addition to this mostly wasted financial assistance to local pollee departments,
the principal proposal from Washington to
deal with street crime has been preventive
detention. Many other observers have indicated the fundamental threat to civil liberties posed by this practice. I wish to add that
it seems unlikely to do very much to decrease the occurence of street crime. A more
adequate approach to the problem of crimes
committed by persons awaiting trial would
be to upgrade the efficiency and integrity of
the criminal courts. The provision of speedy
trials, as provided by our constitution, would
have a far greater effect than would preventive detention.
No program will significantly alter the
recidivist profile of street crime offenders
until we have done something to halt therevolving door system of justice dispensed today in our courts. Until we can truly promise
our citizens a fair trial we wlll continue to
alienate and, ultimately, further criminalize
them. I suggest that anyone who wishes to
see first hand how inhumane and brutal our
court system can be spend a day in any municipal court in the United States. Justice
cannot be delivered at four cases a minute.
The changes required are very basic ones.
The plea bargaining process must be removed from the back rooms of our courthouses and displayed to the public where
they can observe its practice and insure that
it is not only the well-connected that PScape without punishment. Full-time prosecutors must be provided whose loyalt,y would
be to the cause of justice rather than their
private practice. Full-tJme defense attorneys
must be provided those defendants who cannot afford private counsel. Courts must remain in session more often and for longer
hours. And the selection process for judges
and prosecutors must be removed from the
political spoils system. Only with changes
such as these will the court system begin to
function in a manner that would restore respect for the courts and for the law in the
citizens of our country.
Other proposals to cope with street crime
must lessen in our citizens the fear of violent attack. One approach to thls task stresses
more effective city planning, such as 1m-
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proved street lighting and the mixture of
residential and commercial areas. Another
approach would be to institute a program of
compensation for victims of serious crime.
Such a program would be particularly appropriate since so many of the people attacked
on the streets are elderly or poor and cannot
absorb the loss of property, medical costs or
time away from work that so often results.
Any significant strategy for dealing with
violent street crime must include the upgrading of our juvenile justice system. From
their enlightened origins several decades ago,
the juvenlle courts and detention fac111ties
have deteriorated to the point where they
promote rather than combat juvenile delinquency. If the juvenile delinquent is to
be helped, greatly augmented and coordinated
services must be avallable. Full time psychiatrists and psychologists must be provided our juvenile courts. Social and medical
agencies must be funded at a level that would
permit them to expand both their staffs and
the hours that they work. Pollee departments
must be encouraged, and LEAA funding is
one method to do so, to staff their youth divisions with case workers as well as police
officers. Unless the pollee and juvenile court
can offer the teenage offender meaningful alternatives to the street or reformatory, he
is likely to continue and escalate his criminal career. I am convinced that unless we
develop such alternatives, the frustrations
facing much of our youth will continue to
erupt into street crime.
A fourth component in a national program
to cope with street crime must be the encouragement of new policies on the part
of local police. Mere financial support, as provided under the Safe Streets Act of 1968, has
proved inadequate. The Federal Government
must take the initiative in fostering new
ideas and promoting those programs which
have proved successful in the more experimental police departments.
A major step in this direction would be the
creation of a national institute of police
standards. The institute would direct federally supported experimentation in law enforcement and draft and distribute a set of
voluntary standards in such areas as police
recruitment, training, operating procedures,
organizational design, conduct and ethics.
Such a professional organization is needed to
provide leadership and guidance to the
thousands of police departments in the country. Through the institute's leadership, great
operational improvements could be accomplished.
One cannot discuss street crime without
facing the problem of drug abuse that has
came ·t o permeate Amer.ican life. Hundreds
of thousands of Americans are now addicted
to heroin. Literally millions more are affected
by the crimes addicts commit.
Measured against the extent of the drug
problem today, and the degree of public
concern about it, Federal effects in the drug
area have been grossly inadequate and disjointed. The one major Federal initiative in
the drug area, Project Intercept, sought to
halt the flow of a drug, marijuana, for which
no harmful medical effects have yet been
proved. And it sought to do so through
extraordinary customs search procedures at
the Mexican border. It is difficult to understand, with the serious heroin problem facing this Nation, why the Federal Government
chose to concentrate its effects on marijuana.
Beyond Project Intercept, recent Federal
efforts at combatting drug trafficking have
been largely confined to legal gimmickery.
No-knock searches, for example, constitute a
serious erosion of civil liberties without any
substantial benefit in obtaining evidence in
drug cases. Many searches in drug cases hnve
always been conducted without a warning

knock or with only the most perfunctory
one. The new law seems far more likely to
invade our privacy than to further the fight
against drugs. In much the same way, the
stiffer penalties for drug selling recently
enacted by Congress are unlikely to have
much significance so long as drug dealers
are rarely apprehended.
By contrast, Federal support for research
and treatment in the drug area has always
been limited. At a time when LEAA funds
are often being squandered, money for medical programs concerned with drugs has remained very scarce.
In order to move beyond the present ineffectual Federal role in dealing with the
drug crisis, I would suggest a four pronged
at'·ack on the problem.
First, all Federal activity In the narcotics
area must be coordinated. At present, each
Federal agency pursues its own frequently
contradictory objectives from its own perspectives with communication often occurring only, if at all, at the Cabinet level. A
single Federal agency should be created to
asume responsibility for all the various
drug programs now scattered throughout the
Federal bureacracy. Only by this means could
a coherent national policy on drugs be developed and implemented.
Second, the Federal Government should
mount a massive basic medical research
program into the causes, cure and rehabilitation of narcotics addicts. While a medical
cure will not solve the problems that influenced the addict to retreat into a life of
drugs, it wm be a powerful tool in aiding
the addict and in diminishing the societal
harm he inflicts. If we were able to solve
the polio problem in the 1950's, and if we
can today talk about a major national effort
to develop a cure for cancer, surely it is time
to begin a similar campaign to develop a
cure for narcotics addiction. The resources
are available in the medical centers of this
country, it is up to us to provide them with
the funds necessary to use those resources.
Third, until a cure for narcotics addiction
is found, the Federal Government must intensify its support of current rehabiUtative
efforts such as methadone maintenance,
Synanon and Daytop Village. There is no excuse for forcing an addict to walk the streets,
and steal to support his habit, because there
is no space for him in a rehabilitation program.
Fourth, Federal law enforcement agencies
must undertake an intensive effort to stop
the flow of narcotic::; into this country. All
the available eVidence indicates that the illegal entry of heroin into this country is
heavily concentrated in the port of New
York. If Federal law enforcement agencies
can find the manpower for project Intercept,
or could overnight create an entire police
force to prevent airline skyjackings, surely
they should be able to assemble an adequate
task force to saturate the port of New York.
The link between narcotics marketing and
organized crime has long been clear. The
importation and wholesale distribution of
drugs is only one of many ways in which
organized crime has penetrated the fabric of
American life. Organized criminal groups
also operate extensive vice networks and
dominate many seemingly legitimate businesses and labor unions. And often they conduct their business with near impunity
shielded by corrupt public officials and by
public apathy.
As in other areas of the crime problem, recent Federal action has been based more on
gimmicks than on substantial enforcement
efforts. r speak, of course, of wiretapping.
While wiretapping is an effective method of
eroding our constitutional liberties and
harassing political radicals, it has proved of
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little ut1lity against organized crime. The
knowledgeable organized criminal can easily
avoid incrlmlnating use of tapped telephones.
Moreover, the extraordinary cost involved in
monitoring telephone conversations diverts
economic resources from the basic enforcement efforts against organized crime.
The most useful FederaJ. effort against organized crime in recent years has been the
task forces created by former Attorney General Ramsey Clark. The task forces represent
a coordinated approach by a number of law
enforcement agencies and have had some
success in exposing and prosecuting leading
organized criminal figures and their accomplices in high public office. The Federal
Government must add to these strike forces
State and local law enforcement agencies
before they will be able to realize their
potential in combatting organized crime.
The problem of organized crime cannot be
separated from that of political and governmental corruption. The recently successful
investigation in Newark, New Jersey is a
good indication of how intimately connected
are organized crime and politics. And Newark
is unique in this country only because its
corruption and organized criminal activity
was publicly uncovered. I believe that the
problem has become so serious that it is time
to create a separate agency within the department of justice whose sole function
would be the exposure and prosecution of
this intertWined net of organized crime and
corruption. When the citizens of this country
lose faith in the honesty and integrity of
their leaders, and the ability of their law
enforcement agencies to halt overt criminal
activity, the continued viabiUty of our country faces a serious threat.
By focusing on the three key issues of
street crime, drugs and organized crime, the
Democratic party would be able to move
beyond the appeal to fear and anger that has
dominated political discussion of crime in
recent years. In view of the critical need to
begin to grapple with the reaJ problems in
this field, I hope the party wm seize the
opportunity.

A TIME CERTAIN
<Mr. MONAGAN asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Speaker, the war
in Southeast Asia has already exacted
too heavy a toll of American lives. It
has created conditions of national discord of great virulence, and it is costing
billions of dollars that could be applied
effectively to other and more humane
purposes.
We have had some temporary declines
in our casualty lists, but our total losses
continue to mount and the determination that this war should not go on
interminably must be expressed and the
Congress must make its position clear.
The facts revealed in the Mylai case
underscore the brutalizing effects of
warfare. They should motivate all of us
to work, not only to conclude this particular war, but also to make every effort
to bring about international arms reduction and to reach aceords which will
limit the possibility of future wars.
I supported the position of the majority of the Democratic caucus, including the Dent amendment which
strengthened the Bolling substitute. Although not mandating an immediate end
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to the war or a cutting off of appropriations at this moment, nevertheless the
caucus has agreed that the Congress
should work toward a termination of
the war within a specific period of time.
Its actual language isThat the House of Representatives should
work to end the United States miUtary involvement in Indochina and to bring about
the release of all prisoners during the 92nd
Congress.

This does mark a change in publlc
congressional positions on the war and
I supported this action because I believe
that it is incumbent upon Members of
Congress to express the growing national
revulsion against the war and the overwhelming desire of our people to have it
terminated.
This revulsion was evidenced in a recent public opinion poll which I conducted in my district. In the priority
ranking of national problems the war in
Vietnam ranked second only to that of
critical inflation and unemployment. Of
5,777 who responded, 1,716 identified the
Vietnam con:fiict as the Nation's principal problem. Of 8, 700 responses to the
question: Do you favor immediate unilateral withdrawal of American troops from
Vietnam ?-4,352 said yes and 4,130 said
no. Thus to this extreme statement of
position there was an evenly divided answer representing a significant change in
favor of withdrawal since my last poll.
I have supported this resolution after
serious deliberation and in the knowledge
that any reference to a specific date is
highly controversial. However, there is
no controversy over the fact that every
American wants our servicemen returned
and our prisoners of war released without delay and it is this objective to which
the caucus has sought to give effect.
FRANK JAMES WAS QUIET AND
STUDIOUS
<Mr. RANDALL asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Speaker, one of our
constituents, Elizabeth Rogers Jones, of
Independence, Mo., is a long-time friend
for whom I have the highest respect and
great affection.
It has recently come to my attention
that she is the winner of the Missouri
Press Women's writing contest. It should
.be remembered that the Missouri Press
Women are affiliated with the National
Press Women, Inc.
In a recent letter from the contest
chairman, Jane Byrd, Mrs. Jones was advised that she had. placed second among
the authors of feature stories in newspapers of 100,000 or more circulation.
There will be a presentation of awards at
the spring meeting of the Missouri Press
Women in Columbia. For those of my
colleagues who may not be fully advised,
Columbia, Mo., is the home of the University of Missouri and the seat of its
world famous University of Missouri
School of Journalism.

Mrs. Jones deserves the warmest congratulations from her fellow members of
the Missouri Press Women and the members of the National Federation of Press
Women.
·
The winning featw·e story is centered
around the life of Frank James, brother
of the quick tempered Jesse James and
one of the associates of the Youngers who
were participants in a kind of guerrilla
warfare which was waged in western Missouri during the years of the War Between the States. These guerrillas were
pro-Confederate and famous or infamous, were known as Bushwackers.
Betty Jones, in my opinion, does a
scholarly job of describing Frank James
as a kind of bookworm who could recite
from memory passages from Shakespeare. We must remember that this same
man who carried books in his saddlebag.
He was a man who had the capability at
the same time to disrupt t..l'le enemy's
communications and to capture Union
supplies. This same Frank James, who
could quote from Macbeth, was a man
who served as one of Capt. Charles
Quantrill's own guerrilla recruits. Every
one of these men all under 25 years old
were dead shots and mounted on splendid
fast horses.
The winning feature story is so well
written, so inter-esting, and so informative that when it came to my attention I
thought it should be shared with my colleagues in the House and to become a
part Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD in
order that it would be preserved in ow·
archives.
It is my privilege to now read for the
RECORD the winning feature story as it
appeared in the Kansas City Times, a
newspaper in Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK JAMES WAS QUIET AND STUDIOUS

(By Elizabeth R. Jones)
Baird Liggett of Blue Springs, 80 years old
and active, remembers seeing Frank James,
the Shakespeare-quoting bandit, at a picnic
and reunion on the Judge S. L. Luttrell farm
back in the 1890s when he was ten years old.
"The clearing had been cut between a
grove of large oaks," he said, "and a platform
built for the town fathers, leading citizens
and Confederate veterans to sit on. They
were waiting for the festiVities to begin when
Frank James slipped up on the platform and
poured water into a glass for the speaker,
a close friend of his. It was a hot day in
August."
·
As Baird Liggett talked, these men, famous
or infamous, rode across the pages of Eastern
Jackson County history once again.
"I remember the day well,'' Liggett went
on. "Frank James was a medium-sized, thin,
handsome and slightly stooped man and well
dressed; Being just a kid, I was afraid of him.
He had· a large head with a more prominent
high forehead than most people. To me it
seemed to slope back."
BOOK WORM

All his life Frank was quiet and studious,
not quick-tempered like his brother Jesse.
He had a scanty education but was a "book
worm" and carried in his saddle bags his
favorite books. No matter where he was, in a
Rebel camp, a. well-supplied, hidden Bushwhackers cave or in a pro-Southern friend's
home he studied the classics and read
Ingersoll.
Capt. Harrison Trowe, in his history,

·"Guerrilla Warfare in the Missouri and
Kansas Border, 1861 to 1865," relates that
Frank'.could recite by memory almost all of
Shakespeare's "Richard the Second"-his
favorite.
"You see how I know about the Jamses
and the Bushwhackers," Liggett explained,
m y great uncles, James and John Lit tle, were
Bushwhackers and rode with the James boys,
Cole Younger and Quantrill. They married
my grandfather's sisters, the Liggett girls,
a nd I learned from them the daring exploits
of t he pro-Confederate armed resistance to
the Union troops stationed in Missouri, and
Kansas Jayhawker's raids across the border.
Because of the strong feelings of Southern
sympathizers against what they called t he
"hated abolitionist" in Kansas the entire
state of Missouri was almost thrown into
anarchy.
The border warfare began in earnest in
1861. Capt. Charles Quant rill and his young
guerrilla recruits (all under 25) were dead
shots and were mounted on splendid horses.
They began to retaliate against the tactics
of t he Union Kansas leaders--Montgomery,
Lane and Jennson-partly for protection and
partly for revenge.
Frank James fought under the black flag
of Quantrill and under the Re'b el flag of Gen.
Jo Shelby.
Some Bushwhackers were spies for the
Confederacy. Others were farmers who fought
for the Sout h between planting and harvesting and prot ected and fed their comrades.
As an armed force, not more than 250 at a
time, the Bushwha~kers hid behind patches
of hazel bushes, thick undergrowth and culverts along the roadsides where unsuspecting
Union cavalrymen and marching soldiers
t raveled. They harassed and disrupted the
enemies communications, looting and capturing Union supplies and then disappeared
like vapor on their fast horses into the tall,
heavy t imber nearby.
At the beginning of t he CiVil War, Frank
"joined up" with Gen. sterling Price's Confederate army. He was 18 years old. The
Jameses owned no slaves but were hotheaded Kentucky secessionists, especially
Zerelda James Samuels, t he James boys'
mother.
In the battle of Wilson creek in South
Missouri, Frank had his first encount er with
the enemy. He was capt ured and brought
back and imprisoned in t he Liberty jail. Due
t o the pleading of his mot her and promises
from Frank never t o take up arms again
against t he federal govern ment , he was released. He h ad had enough of organized
figh tin g. He di dn't like it and soon aft erward
in 1862 joined Quantrill.
In June 1863, a squa d of Union soldiers
diSillounted at t he James' home at Kearney,
Mo., and demanded that his st epfather, Dr.
Reuben Samuels, t ell them where Fran k was
hiding.
The doctor refused to give t hem the informat ion they came for. In a rage they attempted to hang him. But his wife cut the
rope just in time to save his life. As the
Unionists were leaVing the place, they came
upon Jesse, 15, plowing corn. They dismounted again a.nd began to question him
about his older brother. Jesse gave them only
contemptuous answers. The soldiers beat him
with a rope until his back was a bloody
mass of welts. That day Jesse made up his
mind to join his brother Frank and fight
with Quantrill.
JUST

A

COWARD

"Frank James had a score to finish with
t he federals , and so d id J immy Little after
his brother Johnny was killed by them," Liggett went on. "It chilled my blood to see
Frank at close range. I guess I'm just a cow.a.rd," l}.e laughed. "My Bushwhacking rela-
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tives used up all the bravery in the famUy. in each hand, cocked and ready to fire. It was
Grandpa Liggett came from Illinois and a 2-gun business to be a Bushwhacker. It was
bought a 600-acre farm near here. He pro- also an unwritten Bushwhacker law to retected his brothers-in-law, partly out of fear spect each other's guns," Liggett emphasized.
The bank robbery at Northfield, Minn.,
and partly because he liked them, and after
the war he got into politics and was elected spelled doom for the Jameses and Youngers.
Frank was tired of running and wanted a
county m.arshal.
"My Great-Uncle Jimmy saJ.d to me, 'Son, peaceful life with his beloved wife, Annie,
never tell about us as long as I live,' and I and son, Robert.
never did. He was so resentful over the
After Jesse was murdered by Bob Ford,
death of Johnny that he killed easy after 1882, Frank was afraid he would be amthat. One day in a skirmish with the Union bushed for the $10,000 reward hanging over
soldiers near Heifner railroad crossing, Un- his head.
cle Jimmy shot a federal cavalryman off his
Frank James surrendered to Gov. Thomas
horse. He called back to the Rebs who were Crittenden in Jefferson City on October 5,
following on fast horses, 'Shoot him again!' 18~3. He presented his two six-shooters to
They thought the soldier wa.s already dead the governor and said, "You're the first man
and did not shoot. In the fury of the battle to touch my guns. My life is in your hands."
the soldier escaped and crawled to safety.
Frank was acquitted on February 21, 1885.
Jimmy shouted, 'I'll never take another prisIn September, 1897, he went to the battleoner!' and he lived to prove it."
field at Centralia, Mo., to pay homage to his
Liggett continued: "The code of the Bush- dead comrades. A reporter from the Herald
whackers was if their enemy was killed in newspaper was there asking him questions
battle his possessions belonged to them, and about his Bushwhacking days. He quoted
they expected the same treatment.
from Macbeth, "Never shake thy gory locks
"One day a band of Bushwhackers and at me; thou canst say I did it."
Jimmy Little came upon a lone federal cavalryman watering his horse in the middle of
the creek. 'Let him alone, Jimmy,' his eompanions said, 'we want to ask him some EMPLOYMENT
OF THE HANDIquestions and find out where the feds are
ATI'ICAPPED:
COMMUNITY
hiding.' But the only question Little asked
TUDES
was 'How much do you want for your horse?'
"The federalist shouted, 'You'll have to
<Mr. ALBERT, at the request of Mr.
take him over my dead body!' The reply made JAMES V. STANTON, was granted permisJimmy mad and he shot the soldier right
above the ear, with one shot. Lifeless, he sion to extend his remarks in the body
of the RECORD and to include extraneous
toppled into the shallow water.
"After the war, Jimmy Little went to Ken- matter.)
tucky and his family never heard from him
Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Speaker, each year
again.
the Governors Committee on Employ"Jim Hopkin's-another Bushwhacker in ment of the Handicapped of the State
these parts-aunt told me many times this of Oklahoma sponsors an "Ability
story," Liggett said. "The woods were full
of Bushwhackers and many were farmers. Counts" essay contest in which high
Hopkins' little daughter, Nancy, about 12 school juniors and seniors are invited to
years old was walking home along the road submit essays on employment of the
near r:_st Fork creek one day when she rec- handicapped. This year, I am very proud
ognized Frank and Jesse James riding their to report, the winner of the State contest
magnificent horses toward her. Panic-strick- is Miss Sydnee Thompson, a 17-yearen, she tried to escape unnoticed by cau- old high school senior from my hometiously working her way up the side of the town of McAlester, Okla. She has writbank. The two riders, seeing her, stopped
their horses, Jesse asked, "Who is the little ten an outstanding essay on community
girl?' Frank replied, 'Why, that's Nancy, Jim attitudes in our hometown of McAlester.
Hopkins' little girl.' Then Jesse said, 'Little Her teacher, Miss Mabel Aston, her pringirl, come down and don't be afraid of us. cipal, Dr. Finas Sandlin, and all our felThis road belongs to you as well as anyone low townspeople are extremely proud of
else.'
Sydnee.
Liggett bent over in his chair and laughed
Under the unanimous consent request,
and rubbed his forehead in a familiar ges- I include at this point in the RECORD
ture. Ruth, his wife, for over 50 years, sat
nearby and smiled at him, listening atten- her winning essay titled "Employment
of the Handicapped: Community Attitively.
"I tell you if you can't laugh at things, tudes."
life isn't worth livin'," he said.
EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED:
COMMrs. Liggett smiled in agreement. Both
MUNITY ATTITUDES
look unusually young for their age and have
(By Miss Sydree Thompson)
a delightful sense of humor.
"Happiness does not come from doing easy
COLE YOUNGER
work, but from the after-glow of satisfac"I also saw Cole Younger, on Maple ave- tion that comes after the achievement of a
nue in Independence when I was 12 years difficult task which has demanded our
old," Liggett said. "He and Frank were good best." 1 These are the words of a local citizen,
friends but not with Jesse."
Chairman of the Mayor's Committee on EmAt the Northfield, Minn., bank robbery, ployment of the Handicapped, a man whose
1876, by the Younger-James band, all the efforts I could not appreciate until I had
bandits were killed or captured except Frank learned what an excellent job he and othand Jesse.
ers like him are doing.
A quarrel ensued between Cole and Jesse
McAlester has always been home. I aswhen he wanted Cole to leave his brother Bob sumed I knew my city rather well. This study,
who was badly wounded. Cole refused and he however, has re-educated me as to the value
and his brothers were captured and Cole of my community. I am proud to have learned
served 25 years in the state penitentiary.
about he exceptional spirit and attitude here.
"Cole as well as Frank during Bushwhack- I have found outstanding examples of the
ing days had their horses trained to take American dream-that opportunity to make
their rider into battle !rom a walk to a full of one's self just as much as his capabilities
run with both reins held in his teeth, a. gun allow. I also discovered that Oklahoma ranks

third in jobs filled by handicapped workers.
Many communities oontribute in making this
achievement possible, but McAlester can take
pride In Its part in accomplishing this high
standard.
The core of McAlester's efforts to aid the
handicapped worker is the Mayor's Committee, organized in January, 1968. The objective of this committee is to increase employment of the handicapped, in order to
make them useful, tax-paying Instead of taxconsuming, citizens. I found that they have,
indeed, achieved their goal.
In January, 1969, the Naval Ammunition
Depot, active in hiring the handicapped, and
full of success stories such as that of Robert
Burris, a blind computer programmer, was
presented the first Disabled American Veterans National Employer's Award. In March,
1969, the Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped presented eight
awards state-wide. McAlester, the :first city
to receive more than one award, received
three.
Both local newspapers have received
awards for support involving employment of
the handicapped. Both radio stations and the
Cable TV Company have helped with announcements and posters.
Other firms active in employment of
handicapped include: First National Bank,
McHoma Lodge, Krebs Concrete Service, McAlester News-Capital, Day & Night Grocery,
Ward's Service Stations, Oklahoma State
Penitentiary, and the County Health Department.
Pittsburg County has a disabled veteran
serving as a deputy sheriff and another as an
employee of the Department of Public Safety.
Our Court Clerk, disabled in World War II,
has been in office since 1951. Despite his
handicap, the citizens of Pittsburg County
have given him their vote of confidence every
two years since that time. He has truly
proved that "Ability Counts"!
Other helping hands include the Work
Incentive Program, Vocational Rehabilitation Office, and State Employment Office. I
found these to be especially dedicated in
placing the handicapped in positions where
they can help others and themselves. These
services are not unique to McAlester; they
can be found all across Oklahoma. What is
unique is the extra time and atten.t ion given
here. In 1969, our Mayor nominated the
Manager of the local Employment Service for
the Employer of the Year Award. He emphasized that in placing the handicapped, the
Manager conducts campaigns by personally
and tirelessly conferring with employers in
their behalf. Four handicapped veterans
serve on the staff of our Employment Service.
Last year, three hundred and ninety-two veterans obtained employment. In the words of
our local DAV Commander, "They go out of
their way

to help." 2

My discovery of our attitude toward the
handicapped has caused me to re-assess my
community and myself. I have seen the value
of contributing to the rehabilitation of a
human being. The enthusiasm I have found
everywhere has sparked my personal ambition. In learning of the things being done,
new doors seem to have opened as to what
can be done.
What truly makes a person "handicapped"
is placing him in a particular niche and
saying, "This is all you can do; stay here."
Too often, If there are llmlts, we place them.
To quote our Chainnan again, "These handicapped citizens and others who may be dis;abled in any way do not want sympathy;
they do not want to be made objects of pity
and charity. Their role in life, like ours, is to
be useful." 3 These quotes, at the beginning
and conclusion of this report, excellently
summarize the attitudes o! my community
toward employment of the handicapped. I
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can take pride in my city's efforts to help
these men and women attain a more useful
and rewarding life. All that they ask is a
chance, and I am proud to say that in McAlester, Oklahoma, they are being given that
chance!
FOOTNOTES

Quote from a letter addressed to a prospective member of the Mayor's Committee
on Employment of the Handicapped, written by Earl R. Dunn, Chairman.
2 Quote from a statement made by Harold
nray, local Commander of the DAV.
a Quote from a letter addressed to the author, Sydnee Thompson, written by Earl R.
Dunn, Chairman, Mayor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped.
1

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

1. Mr. Bob Baggett, Station KTMC, Mc-

Alester, Oklahoma.
2. Mr. Jack Dale, Court Clerk, McAlester,
Oklahoma.
3. Mr. Al Dickens, Manager, Employment
Service, McAlester, Oklahoma.
4. Mr. Earl R. Dunn, Chairman, Mayor's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, McAlester, Oklahoma..
5. Mr. Harold Gray, Commander, DAV,
McAlester, Oklahoma.
6. Handicapped veterans of McAlester, Oklahoma, including: Mr. Joe Palmer, Mr. J. C.
Harvey, Mr. Tom Ford, Mr. Dan Tedrick, Mr.
David Gardner, Mr. Blll Votaw, Mr. Joe Tannehill, Mr. Ed Whitney, Mr. Bob Lake, and
Mr. Wayne Holloway.
7. McAlester Cable TV Company.
8. Mayor Harry W. Owens, McAlester,
Oklahoma.
9. Mr. Francis Stipe, Editor, McAlester

minutes, today; to revise and extend his
remarks and to include extraneous
matter.
(The following Members <at the request of Mr. GoLDWATER) to revise and
extend their remarks and include extraneous material:)
Mr. EDWARDS of Alabama for 5 minutes today.
Mr. MILLER of Ohio for 5 minutes today.
Mr. F'INDLEY for 5 minutes today.
Mr. HAGAN for 10 minutes today.
Mr. BELL of California for 20 minutes
today.
Mr. ZwAcH for 1 hour May 3.
(The following Members <at the request of Mr. JAMES V. STANTON) to address the House and to revise and extend
their remarks and include extraneous
matter:)
Mr. FuQUA for 30 minutes today.
Mr. FLooD for 20 minutes today.
Mr. FLYNT for 10 minutes today.
Mr. DAVIS -of Georgia for 15 minutes
today.
Mr. GRIFFIN for 10 minutes today.
Mr. McFALL for 15 minutes today.
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Mr. HUNT in two instances.
Mr. ZWACH.
Mr. McKINNEY.
Mr. Bow in two instances.
Mr. SKUBITZ in two instances.
Mr. KEMP in two instances.
Mr. SANDMAN.
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. JAMES V. STANTON) and to
include extraneous matter:)
Mr. CORMAN.
Mr. ROSENTHAL in five instances.
Mr. DRINAN.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI.
Mr. ROGERS in five instances.
Mr. CARNEY in two instances.
Mr. EILBERG.
Mr. RoDINO in two instances.
Mr. FOLEY.
Mr. PREYER of North Carolina in two
instances.
Mr. LoNG of Maryland.
Mr. DuLSKI in six instances.
Mr. MANN in 10 instances.
Mr. EviNs of Tennessee in two instances.
Mr. ALEXANDER in five instances.
Mr. REES.
Mr. GIBBONS in two instances.
Mr. ABBITT.
Mr. VANIK in two instances.
Mr. KL UCZYNSKI in two instances.
Mr. FouNTAIN in two instances.
Mr. KARTH in two instances.
Mr. BRASCO.
Mr. GALLAGHER in two instances.
Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee in two instances.

EXTENSION OF REMARKS
By unanimous consent, permission to
extend remarks in the Appendix of the
RECORD, or to revise and extend remarks
was granted to:
Democrat.
·
Mr. PRICE of Illinois, to extend his re10. Mr. Fred Turner, Editor, McAlester
marks today on the Selective Service Act
News-Capital.
11. Vocational Rehabllltatlon Ofilce, Mr. amendments, and to include a table.
Mr. MINISH.
Clyde Petete, Manager, McAlester, Oklahoma.
Mr. GRAY, and to include extraneous
Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania in three in12. WIN Program, Mr. Lloyd W. Burris, Di- material.
stances.
recto:r. McAlester, Oklahoma.
Mr. McMILLAN.
Mr. HATHAWAY in two instances.
Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN.
Mr. RoBERTs in two instances.
Mr. GoLDWATER to revise and extend
Mr. ScHEUER in two instances.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
remarks made in Committee of the
Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey in two
By unanimous consent, leave of ab- "Whole to follow Mr. WHALEN.
instances.
Mr. PuciNSKI, and to include a table
sence was granted to:
Mr. JAcoBs.
Mr. PRicE of Texas <at the request orf during general debate today on H.R.
Mr. GoNZALEZ in two instances.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD), for today through 6531.
Mr. MooRHEAD in two instances.
Mr.
RANDALL
in
two
instances
and
to
April 9, on account of official business as
Mr. HARRINGTON.
a member of the House Committee on include extraneous matter.
Mr. SATTERFIELD in two instances.
Mr.
RANDALL
to
revise
and
extend
reScience and Astronautics.
Mr. JAMES V. STANTON in two instances.
marks
in
Committee
of
the
Whole
on
Mr. ARENDs <at the request of Mr.
Mr. RYAN in three instances.
H.R.
6531
prior
to
a
recorded
teller
vote
GERALD R. FoRD), for today and balance
Mr. HAGAN in two instances.
of week, on account of death in family. on the Whalen amendment.
(The following Members <at the reMr. RANDALL, for April 1 and 2, on account of official business in home dis- quest Of Mr. GOLDWATER) and to inENROLLED BILL SIGNED
clude extraneous material:)
trict.
Mr.
HAYS, from the Committee on
Mr.
BROYHILL
of
Virginia
in
three
inMr. FoUNTAIN <at the request of Mr.
House Administration, reported that that
WAGGONNER), for today from 12 noon stances.
committee had examined and found
Mr. BLACKBURN in two instances.
until 2 p.m. Wednesday, March 31, vn
truly enrolled a bill of the House of
Mr. NELSEN in two instances.
account of official business.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin in two in- the following title, which was thereupon
Mr. GETTYS <at the request of Mr.
signed by the Speaker:
STEPHENS) , for today, on account of per- stances.
Mr. DuNcAN in two instances.
H.R. 5432. An act to provide an extension
sonal illness.
of the interest equalization tax, and for
Mr. WYMAN in two instances.
other
purposes.
Mr. FREY in two instances.
Mr.
SHOUP.
SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED
Mr. HosMER in two instances.
ADJOURNMENT
By nnanimous consent, permission to
Mr. SCHERLE.
address the House, following the legislaMr. ZION in two instances.
Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr.
tive program and any special orders
Mr. BROTZMAN.
Speaker, I move that the House do now
heretofore entered, was granted to:
Mr. HORTON.
adjourn.
Mr._GONZALEZ for 15 :ninutes today.
Mr. ScHMITZ in three instances.
The motion was agreed to; accordingMr. BAKER.
Mr. RAm>ALL, for 30 minutes, today; to
ly <at 6 o'clock and 40 minutes p.m.),
Mr. FINDLEY.
revise and extend his remarks and to
under its previous order, the House adinclude extraneous matter.
Mr. NELSEN.
journed until tomorrow, Thursday, April
Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts, for 10
Mr. CARTER.
1, 1971, at 11 o'clock a.m.
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REPORTOFEXPENDITURESOFFOREIGNCURRENCIESAND APPROPRIATED FUNDS INCURRED IN TRAVEL OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES DURING 1970 AS REQUffiED BY THE MUTUAL SECURITY ACT OF 1954, AS AMENDED
BY PUBLIC LAW 86-472 AND BY PUBLIC LAW 86-628
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Speaker, section
502 (b) of the Mutual Security Act of
1954, as amended by section 401 (a) of
Public Law 86-472, approved May 14,
1960, and section 105 of Public Law 86-

628, approved July 12, 1960, require the
reporting of expenses incurred in connection with travel, including both foreign currencies expended and dollar ex-

penditures made from appropriated
funds.
The required reports for travel during
1970 are submitted herewith:

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 127, 1ST SESS., 91ST CONG., BY THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Poage, W. R. :
Upper Volta ____ ___ ____ ------- CFA franc ___ ___
Niger __ __________ __ ___ ______ - CFA franc __ ____
Chad __________________ ______ CFA franc ___ ___
Central African Republic _____ __ CFA franc ______
Uganda ______________________ Schilling ________
Malawi_ ______________________ Pound __________
Mauritius ____________________ Rupee __________
South Africa _______ _______ ____ Ran_---------Zair_ ___________
Congo_--------------------- Dollar __________
Liberia _______________________
Mauritania __ --------- ___ _____ _ Franc __________
Surinam _----------- --- ------ Guilder_-------

Per diem rate

Total

Arrival

Departure

days

Foreign
currency

11/6
11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/13
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20

11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/12
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/19
11/21

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

13,800
13, 800
13, 800
13,800
700
20.8
276
178.57
24.5
50.00
13,800
92

TotaL ______ _______ ____________ -----------------------------------------------------Abernethy, Thos. G.:
Upper Volta ___ ________________ CFA franc ______
Niger _________________ . ______ CFA franc ______
Chad _________________________ CFA franc ___ ___
CerJtral African Republic _______ CFA franc ______
Uganda ______________________ Schilling _____ ___
Malawi_ ______________________ Pound ______ ___
Rupee __________
Mauritius_-------------- ----_
South Africa ____ _____________
Ran _____ ---- __ Congo ___________________ ----- Zair__ ________ __
Liberia _______________________ Dollar. _________
Mauritania _______________ ----- Franc __________
Surinam _______________ ------- Guilder__ _______

11/6
11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/13
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20

Central African Republic _______ CFA franc _____ _

Congo ______ -------_--------_
Liberia _______________________
Mauritania ___________________
Surinam ______________________

11/13
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20

Zair __________ _
Dollar__----- - __
Franc _________ _
Guilder________ _

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
250.0&
50.00
50.00
50.0&
50.00

5, 312
3, 000
11, 000
9,464
400
1.2.3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3,943
64.35

850.00 ------------

Transportation 1

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

5, 312
3, 000
11,000
9,464
400
1.2.3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3,943
64.35

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2. 85
8. 01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

414.35 ------------------------------------

414.35

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

19.31 ------------- --· -- . ----10.91 -----------------------40.00 -----------------------34.17 ---- -------------------57.14 -----------------------2. 85 -----------------------8.01 -----------------------126.00 --------- --- -----------46.68 -----------------------20.00 -----------------------14.28 -- .. ----------------- ..... -35.00 ------------------------

11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/12
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/19
11/21

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

13,800
13,800
13,800
13,800
700
20.8
276
178.57
24.5
50.00
13,800
92

5,312
3,000
11,000
9,464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2.85
8. 01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

850.00 ------------

414.35 ------------------------------------

414.35

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
250.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2. 85
8.01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2. 85
8.01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
5o.r.o
250.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

5,312
3,000
11,000
9,464
400
1.2.3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3,943
64.35

19.31 -----------------------10.91 ------------- ..... --------40.00 -----------------------34.17 -----------------------57.14 ------------ .. ----------2.85 -----------------------8. 01 ------- ·----- ----------126.00 -----------------------46.68 -----------------------20.00 -----------------------14.28 -----------------------35.00 ------------------- ...........

=======================================================

11/6
11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11

~~~':{-----====================== g~~ ~~:~~======
~~1~~t~====================
Mauritius
______________ _______ ~~~~~~~---:=====
Rupee __ _______ _
South Africa _________ _________ Ran ____ _______ _

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

=======================================================

TotaL _____ --------------------------------------------------------------------------de Ia Garza, Eligio:
Upper Volta ___________________ CFA franc _____ _

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

11/11

11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/12
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/19
11!21

13,800
13,800
13,800
13,800
700
20.8
276
178.57
24.5
50.00
13,800
92

5,312
3, 000
11,000
9,464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3,943
64.35

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- -------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5,312
3. 000
11,000
9,464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3,943
64.35

---------------------------------------------------------------------414.35
850.00 -----------414.35 ------------------------------------

TotaL ________ - _- ------------- -------------------- ------ -- ------ -------- ------------Goodling, George:
Upper Volta __________________ CFA franc ______
Niger __ _______ _______________ CFA franc ______
Chad ____________________ ____ CFA franc ______
Central African Republic _______ CFA franc ______
Uganda ______________________ Schilling _____ __
Mal awL . _______ _________ ____ Pound _________
Mauritius ____________________ Rupee _________
South Africa __________________ Ran ____________
Congo __ ______________________ lair ____________
Liberia _______________________ Dollar_ _______ __
Mauritania _____ __________ __ ___ Franc _______ --_
Surinam _______ ------ __ ______ _ Guilder-- ------ _

============================================================

11/6
11/7
11/7
11/8
11[9
11/ 1
11/11
11/13
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20

11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/12
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/19
11/21

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

13,800
13,800
13,800
13,800
700
20.8
276
178.57
24.5
50.00
13,800
92

TotaL _____________ ------------------------------------------------------------------Mayne, Wilti;:
Upper olta ___________________ CFA franc ______
Niger _______________ __ _______ CFA franc ______
Chad _________________________ CFA franc ______
Central African Republic _______ CFA franc ______
Uganda _____________ --------- Schilling ________
Malawi_ ___________ --- - __ -- ___ Pound _________
Mauritius __ ___________ _______ _ Rupee __________
Malagasy Republic ________ _____ CFA franc ______
Mozambique __________________ Escudo _________
South Africa _________________ _ Ran ____________
Congo ________________________ Zair_ ___________
Liberia _______________ ___ _____ Dollar__ ________
Mauritania ____________________ CFA franc __ ____
Surinam ______________________ Guilder_________

11/6
11/7
11/7
11/8

11ft1
11/
11/11
11/12
11/15
11/16
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20

11/7
11/7
11/8
11[9
11/ 1
11/11
11/12
11/15
11/16
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/19
11/21

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

13,800
13,800
13,800
13,800
700
20.8
276
414
14.62
35.7
24.5
50.00
13,800
92

TotaL _______ -------------------------------------------------------------------------

See footnotes at end of table.

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
250.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

5,312
3,000
11,000
9,464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

850.00 -----------50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
150.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

5, 312
3,000
11,000
9, 464
400
1. 2.3
44.28
414
14.62
18
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

850.00 ------------

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2.85
8.01
126. 00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35. 00

---------------------------------------- -- ---------- ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- - -------------------------

5,312
3,000
11,000
9, 464
400
1.2.3

44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2.85
8. 01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

414. 35 ------------------------------------

414.35

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2.85
8.01
150.00
50.00
25.20
46. 68
20.00
14.28
35.00

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57.14
2.85
8.01
276.60
74.60
25.20
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

-----------------------5, 312
-----------------------3, 000
-----------------------11,000
-----------------------9, 464
-----------------------·
400
-----------------------1.2.3
-----------------------«.28
-----------2126.60 ----------------------'24.60 ---------------- --- ---------------18
-----------------------22. 85
-----------------------20.00
-----------------------3, 943
-----------------------64.35

513.35 ------------

151.20 ------------

664.55
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Date

Name of
currency

Name and country

Arrival

Per diem rate

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Knebel, John:

CFA franc ______
CFA franc ______
CFA franc ______
Central African Republic _____ __ CFA franc ______
Uganda. ___ __________________ Schilling ___ • __ __
Malawi_ ___ _________ _______ ___ Pound _____ ____
Mauritius ____ -------- _________ Rupees _________
South Africa __________________ Ran ____________
Congo _____ -------------- _____ Zair ___________
Liberia _______________________ Dollar_ _________
Mauritania ____________________ CFA franc __ ____
Surinam ______________________ Guilder _________

1
13, 800
11/6
11/7
1
13,800
11/7
11/7
1
13,800
11/7
11/8
1
13, 800
11/8
11/9
700
2
11/9
11/11
1
20.8
11/11
11/11
1
276
11/11
11/12
5
178.57
11/17
11/13
1
24.5
11/17
11/18
1
50.00
11/18
11/19
1
13,800
11/19
11/19
1
92
11/20
ll/21
TotaL ____________________________ _____ ______ __ ___________________ ___________________ _

~rfeer~~~~~a~~~~=:
:::::::::::::
Chad ________________ __ ·-- - - - -

Blake, Chas. E.:

U~perVolta

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
250.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

5, 312
3, 000
11,000
9, 464
400
1.2.3
44.28
90
22. 85
20.00
3,943
64.35

19.31
10.91
40.00
34. 17
57.14
2.85
8.01
126.00
46.68
20. 00
14.28
35.00

Transportation 1

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

-------- - ---------------- -- --- ---- -- -------- - ---- - -- - -- - -------- - ---- ------ -- ---- -- --------- -- ---- ------ - - - ---- - -- - ---- - --- - ----- - - - ---- -- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

5, 312
3, 000
11,000
9, 464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

19.31
10.91
40.00
34.17
57 .14
2. 85
8. 01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.28
35.00

850.00 ----------- -

414. 35 --------------- - --------------------

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100, 00
50.00
50.00
250.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

19.31
10.91
40.00
34. 17
57.14
2.85
8.01
126. 00
46.68
20. 00
14.28
35. 00

414.35

=======================================================
___________________ CFA franc ______

~h~~---~=====::::::::::::::::: g~~ ~~:~~======
Central African Republic _______ CFA franc. _____
Uganda _______ _______________
Malawi. _________ ------ _______
Mauritius_____________________
South Africa. _________ ---- ____
Congo __________ ______ __ -----Liberia _______________________
Mauritania _______ _____ ________
Surinam ___________ _____ ______

Schilling ________
Pound _________
Rupee __________
Ran ____________
Zair ____________
Dollar__ ________
CFA franc ______
Guilder__ _______

11/6
11/7
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/11
11/11
11/13
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20

11/7
11/7
11/8
111JG1
11/11
11/12
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/19
11/21

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

13,800
13,800
13, 800
13,800
700
20.8
276
178.57
24.5
50.00
13,800
92

TotaL _____________________________ --- _________ ------------- ----- ------ ____ ----------McKneally, M.:
Hong Koni---- --------------- HK dollar______ _

{~~ran_-~~=::::::::::::::::::::
'k~~e!!_-.-~======
Lebanon _____ : __________ _____ Pound____ _____
France. ______________________ Franc____ ______

5, 312
3, 000
11, 000
9,464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

5, 312
3, 000
11,000
9, 464
400
1. 2. 3
44.28
90
22.85
20.00
3, 943
64.35

19.31
10.91
40,00
34.17
57.14
2. 85
8. 01
126.00
46.68
20.00
14.38
35. 00

850.00 ------------

414.35 ------------------------------------

414.35

50.00
150.00
50.00
100.00
150.00

19. 99
150.00
24.21
100. 00
150.00

36.73
150.00
24.21
100.00
150.00

==========================================
1/2

i~
1/8
1/10

1/3

1

i~
1/9

i2

1/13

3

274.00
54
'
325
834

~~g

Total __ __ ____________________ __________ ____ ___ ____ ---- ______ ------ __________________ _

109.00
54,000
184.00
325
834

500. 00 ------------

Grand total, Committee on Agriculture, 1970______ _______________________ ______________________ _______ ___________ _
1 Transportation provided
2 Ticket receipt attached.

---- - ----- - -------------- - ---------------------- - ------------------------ - --------------- - ---------- - --------------- - - ------------------------------------- - ------------------ ---- ---------------- ----------- -------------------- -- --------------------- -- ---------------------------

by Military Airlift Command, USAF.

101. 55
16. 74
---------------------------------- ------- ----------------------------- -----------------------

110.55
54,000
184. 00
325
834

444. 20 ------------

16.74 ------------

3, 443.65 --- ----- --- -

167.94 ------------

3

3

460.94

3, 611.59

a Reflects $50 refunded by Congressman McKneally by check to U.S. Treasury.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, FOR TRAVEL, COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED
BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Per diem rate

Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

MASTER COMPILATION
Agriculture Subcommittee.- -------- Dollar _____________ ------------------------ ______________ ------ ----- -----------__ _
Defense Subcommittee _____________ Dollar.________ ______ _____________ ____ _____ __ _______ ______________________ ________

429.00 --------- ___
2, 158. 95 _____ ___ ____

r~~:~:n~~;:aJ~~~s~~~~~:~~ee_-- 8~ll:~=== :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: == :::: == == :::::::::::::::::::: == == == :::::

1,

committee.
State, Justice, Commerce and
Judiciary Subcommittee.

Dollar· ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

~~~: gg

=:: == :::::::

842.00 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

1, 280.80 _____ ------9, 954. 55 ___ __ __ __ ___
4,

~~~: gg ::::::::::::

1,376.60 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

1, 709.80
12, 113. 50
5,

~~~: gg

2, 218.60

J~~~~~~~~~~~;e~~i~ati~~!t:~afi::::: 8~ll:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--if2or oo ·: :::::::::::--2f 374: 4a·::::: :::::::---35;575:4o
TotaL ___________ ---------- ____ __ __ ---- _____ _________ -------- ______________________ ------_____________________

17, 277. 95 ___ _________

41, 260. 23 _____ __ __ __ _

58, 538. 18

GEORGE H. MAHON,
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Hon. Odin Langen:
United States ___ _________ ---·- Dollar____ ______
Australia _____________________ Dollar_________ _
United States _________________ Dollar_ _________

Arrival

Departure

4/26
4/29

4/28
5/5

5/5

5/ 9

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

2% •• ___ ___ ___ _
6}1____________

35. 00 __ _______ ___
31.00 ------------

87. 50 ___________________________________ _
201.50 ------------------------------------

4

35.00 ------------

140.00 ------------------- - -------------- - -

------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

87.50
201.50

140.00

Transportation ________________ Dollar ___ __ ___________ -·--- ___ ---------_----------- __ -------------------------------_-------_-------------

1, 280. 80 -------- _---

l,Z80, 80

429. 00 • -----------

1, 280. 80 ------------

1, 709.80

TotaL __________ - __ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

March 31, 1971
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Per diem rate

Date

Name and country

Name ot
currency

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation
Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total
Foreign
currency

Hon. John 0. Marsh, Jr.:
Vietnam __________________ ___ Dollar____ ______
1/4
1/12
laos _________________________ Dollar___ _______
1/12
1/13
Vietnam ______________________ Dollar__________
1/13
1/15
Hon. John J. Rhodes:
Vietnam ______________________
Dollar___ _______
3/26
4/2
-----------------------------------58.96 -----------------------------------Thailand.
_______________ _____ Dollar__________
4/3
4/4
___ __ ____ __ __ __ __ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ___
28. 26 ___________________________________ _
Japan ___________________ _____ Dollar__________
4/5
4/6
2 _____ _____ ___ __ ____ ____ _____ ____ __ __
88. 23 ___________________________________ _
Transportation ____________ ____ Dollar________________________________________ _______________ _________ ___________________ _________________ 1, 882. 50 ___________ _
SubtotaL _____________________ ____________________________ _________________________________ _________________ __
175.45 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

(')
(')
(')

58.96
28.26
88.23
1, 882.50

1, 882.50 ------------

2, 057.95

Dollar
8/22
8/24
3 ____________
30.00 -----------90.00 -----------------------------------Belgium.~~=============== :::: Dollar:====::===
8/25
8/25
1 -----------34.00 -----------34.00 -----------------------------------United Kingdom _______________ Dollar ·-------~8/26
8/28
3 _____ ;______
36,00 _______ : ____
108.00 -----------------------------------Transportation ________________ Dollar ____________________ ___________________________________________ _____ ___ --------------_______________
2 820. 00 ___________ _

90.00
34.00
108.00
820.00

Hon. Joseph P. Addabbo: .
Germany

Subtotal ____ ______________________________________________________ _____ ___ _______________________ ----- _______ _
Mr. Austin G. Smith:
United States _________________
Germany
Belgium _______________________
_______ _________ ____
United Kingdom _______________
United
States
Transportation_________________
________________

820.00 ------------

1, 052.00

Dollar__________
8/21
8/21
72-----------35.00 -----------17.50 -----------------------------------Dollar__________
8/22
8/24
3 -----------30.00 -----------90.00 ---------"-------------------------Dollar__________
8/25
8/25
1 ___ ____ __ ___
34. 00 ___ __ ____ __ _
34. 00 ___________________________________ _
Dollar__________
8/26
8/28
3 -----------36.00 -----------108.00 -----------------------------------Dollar_______
___
8/29
8/30
2 -----------35.00 ------------------___________________
70.00 -----------------------------------Dollar ___________________________________________________________________________
2 870. 00 _________ : __

17.50
90.00
34.00
108.00
70.00
870.00

Subtotal _______________________________________
Hon. William E. Minshall:
United States _________________
Korea ________________________
United States _________________
Transportation. _______________

~-

____________________________________________________

-~

______ _

232.00 ------------

870.00 ------------

1, 189.50

Dollar____ ______
9/1
9/1
1 -----------35.00 -----------35.00 -----------------------------------Dollar__________
9/3
9/5
3 -----------28.00 -----------84.00 -----------------------------------Dollar__________
9/6
9/6
1 -----------35.00 -----------35.00 -----------------------------------Dollar____________________ _________ _______________________________ _______ _________________________________ 1, 587. 20 ___________ _

35.00
84.00
35.00
1, 587.20

SubtotaL .. __________________________________________ -~-- __________________________ ------ ___ _____ ____________ _
Mr. Robert B. Foster:
United States ________________ _ Dollar__ ________
Thailand. ____________________ Dollar____ ______
South Vietman ________________ Dollar._____ ____
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar__________
Okinawa. ____________________ Dollar___ __ ___ __

10/24
10/28
10/31
11/5
11/8

10/26
10/31
11/5
11/8
11/9

3 -----------------------------------3~---- _____ __ __ ____ __ __ __ ______ __ __ __ _
5 -----------------------------------3 -------------------- -------- -------1~--- ______________ . _____ .. __ _______ . _

319.50 ------------

1, 587.20 ------------

1, 741.20

-----------------------------------___________________________ ---- ____ _
-------------------------------------------- --------------------------_. _______ ------ __________ ------ ____ _

105.00
67.50
130.00
78.00
12.50
42.00
35.00
1, 898.15

154.00 -----------105.00
67. 50
130.00
78.00
12. 50

D~fe~-states~~ ==== == ==== ===== 8~ll:~:::
1Di~
~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~--~~~~ ~~--~--~ ~~--~~~ ~--~---_-_ ~
~~-~~ --------~---_-_ ~------~~~ --~~--~--~--~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~
Transportation. _______________ Dollar____ ___________ _________ _____ ______ _______ _______ ____ ______________________________________ __ _______ 1, 898. 15 ___________ _

:::::::

\Yt\i

1

-_

SubtotaL .. ______________________________________________________ ------_______________________________________
Mr. Gary C. Michalak:
United States _________ _____ ___
Thailand. ____________________
South Vietnam ________________
Hong Kong
Okinawa __ :~:=~~====::=::::::

Dollar__________
Dollar_________ _
Dollar_ ____ _____
Dollar
Dollar:::::::::=

10/24
10/28
10/31
11/5
11/8

10/26
10/31
11/5
11/8
11/9

3 -----------------------------------3~- __ ____ __ ____ ___ ___ __ __ __ ____ __ __ __ _
5 -----------------------------------3 -----------------------------------1 ~- ___ _________ __ __ __ __ ___ ___ __ __ _____

470.00 ___ __ __ __ __ _
105.00
67. 50
130.00
78.00
12.50

1, 898.15 ___________ _

2, 368.15

-----------------------------------___________________________________ _
------------------------------------

105.00
67.50
130.00
78.00
12.50
42.00
35.00
1, 898. 15

::::::: ::::::::::::==::::::::::==:=:

ta~~;cf
states~~::::::::::=====
8~~~~~:::
:=:::::
1Ufi _________
Hm _______ ~_______________
::::: == ==== :::::::::::::::::::::::::
88___:::=:::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Transportation
________________ Dollar
_____________________
__ ____ _... _._ .. ________________j~:
---._________
1, 898. 15 ___________ _
SubtotaL ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

SubtotaL ________________________________________ .

_ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ ___ __ _ _ __ ____ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _

470.00 ------------

338. 00

1, 898.15 ------------

2, 368. 15

998. 55 ___ __ __ __ __ _

248.00
90.00
998.55
1, 336. 55

9, 954. 55 ___ ____ _____

12, 113. 50

0

TotaL_ ____ ______________________________________ _____ __________ ___ ____ _______________________________________

2, 158. 95 _____ __ __ ___

2 Transportation partially furnished by Government-owned aircraft and vehicles.
'No per diem claimed; Government transportation provided via Military Airlift Command
aircraft.
COMMITIEE ON APPROPRIATIO~S, SUBCOMMITIEE ON FOREIGN OPERATIONS

Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate
Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem
Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation
Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total
Foreign
currency

Hon. Otto E. Passman:
United States. _____ _________ __ Dollar__________
10/22
10/26
2 _______ __ ___
35. 00 _____ __ __ __ _
70. 00 ____________________________________ ·
Switzerland ___________________ Dollar__________
10/27
11/1
6 ____________
34.00 -----------204.00 -"----------"~---------------------Thailand ________________ _____ Dollar__________
11/2
11/4
2 -----------28.00 -----------56.00 -----------------------------------Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar_ ___ ______
11/4
11/9
6 -----------36.00 -----------216.00 -----------------------------------Taiwan ______________________ Dollar__________
11{9
11/11
2 ---------- -32.00 -----------64.00 -----------------------------------Korea ________________________ Dollar_____ _____
11/1
11/12
1 -----------28.00 - ----- -----28.00 - --- -------------------------- - ----United States _________________ Dollar._________
11/13 _______ ___
1 ___ ____ ____ _
35.00 ___ __ __ _____
35.00 ___________________________________ _
Transportation. _______________ Dollar. ________ ------_------- __ ________________________________ ------ ________ --------------_______________ 2, 479. 03 _____ ------ _
SubtotaL ______________________ ___ _________ ______________________ ______ _____________ __ ___________________ ____ _
673.00 ------- -----

2, 479.03 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
70.00
204.00
56.00
216.00
64.00
28.00
35.00
2, 479.03
3, 152.03
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Date

Name and country
Mr. Donald E. Richbourg:
United States ••••..•••••••••••
Switzerland ___________________
Thailand •••••••••••••••••••.•
Hong Kong ___________________
Taiwan _______________________
Korea _______________________
United States _________________
Transportation.--------- •• __ ••

Name of
currency

Arrival

De~~~;

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Trannsportation 1

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Dollar....................
10/26
1 ............
35.00 -----------35.00 -----------------------------------Dollar__________
10/27
11/1
6 -----------34.00 -----------204.00 -----------------------------------Dollar..........
11/2
11/4
2 -----------28.00 -----------56.00 -----------------------------------Dollar..........
11/4
11/9
6 -----------36.00 -----------216.00 ----------------------------·------Dollar..........
11/9
11/11
2 -----------32.00 -----------64.00 --------------------- - -------------Dollar__________
11/11
11/12
1 -----------28.00 ............
28.00 ------------------------------- - ---Dollar__________
11/13 ---------1 -----------35.00 -----------35.00 ----------------- - ------- - --- - -----Dollar••• ________ -------------------.---------------- __ ------------- ..•.• _____ • ____ •••••••••••••• ___ • ____ • 2, 205. 85 _.... ____ ...

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

35.00
204.00
56.00
21&.00
64.00
28.00
35.00
2, 205.85

SubtotaL •••••• _________ •••••••••.. __ •• ________ -------------------------------- .• __ -------- ____ •••• ------.....

638. 00 . __________ .

2, 205. 85 _____ .. ____ _

2,843. 85

TotaL--------- ___ ---- __ •• ---- __ •••••••••• ---------------- •••• ------ ••.• -------- •• --------- • •••• __ ------.....

1, 311. 00 ------- .... _

4, 684. 88 ----- ....•..

5, 995.88

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON INDEPENDENT OFFICE8-HUD
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Hon. Joseph M. McDade:
France _______________________ Dollar..........
Austria _______________________ Dollar..........

Arrival

Departure

11/6
11/9

11/9
11/14

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

3 ............
5 ------------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

38.00 -----------30.00 •...........

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation 1

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

114.00 -- --- - - -- - -------------------------150.00 - - ----------------------------------

114.00
150.00
72.00
589.00

336.00 ------------

925.00

~~:~~~~rtatiori: =: ===: ====== == =g~~~=~=== ====== =-... ~~!~~ ____ -~ ~~~~ ____ .. ___~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~-. _.. _
~~~ ~~ _~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ..... -~~--~~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~·····589= oo·=~ ~ ===~ =====
TotaL •••• _•••• --------.---.------ •• ---.----------------------------------------------------------- - --- - ------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

589.00 ------------

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON STATE, JUSTICE, COMMERCE, AND JUDICIARY
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Hon. Frank T. Bow:

~~~=~"(!~==================
g~:=~========== i~ ~~~
~ ====~~====== ~8: 88 ==~~======== f~& 88 :::::::::::=:::::::::===============
Transportation ___ •• __________ • Dollar. ••••• • •••••..• ------ •••• ---------- ••.•••.••. ------ .•••••••••• - •• -- .•.••. ----.-----------------.....
860. 60 --- ......•..

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

120.00
120.00
860.60

860.60 ----- ...... .

1. 100.60

~~~~~Rico=~=~===============
g~::~==========
1Uf~.••• -------WU •.•••. __ •.••••
~ ==~=~~=~====
~ ~ ~~~~~======
~~:__gg•••.~=====~====~========================
Transportation _______ .-------- Dollar
_________________
------ •••.••••••~t
-----------__ ---- •.••.•
----------.
258. 00 ------- .....

165.00
136.00
258.00

SubtotaL ••••••••.• __ •••• ------ •••••••• ____ .••• ------ •• ---------------------- .• __ ------------------ ••.•••.• ---

240. 00 ....• ------.

Hon. John J. Rooney:

258.00 --------- - --

559.00

Mr. Jay B. Howe:
Jamaica ______________________ Dollar__________
ll/7
11/11
5 -----------33.00 -----------165.00 -----------------------------------Puerto Rico ___________________ Dollar__________
11/12
ll/15
4 -----------34.00 -----------136.00 -----------------------------------Transportation ________________ Dollar ___ ------ __ •••••• ------------------------------ •••. ------------------·------- •••.•••• __ •••.•••••••••
258. 00 _........ ---

165.00
136.00
258.00

SubtotaL •••.• . •• •• •••••••••••••••••• __ •••••.•.•••• -----------------------------------------------------------

301.00 ------------

===============================================================

SubtotaL •• ____ ••• ••.•.•••••••• _••••••••• ____ ·--------- __ •••• _____ • ____________ ---- •• ---------------------. ....

301. 00 ___ ---- .•.. _

258. 00 ..... ____ ___

559. 00

==============================================================
842. 00 ___ ........ _ 1, 376.60 __ .•. ------.
2, 218.60

TotaL ______ •• _____________ ••• ___ •• ___ ••• __ •••• _. __ ------ •••••••••••••••• ____ ••..•••.•••• _______ ••• __ •••.•• _

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Hon. Sidney R. Yates:
France.---------------------- Dollar_________ _
IsraeL __ --------------------- Dollar. ____ -----

Arrival

Departure

2/5
2/9

2/9
2/15

Per diem rate

Tota.
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

4 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- - ------ - - - ---

7 ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------TotaL ___________ ------_.----- ____ .------ ____ ._---- __ ·--- ______ •• ---- •• __ •• _••• ____________ •• _•••• _._._ •• ____ •• __________ •• _. ______ ._ ••• _•••• ___ •• _••••• _••• __

1

No per diem or transportation expenses claimed; Congressman traveled at own expense.

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

(1)
(1)

(1)

March 31, 1971
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COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, SURVEYS AND INVESTIGATIONS STAFF

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Total amount per diem

Per diem rate

Date

Foreign
currency

Total
days

Departure

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Cornelius R. Anderson:
Japan ___ ____ _________________ Dollar________ __
5/14
5/25
10 -----------31.00 ___________ _
310.00 -----------54.00 ------- ----Korea ________________________ Dollar___ _______
5/25
5/26
1 __ _________ _
28. 00 _-- __ _______
28. 00 _______________ ________ -- __________ _
Japan ________________ ______ __ Dollar__________
5/26
5/27
1 -------- ---31.00 -- --------- 31.00 ---------------------------------- - Okinawa _____________________ Dollar__ ________
5/27
5/29
2 ----- ----- -26.00 - ----------52.00 --------------------------- -- ------Hong Kong ____ ____________ __ _ Dollar__ ________
5/29
6/1
3 -----------30.00 -----------90.00 --------- --------------------------Thailand __________________ __ _ Dollar__ ________
6/1
6/3
2 ___ ___ ______
28. 00 ___ __ ___ ___ _
56. 00 ____________________ --- ____________ _
Philippines ________ ____ _______ Dollar__ ___ __ ___
6/3
6/7
4 -----------30.00 ------ - ----120.00 -----------------------------------Round trip transportation _______ Dollar __ ____________ __ ______ ___ ____________ ----- ___ ----.---------- --- ----------. --- ----------------------- 2, 047. 70 _---- __ - _. __

364.00
28.00
31.00
52.00
90.00
56.00
120.00
2, 047.70

~~~~i~~i~=t=r~~;~~~~t~~~=~~~ ~~~ ggl~l~:J~~~~~~~~~ ~- ___}H~-- ___ }b!~-- ____ ~~- _-= ==~~~= =~ ~==-- __ --~~~ ~~ _======= ===== _____!~~~ ~~ -~~======~=== ---- -~~fif========~===

480.00
206.40
889.00

SubtotaL. ------------------- --- --------------------------------- --------------------------------------------Andrew P. Bosko:
Germany ___ _____ --------- •. __ Dollar___ _______
Belgium ____ ________ __________ Dollar__ ___ _____

1/3
1/17

1/17
1/21

14U----- ____ ___

1, 347.00 ------------

3, 017.10 ------------

30.00 ___ __ ______ _
32.00 ------ ----- -

427.50 _____________ . _____________________ _
120.00 - -----------------------------------

31.00
28.00
31.00
26.00

____________
-----------____________
____ _____ ___

310.00
28.00
31.00
52.00

-- ---------54.00 -------------------------------------------------- ------- ------------- -- - --------------------------------------------

~~: g'J === == ==== ===

~g: ~

=== ======== ======== ==== == ====== == == =

4, 364.10

427.50
120.00
99.00
England _____ ___ ______________ Dollar________ __
1/21
1/25
~~: ~ ============
~~:~~ ====================================
37.50
Round-trip transportation _____ __ Dollar _______________________________________________________ ------------ __ --_--- __ -- __ -- __ ------- - ____ _-934. 00 ___________ _
934.00
SubtotaL __ ______ .________ _____________________ ______ __ __ ________ __ ___________________________________________
684. 00 ___ __ ______ _
934. 00 ___ __ __ __ __ _
1, 618. 00
============================================~===
3 ~------------

Hu::::::::::::

Paul K. Funkhouser:
Japan ________________________ Dollar__ ________
Korea __ __ ____ __ ______________ Dollar__________
Japan _____________________ __ _ Dollar__ ________
Okinawa _____ ________________ Dollar_ _________

5/14
5/25
5/26
5/27

~h~"a~~~~~ -_~ ~ ====== ==== == === g~~~=~=== == ==== =

5~~

~~~~H~;p~ iia=;s=i~~~ii~~====~= ~ gg//:~=~=

~!~~ ______ !~!~ _ _.___ -~~ _

5/25
5/26
5/27
5/29

10 ____________
1 -----------1 -----------2 ------------

:H

~ ~ ==== =======

k~~~J\~r;traristiortati!in~~==== = g~~~=~=== == =====- ___ __ ~:~ ______ -~~ ________ ~- -= == == ==== ===______ ~~~ ~ _======= == == =_____ ~~~--~ -= ====== ==== =--- 2:o4f 7o-===== ==== ===
== == == =_____

-=: ===== == ===- _____

~~~ ~

_: :: == ==: ===: _____

SubtotaL __________________ __________ -------- __-______ -------------- ---------------- __ ------------ ____________ .

~~~~ ~.

=:: == :: == := =-----

~~f ~~- === ==:=: === =

3, 017. 10 _______ _____

4, 364.10

Dollar_ _________
5/14
5/25
10 ----------- 31.00 ____________
310.00 -------------------------- ---- -----Dollar__ ________
5/25
5/26
1 ___ _________
28. 00 ____ ___ __ ___
28.00 ________________ ----------- ________ .
Dollar__________
5/26
5/27
1 ------ - ----31.00 -----------31.00 -----------------------------------Dollar__________
5/27
5/29
2 -----------26.00 -----------52.00 -- ----- --- - ------------------------Dollar__________
5/29
6/1
3 -----------30.00 -----------90.00 -----------------------------------Dollar__ ___ __ ___
6/1
6/3
2 -----------28.00 -----------56.00 -----------------------------------Dollar__________
6/3
6/7
4 ___ ------ ___
30.00 ___ __ __ _____
120.00 __ . --------- _____ -------- __________ _
Dollar_ __ ___ __________ ____________ . __________ . _______________________________ --- - -- ______ -------------- __ . 2, 047.70 ___________ _

310.00
28.00
31.00
52.00
90.00
56. 00
120.00
2, 047.70

Germany __ ___________________ Dollar__ ________
9/12
9/28
16 -----------30. 00 ____________
480.00 -----------------------------------England ____________________ __ Dollar___ _______
9/28
10/3
5 ____________
36.00 ____________
180. 00 - ------- ----- ----- - ----------------Round trip transportation _______ Dollar_ __________ ________________________________ __ _________ . _____ _____ . ____________ ._______________ ___ ___
889. 00 ___________ _

480.00
180.00
889.00
4, 283. 70

John G. Goedtel :
Japan ________________________
Korea _______________ --------Japan ________________________
Okinawa _____________________
Hong Kong ___________________
Thailand _____________________
Philippines __________________ •
Round trip transportation _______

SubtotaL ___________________ _____________________________________________________ • ___________ ____________ __.__

1, 347.00 _______ _. __ _

364.00
28.00
31.00
52.00
90.00
56.00
120.00
2, 047.70
480. 00
206.40
889.00

1, 347.00 _____ ______ _

2, 936. 70 ___ __ __ ____ _

30.00 ------------

427.50 ------------

19.50 ______ _____ _

Leroy R. Kirkpatrick:
Germany ___________ _______ ___ Dollar__ __ ______

1/3

1/17

14U------------

~~~,!~~====================== g~u=~======= ===

H~{

i~~

~~============

~~:~g

ug:~

~~::::::::::::

~~:~~

~g:g~

447.00
120.00
140.25
882.00
SubtotaL ___________ __ __________________ • __ ___ ____ _________ ________________________________________________ .. _
687.75 ___ ______ ___
901. 50 ___ __ __ __ __ _
1, 589. 25
============================================~===
E. Huyett Magee :
427.50
g~~~~~---~=================== 8~11:~==========
}{~
i~{
14~-----------30. oo ____________
427.
so ------------ ------ --- --- ---- -------1
120.00
Engfand ____________________ __ Dollar__ _______ _
1/21
1/25
::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::===================
99.00
England ___ ---- --- ------------ Dollar_ ____ ----------------_______ __
1.)4' __ . __ __ _____
30.00 _____ __ __ __ _
37.50 ___________________________________ _
37.50
Round trip transportation _______ Dollar ___________________________________________ . ________________________________________ _______________ .
973. 00 ___________ .
973.00

====================================
Round trip transportation _______ Dollar_ ___ _______________ __ _______ ___ . _______________________________ . ============
________________ •• __________________
882. 00 ___________ _

1

SubtotaL __________________________________________________________________________ .______________ ____ _______ _
Joseph E. Michalski:
JKaopraena ______ -_-_-_-_-_-_ -_-_-_ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ DDo 1 1:rr ___-_- _-_- _
- ___-_-_0 11

JOakpr·ananw
--a·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_Hong Kong _____ . ____________ •
Thailand _______ ___ _____ ______
Philippines ___________________

DDooll laarr_._-_-_- _-_-_-_-_- _Dollar__ ________
Dollar____ ______
Dollar._ _____ ___

684. 00 _____ _____ __

973. 00 _____ __ __ __ _

5!14
5125
55//2276
5/29
6/1
6/3

s125
5126
55//2297
6/1
6/3
6/7

10
1
1
23
2
4

___ __ __ __ ___
------------------- -----___-_-------__ ___ __ _
-----------------------

31. 00
28.00
31. 00
26.
30. 00
00
28.00
30.00

___ __ __ ____ _
-- ------ - ------------------------______ ___ __ _
---------------------- -

310. 00
28.00
31. 00
52.00
90. 00
56. 00
120.00

___ __ __ __ __ _
54. 00 ___________ _
----------------------------------------------------------------- - ------------------- --------____________- --------_______________
________ _
------------- ------- --- ------ ------------------------------ -- -------

889. 00 ___________ _

364.00
28.00
31.00
52.00
90.00
56.00
120.00
2, 047.70
480.00
206.40
889.00

3, 017. 10 _____ __ ____ _

4, 364. 10

~~~~~n1:~
~~a-~s-~~~~~i~~--~==== = 8~:1:~===== == ===- ---- 9ii2
------ 9i28
---- ·- -~65- -=_====
== == == =------ 3<f oo ·= == ==== == == =-- - --- 48oT: == == ==== == =_. _~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ -=== ==== ==== =
England ___ _________ _______ ___ Dollar__ ________
9/28
10/3
__ __ ____ __ _
36. 00 __ _____ __ ___
180. 00 _____ __ ___ __
26. 40 ___ ________ _
Round trip transportation _______ Dollar ________ __ _____ ___ ____________ _____ ------ ______________ ---- ___ ___ ---- __ . ___________ ._ ______ _________
SubtotaL _______ ___ - - ---- -_-- --- -- --_-~_.----- ----------------- --- ---- ---- - ----- - -- ___ ___ .-------------_______
CXVII-~558--Jlart

7

1, 657. 00

============================================~===

1, 347. 00 _____ __ __ ___
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Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Paul J. Mohr :
Germany ______________ _______ Dollar__________
Belgium __________ ___ __ ______ _ Dollar__ ______ __
England . . . ____ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ Dollar______ __ __

Arrival

Departure

1/3
1/17
1/21

1/17
1/21
1/25

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

30.00 ____ ___ _____
32.00 - --- --- --- - 33.00 ___ ______ __ _

14 ~----------- -

3~ -- ---------4~.

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

______ _____

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

March 31, 1971
Transportation

Foreign
currency

1

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

427. 50 - --- - ------19.50 -----------120. 00 ----- - - - ------- - -------------------140.25 -- - ------ ---- ____ _____ __ ________ ___ _

k~i~d=;~i;=
~~a=~s=~~r=t;~i;=n=·=-==== = g~~~:~=== =======----- ~~~~----- ~~~---- -- - 1~- -===== == == == =--- -- -~f ~-==== ===: ====----- 3 ~f ~~ ·=== ====== ========~~~~~~ =::: == ==== ==:
Japan _____ ____ _______________ Dollar___ _______
5/26
5/27
1 ___ _________
31.00 ____ ________
31.00 ------------- ---- ------------------Okinawa ___ ____ ____ ___ ________ Dollar___ _____ __
Hong Kong __ ______ ___________ Dollar__________
Thailand ___________ _. ___ ___ __ Dollar_________ _

~~~~~~P~~r~lransrior-taii·o·n·_-_-~ ~ g~:::~===

5/27
5/29
6/1

5/29
6/1
6/1

~:~

~:~

2 - --- ---- -- - 3 __ __________
2 ___ ____ __ __ _

26.00 --- - --- -- --30.00 - ----------28.00 ___ ____ __ __ _

~-

-~~~ ~~

52.00 ---------------------- - ------------90.00 ----------------------·------------56.00 ____________ __ __ _____ _. _________ . __ _

~~~~ ~~

==
== := == =- -- ___
______ .
________ _: ==== ==== === _____
-= ====== :::: : ____ _
_::: == ::== ===· -"2."647:76-::::: :::= == =
Germany ______ __________ ___ __ Dolla r.____ ___ __
9/12
9/28
16 --- --- -----30.00 ----- - --- -- 480.00 - --- - ------- --- - -·---- -- --- --------England . __ . ________ . _________ Dollar. . . _______
9/28
10/3
5 ___________ •
36. 00 _______ ____ _
180. 00 _____________ __ _____ _____ . _________ _
Round trip transportation . __ . _. Dollar ___ . ______ ... ___ ____ ___ . __ • __ .. __ ________ . _______ __... ___ ._. ___________ __ ________ ____ __ ._________ ___
889. 00 ___________ _
SubtotaL ____ ______ • _____ ._. ___ .• ____________ -" __ . . ____ .... ____ . _______ ._ ._ .. ____________ ._ . _____ . _______ .____
John A. Tay lor :
Germany _____ _____ ______ ___ __
Belgium ____________ __ __ ______
England ____________ __________
Round-trip transportation _______

447.00
120.00
140.25
882.00
310. 00
28.00
31.00
52.00
90.00
56.00
120.00
2, 047.70
480.00
180.00
889.00

3, 838. 20 _____ __ . ___ _

5, 872. 95

Dollar_ _______ __
1/3
1/17
14>i __ ___ ,______
30.00 -----------427.50 -----------19. 50 -----------Dollar_ ____ ___ __
1/17
1/21
3 ~ __ __________
32.00 ___ ___ ____ __
120. 00 ------ - ---- - ---------- -- -- --------- Dollar_ _________
1/21
1/25
4Y! ----- --- ---33.00 ____________
140.25 --------------------- - ------- -- ---·Dollar __________ .. __ . ___________ _____ • ____ ______________________ . ___________ ._____________________ ________
882. 00 __ _________ _

447.00
120.00
140.25
882.00

Subtotal. .. __ . _______ •. _______ ___ _________ ___ ______________ ____ ___________ _______________ ____________________ _
H. Branch Wood:

~tr~~======================== g~:::~==========
ba~~~wa·.-~ ==: ===== :====::= ::: g~:::~::::::: :::
Hong Kong ___ __ _____________ _ Dollar__________

~~~~
~~~~
5/29

~~~~
~~~~
6/1

1~
~
3

Thailand ____ __ __ _________ ___ _ Dollar___ ___ ____

6/1

6/3

2

-- -

::::====== ==
::::=:::: :::
____________
- --- - -------

2, 034. 75 __________ . _

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
curre ncy

901. 50 ------------

1, 589. 25

~k~~ ======== ====
~k ~~ ::::: := :::::
30.00 - -- ------·--

3~~:~& ===:::::=:::::::: : : : ::::=:::::::::::
~k gg ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:
90. 00 ---- --- ------ -- ---- -- --- - ------- - ---

28.00 - - ---- - -----

56. 00 - - -------------- -- ------- - ---- - -----

310.00
28.00
31.00
52.00
90.00
56.00
120.00
2, 047.70
480.00
180.00
889.00

687.75 --------- ---

ilf~{~i~tr•";':'~tl;;~:~~J~i:ii~:~:~~:~~:- --i~-- ii~- ii---~~~~~~:~~ ::~- --- ii: ~ -::~:::~~~:~~-----iiii~~::~~~::~~::: :~~ ~7;70:~~~::~~::~~~
Round trip transportation ..••... Dollar ___ .. _. ______________ __..• _______ .• ____ ________________ ---- _________ _____ ______ ------ _____________ ._
SubtotaL. _______ . _____ ._. _____________ ._. _____ .• __ . _______ __________ - ------- ________ _____________ . _______ ___ .
Grand totaL __ .... •.• .•••. • .•.. __ -- ............ -- .....• -- .... __ .. __ .....• __ . ___ . • ___ ..•.•.... ______ •.. _... _._.

1, 347.00 ___________ •

889.00 _______ . ___ _

2, 936. 70 ___ ________ _

4, 283.70

12, 201.00 ______ . ___ . _ 23, 374. 40 _. ____ _____ •

35,575.40

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31 , 1970
Date

Name and country

Name o
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

To ~al

days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

MASTER COMPILATION

~~~~~~~m:: f~ ~~~f~;nmf~~~~~~r~~cM~~~:~~~sc=: ::::::::::: === ==: ::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: ::::: =: :::::::::

1,167. 68
2, 119.54
2, 266. 00
1
3, 814.68
=::: :: == =: == == == == ::::: :=::::::: :: ==== =: :: ====== =: :::= := :::=:: :::::: ==: 1, 353. 03
Subcommittee to Western Europe _________ ______ .. _________________________ _________________ ________________ __ __ ___ __ __ 2, 247.60
Full Committee ________ __ __ .. ___ .. _________ ... ____________________ ------ _________________________ _________ ____ ______ _
918. 21
Grand totaL ____ .• ________________ . _______ __ ____ . _____ ________ ___ . __. ____ . __________ __________________ .. __ . . . 13, 886. 74

Subcommittee to Western Europe ••.. ___ .... ____ .. __.--------------------------- . . -- ----.--- __ -------------- ___ . ______ .

~~~~~~~m:: ~~ ~Xti's~/b ~~~1;~twartare:::::=::

--- - -------- 7, 708.00 ----· ------------------ 4,194.00 ------------ -- -- - - -- -- - 1,856.80 ---------------------- - 11, 000.70 ----------------------- 11, 639.95 --·-------------------- 7, 825.11 ----------------------1, 401.00 ---- ----- --_____ __ __ __ _ 45, 625. 56 --- - --- - --- -

8, 875.68
6, 313.54
4, 122. 80
14, 815.38
12, 992. 98
10, 072.71
2, 319.21
59,512.30

RECAPITULATION
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ______ .... ________ .. __ --- --- --- - ---- ____ ___ _---------- ________________________ -- -- ---------- ____ _____ . __ .________ ___ __________ _
Appropriated funds:
Government department :
Air Force •. ______ ______________ ____ . . __.. ____ ________ - ----- - - - - ____ .•.• __ ____________________ ____ .. ________ .. ___ _____________________ __ ______ .. ______ ------ Navy _________ ___ ____________ .. __ . ______ . __ .------.---------- ______ ---- ______ .• ---- •• ------ ••• __ ._----- -- ____________ ________ -------- _______________________
Total ________________ .• _____ ••......... - - ---- .. -------- - --- ------ - - - --- - - - - - ----- -- --------.------------------- .. ______ ______ ___ __ _____ ______________ ____ _

Amount
24, 684.07
24, 134.23
10, 694.00
59, 512.30

F. EDWARD HEBERT,
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services.
Mar. 15 1971

March 31, 1971

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES.105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., SUBCOMMITTEE ON SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICE
BENEFITS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Per diem rate

Date

Name of
currency

Name and country
Hon. James A. Byrne:
Thailand _____________________
Vietnam _____________ ____ _____
Hong Kong_- ----------------Transportation (commercial
aircraft).

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Baht__ _________
1/13
1/14
1,041.25
50.00
2,082.50
100.00 --- ----------- ----- -- --Piaster_ ________
1/15
1/ 17
5,900
50.00
13,500
114.40 -------- ---------- -----HK dollar__ ____
1/18
1/ 19
2
302.50
50.00
516.00
85.45 -----------------------D. mark _______ ---------- __ ------------- ----- ----_____________________________________________
6, 940.94
1, 880. 94

SubtotaL ___________________________________ ___ ____________________________________________________________ _

299.85 ------------

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
eql!ivalent
or U.S.
currency

2, 082.50
13,500
516.00
6, 940.94

100.00
114.40
85.45
1,880.94

1, 880.94 ------------

2,180.79

=======================================================

Hon. Charles W. Wilson:
Thailand ___ ________ __________
Vietnam _____________ _________
Hong Kong ___________________
Transportation (commercial
aircraft).

BahL _________
1/ 13
1/15
1,041.25
50.00
3,123.75
150.00 -- ---------------------Piaster.. _______
1/16
1/16
5, 900
50.00
5,900
50.00 -----------------------HK dollar___ ___
1/17
1/19
3
302.50
50.00
907.50
150.00 __________ ___ __________ _
N. guilder. ____ ___ ___ _______________ ________________________ ___ ________________ _-----------___
7, 097.07
1, 998.07

SubtotaL ___________ _______________ _________ _____ ---------- ________________________________________________ _
Hon. William G. Bray :
Thailand ____ _________________
Vietnam ______________________
Hong Kong ___ _____________ __ _
Transportation (commercial
aircraft).

350.00 ----------- -

197. 08 __ _______ ___

3, 123.75
5,900
907.50
7, 097.07

1, 998.07 ------------

Baht__ _________
1/13
1/14
1, 041.25
50.00
1, 280.88
61.51 -----------------------Piaster_________
1/ 15
1/17
5, 900
50.00
8, 640
73.22 -----------------------HKdollar_ ______
1/18
1/ 19
2
302.50
50.00
377.50
62.35 -----------------------N. guilder__ ______ _____________ ___ _______________ ______________ ___ _________ _____________ ______
7, 066.40
1, 961.80

Subtotal._ ___________________________________ __ ____________________ __ ______________________________________
Mr. John J. ford:
Thailand ___ ______ ________ ____
Vietnam ___ __ ___ ______________
Hong Kong ________________ ___
Transportation (commercial aircraft).

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

1, 280.88

8, 640

377.50
7, 066.40

1, 961. 80 ____________

150.00
50.00
150.00
1, 998.07
2, 348.07
61.51
73.22
62.35
1, 961.80
2, 158. 88

=======================================================

Baht__ _________
1/13
1/14
1,041,25
50.00
2,082.50
100.00 ---- --- -- ------ --- -- ---Piaster._ _______
1/15
1/17
5,900
50.00
14, 250
120.75 -- - ------- -------------HK dollar._ ____
1/18
1/19
2
302.50
50.00
605.00
100.00 -----------------------D. mark ____ __________________________________ ... ________ . ________ . _________________ ____ _____ .
6, 889.95
1, 867, 19

2, 082.50
14,250
605.00
6, 889.95

100. ()()
120.75
100.00
1, 867.19

Subtotal. __________ __ ______ __ . __________________ • _______ • ___ . ________ . _______________________ ._____________

320. 75 _______ •. ___

1, 867. 19 _______ . __ . _

2, 187.94

Total. __________________ ____ - --------------- __ ________ ------____________________________________ __ __ _____ __

1, 167.68 __ . ___ • __ __ _

7, 708. 00 ___ __ ____ ___

8, 875.68

RECAPITULATION
Foreign currency (U.S. dollars equivalent) _______________________________ -------------_----------. ________ ___________ . ___ .. ------ _________________ . ___ .______ ____ __ _____

Amount
8, 875.68

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 10!>, 2D SESS .• 91ST CONG., SUBCOMMITTEE ON WESTERN EUROPE AND
MIDDLE EAST, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Per diem rate

Date

Name and country
Hon. Bill Nichols:
Spain : _______________________
Italy _________________________
Turkey _______________________
I ran _________________________
Transportation:
(Military aircraft) __________
(Commercial aircraft) ______

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

foreign
currency

Peseta ________ _
Lira ___________ _
Lira ___________ _
RiaL. _________ _

50.00
3, 480
10,215
3
10,215
1/5
1/3
146.76 ---------------------- -50.00
31,450
56,540
2
1/5
56, 540
1/7
89.89 ------- ------- -------- -50.00
450
900
900
2
1/10
1/7
100. ()() ------------------- - ---50.00
3, 812
11 , 437
3
11,437
1/10
l /13
150.00 -----------------------U.S. dollar ____________ __ ___________________ ._-- __________ - _____ -- __________ • ____________________________ __
803.00 ---------U.S. dollar_ __ _______ ___________ ------ __________ ------------------ ______ ---------------------- __ --- -------_
421.00 ------------

SubtotaL •• _______ --------- __________________________ __• _____ ------ _________________ ----- ------ ----- - ____ _

486.65 ------------

1,224.00 ------------

Hon. Robert H. Mollohan:
Spain ________________________ Peseta_________
1/3
1/5
3
3, 480
50.00
10, 440
150.00 ----------- ----- -------10,440
Italy __________ ___ ____ ________ Lira ____________
1/5
1/7
2
31,450
50.00
28, 600
45.47 ---------- ------- -- --- -28, 600
Turkey _______________________ Lira __ __________
1/7
1/10
2
450
50.00
900
100.00 __ ------------ ---------900
Iran _________________________ RiaL ___________
1/10
1/13
3
3,812
50.00
11,437
150.00 ----------------------- 11,437
Spain _________________ _______ Peseta_________
1/13
1/17
4
3, 480
50.00
10,327
148.38 -----------------------10,327
Transportation (military airU.S. dollar... ________ ------- --- ____________________________________ ------ ______________ ------------------873. 00 ___________ _
craft).
Subtotal ___ ___ ______ __ __ ______________ ________ _•• __________ ______________________ __ ____ ___ ______ __ _________ _
873.00 -----------593.85 -----------Hon. W. C. Daniel:
Spain ________________________
Italy _________________________
Turkey _______ ________________
I ran. ____________________ ._._
Transportation:
(Miltary aircraft) __ ________
(Commercial aircraft). _____

Peseta______ ___
Lira__ __________
Lira___ _________
RiaL ______ ._._

1/3
1/5
1/7
1/ 10

1/5
1/7
1/10
1/13

3
2
2
3

3,480
31 , 450
450
3, 812

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

8,644
28, 336
900
11,437

124.20
45.05
100. 00
150.00

------------------- -- -- ------------ --- ----- ----- -------------- -- ----- ______________________ . _

U.S. dollar ____ _____________________ ___ _____ ---- ____ -- -------------------------_---- _____ ___ _. ___ __________
U.S. dollar_ ______ _____ _------------------------ --- ----- ------ --- - __________ ------ -------- .... __ ---------..

Subtotal. ____________ ---------- _____________ • ______________________ --------. __ . _____________ _____ ______ .• _

419.25 ------------

8,644
28,336
900
11,437

803.00 ____ _____ __ _
421.00 ..... ___ ___ _
1,224.00 -----------~

Mr. William H. Cook:
Spain . .. ________ ------- ______ Peseta._ _______
1/3
1/5
2
3, 480
50.00
10,440
150.00 _____ ______________ .. __ _
10, 440
Italy _________________________ Lira ____________
1/5
1/7
2
31,450
50.00
62,900
100.00 --- - -------------------62,900
Turkey _____ _______ _____ ____ __ Lira___ _________
1/7
1/10
2
450
50.00
900
100.00 ----------- - ----------900
Iran ___ ___ ____ _________ ______ RiaL__ ________
1/10
1/13
3
3,812
50.00
11,437
150.00 -----------------------11, 437
Spain __ __________________ __ __ Peseta . ________
1/ 13
1/ 17
4
3, 480
50. 00
8, 337
119.79 _.. ___ .. ____ _________ .. _
8, 337
Transportation (military
U.S. dollar__ ______________________________ • ____________ . ________ . __ ------- .. ___ .... _.... ____ ._____________
873. 00 ____ . _. ____ _
aircraft).
619.79 _.. ______ ___
873.00 . ________ .. _
SubtotaL ______________ ---------- ___________ __ ___________________ ________ __ _______________ ___ ______________ .
TotaL--- -------- - -- -- ------- --- ------- ---- ------ - ------------ --- - ----------- -------- --- --------------------

2, 119.54 ------ --- - --

4, 194.00 ____________

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
146.76
89.89
100. ()()
150.00
803.00
421.00
1,710.65
150.00
45.47
100.00
150.00
148.38
873.00
1, 466.85
124.20
45.05
100.00
150.00
803.00
421.00
1,643.25
150.00
100.00
100.00
150.00
119.79
873.00
1, 492.79
6,313. 54

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _________________________________________ . _____________________________ • __ . _____ _________ • ____ .. _________________________________ 2, 119. 54
Appropriated funds:
Government department: Air Force __________ ------------------ _____________________ ----- ____ ---------------------------- ________ .. __________ ---------- _______ .______ 4, 194.00
TotaL ___ ________________________________ ----- ______________ ____ ___________ ________ __ ____ ________________________ • ______________________________________________6,3i3.54
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., SUBCOMMITTEE ON WESTERN EUROPE,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country
Hon. Philip J. Philbin:
Germany _____________________
Italy _________________________
Spain __ _____ _____ ____________
England ___ _______ ___ ___ ______
Tr~~:ft).rtation (military air-

Name ot
currency

Arrival

Per diem rate

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

250.00
50.00
150.00
216.80
460.00

476.80 ------------

1,126.80

D. mark__ ____ __
3/30
4/3
184
50.00
918
250.00 -----------------------918
Lira___ _________
4/3
4/4
31,450
50.00
31,450
50.00 ----- - -----------------31,450
Peseta_________
4/4
4/7
3
3,490
50.00
10, 470
150.00-----------------------10,470
B. pound___ ____
4/7
4/11
4
20.15.5
50.00
47.19.0
116.00 - - ---------------------47.19.0
U.S. dollar...- -------- - ____ ----------------- --- ------ -------------- ____________________ -------------- ___ _•
460. 00 • __________ _

250.00
50.00
150.00
116. 00
460.00

650.00 ------------

460.00 ------------

1,026.00

D. mark___ _____
3/30
4/3
184
50.00
918
250.00 ----- - ------- ----------918
Lira__ ___ ___ __ __
4/3
4/4
31,450
50.00
31,450
50.00 -----------------------31,450
Peseta____ _____
4/5
4/5
3, 490
50. GO
3, 490
50. 00 ___ ____ __ ____ __ ______ __ _
3, 490
B. pound_______
4/5
4/6
1
20. 15. 5
50. CO
20. 15. 5
50. 00 ___ __ __ ____ __ ____ ___ ___ _
20. 15. 5
U.S. dollar. _____ ._._. ___ . _____________________ __ __________ _____ _______ ____ ___________________ • ___________ •
460. 00 _________ . __

250.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
460.00

566. 00 ------------

=======================================================

SubtotaL •• ________________________________ --._------------ ___________ . __ ----- -.- . ----.----- ----_._. _- - __ .. Mr. Ralph Marshall:
Germany ____________ __ • ___ ___
Italy __ ----------------------Spain ________________________
England ______ • __ - ------- _____
Transportation (military aircraft}.

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

=======================================================

SubtotaL .• __ ... ___________ • ________________ . __ .-- ----- ---- __ -- __ .. _... __ - ... --- ....... ---.- .• --- ...... __ .. Hon. Charles W. Whalen:
Germany _____________________
Italy _______ __ __________ ______
Spain __ ____ ___ ____ ___________
England ____ __ ____ _____ ___ ____
Transportation (military aircraft}.

Transportation

D. mark__ ______
3/30
4/3
184
50.00
918
250.00 -----------------------918
Lira______ ______
4/3
4/4
31, 450
50.00
31,450
50.00 __________ ______ ____ ___ •
31,450
Peseta_____ ____
4/4
4/7
3,490
50.00
10,470
150.00 -----------------------10, 470
B.pound_______
4/7
4/11
4
20.15.5
50.00
82.19.0
200.00
7.0.0
16.80
89.19.0
U.S. dollar------- --- --- ------------------- ______________ --- - ---- ___ ---------_____________________________
460.00 ___________ _

SubtotaL •. ___ .• _._ •.•. _.•.... __ . ___ . __ •... ---.--- ... ______ •.••• __ . ___ ------ .. . -.--- .-----.- .•. - .•• --_.--- . .
Hon. G. Elliott Hagan:
Germany _____________________
Italy _________________________
Spain ________ ___ ________ _____
England ___________________ ___
Tr~~aW).rtation (military air-

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

400.00 ------------

460.00 -------- ----

860.00

=======================================================

D. mark_______ _
3/30
4/3
184
50. 00
918
250. 00 ___ __ __ __ ________ __ ___ __
918
Lira____________
4/3
4/4
31,450
50. 00
31,450
50.00 _____ ______ ____ __ ___ ____
31,450
Peseta_________
4/4
4/7
3,490
50.00
10,470
150.00 -----------------------10,470
B. pound_______
4/7
4/11
4
20. 15. 5
50. 00
82.19. 0
200. 00 _____ • _________ • ________
82.19. 0
U.S. dollar_____________________ ___ ____ ___ ___________ ____ __________ ___ ______ ____ _____ ___________________ ___
460. 00 __________ __

SubtotaL .• ____ • _______________ ---------------------- __ ------------ ________ ---------------------_--------___

650. 00 ___ __ ______ _

TotaL ___________ ._. __________________________ -------------________________ ______ _________ ________________ __

2, 266. 00 ___ ________ _

250.00
50.00
150.00
2(";0.00
460.00

460. 00 ____ __ • __ ___

1, 110. 00

1, 856. 80 ___ __ __ __ ___

4,122. 80

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ____ • ____ • _________________________________________________________________________ ._. _______________ • _________ _______ ______ _____ _ 2, 282.80
Appropriated funds:
Government department-Air Force ___ ------------ ____ --- ------- ------- ----- ------·----- ___________ • ________________________________ ·- -- _________________________ 1, 840.00
TotaL __________ ______ ___________________________ _____ ________________________ • _________ •• __ ._._. ________________________________________________________________ 4, 122. 80

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES(MY LAI
INCIDENT SUBCOMMITTEE}, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name ot
currency

Arriva.

Per diem rate

Departure

Tota
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Hon. Samuel S. Stratton:
Vietnam ___ ___________________ Piaster__ ___ ___ _
5/11
5/14
5, 900
50.00
15,020
127.28 -----------------------15,020
Taiwan ______________________ NT dollar.______
5/14
5/15
2,000
50.00
1, 550
38.75--- ---------- ---- ------1,550
Hong Kong __________________ _ HKdollar____ ___
5/15
5/18
3
301.50
50.00
900.20
149.28 11,021.50
1168.90
1,921.70
Japan ________________________ Yen___ ___ _____
5/18
5/20
2
18,000
50.00
28,698
79.71
1127,133
1353.16
155,831
Transportation (military
U.S. dollar__ ___ ------------ ____ -------------- _______ ------________________________________________________
1, 140.88 ___ ______ __ _
transportation from United
States and return}.
SubtotaL __________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
395.02 -----------1, 662.94 -----------Hon. Charles S. Gubser:
Vietnam ___ ._. ________ . _______
Taiwan __ ______ __________ ____
Hong Kong ___________________
Japan ________________________
Transportation (Military transportation from United States
and return}

Piaster..------_
5/11
5/ 14
5, 900
50. 00
17, 000
144. 06 _. ___ .. . _________ •.. ____
17, 000
NTdollar_______
5/14
5/15
2,000
50.00
2,000
50.00 -----------------------2,000
HKdollar____ ___
5/15
5/18
3
301.50
50.00
904.50
150.00 ------------ -----------904.50
Yen ____ ... _____
5/18
5/20
2
18, 000
50. 00
36, 000
100. 00 _______ __ __ __ ________ ___
36, 000
U.S. dollar__ _____ ------ __ ------ _________ . __ ---- __________ . _________ . __ •. __ __________ . ______ • ___________ ._::- 1, 140.88 ___________ _

SubtotaL _______________________ •. _______ .. ____ . _____ . ______________ ____ ___________ _________ _______________ •
Hon. William Dickinson:
Vietnam _____________ ------ ___ Piaster__ . ____ .•
Taiwan _______________________ NT dollar ______ .
Hong Kong ___________________ HK dollar_______

444. 06 ___ ____ _____

1, 140.88 _______ __ ___

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

127.28
38.75
318. 18
432.87
1, 140.88

2, 057.96
144. 06
50.00
150.00
100.00
1, 140.88

1, 584. 94

=======================================================
5/11
5/14
5/15
1

5/14
5/15
5/18

3
1
3

5, 900
2, 000
301.50

50, 00
50.00
50.00

17, 400
2, 000
904.50

147. 46 _________ ______ __ _______
50.00 _______________ ____ _____
150.00 ------------------------

17, 400
2, 000
904.50

~~~~~iiorta-tiori -(militir"Y- trans:- J.'S~-cioiiar.-_ ~--·_-_ ~- ____ ~~ -~-- ____ ~~~~ ________ -~ ____ --~~·-~~~ _____ _-~~--~~ ____ --~~·-~~~ ____ --~~~--~~-~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~- --1; i4o~ 88-_____ ~~·-~~~ _

147.46
50.00
150.00
100.00
1, 140.88

portation from United States
and return).
SubtotaL. ______ . __ .. __ .. --._---.---.--------------- •.. -------------------------.------- ----- ----- - --.--- .--

447.46 ------------

1,140.88 ------ ----- -

1, 588.34

===============================================================

Footnotes at end of table.
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INCIDENT SUBCOMMITTEE), HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970---Continued
Date

Name and country
Han. Charles A. Halleck:
Vietnam ______________________
Taiwan _________________ ______
Hong Kong _________ __________
Japan ________________________
Transportation (military transportation from United States
and return).

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

Tran(~~fi\~~~iansportation
from United States
(1-way).
(Commercial transportation
Tokyo to Washington,
D.C.)

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

444.06 ------------

1,140.88 ------------

Piaster_________
5/11
5/14
5,900
50.00
17, 470
148.06 -- ---------- - ----------17, 470
NTdollar______ _
5/14
5/15
2,000
50.00
1, 750
43.75 ---- - - - ---- --- - - -------1, 750
HK dollar__ _____
5/15
5/18
3
301.50
50.00
904.50
150.00 - ------ - ----- - - - -------904.50
Yen_ ______ _____
5/18
5/20
2
18, 000
50.00
36,000
100.00 --- - ---------- - --------36,000
U.S. dollar ••• __________ ------- -- ----------- ____ ___ ___ - ----- ___ _.. __••.• __ _______ • ___ __ _____ --- -----______ _ 1, 140. 88 ______ _____ .

SubtotaL _______ ___ ---- • ..•.. . .... . •. -- - - --.----- - ----- ------------ - ----- --------- ------- - ------- . -. - ----.
Mr. Frank Slatinshek:
Vietnam ______________________
Taiwan _____ _____________ _____
Hong Kong _________ ___ ___ ____
Japan ________ ________ ________

Transportation I

Piaster_________
5/11
5/14
3
5, 900
50.00
17,000
144.06 -----------------------17,000
NT dollar___ ____
5/14
5/15
1
2,000
50. 00
2,000
50.00 --------- --------------2,000
HK dollar__ _____
5/15
5/18
3
301.50
50.00
904.50
150.00 -----------------------904.50
Yen ____________
5/18
5/20
2
18,000
50.00
36, 000
100.00 - ----------------- -- ---36,000
U.S. dollar ____ . __ ._._._._ .. -- ______ ---------- •.. . -- ••• --_ •••. --. _____ .••• -- __ .. _. __ __ ••• _______ • ______ .___
1, 140. 88 ___________ _

SubtotaL •• ____ -------- ___ • __ • ________ •. _________ • ___________ •• __ •••• __ ._._._ ••••• _•• ____________ ____ ______ _
Rear Adm. Allan S. Chrisman:
Vietnam ______________________
Taiwan _______________________
Hong Kong ____ _______________
Japan ________________________
Transportation (military transportation from United States
and return).

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Piaster_ ____ __ __
NT dollar_ __ ___ _
HKdollar___ ____
Yen ___ ___ ._.__ _

u.s.

5/11
5/14
5/15
5/1 8

5/14
5/15
5/18
5/18

441.81

1.140. 88 ----- - ------

Yen _____ ___ ••. __ -------------- .. ---- .... .. .•.. --- . . . --- • .... --- --- .. ---- --- - ___ ____ _.. ____ ._.

SubtotaL _____________ . ____ . _. ____ _.. _____ .•.•. -- .•. ... -- - ____ .••. • •.• . ---- -- •. • ___-- __ •.•.. __• ______ . ..

148.06
43.75
150. 00
100. 00
1, 140.88

1, 582.69

285, 408

347.29 __________ __

558.80

792. 80

792.80

285,408

1, 351.60 ___ __ _______

1, 698.89

=================================================
5/11
5/14
5/15

5/14
5/15
5/18

5,900
2, 000
301.50

50.00
50.00
50.00

17, 485
1, 700
904.50

148.27 ------ - ----- - ----------42.50 - - - ---- - - - -------------150.00 ·- --- ------------ -------

17, 485
1, 700
904.50

portation from United States
and return).

SubtotaL •• ________ ------- __ • ____ . _____ ___ . ___ • __ - ----- - --- - --.---------------- --- - - .-- •. -------------- ____ .

440.77 ___ __ __ _____

148.27
42.50
150. 00
100.00
1,140.88

1, 140. 88 ___________ _

1, 581.65

Piaster••• -----5/11
5/14
5, 900
50.00
17,000
144.06 __ • __ _________________ _•
17,000
NTdollar___ ____
5/14
5/15
2, 000
50.00
1,940
48.50------ - ----------------1,940
HK dollar.......
5/15
5/18
3
301.50
50.00
904.50
150.00 -------------- - ------ --904.50
Yen ___ ______ ___
5/18
5/20
2
18,000
50.00
36,000
100.00 -----------------------36,000
U.S. dollar__ _••••..•.•.•••.•.•. __ ••••.••.• •.• -- ..•.• ___•••.• . -- •.•.. • --- • • • __ •••.•.••• _••. _.•. _.•• _____ ._. 1, 140. 88 ••• ____ • ___ _

144.06
48.50
150.00
100.00
1, 140.88

=======================================================

SubtotaL •••.•• ____ .• ------- - ___ ___ .•. • __---. --- - ----- . __- - .. ---------------------- • • ------------ - -. ___ ----.
Mr. Raymond Lushin:
Vietnam _______________ _______
Taiwan .•• -------------------Hong Kong ____________ _______
Japan ________________________
Transportation (military transportation from United States
and return).

1,584.94

558.80 ___ ______ ___

~~~~iiiirfiticiri(miliiarr-trans= -- ~~~~-ooilar - ·.:.: ......... ~~~-~---·····---~~~- ____________ ___ ~~·-~~ ____ __ ~~~ ~~- _____ ~~~~~ ___ --- ~~~~~-============- --1: i4o: 88-_----~~~~~~ _

Mr. John F. Lally:
Vietnam ________ _-------- _____
Taiwan ___ _______________ _____
Hong Kong ___________________
Japan ________ ________________
Transportation (military transportation from United States
and return).

144.08
50.06
150.00
100.00
1, 140.80

5,900
50.00
17,380
147.29 -- - ------------ - - -- - - - - 17,380
147.29
2, 000
50.00
2, 000
50. 00 _______ _______ _____ . _.. _
2, 000
50.00
3
301.50
50.00
904.50
150.00 - -- - ----------- -- ---- - -904.50
150.00
0 • ______ __ _• ___________ ________ ________ . ___ ____ ________ . ______ __ ________ ____ ___ _____ ____________ _

dollar___• ___ .•. . ___ ____ ___ _____ __ _____ __ •. ______ _____ ___ _______ ______ _________ • ____ ______ . __ _______ __

Mr. John Red dan:
Vietnam _______ _______________ Piaster___ ___ ___
Taiwan ________________ _______ NTdollar_____ __
Hong Kong ___________________ HK dollar___ ____

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

442.56 . _________ ••

1, 140.88 ___________ •

1, 583.44

Piaster____ _____
5/11
5/14
5,900
50.00
13,580
115.08 -------- --- ------------13,580
NT dollar..... ..
5/14
5/15
2,000
50.00
1,863
46.57 ----- ----- -------------1,863
HKdollar... ....
5/15
5/18
3
301.50
50.00
904.50
150.00 - ----------- - ----- -----904.50
Yen _____ __ _____
5/18
5/20
2
18,000
50.00
36,000
100.00 -----------------------36,000
U.S. dollar__ _•. ----- ___ •• ------ •••• --------- - - . ---- - ------------ .•••.•. ---- . . ••..•.•••.•• __________ ____ ••• 1, 140.88 _______ ____ _

115.08
46.57
150.00
100.00
1, 140.88

==================================================~===

SubtotaL •••• .• __ .•.• ____ ---- •••.•.•.•.••.•• • __ --- ••• • ___ -- •••••••• ---------- •..• -- •• __ .• ---------- ••.•••.••

411.65 ------- -----

1,140.88 ---------- - -

1,552.53

TotaL •••• ___ •.•••••• __ ••.•.• ------- --- •••••.•.•.•••••••••••••••. ----. --------- ••.••.•.•. --.--- •.• --- •. --...

3, 814. 68 .• •.• ____ •.•

11, 000. 70 ••• _. __ • __ ••

14, 815. 38

1 Cost

of local transportation for entire group charged to Mr. Stratton as acting chairman of subcommittee.

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) .• •••.•.••• ..• • • •••••.•••. --- --- •••• ------ •••••••• ---------- ••••• • --- --- ••••••••••• • •••••• ---------------- ••••• _••••.• _.------___ 5, 129. 54
Appropriated funds:
Government department:
9, 685.84
TotaL ____ __ ___ ------ •• --.----------------.--.-------------·------------------------------------------- •• ---- •• ____ ---------- _____ • __ ---------------- ____ •• __ ••• 14, 815. 38
SAMUEL S. STRATTON,
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., SUBCOMMITTEE ON ANTISUBMARINE
WARFARE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country
Hon. Samuel S. Stratton:
ItalY--------------- ---------IsraeL ------------- --------- Great Britain _______ __________
Transportation (military aircraft).

Name of
currency

Arrival

Total amount per diem

Per diem rate

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalen t
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Lira _____ ______
9[1
9/2
31,450
50.00
9, 850
15.65 ----------- --- ---------9,850
1. pound____ ___
9/2
9/4
175
50.00
290
82.85
108.60
31.09
398.60
B. pound__ _____
9/4
9/5
1
20.17. 0
50.00
20.17. 0
50.00 ------------ ---- ----- --20.17. 0
U.S. dollar-- --- -- ----------------------------------------- ----- ----- - ------------- -- ---------------------- 1, 422. 00 ------- -----

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

15.65
113. 94
50.00
1, 422.00

- -=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=-==14=8=.5=0=·=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=-=1~,4=5=3.=0=9=·=--=·=--==·=--=·=--====:::::1,=6=01=.=
59
SubtotaL ____________ __________ ____ ___________ _____ _____ ______ _-=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=--=·=--=·=--=·=

Hon.l~~~ert L Leggett:

Lira
9/1
9/2
·31,450
50.00
28,450
45.25 ------------------- ---- 28,450
IsraeL==================== == 1. P<iund_-:::= ==
9/2
9/4
175
50. oo
350
100. oo
108.60
31.09
458.60
Great Britain _______ __________ B. pound ___ ___ _
9/4
9/5
1
20.17. 0
50.00
20. 17. 0
50.00 -------------------- - --20.17. 0
Transportation (military aircraft)_ U.S. dollar ___- ____ _---- -- -- ____ ______ ----------- - -------------- ------ --- -- --- --_________ __________________ 1, 422. 00 ___________ _

45.25
131.09
50.00
1, 422. 00

SubtotaL __ _____ ___ ____ ______________ ___ ______ _______________________ ____ ____ -- ______ -- -----_ -_-- ---- - _------195. 25 ___ ________ _ 1, 453. 09 ___ ____ __ ___
1, 648. 34
==================================~========~===
Han. Floyd V. Hicks:
Italy ____________________ ____ _ Lira __ ____ ____ __
9/1
9/2
31,450
50. 00
10, 950
17.40 - --------- - --- --- -- ---- 10, 950
17.40
IsraeL ______ ________________ I. pound ________
9/2
9/4
175
50.00
260
74. 25
108. 60
31. 09
368.60
105.34
Great Britain _____ _____ __ ______ B. pound_______
9/4
9/5
1
20.17.0
50. 00
20.17.0
50.00 -- - --- -- - ---- - ------ - --20. 17. 0
50.00
1, 422. 00
Transportation (military
U.S. dollar_ _____ . __ --- - ------------------- --- ------------- ---- - --- ---- - ---------- -- -------- ---- -- ---- - - -- - 1, 422. 00 ------ - -- - - aircraft).
SubtotaL ______________ ___ _____ ---- --- _- --- ________ - _____ ----------------- - ---------- ---- ------- - ----------141.65 __ ___ ____ __ _ 1, 453. 09 ____________
1, 594.74
==================================~========~===
Han. Bob Wilson:
IsraeL ________________ ___ ___ I. pound ___ _____
9/2
9[4
175
50. 00
240
68.57
108.60
31.09
348. 60
99.66
Great Britain ___ ______ __ ______ _ B. pound_ ____ __
9/4
9/ 0
7
20.17.0
50.00
104.3.4
250.00 -- ---------- -- - - - ~ - - ---104. 3. 4
250.00
5, 218. 57
1, 437.23
Transportation (commercial
D. mark __ ___ ________ --------- - --- ---- -- --- -- - -- - ____ ____ ----------- -- --------- ------- ---_____ 5, 218. 57
1, 437.23
aircraft).
SubtotaL _________________ . _______________ ___ ____ ______ _____ _-=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=
--=·=--=·=--=·=--=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=-·==3=1=
8.=57= _=_-=·=--=·=--=·=--==1,~4=68=·=
32=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=-==1,;,'=78=6=.8=9
Han. Robert T. Stafford :
Italy __ _______________________
IsraeL __ __ __ ______ ____ ____ __
Great Britain __ ____ ____________
Transportation (military
aircraft).

Lira_ ___________
9/1
9/2
31,450
50.00
9,920
15.80 ----- ------------------·
9, 920
I. pound _______ _
9/2
9/4
175
50.00
247
70.55
108.60
31.09
355.60
B. pound_ ___ ___
9/4
9/5
1
20.17.0
50.00
20.17.0
50.00 --------------------- --20.17.0
U.S. dollar_ __ .... ______ ------ __ -----.-- -- -- ------ -- -------- -----------.- - ----- -- --- __ _________ . __ ____ ----- 1, 422.00 ______ __ ___ _

SubtotaL. ___ _____________ --------- -- --------- - -------------------- - --------------------------- ------------Han. G. William Whitehurst:

~~~~e-1== ====================== r:r~ouncl_-_:=====

~~1

~~~

31

'i~~

~8:88

11

'i~~

136.35 ------------

1, 453.09 ------------

~~:~~ -----ios:sa·· ·----31:69-

4

JJ3. ~g

Great Britain ___ ______ ___ ____ __ B. pound _______
9/4
9/5
1
2G.17. 0
50.00
20.17.0
50.00- ----------------------20.17.0
Transportation (military airU.S. dollar_ ___ _________________ ------------------ __ __ ---- -- -------------------- ____ ----------------_ ____ __ 1, 422. 00 ___ ________ _
craft).

15.80
101.64
50.00
1, 422.00
1, 589.44

18.20
83.94
50.00
1, 422.00

121. 05 __ ____ . _____ 1, 453. 09 _____ __ _____
1, 574. 14
SubtotaL ______ ------ ____ ______________ __-- __________ ------------_----------- _____ ----- -- __ -------- __ -- ---- _
==================================~========~===
Rear Adm. Allan S. Chrisman, U.S.

Na:¥r~e~r=e=d=:=================== r.ir~ouncC:=====

~~~

~~~

31,~~~

~~:~e

21,~~~

~~j~ --- --168:66 _______ 31:69-

~~3~~~

Great Britain __ ___ ___ __________ B. pound__ _____
9/4
9/5
1
20.17.0
50.00
20.17.0
50.00 ------------- -- ------ --20.17.0
Transportation (military airU.S. dollar___-_- --- __ ----_ ------ - -- __ ---- ----------------- ------ _----- --- --- --- ----- ------------- -_--- - --- 1, 422. 00 ________ ___ _
craft).

34.36
83.74
50.00
1, 422.00

SubtotaL--- -------------- --------- --- ----------------------------------------- - ---------------------------137.21 --- --------- 1, 453.09 -----------1, 590.30
============================================~===

Mr. ~~~~ge Norris:

Lira
9/1
9/2
31,450
50.00
5,850
9.30 ---------- -- -----------5,850
lsraei======== =============== 1. pouiicL:::::=
9/2
9/4
175
50. oo
330
95.15
108.60
31.09
438.60
Great Britain ________ __________ B. pound_ ____ __
9/4
9/5
1
20.17.0
50.00
20.17.0
50.00------- ------------- ---20.17.0
Transportation (military airU.S. dollar _____________ -------- ______ -------- ________ ------------ ____ -- ------ ____ _-----------____ _________ 1, 422. 00 ----- ______ _
craft).
SubtotaL ____________________________ -- ---- __ -----------------------------------------------------_------___

154. 45 --- ____ __ __ _

1, 453. 09 _____ __ ___ __

9.30
126.24
50.00
1, 422.00
1, 607. 54

=======================================================
1, 353. 03 ___ __ __ ____ _ 11, 639. 95 _____ ------ _ 12, 992. 98

TotaL ___________________________________________ -------- __ -------------------- ________ -- ____ __ ------------_
RECAPITULATION

Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _______ ----- __ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3, 038. 98
Appropriated funds:
Government department:
Navy ____ __ _____________ ________ __ ___ __ ______________ ---- __ ______ ------------------ _____ ----------------- ______ -------------- ____ ----_________ ____ _________ ___ 9, 954. 00
TotaL __ _____________ _____________ • __ -.-- __ ---------·-------------- •• -- ____ • __ • ___ .-------·----------- ___ ------ ____ ------ •• --- __ • __ • _________ • _____ ---- __ ___ 12, 992. 98

March 31, 1971
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., SUBCOMMITTEE TO WESTERN EUROPE,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country
Hon. Charles H. Wilson:
Ireland .••.• _•• __ ._. _______ . __
England ___________________ ___
Spain __________ ___ ___________
Transportation (military aircraft).

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

I. pound •.... ___
9/4
9/7
3
20. 17. 0
50. 00
62. 12. 70
150. 00 ______ ______ ______ _• ___ • 62. 12.70
B. pound..... . .
9/7
9/11
5
20.17.0
50.00
104.3.4
250.00 -----------------------104.3.4
Peseta___ ___ ___
9/11
9/13
2
3,480
50.00
6, 960
100.00-- ------------ - --------6, 960
U.S. dollar.•.... . __ . _. • •.• •.•.••...• •.• .. __ •••••• ____ ••• ____ .•. __..•. ____ ..•. __ .. _.• _•••.•. ______ •...•.•.• 1, 690. 63 .•. ______ •.•

SubtotaL .• __ •.•.•.• . •.•. _._. ___ _••.. __._ .•.•.•.••.•.•• __ • ____ ••••• •• __ • __ . _. ___ • _______ .•• _••••• ____ • ••• ____ _

150.00
250.00
100.00
1, 690.63

1, 690.63 ------------

2,190.63

Hon. Richard C. White:
Ireland _____ ____ __ ____ _____ ___ I. pound...... ..
9/4
9/7
3
20.17.0
50.00
62.12.70
150.00 -- - ------------------- - - 62.12.70
England ____ _____ ______ _______ B. pound .......
9/7
9/11
5
20.17.0
50.00
104. 3.4
250.00 -- - - - --- - --- - --- - ----- - 104.3.4
Spain ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___ __ Peseta.... .....
9/11
9/13
2
3,480
50.00
6, 960
100.00 ------- --- ------- ------6,960
Transportation (military aircraft). U.S. dollar. •.•. __ •. •.• ... _____ ___ . •.. _______ . __. • ____ . • . • ..• _____ __..•.•.• • __ •.•. __ ------------ .• -- - ------ 1, 690.63 _•.•. ____ •••

150. 00
250.00
100.00
1, 690.63

SubtotaL •••.•... __ . • .• ____ ••.. ______ ____ •••• ______ ------ __ •.••.. __ __________ .•. • ..• • ___ _• . .. __. . .. ______ •. ..•
Hon. W. C. Daniel:
Ireland ______ __ _______ _______
England ___ ____ ___ ____________
Franc _______________ ________ _
England t ______ ------ •.•... ___
Transportation (military aircraft)_

1

1, 690.63 __ __ ___ __ ___

2, 190.63

I. pound_ ____ ___
9/4
9/7
20.17.0
50.00
61.12.70
147.60 --------- --------- ----- - 61.12.70
147.60
B. pound .. . ....
9{7
9/8
20.17.0
50.00
20.17.0
50.00
17.0.0
41.65
37.1.0
91.65
Franc___ _______
9/8
9{9
276
50.00
276
50.00
166
30.07
442
80.07
B. pound ___ __ ..
9/10
9/10
1 ••. __ . .. . . ___ . . _. ____ .... ___ . _•. •.•.•.• __ ••...•.•.. ____ _. .•.•.• __ .•.•.. __..•. _. ____ •. __• _•••••••
U.S. dollar..... .. •......••• . •.• __ ..••.•• • ____ •. __ __.. __• . • . __ .. __ ._ •. •... _.. • _••. _..• __ . •.... ___ . • . ____ . . _
990. 87 _•• __ .. . •.• •
990. 87
247.60 - - -- - - - ---- -

1, 062.59 -------- - ---

1, :tl0.19

=======================================================
I. pound. .... . .
9/4
9/7
20.17.0
50.00
62.12.70
150.00 -----------------------62.12.70
B. pound ______ _
9/7
9/11
5
20.17. 0
50.00
104. 3. 4
250.00 - --- - ------ ---- ---- -- --104. 3. 4
Peseta .___ _____
9/11
9/13
2
3,480
50.00
6, 960
100.00- ------------- - ----- - -- 6,960
U.S. dollar ___ •.• .•.•. ___ _•. __ __ .•.• ________ . • . •.• ____ __ .• ----- - --- -- --- ____ ________ •... _________ ____ .___ __
1, 690.63 ___________ _

Subtotal. •.•••.•. -- -------- .•. _._. __ _•• . • . •.• •.•. -------------- ••.• ____ •• ____ •.•••.•. ___ .••••• __ _------ --_ .•..
Mr. James F. Shumate:
Ireland ______________________
England _____ ____ __ ____ _____ __
Spain __________ ______ ________
Transportation (military aircraft)_

500.00 ___________ .

=======================================================

Subtotal. ••. • ____ .•.•.•.•.•.•.• .•. _. _._._ .• • _. ___ . _. ___ •. ________ ___ • ___ . _. ___ • __ __________ __ _____ ___ ______ ___
Mr. Earl Morgan:
Ireland----- ------- ---- ------ England •• . .• •..•..•..•.•••••.
Spain ____ ______ ___ ___________
Transportation (military aircraft).

500.00 ---- - -- - ----

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

150.00
250.00
100.00
1, 690. 63

1, 690.63 ------------

2, 190.63

I. pound_ ____ __
9/4
9/7
20.17.0
50.00
62.12.70
150.00 ------ - ---- --- --- -- ----62.12.70
B. pound _____ __
9/7
9/11
20.17.0
50.00
104.3.4
250.00 ----------- - -- - - - --- ---104.3.4
Peseta ______ ___
9/11
9/13
2
3,480
50.00
6, 960
100.00 --- --- ------- - ---------6, -960
U.S. dollar. ••... . ________ .... ____ __• ___ .•.• -- - ----------- ••.• __ ------ _____ __ ___ _____ . _______________ ___ . . _ 1, 690. 63 ••. _____ __.•

150.00
250.00
100. 00
1, 690. 63

500.00 --- - ------- -

Subtotal. •••.. ___ . ___ •. .. • _•. . _. ___•. __ • . •.•.•......• __ .•.•.•.•.•...• __._ •. _______ .•. __• _____ .•.. ____ • •.•.•.• _

500. 00 • _•. ••• __ .• .

1, 690. 63 ••• __ .•. • _..

Grand totaL_. ___ • • --- - •.•••.••.. • .•••••••.••. __ __ •• ••• •••• __.••• _. •. __ .•••.•.•. • __ . • .•.• ___ •.•• ___ ._._ . _._._.

2, 247. 60 . _. _. _. __ •. •

7, 825.11 _•. __ •.• _...

2, 190. 63
10, 072.7

No counterpart drawn.

~~;:~~rf~{:j~~n~~;S.

RECAPITULATION
dollar equivalent)._._ . _•. __ •. ___ . __ • __. __ •..•.• _____ .•.•. _.•••• __ .. _. ____ .• ___• ...•••.•.•.• _. __ ._ . • ... • . • . _••• _•• ______ ••• _. ___ ._. _. ___ ____ ___ ••

Government department:
Air Force .••.•• __ .• _____ ..• ___•••.•.• __ •••••.••• _•....• . •.•••• _____ • _____ •.•. __ •.•• ___________ . _. _________ ________ _________________________________________ _
TotaL ___ • . .. _.•.•.. __ •.• _• _•. __ •. _••. _••. _. - ..•• _••. . •. • . _. _. _. .. _. _... .•. • . _.• . • - _. • - . • _• _. _. . .•• •.•• • . - . •. •.•. • .•. - . • .•• -.- • - ••. - •.•.•• ------.--- -- -.-

Amount
2. 319. 32
7, 753.39
10, 072. 71

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIG N CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG. , COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES , HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31. 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S .dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equ ivalent
or U.S.
currency

Hon. L. Mendel Rivers:
England ______ ___ _____ ________ B. pound _______
9/7
9/11
5
20. 17.0
50. 00
104. 3. 4
250.00 -------- -- ------- -- -- -- 104.3.4
250.00
Transportation (private aircraft) ___ ...• • ____ .••. ______ ____.... _________ __ ___ -- ----------- -- --- -- --------------- - ---- ___ _____ ..•.....•.......•. . . _________ ________ _.. _____ _____ _
SubtotaL • . •... __ . _______ . ____ . _____________ _. .....•• ___ _....... . •.•.• .• • •••.•. ______ _________ _______ ___ _____ _

250. 00 ---- - --- ------ -- --- -- - - - ---- - ---- ---

250.00

Hon. Samuel S. Stratton :
Ireland _____ _______ __ ____ ____ I. pounds ___ ____
1/24
1/26
20. 16.2
50.00
31.09. 0
67.01 - - ----- ·-- - ---------- - -31.09.0
67.01
2
England t _____ _ •• _ ••• • • __ • __ __ B. pound •. __. . _
1/26
1/27
2
20.16. 2
50.00
39. 22.4
92.00----------- - --- -- --- --- 39.22. 4
92. 00
England! ___ _______ _____ ______ B. pound __ ___ __
1/27
2/6
Germany _____ ____ __ ____ __ ____ D. mark __ _____ _
~ ------- ·ia4-- ·----so:oo--------- i2ii ------ -34:ss·=== ======= ========= == == =- -- ·- -- -i2ii-- ----- ·34:65
2/6
2/9
Transportation:
Commercial aircraft ___ .. __ _ U.S. dollar __ _... . •.. ______ . ___ __ _• _____ ___ __ ______ _____ __________ _______ _______ . .•... - - --------- •. __ •. ____ _
244.00
244.00 --- -- - - - ---Military aircraft . . . .. ___ ._ .. U.S. dollar. . ••.•. ____________ __ ________ __ _______ ___ ______ ......... ______ ..• _____ __•. __ •. ____________ ______ _
496. 00
496. 00 - - - . - - - -- - - SubtotaL ____ __________ ____________ . .•. _____ .•. __ ..• ____ ____ --- --- - -. ____ ___ _______ _____ _______ ___ _____ ___

Footnotes at end of table.

193.66 - ---- -------

740.00 ---- -- - -- - --

933. 66
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 105, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG. , COMMITTEE ON ARMED
SERVICES, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 197G-Continued
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivale nt
or U.S.
cu rrency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation 1

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
cu rrency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

John R. Blandford:
Spain ______ _- --- - - ______ _____ Peseta _______ ._
12/12
12/15
3, 480. 00
50. 00
6, 440. 00
92. 55 _____ ____ __ ______ __ _____ 6, 440. 00
92. 55
PortugaL - -- - -- - -- -- -- - --- - -- Escudo ______ ___
12/15
12/17
1, 427. 00
50. 00
3, 760.80
132.00 ------- - ---------------- 3, 760.80
132. 00
Italy 1___ ----- -- -- - ____ _____ __ Lira____________
12/1 7
12/18
1 _____ . _____ . ___________ ___ _____ ___ _____________ - - ------ _______ __• _____ ____ ___ ______________ ••••.
Germany ___ __ __ ____ _______ ___ D. mark_______ _
12/19
1/4/71
17
181.50
50.00
907.50
250.00 ------------- ----- - - ---907.50
250.00
Transportation (military
U.S. dollar.. .------ ...... -... -- .. --------- . .. ---- . •. . .... -- ----.-- - -- ••.• -- ____ .. ____ -- __ ___ _- - ____ .• __._.
661. 00 ___ --------.
661. 00
aircraft).
SubtotaL------ - - ______ ________ __ __---------- __ . _------ __ . • ____ - - .• --- -- --- _____ _---- ________ .________ ______

474. 55 __ _________ •

Grandtota'--- --------------- - ------- -- - - -- --- ----------------=
__=__=__=__=__=__
=__=_=
__ =
__ =__ =__ =__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=__=_=
__ =
__= =9=18=.2=1 =__=__=__=__=__=__=
1No counterpart drawn.

661. 00 _____ ____ ___

1, 135. 55

1=,4=01= .0
=0=_=
__=__=__=__=__=_=

2=
, 3=19=.2=1

RECAPITULATION

Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) __ ______ .--- -- -_ • •• -.--- -- -----------._-- - -- - ---- --_ - -- -- -- ---- ____ --- - - - . • ______ -- -- - - __ _____ __ ____ __ ______ ______________ _______ .
Appropriated funds:
Government Department:

~ir1iirce=== ====== ======== ================== ================ ====== ==== == ====== == == ======:: =: == ======: =:: : :: ========================: == =: =: ======== ==:: ==: ===: =:

Amount
918.21
740. 00
661.00

TotaL ______ ____ - -- - - - __ _____ ______ __ _. . __ _. __ __ ---- -- -- -- - -- --- -_--- __ . ___ ___---- _______ ____ --- --- ----- - ______ ___ _____ ________ _______ __ _____________________ 2, 319. 21
EDWARD F. HEBERT,
Chairman, Comm ittee on Armed Services.
Mar. 15, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 152, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Hon. Thomas L. Ashley:

k':fr:~==
=== ======
=== =:__: =====
~~nn-:::::
Japan __ ==
______
____ _____
_____ Yen
__ ___ . :::
__ . ::
__ =
_

Hon. Garry Brown:

~~~~i~~!====================== ~~~~eiro~~======

Arrival

Per diem rate

Total amount per diem

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

4/6

Foreign
currency

4/4
4/7
4/12

4/11

4/13

3
5
2

18,000
15,275
18,000

50. 00
50.00
50.00

54,000
76,375
36, 000
112,000

~~U

~~~~

~

1~3~g~

~~: ~~

~~9~~~

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
cu rrency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

150.00 - ---- ----- --- ------ - - --250. OIJ - -- -- - -- - ----- - --- - - - --100. 00 - ------------------- - --148.13

~gk ~~

========================
Denmark ___ ____ ______________ D. krone ___ ____
9/21
9/25
5
375.00
50.00
1,875
250.00
4, 317.50
575.82
Germany ___ _______ __ _________ D. mark _____ . ____ .. -- - - - __- --- -- - ---- - - - -- ---- - - - ----- - - --- - - - ---- -- --- - --- - - - __ __ ___ _- - - - - - - 3, 304. 98
910. 21
Mr. Orman S. Fink:
Japan _____ _____ ____________ __ Yen .--- --- ____ •
18,000
50.00
54, 000
4/4
4/6
150.00 ----- ---- ------ --- --- --115, 250
150.20
Korea ____________ ____ ___ ____ _ Won __________ .
4
50.00
4/10
15,275
61, 125
4/7
199.80 - - ---------- - ----------18,000
50.00
54,000
4/11
4/13
3
150.00 --- --------------------4
250
50. 00
10,000
200. 00
3, 600
72. 26
9/20
9/17
== ============ ===
150. 00
1375
Denmark _____________________ D. krone ____ ___
50. 00
375
1, 875
9/25
9/21
250. 00 -- ---------------- - ----150.00
13, 480
Spain ___ _____________________ Peseta ____ ._-.3, 480
50.00
6, 960
9/26
9/27
100. 00 -----------------------Mr. Benet Gellman :
United Kingdom _______________ B. pound ______ _
4
20. 16. 8
50.00
9/17
9/20
83. 6. 8
200. 00 -------- ---- -----------1490
I 65. 35
Denmark _______ __ _____ ______ _ D. krone_______
9/21
9/26
5
375.00
50.00
1, 760
234.65- ---- - --------- - ------- Germany _______ __________ __ __ D. mark ___ ... _.. ____ __ ---- ____ • • ___ . ______ ._ ... ___________ • __________ ____..• __ ____ ._._ . • ___ __
2, 137. 44
588. 66
I 3, 300
I 13. 24
Hon. Tom Gettys :
50.00
83, 937
12, 462. 42
4/17
4/23
336.76 -----------------------50.00
223.00
669.00
4/26
4/24
150.00 -- - --------------------=== == == ====== =====
== =
Hon. Seymour Halpern:
50.00
54,000
18, 000
150.00 --- --------------------50.00
15, 275
76, 375
4/1
250. 00 - ----------------------====== == === ===
===
== Yen ____ =
===.=
Japan ___ ==
_______________
___
___
_=
••==
____
50.00
18,000
36, 000
4/13
100. 00 --------------- - -------Hon. RichardT. Hanna:
50.00
36, 000
100. 00
25, 506
70. 85
50.00
61,100
200. 00
273, 278
899. 45
Japan ___________ _____________ Yen__ __________
4/11
4/13
3
18, 000
54,000
50.00
150. 00 ---- - --------- - --------Hon. Albert W. Johnson :
Japan
Yen
4/4
4/6
3
18 000
50. 00
54, 000
150. 00 _____ . _________ ____ • ___ _
Korea ::===== == ========= ====== Won·--==========
4{7
4/11
5
15:275
50.00
76, 375
250.00 --- - - ------------------Japan. ______ ____ __________ • __ Yen. ___ ____ .__
4/12
4/13
2
18, 000
50. 00
36, 000
100. 00 __ • _..••• ______ ..•.•.•..
Denmark _______ ______ _______ _ Krone __________
9/19
9/24
6
375
50.00
2,250
300.00
4,730
630. 83
Spain •. -- ---- - --- - ---- - ------ Peseta_ _______ _
9/25
9/27
3
3, 480
50.00
10,440
150.00 - - ---------- -- -- -- - -- -- Germany __ __________________ • Deutsche mark ____ .• . - - - --- __ ________• • -- -- -- --- - - - --------- - -- - - ---- ____ -- -- - - - -- - ---- •. - -- - - 1, 625.04
447. 55
Hon. Chester L. Mize :
Denmark ___ ___ _______________ Deutschekrone_
9/ 19
9/24
6
375
50.00
2,250
300.00
5,060
674. 85
892.07
Germany ____ ________________ . Deutsche mark ___ - -- - -- - - - - - - - --- - - __ - ---- - -- ------------- - -- - - --- - -- - -- -- - - - ------ - ---- - - ---- 3, 239. 10

~J:i~-.n=====

~~~~iiiic========

~~~~il~!~===

t~~~eiro_====

k~:~===

~~nri:==

~tr:~======================== ~~nri===========

Footnotes at end of table.

4(6

~~

4J{g

i

l~: ~~

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

54, 000
76,375
36,000

150.00
250.00
100.00

75, 237
669.00
6, 192.50
3, 304.98

301.87
150.00
825.82
910.21

54, 000

150.00

66, 125
54, 000
13, 600

199.80
150.00
272. 26

1, 875

250. 00

6, 960

100. 00

83. 6.8

200. 00

1, 760
2, 137.44

234.65
588. 66

83, 937
669.00

336.76
150. 00

54, 000
76, 375
36, 000

150. 00
250.00
100.00

51, 506
61 , 000
54, 000

170.85
1, 099.45
150. 00

54,000
76,375
36, 000
6, 980
10,440
1, 625.04

150. 00
250. 00
100.00
930.83
150.00
447.55

7, 310
3, 239.10

974.85
892.07

March 31, 1971

8873

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 152, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970-Continued
Date

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

54, 000
76, 375
54, 000
10, 000
1750
1, 500
10, 440
tll, 650

150.00
250.00
150.00
200.00
1100.00
200.00
150.00
146. 73

Transportation

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

------ ----------- -------

- -- -- --- ---- ------ -- ----- - -- -- - -- --------- ----------------- ---- -------

54,000
76, 375
54, 000
10, 000

150.00
250.00
150.00
200.00

--- - ------- -- ------- --- -- -- --- --- --------------

1, 500
10, 440

200.00
150.00

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Arrival

Paul Nelson:
Japan ___ ___ ______ ___ _______ __ Yen ____ ________
Korea ____ _________ ____ ______ _ Won __ _________
Japan . __ ___ . ___ -_---- - - - -- --- Yen ____________
Belgium ___ ________ ___________ B. franc ____ __ __

4/4
4/7
4/12
9/17

4{6
4/ 1
4/14
9/20

18, 000
15, 275
18, 000
2, 500

50. 00
50.00
50. 00
50. 00

Denmark _____ __________ _____ _ D. krone. ______
Spain. _________________ - -- - __ Peseta ____ • ____

9/21
9/25

9/24
9/27

375
3, 480

50. 00
50. 00

4/17
4/24

4/23
4/26

12,462
223

50.00
50. 00

75, 587
669. 00

303. 27 ----------------- - ----- 150.00 ------- -----------------

75, 587
669.00

303. 27
150.00

9/17

9/20

2, 500

50.00

200.00 ---------------- -- -----2100. 00
3553.81
200.00 34, 152. 50
150.00 ---- - ------- -- -- -- ----- -

200.00

50.00
50.00

10, 000
2750
1, 500
10, 440

10, 000

375
3, 480

4, 152. 50
10, 440

753. 81
150. 00

12, 462

50.00

350.00 ------ - -- -- -- -- -- ----- - 19.15
140. 85 - --- - ------- -- ----------

350.00

50.00

87, 237
140.00
629.00

87, 237

223

629.00

140. 85

12, 462
223

50.00
50.00

87,237
669

350.00 - ---- --- - --- -- - -- -- ----150.00 ------- - -- - -------------

87, 237
669

350.00
150. 00

2, 500
375
3, 480

50. 00
50.00
50. 00

10, 000
1, 875
6, 960

200. 00
4~
250.00
100.00 ----- -- --- - --- - --- - -- ---

--- s92: so------6i2: so-

10, 000
6, 467.50
6, 960

200.00
862.50
100. 00

2, 100
50.00
300.00 ------- -366 __ ____ 366:6650. 00
200
200.00
50.00
54, 000
150, 00 ------------ - --- -- -----50.00
76, 375
250.00 ----- - - -- ------ ·- ------ 50.00
36,000
100.00 -- ----- ----------- ----- 333.92
1, 230. 80
50. 00 ----- -·-- - --- -- ---------

2, 100
500
54, 000
76, 375
36, 000
1, 230.80

300.00
500.00
150.00
250.00
100.00
333. 92

Graham T. Northup:
Uruguay _____ ___ ____ ______ ____ Peso _____ ______
BraziL __ __ ___ __ ___ __________ Cruzeiro _____ ___
Hon. Wri~ht Patman:
BelgiUm. ___ ____ __ _-- - - --- --- - B. franc _____ ___

Total
days

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Departure

Name and country

Name of
currency

Per diem rate

7
3

Denmark ___ __ _____ -- - -- - - --- - D. krone _______
4
9/24
9/21
3
Spain._---- - --- __ __ -- ---- _-- - Peseta ______ __ _
9/25
9/27
Hon. J. William Stanton:
4/17
4/23
Uruguay _----- - -- - --- ------ - - Peso ___ _______ _
BraziL _________ _____________ _ Cruzeiro _____ __
4/24
4/26
Hon. Uruguay
Robert G.
Stephens,
Jr.: _______
_____
___ _______
Peso _____ ______
4/17
4/23
BraziL _____ _______ __ __ __ _____ Cruzeiro . ______
4/24
4/26
Hon. William B. Widnall:
Belgium ______ ____ ___ _________ B. franc ________
4
9/17
9/20
Denmark. _____ __ ___ _______ ___ D. krone _______
5
9/21
9/25
Spain . ___ ___ __ _____ __ _____ ___ Peseta . ________
2
9/26
9/27
Hon. Benjamin B. Blackburn:
Nicaragua. _______ _----- --- -- - Cordoba __ ______
6
1/25
1/30
Guatemala __ ____ __ ___ ____ _____ QuetzaL __ ____ _
4
1/31
2/3
Japan _____ _____ __ _____ _____ __ Yen ___ ______ __
3
4/4
Korea ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ _ Won __ ___ ______
5
4/ 1
4/7
Yen
___________
2
Japan .• ___ __-- - - -_ - --------- 4/12
4/13
Germany __ ____ ____ __ _____ ___ _ D. mark • • __ _______ _____ __________ __ _________ _

4{6

350
50
18, 000
15, 275
18, 000
184.00

t Refund.
2 Refund ($7.68 to Embassy; $92.32 to State Department).
a Local transportation used by group attending meeting for which I signed as dean of the group.

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ___ _____ ____ ________ ______ _______ __ _____ _____ _______ ______ ______ ___________________________ ____ ________ ______ __. ___ ____________ __ 18, 279. 98
WRIGHT PATMAN,
Chairman, Committee on Banking and Currency.
Mar. 18, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 347 AND H. RES. 572 OF 1ST SESS. AND H. RES. 1033 OF 2D SESS., 91ST
CONG., COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR (FULL COMMITTEE), HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Hon. John H. Dent :
Switzerland ___________ _____ ___ S. franc_____ ___
6/18
6/24
7
215.50
50. 00
1, 508.50
350.00
1, 497
346.69
Denmark ___ ____ ______________ Kroner_ ___ _____
6/25
6/26
2
375
50.00
750
100. 00
94. 15
12.54
United Kingdom __ __ __________ _ Pound___ ____ __
6/27
6/28
2
20. 56.1
50.00
41.12. 3
100.00 - ----------------------·
Germany 2 ___ • ___ -- -- _ ________ Deutsche mark ____________ _. __________ .__ ______________ _______ __ _____ _______ ____________ __ ____
3, 367. 20
925. 31
Hon. Dominick V. Daniels:
Switzerland __ ______________ ___ S. franc ________
6/18
6/23
215.50
50.00
1, 508.50
350. 00 ---- - ------- - -- -- - - - - - - -

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

3, 005.50
844.15
41.12.3
3, 367.20

696.69
112.54
100. 00
1 925. 31

1, 508. 50

3 350.00

TotaL_ ____ ___ ______ _______ ___________ _________ _______ __ ______ ___ ____ ___ __ ____ ___ _____ _____ ________ _____ __ __ __

g:~~aa~C= ==== ====== == ====== = ~:;~:~~========-- --- 6124___ _-- 612s------ -- T

300. 00 ________ __ ____________________________________ __
--------375 ____ -- ·s6:oo·- ------ -7so -- ----ioo.-66-- -- ~: ~~~= ~~--- -- - ~~~= ~- 3' 2281~6
r~~:

,

Total_ ___________________ __ ______ ___ ___ ______ ______ __ ____________ ___ ________________ ___ _____ __ ______________ __
United Kingdom ____ ___ ____ ____ Pound ________ _
6/25
6/26
2
20.9.4
50. 00
41.12. 3
TotaL __ _____ _____ _______ •• ________________________________________________ --------- - --__________________ _____
Hon. William H. Ayres:
Switzerland __ __ ______ ____ ___ __ Swissfrancs ____
6/4
6/9
6
215.50
50.00
1, 293

Germlao~;~2~~a-~~~~~~~i~_n_._-_

Mar·k·s·-~===::::

0 ---- - - -- ---- - --------- - - - ----------------- - - - - - 100.00 --------- - - - -- - --------41.12. 3
( 100.00
0 ________ ___________ ___ ___ ______________________ _
300.00 ------------- ---- -- -----

=~ ~= =~ ~= ~= ~

J: ii~: fzl

::~: 6§

:: == =:::: :::::::: ==== :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: == == == == == == == == == == = =
Hon. John M. Ashbrook:
Switzerland _______ __ ________ __ S.francs____ __ _
6/1
6/1 5
14
215.50
50. 00
3, 018. 75
700.00
3, 168.00
737.09
Germany 2______ _ __ _ __ _ - ---- -- Marks _____ ------ __ ------------ ___ _____ ________ ___ _-------------- ___ _______ ----------_________ 3, 228. 12
887. 09
Hon. John N. Erlenborn:
Switzerland ______ __________ ___ S. francs ______ _
6/13
6/23
10
215.50
50. 00
2,155
500.00 - - -------------------- -Local transportation _______ _____ __ ____ __ _____ __ ____ _• __________ ______ ___ ____ • ____________ _____________ ____ ________ --- --- _ 2, 189. 60
507. 09
Germany s__ ___ ______ -------- _ Marks ____ ___ -- ___ _-- --_____ ______ _________________ __ __ __ ___ ____ ________ ___ __ ______ __ ____ ___ __ 3, 531. 90
970. 57
Denmark __ ______ _____ ______ __ Krone_ _______ __
6/23
6/25
2
325
50. 00
750
100.00 ----- -- ----------------United Kingdom ____________ ___ Pounds___ __ ____
6/26
6/29
3
20. 9. 4
50.00
62. 8. 3
150. 00 ---- - -- - -------------- - local transportation ______ ___ - ------ ___ ___ __ -- - - ______ __---- - -________ ___ ________ __ _______ ___________________ ____ __ ______
4. 13. 6
11. 22
I

$50 (U.S. dollars) refunded.

2

Round trip air fare.

a $50 of per diem amount returned by personal check.

gg

1, 293. 00
1, 920. 00
3, 228. 12

300.00
446.72
887. 09

6, 185. 75
3, 228. 12

1, 437. 09
887. 09

2, 155
2, 189. 60
3, 531.90
750
62. 8. 3
4. 13. 6

500.00
507.09
970.57
100.00
150.00
11.22

• $100 of per diem amount returned by persona l check.
5 Round

trip fare.

RECAPITULATION
Amount

Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ___ __ ___ ____ ___ _____ --- -- -------- -_ -- --- --- - ______ ---- --- --- _______ _____ ------ ____ ------ ------- --- --- - ___ ____ __ __ ________ ____ ___ $9, 168. 50

8874

March 31, 1971

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPOOPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 572, 1ST SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
(SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION), HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Total amount pe r diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S.
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Transportation

Foreign
cu rrency

U.S.
equivalent
or U.S.
cu rrency

Foreign
currency

U.S.
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Hon. John Brademas:
IsraeL _____ ________________ __ Pounds______ ___
1/14
1/25
12
175
50.00
2, 100
600.00 1 7, 092.84 1 2, 026.58
2, 626. 53
9, 192.84
Netherlands z______ ________ ___ Florin________________ _______ ____ _____ _____ ____ _______ ____________________ ______ ___ __________ _ 3, 142.65
872. 47
3, 142.65
872.47
Hon. Ja mes H. Scheuer :
IsraeL _____ ____ ___ ___________ Pounds____ _____
1/ 13
1/23
10
175
50.00
1, 750
500.00 ------ -- -- -- ----- -- ----1, 750.00
500. 00
Netherlands 2___________ _ _____ Flori n__________________________ ____ ______ ________ ______ ____ ____________________ ______ ________
3, 199. 23
887. 98
3, 199. 23
887.98
Hon. Lloyd Meeds:
IsraeL __ ____ ______ ___ _______ Pounds ____ _____
1/10
1/25
15
175
50. 00
2, 100
600.00 ------ - ---------- - -----600.00
2, 100.00
Netherlands 2_ ________________ Florin _________________ ------ ____________ -----------._ ____ ______ ___________________________ ___
2, 587.85
718. 44
718. 44
2, 587.85
Hon. Orval Hansen:
IsraeL ___ ______ _____________ Pounds__ ____ ___
1/12
1/20
9
175
50.00
1, 575
450.00 -- --- --- - ----- - - - - - - - --- 1, 575. 00
450.00
Netherlands 2_ __ ___ _ __________ Florin __________ ______ ___________ --- - - - ___ ________ _______-- - - --- ____________ ___ _________ ______ 3, 660.95
1, 016. 37
1, 016.37
3, 660.95
Charles W. Radcliffe:
IsraeL __ _____ _____ __________ Pounds_________
1/13
1/25
13
175
50.00
2, 275
650.00 ------ ---- - -- - - --------- 2, 275.00
650.00
Netherlands 2__ ______________ _ Florin __________ ________ __. ____ ____ _______ __________ ________ ______ ________ _____ __ ___ ________ __ 3, 124. 40
867. 41
3, 124. 40
867.41
Jack G. Duncan:
Israel_ ____ ___ __ ___ __ __ __ _____ Pounds_____ ____
1/ 13
1/25
13
175
50.00
2,275
650. 00- - - ------ - - - -- ---- --- - -2,275.00
650. 00
Germany 2________ _ _____ _ _____ Marks __ __ _______ __ ___ ____ ____ __________ ___________ _____ ________ ________ ______ ________ _________ __ . -- -- -- ______ ------- ----- -- ------ - -- --- _____ _
Netherlands. _________ ________ Florin __________ _- - . ______ _- - - - __ _______________________ __• _____ . _________ _______ ______ ___ ____ 3, 191. 52
864. 91
3, 191. 52
864. 91
Jack Schuste r:
IsraeL _____ _____ __ __ _____ ____ Pounds__ _______
1/13
1/27
15
175
50.00
2, 625
750.00 - ----- --- ----- - --- -- ---- 2, 625.00
750.00
Netherlands 2_ _ __ _____ ________ Florin ___ ___ _____ - - ___ ______ _______ __ ___________ ______ ____ . _______ ___________ _______ ______ ____
2, 387. 10
662. 72
2, 387.10
662.72
Robert Andringa:
IsraeL _____ __ ________ _____ __ Pound____ ____ _
1/13
1/25
13
175
50. 00
2, 275
650.00 -- - - - --- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - 2, 275.00
650.00
Germany ______ ___ __ _____ ----- Mark ____ ____ ____- --- - -- -- ____ ------ _____ ____ _____ _____ ____ ____ _______ ·--- -- - - __ __- - --- - - ____ 3, 191.52
864.91
3, 191.52
864.91
1 Includes local transportation for all members on trip .

2

Round trip air fare.

RECAPITULATION
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) .•. ------------------ ___________________________ ______________ ___ •.

Amount
·- - - - - - __ _______ ______ ___. __ ______ __________ ______ -- - --- --- _ $13, 631.74

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 572, 1ST SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
(GE NERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON LAB OR), HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
curre ncy

Arrival

Departure

Pe r diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
r. ~rrency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation 1

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Augustus F. Hawkins:
l/8
1/10
3
196
50.00
587.80
150.00
160.13
1 15.34
647. 93
165.34
Philippines ________ ________ ___ Peso_ ___ ___ ____
Thailand ___ ___ __ _____________ Baht..____ _____
1/10
1/14
4
1, 041.25
50.00
4,165
200.00 -------- - --- - -- - - - - - - --4,165
200.00
Hong Kong _____ ______________ Dollars ••• ____ __
1/ 14
1/ 18
4
302. 50
50. 00
1, 210
200. 00
175. 05
tl2. 37
1, 285. 05
212. 37
Taiwan __ _____ ________________ Dollars___ ______
1118
1/ 19
1 -----·-------------------------------- - --------·
1429. 44
110. 74
429.44
10. 74
Japan _______ __ __ _____________ Yen ___ ___ _____ _
l/19
1/24
6
18,000
50.00
108,000
300.00
169,127
1192. 02
177,127
492.02
Germany (round-trip air fare) __ _ Marks _________ __ ________ __ _________________ ___ ____ ______ ________ .____________________ __ __ __ __
6, 889.95
1, 867. 20
6, 889.95
1, 867. 20
Sweden ___________ ___ _____ ___ Kroner ___ __ ____
8/ 15
8/ 18
4
258. 75
50.00
1,035
200.00
1619.58
1119.68
1, 654.58
319.68
Denmark ____ __ __ ___ ____ ______ Kroner. ____ ____
8/ 18
8/23
5
375
50.00
1,875
250.00
1400.38
53.42
2, 275.38
303.42
Denmark (air fare) ___ _________ Kroner. ._ ________ ____________________ ________ ___ __ ___ ____________________________________ ____
139. 20
18. 56
139. 20
18. 56
Norway _- - - - - -- - ------------- Kroner. ________
8/23
8/25
2
356.62
50.00
713.25
100.00
2, 385
334.13
3, 098.25
434.13
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___ Marks _________ --_.--_ ________ ____________ ______ __________ ___ ___ ______ _______________________ _ 3, 547. 27
976. 94
3, 547. 27
976. 94
Panama Canal Zone ____________ Dollar__ ______ __
11/5
11/7
2 ____________ ___________________ ________ --- - - - --- - -- ___ __ ____ ___________________ - - - -- - - --- __ ____ _
Costa Rica ____________________ Colon ______ ____
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1, 655
250.00 11, 131.08
I 170. 86
2, 786.08
420.86
Costa Rica _____ ___ ____ ______ __ Colon ______ ____
11 /7
11/10
3 - -- ----------------------------------- - --------- - ----------- -- - - -- - --- - 2 779. 25
2111.71
Costa Rica ____ __ __ __________ __ Colon __________
11/7
11/10
3 - -- ---------- - ---------(460. 67)
(69.59) ---------------------- - (460.67)
(69.59)
Mexico _____ __________________ Peso___________
11/10
11/ 14
5
624.50
50. 00
3, 122. 50
250. 00
11, 850
1148.12
4, 972.50
398.12
Mexico .• _____________________ Peso_____ ______
11/10
11/14
5 _____ ____ ____ ________ __ __ ____ _____ ______ __________ ____ ___ __ _____ ___ _____
1 138.00
2 11, 052
Phillip Burton:
l /8
1/11
196
50. 00
783.80
200.00
160.13
115. 34
843.93
Philippines _______ ___ _______ __ Peso_______ ____
215.34
1/11
1/14
1, 041.25
50.00
3, 123.75
150.00-- -- - ------- --- --------3, 123.75
Thailand ____ __ _________ ______ Baht.._________
150. 00
Hong Ko ng_____ _____________ __ Dollar___ ___ ____
1/14
1/18
4
302.50
50. 00
1, 210
200.00
I 75.05
12.37
1, 285. 05
212.37
Taiwan ________ _________ ____ __ Dollar__________
1/18
1/19
1 - -- ------------------- - ------ - ---- - - - --- - ------I 429. 44
10.74
429.44
10.74
Japan __________________ ______ Yen ____________
1/19
1/24
6
18, 000
50.00
108, 000
300.00
I 69, 127
1192.02
1, 771.27
492.02
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___ Marks________________ ___________ __ ___________________ ____ ______________________ ______________
6, 390. 36
1, 731. 80
6, 390. 36
1, 731.80
Sweden ______ ________________ Kroner_________
8/15
8/18
4
258.75
50.00
1, 035
200.00
1619.58
1119.68
1, 654. 58
319.68
Dem ark ___ ___ __________ ______ Kroner__ _______
8/ 18
8/23
5
375
50. 00
1, 875
250.00
1400. 37
153.39
2, 275.37
303.39
Germany (round-trip air fare) __ _ Marks ____________ _____ __ ________ ------ -- -___________ ____ _____ ________________________ ______ __ 3, 547.27
976.94
3, 547. 27
976. 94
William Clay:

~~~lr!ni~~~======
============= ~~~L=========
Hong Kong ___ ____ __ ______ ____ Dollar__ ________

1}{~

~~~~

1, 041~~~

~~:~~

5

~~i~~

~~:~~ -- ---~-~~~~~------~-~~~~~-

6

~\~~

~~:~~

1/14
1/18
4
302.50
50.00
1, 210
200.00
•75.05
112.37
1,285. 05
212.37
Taiwan ___ _____ ____ _______ ____ Dollar__________
1/18
1/19
1 ------ -- ------------------------ -- -- - ---- - -- ---1429.44
1 10.74
429.44
10.74
Japan ________ ____ _____ __ _____ Yen____________
1/19
l /24
6
18, 000
50.00
108,000
300.00
1 69,127
1 192.02
177, 127
492.02
Germany (round-trip air fare) .• _ Marks. ------ _________________ ________ __ _____ __ ___ ______________ _________ .___ ____ ____ __ ______ _ 6, 889. 95
1, 867. 20
6, 889. 95
1, 867. 20
Panama Canal Zone. ___ _____ ___ Dollar__________
11/5
11/7
2 _____ ___ __ __ ______ _____________ ____ ______ __ ____ ___ ____ __ _______ _______ ___________ ___ ____ _______ _
Costa Rica _____ ____ ___________ Col6n . • ________
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1, 655
250.00 11,131.08
1170. 86
2,786.08
420.86
Costa Rica ______ ___ ______ ____ _ Col6n __________
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
(460.67)
(69.59) --- ----- ---- -- ---· - ----(460.67)
(69.59)
Mexico __ _________ __ __________ Peso__ _________
11/10
11/14
5
624.50
50.00
3, 122.50
250.00
11,850
1148.12
4, 972.50
398.12
Louis Stokes:
Panama Canal Zone ____________ Dollar. .. _____ __
11 /5
11/7
2 ---- - - - -- ------------------------ --- ------------ - ---------------- --- -- --- --- - -- -- ------ --- - -- - -Costa Rica ______ ______________ Col6n _________ _
11/10
3
331
50. QQ
1, 655
250. QQ I 1, 13}. 08
I 170.86
2, 786. 08
420.86
11/7
Costa Rica ____ _______ __ ___ __ __ Col6n __ ______ __
11/7
11/10
3 ------ ------ ------ ---- -(460. 67)
(69. 59) ------ -- --- ------------(460. 67)
(69. 59)
Mexico __ ________ __ ___________ Peso .. ________ _
5
624.50
50. 00
3, 122. 50
250. 00
1 1, 850
I 148. 12
4, 972. 50
398.12
11/10
11/14
William D. Ford:
Ph ilippines __ ___ __ ____________ Peso ___________
1/8
1/11
4
196
50. 00
783.80
200.00
•60.13
115.34
647.93
215.34
Thailand ___ __________________ Baht______ __ __ _
1/11
1/14
3
1, 041.25
50.00
3, 123.75
150.00 --------------------- - -- 3, 123. 75
150. 00
Taiwan__ ___________ __ ________ Dollar__ ________
1/14
1/16
2
2, 000
50.00
4, 000
100.00 -- ------------------- -- 4, 000
100.00
Okinawa _______ ____ __ __ ___ ___ Dollar.__ ______ _
1/16
1/17
1 __ __ ____ ____ _____ __ ------- -------- __ ___ ___ __________________________ ____ ____ _______ ______ ------Korea__ _____ __ _____ ____ ______ Won ___________
1/17
1/19
2
15, 165
50.00
30,330
100.00 ------------ - ------- -- -30,330
100.00
Japan. ___________ __ ____ ______ Yen ___ ______ __ _
1/19
1/21
3
18,000
50. 00
54, 000
150.00
13, 690
110.25
57,690
160.25
Germany (round-trip air fare) ... Deutsche Mark •. . -- -- - - __ ______________ ___ ______ __________ ____________ __ __ __ _____ -------- - --__ 7, 124. 19
1, 930. 67
7, 124. 19
1, 930. 67

Footnotes at end of table.
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Date

Name and country
John N. Erlenborn:
Philippines ___________________
Thailand ________ ------ .. _____
Hong Kong _________ ______ __ __
Taiwan _________________ ___ ___
Japan __ _______________ _____ __

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

1/8
1/10
1/14
1/18
1/19

1/10
1/14
1/18
1/19
1/24

Peso___________
Baht___._______
Dollar__ ________
Dollar.. ..... .. .
Yen__ ______ ___ _

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
curren~y

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

3
196
50.00
587.80
150.00
160.13
115.34
4
1, 041. 25
50. 00
4,165
200.00 ___ --------- -- --------- _
4
302.50
50.00
1,210
200.00
75.05
12.37
1 --------------------------------------------- -- 1429.44
110.74
6
18,000
50.00
108, 000
300.00
169,127
1192.02

~=~~~~v J!~~r~~~~~-~i~_f_a~~~= == ~~~~~~~~~==

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

647.93
4, 165
1,285.05
429.44
177,127

165.34
200.00
212.37
10.74
492.02

~~~~~~~~ ----~·- ~~~ ~ ~~-- ~~ ~~~~ ~~- ~: ~~~ ~ ~~-

==== =- -----f1/s ___ - -- 11/7-------- -2 -=== :: ======= === === == =:= ==: ::== ==::: :::::::::::: : ___
--Costa Rica _________ ___________ Colon____ ___ ___
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1,655
250.00 11,131.08
170.86
2,786.08
420.86
Cost~ Rica . _----- .. ________ ... Colon _________ ______ ______________ __________ ___ ._ ____________ __ ______
(460. 67)
(69. 59). ___________ _____ . ___ __ .
(460. 67)
(69. 59)
Mex1co _______________ ________ Peso___________
11 /10
11 /14
5
624.50
50.00
3,1?.2. 50
250.00
• 1, 850
1148.12
4,972. 50
398.12
William Scherle:
Panama Canal Zone _____ ... __ . Dollar __ __. ____ .
11/5
11/7
2 __ ________ __ _________________________________________ ___ ____ ____ ____ ______ __ _____ . ____ _
Costa Rica ____ __ ______________ Colon_ ______ ___
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1,655
250.00 11,131.08
1170.86
2, 786.08
420 86
Costa Rica ___ --- ----- ___ ______ Colon ___ .. __ .. ___________________ ________ _____ ______________ _________
(460. 67)
(69. 59) . ____ ____ __ _____ ______ _.
(460. 67)
(3~. 59)
Mexico _____ ____ ___ ________ ___ Peso___________
11/10
11/14
5
624.50
50.00
3, 122.50
250.00
11, 850
1148.12
4, 972 . 50
3S8. 12
Marvin Esch:
Philippines __________ _________ Peso___________
1/8
1/10
3
196
50.00
783.80
200.00
160.13
115.34
843.93
215.34
Philippines. _____ .. . _____ .. ___ Peso_. __________ ._ __ ___ _______ ___ _____ ___ _____ _________________ ______
(201)
(51. 28) _______________ __ ___ . ___
(201. 00)
(:il.28)
Thailand ____ __ __ _____________ Baht_________ __
1/10
1/13
3
1, 041.25
50.00
3, 123.75
150.00- ------------------ -- --- 3,1 23.75
150. :o
Vietnam _____ ______ ----------- Piaster__ ______ .
1/13
1/15
2 ____________ ____ _______________ ___ _______ _____ _____________ __ ____ _______________ ______ .
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar_______ ___
1/15
1/18
3
302.50
50.00
907.50
150.00
1 75.05
1 12.37
982.55
162.37
Taiwan ______________________ Dollar___ ______ _
1/18
1/19
1 --------- -- ------- ----- -- -------- -------------- 1429.44
1 10.74
429.44
10. 7r,
Japan _________ __ _____________ Yen___ _____ ____
1/19
1/24
6
18,000
50.00
144, 000
400.00
t 69,127
1192.02
213, 127
592.02
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___ Mark________ ___________________ _____ ____ _______ _________________________________________ ____ 6, 889.95
1, 867.20
6, 889.95
1, 867. 20
Panama Canal Zone _________ . __ Dollar_____ _____
11/5
11/7
2 ____ _________________________________ ____ ____ __ _________ _. _______ __. _____ . ________ ___ __ . ____ . __
Costa Rica _____ _______________ Colon___ _______
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1,655
250.00 11,131.08
"1170.86
2, 786.08
420.86
Costa Rica __ .. __ . _____________ Colon.____ _____ ___________ _________ ______________ _______ ____ ______ __ _
(460. 67)
(69. 59) ________________________
(460. 67)
(69. 59)
Mexico ________ _______ ________ Peso___ ________
11/10
11/14
5
624.50
50.00
3, 122.50
250.00
11,850
1148.12
4, 972.50
398.12
Adrienne Fields:
Philippines ___________________ Peso_ ___ _______
1/8
1/10
196
50.00
587.80
150.00
1 60.13
1 15.34
647.93
165.34
1/10
1/14
1, 041.25
50.00
4,165
200.00 -----------------------4,165
Thailand _____________________ Baht______ _____
200.00
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar__________
1/14
1/18
302.50
50.00
1, 210
200.00
175.05
112.37
1, 285.05
212.37
Taiwan _______________________ Dollar__________
1/18
1/19
1 - ---------- -- ------------------------ --------- -1429.44
110.74
429.44
10.74
1/19
l /24
6
18, 000
50.00
108,000
300.00
169,127
I 192.02
177,127
Japan __________ ______________ Yen____________
492.02
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___ Marks _________ . ____ .. _____ --------------______ ____________ __ __________ __ ___ __________________ 6, 889. 95
1, 867. 20
6, 889. 95
1, 867.20
Sweden _____ ___ ______________ Kroner_________
8/15
8/18
4
258.75
50.00
1,035
200.00
1619.58
1119.68
1, 654.58
319.68
Denmark ___ ________ __________ Kroner____ ___ __
8/18
8/23
5
375
50.00
1,875
250.00
1400.37
153.39
2,275.37
303.39
Norway ______________________ Kroner_________
8/23
8/25
2
356.62
50.00
713.25
100.00
1330
146.23
1,043.25
146.23
I, 048.20
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___ Mark- ---- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3, 806.04
1, 048.20
3, 806.04
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___ Mark ____ _____ __ ____________________________________ ------------ __________________ ____ ------------_______
(71. 26) ___________ _
(71. 26)
Mary McAndrew:
Panama Canal Zone ____________ Dollar. .. _______
11/5
11/7
2 _______________________________________________________________ ___ _________________________ . ___ .
Costa Rica ____________________ Colon __________
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1, 655
250.00
1, 131.08
170.86
2, 786.08
420.86
Costa Rica ______________ _____ . Colon __ . __ . ____ .. _. ________ ___________ ._____________________ ________ _
(460. 67)
(69. 59). _____________ ________ ._
(460. 67)
(69. 59)
Mexico ___ _____________ ___ __ __ Peso_ __ __ ______
11 /1 0
11/14
5
624.50
50.00
3,1 22.50
250.00
11,850
1148.12
4, 972.50
398.12
Michael Bernstein:
Philippines ___________ ________ Peso___________
1/8
1/10
3
196
50.00
587.80
150.00
60.13
15.34
647.93
165.34
Thailand _____________________ Baht__ _________
1/10
1/14
4
1, 041.25
50.00
4,165
200.00 -----------------------4, 165
200.00
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar__ _____ ___
1/14
1/18
4
302.50
50.00
1, 210
200.00
175.05
112.37
1,285.05
212.37
Taiwan _______________________ Dollar__________
1/18
1/19
1 ------------ -----------------------------------1429.44
110.74
429.44
10.74
Japan ________________________ Yen____________
1/19
1/24
6
18,000
50.00
108,000
300.00
69,127
192.02
177,127
492.02
Germany (round-trip air fare) ... Mark____ ____________________________ __________ _____________ __ _______ ___ ___ ____ ____________ __ 6, 889.95
1, 867. 20
6, 889.95
1, 867.20
Denmark _____________________ Kroner_______ __
8/18
8/23
5
375
50.00
1, 875
250.00
1400.37
153.39
2,275.37
303.39
Norway ______ __________ ____ __ Kroner__ _______ ·
8/23
8/25
2
356.62
50.00
713.25
100.00
330
46.23
1, 043.25
146. 23
Germany (round-trip air fare) __ . Mark_ _______ ____ ____ ____ . _________ .. __ _. ____ ____________ _______ ____________ . ____ ___________ . 3, 239. 10
892. 07
3, 239. 10
892. 07
Martin LaVor:
Philippines ______ _____________ Peso___________
1/8
1/10
3
196
50.00
587.80
150.00
160.13
115.34
647.93
165.34
Thailand _____________________ Baht... ........
1/10
1/14
4
1,041.25
50.00
4,165
200.00- ------------ ----------4,165
200.00
Hong Kong _____ _____________ _ Dollar._ _____ ___
1/14
1/18
4
302.50
50.00
1, 210
200.00
175.05
1 12.37
1, 285. 05
212.37
Taiwan _________ ___ _____ ___ ___ Dollar__ _______ _
1/18
1/19
1 -------- - --------------------- - ------ -- -- ------1429.44
1 10.74
429.44
10.74
Japan ________________________ Yen________ __ __
1/19
1/24
6
18,000
50.00
108,000
300,000
169,127
1 192.02
177,127
492.02

~i~~~~Yc~~~r~~~t ~~r-f_a_r~~== = ~~~~~r_-_-:::::
ii/5 ---- ·- ii/i · · · · · · · · ·2 ·::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--- ~~ ~~~~ ~~- - -- ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ---- ~~ ~~~~ ~~ -- -- ~~ ~~~--~~Costa Rica __ __________________ Colones__ _____ _
11/7
11!10
3
331
50.00
1,655
250.00 11,131.08
1170.86
2,786.08
420.86
Costa Rica __________ ______ ____ Colones__ _________ __ ______ ______ __ _____________________ __ __ ________ __
(460. 67)
(69. 59) _____ ____ ________ . ___ ___
(460. 67)
(69. 59)
Mexico _______________ _____ ___ Peso________ ___
11/10
11/14
5
624.50
50.00
3, 122.50
250.00
11,850
1 148.12
4, 972.50
398.12
Ernest Mannino:
Philippines ___ ______ __________ Peso___________
1/8
1/11
196
50.00
783.80
200.00
160.13
Il5.34
647.93
215.34
Thailand ______ ___ ____ ________ Baht__ _______ __
1/11
1/14
1, 041.25
50.00
3,123. 75
150.00 -------- -- - --- ---------- 3, 123.75
150.00
Taiwan _____________________ __ Dollar____ _____ _
1/14
1/16
2
2,000
50.00
4,000
100.00 --------- ----- ----- ----4,000
100. 00
Okinawa. ________ ______ ___ ._. Dollar.. . _______
1/16
1/17
1 ____ _________ ___ _____________ ___________ ___ __________________ .. ---- _____ _....... .. ... .... ------.
Korea ___ ____ ____________ ____ _ Won__ _________
1/17
1/19
2
15,165
50.00
30,330
100.00 ------------- ------ ----30, 330
100.00
Japan ________________________ Yen ____________
1/19
1/21
3
18,000
50.00
54,000
150.00
13,690
110. 25
57, 690
160.25
Germany (round-trip air fare) ... Mark___ ___ ____________ _________________________ ____ ________ ____ _________ ____________________ _ 6, 889. 95
1, 867. 20
6, 889. 95
1, 867.20
Ronald A. Downing:

:::-··--

~~~~ra~i~~~===::::: ::::::::::: ~=~t:::: :::::

Taiwan ... ------- ------------Okinawa _... _. __________ . ___ .
Korea ________________________
Japan _______ __ _______________
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___
John 0. Amos:
Philippines _____ ______________
Thailand _____________________
HongKong ___________________
Taiwan _______________________
Japan ________ ______________ __
Davi~~~~~ft~~ound-trip air fare) ___

1X~

1~1

041~~

~~: ~~

i~~:

n

~~~: ~ - ----~~~~~~------~~~~~~- 3J~~:

n

n~: ~~

1.
3,
Dollar____ ______
1/14
1/16
2
2,000
50.00
4,000
100.00 -- ------- --------------4,000
100.00
Dollar. .. ___ ... _
1/16
1/17
1 . __ .. __ ...... ______ .............. __ ..... ___ ...... .. __ .. -- .. . _.- -- .............................. .
Won___ ________
1/17
1/19
2
15,165
50.00
30,330
100.00 --- -- -- --- ---- -- - ------30,330
100.00
Yen____ ________
1/19
1/21
3
18, 000
50.00
54,000
150.00
13,690
110.25
57,690
160.25
Mark _________________ ___ . _____________ ___ __ ___ ______ .___ __ ______ _______ _____ ___________ ______ 6, 889.95
1, 867. 20
6, 889.95
1, 867. 20

Peso___________
1/8
1/10
3
196
50.00
587.80
150.00
160.13
115.34
BahL... ......
1/10
1/14
4
1, 041.25
50.00
4,165
200.00 -------- - ---- --- ------ - Dollar_ _________
1/14
1/18
4
302. 50
50.00
1,210
200.00
175.05
Il2.37
Dollar__ ________
1/18
1/19
I------ --------------- ----- ---------------------1429.44
110.74
Yen._ __________
1/19
1/24
6
18,000
50.00
108.000
300.00
169, 127
ll92. 02
Marks ______________ ___ _______ _______ __________________ __ ______ __ ____ ___ ______ ___ ______ _____ __ 6, 889. 95
1, 867.20

Philippines ___ __ __ __ __________ Peso___________
Thailand ______ ____ __ _________ Baht...________
Taiwan _________ __ ___ __ _____ __ Dollar........ . .

~~~~:~_a_____ ~~: :==:::=========: ~~~a_r::= ====== =

Japan ___________________ _____ Yen____ ________

1/8
1/11
1/14

1m
1/19

1/11
1/14
1/16

4
3
2

1/21

3

i~i~

~

196
1,041.25
2,000

50.00
50.00
50.00

783.80
3,123.75
4, 000

200.00
160.13
1 15.34
150.00 - -----------·----------100.00 ------------- - ---- -- --- -

165.34
200.00
212.37
10.74
492.02
1, 867. 20

647.93
3,123.75
4,000

215.34
150.00
100.00

6, 889. 95

1, 867. 20

---- · 18,000
15~ 165- ------ sifoo-- ---- 3o~ 33o---- -- ioii: oo- ==: == ==:: ====== =====~= ==- --- -3c( 33o------ ioo: oii ·
50.00
54,000
150.00
13,690
110.25
57,690
160.25

Germany (round-trip air fare) . . _ Deutsche mark .. ______ ._. ___ . ____ ... _. ___ . __ ___ __ __ . __ . ___ .. __. . .. ___ . ... ____ . _______ .... .. __ .

See footnotes at end of table.

647.93
4,165
1,285.05
429.44
177,127
6, 889.95

6, 889. 95

1, 867. 20
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Date

Name of
currency

Name and country
Robert E. Vagley:
Philippines __ _________________
Thailand _____________________
Hong Kong _____ ___ ___________
Taiwan ___ ______ ___ ___________
Japan ________________________
Germany (round-trip air fare) ___
Panama Canal Zone _________ ___
Costa Rica ____________________
Costa Rica ____________ _____ __ •
Mexico _______________________
I

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Peso ___________
1/8
1/11
4
196
50.00
783.80
200.00
160.13
115.34
647.93
215.34
Baht.. _________
1/11
1/14
3
1,041.25
50.00
3, 123.75
150.00- --- ----- --- -- --- - ------ 3,123.75
150.00
Dollar __________
1/14
1/ 18
4
302.50
50. 00
1,210
200.00
175.05
112.37 1, 285.05
212.37
Dollar__ ________
1/18
1/19
1 --------------------------------- --- -----------1429.44
110.74
429.44
10.74
Yen ____________
1/19
1/24
6
18,000
50.00
108,000
300.00
I 69,127
1192.02
177, 127
492.02
Deutsche mark _________ ------------------ ________ ------------------ _______ __ ___ --------------6, 889.95
1, 867.20
6, 889.95
1, 867.20
Dollar___ _______
11/5
11/7
1 _______ • ________ • ___________ • _. ___ ____ ______________ • ______________________________ -- .. ---- ---- Colon ___ _______
11/7
11/10
3
331
50.00
1, 655
250.00 11,131.08
170.86
2, 786.08
420.86
Colon ••. _______________________ _.____________________________________
( 460. 67)
(69. 59). __________ _____ ._______
(460. 67)
(69. 59 )
Peso __________ _
11/10
11/14
5
624.50
50.00
3, 122.50
250.00
11, 850
1148.12
4, 972.50
398.12

Pro rata share of local transportation.

2 Miscellaneous expenses incurred by subcommittee, but charged to Congressman Hawkins, as
acting chairman, for bookkeeping purposes.

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _____________ ------- ____________________________ ----------------------------------------------------------------- _______________ $53, 388. 59
TotaL __________ •• ________ ________________ __ _____________ __ ______ _____ __________________ __ _____________________________________________________________________ 76, 188. 83
CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor.

Mar. 19, 1971.

REPORT OF EXPENDTITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES.143, 2d SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name of
currency

Name and country

Hon. E. Ross Adair: Mexico ____ ___ __ Peso __________ _
Melvin 0. Benson:
Egypt, United Arab Republic .... Egyptian pound.
Lebanon _____________________ Lebanese

Dr~~~~~-:~====~

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
300.00

12/3

624.5

50.00

3, 747

300.00 -------------------- ----

3, 747

l /15

1/18

27,777

50.00

83.33

150.00 ------ - ---------------- -

83.33

150.00

l~~

l~~

1,~gg

~:~~

4J~~

~~:~~ ---------~~--------~~~~-

353
4, 500
1, 041.20
62,700
645. 310
277
277
831
2, 503
277
554
554
277
554
831
49,450
277
831
277
554
10,300
554
103. 12.6
2, 516. 54
47.5
675
55.55
384
699.65
552
5, 763. 10

108.28
150.00
297.50
100.00
1, 161.47
50.00
50.00
150.00
10.15
50.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
100.00
150.00
178.52
50.00
150.00
50.00
100.00
103.50
100.00
250.00
2, 467.20
100. 00
150. 00
100. 00
117.82
199.91
100.00
1, 646.60

8, 398
555
94,050
4, 500
555.5
82. 19.0
4, 354. 45
5, 000
1, 633. 50
157, 250
6, 980
82.19. 0
3, 073.30

167.91
150.00
150.00
150.00
100.00
200.00
1, 208.90
100.00
450.00
250.00
100.00
200.00
848.04

158. 13. 6
2, 657
2, 205. 44
2, 320.44

380.77
615.89
399.54
637.66

53, 330
326
699.6
552
5, 047.84

96.00
100.00
199.90
100.00
1, 442.24

~

4{9

~sr~ane~e~=== ============= ====== ~r~~~~~::~=====

Foreign
currency

11/27

Greece _____________________ __
IsraeL _______________________ Israeli pound...
1/23
1/28
5
175
50.00
875
250.00
166.20
47.50
Rome ________________________ Lire_____ _____ __
1/28
1,30
2
31, 350
50.00
62,700
100.00 -----------------------Transportation.- __ .... -_._-_-- Egyptian pound. __________ ____ _________ ______ _____ _____ ___ ___ ._. ___ ____ ___ • ___ _____________ .. _
645. 310
i, 161. 47
France .. _____________________ Franc ... _______
3/29
3/30
1
277
50. 00
277
50. 00 ______ _______________ __ _
Morocco ___ ___________________ F. franc__ ______
3/30
3/31
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 ----------------------- Guinea ________________ _____ __ F. franc ________
3/31
4/3
3
277
50.00
831
150.00 -----------------------Guinea .. _____________________ G. franc ..... ____________ .. ____________________________________ .. ______ ____________________ ___
2, 503
10. 15
Sierra Leone ____ ______________ F. franc____ ____
4/3
4/4
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 ------- --- -------------Ivory Coast.. _________________ F. franc__ ______
4/4
4/6
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 -----------------------Mali. _______ ___ ______ ______ __ F. franc__ ______
4/6
4/8
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 - -------------- --------Upper Volta ___________________ F. franc__ ______
4/8
4/9
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 -- - ------------------- -Niger_ ____ __________________ • F. franc .. __ ___ _
4/11
2
277
50. 00
554
100. 00 __________ ___ __________ _
Cameroon _____ _______________ F. franc____ ____
4/ 1
4/14
3
277
50.00
831
150.00 ___ ------------ -- -----Cameroon .. __ ._. ____________ • C. franc. __________ ___ _________ .. _____________ _____ __ ____ ___________________________ __ ________
49, 450
178. 52
Chad.. _______________ _____ ___ F. franc__ ______
4/14
4/15
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 --- ------- -------------Congo_---------- ------------ F. franc__ ______
4/15
4/18
3
277
50.00
831
150.00 --- ----- ---------------Burundi. __ ______ ____________ _ F. franc______ __
4/18
4/19
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 ------------------ ---- -Rwanda _________________ ____ _ F. franc____ ____
4/19
4/21
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 ---------------- ----- --Rwanda ___ ___ ______ __ ______ __ R. franc ... ______________ .. __ _____ __________________________________________ ______ ____________
10, 300
103. 50
Uganda _______ _______________ F. franc ________
4/21
4/23
2
277
50.00
5~
100.00 - --- ----------- - -------United Kingdom ___ ____________ Pound_____ ____
4/23
4/27
5
20.14.9
50.00
103.12.6
250.00 ------------------- --- -Transportation ... ------- -----. N. Ghana cedis._____________________________ ________________________ __________ _______ ________ 2, 516.54
2, 467.20
Bahrain __ ___ _______ ___ _______ B.dinar.. _______
8/30
9/1
2
23.750
50.00
47.5
100.00 ----- ------------------Saudi Arabia ______ ____________ S. riaL_ ________
9/1
9/4
3
225.50
50.00
675
150.00 ---- ---- ----- --- ------ -Egypt__ ______________________ E. pound___ ____
9/4
9/6
2
27.777
50.00
55.55
100.00 -----------------------Lebanon ______________________ L. pound___ ____
9/6
9/8
2
183
50.00
326
100.00
58
17.82
IsraeL _______ ____ ___ ___ ______ L. pound___ ____
9/8
9/11
3
175
50.00
525
150.00
174.6
49.91
France ______ ___ ___ ___________ Franc__ ________
9/11
9/12
2
276
50.00
552
100.00 -----------------------Transportation. ______ ________ _ Israeli pound ._____________________________________ ___ ____ ____________________________________
5, 763. 10
1, 646. 60
John J. Brady, Jr. :
Belgium ______________________ Franc_ _________
1/12
1/14
250
50.00
7, 500
150.00
898
17.91
West Germany ________________ Deutsche mark__
1/14
1/17
185
50.00
555
150.00 -----------------------Italy _________________________ Lire.._ _________
1/17
1/20
31,350
50.00
94,050
150.00 --- - -------------------Greece _______ __ ______________ Drachma _______
1/20
1/23
1, 500
50.00
4, 500
150.00 -------------- - --------France ___________ _________ ___ Franc __________
1/23
1/25
277. 7
50. 00
555.5
100.00 -- ---------------------England ______________________ Pound _________
1/25
1/29
4
20.14. 9
50.00
82.19. 0
200.00 -- - ------- --- ----------Transportation . _______________ Dutch florin _________ ________ __________________ __ ______ __ ______________________________________ 4, 354. 45
1, 208. 90
Belgium _____________ _________ Franc_ _________
5/3
5/5
2
2,500
50.00
5, 000
100.00 -----------------------WestGermany ______ __________ Deutschemark __
5/5
5/14
9
181.5
50.00
1,633.50
450.00 -----------------------Italy _________________________ Lire___ _________
5/14
5/19
5
31,450
50.00
157,250
250.00 ---------- ---- ---------Spain ________________________ Peseta .. ____ __ _
5/19
5/21
2
3, 490
50.00
6, 980
100.00 ---------- --- ----------England ___ ___________ ________ Pound _________
5/21
5/24 __________
20.14. 9
50. 00
82. 19. 0
200.00 -----------------------Transportation. __________ _____ Dutch florin _________________ ________________ ------------ ___ ------------------- -- .... ____ . _.. 3, 073. 30
848. 04
Hon. WilliamS. Broomfield:
England ______________________ Pound ________
7/2
7/5
4
20.16.9
50.00
83.7.0
200.00
75.6.6
180.77
7/6
7/11
6
215.5
50.00
1,293
300.00
1. 364
Switzerland ___________________ Franc __________
315.89
0
249. 54
1 0
7 1
f~~~~~orta-tion~= =~== ======== ~~~t~cliemark=--!_ ~-- __ __ !!~~~---~~~ - --~~--~
---~~~---- .~ --_~ -~1k
637.66
Hon. John Buchanan:
Egypt__ ________________ ______ E. pound____ ___
9/3
9/6
27.77
50.00
53,330
96.00 ---------- ------- ------Lebanon ______________________ L. pound_____ __
9/6
9/8
163
50.00
326
100. 00 ---------- -- ----- -------

==

Total

________ _____

_____

9~{r

~~g

____

~~~

______

~8:88

..

~~~

1·. 11

~88:88 ------~?~~~-------~~~~~5, 047. 84
l , 442. 24

2
Transportation. ____ .. ____ .. ___ Israeli pound. ______ _• _____________ ____________ ________ __ .. __ ........ __ .. ---- .. _---------- - ___
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Per diem rate

Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S .
currency

Hon. J. Herbert Burke :
1/9
1/12
3
18.000
50.00
54,000
150.00 ......... ..... ........ ..
54,000
Japan ........................ Yen............
150.00
Hong Kong ___________________ H.K. dollar. .....
1/12
1/14
3
302.50
50.00
907.50
150.00 ····------------------- 907.50
150. 00
Taiwan ________ ______________ _ Yuan_ __________
1/15
1/17
2
2, 000
50.00
4, 000
100.00 - -- ------····· ········· 4,000
100. 00
587.85
1/17
1/19
3
195.95
50. 00
587.85
150.00 ----- --·-····· ··· ······ ·
150.00
Philippines .... ... .. .. .. .... .. Peso...........
India ________ ___ _____________ Rupee____ ______
1/20
1/23
4
380
50.00
1,520
200.00
6. 0
.79
1, 526
200.79
Pakistan ____ . . _..... __ ... __ .. Rupee ........ _.
1/24
1/27
4
240
50. 00
960
200. 00
66. 75
13. 91
1, 026.75
213.91
UnitedKingdom _______________ Pound ________
1/28
1/31
3
20.15.8
50.00
62.7. 0
150.00
17.17.9
42.93
80.4.9
192.93
2, 204.56
Transportation __ ___ ______ ____ _ Deutsche mark _________________________________________ .. -·------- --- ---- -- -------- -- ---- ----- 8, 134. 71
8, 134.71
2, 204.56
Harry C. Cromer:
Hong Kong ______ __________ ___ H.K. dollar_ _____
3/23
3/25
301.50
50.00
904.50
150. 00 ------------------- ----904.50
150. 00
Vietnam ______________________ Piaster... ......
3/25
4/ 10
16
5, 900.0
50.00
45,500
385. 50 -----------------------45,500
385.50
Transportation ____________ ____ Deutsche mark· ------------·-····· -··········· ·····-------------- -- ------------------------- - - 6, 820.41
1, 849. 85
6, 820.41
1,849.85
Peru _____________ _______ _____ Soles__ __ ___ ____
8/6
8/14
9
2,169
50.00
21,690
500.00
5, 400
124.48
27,090
624.48
Panama _____________ --- - -- .. • Soles. _____ _...
8/14
8/15
1 ___.... __... . ___ ___ ---- . . .. __________ · -- ----- ---- -- ----- ---·--- ---- -- ----------------------- - --Transportation __ ___ ___ _____ ___ Deutsche mark ....... ___ ___ . . .. ___ _______ .. --------------------- - -- -- ---- .. __________ ------___ 2, 719.38
748.93
2, 719.38
748,93
Italy _________ _________ _______ lire____ ________
10/29
11/3
5
31, 250
50.00
156,250
250.00 ····-------- -- ---------156,250
250.00
Switzerland ___ _____ ___ ________ Franc__ ________
11 /3
11/6
4
216.25
50.00
865
200.00 --···· ·· ·· · ·······- · ---865
200.00
Austria _______________ _______ _ Schilling____ __ __
11/6
11/11
4
1,287.50
50,00
5,150
200.00
1,298.70
50.47
6,448.70
250.47
France ____ ___________________ Franc___ ___ ____
11/11
11/14
4
276
50.00
1,104
200.00
375.36
68.04
1, 479.36
268.04
1, 002.51
3, 640.13
1, 002.51
Transportation ______ ___ _______ Deutsche mark .... --- --------- --- -- - -- - -- -- ----- ------------ ---------- -- ---------------------- 3, 640.13
Hon. John C, Culver:
Venezuela ____ ______ __ ____ ____ Bolivar___ ______
2/2
2{7
6
224.25
50.00
1, 345.50
300.00
49. 35
11.00
1, 394. 85
311.00
Trinidad ________ ___ ______ _____ TT dollar_ ___ ___
2/7
2/10
3
100
50.00
300
150.00
25.40
12.71
325.40
162.71
2/10
2/16
6
99. 7
50.00
598.20
300.00 ---- ------ ------------ -Barbados ________ ________ ___ __ EC dollar.._ ____
598.20
300. 00
Transportation __ ... ___ ___ __ .. _ Deutsche mark ... __.... ______ ___ ___ ....... .•. _.. ... _... .. __ ... __ _.. --- - ... _------ .... ----..... 1, 588. 44
430. 47
1, 588.44
430.47
Switzerland ___ __ ______________ franc____ __ __ __
4/17
4/20
3
214. 5
50.00
644.45
150.00 - ------- - ----------- -- -644.45
150.00
france •..... __ ____ ----------- franc_ .-- -----4/20
4/22
3
276.5
50.00
829. 50
150. 00 ... ___ _____ --- ------- --·
829.50
150.00
Transportation ______ ___ _. ____ _ Deutsche mark ___ ______ ·····------------------------------------------- ____ .. .. __ .... .. __ -- --· 3, 228. 12
875. 54
3, 228.12
875.54
Marian Czarnecki:
864
BraziL-------- --------------- Cruzeiros...____
1/13
1/17
4
216
50.00
864.0
200.00 ----- --- ------ --- --- ---200.00
3, 036.80
Transportation __ _______ _______ Du. florin .. - - ------- - ------- - ---- - - ---------------·-------------------------------------- ----- 3, 036.80
843.09
843.09
Venezuela ___ ___ _________ ___ __ Bolivar_______ __
2/2
2/8
7
224.25
50.00
1, 504.75
335.51 -- -- -------- ---------- -- 1, 504.75
335.51
Transportation ... __ _.. _______ . Deutsche mark ___ __.. __ ________ . __ _.... __ ...... __ ._ .. __ .. __ ._ .. .... __ .. ___________ ___ .. _______ 1, 588. 44
430. 47
1, 588.44
430.47
UnitedKingdom _____ ______ ___ _ Pound ____ ____ _
4/13
4/14
1
20.14.7
50.00
20.14.7
50.00
3.0.0
7.20
23.14. 7
57.20
Switzerland ________________ __ _ franc_____ _____
4/14
4/21
8
215
50.00
1, 720.0
400.00
270
62.82
1,990
462.82
875.54
Transportation ____ ___________ _ Deutsche mark ______ ___ ________ ---- -- ------------ __ ----------- - .... --------------------------- 3, 228. 12
3, 228.12
875.54
Peru ________ ______ ___________ Soles_____ __ ___
8/6
8/ 15
10
2,169
50.00
21 , 690
500.00
5, 400
124.48
27,090
624.48
Transportation _____ .... _. ____ . Deutsche mark .. _______ ____ ------ ___ ..... _________ _- - -- __ __ __ _______ _____ ._ .. __ . . _________ ____ 2, 719. 38
748.93
2, 719.38
748.93
Italy ___ ___________ __ ________ _ lire..__ ________
10/29
11/3
5
31,250
50.00
156, 250
250.00 - --- -------------------156,250
250.00
Switzerland ______ ____ ____ _____ Franc __________
11/3
11/6
4
216.25
50.00
865.0
200.00 ----------------------- 200.00
865
Austria _____________ __ ________ Shilling___ _____
11/6
11/11
4
1, 287.50
50.00
5,150.0
200.00
1,298.70
50.47
6,448. 70
250.47
France ____________ ___________ Franc____ ____ __
11/11
11/14
4
276
50.00
1.104.0
200.00 ----------- ----- ---- - -- 1,104
200.00
Transportation __________ ___ ... Deutsche mark ______________ ... ... ........ ... ____ -- -------- .. .... _________ _______ ... --- ---- --. 3, 640. 12
1, 002. 51
3, 640.12
1, 002.51
Hon. Edward J. Derwinski:
83.330
Egypt, United Arab Republic ____ E. pound_ ______
1/ 15
1/ 18
3
27,777
50.00
83,330
150.00 - -- ------------ ----- --- 150.00
lebanon _________________ ____ _ l. pound _______
1/1 8
1/20
2
163
50.00
326
100.00
27
8.28
353
108.28
Greece ___ ____________________ Drachma___ ____
1/20
1/23
3
1,500
50.00
4,500
150.00
662
22.07
5, 162
172.07
IsraeL __ ___ __ _______________ I. pound __ __ ____
1/23
1/25
2
175
50.00
350
100.00
166.20
47.48
516.20
147.48
645, 308
1, 161. 46
Transportation ______ ____ _. . __ . Egyptian pound _. __ ... ___ .. __ .. __ .. _. ..... _.. ___ ... ___ .... _. . ___ __ . ____ . . _._ ... __ .. ___ ._______
645,308
1, 161.46
Hon. Charles C. Diggs, Jr.:
France ___ __ __________________ F. franc ________
3/29
3/30
277
50.00
277
50.00 -----------------------277
50.00
Morocco _____ ______ ___________ F. franc ________
3/30
3/31
277
50.00
277
50.00 -----------------------277
50.00
Guinea _______________________ F. franc__ ______
3/31
4/3
3
277
50.00
831
150.00 ------------ - -- --------831
150.00
Guinea _______________________ G. franc .. ------------ ---------- ----- ----- -------- -- ---- - -------- -- -- - -- -- --------------- ----2, 503
10.15
2,503
10.15
Sierra leone __________________ F. franc __ _____ _
4/3
4/4
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 ---- -- ----------- -- ----277
50.00
Ivory Coast__ ___ __ ____________ F. franc ____ ____
4/4
4/6
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 ------------------ ----- 554
100.00
MalL ___________ ______ _______ F. franc ________
4/6
4/8
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 ------------- -- --------554
100. 00
Upper Volta ____________ ______ _ F. franc ________
4/8
4/9
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 _______________________ _
50.00
277
Niger ______ __________________ F. franc ________
4/9
4/11
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 --- ---- - ----- ---- ----- -554
100.00
Cameroon __ ___ __ _____________ F. franc_ _______
4/11
4/14
3
277
50.00
831
150.00 -------------- -------- -831
150.00
Cameroon .• . - ---- ----- .. _____ C. franc ___ .... _____ _________ .. __ ____________________ --- ---- -- -- ----------------- .... ____ .. ___
49, 450
178.52
49,450
178.52
Chad _________ _______________ _ F.franc________
4/14
4/15
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 ----------- --------- --- 277
50.00
4/15
4/17
2
25
50.00
50
100.00
31.50
63.00
Congo(K) _______ _____________ C.zaires_____ __
81.50
163.00
4/17
4/18
1
277
50.00
277
50.00 ------------ ---------- -Congo(K) __ ___ _______ _____ ___ F. franc___ _____
277
50.00
Burundi_ ________ . . _____ ______ F. franc._ ______
4/18
4/19
1
277
50.00
277
50. 00 _______ .... __ __ ______ ___
277
50. 00
Burundi_ __ __ .. --- --- -- - - ____ . Bu. franc __ .... ___ ... ---------------. __________________ .... .. __ .. ___ ____ _______ ____________ ._.
48, 195
557.75
48,195
557.75
4/19
4/21
2
277
50. 00
554
100. 00 . __ .. ____ . __ _. __ ... ___ _.
Rwanda. _______ __._. __ . __.... F. franc __ ... __ .
554
100.00
Rwanda __ ____________________ Rw. franc ____ __ _______________ ___ ______ __- ---- - -----·- · ______ __--------- - _. __ .. -------- - ---___
10, 300
103. 50
10,300
103.50
Uganda __________ ____ ________ F. franc ________
4/21
4/23
2
277
50.00
208
37. 75 ---------------- -------208
37.75
Uganda ______ _--- - ---- -- ----- U. shilling _______________ -- - --------- __ _____ ..
354.45
50.00
63.90
9. 59 ----- ---- ____ ________ . ..
63.90
9.59
Kenya _________ __ __ ___ ________ K. shilling__ ___ _
4/23
4/24
1
354
50. 00
184
26. 17 ------------- --- -------184
26.17
Germany ____ ______________ ___ Deutsche mark ..
4/24
4/26
3
183
50. 00
549
150.00 ------------- --- ------ - 549
150.00
Transportation __ ____ _____ .. ___ Deutsche mark ___ ____________________ ___ _______ ---- - -- ----- ____ . . __________ .... . ... --------- -- 2. 524.39
2, 474.89
2, 524.39
2, 474.89
Hon. leonard Farbstein:
Belgium ______ __ __ _______ ____ _ B. franc ........
1/12
1/14
2, 500
50.00
5, 000
100.00
898
17.91
5, 898
117.91
Germany _____ __ __ ___ _______ __ Deutsche mark__
1/14
1/17
181.5
50.00
544.5
150.00 ---------------- - ------544.5
150.00
Italy ____ _____________________ lire ____________
1/17
1/20
31,350
50.00
94,050
150.00
71,150
113.12
165,200
263. 12
Greece __ _____________________ Drachma .. .. ___
1/20
1/23
1, 500
50. 00
4, 500
150.00 ____ __ ___ .. · --- ------ -- .
4, 500
150.00
France. ___ ______ _____________ Franc__ ________
1/23
1/25
277.7
50. 00
555. 5
100. 00 ___ __. __________ _____ __ _
555.5
100.00
UnitedKingdom ____ ______ _____ Pound _____ ____
1/25
1/27
3
20.14.9
50.00
62.12.0
150.00
50.4.6
120.53
112. 16.6
270.53
Transportation __ _____ ------- -. Du. florin __ _____ _____ - -- ------------ --- --------------------------- - -------------------____ ____ 4, 266.85
1, 184. 58
4, 266.85
1, 184. 58
Hon. Dante B. Fascell:
864
1/13
1/17
4
216
50.0 I
864
200.00 ------------- -- .. ------200.00
BraziL _...... -- ----------. __ New cruzeiro __ _
3,036.80
Transportation _________ ___ ____ Dutch florin ......... -- -------------------------------- --- ---------- - --- -- ----- --- · ------------ 3, 036.80
843.09
843.09
Switzerland ................... Franc____ ______
4/17
4/21
5
215
50.00
1,075
250.00
402.50
93.65
1, 476.95
343.65
32
3, 228.12
875.54
4,025
322.26
' 940. 17
== _=.....
=== ====
-- ·-======
== == ======
== ==__==. ==
== ==
====___
== ..
====
== ==. =
Transportation __ ..==...
_..=Deutsche mark ....· ·__--11i29
. ___ ___
._ ..--ii/5
____ ·. =
_.....
.=
__=======
.. __ _______
_.......
__ .==...
_. =
__=._.
_____
__==
.
259. 00
940.17
259. ()()
Hon. Paul Findley:
Peru . . -------------------- ___ Soles_.-- ---···
1/11
1/13
2, 160
50.00
4, 320
100.00 _____ .. ------------ ___ _.
4,320
100.00
Colombia. ____________________ Peso..___ ___ ___
1/13
1/15
3
893
50.00
2,679
150.00 ----- - -----------------2,679
150.00
Transportation ________________ Dutch florin. ------- ------- --------- - --- ------ - -------------------------------------- -- -------2, 701
749.86
2, 701
749.86
Germany _____________________ Deutsche mark..
2/5
2/8
3
184
50.00
552
150.00 -------------- - --------552
150.00
france. ______ ___ ______ __ __ __ _ Franc__ _______ _
2/8
2/9
2
277
50.00
554
100.00 ------------------- ----554
100.00

~:~~g~~~a_t~~~===

~:~~~~~~~~~~==-

i~o~~

~~~: ~~
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Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Per diem rate

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Han. L. H. Fountain:
Bahrain ______________________ B. dinar________
8/30
9/1
2
23.750
50. 00
47.500
100. 00 ______________________ _
9/1
9/4
3
225
50.00
675
I50.00 -- -- ---- -------------- - SaudiArabia _______________ ___ S.riyaL________
9/4
9/6
2
27.777
50.00
55.55
IOO.OO
19.800
35.64
Egypt,UnitedArabRepublic __ __ E.pound_______
Lebanon ________________ _____ L. pound_______
9/6
9/8
2
I83
50.00
326
100.00
58
I7.80
9/8
9/11
3
I75
50.00
525
I 50.00
I74. 6
49.90
IsraeL _________________ ______ I. pound______ __
France _______________________ Franc_ _________
9/11
9/12
2
276
50.00
552
100.00 -----------------------Transportation_ -- -------- _____ Israeli pound ________________ . _______ ____________ ___. ____ ____________ _._______ __ ________ _____ _ 5, 763. IO
I, 646.60
Han. Peter H. B. Frelinghuysen:
·
Egypt,UnitedArabRepublic ____ E. pound___ ____
I/15
1/18
3
27.777
50.00
83.330
I50.00
13.250
23. 85
Lebanon ______________________ L. pound_ ______
1/I8
1/20
2
I63
50.00
326
100.00
27
8.28
Greece __ -------- _____________ Drachma__ __ ___
1/20
1/23
3
1, 500
50.00
4, 500
150.00 ___ . _____ ___ __ ________ __
IsraeL _______________________ I. pound__ _____
1/23
1/28
5
175
50.00
875
250.00
166.20
47.48
Italy _________________________ Lire______ _____
1/28
2/1
4
3I,350
50.00
125,400
200.00 ----- ----------- - ------Spain ______________________ __ Peseta_ ________
2/1
2/3
2
3,495
50.00
6, 990
IOO.OO -----------------------Transportation ______________ __ E. pound _______ _____ ____ ____ __ ____ . ___ __ __ ___ __ _________ .____________________________________
645.310
I, I61. 47
Mexico ________________ ___ ____ Peso___________
11/29
I2/4
4
624.50
50.00
2, 498
200.00
2. 625
2IO.I7
Transportation ________________ Deutsche mark ______________________ . ___ . _________ ____ ___ ___ _____ __ .__________________________ 1, 196. 82
329. 52
Han. Cornelius E. Gallagher:
Hong Kong ____________ _______ H.K. dollar__ ____
I/7
I/9
~}
302.7
50.00
2,119
35ll 00
69.90
11. 52
Hong Kong ___________________ H.K. dollar______
1/11
1/16
Vietnam ________ ______________ Piastre_________
I/9
I/11
2
5, 900
50.00
11,800
IOO. 00 -----------------------Philippines ___________________ Peso______ _____
1/16
1/18
3
195.95
50.00
587.85
I50.00 -- - ---------- ----------Switzerland ___________________ Franc__ ________
1/19
I/24
6
215.5
50.00
1,293
300.00
444.30
I02. 87
Transportation ________________ Deutsche mark _____ .----- ----------------- -- ----------- .. ___ _____________ __ _______ _____ __.__ __ 8, 352. 82
2, 262. 22
Japan ________________________ Yen_ ___________
7/20
7/21
2
I8, 000
50.00
36,000
100.00 -----------------------Korea ________________________ Won_____ ______
7/21
7/31
IO
I5, 550
50.00
46,650
I50. 00 -----------------------Transportation ____________ ___ _ Deutsche mark _____ ---------- ---- --.------------ - -_____ ____ ________________ ___ _________ _______ 6, 208. 82
I, 706. 19
Spain __________________ ______ Peseta___ ______
11/6
11/7
2
3, 480
50.00
6, 960
IOO.OO ------------------ -----United Kingdom _______________ Pound_____ ____
11/8
11/20
13
20.I6. 7
50.00
270.16.6
650.00 ---- -------------------Transportation ________________ Deutsche mark _____ __ -----------------------------.--_________________________________________ 3, 151.26
867.64
Peter B. Johnson:
Vietnam ______________________ Piaster_____ ____
2/11
2/17
5, 900
50.00
31,038.7
263.04 ----- ------------------2fi8
2/20
I75
50.00
487.03
139.15 -----------------------IsraeL _______________________ Pound__ ____ ___
France _______________________ Franc___ ____ ___
2!20
2/24
4
277
50.00
845
152.53 -----------------------Hon.TA~~;~~~a~~~en:ji_:---------- Dutch florin ____________ -------- ____________ ---------- ___ ____ ____ _____________________________ _
7, 493. os
2, oso. 25

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

47, 500
675
75.28
384
699.65
552
5, 763. 10

100.00
150.00
135.64
117.80
199.90
100.00
1, 646.60

96. 580
353
4, 500
1, 041.20
125,400
6, 990
645.310
5, 123
I,196. 82

173.85
108.28
150.00
297.48
zoo. 00
100.00
1, 161.47
410.17
329. 52

2,188
11,800
587. 85
1, 737. 30
8, 352. 82
36,000
46,650
6, 208.82
6, 960
270. 16.6
3, 151. 26

361.52
100.00
150.00
402.87
2, 262.22
100.00
150.00
1, 706. 19
100. 00
650.00
867.64

3I, 038.7
487.03
845
7, 493. os

263.04
139. 15
152. 53
2, 080.25

Mexico _________________ ______ Peso_________ __
11/27
12/4
8
624.50
50.00
I, 496
120.00
4, 075.00
326.26
5, 571
Transportation ________________ Deutsche mark ________ ----- __ -----_ -- -------------- __ --_- _____________________________________
656. 30
180. 80
656. 30
Han. Sherman P. Lloyd:
Egypt, U.A.R _________________ _ E. pound_______
1/15
1118
3
27.777
50.00
72.86
I31. 28 -------------- ----- ----72.86
Lebanon.------------------- -- L. pound_____ __
1/18
1/20
2
I63
50.00
326
100.00
27
8. 28
353
Greece _____________________ __ Drachma_______
1/20
1/23
3
1, 500
50.00
4, 500
150.00 -----------------------4, 500
1, 041.20
IsraeL---------------------- I. pound________
1/23
1/28
5
175
50.00
875
250.00
166.20
47.48
I25, 400
ItalY--------------------- ---- Lire ____________
1/28
2/1
4
31,350
50.00
125,400
200.00 -----------------------Transportation ____________ ____ Egyptian pound ____________ ___ ____ _____ _______ . __________ ---- _____________ ._ __________________
645. 307
1, 161. 46
645.307
Hon. WilliamS. Mailliard:
Bermuda _________________ ____ B. pound ______ _
2/20
2/24
5
50.00
50.00
250.00
250.00 ------------------ -----250
Transportation ______________ __ U.S. dollar _____________ -- ____ -- __ ---.- _______ -- __ ---- ______ -- ___________________________ _____ ------_______
182. 00 ______ _____ _
Germany ________________ _____ D-mark ________
4/20
4/21
1
183.00
50.00
I83.00
50.00 --- ----------- -- -------183.00
France. ________ ________ ______ Franc_ _________
4/2I
4/22
2
276. 50
50.00
553.00
IOO. 00 ________ . __ __ ______ __ __ _
553.00
Transportation __________ ______ D-mark ___ ___ _____ ____ ------.---.----------------------- _-. ___ -- __________ . _________________ .
3, 850. 60
I, 044.37 3, 850.60
Mexico _________________ ______ Peso___________
11/27
I2/4
6
624.5
50.00
3, 747.00
300.00
3, 300
264.2I
7, 047
Hon. F. Bradford Morse:
Vietnam _______________ _______ Piaster_________
2/11
2/I7
5, 900
50.00
28,I69
238.72 -- ------------- -- ------28, 169
IsraeL _________________ ______ Pound_ ________
2/I8
2/20
175.0
50.00
455
I30.00
247
70.57
702.0
France ______________ _________ Franc_ _________
2/20
2/24
4
277.0
50.00
9I4.1
165.00 _______ ___ ___________ _
914.I
7, 493.09
2, 080.26
7, 493.09
Transportation ________________ Du.florin ____________ . _____ ----------.------- ____ -- _____ - ------ _________________ . __________ _
Franklin J. Schupp:
1/9
I/I2
3
18, 000
50.00
54, 000
150.00 -----------------------Japan __________________ ______ Yen____ __ ___ ___
54, 000
Hong Kong ____________ _______ H.K. dollar__ ____
1/12
1/14
3
302.50
50.00
907.50
150.00 --------------,--------907. 50
Taiwan ________________ _______ Yuan ___________
1/15
I/I7
2
2.000
50.00
4,000
IOO.OO -----------------------4,000
Philippines _______ ____________ Peso_ __________
I/17
1/19
3
I95. 90
50.00
587.85
150.00 -----------------------587.85
India _________________ _______ Rupee __________
I/20
I /23
4
380
50.00
1, 520
200.00
6.00
. 79
I, 526.00
Pakistan ______ __ ___ ____ ______ Rupee____ __ ____
I/24
I/27
4
240
50.00
960
200.00
76.75
I5.99
1, 036.75
United Kingdom _________ ______ Pound______ __ _
1/28
1/31
3
20.15.8
50.00
62. 7.0
I50.00
I7.I7.10
42.93
80. 4. 10
8, 148.64
8148.64
2208.31
Transportation. _________ . _____ D-mark _____ ------------- --- - - ---- -.-- --- ---------- - ------- --- -- -- .. --- -- -------.-------- -- -John H. Sullivan:
BraziL __________________ ____ N.cruzeiros____
1/8
I/10
3
216
50.00
594
137.50 -------- -- -- --- ------ - -594
Peru _________________________ Soles____ ______
1/IO
1/13
3
2160
50.00
6,480
150.00 ------ --- ---- --------- -6,480
Colombia _____________________ Peso_ ___ _______
1/13
1/15
2
893
50.00
1786
100.00 -------------------- ---1786
Panama ______________________ U.S. Dollars_____
1/15
1/18
3 -----------28.00 -----------14.40 ---------.- - ----- --- --- --- --- --------

J:~~~~~~a_t~~~~
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446.26
180.80
131.28
108.28
150. 00
297.48
200.00
1, 161.46
250.00
182.00
50.00
100.00
1, 044.37
564.21
238. 72
200.57
165.00
2, 080.26
150.00
I50.00
100.00
150.00
200.79
2I5. 99
I92. 93
2, 208. 3I
I37.50
150.00
100.00
14.40

~·- ~~~~ ~~

-~~~--~~

======== ==== ===
== == =- --- io/2o ----- io/22-- ---- -- -3------is:ooo -------5o: oo -=== == ==== == == ======== ===-- ------- ---- -Japan ___________________ _____ Yen ___ _____ ____
10/24
10/26
·
2
18,000
50.00
90, 000
250.00
22,776
63.27
112,776
313.27
Korea _______ ----------- - ____ _ Won___ ________
10/22
10/24
2
15,638. 5
50.00
31, 277
100.00 ______________ . _____ ____
31, 277
100.00
Taiwan ________ -------- ___ ____ NT Dollars_ _____
10/28
10/31
4
2, 000
50.00
8, 000
200.00 __ _________ __ __ __ _____ __
8, 000
200.00
Indonesia _________________ ___ _ Rupiah _________
10/31
11/4
3
19,050
50.00
57,150
150.00 ----- -- ----------------57,150
150.00
Thailand _____ _____ _____ ______ Baht__ _________
11/4
11/8
4
1041.25
50.00
4,165
200.00 ------------- -- ----- ---4,165
200.00
11/8
11/10
2
324
50.00
648
100.00 -- - ---- ------- - ------- -648
100.00
Philippines ______ _____________ Peso ___________
Transportation __________ ______ D-mark. _____ ___ ___ ___---.-- _- -- -.- -- -- _--------- - ------------ _. -- ------------ _.-- -------.--- 7, 790. 68
2, 145. 60
7, 790. 68
2, 145. 60
Han. Vernon W. Thomson:
Bermuda ___________ __________ B. pound__ _____
2/20
2/24
5
50.00
50.00
250.00
250.00 --------- ------ --------250.00
250.00
Transportation __________ ______ U.S. Dollars ________ ----------------- .- -------- ----.----------------- .- -- -- ... -- --- - . -- ---------- --- -----.182.00 ---------- - _
182. 00

Hon.de~~:~:O~~~~~:_:___________ __

NZ$___________

111

1/9

s

44.29

5o.oo

354.32

40o.oo ------------------------

354.32

4oo.oo

~i:t~~~-a-t~~~~== :: ==== == =~:== ~i:Sr:~--: ::: ==:- ----3/28-- --- -- -4i2---- -----5-------5~ 9oo-- - - ---5o~ oo------ 2s~soo-- ---- 221~ sr _--~·-~~~--~~ ___ -~·-~~~--~~ _ s. ~~~95~

1

Japan ________________________ Yen____ ________
4/5
4/8
4
18,000
50.00
72,000
200.00
Transportation __________ ____ __ 0-mark ____________ _----- . ____ . ------ --- --- _--- _----------- -- --------- _. -- ------------ - ---- __

325.08
1, 868.71

Thailand ___________________ __ Baht__________

4/2

4/4

2

1,041.25

50.00

1,662.50

79.83 -----------------------45,030
6, 889.95

125.08
1, 868.71

1,662.50

117,030
6, 889.95

' ~~~: ~~
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Name of
currency

Han. Lester L. Wolff:
Japan ____ ___ _________________ Yen ________ ____

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
cu rrency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dolla r
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Total

Transpo rtation

U.S. dollar
eq uivalent
or U.S.
currency

Forei gn
currency

U.S. dolla r
equivale nt
or U.S.
currency

23, 690

65.81

1/9

im

1/12

3

18, 000

50.00

54,000

150.00

~~:JFp~i~~~~ ~~================ ~e~o~--~===~====
India _______________ __ _______ Rupee_ ___ ___ ___

1/2)

i~~~
1/23

~
4

~~~:~~
380.0

~g:%%
50.00

~%·.~~
1, 520

1~%:%g
- -----~~--~~
--------~--~~
200. 00
12.00
1.58

r~~~~a_n ~=================== ~~~r_e_-~========

~~~6

~~~

~

3,81~:~

~%: %%

7. b~~~

~~~: ~~ -----~~~~~~-------~~-- ~~-

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

77,690
954. 20
979.75
1, 532
1, 556.75
7, 624.0
59.8.3
8, 162.17
31,477
4,000
2, 082.50
13,750
648.95
36,000
7, 260.88

215.81
157.69
250.00
201.58
324.32
100.00
142.93
2, 211.98
100.00
100. 00
100.00
50.00
107.04
100.00
1, 962.40

___
United Kingdom _______________ Pound___ ______
2/1
2/2
2
20.15.9
50.00
41.10.6
100.00
17.17. 9
42. 93
Transportation _____- ---- - ----_ D-mark ____ ____ ________________ ___ _________ __ ______ __ ____ __ _____ __ __ ___ ________ ___ __ ___ __ _____ 8, 162. 17
2, 211.98
Korea __ _______ ______ __ ____ ___ Won_ ________ __
12/1 2
12/15
3 15, 738. 55
50. 00
31, 477
100. 00 --------- --- - _______ __ __
Taiwan __ ___ _______________ ___ NT$,._ _____ ___
12/15
12/17
2
2, 000
50.00
4, 000
100.00 - ------------- -- --- - --- Thailand _____ ________________ Baht__ _______ __
12/17
12/18
2
1, 041.25
50.00
2, 082.50
100.00 ----- - ---- - ------------Vietnam _____________________ _ Piaster_ ___ _____
12/18
12/19
1
13, 750
50.00
13, 750
50.00 - - ---- - ------- - --- --- -- Hong Kong _________ _________ _ H.K. Dollar_ ___ _
12/20
12/22
2
303.0
50.00
606. 0
100.00
42. 95
7. 04
Japan _____________________ ___ Yen_ _____ ___ ___
12/22
12/23
2
18, 000
50.00
36, 000
100.00 ---- - --------- - - - --- - --Transportation ______________ __ Deutsche Mark__ ___ ________ ______ ____ ________ _____________________________________________ ____ 7, 260.88
1, 962.40
Hon. Clement J. Zablocki:
BraziL ___ ___ ___ _____________ N. Cruzei ro _____
1/8
1/10
216
50.00
594
137.50
419.25
98.42
1,013.25
Peru _____ ___________ _________ Soles __________
1/ 10
1/13
2, 160
50.00
6, 480
150.00
1, 800
41.67
8, 280
Colombia ______ ______ ________ _ Peso_ _________ _
1/13
1/15
893
50.00
1, 786
100.00 --- - ------------- - ---- - 1, 786
Panama _________ __ __ ________ _ U.S. Dollar_ ____ _
1/15
1/18
3 ____________
28.00 - ----------14.40 ---- - ---- -- ------- - - - -- - ------- -- -- Transportation ________________ Deutsche Mark _____ ________ ______________________ ---- - ------- - ----_________________________ __ _ 3, 218.79
872.30
3, 218.79
Hon. James G. Fulton:
BraziL _______ ____ __________ _ N. Cruzeiro_ ____
1/9
1/10
216
50.00
378
86. 80 ----------- - -- ---- - ___ __
378
Peru ___________ _____________ _ Soles _____ __ ___
1/10
1/13
2, 160
50.00
6, 480
150.00 - ------ - --------- - - - ---6, 480
Colombia ______ ________ ___ ___ _ Peso ____ __ _____
1/13
1/ 15
2
893
50.00
1,786
100.00 - - ---- - ---- - --- - --- - --- 1, 786
Transportation __ __ _______ _____ Du. florin_____ ____ ______________ ____ ______ __ ____ ____ ___ ______ ___ ____ ______ __________ __ ____ ____
3, 131.70
869.43
3, 131.70
TotaL __________ _____ ____ _____ _______ _____ ____ _______________________________ _____ ___________________ ________ _ 29, 028. 64 _______ _____ 62, 749. 66 ___ __ ______ _

235.92
191.67
100.00
14.40
872.30
86.80
150. 00
100.00
869.43
91,778.30

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. Dollar equivalent) ____ ___ __________________ ________ ___ ___________ _____ __ __ ________ _______________________________ _________ __ _____________________ _ $91, 385. 50
Appropriated funds :
28. 80
H. Res. 883__ _____ ________________ ____________ __ __ ____ __ ____ ______ ________ __ ______________ __ ________ ____ __________ ________ ____ __ ____ ______ __ ______ __ ____ __ __ _____
Government Department :
Defense ___ ______ ________ _____ ______ _____ ___ _____ ________ _______________ _______ ____ ___ _______ __ _____________________________________ _____ ___ - -- - -- --- - - -_____
364. 00
TotaL ___________________________________ ______________ ____________ _________ _______ ____________ ________ "____ _______________________ ____ ____________ ______ __ 91, 778. 30
THOMAS E. MORGAN,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Affairs.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 752, 2D SESS., 91ST CO NG., COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
'
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Depa rture

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amou nt per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
cu rrency

Transpo rtation
. U.S. dollar
equivalent
Fo reign
or U.S.
currency
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S
currency

MASTER RECAPITULATIO N
Executive and Legislative Reorganization Subcommittee, Hon. John A. Blatnik, chairman _______ ___ ___ _____ ___________ _____ ___
400. 00 __________ __ 1, 035. 96 ___________ _
Foreign Operations and Government Inform ation Subcommittee, Hon. John E. Moss, chai rman _____ ________ _______ ____________ 10,250.00 - ----- - ----- 18, 220.07 - --- -------Special Studies Subcommittee, Hon. JohnS. Monagan, chairman ____________ ________ __ _________________________________ ___
500.00 - ------ - -- - 753.00 --------- -- TotaL ____ __ _____ ____________ _______ ____ ____ . ____ _. ___ _________ - ----------- __________ -- - ---- - ___ ____ _______ ___

11, 150. 00 _____ . __ __ __ 20, 009. 03 - - - - - --- - ---

1, 435.96
28,270.07
1, 253. 00
30, 959.03

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 752, 2D SESS., 91ST CO NG., COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
cu rrency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Tra nsportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE REORGANIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE, HO N. JOHN A. BLATNIK, CHAIR MAN
Hon. JohnA. Blatnik : Yugoslavia __ __ Dinar____ _____ _
5/6
5/14
625.00
50.00
5, 000.00
400.00 ----- ----- - - -- ---------5,000. 00
Round trip air transportation
___ ----- - -- - --- ____ -- - ---- - ---- ______ ----- - ------------- - ----- - --- - --- - -- _____ _____ - - ----~- -- - 3, 819.58
1, 035.96
3, 819.58
furnished by Department of
State.
400. 00 ____ _____ ___ 1, 035. 96 ____ _______ _
SubtotaL __ ____ ____ ___________________ _____________ __ ______ ______ -- _______ • __- - - - - - __ ___ ______ __ ______ ____ __
TotaL _______________ ____________ _____ ______________ ___ ____ _____ ________ ____ _____ __ __ ___ ______ _____ ________ _

400.00 ----- - -- - -- -

1, 035.96 - -- -- ---- - --

FOREIGN OPERATIONS AND GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SUBCOMMITTEE. HON. JOHN E. MOSS, CHAIR MAN
Han. John E. Moss:
Hong Kong __________ ___ ______ Dollar____ ______
2/ 12
2/15
2
302.00
50.00
604.00
100. 00
561.65
92.56
1,165.65
Vietnam ___ _____________ _. ____ Piaster_ __ ______
2/15
2/ 18
3
5, 900. 00
50. 00 17, 700. 00
150.00 ___ ________ -- -- --- - __ __ _ 17,700.00
Singapore
Dollar
2/18
2/19
1
150. 00
50.00
150.00
50. 00
101. 50
33.50
251.50
lnhdao_naensdi a_=_:=_=_=_-_- -_- -_-=_=_ =_ -_-= =
-=_=_=_=_-_- ---= ~uaptia_ h_- =-- == =====
2/19
2/24
6 19, 250. 00
50.00 15, 500.00
300.00 38,950. 00
101.17 44, 450. 00
T 11
h
2/21
2/27
4
1, 041.25
50.00
4, 165.00
200.00 -- -- - -- - -- ---- --- --- --- - 4,165. 00
Hong Kong __ ___ ______________ Dollar__ ________
2/27
3/2
3
302.00
50.00
906.00
150.00 ---- -- - - ------ - ----- - --906.00
Taipei_ _____ ___ _______ ___ _____ Dollar _____ .__ __
3/2
3/4
2
2, 000. 00
50. 00
4, 000. 00
100. 00 _- --- ----- -- ----- ---- __ _ 4, 000. 00
Round trip air transportation
_____ __ _______ ___ - ---- ____ - - -- - --- ___ - - -- _--- _- - --- __- --- ________ _______ ____ ___ . _________ ___ _____ ___ __ _. __ 2, 061. 60 ------- -- __ _
furnished by Department of

State.
SubtotaL ___ _____ __________ ___ ___ __ ___ _____ ._ ___ ______ ____ _______ ____ _____ ___ ___ _________ __ _____ ______ ______
See footnotes at end of table.

1, 050. 00 _________ __ _ 2, 288. 83 ___ ______ __ _

400.00
1, 035.96
1, 435. 96
1, 435.96

192.56
150.00
83.50
401.17
200.00
150.00
100.00
2, 061.60

3, 338.83
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Per diem rate

Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Foreign
currency

Total
days

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

VincentJ.
Augliere:
Japan ________________________
Yen ___________ _
4
180.00
50.00 72,000.00
2/12
2/9
200.00 ----------------- -· ----- 72,000.00
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar _________ _
2
302.00
50.00
604.00
100. 00
34. 00
5. 60
638. 00
2/12
2/15
Vietnam ______________________ Piaster ________ _
5, 900.00
50.00 17,700.00
3
2/18
2/15
150.00 -------------- --- ------- 17,700.00
Singapore ___ --------- - _______ Dollar_ _____ ___ _
50.00
150.00
1
150.00
2/18
2/19
50.00
-----------------------150.00
Indonesia. ____________ _______ Rupiah ________ _
50.00
962.50
5 19,250.00
2/24
2/19
250.00 ------------------------ 115,500.00
Thailand ___ ------- ___________ Baht__ ________ _
4
1, 041.25
50.00
4, 165.00
2/27
2/24
200.00
-----------------------4,165.00
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar. ________ _
302.00
50.00
906.00
3
2/27
3/2
150. 00 -----------------------906. 00
Taipei__ ______________________ Dollar _________ _
2, 000.00
50.00
4, 000.00
2
3/2
3/4
100.00 -----------17.48
4, 000.00
Round trip air transportation
furnished by Department of
State ______________________________________________________________ ------ _________ _______ ___ ___ __ -- ____ __ ----_________________________ 2, 061. 60 ___________ _
Accra, Ghana _________________ Ghanian cedi....
11/3
11/6
3
1.02
50.00
153.00
150.00 -----------------------153.00
Nigeria _______________________ Pound_________
11/6
11/8
2 17.57.531
50.00
35.15.3
100.00- ----------------------35.15.3
Kinshasa, Congo ____________ __ Zair_ __________ _
11/8
11/11
3
0.4897
50.00
73.50.0
150.00 -------------- - --------73.50.0
Kenya ________________________ Shilling________
11/11
11/21
11
356
50.00
3, 921.50
550.00 -----------------------3, 921.50
Italy ________ _________________ Lira_ _________ __
11/21
11/24
3
31,150
50.00
93,450
150.00 -----------------------93, 450
Round trip air transportation
furnished by Department of
State, U.S. dollar refund,
Washington, D.C. ($50.00) t ________________________________________________________________ ------------ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1, 796. 40 ___________ _
SubtotaL ______ ---------- ___ ___________ _____ _---------- ________________________ -- __ --- - --._- •• - ___ • ____ ---._

200.00
105.60
150.00
50.00
250.00
200.00
150.00
117.48
2, 061.60
150.00
100.00
150.00
550.00
150.00

1, 796.40

3, 881. 08 ___________ _

6, 181.08

Norman G. Cornish:
Ghana ___________ ---------- ___ CedL ______ ____
150.00 ___ ____ _____ ___ ____ __ ___
153. 00
Nigeria _______________________ Pound_____ ____
100.00 ---- - ------------------35. 15. 3
Kinshasha, Congo _____________ Zair________ ____
150.00 -----------------------73.50.0
Kenya ________________________ Shilling____ ____
100.00 -----------------------713.00
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia _____ ____ E. dollar__ ______
150.00 -----------------------372.19
Kenya ________________________ Shilling____ ____
200.00 -----------------------1, 426
Kenya ________________ __ _____ _ Shilling________
50.00 -----------------------356
Italy _______ ___ ____ -------- ___ Lira ____ _______ _
150. 00 ___ ______ ________ __ _____
93, 450
Round trip air transportation
____________________ _____ - ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ____ ___ 1, 796.40 ----------- _
furnished by Department of
State.

150.00
100.00
150. 00
100.00
150.00
200.00
50.00
150.00
1, 796.40

SubtotaL ____ ---------- __________ ---------- ________ ----------- _____________ --_-_--------- __ ---------- __ --_-_
Jack Matteson:
Japan
Yen
Hong
Dollar=== =======
Vietnam ______________ ___ ____ _ Piaster_________

kiin-i:::=============== =

~h~a~ralna~n~d~=-=_=_=_=_=_ =_=_ =_=_ =_=_ =_=_=_=_=_=_ =_=_ =_ ~B~a~atia_rh_--_- =_ -_- =_ =_=_ -_- =_ =_

STI

2/9
2112
2/15

~~~~

2/12
2/15
2/18

~2~12~7

1

4
2
3

~

18 000 00
• 302: oo
5.900.00

204~ 1.: 2~~5
1

191,'

50 00

so:
oo
50.00
50
5o
0•.•
5

~0°0°

72 000 00
'604: oo
17,700.00
0

11 4
5',

g16~~5·.· 0o~o

2, 300. 00 _____ _______

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currencv

1, 050. 00 ___ ____ __ __ _

1, 796. 40 _____ __ __ ___

200.00 ------------------------ 72,000.00
100. oo
34. oo
5. 60
638. oo
150.00 ------------------------ 17,700. 00

gg. ~ ------------------------ 1l5 g~~· ~~

3

h
~~~
~
f~: gg ========================
~~: ~~
~~~:r;r~~--ar(i~~=s=p=o=~~ii~~= ~~~~~~~======
===- ____ -~~-------~~~ ________ -~ ____ ~·-~~:_ ~ ______ -~~:_ ~~ ____ ~·-~~~:-~ ______ ~~~--~~
2:ooc so-___4:~~~~~--~_
== =_
furnished by Department of
State, U.S. dollar refund,
Washington, D.C. ($50.00).1

-=== == ==== == =---

SubtotaL •. ______________________ -----~ _______________________________ -_-_-_- __ ------------------------- --- -

1, 250. 00 ___ ____ _____

2, 067. 00 ___ ____ _____

James L. Nelligan:
Japan ________________________ Yen__ _______ ___
200.00 ------------------------ 72,000.00
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar__ ________
100.00
34.00
5. 60
634.00
Vietnam ______________________ Piaster.________
150. 00 •••• ___ __ __ __ ______ __ __ _ 17, 700. 00
Singapore ______ ____ ___ _______ Dollar________ __
50.00 -----------------------150.00
Indonesia ____________________ Rupiah____ _____
300.00 ------------------------ 115,500.00
Thailand _____________________ Baht_____ ______
200.00 ------------------------ 4, 165.00
Hong Kong ___________________ Dollar__ ________
150.00 -----------------------906.00
Taipei__ ______________________ Dollar__________
100.00
11.02
3. 04
4, 011.02
Round trip air transportation
_____________ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2, 061. 60 -----------furnished by Department of
State, U.S. dollar refund,
Washington, D.C. ($50.00).1
SubtotaL •• __ ------ ---- ______ ____ ____ ----------------------------------------------------------------------William L. Brannon, Jr.:

~re~~:~~~-----~================ ~f~~~~~-=========
~~~~~~~~===================== ~~~f!ii=========
Thailand _____________________ Baht_______ ____

1, 250. 00 ----- _______

2, 070. 24 _. ____ ___ __ _

\~%. ~~ ------~~--~~--------~--~~- 11. ~~~: gg
3~~: g~ ======================== 115, g~~: ~~
200.00 ------------------------ 4, 165.00

Hong Kong _____________ __ ___ _ Dollar__ ________
150.00 -----------------------906.00
Taipei__ ______________________ Yuan ___________
100.00 -----------117.30
4, 000.00
Round trip air transportation
____________ • --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2, 061. 60 -----------furnished by Department of
State.
SubtotaL.------------------------- -- ---------------------------- ------- --------- --------------- -- ------ ---Dale E. Moser:
Ghana. ____ ----------- ____ ___ Cedi. _________ _

~~b~~-m=-mmmm !~~~~;"_m\_~

11/3
11/6
11/8
11/11
11/13
11/16
11/21

11/6

3
2

11/11
11/13

3

11/8

11/16
11/21
11/24

2

3
5

3

1.02
17. 57.

5~

0. 4897
356

124.06250
356
31 , 150

50.00
50.00

50.00
50.00

50.00
50. 00
50.00

153. 00
35. 15.3

73.50.1
713

372.19
1, 782
93,450

1, 050.00 ------------

150. 00 -----------------------100. 00 ------------------------

150. 00 ----------- ----- ----- --100. 00 ------------------------

150.00 -----------------------250. 00 -----------------------150.00 ------------------------

Round trip air transportation by
Department of State. ____ --------- __ --------- ____ ___ ---------- __ ---_-------- ________ -_-----------_---_----- _____-__ ---- __________ ------_
SubtotaL ______ --------- __ ---------- ______________ ------ ______________ __________ ------------ ______ - ___ --_ __

See footnotes at end of table.

2, 184.50 ------------

1, 050. 00 _. ___ -- ____ _

153.00
35. 15.3

73. 50.0
713
372.19
1, 782
93,450

2, 846. 40
200.00
105.60
150.00
100.00
300.00
200.00
150.00
100.00
2, 061.60

3, 317. 20
200.00
105. 60
150.00
50.00
300.00
200.00
150.00
103.04
2, 061.60

3, 320. 24
105.60
150.00
50.00
300.00
200.00
150.00
217. 30
2, 061.60

3, 234.50
150.00
100.00
150.00

100.00

150.00
250.00
150.00

1, 796, 40 ------------

1, 796.40

1, 796. 40 ___ ------ __ •

2, 846. 40
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Date

Name and country
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Name of
currency

Wendell H. Thiers:
Japan __ __ __ __ __ ____ __________ Yen_ ________ ___
Hong Kong ________ ___________ Dollar_ __ _____ _
Vietnam. _____ _______ •.• __ •• _ Piaster_ ____ ___ •
Singapore • • _---- - _______ - ---- Dollar--- -- - - ---

Vh~i~~~~~~==================
:~~:~~=========
Hong Kong · --- ---·----- ~ ----- Dollar___ ____ ___

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

2/9
2/12
2/15
2/18

2/12
2/15
2/18
2/19

4
2
3
1

18, 000.00
302.00
5, 900. 00
150. 00

50.00
50.00
50. 00
50. 00

~~:
2/27

~~i
3/2

~ ~: 302.00
~~: gg
3

1

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

72, 000.00
604.00
17, 700. 00
150.00

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Total

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

200.00 -------- - -------- -- ---- - 72,000.00
100.00
34.00
5.60
608.00
150. 00 ___ ___ ____ ___ •• _________ 17, 700. 00
50.00 - - ----- - ------ _________ •
150.00

~g:~ ~: 906.00
Ws:~
50.00

~~:~
======================== ~: 906.
~~:8800
150.00 - - ---------- -- ----------

11

11

Taipei__ _______ ____________ __ Dollar. __ __ ___ __
3/2
3/4
2
2, 000.00
50.00
4, 000.00
100.00 - - ------- - -Round trip air transportation furnished by Depart- ______________ _______ ______ . ___ _____ ______ ____ _____ . ___ •.• __ _____ • __ ______ • ___ • __ ____ __ __ _
ment of State, U.S. dollar refund, Washington,
D.C. (50.00).1
..
Subtota l. •• ______ .•. : _________ _._--~--- _________ _____ ______ . _____ .. ___• __.. ______ . __• __.. _____ __. ________ .. _

68.22
4, 000.00
2, 061.60 ___________ _

1, 250.00 ___ ______ __ _

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

200.00
105. 60
150. 00
50.00
300. 00
200.00
150. 00
168.22
2, 061.60

2, 135.42 _____ ___ • __ _

3, 385. 42

Total. __ __._. __ . _______ .• ______ ~ -- : ____ . ___ . : ___ _- - - - -- - ------- .•. ___ _____ . _______ . ____ ._________ __________ 10, 250.00 ___ __ ______ _ 18, 220.07 _________ ___
less amount refunded __ ___________ __• _____ _-: __ _______ - -- - - ----- __ ______ ____ · :· · ___________________ . • _. _____ _____ ______ ._____________ _____ _______ ____ _____ ___ __··:: -___

28,470.07
200.00
28, 270.07

SPECIAL STUDIES SUBCOMMITTEE, HON. JOHN S. MONAGAN, CHAIRMAN
Charles P. Witter :
Great Britain _________ ._ •. _____ Pound _______ __
11/13
ll /2o
10
20. 16.08
50.00 208. 06.06
500. 00 ___ ______ ______ __ ____ ___ 208. 06. 06
Ro~~~:~r sl!t~.ansportation furnished by Depart- ___ •. ______ ••• _. ___ . _. _.• ...•••.• __ .••• __ .• ____ -------- ___ _______ -- ---- ___ ------- __ •• ____ •
753.00 ___________ _
SubtotaL •• _____ _______ •.. ___ • __ _• ___ . ______ ____ • _______.. _. ___ ._ ••••• _-- __•• __- -.- ---------.-- - - -- -- - - - : - .• •
1

500.00 --------- - --

753.00 ------------

500.00
753.00
1, 253.00

Amount refunded.

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ________ __ • ______ __ __ __ _______________ •. _. ___ • __ _________ . ___ . •• __ .• __. ___ : •.• __ __________________ ______ • ___• ______ _• ___ .______ $30, 959. 03
CHET HOLIFIELD,
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations.

Feb. 18, 1971.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, CO MMITTEE ON HOUSE ADMI NISTRATION, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1,
AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dolla r
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

lucien N. Nedzi :
Netherlands ____________ __ _• __ Guilders _______ • ______ __ __ ____________ • _____ .__ ______________ __ _________________ _________ ___ __
668. 50
185.85
Sweden ____________________ __ S. Krona _______
10/8
10/9
2
259
50.00
518
100.00 - -- - - ------- - - - --------Total. ____ __---- - ------- ______ ---- - - . __________ ___ ______ _______ _____ -- -- -----------.-- •. -- ____ ----------_. __ _

100.00 ------------

1

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

668.50
518. 00

185.85
100.00

185.85 ------------

285.85

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent)••• --- ---- --- --------------- - __ ---- -- -- - - __ -- -- -- -- - - - --- ____ - - -- - --- -- ___ _____ ------- - - - -- _-- - - --- -- -- __ -- - - --- - _____ __ ___ _________ $285. 85
WAYNE l. HAYS,
Chairman, Committee on House Administration.

Mar. 17, 1971.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 21 , 1ST SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR
AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1 AND DEC. ~1.1970
Date

Name and country

Name ot
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

O.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Hon. John N. Camp :
NewZealandtoAntarctica _____ _ NZdollars ___ ___
1/1
1/10
44.29
50.00
354.32
-400.00 - - --- - - - -- -------------Netherlands
_______ ___ ____ ---------------------------- --- ---- - - -- - - _____ ____ ____ _____ •. ___ 6, 115. 57
1, 697. 83
guilder.
Hon. James G. O'Hara :
New Zealand to Antarctica ______ NZ dollars ______
1/1
1/10
44.29
50. 00
354.32
400.00 -- -- ------- - -----------Netherlands
- -- -- - - --- --------------------------------------- - ------------------ -- ------- - 5, 904.60
1, 639.26
•
guilder.
Deutsche Mark ____ __·_____ ___ ___ ____-- - ------- - - ______ - - --- --- __________ ______ _____ ____ _____ ___
200. 93
54. 60
Hon. JohnS. Wold:
NewZealandtoAntarctica ______ NZdollars_____ _
1/1
1/10
44. 29
50.00
354. 32
400.00 -- ---- ---------- - ------Netherlands
__ ----- - - ------ --- ____ ------------------- . ____ • _------ ___________ • __ __ ___ _____ 5, 939. 28
1, 648. 88
guilder.
Deutsche Mark ••. _____ - -- - - -- -- ___ - -------------_ --------- __________ -------- __ .__ __ ___________
530. 33
144. 90
Hon. Manuel J. Lujan:
Venezuela __ ____ ___ __ _________ Bolivar___ ____ __
2/3
2/6
3
223. 50
50.00
670.50
149.50 ---- ------ - - -----------Deutsche mark______ _____ .• _____ _____________________________ __________ ------ ________ _________
1, 884.90
510. 76
CXVII-- 559-Part 7

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

354.32
6, 115.57

- 400.00
1, 697.83

354.32
5, 904.60

400.00
·1,,639. 26

200.93

54.60

354.32
5, 939. 28

400.00
1, 648.88

530.33

144.90

670.50
1, 884.90

149.50
510. 76

8882
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Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

u.s. dollar
Foreign
currency

equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Hon. Ed Edmondson:
UnitedKingdom _______________ Pound _________
11(6
11/14
8
20.18.00
50.00
166.13.2
400.00
6.0.0
14.33
Switzerland ___________________ Franc_____ __ ___
11/ 4
11/11
3
215.50
50.00
646.50
. 150.00
580.00
134.92
Deutsche mark___________ ___ ______________ ___ ______ ___________ _________ ____ ___________________ 3, 788. 10
1, 043. 27
Hon. James A. McCiur~:
New Zealand to Antarctica ____ __ Pound_____ ____
1/1
1/10
8
44.29
50.00
354.32
400.00 -----------------------Netherlands •• ______ ____ ______ Guilder_ _______________________ -- __ -- ____ --___________________________________________________ 6, 115. 58
1, 697. 83
United Kingdom _______ ________ Pound_________
11/11
11/15
4
20.18.00
50.00
83.6.9
200.00
71.12.6
171.11
Switzerland ___________________ Franc__________
11/15
11/21
6
215.50
50.00
1,293.00
300.00
1,082.58
251.82
Deutsche mark ___ ---- __ ----------- _______ -------- ______ -- ____ -- ______________ ---------- __ ----- 2, 804. 29
772. 32
Hon. Joe Skubitz:
United Kingdom _______________ Pound_________
11/8
11/11
4
20.18.0
50.00
83.6.6
200.00
31.10.1
75.26
France _______________________ Franc ________ .__
11/11
11/14
3
276
50.00
828
150.00
186.10
38.74
Switzerland ___________________ Franc__________
11/14
11/21
7
215.50
50.00
1,508.50
350.00
1,082.58
251.82
Spain ________________________ Peseta_________
11/21
11/23
2
3,480
50.00
6,960
100.00 -----------------------PortugaL _________ ______ _____ Escudo__ _______
11/23
11/26
3
1,427.3
50.00
4,281.40
150.00 -----------------------Deutsche mark _________________________ ---- ---------- ______ -------- __ ------------------------- 3, 568. 50
982. 79

Hon.~=:~se~:~~ to Antarctica __ ____

Pound_________
New Zealand
(dollar).

12/10 ·

12i18

4.

44.29

50.00

177.84

200.00 ------------------------

William L. Shafer:
United Kingdom _______ ________ Pound_________
11/8
11/11
4
20.18.0
50.00
83.6.6
200.00
32.17.7
78.74
France •• _______ _____________ _ Franc__________
11/11
11/14
3
276
50. 00
828.00
150.00
186. 10
38.74
Switzerland ___________________ SFraoc ___ ___ __
11/14
11/21
7
215.50
50.00
1,508.50
350.00
1,082.58
251.82
Spain ________________ __ ___ ___ Peseta_________
ll/21
ll/23
2
3, 480
50.00
6, 960
100.00 -----------------------PortugaL ____________________ Escudo_________
ll/23.
11/26
3
1, 427. 13
50.00
4, 281. 4()150.00 _____ ------------------Deutsche Mark ________ ------.-------------------------- __ ------------------ __ ----------------_ 3, 246. 13
894. 00
Lewis A. Sigler:
NewZealandtoAntarctica ____ __ NZDollar______
1/1
1/10
8
!14.29
50.00
354.32
400.00 _______________________ _
Deutsche Mark.- - ------------------------------------ ----- -- · ------- --- ----------------------- 6,132. 33
1, 661.88
Lee McElvain:
New Zealand to Antarctica ___ ___ NZ Dollar_ _____ _
12/18
4
44.29
50.00
12/10
177.84
200.00 -----------------------TotaL ___________ -----------·-------------------------------------------------------------------- - ------------.

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

171.13.2
1, 226. 50
3, 788.10

414.33
284.92
1, 043.27

354.32
6,115. 58
154. 9. 3
2, 375.58
2,804. 29

400.00
1,697. 83
371.11
551.82
772. 32

114.16.7
1, 014.10
2, 591.08 .
6,960
4,281.40
3, 568.50

275.26
188.74
601.82
100.00
150.00
982.79

177.84

200.0

ll6. 14. 1
1, 014. 10
2, 591.08
6, 960
4, 281.40
3, 246. 13

278.74
188.74
601.82
100. 00
150.00
894.00

354.32
6, 132.33

400.00
1,661. 88

177.84

5, 499. 50 ___ _____ __ __ 14, 055. 62 _____ _______

200.00
19, 555. 12

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent). ______ ---------------------- __ ------ ____ ---------------------- __ ---------------- ___________________ _________ ___________ ___ _____ $19, 555. 12
WAYNE N. ASPINAll,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
Mar.19, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 116, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN
COMMERCE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
'
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Brock Adams:
Japan ________________________ Yen____________
ll/11
11/15
5
18,000
50.00
90,000
250.00
Transportation. _______________ Deutsche mark _____ ------- _________ -------------------- ______ ---------- __ : ____________________
SubtotaL ______ _____ _______ ________________ ---------------------------------------- ____ --_ ___ _____
190, 000
less refund _________________________ ------------------------------------------------------ __ -------- __ ---------

2

Transportation 1

Foreign
currency

51,608
5, 094. 46

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

143.36
1, 403. 05

Total

Foreign
currency

141,608
5, 094. 46

~~: ~~ ::::::::::: =---~·-~~~~ ~~- ----- ·7:ooo·

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

393.36
1, 403.05

17
'

~~: :1

T.otal. ------ ---- __________ --·----- __ -- __ ---------------------------------- ____ ---------------------- __ --- ____
230. 56 _--.- --- ______ ---· __ __ ______ __ __ ____ _
1, 776. 97
======~====================================~===
William P. Adams:
Japan ________________________ Yen____ ___ __ ___
11/11
11/15
5
18,000
50.00
90,000
250.00
12~100
33.61
102~100
283.61
Transportation. _______________ Deutsche mark ________ _. __________ ---- __ ---------.----------- __ ------_-----------------_________ 5, 63:~. 22
1, 551.97
5, 63:!. 22
1, 551.97

Le~~~~~~a:: ::::::::: ~= :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2~~: ~~ ::::::::: :::_ -- ~~-~~~~ ~~-: ::::::::::: 1, 8~~: ~~
------------------------------------------------------------------------230. 56 ___ __ __ __ _____ ___ ____ __ ______ ___ ___ _
1, 816, 14

Total. ____________________ -- __ -------- ~ ---_----------------------------------------------------- __ --------___

=======================================================

James Harvey:
Uruguay _____________________ Peso___________
4/18
4/24
7
12, 462
50. 00
87, 237
less refund ______________________ ------ _______ _____ ------------------------------------------ ______________ ----BraziL __________ ______ ______ Cruzeiro________
4/25
4/26
2
223
50.00
446

350. 00 ___ ____ __ __ ______ ______ _
-48. 13 _____ __ ____ ______ __ ____ _
100.00 _____________________ :__

87, 237
12, ooo
446

350. 00
-48. 13
100.00

Donald Brotzman:
United Kingdom ______ ---- ~ ---_ Pound ____ :_____
3/27
3/31
5 ----- __ __ ___
50.00
103.15
250.00 _____ __ __ __ __ ______ _____
103.15
France _______________________ S franc_________
4/1
4/3
3
277
50.00
831
150.00 --- - --·- ---------- ------ 831
Switzerland ________________ __ _ S franc_____ __ __
4/4
4/5
2
215.50
50.00
431
100.00
· 396.20 . ·
92.18
827
Transportation _____ ____ ___ ____ Deutsche mark .. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------1, 961.76
532.07
1, 961.76
SubtotaL .• _____________ ______ _______________ __.----- •• -- •• --_.-- ____ --. _______________________________ ----___
500. 00 _______ ~ ___ _
624. 25 ___________ _

250.00
150.00
192.18
532.07

1, 124.25

James Hastings:
':long Kong _... -.-------------Vietnam ______________________
Cambodia __ ---- ----- - ________
Thailand._----------- - _______
Australia ________________ _____
Transportation __ ______________

200.00
50.00
100.00
150.00
1, 971.71

==============================================================
401. 87 ___________________ ------------- ____
401. 87
=======================================================

TotaL _________ _____ ____________ -- __ ---- __ ._-- ____ ---------- ________ ----------------------------------_______

Hod~ll~~nK

6/26
6/28
301
50.00
602
100.00 -------- ; ---- "·---- ---- 6/28
1/2
4
5,900
50.00
23,600
200.00 ____ : _: _____ ___ _______ __
RieL______ __ __
7f2
7/3
1
2, 744
50.00
2, 744
50.00 ----- - --------------- ___
Baht___ ________
1/3
7/4
2
1, 041.25
50.00
2, 082. 50
100. 00 ________ __ ___ ---------- _
Adollar___ _____
7/5
7/7
3
44.33
50.00
133.95
150.00---- - ---- - -------------Deutsche mark .. -------- ---- -- --- -------------------------------------------- ----- --------- --- 7,175. 06
1, 971.71
Piastre~~----- ·

SubtotaL .. ______________ ________ ___________ • __ •• __ _•• •••••••• _-------------------- __ ._------------ ._ •• ____ •• _

600. 00 ___ __ _______

602
23,600
2, 744
2, 082. 50
133.95
7,175. 06

1, 971. 71 __ _________ _

roo. oo

2, 571.71
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Name ot
currency

Arrival

Depa rture

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
cu rrency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dolla r
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Torbert Macdonald :
Haiti__ ___________________ .. __ Gou rde.. __ .. .
3/27
4/5
10
250
50.00
2, 500
500. 00 . __ __________ _... ____ __ .
Transportation __ .. ______ _____ . Deutsche mark ... ___ __ __ ___ _______ ________ . __... _. ____ _____ . _______ _____ _____ . _____ _____ __ __ _. 1, 229.76
333. 54
Haiti. ______________ __ ________ Gourde____ _____
11/6
11 /13
7
250
50.00
1, 750
350. 00 ------------ --- ------- -Dominican Republic __________ __ Peso__ _____ ___ _
11 /13
11/20
7
50
50. 00
350
350. 00 -------- --- ------- - --- - Transportation ____ _______ ____ . Deutsche mark .... ___ . ___ .. _________ ____ __ . __ .... ___ _. _______ . ________ ____ ___ .. __ ----- - -- .. __ . 1, 587. 67
437. 25
SubtotaL .. _____ __ __ ___ ___ _____________ __ ______ __ .... _____ ._ .. ___ __ .. __ ___ .. ____ _____ . . __________________ . _...
Ray Blanton :
Japan __ _____________ ____ _____
Thailand ___ ____ ______ _____ ___
Vietnam _________ . ... ________ .
Transportation ___ __________ ___

1, 200. 00 ___ ___ ______

350. 00 ... ________ _

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

2, 500
1, 229.76
1, 750
350
1, 587.67

500.00
333.54
350. 00
350. 00
437. 25

770. 79 . __ .. _____ __

Yen ____________
3/21
3{22
18, 000
50.00
18, 000
50.00
6,660
18. 50
Baht__ _________
3/22
3/24
1, 041.25
50.00
3, 123. 75
150.00 --------------------- --Piastre .. _______
3/25
3{27
3
5, 900
50. 00
17,700
150. 00 _______ ____ ___ ___. . ___ . _
Deutsche mark ... _. ___________ . __ . __ ____ . ____ .. _. ____ . __ ____ . ___________ ______ ----- ------_____ 6, 889. 95
1, 868.71

SubtotaL ___ __________ ____ _____ __ ___________ _______ ___ ____ __ ___ _._ ..... _______ ___ ___ _________________ . _.... ___

Total

24, 660
3, 123.75
17, 700
6, 889.95

1, 887. 21 _________ ___

1, 970. 79
68.50
150. 00
150.00
1, 868.71
2, 237.21

=================================================

William L, Springer:
France ___ ____ ____ ___ ___ _____ _ Franc______ ___ _
11 /11
11 /12
276
50.00
191
35. 12
Refund
Switzerland ____ ___________ ____ S Franc__ _____ _
11 /12
11/13
2
215.50
50.00
431
100.00
550
Transportation ______ ___ __ .. __ . Deutsche mark ... __ . ....... ...... _............ ... __ __ .............. ---- .... ----.- ----- -- ---------- ... -----

(14. 88)
127. 94
885. 00

191
981
3, 214

35. 12
227.94
885. 00

SubtotaL .. ___ _______ __ ___ _____ __. __ __.... . __ . . . _. . . _________ . _____ __. _____ . .. _. • ______ ._. __ __ _.. __ .. ___ ____ __
135. 12 . __________ . 1, 012.94 .. . __ .. ___ _.
1, 148.06
============================================~===
Peter N. Kyros :
3/21
3/22
18,000
50. 00
18, 000
50.00
6, 660
18. 50
24, 660
Japan ___________ _____________ Yen ____ ________
68. 50
Thailand ________ _____________ Baht.. ______ .. _
2/22
3/24
1, 041.25
50. 00
3, 123. 75
150. 00 _.. __ .. ________________ . 3, 123. 75
150.00
150. 00
Vietnam .. --- ---- -----------~- Piastre__ _______
3/25
3/27
3
5, 900
50.00
17, 700
150.00 - -------------- --------17,700
Transportation _. __________ . __ . Deutsche mark ______ . __ . __ __. ____ _________ _........ _____ ______ - ---- ____________ ...... __ _______ 6, 889. 95
1, 868. 71
6, 889.95
1, 868.71
Subtotal. ____ ______ ____ . __ . ____ .. ____________ . ___________ . . .... __ .. __________ . _______ ---- -------------- ______ .
W. S. Stuckey:

~:~!~~eia=======
== ====== ==== =-~~~~== ==== == == =
Brazil__ _________ ____ ____ _____ Cruzeiro___ ___ __

H~

t}fo

~ ____ _~~~~ ~~.

350. 00 -- - ---------

1, 887. 21 __ _-- --- - ---

2, 237.21

~8: gg . --~~ ~~~~~. _____ ~~~~~~-=== == ======== == ======== =---~~~~~~~~---__ -~~~~~~
1, 512
350. 00

l fl O
1/17
7
216
50. 00
1, 512
350.00 -----------------------Trinidad ______________________ TT dollar____ ___
1/17
1/18
1
50
50. 00
100
50. 00
17.50
8. 76
Transportation ._ .. ____ .. ______ Deutsche mark ... --- - - ------ - ________________ . . ____ .. ____ .. ---------. ____ ------ .. ____ .... ----- 3, 811. 52
1, 032. 93

117.50
3, 811. 52

58. 76
1, 032. 93

SubtotaL ...... _____ __ .--- - ------ --- -.. ------- ... __ __-------- .. ___ .. . ·"·----- .. ____ ---- .. -------- .. ______ -- - -.
650.00 ___ ------- - - 1, 041.69 ___ .. ------ _
1, 691.69
======================================~==========~===

Fletcher Thompson :
Mexico ______ ___________ ______ Peso ... . .......

1/2

1/1

6

~~~~~~~~~ ======= =====::: =====·cruzi! fra=:==::::

1H~

iH~

~

624.50

--------216-

50.00

3, 747

300.00 -- ----- --- - -------------

3,747

300.00

~& 88 --- ·- ·csii · ·- -· ·35o~·oo -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_---- --i s-12' ------ ·3so: oo

Trinidad ___ __ _______ __________ TT dollar__ ____ _
1/17
1/18
1
50
50.00
100
50.00 - - --- ----- ------ ---- - -- 100
Transportation .. .. __ ______ .... Deutsche mark ........ _.. _________ ...... _____ ...... ____ -- _____ . ___ __ --- ________ -- --- ___ . ___ __ .
2, 777. 02
752. 58 __ ..... ----.
SubtotaL _______ ___ .. ________________________________________________________________________________ .. _____ ..

700. 00 ___ ______ .. .

752. 58 ... ____ ____ .

50. 00
752. 58

1, 452.58

=============================================

Michael Taylor:
Mexico ______________________ _ Peso ___________
1/3
1/1
5
624.50
50.00
3, 122. 50
250.00 -----------------------Venezuela __ ______________ .. __ Bolivar... ______
1/8
1/1 0
2 __________ . _
50. 00
448. 50
100. 00 .. ____ _... _.. _____ . _. __ _
BraziL . _____________________ Cruzeiro___ _____
1/10
1/17
7
216
50.00
1, 512
350.00 -----------------------Trinidad ________________ ______ TT dolla r.. ... _
1/17
1/18
1
50
50.00
100
50. 00 --- -- -- -------- ------ -- Transportation ______ _. .. _____ .. __ ______ .. ________ -------- .... ___ ______ ____________ .... __ _____ ______ ____ ____ .... ________ .. ___ 3, 811.52
1, 032.93
SubtotaL .. ________ --------- ---- ___ __ ------ .. ____ __---- -- ---- - --- ____________ .. _____ . __ ________ _______ ........
TotaL .. _____ _______ .. __ . ___________ __ _____ __ ____ ____.. _______ . ______ .. _____ . ______ . ______ . _______ ___ _._______

750.00 . _____ ... __ _

3, 122. 50
448. 50
1,512
100
3, 8ll. 52

1, 032.93 _____ --- ----

6, 098. 11 ___ __.. _____ 14, 113. 30 .. . _.. ___ .. _

250.00
100.00
350.00
50. 00
1, 032.93
1, 782.93
20, 211. 41

RECAPITULATIO N
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) .. . _... _____ . ______ .. -- .. _--- .. __ .--- ____ -- ____ -- __ . _____ ._.- .. -- ___ ... ___ . ____ --_ ..... _____ .. _.. ________ . _____ __ .. ____ .. _.. ____ $20, 211. 41
HARLEY 0. STAGGERS,
Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Mar. 19, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES . 93, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Per diem rate

Date

Name and country
Donald G. Benn :
Spain ___ _____________________
Switzerland ___________________
Ireland.. _____________________
United Kingdom __ _____________
Germany __________________ ___

Name ot
currency

Arrival

Depa rture

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Peseta ____ _____
ll/16
11/21
3,480
50. 00
20,880
300.00
6, 486
93. 19
S. franc ___ __ ___
11/21
11/28
215.50
50. 00
1, 508. 50
350. 00 ----- ---------------- --Pound _____ ____
11/30
12/3
20.17.10
50.00
62. 13.6
150. 00 --------------------- --B. pound _______
11/28
11/30
2
20.15. 8
50.00
41.13. 4
100. 00 --- ----- ---- --- --------D. mark .... __ ... __ .... __ .... __ .. _______________________ _______ .... _______ ___ _______ _.. _______ 1, 072. 00
268. 00

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

27,366
1, 508. 50
62. 13. 6
41.13.4
1, 072. 00

8/17
8/23
Japan ________________________ Yen____ ________
8/28
8/30
10
18, 000
50.00
180, 000
500. 00
73,299
253, 299
203.61
HongKong,B.C.C _______ ______ HKdollar._ _____
8/24
8/27
4
302.50
50. 00
1, 210
200.00
55.20
1, 265.20
9.13
Germany ______ _------- ____ ___ D. mark ... .. ____ .. _. ________________ . ______________________ . ___ .-------------------- -- _____ __ 7, 302. 68
1, 825.67
7, 302. 68
Total. ________ _____ .. _.. _.. ____ ..... _________________________ . ______________ _. __ ___ . ____ ____. ___ . ________ . ___ _
700.00 ------------ 2, 038. 41 ------------

703.61
209.13

1, 825.67

2, 738.41
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 93, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970-Continued
Per diem rate

Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

253, 2 ~ 9
1, 210
7, 302. 68

703.61
200.00
1, 825.67

Frances F. Christy:
8/17
8/23 ----------Japan __ ___ ______ ______ _______ Yen_________ __
8/28
8/30
10
18,000
50.00
180,000
500.00
73,299
203.61
HongKong _______ ________ ____ HKdollars______
8/24
8/27
4
302.50
50.00
1,210
200.00--- ------ -- --------- ---Germany ___ ...... . . __ ._ . __ ___ D. mark.• ___ . _______ ------ __ -- --- ___ _____ ______________ . _____ ._ .. _. ____ ._. __ __ • _____ _._._. __ . 7, 302. 68
1, 825. 67
TotaL .... __ __ ____ . __ ------ __ ---- __ ------------- ... ______ .-- __ . ___ ... _____ .. __ ______ .. _.. _. _______ .. __ . _____ .•

700. 00 ___ .. ___ . __ _

2, 029. 28 ___ .. _......

2, 729. 28

=======================================================

Garner J. Cline:
France ___ ______ __ ____ ___ _____ Franc__________
5/30
6/3
276
50.00
1,380
250.00
Switzerland ________ __ ___ ____ __ s. franc________
5/25
5/29
5
215.39
50.00
1, 077.50
250.00
Germany ___________ __________ D. mark.. _____ ------- - ----._---------- __________________ ... __ . ____ . . ___________ ------ -____ ___
TotaL _____________ -------- __ .• __ .-----.-------- •• --------.--.---- •.. -- •.. ------ •.. -- ___ --.------ ... -------___

383.13
67.00
3, 606. 56

500. 00 . -- .. -- •. --.

69.40
15.59
978.18

1, 763.13
1, 144. 50
3,606. 56

1, 063.17 -------- ----

Garner J. Cline:
Peru _________ ___________ _____ SoL---------11/5
11/9
4
2,169
50.00
8,676
200.00
2,761.70
63.66 11,437.70
Chile ____ ____ ___ ___ ____ __ ____ _ Escudo_ __ ______
11/9
ll/11
2
716.50
50.00
1, 433
100.00 ------------------- ----1, 433
Argentina. ___________________ Peso.. _________
11/11
11/14
3
200
50. 00
600
150. 00 __________ ______ ______ __
600
BraziL_ -- -------- -- ------ -- - Cruzeiro___ ____
11/14
11/18
4
239
50.00
956
200.00 ____ _.. ___ . _____ ___ ___ . _
956
Switzerland __ ____________ _____ S.franc ____ ____
11/18
11/26
9
215.39
50.00
1,938.50
450.00
196.75
45.77
2, 135.25
France ____________ __ _________ Franc__ ________
11/30
12/2
2
276
50.00
552
100.00
296.80
54.16
848
Italy ___ ___ ___________________ Lira___________ _
11/26
11/30
4
31,150
50.00
124,600
200.00 -----------------------124,600
Denmark _______ ______________ Krone________ __
12/2
12!5
3
375
50.00
1, 125
150.00
263.62
35.16
1,388.62
Germany ____________ __ ___ . ___ D. mark . .. _. ___ _____ ------------ __---- ____ ...••. ____ ---. __ ... __ --- ___ . __ ..... ___ ---- .. . _.... . 6, 100. 12
1, 680. 01
6, 100.12
TotaL _____________________________ ---------- ____ ------ __ ------------------------------ - ------------------- ___

1, 550. 00 ___________ •

1, 878. 76 ------- __ ___

Hon. R. Lawrence Coughlin:
IsraeL ____ _____ __ ___________ Pound______ __ _
11/10
11112
2
175
50.00
350
100.00 - ---- ----- - ----------- -Germany ____ . _____ ._. __ ... _____ . ___________ . • _____ __ _.--- _____ ... __.. _____ .. ____ . ____ _. . __ . __ ____ _..... ___ ..... -----..... ..
889.38
244.94
TotaL ____ ___ .. ---- .• -- .. --.-- ... ----.--------------------------------------- •. -------.-- . - •• - -------- ----.---

100.00 ------------

350
889.38

244.94 ----- ------ ·

319. 40
265.59
978.18
1, 563. 17
263.66
100.00
150.00
200.00
495.77
154.16
200.00
185. 16
1. 680. 01
3, 428. 76
100.00
244.94
344.94

=======================================================

Hon. David W. Dennis:
Switzerland _________ __________ S. Franc..... . ..
11/22
11/28
215.50
50.00
646.50
150.00
1, 944
452.20
Ireland .•• -- - --- ---- - ---- -- --- Pound_ ________
11/30
12/3
4
20.17.10
50.00
62.13.6
150.00 -- - -- -- ---- --- ---- -----GermanY--- -- ---------------- D. mark ... ----------- - ----------------------------- -- - --------------- - --- ------- -------- · ·· -· 1, 972.74
543.16
TotaL ... ______ ---- __ -- - - ___ _____ . ___ ---·------------------ __ ... ---._ : . ____ __.. ____ ._---- • . .... __ -------- __ ...

300. 00 .. . _. .. __ . . .

995. 36 . _........ . .

Bess E. Dick:
Japan __________________ ___ ___ Yen ____________
8/17
8/23
10
18,000
50.00
180,000
500.00
73,299
203.61
Hong Kong ____ ___ __ _______ ___ HK dollar __ ____ _
8/24
8/27
4
302.50
50.00
1, 210
200.00 ---- ------- ------------Germany ____________ . ________ D. mark __ _______ ____ ______ ------------ ___ ... _____________ ____ _. ..... .. _... ___ ___ --------- -___ 7, 302.68
1, 825. 67
TotaL .... ______ . ___ ._ .. _______ . ________ . __________________________ ------ ______________ .. __ __ ______ ____ ... ____

700. 00 __ . __ .. _. .. .

TotaL ••.. __ _____ _____ . ______ ... ______ _._ .. __ .. _.. --- -- __________ ----- ___________ ____________ ----------------_

500. 00 . _... .. . . . . .

800. 00 . _. __ .. __.. _

828
829.35
109.18.4
2, 228.12

994. 57 ........... .

HK dollar_______
11/4
11/9
303
50.00
1, 515.00
250.00 ------------- --- -------Baht.. .........
11/2
11/4
1,041.25
50.00
2,082.50
100.00 --------------------- - -S. franc__ ______
10/'l.l
11{1
215
50.00
1,287.50
300.00 --- -------- --- -- ----- - - Won___ ___ _____
11/11
11/ 2
15,674
50.00
15,674
50.00 --------- - -------------NT dollar_______
11/9
11/11
2
2, 225
50.00
4,450
100.00 -----------------------D. mark .. ..... __ .- -- __ ------ ___ _----_.-- -- ...... ____ •... __ .... ___ ... __ .. __ .. ___ . ______ .. ___ ._ 7, 525. 59
2, 072. 32

TotaL •..... ___ ___ ___ __ . __ __ . __.. . ____ ..... __ .. ___ . ______ ____ ... -- ----- ___ .•. ________ .. _____________ . _____ .. ..

253, 299
1,210
7, 302.68

2, 029. 28 ____ __ .. . _..

Hon. Don Edwards:
France ___ _________________ ___ Franc____ _____ _
5/22
5/24
3
276
50.00
828
150.00 ------------ - · ········· ·
Switzerland ___ ________________ S. franc__ ______
5/25
5/26
2
215.50
50.00
431
100.00
398.35
92.68
United Kingdom ____ _____ ___ __ _ Pound_________
5/27
5/31
5
20.15.0
50.00
103.15.0
250.00
6.3.4
14.80
Germany _____ _____ ___________ D. mark .. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-··· 3, 228.12
887.09

Hon. Edwin W. Edwards:
Hong Kong, B.C.C_____ _____ ___
Thailand ___ __________________
Switzerland .......... .. .......
Korea. __________ ___ ________ __
Taiwan ____ __ _____ ________ ____
Germany ___ _______ ___________

2,590.50
62.13.6
1, 972.74

1, 515
2,082. 50
1,287.50
15,674
4, 450
7, 524. 59

2, 072. 32 _____ _. __ ...

Hon. Joshua Eilberg:
Peru _____ ____ ___ _______ ______ SoL.... .......
11/5
11(9
4
2,169
50.00
8,676
200.00
3,461.70 .
79. 80 12,137.70
Chile.. ... - -- --------····----- Excudo___ ______
1119
111 1
2
716.50
50.00
1,433
100.00 ---------------------- -1, 433
Argentina ____ __ ____ ___ ____ ___ Peso. . .. .......
11/11
3
200
50.00
600
150.00 -- --- -- --- -- ······ · ··--·
600
11114
BraziL ...................... Cruzeiro.... ....
11/14
11/17
3
239
50.00
717
150.00 --- -- --- -- -- --------···717
Germany ___ ... ______ .... __ .. ..... __ ._ ... ... -- ... .. . __ ------------ ___ ___ .. ____ ._ •. ______ .. _. _________ .. _..... .. . _____________ 3, 464.92
954. 26
3, 464.92

602.20
150.00
543.16
1, 295.36
703.61
200.00
1, 825. 67
2, 729.28
150.00
192.68
264.80
887.09
1, 494. 57

250.00
100.00
300.00
50.00
100.00
2, 072.32
2, 872.32
279.80
100.00
150.00
150.00
954.26

. ·=·=··=·=··=·=--=-==1=,6=3=4.=06
TotaL .... _________ .. ___ __ __ _... __ _. ... ________ .. -- --- ___ . . .. __ ·=-·=·=-·=·=··=·=-·=·=··=·=-·=·=··=·=··=·=-·=·=··=·=··=-=··=··=·=-·=·=-·=·=··==600=.=00=·=··=·=-·=·=··=--=-==1,=0=34=.=06=
Hon. Michael A. Feighan :
Netherlands. ______ . . ..... . ___ Guilder........ .
Belgium ..... _____ _------ ..... Franc __ ..... --.

9/25
10/3

10/3
10/6

179. 50
2, 500

50. 00
50.00

1, 615. 50
7, 500

TotaL .... ___ ... . ------ .. --- --- -- ---- -- -- .. - .. . -.-· ---- --- --- -- -.--- -------- - ---- -----·--------- -.- -· .. -.-- .. -

450.00 ------------- .. -- ------150.00 - --- ---- --- --- ----------

1, 615. 50
7, 500

600. 00 --- .. --- --· --- - -----· --···· .. - · -----

Hon. Walter Flowers:
Greece __________ _____ ________ Drachma___ ____
4/1
4/6
1,500
50.00
· 7, 500
250.00 ------- --- - ----- - ---- --United Kingdom _____ _____ ____ _ B.pound.......
3/26
4/1
7
20.15.0
50.00
145.5.0
350.00
34.5.6
82.56
Germany_._ ...... ___ •. ______ . D. mark ... __ ._ .. __ .... _. __ ...... __ ______ __ ____ . ___ ______ ___ ______ . ______ ... _.. __ .. __ ____ __ ... 3, 049. 94
827. 21

7,500
179.10.6
3, 049.94

450.00
150.00
600.00
250.00
432.56
827.21

TotaL ..... __ ._ . . __ ... ___ ... __ ... _.......... __ ....... __ ..... ... ·=··=·=-·=·=· =
· ·=·=
· ·=·=··=·=··=·=··=·=·=
· ·=· =
· ·=·=··=·=··=·=··=·=· =
· ·=· =
··=·=·==60=0=.00==
· ·=·=··=·=··=·=··=-==9=09=.=7=7,;,·=-·;,;·==··=·=··=·==·=·==1~,50=::::9.=7,;,7

Hon. Walter Flowers:

Australia ______ ____________ ___ Australian
7/5
7/7
44.37
50.00
9. 30
100.00 ----------- ---- ------ --89.30
dollar.
Cambodia ____ ________ ________ RieL_______ ___
7/3
7/3
1
2,744
50.00
2, 744
50.00 -----------------------2, 744
Hong Kong, B.c.c ______ _______ HK dollar.......
6/26
6/28
2
301
50. oo
602
100. oo -----------------------602
Thailand _____________________ Baht___________
7/2
7/4
2
1,041.25
50.00
2,082.50
100.00 ------------------------ 2,082.50
Vietnam _____________________ • Piaster..____ __ _
6/28
7/2
4
5, 900
50.00 23,600.00
200.00 _____ ------------------ - 23,600.00
Germany ______ ______ .. __ ._ ... D. mark .. _.... _. .. . ____ ___ .. ___ --------------------------------------- _____ _.. __ ____ .. -----.. 7, 267. 84
1, 997. 26 77, 267. 84
TotaL ...•. ____ . ... __ ------ ____ ••••.... __ .--- . . __ .. ____ .. __ .. -- -------- ---------------------------------------

550. 00 . ------ .. . __

1, 997. 26 ____ . ______ .

100. ()()
50.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
1, 997.26
2, 547.26

March 31, 1971

Name ot
currency

Arrival

Hon. Clark MacGregor
Germany __________ ___________ D. mark _______ _
France __ .. _----- ___ _____ . .. __ Franc ____ . ____ .
Switzerland ___________________ S. Franc _______ _

Departure

5/21

5/26
5/30
5/28

5/28
5/26

Total amount per diem

Per diem rate

Date

Name and country

8885
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Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

50.00
50.00
50.00

907.50
552
646.50

5 ---------- -2
276
3
215.50

Total

Transportation
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

250. 00
3, 370. 86
914.26
100.00 -----------------------150.00
659
153.32

4, 278.36
552
1, 305.50

1, 164.26
100.00
303.32

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

------------------------------------------------------------------------500.00 ------------ 1, 067.58 ------------ -1,567.58

TotaL _______ ----- -----.---- ----------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------

=======================================================

Hon. James R. Mann:
Australia ____________ _________ A. dollar_____ __
Cambodia ____________________ RieL __________

6

~~~Na~~~~·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~·a~-t~~~l_a:~=~~=~

7/5

7!7

7!3

7/3

6

~~~

2
1

?t~

~

44.33
2,744

50.00
50.00

041~~~

~&: gg

89.30
2, 744

100.00
2.0:>
2.24
50.00------------------ ------

082~g~

~ -----~~~~~~- ------~~~~~-

91.30
2,744

~~~: ~g

1,
2,
l&&:
2,
Vietnam .. -----------------·- Piaster__ _______
6/28
7/2
4
5,900
50. 00
23,600
200.00 ---------------------- -23,600
Germany _____________________ D. mark.---------------------------------------- --- --- --------------------------------------- 7,175.07
1,971. 71
7,175.07
TotaL _____________ ____ ~ - __________ ._:. _____________________________________________________ . ________________ .
550. 00 ___ ___ ___ __ _ 2, 011. 76 ___ ------ __ _
Hon. Abner J. Mikva:
IsraeL--- ----- ---- ---------- Pound_________
8/1 4
8/23
175
50.00
1, 575
450.00
Greece ____ ____ _____ __________ Drachma _______
8/23
8/28
6
1,500
50.00
9,000
300.00
Germany __ -------------- _____ D. mark ___________________ _._________________________________________________________________
TotaL ___ ____________________ ___ ____________________________________________ _____ ---------- ________________ .. _

750.00 ___________ _

Hon. Peter W. Rodino, Jr.:
1
Switzerland _______ __ __________ S.franc________
5/25
5/29
5
215. 50
50.00
1,077.50
250.00
Germany.• ___________________ D. mark . . . ___ _________________________________________________ ____ __ .. ________________ ------_
1

.

TotaL ___ __ ______ . ___ .. _____ ._ ... _____ . _____ ___ .. __ ___ . __ •. _____ . ___ . __________ .. ____________ .. _____ ... ____ .. _
Hon. Jerome R. Waldie:

k~=~========================
~~~---=========
Hong Kong, B.c.c _____________ H.K.
dollar______= u~
12/3

1

g~g

~

}~: ~

~8:

257. 60
36.27
652. 25

901.60
1,088
2, 404.62

842.00
3, 528

5~: ~~~

956.12 ----- ---- --195. 91
882. 00

250. 00 .. ____ . ____ _

1~~J~

406.24 ------------

1, 919. 50

3, 528

1, 077. 91 ------------

gg
========================
12/5
2
303
50.00
606
100.00 ---------- ------------Taiwan _______________________ N.T. dollar______
12/5
12/7
2
2, 000
50.00
4, 000
100.00 -----------------------Germany __ ____ ______ .. ___ _. __ D. mark ____ _.. _______ _------ _________ .------ ________ -- ____ ---------- .. __ -- .. __ .• ------------- 6, 572. 78 .1. 809.69
TotaL ____________ ----.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2, 476. 60
10, 088
2, 404. 62

7,695
59, 113
606
4,000
6, 572.78

1, 809.69 ------------

102.24
50.00
137.81
100.00
200.00
1, 971.71
2, 561.76
707.60
336.27
662.25
1, 706.12
445.91
882.00
1, 327.91
18.60
187.64
100.00
100.00
1, 809.69
2, 215.93

======================================================

Hon. Chas. E. Wiggins:
Japan ________________________ Yen____________
8/17
8/23
7
18,000
50.00
126,000
350.00
Germany__ . ________ ._________ D. mark ... ___ .. ___ .... ________________ .. ________ .. ______ ... _---_---. __ -_---- __ --- _____ ---- __ .
TotaL __ ___ -------- .... ____ _............... _---., •... ........... ------------------- __ -------------------------

38,826
6, 255

107.85
1, 563. 75

350.00 ------------

164,826
6,255

1,671.66 ------------

(57.85

1, 563.75
2,021.60

==============================================================

Hon. Charles E. Wiggins:

1<~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~---=========~
Hong Kong, B.c.c _____________ H.K. dollar_____

H~
12/3

1

H~

~

}~:~

~8:8:l

5~:~i~

1~~:~ ------~~~~~-------~~~~~-

12{5
2
303
50.00
606.00
100.00
48.30
7.92
Taiwan _______________________ N.T. dollar______
12/5
12n
2
2,000
50.00
4,000
100.00 -----------------------Germany __ . __ ._. ______ -- ____ . D. mark __ ____ --- ... _._. ___ ---- .. --_.---_---------------------------- ... _--------------------- 6, 572. n
1, 809.68

14,545
59,113
654.30

4 000

6, 57~. 77

406. 24 ------------ 1, 836.63 -----------TotaL ..... --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Grand totaL _____ ________ . ____ . ____ . _________________ -------------------------------------- .. ____ ------------- 12, 312.48 ____ _______ _ 28, 079.66 _______ --- - _

37.63
187.64
107.92
100.00
1,809.68
2, 242.87
40, 392.14

RECAPITULATION

Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) _______ __-----------------------------------------------------------------------_------_----------------------------------------- 40,392. 14
EMANUEL CELLER,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary.

March 19, 1970.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 131, 1ST SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND
FISHERIES, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalrnt
or U.S.
currency

Ralph E. Casey:
Switzerland ___________________ Franc__________
10/15
10/28
14
216
50.00
3,024
700.00 -----------------------Franc ____ ________ __ . _________ ... _______________ . _____ _____ .. ________ ... _._-------____________
2, 157
391. 09
Frank M. Clark:

~~~~ ~~~==================== g~ll:~==========

3

~~

3

~g

~

~g~

~:~

~~

ira:~ --------iSz-------25:19-

Japan ________________________ Yen____________
4/5
4/8
4
18,000
50.00
72,000
200.00
32,880
91.33
Thailand _____________________ BahL_________
3/28
3/31
3
1,041
50.00
3,123
150.00 ---------------- -- - -- --Vietnam ______________________ Piaster_________
3/31
-4/3
3
5,900
50.00
17,700
150.00 --------------.------ --Deutsche Mark ... ____________ -------- __ ------ .. __ ____ . _______ . ___________ .. _.______ ___________
6, 889
1, 868. 71
Michael A. Feighan:
Poland _______________________ Zloty___________
9/1
9/2
2
3,450
50.00
6,200
95.38 -----------------------U.S.S.R _______________________ Ruble__________
9/2
9/7
6
45
50.00
205
227.78
8. 80
9. 78

~~~1:~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ~~r~'i<a::::::::
Krona__________

sweden ______________________
United Kingdom _______________
Denmark _________ ____________
Germany _____________________

~~~

~~j

~

~g~J~

~8:~

~~:$g

1

~:~ -----~~~~~~-------~~~~~594.22
114.38

8/28
8/31
4
844
50.00
1, 034
200.00
Pound_________
9/13
9!17
5
20,8
50.00
104.3
250.00
Krone__________
9/8
9/9
2
375
50,00
750
100.00
Deutsche Mark..
9/10
9/12
3
181,50
50.00
544.50
150.00
Franc.----- ••• --.---------------_--_-------- •• _.------------ __ -----·----·_. ___ -·---- _______ ._

2.18
601.17
2, 889
2, 932

6. 96
80.18
795.70
531. 61

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

3,024
2,157

700.00
391.09

602
1,055
104,000
3,123
17,700
6,889

100.00
175.19
291.33
150.00
150.00
1, 868.71

6,200
213.80
902.95
383.70
1. 628
100.3
1, 351

95.38
237.56
126. 51
92.31
314.38
256.96
180.18
945.70
531. Gl

3,433

2, 932
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 131, 1ST SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND
FISHERIES, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1 AND DEC. 31. 1970-Continued
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Robert W. Goehring:
Hong Kong ___ ___________ ___ __ HK dollar_______
3/27
3/28
2
301
50. 00
602
100. 00 --- - ------ _-- ----- _____ _
Hong Kong _____ ________ ______ HK dollar.______
4/3
4/5
3
301
50.00
903
150.00 - -- -- --- - - ---- -------- - Japan ________ ___ _____________ Yen________ ____
4/5
4/8
4
18, 000
50.00
72,000
200.00
13,060
36.28
Thailand ___ ___ ____ _____ __ ____ Baht____ _______
3/28
3/31
3
1, 041
50.00
3, 123
150.00 ----- --- --- --- --- - - --- - Vietnam ____ ___ ______________ _ Piaster____ _____
3/31
4/3
3
5, 900
50.00
17, 700
150.00 -- ----- --------------- - Deutsche Mark_______ ____________________________ ________________________________ _____________
6, 889
1, 868.71
Halert C Shepheard:
United Kmgdom ____ ___________ Pound____ _____
2/22
2/28
20.7
50. 00
145.2
350.00
96. 1
230.50
United Kingdom ___ __________ __ Pound______ ___
9/5
9/11
7
20. 7
50.00
145.2
350.00
116
277.20
Deutsche mark__________ _______________________ __________ ___________________ ____ _____ ______ ___
2, 920
792. 16
Deutsche mark _______ -------- _______ _--- - ------ - - - --- ______ ______________________ --------- -- -2, 931
807.40
TotaL ___ ___ ___ ___ __________________ __ _- - -- ---- _______ ________________________ ________

1, 050. 00 _____ ______ _

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

85,060
3, 123
17,700
6, 889

100.00
150. 00
236.28
150.00
150.00
1, 868.71

241.3
261.2
2, 920
2, 931

580.50
627.20
792.16
807.40

602

903

4, 115. 47 _- ----- ____ _____ _--- - ---- - ----------

12,069.16

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ____________ ___ __ __ ___--- _____________ ____ ______ ______ __ • __ _______ __ _________________ ___ ____ ____ __ _____ __ _____ ___ __-- --- - ------ $12, 069.16
EDWARD A. GARMATZ
Chairman, Committee on Merchant Marine 1nd Fisheries.

Mar. 20, 1971.

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS. TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 269, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITIEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL
SERVICE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and countrY

Name of
currency

Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Hon. T. J. Dulski:
Switzerland __ ___ ___ __ ____ _____ S. franc___ _____
10/1
10/5
5
116. 64
27.00
583.20
135.00 ----- ---- --- - - - - - - - - --- Transportation- round trip. ____ D. mark __ ___-- - - __-- -- - _---- ----- ___ - ___ - -- --- - - -- ---- -- ---_- ___- ____ --_-_ - _-_ -- __-- __ - ----- - 3, 151. 90
868. 07
TotaL ___ ______ -- --- - __________ __ ___ ___ - - -- - __ __________ ____ ___ ______ _______ __ ---- ___

27. 00 ___________ _

135. 00 _---- - - __ ___

Total

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

583.20
3,151. 90

135.00
868.07

868. 07 _______ -- - - -

RECAPITULATION
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent)•• -- - - - - - ------------------ - ------- ---- -- - - __ _--- - __---_ --_- - --- __ -- ---- __ -- __ --- - - --- - ------ - ------ ____ -- ---------------------- -

1, 003.07
1, 003. 07

THADDEUS J. DULSKI,
Chairmen, Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
March 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 192. 1ST SESS., 91ST GONG., COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN . 1 AND DEC. 31 , 1970
Date

Name and countrY

Name of
currency

Arrival

De parture

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Geo. P. Miller:
New Zealand __________ _______ _ NZ dollar______ _
1/1
1/4
44. 29
50. 00
177.16
200.00 --- -- -- - -- ------- - - ----New Zealand ________________ __ NZ dolla r_ ___ ___
1{6
1/9
4
44.29
50. 00
177. 16
200.00 ___- - - - -- - - __ ---- ---- ___
Netherlands ___ _______________ Guilder__ ___ _________ __ - ----- __ _____ __________ - - --- __________________ ____ __ ______ __ -- - -- - ---- - 1 6, 115.57
1, 697.83
Ireland _______ ___ _____________ Pound _________
9/4
9/6
3
21
50.00
63. 00
150.00
38.7
91.70
United Kingdom __ _____________ Pound _____ ___
9{7
9/11
5
21
50.00
104. 3
250.00
73
174.27
Spain ____________________ ____ Peseta _________
9{1 1
9/13
3
3, 480
50. 00
10, 440
150.00
2, 500
41.00
2 1, 690.63

Total

Foreign
currency

177.16
177.16
6,115. 57
101.7
177.3
129. 40

TotaL ___ ________________ ___________________ __________ _____ __ ------- - -- __ __ ____ ____ _____ _______ __________ ___ _______ __ ____ ------ ___ _- - -------- - ------- - -----___
R. P. Hines :
Ireland _______________________ Pound ___ __ __ __
United Kingdom _______________ Pound _________
Spai n________________________ Peseta __ _______

101.7
91.70
174.27
177. 3
41.00
12, 940
2 1, 690.63
Total ____ _____ ___ __ _______________ ______________________ ____ ___________________ _________ _________ ___ __________ __________ ______________ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ _____ _

K. G.Ireland
Nichols___: ____________________ Pound ____ ____ _
United Kingdom __ ___ __________ Pound ____ ____ _
Spain ________________________ Peseta ________ _

9/4
9{7
9/11

9/4
9{7
9/11

9/6
9{11
9{1 3

3
5
3

9{6
9/11
9/13

21
21
3, 480

21
21
3, 480

50.00
50. 00
50. 00

50.00
50.00
50.00

63
104.3
10, 440

63
104.3
10, 440

150.00
250.00
150.00

150.00
250.00
150.00

38.7
73
2, 500

38.7

73

2,500

91.70
174.27
41.00
2 1, 690.63

101.7
177. 3
12, 940

TotaL ___ ________________________________________ ---------- ___________ ____ ____ _____ _____________ ______ _______ ____- ------- ___ ___ __---- -- -------- ------______ ___
R. J. Ireland
Maglione:
____ ___________________ Pound __ ___ ---_
·United Kingdom ___ ____________ Pound ___ _____ _
Spain __ ___ ____________ ------_ Peseta ________ _

4, 645. 43
241.70
424. 27
191.00
1, 690. 63
2, 547.60
241.70
424.27
191.00
1, 690. 63
2, 547.60
241.70
424.27
191.00
1, 690.63

TotaL ______ ______ _------- -- ------- --- - ------- - -------------------- --- - - - - - ---- ---- - - ---- - ---- - ---- - -- - ------- - --------------------------- - -- - - --- - -----------

2, 547. 60

J. J. Gibbons:
Ireland _______ ____ ____________ Pound __ __ __--_
United Kingdom _______________ Pound ___ _____ _
Spain _______ _________________ Peseta . _______ _

9/11

9/6
9{11
9/13

3
5

3

21
21
3, 480

50.00
50.00
50. 00

63
104.3
10,440

150.00
250. 00
150. 00

91.70
174.27
41.00
: 1, 690.63

200. 00
200.00
1, 697.83
241.70
424.27
191.00
1, 690. 63

101.7
177.3
12, 940

9{4
9[7

38.7
73
2, 500

U.S. dollar
equivalen •
or U.S.
currency

101.7
177. 3
12, 940

241.70
424.27
191.00
1, 690.93

TotaL _____ ____ __ ____ _______ __ ___ - --- __ -- __ -- _-_ -- ---- --- __-- - -- ---- - - ---------- - -- - --. __--- -- - -- --- - - ---- -- - __ --- -- - -- -- -- ------ --- -- ------ - -- - --- -- - -- -- - - -_

2, 547.60

9/4
9{7
9/11

9/6
9/11
9/13

21
21
3, 480

50.00
50.00
50.00

63
104.3
10, 440

150. 00
250.00
150.00

38.7
73
2, 500

91.70
174.27
41.00
2 1, 690.93

March 31, 1971
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Date

Name of
currency

Name and country

-' Arrival

Departure

Per diem rate

Total
- days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

Total

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

E. A. Nesmith:
.
Ireland _______________________
United Kingdom _______________
Spain ________________ ______ __
Germany __________ ___________

Pound_____ ____
9/1
9/4
- 4
21
50.00
83.10
200.00
Pound______ ___
9/5
9/9
5
21
50.00
104.3
250.00
Peseta__ _______
9/10
9/13
4
3, 480
50.00
13,920
200.00
D. mark _________________________________________________ ------ __________________ ------ ______ _

Paul Van Gilder:
Ireland __ ____ _________________
United Kingdom _______________
Spain _______ __ ____ ______ _____
Germany __________________ ___

Pound_________
9/1
9/4
4
21
50.00
83.10
200.00
B. pound_______
9/5
9/9
5
21
50.00
104.3
250.00
Peseta _________ .
9/10
9/13
4
3, 480
50.00
13,920
200.00
D. mark ••. ________________ ------ ______ ------------ ______________________ ___ ____________ ------

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

. 38.7
91.70
121.8
174.27
177.3
73
2, 500
41.00
164.20
l 1, 911.6
1, 911.6
526.47
TotaL ____________ ___ ______ __________________ ___ __________ : ______________________________________________________________________________________ -----------

I

38.7
73
2,500
1, 911.6

91.70
174.24
41.00
526.47

291.70
424.27
241.00
526.47
1, 483. 44
291.70
424.27
241.00
526.47

121.8
177.3
16,420
1, 911.6

TotaL __ ___________ __ ______ ---------- __________ ; _____________ ---------- ________________________________________________________________ - -----_________________
Robert Price:
Ireland ____________ ___ ________
France. __________ ---- --- _____
United Kingdom _______________
France. ______________________
Spain. ______ ------ __ ------ ___

Pound. _______ _
Franc. ___ _____ _
B. pound ______ _
Franc. ________ _
Peseta ____ ____ _

9/4
9/7
9/9
9/10

9/6
9/9
9/10
9/11
9/13

9/11

3
3
1
1
3

21
276
21
276
3,480

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

63
828
21
276
6,960

150. 00
38. 7
91. 70
150.00
166
30. 00
50.00 ------------------ -- --·50. 00 -----------------.-----100.00
2, 500
41.00
%1, 416.71

1, 483. 44

101.7
994
21
276
9, 460

241.70
180.00
50.00
so. 00
141. 00
1, 416.71
2, 079.41

TotaL _________ ------------------ _____________ •• --- ________ -------- __ -- ______ ------------- -._ .--_ ••• _------.----------------------------------- ------ .- --- ---F. -R. Hammill:
Germany _____________________
France _______________________
United Kingdom _______________
Netherlands _____________ : ____
Germany ____________ --·-----·

D. mark .• • _____ •
7/6
7/9
4
181.5
50.00
726
200.00
502.75
138.16
Franc____ __ ____
7/10
7/12
3
275
50.00
830.00
150.00 ---------------------Pound_________
7/13
7/17
5
21
50.00
104.5
250.00 ·
3.3
7.62
Guilder__ _______ •
7/18
7/20
3
180
50.00
540.00
150.00 -------- -- -------------D. mark .•• ____________________________________ -------- ______________________ ___ ----------___ 1 3, 239. 1
890.11

1, 228.7 .
830
107.8
540
3, 239.1

338.16
150.00
257.62
150.00
890.11
1, 785.89

TotaL •••••• ---------- -'-------------------- _;_------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··
W. H. Boone:
Germany _____________________
France _______________________
United Kingdom _______________
Netherlands _____ _____________
Germany _______________ •• ____

D. mark________
7/6
7!9
4
181.5
50.00
726
200.00
502.75
138.16
Franc__________
7/10
7/12
3
275
50.00
830.00
150.00 -----------------------B. pound_______
7/13
7/17
5
21
50.00
104.5
250.00
3. 3
7. 62
Guilder________
7/18
7/20
3
180
50.00
540.00
150.00 ----- -- -------------- --D. mark •. _______________ ------ ______________________________ •• ________________ --------_______ I 3, 239.1
890.11

338.16
150.00
257.62
150.00
890.11

1, 228.7
830
107.8
540
3, 239.1

1, 785.89

. TotaL _______ ------------------------------------------------------- - ----------------------- - - -- ------------------------------ -----·---------- --- -----------·
P. B. Yeager:
France _______________________
Belgium _______________ : ______
United Kingdom _______________
Germany __ • __ ---------------_

Franc___ ____ ___
2/1
2/4
4
275
50.00
1,110
200.00 ----------------------- B. franc________
2/4
2/6
3
2, 500
50.00
6, 000
121.50 -----------------------B. pound_______
2/7
2/11
5
21
50.00
88.7
214.30 -----------------------D. mark •• _____________ __ ____ __ __________ ----------------------- _________ ,-------·- ___ --------- 11, 815. 3
491.97

1,110
6,000
88.7
1, 815.3

200.00
121.50
214.30
491.97

TotaL ____ ------------------------------- -- -- ---- ------- ------- --------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------J. E. Karth:
Italy _________________________
Switzerland ___ ________________
Spain ________________________
Germany ___ . _______ • _________

Lira ___________ ,
9/20
9/24
4
31,450
50.00
125,800
200.00
19,262
3,060
S. franc________
9/25
9/26
2
215
50.00
430
100.00 -----------------------Peseta_________
9/27
9!28
2
3,480
50,00
6,960
100.00 -----------------------D. m_ark •. __ ___ ___________ ___________ ------------ ____ ·--- ______ -------------- __ -~-- ______ ---------------------------- _

1, 027.77
230.62
100.00
100.00
1, 045.96

50,712
430
6,960
3, 797-.8

TotaL ___ ----- __ ---------------- ---~--------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------~-- - -------------------------W. G. Wells:
ItalY------------------------Switzerland ___________________
Spain ______________________ __
Germany __________ ______ • ____

31,450
50.00
Lira____________
9/20
9/24
.4
125,800
200.00
19,262
30.60
S. franc._______
9/25
9/26
215
50. 00
430
100. 00 _·____________ _____ _. ___ _
2
Peseta_________
9/27
9/28
2
3,480
50.00
6,960
100.00 -----------------------D. mark ••• ______________________________ •• ·. _____________._______._______ . _____ . _____________________ .,.'- _________________

t

1, 476.56
230.60
100.00
100.00
1, 045.96

50,712
430
6,960
3, 797.8

TotaL _____ •••••• ___ ____ ••• __________ .... ______ •••• __________ ........ ____ ._. ___ _... _. ______ •• ______________________ ______ : ___ __ __ .__ .... _. __________ •• ________ _
Jas. G. Fulton: Canada _____________
Chas. A. Mosher: Canada __________
Jas. Syminfoon: Canada ______ ______
J. T. Ratch ord: Canada ............

Dollar•••••••.••
Dol,ar__ ___ _____
Dollar __ _____ ___
Dollar __________

2/8
2/8
2/8
2/8

2/10
2/10
2/10
2/10

3
3
3
•3

53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

101.90
101.90
101.90
94.72

128.00
94.91
135.00
128.00
94.91
135.00
94.91
135.00
128.00
91.00 --------------- ---------

1, 476.56

236.90
236.90
236.90
229.72

Bar7J M. Goldwater, Jr.:
nited Kingdom _______________ Pound _________
France •• __ • ___ ______ .. ____ ••• Franc •• c . . . . . . .
Italy •• ___ • __ . ... ____ •• _. _____ lira. ___________

41.10
3
21
50.00
41.10
3/24
3/26
100.00 ---- --- ------------ ----2
277
554
50.00
554
3/27
3/28
100.00 ----'-------------------3
31,450
94,350
94,350
50.00
3!29
3/31
150.00 -----------------------TotaL ... . ____ _•• ------. __________ • __ .. .... __________ .. ________________ •• _______ •.. ... ___ __________________________ • ______________ • ____________ • ____________ _

222.91
222.91
222.91
219.00
-

100.00
100.00
150.00

~

Louis Frey:

,

~~~na~~~!~~:================
g~~r=========
Australia ____ ____ __________ ___ Dollar__________

6

~~

7/5

6

0~

7/7

~

3

1,04~~~
44.65

~:&&

2,o8~~

~&&:&& ==========~=============
21.80
24.46

50.00
133.95
150.00
Germany __________ .• ·-------- Mark?~--------------------------------------- _______________ -----·-------------·--------_____

17,175

1, 971.71

602
2, 082.5
155.75
7,175

TotaL ___________ ......... __ •• ______ •• _____ •• ____ .. ____ •• ____________ ~--- ______ •• ---------- __ •• ____________ ------ .. ---------- •••• __ • --------------- .... .. --Jerry L Pettis:
·
New Zealand ____________ : _____ Dollar__________
1/1
1/4
4
44.29
50.00
177.16
200.00 -----------------------New Zealand __________________ Dollar______ ____
1/6
1/9
4
44.29
50.00
177.16 -----------------------------------Netherlands.---. ---. : _____ ~ __ Guilder _______ • __ - ~ - - •• __________________ .• ______ -------- ____ ------------ ______________ ------_ 1 6,115. 57
1, 697.83

177.16
177.16
6, 115. 57

TotaL ________ . :~ ___________ • ________ • ___________________ •••• __ -------- ___________________ -----·-- __ •••• ____________________ • _________________________________ :
Stafford Beer: United Kingdom ______
F. Garcia·Roel: Mexico.-----------Sloan Stancescu: Rumania ••• ------_
Osmo Wilo: Finland •••••••••.• _____

Pound. _____________ •• ______________________ .... ______________ ------ __ --------------_________
Peso •••• ______ ______ ---------- ____________ ------------------------------ .. ------------------Lev •.. ________________ ------ _____________________ ._. ______ •• __________ • _____ ----------_______
Markka. __ ____ ___________ _·------- __ .• ______________________ • ____ ___ _____ ____ ____________ .___

a 332.10
3 2, 450.29

a 19, 571
a 4, 208

794.94
196.18
1, 098.28

1, 004.54

332.10
2, 450.29
195.71
4,208

350.00
100.00
100.00
174.46
1, 971.71

2, 346.17
200.00
200.00
1, 697.83
2, 097.83
794.94
196.18
1, 098.28

1, 004.54

1 Cost of overseas transportation.
2 Cost of transportation furnished by Department of the Air Force.
I.Special consultants to committee as per authority of House Administration Committee;
November 25, 1970.

Mar. 18, 1971.

GEORGE P. MILLER,

Chairman, Committee on Science and Astronautics.
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REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 47, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS, HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Total amount per diem

Per diem rate

Date

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Arrival

Der~~~

Hon. G. V. Montgomery:
Vietnam ______________________ Plaster.. •. _____

12/19

12/20

13, 750

50. 00

27, 500

100. 00 _____ ____ -- __ ----------.

t~~~ia-ri«i~~~::::::
:~~::=::::== ~~·c=:=~=::::
Vietnam ______________________ Piaster______ ___

g~~
12/24

g~~
12/26

1.~i~~~
13,750

~:~
50.00

42

·~~
41,250

~~:~~ ==========::==~~~:::::::
15o.oo ----- ---- --- ------ ------

Name and country

Name of
currency

3
Germany (transportation) _______ Deutsch mark ____ ------ ________________ ------ __ -------- __ ----------- ___ ---------- __ ---------- -

7, 519.29

2, 071.43

Total

Foreign
currency

27,500
42,750

821

41,250
7, 159.29

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

100.00
85.07
39.42
150.00
2, 071.43

SubtotaL .••. ___________________ ._ ; ____________________________ ·=·=·-=-·=·=··=·=··=·=-·=·=-·=·=--=·=-·=·=·-=·=--=·=-·=·=-·=·=··=·=-·=·=·-=·=·==3=7=4.=4=9=·=--=·=-·=·=-·=·=··==2,=0=71=·=43=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=-==2=,44=5.=9=2
Hon. Margaret M. Heckler:
Japan .. ---------------------- Yen_________ ___
HongKong ___________________ HKDollar___ ____
Vietnam .. -------------------- Piaster_________

4/11
4/15
4/17

4/15
4/17
4/19

2
2

18,000
301.00
5, 900

50.00
50.00
50.00

72,000
602.00
11,800

200.00
18,442
51.23
100.00
99.90
16.52
100.00 ------------------------

90,442
701.90
11,800

~~~t;i~aWi~~~~~~~~~i~~:== =g~~~~~~~~~~===== :: : ~~:= ====: ~~:: :=: ~: =:: =:~~=~~:: =:: ::~~= :=: ::::~~·:~~ :::::::~-: ~=~~~ ~~~~~:~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~:~~~---~:~~~~4

4

::::

ment of Navy).
SubtotaL .. __________________________ ------ ___________ __________________________ . ________ .. _. ______ . ___ ._._.

Wm. H. Long, Maj., USMC:
Japan ________________________
Hong Kong ___________________
S. Vietnam ___________________
Laos _________________________
Germany (transportation) ______ •

450. 00 . ____ -------

1, 873. 27 • -----------

251. 23
116.52
100.00
50.00
1, 805. 52
202.59
2, 525. 86

======================================================
Yen__________ __
4/11
4/15
18,000
50.00
12 ~,o oo
200.00 -----------------------0L.. 0 0
HK Dollar______
4/15
4/17
301.00
50.00
100.00 -----------------------Piaster_________
4fl7
4/19
2
5,900
50.00
11,800
100.00 -------------- ------ ---Kip____________
4/19
4/20
2
25,000
50.00
15,000
30.00 ----------------------·
Deutsche mark .•. ________ •. _______ • ________________ ______________ __________________ ______ ----- 6, 819. 15
1. 829. 41

6

SubtotaL __________________ .• ____ -------- ____ • _____ ------ _________ • __________________________________ . ___ . ___ .

430. 00 _------ __ ---

1. 254.49

------------

12,2.000
60 00
11,800
15,000
6, 819. 15

200.00
100.00
100.00
30.00
1, 829.41

1, 829. 41 -------. __ ..

2, 259.41

5, 774.11 ------------

7, 231. 19

RECAPITULAIION

Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent). __________ .•• __________ •. __ _'___ •. _____ _______ ________________ . ____ ... _. __________ ---- ·----------- .. ------ __ ---------- ____ --- ___ • $7, 028. 60
Appropriated funds:
Government Department:
202. 59
Department of Navy ____ • _____ •• ___ ---- __ .----.- .• ------.--.----.-------- ... -..•. --.- __ .. --.- .. ·----- .• ---- ------- ----------------- -------------------- -------·

l

•

TotaL ..•. _____ •. ______ ---- __ ---- •. ---------- •. ---------------------------- .. ----.--.--._ .. -- .. -- .... ------------------------ •• -----·--------------··------- 7, 231. 19
OLIN E. TEAGUE,
Chairman, Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
Mar. 23, 1971.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, U.S. GROUP, INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Lodging

Name and country

Name of
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. do!lar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Edward J. Derwinski:
France __________________ ___ _____ ___ Franc______ ____
304.75
55.00
54.00
9. 75 -----------------------------------------------358.75
Monaco. ____________________ .--- --- Franc____ ______
770.00
140.05
274.35
49.38 -----------------------74.40
13.50
1,118. 75
Monaco .• -------------- - ______ •• ___ U.S. dollar. ___________________________________ ._____
79. 00 ___ ---- __ • __
465.00 . __________ ---------- __ •. ____ ------ _
15.000
28.57
15,000
Tunisia ______ __________ ------ ------- Dinar _____ ______________________________________ ---------- ______________ ------------...
Netherlands __________ ____ __________ FL. •. _________ 1, 191.00
330.84
449.05
124.73 _________ --------------- 1, 651.30
460.05
3, 291.35
49. 33 ___ __ __ __ __ _
26. 67 _______ _____
55. 60 _•. ------ _________ •.• _______ ____ ___ _
Netherlands.------ _________________ U.S. dollar_ _________________
Belgium ____________________________ BF. _______ ____ _ 2, 239.00
44.78
1, 055.00
21.10 __________ _____ --------- 6, 180.00
123.50
9, 747.00
Germany ___________________________ · Deutsche mark ______________ _______ ------_______________________
942.20
256.00 -----------------------942. ZO
Michael Feighan:
Poland ___________ ________________ _• Zloty_ _____ _____ 1, 226.00
18.86
321.00
4. 94 _____________ ---- ------180.00
2. 77
1, 727.00
Romania.---- _____________________ . Lei. __ ..... ___ .
480. 00
26. 88
56. 70
2. 94 . -- __ , .. ___ . _-------------- .. -- __ --------------536.70
Netherlands .• _________________ • ____ FL .___________
855.00
237. 50
430.65
119.61 _________________ ---------- ____________________ _ 1, 285.65
- Belgium ____________________________ BF__ ____ ____ ___ 1, 120.00
22.40
2, 895.00
57.90 _____________ ---------- ____ --------------------- 4,015.00
E.

Rot;a~~a~~~--- _____ __________________

Franc .. __ ______
189.75
34. 25
32. 20
5. 80 ----.--------. : .. -----.--- --- ---· --------------221.95
Monaco •.• _________ . _______________ Franc____ ______
700.00
126.00
391.70
70.70 ___ -------- __ ----------45.80
8.45
1,137.50
Tunisia _____________________________ Dinar ___ -~· --- _____ -------- __________ ------ __ ------------ __ ---- ________________ --------- 26,250.00
50.00 26,250.00
Jackson
E. Betts:
Poland
•••.•• _______________________ Zloty __________ _ 1,044.00
104.50
160.06
1, 306.50
1. 61 -----------------------158.00
2.43
Romania ____ ______________ --------- LeL. ---------49.00
529.00
26.88
480.00
2. 52 -----------------------------------------------Netherlands •• _____________________ • Guilders ... ____ _
1,031. 00
237.50
169.80
855.00
47.19
-----------------------6.50
1.81
Belgium ____________________________ Franc .. _. _____ _ 2, 240.00
3,368.00
1,128. 00
44.80
22. 56 ----------------------------------- ·- ----------Emilio Q. Daddario:
France.---- - ___________ : ____ _____ •. Franc.. ___ .. --189.75
34.25
32.20
221.95
5. 80 ---- --------- -· --------------------------------Monaco _____ __________ ---------- ___ Franc ... ______ _
1,630.50
705.30
800.00
145.50
127. 66 -----------------------108.20
19. 58
Robert McClory:
Monaco .. ___ --------·--- ____ ------- Franc. __ ------_
700. 00
127. 30
255. 75
46. 95 _____ ------------------83.60
14.65
1, 039.35

64.75
202.93
544.00
28.57
915.62
131.60
189.38
256.00
26.57
29.82
357.11
80.30
40.05
205.15
50.00
164.10
29.40
286.50
67.36
40.05
292.74

2,621.00

188.90
99.10
2.00
21.67
27.75
248.80
67.02
52.45

Frane. __ • ____ ..
61.00
11. 12
9. 00
1. 63 . ----. _----------------------------------------70.00
Guilder._______ _
577.00
160.28
218.25
60.63
7, 493.09
2,080.26
871.50
242.97
9,159.84
Franc. ____ •. ___ 1, 514. 0\i
30.28
1. 298.00
25.96 -------------------·- ___ 8, 768.00
175.36 11,580.00
Deutsche mark .•. _.---- ___ _.... __ . . __ .. ______ -------------- . .. :_ 3, 109. 39
856. 35 • -- .. ---.--------. _-- _.. 3, 109. 39

12.75
2, 544.14
231.60
856.35

~::;~C::~:.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: gi~a~-o~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. __ ._-~--~~ .::::::::::::::::::::::::· ----Too(!-------£oo··--··Tooo-

1

1

'm: ~
~:n~f!ia;::::====================
h~i~ir~======== '~: ~ 2!;: ~ ------18:"~-------;~]r:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~=~=:::::::~~~=
Netherlands. ______ •••. __ •..• _•.• __ . U.S. dollar. •• ___ .•..••••. __ •.•. _____ • ___ ••.• _____ •.•
67.02 ________ ••••. ---------·--·--·-····-·----- •••• --·· •• ---- •. __ _

Belgium ____________________________
F. Bradford Morse:
Monaco•••. __ ________ .---------- ___
Netherlands..• --------------------Belrium •••. ----------·-------- _____
Germany ________________ -------- __ •
Lucien N. Nedzi:

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Franc________ __

~~~~~fa:.·:~~~~~~~~~=~=~~~~~==~====
~~~~----~=======
Netherlands ••. _--------- __________ _ Guilder.. .. --·__

Belgium _____ --· · ------ •..• __ •.•.••. Franc ___ ____ ...

2,240.00

1

'~88
855.00

l, 120.00

44.80

~tH

237.50
22.40

381.00

4::~

1, 384.15
4, 261.00

7.65 -------------·-····---------------------------- -

i~ =====~====~~~===========-----~~~~~~--------~~~-

385.55 ... : ...·-------- --------- ----- -------------- ----85.22 _______ -------- __ ------450.00
9. 00

1

'~~~:88

2, 239. 15
5, 831. oo

21.97
29.25
623.05
116.62

March 31, 1971

lodging

Name of
currency

Name and country

Foreign
currency

Meals

U.S. dolla r
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Alexander Pirnie:
France ____ ____ _____________________ Franc_ __ ____ ___
189. 75
34.25
22. 00
3. 95 _______ __-- ---- - -- -- --- Monaco ___ __ ___ _________ ------- - --- Franc_ __ _______
490.00
89. 10
363. 00
65.85 ___ __ __ __ ____ ____ __ _____
Tunisia __ ____ __________________ _____ Dinar_____________ _____ ______________ __ _____ ___ __ ______________ __ ___ ___ ___ ____ _____ ____

~~~~~ra·_-::: ==== ::::::
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f~~t~-====: :::::

==:: : ::::::: =
Netherlands __ ______________________ Guilder__ ____ ___

1,485.00
~~: gg

TotaL___ ___________________________ _______________ ___ __ ____

~~: ~

4~g:
~g
291.50

148.61

3, 013. 15 ___ ________ _

6J~

Total

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

2. 50
58. 00
12, 000

. 50
10. 55
22. 86

::

===:: == : : ==: =:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =
80. 98 - -------- - --- -- ---- ---- 263.50
73.55
1, 732.58 - -- ---------

3, 713. 21 - ----- - - --- -

Foreign
cu rrency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

214. 25
911.00
12, 000
1, 540.90
492. 00
1, 040. 00

- 38.70
165.50
22.86
23.70
27.35
303.14

1, 267.73 _______ __ __ _

9, 726. 67

RECAPITULATION

Amount

~o:::~~r~:{:3~~~~~;~t~~~~ 't?tt~~~~~--~====:::::::::::::::::=:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~: ~~
TotaL ___ __ __ _____ ____ ____ ______ _____ ____________________ ____ ______ ___ _- --- - - __ ----- - __ _____ ____ __ __ ______ _______ ____ . ___ ____ ______________ ______ ________ _______

9, 726. 67

JOHN SPARKMAN, Chairman

Mar. 16, 1971 .

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APP~OPRIATED FUNDS BY A COMMITTEE, HOUSE DELEGATION, CANADA-UNITED STATES INTERPARLIAMENTARY GROUP
EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
lodging

Name

Country

Name of
currency

Hon. Mark Andrews_ . ___ ___ __ __ ___ United States ___ Dollar__ _______ ___ ______ ___
Hon. C. E.. Gallagher, Chairman of
______ do ______ ____ _do __ ___________ ________ _
· Delegation.
.
Hon, Frank Horton ___ ___ ________________ . do .• ________ do . ___ _____ __ - --- _______ _
Hon. Harold T. Johnson ___ ____________ ___ do _________ .do. ____ ---- __ ___ ________ _
Hon. Abraham Kazen, Jr_ ___ __ ___ ________ do _________ . do ______ ____________ _____
Hon. WilliamS. Mailliard ______ ___________ do ____ ___ __ .do _____ __ _______ ________ _
Hon. Thomas E. Morgan __________ _______ . do .. _______ . do . ________ __--- - -- _____ _
Hon. Claude Pepper _____ __ __ ____ _______ .do . ________ . do . _____________________ _
Hon. J J. Pickle •• -:- -- ______ _____________ do . • . ______ .do __________ . ___ ____ -- - -_
Hon. W.fliam J. Randall ___ ______ ________ . do. ________ .do . ____ _________ ________ _
Hon. Henry P. Smith IIL _____ ____ __ __ ___ do __________ do ____ _______ ____ ___ ____ _
Hon. Robert T. Stafford _____ _____ ________ .do . ________ . do ______ _______ __ _______ _

Transportation

Meals

Total

Miscellaneous

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

66. 96 - ----- - ----------------- -- ----- - - - ------- -- - - --- - -- --------------- - ---------108.96 ---- - -----9. 75 -------------------------- ------3. 05 ------ - ----

66. 96
121.76

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

66.96 -- - --------

~:

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

10.42 -------------------------- - ------

~~~~-

80.58
71.11
66.96
76.46
66.96
75.50
70.06
42.30
83.14
77.12

3. 20 - - - --------

~ ~~-==- --==-------== == == = .

:::
========== =- ----- 8.00 ------------------==== ==== == == ====== ==
=== === ==== ==:- ---- --1.50
66.96 -- - -- - ---- - -------------

-- - ---------- - --------------------- - -------- - ---- - -------- - ------------------- - -------4. 49 --- - --- - - -- ----------------- - ---4. 05 -- - --- - - - ---- --- - ---2.60 ----- - --- - - - --------- - -------- - -. 50 - ---- ------- - --- - ---3. 65 -------------- - ----------- - ------------- - --- - -- -- ----- ----------16.18 -- - --- - - -- ---- - ----- - --- - - -- - - - -- --- - - ---- ---- - - - ------ -- -- - -- - - 5. 78 -- ---- -- - - - -- -- - - - --- - - -- --- -- --4. 38 - -- ------- ___ _______ _
16.98 ----------66. 80 ------ - -- -- -- - --------- -- - - - - - ---

898.91

Albert C. F. WestphaL ____ ______ ___ United States ___ Dollar__ _______ ___ _____ __ __
56.50 ___ ___ ____ _
2. 03 _____ ---- --- --- - - - - - - ____ -- -·- ___
. 30 ________ ___
Mary louise O'Brien ____ ______________ •• do •. _________ _do __________ - -- - --- _____
48.20 __ __-- - --- _
5. 60 __ _____ -- - - - --- --- - - ------ - - __ ___
1. 20 ____ _____ __
Delegation expenses __ __ ___________ ___ __do .-------- ___ do . ___ _________ ________ - --- - -- -- --- ________________ - ------- ____ ---- - ----- - --- - ----- - -----_ 9, 346. 26 ______ __ ___

58.83
55. 00
9, 346.26

Balance forward___ _________________________________________ _____ __ ____ ___

TotaL _____ ____ ----- - -- __ - --- -- - --- __ _______ __________________ _________

66. 96
66. 96
66.96
38.65
66.96
66.96
815. 13

919. 83 _____ ___ __ _

9, 364.74 ______ __ __ _ 10,359.00

RECAPITULATION
Amount
1
Appropriated funds : Public law 86-42 __ _______ ---- - --- ______________ _____ ___ ---- -- ------ - - ______ _____ _____ ---------- ----- - ------ - - ____ - - ------------------ _____________ $10, 359. 00
CORNELIUS E. GALLAGHER,
Chairman, House Delegation, Canada-United States lnterparliamentary Group.
REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DELEGATION, MEXICO-UNITED STATES INTERPARLIAMENTARY
GROUP, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
lodging

Name
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Country

Name of
currency

Meals

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

Transportation

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

Miscellaneous
U.S. dollar
equivalent
Foreign
or U.S.
currency
currency

Eligio de Ia Garza _______ ______ United States ____ _ Dollar _____ __ ___ ____ _____ _
Sherman P. lloyd __ ____________ ___do _____ _____ ___ _do ________ ________ __
Charles E.. Wiggins __ _____ _________ _do __ ____ __ _ _____ do ______ ______ ____ __
Abraham Kazen, Jr -- ----- - - -- ____ _do ____ ___ _______ do ____ ____ ___ ______ _
Manuel Lujan, Jr_ ______________ ___do ___ ___ ___ __ __ _do ____ __ _______ ____ _

154. 08 -- -- ------31.45 ---- -- ---------- - ----- --- - - - - ---131. 61 - - - - ------29.50 ------------ - ----- - ---- ---- -----154.08 ------- - --15.16 -- -------------- --- - - ---- - - - ----163.71 ___ _______ :
28.53 ---- - --------------------- - -----163.71 ----------10.50 -------- - -----------------------154. 08 __ ________ _.
1
14.62 -------------------------- - --- ~ -:::: ::::: : : :
109.14 ----- - ----10.18 ----------.---- ---- ------ - -------Delegation expenses ___ ______ _'________ ___________________ __________ ___________ _____ ________ ____________________ ____ __ _______ ___ _________ __ __ ____

t

~~~=~ Jas~:;!~~a_ :::

:::::g~=:::::: : :::==~g::::::=:::: :::::::

Total __ ___ __-- - ----- ----~ ____ -- - - - - ______ ------ ______ ------__________ __ 1, 030.41 _____ __ ___ _

139.94 _____ ________ _____ ____ _________ _! _

Total
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Foreign
currency
- - ----------------------------- --------- ----- - --- - --- - ------ ----- -- ----

185.71
161.65
174.65
192.60
176.17
169.06
121.85

11.34 -- - --------

15, 558.70

0.18
.54
5. 41
. 36
1.96
. 36
2.53

14, 377.01

CAPITULATION
Amount
Appropriated funds: Other Public law 86-420_ --- ----- ________ -- -- ------------ ____ __ __ __ __ ____________________________ --- - --- - -- - --- _____________________________________ $15, 558.70
ROBERT N. C. NIX,
Chairman, House of Representatives Delegation, Mexican-United States lnterparliamentary Group .

.r•
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 551, 1ST SESS., 88TH CONG., HOUSE DELEGATION TO NORTH ATLANTIC
ASSEMBLY, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1, AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name of
currency

Arrival

De parture

Per diem rate

Total
days

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total amount per diem

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation

Foreign
currency

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total

Foreign
currency

Hon. F.rank Annunzio:
Netherlands ________ ___ _______ Guilder ________ _
6
179. 5
50.00
1, 077
1. 077
11/5
11/10
300.00 ---- --- - ------ ------ ---Italy _________________ ________ Lira ______ _____ _
31,150
93, 450
93, 450
3
50.00
11 /13
11/11
150.00 ---- - - --- --------- -----_ Great Britain ______ ____ __ _____ _ Pound ____ __ __ _
104. 3. 3
50.00
5
20. 10. 0
104. 3. 3
11/14
11 /18
250. 00 ----- - -------- ---- ---- -Hon. Jack B. Brooks :
Belgium ______________________ Belgium franc__
6/30
7/1
2
2, 500
50. 00
5, 000
100.00 ------ - -------- --- -- ---- 5, 000.00
Belgium _________ ---- --------- Deutsche mark __------- ---- _____ . __ __ ______ ------ _____ ____ __________ ____ ___ ___ ________ .__ ____ _ 3, 081.72
846.86
3, 081.72
GreatBritain _________________ _ Pound _____ ____
7/2
7/3
2
20.10.0
50.00
41.13. 0
100. 00
18.0.0
43.20
59.3
Netherlands ____ _________ .. ___ Guilder_____ ____
11 /5
11/10
6
179. 5
50. 00
1. 077
300.00 ______ ____ __________ . ___
1. 077
Netherlands ______ _____ _______ Guilder ______ ____________________ ______________ ____ --- .c. _____ _ ------_ _ _____ ______ __ ___ _____ __ 1, 543. 50
429. 11
) . 543. 50
Great Britain __________________ Pound__ _______
11/11
11/12
2
20.10.0
50.00
41.13.3
100.00 --- ------- - ----- --- - ---41. 13. 3
Great Britain ________ _________ _ Pound ___ • ___ ·- ____ .---- __ ---------------------------------_----------_______ _______ ___ ____ __
25. 17. 6
61. 81.
25. 17.6
Hon. Phillip Burton:
Netherlands ___________ __ ____ Guilder. _______
11/5
11/10
6
179.5
50.00
1, 077
300.00 _____ . __ _. . _. ____ ___ ___ _
1.077
93. 450
ItalY ----- · -·-------- --- -·---- Lira ___________
11/11
11/13
3
31,150
50. 00
93, 450
150.00 ---·----------- -- - ---- - Great Britain __ ____ __ _________ Pound ____ __ ___
11/14
11/15
2
20.10.0
50.00
41.0.0
100.00
31.18.0
76.20
72.18. 0
Hon. Frank M. Clark:
Belgium __ ____________________ Franc_ _________
6/28
7/6
9
2,500
50.00
22, 500
450.00 -----· - ----·----- - -----22 . 500
Belgium _________ ------- ··-- -_ Deutsche mark _________ ·-·-·-·---------- ·- ---- --·-- ----··----- - ---------- - - ____ _________ ____ ___ ___________
846. 86
3, 081.72
Netherlands _____ _____________ Guilder______ ___
11/5
11/10
6
179.5
50.00
· 1, 077
300.00 ____________ ___________ _
1, 077
Italy _____ _____ ______ ______ ___ Lira_____ ______
11/11
11/13
3
31, 150
50.00
93, 450
150.00 -- - --- - -- - -- --- - -------93, 450
Great Britain _____ ________ __ ___ Pound____ _____
11/14
11/18
5
20.10.0
50.00
104.3.3
250.00 - --- --- - ---- -·-- -- - - ---104. .3. 3
Hon. Samuel L Devine:
Netherlands ___ ____ _________ __ Guilder___ _____
11/5
179.5
1, 077
1, 077
50.00
11/10
300. 00 -------- - --- - - --- - - ---- Italy ______ __________ _________ Lira ______ _____
11 /11
31, 150
50. 00
93.450
93. 450
11/13
150.00 -- -- -·--- -- --- --- - -----Great Britain _________ _________ Pound_ ___ _____
11/14
20.10. 0
50.00
104. 3. 3
104. 3. 3
11/18
250. 00 - ---- -- - -- -- --- ---- --- -Hon: Paul Findley:
.
Great Britain ______ ___ . _______ . Pound _____ ___ _
50.00
20.10. 0
3
62. 8. 3
140. 5. 6
6/25
150.00
77.17.3
186. 86
6/27
Belgium ___ ______ __ ________ ___ Belgium franc ___
2,500
4
10,000
10, 685
50.00
6/28
200. 00
685
13. 80
7/1
France ______ ___ _. ______ ______ Franc __ _______ _
4
276
50.00
7/5
1, 104
l, 104.00
7!2
200.00
--------------Italy ___ ___ __ ___ ________ ______ Lira ____ ______ __
31,150
2
50. 00
62,300
116.350
7/6
100. 00
54, 050
85. 93
7!7
181.50
Germany ____ · - ---- __ --------- Mark ___ __ __ __ _
2
50.00
100. 00
3, 606. 56
991. 09
3, 788.06
363.00
7/8
7/9
Netherlands ___ ---- ______ _____ Guilder ______ ·- 179.5
1,077
6
50.00
1,077
11/5
11/10
300.00 ---- --- --- -------.-- - -- Italy __ __ ___________ _____ _____ Lira __ __ _. ___ --31, 150
50.00
93,450
3
93,450
11/11
11/13
150.00 ---- --- ------- - ------- - Great Britain __ __ ___ __ _____ __ __ Pound _____ _-- 20.10. 0
2
41. 0. 0
56. 19. 0
50.00
11/15
100. 00
15. 19. 0
38. 28
11/14
Hon. Sam Gibbons:
Netherlands ___ - --- __ ______ _._ Guilder__ ____ --.
179.5
1, 077
6
50.00
11/10
1, 077
11/5
300. 00 ------ . - ------ - ----- -- -Italy __ __ .. ____ __ __ ____ ... . ___ Lira _________ --31,150
93,450
11/13
93, 450
3
50.00
11/ll
150.00 ------ - ----- -- ------ - --1reland ______ __ - ____ _________ _ Pound. ___ - - _-20. 10.0
41.0. 0
11/15
2
41. 0. 0
50.00
11/14
100.00 ---- -------------------Hon. Wayne L. Hays:
France _________ ____ ______ ___ _ Franc. ________ 277
4
1, 108.00
50.00
2/5
2/8
200.00 - ____ _:_ _- --- ----- -· -- --- 1, 108.00
31,450
94,350
3
94, 350
50.00
2/11
2/9
150.00 ------ - ---- --- ---- -----2, 500
7, 500
3
7, 500
50.00
5/18
5/20
150.00 -------- ---------------20.10. 0
41. 0. 0
2
50.00
5/22
41.
0.
0
5/21
100. 00 ---------- - ------------= ====== = Pound _____ ___ =
Great Britain __ ____==____________
_
20.10. 0
41. 0. 0
2
50.00
6/28
41. 0. 0
6/27
100.00 -----------------------2,500
10,000
4
50.00
10,000
6/29
Belgium ______ ------ -- --- ---- Belgium Franc ..
7!2
200.00 -----------------------Great Britain __________________ Pound ___ __ ___ _
20. 10. 0
2
41. 0. 0
50.00
7/4
41.0. 0
7/3
100.00 -----------------------179.5
Netherlands .. ________________ Guilder.- ------1,077
6
50.00
11/10
1,077
11/5
300.00 -----------------------Italy _____ ________________ ---- Lira ___ ---- __ _. __
31,150
93,450
50.00
3
93,450
11/11
11/13
150.00 -----------------------Great Britain ___________ ___ ____ Pound ________ _
_20.10. 0
5
104.
3. 3
50.00
11/1_4
11/18
104. 3. 3
250.00 -----------------------Hon: William T. Murphy:
Netherlands. ___________ ______ Guilder. ___ ----179.50
6
1, 077
50.00
11/10
1, 077
11/5
300.00
---------------------Italy _______ __ . _______________ Lira. ____ ------31,150
- 93,450
93,450
50.00
3
11/13
11/11
150.00 -- --- ------------------United Kingdom ____________ __ _ Pound ________ _
5
20.16.8
50.00
104. 3. 3
11/14
11/18
104. 3. 3
250.00 -----------------------Hon. Bertram Podell:
Netherlands __________ ______ __ Guilder__ ______ _
179.5
1, 077
50.00
6
1,077
11/5
11/10
300.00 ---------- -------------Italy ___ ----- __ __ . __ . ___ ______ Lira _____ __----31,150
93,450
50.00
11 /13
3
93,450
11/11
150.00 - ------ - --- ---- --- --- - -Great Britain _____ __ ___ ________ Pound ________ _
20. 10. 0
5
104. 3. 3
50.00
11/14
11/18
104. 3. 3
250.00 ----- ------------------ Hon. Albert H. Quie:
Netherlands. ________ _________ Guilder__ ____ --179.5
1, 077
6
50.00
11/10
1, 077
11/5
300.00 -----------------------Italy _________________________ Lira.------ ----31,150
93,450
3
50.00
11/13
11/11
93,450
150.00 -----------------------Ireland . ____ _______ ______ __ ___ Pound ..•. - ---20. 10. 0
2
31.13. 4
50.00
11/15
31. 13.4
11/14
76.05 -----------------------Hon. L. Mendel Rivers:
Belgium ______________________ Belgium franc __ _
4
2, 500.00
10,000
50.00
7/1
10, 000
6/28
200. 00 -- ---- -----------------Great Britain __________________ Pound ________ _
20. 10.0
2
122. 3. 3
50.00
7/3
41.13. 3
100. 00
80. 10
193.18
7!2
1, 077
179. 5
6
Netherlands _____ ------------- Guilder__ ______ _
50.00
1, 077
11/10
11/5
300.00
----------------Italy ________________ _________ Lira ___ __---_ --31, 150
93, 450
3
50.00
11/13
11/11
93, 450
150. 00 ----------------------- Great Britain __ ___ _______ _____ _ Pound _____,___ _
20.10. 0
2
41.13. 3
50.00
11/18
41.13. 3
11/17
100.00 -----------------------Hon. Peter W. Rodino, Jr.:
Netherlands __ ________ . _______ Guilder.. ______ _
179.5
1, 367.50
11/10
1,077
50.00
300. 00
290. 50
80. 76
11/5
31, 150
93, 450
50.00
11/13
11/11
93, 450
150.00 -----------------------20.
10. 0
104. 3. 3
50.00
11/14
11/18
104. 3. 3
250.00 -----------------------Hon. Vernon W. Thomson:
Netherlands ____ _________ _____ Guilder--------179.5
1, 077
6
50.00
11/10
11 /5
1, 077
300.00 --------------- - -------31, 150
93,450
3
11/13
50.00
11/11
93, 450
150.00 -----------------------20. 10. 0
5
104.
3. 3
11/18
50.00
104. 3. 3
11/14
250.00 -----------------------Hon. J. Irving Whalley:
Netherlands ____ __ ____________ Guilder ________ _
1,
179.5
077
6
11/10
50.00
1, 077
11/5
300.00 -- ----------- ----------31, 150
93, 450
3
11/13
50.00
93,450
11/11
150.00 ------------ --- --------20.10. 0
72.18. 0
2
50.00
11/15
41. 0. 0
100. 00
31.18. 0
76.21
11/14
==
Phll Billings:
Netherlands ____ ___ _______ ___ _ Guilder_____ ___ _
5
179.5
897.5
50.00
897.5
11/5
11/9
250.00 -----------------------Italy _______________ : ________ _ Lira ___________ _
31, 150
124,600
4
50.00
11/10
11/13
124,600
200.00 -----------------------Great Britain ____ ______________ Pound ________ _
20.10. 0
104.
3. 3
5
50.00
11/14
11/18
104. 3. 3
250.00 -----------------------Boyd Crawford:
Netherlands. _________________ Guilder___ _____ _
179. 5
1,077
50.00
6
1, 077
11/10
11/5
300.00 -----------------------93,450
31,150
3
50.00
93,450
11/13
11/11
150.00 -----------------------5
20.10. 0
104. 3. 3
50.00
11/18
104. 3. 3
11/14
250.00 ------------------ · ----Delegation expenses, including office
rental, telephone, transportation
and official representation:
Netherlands.
________ _____ ____
-- - --- ------.------- ------- --------------------------- -------------------------- --- -------------------------------------------_
Italy
__ ___________________
___________
___ __ _________________
________
. _______ ______________________________________________________
.. _____________________ ___ ____
France. ____ ___ _____ ___ ___ ---- ---------- --- ----------------------------------------------- --- - -- -------------- - ---------------------- -- ------- -- -- --- -----------

g~li~-:ri~i~~-~== === = ~~~~-~~~~~~c~=

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency
300.00
150.00
250.00
100.00
846.86
143.20
300.00
429. 11
100.00
61.81
300.00
150.00
176.20
450.00
846.86
300.00
150. 00
250. 00
300.00
150.00
250.00
336.86
213.80
200.00
185.93
1, 091.09
300.00
150.00
138.28
300.00
150.00
100.00
200.00
150.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
100.00
300.00
150. 00
250.00
300.00
150. 00
250.00
300.00
150.00
250.00
300.00
150.00
76.05
200.00
293.18
300.00
150.00
100. 00

~t:~ksriiafn-.~=== =~ ~~ ~~ ~~ =~ ~~ ~ ~~~iiiC~ ~=== ~==

380.76
150.00
250.00

~t:~~t ·sritai-;;_~=== =~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ =~ ~= =~~~iiiC~ ==== ~= =

300. co
150.00
250.00

~:~~i ·sritain~~~=~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ =~ =~ ~== ~~~iiiC~ ~ = =~ =

~:!~i-erltaln~~~==== ====== == ==~ ~~~ii<c~=======

~~~~ed'-t<ingd_o_m~:: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total _________ ______ _____ -- ---- _____________________ _-- --- -- -------------------- ---- - --------·----- _____ ._____ 13, 376. 05 ·-- __ ·- ____ .

3, 970. 15 --· -·. ------

300.00
150.00
176.21
250.00
200.00
250.00
300.00
150.00
250.00

11, 192. 47
3,191.19

200.00

66.67
5, 285.08
37,281.61

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Forei&n currency (U .S. dollar equivalent) _______________ ----------- ----------- ---------------------- ______ ------------------ __------ ______ ------- __ . ____________________ . $31 , 281. 61
WAYNE L. HAYS,
Chairman, House Delegation to North Atlantic Assembly.
Mar. 19, 1971.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD- HOUSE

REPORT OF EXPENDITURE OF FOREIG N CURRENCIES AND APPROPRIATED FUNDS, TRAVEL AUTHORIZED BY H. RES. 976, 2D SESS., 91ST CONG., SELECT COMMITTEE ON U.S. INVOLVEMENT IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, EXPENDED BETWEEN JAN. 1 AND DEC. 31, 1970
Date

Name and country

Name ot
currency

Arrival

Adair, E. Ross:
Vietnam ... .. __ ___ . _________ _. Piaster__ _____ ..
Laos._ ........ .. _____.. __... _ Kip . ...... ... _.
Cambodia. _________ ___ __ _____ Riel . • - -------.
Anderson, Burnett: Vietnam ________ Piaster__ __ __ __ _
Anderson, Wm. R.:
Vietnam __________________ ____ Piaster_ _______ _
Laos ____ ____ ___ _... . . . . . ..... Kip ........ . .. .
Cambodia ____ ______ ____ ______ RieL _________ _
Bryant, C. C. : Vietnam ____ ___ ______ Piaster_ _______ _
Clancy, Donald D.:
Vietnam . .. ______ _. .. _._._ ... _ Piaster .. _... __ _
Thailand ____ ________ _____ ____ Baht__ ________ _
Cambodia ___ _________________ Riel _---------Ciemandot, Andre : Vietnam ________ Piaster_ ___ ____ _
Hamilton, Lee H.:
Vietnam __ __ ____ ___ _____ ___ ___ Piaster ________ _
Thailand __ ______ _____________ Baht__ _____ ___ _
Japan ____________________ ____ Yen_ ---------Hansen, Orval:
Vietnam _____________________ _ Piaster_ ______ ._
Thailand ____ ___ ______________ BahL ________ _
Indonesia ____ _________ _______ Rupiah ____ ____ _
Malaysia ________ _____________ M. dollar ______ _
Harkin, Thomas R.: Vietnam ________ Piaster ________ _
Hawkins, A. F.:
Vietnam _____ ____________ _____ Piaster. ______ __
Thailand ___ ----------- - ------ Baht__ ________ _
Cambodia. __ _________________ RieL _________ _
Keith, Hastings :
Vietnam _____ ___ _____ ________ _ Piaste r_ ______ __
Thailand _______ _____------- - - Baht__ ________ _
Indonesia ____ --------- .. ___ __ Rupiah ____ ___ __
Malaysia _______ ____________ __ M. dollar ______ _
Lester, Kenneth D. : Vietnam __ ______ Piaster_ ___ ____ _
Marshall, D. S. :
Vietnam ____ ___.. _______ ____ __ Piaster__ __.. __ _
Thailand . ____ _________ _______ BahL . . __ ___ . _
Indonesia ______ ________ ____. _ Rupiah __ ___ . __ _
Malaysia __ . ____ ___ ____ _____ __ M. dollar_ _.. __ _
R. H. Mollohan:
Vietnam ____ _________ ------- __ Piaster ___ . ____ _
Thailand ___ - - - - - ----- - ___ ____ Baht__ __------Cambodia __ __ _--- - -- -- ------_ RieL .. _______ _
G. V. Montgomery :
Vietnam . . . ____ ____________ ___ Piaster__ ______ _
Laos __________ __ ______ ______. Kip _______ ____ _
Cambodia ___ __ __________ ____ _ RieL ___ ------JohnVietnam
H. Napier:
_____________ _____ ____ Piaster ________ _
Laos ________ ___ _______ __ _____ Kip _____ ______ _
Cambodia _____________ _______ RieL _________ _
H. W. Robison :
Vietnam __ _---- - - - - ___________ Piaster__ ______ _
Thailand ___ _______ ---- -- ----- Baht__ ____ ____ _
Cambodia __ __ _______ -- - - - -- -- RieL _________ _
Neal Smith :
Vietnam _________ ____ _____ ____ Piaster ____ ____ _
Thailand __ __________________ _ Baht_ _________ _
Cambodia __ __---------------- RieL _________ :
Albert Watson:
Vietnam ____ __ _________ ___ ___ _ Piaster __ ______ _
Thailand ___ - - - -- - --- - --- _____ Baht__ ________ _
Cambodia ___ _________________ RieL _________ _
A. C. F. Westphal:
Vietnam ______ ____ ___ - ----- ___ Piaster-- - -----Thailand __________ _____ ______ Baht__ ________ _
Cambodia. __. ___ ---- - --- __ ___ RieL ______ ___ __

6/21

6/25
6/26

6/21

6/21

6/25
6/26

6/21

6/21
6/25
6/26

Total amount per diem

U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

U.S. dolla r
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Transportation
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Total
U.S. dollar
equivalent
or U.S.
currency

Departure

Total
days

Foreign
currency

6/27

7/2
6/26
7/2

10
1
1
12

5, 900
25, 000
2, 744
5, 900

50. 00
52, 300
443.22 - - ---------------------52, 300
443. 22
50. 00
18, 045
36.09 -- - - - -- - --- -- - - ---- -- - -18, 045
36.09
50. 00 --- --- -------- ----- - - -- -- - - ---- - - -- -- -- - - - - - - ------- ---- -- --- - --- - - -- --50.00
69, 200
586.44 ----- - - ----- - --- ---- - - -69, 200
586.44

7/2
6/26
6/27
7/2

10
1
1
12

5, 900
25, 000
2, 744
5, 900

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

58, 830
23, 140
2, 744
68,700

498. 56
46.28
50, 00
582. 20

--- --- ------------------ ---- - ------- - ------------ --- ----- - -- - -- -- --- -- - ---------- - --- - - - -- ---

58,830
23,140
2, 744
68, 700

498.56
46. 28
50.00
582.20

7/2

10
1
1
12

5, 900
1, 041. 25
2, 744
5, 900

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

53, 400
797.75
101
55, 800

452. 54
38. 30
2. 32
472. 88

--------------- - - - - - - - -- --- - ------------- - - -- - ------------------- - ---------------- - ----- ---- -

53, 400
797. 75
101
55, 800

452. 54
38.30
2.32
472.88

5, 900
1, 041.25
18, 000

50.00
50. 00
50. 00

29, 500
709. 87
54, 000

250.00 - - -- - ------- -- - - -- -- - - -34. 08 ----------------- -- ---- 150.00 -------- - ---- --- ---- -- --

29, 500
709.87
54, 000

250. 00
34.08
150. 00

350.00 -- --------- ------ -- - - -- 41, 300
49. 28
4, 080
195. 97
5, 106. 25
117. 95
45, 448
118. 05 90, 360. 66
50.00 -----------------------150
600. 00 - -- - - ------ ----- - -- -- -- 70, 800

350.00
245.25
236. 00
50.00
600. 00

59, 000
951.25
2, 640

500.00
45.68
48.12

41, 807. 50
354.30 57, 107. 50
624.75
---------- .-- ------ - - - --------- - --------------- 31, 387.33
131
--------------- .... ----70,800
---- - - ------- -----------

583.96
30.00
67.95
44.50
600.00

350.00 41, 807. 50
354.30 83, 107. 50
50.00 -------- --- -- - --- - - - ---- 1, 041.25
117.95
2, 500
6. 49 47,312.67
50. 00
30
9. 85
150

704.30
50.00
124.44
59,85

6/21

6/26
6/27
7/2

6/21

6/27

6/25
6/27

Per diem rate

6/26
7/1

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

Foreign
currency

6121
6/25
6/26
6/28

6/21

7/2
6/26
6/28
6/29
7/2

7
1
3
1
12

5, 900
1, 041.25
19, 050
150
5, 900

50. 00
50. 00
50.00
50.00
50. 00

41, 300
1, 026.25
44,912.66
150
70, 800

6/2 1
6/25
6/26

7/2
6/26
6/27

10.
1
1

5, 900
1, 041.2 5
2, 744

50.00
50.00
50.00

59, 000
951.25
2, 640

6/21
6/25
6/26
6/28

7
1
3
1
12

5, 900
1, 041.25
19, 050
153
5, 900

50.00
50. 00
50. 00
50. 0')
50.00

15, 300
624. 75
31, 387. 33

6/21

7/2
6/26
6/28
6/29
7/2

6/21
6/25
6/26
6/28

7/2
6/26
6/28
6/29

7
1
3
1

5, 900
1, 041.25
19, 050
150

50.00
50. 00
50.00
50.00

41 , 300
1, 041.25
44, 812.67
150

6/21
6,125
6/26

7/2
6/26
6/27

10
1
1

5, 900
1, 041.25
2, 744

50.00
50. 00
50. 00

59, 000
671
1, 870

500.00 ------- - ----- ------- -- -32.22 - - --- - ----- - --- - ------- 34. 23 - - ------- - --- - --------- -

59, 000
671
1, 870

500.00
32.22
34.23

6/21
6/25
6/26

6/27

7/2
6/26

10
1
1

5, 900
25, 000
2, 744

50.00
50.00
50. 00

55, 570
9, 760
616

470.93 --- - --- - ----- ----- - - --- 19.52 -- - --- - - - --- - ------- - --11.22
9, 563
172.52

55,570
9, 760
10, 179

470.93
19.52
183.74

6/21
6/25
6/26

7/2
6/26

10
1
1

5, 900
25, 000
2, 744

50. 00
50.00
50.00

51 , 000
25,000
2, 730

432. 20 ------- - - - --- - -·-- - -- --50. 00 - - - --- ------- - - - --- - - - - 49.75 ------- - - - - - - --- ---- ----

51 , 000
25, 000
2, 730

432.20
50.00
49.75

6/21
6/25
6/26

7/2
6/26

6/27

10
1
1

5, 900
1, 041.25
2, 744

50. 00
50. 00
50.00

53, 130
738.25
100

450. 25 --------- - -- ---- - - -- ---35.45 --- --- - - - - - -- - ---- - ----2. 30 ----- - -- - --- - --- ---- ----

53, 130
738. 25
100

450.25
35.45
2. 30

6/21
6/25
6/26

7/2
6/26
6/27

10
1
1

5, 900
1, 041.25
2, 744

50.00
50.00
50.00

44, 300
541.25
1, 640

375. 42 --------------- - - - ---- -25. 98 --- - ----- ------ - ---- -- -30.08 ----------- -- - ----- - - - --

44,300
541.25
1, 640

375.42
25.98
30.08

6/21
6/25
6/26

7/2
6/26
6/27

10
1
1

5, 900
1, 041. 25
2, 744

50.00
50.00
50.00

59,000
981.25
2, 135

500.00 -- ----- - -- -- - - ----- - ---47.12 -- - -- ------------ -- --- - 39.01 - -- - -- --- ------- - ----- - -

59,000
981.25
2, 135

500. 00
47.12
39.01

6/21
6/25
6/26

7/2
6/26
6/27

10
1
1

5, 900
1, 041.25
2, 744

50.00
50.00
50.00

55, 360
1, 041.25
2, 541

6/27

13l

70, 800

500. 00 ------ - ------------ - --- 45. 68 -- ---------------------48. 12 --- - - ------------------229. 66
30.00
67.95
44. 50
600. 00

469. 15
50.00
46.34
TotaL .... . .. . _. ... ___ ___ . . .. . . .. - -- ---_. ____ . __ _. .. . . . __ ._ .. ___. ___ _______ . ... . ____ _.. _____ _.. ______ ..... ___• 10, 615. 17

55,360
--------------------------------- - ------ -- ----- 1, 041.25
2, 541
- ---- -- -- - -- -- ----- - - --. .. _____ ___ _ 1, 211. 48 . __.. _. .. . ..

469.15
50.00
46.34
11, 826.65

RECAPITULATION
Amount
Foreign currency (U.S. dollar equivalent) ____ .... ------ ____ .. ___ ___________________ .. ____________ .... ___ : ____ __------ ________________________________ -------- .. ------ - ---- 11, 826.65
Appropriated funds:
H. Res. 1071. --- --- ---- - --- - - -- --- - --- - ------- - __ .. ___ ___ ______ .. ____ ...... __________ _______________ _____ .. __________ . . ________________ -------------- __ .. ------ _.. 3, 897.03
TotaL .... ___ __ __ . .. ___ .... ____ ..... _. ___ . . . _._ .. __ . __ _._. ______ . __ _..... ___ . ___ .. _____ .. __ ... ___ ._._. ___ .. __ .. __ . _..... . __ .... ______ .. ____ __.. . .. . _..... ______ . 15, 723. 68
G. V. MONTGOMERY,
Chairman, Select Committee on U.S. Involvement in Southeast Asia .
Mar. 20, 1971.

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
ETC.

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive
communications were taken from the
Speaker's table and referred as follows:
494. A letter from the Assistant Secretary
Of the Air Force (Manpower and Reserve
Affairs), transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to repeal sections 3692, 6023 , 6025,
and 8692 of title 10, United States Code, with
respect to pilot rating requirements for members of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and
Air Force; and to insert a new section 2003

of the same title; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
495. A letter from the U.S. Commissioner
of Education, transmitting a report on the
Federal Government's role in education and
an assessment of the status of education in
the United States, pursuant to section 412
of Public Law 91-230, as amended; to the
Committee on Education and Labor.
496. A letter from the Chairman, National
Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, transmitting the 1971
annual report of the Council, pursuant to
section 134(c) of Public Law 91-230; to the
Committee on Education and Labor.

497. A letter from the Secretary of Commerce, transmitting the final report on Federal participation in HemisFalr '68, San
Antonio, Tex., pursuant to section 4 of Public Law 89-685; to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs.
498. A letter from the Serceta:-y of the
Interior, transmitting a copy or a proposed
amendment to a concession contract for the
continued operation or a motion picture,
lecture, and photographic studio for the public on the south rim of Grand Canyon National Park, Ariz., for an additional period
Or 1 year ending December 31, 1971, pursuant to 67 Stat. 271 and 70 Stat. 543; to
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the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
499. A letter from the Secretary of Health,
Educatio1;1, and Welfare, transmitting a report of the study of national health insurance proposals, pursuant to Public Law 91515; to the Committee on Inte:rstate - and
Foreign Commerce.
500. A letter from the Secretary of Trans~·
portation, transmitting an interim report on
an aviation cost allocation study, pursuant
to section 209 (b) of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
501. A letter from the Chairman, Civil
Aeronautics Board, transmitting the annual
report of the Board for fiscal year 1970; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Oo~erce.

502. A letter from the Acting Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Insta.llations and Logistics), transmitting a report for fiscal year
1970 on extraordinary contractual actions to
facllitate the national defense, pursuant to
section 4(a) of Public Law 85-804; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
503. A letter from the Secretary of Transportation, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to require loadlines on U.S. vessels
engaged in foreign voyages and foreign vessels within the jurisdiction of the United
States, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
504. A letter from the Administrator of
General Services, transmitting a prospectus
which revises the authorized Federal Law Enforcement Training Center at Beltsville, Md.;
to the Committee on Public Works.
RECEIVED FROM THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
505. A letter from the Comptroller General
of: the United States, transmitting a report
on the examination of financial reports of
the Tennessee Valley Authority for fiscal
year 1970, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 841 (H. Doc.
No. 92-76); to the Committee on Government Operations and ordered to be printed.
506. A letter from the Comptroller General
of the United States, transmitting a report on
the need for the Department of Defense to
remove more low-cost, low-usage items from
inventories; to the Committee on Government Operations.
507. A letter from the Comptroller General
of the United States, transmitting a report
that postage due and handling costs for
processing mail with insufficient postage are
not being recovered by the Post Office Department; to the Committee on Government
Operations.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
calendar, as follows:
Mr. POAGE: Committee on Agriculture.
S. 789. An act to amend the tobacco marketing quota provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended; with an
amendment (Rept. No. 92-98). Referred to
the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union.
Mr. FLOOD: Committee on Appropriations.
H.R. 7016. A bill making appropriations for
the Ofllce o! Education and related agencies,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and
for other purposes; (Rept. No. 92--99). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union.
Mr. PEPPER: Committee on Rules. House
Resolution 354. Resolution providing for the
qonslderation of H.R. 4724. A bill to authorize appropriations for certain ma.-ritime programs of the Department of Commerce
(Rept. No. 92-199). Referred to the House
Calenclar.

Mr. PEPPER: Committee on Rules. House
Resolution 355. Resolution providing for the
consideration of H.R. 5352. A bill to amend
the act to authorize appropriations for the
fiscal year 1971 for certain maritime programs of the Department of Commerce
(Rept. No. 92-101) . Referred to the House
Calendar.
Mr. SISK: Committee on Rules. House
Resolution 356. Resolution providing for the
consideration of H.R. 5981. A bill to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to establish
feed grain bases, wheat domestic allotments,
and upland cotton base acreage allotments
for certain growers of sugar beets (Rept. No.
92-102). Referred to the House Calendar.
Mr. O'NEILL: Committee on Rules. House
Resolution 333. Resolution to authorize additional investigative authority to the Committee on Education and Labor; with amendment (Reput. No. 92-103). Referred to the
House Galendar.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, public
bills and resolutions were introduced
and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. FLOOD:
H.R. 7016. A bill making appropriations
for the Office of Education and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972,
and for other purposes.
By Mr. BELL:
H.R. 7017. A bill to authorize the Secretary of Transportation to carry out a special
program of transportation research and development utllizing the special experience
and manpower of the aerospace and defense
industries, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. BIAGGI:
H.R. 7018. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act so as to remove the limitation upon the amount of outside income
which an individual may earn while receiving benefits thereunder; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
H.R. 7019. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that pensions paid to retired law enforcement officers
shall not be subject to the income tax; to
the Committee on Ways and Means.
H.R. 7020. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a deduction for amounts expended by State, regional,
city, county, and town policemen for meals
which they are required to eat while on duty;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. BLATNIK:
H.R. 7021. A bill to designate the Kettle
River, in the State of Minnesota, as a component of the national wild and scenic rivers
system; to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
By Mr. BRASCO:
H.R. 7022. A blll to amend the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended; to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. CLARK:
H.R. 7023. A blll to amend the Merchant
Marine Act, 1936, as amended, by inserting a
new title X to authorize aid in developing,
constructing, and operating privately owned
nuclear-powered merchant ships; to the
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. COLLINS of Texas (for himself,
Mr. CRANE, and Mr. DO'WDY):
H.R. 7024. A b111 to amend the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 to prevent the
imposition thereunder of any prohibition on
the importation into the United States of
any strategic and critical material from any
free world country for so long as the importation of like material from any Communist
country is not prohibited by law; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
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By Mr. CONABLE:
H.R. 7025. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to permit affiliated
banks to contribute in their fiduciary capacities to a common trust fund maintained by
one of the affiliated banks for the benefit of
the entire group.; to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
H.R. 7026. A bill to amend section 214 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, relating
to expenses for care of certain dependents;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. DULSKI (for himself, Mr. CoRBETT, Mr. WALDIE, and Mr. SCOTT):
H.R. 7027. A bill to liberalize eligibility for
cost-of-living increases in civil service retirement annuities; to the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. FULTON of Tennessee:
H.R. 7028. A blll to make possible appropriate, economical, and accessible learning
opportunities for all adults, both for their
individual fulfillment and for the social and
economic well-being of the Nation; to the
Committee on Education and Labor.
H.R. 7029. A bill to amend title TI of the
Social Security Act, and the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, to provide that wages paid
by an employer to a former employee's survivors or estate after the year of such employee's death shall not constitute covered
remuneration for benefit or tax purposes; to
the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. GIAIMO:
H.R. 7030. A bill to establish a National
Cancer Authority and to authorize international programs and joint ventures in order
to conquer cancer at the earliest possible
date; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. GOODLING:
H.R. 7031. A bill prohibiting the issuance
of Federal food stamps to strikers·; to the
Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. GRIFFIN:
H.R. 7032. A blll to provide for the addition
of certain lands to the Natchez Trace Parkway in Mississippi, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
By Mr. HANSEN of Idaho:
H.R. 7033. A bill to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a volunteers
in the national forests program, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7034. A bill to extend to all unmarried
individuals the full tax benefits of income
~litting now enjoyed by married individuals
filing joint returns; to the Committee en
Ways and Means.
By Mr. !CHORD:
H.R. 7035. A bill to support the price of
manufacturing milk at not less than 85
percent of parity for the marketing year
1971-72; to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. KOCH (for himself, Mr. ANDERsoN of Illinois, Mr. BARING, Mr.
BURTON, Mr. CASEY of Texas, Mr.
CHAPPELL, Mr. CLARK, Mr. CORMAN,
Mr. EILBERG, Mr. EVINS of Tennessee,
Mr. GIBBONS, Mr. HAYS, Mr. HECHLER
of West Virginia, Mrs. HicKs of
Massa-ehusetts, Mr. McCLOSKEY, Mr.
1{ArLLIARD, Mr.1[ATS~AGA,Mr. 1[oss,
Mr. PIKE, Mr. PRICE of ID1nois, Mr.
ROE, Mr. RONCAL:IO, Mr. RoY, and Mr.
SANDMAN):
H.R. 7036. A bill to amend title 5, United
States Code, to provide that individuals be
apprised of records concerning them which
are maintained by Government agencies; to
the Committee on Government Operations.
By Mr. KOCH (for himself, Mr. CULVER,
Mr. SARBANES, Mr. THOMPSON Of New
Jersey, and Mr. UDALL):
H.R. 7037. A bill to amend title 5, United
States Code, to provide that individuals be
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apprised of records concerning them which
are maintained by Government agencies; to
the Committee on Government Operations.
By Mr. KOCH (for himself, Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BRASco, Mr. BROOMFIELD, Mr. FORSYTHE,
Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia, Mr.
LENT, Mr. Mo~E. Mr. O'NEILL, Mr.
RoE, Mr. VANIK, Mr. WHALEN, and
Mr. WINN):
H.R. 7038. A blll for the relief of Soviet
Jews; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MEEDS (for himself, Mrs. HANSEN of Washington, Mr. ABOUREZK,
Mrs. ABZUG, Mr. ADAMS, Mr. ASPIN,
Mr. BEGICH, Mr. BURTON, Mr. DELLUMS, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr.
WILLIAM D. FoRD, Mr. FRASER, Mr.
HALPERN,
Mr.
HARRINGTON, Mr.
HATHAWAY, Mr. HOWARD, Mr. KAsTENMEIER, Mr. MlKVA, Mrs. MINK,
Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. MORSE, Mr. NIX,
Mr. PELLY, Mr. RoDINo, and Mr.
SYMINGTON):
H.R. 7039. A bill to provide for the settlement of certain land claims of Alaska natives, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. MORSE:
H.R. 7040. A bill to incorporate the Gold
Star Wives of America; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. NELSEN:
H.R. 7041. A blll to amend the Interstate
Commerce Act, with respect to recovery of
a reasonable attorney's fee in case of successful maintenance of an action for recovery of
damages sustained in transportation of property; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 7042. A blll to amend the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of
1949 to provide that the procurement of certain transportation and public utility services shall be in accordance with all applicable
Federal and State laws and regulations governing carriers and public utillties; to the
Committee on Government Operations.
H.R. 7043. A bill to amend the Interstate
Commerce Act to expedite the making of
amendments to the uniform standards for
evidencing the lawfulness of interstate operations of motor carriers; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7044. A bill to amend the Interstate
Commerce Act to require carriers by railroad
to exhaust certain State remedies prior to
petitioning the Interstate Commerce Commission for rellef in intrastate rate cases;
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Comrnerce.
H.R. 7045. A bill to strengthen FederalState cooperation to assure protection of environmental values while facllitating construction of needed electric power supply facilities, and for other purposes; to the ComInlttee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7046. A blll to amend the Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act of 1968 to clarify Congressional intent as to the appropriateness
of the judicial fixing of penalties for certain safety violations, and to modify the
grant-in-aid program to State agencies participating in safety regulations under the
act, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7047. A bill to amend section 410 of
the Communications Act of 1934 to perxnlt
the Federal Communications Commission to
pay the expenses of certain State officials
serving in joint hearings with the Commission; to the Comm1ttee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7048. A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to establish
a Federal-State joint board to recommend
uniform procedures for determining what

part of the property and expenses of communication common carriers shall be considered as used in interstate or foreign comrnunication toll service, and what part of such
property and expenses shall be considered as
used in intrastate and exchange service; and
for other purposes; to the Comm1ttee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. SMITH of New York~
H.R. 7049. A bill to provide for the payment of Veterans' Administration benefits
where a child has been properly and legally
adopted; to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. STEELE:
H.R. 7050. A bill to eliminate racketeering
in the sale and distribution of cigarettes and
to assist State and local governments in the
enforcement of cigarette taxes; to the ComInlttee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. WYA'IT:
H.R. 7051. A blll to repeal chapter 44 of
title 18 of the United States Code (relating
to firearms), and for other purposes; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. BLATNIK (for himself and Mr.
HARSHA):

H.R. 7052. A bill to amend the act of
March 3, 1905, to extend the authority of
the Secretary of the Army over transporting
and dumping materials in certain waters,
and for other purposes; to the Committee
on Public Works.
By Mr. COTTER:
H.R. 7053. A bill to amend the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act, 1925, to require more
stringent reporting of campaign contributions and expenditures in elections for Senator and Representative; to the Committee
on House Administration.
By Mr. DAVIS of Georgia. (for himself,
Mr. McDADE, and Mr. RoY):
H.R. 7054. A bill to authorize the National
Science Foundation to conduct research,
educational, and assistance programs to prepare the country for conversion from defense
to civ111an, socially oriented research and development activities, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Science and Astronautics.
By Mr. DORN:
H.R. 7055. A bill to amend title 38 of the
United States Code to provide a. monthly
clothing allowance to certain veterans who,
because of a service-connected disability,
regularly wear a prosthetic appliance or appliances which causes exceptional wear or
tear of clothing; to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. FREY~
H.R. 7056. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to allow an income tax
deduction for depreciation on capital expenditures incurred in connecting residential
sewerlines to municipal sewage systems; to
the Comrnlttee-on Ways and Means.
By Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 7057. A bill to amend the Tariff Schedtlles Of the United States to repeal the special tariff treatment accorded to articles assembled abroad with components produced
in the United States; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. HALPERN:
H.R. 7058. A bill to provide an equitable
system for fixing and adjusting the rates of
pay for prevailing rate employees of the Government, and for other purposes; to the Committee on- Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. HAMMERSCHMIDT:
H.R. 7059. A bill to amend section 410(a)
of title 38, United £tates Code, to provide a
statutory presumption of service-connected
death of any veteran who has been rated
totally disabled by reason of service-connected disab111ty for 20 or more years; to the
Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
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By Mr. HOGAN:
H.R. 7060. A bill to include firefighters
within the provisions of section 8336(c) of
title 5, United States Code, relating to the
retirement of Government employees engaged in certain hazardous occupations; to
the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service.
By Mr. McMILLAN:
H.R. 7061. A bill to amend the Fire and
Casualty Act and the Motor Vehicle Safety
Responsibllity Act of the District of Columbia; to the Committee on the District of
Columbia.
By Mr. NELSEN:
H.R. 7062. A bill to extend to all unmarried individuals the full tax benefits of income splitting now enjoyed by married individuals filing joint returns; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. PODELL (for himself, Mr. McCLURE, and Mr. ALEXANDER) :
H.R. 7063. A bill to amend the Legislative
Re::>rganization Act of 1946 to provide for
annual reports to the Congress by the Comptroller General concerning certain price increr.ses in Government contracts and certain
failures tQ meet Government contract:. completion dates; to the Committee on Government Operations.
By Mr. PUCINSKI:
H.R. 7064. A bill to amend title 38, United
States Code, so as to provide mustering-out
payments for certain members discharged
from the Armed Forces after August 5, 1964;
to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. ROE:
H.R. 7065. A bill to provide for the development of a uniform system of quality
grades for consumer food products; to the
Committee on Agriculture.
H.R. 7066. A bill to amend the Fair :Packaging and Labeling Act to require a packaged perishable food to bear a label specifying the date after which it is not to be sold
for consumption as food; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7067. A bill to require that certain
processed or packaged consumer products be
labeled with certain information, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. H.R. 7068. A blll to require that certain
drugs and pharmaceuticals be prominently
labeled as to the date beyond which potency
or efficacy becomes dirnlnished; to the ComInlttee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7069. A blll to require that durable
-eonsumer products be labeled as to durability and performance life; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7070. A blll to require that certain
short shelf-life durable products be prominently labeled as to the date beyond which
performance life becomes dirnlnished; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7071. A blll to amend title 39, United
States Code, as enacted by the Postal Reorganization Act, to prohibit the mailing of
unsolicited samples of cigarettes; to the
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. STAGGERS (for himself, Mr.
SPRINGER, Mr. JARMAN, Mr. DINGELL,
and Mr. PICKLE) :
H.R. 7072. A bill to amend the Airport and
Airway Development and Revenue Acts of
1970 to further clarify the intent of Congress as to priorities for airway modernization and airport development, and for other
purposes; to the Committee -on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. VEYSEY:
H.R. 7073. A bill to amend the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, as amended; to
the Committee -on Public Works.
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H.R. 7074. A bill to amend the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, as amended;
to the Committee on Public Works.
H.R. 7075. A blll to amend section 8 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Public Works.
H.R. 7076. A bill to establish an Environmental Financing Authority to assist in the
financing of waste treatment facilities, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Public Works.
By Mr. WH:J;TEHURST:
H.R. 7077. A bill to amend the Horse Protection Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-540): to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. FISH:
H.J. Res. 527. Joint resolution to authorize and direct the President to proclaim
September 12 to 19, 1971 to be "American
Field Service Week"; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania:
H.J. Res. 528. Joint resolution to provide
for the designation of the calendar week beginning on May 30, 1971, and ending on
June 5, 1971, as "National Peace Corps Week";
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. GREEN of Oregon:
H.J. Res. 529. Joint resolution to place the
question of approval of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) for human use as a prescription
drug before the National Academy of
Sciences; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MAILLIARD:
H.J. Res. 530. Joint resolution declaring it
the sense of Congress that all American
servicemen be withdrawn from Indochina at
the earliest practicable date; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. FINDLEY (for himself, Mr.
ANDERSON Of Illinois, Mr. ANDREWS
Of North Dakota, Mr. ARCHER, Mr.
BARING, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BURKE of
Massachusetts, Mr. CHAPPELL, Mr.
CLEVELAND, Mr. COUGHLIN, Mr. DELLENBACK, Mr. DULSKI, Mrs. DWYER,
Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. FoRSYTHE, Mr. FRENZEL, Mr. GARMATZ,
Mrs. GRAsso, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. GuBSER, Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia,
Mr. HOSMER, Mr. KEMP, Mr. MCCLURE,
and Mr. MATSUNAGA):
H. Con. Res. 247. Concurrenrt resolution proposing unconditional large-scale repatriation
of enemy prisoners of war; to the Committee
on Foreign Atrairs.

By Mr. FINDLEY (for himself, Mr.
KYROS, Mr. MAYNE, Mrs. MINK, Mr.
MIZELL, Mr. MYERS, Mr. POFF, Mrs.
REID Of Illinois, Mr. ROBINSON of
Virginia, Mr. ROBISON of New York,
Mr. RoE, Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvarua, Mr. RUPPE, Mr. SCHEUER, Mr.
STEIGER of Wisconsin, Mr. TEAGUE of
California, Mr. TERRY, Mr. THoNE,
Mr. VIGORITO, Mr. WILLIAMS, Mr.
WrnN, Mr. WYATT, and Mr. WYDLER) :
H. Con. Res. 248. Concurrent resolution
proposing unconditional large-scale repatriation of enemy prisoners of war; to the Committee on Foreign Atrairs.
By Mr. FINDLEY (for himself, Mr. ZABLOCKI, Mr. BROOMFIELD, Mr. FOUNTAIN, Mr. MORSE, Mr. FASCELL, Mr.
THOMSON of Wisconsin, Mr. NIX, Mr.
FuLToN of Pennsylvania, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. BUCHANAN, Mr. DAVIS of
Georgia, Mr. LLOYD, and Mr. HALPERN):
H. Con. Res. 249. Concurrent resolution
proposing unconditional large-scale repatriation of enemy prisoners of war; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. FUQUA:
H. Con. Res. 250. Concurrent resolution
urging that Lt. WilliaJm Calley be invited to
address a joint session of Congress; to the
Committee on Rules.
By Mr. GIAIMO:
H. Res. 357. Resolution creating a
select committee of the House to conduct a
full and complete investigation of all aspects
of the energy resources of the United States;
to the Committee on Rules.
MEMORIALS
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memorials
were presented and referred as follows:
98. By the SPEAKER. Memorial of the
Legislature of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, relative to the mistreatment of
American prisoners of war; to the Committee
on Foreign Affairs.
99. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Idaho, relative to a payment in
lieu of taxes to the State of Idaho and its
lCXilal units of government; to the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs.
100. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of South Dakota, relative to the
manner in which the Census Bureau records
college students; to the Committee on Post
omce and Civil Service.

PRIVATE Bn.J...S AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BRASCO:
H.R. 7078. A bill for the relief of Herman
James Young and Mrs. Norma Brenda Young;
to the Comxnittee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. DELANEY (by request):
H.R. 7079. A bill for the relief of Sergio
Farina, Maria Farina, Sergio Giovanni Farina, Gino A. Farina, Maria L. Farina, and
Blanca Farina; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. FOLEY:
H.R. 7080. A bill for the relief of Trinidad
Trevino-Perez; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mrs. GRASSO:
H.R. 7081. A bill for the relief of Jadwiga
Sobon; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. HECKLER of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7082. A bill for the relief of Pietro
Ratta; to the Comxnittee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7083. A bill for the relief of Beatrice
Dascil Aquino; to the Cominittee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. MOORHEAD:
H.R. 7084. A bill for the relief of Evelyn
and Francesco Mujemulta; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. SHRIVER:
H.R. 7085. A blll for the relief of Eugene
M. Sims, Sr.; to the Comxnittee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. VANIK:
H.R. 7086. A bill for the relief of Lyuba
Bershadskaja; to the Cominittee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia:
H. Res. 358. Resolution to authorize the
pardon of Lieutenant Calley; to the Committee on Armed Services.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions
and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk
and referred as follows:
55. The SPEAKER presented a petition of
Leoncio Monell, Culebra, P.R., et al., relative
to tht: establishment of a committee of
"Citizen-Sons of Culebra,'' which was referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Atrairs.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
MORE DOUBTS ABOUT F-14 AND
F-15 DEVELOPMENT

HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Speaker, in December 1970. I noted the bad news that
the F-14 had crashed on only its second test flight. Yesterday's Washington

Post reports growing doubt about the
F-14 and F-15 stemming from the crash
and other factors. The Post report, by
Michael Getler, is further evidence for
the need to bring the F-14 and F-15 programs under the "fly before you buy"
policy that has been endorsed for future
systems by the House Appropriations
Committee and the Department of
Defense.

The Post article, " 'Twin' NaVY, Air
Force Planes Questioned," follows:
"TwiN" NAVY, AF PLANES QuESTIONED
(By Michael Getler)
A confidential study by aeronautical experts is raising doubts in Congress about
Pentagon plans to spend some $15 billion
over the next several years to mass-produce
two separate fighter planes whose fighting
qualities are judged to be roughly the same.
The investigators, according to well informed sources, found little difference in
performance between the Navy's carrierbased F-14 and the Air Force's F-15.
Each service wants to buy roughly 700
planes, with the F-15 costing just below $10
million each and the F-14 with a Navyestimated price of $11.5 Inillion each. That
is about three to four times as expensive,
respectively, as the current F-14 Phantom,
which both services now use and which the
new planes are meant to replace.
The study also reportedly points out that
the United States may in fact be gambling
with its air superiority over the Soviet

Union's fighters by putting all its money
into two admittedly good-but expensive
and roughly similar-aircraft.
The argument is that because of the high
price, the Inilltary may not be able to buy
as many planes as are really needed (the
U.S. eventually bought more than 4,000
Phantoms) and may also be neglecting other
types of fighters.
Capitol Hill sources say the study suggests it might be worth considering a shift
of one of these projects to a cheaper, lighterweight plane that could be bought in large
quantities to help tackle the thousands of
light, maneuverable Mig-21 class fighters already in Communist inventories and other
similar fighters to follow.
The F-14 and F-15 are designed to counter
the latest and most sophisticated Soviet
fighters which are only now entering service.
Or, according to Hill sources, the investigators suggest that more attention might be
given to a fighter even more advanced than
the F-14 or F-15 that could take on Soviet
air threats of the 1980s still on Kremlin
drawing boards and unknown to U.S. intelligence.
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· The just-compl_e ted fighter study was ordered last fall by Rep. George H. Mahon (DTex.), who is chairman of the House Appropriations Committee.
Mahon's aides said the chairman then "was
concerned over the apparent similarity between the two aircraft."
Capitol Hill sources say results of the
study, which was undertaken by a four-man
team headed by an aeronautical expert on
loan from NASA, generally confirmed Mah?n's suspicions.
NAVY'S F-14 FAVORED

The study was aimed at developing facts,
rather than making recommendations. But
congressional sources who have seen the document say that it favors the Navy F-14 if a
choice had to be made between the tw:o
planes.
The reasoning is that the swing-wing F-14
can fly from aircraft carriers or airfields
while the F-15 can only operate from land
bases. Also test versions of the F-14 are already built, while the F-15 will not make
its first flight until mid-1972 and would be
less costly to stop.
However, it has been learned from administration and oorigresslotlail sources that the
Navy and the F'-14's manufacturer, Grum!llan Aerospace Corp., have run into serious
money problems on the plane and that a "significant" increase in the already agreed upon
price is expected as well as a delay in the
schedule.
Deputy Defense Secretary David Packard
provided a public hint of this prospect in an
unclassified v~rsion of his testimony before
Congress on _M arch 18.
Packard pointed out that the contract for
the F-14, which crashed on its. second test
flight, was prepared before the Nixon administration took ·office.
Congressional -·;taffers say that crash, in
which three separate hydraulic control systems failed almost simultaneously, has eroded
confidence in the F-14 among some infiuential lawmakers. The failures occurred in titanium hydraulic lines, a feature of the F-14
design which was specifically criticized in a
report last summer by the defense committee of the 115-member bipartisan, Member of
Congress for Peace Thru Law.
The F-14's problems, coupled with the
Mahon study-copies of which were sent last
week to Packard as well as Navy and Air Force
officials-has set the stage for _what could
become the first tough test of their two top
priority Pentagon programs In Congress.
On Capitol Hlll, those who have seen the
study regard it as the most professional
challenge against the two aircraft.
But, within the services and especially
the Air Force, the two fighters are viewed as
hav1ng critical differences that would imperil American pilots forced into accepting
the wrong plane.
'
Outside the Pentagon, some weapons experts say thf' Mahon study has hinted at
the right course, namely one plane of the
F-14/ F-15 class rather than two, but is leaning In favor of the wrong airplane. These
sources believe the F-15 is a much better allaround fighter.
WOULD INCREASE TOTAL

There is also a small group of Air Force
officers . and defens"' officials who privately
favor the Idea of perhaps buying fewer than
700 F-15s and put:ting some of the money instead into a plane costing and weighing
about half as much. This would add to the
total number of fighters that could be sent
into an air battle.
Some defense officials say it still is not
clear whether the edge 1n aerial combat belongs to the _si~e with the best planes or
the most planes.
·
-Starting up a completely n~w small fighter
project would add to the overall cost, _but
some officers believe the new international
fighter-Northop's F-5-21-already being
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developed for the Military Assistance Program might fill the bill.
Efforts to get a light-weight fighter into
the Air Force inventory of hotter and more
sophisticated jets have been attempted unsuccessfully in the past.
Finally, hanging over this expensive and
critical question is the ghost of the TFX, or
F-111, perhaps the classic example of an attempt to force two services to buy one plane.
It met with disastet for both the military
and the taxpayer_.
On all sides of the argument, there is general agreement that both the F-15 and F14, assuming troubles are solved, will mark
a big improvement over the F-4, which was
designed in the early 1950s.
Both are twin-engine jets which · will
eventually use the same engine now in development for the F-15 The earlv model of
the F-14 wii.; use the engines developed for
the F-111.
Both planes are big, but the Navy's swingwing design and equipment needed for carrier landings will make it at least 12,000
pounds heavier than the Air Force plane.
The F-15 is also estimated by the Pentagon
to cost almost 20 per cent less than its Navy
counterpart.
The differences in the planes are accounted for by differences in their respective missions.
While both are meant to shoot down enemy fighters, the Air Force plane is aimed
primarily at winning the close-in dogfight
battles with enemy fighters. Thus, Air Force
officials argue, they cannot accept the reduced maneuverability which would be
forced upon their pilots by having to use
the heavier Navy plane.
·
Air Force officials are said to have already
challenged the validity of the Mahon study
group data, which reportedly suggests that
both planes are about equally maneuverable.
By forcing a higher-priced plane on them,
the Air Force also argues it wlll be able to
buy even fewer planes than if it bough1; _the
F-15.
The Navy mission, on the other hand, invalves both shooting down enemy bombers
t hat might try and attack the fleet as long
a distance from the fleet as possible, and
accompanying. Navy carrier-based strike
plan~s on . missions to ward off enemy interceptors.
Thfs- requires generally a bigger, longerrange airplanes than the Air Force says it
needs.
_
Congressional sources admit that the
chances of halting one or the other project
are very slim. Nor are they yet convinced
that it would be a very good idea to do so.
But, they say, the costs are so enormous
and the military stakes with the Soviet Union are so great that another mistake would
be disastrous.
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.Mr.·· LONG of Maryland. Mr; Speaker,
I join my colleagues in saluting the Disabled American Veterans in 'their golden
anniversary year;,
·
The Maryland Department of the Disabled American Veterans, commanded
by Mr, Walter D. !Jyl~, Jr., has 30 chapters .and 5,000 members. Six of .these
chapters, with more than 525 members,
are locatea in· -mY-- distrfc-~Harf-ord
County and the major portion of Baltimore County. In fact, Commander Hyle

and most of the other department o:tfi..;
cers live in my district-including first
junior vice commander, Robert G. Wilson; third junior vice commander, John
Braun; Chaplain Howard F. Doner; and
the junior past department commander,
John A. Andrews.
The national service officer program is
one of the many services this organization provides Maryland's veterans. The
DAV maintains a representative at the
Baltimore Veterans' Administration office to provide veterans with assistance
in applying for benefits. Another important service is performed by their
five-man Hospital Commission, which
sponsors trips and assists patients at the
VA hospitals at Fort Howard in my district, and at Loch Raven and Perry Point.
I know how much these activities are
appreciated by Maryland veterans and
their families.
We owe a debt of gratitude to our disabled veterans. The DAV's 1971 legislative program to provide disability benefits commensurate with the high cost of
living, increased appropriations for VA
hospitals, and the aid and attendance allowance for totally disabled veterans confined to nursing homes will have our
careful consideration.
Finally, I want to commend the DAV
for their efforts toward securing better
treatment for our prisoners of war in
Southeast Asia.
I X:now their next 50 years of service to
our disabled veterans will be equally
productive.

INTRODUCES Bn..LS TO HELP SOLVE
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, I introduced
last Thursday, March 25, two bills which
would help solve two of our major environmental problems.
The first bill, which is a simple amendment to the Solid Waste Disposal Act,
would do much to encourage local governments to adopt recycling programs in
lieu of traditional solid waste disposal
systems. To· accomplish· this, my amendment would provide for Federal funding
of up to 90 -percent of the cost of resource
recovery or recycling systems assisted
under the grant system established by
the Solid Waste Disposal Act. Federal
funding· for traditional solid . waste disposal systems, which can · be up to 75
percent under existing legislation, would
be reduced to a maximum of 50 percent.
This change in the Federal share of financing for resource recovery and solid
waste disposal systems ~ould not result
in an increase in :Federal expenditures
for such projects, but merely in , a reallocation of FedeJ"al funds.
: There can be no argument against the
fact that America today is choking on
her- own refuse. Last year, it was estimated that we Americans discard af>out
1 ton per person per year of refuse; New
York City alone must collect and dispose
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22,000 tons of solid . waste every day.
Clearly, we must find ways to reuse the
bulk of this refuse-for we are rapidly
running .out of sites suitable for sanitary
landfill and other methods of disposing of
bulk waste. Recycling, or resource recovery, systems are also vital if we are
to reclaim a major portion of this "waste"
through reuse of paper, glass, aluminum,
and other valuable metals. In my judgment, recycled materials are one of the
greatest natural resources we have to
draw. upon-they constitute perhaps the
greatest mine in the world, and use of recycled paper would save thousands of
trees each year. I am confident that the
bill I am introducing today will give communities added incentive to install the
needed recycling systems.
I am also introducing today a revised
version of a bill I sponsored last year, to
authorize the Corps of Engineers-and
any other Federal department with similar authority-to reject applications and
deny licenses upon the recommendation
of the Interior Department, the Environmental Protection Agency, or State agencies involved in protection of wildlife
resources. Hopefully, this will solve the
problems encountered by the Corps and
other Federal agencies when they are
forced to choose between Interior Department recommendations :·.n d other
pressures, and provide us with the assurances we need regarding complete attentio":l to environmental matters.
I urge prompt action on both .these
measures.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
H.R. 6531

HON. SAM GIBBONS
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. GffiBONS. Mr. Speaker, in ac-

cordance with clause 6 of rule XXIII of
the Rules of the House of Representatives as amended by the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, I am inserting
at this point in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD an amendment to H.R. 6531, the
Military Selective Service Act Amendments of 1971. It is my understanding
that under this rule, I will be entitled to
5 minutes in which to explain my
amendment even if the Committee of the
Whole agrees to a limitation on debate
time.
The text of the ~mendment fQ.llows:
AMENDKENT TO H.R. 6581, AS REPORTED,
O!TERED BY MR. GIBBONS

Page 1, between lines 7 and 8, insert the
following:
(2) Section 4(a) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following. new paragraph:
"No person inducted after June 80, 1971,
for tra~I?-ihg and service under thiS t1,tle- may
be used in combat or deployed to a ·combat
zone outside the .United States ·unless at
least one of the following shall have occurred:_ ·
.
" ( 1) The President has declared that an
armed attack has been made upon the United
States.
·
·
·
(t;

·-,

a

"(-2) The President has declared that an
armed attack on the United States is so imminent that full mobilization of the armed
forces is required.
" (3) The Congress by concurrent resolution authorizes such use and deployment
of persons 1Bducted under this title and directs that a full mobilization of the armed
forces be effected.
"(4) The President has requested that
Congress declare war, but the authority to
so use and deploy inducted personnel pursuant to this clause shall expire at the close
of the. 30th day after such request was made
if the Congress has not declared war on or
before such-30th day:
" ( 5) The Congress has declared war.
"(6) Such person consents to such use
and deployment in such written form as
shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Military department concerned."

JUSTICE DOUGLAS WRITES AGAIN

HON. LOUIS C. WYMAN
OF NEW HAKPSHIRE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. WYMAN. Mr. Speaker, in assessing
the increasingly di:tlicult question of
whether the usefulness of Associate Justice William 0. Douglas on the U.S. Supreme Court is ending, it may be helpful
to review the latest of a long list of publications by the Justice, entitled "International Dissent: Six Steps Toward
World Peace." Many citizens feel that
Judges on courts of final appeal ought to
refrain from taking positions of controversial issues that may come to them on
a later day for adjudication.
Whether from the draft to pornography to pollution or what-have-youand now international dissent-there
are few issues that can come to our court
of last resort in the United States on
which the position of Justice Douglas has
not in one way or another been recorded
by his own hand. This means that in everincreasing numbers of cases he must disqualify himself leaving the court further
polarized which is unfortunate.
I commend a careful reading of the
following study of Justice Douglas' new
book by the able colump.ist, Allan Brownfeld, appearing in the March 18, 1971,
issue of Roll Call, the magazine of Capitol Hill:
JusTICE DotrGLAS' NEw BooK
(By Allan C. Brownfeld)
Now that the effort to impeach him seems
to have fa.iled, or at least to have been tempora.rlly shelved, SUpreme Court Justice WilHam 0. Douglas has seen fit to resume his political activities. He has done this in the form
of a short book entitled International Dissent: S1x Steps Toward World Peace.
The new vol wne makes the reader wonder
why Justice Douglas has far so long been
hailed as a "brilliant" and "independent"

thinker, slnce . the proposals he makes are
neither novel nor realistic. We have heard
them all before, they have been tried before,
a.t other historical periods, and they have
failed miserably before.
What, then, does Mr. Douglas tell us is the
path to peace? His first proposition goes like
this: "The most important step ~ward world
peace is tp propose,an end to all military alli~ces, indicat~- our willingness to return to
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George Washington's original proposition
that the United States should have no military alliances . . . SEATO and NATO and
CENTO should be liquidated as military
agencies; and the United States should withdraw all Its military from both Southeast
Asia and Western Europe."
One normal response to such a suggestion
is: wouldn't the Soviet Union and Communist China take advantage Of such an American isolationism to expand their own sphere
of power? But Justice Douglas does not view·
this even as a remote possibility because, in
his worldview, it is we, the United States, who
are responsible for the Cold War, not world
Communism.
He goes to some e:x:treme to make this
sound plausible. He states, for example, that
". . . the United States pact with West
Germany is, In reality, an alliance against
Russia." He overlooks the fact that the Soviet
Union has violated its agreements made at
Yalta and Potsdam with regard to holding
free elections in East Germany and elsewhere
in Eastern Europe. He does not mention that,
in clear violation of international law, the
Communists built the Berlin Wall, preventing free access to East Berlin and locking the
East Germans into a rigid totalitarian society
as so many cattle. Somehow his sympathies
seem with those who are oppressing people
while all the time he maintains that he has
an affinity for the oppressed. The Cold War,
he declares, was somehow the work of Harry
Truman.
His second proposition is that "All colonies
should be made free and all protectorates
abolished." He states that ". . . the United
States has been the voice defending the status quo . . . Russia was . • . the great
protagonist for ending colonialism."
Yes, these words from a Justice of the
United States Supreme Court;. The Ull!ited
States defeated Germany and Japan in
World War II. Did it colonize those coUntries?
No, instead, it helped to restore them at great
cost so that today they are among the most
prosperous and most free countries In the
world. The Soviet Union, on the other hand,
has never removed its occupwtion forces from
Eastern Europe. When the Hungarians revolted for their freedom, the Soviet Union
marched in an army. The same happened in
1968 in Czechoslovakia. But somehow, according to Justice Douglas' view of what
"colonialism" is, this does not count.
Proposition three is that "We should recognize China; she must also be in the
United Nations." Justice Douglas does not
explain how Peking, which the United Nations condemned for aggression in Korea,
can join an organization such as the U.N.,
whose members must be "peace-loving."
Since its aggression in Korea, China has
invaded India, committed genocide in Tibet,
and aided guerrilla warfare in Vietnam,
Thailand and elsewhere. It presently trains
Palestinian guerrillas as well as African terrorist organizations. It has shown no evidence whatever of desiring peace or accommodation.
Justice Douglas manages an end run
around these facts by once again reversing
history. In Korea, it was not the Chinese
who were the aggressors, lt was the United
Stato:!s and the United Nations. The Justice
says this quite openly: "When the United
Nations armies appeared near the Yalu River,
where the electric power stations for Manchuria are located, Peking moved into action.
MacArthur was thrusting a dagger at China's
heart and China-whom we still call the
'aggressor'-responded in a counter-milit.ary action ... "
It is clear so far: ~arry Truman started
the Cold · War, NATO rep.resents a threat
to the Soviet Union, the United States is a
colonialist power, Communist China has
never ·committed aggression and only wants
recognltlo,n from . us. Given all of this, the
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way to "peace" is simple: t:Jnd all alliances,
recognize Communist China, withdraw
American troops, and permit the Communization of the world. Justice Douglas may
be quite a man with words, but this prescription resembles what we always used to call
surrender a lot more than it resembles what
was ever referred to as peace.
The remaining three propositions relate
to international law and the relinquishing
of national sovereignty to an international
body. Given the concept that Communism
has no aggressive intentions in the world
and that all of us are united on certain human and legal principles, an international
rule of law concept makes sense. But how, for
example, would you agree to an international
concept of this kind with Hitler, whose goal
was the destruction of all "inferior races.''
You could only do it by first agreeing to
eliminate the "inferior races" and then unite
in a legal system to which all could adhere.
Justice Douglas' answer is that ''A world
regime founded on law would have to accommodate these competing schools of thought."
He states that such a rule of law "could not
presume to regulate civil disorder, say in
Hungary, that sought to establish a freer
society." The reason is that Mr. Douglas
assigns all of Eastern Europe to Russia's
sphere of influence and shows no concern
whatever for the quality of lite lived by the
people in such societies.
He evades this by saying that "The two
systems seem to be converging,'' yet he provides no evidence that Communism is really
any different than it ever was. The Soviet
Union remains a vast prison from which
escape is very difficult. The Jews who now
clamor for free exit from Communism argue
eloquently against Justice Douglas' "convergence" theory. And what of the new Communist coalition government 1n Chile? We
were told it would be different, yet it has
recently banned the showing of the movie,
"The Confession," and free speech appears
to be coming to an end. Justice Douglas says
that Communism is changing, but we cannot
take this from him on faith when the available evidence argues otherwise.
Justice Douglas' proposals are, of course,
simply the isolationism we practiced with
such disastrous effects in the nineteen thirties, permitting Hitler to march across half
of Europe before deciding that such aggression was, in the long run, a threat nat only
to us but to civilization Jtself
What is striking, however, i~ his lack of
compassion for the tyranny which men, women, and children today suffer under in Communist societies. He seems wllling to overlook
the human suffering which tyranny produces
in order to condemn his own country as the
world's villain. Perhaps only those who have
had their freedom taken from them can appreciate its value.
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to be focused at once on getting something done.
I am taking some steps on my own to
see what can be done about the request
this letter contains. In the meantime,
Mr. Speaker, I am asking that it be inserted in the RECORD. I commend it to
the personal attention of every Member
of Congress.
I include the letter as follows:
RICHARDSON, TEX.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PURCELL: My husband,
Lt. Col. L. W. Whitford is missing in action,
Southeast Asia since Nov. 2, 1969. He was
downed in Laos.
The wives of men who are missing bave
been allowed to write once a month, 7 lines,
form letter. This was not a plan mapped out
by the North Vietnamese. These letters are
sent through regular mail channels.
Monday I received a letter that I bad
written my husband Dec. 2, 1970. It bad
been opened, pictures taken and glued back.
Wednesday, March 17, 1971 I received another one back, it had been opened but the
pictures of my children were taped together.
The North Vietnamese have never issued
an official list of prisoners that they hold! have no proof that my husband isn't held in
a prison somewhere in Southeast Asia.
To date this is the worst thing that has
been done by our "foes." I understand that
many other fainilies are having mail returned-where do they stop with their "mental torture"?
I resent their returning the letters, I desPise the act of opening my letters and feel
that it warrants attention.
Congressman Purcell, please help us, it
would seem there is nowhere to turn. Rest
assured that I will not let my husband be
forgotten, neglected.
Sincerely,
JoWHITFORD
Mrs. L. W. Whitford, Jr.

BYELORUSSIAN INDEPENDENCE
DAY

HON. EDWiN B. FORSYTHE
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. FORSYTHE. Mr. Speaker, today
the people of Byelorussia celebrate the
53d anniversary of the proclamation of
independence of their tiny nation.
I am pleased to join with my colleagues in paying tribute to these brave
people whose brief period of freedom was
ended by the Bolshevik forces of the SoA LETTER
CONCERNING
OUR viet Union.
Today, the Byelorussian people live
POW'S AND OUR PERSONNEL
under a Communist regime imposed by
N.ITSSING IN ACTION
the Soviet Union. Yet they still seek restoration of the independence which was
snatched from them.
HON. GRAHAM PURCELL
In 1864, before Kastus Kalinouski, beOF TEXAS
loved by the Byelorussian people, died on
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
the gallows for his treason, he spoke
these words:
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. PURCELL. Mr. Speaker, last week
was declared a National Week of Concern
for U.S. prisoners of war and personnel
missing in action. I received a letter last
week which begs far more than a week of
concern. The letter itself represents the
crying need for every bit of the efforts
and suggestions made during that week
CXVII--560-Part 7

Know ye that ye wlll never be happy if
the Muscovites rule over ye.

These courageous people, since the beginning of the 13th century, have struggled to preserve their national identity.
Byelorussian history is marked by
numerous border wars and bloody uprising against would-be conquerers.
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But each time, gallant patriots sacrificed their lives for their ideals, demonstrating their dedication t!:\ freedom and
to their right to national inaependence.
Despite the depredations that the people of Byelorussia have faced; despite the
violations of their heritage, they continue
to retain faith in their identity and in
their democratic ideals.
Those of us who can celebrate Byelorussian Independence Day, do so with
profound adma'ation for those who cannot.
SUPPORT FOR CONTINUED DEFERMENTS FOR DIVINITY STUDENTS
OF ALL FAITHS

HON. CHARLES W. SANDMAN
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. SANDMAN. Mr. Speaker, it has
come to my attention this morning that
there are only two nations in the world,
according to the best information available to me, that do not exempt divinity
students from their respective draft systems.
These nations are the Union of Soviet
Socialists Republics and Communist
China.
Though I favor elimination of the draft
in favor of an all-voluntary military system as soon as this is feasible, in the
meantime, I will continue to support this
Nation's historic role of granting deferments for divinity students of all faiths.
Mr. Speaker, the New Jersey Legislature approved a joint resolution urging
Congress to continue the exemption extended to divinity students. The resolution was sponsored in the State senate by
Milton A. Waldor of Essex County and
in the State assembly by John F. Brown
of Ocean County.
I am pleased to offer this resolution to
be printed in the RECORD as evidence of
my State's concern over this matter.
RESOLUTIONS OF THE AsSEMBLY OF THE SENATE
OF NEw JERSEY, MARcH 29.1971
Whereas legislation currently pending before the Congress of the United States to continue the Selective Service System has been
introduced therein in a form which deletes
the traditional and historic exemption now
and hitherto uniformly extended to divinil.ty students of aJ.l faJJt.hs;
And, whereas at the time of no immediate
national emergency, and when national policy is to reduce, rather than expand, the manpower requirements of the armed forces,
there appears to be no compelllng need for
the United States Government to withdraw
an historic exemption by which it has here.::
tofore expressed its recognition of the vital
and beneficial service performed for this nation by the clergy of all faiths in the pursuit
of their high calling;
And, whereas an amendment to the aforesaid legislation which would continue this
exemption has been offered and is pending
before the Congress;
Now, Therefore, be it resolved by the Senate of the State of New Jersey: That the
Congress of the United States is hereby respectfully memorialized to take the necessary measures to amend the pending Selective Service Bill so as to continue the exemption now hitherto extended to divinity students of all faiths;
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And, Be it further resolved, that the members of Congress elected from this State are
urged to take all steps within their power
to secure such action by the Congress;
And, Be it further resolved, that duly authenticated copies of this Resolution, signed
by the President and attested by the Secretary be transmitted to the Vice-President of
the United States and the Speaker of the
United States House of Representatives and
to each of the members of Congress elected
from this State.
Whereas legislation currently pending before the Congress of the United States to
continue the Selective Service System has
been introduced therein in a fonn which deletes the traditional and historic exemption now and hitherto uniformly extended
to divinity students of all faiths;
And, Whereas at a time of no immediate
national emergency, and when national policy is to reduce, rather than expand, the
manpower requirements of the anned forces,
there appears to be no compelling need for
the United States Government to withdraw
an historic exemption by which it has heretofore expressed its recognition of the vital
and beneficial service perfonned for this nation by the clergy of all faiths in the pursuit of their high calling;
And, Whereas an amendment to the aforesaid legislation which would continue this
exemption has been offered and is pending
before the Congress;
Now, Therefore, be it resolved by the General Assembly of the State of New Jersey:
That the Congress of the United States is
hereby respectfully memorialized to take the
necessary measures to amend the pending
Selective Service Bill so as to continue the
exemption now hitherto extended to divinity
students of all faiths;
And, Be it further resolved, that the members of Congress elected from this State are
urged to take all steps within their power
to secure such action by the Congress;
And, Be it further resolved, that duly
authenticated copies of this Resolution,
signed by the Speaker and attested by the
Clerk be transmitted to the Vice-President
of the United States and the Speaker of the
United States House of Representatives and
to each of the Members of Congress elected
from this State.

SUPPORT FOR H.R. 6050

Hon. G. V. (SONNY) MONTGOMERY
OF MISSISSIPPI
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Speaker, recently I introduced legislation which
would authortze the payment of reduced
annuities to the survivors of members of
the National Guard and Reserve who die
before reaching age 60 and have had 20
years of creditable service. I would like
to commend to my colleagues the following letter which points up the necessity
for the Congress to take affirmative action on H.R. 6050. The letter is from Maj.
Gen. R. M. Cram, adjutant general of
the Vermont National Guard.
I include the letter as follows:
STATE OF VERMONT,
OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL,
Camp Johnson, Winooski, March 25,1971.

Hon. G. V. MONTGOMERY,
House of Representatives, 1529 Longwarth
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. MONTGOMERY: On behalf of all

Vermont National Guardsmen, may I express deep appreciation for your action in

introducing H.R. 6050, a blll to provide an
annuity for widows or other dependents of
Guardsmen or Reservists who qualify for Reserve Retirement with 20 or more years of
service, but who die before reaching age 60.
The need for legislation such as this was
brought home to Vennonters forcefully and
tragically in September of 1966 when Major
General Francis W. Billado, the Adjutant
General of Vermont, died at the age of 59
years and 6 months. He had served in the
Guard and Reserve for nearly four decades
and, yet, his widow received no benefits upon
his death.
Sincerely yours,
R. M. CRAM, Major General,
The Adjutant General.
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Committee for Alternative Fonn of County
Government.
As an active participant in the civic affairs
of Greater Cleveland, he has served on the
board of trustees of St. Luke's Hospital,
Grea.ter Cleveland Hospital Association,
Catholic Charities Corporation, Cleveland
Community Chest, Greater Cleveland Growth
Association, Cleveland Zoological Society,
Hudson Association, and the Legal Aid SOciety. other major civic activities include the
Mental Health Act Task Force, Cleveland
Mental Health Association, and the Citizens
League.
Member of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity,
he also served as international president of
Delta Theta Phi.
Married to the former Pauline Evans, he
and his wife a.re the parents of fO'Ul' children,
two sons and two daughters.

TRffiUTE TO JOSEPH W. BARTUNEK

HON. JAMES V. STANTON
OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr.
Speaker, Joseph W. Bartunek, chairman
of the CUyahoga County Democratic
Party, was recently honored as the Outstanding Alumnus of 1971 of the Cleveland State University Cleveland-Marshall Law Alumni Association annual
award luncheon in Cleveland.
It was an unusually sincere, bipartisan
tribute to a man who has contrtbuted so
much to the Greater Cleveland community. It is rare that a man so young accomplishes so much in so little time.
I include the matertal as follows:

MISGIVINGS ABOUT THE CONCEPT
OF FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE
OF IOWA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, following
is a recent letter to the editor of the
Hamburg Reporter, written by a distinguished citizen of Iowa, Mr. Dwight
Fellows, Superintendent of Schools for
Mills and Fremont Counties. In it, he
expresses the misgivings which some of
the more thoughtful among our electorate feel about the concept of Federal
revenue sharing. Mr. Fellows' reservations about the proposal deserve a public
hearing in our deliberations on this imJOSEPH W. BARTUNEK
On the day he graduated from college in portant issue.
I include the letter as follows:
1948, Joseph W. Bartunek filed as a Democratic candidate for the Ohio Senate and at
the age of 25, was the youngest state senator
ever elected.
This was the start of a continuing career of
public and community service which has included service as a judge of probate court
and in a wide variety of civic organizations in
Greater Cleveland.
During his fourteen years with the Ohio
Senate, from 1949 to 1958 and from 1961 to
1964, he was minority leader from 1951 to
1958 and was clerk of the senate in 1959 and
1960. While serving in the Legislature, he was
a strong backer of the bill which created The
Cleveland State University and later was instrumental in the merger of Cleveland-Marshall Law School and Cleveland State in 1969.
He was a judge of the Cuyahoga County
Proba.te Oou.rt from 1964 until his resignation in 1970, when he became chairman of
the Cuyahoga County Democratic party.
Now in his second term on the board of
trustees of The Cleveland State University,
he has been chainnan since June, 1970.
Mr. Bartunek was born on February 16,
1924 and is a lifetime resident of Cuyahoga
County. He is a graduate of Shaker Heights
High School and holds a B.S. degree in Psychology from Adelbert College of Western
Reserve University.
He received his LL.B. degree from Cleveland-Marshall Law School in 1955 and was
admitted to the practice of law that year. His
professional memberships include the Cleveland, Cuyahoga, Ohio, and American Bar Associations; the American Judicature Society
and the Ohio Association of Probate Judges.
In addition to his term as a probate judge
and as a legislator, the public service career
of Mr. Bartunek includes membership in the
Cuyahoga County Charter Commission and
acting as chairman of the Citizens Advisory

The general public should be amazed that
at least a few of our Congressmen, or Governors, or State Legislators, or business men
have not questioned the TAX or ECONOMIC
consequences of the proposed Federal Revenue Sharing Program. They all know that
the Federal Government is hundreds of billions of dollars in debt. They all know that
the Federal budgetary plans are to continue
to go further in debt at the rate of from ten
to twenty billion dollars per year. They all
know that the Federal Government has no
money or credit except that which it gets
from the people. However, the people of the
United States have been brain-washed with
the idea that "If it comes from the Federal
Government, it doesn't cost anything".
Two financial items the Federal Government has to share with the people are higher Federal Taxes or higher Federal Debt.
Even though some of the money may be
given back to the local area, wouldn't it be
much more sensible to raise the money at
the state and local level and keep 100c of
each $1.00 at home with local control, rather
than send each tax $1.00 to Washington and
get back 75c with Federal Control? We criticize the Federal Government for financial
irresponsiblllty when it continues to increase taxes and the national debt. Yet, we
continue to demand more and more money
and services from the Federal Government.
Where has our local sense of responsibility
gone? We plead for states' rights and local
control, yet we want the Federal Government to pay our b11ls for us.
Every informed person knows it costs more
when the Federal Government does things
for us than it does if we do them at the local
level. The Federal Government has a tremendous financial responsib111ty in taking
care of national responsibilities without
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having to be the financial nurse maid to
every state, city, county and hamlet in the
United States. Over spending and too much
debt is the Achilles Heel of individuals, corporations, states, and the Federal Government. Let us consider what the alternatives
are before we plunge into Federal Revenue
Sharing. Some o! them are: Financial irresponsibility at the state, city and local
level; Depreciation of the value of the dollar through more federal debt; Loss o! state
and local control; More and more inflation;
Risk of Federal financial insolvency, etc.
Is the Congress of the United States really
and sincerely concerned with the financial
welfare of the nation when they advocate
federal revenue sharing, or do they put political expediency ahead of national financial
solvency and national welfare?
The main reason why states and cities are
in bad financial condition is due to excessive
spending. If the Federal Government bails
them out every time t hey over spend, it will
encourage them to continue to over spend.
If a state or city over spends the people of
that state or city should be required to pay
their own debts or they will cease to have
any sense of financial responsibillty. They
incurred the debt, they received the benefit,
they should pay the bill. Why should the
people of Iowa or any other state be taxed
by the Federal Government to pay for free
garbage hauling for the residents of the big
cities in the east? If they want this or any
other local service they should pay for it at
the local level.
We should consider these and many many
ot her poin ts before we make up our minds
concerning Federal Revenue Sharing a n d
then contact our political leaders and let
them know how we !eel about the issue. Federal Revenue Sharing could easily develop
into a FINANCIAL CATASTROPHE rather
than a bonanza.
DWIGHT FELLOWS,
County Superintendent of Schools,
Mills and Fremont Counties.

THE FEASIDil.JITY OF ENDING THE
DRAFT IN 1971

HON. MICHAEL J. HARRINGTON
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Speaker, tomorrow, when we consider amendments
to H.R. 6531, extending the draft, I intend to offer an amendment that will
permit the President's induction authority to expire on June 30, 1971. Many people have expressed doubts about the feasibility of ending the draft in 1971. Particularly in view of the very substantial
pay increases approved by the Armed
Services Committee. I believe that an end
to compulsory service would not have a
negative impact upon our national security. The National Council To Repeal
the Draft has just prepared a paper that
cogently argues the hardheaded practicality of ending the draft this year. I
hope that my colleagues may read this
before the vote.
I also wish to bring to the attention of
the House the response to the proposed
changes in the law regarding conscien-

tious objection in H.R. 6531 that was approved today by the board of directors
of the National Interreligious Service
Board for
Conscientious Objectors.

The statement points out the punitive
and dangerously disruptive aspects of
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the suggested new C.O. provisions, such
as the 3-year work requirement and the
restriction of the definition of alternated
service to exclude service in private organizations such as churches and private
hospitals. This latter provision would be
sure to penalize many conscientious religious objectors who could not in good
conscience work for Government organizations because of the traditions of
their churches.
I intend to vote for an amendment
that will preserve the present law and
delete the C.O. provisions contained in
the bill.
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR SERVICE
OF THE NATIONAL INTERRELIGIOUS
SERVICE BOARD FOR CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS,
Washington, D.C.

The above changes--all of which seriously
circumscribe the right and practice of conscience under law-would have one basic effect: large numbers of conscientious objectors who previously complied with the law
and regulations would find themselves unable in good conscience to cooperate. This
proposal would almost certainly complicate
greatly the administration of the Selective
Service System and further overload the
courts. Thousands of responsible and sincere
objectors would needlessly end up in prison.
For these reasons we believe it would be far
wiser to retain the present section 6(j),
despite its shortcomings.
THE NATIONAL INTERRELIGIOUS SERVICE
BOARD FOR CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS,
WILLIAM T. SNYDER,
Chairman, Executive Secretary,
nonite Central Committee.

Men-

HERMAN WILL, Jr.,
Vice Chairman, Division of World Peace,
Board of Christian Social Concerns,
United Methodist Church.

A RESPONSE TO .L'HE PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF
SECTION 6(j) , H .R. 6531
GmVEN H. CuLLEY,
Treasurer, American Baptist Home MisFirst, and underlying all other considerasion
Society.
tions, we are opposed to the extension of the
E. J. CLELLAND,
induct ion authority, and urge repeal of the
Recording Secretary, Christ's Sanctified
Selective Service Act.
Holy Chur ch.
If a draft exists, we are committed to the
As passed by the Board of Directors,
fullest recognition of individual conscience
within such a system. The recognition of in- March 30, 1971.
dividual conscience is seriously limited by
the new section 6(j) in the following wa.ys:
( 1) The definition of alternate service as
"employment with agencies in government
ON CREDIDILITY GAPS
or public institutions which have difficulty
finding eligible and qualified individuals to
perform essential work" is unduly limiting.
It would channel conscientious objectors
OF CALIFORNIA
from much meaningful work with private
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
and nonprofit religious and service agencies
into government service which may or may
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
not be as significant. Furthermore, the reMr. BOB WILSON. Mr. Speaker, under
quirement to work for government or public
agencies would violate the consciences of leave to extend my remarks in the REcmany conservative religious objectors who ORD, I include the following editorial by
could not conscientiously work in such agen- Joseph Alsop from the Washington Post
cies because of the traditions of their of March 26, 1971:
churches.
ON CREDmiLITY GAPS
(2) Having as sole criterion for job assign(By Joseph Alsop)
ment "difficulty" in filling "essential" jobs
would effectively force conscientious objecWeek by week, it is being increasingly said
tors into jobs which could well be unrelated that President Nixon is suffering from a
to any significant service, especially in a "credibility gap." This silly but fashionable
time of high unemployment.
phrase is meant to imply that nobody be(3) Giving the President discretionary lieves the President, because he does not tell
power to determine "Saltlsfactory" perform- the country the truth.
ance of a registrant while on civilian work
It would be ludicrous to deny that the
can only serve to make the employer an agent President does not exercise the politician's
of the government for the determination of privilege oi being mealy-mouthed about
sincerity. Personality clashes and other nor- some things that could be stated far more
mal employment incompatibilities could be- starkly. But it really is time to point out
come reasons for dismissal and a possible that the President has usually been decidedly forthright and accurate about great
order for induction.
( 4) Broad discretionary powers vested in matters.
Or at least he has been rather more acthe President to develop a program "which
is in truth alternate civilian work" by iden- curate than the people in politics, in the
tifying and assessing "total national deficien- media, and even within the government, who
cies in certain specific areas of employment" go on and on about this "credibility gap." To
could effectively place conscientious objec- begin with the government itself, some very
tors in a forced work program at the dis- strange results have been produced in these
cretion of the government. Individual last years by bureaucratic rivalries, by ideoconscience, differences in temperament, skills logical slants, and above all, by the desire
and abilities would not be recognized. Such of a good many permanent officials to follow
a program could clearly be a pilot project for the current ly fashionable herd.
compulsory national service in which coerIn tangible term:s, these results have maincion could replace voluntarism and the draft ly taken the form oi grossly misleading esticould become universal. Government could m a tes of problem:s of very great importance.
channel workers into occupations rather than The fact-gathering apparatus is not at fault .
allowing them a free choice.
The problem lies in what is done with the
(5) Three years of alternative service in- f a cts, once they are gathered.
Thus from 1966 to 1969, it w.as officially
stead of two (in existence for the past
twenty years) -can be interpreted as a dis- estimated that the Vietcong were able to decriminatory and punitive measure designed ploy no less than 300,000 guerrillas of one
to limit the number of sincere men making sort or another. A misuse of facts produced
claim:s as conscientious objectors. There is this figure.
no evidence to indicate that years of service
Then more facts, too strong to ignore,
prove sincerity. Rather than limit the num- caused the figure to implode, as it were. In
ber of conscientious objectors, this may lead one swift shrinkage, it was reduced to an
more into some form of non-cooperation.
outside total of 60,000 Vietcong guerr.illas. An

HON. BOB WILSON
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admitted error by a factor of five is rather
considerable, one must add.
Yet it is hardly more considerable than
the equally important error that was made
about Cambodia's enormous logistical importance of Hanoi-which was only revealed
by the President's Cambodian venture. And
no one has done any Indian rain dances
about these well known governmental errors,
precisely because they were errors on the
currently modish side!
If you turn to the politicians, you find another interesting study in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's inquiry into the
American activities in Laos. The inquiry
produced great "revelations" of subsidized
Meo guerrillas, of Americans out of uniform
who aid the Laotian people to defend their
country, and of other wicked activities.
There are two things to be said about
these "revelations." Sen. Stuart Symington
of Missouri and of the Foreign Relations
Committee has been a member of the
watchdog committee of the Central Intelligence Agency for a very long time. All the
facts "revealed" by his committee's inquiry
had either been known to Sen. Symington,
or had been very easily accessible to him
long before the so-called "revelations"
began.
By the same token, all the facts of any
signiftcance W~ere equally well known to
scores of newspapermen, both in the field
and here in Washington. It may have been
desirable to place the facts before a larger
public. But it was a perfect conspiracy of
hypocrisy to pretend that the U.S. government's activities in Laos had been successfully and purposely concealed from anyone,
including newspapermen.
If one must be bluntly honest about it,
m.oreover, there is another conspiracy of
hypocrisy about the record of the media in
recent years, on certain very critical occ.asions. It has already been pointed out in
this space that both the Tet offensive and
the President's Cambodian venture were
grossly misrepresented when these two great
events were covering the front pages.
Some of the chief culprits have admitted
in print--but hardly on the front pagesthat Tet was in fact a perfect disaster for
Hanoi, instead of the precise opposite as
first reported. It has been admitted, too,
that the Cambodian venture has just about
ended the war in the lower half of South
Vietnam. But no one has boldly admitted
that, in consequence, earlier judgments of
President Nixon's decision at least deserve
qualification.
The thing does not end there, either. One
of the major news agencies has rather flatly
predicted the imminent fall of Phnom Penh
so often that this reporter has lost count.
At least four times, these wholly erroneous
predictions have again covered the front
pages. But no one, so far as is known, has
even murmured, "So sorry!"
As to the television coverage of the Laos
campaign, if the Battle of the Bulge had
been similarly covered by television, the
natw·al tendency would have been to ask
Adolf Hitler for the best terms he was
willing to offer. So the question arises, just
what is credibility, and who has a gap?

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS
COMMENDED FOR ITS PROMPT
ATTENTION TO H.R. 4403

HON. VERNONW. THOMSON
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. THOMSON of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, the Committee on Public Works
is to be commended for its prompt attention to H.R. 4403, the accelerated public
works bill. I am also pleased that the
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committee incorporated several amend- to dwell on the fact that Congress and
ments which I suggested to broaden cov- the courts have been extremely lenient
erage of the bill to include areas desig- with professional sports on the basis that
nated by the Secretary of Commerce as they are not merely businesses, but that
"redevelopment areas'' or "economic de- they are also worthy forms of public envelopment centers," or by the Secretary tertainment and diversion of our citizens
of Labor as having suffered "substantial from their normal concerns.
In fact, professional sports are curunemployment." Prompt floor approval
of this measure would benefit many lo- rently receiving favored treatment as
businesses in that they are exempted
cally depressed areas.
from the various antitrust laws of the
Nation. I therefore think that it is only
right that these privileged businesses
LEGISLATION TO BAN NATIONWIDE consider
their responsibility to the pubTV AND RADIO BLACKOUTS OF lic; namely,
to allow the greatest possible
MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS
number of fans to witness the final
championship events.
Mr. Speaker, the day is fast approachHON. CHARLES W. SANDMAN
ing when the financial attractiveness of
OF NEW JERSEY
nationwide blackouts by way of exclusive
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
closed-circuit arrangements could force
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
promoters of other such great events as
Mr. SANDMAN. Mr. Speaker, it is my the Super Bowl or the World Series to
pl·e asure to introduce with four initial limit spectators on the basis of dollars
cosponsors this afternoon legislation to only.
Congress must act now to spell out
ban nationwide TV and radio blackouts
and protect the public's right to witness
of major sporting events.
I can think of no more appropriate major sporting events via the various
cosponsors than my four distinguished electronic media. The bill I am introduccolleagues, Mr. FORD, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. ing today does this and the text of the
bill follows in the REcoRD.
KEMP, and Mr. MizELL.
The distinguished minority leader was
H.R. 6992
a fine athlete at his university. The gen- A bill to amend the Communications Act
tleman from California (Mr. MATHIAs)
of 1934 so as to provide for the regulation
carried this Nation's excellence in track
of the broadcasting of certain major
sporting events in the public interest.
and field events in the Olympic games
with honor and distinction.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
My colleague from New York <Mr. Representatives of the United States of
KEMP) was one of the best and most re- America in Congress assembled, That part I
spected quarterbacks in professional of title III of the Communications Act of
1934 is amended by adding at the end thereof
football and the legends of "Vinegar the
following new section:
·
Bend," the gentleman from North Caro"ACCESS BY BROADCAST AND OTHER MEDIA TO
lina <Mr. MIZELL) as an outstanding
MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS
pitcher will always be remembered by
"SEc. 331. (a) No person may present a
fans of baseball.
sporting event to the public by means
This legislation, the drafting of which major
of any type of electronic medium unless a
I announced here on MaTch 10 shortly permit
has been issued with respect to such
after the Joe Frazier-Muhammad Ali event under subsection (b) by the Commisheavyweight championship fight, has sion.
not been written in haste and is most
" (b) The Commission shall issue a permit
certainly not a "shotgun" approach to with respect to a major sporting event 1!
the most sensitive and important issue and only i f "(1) application is made for such permit in
of the availability of sporting events to
such manner as the Commission may prethe general public of the Nation.
and
Instead, this bill acts to insure that scribe,
"(2) the applicant satisfies the Commisthe general public will have the opportu- sion
that-nity to witness major sporting events on
"'(A) in the case of each type of electronic
all types of electronic media.
medium, a reasonable number of persons
The problem, as demonstrated most capable of presenting such event to the pubvividly by the handling of the Frazier- lic throughout the United States by means
Ali broadcast arrangements, is that it is of such type of medium have been (or will
now possible for promoters to impose na- be) afforded an opportunity to bid to obtionwide blackouts of events of national tain the rights to present such event to the
interest by simply refusing to grant public by means of such type of medium,
"(B) the highest responsible bidder for the
broadcast rights to entire types of me- rights
each type of electronic medium has
dia, such as television, and radio.
been (or w111 be) awarded the rights to preIn the case of the fight, of course, the sent such event throughout the United
promoters simply cashed in on the high States by means of such type of medium,
national interest by awarding presenta- and
tion rights to a cable or closed circuit
"(C) any person to whom such rights are
TV system to the exclusion of free TV, awarded wm in fact present such event
free radio, and the other types of media. throughout the United States by means of
There is no question that this approach such type of medium.
was a financial success for the promoters Any permit issued under this subsection
and others involved. But it was a major shall be subject to such terms and condias the Commission may prescribe in
catastrophe for the great bulk of the tions
order to carry out the purposes of this
sports fans of the Nation, some 200 mil- section.
lion people who, for whatever reason,
" (c) For purposes of this sectionwere simply "blacked out" from witness"(1) The term 'type of electronic medium'
ing the bout, perhaps the greatest sport- meant each of the following types of media
ing event of the century.
(as defined in regulations of the ComMr. Speaker, there is no need for me mission):
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"(A) Television (other than subscription,
closed circuit, and cable television).
"(B) Subscription television.
"(C) Radio.
"(D) Closed circuit television.
"(E) Cable television.
"(F) Any other communications medium
the inclusion of which under this paragraph
the Commission determines is necessary to
carry out this section.
"(2) The term 'major sports event' means
any event which regulations of the Commission provide is the final national or international championship event in professional
boxing, football, basketball, baseball, or
hockey."
SEC. 2. Section 503 of the Communications
Act of 1934 is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) Any person who presents a major
sports event in violation of section 331 or
in violation of the terms of any permit issued under such section shall (in addition
to any other penalty to which he is subject) forfeit to the United States a sum of
money not in excess of the gross receipts
realtzed with respect to such event by such
person."

This morning Mr. Spc..aker, my four
distinguished cosponsors and I held a
press conference here in the Capitol to
explain the intended impact of this legislation. In response to questions then
and for the background information of
all Members, I am listing some of the
ma.ior points of the legislation, both in
what it will accomplish and in what it
will not do.
The major thrust of the bill is to break
uo the possibility of any future nationwide blackout of major sporting events
on any of the various types of media.
Traditional and justifiable local blackouts are not affected. These will continue
to be allowed to exist to encourage attendance.
The bill only concerns itself with professional sports, namely boxing, football,
basketball, baseball, and hockey, though
the sponsors are considering proposals to
extend the provisions to major amateur
events such as the Olympics, the Rose
Bowl and various NCAA and AAU championshios.
No "tyoe of electronic medium" will
be prevented from seeking to present the
major events to their viewers, listeners or
subscrib~rs. Television is a type of electronic medium, just as radio is a different tyne. The FCC is empowered to designate these categories of media.
The various "types of electronic medium" will not be bidding against each
other for presentation rights. A promoter may not award presentation rights.
for example, to radio to the exclusion of
television and other &ystems.
Within each "type of electronic medium" however, the various private networks or stations will bid for presentation rights. Promoters are required to
accept the highest bid or bids within
each "type of electronic medium." Proof
that this procedure is followed is a prerequisite for issuance of an FCC permit.
Naturally, if there are no bids for
presentation rights in a type of medium,
promoters have fulfilled their obligation
to simply give each media the opportunity
to secure the presentation rights. The
sponsors of the bill feel that if the various media realize that there is a sufficient
public interest in a sports event, they will
bid for the rights to broadcast it.
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The requirement that promoters secure an FCC permit will create no hardship. The procedure will be simple enough
and will involve advertising for bids,
accepting them on a specific date, then
awarding contracts to the successful
bidder in each media, all subject to
prompt FCC approval if i~ is satisfied the
interests of the public are served.
Mr. Speaker, the need for this legislation is clear. The time to act is now
before this trend toward discrimination
against all but the affluent to witness
major sporting events gets out of hand.
And of the various proposals we have
heard such as abolishing closed circuit
systems or limiting broadcast seasons, I
believe this permit system is the most
reasonable, acceptable and effective tool
at hand.
FUNDS APPROPRIATED BY CONGRESS AND IMPOUNDED AND
FROZEN BY BUREAU OF BUDGET
SHOULD BE RELEASED IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST

HON. JOE L. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
as you know, ~he Office of Management
and Budget--a beefed-up version of the
former Bureau of the Budget--has withheld, frozen, and impounded funds totaling more than $12 billion appropriated
by the Congress last year for worthwhile,
vital and needed programs and projects.
The OMB has by its freeze orders virtually stopped many programs authorized and funded by the Congress. This
action represents an arrogant assumption of power a,nd substitutes OMB judgment and priorities for the judgment and
priorities set by the Congress.
In this connection I want to again
urge the President to look into this matter fully and carefully and effect the
release of funds in accordance with the
intent, mandate and direction of the
Congress.
On the two Appropriations Subcommittees on which I serve--the Independent Offices-Housing-Space Science
and the Public Works-Atomic Energy
Commission Subcommittees--we have
found that the OMB has withheld substantial funds.
Some $1 billion 325 million has been
withheld from the HUD appropriations
bill-shortchanging the urban renewal
program by $200 million-the water and
sewer grant program by $200 millionthe model cities program by $727 million-and $193 million from the public
housing program.
In the Subcommi·t tee on Public Works
Appropriations, OMB has impounded
funds totaling $91,700,000 for 145 public
works projects throughout the Nation.
Delay on these projects means substantial increased costs in materials and labor-and losses by delayed benefits.
Every day in my office we receive letters
from citizens throughout the Nation who
are reporting the impact of this arbitrary
action by officials of the Bureau of the
Budget.
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This wholesale impoundment of funds
must be stopped.
In this connection I place in the
RECORD herewith an editorial from the
Nashville Tennessean pointing out that
rather than applying pressure for pet
projects for special interests, the time has
come to move forward in the public interest with programs and appropriations
passed by the Congress and signed in to
law by the President.
The editorial follows:
MR. EVINS MAKES A VALID POINT

Rep. Joe L. Evins of Tennessee's Fourth
District has accused the Nixon administration of "flagrant abuses of executive power"
and the "usurpation" of the powers of Congress in freezing more than $11 billion appropriated by Congress last year.
Among the frozen items are $91.7 milllon
for 145 public works programs and $45.6 million for 107 Army Corps of Engineers projects.
Some of these are Tennessee projects which
are vital to the economic growth of this region and reduction of the unemployment
rolls.
"The OMB (Office of Management and the
Budget) is arrogating power vested in the
Congress by the Constitution by disregarding
priorities set by the Congress and substituting its own priorities . . ." the Tennessee
congressman said in a statement prepared for
delivery to a Senate subcommittee on separation of powers.
Mr. Evins is justified in his charges. The
President--apparently in a peeve at Congress-has been refusing to spend appropriations above what he requested. This, in the
view of Mr. Evins, amounts to an item veto
in violation of the Constitution.
While he has been freezing funds appropriated by Congress for needed public works
projects to benefit many average people, the
President has been putting great pressure
on Congress to approve funds for his special
projects-like the supersonic transport
plane-for the benefit of a few wealthy
people.

IMPLEMENTS
CONSTRUCTIVE RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS-FINALLY

PRESIDENT

HON. JOHN C. CULVER
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. CULVER. Mr. Speaker, after waiting for 2 years for the President to
implement constructive rural development programs, we have finally heard
from him. However, I fear that the administration's rural community development program was an afterthought--forced upon him after rural
America recognized that they had been
taken for granted and consequently gave
his administration a vote of "no confidence" last November.
The President's proposals consist of
what he terms "new" funds for the
future. What rural America has needed
is not promises of "new" moneys at some
later date, promises premised on the possible enactment of revenue sharing, but
release of the hundreds of millions of
dollars he has frozen, and signing of the
bills he has vetoed. During the last 2
year'S, he has slashed out the heartland
of rural America's budget byFreezing $56 million of the $100 million Congress appropriated for rural
water and sewer grants;
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Freezing $68 million of the $98 million
Congress appropriated for rural water
and sewer loans;
Cutting the 502 rural ~1ousing insured
loan progran~ from $1.4 billion to $946
million-and only restoring the funds
after strong congressional pressure was
applied;
Cutting the REAP agricultw·al conservation program by $44.5 million, almost a quarter of the $195.5 million
appropriated by Congress;
Vetoing the $18 billion Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970;
Vetoing the $4.42 billion Education Act
of 1970;
Vetoing the $2.79 billion Hill-Burton
hospital construction program;
Cutting out the school milk program;
and
Vetoing the fa mily medical practice
bill.
This money-much better than any
promised funds-could have helped the
7,300 rural communities that, over the
past 3 years, had their loan and grant
applications returned because the Farm-

ers Home Administration could not assist them in the immediate future because of lack of funds. This new-found
money could still help fund some of the
129 pending applications, totaling $31
million in loans and $6 million in grants,
for sewer and water systems in my own
State of Iowa.
The problems of rural development are
now, not tomorrow. If the P r esident has
new-found money, he should release existing rural development funds and stop
tantalizing rural America with the
promises of new funds as a basis for
politically sugar-coating the concept of
revenue sharing.
The President's package of rural
community development with capital
letters is only a portion of what is needed
for sustained, substantial rural community development. Funds for Government
programs, whether through grants or
revenue sharing, can never take the place
of a sound agriculture program, adequate
housing and employment, and ample
business development. And it is in these

latter a reas that the last 2 years' policies
have been most disastrous.
Th e administration became the first
since World War II not to send Congress
a farm message. Last year it opposed a
farm bill supported by all major farm
organizations. And t his year , seeing that
parity had dropped to its lowest level
since the depression, achieved "prosperity'' by changing the way you compute
parity so that the country can now be
told that parity stands at a healthy 91
percent when it is r eally only 68 percent.
More hocus-pocus. When Iowa's unemployment is the worst in 13 years, when
rural education and medical assistance
lag far beh ind national norms, when
farmers must struggle from one crisis to
the next, we do not need new mathematical models for parity nor sleight of
hand with rural developm ent funds.
Vlhat we do need is the release of funds
that Congress had appropriated to provide rural Americans their fair share of
assistance and to begin at once the imperative task of revitalizing rural
America.
I include the following tables:

IOWA- 1ST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIONS ON HAND, FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION, FEB. 22, 1971
Funds
Name of applicant

loan

Type of project

County

Funds
Grant

Name of applicant

County

Type of project

loan

Grant

$30,000
110, 000
180. 000
120, 000
100, 000
165, 000
220,000
21)0, 000

- -- - -- -$65, 000
90, 000
60, 000
- ------ - --- - -- --- - --- 100, 000

$100, 000
60, 000
80, 000
390, 000
278, uOO

$55, 000
- --- - - - 70, 000
-------120, 000

libertyville ___ ___ __ __ ______ ____ Jefferson __ _______ __ Water_ __
Hillsboro __ ____ __ ____ __ __ ___ ___ Henry ___ ____ __ ____ _____ . do ________ _
Milton ____ ____ ___ ______ ___ ___ _ Van Buren _______ ___ Sewer __ __ ___ __ _
West Point__ ____ ________ _______ lee _______ _____ ____ Water_ _____ ____
letts _____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ __ louisa. _______ _____ Sewer__ ___-_ - __
Parnell __ __ ___ ____ __ __ __ ______ _ Iowa ____ _______ ______ _•• do ________ _
libertyville __ ___ ________ ____ __ _ Jefferson ____ ____ _______ _do __ ______ _
Nichols _____ ___ ___________ ____ Muscatine. ________ _____ _do _______ __
IOWA- 2D CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIONS ON HAND, FARMERS HOME ADMI NISTRATION, FEB . 22, 1971
Wadena __ ___ _________ ____ • ____
Goose lake. ___________ ____ ____
Prairieburg ___ ______ _______ ____
Aurora . ___ ____ __________ ___ ___
St. Olaf_ ______ ___________ _____

Fayette ______ ___ ___ _ Sewer _________ _
Clinton _____ ___________ _. do ________ _
linn ____ _________ ______ . do ____ ____ _
Buchanan _____ _____ ___ . • do ________ _
Clayton ___ _________ ____ . do _____ ___ _

$101 , 000 $46, 800
58, 000 30,000

Greeley ____ _______ _______ __ __ _ Delaware ___ __ ______ _ Sewer ______ ___
Aurora ______ ______ __ __________ Buchanan __________ Water __ _____ ___

1~~: ~~~ ~~: ~~~ g~e!~~~~~=-~~==================-BN~!:i~~=========== ~:~~~~~=-=-~~~===

IOWA-3D CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIO NS ON HAND , FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION, FEB. 22, 1971
Marble Rock ____ - - ---- - ________ Floyd ______ __ __ ___ _ Sewer_ __ ____ ___
Coulter ____ __ ____ ______ _____ ___ Franklin ______ ___ ____ -_-- do __ ______ _
Bassett __ ____ __ _----- --- ------ - Chickasaw ____ __________ do ________ _
Beaman ________ ___ _____ _____ _• Grundy ____ __________ •••. do ••• _____ _
Holland ___ _____ _________ ____ _____ _. do __ ____ ___ ___ _____ • • do __ __ _____
Frederika _______ __________ ___ __ Bremer ____ ______ _____ . . do ________ _
Chester_ __ __ ____ _____________ _ Howard ___ ____ ____ ____ .. do ________ _
leland. ______ __ _________ __ ___ _ Winnebago ____ ____ _ Water__ ____ ___ _

$170, 000 $39, 000
90, 000 55, 000
70,000 30, 000
83,000 49, 600
105, 000 55, 000
75, 400 42, 300
90, 000 70, 000
60, 000 45,000

~r:~oiiti1.~~== == ====== ==== =====~~g~bG~~d~;.-:~= ~=~~ ~ -~~-t~~=

==== _
=
Ventura ____ __ ______________ _______ . do. __------- - _____ . . do __===
______
Woolstock. ____ __ __ _____ _____ __ Wright_ _____ _______ Sewer__ __ _____ _
Garner _____ ____ ______________ • Hancock __ __________ Water _________ _
Raymond__ _____________ _______ Black Hawk _____ ____ Sewer_ ____ ____ _
Geneva ________ _______ ___ __ ___ _ Franklin _____ _____ ___ ___ .do ___ ___ ___
Rudd ____ _________ ____ __ __ ____ Floyd __ _______ ----- -- - __ do _______ __

$140, 000
170,000
160, 000
120, 000
365,000
240, 000
94, 000
234, 000

$32, 000
100, 000
------- 80, 000
-------160, 000
60, 000
100, 000

IOWA- 4TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIONS ON HA ND, FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION, FEB. 22, 1971
Deep River _________ ____ ___ ___ _ Poweshiek ___ _______ Water __ _______ _
Drakesville __ __ ___ _________ __ __ Davis _____ ___ ___ __ ____ •• do . • ____ ___

~~~w:nis-c;n·::=

te~aas~~~~~--~

~

==~~==

$100,000 ____ ___ _
28, 000 $10, 000

~= ~

==== ==== == == == ===
=== = =:: ==
== ==
Van Wert ____ ___ ____ _______ ____ Decatur _______ ___ __ Sewer_ ________ _
Clutier _______ __ _____ ___ ____ ___ Tama ______ ___ __ _______ .do __---_- __
Van Wert _____ ______ - - ---- _____ Decatur_ ______ _____ Water.. _______ _
Promise City __ ___ ___ ___________ Wayne ___ ___________ ____do ________ _
lineville ____ ______ __ _______ ___ ___ ___do .. ___________ Sewer _________ _
Seymour ___ __ ___ _____ ._---- ______ . . do .• ________ --_--_ .• do • • - - ----Melrose __ _______ ___ ___________ Monroe __ __ ________ Water __ • ______ _
Afton __ _• ____ ____ __ ________ __• Union ___• ___ ___ ___ ______ do .• ___ ___ _
Walford ____ ___ ____ ----- -- - __ __ Benton ______ _____ __ Sewer__ _______ _
Woodburn _______ _____________ _ Clarke . _______ __ ___ Water _______ ___
Hartford __ ___ ___ - - ---- ________ _ Warren ____ _________ Sewer__ ______ __
Ollie. ______ _______ ___ ______ ___ Keokuk ____ __ • __ _____ __.do •• __ ____ _
Otley Public Utilities ____________ Marion __ _____ ______ Water_ _______ __
Elberon _____ ____ ________ ______ Tama __ ___ __ _____ __ Sewer ___ ______ _
Hamilton ___ ___________________ Marion .. ---------- - Water_ ________ _
Derby _________ __ ___ ____ _____ __ lucas. ________ • ______ ___ do .. __ • ___ _

1

Decat ur City _____ ___ ____ _______ Decatur __________ ___ Water. __ _____ _
Dallas_________ ______ ______ ___ _ Marion __________________ do ____ ____ _

!~: ~~~ i~: ~~~ ~;~~~~~~!~~-=================== ~il~~~d=-= ===========~~~~i=:=~=~===

~~:
~~~ ~~: ~~~ ~~n~~~~~~~=~==~===~===~==~~~~= ~~i~~~~~= ~~=~ =~~~ = ~=-wa-te~~=== =~===~
95, 000 55, 000 Exline __ ___ ____________ ___ ____ Appanoose . ____________ _do _______ __

150, 000 114, 000
200,000 65, 000
70, 000 50, 000
100, 000 50,000
90, 000 45, 000
140, 000 40, 000
140, 000 60, 000
100, 000 80, 000
90, 000 70, 000
110, 000 95, 000
47, 000 28, 000
66, 000
27, 000 j

$100, 000 $50, 000
130, 000 60, 000
90, 000 30, 000
112, 000 70, 000
180, 000 80, 000
130, 000 95, 000
50, 000 30, 000
90, 000 70, 000
50, 000 40, 000
144, 000 96, 000
75, 000 75, 000
500, 000 - - -- --- -

Killduff Development Corp _____ _ Jasper. __ ____ ___ ______ __do __ _____ _
Davis City __ ______ _____ __ ___ ___ Decatur ____________ Sewer__ _______ _
Grand River__ _______ . ______ ____ ____ . do. ____________ Water.. ____ ____
Monroe Cou nty Rural Water
Monroe ______ _________ __do ____ __ ___
Association.
Wayne County Rural Water
Wayne. _________ ___ ____ . do ______ ___ 1, 800, 000 --- - --- Association.
Appanoose Cou nty Water
Appanoose _____ _________ do __ __ _____
950,000 --- -- - - Jl.ssociation.
Town and Coun ty Water District_ _ Rin ggold. ______________ . do_______ _
300, 000 - - -----Lucas County Rural Water
Lucas __________________ _do_____ ___ _ 1, 500, 000 - --- - --Associati on.

IOWA-5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIONS ON HAND, FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION, FEB. 22, 1971
Callender__ __________ ___ _____ __ Webster.. . __ ___ ____ Sewer__ __ • ___ __
Vincent. _----- __ ____ ___ __ ________ __ do _______ ____ ______ .do • • ___ __ _
McCallsburg ___ ____ ____ ___ • __ __ Story __ ---- - __ _____ __ __ _do ___ -- - - Dayton ___ _________ _- - -- - - - -- -_ Webster___ _____ ____ ____ .do ______ __ _
Clarke ___ ______________ __ __ _______ _do ____ _____ __ _______ do ____ ___ __

$190,000 $60,000
96, 000 72, 000
110, 000 50,000
40, 000 20, 000
70, 000 45, 000

Harcourt__ ___ ___ ________ _____ Webster_ ____ ______ ___ Sewer ____ ____ _
Barnum ____ _____ _________ - ----- ___ .do •. _______ ___ _____ .do __ ______ _
Gilbert ____ ___ ___ ____ ____ ___ ___ Story __ __ ___ ____ ___ Water_ ____ _____
Moingona ___ ____ _______ ________ Boone __ __ ___ ___ __ ____ ___do __ ___ __ __

$138, 000 $92, 000
76, 000 50, 000
240, 000 50, 000
30, 000 30, 000

.
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IOWA-6TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIONS ON HAND, FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATIO N, FEB. 22, 1971
Funds
Name of applicant

County

Type of project

Funds

Loan

Grant

Paton ___ ____ _____ __ __ ___ ______ Greene _____________ Sewer_ __ ______ _ $170, 000
Rock Rapids ____ ___ _____ __ _____ Lyon ___ _________ ___ Water_ ___ ______
100,000
Mallard ____ __ __ ______ ___ ______ Palo Alto ______ _____ Sewer__ ___ ____ _
190, 000
Brunsville ___ _--------- - - - -- --_ Plymouth ___ _-- - ---- Water__ ____ ___ _
45,000
Oto _____ ____ ___ __ -- - - - - - ------ Woodbury __ _______ _ Sewer_ ___ __ ___ _
89, 000
Wallingford ___ ______ ___ _____ ___ EmmeL __________ _____ _do _____ ____
87. 000
Archer __ _______ ____ __ _________ O'Brien _____ _______ Water__ ____ ___ _
26,000
Okoboji_ ____ _____ __ _______ __ __ Dickinson ____ _____ ______ do ___ ___ ___
150,000
Rural Water System No.2 ___ ____ Lyon and Sioux ___ _______ do ___ ______ 1,260, 000
Wesley __________ __ ___ _______ __ Kossuth ____________ Sewer__ ______ __
170,000

$70, 000
---- - --90, 000
--- - - - - 56, 000
54, 000
--- - ---- ------- - - - - - -85,000

Name of applicant

County

Cherokee County Rural Water
System No. I.
Fostoria ____ -------- -- ____ _____
Salix __ ____________ ___ __ ___ ____
Osceola County Rural Water
Association.
Fenton __ _______ __________ _____
Calumet__ ___ ___ --- --- _____ ___ _
Smithland __ __ ______ ___ _____ ___

Type of project

Loan

Grant

Cherokee ___ ___ ___ __ Water_ ____ __ ___ $1 , 330,000 ------ -Clay __________ ___ __ Sewer__ _______ _
110, 000 $70, 000
Wood burg __ ____ _____ __do __ ____ __ __ _
110, 000 70, 000
Osceola __ _________ _ Water_ _______ __ 2,250, 000 -- ---- -Kossuth ___ ______ ___ Sewer__ _______ _
117,000 77,000
0 'Brien ___ _________ ___ do ___ __ __ __ __
55, 000 28,000
Woodbury ___ ____ _____ _do ____ ___ ___ _
110,000 80, 000

IOWA-7TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, WATER AND WASTE DISPOSAL APPLICATIONS ON HAND, FARMERS HOME ADMI NISTRATION, FEB. 22, 1971
Shambaugh ________ ___ _________ Page _______________ Water- ------ __ _
~60 , 000 ~49, 000
Yorktown _____ __ ___________________ .do ___ _______________ do ________ _
50, 000 25, 000
Pacific Junction ___ _____________ Mills ________________ ____do ________ _
100, 000 60, 000
St. Charles ____ ____ __ ________ __ Madison ____ ________ Sewer _____ __ __ _
119, 000 51, 000
Kirkman ____ __ -- -- ---------- __ Shelby _____________ Water__ _______ _
50, 000 20, 000
Con way ___________________ ____ Taylor ____ __________ __ __ do ____ ____ _
40, 000 28, 000
Bridgewater __ _____ _______ ____ _ Adair _________ _____ Sewer__ __ ____ __
100, 000 70, 000
Kimballton ___ -- --- - - --- --- ____ Audmubon ____ _____ ____ _do ___ _____ _
83,000 37,900
Pisgah__ _______________ ______ _ Harrison _______ _______ __ _do __ ____ ___
140, 000 40, 000
Adair County Water Corp ________ Adair_ ________ _____ Water ___ ____ __ _ 4, 600,000 --- ----Tennant_ _______ __ ________ _____ Shelby ________________ __do ___ _____ _
24, 000 20, 000
Do __ ____ ___ _____ ___ __ ____ ____ __do ________ __ __ _ Sewer ____ _____ _
51, 900 20, 000
Braddyville ______ ------ -- ----- - Page __ ___ ______ ____ ____ .do ____ ____ _
61, 000 30,000
Halbur_ ·-- ___ ____ __ __ ______ __ _. ___ _do _____ _____ ___ ____ . do ___ ______
115, 000 10, 000

Arcadia __ ------- ------- - - - - - -- CarrolL ____ - ----- - - Sewer ___ _____ __

~~~~~r~~~~== ==== == === ======= ==~~i~~u-r1 === =========-wife~~=========

$127, 000 ~60, 000
55, 000 26, 000
50, 000 40, 000
10,000 -- -- -- -350, 000 250, 000

Minburn____ _____ ______ __ __ ___ _ Dallas ________ __ __ ___ ___.do __ __ ____ _
Twin La kes Utilities and
Calhoun ____ ________ Water and
Pollution Control.
Sewer.
Blencoe ___ __ ___ - - --- - --- -- ---- Monona _____ _______ Water_ __ ______ _
40, 000
Bayard __ ____ _______ ____ _______ Guthrie_____________ Sewer_ __ ______ _
320, 000
Imogene ____ - - --- ____ --------_ Fremont__ __ ________ Water __ __ _____ _
40, 000
De ~ota ________________ __ _____ Dallas ___________________ do __ ______ _
100, 000
Dexter ___ -- ____ -- ____ _____________ _do ____ _____________ _do ____ ____ _
200, 000
West Central Rural Water
Carroll, Cra wford,
____ _do _______ __ 1, 800, 000
Association.
and Shelby.

------ - 140, 000
40, 000
----- -- 50, 000
---- - - - -

------------------------lsL ______ __________________ _
2d __ -- - --- - --------- - ------3d_
------- --------___ :_
4th __
____________
_________
______
5th
- ------ - -- ---- -- -___
- - -_
6th ____
______-_________________
7th __ ___ -------- - ----------- Total _____ _______ _____ _

Loans

Grants

$2, 268, 000
1, 318, 000
2, 266, 400
9, 172,000
990, 000
6, 369, 000
8. 685,900

$803,800
446, 800
917, 900
1, 817,000
469,000
680, 000
1, 066, 900

31,069, 300

6, 201,400

-------------------------------------SOUTH DAKOTA RESOLUTIONS

HON. JAMES ABOUREZK
OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. Speaker, the
South Dakota State Legislature has recently passed a resolution asking that
the shrine of democracy at Mount Rushmore be declared a primary Western focal point for the celebration of our Nation's 200th birthday. I believe that
Mount Rushmore is uniquely suited to
symbolize what the West has meant to
this country. Its set ting in the Black Hills
of South Dakota is typically Western,
and its memorial to four great Presidents
has meaning for all Americans. I, therefore, feel that the following resolution
passed by the South Dakota State Legislature should receive serious consideration:
CONCURRENT R E SOLUTION No. 9
A concurrent resolution, Inviting the American Revolution Bicentennial Commission
to include in its primary focal p oints for
the observance Of the 200th anniversary
of this nation's founding, the Shrine of
Democracy at Mt. Rushmore
Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein:
Whereas, at Mt. Rushmore the nation's
dedication t o the principles Of our founding
fathers is car ved out of granite in the form
Of the faces of t he drafter of the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson; our
first president, George Washington ; Abraham
Lincoln who preserved the n ation; and
Theodore Roosevelt who is identified with
the opening of the west; and
Whereas, this National Memorial links in

a most direct way the western part of the
United States with this nation's founding
heritage; and
Whereas, during our nation's Bicentennial
it is desired that all in our country experience a re-kindling of a sense of pride and
history in our n ational origins and traditions; and
Whereas, the Shrine of Democracy has,
over the years, come to symbolize such a
spirit to millions who have visited this National Memorial; and
Whereas, the formal dedication of Mt.
Rushmore as one Of the primary focal points
of the Bicentennial observance will encourage
ot hers to share with their fellow Americans
this inspiring experience; and
Whereas , at the present time there has
been no formal designation of a western
point as one of primary settings for the
Bicentennial; and
Whereas, Mt. Rushmore is located amidst
t he scenic and unspoiled splendor of the
Black Hills National Forest; and
Whereas, the communities in the Black
Hills area. are experienced in providing the
necessary services to the visiting public;
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the Senate of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the
st ate of South Dakota, the House Of Representatives concurring therein, that we invite
the American Revolution Bicentennial Oommission to schedule as the prim.ary western
foc-al point for the 200th annd.versa.ry of the
founding of our nation the Mt. Rushmore
National Memorial; and
Be it further resolved, that the Secretary
of the Senate of the state of South Dakota
be directed to transmit copies of this resolution to the American Revolution Bicentennial
CommiEsion, to the members Of the South
Dakota congressional delegation, and to the
President of the United states.
Despite the pleasurable anticipation
with which we look forward to the 1976
bicentennial celebration, there is a blot
on the future of South Dakota and all
other agricultural States. The South Dakota Legislature, at the same time that
it called for a Mount Rushmore celebration, called attention to this fact in another resolution. This resolution points

out that the agricultural economy of the
United States is in serious difficulties.
This problem can be dealt with only by
immediate action on the part of the

President and Congress to create a program

to

revitalize

our

agricultural

economy. This must be done now, before
it is too late. I ask you to listen to the
voice of South Dakotans speaking
through their State legislature asking for
your help:
CoNCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 10
A concurrent resolution, memorializing the
President and the Congress of the United
States to initiate and implement action to
revitalize the agricultural economy of our
nation
Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein:
Whereas, the agricultural economy of the
United States is in a period of serious instability because of almost total inaction and
lack of concern by the government of the
United States; and
Whereas, the number of those people involved in producing the foods for America
are so small compared to those people who
are benefiting from this productivity that the
agricultural problems are subordinated to
t hose of greater political numbers; and
Whereas, the President and the Congress
of the United States have the joint responsibllity to establish a complete agricultural
program for the general welfare of this nation and the world; and
Whereas, the time for action by the President and the Congress of the United States
is the present if serious consequences and
unnecessary suffering are to be avoided:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the Senate of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the
State of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein, that the Congress of the United States initiate and the
President of the United States implement
without delay the necessary programs to revitalize the agricultural economy of our nation; and
Be it further resolved, that copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted by
the Secretary of the Senate of the State of
South Dakota to the office of the President
of the United States, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives of the United
States, the Secretary of the Senate of the
United States, the chairman of the Coininittee on Agriculture of the United States House
of Representatives, the chairman of the
Coininittee on Agriculture and Forestry of
the Senate of the United States and the
members of the Congressional delegation of
the State of South Dakota.
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THE PRESIDENT'S DOMESTIC PROGRAM: OLD WINE IN NEW BOTTLES, BY LEON H. KEYSERLING

HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Speaker, the National Housing Conference held its 40th
Annual Conference on March 7 and 8
here in Washington. Prior to joining this
House, I sat on the Board of Directors of
NHC for a good many years. It was a
rewarding and fruitful association with
an institution dedicated to the public
interest.
As Senator JoHN SPARKMAN said on the
floor of the Senate this last March 11:
The National Housing Conference is one of
the most outstanding and effective public interest organizations for housing in our nation. Founded in 1931, it was the ea.rllest
organized national group in support of Federal assistance for the elimination of slums
and the provision for decent housing for all
of our people. Over the years, it has been a
consistent and forceful promoter of the public interest in housing and urban development programs.

This tribute from the chairman of the
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs, clearly illustrates the
esteem with which this association is held
as an active advocate for the best concerns of citizens.
On March 7, Leon K. Keyserling addressed this convention. Former chairman of the Council of Economic Affairs,
a consulting economist and attorney here
in Washington, and president of the Conference on Economic Progress, he stands
as one of the foremost figures on the national economic spectrum. I highly recommend to my colleagues the reading of
Mr. Keyserling's address which follows:
THE

PRESIDENT'S DOMESTIC PROGRAM:
WINE IN NEW BOTTLES

OLD

(Address of Leon H. Keyserllng)
My Friends: I detect in this audience many
of my co-workers over many years, and some
for almost four decades. I also congratulate
all of you here tonight, because you have zealously retained your position as the most responsible guardians of the most mistreated
step-child of American economic and social
performance. This step-child, of course, is
housing-the activity supposed to improve
the living conditions of the American people,
and to help rescue our urban areas from
frightful deterioration and impending bankrupt<:y.
Housing has indeed been like Cinderella
before her sudden change into a princess.
The big difference is that the cinder girl was
not promised very much long in advance of
her transformation, while housing has received one glittering promise after another,
from the highest authorities on down, but
the transformation is not yet.
Before getting into this in detail, I want
to talk mainly about the general economy, its
recent performance, the current outlook, and
the reckless promises, also from the highest
authorities, to bring about a change for the
better. This is very pertinent to housing.
Excessive unemployment, massive poverty,
and economic stagnation and recession make
the housing task insurmountable. Although
housing is relatively neglected even when the
economy is doing well, it gets hit the hardest
when the economy is in the dumps. It is

the prime victim of the mistaken national
economic policies, first designed deliberately
to get the economy into the dumps, and
now groping blindly to get it out of the
dumps. Thus, it is axiomatic t hat straightening out the national e<:onomy and national
economic policies is the first and foremost
aspect of the task of straight ening out housing.
During the past five years, the size of our
unmet domestic priorities and the size of
our international burdens have challenged
our nation and our people, as seldom before,
to utilize f u lly our unrivaled productive
powers. But during this five- year period, our
real average annual e<:onomic growth rate
has been cut to about half of what it was during the immediately preceding six years. It
has been cut to far less than half of our
growth potentials. Full-time unemployment,
in ratio to the civilian labor force , has risen
b y 66 percent since December, 1969. During
the five years as a whole, we have forfeited,
through excessive idlen ess of manpower,
plant, and other productive resources, almost
550 billion dollars of total nat ional production, measured in 1969 dollars, and endured
almost 6 million man-years of excessive unemployment. This has brought civil and social strife and disorder, in part because of the
extreme deprivation suffered by many, and
in part because of the divisive quarrels among
those who have competing priorities in a
stunted e<:onomy unable to serve them all .
If all of this had happened by mere accident or negligence, we should have been
sorry; but because it has happened through
positive national e<:onomic policies, we should
be ashamed. These policies have been deliberately adopted to reduce inflation by
creating vast idleness of plant and manpower.
Ever since earlier efforts of the same sort
were made in the mid-1950's, I have persistently pointed out that the so-called
"trade-off" of causin g more unemployment
in order to achieve greater price stability
was not only unconscionable, but was also
a figment of the imagination. I do not have
time here today to state the theoretical reasons why this is true; suffice it to say that
it has been proved true beyond the shadow
of a doubt. The average annual rise in consumer prl<:es during the most recent fiveyear period was 4.6 percent, compared with
less than one third of this during the six
previous years of moderately high economic
growth and great reduction in unemployment. And with insignificant exceptions,
prices have moved upward more rapidly
when the economy has moved downward
more rapidly.
Turning to the current economic situation
and the outlook, the President now tells us
that his fiscal 1972 Budget, sent to the Congress early in calendar 1971, represents a
shift from a restrictive to a vigorously expansionary economic policy. This claim, accompanied by all the gadgetry of "revenue
sharing" and "government reorganization"
and "giving the Government back to the
people," is a great tour de force in the art
of politics. But it has no semblance to reality.
On the spending side, the President's
Budget for fiscal 1972, trended six months
beyond the end of that fiscal year, implies
239.9 billion dollars of actual Federal spending in calendar 1972, measured in fiscal 1972
dollars.
This would increase calendar 1972 Federal
spending above estimated calendar 1971 Federal spending by almost exactly the same
amount as the actual average annual increase in such spending during the 1m.medlately preceding four years or so, which
were claimed to represent a severely restrained Federal spending policy in the misguided and ill-fated battle against inflation.
So the President has made no appreciable
change in Federal Budget policy on the
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spending side. He is merely maintainng an
establish ed trend which has proved far too
restrictive on both economic and social
grounds, and been highly inflationary for
this very reason.
The President also says that he is deliberately developing a large deficit in the fiscal
1972 Federal Budget, in order to expand the
economy. The deficit that he estimates for
fiscal 1972 is consistent with a deficit of
about 12 billion dollars in calendar 1972. But
a deficit of at least this size was forecast by
most competent e<:onomists even before the
President announced his alleged change in
policy; and a clear majority now fore<:ast
that this deficit will be closer to 20 billion
than 12 billion in calendar 1972, be<:ause of
the grossly inadequate economic growth
which will result from the President's grossly
inadequate program. Thus, on the deficit
side, the President has done nothing new;
he has merely attempted to make the worse
appear the better cause by hailing loudly the
prospect of a deficit which is occurring, not
through a constructive attempt to stimulate
the economy, but rather by continuing to
neglect it.
Taken as a whole, the President's sklll·
fully packaged program is nothing more nor
less than the pouring of old wine into new
bottles, with much hulla-ba-loo.
The President's various estimates, reasonably projected, impart th181t his program
would lift total national production, measured in fiscal 1972 dollars, to about 1142.7
billion dollars for calendar 1972, and reduce
full-time unemployment to about 4.2 percent
by the end of that year. But most independent and objective analysis, with which 1
agree, indicates that total national production for calendar 1972 will fall about 24.2
billion dollars below the President's target,
with full-time unemployment of 4.8-5.0 percent by the end of that year.
Even more important are the differences
between these likely results of the President's program and appropriate goals for the
economy, which are much higher than the
President's targets. His program is likely to
result in total national production for calendar 1972 about 54.6 billion dollars below
an 1173.1 billion goal for that year, representing adequate movement toward full production. And the Ukely result of 4.8-5.0
percent unemployment at the end of that
year, under the President's program, contrasts with an appropriate goal of 3.7 percent
and the further goal of getting down to s.o
percent, or full employment, early in calendar 1973.
Now, just how far does the President's
proposed Budget for fiscal 1972 fall short
of that required to meet the employment
and production goals I have just set forth?
First of all, the President's implied expenditure program for calendar 1972, consistent
with the President's Budget for fiscal 1972,
is 27.4 billion dollars below the 267.3 billion
which would be appropriate in terms of
achieving economic restoration at the desirable pace which I have indicated. This
higher level of spending might result in a
Federal deficit of about 30 billion dollars in
calendar 1972, contrasted with the 20 billion
likely to result from the President's program.
But this difference of about 10 billion dollars
would be a very wise investment to yield an
estimated difference of 54.6 billion in total
national production in calendar 1972. Moreover, the President's program involves the
likelihood of a huge deficit in the Federal
Budget, not only in calendar 1972, but also
for many years thereafter, in consequence of
deficient economic performance. But a deficit
consistent with adequate progress toward
e<:onomic restoration in calendar 1972 offers
the prospe<:t of a balanced Budget within a
few years.
The adverse impact of the President's inadequate Budget upon our economic and so-
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cial performance is intensified by the distorted composition of the Budget in terms
of our national priorities-a distortion not
masked by the small and misguided proposal
for "revenue sharing."
F'or calendar 1972, the President's Budget,
consistently carried forward, imports spending for all domestic programs about 9.2 billion dollars below the needed amount. His
proposed spending for public assistance imports about 10 billion below the needed
amount. His proposed spending for health
comes to about 0.8 b11lion below the needed
amount. His proposed spending for manpower imports about one billion below the
needed amount. And his proposed spending
for housing and community development,
importing about 4.7 b11lion dollars, is about
7 b111ion below the needed amount of 11.7
billlon. All of these needed amounts for
calendar 1972 are those estimated by me, and
not far from those estimated by some others,
in the course of long studies of what kind of
Federal Budget would do most for the economy and the people, and therefore be best
for the Federal Budget itself in the long run.
One reason why total domestic spending
Imported for calendar 1972 from the President's fiscal 1972 Budget comes to only about
9 blllion dollars below the needed total, despite the fact that the deficiencies which I
have just stated come to far more than 9 billion, is that his Budget contains far too much
spending for other purposes, and I am not
talking about national defense. His Budget
imports about 20 bllllon dollars for Federal
spending In calendar 1972 for interest payments on the national debt. This is more
than 8 b111ion above what the interest payments would have been on a debt of the same
size, if interest rates had stayed where they
ought to be. In addition, if unsound monetary and fiscal policies had not contributed
so much to economic stagnation and recession, the Federal debt now would have been
much lower the.n it actually is, or at least
enormously less in ratio to total national
production. The program which I advocate
would reduce this ratio from 38.3 percent
estimated for calendar 1972 to 21.4 percent in
calendar 1980.
What I have just said indicates that fiscal
policy has not been the only culprit, in the
processes of economic default and social
neglect. The prevalent policy of tight money
and rising interest rates has stunted economic growth; increased unemployment; fed the
fat and starved the lean: done incredible
damage to housing and to many programs in
the public sector; and, during 1952-1970,
transferred an estimated 407 billion dollars
in excessive interest rates from those who
need income supplementation most to those
who need it least.
For calendar 1970 alone, the excessive interest costs in the Federal Budget are estimmated at 8.2 billion dollars, contrasted with
programs in the fiscal 1972 Budget which
come to only about 6.3 billion for education,
and about 4.5 billion for housing and community development. Also, housing and community development outlays almost three
times as high as those proposed in the fiscal
1972 Budget could be financed, if only the
excess interest payments in the Federal
Budget were being used instead for housing and community development. The calendar 1970 cost of excessive interest rates in
the Federal Budget come to about two-thirds
of the total Federal spending that would be
required annually, by way of Income supplementation, to lift out of the poverty cellar all American families who now live in
poverty.
We are told that interest rates are now
coming down. Some of them have come down
substantially, but only in response to damage
to the economy which far exceeds the benefits of the lower interest rates. And 1f the
prevalent monetary phtlosophy continues, it
is as sure as nightfall that these interest
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rates will go up again, when the economy at
long last begins to expand significantly, and
when we rekindle the upside-down fight
against inflation.
I will not undertake here to review the
whole record of interest-rate performance to
date. But let us say that the official average
interest rate on home financing has thus far
come down from 8Y:z percent to 7~ percent,
not taking account of the undercover extra
charges which make the absolute rates far
higher than those I have just stated, and
may make the reduction far less than I have
just stated. An interest rate of 7~ percent,
especially when coupled with other rising
housing costs, makes it impossible to do any
substantial amount of building of homes for
35 percent or more of the population, and
practically none for those living in slum
housing. When the effective interest rate was
only about 4~ percent, everybody who knew
anything about the subject recognized that
an interest rate very much lower than this
was essential to rehouse slum dwellers, or to
help revitalize our urban areas. An effort in
this direction was embodied in the General
Housing Act of 1949, but due to the resistance of encrusted Federal agencies, and the
failure of legislative implementation, this
effort died aborning.
There are many other aspects of error in
current national economic thinking and policy. The farm parity ratio has fallen to the
lowest level since 1934. The income disparities
of average farm families mount year by year,
as do their deficiencies in public services and
housing, while these famllies continue to be
driven into the cities, where they swell the
relief rolls and add to the intolerable burdens of urban govemments. The wage earner
continues to be pilloried as a main factor
in the raging inflation, when in fact the real
take-home pay of workers in manufacturing
has declined during the past two years. Total wage payments today fall tremendously
short of those needed for adequate expansion
of consumtpion as the dominant factor in
the restoration of full employment and full
production.
I could add to the list. But let us now
tum specifically to housing-remembering
always that the housing problem cannot be
met, except in the context of a healthy general economy, and the reconstruction of
national economic and social policies toward
this end.
Some of us preen ourselves upon the faot
that "housing is looking up," in that total
private housing starts, nonfarm and farm,
rose at seasonally adjusted annual rates
from 1.06 million in January 1970 to 1.70
million in January 1971. But much more
perspective is in order. From January to
December 1969, the drop in total private
housing starts was about 34 percent, or
the most catastrophic decline for any major
industry since the Great Depression. The
annual rate in January 1971 does not look
so encouraging, when compared with more
than 1.91 million, two full decades ago in
1950, in a nation and economy which has
advanced so enormously during these two
decades in population, incomes, and business activity. During 1959-1970 inclusive, the
average annual rate of total private housing
starts was only 1.42 million, when the need
was at least 1.8 million a year.
Vacancy ratios are now critically low in
most of our largest cities; overcrowding is
outrageous; costs of occupancy soar; one
sixth or more of a nation still live in urban
and rural slums; the slums are choking our
urban areas; and we all continue to talk
about the housing problem, and to hold
housing meetings and conventions.
Moreover, it is crystal cloor that the current rate of homebuilding is so predominantly concentrated upon t,he upper half of the
market that "saturation" and decline will
again set in, even if interest rates and national economic conditions and policies did
not remain so unfavorable.
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To achieve, during the decade ahead, a
rate of considerably more than 2 milllon new
homes a year-which we need-about 300
thousand a year, contrasted with a record in
recent years of less than one seventh of this
number on the average, should be built for
those who require public housing or its
equivalent. The more than 1.7 million remainder per year need to be divided, approximately equally, between conventionally
financed housing and new types of housing,
at very low interest rates, with large Government assistance in one form or another.
Compared with the need for a total increase in civll1an employment of more than
20 percent over the next decade, the employment increase in contract construction needs
to be close to 40 percent. Investment in residential structures, which declined from 34.7
percent of total fixed investment in 1961 to
22.4 percent in 1970, needs to be lifted to 34.0
percent by 1980, and most of this increase
is needed long before then. Oompared with
an average annual real growth of investment in nonfarm residential construction of
only about 0.5 percent during the past dec,ade, this rate needs to be lifted to more
than 11 percent during the decade ahead to
achieve balanced economic growth, full employment, meaningful urban renewal, social
amelloration, and elimination of social and
civil tensions. In short, this type of investment needs to grow, in real terms, at an annual rate more than twice as fast as the total
U.S. economy during the decade ahead.
Viewing the inexorable technology displacement of workers in mass production
industries and agriculture, an adequate volume of housing investment and complementary community development can solve almost half of the total problem of excessive
unemployment which is bound to arise if
the prevalent national economic policies are
not drastically revised.
The steps which need to be taken, to restore the economy and to lift housing to its
rightful place in the totality of nationwide
endeavor, follow naturally from What I have
thus far said.
First, action under the Employment Act
of 1946 must be rescued from a long residence in limbo. This means that the Economic Report of the President should
contain a long-range--at least five yearquantitative economic and social budget for
the nation, setting forth goals responsive to
our needs and potentials;
Second, there should be no "trade-off" of
full employment, full production, and the
priorities of our needs. A reasonably full
economy has turned out to be the less inflationary in the long run, and a stagnant or
recessionary economy fe.ns :infla.tion;
Third, by calendar 1972, the Federal
Budget should be running at an annual
rate more than 37 billion dollars higher
than the fiscal 1972 Budget proposed by the
President, and more than 27 b1llion dollars
higher than the translation of the President's
Budget into its impllcations for calendar
1972. Vast priority rearrangements within
the Budget are essential;
Fourth, we ought, for the time being, to
put an end to all talk about Federal tax reductions in general. During the past decade,
we have indulged in a veritable orgy of tax
reduction, which has provided unconscionable bonanzas for some, and seriously impaired the progressive nature of the Federal
tax structure. Tax reduction, and especially
this sort of tax reduction, has been discredited as an effective weapon for sustained
economic growth, and has added greatly to
inflationary forces; it totally ignores priority
needs;
Fifth, we must get to work at once, as I
have already stated, to vindicate the promise to build more than 2 million new homes
a year, with about one seventh of these public housing or its equivalent, and the balance
about equally divided between conventionally
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financed. private housing a.nd new quiasi-private programs for lower middle-income
groups, With very low interest rates and
other forms of Federal assistance;
Sixth, in calendar 1972, the Federal Government ought to be spending about 11.7
billion dollars for housing and community
development, compared with about 4.5 billion in the President's fiscal 1972 Budget,
which implies about 4.7 billion for calendar
1972;
Seventh, we need complete abandonment
of the step-child attitude of national policy
toward housing and community development. In the most recent year for which
data are available, 45.7 percent of the value
of all depreciation and depletion allowances
granted by the Federal Government went to
manufacturing, and only 5.8 percent went
to real estate, including housing and related
community improvements. Tax legislation in
1969 went even beyond this, and in the name
of reform imposed punitive treatment upon
housing and related real estate investment,
even while the evidence had become overwhelming that housing was the weakest major sector of the economy. During 1964-1969,
only 2.9 percent of net Federal subsidy expenditures went to housing and related community improvements, while 47.7 percent
went to agriculture, and 19.4 percent to air
transport and maritime. The President's allocation to housing and community development in his fiscal 1972 Budget comes to only
about 0.40 percent of the total national production implied in that Budget, while his
allocation to national defense, space technology, and all international comes to 7.56
percent, or a.bourt nineteen times as much;
'-Eighth, the prevalent monetary policy,
which in my view has been nothing less
than a public crime, should be scrapped by
legislative action. It ha.s already wrought
havoc; its perpetuation would be tragic. The
Feaeral Reserve Board should be brought
under the meaningful control of the President and the Congress. The Board should be
required to expand the money supply at a
rate consistent with appropriate goals for
economic growth. It should undertake far
more selective monetary and credit controls,
taking account of national priorities and the
goals of the Federal Government, as defined
by Oongressiollall a.nd Executive action; aend
Ninth, even before achieving any or all
of the above measures, the Congress should
legislate a ceiling of 3 to 4 percent on private
and public loans for housing and related
community improvements. This will hurt for
a while, and produce many squawks. But in
the longer run, the downwar<l movement of
one interest rate aft er another will be highly
beneficial to all except the usurious, while the
jacking up of one interest rate after another
has been like playing Russian roulette With
our economy and our people. The size of
recent reductions in interest rates, especially for housing, has been a mere bagatelle
compared to t;he need, and the prevalent
monetary policy offers no assurance that
interest rates will continue their decline;
they might well rise again.
Those of you here today have a big task
ahead. In my view, you have spent too much
of your energy and resources, albeit understandably, in rearguard battles against reaction, or in fighting for the better choice
among small and inadequate gains. Returning to the original purpose and crusading
spirit of this organization in it s early days,
you need t:o be on the front lines of the educational and political effort to reawaken the
Government, the nation, and the people, and
to move forward with what F. D. R. in his
last message called "a strong and active
faith." Obstacles no greater than those we
overcame in 1937 and 1949 can be overcome
again in the early 1970's, if we will let our
minds be bold.
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As I have just referred to political effort,
I owe it to you to explain just what I mean.
In a Democracy, public policy is determined
by political action, as it should be. But too
often, political action consists of becoming
more interested in parties and personalities
than in programs and causes. To be sure, it
is both practical and right that the responsible citizen should take political sides. But
this has too often resulted in standing by
our side because it is our side, and castigating the other side because it is not. This
has imposed a very heavy toll upon programs and causes, because the Opposition
shrugs off criticism of its programs as being
political in a narrow sense, and our side,
when in charge, feels that it has been given
carte blanche to do as it pleases without fear
of rebuke from its side.
I have not criticized the current Administration in this talk, nor elsewhere, because
I am not on its side in a political sense. I
have criticized it only where I believe its
policies to be against the public interest,
and I have not hesitated to criticize equally
on the same grounds those previous national
administrations of my political party. I did
not start to attack tight money and rising
interest rates in 1969; I started in 1952, and
I have never stopped. I do not think that the
abandonment and betrayal of what a nationwide housing program should be commenced
in 1969. With moderate variations, this has
been going on since the end of World War
II, under both Democratic and Republican
Administrations.
It is perhaps natural that a majority of
the membership of an organization such as
this one gravitate toward a particular political party. But this organization would
swerve from its traditions and its true course,
if it ever permitted narrow political preferences to district it from that brand of political action which Is the highest duty of
the citizen. This is to demand that all candidates and incumbents, all parties and all
administrations, act in the interests of the
nation and the people, receive praise when
they do , and condemnation when they do
not.

The NHC convention with a benediction delivered by Rev. Msgr. Lawrence J.
Corcoran, secretary of the National Conference of Catholic Charities.
BENEDICTION-NATIONAL HOUSING CONFERENCE BANQUET

(Rev. Msgr. Lawrence J. Corcoran, secretary,
National Conference of Catholic Oharities,
Washington, D.C.)
0 God, the Creator of all things and the
Architect of the Universe, we ask your inspiration, guidance and assistance for all
here present. You have brought the world
into being and endowed it with great resources. You have created man, endowed him
with deep intelligence, and charged him
With the completion and perfecting of the
world around him.
All of us gathered here are dedicated to
this work of building up and perfecting of
this world-its neighborhoods, its communities and its environment. We are engaged,
0 Lord, in Your work, in that portion which
you have given to man, and left to his ingenuity and his labor.
We renew our devotion to this task, 0
Lord, and ask your blessings OIIl our efforts.
Grant us an awareness of the high purpose
of our work, help us to recognize Your design
and thus to mould our energies and our
directions in conformity to Your Divine Law.
Sustain us in our deliberations and our
labor, so that our handiwork will be a beautiful reflection of Your own creative activity.
Above all, enable us to reflect this same
Divine beauty in our daily lives, so that
these too will be built into Your image and
respOIIld to the noble dignity which You have
bestowed upon us. Amen.
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HOW CONFIDENTIAL IS THE
CENSUS?

HON. CHARLES H. WILSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON. Mr.
Speaker for over 2 years I have had the
honor of being chairman of the Subcommittee on Census and Statistics of the
House Post Office and Civil Service Committee. During these 2 years my subcommittee has investigated in depth the
methodoligy and procedures utilized by
the Census Bureau in conducting the
1970 Census. The Subcommittee on Census and Statistics concluded its oversight
of the 1970 census procedures by evaluating the accuracy of the census. Our
comments and recommendations on the
census can be found in House Report No.
91-1777, "Report on Accuracy of the 1970
Census Enumeration." I recommend, Mr.
Speaker, that the Members of Congress
take time to review our report as it discusses in a concise manner one of the
most important undertakings of our Federal Government-the decennial census.
During our subcommittee hearings on
the census we, of course, investigated the
confidentiality system instituted by the
Bureau of the Census. After the most intense review of the Census Bureau's confidentiality system ever conducted by a
congressional committee, we concluded
that the only improvement necessary was
to further strengthen the Census
Bureau's administrative procedures for
confidentiality by writing them into law.
Our subcommittee, therefore, drafted
H.R. 12884 which passed the House of
Representatives on September 25, 1969.
This legislation would:
First, eliminate the requirement that
the census must include questions on unemployment and housing, thus directing
the enumeration of a census of population only-though authorization is provided for the inclusion of unemployment
and housing and other census information as deemed necessary;
~econd, provide to the committees of
the Congress having legislative jurisdiction over the Bureau of the Census, the
final authority for the approval, rejection, or revision of the proposed decennial census questions;
Third, direct the Secretary to submit
the proposed census questions to the appropriate committees of Congress for review and approval 3 years before the
census date;
Fourth, eliminate all jail sentence penalty provisions, whether for individuals
or organizations, and whether for refusal
to answer census questionnaires or for
willfully falsifying the information being
provided;
Fifth, incorporate into law present administrative procedures for guaranteeing
confidentiality of census information as
well as strengthening these procedures;
Sixth, increase the fine from $1,000 to
$5,000 and the jail sentence from 2 to 5
years for any employee of the Census
Bureau who divulges confidential information;
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Seventh, provide the Secretary of
Commerce with specific authority for
conducting special census for States and
local communities;
Eighth, encourage the greater use of
sampling techniques; and
Ninth, direct the Secretary to prevent
duplication of effort by using existing
information instead of conducting direct
inquiries.
Unfortunately, the other body did not
act on H.R. 12884. However, I am hopeful
that similar legislation will become law
during this Congress.
Because my subcommittee has devoted
so much time and energy in overseeing
the activities of the Census Bureau, I was
very interested in an article that appeared in the Washington Post on March
28, 1971, entitled "The Census: Data
Bank Airtight Against Snoopers." I feel
that this article serves as an excellent
historical review of the efforts of the Bureau of the Census to guarantee the confidentiality of the data it is charged to
collect and compile by our Government.
However, it is unfortunate that the words
"data bank" appear in the title of this
excellent article, as the subcommittee
does not consider the activities of the
Census Bureau as having much relevance
to the popular conception of data banks
as expressed in recent congressional
hearings.
Mr. Speaker, I include "The Census:
Data Bank Airtight Against Snoopers"
in the RECORD:
EVEN THE GoVERNMENT Is TURNED AWAY: THE
CENSUS: DATA BANK AIRTIGHT AGAINST
SNOOPERS

(By William Chapman)
It happens rarely now, but on occasion FBI
agents show up at the U.S. Census Bureau
seeking information on suspects they're
tracking. So, occasionally, do immigration authorities, narcotics agents and military security men.
From outside government come lawyers
searching for heirs to estates and genealogytracers looking for ancestors.
All are politely but firmly fended off by one
of the few government agenices so pledged
to secrecy that it won't share its personal information even with other parts of the bureaucracy.
"As far as we're concerned," says one census security man, "the individual is just a
statistic and we want to keep it that way."
The government's biggest collector of information, the Census Bureau is backed up
by a special public law preventing disclosure
of personal data. It has a string of court decisions and administrative rulings protecting
its confidentiality. It even has a special computer which "edits" the output of other computers to make sure that gross statistical
data does not emerge in detail small enough
to pinpoint individuals.
"We've had evidence of information leaking everywhere but from the Census," says
Rep. Cornelius Gallagher (D.-N.J.), who
headed a House subcommittee investigating
agencies which collect private information.
"They really are tight. We never found one
example of a break. I wish I could say that
of the other agencies."
"I can't recall even any hints that the
Census information was leaking out in any
form," observes Rep. Jackson Betts (R.-Ohio),
a persistent critic of the type of questions
census-takers ask--such as how many people
use a particular shower or bath.
Even the wide-ranging investigation of
government snooping and dossier-keeping by
Sen. Sam Ervin (D.-N.C.) made only a quick
pass at the Census Bureau, deciding early
that the risks of disclosure there were minor.
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There are possible loopholes in the Census
apparatus, but its penchant for privacy contrasts sharply with recent disclosures of how
other government-collected personal information is bandied about among many government agencies.
Social Security information, for example,
is given on claims of national security to the
FBI, the secret Service, the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, the Internal Revenue
Service. It is also passed on to state welfare
agencies.
Federal tax returns, by law, can be pored
over by FBI, Narcotics, Customs, and Secret
Service agents, certain congressional investigating committees, and state income-tax
collection agencies. Cases of unauthorized
disclosure are not uncommon.
By contrast, the Census Bureau for years
has rigidly opposed such dissemination of
individual files. Its classic test came during
the old War Department's campaign to imprison Japanese-Americans on the West Coast
during World War II. Census refused a demand to turn over names and addresses, although it did furnish statistical data used
by the military to select neighborhoods where
Japanese-Americans lived.
Immigration authorities once came seeking
addresses of persons sought for deportation. The Justic Department finally decided
Census was legally prohibited from turning
over the information. Similarly, the Labor
Department was refused names and addresses
it wanted for a survey of all working women
in Rochester, N.Y.
Once, the Federal Trade Commission
seemed to have broken through the wall when
it won a Supreme Court ruling that it could
subpoena a corporation's copy of a business
questionnaire it had filled out for the Census
Bureau. The Bureau promptly got Congress
to plug the hole with a new law.
GROUND RULES

Such efforts to reach Census personal data
are now rare. "Occasionally, an FBI agent will
come in and ask for help in locating someone," says one Census official. "But it's always a case of him not knowing the ground
rules we play by."
Conrad Taueber, associate director of the
Bureau, says there never has been a formal
request from top-ranking FBI officials. Others
say an agent comes around only once every
six or seven years.
There have been cases of suspected leaks
by Census employes, but never one with
enough substance to warrant prosecution,
Taueber says.
Every employee takes what is called the
"census oath," an unusual pledge not to disclose information under penalty of two years
in jail and a $1 ,000 fine. No one ever has
been prosecuted.
There are, however, a number of theoretical loopholes in the confidentiality system. A census enumerator could peddle information on a citizen's living habits, income, health, employment record, child-bearing plans, education and the like-the results of either the decennial census or the
many special surveys the bureau performs.
Such deliberate leaks would be hard to pin
down and prosecute.
Furthermore, anyone willing to risk forgery
charges could get minor information such as
birth date or places of past residence by
filing an application under someone else's
name with the Census Bureau's personal
census service branch in Pittsburgh, Kansas.
Behind guarded doors, records are kept on
microfilm there for citizens who need to
prove their age and birth date in obtaining
passports or becoming eligible for Social
Security. More than 2,000 requests a day pour
into the Pittsburgh branch. Only the individual or his legally authorized representative can obtain the information.
Confidentiality of census data is enhanced
further because it is available in individual
form only in the earliest stages of the gath-
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ering process. Questionnaires are photographed onto microfilm in the Jeffersonville,
Ind., branch, held for up to a year, and
then destroyed either by shredding or by
di::solution in a paper mill's chemical vats.
The person's address is dropped off during
the microfilming stage.
At the Census headquarters in Suitland,
Md., the information is transferred frcm
microfilm to magnetic tape to be used in
the computers which piece together such information as population counts, income
levels, education and housing characteristics. In the precess the individual names are
dropped, so that in the computer stage there
is no way to track back on the individual
who supplied the original information.
GUARDED DOORS

All the tapes are behind guarded doors.
They are kept on reels in a vault-like library
instead of being stored permanently in the
computers. Thus, it takes a guard's authority to release a particular reel, another confidentiality checkpoint.
What comes out of the computers is gross
statistical information from which no personal data could be extracted. It can tell,
for example, how many blacks live in a census tract in southeast Washington, but not
who they are individually.
As an extra precaution, a special computer "edits" the tapes before they are released to eliminate any small-detail data
which might give away the characteristics of
an individual person or company. For example, if there were only one steel factory
in Johnson County, Illinois, it productions,
earning, and costs could show up separately
on a business census of Illinois and provide
valuable information for a competitor.
The editing computer blacks out such
small-scale statistics and the information
would appear only as part of the gross data
on steel companies in the entire state.
Census material identifying individuals
gets out of the bureau's hands in only one
instance-a special series of health surveys
taken for the Public Health Service's National Center for Health Statistics. The center wants the names and addresses of respondents for re-surveying later as a way
of keeping track of health characteristics
over a period of years.
The center's employees are bound by the
same non-disclosure oath as the Census employers and the original questionnaires wind
up in the federal records center in Atlanta.
They are stored in sealed boxes and are released only on the authority of a health
statistics official in Washington.
No one-not even the FBI-can see them,
according to Carlton Brown, director of the
records center in Atlanta.

BYELORUSSIAN INDEPENDENCE
DAY

HON. PETER VI. RODINO, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, March 25
marked the 53d anniversary of the proclamation of independence of the Byelorussian National Republic. Sadly, this
freedom was shortlived, though the undaunted spirit of this brave people has
never ceased in the quest for liberty.
On the occasion of this anniversary I
want to affirm my commitment to the

cause of self-determination for the
Byelorussian people and for men everywhere who seek a fundamental right to
effect thelT own destiny.
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THE MIDDLE EAST

HON. WILLIAM S. BROOMFIELD
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BROOMFIElD. Mr. Speaker, it
has long been my belief that any settlement of the Arab-Israel conflict must be
political, founded upon clear and binding agreements between rival parties
confident of their own security. There
can be no military resolution of the
Middle East crisis.
This does not mean, however, that
military considerations must have no role
in a final agreement. On the contrary, if
future warfare is to be avoided, both sides
must rest assured that their military interests have not been compromised in the
course of negotiation. A final compact
between Israel and the Arab nations
must depend on the confidence of both
parties that their national security is as
much as guaranteed.
What the precise elements of a secure
peace actually are has been the major
question behind the recent United
States-Israel discussions. Secretary Rogers contends that geography is of little
importance to security and that the
Israelis should rely upon "the political
arrangement" and world power guarantees. Mrs. Meir, on the other hand,
argues that defensible borders, requiring
territory beyond the pre-1967 boundaries, are essential to any Israeli notion
of military stability.
Mrs. Meir has the weight of history on
her side. In 1967 President Nasser provoked the 6-day war by closing the
Straits of Tiran from the Egyptian position on Sharm El Sheikh. He knew that
Israel could not stand idly by as her oil
supply was cut off from the countries of
Asia and Africa.
Today, Israel is well aware o_f the possibility that this type of reasoning could
once again come to the fore of Egyptian
military policy. From her recent experience she can only regard geography as
inextricably tied to security in the Middle
East.
Secretary Rogers may, in fact, be correct in his appraisal of the situation. It
just may turn out that history was wrong
and that territory does not actually determine security. But a~ long as his appraisal remains in doubt, it cannot be the
basis for Israeli policy. That policy, I
have said, must be founded on confidence; there can be little confidence in
a proposal as ope.:1 to question as that
offered by Secretary Rogers.
His proposal would, of course, rely
upon American guarantees of the political arrangement: a seemingly sensible
and imaginative approach. But again,
history does not bear this reasoning out.
In 1957 President Eisenhower promised
that the United States would not permit
Egypt to close the Suez Canal to Israeli
shipping. When Egypt did, however, in
1959, Washington's answer was "leave it
to the U.N." Similarly, a U.N. force could
not insure the peace in 1967, vacating
Sharm El Sheikh upon Egyptian demand. And, no matter how firm American guarantees are now, there is no cer-

tainty future U.S. administrations will
maintain them with the same determination.
What seems obvious from history is
that world power guarantees can only
supplement, not replace, a political
agreement based on defensible borders.
By their very existence they provide evidence that something is lacking in the
final settlement, that somehow stability
has not been insured. So doing, they
raise once more the specter of a major
power conflict over the Middle East.
My point is this: Assuming that a stable peace can be negotiated by Israel and
Egypt, we may find a U.S. or U.N. peacekeeping force unnecessary. Our goal
should be real mutual security, not an
artificial and surely tenuous set of paper
contracts enforced by disinterested and,
perhaps, uninterested third parties.
Secretary Rogers' recent efforts have
been of great importance. By his persistence alone he has breathed new life into
the Jarring talks. By his innovative and
thoughtful proposals he has presented
a whole new ground for discussion; numerous elements of his offerings will be
the subjects of eventual negotiation and
compromise.
More important than either of these,
he has reaffirmed the Nixon doctrine
with r esp3ct to Israel: Israel must be
allowed to stand on her own two feet, not
subject to U.S. pr essure and not bound
to an imposed settlement.
This last factor is critical. An imposed
peace cannot instill confidence in either
party; it works, rather, to renew doubts
of national security, to require military
buildup, and to prepare the way for new
confrontations. Secretary Rogers should
be complimented for his insistence upon
the principle of Israeli independence.
At the same time, both parties in the
Near East must be commended for their
own willingness to compromise: the
Egyptians for their formal recognition
of the need for bargaining talks, the
Israelis for their r eadiness to negotiate
a partial pullback from presently occupied t erritory, as stated by Foreign Minister Eban. This new flexibility has been
the key to continuing peace in the area.
That peace must still be our main
concern. While the Israelis and the Egyptians bargain, every effort must be made
to extend and strengthen the voluntary
cease-fire that now exists. A mutual
agreement to reopen the Suez Canal to
the shipping of all nations would be a
perfect move in this direction. Such an
agreement would cut back military forces
on both sides of the canal, thereby decreasing the chance of renewed shooting.
Peace is correctly our sole objective in
the Middle East. But in our desire to
see a formal resolution to the conflict,
the United States must not rush Israel
into an agreement that would compromise her security. That would only provide a temporary peace, likely to be disrupted by the most minor changes in the
balance of power. What we should work
for is a lasting settlement that will increase the confidence of both parties in
their own security. That confidence remains essential to Middle Eastern stability.

POVERTY IN THE ARMED FORCES

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, during general debate on H.R.
6531 I included excerpts from material
relating to the problems of poverty in
the Armed Forces. I want to include the
full text of these articles for the benefit
of my colleagues as we consider the bill
reported by the Committee on Armed
Services:
AIRMAN

Is

FmsT CLASS . • •
PAYDAY

EXCEPT

ON

(By Paul Merz)
Less than two years ago, Burl Oliver was a
happy young college graduate with a bright
future in teaching ahead of him. Working
on a master's degree, his first job offer was
for a starting salary of $7,400.
Today, to the Portland youth, that modest
wage would be a fortune beyond bellef.
For instead of teaching in Oregon, he is
supporting himself and his young wife in
Sacramento on a regular job that pays $41.75
a week. The Olivers, legally poor by government standards, live in a federal low-income
apartment complex in Folsom with others
like themselves.
She attends American River College, while
he supplements their tiny income by moonlighting as a short-order cook at $1.60 an
hour.
A few months ago, even this wasn't
enough: The Olivers swallowed their pride
and began reporting to the Sacramento
County Welfare Department for food stamps.
Ironically, Oliver's job is one that might
cause many to feel he deserves better treatment, whatever their view on the welfare
issue:
He is an Airman First Class at Mather Air
Force Base.
Not so ironically. his plight is far from
unique among the more than 12,000 military
men and women in Sacramento.
For of that number, at least 2 000 are
among "the forgotten poor" of th~ count~-young airmen and privates, many marned and with children, who eke out an existence in their country's uniform at incomes
well below the federally established poverty
level.
In an era of escalating outcry over welfare
abuse, it may be strange to note that none
of them is eligible for welfare benefits.
Friday, the Air Training Command (ATC),
of which Mather is a part, published a survey showing that young airmen with families
in 1971 "generally are forced to live in substandard housing, have no funds for leisure,
and are forced to eat below their desired
standards."
The survey, result of a census conducted
by the ATC chaplain's office, concluded that
there is "no doubt that the younger airmen's
financial plight affects their morale, family
life and job performance. Many must live
on an income that is officially below the poverty level. Many are eligible for food stamps
and other welfare benefits."
In the Capital City alone, a survey conducted by The Sacramento Union showed,
there are 1,882 young enlisted men in military pay grades E1, E2 and E3-recrults, airmen, and airmen and privates first classwho fall into the subpoverty category, earning from $143.70 to $180.90 per month for
their first two years.
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Maj. Gen. Wllliam W. Veal, commander of
the Sacramento Air Materiel Area at McClellan, said recently his base's statistics
showed "a startling number of young airmen in the food stamp program for surVIival's sakle."
A recent unofficial estimate showed the
figure to be nearly 1,400 at McClellan alone,
though welfare department officials Friday
said they believed the number is considerably lower. No breakdown of food stamp
recipients is made by occupation, they said.
Mrs. Dorothy Conrad, director of the Sacramento Red Cross service to military families
program, which consumes about 40 per cent
of the Red Cross budget, said that "we've
referred almost every family we see in the
lower ranks for food stamps."
But for other welfare programs, Oliver and
those who share his plight are apparently out
in the cold.
"Most of them don't qualify,'' explained
Richard Winsor, assistant director of the
county welfare department.
"It doesn't really matter what their income
level is. We consider the military man a 'fully
employed person.' You're dealing with an intact family with the father fully employedand to qualify for aid, they have to meet a
deprivation requirement, either through the
absence of the father or the unemployment
of the father."
Many persons familiar with poverty and
its problems-among them local military
officials; Robert Tyler, exectuive director of
the Sacramento City-County Human Relations Commission; officers of the Sacramento
Area Economic Opportunity Council; the
United Crusade and the Red Cross-agree
that the plight of the young airman does,
indeed, exist.
But few offered solutions. A federal pay
raise last Jan. 1 increased the "starting
salary" of young military men from $133.20
to $143.70 a month, but it Is doubtful they
rushed out to buy yachts.
Last year, the local Red Cross urged the
government to provide adequate housing or
housing allowances--but since then, said
Mrs. Conrad, "food has gone up so much
more too. There've been slight increases in
their income, but really not enough to take
care of it."
Donald Bell, executive director of the Sacramento Red Cross, explained tt at "there's
nothing more detrimental to a serviceman
and his family than this constant financial
trouble trying to make ends meet."
His group, which makes thousands of dollars in loans to the men each year, also
writes many of them off at the end of each
year: "Most people are proud. They don't
like outright grants. Most of them would
rather try to repay-but often they can't.
According to the ATC surver, published
in Mather's base newspaper, "Wing Tips,"
there 1s more than financial hurt involved.
"The married lower-three-grade airmen,''
it said, "all agree that their pay and allowances are insufficient. Many airmen from
middle class homes now find themselves living under poverty conditons.
"Many of the airmen feel that their status
is lowly and demeaning. To many who come
from middle class homes it is very difficult
to adjust to the lower living conditions. Most
reason that their wives are entitled to better
conditions than they are able to provide."
It cited the case of one airman from
Mather who contended the Air Foree is
"guilty of discrimination in its treatment of
airmen, when compared to officers."
The unidentified airman cited not only the
vast pay dtiferences--whose vastness, with
each succeeding across-the-board pay raise,
somehow does not filter down to his levelbut also such things as "double standards"
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between airmen and officers to obtain a loan
at the base credit union.
The base, in an accompanying story, denied the "double standard" charge, but explained that while the credit union's limit
for a signature loan is $700 to a first-term
airman, the same llmlt is $2,500 for officers
and senior NCO's.
Summing up the case for Sacramento's
"forgotten poor" in uniform, Airman 1. C.
Burl Oliver and his wife provide an illustration of the dilemma.
Oliver, as an E3 with less than two years
service, makes $180.90 a month in base pay.
In addition, he and his wife receive $45.60
for rations, $60 for housing (even the FHA
low-income apartment complex in Folsom
costs $110 a month), and $4.50 a month for
clothing.
It comes to a total of $291 per month, a
figure low enough to exempt him from income tax payments. He pays Social security,
however. Should he stay in the Air Foree long
enough to achieve higher rank (and more
money) he wlll be eligible for on-base housing (which is less expensive).
But Burl Oliver is not likely to stay in
uniform when his four years are up.
Like many other first-termers, he shrugs
at the non-cash side "benefits" of servicehospital facilities, base commissary food
which is about 30 per cent less expensive
than down town markets, and lower rates at
such Base Exchange services as barbers,
cleaners, dry goods, applilwces, clothing and
television repair.
"A lot of people point out the additional
benefits we receive,'' he explained, "but that
varies on an individual basis. I feel they
compensate a little, but nowhere near as
much as some people feel they do . . ."
Now 24, he is embarrassed that he and his
family must be in the food stamp program
as they live from payday to payday every
two weeks.
Oliver, like others surveyed by the Air
Force, is quietly frustrated by his plight.
Money, he said, would not be his primary
reason for re-enlisting-but it will certainly
be a factor.
"I'm just not cut out for the Air Force,''
he explained quietly.
"I'm in a position that I can't do anything
about. It wasn't my fault.
"I'm sure there are a lot of other guys in
the same position. All we can do is hope
things will be rectified one of these
days . . ."
POVERTY IN THE ARMY

(By David N. Saunders)
(NoTE.-This article is based in part on
the author's experience and observations
when he was an Army social work officer in
an Army Community Service Center. He is
now a doctoral student at Bryn Mawr College.)
Poverty among United States Army families-so the Army contends-stems prlmar-

ily from the personal negligence of the
soldier. This position conforms to popular
attitudes t hat poor people a r e in some way
morally and psychologically defective. Yet
t he fact is that the social fabric of the Army
contributes to poverty, and no agency of the
United St ates government has done more to
create it.
Contrary t o popular belief, there is poverty
among both career and non-career Army
families. In the spring of 1969 it was estimated that 6 to 8 percent (30,000-40,000) of
all Army families were poor and that an
additional 40,000-50,000 subsisted on marginal incomes. While the percentage of Army
families classified as "poor" was less than the
United States average of 10.7 percent (7:27),
national figures include groups-the aged,
disabled, families without male heads of
household-that are not represented in the
Army. The existence of indigency within a
social system that exercises pervasive control over its members is particularly inexcusable, for such a system possesses the
power to alleviate the condition.
This paper wlll attempt to demonstrate
that povert y exists in the Army and that
this indigency is caused not so much by the
personal negligence of the soldier and his
family as by a selective service system that
inducts married men with or without children, an antiquated and inadequate military
compensation system that encourages irresponsible behavior, and the inability or
unwillingness of the Army to discharge most
soldiers whose families are poor.l
THE MARRIED SOLDIER

The upsurge of poverty in the Army is
primarily due to the influx of married men.
The old saying that "if the Army wanted
you to have a wife, it would have issued you
one" is no longer appropriate. Between May
1966 and February 1969 the number of enlisted m en with wives rose by 150,000 to a
total of 516,000; the increase resulted both
from the growt h of the Army and from the
fact that there was a higher percentage of
married personnel (10a;8; 10e;6). In February 1969, about 39 percent of all enlisted
men were married, a gain of 4 percent since
May 1966. Although Regular Army personnel-volunteers who enlist for three or
more years-are more likely to be married
than are other personnel-primarily draftees-the difference was smaller than would
be anticipa ted-45 percent versus 29 percent
(10a:8; 10e :4,6). Contrary to expectation,
one of every two married enlisted men and
one of every three married enlisted men
with children were low-ranking soldiers
(10e:6,8) . The 85,000 potentially poor lowerranking enlisted men with children included between 30,000 and 40,000 who earned less
than the Census Bureau's 1968 estimate of
poverty income, $3,553 for a family of four,
give or take $500-$600 per dependent (2).
A breakdown of the percentage and number
of these lower-ranking enlisted Army famllles with children is shown in Table 1
(10e:4,6,8).

TABLE 1.- FAMILY AND POVERTY STATUS OF LOWER-RANKING ENLISTED MEMBERS OF THE U.S. ARMY, BY RANK, 1968
Marital status

Rank

Total

Poverty status 1

Single

Married
without
children

Married
with
children

Below
poverty
level

Near
poverty
level
3, 700

TotaL _____ __________ ____ _

900,854

656,446

158,891

85,517

35,500

Private (recruit) __ ___ _. __ ____ ____
Private (nonrecruit) __ ________ ___
Private 1st class ________ ____ _____
Corporal or specialist 4 ___________

199, 719
128, 615
200, 189

156,636
99,389
145, 140

30,762
18,866
36,223

12,321
10,360
18,826

12, 300 - ------ -- - -- - 10,000 - -- --- -- -- ---·
10,800 - - --- -- - -- -- - -

372, 331

255,281

73,040

40,010

2,400

3, 700

1 The approximate number of poor families was estimated by calculating the total number of families in a particular pay grade,
adjusting for families of non recruit privates 1st class and corporals with more than 2 years of active service, and comparing their
base pay and quarters allowance, with or without subsistence, to poverty income.
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Despite the increasing size of familiesnearly 24,000 of these 85,000 families had
two or more children, and 7,000 had three
or more (10e:8)---dependents' allowances in
1969 were still limited to $30 a month for
the first child, $15 for the second, and nothing thereafter. While the number of lowerranking families with children increased by
12,350 or 17 percent between August 1967
and February 1969, the presence in August
1967 of 73,000 potentially poor families (lOb)
gives credence to the speculation that poverty may be endemic to the Army community (10a:8, 10b:8, 10c:8; 13d:8).
FAMILY

HARDSHIP

Because they do not qualify for either government quarters, travel, or moving expenses, dependents of lower-ranking enlisted
personnel must reside apM't from their sponsors in the civilian community, where access
to military facilities and services is restricted.
This separation usually reduces family income by eliminating the soldiers' monthly
subsistence allowance, although soldiers in
combat zones do draw an additional $65 a
month in combat pay.
Lower-ranking Army families residing
apart from the family head have a variety
of ways of adapting to these separations. The
traditional M"rangement, for the wife to live
with relatives or parents, is not always satis'factory, for relatives or parents may not
want to assist the family or may not have
the financial resources to do so. The problems of maintaining separate residence will
be most acute among members of low-income or minority families whose relatives
live in the urban ghetto. Such families,
whose husbands also stand a high chance of
being drafted, will not have access to the
personal, family, and financial resources enjoyed by middle-class families. Without family assistance the lower-ranking family may
be forced to live with friends or perhaps
rent an apartment through use of funds received from employment, welfare, or the husband's part-time job. For example, during
her husband's SJbsence the twenty-one-yearold wife and four-month-old daughter of a
private first class shared a small apartment
in Newark with the wife's mother and her
mother's five other children to conserve her
monthly allotment of $130. The apartment
was overcrowded. When the local health department ordered her evicted, the Army wife
was referred to a military agency specializing in family and financial problems. Financial exigencies necessitated a referral to
a public welfare agency, which provided supplementary assistance in this not uncommon situation.
Poverty among lower-ranking enlisted families is not, however, restricted to families
living apart from their sponsors. At ·one large
Army training center in New Jersey nearly
fifty of the 2,147 assigned families with
children earned less than poverty income
and one hundred met income eligibility requirements for the state's work-incentive
program for underemployed fathers. 2
New Jersey's experience with military personnel on public welfare is perhaps a harbinger of what may cccur elsewhere if President Nixon's work-incentive plan is approved. Under the New Jersey program a
family of four, with 1968 poverty income of
$3,553, can receive supplementation up to
$5,640 annually ($470 a month), provided the
head of the household is employed and earn s
less than $300 a month. Since certain deductlbles-income tax, social security, and
fifty dollars in work exx::enses-will be disregarded in determining eligibility, families
earning above a poverty income can qualify
for supplementation (3). In the spring of
1969 almost all families with children headed
by privates and privates first class met welfare income requirements in New Jersey, as
Footnotes at end of article.

did some large families headed by corporals
and sergeants. Since grants are calculated
by deducting the first thirty dollars in earned
income, plus one-third of any additional
eaz·nings, those Army families who apply,
meet eligibility requirements, and are accepted receive at least $100 a month. In the
first six months of 1969 the family of a private
with two children would have received more
from the public assistance agency than from
the Army. In the county in which the training center is situated, a dozen Army families
were receiving public assistance in February
1969.a
Although New Jersey has not used settlement laws to restrict applications to AFDC
and underemployed programs, it has resorted
to an even more tenuous subterfuge, the
legal status of military reservations, to deny
public welfare benefits to the residents of
the militM"y community. The state contends
that, because these installations belong to
the federal government, the inhabitants do
not reside in New Jersey. Military dependents
living off federal enclaves are treated as any
other families. Similar reasoning has barred
aid under other federally funded categorical
assistance programs to militM"y personnel living on military installations, despite administrative requirements of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, that services
within states be available to "all in need
thereof." When public assistance is available,
military families will utilize it. For example,
in March 1969 New York City had 329 military families receiving public a-ssistance (1).
Married soldiers who have committed a variety of disciplinary offenses, pM'ticularly absence without leave, constitute another
group of poor families. When returned to
military control these soldiers M"e either incarcerated, fined, or reduced in rank. Since
family separation, exacerbated by financial
difficulties, often leads to absence without
leave among married soldiers, military punishment, with its attending loss of pay and
allowances, only compounds family problems.
Officers who dispense military justice often
appear unsympathetic or insensitive to the
problems that fines and reductions in rank
impose on families.
A final group of potentially indigent families consists of unusually large families of
middle-ranking career enlisted personnel. In
February 1969 there were 45,921 Army enlisted families with four or more children
• • •. While no Army-wide statistical
data are available on larger families, nearly
three percent of all the enlisted families with
children a-ssigned to one training center had
six or more children, and a few families had
eight or more.' Large families face a variety
of problems in the Army. Since most installations lack sufficient quarters for them, many
rather than rent expensive or inadequate
civilian housing, will crowd themselves into
existing government housing. At one training
center one sergeant and his nine children
lived for almost a year in a three-bedroom
house. Reassignment of the soldier also imposes considerable hardship, particularly
when the husband is sent on an unaccompanied assignment and the family must locate in the civilian community.
Restricted access to public welfare and
other social welfare services, caused by restrictive eligibility practices and legal subterfuges, has had a deleterious effect on the
Army family. The increasing induction of
married soldiers has generated greater demands for services, demands that the Army
is unable to fill. Army families are becoming
more dependent on the civilian corrununity
and the venerable motto, "The Army takes
care of its own," is no longer relevant.
THE CAUSE-3 OF POVERTY IN THE ARMY

The compensation system. The inadequacy

of the soldier's pay is, more than any other
single factor, the cause of poverty in the
Army. The total income of lower-ranking
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married soldiers with children rarely exceeds
$5,000 annually. 5 Hence these families are in
the lowest eighth of all United states families (5). These 85,000 families, who in February 1969 comprised 30 percent of all Army
enlisted families with children, earned less
than $5,500-$6,000 set by the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics as necessary for a
family of four to maintain a low standard of
living that still permits a sense of "self respect and social participation." 8
Had the military set out to develop a complicated pay system whose purpose was to
confuse the soldier and the general public,
the present system could be considered a
resounding success. For pay purposes Army
personnel are separated into three distinct
groups-lower-ranking noncareer enlisted,
and officers. Pay scales for lower-ranking
noncareer personnel appear to have been developed with the bachelor in mind, although
a large percentage of these soldiers are now
married. While the income of the lowerranking soldier is at best parsimonious, the
career enlisted man fares somewhat better,
and with in-kind benefits most career
soldiers with four or fewer children can
adequately support their families. The existence of in-kind benefits does, however, limit
disposable income and leaves only a small
margin for financial error, so that the budget
of even a prudent Army family can be seriously strained by a sudden unanticipated
expense, such as a child's dental care which
a comparable civilian family can mar~ easily
~bsorb. The vicissitudes of military life, witb
Its constant moves, create added financial
hardships for already tightly budgeted
families.
Many in the Army have believed that
lower-ranking enlisted men will, if left to
themselves, squander their pay. This suspicion has led to the development of a relatively restrictive pay system that gears monetary rewards to specific needs and contingencies and limits the soldier's control over his
finances. All enlisted men receive base pay,
with increments based on rank and years of
service, plus a small monthly clothing allowance (provided they have served six
months). A few qualify for proficiency,
travel, rations, subsistence, combat, foreign,
separation, and othe1' special pays under
certain circumstances. Families of lowerranking enlisted married personnel receive a
mandatory monthly quarters allowance directly from the Army. This allowance ranges
from $100.60 for a soldier with one dependent, e.g., wife, to $145.00 for a soldier with
three dependents. The allowance includes a
$40.00 forced contribution from the enlisted
man. No additional funds are provided for
noncareer soldiers with more than three dependents (8: chap. 3, p. 17). One rationale
for the forced family allowance, which was in
existence for all enlisted men until 1963
(lla: para. 37E), is that the married lowerranking enlisted man may not be capable of
managing his finances responsibly. This is
reminiscent of the arguments used to justify
vendor payments in public welfare. Like the
welfare recipient, the soldier eventually becomes dependent on the system (4).
If the saying that "you will never get
rich in the Army" was true during World
Wars I and II, it is certainly true today. During fiscal year 1969 the monthly base pay for
the noncareer soldier varied from $102 for a.
private to $251 for a corporal with less than
four years of service. The income of privates
and privates first class with less than two
yea~s of service and two dependents, when
stat1oned away from their families, varies
between $2,300 and $2,800 a year. However,
their families generally receive only the
quarters allowance plus whatever else the
husband can send home. The soldier who
resides with his family and does not eat his
meals with his company is entitled to an
additional $475 annually. As the 6 and 12
percent pay increases of July 1968 and July
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1969 were limited to base pay, they were of
dubious value and simply froze existing inequities. In any case they were all wiped out
by an annual inflation of over 5 percent.
Passing mention should be made of nonmonetary benefits, like post exchanges, medical care, commissaries, and income-tax advantages for which Army families qualify.
Since many lower-ranking Army families are
located in civilian communities away from
their sponsors and military installations, access to many benefits is restricted, and, with
limited disposable income, opportunities to
realize sizable savings are lacking. In the
opinion of this writer, the presumed advantages of these benefits, particularly for
the low-ranking noncareerist, are exaggerated.
The procedures used to pay soldiers also
affect the financial stability of the Army
family. The finance system operates through
a centralized center in Indianapolis, which
pays allotments, maintains central pay records, and handles special pay problems. The
center is supplemented by local finance offices responsible for routine disbursements.
In contrast to the Navy, Air Force, federal
government, and most industries, which pay
their employees either biweekly or twice
monthly, the Army still pays once a month
in cash or check. Cash seems to retain some
kind of intrinsic appeal to the soldier. Like
the $20 gold piece, it provides a visible, immediate reward while obscuring the overall
inadequacy of the compensation.
A soldier may authorize the finance center to deduct a portion of his pay, called an
allotment, which is sent to a specific recipient._\ continuing problem with the allotment
is erroneous overpayment, which occurs when
the soldier draws his total pay in cash, yet
continues to have an allotment deducted by
the finance center. Such an overpayment
may continue for months unknown to the
soldier. When the error is discovered the
overpayment must be repaid within six
months.
Soldiers anticipating a permanent change
in station may also borrow against future
earnings, with repayments prorated over a
period of six months. These loans, known as
advanced pays, are intended to defray unanticipated moving expenses. The ease with
which they can be obtained often encourages financial overextension that only
increases future repayment obligations. A
soldier on leave or in transit may al.so receive
casual or partial pa ys during the month if
he is carrying his pay records or possesses a
special pay card. These differ from the prorated advance pays in that they must be repaid immediately after the soldier reaches
his permanent duty station, even if their deduction leaves him penniless.
The multitude of pays and allowances has,
more often than not, thoroughly confused
the soldier and his family. Worse still, cash
payments
intensify
money-management
problems by encouraging pay-day spending
and credit purchases. Advanced pays may
appear an easy answer to a soldier facing a
change of station, but their attractiveness
diminishes when repayment begins and income is curtailed.
The complexity of the pay system often
causes a number of clerical errors tracea.ble
to either the soldier or his personnel or finance unit, errors that, because of the impenetrability and unresponsiveness of the
finance center, are often difficult to correct.
The finance center has only three telephone
lines available to provide general pay information to all Army installations in the
United States, and it takes two or three
months to change allotments or correct mistakes. The unresponsiveness of the finance
system may impose considerable hardship
on the Army wife with a pay problem if she
resides apart from her husband in the civilian community.
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The draft. By forcing increasing numbers
of married men into the Army, the selective
service system has been responsible for much
of the poverty in the Army. In July 1965
married men without children lost their
special draft classification and were subsequently inducted as if they were bachelors.7
The induction of married men often causes
considerable family and career disruption,
not least among those who learned that their
wives were pregnant too late to stop their induction. Students who received college deferments after July 1967 s were not eligible
for deferments when they became fathers.
These former students could request hardship deferments from their local boards, but
the presence of children was not in itself
sufficient reason for deferment. While most
local boards still defer fathers who have
never had student deferments, even this
latter group is not a1ways immune from the
long arm of the draft. The demographic composition of a selective service district and
the number of deferments it grants can deplete the local manpower pool and force induction of normally exempt fathers. Some
men with children are also drafted as delinquent when out of ignorance, indifference,
or procrastination they fall to comply with
draft-registration procedures. Responsibility
for the hardships imposed on families is
often dismissed by glibly saying that it "was
the soldier's fault" or that "he knew he
might be drafted so he should not have
gotten married or had children," a line of
reasoning that does little to alleviate financial deprivation and that conveniently
ignores the social consequences of the draft.
In the opinion of this writer, many boards
are either unsympathetic to or unaware of
the hardships induction imposes on men
with children.
The draft's haphazard and sometimes
arbitrary use of delays and deferments results
in the increased draft vulnerability of certain
groups, particularly the young low-income
white man who lives in a rural area and has
not gone to college and the Negro, wherever
he lives (6). These are the very groups that
often lack the personal, family, and financial
resources to provide adequately for their
families after induction.
H ardship discharge policy. A standard
Army response to questions about poor families is that the usual family that suffers
from financial deprivation may be discharged
under existing regulat ions. This is easier said
than done, however, and the administrative
difficulties associated with obtaining such
discharges often reduce their efficacy. If the
soldier has sufficient opportunity to work on
the application, understands the requirements, receives the necessary guidance, collects the required documentation, and correctly oompletes the a-pplication, then and
only then can his request be submitted for
approval. While the Army regulation covering hardship discharges (llb: chap. 6, para.
4) is permissive and gives commanders of
major Army installations considerable latitude, many oommanders seem reluctant to
exercise their authority. Intermediate commanders, through whose hands applications
must pass, often disapprove them or further
delay the process by returning them for additional information. It takes an expert to
navigate this bureaucratic Charybdis, and it
is not surprising that many soldiers fail.
Although the Army discharged 2,187 men for
hardship reasons during the first half of
fiscal year 1969, averaging between 350 and
400 discharges per month, some discharges
were granted for other than financial reasons
or to soldiers who were bachelors. That
draftees, who account for a miil!Ority of all
enlisted men, receive almost half of all the
hardship discharges suggests that selective

Footnotes at end of article.

service does not initially screen out many
persons with family problems.
If the applicant was drafted or is serving
his initial enlistment, the Army usually
forwards his request to the selective service
headquarters in his home state, which furnishes a statement about "whether the circumstances presented in the application
would result in deferment on the undue
and genuine hardship to the individual dependents if he were being considered for induct ion" (llb: chap 6, para. 4) .u Commanders are not required to follow selective service recommendations, but may place considerable weight upon them. There appears
to be a pervasive belief, both in and out of
the Army, that all men should serve in the
Armed Forces. This may account, along with
certain manpower problems, for the reluctance of the Army to liberalize the hardshipdischarge regulations and to discharge more
men whose families suffer financial privation
as a result of military service.
WHAT CAN BE DONE

What can be done to alleviate the problem
of poverty in the Army? The first step in
the Army's own war against poverty must be
a public admission that poverty exists among
many Army families, and that this poverty
springs primarily from institutional rather
than individual sources. This is a difficult
mission for the Army. As a conservative and
perhaps even reactionary institution, it seems
firmly committed to the traditional values of
self-reliance and rugged individualism, and
often seems intolerant of soldiers who cannot
make their own way.
An often-used Army defense for inaction,
that the Army has little or no control over
appropriations, levels of compensation, or
selective service, is simply not true. If the
Army evidenced the same commitment for
eradicating poverty that it shows for some
of its weapons systems, most poverty could
be speedily eliminated.
The low priority given poverty is aptly
demonstrated by the official policy toward
food stamps. In 1968, Fort Sam Houston in
San Ant onio, Texa-s, requested permission for
its commissary to accept food stamps, in the
hope that the stamps would assist indigent
a.ctive-dut y personnel, families of retired
personnel, and eligible widows. The Defense
Department disapproved the application on
the contention that, since food stamp benefits were neither uniform nor available in
all areas, their use would discriminate against
some military personnel, and by oombining
two forms of subsidization would increase
completion with local retail food stores
(9: 17 ) . The number of potentially eligible
families was thought small, alt hough San
Antonio has a number of retired personnel
and eligible widows living on fixed income.
Similar requests had been killed in 1966 and
1967. Underlying the Defense Department's
refusal there was apparently a feeling that
the military services could and should take
care of their own, a dubious assumption in
view of past responses and the magnitude of
the problem. The concern seemed to be that
the use of food stamps by military families
might create a public impression that the
Armed Services were not providing adequate
compensation, which may well be the truth.
Recent pay increases will not significantly
affect the number of poor families in the
Army, for during a period of inflation changes
in the definition of poverty income invariably accompany increasing wage levels. The
1969 poverty income for a nonfarm family
of four should, for example, be nearly $3,700,
up from $3,335 in 1966.10
For the first time in many years, there
appears to be considerable national and oongressional sentiment for modifying the draft.
Poverty in the Army could be significantly
reduced if men with families were deferred
or exempted. The Army has more than a
passing interest in removing draft inequities,
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WE ARE FOR HOOVER
the existence of poverty within its community and to decide whether it will honor the
commander's historic commitment to the
welfare of his troops.
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FOOTNOTES

OF INDIANA

All pay computations were made before
July 1969. Though the conclusions apply
specifically to the Army, many are applicable
to the other military services as well.
J Data
from results of Questionnaire on
Family Housing, Department of Defense
Form 1376, compiled in February 1969 by
the directorate of housing at a large Army
training center in New Jersey show the number of children and rank of soldier for each
family assigned to the installation.
a Burlington County Times, 22 February
1968.
4 Six hundred out of 2,100 fam1Ues had six
children or more. See footnote 2.
5 Estimates were made from base pay, quarters allowance, and subsistence, on the basis
of 1969 pay schedules. The validity of making direct comparison between Army and
ci viii an pay can be questioned since Army
pay does not include a variety of in-kind
nonmonetary fringe benefits.
e New York Times, 17 March 1969, p. 1.
T U.S. Selective 8erviee System, Selective
Service Regulations (August 1965), sec.
1631.7, para. 4.
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Mr. LANDGREBE. Mr. Speaker, in recent months we have heard some of the
most shameful and vitriolic attacks in
recent experience aimed at one of our
most noble and dedicated Americans, J.
Edgar Hoover, the illustrious Director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Because of his dedication to the survival of America and his exposure of the
menace of communism to our national
survival, Mr. Hoover has become fair
game for the new left elements and their
apologists. Certain loyal but gullible political figures have swallowed the leftist
propaganda and participated in the
smear campaign, which has not hurt Mr.
Hoover's image but has certainly tarnished the images of his detractors.
An editorial on this smear campaign,
printed February 18 in the IndianapOlis
News, was recently brought to my atten-
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tion. Since it expresses the truth about
this controversy so well, I insert it in the
RECORD to share it with my colleagues and
the Nation:
WE ARE FoR HOOVER

The American left is otf once more on one
of its periodic attacks against J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the FBI.
As part of his early-starting campaign
for president, Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D.,
has expressed the View that Hoover should
be censured by Congress and dismissed as
head of the bureau. Considering McGovern's
presidential record to date, this is probably
not a great source of anxiety to the FBI
Director. The total onslaught from the left,
however, is considerable, and needs an answer.
Part of that answer is supplied by the
inconsistencies of the attacker's themselves.
Some of Hoover's critics assert that he is too
old for the job, implying that he is not sufficently energetic. Others contend that his
department is an instrument, zealous repression, suggesting Hoover is far more energetic
than he ought to be. These arguments, inconsistent with each other, are also inconsistent
with the facts.
On the matter of age, it is interesting to
observe that the critics who raise this point
are perfectly content with an aging Supreme
Court Justice like William 0. Douglas, or a
septuagenarian diplomat like Averell Harriman-men who have worked on a far
broader stage than Hoover with a far more
erratic record of performance. The real objection to Hoover obviously is not his age,
but the fact that he has stood firm in the
American government for reasonable safeguards against Marxist subversion, criminal
anarchy, and revolutionary agitation.
A fair summary of Hoover's record would
disclose that his is one of the most efficient
and fairest departments of the Federal government. That it has been run with a. notable
regard for the letter of the law and the rights
of the individual. And that it has avoided
the characteristic governmental sin of empire-building. Harry and Benaro Overstreet,
noted liberal authors have praised the agency for its work as did former U.S. Atty. Gen.
Ramsey Clark-more recently turned critic
of the FBI.
And Morris Ernst, counsel to the American
CiVil Liberties Union, some years ago concluded after a searching inquiry into the
FBI's performance that "a real smear campaign has been carried on against Hoover's
work. The FBI is unique . . . It has a magnificent record of respect for indiVidual
freedom." That judgment, rendered in 1959,
seems equally sound today.

MYTHS AND FABLES COME TRUE

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, the controversial peripheral canal project has
been the source of much speculation and
emotion-laden rhetoric in past years.
The proponents of the project repeatedly assure us all that the only reason
for the need of CQnstruction of the canal
is to ensure the survival of the fishery of
the San Francisco Bay-delta system.
Yet there are no major conservation
groups in support of it--rather the reverse is true--the proponents of the project are those who would buy State project water to develop presently arid areas.
This is but one example of the "myths
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and fables" inherent with the peripheral
canal controversy.
Mr. Speaker, recently the Antioch
Ledger published an editorial on this
very subject. I believe it merits the attention of the Members of the Congress.
The editorial follows:
MYTHS AND FABLES COME TRUE

The myths and fables about the State
Water Project and the proposed peripheral
canal, as ar~~:uments by detractors of those
projects and referred to by state and federal
proponents, have a remarkable tendency to
become fact.
Norman Livermore, state resources secretary, recently denied ever having heard of
plans to delay construction of the peripheral
canal. He inferred that critics of the projects
made up that story, although his boss, William R. Gianelli, made the announcement
: .imself In January.
This week, to drive the point home, we
suppose, Gianelli again stated that construction of the canal would be delayed "until
1974" or possibly even later.
So sure was Livermore that such a possibility did not exist that he claimed the
state was ready to "go it alone" in building
the canal, meaning that ..:ederal funds {which
could be denied) were not needed.
Gianelll, in his remarks this week before
a joint meeting of Assembly and Senate
water committees, made no such suggestion.
It will be recalled that the State Fish and
Game people were opposed to the peripheral
canal before some arm twisting was done
on the state level to gain that agency's "approval" on the grounds that it would benefit
both fish and wildlife in the Delta.
Now the U.S. Department of the Interior,
in the form of Ellis Armstrong, commissioner
of the Bureau of Reclamation, has attempted
to shoot down peripheral canal critics with
"facts" as opposed to "myths."
These are myths, according to Armstrong:
"The peripheral canal will deplete Delta
outflows by approximately 80 per cent, cutting off the only fresh water sustaining the
estuary. The reason for the canal is to provide more water to Southern California subdividers. The natural state of the Delta is to
be destroyed to send water to Los Angeles,
which will draw more people to that area.
It is in the interests of Los Angeles area
residents that the peripheral canal not be
built, so that the resulting water shortage
will ward off possible new residents in the
area, thereby halting deterioration of the
Southern California environment."
Armstrong completely ignores the fact that
the peripheral canal will divert Sacramento
River water in the upper Delta, where quality
is high; that the standards he and state
officiaLs consider adequate protection for
Delta water quality are unacceptable to most
Delta residents and to conservation groups
such as the Sierra Club; that "commitments"
to Southern California are not sacred and
can be changed; and, finally, that alternate
methods of meeting Southern Qalifornia
water needs can be developed.
But then he was speaking before the
American Society of civil Engineers, wh::>
need the jobs, and perhaps his remarks
were for their consumption only.
We cannot believe all our fears are based
on "myths."

INFLATION

HON. JAMES V. STANTON
OF OHIO
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Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr.
Speaker, the growing concern about
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wage and price controls and inflation
was the subject of a most useful poll recently conducted by the Cleveland Press.
I call this survey to the attention of
my colleagues because I feel it offers an
accurate reflection of the attitudes and
opinions of average consumers, people
forced to pinch pennies and stretch dollars to catch up with runaway inflation.
The poll showed that Greater Clevelanders feel infiation is running wild by
a margin of 8 to 1. The results also indicated that the administration's efforts to
control skyrocketing Piices have so far
had little effeot on the average consumer. People are willing to go along
with some wage and price controls to
curb inflation, but nothing as drastic as
rationing, the poll showed.
The poll appeared in the Press of
March 12, 1971, as follows:
MOST SAY INFLATION Is RUNNING Wn.D

(By Dick McLaughlin)
Inflation has galloped out C1f control, unchecked by the light reins the Government
has used to try to harness it.
That's the opinion of Press readers by a
ratio of about 8 to 1. The minority who said
inflation is not out of control added: "Not
yet."
By a proportion af about 3 to 1 they are
willing to go along with price ceilings, total
or partial, to stifle inflation.
And by 2 to 1 they are willing to subject
themselves to wage controls, although some
say this should apply only to certain fields
of work while others insist that no one
should be excepted.
Almost unanimously Press readers are
against resorting to rationing to attack inflation, many citing the hoarding, chiseling
and other evils this might lead to.
There was no clear-cut opinion as to
whether, if price-wage controls were invoked,
they should be rolled back to the levels of
last May, as has been proposed in some congressional hearings, or whether they should
be pegged as of the moment.
A: slight majority was against a roll-back,
say:1ng, "It's to late now'', or, "It wouldn't
make any di1ference." Some favored a rollback in prices but not in wages.
No matter what opinions those interviewed expressed, all demonstrated one thing
overpoweringly . . .
Inflation-the burdens and hardships it
imposes on everyone and the dangers it presents to the United States-is a worry foremost in the minds of everyone.
INFLATION-oUT OF HAND?

"No, not yet," said John B. Abbott, 3321
W. 98th St., who has his own heat regulator
service business.
"Prlces are completely out of hand and
should be balanced with the dollars ava.llable," Mrs. Jewel Gholston contradlcated.
She has a col.1fure shop at 4098 Lee Rd.
"Prices on the rampage are hurting poor
people," said Wayne Harper, 4400 Central
Ave., who is retired, a widower, and blind .
"Inflation is getting out of hand," said
Mrs. J. E. Schwalb, 3259 Elsmere Rd., Shaker
Heights. "For instance, I just ordered some
curtains and they are costing four times as
much as when I bought some five years ago.
"My husband works hard every day and
is completely pooped when he gets home,"
said Mrs. Horace Nation, 2608 Barber Ave.
"Yet it all seems worthless. We are continually losing the battle against inflation."
"We cut down on our buying and our social life because we can't keep up with the
spiraling prices," said Mrs. Keith Wallace,
55 E. Cottage Dr., Chagrin Falls.
"The things they (the Government) have
tried so far haven't done much good," sa;td
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Paul H. Motz, 2383 N. Park Blvd., Shaker
Heights.
CLAMP ON THE LID?

"Do I believe Government should pass
laws to control its own inflation? No," said
attorney Gordon T. Canning.
"I'm not in favor of wage-price controls,"
said Thomas E. Weil, of 2891 Paxton Rd.,
Shaker Heights, a steel products firm executive. "History wm show that every time
such controls have been tried wages and
prices have soared to pre-control levels as
soon as the restraints were removed."
"I'm in favor of trying wage-price controls on a temporary basis to see if it
would help the situation," said George A.
Keller of Keller's House of Travel in the
Hanna Bldg. "As things stand workers able
to get wage increases have to turn right
around and pay higher prices. Far worse
o1f are people on fixed incomes."
"Absolutely. It was proven during the
Truman administration that price and wage
controls curb inflation," said Eli Rukasin,
a Cleveland Heights drug store operator.
"If they'd bring prices of food and the
cost of living back then I'd be willing to
put wages back too," said John Ruckner,
3529 E. 114th St., a foundry worker.
"Oh, I don't think wages should have
cei1ings on them, but prices, yes," said Mrs.
John W. Wanenmacher, 11820 Edgewater
Dr., Lakewood.
"If they are going to impose ceilings they
ought to do it with every kind of industrynot just the construction industry," said
Mrs. James W. Butler, 2814 Brookdale Ave.
"I've been in favor of wage and price
control for some time. It may be too late
for that now, but you don't control inflation by scarce money and other methods
they have tried," said Loren Cook, Berea
business owner.
"I'm against wage and price controls-at
least for now," said Jerome Dollar, 19200
Roseland Ave., Euclid. "If you freeze, you
have to freeze across the board and I'm
afraid that over the long run this might
hurt more people than it would help."
ROLL THINGS BACK?

"I'd go along with rollbacks as long as
pr·i ces are rolled back along with wages,"
said Robert Engler, 22, of 4707 W. 211th
St. Fairview Park, six months out of the
Army.
"I don't see how it can be accomplished,"
said Mrs. Love X. Fuggs, 1531 E. 118th St.,
and barber Reginald Hubbard 12311 Superior Ave., thought a rollback to last May's
wage-price levels would be good-"when
prices were more stable and things weren't
so rough."
"No, we can't go into the past. We should
hold the ceiling where it is now," said a West
Side grandfather, but a Heights businessman
said, "Roll back the manufacturer's price but
keep wages where they are."
RATIONING--AN OGRE

"I was a teen-ager during World War II
and, believe me, rationing was no fun," said
Mrs. Grace Bopp, 1548 Wood Ave., Cleveland
Heights.
"There is no need for rationing," said a
Rocky River accountant, but Mrs. Mary
Kintz, 75, of 3600 W. 130th St., said, "I'll
go along with anything that brings things
down."
"Rationing would serve only to control the
spending power of certain higher income
groups," said Charles Perry, 2131 Fairhill
Rd., an insurance counselor.
"Rationing would only cause hoarding and
a. black market in an economy of plenty,"
said William Seawright, 7508 Cedar Ave., a
builder.
"Why rationing?" asked Hyman Burke,
food market operator at 1004 E. 123d St.
"There's no shortage I know of. Rationing
would insure black market operations."
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OTHER COMMENTS
"I think controlllng inflation is a matter
of the individual," said Mrs. Charles A. McQuister, 1586 Elmwood Ave., Lakewood. "We
have to tighten up all we can at home."
"A complete withdrawal from Vietnam
might curb spending," said Mrs. Eleanor
Horsey, 21961 Bruce Ave., Euclid, and William
Hamilton, 1265 E. 105th St., was more emphatic: "Get out of that war in Vietnamthis would take care of a whole lot of problems."
"Cut down on foolish expenditures such
as welfare, which has gotten out of line; city
government, which is out of line, and war,
which is out of line," said Norbert Fischer,
518 Lake Forest Dr., Bay V1llage.
"It's the unions that are doing it. Business itself is keeping things in good line,"
said David L. Tadych of Avon Lake.
"I'm really only concerned about pollution," said a Garfield Heights housewife.

CALLEY DEFENSE NOT N~

HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
level, the victims were supposed to be suffering extreme shock.
Had he anticipated Indochina at the time
of his experiment, Milgram might have pondered on the degree to which a group of
average Americans willing to torture their
fellow citizens would go if instructed to
punish gooks." Mylai has, of course, since
provided him with an answer.
Looking back at his study against the
perspective of the U.S. experience in Indochina, Milgram submits that Americans are
now beginning to realize the hollowness of
their claim to ethical purity. "If we now
recoil at our own conduct," he says, "it 1s
because we perceive that we are just as
capable as the Nazis of committing crimes
in the name of obedience."
Comparing Calley to Eichmann, Milgram
explains that neither was a ruthless man but
"functionaries" performing their duty rather
than displaying personal hostility towards
the innocent people they killed. Moreover,
each employed euphemisins to justify hiS
actions as constructive.
Eichmann, in Nazi rhetoric, was engaged
in eliminating Jewish "vermin" in order to
achieve the final solution. In Gl jargon,
Calley was destroying "gooks" in order to
"waste the enemy" as part of a "search-andclear" operation.
In addition, Milgram points out, both
denied at their respective trials that they
were responsible. Each insisted that he had.
been acting under orders. In short, they asserted, they were merely cogs in a larger
machine.
To be sure, there are parallels between
Oalley and Eichmann that do not meet. The
American officer and his men were operating
in the heat of a battlefield, whlle the Nazi
was working within the context of a coldly
scientific system dedicated to the extermination of a selected segment of the human
race.
But if Calley's resemblance to Eichmann
has no limitations, there is nevertheless a
similarity between the mechanical impersonality of the gas chamber and the dispassionate technology of the B-52 silently
dropping its bombs from 30,000 feet on socalled "free-fire..- zones.
And there is also a similarity between the
B-52 bombardiers pushing buttons on their
control panels and the "grunts," like Calley,
squeezing the triggers of their machine guns
at Mylai and other villages. They are all
simply obeying orders.
"When you think of the long and gloomy
history of man," wrote C.P. Snow, "you w1ll
find more hideous crimes have been committed in the name of obedience than ha.ve
ever been committed in the name of rebellion."
In the long and gloomy history of the U.S.
involvement in Indochina, it might be added,
the responsiblllty for crimes committed "in
the name of obedience" must certainly go
higher than Calley.

OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. RIEGLE. Mr. Speaker, in this
morning's Washington Post, there appeared an excellent article written by
Stanley Karnow concerning the U.S. involvement in Indochina and the responsibility for crimes committed "in the
name of obedience." Discussing a very
interesting study conducted nearly a
decade ago by Stanley Milgram, a Yale
psychologist, the article points out that
Americans cannot label the Nazis as the
only "war criminals." A copy of the article follows:
CALLEY DEFENSE NoT NEW
(By Stanley Karnow)
Nearly a decade ago a Yale psychologist by
the name of Stanley Milgram conducted a
study that was remarkably prescient. He
demonstrated in the laboratory what Lt. William Calley and his unit would later dramatize at Mylai-that man's behavior is almost
invariably dominated by authority rather
than by his own sense of morality.
This suggests that the real guilt for the
slaughter of civilians in Indochina, whether
in Mylai incidents or through B-52 raids, lies
less with those who obey than with those
who issue orders. Moreover, the guilt is shared
by a nation that closes its eyes to atrocities.
as the United States has for years.
The Milgram study, borne out as it has
been by the realities of Indochina, also suggests that Americans cannot plausibly brand
the Nazis as a singular breed of "war criminals" when they have shown themselves to
be equally disdainful of human li!e.
In his original experiment, described as a JOHN I. MAcGREGOR OF NEWARK,
CALIF.
"study of destructive obedience," Milgram
assembled a group of schoolteachers, salesmen, engineers and other "average" Americans. Their task was to put a series of quesOF CALIFORNIA
tions to students, and administer electric
shocks ranging up to 450 volts to those who
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
failed to answer correctly.
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The shocks were fake. But this was unknown to the "'examiners," since tbe stuMr. EDWARDS of Califomia. Mr.
dent victims were instructed to stimulate Speaker, on May 8 the citizens of Newextreme pain.
ark, Calif., will honor one of their most
While many perspired, trembled, stuttered
and groaned, none of the 40 examiners outstanding public servants upon his restopped short of administering 300 volts to tirement after 34 years of devoted servhis victim-and only 14 refused to go all the ice to the young people of his community.
way up to 450 volts even though, at that The gentleman is John I. "Jack" Mac-

HON. DON EDWARDS
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Gregor, superintendent of the Newark
Unified School District. At the end of
this school year, Mr. MacGregor will
have completed 36 years of service to
California schoolchildren, all but 2 of
those years as a teacher and administrator in Newark schools. In that time, the
school district grew from one elementary
school to a unified district with some
9,500 students. Throughout this period of
explosive growth, with all its attendant
stresses and strains, Mr. MacGregor has
provided that steady leadership and constancy of purpose in the community
which represents the highest form of
service. The fruits of his service will be
found in the character of the young lives
he has influenced and in the pride and
solidarity of the community he has so
faithfully served.

FUTURE HOMEMAKERS CELEBRATE
"NATIONAL FHA WEEK"

HON. JOHN BUCHANAN
OF ALABAMA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, March 29, 1971
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, it is a
pleasure to add my congratulations to
the Future Homemakers of America as
they celebrate "National FHA Week,"
during the period March 28 through April
3, 1971. Through membership in Future
Homemakers of America hundreds of
thousands of our Nation's young people
have received invaluable guidance toward becoming responsible and capable
adults.
FHA is an integral part of home economic education in our Nation's schools
and its membership is open to all students who are taking or have taken a
home economics course. Certainly few
would question the vital importance to
our Nation's families of knowledgeable
and talented homemakers. The FHA's
work in promoting the satisfactions and
skills of homemaking is particularly important, furthermore, when considered
in the context of today's environment.
Many of us have observed and read with
concern the weakening in the structure
and fabric of family life in the rapid
pace of today's hectic world and with the
increased mobility of its people. The
many young members of Future Homemakers of America who are learning and
striving toward the highly commendable
purposes of this organization give great
hope, in my judgment, for stemming this
trend.
The principles and aspirations which
this fine organization instills in its members, moreover, extend far beyond the
home and homemaking. The FHA's purposes and activities also include helping
its young members to become responsible
members of their communities with an
awareness of their role in making our
great democracy work.
At this point, I would like to call the
attention of my colleagues in the House
to the "Purposes of the Future Homemakers of America," as adopted at its
1970 national meeting:
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First. To promote the joys and satis- companies it, is the most telling evidence
of the savagery that is still a. part of man.
factions of homemaking.
I would also remind you that the
Second. To strengthen the function of However,
violence, venomous hatred, and flaming selfthe family as a basic unit of society.
righteousness which characterizes war has
Third. To encourage democracy also in recent years characterized many of
through cooperative action in the home those who profess to be for peace, and
and community.
against war. Thus irrationality is not the
Fourth. To become aware of the multi- province of any single cause in the political
ple roles of men and women in today's arena. But man is also capable of reasonable thought, and I believe it is important
society.
that we try to use some of this reason in
Fifth. To improve national and inter- judging
c. ur country's policies in Indochina.
national relations.
I have sought to do this, and from my delibSixth. To provide opportunities for erations I have concluded that we should
decisionmaking and for assuming re- bring this war to an end as soon as we possponsibility.
sibly can.
Seventh. To involve youth with adults
In evaluating this Governmental policy or
any other, we must attempt to weigh the
in individual and group activities.
Eighth. To develop interest in home expected benefits of that policy against all
economics, home economics careers, and of the costs which are incurred through its
use. After we have placed a value on each
related occupations.
of these factors, we ought to have some idea
Since its organization in 1945, the Fu- as to whether the course of action in questure Homemakers of America has gr:own tion is worthy of being continued.
to a current membership of approxiAbout the price we have paid for our inmately 600,000 in 12,000 chapters in the volvement in Indochina there can be little
United States, P uerto Rico, the Virgin doubt. 45,000 American youth have died as a
Islands, and American schools overseas. result of this war, and 150,000 have suffered
This incorporated, nonprofit organiza- some form cf serious wound. This alone
would be a tremendous price t.o pay for any
tion is sponsored by the U.S. Office of objective,
but there is in addition the great
Education, with the American Home financial costs of our Vietnam involvement.
Economics Association acting as a co- By latest estimates, the Government has
sponsor. Twelve youth officers, elected spent over $100 billion in executing this war
yearly, make up the FHA's national ex- effort. In considering this expenditure of
ecutive council and adult representatives manpower and money, it would be approin home economics education serve on a priate if we thought also of the many alternational advisory board. The individual nate uses to which this wealth might have
been applied. How much better off would this
chapters are advised by home economics country
be if these men had been permitted
teachers.
to live full and productive lives, and how
I am proud of the FHA and equally much closer would we be to solving the great
proud of the fine work and aspirations problems of crime, diseases, malnutrition,
of its members. It is indeed a privilege to and ignorance, if this amount of money was
salute them during "National FHA spent for these purposes?
The psychological effect of this war upon
Week."
VIETNAM POLICY

HON. JAMES V. STANTON
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30 , 1971

Mr. JAMES V. STANTON. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my remarks in
the RECORD, I include the following statement prepared for delivery before the
Democratic caucus March 31, 1971:
VIETNAM POLICY:
REMARKS PREPARED Faa
DELIVERY BEFORE THE DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS,
MARCH 31, 1971

For over five years now, this nation has
been deeply involved in the Vietnam
struggle, and during this time, a great deal
of heated debate over our presence theresimilar to what we are seeing today before
this Caucus-has taken place. Unfortunately,
this debate has often been characterized by
great emotionalism, and intolerance toward
the views of the opposing side. These tendencies have, I believe, obscured some of the
!;rue issues at stake, and so before I state
my views on this vital question, I would
ask that our deliberations and decisions be
marked by reason and a calm look at the
facts, rather than simple slogans and overblown rhetoric.
It may be, in a sense, contradictory to ask
that reason be the basis of consideration of
a matter that involves human beings slaughtering one another; the burning of homes,
schools, and churches; and the devastation
of a small country. War, with the almost incomprehensible amount of waste that ac-
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the American people is also very much apparent. Many of our citizens, old as well as
young, are beginning to feel a sense of despa.ir about the ability of the people to influence the affairs of their Government. They
see so much opposition to the war, and yet
the war continues. And the House of Representatives, that body which is supposed to be
closest to the people, has not yet held hearings on the VIetnam war, and has taken few,
if any, direct votes on it. Because of this
alienation brought on by the war, the health
of our democracy has been severely endangered.
In contrast to what we are spending to
prosecute the Vietnam war effort, the benefits we can expect should the present policies be continued seem meager and elusive.
Some have said that we must continue the
fight in order to sa-,e face, and in order to
make our losses of the past worthwhile.
Statements such as these, far from telling us
what the inherent value in this goal is, are
rather based on the assumption that such
a value does exist.
What can we expect to gain through the
present policies? The nations of the world,
first of all, would be assured that the U.S.
still considers the numerous bilateral and
multilateral commitments it has made in the
past quarter century to be valid. But such
a condition exists, they would realize, only
because American foreign policy is so inflexible that even altogether new needs and world
conditions do not cause any change in it.
Another result might be that the leftist and
often anti-Western guerrilla movements
which are active in many underdeveloped
nations of the world would be somewhalt discoumged. Both :the demands of American
security, and the cause of world peace, we
are told, require that these movements be
stopped in Vietnam, and wherever else they

might exist. In view of the almOSit insurmountable difficulties enoounrtered by tthe
U.S. in Vietnam, however, it seems unlikely
that these forces have been undermined to
any la.rge degree. '.Ilhis argument is in\TiaJidated even furrliher by the fact th.alt we are
doing J.irttle to a.id the crumbHng pro-Western governmeillts of Cambodia and Laos, even
though •a logicaJ. extension of the rationale
behind our Vietnam policies would require
an uncompromising dttiense of them. Others
might vJ.ew the factors which favor a continuart;lon of aur Vietnam policies rto be quite
different, for rthls is a subjective matter. But
no matter what these factors Me oonceived
to be, we must always keep in mind the
necessity rto weigh these against the terrible
~osses we have ·i ncUNed through oux Vietn11.m involvement.
Few policy objectives are prized so highly
that an expenditure of the magnitude which
we have made 1n Vietnam could be justified.
I certainly cannot perceive any useful end
that would be served by a continuation of the
killing and suffering. Therefore, I ask that
we call a halt to this war, and withdraw our
troops as soon as we possibl y can. Such a
course is not an easy one, nor is it one without danger. All major policy changes carry
with them some hazards. But an end to this
war can also mark the start of a new foreign
policy for the United States, one which will
recognize the true responsibilities of the U.S.
as a world power, as well as the limits of
those responsib11ities. Let Congress take the
lead in the historic re-direction of policy, and
let the first step be taken today, by this
Caucus, through the adoption of this Viet nam Disengagement Resolution.

DODO, MIDSHIPMAN FffiST CLASS

HON. FRANK HORTON
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Speaker, the life
of a young man preparing for military
service is one of stiff discipline and hardnosed training. Often, there is little out
of the ordinary to help him through the
rigid day-to-day routine.
So it is understandable, then, that a
small mongrel dog named Dodo came to
mean so much to the midshipmen at the
U.S. Naval Academy and that his death
last week has left the brigade with an
irreplaceable sense of loss.
Dodo wandered forlorn and alone into
the Naval Aca~emy yard one rainy night
5 summers ago. Since that time, he became the friend, constant companion,
and unofficial mascot of the brigade of
midshipmen.
To the middie, often far from home
and family and under great pressure for
scholastic and military perfection, this
small fluffy dog was a trusted friend.
With Dodo, a middie could unabashedly
share his troubles and his hopes, take a
"solitary" walk, find a joyous welcome
after a long day.
Or, in the midst of a formation, with
its dignity and precision and its intense
competition and tension, seeing Dodo
scampering alongside-or even leading
them-lifted the spirits of the midshipmen taking part and made the occasion
much easier.
Dodo was a free spirit-he belonged
not to one midshipman, but to the entire
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brigade. In the 5 years since Dodo's arrival at the Naval Academy, he was a
part of the lives of thousands of young
men. There are graduates of the Academy, now stationed throughout the
world, who have their private memories
of Dodo and what he meant to them.
And almost anyone who visited the
Naval Academy in those years will, I
venture to say, recall Dodo. He usually
turned up at every imaginable place and
hardly missed a school event.
In the year and a half I have been attending activities at the Naval Academy,
I, too, came to expect to see Dodo
there--whether at a chapel service or a
football game. I recall that last May I
took my entire staff to one of the Academy's dress parades where the midshipmen, in their dress uniforms, marched in
precise step for top honors. Leading
them was Dodo.
The impact of his presence was poignantly made clear to me by his absence
at the Academy last weekend when I visited there. It was different without Dodo.
It was than that I realized that I, too,
had come to care for the little brown and
black dog as much as the midshipmen
had.
Associated Press reporter John Woodfield in an article in the Saturday,
March 27, edition of the Washington
Star captured the impact of Dodo's life
in those 5 years at the Academy.
Because Dodo meant so much to so
many, I would like to share this story
with you:
Dono--MoNGREL MAscoT-Is DEAD AND
MIDDIES MOURN
(By John Woodfield)
ANNAPOLIS-Dodo is dead.
The tiny black and brown mongrel dog,
who wandered dripping wet out of a summer storm one night five years ago and
straight into the hearts of the U.S. Naval
Academy's 4,000-man brigade, was discovered ill in the academy yard and died shortly
after being rushed to the veterinarian.
His past was murky and his ancestors unknown, but Dodo fast became a legend in
his own time, outranking Tecumseh and
the famed Navy goat in academy tradition,
mournful midshipmen said.
Although he was never accorded recognition by academy officials-and in truth it
must be said he would have nothing to do
with them, either-he was that tiny touch
of home to new recruits and a symbol of independence-once-known to upper classmen.
He never spent two consecutive nights in
the same room, fastidiously avoiding favoritism. And the disdain with which he held
commissioned officers brought secret delight
to the hearts of his human roommates.
Wherever the brigade went, Dodo was
there.
He slept in Bancroft Hall, ate in the mess
hall, trotted happily alongside the midshipmen at parades, including the fabled June
Week color parade, regularly attended classes
and in 1967 he was granted all the privileges
of an upper classman.
It was not unusual to see plebes (freshmen ) snap to attention when he sauntered
into one of their rooms, and various plebes
were assigned to keep a log of his activities
each year.
A sample entry reads: "Midshipman Dog
was seen returning from Catholic chapel this
morning. A glow of humillty was noted in his
eyes and he was obviously in penance to
atone for missing morning meal yesterday. He
decided to anticipate this morning's formation and arrived 17 minutes early."

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
Dodo became the official brigade mascot-although still ignored by the administrationat a pep rally preceding the Navy-Syracuse
football game several years ago. He was
presented with a Navy blanket with the gold
"N" on top and gold letters reading "Bite
Army" on either side.
And he made every Navy football game.
be it home or away. The brigade saw to that.
Academy officials, who persistently refused
to admit that Dodo had replaced the Navy
goat in the heart and eyes of the brigade,
continued to emphasize before each Navy
away game that the small brown and black
mongrel would not be accorded official
transportation.
"But," admitted one high ranking omcer
shortly before last fall's Army-Navy game at
Philadelphia, "I know that just as sure as
the sun comes up tomorrow, that dog will be
there if the Middies have to smuggle hlm
up."
He was.
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USSR, militarily conquered and forcibly, incorporated into the empire. He discloses why
our tear should not be the Red satellite
states, with their cacophony of leaders, but
rather Moscow, for should Moscow collapse
her satrapies could not survive for long.
MuOh of The Vulnerable Russians is appropriately devoted to the captive na.tions,
and their cultural, social, linguistic and
religious d.itierences are given broad exposure. It was Dr. Dobriansky who authored
the Captive Nations Week Resolution passed
by Congress in 1959. The resolution, now
Public Law 86-90, calls upon the President
to issue a proclama.tion each year durlng the
third week in July and invites the people
of the United States to observe the Week
with suitable ceremonies and activities until
such time as all nations once again enjoy
freedom and independence.
The resolution rocked Moscow, and the
ramifications of it and the Captive Nations
Week movement have been especially hostile
on the part of the Kremlin rulers. When it
was passed in 1959, with his typical rhetoricaJ.
finesse, Khrushchev said, "This resolution
THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS
stinks."
We have entered a new decade and with
1t, we have gone from an era of confrontation to an era of negotiation. How different
OF ILLINOIS
it will be, only time will tell. Surely we
cannot afford to be out of step with the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
'times. But if luswry repeats itself and must
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
be lived to be understood, you have to know
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, in the what happened in the years gone by. And
of Russian expansionism has,
recent winter issue of Golden Sphinx, the the history
repeated itself.
publication of the National Counter In- mdeed,
What does Dr. Dobrianski think would
telligence Corps Assn., appeared an il- help the mitigating problem? He feels that
luminating review of the book titled, for the immediate future, at least, an out"The Vulnerable Russians." The book standing service could be rendered our nawas authored by Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky, tion and the free world by the creation of
of Georgetown University, and has been a Freedom Commission for concentrated cold
received extensively in this country and war education for which, he says, pollticaJ.
and psychologicaJ. import cannot be exagabroad. It was my privilege to furnish gerated.
Another, a special house committee
the introduction to this work which, as on the captive nations in the House of Repanticipated, has been sharply criticized resentatives. H. Res. 211 was submitted 1n
in publications in the Red Empire. The 1961 for the formation of such a commitreview, written by Vera A. Dowhan, em- tee. Although several hearings have been
phasized numerous points that should be conducted in the House Rules Committee
borne in mind as we pursue our relations with solid arguments in favor of it and no
opposition to it, nevertheless, behind the
with imperialist Moscow. I commend it scenes
forces have been hard at work to deand the work itself to the reading of our feat and
stall the proposal. And a "first"
Members and citizenry:
in this or any decade since U.S. recognition of
THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS
the Soviet Union, he says, would be a full(By Lev E. Dobr1ansky, Pageant Press, Inc., scale review of U.S. policy toward the USSR.
The consequences o! this last point would
New York, N.Y., 1967, 455 pp., $7.95. (Rehave a twofold result. On the one hand, it
view by Vera A. Dowh.an))
"Know Your Enemy" could well be the would show whether the Russians reaJ.ly are
subtitle of this timely work. For throughout, sincere in their peace efforts and willing to
whether dealing on the national or interna- relinquish their colonies, or whether they
tional sphere, The Vulnerable Russians is are the imperiallsts history has heretofore
proven them to be, and secondly, whether our
a constant and sober imperio-colonialism.
The author loses no time in taking grips policy-makers are truly interested in the
with reality. He cogently links the present cause of freedom and independence for nawith the past and his impervious confidence tions now under the yoke of Russian comand authority unmasks Russia, the last co- munism, or just not willing or are afraid to
lonial empire in a modern world, with alarm- dismember the last existing imperio-colonialing frankness, revealing not only her ist empire in a modern world.
Dr. Dobriansky enjoys the well deserved
strength, weaknesses and vulnerabilities, but
reputation of being one of our foremost exalso her course of action.
For those with stunted viewpoints that perts on Russia and the Soviet Union and
foolishly insist that Russia and the SOviet his many publications in these areas read like
Union are a single and like entity, Dr. Dobr1- a Russian anthology.
ansky introduces many, for the first tune
perhaps, to the captive non-Russian nations
in the USSR. With expertise, he defeats
completely the erroneous concepts of the
MILK PRICES
Soviet Union as a "nation-state," a monolith," a "polyglot society," the captive nations as "minority groups" in the USSR, "the
HON. JOE SKUBITZ
Soviets," "Russian USSR,'' etc. He exposes
OF KANSAS
Russia as the real threat to the United
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
States and this country's national security.
With marked precision, Dr. Dobriansky disTuesday, March 30, 1971
closes Russia's stronghold on the USSR, her
"theoretic humamsm" toward the 123 milMr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, I introlion captive non-Russian peoples in the duce, for appropriate reference, a bill
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to support the price of manufacturing
milk at not less than 85 percent of parity
for the marketing year 1971-72.
Mr. Speaker, a very substantial number of my constituents and others in the
State of Kansas have written me requesting that the Congress do something
about milk prices. For many, the situation has become critical. It is part and
parcel of our overall farm policy that
ignores the realities and has brought
about deep dissatisfaction throughout
our agricultural areas. It is, Mr. Speaker,
in my judgment a short-sighted and unwise policy.
In introducing this legislation, I am
joining a group of my colleagues who
earlier this month proposed an identical bill, H.R. 6188. I trust that the distinguished chairman of the Committee
on Agriculture, the gentleman from
Texas <Mr. PoAGE), will, 1n his usual effective manner, push this legislation
through to enactment.

OUR QUESTIONABLE ACTIONS IN
LATIN AMERICA

HON. HERMAN BADILLO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BADILLO. Mr. Speaker, over the
past several months several i.n cidents
have occurred which raise some very
serious questions regarding the efficacy
and direction of the policies being pursued by the present administration in
Latin America.
Foremost among these has been the illconceived and poorly handled actions
vis-a-vis the new government in Chile.
The United States is already greatly
mistrusted in many sectors in Latin
America and the attitude displayed
toward the freely elected Allende government has not contributed to improving this situation.
Recently Mr. Ralph A. Dungan, former
U.S. Ambassador to Chile, has written
a well-balanced and highly perceptive
article regarding the questionable role
of the U.S. military in the development
and execution of U.S. Latin American
policy and its relation to the Chilean
fiasco. As he correctly notes, a highly
embarassing situation could have been
easily avoided and this incident illustrates "a weakness in the manner in
which we conduct our foreign affairs."
Mr. Speaker, I highly commend Ambassador Dungan's article to our colleagues' attention and urge that they
give his thesis full and careful consideration. Our basic disagreement over the
philosophy underlying the current regime in Chile should be no excuse for
not maintaining cordial and meaningful relations with this sister republic and
I believe that what Mr. Dungan says is
of critical importance in this period of
heightened international tensions. I am
pleased to insert his article for inclusion in the RECORD:
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[From the Washington Post, March 27, 1971]
CARRIER'S VISIT TO CHILE CANCELLED: FORAY
BY THE ENTERPRISE INTO DIPLOMATIC AFFAIRS

(By Ralph A. Dungan)
Although a "24-hour story," the recent
furor over whether the U.S. aircraft carrier
Enterprise should make a port call at Valparaiso, Chile, raises two issues, neither having to do with the merits of the port call itself. Both, however, illuminate continuing
basic defects in u.s. policy toward Latin
America.
How did the question of the port call arise
anyway and how did it come about that socialist President Allende, despite his strong
anti-U.S. military views, extended the invitation which was subsequently rebuffed bY
the Unted States?
The embarrassing and avoidable mixup in
Chile occurred because the U.S. Navy like its
sister services still conducts a quasi-independent foreign policy complete with resident representatives to foreign navies and
periodic state visits by its highest rankng
offi.cer. These visits, carefully planned as
much as two years in advance, are marked by
luxuriously equipped aircraft rivaling Air
Force One for the admiral, his consort and
not inconsiderable retinue. In addition to
top military leaders, these visits usually include calls on presidents, prime miniSters,
and other principal political leaders.
When the Chief of Naval Operations recently visited with Chilean President Allende,
he apparently mentioned the desire of the
U.S. Navy to have the Enterprise visit Valparaiso. Allende, who has been publicly trying to maintain a proper and friendly stance
toward the United States while steadily
pushing ahead with policies and actions
which we don't like, agreed to the visit and
announced his decision on Chilean national
television.
One serious question which the whole episode raises is why it is necessary for the
highest ranking U.S. milltary leaders to trot
around the world on a xnore or less regular
schedule like the enforcers of a 20th century
imperium. The question is doubly serious at
this point in history when so many Latin
American countries are ruled by unconstitutional and, in some cases, severely repressive
military governments. A visit by any high
ranking U.S. military personage who seeks
audience with major m111tary and political
leaders in every country he visits can scarcely
be considered a neutral or low-profile posture. It certainly iSn't seen that way by Latin
American leaders especially since no high
level civilian political leader from this administration has visited South America. At
best, given the present political circumstances on the continent, such a visit suggests to Latin American military leaders that
some elements in the U.S. government are
tolerant if not sympathetic on unconstitutional military regimes.
Despite some laudable efforts by this administration--at least in Latin Americato de-emphasize the U.S. military presence
and heavy influence on foreign policy, it is
clear we have some way to go. The episode
demonstrates once again the inability or
reluctance of the State Department to exercise effective control over the persistent
forays of the U.S. military into polttical
affairs.
The second and equally disturbing aspect
of the Enterprise affair is that it confirms
again the perverse capacity of the United
States in relatively small and unimportant
decisions to subvert Its own stated policies-in this ca.se a policy of benign neutrality toward the Socialist-Communist coalition government of Chile.
One element of the U.S. government arranged the visit of the aircraft carrier and
obtained a widely publicized Chilean presidential invitation. The State Department

apparently scuttled the whole plan, with
subsequent White House affirmation. It matters little whether the carrier visit or the
tour Of the CNO was a good idea. (Neit her
was in my opinion.) But the decision not t o
permit the visit of the Enterprise was a clear
public affront to President Allende and t he
Chilean government.
Coupled with a whole series of actions
starting with failure to send a high level
delegation to the inauguration of the democraticaly elected president, the behind-thescenes opposition to the appointment of a
Chilean to a high U.N. post, the not-soprivate host111ty of the U.S. Ambassador to
the present government, and the warning to
the Chilean government implicit in President
Nixon's "State of the World" report--all
these suggest anything but benign neutrality.
One does not have to be an advocate of the
present Chilean government or its policies to
believe that the United States should avoid
petty acts of this sort, which feed unfounded
speculation, thereby poisoning the atmosphere in which major issues between the two
countries will have to be resolved.
The Chilean case seems to illustrate a
weakness in the m.a.nner in which we conduct our foreign affairs. However sound a
stated policy may be, the sum total of actions taken by a multi-agency fored.gn affairs
establishment really constitute our foreign
policy.
Reflecting-as these actions often doagency and ideological bias, ineptness, lack
of coord:iilation, political naJ.vite and worse,
it is little wonder that blunders like the Enterprise a:ffalr occur. To permit the mistakes
evident in the Enterprise a:ffair is to foredoom the working out of a modus vivendi
with a politically undefined regime so that
the interests of both countries can be served.

SEEKS DECENT HOME FOR
EVERY FAMILY

HON. BEN B. BLACKBURN
OJI' GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Speaker, the
Congress, throughout the years, has
demonstrated its concern with the problem of adequate housing for the American people. With the passage of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of
1968, the Congress establish~d certain
goals with respect to the creation of new
and adequate housing to meet the needs
of our entire population. Specifically,
this act called !or a decent home and a
suitable living environment for every
American family.
During the early months of 1969, a
large number of new housing starts occurred. At that time, we found ourselves
faced with what, for many of us, was
a very rapid and unexplainable increase
in raw timber prices.
The H<>use Committee on Banking and
Currency, of which I am a member, met
to conduct hearings in an effort to determine a reason for the sudden rise in
the cost of timber and to further determine the effect the rise would have on
the housing industry which is vitally dependent upon timber and timber products. As a result of these hearings we
learned that there were a number of
factors which together caused the rapid
rise in timber prices during the last few
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months of 1968 and the early months
of 1969. Among the reasons cited were
extreme weather conditions which prevented normal logging operations, a
shortage of boxcars which prevented the
shipment of raw timber in the East, a
longshoremen's strike which prevented
the loading and shipping of timber by
sea from the west coast to the east coast,
and the sale of timber abroad, particularly to the Japanese.
As a result of the Banking and Currency Committee hearings, the cooperation of the rail industry in providing
boxcars for the transshipment of raw
timber to the east coast, and the end of
the longshoremen's strike, we saw a decrease in the price of timber which was
more compatible with the needs of the
American public.
For a nwnber of months during the
years 1969 and 1970, the administration
was engaged in an effort to reduce the
precipitous price increases which were
ravaging our l.-Conomy. The combination
of fiscal policy and monetary stringency
to combat inflation reduced housing
starts throughout the country. Because
of this reduction in housing starts, the
price of timber dropped and stabilized
at levels which generally would be considered acceptable.
In recent months we have seen a reversal of fiscal policy as inflationary
pressures have eased. Monetary policy
has been loosened and interest rates have
fallen. Fiscal policy of Government likewise has been revised so that additional
funds are now available for all purposes
in our economy including the housing
market. Housing starts have increased
almost as an inverse concomitant as interest rates have declined. We find, however, that timber prices once again have
begun a rapid and sickening rise.
For example, on December 31 of 1970,
Douglas-fir plywood was selling at $66
per 1,000 feet. In March of 1971, this
same product is selling at $90 per 1,000
feet. A rise of 38 percent over a period of
less than 3 months certainly would give
anyone engaged in the housing market
cause to stop and reflect on future housing starts.
Of course, we must recognize that
the law of supply and demand which applies throughout all of our economy likewise applies to the timber market. Although the demand has increased rapidly, the small, independent logging operator has not returned to his normal logging operations as rapidly as we would
like-supply has . not kept up with demand. However, many of us fear that
there may be other forces at work to
cause this increase in timber and timber
product prices.
As timber futures recently have begun
to be traded on the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, they have been placed into a
more speculative market. Whether this
speculation is causing an adverse or, possibly, a beneficial effect upon timber and
timber product prices is something that
we are not equipped to evaluate at the
present time. However, there is every indication that buying and selling in timber futures will continue to grow in the
next few years. For example, trading in
plywood futures totaled 25,008 contracts
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last month. This is the largest volume of
trading in this area since timber futures
were allowed on the futures market in
December of 1969. Another comparison is
that in February of 1970, there were only
1,434 contracts negotiated on the futures
market. Buyers on the futures market
say that the reason for the increase in
the purchase of lumber futures at the
present is that there are high expectations that we are going to enter a housing boom shortly and that large profits
could easily be made in timber futures. ·
One effect of the rapid fluctuations of
timber prices in recent weeks has been
the lack of confidence with which contractors and builders can quote prices on
future contracts. The Wall Street Journal on Tuesday, March 16 of this year,
stated:

An d what is being done to supply the
future raw material for pencils, photograp hic film, concrete forming, acetate
fibers, bathroom tissues and the habitat
for deer, eagles, elk, the pileated woodpecker, and spawning fish?
These have become important questions.
We know that old timber dies in its
normq_l cycle, with vast stands of present "old growth" timber barely 150 years
old and already rotting. We also know
that man currently is harvesting only
part of this timber as it matures.
We also know man has been harvesting for hundreds of years on some of
today's finest European forests. And we
know that today, in the United States,
insects and disease still "harvest" more
timber, most of it overage, than does
Dealers overwhelmingly report that they man.
Just recently Mr. Rae Johnson, Westare unable to obtain firm price commitments from their suppliers for deliveries as ern Timberlands manager, Georgialittle as sixty days in advance.
Pacific Corp., Portland, Oreg., retired
Mr. Speaker, the critical need for ad- after a lifetime devoted to forestry.
Some have described Rae as a "modditional housing in America is too well
recognized to need debate or repetition ern Paul Bunyan" whose overwhelming
in statement. The relationship between desire to grow more and better trees
the supply of adequate housing and the has earned him a place in forest hissupply of timber at stable prices and tory-and in the hearts of the profesforesters following in his footadequate quantities is also a subject sional
steps.
which does not need debate.
I would like to call my colleagues' atEvents in recent months have indicated that adequate timber supplies at tention to the following article which
stable prices are presently endangered in appeared in Growth magazine, the house
for Georgia-Pacific Corp:, on the
the current market. I would urge the organ
of Rae's retirement. This story
members of my committee, the House occasion
find encouraging and full of answers to
Committee on Banking and CUrrency, to Ithose
important questions about the fucommence hearings at an early and apof our forest for both recreation and
p:-opriate date in an effort to determine ture
the products we need as individuals:
wha~ action , if any, can be taken by the
FORESTER SHOWS RAPID Rfi:GROWTH
Congress in an effort to assure timber RETIRING
AND
FORECASTS
EVEN
MORE
STARTLING
supplies at reasonable prices. We should
THINGS TO COME
determine if the fluctuations in prices
"You can't possibly predict anything like
of timber products are due to natural what's
going to happen in forestry in the
forces of weather or other forces beyond next 50 years," according to Rae L. Johnson,
the control of man, or we should deter- who has just retired as Manager, Western
mine if the fluctuations are due to the Timberlands Georgia Pacific Corp. after a dismanipulations in the market which are tinguished career as a woods executive.
"Fantastic things are coming in forestry ...
subject to the control of man. In any
event, Congress cannot permit this ques- predict anything you like and the chances
are that you won't have gone far enough,"
tion to remain unexplored.
Johnson continued.
FUTURE FOREST FORECASTS

HON. DON H. CLAUSEN

Pressed for a look into his woodlands
crystal ball, Johnson said, "I believe the use
of the forests for production of vitally-needed
fiber products wlll be increasingly important.
This will increase the price of timber. The
demand will far exceed the supply and the
price will continue to go up."

OF CALIFORNIA

LEARN FROM EUROPE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The hope that the United States "will take
a good look at the forests of Europe, in which
it has been proved that timber harvest and
recreation are compatible," was expressed by
Johnson. The Black Forest of Germany is one
example.
Continuing on this theme of utlllzation,
Johnson said, "he feels the wise use of forest
land is to harvest the timber when it is
ready ... but the rest of the time enjoy the
scenery."
Predicting that a shorter harvest cycle will
be the general rule in the Douglas fir regions, Johnson envisioned this type of "regular and forever use of the woodlands: cut the
timber one year; the next, plant trees; then
for two or three years protect and nurture
the seedlings. The rest of the time this new
crop provides scenery and even improves the
air we breathe by producing oxygen."
"I never could understand those folks who
shed gallons of tears about the temporary
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Mr. DON H. CLAUSEN. Mr. Speaker,
many of us have seen frequent references to the Nation's housing needs for
the future, and to our commitment to
construct 26 million new housing units
in the next decade. Naturally such commendable goals raise many questions as
to the availability of materials to meet
the need.
Will there be enough trees in the future to supply our Nation's homebuilders
with lumber and plywood?
Can we grow enough of these trees
to prevent further inroads on our remaining natural gas and oil supplies,
which are the raw material for plastic substitutes?
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roughness of a clearcut area," said Johnson . . . "why don't they look someplace
else where there are huge vistas of green
trees and beautiful scenery."
"Those people who cry about clearcuts
wouldn't hold their picnics in a recently harvested cornfield, yet that is exactly what they
often try to do," he added as an example.
There are many "marvelously scenic" areas
in the Douglas fir region where the timber
has been harvested and new growth has rapidly followed, Johnson pointed out. He recalled that in the Coos Bay, Oregon, area
where Douglas Welch is Chief Forester, "there
used to be old snag patches that were given
up for lost and now they are beautiful and
healthy forests."
FOURTEEN YEARS, 35 FEET
Johnson is credited with pioneering for
Georgia-Pacific the now common practice
of clear-cutting Douglas fir, then starting a
new crop of trees by aerial seeding. He recalls
vividly the controversy that surrounded the
"pioneering tract,'' an entire section of land
in the G-P Toledo, Oregon, holdings. A request was made to the Oregon State Forester
for a permit to clearcut this section, to be
followed by aerial seeding or hand planting
with seedlings. After considerable verbal
negotiation, this was granted. Johnson recalls
he heard several references in the timber industry to "G-P being a cut-and-get-out outfit." "Well," says Johnson, "we haven't cut
out yet and we haven't gotten out yet." And
in this section of Toledo timber . . . Johnson can point to trees more than 35 feet high
in the area logged just 15 years ago, "and I
believe this tract will be ready to harvest at
age 35."
Johnson spoke admiringly of the late Owen
R. Cheatham, Founder of the Georgia-Pacific
Corporation. "Mr. Cheatham,'' says Johnson,
"was the best forester of his day." He said,
"G-P started in the timber business from
scratch, without any inhibitions whatsoever,
and by leading in complete utmzation and
complete reforestation, it revolutionized the
entire industry."
SEED TREES ARE EXPENSIVE
Johnson has made a continuing study of
reforestation through the years. He feels the
practice of leaving seed trees for reforesting
Douglas fir is wasteful and expensive. "The
timber you leave is vulnerable to fire and insects and it is worth thousands of dollars per
acre" . . . leaving isolated seed trees "is the
most expensive and least efficient method
ever devised to reforest an area." But the
way G-P (and most of the rest of the industry) does it now, is quite different. As Johnson explains it, "First, you get the crop. Then
it costs about 10 cents a thousand board
teet (of the harvested crop) to reforest. What
can you do so cheaply and get a better return
on your money?"
Now, as Johnson is (he says) hanging up
his "cork" boots, the industry is on the
threshold of better methods of reforestation.
One of these that has great promise is reviewed on pages 2 and 3 in this issue.
KEEP LANDS IN PRODUCTION
"If the land owners keep the land in production, it will take care of the ecology,"
Johnson believes.
This 65-year-old forester was born at Clipper, Washintgon, where his father worked
for a shingle mill. A year later the family
moved to Mt. Vernon, Washington.
His first woods job came when he was
seven and in grade school. He and his
brother were hired to watch the nearby logging railroad track and put out small fires
started by the steam locomotive. "Each of
us got $2.50 for the summer's work," he recalls. The next summer his mother cooked in
the logging camp and the two boys were
helpers. "We got a 100 percent pay raise, $5
for each of us for the summer." Johnson's
first career ambition was to be a pharmacist,
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then a chemical engineer. But he needed
summer work, joined the Weyerhaeuser
woods crew in 1927 as a chairman on a survey gang. He then decided to be a logging
engineer.
Someone told him, "If you're going to be a
logging engineer, you first should learn
something about logging." He did and continued to advance, meanwhile completing
his engineering training and reaching the
post of Chief Forest Engineer at Weyerhaeuser's Longview, Washington, operations in
1942. He shifted to a Canadian company in
1950 as Woods Manager for four years. On
January 1, 1954, he went to Springfield, Oregon, in charge of timberlands for the Springfield Plywood Corporation. Washington Veneer Company owned a majority interest in
Springfield Plywood and some years earlier,
G-P had acquired that interest. With the
acquisition of the Booth-Kelly Lumber Company, the two operations were merged into
the Georgia-Pacific Springfield Division. In
1955 Johnson moved to Portland, Oregon, as
Assistant to Vice President-Timber Operations.
Johnson says he plans to continue to live
in the Portland area and "do what comes
naturally." This includes operation of his
own 90-acre Tree Farm on the Toutle River
in Washington, where he has been harvesting timber regularly during the 24 years he
has owned it. This tract was first cut in 1905.
The trees on it now, Johnson says, "are just
like money in the bank." Johnson plans to
actively pursue his hobby of wood carving
"if I can get the raw material . . . and I
think I can." He also will keep in touch with
the industry, as a few weeks ago he was reelected Treasurer of the Pacific Logging Congress, a major industry organization.

INDIANA'S TIME TURMOIL

BROUGHT TO LIGHT

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, under
the leave to extend my remarks 1n the
RECORD, I include the following article
from the New York Times which outlines
Indiana's time turmoil.
Although the geography may be a bit
amiss, the article does present the problem and the need for a solution. It reads
as follows:
[From the New York Times, Mar. 29, 1971]
INDIANA SPLIT BY "ISLANDS OF TIME"
WASHINGTON, March 28.-In northwest Indiana, they tell a story about a man from
Hammond who was contemplating a bus trip
to Chicago, a distance of about 10 miles.
"What time does this bus leave?" he asked
the driver.
"Seven o'clock," was the reply.
"And what time does the bus arrive?" he
asked.
"Eight-fifteen,'' the driver said.
"Never mind,'' said the man, turning away.
"I can get there faster walking."
The trip really takes only 15 minutes, but
unless Congress passes emergency legislation
before the last Sunday in April, when most
of the country goes on daylight saving time,
such apocryphal incidents will become a
maddening reality for a m1llion residents of
Indiana.
TWO TIME POCKETS
The worried Indianians, who ::ast week.
sent representatives to petition a Senate
Commerce subcommittee for sw1ft action are
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the unintended victtms of a quirk in the
Uniform Time Act, a 1966 law that was supposed to simplify national time standards.
About four-fifths of the state's population
lies in the Eastern time zone, but two small
pockets, in the northwest and southwest
corners of the state, are in the Central zone.
The meandering boundary line is not the
work of some perverse Government bureaucrat. The residents of the two pockets wanted
them drawn that way, since each area shares
the economic and cultural life of a large city
also in the Central zone-the northwest corner with Chicago, the southwest with Louisville, Ky.
In years past, when Chicago and Louisville
advanced their clocks an hour to observe
Central daylight time, Indiana residents living in the Central zone did the same. But
last month the Indiana legislature voted, at
the behest of the Eastern zone residents, to
exempt the state from daylight saving, and
now the Indianians in the western corners
must remain on Central standard time while
their big-city neighbors move an hour ahead.
There is a bill before the Senate, introduced by two Indiana Democrats, Birch Bayh
and Vance Hartke, that would resolve the
problem by amending the Uniform Time Act
to permit states split by time zones to exempt
one zone from daylight time while allowing
residents in the other, if they desire, to advance their clocks.
The desire was evident last week when
business and civil officla,.ls from the "islands
of time" told the subcommittee of the "intolerable" problems that would arise unless
the bill were passed.
One witness, Martin L. Leich, a radio station executive from Evansville, in the southwest corner of the state, pointed out that the
checkerboard time pattern would affect travelers passing through Indiana, as weH as
residents.
HOW IT WOULD WORK
A person moving from East to West, Mr.
Leich said, would have to set his watch back
an hour as he passed from Ohio, on Eastern
daylight time, into eastern Indiana, which
would be on Eastern standard time. As he
moved into one of the two pockets, both on
Central standard time, he would have to set
his watch back still another hour.
Then, when he entered Dllnois, which
would be on Central daylight time, he wollid
have to advance his watch an hour.
"This is not the sort of untrormity that
the Federal Uniform Time Act was supposed
to promote," Mr. Leich said.
The Senate bill, and an identical one in
the House, are described as "certain to pass"
well before the advent of daylight saving
time.
The subcommittee also heard testimony on
another bill, introduced by Senator Ma.rlow
W. Cook, Republican of Kentucky, that
would shorten the period of daylight saving
time from six months to three. The bill would
move the beginning of daylight saving, now
the last Sunday in April, to the last Sunday
before Memorial Day.
Daylight time would end the day after
Labor Day, instead of the last Sunday in
October, as it does now.
Support for Senator Cook's bill came chiefiy
_from the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation,
which pointed out that during daylight time
harvesting must often be delayed until noon,
when the late-rising sun has finally burned
dew off the fields.
Another witness, Mrs. Susan Spoonamore,
the president of the Kentucky Congress of
Parent-Teacher Associations, told the subcommittee that during the late spring and
early fall, schoolchildren must leave their
houses in darkness and are often in the
classroom before the sun rises. She said that
the hazard was especially great for rural children, who were forced to walk along country
roads in the dark.
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WORKERS AWAITING PRESIDENTIAL AID ON TARIFFS
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Congress to enact "significant improvements in the means by which U.S. industry, firms, and workers can receive assistance from their government to meet
HON. MICHAEL J. HARRINGTON injury truly caused by imports."
OF MASSACHUSETTS
The President then recognized that
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
freer trade can "cause hardship for parts
of the community."
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
It is hard to understand that this same
Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Speaker, last President has by his inaction delayed
week I spoke about the on and off quality even the existing benefits available to
of Presidential leadership which has put workers.
national trade policy in a vacuum, which
has vitiated any positive movements to
aid the pockets of serious dislocation re- PUBLIC BE DAMNED: ATTITUDE BY
sulting from imports and unfair foreign
POSTAL SERVICE POINTED OUT IN
competition.
ST. PAUL DISPATCH EDITORIAL
Today I wish to carry this concern with
Presidential delay and inaction right to
HON. JOSEPH E. KARTH
the homes of approximately 3,700 workOF MINNESOTA
ers.
These are shoe workers who have won
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
from the U.S. Tariff Commission a tie
Tuesday, March 30, 1971
vote on their petitions for adjustment
Mr.
KARTH.
Mr. Speaker, if the
assistance.
They have been through the inevitable events of the past several weeks are of
bureaucratic redtape and filed petitions ar:y indication, I believe I am on the
with the Government for aid. They have road to discovering a truism. And that
waited the statutory period while the is, if private corporations are generally
Tariff Commission deliberated to see unr esponsive to the public; then public
whether as a result in major part of con- corporations with a monopoly guarancessions granted under trade agreements, teed by Congress are totally unresponshoes were being imported in such quan- sive.
The public corporation I speak of is
tities to cause or threaten to cause unemployment. They have come close to the U.S. Postal Service and under its
winning their case since the President new status as a corporation it is finding
himself last year, in petitions paralleling new "delights" to inflict upon the public
these, voted with the affirmative side and above and beyond its habitual ineffiinitiated adjustment assistance pro- ciency.
These new delights include, and my
grams.
But what has happened this year? list is far from inclusive, highhandedness, secrecy, disregard for Federal law,
Nothing.
For 2 months since February 8 when and a general ~isregard for the public
the Tariff Commission split 2-2, 2,400 as well as elected State, local, and Fedworkers from Massachusetts, New eral officials.
I believe the following editorial well
Hampshire, Maine, and lllinois have
sums up the present situation. I would
waited for Presidential action.
For another month, since March 8, additionally note that I was first made
400 workers from Brooklyn, N.Y., and aware of the Postal Services desi-gns on
Illinois, have also waited for Presidential Fort Snelling land by several concerned
citizens nearly 2 months ago. I immediaction.
Now, yesterday, the Tariff Commission ately launched a series of inquiries with
split once more in the same way that they the Postal Service and after 3 weeks of
have on each occasion since last June. repeated inquiries by myself and my staff
Three more petitions, all from Massa- the Postal Service would neither confirm
chusetts, involving an additional 750 to nor deny the reports.
Finally, in response to a routine in1,000 workers have been forwarded to the
quiry to the General Services AdminisPresident for his action, or inaction.
I urge the President to act immedi- tration, I discovered that the Postal
Service did indeed covet 68 acres at Fort
ately.
Frankly I do not understand the Snelling.
paralysis which has beset the PresidenI concluded then and I firmly believe
t ial offices.
now that the Postal Service hoped to
The delay affects unemployed, many of perform their land grab covertly before
whom are elderly. No precedent is in- the public or its elected representatives
volved in acting favorably on these peti- could protest.
tions. No broad trade policy is estabI immediately protested the highlished or undone. What the President handed and secretive route used by the
does by voting in the affirmative is to Postal Service, and quickly my good
make it possible for these nearl~ 4,000 friend and colleague from Minnesota,
workers to receive extended unemploy- Representative DoNALD FRASER, pointed
ment benefits and retraining aid, if it is out that the Postal Service was :flaunting
locally available. In point of fact, these Federal environmental law and policy.
benefits are neither quantitatively nor
Soon the protest was joined by Minnequalitatively adequate, but they are what sota's Gov. Wendell Anderson, the Minis available under existing legislative and nesota Historical Society, Representaadministrative authority. They should be tive Wn.LIAM FRENZEL, whose district infully used.
cludes the land the Service wants to grab,
In 1969, President Nixon called upon the two Senators from Minnesota, WAL-
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TER F. MONDALE and HUBERT HUMPHREY,
and many private citizens.
Despite this bipartisan opposition and
serious concern with both the land grab
and the manner in which the Postal
Service has conducted itself, the Service
seems to remain arrogantly determined
to stick unaltered to its present course.
It will be interesting to see whether this
"public-be-damned" attitude continues.
If it does, now is the time Congress
should know about it and further do
something about it. As the following from
the March 25 edition of the St. Paul Dispatch suggests:
The entire Congress should be made aware
of the attitude of Postal Service officials.

I am taking the privilege of so informing Congress now:
PUBLIC BE DAMNED

An unexpected and unwanted by-product

seems to have been produced during the
process of converting the U.S. Post Office
Department to the U.S. Postal Service. The
new corporation has emerged from the conversion process with a "public-be-damned"
attitude that is not at all in keeping with
what Congress had in mind.
The Postal Service's disregard for the
public has been vividly displayed in the
controversy over the future of the Fort
Snelling polo field and parade ground. The
Postal Service has been caught trying to
quietly push through a proposal to bulld
a large bulk mail handling facllity there
and postal officials have resisted a great
deal of public pressure . 6ainst the proposal.
Rep. Joseph Karth of St. Paul noted the
attitude after the Minnesota congressional
delegation made a concerted effort to get
the Postal Service to abandon its plans.
"There was little evidence that they wanted
to be conciliatory or that they were willing to listen to our objections, "Karth said.
"Their attitude was considerably different
t han it was prior to the time they became a
corporation."
The Postal Service did not notify any
Minnesota lawmakers of the plan to locate
the bulk mail facllity at Fort Snelling, nor
did it consult With either the Metropolitan
Council, which has performed land use
st udies of the area, or the Envir.onmental
Protection Agency, which is supposed to
study the environmental impact of such a
facility before it is built. The Postal Service
finally asked the Environmental Protection
Agency for a study after Rep. Donald Fraser
of Minneapolis pointed out this requirement
under federal law.
The area in question has considerable historical significance, is ideally suited to park
land and is adjacent to the existing Fort
Snelling State Park. Minnesota officials have
sought to obtain the land for park purposes
for many years.
There are a number of other potential
bulk mail handling facillty sites around the
Twin Cities that would not meet any local
opposition. Postal officials indicated little
willingness to consider any of the alternates in their meeting with the Minnesota
congressional delegation.
The new corporate Postal Service was set
up to improve the mail service, not to thumb
its nose at the public. It is still a tax-supported public body and, as such, should be
responsive to the wishes of citizens as expressed by their elected representatives in
Congress. The entire Congress should '>e
made a ware -of the attitude of Postal Servi"e
officials. If corrective measures are needed,
t hey should be taken before the Pos";3.l Service grows into a monolithic monster that
does not respond to any outside authority.
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WELCOME TO THE NATION'S
CAPITAL

HON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.
OF M .II.SSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to bring to the attention of my colleagues a statement, which appeared in
the Washington Post on March 17, of the
Irish American Club of Washington,
D.C.
The recent troubles in Northern Ireland disturb us all very greatly, and I
hope that my colleagues will give consideration to the position of this organization.
The statement follows:
WELCOME TO THE NATION'S CAPITAL, HON.
JOHN LYNCH, PRIME MINISTER OF IRELAND

The members of the Irish American Club
of Washington, D.C., wish you a most enjoyable visit and pray that your discussions
with President Nixon prove fruitful. We hope
that you will call to the President's attention the following injustices being perpetrated on your fellow countrymen by the
British subsictized puppet "government" of
"Northern Ireland."
(a) The rampant discrimination practiced
by that "government," which systematically
denies housing and employment to the
Catholic population and thereby forces an
extremely high percentage of its youth to
emigrate. For example, the current unemployment rate in the ghetto of Ballymurphy,
Belfast has now reached the staggering rate
of 44 percent among the male population
while the emigration rate among the Catholic male population of Dungannon, County
Tyrone is 47 percent in the 18-28-year age
bracket.
{b) The total denial of equal justice under
law to minority citizens. Under the "Special
Powers Act," innocent people are subject to
arrest and imprisonment for up to 10 years
without the benefit of a trial or, for that
matter, without any formal charges being
made against them.
(c) The blatant use of gerrymandering
tactics to contemptously manipulate constituency boundaries in a manner which will
assure a Unionist majority. The most glaring example of these methods is the city of
Derry, where a Unionist minority of 32 percent elects 12 Members to the City Council
while the Catholic majority of 68 percent can
only elect 8 Members to that body. Historically, the Province of Ulster consists of nine
counties. Of these nine, five and a half are
predominantly Catholic and three and a half
Protestant. If all five and a half Catholic
counties had been detached from Ulster,
what remains would not have justified the
existence of a separate government in Belfast. So the border was devised assigning the
Counties of Donegal, Monaghan, and Cavan
to the Republic of Ireland while retaining
Fermanagh, Tyrone and South Down for rule
by the government of "Northern Ireland,"
which, under these circumstances, "Vould always have an artificial Protestant majority.
If there was ever a case of gerrymandering,
surely this is it.
It is sad that Britain has not learned from
her experience in Cyprus, India, Nigeria, and
every other Colony which ever 1lew the Union
Jack. It is tragic that she should insist on
maintaining a "paper" government in Ulster
which in the long run has not got a snowball's chance in Hell.
It is imperative that you, Mr. Prime Minister, seek the full support of President Nixon
and the enormous inftuence of his Oftl.ce to
help achieve the following objectives:
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(1) The immediate withdrawal from the
six counties of all British troops, whose very
presence there only serves to increase tensions with the resultant senseless loss of lives
on all sides;
{2) The establishment of a neutral United
Nations peace keeping force which your Government has already endorsed:
(S) The holding of a. tree and open plebiscite in a true democratic fashion by the
people of all Ireland, under United Nations
supervision, to exercise their right of National self-Determination.
We believe that the above proposals are a
basic pre-requisite to the creation of a just
and lasting peace among aU the people of
Ireland, North and South, Catholic & Protestant.
Respectfully,
JAMES D. HAGAN,
Chairman, Political Action Committee,
Irish American Club of Washington, D.C.

A PROFOUND COMMENTARY ON
PROBLEMS OF TODAY

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, the
Calumet Index, a publication serving the
far South Side of Chicago, in its Wednesday, March 24 edition, carried a very
profound article by Rev. Harry D. Pierson, a black clergyman.
This article by the Reverend Mr. Pierson is stimulated by the complications
he faces as an active clergyman working to stabilize a residential community
and to provide the leadership which a
man of the cloth is expected to bring to
his congregation and the community in
which he lives:
A PROFOUND COMMENTARY ON PROBLEMS OF
TODAY

Black leadership, and we refer to Chicago
Black self-elected spokesmen for our race;
should start thinking in terms of the angry
distorted, and disoriented youth. It is their
philosophy and ideology that is motivating
our youth today. This anger is costly, neighborhoods are deteriorating, thousands of
dollars worth of damages are inft.icted upon
schools weekly. Each week the board of educat ion must reolace broken windows.
About 99 % of our schools that are located
in our Black neighborhoods have the marking of the gangs written all over them. Not
to mention the genocide among the youth,
and the black-board, jungle-like atmosphere
that is present in the class rooms. I have
not read, n6r have I heard any of the Black
leaders who say "they are my spokesmen,"
speak out against these criminal acts against
our institutions of public education. I have
not heard them speak out against the
violence or condone street gangs, or against
Black crimes, against Black people, by Black
people.
In fact, I haven't heard anything that
would give our youth hope for a brighter
and a well meaning future. All I've heard is
demands of revolt, and hatred of the "White"
man and his system. It is the only system
that an American Black man knows, I think
it is a. rather nice one, considering the freedom that one could achieve in other countries it is second to heaven.
I am shocked to hear these "Black leaders"
proclaim that they are for the freedom and
dignity of the Black m.an and other minorities. They are speaking in terms of an armed
revolution, a sure way to genocide and loss
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of previous gains in freedoms and equality.
It is also shocking to hear the "Black leaders" say: "What is happening to the Black
youth of today? have they all gone crazy?"
It is rem.arkably unbelievable, and in a
way, sad to see that they do not recognize
the creation of their own work. It is the ideology that came into being after the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King. This ideology advocates Black racism instead of true Black
pride of the achievements of Black Americans in the building of the country. It advocates Black racism, and spits in the !ace of
Whites and other minorities that struggled
along with Dr. King to bring into being first
class citizenship for the Black man. There is
no emphasis on respect for the schools, the
teachers, but yet education is the key to survival: it can conquer bias, racial discrimination, and bring our people out of the webs
of ignorance.
It is also the possible way toward brotherly love and concern for all Black people, as
well as !or ot her races in order that we may
all live in peace and harmony. People of all
races are going to have to find solutions to
these social problems that confront us. But
Black leadership must begin to strive to
bring the youth back to a sensible 5UID.tnit
before we can go forward. Until they do this,
we, the Black people, will continue in this
atmosphere of confusion, and chaotic merrygo-round.
It advocates the three-hundred year old
grudge of "the White suppression of Black
people." It is a grudge that should remain in
the past, for the White race of today is not
responsible for what occurred three hundred
years ago. But Black leadership is responsible
for sowing the seeds of hate, and using this
grudge as an excuse to illustrate and justify
this false, deceptive philosophy of hate.
No wonder we are caught up in the Ct'06S
fire of confusion and disunity. Black leaders
have remained silent on the issues; their
silence has been interpreted as consent, and
that the criminal aots that are committed
are justi.fied. Just because one happens to be
Black, and has suffered under bondage in
the past, also has had injustices in1llcted
upon him, this does not give him the authority to commit criminal acts upon his fellow man, nor does it give him the right to
demand more than what is expected. What
I consider the most reasonable is decent
housing, a safe community, free from criminal elements of extortion of home owners,
merchants and children on their way to
school, and equal job opportunities, providing one is qualified to perform the functions
of that job.
Preserve the good appearance of our
neighborhoods by not writing gang names on
the buildings and walls. Compete with the
situation of bias and bigotry instead of forming our own ' ooncept which solves nothing,
but makes rthie problems even greater. we
can oompete by getting the most of our education from the schpols we vanda.Uze and
mMk up; we can compete by tak.J.ng a realistic a.ttitude of lea,rntng instead of ruining.
No, being Black does not give one the license to defy the system, to commit crimes
against Black people in the guise of
"Brother" to kill White policemen, etc. This
ideology that is advocated is going to cause
major grave violent occurrences of bloodshed, and this blood will be that of the innocent Black youth who have been programmed violent by our so called "Black
leaders." Their minds have been distorted
from the realities of truth, all because civil
rights movements have ceased to become a
cause for the freedom and dignity of the
Black minority. Leaders see it as a. job, an
income.
Liberal whites who are conscience stricken
d"Dna.te thousands of dollars dally to these
leaders who are teaching the Black youth
that the White man is their enemy. Yet
when I try and get them to help me with
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a church and a community center in which
they can receive the correct guidance, I cannot get one red cent toward this project.
The Stone Foundation sent me a book on
how to raise funds, I was aghast: here is a
foundation that is spending thousands of
dollars to bail out the gang members from
jail, but yet they couldn't give our church
a loan to start our project of keeping them
out of jail in the first place. I can see a.
lost and confused generation of young Blacks
going to slaughter because Black leadership
valued the dollar more than they did the
morals and dignity of our Black youth. Our
schools are institutions of life, education is
the key toward solving most of the problems
that confront us in this present day society.
There is at the present, demonstrations
against principals because they are White in
the Chicago public school system, why is
this so? Yes, Black leadership has really done
a good job of disorienting the minds of the
youth.
In conclusion, I would like to make these
observations very clear: Black leadership is
concealing from the youth of today, the key
to life. I venture to say, that they don't want
them to think for themselves; they wish to
keep the puppet strings on their minds so
that they can be controlled. I am a Black
clergyman, my vows to God are sacred, I
am sincere in my vocation, and dedicated
to my fellow man. I see terrible injustices
of deception being inflicted upon the Black
youth of today. In aJ.l fairness to my conscience I can no longer remain silent, nor
can other men of the cloth continue to do
so. I appeal to them, I ask them to join
me in this gesture of endeavor of righting
the wrongs, for God sees neither White nor
Black. I believe, like times of old, the church
must come forward and not merely suggest,
but do, become active in this challenge that
calls for united efforts of all churches.
There is coming a time in the very near
future of "an awakening," and the realization of the damage done will be seen, felt
and experienced by all, Black and White
alike. The Black leader of today has grown
fat and rich from the exploitation of the
minds of uninformed Black adults, and our
youth, some will regret their deeds, others
will not. For like Judas who betrayed Christ
for thirty pieces of silver, Black leadership
has betrayed the Black youth.

STUDY ON LAW ENFORCEMENT
REVENUE SHARING

HON. WILLIAM J. GREEN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, I am submitting for the RECORD
the conference of mayors league of
cities study on "Law Enforcement Revenue Sharing.'' This report is part of a
systematic study of the entire Nixon administration's budgetary obligation for
cities.
The general con-elusion of this study
is thatFederal controls over states and protections for cities which Congress approved in
th~ original act and in its 1970 amendments
are seriously weakened.

I recommend this study to my colleagues:
LAW ENFORCEMENT REVENUE SHARING
OF 1971

ACT

One of the major causes of the increase in
crime ha.s been a serious shortage of funds
for criminal justice at both the state and

l•ocal levels. Recognizing these facts, Congress passed the Safe Streets Act of 1968.
This Act provided, for the first time, largescale federal aid to state and local law
enforcement and criminal justice systems.
Because the Safe Streets Act, in making
blcck grants to states, is already a form of
~evenue shaird..n g, President Nixon has chosen
the law enforcement area for his first specific
revenue sharing proposal. On Ma.rch 2, President Nixon submitted to Congress the "Law
Enforcement Revenue Sharing Act of 1971,"
a complete copy of which is included at the
end of this analysis. The new proposal takes
the form of a series of key amendments to
the current Safe Streets Act. Some of these
changes will improve the ability of cities
to participate in Safe Streets Act programs.
Ot her changes, however, are cause for grave
concern in that they seriously weaken some
important protections for cities in the current law.
The basic changes proposed can be summarized as follows:
1. Special revenue sharing payments replace
block action grants to the states according
t o population.
2. St ate and local matching requirements
are abolished both for the new special revenue sharing payments and for discretionary
funds, which are available as direct grants
to cities and states. In addition, the special
revenue sharing payments may provide the
local share of costs for grants for planning
and corrections facilities.
3. LEAA is stripped of its authority to approve comprehensive state plans as a condition precedent to awarding states their
block action grants. Instead, LEAA may
merely review and comment upon each State
plan. LEAA is also required to perform a
fiscal and programmatic audit one year after
each state has been funded, to be assured of
state compliance with various statutory provisions, including those designed to protect
cities. Thus, states no longer have to demonstrate that they will pass through adequate
assistance to cities or that they will concentrate adequate assistance on high crdme
areas before they receive federal funds. Also,
states now have much greater control over
all substantive content of their comprehensive plans.
4. Provisions requlring grant recipients to
show that they will assume full cost of aided
programs after the assistance runs out and
that they will maintain their levels of expenditure for criminal justice are dropped.
5. States are relieved of the requirement
that they must make technical assistance
available to local communities.
The new proposal does leave a series of
important LEAA ~rams essentially unchanged. These include:
The planning grant program. (Part B ).
The corrections program (Part E).
The discretionary grant program (with the
exception that all state and local match requirements are dropped).
The National Institute research program.
The Aca-demic Assistance Program.
The statistics program.
The LEAA sponsored technical assistance
program.
To the extent that these programs benefit cities, their retention is positive. However it should also be noted that the new
proposal does nothing to increase direct
grants to cities or to relieve cities of the
heavy burden of red tape they must now
overcome to receive funds from states, and
in these respects it is seriously lacking.
During 1970, Congress passed a. series of
badly needed amendments to the Safe
Streets Act. These amendments benefitted
cities significantly by requiring states to
give greater regard to city needs and improving city participation in both the planning and action grant programs.
Key amendments retained by the new plan
include:
-iinproved requirements for local repre-

sentation on state and regional planning
councils.
--'tlhe requirement t h!llt planning money
be m a de directly available t o major cities
and counties.
A provision promoting the use of act ion
funds to establish comprehensive criminal
justice planning capacities in major cities
and counties.
Liberalization of the limitation on sup·
port for salaries of law enforcement personnel.

Many cities have already t aken p ositive
steps to benefit from these amendments, and
have thus far received excellent cooperation
from many LEAA officials in doing so. Th ese
amendments are of great help t o t he cit ies,
and to the extent that the new proposal r etains t hem, NLC and USCM supports it.
NLC and USCM also support elimin ation of
local mat ching requiremen ts for special revenue sharing payments a n d f or discret ionary
grants. This 100 % federal funding will be
of great help t o financially har d pressed
cities, particularly sin ce it would eliminate
a requirement that part of the local match be
in cash beginning with fiscal year 1973.
However, the section of the proposal wh ich
strips LEAA of its respon sibility to approve
comprehensive state plans prior to federal
funding cannot be supported . Under the new
plan, LEAA would have only t wo dut ies relat ing to states:
1. Review, comment and make non-binding
recommendations on state plans; and
2. Perform fiscal and progra mmatic audits
one year after states receive their revenue
sharing payments to determine if statutory
directives have been met.
Thus, federal controls over states and protections for cities which Congress approved
in the original act and in its 1970 amendments are seriously wea kened. We are particularly concerned about several key provisions in this respect :
Presently, states must pass-t hrough 75 % of
their block grants to localities, and begin ning July 1, 1972, the percentage of its annual block grant each state allocates to its
localities must equal the local share of total
state and local criminal justice expenditures.
States must adequately take into account
the needs and requests of local units of government in distributing funds.
States must provide an adequate share of
assistance to areas with both high crime incidence and high law enforcement activity.
All of these crucial provision s would be
monitored by LEAA only retroactively . That
being the case, if any of them were improperly administered by the st ates, t here appears
to be no effective recourse for local governments. This apparent lack of effect ive recourse for the cities is particularly troubling
for several reasons:
The above provj sions, while extremely important, are not precise in nature, and thus
there is an obvious possibility that states
may interpret them u n fairly, to t he detrimen t of the cities.
The 100% federal funding will give states
a stronger inducement to retain as much activity money as possible for themselves.
LEAA's central and regional staffs have always been very heavily burdened, and they
are not staffed for a major post-audit operation.

FOR THE DISADVANTAGED THERE
IS A MESSAGE IN VETOES

HON. ROBERT N. C. NIX
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, March 30, 1971
Mr. NIX. Mr. Speaker, I have been
deeply concerned by the pattern of
Presidential vetoes which, in the last
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Congress, has indicated a total lack of
regard for the disadvantaged in our
society. It seems to be that too little attention has been paid to the evidence of
these vetoes, perhaps on the theory that
this is only what one would expect of a
Republican administration.
But I do not think the explanation is
so simple. It is not simple partisanship
which has produced these vetoes; it is a
deeper-seated prejudice against the disadvantaged and a narrow concept of the
American economy, and society which, I
believe, has produced these strange inconsistences and inconstancies.
I expressed my concern and puzzlement
in a letter which I handed to President
Nixon when I visited him last week with
a group of colleagues. I wish to submit for
the RECORD my letter and my comments
on these vetoes:
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., March 25,1971.

Hon. RICHARD M. NIXON,
President of the United States,
The White House.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have been around
Washington long enough to realize that the
true test of an Administration's attitude is
to be found not by what a President proposes but by what he chooses to veto.
Reflecting on the disturbing collection of
Presidential vetoes in the last Congressnearly all of which touched on some aspect
of Federal assistance to the disadvantaged! believe it fair to question just where the
heart of this Administration lies. Even more
important a question is what we can expect
in the future?
It does not seem to me that the vetoes
reflect an especially keen sensitivity to economic trends or to the extraordinary hardships brought about by unemployment to
the lives of millions of Americans, black and
white.
It seems to me that the Administration
at times has been its own worst critic when
choosing to launch unprecedented campaigns
for such items as a $1.49 billion appropriation for ABM development but being unable
to come up with the $200 million necessary
to initiate public service employment for men
and women desperately in need of work.
I believe that everyone here today might
well consider that the dissatisfaction with
present domestic policies as they effect the
underprivileged, the unskilled and the discriminated, is sorely aggravated by the chasm
that exists between Administration rhetoric
and Administration performance.
I have myself on more than one occasion
warmly applauded a statement by you or by
one of your Cabinet officers to the effect that
the Administration was "Irrevocably committed" to minimizing this or that domestic
problem or social injustice. Unfortunately
and even needlessly, such eloquently phrased
objectives were often dashed by a subsequent
contradictory act.
To be specific, consider the eleven vetc
messages you sent back to the 91st Congress.
Of those messages, two were private claim
bills of no great public import. Nine most
definitely were.
Nine of those vetoes were measures relating
to job training, public service employment,
election reform, hospital construction and
modernization, education, water and sewer
grants, urban renewal, wage comparability
and family medicine.
Taken as a whole, those vetoes displayed an
astonishing insensitivity to and lack of appreciation for the problems of the disadvan-taged to get an education, to find employment, to receive adequate medical care an r
ln general to enjoy the rich and rewarding
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life to which so many milllons of Americans
have become accustomed.
Those vetoes evidence a willingness to exploit the needs of the disadvantaged in a cynical and callous manner-a willingness to
veto today and propose tomorrow much of
the same when it suits some tactical or political purpose.
Beginning with the first of your vetoes,
Mr. President-the rejection of the fiscal1970
appropriation bill for the Departments of
Labor and of Health, Education, and Welfare-! have set forth in the attached list
some of the salient points which contribute
to my personal inability to credit this Administration with a sincere and consistent
approach to meet the needs of black Americans and the needs of all Americans for
better educational opportunities, a decent
place to live and employment paying an adequate wage.
Sincerely,
ROBERT N.C. NIX,
Member- of Congress.

VETO LIST
Veto of Appropriations for the Departments
of Labor, and Health, Education and Welfare
and Related Agencies for the Fiscal Year
Ending June 30, 1970. Vetoed January 26,
1970. Compromise approved March 5, 1970.
P.L. 91-204.
In your veto message, Mr. President, you
stressed your feeling that an increase of 34
percent in appropriations for vocational education and Title I funds for educationally deprived children was "too large," especially in
an inflationary period. You did not note that
total Federal assistance for elementary and
secondary education had declined in fiscal
1969 from the previous year; so what we
were talking about was an increase of 34 percent over a two-year period, not a one year
increase. But assuming inflation, rra.ther than
a lack of concern, was the real issue in the
veto, how can we account for the proposals
you have offered for fiscal 1972, at a time
when we are suffering from high unemployment and economic depression?
Your budget recommendation for vocational education, while an increase of nearly
$60 million from $322 million to $382 mlllion,
is nevertheless far below the $609 mlllion
authorized by the Congress for this program
and even further below what we really need
to provide adequate job and vocational training for our young people.
But what I simply cannot understand is
your recommendation of no increase in funds
for the program for educationally deprived
children. I cannot understand why, 1f increases in this program should be limited in
an inflationary period as you stated ln your
veto message, there is not some evidence
that you would seize the opportunity offered
by a period of economic slack to make a significant increase in this program. Instead,
you recommend $1.5 b11lion-the same dollat
figure which was appropriated in fiscal 1971,
and in view of the 9 percent increase in educational costs, an actual decline in Federal
support-a sum less than half the $3.6 billion authorized by the Congress for this vital
educational program for deprived children.
I cannot understand why, if a 34 percent
increase is too much in an inflationary year,
an actual decrease in Federal support is warranted when the economy is la.gglng far below its potential.
Veto of Appropriations Authorizing $2.79
blllion through fiscal1973 for the Hill-Burton
Hospital Construction Program. Vetoed June
22, 1971. Overridden: 279-98 roll call vote
in the House; 76-19 vote in the Senate.
Mr. President, the burden of your objection to this legislation was that it continued
and expanded the program of hospital construction and modernization grants which
has played an important part in the improvement of the health and medical services en-
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joyed by the American people over the_ last
quarter of a century. I could not understandwhy you insisted at a time when lnterest
rates were the highest ln our history that we
shri'ft abruptly f.rom. this 'SUccessful grant
program rto one of Federal guarantees and
subsidies for private construction and modernization loans.
Veto of Appropriations for the Independent Offices and Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Vetoed August 11,
1970. Compromise approved December 17,
1970. P.L. 91-556.
I am no less mystified, Mr. President, -by
your veto of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development appropriation on the
grounds that the Congress included $541
million more than you requested, and especially $350 mlllion above the amount you
asked for sewer and water grants. While you
emphasized the inflationary potential of the
Congressional action in raising your budget
request from $150 million to $500 million for
sewer and water assistance, the national
economy actually had already entered a
recessionary period.
Now. however, you come forward with a
double mystery in recommended level of
funding for sewer and water needs. You
suggest that the existing categorical grant
program for sewer treatment facilities be
thrown into one of your special revenue
sharing packages. At the same time you
have proposed a new categorical program
under the Environmental Protection Agency
to fund to the tune of $2 billion a year. This
is a program four times as large as the one
you vetoed and it is to take effect when
the economy is moving upward rather then
when it was moving toward a recession.
Surely sewer facilities are not four times as
important or four times as non-inflationary
when administered by an anti-pollution
agency rather than by an urban development agency.
Veto of the Appropriation for the Office
of Education. Vetoed August 11, 1970. Overridden in the House August 13, and in the
Senate August 18.
In contrast to your veto of the HEW appropriation bill for fiscal 1970, your veto of
the Office of Education appropriation for
1971 did not emphasize objections to individual programs. The overridding theme
was the need to hold down Federal spending
to cool an inflationary economy. The question, you said, was "not one of cutting the
present level of school funds. It is not even
one of whether to increase school funds. It
simply is a question of how much they are
to be increased-and ' for what purpose."
It is my understanding that the primary
responsibillty for determining "for what
purpose" is the legislative function assigned
by the Constitution to the Congress. Therefore, I make no apology for joining with
more than two-thirds of my colleagues 1~
rejeeting the Executive's right to determine
"for what purpose" Federal funds should be
spent in the area of education.
I raise what I think is a most important
consideration for future judgment of veto
recommendations within your Administration. In August of 1970, at the time when
you were persuaded to strike down the Office of Education appropriation on the
grounds that it was inflationary and expansionary, the national economy was in
the second month of the current recession.
The leading economic indicators had been
forecasting this recession for months but
the popular concern was still with runaway
boom and inflation. It would appear that a
willingness to react to the popular assessment of the problem, rather than an expert assessment of the actual economic situation, lay behind this veto and the equally
inexplicable veto of the appropriations bill
for the Independent Offices and Department
of Housing and Urban Development.
Veto of amendment to the Communica-
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tlons Act of 1934 for the purpose of limiting out of the chaotic situation which prevails
political campaign broadcast spending by in the Federal Government's procedures for
candidates for all Federal and guberna- fixing the rates to pay of 765,000 employees
working under the so-called prevailing rate
~-orlal elected offices. Vetoed October 12, 1970.
Sustained by Senate, November 23, 1970.
system.
Inflation, again, was sounded in the swingThe stated objection to this bill was that
it unfairly imposed a limitation on candidate ing of the veto ax. Nine days later, the
expenditures for television without imposing Treasury Department announced a liberalsimilar limitations on expenditures for other ization of depreciation guidelines to stimumedia. The veto was coupled with a promise late the depressed economy. To business, it
to recommend more comprehensive legisla- was a $2.7 billion windfall.
tion to prevent those with great wealth or
I cannot see why it is inflationary to give
the ability to tap great wealth from sub- Federal blue collar workers $130 million more
verting our basic democratic electoral proc- a year to spend to boost a sagging economy
and not inflationary to give businessmen $2.7
esses.
The real attitude of the Administration billion more to spend.
Veto of Legislation to Include Federal Firetoward the Vital reform of excessive campaign expenditures is apparent in its failure fighters Within the Provisions for Retireto recommend such legislation or to even re- ment of Government Employees Engaged in
spond to a Senate Committee's request for Hazardous Occupations. Pocket-vetoed JanuAdministration views until ~he last min·tte. ary 4, 1971.
This was a measure to attract and keep
It was only a few days ago, when the Committee in the Senate had completed hearings young men in the Federal Fire Service and
and started to mark up an elections reform reduce the loss of trained personnel to
blll, that the Justice Department finally municipal and county fire departments which
pay higher salaries, require less hours and
asked to be heard.
Veto of the Employment and Manpower provide better retirement benefits. Civil ServAct of 1970 (with related provisions for ice Commission arguments that Federal firePublic Service Employment). Vetoed Decem- fighters already receive higher pay and benefits was unconvincing to the Committees
ber 17, 1970.
The justification for this veto, in addi- which studied the matter and determined
tion to the familiar cry of inflation was that more hazard pay benefits were in order.
it purportedly lacked any linkages with
training programs or with efforts to move
temporary public service employees into
permanent or "real" jobs. In the first inTHE OEO HAS GOT TO GO
stance, this simply is not true.
The legislation had a great many provisions for such linkages and for regular and
continuing efforts to move public service
employees into non-subsidized employment.
OF LOUISIANA
In the second place, after vetoing a proposal
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to create 300,000 public service jobs as part
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of the Employment and Manpower Act, you
have now recommended the creation of 200,Mr.
RARICK.
Mr. Speaker, the mount000 public service jobs as a part of your
Family Assistance Program. The difference ing number of instances of misuse of
seems to be that your public service jobs taxpayers' money in programs adminwould be fully divorced from job training istered by the Office of Economic Opprograms and there would be 100,000 fewer of portunity makes it increasingly more
them-unless local communities choose to apparent that the gigantic hoax known
use part of your proposed special revenue as the war on poverty is supplying the
sharing funds for manpower to create addi- funds to enlist, train, maintain, and even
tional temporary public service jobs.
In this latter case it is not clear, at least defend legally the collectivist radicals asto me, how it reconciles the objections in sidously laboring to undermine and deyour veto to what you termed inadequately stroy our great country.
mandated linkages with real jobs and your
Henry Winston, Communist Party offistated wish to give local communities greater cial, stated after returning to the United
freedom to disregard Federal guidelines States from a briefing in Moscow:
through special revenue sharing. I hope that
Today the Economic Opportunity Act has
your submission of a manpower plan tied to
revenue sharing will not obscure the need of already become the basis for organizing in
the
slums and ghetto communities and it
the cities for immediate emergency employment relief. Your veto of last year eliminated offers the point of departure for helping to
the opportunity of hundreds of thousands of rally the rank and file millions to a mass
Americans to find meaningful employment. movement.
Veto of Assistance for Professional and
Writing in the Review of the News
Technical Training in the Field of Family magazine, Mr. Wallis W. Wood, in an
Medicine. Pocket-vetoed December 26, 1970.
Since by employing a pocket-veto you informative firsthand, on-the-spot acnever really said "no" to this bill, there is count describes the appalling condition
no veto message explaining formally your wrought in Des Moines, Iowa, as a result
objections. Presumably, it represents an of the gross misuse of taxpayers' money
effort by the Executive to prevent the Legis- not only by OEO but also by HEW and
lative Branch from establishing another HUD.
categorical program. But I note that this
The officials of OEO provide pressure
objection to a categorical program to en- from above through taxpayers' funds to
courage medical schools to pay greater attention to the practice of family medicine the war on poverty terrorists in the
did not prevent this Administration from streets including their legal defenders
recommending a.n entirely new $100 million thereby allowing them to bring pressure
annual categorical program to encourage from below for still more Federal funds.
states to pay more attention to the need for
Yet, with full knowledge of these
statewide zoning and land use programs.
alarming facts, the Nixon administraVeto of Legislation Establishing a. Proce- tion, for its new American revolution, has
dure for Fixing and Adjusting Pay Rates for
Federal (blue collar) Employees Paid at Pre- asked Congress for a 2-year extension of
vailing Wage Rates for Comparable Work in the Office of Economic Opportunity.
If we are ever to have peace on the
Private Industry. Vetoed January 1, 1971.
This legislation was intended to bring order domestic scene, the OEO has got to go.

HON. JOHN R. RARICK

I insert Mr. Wallis W. Wood's article
entitled "Something Is Radically Wrong
in Des Moines," as appearing in the
American News Analyst of March 22,
1971, and a news clipping:
[From the American News Analyst,
Mar. 22, 1971)
SOMETIMES

Is RADICALLY WRONG IN
DES MOINES

(By Wal11s Wood)
Locking onto the approach to the Des
Moines Metropolitan Airport, today's modern
jets begin their descent over the Mississippi
River, where it bisects the cities of Davenport-Bettendorf and Rock Island-Moline.
Passing over the fields and farms of
eastern Iowa a visitor is well aware that
he is in the heartland of America. There below are the golden fields , the white farm
houses and great barns, the gray windmills,
and the handsome sliver-domed silos from
which the sun's rays reflect upward. Seeing
this a visitor has no doubt that in those
fields and barns and homes below there lives
and works a people still close to their Creator and to the good earth He has blessed.
A visitor coming from the asphalt expanses of the Eastern Seaboard looks at the
ro111ng hills of central Iowa, with their alternating fields of wheat and corn, their
hooved version of beef and bacon standing
fatly against rich pasture, and is convinced
that he has entered a peaceful land where
the tensions and anarchy and crime of the
urban East are as foreign as the voodoo
cults of Haiti.
Reaching Des Moines, such a visitor is in
for an ugly S'..trprise.
On October 10, 1968, the Jewett Lumber
Company at 615 East Walnut Street on the
outskirts of Des Moines was hit by revolutionary arsonists and, before the fire was
brought under control, more than $500,000
worth of property was destroyed. On April
30, 1969 , at least four Molotov cocktails were
hurled by urban guerrillas into the Statewide Construction Company at 1544 East
University Avenue. On May 13, 1970, a dynamite bomb containing more than fifty
pounds of explosives rocked the headquarters
of the Des Moines Police Department on
Court Avenue, doing an estimated $250,000
in damage. On June 13, 1970, the Chamber
of Commerce Building at 800 High Street
was shaken by yet another bomb, this time
causing damage amounting to more than
$150,000.
In fact, during the last two years there
have been more than two hundred such successful bombings in Iowa, mostly in Des
Moines. Another two hundred were threatened or aborted by luck and alert pollee work.
Damage in Des Moines, Iowa's capital and
most populous city, has already reached $2.5
million. Miraculously no one has yet been
kllled by the terrorists, but they are still trying. And. the frequency and severity of the
terror strikes is escalating. Clearly, some kind
of war is being waged in Des Moines.
Our assignment :from The ReView Of The
News was to travel to Iowa to try to discover who is responsible for the continuing
wave of terrorist attacks there, how the insurrectionists are being financed, and what is
being done to stop them. The answers we
uncovered proved to be part of a pattern
being repeated in cities and towns from
Maine to California.
THE OPEN REVOLUTION

So serious has the problem of urban warfare become--and so few of the terrorists
have been arrested-that apathy is turning to
anger in Des Moines. Not only are citizens not
safe on the streets at night, but many have
begun to feel they aren't even safe in their
homes and places of business. ObViously
something must be done.
But who is responsible?
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The Des Moines pollee would like to ask
that question of Charles Knox, age twentysix. For at least four years Mr. Knox has been
a professional revolutionary-most of that
time, curiously enough, while on the government payroll. He has operated as "Minister
of Education" for the local Black Panther
Party, though the Des Moines chapter now
uses another name after a dispute with national headquarters and his current title is
not used outside of revolutionary circles.
Knox's arrest record over the past two }!ears
includes charges o! assault and battery,
possession of narcotics, unlawful assembly,
arson, resisting arrest, and disrupting a public meeting. His apartment at 1416 University
Avenue has been raided twice by the local
pollee on the basis of information supplied
to police intelligence concerning illegal
caches of dynamite and blasting caps. Both
times police discovered enough rifles and ammunition to start a small war; pamphlets and
flyers detaillng the manufacture of Molotov
cocktails and providing instructions for the
sabotage of civil communications and utilities; and, enough hard-core Communist
literature to open a library in Moscow.
Claiming that none of this was illegal,
Judge Harry Perkins of the Polk County District Court promptly ordered the police to
return to Mr. Knox and his associates the
rifles and pistols, the gas mask, the 500
rounds of ammunition, and everything else
seized in the raids. The Judge stopped just
short of requiring the police to apologize
publicly.
So the Marx, Lenin, Castro, and Guevara
posters continue to stare out from the windows at 1416 University Avenue, while a Communist flag waves below them. And Charles
Knox knows that the best defense is a good
offense. On the afternoon of October 2, 1970,
only a few hours after the last police raid,
he and Pantherette Mary Rhem distributed a
handb111 in the black community calling on
all "brothers and sisters" to "Organize To
Change the World!" The flyer proclaimed:
"Again the Fascist authorities of Des
Moines unjustifiably harassed the Black
Revolutionary Communist Youth by ransacking our apartment while they were not
at home . . . . These degenerates broke out
windows, kicked in doors and held 3 sisters by
gunpoint as hostages while they searched the
apartments ....
"We Communists are not afraid to express
our political views and to wage struggle
against fadsm. Our Politics Are The Politics
Of Liberation (Marxism-Leninism-Mao-TseTung Thought). Our Struggle Is The People's Struggle ....
"We further feel that the fascist attempts
to intimidate us have fa.iled for we intend to
continue to disseminate Communist Literature (Mao Tse-Tung Thought), support the
Revolutionary Struggles of the World against
Imperialism, and display our "Red Flag" supporting Red China and praising those whose
"Blood" has been dripped for Freedom. Dare
to Struggle-Dare To Win I! Advance Peoples
Struggle!"
A week passed without demonstrations, renewed agitation, or a single bombing. On
Friday, October ninth, the people of Des
Moines found out why. Lawrence Scales, Director of a federally funded project of the
Iowa Children's and Family Services program, announced that Communist Charles
Knox had just been hired by the agency at a
salary of $7,000 per year to be a "counselor"
for juvenile delinquents. Scales told reporters that Knox, admitted head of the Black
Revolutionary Communist Youth organization, had impressed him (and these are Mr.
Scales' exact words) with his "ab111ty in working with black youth."
The program under which Knox was hired
is officially known as the Model City Juvenile
Treatment Project. The $225,270 in tax
money to finance it 1s channeled through the
Des Moines Model City agency ($63,270),
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the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare ($92,000), and the Law Enforcement Assistance AdministMtion of the Justice Department ($70,000).
The Model City staff had hired Iowa Children's and Family Services, a private organization supported by United Way, to run the
project in which Comrade Knox would operate. John Wolfe, a "senior planner" for the
Model City program, explained that "we are
trying to bring alienated individuals into
the mainstream of our projects. A person
shouldn't be shut out because his political
views disagree with the majority." Knox was
recommended for the position by the Concentrated Employment Program, another federally funded Model City project for which
Comrade Knox had worked earller in the
year. 1
Understandably, the hiring of Charles Knox
became a subject of some controversy in
Des Moines. Two members of the City Council-Republican Robert Scott and Democrat
Jack Woods-were the first to act. They demanded that Knox be fired and said that if
Model Cities or the Iowa Children's and
Family Services (I.C.F.S.) took no action,
the Council would.
Later that same Friday afternoon the Executive Committee of the Greater Des Moines
United Way voted to suspend I.C.F.S. from
further aid. The United Way, a local united
charities fund-raising operation, declared
that I.C.F.S. had violated its agreement by
not even informing the agency that it had
accepted the delinquency project. No doubt
the concern of United Way was heightened
by the !act that the scandal over Charles
Knox erupted just as it was in the midst of
a public canvass to raise $2,726,000 for the
coming year.
On Saturday, October tenth, the I.C.F.S.
Board of Directors met to consider the squabble. Board President Lynn Vorbrich, who
also serves as Chairman of the Des Moines
Human Relations Commission, subsequently
announced that Communist revolutionary
Charles Knox would not be dismissed from
the federal dole. According to Vorbrich,
Knox had promised that he would not use
his new position to recruit "marching, stomping Marxists." Moreover, the Human Relations specialist proclaimed, Comrade Knox
"has a good relationship with kids, he
doesn't like to see them in jail, and he's not
going to counsel them to go out and rob a
gas station." Right, Mr. Vorbrich, nothing
that petty!
Director Scales of I.C.F.S. was more direct.
I! the City Council did not approve of his
program and hiring practices, he declared,
"they can cancel the contract." The next
Monday, five members of the City Council
took Scales at his word and said they would
vote on Thursday to suspend the City's contract with the Iowa Children's and Famil~
Services program.
Less than forty-eight hours later, as one
might expect, the Iowa Civil Liberties Union
leapt to the defense of Comrade Knox. And,
later that same evening, the Citizens Board
of the federally funded Model City in Des
Moines passed a resolution reaffirming its
"support and confidence in the judgment of
the Iowa Children's and Family Services in
conducting the program we have put into
their hands." The Board asked the City
Council to "reconsider the entire matter,"
then blasted the Council for "interfering or
attempting to control the hiring practices o:r
any Model City operating agency, particularly when such action relates to charging
an individual on unfounded rumors and personal reasons."
1 Knox was said to have been one of sixteen
persons recommended by C.F'.P. for the counseling job. When we pressed, no one at either
agency could "remember" the names of the
other fl.fteen nominees!

At the same time, John C. Neubauer, Director of the Accounting Aid Society (another tax-supported agency helping the "under-privileged" in the Model City area),
praised Charles Knox for his "positive contributions" to Des Moines and his "constructive social efforts." You know, things
like flying the Red flag and decorating his
street-wide window with a giant picture o!
Mao Tse-tung! Knox was the "desirable
choice" for the job, Neubauer declared, and
criticized the City Council for "trying to destroy" this outstanding young man.
Meanwhile, to make the situation perfectly clear, Comrade Knox was telling anyone who would listen that his Communist
handbill of October second "explains my political philosophy in full." Questioned in
more de tall about the ''people's struggle,"
Knox would shrug and reply, "Read what
Mao said about that." And what is he trying
to accomplish in Des Moines? "My job is to
spread revolution," he explained.
As a result, and to no one's great surprise,
the Des Moines City Council voted on Thursday to break its contract with I.C.F.S. The
resolution was approved unanimously. And
so avowed Communist organizer Charles
Knox, who had never reported for his job as
a counselor for juvenile delinquents, found
both the job and the program no longer existed. The villain had been found, and fired.
Would the citizens of Des Moines, so slow
to become aroused, now relax? Would the
complex of projects and programs financed
by more than a dozen federal agencies be
subject to close scrutiny, or would they con..:
tinue to go unquestioned?
On Friday, October siXteenth, the Des
Moines Tribune did its best to prevent further inquiry. The Tribune is owned by
Cowles Communications. Other Cowles enterprises in Des Moines include the Des
Moines Register and KRNT radio and television. Board Chairman John Cowles and
Board President Gardner Cowles are both
members of the secret and powerful Council
of Foreign Relations, the New York-based
organization described by such authorities
as Dan Smoot as being so powerful tha't it
is literally an 'invisible government of the
United States." The polltical radicalism of
the Cowles brothers is known to Americans
in other sections of the country through the
pages of Look magazine. Their slick propaganda is, however, especially effective in Iowa
since their two newspapers are by far the
largest dailies in the state.
In an editorial entitled "Overreacting to
Knox Hiring," the Cowles' Tribune used its
most solemn tone to proclaim:
"The hiring of former VISTA worker, !ormer Black Panther leader and current Black
Revolutionary Communist Youth leader
Charles Knox to a $7,000 Model Cities program job helping delinquent youth is threatening to cause many in Des Moines to 'lose
their cool.'
"As we said earlier, we believe the hiring
of Knox showed a lapse in judgment by Lawrence Scales, the director of Iowa Children's
and Family Services (I.C.F.S.) which was to
conduct the delinquent youth program . . . .
"It would be a sad irony if the furor over
what one person might do to this worthwhile
program led to the en tire program being
junked."
In the opinion of professionalinves·t igators
in Des Moines, it would be an even greater
irony if the recent furor prevented the entire "poverty" effort there from being junked.
For if ever a program seemed designed to
disrupt and destroy orderly government and
the peace of a community, the tax-supported,
government-directed War on Poverty in Des
Moines fits that description. Consider some
of the specifics.
THE UNDERGROUND REVOLUTION

On July 22, 1970, Attorney General Richard
C. Turner of Iowa testified before the Sub-
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committee on Investigations of the Senate
Committee on Government Operations concerning the recent bombings in Des Moines.
After describing the explosions at the Police
Headquarters and the Chamber of Commerce
Building, as well as dynamite attacks on the
Pollee Department in Ames, Iowa, and on the
Science Building at Drake University in Des
Moines, Attorney General Turner had this
to say:
"The identities of the central figures who
have planned and perpetrated these bombings and fires are known. They are known
through the sworn testimony of witnesses
before grand juries and trial juries. They are
known as the result of statements made
out of court by persons who are unwilling
to testify. They are known by circumstantial
evidence satisfactory to the common sense
of the most skeptical layman.
"Yet, only two individuals responsible
for any of the bombings and fires since 19_66
have been convicted and sentenced to pnson. Three others have been tried and found
guilty by juries, but they have not been
sentenced." 2
There are many reasons for the failures to
convict. Fear and terrorism play no small
part. And Des Moines police have been handcuffed by the restrictive court decisions
which have thwarted police work nationwide.
As Des Moines Police Chief Wendell F. Nichols told me, "Anyone who denies that Supreme Court decisions have made our work
much more difficult is simply not informedor is not telling the truth."
But, despite such difficulties, there ie much
that is known and can be divulged.
on the evening of May 5, 1970, the o"'cers
of the Quick SUipply Company in Nort.·· Des
Moines were burglarized. More than 1,000
pounds of dynamite and blasting caps were
stolen from the depot. Sworn testimony has
been taken in secret by a Grand Jury in
Des Moines concerning the theft and subsequent use of these explosives. One witness testified under oath how Charles Knox,
assisted by other black revolutionaries from
Des Moines, planned the robbery, drove to
the supply depot, cut through a chain-link
fence, and then hauled the dynamite away
in a truck belonging to the local Office of
Economic Opportunity.
Police subsequently recovered three boxes
of dynamite and one box of blasting caps.
They were easily identifiable as coming from
the Quick Supply Company because the stolen
dynamite was of an unusually large size-2.5
inches in diameter-and of a kind used
exclusively in quarry mining. No other supply depot in the Midwest has reported the
theft or non-industrial sale of such explosives.
On June 21, 1970, an anonymous caller
suggested that pollee investigate an area near
a Des Moines overpass. Officers called to the
scene discovered a metal toolbox behind a
girder. One of the policemen released the
cover of the toolbox. Inside were two sticks
of the odd-sized quarry dynamite, wired together and connected to the lid with an electrical detonator. Metal contacts had been
2 One of those who has been indicted but
never convicted on arson and bombing
charges is Mrs. Joeanna Cheatom. The "Mrs."
is honorary; she was born a Cheatom. The
mother · of four illegitimate children and
leader of the militant Mothers for Dignity
and Justice, which is tied to the radical Welfare Rights Organization seeking more aid
to mothers of dependent children, Mrs. Cheatom budgets her aid so well she was able to
use it to finance a trip to England. Joeanna
has joined Charles Knox on a breakfast program for needy children at the O.E.O.-G.O.
center on Forest Avenue, where youngsters
receive both nutrition and an "education"
every morning. ·The food is donated by area
merchants; the propaganda by Communist
Charles Knox. ·
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placed on the ends of a clothespin, with a delays. Finally, G.O. Director Donald Mcsmall piece of wood inserted between them. Kenzie, N.A.A.C.P. leader John Estes, AssistA cord connected the wood to the handle so ant City Attorney Gary Swanson, and several
that when it was lifted the piece of wood other influential citizens of Des Moineswould be removed, contact would be made, including Monsignor Paul Connelly of Cathand a policeman would be killed and a bridge olic Charities, the Reverened Frank Kroll of
bombed. The officer was saved when a splinter the United Church of Christ, and Robert
of the wood remained in place and prevented Manheimmer of the Mayor's Task Forcethe circuit from being completed.
issued an appeal for the money to be granted.
An officer in Omaha, Nebraska, was not so McKenzie's letter said in part: "There is
fortunate. On August 23, 1970, he was killed growing belief that the Black Panther Party
in an explosion of a similar bomb made of is a positive dynamic force in this commuthat quarry dynamite. One arrest has been nity, and should be assisted in doing their
made in the Omaha case-David Rice, an thing."
O.E.O. employee who has boasted of his Black
The very evening that the G.O. executive
Panther connections in Omaha and Des committee met to approve the grant, some
Moines. Rice is a self-proclaimed revolution- twenty Panthers stormed into the meeting
ary who had been under investigation nine and announced that they didn't want the
months before the kllling for his support of money after all. When order was finally rea "liberation school." Yet, he was kept on the stored, the motion to authorize the funds
O.E.O. payroll despite repeated warnings was rescinded. Two days later the G.O. Board
from concerned Congressmen and angry citi- of Direotors reversed its own executive comzens. David Rice is now under indictment for mittee and allotted the funds anyway.
conspiracy to commit murder.
By this time the Panthers had decided
The Communist revolutionaries are not they weren't going to get the money, didn't
above trying to make hay-or rubble-on want it, and anyway they had changed their
their own side of the street, either. On April minds about an African Festival and Cultural
26, 1969, a dynamite blast leveled the Black Center and were instead raising money to
Panther headquarters at 1207 Eleventh Street pay bail bonds! And, yes, an O.E.O. program
in Des Moines. The Panthers-led by Charles has also been established to assist these revKnox-immediately began to shout to the olutionaries when they get caught. In fact,
Cowles media about fascist oppression and the Legal Aid Society in Des Moines even
intimidation, and even accused the Des used part of an O.E.O. grant to bring suit
Moines police of setting the bomb.
against the Des Moines Pollee Department!
Who lit the charge?
More recently, the Accounting Aid Society
The Black Panthers did, in an effort to in Des Moines decided to use a $75,000 grant
achieve publicity and national attention.
from O.E.O., and $50,000 from other federal
Police intell1gence is sure of the facts. It agencies, to launch a "consumer education
has a tape recording of a conversation at a program" in that Iowa city. From WashingTrotskyite convention in Minneapolis be- ton came a recommendation to hire for the
tween two Des Moines Panthers boasting project one Max Wiener, an "expert" from
about this coup. Intell1gence also knows the Philadelphia. Wiener is a former reporter for
names of the participants. Unfortunately, the Communist Party newspaper, the Daily
the man who actually planted the bomb, Worker, who was once convicted of election
James W. Lawson, is not now available to fraud while trying to get Communists on the
testify. He was killed several months ago in ballot. This "consumer expert" declared bankMilwaukee, when a bomb he was building ruptcy himself in 1965, so he could hardly be
went off prematurely.
in 1Jh1s "business" for any reason other than
to express his radicalism.
THE SUBSIDIZED REVOLUTION
Wiener claims that he has not been a
Earlier this year a grocery store in Des member
of the Communist Party for years.
Moines became the target of radical agita- Even so, his consultations on "consumer
tion. Owned by an immigrant couple from education" in Des Moines revolved around
Poland, the Geiger Food Fair at 1307 Forest demonstrations, boycotts, and picketing of
Avenue has been in business for over thirty "unfriendly" merchants. Wiener is no longer
years. The Geigers have always been proud in Des Moines, and the O.E.O. isn't telling
to operate a clean store with friendly service, how much he was paid for his advice.
and they dften exltend credit to regular cusAnother O.E.O. employee who is the subtomers who a.re tem}l9rarily short of cash.
ject of some concern is Mr. James "Big Jim"
Nevertheless, in March of 1970, a handful Thompson, a former policeman who is deof black extremists declared that the Geiger scribed euphemistically as having resigned
Food Fair must be closed. Supported by "under a cloud." Thompson, who is such a
Great Opportunity, Inc., a local O.E.O. affili- good manager that he was able to so stretch
ate, a line of demonstrators, clenched fists his policeman's pay as to be able to afford
raised high in the Communist salute, blocked luxury automobiles and a palatial home, was
the store's entrance. The Geigers' customers, about to be asked some pointed questions by
mostly Negroes, were advised to shop else- the Narcotics and Vice Divisions of the Des
where. An O.E.O. van was parked nearby, Moines Police Department when he decided
ready to drive them to another market. Cus- that department from the Force was the
<tlomers who refused to be intimidaJted were better part of valor. Now he receives federal
pushed and shoved as they tried to cross funds as an O.E.O. coordinator in Des Moines.
the picket line. A few days later a gang o!
You wm be glad to know that at least one
some twenty thugs entered the store, knocked of the charges against O.E.O. was subsecans and packages from the shelves, poured quently shown to be false Clive De Patten,
charcoal starter-fluid over the mess, dropped a former Panther and admitted revolutonary
a match, and left.
from Des Moines, had told investigators for
The Geigers are still in business. But their the House Internal Security Committee that
windows have been bricked over and the store he was employed by the O.E.O. Careful checkappears to be under siege. Long-time resi- ing established that he was not; the federal
dents of the area told me that the whole funds which revolutionary De Patten was
neighborhood feels equally threatened. They receiving came through the Concentrated
wonder why the federal government is financ- Employment Program, which used to be
ing the terrorists in their streets.
funded by the O.E.O. but was subsequently
Earlier in the shabby history of the O.E.O. subsidized by the U.S. Department of Laborin Des Moines, Greate-r Opportunity, Inc. to the tune of $1.6 million a year.
(G.O.), actuaUy approved a formal grant of
De Patten's confusion about where his pay$1,541 to the Communist Black Panthers to check comes from is understandable when
finance an African Festival and Cultural you realize that there are at least eighteen
Genter. The money was first requested by separate antipoverty agencies at work in
the Panthers in the spring of 1968, but ap- Des Moines and, as we have already seen, in
proval was slowed by the usual bureaucratic many cases poverty projects receive funds
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ous. More militants, more radicals, more undesirable characters have found a haven in
the anti-poverty programs. The entire 'War
on Poverty' has been racked with corruption,
embezzlement, and lack of benefits."
What is Congressman Scherle's solution?
He is a direct man, and he puts it simply:
"The entire O.E.O. ought to be dismantled
and junked!" Lest that recommendation
sound extreme, the thoughtful Iowa Representative added that he is not recommending
the abandonment of all federal efforts to help
the under-privileged. But the O.E.O. and its
allies in the "War on Poverty" have such an
unsavory history, he believes, that "these
agencies can no longer attract the sincere
poor. The very people who need and deserve
the help the most will not participate."
I was not surprised to find that many of
De6 Moines' citizens, both black and white,
share Congressman Scherle's opinion. Anumber of them, however, are reluctant to be
quoted for publication. One who is not is
Pastor Ezell Wiggins, a Negro minister
whose voice echoes with the wrath of Isa.iah
when he describes what the federal government is doing to D.es Moines:
"In the past two years, these programs
have not done hardly anything construc1Ave.
How are the leaders for these projects picked
anyway? I know as well as anybody that
Charles Knox has no business being a counselor for juveniles. He is an avowed, selfstyled Communist. There shouldn't be any
argument about him. He should never have
been hired! He should never have been approached! But he's not the only one like
that; there are plenty of others."
I asked Pas-tor Wiggins how other members of the Negro community feel about the
situation. Too many people seem too willing to be "spokesmen for every Negro," he
replied. "I'm not one of them." But, he
added, I can tell you that "probably ninety
percent or more of the Negro people I know
do not agree with what has been happening.
Yes, they feel they should receive SOJne
help, some assistance, so long as these programs have been legislated. But putting some
of these radicals in charge is doing harm, not
good."
As far as "rehabilitating dissident elements," or "drawing them into the mainstream" in Des Moines, Pastor WigginiS made
more sense than any of the scores of federal
bureaucrats with whom I have spoken. Here
are his exact words :
"If you're going to wash a hog, you've got
to take him out of the hog pen. You can't
get in the mud puddle with him and expect
to get him clean. You both just get covered with filth. The people who plan these
programs should have more sense! But, instead, the government seems to be employing
criminals to work against the government!"
Before I left, Pastor Wiggins said that if
I was going to quote him I should add this
final statement: "Tell your readers that Pastor Wiggins believes in America, and he believes in liberty. But he thinks rioters and
trouble-makers don't get the punishment
they deserve. In fact, some of them a.re arrested and back on the streets before the
pollee have time to file a. report!"
I could only shake my head in mute sympathy, and agreed to raise the matter during my interview with Police Chief Nichols
the following morning.

from two, three, four, or even more different federal bureaus. Under such circumstances, which group is in charge? No one
seems to know. In fact, it is virtually impossible to determine for certain which federal
agency is paying for what, who approved the
project, or who is responsible for supervising it.
One official who tried to penetrate this bureaucratic maze is Iowa State Auditor Lloyd
Smith, who has earned a reputation as one
of the most diligent and effective administrators in the State. Smith uncovered
enough about the "War on Poverty" in Des
Moines to conclude that such agencies had
become little more than "havens for radicals." And, since his office is responsible for
investigating the use of tax funds in Iowa,
he began an investigation of those eighteen
federally subsidized anti-poverty groups.
Auditor Smith did not get very far , however, before he was informed that the State
of Iowa has no right to check on federally
funded programs in Iowa. "We are ," he was
told again and again, "responsible only to
Washington." In fact, Smith has even been
refused the names of Iowa citizens employed
by the "War on Poverty" forces. One hardly
has to wonder why!
Representative William Scherle, whose
Seventh Congressional District abuts Des
Moines on the East and Omaha on the West,
has also had some angry words to say on this
subject. Congressnan Scherle is a member of
the House Internal Security Committee,
which has been investigating the ease with
which such Communist revolutionaries as
the Black Panthers have been able to acquire
federal funds for their radical purposes. Although he was in the final days of his campaign for reelection when I visited in Iowa,
Mr. Scherle considered the situation so serious that he agreed to take much of a morning
out of his busy schedule to discuss this subject with us.
I asked Congressman Scherle just how serious the problem of radicals and revolutionaries on the government payroll has become.
"The situation is unbelievable," he replied.
"It run -: rampant throughout the country. It
almost appears that the poverty agencies are
seeking out the worst sort of militants!"
The Congressman identified three main
problems turned up by the House Committee
on which he serves. The first, he said, is the
laxity 1n hiring practices. WUlia.m Scherle
cites Robert Tysong, Iowa's O.E.O. Director,
as being among those who have taken a "soft
line on hiring radicals." And the fact is, he
said, that "the hiring of militants and revolutionaries is a common problem throughout
the COUll try."
A second difficulty is the multiple funding
of so many programs. Congressman Scherle
explained:
"I never realized before that it was causing such a problem. You take a particular
project or program, and have it funded by
O.E .O ., by H.E.W., by H.U.D., and the Department of Justice; there is no way of knowing who has jurisdiction. They all contribute
funds but nobody takes any final responsibility. And the agencies and regional heads
are afraid to speak up, because they don't
want to step on someone else's toes. So they
do nothing."
The third major problem outlined by the
Iowa Congressman was the irresponsibility
of many of the officials involved. "At the
worst, they feel immune to any type of investigation, any type of direction. This is typical
throughout the whole anti-poverty program,"
he said. But not every official is arrogant;
some are merely indifferent: "They have little or no interest in the people or the programs. They are just interested in protecting
and expanding their own bureaucracy."
Have these problems become more, or less,
serious during the past two or three years?

The -federal "experts" who control the
purse strings to the taxpayers' funds have
a two-part solution to the problems of law
enforcement. The first is to turn existing
police officers into "sensitive," collegetrained sociologists. The second is to get
the criminals off the streets by putting them
on the public payroll. Together, the two
stratagems form a vise that can crush effec-

W1lliam Scherle is emphatic: "There is no

tive administration of justice. Both are well

question about it; they are much more seri-

underway in Des Moines.

THE WAR ON POLICE

At least two federally funded programs,
the Concentrated Employment Program . a.nd
the Model Cities Pollee Cadet Project, have
helped solve the financial worries of various dissidents, militants, and lawbreakers
in Des Moines by seeing that they receive
a government check every week. For example, Dennis Ashby 1s paid nearly $7,000 a.
year through the Des Moines Police Department, ostensibly to help recruit young Negroes for police work. Since Ashby's criminal
record includes charges of burglary, larceny,
parole violation, intoxication. and armed
robbery, one might be understandably skeptical of the caliber of recrUits which federal
money is paying him to attract.
But Mr. Ashby is ambitious. This summer
he asked the Des Moines Urban Affairs Bureau to give him $29,000 to organize a. "crime
prevention bureau" in the black community.
Several mem.bers of that Bureau had the
audacity to question him about his proposal.
How would the money be spent, they wondered. And what would his "crime prevention bureau" actually do to prevent crime?
Tongue-tied and sullen, Ashby stamped out
of the meeting. Chairman Watson W. Powell
Jr. then came to Ashby's defense, explaining
that he thought he could come up with
about $20,000 in additional federal funds to
finance the proposal. And it wouldn't cost
Des Moines a cent!
It is curious to me that the argument that
federal funds are harvested from trees somewhere along the Potomac continues to be offered by urban bureaucrats who would presumably find themselves embarrassed by
the canard that a city might be saved by
the tooth fairy or a. pot of gold at the end
of a rainbow. Yet, they persist in their odd
delusions. Des Moines City Manager Tom
Chenoweth, for example, supported the
Police Cadet Program with this argument:
"I think it deserves a try, particularly since
no local funds are involved." Of course all
of the funds were local--once. And for every
three dollars of the taxpayers' earnings that
flow into Washington, only one dollar trickles
back as "free" federal money.
Most of this business is howling madness.
One project financed by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration was funded
to pay for the hiring of a dozen youngsters
to "walk the beat" with police officers in
potential trouble spots. But when the Des
Moines Police Department abandoned such
foot patrols, and substituted patrol cars instead, the federal program went right on
rolling. Today, twelve checks are still cka.wn
each week to pay the "walkees" in an abandoned program. A policeman delivers them
to a Des Moi-nes .market in the black community.
Sometimes, however, even the poverty
wizards go too far. Such as when Communist
Charles Knox was hired two years ago by the
O.E.O. as a. Careers Program trainee--to work
in the records section of the Pollee Department. Chief Nichols thought this was a bit
much, and fired him. Comrade Knox promptly filed a complaint with the Human Relations Commission, accusing the Police Department of discrimination!
When I spoke with him recently, Pollee
Chief Wendell E. Nichols still seemed upset
about programs under which the Police Department must pay the salaries of radicals,
revolutionaries, and just plain old-fashioned
crooks. It is galling, he declared, to have
them "openly · tell us--while taking our
money-that we are nothing but a bunch
of • * * • pigs.'" Not that the Chief is
against rehabilitation, he insists. It is just
that he thinks some demonstration of a sincere change of heart should be a prerequisite
to putting a criminal on the federal payroll.
Not every criminal can be given a government salary, of course. So tax-supported
projeCts have also 'been established to see

that lawbreakers spend as little time behind
as possible. The National Council on

bars

'
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Crime and Delinquency, for example, operates a "pre-trial release" program that gets
around such headaches as bail bonds. One
e1fect of this relentless concern for the criminal, Chief Nichols told me, is that a tremendous number of criminals are arrested
two, three, or more times-while waiting trial
on a first charge. "On the average day,"
Wendell Nichols reports, "one-half the serious
crimes in Des Moines Will be committed by
people who should be in jail. Some days the
figure is as high as seventy percent 1"
What about the federal O.E.O.? I asked
the Chief.
"As far as I'm concerned," he replied, "it
has done absolutely nothing to make the
problems of law enforcement in Des Moines
any easier. Nor have the persons connected
with O.E.O. contributed one single iota to
the peace of this community."
As we have already seen, Chief Nichols was
putting it mildly.
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revolution. For a war is being waged, and
the product! ve wage earners of America are
the target. Unless federal :financing of this
revolutionary turmoil is halted, there will
soon be no noncombatants or innocent bystanders in this struggle. All will be victims.

PROBLEMS FACING BROADCASTERS

[From the Washington Post, Mar. 9, 1971]

Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, at this time,
for the benefit of my colleagues, I would
like to insert in the RECORD the text of a
speech delivered February 17, 1971, at
Wake Forest University by Mr. Harold
Essex, president and treasurer of Triangle Broadcasting Corp., and general
manager of WSJS television and radio in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Mr. Essex, an eminent broadcaster for
the past 40 years, addressed himself to
the problems facing broadcasters of today-problems including the ban on
cigarette advertising, proposed limits on
political campaign spending, and other
subjects as well.
His remarks, I believe, will be of interest to all of my colleagues, and I now
submit the text of that timely address for
their consideration:

NIXON, IN SWITCH, REQUESTS 2-YEAR EXTENSION OP OEO

(By Spencer Rich)
The Nixon Administration, in a surprise
move, asked Congress yesterday for a fiat twoyear extension of Office of Economic Opportunity.
But OEO officials contended the request
doesn't signal any reversal of previously announced plans to shift all of CEO's action
programs to other agencies and to change the
central OEO office into a research agency.
They said the two-year extension is deWHAT CAN BE DONE?
signed simply to keep the poverty war alive
Our investigations in Des Moines were nec- until Congress acts on the OEO reorganiZaessarily llm.l.ted. Lacking official status and tion proposals, portions of which have not
extended time, we succeeded in doing little yet been formulated in detail.
more than scratching the surface. Still, we
In a letter to the House and Senate Labor
have presented here only a small part of committees, which will consider the poverty
what we uncovered. Much remains unsaid. program's fate, OEO Director Frank Carlucci
Things like how the revolutionaries have said, "Pending congressional action on the
succeeded in capturing much of the Welfare President's proposals (for reorganization),
operation in Des Moines; details on the mas- we believe it would be inadvisable to consive corruption and irregularities in the mul- sider any substantial revision of the Ecotimillion-dollar Model City program; the di- nomic Opportunity Act, and accordingly, no
rect tie-in between the Communist revolu- amendments are incorporated in the protionaries and more traditional criminal ac- posed bill other than" a two-year extension.
tivity; and, a study of the "sensitivity trainJacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.), senior Repubing" program which is being promoted for lican
on the Senate Labor Committee, had
top city officials and community leaders.
previously introduced a two-year extension
An exhaustive treatment of all of these measure of his own and has been urging the
issues would require a book, not a magazine administration to agree.
article. Nor should it be necessary. Certainly
The fate of the poverty program has bewe have presented enough of the facts to come
a key issue between the administration
justify the demand for a calm, deliberate,
and detailed investigation, by a responsible and many Northern Democratic and Republican
liberals.
and impartial authority, of the entira "antiPresident Nixon, in sta.temenrts over the
poverty" operation in Des Moines. It is definitely not enough to entrust the politicians past two years, has indicated he wants to
and bureaucrats who are on the receiving break a way from the OEO all the action proend of such funds to maintain the proper grams created by the Johnson administration and leave OEO as a research agency.
checks and balances.
liberals contend this would undermine
Mayor Thomas Urban, who is so committed Many
to the Left that he served as a sponsor of the government's antipoverty effort.
Current programs expire June 30, and acthe Vietniks' Great Plains Moratorium, and
who officially welcomed the Communist-rid- cording to various administration bills or
statements,
the administration planned the
dled Vietnam Moratorium Committee to Des
Moines, has dismissed the current concern following actions on programs now under
over the poverty progrMnS as an election-eve OEO:
Abolish all the existing special manpower
move to "discredit" the O.E.O. "I hope they
are as interested in these programs subse- training programs now under OEO-Job
quent to the election," Mayor Urban pro- Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, Operclaimed. If the people of Des Moines really ations Mainstream and the Opportunities
care about what is happening to their city Industralization centers-and let the states
and cities provide manpower training with
the Mayor will get his wish.
Incumbent Governor Robert D. Ray of funds from the President's proposed $2 bilIowa has been in the unenviable position of lion special revenue-sharing program for
denying both that he has any knowledge manpower.
Transfer OEO Legal Services to a new
about the wrongdoing in the anti-poverty
programs, and that he has any control over quasipublic corporation of as yet unspecified
these programs even if they are thoroughly powers. Many liberals favor the corporation
corrupt. This despite the fact that his own but say they fear the administration may
appointee, Robert Tysong, serves as State seek to give it only limited powers to help
Director of the O.E.O. And, despite the fact the poor.
After Jan. 1, 1973, shift jurisdiction over
that local, state, and federal officials have
all reported that on numerous occasions the Community Action Program elsewhere
they have brought a variety of these abuses (probably to the Housing and Urban Develto the Governor's attention. Director Tysong, opment Department) and let the cities fund
a close personal friend of the Governor, may the Community Action units with money
be handicapped by a lack of familiarity with from urban revenue-sharing.
An OEO spokesman said none of these
the local programs; in just ten months he
has taken at least twenty-one trips out of proposals is being abandoned, but it is recognized they'll take time to get enacted by
the state.
But the solution to such incredible abuses Congress, so a two-year extension 1s
of responsib111ty, authority, and public trust desirable.
The House Labor Committee will open
must, ultimately, rest with the people of
Des Moines-and the people of every other hearings on the two-year plan Monday. The
city in the United States where our tax two-year authorization sets no specific dollar
money 1s being used. to finance crime and ceilings on appropriations.

HON. WILMER MIZELL
OF NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

PROBLEMS FACING BROADCASTING

(By Harold Essex)
I was delighted when Dr. Burroughs extended an invitation to me to come out and
talk to you this afternoon. His suggestion
was that I discuss some of the problems and
trends in broadcasting today, and offer any
thoughts that I might have on solutions to
these problems. We broadcasters have plenty
of problems. The only difficulty I had in preparing for this visit with you this afternoon was deciding on just which ones to
address myself to.
The title I have given to my remarks here
today is "Is The Honeymoon Over?" The dictionary describes the word "honeymoon" as
meaning a period of harmony. So let's examine some of the problems that bug the
broadcaster today, after which I'll let you
make up your own mind about the end of
the honeymoon for broadcasting, particularly television. The problems I'm going to
outline will not be necessarily in their order
of importance . . . the individual broadcaster must rank them in that order in accordance with his own situations.
And that leads me into an observation to
set the stage. The average broadcaster is a
rugged individualist. Many of our problems
down through the years would not have become major problems if we, the broadcasters,
could have gotten together and presented a
solid front. But it just doesn't work that way.
One of the major problems that broadca.sters
faced recently, and probably one of the most
critical problems in broadcasting's history,
was that of cigarette advertising. Congress
finally stepped in and resolved that one when
we couldn't resolve it ourselves.
I will always believe that broadcasting
didn't have to lose cigarette advertising, but
we fought among ourselves for so long over
the problem, without agreeing to a solution,
that we lost the whole ball game. Right now
a group of radio stations are involved in an
after-the-fact action-court action to determine whether the law passed by Congress
prohibiting the advertising of cigarettes over
the air is constitutional, because of its discriminatory nature. The law prohibits the
advertising of cigarettes in one medium.
broadcasting, leaving other media free to
carry all the cigarette advertising the manufacturers want to run.
l'm not attempting here to make a case
fo-r cigarette smoking. I certainly agree that
c! garette smoking is not beneficial to health,

.
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but for my satisfaction it has yet to be
proven that cigarette smoking is as dangerous to health as it has been made out to be
by some people. I think the Jury is still out
on that one. Meantime, the broadcasting industry has been nicked by congressional action for annual advertising revenues in the
neighborhood of 250 million dollars.
But the cigarette issue is water over the
dam and broadcasting can now forget about
it, unless by some miracle the legal action
that has been instituted should succeed. I
happen to believe that it will not.
Now let's move on to other problem areas
that are as yet unresolved. I have said that I
believe the law banning cigarette advertising
is unconstitutional because of its discriminatory nature. I believe that the same thing
applies to a law that was passed last fall by
the Congress, setting a limit on political
campaign spending in broadcasting, and requiring that broadcasters give political
candidates the privilege of a favorable advertising rate, not available to other advertisers, while not setting forth any restrictions
for other media, also to be discriminatory.
Fortunately, President Nixon agreed, and
vetoed the b111. But that's only the first
round. Already a number of bills to control
political spending have been introduced in
the new Congress and there are others to
come. Broadcasters agree, almost to a man,
that there should be some control over campaign spending by political candidates. But
we don't think it right that we should bear
the brunt of the control, leaving other
media free to accept every dollar that's offered to them by the politicians.
Coupled with most of the bills being offered in the proposal to modify Section 315
of the Communications Act which now requires that a broadcaster, if he allows a
candidate for a particular office to use his
broadcast facilities, he must then proVide
equal time for all other candidates for that
same office. Various proposals are being
made for modification of Section 315, but
the main thrust is in the presidential and
vice presidential areas. As the law stands today, should the broadcaster provide time for
candidates for President and Vice President
of the major political parties during a presidential campaign, he must provide equal
time for every candidate for President and
Vice President in that particular campaign.
This means that the air would be choked
with all those splinter party candidates, and
"no party" candidates who would come out
of the woodwork demanding to be heard.
Such a list might include the candidate of
the Prohibition Party, The Vegetarian
Party, the Socialist Party, and dozens of
kook organizations that would grasp this
opportunity to spout their kooky philosophies to the nation. The networks and the
majority of the broadcasting stations in
this country would be glad to provide time
for meaningful candidates to present their
views to the voters, and without charge, 1f
Congress modifies Section 315 of the Communications Act. But as the law stands today, the broadcaster is prevented from doing
that. Any law that is passed by Congress in
an effort to control political campaign
spending should contain provision for
modification and moderniZation of Section
315, and it should not discriminate against
any one medium. There's plenty to be said
on the political campaign spending problem
but there are other problems to cover here
today, so let's move along to some of the
others.
Within the past year the Federal Communications Commission has increased fees
charged to broadcasters by more than 1000%
over the application filing fees in effect since
1964. The total amount to be collected from
all industries regulated by the Federal Oommunicatlons Com.m1ssion, including broadcasting, telephone, two-way business radio,
CXVII-56~Part
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etc., represents a 600% increase. Numerous
new charges include an annual fee, a large
fee for new stations and changes in existing
stations, and a 2% "sales tax" on the sale
price of stations.. The Federal Communications Commission's appropriation from COngress this year is in the neighborhood of 25
million dollars, and the Commission proposes
to recover the full amount of its appropriation by this fee system. Broadcasters are in
agreement that some reasoD.aible fee system is
probably in order. But for the Commission
to attempt to recover its entire appropriation
through the fee route does not seem proper.
The Commission engages in many activities
which are intended for the benefit of the
genral public and yet it now seeks to require
the licensees of some of its regulated industries to pay the full cost of maintaining the
entire agency. Of its 25 million dollar annual
appropriation the Commission estimates it
wm collect 9~ million ciollars from broadcasters, which is more than one-third of its
entire budget to handle all the business of
communication with which the Federal Communications Commission is concerned. Another aspect of this fee system that bothers
the broadcasters is the possibility that the
Federal Communications COinmision could,
on 1ts own volition, enlarge its agency, increase its annual expenditures, and increase
the fees charged to broadcasters to pay for
th.i.s increased activity. No other regulatory
agency of the government, acting under the
authority that is claimed by the FCC, has
proposed to collect fees to recover the full
amount of its appropriation. Unless some
generalllmit is placed upon the authority of
federal agencies, we can envision progressively higher fees as the result of increasing
appropriations for bigger bureaucracies.
Congressional guidance in the charging of
fees by the FCC is urgently needed. Authority
to agencies of the government to levy fees
should be a llmited one, and no new fee
schedule should go into effect until the Congress has ample time to review it. As the
situation stands now, the Commission seems
to literally have a blank check.
A couple of examples here will show you
what this means in dollars. The fee schedule
now in effect would require an applicant for
a new VHF television station in the WinstonSalem/Greensboro/High Point area, or in
any of the 50 top markets in the United
States, to pay $5,000 down with his application and then, if his application is granted,
he would pay a grant fee of another $45,000.
In other words, he would pay $50,000 for a
piece of paper, which in effect we would call
a hunting license. That figure scales on down
for applicants for stations in smaller markets. Such a fee schedule also applies in the
case of applications and grants for AM and
FM broadcast stations. For example, a station like our WSP8-AM would require a fee
of $400 to be paid with the application for a
grant and an additional $3,600 to be paid
upon receiving the grant. So much for grant
fees, which are one-time only fees. But now
comes the annual fee that a station must
pay. AM and FM radio stations must pay an
annual fee to the Federal Communications
Commission equal to 24 times the station's
highest single one-minute announcement
rate. Again, to give you an example in dollars
and cents, currently we pay an annual fee to
the Federal Communications Commission of
$672 for our AM radio station, and another
$336 annual fee for our FM station, or a total
of $1,008 annually for our radio stations. The
annual fee paid for television is an amount
equal to 12 times the station's highest sosecond announcement rate. In our case that
rate is $200, so simple arithmetic shows you
that we have to pay $2,400 a year to the FCC
as a fee for our television station. And we
have no assurance that next year the fee
may not be increased to meet increased costs
of operating the Federal Conununica.tlona
Commission.
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Now these dollar figures that I've given
you are those that apply to our operations
here in Winston-Salem. But when you consider broadcast stations, teleVision and radio,
in the large metropolitan areas, where advertising rates are considerably more than what
we charge here, you can see that it runs into
quite a bit of money. Just one example, to
give you an idea: WNBC-TV, the National
Broadcasting Company's television station in
New York City, has a rate of $6,000 for a
30-second announcement. Quick arithmetic
shows you that WNBC-TV must pay an annual fee of $72,000.
Incidentally, Dr. Burroughs, since you do
not have a rate card for WFDD, there seems
to be no reason for your paying an annual
fee. Also, the rule seems to provide that
there is no fee to be paid by stations like
WFDD on applications. So don't sell anything on WFDD, or it might cost you more
than you make.
In some quarters this new fee system of
the FCC is considered to be a tax, and the
question has been raised as to whether an
agency of the federal government can levy
a tax. This seems to be the prerogative of
Congress only, and this is being investigated.
Again, I have spent considerable time on
one subject, so let's hurry along.
Another item that proposes to hit at the
broadcaster's pocketbook is the proposal made
in a blll introduced in the last Congress-the Copyright Revision Blll-that record
companies and performers be paid a special
fee by broadcast stations in addition to the
present fees paid to the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, to
Broadcast Music, Inc., and to a third music
licensing organization known as SESAC. This
bill died when the 91st Congress ended, but
it is expected that this or a similar bill will
be part of any new copyright legislation introduced this year.
This is a pretty silly piece of legislation,
strictly a grab for an additional piece of the
broadcaster's dollar. The performers are already well paid for making records on a
royalty basis by the manufacturers and the
manufacturers certainly make a profit on
the sale of the records. Beyond that, I wonder
what the sales of Jecords would be if there
were no broadcasters to give these recordings exposure over the air to the public?
Again to giV'e you an example, our stations,
radio and television, already pay approximately $5,000 a mon'th in royalties to the
three music licensing organizations that I
have just mentioned. The attempt to get this
type of bill passed seems to me to be an attempt to bite a big piece out of the hand
that feeds the performers and record makers.
While we're on the subject of copyright,
the 9lst Congress, in its Senate Judiciary
Committee, considered at length a copyright
law revision bill but it was not reported out.
This is something that is needed ba-dly because the present copyright law dates back
many years, and the present state of the art
in broadcasting plus the advent of CATV
makes the current law somewhat archaic.
We're hopeful for some modernization of it,
but the broadcaster ts going to have to be
very watchful that he doesn't get clobbered
in the process.
I mentioned. CATV. That, of course, is community antenna televU.ion. This is a subject
that could take up all the time allotted to
us here this afternoon so I won't go into it
except to say that many broadcasters are concerned about CATV and what they believe
is a threat posed by it to free over-the-air
broadcasting. I don't happen to share that
feeling 1n its entirety. I think CATV and
over-the-air broadcasting can live together
if the Federal Communications Commission
is reasonable in the rules it will adopt in
the near future for the regulation of CATV.
However, some of the proposals, 1t adopted,
would cause such a radical change in the
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existing structure of broadcasting that the
American public would quite likely receive
broadcast service inferior to that which is
available to it today. Because of the complexity and enormity of this problem it is imperative that the appropriate congressional
committees examine at length this regulatory plan of the FCC and determine what
communications policy would best serve the
American public.
Ownership of broadcast properties also is
in jeopardy today. The FCC has issued proposed rules which, if adopted, would drastically restructure the broadcasting industry.
The FCC contemplates regulations which
would limit ownership in a market to one
television station, or one radio station, or one
newspaper. The broadcasting industry firmly
believes that such a basic change in the
traditional ownership patterns should be accomplished only by congressional authorization after demonstration that such action
would be in the public interest. I believe
the "one-to-a-market" rule, if enacted,
would result in a loss of service to the public.
FTeedom of expression and access to the
broadcast media is a subject that is of much
concern today. In today's atmosphere of turmoil and social conflict there is a growing
threat to freedom of expression on radio and
television. Stations, as well as networks, are
under verbal attack because of alleged imbalance in presentation of news and public
affairs. Such attacks come from liberals as
well as from conservatives, Democrats as
well as Republicans, "hawks" as well as
"doves". The Federal Communications Commission is dangerously expanding the socalled "Fairness Doctrine" to control more
and more who shall have access to the media. The Commission is in fact substituting
its judgment for that of the broadcast licensee to prescribe what issues must be
broadcast and what spokesman must be
granted access. Broadcasters must exercise
the highest possible degree of responsibility
and must strive for fairness in presenting all
significant points of view on controversial
issues. But broadcasters must look to Congress to prevent the federal agency from assuming the power to make program judgments. I don't want, and you don't want,
government control of broadcast programming.
There are those in this country today who
are working hard, every day, to bring about
radical social change in our country. And
they know that the broadcast media, if they
can control it, will speed the day of their
take-over. They must not be allowed to prevall. Broadcasting must be kept free so that
it may speak for all the people and not just
for the pressure groups that want to destroy the free enterprise system and impose
upon these United States a way of life that
you and I would find unbearable.
But now I've worked myself up into an
evangelistic state. That's not too much out
of place on a Baptist campus, I admit. There
are more problems to cover, but we'll leave
them for another time and another place, and
use any remaining time to kick around some
of the subjects that I have covered here this
afternoon.
In closing, let me make one thing quite
clear. I have talked to you this afternoon
about some-not all--of the problems that
face the broadcaster today. Put them all together and it could be quite a discouraging
situation. But we, the broadcasters, are not
discouraged. The easy way out would be to
get out of broadcasting and find something
that you think would be less frustrating. But
where in the world would you find a profession that is any more challenging, more interesting day by day, and more enjoyable
overall? I've been in broadcasting for more
than 40 years and I'd be the most unhappy
guy you ever saw in any other type of husiness. ·I love it, and I recommend broadcast-
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ing or one of its allied fields for your consideration when you start looking for your
place in the business world. I can't give you
many guarantees, but I can give you one
. . . you won't be be bored to death because
there's never a dull moment in broadcasting.
Thank you, Dr. Burroughs, for the opportunity to be here this afternoon.

relief for homeowners to connect with
public sewage lines and, thereby, abate
the pollution caused by over-reliance on
septic tanks .

IN INTRODUCING A BILL TO PROVIDE TAX INCENTIVE FOR HOMEOWNER TO CONNECT WITH PUBLIC SEWERS

HON. JOE L. EVINS

HON. LOUIS FREY, JR.
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. FREY. Mr. Speaker, today I am
introducing a bill to induce homeowners
to abandon private septic systems and
connect to public sewers. The taxpayer
will be given an income tax deduction:
any capitol expenditw-e incw-red to connect a sewage line from the residence of
the taxpayer to a municipal sewage system shall be considered to have been a
capitol expenditw-e incurred with respect
to property held for the production of income. At the present time, an assesment
of sewer project costs is deemed simply a
property improvement and, therefore,
not admissible as an income for deductible items.
With the large amount of sewage plant
construction taking place due to the increase in appropriations for such projects and the increased availability of
State and local bond issues, there is a
need to make it less expensive for the individual homeowner to connect to a public sewer line.
In many rural areas, homeowners cannot afford the expense of switching from
a septic tank to a sewer line. In the State
of Florida, for example, the average cost
varies from $750 to $1,200. Moreover,
health reasons make it mandatory that
public sewer systems replace septic systems in the developing w-ban areas. The
density of septic tank usage in these
areas is polluting sw-face water and the
septic tank runoff is polluting lakes and
streams.
A corporation is, at present, allowed to
deduct the cost of connecting to a sewage
line. An individual homeowner should
receive the same treatment. The construction of sewage facilities should be
considered a general public improvement
because of the general benefit of pollution control and elimination of hazards
to public health.
The situation in Florida is becoming
quite acute. Because of County Health
Departments recommending that public
sewage systems replace septic tanks, the
State legislature recently passed a constitutional amendment to pledge the
State's full faith and credit for local
bond issues and also allow the State to
issue bonds to construct sewage facilities.
South Florida alone needs $1.5 billion in
sewage works.
The legislation I am intrdoucing today
will provide both an inducement and

HASSLE OVER FROZEN FUNDS MAY
NIP REVENUE SHARING

OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. EVINS or Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
the reaction throughout the country
against the arbitrary and excessive impoundment of funds appropriated by the
Congress by the Bureau of the Budget
continues to mount.
In this connection the Nashv111e Tennessean in a perceptive editorial points
out that by withholding funds, the
budget bw-eaucrats may be jeopardizing
the administration's chances for approval of some revenue sharing plan by
the Congress.
Because of the interest of my colleagues and the American people in this
most important subject, I insert the editorial in the RECORD:
HASSLE OVER FROZEN FuNDS MAY
NIP REVENUE SHARING

President Nixon has blocked the spending
of $23.2 b1llion appropriated by Congress last
year for aid to cities, rural development,
transportation and public works.
At the same time, the President has been
increasing the pressure on Congress to pass
his "revenue sharing" proposal which Mr.
Nixon says is intended to return federal
money to the states to help the cities, fund
rural development, or be used for any other
purposes the states desire.
It is no wonder that congressional leaders
are beginning to accuse the President of
hypocrisy in paying lip service to the needs
of states and cities and withholding the federal money already appropriated for these
purposes.
The frozen appropriations include funds
for such things as environmental protection,
$11 million; health services, $72 million;
education, $31 million; basic water and
sewer fac111ties, $200 million; farm credit,
$260 million; agricultural conservation $46
million, rural electrification, $25 million' and
many other such items which are of basic
concern to people living both in the cities
and on the farms.
Mr. Nixon has said he is for helping the
cities, that he is for rural development and
environmental protection and many of the
other purposes for which Congress has appropriated funds. But when he refuses to
spend the money that is available for these
services, his actions speak louder than his
words. It appears that the President is less
interested in seeing that the people get the
services than he is in seeing who gets the
credit.
Mr. Nixon has been trying to convince
Congress that his revenue sharing plan is
the ideal way to put federal money into
the service of the people. But the President may now have made a tactical error.
The hassle over the frozen funds is giving
Congress an opportunity to see what 1t 1s
like to appropriate money with no say as to
how--or when-it is spent.
Some congressmen seem to feel that Mr.
Nixon wants revenue sharing so that he can
take credit from the voters for federal money
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spent by the states and local governments.
They see Congress reduced to the role of
handing out tax dollars to be spent by
others.
Many congressmen fear that money which
should go to combat pollution, improve living conditions in the cities, or buy milk for
hungry children in the schools could end
up paying for electronic devices and patrol
cars for the local police.
This would be contrary to Congress'
jealously-guarded tradition of appropriating
public funds for specific purposes and taking
credit itself from the voters.
President Nixon may be able to convince
a majority of Congress that it should willingly give up this political advantage. But
he has not improved his chances by freezing
$23 billion in appropriations intended for
spending in virtually every congressional district in the nation.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST ABORTION

HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, arguments
against abortion are varied, but on examining them closely, one thing remains
constant. That fetus which is to be so
casually disposed of is not some extraneous part of the body, but a human being
with the right to life.
In a recent WTOP editorial reply,
Mr. Thomas O'Herron, an attorney and
a member of the U.S. Foreign Service,
elaborates quite ably on this theme. I
urge my colleagues to consider his
rebuttal:
EDITORIAL

(A recent WTOP Editorial called on the
Maryland Legislature to relax that state's
abortion laws. Such decisions, said the editorial, should be left basically to the woman
and her physician. Here with a reply is
Thomas O'Herron, an attorney and a member of the U.S. Foreign service.)
The view that the question of abortion
is one which should be decided between a
pregnant women and her doctor would be a
sound one if a fetus were a tonsil or an appendix, but it is not. The fetus is not an
organ; it is not part of its mother and
should not be subject to disposal at her wish
alone.
Within a few weeks of conception, the
fetus is recognizable as a child. Its genetic
composition is unique in history and can
never be repeated. Its nervous system, its
circulatory system, its disgestive system, and
even its fingernails are well formed and need
only time and protection to mature.
This fetus is one of us-he is a member
of the human family. Because he cannot defend himself, society must defend him. And
because this fetus is a human being, there
is no pressing social problem or no degree
of personal inconvenience which can justify
his destruction. If history has taught us anything, it is that no society can function if
it permits some of its members to decide
which of the others shall live.
Those . who would support easy abortion
should see one performed. The act itself is
hideous and repugnant to everything decent
men value. In the early weeks of pregnancy,
the fetus is destroyed by being sucked
through a tube inserted into the womb; later
he is scalded to death by a salt solution injected Into the sac In which he dwells; In
advanced pregnancies, he is removed by
Caesarian section and left to struggle for
breath untn he dies.
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Each of us lives briefly and but once, and
we should treat each human life with the
respect that its uniqueness demands. To do
so is to dignify the human family; to treat
human life as expendable if it is inconvenient
is to demean all of us.

A RESOLUTION URGING THE RETENTION OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE AS A SEPARATE
ENTITY

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, the Iowa
State .Legislature is now completing action on a resolution passed by the Iowa
House of Representatives which urges
the U.S. Congress to retain the Department of Agriculture as a separate, independent entity with Cabinet status. This
resolution was occasioned by the proposed departmental reorganization plan
espoused by the administration.
The Iowa State Legislature recognizes
the importance of agriculture to Iowa's
economy and believes that the interests
of its constituents are best served by
a Cabinet post dedicated entirely to
agriculture. The people of Iowa fear that
the dissolution of the Department of
Agriculture, and the resultant fragmentation of its responsibilities among agencies devoted to other interests besides
agriculture, will deprive them of adequate
representation in Washington. The agricultural sector of our economy has fallen
upon hard times. Now, more than ever
before, the agribusiness community needs
a strong voice in the councils of government.
Representatives of rural areas in Cong-ress should give careful consideration
to the wishes of their constituents in their
deliberations on this impm·tant issue.
With your permission, therefore, Mr.
Speaker, I will insert the text of the
Iowa State House of Representatives
concurrent resolution in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, as follOWS:
HoUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

11

Whereas, the President has recommended

sweeping governme.J?.tal reorganization at the
federal level; and
Whereas, the midwest. virtually stakes its
entire future on the agricultural industry in
the production of corn, beans, livestock and
produce; and is in fact the "bread basket" of
the nation; and
Whereas, a majority of Iowa senators and
Oongressm.en have expressed their concern
for the future of the Department of Agriculture under the aforesaid plan o! governmental reorganization, Now Therefore,
Be It Resolved by the House, the Senate
Concurring, That the General Assembly of

the State orf Iowa urges the Congress of the
United States to retain the Department of
Agriculture as an entity of cabinet status
and that duties and responsib111ties of the
Secretary of Agriculture and his department
be redefined and clarified with emphasis on
local and regional control of crop production.
acreage allotments, conservation practices
and controls of environmental pollution; and
Be It Further Resolved, That copies of this
resolution be transmitted to the President of
the United States, President o! the United

States senate, Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives and to each member of the Iowa delegation to the Congress
of the United States.

AN OVERWHELMING SENSE OF
DISGUST

HON. FRANK J. BRASCO
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. BRASCO. Mr. Speaker, there has
been much debate recently over the setting of a deadline by the Congress for
ending American participation in the Indochina war. Various dates have been
proposed. I support the principle of setting such a time limit for a variety of
reasons.
Yet I should like to set forth several
factors that figure significantly in my
consideration that perhaps have not
been as widely publicized as some others.
I am aware of the overwhelming opinion of most Americans on this; they want
out of our involvement there as fast as
possible. There are those who take a
strictly moral stand, and those who occupy a strictly pragmatic position. There
is merit in all such arguments, especially
in light of the fact that this administration has compounded disaster there by
widening the war, with obvious cataclysmic consequences. It was bad enough to
see the botch in South Vietnam. The
sight of the so-called elite military units
of the Saigon government :tleeing in
headlong, panicky route out of Laos
adds disgrace to defeat and failure. I believe that the Disengagement Act of 1971,
calling for our removal from involvement in that ongoing tragedy by the end
of 1971 is necessary.
My first premise is that the Government of South Vietnam and its entire infrastructure is riddled with corruption,
opportunism and a feeling that America
is their permanent Santa Claus. This is
the underlying supposition of practically
all considerations on all levels of the
Government of South Vietnam. Once we
understand and accept this, then a host
of other actions become instantly clear,
even to the most casual observer.
We are not regarded as liberators by
the people and authorities of South Vietnam, as we have been in other wars and
other places. We are not even regarded as
faithful allies. Instead, America is regarded as a massive sow, with myriad
teats, all of which drip money rather
than milk. Winning the war, morality,
honesty, and a host of other altruistic
considerations are adjourned by the
South Vietnamese authorities in their
scramble for a place at one of these financial faucets. Proof of this widespread
destructive attitude is massive, damning
and increasingly obvious. For this reason,
we must place these so-called allies of
ours on notice that they wiL shortly have
to swim on their own. The gravy train is
leaving town in short order.

After 10 years of involvement, American boys are still subject to a draft in
order to be sent to fight in South Viet-
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nam and other places in Indochina. The
South Vietnamese have, as of this date
and to my knowledge, not instituted an
efiective similar system in order to defend themselves. It is simple for South
Vietnamese to evade whatever passes for
mandatory military service. Why not? It
is much easier to have some American
youngster do his fighting and dying for
him.

The black market in South Vietnam is
a raving continuous scandal that is
enough to cause any reasonably honest
person to turn in revulsion from the spectacle. No move is in permanent terms by
the Saigon government to even put a
crimp in this tra11ic, which is all in
American goods. U.S. service personnel
are being deprived of items so they can
be sold on the black market. Who profits
from this? One guess. Swiss bank accounts and Riviera villas await a good
many of our so-called allies after the
final debacle.
The happenings in U.S. service clubs
and PX's which have been recently revealed further degrade our position in
Indochina and cast a shameful stain on
the escutcheon of our Nation.
Mr. Speaker, in every case, when we
have sought to obtain some redress of
one or another of the existing imbalances, we are brought up short by the
inescapable logic of the South Vietnamese. We are guests and they are hosts.
We must abide by their house rules, even
if it means that it is done at our complete expense.
This has even extended to the murder
of American service personnel by highranking South Vietnamese officers. I am
sure every Member of this body remembers the cold-blooded murder of two U.S.
Military Policemen and the fact that
their killer went free. Again this Nation
swallowed what was thrust down its
throat and smiled.
On March 19, last week, a member of
the National Assembly of South Vietnam
was arrested on charges of smuggling 9
pounds . . . 9 pounds ... of heroin into
his own country. This was the second
such case in a week involving one of their
legislators. Twenty pounds af heroin were
involved in the previous case. There has
been a subsequent suggestion by government legislative leaders that he probably
will not be brought to trial until after his
term expires in October.
Last September, an assemblyman, also
a strong supporter of President Thieu,
was stopped in a random customs search
as he was leaving for Hong Kong. He was
carrying a suitcase containing 1 million
piasters, or $35,000 in American money.
He has yet to appear in court on any
charge.
Let us bear in mind the fact that last
year 1,100,000 Americans were discharged
from military service. Most of these
young men are returning from Southeast
Asia. Many are arriving back in the
United States with hard drug habits.
There is a growing heroin traffic in South
Vietnam. Practically all hard drugs are
being sold to American service personnel.
The South Vietnamese Government is
obviously smiling benevolently on perpetrators of this massive atrocity against
us, especially in light of the fact that
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members of the government and its
closest allies are obviously participating
in and profiting from it.
This is pure heroin. Such a habit, once
acquired, costs $5 daily in Asia. The same
serviceman, returning here, finds it will
cost him upwards of $100 daily to maintain that habit here at home. This, then,
is the gift we are being given by our socalled allies. And most of those GI's who
do not come back with heroin habits have
at least acquired something of an acquaintance with marihuana, also courtesy of our friendly allies in Saigon.
Our Veterans' Administration is not
equipped to handle the situation I have
described. Upon discovering that a returning GI has a drug habit, he is more
often than not given a less than honorable discharge by the military. As a direct
result of the consequences of such a discharge, he is instantly ineligible for VA
treatment. Now how many millions did
we pour into South Vietnam today?
Troops are being brought home without testing them for such drug habits. It
is imperative that we set up such detection programs. It is further imperative
that we serve instant notice upon the
Thieu regime that a major, efiective, permanent crackdown must be made on the
drug traffic there. All Veterans' Administration facilities here must begin to
make available detoxification and rehabilitation programs. Dishonorable discharges on these grounds should be reviewed by the Department of Defense.
GI's whose sole crime is drug addiction
should not be given this type of discharge indiscriminately. They should be
entitled to honorable discharges upon
cure. The Department of Defense has an
obligation to allocate funds for existing
drug facilities such as Odyssey House,
Phoenix House program, Samaritan
Hallway Society, and similar programs to
augment VA hospitals. These are minimum moves that can and should be
implemented immediately instead of
printing more slick manuals on how to
combat drug addiction.
Mr. Speaker, the list of evils being
perpetrated by the Saigon government
upon America and her soldiers is, I believe, worse and longer than the dangers
of combat we face against the Communists.
Random perusal of the news reveal one
more atrocity after another. The Deputy
Speaker of the South Vietnamese National Assembly was recently picked up
in Thailand on a charge of gold smuggling. He was caught at the Bangkok
airport with 3.3 pounds of gold bars in
his possession. The Thais released him
after intervention by the Saigon Embassy
on the scene. He is identified with the
Thieu regime in the South Vietnamese
Assembly.
Rather than go on ad infinitum, let me
simply state that I am gripped with an
overwhelming sense of disgust. After 10
years of bloodshed by this country and
expenditure of more than $100 billion,
all we have to show for it is the rout in
Laos and the actions of such degraded
people. Is this what America is fighting
for? Is this the regime that has been
touted as the democracy of Vietnam?
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Our cities are dying. We are choking
on air and water pollution. We are
drowning in our own trash. Our jobless
number close to 6 million of our people.
Our graveyards and hospitals fill with
young men. Hatred fills the air of our
land. Yet the agony of Vietnam grows.
It is time to serve notice upon the Saigon regime that we are through propping
it up with American bayonets. We are
finished with providing them with American goods to peddle on their black market. We are full up to here with drug
addicts they are creating among our boys.
If they want democracy, they are going
to have to fight for it on their own.
I feel the Thieu regime is never going
to do this until we pick a date, enact a
law embodying it as a withdrawal time
and accelerate our withdrawals accordingly. Then they will perhaps begin to do
what we have been doing for them up
till now-fight.
In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to include for the record a statement
released by Lt. William L. Calley, the
latest victim of the tragedy in Indochina,
following the "guilty" verdict which was
returned at his court-martial. He speaks
more eloquently than I of the need for
disengagement.
I hope My Lai isn't a tragedy but an eyeopener, even for people who say war is hell.
My Lai has happened in every war. It's not
an isolated incident, even in Vietnam. The
thing that makes My Lal so unique is it was
a small tragedy in a small place, but for once,
man was able to see all the hells of war all
at once. I can't say I am proud of ever being
in My Lai, or ever participating in war. But
I will be extremely proud if My Lal shows
the world what war is and that the world
needs to do something about stopping wars.
Many people say war is hell who have never
experienced it, but it is more than hell for
those people tied up in it . . .
I am hopeful that My Lai will bring the
meaning of war to the surface not only to
our nation but to all nations.

THE ATTORNEY'S FEE BILL

HON. ANCHER NELSEN
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, I have today introduced legislation which I feel
will encourage carriers of freight not
only to take preventive measures, but
will also encourage them to make more
prompt settlement of legitimate claims
for loss or damage to property shipped
in interstate commerce.
The bill which I have introduced is
identical to the one which passed the
Senate during the last session of Congress. It provides:
That the court, in its discretion, may
allow a reasonable attorney's fee to the
plaintitl in any successfUl a.ctlon, to be taxed
and collected as part of the suit; but no
such fees shall be allowed to the plaintiff
except on a showing that the plaintiff has
filed a claim with the carrier or carriers
against whom the action has been brought,
and that such claim has not been paid within
ninety days after receipt of the claim by
the carrier or its agent.
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Present procedures for secur1ng payment of claims no longer seem adequate.
Today, in many cases it is necessary for
the claimant to seek relief in the courts.
In some instances the cost of litigation
prevents shippers from seeking the relief to which they are entitled. The bill
I am introducing would put the claimant
in a more equal bargaining position with
carriers in the settlement of losses sustained in the transportation of property.
It seems to me it is unfortunate that
this bill has been designated during the
last several Congresses as an attorney's
fee bill. Actually, it is designed to en·
courage carriers to accelerate settlement
of shippers' legitimate loss and damage
claims.
It is my hope that this and any other
pending proposals will be the subject
of complete and thorough hearings by
the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee so that the whole question of
claims can be better understood and
handled in an equitable fashion by all
those concerned.

LIEUTENANT CALLEY

HON. JOHN J. DUNCAN
OF TENNE!'tSEE

IN THE HOU3E OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Speaker, we have
used a young man as a scapegoat for a
war which he himself disliked. In fact,
Lieutenant Calley said he was not for
war and prayed for peace. Yet he was
dedicated to his assignment and carried
out the orders of his superiors; he showed
concern for the young American soldiers
whose safety rested in his hands.
We have used this young man as a
scapegoat to appease critics of the war.
He is being punished for doing the job
he was trained for. Lieutenant Calley is
no hardened criminal-a young man of
average intelligence dedicated to his assignment.
Most of you know, particularly those
who have been to Vietnam, that the
stresses and strains of this war, where
our servicemen never know the identity
of the enemy, have caused problems.
Children have been used to hurl explosives. Women in peasant dress have
been used to set up explosive boobytraps
that have taken the lives of American
men.
The conviction of this young man destroys much hope for this country. It has
angered and saddened the American
people. It has killed incentive for our
.young men to volunteer in service for
this country. It has hindered us in our
efforts for peace in Indochina. It has
hurt each of us in countless ways, and
I say that we cannot stand by and let
Lieutenant caney be a sacrificial lamb.
He already has suffered unduly.
Mr. Speaker, I insert the contents of
a telegram I have this day sent to President Nixon, requesting that he give seri-

ous consideration to the granting of a
pardon for Lieutenant Calley.
The telegram reads as follows:

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
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days a sense of compassion for the poor and
a determination that they shall not be made
to suffer unnecessarily merely because of
their poverty.
Those of us who serve on state courts are
proud to be a. part of this system. But the
convening of this Conference on the Judiciary, and our presence here, is evidence that
we stlll have problems to solve and reforms
to execute, and that mere indulgence in selfpraise, with eyes closed to our deficiencies,
will not suffice. I ask your patience, then, as
I speak briefly of one needed reform which
I have not found on the conference agenda,
which I have not found discussed in the Selected Readings prepared by the American
Judicature Society, and which has rated only
passing mention in the pamphlets sent us-! speak of mandatory retirement of judges.
Parenthetically, I never think of retire·
ment without recalling my conversation with
a Texas Supreme Court staff member upon
the occasion of his retirement. A few years
ago the official Reporter for the Court came
to see me around September 1st and said:
"I thought I should come and tell you that I
plan to retire on October 1st. I am 86 years
old, have been with the Court for 69 years,
and I don't want to stay here too long llke I
have seen some of these judges do!"
One of our Texas newspapers published an
article, on February 15th last, commenting on
the report on state judicial systems made by
a Congressional Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. The article stated
that, "[t]he commission recommended that
compulsory retirement of state or local
judges, now in effect in 22 states, be made a
nationwide practice, setting retirement at
age 70." The article quoted the report as
stating that "[o]nce the most eminent judge
is selected, there is no guarantee that he will
remain competent. He will age, may become
tired and grow out-of-touch." I agree abso·
lutely; and I can think of no sound reason
for limiting the suggested reform to state and
local judges. I suggest in all charity and with
the utmost respect for the many able Federal
judges of my acquaintance that there is no
sound basis for concluding that state judges
age, become tired and grow out-of-touch,
but that Federal judges do not. Moreover, a
totally unselfish approach to imorovement of
our judicial system should impel those of
us who are judges to lead the movement for
mandatory retirement in both branches of
the system.
The Commission report, in indicating that
only 22 states now require mandatory re·
tirement of judges. does not square with the
statistical summary of state court systems
prepared by the Council of State Govern·
ments in 1970. The latter report shows that
40 of the 50 states have mandatory retirement
requirements at ages of from 70 to 75. Some,
like Arkansas, California, Minnesota, New
Mexico, Tennessee and Texas achieve compulsory retirement at age 70 through denial
or diminution of retirement benefits if a
judge remains on the bench after that age.
Let me tell you briefly of our experience in

The

PRESIDENT,

The White House,
Washington, D.O.:

I respectfully request that serious consideration be given to granting a pardon to
Lieutenant William Calley. He is being made
a scapegoat for the appeasement of critics of
the war. Under the stress and strain of war
he did a job that we trained him to do.
JOHN J. DUNCAN,

Member of Congress.

MANDATORY RETIREMENT OF
JUDGES

HON. AY ROBERTS
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Speaker, for some

time now I have been a strong advocate
of mandatory retirement of judges. In
fact, I have introduced legislation to
that effect. There are many reasons why
I seek such a measure.
In a recent speech before the National
Conference on the Judiciary, Chief Justice Robert S. Calvert of the Supreme
Court of Texas outlined his reasons for
favoring mandatory retirement. Chief
Justice Calvert is one of the most distinguished and respected men on the
bench in Texas as well as the entire Nation. I value his thoughtful and knowledgeable comments on this question, and
I wm:ud like to share them with my colleagues:
AN AnDRESS BY CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERT
CALVERT, SUPREME COURT OP TExAS
MANDATORY RETIREMENT OF .JUDGES

s.

I consider it a signal honor to have been
invited to address the distinguished dele·
gates to this conference. I do not regard the
invitation as a personal tribute; I have done
nothing to earn it. Rather, I prefer to as·
sume that the invitation came to me as
Chairman of the National Conference of
State Chief Justices, and as a recognition of
that organization as an integral and important segment of this nation's judicial system,
a system which, though far from perfect,
stands stalwartly between the tyranny of
government toward its citizenry and of man
toward his fellow man.
Ours is a judicial system in which the
the highest court in the land can place its
protective arm around "shuffling'' Sam
Thompson in Louisvllle, Kentucky, and say
to the police of that city, "You cannot take
a man's freedom because he was lrrltating
you by patting his foot or shufHtn~ on a
dance floor; and more than that you cannot
add a fine because he protested his arrest T~xas.
through argument."
With lawyers and judges playing leading
It is a system in which a young man, roles, we amended our Constitution in 1965
hounded from a blossoming career and even to provide, among other things, for autofrom a means of livelihood, by self-appointed matic mandatory retirement of appellate and
and self-annointed guardians of every indi- general jurisdiction trial judges at age 75,
vidual's patriotism and censors of his inner- with power in the Legislature to reduce the
most impulses, could receive $3,500,000 in age to 70. With some of us in the . judiciary
compensation from a jury, and later could again taking the lead, our Legislature was
describe his first day in court in these in- induced in 1967 to provide an added retire·
spiring words:
ment benefit of 10% of current salary for
"I saw the judge, the jury, the balltifs, the those judges who retired at or before age 70.
court reporter, the lawyers and the specta· A grandfather clause extended the benefit to
tors, and I was overwhelmed by the realiza- those in ofHce and over 70 who retired at the
tion that a single citizen who felt an injus- end of their current terms. On January 2d
tice done him could bring all of these peo- of this year, just four years later, the oldest
ple together. Even it the verdict went against justice of the Supreme Court was 65, the
me, I would feel that I had won."
oldest judge of the Court of Criminal ApIt is a system which through its highest peals, the court of last resort in criminal
court has demonstrated within the last ten cases, was 63, only two of 42 intermediate
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appellate court judges were 70 or over and
only three of 238 judges of courts at the District Court level were 70 or over. In sum,
only 5 of 294 appellate and major trial court
judges were 70 or over; e.nd, to my personal
knowledge, at least three of the five, and
perhaps all five, are holding over under the
grandfather clause. We have thus achieved
a younger, more physically vigorous and
mentally alert judiciary while providing a
pool of retired judges who can be called into
service with their consent at any time.
The Federal judiciary is one of the last
bastions for employment of the aged. There
seems to be some sort of pervading fear which
makes it more or less untouchable and deters
those who should speak out forthrightly. The
Consensus of the National Conference on
Judicial Selection and Court Administration,
held in Chicago in 1959, states apologetically
that "[a]utomatic retirement at age 70 is
desirable." The Recommendations of the 27th
American Assembly on the Courts, the Public and the Law Explosion, speaking only of
state courts, concluded only that "[t]rial
judges should be subject to mandatory reltirement by age 70 . . ." Why only "trial
judges"?
Business and educational institutions have
long since adopted mandatory retirement
and limited service programs. The general
facts about these programs are too well
known for me to bore you with them. Just
last week the new Speaker of the House of
Representatives of the United States Congress confirmed his earlier statement of his
determination to retire by age 70. There is no
sound reason for believing that judges are a
master race of people or that appellate judges
are immunized against the ravages of age
which may beset trial judges.
The state judicial systems have blazed the
way for the Federal judiciary. There ·a re no
abler judges in the Federal judiciary than
Traynor of California, Wllliamson of Maine,
and· many other state judges who have accepted retirement at age 70; and, yet, the
only mandatory retirement requirement of
the Federal system coming to my knowledge
is the one which requires Chief Judges to step
down from those administrative positions at
age 70. Statistics developed at a congressional hearing last year disclosed that 10%
of Federal district and court of appeals
judges were over 70 years of age and eligible
for retirement.
In 1966, I clipped an article from the
American Bar Journal written by Hon. J.
Earl Major, Senior Judge for The United
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit,
entitled, "Why Not Mandatory Retirement
for Federal Judges?" I clipped the article
because - I thought much of what Judge
Major said about retirement of Federal
judges applied also to state judges, and at
the time I was involved in a campaign for
mandatory retirement of Texas state judges.
But what Judge Major said in January, 1966
is just as cogent and compelllng five years
later. He said that "advocacy of compulsory
retirement is not the high road to popularity," and I agree; and that he had "never
heard a valid reason why a judge should not
voluntarily retire when eligible," although
he had heard many self-interest excuses.
It seems to me there are four main reasons
for the reluctance of judges to retire. I
would rate them in this order: The judge
( 1) has developed no subsidiary interests
and hasn't the faintest idea what he will
do to occupy his time if he retires; (2) has
a secret feeling that he is the indispensable
man and that no successor could possibly
fill his shoes; (3) wa.nts to keep some sort
of a strangle hold on the social standing his
position offers him and his wife and the
favors and honors which are tendered to his
position rather than to him personally; and
(4) isn't wanted at home by his wife because through the years she has developed
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her own 8 to 5 routine program and she
doesn't want it interrupted. I well remember
when I first was brought face to face with
the reason last mentioned. One of our Texas
Supreme Court judges had obviously become
senile and could no longer even remember
what he had done on the previous day. OUr
veiled suggestions to him that he should
retire did not register and went unheeded.
Finally, the judge's closest friend on the
court called on his wife with the suggestion
that she should induce him to retire. She
replied: "What, and have him here under
my feet all day! Not on your life!" Considering the lack of merit .in the enumerated
reasons, a cynical critic would be inclined
to paraphrase the statement of a famous
World War II Genera.! by observing that,
unless required by law, "Old judges rarely
retire; they just lean more and more on
their law clerks."
I repeat what I said earlier: We as judges
should take the lead in seeking mandatory
retirement provisions for judges, state and
Federal, trial and appellate. It is not a sufficient excuse to say that a constitutional
amendment would be necessary before mandatory retirement at .age 70 could be required of United States Supreme Court
Justices, or even of other Federal judges.
If you have the slightest doubt that consent to such an amendment would be forthcoming, just ask Congress to submit it and
watch its speedy ratification by the states.
Now, I am too long experienced in government and politics to suppose that at the
end of this program anyone is going to be
trampled to death in the stampede of judges
hurrying to seek legislative or constitutional
mandate for the retirement of all judges,
state and Federal, trial and appelta.te, at
age 70; but a changing society is demanding something better than we have had,
and we had better start listening with an
attentive ear. We had better rap with those
demanding major judicial reform and do
our thing! And a very important part of our
thing, in my opinion, is the capacity to
realize when we should step down and entrust this great judicial system to younger
men and the good judgment to do it!
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return these men to their families. They are
of no military value--and to link their fate
with war aims is flagrant contradiction of the
spirit of the Geneva Convention, which you
signed in 1957.

I commend Mr. Carl Hottenstein, president of the American Dairy Co., for his
efforts in behalf of our prisoners of war.
If more private individuals and private
industries would assume a role of leadership in their communities in the battle to
help our POW's, Hanoi could not continue to close its ears to our pleas.

WE NEED MORE SPIRIT LIKE THAT
AT FOURTEEN HOLY HELPERS
SCHOOL

HON. JACK F. KEMP
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, I have spent
a lot of time with the youth in my district and I plan to continue to expand
this area of communication. So much of
what we will consider this year is also
uppermost in their· thoughts. So much
of what we will consider is critical to
their future plans.
The issue before us this week-the
Selective Service-has brought up the
question of the objectivity and even the
loyalty of our youth today. I know they
will meet their responsibilities to this
Nation and I welcome their views, regardless of their diversity.
On more than one occasion I have been
thrilled by the pronouncements of the
youth in my district. I had the great
pleasure to speak at the Fourteen Holy
Helpers School in West Seneca and was
presented with a statement reflecting a
philosophy and attitude toward our flag.
SPECIAL CAMPAIGN CARRIED ON I could tell from the response of the stuBY THE AMERICAN DAffiY CO. dents to the statement by young Joe
TO FREE OUR PRISONERS OF Florea that all those at Fourteen Holy
Helpers School-administration, sisters,
WAR
teachers, parents, and students alike, believe in our country, its flag, and are
HON. ROGER H. ZION
working to restore the type of spirit that
OF INDIANA
can make America even gr~ater.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
I take pleasure in calling this to the
attention of my colleagues. The stateWednesday, March 31, 1971
ment follows:
Mr. ZION. Mr. Speaker, I was very
WHAT THE AMERICAN FLAG MEANS TO ME
pleased to learn that a special campaign
I never really stopped to think about the
is being carried on by the American Dairy American Flag before. I guess I have always
Co., who has plants in Evansville, Hunt- taken it for granted. But, as I consider it
ingburg, and Washington, Indiana, and now, just what does it mean to me?
It means I should stand when I hear "The
in Morganfield, Ky., and Robinson, Dl.
This campaign is to encourage persons to Star Spangled Banner". Why? Well, the national
anthem represents the land in which
write Hanoi for release of our American
I live. My country, all of it, belongs to me.
prisoners of war.
I can go anywhere, live anywhere, study,
Approximately a half million milk car- worship,
believe as I choose, because I am
tons are having panels imprinted on them free.
urging people to write President Tom Due
The American Flag reminds me of this
Thang, Democratic Republic of Vietnam, freedom. It represents people,-all kinds of
Hanoi, North Vietnam. The same message people; all colors of people; all sizes of peohas been printed on large posters to be ple; and I am people too! The Flag makes
think of how many people dreamed, and
displayed in area grocery stores. The me
planned, fought, and died so that I can
cartons and posters include the follow- live
as I do today. It reminds me of our
ing suggested message:
government, and the great leaders we have
Your Excellency:
I am disturbed about the condition of
American prisoners of war held in your country. I ask you in the name of humanity to

and have had.
It makes me think of an uncle I never knew
as a person, only as a picture on the wall,
who died in Korea for that Flag.
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I see our Flag every day in every classroom
in my school. Sometimes I wonder, as we say
the Pledge of Allegiance each morning, how
many people really understand what it
means. It means that we pledge ourselves to
this great country, to support this republic
as one nation, under God.
Respect for our Flag has decreased greatly
in recent years.
We see :flagpoles all over the neighborhood;
but what is a :flagpole without our Flag! People today should know and care about all
that had to be done to make our country
the world power that our Flag flies proudly
over today.

REVENUE SHARING A SUCCESS
IN WISCONSIN

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, for the information of my colleagues, I am including with my remarks
material from the Milwaukee County
executive in support of Federal revenue
sharing.
In the "Wisconsin Plan," recognized
for its excellence and its efficient, economical utilization of funds, State revenues are used to reduce local property
tax burdens. Federal revenues can be
applied in exactly the same fashion.
Federal funds could credit the Congress
with providing money, and also promote
local fiscal responsibility.
The material follows:
MILWAUKEE, WIS.,
March 3, 1971.

Han. WILLIAM A. STEIGER,
Representative in Congress,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN STEIGER: The concept
of Federal revenue sharing has been debated
since 1958. Numerous legislators, organizations, and private individuals have offered
variations on the subject and still no action
has been taken by Congress.
The attached resolution adopted by the
Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors is
one more variation and, hopefully, overcomes
the objections that plague all others. This
plan is unique in that it already has been
tested in the Wisconsin political arena and
was successfully implemented after passage.
It can succeed elsewhere.
Also attached is an article by Mr. James
R. Morgan, former Commissioner of Taxation for Wisconsin, explaining how State revenues are used to reduce local property tax
burdens. Federal revenues can be applied in
exactly the same fashion and serve also to
justly credit the Congress with providing
money, along with promoting local fiscal responsibility.
Also included is a sample property tax b111
showing how the Federally shared revenue
will affect each individual taxpaying citizen.
The "Wisconsin Plan" will distribute revenue directly to an overburdened local citizenry.
Milwaukee County w111 attempt to provide
you with any further information you may
require in your study of this proposal.
With kindest personal regards, I remain,
Very truly yours
JOHN L. DoYNE,
County Executive.

RESOLUTION
(Item 16) : A resolution authorizing the
finance committee to evaluate the alternate
system for reviewing sharing as such by the
Nixon administration and to make a recommendation, by recommending adoption of
the following resolution:
Whereas, the Congress of the United
States is currently considering a multitude
of revenue sharing proposals; and
Whereas, it is apparent that all of these
bills have encountered two objections which
serve to impede adoption, namely
(1) the 1nadvisab111ty of having one unit
of government; responsible for raising tax
revenues that other units can dispose of at
their pleasure; and
(2) although the congressman has the
onus of raising the revenue, he ge~ no
credit for any programs that this money
supports; and
Whereas, Wisconsin has a modified program of revenue sharing which disburses a
speaific amount of State monies as determined by the legislature to all municipal
governments having a property tax rate in
excess of 14 mills on a proportionate basis
for the purpose of local property tax relief;
and
Whereas, the exact amount of this relief
appears as a State tax credit on every property bill thus giving due credit to the funding source; and
Whereas, this approach to revenue sharing
serves to negate the crlticdsm cited in 1 and
2 above, since the revenue is shared directly
with the taxpayer; and
Whereas, property tax relief of this magnitude will serve as a direct spur to the construction of housing by reducing a major
shelter expense item; now, therefore,
Be it resolved, That the Milwaukee County
Board of Supervisors hereby declares its support of a Federal revenue sharing program
having a 100 percent pass through to be
used solely for the purpose of a local proportionate property tax reduotlon; and
Be it further resolved, That the full extent of this relief for each taxpayer be shown
as a Federal tax credit on every local property tax bill; and
Be it further resolved, That the County
Clerk is hereby directed to send copies of
this resolution to the entire Wisconsin Congressional delegation, members of the State
Assembly and Senate, Senator Russell B.
Long, Chairman, Senate Finance Coilllll1ttee,
Congressman Wilbur D. M1lls, Chairman,
House Ways and Means Committee, International City Managers Association, National League of Cities, U.S. Conference of
Mayors, National Conference of Governors,
and Chief Executives of -a ll Milwaukee
County municipalities, and to the National
Association of Counties.
Fiscal note: Adoption of this resolution
will not result in an increase or decrease of
funds.
WISCONSIN TAXATION
(By James R. Morgan)
PROPERTY TAX RELIEF IN WISCONSIN
In 1961 when the legislature enacted Wisconsin's selective sales and use tax law, it also
provided two kinds of state payments for
property tax relief.
Each February 15th a sum sufficient appropriation (an estimated $40 milllon in
1966) is made to aJ.low the property taxpayer
a 55% credit (60% in 1967) against the prop-

erty tax levies on merchants' and manufacturers' inventories and livestock. Each March
1, a $53 ·m illlon appropriation provides a
credit for taxpayers against the levies on all
real property and the remaining personal
property not subject to the 55% personal
property tax credit.
General property tax credit

The $53 million appropriation for general
property tax credit is first used to finance a
tax credit to ut111ties, railroads, telephone
companies and electrical cooperatives. The
ut111ty allocation is determined as follows:
1. Average the three preceding years tax
payments by all utilities to determine the
average ut111ty tax payment.
2. Average the three preceding years total
tax levy (state, local, school and county),
special assessments, occupational taxes, forest crop taxes, woodland tax and the taxes
paid by utiUties to determine the average
property tax.
3. Determine the percentage that the average ut1llty tax is of the average of all property taxes.
4. Apply that percenatge to the $53 million
appropriation to determine the amount
available for ut111ty property tax.
5. Divide the amount for utility property
tax relief among ut111ties in the same ratio
that the individual ut111ty's tax is to the total
utility taxes.
The amount of ut1llty tax rellef is then
subtracted from the $53 milllon and the remainder is available for general property
tax relief.
This tax credit is given only to taxpayers
in tax districts (cities, v1llages and towns)
that have an "average computed full value
tax rate" in excess of 14 mills ($14 per $1,000
of full value) .
The general property tax credit for each tax
district is determined as follows:
1. Add the levies of the tax district (state,
local, county and school taxes, special as1'\essments, occupational, forest crop and
woodland taxes) to determine the total levy
in each of the three preceding years.
2. Divide the total levy of each year by the
full value of property in the tax district of
such year to determine the computed full
value rate.
·
3. Average the computed full value rates
for three preceding years to determine the
avera.ge computed full value rate.
4. The average computed full value rate
minus 14 mills is the mill rate over 14 mills.
5. Multiply the full value of property (less
personal property receiving special relief)
by the mm rate over 14 mills to determine
the total levy over 14 mills.
6. Add the levies over 14 mills of each tax
district to determine the total levy over 14
mllls statewide.
7. Determine each tax district's percent of
levy over 14 mills by dividing the tax districts
levy over 14 mm by the total state levy
14 mills.
8. Apply that percentage to the state appropriation for general property tax relief
to determine the dollar amount for the tax
district.
9. Divide the dollar amount for the tax
district by the total assessed value in the tax
district to determine the tax credit rate.
10. The tax credit rate multiplied by the
taxpayer's assessment determines the credit
on taxpayer's bill.
The table below gives the detail of the
general property tax relief program since its
inception:

HISTORY OF PROPERTY TAX RELIEF

State's fiscal year
1962 to 1963_ -----------------------------------

1963 to
1964 to
1965 to
1966 to

1964_ ----------------------------------1965 __ ---------------------------------1966_ ----------------------------------1967 _ -----------------------------------

State
appropriation

Utility tax
relief

$55, 000, 000

$4, 624, 621

General tax Tax bills receiving
relief credit
$50, 375, 379

1962 payable 1963.

55, 000, 000
4, 531, 970
50, 468, 030 1963 payahle 1964.
49, 850, 000
4, 141, 626
45, 708, 374 1964 payable 1965.
53, 000, 000
4, 433, 715
48, 566, 285 1965 payable 1966.
53,000,000 --------------------------------
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Personal property tax relief

This special credit applies to the local tax
levies on merchants' stock in trade, manufacturers• materials and finished products
(including goods in process) and llvestock.
The following amounts have been paid or it
is estimated, will be paid by the state:
[Amount paid the following year)
May 1, 1962 assessment, 50%--- $30,043,918
May 1, 1963 assessment, 50%--- 81,560,889
May 1, 1964 assessment, 50%--- 83,072,075
May 1, 1965 assessment, 55%
(estimated)----------------- 40,000,000
May 1, 1966 assessment, 60%--- ---------Each taxpayer receives a. credit on his tax
blll based on the applicable percent for personal property tax relief, unless the tax district assesses personal property at a higher
ratio to fuiJ.l value than other property.
Both tax relief methods stlll require the
local tax district to go through the regular
assessment and tax levying procedure. The
tax credits actually appear on the taxpayer's
blll and the money is paid directly to the
tax district as reimbursement for the credit.
JAMES R. MORGAN.
Commissioner of Taxation.

GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

HON. RICHARD G. SHOUP

turning more power to the people on the
basis of his reorganization plan will restore faith in Government, improve communications between people and the
bureaucracy and to a very great extent,
speed Government operations by removing the small decisions which now clutter
the desks of Washington bureaucrats.

AN ANGRY MAN

HON. BEN B. BLACKBURN
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Speaker, recently, there has been much discussion
with respect to television'& slanting of
the news and biased reporting. WCBS of
New York City, a direct affiliate of the
Columbia Broadcasting Co., last week
issued an editorial regarding a controversy between Senator EDMUND MusKIE
and the Republican National Committee.
I believe that the editorial is self-explanatory in showing its prejudiced direction.
AN ANGRY MAN

What would we do witho-ut the Republican
National Committee to set the record
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
straight?
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
For years now, most people have thought
Senator Muskie was a. quiet, reserved fellowMr. SHOUP. Mr. Speaker, restructur- rather cool, very taciturn, a typical downing of the Government's executive Easter. But that is not, it seems, the way the
branch will undoubtedly prove one of the Republican National Committee sees him.
most progressive pieces of legislation un- In a. recent article from the Committee's
dertaken by Congress in this decade. The newsletter entitled "Is Muskie Cool Enough
effects of restructuring will be felt not in to be President?" rthe Maine Democm.t is
as a Up-curling, fist-shaking, fireone program alone, in only one Federal pictured
Underllning words in the story
department or in just a few States, but breather.
that seem to underline his black nature, the
rather in every neighborhood across this Committee points out (cut to text) his "surgreat land. It is the taxpayers supporting liness," his "tantrums," his "waspish temthis Government who will reap the bene- per." It describes his "towering rage,"' his
"short fuse ready to explode," his "malevfits of a reorganized system.
Because local residents best under- olence" that ''boils and fumes."
Well we are not sure we can agree with the
stand local needs, they should make the newsletter's
description-after all, the Sendecisions concerning local Federal spend- ator has kept
those rages, if he has them,
ing. Sending such questions to Washing- pretty well hidden during his many years
ton is not only unnecessary, causing great as a. public official. But we can agree with a.
delays, but it also interferes with other quote from the Talmud that accompanies
work Washington officials are particu- the story: it says, "When a. man gets angry,
he falls into error.'•
larly qualified to undertake.
That might have applied to an unsuccessAs the President pointed out in his
candidate for governor several years ago,
message to Congress, a great many peo- ful
who snarled at the press, "You're not going
ple are today disillusioned with Govern- to have Dick Nixon to kick around anymore."
ment, its goals, and its methods. The best Or it might have 8ipplied to our President
way to restore confidence in our Govern- when he labeled some antiwar demonstrament is to move ahead in a straight path tors as "bums,•' when he judged Charles
toward our stated objectives. Govern- Manson guilty before the jury did, or when
he accused the Senate opponents of Judge
ment should function in the best interests Harrold
Carswell of "vicious tactics,"' and
of its people, not in defiance of those in- "malicious
character assassination." Yes,
terests.
anger is something the Republican National
Who knows local interests better than Committee hBB seen before.
the people themselves? Is it the PresiCome to think of it, maybe the Committee,
dent? Washington bureaucrats? Of knowing the power of an angry candidate,
is nervous about seeing it develop in others.
course not.
After all, if election year 1972 rolls around
Local residents having weathered a and
s'l· ~h emotional issues as the War, the
few storms, know local flooding prob- urban Jrisis, the state of the economy, and
lems, they understand sewage disposal divisions within the country are no more
needs, as .veil as highway construction, resolved than they are today, then a presiurban renewal, and crop development dential contender-such as Senator Edmund
needs. Sound advice from Washington Muskie--might have legitimate excuses to get
professionals would naturally be welcome angry.
OF MONTANA

as part of the decisionmaking process,
but why not let the actual power rest
with the people involved?
I believe, with the President, that re-

Definitely, this is a partisan political
controversy and WCBS was improperly
exercising its privilege as a news reporting station in issuing this editorial. If
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this group is as unbiased as it claims to
be, they would leave it up to the Democrat Digest to respond.
In the March 29, 1971, edition of Barron's, a weekly newspaper, there is a
lengthy article showing several instances
in which CBS has slanted and purposely
edited news in order to give a false impression. For the information of my colleagues, I am hereby inserting this article
in the RECORD:
BROADCAST LicENSE: CBS HAs FORFEITED
ACCESS TO THE NATION'S AIRWAVES

We cannot help but admire a man who
defends his principles and sticks to his guns.
Last Tuesday evening Richard S. Sala.nt,
president of the News Division of the Columbia Broadcasting System, gave a nationwide
televiston audience a. demonstration of doggedness which, in other circumstances, might
well have commanded our respect. Under
fierce attack from Congress and the White
House for a.lrlng the controversia.l documentary, "The Selling of the Pentagon," Mr.
Salant refused to give an inch. Perhaps with
an eye on the clock-the 11-12 p.m. slot,
while not exactly prime time, is st111 too valuable to waste--the CBS executive took no
more than a. moment or so to rebut "only a
few" of the critics' charges; however, he assured his viewers, "We have an answer for
every one. . . .'' Then, boldly switching to
the offensive, the head of CBS News asserted:
"We are proud of 'The Selling of the Pentagon.' ... We are confident that when passions die down, it will be recognized as a vital
contribution to the people's right to know.''
Lesser media of communications may occasionally run a. correction or retraction; The
Washington Post, not long ago, printed an
extmordinary confession of error. CBS News,
which is made of sterner stuff, stands definitely on the record.
Quite a. record it is, too. As to "The SelUng
of the Pentagon," Mr. Salant addressed himself to merely two of the many points of criticism raised. Regarding the rest, the chief
critics-including the Vice President o-f the
United States, senior editor of Air Force magazine and a non-partisan citizens• organization known as Accuracy in Media (AIM),
which plans to lodge a. complaint with the
National Association of Broadcasters-make
a compelllng, and thus far uncontroverted,
oase. In particular, CBS stands accused of
various misstatements, including the amount
spent by the Pentagon on public affairs, and
the true identity of those responsible for a
certain military briefing (not, as alleged,
Peoria's Caterpillar Tractor Co., "which did
$39 mlllion of business with the Defense Department last year," but the local Assocatlon
of Commerce) . Far worse were the o-missions
and distortions, including two episodes in
which tapes were cUpped and reassembled to
convey false impressions of what the speakers said. Specific lapses aside, even the untutored eye could scarcely fall to detect, in a
so-called documentary, pervasive malice and
editorial bias.
On the CBS television network-which includes five wholly owned stations and 198
affiliates---slanted (or, in view of his authority and tenure, perhaps the word should be
Salanted) journalism has long been the name
of the game. As in "The Selling of the
Pentagon," moreover, the thrust has tended
to be vio-lently against what most of the
country would regard as its basic interests,
institutions and values. In a prize-winning
"documentary," key sequences of which subsequently proved false, CBS News professed
to uncover "Hunger in America"; contrariwise, in an equally distorted report from
Cuba, the television camera found, in effect,
that Cubans under castro never had it so
good. Not content merely to cover (albeit in
its own fashion) the news, CBS time and
again has sought to make news. Shortly after
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NBC scooped the competition by airing an
LSD-stimulated interview with Dr. Timothy
Leary, WBBM-TV CBS outlet in Chicago, participated in a headline-making, and 1llegal,
pot party, which became the object of an
investigation by the Federal Communications
Commission. In a similar, If far more brazen,
exploit-on which both Vice President Agnew
and Mr. Salant touched last week-CBS
sought to stage, and to film, an invasion of
Haiti. One picture supposedly is worth a
thousand words. High time the U.S. got the
picture.
As last Tuesday's performance suggests, it
isn't pretty. Among other sins of omission
and commission, CBS News failed to mention
that it was paid to produce one of the films
at which it scoffed. In depicting a press conference, during which the briefing officer,
replying to 34 questions, gave three no-comment answers, the camera focused on the
latter. Statements made on tape by two
Pentagon spokesmen, a Marine colonel and
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public
Affairs, were cut up, transposed and pieced
together again in a way that made both of
them seem unresponsive and foolish. Rep.
Edward Hebert (not Herbert, as the caption
later had it) , chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, turned up on the screen
with this gracious-and, despite Mr. Salant's
subsequent remarks, wholly misleading-introduction: "Using sympathetic Congressmen, the Pentagon tries to counter what it
regardS as the anti-military tilt of network
repoNing (Ed. note: where would tt ever get
such an idea?). War heroes are made available for taped home district TV reports from
pro-Pentagon politicians."
All this is reprehensible enough. Far
worse-in a format presumably dedicated to
fact--are the extremist opinions which it was
used to convey. Here 1s a dis1llusioned and
sllghtly incoherent ex-Air Force officer: "I
feel that the m111ta.ry information arm is so
vast, has been able to become so pervasive
by the variety and the amounts and the way
and the sheer numbers it's able to present its
Viewpoint to the American people, I think
this attitude it was able to develop, allowed
Vietnam to happen . . . ." Here is CBS-News'
own dispassionate Roger Mudd: "On this
broadcast we have seen violence made glamorous, expensive weapons advertised as if they
were automobiles, biased opinions presented
as straight facts. Defending the country not
just with arms but also with ideology, Pentagon propaganda insists on America's role as
the cop on every beat in the world."
Anyone-even CBS, though it won't concede as much--can make mistakes. What the
record shows, however, 1s a pattern of distortion and slanted reporting stretching back
over the years. In 1963, so a revealing article
and exchange of letters in The New York
Times Magazine has disclosed, President Kennedy gave an exclusive interview to Walter
Cronkite of CBS News on such Uterally inflammatory issues as the Buddhists in South
Vietnam and the allegedly repressive government of Ngo Dinh Diem. In the editing process, the footage shrank from 30 minutes to
12, and, according to Pierre Salinger, then
White House press secretary, "the result was
a partial distortion of JFK's opinion of President Diem. In the actual interview . . .
President Kennedy spoke of his respect and
sympathy for the problems of President Diem.
When the film was shown to the public, only
the unfavorable Presidential remarkB remained, and JFK's praise of Diem had been
deleted. The impression was left that JFK
had no confidence at all in Diem, and when
he and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, were later
shot to death in a military coup, there were
persistent charges from Madame Nhu and
others that the President's statements had
given aid and comfort to Diem's enemies. JFK
was deeply hurt by the accusations."
Prior to the Republican convention the fol-

-

lowing year, CBS News struck again. According to Senator Barry Goldwater (R., Ariz.),
Daniel Schorr, then serving as correspondent abroad, "took it upon himself to put out
a news report to portray the idea that I was
trying to forge links with far-rightist, neefascist groups in Germany . . . Schorr dealt
heavily in false facts which neither he nor
CBS newsmen in this country made any attempt to check with my office." So it has gone
year by year. In 1968, after a storm of protest, a Special Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce investigated television coverage of the Democratic national convention in Chicago. In
viewing the video tape of the CBS coverage,
the Congressional probers noted a passage in
which Walter Cronkite cried that the police
"were severely manhandling a minister." According to the Committee Report: "The accompanying action shows police merely attempting to get a man dressed in clerical garb
into a patrol wagon, using what the investigators felt was reasonable force to overcome
the man's resistance." The Report concluded,
in part: "In an attempt to give an overall impression, it might be said that the coverage
presented over the air does, in retrospect,
seem to present a one-sided picture which in
large measure exonerates the demonstrators
and protestors and indicts the city government of Chicago and. to a lesser degree, the
Democratic Party."
The long reel of distortion continues to
unwind. In her nationally syndicated column, Alice Widener, frequent contributor
to Barron's, has chronicled some of the
gamier epiSodes. In the fall of 1969, Frank
Kearns, CBS correspondent in Rome, broadcast a report on alleged Italian opinion in
the criminal case against the man who hijacked a commercial airliner from San Francisco. Mr. Kearns chose to quote the Views
of a single editor, that of the Communist
newspaper "Unita," who described the hijacker a. "Robin Hood . . . who made a fool
of the repressive and hated FBI." Again, on
"Face the Nation," CBS devoted a half-hour
of Sunday time to Tom Hayden, revolutionist of the so-called New Left. Mrs. Widener
wrote: "He was permitted by reporter Martin Agronsky of CBS, and two other reporters, to get away with intellectual murder ... .
Thus it came &bout that at the end of
the program the arrogant co-founder of the
anarchic Students for a Democratic Society
made an unchallenged statement about 'the
poverty around the world that the United
States is responsible for.'" Abbie Hoffman,
convicted of inciting to riot in Chicago, appeared on the Merv Griffin show wearing a
shirt made from the American flag (on the
air, CBS thoughtfully blipped it out.) Small
wonder that Desmond Smith o! CBS once
told TV Guide: "There's been a great deal
of manipulation from the left. The left and
SDS have been getting a great deal of play.
Americans are starting to feel they're not
getting the whole story."
Since then the credib111ty gap, notably
with respect to so-called documentaries, has
widened beyond belief. Webster's Seventh
New Collegiate Dictionary defines documentary as follows:- "adj. (1) contained or
certified in writing; (2) relating to, or employing, documentation in literature or art;
broadly, FACTUAL, OBJECTIVE.'' The noun,
of course, possesses the same qualities.
Neither word belongs in the CBS lexicon.
In the famous charade on "Hunger in
America," the narrator's off-screen voice said
"Hunger is easy to recognize when it looks
like this. This baby is dying of starvation. He
was an American. Now he 1s dead." Heartrending, but untrue. The baby was born prematurely, and, accordlng to an FCC report,
died of "septicemia due to meningitis and
peritonitis . . . There was no evidence to
show that either the mother or father was
su1fer1ng from malnutrition . . • •" Par less
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attention than it warrants has been paid the
outrageous report on Cuba last September,
which, by actual count of Accuracy in Media,
contained 10 major doubtful statements, including: "For Cuba's poor, things are a
good dee.l better than they used to be . . .
the Cuban poor man doesn't want to leave
... Schools are free, everyone must go. There
1s a quiet equ&Uty of the races now in
Cuba .... "
So ran the script. However, as AIM pointed
out in a letter to CBS News, real life refuses to follow it. On the contrary, the
organization cited specific examples of working-class Cubans who risked their lives to
flee the Castro regime. One, a Negro bricklayer, was quoted in The New York Times as
saying: "Not only is there not enough to
eat, but they make you spend extra hours
in the fields after a 54-hour work week." As
to schooling, AIM pointed out that on January 5, 1969, Castro admitted that 400,000
school-age children were not in school.
Brotherhood of man? AIM quoted Erneldo
Oliva, an Afro-Cuban and one of the first
Castro appointees, to the effect that even
under Batista, "whom we rejoiced to see go,"
Negroes were judges, Senators and high officials. Today only one black man holds an
important post. An American Negro, who defected to Castro for five years, returned in
1968 saying that he would rather live in an
American jail than remain. Citing the list
of inaccuracies, AIM solicited comment from
Richard S. Salant, head of CBS News, which
was duly forthcoming (and, with the rest
of the correspondence, put into the Record).
Nine times out of 10, the criticism went
unanswered.
Last Tuesday Mr. Salant took a stab at
an swering criticism of OBS' role in "financing
a secret and illegal invasion of Haiti." Here,
word, for word, is his rebuttal. "We did not
finance the planned invasion. We did nothing
1llegal. No significant amount of money even
inadvertently found its way to persons involved in the invasion plan. The Department
of Justice found no unlawful activities on
the part of OBS News. And John Davitt, Chief
of the Crlminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, said, quote: 'CBS advised us
of the facts, advised the Bureau of Customs
that they were there, and that they were
filming these episodes.' At one point the
Treasury Department asked us not to withdraw from the project. But the short answer
t o the Vice President is that he is attacking
a journalistic investigation that never became a broadcast about an invasion that
never took place."
For a short answer, not bad. But let's take
a longer look at "Project Nassau," as OBS
called it and it is known in the Report of the
Special Subcommittee on Investigations of
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Let's note at once that the
executive producer, Perry Wolff, served in
t he same capacity on "The Selling of the
Pentagon." Let's also dispose of Mr. Salant.
If OBS News did not "finance the proposed
invasion," it did, S~Ccording to the House Report, provide funds for the leasing of a 67foot schooner which was to be utilized by
the invasion force, reimburse expenses for
t he transportation of weapons to be used by
the conspirators, make payments to the
leader of the conspiracy "with full knowledge
of his identity and his criminal intentions.''
"Significant," of course, is what lawyers call
a word of art; while exact figures were never
forthcoming from CBS, the House Report
states that "Project Nassau" cost more than
$200,000. CBS cooperation with the government was grudging, and, the Report indicates, evoked at official instance (a CBS
cameraman blew the whistle to the authorities).
But let the Subcommittee speak for itself.
"The implications of what has been learned
are disquieting. To the average viewer, un-
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sophisticated in the intrica:cies of television cle which appeared in Newsweek, regardproduction, a· network news documentary ing a repository for radioa.ctive wastes,
typically represents a scrupulously objective prompted a letter from a concerned conreporting of actual events shown as they ac- stituent, Mr. Raymond F. Gallagher, of
tually transpired. If 'Project Nassau' is any
indication, this is not always true. During the Youngstown, Ohio. I am pleased to inpreparation of this news documentary, CBS sert this letter in the RECORD:
DEAR MR. CARNEY: This is in reference to
employes and consultants intermingled and
interacted with personages actively engaged an article that appeared in Newsweek magain breaking the law. Large sums of money zine on March 29, 1971. It deals with nuclear
were made available to these individuals wast e and a planned repository in Lyons,
with no safeguards as to the manner in which Kansas. As busy as you must be, take the
these funds would be put to use. Events were time to read it. This waste is described as
set up and staged solely for the purposes of t he "most dangerous garbage in the knowlbeing filmed by the OBS camera. An individ- edge of mankind," and for years has been of
ual who was retained as a consultant, and great concern to the Atomic Energy Comlater an employe, of CBS, was allowed to or mission. As the article states, "hundreds of
instructed to appear in the actual fUming millions of dollars have been spent just in
st udying the problem." Rep. Chet Holifield
and to provide narration for it. . . .
"The CBS News organization, or at least says: "The experts tell us this is the safest
the individuals charged with the immediate place in the world to put these wastes,''
supervision of the project, displayed a shock- (Lyons, Kansas), and he does not feel satising indifference to the real possib1lity that fied with the experts' opin!ion.
I have no scientific background, but I have
their organization and funds were being
made use of to further illegal activities. The often wondered about this very problem. If
control exercised by CBS Management in there is no safe place in this world to dispose
New York over the activities of the producer of this waste, why not -dispose of it elsewhere,
in the field seems to have been practically for that matter, why not send it back where
nonexistent. . . . Had the decision . . . not it came from-to the sun. Could it be that
to proceed with the documentary been found- such a solution has been overlooked?
It would be costly, but in the long run,
ed on a recognition of any of the deficiencies
indicated above, the only remaining ques- maybe cheaper and safer. The expense could
tion would be why the decision was so long be shared by private industry as well as the
in coming. But, under the circumstances, the government. Other countries are concerned
rationale for the decision is itself far from with the same problem, and just might be
reassuring. Rather than responding to any interested in a joint effort to rid the world
taint of artificiality or fraud in the consider- of a material so dangerous to humans.
I'm sure that some of our high priced
able volume of film which had been prepared,
the decision was apparently made on the engineers who are presently out of work,
basis that the project was journalistically would be glad to design a rocket that could
unsatisfactory in view of the unfinished na- accommodate these lethal cylinders. If we
can send a rocket around our solar system,
ture of the enterprise."
The law requires television quiz shows and I'm sure that we could dispose of this waste
commercials to be honest. Unfortunately, in an area of space that is radioaottve. Thds
however, the public enjoys no similar pro- may be impossible and pure science fiction
tection against documentaries," a credib111ty thinking. You may know something ~bout
gap which the Suboommittee hopes to bridge. this matter aJready, but I thought it would
We would like to offer a proposal or two of be worth a few minutes of my tlime. Since
our own. Believe it or not, Frank Stanton, you are closer tQ people who would know, why
president of the Columbia Broadcasting Sys- not ask?
Sincerely,
tem Inc., serves as Chairman of the U.S.
RAYMOND F. GALLAGHER.
Advisory Commission on Information. Unlike Vice President Agnew, who backed away
from the idea, we suggest that he be asked
to resign. Moreover, to judge by the record
cited above (which has exhausted our space,
QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE
but barely scratched the surface), CBS teleCALLEY VERDICT
vision stations stand wide open to challenge
on their license renewals, and we urge concerned, public-spirited citizens---as well as
the FCG-to respond. CBS, in our view, has
OF TENNESSEE
forfeited its access to the nation's airwaves.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The time has come to tum it off.
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. Speaker, television has become one

HON. LAMAR BAKER

of the most important forms of communication for information on the events
o! the day. Because the strength of our
democratic system is based on a wellinformed population, I greatly fear the
consequences of activities such as those
of CBS News. Furthermore, I am afraid
that television news will suffer a serious
credibility gap if these unwise and unfair
techniques continue.
MOST DANGEROUS GARBAGE--

NUCLEAR WASTE

-HON. CHARLES J. CARNEY
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Speaker, A subject
of hearings before the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy, mentioned in an arti-

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Speaker, based upon
the telephone calls and telegrams I have
received since the decision to convict
Lieutenant Calley was announced, I know
that sentiment is running high in Tennessee's Third District in favor of a different verdict and sentence for this
soldier.
Some messages I have received have
been most provocative in their application to the broader context of responsibility for individual acts in time of war.
I offer the text of one of the telegrams I

received as a case in point. It reads:

tary operation implementing that policy,
there is difficulty singling out any one
individual?
Lieutenant Calley may have been the
wrong man in the wrong place at the
wrong time-there but for the grace of
God goes any young officer now serving
his country in combat. They are all prpne
to errors of human judgment, just as
are their superiors.
I wish I knew where to place the blame
so corrective action could be taken to
avoid any duplication of the Mylai incident in the future. As I have stated publicly, "If our whole military system is
at fault, we must change it. In any event,
we must not allow scapegoats to shoulder
responsibilities along the way, rather
than place the burden where it should
legitimately rest."
Until someone makes the decision we
all seek, my constituents and other concerned Americans are going to pose questions of this kind, and all of them deserve
consideration.

LIEUTENANT CALLEY

HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Speaker, Lieutenant Calley has been convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment at hard
labor. Under military law, he could be
paroled after 7 years.
However, several other participants in
the Mylai incident are still facing trial
before military courts martial, and Lieutenant Calley's lawyers will appeal his
case. Therefore, it is not advisable for
public officials to comment in detail on
his case in order to avoid interference
with the continuing legal processing of
the Mylai charges.
If the courts do uphold Lieutenant
Calley's conviction and sentence, that
decision will not mean that he is solely
responsible for the Mylai massacre. It
is my hope that the President, as Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces,
will take this into account when he is
called upon to consider granting Executive clemency.
It is clear that Lieutenant Calley was
participating as a lower echelon officer
in a plan of attack that had been ordered
and approved all the way up the chain
of military command in Vietnam. The
involvement and responsibility of these
men cannot be shrugged off. Our military machine in Vietnam has consciously
employed a war policy that employs wanton destruction and brutality in its dayto-day operation. Lieutenant Calley was
simply following through on a policy his

superiors and his experience had taught

y;as right, leading to the total destruction of that tiny hamlet and its
civilian occupants.
More people than Lieutenant Calley
are implicated by this tragedy in Vietnam. There must be a congressional inDoes not this suggest that when it vestigation to determine the extent of the
comes to placing blame in ·a nything as responsibility for Mylai and any other
complex as a defense policy and a mili- incidents of its type. We cannot allow

Are we also going to court martial Harry
Truman, the bomber crews who dropped
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and all
the bomber crews who dropped bombs on
cities on the continent in Worlds War I and
II? Let us not forget Korea also.

S.

him
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the burden of our misadventures in Vietnam to fall so heavily on the shoulders
of just one man.

THE CYPRUS QUESTION-A BRIEF
ANALYSIS

HON. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Speaker, early in
Apri11955, the question of justice for the
people of Cyprus became a reality. At
that time, the Cypriot Greeks defied the
British authorities who had occupied the
island since World War II, staged a revolt on behalf of self-determination, and
proclaimed Cyprus an independent Republic.
One of my constituents, Mr. Ernest J.
Vardalas, chairman of the Justice for
Cyprus Committee in Chicago, has written an analysis of the causes for this
revolt and its effects on the Cypriot people and the people of the world over the
last 16 years.
I bring Mr. Vardalas' timely report to
you on the eve of the anniversary date
of the revolution in order that my colleagues may share his depth of understanding of this question.
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vardalas' analysis
follows:
THE CYPRUS QUESTION-A BRIEF ANALYSIS

(By Ernest J. Vardalas)
That little known but sunny island paradise tucked away at the eastern end of the
Mediterranean Sea called Cyprus, and the
less understood controversy surrounding it,
became the object of headline news recently
after a short period of relative calm and
obscurity.
Why is this picturesque and charming
home of the mythological goddess of love
and beauty, Aphrodite, in contention once
more?
What are the basic causes and effects
underlying the externally created problem
that Cyprus has come to be known for the
past fifteen turbulent years?
With other far-a-way places like Vietnam,
Laos, Cambodia, and the Middle East vying
for public attention and concern, the average American knows very Uttle about Cyprus
and tends to be even less concerned about
events there, although the island, because of
its proximity to the Middle East, could play
an increasingly more important role in the
future as the war of attrition between Israel
and the Arab states shapes into a new confrontation between the super powers in this
part of the World. Indeed, it ls this maneuvering by forces serving the interests of
foreign powers that have contributed to the
creation of the Cyprus "problem."
The island of Cyprus, the third largest in
the Mediterranean, with an area of 3,572
square miles, has a population today of just
over 600,000. Of this, 80% are Greeks and
18% Turks. Descendents of the old Ottoman
army of occupation who chose to remain in
Cyprus rather than return to Turkey when
the island passed into British hands, the
Turks are dispersed over all parts of the island and had, during the past one-hundred
years, lived side by side with the Greeks
peacefully and amicably. There are no compact geographical Turkish areas. And being
predominantly of an agricultural economy
the proportion of land ownership between
Greeks and Turks is, by area: 82.9% Greek,
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17.1% Turkish, and by value: 86.8% Greek,
13.2% Turkish.
Colonized by ancient Greek sea farers and
traders more than 3500 years ago, Cyprus
has retained its Hellenic character, language,
religion, culture and traditions throughout
its long history despite war, invasion and
harsh alien rule by such foreign aggressors
as the Assyrians, Persians, Egyptians, Romans, Franks, Venetians, Turks, and Britons,
who for various periods of time detached the
isle from Greece, subjugated the Greek Cypriots, and exploited its land and its people
for the benefit of the colonial power.
The last colonial power, Britain, repeatedly reneged on its proinises to grant the
people of Cyprus self determination, and
following the rejection of many peaceful
appeals made to London after Wodd War II
by Cypriot leaders to grant the Oypriots the
right of plebescite so that they would be
permitted to decide their own future and
guide their own destiny, just as other British colonia.! peoples were granted this right,
the people of Cyprus in frustration, desperation and anger took up arms to achieve the
freedom that was being denied them.
So on April 1, 1955 the Greek Cypriots began their protracted guerrllla type warfare
against the British colonial forces on the
island and the Turkish Cypriot mercenaries
whom the British hired to aid them defend
their crumbling colonial empire in Cyprus.
This British use of Turkish mercenaries
against the people of Cyprus brought in another foreign power into the picture, Turkey,
who although renounced aJ.l rights to Cyprus
under the Treaty of Lusanne of 1923, was
now presented with an opportunity to regain
a foothold in Cyprus once more under the
pretext of "protecting" the sma.ll Turkish
Cypriot minority, most of which did not ask
for protection and did not participate in
the Greek Cypriot liberation movement.
Four years of fierce and bloody struggle,
which witnessed the legendary bravery and
sacrifices of the Greek civ'll populace against
the superior British armed forces and their
mercenaries culminated in politica.l .compromise granting limited national independence
to the people of Cyprus Without achievement
of their age-old hope and aspiration for
Enosis (Union) with their motherland
Greece.
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REPUBLIC

Cyprus was proclaimed an independent
state on August 16, 1960, on the basis of an
Agreement concluded in Zurich in February,
1959, between the Greek and Turkish Governments and adopted by the British Government.
When Archbishop Makarios was invited to
London in February, 1959, for the purpose
of signing the Agreements on behalf of the
Greek Cypriots, he expressed great Inisgivings
and raised a number of objeotlions to several
provisions of the Agreements. His efforts,
however, to bring about at least certain
changes were of no avail.
In the circumstances, the only alternatives
open to him were either to sign the Agreements as they stood or reject them entirely.
The second alternative would have meant to
indefinite postponement of independence
and continued strife. For a.ll practical purposes, therefore, there was no choice but to
sign the Agreements.
The Constitution of the Republic of
Cyprus, stemming from the Zurich and London Agreements, was put into force without
being approved either by the people of
Cyprus directly or in the Constituent Assembly by representatives duly elected for the
purpose. Thus, the Constitution did not emanate from the free will of the people, but
was, in fact, imposed on them.
At the same time as the Constitution was
approved by non-Cypriot powers, other treaties entangling and strangling Cyprus independence was also i 1mposed upon the people
of Cyprus by these non-Cypriot powers such

as granting Britain, Turkey and Greece to
retain military bases and station troops on
the island without the consent of the Cypriots themselves.
THE CONSTITUTION AND WHY IT WAS
WORKABLE

The most glaring example of injustice and
inequity was the Constitution imposed upon
the people of Cyprus.
The Cyprus Constitution proved unworkable, not only because certain provisions were
impossible to apply or dimcult to implement,
but because the whole underlying concept
was wrong, being based on the principle of
"separation" between Greek and Turk. The
result of the "separation," which runs right
through the Constitution and all its organs,
prevented the smooth functioning of the
State. Nothing could have been better designed to foster conflict, frustration and bitterness.
The people of Cyprus, in spite of the overwhelming predominance of the Greeks, were
considered as constituting two communities,
the Greek and the Turkish, and, disregardingtheir great numerical disparity, were placed
on the same level as far as the exercise of
political power was concerned. The Turkish
minority was given suoh extensive rights as
to be in a position to paralyze the State, to
thwart the will of the majority and to block
progress.
With a view to helping remove some of the
obstacles in the way of the smooth functioning and development of Cyprus, President
Makarios called upon the Turkish Cypriots
on November 30th, 1963 to came, sit down
and reason together and subm1tted specific
proposals for Mnending the Constitution. He
also notified the Turkish government of his
proposals, but before the Turkish Cypriots
had commented on these proposals, the
Turkish government rejected the talks and
the proposals outright.
EVENTS SINCE DECEMBER 11163

The separatist concept of the foreign imposed Constitution and the other treaties
such as the Treaty of Guarantee and Alliance
(which do not guarantee Cyprus' independence nor ally it equally with its neighbors)
prevented the smooth functioning of the
State and encouraged interference by Turkey
in the internal affairs of Cyprus.
Following Turkey's out-of-hand rejection
of the Archbishop's call and proposals, armed
Turkish Cypriots aided by the regular Turkish army contingent on the island fanned out
occupying several large areas scattered in
widely separated parts of Cyprus for the purpose of providing landing areas for a possible
Turkish invasion aimed at partitioning the
island by force.
After December, 1963, Turkey, sometimes
on the pretext of her purported right under
the Treaty of Guarantee and sometimes on
other pretexts, repeatedly threatened armed
intervention in Cyprus and on several occasions committed aggression ·by land, sea and
air. In August, 1964, Turkish jets indiscriminately attacked Cyprus villages and towns in
the northwestern part of the island, killing
and maiming unarmed civilians, including
women, and children, with napalm incendiaries, bombs and machine gunning.
In pursuance of their aim to create compact Turkish areas in furtherance of the ultimate object of separation of the Island, the
Turkish leadership moved Turks from their
homes and Villages into "Turkish enclaves"
and for years prevented them from moving
outside such areas. The Turks have, since
then, prevented the Greeks from entering
such areas, even though the Turks themselves are completely free to move, and do in
fact move all over the Island.
RECOURSE TO THE UNITED NATIONS AND
MEDIATION EFFORTS

The Cyprus Government, under the pressure of Turkish threats about an imminent
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invasion of the Island, took the matter to
the United Nations since the Cyprus question is primarily a question of application of
universally accepted principles provided under the U.N. Charter.
The United Nations repeatedly dealt with
the Cyprus issue, both in the Security Council and in the General Assembly. Under a Security Council Resolution in March, 1964, a
Peace Force was sent to the Island (originally
for three months, but following repeated extensions, it is still in the Island) to help restore normality. A Mediator, Dr. Ga.lo Plaza.
of Ecuador, was appointed by the Secretary
General to study the question and make recommendations as to its solution. His report
to the Secretary General was submitted in
March 1965.
In his report, the Mediator stated that the
problem of Cyprus cannot be resolved by attempting to restore the situation which
existed before December, 1963, but that a
new solution must be found which must be
consistent with the provisions of the United
Nations Charter. In particular, he recommended, the solution must be capable of satisfying the wishes of the majority of the
population and at the same time of providing for the adequate protection of the legitimate rights of all the people.
Attempts were made from time to time to
take the initiative and the problem away
from the United Nations. The position of the
Cyprus Government is that Cyprus, being a
member of the United Nations, regards that
body and none other as the proper forum for
the discussion and solution of the Island's
problems.
During the various phases in the history
of the Cyprus question, The Turks put forward differently worded positions in regard
to the solution of the problem. Whatever the
various formulas, however, there ran through
them all the theme of division of the Island.
This was sought by proposals for direct
partition or for "federation" envisaging removal of populations and setting up of two
distinct administrations. Recent proposals
have been for "regional administration."
The disastrous effects of federation or any
form of division that might be applied to
the Island were underlined by many authorities on the subject and by objective observers. It should also be noted that there is no
precedent in existence where populations
in a unitary state have been moved for the
purpose of creating separate areas in order
to apply a federal system. Where federal
systems have been introduced there had already been in existence separate territorial
entities which were brought under a federal
system for the purpose of creating a single
State. As far as is known, the opposite process of using "federation" as a means of division has never been applied.
The argument is sometimes used that the
Turks of Cyprus must be treated differently
from other minorities because their language, religion, customs, and national aspirations are different from those of the
Creeks of Cyprus. This of course is not a
valid argument since those differences are the
very characteristics of a minority in any
country. Nor is the existence of a minority
in close proximity with the country from
which it derives its ethnic origin a peculiar
phenonenon of Cyprus, creating rights to
special political privileges.
The Turks say that they seek division
in C~ in order to create conditions under
which Greeks and Turks may live in peace
in the Island. But far from bringing about
peace, such a solution, by keeping the two
elements of the population separated instead of bringing them together, would, for
many reasons, including, administrative
difficulties, be a source of cons~ant friction
between them which might develop into
antagonism and fanaticism and be a source
of perennial trouble.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
The impartial observer can reach no other
conclusion than that any form of separation
would not be practicable in the case of
Cyprus and that, were it to be applied, it
could only lead to incalculable distress for
both Greeks and Turks and for their economic and social stagnation.
The idea. of fed.emtion 1n Cyprus was
examined as long ago as 1956 when the
Island was still a British Colony by no less
an eminent constitutional expert than Lord
Radcliffe who, in his "Constitutional Proposals for Cyprus," came to the definite
conclusion that federation for Cyprus was
out of the question for the simple reason that
there were not the prerequisites for such a
form of Government.
The United Nations Mediator, Dr. Galo
Plaza, was also categorical about it. In his
report he stressed:
"To my mind, the objections raised
(against federation) also on economic,
social and moral grounds are in themselves
serious obstacles to the proposition. It seem
to require a compulsory movement of the
people--concerned-many thousands
on
both sides--contrary to all enUghted principles of the present time, including those set
forth in the Universal Decla.Tation of Human Rights."
Dr. Plaza further says:
"It is essential to be clear what this proposal implies. To refer to it simply as "federation" is to oversimplify the matter. What
is involved is not merely to establish a federal form of government, but also to secure
the geographical separation of the two communities. The establishment of a federal regime requires a territorial basis and this
basis does not exist. In an earlier part of
this report I explained that the island-wide
intermingling in normal times of the GreekCypriot and Turkish-Cypriot populations.
The events since December, 1963, have not
basically altered this characteriStic; even the
enclaves where numbers of Turkish Cypriots
concentrated following the troubles are widely scattered over the Island, while thousands
of other Turkish Cypriots have remained in
mixed villages."
Since June, 1968, following recommendations by the U.N. Secretary General, talks
have been going on between the Greek
Cypriots and the TurkiSh Cypriots to find a
solution to the Cyprus problem.
The holding of such talks have become
possible thanks mainly to the normalization
measures taken by President Ma.karios• Government over two years ago and despite the
security dangers involved, lifted all restrictions and abolished all check points. Thus,
the Turkish Cypriots are completely free to
circulate all over the Island. Unfortunately,
however, the Turks st1ll prevent Greek
Cypriots from entering areas which the Turkish leadership claims to be under its control.
This attitude of the Turkish Cypriots is not
calculated to contribute to the normalization of the situation.
The Cyprus Government has all along advocated co-existence of the Greeks and Turks
of Cyprus and unity in all aspects of the
functioning of the State. To this end, its
proposals aim at:
(a) creating a unitary State with a Constitution adopted by the people of Cyprus
in a universally accepted manner, based on
democratic principles and the principles of
the United Nations Charter and eliminating
the factors· of separation and division and
outside interference;
(b) ensuring that all citizens of the Republic should enjoy equal rights irrespective
of race, community or religion, human rights
for all citizens being incorporated in the
Constitution;
(c) Ensuring autonomy to the Turkish
Cypriots with regard to matters pertaining to
education, culture, religion, and personal
status.
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The Turkish Cypriots also talk of a unitary
state, but as repeatedly underlined by official statements from Ankara, they seek "regional autonomy" under the heading of "local
government."
It has emerged during the talks that there
are points on which the differences are not
so great, whereas in others the divergence
of views is more substantial.
As President Makarios has stated, the
Greek Cypriots have displayed a spirit of
goodwill and will continue the talks in the
same spirit. They have submitted constructive proposals in the hope of finding a peaceful and workable solution. They have even
made several concessions. But, there are limits and a line beyond which they cannot retreat. The Greek Cypriots will in no case
accept a solution creating a kind of state
within a state and, generally, a solution running counter to the concept of a unitary
state.

GENOCIDE TREATY THREAT

HON. JOHN R. RARICK
OF LOUISIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, the Senate
subcommittee's action in approving the
Genocide Convention for a Senate
vote can lay groundwork for some
thought-provoking
possibilities
of
prosecutions-especially since the subcommittee rejected an amendment that
U.S. citizens could not be e:xtradicted to
another country to stand trial for alleged acts of genocide.
Such legal protections of the individual as ex post facto and statutes of
limitations have been known to be ignored under international law where
political ideologies are involved. Since
we in the House do not get a vote, we
can but hope that our colleagues in the
Senate will a waken to a fuller understanding of the Pandora's box they may
b:e opening if the treaty is passed.
For example, who would be ready to
have former President Harry S. Truman
extradicted to Japan to be tried for
genocide for having given orders to drop
atomic bombs on that country?
How many World War II bomber
pilots might the Germans like to try
for leveling their cities?
In fact, had we been under the Genocide Treaty before the Calley trial, it is
quite possible Lieutenant Calley would
have been tried in North Vietnam or in
Russia. And, as far as that goes, President Nixon should certainly understand
that under the Genocide Treaty, he
might be made to stand trial in North
Vietnam or somewhere in the Middle
East for some of his orders. And even
Henry Kissinger and officials in the State
Department should be concerned as
accomplices.
Think of the trials that may result
from Operation Keelhaul in which authorities, either British, American, or
both, made a deal with the Russians
to forcefully repatriate citizens of captive nations back to Russia following
World War n where they were promptly
given peace and justice-many by
execution.
As far as past actions or the time
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interval, it seems to make little di1ference to some of our Communist friends;
for earlier in the month six Ukranians
were executed for what was said to be
Fascist collaboration 30 years ago during World War ll.
This is the second term that I have
proposed H.R. 391, a bill to prohibit the
deprivation of constitutionally secured
rights to U.S. citizens under color of any
statute, treaty, order, rule or regulation
implementing decisions of the United
Nations. I think that the need for such
civil rights legislation is more pressing
today than ever before in view of the
threat posed by the Genocide Convention. Especially is this true considering
the concerted move by internationalists
to develop their theory that treaty law
supersedes the U.S. Constitution and
could nullify the Bill of Rights.
I include a newsclipping and the text of
H.R. 391 at this point in the RECORD:
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 81, 1971]
10 TO 4, BY SENATE

GENOCIDE BAN APPROVED,

UNTr

The international convention against
genocide won 10-to-4 approval from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee yesterday,
but faces an uncertain future when lt reaches
the Senate floor.
Critics of the 1948 treaty-already ratified
by 75 nations--have charged that it diminishes U.S. sovereignty, might be used as the
basis for accusing u.s. officials of committing genocide against Negroes, American Indians and Alaskan natives, or could force extradition of U.S. citizens to stand trial in
foreign countries.
Fear that the treaty may be used to raise
genocide charges against U.S. forces in Vietnam appears to be one important element of
the extradition dispute.
If the extradition issue can be solved, the
treaty would have an excellent chance of
passage. Committee Chairman J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.) said he hoped that objections still remaining to the treaty-which
was first sent to the Senate by then President Truman in 1949-eould be cleared up in
the implementing legislation now being
drafted.
Before approving the treaty, the committee
rejected, 7 to 6, a proposed reservation by
Sen. John Shennan Cooper (R-Ky.). It would
have provided that U.S. citizens couldn't be
extradited to another country to stand trial
for alleged acts of genocide unless the Secretary of State determined the citizen would
be guaranteed all the constitutional rights of
an accused under U.S. laws.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.) explained
that the proposed implementing legislation
will spell out that U.S. courts could exercise jurisdiction in such genocide cases, even
where the alleged crime had been committed
outside the United States.
The treaty has long been opposed by the
American Bar Association, which narrowly
reaffirmed its position late last year.
The most outspoken opponent in the Senate is Sam J. Ervin Jr. (D-N.C.), who has said
he agrees with the ABA that the treaty is
"full of holes" and would really do nothing
to prevent genocide. Ervin has charged the
treaty would lay U.S. citizens open to foreign
or domestic prosecution for 111-deflned crimes
with ill-defined legal safeguards, and would
widen the jurisdiction of the International
Court over the United States.
The treaty defines genocide a.s acts in-

tended to destroy, in whole or part, a national, religious, ethnic or racial group. It makes
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persons shall be tried in the state where such
acts were allegedly committed.
The treaty was adopted by the U.N. General Assembly Dec. 9, 1948, by a 55-to-0 vote,
transmitted to the Senate by President Truman in 1949 but has never been sent to the
floor. President Nixon asked the Senate on
Feb. 19, 1970 to approve it. The committee
reported it last year, but too late for action.
The decision on when to bring it to the
Senate floor for a vote rests with Majority
Leader Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), who probably would withhold it if he thought it would
be subject to a filibuster or would fall to obtain the needed two-thirds vote. The Foreign Relations Committee approved it yesterday with several "understandings" and "interpretations" designed to clarify specific
points and meet some of the objections.
In yesterday's 1Q-4 vote, Fulbright, and
Javits voted yes, along with Frank Church
(D-Idaho), Stuart Symington (D-Mo.), Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.), William B. Spong (OVa.), Gale McGee (D-Wyo.), Edmunds. Muskle (D-Maine), Clifford Case (R-N.J.) and
Hugh Scott (R-Pa.). Opposing it were Cooper, John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.), George D.
Aiken (R-Vt.), and James B. Pearson (RKan.).
On the 7-to-6 vote, Fulbright, Church,
Pell, Muskie, Javits, McGee and Scott voted
to kill Cooper's proposal, while Sparkman,
Spong, Aiken, Case and Pearson supported
Cooper.
The committee took no action on the 1925
Geneva Protocol barring poison gas and germ
warfare. This treaty is in controversy because
the administration insists that approval
won't bar it from continuing to use tear gas
and herbicides in Vietnam.
H.R. 891
A blll to amend section 242 of title 18, United
States Code, to prohibit deprivation of
rights under color of any statute, treaty,
order, rule, or regulation implementing decisions of the United Nations
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section

242 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to read as follows:
"§ 242. Deprivation of rights under color of
law
"Whoever, under color of any law, statute,
treaty, ordinance, regulations, or custom (including any order, rule, or regulation issued
by the President to apply measures which the
Security Council or General Assembly has decided, or may decide, pursuant to chapter
41, or any other chapter, of the Charter of
the United Nations, are to be employed to
give effect to its decisions or resolutions under such charter, or otherwise) , willfully subjects any inhabitant of any State, district,
Commonwealth, territory, or possession of
the United States to the deprivation of any
rights, privileges, or immunities secured or
protected by the Constitution or laws of the
United States, or to different punishments,
pains, or penalties, shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than
ten years, or both."

countryside America. I have introduced
legislation providing for financial assistance for students planning on going into
general practice and for medical schools
to provide more training in this field.
While the total number of doctors of
medicine shows a steady increase from
year to year, the number in general practice shows a sharp decline and the number of specialists shows a corresponding
increase.
The specialists locate in the large population centers so it is very obvious that
there is a shortage of medical doctors in
the countryside.
My concern in this area was considerably deepened this week when I received
a number of letters and telephone calls
from our Minnesota Sixth Congressional
District about general practitioners being
drafted into the armed services.
Mr. Speaker, there are vast areas in
our congressional district where we have
no doctor at all. There are other areas
where one doctor must spread his services over six to eight communities in a
day and night struggle.
The welfare, the very lives, of our
countryside residents is dependent upon
the accessibility of a medical doctor.
I urge that directives be issued to all
local selective service boards requesting
them to balance the health needs of the
local communities with the needs of the
Armed Forces before calling our medical
doctors up for service in the Armed
Forces.
NATIVE

CLAIMS, YES-PIPELINE,
NO

HON. MICHAEL J. HARRINGTON
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. HARRINGTON. Mr. Speaker, today I am joining a group of concerned
House colleagues in sponsoring legislation to settle the Alaskan native land
claims.
Congressional attention to this matter
has been shabby. The lack of congressional action to resolve this question
speaks of a gross insensitivity which too
often characterizes the House and Senate.
The bill which I am cosponsoring
would resolve the native claims question by providing Alaskan natives with
60 million acres of land and $500 million
with a 2 percent overriding royalty on
income from future mineral development in Alaska.
I cosponsor this bill wholeheartedly. It
may be the most critical civil rights pro~
GENERAL PRACTITIONERS NEEDED posal which will face the 92d Congress.
IN THE COMMUNITIES
But I wish to set forth one corollary reservation, I am sincerely hopeful that
speedy settlement of this question will
HON. JOHN M. ZWACH
not hasten approval of the hot-oil pipeOF MINNESOTA
line across Alaska.
I view the settlement question totalIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ly apart from the pipeline proposal to

genocide committed by rulers, otH.cia.ls or individuals whether in wartime or peacetime

Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. ZWACH. Mr. Speaker, I am very
deeply concerned about the shortage of

an international crime, and provides that

general practice medical doctors in kan natives.

which I am opposed at the present time
and urge the House to deal expeditiously and justly with the claims of the Alas-

-
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CONGRESSIONAL NEWSLETTER

HON. EDWARD I. KOCH
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. KOCH. Mr. Speaker, this week I
am mailing to my constituents my :first
newsletter of this Congress. In it I report
some of my major activities since I issued
my last newsletter in October 1970.
Among the issues I have discussed are
the welfare hotel crisis in New York City
and its relationship to the efforts of
many of us in the Congress to secure full
Federal assumption of the welfare burden; the drug crisis, and the Federal
privacy bill I have introduced to respond
to the threat to individual liberty posed
by Government collection activities.
I would like at this time to insert in
the RECORD the full text of my newsletter. It follows:
CONGRESSMAN

EDWARD

I. KOCH REPORTS

FROM WASHINGTON
DEAR CONSTITUENT AND FELLOW NEW YORK-

Last year, with other Members of Congress of the New York City delegation I made
two tours of Harlem and the South Bronx
to see the drug traffic on the streets and to
visit two adolescent centers maintained by
Odyssey House.
Talking with teenagers in one of the
adolescent centers was so meaningful for me
that I suggested to Dr. Judianne DensenGerber, founder of Odyssey House, that we
bring the children to Washington and invite all of the Members of Congress to a
breakfast where they could talk with the
children and recognize that the Federal government has not faced up to this problem
with adequate legislation and funding.
The breakfast was held on March 10 and
more than 100 Members of the House and
Senate attended. The representation was bipartisan and I sensed the occasion made clear
to the Members that a greater effort to get
adequate funding must be undertaken.
Last year the Congress authorized $43 million in new funds for drug treatment and
education programs under the Comprehensive Drug Act for Fiscal Year 1971. But, the
Congress failed miserably in appropriating
funds to meet this authorization-only $6.5
million was appropriated. For Fiscal Year
1972, the Drug Act has authorized $102 million-but this will be only empty rhetoric if
the cash is not appropriated.
Recently I visited Fort Bragg in North Carolina which has one of the few military drug
treatment facilities. I was told tha-t in a survey done of the 82d Airborne Division, 3%
of the men were found to be "confirmed opiate users." It is well known that some men
coming 'back from VietnS~m are drug addictsand yet even identifiable addicts are being
discharged when their two year term is up.
While the Army surely would not return to
the community men affiicted with contagious
TB, it knowingly discharges active heroin
addicts. I have recommended that such persons must be committed to either a Veterans
Administration Hospital for treatment or
placed under the care of some civilian rehabilitation center.
There is a regulation in New York City
'that requires welfare recipients who are
identified addicts to receive treatment. But,
this regulation in the majority of cases is
ignored. There are now at least 15,000 addicts
on welfare and the number is increasing
every month. Similarly convicts who are
identified as heroin addicts upon incarceration should be treated while in prison; if
prisoners do not receive rehabilitative treatER:

.

ment in jail-as is usually the case today! have recommended that upon release, they
be required to undergo treatment.
It will take millions of dollars to operate
comprehensive treatment prograxns but the
Congress must find the funds. The total of
drug addiction is a tragedy not only for the
youth whose life is crippled but for all of
us whose homes are robbed and lives threatened by drug addicts not receiving treatment.
GOVERNMENT FILES AND CITIZENS' RIGHTS

The revelations in December of Army surveillance of public officials in illinois emphasized the need for the Congress to scrutinize the information collection activities of
the Federal government. It is well known
that the government gathers tremendous
amounts of information on individuals and
thMi cross referencing and retirieval is being
made more efficient each year. This collection of data, which for many individuals
covers persona-l aspects of one's life, cannot
help but post a threat to personal privacy
and individual liberty. The time has come
for the Congress to develop some safeguards
to defend the public against the improper
intrusion of computer technology.
I have reintroduced my bill (H.R. 854) to
give the average citizen the means to resist
the advance of a "dossier dictatorship" and
to protect hixnself against malicious and false
informwtion in government files.
My bill would require all government agencies maintaining records on an individual to:
( 1) notify the individual that such records
exist.
(2) notify him of all transfers of such information.
(3) disclose information from such records
only With the consent of the individual or
when legally required.
( 4) maintain a record of all persons given
access to such records.
(5) permit the individual to inspect his
records, make copies of them and supplement them.
Exceptions to this requirement would be
made in instances of nation:a.I stl<:urity and
when information is temporarily withheld
for the purposes of criminal prosecution.
My bill now has 97 House co-sponsors and
has been introduced on the Senate side by
Senator Birch Ba.yh of Indiana. I also have
introduced a similar bill to open the files of
the House Internal Security Committee.
On February 23rd Senator Ervin's Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
commenced hearing.s entitled "Computers,
Data Banks and the Blll of Rights." I was
the second witness before the Committee.
I presented my bill to the Senators and
urged that in addition to giving persons
access to their government files, its implementation would necessarily reveal patterns
of government operations which are detrimental to individual liberties. Furthermore,
it would d·e ter government agencies from
compiling dossiers containing dubious and
speculative information, as well as information that is of such a personaJ. nature that it
infringes on an individual's privacy.
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they could not legally pay a $200 per month
rental for the apartment they b.a.d found.
My office researched this problem and
found that there is no legaJ. limitation on
the allowable rent for a welfare family's
home. The Administration then conceded
that the ceiling was in fact an administratively set guideline that could be waived
in individual cases or completely altered to
adjust more realistically to the present situation.
The taxpayers have every right to be outraged by this mismanagement of public
funds; we are all in a sense victims of this
policy. But the most tragic victims are the
welfare children.
During the past several months, I have
personally visited a number of the welfare
hotels and spoken with the families. In
some cases, the hotels themselves are filthy,
dilapidated and dangerous; many children
are out of school and roam the halls; it is
not uncommon for 6, 7, 8 or more members
of a family to be in one room. Four children
died in accidents in these hotels within a
one month period.
On January 16th of this year, I joined
with Manhattan Borough President Percy
Sutton to hold a joint Federal-StateMunicipal hearing on welfare hotels. Legislators from all levels of government heard
extensive testimony from governmental officials responsible for Social Service Programs and concerned citizens in an effort to
find specific legislative and administrative
remedies for this situation. My conclusion
based on the testimony given is that the
City could do far more to provide real emergency service for those families in need at
far more reasonable costs.
On January 24th, the Mayor reacting to
the public furor aroused by the continued
revelations of this wasteful welfare hotel
policy, and reacting particularly to the fact
that one such family was placed in the post
Waldorf-Astoria, announced that the City
would curb the use of hotels for housing
families.
The next day I wrote to the Mayor to
reiterate proposals I had mSide that would
immediately :n.ake thousands of habitable
apartments available not only for welfare
families but for the middle class as well.
These proposals include imposing a vacant.
apartment tax on all rental units intentionally withheld from the housing market for
90 days and allowing the City to compel the
leasing of vacant apartments that have been
withheld for six months.
It is obvious that the City cannot afford
to continue supporting such a large and
ever increasing welfare budget. Full federal
assumption of welfare costs represents the
only long term solution and I am cosponsoring such legislation in the Congress. It becomes increasingly difficult, however, to persuade other legislators of the need for this
reform when they see the City of New York
squander so much money in such a wasteful
fashion that embitters tax payers and welfare recipients alike.

WELFARE HOTELS

NEW COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENT

The administrative structure and the laws
governing our present welfare system are in
shambles. The system is not working, and
there is no better illustration of this foot
than the "welfare hotel mess" here in New
York City.
Late last fall I discovered that the City wru;;
paying enormous rents, ranging up to $800
per week, to quarter welfare families in hotels
used as emergency housing. Some of these
families were placed in these hotels after their
homes were destroyed by fire and the Department of Social Services would not approve apartments they had found because
the rent was too high. For example, one
family with whom I spoke paid $1600 per
month to the Broadway Central Hotel because the Department of Social Services said

I have a new Committee assignment. I am
now a member of the Banking and Currency
Committee. That Committee has jurisdiction
over mass transit.
Since coming to Congress in 1969, mass
transit has been one of my primary concerns.
Two years ago I introduced a bill to create
a $10 billion mass transit trust fund to do
for mass transit what the Highway Trust
Fund has done for highways. As a result of
the support for my bill we were able to pass
legislation in the 9lst Congress which provided $3.1 billion for mass transit--far too
little but much more than ever before.
This year I have introduced a Single Transportation Trust Fund bill which would place
all of the moneys now collected for highways
and airports into a single trust fund to help
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The law allows up to 50% cancellation of
a NDEA loan of the borrowing student, 1f he
or she goes into teaching. For three years
pre-kindergarten classes have been included
in many of New York's elementary schools
with certified teachers conducting their
classes. But these teachers were being denied
cancellation benefits under HEW's old regulations.
After arguing for several months that prekindergarten education now occupies an essential place in elementary education, I was
successful in obtaining the Department's
agreement to extend cancellation benefits to
teachers of the public schools' pre-kindergarten classes. The Department even ruled
that these benefits would be retroactive and
would extend to teachers in private schools
meeting state standards.
This established a new policy for the nation--one which hopefully will give increased
status to pre-kindergarten teaching and encourage more young people to enter this important new field of education.

MARIHUANA COMMISSION

My store froDJt office at 1491 Second Avenue (78th Street) is no longer operating.
Instead I have established a traveling office
that takes me to different areas of the Congressional District to meet with constituents
every Friday.
Every month I will be at a new location.
My schedule for the next two months follows:
April: Greenwich House, 27 Barrow Street,
9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
May: Stephen Wise Free Synagogue, 30
West 68th St., 9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Your comments on this newsletter and any
proposals you might have on any subject are
of interest to me. Please write to me c/o
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
20515.
If you need assistance, call my New York
City office at 26 Federal Plaza on 264-1066
between 9 a.m. and 5:00p.m. on weekdays.

On January 30th the President announced
his nine appointments to the Presidential
Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abusewhose establishing legislation I first introduced in April 1969 and which subsequently
was passed by Congress last fall.
The Commission's "blue rlbbon" report
will be particularly helpful in giving guidance to states like New York which are now
considering changes in their drug laws.
MURRAY HILL TENANTS

On January 2nd, the Uniform Relocation
and Land Acquisition Policies Act became
law. It provides a uniform program of relocation payments and displacement housing for
tenants. Most important to me was the
special section entitled, "Displacement by a
Specific Program"-the program being the
prospective construction of a post office on
the government's Murray Hill property in our
district.
I took an active part in the drafting of this
new law because shortly after being elected
to Congress in 1968, I was asked to help a
group of Murray Hill tenants who were then
being threatened with eviction to make way
for the postal facility's construction-and
most important, they were not going to receive any relocation assistance.
We were successful in getting the construction plans suspended and eviction
stopped, giving the Congress time to legislate. The special section I secured gives Murray Hill tenants suffering hardship from
displacement:
Up to $500 in moving assistance.
A sum of up to $1000 a year fOr four years
that is needed for the displaced person to
rent a dwelling that is decent and safe.
Both of these categories of assistance are
included in the general provisions of the
law. However, had the special section for
Murray Hill tenants not been included, all
those tenants who moved onto the property
after its acquisition in 1963 would have been
excluded from the rental assistance benefits.
The Uniform Relocation Act establlshes a
single relocation policy for all federal programs and fills the gaps--such as in the Murray Hill case-in which no assistance has
been given.
HELPING PRE-KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS

The wheels of the federal bureaucracy
move slowly and so too often its regulations
become out of date. One such case I found
last year was the Department of HEW's refusal to give National Defense Student Loan
cancellation benefits to Head Stal'lt and other
pre-kindergarten teachers in New York's
elementary schoolS.
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each locality provide a transportation system that best suits its particular needs.
I am also the original sponsor of legislation
that would provide Federal subsidies for mass
transit systems which are finding it difficult
to maintain proper service because of operating deficits. Surely this is true in New York
where the Transit Authority is faced with a
$100 million deficit and we all are faced with
the having to pay higher fares. I will be
leading the fight on my Committee for operating subsidies.
My Committee also has jurisdiction over
housing. Though every level of government
bears part of the blame for our housing
crisis, it is clear that the Congress and the
President are the main culprits. They have
refused to appropriate and spend the needed
moneys that my Committee has authorized
each year pursuant to the 1968 Housing and
Urban Development Act. I will do whatever
I can while working on the Committee to
press for Congressional and Administration
action-it's time they stop promising and
start building.

TRAVELING OFFICE

Included in the newsletter are three
photographs. The captions on these
photographs read as follows:
In the past several months I have made a
number of visits to jails in the City. On January 18th I went to the Kew Gardens jail
in Queens. Accompanying me was Corrections Commissioner George McGrath.
At the Broadway Central Hotel in January.
Community leader Shanley Egeth and I
met with the Murray Hill tenants to tell
them about the special benefits in the new
law and to help in their application for relocation assistance.

MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MAN-

HOW LONG?

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, a child
asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks:
"How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my
husband alive or dead?"
Communist North Vietnam is sadistically practicing spiritual and mental
genocide on over 1,600 American prisoners of war and their families.

How long?

BATES MANUFACTURING CLOSES
ITS HILL DIVISION

HON. WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY
OF MAINE

lN

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. Speaker, a great
deal has been said lately about the depressed state of the American economy.
In New England, the textile and shoe industries face especially difficult problems-problems generated by a sluggish
economy and heightened by the everincreasing flow of foreign textile apparel,
and footwear imports which are threatening to make two of the region's most
vital industries extinct.
In the New England textile industry,
there have been 45 mill closings in the
last 2% years which have affected 10,563
employees. Conditions have been equally
alarming in other sections of the country. In the Middle Atlantic States, for example, 24 mills employing 1,887 workers
have been forced to close their doors
since the star'~ of 1969. And in the South,
there have been 45 mill closings affecting
12,416 workers during the same period.
Total mills closed in these eastern sections of the country in the past 27
months: 114. Total employees forced to
seek other work: 24,866.
The most recent of all these textileplant closings, I am sorry to say, occurred just this morning in Lewiston,
Maine, at the Hill Division of Bates
Manufacturing, Inc. Regarding this regrettable action, I call my colleagues' attention to the statement issued by a
Bates executive, Mr. H. L. Gosselin.
Mr. GOSSELIN'S STATEMENT
Operations at the Hill Division of the Bates
Mfg., Inc., will, by a decision made today, be
permanently terminated effective immediately.
Much as we regret having to make this decision, it is necessitated by the flood of uncontrolled foreign imports which have destroyed almost all the markets for Hill goods
and have made operations at that plant unprofitable.
Some of the machinery at Hill will be transferred to the Bates Division in Lewiston and
to the Edwards Division in Augusta.
A considerable number of the 575 Hill employees affected have already been provided
employment at our two other divisions. More
will be given opportunities as job openings
occur.
Bates will cooperate with City and State
officials in endeavors to utilize the space at
the Hill Division to provide the community
with job opportunities.
We regret the necessity of closing Hill, but
mllls such as Hill simply cannot compete
with the uncontrolled flow of imported textiles coming into this country. In fact, this
year imports were the highest on record.
We commend and express our appreciation
to the Members of the Maine Congressional
Delegation for their continued efforts to obtain remedial action and we urge once again
immediate enactment of textile quota legislation which is the relief we have been seeking for over 15 years.
We want to emphasize that the closing of
Hill is due entirely to conditions caused by
imports. It is no reflection upon the nearly
600 employees and supervisors of the plant
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and local union officials whose cooperation
and efforts throughout the years have been
excellent.
Mr. Speaker, I know many of the Hill
Division employees, and I know that they
cannot find any solace in the kind of
rhetoric which promises an upturn in the
American economy. For months there
have been promises of a brighter economic picture, but the layoffs have continued and the families of many thousands of American workers face an uncertain future.
I believe that this Congress has a responsibility to the American public
to provide an impetus to our economy. As
a sound beginning, I would suggest, as I
have on numerous past occasions, that
Congress provide relief for our textile
and footwear industries from unfair, lowcost foreign competition. In my judgment, viable shoe and textile import
quota legislation is long overdue. We
need look no further than Mr. Gosselin's
statement and the disturbing statistics
enumerated above for the stark evidence
of this great need. I sincerely believe that
such legislation can and will help stop
what now clearly appears to be the slow
death of two of this country's most important, most vital, and most responsible
industries.
SENATOR RffiiCOFF'S STATEMENT
ON THE LATE L. MENDEL RIVERS
DISTASTEFUL

HON. JOHN L. McMILLAN
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. McMILLAN. Mr. Speaker, I was in
South Carolina at the time Senator
ABRAHAM RIBICOFF made a statement
concerning the late Honorable L. Mendel
Rivers. I believe I was as close to Congressman Rivers as any living man during his last years here in Washington
and it was very distasteful to read in the
press an account of the statement made
by Senator RIBICOFF.
Never in my life have I ever made a
statement concerning any person when
it was impossible for him to defend himself. It seems to me that Senator RIBIcoFF could have made his statement before the passing of my good friend, the
late Congressman Rivers. I, of course,
can see no reason for any Senator, or in
fact, for any person, to make a statement
of this nature after a person has passed
away as it proves nothing.
I realize nothing I could say will
change this statement concerning the
late Mendel Rivers; however, I want Senator RIBICOFF and the readers of the
CoNGRESSIONAL REcoRD to know that I
consider Senator RrurcoFF's statement to
be very distasteful, ungentlemanly, and
could be interpreted as cowardly,
It is very seldom that we hear of any
Member of Congress making a statement
concerning anyone who has passed on to
his forever resting place and I hope this
will be the last such incidence on Capitol
Hill.

WHY WE CANNOT WIN THEWAR

HON. JOHN E. HUNT
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, I feel it is
again timely to draw attention to the socalled humanists who detest the killing
in Vietnam so vehemently that their
conduct may well be recorded in history
as being responsible for prolonging the
killing, and denounced as the reason why
we did not win the war. The latest move
toward the objective of peace-at-anyprice via a total and unconditional withdrawal of American troops is the compulsion of the anti-Nixon, anti-Vietnam
would-be leaders to insure that the Laos
invasion by South Vietnam forces will
be labeled a failure. Led by none other
than the habitual soothsayer of doom in
the other body-whose real gripe may be
that he does not have the power of the
President-the proclamation is reported
in today's papers that the military objectives, outlined in still-classified testimony
by top administration officials last
month, were not realized in Laos. The
only possible purposes to be served by
this doubt-casting publicity are to embarrass the true leaders of both the
United States and South Vietnam and to
award yet another propaganda victory to
the enemy, in the hope, perhaps, that the
United States will just give up and go
home.
I believe the following editorial, appearing in the Paterson News of March
20, 1971, is one that everyone should read
carefully in light of the condemnations
of the President over the Laos venture
and the renewed vigor of some politicians
in proposing legislation that would tell
the enemy that the United States would
be out of Vietnam by a specified date:
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patent that the United Staes is a Louse
divided-that they forced. Lyndon Johnson
out of the presidency and will do the same
to Richard M. Nixon whom they despise as
an implacable enemy.
All these political maneuverings are not in
themselves the grievous malaise which aftlicts
this country. It is the shocking undermining
of our troops in the war front; o! our military leaders, of all our hopes of rescuing
the South Vietnamese to whose aid we first
went back in the days of President Kennedy,
through the terms of President Johnson and
now Richard Nixon.
America can no longer proclaim its unanimity against a. common enemy. A small
band of bedraggled and bearded way-out
youths can start a. demonstration at a. meeting at which the President is a. speaker and
command worldwide attention, with the
headlines shrieking "Rebellion Against the
President." And these demonstrators will be
hailed as heroic American youths by the
political spouters who hope to ride to the
White House on the vapid oratory of men
who certainly do not hate their country but
are yet serving the cause of the enemy.

LEGISLATION TO REPEAL CERTAIN
SECTIONS OF TARIFF SCHEDULES

HON. WILLIAM J. GREEN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, I am today introducing legislation to repeal section 806.30 and 807
of the U.S. Tariff Schedules. While I
have already introduced legislation to
repeal section 807, I feel it is now necessary to cover both provisions in the new
bill since both provisions are being
abused. These provisions permit the export of American goods overseas for the
purpose of assembly and fabrication.
They have become the vehicle for piratWHY WE CAN'T WIN THE WAR
ing away jobs of American workers in
Chalk up a. major political victory for the textile, electronic, and electrical
the peace-at-any price leaders of this coun- equipment fields.
try in what is being described as the rout of
Under the provisions of the law, goods
the South Vietnamese. If the South Vietnamese are driven out of Laos, and thereafter are returned to this country with the
from Cambodia, these gleeful politicians and American product duty free and only the
would-be presidents will not want to appear labor costs in any foreign manufactured
to gloat, but they will proceed ponderously item subject to duty.
to condemn and berate President Nixon for
From 1966 to 1969, imports under
having committed a. grave blunder which they these items rose from $953 million to
will point out is further evidence of the $1.8 billion. Through 1970, I am certain
urgent need for the United. States to with- that the volume was even higher. Undraw from Indo-China..
They wlll, however, ignore the fact that fortunately, the computer at the Census
their constant and raucous attacks on the Bureau fails to report the figures for
South Vietnamese rulers, their alleged graft January 1970, and no one in the adminisand corruption, the impropriety of further tration has seen fit to calculate total
involvement of American forces in the war, imports for the year 1970.
the insistence that we pull out finally and for
What is more, these items were the
all time, have continued to give new strength,
courage and purpose to the enemy in North subject of a Tariff Commission's report
Vietnam and their allies the Viet Cong, to issued in September 1970. To date, the
whom they were virtually saying "Keep fight- administration has not commented on
ing and you won't have to lick us, we'll the impact of these items on the econsoon be running away."
omy, although both the Ways and Means
Isn't it apparent even to these rabid antl- Committee of the House and the Senate
Nixonites that they have given renewed Finance Committee have urged them on
strength and confidence in victory to the several occasions to do so.
enemy which includes the Soviet and Red
I am hopeful that these items will be
China all of whom are now entitled to feel
that the whole war will fold up 1f they just acted upon because I believe that they
continue to hold out, keep fighting and ignore are rooted in this Nation's international
the peace conferences in Paris. To them, it is trade problems.
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soring, would prohibit the use of interstate facilities, including the mails, for
the transportation to minors of sexually
oiiented matter harmful to minors.
HON. SAM GIBBONS
Violators of these provisions would be
OF FLORIDA
subject to a heavy fine or imprisonment.
Last session Congress considered a
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
number of bills to regulate obscenity and
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
pornography. Two of these bills were
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Speaker, last year passed by this House but were never
Congress made a major contribution to taken up by the Senate. Interest in furthe peace of mind of the citizens of this ther measures to regulate pornography
country when it enacted as part of the and obscenity continues and the need
Postal Reorganization Act provisions has not vanished.
which strengthen our ability to protect
Early action on these bills will hopethe privacy of our homes from unwanted fully serve to aid their enactment and
sexually oriented materials. These new will be appreciated by citizens throughprovisions, as you know, permit a person out the country who depend upon us to
at any time to notify the Postmaster aid them in the struggle against inundaGeneral that he does not want to receive, tion by offensive matter. Perhaps more
and if he has children under 19, that they importantly, enactment of these bills will
do not wish to receive, any sexually ori- be a step toward protection of our indiented advertisements in the mails. The vidual right of privacy-a right which
Postal Service is keeping a current list seems in greater peril daily.
of such persons, and mailers are prohibited from sending or causing to be sent
any sexually oriented advertisement
to any person whose name has been on ALEXANDRIA CITY COUNCIL OPPOSES DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
the list for more than 30 days, title 39,
COMMUTER TAX
United States Code, sections 3010, 3011.
Congress thus extended the protection
provided by the 1967 law permitting a
HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
householder to notify the Postmaster
OF VIRGINIA
General that he has received pandering
advertisements" and does not wish to reIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ceive further mail from the particular
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
sender, title 39, United States Code, secMr. BROYHILL of Virginia. Mr.
tion 3008.
With these two weapons a citizen may Speaker, referring to the prospects of a
take steps to halt or prevent sexually request by the District of Columbia govoriented mailings from entering his ernment to the Congress to impose the
home. While I applaud the enactment of so-called commuter tax on the citizens
these laws, I believe that all of the bur- of Virginia and Maryland who work in
den should not rest on the citizen to take the Federal City, I should like the House
affirmative action. More of the burden to take note of a resolution proclaimed
should fall to the mailers to eliminate ob- by the city of Alexandria, Va. The resojectionable material from their mailings, lution follows:
RESOLUTION No. 13
particularly to children.
Whereas, officials of the government of the
For this reason I am cosponsoring two
bills which should accomplish what I District of Columbia have proposed that a
believe are the dominant concerns of the "reciprocal income tax" be levied on the
commuters and other non-residents who earn
majority of the people of this country their
living in the District of Columbia; and
on this subject-the protection of minors
Whereas, this reciprocal income tax would
from exposure to sexually oriented mate- adversely affect 280,000 suburban residents;
rial and the application of community and
standards to the question of obscenity.
Whereas, the revenue needs of the City o!
H.R. 6930 would prohibit the sending Alexandria are as acute as those facing the
through the mails to minors of certain District of Columbia; and
Whereas, while the District Government
sexually oriented material harmful to
would obtain 51.6 million dollars in addithem. If the matter described in the bill tional
revenue under this arrangement, the
as harmful to minors were deposited in State of Virginia would lose 17 m1111on dolthe mails for delivery to a residence in lars; and
which a minor resides, it would have to
Whereas, this loss of revenue could reduce
be sealed completely in an envelope or the State of Virginia's ability to provide local
and
State services to its citizens in such
wrapper personally addressed to an adult
residing at that residence or it would be vital areas as education, health and welfare;
presumed to have been intended for and
Whereas, such a tax is unfair since the
delivery to a minor-and in violation of District
of Columbia now receives direct fithe law.
nancial support from the Federal governOther provisions of H.R. 6930 would ment; and
make jury decisions on the issue of the
Whereas, residents of Virginia already pay
obscenity of questioned material binding sales and other taxes on purchases made in
on Federal appellate courts. This bill the District of Columbia; and
Whereas, residents of Virginia and all other
would not only result in obscenity rulAmerican taxpayers already rightfully supings more in keeping with particular port
the District of Columbia through Fedcommunity views but would also relieve eral taxes; and
the burden of appellate review of so many
Whereas, the City Council of the City of
decisions on the question of obscenity.
Alexandria recognizes that the District of
H.R. 6929, the other bill I am cospon- Columbia, like most American cities, is in
LEGISLATION TO CURB
PORNOGRAPHY
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desperate need of additional revenues to meet
the pressing and legitimate needs of its citizens; and
Whereas, the primary responsibility for the
plight of the District of Columbia rests with
the United States Congress; and
Whereas, the unique character of the District of Columbia as a federal city, governed
in most major respects by the Congress of
the United States, mandates that its revenue
needs be met, to the extent that they cannot
be met locally, by the taxpayers o! the
United States as a whole and not by taxpayers of Maryland and Virginia.
Now, therefore, be tt resolved by the City
Council of the City of Alexandria, Virginia:
1. That the City Council of the City of
Alexandria on behalf of its citizens, joins
other Jurisdictions in Virginia and Maryland
in urging the House District Committee to
oppose the District Government's reciprocal
income tax.
2. That the City Council of the City of
Alexandria on behalf of its citizens urges its
representatives in Congress and the members
of its delegation to the Virginia General Assembly to join in opposing this commuter tax
plan and, in lieu thereof, to support a higher
federal payment, or other appropriate relief,
to meet the pressing revenue needs of the
District o! Columbia.
3. That copies of this resolution be forwarded immediately to the Chairman of the
House District Committee, Senator Byrd,
Senator Spong, Representative Broyhlll, and
the members of our delegation to the Virginia General Assembly.

REVENUE SHARING WOULD BE
DEFICIT SHARING

HON. ANDREW JACOBS, JR.
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, the portions of the WTOP editorial aired on
March 24th and 25th are also applicable
to the concept of so-called revenue sharing, which, if reality were to be recognized, would be deficit sharing.
In any case, the lesson of responsibile
government is here in these words from
WTOP:
The internal upheaval now underway in
the United Givers Fund could be the best
thing that ever happened to it.
Two 'fundamental <things a.re being challenged: The organizational structure of the
UGF family, and the ways in which the huge
charity money-pie is being sliced.
For many years, the organization has been
fractured. Collections have been handled by
the UGF office and disbursements have been
done by the Health and Welfare Council.
They are entirely separate bodies, and there
has been rivalry and confusion.
One agency would be better. At the very
least, the UGF then would be directly accountable to the people from whom it collects for the ways in which its collections
are used. . . .
In our opinion, the allocation prioritiesviewed overall-need some substantial reordering. The great annual outpouring of
this community's gifts is not finding its way
well enough into the places of greatest
need ....
Exactly what the new priorities should be
is something to be hammered out by the
community at large. A plausible first step
toward doing that is to seek the early union
of the UGF and the HWC organizations.
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FACTS ARE STUBBORN THffiGS

HON. FRANK T. BOW
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, in response
to criticisms by the distinguished majority leader of the other body and some
of his colleagues, the Interstate Commerce Commission on March 17 provided the Congress with a series of responses in pamphlet form to the criticisms made of that Commission. I have
read with considerable interest the Traffic World editorial of March 29 entitled
"Facts Are Stubborn Things, ICC Says...
This well-reasoned editorial response to
ICC's defense is worth reading and I
include it in the RECORD of today:
FACTS .ABE STUBBORN THINGS, ICC SAYS
Having read the Interstatt- Commerce
Commission's eight "summary statements
on major problem areas" and its letters
(identically worded) transmitting those
statements to the chairmen of the Senate
and House committees in Congress that have
ICC-regulated tmnsportation matters in
their jurisdiction, we run into the question, "What will the critics of the Commission say &bOut those statements?"
One answer that seems probable to us is
that the critics--at least those among them
who are axe-grinders or are prejudiced
against the ICc-wm say that in each of the
"summary" booklets the Commission has
stated its own side of the c&Se but has
not told "the whole story." For instance, one
or another of those critics might say, the
Commission says nothing about its having
muffed the ball in Docket Umpty-ump, where
it paid little attention to the weight of the
preponderant evidence and came up with an
arbitrary decision, one that subjected the
losers in the c&Se to undue hardships that
it took years of litigation to correct.
Well, it can't be denied that mistakes have
been made occasionally by this and every
other regulatory commission in the federal
government. But we have never hea:rd of
any proof or serious claim that a mistake
in an ICC decision was not an honest one.
The Commission has now given the members of Congress a long-needed and wellpresented assortment of statements defending its actions or policies with respect to
eight principal subjects or areas of regulation, as to which attackers of the ICC have
done most of their viewing-with-alarm. Recorded in these eight pamphlets are the
problems faced, the actions taken and the
administrative difficulties (including legal
limitations of its authority) encounted'ed by
the Commission in the exercise of its regulatory functions with respect to: (1) Passenger
service and discontinuance; (2) small shipments; (3) household goods transportation;
(4) freight car shortages; (5) mergers; (6)
diversification and conglomerates; (7) rate
increases, and (8) budgetary support.
Smallest of the pamphlets (the page size
of each is 5 inches by 9 inches) is the one
titled "Budgetary Support"; it could well
have been titled "Inadequacy of Budgetary
Support." It shows that if the size of the
Commission's average employment figure
bore the same percentage relationship today
to the total annual revenues of the ICC-regulated carriers that it bore in 1939, the Commission would now have more than 14,100
employees, instead of only 1,662. (The ICCregulated carriers' revenue total in 1939 was
$5,650,300,000 and the ICC employment average in that year was 2,567. The fiscal year
1971 revenue total of the ICC-regulated carriers is estimated to be $31,800,000,000 and

the ICC employment average, excluding
about 430 employed in functions transferred
to the Department of Transportation, is
1,733.)
Appropriately, the Commission addresses
to the Congress this question: "Is it realistic
to expect the Commission to perform at the
level of standards at which the public, the
COngress, the Administration and this Commission would like to see today's surface
transportation problem regulated, with a
staff considerably smaller than we had in the
1930s?"
Largest of the "summary" pamphlets (28
pages) is the one titled "Passenger service
and Discontinuances." In this presentation
of its views the COmmission voices doubts
that the taxpayers will approve large expenditures for preservation of the COID.ventional passenger train for intercity service, in
view of a showing that, although commuter
operations are well patronized and generally
recognized as being necessary to the public
well-being, only one-half of one per cent of
the intercity travel is by raU. The COmmission sees a prospect, however, that "in dense
population corridors ... superspeed passenger
trains oould be feasible and profitable."
Such a system, primed with public funds,
the ICC says, "might wen be combined with
an austere, conventional, but comfortable
service reaching into other sections of the
country, to meet the reasonable needs of the
foreseeable future. A promise of more than
that would be at odds with reality. 'Facts
are stubborn things.' "
Those last four words were written something like 250 years ago by a character
yclept Alain Rene Le Sage, according to our
volume of Bartlett's "Familiar Quot&tions."
A point emphasized repeatedly, as it
should be, in the COmmission's summary
statements is that COngress has failed, year
after yearr, to do anything very significant
toward remedying the deficiencies of law and
financial resources that are largely responsible for the Commission's troubles and for
its exposure to attacks by people un!a.mlU&r
with its problems.
With regard to freight oar shortages, however, the Commission makes these comments
that we don't believe have been uttered by
this agency before and that probably should
have been made long ago:
" ... The hard truth is that a grave question exists whether this COmmission or any
government body ever could or ever will be
able to fully solve the freight car shortage
by informal persuasion, power or force.
"More laws and/or more 'jawboning' w1M
only be as fingers in the dike. Concrete
remedies are the only things now that, in
our opinion, will really give material rellet
to the current situation and for the increasing need in the years immediately ahead."
The Commission chides the shippers for
ineffective utilization of the freight cars and
chides the railroads also for the same reason.
On the latter score, it notes that "today, a
typical freight car moves about one-tenth
of the time" and "nearly half of its potentially productive time is spent lying idle in
an empty condition."
We endorse the COmmission's statement in
its letter of transmittal of its summary statements that most critics of the roo have been
prone to criticize situations without giving
much consideration to basic causes or important contributing factors. It pleases us to
see this agency making an energetic and
well-planned effort to defend itself. There
may be disagreement among tts friends as to
the Commission's suggestion that a.ll its legislative recommendations to Congress should
be given priority consideration, but we, for
our part, certainly concur in its assertion
that the regulatory agency "must have resources, personnel and facilities commensurate with the magnitude and importance
of the Congressional mandates imposed upon
it."

MR.
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PRESIDENT, THE JURY IS m

HON. THOMAS M. REES
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. REES. Mr. Speaker, I would like
to place in the RECORD a sermon by the
Rev. George F. Regas, rector of the Pasadena, Calif., All Saints Episcopal Church,
concerning our involvement in Vietnam.
I find this sermon to be moving and
very timely, and I am sure that Members of Congress will benefit by its message. It follows:
MR. PRESIDENT, THE JURY Is IN
In a nationwide televised press conference
March 4, President Nixon addressed himself
to the extension of the Indochina war into
Laos and Cambodia by South Vietnamese
troops and American air power and called on
the American people to stand behind him
"while the jury is still out." He asked the
people "not to harken to the drumbeat of
television commentary which takes a pessimistic view of the war."
I respectfully say that the President is
wrong. The jury is not still out. They rendered their verdict long ago and a majority
of the country is pessimistic and consciencesick about the Indochina war.
The jury has spoken in almost every corner of the globe and called the Vietnam war
a colossal misadventure. Gunnar Myrdal, in
his monumental study of Southeast Asia,
"Asian Drama," points out that we got into
Vietnam originally because we sensed that
communism would fill the power vacuum left
by French withdrawal, and that we believed
we could show the Vietnamese a better way
than communism. We claimed to be the defenders of freedom, honoring our commitment to support a free nation against aggression from within and without. That is a generous interpretation of our initial involvement.
But now, as we look at what our presence
has in fact accomplished over this last decade,
as we considerThe bombed-out and devastated villages.
The millions of refugees (nearly one-third
of the population of Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia),
The staggering number of civlllan c&Sualties,
The use of vicious and undiscriminating
antipersonnel weapons,
The devastation of crops and fields,
The political corruption and America's part
in sustaining a regime the people would
never support,
The forfeiture of political freedom for dissenting views in South Vietnam, looking at
the monstrous results, many of us find it impossible to justify this kind of suffering and
destruction in the name of democratic principles. Are the Vietnamese really better off
dead than Red? And who made Americans
the gods that should dec:l.de their fate?
Oh, the physical destruction and suffering of Vietnam! But there is 8ilso the death
of the spirit and the erosion of conscience in
this land of ours. Something has happened
to America because of Vietnam, and our basic
decency as a people can no longer be taken
for granted.
Mr. President, the jury is in. The cost is
too great; the suffering among the peoples
of three of the poorest nations in the world
and the continued loss of American lives
can't possibly be justified.
Many experts from every part of the political spectrum admit we should not be in that
war. Right, left, centrist; many agree. It
isn't a partisan jury, sir.
Yet the war goes on. Death continues to
reign and we are given assurance that an
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expansion of the war is really a deescalation
and a way to hasten the withdrawal of our
troops. Seeing what we've done to Vietnam
looking straight at that ravaged land, we
say bombing of Cambodia and Laos is necessary to protect freedom and safeguard Southeast Asia from communism.
The jury is in! We won't listen to the same
phony rhetoric America. has heard for a decade from its leaders at every stage of this
country's long, misguided plunge into the
Southeast Asia morass. The contradiction between what is being said and what is being
done has reached the point of sustained insult to the intelligence of the American people.
Surely the jury is in! Vietnam is a colossal
mistake and a tragic commentary on America's belief in sacredness of every person in
the sight of God and his right to self-determination.
Mr. President, if we are silent, it is not
because we are waiting for the jury's return.
It is only because the scandal of Vietnam no
longer scandalizes us. We've heard the bodycount so frequently, watched the television's
reports of the suffering so long, and allowed
the political rhetoric to mesmerize us that
now we are numbed, anesthetized and
silent.
And that is not a mark of patriotism but
of spiritual death-moral decay. How devastatingly cogent are those words of Jesus:
"What does it profit a man if he gains the
whole world and loses his own soul?"
I saw a poster recently that seared my
conscience:
"Dear Mom and Dad; Your silence is killing me. (In Vietnam, at home, on campus.)"
In profound love for my country and with
respect for my Pres.fdent-I say we must protest the war!
In the name of all that is holy, all that is
honorable, all that is decent, all that is noble,
we must say, "Stop the war now!" No longer
will we concur with a continuation of such
massive violence. We must find ways to speak,
for the Christian church could make a stunning contribution to the world if it could
say the right words.
Pastor Martin Niemoller's confession carries warning for us all:
"In Germany, the Nazis came for t he Communists, and I didn't speak up because I was
not a Communist. Then they came for the
Jews and I did not speak up because I was
not a Jew. Then they came for the trade
unionists and I didn't speak up because I
wasn 't a trade unionist. Then they came for
the Catholics and I was a Protestant so I
didn 't speak up. Then they came for me . . .
By that time there was no one to speak up
for anyone."
This parish must speak up and protest the
war--our very soul depends on it. We are
not at liberty to stick with safe and manageable subjects while the world convulses with
violence and slaughter. And if the unity of
this parish depends upon silence in the face
of an extension of the war then it is a church
whose unity is spurious to begin with. Our
oneness lies in a faithful obedience to the
Jesus of love and mercy, not in a tacit agreement to keep everyone on board while waiting for a con:tlict-free consensus before raising our voice.
I ask you now to center your mind and
heart on four aspects of my protest:
1-The war has ravaged Voietna.m mercilessly a.nd eroded the ooruscience of America.
It isn't necessary to visit Indochina to appreciate the horror of the war. The bare
stat istics will suffice. The tonnage of bombardment is now approaching three times
the total bombs used by the American military in all theaters in World War II.
53 ,544 American soldiers dead.
120,563 Saigon government soldiers dead.

1697,342 N.L.F. and North Vietnam soldiers
dead.
South Vietnamese casualties estimated at
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over 1 million; North Vietnamese as probably
more.
In Cambodia, after only a few months of
war, there are an estimated 1 million refugees
out of a population of 6 million.
I won 't go on into the endless horrors and
atrocities caused by both sides. If only each
of you would read just one book on the Vietnam war- any book-and realize all of this
suffering comes from a war which the majority of Americans feel is a t ragic error for our
country.
And I grieve for all of us who have been
brutalized and numbed by this war. I have
found reading the news reports of Lt. Calley's
t rial for his part in the My Lai massacre a
staggering experience.
"I was ordered to go in there and destroy
the enemy. That was my job that day . . . I
did not sit down and think in terms of men,
women and children. They were all classified
the same, and that was the classification that
we dealt with-just as enemy soldiers.
" I felt then, and I still do. that I acted as
I was directed and I carried out the orders ...
"Our job was to destroy everyone and
everything in the villages . . .
"I never sat down to analyze it; men,
women and children. They were enemy and
just people . . ."
I grieve for Lt. Calley because of what this
war has done to his humanity. How could
he say he never thought about it; just followed orders? I grieve for what war has done
to us all. In Calley's painful story, it is war
that stands revealed as the true monster.
What that war is doing to many William
Calleys growing up in America is immeasurable.
In Houston, on Oct. 27. 1967, Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker said that " . . . peace demonstrators are a bunch of bums. The U.S. should
bomb the ports, dams and population of
North Vietnam. That's what airplanes are
for. You're not fighting human beings over
there-you 're fighting two-legged animals.
The people are just slaves. That's all war is
for is to kill and win, to destroy, to defeat
the population of your enemy."
Surely, the words of Jesus shout to America: What does it profit a nation if it gains
the whole world for democracy and loses its
own soul? God have mercy on us for what
the war is doing to the soul of a nation; for
in many ways it is infiicting its dehumanizing shrapnel into all of our hearts.
The blind distortion of national priorities
has produced deep estrangement and polarization in American society. How can we accept passively a society that now spends
nearly 70 % of its tax dollars on wars and
their aftermath and the preparation for future wars? A committee report to Congress
estimated the cost of the Vietnam war, if it
ended in 1970. would be $350 billion. And
the poor, hungry and oppressed around the
globe cry out for a chance to live.
One should understand why some of our
citizens are so morally outraged at such a
gross distortion of priorities. The case of the
Berrigan brothers is an example. I know both
Berrigan brothers personally and yet I am
uncertain of their guilt in Hoover's conspiracy charges. We must await the trial.
However, their actions of pouring homemade napalm on draft records at Catonsville,
though grotesque to some and unacceptable
to others, did one thing. Robert McAfee
Brown of Stanford University says it dramatized. in unforgettable fashion. the grotesque moral priorities that have been
erected in America and what has happened
to the collective conscience of our nation:
We are outraged when paper is burned at
draft boards, and we are not outraged when
children are burned in the villages of Vietnam.
That st atement 1s oversim.pllfled, but it
can't be dismissed without it tearing at your

conscience.
Yet in spite of all this, Mr. Nixon says he
will place no rest.ra.ints on further bombing,
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except to rule out the use of nuclear weapons; that we will not be defeated in Indochina; and that he wouldn't speculate on
whether South Vietnamese would invade
North Vietnam on their own!
The verdict is in! Will you remain si:lent?
2-If the church attempts to follow Jesus,
it will raise its voice in moral outrage.
I am fully aware that I could be wrong in
urging this parish to protest the war. I speak
to you humbly acknowledging how often I
have failed in my own discipleship.
There are no easy solutions and there are
no neat black and white distinctions on the
morality of war. If we make the mistake of
thinking there is all black on one side of the
issue and all white on the other. we will be
wrong nine out of 10 times. I intend to reach
out and put my arms around all who strongly
disagree with this sermon. for we can live
together in Christian love.
Yet we cannot allow this to immobilize us.
The integrity of the church's message depends on raising our voice against a wa.r no
one wants being allowed to destroy our soul.
The Christian faith says the jury is ln. We
don't need to see how the devastation of
Laos and Cambodia is going to a.tfect the
war; we believe that life is sacred everywhere.
Everyone bears in his body the image of his
membership in the human family and the
image of the living God. How many Vietnamese is one American worth? One. five.
forty, a thousand?
The Vietnam war is a sin against the
human family; its dehumanization has left
its scar on us all that wil•l remain for years.
The brutality of Indochina is refiected by the
callousness in the streets of America. When
life is cheap anywhere, it is cheap everywhere.
If this parish remains silent in the face of
all that continues to brutalize us. what is
there, then, to validate our Christian way of
life?
When the great author. Albert Camus. was
asked to address a Roman Catholic order, he
told them bluntly that they were not practicing what they preached. Listen to him!
"What the world expects of Christians is
that Christians should speak out, loud and
clear, and that they should voice their condemnation in such a way that never a doubt,
never the slightest doubt. could rise in the
heart of the simplest man . . . that they
should get away from abstraction and confront the blood-stained face history has
taken on today."
3-What can America do if it is not to lose
its soul?
First, America must repent. I think Sen.
Fulbright was wrong when he said the great
society of America has become a sick society.
Eric Fromm says that this is another way of
excusing ourselves since sickness is something that happens to one involuntarily and
for which one cannot be held accountable.
Fromm asserts that American society is not
sick but immoral. Our sickness is really sin.
I believe he is right.
What is called for isn't guilt but repentence. So long as we try to justify the horrors
perpetrated in Indochina. so long as we continue to talk about saving face and keeping
our honor, so long as we figure the cost of
the war is a little too much and perhaps
it was a mistake to get in so deep--the soul
of the nation will continue to be eroded and
within the grip of death.
There is one way left that leads to new
life-repentance. The word of God judges
this nation; and it can bring healing, too.
What a rebirth could come to the greatest,
most powerful nation in the history of the
world if she said: "I was wrong! God have
mercy!" The death of pride would be the rebirth of integrity.
Second, we should protect the lives of our
soldiers but we must come home immediately. Let the President set a clear timetable
of withdrawal. We will leave Southeast Asia
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and if the Thieu-Ky regime can't stand on
its own, then let it fall. Integrity won't allow
us to keep the Thieu-Ky government in
power through American guns and dollars.
We know that government is corrupt and
ruthlessly suppresses political dissent. When
the political oppression of South . Vietnam
was mentioned recently, the response of one
of our ambassadors was, "We do not condone
it."
Blllions of American dollars put that government in power and sustain it. If we came
home the Vietnamese themselves might find
a way to bring peace to that tragic land.
Third, we must pay the price for peace.
Everyone wants peace--but so seldom have
we been willing to use the great reservoirs
of this nation for healing. "And nation shall
not lift up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war any more." To have
that vision and pay the cost of its fulflllment--what a great moment that would
be in the history of civilization.
4--The church should mobillze its resources to end the war.
In a recent "Peanuts" cartoon, the setting
is a baseball game. Charley Brown is about
to pitch when his teanuna.te, Lucy, suggests
that he aim to hit the batter. Oharlie reacts violently: "It wouldn't be Tigltt .••"
There follows a long discussion with a.ll
Charlie's teammates joining ln. Everything
under the sun comes into the debate: "What
about the children's crusade? was that
moral? What about those awful movie ads
you see nowadays? Define morality ..." Finally, in despair, Charlie Brown says, "We
never win any ball games, but we sure have
some interesting discussions!"
We've talked enough. I call upon this great
parish of All Saints to take a step larger
than we ever thought we would. I ask for a
massive mobilization of the parish by establishing a "Peace Operation Center."
The protests of young radicals have made
their mark but fallen short of any major
reformation of the war system. My hope is to
radicalize the Establishment--myself included-and take middle America and give
its goodwill and desire to build a world of
peace clearer focus and more effective power.
America is searching its conscience; the
church is struggling for its soul, the integrity of its message and the courage of its
convictions. We must not back away from
this challenge.
This parish is small against the magnitude
of the problem; yet I believe profoundly in
the power of just a few who have caught the
vision of a peaceful world.
I am confident that there are thousands of
in Pasadena and Los Angeles today willing to
contribute their lives to the healing of the
world. One of the high marks of the '60s
was the response given to the Peace Corps.
The late President Kennedy proposed a
corps organized to bring light and knowledge
to the underdeveloped nations of the world.
Hardly had the announcement of the Peace
Corps come from the Ups of President Kennedy than there were four times the number
of volunteers as could be sent.
Find all the faults you wish with the Peace
Corps; but it still means this: Americans
have a hunger to do something with hope
and heart and love in it, something more
than animal. We shall seek to provide the
channel.

BURKHARDT EARNS MEDALS
IN VIETNAM

HON. CLARENCE D. LONG '
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Speaker,

a fine young man from M·a ryland, Sp4c.

William R. Burkhardt, was recently
For the information of the Members,
decorated for his Vietnam service. I I am including with my remarks the
would like to congratulate him and to text of the letter to the Speaker from
share his outstanding record with my Chairrna.n Hampton requesting the legcolleagues by including the following islation:
MARCH 25, 1971.
article in the RECORD:
BURKHARDT EARNS MEDALS IN VIETNAM
Spec 4 William R. Burkhardt of Edgewood
has recently been awarded the Bronze Star
Medal and the Army Commendation Medal.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Burkhardt.
The Army Commendation Medal was
presented for service from Sept. 12, 1970 to
Jan. 6, 1971 f<>r his "achievements, professionalism and devotion to duty" while serving as chief clerk for the omce of the surgeon in Vietnam.
The Bronze star Medal was presented tor
"outstandingly meritorious service in connection with military operations against a
hostile force in the Republic of Vietnam''
from June, 1970 to Feb., 1971.

Hon. CARL ALBERT,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: The Commission sub-

mits for the consideration of the Congress,
and recommends favorable action on, the
attached legislative proposa.l which provides
that the immediate (not deferred) Civil
Service Retirement annuity of an employee
or Member of Congress retiring after the
effective date of a cost-of-living annuity increase shall not be less than his annuity
would have been if he had retired and had
been eligible for annuity on the effective
date. S1milarly, the proposa.l provides that
the annuity of an employee's or Member's
widow(er) commencing after the effective
date of a cost-of-living annuity increase
shall not be less than it would have been if
it had commenced on the effective date.
Whether an employee's annuity will be
greater computed on the basis of (1) service
and salary up to the effective date of the
ANNUITY SYSTEM CHANGE
most recent cost-of-living Increase, plus that
percentage increase or (2) all service and
salary up to the date of actual separation,
without a cost-of-living increase, depends
OF NEW YORK
on factors which vary with the individua.l.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Assuming a normal pattern of past and
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
future salary increases, and a 5 percent costof-living increase, an employee would need
Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, the Civil 3-10 additional months' service, depending
Service Commission has proposed legis- on his total years of service, for his annuity
lation to remove an inequity with respect without the cost-of-living increase to equal
to cost-of-living adjustments in civil the amount he could get if he had .r etired on
the effective date of the cost-of-living inservice retirement annuities.
Accompanying the request from Chair- crease. Under the proposal, an employee
in all cases receive the larger annuity.
man Hampton of the Commission was would
The present cost-of-living adjustment proa draft of proposed legislation. I am in- vision,
found in 5 U.S.C. 8340, provides that
troducing this legislation today, with the an employee must retire and his annuity
ranking minority member of our com- must commence on or before the effective
mittee, the gentleman from Pennsyl- date of a cost-of-living annuity increase in
vania (Mr. CORBETT) , as well as the order to have it applied in the computachairman, the gentleman from Califor- tion of his annuity. The reasons for the pronia (Mr. WALDIE), and the ranking mi- posed change are:
(1) The present provision produces the
nority member, the gentleman from Vir- anomaly
an employee who retires soon
ginia <Mr. ScoTT), of the Retirement after the ofeffective
date of an increase reSubcommittee as cosponsors.
ceiving less annuity than an employee, with
The legislation proposes to alleviate the same service beginning date and high
the administrative bottleneck on civil three-year average salary, who retires on or
service retkements which occurs each before the effective date, even though the
time the cost-of-living procedure is in- employee who retires after the effective date
has more service. A similar anomaly exists
voked.
computing a survivor's annuity because
Wherea.s norma.lly there are some 5,000 in
the survivor of an employee who dies on or
civil servants who apply for retirement before the effective date of a cost-of-living
each month, I am told that when a cost- increase receives the increase, but the surof-living factor occurs the -=-number of vivor of an employee who dies after the
retirements may increase to as many as effective date does not receive it.
(2) We are concerned about the way the
25,000 at one time as employees seek to
benefit from the cost-of-living annuity large number of retirements triggered by
cost-of-living adjustments affects the adincrease.
of the Civil Service Retirement
A related example is the situation that ministration
System. The present cost-of-living adjustfaces the Board of Education for the Dis- ment provision "bunches" retirements imtrict of Columbia on May 31, when a mediately before the effective date of every
large number of teachers are taking their cost-of-living annuity increase by acceleratretirement under a procedure similar to ing the retirements of employees who had
been planning to leave within six months or
that in the Federal Retirement Act.
after that date. The last such increase,
The retiring teachers will be going off so
August 1, 1970, for example, prothe regular payroll 2 weeks before the effective
duced about 19,000 retirements tn addition
end orf the school year, requiring the to the 5,000 or less that occur in a normal
school system to make al!Tangements for month. Despite the Commission's plans to
rehiring these satne teachers as substi- cope with such a. peak load, work 1s disturtes in order for them to complete the rupted and -annUity payments are seriously
delayed when so many retirements that
school year with their classes.
would otherwise have been evenly spaced
The Civil Service Commission's pro- over
period of several months occur at the
posal provides that a person who retires sameatime.
after the effective date of the cost-of(3) Agencies throughout the Government
living increase in annuities shall receive are also adversely affected because an inordino less an annuity than if he had retired nate number of employees decide to retire
immediately before the cost-of-living anprior to the cost-of-living change.

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI
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nutty increase. Many of these people, if they
are willing, must be reemployed as annuitants to complete the projects on which
they were working.
Enactment of the draft bill would (1)
eliminate the anomaly between annuities
that commence on or just before the effective date of a. cost-of-living increase and
those that commence shortly after that
date; (2) moderate the peaking of retirements 1mmediately before cost-of-living increases become effective, with an estimated
savings of $2:50,000 in administrative expenses now charged against the Civil Service Retirement and Disabllity Fund for processing the peak workload that accompanies
each cost-of-living adjustment; and, (3) reduce the disruption in the work of agencies throughout the Government caused by
many employees suddenly retiring at the
same time, with many leaving work projects
incomplete.
To the extent that employees delayed retirement by a few months, they would ( 1)
pay contributions to the Fund for a longer
period, and (2) not receive any annuity for
those months-a combination necessarily
resulting in more money in the Fund. On
the other hand, to the extent that employees
who would have retired after the effective
date of the cost-of-living increase anyway
receive a higher annuity than they would
have received if they had retired on the effective date, more money would be paid
out of the Fund.
The additional annuity benefits which
would be provided by the draft btll for each
cost-of-living annuity increase authorized on
or after its enactment would increase the
unfunded liab1llty of the Civil Service Retirement and Disab1llty Fund. Assuming, for
example, that the draft b111 is enacted and
that then a. 6 percent cost-of-living annuity
increase is effective June 1, 1971, the unfunded 11a.b111ty of the Fund would be increased by $9.2 mi111on. The annual interest
on this $9.2 mi111on would be $300,000.
Under 5 U.S.C. 8348(g), the Secretary of
the Treasury, before closing the accounts
each fiscal year, would have to credit to the
Fund, as a Government contribution, out of
any money in the Treasury of the United
states not otherwise appropriated, the .following percentages of all interest on the unfunded liability existing at the start of each
fiscal year: 10 percent for 19'71; 20 percent
for 1972; SO percent for 1973; 40 percent for
1974; 50 percent for 1975; 60 percent for
1976; 70 percent for 1977; 80 percent for
1978; 90 percent for 1979; and 100 percent for
1980 and for each fiscal year thereafter. No
payment would be required for fiscal year
1971, since the llabillty would be incurred
after the start of that year. The Secretary
of the Treasury would, at the end of fiscal
year 1972, have to pay into the Fund 20 percent of the $300,000 annual interest resulting
from the assumed June 1, 1971 cost-of-liVing
increase, plus, at the end of each subsequent
fiscal year through 1980, the above-mentioned
graduated percentages of the annual interest,
so that the full $300,000 annual interest
amount would be paid at the end of fiscal
year 1980 and each fiscal year thereafter.
Each additional cost-of-living annuity increase authorized subsequent to fiscal year
1971 would have a cumulative effect on the
retirement Fund's unfunded 11ab111ty and
the annual interest thereon. If, for example,
there is one cost-of-living annuity increase
of 5 percent in each fiscal year 1971 through
1980, the unfunded Uab111ty would be increased by a llttle over $92 mllllon, and the
annual cumulative interest payment due the
Fund from the Secretary of the Treasury at
the end of fiscal year 1981 would be a little
over $S million.
The Oftlce of Manageemnt and Budget advises that there is no objection from the
standpoint of the Administration's program
to the submission of this draft bill to Congress.
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A similar letter is being sent to the President of the Senate.
By direction of the Commission:
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT HAMPTON,

Chatrman.

MOUNT CARMEL MEDICAL CENTER
AT PITTSBURG, KANS.

HON. JOE SKUBITZ
OF KANSAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SKUBITZ. Mr. Speaker, on last
March 29, more than 5,000
Kansas people gathered in the relatively small city of Pittsburg, Kans., to
witness and participate in the dedication
of a new hospital and health facility, the
Mount Carmel Medical Center.
It was a proud moment for me, and
even more momentous for the dedicated
Sisters of the St. Joseph Order whose unselfish devotion and perseverance helped
make this sorely needed facility a reality.
It was a good deal more than a halfcentury ago when a few of the good sisters came to Pittsburg, a small coal mining town, which was desperately in need
of nursing and other medical attention.
The miners and their families were ministered to without regard to their race
or religious affiliation, and very often
without regard to the ability to pay. The
old institution, built brick by brick
through small contributions was a haven
for the injured and the afflicted and I
well remember as a small boy the affection and respect in which it and its nursing sisters were held by every resident of
Pittsburg.
Last week, the new building was formally dedicated, replacing the old structure which had long outworn its usefulness. That new building and all that it
represents is the fulfillment of the
dreams, the hopes, and the hard work of
Sister de Paul, the administrator of the
old facility and now the administrator
of the new center. Working closely with
her superior, Mother Joachim, Mother
General of the Sisters of St. Joseph at
Wichita, these two ladies made the new
Mount Carmel a reality, a working institution that will serve the people of Pittsburg and the surrounding area.
Present for the dedicatory ceremonies
were the Governor of Kansas and anumber of other dignitaries, including the
Bishop of Wichita, the Most Reverend
David M. Maloney, D.D. who made the
dedicatory address. I insert the program
for the dedication, listing the participants, and the text of the dedicatory address by Bishop Maloney be printed as
part Of my remarks in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.
Sunday~

CENTER
Invocation: Reverend Leo Metcko, Chaplin; Mt. carmel Medical Center.
National Anthem: Lakeside Junior Hdgh
School Band; Paul Cox, Director.
Daniel Scott Muller Memorial: Raising of
the Flag, Pershing Rifle Color Guard; Reading of Inscription, Lieutenant COlonel James
DEDICATION OF MT. CARMEL MEDICAL

E. Weber.

Blessing of the Building: Most Reverend
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Bishop David M. Maloney, D.D., Bishop of
Wichita .
Master of Ceremonies: Edward T. McNally; President, McNally Pittsburg Mfg. Corp.
Oftlcial Greetings: The Honorable Frank
DeGa.speri; Mayor, City of Pittsburg.
Acknowledgmeruts: The Honorable Joe
Skubitz, U.S. Congressman; The Honorable
Robert Decking, Governor, State of Kansas;
Frank Gentry, Executive Director, Kansas
Hospital Association; Mother Jachim, Mother
General, Sisters of St . Joseph, Wiohita, Kansas; George E. Nettels, Jr., Cha.irman, Board
of Trustees, Mt. Carmel Medical Center;
D. H. Wood, M.D., Chief of Staff, Mt. Carmel
MedioaJ. Center; Robert W. Royer, Principal
Member, Hewitt & Royer, Architects, Kansas
City, Missouri; Archie W. Smith, Vice President, Universal Construction Co., Kansas
City, Missouri; Mrs. D. D. Latty, President,
Mt. Carmel Guild; Sister de Paul, Administrator; Mt. Carmel Medical Center; Richard
Swanscn.
Guest Speaker: Most Reverend Bishop
David M. Maloney, D.D.
Benedict ion: The Reveren d Donald Lehmann, President , Minist erial Alliance.
Cutting of Ribbon: Governor Robert Docking.
ADDRESS BY BISHOP DAVID M. MALONEY, D.D.

My dear Fathers, Sisters, Doctors, Nurses,
and our honored guests and friends, Governor Docking, Congressman Skubitz:
It would seem fitting on this occasion of
the Dedication of this new Mt. Carmel Medical Center to offer our congratulations to
all who have had part in making it a reality.
I believe that all here will agree with me
that our congratulations should go first to
the Sisters. It is their dedicated work which
has made the continuance of medical care
in Mt. Carmel Hospital a community reality,
as it is a community service, in this Pittsburg area for the many years past. In expressing our congratulations to them, I also
express our thanks for the service they and
their Sisters in Religion have given to the
people of this region and to the Church 1n
Pittsburg. We extend our congratulations
also to the doctors and nurses and medical
;personnel, as well as to all of the men anci
women who serve this Mt. Carmel Medical
Center and the hospital for the realization
of hopes that have been cherished for several years now. The accomplishment of plans
to erect this Center Will make it possible for
all of you to serve the Pittsburg area in your
profession and vocation with greater effectiveness. We congratulate you. I think, too,
that we should offer congratulations to all
of the people of the area, particularly to the
devoted men and women who have given
their time, their encouragement, and their
contributions to the realization of this Center. To all of you together, as a. community,
I offer my congratulations and the assurance of my prayers that God will bless what
you have achieved, and that the curing
guidance of His Holy Splrit Will remain with
all who work in this medical center in the
years ahead.
It seems fitting as we dedicate Mt. Carmel
Medical Center that we direct our thoughts
for a moment to a few ldeas (obviously we
cannot cover all ideas that would be relevant) , Ito a few ideas concerning ·t he care of
the sick in such a Catholic Center.
I think the first of such ideas would be
to consider for a few moments the Christian
attitude toward the fact of suffering. It is
the glory and nobility of the medical profession in all of its aspects that it serves
the suffering. And, we must recognize in
all frankiless that suffering ha.S always been,
and it now remains, a mystery to the human
mind. There will be many times when those
of you who serve the sick stand baftled before this mystery, and your powerlessness
in encountering it. Thank God for the advances that have been made in medicine, in
the care of the stck. They have done much
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to alleviate distress. But we do remain, always, with the fact of suffering. And we
remain also with the fact that it is a mystery.
We should not think, however, that it is
a mystery without purpose. Part of the
heritage Christianity received from the Old
Testament is the wonderful Book of Job.
It is the purpose of that Book to lead men
to meditate upon the mystery of suffering
as seen in the perspective of an infinitely
powerful, and an infinitely good Creator.
The inspiration to be found in that Book
remains a source of spiritual treasure for
all who approach it prayerfully.
It is in the life and person of Jesus Christ,
however, that we find the most effective
teaching about suffering. Mind you, even
seen in the light of Christ, suffering remains
a mystery. But it is by no means a mystery
without purpose, if we reflect that it was
precisely through suffering that Christ was
to enter into His glory. He, Himself, took
pains to explain that to the two disciples
who met Him on the road and walked with
Him to the town of Emmaus. We can read
about it in the 25th Chapter of St. Luke's
Gospel. St. Paul, the Apostle, throws further
light upon the Christian attitude toward
suffering. He recalls to us the fact that Christ
suffered and thus achieved our salvation.
And he promises us a share in the glory and
rewards of Christ. But he tells us, too, quite
plainly, that if we are to share in those rewards, we must be ready to share in Christ's
suffering. (cf. Rom. 8:17) Seen in its relation
to Christ. as a Christian must see it, we can
understand then that suffering, while it is
a mystery, is not without purpose. And we
find that purpose in the example of Christ
our Master rather than in any detailed explanation. It is part of those things we take on
faith because our hope is in Christ.
It seems pertinent, to remark today on the
dignity of the medical profession, and also
upon the dignity of the men and women you
serve in that profession. Those of you who
are engaged in the care of the sick as religious Sisters know that in your service of
those who suffer, you serve Christ best. To
all of you, I would urge that you cherish the
realization of the value of profession, the
vocation in life you have chosen to follow.
It has a glorious and a noble history. Men
and women like you through the centuries
have brought solace and comfort to their
fellow men in the times when it is most
needed. You in your lives continue to do
that very thing. Therefore, I say to you,
cherish a certain holy pride, a justified pride
in your profession, in what you do in life.
There must inevitably be for you times of
discouragement, as there are for all men.
Your work must encounter difficulties and
failures, as does the work of all men. Your
high hopes, the things that you would like
to do and to achieve, will in part at least
elude you. But remember this happens to all
men. In no way does it diminish the value of
your contribution to your fellow men. And
that realization, coupled with the results of
your work that you will see so often in the
lives of your fellow men, should make your
life rich and rewarding.
If I may suggest one thought, it would be
this. Never forget that you work with the
help of God. Your efforts to serve life and
to eliminate pain are based upon the pervading providential work of Almighty God.
The healing that you effect is, as you would
be the first to say, very much dependent
upon the operation of those laws which God
the Creator has put into the world and specifically into that wonderful thing which we
call the human body. I would prefer to say
the human person. I think, again, that most
of you will agree with me that it is a mistake,
particularly in medicine, to see man as anything but a united person, having in himsellf matter and spirit-matter and splrlt so
closely interacting in man's life that they
cannQt; "be separ&ted. It 1s the whole num
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that you serve. And you serve him best by
recognizing his spiri•t ual reality.
That leads me to the third consideration
I would offer today. It is thlis. Always remember the human dignity of the men and
women you serve. You will see such persons
often at their very weakest, at those times
in life when they are at their worst, by human standards. You will see them in the
times when their dignity is least apparent.
It is then that you must remember they
are human persons, endowed by their Creator with that dignity which our age is coming more and more to value. Recognize in
them, in whatever condition you find them,
their basic human personality. Remember
they are your equals before God your Creator. Remember that in serving them with
such respect, you contribute to the service
of mankind in the best traditions of the medical profession. This is true whether you are
a doctor, nurse or assisting personnel.
We must all of us remember that such human dignity, the inviolability of the human
person, comes from God. It exists prior to and
independent of any civil government. It
cannot be affected by, nor taken away by,
any form of human government. When civil
powers try to do that, to alienate the dignity
of the individual, we call it, and we are right
in calling it, tyranny.
It is no news to you, of course, when Irecall that much of the ethics of the medical
profession are drawn from and based upon
that fundamental fact. The human person
is inviolable. Serve him with a constant realization of that truth.
It is then with deep respect for the work
that you do, and with great gratitude to the
Sisters of St. Joseph, that I assure you of
my pleasure in being with you today and
that I offer you my congratulations and the
promise of my prayers.
May God bless you.

A DOLLARS-AND-CENTS OBJECTION
TO THE GENERAL REVENUE
SHARING PROGRAM

HON. CHARLES W. SANDMAN
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SANDMAN. Mr. Speaker, my objections to the general revenue sharing
program of the administration are not
based on philosophical or frivolous reasons. Rather, my opposition is based
strictly on dollars and cents.
Some simple arithmetic proves this
proposal is a bad deal for my district and
for my State of New Jersey.
I calculate it will cost the taxpayers of
my district almost $10 million in income
taxes to pay for the $6 million my four
counties and 44 municipalities are supposed to get back, according to Treasury projections.
The difference of $3,744,217.58 between what taxpayers will have to pay
for what their local governments get
back gets lost somewhere in the Federal
aid pipeline.
You do not have to be too bright to
figure out this is a bad deal, a.ny way you
look at it.
My figures are based on the fact that
New Jersey taxpayers currently pay $1.62
for every dollar the State gets back from
Uncle Sam in various grants-in-aid pro-

grams.
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Twenty-one other States, all in the
northern area of the Nation, will be similarly "sho·r tchanged" under the administration's $5 billion general revenue
plan.
Another fact, on which my figuring
was based, is that though it seems fashionable to say this program will be financed with new money somehow disconnected from taxation, the truth is
this $5 billion program will sooner or
later have to be paid for by the taxpayers.
To merely say there will be no increase
in taxation to pay for Federal programs
such as this because we're asked to "pay
for" it by increasing the national debt
is ridiculous.
Mr. Speaker, a large portion of my
four-county district in southern New
Jersey is designated as economically depressed by the Government. Unemployment runs as high as 17 percent in one
area of seasonal employment.
Yet these sections are the ones hit
hardest by this unfair money-changing
scheme.
To make matters even worse under
this general sharing plan, taxpayers in
my district would have to pay an additiona! $10,185,209 in income taxes as their
share of what the State government
would receive in shared general revenues.
For this, presuming the State actually
passes through the money it receives to
the people in the form of benefits and
services, the people of my district would
benefit in an estimated dollar amount
of only $6,291,219. Again, the difference
of $3 million gets lost somewhere along
the line.
When I revealed last month that to get
the $154 million in Federal revenues to
be shared with the State, counties, and
municipalities it would cost the taxpayers of New Jersey some $250 million,
some eyebrows were raised in my State.
Even some of the State, county, and
municipal officials who had been drooling
over the prospects of this financial windfall are now beginning to realize that
the taxpayers who elect them and me will
be the ones to suffer under this scheme.
And though it is politically more desirable for Uncle Sam to do the dirty
work of collecting increased taxes, many
of these officials in New Jersey now know
that, armed with the facts, the voters
will not be fooled by this deception.
To further bring the point home, once
I discovered the $100 million discrepancy
on the State level and the $3.7 million in
lost funds on my district level, I calculated what taxpayers in each of the 44
municipalities and four counties in my
district will have to pay for what they
get back. This information has been provided to county officials, mayors, and the
New Jersey media.
Tomorrow, Mr. Speaker, I will insert in
the RECORD a detailed breakdown of the
allocation of · the Federal tax burden by
State. As prepared by the respected Tax
Foundation, Inc., this data gives not only
a percentage figure on the relative tax
burdens of the 50 States and the District
of Columbia, but it also shows the tax
burden for each dollar of Federal aid
received by each State.
In all honesty and fairness, each of my
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distinguished colleagues should, I feel,
reveal to your constituents what the tax
bill would be if general revenue sharing
is enacted.
It is true that only a half-dozen States
will be seriously shortchanged by these
calculations, but these are the States
where the greatest need for increased
State and municipal revenues exists.
I recognize the necessity, under our

Federal system, for the more populated,
industrialized States such as New Jersey
to pay into the Federal Treasury more
than we get back thereby, in effect, subsidizi.ng the other 30 States.
But this "Federal aid pipeline" should
be limited to specific Federal programs
of national importance such as defense,
research, welfare and the like.
When it comes to direct aid to State
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and local governments, Mr. Speaker, I
draw the line and say the distribution
formula should correlate more closely
with what the States and localities pay
into the Treasury.
For the REcoRD, I insert the breakdown of the burden to taxpayers in the
four counties and 44 municipalities in
my district for what they would receive
under the general revenue sharing plan.

A COMPARISON OF THE COST TO TAXPAYERS IN MUNICIPALITIES OF THE 2D DISTRICT (NEW JERSEY) OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING
(Prepared by U.S. Representative Charles W. Sandman, Jr. (R- N.J.) Apr. 1, 1971]

.
-

I. Atlantic County municipalities :
Absecon City __ ________ -- - -- --- --------- -- -- - ------Atlantic City ••• • ________ --- -- ------- - - .• ---- •••.•• _
Brigantine City ____ --- . •••• -- - - __-------------- ____ _
Buena Borough __ ____ - - ------ ---------.------ - -----Buena Vista Township__ ____________ ______ ------ ____ _

~~~ ~:~~~~ ¥~t~nsiiip~===

== == ====== == ==== == == == == ===
Galloway Township. _______ __•••••• __________ _____ ••
Hamilton Township__________ ------------------- - --Hammonton City •• • ••. •••• -- -- ______ •• ------ •• ____ _
Linwood City ____________ •• __ ---- __ --- - ---- - - - -----_
Margate City_._ - - - - --------- __--------------------.
Mullica Township ____ ____________ --------._--------.

~~~:;~If~~~~====================================

Somers Point._ •• _________________________________ _
Ventnor City. _________ •••• ---- -- ---- - ----- - -------.
SubtotaL . ____________ ____ ----_.--- . - - •• ------_ ••

Shared
revenue 1

Burden to
taxpayers 2

$58,207
1, 406, 361
90, 895
17, 923
11, 095
39, 260
47, 795
37, 005
44, 039
99,772
65, 632
163, 441
10, 412
66, 742
104, 722
62, 645
56,927

$94, 295. 34
2, 278, 304. 82
147,249.90
29,035.26
17, 973.90
63, 601.20
77, 427.90
51, 848.10
71,343.18
161, 630.64
106, 323.84
264, 774. 42
16, 867. 44
108, 122. 04
169, 649.64
101, 484.90
92,221.74

------------------2, 382, 873 3, 852, 154. 26

= = == == =

II. Cape May County municipalities:

f~~~rMflw~~ip.~==

==:: =: ===== ====== == ====== == =====
Middle Township __ __ ______ •• __ --- ___ ---- --·--- -- -- .
North Wildwood ___ ________ - --------- - -------------Ocean City ___ ___ - - - - ____ •• -- ----.:. •• ------- - ------ Wildwood City ____ ____ _•• ___ ___• • _- - ------- ---- - - --Wildwood Crest Borough • • • • ____ _---- _____ ••••• ___ • •

62,645
26,202
49,502
26,458
353,852
224,806
66, 571

101, 484. 90
42,447.24
80, 193.24
42, 861.96
573,240.24
364, 185.72
107, 845.02

1 Amount municipalities would receive from Federal Government. Source: U.S. Treasury
Department.

Woodbine Borough ___ __•• •• --- -- -- - -- -- •• __ •••• ••• • _
Upper Township_____ • __________ ______ _____ ______ ___

Shared
revenue I

Burden to
taxpayers 2

$5, 036
6, 401

$8, 158. 32
10, 369.62

SubtotaL. ___ __ ___ __ •••• -- - --- ____ --- --- __- --- __ ------------------821 , 473 1, 330, 786. 26

================

Ill. Cumberland County municipalities:

g~~~!~~ia~i¥ownsliip~==
================ ============
Fairfield Township __ _______ --------------- ___ ------_

114, 451
6, 230
6, 828
5, 206
11, 607
8, 705
275, 588
10, 242
467,365

Hopewell Township ______ -------------- · --------- __ _
Lawrence Township _______ ___________ ______________ _

~~r:l~~=-~i~:~-~~~-n_s_h!~=============================

Upper Deerfield Townsh ip______ ______ ______________ _
Vineland City ___ ______________ ______ ------ ________ _

185, 410.62
10,092. 60
11, 061.36
8,433. 72
18,803.34
14, 102. 10
446,452.56
16, 592.04
757,131.30

-----------------906, 222 1, 468, 079. 64

SubtotaL . ____________________ _--- - - . _______ ____ -

=======

IV. Salem County municipalities:
Old mans Township __. ----- ____ - - --- - - _____ ------ - __
Penns Grove City ________ __ ______ __ _____ - - -- -- --- ___
Pilesgrove Township . ______ ____ ___ ___ _____ _______ ___
Pittsgrove Township •• ________ ______ _--- - - - ____ ____ _
Salem City ___ _____--- -- -- ---- - -- ••• • - --- --- -- ----- .
Upper Penns Neck TownshiP----- - ---- ------ --- - - - - - Upper Pittsgrove Township •••• • -- --- - ______ __ ______ _
Woodstown City __ ___•••• - ------- - - -- _______ _______ •

4, 267
19,630
6,401
20, 654
60, 341
35, 931
5, 121
53, 854

6, 912.54
31 , 800.60
10, 369.62
33,459.48
97, 752.42
58, 208.22
8, 296. 02
87,243.48

-----------------485,026.38
299,399

SubtotaL ___ ____ __________ --- - --- - - - •• -- - - •• •••. •

2 Amount taxpayers in municipalities would be assessed on income taxes to pay for shared
revenues to their municipality.

THE COST TO TAXPAYERS IN THE 2D CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT (NEW JERSEY) OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING
(Prepared by U.S. Representative Charles W. Sandman, Jr. (R-NJ.), Apr. 1, 1971)

.

Shared
revenue 1
I. District summary:
A. Total4 county governments••• -------------- - ---- B. Total44 municipalities ••• ----------------- -- -- -- C. SubtotaL --- -- -- - ----- -- - --- ----------- --- - - - --

$1 ' 640, 284 $2, 657' 422. 04
4, 408, 967 7' 136, 046. 54
6, 049, 251

9, 793, 468. 58
-6, 049, 251. 00

D. Total lost in Federal pipeline•. ----------- - --------- - -------- - -- - 3, 744, 217.58
II. Atlantic County summary :
A. County government. ______ --- ----- -- ------- - ---- B. Total to 17 municipalities•. ---- - -- - ------ __ -- -----

689,610
2, 382,873

1, 117, 168.20
3, 852,154.26

c. SubtotaL.- - - ----------------- ---------------- -

3, 072, 483

4, 969, 322.46
-3, 072, 483. 00

D. Total lost in Federal pipeline . • ------------- -- ------ -- ----- -- - - -- 1, 896, 739.46
Ill. Cape May County summary:
A. County government. ________ ___ ___________ __ ____ _
B. Total to 9 municipalities _____ __ ______ ____ ____ ___ __

346, 085
821, 473

560,657. 70
1, 330, 786. 26

-------------------

1 Figures

for fiscal year 1972 provided the Department of the Treasury.

ELWOOD L. BEAN RETmiNG; EX-

PERT ON WATER PURIFICATION

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, the man
who converted Philadelphia's notorious
"chlorine cocktails" into good-tasting
water some 25 years ago is retiring this
week after 30 years of service.

Shared
revenue 1

Burden to
taxpayers 2
C. SubtotaL •• -- --- ------ ••• • __ -- - ----- ----- - -- - - -

Burden to
taxpayers 2

$1, 167, 558 $1, 891,443.96
-1, 167,558.00

D. Total lost in Federal pipeline••. - - -- --- - -- -- ------- - ------ - -----IV. Cumberland County summary :
A. County government. • • • • ____________ __ ____ __ ____ _
B. Total to 9 municipalities ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ________ _

375, 957
906, 222

723,885.96
609, 050. 34
1, 468, 079. 64

------------------C. Subtotal ••• • _._. ___ __ ••• _•• ______ _. _. _._ •••• •• ••
1, 282, 179 2, 077, 129.98
-1, 282, 179. 00

D. Total lost in Federal pipeline .• -------- - ----- ---- - ------ - -- - - - --V. Salem County summary:
A. County government• • ___ - --- --- - - - __ - - -- - ------ - _
B. Total to 9 municipalities ___ ____ ______ ___ _________ _

228,732
299,399

794,950.98
370,545.84
485,026.38

c. Subtota I ____ ___ - ------ - ••• •• __ ____ _______ -- ----------------------528, 131
855, 572. 22

-528, 131.00
D. Total lost in Federal pipel ine••• ---------- - --- - - - - --- - - -- ---- - ---

327, 441.22

2 Based on current $1.62 average taxation from New Jersey required to·secure each $1 in Federal
grants-in-aid.
-

Elwood L. Bean, a nationally recognized authority on water purification who
has been chief of water treatment since
1953, will be honored at a farewell dinner Wednesday, March 31, at 6:15 p.m.
in the Philadelphia Engineers' Club, 1317
Spruce Street. Many public officials and
engineers will attend.
Bean, who is 70, has been responsible
for operation of the city's water treatment plants, as well as for research on
water quality. He supervised 250 sanitary engineers, chemists, and plant operators.

Bean has long been recognized as an
expert on water treatment and water
quality. For the past 10 years, he has
been chairman of a committee set up by
the American Water Works Association
to establish quality goals for potable water. The goals developed by this committee have been adopted by thousands of
water utilities, and this has led to an upgrading of water quality in many communities.

Water Commissioner Samuel S. Baxter
said that Bean's knowledge has been invaluable to Philadelphia. He said:

i
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He turned water treatment here into an
advanced science. Much of the improvement
in Philadelphia's water in the past 15 years
can be traced to Mr. Bean's expert knowledge and counsel.

In the 1940's, Bean headed a small
study committee which drew up criteria
for the new water treatment plants that
Philadelphia subsequently built. These
plants are among the most modern in
the country.
Bean came to Philadelphia in 1940 with
much experience behind him. For 10
years he had been in charge of water
purification at Providence, R.I., and he
managed several water plants for New
England Water, Light & Power Associates.
In Philadelphia he !aced a serious challenge. The city's water was evil smelling,
bad tasting, and bacteriologically unsatisfactory. One of Bean's first acts, when
he was made principal assistant in charge
of laboratories in 1947, was to correct the
chlorine dosage and to use carbon for the
first time to reduce tastes and odors.
Other chemicals were subsequently
added, and the new treatment plants
eventually gave him the tools he needed
to upgrade the city's water.
Bean has been active outside his job.
He has written more than 40 technical
articles, which have been published in
engineering magazines or presented to
engineering societies. He is also the coauthor of a book, "Water Purification
Control," published in 1966.
The U.S. Public Health Service and
the Federal Water Quality Administration named him to national advisory
committees on water standards, and be
has also advised the National Sanitation.
Foundation on treatment equipment for
small water utilities. Much of his voluntary service. however, has been with the
American Water Works Association.
A member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and the Water Pollution
Control Federation, Bean is a registered
professional engineer in both Pennsylvania and Rhode Island.
His education has been extensive. He
studied. engineering and business for 4
years at Brown University, 1926-30, and
later took engineering courses at St.
Joseph's College, Drexel, and Princeton
University. He completed courses in
public administration at Fels Institute
of Local and State Government.
Bean lives at 3249 Disston Street. He
has a son and daughter-in-law and two
grandchildren, who live in Hawaii.

ILO COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INVESTIGATES ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF ILO CONVENTIONS BY
GREECE

HON. FRANK THOMPSON, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey. Mr.
Speaker, in view of the growing interest
in the operations of the International
Labor Organization, I would like to draw
attention to the recent report of an ILO
Commission of Inquiry investigating alleged violations of ILO conventions by

Greece. This case has been of interest to
many Americans, including members of
the AFlr-CIO as well as Members of this
House, who have raised questions regarding the capacity of the U.N. system to
implement its standards, particularly
those standards of the ILO embodied in
the International Labor Code.
During the 1968 session of the International Labor Conference a group of
workers filed complaints alleging that
Greece was not securing effective observance of two ILO conventions which it
had ratified-convention No. 87 on freedom of association and the right to organize, and convention No. 98 on the right
to organize and collective bargaining.
Acting on the complaints the ILO governing body in March 1969, appointed a
three-man Commission of Inquiry, which
held four sessions in Geneva between
July 1969, and October 1970. The commission had originally intended to visit
Greece in the course of its investigation,
but when the Greek Government withdrew its cooperation in the inquiry, objecting on procedural grounds to the calling of a particular witness, this was
abandoned. The commission has recommended that "as soon as the Government
of Greece is satisfied that freedom of association is fully restored-it should invite the ILO to send to Greece a factfinding commission or similar boJy which
will be able to complete the task which
this commission has had to leave undone."
The three members of the commission
were:
Lord Devlin, United Kingdom: Privy
Councillor, High Court Judge in the
Queen's Bench Division, 1948-60: Lord
Justice of Appeal, 1960-61; Lord of Appeal in Ordinary, House of Lords and
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,
1961; Judge of the Administrative Tribunal of the ILO, chairman of the commission.
Jacques Ducoux, France: Councillor of
State; member of Factfinding and Conciliation Commission of Freedom of Association which examined the trade
union situation in Greece in 1966.
M. K. Vellodi, India: former Prime
Minister of the State of Hyderabad;
former Secretary of State and Secretary
of the Ministry of Defense of India; and
former Ambassador of India to Switzerland.
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unions and confiscation of assets, detention, arrest, interrogation, and dismissal
of trade union officers, general interference in trade union matters, and the
control over establishment of new unions, were found to constitute breaches
of convention No. 87.
Provisions of legislative decrees Nos.
185 and 186 dealing with requirements
for holding trade union office, the limitation of remuneration of trade union officers, qualifications for collective bargaining, and the financing of trade
unions were found to constitute breaches
of conventions Nos. 87 and 98.
DISSOLUTION

The evidence presented to the committee established that approximately
250 workers' organizations had been dissolved by administrative authority. The
government, while contending that the
organizations were Communist controlled, offered no evidence of the extent
of political activity in any one of the organizations. The commission concluded
that on this basis there could be no finding that any of the dissolved organizations had allowed its proper objects to be
perverted to such an extent that it could
no longer be regarded as an organization
"for furthering and defending the interests of workers" within the meaning of
article 10 of convention No. 87. The commission, therefore, concluded that the
government acted in breach of article 4 of
convention No. 87 which provides that
"Workers' and employers' organizations
shall not be liable to be dissolved or suspended by administrative authority."
DETENTION, ARREST, INTERROGATION AND
MISSAL OF TRADE UNION OFFICERS

DIS-

The commission determined that article 3 of convention No. 87 which provides
that "Workers' and employers' organizations shall have the right to draw up their
constitution and rules to elect their representatives in full freedom to organize
their administration and activities and to
formulate their programs," and that
"The public authorities shall refrain
from any interference which would restrict this right or impede the lawful exercise thereof," prohibited public authorities from depriving trade union officers of their freedom in order to put an
end to their trade union activity. The
commission was presented with proof
that 122 trade union officers had been in
detention for more than 23 years and
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: GOVERNMENT
that in the majority of cases the detained
ACTIONS
persons had been afforded no opportunity
The commission's findings are divided to present a defense. While the commisinto two categories; the first concerning sion was not of the opinion that it could
actions taken by the government follow- go so far as to conclude that a presumping the coup d'etat of April 21, 1967, tion of innocence drawn from these dewhich the government contended were tentions without initiation of any court
temporary measures justified by the ex- proceedings constituted a breach of conistence of a state of emergency, and the vention No. 87, the commission did consecond relating to legislative decrees pro- clude that the proof of go-;ernment intermulgated in May 1969 which were in- ference in the functioning of trade unions
tended to form a permanent part of the was so conclusive in other respects as
law of Greece relating to trade union to put the burden of proof on the governn~atters.
ment to explain the circumstances in
The commission found no evidence which military orders of dismissal and
that a state of emergency existed in replacement of union officials were
Greece in 1967 or that there were excep- made. In the absence of any such extional circumstances such as would planation the commission felt justified
justify temporary noncompliance with in infering that widespread dismissal of
ILO conventions. Temporary measures, trade union leaders was not confined to
which included dissolution of trade Communists or politically active trade
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wlionists and tha't such removals from
office constituted a breach of article 3 of
convention No. 87.
GENERAL INTERFERENCE BY THE AUTHORITIES IN
TRADE UNION MATTERS

The commission determined that adequate evidence existed to establish that
between April 1967 and the end of 1968
police presence at trade union meetings
restricted and impeded the free discussion of legitimat-e trade union matters.
The commission also found that the resignations of trade union officers whom
the authorities wished removed were
forced and that lists of candidates for
office were checked by the authorities in
order to approve or remove names of
individuals. These actions were found
to constitute an infringement of article
3 of convention No. 87.
ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW UNIONS

The commission found that in the
months following the revolution a new
union, especially one intended to replace
a dissolved union, could not be established without previous authorization
and control by the military authorities.
The commission concluded that interference of this nature contravened both
article 2 which provides that "Workers
and employers without distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to establish
and, subject only to the rules of the organization concerned, to join organizations of their own choosing without previous authorization," and article 3 of
convention No. 87.
LEGISLATIVE DECREES

In its examination of legislative decrees Nos. 185 and 186 the commission
considered to what extent, if any, legislative provisions went beyond the legi·t imate protection of the public interest
and interests of trade union members
against indiscriminate or wrongful use
of authority by trade union leaders.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
COLLECTIVE

BARG~ING

The commission found that the membership requirements imposed by legislative decree No. 186 which must be met
before any trade union could enter into
negotiations on a collective agreement
had the practical effect of reducing substantially the number of organizations
capable of concluding collective agreements. The commission further found
that the requirement relating to absolute
independence and the activities developed by a union was vague and afforded
no precise criteria for objective implementation.
The commission concluded that these
provisions were not in harmony with
article 3 of convention No. 87 and article
4 of convention No. 98 which provides
that "measures appropriate to national
conditions shall be taken, where necessary, to encourage and promote the full
development and utilization of machinery for voluntary negotiation between
employers or employers' organizations
and workers' organizations, with a view
to the regulation of terms and conditions
of employment by means of collective
agreements," as they restricted the right
of trade unions to organize their activities and could have an effect contrary to
promoting voluntary collective bargaining.
FINANCING

OF TRADE

UNIONS

The Commission found that provisions
of legislative decree No. 186 concerning a
system of financing for trade unions
through a workers' fund constituted
State control which interfered with the
kind of financial independence necessary
for the enjoyment of the guarantees laid
down in convention No. 87.
RECOMMENDATIONS

In accordance with article 28 of the
ILO constitution the Commission \vas required to make such recommendations as
it might consider proper regarding the
REQUIREMENTS FOR HOLDING TRADE
steps which should be taker_ to meet the
UNION OFFICE
complaint.
The commission found that the proviThe Commission made general obsersion of legislrative decree No. 185 requir- vations on freedom of association in
ing that to be elected to a trade union Greece, as it found it to be and as it hoped
office a candidate must have worked for it would develop in the future. The Coma total of 600 days and not less than mission made detailed recommendations
50 days in each of the 6 years prior to the putting forward proposals for improvedate of elections imposed a requirement ments in those provisions contained in
running counter to article 3 of conven- the legislative decrees which it found to
tion No. 87 establishing that workers' be contrary both to the spirit and to the
organizations shall have the right to elect letter of conventions Nos. 87 and 98.
their representatives in full freedom.
The specific recommendations called
REMUNERATION OF TRADE UNION OFFICERS
for:
Section 10 of legislative decree No. 185
Repeal of the present requirements for
limited the remuneration which trade holding trade union office, and those
unions might pay to members of their concerning pay o.f union officials, staff,
executive committees, their staff and and legal advisers;
legal advisers. The commission found no
Review of legislation on strikes to
evidence of abuse in payment of salaries make it more flexible, with the assistance
which might have justified such a pro- of ILO exports, if the Government so
vision. The commission accepted the desires;
argument that such limitations might
Extensive recasting of provisions conprevent unions from freely engaging staff cerning collective bargaining, including
and legal advisers and might be detri- the definition of trade unions qualified
mental to the efficient running of the to negotiate, again with the possible
trade union organizations. The commis- assistance of ILO experts;
sion concluded that the limitations on
Reform of the system of financing
remuneration constituted an infringe- trade unions;
ment of article 3 of convention No. 87
Regular reports by the Government of
which provides that public authorities Greece on action taken to give effect to
shall refrain from any interference which the Commission's recommendations; and
would restrict or impede the lawful exerInvitation by Greece of an il.JO factcise of right to organize union activities. finding group when the government con-
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siders that freedom of association is fully
restored in spirit as well as in letter.
THE REPLY OF THE GREEK GOVERNMENT

On January 14, 1971, the Greek Minister of Labor, on behalf of his Government, addressed a letter to the directorgeneral of the ILO accepting the findings
of the ILO Commission of Inquiry and
confirming in detail a previous preliminary statement of the representative of
the Greek Government to the ILO governing body.
The Minister of Labor's letter stated:
In accordance with the provisions of Article 29, paragraph 2, of the ILO Constitution,
I have the honour to inform you of the Greek
Government's views on the recommendations contained in the report of the Commission of Inquiry appointed under Article 26
of the Constitution C1f the ILO to examine
the complaints concerning the observance
by Greece of the Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organise Convention (No. 87) and of the Right to Organise
and Collective Bargaining Convention (No.
98).
I Wish first to recall the statement made
by the Greek Government representative to
the ILO Governing Body ( 181st Session, sitting of 18 November 1970), which set out the
Greek Government's views on the matter,
and, with respect to each of the Commission's
recommendations, to state the folloWing:
" 1. Repeal of Section 9 of Legislative Decree No. 185/ 1969 (Requirements for the
holding of trade union office) : The Government of Greece has already decided that the
Ministry of Labour shall prepare a draft legislative decree concerning occupational associations, which will contain special provisions on the matter, in accordance With the
terms of the above-mentioned statement of
the Greek Government representative to the
ILO Governing Body.
"2. Repeal of Section 10 of Legislative Decree No. 185/1969 (Remuneration of trade
union officers, staff, etc.) : Following the
statement made to the ILO Governing Body,
action has been initiated to settle the matter by legislation with a view to repealing
the above-mentioned section.
"3. Amendment of the Provisions of Sections 3, 4 and 5 of Legislative Decree No.
185/1969 (Right to strike): Despite the
statement in the Commission's Report (paragraph 275) to the effect that the provisions
of Legislative Decree No. 185 which concern
the right to stri.ke do not constitute a violation of Convention No. 87, the Greek Government has no objection to making these provisions more flexible.
"4. Amendment of the Provisions of Legislative Decree No. 186/1969 concerning Collective Bargaining: The study of this matter
has been completed and the Greek Government has included in its work programme
for 1971 the reform of the legislation on collective bargaining with a view to eliminating
any contradictions between the provisions
of the national legislation and those of international Conventions.
"5. Financing of Trade Unions: The Greek
Government accepts the Commission's view
that, despite the improvement introduced
by section 10 of Legislative Decree No. 185/
1969, the system that has been applied for
the past thirty years is not entirely appropriate and Will take the necessary steps to
settle the matter from the legislative point
of view.
"6. Information concerning the Application of Section 6 of Legislative Decree No.
185/1969 (Dissolution of trade unions-dismissal of trade union officers for action
against the Sta-te, etc.) : The Government
will provide the ILO with information concerning the application of Section 6 of Legislative Decree No. 185/1969, in accordance
with Article 22 of the ILO Constitution.
"Lastly, I would aga.ln point out that
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the Greek Government considers that the
communication of this additional information finally disposes of the matters raised
by the Commission of Inquiry. It will continue to provide to the ILO, in reports submitted under Article 22 of the ILO Constitution, necessary information on the steps
taken to bring its national legislation into
fuller conformity with the provisions of Conventions Nos. 87 and 98, as suggested in the
Commission's report (paragraph 279, p. 57).
"I have the honour to be, etc.
"P. S. MANALOPOULOS,
"Minister of Labour."

SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITY

At its most recent session concluding
March 5, 1971, the ILO governing body
decided to continue to keep under review
the efforts of the Greek Government to
implement the recommendations of the
Commission of Inquiry.
This case is another example of the durability of the constitutional machinery
o.f the ILO-machinery available for the
supervision of the application of conventions and recommendations adopted
by the organization. In this regard, this
House can note with deep satisfaction
that former Chief Justice Earl Warren
has recently been appointed by the ILO
to its committee of outside experts responsible for a key role in this constitutional process of the ILO. This 19member committee---known as the Committee of Experts on the Application of
Conventions and Recommendationsmeets every year to examine the reports
which member states are required to submit to the ILO on their implementation
of the international social and human
rights standards developed by the organization during its 50 years existence.
This committee of experts is composed
of outstanding personalities serving in
their independent capacities. Its members, who come from many parts of the
world, include a number of other Chief
Justices, past and present, as well as a
former prime minister and former ministers of foreign affairs, labor, and justice. Chief Justice Warren's contribution
to this committee will be of great benefit to the workers of the world.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE HEALTH

SECURITY ACT OF 1971

HON. JAMES C. CORMAN
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. CORMAN. Mr. Speaker, health
care is beyond all doubt the most important domestic issue on the American
scene today. As one of the prime sponsors of the Health Seeurity Act of 1971,
I am completely convinced that the system of national health insurance provided for in this legislation is the only
way we can overcome the critical health
crisis that presently exists, and fulfill
the Nation's avowed commitment to the
fundamental principle that health care
should not be a matter of privilege, but
a matter of right for every American of
every age.
The American labor movement has
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long been in the forefront of the fight ference, an AFL-CIO produced public affairs
for this right. It is the principle for interview broadcast Tuesday at 9:35 p.m.
(EST), on the Mutual Broadcasting System,
which the late Walter Reuther formed and
heard in Washington, D .C. over WAVAthe Committee of One Hundred for Na- FM.
tional Health Insurance. It is the prinPointing out that the Administration's
ciple on which the UAW and the AFL- plan would deny coverage to part-time emCIO, with the support of all organized ployees, domestic workers and agricultural
labor, developed the Health Security workers, Seidman warned that there would
be a very real danger that a great many
Act of 1971.
"low-income people . . . who have a desperWithout the strong role organized ate
need for medical care" would be left unlabor has played in this effort, we would protected. He added that even those worknot be in the position we are today- ers covered by the Administration's plan
on the threshold of turning this country would have such heavy "out-of-pocket costs"
around from the inadequate and costly that they would not be able to get the kind
health care system now privileged only of "across-the-board, quality care" that they
to that portion of our population who need.
Seidman said that the National Health Secan afford to pay its high costs, to a sys- curity
which has bi-partisan sponsortem of the best possible quality of com- ship inbill,
Congress and is the "number-one
prehensive care for every American and legislative objective of the AFL-CIO,'' stands
at a cost he can afford.
a good chance of enactment in the current
Since the health care issue has in the Congress. He predicted, "if the Congress does
not
respond to the needs of the American
last year or so become "an idea whose
time has come," a number of alternative people for across-the-board, quality medical
it will be "the most important issue"
proposals has surfaced to do some- care,'·
the 1972 campaign.
thing about the failing health services in Reporters
questioning Seidman were
in America. This year, Congress has re- Judith Randal, medical Wl'iter for the Washceived President Nixon's proposal for a illglton Evening Star, 8/D.d Jerome Bmzd.a,
National Health Insurance Partnership. editor of Washington Report on Medicine and
Since it is the President's plan, it must Health.
perforce lend itself to careful study and
MARCH 16, 1971.
consideration.
LABOR NEWS CONFERENCE
The AFL-CIO, which played a vital
role in the development of the Health Subject: National Health Security.
Security Act of 1971, recently undertook Guest: Bert Seidman, director of the AFLCIO's Department of Social Security.
to e~amine the President's proposal.
Their director of social security. Mr. Bert Reporters: Judith Randal, medical and science writer for the Washington Evening
Seidman, earlier this month participated
Star; Jerome Brazda, editor of Washingin a Labor News Conference, presented
ton Report on Medicine and Health.
as a public service by the Mutual Broad- Moderator:
Frank Harden.
casting System. Important questions
MUTUAL ANNOUNCER. The following time iS
were asked and answeved about the presented as a public service by this station
President's partnership plan as opposed and the Mutual Broadcasting System.
to the Health Security Act.
HARDEN. LABOR NEWS CONFERENCE.
Mr. Speaker, the importance of health Welcome to another edition of LABOR NEWS
care makes it imperative that we in the CONFERENCE, a public affairs program
to you by the AFL-CIO. LABOR
Congress learn as much as possible about brought
NEWS CONFERENCE brings together leadall alternative plans presented to us, ing
AFL-CIO representatives and ranking
especially about the administration pro- members of the press. Today's guest is Bert
posal. Therefore, I wish to insert here Seidman, director of the AFL-CIO's Departin the RECORD the transcript of the Labor ment of Social Security.
The American labor movement has long
News Conference, as well as the digest of
the program prepared as an AFL-CIO fought for the guarantee that Americans of
news release. The program tells us a every age and circumstance shall have all
of the very best health and medical services
gveat deal:
and treatment that they need. The AFL-CIO

AFL-CIO LABOR NEWS CONFERENCE
MARCH 17, 1971.
The Administration's medical and health
care plan is like a "jigsaw puzzle" that can't
be put together, "because so many pieces
have been swept under the rug,'• organized labor's top social insurance expert declared
today.
AFL-CIO Director of Social Security Bert
Seidman stressed that the Nixon plan provides neither the "incentives or controls"
needed to encourage a better organized and
more emcient medical care delivery system
and to hold down costs. The result, he said,
would be a "big bite" out of the "ordinary
family's income," while the system would
fall short of providing the kind of comprehensive, quality care that Americans need.
The union spokesman called for passage
of the National Health Security bill now
pending before both the Senate and the
House of Representatives, which "would
cover a larger percentage of the costs of
medical care than any other proposal that
has been made" and protect all Americans,
regardless of the nature of their employment.
Seidman appeared on the Labor News Con-

firmly believes that a system of comprehensive national health insurance is the surest
way to achieve that goal. In the view of the
AFL-CIO, the National Health Security bill
now pending in both the Senate and the
House of Representatives is the only trulY
comprehnsive program to assure quality
health care for all Americans. Here to question Mr. Bert Seidman about the National
Health Security bill, how it differs from
other proposals, and prospects for enactment of such a program in the 92nd Congress, are Judith Randal, medical and science writer for the Washington Evening
Star, and Jerome Brazda, editor of Washington Report on Medicine and Health. Your
moderator, Frank Harden.
And now, Miss Randal, I believe you have
the first question?
RANDAL. Mr. Seidman, the chief alternative at the moment, to the Health Security
bill is the Administration's package of health
reform proposals. What, in your opinion, is
wrong With them, from the standpoint of
the average working American?
SEIDMAN. From the standpoint of the average American worker, Miss Randal, the dim-
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culty with the Administration's proposals is
that they are not going to provide adequate
health care, are going to require the worker
and his family to pay far too much for
health care, and there will not be proper incentives or controls in the program.
If I had to sum it up, I would say that the
Nixon Administration's proposals are like a
jigsaw puzzle-a jigsaw puzzle that you can't
put together, because so many pieces have
been swept under the rug.
BRAZDA. Then, what is right about it?
SEIDMAN. Well, a couple of elements of the
Nixon proposal are worthwhile.
The most important are, first of all, emphasis on expanding what are called "health
maintenance organizations," which are what
we have called, for a long time, "prepaid
group practice plans."
Of course, the labor movement has been
for this a long time, and we welcome the
fact that President Nixon now recognizes
t hat health maintenance organizations can
make an important contribution to improving medical oare. But, on the other hand, t'he
President's proposal does not really provide
the resources that are necessary to expand
the health maintenance organizations to any
appreciable extent.
There are one or two other aspects that
are pretty good, from our point of view.
One is, it would eliminate the premium
that older people have to pay under Medicare.
This is also something that we have advocated for a long time.
Both of these provisions are much more
adequately dealt with in the Health Security
bill.
BRAZDA. Mr. Seidm.an, it seems inescapable
that national health insurance is going to be
a major subject before Congress this year.
And, of course, there is your proposal and
the Administration's proposal. There are
some others, too, which are being advanced
by various Congressmen. The American Medical Association bHl, for instance, has more
than one hundred sponsors in Congress. I
wonder if you could briefly go over the other
major plans--the AMA's, the insurance industry's, the American Hospital Association's--and tell us what your feelings are
about these, whether you think there is anything useful, or whether you think they
should be totally disregarded?
SEIDMAN. Well, Mr. Brazda, I think that the
two major proposals before the Congress are
the Health Security bill, which is S. 3 in the
Senate and H.R. 22 in the House of Representatives, and the Nixon proposals which,
at the present time, have not yet been introduced as bills.
These are the two major proposals.
There are other proposals. There is the
proposal of the American Medical Association
to provide tax credits for people to go out
and buy private insurance.
There !s the proposal of the insurance
companies themselves, which, as you might
expect, also involves the purchase of private
health insurance, and in many respects, is
similar to the proposals of the President.
There is a very interesting, but rather
complicated, proposal of the American Hospital Association, whdch would rely on something called a "health care corporation,''
which would provide medical care to people.
But, I think the two main proposals are
the Health Security bill, which the AFLCIO is supporting, and the Administration's
propqsal.
RANDAL. To get back to the Administration's proposal, Mr. Seidman, you say that
one of its chief disadvantages is it would
be too expensive for the average person or
average family. Could you make that specifi~ive us some examples?
SEIDMAN. Yes, I can Miss Randal.
I've tried to estimate what it might cost
an average four-person fa.tnily in a. year under the Administration proposals-and I'm
now referring to what they call the Nationa.l
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Health Insurance Standards Program, which
is a program that would require employers
to provide private health insurance for their
employees.
The employees would, however, have to
pay 35 % of the premium costs. In addition,
they would have to pay for their medical expenses--out-of-pocket--or doctor's bills. For
example, $100 for each of the first three members of their families-up to $300 per famlly-25 % of all medical expenses up to $5,000,
and the cost of the first two days of hospitalization.
Now, I have added all of these up. I'm not
going to give the separate figures--but, if
you had an ordinary family of four people,
and they had a ten-day hospitalization during the year-for one member of that family-! figure that the total expenditure for
that family-during that year--out of their
pockets--not covered by this program--could
run to $1800.
You can see what a bite that would be
out of the ordinary family's income.
RANDAL. I notice too that the Nixon plan
depends upon private insurance plans to get
the mechanism rolling, and that they have
also proposed that the insurance industry
be regulated on a federal basis. Do you think
this is a. practical possibility?
SEIDMAN. I don't think it is a practical
possibility at all.
Private insurance companies have a long
record of being completely unconcerned with
the money being spent, through them, by
workers and their families, and others, for
medical care.
They have paid no attention to the costs.
They have paid no attention to the quality.
Now, I don't know what kind of regulation the Administration has in mind, because
it hasn't spelled anything out.
There are two thousand companies in this
country that are providing medical insurance of one kind or another.
There are literally hundreds of thousands
of employers.
I really don't understand what kind of
regulation the Administration has in mind.
But, I don't see how it could possibly be effective.
Therefore, one of the real disadvantages of
the Administration's proposal-in addition
to the fact that it would leave so much of the
cost of medical care completely uncoveredis that it would be very inetrective in controlUng the costs of medical care, or in providing incentives for higher quality medical
care.
BRAZDA. Mr. Seidman, wouldn't your bill
actually eliminate the existing health insurance industry?
SEIDMAN. I don't think it would eliminate
the health insurance industry. Some parts
of medical care are not covered by even the
Health Security bill.
The Health Security bill would cover a
larger percentage of the costs of medical
care than any other proposal that has been
made. It would cover 71 % of the family's
health expenditures. There would be no deductlbles--no co-insurance-as there is in all
the other proposals.
But, it would not, for example, in the early
stages, cover the adult dental care.
It would not cover certain types of longterm care in nursing homes, beyond a certain limit.
It would cover prescription drugs, only
under certain circumstances.
All of those types of medical costs could
be covered by private insurance.
Private insurance could play another role
as the fiscal agent of groups of doctors, if they
wanted a private insurance company to do
that.
But, private insurance companies would
not, under the Health Security bill, be carriers of medical insurance. That is, they
would not provide insurance the way they
do at the present time, nor would they be
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the agents of the government, as they are under Medicare.
BRAZDA. Your idea, actually, in getting rid
of insurance carrier concept that now exists
in Medicare is to eliminate one middle-man,
is it not?
SEIDMAN. It is to eliminate a middle-man,
who has been very, very ineffective, from the
point of view of the consumers of medical
care.
RANDAL. I think everyone agrees, where
health care is concerned, that one of the
problems is that we have poor distribution
of facllities and personnel-actual shortages,
in some cases. How does the Kennedy proposal-the Health Security bill, as you call
it--compare with the Nixon proposals on
tooling up to take care of the unmet needs?
SEIDMAN. The Health Security bill is aimed
at two principal objectives.
In the first place, Miss Randal, as we
have been saying, it would finance a very
large part of the total health care expenditures of American families.
Secondly, and equally importa.nt, it is
aimed at expanding and improving the resources-and the manpower and facilitiesneed to provide the medical care that it
would help to finance. The major way of
doing that is through a feature of the bill
called the Health Resources Development
Fund, which would be a fund set up for the
purpose of supplementing other programs involved in expanding the training of health
manpower, improving health care resources,
encouraging innovation in the organization
and delivery of medical care, development of
prepaid group practice plans, and other types
of improvement and expansion of the health
care delivery system.
BRAZDA. Mr. Seidman, let's go back to that
family you cited a minute ago which ran
up the big bill under the Nixon Administration's plan with a ten-day hospitalization.
How would they fare under your program?
SEIDMAN. Well, under our program-in the
first place-they would pay nothing toward
the premium cost, except that they would
pay what they are now paying for Medicare.
That is, they would pay the 1% of wages
that the average worker is now paying for
Medicare, and that would go for this program.
There would be no deductibles. In other
words, if they went to the doctor, the bill
would be paid by the program, not by the
individual. The same would be true if he
went into a hospital.
There would not be the $100 per person
deductible-up to $300 per family.
There would not be the 25% of medical
expenses-up to $5000.
There would not be the first two days of
hospitaliza-tion to pay for.
In addition to all this, the program would
cover a larger proportion of total health care
expenditures of the family.
So, the family we are talking about, instead of paying the kind of money that we
are talking about here, would be paying far
less. I haven't done the exact figures for the
same family, but I would say, in the neighborhood of perhaps $200 or $300, instead of
the $1800 that we are talking about here.
BRAZDA. Then, who is going to pay the difference-someone has to?
SEIDMAN. That is correct, the program
would be financed by the payment, as I
have already indicated, of 1% of the worker's
wage.
The employer would pay 3¥2% of the
worker's wage.
Self-employed people, and people earning income other than employment-type
income, would also pay into the program.
Fifty percent of the costs would be met
from general revenues-that is, from the
regular resources of the federal government.
BRAZDA. Where do you think that money
would come from, Mr. Seidman?
SEIDMAN. It would come from our general
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tax-stream, and, since we have a tax system, at the federal level, which is closest to
the principle of ability-to-pay, the program
would be financed in the most equitable way
that we can have, under our present tax system.
Of course, the AFL-CIO is for making the
federal tax system more equitable, but it is
more equitable than any other taxes that
we have.
RANDAL. Mr. Seidman, the AFL-CIO has
helped promote other public iS'Sues with
dollars, and staff, and resources. Are you
planning to do the same With the Health
Security bill? If so, when do you plan to begin, and, what kind of resources do you hope
t o devote to it?
SEIDMAN. Well, the AFL-CIO has already
begun a. driv~n s-11-out drive-for enactment of the National Health Security bill.
As long ago as last Labor Day, AFL--CIO
President Meany said that national health
security would be the number-one legislative objective of the AFL-CIO. Our Executive Council, just last month, reiterated
that .
The l..FL-CIO will be publicizing this program all over the country-through meetings, through publications, through the
labor press-which goes to the millions of
members of organized labor and their families-through appearances and speaking
before all types of community organizations,
many of which are very much concerned
with health care problems.
In short, we will be conducting an all-out
drive for achievement of national health
security at the earliest possible date.
RANDAL. Another question-not from the
worker's point of view. The small businessman who has a marginal profit is going to
find this harder to pay for than the company
that has many thousands of employees. For
this reason, he might decide that if he
hired part-time help, instead of full-time
help, he might avoid paying this cost. Do you
see this as a. da.nger?
SEIDMAN. I think this is a danger, Miss
Randal, under the Nixon Administration's
proposal.
Everyone in the country would be covered
for medical care under the National Health
Security bill, and there would be no such
danger under that proposal-people would
be entitled to the health services, regardless
of the kind of employment they had, or indeed, if they had any employment.
But, under the Nixon Administration's
proposaJ., employers of part-time help, of
domestic workers, of agricultural workers, I
believe, would be exempt from coverage.
I really don't know how those people would
get medical care at all, under the Nixon Administration's proposal, although, they are,
generally speaking, low-income people, and
have a desperate need for medical care.
RANDAL. Wouldn't they be entitled to medical care under either the Family Health
Insurance plan proposed by the Administration or Medicaid--or, not in all cases?
SEIDMAN. They might be entitled to care
under these programs, but, under the Family
Health Insurance plan, for example, if a fourperson family had an income of more than
$3,000, they would have to begin paying for
whatever would be provided.
Besides, it wouldn't cover across-the-board
medical expenses.
I doubt very much that those families
could afford to pay for the medical care that
they would have to pay for under the socalled Family Health Insurance program.
Medicaid has been a very inadequate program. If the Family Health Insurance program were to cover the famllies-the poor
families-Medicaid would then cover, as I
understand it, under the Nixon Administration's proposal, the elderly, the disabled, and
the blind. Those people certainly have been
having a very d11flcult time getting their
needs met under Medicaid.
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I see no reason that that situation would
improve.
BRAZDA. Mr. Seidman, we have a new Congress this year. National health insurance is
rapidly becoming a major domestic political
issue. Next year, we have a presidential election. What is your feeling about the possible timing of passage of legislation? Do you
think it will come during this Congress? If
so, this year or next year?
SEIDMAN. Mr. Brazda, I have no crystal
ball, but the ~CIO sees no reason why the
Congress should not be able to enact the
National Health Security bill in this Congress.
I don't know if they will enact it during
the year 1971, but we have every reason to
think-and we a1;e very optimistic-that the
National Health Security bill will be enacted in this Congress.
If the Congress does not respond to the
needs of the American people for across-theboard, quality medical care during this Congress, there is no doubt in my mind that
this will be one of the most important--if not
the most important--issue in the 1972 presidential campaign.
I should mention tha.t several of the Democratic candidates-those who are mentioned
as Democratic candidates--for President,
have already announced that they are cosponsors of the National Health Security
program.
RANDAL. If only parts of the proposal are
passed, which of any of the proposals made
do you <think are most Hkely to be enacted
into law?
SEIDMAN. It is very difficult to answer your
question, but, I would say that the Congress
would be very derelict, if it only passed only
a piece-meal type of bill.
We need a comprehensive, national health
care program, which could be provided only
by the National Health Security blll.
HARDEN. Thank you, Miss Randa.!, and
thank you, gentlemen. Today's LABOR NEWS
CONFERENCE guest was Bert Seidman, director of the AFL--CIO's Department of Social Security. Representing the press were
Jerome Brazda, editor of Washington Report
on Medicine and Health, and Judith Randal,
medical and science writer for the Washington Evening Star. This is your moderator,
Frank Harden, inViting you to listen again
next week. LABOR NEWS CONFERENCE is
a public affairs production of the AFL-CIO,
produced in cooperation with the Mutual
Broadcasting System.
MUTUAL ANNOUNCER. The preced.ing program time was presented as a public service
by this station and the Mutual Broadcasting
System. The opinions expressed are solely
those of the participants.

DR. MICHAEL DE BAKEY SPEAKS ON
MEDICAL RESEARCH

HON. RICHARDSON PREYER
OF NORTH CAROLUNA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. PREYER of North Carolina. Mr.
Speaker, some weeks ago the most distinguished heart surgeon in our country,
Dr. Michael DeBakey, appeared as a
guest on the Dick Cavett Show and had
several things to say about medical research which I would like to sha:re with
my colleagues in the House. In the discussion which I am placing in the RECORD
today, Dr. DeBakey points out how little
we are doing in the United States in
medical research. Indeed, he suggests
that we are actually going backwards-doing less than we were in 1966. It would
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appear from his comments that the widely advertised $100 million for cancer research in the new budget may be a cruel
delusion because they are fWlds w]J.ich
are not new, but come at the expense
of important research in other fields. The
following is a transcript of that portion
of the show in which Dr. DeBakey discussed these matters. The Kaye who is
also a participant in the discussion is
Danny Kaye, also a guest that evening:
DR. MICHAEL DEBAKEY SPEAKS ON MEDICA.L
RESEAS.CH
CAVETr. Dr. DeBakey, I wanted to ask you
if-how encouraged you are about the fact
that the state of the union message included
a hundred-hundred million dollar appropriation or a suggested hundred million dollar appropriation anyway, for cancer research? Is this a step in the right direction?
DEBAKEY. Yes, of course it is. Unfortunately, when !-after I looked at the 1972 President's budget for medical research, I was not
so encouraged because it's pretty much
taken out of the hide of the rest of the program so that all the other programs are going to suffer even more and I think it's most
unfortunate that in stating that he's--that
the President stating that this administration was going to give a hundred mlllion
dollars for cancer research without saying
that the research in the other fields--take
heart, for example-would suffer because of
this is, in a sense, to mislead the public
into believing that they're going to do much
more for medical research and I think this is
most unfortunate. (Applause) You know, the
thing that astounds me is the lack of appreciation on the part of the adminlstration,
not only this administration but others in
the past as well, of the importance a! health
to our people. Now as far as each individual
is concerned, health becomes an extremely
important thing only when you lose it, you
know. As long as you've got it you assumeyou take it for granted but when you lose
it then it becomes extremely important and
there's nothing of greater importance. If
you've got cancer it doesn't make any difference what else is going on in the world;
cancer is the most important thing to you.
If you've had a heart attack the heart is
the most important thing to you, you see?
Now the only answers that we can get to
solve these problems is gonna come from
research. Everything that--every advance
that we have made today that we think is
an advance in taking care-in doing betterand we've done a great deal better, there's
no question about that, in meeting many
of the problems, we've wiped out many diseases-comes from research. Every single one
of them. So that the one thing you can be
sure of: you're not going to get the answer to heart disease without research. You
don't know when you'll get it with research.
And yet, to show you the priorities that we
put upon research, particularly as far as our
Federal dollar is concerned, we give $400 per
capita in this country, for every individual
in this country $400 goes for defense. Forty
dollars goes for highways. Ninety cents goes
for heart research. Doesn't that astound
you?
CAVETT. It's appalling. And you hear of
labs closing. . . .
DEBAKEY. That's right, that's right. And
we're doing more-! mean we're doing the
amount of research in terms of the funding
for medical research in this country today
of our Federal dollar-after all, this is the
taxpayer's dollar, it's the public and the taxpayer that's puttin' this money out--we're
doing less research, on account of the money
that's being given, today than was done in
1966.
CAVETT. So it's going backwards.
DEBAKEY. We're going backwards. And the
President's budget for '72 will provide less
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research than for all other things except the
cancer, if the hundred million dollars goes
i nto cancer, for everything else will be less
than it was last year.
CAVETT. Are you saying then, or am I
reading this between the lines, that this is
more of a political move than it was one that
benefits people?
DEBAKEY. Well, I'm not trying to interpret
anything. I'm trying to explain it to the
public. I think it's important for the public
to understand it.
CAVETT. It's such an appalling fact. Have
you discussed it with the President?
DEBAKEY. No, I have not discussed it with
him. I'd be glad to tell him what I think
about it. (Laughter) Maybe he'll listen to
this show and hear it. (Applause)
CAVETT. Would he take a phone call from
you? He ought to .
D EBAKEY. I don't know.
CAVETT. Why don't you try within the next
48 hours and let us know what happened?
K AYE. Then he can get back on the show
again. (Laughter)
CAVETT. I'd think that he would be most
interested in this.
DEBAKEY. Well, I hope he will and I hope
that he understands this . The thing that
I'm-I don't really know whether he understands it himself what he's doing, you know.
(Applause)
CAVETT. What would be the reason for
that?
DEBAXEY. Well, I think the reason would
be that he hasn't been given the information.
After all, the President of the United States
can't know everything about everything. He
has to depend upon his people, you know.
Now I don't know whether his people--!
mean, his assistants and so on, are giving him
the information and now here's-he said in
the state of the union message that he was
going to have an inftatlonary-I mean an
expansion budget which, of course, simply
means that we're going to have a deficit
spending so he's t;oing to do just what's
been done before, he's gonna go back to deficit spending in order to expand the budget by
$20-billion. Well, why not expand health research'? Why can't we get a part of that expansion? Why can't the people benefit from
this?
CAVETT. I'd say the Pentagon advisers are
more persuasive than the medical advisers.
DEBAKEY. Well , I agree. Maybe I'm wrong
but I happen to believe that health should
have a higher priority than it has and 1f
you see the sick people that I see every day
you'd feel just as strongly as I feel about it
because I see people with the loss of health
every day and they don't have any constituency, they don't have anybody voting for
them for more health.
CAVETT. What can the individual do?
DEBAKEY. Well, I think lots of individuals
are doing things about it, you see, and this
is what's important and I think it's important that more and more people--and the
thing that's very encouraging to me is to see
more young people involved and interested
in this and it's very encouraging.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
HOSPITALS

HON. KENNETH J. GRAY
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Speaker. we are a.ll
prone to take for granted the tremendous amount of time and energy given
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by our paid and volunteer workers in
our Veterans' Administration hospitals
throughout the country. For those who
have borne the battle it would be a lonely
period of recovery if it were not for our
volunteer workers who visit the hospitals
and help the permanent staff of workers to bring comfort and meet the needs
of our sick and disabled veterans.
I am privileged to have the Marion,
ru., Veterans' Administration Hospital
in my congressional district. At a recent
ceremony in the hospital, 42 active volunteers in the Veterans' Administration
Volunteer Service were honored. The
ceremony was held in celebration of the
25th anniversary of the Volunteer Service on March 28. The outstanding hospital director, Mr. L. M. Frazier, Jr., Dr ..
C. J. Raska., chief of staff, Mr. T. E. Proffer chief of the medical administration
se~ce, Mr. Pat A. Faragon. chief, pharmacy service, Mrs. Edna L. Wood, chief,
nursing service, Mrs. Ida M. Welborn,
chief, dietetic service, and Mr. Lee D.
Jaeger, coordinator, PM & R service, presented awards to the following volunteers for their outstanding service from
100 hours to 10,000 hours.
Mr. Speaker, 25 years of service to veteran patients is a long time to be patriotic. I believe these constituents should
be honored by the Congress, therefore,
under leave previously granted me, I
hereby submit the names, hours worked,
and the organizations they represent for
printing in the RECORD:
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION, 100 HOURS
(Lee D. Jaeger, Coordinator, PM&R Service)
Mrs. Birdie Abrams, MaSonic Service.
Mrs. Genevieve Boner, American Legion
Auxiliary.
Mrs. Mary Burgess, American Legion Auxiliary.
Mrs. Viola Cox, DAV Auxiliary.
Sister Mary Danielle, N.C.C.S.
Mr. David East, V :F.W.
Mrs. Dania Edwards, American Legion
Auxiliary
Mr. Everett Geurin, Masonic Service.
Mrs. Louise G1llespie, Non-Affiliated.
Mr. Clarence Hawkins, D.A.V.
Miss JoAnn Marlow, N.C.C.S.
Mrs. Syble Nielsen, Daughters American
Revolution.
Mr. J. T. Stanford, American Legion.
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT, 300 HOURS
(Mrs. Ida M. Welborn, Chief, Dietetic
Service)
Mrs. Birdie Abrams, Masonic Service.
Mr. David East, V :F.W.
Mrs. Olga English, American War Mothers.
Mr. Arthur Enis, MaSonic Service.
Mrs. Faye Fox, Masonic Service.
Mr. John Hausser, Masonic Service.
Mrs. Laura Homer, Veterans, W.WJ Aux.
Mr. Charles Oldani, N.C.C.S.
Mrs. Jessie Oldani, American War Mothers.
Mrs. Eula Russell, Veterans, W.W.I Aux.
CERTIFICATE OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE,
500 HOURS
(Mrs. Edna L. Wood. Chief, Nursing Service)
Mrs. Birdie Abrams, Masonic Service.
Mrs. Eva Boyce, American Legion Auxiliary.
Mrs. Netta Coriasco, N.C.C.S.
Mr. David East, V:F.W.
Mrs. Olga English, American Wa:r Mothers
Mr. John Gualdoni, N.C.C.S.
Mrs. Edna McGhee, American Red Cross.
Mr. Charles Oldani, N.C.C.S.
Mrs. Cecyle Pike, Masonic Service.
Mrs Ella Sims, Veterans, W.W.I. Aux.

CERTIFICATE OP DEVOTION TO VOLUNTEER DUTY,
1000 HOURS
(Pat A. Faragon, Chief, Pharmacy Service)
Mrs. Ernie Fichtel, American Red Cross.
Mr. John Gualdoni, N.C.C.S.
Mrs. Dorothy Kingery, V.F.W. Auxiliary.
Mrs. Donna Thompson, American Red
Cross.
BRONZE PIN, 1750 HOURS
(T. E. Proffer, Chief, Medical Adm. Service)
Mrs. Lena Archione, N.C.C.S.
Mr. Charles Baumler, American Legion.
SniVER PIN, 2500 HOURS
(C. J. Roska, M.D., Chief of Staff)
Mrs. Florence Clem, American Red Cross.
Mrs. Helen Jackson, V.F.W. Awdllary.
Sll.VEa BOWL (HONOR AWARD) • 10,000 HOURS
(L. M. Frazier, Jr., Hospital Director)
Mrs. Myrtle Walker, V.F.W. Awdllary.

NATION'S WHEATGROWERS

HON. THOMASS. FOLEY
OF WASHINGTON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Speaker, I commend
to your attention in a speech made this
morning at the annual breakfast of the
Nation's wheatgrowers by Mr. Eugene
Moos, president of the National Association of Wheat Growers.
Mr. Moos is a well-known and respected wheatgrower from Edwall, Wash.,
which is in the Fifth Congressional
District, which I represent. He has been
in a leadership position in agricultural
activities for a number of years, serving
as president of the Washington Association of Wheat Growers, as well as the national association, and he is the former
president of Western Wheat Associates.
It is a great honor to have Mr. Moos as
a resident of the Fifth District. His timely
remarks give a candid and realistic appraisal of the situation which tne Nation's wheatgrowers face today.
I include the speech as follows:
CONGRESSIONAL BREAKFAST SPEECH EUGENE
Moos, PRESIDENT NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
WHEAT GROWERS
Secretary Hardin, Senator Bellmen, distinguished Members of Congress, representatives of Government, wheat growers and
friends. It is my pleasure this morning to
welcome each of you and also to express our
appreciation that you would take time out
from your busy schedules to be with us.
Since NAWG is the legislative action body of
the wheat growers, I wish to confine my remarks to current and pending legislation.
As the outset, NAWG would like to say
thank you to each member of Congress present for your individual as well as collective
effort in passing new farm legislation during
the last session of Congress. I am sure that
the Agriculture Act of 1970 did not meet
all of your individual desires any more than
it met all of the expectations of the NAWG,
but given the time and the circumstances,
the new Set-Aside farm program was the best
farm program legislation available.
I make a point of the new Set-Aside program being the best legislation available
given time and circumstances because somewhat like the International Grains Arrangement of 1967, this new Agricultural Act has
to fit a set of circumstances somewhat different than those circumstances envisaged
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whlie the legislation was being formed. What
I am referring to of course is that the new
set-aside program was designed as a market
oriented program to maximize production
efllciency as a means of improving producer
income over the long term. However, before
this income improving theory had a chance
to function, the corn blight of 1970 tightened
supplies of feed grains, drove all grain prices
up and except for those producers directly
affected by the blight-improved producer
income. So in effect we now have a stronger
grain prices and improved producer income
in the grain producing areas from a marketing situation which in many ways is exactly
opposite of what was envisaged under the
set-aside program.
Mind you that I am not complaining about
this, but I am concerned how we get from
this short supply market situation to a longer supply situation without some severe market adjustment accompanied by a drop in
producer income. If we can go from this one
market situation to the other market situation necessary to expand markets without a
significant price adjustment-fine, but if we
can't-then everyone of us in this room has
a problem and we should be giving it some
thought.
Wheat growers are very happy with the improved prices but I doubt that very many
really understand the marketing factors
which created these higher prices. A great
many of them only think in terms that fi·
nally a little better relationship is being restored between the cost of production and
the selling price of a bushel of wheat. Finally
a little light is beginning to shine through
the dark cloud of cost-price squeeze hanging over their heads. Additionally, higher
market prices mean to producers that they
are a little less dependent on direct government payments as a means of staying in business. I say all of this just to point it out that
it is going to be very difficult for producers
to understand the need for going back to
lower prices regardless of the situation.
With this concern in mind, NAWG just has
to be alarmed at the ever increasing production flexibility being permitted under the
set-aside program. This does not mean we
are opposed to the principle of better farm
management through program fiexibUity, but
right or wrong, producers look to government
to limit production in order to assure proper
supply-demand balance.
NA WG appreciates the need of adequate
supplies of grain to off-set the threat of potential corn blight damage this year, however, at the same time we have to be concerned about the threat of over production.
It would be ironic indeed if this fall we
had to mount a campaign to persuade producers not to utilize all the program flexibility available in order to protect their income
levels. Ironic or not, if that is what the
situation calls for-that is what we will
try to do.
Turning to some of the legislative proposals
being considered by the Congress this year,
NAWG would like to make the following recommendations:
( 1) Agricultural Labor Legislation-NA WG
urges every effort be made by the House and
Senate Agricultural COmmittees, working in
close harmony with farm organizations, to
draft and enact realistic and practical farm
labor legislation. No one in agriculture is
anxious for labor legislation to be imposed
upon agriculture but that does not mean
such legislation is not imminent. It simply
means if agricultural interests do not respond, agricultural labor legislation will originate in the Labor Committee and will be
influenced accordingly.
(2) Rail
Transportation
LegislationWheat producers have become increasingly
aware of the fact that transportation costs
are an integral factor in the farm-gate price
they receive. The producer's cash price rep-
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resents the terminal price minus the cost of
moving his product to market. It's easy to
see that increases in freight rates mean a
consequent increase in the costs that the
grower must absorb. Farmers want the railroads to have rates which cover the cost of
transportation and provide a reasonable
profit, but they don't want to be exploited.
We cannot doubt the need of railroads for
increased revenues, but more money is not
the panacea for the carriers' problems. Rates
have increased more than 30 % in less than
four years, still it is difficult to find evidence
that rail operations have improved--on the
contrary, service has declined and severe
shortages of boxcars continue. We must have
solutions to these problems.
(3) Environmental
Protection Legislation-NAWG respoots the need for regulation of the use of cel'ltiain ·f Mm chemi08'ls
and pesticides hazardous to the environment. NAWG recommends !that Congress
only l!lmiit and ll"egullate the use of those
agricultural chemicaJs 'Wh:lch have been
clearly documented as 'being a threat to the
environment.
(4) International Wheat Treaty-NAWG
urges that the United States Senate ratify
ilhe wheat treaty recerutly negotiated in
Geneva. This new treaty, while somewhat
limited in scope, does provide a stabilizing influence to the world's wheat market
while at the same time assuring United
States wheat interests a fully competitive
opportunity.
( 5) Government Reorganization-Although
the specifics of the President's recommendation concerning government reorganization
are as yet not clearly understood by NAWG,
I would have to say that even the most openminded among NAWG find little comfort in
such a recommendation. I suspect that NAWG
will be very happy to let the members of
the House and Senate Agricul·t ural Committees speak for NAWG on this issue.
{6) Special Revenue Sharing for Agricultural Development-Here again NAWG does
not want to prejudge a Presidential recommendation until more of the details are understood. There are some in NAWG ·who will
need to be persuaded that State and Local
Government can impartially appropriate federal funds to all agricultural interests.
Thank you.

CULLIGAN, INC.'S, UNIQUE "VISIT
U.S.A." PROJECT

HON. PHILIP M. CRANE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, recently
Culligan, Inc., which is located in the
13th District of illinois, cooperated with
the U.S. Travel Service in a unique and
successful project which brought 824
people from 34 foreign countries to the
United States, not only for an international company conference, but also for
a better look at America.
The "Visit U.S.A." project, which was
5 years in the making, was organized
to reward sales agents and employees
for top performance and to enable employees to be on hand for the opening
of Culligan's international headquarters
in Northbrook, ill.

Culligan went to great lengths to make
the visit productive and pleasant for its
overseas personnel. As each visitor arrived at his hotel room, he was handed
instructions and itineraries printed in
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his native language. For the tour of the
new plant, a special illustrated guide
was published describing each stop in
four languages. All hotel, plant, and bus
tour signs were duplicated in four languages, and simultaneous translation
equipment was rented for the convention sessions.
Apparently, the effort paid off'. The
trip incentive was credited with increasing overseas sales by 20 to 30 percent.
By visiting home headquarters, employees had a chance to really see how the
company operated, to visit its large research center and to meet corporate officers. The company became real to them
for the first time.
The Culligan employees stayed in this
country 11 days and toured five cities.
They visited in the homes of Chicago
area families, went to a party where they
learned about square dancing and the
Charleston, and sampled a Texas-style
barbecue. They got a glimpse of diverse
aspects of American life, including a
subw·ban New Jersey shopping mall and
Chicago's underground street network.
Culligan's efforts in setting up the tour
drew the following comment from Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans, who
oversees the u.s-. Travel Service:
Hopefully, CulUgan's outstanding efforts
in organizing a foreign employee incentive
and vacation tour will provide an exaJlllple
to other multi-national companies with
overseas branches, subsidiaries or affiliates.

I would like to jo-in him in commending Culligan for this unique effort in not
only building good employee relations,
but in creating some much-needed good
will for America.
A "VISIT USA" ToUR BoosTs SALES, MoRALE
Begg is a "Culligan man." Not the type that
goes around installing deionizers; the executive type that's always getting involved with
special projects.
Two years ago, Begg-who is an executive
assistant at Cu111gan SA a wholly-owned Culligan subsidiary in Diegem, Belgium-was
handed just such a special project: plan and
organize a VISIT USA tour for employees who
wanted to attend the grand opening of the
company's new International Headquarters
in Northbrook, Ill., in 1970.
The project soon snowballed. The VISIT
USA invitation was broadened to include employees at other Culligan plants in Europe.
Then it was extended to the company's foreign licensed distributors, dealers and sales
reps as well.
Distributors started organizing contests for
their sales representatives, promising a trip
to the grand opening-and Culligan's 1970
world convention in Chicago--to the winner.
Begg found himself putting together an
11-day, five-city incentive and vacation travel
package for Culligan customers, sales agents-AND employees.
At first, "the complexity of this venture
. . . freightened me a little bit," Begg confided to Roger P. Biver, Deputy Director of
the United States Travel Service's Paris-region office. But "after learning that several
other companies have organized similar trips,
I saw a great challenge ahead of me".
That challenge included months of planning. Hundreds of contingencies had to be
considered and prepared for.
So many company staff members became
involved in the planning both in Europe and
stateside, that employees jestingly referred
to their employer as, "the Culligan Convention Company."
But, today, company offi.cials are convinced
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that all of the time and preparation that
went into the tour, the grand opening and
the three-day convention-including Begg's
dual "trial run"-were well worth the effort.
Culligan President Harold Werhane sees
the sales incentive portion of the travel
program alone as "a way to increase sales,
build a distribution network, stimulate
greater effort by salesmen, secure new prospects and customers, introduce new products
and achieve many other business goal . . . "
After the incentive program was announced to the Culligan distributive force,
the firm's overseas sales rose an estimated
20 to 30 percent, acording to one company
spokesman.
There were other visible-but less tangible--results:
Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley proclaimed
November 1-7 "Culllgan International Water
Week".
The company's foreign employees and distributors had a chance to meet corporate officers and become famillar with the U.S.
headquarters-including its giant research
and development center. "The company became real to them," says a public relations
_ man. "Not just a vague abstraction."
For many Culligan employees and dealers,
the United States became real, too. Several
tour participants visited with Chicago area
"Americans At Home" families. Everyone attended a party and learned about square
dancing, the Charleston, Dtxleland, rock,
barbershop quartet singing, Texas barbecues,
hot dogs, hamburgers, beer, pop corn and
potato chips. As a group, they saw typical
U.S. tourist attractions-and others not so
typical: the enclosed, temperature-controlled Cherry Hill (N.J.) Shopping Center
near Philadelphia; Harlem and Chicago's
underground street network.
The idea for Culligan's combination world
conference/headquarters opening{sales incentive and vacation tour took roo five years
ago when the company began planning the
new headquarters.
Shortly before, a group of 40 Culligan
stateside dealers and their wives had flown to
Belgium for the open1ng of the firm's new
Diegem plant near Brussels. Today, company
officials credit the dealers who made that trip
with planting the seed for last Fall's program.
"When the Belgian people heard about the
new plant in the U.S., there was no stopping
them," says Culligan's Director of International Operations, Don mntz.
"Nearly every employee in the Diegem factory was interested in seeing our opening
and some of the U.S. to boot. Most of the
people who wanted to come probably
wouldn't have had another opportunity. So
we started investigS~ting to see what would
be involved in bringing our factory employees over."
Initially, the company decided to sponsorbut not underwrite--a charter flight to the
states. Despite evidence of strong employee
interest, Culligan executives figured they
would have less than a full planeload of participants.
That's when someone came up with the
idea of inviting Culligan distributors and
dealers who belonged to the World Water
Society, an affinity group dedicated to water
quality improvement.
No one threw cold water on the suggestion,
so the firm announced its VISIT USA program to eligible di.stribwtors in Europe, the
Middle East and Africa. That was the beginning of the sales incentive part of the program.
Meanwhile, the company establlshed a
payroll deduction plan for employees not in-

volved in the incentive program to help them

set aside the estimated $460 trip cost.
At the company's 1969 European convention in Athens-about a year before the
1970 opening and the world convention were
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scheduled to occur-Cull1gan began promot.
ing the VISIT USA tour.
The firm's European house organ, Hey,
Culligan Man News, published in three languages, came out with a picture of the new
International Headquarters building on the
cover.
Sample itineraries for Culligan people depa rting from Italy, Switzerland, Belgium and
France were distributed to delegates. So were
United States Travel Service-supplied tour
folders on Washington, Philadelphia, New
York, Chicago and Niagara Fa-lls.
In a few weeks, enough people had signed
up to fill three Boeing 707s. Eventually, a
fourth jet was added.
Tour planners found that langauge problems would be enormous. The Pa.n Am jet
departing from Brussels was to ca.rry passengers of 25 different nationalities, for example.
Under one plan developed to cope with the
language situation, each visitor was to be
handed two envelopes when he arrived at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago-one
was to contain a key to his hotel room and
all instructions translated into his language,
the other, convention-related information
such as sohedules, programs and special bus
directions.
All hotel, plant and bus tour signs had to
be translated and prepared in four languages.
An illustrated, quadrilingual plant guide explaining each station on an 18-stop OUlligan
International Headquarters tour had to be
written and printed.
Simultaneous translation equipment had
to be rented so the convention proceedings
and sales presentations could be communicated to participants who didn't speak English. Special interpreters had to be hired.
"Details are so important," says Culligan
Merchandising Manager B111 Gallup, who
served as General Chairman for the Convention. "They can k1l1 you if you don't plan.
It is the forgotten hours of preparation that
make affairs like a world conference come
off."
When the combina.tdon Visit USA tour,
grand opening and conference finally did
come off last Oct. 29-November 8, 832 Culligan employees, licensed distributors, dealers, salesmen, engineers, architect&---even
plumbers-from 34 foreign countries, participated.
(More than 1,500 Culligan dealers and key
personnel and their wives from the U.S. and
Canada, and more than 100 American Culligan employees, also attended the convention
and headquarters dedication).
Nearly everyone was pleased with the
result.
Said Secretary of Commerce Maurice H.
Stans: "Hopefully, Culligan's outstanding
efforts in orga.niz:ing a foreign employee incentive and vacation tour Will provide an
example to other multinational companies
with overseas branches, subsidiaries or affiliates."

GEORGE MEANY DELIVERS ADDRESS BEFORE SHEET METAL
WORKERS ASSOCIATION

HON. MARIO BIAGGI
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker, Mr. George
Meany, president of the

~10,

in an

address delivered at a testimonial dinner

honoring

Edward

F.

Carlough,

president emeritus of the Sheet Metal

Workers International Association on
March 12, 1971, eloquently paid tribute

to an outstanding trade unionist, and at
the same time gave a penetrating analysis of the economics practiced by this
administration. His remarks have special
relevance to the problems facing the construction industry and the pressures being applied to provide palliatives that
seem to be of questionable value.
Mr. Speaker, Edward F. Carlough and
George Meany are products of my home
borough, the Bronx, in New York City.
And while it is called the Borough of
Universities, it also provides an atmosphere that gives its natives an exceptionally pragmatic and incisive view of
the world. Mr. Meany epitomizes such
adroitness and I o1Ier his remarks for
the RECORD today.
The address by Mr. Meany follows:
ADDRESS BY AFL-CIO PRESIDENT
GEORGE MEANY

I am delighted to come here this evening
to pay tribute to an old friend. Two or three
nights ago I was sitting watching the late,
late show on television and there was an old
picture on. I had seen it before but I was
interested-! kept watching it. And every
once in a while as I was watching, I kept
thinking of Eddie Carlough. I kept looking
at the picture and said, "why does this picture remind me of Ed Carlough?"
None of the characters in there were like
Ed Carlough. Then suddenly it came to me.
It wasn't the content of the picture, it was
the title. It was known as "The Quiet Man."
Well, Eddie and I are old friends. We came
from the Bronx. If you don't know where it
is, it is up this way. When I was a kid, it
was known as the borough of the drunks, but
it was still quite a nice place.
I am delighted to come here to pay tribute
to an outstanding leader of the American
trade union movement at the local level and
at the international level. To me he represents the finest type of trade union leader,
who recognizes that the business of a trade
union is to advance the interest of its members with a sense of responsibility to the industry of which it is a part and to the community in which it resides.
I am delighted to pay tribute to him as a
fellow construction worker. I am a construction worker and I share with Eddie Carlough
a sense of pride in the contributions that
the construction workers of this country have
made to the American way of life over the
last 80 years.
The construction trades unions have been
a major factor in the development of the
American trade union movement and they
have been a major factor in protecting the
interests of all American workers in war and
in peace.
So it is somewhat odd to see today that
the construction workers are the target of a
vicious campaign of misrepresentation on the
part of some people who, in an e:fl'ort to distract attention from their own failures, are
holding construction workers responsible for
all of the nation's troubles.
We are told by some Administration apologists and by some of the eggheads and
spokesmen for the new left that we in the
construction industry are responsible for inflation, for unemployment, for high interest
rates and any other economic evil that you
can think of.
Well, there is no question, ladies and gentlemen, that this country is in trouble-unemployment at the highest level in many,
many years, for all areas and for all occupations--not just the guys in overalls but the
professional men, the scientists, the technicians are also the victims of unemployment. We see our great American cities deteriorating into great American slums. As
far as I am concerned, there is no question
where the blame rests.
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formance in private industry, he would have
been fired. If he had turned it in for the
Soviet Union, he would have been sent to
Siberia. But, here, under the Nixon Administration, he is kicked upstairs to the chairmanship of the Federal Reserve Board where
he might possibly do us more harm tha.n
he did before.
What has he got to say in the face of this
record of miserable failure? Does he explain
what happened? Does he say mea culpa, mea
maxima culpa, I am sorry? Oh no. He doesn't
even say, "Sorry about that." He doesn't
even talk about 1969 and 1970. He wastes
no time on the past. He is a man for the
future.
So he has a "new game plan." He has new
ideas for the future. He knows how he can
solve our problems and he has found a very
convenient whipping boy in the process. And
who would the whipping boy be? Surely you
can guess. Organized labor, the favorite
whipping boy for kept eggheads of big business from time to time over the years.
Let•s take a look at the good doctor's
suggestions for the good of the nation revealed in his recent speeches and statements.
In a speech in California in January he
came up with these ideas for the nation's
good: oh, nothing about the economy,
nothing about the monetary and fiscal policies that failed. Number one, he said, repeal
the Davis-Bacon law. Well, the Davis-Bacon
law is predicated on a very sound principle
that has been established in practically all
of the states of this union-the principle
that public money, the people's money,
should be spent in a way to uphold decent
wages and not depress wages. That's the
pJiinciple in back of it. So he proposes we
repeal it.
Secondly, he said that compulsory arbitration is the answer to the problems that confront us in important industries. So that
means an end of the American free system
because when you get to the point where
government compels you to work for the
private profit of some other private individual, then you have got to the point where
free America is no more.
But this is what the goOd Dr. proposes.
And then he says amend the minimum
wage law. We find, you know, in our unemployment figures that unemployment bears
more heavily in certain areas and in certain
portions of our population than in others.
In other words, teenage unemployment is
always higher, it seems, than the normal figure. Kids coming into the market have difficulty getting jobs. Negro unemployment is
always higher.
But the good doctor has a cure for that. He
said, let us amend the minimum wage law
so that employers can hire teenage labor at
a cheaper figure than the minimum wage law
requires. This would take care of the teenage
unemployment problem. What the hell it
would do to their fathers who are getting the
minimum wage, I don't know. And what this
would do, if this same principle was applied
to unemployment in the ghettoes and unemployment for the blacks, I don•t know.
And then, of course, he had something for
business. A tax incentive. Give them a tax
break. Let them write off the cost of new
equipment and get a tax break from the federal government. And then the other day,
testifying before the Senate Banking Committee, he said that the time had comehere is his cure for our problems-the time
be called mini-expansion measures, pie-in- had come for Congress to take away some of
the-sky revenue sharing plus a barrage of organized labor's powers and stop subsidizing
opt1m1stio rhetoric.
strikes.
And what about the architect of this proHe thinks It is a terrible thing that in some
longed recession with its increasing unem- states hungry strikers are given food stamps.
ployment, combined with the steady rise in He thinks this is awful. And, in some states,
living costs? Wha.t does Dr. Burns have to they even pay them unemployment insurance.
say now from hts new ivory tower as chair· When you look at it, anyone who gets unemman of the Federal Reserve Board? It is ployment insurance, worked to put that
rather odd-if he had turned in this per- money in the fund in order to draw that

So let us look at the facts. Let's look at the
record. Let's discard rhetoric and baloney.
January, 1969, when President Nixon was
inaugurated, was the 95th month, according
to official records, of continuing economic expansion in this country. This long period of
economic growth got underway in March of
1961 and was still continuing eight years
later, in January of 1969, when Richard Nixon
was inaugurated.
By January, 1969, the number of unemployed in this country was down to 2.7 million or 3.4 percent of the labor force. This
was still not a perfect record, but it was the
lowest unemployment rate in 16 years.
Then came a new Administration with
new ideas. Then came the so-called Nixon
"game plan", the brainchild of Dr. Arthur
Burns, an extraordinary economist, an egghead of unusual brilliance, who, for eight
years had been the most severe critic of the
economic policies of the Kennedy-Johnson
Administrations. With the election of Nixon,
his big moment had come.
Well, the plan, as put forth by Dr. Burns
and President Nixon, the product of this
great brain, was to slow down the economy,
to restrict the money supply, to tighten up
on credit, to curb inflation, to bring down
prices. And this was going to be done without increasing unemployment.
And let me repeat that again-without increasing unemployment.
They even put it in writing. President
Nixon wrote a letter to me in February of
1969 in which he spelled out the plan and
very specifically said that this plan was going
to be put into effect without causing more
unemployment.
Well, what happened? Let's take a look at
the record again.
Very quickly, in 1969, housing starts
dropped from a yearly rate of 1.7 million in
January of 1969 to 1.2 million starts in April
of 1970. And by August, 1969, industrial production began to decline and by December
of 1969, after more than eight years of national economic expansion, the total national
economy was declining.
It took the Nixon Administration policies
only a few months to turn the national economy around, after eight years of general
economic advances, to a situation where we
were in a general recession.
Interest rates shot up to the highest level
in 100 years, causing a tremendous burden
on small business and a tremendous blockade insofar as housing was concerned.
Government construction projects were
postponed. And what about unemployment?
By the end of 1969, 2.9 million were unemployed, 3.6 percent of the labor force. In 1970
more of the same and by January of 1971, the
unemployed totaled 4.9 milllon-2,200,000
more than when Nixon took office on January 20, 1969.
And what about inflation? What about the
prices? According to official government figures, they went from 4% percent raise 1n
1968 to 6 percent in 1971.
All in all, this record-the Nixon-Bums
"game plan" for the country's economyafter two years, was a miserable and complete failure.
So now we have a "new game plan." We
are going to psych the economy toward prosperity by the middle of 1972. Well, of course,
1972 is important. That 1s when we elect a
new President.
And we are presented now with what ca.n
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unemployment insurance. That unemployment insurance money does not belong to
the state and it doesn't belong to the employer. It belongs to the fellows who work
hour by hour.
So the good doctor wants to take that
away and he wants to take us back into the
last century when industry's answer to the
aspirations of workers for a decent wage and
a decent standard was the starvation
method-starve them out. And he sta,ted to
the committee tha.t labor had become so
powerful that members of the unions suffer
from the union policies.
Well, I don't know about that one. I kind
of think the members of a union kind of
like the union policies. I have seen many
places in this world and I don't know of any
place where workers have a better share
of the wealth that they helped to produce
than they have here in the United States or
America. When we drive on the outskirts of
our great cities you see every house-the
workers' homes-with a television antenna.
When you drive up to the great factories, you
see acres and acres of parking space filled
with workers' cars, and realize that the
workers in America share in the good things
o;f life to a greater extent than workers do
in any part of the world.
And then this gentleman, who never met
a payroll in his life and who never worked
with his hands for wages in his life, is telling
Congress that unions are too powerful.
And then he went on to say, and get this
one, I am sure you will understand this onehe said the apprentice system is medieval, it
is archaic, it should be done away with. You
know what that means? It names that he
has adopted the idea of George Romney that
what we need in this country is half-baked
mechanics. That we need mechanics who are
qualified to work on homes, on small houses,
but not qualified as full fledged mechanics
and, of course, they are not qualified for fullfledged mechanics wages. This is an idea
that Romney had a year or so ago when he
told us that he could train building trades
mechanics to work on new homes and houses
in a period of six months. They wouldn't be
full-fledged mechanics, of course. So, I told
him at the time, "well, you go in the black
community and you tell the black boys that
you have some ideas for half-baked mechanics at half-baked wages and see how you
make out."
But, as far as I am concerned, as a building trades mechanic, as one who served an
apprenticeship, as one who went to school
at night while I worked as a helper right
here in this city, I am here to tell Dr. Burns
and George Romney that the building trades
unions, if I know anything about it, are not
going to give up their standards of skill in
apprenticeship.
And then Dr. Burns told the Senate committee that the high cost of homes in this
country can be attributed to labor alone. He
said nothing about the inflated costs of land.
He said nothing about the interest rate on
homes which have doubled in ten years. He
said nothing about the inflated cost of material. He said nothing about the fees, the
point system and so on, that are charged to
home buyers by the banking and real estate
interests. No, the only matter that he was
interested in was the wages of construction
workers.
Well, I am not going to bore you with

figures, but I am going to give you one figure
that is significant. In 1959, according to a
s1:1rvey of the Nationa.l Association of Home
Builders, which represent home builders in
every segment of this country, 33 percent of
the purchase price of a house represented
labor on the job. Ten years later, the price of
the house was up because everything was up.
Insofar as the purchase price was ooncerned,
18 percent represented on-site labor. So this
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means that while the cost of housing has
gone up, the cost of labor on housing, despite
all this ta.Ik of high wages, has not gone up
anywhere near what the cost of land, the cost
of material and the cost of hiring the money
has gone up.
I am sure we are going to hear a great deal
of this sort of thing in the days and weeks
ahead, not only from Dr. Burns, but from
other Administration apologists who want to
turn peoples' minds away, and their attention away, from the failures of this Administration. This is the purpose, this is as old
as human history-when something goes
wrong, it is your responsibility to point to
something that is wrong somewhere off in
the distance. This goes back to the decadent
days of the Romans when the people were
crying for justice and they stood up in the
Roman Senate and they said, "Carthage must
be destroyed." They wanted to distract attention from their own ills and their own evils.
So this is true here.
The Nixon Administration is not defending
the Nixon "game plan" of Januaa:y, 1969 but
they have given us a lot of rhetoric, a lot of
stuff about revenue sharing, about how they
are going to take care of the problems of the
cities. All they are giving us are speeches,
nothing of substance.
So, we are going to be the target and this
is not new. Organized labor has been the
whipping boy before. We have been around
quite a few years. We have been shot at
before. And I am sure we will survive and
continue to do our job long after our critics
have been gone and forgotten.
Organized labor's answer to this barrage of
criticism will be to continue to serve the
great mass of the American people whose
mass purchasing power must be the basis for
this nation's economic health, if it is to be
healthy. We will continue to play our part
in maintaining and enhancing the social and
economic welfare of the American people-all
of them-right down to the lowest rungs of
the economic ladder.
And we, too, look forward to 1972. And we
realize that it is an election year. And we
realize it is an opportunity presented to us
to make the political arm of the AFL-CIO,
COPE, much more effective than it ever was
before.
And in November of 1972, we will answer
Dr. Burns and those who feel that the nation's future lies in a crackdown on labor.
And construction workers will play their
part in this activity of the organized trade
union movement.
And I am sure the Sheet Metal Workers,
under the leadership of Edward J. Carlough,
will play their part, just as they did under
the leadership Of Edward F. Carlough and
they will effectively do their job as part of
the American trade union movement.
So, again, I am delighted to come here,
delighted to pay tribute to an old friend and
to say to Eddie a.nd Florence, many, many
long years of happiness and health.

ELECTRIC POWER TO FIGHT
POLLUTION

HON. CRAIG HOSMER
OF CALIFORNIA
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Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, how
s.!.mple life would be if this Nation could
simultaneously solve its electric power
shortage and environmental problems by
abolishing electric toothbrushes, can
openers, and clothes dryers.
All power, they say, pollutes. Therefore, it is axiomatic that reductions in
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the consumption of power will reduce
pollution while simultaneously eliminating the need for more generating capacity.
How perfectly obvious-but how perfectly wrong.
Man's only real hope for overcoming
many forms of pollution lies in that misunderstood weapon-electricity. To cut
back on the production of power would
only cripple our chances of cleaning up
our air, water, and industrial waste.
One of the most eloquent cases I have
ever heard for this argument was made
by the much honored chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission, Dr. Glenn T.
Seaborg, earlier this week before the National Press Club.
Dr. Seaborg's talk did not receive wide
attention despite the distinguished audience. Perhaps it is because reason is less
a news story than hysteria.
But I want to bring to the attention of
my colleagues this lucid explanation of
why a cutback in electric power would do
more grievous harm to the environment
than power generation. His words are
worthy of our attention.
An excerpt from his talk follows:
It is unfortunate that often those people
who are so rightfully concerned with the
environment have this one-sided outlook regarding the use of energy. They have been
conditioned, because of man's abusive use
of some energy, to believe that an energyintensive society such as we have today in
our advanced nations must inevitably "selfdestruct." A limited view of history has hypnotized them into seeing energy only in terms
of a means of ruthlessly extracting resources
from nature, using them foolishly (and often
unjustly) and then dumping them back into
nature in amounts and places where she cannot handle them. The immediate reaction to
all this is simply-stop it! Reduce the production of power. Return to the use of less
power-intensive products. Use less power to
produce fewer products to cause less pollution and we will all be better off. This is some
of the reasoning offered.
But while there is always much to be said
in favor of belt-tightening and improving
efficiency, offering that approach as a panacea
is unrealistic and unimaginative. And while
we should not use the possibiUty of abundant
energy as an excuse to try to support runaway population growth or ludicrous per
capita consumption, neither should we believe that a power growth moratorium holds
the solution to these social and economic
problems. Changes in rational goals, public
attitudes and private life styles may reduce
the rate of growth of our energy consumption
but those who believe we can reduce our
total energy consumption fail to take into
account three things:
We are going to have a significant increase
in population over the next few decades even
if we are successful in our population control effort.
The basic physical needs-and hence basic
energy demands--of that population will be
enormous because we are in the midst of a
social revolution that will inevitably raise
the standard of living for the world's underprivileged peoples.
Vast amounts of energy--energy-intensive
industries-hold the key to saving, not destroying, the environment as we grow to meet
the human demands ahead.
My first two points, I believe, are selfevident. My third one needs some elaboration. The basis for my claim is that, properly used, energy can create materials that
substitute for the massive consumption of
"natural" materials; that with new technologies-and intelligent, far-sighted plan-
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ning-it can do so with less impact on less
land, and that it can be used to conserve vast
quantities of natural resources while allowing us to return to nature a minimum of
waste in its most acceptable form. Much of
this last claim has to do, of course, with
recycle.
As you may know, we are now into the beginning of what might be called a "Recycle
Revolution." Industry, government, the scientific community and the people are all in
favor of this revolution. And I believe it may
be the most significant step man has taken
since he initiated the Age of Steam. But recycling involves far more than composting
your leftovers, stacking your newspapers or
returning your empty bottles and cans. If
you have read about any of the new and proposed recycle plants lately you will realize
that these are large technical facilities requiring considerable amounts of power. The
same is true of our municipal sewage treatment plants and waterworks and the same
holds for most pollution abatement facilities
in the new and growing business of environmental control. It is simply a law of physics
that to change the form and location of matter you must use energy.
Perhaps you also have heard the argument
of one of today's outspoken ecologists that
many of the "synthetic" products we use today are environmentally undesirable because
they require a large consumption of energy
to produce. Hence, he reasons we should return to the use of the natural product in
place of its synthetic substitute. For example,
it is stated that synthetic textiles demand
a huge expenditure of industrial power while
cotton is made by the natural energy of the
sun. Therefore, why not return to the use
only of cotton shirts and dresses? The point
seems reasonable until you pursue it further,
calculating the additional land area required
to produce cotton equivalent to today's synthetic textiles, projecting the future demand
on an all-cotton economy, and adding to this
the environmental impact of all the fertilizer,
the pesticides and the power of harvesting
and processing machinery that would be required to sustain such a cotton agriculture.
And you would have to consider that power
unless you sought to eliminate the environmental effect of these mechanical labor-savers by going back to the days of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." I for one am not inclined to get us
into such a "cotton-pickin" situation.
Of course we can still have a viable cotton
industry coexisting with our synthetic textiles which are essential today and can be
produced with a minimum of harmful impact on our environment at a cost most people would be willing to pay. The difference
is that this latter approach requires a positive outlook, some imagination and the desire
to put science and technology to work more
creatively.
Among the other modern industries that
some ecologists have criticized as being
energy-intensive are cement, aluminum and
plastics. But the extra energy used to produce these materials must be considered in
terms of its trade-off for other environmental
demands. For example, all these materials replace wood in a variety of ways. If we were to
declare a moratorium on their use and return
to using only their "natural substitute,"
think what an additional demand this would
make on the forests we prize today as natural
preserves and recreational land! There are
numerous other examples. And I can cite
many different ways that the elimination of
energy-intensive applications would be more
environmentally damaging and socially expensive in terms of today's demands.
This is not a defense of the desecration
that has been caused by the abusive and
thoughtless use of abundant energy. No one
denies that this has taken place and we can
still see 1t taking place now even as we are
beginning to fight against it. But the problem today is that we are "hooked" on this
historical hindsight in which we cannot--or
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refuse to--see that new, less destructive and
more creative ways of generating and using
iarge amounts of energy are possible, among
them nuclear power. It is for this reason that
dedicated workers in the nuclear field are
doubly disturbed when their technology is
attacked by some proclaimed environmentalists. We in the nuclear community feel
that we are pragmatic environmentalists-that we are working with a source of energy
that can be the least harmful to the environment from a power generation standpoint,
while providing the abundant power needed
to solve the environmental and social problems of our time.
Let me explain why we believe this.
We must face the fact that to a growing
extent electricity is the lifeblood of our modern civilization. Without it, in both our
urban and rural areas, very little moves or
works. I do not believe I have to elaborate
on this, as we have had some startling reallife demonstrations of this in recent years.
In spite of the fact that we may be able,
to some degree, to improve our efficiency in
generating electricity and reduce our waste
in using it, it would be unrealistic and perhaps even dangerous not to accept the projection that over the next 30 years our electricity demand will grow six-fold. In several densely populated areas of the country
electric utilities already face a continuous
touch-and-go situation in meeting local power demands. The reason for this projected
growth, contrary to a popular notion, is not
that we are merely adding numerous new
electric-powered frills at home. These electric
gadgets draw a negligible amount of power.
In recent years it has been the growing use
of air-conditioning that has accounted for
the largest single increase in the residential
11se of electricity, as well as more fam.ilieh
being able to afford the major electric facil·ities that are essential today.
A large portion of the additional electric
power requirements that we will see in the
future will be caused by a shift from other
energy sources to the use of electricity to
fulfill basic needs such as heating and cooling, industrial processing and transportation.
And in most cases the shift will be away from
energy sources far less desirable from an environmental standpoint. Abundant, economic electricity also can help industry and
transportation introduce systems that are
inherently less polluting-such as the electric steel furnace which serves the additional environmental function of making
the recycle of automobile scrap more economic. We must also recognize that it is
much easier to exercise environmental controls over a centralized source of power such
as an electric generating station than over
a million individual fires whether they are
in homes, industrial plants or auto engines.
To meet our future power demands there
.is no doubt that a. great number of large
central station steam-generating plants will
have to be built and operated. We can explore and develop other possibilities to some
extent. In certain areas of the country we
may be able to harness enough geothermal
heat to meet some local and regional power
demands. At a few coastal points we may be
able to make some limited use of tidal power. And there may be some places where we
could reliably collect and concentrate enough
solar energy for local domestic applications.
But to believe that it is feasible, technically, economically or environmentally, to
develop these energy sources to supply most
of the huge additional electric generating
capacity required across our country in the
years ahead is sheer folly. We are still going
to have to depend on the heat from fuels to
\Supply by far the largest portion of our
needed power.
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it in such a way that it simply won't move
Without vigorous leadership. But in Madison's
time he had brilliant and courageous contemporaries and it never occurred to him
that t he time might come when leadership
would be neutralized or lacking.
We are suffering from what the Bible calls
"principalities and powers that rule thi~
earth," and it gathers momentum in the
absence of restraining leadership.
The second factor which has contributed
to this breakfast, and hopefully others to
follow, here and around the nation, is the
factor of morality. The dimensions of this
war's morality have not been fully explored.
Should we not face them? There are representatives of the church, with privilege credentials, in the circles of government, who
have not raised the proper questions, who
indeed obscure the moral dilemma by lending their prestige to the state. An ecclesiastical curtain has been placed around this
government and the voice of the church has
not been truly heard.
It is our hope that together (congressmen
and clergymen) we might explore these dimensions with the hope that we could provide American democracy with a fresh example of vigor and righteousness which
would truly serve the cause of mankind and
exalt the nation.

Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee. Mr.
Speaker, on Tuesday a number of our
colleagues met at breakfast with a large
number of distinguished clergymen of
various faiths. Most of the clergymen are
of the Washington area; however, a few
were from out of town. Among the group
were several who had just returned from
extensive informal talks with all four
sides at the Paris Peace Conference and
with va1ious scholars in Paris.
This was not a typical prayer breakfast. Rather, it was a strong effort to
highlight the moral and other issues
relating to our Nation's military involvement in Indochina.
Mr. Speaker, I believe our colleagues
would like to share in access to the very
meaningful and excellent dialog which
occurred at the breakfast. I am fortunate
REMARKS OF REv. WILLIAM A. BENFIELD
to have the texts of two of the distinmembers of Congress, felguished speakers, Dr. Herbert Meza of lowDistinguished
clergymen, and guests, I am privileged
the Church of the Pilgrims (Presby- to report to you on the recent Church Leadterian), 22d and P Streets NW., Wash- ers Consultation on Vietnam.
ing, D.C., and the Reverend William A.
Fifty of us, church men and women, from
Benfield, the moderator of the Presby- nine denominations and two interdenomiterian Church in the United States and national groups and from 20 states and the
pastor of the First Presbyterian Church District of Columbia, spent the recent week
of March 20-27, in lengthy conversations
of Charleston, w. Va.
the official delegations to the Paris
Under unanimous consent, I request with
Conference on Vietnam, the delegations of
that their exceptionally timely and the United States, the Republic of Vietmeaningful remarks be printed in the nam, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
RECORD.

I include the article, as follows:
REMARKS OF DR. HERBERT

MEzA

It is my respons•i bility, along with Congressman Anderson, to give you a very brief
sketch of how this breakfast has come about.
Two factors lie behind it. The first has to
do with a malaise of powerlessness that has
overtaken society. With so many wanting
peace, why is it we are not any nearer to it?
With so many consequences, despair, alienation, so much dissatisfaction, why can't we
extricate ourselves from this madness? Why
have the constitutional safeguards not been
functioning? Why has Congress been ineffective? Why are we all, including the President,
so powerless to do anything about it?
I maintain that something has happened
to the very nature of government. Forces
have been set loose that do not respond to
the traditional agencies of correction. Impersonal forces have been let loose and our
priorities and our national will seem powerless to effect them. Our society no longer
seems under control. Running its separate
course, we have all been reduced to helpless
spectators.
Eugene Burdick describes this phenomenon
in his book, Fail-Safe. The two forces man
has created, science and the state, have become impers-onal monsters that no longer respond to human initiative. They toy With us
as the Olympian gods toyed with the Greeks.
It is the same affirmation Simone Wei!
made about France. "Society,'' she said, 11is
dominated by a vast machine in which men
are continually being caught up and which
nobody knows how to control."
Our own system Of checks and balances is
prey to the disease. James Madison designed

and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam. We talked with
Ambassador Bruce, Ambassador Lam, Ambassador Thuy, and Madam Binh, as well
as other members of the four delegations.
Additionally, we had .conversations with
Vietnamese Catholic priests, Buddhist
Monks, former officials and representatives
of the Sihanouk government, French scholars and others.
We did not go to Paris as negotiators but
we did go as people who are committed to
our nation and concerned for its integrity;
as people who share a loyalty to the God of
justice, judgment, and mercy, God who demands that we love all our neighbors; and
as people who anguish over what the war
in Indochina is doing to our neighbors, our
nation, and to us. We took no petitions or
proposals. We went to listen and learn, that
we could be more effective workers in helping to resolve the moral crises of the hour.
Within this context of purpose and after
days of consultation, we 50 church men and
women agreed unanimously on five convictions.
First, it is our conviction that the brutal
war in Indochina must be stopped now.
Millions have been killed or wounded.
Homes, fields, and . forests have been destroyed. A whole generation has known no
peace, only devastation and death. Thich
Nhat Hanh, the brilliant author of "Lotus
in a Sea of Fire," put it in tragic vividness
when in his poem, "Condemnation,'' he
wrote:
Yesterday six Viet Cong came through my
village;
Because of this my village was destroyed,
completely destroyed;

.
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Every soul was killed.
I feel I am like that bird which dies for
the sake of its mate
Dripping blood from its broken beak, and
crying out;
Beware! Turn around to face your real
enemiesAmbition, violence, hatred, greed.
Men cannot be our enemies--even men
called "Vietcong!"
If we kill men, what brothers Will we have
left?
With whom shall we live then?
Secondly, it is our conviction that no
acceptable military solution to this conflict,
including "Vietnamization," is possible.
Each side firmly believes its cause is just
and is determined to fight as long as necessary. Vietnamization, with its provision of
arms for Asians to kill other Asians, Will
not resolve the political conflict underlying
the war. Moreover, "changing the color of
the corpses" is morally repugant to us.
Third, it is our conviction that attitudes
and methods of negotiation must change if
a political solution is to be possible. Just as
each side to the conflict believes that its
cause is just and the other's unjust, so each
side in the negotiations feels that its offer is
reasonable and the other's unreasona.ble.
Moreover, the very style of the negotiation
talks, With no chairman, no mediator, no exchange of notes, and no private meetings,
severely limits the possibility of genuine dialogue. It is our feeling that because the
United States is the only party at the present time Willing to talk to all delegations,
it should give the peace talks a much higher
priority and authorize its delegation to take
creative initiative in facilitating negotiations.
Fourth, it is our conviction that a pledge
by the United States to Withdraw all of its
troops from Indochina by a certain date
would be a highly significant contribution
to the negotiations. Both the date and manner of Withdrawal ought to be negotiated.
Furthermore, it is our fifth conviction that
the only way to secure the release of prisoners of war is though a political settlement
and that the only way to secure that political
settlement is to pledge to Withdraw U.S.
forces. We share with many others a deep
concern for the prisoners being held by all
sides and for their families and it is our
firm conviction that the Pesident's intention
to leave a U.S. military force in Vietnam so
long as U.S. prisoners are held is inevitably
self-defeating.
There come those times in the life of a
nation when it is called to express itself in
unusual greatness of character. On some occasions in the past we have failed to respond,
which has been to our sbame. On other occasions we have acted with great moral
courege. Such a call to greatness is now at
hand and we can no longer accommodate
ourselves to platforms of expediency.
We are the most powerful nation in the
world. We are the richest nation in the world.
But what is the role of the strong to be? If
we want to continue to spend billions of
dollars to be used in killing and suffering in
Indochina, if we want to continue to neglect
serious humanitarian needs at home and
abroad, there is no better way than to continue on our present course of action. But
now, in the midst of war-weariness, when
cries grow louder every week, here at home,
in Southeast Asia, and elsewhere-"stop the
killing, stop the killing," we have the opportunity to assume a moral leadership that
could affect international relations and provide a way to peace with almost unprecedented action.
In my own tradition the church does not
dictate to the state nor does it ignore the
state, but rather the church seeks to be the
moral conscience of the state. As Christians,
we are not to be observers of history, rather
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we are called to change history. In days gone
by, the church has not adequately exercised
its prophetic voice concerning the insanity
that is Vietnam. And many of us fear that
the voice of religion heard in the White
House has too often cried peace, peace, when
there is no peace, and has Witnessed to a comfortable God of the Nation who pleases us,
rather than to the Lord of all Nations whom
we must plea.se. The church can no longer
remain on the balcony of aloofness. It must
get on the road of involvement which leads
to peace.
In the light of such commitment and in
this hour of crisis, we make these appeals:
1. We appeal to the President and to the
Congress to declare immediately their pledge
to Withdraw unconditionally all U.S. military
forces from Indochina in the immediate future.
2. We appeal to the President to add credibility to this pledge and to bring a major
part of the killing to an end by directing
all United States air, naval and ground forces
in Indochina not to drop bombs or to fire
weapons except in response to direct attack.
3. We appeal to our government to initiate
immediately at the Paris Conference, negotiations on the timetable for the pledged
Withdrawal of all United States military
forces.
4. We appeal to all of our fellow church
men and women to join us in calling on the
President and the Congress to take these
steps immediately.

GROWERS PROMOTE WORLDWIDE
SALES
OF
AMERICAN
RAW
COTTON

HON. WM. JENNINGS BRYAN DORN
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, the National
Cotton Council is truly one of the Nation's leading agricultural and business
organizations. This group has been in the
forefront in promoting worldwide sales
of American raw cotton and has been a
leader in every major effort to bolster the
American cotton producing industry.
On March 19, 1971, Hon. C. R. Sayre,
president of the NCC, delivered a splendid address before the Carolina Cotton
Warehouse Association at Charleston,
S.C.
Dr. Sayre very effectively called attention to the fact that farmers and ginners
and other raw cotton people have a stake
in curbing the flood of cheap, low-wage
textile imports. Dr. Sayre pointed out
that if textile producers are driven out
of business in this country, the American
cotton farmer will have lost his largest
and most dependable market.
Following are excerpts from Dr.
Sayre's outstanding address at Charleston:
Let's just think for a moment about some
of the things we must do. In my judgment
restraints on textile imports demand an allout effort by the Council and the whole industry this year.
Frankly, I don't believe that farmers and
ginners and other raw cotton people fully understand their stake in, bringing textile imports under reasonable control. All too often
they tend to look at these imports as a mill
problem.
Gentlemen, I submit to you that if textile
imports take over and dominate our domes-
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tic market, the big losers will be the farmers
and others who make their living from raw
cotton. If we don't Win on this issue, we can
quickly and irretrievably lose our chance to
build a larger and stronger cotton industry.
The domestic market is by far the biggest
and most depend~ble we have. One reason
it is dependable is that we are protected by
a raw cotton quota of only 30,000 bales of upland cotton. In our domestic market, we don't
have to compete against the growers of
Mexico or Brazil. We know that American
cotton is being used in the American market.
And if that market grows, we have a wonderful chance to see our domestic consumption
go up--particularly With the added effort
we're putting into domestic market development.
But the growth in the domestic market can
soon be cut off and the trend turned downward if imports continue to accelerate the
way they've been doing for the last decade.
Just 10 years ago, in 1961, total textile imports (including those made of cotton, manmade fibers, and wool} were equal to only
about three-quarters of a million bales of
raw cotton. The current level is about 2.6
million bales--or a rise of almost two million
bale equivalents for the decade. Imports of
cotton textiles amount to about a million
bale equivalents--most, about 80 percent,
made out of foreign-grown cotton.
At this time we still have some mild, voluntary agreements which tend to restrain the
expansion in cotton textile imports. But the
foreign mills are getting around these agreements by flooding our domestic market with
goods made of blends and synthetics, which
obviously compete With cotton.
Clearly, the whole domestic textile market
in which we compete is under attack. It has
already been badly disrupted. Its growth has
been stunted. It will certainly start shrinking if import acceleration continues.
What we must understand is that this is
a bigger threat to raw cotton people than to
the mills. We stand to lose a very substantial part of our biggest and best market, and
we can't afford it. The mills do have an alternative. It's not what they want, but they may
be driven to it. They can always join the foreign competition. They can start shifting
their investments to foreign countries where
they can obtain low-cost labor and where
they can buy cotton or any other fiber from
whomever they please. Naturally, they would
be planning to ship their textiles to the
United States; and you can imagine what
that would do to our domestic market.
So the Council has attached a. top and
urgent priority to resolving the textile import problem this year. We are putting together a grassroots campaign to support our
Washington operations. You will be hearing
more about this soon. It calls for a maximum
effort from producers, ginners, and all others
in our industry. We must handle this import problem if we are to hold and increase
our momentum. If we all join hands, I'm
confident we can get this job done.
We must recognize that our opponents,
especially the Japanese, have used every
tactic at their disposal to delay action and
confuse and divide the American people.
Every time there seemed to be some progress
in the Congress, the Japanese have put forward some new proposal or changed the
tempo of negotiations, which has led people
to believe that they were serious about reaching an agreement. But nothing has been
accomplished. The proposal in March 1971 by
the Japanese Textile Federation to limit unilaterally its textile exports to the U.S. is
obviously another tactical move that is totally unacceptable. The proposal has a single
upper limit for all textiles, With no limits at
all on individual categories. This would permit the Japanese to concentrate their exports in items that are especially strong in
this country, like cotton denims and jeans,
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put domestic producers out of business, and
then move on to something else. 'Ib.lS unilateral "restraint" would not take effect unless and until other leading exporting countries also agreed to do the same thing, and
meanwhile the base period for these "restraints" moves forward and the base gets
larger and larger. 'Ib.lS proposal would
undercut the LTA on cotton textiles, which,
incidentally Japan is no longer a party to;
would not include yarn; would not have the
force of an international agreement; and
would last only three years. Obviously, this
would be a step backward instead of forward.

TRANSITION PERIOD ON CHINA
POLICY

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

pendent of and completely outside of
considerations relative to the treaties we
have entered into with free China and
other surrounding lands. Also, I do not
weigh the possible development of questionable attitudes on the part of other
southeast Asian countries surrounding
U.S. liability. I speak solely of the longterm diplomatic, economic, and moral
interests of the United States in that
great area of the Pacific. We must not be
impatient. We must not accelerate our
position so far ahead of Peking's responses that we lose the benefit of the
give and take which must be forthcoming if we continue to insist upon response
before advancing further terms.
We face and must consider the realities of Asian timing and the intricacies
of their political action and counteraction. Our experience in Asia should
have taught us this lesson. We are not
served by those who, by oversimplification, create a polarization of our position
which destroys our flexibility and steals
from us the benefits of the transitional
period we are now in. We must fully
exploit this period by encouraging and
demanding responses and counterproposals from the other bargaining party.
I do not believe and have never
espoused that our country should tum
over its foreign policy to any other country or to that country's concerns. I
would take that position whether or not
the country involved were Israel, Vietnam, or free China. This is not to say
that our own sel:flsh but defensible interests, although shortsightedly interpreted
as being in consort with the interest of
some smaller nation, might not provide
a sounder. more defensible posture for
the long-term benefit of our country.
In short, Mr. Speaker and Members
of the House, I am quite disturbed that
the sudden smoke from arguments for
wider recognition of Red China obscure
the ground we have prepared for our
transition. This is a time which calls not
for haste, but for extensive and patient
negotiations with Red China. We should
encourage that nation to respond constructively to those initiatives already
presented by our country. An American
rush can only result in an American
rout in SOutheast Asia. Patience, persistence, pressur&-these qualities will bring
meaningful progress.

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, and Members of the House, it seems clear from
presentations in Congress and the
media that U.S. policy toward Communist China, and therefore toward free
China, is being pressed into an unfortunate and dangerous adversary position.
This position is causing extensive polarization around the question of the recognition of Red China and her acceptance
into the United Nations.
What all this sudden furor of rhetoric
fails to make clear, or even to recognize,
is the importance of formulating a position that is based on an understanding
of existing conditions in Asia. This is a
transition period between old and new
policy. The fact that we are in a transition period must be recognized above all
else while we are formulating policy. Not
to recognize the reality of the transitory
environment we are now in could cause
a serious error in our ultimate decision.
Let me clarify my use of the term,
"transition period." No sensible or informed person would take the position
that our policy should remain static and
based upon the conditions which prevailed in the 1945-60 period. Unquestionably, there is abroad in Asia changes
of such significance and facts of such
operative dominance that some adjustment, some reorientation and reexpression of policy are and will be mandated.
But one cannot .leap from infancy to
adulthood without some period of transition. Given the illusory nature of the assessments of mainland China's positions AN INSPIRING EXAMPLE OF COURAGE AND PATIENCE
and conditions, it is clear that dynamic
change there is still occurring. We must
not unilaterally offer concessions on our
HON. TIM LEE CARTER
relations with mainland China before
knowing what we will be dealing with
OF KENTUCKY
and thereupon foreclosing on important
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options and alternatives.
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Although world opinion might considMr. CARTER. Mr. Speaker, there has
er the actions already taken by the
United States far short of those suggest- come to my notice from Hon. Maurice
ed by certain elements in and out of H. Thatcher, who in his early life lived
Congress, an honest judgment would in Butler County, Ky., and who served
have to place the ball in China's court. later in this body as a Member from the
Now the burden truly is on the Peking Louisville district, a heart-moving story
government to make some meaningful appearing in the March 18, 1971, issue
and constructive response to concessions of the Green River Republican.
This old and greatly esteemed periodand invitations already extended by our
Government. I make this point inde- ical has an interesting article, written

by Mary Jefferies, descriptive of the 10year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Annis, who live on a farm close to
Logansport in that county. The author
tells with dramatic power of the suffering which resulted when a few years
before the little boy was run down by
an automobile while riding his bicycle
on the highway.
The injuries received by him have been
of the gravest character, paralyzing him,
and destroying his sight. The care given
him by his parents has been of the most
solicitous and constant character, consuming their modest means, but being
finally rewarded by a gleam of recovery
on the part of the suffering child.
The Latter has become an historic ease
in medical circles and his brave and
courageous attitude have been inspirational in humanitarian circles. I am
deeply interested in the case, not only
because of its medical aspects, but also
because the example thus presented appeals strongly to humanitarian reactions
oommon to the human race.
This extension is made only for the
purpose of citing medical and inspirational effects thus shown. Relatives and
friends of the little sufferer are giving
needed aid to the parents.
There may be other like cases here
and there in varying forms which occasionally appear, but I doubt whether
any other case is more extreme in its
results than that of this little boy who
seems to have been robbed of everything
but courage and patience.
The article in question is now made
with leave accorded, a part hereof taken
from the columns of the indicated publication of which Silas Barrow is the editor.
Butler County years ago was part of
the old "Bloody Third" district, including
some of my present congressional counties, and Dr. W. Godfrey Hunter served
in the Congress from that historic district.
Here is the story:
10-YEAR-OLD JEFFREY ANNis SEEMS To
WrrH "PATTERNING" THERAPY
(By Mary Jeffries)
Little Jeffrey Annis of Logansport was 10
IMPROVE

years old on November 9 last year.
He doesn't ride a Butler Oounty school
bus, nor does he play basketball, plan Cub
Scout projects, or do any of the things most
ten year old boys do.
His days are spent learning "reflexive crawling" and undergoing other therapeutic measures called "patterning" that aa-e designed
to help healthy cells in hiS brain take over
the duMes o:f da.maged brain tissue.
Jeff sutiered severe brain damage when he
wa.s struck by a oar while riding hiS bicycle
on Highway 403, just a short distance from
his home. The accident occurred around 5
p.m., March 6, 1967~his mother's birthday.
Jeff's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Truman Annis
of Logansport. He has an older brother, Paul,
and one sister, Rita, who is a registered nurse.
Jeff's world is the family living room. It
has been transformed into an efficient hospital therapy unit. Unlike so many rehabilitation centers, Jeff's room is a wonderful happy
place where visitors are welcome. After a
visit to Jeff's world, one leaves with a warm
feeling and the words: love, faith, and courage, are remembered-along with a mental
picture of a little boy with a big smile.
The tragic circumstances of that snowy
afternoon in Ma.rch may be half forgotten by
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Butler Countians, but the accident has completely changed the lives of the Annis family.
Naturally, there has been sorrow and despair
in the course of the last four years, but also,
there has emerged an unfaltering faith and a
brand of oourage that is an inspiration to
friends and neighbors.
There were no broken bones when Jeff was
thrown from his bike and only a minor cut
on his wrist, but his head struck the hard
surface blacktop, causing severe brain injury.
He was rushed to a Bowling Green hospital
and underwent emergency surgery to relieve
intercranial pressure. The hours of waiting
outside the operating room were an eternity
for the Annis famUy . . . and this was just
the beginning.
When word came, it was not favorable.
Neurosurgeons gave little hope of recovery.
Damage to the brain center was massive,
leaving Jeff paralyzed and blind. There was
nothing to do but walt.
The family waited . . . and prayed. There
seemed to be no hope. A local physician, Dr.
Richard Wan, sought consultations with
specialists a.ll over the United States. No leads
were left unexplored, even though hospital
costs mounted steadily. Meanwhile, as Jeff
lingered between life and death, other problems arose. Pneumonia set in and doctors believed that he could not survive t.n his weakened condition.
The Annis family did not give up. They
haunted the corridors near Jeff's room waiting and hoping for some t.mprovement.
Kindly hospital officials looked the other way
when Truman Annis slept in the prayer
room. After the crisis came, staff members
could only say that Jeff had survived. There
was no change in the original diagnosis.
A severe kidney infection followed. Just as
his parents• hopes dimmed, little Jeff rallied . . . only to be racked by convulsions
from the brain damage. Part of the brain
which regulates body temperature had been
affected and Jeff was plunged into the third
crisis in less than a month.
During this heartbreaking period, the
family waited for brief moments with Jeff.
Even though his physical needs were taken
care of by trained personnel, his father,
Truman Annis, never left the hospital. When
permitted, he was always at his son's bedside. There were times when Jeff, unconscious in a twilight world, would smile . . .
and a father's faith was born.
The first three months were spent in the
recovery room where specialized care kept
him alive. Intravenous feedings and a respirator became a part of his everyday life.
Later, a stomach tube provided nourishment
for his little body, and his kidneys functioned with the help of an indwell1ng catheter.
While Jeff was being transferred to a private room, a nurse noticed that his lungs
expanded without the aid of a respirator.
When this was confirmed, he was given regular periods of "free breathing" and the use of
the respirator was discontinued. Since private nursing care was needed, financial arrangements were made even though the
small insurance pollcy that Annis held had
dwindled. Hospitalization for Jeff lasted
nearly five months and then he was transferred to Lakeview Nursing Home.
The world of medical terminology and
hospital procedures is little known to a
farming man, but Jeff's father made it his
business to learn all he could about the
devices used to sustain his son's life. He began a determined search for knowledge concerning treatment and care used in similar
cases. Letters that requested information on
the subject were sent to medical centers
throughout the world. Annis made countless
trips to neighboring states to talk with parents of children with similar problems.
Jeff was taken to the Kentuckian Center
in Louisvllle for examination and treatment.
Doctors in the metropolitan area became in-
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terested in Jeff, and later visited him at the
nursing home. Jeff was treated for muscle
atrophy, a condition brought on by the
months of inactivity due to paralysis.
Twenty-four hour nursing care was still
required !or Jeff when his parents took him
home November 3, 1967, so Truman Annis
learned to provide this. The living room was
transformed into a hospital unit.
Wanda Baker of Logansport came daily to
help out. A local chiropractor and family
friend, Dr. Mirko Radovich, continued the
treatment advised in Louisville. It was during one of these muscle therapy sessions
that Jeff made his first audible sound since
the accident. When Dr. Radovich shared the
good news with the Annis family, it was a
hwppy day for everyone.
The following months did not hold many
happy days. Jeff fought an unending battle
with infection, each new crisis seeming to
weaken him even more. Work on the farm
was neglected while the family took turns
with Jeff's nursing care. Doctor bllls and
drug costs steadily increased, so Truman
Annis and his son Paul worked harder to
make ends meet.
A second bout with pneumonia weakened
Jeff a n d sent him back to the hospital in December, 1969. This time he st ayed only five
days, but the medical expenses soared. Barbara Moore of Logansport came to help out
with Jeff's care. Even with the insurance
settlement, the family savings dwindled because of the financial burden. But Jeff still
smiled, and his father's faith grew stronger.
Friends offered help, but there seemed little they could do except pray. Annis is sure
that prayers are answered, because soon the
stomach tube was removed and Jeff learned
to swallow liquid feedings with the aid of an
asepto syringe.
Spring 1970 came and a new crop of corn
a n d soybeans was planted. Truman Annis and
Paul worked the farm in shifts so that one of
them would always be able to care for Jeff.
It was about this time that an article appeared in a weekly news magazine (Grit) that
told of work being done with brain injured
children by a famed neurologist, Dr. Eugene
Spitz. of Philadelphia. Annis made an appointment with Dr. Spitz's clinic and accompanied Jeff there on April 20. In Philadelphia, brain wave tests were given and
studied. Mr. Annis was told, "It would be
a shame not to give Jeff the benefit of patterning therapy." A chance meeting with a
man from West Virginia gave Annis another
ray of hope. He learned there was a faciUty
for this treatment in Nashville, Tenn essee,
less than a hundred miles from his Butler
County home.
Truman and Laverne Annis traveled to
Nashville and visited the Institute for Neurological Development of 895 Murfreesboro
Road. They learned of the work being done
there With brain injured children and arranged to bring Jeff for examination and
evaluation. After Jeff's first trip to Nashville, it became evident that the long trip
by a mbulance combined with the manual
exercise treatments--were too eXhausting to
continue.
Don Griffin, director of the institute, told
Annis of a new machine designed to do the
work of manual patterning. Annis contacted
Corban Company, Inc. of Staunton, Va. and
arranged to have the machine shipped to his
home in Logansport. Although production of
the machine is 11mited (only 250 have been
made) . It was installed in the Annis home in
July. Griffin drove up from Nashville to assist with the installation and stayed over
until Annis could operate the machine efficiently. The cost of the unit alone was
$1200.00.
The strange looking apparatus is an as-semblage of belts, pulleys, shafts, sprockets,
bearings, and steel cable combined with an
electric motor. It is kept ready at all times
to exercise every joint in Jeff's body. There
ls a pivot for each body Joint. These move

separately, but in perfect rhythm when the
machine is in operation. If one part of Jeff's
body becomes spastic and unmovable, the
corresponding portion of the equipment will
disengage from the motor drive and stop.
When he is able to move again, the machine
automatically goes back in the proper
sequence.
Jeff's time on the patterning machine was
limited at first. Sore muscles and bruised
knees were factors that had to be con''Sidered. Use of the eleven feet long slide
had to be discontinued, but other therapeutic procedures have been added. Jeff has
grown stronger since patterning therapy
began and, in many ways, he lets the family
know he is ready for the treatment to begin.
Three people are required to do the patterning exercises and at least two are needed
to assist in the follow up steps. Annis is on
hand for each session. He receives help from
other members of the family and from Mrs.
Jean Jones, who comes in each day.
Jeff's day begins at 6 a.m. and he spends
.five minutes on the machine. His joints are
moved by the apparatus in the same motions
other children use in crawling. This is repeated every two hours, five times a day.
Music from a record player accompanies
each session. Popular tunes are his favorites.
He breathes in a plastic bag (under strict
supervision) once every hour. This helps his
lungs expand and is part of treatment. His
hands are brushed briskly six times a day
and a can of frozen orange juice is rubbed
over his palms. A vibrator connected to his
bed is turned on six times a day after each
treatment. Auditory stimulation is given
with a loud air horn at regular intervals
throughout the day. He reacts much the
same way any child would. When four big
spotlights are turned on, he shuts his eyes.
There is marked improvement in Jeff's
condition. His general health is much better,
as indicated by a greater resistance to infection. He is still given liquid feedings
every two hours, but is now able to eat
pureed or baby food and occasionally drinks
a soft drink. Jeff tries very hard to communi~te with his family and will hold up his
left arm proudly when his brother Paul
says: "Show us your muscle."
He loves company and is pleased when
visitors notice the toy rabbit he holds in his
hand. Oh, yes!--Jeff stm .smiles. And now,
Truman Annis smiles, too.

GOVERNOR SHAPP APPEARANCE AT
PRESS CLUB BIG SUCCESS

HON. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, I was
fortunate today to be in attendance when
the Governor of my State of Pennsylvania, Milton Shapp, addressed the National Press Club.
The audience was composed largely of
men who have put many years in the
Washington mill. They have heard
speeches and rhetortc day in and day out.
They are old hands at listening, and conversely, old hands at picking the phonies
from the genuine item.
On the basis of their response to Governor Shapp, today, I would say they
spent a delightful hour with the real
thing.
Governor Shapp talked about the fiscal
problems that our State is experiencing
and offered his own idea for the Federal
Government alleviating the State worry
load.
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He proposed that the Federal Government do three things: First, geneT ate
new revenue for the States and cities,
including block grants and a Federal
takeover of the welfare program; second,
a strong Federal action to stimulate economic growth, and third, an expansion
of Federal programs for social progress.
I include in the RECORD the remarks
of Governor Shapp and salute him on
an excellent and forthright speech:
REMARKS OF GoVERNOR MILTON J. SHAPP AT
THE NATIONAL PRESS CLUB, 1 P.M., WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1971

With frequent regUlarity, the nation's
Governors journey to Washington-individually or in groups-to meet With the President, confer With Cabinet officials, to lobby
in Congress and address the National Press
Club.
Often, the Governors are followed by--or
preceded by-the Mayors of the nation's
cities.
Invariably, the message is the same: the
states and cities of America are in desperate
financial shape and the federal government
must bail them out With some form of revenue sharing.
Usually, the dialogue turns out to be a
debate without particulars. Some Governors and Mayors support the concept of
revenue sharing in principle. Others support the Nixon plan whatever that may be.
Some are for other forms of federal help.
Others are for the proposals of this or that
Senator. The general theme though is consistent. The cities and states lack the broad
tax base, must live within balanced budgets
and thus are unable to finance their expanding needs.
Against this background of growing national debate, I am happy, if somewhat apprehensive, to be here today to address the
National Press Club as the Democratic Governor of the nation's third largest state.
I say I am apprehensive because I am sure
you are sitting there expecting to hear the
same old pitch for revenue sharing in the
same old way with minor modifications here
and there.
Well, I've decided not to make the same
old pitch because I don't happen to agree
With it. The Nixon proposals simply do not
apply to the problems of 1971 let alone for
1972 and successive years.
I build a successful business by making
decisions based upon need and logic. I don't
believe we can solve our governmental problems by continuing to make our decisions on
the basis of politics.
Now don't misunderstand me. As Governor of Pennsylvania I would be glad to be
the beneficiary of a windfall called revenue
sharing.
Call it the Nixon Plan, the Muskie Plan,
the Governor's Plan, the Mayors' Plan, or
anyone else's plan, I'll take the money.
Pennsylvania needs it.
Last month, in Pennsylvania, we enacted
a new tax package featuring for the first
time one income tax based on line 50 of the
federal tax return. Coupled with some basic
reforms and additional business taxes, that
package will, for the first time in many years,
place Pennsylvania on a solid financial basis.
This is quite a step forward considering the
fact that on March 1st we ran out of money;
that we were on the brink of insolvency,
facing a debt, projected until June of 1972,
of $1.55 billion.
Nonetheless, even with the passage of new
taxes and the economies that we are introducing into the operations of government,
we will barely meet our obligations for present programs in fiscal '71-'72, to say nothing
about the need to finance many new programs of vital public need.
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Take, for example, mass transportation in
Pennsylvania. The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
which services Philadelphia and the surrounding counties, is in serious financial
trouble. To modernize SEPTA and place
it on a solid financial footing, between
$800 million and a billion dollars will be
needed over the next five years.
That money can't come from Philadelphia,
nor can it come from the state. Only last
week, the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia warned that Philadelphia faces "fiscal chaos" in the 1970s. The report projected
cumulative deficits for this one city alone totaling $1.325 billion over the next five years.
The Federal Resenne report also made
clear that projected amount of $54 million
which Philadelphia would receive annually
would still leave a deficit of over one billion
dollars in five years merely to continue to
finance existing programs even if President
Nixon's revenue sharing program was enacted.
The Nixon proposal is nothing more than
a red herring to obscure the real problems
our nation faces and to give the illusion that
the administration is concerned about the
people's problems. Also, what is happening
today is that public officials, focusing so
strongly on the abstract concept of revenue
sharing, have failed to perceive the vital
inter-relationship of fiscal policy with economic and social policy.
You have often heard Governors, Mayors
and Congressmen say that money alone will
not solve our problems.
But too often that statement is accompanied by a single preoccupation with getting money alone.
I hope that we can stimulate a broader
debate throughout the nation, one which
would place equal priority on the need for
economic growth and the demand for social
progress.
Perhaps no other issue of modern times
illustrates the three-fold problem of fiscal
necessity, economic growth and social progress better than the welfare system.
During the next fiscal year, the welfare
rolls in Pennsylvania are expected to exceed
900,000 cases.
In New York State, Governor Rockefeller
announced last week a proposal to place a
one-year residency requirement on welfare
recipients, justifying his claim on the statement that his state faces an unusually serious situation under the terms of the Supreme Court residency ruling.
And in California, Governor Reagan has
flatly and simply called for the elimination
of three-quarters of a million people from
the welfare rolls at a projected saving of
$700 million.
Each response has been in terms of money.
Neither Rockefeller nor Reagan has spoken
in terms of people.
I have proposed that the federal government take over the operation of the entire
welfare system. I believe that the machinery
of public assistance, designed to meet the
crisis of the 1930's Depression, simply no
longer a;pplies to the problems of the
seventies.
The rise in the welfare caseload represents
a fiscal crisis of grave magnitude that cannot be handled by the states. The soaring
caseload not only reflects uncontrollable
state costs due to federal laws and court decisions regarding eligiblity for welfare, but
it is also indicative of a stagnant national
economy.
It points up our social failure to provide
meaningful programs of education, job training, and employment, for all our citizens, of
wasting so much of our precious national resources in a senseless war instead of taking
care of our people's real needs.
Therefore, I propose that government, on
every level, begin to think in terms of a
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three-cornered solution to our problexns. One
is the generation of new sources of revenue
for our cities and states, which should include some block grant revenue sharing
funds combined with a federal t-akeover o!
the welfare program.
A second is the need for positive federal
action to stimulate economic growth.
Third, an expansion of programs for social
progress.
My thoughts regarding the need for federal
takeover of the welfare systems were presented to the Joint Economic Committee on
January 22nd. I shall not expand on this concept here except to illustrate that under
Nixon's revenue sharing proposals, Pennsylvania's state government would receive
$123 million next year but welfare costs alone
will increase over $150 million. And that we
would presently save almost $700 million if
Washington took this load over. Many of our
problems are caused by high unemployment.
Ten years ago, when John Kennedy became
President, the economy faced the same type
of stagnation which we are witnessing today-high unemploymelllt, slow growth and
sluggish production.
The Kennedy Administration demonstrated that the tools of the federal government could be used in a constructive manner to stimulate the economy. Public works,
Manpower Retraining, Area Redevelopment,
Aid to Education, new incentives for housing
and stepped up urban assistance all were put
to work to prime the economy.
Some of these programs in their particulars, would not necessarily be the ones we
need today. But surely the federal government must adopt the principle of putting its
vast resources to work for the cause of economic growth.
As Leon Keyserling recently pointed out,
"unless reasonably full employment and production are restored within a reasonable
time, aH of the economic and social problems with which the states and localities are
wrestling will be further aggravated to a degree which cannot be compensated for by
revenue sharing." A program for revenue
sharing would be but a part, and minor part
at tha;t, of the entire program needed by our
federal government. There is urgent need t-o
develop a long-range economic and social
budget for the United States, properly quantifying broad production and employment
targets.
I understand the President says he is now
a Disciple of Keynes. He has presented his
own version of deficit spending in the guise
of a full employment budget. He claims that
he is now prepared to use the tools of the
federal government to get us out of the recessionary spiral we are in.
But once again, we see evidence that his
words are not consistent with his actions.
Why is the administrta.tion holding back
on billions of dollars already appropTiated
for education and urban programs and mandated from the highway trust fund?
Last weekend at the Democratic Governor's Oonference in St. Louis, I said that
while Nixon talks a good game about revenue sharing he was following instead a policy
of revenue sna-ring.
I don't believe, we will see this unimaginative administration use the tools at its
command with any sort of determination. I
think we will see more words, fewer deeds
and a lot of expressed hope that somehow the
economy will improve itself. I might add this
is a philosophy followed by all Republican
administrations since 1924--all of which
have evolved in deep recession or depression.
If we are going to stimulate the economy
the administration must have to believe 'ft
can be stimulated. And it seexns to be the
peculiar failing of the present Administration that it has no faith in the potential of
human ingenuity applying the tools of government to generate true prosperity.
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Finally, as a third point, I want to talk
briefly about the question of special progress.
Where will we be, as a nation, with all the
revenue at our disposal unless we use it wisely for the benefit of all our people?
What good, indeed, wm economic growth
be unless it benefits not only the few at the
top but the m1llions at the bottom?
The nation is quieter today than it has
been.
But perhaps our misery has simply gone
underground.
The poor are not always visible.
And the angry are not always shouting.
Sometimes both poverty and anger are
transformed into quiet despair and invisible
frustration.
Whatever the present mood, the fact is that
America st111 has not lived up to its commitment to equal rights for all Americans, regardless of race, creed, or color.
Nor have we been sufticiently innovative
in devising new approaches to learning for
millions of people at the bottom of the ladder
whose livelihood depends upon manual employment and other forms of low paying jobs.
many of whom languish on welfare because
they lack the skills and knowledge to hold
jobs in our modern society.
A lot of jobs are disappearing because . of
the sluggish economy and because of automation.
In their place are other jobs but these
require sk1lls and training which still are
not available to or earmarked for those most
in need.
Is it any wonder that the welfare rolls
increase when unemployment is so high and
unemployab111ty is so obvious?
During the recent crisis in Pennsylvania,
we faced the possiblliy Of laying off about
five hundred people in custodial jobs in our
Department of Property and Supplies. The
move was intended to effect some economies.
The plan was almost approved when the
Secretary of Property and Supplies said to
me: "Governor, you know what's going to
h appen when you lay those people off? They'll
all be on welfare." I decided to use the same
number of dollars to keep these people employed and our buildings clean. This incident
points up clearly the predicament we are
in.
Either we provide relevant training that
leads to meaningful employment else we
continue to witness the continued rise in the
welfare rolls.
For a brief period during the sixties, it
seemed as if the nation had finally captured
the commitment to social progress.
But I believe it has been lost and must
be regained if this nation is to survi\Te.
And behind the national problem, of
course, lies the inter:national situation. Let's
face it. We shall not succeed here in America until we end, once and for all, our involvement in Indo China. And we shall not
succeed, even then, unless we transfer some
of the huge defense budget into meaningful
revenue sharing programs.
These, then, are the priorities as I see
them and I would like to close this discussion
with a brief statement of my own position
on the specific question of revenue sharing so
that you will have, on the record, the position of the Governor of Pennsylvania.
A month ago, when the National Governors' Conference met here in Washington,
I made a four-point proposal for adoption
which included the following items:
1. Full federalization of welfare programs.-The present costs of publlc assist-

ance are uncontrollable by the states. These
are mainly federally-established programs,
but in those states seeking to provide a minimum standard of health and decency to people on welfare, the states alone or the states
and their local governments together now
bear the lion's share of the load.
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During 1971, the Federal Government
should assume all coots for welfare that exceed 90% of each state's costs for 1970.
Next, each year between 1972 and 1976,
the Federal Government should assume an
additional 20 % of this welfare burden. Thus
by 1976, the Federal Government would be
paying 100 % of all welfare costs for each
state.
2. State and city drawing rights.--states
and cities should be able to obtain in ad-

vance from the Federal Treasury or the Federal Reserve, under a program of special Federal Drawing Rights, monies that are due
them under Federal grant formulas in any
given fiscal year. This, in effect, will provide
a fiscal shock absorber for state and local
governments to permit better fiscal planning
of their finances, and to prevent chaos when
they run out of money. Moot cities and states,
unlike the Federal Government, cannot resort to deficit financing, even in case of dire
emergency.
3. Federally guaranteed loans for States
and cities.-Our states and cities today pa.y

higher than prime interest rates because the
lenders look upon states and cities as increasingly poorer risks. Yet, our states and
cities must borrow billions upon billions
over the next decade.
A Federal agency should be established to
fully guarant ee loans made by our cities
and states. This would lower the interest
rate on such borrowing and save many millions of dollars for state and local taxpayers. Such a guarantee plan for our steamship
lines already exists under the Federal Maritime Act. Certainly our states and cities are
at least equally worthy of support.
4. Revenue sharing.-The President's formula for general revenue sharing is inadequate. In calling for the reclassttlcation of
categorical grants into bloc grants, it 1s nothing more than a case of scrambling the same
egg twice. Its distribution has little to do
with per capita income or need, and its reward for "state and local fiscal effort" tends
to reinforce the current regressive real estate
and sales taxes.
I recommend a formula with incentives to
encourage:
(a) states to adopt graduated income
taxes;
(b) procedures for allocation of shared
revenues to local governments to encourage
consolidation of inefficient units.
I also recommend that general revenue
sharing be a four-year authorization with
annual appropriations rather than a permanent appropriation as a percentage of the
personal income tax base as proposed by the
President.
I am not calling for revenue sharing by
itself or for federallzation of welfare programs by itself. I am saying that the states
and the cities need both in order to accomplish the needed fiscal relief. And we need
both immediately.
If these four points were adopted into law,
they would do much to place our states and
cities on a more adequate financial base, provide incentives for reform and reorganization of our state and local governments, provide a more equitable distribution of Federal
funds than either revenue sharing or federalization of welfare alone, and continue a
federal-state-local partnership which has
been oreatn.ve and productive in many instances during the past 40 years.
America's economy can be stimulated.
America's cities can be turned into thriving
communities. And our states can be made
to fulfill their constitutional duties to their
citizens.
Our people can be assisted in their quest to
live enriched lives.
We have the capital, we have the resources,
we have the most innovative people in the
world. We can resolve our problelllS if we

utilize all our great advantages in a logical
and constructive way.
But, we cannot improve our lot if the Administration continues to hack out programs
for public relations or political purposes and
ballyhoos these concoctions as the salvation
of the nation.
I place the Nixon proposal for revenue
sharing in this category. It is not based upon
realism. It won't make a dent in solving our
fiscal problems.
Welfare takeover is a much more meaningful program. Federal assumption of welfare
costs would relieve the states of enormous
sums in their budgets so they in turn could
relieve the cities of a larger share of educational costs.
But neither revenue sharing nor welfare
takeover will solve our nation's fiscal problems. We desperately need major programs to
stimulate the economy, programs that will
offer real opportunities for our people to live
more fruitful lives.
Until we take meaningful steps in this direction everything else we do constitutes
nothing more than a holding action.

THE NAVAL AIR RESERVE 2-2-12-3
PROGRAM

HON. DAVID E. SATTERFIELD Ill
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

SATI'ERFIELD. Mr. Speaker,
Capt. Sigmund Bajak, USNR, has written an informative article published in
the January issue of U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings, about the Naval Air Reserve
2-2-12-3 program which represents an
important change in the Naval Air Reserve's combat readiness capability and
which provides an excellent example 1n
justification of the single force concept
for the Navy.
Captain Bajak is no stranger to the Naval Air Reserve. He served as a carrierbased fighter pilot in World War II; he
served again during the Korean war and
upon a second recall to service from the
Ina.ctive Reserve served as commanding
officer of VS 837, an air antisubmarine
squadron. He is an active Reservist serving as a member of CNAResTra Flag
Training and Staff Component and as
chief staff officer for Air Reserve Staff
Rr-1. He holds a bachelor's degree from
Miami University-Ohio-and a master's degree from Yale University. He has
been with the National Broadcasting Co.
for the past 15 years and now serves as
director of newsfilm, NBC News.
Because this article constitutes an excellent explanation of the 2-2-12-3 concept and because I believe it may have a
bearing upon future legislation which the
House will consider, I include it as a part
of these remarks at this point in the
Mr.

RECORD:
Two-Two-TwELVE-THREE, THE BRANDNEW
BALL GAME

(By Capt. Sigmund Bajak, U.S. Naval
Reserve)
The 2-2-12-3 Program-two attack carrier
wings, two carrier ASW groups, 12 patrol
squadrons, and three transport squadronsentails a dramatic reorganization of the entir~ ;Nav&I .A,1r ;J;reserve,
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After World Wa.r II, the Naval Air Reserve
became primarily a holding organization designed to maintain skills of it5 tremendous
bank of tra.ined pilots, ground officers, and
enlisted men. The challenge of the Korean
call-up and the response indicated some
weaknesses of the holding philosophy and
improvements were made. A Ready Reserve
was created by the Armed Forces Reserve Act
of 1952, thus changing the Naval Air Reserve to a training organization. In 1955, the
Reserve Forces Act provided a means by
which the Ready Reserve would have adequate enlisted manpower through a special
enlistment program commonly referred to as
the "two by Six" enlistment, i.e., two years
of active duty plus four years at home in the
Naval Reserve, or a total of six years. In 1958,
the Selected Air Reserve Program was authorized to ensure the training of reservists
, to meet the requirements for immediate
mobilization. This action tended to bring the
Naval Air Reserve in closer contact with the
Fleet. Reservists began to participate in Fleet
activities such as Submarine Launched Assault Missile Exercises (SLAMEX).
Eighteen Naval Air Reserve antisubmarine
warfare squadrons were called to active duty
in the Berlin call-up of reservists in 1961.
The abilities and dedication of the squadron
personnel were outstanding, but discrepancies were apparent. For example, over a hundred aircraft service changes had to be made
by the called-up squadrons on their 8-2
Trackers to update them for active service.
Immediately following their release from this
call-up, after a year of active duty, many
reservists helped provide support to the Fleet
during the Cuban missile crisis. Naval Reserve planners again evaluated the performance of Naval Air Reserve units during these
two crises, and again changes were made in
the Naval Air Reserve organization and callup procedures. Because of budget limitations
and the war in Southeast Asia, little could
be done to upgrade the hardware.
Beginning in 1965, the Naval Air Reserve
provided airlift support to our forces in Vietnam using old C-54 and C-118 aircraft, but
it was not until January 1968 that the Naval
Air Reserve faced its next real challengethe Pueblo call-up. The problems encountered in that call-up proved conclusively that
the Naval Air Reserve did not have sufficient and proper hardware or training and
support equipment to attain and maintain
the required readiness for early deployment
witJ;l the Fleet. Again, the changes which
followed the call-up were organizational, involving primarily the realignment of personnel. Priority hardware squadrons were formed
and placed under the operational control of
the Commander, Naval Air Reserve Force, a
second and new hat for the Chief of Naval Air
Reserve Training. Neither additional or new
hardware, nor training and support equipment were forthcoming owing to the demands of Southeast Asia operations.
In the fall of 1969, the General Accounting Office, guardian of the tax dollar and
watchdog for the Congress, concluded two
years of in-depth study of the Naval Air
Reserve. The GAO reported:
Our review of certain Naval Air Reserve
units at four Naval Air Stations disclosed
serious logistics problems which have had an
adverse effect on their readiness posture. In
our opinion, these problems keep the Reserve Components from achieving their primary purpose; that is, to provide trained
units and qualified persons available for active duty in the armed forces in time of war
or national emergency. We concluded that it
would be difficult for the Reserve to mobilize
fleet operational squadrons for an emergency.
The GAO report also stated that 37 of the
39 squadrons in the Naval Air Reserve, within
the Joint Chiefs of Staff readiness reporting
system (C-rating system), were in unsatisfactory readiness status. This meant that 87
o! the hardware squadrons were not combat
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ready while the other two were only marginally combat ready. There was no rebuttal
to the GAO report. The Navy acknowledged a
lack of hardware and site-support equipment
for the Naval Air Reserve with which to
match sophisticated aircraft equipped with
highly complex black boxes and systems. The
Navy also knew that the Naval Air Reserve
Command needed more than 44 million dollars to purchase and maintain training devices. Worse, Navy planners were aware that
there was more than $200 million of identifiable military construction deficiencies at
Naval Air Reserve Training activities which
a $25 million annual military construction
budget could never correct.
Organizational changes could no longer be
used to make improvements in the Nav.al
Air Reserve. The patriotic spirit and the
dedication of members of the Naval Air
Reserve had been stretched to the point
reminiscent of the early days of the Naval
Reserve.
The pattern of challenge, response, evaluation, .and attempted improvement could no
longer be applied. A dramatic change was
needed in the Naval Air Reserve. If the
change did not come, the Naval Air Reserve
faced extinction in the 1970s.
In the late months of 1969, the Chief of
Naval Operations, f.aced with the proposed
loss of one attack carrier and her air wing,
suggested that the Navy keep the carrier
and decommission two air wings resulting
in a force of 15 CVAs and 13 wings. The intent was to make up the difference between
carriers and wings by using Marine Corps
squadrons on board the carriers and concentrating the released hardware and support equipment into a single air wing of
the Nav.al Air Reserve Force. The assets
would be transferred directly from active
duty to Naval Air Reserve squadrons. This
was a substantial departure from previous
Navy practices because it completely integrated the Nav.al Air Reserve Force squadrons into the Fleet. Thus began the 2-2-12-3
plan for the Naval Air Reserve Force of the
1970s.
The rtwo .aM.ack ca.rrier air wings, two Clalrrier antisubmarine warfare groups, 12 patrol
squadrons, and three transport squadrons
(2-2-12-3) are a part of the tactical (flying)
portion of the Naval Air Reserve for the
1970s. Many refer to it as the new Naval Air
Reserve Force. It is new because it has been
totally reorganized and restructured. It is
a force because it has been removed from the
training phase to a hardware squadron concept duplicating that in the Fleet. ComNavAiResFor reports directly to the Chief of
Naval Operations. He is the only two-star
a.ir commander with forces who reports
directly to the CNO. As CNaResTr.a., responsible for the training and support of his
non-tactical units, he reports to the Chief
of Naval Air Training, who in turn reports
to the CNO.
The organization of the Reserve air wings
and groups is similar to that of comparable
units in the Fleet. Each wing or group is
commanded by an air wing or group commander, an officer in the regular Navy who
has been screened and seleoted for bonus
command. The Reserve squadrons are commanded by a member of the Selected Air
Reserve in the grade of comm.ander. These
command1ng officers are supported on a daily
basis by a complement of active duty reservists, commonly referred to as "Tars," who
serve to train and administer the Naval
Reserve. The organization calls for the four
wing and group commanders of the carrier
type aircraft to report directly to the Commander, Naval Air Reserve Force. The patrol
VP and transport VR squadron organizations will be similarly designed to reflect
.active fleet struotural make up.
Several assumptions were made in developing the 2-2-12-3 Program. These were: (1)
that there would be space available at fleet
air stations, (2) that the assets from the de-
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commissioned active wing would be forthcoming, (3) that adequate support equipment and supply priorities would be provided the squadrons, (4) that required Fleet
services would be available for training, and
(5) that Fleet aircraft use and maintenance
manning factors were also valid for the new
Naval Air Reserve Force.
The objectives (based on these assumptions) were to provide the Naval Air Reserve
Force with the same opportunity to achieve
and maintain readiness of its squadrons as
provided the Fleet. In addition, planning
provided for the squadrons to use Fleet facilities, services, and other assistance.
One of the Reserve carrier air wings 1s located on the West Coast and the other on
the East Coast. Each wing consists of a total of three attack and two fighter squadrons
with appropriate detachments flying a total
of 85 deployable aircraft. This organization
corrects another deficiency pointed out by
the GAO report which stated, "Naval Reserve fleet operational squadrons were not
compatible for integration with the active
forces."
The two Reserve antisubmarine warfare
groups are located one on each coast. Each
group has two helicopter HS and three VS
squadrons, plus some detachments, for a
total of 45 deployable aircraft. The 12 patrol
squadrons are made up of 11 P-2 Neptune
squadrons flying 132 deployable aircraft, and
one P-3 squadron flying nine deployable
Orions. The three transport squadrons will
fly a total of about 30 aircraft and will be
divided into a number of training units.
For the first time in the Naval Air Reserve,
the squadron organization will parallel that
of the regular Navy. No longer will there be
many small training units distributed over
several locations which, on mob111zation day,
would form one regular size squadron. Instead, a complete squadron will be located
at one specified location.
While the concept of the new Naval Air
Reserve Force appears to have the general
support of naval air reservists, the forced
base closures that occurred during the early
stages of implementing the reorganization
have confused the entire reorganization picture to a significant extent. The closures of
the naval air stations at Los Alamitos, Twin
Cities, Olathe, Seattle, and New York were
based on the necessity to reduce overall Department of Defense expenditures. As stated
by Secretary Melvin R. Laird at the time they
were announced, the overall reductions "were
posed by the Congress and agreed to by the
President." The base closures were actions
forced upon the naval establishment as part
of an overall defense cutback, and had absolutely nothing to do with the 2-2-12-3 Program. As it turned out, unwelcomed as the
closures were, they forced the transfer of
some Naval Air Reserve squadrons to Fleet
air stations, thus immediately testing the assumptions of the 2-2-12-3 Program-with
good results.
A closer inspection of the validity of these
assumptions will be helpful. First, it was
assumed that space would be ava.tlable at
Fleet air stations and this is proving to be
true, though it has required Fleet units, already in cramped quarters, to move over.
Reserve air squadrons moved into space at
naval air stations located at Quonset Point,
Patuxent River, Miramar, Whidbey Island,
and North Island. Future plans call for units
of the Naval Air Reserve to move into Fleet
spaces at Point Mugu and Imperial Beach by
the summer of 1971.
The second assumption !or the 2-2-12-3
was that assets would be forthcoming from
decommissioned squadrons. F-BK Crusaders,
A-4C/L Skyhawks, E-lB Tracers, RP-8 Photo
Crusaders, KA-3 Skywarrlor refuelers, and
P-3 Ori'ons, all deployable, a.re becoming
available to the new Naval Air Reserve Force.
In addition, the Navy has provided a number
of F-4 Phantoms so that the Naval Air Re-

'
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serve Force could begin training in that aircraft.
The third assumption, that support equipment would be provided, has become fact at
Fleet sites and supply priorities for the Naval
Air Reserve Force have been upgraded.
Fourthly, the assumed adequacy of Fleet
services has also became a reality. The Reserve HS detachment operating at its new
home base at NAS Quonset Point in midApril 1970 reported that the availability of
Fleet services was the best ever encountered. The benefits of a Fleet training environment, more plentiful support personnel
and equipment, and easy access to training
!:ites were also evident.
The fifth assumption concerning validity
of Fleet aircraft use and maintenance factors
for the new Naval Air Reserve Force Will not
be known until the squadrons have had
more experience. Further empirical adjustments of the maintenance work load to aircraft use will be made as experience is gained,
and no serious problems are anticipated.
While the assumptions of the 2-2-12-3
appear to be valid, there is concern among
the oritics of the reorganization that the
objectives of the program, to duplicate the
orga.n.lzation and manning levels of the Fleet
through increased participation by members
of the Naval Air Reserve, Will not be met.
The critics point out that one of the major
disadve.ntages of the 2-2-12-3 is the need for
the reservists to travel longer distances to
the training site. There may be justified concern that the Naval Air Reserve will suffer
large personnel losses because of the refUsal
of reservists to travel to faraway training
locations.
There are also fears that ultimately all of
the naval air stations in mid-America Will
be closed and the Navy w111 no longer be
represented except in cities on the coasts.
Further, there is apprehension that the estimated 20,000 non-flying members of the
Naval Air Reserve will begin dwindling in
number in the years to come and that in the
1980s this number might be drastically reduced, thus depriving the Navy and the
country of trained personnel required for
rapid Fleet expansion.
Action is being taken to solve the travel
problem which was recognized early in the
planning of the 2-2-12-3 program. The Navy
is trying to procure medium size jet transports and station them at NAS Alameda.
One of their primary missions will be airlifting Reserve personnel to training sites.
NARTU Lakehurst plans to charter buses to
transport reservists from New York City to
that air station. Further, the Navy has begun
a program of chartering commercial jets to
airlift patrol squadron personnel performing
their annual active duty for training at Rota,
Spain. In the future, the P-2 aircraft will
remain at Rota and the Reserve air squadrons Will perform back-to-back periods of
active duty for training. Much training time
will be saved with the new mode of jet
travel available to these reservists.
Reservists from the Midwest have voiced
fears about the elimination of naval air from
the heartland of America. Top Navy leaders
were quick to point out that the Naval Air
Reserve Will continue to train in the Midwest. Olathe is expected 1x> have about 800
nonflying drilling air reservists and Minneapolis about 1,000. The Naval Air Reserve
training detachments at these locations are
part of the vital non-flying portion of the
Naval Air Reserve organization under the
leadership, management, and support of the
naval air stations at Glenview, Detroit, Dallas, and Memphis.
The Navy can provide the resources, leadership, and management for the new Naval
Air Reserve Force and the non-flying members of the Naval Air Reserve for a more
active role in the Navy when needed. The
early followers of Trubee Davidson's 1916
Yale Unit paid for their own gas and oil to
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become proficient in naval aircraft in case
their country needed them for service. In
1969-after 50 years in existence--it was clear
that, in spite of the many organizational
improvements made over the years, the Naval
Air Reserve was not well equipped or combat
ready. In 1970 and 1971, the Navy is implementing the 2-2-12-3 to have availa.ble on a
moment's notice a wen-equipped combatready Naval Air Reserve Force to deploy and
fly side-by-side with the active duty squa.drons. The Navy is confident that dedicated
reservists will continue their tradition of
loyal service despite personal inconveniences--especially IliOW when their country
and their Navy have a need for them to continue to be ready in the truest sense of the
word.

WARS SHOULD BE WON

HON. JOHN G. SCHMITZ
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. Speaker, the following address was delivered by Maj.
Gen. Thomas A. Lane, U.S. Army <retired) at the 50th Annual Convention of
the Military Order of the World Wars
held October 22. 1970.
Particular attention should be called
to General Lane's comments concerning
our involvement in Vietnam.
The United States, instead of recognizing
that pea.ce could be preserved only by a
decisive and punishing repulse of every aggression, accommodated the communist ta.ctic. It submitted to the endless war of attrition, granting to the enemy an immunity
from defeat which spelled our own defeat.
There could be no other outcome to such
warfare.

This, to my mind, is the key to the entire question of the current war. The
enemy could only achieve victory by
protracting the confiict and wearing the
United States out while the United
States could only win, and can still win,
by shortening the war. We have the
capability to shorten this war, to bring it
to a quick end, by pursuing military activity designed to decisively eliminate
the enemy's capability to go on fighting.
To pin our hopes on diplomacy, when
war itself is based on diplomatic failure,
and deny our military the freedom of action which it needs to defeat the enemy
has resulted in dire harm not only to the
American soldiers, South Vietnamese
forces, South Vietnamese civilians, and
for that matter all the young North
Vietnamese sent south to die by the
Communist rulers, but also to our own
Nation.
I highly recommend this article which
appeared in the World Wars Officer Review of November-December 1970. The
speech follows:
WARS SHOULD BE

WoN!

AN ADDRESS TO 50TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
MILITARY ORDER OF THE WORLD WARS

(By Maj. Gen. Thomas A. Lane, USA (Ret))
Admiral Dyer, Colonel Rockwell, Ladies
and Gentlemen:
I count it a special privilege to address
this honorable body on your 50th Anniversary and to commend your devotion to the
purposes of the Preamble. You are doing a
vital work in preserving the standards of
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patriotic service and self-sa.criflce on which
this nation was built. These standards are
today under attack not only by our enemies
but by uncomprehending fellow-citizens.
I have not come merely to praise you but
also to point out the larger task which is
at hand and which so urgently demands our
deepest concern. We are called to new exertions of heart and mind to stem and reverse
the course of weakness and surrender on
which this country is embarked. I ask this
assembly of veterans: How can you approve
a policy of accepting defeat at the hands of
North Vietnam?
It may seem strange to veterans that I
have undertaken to speak today about the
mllitary responsibility in war. Most of us
were taught that diplomats start wars and
soldiers end them. That truth, like many
others, is today obscured by massive propaganda. We live in an age when error is
exalted in the honeyed phrases of the peacemaker. We are now told that diplomats will
end the war-by negotiation. We have been
told this a.d nauseam, for the past decade,
whfle the war in Vietnam has continued to
rage. It is time to identify the false claims
of peace politics for 111he impostor which 'they
are. Diplomats cannot negotiate the peace
until the armed forces have first won the
victory.
Let me first define clearly where we stand
today. Clausewitz said that in war the first
and most important of all strategic questions
is to decide the kind of war you are in.
If you do that correctly, all your energies
will be directed toward resolution of the conflict. If you misjudge the question, all your
energies will be misdirected and you may
lose the war.
This 1s our great tallure. We have refused
to admit to ourselves that we are engaged
in an epic war with the communist powers.
This war has now continued for 62 years.
The communist powers now command onethird of the world's people and are on the
offensive. With our unwitting help, they have
made the most rapid conquests in the history of the world.
What is an epic war? You are familiar with
epic wars of history: between Greece and
Troy, Rome and carthage, Byzantium and
the Ottoman Empire. These were conflicts of
civilizations. They continued over generations or centuries, with interludes of "peace."
On one side there was an expanding, conquering civll1zation; on the other a peaceloving, contented civilization. Always the
conquering civilization prevaUed. In this
world, if you can't fight, you can't be free.
You did not read of the Trojans mounting expeditions to cross the seas and conquer Greece. No, it was the Greeks who
crossed the seas to conquer Troy. The Greeks
prevailed. That is why we have a Greek
heritage, not a Trojan heritage, 1n our civilization.
So too, the citizens of Carthage gave their
sons and daughters as hostages to Rome for
good behavior; but the Romans destroyed
Carthage.
Byzantium, Eastern Rome, which endured
for a thousand years after the barbarians
sacked Rome, finally fell to the Ottoman
Turks. The Turks, starting as an obscure
tribe 1n Anatolia, attacked the Empire and
seized territory. The Byzantine rulers said:
"It is better to make peace than to continue
the war. We shall let them have the territory." Then the Turks renewed the attack
and the process was repeated. The Ottoman
Turks continued the attack for two centuries
before Byzantium fell in 1453. In all the time,
the rulers of Byzantium never understood
the kind of war they were in.
The people of Byzantium were very like
Americans today. They were Christian, mercantile, rich and peace-loving. They wanted
only to hold what they had-and they lost
everything. The leaders were killed, their
wealth was seized, their women were sold
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into slavery and their children were trained
as Janissaries to fight for the Sultan.
Our epic war too is a clash of civilizations. The enemy is dedicated not merely to
political conquest but to the destruction of
our whole -moral order. He will destroy our
culture, our conceptions of truth and of
freedom. He will make us slaves of the communist tyranny. This is an epic struggle not
of people or territory but of good and evil.
Communism is the tyranny of Satan.
This nature of the communist regime in
Russia was early and correctly judged by
the United States Government. In 1920, Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby wrote: "In
the view of this government, there cannot be
any common ground on which it can stand
with a power whose conceptions of international relations are so entirely alien to its
own, so utterly repugnant to its moral sense."
Through Democratic and Republican administrations the United States maintained that
principled position until 1933. Those were
years of foreign and domestic tranquillity for
the United States.
Then President Franklin D. Roosevelt decided that the era of confrontation was over
and the era of negotiation should begin. He
recognized the Soviet Government. Stalin
undertook to cease subversive activities
against the United States, but he never did.
That was just one of the many promises he
never kept. He knew the Americans would
observe the agreement even though he did
not.
Never at any time in these 52 years has
the Soviet Union deviated from its war
against the United States. Even when we
were allies during World War II, Stalin regarded us as his mortal enemy. He cultivated
every advantage which could further his continuing war against us.
The sometimes acclaimed moderation of
Soviet policy exists only in the wishful thinking of American diplomats. There is not a
word uttered by Lenin which Brezhnev does
not fully endorse. There is not an action
which Lenin could take today which Brezhnev is not taking. Soviet power and subversion are vastly more threatening today
than they ever were under Stalin.
Our leaders refuse to address themselves
to the war we are in. They see In the tactical
maneuvering of Soviet diplomacy a change of
policy where none exists. They think the
conquer<?r can. be appeased by the good-will
of the victim. They pretend, after all the
failures of five decades, that peace can be
negotiated. They live in a world divorced
from reality.
The wars in Korea and Vietnam are episodes in this continuing epic struggle. Because the communist leaders commanded inferior military resources, they could not strike
for a quick victory. They could only wage
wars of subversion and attrition to weaken
the United States and to seize territory in
marginal areas as conquest became possible.
Protracted war became the instrument of
conquest because it frustmted the free world
desire for peace.
The United States, instead of recognizing
that peace could be preserved only by a decisive and punishing repulse of every aggression, accommodated the communist tactic. It
submitted to the endless war of attrition,
granting to the enemy an immunity from
defeat which spelled our own defeat. There
could be no other outcome to such warfare.
In Korea and in Vietnam, the decisive factor was the sanctuary from our arms which
American Presidents gave to the enemy. Red
China could enter the war in Korea with
assurance that ita base in Manchuria would
be inviolate. That is why Red China entered
the war.
North Vietnam was granted sanctuary in
Laos and Cambodia for its attack on South
Vietnam. That gift of American Presidents
made the defense of South Vietnam impossible. We sent ha.lf a million Americans to
South Vietnam but we never expelled the
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aggressors from the country. We couldn't time to speak about the military responsibilunder this handicap imposed by our Presi- ity in war. Do we who know the devastating
consequences of error in war remain silent
dents.
Why have our Presidents refused to repel while our political leaders destroy the counthe communist aggression? Why have they try?
We know the influences of custom and
refused to defeat the enemy? Are they afraid
example which deter senior officers on active
that Red China would enter the war?
The question for any leader committing duty from such forceful address to the Comhds country to war is this: "What happens mander-in-Chief. The compulsion to support
to my country if I enter this war?" If Red even a policy destructive of the Constitution
intelligence Informs Mao that if he enters is very great.
But those of us who are veterans bear
the war, the United States will not bomb
Red China because advisers will persuade no such restraint. We are citizens experithe President such action would cause world enced in war. We know beyond any question
war, Mao will be free to intervene. The cost of doubt th.at it is destructive of our national interest to fight as we have fought
to his country is only in the men committed
and to withdraw as we are withdrawing, in
to action.
Vietnam.
Why have our veterans been silent
But Mao knows that if he enters the war, as Presidents
have followed a war policy so
he becomes a belligerent, subject to attack. disastrous to our country? The silence of
If Red Intelligence Informs him that the
veter,a,ns is the one factor which has made
United States would then bomb Red China this suicidal policy politically feasible.
and probably support the return of Chiang
I asked a past commander of the AmerKai-shek to the mainland, there is nothing ican Legion how that organization could
in Vietnam which could induce Mao to so condone such disastrous war policy. He said
risk his regime.
that the Legion always supports the PresThis is precisely what happened in Korea. ident. Will it support a President who leads
Mao did not enter the war until he received the country to destruction, I asked?
assurances that President Truman would not
Why are veterans silent about policies on
bomb Mlanchuria. We gave the enemy the which they are presumably our best inadvantage he required to wage war against us. formed citizens? American labor does not
The irrationality of our fears was illus- accept presidential dictation about Labor
trated in the Cambodia operation. In sixty policy. Olvil rights leaders do not accept
days, we defeated the North Vietnamese, de- presidential dictation about civil rights
stroyed their bases and secured the friendly policy. American pacifists do not accept
government of Lon Nol. Red China did not presidentia-l dictation about war. All these
intervene. In consequence of ending the sanc- elements of our sooiety believe they have
tuary, the war in the southern provinces of an obligation to guide policy in fields of
South Vietnam is virtually ended.
their competence and interest.
In the northern provinces of South VietThat ls the nature of our society. Accordnam the war continues, with the enemy ing to our Declaration of Independence, we
operating from his sanctuary in Laos. We still the people have created government to serve
have 400 men killed in action each week, just us. The President is our servant, not our
as we did when Lyndon Johnson was Presi- Emperor. It is our duty to guide him.
dent. But whereas we and South Vietnam
Who has a better right to speak up for
each then suffered about 200 killed each sound war policy th.an the veterans of our
week, we now bear 50 and they bear 350. w~ country? You know the reality of war and
have transferred the burden to our small of sacrifice. Your buddies have given their
ally, but we have not reduced it. Is this the lives to preserve our civilization. Why then
way the United States now wages war?
do veterans stand mute while militant radiThe war continues only because the enemy cals use political power to int1m1date the
still has sanctuary in Laos. South Vietnam Pres.i dent?
has the military forces to smash the enemy
The posture of our veterans' organizaformations and bases in Laos. It is restrained tions in support of the President, is a
by the United States.
renunciation of their patriotic duty. It enWhy does President Nixon compel South ables the President to accede to the presVietnam to submit to this continuing toll of sures of militant radicals while retaining
enemy aggression instead of allowing it to veteran support. If you really want to supdefeat the enemy and end the war? President port your President, you must become a
Diem wanted to do that job and end that at- force for sound policy in public affairs. You
tack on his country in 1961, but President must demand a policy of strength consoKennedy refused 'to allow it. A decade of n ant with our power and responsibilities. You
killing has been the consequence. What power must oppose and condemn policies which enholds our Presidents enthralled in such dis- trap us in no-win wars, even when these
policies are prbposed by Presidents. You
astrous error?
With President Kennedy, it was the siren mu~t insist that we never give sanctuary to
of peace. He thought he could settle the war an enemy aggressorn
It is no exaggeration to assert that the
by negotiation, without fighting. Instead of
supporting the defenses of our allies, he traglc toll of war in Korea and in Vietnam
reflects the failure of our veterans to
assumed the management of the war. He
strove vainly for peace. He made this an speak up for our fighting men. No PresAmerican war, terribly mismanaged. Presi- ident could have submitted to these wars of
dent Diem could have won the war without attrition against the open opposition of our
U.S. forces 1f he had been allowed to do so. veterans.
I call on The Military Order of the World
This is the record of the diplomatic management of war. We have wasted the lives of Wars to accept its full obligation of service
to
our country. Renounce the policy of
our youth ·and the substance of our people
in futile confl.ict. We have subjected our silent submission to presidential decisions.
ally to the devastation of a perpetual battle- Tell the President that his peace policy is
field. We have enhanced the prestige and a costly delusion. Demand that he support
power of the enemy. We have undermined the our allies in Southeast Asia in defeating
morale and confidence of our own people. forthwith the North Vietnamese aggressors
Through the years, our military leaders and driving them back to their home bases.
your example, you can set a new standhave acquiesced in this diplomatic misman- By
ard of veterans' service to our country.
agement of war. No senior officer has gone to
I said in opening this talk that I came
the President and said: "I refuse to waste to summon you to new and greater enthe lives of my fighting men in this senseless deavors. What could be more compelling toslaughter without purpose. Mr. President, if day th.an your duty to guide our people out
you insist on sucll war, I must ask for retire- of the mora-ss of two decades of phony
ment. I shall carry this issue to the people peacemaking into an era of sound war
and oppose your war policy." That is why it is policy-and peace?

.

.
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LIEUTENANT CALLEY: JUSTICE
UNSERVED

HON. ROGER H. ZION
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31 , 1971

Mr. ZION. Mr. Speaker, the conviction
of Lt. William L. Calley, Jr., on charges of
murdering 22 civilians at the obscure
hamlet of Mylai has not served the cause
of military justice or the higher standards of justice that should be applied to
an American soldier fighting an enemy
in the field.
I know nothing o.f Calley the man, nor
of Calley the officer commanding men at
the Quangngai Province hamlet on
March 16, 1968. I cannot say what sort
of officer he was in the course of his
duties and I cannot say whether he was
fit to serve as an officer in the U.S. Army
in the first place. The point to note is
that the Army so chose him to serve in
this capacity, and in so doing, accepted
any human limitation he brought to his
job. When our Nation accepted William
Calley's service, it accepted responsibility for his actions in the field and his interpretation and response to the orders
of his superiors.
Another man leading the fatal raid
into Mylai might have interpreted his orders in a different manner. Or he might
not have reacted differently. It is futile
speculation to dwell on "what might have
been." It remains a fact that Lieutenant
Calley was entrusted with this particular
mission, having been commissioned an
officer "by act of Congress" and entrusted by his superiors with a command
responsibility in a combat zone. If Calley
was not fit for this command, it was for
the Army, not Calley, to so determine. If
an American officer is not fit for command, either psychologically, mentally,
or physically for the rigors of command,
his unfitness is the responsibility of the
organization that trains him and orders
him into a combat situation.
I do not know if Lieutenant Calley behaved "improperly" at Mylai. I do not
know we must define "improperly" in
reference to a particular standard. A
higher morality will someday pass judgment on the actions of Lieutenant Calley
at that wretched jungle hamlet. But that
eventual judgment is not and should not
be the concern of the American people
or of military judicial tribunals. Lieutenant Calley was a man interpreting the
orders of his superior officers in accord
with his own judgment. Calley, under our
military system, was not only permitted
discretionary authority to intrepret the
means of executing the orders of his
superiors but, as an officer, he was required to exercise that authority.
I believe the old and traditional mores
of warfare do not apply to the situation
in Southeast Asia. Vietnam is like no
other war in our history. The enemy does
not appear before our troops arrayed in
a particular uniform or marching under
the banner of his Nation. Rather, he
moves stealthily in the jungle shadows,
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arrayed like every other human figure in
the countryside, wearing the "black
pajamas" which defy distinction between
friend and foe.
Battle lines in the traditional sense do
not exist in this war. The enemy may,
at any given time, be before you, behind
you, around you, facing you, or fighting
for the moment beside you disguised as
a friend. When combat troops enter a
Vietnamese village they encounter the
blank faces of villagers who may represent truly innocent villagers or may be
highly trained North Vietnamese or NLF
"regulars." What prior experience or
training can prepare an American soldier
to differentiate between friend and
enemy? I know of none. Time and time
again, American GI's have made a fatal
error in judgment when confronted with
the smiling countenance of an old man,
a young woman, or even a child in one
of these nameless villages, and has paid
for his error with his life.
Lieutenant Calley lived, moved, and
commanded in such a world. He had been
the witness to the awful slaughter of
fellow officers and men. He knew that behind each native visage could lurk the
mind and the deadly intent of the ene:r;ny.
Calley received definite orders to "secure"
Mylai and he exercised his authority to
interpret those orders, "securing" Mylai
in the most positive manner open to
him. He was "hired" by his superior
officers, by Congress and by the American
people to do just that. Will he now stand
alone, the sole figure to shoulder the
burden of his action? I hope not, for
justice demands another course. Calley's
action may not have been the action of
another man in similiar circumstances
but it was Calley's decision and we gave
him the authority to so decide. His guilt
must be the collective guilt of command,
no more and no less, and he must not be
called upon to pay the penalty of a free
individual alone responsible for his
actions.
I believe the American people, as evidenced by their immediate expressions to
their representatives in this Congress,
acutely feel that an injustice has been
done to Lt. William Calley. Few of my
colleagues will fail to feel the full weight
of this opinion. Though unskilled in the
law, the average American carries an inbred, strong sense of justice which has
been outraged by the conviction of this
soldier. We had better heed this voice
because it accurately defines much of
what is wrong in Vietnam and in our
Nation today.

GOVERNOR G~GAN CALLS FOR
KEY MEETING ON RAILPAX

HON. JACK F. KEMP
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, I take pleasure in reading a telegram I just received
from Henry W. Eckmart. Chairman.
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio:

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

Hon.

JACK

March 31, 1971.

F. KEMP,

House Office Building,
Washington, D.O.:

I have been requested by Governor John J.
Gilligan to convene a meeting of the responsible State authorities in regard to rail passenger serv.tce. We are particularly interested
in the New York to Chicago route via Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland, Toledo, South Bend, and
Gary. We are also interested in service f~om
Detroit to Toledo. I have therefore made arrangements for a meeting on April 2, 1971,
at 10 a.m. at the Hollenden House Hotel,
East Sixth and Superior, in Cleveland, Ohio.
I would like to invite you to attend this meeting to explore the various possibilities and
opportunities for obtaining this service.
I am inviting Representatives of New York,
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Indiana, DUnois.
These States have 146 Representatives in the
U.S. Congress, which is almost exactlly onethird of the membership. I would certainly
like for you to attend our meeting if at all
possible. We will hope to have an evaluation
of the situation after that meeting.

Mr. Speaker, I am delighted we are
making progress. Next week I will introduce a joint resolution authorizing additional appropriations to the Secretary of
Transportation for the purpose of providing additional intercity rail passenger
service around the Nation and for the
purpose of research and development in
the field of high -speed ground transportation. I will ask for cosponsors and anyone that wants to call my office today can
get on the bill. I will follow up with a
letter this week with more detail on my
bill.
With cooperation at the Federal and
State levels I believe we can revive a sick
railroad system, and I look forward to a
productive session in Cleveland.

JUDICIAL-SOFTHEADEDNESS

HON. JOHN E. HUNT
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, the epitome
of judicial-softheadedness is now a
matter of record in the decision of a
three-judge Federal court in New York
that recently ruled the United States
cannot refuse entry to an alien on the
grounds that he preaches the violent
and forcible overthrow of the Government.
The Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit might proclaim that it has
struck another blow for "freedom" under the guise of the first amendment
rights, but it would have to do so tongue
in cheek. The American people, I dare
say, are getting more than a bit short
of patience as they can literally observe
the continuing deterioration of their
rights and freedoms because a certain
segment of the judiciary preaches from
its ivory tower that individual freedom
can now be taken to include the ''freedom" to further the goal of the forcible
overthrow of the Go-rernment by an
alien. To declare that this alien's pronouncements of anarchistic doctrines
are harmless academic exercises, as the
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three-judge court majoritY has in effect
A good example illustrating the use of encouraged to realize. He said that if Gerdone, is to distort reality for the sake American servicemen as political pawns many gets strong it is likely to want to
of adding another pillar of matchsticks almost 3 decades after the end of World change its borders. Asked "Why?", he gave a
answer that should make any
under the amorphous first amendment War II, is West Germany, where approx- forthright
ashamed to expect Germany to recrights.
imately 215,000 American troops are American
ognize the Oder-Ncisse boundary and that
I had thought, and still feel, that the stationed today.
should make any German who is prepared to
State Department officials were a little
It is reasonable and proper for the recognize it feel like a traitor. Here is what
fuzzy in their nonpolicy with respect to inquiring American taxpayer to ask just Herman Kahn, Director of the Hudson Inthe admission of undesirables of the why we must continue to draft American stitute, from 1948-61 Director of the Rooselikes of Bernadette Devlin, but when men to be stationed in Germany. Is it velt Library at Hyde Park replied:
"Everybody else is reasonably satisfied (rethe State Department concurs in the ex- that Germany is a hostile nation? Bal- garding
boundaries) except for the Gerclusion of an alien such as occurred in ance of payments? Or other reasons? In mans,
who have a real problem.
the New York case, then I take note a provocative article, Dr. Austin J. App
"Imagine that New England in the Unl.ted
that such individual is more than an suggests a logical answer to this question States were occupied by Russians and Poles.
idle threat to the best interests of our and points out the utter fruitlessness of That's a comparable situation. Prussia,
the involvement of American forces in Pomerania, Sllesia, and Bradenburg-the
country.
District Judge John R. Bartels must Germany, as well as the hypocritical center of German history-are occt·_pied by
be given everlasting credit for his vig- position of the United Nations regarding Russia and Poland. Almost half the cities you
orous, but futile, dissenting opinion in self-determination and human rights for read about in German history now have
Russan and Polish names. And the rest of
the New York case in which he ad- the German people.
Germany is divided, with almost a third of it
It appears that now is an appropriate still held down by a foreign army of occupamonished the majority by declaring
time for withdrawing our troops from tion."
that:
In the hierarchy of priorities, the impera- Germany.
This paragraph expresses the frightful
I ins·e rt Dr. App's article as published bankruptcy of America's two crusades in
tive of national security in dealing with
aliens must prevail over limited restrictions in Truth Forum of March 1971:
Europe for self-determination. And now
upon First Amendment rights . . . (T) he
loss of thousands of lives and the expenditure of billions of dollars attest to the fact
that the Federal Government has reached
the judgment that the continuing world·
wide growth of the Communist movement
as practiced in its tyrannical form is inimical. to the best interests of this nation."
Amen!

It is quite evident that a not insubstantial portion of the judiciary refutes
this judgment of the Federal Government, expressed through the Nation's
elected representatives, and would
stretch the first amendment to the point
of making "expression" absolute by any
means short of pulling the trigger once
the gun is aimed at our head. It must
be comforting to other aliens who might
be bent on speeding our demise to know
that the doors to our country has been
opened to them by the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. I certainly
trust that the Government will appeal
the decision t..o the U.S. Supreme Court
where there are signs that sound judgments may be replacing the blind ideal·
ism of recent years.

[From Truth Forum, March 1971]
U.S. TROOPS ARE NEEDED IN GERMANY
(By Austin J. App, Ph. D.)
Most Americans would like to see American soldiers come home from wherever they
are stationed on foreign soil. Naturally they
are more and more critical, too, about U.S.
troops in Germany. In the Morgenthau era of
1944-49, the cry was, "Keep Germany occupied forever." But now the cry is increasingly, "Why do we have to protect the Germans now? Let them do it themselves."
Neither the government nor the news media ever explain to the man In the street,
why the Germans cannot defend themselves;
why we must keep our troops there, not only
to protect what's left of Germany, but what's
left of free Europe. But in U.S. News & World
Report, February 8, 1971, the "Foreign Affairs Expert" Herman Kahn, in an interview
entitled, "Why U.S. Must Stay in Asia," incidentally gave an llluminating comment on
why our troops are still in Germany. Herman
Kahn is the director of the Hudson Institute,
author of The Emerging Japanese Superstate-Challenge and. Response, and co-author of Can We Win in Vietnam? When he
was asked why we Americans should have to
bear so much of the current burden of the
defense of Europe, he answered that it is because the victors "want to keep Germany
non-nuclear." He said:
"That makes Europe difficult to defend.
The moment you make Germany nuclear the
defense of Europe gets relatively easy even
without us."
What he here said was really what historians and strategists have often said, and
what the Huns and Turks experienced-that
Germany is the defense of Europe against
Asi~r there is no defense!
In that statement Herman Kahn was also
probably the first "expert" to tell the American people U.S. troops must stay in Europe
because the victors still do not allow Germany to defend itself. They are ready to use
her as cannonfodder, but not to invent and
employ the modern weapons which her enemies developed largely out of the researches
of her scientists I Herman Kahn did not add
the corollary that a nation who other nations
forbid to arm effectively is not really independent but is in effect a satellite of the nations which control her defense I

WHY

Anglo-American governments, instead of at
least demanding the liberation of this onehalf of Germany from Soviet Russia and Poland, and insisting that its expelled native
populations get their homes and homeland
back, instead make sure that what is left of
Germany remains too impotent to demand
self-determination and justice herself! While
they moralize about human rights and selfdetermination in the UN, they make sure
that, where these should urgently be applied,
in Germany, they are effectively denied. Then
they express a pharasaic fear that what is left
of Germany might submit itself to Soviet
Russia in return for reunification and territorial justice!

LIMITING THE POWER OF THE
FEDERAL COURTS

HON. JOHN G. SCHMITZ
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. Speaker, for many
years the Federal courts have been at
war with our Constitution-and what is
worse, waging that war in the name of
the Constitution.
U.S. TROOP WITHDRAWAL FROM
In case after case, legal precedents
GERMANY
that have stood as long as our Republic
have been overthrown, State and Federal
·HON. JOHN R. RARICK
laws struck down, convicted criminals
freed, and practices such as prayer and
OF LOUIS IAN A
Bible reading in public schools, which
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
had been followed for decades or cenWednesday, March 31, 1971
turies, suddenly declared lllegal.
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, in explainIt is absurd to claim the Constitution
ing why I held serious conscientious
as a warrant for this kind of upheaval.
The men who drafted our Constitution
reservations as to voting favorably for
were hardly so totally misunderstood unH.R. 2476 to extend the draft when it
expires on June 30, 1971--see CoNtil the Warren court appeared on the
GRESSIONAL RECORD Of March 12, 1971;
scene. Rather, what we have witnessed is
pages 6328-6329-I pointed out that I
the all but open substitution of the personal desires and beliefs of Federal judges
could find no moral, ethical, or legal
justification for drafting men for milifor the clear language of the Constitutary service in an army of occupation 27
tion and the laws.
years after cessation of·armed hostilities. GERMANY MUST REMAIN NONNUCLEAR SO THAT
To most Americans it has seemed that
there was no remedy for this abuse of
In such prolonged service, the men are
HALF OF HER LANDS ARE SURE TO BE LOST
power. Federal judges are appointed for
reduced to the role of mercenaries, perFOREVER
forming at best the mission of serving as
When Dr. Kahn was asked why it is so im- life. Impeachment, even if possible, could
political pawns, or hoporary hostages, to portant to keep Germany non-nuclear, he only remove objectionable judges one by
said what Americans have never so far been one. Constitutional amendments, in adpacify foreign diplomacy.
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dition to being very difficult and usually
slow to pass, could only overturn one decision at a time, and would be subject
to the same sort of "reinterpretation"
that the Federal judges had been giving
to earlier laws and Constitutional provisions.
But there is a remedy. The framers of
our Constitution never intended that the
Federal courts should be a law unto
themselves. They wrote into the Constitution itself a specific and very important limit to the power of the courts.
Article ITI, section 2 of the Constitution
provides as follows:
In all cases affecting ambassadors, other
public ministers and consuls, and those in
which a state shall be party, the Supreme
Court shall have original jurisdiction. In all
the other cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, with 3uch ex-

ceptions and under such regulations
Congress shall make.

a3

the

This particular provision of the Constitution applies not only to the Supreme
Court but to all Federal courts, since
they are established under the same authority that prescribes the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court. That authority is a
vote of Congress. Congress has, therefore, the power to specify the kinds of
cases which may be heard in Federal
courts, and the kinds which may not be
heard there.
On March 22 I introduced H.R. 6501 in
the House of Representatives. This bill
would take entirely out of the Federal
courts all cases in the following categories: first, welfare eligibility; second,
drug abuse; third, pornography and obscenity; fourth, abortion; fifth, prayer
and Bible reading in public schools;
sixth challenges to criminal convictions
in State courts on the basis of pretrial procedures by State law enforcement officers. These are the six areas in
which the Federal courts have most
drastically abused and exceeded their
rightful authority in recent years.
The effect of my bill would be to transfer all cases in these areas to State
courts. While many State judges have
also abused and exceeded their authority, at least in California we have a remedy at the polls: any judge can be voted
out of office when his term expires.
Whatever the fate of this particular bill,
my hope is that it will stimulate my colleagues in Congress to let Federal judges
know in no uncertain terms that their
power is not unlimited, that they are not
unreachable by an aroused public opinion.

REORGANIZATION OF THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH

HON. BEN B. BLACKBURN
OF GEORGIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. BLACKBURN. Mr. Speaker, I admire today the President's courage to
attempt what almost everyone In Washington is saying cannot possibly be done.
He has just submitted a message proposing that we totally reorganize the executive branch of the Government, freeing
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it from antiquated forms and practices. shakable conviction that we have no right
He asks that we look at Government pur- to in.filct suffering and death on another
living creature unless there is some unposes and tomorrow's needs rather than avoidable
necessity for it."
at outdated methods of organization.
I never had a fur coat. I could not, in good
Is he asking the impossible? Is he ask- conscience wear anything that came from
ing us to ignore political realities? I think the suffering of animals. So you see why I
not. We are the ones who determine po- hope you or someone will introduce a bill
litical realities. There will be pressures to outlaw the steel jaw trap.
Sincerely yours,
from opposing interest groups on all
M. v. NEALE.
points, of that there is no doubt. But we
must in our own minds decide what best
represents our constituency interests. We
do not represent isolated interests, but
CALLEY VERDICT
the American people.
How are the American people served
by Government today? Not very well.
HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
And that ought to be our primary conOF MARYLAND
cern. In the next 30 years there will be
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
50 percent more Americans than there
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
are today-an additional 100 million
people.
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, as most
Can Government, as organized today, Americans, I was shocked by the severproperly deal with the work represented ity of the verdict in the Calley trial, and
by such an increase? Of course not. And I am deeply concerned over the deleterithe only body with power in this country ous effect this decision might have on
to change the system is right here.
the morale of our :fighting men.
I appreciate the research done by the
War is an ugly, vicious, and insane
administration in preparing the fine type of activity, but sometimes necessary
reorganization proposals for four new to preserve freedom. People are killed in
departments handling domestic affairs. war. A pilot who drops bombs on targets
I feel certain that contrary to Thomas may and probably does kill innocent
Jefferson's claim, the laWYers within this women and children. Should he be
Congress will be able to do business with brought to trial? Obviously not.
one another and begin resolving the orgaIt is unfair, as far as I am concerned,
nization quagmire of Government.
to judge a soldier in the cool tranquility
of the domestic scene for actions he performed under the intense maddening
THOUGHTLESS CRUELTY
pressure of death of fellow soldiers, ambush, booby traps, and exploding shells.
Obviously we can never condone atrociHON. CHARLES J. CARNEY
ties, but we should view this from the
OF OHIO
perspective of the soldier on the ground
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
of enemy territory, not back here in the
United States.
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
I have been to Vietnam and I have
Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Speaker, on Novemtalked to our fighting men. I have witber 10, 1950, Pope Pius XTI issued the nessed
the unbelievable tension under
following pronouncement:
which they fight a war that they did not
The animal world, as all creation, is a cause, performing duties they did not
manifestation of God's power, His wisdom,
His goodness, and as such deserves man's initiate. I have been told of mothers adrespect and consideration. Any reckless de- vancing toward American soldiers with
sire to kill off animals, all unnecessary harsh- an infant in her arms boobytrapped with
ness and callous cruelty towards them are to explosives to kill the soldiers when she
be condemned. Such conduct, moreover, is gets close enough.
baneful to a healthy human sentiment and
I have been told of other incidents:
only tends to brutalize it.
American soldiers who make friends with
I was reminded of this declaration little children and give them candy and
while reading a letter received from a play games with them are blown into
constituent, M. V. Neale, of Youngstown, eternity when the same children release
Ohio. Miss Neale's concern is to be com- the trigger on a hand grenade when in
mended. I am pleased to insert her letter the midst of these soldiers.
We do a disservice to our men to meain the RECORD:
DEAR CONGRESSMAN CARNEY: I wish you sure them by the same standards we
could introduce a Bill to stop the use of the measure civilians in a domestic atmossteel jaw trap, which is used widely by hunt- phere. The Vietcong use women am~
ers. They are killing off our wildlife in a slow, children as fighters in Vietnam and do
cruel way. The poor a.nima.ls, beavers, otters, not afford their lives the same kind of
rabbits, etc., caught in these vicious traps try respect as Americans do.
to chew off a leg or paw to get free Of the
Does the Calley trial now mean that
agonizing pain and usually bleed to deathunless the hunter returns to :flnlsh it off, an American :fighting man must stand
which is seldom. They put out these traps defenselessly and allow such a person
for anything that comes along. Last year in to kill him and his companions? The inYoungstown, a beautiful come dog was miss- cident at Mylai is unfortunate from every
ing for three weeks and she finally limped point of view and I abhor atrocities as
home with her front paw still in the trap- much as anyone, but I cannot banish
nearly severed. Her foot had to be amputated from my thoughts the feeling that Lieuand she had lost 25 pounds. She belonged to tenant Calley has been made a scapegoat
Brenda DeLuga of 4464 Lanterman Rd. They
never knew who set the trap or how their to expiate the collective guilt we all feel
dog got free of it, to be able to drag herself over the atrocities.
I have written to President Nixon urghome.
I like what Albert Schweitzer said about ing him to grant clemency to Lieutenthis, "There slowly grew up 1n me an un- ant Calley.
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NELSEN URGES EQUITABLE
TAXATION OF SINGLES

HON. ANCHER NELSEN
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, March 31, 1971

Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Speaker, since the
passage of the Tax Amendments of 1948,
married couples have been able to take
advantage of a provision in our laws
which allows them to file a joint return.
Because of the graduated income tax,
this us1,1ally results in a significantly
lower total tax bill. At this time, a single
individual who has a dependent cannot
take advantage of this income-splitting
provision.
Our society is changing and there are
a growing number of people who put off
marriage until later or who have lost
their spouse, and yet who must support
a child or other dependent. It is unjust
for our Government to discriminate
against these individuals, and for this
reason, I am introducing today a bill
which would extend to single persons the
income-splitting provision.
The effort to make our taxes equitable
will probably never end but this particular bill will clear up one of the most obvious inequities in our tax laws today.
For the reference of the Members, I include the text of my bill in the RECORD
at this time.
H.R.-

A bill to extend to all unmarried individuals the full tax benefits of income splitting now enjoyed by married individuals
filing joint returns
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That (a)

section 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to rates of tax on individuals)
is amended(1) by striking out subsectionB (b) and
(c);

.

(2) by redesignating subsection (d) as (b);
and
(3) by striking out so much of subsection
(a) as precedes the table therein and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(a) GENERAL RULE.-There is hereby imposed on the taxable income of every individual, other than an individual to whom
subsection (b) applies, a tax determined in
accordance with the following table:".
(b) Section 2 of such Code (relating to
definitions and special rules) is amended(!) by striking out subsections (a) and
(b); and
(2) by redesignating subsections (c), (d),
and (e) as subsections (a), (b), and (c),
respectively.
(c) Sections 511(b) (1) and 641 of such
Code are each amended by striking out "section 1 (d) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 1 (b)".
(d) Section 6015(a) (1) of such Code is
amended to read as follows:
" ( 1) the gross income for the taxable
year can reasonably be expected to exceed.
$10,000 ($5,000, in the case Of an individual
subject to the tax imposed by section l(b)
for the taxable year); or".
(e) The amendents made by this section
shall apply to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1971.
SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate shall prescribe and publish tables
reflecting the amendments made by this Act
which shall apply, in lieu of the tables set
forth in section 3402 of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954 (relating to wage withholding),
with respect to wages paid after December
31, 1971.

March 31, 1971

Vietnam stems largely from the fact that
neither the Soviet Union nor France has
wanted to have the issue discussed in the
Security Council. And this in turn has reflected the fact that another interested party,
ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED NATIONS mainland China, is not a participant.
Incidentally, Soviet tactics at the U.N. are
often quite different from what they are in
bilateral relations when Moscow is cultivating the appearance of good relations. Here,
OF WISCONSIN
despite occasional cooperation with the U.S.
on such items as peacekeeping and disarmaIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ment, the Soviets leave no doubt that the
Wednesday, March 31, 1971
cold war is still on and the United States is
enemy number one.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. public
In the Middle East, the U.N. did not preSpeaker, a thoughtful analysis of the vent
a war in 1967, and has not produced a
United Nations appeared in the Wash- settlement now. It is easy to blame the instiington Post of March 30. As part of my tution and its top officials for the withdrawal
remarks I will include the article by of the U.N. emergency force on the eve of
the 1967 conflict at the demand of Egyptian
Robert Estabrook.
President Nixon has reiterated his President Nasser.
What sometimes is not taken adequately
commitment to ·the United Nations, and
into account is the tenuous situation of
by his appointment of our former col- UNEF
in the first place because Israel never
league, the Honorable George Bush, he permitted the international force to operate
has brought to the U.N. an effective and on its side of the border. This fact contribarticulate spokesman.
uted to the debacle when Egyptian forces
I commend the Estabrook article to overran U.N. positions and India and Yugoslavia announced that they would withdraw
the attention of my colleagues.
their contingents.
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 30, 1971]
An extremely dedicated man, Gunnar JarA REPORTER'S PERSPECTIVE ON LEAVING AFTER ring, has given several years of what ought
4Y:z YE~s-THE U.N. Is STILL THE WoRLD's to be the golden time of his personal and
FOREMOST FACE-SAVER
professional life trying to elicit an agreement between Israel and Egypt. That he has
(By Robert H. Estabrook)
UNITED NATIONs.-Four and one-half years not yet succeeded is hardly news; the releat the United Nations ought to endow a cor- vant question is how much worse the situarespondent with a little perspective beyond tion might have been but for the catalytic
the immediate impression that he has been efforts and Job-like patience of this 63-yeartrapped in a revolving door. Nothing would old Swedish diplomat.
Accomplishments through the U.N. are
be easier than to yield to impatience over
the hypocrisy, the gooey platitudes and the often less dramatic than the failures. But
endless torrent of words. Nevertheless, I leave when there has been a will to avoid major
the U.N. still believing that it is indispen- confrontations, U.N. machinery has often
sable-although in a different sense from provided a way, as in the peacekeeping eiforts going back to Kashmir. Discussion in
what I once thought.
The U.N. is often judged by the wrong cri- the U.N. has sometimes defused explosive isteria, thanks in part to the lingering e:trects sues, such as the Pueblo case. Arrangements
of the "one-world" delusion. It is blamed for worked out through U.N. bodies have helped
not producing miracles, and it receives inad- crystallize action to deal with international
equate credit for its genuine accomplish- dangers, such as the hijacking menace.
Some 80 per cent of the expenditures
ments.
People who are looking for crisp, clearcut through the United Nations system go for
economic
and social projects. The U.N. Desolutions from the international organization are unlikely to find them. They are not velopment Program presided over the alin the nature of a body that must somehow most legendary Paul Hoffman is among the
merge the often competing interests, jeal- most effective multilateral economic efforts.
The U.N. Childrens Fund under another talousies and pretensions of 127 dl:trerent mem- ented
American, Henry R. Labouisse, has
ber-countries. The light-hearted motto I once made an
impact in distressed
saw above an editor's desk, "Eschew Obfus- areas withimportant
relatively little money. Other
cation!", would not find much response at working programs
in population control,
the U.N. Much of the time the only remedies food, health and disaster
relief all attest to
that are possible are fuzzy solutions.
U.N. efforts to strengthen the common
But the distinctive contribution of the bonds
of humanity.
United Nations in the political sphere is to
Yet undeniably the U.N. has gone through
provide the means and cover for nations to a bad
path in the last few years. The seemget together when they do want to find dip- ing decline of interest in the United States
lomatic solutions--and to serve as a combi- is a phenomenon repeated in other large
nation insulator and safety valve in danger- countries. At least some of the American
ous situations until negotiation is practica- disillusionment stems from the disappearble. The U.N. is the world's foremost face- ance of the so-called automatic majority in
saver.
the Security Council and General Assembly.
It also, to mix the metaphor further, is the
O~ce the U.S. pretty much had its way. It
b~st available bridge between races, ideoloretams the veto in the Security Council (and
gies and stages of economic development. It the fact that the U.S. cast its first veto last
a:trords the best coordinating mechanism for year on a bad resolution about Rhodesia
efforts to preserve the environment, ranging seemed to me a good thing because it therefrom pollution abatement to controlled ex- by abandoned a phony claim to superior
ploitation of the seabed. And, just possibly, virtue) . But in the Assembly on some issues
it may provide a way for Communist China it has difficulty mustering a "blocking third."
to be knitted into the family of nations.
Conununist China is surely coming in soon,
The U.N. is sometimes denigrated for its whether or not the U.S. likes it.
inability to produce ready remedies for sharp
Apart from such considerations, however,
differences between the United States and the the ~27-member General Assembly has
Soviet Union-as, for example, over Vietnam. sometimes behaved with blatant irresponBut such criticism is unfair. The United Na- sibility. There is very little correlation betions charter provides no very satisfactory tween the oratorical fervor in the Assembly
recourse for disagreements between the and the distribution of real power in the
superpowers.
world. Some of the newer Afro-Asian memActually, the impotence of the U.N. over bers, keenly attuned to colonial and racial
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issues, echo Communist charges about U.S.
"imperialism."
Yet when all the crit icisms are in, the
Assembly does provide an immensely important forum in which aggrieved nations can
speak out on issues or apartheid and development. To the extent to which the rich nations are susceptible to kualms of conscience, the Assembly helps focus on hope
rather t han mere frustration and despair.
Efforts are under way, also, to rationalize
the Assembly's procedures.
There is less reason for dissatisfaction
with the 15-member Security Council-although because of Soviet interference it has
seldom given Israel a fair shake. From sterile confrontations, the Council has turned
increasingly to behind-the-scenes efforts to
compose differences before it votes. This
sometimes results in what appears to be
ridiculously mealy-mouthed resolutions. But
sometimes it also prevents open breaks. The
addition of Japan and Italy to the Council
this year has given it added weight of bigpower · responsibility.
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Par whatever reason, the Nixon administration severely aggravated the problem of
declining interest in the U.N. by its lowprofile policy which prevailed until early this
year. The tendency to use the U.N. only on
tangential matters combined with hypersecrecy to encourage public boredom.
Now the new American ambassador,
George Bush, is working hard to reverse this
pattern on the quite supportable thesis that
as the United States mission takes on more
importance, interest in the United Nations
also increases. Bush has already won respect.
But the long-range success of his efforts will
depend precisely upon the degree to which
he can keep President Nixon interested-and
can demonstrate that he speaks for the
President.
Important reasons that the United States
needs to maintain and expand this interest
are coalescing during 1971. Not only are major decisions imminent on issues ranging
from China to the environment, but Secretary General U Thant has made clear that he
wants to retire at the end of the year. Many

principal executives, a number of them
Americans, are expected to retire with Thant.
A key part of the effort to harmonize relationships with China, and to reconcile other
divided countries, will ta,ke place in the
United Nations. Thus the selection of a Secretary General for the next five years will
have a strong bearing on the degree of stability the U.N. is able to maintain during
what is bound to be a turbulent period.
Beyond this, the Selection of a new Secretary General and his major colleagues offers
an opportunity to shake up procedures, infuse new blood, gain control of the burgeoning bureaucracy and perhaps to reinstill the
sense of dedication that falls victim to the
torpor of an institution becoming set in its
ways. It may be the la.st practical chance to
overhaul the machinery for another decade.
On all of these accounts, an alert, active
and expanded American mterest in the
United Nations is crucial. The United States
must be prepared to assert itself or watch its
influence diminish by default.

REPRESENTATIVES-Thursd~y,

The House met at 11 o'clock a.m.
The Chaplain, Rev. Edward G. Latch,
D.D., offered the following prayer:
Be of one mind, live in peace and the
God of love and peace shall be with you.II Corinthians 13:11.

Almighty God, our Father, in this quiet
moment of prayer do Thou bless us with
an experience of Thy power, changing
our doubt to faith, our darkness to light,
and our weakness to strength. Grant that
when we become troubled in spirit and
discouraged in heart we may look up and
becoming conscious of Thy presence find
relief from our fears and release from
our frustrations.
In our relationship to one another,
help us to be more understanding, more
tolerant, more friendly and in so doing
add a bit to the harmony needed in our
land. May we so live our own lives that
others, seeing us, may be persuaded to
do good to those about them.
In the spirit of Him who made goodness live, we pray. Amen.
THE JOURNAL
The SPEAKER. The Chair has examined the Journal of the last day's proceedings and announces to the House his
approval thereof.
Without objection, the Journal stands
approved.
There was no objection.
CORRECTION OF VOTE
The SPEAKER. The Chair would like
to make a statement.
The recorded teller vote on the Whalen
amendment--roll No. 38-at page 8824
of the RECORD for March 31 shows that
the amendment was defeated by a vote of
198 to 200. That is oorrect.
However, the gentleman from Oklahoma (Mr. ALBERT), is recorded as having voted in the affirmative. That is not
correct. I voted in the negative, deposited
a "No" card in the proper box, and the
ofilcial roll made up from those cards by
the tally clerk so shows my vote. The

Government Printing Office is responsible for the error.
In addition, the ofilcial roll shows the
gentleman from Louisiana <Mr. LoNG),
as "not voting." The Chair knows this to
be a fact, for he has ascertained that
Mr. LoNG was in his home State on
yesterday and did not vote. The CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD Sh'OIWS Mr. LoNG as also
voting in the affirmative.
The Chair asks unanimous consent
that the permanent REcoRD be corrected
to show that on the recorded teller
vote-roll No. 38--the gentleman from
Oklahoma <Mr. ALBERT), voted "No" and
that the gentleman from Louisiana <Mr.
LoNG) did not vote.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, reserving
the right to object--and, of course, I
will not object-! was in hopes that the
teller vote taken yesterday would be
the first in this session, so far as I know
that would not be subject to correction
well after the vote was taken. I think
I am correct in saying that in every teller
vote of record thus far taken in this session there has been a change.
I would hope that some system can
be worked out whereby we would know,
at the end of the teller vote and after
.there is opportunity for Members to
change their votes on the floor of the
House, that we would have an accurate
vote print€d in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. These errors can lead to serious consequences one of these days on a close
vote.
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of objection.
The SPEAKER. The Chair would like
to make a further statement. The tellers'
record was correct, and the clerk's record was correct. The error was made in
the Printing Office, and, of course, we
did not get the REcoRD at the time to
correct it yesterday.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, whatever
the reason, we did not have this difficulty
on teller votes under the old system.
I say again that I hope this can be corrected.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, the
RECORD will be corrected.
There was no objection.
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THE FIRST ANNUAL CENTRAL NEW
YORK MAPLE FESTIVAL
<Mr. HANLEY asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
nmnute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. HANLEY. Mr. Speaker, last weekend, I spent some of the most pleasant
time in recent years attending the first
annual Central New York Maple Festival
at Marathon, N.Y. The festival, which
drew over 7,000 people, was the product
of 10 years of planning and organizing.
While it was definitely a community
project, a large share of the credit for
the .festival must go to Walter Grunfeld,
the enterprising and dynamic editor and
publisher of the independent newspapers of Marathon and Tully.
Mr. Speaker, I think one of the reasons
the festival was such a success, and one
of the reasons why I am taking time
today to mention it here in the House,
is that in the huriy-burly of modern
America we seldom take time out of our
hectic lives to reflect on the virtues of a
simpler day gone by, and the .festival afforded just such an opportunity. Set in
the beautiful countryside of central New
York, the maple festival was a galaxy of
Americana. There were homemade pies
and homemade handicrafts, and most of
all homemade maple sirup. It might
oound corny to some, but to me it was
a most enjoyable experience-and it was
educational. There were displays depicting the colorful history of central New
York; and there were social events designed to provide a carefree get-out-ofyour-rut atmosphere; but most of all, Mr.
Speaker, there was a community spirit
which is so desperately lacking in many
of our towns and cities across the country today.
I want to salute all of those interested
citizens who put the festival together and
encourage them to continue their efforts.
PERSONAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, on Monday I missed two recorded votes. Had I
been present and voting, I would have
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ning October 1, 1971. If the Secretary
CALL OF THE HOUSE
deterxnines that two-thirds or more of the
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I farmers voting in such referendum approve
make the point of order that a quorum marketing quotas as provided in this section
shall be in effect for those three marketing
is not present.
The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum is years. If marketing quotas on a poundage
basis are not approved by at least two-thirds
LIEUTENANT CALLEY HONORED BY not present.
of the farmers voting in such referendum, no
LOUISIANA'S SIXTH DISTRICT
Mr. O'NEILL. Mr. Speaker, I move a marketing
quotas or price support for burley
(Mr. RARICK asked and was given call of the House.
tdbacco shaJl be in effect for the marketing
A call of the House was ordered.
year beginn'ing October 1, 1971. Thereafter,
permission to address the House for 1
The Clerk called the roll, and the fol- the provisions of section 312 of the Act shall
minute and to revise and extend his reProvided, Tha.t naltional marketing
marks and include extraneous matter.) lowing Members failed to answer to their wpply:
quotas for bW1ley tobacco for any marketing
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, over the names:
year subsequent to tlhe m1llrk!et1ng rear be[Roll No. 39]
past 3 years I have presented a bronze
ginnling October 1, 1971, shall be proolaimed
Anderson,
Edwards,
La.
McFall
medal and a certificate for courageous
as provided in this sootion..
Tenn.
Evins, Tenn.
Meeds
" (b) The Secretary shall determine and
and dedicated service to all returning Arends
Ford,
Metcalfe
announce, not later than the February 1 preWilliam D.
Passman
Vietnam veterans of my district Qr their Ashley
Baker
Gallagher
Poage
ceding
the second and third marketing years
survivors if killed in action.
Baring
Gaydos
Price, Tex.
of any three-year period for which marketing
I have now been advised .t hat my dis- Boggs
Gettys
Randall
quotas on a poundage basis are in effect unGiaimo
Rangel
trict veterans committee has unani- Celler
der this section, the amount of the national
Green, Pa.
Rhodes
mously voted that they feel Lt. William Chisholm
marketing quota for each of such years. If
Gubser
Rodino
Calley should be given an award of rec- Clark
marketing quotas have been made effective
Rooney, N .Y.
Clay
Harsha
ognition so that he is made aware that Collins, Ill.
Holifield
Sandman
on a poundage basis under this section, the
Colmer
J"arman
Scheuer
Secretary shall, not lat er than February 1 of
his courage, honesty, and dedic81tion are Corbett
Johnson, Pa.
Shipley
the
last year of three consecutive marketing
appreciated by the grateful citizens of Corman
Koch
Skubitz
years for which marketing quotas are in effect
Crane
Kuykendall
my district.
Stokes
under this section, proclaim national marketWiggins
Landgrebe
So, to you in absentia, Lt. William L. Davis, Ga.
ing quotas for burley tobacco for the next
Long, La.
Wyatt
Calley, Jr., I present this medal and Dellums
Young, Tex.
Dent
McClure
three succeeding marketing years as provided
certificate of honor. The medal bears a Dowdy
McCulloch
Zion
in this section. Within thirty days following
Edwards,
Calif.
McEwen
large U.S. flag and is inscribed:
such proclamation, the Secretary shall conFor heroism and service against CommuThe SPEAKER. On this rollcall, 372 duct a referendum in accordance with section
nism-for God and Constitution.
Members have answered to their names, 312 (c) of the Act. If the Secretary determines
that mor e than one-third of the farmers
On the reverse of the medal is a map of a quorum.
voting oppose the national marketing quounanimous
consent,
further
proBy
Louisiana superimposed with the crossed
t as, he shall announce the results and no
flags of the Confederacy and the West ceedings under the call were dispensed market ing quotas or price support shall be
with.
in effect for such kind of tobacco for the
Florida Republi'C and inscribed:

voted "yea" on rollcall No. 32 and I
would have voted "yea" on recorded
teller vote No. 34.

On ibehalf of the grateful citizens of the
Sixth Congressional District--presented by
John R. Raa'ick, M.C.-Louisiana.
My sincere congratulations. The medal
and certificate shall be mailed you forthwith.
I insert the text of the award certificate at this point, followed by my letter
'to the Commanding General of Fort
Benning, Ga., asking for delivery of the
award to Lieutenant Calley:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
To all whom these presents shall come,
Greetings:
Be it known that Lt. William L. Calley,
Jr., in recognition of courageous and dedicated service in the Armed Forces of the
United States of America in defense of
Liberty under God is presented this award
in appreciation by a grateful citizenry.
JOHN R. RARICK,
Member of Congress.
APRIL

1, 1971.

Re Lt. William L. Calley, Jr.
Maj. Gen. ORWIN C. TALBOTT,
Commanding General,
Fort Benning, Ga.

DEAR GENERAL TALBO'rr: I am enclosing
a bronze medal and certificate of appreciation from the people of my Congressional
District to Lt. Calley, which was presented
to him in absentia this morning in the
chamber of the House of Representatives
in Washington, D. C.
I would greatly appreciate, sir, if you
would arrange to have this medal and certificate delivered to Lt. Calley on behalf of
my Congressional District and myself, and
acknowledge to me that Lt. Calley has received this award.
With every sincere best wish, I am ,
Very truly yours,
JOHN R. RARICK,
Member of Congress.
:

f

AMENDING TOBACCO MARKETING
QUOTA PROVISIONS OF AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT OF 1938,
AS AMENDED
Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the bill (S. 789) to amend
the tobacco marketing quota provisions
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1938, as amended.
The Clerk read the title of the Senate
bill.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Virginia?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the Senate bill, as follows:

s. 789
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Ccmgress assembled, That the AgriculturaJ Adjusrtment Act of 1938, as amended,
hereinafter referred to as the "Act", is
amended by adding dmmed.iately following
secm.on 318 a new sectlion 319 to read as
follows:
" FAR M

POU NDAGE QU OTAS F OR BURLEY TOBACC O

"SEC. 319. (a) Notwithstanding any other
provision of }aw, the Secretary shall, within t hirty days fallowing the enaotmelllt of
this section, proclaim national marketing
quotas for the three mark!etling years begdnning October 1, 1971, as provided in this
section.
"Within thirty days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum of the farmers engaged in the production of the 1970 .crop of burley tobacco
to determine whether they favor or oppose
the estaibliiShment Olf f81l'lll. marketing quotas
on a poundage basis as provided ln this section for the three ma.rk!eting years begin-

first marketing year of such three-year period. Thereafter, the provisions of section 312
of the Act shall apply: Provided, That the national marketing quota and farm marketing
quotas shall be determined as provided in
this section. Notice of the farm marketing
quota which will be in effect for his farm for
the first marketing year covered by any referendum under this section shall insofar as
practicable be mailed to the farm operator in
sufficient time to be received prior to the
referendum.
" (c) The national marketing quota determined under this section for burley tobacco
for any marketing year shall be the amount
produced in the United States which the
Secretary estimates will be utilized in the
United States and will -b e exported during
such marketing year, adjusted upward or
downward in such amount as the Secretary,
in his discretion, determines is desirable for
the purpose of maintaining an adequate supply or for effecting an orderly reduction of
supplies to the reserve supply level. Any such
downward adjustment shall not exceed 10
per centum of such estimated utilization and
exports. For each marketing year for which
marketing quotas are in effect under this
section, the Secretary in his discretion may
establish a reserve (hereinafter referred to
as the 'national reserve' ) from the national
marketing quota in an amount not in excess
of 1 per centum of the national marketing
quota to be available for making corrections
and adjusting inequities in farm marketing
quotas, and for establishing marketing quotas for new farms (i.e., farms for which farm
marketing quotas are not otherwise established).
" (d) When a national marketing quota is
first proclaim.ed under this seotion, the Secretary shall through local committees determine a farm yield for each farm for which a
burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970. Such yield shall be determined by averaging the yield per acre for
the four highest years of the five consecutive
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years beginning with the 1966 crop year:
Provided, That if burley tobacco was produced on the farm in fewer than five of such
years, the farm yield shall be the simple
average of the yields obtained in the years
during such period that burley tobacco was
produced on the farm: Provided further,
That if no burley tobacco was produced on
the farm but the farm was considered as
having planted burley tobacco during the
immediately preceding five years, the farm
yield will be appraised on the basis of the
yields established for similar farms in the
area on which burley tobacco was produced
during such five-year period: And provided
further, That the farm yield established- for
any farm shall not exceed three thousand five
hundred pounds per acre.
" (e) A preliminary farm marketing quota
shall be determined for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was
established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970, by multiplying the farm
yield determined under subsection (d) of
this section by the farm acreage allotment
(prior to any reduction for violation of regulations issued pursuant to the Act) established for such farm for the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1970. For each farm
for which such a preliminary farm marketing quota is determined, a farm marketing
quota for the first year shall be determined
by multiplying the preliminary farm marketing quota by a national factor obtained by
dividing the national marketing quota determined under subsection (c) of this section
(less the national reserve) by the sum of all
preliminary farm marketing quotas as determined under this subsection: Provided,
That such national factor shall not be less
than 95 per centum.
"The farm marketing quota for each succeeding year shall be determined by multiplying the previous year's farm marketing quota
by a national factor obtained by dividing the
national marketing quota determined under
subsection (c) of this section (less the national reserve) by the sum of the farm marketing quotas for the immediately preceding
year for all farms for which burley tobacco
marketing quotas will be determined for such
succeeding marketing year: Provided, That
such factor for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1972, shall not be less than 95 per
centum: Provided further, That such factor
for the marketing year beginning October 1,
1973, shall not be less than 92Y:! per centum:
And provided further, That such factor for
any subsequent year shall not be less than
90 per centum: And provided further, That
in the case of any farm having an acreage
allotment of .50 acres or less for the marketing year beginning October 1, 1970, the farm
marketing quota shall not be less than 95 per
centum of the farm marketing quota established under this section for the previous
year_ The farm marketing quota so computed
for any farm for any year shall be increased
by the number of pounds by which marketings from the farm during the immediately
preceding year were less than the farm marketing quota (after adjustments): Provided,
That any such increase shall not exceed the
amount of the farm marketing quota (including leased pounds) for the immediately
preceding marketing year prior to any increase for undermarketings or decrease for
overmarketings. The farm marketing quota
so computed for each farm for any year shall
be reduced by the number of pounds by whicb
marketings from the farm during the im·
mediately preceding year exceeded the farm
marketing quota (after adjustments): Provided, That if on account of excess marketings in the preceding year the farm marketing quota is reduced to zero pounds without
reflecting the entire reduction required, the
additional reduction required shall be made
in subsequent marketing years.
"The farm marketing quota for a new farm
shall be the number of pounds determined
by the county committee with approval of
CXVII--565-Part 7

the State committee to be fair and reasonable for the farm on the basis of the past
burley tobacco experience of the farm operator; the land, labor, and equipment available
for the production of burley tobacco; crop
rotation practices, and the soil and other
physical factors affecting the production ot
burley tobacco: Provided, That the farm marketing quota for any such new farm shall not
exceed 50 per centum of the average of the
farm marketing quotas for similar farms for
which farm marketing quotas are otherwise
established: Provided further, That the number of pounds allocated to all new farms shall
not exceed that portion of the national reserve
provided by the Secretary for establishing
quotas for new farms.
"(f) When a poundage program is in
effect under this section, the farm marketing quota next established for any farm
shall be reduced by the amount of burley
tobacco produced on any farm ( 1) which is
nurketed as having been produced on a
different farm; (2) for which proof of disposition is not furnished as required by the
Secretary; and (3) as to which any producer
on the farm files, or aids or acquiesces in
the filing of, any false report with respect
to the production or marketings of tobacco:
Provided, Thrut if the Secretary through the
local committee finds that no person connected with such farm caused, aided, or
acquiesced in any such irregllllarity, the
next established farm marketing quota shaJl
not be reduced under this subsection. The
reductions required under this subsection
shall be in addition to any other adjustments made pursuant to this section.
,. (g) When a poundage program is in
effect under this section, farm marketing
quotas (after adjustments) for burley
tobacco may be transferred to other farms
in the same county under the terms and
conditions contained in section 316 of the
Act: PTOvided, That such transfers shall be
on a pound for pound basis: Provided furthe?·, That any adjustment for undermarketings or overmarketings shall be attributed
to the farm to which transferred: And provided further, That not more than five thou·
sand pounds may be transferred to any
farm under this section.
"(h) Effective with marketing year beginning October 1, 1976, no marketing quota,
other than a new fa-rm marketing quota,
shall be established for .a farm on which
no burley tobacco was planted or considered planted in any of the five years immediately preceding the year for which farm
marketing quotas are being established.
"(i) When marketing quotas under this
section are in effect, provisions with respect
to penalties for the marketing of excess
tobacco .and the provisions contained in sec~
tion 314 of the Act shall apply, except that:
" ( 1) No penalty on excess tobacco shall
be due or collected until 110 per centum of
the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) for a farm has been marketed, but
with respect to e.ach pound of tobacco marketed in excess of such percentage the full
penaJty rate shall be , due, payable, and
collected at the time of marketing in each
pound of tobacco marketed, and any tobacco
marketed in excess of 100 per centum of the
!.arm marketing quota (after adjustments)
will require a reduction in subsequent farm
marketing quotas in accordance with section 319(e): Provided, That if the Secretary
in his discretion, determines it is desirable
to encourage additional marketings of any
grades of burley tobacco during any marketing year to insure traditional market patterns to meet the normal demands of export and domestic markets, he may authorize the marketing of such grades without the
payment of penality or deduction from subsequent quotas to the extent of 5 per centum of the f.arm marketing quota for the
farm on which the tol,>acco was produced,
and such marketings shall be eligible for
price support.
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"(2) The provisions with respect to penalties contained in the third sentence of section
314(a) shall be revised to read: 'If any producer falsely identifies or fails to account for
the disposition of any tobacco, the Secretary,
in lieu of assessing and collecting penalties
based on actual marketings of excess tobacco,
may elect to assess a penalty computed by
multiplying the full penalty rate by an
amount of tobacco equal to 25 per centum of
the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) and the penalty in respect thereof
shall be paid and remitted by the producer.'
"(3) The provisions contained in the
fourth sentence of section 314(a) shall not be
applicable. For the first year a marketing
quota program established under the provisions of this section is in effect, the farm
marketing quota determined under the provisions of section 319(e) shall receive a temporary upward adjustment equal to the
amount of carryover penalty-free burley
tobacco for the farm. For subsequent years,
the provisions of section 319 (e) shall apply.
"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe such
regulations as he considers necessary for
carrying out the provisions of this section."
SEc. 2. Section 378 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended
by adding subsection (f) to read as follows:
"(f) In applying the provisions of this sec·
tion to a farm for which a tobacco marketing
quota has been determined under section
319 of this Act, the words 'allotment' and
'acreage', wherever they appear, shall be construed to mean 'marketing quota• and
'poundage', respectively, as required."
SEC. 3. Clause (c) of section 106 of the
Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended, is
amended to read as follows: "(c) If
acreage - poundage -or poundage farm marketing quotas are in effect under section
317 or 319 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1938, as amended, ( 1) price support
shall not be made available on tobacco
marketed in excess of 110 per centum of the
marketing quota (after adjustments) for the
farm on which such tobacco was produced,
and (2) for the purpose of price support eligibility, tobacco carried over from one marketing year to another shall, when marketed, be
considered tobacco of the then current crop."
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. ABBITT

Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Speaker, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ABBITT: Strike
out all after the enacting clause of S. 789
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
That the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1938, as amended, hereinafter referred to as
the "Act", is amended by adding immediately following section 318 .a new section 319
to read as follows:
"FARM POUNDAGE QUOTAS FOR BURLEY TOBACCO

"SEc. 319 (a) Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, the Secretary shall, within
thirty days following the enactment of this
section, proclaim national marketing quotas
for burley tobacco for the three marketing
years beginning October 1, 1971, and determine and announce the amount of the
marketing quota for burley tobacco for the
marketing year beginning October 1, 1971, as
provided in this section.
"Within thirty days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum of the farmers engaged in the production of the 1970 crop of burley tobacco to
determine whether they favor or oppose the
establishment of farm marketing quotas on
a poundage basis as provided in this section
for the three marketing years beginning October 1, 1971. If the Secretary determines
that two-thirds or more of the farmers voting in such referendum approve marketing
quotas on a poundage basis, marketing quotas as provided in this section shall be in
effect for those three marketing years. If marketing quotas on a poundage basis are not ap-
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proved by at least two-thirds of the farmers
voting in such referendum, no marketing
quotas or price support for burley tobacco
shall be in effect for the marketing year beginning October 1, 1971. Thereafter, the provisions of section 312 of the Act shall apply:
Provided, That national marketing quotas
for burley tobacco for any marketing year
subsequent to the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1971, shall be proclaimed as provided in this section.
" (b) The Secretary shall determine and
announce, not later than the February 1 preceding the second and third marketing years
of any three-year period for which marketing
quotas on a poundage basis are in effect under this section, the amount of the national
marketing quota. for each of such years. If
marketing quotas have been made effective
on a poundage basis under this section, the
Secretary shall, not later than February 1 of
the last year of three consecutive marketing
years for which marketing quotas are in effect
under this section, proclaim national marketing quotas for burley tobacco for the next
three succeeding marketing years as provided
in this section. Within thirty days following
such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a referendum in accordance with sec·
tion 312(c) of the Act. If the Secretary determines that more than one-third of the
farmers voting oppose the national marketing quotas, he shall announce the results
and no marketing quotas or price support
shall be in effect for such kind of tobacco for
the first marketing year of such three-year
period. Thereafter, the provisions of section
312 of the Act shall apply: Provided, That the
national marketing quota and farm marketing quotas shall be determined as provided
in this section. Notice of the farm marketing
quota which will be in effect for his farm for
the first marketing year covered by any referendum under this section shall, insofar as
practicable, be mailed to the farm operator in
sufficient time to be received prior to the
referendum.
"(c) The national marketing quota determined under this section for burley tobacco
for any marketing year shall be the amount
produced in the United States which the
Secretary estimates wm be ut111zed in the
United States and will be exported during
such marketing year, adjusted upward or
downward in such amount as the Secretary,
in his discretion, determines is desirable for
the purpose of maintaining an adequate
supply or for effecting an orderly reduction
of supplies to the reserve supply level. Any
such downward adjustment shall not exceed 5 per centum of such estimated utmzation and exports. For each marketing year
for which marketing quotas are in effect
under this section, the Secretary in hiS discretion may establish a reserve (hereinafter
referred to as the 'national reserve') from the
national marketing quota in an amount not
in excess of 1 per centum of the national
marketing quota to be available for making
corrections and adjusting inequities in farm
marketing quotas, and for establishing marketing quotas for new farms (that is, farms
for which farm marketing quotas are not
otherwise )established) .
"(d) When a national marketing quota is
first proclaimed under this section, the Secretary shall through local committees determine a farm yield for each farm for which a
burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning October 1, 1970. Such yield shall be determined by
averaging the yield per acre !or the !our
highest years of the five consecutive years
beginning with the 1966 crop year: Provided,
That if burley tobacco was produced on the
farm in fewer than five of such years, the
farm yield shall be the simple average of the
yields obtained in the years during sucll.
period that burley tobacco was produced on
the farm: Provided further, That if no burley
tobacco was produced on the farm but the

farm was considered as having planted
burley tobacco during the immediately preceding five years, the farm yield will be appraised on the basis of the yields established
for slmilar farms in the area on which
burley :tobacco was produced during such
five-year period: And provided further, That
the farm yield established for any farm shall
not exceed three thousand five hundred
pounds per acre.
"(e) A preliminary farm marketing quota
shall be determined for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970, by multiplying the farm
yield determined under subsection (d) of
this section by the farm acreage allotment
(prior to any reduction for violation of regulations issued pursuant to the Act) established for such farm for the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1970. For each farm
for which such a preliminary farm marketing quota is determined, a farm marketing
quota for the first year shall be determined
by multiplying the preliminary farm marketing quota by a national factor obtained
by dividing the national marketing quota
determined under subsection (c) of this
section (less the national reserve) by the
sum of all preliminary farm marketing
quotas as determined under this subsection:
Provided, That such national factor shall not
be less than 95 per centum.
"The farm marketing quota for each succeeding year shall be deteNnined by multiplying the previous year's tarm marketing
quota by a national factor obtained by c:Uvic:Ung the national marketing quota determined under section (c) of this section (less
the national reserve) by the sum of the farm
marketing quotas for the immediately preceding year for all farms for which burley
tobacco marketing quotas will be determined
for such succeeding marketing year: Provided, That such national factor shall not be
less than 95 per centum: Provfded further,
That for the marketing years beginning October 1, 1972 and October 1, 1973, the ifarm
marketing quota for any farm shall not be
less than the smaller of (1) one-half acre
times the farm yield times one-half the sum
of the figure one and the national factor for
the current year, or (2) the farm marketing
quota for the immediately preceding marketing year times one-half the sum of the
figure one and the national factor for the
current year. The farm marketing quota so
computed for any farm for any year shall be
increased by the number ot pounds by which
marketings from the farm during the immediately preceding year were less ttlhan the
farm marketing quota (after adjustments):
PTcnnded, That any such increase shall not
exceed the amount of the farm marketing
quota (including leased pounds) for the Immediately precec:Ung marketing year prior to
any increase for undermarketings or decrease
for overmarketings. The farm marketing
quota so computed for each farm. for any year
shall ibe reduced by the number of pounds
by which marketing from the rarm during
the immediately preceding year esceeded the
fann marketing quota (after adjustments):
Provided, That if, on account of excess marketings in the preceding year, the farm marketing quota is reduced to zero pounds without reflecting the entire reduction required,
the additional reduction required shall be
made ·i n subsequent marketing years.
"The farm. marketing quota for a new farm
shall be the number of pounds determined by
the county committee with approval of the
State committee to be fair and reasonable
for the farm on the basis of the past burley
tdbacco experience o'! the farm operator; the
land, labor, and equipment a.vaUable for the
production of burley tobacco; crop rotation
practices, and the soil and other physical
factors affecting the production of burley
tobacco: ProvicletJ, That the farm marketing quota for any such new farm shall not

exceed 50 per centum of the average of the
farm marketing quotas for similar farms for
which farm marketing quotas are otherwise
established: Provided further, Tha.'t the number o'f pounds allocated to all new farms
shall not exceed that portion of the national
reserve provided by the Secretary for establishing quotas for new farms.
"(f) When a pounda-ge program is in effect
under this section, the farm marketing quota
next established for any farm shall be reduced by the amount of burley tobacco produced on any farm (1) which is marketed as
having been produced on a different farm;
(2) for which proof of disposition is not furnished as required by the Secretary; and (3)
as to which any producer on the farm files,
or aids or acquiesces in the filing of, any
false report with respect to the production or
marketings of tobacco: Provided, That if the
Secretary through the local committee finds
that no person connected with such farm
caused, aided, or acquiesced in any such irregularity, the next established farm marketing quota shall not be reduced under this
subsection. The reductions required under
this subsection shall be in addition to any
other adjustments made pursuant to this section.
"(g) When a poundage program is in effect
under this section, farm marketing quotas
(after adjustments) for burley tobacco may
be leased and transferred to other fa.rms in
the same county under the terms and conditions contained in section 318 of the Act:
Provided, That such leases and transfersshall be on a pound for pound basis: Provided further, That any adjustment for
undermarketings or overmarketings shall be
attributed to the farm to w'hich leased and
transferred: Provided further, That not 'nore
than fifteen thousand pounds may be leased
and tr81DSferred to :any fa.rm under this section: And proviclecl further, That the marketing quota determined for any farm subsequent to such lease and transfer shall not
exceed
amount determined by multiplying the farm yield established under subsection (d) of this section by 50 per centum of
the acreage of cropland in the farm.
"(h) Effective with the ma.rketing year beginning October 1, 1976, no marketing quota,
other than a new farm marketing quota,
shall be established for a farm on wblch no
burley tobacco was planted or considered
planted in any of the five years immediately
preceding the year for which farm marketing quotas are being established.
"(i) When marketing quotas under this
section are in effect, provisions with respect
to penalties for the marketing of excess tobacco and the other provisions contained in
section 314 of the Act shall apply, except
that:
"(1) No penalty on excess tobacco shall be
due or collected until 110 per centum of the
farm marketing quota (after adjustments)
for a farm has been marketed, but with respect to each pound of tobacco marketed in
excess of such percentage the full penalty
rate shall be due, payable, and collected at
the time of marketing on each pound of tobacco marketed, and any tobacco marketed
in excess of 100 per centum of the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) will require a reduction in subsequent farm marketing quotas in accordance with section
319(e): Provided, Th.a.t if the Sec:retary, 'in
his discretion, determines it is desirable to
encourage additional ma.rketings of any
grades of burley tobacco during any marketing year to insure traditional market patterns to meet the normal demands of export
and domestic markets, he may authortze the
marketing of such grades without the payment of penalty or deduction from subsequent quotas to the extent of 5 per centum
of the farm marketing quota for the farm on
which the tobacco was produced, and such
marketings shall be eligible for price support.
"(2) The provisions with respect to penal-
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ties contained In the third sentence of sec- ever, in recent years sharp increases in
tion 314(a) shall be revised to read: 'If any per acre yields, and decreased domestic
producer falsely identifies or fails to account usage have combined to build up a surfor the disposition of any tobacco, the Secretary, in Heu of assessing and collecting plus which has resulted in excessive
penalties based on actual marketings of ex- amounts accumulating under Governcess tobacco, may elect to assess a penalty mentloan.
During the 1969-70 marketing year,
computed by multiplying the full penalty
rate by an amount of t"Obacco equal to 25 per domestic use of bw·ley tobacco totaled
centum of the farm marketing quota (after 506 million pounds--down 10 million
adjustments) and the penalty in respect pounds from the previous year, and 40
thereof shall be paid and remitted by the million pounds below the level prevailproducer.'.
"(3) The provisions contained in the ing 2 years earlier. This decline in domesfourth sentence of sect.ion 314(a) shall not tic usage occurred despite an increase in
be applicable. For the first year a marketing cigarette production, the principal use
quota program established under the provi- for burley tobacco.
sions of this section is in effect, the farm
During the 5 years, 1956-60, burley
marketing quota determined under the provi- tobacco yields averaged 1,620 pounds per
sions of section 319(e) shall receive a tem- acre. In 1963, yields first reached a ton
porary upward adjustment equal to the per acre, and they have continued to inamount of carryover penalty-free burley tobacco for the farm. For subsequent years, the crease-reaching an average of 2,537
pounds per acre during the past 2 years.
provisions of section 319(c) shall apply.
Research indicates that further increases
"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe such
regulations as he considers necessary for car- in per acre yields are readily obtainable.
rying out the provisions of this sectJion."
Increases in per acre yields require reSEc. 2. Section 378 of the Agricultural Ad- ductions in farm acreage allotments,
justment Act of 1938, as amended, is amend- which in turn stimulate further increases
ed by adding subsection (f) to read as folin per acre yields. Caught in this spiral,
lows:
"(f) In applying the provisions of this sec- each farmer must compete with others
tion to a farm for which a tobacco marketing in a hectic race to maintain his share
quota has been determined under section of the market.
319 of this Act, the words 'allotment' and
The bill provides a more effective pro'acreage', wherever they appear, shall be con- duction adjustment program by estabstrued to mean 'lll84'ketlng quota' and lishing farm marketing quotas in pounds
'poundage', respectively, as required."
rather than in acres. This will eliminate
SEc. 3. Clause (c) of section 106 of the Agricultural Aot of 1949, as amended, is amend- the incentive for increased per acre
yields and enable farmers to concentrate
ed to read as follows:
" (c) If acreage poundage or poundage farm their efforts on improving the quality of
marketing quotas are in effect under section their tobacco instead of obtaining maxi317 or 319 of the Agricultural Adjustment mum production from their allotted
Act of 1938, as amended, ( 1) price support acreages.
shall not be made available on tobacco marUnder the bill, farm marketing quotas
keted in excess of 110 per centum of the mar- will be based on the average of each
keting quota (after adjustments) for the
farm on which such tobacco was produced, farm's four highest yields during the
and (2) for the purpose of price-support eli- past 5 years, multiplied by the farm's
gibility, tobacco carried over from one mar- 1970 acreage allotment. Farm marketing
keting year to another shall, when marketed, quotas regardless of size, will be adbe considered tobacco of the then current justed uniformly to bring supplies into
crop."
line with demand. Thus, the bill provides
SEc. 4. Any action taken by the Secretary equitable treatment for all burley topursuanrt to section 312 of the Act (7 U.S.C. bacco growers regardless of the size of
1312) for burley tobacco for any of the three
marketing years beginning October 1, 1971 , their operations. Under present legislaprior to the enactment of this section, shall tion, farm acreage allotments of onehalf acre or less cannot be reduced, rebe of no effect.

Mr. ABBITr (during the reading). Mr.
Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the amendment be considered as read
and printed in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Virginia?
There was no objection.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. ABBITT. Mr. Speaker, this legislation is needed to provide a more effective production adjustment program for
burley tobacco.
Burley tobacco allotments were established for 282,115 farms in 14 States in
1970. The total acreage allotted was 230,-;947 acres, an average of 82 one-hundredths of an acre per farm. Farmers received $405 million for the 1970 burley
crop.
The present acreage allotment program was for many years effective in
maintaining burley tobacco supplies in
line with demand, with favorable prices
to growers and with minimum costs to
the Government for price supports. How-
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quotas for the first year shall not be
reduced by more than 5 percent below
an amount determined by multiplying
the farm's average yield by the 1970
acreage allotment. Thereafter, the
amount of the national marketing quota
for any year cannot be less than 95 percent of estimated utilization and exports.
If marketings from a farm are less
than the farm's poundage quota, the difference--up to 100 percent--is added to
that farm's quota for the following year.
Marketings from a farm may exceed the
farm's quota by 10 percent without penalty and with price support, but any
marketings in excess of a farm's quota
would be deducted from that farm's
quota for the following year. The bill
provides for the lease of burley tobacco
farm marketing quotas and transfers to
other farms in the same county. The bill
limits the amount that can be transferred to any farm to 15,000 pounds.
Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, I rise today
in support of the proposed legislation
dealing with burley tobacco marketing
quotas, and with the leasing and transfer
of those quota-s from one farm to another
within the same county.
Under this legislation, the marketing
quotas on burley tobacco would be based
on poundage rather than acreage, as has
been the practice in the past.
The new quota system provides that
the allowable farm yield will be established by averaging each burley farm's
yield per acre for the four highest production years of the period 1966-70, with
no farm yield to exceed 3,500 pounds.
This base change was made necessary
because heavily increased per acre yield
under the old acreage allotment system,
coupled with decreased domestic usage,
have resulted in excessive amounts of
burley tobacco. This increase in per acre
yield has been the result of improved
tobacco production technology.
I also support the provision authorizing the lease and transfer of burley
tobacco quotas from one farm to others
within the same county. I believe this
practice will insure that our burley producers operate in the most e:fficient and
gardless of how much per acre yields in- economical way.
This bill also provides for a 1971 quota
crease or usage decreases. In 1970, about
60 percent of all burley tobacco farm reduction of 5 percent for all burley
acreage allotments were in this pro- growers. This reduction was believed
necessary because of the excessive
tected category.
Farm marketing quotas would be based amounts of burley tobacco already in
on the average of each farm's four high- supply, as I mentioned earlier.
But I am happy to see that the measest yields during the 5 years, 1966-70,
multiplied by the farm's 1970 acreage al- ure includes an amendment quite simlotment. Farm marketing quotas, re- ilar to one which I introduced in the
gardless of size, would be adjusted uni- Committee on Agriculture, providing
formly to equal the national marketing that those burley growers producing on
quotas-less a reserve of no more than one-half acre or less will have their
1 percent for correcting errors, adjust- quotas reduced by only half as much as
ing inequities and for establishing quo- other growers in 1972 and 1973.
tas for new farms.
I believe this provision will be esThe national marketing quota would pecially beneficial to the small-operation
be the arn,ount of burley tobacco pro- burley growers in the fifth district of
duced in the United States which the North Carolina, which I am proud to
Secretary determines will be utilized and represent. These men need and deserve a
exported during the marketing year, ad- measure of protection during this 3-year
justed upward or downward as the Sec- transition period, and it was in their
retary determines is desirable to main- interest, since so many of the burley
tain an adequate supply or for an or- growers in my area are minimum proderly reduction of supplies to the reserve ducers, that I asked to have this prosupply level.
tective measure included.
The bill provides that farm marketThe quota system established by this
ing
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bill should provide a more effective pro- unless specifically prohibited by the Court,
the defendant may engage in any lawful
duction adjustment program for all bur- activity
he wishes.
ley growers.
Cassius Clay was convicted in the District
The national marketing quota, accord- Court for the Southern District of Texas for
ing to the legislation, is the amount of refusing to submit to induction into the
burley tobacco used domestically or ex- Armed Forces of the United States, ·a nd he
ported during a marketing year, with received the maximum sentence of impristhis amount adjusted by the Secretary onment for five years and a fine of $10,000.
He took an appeal to the Court of Appeals
of Agrdculture "to maintain an adequate for
the Fifth Circuit and that Court affirmed
supply or for effecting an orderly reduc- the
conviction.
tion of supplies to ·t he reserve supply
Clay thereaf•t er filed a petition requesting
level."
the Supreme Court to review the case. The
The bill must be submitted to burley Court granted a writ of certiorari, vacated
growers by the Secretary of Agricul·t ure the judgment of conviction and remanded
for a referendum to determine whether the case to the District Court for a determithey favor or oppose the new base sys- nation as to whether evidence secured by illegal eavesdropping was used against him at
tem, and a two-thirds majority is re- his
trial.
quired for passage of the referendum.
The District Court subsequently ruled that
I believe that we have here a bill that no such evidence was used against him and
burley growers can support, and a bill on July 6, 1970, the Circuit Court of Appeals
that is fair to all parties concerned. I affirmed the conviction for the second time.
urge my colleagues to join me in voting Clay thereupon petitioned the Supreme Court
to review this latest judgment of the Court of
for its passage.
Appeals. On January 11, 1971, the Supreme
LT. WILLIAM L. CALLEY, JR.
(Mr. MANN asked and was given P7rmission to address the House for 1 mmute and to revise and extend his remarks
and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MANN. Mr. Speaker, on March
16 1968 when Lt. William L. Calley, Jr.,
w~ fighting for his country in Vietna:m.
which indisputably he was, one Cassius
Clay alias Muhammad Ali, was walking
the dtreets of America, having ref~e~ to
so serve his country. Today, William
Calley stands convicted of murder, and
Muhammad Ali still walks the streets of
America a couple of million dollars
richer by virtue of his failure to serve.
True, he stands convicted of refusing to
submit to induction, but today. almost 4
years after his conviction on June 20,
1967, he still walks the streets of ~~r
ica. I wonder if our system of a~s
tration of justice will be as kmd to
Lieutenant Calley.
Some weeks ago I inquired of the Attorney General as to the causes of the
delays in the disposition of the cas7 of
Ali. Although the reply that I received
lacked some in detail, I felt that my colleagues and the American people wo~d
be interested in this summary of the Inefficiency of our present criminal justice
appeals system. I quote the response
from the Attorney General's office, dated
March 15, 1971, and signed by Robert C.
Mardian, Assistant Attorney General:
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
washington, D.O., March 15, 1971.

Hon. JAMES R. MANN,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN : ThiS iS in response to
your letter of February 10, 1971, to the Attorney General, requesting information regarding the disposition of the Cassius Clay
draft evasion case.
I am sure that you will understand that
every person convicted of a violation of a
Federal criminal lew has the right to take
an appeal from his convi{:tion to the appropriate Circuit Court of Appeals. If the conviction is affirmed by that Court, the defendant then has the right t o petition the
Supreme Court for a further hearing. The
usual practice of the Court in such instances
is to release the defendant from custody on
bail pending the final disposition of his
case or until otherwise ordered. Meanwhile,

Court announced that it will hear arguments
on Clay's contention that he should have been
classified as a conscientious objector to participation in war. A final decision in this
case is, therefore, not expected for several
months.
Whether any .part-icular man should be
issued a license to box is a matter that is
solely within the purview of the various
local authorities. The Federal Government
has no jurisdiction in that regard.
Sincerely,
ROBERT C. MARDIAN,
Assistant Attorney General.

AMERICAN PRISONERS OF WAR IN
NORTH VIETNAM
<Mr. JACOBS asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, in effect
the United States has said we will not
withdraw all our forces from Vietnam
until the Communists agree to release all
American prisoners.
And the Communists have said they
will not release all Americna prisoners
until the United States agrees to withdraw all its forces.
It appears that neither side is quite
hearing the other.
Thus this resolution:
H.J . REs. 319
Whereas the President of the United
States on March 4th, 1971 stated that his
policy is that; "as long as there are American POW's in North VietNam we wlll have
to maintain a residual force in South Viet
Nam. That is the least we can negotiate
for."
Whereas Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh, Chief
delegate of the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of the Republic of South Viet
Nam stated on September 17, 1970 that the
policy of her government 1s "In case the
United States Government declares it w111
withdraw from South Viet Nam all its
troops and those of the other foreign countries in the US camp, and the parties will
engage at once ·i n discussion, on"The question of ensuring safety for the
total withdrawal from South Viet Nam of
US troops and those of the other !foreign
countiies in the US camp.
"The question of releasing C81ptured mill. tarymen:"
Resolved that t® United States shall
forthwith propose at the Paris peace talks

that in return for the return of all American prisoners held in Indo-China, the United
States shall withdraw all its Armed Forces
from Viet Nam within sixty days following
the signing of the agreement; provided that
the agreement shall contain guarantee by
the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam and
the National Liberation Front of safe conduct out of Viet Nam for all American prisoners and all American Armed Forces simultaneously.

GENERALLEAVETOEXTEND
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that all Members may
have 5 legislative days in which to revise and extend their remarks on the
bill H.R. 6531.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Louisiana?
There was no objection.
AMENDING THE MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT OF 1967
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House resolve itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union for the further consideration of the bill (H.R. 6531) to
amend the Military Selective Service Act
of 1967; to increase military pay; to authorize military active duty strengths
for fiscal year 1972; and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
IN

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly, the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill H.R. 6531, with
Mr. BOLAND in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. When the committee
rose on yesterday the first section, ending on line 22, page 11, of the bill was
open to amendment at any point.
Are there further amendments to the
section?
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I rise at this moment to
attempt to clarify the situation and to
give the Members complete knowledge of
exactly what the situation is as it relates
to the bill and how long we are going to
be here.
As of now we have disposed of all
committee amendments by members of
the committee to section 1. There are
now pending about 14 other amendments
at the desk, as I understand it. We have
three other sections to read. As each section comes up, I shall ask unanimous consent that the sections be considered as
having been read in full and open to
amendment -at any point. Of course, then
the amendments will be offered.
As to the length of time we are here
today, or the rest of this week, that depends entirely on the membership and its
desires.
At the outset of the discussion of this
bill I said that I would rather not initiate
any move to curtail debate. That still
holds. I will not initiate such a move.
So the time you remain here is entirely
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The College operates on an annual budget
in your hands. If you cooperate and do
not make unnecessary demands on votes which provides for yearly oommitments 1n
advance to teaching staff a.nd to others whose
that have an obvious outcome, we can services
are essential to the operations of
get along much better and faster. If you the College. For this reason no deductions or
do not want to do that; and want to ask refunds from its fixed charges can be made
for these rollcalls and record votes, it is for Withdrawal or dismissal with one exentirely within your discretion and with- cept ion. (Serious illness).
in your right.
At the University of Tennessee, housWhat I am saying to each member of ing contracts are for the year, Septemthe Committee of the Whole is I will co- ber-June, unless special arrangements
operate to the fullest extent to get you are made in advance. The contract conout of here as quickly as we can. It is tains terms for cancellation in midyear,
entirely urp to you as to whether we get not specified in catalog.
out today or next Tuesday, but I am
At Georgetown University, it 1s underready to stay here in a 24-hour session in stood that students applying will reside
order to get the bill out. It is all in your on campus for the entire year. No refund
hands, and you are running the show.
will be made for move out of dormitory
AMENDMENT OFERED BY MR. LONG OF
during a semester. Only if a suitable subMARYLAND
stitute is provided by the renter will the
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chair- mid-year move be considered. Payments
man, I offer an amendment.
are made on a semester-by-semester
The Clerk read as follows:
basis.
Amendment offered by Mr. LONG of
Mr. Chairman, I would hope very much
Maryland:
that the Committee could accept this
Page 6, lines 1 and 2, strike out "until the amendment and that the House would
end of the term, or academic year in the case agree to this amendment.
of his last academic year," and insert "untll
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I move to
the end of such academic year,".
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. ChairThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
man, forcing a young man to enter the Maryland has 2 minutes remaining.
armed services after completing the first
Mr. LONG of Maryland. I would be
semester of the academic year, or only glad to yield to the gentleman.
one section of a trimester academic year
Mr. PIKE. I had rather take it on my
could cause hardship. Some colleges re- own time.
quire a student to t'B.ke two semesters
Mr. LONG of Ma.ryland. I would hope
of a course-such as beginning French that the gentleman would make a point
or Latin at Catholic University here in and that I would be given the opporwashington-in sequence in order to tunity to answer it.
g-et credit for the course. Presently,
Mr. PIKE. I am not sure we can comAmerican University has 433 independ- plete this in 2 minutes. Therefore, I
ent .study courses, which run for two would prefer to wait until my time.
semesters. One must take both semesters
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
to receive credit. Dean Cain of the gentleman yield?
Catholic University College of Arts and
Mr. LONG of Maryland. I shall be
Sciences told my om.ce yesterday that glad to yield to the gentleman from
many of their honors programs-in
English, for example-are two semester Indiana.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I would
programs. The student gets an incom- like
myself with the replete at the end of the first semester. marksto ofassociate
the gentleman from MaryWhen he :finishes his honors project, land.
sometime in the spring, he receives a
It so happens that one of the two
grade for both semesters. At Washington College, Chestertown, Md., the amendments I intended to offer here is
identical to that of the gentleman in the
course catalog states on page 69:
well. I certainly approve of and support
A hyphen between the number indicates
that credit is not allowed for one semester his amendment.
I would like to say that I have had a
Without the other.
little experience with this subject in
This is distinguished from a comma the past because my father happened to
course:
be the president of a small church-reA comma between the numbers indicates lated college.
that credit may be allowed for either semesIn those days the problem was more
ter without the other.
acute >because there were fewer students
Breaking up a year's academic pro- and there were higher draft calls. But
gram also creates a psychological hard- it is still a major problem to a student
ship. A year is an important unit--a who is trying to finish his college, as
milestone. When a student has com- the gentleman has observed, to be able
pleted a year's work, he is more en- to complete a college year and, also, as
couraged 't o complete his education than we will hear before we are through here,
he would be if he had just completed a great many of our colleges and instituthe first semester of his freshman year, tions of learning are in serious financial
for example, ·a nd had to enter the difficulties.
service.
If a large percentage of our student
Forcing a young man to enter the serv- bodies are drafted the non-tax-supported
ice after one semester also causes finan- colleges may have some real difficulty in
cial hardships. Here are some examples: this country. I think this is a forwardThe Connecticut College-New Lon- looking and constructive amendment,
don, Conn. <went coed last year) bulle- and I commend the gentleman for offering it.
tin of Apri11970, states:
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Mr. LONG of Maryland. I thank the
gentleman for his comments.
Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LONG of Maryland. I yield to the
gentleman from California.
Mr. WALDIE. I really do not understand why a student is in any more preferential a position to be deferred from
the inequities of the draft than a nonstudent. Every single disability that the
gentleman relates to a student exists in
particular for the nonstudent because
the nonstudent normally is not as privileged an individual in our society.
Therefore, to protect the universities
by protecting their income by not drafting their products makes no sense at all
to me. As a matter of fact, the entire
draft makes no sense to me. We ought
to quit trying to make it palatable to
those who possess political and economic
power and simply discard it completely.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Maryland has expired.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. LoNG of
Maryland was allowed to proceed for 1
additional minute.)
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman
let me say that the gentleman from California may be right. If that is so, then
we should not have a provision in here
for any kind of a deferment, even for
the balance of a semester. I am pointing
out that if you are going to have a provision in here for deferring people for
the balance of a semester it makes more
sense for the balance of the year.
Mr. WALDIE. If the gentleman will
yield further, I agree with the gentleman
that we should not have that either.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Maryland has again expired.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the committee has considered the various aspects of student deferrals. We have considered it very carefully and long, and as a result we are
going to oppose any alleviation of the
student deferment proposals in the bill.
We are comparing here the convenience
of some students against the lives of some
draftees. We are trying to measure what
my friend, the gentleman from Maryland
(Mr. LoNG) called the psychological
hardships of some students against the
very real and immediate hardships and
the absolute disruption of a life of all
draftees.
We talk about the financial hardships
of these students. What ·a bout the financial hardship of the young men who
could not get into the college in the first
place? These are the people we have to
be concerned about.
We are trying to make a just law, and
we are trying to make it apply equally
to all of our citizens. To the extent that
people who are wealthier and smarter
can go to college and avoid the war, the
law is unjust. We are trying to remove
this injustice. We made a mistake in
this 4 years ago. We have come to recognize the mistake. We are doing everything that we can to rationally make
this law apply to all of our people. There
is no vested right in anybody, whether he
is a wealthy, bright person, or not, to be
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exempt from a war while a war is going
on. We are trying to remove privilegeprivilege ba.sed on wealth, privilege based
on wisdom, privilege based on anything.
And this , to the extent possible, we have
done and are doing.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman
from Maryland.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding.
I could not agree more with the gentleman. I supported the draft, and I made
a speech here yesterday-which I hoped
would be eloquent-pointing out that we
should not have your system of military
manpower which bears solely on the
patriotic and the poor. Nevertheless, the
gentleman and the committee have already supported the semester deferral
idea, and I am tryin g to make it make
some more sense.
Once you have established the principle that you are going to give deferment for the balance of a semester, then
you are going to create inequities for
some students compared with others,
and for some colleges.
Mr. PIKE. I simply disagree with the
gentleman. I think it does make sense
if a man is called to let him complete
the semester he is in. The law we have
reported out does that. If he is a senior
we let him complete his senior year because I think the disruption involved in
that is in rational balance against the
injustices of the student deferment
operation.
But to try to stretch it out further
than that in any capacity, I would be
wholly opposed to, and I hope the House
will reject any etrort to stretch it out
any further by granting more privilege to
those who are privileged already.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the la.st word.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to address
a question to the gentleman from New
York (Mr. PIKE).
Does not the President in this legislation have the right to change the term
to semester or to academic year?
Mr. PIKE. No, I think not. These minimums are imposed by law. I believe the
President ha.s said that he will allow a
student to finish the semester if he is a
freshman, sophomore, or junior.
The gentleman from Indiana is correct
that the discretion still rests with the
President of the United States to grant a
longer delay.
What we have done is to remove in
the legislation the prohibition that was
in there before against abolishing student deferments.
Mr. BRAY. That is my recollection.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield for a question.
Mr. BRAY. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Would it not be true
that many students around the country
who have paid their tuition for a full
year, will not have their tuition refunded if they are drafted? As I understand
the amendment before the House would
extend the deferment for the entire first
year instead of only for the first semester.
I can imagine the tremendous burden
and injustice that will be created for stu-

dents who in good faith have paid their
tuition for a whole year, that is for the
freshman year, and then being called 1n
for active duty at the completion of their
first semester, they cannot get their tuition back for the second half of the first
year. We have had a number of occasions
where we have talked to universities
about this and the universities have said
that they cannot refund them the money
simply because they have budgeted it or
scheduled it or spent it or committed it
and all the other things. That is why,
would not the gentleman agree, no violence will be done to equity if we let a
student complete his first year instead of
the first semester. The student is stUl
going into the service. He is not getting a
deferment or anything-he is still going
into the service.
Mr. BRAY. In other words, I believe,
the discretion is still there.
Mr. PUCINSKI. No, no. As a matter of
record-perhaps the chairman of the
committee might want to make the legislative history here, if the gentleman is
correct, that the discretion is there, then
obviously we do not need the amendment.
But I am under the impression that
the law provides-the proposed legislation here would defer a student to the
completion of his present semester even
though he is enrolled and has paid his
t uition for a full year.
Mr. BRAY. I do not h ave the entire
text of the original Draft Act before me,
but I yield to the chairman of the committee, the gentleman from Louisiana
(Mr. HEBERT).
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I will
try to clear this up.
As the law has been written and submitted, and it is in the committee bill,
this makes it for the semester. The right
or the discretion as to an extension beyond that is vested in the President. It
does not prohibit it.
Mr. PUCINSKI. That is for all st udents.
Mr. HEBERT. That is right, all students.
Mr. PUCINSKI. The President may
choose to let a freshman complete his
full year.
Mr. HEBERT. He may, yes, and that is
why we say that the amendment is not
necessary.
Mr. BRAY. That is my understanding
of the matter.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Michigan is recognized.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment, in my judgment, exemplifies
the folly of this whole bill. It proposes
that college students be given preferential
deferment from induction until the end
of an academic year because they might
have to take an "incomplete" as a grade
or sutrer what has been referred to as
"psychological hardship" if they are
subjected to the Selective Service System.
This preferential treatment is also
urgently argued because colleges, sorely
pressed for funds, might lose some of
their student body if the draft is fully
operative on all young men. Of course,
these arguments are not valid. These
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arguments ignore the basic inequity inherent in the mere suggestion that there
be deferments for college students.
Let me acquaint my colleagues with the
\Situation which prevails· in the Flirst
Congressional District of Michigan. An
extraordinarily high percentage of the
black male graduates are almost immediately inducted into the armed services. They never get an opportunity to
attend an institution of higher learning
and obviously will not be able to avail
themselves of any college exemption.
Even among those who are academically
suited for college experience, most are
unable to afford the opportunity. And of
the few who get to college most may
only attend for a year or two 'because
their economic status and other factors
simply do not permit them to stay in
school. It seems to me that to have such
little concern for these young men and
so much for those who are fortunate
enough to get to college is to even compound the great inequality of opportunity which already exists.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman,
will the genleman yield?
Mr. CONYERS. So I want to say to the
gentleman from Maryland before I yield
to him that this amendment epitomizes
everything that is wrong with this entire
act.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. I believe the
gentleman from Michigan is opposed to
the draft in any form, is that correct?
Mr. CONYERS. That is correct.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. You would
like to get rid of it, and it is possible that
by making it so irritating-Mr. CONYERS. No, that is not my position. I do not yield to you any further. I
think we recognize that, even as most
young college men and women realize,
that there is nothing unfair about eliminating the deferment provision. I hope
the amendment will be defeated.
I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
New York is recognized.
Mr. PEYSER. I would like to speak
briefly in support of the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Maryland. I think we have a very important
factor here dealing with finance as
well as with the young men's lives in the
draft. In the first place, there is legislation that is pending today in the Education Committee that would make college
education available financially for everybody who is qualified in this country.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. PEYSER. Let me finish my point,
and then I shall yield.
What we are really talking about here
is the ability of many, many people,
working people, black and white, who
are struggling to send their children to
college, and when they reach the point
of being able to send their children to
college and they qualify academically
and get them into their freshman year,
and then they are drafted at the end of
the first semester, they will go into the
service and lose the benefit of the money
that they have paid in for the education
of these young men and women who

.
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have not completed a full school year.
If they had they could return from the
draft and pick up their education in a

The time when only the children of rich
people went to college is long past. The
truth of the matter is that today there
are scholarships and other assistance
available to a student with ability, be he
white or black, so he can go to college
these days. I think this should be decided
on its merits. If a student is not tied
down by dependents of his own, he can
get a great deal of help to enable him to
go to school. That is absolutely true. This
ought to be decided on the basis of its
merits alone, and not on the basis of
whether a student is black or white or
rich or poor.
Mr. PEYSER. There is nothing in this
amendment or in my personal thoughts
which has anything to do with the race
question. It has to do with people who
have struggled to get their kids into
school.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. PEYSER. I yield to the gentleman
from New York (Mr. BINGHAM).
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.
I would like to say I support the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Maryland. I have an amendment to
propose later on having to do with student deferments and the effective day
of the procedure proposed in this procedure. The gentleman•s attitude is consistent.
Mr. STRATrON. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the committee has come
reluctantly to the conclusion that this
kind of amendment would serve no useful
purpose, though admittedly it is appealing. Of course, for those who are opposed
to the draft, there can be no argument, so
I do not think we ought to concern ourselves with that kind of approach. But
the approach of the committee has been
that if we do have to continue the draft,
then we ought to make the draft as
equitable and as fair as possible.
As the gentleman from New York (Mr.
PIKE) indicated a moment ago, the one
remaining major source of inequity was
the college deferment. If we are going to
put everybody on a similar basis, then
we have to eliminate the college deferment. Now what the amendment of the
gentleman from Maryland would do
would be to back up the elimination of
the college deferment by anYWhere from
3 to 6 months. And with the possibility
now that the draft might be extended for
only 1 year, which means in turn that
we might have to be acting on this matter again within another 6 months, a 6month delay in induction might well
mean the difference between whether a
particular individual is going to have to
serve or not going to serve. In fact, if
the gentleman's amendment carries, then
it would be possible for this applicant,
after a further delay of 6 months, to go
to the draft board or to the courts and
extend that delay still further by various appeal procedures.
It seems to me, if we are going to make
the draft really equitable, then we must
put those who are lucky enough to be
able to go to college on the same footing

meaningful way. I think this would be a
great disservice we would be rendering
to all people, and particularly the people
who are 1n the poor and low-middle-income classes who have struggled to send
their kids to school.
The other factor is that the U.S. Government will be putting its money on
these young people today, and we will
be letting the money go right down the
drain if we pull them out at the end of
their first freshman semester.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PEYSER. I yield to the gentleman
from Michigan.
Mr. CONYERS. I thank the gentleman
for yielding. I do not know how long
the gentleman has been listening to
legislative approaches that have emanated from this and other governmental
bodies which promises to improve the
quality of education in America. Most of
these proposals never crystalize. Surely
the gentleman realizes that if one is
drafted and gives up his life while in
military service in Vietnam, educational
benefits are quite beside the point. Does
the gentleman appreciate that coming
out of schools that are inferior, as they
are in most inner-city areas, you cannot
even get into a university program without going back for extensive preparatory
education?
Mr. PEYSER. I fully appreciate what
the gentleman is saying. However, I do
not think it has anything to do with the
question. I think we are determined in
this Congress today, in the education
area, to provide higher education for
everyone qualified. But that has nothing
to do with the economic struggle of people to send their children who are academically quallfied to college.
We are talldng about guaranteeing a
complete school year. That is all I am
arguing. Lets have the people and the
Government, get their money's worth
from this.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PEYSER. I yield to the gentleman
from Maryland.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from New York has
made an excellent point against the implication of the gentleman from Michigan that somehow people who go to college are wealthy or well off. That is far
from true. The great mass of young people who go to college are middle income
or poor. In many ca.ses parents have
saved for years, and if we take the students before the end of the academic
year, the couple of thousand dollars they
have invested goes down the drain, because the student cannot finish the year.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PEYSER. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to say the gentleman is making a
very valid point. I think on whatever
basis we decide this amendment, we
ought to decide 1t on its merits, not on with those who are not so fortunate.
some demagogic basis of rich or poor.
Let me make another point, Mr. Chair-
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man. We are told that some students will
lose money. But as a matter of fact, I
believe the overwhelming majority of
colleges require their students to pay by
the semester. That is the way I know I
have been paying for my children for
some time, and I think most of us have
to pay for our youngsters on the basis of
semesters and not academic years.
As a matter of fact, the term "academic
year" itself is a very imprecise term. Some
colleges are on a 3-semester year, and
some are on a 4-semester year. Nobody
knows exactly what the term "acedemic
year" represents, but the semester is
something which is very clearly understood.
Let me make just one more point, with
regard to the possibility that students
may be drafted while they are in the
process of completing an academic year.
Well, this is precisely the reason why
the committee put into the legislation a
national call. Our young people will know
what their lottery numbers are well before they enter a particular academic
semester. They will have a pretty good
opportunity to know whether they are
going to be called 1n the draft before
the semester begins. The only doubt,
heretofore, was whether draft calls would
be based on the same lottery numbers
in various parts of the coULtry, or
whether different lottery numbers would
apply 1n different draft boards. But that
was why we put the national call into
this bill: it makes it clear that the same
lottery numbers will apply across the
Nation.
So, Mr. Chairman, let us not provide
some special haven 1n this amendment,
however small, and much as lt may appeal to those who are, for one reason
or another, able to go to college. But
the result would stlll be a lesser impact
from the draft on those who are attending college, and that 1s what we are seeking in this bill to elim1nate.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STRATrON. I am glad to yield
to the gentleman from Maryland.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. I believe the
gentleman has turned his point around.
Actually, the year 1s the most readily understandable and convenient unit of education-far more so than a semester or
trimester, which may vary greatly.
The gentleman said the colleges are
on a semester basis. I agree that a number of them are. But I cited a wealth
of documentation showing that many of
them are on a year basts, and the gentleman has not refuted any of that documentation, nor has he come up with any
of his own.
Either the student loses a lot or the
college loses a lot, because every college
I lmow 1s in desperate financial shape.
Mr. STRATTON. The fact of the matter is that students do pay by the semester. That ls the reason why we put
this particular stipulation into the law.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. STRATTON. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GROSS. Is there provision in this
bill for deferment of :farm youths who

are needed to plant and harvest crops?
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Mr. STRATI'ON. There is no deferment in here for any occupation, because the occupational deferment has
been eliminated by the President's action last year, as the gentleman knows.
The only deferments that will still be
possible under this bill will be those
for hardship. If the young man is in a
position where his absence from a farm
will create a severe financial hardship
for his family, that deferment can still
be granted.
The CHAffiMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Maryland, Mr. LoNG.
The question was taken; and on a division <demanded by Mr. LoNG of Maryland) there were-ayes 37, noes 70.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers.
Tellers were refused.
So the amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. DENNIS

Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. DENNIS: On
page 5, line 3: Strike out the word "three"
in said line and substitute therefor the word
"two".
On page 5, line 4: insert a. "period" after
the word "service" in said line and strike out
the balance of line 4.
On page 5, line 5: Strike out the words "the
reserve obligation required of military inductees" where they appear in line 5.
On page 5, line 15: Strike out all of said
line Sifter the "semicolon" which follows
the word "title" in said line 15-words to be
stricken being words "or who after he has
reported". Strike out all of lines 16, 17, 18,
19, and 20 on said page 5. Renumber lines
and pages accordingly.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Indiana <Mr. DENNIS) is recognized for 5
minutes in support of his amendment.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, as I have
said previously, I support this bill. I offer
here an amendment to the bill which, in
my judgment and in submission to the
committee, is in full line with American
constitutional precepts, American principles, American history, and all the past
history of our American laws respecting
the draft.
For many years, Mr. Chairman, America's military conscription laws, in accordance with our constitutional principles, have provided for the recognition
of the special situation of the man who
for religious reasons was conscientiously
opposed to participation in war in any
form. All of our most recent conscription
laws have recognized that principle :b y
exempting that man from combatant
service and, further, if his conscience required that he not serve in noncombatant
service, the laws have uniformly required
for many years that he take civilian service in some type of civil occupation important to the Nation as an alternative
service.
Now, during all of these years he has
been required to serve 2 years in that alternative service just as the man who
bore arms was required to serve 2 years
as a draftee.
The committee bill increases the term
of civilian service to 3 years. My amendment would put it back where it has always been, at :? years.

The committee bill does one other
thing. It creates a new section which is
not in the present law and has never
been in the law so far as I know, which
provides that if a man, a conscientious
objector, is assigned to civilian public
service and fails to perform in a satisfactory manner, whatever that may mean,
he may then :b e drafted into the Armed
Forces. My amendment would strike out
that section. The effect of the amendment would be to put the law on conscientious objectors back where it is now
and where it has always been.
It is very difficult for me to understand,
Mr. Chairman, why in presenti•g this
bill, which I think is generally a forwardlooking and enlightened draft bill, the
Committee on Armed Services found it
necessary, after all the years of service
under the old law with reasonable satisfaction, to insert these provisions against,
I might say, a certain group of our American citizens.
I understand it is argued that the extra year of civilian service is to be equated
with the Reserve obligations of a draftee,
but this is the first time in 20 years that
this matter has arisen or has been
thought by the Committee on Armed
Services to be of any importance whatsoever.
Moreover, I have in my hand a letter
addressed to Mr. WILLIAM STEIGER, the
gentleman from Wisconsin, from Theodore C. Marrs, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Reserve Affairs, in which he
quotes an Army or Defense directive
which says:
Effective immediately, Reservists with aremaining military obligation, who have completed two or more years of active military
service, will not be involuntarily assigned
to Ready Reserve units for drill purposes
unless, after diligent recruitment effort, it
is determined that a vacancy cannot otherwise be filled. In no event shall a man who
has served in Vietnam be involuntarily as·
signed.

So, as a matter of fact they are not
now ordinarily requiring additional active service of people who have really
served 2 years in the Armed Forces as
draftees.
Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that
the entire new provision for putting in
the armed services a man serving in
civilian service and who has not performed satisfactorily is even more objectional than the other provision because there is no standard in the statute
to define "satisfactorily."
The opportunities for abuse are obvious. You are, moreover placing a man
in the Army who is by definition exempt
because he has been found by his draft
board to be a conscientious objector.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Indiana has expired.
<By unanimous consent, Mr. DENNIS
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional
minutes.)
Mr. DENNIS. The constitutionality of
this provision which assigns a conscientious objector to the armed services is
certainly doubtful, to say the least. On
the other side of the coin I cannot imagine any way you could get a more inefftcient, unwilling, and unsatisfactory
soldier.
Moreover, I think too much of the mil-
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itary service to feel that it ought to be
used as a punitive instrument.
Mr. Chairman, if the committee will
permit me just a brief moment of personal reference, I happen to come from
a Quaker background. I never joined the
meeting and I am not and never have
been a conscientious objector. I served
in the Army. I was proud to wear the uniform. But I know these people who are
legitimate conscientious objectors, 'a nd
that is what we are dealing with here
under the statute because these men have
been so classified and so found by their
draft board.
I can tell the members of the committee, because I grew up with these men,
their conscience is different from ours,
they listen to the beat of a different
drum, but they are just as conscientious,
just as courageous, just as honest and
decent as anyone else.
I think it is a mistake for this committee, and I have the greatest respect for
it and for its members, to bring in a
punitive provision of this kind, to single out a decent group of Americans and
make a gratuitous and unnecessary assault upon ·t heir beliefs.
Mr. Chairman, all I am asking the
committee to do is to be fair, be honest,
be decent, and go back to the law which
we have had for 20 years or more.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to
the amendment, and in fact I deeply
regret that I have to oppose an amendment offered by my very close friend and
Hoosier colleague, the gentleman from
Indiana (Mr. DENNIS).
Mr. Chairman, it happens that both of
us are Quakers. It happens that neither
of us have chosen to be conscientious objectors. I have the highest regard and
deepest sympathy for the true conscientious objector, and there are many of
them. Being a Quaker of many generations, I am well acquainted with them.
Time after time in the Armed Services
Committee in the last 18 years I have
defended them and also on the floor of
this House.
The amendment which has been offered by the gentleman f.rom Indiana
(Mr. DENNIS) strikes at two factors
rather unrelated. One is the 3 years. Now,
if a conscientious objector chooses to
wear the uniform but not participate in
combat operations, he is treat·e d exactly
as any other soldier, and as a conscientious objector he has that right. That is
exactly the way it should be.
Some conscientious objectors even refuse to wear the uniform. They have that
right, but under this legislation, however,
if this conscientious objector who even
refuses to wear the uniform, and instead
is given work such as in a hospital.
Then if he refuses to do that work, he
must enter the service. Why should this
provision be removed from this legislation?
I believe that a sincere conscientious
objector-and there ·a re plenty of themwould be happy to perform this service.
But I believe a man who is a conscientious objector and wants to do his part,
or a little more, will welcome this
provision.
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One of the finest gentlemen I have
ever known, he is a member of my
church-meeting, as we call it, of Friends,
at the end of World War I, after he had
already served as a conscientious objector, he wanted to work for nothing,
and for 2 years he did so, helping to rebuild France, because he did not want to
take life easier, just because he was a
conscientious objector, because he believed in that, and therefore he wanted
to do more for mankind.
The person who chooses not to be shot,
at, who does not even want to wear a uniform, and is a conscientious objector,
then does not have a reserve obligation
when he finishes his 3 years. I believe
this is fair. I believe that those who are
deeply sincere conscientious objectors
would a.:,o-ree with me. But to me it is the
idea of allowing a man who claims to be
a conscientious objector to take certain
work such as working in a hospital or
some other kind of honest work, and then
who reneges on that and quits, to get out
of the war by claiming he was a conscientious objector. That is the type of
man who is a disgrace to the status of
conscientious objectors. That is something I want to defend-the rights of
conscientious objectors. You cannot do
that by allowing these dissenters, or
whatever you want to call them, who
claim this right of a conscientious objector, but who then do not do the job.
As long as they do the job, and ·a n honest
job, then the right of a ·c onscientious objector is respected, otherwise it fails.
Those who are not sincere and who
claim to be conscientious objectors and
who do not do the job, who desert in a
little while, I think the very least you can
do is to put them in the Army.
Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRAY. I yield to the gentleman
from Massachusetts.
Mr. KEITH. I might say to the gentleman from Indiana that I for one would
not want any irresponsible, insincere individual in any outfit of mine. I would
not want to serve with him or alongside
him. I agree with the gentleman as to the
average honest conscientious objector,
and I have the greatest respect for those
I know. However, it seems to me that the
position taken by the gentleman from
Indiana is probably the best and some of
the strongest evidence that I have heard
in support of this amendment.
The gentleman said, in effect, that
those conscientious objectors who do a
poor job in their private employment
should automatically be inducted into the
Army. If they goof off as conscientious
objectors they will probably goof off in
the service. I say it would be bad personnel practice to make or permit such a
t r ansfer.
Mr. BRAY. If a man that was not
sincere in his claims to being a conscientious objector, and who quits his workwho refuses to honestly work in a hospital, or whatever job he is to do, who
leaves his job and gets drunk and deserts
his job; what would you want to do
with him?
Mr. KEITH. I would recommend that
he be tried for drunkenness.

Mr. BRAY. That could be one thing
to do.
Mr. KEITH. But I certainly would not
want him in my outfit.
Mr. BRAY. All right, but, listen to this:
Just as soon as he got in the Army he
discloses that he was not sincere, but
turns out to be a bum, you could take
care of him in the Army.
Mr. KEITH. He would be nothing but
trouble and a troublemaker.
Mr. BRAY. Are you going to turn every
troublemaker loose and never ask them to
perform their duty? That would encourage men to renege on their job.
Mr. KEITH. You do not want him in
your outfit. You get a man with a service record showing that kind of conduct,
and you well know that he will pass from
outfit to outfit, just the way he wants
to, and never serve as he should.
Mr. BRAY. I have had some men serve
in my outfit who were like that, and
whom I would just as soon not have
had in my outfit, but I did not allow
them to get by with it.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I want to say to my
friend, the gentleman from Indiana <Mr.
DENNIS ) , that I do highly respect him for
his motives, and I understand the reasoning that prompts him to offer this
amendment. But at no time, certainly,
in my own mind, and as an initiator of
this project, did I ever have anything
more than the greatest respect and admiration for the Quaker group. To me
they are some of the most wonderful people I have ever known, along with the
Mennonites and others, who all work together and who are people with strong
moral convictions.
Instead of being punitive against these
individuals, the purpose of what we have
done here, or what we have attempted to
do, is to recognize their beliefs and to
give them a choice so that they can be
given an opportunity to serve in their
own way as other Americans serve in
other ways.
But the gentleman states that it is
because of those who have abused this
right that this amendment has been
offered.
Now the gentleman has asked-why
after 20 years? That is a very simple
question to answer. It is not hard at all.
If the law was being administered and
interpreted as we intended it to be administered for 20 years and if the Supreme Court had not opened up the flood
gates to let every conceivable type of
individual hide behind the cloak of immunity of being a conscientious objector,
we would not be here with this legislation
today.
The reason we are here today is because of the change and what the Supreme Court has said where it has removed that exact protection of 20 years
which the Quakers, Mennonites, and
these fine organizations had prior to this
time.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
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Mr. HEBERT. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. DENNIS. I would like to ask the
distinguished chairman, for whom I have
the greatest respect and regard, whether
he thinks it is fair and equitable to place
more severe restrictions in the lawupon the Quakers and upon the Mennonites, than have ever been in existence before because the Supreme Court has
handed down a decision with which the
gentleman disagrees and the effect of
which is to broaden to some degree the
definition of "conscientious objector."
That is what the gentleman is doing
here.
Mr. HEBERT. No, I disagree with the
gentleman. I am sure that these individual groups would not claim that there
is anything punitive in what we are trying to do. We are not subjecting them to
fulfill any duty that we are not calling
upon other Americans to perform in the
interest of their country.
r was very much impressed with the
repetitious use of the word "American"
in the opening presentation by the gentleman. I think what we are doing is
the American way-to give everybody an
equal opportunity to give this country
the service which they should give to
their country in order to protect the way
of life that is guaranteed to them by
their country.
In this particular instance, the 3 years
replaces the 4-year Reserve obligation.
The extra 1 year removes the 4 years
of Reserve obligation that the other individual who is drafted has to dbserve.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, was this amendment cleared with
the Selective Service or did they take a
position on the question of the 3 years?
Mr. HEBERT. We asked them 1n the
hearings at the time.
In the opening remarks which I made
to the committee when we started the
hearings, I outlined the conscientious-objector situation and I said I intended to
try to do something about it because I
did not want us to return to the sieve
that we are in at the moment because
of this court decision and the refuge that
these people find in the conscientious
objector situation. However, it came
through, through the general discussion
in committee, with the language we have
in this bill.
In specific response to the gentleman's
question, the Director of Selective Service was asked if they had any objection,
and they wished no objection to the 3year period.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield.
Mr. HEBERT. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, as I
understand the intent of the chairman
and the committee, this amendment was
to clear some of the confusion in granting the status of conscientious objectors.
While the gentleman's amendment would
make it more onerous as to the 3-year
service requirement, I believe he also
said in committee that considering a
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claimant would be exposed to a 3-year
service requirement. you would hope that
the draft boards would more liberally
grant that status and classification.
With that representation. I supported
the gentleman's amendment in commit-

tee.

While a lot of people can say that the
section is punitive. and so forth, and it.
of course. can be interpreted that way~
I think it can also be interpreted as being
in fact a liberalizing amendment.
Mr. HEBERT. Of course, it depends
upon the interpretation and any individual can read anything he wants to
and give it any interpretation he wants
to give it. That is what we find in debating most of these issues. Instead of
addressing ourselves-and I include myself as being one of the guilty parties. as
to what the actual language is, we tend
to move ourselves toward interpreting
what we want to believe. and then we
make that interpretation as a statement
of fact. But as the author and the architect. if you wish to call it that. of this
particular thing, I can assure the gentleman that there was not one moment's
thought in my mind to make this punitive. The only thought I had and the
only intention I had was to address ourselves, and properly so, to the conscientious objector situation and problem that
exists in this country which has become
a disgrace and it is our duty to try to
correct it.
Mr. Chairman, I hope the amendment
is defeated.
Mr. BENNET!'. Mr. Chairman. I move
to strike out the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
Florida is recognized.
Mr. BENNET!'. Mr. Chairman, everything on this has been very well discussed here. and there is perhaps not a
great deal I can add to the discussion.
There is one thing that I do think should
be added. I do not think anybody on the
committee at any time felt that the
brotherhood that you referred to, or
similar brotherhoods, bona fide followers
of Jesus Christ or other truly religious
groups. have in any way been doing anything improper in any past actions. Actually the problem arose here as a result of the Supreme Court's langauge,
which by opening the door to people who
had no religious basis for their plea has
also opened the door for some who do not
deserve the exemption at all even under
the court decision. That is the problem
that we are trying to address in the legislation before us today.
No Member has ever said that there
was anyone among the Quakers or any
other religious group who is violating the
law. I believe that this fact should be
made crystal-clear. There was never any
criticism of these religious groups. But
there were people who were escaping an
obligation to the country without any
conscientious basis for doing so at all.
So in arriving at proper language, it
was provided that this third year would
be a year to offset the escaped Reserve
service for those who actually have been
getting off scot-free for a number of
years without any real basis of conscientious objection. That Reserve obllgation is not an academic thing. If you have

a son who has a Reserve obligation, you
know that something hangs over his
head with regard to marriage, business
opportunity, and many other things in
his life. So it is.
Furthermore, I wish to emphasize that
anybody in these religious groups who
wants to can get in noncombatant activity for just 2 years. Most of them in
bona fide religious-oriented groups I understand actually take that course. So
obviously it is not designed to be a penalty
on anybody.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BENNETT. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. DENNIS. I thank the gentleman.
I would like to say that I fully realize
that there was no intention on the part
of anyone to offend any particular
church, and I did not mean to make any
such implication. But I would like to
point out that as a result of the colloquy
here, it is very clear that this was not
requested by the military. It was notrequested by the Selective Service. It wa.s
something brought up by this committee.
It was done because primarily of a Supreme Court decision with which the
committee disagrees, and which I am not
particularly in favor of myself.
But you are doing it to all conscientious objectors because you do not like
the Supreme Court's decision.
Mr. BENNETT. Before my time expires, I would like to get in another word.
The provision would place the authority in the Congress of the United States
where it belongs, where there are Representatives who are elected every 2
years, Members who represent the
masses of people in this country. We are
not appointed for life and we do not
serve 6-year terms. We represent the average person in tills country, and I think
we should take every step we can to reassert our responsibility in Congress to
represent the people of America a.s we
should.
Therefore, I think it is quite proper
that when the Supreme Court makes decisiorus that are contrary to our · beliefs
that this committee should come forth
with a recommendation of this nature,
not in confiict with those court decisions
in this case but in the nature of making
the laws we have enacted less subject to
evasion and abuse.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from
California is recognized.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I have
been listening with interest to the colloquy that has been taking place. I think
the gentleman from Indiana is inadvertently pursuing a line of argument which
leads to a road that he does not want to
travel. I am reminded that the very first
article in our Constitution creates the
legislative branch, and the very first word
in that article is capitalized. It is the
word "All." All legislative power is vested
in the Congress of the United States. The
legislative branch is mentioned even
ahead of the executive branch. So I do
not believe the gentleman really wants tn
argue that the legislative committees of
the Congress should enact only that leg-
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islation which is recommended by the executive branch. That is absolutely contrary to the spirit of our Constitution.
I just do not believe the gentleman
wants to pursue the line of argument
which violates that spirit.
It is true that this amendment was
not offered originally by the Selective
Service System or any of the Department
of Defense people, and it is also true the
gentleman's amendment did not emanate
from either of those two groups. We are
here working our will as a legislative
branch of the Government.
Before I conclude and yield to the
gentleman, I think we should emphasize
one point. The status of conscientious
objector, the right to ·be a conscientious
objector, is not a constitutional right. It
is not granted to anybody by the Constitution of the United States. It is a
right which is granted through legislative action, and the legislative body
which grants that right also has the
right to attach conditions to that right.
That is what is happening here. In the
true spirit of constitutional government
the legislative ·branch, the first branch
created by the Constitution, which has
all legislative power, is working its will.
Our committee considered this at great
length. After that great considerationand I think proba.bly more time was spent
on this than on any other section of the
bill, a whole day as I remember it-we
came up with this piece of legislation,
thinking it was fair and equita:ble, and a
proper condition on the right which
is granted to conscientious objectors
through legislative action.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GUBSER. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.
I will just say that, of course, I am
not quarreling with the legislative committee's power to legislate. I am merely
making the suggestion that after they
have lived with the law for 20 years or
so without legislating, then it would have
seemed there would have been more
reason for what they have done if -the
military departments concerned had
come to them and requested a changewhich obviously did not take place.
The thing which we really are doing
here, of course, in nine cases out of 10,
as the letter from the Assistant Secretary shows, is requiring a man who is a
conscientious objector to serve a year or
more than the fellow who looks at it
the other way, a thing which we have
never done before, and which nobody
has asked us to do as far as I know.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word, and I rise in support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, when I first learned
about this change to 3 years of duty, I
had understood, as the gentleman from
California had understood, that this was,
perhaps, opening the way to a liberalization of the opportunity for persons to
claim the status of conscientious objector
and that this might lead to a more humanz and just administration of the
draft law.
It appears from the colloquy on the

.
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:floor that this is not the case. It appears
from the colluquy that this 3d year
of duty is being imposed by the committee for two reasons. One is that they
do not like the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. As I understand that decision-and I am not an expert on itit simply attempted to interpret the
constitution as it applied to the existing statutory language. I would hope we
would always give some heed to court decisions which seek to implement a very
fundamental right in our Constitution,
a provision to be found in our Bill of
Rights.
A second reason for this 3d year
seems to be there is some concern about
the situation which has developed with
conscientious objectors. For myself, had
we proposed to go to 3 years of service
and said that the U.S. Government will
quit inquiring into the validity of a
person's personal beliefs and we would
take a person's declaration at face
value, and then he would serve the 3
years, I would have thought that was not
a bad provision, because then the 3d
year might be considered to test the sincerity of a person's beliefs, and I would
prefer to test them that way rather than
to have the Government investigating
into a person's private moral judgments
or religious values. But that is not the
way the provision is written.
I wish this bill had a selective conscientious objector provision. This country is devouring its young. Our young
people are the ones who feel most strongly
that the war we are currently engaged
in is not only a bad war but also is immoral and unjust.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I make
the point of order that a quorum is not
present.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
count.
Ninety-one Members are present, not
a quorum. The Clerk will call the roll.
The Clerk called the roll, and the following Members failed to answer to their
names:
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ted herewith the names of the absentees is not what we want to happen in our
to be spread upon the Journal.
fine Armed Forces.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
The Committee resumed its sitting.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit- gentleman yield?
Mr. KEITH. I yield to the gentleman
tee rose, the gentleman from Minnesota
(Mr. FRASER) had the floor. The gentle- from Indiana.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, since the
man from Minnesota has 3 minutes regentleman has chosen to use my name, I
maining.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, before wonder if the gentleman will answer a
the quorum call, I was speaking in sup- question?
When I spoke under the 5-minute rule
port of the Dennis amendment which
removes the additional one year to be earlier, the matter at issue was as folserved by those who are in the status of lows: The gentleman well knows that
a conscientious objector. I hope this this amendment has two entirely unrelated matters in the amendment.
amendment will pass.
The matter being spoken of was that
I think the colloquy on the floor before
the quorum call clearly indicates that if a person claimed to be a conscientious
there has been no case made for sud- objector and was given that right and
denly changing the rules, not in the was not even caused to wear a uniform, to
middle of the stream, but hopefully close do some worthwhile service, then if he
to the other side of the stream, close to refused to do that service--there were
the time when the United States is dis- many different ideas; the man might
engaging itself from the most distaste- simply not do it-he would not be
ful and disliked war in the history of the brought into the service.
I certainly trust the gentleman from
United States.
The burden of this war has fallen Massachusetts does not believe the conmost strongly on those who feel most scientious objector should be degraded
strongly that this war is wrong. I am to the point where, if it turns out the
sure many young people have claimed man is not a <Conscientious objector but
conscientious objector status because is simply lying to get out of the service,
they have come to believe that the use he should be allowed to do so. I do not
of force as they have seen it in their believe the gentleman would go that far
young lives, as we have applied it in Viet- and open Pandora's box in such a mannam, is wrong and immoral, and they ner.
cannot conceive of going to war to fight
That is all that is involved here. Let us
if that is the pattern of war and the kind say that he deserts the job after 1 week.
of fighting the United States expects of Should he go free? Or should he be taken
its young people.
into the Army and if he is a good soldier,
I do not see why we seek them out and fine, but if he violates the law be treated
seek to punish them for claiming a status accordingly?
traditionally provided by the laws of this
I certainly cannot agree with the gencountry to those with sincere moral or tleman's argument. I asked to be heard
religious beliefs, to accord them the right when the gentleman did take time and
not to have to fight if that is what their mentioned my name. I hope I have made
beliefs tell them is right.
myself clear.
Mr. KEITH. I mentioned the gentleI urge that this amendment be adopted
and that we put the law back as it has man's name, because he had offered the
been for so many years.
argument. I have the greatest respect
Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman. I move to for him as a legislator and as a soldier.
strike the requisite number of words.
But once again I do not believe he has
Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of those anticipated the kind of response his
who have just joined us on the floor, I command would have if they got a ''goof[Roll No. 40]
would like to point out that in advancing off" conscientious objector as one of the
Abernethy
Edwards, La .
Metcalfe
an argument for this present form of the troops in the command. If he were to be
Adda.bbo
Esch
Miller, Calif.
bill, my colleague, the gentleman from sent to the draft board, they would take
Evins, Tenn .
Anderson,
Minshall
Tenn.
Fisher
O 'Hara
Indiana, Mr. BRAY, said if a man should all factors into consideration. But this
Archer
Gallagher
Pettis
get drunk, what do we do with him? He amendment appears to automatically put
Arends
Garmatz
Poage
asked "Why should he not go into the him into the service. Then we would find
Ashley
Gettys
Price, Tex.
Blanton
Giaimo
Randall
service?" I said he could have charges the service filled up with troublemakers.
Boggs
Green, Oreg.
Rangel
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, will
preferred against him and very possibly
Bow
Green, Pa.
Reid, N .Y.
go to jail. Certainly we do not want to the gentleman yield?
Byrnes, Wis.
Halpern
Rodino
Mr. KEITH. I am happy to yield to
use the service, which I consider an
Harsha
Ruppe
Chamberlain
Chappell
Heckler, Mass. Scheuer
the gentleman from New York.
honorable
profession,
as
a
depository
for
Shipley
Jarman
Clark
Mr. STRATTON. I appreciate the
the possible fakers who fiunk out of the
Clay
Johnson, Pa.
Sisk
conscientious objector ranks. We breed point the gentleman from Massachusetts
Jones, Ala. .
Collins, ill.
Skubitz
Colmer
Karth
Teague, Tex.
nothing but trouble for the unit to which is making. Of course it is a very good
Corbett
Koch
Tiernan
such a poor risk is assigned. I think it one. But I do not believe the gentleLong, La..
Corman
Wilson,
man understands the situation to which
would be a real mistake.
D ickinson
McClure
Charles H .
Diggs
McCulloch
Wyatt
The bill, as it comes to the :floor, pro- this amendment specifically is addressed.
Dingell
McMillan
vides that when somebody fails to perIn the first place, there are two kinds
Ed wards, Ala. Meeds
form satisfactorily under the terms pre- of service for conscientious objectors. One
Accordingly, the Committee rose; and scribed, he "shall be inducted." The bill is noncombatant service. This is the kind
the Speaker having resumed the chair, apparently does away with the draft of thing Lew Ayres did in World War ll.
Mr. BoLAND, Chairman of the Committee board, which, it seems to me, should The fellow who conscientiously objects
of the Whole House on the State of the properly have this jurisdiction. It should to shooting somebody else may be willing
Union, reported that that Committee, not be automatic. It is just a way of say- to serve in a noncombatant capacity. If
having had under consideration the bill ing that if somebody fiunks out as a be is he will serve for only 2 years.
H.R. 6531, and finding itself without a conscientious objector, he would make a
There are others who object to that
quorum, he had directed the roll to be good soldier. That, Mr. Chairman, is kind of noncombatant service in uniform.
called, when 368 Members responded to what I think we are saying. And that, I They may conscientiously object to being
their names, a quorum, and he submit- think, is not what we want to say-that shot at. In that case the proviso is for 3
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years of service, as has already been indicated.
The difficulty has been in the past that
when an individual was assigned to some
kind of civilian service there has been no
policing of it. There has been no -followup. He might go out and work for a couple
of months in some public welfare agency
and then disappear. The individual draft
boards have been the ones whi-ch have
been responsible for seeing that he carries out that service, but they just do not
have the facilities to do the job.
We have put in this amendment arequirement that the Selective Service Director himself shall carry through on
this system and shall determine whether
these people are carrying out their service.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts has expired.
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the requisite number
of words.
In further response to the very good
point the gentleman from Massachusetts
has raised, I believe, as I have said, that
we have to make sure that people who are
assigned to these civilian duties actually
carry them out.
The second problem has been that
the Supreme Court, as the gentleman
knows, recently has ruled that one does
not have to be a religious believer in
order to qualify as a conscientious ob~
jector. This of course makes the question of sincerity even more important.
Is the fellow really a conscientious objector, or has he just become a conscientious objector when he got his induction notice?
As the gentleman from Louisiana
pointed out a moment ago, the only real
test under the recent Supreme Court decision is sincerity. If the fellow -carries
out the civilian assignment faithfully,
then that demonstrates his sincerity. If
he fails to perform the assigned job,
then there is some question as to whether
he really was sincere, and whether he
really was entitled to a conscientious objector deferment, and for that reason
the deferment is removed and he has to
go into the service.
It is certainly not a case of our putting
drunks into the service, as the gentleman
suggests. It is simply that the requirement for conscientious objection under
the law is sincerity. That sincerity would
seem to be lacking when a person who
has been deferred from military service
does not perform even the menial task
of a civilian character, which has been
given to him in lieu of combat military
service.
Mr. KEITH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. STRATTON. I will be glad to yield
to the gentleman.
Mr. KEITH. I do not doubt the slnceri ty of your views any more than you
doubt the sincerity of the ·a mendment
that has been offered. But as a former
CO of a company and having a son-inlaw in the service now, I think you are
really going to downgrade the military
profession by automatically assigning
people to it who have done poor jobs as
conscientious objectors. I do not see any
reference in the bill to any option on the

part of the Selective Service to review a
case. The bill states that he "shall be
inducted" if he fails to perform satisfactorily. So if he does not do a good job,
for instan-ce, in a hospital, does that
mean he will do a good job in the Army?
I do not believe it does.
Mr. STRATTON. Well, the alternative
is to let the boy do nothing and to let
the one who has been deferred go out
and goof off for 3 years. Certainly the
gentleman does not want us to assign
one young man to do nothing for 3 years
and then require another to go to Vietnam and face combat.
Mr. KEITH. That, of course, is not my
wish. I would hope, just the same, that
the delinquent individual's conscience
would trouble him and he would not have
any peace and quiet. I do reiterate that
I do not want to burden the Army or the
Navy with such a character.
Mr. STEIGER of Wis'c onsin. Will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. STRATTON. Yes. I yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. You indicated that there has ·b een a problem because local draft boards have been unable to maintain any kind of cognizance
with regard to those who are CO"s and
who are working in a civilian c·a pacity.
I must admit I found nothing in the
record, in the hearings-or at least I am
not aware of anything-that this Is in
fact a problem.
Mr. STRATTON. Oh, It Is indeed a
problem. Dr. Carr indicated this to us.
'I1le existing procedure is for the individual draft 'b oards to be responsible for
following up on these C.O. assignments
to poorhouse·s, hospitals, and other civilian service. He was per'fectly willing to
take over this responsibility because he
recognized that it is not being properly
carried out at the present time.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. If the
gentleman will yield further, it does noli
answer the question as to the degree to
which this is a problem today.
Mr. STRATTON. It is a serious enough
problem in my judgment if just one person claims a conscientious objector status and then gets away with 2 or 3 years
of doing nothing at all. Certainly, it
seems to me, if somebody is going to
claim that special status, we ought to
make sure that he carries out the civilian
assignment given to him as an alternative to combat military duties which are
assigned to other inductees.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to continue the colloquy with the gentleman
from New York (Mr. STRATTON), if possible, because I want to nail down the intenlt of the committee on the matter of
the 3-year requirement.
I understand, in the judgment of the
committee, they want to create equity,
since a person inducted into the military,
including a person who is a conscieilltious
objector, would be subject to 2 years of
active service and up to 4 years in the
Inactive Reserve. Is that -correct?
Mr. STRATTON. The person Who is
inducted into the se·r vice has the obligation of 2 years in active duty and 4 years
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in the Reserve, and frequently many of
these do not realize that they have the
obligation when they are called up for
training in the summertime, and they
write to their Congressmen to try to get
out of it.
Mr. BUCHANAN. This would include
the conscientious objector who went the
military route, would it not?
Mr. STRATTON. No, it would not. If
he goes on aotive duty in a noncombatam.t
capacity, I believe the answer is "Yes."
Mr. BUCHANAN. All right, now, is a
conscientious objector who goes into the
military service, has he not additionally
been subjected to the risk of military
service such as if he goes into the Medical Corps, although he is not required to
bear arms?
Mr. STRATTON. That is absolutely
correct. Certainly, as I have mentioned
previously, Lew Ayres who served in the
South Pacific was decorated upon a couple of occasions because he risked his
life. However, he conscientiously objected to shooting anyone else but not being shot at.
Mr. BUCHANAN. This being the case,
I certainly can see the equity of requiring the 3 years of those who do not wear
the uniform. However, I am concerned
about the intent of the committee when
you say "shall be inducted," if a man
shall not show up. If he is a pseudo-conscientious objector and does not show up
to work in his assigned civilian job you
induct him into the service, but is he
inducted to serve in a noncombatant capacity, retaining the rights of a conscientious objector, or is it the intent of
the committee that he shall be inducted
to serve in any capacity including combat?
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield further, the intent
of the committee is that he would be inducted under the normal procedure and
not as a noncombatant.
I refer the gentleman from Alabama to
the top of page 15 of the committee report wherein the language requires that
in the event the individual registrant
fails to "satisfactorily" perform his assigned work responsibilities he will then,
under regular procedures, be inducted
into the Armed Forces to honor his military obligation.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Now, I am concerned
about this "performing satisfactorily." I
would hate to see some honest Quaker or
Mennonite who did not live up to the
requirements of the will of some petty
bureaucrat live under the constant threat
of induction into the armed services in,
perhaps, a fighting capacity unless he
pleased the bureaucrat under whom he
is working.
What is the intent of the committee in
this regard?
Mr. STRATTON. Mr. Chairman, if
the gentleman will yield further, certainly the intent of the committee is to give
this a reasonable interpretation. Again, I
invite the attention of the gentleman
from Alabama to the fact that the draft
program is to be handled by a Presidential regulation conducted by the Director of the Selective Service System,
and I think Dr. Tarr will make certain
that "satisfactory service" is interpreted
in a reasonable way.
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Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I yield to the gentleman from Missourt.
·
Mr. !CHORD. I would further say,
adding to the remarks of the gentleman
from New York, that satisfactory work is
a question of fact which, of course, could
be adjudicated even, perhaps, by the
courts. Merely failing to show up for
work would not necessarily result in his
induction, if there was good and ample
reason for his failure to show up.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. SMITH of New York. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I shall be glad to
yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. SMITH of New York. I would like
to direct a question to the gentleman
from New · York (Mr. STRATTON). If a
person is subject to alternative service
and refuses to perform that alternative
service is he liable for criminal prosecution under the law?
Mr. STRATTON. That is right; that is
correct. This penalty is provided under
the law.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Indiana (Mr. DENNIS) •
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. DENNIS) there
were-ayes 46, noes 66.
TELLER VOTE WITH CLERKS

Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I demand
tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I demand
tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and
the Chairman appointed as tellers
Messrs. DENNIS, HEBERT, BRAY, and BENNETT.
The Committee again divided.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair votes ''no"
and sends his ballot to the tellers to be
counted.
The tellers reported that there wereayes 132, noes 242, not voting 58, as
follows:
[Recorded Teller Vote No. 41]
AYES-132
Abourezk
Diggs
Hillis
Abzug
Dow
Hosmer
Adams
Driillan
Howard
Addabbo
Dulski
Jacobs
Anderson, Ill. duPont
Jonas
Asp in
Dwyer
Kast enmeier
Badillo
Eckhardt
Keith
Begich
Edw&rds, Calif. K yl
Biestel"
Eilberg
Link
Bingham
Esch
McCormack
Bmdemas
Eshelman
McDade
Broomfield
Evans, Colo.
McKinney
Buchanan
Findley
Macdonald,
BurtonJ
Fish
Mass.
Carey, N.Y.
Foley
Matsunaga
Forsythe
Mazzoli
Cederberg
Celler
F re.ser
Mikva
Chisholm
Frelinghuysen Minish
Frenzel
Mink
Clausen,
Don H.
Fulton, Tenn. Minshall
Cleveland
Gallagher
Mitchell
Gonzalez
Morse
Conable
Grasso
Mosher
Conte
Coeyers
Gude
Moss
HaJ.pern
Murphy, Ill.
Corman
Ha.n;sen, Idaho Nelsen
Cotter

Coughlin

Harrington

Obey

Culver
Danriels, N.J.
Danielson
Dellenback
Dellums
Dennis

Ha.thaway
Hawkins
Hechler, w. Va.
Heckler, Mass.
Helstoski
Hicks, Mass.

O'Hara
O'Neill
Patten
Peyser
Podell
Poff

Powell
Quie
Rees
Reid, N.Y.
R euss
Riegle
Robison, N.Y.
Roe
Roncalio
R osent hal
Roush
Roy
Abbitt
Abemethy
Albert
Alexander
Anderson,
Calif.
Anderson,
Teil!Il.
Andrews, Ala.
Andrews,
N.Dak.
Annunzio
Asptnaal
Baker
Ba ring
Barrett
Bell
Bennett
Bergland
Betts
Bevill
Biaggi
Blackburn
Bla tnik
Boland
Bolling
Bow
Brasco
Bray
Brinkley
Brotzman
Brown, Ohio
Broyhill, N.C.
Broyhill, Va.
Burke, Fla.
Burke, Mass.
Burlison, Mo.
Byron
Cabell
Qaff,e ry
Camp
Oarney
carter
Casey, Tex.
Chamberlain
Chappe,ll
Clancy
Cla wson, Del
Collier
CollinS, Tex.
Crane
Daniel, Va.
Davis, Ga.
D avis, Wis.
d e la Garza
Delaney.
Deniholm
DerwinSki
Devine
Dickinson
Donohue
Dorn
Dowdy
Downing
Duncan
Edmondson
Edwards. Ala.
Erlenbom
Evins, Tenn.
Fascell
Flood
Flowers
Flynt
Ford, Gerald R.
Ford,
William D.
Fountain
Frey
Fuqua
Galiflanakis
Garmatz
Gaydos
Gibbons
Goldwater

Roybal
Ryan
StGermain
Scheuer
Schneebeli
Schwengel
Sebelius.
Seiberling
Shriver
Steiger, W is.
Stokes
Udall
NOES-242
Goodling
Grey
Griffin
Griffiths
Gross
Grover
Gubser
Hagan
Haley
Hall
Hamilton
Hammerschmidt
Ha nley
Ha rvey
Hastings
Hays
Hebert
Hend-erson
Hicks, Wash.
Hogan
Holifield
Horton
Hull
Hungate
Hunt
H utchinson
Ichord
Johnson, Calif.
Jones, Ala.
Jones, N.C.
Jones, Tenn.
Kazen.
Keat ing
Kee
Kemp
King
Kluczynski
Kuykendall

Ullman
Van Deerlin
Vanik
Wa.ldie
Ware
Whalen
Widnall
Wiggins
Wolff
Yates
Zwach

Pepper
Perkins
Pickle
Pike
Pirnie
Preyer, N.C.
Price, ll1.
Pryor, Ark.
Pucinski
Purcell
Quillen
Rarick
Reid, lll.
Rhodes
Roberts
Robinson, Va.
Rogers
Rooney, N .Y.
Rostenkowski
Rousselot
Runnels
Ruppe
Ruth
Sandman
Sa rbanes
Satterfield
Saylor
Scherle
Schmitz
Scott
Shoup
Sikes
Sisk
Slack
Smith, Calif.
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Snyder
Spen-ce
Kyros
Springer
Landgrebe
Stafford
La ndrum
Stanton,
Latta
J. William
Leggett
Stanton,
Lennon
James V.
Lent
Steed
Lloyd
Steele
Long, Md.
Steiger, Ariz.
Lujan
Stephens
McClory
Stratton.
McCloskey
S t ubblefield
M cCollister
Stuckey
McDonald.
Sullivan
!Mich.
Symington
McEwen
Talcott
McFall
Taylor
McKay
Teague, Calif.
McKevitt
Terry
Madden
Thompson, Ga.
Mahon
Thomson, Wis.
Mailliard
Thone
1\II ann
Vander Jagt
Martin
Veysey
Mathias, Calif. Vigorito
Mathis, Ga.
Waggonner
Mayne
Wampler
Melcher
Watts
Miller~ Calif.
Whalley
Miller, Ohio
White
Mills
Whitehurst
Mizell
Whitten
M.onagan
Williams
Montgomery
Wilson, Bob
Moorhead
Winn
Morgan
Wright
Myers
WycUer
Natcher
Wylie
Nedzi

Wyman

Nichols
Nix
O'Konski
Passman
Patman
Pelly

Young, Fla.
Young, Tex.
Z!!blocki
Zion

NOT VOTING-58
Archer
Arends
Ashbrook
Ashley
Belcher

Blanton

Byrne, Pa.

Boggs

Byrnes, Wis.

Brooks
Clark
Browp, Mich. Clay
Burleson, Tex. Collins, Ill .

Colmer
Corbett
Dent
Dingell
Edwards, La.
F isher
Fulton, Pa.
Gettys
Giaimo
Green, Oreg.
Green, Pa.
Hanna
Hansen, Wash.
Harsha
Jarman

Johnson, Pa.
Ka.rth
Koch
Long , La.
McClure
McCulloch
McMillan
Meeds
Metcalfe
Michel
Mollohan
Murphy, N.Y.
Pettis
Poage
Price, Tex.

Railsback
Randall
Rangel
Rodino
Rooney, Pa.
Shipley
Skubitz
Staggers
Teague, Tex.
Thompson, N.J.
Tierne.n
Wilson,
Charles H.
Wyatt
Yatron

So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
(Mr. FLYNT asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Chairman, when the
reading clerk calls the roll on final passage, I shall vote against H .R. 6531, the
bill to extend the Selective Service Act
for 2 years.
Heretofore, I have supported the Selective Service Act and every extension
which has come up since I have been in
Congress. I shall continue to support the
principle of military service to maintain
a strong national defense but I will not
today or hereafter vote for a draft bill to
start or to continue !all undeclared war,
including the Indochina war.
It is wrong to continue to compound
a 6-to-10-year mistake of drafting young
Americans to send them halfway around
the world, 10,000 miles from home, to kill
and be killed in an undeclared war which
we apparently do not have the national
fortitude and courage to either win or
stop.
· I consider this bill today the only
head-to-head vote that we have ever had
or will have to express our support of or
opposition to continuing the Vietnam
war. I know that the term ''Vietnam
war" is not contained in the language
of H.R. 6531 but I believe that this is the
nearest thing to a vote that we will have
in the 92d Congress to vote in support of
or opposition to an indefinite continuation of the war in Indochina.
Mr. Chairman, the time has come for us
to take a realistic approach to and a
hard new look at what the Indochina
war is doing to our country and to our
people. Our people are more divided than
at any time in the last 100 years. I believe the Vietnam war is the reason.
Many Americans like myself and my
constituents have supported it because
it has been the o:tficial position of our
country and we have been taught to support our country. I am convinced !that a
majority of the American people-possible 75 percent or more-oppose the Indochina war even though most of them
have not spoken out publicly against it
before now.
I am voting against this bill today because I believe it is the only vote I will
ever have in the 92d Congress on the issue
of the Indochina war. If this bill is defeated and if the Selective Service Act
expires on June 30, 1971, it will enable the
President to carry out his announced intention of withdrawing the troops from

Vietnam without sending new troops over

to replace them.
I do not attempt to speak for anyone
but myself but in the past when I have
voted' to extend the Selective Service Act,
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by that vote I never intended to send war of aggression against South Vietnam and
young Americans halfway around the the American Armed Forces committed there.
These Georgians, including my two sons,
world to fight an undeclared war which
are willing to make any sacrifice, including
has used the manpower of over 3,000,000 the supreme sacrifice if necessary, to insure
American soldiers, marines, sailors, and a victory and to fulfill the honorable comairmen in combat zones. Through March mitment heretofore made by the Govern20, 1971, 54,004 American servicemen ment of the United States. We are not Willhave been killed. This figure does not ing, however, to commit ourselves to a posinclude those killed in the violent attack sible 30-year land war on the continent of
on an American artillery position last Asia unless there is an announced determination to destroy the will and ability of the
Saturday night.
enemy to wage war.
This war has lasted longer than U.S.
The United States and our people have the
participation in World Wars I and II capability, the courage, and the determinacombined.
tion required to force North Vietnam and the
Never in my life, certainly never since Vietcong to stop their war of aggression and
I have been in Congress, have I been beg to come to the conference table.
I respectfully call upon you to use this
confronted with a decision as diftlcult as
power, courage, and intelligence to
my decision to vote against this bill. My Nation's
terminate this war with dispatch, honor, and
conscience will not let me vote to con- victory.
tinue to conscript young Americans to
I respectfully call upon you to issue an
fight ra war which most Americans do absolute ultimatum to the Government of
not want and a war which the U.S. Gov- North Vietnam, through such channels as
ernment apparently lacks the courage to you deem appropriate, that it must not under
any circumstances treat captured airmen
either win or stop.
For many years the people of the Sixth and other military personnel as war criminals
for the purpose of trial and punishment.
District of Georgia cried out almost with
I had hoped that I might present this to
one voice: "Win the war in Vietnam." you in person, and I have requested such a
Then that one voice was changed to: conference with you through Mr. W. Marvin
Watson, special assistant to the Presidel)t.
"Win the war in Vietnam or get out."
With great respect and high esteem, I am
Today the people of the Sixth District
Sincerely yours,
of Georgia have become convinced that
JOHN J. FLYNT, Jr.,
the United States is not going to win
Member of Congress.
the war in Indochina and they have now
changed that one voice to say: "Get out
WASHINGTON, D.C., April17, 1969.
of Indochina."
The PRESIDENT,
The <>nly way I know to get out of The White Home,
Indochlina is to stop the drafting of Washington, D.C.
DEAR :MR. PRESIDENT: During the Easter reyoung Americans to fight there and that
is my purpose in voting "no" on H.R. cess, nearly everyone w1th whom I spoke
asked my impression of your first three
6531.
months as President, and of your adminisI reserve the right in the future to tration generally.
vote for a Selective Service Act in order
You would be pleased with what I said
to maintain a position of national de- puhllcly and privately. In bO;th prepared refense and national security ·b ut I shall m-arks and in response to questions, I spoke
not vote for this bill today because I can- in very high terms of you as a man o! great
not vote to continue to fight an unde- a:bility, strong character and great integrity.
clared war in Indoohin:a which our Gov- I praised your Cwbinet appointments.. I expressed my intention to do ~my part Ito
ernment has the oapacity to win but make your administration a success and to
lacks the will. to do so.
strengthen our country. I ~believe my conMr. Chairman, this decision has not stltuents feel the same way.
been reached hastily but is the result of
The overriding issue in the minds of nearly
soul-searching thought on my part to everyone is .t he Viet Nam war and 1lts conarrive at a personal judgment as to the duct. With great respect, Mr. President, a
best course for our Nation in this critical significant factor in your election was the
faith that the American people had that you
PQint in its history.
would change rthe old policy, abandon the
My personal decision process on this idea of alppeasement, and either terminate
matter began with the preparation of a the war by a military victory, or denounce
letter to the President-President John- the old policy as a tragic mistake and withson-on July 18, 1966, and continued draw untlatera.Uy, if necessary.
The people with whom I talked were apwith a second letter to the PresidentPresident Nixon-on April 17, 1969, in paZZecL that the Secretary o:t State, my good
which I warned of the dire consequences friend Bill Rogers, reportedly told the Senate
Foreign 'Relations Committee tha.t the policy
to our country of proceeding with an un- of
this administration was not Ito achieve a
declared war with a no-win policy.
military victory.
I include these letters in the REcoRD at
They feel and I feel that this statement
this point:
by the chief architect of American foreign
policy
(next to yourself) was tantamount to
WASHINGTON, D.C., July 18, 1966.
a victory for Ho Chi Minh, North VietNam
The PRESIDENT,
and the National Liberation Front. lf that is
The White House,
our .policy there is no reason for our enemies
Washington, D.C.
to come to terms at any negotlllltlng talble.
DEAR MR. PB:ssiDENT: Today I have requested an appointment for a brief confer- When the ,belligerents are as unevenly
ence with you to fu1ftll a commitment which matched as the United States and Nollth V:iet
Nam, a failure for us to prevail mllitarlly is
I have made during the past week to many
Georgians. These Georgians are devoted to a complete mlUtary ancL political victory for
this country and support it and its foreign our enemy.
War should be avoided at all oos.ts, save
policy.
This support would be 10 times as strong cowe.rd1ce, but once we are oomm1tted to
for an announced policy of vlctory in Viet- war ;there is no alternative th·a n to &pplty
nam, to include the destruction of both the every 'avaHa.ble means to bring it to a swift
will and the abillty of the Vietcong and the and decisive end. War's very object is vicGovernment of North Vietnam to wage the tory-not prolonged indecision.
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There seem to be among .y our advisers
those who fear what China will do and recommend to you a course of action which
would appease Red China. Those who so advise you are blind to every clear lesson of
history.
The seizure of the Pueblo in 1968 and the
shooting down of an American unarmed reconnaissance aircraft on 15 April 1969 would
never have taken place except for the apparently indefensible position we take in
Viet Nam. All other nations, friend and foe
alike, are now looking on us as a gutless
paper tiger instead o! a world leader.
If this policy continues, we will be subjected to an interminable series of humiliations which include acts of piracy and acts
of war.
One o! my British friends recently asked
me why we were so concerned about the
spread o! communism in Southeast Asia
when we were oblivious to a total Communist take-over 90 miles from the United
States mainland. I could not answer.
Mr. President, there may be reassuring
!acts to which I do not have access. If there
are, arrange for these facts to be made available to me. I shall keep inviolate their classified status, but I need such facts in order
to give some kind of assurance to the people
whom I represent.
I !eel that the Paris negotiations are a
farce at best and a fraud at worst. They seem
to be doing nothing but prolonging the Viet
Nam war. This country cannot survive a prolonged war in Southeast Asia or a resumption of the Korean War, and we are perilously close to having to engage in both simultaneously.
Mr. President, I shall support your decision to achieve a milita.ry victory or to withdraw. I can no longer support a continuation
of the present no-win policy.
This letter is not being written to serve
as a springboard for a public statement. It
is written because I ·t hink the future of our
country demands that I write it to you.
I believe that I am entitled to a reply !rom
you because I need some answers for questions which my constituents ask me.
With great respect and high esteem, I am
Sincerely yours,
JOHN J. FLYNT, JII.,

Member of Congress.

Since June 1966 my friends and constituents have asked me: "What have
you done about the Vietnam war and
what are you going to do either win it or
stop it?"
I have replied that I have done all I
could.
I have explained to them that this is
an undeclared presidential war and that
I have expressed my views and transmitted their views to the President.
My views and theirs have been ignored
and now that I have an opportunity to
cast a vote which I believe expresses
those views, I hereby cast it and vote
"no."
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. FLYNT. I yield to my colleague
from Georgia <Mr. LANDRUM).
Mr. LANDRUM. Mr. Chairman, I want
to express my hearty approval of the

statement made by my friend the gentleman from Georgia, JoHN FLYNT.
From long discussions with him over
the past several months I know the decision he has reached and the announcement he has made here of his position on
the vote has been an agonizing one to
reach. In these discussions I have
reached the same decision and it likewise
has been a difficult one for me. But, I am
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convinced not only for the reasons announced by the distinguished gentleman
in the well but moreover for the reason
that I believe we have needed for a long
time to retrieve from the Executive the
power to commit a drafted army to combat without a declaration of war from
Congress.
I believe that until we do retrieve that
power we are not going to have any new
direction of a foreign policy that this
Nation must have if we are to restore
ourselves to a leading position in the free
world.
I want to congratulate again my friend
from Georgia for taking the time, for the
effort he has made to reach this decision
and for the time he has given me in the
long discussions we have had in arriving
at a decision to, for the first time in our
careers, oppose extension of the draft.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BINGHAM

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I offer

an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BINGHAM

On page 1, strike out line 3 and all that
follows thereafter down tbrough line 22 on
page 11 and insert the following:
TITLE I- NATIONAL SERVICE ACT
SEc. 101. This title may be cited as the
"National Service Act".
POLICY AND INTENT OF CONGRESS

SEc. 102. The Congress finds that.---(1) the defense of the United States requires that a substantial portion of the
young men in the United States must serve,
at some time, in the Armed Forces of the
United States;
(2) the manpilwer requirements of the
Armed Services are unlikely to be met entirely by voluntary enlistments, and that ongoing provisions for conscription are necessary;
(3) the present Universal Military Service
and Training Act, both in conception and
administration, works grave and unnecessary inequities on the lives of the young men
required to serve under it;
(4) there are many areas of nationally
valuable work to which the market economy
and Government programs presently supply
inadequate amounts of manpower;
(5) young men of draftable age have both
the ability to serve effectively in these areas
and an idealistic desire to serve their country through participation in them; and
(6) a system of national service which provides an opportunity to effectively utilize
these high aspirations and to accomplish
these vital tasks, and at the same time provide for the military needs of the United
States, is in the greatest national interest.
Therefore, it is the policy and intent of Congress in enacting the National Service Act-(1) to fulfill military manpower needs by
establishing procedures for the selection of
men into the Armed Forces of the United
States by means of a random lottery;
(2) to provide a free choice for young men
between serving their country in a civilian or
a military capacity, and to provide within the
civilian category a variety of choices;
(3) to encourage civilian service registrants to become employed in areas of social
need and to work within these areas in ways
which do not interfere with the existing market and labor structure of those areas; and
(4) to create a selection process for the
military which eliminates the inequities in
the present selective service system.
NATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY

SEc. 103. (a) There is hereby established
in the executive branch of the Government

an agency to be known as the National Service Agency, and a Director of National Service who shall be the head thereof (hereafter
referred to in 'Vh1s title as the "Director").
('b ) The National Service Agency shall include a national headquarters, such regional
headquarters as shall be estwbllshed rb y the
President, and such local placement centers
as shall be provided by the President.
(c) The Director and three Deputy Directors shall be appointed by the President by
and with advice and consent of the Senate
and shall serve at the pleasure o'! the President. No person on active duty with the
mllltary forces of the United States shall be
considered eUglble for appointment e.s Director, Deputy Director, or any other oftlce or
position within the National Service Agency.
(d) Except as otherwise provided in this
title, the Director shall appoint, and fi.x, in
accordance with the provisions of chapter 61
and suchapter 111 of chapter 58 of title 5,
United States Code, relating to classification
and General Schedule pay rates, the basic
pay of such officers, agents, and employees as
he deems necessary to carry out this title.
(e) The Director 1s authorized, subJect to
the avatlablllty of funds appropriated for
such purposes, to procure such space, personnel, and other materla.l necessary to carry
out the provisions of this title.
(f) Within the National Service Agency
there shall be esta.bllshed three d.iv1s1ons,
each headed by a Deputy Director appointed
under subsection (c). These d.iv1s1ons are-(1) the Civilian Service Division which
shall be responsible for the operation and
administration of the civllian service as
established by this title:
(2) the Military Lottery Div1slon which
shall ·b e responsible for the operation and
administration o'! the system for the fulftllment of mllitary needs as provided for 1n
section 110 of this title;
(3) the Registration and Placement Division, which shall be responsible for operation and adm1nlstration of all local placement centers as established in section 1113
(b) of this title.
The Deputy Director in cha.rge of Registration and Placement shall also be responsible for the appointment, within each regional
center as authorized in section 103(b) of this
Act, of a Regional Registration and Placement Admlnistrator.
(g) Each Regional Registration and Placement Administrator shall appoint a c1v1llan
board for his region, none of whose members
shall be employees of the National service
Agency, to handle claims as provided for in
sections 106(a)(4), 106(b)(2), and 107(b),
and shall appoint such hearing e:u.mlners
who shall hear testimony, make :ftnd.ings of
'fact and conclusions of iaw and arrive at a
decision as to the merits of any registrant's
claim. A registrant shall have the right to
appeal any such decision to the regional
board as provided in section 107.
SELECTION 01' QUALIFIED OCCUPATIONS

SEc. 104. (a) With the assistance of such
advisory committees as the Director may
establish, the Director shall from time to
time promulgate regulations establishing
specific occupational categories in which
civilian service registrants may serve.
(b) An occupation shall be deemed suitable under subsection (a) of this section
if(1) the occupation is of substantial social
benefit to the community, Nation, or foreign
nations wherein the registrants are to perform their service;
(2) Federal participation in the occupational area is constitutionally permissible
under the First Amendment to the United
States Constitution;
(3) participation of registrants in the occupation will not interfere unreasonably
with the avallablllty and the terms of employments of nonreglstrant employees;
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(4) registrants are able to meet the physical, mental, and educational qualifications
that the occupation requires; and
(5) the occupation is in other respect
suitable to the goals of this title.
(c) Suitable occupations shall include but
not be limited to jobs in the employ of(1) State, Federal, and local government
agencies;
(2) Public, private, and parochial schools;
(3) Nonprofit hospitals;
(4) Law enforcement agencies;
(5) Penal and probation systems; and
(6) Private, nonprofit organizations whose
principal purpose 1s social service.
Suitable occupations shall not include
jobs in the employ of(1) profitmaklng business organizations;
(2) labor unions;
(3) partisan political organizations;
(4) organizations engaged in religious
functions;
( 5) domestic or personal service companies
or organizations; and
(6) commercial farms.
(d) (1) Any action for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of any regulation promulgated by the Director under subsections (a)
and (b) of this section shall be initiated by
a proposal made (A) by the Director on his
own initiative, or (B) by petition of any
interested
person, showing
reasonable
grounds therefor, filed with the Director. The
Director shall publish such proposal and
shall afford all interested persons an opportunity to present their views thereon, orally
or in writing. As soon as practicable thereafter, the Director shall by order act upon
such proposal and shall make such order
public. Except as provided in paragraph 2
of this subsection, the order shall become
effective at such time as may be speclfi.ed
t herein, but not prior to the day following
the last day on which objections may be
filed under such paragraph.
(2) On or before the thirtieth day after
the date on which an order entered under
paragraph ( 1) of this subsection is made
public, any person clalmlng that he wm be
adversely affected by such order if placed tn
effect may file objections thereto with the
Director specifying with particularity the
provisions of the order deemed objectionable,
stating the grounds therefor, and requesting
a public hearing upon such objections. Until final action upon such objections is taken
by the Director under paragraph (3) of this
subsection, the fillng of such objections shall
operate to stay the effectiveness of those provisions of the order to which the objections
are made. As soon as practicable after the
time for filing objections has expired the
Director shall publish a notice in the Federal Register specifying those parts of the
order which ha.ve been stayed by the fillng
of objections and, if no objections have been
filed, stating that fact.
(3) As soon as practicable after such re·
quest for a public hearing, the Director,
after due notice, shall hold such a public
hearing for the purpose of receiving evidence
relevant and material to the issues raised by
such objections. At the hearing, any interested person may be heard in person or by
representative. As soon as practicable after
completion of the hearing, the Director shall
by order act upon such objections and make
such order public. Such order shall be based
only on substantial evidence of record at
such hearing and shall set forth, as part
of the order. detailed :ftndlngs of fact on
which the order is based. The Director shall
specify in the order the date on which it shall
take effect, except that it shall not be made
to take effect prior to the ninetieth day after
its publication unless the Director :ftnds that
emergency conditions exist necessitating an
eiarller effective date, in which event the
Director shall specify in the order its :findings as to such conditions.
(e) ( 1) Any person who wm be adversely
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affected by such order if placed in effect may
at any time prior to the ninetieth day after
such order is issued file a petition with the
United States court of appeals for the circuit
wherein such person resides or has his principal place of business, for a judicial review of
such order. A copy of the petition shall be
forthwith transmitted by the clerk of the
court to the Director or any officer designated by it for that purpose. The Director
thereupon shall file in the court the record
of the proceedings on which the Director
based its order.
(2) If the petitioner applies to the court
for leave to adduce additional evidence, and
shows to the satisfaction of the court that
such additional evidence is materi,al and that
there were reasonable grounds for the failure
to adduce such evidence in the proceeding
before the Director, the court may order such
additional evidence (and evidence in rebuttal
thereof) to be taken before the Director, and
to be adduced upon the hearing, in such
manner and upon such terms and conditions
as the court may deem proper. The Director
may modify its findings as to the facts, or
make new findings, by reason of the additional evidence so taken, and it shall file such
modified or new findings, and its recommendation, if any, for the modification or
setting aside of its original order, with the
return of such additional evidence.
(3) Upon the filing of the petition referred to in paragraph (1) of this subsection,
the court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the
order, or to set it aside in whole or in part,
temporarily or permanently. If the order of
the Director refuses to issue, amend, or repeal a regulation and such order is not in accordance with law, the court shall by its
judgment order the Director to take action
with respect to such regulation, in accordance
with law. The findings of the Director as to
the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive.
(4) The judgment of the court affirming
or setting aside, in whole or in part, any such
order of the Director shall be final, subject
to review by the Supreme Court of the United
States by writ of certiorari.
(5) The remedies provided for in this subsection shall be in addition to and not in
substitution for any other remedies provided
by law.
(f) The Director shall from time to time
solicit information from all public and
private employers who are authorized pursuant to subsections (b) and (c) of this section to participate in the civilian service
programon(1) what types of jobs, whether existing
or newly created for civilian service registrants, each employer would propose to have
filled by registrants within the employer's
organization;
(2) how many of each type of job the employer believes he could usefully fill;
(3) what effect civillan service registrants
would have on his emploment, and particularly hiring, practices; and
(4) what physical, mental, and educational
qualifications the employer would require
for civllian service registrants filling these
jobs.
(g) The Director shall certify specific jobs
as qualified for employment suitable for
Civilian Service Corps employment according to the regulations promulgated by the
Commission under subsections (a), (b), (c),
and {d) of this section. The Director shall
appoint hearing officers who shall hold hearings on the written request of any employer or
registrant adversely affected by a decision of
the Director as to the suitability of a specific job as Civilian Service Corps employment. The registrant or employer may appeal
the decision of a hearing examiner to the
appropriate regional board, as provided in
section 113 (f), within thrity days of receiving notice thereof. The decision of the regional board may be reviewed by the Director

at the request of the registrant or employer.
The decision of the Director shall be final.
{h) The Director shall regularly compile
lists on a national basis of job opportunities
which qualify within the occupational categories which are currently available, so that
registrants shall have information on job
opportunities throughout the Nation. These
lists shall be available to registrants at local
placement centers.
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citizen of the United States after attaining
the seventeenth anniversary of his birth and
before attaining the twenty-fifth anniversary
of his birth shall be registered and treated
in all respects as if he had attained the seventeenth anniversary of his birth on the
date of his naturalization, except that his
liability for service under this title shall not
extend beyond the thirtieth anniversary of
his birth.
( 4) (A) During any period other than the
REGISTRATION
period O!f a war declared by Congress, perSEC. 105. (a) Except as otherwise provided sons who, by reason of training and belle!,
in this title it shall be the duty of every are conscientiously opposed to a.ny participamale citizen of the United States to present tion in the national service system established
himself for and submit to registration as the by this title.
local placement center which serves the area
(B) During the period of a war declared by
in which. he resides within ten days after Congress, persons Who by reason of training
the seventeenth anniversary of his birth; ex- and bellef, are conscientiously opposed to
cept that all persons heretofore registered participation in war in any form.
under the Military Selective Service Act of
(C) In order to establish conscientious op1967 or prior corresponding provisions of law position under subparagraph (A), a regisshall be deemed to have satisfied the regis- trant must prove by a clear preponderance of
tration requirements
this paragraph.
the evidence that service in general in a
(b) Each local placement center shall, at military and civilian capacity would be a
the time of registration, provide each regis- violation of his most profound convictions.
trant with detailed information on the na- In order to establish conscientious objection
ture and scope of the operations of the Na- under subparagraph (B), a registrant must
tional Service Agency as provided to each prove by a clear preponderance of the eviplacement center by the Office of the National dence that participation in war iiil any form
Director. This information shall include but would be a violation of his most profound
is not limited to a description of the opera- convictions. Whether an individual meets the
tion of the military lottery, of enlistment requirements of this paragraph shall be deopportunities in the Armed Forces, a list of termined pursuant to the procedure as progeneral occupational categories established vided in section 107.
by the National Commission pursuant to sec(b) ( 1) The following persons shall be detion 104, and a detailed list of the actual ferred, under regulations prescribed by the
qualified civilian service jobs available in the President, from participation in the military
geographical area.
lottery:
(c) Each local placement center shall
(A) Persons satisfactorily pursuing a fullmaintain a staff of counselors who shall in- time course of instruction at a high school
terview registrants and explain the details or similar institution of leaming shall be
of the operations of the national service sys- deferred until graduation or until the end of
the sixth academic year spent following comtem.
(d) Each local placement center shall cause pletion of grade eight or the equivalent
each registrant to complete, or where nec- grade levels thereof.
{B) Persons found physically, mentally, or
essary shall complete for each registrant,
such forms as may be required by regulations morally unfit on a temporary basis, under
implementing this title, and such informa- standards to be prescribed by the Presldent,
tion shall be forwarded to the Director. All for any national service, military or civilian,
info!mation contained in these records per- under this title, shall be deferred for such
taining to registrants shall be disclosed only time as that condition of unfitness shall conto authorized employees of the National tinue.
(3) Any person granted a hardship deferService Agency and to the individual regisment by the civilian board in their region
trant.
pursuant
to paragraph (2) below.
EXEMPTIONS AND DEFERMENTS
(2) A registrant may present, in writing, a
SEc. 106. (a) The following persons are ex- claim
of hardship pursuant to the procedure
empt from participation in the military lot- provided
in section 107 at any time before
tery:
or during a registrant's participation in the
(1) Personnel of the Army, Navy, Air Force,
national service. Upon examination of the
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; cadets and registrant's claim of hardship, a civiliMl 'board
midshipmen of the United States Military mayAcademy, United States Naval Academy,
( A) reject the claim as a whole;
United States Air Force Academy, and United
(B) determine that the subsistence allowStates Coast Guard Academy; students en- ance
a civilian service registrant as prorolled in officer procurement programs at mil- vided of
for in section 13 (b) shall be increased
itary colleges whose curriculum is approved to provide for members of the registrant's
by the Secretary of Defense; members of Re- family who are substantially dependent upon
serve components of the Armed Forces and him for financial support, such increase not
the Coast Guard; persons who served honor- to exceed $4,000 per year maximum; or
ably on active duty in the Armed Forces at
(C) determine that the civilian service
any time prior to the date of enactment of registrant
be placed in a civilian service job
this Act; members of organized units of the if one is reasonably
available which will enfederally recognized National Guard, the fed- able him to reside with those members of
erally recognized Air National Guard, the his family who are substantially dependent
Officers' Reserve Corps, the Regular Army upon him for personal services or for other
Reserve, the Air Force Reserve, the Enlisted forms of personal assistance; or
Reserve Corps, the Naval Reserve, the Marine
(D) upon a finding of hardship and a findCorps Reserve, or the Coast Guard Reserve, ing that subparagraphs (B) am.d. (C) are inso long as they continue to be such members sufficient either alone or applied together to
and satisfactorily participate in scheduled provide adequately for members of the regdrills and training periods as prescribed by istrant's family who are substantially dethe Secretary of Defense.
pendent upon him determine that the regis(2) Persons found physically, mentally, or trant be granted. a hardship deferment from
morally unfit on a permanent basis, by stand- national service for as long as necessary; exards to be prescribed by the President for any cept that upon the twenty-fifth anniversary
national service, either military or civilian, of his birth, a registrant deferred under this
under this title.
paragraph shall be deemed to have partici(3) Persons who are not citizens of the pated. in the military lottery and not to have
United States. Any person who becomes a been selected during his period of liability.

of
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CLASSIFICATION; RIGHT TO APPEAL
CLASSIFICATION

SEc. 107. (a) Each registrant shall be classified according to regulations promulgated
by the Director by the local placement center where he is registered on the basis of
information supplied by the registrant to
the local placement center. Whenever a registrant's status changes so that he believes
that he is entitled to a classification different from that which has been previously assigned him, he shall apply to the local placement center by alleging in writing the facts
which he believes entitled him to a dllferent
classification.
(b) A registrant may appeal his classification by noti.fying the civtld:an 1board appointed
by the Regional Registration and Placement
Administrator of that region pursuant to section 103(g) on or •b efore rthe thir.tleth day
after receiving notice of any classification by
the loeal placement center. The civll;J.an board
shall refer all appeals to a ·h earing exa.miner
as provided for in section 103.(g) to hear
testimony, make findings of fact and conclusions of law, and arrive at e. decision as
to the merits of rthe registrant's claim. The
hearing shall be lb.eld as close to the area in
which the registrant resides as .liS practicable.
(c) The registrant may a;ppeal the decision of the hearing examiner to his civilian
board within thirty days of Teeeiving notice
thereof. The civilian \board shaH review the
whole re·c ord and affirm the hearing examiner's decision only if supported 'by reUa.bl'e,
probative, and substantla.l evidence. At its
discretion, the board may hear further testimony.
(d) Decisions of rthe civilian .b oards may be
appealed 'b y the reg.lstT·a nt to the Director
whose stand81rd of review shall ibe the same
as that of the civilian boards, descrlibed in
subsection (c) of this section.
(e) A registrant who appeals his classlfl.cation sha:ll 1be entitled. to appeal a.nd :t o have
the right to counsel at all stages of the appea.'l process. The National Service Agency
shall, at its own eXlpense, provide a lawyer
for those unable ·t o afford counsel. The bearing exaa:niner shall determine whether the
registrant is ce..pfllble of paying aU, some, or
none of the cost Olf counsel. His decision shall
be su'bject to appeal.
ELECTION OF SERVICE OPTION

SEc. 108. (a) Unless exempted as provided
in section 106 of this title, each registrant
(including those with deferments) on or before ten days prior ·t o his Mtaining the age
of eighteen years sha.U notify in writing his
local placement center of his election to enlist in the Armed Forces, to ipa.r.t lclpa.te ln
the mill.taey lottery, or ·t o participate 1n the
ci viii an service program.
(b) Any registrant who elects to enlist in
the Ar·m ed Forces may have his entry into
active service postponed iby the Director if
the Director finds that a program of education or training ;proposed .t o be undertaken
by the .r egistralllt would enhance his potential
contnbution to .the mission of the Armed
Forces, ·b ut a. postponement g~Ta.nted hereunder shall end at the close of the forty-eighth
month after the month in which granted
(which may not be before or include the
month in which the registrant graduates
from high school or sim.ilar Institution of
learning), or at the time the l'egistra.nt successfully complertes or otherwise ceases to
engage in suoh educa..tion or training, whichever first occurs.
(c) (1) Any individual who elects to enlist
in the Armed Forces pursuant to section
108(a) and who postpones his service pursuant to section 108(:b) may, upon request
to and approval of the Direotor, transfer to
the civilian service program.
(2) Any individual who elects to participate in the civilian service pxogram pursuant
to section 108(a) and who postpones his
service ,p ursuant to section 111'(e.) may, upon
CXVII--566-Part 7

request to and 81pproval of rt-he Director,
transfer to the Armed Forces.
(d) Upon receipt of the forms provlded for
the section lO&(d) above, the local placement
center shall immediately cause the nam.es
and registration number of each registra.Illt
selectlng .t he mllita:ry lottery option to be
sent to the Deputy Director in charge of the
Military Lottery Division. Only those registrants who have selected the military lottery
under section 108(a) or those who have been
placed in the milita:ry lottery as provided in
section H8(b) of this tiotle shall be pl"'Cessed
as provided in section 110 of .this title.
LENGTH OF SERVICE

SEc. 109. (a) Each person selected through
the military lottery for service with the
Armed Forces of the United Stllltes shall serve
in active training and service for a periOd of
twenty-four consecutive months, unless
sooner released, transferred, or discharged in
accordance with procedures established by
the Secretary of Defense.
(b) Each person electing particip81tion in
the civ11ian service shall serve in active training and service for that period of time which
the Director shrul deem appropriate for the
particular oocupational category into which
that person has been placed; except that no
person shall be required to pal'Tticipate in
active service in the civilian service for less
than the period served by those participating
in the military lottery or for more than fortyeight consecutive months.
OPERATION OF THE Mn.ITARY LOTTERY

SEC. 110. (a) The Director of 11he National
Service Agency shall est8ibllsh under this
title procedures for the selection of men into
the Armed Foroes of the United St81tes lby
means of a random lottery of those individuals who have eleoted under t ·h e provisions
of section 108(a.) to participate in the milita:ry lottery.
(b) The lottery shall proceed by means of
random seleotion. The random selection
method will use 1fu.ree hundred and sixty-six
days to represent the birthdays (month and
day only) of 18.11 registrants who have elected
to be placed in the lottery pool. On a. date
to be selected by the Director of the National
Servdce Agency once each ye·a r the lottery
shall be conducted selecting in a. random
manner each day of the year for every man
who has since the last such lottery been
placed in the lottery pool. On the sfl/me date,
a supplemental drawing will be conducted
to determine alphB~betica.lly the random selecting sequence by initial letter in surname
among registrants who have the same :'birthday.
(c) The Secretary of Defense shall periodically notify the Director of the National
Service Agency and the Deputy Director in
charge of the military lottery of the number
of registrants required to fill the manpower
needs of the Armed Forces of the United
States. Tile Director shall issue orders to
report for induction to that number of individuals in the order that their blrthda.tes and
names were selected in the military lottery.
Each registrant sh'all remain in the lottery
pool for a. period of twelve months following
the date of the lottery selection for which
he is eligible.
(d) A registrant who has received an order
to report for induction but who has been
granted a. deferment under sectl.on 106(b)
or under a. procedure estaJblished by the
Armed Forces, shall have his induction order
stayed indefinitely but shall have his deferment reviewed each year thereafter until
the twenty-fifth anniversary of his birth ·bY
the board which originally granted his deferment. If it is determined that the regdstrant can no longer qualify for a deferment.
the induction shall be reactivated. When the
registrant reaches the twenty-ruth anniversary of his birth, his induction order Shall
be permanently canceled.
(e) Any registrant who is discharged from

the civtld.an service program pursuant to the
provisions of section 118('b) of this Act sha.ll
have his name and birthdate pla.ced in the
random selection whloh next occurs following
the date of his discharge from the civilian
service program and Shall renm.in. eli!.glble
for a period of twelve months thereafter.
CIVILIAN SERVICE JOBS

SEc. 111. (a.) It shall be the duty of each
registrant who has elected to serve in the
civlllan service within six months Olf his election of civ.ilian service or within six months
a.tter his deferment under section 106(·b ) has
expired, whichever is later, either( 1) to locate and become employed as a
full-time employee in a. job which has qualified for participation in the civililail service
either upon previous fi~Pplication of 1ihe employer or upon 81pplication of the registrant,
as provided in section 104; or
(2) if unable to !become employed under
(1), to join the Civilian Service Corps provided for in section 112; except that a. registrant may not elect to enroll in the Civilian
Service Corps until two months after his
election or the expil"a.tion of his deferment,
whichever is later;
except that a registrant may have his duty
to comply Wltth pa.ragra..ph (1) or (2) suspended by the Director if the Director finds
that a. program of education or training proposed to be undertaken by the registrant
would enhance his potential contribution to
the mission of the Civilian Service Division,
but a suspension granted hereunder shall
end 81t the close of the forty-eighth. month
after the month in which granted (which
may not be before or include the month in
which the registrant graduates from high
school or similar institurtion of learning), or
at the time the registrant successfully completes or otherwise ceases to engage in such
education or training, whichever first occurs.
(b) It shall be the duty of each registrant
who has selected a job or e. program pursuant to subsection (a.) above to remain satisfactorily employed or enrolled for a period
of time determined by the Director for the
the particular occupaJtional category or
program in which the registrant is employed
or enrolled as provided in section 109(b).
(c) Public non-'Federal and private employers who have employed civilian service
registrants shall have the authority at all
times to a.ocept, reject, conditionally accept,
or dismiss any individual civilian service
registrant; except that if it shall be determined by the civilian service that any registrant was rejected or dismissed because of
race, color, creed, or national origin, then
the Director is authorized to declare under
procedures provided in section 104 that the
public or private employer be disqualified
from inclusion on the official list of civilian
service jobs. The employer shall be authorized to reapply for qualifica.tion under procedures provided in section 104.
(d) When any civil1an service registrant
withdraws or is dismissed from a. civilian service job, and it is determined by a. hearing,
as provided for in section 119, that the registrant is to continue in the civilian service,
then the registrant shall report to the local
placement center nearest to his current place
of residence, within ten days of the termination of the hearing, in order to be assigned
to a. new job or Federal program for the
duration of his time obligation.
CIVILIAN SERVICE CORPS

SEc. 112. (a) There is hereby established a
Civilian Service Corps which shall be under
the direction of the Corps Administrator
who shall be appointed by the Director. The
Corns Administrator shall be under the immediate supervision of lthe Deputy Director
of the Civllian Service Division. The Civilian
Service Corps shall train and employ registrants who elected civllian service and who,
having not found employment in a. job
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which qualified for the civilian service, joined
or were deemed to have joined the Civilian
Service Corps.
(b) In order to operate the Civilian Service Corps, the Director is authorized( 1) to establish any or all new facilities,
including new construction necessary for
the operation of the Corps;
(2) to establish necessary provisions for
housing ·of the registrants enrolled in the
Corps;
(3) to provide whatever is necessary to
insure for the proper medical care of the
registrants enrolled in the Corps, including
but not limited to the utilization of armed
services medical facilities;
( 4) To request and utilize the services of
any or all( A) departments of the Federal Government;
(B) agencies, departments, or units of regiona;l, State, county, municipal, or town
governments; and
(C) trade organizations, charitable organizations, educational institutions, any other
private or public organization or group or
any person or group of persons.
(5) to establish within the Corps programs for registrants who come from deprived
backgrounds, which programs shall be essentially educational and training in scope
and designed to enable the registrants to enter productive employment for the remainder
of their civilian service and thereafter.
ADDrriONAL AUTHORI"r( OF THE DmECTOR

SEc. 113. In addition to the authority
granted in section 112, the Director is authorized(a) to delegate any authority vested in him
under this title and to provide for the subdelegation of any authority;
(b) to establish a procedure for compensating all volunteers. Such procedure shall
provide that non-Federal employers of volunteers must pay to the Federal Government
the same wage paid by the employer to nonvolunteers performing the same or similar
work or the minimum wage, whichever is
greater, and that the Federal Government
will compensate all volunteers at a rate
equal to a subsistance allowance based on
the cost of living in the geographical areas in
which the volunteers work;
(c) to establish procedures to protect all
volunteers from discrimination by any employer because of race, color, creed, or national origin;
{d) to utilize, when necessary, the services
of all departments of the Federal Government; and
.
(e) to establish such regional review boards
as may be necessary to hear appeals as provided for in sections 104(g) and 107(c).
{f) to prescribe such rules and regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of
this title.
APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS OF FEDERAL LAWREGISTRANTS NOT FEDERAL EMPLOYEES; FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT LAWS INAPPLICABLE

SEc. 114. (a) Except as otherWise specifically provided in this title, a registrant in
the civilian service program shall not be
deemed to be a Federal employee and shall
not be subject to the provisions of laws relating to hours of work, rates of compensation, leave, unemployment compensation
and Federal employee benefits.
(b) Registr:~n.ts in the civilian service ~ro
gram shall be deemed to be employees of the
United States for the purposes of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 and of title V of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 401 et seq.),
and any service performed by an individual as
a registrant shall be deemed for such purposes to be performed in the employ of the
United States.
(c) (1) Registrants in the civilian service
program shall for the purposes of the administration of the Federal Employee's Compensation Act, be deemed to be civil employees
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of the United States within the meaning of volving willful disobedience, insubordinate
the term "employee" as defined in section 790 conduct, convict~on of a f~ny or highly unof title 5 and the provisions thereof shall satisfactory performance.
apply except as hereinafter provided.
{d) Sanctions imposed ·b y the Director
{2) For the putrposes of this subsection:
against a registrant for misconduct shall not
(A) The term "performance of duty" in impair any rights of action, public or prithe Federal Employees' Compensation Act vate; criminal or civil, accruing to any other
.shall not include any act of a registrant-party against such volunteer by reason of his
(i) while on authorized leave; or
misconduct.
(ii) while absent from his assigned post of
(e) The Director shall establish procedures
duty, except while participating in an au· for the administrative release of registrants
thorized activity.
from tlhe civilian service for reasons of health
(B) In computing compensation benefits or hardship, where the documented basis in
for disability or death under the Federal fact for the claim would be at least sufficient
Employees' Compensation Act, the monthly to confer an exemption from the obligation
pay actually paid by the employer shall be to serve. Action leading to such a release may
used.
be initiated either by the registrant con(C) Compensation for disability shall not cerneQ. or by the civilian service. A registrant
begin to accrue until the day folloWing the so released shall rema.in ellgible for all benedate on which the enrollment of the injtired fits normally accruing to those who have sueregistrant is terminated.
cessfully com.pleted their service.
POLrriCAL DISCRIMINATION AND ACTIVrrY-IN•
QUIRIES CONCERNING POLITICAL AFFILIAT:roN
~D BELIEF

ADVERSE ACTION5-PROCEDURES

SEc. 119. (a) The Director shall estrublish
-and impose administrative sanctions, up to
SEc. 115. No discrimination shall be exer- and including dismissal from the ci vilia.n
cised, threatened, or prorni~ed by any person ·s ervice by adverse action, to punish a;ny regisin the executive branch of the Federal Gov- trant who fails to fulfill his obligation. He
ernment against or in favor of any registrant shall promulgate a code of sanctions conin, or any applicant for enrollment in, the sistent With the provisions of this Act, by
civilian service program because of his po- regulation.
litical affiliation, beliefs, or ootivities.
(b) There shall be created in the National
Service Agency a Leg.aJ. Oorps. All members of
REPORTS BY EMPLOYERS
SEc. 116. Each employer (whether public the Legal Oorps shall be members of the bar
or private) of civilian service registrant shall of at least one State. Members of the Legal
submit a report to the Director, in such form Corps Shall preside .over each and every disand manner as the Director shall require, ciplinary hearing and each and every appeal
whenever a registra;nt leaves or is removed therefrom. The Legal Corps shall be divided
from his employ. Except in cases of the nor- into a Hearing Division and an Appeals
mal expiration of a registrant's obligated Division.
. (c) The Director shall establish procedure
service, suCih report shall state in detail the
circumstances of, and reasons for, such for conducting a full and impartial hearing
in any case where adverse action against a
termination.
volunteer is contemplated or has been taken
CATEGORIES OF REMOVALS FROM JOB; EFFECT
by the National Service Agency. Such a hearSEC. 117. Each civilian service registrant ing shall be held at the request of the reg&hall possess the same rights of employment istrant; no registrant shall be dismissed
security against his employer as are enjoyed from the civilian service without such a
against such employer 'by other employees of hearing. One member of the Hearing Divisimilar rank and length of service. AD.y regis- sion of the Legal Corps shall preside over
trant who is removed from a job because of each such hearing, and shall interpret the
its rubolition, or for any other reason not re- law and the facts in reaching a verdict and
flecting negatively on his performance, shall in imposing or upholding such sanctions as
not be considered to have violated his obli- are found warranted. .
{d) Any registrant whose punishment is
gation with the service; shall be cOIIlSidered
to have been Withdrawn withOIU.t prejudice; imposed or sustained at a hearing held under
and shall be eligible for transfer to new jobs section 119(c) of this Title may take an apwithin the service for which he is qualified. peal in writing to the Appeals Division of
If a registrant removed for any other reason the Legal Corps within ten days of the an(hereinafter referred to "for cause")' he _shall nouncer,nent of the hearing judgment. The
' be liable to dlsciplina.ry action 'by the Na- Appeals Division shall consider all appeals
expeditiously. At its discretion, it shall hold
tional Service Agency,
an appeal hearing which may make fresb
ADVERSE ACTIONS BY THE DIRECTOR
inquiry into both the facts ana the law of
SEc. 118. (a) Adverse action against a civil- the case. Such a hearing shall be presided
ian service registrant Shall ·' be •b egun by the over by three members of the Appeals DiviDirector only upon the basis o.f a special re- sion.
port from the registrant's employer support(e) The Director shall promulgate rules
ing the registrants removal from his job for governing all d-isciplinary hearings. Such
.cause or announcing the registrant's unau- rules shall provide for the right of the registhorized departure from his job.
trant to be advised by counsel, to confront
{'b) Adverse actions against a registrant any adverse witnesses, a-nd to compel the atmay include the imposition of such disci- tendance of Witnesses. If a registrant facing
plinary sanctions, up to and including dis- a disciplinary hearing or an appeal theremissal from the civillan service with loss of from desires representation by legal counsel
any benefits whioh would accrue as a result but is unable to pay for it, the civilian servof oompletA.on of service, as the DirectQr or ice shall provide him with the services of an
his auth<?rized representative shall deem nec- attorney who has been admitted to the bar
essary. A registrant who is dismissed from of at least one State and is not employed by
.the civ1118£Ll. service as 'tftl.e result of an adverse the civilian service, at no cost to the regisaction shall 1be deemed to nave elected ·to trant.
participate in the next military lottery whose
(f) Any resident who has abandoned or
date of drawing, as provided in sect.ion 110 been dismissed. from any employment shall
(b), is after the date of dismissal; except that have the right to a hearing in order to estabany such registrant who has completed at lish that his service has been satisfactory
least half of his required length of service for completion of his obligation within the
in the civilian service before his dismissal, terms of section 122 of this title.
and has been selected by Uh.e lottery, shall ·b e
JUDICIAL REVIEW
required to serve only one year in the m111SEc. 120. (a) A person suffering legal
tary.
(c) A registra.n.t may be dismissed from the wrong because of action by the National
civilian service only under circumstances in- Seryice Agency is entitled to judicial review.
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Such review shall be within the original jurisdiction of the district courts of the Unit~d
States by writ of mandamus as provided in
section 1361 of title 28, United States Code.
(b) There shall be no judicial review of actions by the National Service Agency or any
officer or agent thereof until all administrative remedies provided in this title have been
exhausted and Agency action is final.
(c) To the extent necessary to decision
and where presented, the reviewing court
shall decide all relevant questions of law, interpret constitutional and statutory provisions, and determine the meaning and applicability of the terms of an Agency action.
The reviewing court shall(1) compel action unlawfully withheld or
unreasonably delayed;
(2) hold unlawful and set aside actions,
findings, and conclusions found to be(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or not otherwise in accordance with
law;
(B) contrary to constitutional right,
power, privilege, or immunity;
(C) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory
right;
(D) without observance of procedure required by law; and
(E) unsupported by substantial evidence
in the case when taken as a whole and based
on the entire record.

duties exercised by the Selective Service
System immediately before the effective date
of this title as the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget shall determine shall be transferred to the Director of National Service.
The transfer of personnel pursuant to this
section shall be made without reduction in
compensation for one year after such transfer.
PENALTY

SEc. 125. Whoever knowingly violates any
provision of this title or any rule or regulation issued under this title shall be imprisoned for not more than two years.
REPEALER

SEc. 126. The Military Selective Service Act
of 1967 (50 U.S.C. App. 451 et seq.) is hereby
repealed.
SAVING CLAUSE

SEc. 127. This t itle does not affect rights
and du ties that mat ured, penalties t hat were
incurred, and proceedings that were begun,
before its effective date.
SEVERABILITY

SEC. 128. If a part of this title is invalid,
all valid parts that are severable from the
invalid part remain in effec t . If a part of this
title is invalid in one or more of its applicat ions, that part remains in effect in all valid
applications that are severable from the invalid applications.

COMPUTATION OF TIME OF SERVICE

APPROPRIATIONS

SEc. 121. All the time spent by a registrant
from the time of his initial entry into the
civilian service shall count toward satisfaction of his obligation except(!) time spent in legal detention or incarcer·a tion; and
(2) time spent unemployed after voluntary abandonment of a job or dismissal from
work for cause: Provided, however, That if
disciplinary proceedings are instituted by the
civilian service as a result of such abandonment or dismissal and the registrant is acquitted of fault, all the time spent unemployed after such abandonment or dismissal
shall be counted toward satisfaction of his
obligation.

SEc. 129. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to
carry out the purposes of this title.

ORDER OF CALL IN EVENT OF WAR

SEc. 122. Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, for the duration of any
period of war declared by Congress, all persons subject to this title shall be liable
for training and service in the Armed Forces
and shall be inducted, unless exempt or deferred, for such training and service in
the following order:
(1) Volunteers and delinquents,
(2) Persons in the Inilitary lottery pool
under section 110 of this title,
( 3) Persons in civllian service under this
title, those with least service therein first,
(4) Persons under age twenty-six who were
not inducted for training and service during
their twelve-month period of prime eligibility in the military lottery pool; and
(5) Persons who have completed civilian
service under this title.
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS

SEc. 123. (a) Section 5315 of title 5, Unite<l
States Code, is amended by striking out.
" (70) Director of Selective Service."
and inserting in lieu thereof
"(70) Director of National Service."
(b) Section 5316 of such ti·t le 5 is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(128) Deputy Diretcors, National Service
Agency (3) ."
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

SEc. 124. So much o! the positions, personnel, assets, liabilities, contracts, property,
records, and unexpended balances of appropria:tions, authorizations, allocations, and
other funds employed, held, used, arising
from, available or to be made available in
connection with the functions, powers, and

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 130. (a) This title shall take effect
ninety days after the Director of National
Service first takes office, or on such prior date
after enact ment of this title as the President
sh all pre;:;cribe and publish in the Federal
Register.
(b) The Director of National Service and
the Deputy Directors of the National Service
Agency may (notwithstanding subsection
(a)) be appointed in the manner provided
f or in t his title, at any time after the date
of enact ment of this title. Such officers shall
be compen sated from .the date they first take
office, at the rates provided for in this title.
Such compensation and related expenses of
their offices shall be paid from funds available for the functions to be transferred to
t he Agency pursuant to this title.
TITLE II-MILITARY PAY AND ACTIVE
DUTY STRENGTHS
Page 20, line 4, st rike out "Sections 4-11
of this Act" and insert "Section 203-210 of
this tit le".
Redesignate sections 2 through 14 as sections 201 through 213, respectively.
Mr. BINGHAM (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that further reading of the amendment
be dispensed with and that it be prtnted
in the RECORD, since the text of the
amendment appears in the RECORD at
page 8655 and following.
The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection to
·the request of the gentleman from New
York?
There was no objection.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, it is my
intention at a later stage to propose two
ameliorating amendments to section 1,
but before doing that I wish to offer to
this Committee of the Whole the opportunity to vote up or down a proposal for

a total overhaul of the draft system. This
is a proposal which I made originally
last year and which has attracted very
substantial support in this House and
around the country. This is incorporated
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in what we have called the National
Service Act. It presents a middle course
between the all-volunteer Army and the
continuation of the Selective Service system as we have known it.
I apologize to the members of the committee for presenting an amendment
which is so voluminous. However, the
text of it does appear at pages 8655 and
following of the RECORD.
The essential element of our National
Service plan is to offer young men at age
18 three alternatives: they can sign up
and enlist for military service; they can
enlist for some civilian service of an approved character; or they can take their
chances on being drafted under a lottery
system.
This plan avoids many of the grave
faults of the present draft system. It
would get away entirely from the difficult problem of determining CO status,
because any man who felt deeply that he
was opposed to serving in the Armed
Forces or opposed to the war in Vietnam
could undertake to perform civilian service. It would also eliminate the inequities
of the deferment system, because if he
signed up for either military service or
for civilian service, he would be entitled
to deferment for further training of a
vocational character or for further
education.
Mr. Chairman, I am very proud of the
support that this bill has attracted from
my colleagues. It has been cosponsored
by Messrs. ADAMS·, ADDABBO, BERGLAND,
BYRON, CAREY, Mrs. CHISHOLM, Messrs.
DINGELL, FuLTON of Pennsylvania, HALPERN, HARRINGTON, HATHAWAY, HAYS, LEGGETT, MEEDS, PODELL, REES, RoYBAL,
THOMPSON of New Jersey, TIERNAN, and
UDALL.
It has also been endorsed by several
distinguished publications, including the
Evening Star in Washington, the New
York Times, and the New York Post.
The Gallup poll made a public survey
as to the support for the basic idea of
this bill and reported 71 percent of the
American people were in support of it.
I believe the supporters of this plan
are entitled to have this major overhaul
of the draft voted up or down, especially
in the light of the fact that yesterday
the all-volunteer approach was rejected.
Our plan would eliminate most of the
inequities of the present system. It would
be a workable system and would, in addition, as many commentators have
pointed out, provide this country with
a substantial reservoir of civilian labor
for purposes that are badly needed. It
is contemplated, for example, under this
proposal that a National Conservation
Corps would be established similar to the
CCC of the 1930's to carry out useful
projects. Many other useful activities
could be carried out under this program
if approved by the agency set up to administer it.
For a full discussion of the evolution
and of details of the proposal, I would
refer the Members to my article in the
New Republic of January 16, 1971, which
was reprinted in the RECORD at page
1834.
I urge adoption of the amendment.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
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Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman amd members of the
Committee, the distinguished gentleman
from New York has given much thought
a,nd much study to his proposal which
undoubtedly deserves consideration.
It is unfortunaJte that the gentleman
was invited to appear before the committee when we were discussing the legislation, but he did not appear. · Therefore, we did not discuss it.
I do not think at this time of day there
is .t ime during which to discuss an
amendment which has this many pages
to it on the floor of the House.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, would
the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Armed SerVices yield?
Mr. HEBERT. Yes, I am glad to yield
to the genltleman from New York,.
"
Mr. BINGHAM. I thank the gentleman
for yielding.
It is true that I was invited to appear
before the committee. However, I was out
of the country at the .time. I did request
that the hearings be extended so that I
would have an opportunity to appear before the committee after my return. That
seemed to be impossible, but I did submit
a statement in support of the amendment.
Mr. HEBERT. That is correct and the
gentleman knows that he was welcome to
do that and to appear before the committee at the time we did have the hearings and we certainly would have welcomed him, because I am sure the amount
of discussion on an amendment of this
magnitude would have taken quite a
length of time.
Mr. Chairman, there is also the question about the constitutionality of the
proposed amendment. I shall not go into
detail on that but shall put that in the
RECORD during the course of these remarks under the unanimous-consent request which I previously obtained for all
Members to revise and extend their remarks and to include extraneous matter:
I am not familiar with the gentleman's
amendment in full detail. I had no opportunity to discuss it in the committee
and neither did the other members of
the committee.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I oppose the
amendment and ask for a vote on it.
THE- LIBRARY "OF CoNGRESS,
Washington, D.O., March 3,1971.

To: House Armed Services Committee,
Attention: Mr. Slatinshek.
From: American Law Division.
Subject: Constitutionality of Universal Compulsory Non-Mllitary Service.
A system of national service compelling
all males within set age limits to perform
service in either the milltary or an alternative civilian force would raise serious constitutional problems. It is highly questionable whether power exists in Congress to
conscript men for other than mi~itary service. It is also possible that any such system
would be held to constitute "involuntary
servitude" within the me.aning of the
Thirteenth Amendment.
Tn determining whether Congress has the
power to institute universal conscription for
civilian work, the starting point must be a
recognition that Congress has no powers not
delegated to it by the Constitution. In the
words of Chief Justice Marsh~ll. "(t)his
government is acknowledged by all to .b e one

of enumerated powers." McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 405 (1819).
The Tenth Amendment also reflects the principle:
"The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people."
The argument that Congress has been
delegated power to conscript civilian labor
might rely upon interpretation of .t he power
to raise armies, and the power to regulate
interstate commerce, or upon d.nterpretatlon
of the "general welfare" clause. Of these
powers, only the power to raise armies merits
serious consideration.
The "general welfare" clause appears in
Article I, sec. 8, cl. 1 under the power to tax
and spend, and is not itself a grant of
power. The power delegated is to "lay and
collect Taxes, Duties, Imports, and Excises,"
and the words "provide for the common
Defense and general Welfare" describe the
permissible purposes for which Congress may
tax and spend.
"The clause, in short, is not an independent
grant of power, but a qualification of the
~axing power. Oonstitutkm of the United
States, Analysis and Interpretation, p. 145."
Thus expenditure of tax money to hire persons to work in a "domestic Peace Corps"
could arguably be spending "to provide . . .
for the general Welfare," and be within the
power delegated. Nothing in the power to tax
and spend, however, suggests a power to
institute compulsory servitude.
The power to regulate interstate commerce
is mentioned only because the projects for
which labor might be conscripted under a
system of universal civ1lian service might be
more related to interstate commerce than to
military affairs. There is no precedent, however, which would suggest that the power to
regulate commerce comprehends the power to
conscript labor.
The power of Congress to compel millt&ry
service derives from clause 1 2 of Article I,
sec. 8:
"To raise and support Armies, but not
Appropriation of Money to that Use shall be
for a longer Term than two years."
Although secondary definitions of "army"
include "(a) body of persons organized for
the advancement of a cause; as, the salvation Army,'' and "(a) great number; vast
multitude; host; array," it would probably
not be seriously contended that anything
other than the primary defl.n1tion was intended in clause 12: " (a) large organized
body of men, armed for war and designed for
land service." Webster's New International
Dictionary, 2d ed., Unabridged (1953). Proponents of compulsory civlllan service are
thus left with the argument that such a system is somehow "necessary and proper" in
order to raise an army.
"Let the end be legitimate, let it be within
the scope o'f the Constitution, and all means
which are plainly adapted to that end, which
are not prohibited, •b ut consist with the letter and spirit of the Constitution, are constitutional. McCulloch, supra, p. 421."
The "necessary and proper" clause interpreted in McCulloch appears in Article I, sec.
8, cl. 18:
"To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution
the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers
vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or omcer thereof.
"The Constitutional power of Congress to
raise and support armies and to make all
larws necessary and proper to that end is
broad and sweeping. (citations omitted). The
power of Congress to classify and conscript
manpower for military service is 'beyond
question.' (citations omitted). United States
v. O'Brien, 39'1 U.S. 367, 377 (1968) ."
The "necessary and proper" reasoning is
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also used to uphold compulsory civilian service as an alternative to mllitary service for
those qualifying as conscientious objectors.
One of the many cases so holding is Hawze
v. United States, 272 F. 2d 146, 148 (9th Cir.,
1959} :
"Compulsory civilian labor does not stand
alone, but is the alterna-tive to compulsory
military service. It is not a punishment, but
is instead a means of preserving discipline
and morale in the armed forces. The power
of Congress to raise armies, and to take effective measures to preserve their efficiency,
is not limited by either the Thirteenth
Amendment, or the 81bsence of m111tary emergency."
Although a system which would conscript
all young men for service in either the military or a civilian work force might describe
the latter as "alternative" service, there
would be a major differ.ence in degree between such a system and the current system
providing for "alternative" service for conscientious objectors. Under the present system young men who may qualify for a conscientious objector classification ( 1-0 or
1-A-0) are well advised to so indicate when
they register at age 18, and dra.ft boards
sometimes consider the claim at that time.
However, those qualifying for a 1-0 or 1-A-0
may not ·b e ordered to report for civilian
service before they would have been ordered
to report for induction if classified 1-A; 32
C.F.R. 1623.2 requires that registrants be given the "lowest" classifications except 1-A
as lower than 11-A-0 and 1-0.
Thus the present system operates in such
a way that the number of men called to report far civilian service is determined by the
number required for military service as well
as the number qualifying as conscientious
objectors. Even during the Vietnam "war"
military requirements have been such that
many men are not called for service during
their years of eligibutty. The contemplated
universal service system would take these
men regardless of military requirements, and,
under circumstances falling short of all-out
conventional war, the civilian labor force
would probably ·b e several times the size of
the military force.
Whether the power to "raise and support
Armies" and the power derived therefrom to
preserve "discipline and morale" of military
personnel can be extended to cover such a
system is highly questionable. While it may
be true for some persons that "misery loves
company," and there may be some relation
between universal civilian service and the discipline and morale of those whom the universal service system would place in the miliitary forces, it is the power to raise and support Armies which is the "legitimate end,"
and not the power to bolster morale. The
larger the conscripted civillan labor force becomes in relation to the conscripted military
force, the more difficult it becomes to derive
the power to create such a system from the
power to "raise and support Armies."
Chief Justice Marshall's opinion in McCulloch, supra, made plain that the "necessary and proper" clause leaves to Congress
wide latitude to choose means to accomplish
its legitimate ends, and that means "appro·
priate" to an end are to be upheld unless
prohibited by other clauses of the Consti•
tution. In such situations, courts are not
to "inquire into the degree of . . . necessity." Marshall's opinion did mention the
possib1111iy, however, of a situation in which
"Congress, under the pretext of executing its
powers, [might] pass laws for the accomplishment of objects not entrusted to the
government." Then "it would be the painful
duty of this tribunal, should a case requlrlng
such a decision come before it, to say that
such an act was not the law of the land."
(p. 423) . lt is possible that the Court might
find that its "painful duty" required it to
hold that the system of universal conscrip•
tion resulting in a high ratio of civilian to
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military service was beyond the power ot
Congress to enact on the "pretext" of an
exercise of its military power.
It might be argued that a system of uni·
versa! service conscripting all males for service in either military or civilian work would
not be significantly different from the present system of "selective" service, at one time
intended to establish a system of deferments
and exemptions which would "channel"
young men into occupations deemed by Con•
gress to be "in the national interest." ID
some ways the two systems are similar; however universal service devoted in large proportion to civilian service may be a. "prohibited" means of achieving the legitimate
end of raising an army if it might otherwise
be considered an "appropriate" means.
As mentioned aJbove, the Thirteenth
Amendment, which forbids the existence
anywhere within the United States of
"slavery" and "involuntary servitude," has
been held not to bar assignment Of conscientious objectors to civilian work. The
purpose of the Amendment, applicable to
both "public and private service," Robertson
v. Baldwin, 165 U.S. 2'75, 282 (1897), has been
described by the Oourt as follows:
"The undoubted aim of the Thirteenth
Amendment . . . was not merely to end
slavery but to maintain a system of completely free and voluntary labor throughout
the United States. Forced labor in some special circumstances may be consistent with
the general basic system of free labor. For
example, forced la:bor has !been sustained as
a means of punishing crime, and there are
duties such as work on highways which
s::>eiety may compel. But in general the defense against oppressive hours, pay, working
conditions, or treatment is the right to
change employers. Pollock v. Williams, 322
u.s. 4,17-18 (1944)."
Those "channeled" into teaching, agricultural work, work in defense plants, college
study, divinity school, and other activities
thought to be in the national interest, were
n<Jver deprived of the "right to change empl:>yers," and in fact had a fairly broad range
of activities from which to choose.
A system conscripting every young man for
civilian or military service probably could not
maintain this "right to change employers."
Then too, while conscription of a relatively
small number of men for -alternative service
as conscientious objectors detracts only to
a minor extent from "a system of completely
free and voluntary labor throughout the
United States," a system of universal conscription would be inconsistent with this
"general basic system of free labor."
There remains the reference in Pollock,
supra, to "duties such as work on highwayS
which society may compel." Whether duties
other than military service so massive in the
aggregate as to be inconsistent with "the
general basl'C system of free labor, fall within
this exception has not been decided.
The reference to the power of government
to compel work on highways is from Butler v.
Perry, 240 U.S. 328 (1916), which upheld
the power of a state to compel able-bodied
men to work on the public roads of their
county for 6 days of the year, or hire a. substitute, or instead pay a tax. The opinion of
the Court considered the work requirement
in the context of a Thirteenth Amendment
challenge and upheld the "conscription"
without reliance on the alternatives provided
by the statute. Citing Blackstone's Commentaries and the fact that twenty-seven states
in 1889 provided for conscription on the public roads, the Court concluded that "to l'equire work on the public roads has never
been regarded as a. depriva.tion of either

Uberty or property" (p. 333), and that the
Thirteenth Amendment was not intended to
change that understanding.
While Butler v. Perry has not been over-

ruled, and as indicated, was cited with ap-

proval by the Court as recently as 1944, there
are several limitations to its holding. First
and foremost, it should be noted that Butler
v. Perry upheld "conscription" by a state and
not to the federal government. States retain
broad police powers not delegated to the federal government. Absen<t a degelation of
power to Congress to conscript civilian labor,
any power to conscript still existing under
the Butler v. Perry rationale would reside in
the states. The Tenth Amendment, supra,
controls such a situation. Another possible
limitation to Butler v. Perry is the duration
of the conscription upheld. Whether conscription for two year's civ111an labor would
be considered to fall within the principles of
duties which society may compel," or would
be distinguished in degree from the requirement of six day's service per year is not clear.
Finally, the power of conscription might be
limited by due process considerations derived
from the Robel, Aptheker, and Shelton cases
discussed below: unless Congress could show
a strong need to conscript rather than tax,
conscription might be held to be an invalid
invasion of personal liberty.
State courts have twice upheld forced labor under situations thought to be exigent.
A Delaware statute passed during World War
I, justified as a war measure in aid of the
federal government and in exercise of the
police power required all males between 18
and 55, and not in the armed forces or other
public employ, to find a "useful or lawful
occupation." Those unemployed could be assigned work by a "Council of Defense." The
state court, declining comment on what
mig'ht constitute involuntary servitude in
peacetime, upheld the act because of the importance during the war of increasing production, and because of an assumed weakened ca.pacity of the state's police forces to
handle vagrants. State v. McClure, 7 Boyce
(Del.) 265, 105 A. 2d 712 (1919).
A Massachusetts city ordinance passed during the Depression conditioned receipt of
family assistance by those otherwise unemployed on performing work for the public
works department, and was 11kewise upheld
under a. Thirteenth Amendment challenge.
Commonwealth v. Pouliot, 292 Mass. 229, 198
N.E. 256 (1935).
"In a period of Depression like the present, it is reasonable to require one in the
position of the defendant to work under the
conditions shown ... to meet his obl1gations
to his family. Id., p. 257."
Because these two decisions emphasize the
near-emergency conditions under which the
laws were enacted, it is unlikely that the
rationale could be expanded to apply to
peacetime universal conscription. Also, of
course, the cases dealt with state pol1ce power
and not federal power.
In a case in which the legitimate legislative concern of protecting national security
impinged upon personal freedoms, Chief
Justice Warren, quoting from Chief Justice
Marshall's opinion in McCulloch v. Maryland, supra, concluded that "the Constitution requires that the conflict between congressional power and individual rights be
accommodated by legislation drawn more
narrowly to avoid the conflict," United States
v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258, 268 n. 20 (1967). Although Robel involved First Amendment
freedoms, it relied in part upon Aptheker
v. Secretary of State, 378 U.S. 500, 509 (1964),
which held that protection of the right to
travel, derived from the "liberty•• concept of
the Fifth Amendment's due process clause,
necessitated a more narrowly drawn statute.
Furthermore, the "right to hold specific private employment and to follow a chosen
profession free from. unreasona.ble govern-

mental interference comes within the 'liberty' and 'property' concepts of the Fifth

from involuntary servitude, Pollock, supra.
Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479. 488 (1960),
though it involved a state law, also stands
for the principle that legitimate legislative
purposes 'cannot be pursued by means that
broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties
when their end can be more narrowly
achieved.'"
In view of the available alternatives to
universal conscription for both civilian and
military service-a volunteer army, continuation of a military draft with or without
"channeling," and of course taxation and
spending to support labor hired for civilian
programs-universal conscription might be
held to be an unconstitutional means to
achieve the legitimate end of raising a milltary army.
GEORGE COSTELLO,

Legislative Attorney.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York (Mr. BINGHAM).
The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. HORTON

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, I offer
'a n amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. HORTON

On page 4, between lines 4 and 5 insert
the following:
"(11) Section 6(f) is amended by inserting
" ( 1) immediately before 'The Vice President' and by adding at the end thereof the
following new paragraph:
"'(2) Police of!lcers and firemen of the
St.a tes, territories, possessions, and the District of Columbia, and the subdivisions of
the States, shall, while employed in such
positions on a regular full-time basis, or
while pursuing a course of education or
training in law enforcement or firefighting
conducted by the United States or by a.
State, territory, possession, or the District
of Columbia, or a subdivision of a State, be
deferred from training and service under
this title in the Armed Forces of the United
States.'"

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Chairman, at the
outset I think it is appropriate to commend the gentleman from Louisiana, the
chairman of this committee, for, first, expeditiously taking up the matter of the
extension of the Selective Service Act;
and, second, for the manner in which
he conducted the hearings and also the
manner in which he has conducted the
floor work here the last 2 days and today before the House of Representatives.
I want to commend the gentleman and
the members of the committee for the
fine manner in which they have handled
this legislation. I also want to indicate
my support of the legislation. I have long
been a supporter of the all-volunteer
service ~oncept. I think major efforts
have been made in this bill to provide
that first step which I think is so important at this time.
Mr. Chairman, my amendment provides for a statutory draft exemption for
police officers and firemen and trainees
for these positions.
The text of my amendment follows:
Page 4, between lines 4 and 5 insert the
following:
"(IT) Section 6(f) is amended by inserting

'< 1) •

immediately before 'The

Vice President' and by adding at the end

Amendment, Green v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474,
492 (1959) (emphasis added), as well as the

thereof the following new paragraph:
"' (2) Police officers and firemen of the

Tllirteenth Amendment's right to be tree

States, t-erritories, possessions, and the
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District of Columbia, and the subdivisions of the States, shall, while employed
in such positions on a regular full-time
basis, or while pursuing -a course of education or training in law enforcement or
firefighting conducted by the United
States or by a State, territory, possession,
or the District of Columbia, or a subdivision of a State, be deferred from training
and service under this title in the Armed
Forces of the United States.' "
Last year, Mr. Chairman, the President
of the United States, under power vested
in him, ended all occupational deferments as part of his commendable effort to make the selective service process
a more equitable one.
While I am in full agreement with the
basic premise behind this move, there is
one instance in which I believe it is selfdefeating from a national defense standpoint to refuse deferments on an occupational basis. I am referring to selective
service policies affecting the police officers and firemen who make up our first
line of defense against crime, natural disaster, domestic violence, and other disruptions at home.
Mr. Chairman, I am not a newcomer
to this issue. Spurred on by knowledge of
recruitment and force-level problems of
several police and fire departments across
the Nation, I have sought through legislation and through administrative channels to reverse the policy against granting a draft deferment to policemen and
firemen. I am offering this amendment
because I think the House should have an
opportunity to consider and to act on this
single area where our priorities for defense internationally and domestically
collide head -on.
Police and firemen are different than
any other occupational category in their
entitlement to deferments. Unlike persons with sensitive or vital technical
skills and others who have sought categorical deferment in the past, these men
face dangers and conditions that are
quite similar to those faced by men in
the Armed Forces. I do not have to point
to statistics of police and firemen killed
or injured in the line of duty to make the
point that there is a great deal and a
great danger of personal sacrifice involved in crime fighting and firefighting.
The fact is that the rate of domestic
crime, bombings, and other disruptions
and threats to the safety of our citizenry
is growing faster than the level of real
international threats to our security. Yet,
despite the economic slump we are facing, many police and fire bureaus across
the country are still unable to maintain
force levels adequate to do their jobs.
The problem is particularly acute for
small police forces, but is also chronic
with many medium- and large-sized
cities.
The idea behind this amendment is

tions would not be a comfortable haven
from violence or from service in the
Armed Forces.
The problem this amendment seeks to
solve is the significant number of men
who are selected for police and fire work,
and who are trained for this work, only
to be taken off the job of domestic defense by the draft. In my home city of
Rocheste1~. N.Y., some of the best young
men who are recruited and trained for
the police department, or as sheriff's
deputies are plucked from their law-enforcement careers by the selective service. This is particularly true for those
who come to these occupations from
schooling beyond high school, whose
draft eligibility falls after the normal
age of prime draft eligibility of 19 to 20
years. In other words, those policemen
and firemen most likely to be drafted
from duty are those who come to these
careers with some advanced schooling.
Those seeking these careers directly out
of high school are usually drafted, if they
are going to be, before they can get into
law enforcement or firefighting jobs. So
that those who are best equipped and
best trained are those most often lost to
the draft.
Another argument that is offered
against granting police and fire deferments is that some of the best police
officers are those who come into police
work from experience in the military. I do
not dispute this, nor do law-enforcement
executives dispute this fact. Military
training and service is very often excellent training and discipline for a career
of service in these domestic fields. But the
plain fact is that not enough veterans
have come forward for these jobs, pollee
bureaus have not always been able to fill
their ranks with enough qualified men
with military backgrounds. They still
must be able to recruit qualified and
highly motivated nonveterans for police
and fire work.
Mr. Chairman, where the alternative
to military service is service in our pollee
and fire bureaus, and in county sheriff's
departments and State police and highway patrols, I feel that national policy
must make this alternative service possible in every case. Under present policy
which refuses police and fire deferments,
we are imposing the judgment that in
every case military service has a higher
priority than the fight against crime and
disaster in our cities and towns. FBI
figures just released last week show that
the crime rate is still climbing many
times faster than our population growth
rate. We need capable people in great
numbers to restore safety and security
to our constituents in their homes and in
the streets of our communities.
Thus, I urge my colleagues to support
my amendment to provide a statutory
draft deferment for those pursuing full-
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gentleman heartily for introducing this
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
amendment offered by my colleague from
New York (Mr. HoRTON) which would
give full-time policemen, firemen, and
men in training for these positions, deferments from the military draft.
This Nation has been faced with a
serious shortage of qualified policemen
and firemen at a time when crime is on
the rapid increase. Moreover, the risk to
life and limb for both policemen and firemen is far greater today than it ever was.
In fact, in the month of February
alone, 17 police officers were killed and
120 were seriously injured in assaults
with weapons. Since July 1, 1970, 68
policemen have sacrificed their lives to
protect our citizens and over 1,200 were
wounded.
In New York City, frankly, there is a
greater percentage of deaths among the
32,000 police officers working there than
among a compaa-able group of 32,000
draftees on the front lines in Southeast
Asia.
This alone would justify the increase;
however, if we are going to fight the war
against crime effectively we will need
qualified men in sufficient numbers.
This very worthwhile amendment will
provide a legitimate aid to police departments in recruiting new officers. At a
time of national concern over the increased amount of crime and the lack of
personal safety, the job of the policeman
and fireman are certainly within the
scope of national defense. And, to be
sure, the risks involved in these jobs are
just as real as those experienced by a
combat soldier.
Our cities have been called the battlegrounds for the urban guerrilla. Let us
help give our police departments the men
and wherewithal to fight that menace to
our very society that attacks from withinMr. GUDE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HORTON. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. GUDE. Mr. Chairman, I commend
the gentleman for his amendment to exempt policemen and firemen from the
draft, 'a nd I urge that it be adopted.
I believe the exemption could serve as
an aid to recruitment of personnel for
two of the community's most important
and most diangerous jobs. Our police and
firemen are on the front lines every day,
protecting people and property from injury and destruction. I think it is fair
that suoh a vital and hazardous duty
should qualify as a legitimate substitute
for service in the Armed Forces.
A.n adeqt.JJa.Jte level of police and fire
protection is essential to the security of
the community and the reduction of
crime. The achievement of the full authorized strength of Washington's police

not to provide a draft deferment so that time work or training in the law-en- force has contributed greatly to slowing

young men will flock into our Nation's
police and fire bureaus as havens from
the draft. On the contrary, most police
forces and many fire bureaus maintain
very high physical and moral standards
for applicants. This factor, in addition to
the rigors and risks involved in police and
fire work would mean that the~e occupa-

forcement and firefighting fields.
the :rate of crime. But the process of reMr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, will the cruiting the needed manpower has been
gentleman yield?
costly and slow. The amendment of the
Mr. HORTON. I yield to the gentleman gentleman from New York is an equitable
from New York.
and effective means of speeding up the
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, I thank recruitment process and meeting an urmy colleague, the gentleman from New gent national need.
York, for yielding, and I commend the
Mr. HORTON. I thank the gentleman.
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Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, my
amendment would add new language to
section _lO(b) (3) of the Military Selective Service Act to extend to every registrant under the act the right to legal
counsel.
The effect of the amendment would be
to insure that every young man classified or processed under the aet would
have the right to be accompanied by a
lawyer before his local board and at
every stage of any appeal proceedings
therefrom. In addition, the amendment
would require the Selective Service System to inform every person required to
register under the act of his right to
counsel at each stage of his processingat the time of his registration, at the
time he is classified or reclassified, and
at the time he is inducted. Upon request
by the registrant or his attorney, the
looal board would be required rto furnish
in Writing, at least five days before the
persanal appearance_of the registrant before the board, the reasons why his requested classification ha4 _b een rejected:
Essentially, this amendment incorporates the language of a bill I sponsored
last year with the distinguished gentleman from Texas (Mr. ECKHARDT) and a
number of our colleagues. In my judgment, one orf the most serious fiaws in
our current draft system is the lack of
assurance that registrants will be informed of their rights, and that they will
have sufficieillt informaJtion to exercise
them. Because of the lack of legal sophistication of many draftees, they may be
unaware of the appeal processes which
are open to them. Even if they are informed of those rights, they may be unable to argue their own cases successfully
before the board because they have insufficient knowledge of precedents and
other factors which might influence the
board's decision. Availability of legal
counsel during proceedings before the
board, and the possibility of being represented by counsel before the board, would
do much to improve the registrant's
status.
It is true that, as the Selective Service
System pointed out in comments on our
bill (H.R. 11934) last year, the functions
fiiiiDled by local and appeal boards are
essentially administrative ones. The Se-

principles of due process should be applied even during administrative proceedings, especially when a young man's
future, or even his li'fe, may be at stake.
Knowledge of one's standing before the
decisiomnaking body, knowledge of one's
rights, and the right to counsel are elements inherent in due process. They
should, therefore, be available to registrants under our Selective Service System.
The legal and administrative definitions which now surround the questions
of the draft, conscientious objection,
medical qualification, and academic
standing have become so complicated
that no layman could hope to keep track
of all the factors involved. Legal counsel
must be available to registrants if the
basic requirements of due process are to
be met, and I, therefore, urge the adop·
tion of my amendment.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr.
CAREY). The gentleman from Louisiana is
recognized.
Mr. HEBERT. I must say that I do
agree with the gentleman. This is a very
simple amendment. It would simply foul
the whole thing up. The Selective Service Administration, Dr. Tarr, and everyone who administers the act, in talking
this over, have said that it would be
absolutely impossible to administer the
act under the conditions proposed. It
would make an adversary proceeding
out of the entire system. It' would be a
judicial procedure instead of an administr,a tive procedure. There wa.s
testimony before the committee on the
subject and the committee rejected the
amendment.
Mr. WOLFF. Mr. ·Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. HEBERT. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. WOLFF. Before every board of
the Federal Government a man is permitted to appear with counsel. Why is it
that the Selecti!Ve Service Board is excepted from this type of procedure?
Mr. HEBERT. Under the Selective
Service System an individual has the
right to demand his personal appearance
before the Board. This is not an adversary proceeding. It is an administrative proceeding. ·rn the event the registrant does not get the action for which
he pleads, he then can certainly have
the advice of counsel filed by himself
on his own volition. So he is not denied
the right of adVice.
-But the presence of counsel would
make this an adversary prQCedure, a
judicial procedure, impossible to administer in accordance With the Selective Servioe Act. I am following exactly
what we have been told in connection
with this subject.
So, Mr. Chairman, I oppose the

lective , Service System, therefore, felt

amendment and ask for a vote.

that the right to counsel, which would be
appropriate in judicial or quasi-judicial

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The
question is on the amendment offered by

"Any person who has any claim or quesMr. LEGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
tion with respect to his registration, examin opposition to the amendment.
ination, classification, selection, assignment,
~ Mr. Chairman, I think that the points
induction under this Act shall be entitled
of the gentleman from New York in or
to retain and to be accompanied, represented,
support of deferment for some policemen and advised by counsel before Jthe local board
and firemen are perhaps well taken, but or separate panel thereof and at every stage
I think we are forgetting the discretion of the appeal proceedings therefrom. Every
that the President of the United States person who 1S required to register under this
Act shall be informed of his right .t o counsel
currently has with regard to this.
The present law, which we are not af- at the time of his registllaltion, at the time
he is classi:fl.ed or reclassified, and at the time
fecting by this legislation, provides:
he is inducted. Upon request by the regis-

The President is authorized, under such
rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to
provide for the deferment from training and
service in the Armed Forces of any or all
categories of persons whose employment in
industry, agriculture, or other occupations
or employment, or whose continued service
1n an OfHce (other than an OfHce described
1n subsection (f)) under the United States
or any State, territory, or possession, or the
District of Columbia, or whose activity in
graduate study, research, or medical, dental,
veterinary, optometric, osteopathic, scientific,
pharmaceutical, chiropractic, chiropodical,
or other endeavors is found to be necessary
to the maintenance of the national health,
safety, or interest.

So the President of the United States
currently has this power.
If you will recall, the President in a
speech last year and in a speech the
year before last, said that these deferments for occupational reasons harl been
grossly overworked. He said that what
we need is to move to zero draft calls,
but that in the meantime we need to
equitablize the law as it now stands.
The President has instructed the Selective Service director to move away
from allowing all of these occupational
deferments. That is exactly what they
are doing now, within the discreti'on of
the President.
If we move ahead with legislation to
limit that discretion, I think we are going to be creating new additional loopholes that perhaps may be helping New
York City and a few other cities from
time to time, but we are not going to
do anything in the national interest and
we are going to be confounding this bill.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, w1ll the
gentleman yield?
Mr. LEGGETT. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. PIKE. I would simply say that
I would have a little difficulty in explain·
ing this particular amendment in m;y
hometown. The firemen in my hometown
happen to be volunteer firemen and not
full-time firemen. They are only firemen
when there is a fire. To say that they
are not exempt, but that full-.time firemen are exempt would not go very well
where I live. So I Would have to oppose
this for that reason, even if I did not
agree with all of the other reasons.
Mr. LEGGETT. I thank the gentleman
for his remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York <Mr. HORTON).
The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. WOLIT

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, I offer an

amendment.
Tlte Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. WoLFF: On page

10, line 13, after "registrant." insert the fol-

lowing new language:
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trant or his attorney, the local board sha'll
furnish in writing, .art; least five days prior to
the personal appearance of the registrant before the local !board, the reasons why his
requested classification has been rejected."

proceedings, would not be appropriate

the gentleman from New York

during the classification and appeal process. However, it seems to me that the

WoLFF).

The amendment was rejected.

( Mr.

.

'
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AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. FRASER

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I offer

an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. FRASER

On page 1, between lines 7 and 8 insert
the following:
" ( 2) Section 4 (a) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
" 'Except as may hereafter be authorized
by law, no person who is inducted after December 31, 1971, for training and service under this title may be required to serve on
duty in Indochina. Any change in any regulations or policies relating to military personnel which would have the effect of extending the tour of duty in Indochina o:t
any person (without the express consent oi
that person to such extension) who was inducted before January 1, 1972, for training
and service is prohibited.
"'The aggregate number of calls for induction which may be made pursuant to section 5 of this title during calen<la.r year 1971
such calls which were made in calendar year
1970.',

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment is offered by me and anumber of others who have indicated an intention or desire to cosponsor it. They
inclu'de:
CHARLES A. MOSHER, Ohio.
F'. BRADFORD MORSE, Massachusetts.
.ABNER J. MIKVA, Illinois.
DoNALD M. FRASER, Minnesota.
KEN HECHLER, West Virginia.
DoN EDWARDS, California.
PHILLIP BURTON, Caltforni'a.
HERMAN BADILLO, New York.
CHARLES VANIK, Ohio.
SAM GIBBONS, Florida.
WILLIAM (BILL) CLAY, Missouri.
WILLIAM R. ANDERSON, Tennessee.
FRANK THOMPSON, JR., New Jersey.
WILLIAM D. FoRD, Michigan.
JAMES H. SCHEUER, New York.
PATSY MINK, Hawaii.
THOMAS M. REES, California.
AL ULLMAN, Oregon.
JOHN CONYERS, JR., Michiglan.
MARGARET M. HECKLER, Massachusetts.
EDITH GREEN, Oregon.
GILBERT GUDE, Maryland.
JEROME P. WALDIE, California.
LESTER L. WOLFF, New York.
JoNATHAN B. BINGHAM, New York.
HENRY HELSTOSKI, New Jersey.
BENJAMIN s. RosENTHAL, New York.
WILLIAM F. RYAN, New York.
EDWARD P. BoLAND, Ma.ssachusett:.s.
MICHAEL HARRINGTON, Massachusetts.
SEYMOUR HALPERN, New York.
What does this amendment do? What
it does is to end mandatory service in
IndOOhina by persons inducted a!ter the
end of :his year. It says that person.s inducted after December 31, 1971, oannot
be required to serve in Indoohina.
In order to protect against any evasion
of this limitation, we are providing that

the Pentagon may not issue more calls
in 1971 than they did in 1970, so that
they cannot balloon the manpower requirements between now and the end of
this year.
It also provides that there cannot be
any changes in existing regulations governing tours of quty which have thee!-

feet of involuntarily requiring extension
of service in Vietnam so as to throw the
burden on those already serving.
What is the effect of this amendment?
I think that it should be considered a
tapering-off amendment. The manpower in Vietnam for 1971 has already been
drafted and has been trained. The manpower that will serve in Vietnam in 1972
has been almost all drafted and is in the
process of being trained, because there
is about a 6-month leadtime between
the time of induction and the time of
service. So when we say people drafted
after December 1971, of this year may
not be required to serve in Vietnam, we
are talking about manpower that would
be serving the latter part of 1972 and
into 19'73.
Note that we are talking about a requirement CYf service in Indochina. We
are not prohibiting persons who enlist
from serving in Vietnam, nor persons
who are drafted from serving in Vietnam
if they are agreeable to it, even if they are
drafted after the end of this year, and we
are not disturbing the draft itself. The
draft will continue unimpeded to provide
manpower for Europe and for the rest of
the military force structure of the United
States, and even for Vietnam if we are
still there--and I surely hope we are notbut at least it will say that draftees need
not serve in Vietnam if they are drafteQ
after the first of the year. The man must
consent. It must be a voluntary agreement to serve there.
We have 306,500 men in Vietnam now.
The President has projected by May 1
of this year it will be down to 284,000.
We are probably going to hear next week,
on April 7, the Presidential announcement that the rate of withdrawal from
Vietnam will go to at least 15,000 a
month. What that means is that by January 1 of next year, we will be down to
164,000 men, and if they continue at the
same rate by the end of next year we
will be down to 14,000 men in Vietnam.
The fact of the matter is that if the
President decides to get out of Vietnam
in 1972, we really do not need to send
over any replacements at all. All we have
to do, as the tours of duty come to completion, is to bring the men back home,
and there is a gradual tapering down of
the manpower requirements, so that by
the end of 1972, we will be out of Vietnam. So the practical effect of this
amendment is very small indeed.
What it will do is act as a signal for
the administration that we are determined to disengage from Vietnam. But
it also leaves the draft inltact to service
the other force level requirements of the
u.s. military.
We need to bring an end to this cruel
choice we have put upon the young people of this country. They really believe
this war is wrong. They believe it is
immoral. Now, under the Supreme Court
decisicm, we have said, "If you do DOlt
believe that all wars are wrong or that
you are not prepared to fight in any war,
then you either go to Vietnam or you go
to jail or you go to Canada or you go
into hiding.''
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pro tempore <Mr.

The CHAIRMAN
CAREY of New York). The time of the
gentleman from Minnesota has expired.
<On request of Mr. PIKE, and by unanimous consent, Mr. FRAsER was allowed to
proceed for 2 additional minutes.)
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chfairman, if my
amendment is accepted the draft will
continue as is for 9 months and then,
and only then, will we say to those inducted afiter that time they no longer
may be compelled to go into the Indochina theater.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield for a question? ·
Mr. FRASER. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman from New York.
Mr. PIKE. I believe I would personally
support the amendment, and I guarantee
I am not speaking for the committee, but
I should like to ask a question.
Would it prevent a draftee from being
sent to Korea? That is question No. 1.
Mr. FRASER. It would not.
Mr. PIKE. What would then prevent
our sending a whole battalion of draftees
to Korea and then transfering the battalion alreatiy in Korea to Vietnam.
Mr. FRASER. There would be no reason why that could not be done, nor
would there be any reason why we could
not send draftees to Europe and bring
contingents from Europe, if we are still
in Indochina, to serve in Indochina.
What we are doing is saying that from
the end of this year on no young person
can be compelled to go to Indochina
against his choice. We are saying to the
administration, "Wind down this war."
This gives them all the latitude they need.
At least we would bring an end to the
way we seem to have of devouring our
young with unconscionable choices,
which is wreaking havoc with the young
people of America.
I urge support of this amendment.
Mr. H:d:BERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
I shall not use the entire time. I suggest in this particular instance, while
I respect the presentation of the gentleman from Michigan and his objectivity,
this statement that this would have no
particular damage I cannot accept as
being accurate. I use as the authority
for making that statement the statement
by the military themselves.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff came before
our committee. This very subject was
discussed. It was discussed with the gentlemen in charge of that responsibility
in the military, and they were asked
specifically the question on the amendment the gentleman from Minnesota offered, and they said they could not live
with it, that it would destroy our ability
to meet our commitment in Indo-China.
Therefore, I certainly do oppose the
amendment and very vigorously, because
I rely on the expertise of those in charge

of that responsibility.
I ask for a vote.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in

support of the amendment.
I am very pleased to join my colleague
from Minnesota <Mr. FRAsER) 1n presenting this amendment to the House. I have
long advocated that draftees, who do not
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consent, not be requi:red to serve in the
undeclared war in Southeast Asia.
Draftees have borne a disproportionate
burden in that war.
In 1969. when the 1969 amendments
to the Military Selective Service Act of
1967 were before the House, I offered a
similar amendment.
I testified before the Armed Services
Committee this year in support of legislation which I have introduced which
would prevent the sending of nonoonsenting draftees to Vietnam <H.R. 1564).
I do not believe that a draftee should be
sent to risk his life in the Vietnam war
as long as Congress has not declared
war.
It is clear-in cold, hard statistical
terms--that draftees have borne an undue burden in this trnglc, undeclared
war. As I said when I appeared before the
House Armed Services Committee this
year:

Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of this
amendment, directing that draftees inducted after December 31 of this year
wilJ not be required to serve in Indochina.
The amendment has been offered by
Members from both sides of the aisle as
a reasonable means to encourage the
winding down of the war. Its effect would
be to limit American involvement in Indochina to a level than can be sustained
by volunteers.
Steady progress has been made by the
Nixon administration in reducing the
combat role of American servicemen in
Indochina. I believe that Congress, with
the power to raise and support armies,
should accelerate the achievement of this
policy. The amendment would not accomplish complete withdrawal of American forces by the end of this year, a
policy many of us favor, but it would
bring us closer to that goal. Adoption of
the amendment could improve the mor(T) hrough March, 1970, 13,097 draftees ale of both volunteers and draftees in
had been kllled in Vietnam as a result of the Armed Forces, and would demonenemy action. Another 1,545 had died from strate to a war-weary people that we
other causes. An Army study . . . showed hear what they are saying.
that, for the course of the war, for an Army
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise to opdraftee, the chance of being k1lled was 2.44 pose the amendment.
percent, and the chance of being wounded
I am certainly very interested in endwas 10.54 percent--or a total of 12.98 percent.
For a nondraiftee enUsted man, the chance ing this war rapidly, and I frankly think
of being k:llled was 1.58 percent and of be- everyone in this body feels the same way
ing wounded 6.84 percent, or a. total of 8.42 about it, but I do not believe that the aupercent. Thus, a draftee has about a 54 thor of this amendment has thought
percent greater chance of being killed or about the problem involved in having
WIOUild~d than did his Regular Army countertwo classes of soldiers. I think that such
part. (Hearings, p. 679.)
a situation would only make it more
The glaring fact is that draftees have difficult to stop the wa.r in an honorable
borne a very major-and disproportion- matter.
ate-burden of this war.
I have been trying to envision what it
And it is clear that this should not be would be like to have one type of soldier
so. As I said on October 30, 1969, when that could go to Vietnam and another
I offered an amendment similar to the type that could not go to Vietnam. I
one being offered today-which was at think it would open up a Pandora's box
that time ruled nongermane:
and defeat the very purpose we are tryThe Constitution states that Congress ing to accomplish here.
alone has the power to declare war. Young
I do not question the sincerity of this
men being drafted today theoretically are amendment. It sounds very good on the
being called to serve in peacetime, because surface, but I am satisfied that it would
there has been no declaration of war, but
peacetime does not exist. So young men are not work. I, for one, trust in the sincerity
being drafted and sent to risk their lives in of the President and our Chiefs of Staff
Vietnam in a military action which is un- in wanting to get this war over with as
declared by the Congress.
fast as they can. They are today doing a
job that three years ago would have
And that war still has not been de- seemed
impossible. I am proud of the
clared, yet the killing and destruction
job that is being done by them. I want to
still go on.
Although this amendment will not encourage them. I do not want by any
bring the war to an end, it will hasten vote or action of mine to place any imthat day. As has been pointed out, au- pediment in the way of this progress.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the
thority will still continue until December
31 to use inductees in Vietnam. And gentleman yield?
Mr. BRAY. Yes. I yield to the gentlevolunteers will not be exempt from servman.
ice there.
Mr. BINGHAM. I thank the gentleI would prefer to end the assignment
of draftees immediately. But I hope the man.
With regard to the practicality of adHouse will support this amendment so
that young men will no longer be drafted ministering this amendment, is it not
to fight against their will in a war which true under the procedures followed in
the armed services today that there are
this country now has repudiated.
Of course, the only answer to the certain categories of personnel who are
not sent Vietnam? I have reference to
agony is to end the war.
those who are the surviving sons of a
Mr. GUDE. Mr. Chairman, will the family who have other brothers who were

gentleman yield?

Mr. RYAN. I am happy to yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. GUDE. I thank the gentleman for

yielding.

killed in Vietnam. Does not that proce-

dure indicate that it would be practical
to make distinctions of this kind?
Mr. BRAY. That is the situation, and

many times it has been necessary to call
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the attention of the commander in
charge to that fact.
I have written quite a few letters,
touching upon this subject advising the
serviceman as to his rights, but this
regulation involves but few and doesn't
present the problem that they amended
would present.
Mr. Chairman, I am not questioning
the sincerity of the people supporting
this amendment. I am saying it will not
work and I can see nothing it would gain.
Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I support the amendment to restrict the use of troops in
Vietnam.
Mr. Chairman, the continuation of the
draft is under serious attack today because of our Vietnam involvement. The
continuation of the 'd raft is under serious attack, because a diSIPI"oportionately large number on the draftees became
casualties in Vietnam. The fact of the
matter is that the draft produces 14
percent of the manpower in Southeast
Asia while draftees constituted 33 percent of the casualties in Vietnam.
It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that
whatever remains to te done in Vietnam
should be and could be better done with
our better trained· professionals.
Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Chairman, will my
distinguished colleague yield to me at
that point?
Mr. VANIK. I am happy to yield to my
colleague from Ohio.
Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Chairman, this is
the first public speech that I have made
before the House except to acknowledge
that I was here. I do it with trepidation.
I do it with just a little bit of apprehension.
Mr. Chairman, l was one who was described as a hawk for a long time.
Last night in my office I got a call from
a family which had lost a boy in Vietnam. Since I have been here in the Congress, since last November 16, this has
happened on four separate occasions. It
just so happens that everyone of the four
from my district who called me happened
to be personal friends. '
I stated before that I was a former
hawk, but the one tragic -thing about this
war is that we have not leveled with the
American people. Why, I do not know.
I do not know why America is involved
in Vietnam. They tell me and from what
I read in the papers that we are in Viet- ·
nam to guarantee the South Vietnamese
people the right to vote and the right of
self-determination. Still, Mr. Chairman,
there are people who feel that the American Negroes and the American Indians
do not have the right to vote and do not
have -self-determination.
If we are for freedom for these people,
let us be for freedom for our own people.
If there is something behind this thing,
we should tell the American people. This
is not a declared wa.r.
I happen to remember the patriotism
of pre-World War II. I was one who tried
to enlist but was turned down because of
physical disability. Six of my brothers
served in World War II. I have one
brother who is and has been in a vet-

erans' hospital since World Warn.
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Mr. Chairman, the Carneys do not take
a back seat to anyone when it comes to
patriotism.
This war ts useless. The people of
America want a change.
I voted yesterday in the Democratic
caucus against setting a specific date for
ending our involvement in Vietnam. I
must admit that I am a little mixed up,
and I think there are a lot of Members
who are mixed up. However, the only way
we can get out of Southeast Asia is either
to declare war, so that everyone goes, and
get it over with, or else get out without
delay. This is the only way to do it.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to vote for
this amendment.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words, and I rise in support of the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Minnesota (Mr. FRASER).
Mr. Chairman, I have been listening
carefully to the debate for the past 2
days, although I have not actively participated in any of the debate here because I had reached that point where I
really did not feel that it was anything
but utter futility in terms of the fact that
over 73 percent of the American people
are asking their Representatives, the persons who vote their hopes and aspirations, to do something about the deescalation of the war in Vietnam that has
drained us of the cream of the crop of
our young men in this Nation.
I stand before you this afternoon to
ask you to really support this amendment that has been offered by the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FRASER)
because I am one of the few persons I
believe who, as a Member of the House
of Representatives, can truly speak in
behalf of many of the mothers and many
of the women in this country who are
continually calling me and talking to me
aJbout what can we do about the war?
What can we do to make the Members
take another good look at this war? What
can we do to infiuence men and women
toward this end?
I have to tell them that, after all,
there are only a few women Members
in the U.S. Congress, and .t hat as they
know most gentlemen do not really believe that women have anything to say
as to what to do a:bout war.
But I believe that the time has come
that we have got to recognize that we
have right now in the United States of
America the greatest upheaval, confusion, and misdirection in terms of how
we are leading the American people that
has ·ever occurred in this country. We
have come to that point in our society
when people are not speaking with people, when the young are going against
the old, when parents are not speaking
with their children, when the blacks are

against the whites, and when everyone
is just completely confused. I think that
those of us who have been elected to the
highest offices in this land have the responsibility to say, "Yes, it is true that,
although this is the greatest nation that
possibly has ever matured on earth, we
must get out of this war in Vietnam." If
we do not, I think we must forever realize,

as the gentleman said, that we are opening a Pandora's box.
I think that in the history of this
country we have seen that for the most
part the young men of this country have
never refused to commit themselves to
the defense of this land, but they are
now saying that this is an unjust war.
This is a war that has never been declared officially by the body designated
to do so by the Constitution. It is not because our young people are being unfaithful and are not relating to or coming out in support of their country. I
know that when the time comes that it is
desirable and necessary to do so, and this
has been indicated all over America, that
the young people of this country love this
country and will defend it. But this is a
war now that has actually at this point
caused the steady decline and deterioration of this country.
I beg of you to please support the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Minnesota <Mr. FRASER) because I
at least feel that it will bring some kind
of peace and tranquility and hope to the
mothers of America who do not know
where to turn.
The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr.
CAREY). The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Minnesota (Mr. FRASER).
The question was taken, and the
Chairman pro tempore announced that
the noes appeared to have it.
l'ELLER VOTE WTrH CLERKS

Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers. ,
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I demand
tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and
the Chairman appointed as tellers
Messrs. FRASER, HEBERT, BRAY, and BENNETT.
The Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair votes
"aye" and sends his ballot to the tellers
to be counted.
The tellers reported that there were-ayes 122, noes 260, not voting 50, as follows:
[Recorded Teller Vote No. 42]
AYES-122
Diggs
Hungat e
Abourezk
Abzug
Donohue
Jacobs
Addabbo
Dow
Karth
Alexander
Drinlan
Kastenmeier
Anderson,
Edwards, Calif. Kluczynski
calif.
Eilberg
• Leggett
Anderson,
Esch
Lent
Tenn.
F-ascell
Link
Asp in
Ford,
McCloskey
Badillo
William D .
McDolW.ld,
Begich
Fraser
Mich.
Bergland
Fulton, Pa.
Mailllard
Biester
Fulton, Tenn. Mathis, Ga.
B in gham
Gaydos
Matsunaga
Blatnik
Gibbons
Mazzoli
Brasco
Grasso
Mik.va
Brown, Mich.
Green, Oreg.
Minish
Grover
Mink
Burke, Mass.
Burton
Gude
Mitchell
Carey, N.Y.
HaJ.pern
Moorhead
Carney
Hanna
Morse
Ha.rrington
Mosher
0e'l1er
Chisholm
Harvey
Moss
Conyers
Hathaway
Nedzi
Cotter ·
Hawkins
Nix
Hechler, W.Va. Obey
Coughlin
Heckler, Mass. O'Konski _
Culver
Danielson
Helstoski
O 'Neill
Hicks, Wash.
Patten
deLaGarm
Dellums
Howard
Perkins

Roy
Roybal
Ryan
Sa rbanes
Scheuer
Seiberling
Smit h , Iowa
Snyder
S tanton,
J. William
Stanton,
JamesV.
Stokes
NOES-260
Abbitt
Forsythe
Abernethy
Founrtain
Albert
Frelinghuy sen
Anderson, ill. FreD2lel
Andrews, Ala. Frey
Andrews,
Fuqua
N . Dak.
Galifianakis
Arununzio
Gallagher
Archer
Garmatz
Ashbrook
Goldwater
Aspinall
GonooJez
Baker
Goodling
Baring
Griffin
Barrett
Griftlths
Belcher
Gross
Bell
Gubser
B ennett
Hagan
Betts
Haley
Bevill
Hall
Biaggi
Hamilton
Blackburn
HammerBlanton
schmidt
Boland
Hanley
Bolling
Hansen, Idaho
Brademas
Hansen, Wash.
Bray
Hastings
Brinkley
Hays
Broomfield
Hebert
Brot zman
Henderson
Bl'own, Ohio
Hicks, Mass.
Broyhill, N.C. Hillis
Broyhill, Va.
Hogan.
Buchanan
Holifield
Burke, Fla.
Horton
Burleson,. Tex. Hosmer
Burlison, Mo. Hull
Byrne, Pa..
Hunt
Byron
Hutchinson
Cabetl
!chord
Caffery
Johnson, Calif.
Camp
.Tonas
Carter
Jones, N.C.
Casey, Tex.
Jones, Tenn.
Cederberg
Kazen
Chappell
Keating
Clancy
Kee
Clark
Keith
Cla usen,
Kemp
Don H.
King
Cla wson, Del
Kuykendall
Cle veland.
Kya
Collier
Kyros
Collins, Tex.
Landgrebe
Cona ble
Latta
Conte
Lennon
Corman
Lloyd
Crane
Long, Md.
Daniel, Va.
Lujan
Daniels, N.J.
McClory
Davis, Ga.
McCollister
Davis, Wis.
McCormack
D =laney
McDade
Dellenback
McEwen
Denholm
McFall
Dennis
McKay
Derwinski
McKevitt
Devilre
McKinney
Dickinson
McMillan
Dingell
Macdonald ,
Dom
Mass.
Dowdy
Mahon
Pike
Podell
Preyer, N.C.
Pryor, Ark.
Pucinski
Quie
R ees
Reid, N.Y.
Reuss
Riegle
R oncalio
R::>senrthal
R ::>ush

~wn1ng

Dulski
Duncan
duPont

Stuckey
Thompson, N .J .
Tiernan
U dall
Ullman
Vander Jagt
Vanik
Vigorito
Waldie
Whalen
Wydler
Yates

Nelsen
Nichols
O'Hara
Passman
Patman
Pelly
Pepper
Pett is
Peyser
Pickle
Pirnie
Poff
Powell
Price, Ill.
Purcell
Quillen
Railsback
Rarick
Reid, Ill.
Rhodes
Roberts
Robinson , Va.
Robison, N.Y.
Roe
Rogers
Rooney, N .Y.
Rooney, Pa.
Rostenkowski
Rousselot
RUDIIlels
Ruth
Satterfield
Saylor
Scherle
Schmitz
Schneebeli
Schwengel
Sebelius
Shoup
Shriver
Sikes
Sisk
Sla.ck
Smith, Celif.
Smith, N.Y.
Spence
Springer
Steed
Steele
Steiger, Ariz.
Steiger, W is .
Stephens
Stratton
Stubblefield
Symington
Talcott
Taylor
Teague, Cal if .
Teague, Tex.
Thompson, Ga .
Thomson, Wis.
Thone
Van Deerlin
Veysey
Waggon.ner
Wampler
Ware
Watts
Whalley
White
Whitehurst
Mann
Whitten
Martin
Wiggins
Mathias, Calif. Williams
Mayne
Wilson, Bob

Dwyer

Melcher

Edmondson
Edwards, Ala.
Ertlenborn

Michel

Miller, Cali!.

Winn

Esblellla.ll.

Miills

Evans, Colo.
Findley
Fish
Fisher
Flood
Flowers
Flynt
Foley
Ford, Gerald R.

Minshall
Mizell
Mollohan
Mon.ags.n
Montgomery
Morgan
Murphy, N.Y.
Myers
Natcher

Wylie
Wyman

Miller, Ohio

Wilson,

Charles H .
Wright
Yatron
Young, Fla.
Young, Tex.
Zablocki
Zion
Zwach
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NOT VOTING-50
Adams
Giaimo
Price, Tex.
Arends
Gray
Ra.ndall
Asb:ley
Green, Pa.
Rangel
Boggs
Harsha
Rod'ino
Bow
Jarman
Ruppe
Brooks
Johnson, Pa. StGermain
Byrnes, Wis. Jones, Ala.
Sandman
Chamberlain Koch
Scott
Clay
La;ndTu.m.
Shipley
Collins, Ill.
Long, La.
Skubitz
Colmer
McClure
Stafford
Corbett
McCulloch
Staggers
Dent
Madden
Sulliva.n
Eckhardt
Meeds
Terry
Widnall
Edwards, La. Metcalfe
Evins, Tenn. Murphy, lll.
Wolff
Gettys
Poage
Wyatt
So the amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BROYHU.L OF
NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. BROYHn..L of
North Carolina: On page 6, after line 4, insert the following:
"(16) Section 6(o) is amended to read:
'Except durtng the period of a war or a national emergency declared by Congress, no
person may be inducted for training and service under this title unless he volunteers tor
such induction" •( 1) if the father or a brother or a sister
of such person was killed in action or died
in line of duty while serv'ing in the armed
forces of the United States or subsequently
died or is totally disable as a result of injuries received or disease incurred during
such service, or
" • (2) durtng any period of time in which
the father or a brother or a sister of such
person is in a captured or missing status as a
result of such service.' "
Mr. BROYHll.rL of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment to
prohibit the induction of any person if a
member of his immediate family has
died or is totally disabled or is captured
or missing in action, as a result of military service.
This amendment would expand the
present draft exemption for sole-surviving sons, who are defined by law as the
only remaining sons in families which
have lost members in military service.
Under my proposal, any son who has lost
a father, brother, or sister in military
service, as a result of service-connected
causes, would be exempt from involuntary induction. He would not have to be
the only remaining son in the family to
have this exemption.
I know that all of the Members in
'this House have been personally acquainted with many families who have
suffered the loss of a son or father in
Vietnam. There is no way the Government can adequately compensate any
family for such a sacrifice. But it is my
sincere feeling that we should not ask a
family to undergo the possibility that
such a tragedy may occur more than
once. I do not think we can say that the
loss of a son is less because there are
others remaining in the family. This, in
effect, is what we are saying in the solesurviving son exemption.
At the present time, the Department
of Defense has a regulation which provides that a serviceman may, upon his
request, be deferred from combat duty if
there has been a death in his immediate
family resulting from service in Vietnam.
However, this policy is not written into

the law, and it is more limited in scope
than my proposal. This amendment
would entirely exempt such young men
from any involuntary military service
and would include those who have lost
fathers in World War n or Korea, as
well.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina.
I am delighted to yield to the minority
leader.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Would the
gentleman compare the existing regulation with the intent of his particular
amendment?
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina.
The existing regulation says that a serviceman, when he is in the service, who
has been inducted involuntarily, may be
deferred from service in Vietnam if he
so requests and some member of his family has died as a result of service. MY
amendment would say that that person
would not be subject to involuntary induction whatsoever. Unless he volunteered for service he would not be required to serve.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
<Bv unanimous consent. Mr. HAYS was
allowed to speak out of order.)
A QUOTATION FROM CONGRESSMAN RIEGLE
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, !believe the
Members will be interested in this. I have
in my hands a thermofax from the Harvard Law Record of March 18 in which
one of our colleagues, the gentleman
from Michigan, <Mr. RIEGLE), is quoted
as saying most Congressmen are dumb
and uninformed.
Now, there is a picture of Mr. RIEGLE
here, and also one of Gloria Steinem, and
I am glad they have them labeled, because otherwise I could not tell one from
the other, from the hair.
RIEGLE says:
To top it off, most Congressmen aren't
very smart but this fact merely means that
incumbents are easy to defeat with an aggressive candidate.
He goes on to say that he did it at a
cost of only $85,000.
I am going to introduce a bill next
week, probably on Tuesday, which will
cut him down by $50,000 or so on the top
limits.
I do not have to defend this body. I
have been here a long time, and I have
been all over the world before I came
here and since I have been here, and I
have met kings, queens, prime ministers,
generals, privates, authors, actors, farmers, merchants, and any other occupation
you care to mention, and some of the
smartest people I have ever met are right
in this Chamber.
I believe it might be interesting to note
that in the 22 years and some months I
have been here the only Member I have
ever seen referred to in Time magazine
as a "potato head" was the gentleman
from Michigan <Mr. RIEGLE) .
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment.
I certainly do understand and commend the gentleman for offering this
amendment, ·because it is a most compassionate one in which I share. I have
a very personal reason for saying I share
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it, because during World War II it was
my privilege to be the individual . who
initiated the policy of not drafting or
taking into the service a sole surviving
son.
However, we must recognize the fact
that the duty is not of a family to the
nation for its defense and security, but
the duty is that of the individual.
While I commend the gentleman and
share his compassionate attitude, we simply could not accept that amendment at
this time because of the effect it would
have and the unwieldyness of making
these determinations. Therefore I oppose
the amendment and ask for a vote.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I support the ame111dment because apparently, unlike anumber of Members in this body, I have had
parents come to me to ask that something be done oo prevent them from being
in the position of losing another son in
the service in the war in Viemam.
I want to ask the distinguished chairman of the committee a question since
he introduced the sole surviving son provision earlier. Does not the same logic
apply Ito the sole surviving amendment
as would apply to this amendment?
Mr. HEBERT. No; because in this particular instance you could have a family
of six or seven. For example, if he is in
line of duty and is riding in an automobile and would be killed riding in that
automo·b ile, then they could not take
runybody else in the family. So it does
not apply the same way as a sole surviving son.
I would say what motivated me at that
time was the death of the five Sullivans,
which was a great tragedy where five
brothers all in the same place were lost.
Mr. CONYERS. Perhaps I do not
understand the amendment offered by
the gentlemalll from North Carolina. I
thought his amendment would preclude
other sons from going into service if one
had already been killed in the service of
his country.
Mr. HEBERT. That is what I understand to be true. No. Wait a minute.
Excuse me. I want to get that language
again.
Mr. CONYERS. Would the gentleman
who introduced the amendment clarify
it, please?
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina.
Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CONYERS. Yes. I yield to the
gentleman.
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina. The
amendment says if a person is killed in
action or dies in line of duty.
Mr. HEBER-T. That is it. It could be
an automobile accident while he is riding
from one place to another in line of duty.
Mr. CONYERS. You mean in the service?
Mr. HEBERT. That is correct.
Mr. CONYERS. In other words, the distinguished chairman of the committee is
drawing a distinction on how a serviceman is killed?
Mr. HEBERT. That is correct.
Mr. CONYERS. Do I understand you
to mean that, if he is killed in Vietnam
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by an automobile accident, that is different from being killed in the front lines?
Mr. HEBERT. No. ·The gentleman is
misinterpreting what I said. He could be
killed, according to the language as I
read it, while he is in line of duty going
from the Pentagon or to the Pentagon
in line of duty. Let us say he leaves your
office with a message and drives back to
the Pentagon and is killed on the way
back. Then nobody in his family could
be drafted.
Mr. OONYERS. Would that not suggest, Mr. Chairman, that in the case of a
family which loses a son in the service of
their country that the loss of that life
is just as great to them whether it is lost
at the Pentagon or in the front lines of
Vietnam or Cambodia?
The loss of a life is a loss of a life.
Mr. HEBERT. That is correct. The loss
of a man's life represents the. most precious thing he has. I agree with the gentleman. However, let us carry it further
and say that anyone who loses a life or
dies 'in a family, that no one in that family. can be inducted into the service.
Mr. CONYERS. That hypothetical instance, is absurd. No one has proposed
that;.. it is not even implied in this
amendment. I think we ought to appreciate the fact that the burden of service
falls disproportionately upon the poor in
this country and it is they and their families who have to share this very tragic
possibility.
So, Mr. Chairman, I commend the
gentleman from North Carolina <Mr.
BROYHILL) who has introduced this
amendment.
There are others who were prepared to
offer this kind of amendment. I for one
think of those parents who have been in
·my district office and I am going to support it completely.
Mr. 'PEPPER. Mr. Chairman, will -the
gentleman· yield?
Mr. HEBERT I yield to the gentleman
from Florida.
Mr. PEPPER. I would like to ask the
distinguished chairman of the committee
this question: Do we not have a vast
draft reservoir of manpower so that if
this amendment were adopted it would
not actually impede the Army in acquirihg the necessary personnel?
Mr. HEBERT. I do not thing it would,
bqt the whole problem is broader than
that. When you go into the problem of
dealing with these emotional issues and
the plea such as the appeal that was
made by the gentleman from Michigan
<Mr. CoNYERS) the facts become obscured. Who min deny these tragic
things? I am reading the language of
the amendment and I am not going beyond it.
Mr. PEPPER. But, what I am asking

the chairman is---

stance, if there is in a family two sons
both of whom are on active duty in the
military service and one son is killed in
combat, this amendment, if adopted,
means that we will not draft anyone else
in the family, but will the other son, be
automatically discharged from the
service?
Mr. BROYHILL of North Carolina.
Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HOWARD. I yield to the gentleman from North Carolina.
Mr. BRO~ of North Carolina.
The genrtleimiS.n, of course, is correct insofar as the language of this .amendment
is concerned. But I am sure, should this
amendment be adopted, that. this could
be handled by administrative regulation.
Mr. HOWARD. I thank the gentleman
and I support his amendment.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HOWARD. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. PIKE. I would simply say to the
gentleman from New Jersey that under
existing policy in a hypothetical case
which you present, the surviving son
would be entitled to a discharge.
Mr. HOWARD. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. VIGORITO. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, ! ' rise in support of the
amendment.
I congratulate the gentleman from
North Carolina for offering this amendment. I had one very similar to the one
which the gentleman has offered but
broader in scope. However, I would be
very happy to see ·his amendment
adopted.
~
Mr. Chairman, we have over 55 million
families in the United States. In the last
5 years 1.5 million young men have been
drafted. They tell us that there is and
has been a disproportionate number of
draftees from these families who have
been killed.
Mr. Chairman, only a few months ago
a mother came into my office crying
about her first son who was killed in
Vietnam. I recall that when he graduated from college I congratulated him,
and a couple of months later when he
received a commission in the Army I
congratulated him. However, 60 days
later I had to write and send my condolences to this mother because her son
was killed. Then, she comes in crying
because son No. 2 was going to be drafted
and son No. 3 is a;bout ready to be registered for the draft.
I think we have a heartless society and
a heartless Congress if we permit the
second and third sons being drafted after one son has already laid down his
life. It reminds me of the closing days of
Napoleon, . wl}en one deputy got up and
said:
We are not doing enough for Napoleon.

Another deputy got up a.n d said:

You, Mr. Chairman, and I know there
are millions of students, millions of
young men who are avoiding the draft
one way or another, and we want to put
the burden on 1% million families out of
55 million families. ,
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VIGORITO. I yield to the gentleman from Maryland.
Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chairman, I want to associate my remarks
with those of the gentleman in the well.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
VIGORITO) has made a brilliant statement, and I support it strongly.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. VIGORITO. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
V.IGORITO) for yielding to me. I also would
like to associate myself with the remarks
made by the gentleman. I commend the
gentleman for his statement and wholeheartedly support it and the amendment
of the gentleman from North Carolina
(Mr. BROYHILL).
The CHAffiMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from North Carolina (Mr. BROYHILL).
The question was taken; and on a division (demaded by Mr. HEBERT) there
were--ayes 130, noes 41.
So the amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT

OFFERE~

BY MR. GONZALEZ

Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. GoNzALEZ: On
page 1, between llnes 7 and 8 insert:
"(2) Section 4 is amended by inserting at
the end of subsection (a) the new paragraph: 'Except during the period of' a war
declared by Congress, no person inducted for
training and service in the Armed Forces
under this title shall be required, without his
express consent, to serve in any area of
armed conflict outside the United States and
its territories in which the Armed Forces of
the United States are engaged.' "
Amend the succeeding paragraphs in the
bill accordingly.

Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Chairman, I believe 1his amendmen1t confronts a cen.t ral
issue that bias faced the American people since the Korean conflict, and I have
felt this way since then and long before
I ever dreamed I would be in Congress.
Mr. Chairman, this amendment is in
the form of a bill that I have been introducing for some 5 years. I have heard the
debate off and on here fur the past 48
or 50 hours and my thinking is the same
as it was in 1967 when we had the extension of the draft law at that time,
and which, incidentally, I voted against,
and I was one of the nine Members who
did thaJt.

The reason for that is I think the

American people and, therefore, the ConI dare you, monsieur, to say we have not gress hrave never faced the central issue
tleman from Lo'ULsiana has expired.
Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Chairman, I move done enough for Napoleon. One million that is really at the heart of the m1atter
to strike the requisite number of words. Frenchmen lie burled across Europe and since World War II and ·gpecifically since
Mr. Chairman, I shall not use the full North Africa, and you say we have not done Korea·. That is that a war by Presidential fiat is a Presidential war or wars that
5 minutes. I ha.ve one concern · that I enough for Napoleon.
it is the same case now, when a son are undeclared, and where Congress has
would like to clear up as to the effect
of this amendment and what its effect lays -down his life and we say "You have not specifically addressed itself to that
kind of war, it has also provided an unwould be on the present law. For in- not .done enough."
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-

.
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restricted reservoir of manpower by allowing the President to dmw on, and by
the use of the draft, drawing on this
tmlimi ted mam.power.
I do not know of any case of any country, especially in recent history, that has
done this. You will recall that the French
could not use conscripts in Vietnam for
the simple reason that the French Parliament prohibited the use of French COIIlscript.s anywhere but in French territories, so they used mercenaries and the
volunteers.
Mr. Chairman, I do not think the British Empire at any time, so far as I CBID
establish, has used conscripts to defend
India or any part of its empire.
In fact, I am doing nothing more by
this amendment than to restore to this
Congress it.s fundamental wnd constitutional duty-and also the language wnd
the wording, that those of you who were
here at the time will recall, was included
in -the first peacetime draft in 1940. There
is nothing new, novel, or radical about it.
Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment
that would prohibit the use of draftees
in undeclared wars.
This amendment would provide the
same reservation of power that Congress
insisted on when it enacted the first
peacetime draft. Under that law, no conscript could be sent overseas without the
consent of Congress.
A reservation of the power to commit
draftees is not wmsual; in fact, conscription laws in Western countries have in
the past more often than not prohibited
the use of draftees in undeclared wars.
I believe that we have a responsibility
to reserve to Congress the right to say
when a draftee should be committed to
combat.
In the first place the Constitution
places on Congress the responsibility to
say when war exists. If a war is to exist,
and if our citizens are to be drafted to
fight it, then Congress must exercise its
responsibility to declare that war exists.
It is the duty of Congress to say when
our national interests are threatened to
the extent that we must resort to war.
It is the duty of Congress to declare
why we are at war, and what our aims in
war are to be.
The founders of this Republic gave us
this power because they believed-as I
believe-that if a nation is to go to war,
it must be committed to war only by
the representatives of the people-and
that is Congress.
our forefathers wisely foresaw that if
Congress did not have the power to declare war, the Executive could at any
time involve this country in unwanted
wars-wars that could divide and disrupt the country, wars that the people
would not support, wars that Congress
never wanted.
The writers of the first peacetime draft
wanted to be certain that there would be
no U.S. participation in war without Congress first declaring war to exist.
That is why the first peacetime draft
provided that no conscript could be sent
overseas unless Congress declared war.
My amendment restores to Congress
powers that are conferred on us by the
Constitution-powers that we cannot ignore or fail to exercise without subvert-

ing the very foundations of the Republic.
My amendment would end or clarify
Presidential wars.
In Korea, and now in Vietnam, we unwisely allowed men to be conscripted and
sent to war without Congress ever having acted to declare war.
The people soon became divided, and
it was not long before politicians started
calling it Trwnan's war. And it was
not long before political witch hunts
began.
Then we had Vietnam, and again we
allowed men to be drafted and sent into
combat without declaring war. And that
became known as Johnson's war. And
now Nixon's war. And it was not long before the country was beset by deep and
tragic divisions that are with us yet.
When will we learn?
When will we learn the folly of Presidential wars? How long does it take us
to realize the wisdom of our forefathers?
When will we learn that only Congress
can commit this country to war, and that
if we fail in that responsibility, the result can only be division, confusion, and
invitation to chaos?
I propose that we learn now what the
writers of the first peacetime draft already knew.
I propose that we reassert our powers
under the Constitution.
There will be those who claim that my
amendment would require that we declare war in Vietnam. Maybe that is so,
but even if it is so, it would be better
for us now to do our duty than to never
have done it at all. For if we were to
have to set national objectives, if we
were to have to say why we are there,
at least the people would know that Congress has acted. And if we could not
say, if we could not define what the commitment is and why-then we have no
business in Vietnam in the first place.
Mr. Chairman, there are Members here
who voted for the first peacetime draft,
and they insisted on retaining in Congress the right to say when a draftee
would be asked to go to war. They wanted
that power for Congress, not the President. They were wise.
I ask that we repeat the wisdom Congress showed in the past-I ask that we
not send draftees into war unless Congress gives the people the reason why.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
The gentleman from Texas used the
British as an example of a nation
that does not conscript. Small wonder. We have been fighting their
wars for them in modem time. What
makes the British a great example?
They are presently engaged 1n a war in
Ireland. I suspect we will be fighting
that war for them if it is not settled
soon.
Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. GROSS. I yield to the gentleman
from Texas.
Mr. GONZALEZ. I am afraid that if
what the gentleman has said comes to
pass, we will have to depend upon the
"TIP" O'NEILL's and other Members of
Congress to restore this provision that I
have referred to in the amendment.

Mr. ·GROSS. I say again that I find
nothing startling or sensational about
the faet that the British do not conscript. I say again we have been fighting
their wars for them. It will be remembered that Britain used mercenaries in
an attempt to defeat us 1n our struggle
for independence.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment I shall
be very brief.
Tl)e amendment offered by the gentleman from Texas is even more restrictive than the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Minnesota, which
was rejected by this House by over 100
votes just a few minutes ago. The amendment that is otiered by the gentleman
from Texas would not allow a unit that
had one draftee in it to be landed in
any area in defense of Americans who
are overseas in any place. It is in conflict with any possible military action,
and it is certainly much more restrictive.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Texas <Mr. GoNZALEZ).
The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. MIKVA

Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. MxKvA: On
page 11, strike out lines 12 through 20, in-

clusive.

Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, this is a
"merely" amendment. It would merely
restore the statute of limitations in the
draft law to what it was prior to this
bill.
I am here to bespeak some very unpopular people, people who fail to register under the draft law. But I do not
think people who fail to register under
the draft law ought to be treated more
harshly than those people who fail to
file their income tax returns, those who
commit burglaries, or those who commit
a vast host of other Federal Climes, all
of which are subject to a 5-year statute
of limitations.
Under the committee proposal which
you are being asked to vote upon, the
statute of limitations for failing to register for the draft will be 13 years, from
age 18 until 5 years prust the individual's
26th birthday, or age 31. ·
The specific reason for this change is
that the U.S. Supreme Court in a decision known as Toussie against United
states held that the present draft law is
subject to a 5-year statute of limitations.
Let me make clear that there is no
constitutional question involved here.
This is a question of what Congress
thinks is a fair period during which a
person who fails to register ought to be
subject to criminal prosecution. I merely
suggest to you that I do not think we
ought to treat failure to register for the
d,raft that much more harshly than we
do this vast host of crimes under title 18
of the United States Code.
On April 15, we will all have an obligation to file a Federal income tax return. If you do not file it, you still will
have a1_1 obligation to file it on April 16,
April 17, April 18, and ad infinitum, to 5
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years and some days after April 15, 1971.
However, if you have not been indicted
or prosecuted during that period, with
certain exceptions, you may no longer
be prosecuted. Under this provision, if
you fail to register on that mature 18th
birthday, you remain subject to prosecution until age 31. I think that is a punitive provision.
Let me also make clear that nothing in
my amendment would limit the person's
continuing obligation for the draft
through age 26 like anybody else. I am
not suggesting that they should get any
bootstrap benefits by failing to register.
I am simply suggesting we ought not
say that 18-year-olds who fail to register for the draft are so much more heinous in their behavior than are people who
commit robbery and other crimes.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman
from Texas.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, does not
this situation seem to be differentiated
from the inoome tax evader, because in
this instance, the violators many times
have gone to foreign countries just to
evade responsibility of the draft, and they
could remain there 5 years or more and
then come back?
Mr. MIKVA. With all due deference,
the statute of limitations clearly spells
out that where someone has left the
country to avoid prosecution, the statute
of llm.itations 1'S tolled, so the statute
would not start to run until he returns
to the country. That 1s not affected by
my amendment.
Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman
from Missouri.
Mr. !CHORD. On the face of the matter, it appears there is an inequity in between one who fails to register for the
draft and one who fails to file his income
tax return. As I understand the gentleman in the well, if a person fails to :file
an income tax return, there is a 5-year
statute of limitations.
Mr. MIKVA. That is correct.
Mr. !CHORD. Could not the gentleman
better cure the inequity by introducing a
bill-and I would support the gentleman-to propose a remedy that the
statute not run until after the crime of
not filing an income tax return is · discovered.
Mr. MIKVA. Some people do not like
statutes of limitations. Prosecutors never
do. Statute of limitations is always hanging over his head; but statutes of limitations are well known in criminal law.
We have them for almost every crime except murder. The reasons for having a
statute are just as persuasive in draft
law as in income tax or other laws about
which my colleague and I agree there
ought to be prosecution.
This points out very clearly that we
are saying that 18-year-olds who do not
register are somehow worse than other
criminals who do not file income tax
returns or who rob banks or commit
other crimes against persons or property-that somehow those who fail to
register must be hounded 8 years longer
than everybody else.

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman
from Louisiana.
Mr. HEBERT. I would like to address
a question to the-gentleman. As the gentleman knows, I am not a lawyer.
Mr. MIKVA. The gentleman has fooled
many of us.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, in the
area of income tax, the gentleman ha.s
made the statement that if a man fails
to file the tax return, he is guilty. That
is only a misdemeanor.
Mr. MIKVA. No; it is a felony.
Mr. HEBERT. A felony. Now the statute of limitations-does that run against
fraud in income tax?
Mr. MIKVA. When discovered. May I
also say it runs against fraud when discovered under the Draft Act.
Mr. HEBERT. If it is discovered, it
will be because the man does not show up,
but in the other case, if it does not run
against fraud in inoome tax law, a lot
of my friends went to the penitentiary illegally in LoUisiana a few years ago.
Mr. MIKVA. We are talking about the
complete crime that is committed when
the person fails to register for the draft.
It is committed when he fails to register within 5 days after h1s.18th birthday.
A normal statute of limitations would
ordinarily allow 5 years for prosecution,
but this bill extends it to 13 years.
J\.lr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman
from Texas.
Mr. ECKHARDT. Do I understand
correctly that when a charge is filed
against a man and an indictment is returned before the expiration of the peIiod of limitations that the accused may
leave the country for 20 years, but may
nevertheless be tried when he returns?
Mr. MIKVA. That is correct.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I do not believe this
matter is properly understood. If a youth
became eligible to register at the age of
18, is that after 26 it is no longer necessary to register. The court held-and I
am not saying incorrectly so-in the
Toussie case that the statute of limita~.ions began to run 5 days after the young
man reached the age of 18. That means
5 days after he reaches the age of 23 he
will be in the clear.
Such a law would encourage youth to
violate the law. He would think "If I
can dodge this until I am 23 years old I
will be home free."
It is not similar to a felony, such as if a
bank is held up or a drunk driver hits
someone. It is at that time apparent that
a crime has been committed. The youths
could dodge and e:vade the registering.
Such a law would encourage a youth to
try to get by by failing to register and encourage him to become a criminal. I can
see no unfair hardship placed upon this
man, by this legislation which only makes
it more difficult for him to illegally dodge
the draft.
I for one would not want to encourage
anyone to try to .dodge his responsibility
by using the statute of limitations so that
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another young man would have to serve
because another evades his responsibility
to serve.
I cannot see how anyone is damaged.
I want that to be on his conscience until
he is 31 years old, if he deliberately violates the law.
What we are doing encourages people
to violate the law if they can get by with
it. I certainly want no part of it.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BRAY. I yield to the gentleman
from lllinois.
Mr. MIKVA. The gentleman is not suggesting that the man at the age of 23 is
free of his obligation to register. Of
course, that continues until his 26th
birthday.
Mr. BRAY. The criminal penalty is
gone.
Mr. MIKVA. Only for the failure to
register at age 18, just like the penalty
for failing to file an income tax. But that
does not encourage people not to file.
Mr. BRAY. I would say that if he knew
he could get by for 5 years and did not
get caught it would encourage more people to violate the income tax law.
Mr. MIKVA. I suggest that is the law.
Mr. BRAY. Let us not make it easier
for a draft evader to get by.
Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the error in the reasoning in the argument, I must say on
both sides, is the assumption that the
person has violated the draf,t act or
t.hat the man has failed to file his incOine tax and is a criminal because he
is charged.
The reason for the statute of limitations is not to let a man go free if he
can escape being detected for 5 years.
It is not a moratorium after 5 years
of guilt. It is a rule of procedure that
rests upon the proposition that the
prosecuting authority should try a man
to determine whether he is guilty within a given period of time. If the
prosecuting authorities do not do so, the
defense witnesses may no longer be
available, and there may not be the
tests of credibility a~vailable to those who
are charged with the offense promptly
after it occurred.
A man is entitled to be promptly tried
when accused of crime and he is also entitled to be promptly charged.
Now, there is no way in the world a
man can negate responsibility under a
charge by merely fleeing the country.
The most extreme case was a draft case
that has come t.o my attention in whicb
a man was alleged to have avoided the
draft in the First World War, and was
promptly charged with having avoided
the draft, but the case was not tried
until after the Second World War, and
he was convicted.

This is the way .that this matter can

be handled. All that the limitations provision in the amendment of the gentleman from Illinois <Mr. MIKVA) requires is that the prosecuting authority
promptly file charges in order that the
facts may be brought out to determine
whether the person is guilty or innocent.
Mr ... CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yie~d?
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Mr. ECKHARDT. I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. CONYERS. The gentleman from
Texas, an eminent member of the bar
in his home State and several others as
well, is absolutely correct.
I think many of the Members are confused because they do not recognize that
the limitations period is tolled whenever
the charge is discovered, so that a 5-year
period of limitation would not autOmatically free Ml.ybody 5 years beyond
his 18th birthday. The gentleman's
excellent legal explanation makes it clear
that this amendment will not aJlow those
who do not register for the draft to
escape or easily evade prosecution.
Mr. ECKHARDT. I thank the gentleman from Michigan, a very capable
member of the Committee on the Judiciary.
'I agree entirely with him and also
point out that the man accused of
evading the draft may not be guilty of it.
The point is, if there is any kind of an
offense in which a person may be innocent and yet convicted after a long period
of time, it is more likely than in other
cases to be based upon the contemtion
that he failed to register for the draft,
because the persons who are administering the draft are frequently laymen and
deal with thousands of cases. The question is not whether he should get by after
5 yeats without conviction when he is
guilty. The question is was he guilty and
did he have a fair process available to him
at the time when he could get the
witnesses that support his having
registered.
Mr. CONYERS. Does not this amendment return us to the present state of the
law a.s it exists?
Mr. ECKHARDT. The present state of
the law as it exists and the same law that
permitted a man to be convicted after the
Second World vVar who was guilty of
draft evasion in the First because he was
promptly charged.
The CHA!RJMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. MIKvA.
The question was taken; and on a
division <demanded by Mr. MIKVA) there
were--ayes 36, noes 85.
So the amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT

OFFERED

BY

MR.

M'KINNEY

Mr. McKINNEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer

an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Am.end.ment offered by Mr. McKINNEY: On
page five, line 7, strike out "or public institutions" and. insert "pulblic institutions or
such private non-profit institutions as may
be aJpproved by the Director of Selective
Service."

Mr. McKINNEY. Mr. Chairman, this is
a very simple amendment, a very short
one, but I feel a very important one.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. McKINNEY. I shall be glad to
yield to the distinguished chairm.I8Jl of
the Committee on Armed Services.
Mr. HEBERT. I would like to state to
the gentleman that we accept his amendment, but I am sure the gentleman would
like to further explain it.
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Mr. McKINNEY. I thank the distinguished chairman.
This simply allows conscientious objectors to work in our private hospitals
and institutions.
Mr. Chairman, I offer this amendment
today in the interests of those private
nonprofit organizations which serve us
so well.
This amendment would extend to those
young men who are qualified as conscientious objectors the opportunity to serve
their enlistment time not only in the
Federal sector, .but in those private institutions which have been approved by
the Director of the Selective Service System.
While I applaud the Armed Services'
Committee's efforts to standardize the
administration oi ·alternate civilian service; I feel that H.R. 6531, by limiting acceptable service to Government and public institutions, does a grave disservice to
those private nonprofit institutions which
rely on the services preformed by such
young men.
Mr. Chairman, we all know how financially hard pressed some of our deserving
private hospitals are today. Allowing
these young men to serve in these institutions would ease the load they are
carrying.
If we require a conscientious objector
to serve our Nation in a social service
capacity, why then should we eliminate
those hospitals and orphanages which so
ably serve the American people but which
do not fall within the category of government or public institution as defined
in this bill.
Furthermore, there are those religious
communities, such as Mennonites and
Quakers, whose beliefs do not allow them
to participate in war and yet who, nevertheless, provide vital services to their fellow Americans.
It most certainly would be a shame to
restrict the worthwhile services these
communities provide.
Today I speak not only on their behalf,
but on the behalf of our struggling and
deservinfi private, nonprofit institutions.
Mr. HEBERT. The amendment is very
well explained and is acceptable to this
side.
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. McKINNEY. Yes, I yield to the
gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. BRAY. And, what they do is under the supervision of the Director of
the Selective Servi·c e?
Mr. McKINNEY. It is, sir.
.
Mr. BRAY. We have no objection to
the amendment on this side.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. McKINNEY. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to associate myself with this
amendment. I had intended to submit a
similar amendment. I am delighted that
the committee has decided to aecept it.
If it were not accepted -there would be

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be associated with the amendment.
Mr. SISK. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
·
Mr. McKINNEY. I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. SISK. Mr. Chairman, I cer·t ainly
support the amendment. However, I
would like to clarify one thing. Is there
any language contained in the amendment in connection with this situation
that would preclude the use of these
people in overseas operations or installations, let us say, operated by the Mennonites to which the gentleman from
New York just referred? ·
In other w;ords, if the gentleman's
amendment is adopted, as I understand
it, they would be permitted then to work
for such an organization either in this
country or overseas; is. that correct or
is it not?
Mr. McKINNEY. If in the view of the
Director of the Selective Service it was
for the good of America and its common
cause, they would be allowed tp do so,
yes.
Mr. SISK. Mr. Chairman, if -the gentleman will yield further, I simply as a
matter of record would like to be sure
that t~~t was established because questions have arisen about their use of facilities in connection with a private· non..:.
profit organization, because it is my understanding that the Mennonites do have
people today in Vietnam doing certain
kinds of work and they would be permitted, subject to the approval of the
Director of Selective Service, to do so?
Mr. McKINNEY. They would be subject to his approval. For instance, in the
case of the medical ship HOPE that the
director would allow conscientious objectors to work on it, if he considered it
for the national interest.
.Mr. SISK. The only point I wanted to
get clarification on is that they would
not be precluded from being sent overseas_for a similar purpose by a private or
nonprofit organization in the same manner that they might be used in this
country?
Mr. McKINNEY. I would assume that
the gentleman is right.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. McKINNEY. I yield to the distinguished minority leader.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. As I understand the gentleman's amendment, it
restores the existing law as it is today?
Mr. McKINNEY. Not quite. It restores
the intent ·of the existing law, but it
specifically says that the director of the
Selective Service will say or determine
what organizations would be considered
allowable under this amendment . . ·
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman will yield further
it gives greater flexibility to the direc~
tor of the Selective Service?
Mr. McKINNEY. It gives greater
selectivity and more fairness, because
now present, individual local draft
boards are doing it under their control

pitals and such organizations as the
Mennonites whom I understand communicated with the chairman 8ibout the
proposed amendment.

Mr. GERALD R. FORD. But under
your amendment it would be up to the
director of the Selective Service to determine?

grievous interference with private hos- and there are different standards.

'
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Mr. McKINNEY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment o1Iered by the gentleman from Connecticut <Mr. McKINNEY).

The amendment was agreed to.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. BINGHAM

Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I o1Ier
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
AMENDMEN:l' OFFERED BY MR. BlNGHAM

Page 4, line 9, strike out the period and
insert the following: "; except that any deferment which wa.s granted to an individual
under such section 6(h) (1) (as in effect
before the effective date of this paragraph
(12)) before such effective date and not
terminated a.s of the day' before such effective date shall continue untU such individual
completes the requirements for his baccalaureate degree, fails to pursue satisfactorily
a full-time course of instruction, or attains
the 24th anniversary of the date of his birth,
whichever first occurs."
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment has to do, not with the question of college deferments as such, but
with the question of the e1Iective date
of the provisions contained in the committee bill. The present bill authorizes
the President to discontinue college deferments. The President has announced,
and the director of Selective Service has
announced, that if given that authority
he will make that e1Iective as of April
1970. In other words, he will not interfere
with those who are in college today who
were in college in April of 1970, that is,
he will not draft those who are sophomores, juniors, or seniors, but he will
draft those who are freshmen.
The purpose of my amendment is to
delete this ex post facto e1Iect of the committee bill, and to provide that any young
man who is in college today, be he freshman or upper classman would be allowed
to finish his course.
It seems to me that any other provision is retroactive in its e1Iect. A young
man who entered college last fall and
received a deferment at that time on the
understanding that the then law would
permit him to continue and complete his
college education, would now be cut down
in midstream. It seems to me that that
is changing rules in the middle of the
game.
If the young man had known that he
might be drafted he might have decided
to go through with his service before
going to college, and not have his college
career interrupted.
In short, therefore, the purpose of this
amendment is to remove the retroactive
feature of the provisions eliminating the
college deferments, and provide that the
provisions of the bill would become e1Iective only as of the e1Iective date of the
act.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, this is an even larger extension of the draft exemption for college
students than that which was offered by
the gentleman from Maryland <Mr.
LoNG), a while back, and which was defeated rather decisively. There is not
anything retroactive in the operation of
the law. The President put the people on
notice when he said this was what he

was going to do on April 23, 1970, but if
we pass this law as it is written the operation of the law will still be prospective. Anybody who is in college can finish
the semester he is in. Anybody who is in
the senior year can finish the senior year.
As we have said before, and as we have
agreed before, there is not any vested
right to privilege because you are wealthy
enough or bright enough to go to college.
All this will do is to reinstate the college deferments which we have taken
out. It does carry out in its language,
when it talks about "failing to pursue
satisfactorily a full-time course of instruction," the very worst feature in the
law, and that is the poor guy who is trying to work his way through college, who
cannot a1Iord to go through college, who
cannot get a scholarship and who is trying to work his way through college, because he has not got enough money to go
through college on his own, and who is
trying to pursue a full-time job, and it
takes him 5 years to get through college instead of 4 years-this guy is not
following a full-time course of instruction, and he is going to get drafted under the present law, and under the
amendment o1Iered by the gentleman
from New York <Mr. BINGHAM), he is going to get drafted.
We are seeking to eliminate the privilege of ·the rich and the people who can
manage to go to college. We are trying to
treat all Americans equally.
We rejected this proposition earlier, in
a less onerous form, and I hope it is rejected now.'
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. BINGHAM. All I am trying to suggest that the law should not be changed
with respect to those who entered college
last fall.
I would ask the gentleman in his judgment how many of those who entered college last fall were aware of what the
President said in April?
Mr. PIKE. I do not know how many of
them were aware, and frankly I do not
care how many were aware. What I do
care about is the fact that you are trying
to defend the proposition that those who
are wise enough and wealthy enough to
go to college should be a.ble to stay in
college, and those who cannot do that
should go to war. This is what we were
trying to get rid of in the committee.
The committee has approved of that and
that is what we ought to do.
Mr. BINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield further?
Mr. PIKE. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. BINGHAM. The gentleman did
make the point that those who entered
college last fall were on notice rubout what
the President had said in April. I am
not trying to change the effect of the
proposition that the gentleman stands
for, but only the e1Iective date.
Mr. PIKE. What you are trying to do
and the e1Iect of it is to relieve everybody
who is in coll-ege from the draft and
what we are trying to do is to treat all
Americans equally whether they can
a1Iord to go to college or not.
Mr. Chairman, I ask that the amendment be defeated.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
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the amendment o1Iered by the gentleman
from New York <Mr. BINGHAM).
The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. GIBBONS

Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I o1Ier
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. GmBoNs:
Page 11, between lines 22 and 23, insert
t.he following:
(25) By adding immediately before section 17 the following new section:
"Sec. 16a. No person who is inducted after
June 30, 1971, for training and service under
this title may be used in combat or deployed
to a combat oone outside the United States
unless at least one of the following shall
have occurred:
"(1) The President has declared that an
armed attack ha.s been made upon the United
States.
"(2) The President ha.s declared that an
armed 8/ttack on the United States is so imminent that full mob111zation of the armed
forces is required.
"(3) The Congress by concurrent resolution authorizes such use and deployment of
persons inducted under this title and direCits
that a full mobil1zat1on of the armed forces
be effected.
"(4) The President has requested that
Congress declare war, but the authority to
so use and deploy inducted personnel pursuant to this clause shall exp1re at the close
of the 3oth day after such request wa.s made
if the Congress has not declared war on or
before such 30th day.
" ( 5) The Congress has declared war.
" ( 6) Such person conseDJts to suoh. use and
deployment in such written form as shall
be prescribed by the Secretary of the military departm.ent concerned."
Mr. GffiBONS. Mr. Chairman, I have
long worried about how and in what
manner this country goes to war.
It is a problem that has haunted this
country since its inception. Years ago
it was thought wise to divide the power
by which this country goes to war. But
recent years this power has devolved exclusively in the hands of the President
and exclusively in the hands of the
military.
I think it is unwise. I think it is tim~
to change it, and this is a prudent method of making that change.
Mr. Chairman, I am not a dreamer. I
know we have to have an army and that
it has to be a good army and one that
is capable of defending this country and
one that can do the job that the future
perhaps is going to call upon it to do.
But, Mr. Chairman, I do not want to
get into any more of these careless,
brushfire wars that we have drifted into.
That is what I seek to do by the amendment that I have o1Iered at this time.
How have we drifted into these wars?
Of all the NATO partners, of all 15
countries in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, the United States of
America has the longest and the harshest method of raising a manpower pool
of any of those 15 allies. All of Europe,
all of North and South America, is ready
to let us carry the burden if we are foolish
enough to carry it alone. Canada does not
have a draft. Ireland does not have a
draft. Little Luxemburg does not have
a draft. The United Kingdom does not
have a draft. Every one of our NATO
partners has less of a draft service time
than we do. We have been able to deploy
our vast manpower resources, which are
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less resources than the people of Europe
have all around the world, and they have
gotten into trouble.
I do not think we should continue to
do that. I think the Congress should
prudently look at how our manpower
commitments are made. That is what
my amendment seeks to do.
I am not tying the hands of the President to defend this country. I think I am
untying his hands so that he can defend
us against the things that are real,
against every imagined threat that comes
along.
I say in my amendment that the President of the United States can use draftees
in combat if the President has declared
that an armed attack has been begun
upon the United States-no if's, and's
or buts. All he has to do is to stand up
in the White House and say that an
armed attack has been started against the
United States, and he can use the
draftees in any way he wants to.
Or the President can declare that an
armed attack against the United States
is so imminent that the full mobilization
of our Armed Forces is required and then
the President can deploy these draftees
in any way he wishes.
The reason for putting the provision
in the amendment relating to the mobilization of the rest of the Armed Forces
is that it will make the President stop
and think. I think it will make the planners in the Pentagon stop and think.
They would say to themselves: Are we
going to have that manpower draft pool
such as we relied upon in Vietnam, or
are we going to have to mobilize the other Armed Forces that are in being in
this country for this particular action?
If that restriction is in the law, our planning will be more realistic, our decisionmaking will be more realistic before we
plunge into another brushfire war.
I say in the third exception for the use
of draftees in the amendment that the
Congress has by concurrent resolution
authorized this deployment and use of
draftees, because I can foresee the time
when perhaps Congress will want to go
ahead and do that.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
<On request of Mr. EvANs of Colorado,
and by unanimous consent, Mr. GmsoNs
was allowed to proceed for 5 additional
minutes.>
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I do not
seek to tie the hands of the President.
I say in the fourth exception as to the
use of this manpower pool that if the
President has requested the Congress to
declare war 'Sind we have no~and after
that request is made, if we have not declared war within 30 days-then up to
the 30 days after his request to the Congress he can use the draftees. Any war
this Congress cannot agree to in 30 days
is one that we ought not to be fighting
anyway.
Then my fifth exception is that if the
Congress has declared war-and I am not
sure we will ever get to that stage againbut if the Congress ever declares war,
then certainly there should be no restriction upon the use of draftees.
I say in my sixth exception that if the
draftee himself insists upon being used
CXVII-567-Part 7

in such an operation, then who are we in
Congress to say it should not happen?
So this is a wise and prudent position
for a responsible hawk to take, one tha..t
will insure that before this country goes
to wa.r again, there will be a national
commitment to win that war, and not
just to go in and throw away the 50,000
lives that we have so far used up in this
Vietnam conflict.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GIBBONS. I yield to the gentle·
man from Illinois.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise
this question. As I understand the
amendment, it has some similarities to
the so-called Javits proposal, which
would prohibit the President from engaging in hostilities !or longer than 30
days without specific approval by the
Congress. Am I correct on that point?
Mr. GIBBONS. Yes, it does have that.
Mr. FINDLEY. Would it be imposing
too much on the gentleman's time to ask
him to read the amendment again?
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the Clerk may read the amendment again.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?
There was no objection.
The Clerk re-read the amendment.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GIBBONS. I yield to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. WHI'I'E. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to call to the gentleman's attention
a hypothetical question, which is probably more realistic than hypothetical. We
presently have troops deployed near Berlin, in West Germany and in Berlin itself. The objective is not only to make
our presence known there, but also to
withstand any attack on the part of any
enemy force. Under the gentleman's
amendment no draftee could be sent into
this area, because no draftee could respond to an attack on the part o.f any
potential enemy.
Mr. GmBONS. We only have 6,000
men in Berlin. If we cannot get 6,000
volunteers, maybe we ought to reexamine what we are doing there. The gentleman asked about Berlin. If we cannot
find 6,000 volunteers in this country to
go there, I think we are in bad shape.
Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yleld?
Mr. GIBBONS. I yield to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. ALBERT. Mr. Chairman, what
would be the effect of the amendment
suggested by the gentleman on a situation such as the one that might have
developed during the CUban missile crisis,
or in the Dominican Republic, where the
President ordered jn several thousand
troops quickly? What would happen in
those cases under the gentleman's
amendment?
Mr. GIBBONS. In CUba if the Congress
had declared war or if Congress had enacted a joint resolution-and I think it
would have been a mistake not to have
done either one of those if we had sought
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to invade Cuba-in fact, I think we would
have ended up in the same kind of
mess we have in Vietnam. We had no
commitment when we went into Vietnam.
We just kind of slid in there sideways
and never had the courage and the determination to get out or get in and win.
I think we ought to get in and win or
never again ask our Armed Forces to undertake a no win-no end war.
Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, while I subscribe to the
fundamental purpose of the pending
amendment, it occurs to me that before
we adopt this restrictive type of proposal,
we had better look at our treaty obligations, I trust my colleagues are aware
that today we are committed to the common defense of no less than 40 nations
of the world as the result of some seven
treaties ratified, of course, by the Senate of the United States.
Under this amendment we face involvement in foreign conflicts whether
we use drafted forces or not. What is
really needed is an overdue orderly reappraisal of our international commitments. Some of these, as we all know,
are obsolete because of world changes
since the time they were ratified. Others
were to some degree highly questionable
at the time.
We sit today as members of a legislative
body that has absolutely no voice whatsoever by reason of the Constitution of
the United States, to ratify or not to
ratify, as the case may be, the commitments with which we are saddled with
today.
I have long felt that in the process of
making change perhaps we ought to propose a constitutional amendment which
would require that international treaties
be ratified by the House of Representatives as well as the U.S. Senate, because
if we are going to be militarily committed by reason of these treaties it seems
to me we ought to not have to accept the
responsibility unless we have a voice in
the commitments.
I very sincerely feel that in addition to
the type of reevaluation of these commitments which is needed, that I believe
is long overdue, I should like for some of
my colleagues to join me in trying to
pass a resolution calling for a constitutional amendment so that international
treaties, or at least those which commit
us militarily, would be ratified by the
House of Representatives as well as by
the U.S. Senate.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. COLLIER. I am delighted to yield
to the gentleman from Florida.
Mr. GIBBONS. I appreciate the gentleman yielding, and I believe he has
brought up a very fine point.
I would say, though, that none of the
treaties we have entered into-not even
the NATO Treaty-requires us rto go to
war except by constitutional processes,
which I would interpret to mean through
some declaration of war or through some
joint resolution considered by this body.
The war-making powers of the United
StaJtes are vested in the Congress of the
United States and not in the President
of the United States. Even our NATO
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Treaty does not require us ·t o go to war
should one of our fellow signatories be
attacked.
Mr. COLLIER. I do not disagree with
my good friend from Florida. I merely
say that so long as we have the situation
which exists today, so long as we have
existing treaties, they can become a
means by which we will commit military
forces whether draftees or volunteers. It
does not excuse the fact that the reappraisal of these, and perhaps some of the
other actions I have suggested, are long
overdue.
If we have learned nothing else from
the quagmire in which we slipped in
Southeast Asia we should, it seems to
me, take a meaningful lesson from our
experience.
Mr. COLLIER. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. CAREY of New York. I thank the
gentleman for yielding in order that I
may address a question to the ·a uthor of
the amendment.
I would address this question to our
colleague from Florida <Mr. GIBBONS)
for whom I have the highest respect-by
the way, not only as a Member of this
body but also as one who possesses one
of the most distinguished war records of
any Member serving with us, as an outstanding paratrooper landing before DDay in Normandy-who I know fully
adheres to the concept of adequate national security. I have concern because
of some questions raised here today. If
there were a spot situation, say, in which
the President felt he had to make a show
of force, as President Eisenhower did in
Lebanon, or as was done in Cuba, or as
was wisely or unwisely done in Santo
Domingo, is it not true the operation of
this amendment would not affect that,
in that we have forces of the Air Force,
Navy, the Marine Corps, and other
Armed Forces under the Department of
the Army, who are volunteers, enlisted,
and do not come within the operation of
this title? The gentleman is only talking about conscription through this act
of Congress.
Mr. GIDBONS. The gentleman is absolutely correct.
Mr. EVANS of Colorado. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I will not take my full
5 minutes in commenting on the proposal made by the gentleman from
Florida, but there is an aspect of his
amendment that does bother me a great
deal. I would like to have him address
himself to this problem.
T...et us assume these circumstances
after the date of June 30, 1971, which is
the date of his amendment. Let us assume the circumstances are that we have
one man who was facing the draft and,
not wanting to be drafted, volunteered
and is serving_in the Army. Alongside of
him. there is another man who wanted
to take . a chance, took it and lost, was
drafted, and is serving beside the man
who volunteered in order to avoid the
draft.
Under these assumed circumstances, a
problem exists and it is this: The situation would be that, if none of the circumstances listed in your amendment came
to happen we would be penalizing the

man who volunteered by requiring him
to serve in a combat area and allowing
the man who waited to be drafted to
avoid service. I feel that is what would
happen under the language you have in
your amendment.
Mr. GIBBONS. Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. EVANS of Colorado. I yield to the
gentleman.
:Mr. GIBBONS. My purpose is not to
make it easier to go to war. My purpose
is to make it so that it will require more
prudent action on the part of our military planners and military leaders in
making the types of decisions that must
be made in order to go to war.
Frankly, it has been too easy for us to
go to war. That is why we are in the mess
we are in today. I am not by this amendment trying to make it easier. I am trying to make it more prudent and more
reasonable and more wise to go to war.
As far as rewarding and punishing anybody is concerned, we ought to look at
the facts. The facts are these, and they
are black and terrible: about 80 percent
of the combat forces in the infantry in
Vietnam today are not volunteers. Do
you know where most of the volunteers
are? Most of the volunteers are si·t ting in
some relatively soft job somewhere because the Army will practically promise
you that you will never get shot at if you
will just volunteer for 3 years. But if you
get drafted for 2 years, brother, you
are going to end up in Vietnam. About
80 percent of the infantry combat forces
in Vietnam are draftees.
What a disgrace it is -to this country
of 200 million -people and more when we
have to call 200,000 draftees in order to
man defenses in Vietnam. We have an
Armed Force of 3 million men-3 million
men under arms, but we must rely on
those 200,000 draftees to do most of the
fighting.
You know, this present draft is just
hypo·c risy. That is all it is. It is just a
way of getting a lot of manpower to
fight a very unpopular war. I think we
probably ought to have the draft but
not one that has been misused as this
one has. I think we have to be-careful in
how we use these people and that when
we do use them we back them up. I believe we should not go into a war halfheartedly. We must intend to give them
the best arms, weapons, and training and
the backing of every American 1n this
country.
I do not believe in asking a man to put
his life on a line when we just sit here
and conduct business as usual, profit as
usual, and promise people if you will just
volunteer, you will get an assignment
that is reLatively safe. That is how the
system operates today.
Mr. EVANS of Colorado. I thank the
gentleman from Florida for his answer.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. EVANS of Colorado. I yield to the
gentleman from California.
Mr. GUBSER. The gentleman has
asked a very pertinent question of ·t he
gentleman from Florida which I do not
believe was answered. I would like to put
the same point in a different manner.
Here we have one volunteer and one
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wa-ftee, both of them responsible to the
same Commander in Chief, both of them
subject to the same Uniform Code of
Military Justice, both of them wearing
the same uniform, both of them required to adhere to the same rules and
regulations. One can be ordered into
combat in Vietnam and the other, by law,
the draftee, could not be ordered into
Vietnam.
Could not the person who is a volunteer with good reason go into court and
successfully plead a case that he is being denied equal treatment under the
1aw, as he would be? Would not the Supreme Court uphold him?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the genleman from Colorado has expired.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
May I rephrase my question to the
gentleman from Florida?
Under the law one would be required to
go to Vietnam and under a different law
one could be kept from going to Vietnam.
One is being denied equal treatment under the law.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield, both of them could
go to Vietnam if we passed a concurrent resolution or if the President said
the country was under attack or the
President said that the country was about
to be attacked and he ordered the mobil~zation of the National Guard and the
Reserves and that is perhaps what we
should have done when we got involved
in this mess in Vietnam.
Mr. GUBSER. However, the gentleman
will agree, if his amendment-Mr. GIBBONS. No; I will not agree.
Mr. GUBSER. One man under the law
would be required to go to Vietnam and
another man under the law would not be
required to go, but they would both be
in the same Army, have the same Commander in Chief, and that would be unequal treatment?
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman will yield further, I can tell
the gentleman that that has not happened.
Mr. GUBSER. I would .seriously question the gentleman's statement to the
effect that volunteers do not do their
share. Most of th~se Regular Army personnel have served two hitches in Vietnam, and I cfiallenge the statistics of
the gentleman 'from Florida.
Mr. GIBBONS!. Has the gentleman
from California -looked at the casualty
figures? They will show that the casualties among the draftees on a percentage
basis have been twice as high, although
they represent less than· one-half of the
forces over there. It is the draftee that is
fighting in combat over there, and I am
surprised that the gentleman from California does not know it.
Mr. GUBSER. The gentleman does not
mean to cast slurs upon the thousands of
regular Army people who have given
their lives over there?
Mr. GIBBONS. No; I do not. I feel
very sorry for them.
Mr. GUBSER. I am glad to hear the
gentleman say that.
Mr. GIBBONS. But I do not think we
should ever go into war with the kind
of piecemeal, half-hearted effort that we
have had in Vietnam. That is the kind of
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situation that this amendment is designed to prevent.
Mr. GUBSER. I think this colloquy has
clearly proven my point, if the gentleman's amendment is adopted, we would
be enacting unequal treatment under the
law, and you know what the courts have
said about that.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. RHODES
was allowed to speak out of order.)
NAVY TO NAME NUCLEAF. SUBMARINE FOR THE
LATE REPRESENTATIVE LIPSCOMB

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, one of
the most beloved Members of this Congress in all time was the late Glenard P.
Lipscomb. a Congressman from the State
of California. Glen was elected to the 83d
Congress with many of the Members who
are in this Chamber at this time.
Secretary of the Navy John H. Chafee
announced today the new nuclear-powered turbine electric drive submarine-SSN 685-will be named in honor of the
laJte Congressman Glenard P. Lipscomb.
Congressman Lipscomb was born in
Jackson, Mich., but lived most of his life
in Los Angeles, Calif. After serving 6
years in the California State Assembly
he was elected to Congress from California's 24th District in 1953. He was serving
his ninth consecutive term in the House
at the time of his death in February 1970.
In 1958 Congressman Lipscomb was
named to the House Committee on Appropriations. As a member of that committee he was the ranking minority
member on the Department of Defense
Subcommittee. At the time of his death
he was also a member of the U.S. Naval
Academy Board of Visitors.
Congressman Lipscomb was a strong
proponent of a nuclear-powered Navy including submarines, frigates, and aircraft
carriers. He strongly advocated the construction of all-nuclear-powered carrier
task forces as a necessary means of
countering the rapidly expanding Soviet
naval threat. As a member of the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee, he
initiated appropriations measures for the
present nuclear frigate building program. The first of this series of nuclear
frigates, U.S.S. Cali/ornia--DLGN 36-is
presently under construction at the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Co., Newport News, Va., and is scheduled for launching later this year.
The U.S.S. Glenard P. Lipscomb-SSN
685-will be constructed at the General
Dynamics CorP., Electric Boat Division,
Groton, Conn. The keel is scheduled to be
laid June 5, 1971.
This ship is one of a new kind of nuclear-propelled attack submarines featuring· a turbine electric drive and other
advanced silencing techniques for much
quieter operation than present submarines. The Lipscomb will be a new design nuclear attack submarine which will
provide the Navy with experience in submarine silencing techniques.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. RHODES. I am pleased to yield to
the gentleman from California (Mr.
RoussELOT) who now represents the dis-

trict that Congressman Leonard P.
Lipscomb represented.
Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
wish to join with my colleague, the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. RHODES) and
the other Members of the House in further tribute to our former colleague, who
served so quietly and so positively on
the Committee on Appropriations. Mr.
Lipscomb always worked to make sure
that our country remained strong in its
national defense. I think this is a high
tribute to our former colleague, and his
efforts in the defense of this country,
and that this attack submarine is now
being placed in service under the name
of Glen Lipscomb, and that it is also
an honor to his family.
So again, Mr. Chairman, I join with
my colleague and this Congress in paying
tribute to a very fine gentleman, the late
Glenard P. Lipscomb.
Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman, I thank
the gentleman.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words,
and I rise in support of the amend.ment.
Mr. Chairman; I would like the record to show that the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Florida (Mr. GIBBONS) containing six very specific exceptions, make this the most cogent of a
number of amendments that have developed in this discussion, and that have
come to the attention of the Members
during the debate on the Selective Service Act.
I completely support and endorse this
amendment, and urge its adoption.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the requisite number of
words.
Mr. Chairman, the debate on the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Florida (Mr. GIBBONS), has drifted
away from the precise language that the
gentleman has offered. I am sure that
was not the intention of the gentleman,
although he is a skillful debater and
knows how to fuzz UP the issues, but I
would like to point out to the Members-Mr. GffiBONS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, that
was intended as a compliment, of course.
Mr. GIBBONS. I thank the gentleman. I appreciate that.
Mr. DERWINSKI. I would like to
point out that the basic thrust of the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Florida (Mr. GIBBONS) is that
there could not be any use of draftees
overseas unless in the process full mobilization of the armed forces are required and ordered.
Now, let us pause for a moment and
remember that all through history full
mobilization by any country has been
a prelude to war-like activity. Rather
than help maintain an atmosphere of
world peace, if our President were ever
saddled with this language and, in his
judgment, had to recommend full mobilization, this would certainly be misinterpreted. We would need a hot line to
every country in the world, not just one
hot line to Moscow to cool off rumors in
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the light of the confusion that could be
produced by this amendment.
I would also like to observe to the
gentleman from Florida, whom I also
know is one of the great historians of
this body, that misunderstandings can
easily develop. When the Congo received
its freedom and immediately broke into
total disarray, one of the problems was
that the Belgian officers, in the process
of ending colonial rule, sent their wives
home to Belgium. It was to them a practical thing to do.
But to the natives of the Congo, sending their wives away was historically the
first step in a warlike attack on a neighboring tribe. They presumed that the act
of the Belgians in sending their wives
home was the prelude to a military attack on the tribes of the Congo. As a result, you had violence where you should
have had a peaceful transfer of government.
The gentleman's amendment sounds
reasonable, but it would create such tremendous complications for our President,
not just in Southeast Asia but in the
Mediterranean as well, that it would defeat the very purpose, that he hopes for,
which is an atmosphere for lasting peace.
I would suggest, since the debate did
wander considerably afar from the point
that we would keep in mind the full and
very adverse impact inherent in this
amendment and that it be rejected.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DERWINSKI. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. GUBSER. The gentleman from
Florida said a moment ago that the
volunteers were in the post exchanges
and that draftees constituted over twothirds of the casualties.
r have looked up the figures that have
been given to us which are in the hearings.
The figures show that up to December
31 of last year there was a total of 26,132
Army enlisted killed in action up to December 31. A total of 14,324 were draftees,
which is slightly over 50 percent. But
12,178 enlisted Marines were casualtiesand all of those were volunteers.
So let us start tabulating these figures.
We have then the total number of volunteers who were killed in action up to December 31 of 23,986 as contrasted to
14,324 draftees. That comes out roughly
two-thirds-but only exactly the opposite
of the conclusion drawn by the gentleman from Florida.
I will point out further that these figures do not include any officer personnel
whatsoever. They do not include the
Navy fliers and the Air Force fliers who
were shot down and killed. They are all
career people. The officers are substantially all volunteers.
So the gentleman has probably given
the approximately correct figures, but he
has gotten them reversed. So if twothirds is the correct figure, it is twothirds of the volunteers who have been
killed and one-third of draftees.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, I
reiterate the point I made earlier that
this debate has wandered a bit away from
the point of the amendment.
It is, I am sure, well intended, but it is
a most impractical amendment. It would
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restrict the fiexility of our Armed Forces
in their role of defense of the free world.
Mr. CAREY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I rise at this time to
speak to the intent of the gentleman
from Flolida (Mr. GIBBONS) in this
amendment.
Since this war has developed stage by
stage, I have heard speakers come to this
well over and over again--be they hawk
or dov~and state that we have to restore and reassume the powers of ·t he
Congress under the Constitution.
We know what those powers ·a re. They
are explicit-to raise and maintain
armies for the defense of our country.
Unfortunately, by a series of grave errors, I think of judgment, the Presidents,
going back over the last seveml Presidents of both parties, have felt free to
commit America.n troops in pursuit of
any expedition that they felt was proper
in the defense,of our cotmtry.
They may have been righ~but one
day they may be wrong. What are we
here for if not to be consulted by the
President in terms of the raising of those
armies and their commitments?
We do that now and we do respond to
the Commander in Chief in a most responsible way by making available in
terms of funding such authorizations and
appropriations as he needs to maintain
an adequate strike force or strategic
werupon or Air Force or Navy or Marine
Corps and all of the troop strength that
is necessary that he has asked of us.
But when we are asked to conscript,
that is total mobilization. The enemy
does not have to be convinced by some
additional overt act that we mean business. Is the gentleman from Illinois <Mr.
DERWINSKI) Of the opinion that the
enemy does not know what is going on in
every corner of the world day and night?
The enemy knew more about what was
going on in the Laotian campaign than
anyone in Congress did. The only way
anyone in Congress could find out about
what was happening in Laos was to hear
the Hanoi news releases when we heard
them from other nations.
There are no secrets in this game. The
enemy will not be driven to the ramparts
any sooner because the President of the
United States comes to Congress and
asks for troop strength.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. CAREY of New York. I yield to the
gentleman from Diinois.
Mr. DERWINSKI. This is the very
problem that I tried to point out in relation to the amendment which the gentleman is supporting. A mobilization step
would be totally misunderstood. This
amendment is inherently chaotic. We
should be concerned with completely restricting the practical flexibility ·t hat the
Commander in Chief should have.
Mr. CAREY of New York. The practical
flexibility which the gentleman suggests
is to send American troops into combat
and get them killed rather than to have
the President come before Congress. I
think it would be far safer and a more
responsible operation to require him to
come to Congress than to enable him to
send troops abroad. The enemy would not

be moving to a strike any faster if he
were to come to Congress than if he sends
troops into combat.- By what 'logic do we
support that reasoning?
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield further?
, Mr. CAREY of New York. I yield to the
gentleman from Dlinois.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Has there been any
case since the beginning of World War
II in which any nation has been the aggressor in an armed conflict and has declared war? Did the Reds declare war in
Korea or against South Vietnam?
· Mr. CAREY of New York. No; ·the
reason being that al<l of the nations
have felt they were secure and were
content to let the United States make
war, to let the United States expend
their troops, let the United States
defend the borders of the countries
around the world. They did not have
to deolare war, because in the undeclared wars around the globe the
United States has been using American
troops, whether the Congress liked it or
not, and we may continue to do so until
we wind up fighting on the moon, unless
Congress says, "You cannot have any
more expeditions int·o foreign countries
or take part in other insurgencies unless
you come to Congress and justify your
proposed action."
We can close the doors of the Chamber,
bring the President in here, and listen
to what he proposes. He can tell us
whether he needs additional troops or
not. I would like to have as much to say
about our incursion into the next country as Mr. Kissinger evidently does.
The amendment would restore to Congress our constitutional powers. It is a
safeguard against unwise use of our
troops.
I disagree with my friend from California <Mr. GUBsER) that the amendment would deny equal protection under
law. A15 it is now, who will say we are giving the equal protection of law to our
men in the Armed Forces? In fact, once
you are in the armed services, the onlY
law under which you operate is the law
of command. I want to bring the law
back into the hands of Congress where
it belongs. The amendment would restore
that power to this body. I believe it is
time that we had the President come to
Congress to justify his proposed use of
troops before they are committed and
before we begin getting any more body
counts without vote counts.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. CAREY of New York. I yield to my
colleague from New York.
Mr. PIKE. Let us assume that at the
time of the Gulf of Tonkin resolution we
had wanted to declare war. Against
whom would we have declared war?
Mr. CAREY of New York. That is a
very good questiGn. I wonder if the President had come to us with a request for a
declaration of war if we would not have
felt it unwise and unwarranted to do
what the Gulf of Tonkin resolution
caused us to do. That was one of the
greatest mistakes of al!l time. If the President had come before us we might have
asked a question or two about the Gulf of
Tonkin resolution. If I had known about
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the Gulf of Tonkin resolution what I do
now, I would not have voted for it, because the Gulf of Tonkin resolution took
us more deeply into this mess.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Indiana is recognized.
Mr. DENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I have
some sympathy with what the gentleman from Florida is trying to accomplish, but it seems to me that his amendment, and a number of other amendments which have been offered here,
more than anything else, possibly, point
up the need for a volunteer force. It
seems to me that a soldier pretty much
has to be a soldier, an army has to be
pretty much an army,. and I rather
doubt whether you can really run an
army with two dit!erent classes of soldiers, some of whom are liable to certain duties and others of whom are
liable to other duties.
The thing is, we have a basic feeling
in this country-and I share it-that
you should not have to be a soldier and
do all these things a soldier has to do
except in the case of a national emetgency. What we need to do, it seems to
me, is to get back to where we used to
be, where the fellow who does these
things is a soldier, he intends to be a soldier, he expects to be a soldier and he
expects to do the duty of a soldier.
That is where we need the volunteer
force, and that is why we ought to . get
there, but until we do get there, I very
much doubt whether we can have an
armed force with soldiers of two different classes included. I think that is the
trouble with the gentleman's amendment.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman
from Dlinois.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman makes a very good point, but at
the same time I would like to say the
gentleman from Florida <Mr. GIBBONS)
is dealing with a very important subject
matter that has been neglected in past
years and presents several excellent
ideas. We should legi~ate in this field.
The gentleman may recall that last year
the House passed a bill requiring a
prompt and detailed report by the President whenever military forces are sent to
foreign territory for whatever purpose.
Unfortunately the Senate did not take
it up. It came too late in the last session
of Congress, but the House committee
has already scheduled hearings on this
same subject matter. The Senate hearings are already underway. I am sure
th.is Congress will see legislation in this
field. War powers constitute a highly
technical area where words must be
weighed carefully. While I respect Mr.
GIBBONS for this initiative, I think it
would be far better if the legislative issue were handled through the regular
hearing process rather than in such restrictive circumstances in connection
with the draft ~aw.
Mr. DENNIS. I may say I voted for
the gentleman's resolution, which goes
considerably less far than the amendment proposed by the gentleman from
Florida but does legislate on the subject.
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Jacoba
Riegle
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, will the Conyers
Culver
Karth
Roe
gentleman yield?
Denholm
Kastenmeier
Roncalto
Mr. DENNIS. I yield to the gentleman Diggs
Leggett
Rooney,Pa.
Donohue
Lllik
Rosenthal
from Florida.
McCloskey
Roush
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I think Dow
Drinan
McDonald,
Roy
the gentleman recognizes the important Dulski
Mich.
Roybal
Ryan
part of this amendment. My amendment Edwards, Calif. Macdonald,
Mass.
st Germain
does not go as far as the volunteer army, Esch
Fascell
Madden
Sarb~
because I seriously doubt we can ever Fraser
Mazzoli
Scheumrecruit the men we need by voluntary Gaydos
Mlkva
Seiberl.lng
Mll1k
Staggers
processes. I think that is a paradox we Gibbons
Gonmlez
Mitchell
Stokes
are always going to face. I do not think we Grasso
Moorhead
Thompson, N.J.
can build the kind of strength we must Green, Oreg. Mosher
Tiernan
Moss
Uda.Jl
have, particularly the strength in reserve Gude
Nix
Ullman
and ready to :fight, by the kind of volun- Halpern
Harri.ngton
Obey
Vanik
teer proposals I have heard. So mine is Hathaway
Podell
Waldie
Pryor, Ark.
Whalen
really something in between that, which Hawk:ins
Hechler,
W.Va.
Puclrulkl
Yates
would let us work through a transition Helstoskl
Rees
Yatron
and find out whether we could do it by Howard
Reid, N.Y.
Reuss
volunteer forces. If we cannot do it by Hungate
NOEB-279
volunteer forces, by what this bill provides in increases in pay and everything Abbitt
Fish
Martin
Fisher
Mathias, Calif.
else, I do not think we can ever do it. But Abernethy
Albert
Flood
Mathis, Ga.
I do not want to see my country laid pros- Alexander
Flynt
Matsunaga
trate and not have real honest-to-God Andrews, Ala. Foley
Mayne
Andrews,
Ford,
Gerald
R.
Michel
manpower it can call on in an honest
Forsythe
Miller, Calif.
N.Dak.
emergency.
Fountain
Miller, Ohio
Annunzlo
What I tried to do in my amendment Archer
Frellnghuyeen Mills
Frenzel
Minish
was to outline the kinds of realistic emer- Ashbrook
Fulton, Pa.
Mizell
in
gencies this country might face in the Asp
Galffla.nalds
Mollohan
Asp1n.e.ll
time we were experimenting with a vol- Baker
GaJllagher
Monagan
Goldwater
Montgomery
Ba.rrett
unteer army.
Goodling
Morgan
Belcher
I think the gentleman points out some- Betts
Gray
Morse
thing important. We need to make a Bevill
Griffin
Murphy, Dl.
Griffiths
Murphy,N.Y.
transition. This amendment provides Blagg!
Gross
Myers
that transition. It keeps our feet fiat Biester
Grover
Natcher
Blackburn
on the ground as far as realism while Blanton
Gubser
Nedzl
Hagan
Nelsen
we go ahead with our well-meaning Bolllng
Haley
Nichols
Brad.emas
efforts to try to provide volunteers.
Hall
O'Hara
Bray
But I do not intend to support t.J:rls Brinkley
Hamilton
O'Kon-ski
draft act that was proposed here today Brooks
HammerO'Neill
schmidt
Passman
unless the amendment such as I have Broomfield
Hanley
Patman
Brotzman
proposed is adopted.
Hansen, Idaho Patten
Brown. Mich.
Hansen. Wash. Pelly
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise Broyhill, N.C. Harvey
Pepper
Broyhlll, Va.
merely to point out that this ground has Buchanan
Hastings
Perkins
Hays
Pettis
been fought over and over and over. It Burke. Fla.
Hilbert
Peyser
Burleson.
Tex.
has been discussed inside out and outHenderson
Pickle
Mo.
side in, and upside down and downside Burlison,
Byron
Hicks, Mass.
Pike
up practically the whole day, and it has caben
Hicks, Wash.
Plrnle
Hillis
Poff
been rejected on two other occasions, oatrery
Hogan
Powell
and now we have the same thing with a carter
Casey, Tex.
Holifield
Preyer. N.C.
different kind of approach, but it all Cederberg
Horton
Price, Ill.
Hosmer
Purcell
Chamberlain
amounts to the same kind of objective,
Hull
Qule
that this House voted down by almost a Clancy
Hunt
Quillen
Clark
2-to-1 vote a short time ago, so I ask Clausen,
Hutchinson
Railsback
!chord
Rarick
Don H.
fora vote.
Johnson,
Oa.llf.
Reid,
Ill.
Clawson,
Del
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Cleveland
Jonas
Rhodes
the amendment offered by the gentleman Collier
Jones, Ala.
Roberts
Jones, N.C.
Robinson. Va.
Collins, Tex.
from Florida (Mr. GIBBONS).
TELLER VOTE WITH CLERKS

Conable
Corman
Cotter
Coughlin
Crane
Daniel. Va.
Daniels. N.J.
Daniel sou
Davis, Ga.
Da. vis, Wis.
Delaney
Dellenback

Mr. GffiBONS. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. GmBONS. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered, and
the Chairman appointed as tellers Messrs.
GIBBONS, HEBERT, MlKVA, and BRAY.
Denms
The Committee divided, and the teller·s Derwlnski
Devine
reported that there were-ayes 97, noes
Dickinson
279, not voting 56, as follows:
Dorn
[Recorded Teller Vote No. 43]
AYE8-97
Burke, Mass.
Badillo
Abourezk
Abzug
Begtch
Burton
Adams
Beruwtt
B~e.Pa.
Bergland
Carey, N.Y.
Addabbo
Bingham
carney
Anderson,
Blatnik
Calif.
Celler
Chisholm
Anderson,
Boland
Tenn.
Brasco
Conte
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Dowdy
Down:ing
Duncan
duPont
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Er.lenborn
Eshleman
Evans, Colo.
Findley

Jones, Tenn.
Kazen
Keating
Kee
Kemp
King
Kluczynskl
Kuykendall
Kyl
KYl'OS

Landgrebe
Latta
Lmmon
Lent
Lloyd
Lujan
McOlory
McColllster
McCormack
McDade
McEwen
McFall
McKay
McKevitt
McKinney
Mahon
Mailliard
Mann

Robison, N.Y.
Rogers
Rooney. N.Y.
Rostenkowski
Rousselot
Runnels
Ruppe
Ruth
Sandman
Sattet1ield
Saylor
Scherle
Schmitz
Schneebeli
Schwengel
Scott
Sebelius
Shoup
Shriver
Sikes
Sisk
Slack
Smith, 08.11!.
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Snyder
Spence
Springer

Stafford
Stanton.
J. Wllllam
Stanton,
Jamesv,
Steed
Steele
Steiger, Ariz.
Steiger, Wis.
Stephens
Stratton
Stubblefield
Stuckey
Sullivan
Symington
Talcott
Taylor

Teague. 08.11!.
Teague, Tex.
Tel'l'Y
~hom~son, Ga.
Thomson, Wis.
Thone
Van Deerlin
Vander Jagt
Veysey
Vigorito
Waggonner
Wampler
Ware
Watts
Wh:aJley
White
Whitehurst

Whitten
Wid.nall
Wiggins
Willl~s
.
Wilson, Bob
Wilson,
Charles H.
Wright
Wydler
Wylle
Wyman
Young, Fla.
Young, Tex.
Zablocki
Zion
Zwach

NOT VOTING-56
Edwards, La.
Landrum
Eilberg
Long, La.
Evins, Tenn.
Long, Md.
Flowers
McClure
Ford,
McCUlloch
Boggs
William D.
McMU.la.n
Bow
Frey
Meeds
Brown, Ohio
Fulton, Tenn. Melcher
Byrnes, Wis.
Fuqua
Metcalfe
Camp
Garmatz
Min-shall
Chappell
Gettys
Poage
Clay
Giaimo
Price, Tex.
Colllrul, Dl.
Green, Pa.
RJandall
Colmer
Hanna
Rangel
Corbett
Harsha
Rodino
de la Garza
Heckler, Mass. Shipley
DeUums
Jarman
Skubitz
Dent
J o hnson, Pa.
Wl.n.Ili
Dlngell
Keith
Wo11f
Edwa.rds, Ala. Koch
Wyatt
Anderson, Til.
Arends
Ashley
Baring
Bell

So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. HAYS. I move to strike the requisite number of words.
(By unanimous consent, Mr. HAYs was
allowed to proceed out of order.)
PRESIDENT NIXON ORDERS IMMEDIATE REI.EASE
FROM IMPRISONMENT OF LT. WILLIAM L. CALLEY PENDING COMPLETION OF FULL REVIEW OP
HIS COURTS-MARTIAL CONVICTION

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I want to
read something that I think every Member will be interested in that was just on
the wire.
It is dated San _Clemente, Calif., Associated Press:
President Nixon today ordered the Immediate release from imprisonment of Lt. Wllllam
L. Calley, Jr., pending the completion of a
full review of h1s court martial conviction
on murder charges.
Under Nixon's action. Calley was to return
to his personal quarters at Fort Benning, Ga.,
where he lived during the court martial proceedings.
Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler said Nixon
felt personally that Calley should not be confined to the Fort Benning stockade or transferred to the mllltary prison at Leavenworth,
Kans., until the decision ·b y h1s jury has run
the entire review gamut, Including possible
appeals.

Mr. Chairman, I want to applaud President Nixon's actions. I served 1n the
House with him, and I know he has very
sensitive political antennas, and he felt
the heat 1n a hurry. The White House
ordered the courts-martial, and I think it
was correct that the White House did
something to mitigate it. You can be
sure of one thing-the last appeal will not
be heard until long after election day
1972.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. CARNEY

Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. CARNEY: On
page 11, line 22, after the word "thereof"
strike out "July 1, 1973" and tnsert "December 31, 1972".
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Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Chalnnan, I do not
intend to take over 2 minutes. I think
the complete subject matter of my
amendment has been well cllscussed. It
is a new ap'proach to a subject upon
which there have been two votes. Yesterday the gentleman from Massachusetts
<Mr. HARRINGTON) offered a 6-month
termination of the draft. I thought that
was too short. I voted against it.
The gentleman from Ohio <Mr.
WHALEN) introduced a 12-month extension of the draft which was defeated by
a vote of 198 to 200.
This is merely the same subject matter
that would make an 18-month extension
of the draft. I think it is consistent with
the position my party took yestertlay in
caucus, which is to try everything humanly possible to get out of Vietnam and
end this war sometime during this session of the Congress.
I would yield to the gentleman from
Louisiana <Mr. HEBERT), the chairman of
the Commtttee on Armed Services, if he
desires to speak in opposition to this
amendment-and I think he will. However, after he answers I do not think
that there is any need for further debate.
It is not a new subject matter. At the
proper time I will ask that we have a
teller vote with clerks on this amendment.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. CARNEY. I yield to the gentleman
from Louisiana.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I agree
with that statement just made by the
gentleman from Ohio, and I cetrainly
have no intention of debating this since
we have already debated this a number of
times, and it is merely repetitious, and
it is merely bringing us back to the same
subject we have debated.
I ask for a vote.
The CHAmMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Ohio <Mr. CARNEY).
TELLER VOTE WITH CLERKS

Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered.
Mr. CARNEY. Mr. Chairman, I demand tellers with clerks.
Tellers with clerks were ordered; and
the Chairman appointed as tellers Mr.
CARNEY, Mr. HEBERT, Mr. BRAY, and Mr.
GIBBONS.
The Committee divided, and the tellers
reported that there were-ayes 170, noes
200, answered present 1, not voting 61.
as follows:
[Record Teller Vote
AYES-170
Bingham
Abourezk
Abzug
Blanton
Adams
Blatnik
Addabbo
Boland
Anderson,
Bolling
Call!.
Brad em as
Andrews,
Brasco
N.Dak.
Broomfield
Aspin
Brown, Mich.
Begich
Burke, 'M ass.
Bennett
Burlison, Mo.
Bergland
Burton
Biaggi
Byrne, Pa.
Gaffer¥
13iester

No. 44]
Carey, N .Y .
Carney
Geller
Cleveland
Collier
Collins. Tex.
Conte
Conyers
Cotter
Coughlin
Cr ane
CUlver
Danielson
De:pholm

D ingell
Donohue
Dow
Drinan
Dulski
Duncan
duPont
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edmondson
Edwards, Calif.
Eilberg
Esch
Evans, Colo.
Fascell
Fish
Foley
Ford,
William D.
Forsythe
Fraser
Frenzel
G aliftanakis
Gaydos
G ibbons
Goldwater
Gonzalez
Grasso
Gray
Green, Oreg.
Gross
Grover
Gude
Halpern
Hamilton
Hanley
Ha nsen. Wash.
Harrington
Harvey
Hastings
Hathaway
Hays
Hechler, W.Va.
Heckler, Mass.

Helstoski
Hicks, Mass.
Howard
Hungate
Hutchinson
K a rth
Kastenrneier
Kazen
Keating
Kyros
Latta
Leggett
Link
Lloyd
McClory
McCloskey
McCormack
McDade
McDonald.
Mich.
McKay
McKinney
Madden
Matsunaga
Mazzoli
Melcher
Mikva
Miller, Ohio
Minish
Mink
Mitchell
Moorhead
Morse
Mosher
Moss
Murphy, Ill.
N&t;cher
N edzi
Nix
Obey
O'Hara
O'Neill
Pettis
Pickle
NOE8-200
Abbitt
Flynt
Abernethy
Ford, Gera ld R.
Alexander
Fountain
Andrews, Ala. Frelinghuysen
Annunzio
Fulton, Pa.
Archer
Gallagher
Ashbrook
Goodling
Aspinall
Griffin
Baker
Griffiths
Barrett
Gubser
Belcher
Hagan
Betts
Haley
Bevill
Hall
Blackburn
HammerBra y
schmidt
Brinkley
Hansen, Idaho
Brooks
Hebert
BrotZinan
Henderson
Brown, Ohio
Hicks, Wash .
Broyh1ll, N.C. Hillis
Broyhill, Va.
Hogan
Holifield
Buchanan
Burke, Fla.
Hort on
Burleson, Tex. Hosmer
Byron
Hull
Cabell
Hunt
Carter
I chord
Casey, Tex.
Johnson, Calif.
Cederberg
Jonas
Chamberlain Jones, Ala.
Chappell
J ones, N.C.
Chisholm
Jones, Tenn.
Clancy
Kee
Clark
Keith
Clausen,
Kemp
Don H.
King
Clawson, Del
Kluczynski
Conable
Kuykendall
Corman
Kyl
Daniel, Va.
La ndgrebe
Daniels, N.J.
Lennon
Da vis, Wis.
Lent
de la Garza
McCollister
Delaney
McEwen
Dellenback
McFall
Dennis
McKevitt
Derwinski
McMillan
Devine
Macdonald,
Dickinson
JMass.
Dorn
Mahon
Downing
Mailliard
Erlenborn
Mann
Eshleman
Martin
Findley
Mathias, Cali!.
Fisher
Mat his, Ga.
Flooq
Mayne
·

Pike
Podell
Pryor, Ark .
Pucinski
Quie
Rees
Reid, N.Y.
Reuss
Riegle
Robison, N.Y.
Roe
Roncallo
Rooney, Pa.
Rosenthal
Roush
Roy
Roybal
Ruppe
Ryan
StGermain
Sarbanes
Scheuer
Schwengel
Seiberling
Smith, Iowa
Snyder
Stafford
Staggers
Steele
Steiger, Wis.
Stokes
Symington
Thompson, N .J .
Thone
Tiernan
Udall
Ullman
Van Deerlin
Vander Jagt
Vanik
Waldie
Yates
Yatron
Zwa ch
Michel
Miller, Calif.
Mills
Mizell
Mollohan
Monagan
Montgomery
Morgan
Murphy, N.Y.
Myers
Nelsen
O'Konski
Passma n
Patman
Pelly
Pepper
Perkins
Peyser
Pirnie
Poff
Powell
Preyer, N.C.
Price, Ill.
Purcell
Quillen
Ra ilsback
Ra rick
Reid, Ill.
Rhodes
Roberts
Robinson ; Va.
Rogers
Rooney, N.Y.
Rostenkowski
Runnels
Ruth
Sandinan
Satterfield
Saylor
Scherle
Schmitz
Schneebeli
Scott
Sebelius
Shoup
Shriver
Sikes
Sisk
Smith, Calif.
Smith, N .Y.
Spence
Springer
Stanton.
J . Willia m
Stanton.
James v.

Steed
Steiger, Ariz.
Stephens
Stratton
Stubblefield
Stuckey
Su111van
Talcott
Taylor
Teague, Calif.
Teague, Tex.
Terry
Thompson, Ga.
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Thomson, Wis.
Veysey
Vigorito
Waggonner
Wampler
Ware
Watts
Whalen
Whalley
White
Whitehurst
Whitten
Wiggins

W1lliams
Wilson, Bob
Wilson,
Charles H.
Wright
Wydler
Wylie
Wyman
Young, Fla.
Young, Tex.
Zablocki
Zion

ANSWERED PRESENT- I
Rousselot
NOT VOTING-61
Anderson, Ill. Edwards, Ala. Lujan
Anderson,
Edwards, La.
McClure
Tenn.
Evins, Tenn.
McCulloch
Arends
Flowers
Meeds
Ashley
F rey
Metcalfe
Bad1llo
Fulton, Tenn . Minshall
Baring
Fuqua
Nichols
Bell
Garmatz
Patten
Boggs
Gettys
Poage
Bow
Giaimo
Price, Tex.
Byrnes, Wis.
Green, Pa.
Randall
Camp
Hanna
Rangel
Clay
Harsha
Rodino
Collins, Ill.
Hawkins
Shipley
Colmer
Jacobs
Skubitz
Corbett
Jarman
Slack
Davis, Ga.
Johnson, Pa.
Widnall
Dellums
Koch
Winn
Dent
Landrum
Wolff
Diggs
Long, La.
Wyatt
Dowdy
Long, 'Md.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
vote "present."
So the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any
further amendments to section 1?
There being no further amendments
to section 1, the Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 2. Section 1 of the Act of August 3,
1950, chapter 537, as amended (10 U.S.C. 3201
note). is amended by striking out "July 1,
1971" and inserting in place thereof "July 1,
1973".
SEc. 3. Section 9 of the Act of June 27,
1957, Public Law 85-62, as amended (81
Stat. 105). is amended by striking out "July 1,
1971" and inserting in place thereof "July 1,
1973".

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent

that the section be considered as read,
printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Louisiana?
There was no objection.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairmrun, is that not
section 2?
The CHAffiMAN. The Chair will inform the gentleman from New ~ork that
section 2 has been read, and section 3 is
now open to amendment at any point.
Are there any amendments to section
3?
If not, the Clerk will read.

The Clerk read as fiollows:
SEc. 4. Sections 302 and 303 of title 37.

United States Ood.e, are each amended by
striking out "July 1, 1971" whenever that
date appears and inserting in pla<:e thereof
"July 1, 1973".
SEc. 5. Section 203(a) of title 37, United
States Code, is amended to read as follows:
"(a) The rates of monthly baste pa.y for
members of the unif'ormed services withln
each pay grade are set forth in the following tables:
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"COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Years of service computed under see. 205

"Pay&rade

2 or less

Over 3

Over 2

Over4

Over6

Over 8

Over 10

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 26

Over 22

Over 20

Over 30

0-10 I ______ $2, lll. 40 $2,185.80 $2, 185. 80 $2, 185. 80 $2,185.80 $2,269. 50 $2,269.50 $2,443.50 $2,443.50 $2,618.40 $2,618.40 $2,793.30 $2,739.30 $2,967.60 $2,967.60
Q-9__ ______ 1,871.4U 1, 920.60
1,961. 70 . 1, 961.70 1, 961.70 2, 011.20 2, 011.20 2,094. 60 2, 094.60 2, 269.50 2, 269.50 2,443. 50 2,443. 50 2, 618.40 2,618. 40
Q-8________ 1, 695. ()()
1, 745.70 1, 787.40 1, 787.40 1, 787.40 1, 920.60 1, 920.60 2, 011.20 2, 011.20 2,094. 60 2, 185.80 2,269. 50 2,361. 00 2, 361.00 2,361.00
Q-7 ________ 1,408.20 1, 504.20
1, 504.20 1, 571. 10 1, 571. 10 1, 662.60
1, 504.20
1, 662.60 1, 745.70 1, 920.60 2, 052.60 2, 052.60 2, 052.60 2, 052.60 2, 052.60
Q-6________ 1, 043.70 1, 147.20 1, 221.90 1, 221.90 1, 221.90 1, 221.90 1, 221.90 1, 221.90 1, 263.30 1, 463.10 1, 537.80 1, 571.10 1, 662. 60 1, 803.30 1, 803.30
Q-5________
834.60
l, 471.20
1,
047.90
1,
047.90
1,
047.90
1,
047.90
1,
080.30
1,
137.90 1,213. 80 1, 304.70 1, 379.70 1, 421. 10 1, 471.20 1, 471.20
980.70
0-4 ________
930.60
704. 10
856.50
914.40
914.40
972.30 1, 038.30 1, 097. 10 1, 147.20 1, 197.00 - 1, 230.30 1, 230.30 1, 230.30 1, 230.30 1, 230.30
0-3 2_____ -654.30
731.10
781.20
864.90
906.00
938.70
989.10 1, 038.30 1, 063.80 1, 063.80 1, 063.80 1, 063.80 1, 063.80 1,063. 80 1, 063.80
Q-2 2_______
789.30
789.30
789.30
789.30
789.30
570.30
622.80
748.20
773.10
789.30
789.30
789.30
789.30
789.30
789.30
Q-12 _______
622.80
622.80
622.80
622.80
622.80
495.00
515.40
622.80
622.80
622.80
622.80
622.80
622.80
622.80
6~2. 80
"I While service as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Chief of Staff of the Army, Chief of
"2 Does not apply to commissioned -officers who have been credited with over 4 years' active
Naval Operations, Chief of Staff of the Air Force, or Commandant of the Marine Corps, basic pay service as enlisted members.
for this grade is $3,000 regardless of cumulative years of service computed under sec. 205 of this
title.
"COMMISSIONED OFFICERS WHO HAVE BEEN CREDITED WITH OVER 4 YEARS" ACTIVE SERVICE AS ENLISTED MEMBERS

Years of service computed under section 205
Over 4

Over 6

Over 8

Over 10

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over 26

Over 30

$846.90
773.10
622.80

$906. 00
789.30
665. 10

$938. 10
814.20
690.00

$989. 10
856.50
714.60

$1,038.30
889.80
739.80

$1,080.30
914.40
773.10

$1,080.30
914.40
773. 10

$1, 080. 30
914.40
773. 10

$1, 080.30
914.40
773.10

$1,080.30
914.40
773.10

$1 , 080. 30
914.40
773.10

$1,080.30
914.40
773.10

"Pay grade

"WARRANT OFFICERS
Years of service computed under section 205
2 or less

Over2

Over 3

over4

Over6

OverS

Over 10

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over 26

Over 30

W-4_-- ---------- $666.30
W-3 __ _-- _------- 605.70
W-2 __________ - -530.40
441.90
W-L----------- -

$714.60
657.00
573.60
507.00

$714.60
657.00
573.60
507.00

$731.10
665.10
590.40
549.00

$764.40
673.20
622.80
573.60

$798.00
722.40
657.00
598.50

$831.00
764.40
681.90
622.80

$889.80
789.30
706.50
648.30

$930.60
814.20
731.10
637.20

$963.90
838.80
756.60
698.10

$989,10
864.90
781.20
722.40

$1,022.10
897.90
806.10
748.20

$1,056.10
930.60
838.80
748.20

$1, 137.90
963.90
838.80
748.20

$1, 137.90
963.90
838.80
748.20

"Pay grade

"ENLISTED MEMBERS
Years of service computed under section 205
Over 10

Over 12

Over 14

Over 16

Over 18

Over 20

Over 22

Over 26

Over 30

E-9 I_--- ------------------ -------------------------------------------- --------------- $756.90
E-8-- ___ ;-_ : . -- __ --- ___ -------- ____ ---- __ --------- --- ______ -- __ ----- _---- __ - $635. 10
652.80
E-7 _______________ _______ $443.40 $478.50 $496.20 $513.60 $531.30
548.10
565.50
417.90
435.00
453.00
470.40
487.50
E-0 __________ _______ _____ 382.80
505.20
461.70
E-5---------------------- 336.30
366.00
383.70
400.50
426.60
444.00
E-4 ______________________ 323.40
341.40
361.20
389.40
405.00
405.00
405.00
E-3 ____ : _________________ 311.10
328.20
341.10
354.60
354.60
354.60
354.60
299. 10
E-2-------------- ---~-- -299.10
299.10
299.10
299.10
299.'10
299.10
268.50
E-L-------------------- 268.50
268.50
268.50
268.50
268.50
268.50

$774.30
670.20
583.50
531.30
478.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

$792.00
687.90
609.60
548.10
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

$809.70
705.30
626.70
565.50
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268. 50·

$827.70
722.10
644. 10
574.50
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

$843.90
740.10
652.80
574.50
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

$888.60
783.60
696.60
574.50
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

$975.00
870.90
783.60
574.50
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

$975.00
870.90
783.60
574.50
487.50
405.00
354.60
299.10
268.50

"Pay grade

2 or less

Over 2

Over 3

Over 4

Over 6

Over8

. "1 While serving as Sergeant Major of the Army, Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy, Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force, or Sergeant Major of the Marine Corps, basic pay
for this grade is $1,098.30 regardless of cumulative years of service computed under section 205 of this title."

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that section 5 be considered as read,
printed in the REcoRD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Louisiana?
There was no objection.
Mr. PIKE. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.
I said earlier in the debate that I was
going to offer an amendment-in fact, I
have three amendments at the Clerk's
desk-pertaining to section 5. The substance of those amendments was to reduce the pay raise provisions in this bill
to those which had been recommended
by the administration.
I have decided I am not going to offer
those amendments. We have treated very
lightly the fiscal responsibility area in
this bill. The President asked for pay
raises totaling a little less than $1 billion.
The committee provided pay raises of
$2.7 billion. We are in this bill authorizing pay raises $1.7 billion above the
President's budget. I believe we ought
to ta~e note of the fact. It is $1.7 billion.

There are an awful lot of people who
want a volunteer army, and the pay
raises will help to achieve the volunteer
army, we hope. There are an awful lot of
Q.ther people who want to cut the amount
of our national resources we allocate
each year to national defense, and to
spend them in other areas.
What we are doing here certainly is
not changing our national priorities. It
may be helping to achieve a volunteer
army but it is not helping to change our
national priorities.
I happen to believe that even with these
pay raises we are not going to achieve
a volunteer army.
The reason why I am not going to offer my amendment at this time is that
the mood of this House, the nature of
this bill as it leaves this Chamber, is different from what it was when we started this debate 3 days ago. By only two
votes we rejected an amendment to limit
the draft to only 1 year.
I happen to believe that with that
showing of strength for a reconsideration of this bill next year, this bill is going to be reconsidered next year. I happen to believe that somewhere along the

legislative line-perhaps in the other
body, which has shown itself to feel a
little different from what we have on
military matters in the past-the term
of this extension is going to be cut down.
So I believe we are going to get another
look at this.
Something else has happened in this
country in the past few days. There 'was
a court-martial verdict and a sentence
in Georgia which has created a very substantial outcry not only in your districts
but also -in my district. I believe the net
result of that is going to make it a little
tougher to get volunteers in our military.
I believe it iS go{ng to make it so much
harder, harder that we are going to need
every bit of the money that is in this bill
in order to even aproach a volunteer
army. For that reason I am not going to
do that which I said I was going to do.
I do want to call everybody's attention
to the fact that when we are accused, we
in the Congress are accused of having
added X billions of dollars tO the President's budget, .this is one of the places
where it was done. This was perhaps the
principal place where it was done.
Mr. Chairman, if somebo4Y else wants
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to offer the amendments, they are at the
Clerk's desk, but I am not going to.
The CHARIMAN. Are there any further amendments to section 5?
Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I voted for the extension of the draft in 1963 and again in
1967.
There is no question but tha't we must
maintain an adequate military force to
defend our country and I can and will
support legislative efforts to do this. But
Mr. Chairman, I cannot in good conscious
vote to send American boys to fight a
"no win" war for a government 'that then
allows the American boys to be tried for
discharging that obligation.
During the amendment process on this
bill, I supported the amendment to llmit
the extension to 1 year. That extension,
with the increased pay schedule, included
in the bill would have been in conformance with the Gates conui:rlsslon recommendation for transition to a volunteer
army. That amendment lost by two votes.
Had it been adopted, I would have reluctantly vdted for the bill. No vote has
caused me more "soul searching" than
this one.
Mr. Chairman, I may be wrong but I
sincerely believe I am doing right.
(Mr. SNYDER asked and ·w as given
permission to revise and extend his
remarks.>
The CHAffiMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEC. 6. Chapter 5 of tttle 8'7, Unlrted States
Code, Is amended by inser.ting the following
new section and a. corresponding item In
the analysts:
"§ 302a. Special pay: optometrists
"(a) In addition to any other basic pay,
special pay, incentive pay, or allowances to
which he is entitled, each of the following officers is entitled to special pay at the rates
set forth in subsection (b) of this section" (1) a commissioned officer" (A) of the Regular Army or the Regular
Navy who is designated as an optometry
officer;
"(B) of the Regular Air Force who is
designwted as an optometry officer; or
"(C) who is an optometry officer of the
Regular Corps of the Public HeaLth Service;
who was on act ive duty on the effective date
of this section; who retired before that date
and was ordered to active duty after t hat
date and before July 1, 1973; or who was
designated as such an officer atter the effect ive date of this section and before July 1,
1973:
"(2) a commissioned officer" (A) of a reserve component of the Army
or Navy who is designated as an optometTy
officer;
"(B) of a reserve component of .t he Air
Force who is designated as an optometry
officer; or
"(C) who is an optometTy officer of the
Reserve Corps o! the Public Health Service;
who after .t he effective date o! this section
and before July 1, 1973, is ordered to active
duty for a period of at least one year; and
(3) a genera:! officer of the Army or the Air
Force appointed, from any of the categories
named in clause (1) or (2}, in the Army, the
Air Force, or :the National Guard, as the case
may be, who was on active duty on the effective da.te of this section; who was retired before that date and was ordered to active duty
after .t hat date and before July 1, 1973; or
who. after the effeotive date of this section,
was appointed. from e.ny of those categories.
"(b) The amount of speclal pay to which
an officer covered by subsection (a) of this
section is entitled 1&--

"(A) $50 a month for each month of active
duty, if he is in pay grade 0-1, 0-2, or 0-3;
"(B) $150 a month for each month of active duty if he is in pay grade 0-4 or 0-5; or
"(C) $200 a month for each month of active duty if he is a.bov~ pay grade 0-5.
"(c) The amounts set forth in subsection
(a) o! thi.s section may not be included in
computing the amount of an increase in pay
authorized by any other provision of this
title or in computing retired pay or severance
pay."

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent

that section 6 be considered as read,
printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
There was no objection.
The CHAmMAN. Are there any
amendments to section 6? If not, the
Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 7. (a) Section 402 of title 37, United
States Code, is amended as follows:
( 1) The first sentence of subsection (b)
is amended to read: "An enlisted member is
entitled to a basic allowance !or subsistence
of one o! the following types-"(1) when rations in kind are not available; and
"(2) when permission to mess separately
is granted.".
(2) The fourth sentence of subsection (b)
is stricken.
(3} Subsection (d) is amended to read:
"(d) The basic allowance !or subsistence
!or members o! the uniformed serVices is as
!ollows-Ofilcers ----------------- $48.00 a month.
Enllsted members authorized to mess separately_ $48. 00 a month.
Enlisted members when
rations in kind are not
available ------------3. 45 a day.".
( 4) Subsection (e) is amended to read:
"(e) Under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of Defense, an enlisted member
who Is granted permission to mess separately,
and whose duties require him to buy at least
one meal in a messing !acillty o! the United
States, shall be charged !or each such meal
not more than the pro rata share prescribed
for that meal o! $1.60.".
(b) Section 403(a) of title 37, United
States Code, is amended to read as follows:
"(a) Except as otherwise provided by this
section or by another law, a member o! a
uniformed service who is entitled to basic
pay is entitled to a basic allowance !or quarters at the following rates according to the
pay grade in which he Is assigned or distributed !or basic pay purposes:
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A member in pay grade E-4 (less than 4
years' service), E-3, E-2, or E-lls considered
at all times to 'b e without dependents.".

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent

that section 7 be considered as read,
printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAmMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
There was no objection.
The CHAffiMAN. Are there any
amendments to section 7? If not, the
Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 8. Chapter 7 o! title 37, United States
Code, is amended by inserting the following
new section and a corresponding item in the
analysis:
"§ 428. Allowance !or recruiting expenses
"In addition to other pay or allowances authorized by law, and under uniform regulations prescribed by the Secretaries concerned,
a member who is assigned to recruiting duties for his armed force may be reimbursed
for actual and necessary expenses incurred in
connection with those duties.".

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that section 8 be considered as read,
printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
There was no objection.
The CHAmMAN. Acre there any
amendments to Section 8? If not, the
Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 9. Section 3 o! the Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 (50 App. U.S.C. 2203) is
amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 3. For the duration o! this Act, section 403(a) of title 37, United States Code, is
amended by striking out that part of the
table which prescribes monthly basic allowances for quarters for enltsted members in
pay grades E-1, E-2, E-3, and E-4 (!our
yean' or less service) and inserting tn place
thereof the following table:
"Pay grade
"E--4 (4 years' or less service) __
E-3 . ______________________ _
E-2. ____ - ___ --- _----------E-1. __ ---------------------

Without
dependents

With
dependents

$96.00
85.20
75.00
70. 20

$143. 10
120.00
105.00
105. 00."

Mr. HEBERT (during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent

"Pay grade

0-10.----------------------0-9 _--- --------------------0-8_ -- -- - ---------- --- -----0-7
()...6 ----------------------________________________- -_
0-5 _------- ----------------0--4 ------------------------0-3
-- ---------------------_
0-2 __
________________________
0-1 __
-- ----------------- --_
W--4
___--_____________________
W- 3______ __________ ------- -W- 2 ________ --- ---------- --- -

W- L .--------- - -------------

E-9 . _------ __ ------ __ ------ _
E--8 - - ----- --- -- -- -------- -- E- 7 ___ __ _-- __ ------ __ -- ____ _
E--6 .-- --------------------E-5
_______
____ ----- ________ _
E--4 (over 4 years' service) ____ _

E--4 (4 years' or less service) ___
E
-3. __ _____ ________________ _
E-2. ___ __ - _------------ __ --E-1-- -- -- -------- ---- -------

Without
dependents

With
dependents

$271.20
271.20
271.20
271.20
249.30
233.40
210.30
186.30
163.20
128. 10
202.80
182.70
161.40
145.80
153.90
143.70
123.30
112.80
109_20

$339.00
339.00
339. 10
339.00
303. 90
281.10
253.50
230. 10
206.70
166.50
244.50
225.60
204.30
189.30
216.90
202. 50
189.90
176.40
163.20
143. 10
45.00
45.00
45.00
45.00

96.06

45.00
45.00
45.60
45.00

that section 9 be considered as read,
printed in the RECORD, and open to
amendment at any point.
The CHAmMAN. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
There was no objection.
The CHAffiMAN. Are there any
amendments to section 9? If not, the
Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 10. Section 4 of the Dependents Assistance Acto! 1950 (50 App. U.S.C. 2204) 1s
amended by inserting immediately be!ore ":
Provided further" the following: "; or (7)
for the calendar months in which such
member serves on active duty for training
(including run-time duty performed by
members of the Army or Air National Guard
for which they receive pay from the United
States in accordance with section 204 of title
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37, United States Code) 1f that tralnlng is for
a period of 30 days or more.".

Mr. HEBERT <during the reading).
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con-

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY M&. MIKVA

Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, I otfer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. MIKVA: On
sent that section 10 be considered as
19, line 23, after the figure "758,635"read, printed in the RECORD, and open to page
insert the following:
amendment at any point.
"Provided, however, that on June 30, 1972,
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the total active duty personnel strength for
the request of the gentleman from Louisi- all the services shall not ex~eed 2,350,000."
ana?
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, this
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any amendment is otfered on behalf of my
amendments to section 10? If not, the colleagues, the gentlemen from Washington (Mr. FOLEY and Mr. HICKS) and
Clerk will read.
myself. I would like to continue the record
The Clerk read as follows:
of success which I started in the last sesSEc. 11. Section 7 of the Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 (50 App. U.S.C. 2207) is sion of Congress. I otfered a similar
amended by striking out "to enlisted mem- amendment to the Military Manpower
bers on active duty !or training under sec- Act which was overwhelmingly defeated;
tion 262 of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of however, the military then went on to
1952, as amended (50 U.S.C. 1013), or any cut the manpower forces well beyond
other enlistment program that requires an what I suggested in my amendment.
initial period of active duty !or tralnlng.".
I would like to continue that record of
Mr. HEBERT <during the reading). success.
Mr. Chairman, I think we are talking
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that section 11 be considered as at this point about the heart of the probread, printed in the RECORD, and open to lem-the size of our military forces. I am
still not sure how the force levels found
amendment at any point.
The CHAffiMAN. Is there objection to their way into this bill, even though I
the request of the gentleman from Louisi- have read and reread the report several
times. However, I would like to share
ana?
with you a few lines from this report.
There was no objection.
First of all, I would like to tell you that
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any
amendmetns to section 11? If not, the the committee accepted the manpower
requests that were asked for by the DeClerk will read.
partment of Defense: The manpower
The Clerk read as follows:
SEC. 12. Section 16 of the Dependents As- levels set forth in section 13 are troop for
sistance Act of 1950 (50 App. U.S.C. 2216) 1s troop what the Department of Defense
amended by striking out "July 1, 1971" and asked for. The committee then, with
inserting in place thereof "July 1, 1973".
commendable candor-and I commend
Mr. HEBERT (during the reading). the chairman of the Committee on Armed
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- Services and the members thereof for
sent that section 12 be considered as such candor-went on to acknowledge:
However, the committee believes that inread, printed in the RECORD, and open to
evitably in an organization the size of the
amendment at any point.
Department of Defense there 1s adequate
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to room for effecting greater emciencies in the
the request of the gentleman from utilization of military personnel. Therefore,
Louisiana?
the committee urges the Department of DeThere was no objection.
fense and the individual services to continue
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any to explore the possibility of substituting the
amendments to section 12? If not, the use of civilian manpower wherever practicable, as well as attempting to achieve overall
Clerk will read.
reductions in the manpower requirements.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. Chairman, I am suggesting that
SEc. 13. For the fiscal year beginning July 1,
1971, and ending June 30, 1972, each of the this Committee, the Committee of the
following armed forces is authorized an aver- Whole House on the State of the Union,
age active duty personnel strength as fol- has that responsibility under the Conlows:
stitution, and up until a few years ago,
(1) the Army, 1,024,309;
by tradition as well. Because it is up to
(2) the Navy, 616,619;
the Congress of the United States to
(3) the Marine Corps, 209,846; and
raise the armies of the United States, we
(4) the Air Force, 758,635;
except when the President of the United are the ones who are supposed to set
States determines that the application of meaningful force levels.
these ceilings will seriously jeopardize the
Let me knock down a few strawmen
national security interests of the United
States and informs the Congress of the basis before they get set up too high.
First of all, if an emergency arises, I
for such determination.
call your attention to the last proviso of
Mr. HEBERT (during the reading). section 13-which I do not change in any
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent manner, shape or form-which allows the
that section 13 to considered as read, President of the United States to exceed
printed in the RECORD, and open to the force levels in the bill. He can do this
amendment at any point.
unilaterally, simply by informing us of
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the basis for such a determination. Thus
the request of the gentleman from Lou- there is no emergency that can arise
isiana?
whereby the President as Commander 1n
There was no objection.
Chief would not be free to exceed the
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any force levels of this bill.
amendments to section 13?
What these force levels are designed to
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do is to tell the Department of Defense
that Congress thinks these are sufficient
Americans to be in the military services.
I suggest to you that a force level cut,
which is at the least the minimum of the
force level cut that the military department on its own created in the last biennium, is the very least that Congress
owes to the country if Congress is to
carry out its obligations.
Let me expand for a moment, if I may.
To those few fiscal conservatives who are
left in this era of full employment budgets, let me remind you that for every
soldier we put in uniform, for every person that is set forth in section 13, we are
talking about $20,000. I suggest to the
Members of the House that if you would
like to save $3 billion-$3 billion-vote
for this amendment which will reduce
the force levels by an additional 150,000
over what the military themselves have
suggested that the forces should be cut to.
Let me appeal to those of you who
think we may be spread in too many
places. I will not read all of the places
because 15 minutes would not be enough
time to tell you all the places where we
have troops. But you know that there
.a re more than a few too many places,
and more than a few too large numbers.
Mr. Chairman, 150,000 is a token cut
for some of those adventuresome pl~es
in the far-flung military empire where
our military forces are now present.
Let me appeal to those of you who
really want to help make the President
keep his promise to get us out of Vietnam. A 150,000 force cut is far below the
savings in manpower that will be
achieved if the President gets us out of
Vietnam at the rate he is proposing.
What I am appealing to my colleagues
in Congress to do is to exercise their responsibility under the Constitution: set
meaningful force levels. If the Pentagon
comes in and says "We need 2.5 million,"
the least we ought to do is to say, "On
general principles we can cut that an additional 5 percent." And the adv~antages
to the freedom in this country and the
advantages to the military services and
the advantages to the solvency of this
country would be outstanding.
I urge my colleagues to support this
amendment, not because it will end the
war, not because it will destroy the military, but because it will put Congress
back where it belongs; in charge of the
force levels of this country.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
opposition to the amendment, and I do
so with a strong and burning desire to
help my dear friend, the gentleman from
illinois <Mr. MIKvA), keep his record
straight and have an overwhelming defeat of his amendment.
This force level has been recommended
by the Commander in Chief, the President of the United States himself, who
is responsible for the force levels, the Defense Department, which placed 46 pages
in the record in justification of the force
levels, by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
the arguments have been available.
We do not tell the Defense Department, "You must reach this ceiling," it
can be reduced if it is so desired. It is a
ceiling, and not a demand.
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This might help to answer the question as to why we are trying to include
in the bill all of the elements relating to
our defense manpower requirements,
to bring all of these elements in focus
in one bill so that we can debate it and
dispose of it as intelligentally and as expeditiously as we can. That is what we
are trying to.
Therefore, I urge defeat of the amendment, in order to accommodate my
friend, the gentleman from JIUinois
(Mr. MIKVA), and I would ask for a vote.
Mr. DOW. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to say a
brief word about the concept involved
in cutting back the numbers in our Armed
Forces. The average strength of the
American military is now about 3.3 million. The strength of the Chinese military force according to the latest figures,
is 2,761,000. As great 'as their numbers
are, they have a lesser number of military
than we have.
The Russian military forces are less
also than our figures; they are 3,220,000.
I would hope that nobody plans an
infantry war against the Russian and
Chinese manpower.
Let me say that there are two kinds of
war that we should contemplate in the
future. One of them is a nuclear war, and
in that kind of war there will be no need
for numbers in the Army. Grandma will
be in the ·t renches. Grandma is in the
trenches today, with poised projectiles
only a half hour away from her, and
everybody else right now. So we do not
need numbers to fight a nuclear war.
Now, turning to the other kind CJf war,
an infantry war, it seems to me that we
shoUild have learned from Vietnam to
fight no more brush fires. We should end
the concept of a Pax Americana and
olose some of the hundreds of bases that
we have. They are only provocative of
more Vietnams.
So I see no need whatsoever for large
numbers of men, greater th'S.ll either the
Chinese or the Russians now muster. It
should not be hard to strike a balance
between the diminished enlistments under a volunteer system and our true manpower needs under a concept of restraint
in our numbers of men, in our numbers
of bases, in our outlays of defense dollars,
and in our posture generally.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Tilinois <Mr. MIKVA).
The amendment was rejected.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. RYAN

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I offer an

amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. RYAN: On page
20, line 3, immediately before the period,
insert the following: ", but no part of any
such active duty personnel strengths, whether or not tn·creased by the President of the
Un1ted states, may be ·a ssigned for use in
South Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and North
Vietnam, and the waters lmmedia.'tely adjacent thereto, after December 31, 1971."

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment, may I remind the members of the caucus, has a very simple
objective-to end the war in Vietnam.
It offers us a clear-cut opportunity to

vote "yes" or "no" on this dead end
war.
I offer it on behalf of the gentleman
from Maryland (Mr. MITCHELL), myself
and some 21 other colleagues who have
joined us in sponsoring the amendment.
The 21 Members joining in sponsoring
this amendment which I am offering for
myself and Mr. MITCHELL are: Mrs. ABZUG, Mr. ASPIN, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. BERGLAND, Mr. BURTON, Mr. CLAY, Mr. CoNYERS, Mr. COLLINS of Illinois, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. ECKHARDT, Mr.
FRASER, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HARRINGTON,
Mr. HELSTOSKI, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. RANGEL,
Mr. REUSS, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. ROSENTHAL,
Mr. VANIK, and Mr. WALDIE.
Section 13 of H.R. 6531, the bill before
us, sets the "average a:ctive duty personnel strength" for the Army, the Navy,
the Marine Corps, and the Air Force.
These strengths are determined, as the
hearings show at pages 1050 et seq., by
how many troops are needed where, and
for what purpose.
Clearly, were it not for the war in
Southeast Asia, the levels of strength
set by section 13 would be much lower.
Our amendment prevents the assignment or the use of any part of these
average active duty personnel strength
levels in South Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
North Vietnam, and the waters immediately adjacent thereto, after December
31, 1971-whether or not the strength
levels are increased by the President.
In other words, this amendment would
bring about the end of our military involvement in Vietnam by December 31.
There is no need for me to recite statistics of the loss of lives. Some 53 000
Americans have died. Hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese, Cambodians and
Laotians have died. There are millions
of refugees throughout Southeast Asia.
It is clear that the devastation and the
killing must cease. That is what this
amendment will do.
Whether or not one may agree with
the policy of the administration-and
everyone knows I do not agree with the
policy of the administration-is it not
time for all of us to say, "Enough?" Is it
not time for us to listen to that 73 percent of the Ameri~an people who have
said that they want withdrawal from
Vietnam by December 31? Is it not time
that 73 percent of the Members of the
House of Representaitves respond to that
sentiment which prevails throughout the
country?
The hapless people of Southeast Asia
want an end to this war which has devastated their land, slain their people.
Let us, for the sake of humanity, finally
cease.
Some of you say, "But the President
is withdrawing troops." And I say, what
of the reign of terror unleashed by United
States bombers?
Some of you say, "But the President
has a plan for ending the war." I say, tell
that to the 1 million Cambodian refugees.
Tell that to the villagers of Laos. Tell
that to the hapless South Vietnamese
troops served up to death and maiming in
Laos.
Some of you say, "But what of the prisoners of war?" I say, set a withdrawal
date, and then negotiations for their re-
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lease will be feasible. We simply cannot
bomb the North Vietnamese into releasing them.
Some of you say, "But what of the
American lives lost? Are we to say they
died in vain?" I say, no, they did not die
in vain, for they have taught all mankind the tragedy of war, and they have
brought us to the point of compassion
where we can say, let us end it.
We can vote to end the war. Let us do
so today.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. RYAN. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to praise our distinguished colleague, the gentleman from New York
(Mr. RYAN) for giving us all an opportunity, hopefully, to .v ote on the record in support of this most important
amendment.
Mr. RYAN. I thank the gentleman
from California.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. RYAN. I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Maryland, Mr.
MITCHELL, a cosponsor of the amendment.
Mr. MITCHELL. I thank the gentleman very much for yielding. I would
like to assure the Members that whatever food they have at home will keep
and whatever booze is waiting for them
will not evaporate. We have a little bit
of time left. We have charged up the hill
on the left and we have charged up the
hill on the right. We have vented our
spleen. We have argued. We have become intemperate. I have. Now we face
the very, very critical decision as to
whether or not this body is going to
stand and make its decision to end the
war.
All of the talk that I have heard on
the floor has been, ''L-et us support the
President in getting out of Vietnam."
This amendment does it. All the talk
that I have heard has been, "Let us SUP·
port the President in his policies of Vietnamization." This amendment does it.
All the talk that I have heard has been:
"Let us unify this country in terms of being responsive to that 70-plus percent of
A..rnerica that says: 'No more war in
Scutheast Asia.' " This amendment becomes a mechanism by means of which
that unity can be achieved. I urge support of the amendm.ent.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from New York has expired.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, to the
surprise of no one, I rise in opposition
to the amendment. The committee opposes this amendment as it has previously opposed amendments along these
same lines throughout the debate. I ask
that the amendment be rejected.
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the last word.
The CHAmMAN. The gentleman from
Michigan is recognized.
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, I
will not take the full 5 minutes, but I
cannot let the opportunity go by without
saying that 30 years ago, on April Fool's
Day, I was drafted. Since I have served in
the Congress we have had to carry on
the draft ever since. After the time I was
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drafted I went to Europe as an infantry
officer. My son was born while I was
there. He was drafted and served his 2
years in the service. This has been the
history of our country, tragically.
We would all like to end the draft, get
llown to zero draft as quickly as possible. I do not know of anyone who
wants to carry on the draft. That is why
I commend the Armed Services Committee for the work that they have done
here, which is designed to try to bring
about, as quickly as possible, a zero draft
~call.

I only hope that conditions around
the world will continue to improve and
that our presence will never be needed
to the extent that it has in the past and
that an all-volunteer Army will become
practical. But I think my experience is
not unique. Many in this chamber have
been through the same thing. But it is a
fact of life that we have gone through
generation after generation. Hopefully,
we are going to go towards the end of this
draft.
I hope that this legislation is a step
in that direction.
Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. CEDERBERG. I yield to the gentleman from Tilinois.
Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Chairman, I make
no apologies for my support of a volunteer military service to be authorized immediately following the expiration of the
existing Selective Service Act on June 30,
1971, or as soon as the new system can
be established.
More than a year ago, the President's
Commission on an all-volunteer armed
force recommended unanimously that
such a volunteer military service was
both feasible and desirable.
While the present bill provides for a
volunteer military service after a 2-year
extension of the Selective Service System, this action will be subject to review
in the next Congress-with the possibility that the present system may again be
extended.
Mr. Chairman, it is not my purpose to
review all of the findings and recommentations of the prestigious Gates
Commission. It should be sufficient to
point out that the 15-member Commission, headed by former Secretary of Defense-Thomas S. Gates, Jr.-was composed of persons of both military and
non-military baclk:grounds representing
both political parties-all of whom are
as vitally interested as I and the other
Members of this body in providing the
maximum of national security for our
country.
Mr. Ghairman, there are many reasons why I support the establishment
of an all-volunteer military force at the
earliest possible date. First among these
reasons is to serve notice on our military leaders that we do not support the
deployment of American ground forces
in the farflung sections of the world.
When I have visited American military
bases in such areas as the Philippines,
Thailand, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea,
Great Britain, West Germany-and elsewhere--the question keeps recurring to
me: "Why are we maintaining these expansive military bases peopled by American ground troops in these friendly

countries so remote from our own
shores?"
Mr. Chairman, is it true that the people of these nations are unable to defend
themselves with their own manpowereven if we supply the arms and materials
for their defense?
Second, while the local economy may
enjoy the benefits of the American
dollars which are expended in maintaining such military bases, substantial hostility toward Americans develops in these
host countries as a result of our military
presence there. It is for this reason that
we frequently try to maintain a low profile in such host countries in order to
a void becoming even more unpopular.
Mr. Chairman, it seems appropriate to
recall what occurred in mainland China
prior to the successful takeover by the
pro-Communist forces-resulting in the
fall of the Chiang Kai-shek regime.
For several years ow· Armed Forces
had been stationed on the mainla.nd as
a part of our involvement in the Pacific
war against the Japanese. After the war,
tl1is joint U.S. Military Advisory Group.JUSMAG-lingered on in ostensible
support of Chiang Kai-shek. To accommodate these forces, Chinese citizens
were expelled from their homes to provide housing for U.S. military personnel.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that before
American forces were established in
their new Chinese homes, substantial improvements-which might be termed
"ostentatious"-had to be made in order to allow American soldiers to live
in a manner to which they had become
accustomed. Furtherrrtore, I need not expand upon the disenchantment among
Chinese citizens who were, because of
their circumstances, forced to walk or to
ride ·bicycles to the same offices to which
American soldiers were being chauffered.
Mr. Chairman, I do not propose to extend this analogy any further, and I am
not unaware of the adverse economic
situation of ow· enlisted soldiers and
their families who are forced to live off
post in West Germany. This latter
situation only serves to add emphasis
to my strong conviction that we are indeed overextended in many parts of the
world.
Mr. Chairman, is it suggested that a
major conflict, which would indeed jeopardize our security on this continent, to
be fought elsewhere with American
ground troops? This seems to me quite
unlikely in this era of sophisticated nuclear weaponry.
Mr. Chairman, I, like all others, have
had occasion to visit firsthand with military leaders and to examine authentic
literature which describes some military
attitudes toward the deployment of
American ground forces. The virtual indifference to human life which is implied
in some high-level military attitudes is
another reason I feel that the draft system should not be extended to satisfy
the whim of those militarists who would
summarily order the deployment of
thousands-and I repeat thousands-of
American boys to undertake a single
operation in a remote, neutral nation.
Mr. Chairman, I agree precisely with
the view expressed by the President in
his recent state of the world message
when he declared:
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In the -era of American predominance we
resorted to American prescriptions as well
as resources. In the new era, our friends are
revitalized and increasingly self-rellant while
the American domestic consensus has been
strained by 25 years of global responsib111ties.

Mr. Chairman, I know that there are
many who will misunderstand my attitude and my votes today. Others will
find it difficult to interpret the lineUPS of
votes on the amendments as well as on
the final action on this measure. It is for
that reason that I address these remarks
to my colleagues and assert with all sincerity my conviction that the Selective
Service System should be permitted to
expire and that a volunteer military service-which most members claim they
espouse--should take over at the earliest
possible date.
Mr. BURKE of Florida. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CEDERBERG. I yield to the gentleman from Florida.
Mr. BURKE of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I was not a Member of the Congress in 1940, but I remember well, all
th~ propaganda that floated about to
the effect that our Army could beat any
nation that had the audacity to threaten
us without the draft of our youth.
Yes, I remember it, because I was one of
those subject to the draft, but even then
I did not fall for the nonsense that was
being peddled that the draft was unnecessary or that we could preserve our
security by a volunteer Army.
Why must we continue to follow the
path of self destruction? Are we more
secure today than we were in 1938 or
1940? I think not. While we blindly move
along the path which might well-and
which I feel-we will surely regret, the
Soviet Union and the Sino-Communists
rattle the swords of war. The Soviet
Union is fast overtaking us in nuclear
weapons and in conventional military
might. Their navY is a threat to all the
free world-in the Atlantic, the Caribbean and in the Indian Ocean. It is not
a token fleet, it is a powerful naval
threat and it is but an arm 01f the
Soviet's overall military might. The
waves from its ships lap our very shores.
Why must we delude ourselves with
the idealist belief that all is well in the
world and that it is a world of brotherly
love. I wish this was true but unfortunately it is not.
The path to world peace is not by
weakness--but through strength. Our
military strength has been our salvation
and our willingness to accept this fact
has made our country great.
To be sure, disagreement exists as to
the extent we should go to arm ourselves,
or should I say to defend ourselves? In
the past years prior to World War II we
could afford some degree of laxity, because after all, we were separated from
Asia by the Pacific and from Europe by
the Atlantic. But it appears now we
have even forgotten Pearl Harbor. Remember Pearl Harbor-when a sneak
attack almost wiped out what most
Americans in December 1941 thought
was the most powerful NavY 1n the
world? It could not happen to us-but it
did.
In the past we held the trump card to
prevent another World War. We, and we
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alone ha-d the atomic bomb. However,
this is no longer true today and the
abilitY to make nuclear weapons is now
the prerogative of almost every major
nation in the world. The Soviet Union,
the Red Chinese, England, and France
have missiles while Israel, Germany, and
Japan certainly have the knowhow.
Mr. Chairman, I want world peace. As
I said, I was one subject to the dmft in
1941 and I served in World War II. I want
an end to the war in Vietnam. We all do,
but with the world situation as it is, this
is not .the time to cave in to emotion. I
feel it is my duty to vote for the extension
of the draft, because you see, I remember
Pearl Harbor ... and vigilence and preparedness will forever be the cost of our
freedom.
If I felt th'Sit our involvement in the
Vietnam war was the sole criteria upon
which my vote depended then perhaps I
could vote against the extension of the
draft. I do not condone the fact that we
are fighting a nondeclared, no-win war
in Vietnam. Neither I nor President
Nixon was not the one that es!calated
this unpopular and divisive war. But I
truly believe .the President will extricate
us from it. As I said, however, it is the
uncertainty of the world conditions that
makes me cautious and concerned about
the future of our country.
I wish we could see the day when we
would not be the rumble and the rattle of
the armament of unfriendly nations
from across the sea, but regrettably today
is not that day.
Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. CEDERBERG. I yield to the gentleman from Wyoming.
Mr. RONCALIO. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to begin my remarks by expressing pride at being a member of this
body, and being a witness and participant
in the historic, and the heart-felt debate
today. At the heart of this debate is a
sense of destiny and new directions for
this Nation.
As my distinguished friend and colleague, Mr. MATSUNAGA, and others, have
said, the historical perspective on the
draft is well worth noting. In the 195
years of national history, some 160 years
were free of conscription. In some 139
armed conflicts, the draft has only been
resorted to in five instances. America was
settled by pioneers who came from central Europe to escape conscription, as
odious a duty 100 years ago in Europe's
wars of pillage and plunder, as it has
become today.
I believe these points are relevant.
First, it dispels the notion that universal
military conscription is an American tradition and that a volunteer army is an
alien, even an undemocratic concept.
Second, it dismisses the argument that
those favoring an abolition of the draft
are propounding risky or untested principle.
I believe the Congress earnestly desires
to fulfill its constitutional obligation to
raise and support armies. I believe the
COngress wants that Anny to be emcient,
well-equipped and fully supported by the
appropriations of Congress and the spirit
of the defense personnel. What we are

really debating is the role of the draft in
achieving this goal.
In a number of speeches in this body,
I have expressed concern wbout the mood
of the Nation. There is a crisis of confidence today, a sense of national limbo, a
temper of frustration and helplessness,
and, above all, a serious and heart-rending divisiveness.
I believe one of the ingredients in this
divisiveness is the draft. It has divided
this body and it has reached into every
home in America.
When a sense of alienation and disunity plagues this land, the burdens of
office are manifest, for the Nation is looking to this House, as well as to the White
House, for leadership and for decisive
action.
In significant respects, this harkens
back to the mood of the early 1930's,
when a nation immobilized by fear sought
reassurance and responsive acti'on. At
that time, Franklin Roosevelt said h~
would try one approach, and if that did
not work, he would try another. But, he
said, the important thing was to keep
trying.
The psychological effect of that philosophy was instrumental in the recovery
from the depression. It was the effect on
the spirit and morale of the public that
I cite as a valuable lesson •t oday. The public believed it could recover from the depression, and tpat was as important as
any, or all, of the specific programs inaugurated.
Today, there is a thirst for hope and
for inspiration and there is a cry for
action. We must act as much to reassure
and to respond to this despair as to make
a judgment on one issue.
A status-quo, stand-pat approach will
simply not be acceptable to the American
public. I believe the House recognized
this mood in rejecting funding for the
supersonic transport plane; I hope it
will again respond by offering a way to
remove the divisiveness caused by the
draft.
I am not trying to simplify this issue.
The intensity and thoughtfulness of the
debate on this issue give ample evidence
of the complex proposition we face.
I am going to take the positive ap proach that my vote supports a voluntary army and the kind of incentives to
draw capable and dedicated career men.
I am going to tell the people of Wyoming
I voted against extending the draft because I want to restore a sense of honor,
pride, dignity, and self-respect to the
Armed Forces and to reverse the demoralization and despair which the draft has
engendered.
I am going to say that this vote corresponds with the wishes of the President and corresponds to the wishes of the
Gates Commission.
Above all, I am going to stress that,
as our colleague BARRY GOLDWATER h~
put it, the Congress should abolish the
draft at the same time it establishes the
mechanism for an all-volunteer army.
At the same time, I would stress that
ending the draft is in no way going to
limit the ability of this Nation to respond
to a need for manpower. This House
could, in a day, restore the draft if an
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emergency required that action. But, because the request would provide for a
congressional review, the House would
be restoring to the legislative branch its
constitutional voice in the raising of an
army and the direction of foreign policy.
So, at the same time that I support the
freedom of young men to have a choice
about military service, I am supporting
the freedom of this House to participate
in the .formation and implementation of
{foreign policy. I believe the public expects this most responsive branch of
Government to reassert that constitutional responsibility.
When I cast my vote against extension
of the draft, I am in no way implying
that national service is to be exclusively
identified with military service. I believe
a far more desirable association would
be a program of national service which
provides for volunteers number of vital
fields. If young persons would prefer to
make a contribution to this Nation by
serving in a hospital, a national forest,
a poverty program or community action,
I believe this should have the same respect and recognition as military service.
The idealism, dedication, and social
conscience of the young American ought
to have an outlet in a wide-range of
volunteer service, and I welcome any advancement of that goal. The fundamental principle is the freedom of a young
person, man or woman, to choose how
he will serve. I earnestly hope that the
young persons who have told me of their
desires in this regard will react to abolition of the draft by selecting a role of
public service compatible with their abilities and interests.
I am voting against ending the draft
because I want to contribute to the common goal of strengthening the Armies of
the Republic, even as we provide young
Americans with a choice about national
service. Given a choice, I believe they will
respond ent-husiastically and energetically.
I vote as well to register support for
the reordering of national priorities. We
must broaden our vision of American
greatness to indude victories at home,
victories against the familiar enemies of
ignorance, poverty, prejudice, hunger,
hatred, energy c1ises, and problems of
environment.
Mr. LEGGETT previously quoted the
President, and I would insert those sentences again:
The Congress has both the power and the
opportunity to take an historic action. As I
stia.ted in last year's message, with an end
ti> the draft we will demonstrate to the world
the responsiveness o! our system of government-and we will also demonstrate our continuing commitment to the prlnclple o! insuring for the individual the greatest possible
measure af :freedom.

I share that sense of opportunity and
destiny, and I believe a vote to abolish
the draft will not only reconsecrate this
Nation to the principle of freedom, but
bind us together once more 1n the pursuit
of service to the Nation on the many,
many fields of action so urgently calling
for attention here at home.
The CHAmMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from New York <Mr. RYAN).
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The question was taken, and the Chairman announced that the noes appeared
to have it.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I demand
tellers.
Tellers were refused.
So the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 14. Sections 4-11 of this Act are effective on the first day of the first month
after enactment.
AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. RARICK

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. RARICK: On
page 20, add new section to be numbered
SEC. 15 and reads as follows:
"SEc. 15. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and except in instances involving other United States military personnel or allied military personnel, no member
of the Armed Forces of the United States, including those inducted into the serv•i ces under the provisions of the Selective Service
Act, shall be indicted for murder as a result of combat action."

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Chairman, I offer
this amendment in all sincerity as I feel
it is necessary to give some degree of
protection to the young men who serve
our country in uniform, and who would
be drafted under this bill we are considering today, as well as to give assurances to their mothers and their loved
ones.
We are being asked to extend the draft
another 2 years, to draft young men
and to have their young minds and bodies
trained in the art of warfare--and that
means kUling; for if a man will not kill,
no army will want him.
I dedicate this amendment to Lieutenant Calley, presently one of our U.S.
prisoners of war in a U.S. Army POW
camp. As a soldier in the last war, our
men were permitted to win, I suffered
with Lieutenant Calley over every word
of his statement given to his convictors
before he was sentenced to life at hard
labor, when he said:
Andi I am not going to stand here and
plead for my life and my freedom. But I
would like you to ask-ask you to consider
the thousand more lives that are going to be
lost .... I valued my troops' lives more than
I did that of the enemy.

His statement--putting country above
self-most certainly must be considered
as that of a true soldier and a great
American. It should touch everyone who
wonders where our country is heading
and how ali of this will stop.
Lieutenant Calley's appeal is a plea for
help for the other young men and future
soldiers who in combat will face similar
incidents under battlefield pressure just
as he did. How will they react? Lieutenant
Calley's statement indicates he is uncertain. Are we in the safety of this Chamber more qualified to judge them? I say
not.
But we can help the fighting men of
the future battles by passing this amendment, so there will never be another
American soldier indicted for premeditated murder arising from combat.
How can any Member, fresh with the
recollection of the Lieutenant Calley out-

rage, vote for this bill to extend the draft
without exerting every effort to protect
our :fighting men, including the draftees
who would be conscripted under this Act
and who will be called upon as our agents
to do our dirty work?
I do not want another mother to call
me and sobbingly ask how I can vote to
extend the draft to take her son, train
him to kill, and then send him overseas;
and if he kills instead of getting killed,
to bring him back to our country in disgrace and try him for murder-as was
done to Lieutenant Calley.
I am sure each Member has received
similar calls from outraged parents.
What are the Members telling the
mothers and fathers and the veterans?
That there is nothing we can do, that it
it all up to the President? Well, I submit to the Members there is something
we can do. We most certainly can join
in support of this amendment, and we
will be telling the President and the
military brass and the mothers and dads
that, while we want a strong country and
we want a. militarily prepared nation, we
will never let another combat man be
disgraced by such unconscionable shenanigans as being indicted on a charge of
premeditated murder. Other lesser
charges and criminal actions--yes-but
never the charge of premeditated murder.
What soldier who ever pointed a
weapon at a. human target did not intend
to kill? What is war, if not premeditated
murder?
I urge the Members to support this
amendment. I think it is a good amendment. I think it is necessary to perfect
the draft extension for the benefit of our
fighting men and to preserve patriotism
in our country.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Chairman, I rise at
this time in opposition to the amendment.
Of course, I realize the dedication of
my good friend and colleague, the gentleman from Louisiana. I know how
deeply he feels.
Mr. Chairman, the amendment the
gentleman offered, of course, is not germane. It is subject to a point of order,
and I am sure if I had made the point
of order, it would have been sustained.
It is an amendment to the military
code of justice. It belongs there and not
here.
I did not raise the point of order because of courtesy and understanding of
the gentleman's intention. However, obviously this is a matter which should not
be brought into the debate at this time.
Therefore I oppose the amendment and
ask for an immediate vote.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Louisiana (Mr. RAncK).
The amendment was rejected.
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.
Mr. Chairman, we are about to vote. on
a draft bill which is going to continue
the senseless killing in this country and
and the senseless killing of millions of
people across ·this world in Southeast
Asia;
There are voices here that have tried
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to appeal, that have tried to cajole, anG
have begged that we end this miserable
killing and end this draft.
There are some voices that have not
been heard and I, as a woman, as a Representative of the women in my district
and throughout this country, want to
bring some of these voices into this
Chamber. Voices of mothers writing to
me by the thousands with respect to this
draft before we vote of its renewal-the
renewal of the source of killing and endless war.
I want you to listen to this, Mr. Chairman, before you vote to perpetuate the
kllling and vote to perpetuate the war 1n
this country and in this world.
These are letters from women all over
the country. They are going to continue
to be collected throughout the country
through Mdther's Day. They will be presented to you and they will be presented
to the President of the United States
and to the generals at the Pentagon.
I wUl read to you the text of 59me of
these letters which have been sent to me
with pictures of the sons and children
ofsthese women.
'l'his is what this letter says:
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Perhaps you'll be
surprised to hear trom us because, up to now,
most of us have been rather quiet.
We're housewives, you see; more than that,
we're mothers. And while students have been
organizing protests, while businessmen and
lawyers have gone to see their Congressmen,
while draft resisters have left for Canada or
for jaU, while a war-induced inflation has
spiralled into a crushing burden on our
whole nation, by and large, we've done what
women have always been expected to do . . .
We've stayed home, done our work, cared for
our children, kept quiet . . . and above all,
we've paid.
For a war we never wanted, for a war we
never declared, we've paid. Each time prices

went up again, each time some new tax was
levied on our family incomes, each time our
children's medical, social or educational
needs remained unmet because our country
was too busy with war to provide for them,
we've paid.

But those payments, difllcult as they were
to make, were nothing in compa.11son to the
ultimate price some of us have had to payOUR SONS.

And what have we bought with all that
we've paid?
We bought "bombing a village in order to
save it."
We bought body counts, surgical strikes,
and domino theories, the "enclave 1dea" a.nd
the "bloodbath" threat.
We bought "protective reaction"-"defollation" - neutm.Uzation" - "pao11ieat1on" "esca.lation".
We even bought "Vietna.mization" for a
while, Mr. President.
Yes, that's what we've rbought--words and
more words, all of them accepted with the
trust that somehow they'd lead to "the light
at the end of the tunnel".
And what was the cost? Unnumbered
millions of Indochinese dead, injured and
homeless; nearly 60,000 American boys who
are never coming back, another 300,000 who
have come back with bleeding and broken
bodies, and the thousands upon thousands
more who have come back with minds and
spirits so mutilated by what they have seen
and endured that they will never be completely healed-that was the cost.
And now we're being asked to buy the
idea that you can end the war in Vietnam
by expanding it into all the rest of Indochina! . . . that as long as our sons are killed
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in the air, not on the ground, maybe it won't
hurt quite so much . . . that a. "reduced"
casualty rate is somehow an acceptable substitute for peace.
Which brings us to the reason for this
letter, Mr. PreSident. We think the time has
come to let you know we're not buying this
war any more.
Because we know that the price for more
war will be what it's always been . . . more
sons.
And we 're not going to pay any longer.
All of us have sons, Mr. President--some
already draft age, some nearly old enough
to go, and some who won't make good war
fodder for several years yet.
We're sending you their pictures. Mr. President, because we think a good long look at
the price that's being asked may help you
to understand why we're going to boycott the
product we've been sold for so many years .

What's more, we think there are millions
of other Anierican women who feel pretty
much the same way. If enough of them decide that mothers have paid enough, tpat
they just will not buy this war any more,
we suspect that you, too, Mr. President, may
come to see that the price is high-too high.
Peace.
-

The fact is, Mr. Chairman, that there
are thousands of letters and thousands
of pictures. The fact is, gentlemen, that
these women are 55 percent of the population who are presently examining their
own rights in the political, social, and
economic arenas of our country. The fact
is that they are being organized and are
organizing the full potential of their political power. The fact is, Mr. Chairman,
before you vote, that they and their sons
particularly those who are 18 to 21 years
of age-have a particularly powerful
weapon against this Congress of the
United States, against the illegal acts of
this Congress and against the illegal acts
of the President. And that is their vote.
We have insured the right of these young
men to vote. We know the women's potential political power, and I urge you to
consider very carefully before you proceed with your vote to continue the killing, your vote to continue the drafting
of young men-! urge you to consider
the full power of this combined group;
73 percent of the people have been trying to get through to you, and these
women and the young people will lead
them against you unless you vote against
this draft bill which is before you today.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the·last word.
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Chairman, I oppose
the Military Selective Service Act
amendments, H.R. 6531. If the draf_t is
to be continued, then concededly there
are worthwhile provisions in this billas I said earlier in the debate. The provision regarding revision of the composition of local diaft boards, so local
draft boards will represent the economic,
sociological, and ethnic nature of the
area served, as provided in my bill, H.R.
1567, is important. So, too, is the greatly increased pay scale, which moves toward rectifying the shocking pay conditions which force some of our men in
uniform, and their families, to live in
actual poverty. However, what the bill
does is to perpetuate the draft-one of
the most divisive aspects of our national
life. It does not, as I have advocated and
have sponsored in terms of legislation,
oreate a volunteer army.

My opposition to the bill before us
is premised on several grounds--some of
which extend beyond the technical limits
of this bill, and some of which are premised on flaws in the bill itself.
First, forced conscription should not
be used to create an army of men serving involuntarily unless a national emergency exists-which it does not now.
And, I would note here, as an aside-albeit a very important one-that contrary to popular belief, conscription is
not a deep-rooted component of the
American tradition. From 1776 to 1940,
the draft was used only in wartime or
as an emergency expedient-for a total
of less than 5 years. It is only since
World War II that the draft has become
a virtual way of life.
Yet, this is a way of life which need
not be. The advisory commission on an
all-volunteer armed force, known as
the Gates Commission, has reported
fully and completely on the feasibility
and advisability of creating an all-volunteer army. Its conclusions were that
such an army is in fact both feasible and
advisable. I concur, and so expressed
myself when I appeared before the
House Armed Services Committee this
year to testify on behalf of the Voluntary Military Manpower Procurement
Act of 1971, of which I am a sponsor.
During the course of my testimony, I
quoted from the Gates Commission report, and I think this quotation bears
repeating, for it very cogently summarizes the reasons why we should abandon the draft, and replaee a conscripted army with a volunteer army:
However lllecessary conscription may have
been in World Warn, it has revealed many
disadvantages in the past generation. It ha.s
been a. costly, inequitable, and divisive procedure for recruiting men for the armed
forces. It has imposed heavy burdens on a
small minority of young men while easing
slightly the tax burden on the rest of us. It
has introduced needless uncertainty into the
lives of all our young men. It has burdened
draft boards with painful decisions about
who shall be compelled to serve and who
shall be deferred. It has weakened the polit ical fabric of our societ y and impaired the
delicate web of shared values that alone enables a. free society to exist.

Unfortunately, amendments offered
yesterday, which would have abolished
the draft system and which would have
repealed the 2-year extension of the
President's induction authority authorized by the bill before us, were defeated.
Also, unfortunately, the Whalen amendment limiting the extension of the draft
to 1 year was narrowly defeated.
The most immediate and urgent reason
for voting against the bill before us is
that is perpetuates the draft system.
which is being used to provide the manpower for an undeclared war. Putting
aside for the moment the Vietnam waralthough, in reality, one can never put
its horror and its brooding presence
blighting this Nation and the peoples af
Southeast Asia aside-! want to dwell for
a moment upon the geneml issue of war
and congressional responsibility.
The Constitution places the responsibility to declare war upon the Congress.
It also places upon the Congess the responsibility to r311Se and support armies.
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Inevitably, in determining how many
men are to be provided for the armed
services-a determination made in section 13 of this bill, which authorizes average active duty personnel strengths-and how they are to be supplied-a determination made by this bill's maintaining
the draft system-we must look to the
purposes for which the armed services
are to be used. Today, they are being
used to fight an undeclared war. It is that
undeclared war which is the linchpin,
the underlying warrant, for this legislation to extend the draft for 2 more
years.
Thus, I do not believe that we can in
good conscience authorize the draft if
we do not first face our prime responsibility of assessing the war. Yet thiS bas
not been done. The war has been little
debated. It has never been declared. Until
it is-and I would make every possible
effort to insme that it is not-! will oppose the draft system which provides the men to sustain the war. Were
the supply of inductees foreclosed to the
Pentagon, the war would be that much
closer to an end. Instead, this bill proposes to continue that supply of men.
And thereby, it proposes, in effect, to
maintain the war.
In addition, putting aside the ultimate
abuses of the draf·t, and the ultimate
uses to which draftees-who have borne
a disproportionate burden of this war in
terms of deaths and casualties, as I
pointed out earlier ·i n the debate-have
been put, there are other objection8ible
features of the bill.
One of the most egregious of these
features is that concerning conscientious
objectors. The bill extends the period of
required alternate civilian service from 2
years to 3. It further provides that any
conscientious objector who does not
satisfactorily perform his assigned civilian work may be immediately inducted
into the Armed Forces to fulfill his 2-year
military obligation. Unfortunately, the
Dennis amendment, which would have
corrected this, failed.
The problems raised by the draft and
by the war in Vietnam are the most
basic to our national life. These problems
are not rectified by the bill before us. At
best, they are somewhat ameliorated by
higher pay levels. But, at worst, they are
sustained. Young men will still be
drafted. They will still be sent to fight in
an undeclared war in Southeast Asia.
They will still die, and they will still kill.
By defeating thi·s bill, we will hasten
the termination of the Vietnam war.
Until the war is ended, the alienation
of our young people, the misallocation of
our resources, and our festering domestic
crisis will continue. Let us being to repair
the tom fabric of our society and give the
people of America hope that Congress
will indeed respond to their desire for
peace.
Mr. SEffiERLlNG. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike the last word.
I will not take 5 minutes of this
Chamber's time, but I feel compelled to
speak because of some statements of
the gentleman from Louisiana <Mr.
R ARICK ).

I was appalled to hear a Member of
this House characterize the pathetic,
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the tragi-c figure of Lieu tenant Calley as
a great American.
I spent 4 years in the service of this
country, in the U.S. Army, in World War
II, 3 years of it overseas. I received four
military decorations in addition to service ribbons, battle stars, and so forth.
I fought against the most evil tyranny
of our time, a tyranny that was judicially verified, tried and convicted at a
court that we set up at Nuremburg and
that established in international law
what has been the domestic law of this
country for 200 years.
I simply want the RECORD to show that
despite the tragedy and despite the
pathos of Lieutenant Calley's conviction, this House did not sit silent when
he who committed acts which brought
great dishonor on this country was described as a great American.
I am sure I reflect the feelings of other
Members when I record my protest.
Mr. FRASER. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the requisite number of words.
Mr. Chairman, I join in the sentiments
expressed by our colleague from Ohio.
In my judgment, one of the finest
things ·t hat the Armed Forces did was to
see that a proper court of justice was
established and a proper trial was held.
I do not think I want to comment on
the final outcome until the appeals have
been exhausted, but I am glad that the
Army iS undertaking to redeem its honor.
I think it is essential for the integrity
of this Nation.
Mr. LENT. Mr. Chairman, the matter
that is before us today is one of those
issues that defy description in terms of
right and wrong. It is a thorny issue: in
our consideration of it we mW;t weigh,
on the one hand, the immediate and future military needs of our Nation; and
on the other the concept that no man
should be subject to coercion by his government. It has been determined by the
Committee on Armed Services after exte:n.sive hearings, that present conditions
make it impossible to fully satisfy both
demands. We should rather strive for the
best of several admittedly imperfe-ct alternatives.
I should like to indicate that I wholeheartedly support the concept of a volunteer army, and I believe that we are
right in making that k!ind of service our
goal. But I accept the committee's determination that to rely on volunteers immediately would be a risky move at best:
we have no way of knowing that we could
maintain adequate military strength if
we were to end the draft this summer.
The President, who has also expressed
support for a volunteer military force,
requested a 2-year extension of the draft
with the intention that that period be
used to prepare our Armed Forces more
adequately for conversion to a volunteer
force. That is the position that the Committee on Armed Services has endorsed.
And the legislation before us incorporates
some of the necessary preparatory steps:
it provides increases in military pay costing $2.6 billion; it allows for alternative
forms of service for conscientious objectors; it reforms qualifications for service
on draft boards to make them more
responsive to the concerns of American
youth; it gives the President the. means

to eliminate deferments for certain
young men.
These steps, together with the enactment of the draft lottery and the policy
of 1-year vulnerability, make the draft
a far more equitable system today than
it was just a few years ago. Moreover,
the 68-percent pay raise for enlisted men
in their first 2 years of service and substantial improvements in living allowances for all personnel will do much to
enable us ·t o recruit volunteers.
I believe that the enactment of this
legislation before us will permit us to
meet the obligations of our national defense while phasing out the draft system.
It is my hope that by the end of the 2year period we will have a draft call
of zero, and a military force of welltrained, well-paid, well-motivated volunteers o·n whom our Nation ran depend.
Mr. McCLOSKEY. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to state several reasons in support of continuing the .present draft law
pending further study.
By way of preliminary comment, I believe that the arguments over the continuation of the draft are distorted by
reason of the current unpopularity of our
Vietnam war policy. It is understandable
that young men asked to kill a people
whom they do not hate, in a cause in
which they do not believe, might focus
their hostility against the law which requires their service. I suspect, however,
that the young men of deep sensitii\Tity
who have gone to Sweden and Canada
or sought conscientious objector status,
or Willingly undergone jail sentences,
would be the same men who, 30 years ago,
memorized eye charts and traveled to
Canada to enlist in Canadian forces
rather than wait for American involvement in the war against Nazi Ge:rm.any.
In brief, I believe that it is the Vietnam
war policy which causes today's protest
against mandatory military service, not
a sudden abandonment of the principle
that a young man should serve his country for a short time during his youth.
It may be that I am biased in this regard, but it has always seemed to me that
the privileges and freedoms of being an
American citizen justify 2 years of service in times of war or threat to the national security.
Aside frOm these comments, I would
like to suggest several specific reasons
why the draft should be continued.
First, I have seen no persuasive evidence that reasonable young men will
volunteer for combat infantry service
despite substantial increases in pay and
benefits.
Assuming an end to American participation in the Vietriam- war this year,
there will still be a peacetime need, in the
foreseeable future, for a combat-ready,
highly mobile, conventional infantry
force. It may be 16, 10, or only six infantry divisions, but whatever number of
divisions is required, each mari in each
rifle company is going to have to be
trained to a point of readiness and physical fitness which
permit him to go
into combat on 24 hours" notice or less.
We no longer have the privilege of a
year's preparation of an American expeditionary force, as in World Wars I
an:d. n. _Combat readine~s in the 1970's

will
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requires· readiness to do battle instantly
and this capability constitutes the sole
reason for having a conventional army.
To be ready to survive in combat, and
to do a creditable job as a combat infantryman, an individual should have
not less than 90 days, and preferably six
months, of hard sustained training which
includes arduous physical ordeals as well
as a good share of the miserable weather
conditions which usually chaoo.cterize
the areas where combat infantrymen are
sent into battle.
This means that a potential combat
soldier should be running 20 miles a day,
climbing a 50-foot rope perhaps five times
a day, and .living a good part of his life
either wet, cold and miserable, or dehydrated, hot •a nd miserable.
Troop leaders owe their men this kind
of training if they are to have a chance
of survival when the shooting starts.
Some members of this committee .may
remember the difficuLties encountered
by American infantrymen living the soft
life of PX's and garrison duty in 1950 just
prior to the Korean conflict. I believe
it is fair to say that some American infantry uni1is were butchered in the early
days of the Korean war partly because
of a pa.ternal desire on the part of peacetime commanders to make Army life as
comfortable as possible for themselves
and their troops.
Comfort has no place in a combat infantry unit, particularly during training
in peacetime.
This being so, what reasonahle young
man is going to give up a life of drinking beer with his friends, enjoYing drivein movies with his girl, and sleeping late
on weekends in order to volunteer for the
hard and rigorous life of running 20
miles a day, standing watch half the
night crawling through jungles; and
generally being miserable? .
There may be such reasonable young
men in America today, but I haven't met
any recently. There may be reasonable
young men who will volunteer to see
the world in the Navy or Air Force, but
I have yet to hear of any of the 18- and
19-year-old friends of my children. or
the 18- and 19-year-old sons of my
friends who are volunteering for the Infantry these days. Occasionally I hear of
a young man who has volunteered for the
Army or Marines, but on reviewing his
situation, it generally turns out that he
volunteered for the more arduous branch
of service only because he was subject to
the draft in the first place and wanted
to test himself against the more difficult
challenge as long as he was giving up 2
years of his-life to the service.
If reasonable men will not volunteer for
combat infantry duty in peacetime, I
suspect there is little benefit in Seeking
to attract unreasonable men to volunteer. There are men who love to kill, but
it seems to me the Nation is far safer
when its army is made up of ·reluctant
citizen-soldiers than by men who take
pride in being professional killers.
I have always thought it to be one of
the great sources of strength of America
that so many of our citizens have shared
a brlef exposure to the military services.
This has resulted in a common awareness
in the c~vilian population that military
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leadership is not infallible. An ex-private
or second lieutenant is probably more
skeptical than most as to whether admirals and generals are capable of error
in their recommendations as to where
and when wars should be fought.
Our whole national concept and heritage that the civil .authority should control the military benefits, it seems to me,
by having the clv111an leadership of the
country knowledgeable about the military.
It would thus be a tragic error, in my
opinion, to professionalize the lower
ranks of the combat units, and thus lose
the continuing benefits of cross-pollenlzation and communication between the
civilian and military communities. In
this era of ever-increasing specialization,
we may badly need full civilian understanding of the military and vice versa.
I have never seen a first-class military
combat unit that did not benefit by an
influx of inquiring, challenging reservists, nor have I seen a civilian organization which did not benefit by the wisdom
and experience of those privileged to
serve in combat or rigorous military duty.
In conclusion, I would like to suggest
that congressional creation of an allprofessional Army at this particular period in our history may do further damage 'to one of our basic national concepts
-that an individual should be proud to
serve his country.
The basic thrust of the all-volunteer
Army proposal, as I understand it, is to
alleviate the discontent over the draft,
and particularly the inherent inequities
which have surrounded a draft where
only one-fourth of the eli.gi'ble young men
may •b e called upon to serve.
Granted that these inequities exist, I
doubt that the Nation is strengthened by
hiring mercenaries to perform the more
arduous services necessary to the maintenance of our liberties. If the goals of our
country are worth :fighting for, then we
should not feel uncomfortable in asking
our young people to participate in the
fighting. If our goals in Vietnam are not
worth fighting for, then I would suggest
that we end our involvement in that particular war rather than abandon the
concept of national military service as a
minor obligation, well worth the privileges of American citizenship which it
protects.
"Duty, honor, country'' remain the
words which underlie ·t he strength of our
Nation's armed services. Those who urge
an end to the draft seem to suggest that
there be an end to "duty" on the part of
American ci.tizens.
I suggest that the real problem today
lies in attempting to equate "honor" with
our present policies in Vietnam.
If Americans believe that national
goals can be pursued with honor, I doubt
that a forceful argument can be made
that we should abandon the concept of
duty to serve one's country.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, for some
time now, the Committee on the Armed
Services has involved itself in lengthy
and thought-provoking hearings relating
to extending the Military Selective Service Act.
It has been the task of the committee
to determine which one of a number of
recommendations to lay before this 'body:

First. Permit the draft to expire on
July 1, 1971;
Second. Extend the induction authority-with certain modifications-for a
period of 2 years, as requested by the
President;
Third. Extend the induction authority
for only 1 year; or
Fourth. Extend the authority to induot
for a period of 4 years, which has been
the time frame in the past.
These recommendations are totally
different in content, yet in theory, they
are all designed to accomplish the same
end-"zero" draft calls, leading to the establishment of an all-volunteer military
force.
It would be one thing to view the conflicting proposals on their respective
merits, in a subjective, clinical way.
However, the emotion generated by the
Vietnam conflict was reflected not only
in the statements of the many individuals who testified-almost 100-but in
the attitude of the members of the committee as well. Yet, ·in the cold hard light
of fact, such emergencies as the Vietnam
war, go to the very heart of the matter:
and probably serve as the one overriding
reason why the Military Selective Service
Act should remain on the books, and not
be permitted to expire.
The decision arrived at by the Committee on the Armed Services was not
unanimous, as a reading of the report
will indicate. Nor will the vote by this
body on final passage of H.R. 6531 be
unanimous; on like legislation, it never
has been. But, let me say that the differing opinions voiced in the hearings has
been traditional and welcome, and gives
lie to the oft-heard criticism that the
Committee on the Armed Services
presents a closed mind to outside voices.
Let me add at this point, 1n my own
mind, I can in no way rationalize that a
vote in favor of extending the induction
authority can be construed as a v'ote for
or against the Vietnam war. Especially,
in view of the fact that recent draft calls
have been markedly reduced. Testimony
before the committee revealed that draft
calls in the calendar year just ended a.rre
approximately one half the number inducted in calenda.r year 1968. Coupled
with the fact that American troops are
continually being withdrawn from
Southeast Asia, it makes it quite obvious
that draft calls will continue to be
reduced.
~r what it is worth, let me further
state that I have often raised the question: Why dr'aft men to deal with an
emergency, when for years we have been
recruiting and maintaining-at considerable expenses-men and equipment in
the Ready Reserve and National Guard?
Is that not their primary function. to
serve, and be the first to be deployed
when the need arises? I seem to recall
that such a procedure was followed during the Korean conflict. It is why we
bear the expense of training and equipment, and indeed, the use of the draft
in lieu thereof is one of the documented
errors of Robert Strange McNamara's
judgment, I submitted to the Congress
years ago.
On this basis, it would have been easy
enough for me to vote against the 2-year
extension. However, it is my contention,
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that while we find ourselves in such a
swift flowing stream, now is not the time
to change horses. I have been gratified to
learn that many of my colleagues on the
committee are of like mind, and are also
willing to go along with the 2-year extension in lieu of past actions. This, to my
way of thinking, would be the minimum
amount of time required to implement
the concept of an all-volunteer military force. It gives the Department of
Defense and the Commander in Chief aJl
they ask.
Prior to entering the Congress in 1960,
I served as chief of personnel in the
Offi.ce of the Surgeon General, Army. I
know of the problems of recruiting and
maintaining personnel, especially in the
field of medicine. In the past, I have participated in writing draft acts, and I
know of the problems involved. With this
as a background, I was able to concur in
the committee decision to grant extension of the authority to make special
calls for the induction of persons in
medical, dental, and allied specialists
categories, and to grant the President
authority to order reserves in those categories to active duty for not more than
2 years. The health and well-being of
the men and ·· women who serve in the
Armed Forces is no less important than
those in civilian life. This ·bill eliminates
the extra 10 years of being "on call" to
the selective service of such scarce and
critically trained personnel.
I felt compelled to support the President's request for the elimination of
student deferments. If we are to use the
draft and lottery, that is the only equitable way, and along the same path, we
should deny privileged deferments to divinity students. Here again, we are confronted with "what is fair for one, is fair
for all". Maybe it is time for us to openly
admit that in reality, the draft is not
fair; it is nothing more or less than an
obligation.
While I strongly support the premise
that those who serve in the military
should have comparability in pay-of
prime importance when attempting to
attract recruits for an all-volunteer
force-! found it diffi.cult to agree that
draftees, those men who are "pressed"
in to service, should be paid the same as
those who have already served 2 years
or more. Such a decision appears to remove incentives for extended service.
Finally, I would like to address myself
to clause 14, section 1, of the bill which
amends the section regarding conscientious objectors.
I think it is fair to test the "courage
of the convictions" of those who object
to military service on grounds of conscience. The language that requires 3
years of alternate civilian service in lieu
of induction is reasonable enough, I
think, when one considers that the alternative can involve hazardous duty.
Mr. Chairman, we have heard and
will continue to hear many references
to the Gates report, and the apparent
rejection of that report by the Committee
on Armed Services. I do not view our
actions as a total out-of-hand rejection;
rather, I see it as an action, taken by
skepti~al individuals, who are experienced in the ways of the military and
the attitudes of the American people to-
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ward the military, who are nonetheless willing to be proved wrong, but reluctant to hold the President's "feet to
the fire," and not give him adequate
time to implement his plan. We have
recommended pay increases, and 2 years
to get on with the job.
Mr. Chairman, I come from the "Show
Me" State of Missouri. The President has
set June 30, 1973, as the target date for
zero draft calls. I, for one, am willing
to give him the opportunity to show me
that he can do it. I urge my colleagues
to look with favor on H.R. 6531.
Mr. K.ARTH. Mr. Chairman, the question of the extension of the draft or its
abolition and the establishment of a voluntary Army is one that has important
arguments on both sides of the question.
While on one hand the idea of a professional all-volunteer Army seems foreign
to American ideals, the question of infringement on individual rights is equal
cause for consideration. Likewise, the
question of whether the Army will end
up being maintained by only the poor is
one with many ramifications. Equally or perhaps more important than
those just mentioned reasons is the question of our continued involvement in the
Vietnam war. With our involvement
ended the number of recruits needed
should drop substantially. Thus, the important question is our continued involvement in the war.
Now, there is a great temptation to
put aside the questions I have mentioned by approving a 2- or 3-year extension of the draft. We thereby shove
the problem under the rug.
It seems strange that a governmental
policy that so drastically affects the lives
of so many of our young people is
dodged, while we concern ourselves so
easily with yearly debates over every
provision in the national budget.
Now I am not downgrading this vital
budgetary function that Congress performs.-it is an important one that provides our Government and our people
with a sense of direction. But while we
seem willing to discuss the details of dollars and cents every year for the entire
budget, we are negligent in avoiding the
question of young people's lives-and our
continued participation in a shooting war
that goes to the heart of the question before us.
Now whether an annual debate on the
question of the draft or an all-volunteer
Army is necessary is a complex question.
But I submit at this point that legislation affecting thousands of lives and careers is as important as legislation affecting billions of dollars.
There are other highly important reasons for my support of a 1- not a 2- or
3-year extension. Under the present circumstances it is difficult to debate unemotionally the large questions of a draft
versus an all-volunteer Army. It is difficult logically and cooly to debate those
principles with the constant threat of
the war in Indochina hanging over our
heads. It is my hope that at the end of
a year such a cloud would not hang over
the debate as it does today and we may
find the issue much easier to decide then.
As it is now, I am afraid that some of
the most enthusiastic supporters of an
OXVII--568-Pa.rt 7

all-volunteer army are basing their support on opposition to the war. Such a
question is far too important to be decided on the basis of how one feels about
the war. Rather the question of the
United States establishing an all-volunteer Army should be decided upon its
own merits, not where you stand on the
war.
All the same if we are to commit ourselves as a country to a policy of disengagement from that war, and at the same
time approve a 2- or 3-year extension of
the draft we would saddle ourselves with
a system and a procedure that could be
hopelessly unnecessary.
There also is substance to the argument that a 2- or 3-year extension of
the draft is a blank check to further foreign policy adventurism. A 1-year extension provides Congress with an annual
and effective check on a runaway foreign
policy. We have so often complained of
being powerless in foreign policy matters,
and yet we seem willing to legislate away
one aspect of that power by extending
the draft for more than 1 year.
In conclusion, I can support a 1-year
extension of the draft for the reasons I
have stated-that of the necessity for
Congress to review and debate action
that affects thousands of lives more than
three or four times a decade. Because
circumstances and conditions change
rapidly we should do so annually. A 2- or
3-year extension robs us of the vital
flexibility we need.
Without the 1-year amendment I cannot support this bill.
Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Chairman, the issue of whether or not
to abolish the draft is a moot point. The
President and most Members of Congress
all along the political spectrum agree
that the draft is inequitable, un-American, and outmoded. The issue now in
question is when to abolish the draft.
The bill before us SJSks for an extension
of the President's authority to induct
men into the Army until June of 1973.
No better authority than the President's own Commission, the Gates Commission has recommended that such
Presidential authority be ended in June
of this year. It further recommends that
improved pay and conditions of service
would attract a sufficient number of volunteers each year to maintain a stable
force level of 2.5 million men. To maintain that volunteer force level, 325,000
men would have to enlist each year from
the total of 1.5 million men who will
annually turn 19 and who will also meet
the military's enlistment requirements.
In its report, the Commission noted that
250,000 "true volunteers" have already
been enlisting annually within recent
years despite the war and an entry pay
roughtly 60 percent lower than they
could earn in civilian life. The Commission proposed a $2.7 billion basic pay increase to attract the remaining 75,000
men into the Armed Forces each year.
And there is even some question as to
the validity of maintaining a force as
large as 2.6 million which the bill recommends. Representative HARRINGTON
maintains in his views on the committee
report that there is no evidence to prove
that such a large force is necessary. If
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this is the case, then it should be even
easier to maintain an adequate armed
force through the volunteer system.
There are some who say it is too dangerous to begin the transition to an allvolunteer army while so many of our
troops are still in Vietnam. However,
there is no better time than the present
for the President to prove that he is serious when he says he is winding down
the war. If we are in truth ending this
war, then there is no further need for
draftees. More than 1.5 million men have
been drafted since 1965 and these
draftees have supplied 70 percent of the
hard-core combat skills for Army operations in Southeast Asia. Army draftees
have been killed in Vietnam at nearly
double the rate of enlisted men-well
over 15,000 since the war began. If we
are ending this war, then let us do so
properly and end the draft which has
supported it-now.
Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Chairman, the vote
yesterday which rejected by 200 to 198
an amendment to reduce to only 1 year
the extension of the draft law has deep
significance which, hopefully, will be
noted by those in executive authority in
this Government.
It reflected the broad public discontent
with military conscription. To me, it is a
clear signal that-barring some unexpected new large-scale involvement of
our military forces--the draft law will
not be extended when the 2-year term
approved yesterday expires.
The administration should take this
signal as a plain warning. The executive
branch will not be able to rely upon draft
authority to provide military manpower
after July 1, 1973. It must make substantial adjustments in our overseas military
presence, especially in Europe. I find it
difficult to believe that voluntary enlistments will provide enough manpower to
keep our troops in Europe at the present
level of nearly five divisions.
For nearly 3 years I have been trying
to persuade the administration to negotiate a reduction in troops in Europe.
There is no magic in five divisions. It is
only part of what would be needed to
resist a determined attack. About 10
years ago former President Eisenhower
said one division in Europe would be
adequate as a symbol, that is to say, an
earnest of U.S. commitment under the
NATO treaty.
The important consideration is not the
precise level of our troop presence at any
given time, but the assurance that the
United States will maintain a presence
in Europe through the foreseeable future. It is more important to the alliance
that our Government give assurance that
it will be a part of the alliance structure,
say, 5 years from now than to have five
divisions in Europe next year. Continuity
is much more important than numbers.
I have been urging the negotiation of
a 5-year compact under which the United
States would agree to keep a minimum
of two divisions in Europe throughout
the 5 years in exchange for similar agreements on minimum force levels by other
NATO powers. An understanding of this
sort would enable the United States to
reduce its presence to a level that, I believe, could be sustained without a draft
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law and without adversely affecting the
credibility of alliance deterrent.
If, instead, the administration fights
a losing battle for draft extension and
for the maintenance of five divisions 1n
Europe, the alliance credibility may indeed suffer a devastating blow. If force
reduction comes about unilaterally by
force of internal domestic circumstances
as opposed to negotiations with our allies, Germany, and other nations may
conclude the reduction is the beginning
of the end of NATO. In other words,
the reduction should be negotiated, not
forced.
Military leaders, I believe, can give a
valid justification for maintaining a minimum of five divisions. They can make
a good case for even more. But military
leaders cannot control political events.
Yesterday's vote shows clearly the determination of the American people to effect an early end to the draft.
Our military leaders should accept the
decision and coopera,te with civilian leaders in working out with our allies an
agreement on force levels that can be
sustained indefinitely without the draft.
Otherwise we may soon find ourselves
with no NATO, as well as no draft.
Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia. Mr.
Chairman, I rise today to present my
thoughts on H.R. 6531, a bill to make
certain extensions to the existing Selective Service System, to abolish certain deferments and to make certain increases in the pay oif members of the
armed services.
First, I fully support the goal of this
administration for an all volunteer Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force. I
think the idea should be tried for the
sole rea.son of the economies and efficiencies that are bound to result from
such a stable system. Moreover, I support
it on the ba.sis that I do not believe it is a
good national policy to draft young men
into the armed services in times of peace
if it can at all be avoided. Furthermore,
I believe the Defense Department should
put .a higher priority on the use of Reserve and National Guard forces in any
future national emergency and less reliance on the draft.
I also support the volunteer Army concept because it ha.s been the traditional
method for backing up national policy in
times of peace.
I share the feeling 0[ many people in
our country that reckless use of the
power to draft could conceivably lead to
reckless national policy. In this regard
I do not refer to this Nation's involvement in the Vietnam war and our pa.st
use ot' the draft there. Every Member of
this body ha.s been fully cognizant of the
broad, vital implications of the actions
of the two previous administrations to
use the Selective Service System in Vietnam. Many have questioned their failure to place a higher priority on the use
of our Reserves and National Guard
forces rather than the draft in this war.
Mr. Chairman, without raising the
spector of a Communist soldier behind
every tree and under every rock, I should
like to remind the Members that we
stand alone today in the free world as a
bulwark against further aggressive expa;nsion on the part of Russia and China.

During the last decade we, lest we choose
to forget yesterday, have seen the movement of these forces into Cuba, 90 miles
off our shore; the virtual occupation of
the ancient land of Egypt; the movement
into Southeast Asia; and the brutal suppression of Czechoslovakia and other
once free sta!tes of Central Europe who
have attempted to free themselves from
communistic slavery. For these reasons
this Nation cannot denude its armed
services to the point it cannot defend itself. I do not subscribe to the theory of
minimum half-hearted defenses. Defense must do what our oath implies "to
defend this Nation against all enemies
both foreign and domestic." I believe
this Nation could become involved in future situations where aJ.l our power and
resources might be required on an urgent
baSis.

I do not possess a crystal ball nor does
any man and for that rea.son a future
draft might be required. Such a requirement, though I dream of peace, might
come sooner than we think. For that
rea.son I will not support any move to
abolish the draft. I believe it is necessary
to keep standby authority ready at a
moments notice should it be required in
the defense of our country-the world
of modem man moves at too fast a pace
to wait to restructure this system.
I see no sense in changing the time
honored deferment system that has 1b een
in effect more or less since the outset of
World War n. In time o[ war our armed
services and our industrial system have
always needed trained men in arts other
than the sim'ple art of pulling a trigger.
It will do this Nation no good to abolish
deferments or will the Nation suffer any
lasting, critical ills by keeping them. I
shall vote to sustain the student deferment system in the present law.
I fully support the provisions of this
bill that would increase the pay of members of our armed services. This. has long
been overdue, with or without the draft
question. I only question whether we will
find it enough to entice sufficient members to volunteer into the armed services
to permit a zero draft call.
Mr. Chairman, I want to conclude my
thoughts on this subject by bringing
what I consider a very grave condition
before this body that directly relates to
the matter under debate. I speak of the
trial concluded yester!day at Fort Benning, Ga., for alleged crimes committed
aJt My Lai.
My thought would question yet another vital ingredient to the legislation
before us, that of the declining morale
of our Armed Forces and the future effects of these trials on them. It also bears
on the confidence our Nation has on our
Armed Forces. Yesterday, I sent this
letter to our President. It requires clm.stic
action on the President's part. I urge
your consideration of thls action and
your support. My letter reads as follows:
MARCH 31, 1971.

The PRESIDENT,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I implore you as
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Services
to end the public crucifixion of our defense
establishment. Only you can restore confidence to our people, our Armed Forces, and
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our friends around the world in what was
once a source of national pride and respec't.
Only you can return our men to their loved
ones without a sense of shame.
Need we publicly, before the eyes of our
enemies, foreign and domestic, disembowel
our soldiers, our sailors, and our airmen in
order to find a trace of guilt or dishonor
for this war? Already some elements of our
guiltless press are slyly suggesting a leap
from the My Lai trials to some form of an
inquisition to try "each of Lt. Calley's superiors in turn until the White House 1s
reached and the President of the United
States is placed in the dock."
Mr. President, I think it 1s time you reminded your political adversaries of their
full responsibilities for Vietnam and more
important their responsibilities for the future of our Nation. I should think that the
American people should also know that the
consequences of this blood-letting to establish who is or is not guilty !or the death
of civilians, if they were in fact non-combatants, could most probably destJ:oy forever the Nation's confidence in our Armed
Forces. To me, if this purge is allowed to be
continued, we as a Nation have already
reached a point of no return. Furthermore,
I have serious doubts that we shall ever
again 1be able to raise for any future conflict an Army, Navy, or Air Force from
volunteers or by way of a draft which shall
again have the full confidence of our people.
I know not whether Lt. Calley is guilty as
found •b y the court at Fort Benning. I know
not whether others are also guilty for the
My Lai incident. I know not whether there
has been a cover-up. I do know that there
are those who destre to use this trial to infer
some guilt for Vietnam for pure political
gain. Others seek publicity for publicity's
sake.
I do not believe crimes should go unpunished whether committed in the course o!
war or in the course of everyday life.
I believe that the mishandling and the
publicity this case has received from the
beginning has now gotten completely out
of hand. I believe that there are those who
would consciously or unconsciously lead or
allow the American people to involve themselves in some mad, lemming-like dash to
the sea to wash themselves free of a wild
hallucinating guilt !eellng. The anxiety of
our people demands immediate, drastic corrective action. The future sanity and existence of our Nation 1s at stake.
I therefore urgently recommend that you,
Mr. President, as Commander-in-Chief set
aside the provisions of the Manual for Court
Martial for military review of the Calley
case and all other cases involved in the socalled My Lai incident and as President of
the United States direct the Solicitor General of the United States to refer this entire
case to the federal courts for adjudication
as a matter of the highest priority of this
Nation.
With highest regards, I am
Sincerely,
T. BROYHILL,
Member of Congress.

JOEL

Mr. McDONALD of Michigan. Mr.
Chairman, the Selective Service Act will
expire this July 1. May it rest in peace.
Today we are debating the merits and
pitfalls of a bill which would provide
substantial increases for officers and enlisted men in the service, and extend the
draft for 2 years.
I approve the pay increase, but I cannot support another extension of the
draft. And cg.nnot help but wonder what
ever happened to the concept of an allvolunteer Army?
Almost 18 months ago I submitted to
the administration my pla.n for a NaI

-
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tional Service Academy which could have
facilitated the development of an allvolunteers A-rmy. I felt then, as now, that
an all-volunteer Army need not, and
should not, be a mercenary force.
It is my conviction that the use of incentives other than higher pay for combat duty or higher wages in general must
be used if we are to maintain an efficient,
strong defense capability with something
other than paid killers.
In my plan; education would be the
main attraction. Large numbers of people could move into and out of the armed
services, offering their time as payment
back to the Government for educational
benefits and on-- the-job training they
had received.
,
They would take with them into the
armed services technical skills which
would make . them more efficient, and
while in service receive further training
in their chosen field enabling them to
be significant contributors to society
upon their discharge.
By encouraging the movement in and
out of the service of highly trained personnel, we stand to gain a viable Reserve
Force within each community which
could be called in time of national emergency.
My plan was offered some time ago.
The temper of the times is still calling
for the establishment of an all-volunteer
Army, but there has been considerable
footdragging on the part of the administration in bringing that proposal to the
Congress for action. The administration
has had ample time since the publication
of the Gates report on an all-volunteer
armed force to come up with a plan that
would serve "this Nation through a generation of peace. It has had ample time
to facilitate the development of an allvolunteer Army Jn cooperation with my
proposed National Service Academy. But
it offers this halfway measure instead.
Now the Congress, 90 days from the
expiration of the Selective Service Act, is
suppo:5ed to welcome this proposal and
give its stamp of approval.
My concept of a modern army, one
that will meet our needs year after year,
is one that is staffed by our young men
and women on a voluntary basis-an
army that attracts people by providing
benefits to them.
The first phase of establishing this
new, modern Army, is to develop training
programs which are compatible with military and civilian objectives. Combat
training need not be the sum substance of
training in the military.
There are many areas of operation in
the military which are perfecijy compatible with similar technologies in Government service or private industry. For
example, computer technicians, electronics technicians, draftsmen, physical
therapists, dental and medical technicians, X-ray technicians, laboratory
technicians, and many others are vital
to the operation of the military service
and public service.
Under my plan, students would be
trained in those vitail areas at Government exPense, then work off their indebtedness with 2 years of national service
in _the field of their choice.
What I am suggesting as an aid in the
development of an all-volunteer Army,
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T'O us, their seniors, this passion and
Mr. Chairman, is a little bit of old-fasl}.unrest is sometimes hard to understand.
ioned bartering.
For example, a young man whose fath- We remember when the world was chaler has died is interested in engineering. lenged hy the dark threat o! axis domiHe joins the National Service Academy, nation and, as a matter of survival; aU
and completes his studies as a mechani- men had to be made available to respond.
cal engineering tee;hnician. Upon grad- Quickly, and under great pressure, we
uation, he accepts a 2-year assignment devised a system for rapid expansion of
as airman third class in a fiight mainte- our military services. That Selection
nance unit of the Air Force.
Service System was neither equitable nor
In another example, a wdman working fair-'but it worked. That was all the as a nurse's aide in a city hospita+l aspires times could afford.
Then, after the war,Jwe became comto become a registered nurse. She enters
a NSA program .at a nearby community placent with the draft simply because it
college and continues her work on a part- worked and we visualized a new potentime basis. Upon completing her educa- tial threat to world peace looming on the
tion, she wins her RN and fulfills her horizon. Year in and year out the same
national service obligation by 2 years people operated the draft in precisely the
duty in an Army hospital.
same way, and it even. became a: shade .
When this young man and woman have unpatriotic to suggest that there might
"'
completed their responsibility to the Gov- be something wrong.
ernment, they enter the mainstream of · Then came the war in Indochina. It
economic activity as well-trained and became a confusing ·War that we, could
mature workers.
n_ot win and could not lose. Tens of thouWith the training they have received sands of young men were pressed into
before entering the service, and the ex- service and it was demanded that they
perience and additional~. training while in commit their very lives to a battle they
the service, tney are easily absorbed into little understood. Millions of lives were
the civilian communitY, ready and able disrupted, thousands of lives were lost,
to make a contribution to society.
and for almost a;ll young men the years
And I reiterate that those who leave b~tween 18 and 25 were years of fear and
the service after their 2 years required uncertainty. The rabble rousers among
duty provide a ready . reserve of trained them led riots, bombed buildings and
talent in the event of a national emer- called for revolution. The frightened and
gency.
the drop outs fied to Canada or Europe.
It saddens me to note that there is Some stood their ground wi thin··the syslittle of this imagination in the bill cur- tem and took jail sentences rather than
rently before us, and too much emp;ha.Sis' submit. The overwhelming majorityon money to attract young men and bitter or proud, patriotic or simply submissiv~faced the draft and took their
women.
This generation of young people liv- _ chances. Few, however, missed the point
ing within our borders is no different that there were the clever and the eduthan previous generations when it comes cated 'who could manipulate the local
to protecting this Nation's integrity and draft boards and the complicated system
sovereignty. But the times have changed. deferments and regulations and never
This generation cannot be bought, and see the service. And, of course, there were
will not be threatened. It is intejlligent the less dever or less educated -who were
and responsible, and will respond t6 in- almost always drawn in. Support for the
Selective Service degenerated to the point
telligent and responsible programs.
The pay increase sought for our men that to few was it a matter of patriotism
and women in the service is a noble ges- or even pride to be drafted and serve the
ture, but begs the question of whether country-it was, at best; a matter of fact.
we are interested in developing an all- Yet, through all this passion, disillusionvolunteer Army. I think it is time to im- ment and bitterness, the unfair draft was
plement this concept by first, letting the continued with little change-year in and
draft die a naturafl death, and secondly year out.
by using education and training as addiThen, With the election of President
tional incentives toward the creatio'n of Richard M. Nixon, the winds of change
an all-volunteer Army.
began to blow through the machinery of Mr. RUPPE. Mr. Chairman, today we Government. 'The draft was made more
consider a bill, reported from the House fair. The lottery exchanged blind justice
Armed Services Committee, to extend the for preferential systems. Vulnerability
Selective Service for a period of 2 years. was reduced from 7 to 1 year and youn.g
The 92d Congress will consider few mat- men oould better plan their lives. One
ters of equal seriousness. In fact, I ex- after another, discriminatory deferpect there will be no piece of legislation ments were eliminated. Then came the
that will come :before this Congress with freshest breeze of all. President Nixon
the potential of demanding more of our charged a commission under the leader- ship of a retired Gen. Thomas Gates to
citizens.
The -young people of America, millions take a hard look at the question of
of them, are watching us in the House of whether the draft could not, in fact, be.Representatives. To the vast majority of eliminated and replaced by a volunteer
this important segment of our society army. The Gates Commission came to its
the draft is feared, rated~ and against conclusion: Through the implementation
the grain of the most basic principles of of a series of reforms- in salary scales
personal freedom and honest democratic life style, and benefits for men in uni~
practice. They are the ones who are af- form the military draft could be elimfected by it: And they are the ones who inated in a 12-month period.
want to know how we are going to reNow today, this question of burning
spond.
importance- to millions of young Ameri-
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cans is before us, the 435 Members of the
House of Representatives. As debate
opens, I want to publicly commend President Nixon, and the House Armed Services Committee far coming together in
the creation of a proposal that adopts
many of the most forward recommenda~
tions of the Gates Commission.
But the question is no longer in the
exclus'ive jurisdiction of the President
and the Armed Services Committee. It is
before the full House of Representatives.
I believe, in my heart, that we must take
O!Ile additional step to prove, beyond a
doubt, our commitment that the draft
will be ended. A 1-year, rather than a
2-yea..r extension, will, in my view, provide the dramatic evidence that we in
the House of Representatives are determinated to keep faith with young
Americans. The Gates Commission has
concluded the volunteer Army can be created in 1 year, and I concur with the
Gates Commission. The aim of this Congress should be to make the volunteer
Army a reality in 12 months. But even
if we are wrong, in 12 months, Oongress
can evaluate what progress has been
made and take a look at the need for a
second year of extension. Can we, in all
honesty, do any less than each year review a system that asks so much of a
segment of our population?
To millions of young Americans, the
credibility of Congress as a responsive
institution is on the line. Our willingness
to extend the draft fur only one-half
the recommended time will signal the beginning of the end of a long, dark, and
troubled night for the youth of America.
Perhaps it can signal the begirmin.g of a
new faith in our democratic processes
and a reconciliation of the generations.
Truly, today is an important day in the
life of the 92d Congress.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Chairman, for the
first time, I depart from the recommendation of the White House and of our
Armed Services Committee in the matter of the extension of the draft. Their
request is for a draft extension of 2 years
beyond June 30, 1971. I support the
Whalen amendment which reduces the
period of extension to 1 year, resulting in
expiration of the draft on June 30, 1972.
I make this departure for several reasons. At the outset, however, I do not
agree with those who assert that we
should not have to "bite the bullet" on
draft legislation in 1972, an election
year. If an emergency stiiil confronts us
at that time, then I say that we, as Members of the House of Representatives,
should face that issue next year in fairness as to our constituents.
I have long been a supporter of the
volunteer army and the legislation before us today, by materially increasing
the pay scales for those in military service will in itself do much to replace the
draft system involving involuntary servitude with a professional volunteer Army.
Moreover, if we limit this extension to 1
year, we, as members of the legislative
branch, are putting increased pressure
upon the executive branch to replace the
draft with a volunteer, professional
army, and I ·believe it is unquestionably
our responsibility, as members of the

legislative branch, to assert this responsibility.
In addition, it is clear that hawks and
doves alike, after nearly 6 years of war
and military combat operation in Southeast Asia, and in my opinion the great
majority of the American people today,
are concluding that this country has
fulfilled in overflowing measure our
treaty obligations in our etrorts to maintain freedom for those who desire freedom. The time has come that the Vietnamization program, which we have supported, must succeed to the point where
the South Vietnamese can discharge the
responsibility to provide for their own
national defense.
I urge adoption of the Whalen amendment, to limit extension of the draft to
1 year.
Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Chainmm, the
draft law which we are reviewing today
does not expire until June 30, 1971. While
I recognize that the other oody will certainly ~take a great deal of time and, in
a torturous :maamer may rework the
House bill, I do not believe that good
judgment was shown by the Majority
Party Leadership in bringing this bill to
the floor this week. It is diffi.cult to maintain composure and objectivity with the
debate over the Calley case reaching a
peak as a result of the decision '811ld sentencing, and with various groups commencing antiwar tactics in the Nation's
CaP'!tal.
A law as important to individuals and
the defense orf our country as this bill
deserves .t houghtful, calm consideration,
with emphases on long-term goals and
not immediate pressures and emotions.
A month from now there will be more
evidence of success of the Vietnamization
program; the President will have announced further phaseout of U.S. troops;
the antiwar performances will have come
and gone, and this body would have
plenty of time to evaluate such a measure in a far more objective and, therefore, praotical method.
Mr. REID of New York. Mr. Chairman,
I rise in opposition to extension of the
Selective Service Act.
In considering legislation on the floor,
Mr. Chairman, one must constantly
weigh the pros and cons of a specific bill.
While certain sections may constitute
meaningful and long overdue reforms,
others may be undeservedly punitive or
even reactionary. Unfortunately, the
moment comes when one must vote for
or against the entire package. This is
one of the bills which I consider a "mixed
bag." It has some meaningful reforms.
For instance, I strongly support the bill's
inclusion of a major military pay increase, a provision which is long overdue
and without which servicemen-especially those of low ranks-have sutrered for
years. There is no reason why military
salary scales should not be in line with
those provided for equivalent skills employed by private enterprise.
Second, I commend the committee for
reforming certain other inequities in the
present Selective Service System. The
provisions which abolish local and State
quotas and replace them with a uniform
national call will do much to provide
more equitable treatment; no longer will
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one's residence determine one's draft
status.
In addition, I support the provisions
regarding the composition of local draft
boards by revising and reforming age
qualifications for draft board members
and by attempting to compose the boards
of members who "accurately represent
the economic and sociological background of the population they serve."
This is certainly a step forward from the
all too often long-entrenched or purely
political appointees on the draft boards.
Clearly, the provisions above are progressive and long-needed, and I commend the committee and the administration for their support of them.
However, on balance I cannot lend my
full support to this bill. While I voted for
1-year extension of the draft to facilitate
a responsible transition of our national
security manpower requirements, a
2-year extension would be inconsistent
with ending the war.
The draft and the war in Southeast
Asia have become inseparable. In 1969,
88 percent of the U.S. infantry riflemen
in Vietnam were draftees. More recently,
irt appears that 70 percent of the men
serving in infantry, armor, and artillery
are draftees. More than half of the casualties sutrered in Southeast Asia are
draftees.
I think that the acceptance of 2 more
years of induction authority could tragically-and poignantly---condone the
continuation of 2 more years of war and
2 more years of Congress' relinqUishing
its constitutional powers to the Executive. I cannot in good conscience vote to
consign any more young men to the unnecessary slaughter that has become
Vietnam.
Under existing law, the Selective Service Act of 1967, which is due to expi·r e on
June 30 of this year, a man could be
drafted on, say, June 29, 1~71. Since he
is drafted for 2 years, his service obligation would extend thrr"ough June of 1973.
If he spent a year in training in the
United States, he could-barring the passage of prohibitive legislation by the Congress or a change in policy by the Executive--be assigned to Vietnam for a
1-year tour of duty beginning in June of
1972 and ending in June of 1973.
What is cleaT, then, is that if the draft
were ended in June of 1971, draftees
could still be serving in Southeast Asia
in June of 1973. Therefore, in my judgment, existing law gives the Executive
ample time to wind down the war and,
if the country so decides, move in the
direction of a volunteer army. In fact, a
failure to extend the draft past this June
would not even connter the President's
plans, as the following will explain:
The President is presently withdrawing 12,500 troops per month from Vietnam. Next week he is expected. to announce a new Withdrawal rate, presumably a higher one--perhaps 15,000 per
month, 16,500 per month or even 20,000
per month. On May 1, at the present
rate, we are expected to have 284,000
troops in Vietnam.
If the President announces a 16,500
troops per month withdrawal policy, our
troops will be reduced ·by 16,500 in May.
However, since we have a policy of rotat-
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ing our men back home after 12 months
of service, a total of 24,000 of our 'boys
will be eligible to return from Vietnam
in May. Since 24,000 will be rotated, and
since 16,500 will not be replaced, we will
therefore send 7,500 new troops to Vietnam in May, or the difference between
the 24,000 and the 16,500.
The following month, in June, under
this rate of withdrawal we would have
267,500 soldiers in Vietnam. The 22,500
will be eligible for rotation home, so we
will have to send 5,800 new troops in
June.
Following this rate of withdrawal to its
logical conclusions, by October of this
year our monthly troop reduction will almost equal our monthly rotation. In
other words, we will have 201,000 troops
in Vietnam in October, of whom 16,791
will be eligible for rotation, so we will
have to send only 291 new troops to Vietnam.
Then, in November, the men eligible
for rotation will actually exceed the
President's 16,500 rotation, and no new
troops will be needed to send to Vietnam.
Therefore, the monthly rotation policy
will exceed the 16,500 reduction until
October of 1972, when there will be no
troops left in Vietnam, unless the President alters his policy.
My question, then, is: If no new troops
will be needed to go to Vietnam after November of 1971, and if under the existing
law draftees can be sent to Vietnam for
a tour of duty between June of 1972 and
June of 1973, why do we need to extend
the draft?
There are provisions in this bill which
in my judgment are absolutely unfounded. I a.m deeply concerned over the threepronged fork which has ·been stabbed in
the back of sincere conscientious objectors. Although, for better or worse, the
bill before us has in no way changed the
qualifications or definitions of conscientious objectors, it has included punitive
and restrictive language dealing with
their alternative service.
First of all, the alternative service requirement is extended to 3 years rather
than 2, and despite the commendable efforts of Mr. DENNIS to reduce it back to
2 years in present law, it remains at 3.
Second, alternative service is by definition in this bill restricted to work in Government agencies or public institutions
"which have diffi.culty finding eligible and
qualified individuals to perform essential
work." Such a definition would prohibit
the performance of alternative service
in, for instance, private hospitals or private schools for the handicapped, and
would channel CO's into jobs in the Government that nobody else wants. It is a
restrictive and limiting section which
would deny valuable services to needy organizations.
Finally, under this section, if any employer declares that a conscientious objector does not perform his work-in
which it should be understood the co
had virtually no choice and possibly no
talent-"satisfactorily," the CO would
automatically be inducted into the armed
services. In my mind, this provision raises
grave constitutional questions based in
regard to religious freedom guaranteed

in the first amendment. Second, however,
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this provision could invite a man to holding hearings on this issue. I combreak the law. Those men who have gone mend the Defense Department for the
through the complicated process of ap- increases proposed in this area. I am
plying for and receiving a CO status are confident this will be helpful as we profar from likely to accept induction as a ceed toward an all volunteer force. This
penalty for "unsatisfactory" work. Many increased housing, however, cannot be
of them may, therefore, choose to refuse available ·i n 1 year. My concern is that
with a 1-year extension we will expect
induction, thereby breaking the law.
Aside from these punitive and restric- more progress than can reasonably be
tive Iimita.tions on conscientious objec- achieved. The next year the concern will
tors, I would like to see stronger and be that an attempt to achieve an all volclarified language in other portions of the unteer force will be failing, which may
bill. Although I commended the com- not reflect an accurate situation.
I simply believe that a 2-year extenmittee for the provision making local
draft boards representative of their sion is the best way to provide an orderly
community, this provision becomes al- phase-in of a volunteer force.
Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I
most meaningless when viewed in context
rise in support of the bill reported out
of the clause which follows it:
No induction shall be declared invalid on by the distinguished members of the
that ground . . . the board failed to con- House Armed Services Committee under
form ... to the community's character.
the very able chairmanship of the genClearly, there are no enforcement tleman from Louisiana <Mr. HEBERT).
guidelines here, and the original provi- And I want to voice my opposition to
any amendment which would limit exsion becomes, I fear, insignificant.
The various sections dealing with un- tending the military draft to only 1 year
devgraduate student deferments become or less.
Att the present time the draft is the
veiled with uncertainty. The bill gives the
President the authority to eliminate only way this Nation can raise the manthese deferments, and the President has power needed for national defense. Sure
said he will do so. However, the President the draft operates unfairly in some rehas said .that in addition to not granting spects. Sure the draft interrupts indinew student deferments, he will discon- viduals' lives. But no matter how anytinue all such deferments which were one feels about the draft this Nation simgranted after April 23, 1970. In other ply cannot afford to drop it when it is the
words, the II-S deferments of those who only workable system we have. And we
are presently freshmen in college would dare not run the risk of dismantling it,
which would surely happen if the 1-year
be revoked.
Whether one favors or opposes the extension were approved, without havconcept of undergraduate student defer- ing a workable alternative means of
ments, I think that we must agree that meeting the manpower needs of our
those who have them now should be per- Armed Forces.
President Nixon, the members of the
mitted to reserve them under the old
system-until they complete college or prestigious Gates Commission, and othfail to progress adequa.tely toward a col- ers have advocated switching to an alllege degree. I think it is grossly unfair to volunteer army. This idea has merit, and
expect the men who entered college last it should be explored. And in my mind
fall, with bookbag and student deferment this is exactly what the Armed Services
in hand and .t uition paid, to divine the Committee proposal does.
Under the committee bill the present
future actions of two separate bodies of
the Congress, and to have to plan their draft, with some modifications, would
continue in force for 2 more years. At
lives around the uncertainties therein.
This whole student deferment issue is the same time military pay, which is
a little like a game. I do not think that abysmally low by any standards, would be
the umpire can change the rules in the increased by approximately $2.7 billionmiddle of the game and expect the play- 86 percent of which would go to enlisted
ers to accept them. This is not fair play. men and junior grade officers with less
Finally, in balance, while there were than 2 years of military service.
Taken together, the draft extension
many worthwhile improvements in the
bill, notably the salary increase, a 2-year and the pay raise provide the means by
extension of the draft is basically incon- which the volunteer army concept can
sistent with the war. Hence, I am con- be tested. If the increased salaries sucstrained to vote against final passage of ceed in attracting enough volunteers to
fulfill military manpower needs, then
the bill.
Mr. CEDERBERG. Mr. Chairman, if plans for an all-volunteer army can be
the question before us was a simple ex- crystallized further. If, on the other
tension of the draft I would not hesitate hand, the expected personnel increases
to have supported a 1-year extension. I are not forthcoming, the draft can
do, however, believe that as we proceed to maintain needed force levels while other
the desired goal of zero draft calls and alternatives such as the national service
a volunteer force, a 2-year extension is system are being explored.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairthe wisest course. It is generally agreed
that it will take longer than a year to man, it is with mixed emotions that I
shall vote for the Selective Service bill as
a.chieve this desired goal.
We are making progress in this legis- it now stands. During the debate, I had
lation in the area of pay for our enlisted vigorously supported the effort to limit
personnel. However, pay is not the only the draft extension to 1 year, which was
defeated by only two votes, 200 to 198.
necessary incentive.
Adequate family housing is a major The vote for this amendment, which was
factor. Just this week our Military Con- designed by its sponsors to put the maxistruction Appropriation Subcommittee is mum pressure on the Defense Depart-
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ment to establish a volunteer force in a
year's time, is a clear indication of the
considerable sentiment in this body for
doing away with the unjust and inequitable institution of conscription.
I suppOrted the 1-year proposal as the
only form of extension consistent with
our constitutional responsibility to raise
and ·s upport armies. Certainly, none of us
would accept a system of hardware authorization which would preclude a review on an annual basis-and we should
not accept a system of manpower procurement that is not subject to yearly
congresSional oversight. Moreover, I had
regarded the 1-year extension a& a vote
of confidence in our democratic process.
Some Members suggested we should not
debate the draft in an election year, particularly in view of the 18-year-old vote.
In my opinion, when we have asked
youth to work within the system, we
should not deny them the opportunity to
infiuence the .system through their right
to vote.
I also regret that the House did not accept the Dennis amendment to retain the
2-year term of service for conscientious
objectors. As the draftee is only required
to serve for 2 years-and is excluded by
current practice from involuntary reserve duty-the requirement for an extra
year's service by conscientious objectors
woUld seem to be an unnecessary inequity. In addition, the provision in the
new legislation allowing for the induction
of any CO who does not perform "satisfactory" service, is an arbitrary concentration of power in the hands of the Selective Service director, and is probably
an unconstitutional use of the draft as
punishment.
On the other hand, the compensation
portions of the bill-which passed overwhelmingly-represent the most significant step this body has taken toward
the creation of 'the all-volunteer force.
For the first time in the post-World War
II era, we have moved to eliminate the
t~x-in-kind of forced service which has
placed an unfair share of the defense
burden upon the youth of this Nation.
As one of the authors of the Gates
.Commission bill, which was cosponsored
by 92 of my colleagues, it is most gratifylug to see the House act favorably upon
legislation implementing the major portions of th~ Commission's recommendations. As this provision will enable us to
end the draft in the near future, I shall
vote for the final bill in spite of my reservations on the length of the extension
.and restrictions on CO's.
By increasing the pay of first-term
servicemen,_and b:V a near victory for the
1-year extension, the House has demonstrated its enthusiasm for ending the
draft. I would hope that the other body
can better our record.
Mr. ANDERSON of Dlinois. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Indiana
<Mr. DENNIS) to change from 3 to 2 years
the alternate civilian service requirement for conscientious objectors. The
conunittee ;report justifies increasing the
.work requirement to 3 years for CO's
on the grounds thatThe last year of this alternate c1v111a.n serv-

Mr. Chairtnan, in checking with the
Department of Defense this morning, I
was informed that induc·t ees have no active reserve obligations, except in the
rare instance that a unit may be called
up or an individual's occupational specialty may be urgently required in an activated reserve unit. In other words, except in the case of a national emergency,
the chances are overwhelmingly great
that an inductee will not be called upon
to give any time or service to his unit
during the 4-year reserve period. And
yet, the committee bill would require consCientious objecto,r s to serve a third-year
of active civilian duty. This makes no
sense whatsoever in my estimation. If
some equity is desirable to offset the inductee's reserve·obligation, it would seem
more logical to put -the CO on inactive
civilian reserve duty for his third year.
But to require him to actively serve that
third year is inequitable when compared
to the inductee's reserve obligations. As
the committee bill now standS,~ this inequitable requirement in effect punishes
a ·person for holding longstanding religious or moral objections to war. I, therefore, urge adoption of the Dennis amendment.
MI:. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, as a
cosponsor of the - Voluntary Military
Manpower Procurement Act of 1971Steiger-Matsunaga bill-! am on record
as favoring an all-volunteer arm~ On
February 17, 1971, during a special order
on the bill, I commented on the need-for
an all-volunteer army and an end to the
draft as soon as feasible. My remarks
appear in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD for
February 17, 1971.
,.
The yolunteer army bill of which I was
a cosponsor embodied the recommendations of the Gates Commission, which
urged substantial pay increases as a feasible method of achieving an entirely
voluntary army. The bill now under debate puts into effect such increases. Thus,
with these substantial pay increases for
military recruits, from an average of
$134 a month to $268 a month, not only
will our servicemen be paid a fairer wage,
but the objectives of an all-volunteer
army may well be achieved.
An issue of public concern as we have
debated this bill has been the provision
extending the draft ~ for 2 more years,
from ·June 30, 1971; to June 30, 1973.
.:Yesterday there were recorded votes on
two amendments to· this provision. On
the first, to let the. draft expire on June
30 of this year, I voted "nay." This
amendment was defeated, 330 to 62. My
reason for this vote was that we should
give the volunteer army provisions a reasonable chance to prove themselves.
However, on the second amendment,
the Whalen amendment to extend the
draft for only 1 year, I voted "yea." This,
too, was defeated, by a vote of 200 to 198.
I feel it is desirable that we reserve the
opportunity to more frequently reevaluate the draft and the implementation of
an all-volunteer army. If, next year, there
are not enough enlistments, then the
burden will be back on Congress to either
extend the draft again or to do whatever
is necessary to assure an entirely volunice is to be as a substitute for the reserve teer army.,
For the foregoing reasons, I also voted
obligation required of military inductees.
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for an 18-month extention of the draft.
This, too, was defeated, 200 to 170.
There have been many other significant issues and votes during the 3 days
of debate on the floor. For reasons of
time, I have confined these remarks to
those issues in which my constituents
by mail or other contact have expressed
most interest.
On final passage of this legislation, I
expect to vote in the affirmative as generally it provides real promise to realize
an objective I have long supported-a
volunteer army.
A VOTE AGAINST THE 2-YEAR EXTENSION OF THE
,
DRAFI'

. Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, I shall
vote against H.R. 6531, the bill to extend
the Selective Service Act for 2 years.
This vote reflects some conclusions
which I have arrived at. concerning the
military draft. But I want to first emphasize what that vote does not reflect.
I -do not favor a volunteer army a.t
the present time. In fact, I strongly oppose it· for the foreseeable future. The
infusion of a large civilian element in the
military establishment is not only
healthy, but absolutely necessary. It
compliments the principle of civilian control of the military, a concept which has
its roots in the Constitution of the United
states.
Having emphasized this important
point, let me explain my reasoning in voting against the 2-year extension of the
draft.
·First, I see no need for an extension of
that length of time. Part of any overhaul
of the Selective Service System should include not less than an annual congressional review of the mill tary manpower
requirements of this country.
If we are· in fact winding down the
war-and the Congress has made it clear
that it strongly supports a policy of termination of U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia-a 2-year extension of the draft
would extend the conscription authority
until the middle of 1973. To support such
a move would be inconsistent with my
vote in the recent Democratic caucus
calling for an end to U.S. involvement
in Indoctlina by January 3, 1973, at the
latest.
It would appear to be more consistent
with the policy of withdrawal if the
authority contained in this act were deferred until the 93d Congress. The beginning date of the 93d Congress covers the
period of time which both the President
and the Congress have indicated would
be desirable to terminate the U.S. combat role and bring all forces home.
At that time consideration could be
given to the manpower needs of a peacetime army, which the Selective Service
Act could accommodate quite easilywithout the nagging doubt that the current extension is really one which is
necessary to meet and maintain manpower requirements in Vietnam.
· That doubt could have also been as··
suaged by the adoption of the Whalen
amendment providing for a 1-year extension of the draft and, accordingly, I
supported that amendment. Again, the
consideration of an annual congressional
review of manpower requirements was
an important factor in my affirmative
vote.
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The arguments for a volunteer army
as the basis for the maintenance of our
r-ational security are not convincing. I
·believe that an improved Selective Service System will be necessary for the foreseeable future to maintain the desirable
broad civilian base in our military establishment.
But at a time when the war in Indochina continues to be a crucible for U.S.
youth, and the total policy of the United
States is supposed to be committed to
the termination of U.S. involvement, I
could not, in good conscience, vote to
continue conscription authorization for
2 years.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, my vote against
the legislation represents a protest
against the continuation of the war in
Indochina, substantially manned by
draftees. It has been made difficult for
us to separate manpower needs to maintain our necessary defense and security
posture, and the need to fill manpower
commitments in Vietnam.
For that reason, I also supported
strongly the amendment offered by our
colleague SAM GIBBONS, which would have
prohibited sending draftees into combat
zones involuntarily after December 31,
1971, except under the following conditions: First, an armed attack against
the United States; second, a Presidential
declaration that an armed attack is imminent; third, congressional authorization by concurrent resolution; .fourth, a
Presidential request for a declaration of
war; or fifth, a declaration of war by
the Congress.
In summary, I am against the extension of the draft for another 2 years not
because I favor a volunteer army; but
because I want to see an annual review
by the Congress of military manpower
needs, and because I do not want to see
the extension of the draJt contribute to
the prolonging of the United States presence in Southeast Asia.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
Committee rises.
Accordingly, the Oommittee rose; and
the Speaker having r-esumed the chair,
Mr. BOLAND, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the State of
the Union, reported that that Committee
having had under consideration the bill
<H.R. 6531) to amend the Military Selective Service Act of 1967; to increase military pay; to authorize military active
duty strengths for :fiscal year 1972; and
for other purposes, pursuant to House
Resolution 350, he reported the bill back
to the House with sundry amendments
adopted by the Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the
previous question is ordered.
Is a separate vote demanded on any
amendment? If not, the Chair will put
them en gros.
The amendments were agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
engrossment and third reading of the
bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, and was read the
third time.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT OFFERED BY MR. O'KONSKI

Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Speaker, I offer
a motiiOil to recommit.
The

SPEAKER.

opposed to the bill?
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Is

the

gentleman

Mr. O'KONSKI. I am, Mr. Speaker.

Vigorito
Waggonner
Wampler
Sp~er
Ware
Stafford
Watts
Staggers
WtuWley
Mr. O'KONSKI moves to recommit the bill
Stanton,
White
H.R. 6531 to the Committee on Armed
J. William
Whitehurst
Services.
Steed
Whitten
Steele
Widna.ll
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I move the
Steiger, Ariz.
Wiggins
Steiger, Wis.
Williams
previous question on the motion to
Stephens
Wilson, Bob
recommit.
Stratton
Wilson,
The previous question was ordered.
Stubblefield
Charles H.
Sullivan
Wright
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
Talcott
Wydler
motion to recommit.
Taylor
Wylie
Teague, caJ.if. Wyman
The motion to recommit was rejected.
Teague,
Tex.
Yatron
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
Terry
Young, Fla.
passage of the bill.
Thompson, Ga. Young, Tex.
Thomson, Wis. Zablocki
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, on that I
Thone
Zion
demand the yeas and nays.
Tiernan
Zwach
VanderJagt
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Veysey
The question was taken; and there
NAYS-99
were-yeas 293, nays 99, answered
Abourezk
Ford,
Morse
"present" 2, not voting 38, as follows:
Abzug
William D.
Mosher
[Roll No. 45 J
Adams
Forsythe
Moss
Addabbo
Fraser
NiX
YEAS-293
Anderson,
Fulton, Pa.
Obey
Abbitt
Donohue
King
Calif.
Fulton, Tenn. Podell
Abernethy
Dorn
Kluczynski
Anderson,
Gibbons
Rarick
Alexander
Dowdy
Kuykendall
Tenn.
Gonzalez
Rees
Anderson, Til. Downing
Kyl
Badillo
Halpernl
Reid, N.Y.
Andrews, Ala. Dulski
Kyros
Barrett
Harrington
Reuss
Andrews,
Duncan
Landgrebe
Begich
Hawkins
Riegle
N. Dale
duPont
Latta
Biaggl
Hays
Roncalio
Annunzio
Dwyer
Leggett
Bingham
Hechler, W.Va. Rosenthal
Archer
Edmondson
Lennon
Blanton
Heckler, Mass. Roush
Ashbrook
Edwards, Ala. Lent
Brasco
Helstoski
Roy
Asp in
Eilberg
Link
Burton
Hicks, Wash.
Roybal
Aspinall
Erlenborn
Lloyd
Carey, N.Y.
Howard
Ryan
Baker
Esch
Lujan
Celler
Hungate
Sarbanes
Baring
Eshlenaan
McCloskey
Chisholm
Jacobs
Scheuer
B€'Jcher
Evans, (".,.Qlo.
McCollister
Conyers
Karth
Schwengel
Bennett
Evins, Tenn.
McDade
Crane
Kastenmeier
Seiberling
Bergland
Fin<lley
McEwen
Culver
Landrum
Snyder
Betts
Fish
McFall
Davis. Ga.
McClory
Stanton,
Bevill
Fisher
McKay
Dellenback
McCormack
James V.
Biester
Flood
McKevitt
Dellums
McDoJia.ld,
Stokes
Blackburn
Ford, G era ld R. McKinney
Denholm
Mich.
Stuckey
Blatnik
Fountain
McMillan
D t>rwinskl
Macdon.a.ld,
Symington
Boggs
Frelinghuysen Mahon
Diggs
Mass.
Thompson, N.J.
Boland
Frenzel
Mailliard
Dow
Madden
Udall
Bolling
Gallagher
Mann
Diinan
Matsunaga
Ullman
Brademas
Garmatz
Martin
Eckhardt
Melcher
Van Deerlln
Bray
Gaydos
Mathias, Calif.
Edwards, Calif. Mikva
Vanik
Goldwater
Mathis, Ga.
Brinkley
F a scell
Minish
Waldie
Goodling
Mayne
Brooks
F'lvnt
Mink
Wolff
Grasso
Mazzoli
Broomfield
Foley
Mitchell
Yates
Gmy
Michel
BrotzmanANSWERED "PRESENT"-2
Miller, Calif.
Brown, Mich. Green, Oreg.
Brown. Ohio
Grlfiln
Miller, Ohio
Whalen
O'Konskl
Mills
Broyhill, N.C. Griffiths
NOT VOTING 38
Broyhill, Va.
Gross
Minshall
Grover
Mizell
MoCulloch
Buchanan
Frey
Arends
Burke, Fla.
Gubser
Mollohan.
Meeds
Fuqua
Ashley
Gude
Monagan
Burke, Mass.
Metcalfe
Galiflanakis
Bell
Montgomery
Burleson, Tex. Hagan
Poage
Gettys
Bow
Price, Tex.
Burlison, Mo. Haley
Moorhead
Giaimo
Byrnes, Wis.
Hall
Morgan
Byrne, Pa.
Randall
Green, Pa.
Camp
Byron
Rangel
Hamilton
Murphy, Til.
Harsha
Clay
HammerMurphy, N.Y.
Cabell
Rodino
Jarman
Collins, Ill.
Shipley
Caff.e ry
schmidt
Myers
Johnson, Pa.
Colmer
Hanley
Natcher
Skubitz
Carney
Koch
Corbett
Hanna
Nedzi
Winn
Carter
Long, La.
Dent
Wyatt
Casey, Tex.
Hansen. Idaho Nelsen
Long,Md.
Edwards, La.
Cederberg
Hansen, Wash. Nichols
McClure
Flowers
Harvey>
O'Hara
Chamberlain
So the bill was passed.
Hastings
O'Nelll
Chappell
Hathaway
Pa~an
mancy
The Clerk announced the following
Hebert
Patman
Clark
pairs:
Henderson
Patten
Clausen,
Hicks, Mass.
Peliy
Don H.
On this vote:
Hillis
Pepper
Clawson, Del
Mr. Arends for, with Mr. O'Konskl against.
Hogan
Perkins
Cleveland
Mr. Bow for, with Mr. Whalen againSt.
Holifield
Pettis
Collier
Horton
Peyser
Collins, Tex.
Mr. Shipley for, with Mr·. Rangel against.
Hosmer
Pickle
Conable
Mr. Colmer for, with Mr. Koch against.
Hull
Pike
Conte
Mr. Fuqua. for, with Mr. Dent against.
Hunt
Pirnie
Corman
Mr. Metcalfe for, with Mr. Ashley aga.inst.
Hutchinson
Po1f
Cotter
!chord
Powell
Coughlin
Mr. Flowers for, with Mr. Clay against.
Johnson, Calif. Preyer, N.C.
Darnel, Va.
Mr. Long of Maryland !or, with Mr. Green
Jonas
Price, TIL
Daniels, N.J.
of Pelinsylva.nia against.
Jones, Ala.
Pryor, Ark.
Danielson
Jones, N.C.
Pucinski
Davis, Wis.
Until further notice:
Jones, Tenn.
Purcell
de la Garza
Kazen
Qule
Delaney
Mr. Randall with Mr. Bell.
Keating
Quillen
Dennis
Mr. Gettys with Mr. Skubitz.
Kee
Railsback
Devine
Mr. Giaimo with Mr. Harsha.
Keith
Reid, Til.
Dickinson
Mr. Coll1ns o! nunois with Mr. McCulloch.
Kemp
Rhodes
Dingell

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report
the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:

Roberts
Robinson, Va.
Robison, N.Y.
Roe
Rogers
Rooney, N.Y.
Rooney, Pa.
Rostenkowski
Rousselot
Runnels
Ruppe
Ruth
StGermain
Sandman
Satterfield
Saylor
Scherle
Schmitz
Schneebeli
S cott
Sebelius
Shoup
Shriver
Sikes
Sisk
Slack
Smith, calif.

Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Spence
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Mr. Jarman with Mr. Johnson of Pennsyl-

vania.
Mr. Long of Louisiana with Mr. Byrnes.
Mr. Meeds with Mr. Wyatt.
Mr. Price with Mr. Camp.
Mr. McClure with Mr. Frey.
Mr. Winn with Mr. Corbett.

Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Speaker, I have a
live pair wirth the gentleman from Ohio
<Mr. Bow). If hie had been present he
would have voted "yea." I voted "nay.'' I
withdraw my vote and vote "present.''
Mr. O'KONSKI. Mr. Speaker, I have a
live pair with the gentleman from nunois <Mr. ARENDS) who is attending the
funeral for his sister. If he had been
pres:enrt he would have voted "yea." I
voted "nay.'' I withdraw my vote and
vote "present."
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
PERSONALANNOUNCRMENT
Mr. PETTIS. Mr. Speaker, on rollcall
No. 41, a teller vote on the amendment
by Mr. DENNIS of Indiana, I was necessarily absent due to the fact I was receiving emergency dentJal treatment. Had I
been present I would have votJed "nay.''
I ask that my remarks appear in the
RECORD immediately following the vote
on final passage.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman's
statement will appear in the REcORD.
THANKS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE
HOUSE AND STAFF
(Mr. HEBERT asked and was -given
permission to address the House for 1
minute.)
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. Speaker, I take this
minute to thank the Members of the
House for their wonderful cooperation
during these last 3 fine days.
They have been trying days, as we all
know. We had a minimum amount of
useless quorum calls. Members were on
the ft.oor. I hope everyone is satisfied
that they were allowed to participate in
the debate and to continue through,
I particularly want to thank the members of my own committee and the staff,
Frank Slatinshek and John Forel.
Everyone knows a general could not operate without those stalwart sergeants
behind him.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. I am glad to yield to
the gentleman.
Mr. BOGGS. I should like to compliment my distinguished colleague from
Louisiana on the very splendid and competent way he has handled a most difficult bill, the first one he has handled
since he has been chairman of the Committee on Armed Services. I am very
proud to have him as one of my colleagues.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. I am glad to yield to the
gentleman from California.
Mr. GUBSER. Mr. Speaker, as a mem-

ber of the minority, I want to express our
feelings and our very deep feelings that
our chairman provided such excellent
leadership in this most difficult circumstance.
We all recognize that emotions ran
very high here and that a great segment
of our population feels very strongly and
very sincerely about this problem in one
way, and we feel just as strongly. However, I believe it is a tribute to the chairman of this committee that this debate
was conducted without rancor. It was a
complete debate.
I might say that the hearings were
conducted in the same manner. No one
was cut off. We have had the most complete hearings that we ever had on a bill.
Every point of view was expressed, and
the chairman conducted himself as a
complete gentleman at all times.
He is a great leader. Speaking for the
minority, I want to say we are proud of
his leadership, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HEBERT. I am glad to yield to the
distinguished minority leader.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
I appreciate the gentleman yielding to
me.
I simply wish to reiterate and reemphasize what has been said by the gentleman from California (Mr. GuBSER) concerning the fine performance of the
chairman of the committee, Mr. HEBERT.
If I might, I would like to compliment
those on our side who were thrust into a
major role because of the unfortunate
passing of the sister of the gentleman
from Tilinois (Mr. ARENDS). I think those
on our side did an exceptional job under
these most unfortunate circumstances.
Mr. HEBERT. I thank the gentleman
from Michigan.
I may point out the fact that we expressed our sentiments to our ranking
minority member on the committee, feeling great regret at the passing of a
loved one in his family.
But I want to indicate exactly what
our committee epitomizes and what we
tried to present to this body. On the minority side, while the Members on that
side, in the absence of the gentleman
from Tilinois (Mr. ARENDS) participated
perhaps six or eight of them, in the debate on the ft.oor, we had the same type
of participation occurring on the majority side of the aisle.
One of the most significant things of
aU is that while these Members stood independent of the position of the committee, they at times voted against what
the committee had passed, exercising
their own judgment and voting their
own will, which is as it should be. As a
matter of fact, the chairman at one time
found himself voting one way and supposedly defending the committee's position on the other hand in another. So he
remained silent until he was asked by a
gentleman how he stood. It indicates
what I ram trying to say to you. We do
not use the words "Democrat" or "Republican" in our committee but only

American.
Again I want to express my deep
thanks to the members of the commit-

tee and to every Member of the Houst
and especially to the gentleman from
Massachusetts (Mr. BoLAND) who presided so admirably over the Committee
of the Whole during these trying 3 days.
And again, Mr. Speaker, I want to go
back and thank the two stalwarts of our
committee, John Forel and Frank
Slatinshek.
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
(Mr. GERALD R. FORD asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend his
remarks.)
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
I have requested this time in order to
inquire of the distinguished majority
leader the program for the remainder of
this week, if any, and the schedule for
the next week.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I yield to the
gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, in reply to
the first inquiry, this concludes the business for this week.
ADJOURNMENT TO MONDAY NEXT

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that when the House adjourns today it
adjourn to meet on Monday next.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
There was no objection.
Mr. BOGGS. Now, in reply to the second question of the distinguished minority leader, the program for next week is
as follows:
Monday is Consent Calendar Day.
We have scheduled House Resolution
333 from the Oommittee on Education
and Labor, investigation authority, and
H.R. 5981, the feed grain bill, with 2
hours of general debate, under an open
rule.
The vote may be taken on Tuesday on
this bill, because Monday is the opening
of the baseball season and many Members will undoubtedly want to attend the
game.
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. If there is a
vote on the rule that vote would be held
Monday?
Mr. BOGGS. That is right. However,
if the rule is voted down, then the bill
would not be called up for consideration.
On Tuesday there is scheduled for consideration the Private Calendar.
There is also the Office of Education
appropriation bill, H.R. 7016, which is
scheduled for Tuesday but general debate
only. I make that announcement because we have said to the Tilinois delegation, because of the election there, that
we shall not have any votes.
On Wednesday we will continue consideration of the Office of Education appropriation bill and we will conclude it
on Wednesday.
Also at the close of business on
Wednesday, we will begin the Easter recess which will give us time off until
Monday, April 19.

Of course, conference reports may be.
brought up at any time and any further
program will be announced later.
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Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, would the
gentleman from Michigan yield to me?
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I yield to the
gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, in spite of the
confusion, I would simply like to clarify
whether or not we are going to start making commitments to various delegations
not to have votes based upon primartes
or elections in the various States or
municipalities.
we had this out here in the last few
years. Now it has reared its ugly head
again. It had been the former majority
leadership and minority leadership not
to make such commitments. Now we will
get a double portion of putting off one
vote until Tuesday because of the "national sport" on Monday, or at least the
unanimous-consent request that we do
so and, second, not have a vote on the
education bill because of some commitment or agreement with reference to a
city election in Tilinois. I do not understand this. I think we ought to either
have it one way or the other.
Mr. Speaker, if we are going to start
a real workweek around this place, we
should not have any such commitments.
If we are not going to do it, I am going
to be constrained to object and see to it
that there is a quorum present on those
days.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I have the
most profound respect for the gentleman
from Missouri (Mr. HALL). I try to accommodate the gentleman, but he is not
the majority leader of the House of
Representatives.
As much as he would like to be, he just
is not the majority leader, it is just tthat
simple.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield again?
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I yield to the
gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Missouri well knows that he
is not the majority leader, nor would he
be, but if he were he would know his
capabilities.
Be that as it may, what I am asking
the leadership is whether or not there
will be a vote on the bill entitled H.R.
5981, the Feed Grain Bases. If it is not
going to be held on Monday, but is going
to be programed on Monday, when will
that vote be taken?,
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. I yield to the
gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I had
thought I had made it very clear to the
gentleman from Missouri that on Tuesday the only bill that there will not be
a vote on would be the appropriation for
education. If the feed grain bill goes over
until Tuesday, there will most likely be a
vote on it on Tuesday.

the request of the gentleman from Louisiana?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, reserving
the right to object-The SPEAKER. The gentleman from
Iowa reserves the right to object.
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, let me see
if I can get something straight. Is the
feed grain bill to come up on Monday?
Mr. BOGGS. The feed grain bill will
come up on Monday. I have announced
that three times now.
Mr. GROSS. Right.
And there is to be no vote on the feed
grain bill on Monday?
Mr. BOGGS. No, I did not say that. I
said there will be no vote on the education bill on Tuesday.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GROSS. I yield to the gentleman
from Missouri.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, I think if the
gentleman from Louisiana would read
the RECORD back it will be seen that the
gentleman did say that whether he is
the leader here, or when he steps aside,
that there will not be a vote, and Obviously it would be put over until Tuesday,
and subsequently he said the vote on the
education bill would be put over.
Now, I realize it is confusing. I am
trying to be as charitable as I can, and
I am trying to proceed under the regular
order, but I do not think the gentleman
from Iowa has yielded to the man who
has distinguished himself recently on
two occasions 'b ut, be that as it may, it
is inconsistent, that is, as to when the
votes are going to be when the leadership is not here, and you cannot have it
both ways.
Mr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, if the
gentleman will yield, is the gentleman
from Iowa propounding an inquiry, and
if so, what is the gentleman from Iowa
asking?
Mr. GROSS. Mr. Speaker, I still do not
know whether there is going to be a vote
on Monday or Tuesday on the ·f eed grain
bill, or whether we are going to ask
unanimous consent to put the bill over or,
rather, the vote over, until Tuesday.
Mr. BOGGS. If the gentleman will
yield further, may I try to clarify to the
gentleman from Missouri and the
gentleman from Iowa the situation?
Let me see if I can spell it out.
Mr. GROSS. I wish the gentleman
would do that.
Mr. BOGGS. The feed grain bill is
scheduled for Monday. We hope to vote
on it on Monday.
Mr. GROSS. Fine.
Mr. BOGGS. Is that clear?
Mr. GROSS. That is clear.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Louisiana?
There was no objection.

DISPENSING
WITH
CALENDAR
BUSINESS
ON IT IS TIME TO HONOR DR. MARTIN
WEDNESDAY
LUTHER KING
WEDNESDAY NEXT
(Mr. NIX asked and was given permisMr. BOGGS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the business in order sion to address the House for 1 minute
under the Calendar Wednesday rule be and to revise and extend his remarks and
dispensed with on Wednesday next.
include extraneous matter.)
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
Mr. NIX. Mr. Speaker, April 4 will
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be the third anniversary of the death of
Martin Luther King by an assassin's bullet at the age of 39.
The time for this Nation to honor Dr.
King is now, as he was honored by the
world at large during his life.
His life and his work resulted in the
passage of three civil rights bills. His
life brought within reach equality for all
Americans. His life brought the beginning of the end to what foreign commentators have described as the American dilemma.
For his work he received the Nobel
Prize from foreigners. For his work many
cities and towns in this Nation honor
him and in millions of American homes
his picture has an honored place.
on May 1, 1968, I introduced legislation which would have required the issuance of a commemorative stamp honoring Dr. King. I requested the postal
service to act on its own in issuing such
a stamp. No action was taken.
In the spring of 1969, I introduced the
identical bill and requested that the postal service act without congressional legislation. Nothing happened.
In February of this year, I introduced
a third bill on this subject. No interest
has been shown by the postal service in
its terms.
Today, I will introduce four bills containing the names of over 90 Members of
Congress as cosponsors of legislation requiring the issuance of a Martin Luther
King commemorative stamp. I hope that
these bills will encourage the postal service to act on its own. If not, the entire
commemorative stamp structure should
be examined by Congress and a determination made as to whether the postal
service, by congressional agreement,
should be left with the discretion to issue
such stamps.
The postal service has issued commemorative stamps honoring Stone
Mountain, Ga., as a Confederate War
Memorial. Vice President AGNEW, during
the election campaign of 1970, spoke at
the first day dedication ceremony for this
stamp.
There have been commemorative
stamps honoring Grandma Moses, Walt
Disney, Henry Ford, W. C. Handy, the
jazz musician; Lucy Stone, the suffragette; and Edgar Lee Masters, the poet.
There was a commemorative stamp
honoring the American sheep as well as
stamps honoring elephants and prehistoric reptiles.
American football has its own commemorative stamp.
On February 24 a stamped envelope
was issued commemorating President
Nixon's White House Youth Conference.
Why is it impossible for the postal
service and its commemorative stamp
committee to issue a stamp in Dr. King's
honor? I ask this question along with tht
70 Members of Congress who have joined
with me today in demanding action
either by the postal service or by the
Congress itself.
The contrast between the willingness
to issue a commemorative stamp honoring Stone Mountain, Ga., and the indifference toward issuing a commemorative
stamp honoring Dr. Martin Luther King
is startling.
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Dr. King was a builder, not a destroyer.
The prophecies of doom uttered on the
passage of Civil Rights Act by some have
been proven empty. His work survives in
a stronger Nation and a better country.
That, of course, is his memmial.
That does not excuse what I presume
is an error of omission on the part of this
Government. It is an error that I hope
will soon be corrected. These bills are a
means of correction. It is not too late for
the postal service to act. But, if they do
not, the Congress will.
Mr. Speaker, I herewith present for
the RECORD the cosponsors of legislation
to provide for the issuance of a special
postage stamp in commemoration of the
life and work of a man of peace, Marlin
Luther King, which I introduce today:
LIST OF COSPONSORS

James Abourezk of South Dakota.
BellaS. Abzug of New York.
Joseph P. Addabbo of New York.
Glenn M. Anderson of California.
W.lll:l.a.m. R. Anderson of Tennessee.
Fra.nk Annunzio of lllindls.
Les Aspin of Wisconsin.
Herman Badillo of New York.
William A. Barrett of Pennsylvania.
Edward G. Biester, Jr. of Pennsylvania.
Jonathan B. Bingham of New York.
Richard BolUng of Missouri.
John Brademas of Indiana.
Frank J. Brasco of New York.
James A. Burke of Mass'a.Chusetts.
Phlillip Burton of Callfomia.
James A. Byrne of Pennsylvania.
Charles J. Carney of Ohlo.
Shirley Chisholm of New Yock.
W1lliam (Bill) Clay of Missouri.
James C. Cleveland of New Hampshll.re.
George W. Collins of Illinois.
John Conyers, Jr. of Michigan.
John C . Culver of Iowa.
Dominick V. Dantlels c;f New Jersey.
Geocge E. DanieLson of Califomia.
Ronald V. Dellums of California.
John H. Dent of Pennsylvania.
Charles C. Diggs, Jr. of Michigan.
John D. Dingell of Michigan.
John G. Dow of New York.
Robert F. Drlnan of Massachusetts.
Florence P. Dwyer of New Jersey.
Don Edwards of Californla.
Joshua Ellberg of Michigan.
Marvin L. Esch of Michigan.
Daniel J. Flood of Pennsylvania.
W1lliam D. Ford of Michigan.
Donald M. Fraser of MinneSOita.
Cornelius E. Gallagher of New Jersey.
Henry B. Gonzalez of Texas.
Ella T. Grasso of Conn.eotdcut.
William J. Green of Pennsylvania.
Seymour Halpern af New York.
James M. Hanley of New York.
Richard T. Hanna of Oalifornlla.
Augustus F. Hawkins of California.
Ken Hechler of West Virginia..
Henry Helstoskl of New Jersey.
Floyd V. Hicks of Washington..
Frank Horton of New York.
Craig Hosmer of California..
Edward I. Koch of New York.
Robert L. Leggett of California.
Paul N. McCloskey, Jr. of California.
John J. McFall of California..
RJay J. Madden of Indiana.
Spark M. Matsuna;ga of Hawail.
Lloyd Meeds of Washington.
Ralph H. Metcalfe of lll1no1s.
Abner J. Mikva of Illinois.
Patsy T. Mink of Hawail.
Pa.rren J. Mitchell of Maryland.
F. Bradford Morse of Massachusetts.
John E. Moss of California.
Robert N. C. Nix of Pennsylvania.
Cia.ude Pepper of Florida.
Otis G. Pike of New York.

Bertram L. Podell of New York.
Charles B. Rangel of New York.
Ogden R. Reid of New York.
Henry S. Reuss of Wisconsin.
Donald W. Riegle, Jr., of Michigan.
Peter W. Rodino, Jr., of New Jersey.
Robert A. Roe of New Jersey.
Fred B. Rooney of Pennsylvania.
Benjamin S. Rosenthal of New York.
WUlia;m R. Roy of Kansas.
Phillp E. Ruppe of Michigan.
William F. Ryan of New York.
Fernand J. St Germain of Rhode Island.
PaulS. Sarbanes of Maryland.
James H. Scheuer of New York.
John F. Seiberling of Ohio.
B. F. Sisk of California.
Lou1s Stokes of Ohio.
Rlobert 0. Tiernan of Rhode Island.
Morris K. Udall of Arizona.
Lionel Van Deerlin of california.
Oharles A. Vanik of Ohio.
Jerome R. Waldie of Californi:a..
Charles W. Whalen, Jr., of Ohio.
Lester L. Wolff of New York.
Edward J. Patten of New Jersey.
George P. Miller of Oalifornia.
Thomas S. Foley of Washington.
Dante B. Fascell of Florida.

RESOLUTION URGING THE PRESIDENT TO RELEASE PUBLIC WORKS
FUNDS

<Mr. HUNGATE asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Speaker, today 44
additional colleagues are joining me in
introducing a resolution urging the
President to release appropriated public
works funds now held by him. This
brings the total number of cosponsors to
68, representing 31 different States.
I would like to thank my fellow Members who have joined with me on this resolution and I am sure that their constituents from the many districts and States
affected by this Presidential freeze also
appreciate their efforts.
LACK OF GOOD FAITH
<Mr. ROGERS asked and was given
permission to address the House for 1
minute and to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, for the
past 4 months Members of the Congress
and especially the committees concerned, have been unwinding and tracking down the rationale behind the administration's-HEW's OMB's-attempt
to close down 30 public health clinics and
eight public health hospitals across the
Nation.
I am sure that an overwhelming majority of the Members of Congress agree
with me that to close any or all of these
facilities would be to the detriment of
the public, would be in violation of the
law and would be an abridgment of the
responsibility which the Federal Government has to merchant seamen, members
of the Coast Guard, the various Federal
agencies whose personnel use this health
service and the membeTs of the military
and their families who also use these facilities.
Because of this concern, the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee held
hearings last year and the subcommittee
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on Public Health held 4 days of hearings
this year.
The issue is not resolved as yet. But
one thing which I and members of these
committees certainly felt was resolved
was that nothing would be done to close
any or all of these facilities without first
a review by the Congress.
This assurance was given by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
himself during hearings on December 30,
1970. I quote from the transcript:
Members of my staff a.re prepared to meet
with you and discuss your suggestions, concerns and any additional information which
you may wish to provide. Before a final
decision is made, we will review our findings with the Congress, beneficiary groups
a.nd employee organizations.

Yet despite this assurance from Secretary Richardson, I have discovered
that the clinic in Buffalo was scheduled
to be closed. Officials from HEW met
yesterday with clinic officials and post
office officials in Buffalo to advise them
of the closing.
This is in violation of the understanding which both House committees had
and indeed it is in complete contradiction with Secretary Richardson's word
tha,t the Congress would be conferred
with on such matters.
As of yesterday, the clinic director
had been informed of the closing, the
postal officials had been told, and the
officials of Buffalo General Hospital have
been asked to submit figures as to the
cost of contracting this service.
The 34 Federal agencies in Buffalo
which avail themselves of the services
of the clinic would then be on their own
to find health service.
The move to close this clinic, which
last year had more than 9,000 patient
calls, is thinly veiled by an argument
that the building in which it is located
is being torn down. But in checking with
the director, I find that he had made
tentative arrangements to move the
clinic to a medical complex which is virtually across the street from the Buffalo General Hospital, in anticipation
of the razing of the present Federal
building.
I have now an even greater concern
that HEW and the administration are
again proceeding to close or transfer
these health facilities without the
knowledge of the Congress, as was the
case in December of last year.
I have expressed my concern over
the handling of this matter to both Dr.
Jack Butler, Director of the Federal
Health Program Service, and to Dr.
Vernon Wilson, Director of the Health
and Mental Health Services Administration.
Dr. Wilson has assured me that the
Buffalo decision will be stayed and no
further actions taken until the Public
Health Committee can properly consider this matter along with the other
hospitals and clinics.
But again, this is an after-the-faot
siturution where the Congress has, if you
will, discovered covert actions. And
only then, has the Department come to
the Congress and expressed a desire to
communicate.
I think this latest instance severely
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undermines the confidence of the Congress in ·t he actions of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
would, I feel, also undermine the confidence in anyone outside of the Governm~nt in dealing with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

lost most of your family and your friends
have forgot you. Most of the time you are
to old to work. One thing t hey judge a man
by his past record and that is very wrong
because I believe most of us would like to
forget it. But thats what they judge us on.
Sir if we live to be a hundred that record
will never change, but the person can. Thank
you so much for what you trying to do. God
Bless you.

CRIME CONTROL: A POLICY OF
REALISTIC DETERRENCE
The SPEAKER pro tempore <Mr. KEE) .
Under a previous order of the House, the
gentleman from Illinois <Mr. MIKVA) is
recognized for 60 minutes.
Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Speaker, we live today
in a crisis-oriented society. So many
problems of such great moment face usthe war in Indochina, the draft, urban
blight, racial injustice, and so on down
the line. Perhaps it is because of the
number and the magnitude of these
critical problems that we seem to become
immune to them all and paralyzed into
inaction. I want today to draw attention
to another in the continuing catalog
of pressing crises, one of the most serious
maladies our Nation suffers: crime in
America.
By now, enough studies have been
made, -and enough ink spilled that we
should begin to do something to reduce
crime, rather than just talk about it.
Over the past few months, I have spent
some time in jail, talking with the people
who probably know most about the
causes and prevention of crime--criminals themselves. These prison visits have
convinced me that the first and most direct step we -could take to reduce crime
in our society is to get about the business
of reforming the serious structural flaws
in our system of criminal justice which
actually contributes tO crime. The two
bills I am introducing today with bipartisan support attack two of the weakest links in our criminal justice system:
corrections and criminal trials.
No words of an outsider can express
the frustrationS and the folly of our noncorrectional system as well as those of
the iruhates themselves. Let me read to
you some of the poignant comments I
have received from prisoners in various
jails and prisons. Most of these comments
were written in response to questionnaires I distributed in the prisons I visited, in which I asked inmates to list the
aspects of prison life they found most
debilitating.
One inmate, who signed his name "A
Bank Robber" wrote the following :

A second prisoner stressed the importance of maintaining family ties:

I belleve that a married person should
have a chance to visit his family after serving
a certain length of time and his record is
good. Sir I do hope ·that you can bring a few
things to light. Most guys here are like myself buried alive. I was convicted of bank
robbery at the age of 40, given 20 years. Now
Sir with the federal that means 20 years.
Most guys here have nothing to look forward
to, I'm lucky in a sense. As I will be starting
my six year in March, I realize I done wrong
and must pay for · my crime. I'm also lucky
that I haven't become bitter. I have no one
to blame but myself. What I'm trying to
say Sir is the federal keep a person so long
that they turn him into a beast or a vege.table. Over 50 years has proven that long
sentences doesn't stop crime. They keep you
so long that when you do get out you have

I would arrange for men to be allowed
con jugal visit 3 or 4 times a year because it
would help not only in keeping families
together but would also cut down on the
Homosexual problem which all prisons have
and are the cause of many unnecessary killings and stabbings. In case you're wondering I'm probably never getting out again. So
what happens has little or no effect on me
personally, but there's some here who aren't
set in their ways as I am and who could with
a little help get out and never return to one
of this joints and that is the only reason
I've said what I have, in the hope that some
of those will get a chance to make it.

This deeply felt need for social contact
was also expressed in the following comment by another inmate in a Federal
prison:
That the visits be a little more private than
they are now. A little more physical contact
within good taste. Maybe even start a program where a man could earn a night out
with his wife each month. This system could
be placed on the custody level. If a man
were given this chance, 99 out of 100 would
make double sure he would not violate his
trust just so that he could have another
chance out with his wife. Most wives are
having it pretty hard because all people are
human and each person has emotions and
feelings and when a person that pains of
loneliness they must find someone to accompany thep1 away from their feelings. Many
families are broke up because of loneliness
and the person who suffers mostly is the
inmate because he is locked up. If a man
was sentenced to prison as punishment of
his crime, he should be allowed to have his
rights as a husband and father, and not be
punished in the respect of being cut off from
h is families ties.

Another voiced the importance of rehabilitative programs which give the
prisoner a chance to handle trust and responsibility:
I would then set up program aimed to Social interaction (group therapy, work shops,
Human rel'Bitions labs, etc.} and integrate this
into the current vocational training programs, whereas the inmate can develop normal r·ela.tionshil.ps on his job in the commun ity. I would reduce severe sentences to fit
the tnmattes rehabilitative needs (i.e. , indet erminate sentences}, give him trust (specifically, knocking down the walls, fences,
electronic doors, etc.} and Responsibility, this
being his major "hang up" and what got him
here in the fl..rsrt place!"

The need for self-dignity, including a
chance to earn money to support one's
family and self were expressed in the following comment :
My plea is for the lon gtimers as I am one
myself. I was arrested 8 years ago at the age
of 18-se-n tenced to death at 19-commit ted
and resentenced to life at 21 wirth a 15 year
consecutive sentence at the end. I came to
Marion with a bad attitude but the spirit of
rehabiliuatton caught me up. I finished high
school, passed the college ent rance exam and
went to· complet e a few courses with av.
grades. Enrolled in V.T. classes. All of this
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was done with the expeotations (a.s I was
told} that things are changing, which, they
were. Now I'm disillusioned. Sure, changes
have taken place but they were directed at
the youthful offender. ALthough I was a
yout hful offender I've since outgrown the
tirtle-I'll be 27 ,t his year--so where does that
leave me now? It leaves me hoping that I can
make a parole in 1988, my first parole hearing-I'll be 44 years old. If you give a man
hope tn the way of consolation you're going
to be rewarded even-stephen. You let a man
know that he can spend a few hours with his
family in intimate unsupervised surrounding and I tell you you're going to have a
model inmate. I think the key to rehabilitaing an adult is through his family. With the
youth, it .is a matter of money management.
Most young dudes have never had much of
anything tangible in their lives. They want
cars, clothes and good times but they don't
know how to save for it or even how to
stretch their earnings to where there is
enough left to save. A good idea would be
to work out a way where an inmate can be
paid on paper-the minimum w:age. Then
have him figure out how his money should
be spent. Make him pay for his keep. Anything above living expenses can then be put
into savings for his release. This plan would
work for adult offenders also with the added
bonus of permitting him to help suppol"t hds
family which would relieve some of the taxpayers load. If the courts must give people
life sentences, etc., the least the prison syst em oan do is give that same person a chance
to prove himself deserving of another chance.
Let him help support his family-but with
his famlly, unsupervised at frequent intervals. Let h im know that if he screws up all
privileges will be dented him until expirattion
of hi·s sentence. See what kind of prisoners
you have then. Thank you for l[stening to me.

The failure of the parole system to provide assistance in rehabilitating prisoners is exemplified in the following two
questionnaire responses:
The present system fosters and breeds disrespect for law and order and creates bittern ess of profound proportions. The U.S. Parole Boa rd as comprised for the past 30 years
is the greatest man~aoturer of potential
killers and professional criminals the United
States has ever known, it is made up in its
entirety of poltttcal charlatans and commands
nothing but hatred and disrespect from
all prisoners, not just a major:lty. Because
we are convicted men does not necessa.r.ily
imply we are immature ·a nd without intelligence or eduCSition, nor does it imply we are
bereft of Jl. sense of responsibility. A thorough
investigation regarding the causes of why we
are here, or why we repeat our errors, is absolutely necessary: As is an honest appraisal
of the circumstances as a whole, somet hing
we have never received.
"Lack of incentive is the biggest problem
with the residents here. We take all the
courses (high school, college, etc.} , we learn
vocational trades to help us obtatn gainful
employment on the outside, but no one is
making paroles. Most of the inmates feel
that the staff (parole officers, oustodial, educational supervisors, etc.} should have a
more active part in deciding when we are
ready for release. To <the parole board we
are numbers and a file filled With our past
misdeeds. The people who make up the staff
ha-ve known most of us for years. We older
type (30 and over} inmates want a chance.
There are men over 30 tlhat 'are savable, although it seems the Pal'IOle Board doesn't
wa.rut to take a chance with previous offenders. An illustrrution of what I said, is my
own case. I came from. a brok!en home--!
have brothers who have never been dn trouble and have made a success out of life.
I was weak emotionany and COUldn't overcome the lack of love in m y childhood. My
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brothers could. I continually come to prison
at the age of 33 I was elllQtionally ULtlStaJble
and had the ma.turtty of a 16 or 17 year old
boy. I fruthered four children, but refUsed
to except the responstbrllity at their well betng. I am now 38 yea.rs old~I am a MAN! l
I have matured lin the last 3 or 4 years--!
know where I'm going-! know what I want
to do. I'm not bitter, only grateful I Will
have t he chance someday to give my children
the klind of life I was dented and tlhe love
they need. I will face the parole board ln
10 monlhhs, but won't be con'Mdelred for
parole lbeoaJu.se of my bad past record. I am
as ready to return to society right now, as
I ever Wtlll be but I will be told ·t o serve my
complete sentence, because I'm a bank robber. I don't need no helip, as my sentence
just has SY:z more years to run. I can see the
end, but there are many men here who deserve a chance, because they have grown up,
they are no longer immature 8.llld they could
become useful cltlzens, but they'll never
have the chance because of their past records. I hope you are silncere 1nJ your efforts
for prison reform-there are many here who
need a. friend out there. Thank you for letting me have a say!

One inmate poignantly expresses the
inverse relationship between lengthly
confinement and reha;bilitation:
I do not have much education, as you can
see by my writing, and I don't know if my

answers will even be read or oonsidered. I
know enough tto know that there are a lot
of prisoners that wOUild like to straignten
up 11 given a chance, but longer they are
lrept in prison the further off they get from
ever reha.b111ta.tion themselves.

Finally, let me read a letter I received
from an inmate in a Federal prison who
was about to be released and was almost
desperate for help:
At present time I am an lnma.te at the
Fede11"8.l Prison Caanp in AlleillWdod, Pa.. For
the past sdx years I have ·b een imprisoned
and my record wm show that I am not an
tncorrigible or recalcit:m.nt prisoner. Wirth
all sincerity, I have been trying to rehab111ta.te myself.
Presently, I have about three months left
to serve on my sentence. When I am relea.ISetl
from prison I wiJl have no home itJo return
to, no jdb to report to and very little money
with which to start a. new life I have requested to be sent to the COmmUnity Treatmenlt Center (Halfway House) so that I
could use my la~t monMls preparing for the
future, but I was told it wasn't needed 1n my
case. One of the reason& given to me by the
Bureau of Prisons wa-s that I didn't ha.ve
VooBitl.on Tradning. My records wlll show this
claJm to be ullltrue. DUiring my inca.rcera.tio:n
I have taken courses ln Electronic, Electricity and Drafting. I passed all of these
courses in g{)l()d order.
At Lewisburg Penitentiary I was working
in the prison industry, learning to be a. clothing cutter. Against my wfill. I was taken from
th81t job a.ntl sent to Allenwood, where I am
now working as a. laborer on the oonst4'uctlan crew. At LewiSburg I was receilvlng an
hourly wage Wlhereas I am not receiving any
wage at aJl rat Allenwood.
There are only a few courses available to
prisoners ait Allenwood, such as, truck driving
and welding. The work release program Is
also very limited. I have applted for these
opportunities and have been denied them
a.iso.
What is a man in my position to do? I do
not want to come ba'ck to prison, but to put
a man out with no place in society and no
assistance to 's tart anew is placing the odds
heavily against him becom1ng a. useful person
to the community.

If the Halfway House were ava.tla.ble to me
I would have the opportunity to find a. job
and a. place to llve whlle I a.m serving my
last months tn prison. While I have been
imprisoned I have furthered my educa..tion,

but only because of self-indulgence. During
these past six years I have had a. lot of time
to think and my main goal has been to leave
prison and make something of myself. I
knew I would need help, and that is where
the Community Treatment Center comes in,
but now that I have been denied this opportunity I don't feel my chances are very good
at getting a. new start.
Sir, aft er a. man has been imprisoned for
over six years you can't simply give him $30
and a. new suit of clothes and eXpect him to
go out and make a new ltfe for htlmself. It
just can't be done. Before he even returns to
the street he has two strikes against him.
What kind of jobs are available to a. person
with a record.
I don't want to be part of some statistics
bantered around by bureaucrats. Something
has to be done about a. situation llke mine.
There are many people with problems such as
mine. That is why I am writing to you and
to as many other responsible people as I can.
The prison system mus't be relfor:med if people like myself are to be expected to become
good citizens. People such as yourself are
needed badly if this reform is to come about.

As I think these questionnaire responses show, and as anyone can see by
visiting and studying prisons and jails
today, the weakest link by far in our
criminal justice system is corrections. It
is incredible how we expend great
amounts of money .a nd effort catching
criminals, convicting them, and incarcerating them in jails and prisons, and
then fail to take the most obvious steps
to prevent these people from returning
to a life of crime after being released.
Nine out of 10 criminals who serve time
are eventually released and go right out
and commit further crimes. No other
.institution or business in our society
would be permitted to maintain such a
high failure rate, and neither should our
prisons.
The Correctional Services Improvement Act, which I am introducing today,
would encourage the States to take advantage of the most up-to-date learning
in the field of criminology a.nd penology.
The Federal Government is authorized to
construct model correctional institutions
for various kinds of offenders, and to
turn these facilities over to the States.
The driving purpose behind these model
facilities is to reduce crime by rehabilitating criminals rather than merely incarcerating them. The emJjhasis is on
small institutions, each designed for no
more tha.n 300 inmates. In the case of
short-term offenders, community treatment centers are stressed, in the hope
that inmates can be prepared to return
to society better equipped to lead a stable
and productive life than when they went
in. Job traJining, work release, and school
release programs are to be provided.
More normal social contacts, including
conjugal v·isits and furloughs, could be
made available. These centers should also
be made available to longer term offenders who have less than a year to serve
before parole or release.
It simply makes no sense to isolate a
man from his family and society, de'prive
him of any responsibility and independ-
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ence for years, and then tum him loose
a;nd expect him to adjust baiCk to normal
society. By cutting him off from the two
strongest forces for stability-his family
an'd a meaningful job by which to support them-we virtually guarantee that
he w111 someday return as a ward of the
State.
These model institutions will also be
encouraged to provided extensive individual counseling, to help the inmates
understand the weaknesses and problems
which led them to criminal activity 1n
the first place.
There would also be an increased use
of ex-offenders, volunteers, and other
nonprofessionals in staffing the institutions. The present staffs of our jails and
prisons do a su.r'prisingly good job, considering the poor conditions and inadequate resources with which they must
operate. However, it is a fact that fulltime personnel in time tend to place
greater emphasis on security and administm.tive convenience than on efforts
at individual rehaJbtlita.tion.
Another provision in the Correctional
Services Improvement Act establishes a
Felderal Prison Review Board. The Board
would promulgate Federal standards not
only for institutions but for correctional
services. Provision is made for public
participation in the 'process by which the
Board sets and periodically reviews these
standards.
Other portions of the bill deal with coordinating research on new methods of
treatment and rehabilitation of offenders, liberalizing parole procedures to
cure some of the grievances stressed by
prisoners in the comments discussed
earlier, increased use of halfway houses
to ease the transition into noninstitutional society, and procedures for civil
commitment of persons found not guilty
by reason of insanity.
This bill is not a panacea, but it is an
earnest beginning in an area which holds
great promise for reducing the incidence
of crime in America.
The second bill I am introducing, the
Pretrial Crime Reduction Act, is directed
toward the problem of court congestion
and pretrial crime. The criminal dockets
are so badly congested that it is not
unusual for 6 months or a year to go by
before a criminal case is finally disposed
of. Over 80 percent of all criminal cases
are disposed of not by trial but by plea
bargaining. Some defendants plead guilty
even though they are innocent, because
they do not have money for bail and they
know they will spend less time in jail
serving time on a reduced charge than
waiting to be tried and acquitted.
Another result of the unconscionable
delays in bringing accused persons to
trial is the problem of pretrial crime. The
Constitution guarantees the right to bail,
and unless there is a clear showing that
the accused will not return for trial, he is
entitled to be released on bond after
being charged. Inevitably this means that
some dangerous criminals will be set
loose on the community for months while
their cases inch up on the court calendars.
The bill I am introducing would cut
the likelihood that additional crimes will
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be committed by persons free on bail
awaiting trial by requiring that speedy
trials be held in all but the most complex
criminal cases--such as tax evasion, antitrust violations, and securities violations. Trials must commence within 120
days after arrest, and in the case o.f
violent crimes, within 60 days. If the
prosecution fails to try the case within
those time limits, the charges must be
dismissed. If the defendant himself, or
his attorney, is responsible for the delay,
criminal contempt citations may be
invoked.
R ·m ay appear at first glance that these
time limits are unreailistic, and that Congress would just be passing the buck on
court reform to the judiciary. This is
neither the intent nor the effect of the
speedy trial bill. Each judicial circuit
would be required to draw up a plan
showing how it intends to meet the new
time limits in criminal cases. If the problem lies in faulty organization or administration of the courts, this will serve as
a prod to see that they put their house
in order. If, on the other hand, a circuit
demonstrates that it is unable to implement its plan because of .lack of resources
or manpower, it will be allowed an extension and the Attorney General is directed to submit to Congress the necessary legislation to provide those resources. This places the responsibility
back where it belongs: on the Congress
and the ta~payers. If we are serious
about court reform and crime reduction,
we must be willing to pay the price.
Finally, there is still the problem of
potential pretrial crime during the 60or 120-day period between arrest and
trial. The speedy trial bill would de'a l
with this in two ways. First, an additional
penalty of up to 3 years is established
for any crime of violence committed
while on release. And second, judges are
required to determine whether an accused is presently on parole or probation
before releasing him on bail. If he is
found to be a parolee or a probationer,
the supervising authority is notified of
the arrest and is given jurisdiction over
any violations of parole or probation.
The time for talk about crime control
is past. We must either fish or cut bait.
Either we seriously undertake to reduce
crime by measures such as I have discussed today, or we may as well not even
bother sending criminals to jail, so long
as our jails continue to be breeding
grounds for crime.
Think of all the money we would save
on crime detection, investigation, court
trials, prisons, and parole supervision.
Unless we make some drastic changes in
our system of criminal justice, that
money would be more effectively spent
providing jobs to the unemployed or
treating drug addicts who are likely to
tum to crime to feed their habit. We
ought to prefer to spend the money providing speedy trials to determine who
the criminals are, and rehabilitating
those who are guilty, because this otters
the best prospect for reducing the level
of crime in our society and reducing the
chance tha't all of us will become victims
someday.

POLICY IN THE MIDDLE EAST
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from California <Mr. BELL) is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. BELL. Mr. Speaker, Secretary of
State William Rogers last week briefed
Members of the Senate on U.S. policy in
the Middle East and, according to statements of those present, corrected reports
that we were exerting pressure on Israel
to withdraw from occupied territory in
advance of peace negotiations with the
Arab nations.
Our State Department apparently continues to believe, however, that the best
hope for peace in the Middle East is for
Israel to relinquish what she regards as
natural and defensible national boundaries in return for border security guaranteed by the United Nations in conjunction with the big powers.
We apparently have offered direct U.S.
participation in a U.N. peacekeeping
mission to enforce the formal, written
boundaries in the Middle East which,
hopefully, will result from Israel-Arab
peace negotiations.
And we have pledged that there will be
no unilateral withdrawal of our troops.
The promise that there will be no unilateral withdrawal of American troops,
however, is far from being the equivalent
of a unilateral guarantee of protection
from the United States.
This has not been a proposal that our
State Department has been willing to
suggest.
Rather, we seem to be offering to participate in a peacekeeping mission under the auspices of the United Nations.
And there is no nation in the world
which has a better reason than Israel
to be skeptical of United Nations decisionmaking machinery in a world security crisis.
More often than any of us have a right
to expect, Israel has relied on the United
Nations and has suffered by doing so.
U.N.-sponsored partition lines in Palestine were rejected by the Arabs shortly
after World War II and the shooting war
followed.
The confiict in the Middle East in 1956
began for Israel when Egypt blockaded
the Straits of Tiran and barred the Suez
Canal to Israeli shipping.
And war came again in 1967 when
Egypt again defied the United Nations
and reestablished the blockade in the
Gulf of Aqaba.
Under pressure from Nassar on this
occasion a peacekeeping force was simply withdrawn by a United Nations which,
at a critical moment, failed to explore
every possibility to postpone such withdrawal.
Israel has good reason, after a quarter
of a century of experience with international protectors, to believe that her only
real security is in her military power and
the natural land defenses which she presently enjoys.
And Israel has good reason to reject
arguments heard in the world community that it is her intransigence on the
question of unconditional withdrawa.I
from these defensible positions which is
sustaining the crisis in the Middle East.
For Israel could hardly see withdrawal
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to the 1967 boundaries as anything but
a return to the circumstances which produced the crisis.
The Governments of Egypt and Jordan. after much delay, now offer Israel
a peace treaty and recognition as a state
in return for her withdrawal from occupied land.
And, of course, Syria still refuses even
to discuss a peace treaty with Israel.
Egypt and Jordan insist, however, that
the issue of the Arab refugees be settled as part of this peace package.
It is this virtually unsolvable problem
which has been one of the root causes
of hostilities almost from the beginning.
Moreover, peace treaties and recognition count for little in providing security for Israel if Egypt and Jordan should
renege on their promise to assume responsibility for the border attacks and
terrorism of the Palestinian guerrillas,
especially in view of Syria's continued
encouragement of the terrorism.
There is even a question about the
present stability of the three governments whose treaties and recognition
Israel is asked to pay so high a price
to obtain.
Both Egypt and Syria have had basic
changes in national leadership within
the past year.
Hussein in Jordan managed to put
down still another attempt at revolution by Arab extremists only a few
months a.go.
The Israeli are perfectly aware of the
strong public feeling in the United States
against any additional overseas military
involvement.
They know they have no right to rely
on direct American intezwention in the
event of a military crisis and, in fact,
Israel as a sovereign nation refuses to
rely on outside assistance for its own
defense.
They even have a right to be skeptical
about the extent of our commitment, if
a U.N. peacekeeping mission in the Middle East is challenged.
There is also thelikelihood, supported
by many recent newspaper reports, that
our promise to join a U.N. peace force in
the Middle East will, of necessity. be
balanced off by similar participation of
the Soviet Union.
Already there are 15,000 Soviet troops
inside Egypt and many of them .are using
bases closed even to the Egyptians.
Can anyone seriously believe that the
presence of Russian troops on three of
her borders would contribute to the security of the State of Israel?
Mr. Speaker, I was pleased to hear of
the clarification of policy by the State
Department last week.
We should not be pressuring Israel to
make a premature withdrawal from occupied land.
And I would hope that no such pressure
is being attempted.
It is not going to be easy to secure
permanent peace in the Middle East.
But I believe it will never be secured if
Israel's position at the bargaining table
is weakened by well-meaning friends who
have more confidence in the United Nations and in Arab declarations of intent
than experience would justify.
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INJUSTICES SUFFERED BY SOVIET
JEWS
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous arder of the House, the gentleman from Alabama <Mr. BucHANAN) is
recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise
to express again what has been repeatedly voiced in this Chamber on a subject
which is of very great concern to me
and millions of other frteedom-loving
peOPle throughout the world. I am referring to the continuing repressive policies
of the Soviet Union against those within
its borders who seek to express their
religious beliefs and especially against
the Jewish people of that country.
I firmly bli~ve that this is a matter of
appropriate concern to all freedom loving persons who deeply respect and value
human rights.
What is being experienced in the Soviet Union is far more than prejudicial
attitudes of some citizens toward others;
it is the direct reflection of these attitudes through repressive polici'es and
restrictions on the part of the Government towrurd some of its citizens. These
policies and restrictions, furthermore,
have cruelly suppressed so many basic
human fTeedoms that in this country are
almost taken for granted in their complete acceptance.
Last year I was a member of a special
subcommittee conducting hearings in
New York on the plight of Jews in the
Soviet Union and heard testimony of
continued acts of anti-Semitism there.
The suppression of Soviet Jews has gone
beyond the denial of religious freedom to
affect the cultural, economic, educational
and economic areas of life. Authorities in
the Soviet Union have long suppressed,
discoumgect, and prevented the free expression of Jewish education and culture, and have deprived Soviet Jews of
the opportunity of worshiping freely
and in accordance with the traditions of
their faith. They 8/l'e not allowed to learn
either Hebrew or the Yiddish language in
Soviet schools. Jewish synagogues and
schools h!ave been closed. The Jewish
theater and the Jewish press are both
dead. In Russia today only a few rabbis
serve the more than 3 million Jews living there, and in Moscow only three
synagogues exist to serve some 500,000
Jews in that city.
Even more unconscionable, however,
is the Soviet Union's refusal to let most
of these persecuted people emigrate to
places where they can live in freedom.
This ·r ight to emigrate is a precious right
recognized by the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the United Nations
Charter, and the International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Racial Discrimination-all of which
have been ratified by the USSR. The
Soviet refusal to recognize this right also
flies in the face of a commitment made in
1966 by Premier Aleksei Kosygin to permit Russian families separated _by the
ravages of war to be reunited witb relatives outside Soviet borders. Since that
1966 commitment more than 50,000 ,applications for family reunions outside of
Soviet borders, many of them from
Soviet Jews, have not been Mted upon.
At this time it is estimated that more

than 100,000 applications for permission
to emigrate are before the Soviet ·a uthorities and one of the few fortunate
Soviet Jews who have been granted such
permission, Mr. Leonid Rigerman, estimates thiat some 500,000 Soviet Jews
would leave the country-many going to
Israel-if they were permitted to do so.
Last year we witnessed a tragic acceleration of a flagrant example of SovietJewish persecution in the prosecution of
a number of Soviet Jews for various
forms of alleged anti-Soviet activity. The
entire world was stunned by the prosecution last fall of 11 Soviet citizens-nine
of them Jewish-for allegedly planning
to hijack an air,Plane. For this alleged
act, the defendants were c:Qarged with
such serious crimes as high treason, "organizational activity directed to commission of especially dangerous crimes
against the state," stealing state property, and anti-E?oviet agitation and propaganda. All available evidence, furthermore, can only lead one to the conclusion
that these individuals, like others in that
country, where entrapped by Soviet officials.
The "show" trial which ensued was a
complete mockery of justice resulting in
outrageously heavy sentences. The fact
that the two death sentences meted out
in this trial were commuted to 15-year
prison terms-a probable result of the
pressure of an outraged world public
opinion-does not erase the terrible injustice done to individuals whooe only
"crime" was apparently their desire to
escape persecution and emigrate. In publishing this past weekend a detailed
courtroom account of the Leningrad trial
just now reaching the West, the Washington Post concluded:
This Russian-language account makes explicit that the fundamental accusation
a,gainst the nine Jewish and two non-Jewish
defendants was not hijacking, as commonly
believed, but attempting to lea.ve the Soviet
Union without official permission.

This courtroom account was apparently 8iSSembled by friends or relatives of
the defendants who were admitted to the
courtroom.
This past weekend-March 27-there
were reports of another unfortunate incident of anti-JewiSh activity in Moscow.
Over 30 Jews were arrested for protesting
the continuing detention of Jewish defendants in three other cases related to
the above Leningrad hijack trial. Among
those arrested, 12 were sentenced to 15
days in jail, two were sent to a psychiatric hospital for examination, nine were
released, and ·sentences for the rest varied from 20-ruble ftnes to 5 days in jail.
The sentences, furtheP!nore, were given
at administrative hearings that did not
include defense counsel.
The protestors were carrying a letter
with 213 signatures protesting the detention of Jewish defendants beyond the 9month maximum prescribed by Soviet
law. Among these Jewish defendants-in
three cases related to the hijack trial of
last December-nine of them are on trial
in Leningrad with six of them having
been arrested more than 9 months ago.
Their trial was adjourned minutes after
it opened on January 6 because of a defendant's illness and was never reopened.
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Four defendants, also arrested more
than 9 months ago, are on trial in ruga
and their trial has never begun. Nine
other defendants are on trial in Kishnev
and this trial has not begun either.
In viewing the recent wave of increased Soviet-Jewish repression some·
observers have expressed an opinion ,
which, in my judgment, is not entirely
unfounded. This opinion maintains that
the Soviet Union, faced as it is with major economic problems, is attempting to
make its Jewish :POPulation a .scapegoat
for the multitude of defects which affiict
citizens of the U.S.S.R. The recent wave
of attacks on Zionism ,a s an anti-Soviet
conspiracy_ in Soviet media certainly
lends support to this thesis.
Speculation as . to underlying motives
aside, however, Soviet policy toward Russian Jews represents a perfect example
of the complete hypocrisy ingrained in
so much of Soviet policy. There are laws
in the Soviet Union which purportedly
guatantee the basic l).uman rights so bla-"
tantly being denied there on a daily baSis
and Soviet officials are continuously proclaiming to the world the justice and .
humanity of their system of government.
Recently, furthermore, we· have seen
more and more examples of this hypoc- lisy as the widespread ov.tcry against
their persecution of Jews has prompted
Soviet officials tJo .parade Jewish citizens
and particularly Jewish leaders into the
public eye extolling the justice of the
system. There is no doubt in my mind,
however, that fear has played a large
role in the public allegiance to the Soviet
U~ion of these "spokesmen."·
Some · weeks ago I was privileged to
meet with a young man already referred
to, Mr. Leonid Rigerman, w,ho has personally experienced this repression and
who battled the Soviet bureaucracy for
nearly a year to be allowed to immigrate
to the United States. His tale of religious
persecution in the Soviet Union is shocking to those of us in this country who
often take for granted our freedom of
religion.
The tribulations. which Leonid Rigerman underwent in obtaining his freedom
are also enlightening. The son of a native American mother and a naturalized
American father, Mr. Rigerman sought
to have himself confirmed an American
citizen by the U.S. 'Department of State.
Several times as he attempted to enter
our Embassy in Moscow, he was pre.:
vented by the Soviet officials from doing
so. Once he was arrested and held for 7
days and on a second occasion he and his
mother were detained by the Soviet secret
police for 4 hours.
• As most of us know, Mr .. Rigerman's
efforts were further complicated by the
fact that Soviet o:ffi,cials had claimed his
mother's ·American passport when she
and her husband moved.to the U.S.S.R. in
1931. The Soviet officiais in 1937 informed
the United States that Mrs. Rigerman
wa,s surrendering her AmerJcan citizenship. In · the - following year, therefore,
our country determined that she was no
longer an American citizen. This action
obviously provided yet ,a nother stumbling
block for the Rigerman's U.S. citizenship
arid the protection to which a U.S. citizen
is en ti tied .
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Late last year, however, our Embassy
officials learned that Mrs. Rigerman had
not voluntarily submitted her passport,
but gave it up under pressure from Soviet
officials. It was at this point--November
1970-that I joined a number of my
House colleagues in sending a letter to
our Secretary of State urgently requesting the confirmation of Leonid Rigerman's U.S. citizenship. Needless to say, we
were extremely gratified when the State
Department took this requested action in
December and greatly relieved that Mr.
Rigerman and his mother were allowed
to come to this country in February.
When Mr. Rigerman met with some of
us in the Congress who had signed the
letter on his behalf to Secretary Rogers,
we were given a very disquieting firsthand· picture of life as a Soviet Jew. He
told of restrictions which encompassed
not only religious actiivties, but educational and vocational as well.
There are restrictions on the number
of Jews who can a.ttend universities, and
on the number which can be hired at
certain institutions.
Even those who are penmtted to attend synagogue often face economic reprisals, Mr. Rigerman said. While his
emphasis was mainly on the discrimination against Jews, this ·a ccentuated,
in my judgment, the basic disregard for
human rights which has been continually evidenced by actions of the Soviet
Union. While the Soviets officially say
that anyone who wants to leave the
country can do so, this is not the case
according to Mr. Rigerman, and his experiences are a poignant witness to this.
Mr. Speaker, as you know, the Congress has already gone on record with
respect to its abhorrence of Soviet persecution of its Jewish citizens. On December 31, 1970, the House of Representatives passed a resolution-House
Resolution 1336--expressingIts grave concern over the continued injustices to which the Jewish people 1n the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have
been subjected by the Government of that
nation, as manifested most recently by the
cruel and unusual punishment imposed
upon Jewish citizens of the Soviet Union
for allegedly treasonous acts.

This same resolution called upon the
President to convey to the Soviet Government •t his grave concern and to
"urge that Government to provide fair
and equitable justice for its Jewish citizens." Earlier last year the U.S. Senate
approved a similar resolution.
So long as this persecution exists,
however, our efforts on behalf of these
persecuted people must continue. In the
present Congress, therefore, I hav,e already cosponsored a similar resolution--House Concurrent Resolution
221-which requests:

the Soviet Union to Israel or to any country of their choice without restriction or
limitation.

In this Congress I have also cosponsoted legislation which is intended to
challenge the Soviet Union to permit
those Jews who wish to leave to do so
and to show that the United States would
welcome them here. This legislation
(H.R. 6698) would provide 30,000 special
refugee visas for Soviet Jews who are
permitted to leave the Soviet Union and
who wish to come to this country. We
have made such special provisions many
times in the past, most recently by providing special legislation which permitted
more than 30,000 Hungarian refugees to
settle here after the suppression of their
1956 revolution. As we are all also aware,
more than 565,000 Cubans have made the
United States their home through exemptions from the immigration laws. It
is hoped that the enactment of this
legislation might encourage other nations to enact similar legislation.
Mr. Speaker, there are those who feel
that such legislative action as the above
and such expressions of concern as I am
now making are mere exercises in futility, unlikely to be of any help to those
who are the object of our concern. I
do not accept that opinion. The very
arrival of the Rigermans in the United
States is testimony to the fact that the
Soviet Union is sensitive to world public opinion, as was the commutation of
the two death penalties arising from
last year's so-called hijacking trial.
With increased pressure from outside
the Soviet Union, furthermore, the number of Jews permitted to leave Russia has
increased to a level which, although still
tragically restrictive, is unprecedented
in the 53-year history of that nation.
I am hopeful that continued pressure
by countries such as the United States
and many others will bring about at least
a partial degree of the freedom to Soviet
citizens that we in the United States have
enjoyed for so long. I am particularly
hopeful that our efforts-limited though
they must be-will bring about some relief for the Jewish citizens who are victims of particular discrimination there.

LET JUSTICE BE SERVED
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from North Carolina <Mr. MizELL)
is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, I have withheld public comment on the court-martial of Lt. William L. cailey, Jr., pending
his final sentencing.
While I have not had access to the
testimony presented at his trial, I am
greatly concerned that justice, in its
President of the United States to mani- truest and broadcast sense, may not have
fest our country's position as the guardian been served in this case.
I am further concerned about the efof the traditions of liberty and justice for
all, the dignity of an mankind, and the free- feet this trial will have on millions of
dom of worship, by taking appropriate af- American men in military service, men
firmative action to persuade the SoViet Un- who are a part of the same system that
ion to . . . terminate its practice of depriving SoViet Jewry of the opportunity of has chosen to punish Lieutenant Calley
worshiping . . . to grant to the Jewish mi- for fulfilling what he considered to be
nority the same rights of preserving its cul- his duty.
Most Americans are outraged by the
tural identity as the Government grants to
other SoViet minority groups; and to per- circumstances surrounding this courtmit Jewish persons to emigrate freely from martial. I find that large numbers of
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citizens expressing their opposition to
this verdict have themselves experienced
the pressures and the heat of battle in
Vietnam or in other con:fiicts.
The citizens of my congressional district, and the cause of justice itself,
demand that Lieutenant Calley be given
every possible consideration in the appeal procedures open to him.
If ever anyone deserved to be heard,
up to and including the highest court of
appeal, Lieutenant Calley deserves that
right.
In a war in which it has been impos~
sible to tell friend from foe, Lieuten~
ant Calley should not be made a scapegoat or a symbol, for he does not bear
sole responsibility for the My Lai affair.
The Senate bill was ordered to be read
a third time, was rea.d the third time,
and passed, and a motion to reconsider
wa,s laid on the table.
OPPOSITION TO RAILPAX DECISION

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from West Virginia (Mr. KEE) is
recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. KEE. Mr. Speaker, decisions have
been announced •b y the National Rail
Passenger Corporation concerning alternate routes a.nd intermediate stops on
the new nationwide passenger train system. I am disappointed that service will
be reduced in a number of areas throughout the country. But I was absolutely
astonished to learn that Railpax did not
include the Roanoke to Williamson to
Cincinnati route in its plan.
I strongly protest this curtailment of
passenger service of the Norfolk & Western Railroad. If this decision is allowed
to stand area residents of Williamson,
W. Va., will be left without passenger
service after May 1, 1971. This seems to
me to be a blatant disregard by Railpax
of its responsibilities to the public interest.
Railpax bases its decision to cut passenger service on the need for economy
in the railroads operations. It would appear to me that improved management,
elimination of extravagance, curtailment
of exorbitant salaries, discontinuance of
uneconomical purchases and operation,
would yield greater returns than would a
curtailment of passenger service.
Mr. Speaker, Railpax is planning to
discontinue a service which is vital to
thousands of people in my congressional
district, as well as other areas, in utter
disregard for the convenience and interest of the public and their responsibility
to the public.
I strongly oppose their decision and
hope that the Congress will take immediate action to rectify this injustice.
This can be accomplished by the pasage of H.R. 6974, a bill to amend the Rail
Service Act of 1970, to provide that all
passenger train discontinuance must be
in accordance with the provisions of section 13a of the Interstate Commerce Act.
I am happy to report that 17 of my colleagues joined me in cosponsoring this
meritorious legislation.
I want to take this opportunity to commend the following editorial to the attention ~f my colleagues as being representative of the sentiment in my district
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which opposes the Railpax decisions. The
editorial appeared in the Saturday,
March 27, 1971, issue of the Williamson
Daily News, Williamson, W.Va.
The editorial follows:
DEATH OF A TRAIN
The death of a. train!
The Obituary of passenger service on the
Norfolk and Western R&lway, as far as
Williamson area residents are concerned,
could well tb e like this:
Born-In the 1890's.
Became ill-Late 1950's, ea.rly 1960's.
Died-March 22, 1971.
Cause of Death-Autos, airplanes, indifference, neglect, Railpax.
Burial-May 1, 1971.
Officiating-The Rev. John Q. Public.
Pallbearers-N&W employes with passes,
people too old to drive cars, persons still
afraid to fly, drivers who get dizzy going over
the mountains toward Bluefield.
While it is true that 'tfu.e N&W has operated
only one train daily in and out of Wllliamson for some time now. the local citizenry
knew they could use this mode of transportation it necessary.
Many feel that the top N&W officia.Is were
probably smiling from ear to ear when Railpax announced that it WIOuld not include
the Roanoke to Williamson to Cincinnati
route in its plan. The truth of the ma.tter
is that the N&W, as well as other railroads,
has been trying to get out of the passenger
hauling business for a long time.
While it has been a losing proposition
money-wise, the N&W, many people felt,
owed it to the coal-rich area to continue
running passenger trains through this section, since it has made thousands and thousands of dollars over the years hauling our
coal to distant markets.
But the railroad officials a.re business
people first, and instead of trying to upgrade their trains to make them more attractive, they let the service dwindle to
where most people found it easier to use
other transportation.
Many old-timers in the area can remember
the golden days when the N&W passenger
trains were the center of attraction. Ma.ny
recall with nostalgia the train runs to Pond
Creek, to Matewan, to Beech Creek and to
other places.
And how about those excursions to Cincinnati to see the Reds play, and to go to Coney
Island and the Zoo. Those were the "good
old days."
Many Williamson Wolfpack fans also remember only too well the special trains to
Huntington to see the local football team
perform against teams in the state's biggest
city, or in state championship contests.
Or, how about the troop trains of World
War II that came through Williamson by the
hundreds. And when the major league baseball teams used to come back from spring
training and stop briefly in the heart of the
Billion Dollar Coal field.
It used to be a family affair to go to the
train station on Sundays to see who was
coming in from out of town, or who was
heading for points elsewhere.
Many of the congressmen of areas affected
will undoubtedly try to do something to revive the "dead" train service in many of
the bigger areas of the country, but it is very
doubtful if they'll look our way. Of course,
we hope something can be done.
Let's face it-the way things now stand
railroad passenger service here is dead. It
has been dying for a long time, but just like
a relative or someone else close, we never
realize what it means until the actual death.
Unless the congressmen can get some action, burial time will be May 1, the date set
for trains not connected with Ra.ilpax, to
cease operation. By some strong actions, the
time may be delayed, but it may take a miracle to bring the 'ole N&W train back to life.

The eulogy for passenger trains in our area
would be brief-you've lived a good life,
you've served us well, we're going to miss you.
With a little better care and understanding,
you might have lived another hundred years
or so. If you can't be revived then rest in
peace.

AMENDING FAIR LABOR STAND-

ARDS ACT OF 1938
The SPEAKER pro tempo.r e. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Pennsylrvania <Mr. DENT) is
recognized for 30 minntes.
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, today I am
introducing a bill to amend the F'air
Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase
the minimum wage rate, to extend the
coverage of the act, to establish procedures to relieve domestic industries and
workers injured by increased imports
from low-wage areas, and for other purposes.
A summary of the major provisions of
the bill follows:
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE FAIR
LABOR STANDARDS ACT-"FAIR LABOR STANDARDS AMENDMENT OF 197'1"
I. Increase in Minimum Wage:
A. Nonagricultural employees covered before
1971 amendments:
Jan. 1, 1972 __________________ $1.80
Jan. 1,1973-----------------2.00
B. Agricultural employees:
Aug. 1, 197L __________________ _ $1.50
1. 60
Jan. 1, 1972-------------------1.80
Jan. 1, 1973-------------------2.00
Jan. 1, 1974-------------------C. New 1971 coverage (public employees) :
1.80
Jan. 1,
1, 1973
1972-------------------Jan.
___________________ _
2.00
D. Hotel, motel, restaurant, and food service
employees in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands: Same coverage as that applied to corresponding U.S. mainland
employees.
II. Extention of Coverage: Minimum wage
and overtime coverages are extended to include all public employees.
III. Modifications in Overtime Coverage:
A. Repeal of overtime exemption for transit
employees .
B. Treat nursing home overtime coverage
as that for hospital employees.
C. Repeal of overtime exemption (partial)
for employees of bowling alleys.
D. Repeal of overtime exemption for seasonal industry employees (agricultural processors generally).
E. Repeal of overtime exemption for employees in the fish industry.
F. Repeal of overtime exemption for processing employees in the sugar industry.
IV. Equal Pay for Equal Work: Inclusion of
"equal pay for equal work" provision relating to female executive, administrative, and
professional employees.
V. Relief for Domestic Institutions and
Employees Injured by Increased Imports
From Low-Wage Areas: Upon the request of
the President, or upon resolution of either
House of Congress, or upon application of
the representatives of any employer organization in a domestic industry, or upon application of any interested party, or upon
his own motion, the Secretary of Labor shall
make a.n investigation to determine whether
any product is being imported into the United
States which is causing or substantially contributing to serious impairment or threat
of impairment to the health, efficiency, and
general well-being of any group of workers
in the United States or the economic welfare
of the community in which any group of
workers is employed. Should the Secretary
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find that an impor·t ed product is causing
such consequencies, he shall promptly report
to the President and publish his findings.
Upon receipt of the report, the President
may take such action as he deems 81Ppropriate, in addition to any customs treatment
provided by law.
VI. Requirement of Compliance with the
Fair Labor Standards Act by Foreign Manufacturers and Suppliers on Domestic Public
Contracts: Any contract to which the United
States or ~ any agency or instrumentality
thereof, any territory, or the District of Columbia is a party or under which payment is
to be made in whole or in part from loans or
grants from, or loans insured or guaranteed
by, the United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof which exceeds $10,000
for the manufacture or furnishing of materials, supplies, or equipment which is performed outside any State but is for use
within a State shall require: First, that all
persons employed by the contractor in carrying out the contract be employed on terms
and conditions which are not substantially
less favorable to his employees than those
which would be required under the Fair Labor Standards Act; and second, that the contractor make such reports as are necessary to
enable the contracting agency to insure that
that contractor complies with the provisions
of the contract required herein.
VII. Technical and Conforming Amendments.

This morning I had the pleasure of
joining our distinguished Speaker and
the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor, the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. PERKINS), in
a press conference held to announce introduction of the bill. The Speaker also
announced the support of the House
Democratic leadership and, in doing so,
clearly underscored the importance and
urgency of moving forward with the legislation. Chairman PERKINS, in his consistently cooperative way, offered the
ability and prestige of his person and
position.
The text of the Speaker's statement
this morning follows:
STATEMENT OF REP. CARL ALBERT, THE
SPEAKER, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
I am plea.sed today to announce the support of the House Democratic leadership for
legislation sponsored by Congressman John
Dent to raise the minimum wage to $2.00.
Congressional action in this area is overdue. It has been five years since we raised
the minimum wage to the prevailing $1.60
an hour. The Consumer Price Index has risen
23 per cent in the meantime and completely
wiped out a.ny gains in real earning power.
A $1.60 'hourly wage is only $3,200 a yearprovided the worker is fortunate enough to
be on a year-round payroll-and that amount
is more tha.n $500 under the current poverty
level for a family of four.
It appears that the suacessful war on poverty of the 1960's has been reversed. The
Office of Economic Opportunity a. few weeks
ago projected the addition of more than one
million people to the poverty mnks in 1970after the number of poor Americans had
fallen from 39.5 million to 24.3 million between 1959 and 1969. OEO's statisticians estimate that there would have been a substa.ntlal drop in the number of poor instead
in 1970 if the unemployment rate could have
been held to 1969's 3.5 per oont level.
These are disturbing revelations. As many
as 22 m.illion Americans were living just
above the poverty line in 1969, and these
are the people immediately affected by the
econom.tc stagnation we are experiencing today, along with the two-thirds of the nation's poor who live in families headed by
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an available worker who is either part-time,
low-waged, or among the 5 million unemployed. We must-and intend tcr-take every
possible action to eliminate the conditions
which keep these people out of the mainstream of American society.
I would expect broad support for legislation that will raise our lower-paid workers
to a $4,000-a-y.ear level. We know that families making this little will spend all that
they take in, and this additional money will
not only enable them to live with more
dignity but will be kept in circulation and
provide a part of the stimulus we need to
revive our sick economy. The people who will
benefit from this legislation are those hardest hit by inflation, not its cause.
Minimum-wage legislation fits into a
developing pattern of Congressional initiatives to get people !back to work, to put a
decent wage in their pockets so they can
start buying again, and thereby enable industry to gear up to meet the renewed demand. We must stimulate the economy to
get the country moving again and most importantly--on the human level--direct our
energies toward enabling all Americans to
live their lives in dignity, with a productive
role and a fair stake in our society !or each.

Mr. Speaker, with your support and
that of the House Democratic leadership,
Chairman PERKINs, and virtually all majority members of the Committee on
Education and Labor-who are cosponsors, this bill has been accorded a good
beginning. And we will move expeditiously with it. In fact, I would like to announce that my subcommittee-the General Subcommittee on Labor-will begin
public hearings on the bill and all other
legislation to amend the Fair Labor
Standards Act, on April 20. This is during the first week after the Easter recess.
We have also scheduled April 22, and
additional hearings may be held the following week if necessary. Extensive
hearings over a 4-month period were
held late last year, and there is no
need-and therefore no justificationfor having protracted hearings this year.
At this time, however, I would like to invite anyone wishing to present views on
this bill or related legislation to the subcommittee, to communicate with the
staff.
Mr. Speaker, this bill is reasonably
comprehensi~ but it essentially increases the minimum wage rate to $2 per
hour.
When we speak of a worker earning
the Federal minimum wage, what are we
talking about in terms of dollars and
cents? The fact is, we are generally talking about a worker earning $1.60 an
hour; and working 40 houTs a week for
50 weeks. that worker earns the grand
and total sum of $3,200 for his year's
labor.
There are those who will say an increase in the minimum wage will further contribute to inflation. This is ludicrous. Can anyone seriously suggest this
worker-earning $3,200 a year-is contributing to inflation? Surely, his purchases do not even meet his needs. He is
not the one creating the demand for
high-priced consumer goods we traditionally associaJte with inflation. He cannot even dream of suoh luxuries. His
wa~ is even below what we consider to
be the "poverty level," and he is able to
purchase only the barest of the bare esc.xvu--569-Part 7
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sentials. Instead of contributing to infiation, hie is one of its chief victims.
In actual fact, his last minimum wage
increase has already been dissipated by
inflation. When President Johnson signed
the Fair Labor Standards Amendments of
1966 into law, the Federal minimum wage
was raised in two steps from $1.25 an
hour to $1.60 an hour for most covered
workers: to $1.40 per hour effective February 1, 1967, and $1.60 per hour effective
February 1, 1968. Workers newly covered
by the 1966 law did not reach $1.60 per
hour until this past February, and the
minimum wage for farmworkers stopped
at $1.30 per hour in 1969.
When the Congress was deliberating
the last inorease in 1966, the ConsumeT
Price Index was 97 .2-based upon 1967
as the base period. By the time the increase for most covered workers reached
$1.60 in February 1968, the Consumer
Price Index was 102.0. But by the time the
increase for those workers covered by the
1966 law became effective this February,
the index was a staggering 119.4. This
represents an increase of nearly 23 percent in the Consumer Price Index since
the $1.60 minimum wage was first considered by the Congress.
What we are seeking is an increase
to $2 an hour fully effective for most
covered workers by 1973, and for all
covered workers by 1974. This is an increase of 25 percent above the $1.60
level-over a 3-year period-and hardly
enough to merely match recent percentage increases in the Consumer Price
Index. We are seeking a minimum wage
which will at least permit the minimum
wage earner to maintain his relative
position in the economy as it was contemplated 5 years ago, sadly impoverished though that position is. Unfortunately, it may turn out-given President Nixon's economic policies-that by
the time the proposed increase to $2 an
hour becomes fully effective for all covered workers by 1974, future increases
in the cost of living will have already
consumed even this modest increase. But
ours is a reasonable approach and may be
adapted to changing needs.
In addition to increasing the minimum
wage rate for covered workers, the bill
also extends minimum wage and overtime
coverage to public employees-Federal,
State, and local. There are nearly 8 million public employees in the United
States, of which only slightly over 3 million are already covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act. Therefore, nearly 5
million additional public employees w1II
be added to those already protected by
the act.
The bill also proposes extensions of
coverage under the overtime provisions
to transit employees, employees of bowling alleys and nursing homes, seasonal
industry-agricultural processing-employees, and employees in the fish and
sugar processing industry.
Significant modifications are proposed
with respect to the present treatment of
minimum wage rates in Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands. The bill conforms the
coverage of hotel, motel, restaurant, and
food service employees in the islands to
those applicable on the U .8. mainland.

For all other island employees now covered by wage orders, the present rate
would be increased by 20 cents on January 1, 1972, and 1b y another 20 cents the
following January. During the interims
and after the last statute increase, industry committees are charged with the
responsibility for bringing all employee
rates in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands to corresponding U.S. mainland
levels.
There are other provisions in the bill,
including the concept of "equal pay for
equal work" as it relates to female executive, administrative, and professional employees. This principle has been vigorously advocated for some time by the
distinguished gentlelady from Oregon
(Mrs. GREEN) and certainly deserves inclusion in this proposal.
The bill also establishes a procedure
for granting relief to domestic institutions and employees injured by increased
imports from low-wage areas, and requires compliance with the Fair Labor
Standards Act by foreign manufacturers
and suppliers on domestic public contracts.
Mr. Speaker, I am attaching a copy of
the bill, which I would like to have included in the RECORD following my remarks. I am also attaching a copy of the
Fair Labor Standards Act, as it would be
amended by the bill. This latter inclusion
will be more helpful than the bill in terms
of enabling re'a ders to more precisely
understand the effect of the legislation
on existing law.
The matter referred to follows:
H.R. 7130
A b1ll to amend the Fair Labor Standards
Acto! 1938 to increase the m1n1mum wage
under that Act, to extend its coverage,
to establish procedures to relieve domestic
industries and workers injured by increased imports from low-wage areas, and
for other purposes

Be it enacted, by the Senate and, House ot
Representatfves of the United, States of
America in Congress Assembled,,
SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES TO ACT

SECTION 1. (a) This Act may be cited as
the "Fair Labor Standards Amendments o!
1971''.
(b) Whenever in titles I, II, m, and V
of this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or
repeal o!, a section or other provision, the
reference shall be considered to be made to
a section or other provision of the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 201219).
TITLE I--JNOREASE IN MINIMUM WAGE
NON-AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYEES

SEc. 101. Section 6(a) (29 U.S.C. 200(a))
is amended(1) by striking out in the matter preceding paragraph ( 1) "Every employer" and inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided
in this section, every employer"; and
(2) by striking out paragraph (1) and inserting immediately after "rates:" in the
portion preceding such paragraph the following: "Efiecttve January 1, 1972, not less
than $1.80 an hour and etiective January 1,
19'73, not less than $2.00 an hour."
AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYEES

SEc. 102. Paragraph (5) of section 6(a)
is amended to read as follows:
" ( 5) If such employee is employed in
agriculture etiective August 1, 1971, not less
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than $1.50 an hour; effective January 1, 1972,
not less than $1.60 an hour; effective January 1, 1973, not less than $1.80 an hour;
and effective January 1, 1974, not less than
$2.00 an hour."
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the workers of the several States; (2) burdens
commerce and the free flow of goods in commerce; (3) constitutes an unfair method of
competition in commerce; (4) leads to labor
NURSING HOME EMPLOYEES
disputes burdening and obstructing comSEC.
204.
(a)
Paragraph
(8)
of
section
13
merce and the free flow of goods in comHOTEL, MOTEL, RESTAURANT, AND FOOD SERVICE
(b)
is
amended
by
striking
out
"any
employee
merce; and (5) interteres with the orderly
EMPLOYEES IN PUERTO RICO AND THE VIRGIN
who
(A)
1s employed by an establishment
and
fair marketing of goods in commerce."
ISLANDS
(which is an institution other than a hos(b) Section 2is further amended by adding
SEc. 103. Section 5 (29 U.S.C. 205) is pital) primarily engaged in the care of the after subsection (b) the following new subamended by adding at the end thereof the sick, the aged, or the mentally 111 or defective section:
following new subsection:
who reside on the prexnises" and the remain" (c) It is further declared to be the poUcy
" (e) The provisions of this section and sec- der of that paragraph.
of this Act, through the exercise by Congress
tion 8 shall not apply with respect to the
(b) Section 7(j) (29 U.S.C. 207(j)) is of its power to regulate commerce among the
minimum wage rate of any employee em- amended by inserting after "a hospital" the several States and with foreign nations, to
ployed in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands following: "or an establishment which is an provide for the regulation of imports of goods
( 1) by an establishment which is a hotel, institution (other than a hospital) primarily
such manner as will correct and as rapidly
motel, or restaurant, or (2) by any other engaged in the care of the sick, the aged, or in
as possible eliminate any serious impairment
retail or service establishment if such em- the mentally ill or defective who reside on or threat of impairment to the health, efilployee is employed primarily in connection the premises".
ciency, and general well-being of any group
with the preparation or offering of food or
of workers in the United States and the ecoSUGAR EMPLOYEES
beverages for human consumption, either on
nomic welfare of the communities 1n which
SEC. 205. Paragraph ( 15) of section 13 (b)
the premises, or by such services as catering,
they
from conditions above rebanquet, box lunch, or curb or counter serv- is amended by striking out ", or in the proc- ferredaretoemployed
in the industries providing them
ice, to the public, to employees, or to mem- essing of sugar beets, sugarbeet molasses, employment
in which increased imports are
bers or guests of members of clubs. The min- sugarcane, or maple swp, into sugar (other a substantially
contributing factor."
imum wage rate of such an employee shall than refined sugar) or syrup".
(c) Section 4 (29 U.S.C. 204) is amended by
be determined in accordance with sections
BOWLING ESTABLISHMENT EMPLOYEES
striking out subsection (e) and 1n.serting 1n
6(a), 13, and 14 of this Act."
SEc. 206. Paragraph (19) of section 13(b) lieu thereof the following:
OTHER EMPLOYEES IN PUERTO RICO AND THE
is repealed.
"(e) (1) Upon the request of the President,
VIRGIN ISLANDS
or upon resolution of either House of ConSEASONAL INDUSTRY El\U'LOYEES
SEc. 104. Section 6 (c) is amended by strikSEC. 207. Subsections (c) and (d) of sec- gress, or upon appllcation of the representative of any employee organization in a doing out paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) and in- tion 7 are repealed.
mestic industry, or upon appllcation of any
serting in lieu thereof the followine::
CERTAIN
SALESMEN
IN
AND
MANAGERS
OF
RETAIL
interested party, or upon his own motion, the
"(2) In the case of any such employee who
OR SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
Secretary of Labor shall promptly make an
is covered by such a wage order and to whom
investigation
and make a report thereon not
SEc.
208.
Section
7
is
amended
by
adding
the rate or rates prescribed by subsection (a)
would otherwise apply, the following rates after subsection (b) the following new later than four months after the application
is made to determine whether any product 1s
subsection:
shall apply:
"(c) For a period or periods of not more being imported into the United States under
"{A) For the period beginning January 1,
1972, the highest rate or rates in effect on or than seven workweeks in the aggregate in such circumstances, due in whole or in part
before such date, under any wage order cov- any calendar year, the requirements of sub- to the fact that such foreign goods were prosection (a) of this section shall not apply duced under conditions such as those reering such employee, increased by $0.20.
"(B) For the period beginning January 1, with respect to the employment of any em- ferred to in subsection (a) of section 2 of this
1973, the highest rate or rates (including any ployee not otherwise exempted from such Act which are causing or substantially conincrease prescribed by subparagraph (A)) in subsection by subsection (l) or section tributing to serious impairment or threat of
effect on or before such date, under any wage 13(a) (1)) in a retail or service establish- impairment to the health, efficiency, and general well-being of any group of workers in the
order covering such employee, increased by ment i f "{ 1) such employee is employed in a bona United States or to the economic welfare of
$0.20.'"
fide sales capacity or as a manager of such the community in which any such group of
TITLE II-EXTENSION OF COVERAGE; establishment;
workers are employed.
REVISION OF EXEMPTIONS
"(2) such employee's regular rate of pay is
"(2) In the course of any such investigaFEDERAL AND STATE EMPLOYEES
not less than twice the wage rate in effect tion the Secretary or his delegate shall hold
hearings, giving reasonable public notice
SEC. 201. (a) (1) Swbsection (d) of section under section 6 (a) ; and
"(3) for employment in such establish- thereof, and shall afford reasonable opportu3 (29 U.S.C. 203) is amended to read as
ment in excess of forty-eight hours in any nity for interested parties to be present, to
follows:
"(d) 'Employer' includes any person act- workweek during such period or periods, produce evidence, and to be heard at such
such
employee receives compensation at a hearings.
ing directly or indirectly in the interest of
"(3) Should the Secretary find, as a result
an employer in relation to an employee and rate not less than one and one-half times
includes the United States or any State or the regular rate at which he is employed of the investigation and hearings, that an
imported product is or likely w111 be sold in
political subdivision of a State, but does not in such establishment."
competition with like or competitive goods
include any laibor organization (other than
EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK
produced in the United States under such
when acting as an employer) or anyone actSEc. 209. The portion of section 13(a)
ing in the capacity of omcer or agent of such that precedes paragraph ( 1) is amended by circumstances, he shall promptly report his
finding to that effect to the President. The
labor organization."
inserting "(other than section 6(d) in the
(2) Subsection (r) of section 3 is amended case of paragraph (1) of this subsection)" Secretary shall immediately make public his
findings
and report to the President, and
(A) by striking out "public or private or" in immediately after "sectto.n 6".
shall cause a summary thereof to be pubparagraphs (1) and (2), (B) by inserting
"or" at the end of paragraph (2), and (C) TITLE m-RELIEF FOR DOMESTIC IN- lished in the Federal Register.
"(4) Upon receipt of the report of the
STITUTIONS AND EMPLOYEES INJURED
by inserting after paragraph (2) the followBY INCREASED IMPORTS FROM LOW· Secretary containing a finding that an iming new paragraph:
ported
product is or likely will be sold in
WAGE AREAS
"(3) as an officer or employee of the
United States or of any State or political RELIEF FOR DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS AND EM• competition with like or competitive goods
produced in the United States under such
subdivision of a State,".
PLOYEES INJURED BY INCREASED IMPORTS
circumstances, the President may take such
(3) Subsection (s) of section 3 1s amended
FROM LOW•WAGE AREAS
action as he deems appropriate to remove
(A) by striking out "public or private or"
SEC. 301. (a) Subsection (a) of section 2 such impairment or threat of impairment,
in paragraph (4), and (B) by inserting immediately before the last sentence thereof ('29 u.s.a. 202) is amended to read as fol- ln addition to any other customs treatment
provided by law.
the following: "such term also includes the lows:
"(f) In the case of any contract" (a) The Congress finds that the existence,
United States and any State, or political
" ( 1) which is for the manufacturing or
subdivision of a State, which has ofilcers or in industries engaged in commerce or 1n the furnishing
employees engaged in comxnerce or in the production of goods tor comxnerce, of labor equipment, of materials, supplies, articles, or
conditions detrimental to the maintenance
production of goods !or commerce."
"(2) which is an amount exceeding
(b) Section 18 (29 U.S.C. 218) is amended of the minimum standard of living necessary
by strlking out subsection (b) and by strik- for health, efilciency, and general well-being $10,000,
of
workers
and
the
unregulated
importation
"(3) which 1s to be performed outside any
ing out "SEc. 18, (a)" and inserting in lieu
of goods produced. by industries ln foreign state, but 1s for goods, supplles, articles, or
thereof "SEc. 18.".
nations under such conditions (1) causes equipment to be used within a State,
FISH EMPLOYEES
commerce and the channels and 1nstru"(4) to which the United States or any
SEc. 202. Paragraph (4) of section 13(b) 1s mental1t1es of commerce to be used-to spread agency or instrumentality thereof, any terrepealed.
and perpetuate such l~bor conditions among ritory, or the District of Columbia is a party
TRANSrr EMPLOYEES

SEc. 203. Paragraph (7) of section 13(b)
(29 u.s.a. 213(b)) is repealed.
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or under Which payment is to be made in
whole or in part from loans or grants from,
or loans insured or guaranteed by, the United
States or any agency or instrumentality
thereof,
such contract shall require (A) all perf¥>ns employed by the contractor in carrying
out the contract to be employed on terms
and conditions which are not substantially
less favorable to such persons than those
which would ·be required under this Act 1!
the contract were to be performed within a
State, and (B) the contractor to make such
reports, in such form and containing such
information, as may be required to enable
the contracting agency (or such other Federal agency as the President may designate)
to insure that the contractor complies with
provisions of the contract required by this
subsection, and to keep such records and
afford such access thereto as such agency
may find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such reports."
TITLE IV-AMENDMENT TO WAlSHHEALEY PUBLIC CONTRACTS ACT
AMENDMENT TO WALSH-HEALEY PUBLIC
CONTRACTS ACT
SEc. 401. The last sentence of section 9 of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide conditions for the purchase of supplies and the
making of contracts by the United States,
and for other purposes", approved June 30,
1936 (41 u.s.a. 43), is amended by inserting
before the period at the end thereof the following: "or to certain transportation employees of private carriers of property by motor vehicle, as defined by sections 203(a)
( 17) and 203 (c) of part n of the Interstate
Commerce Act, where such transportation
employees are subject to regulation as to
qualifications and hours of service pursuant
to sections 6(e) (5) (c) and 6(!) (2) (a) of
the Department of Transportation Act of
1966".
TITLE V-TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS
SEc. 501. (a) Section 3(s) (1) is amended
by striking out "during the period February
1, 1967" and all that follows down through
"and beginning February 1, 1969,".
(b) Section 6(a) is amended(!) by inserting before paragraph (2) the
following:
"(b) In lieu of the wa.ge rate prescribed by
subsection (a), every employer shall pay eaoh
of his employees who in any workweek is
engaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce, or is employed in an enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce, wages at the
following rates:";
(2) in paragraph (2), by striking out "(2)
if" and inserting in lieu thereof " ( 1) If" and
by striking out the semicolon at the end
and inserting in lieu thereof a period;
(3) in paragraph (3)(A) by striking out "(3) lif" and inserting
in lieu thereof "(2) If",
(B) by striking out "in lieu of the rate or
rates provided by this subsection or subsection (b),", and
(C) by striking out "para~aph (1) of this
subsection;" ·a nd ilnserting in lieu thereof
"subsection (a).";
(4) in paragraph (4)(A) by striking out "(4) if" and inserting
in lieu thereof "(3) If",
(B) by striking out "para.graph (1) of this
subsection" and inserting in lieu thereof
"subsection (a)"; and
{C) by striking out"; or" and inserting ln
lieu thereof a period; and
(5) by redesignating paragraph (5) (as
amended by section 102) as paragraph (4).
(c) Subsection (b) of section 6 (as in effect
on the date of enactment of this Act) is repealed.
(d) Section 6(e) is amended to read as fol-

lows:

-
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" (e) Notwithstanding the provisions of serting in lieu thereof "at the rate prescribed
section 13 of this Act (except subsections for level V of the Executive Schedule".
(e) Section 4(b) is amended(a) (1) and (f) thereof), every employer pro(!) by striking out "civil service laws" and
viding any contract services under a conliract
with the United States or any subcontract Inserting in lieu thereof "provisions of title 5
thereunder shall pay to each of his em- of the United States Code governing appointployees whose rate of pay is not governed ments in the competitive service"; and
(2) by striking out "Classification Act of
by the Service Contract Act of 1965 (41 u.s.a.
351-357) or to whom subsection (a) of this 1949, as amended" and inserting 1n lieu
thereof
"provisions of such title relating to
section is not applicable, wages at rates not
less than the mtes provided for in such sub- classification and General Schedule pay
rates."
section."
(f) The section heading for such section is
(e) Section 7 is amended( 1) by striking out " ( 1) " and paragraph amended by striking out "ADMYNISTRATO&"
and inserting in lieu thereof "ADMINISTRA(2) in subsection (a);
(2) by redesignating subsections (e), (f), TION."
(g) Section 13(a) (1) is amended by strik(g), (h), (i), and (j) as subsections (d),
(e), (f), (g), (h), and (1), respectively; and ing out "Administrative Procedure Act" and
(3) by striking out "subsection (e)" in inserting in lieu thereof "provisions of subsubsections (f) and (g) (as so redesignated chapter II of chapter 5 of title 5 of the
by paragraph (2) of this subsection) and United States Code (relating to administrainserting in each such subsection "subsec- tive procedure) ."
(h) Section 13(b) (8) (as so redesignated)
tion (d)".
(f) Section 8 is amended by striking out is amended by striking out "Bureau of the
Budget"
and inserting in lieu thereof "Of"paragraph ( 1) of" subsections (a) and (c) .
fice of Management and ., Budget."
(g) Section 13(b) is amended( 1) by redesignating paragraphs ( 5) , ( 6) ,
TITLE VI-EFFECTIVE DATE
(8), (9). (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15),
EFFECTIVE DATE
(16), (17), and (18) as paragraphs (4), (5),
SEc. 601. (a) The effective date of the
(6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13),
amendments made by this Act shall be Janu(14), (15), and (16), respectively;
(2) by striking out "(1)" in paragraph (12) ary 1, 1972.
(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), the
(as so redesignated in paragraph (1) of
amendment made by section 102 shall take
this subsection); and
(3) by striking out "; or" at the end of effect August 1, 1971.
(c) On and after the date of the enactparagraph (17) (as so redesignated by paragraph (1) of this subsection) and insert- ment of this Act the Secretary of Labor is
authorized
to prescribe necessary rules, reguing in lieu thereof a period.
(h) Section 13(e) is amended by striking lations, and orders with regard to the amendout "6(a) (3)" each place it occurs and in- ments made by this Act.
serting in lieu thereof "6(b) (2) ".
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1938
(1) Section 16(d) is amended by striking
out "6(a) (8)" and inserting in lieu thereof AN ACT To provide for <the establishment
"6(b) (2) ".
of fair labor standards in employments in
(j) ( 1) Section 5341 (a) of title 5 of the
and affecting interstate commerce, and for
United States Code is amended by striking
other purposes
out "206a() (1)" and inserting in lieu thereof
Be it enacted. by the Senate and. House of
"206(a) ".
Representatives of the United. States of
(2) Section 303 (a) (2) of the Consumer America in 0(Yngress assembled., That this Act
Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C. 1673(a) (2))
may be cited as the ''Fair Labor Standards
is amended by striking out "6(a) (1)" and Act of 1938."
inserting in lieu thereof "6(a) ".
FINDING AND DECLARATION OF POLICY
(3) Section 2(b) (1) of the Service ConSEC. 2. (a) The Congress finds that the
tract Act of 1965 (4!1 u.s.a. 851(b) (1)) is
amended by striking out "6(a) (1)" and in- existence, in industries engaged in commerce
or in the production of goods for commerce,
serting in lieu thereof "6(a) ".
of labor conditions detrimental to the main(4) Section 610-J.(a) of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (42 u.s.a. 2951(a)) is tenance of the minimum standard of living
amended by striking out "6(a) (1)" and in- necessary for health, efficiency, e.nd general
well-being of workers and the unregulated
serting in lieu thereof "6(a) ".
importaltion of goods produced by industries
UPDATING AMENDMENTS
in foreign nations under such conditions (1)
SEC. 502. (a) Sections 3(m), 4(b), 4(c), causes commerce and the channels and in4(d), 5, 6(b) (1) (as so redesigned by strumentalities of commerce to be used to
section 501), 7(d) (3) (as so redesigned), spread and perpetuate such labor condi7(b) (3) (as so redesignated), S(a), 8(b), tions among the workers of the several States;
8(e), 8(f), 11, 15(a) (1), (15) (a) (2), and (2) burdens commerce and the free flow cd
16(c) are each amended by striking out goods in commerce; ( 3) constitutes an unfair
"Administrator" each place it occurs and method of competition in commerce; ( 4)
inserting in lieu thereof "Secretary".
leads to labor disputes burdening and ob(b) Section lO(b) is amended by striking structing commerce and the free flow of
out "Administrator's" and inserting in Ueu gOO<is in commerce; and (5) interferes with
thereof "Secretary's".
the orderly and fair marketing of goods in
(c) (1) Sections 3(1) (2) and 12(b) are commerce.
each amended by striking out "Chief of the
(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy
Children's Bureau in the Department of of this Act. through the exercise by Congress
Labor" and insel'lting in lieu thereof "Sec- of its power to regulate commerce among the
retary".
several States and with foreign nations, to
(2) Section 3(1) (2) and the last sentence correct and as rapidly as practicable to elimiof section 3 ( 1) are each amended by striking nate the conditions above referred to in such
out "Chief of the Children's Bureau" each industries without substantially curtalling
place it occurs and inserting in lieu there- employment or earning power.
of "Secretary".
(c) It is further declared to be the policy
(3) Section 9 is amended by striking out of this Act, through the exercise by Congress
"Administrator, the Chief of the Children's of its power to regulate commerce among the
Bureau," and inserting in lieu thereof "Sec- several States and with foreign nations, to
retary''.
provide for the regulation of imports of
(4) Section ll(b) is amended by striking goods 1n such manner as will correct and as
out "and the Chief of the Children's Bureau". rapidly as possible eliminate any serious
(d) Section 4(a) 1s amended by striking impairment or threat of Impairment to tlhe
out "at the rate of $20,000 a year" and in- Jl,ealth, efficiency. and general well-being of
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any group of workers in the United States
and the economic welfare of the communities in which they are employed from conditions above referred to in the industries
providing them employment in which increased imports are a substantially contributing factor.

related process or occupation directly essential to the production thereof, in any State.
(k) "Sale" or "sell" includes any sale, exchange, contract to sell, consigniDent for sale,
shipment for sale, or other disposition.
(1) "Oppressive chUd labor" means a condition of employment under which (1)
DEFINITIONS
any employee under the age of sixteen
years is employed by an employer (other
SEc. 3. As used in this Act(a) "Person" means an individual, part- than a parent or a person standing in place
nership, association, corporation, business of a parent employing his own chlld or a
tru&t, legal representative, or any organized child in his custody under the age or
sixteen years in an occupation other than
group of persons.
(b) "Commerce" means trade, commerce, manufacturing or mining or an occupation
transportation, transmission, or communica- found by the Secretary of Labor to be partion among the several States or between any ticularly hazardous for the employment of
children between the ages of sixteen and
State and any place outside thereof.
(c) "State" means any StMie of the United eighteen years or detrimental to their health
States or the District of Columbia or any or well-being) in any occupation, or (2)
Territory or possession of the United states. any employee between the ages of siXteen
(d) "Employer•• includes any person act- and eighteen years is employed by an eming directly or indirectly in the interest of ployer in any occupation which the Sec·
an employer in relation to an employee and retary shall find and by order declare to be
includes the United States or any State or particularly hazardous for the employment
political subdivision of a State, but does of chlldren between such ages or detrimennot include any labor organizations (other tal to their health or well-being; but opthan when acting as an employer) or any- pressive child labor shall not be deemed to
one acting in the capacity of officer or agent exist by virtue of the employment in any
occupation of any person with respect to
of such labor organization.
(e) "Employee' includes any ~dividual whom the employer shall have on tile an
employed by an employer, except that such unexpired cert11lcate issued and held purterm shall not, for the purposes of section suant to regulations of the Secretary certifying that such person is above the op3(u), includepressive child labor age. The Secretary shall
(1) any individual employed by an employer engaged in agriculture if suoh in- provide by regulation or by order that the
dividual is the parent, spouse, child, or employment of employees between the ages
other member of the employer's immediate of fourteen and sixteen years in occupations
other than manufacturing and mining shall
family, or
{2) any ~ndividual who is employed by not be deemed to constitute oppressive chUd
an employer engaged in agriculture if such labor if and to the extent that the Secreindividual {A) is employed as a h.a.nd har- tary determines that such employment is
vest laborer and is paid on a piece rate confined to periods which w1l1 not interfere
basis in an operation which has been, and with their schooling and to conditions which
is customarily and gener.ally recognized as wUl not interfere with their health and
having been, paid on a piece rate basis in well-being.
·t he region of employment, (B) commutes
(m) "Wage" paid to any employee includes
daily from his permanent residence to the the reasonable cost. as determined by the
farm on which he is so employed, and (C) Secretary, to the employer of furnishing such
has been employed in agriculture less than employee wit4 board, lodging, or other facilithirteen weeks during the preceding calen- ties, if such board, lodging, or other faciUties
dar year.
are customarily furnished by such employer
(f) "Agriculture" includes farming in aJ1 to his employees: Provided, That the cost
its branches and among other things in- of board, lodging, or other fa.cillties shall not
cludes the cultivation and t111age of the be included as a. part of the wage paid to any
soil, dairying, the production, cultivation, employee to the extent it is excluded theregrowing, and harvesting of any agricultural from under the terms of a bona fide collecor horticultural commodities (including tive-bargaining agreement applicable to the
commodities defined as agricultural com- particular employee: Provided further, That
modities in section 15(g) of the Agricultural the Secretary is authorized to determine the
Marketing Act, as amended), the ralsing of fair value of such board, lodging, or other
livestock, bees, fur-bearing animals, or poul- facil1ties for defined classes of employees and
try, and any practices {including any for- in defined areas, based on average cost to
estry or lumbering operations) performed by the employer or to groups of employers
a farmer or on a farm as an incident to or similarly situated, or average value to groups
in conjunction with such farming opera- of employees, or other appropriate measures
tions, including preparation for m.a.rket, de- of fair value. Such evaluations, where applilivery to storage or to market or to carriers cable and pertinent, shall be used in lieu of
for transporta.tion to market.
actual measure of cost in determining the
(g) "Employ" includes to suffer or permit wage paid to any employee. In determining
to work.
the wage of a tipped employee, the amount
(h) "Industry" means a trade, business, paid such employee by his employer shall
industry, or branch thereof, or group of in- be deemed to be increased on account of tips
dustries, in which individuals are gainfully by an amount determined by the employer,
employed.
but not by an amount in excess of 50 per
{i) "Goods" means goods (including ships centum of the applicable minimum wage
rate,
except that in the case of an employee
and marine equipment), wares, products,
commodities, merchandise, or articles or sub- who (either himself or acting through his
jects of commerce of any character. or any representative) shows to the satisfaction of
part or ingredient thereof, but does not in- the Secretary that the actual amount of tips
clude goods after their delivery into the received by him was less than the amount
actual physical possession of the ultimate determined by the employer as the amount
consumer thereof other than a producer, by which the wage paid him was deemed
.t o be increased under this sentence, the
manufacturer, or processor thereat.
amount paid such employee by his employer
(j) "Produced" means produced, manufactured, mined, handled, or in any other man- shall be deemed to have been increased by
ner worked on in any State; and for the pur- such lesser amount.
(n) "Resale" shall not include the sale of
poses of this Act an employee shall be
deemed to have •b een engaged in the produc- goods to be used in residential or farm buildtion of goods if such employee was employed ing construction, repair, or maintenance:
in producing, manufacturing, mining, han- Provided, That the sale is recognized as a.
dling, transporting, or in any other man- bona fide retail sale in the industry.
(o) Hours Worked.-In determining for
ner working on such goods, or in any closely
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the purposes of sections 6 and 7 the hours
for which an employe is employed, there
shall be excluded any time spent in changing clothes or washing at the beginning or
end of each workday which was excluded
from measured working time during the
week involved by the express terms of or
by custom or practice under a bona fide collective-bargaining agreement appllcable to
the particular employee.
(p) "American vessel" includes any vessel
which is documented or numbered under tthe
laws of the United States.
( q) "Secretary" means the Secretary of
Labor.
(r) "Enterprise" means the related activities performed (either through unified operation or common control) by any person or
persons for a common business purpose, and
includes all such actiVities whether performed in one or more establishments or by
one or more corporate or other organizational units including departments of an establishment operated through leasing arrangements, but shall not include the
related activities performed for such enterprise by an independent contractor: Provided, That, within the meaning of this subsection, a retail or service establishment
which is under independent ownership shall
not be deemed to be so operated or controlled as to be other than a separate and
distinct enterprise by reason of any arrangement, which includes, but is not necessarily
limited to, an agreement (1) that it W1l1 sell,
or sell only, certain goods specified by a particular manufacturer, distributor, or advertiser, or (2) that it W1l1 Join with other such
establishments in the same industry for the
purpose of collective purchasing, or (3) that
it will have the exclusive right to sell the
goods or use the brand name of a manufacturer, distributor, or advertiser within a
specified area, or by reason of the fact that
it occupies premises leased to it by a person
who also leases premises to other retail or
service establishments. For purposes of this
subsection, the actiVities performed by any
person or persons-{1} in connection with the operation of a
hospital, an institution prlmarUy engaged in
the care of the sick, the aged, the mentally
ill or defective who reside on the premises of
such .institution, a school for mentally or
physlcai'ly handicapped or gifted chUdren, an
elementary or secondary school, or an institution of higher education (Teg'ardless of
whether or not such hospital, institution, or
school is operated !or profit or not !or profit),
or
(2) in connection with the operation of a
street, suburban or interurban electric raHway, or local trolley or motorbus carrler, if
the rates and services of such ra.ll.way or carrier are su'bjec't to regulation by a State or
loca'l agency (regardless of whether or not
such railway or carrier is operated for profit
or not tor profit), or
(3) as an officer or employee of the United
States or of any State or political subdivision of a State,
shaH be deemed to be activities performed
for a business purpose.
(s) "Enterprise engaged in commerce or
in the production of goods for commerce"
means an enterprise which has employees
engaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce, including employees
handling, selling, or otherwise working on
goods that have been moved in or produced
for commerce by any person, and which(1) is an enterprise whose annual gross
volume of sales Inade or business done is
not less tham. $250,000 (exclusive of excise
taxes at the retail level which are separately
stated);
(2) is engaged in laundering, cleaning, or
repairing clothing or fabrics;
(3) is engaged in the business of construction or reconstruction, or both; or
(4) is engaged in the operation of a hospital, an institution primarily engaged in the
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care of the sick, the aged, the mentally 111 or
defective who reside on the premises of such
institution, a school for mentally or physically handicapped or gifted chUdren, an elementary or seoonda.ry school, or an institution of higher education (regardless of
whether or not such hospital, institution, or
sdhool 1s operated for profit or not for profit) .
Such term also includes the United States
and any State, ar political subdivision of a
State, which has omcers or employees engaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce. Any establishment
which has as its only regular employees the
owner thereof or the parent, spouse, C'hlld,
or other member of the immediate famUy of
such owner shall not be considered to be an
enterprise engaged in commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce or a part of
such an enterprise, and the sales of such
establishment shall not be included for the
purpose of determlning the annual gross
volume of sales of any enterprise for the
purpose of this subsection.
(t) "Tipped employee" means any employee engaged in an occupation In which he
customarUy and regularly receives more than
$20 a month In tips.
(u) "Man-day" means any day during
which an employee performs any agricultural
labor for not less than one hour.
(v) "Elementary school" means a day or
residential school which provides elementary
education, as determined under State law.
(w) "Secondary school" means a day or
residential school which provides secondary
education, as determined under State law.
ADMINISTRATION

SEc. 4. (a) There Is hereby created in the
Department of Labor a Wage and Hour Division which shan be under the direction of an
Administrator, to be known as the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division (In this
Act referred to as the "Administrator"). The
Administrator shall 'be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the rate prescribed for level V of
the Executive Schedule.
(b) The Secretary may, subject to the
provisions of title 5 of the United States Code
governing appointments In the competitive
service, appoint such employees as he deems
necessary to carry out his functions and
duties under thl1s Act and shall fix their compensation in accordance with the provisions
of such title relating to classification and
General Schedule pay rates. The Secretary
may establ1sh and utlUze such regional, local, or other agencies, and utilize such voluntary and uncompensated services, as may
from time to time be needed. Attorneys appointed under this section may appear for
and represent the Secretary in any Utlgatlon,
but all such litigation shall be subject to the
direction and control of the Attorney General. In the appointment, selection, classification, and promotion of omcers and employees of the Secretary, no polltical test or
qualification shall be permitted or given
consideration, but all such appointments and
promotions shall be given and made on the
basts of merit and emctency.
(c) The principal omce of the Secretary
shall be in the District of Columbia, but he
or his duly authorized representatives may
exercise any or all of his powers in any place.
(d) The Secretary shall submit annually in
January a report to the Congress covering
his activities for the preceding year and including such information, data, and recommendations for further legislation in connection w1 th the matters covered by this Act
as he may find advisable. Such report shall
contain an evaluation and appraisal by the
Secretary of the minimum wages established
by this Act, together with his recommendations to the Congress. In making such evaluation and appraisal, the Secretary shall take
into consideration any changes which may
have occurred in the cost of living and in
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productivity and the level of wages in manu- mittee to Tecommend rthe mlnimum rate or
facturing, the abillty of employers to absorb rates of wages to be paid under section 6 to
wage Increases, and such other factors as he employees in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands, or in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Ismay deem pertinent.
(e) (1) Upon the request of the President, lands, engaged in commerce or in the producor upon resolution of either House of Con- tion of goods for commerce or employed ln
gress, or upon application of the representa- any enterprise engaged in commerce or ln
tive of any employee organization in a do- the production of goods for commerce, or the
mestic Industry, or upon application of any Secretary may appoint separate Industry
intersted party, or upon his own motion, the committees to recommend the minimum rate
Secretary of Labor shall promptly make an or rates of wages to be paid under section
investigation and make a report thereon not 6 to employees therein engaged In comlater than four months after the application merce or in the production of goods for comis made to determine whether any product is merce or employed ln any enterprtse engaged
being imported into the United States under in commerce or in the production of goods
such circumstances, due ln whole or in part for commerce in particular industries. An
to the fact that such foreign goods were pro- industry committee appointed under this
duced under conditions such as those re- subsection shall be composed of residents
ferred to in subsection (a) of section 2 of of such island or islands where the employees
this Act which are causing or substantially with respeCit to whom such committee was
contributing to serious Impairment or threat appointed are employed and residents of the
of impairment to the health, emciency, and United States outside of Puerto Rico and the
general well-being of any group of workers Virgin Islands. In determining the minimum
in the United States or to the economic wel- rate or rates of wages to be paid, and ln
fare of the community in which any such determining classifications, such industry
committees shall be subject to the _provisions
group of workers e.re employed.
(2) In the course of any such investigation of section 8.
the Secretary or his delegate shall hold hear(b) An Industry committee shall be aPings, giving reasonable public notice thereof, pointed by the Secretary without regard to
and shall afford reasonable opportunity for any other provisions of law regarding the
interested parties to be present, to produce appointment and compensation of employevidence, and to be heard at such hearings. ees CY! the United States. It shall include a
(3) Should the Secretary find, as a result number of disinterested persons representof the investigation and hearings, that an ing the publlc, one of whom the Secretary
imported product ls or likely will be sold in shall designate as chairman, a like number of
competition with like or competitive goods persons representing employees in the inproduced in the United States under such dustry, and a like number representing emcircumstances, he shall promptly report his ployers in the industry. In the appointment
finding to that effect to the President. The of the persons representing each group, the
Secretary shall immediately make public his Secretary shall give due regard to the geofindings and report to the President, and graphical regions in which the Industry is
shall cause a summary thereof to be pub- carried on.
lished in the Federal Register.
(c) Two-thirds of the members of an In(4) Upon receipt of the report of the Sec- dustry committee shall constitute a quorum
retary containing a finding that an imported and the decision of the committee shall reproduct is or llkely wlll be sold in competi- quire a vote of not less than a majority of
tion with like or competitive goods produced all its members. Members of an industry
in the United States under such circum- committee shall receive as compensation, for
stances, the President may take such action their services a reasonable per diem, which
as he deems appropriate to remove such im- the Secretary shall by rules and regulations
pairment or threat of impairment, in addi- prescribe, for each day actually spent in the
tion to any other customs treatment pro- work of the committee, and shall in addition
be reimbursed for their necessary travellng
vided by law.
and other expenses. The Secretary shall fur(f) In the case of any contract-(1) which ls for the manufacturing or nish the committee with adequate legal,
furnishing of materials, supplies, articles, or stenographic, clerical, and other assistance,
and shall by rules and regulations prescribe
equipment,
(2) which is an amount exceeding $10,000, the procedure to be followed by the committee.
(3) which is to be performed outside any
(d) The Secretary shall submit to an inState, but Is for goods, supplies, articles, or
dustry committee from time to time such
equipment to be used within a State,
(4) to which the United States or any data as he may have available on the matters
agency or instrumentality thereof, any terri- referred to It, and shall cause to be brought
tory, or the District of Columbia is a party before It in connection with such matters
any witnesses whom he deems material. An
or under which payment is to be made in industry
may summon other witwhole or ln part from loans or grants from, nesses orcommittee
upon :the Secretary to furnish
or loans insured or guaranteed by, the United additionalcall
information
to aid it ln its
States or any agency or tnstrumentallty deliberations.
thereof,
(e) The provisions of :this section and secsuch contract shall require (A) all persons tion 8 shall not apply with respect to the
employed by the contractor in carrying out minimum wage rate of any employee emthe contract to be employed on terms and ployed ln Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands
conditions which are not substantially less (1) by an establishment which 1s a hotel,
favorable to such persons than those which motel, or restaurant, or (2) by any other rewould be required under this Act 1f the con- taU or service establishment if such emtract were to be performed within a State, ployee is employed primarily in connection
and (B) the contractor to make such reports, with the preparation of offering of food or
in such form an_d containing such informa- beverages for human consumption, either on
tion, as may be required to enable the con- the premises, or by such services as catering,
tracting agency (or such other Federal agen- banquet, box lunch, or curb or counter servcy as the President may designate) to insure ice, to the public, to employees, or to memthat the contractor complies with provisions bers or guests of members of clubs. The mln1of the contract required by this subsection, mum wage rate of such an employee shall be
and to keep such records and afford such determined ln accardance with sections 6(a),
access thereto as such agency may find nec- 13, and 14 of this Act.
essary to assure the correctness and verificaMINIMUM WAGES
tion of such reports.
SEc. 6. (a) Except as provided 1n this secSPECIAL INDUSTRY COMMITTEES FOR PUERTO
tion, every employer shall pay to each of his
RICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
employees who in any workweek is engaged ln
SEC. 5. (a) The Secretary shall as soon as commerce or in the production of goods for
practicable appoint a special industry com- commerce, or 1s employed in an enterprise en-
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gaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce, wages at the following
rates: Effective January 1, 1972, not less than
$1.80 an hour and effective January 1, 1973,
not less than $2.00 an hour.
(b) In lieu of the wage rate prescribed by
subsection (a), every employer shall pay each
of his employees who in any workweek is engaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce, or is employed in an
enterprise engaged in commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce, wages at
the following rates:
( 1) If such employee is a home worker in
Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands, not less
than the minimum piece rate prescribed by
regulation or order; or, if no such mtn1m.um
piece rate is in effect, any piece rate adopted
by such employer which shall yield, to the
proportion or class of employees prescribed
by regulation or order, not less than the applicable minimum hourly wage rate. SUch
minimum piece rates or employer piece rates
shall be commensurate with, and shall be
paid in lieu of, the minimum hourly wage
rate applicable under the provisions of this
section. The Secretary, or his authorized representative, shall have power to make such
regulations or orders as are necessary or appropriate to carry out any or the provisions
of this paragraph, including the power without llmiting the generality of the foregoing,
to define any operation or occupation which
is performed by such home work employees
in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands; to establish minimum piece rates for any operation
or occupation so defined; to prescribe the
method and procedure for ascertaining and
promulgating m1n1m.um piece rates; to prescribe standards for employer piece rates,
including the proportion or class of employees who shall receive not less than the
m1n1m.um hourly wage rate; to define the
term "home worker"; and to prescribe the
conditions under which employers, agents,
contractors, and subcontractors shall cause
goods to be produced by home workers.
(2) If such employee is employed in AmerJ~an Samoa, not less than the Sippllcable rate
established by the Secretary of Labor in accordance with recommendations of a special
industry committee or committees which he
shall appoint in the same manner and pursuant to the same provisions as are applicable to the special industry committees provided for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
by this Act as amended from time to time.
Each such committee shall have the same
powers and duties and shall apply the same
standards with respect to the application of
the provisions of this Act to employees employed in American Samoa as pertain to speoial industry committees established under
section 5 with respect to employees employed
in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands. The
minimum wage rate thus established shall
not exceed the rate prescribed in subsection (a).
(3) If such employee is employed as a seaman on an American vessel, not less than
the rate which will provide to the employee,
for the period covered by the wage payment,
wages equal to compensation at the hourly
rate prescribed by subsection (a) for all
hours during such period when he was actually on duty (including periods aboard ship
when the employee was on watch or was, at
the direction of a superior officer, performing
work or standing by, but not including offduty periods which are provided pursuant to
the employment agreement).
( 4) If such employee is employed in agriculture, effective August 1, 1971, not less than
$1.50 an hour; effective January 1, 1972, not
less than $1.60 an hour; effective January 1,
1973, not less than $1.80 an hour; and effective January 1, 1974, not less than $2 an
hour.
(c) (1) The rate or rates provided by subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall
be superseded in the case of any employee
in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands only for
so long as and insofar as such employee is

covered by a wage order heretofore or hereafter issued by the Secretary pursuant to the
recommendations of a special industry committee appointed pursuant to section 5I.
(2) In the case of any such employee who
is covered by such a wage order and to whom
the rate or rates prescribed by subsection (a)
would otherwise apply, the following rates
shall apply:
(A) For the period beginning January 1,
1972, the highest rate or rates in effect on or
before such date, under any wage order
covering such employee, increased by $0.20.
(B) For the period beginning January 1,
1973, the highest rate or rates (including any
increase prescribed by subparagraph (A)) in
effect on or before such date, under any wage
order covering such employee, increased by
$0.20.
(d) (1) No employer having employees
subject to any provisions of this section sha.ll
discriminate, within any establishment in
which such employees are employed, between
employees on the !basis of sex by paying wages
to employees in such establishment at a. rate
less than the rate at which he pays wages
to employees of the opposite sex in such estaJbltshment for equal work on jobs rthe performance of wh1ch requires equal skill, effort,
and responsibility, and which ·a re performed
under similar working conditions, except
where such payment is made pursuant to (i)
a seniority system; (11) a merit system; (iii)
a system which measures earnings by quantity or quality of production; or (tv) a differential based on any other factor other
than sex: Provided, That an employer who
is paying a wage rate differential in violation
of this subsection shall not, in order to comply with the provisions of this subsection,
reduce the wage rate of any employee.
(2) ' No labor organization, or its agents,
representing employees of an employer having employees subject to any provisions of
this section shall cause or attempt to cause
such an employer to discriminate against an
employee in violation of paragraph ( 1) of
this subsection.
(3) For purposes of administration and
enforcement, any amounts owing to any employee which have been withheld in violation of this subsection shall be deemed to be
unpaid minimum wages or unpaid overt1m.e
compensation under this Act.
(4) As used in this subsection, the term
"lB~bor organization" means any organization
of any kind, or any agency or employee representation committee or plan, in which employees participate and which exists for the
purpose, in whole or 1n part, of dealing with
employers concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or conditions df work.
(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 13 of this Act (except subsections (a)
(1) and (f) thereof), every employer providing any contract services under a contract with the United States or any subcomtract thereunder shall pay to each of his
employees whose rate of pa.y is not governed
by the Service Contract Act of 1965 (41 U.S.C.
351-35'7) or to whom subsection (a) of this
section is not appltcable, wages at rates not
less than the rates provided for in such subsection.
MAXIMUM HOURS

SEc. 7. (a) (c) Except as otherwise provided in this section, no employer shall employ any of his employees who in any workweek is engaged in commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce, or ls employed in an enterprise engaged in commerce
or in the production of goods for commerce,
for a workweek longer than forty hours unless such employee receives compensation
for hts employment in excess of the hours
above specified at a rate not less than one and
one-half times the regular rate at which he
is employed.
(b) iNo employer shall be deemed to have
violated subsection (a) by employing any
employee for a workweek in excess of that
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specified in such subsection without paying
the compensation for overtime employment
prescribed therein if such employee is so
employe'd(1) in pursuance of an agreement, made
as a result of collective bargaining by representatives of employees certified as bona fide
'by the National Labor Relations Board, which
provides that no employee shall be employed
more than one thousand and forty hours
during any period of twenty-six consecutive
weeks, or
(2) in pursuance of an agreement, made as
a result of collective bargaining by representatives of employees certified as bona fidle
by the National Labor Relations Board which
provides that during a specified period of
fifty-two consecutive weeks the employee
shall be employed not more than two thousand two hundred and :forty hours and shall
be guaranteed not less than one thousand
eight hundred and forty hours (or not less
than forty-six weeks at the normal number
of hours worked per week, but not less than
thirty hours per week) and not more than
two thousand and eighty hours of employment for which he shall receive compensation for all hours guaranteed or worked at
rates not less than those applicable under
the agreement to the work performed and
for all hours in excess of the guaranty which
are also in excess of the maximum workweek
applicable to such employee under subsection (a) or two thousand and eighty in such
period at rates not less than one and onehalf times the regular rate at which he is
employed; or
(3) by an independently owned and controlled local enterprise (including an enterprise with more than one bulk storage establishment) engaged in the wholesale or bulk
distribution of petroleum products if(A) the annual gross volume of sales of
such enterprise is less than $1,000,000 exclusive of excise taxes,
(B) more than 75 per centum of such enterprise's annual dollar volume of sales is
made within the State in which such enterprise is located, and
(C) not more than 25 per centum of the
annual dollar volume of sales of such enterprise is to customers who are eng91ged in the
bulk distribution of such products for resale,
and such employee receives compensation for
employment in excess of forty hours in any
workweek at a rate not less than one and
one-half times the minimum wage rate applicable to him under section 6,
and if such employee receives compensation
for employment in excess of twelve hours in
any workday, or for employment in excess of
fifty-six hours in any workweek, as the case
may ·b e, at a rate not less than one and onehalf times the regular rate at which he is employed.
(c) For a period or periods of not more
than seven workweeks in the aggregate in
any calendar year, the requirements of subsection (a) of this section shall not apply
with respect to the employment of any employee (not otherwise exempted from such
subsection by subsection (i) or section 13
(a) (1)) in a retall or service establishment
l:f(1) such employee is employed in a bona
fide sales capacity or as a manager of such
establishment;
(2) such employee's regular rate of pay is
not less than twice the wage rate in effect
under section 6(a); and
(3) for employment ln such establlslUnent
in excess of forty-eight hours in any workweek during such period or periods, such
employee receives compensation at a rate
not less than one and one-half times the
regular rate at which he is employed in such
establishment.
(d) As used in this section the "regular
rate" at which an employee is employed shall
be deemed to include all remuneration !or
employment paid to, or on behalf of, the
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employee, but shall not be deemed to include(1) sums paid as gift s; payments in the
nature of gifts made at Christmas time or on
other special occasions, as a reward for service, the amounts of which are not measured
by or dependent on hours worked, production, or efficiency;
(2) payments made for occasional periods
when no work is performed due to vacation,
holiday, illness, failure of the employer to
provide sufficient work, or other similar
cause; reasonable payments for traveling expenses, or other expenses, incurred by an employee in the furtherance of his employer's
interests and properly reimbursable by the
employer; and other similar payments to an
employee which are not made as compensation for his hours of employment;
(3) sums paid in recognition of services
performed during a given period if either, (a)
both the fact that payment is to be made and
the amount of the payment are determined
at the sole discretion of the employer at or
near the end of the period and not pursuant
to any prior contract, agreement, or promise
causing the employee to expect such payments regularly; or (b) the payments are
made pursuant to a bona fide profit-sharing plan or trust or bona fide thrift or savings plan, meeting the requirements of the
Secretary set forth in appropriate regulation
which he shall issue, having due regard
among other relevant factors, to the extent
to which the amounts paid to the employee
are determined without regard to hours of
work, production, or efficiency; or (c) the
payments are talent fees (as such talent fees
are defined and delimited by regulations of
the Secretary) paid to performers, including announcers, on radio and television programs;
(4) contributions irrevocably made by an
employer to a trustee or third person pursuant to a bona fide plan for providing oldage, retirement, life, accident, or health insurance or similar benefits for employees;
( 5) extra comp·e nsa tion provided by a
premium rate paid for certain hours worked
by the empJoyee in any day or workweek
because such hours are hours worked in excess of eight in a day or in excess of the
maximum workweek applicable to such employee under subsection (a) or in excess of
the employee's normal working hours or
regular working h'ours, as the case may be;
(6) extra compensation provided by a premium rate pa'ld for work by the employee on
Saturdays, Sund'a.ys, holidays, or regular days
of rest, or on the sixth or seventh day of the
workweek, Where such premium rate is not
less than one and one-half times the rate
established in good faith for like work performed in non-overtime hours on other days;
or
(7) extra compensation provided by a
premium rate paid to the employee, in pursuance of an applicable employment contract or collective-bargaining agreement,
for work outside of the hours established
in good faith by the contract or agreement
as the basic, normal, or regular workday
(not exceeding eight hours) or workweek
(not exceeding the maximum workweek appllcable to such employee under subsection (a)), where such premium rate 1s not
less than one and one-half times the rate
established in good faith by the contract or
agreement for like work performed dUring
such workday or workweek.
(e) No employer shall be deemed to have
violated subsection (a) by employing any
employee for a workweek in excess of the
maximum workweek appl1cable to such employee under subsection (a) 1! such employee is employed pursuant to a bona fide
individual contract, or pursuant to an
agreement made as a result of collective
bargaining by representatives of employees,
if the duties of such employee necessitate
Irregular hours of work, and the contract
or agreement ( 1) specifies a regular rate

of pay of not less than the min1m.um hourly rate provided in subsection (a) or (b)
of section 6 (whichever may be appllcable)
and compensation at not less than one and
one-half times such rate for all hours
worked in excess of such maximum workweek, and (2) provides a weekly guaranty
of pay for not more than sixty hours based
on the rates so specified.
(f) No employer shall be deemed to have
violated subsection (a) by employing any
employee for a workweek in excess of the
maximum workweek applicable to such employee under such subsection if, pursuant
to an agreement or understanding arrived
at between the employer and the employee
before performance of the work, the amount
paid to the employee for the number of
hours worked by him in such workweek in
excess of the maximum workweek applicable
to such employee under such subsection( 1) tn the case of an employee employed
at piece rates, 1s computed at piece rates not
less than one and one-half times the bona
fide piece rates applicable to the same work
when performed dUring nonoverttme hours;
or
(2) in the case of an employee performing
two or more kinds of work for which different
hourly or piece rates have been established,
is computed at rates not less than one and
one-half times such bona fide rates applicable to the same work when performed during nonovertime hours; or
(3) is computed at a rate not less than one
and one-half times the rate established by
such agreement or understanding as the basic
rate to be used i!Il computing overtime compensation thereunder: Provided, That the
rate so established shall be authorized by
regulation by the Secretary as being substantially equivalent to the average hourly
earnings of the employee, exclusive of overtime premiums, in the particular work over
a representative period of time;
and if (i) the employee's average hourly
earnings for the workweek exclusive of payments described tn paragraphs (1) through
(7) of subsection (d) are not less than the
m1n1mum hourly rate required by applicable
law, and (11) extra. overtime compensation 1s
properly computed and paid on other forms
of additional pay required to be included in
computing the regular rate.
(g) Extra compensation paid as described
in paragraph (5), (6), and (7) of subsection
(d) shall be creditable toward overtime compensa tion payable pursuant to this section.
(h) No employer shall be deemed to have
violated subsection (a) by employing any
employee of a retail or service establishment
for a workweek in excess of the applicable
workweek specified therein, if (1) the regular
rate of pay of such employee is in excess of
one and one-half times the minimum hourly
rate applicable to him under section 6, and
(2) more than half his compensation for a
representative period (not less than one
•month) represents commissions on goods or
services. In determining the proportion of
compensation representing commissions, all
earnings resulting from the application of a
bona fide commission rate shall be deemed
commissions on goods or services without regard to whether the computed commissions
exceed the draw or guarantee.
(1) No employer engaged in the operation
of a hospital or an establishment which ts an
institution (other than a hospital) primarlly
engaged in the care of the sick, the aged, or
the mentally ill or defective who reside on
the premises shall be deemed to have violated
subsection (a) if, pursuant to an agreement
or understanding arrived at between the employer and the employee before performance
of the work, a work period of fourteen consecutive days Is accepted in lleu of the workweek of seven consecutive days for purposes
of overtime computation and 1!, for his employment in excess of eight hours in any
workday and in excess of eighty hours in
such fourteen-day period the employee re-
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ceives compensation at a rate not less than
one and one-half times the regular rate at
which he is employed.
WAGE ORDERS IN PUERTO RICO AND THE VmGIN
ISLANDS

SEc. 8. (a) The policy of this Act with
respect to industries or enterprises in Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce is to reach as rapidly as is economically feasible wit hout substantially curtailing employment the objective of the minim u m wage prescribed in section 6(a) in each
such industry. The Secretary shall from time
to t ime convene an industry committee or
committees, appointed pursuant to section 5,
and any such industry committee shall from
time to time recommend the minimum rate
or rates of wages to be paid under section 6
by employers in Puerto Rico or the Virgin
Islands, or in Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, engaged in commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce or in any
enterprise engaged in commerce or in t he
production of goods for commerce in any
such industry or classifications therein.
Minimum rates of wages established in accordance with this section which are not
equal to the minimum wage rate prescribed
in paragraph ( 1) of section 6 (a) shall be reviewed by such a committee once during
each biennial period, beginning with the
biennial period commencing July 1, 1958, except that the Secretary, in his discretion,
may order an additional review dUring any
such biennial period.
(b) Upon the convening of any such indust ry committee, the Secretary shall refer to it
the question of the minimum wage rate or
rates to be fixed for such industry. The industry committee shall investigate conditions in the industry and the committee, or
any authorized subcommittee thereof, shall
after due notice hear such witnesses and receive such evidence as may be necessary or
appropriate to enable the committee to perform its duties and functions under this
Act. The committee shall recommend to the
Secretary the highest minimum wage rates
for the industry which it determines, having
due regard to economic and competitive conditions, will not substantially curtail employment in the industry, and wtll not give
any industry in Puerto Rico or in the Virgin
Islands a competitive advantage over any
industry in the United States outside of
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
(c) The industry committee shall recommend such reasonable classifications within
any industry as it determines to be necessary for the purpose of fixing for each classification within such industry the highest
minimum wage rate (not in excess of that
prescribed in section 6 (a) which ( 1) will not
substantially curtail employment in such
classification and (2) will not give a competitive advantage to any group in the industry, and shall recommend for each classification in the industry the highest mintmum wage rate at which the committee determines will not substantially curtall employment in such classification. In determining whether such classifications should
be made in any industry, in making such
classifications, and in determining the minimum wage rates for such classifications,
no classifications shall be made, and no mintmum wage rate shall be fixed, solely on a
regional basis, but the industry committee
shall consider among other relevant factors
t he following:
( 1) competitive conditions as affected by
transportation, living, and production costs;
(2) t he wages established for work of like
or comparable character by collective labor
agreements negotiated between employers
and employees by representatives of their
own choosing; and
(3) the wages paid for work of like or comparable character by employers who voluntarlly maintain minimum wage standards in
the Industry.
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No classification shall be made under thts
section on the basis of age or sex.
(d) The industry committee shall file with
the Secretary a report containing its findings
of fact and recommendations with respect to
the matters referred to it. Upon the filing
of such report, the Secretary shall publish
such recommendations in the Federal Register and shall provide by order that the
recommendations contained in such report
shall take effect upon the expiration of 15
days after the date of such publication.
(e) Orders issued under this section shall
define the industries and classifications
therein to which they are to apply, and shall
contain such terms and conditions as the
Secretary finds necessary to carry out the
purposes of such orders, to prevent the circumvention or evasion thereof, and to safeguard the m1n1mum wage rates established
therein.
(f) Due notice of any heartng provided
for in this section shall be given by publication 1n the Federal Register and by such
other mea.ns as the Secretary deems reasonably calculated to give general notice to interested persons.
ATI'ENDANCE

OJ'

WITNESSES

SEc. 9. For the purpose of any hearing or
investigation provided for in this Act, the
provisions of sections 9 and 10 (relaJting to
the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers, and documents) of
the Federal Trade Commission Act of September 16, 1914, as amended (U.S.C., 1934
edition, title 15, sees. 49 and 50), are hereby
made applicable to the jurisdiction, powers,
and duties of the Secretary and the 'industry committees.
COURT REVIEW

SEC. 10. (a) Any person a.ggrteved by an order of the Secretary issued under section 8
In.81Y obtain a review of such order in the
United States Court of Appeals for any circuit wherein such person resides or has his
principal place of business, or in the United
states Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, by filing in such court, within 60
days after the entry of such order a written
petition praying that the order of the Secretary be modified or set aside in whole or 1n
part. A copy of such petition shall forthwith
be transmitted by the clerk of the court to
the Secretary, and thereupon the Secretary
shaJl file in the court the record of the industry committee upon which the order compla.ined of was entered, as provided in section 2112 of title 28, United States Code.
Upon the filing of such petition such court
shall have exclusive jurisdiction to a1Ilrm,
modify, or set aside such order in whole or
in part so far as it is applicable to the petitioner. The review by the court shall be
llmited to questions of law, and findings of
fact by such industry committee when supported by substantial evidence shall be conclusive. No objection to the order of the Secretary shall be considered by the court unless
such objection shall have been urged before
such industry committee or unless there
were reasonable grounds for fa.Uure so to do.
If application 1s made to the court for lea.ve
to adduce additional evidence, and lt is shown
to the satisfaction of the court that such
additional evidence may materially affect the
result of the proceeding and that there were
reasonable grounds for failure to adduce
such evidence '1n. the proceedings before such
industry commlttee, the court may order
such additional evidence to be taken before
an industry committee and to be addueed
upon the hearing tn such manner and upon
such terms and conditions as to the court
may seem proper. Such Industry committee
may modify the 1nltial findings by reason of
the additional evidence so taken, and shall
file with the court such modified or new findings which if supported by subste.n.tta.l evidence shall be conclusive, and shall also flle
its recommendation., if any, !or the modification or setting aside of the original order.

The judgment and decree of the court shall
be final, subject to review by the Supreme
Court of the United States upon certiorari
or certification as provided in section 1254
of title 28 of the United States Code.
(b) The commencemelllt of proceedings under subsection (a) shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, operate as a stay
of the Secretary's order. The court shall not
grant any stay of the order unless the person complaining of such order shall file
in court .an undertaking with a surety or
sureties satisfactory to the court for the payment to the employees affected by the order,
in the event such order is affirmed, of the
amount lby which the compensation such
employees are entitled to receive under the
order exceeds the compensation they actually
receive while such stay is in effect.
INVESTIGATIONS, INSPECTIONS, RECORDS, AND
HOMEWORK REGULATIONS

SEc. 11. (a) The Secretary or his designated
representatives may investigate and gather
data regarding the wages, !hours, and other
conditions and practices of employment 1n
any industry subject to this Act, and may
enter and inspect such places and such
records (and make such transcriptions
thereof) , question such employees, and investigate such facts, conditions, pmctices, or
matters as he may deem necessary or appropriate to determine whether any person
has violated any provision of this Act, or
Which may a.id in the enforcement of the
provisions of ,t his Act. Except as provided
in section 12 and in subsection (b) of this
section, the Secretary shall utilize the bureaus and divisions of the Department of
Labor for all the investigations and inspections necessary under thts section. Except as
provided in section 12, the Secretary shaU
bring all actions under section 17 to restrain violations a! :this Act.
(b) With the consent and cooperation of
State agencies charged with the administration of State labor laws, the Secretary may,
for the purpose of carrying out his functions
and duties under this Act, ut111ze the services of State and locaJ. agencies and their
employees and, notwithstanding any other
provision of law, may reimburse such State
and local agencies and their employees far
services rendered for such purposes.
(c) Every employer subject to any provision of this Act or of any order issued under
this Act shall make, keep, and preserve such
records of the persons employed by him and
of the wages, hours, and other conditions and
practices of employment maintained by him,
and shall preserve such records for such
periods of time, and shall make such reports
therefrom to the Secretary as he Shall prescribe by regulation or order as necessary or
appropriate for the enforcement of the provisions of this Act or the regulations or orders
thereunder.
(d) The Secretary is authorized to make
such regulations and orders regulating, restricting, or ,p rohibiting industrial homework
as are necessary or appropriate to prevent
the circumvention or evasion of and to safeguardi the minimum wage rate prescribed in
this Act, and all existing regulations or orders
of the Administrator relating to industrial
homework are hereby continued in full force
and effect.
CHILD LABOR PROVISIONS

12. (a) No producer, manufacturer, or
dealer shall ship or dellver for shipment 1n
commerce any goods produced in an estabUsbm.ent situated 1n the United States in
or about which within thirty days prior to
the removal of such goods therefrom any
oppressive child labor has been employed:
Provided, That any such shipment or deUvery for shipment of such goods by a purchaser who acquired them In good faith in
rellance on written assurance from the producer, manufacturer, or dealer that the goods
were produced in compliance with the requirements of this section, and who acquired
SEC.
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such goods for value without notice of any
such violation, shall not be deemed prohibited
by this subsection: And provided further,
That a prosecution and conviction of a
®fendant far the shipment or delivery for
shipment of any goods under the conditions
herein prohibited shall be a bar to any further prosecution a.ga.inst the same defendant
for shipments or deliveries for shipment of
any such goods before the beginning of said
prosecution.
(b) The Secretary, or any of his authorized
representatives, shall make all Investigations
and inspections under section ll(a) with
respect to the employment of minors, and,
subject to the direction and control of the
Attorney General, shall bring all actions under section 17 to enjoin any act or practice
which is unlawful by reason of ·t he existence
of oppressive child labor, and shall adminlster all other provisions of this Act relating
to oppressive chil'dllabor.
(c) No employer shall employ any oppressive chlld [abor in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce or in any
enterprise engaged In commerce or in the
production of goods for commerce.
EXEMPTIONS

SEc. 13. (a) The provisions of sections 6
(other than section 6(d) in the case of paragraph (1) of this subsection) and 7 shall not
apply with respect to-(1) any employee employed in a bona fide
executive, administrative, or professional capacity (including any employee employed in
the capacity of academic administrative personnel or teacher in elementa.ry or secondary
schools) , or in the capacity of outside salesman (as such terms are defined and delimited from time to time by regulations of
the Secretary, subject to the provisions of
the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 5
of title 5 of the United States Code (relating
to adminlstmttve procedure), except that an
empl'Oyee of a retall or service establishment
shall not be excluded from the definition of
employee employed in a bona fide executive
or administmtive capacity because of the
number of hours in his workweek which he
devotes to activities not directly or closely
rel8ited to the performance of executive or
administmtive activities, if less than 40 per
centum of his hours worked ln the workweek
are devoted to such activities) ; or
(2) any employee employed by any retail
or service establishment (except an establlshment or employee engaged in laundering,
cleaning, or repairing clothing or fabrics or
an establishment enga.ged in the operation of
a hospital, institution, or school descrdbed
in section 3(s) (4)), if more than 50 per
centum of such establishment's annual dollar volume of sales of goods or services Is
made within the State in which the establishment is located, and such esta.blishment
Is not in an eDiterpnse described in section
S(s) or such establishment has an annual
dolla.r volume of sales which is less than
$250,000 (exclusive of excise taxes at the retail level which are separately stated) . A
"retail ar service establishment" shall mean
an establishment 75 per centum of whose
annual dollar volume of sales of goods or
services (or of both) is not for resale and is
recognized as retail sales or services ln the
particular industry; or
(3) any employee employed by an establishment which 1s an amusement or recreational establishment, if (A) lt does not operate for more than seven months in any
calendar year, or (B) during the preceding
calendar year, its average receipts for any
siX months of such year were not more than
33 Ys per centum of its average receipts for
the !Other six months of such year; or
( 4) any employee employed by an establishment which qualifies as an exempt retail
establishment under clause (2) of this subsection and is recognized as a retaU estabUshment in the particular industry notwithstanding that such establishment makes or
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processes at the reta.il establishment the
goods that it sells: Provfclecl, That more than
85 per centum of such establishment's annual dollar volume of sales of goods so made
or processed is made within the State in
which the establishment is located; or
(5) any employee employed in the catching, taking, propagating, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind of fish, shellfish, crustacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other
aquatic forms of animal and vegetable life,
or in the first processing, canning or packing
such marine products at sea as an incident
to, or in conjunction with, such fishing operations, including the going to and returning from work and loading and unloading
when performed by any such employee; or
(6) any employee employed in agriculture
(A) if such employee is employed by an employer who did not, during any calendar
quarter during the preceding calendar year,
use more than five hundred man-days of
agricultural labor, (B) if such employee 1s
the parent, spouse, child, or other member of
h1s employer's immediate family, (C) if such
employee (i) is employed as a hand harvest
laborer and is paid on a piece rate basis in
an operation which haS been, and is customarily and generally recognized as having
been, paid on a piece rate basis in the region
of employment, (11) commutes daily from
his permanent residence to the farm on which
he is so employed, and (iU) has been employed in agriculture less than thirteen weeks
during the preceding calendar year, (D) 1f
such employee (other than an employee described in clause (C) of this subsection) (i)
is sixteen years of age or under and is employed as a hand harvest laborer, is paid on
a piece rate basis in an operation which has
been, and is customarily and generally recognized as haVing been, paid on a piece rate
basis in the region of employment, (il) is
employed on the same farm as his parent or
person standing in the place of his parent,
and (iU) is paid at the same piece rate as
employees over age sixteen are paid on the
same farm, or (E) if such employee 1s principally engaged in the range production of
livestock; or
(7) any employee to the extent that such
employee is exempted by regulatioDB, order,
or certificate of the Secretary issued under
section 14; or
(8) any employee employed 1n connection
wilth the publication Of any weekly, semiweekly, or daily newspaper with a circulation of less than four thousand the major
part of which circulation is within the county where published or counties contiguous
thereto; or
(9) any employee employed by e.n establishment which 1s a motion picture theater;
or
(10) e.ny switchboard operator employed
by an independently owned public telephone
company which has not more than seven
hundred and fifty statioDB; or
( 11) any employee or proprieltor in a retail
or serVice establishment which qualifles as
an exempt retalil or service establishment
under clause (2) of this subsection with respect to whom the provisioDB of sectioDB 6
and 7 would not otherwise apply, engaged in
handling telegraphic messages for the public
under an agency or contract arrangement
with e. telegraph company where the telegraph message revenue of such agency does
not exceed $500 a month; or
(12) any employee employed as a seaman
on a vessel other than an American vessel;
or
( 13) e.ny employee employed in pla.Diting
or tending trees, cruising, surveying, or felling timber, or in preparing or transporting
logs or other forestry products to the mm,
processing plant, railroad, or other transportaltion terminal, if the number of employees employed by his employer in such
forestry or lumbering opeMtions does not
exceed eight; or
(14) any agricultural employee employed

in the growing and harvesting of shadegrown tobacco who is engaged in the processing (including, but not limited to, drying,
curing, fermenting, bulking, rebulklng, sorting, grading, aging, and baling) of such tobacco, prior to the stemming process, for
use as cigar wrapper tobacco.
(b) The proVisions of section 7 shall not
apply with respect to( 1) any employee with respect to whom
the Secretary of Transportation has power to
establish qualificatioDB and maximum hours
of service pursuant to the provisions of section 204 of the Motor Carrier Act, 1935; or
(2) any employee of an employer subject
to the provisions of part I of the Interstate
Commerce Act; or
(3) any employee of a carrier by air subject to the provisions of title H of the Railway Labor Act: or
(4) any individual employed as an outside
buyer of poultry, eggs, cream, or milk, in
their raw or natural state; or
( 5) any employee employed as a seaman;
or
(6) any employee employed by an establlshment which is a hotel, motel, or restaurant; or
(7) any employee employed as an announcer, news editor, or chief engineer by a
radio or teleVision station the major studio
of which is located (A) 1n a city or town
of one hundred thousand population or less,
according to the latest available decennial
census figures as compiled by the Bureau of
the Census, except where such city or town
is part of a standard metropolitan statistical
area, as defined and designated by the Office
of Management and Budget, which has a total population in excess of one hundred
thousand, or (B) in a city or town of twentyfive thousand population or less, which ls
part of such an area but is at least 40 airline
miles from the principal city in such area;
or
(8) any salesman, partsman, or mechanic
primar.Lly engaged in selling or servicing
automobiles, trailers, trucks, farm implements, or aircraft if employed by a nonmanufaeturtng establishment primarily engaged in the business of selling such vehicles
to ultimate purchasers; or
(9) any employee employed as a driver or
driver's helper making locaa deliveries, Who
is compensated for such employment on the
basis of trip rates, or other delivery payment
plan, if the Secretary shall find that such
plan has the general purpose and effect of
reducing hours worked by such employees to,
or below, the maximum workweek applicable
to them under section 7 (a) ; or
(10) any employee employed in agriculture
or in connection with the operation or ma.intenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or
waterways, not owned or operated for profit,
or operated on a sharecrop basis, and which
are used exclusively for supply and storing of
water for a.gricult\U"8J purposes; or
(11) any employee with respect to his employment in agriculture by a farmer, notwithstanding other employment of such employee in connection with livestock auction
operations in which such farmer 1s engaged
as an adjunct to the raising of livestock,
either on his own account or in conjuction
with other farmers, if such employee (A) is
primarily employed during his workweek in
agriculture by such farmer, and (B) is paid
for h1s employment in connection with such
livestock auction operations at a wage rate
not less than that prescribed by section 6(a);
or
(12) any employee employed within the
area of production (as defined by the Secretary) by an establlshment commonly recognized as a country elevator, including such
an establishment which sells products and
services used :in the operation of a farm., if
no more than five employees are employed
in the establishment in such operations; or
( 13) any employee engaged in ginning of
cotton for market, in any place of employ-
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ment located in a county where cotton is
grown in commercial quantities; or
(14) any employee engaged (A) in the
transportation and preparation for transportation of fruits or vegetables, whether or not
performed by the farmer, from the farm to
a place of first processing or first marketing
within the same State, or (B) in transportation, whether or not performed by the farmer, between the farm and any point within
the same State of persons employed or to be
employed in the harvesting of fruits or vegetables; or
( 15) any driver employed by an employer
engaged in the business of operating taxicabs; or
(16) any employee of a retail or serVice
establishment who 1s employed primarily
in connection with the preparation or offering of food or beverages for human consumption, either on the premises, or by such services as catering, banquet, box lunch, or curb
or counter service, to the public, to employees,
or to members or guests of members of clubs.
(c) ( 1) Except as proVided in paragraph
(2), the provisioDB of section 12 relating to
child labor shall not apply with respect to
any employee employed in agriculture outside
of school hours for the school district where
such employee is living while he 1s so employed.
(2) The provlsioDB of section 12 relating to
child labor shall apply to an employee below
the age of sixteen employed in agriculture
in an occupation that the Secretary of Labor
finds and declares to be particularly hazardous for the employment of children below
the age of sixteen, except Where such employee is employed by his parent or by a person standing in the place of his parent on
a farm owned or operated by such parent or
person.
(3) The provisions of section 12 relating
to child labor shall not apply to any child
employed as an actor or performer in motion
pictures or theatrical productions, or in radio
or television productions.
(d) The provisions of sections 6, 7, and 12
shall not apply with respect to any employee
engaged in the delivery of newspapers to the
consumer or to any homeworker engaged in
the making of wreaths composed principally
of natural holly, pine, cedar, or other evergreens (including the harvesting of the evergreens or other forest products used in making such wreaths).
(e) The provisions of section 7 shall not
apply with respect to employees for whom
the Secretary of Labor is authorized to establish minimum wage rates as provided in
section 6(b) (2), except with respect to employees for whom such rates are in effect;
and with respect to such employees the Secretary may make rules and regulations providing reasonable llmltatlons and allowing
reasonable variations, tolerances, and exemptions to and from any or all of the proVisions
of section 7 if he shall find, after a public
hearing on the matter, and taking into account the factors set forth in section 6 (b)
(2), that economic conditions warrant such
action.
(f) The provisions of sections 6, 7, 11, and
12 shall not apply with respect to any employee whose services during the workweek
are performed in a workplace within a foreign country or within territory under the
jurisdiction of the United States other than
the following: a State of the United States;
the District of Columbia; Puerto Rico; the
Virgin Islands; Outer Continental Shelf lands
defined in the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act (ch. 345, 67 Stat. 462); American
Samoa; Guam; Wake Island; Eniwetok Atoll;
Kwaja.letn Atoll; Johnston Island; and the
Canal Zone.
LEARNERS, APPRENTICES, STUDENTS, AND
HANDICAPPED WORKERS

SEc. 14. (a) The Secretary of Labor, to the
extent necessary in order to prevent curtailment of opportunities for employment, shall
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by regulations or by orders provide for the
employment of learners, of apprentices, and
of messengers employed primarily in delivering letters and messages, under special certificates issued pursuant to regulations of
the Secretary, at such wages lower than the
minimum wage applicable under section 6
and subject to such limitations as to time,
number, proportion, and length of service as
the Secretary shall prescribe.
(b) The Secretary, to the extent necessary
in order to prevent curtailment of opportunities for employment, shall by regulation
or order provide for the employment of fulltime students, regardless of age but in compliance with applicable child labor laws, on
a part-time basis in retail or ser.v ice establishments (not to exceed twenty hours in any
workweek) or on a part-time or a full-time
basis in such establishments during school
vacations, under special certificates issued
pursuant to regulations of the Secretary, at
a wage rate not less than 85 per centum of
the minimum wage applicable under section
6, except that the proportion of student
hours of employment to total hours of employment of all employees in any establishment may not exceed (1) such proportion for
the corresponding month of the twelvemonth period preceding May 1, 1961, (2) in
the case of a retail or service establishment
whose employees (other than employees engaged in commerce or in the production of
goods for commerce) are covered by this Act
for the first time on or after the efi'ective date
of the Fair Labor Standards Amendments of
1966, such proportion for the corresponding
month of the twelve-month period immediately prior to such date, or (3) In the case
of a retail or service establishment coming
Into existence after May 1, 1961, or a retail
or service establishment for which records of
student hours worked are not available, a
proportion of student hours of employment
to total hours of employment of all employees
based on the practice during the twelvemonth period preceding May 1, 1961, in (A)
similar establishments of ·t he same employer
in the same general metropolitan area in
which the new establishment is located, (B)
similar establishments of the same employer
in the same or nearby counties if the new
establishment Is not in a metropolitan area,
or (C) other establishments of the same general character operating In the community
or the nearest comparable community. Before the Secretary may issue a certificate under this subsection he must find that such
employment will not create a substantial
probablllty of reducing the full-time employment opportunities of persons other than
those employed under this subseotion.
(c) The Secretary, to the extent necessary
in order to prevent curtailment of opportunities for employment, shall by certificate or
order provide for the employment of fulltime students, regardless of age but in compliance with applicable child labor laws, on
a part-time basis in agriculture (not to exceed twenty hours in any workweek) or on a
part-time or a full-time basis in agriculture
during school vacations, at a wage rate not
less than 85 per centum of the minimum
wage applicable under section 6. Before the
Secretary may issue a certificate or order under this subsection he must find that such
employment will not create a substantial
probablllty of reducing the full-time employment opportunities of persons other
than those employed under this subsection.
(d) (1) Except as otherwise provided in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection,
the Secretary of Labor, to the extent necessary in order to prevent curtailment of opportunities for employment, shall by regulation or order provide for the employment
under special certificates of individuals (including individuals employed in agriculture)
whose earning or productive capacity is impaired by age or physical or mental deft-

ciency or injury, at wages which are lower
than the minimum wage applicable under
section 6 of this Act but not less than 50 per
centum of such wage and which are commensurate with those paid nonhandicapped
workers in industry in the vicinity for essentially the same type, quality, and quantity
of work.
(2) The Secretary pursuant to such regulations as he shall prescribe and upon certification of the State agency administering
or supervising the administration of vocational rehabllltation services may issue special certificates for the employment of(A) handicapped workers engaged in work
which is incidental to training or evailuation
programs, and
(B) multihandicapped lndlvidua.ls and
other individuals whose earning capacity ls
so severely impaired tha't they are unable to
engage in com'petitlve employment,
at wages which are less th'a n those required
by this subsection and which are related to
t he worker's productivity.
(3) (A) The Secretary may by regulation
or order provide employment of handicapped
clients in work activities centers under special certificates at wages whiich are less than
the minimums a.ppa.tcruble under section 6 of
this Act or prescribed by paragr&ph (1) of
this subsection and which cons'titute equi1iable compensation for such cllents in work
activities centers.
(B) For purposes of this section, the term
"work activities centers" shall mean centers
planned and designed exclusively to provide
therapeutic activities for handicapped clients
whose physical or mental impairment is so
severe as to make their productive capacity
inconsequential.
PROHIBITED ACTS

SEc. 15. (a) After the e:lq)iratlon of one
hundred and twenty days from the date of
enactment of this Act, it shall be ullilawful
for any person(1) to transport, offer for transportation,
ship, deliver, or sell in commerce, or to ship,
deliver, or sell with knowledge that shipment or delivery or sale thereof in commerce
is intended, any goods in the production of
which any employee was employed in violation of section 6 or section 7, or in viol'ation
of any regulation or order of the Secretary
issued under section 14; except that no provision of this Act shall impose any liability
upon any common carrier for the transporta-mon in commerce in the regular course of
its business of any goods not produced by
such common carrier, &nd no provision of
this Act sh'all excuse any common carrier
from its obligation to accept any goods for
transportation; and except that any such
transpol'ltation, ofi'er, ship'ID.ent, delivery, or
saJle of such goods by a purchaser who acquired them in good faith in relian~e on
written assurance from the producer that the
goods were produced in compl~ance with the
requirements of the Act, and who acquired
such goods for value without notice of any
such violSition, sha'H. not be deemed un1Siwful;
(2) to violate any of the provisions of section 6 or section 7, or any of the provisions
of any regulation or order of the Secretary
issued under section 14;
( 3) to discharge or In any other manner
discriminate against any employee because
such employee has filed any complaint or
instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding under or related to this Act, or has
testified or is BJbout to testify In any such
proceeding, or has served or Is about to serve
on an industry committee;
( 4) to violate any of the provisions of section 12;
(5} to violate any of the provisions of section ll(c) or any regulation or order made or
continued in efi'ect under the provisions of
section 11 (d) , or to make any statement, report, or record filed or kept pursuant to the
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provisions o'f such section or of any regulation or order thereunder, knowing such statement, report, or record to be false in a material respect.
(b) For the purposes of subsection (a) (1)
proof that any employee was employed in any
place of employment where goods shipped or
sold in commerce were produced, within
ninety days prior to the removal of the goods
from such place of employment, shall be
prima facie evidence that such employee was
en gaged in the production of such goods.
PENALTIES

SEc. 16. (a) Any person who willfully vialates any of the provisions of section 15 shall
upon conviction thereof be subject to a :fine
of not more than $'10,000, or to imprisonment
for not more than six months, or both. No
person shall be imprisoned under this subsection except, !or an otrense committed after
the conviction of such person for a prior
ofi'ense under this subsection.
(b) Any employer who violates the provisions of section 6 or section 7 of this Act
shall be llalble to the employee or employees
affected in the amount of their utllp8.1d minlmum wages, or their unpaid overtime compensation, as the case may be, a:nd in an additional equal amount as liquidated damages. Action to recover such Uabillty may be
maintained in any court of competent jurisdiction by any one or more employees for and
In behalf of himself or themselves and other
employees similarly situated. No employee
shall be a party plaintiff to any such action
unless he gives his consent in writing to become such a party a.nd such consent is filed
in the court in which such action is brought.
The court in such action shall, 1n addition to
any judgment a;W'arded to the plaintifi' or
plaintiffs, a.J.loW' a reasonable attorney's fee
to be pa.1d by the defendant, and costs of the
action. The right provided by this subsection
to bring a.n action by or on behalf of any
employee, and the right of any employee 'to
become a party plaintiff to a;ny such action,
shall terminate upon the filing of a complaint by the Secretary of Labor in an action
under section 17 in which restraint 1s sought
of any further delay in the payment of unpaid mln:im!um wages, or the amount of unpaid overtime compensation, as the case may
be, owing to such employee under section 6
or sectJion 7 of this Act by an employer liable
therefor under the provisions of this subsection.
(c) The Secretary is a.uthortzedt to supervise the payment of the unpaid minimum
wages or the unpaid overtime compensation
owing to any employee or employees under
section 6 or section 7 of this Act, and the
agreement of any employee to accept such
payment shall upon payment 1n full constitute a waiver by such employee of any
right he may have under subsection (b) of
this section to such unpaid mlnlmum wages
or unpaid overtime compensation and an
additional equal amount as liquidated damages. When a written request is filed by any
employee with the Secretary claiming unpaid minimum wages or unpaid overtime
compensation under section 6 or section 7
of this Act, the Secretary may bring an action in any court of competent jurisdiction
to recover the amount Of such claim: Provided, That this authority to sue shall not
be used by the Secretary 1n any case involving an issue of law which has not been settled
finally by the courts, and ln any such case
no court shall have jurisdiction over such
action or proceeding initiated or brought by
the Secretary 1f it does involve any issue of
law not so finally settled. The consent of any
employee to the bringing of any such action by the Secretary, unless such action is
dismissed without prejudice on motion of the
Secretary, shall constitute a waiver by such
employee of any right of action he may
have under subsection (b) of this section
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for such unpaid minimum wages or unpaid
overtime compensation and an additional
equal amount as llquidatecll damages. Any
sums thus recovered by the Secretary on behalf of an employee pursuant to this subsection shall be held in a special deposit account and shall be paid, on order of the
Secretary, directly to the employee or employees affected. Any such sums not paid to
an employee because of inab111ty to do so
within a period of three years shall be covered into the Treasury of the United states
as miscellaneous receipts. In determ1ning
when an action is commenced by the Secretary under this subsection for the purposes
of the statutes of limitations provided! in
section 6(a) of the Portal-to-Portal Act of
1947, it shall be considered to be commenced
in the case of any individual claimant on
the date when the complaint is filed if he is
specifically named as a party plaintiff ln
the complaint, or if his name did not so appear, on the subsequent date on which his
name is added as a party plaint11f in such
action.
(d) In any action or proceeding commenced prior to, on, or after the date of
enactment of this subsection, no employer
shall be sUJbject to any llabllity or punishment under this Act or the Portal-to-Portal
Act of 1947 on account of his !allure to comply With any provision or provisions of such
Acts (1) with respect to work heretofore or
hereafter performed in a workplace to which
the exemption in section 13 {f) is applicable,
(2) with respect to work performed in Guam,
the Canal Zone, or Wake Island before the
effective date of this amendment of sulbsection (d), or (3) with. respect to work performed in a possession named in section 6
(b) {2) at any tlm.e prior to the establishment
by the Secretary, as provided therein, of a
minimum wage rate applicable to such work.
INJUNCTION PROCEEDINGS

SEC. 17. The district courts, together with
the United States District Court for the District of the Canal Zone, the District Cburt of
the Virgin Islands, and the District Court of
Guam Slhall have jurt.s diction, for cause
shown, to restrain violations of section 15,
mclud!ng in the case of violations of section
15(a) (2) the restraint of any withholding of
payment of minimum wages or overtime
compensatton found by the oourt to be due
to employees under this Act (except sums
which employees are barred from recovering,
at the time IOf the commencement of the
action to restrain the violations, lby virtue of
the provisions of section 6 of the Portal-toPortal Act of 1947) .
RELATION TO OTHER LAWS

SEc. 18. No provision of this Act or of any
order th.ereunder shall excuse noncompllance
with any Federal or State law or municipal
ordinance establishing a minimum wage
higher than the minimum wage established
under this Act or a maximum workweek
lower than the maximum workweek establlshed under this Act, and no provision of
this ,Act relating to the employment of chtld
labor shall justify noncompllance with any
Federal or State law or municllpal ordinance
est8ibl1sh1ng a higher standard than the
st81lldard establiShed under this Act. No prov1s1on of this Act shaJI justify any employer
1n reducing a wage paid lby him which is in
excess of the a.pplicruble mlnimum wage under this Act, or justify any employer in increasing hours of employment maintained by
him which are shorter than the maximum
hours applicable under this Act.
SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

SEC. 19. If any provision of this Act or
the application of such provision to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder o! the Act, and the application o!
such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

WALSH-HEALEY PuBLIC CONTRACTS ACT

An aot to provide for the purchase of supplies and the making of contracts by the
United States, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That in any

contract made and entered into by any executive department, independent establishment, or other agency or instrumentality of
the United States, or by the District of Co·
lumbia., or by any corporation all the stock
of which is beneficially owned by the United States (all the foregoing being hereinafter
designated as agencies of the United States),
for the manufacture or furnishing of materials, supplies, articles, and equipment in an·y
amount exceeding $10,000, there shall be included the following representations and
stipulations:
(a) 'r.hat the contractor is the manufacturer of or a regular dealer in the materials,
supplies, articles, or equipment to be manufactered or used in the performance of
the contract;
(b) That all persons employed by the contractor in the manufacture or furnishing of
the materials, supplies, articles, or equipment
used in the performance of the contract will
be paid, without subsequent deduction or
rebate on any account, not less than the
minimum wages as determined by the Secretary of Labor to be the preva.111ng minimum wages for persons employed on similar work or in the particular or simllar industries or groups of industries currently operatin~ in the locality in which the materials,
supplies, articles, or equipment are to be
manufactured or furnished under said contract;
(c) That no person employed by the contractor in the manui!acture or furnishing of
the materials, supplies, articles, or equipment used in the performance of the contract shall be permitted to work in excess of
eight hours in any one da.y or in excess of
forty hours in a.ny one week;
(d) That no male person under sixteen
years Oif age and no female person under
eighteen years of age and no convict labor
will be employed by the contractor in the
manufacture or production or furnishing of
any of the materials, supplies, articles, or
equipment Included in such contract; and
(e) That no part of such contract will be
performed nor Willi any of the materials, suppiles, articles, or equipment to be manufactured or furnished under said contract be
manufactured or fabrica.ted in any pla.nts,
fa;ctories, buildings, or surroundings or under
working conditions which are unsanitary or
hazardous or dangerous to •t he health and
safety of employees engaged in the performance of said contract. Compllance Witth the
safety, sanitary, and factory inspection laws
of the State in which the work or part thereof is to be performed shall be prima-facie
evidence of compliance with this subsection.
SEC. 2. That any breach or violation of any
of the representations and stipulations in any
contract for the purposes set forth in section
1 hereof shall render the party responsible
therefor liable to the United States of America for liquidated damages, in addition to
damages for any other breach of such contract, the sum of $10 per day for each male
person under sixteen years of age or each
female person under eighteen years of age,
or each convict laborer knowingly employed
in the performance of such contract, and a
sum equal to the amount of any deductions,
rebates, refunds, or underpayment of wages
due to any employee engaged in the performance of such contract; and, in addition, the
agency of the United States entering into
such contract shall have the right to cancel
same and to make open-market purchases
or enter into other contracts for the completion of the original contract, charging any
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additional cost to the original contractor.
Any sums of money due to the United States
of America. by reason of any violation of any
of the representations and stipulations of
said contract set forth in section 1 hereof
may be withheld from any amounts due on
any such contracts or may be recovered in
suits brought in the name of the United
States of America by the Attorney General
thereof. All sums withheld .or recovered as deductions, rebates, refunds, or underpayments
of wages shall be held in a special deposit account and shall be paid, on order of the Secretary of Labor, directly to the employees who
have been paid less than minimum rates of
pay as set fol'th in such contracts and on
whose account such sums were wi·t hheld or
recovered: Provided, That no claims by employees for such payments shall be entertained unless made within one year from the
date of actual notice to the contractor of the
withholding or recovery of such sums by the
United States of America.
SEc. 3. The Comptroller General 1s authorized and directed to distribute a. list to
all agencies of the United States containing
the names of persons lOr firms found by the
Secretary of Labor to have breached any of
the agreements or representations required
by this Act. Unless the Secretary of Dabor
otherwise recommends no contracts shall lbe
a warded to such persons or firms or to any
firm, corporation, partnership, or association
in which such persons or firms have a controlling interest until three years have
elapsed from the date the Secretary of Labor
determines such breach to h'a ve occurred.
SEc. 4. The secretary of Labor 1s hereby
authorized and directed to administer the
provisions of this Act and to utillze such
Federal officers and employees and, with the
consent of the State, such State and local
officers and employees as he may find necessary to assist in the !Rdmlntstra.tion of this
Act and to prescribe rules and regulations
with respect thereto. The secretary shall appoint, without regard to the provisions of the
civil-service laws but subject to the Classl.flcation Act of 1923, an administrative officer,
and such attorneys and experts, and sh'all
appoint such other employees with regard to
existing laws applicable to the employment
and compensation of officers and employees
of the United States, as he may from time
to time find necessary for the adm1nistration of this Act. The Secretary of Labor or
his authorized representatives shall have
power to make investigations and findings a.s
herein provided, and prosecute any inquiry
necessary to his functions in any part of the
United States. The Secretary of Labor shall
have .authority from time to time to make,
amend, and rescind such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act.
SEc. 5. Upon his own motion or on appllcation of any person affected by any rullng
of any agency of the United States in relation
to any proposal or contract involving any of
the provisions of this Act, and on complaint
of a. breach or violation of any representation
or stipulation as herein provided, the Secretary of Labor, or an impartial representative
designated by him, shall have the power to
hold hearings and to issue orders requiring
the attendance and testimony of witnesses
and the production of evidence under oath.
Witnesses shall be paid the same fees and
mileage that are paid witnesses in the courts
of the United States. In case of contumacy,
failure, or refusal of any person to obey
such an order, any District Court of the
United States or of any Territory or possession, or the Supreme Court o! the District
of Columbia, within the jurisdiction of which
the inquiry is carried on, or within the jurisdiction of which said person who is guilty
of contumacy, !allure, or refusal is round, or
resides or transacts business, upon the application by the Secretary of Labor or represent-
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ative designated by him, shall have jurisdiction to issue to such person an order requiring such person to appear before him or
representative designated by him, to produce evidence if, as, and when so ordered,
and to give testimony relating to the matter
under investigation or in question; and any
failure to obey such order of the court may
be punished by said court as a contempt
thereof; and shall make findings of fact after
notice and hearing, which findings shall be
conclusive upon all agencies of the United
States, and if supported by the preponderance of the evidence, shall be conclusive in
any court of the United States; and the
Secretary of Labor or authorized representative shall have the power, and is hereby
authorized, to make such decisions, ba-sed
upon findings of fact, as are deemed to be
necessary to enforce the provisions of this
Act.
SEc. 6. Upon a written finding by the head
of the contracting agency or department
that the inclusion in the proposal or contract
of the representations or stipulations set
forth in section 1 wlll seriously impair the
conduct of Government business, the Secretary of Labor shall make exception in specific cases or otherwise when justice or public
interest wm be served thereby. Upon the
joint recommendation of the contre.cting
agency and the contractor, the Secretary of
Labor may modify the terms of ~n existing
contract respecting minimum rates of pay
and maximum hours of labor as he may find
necessary and proper in the public interest
or to prevent injustice and undue hardship.
The Secretary of Labor may provide reasonable limitations and may make ru1es and
regulations allowing reasonable variations,
tolerances, and exemptions to and from any
or all provisions of this Act respecting minimum rates of pay and maximum hours of
labor or the extent of the application of this
Act to contractors, as hereinbefore described.
Whenever the Secretary of Labor shall permit
an increase in the maximum hours of labor
stipulated in the contract, he shall set a
rate of pay for any overtime, which rate shall
be not less than one and one-half times the
basic hourly rate received by any employee
affected.
SEC. 7. Whenever used in this Act, the
word "person" includes one or more individuals, partnerships, associations, corporations,
legal representatives, trustees, trustees in
bankruptcy, or receivers.
SEC. 8. The provisions of this Act shall not
be construed to modify or amend title m
of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the Treasury and Post Office
Departments for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1934, and for other purposes", approved
May 3, 1933 {commonly known as the Buy
American Act), nor shall the provisions of
this Act be construed to modify or amend the
Act entitled "An Act relating to the rate of
wages for laborers and mechanics employed
on public buildings of the United States and
the District of Columbia by contractors and
subcontractors, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1931 {commonly known as
the Bacon-Davis Act), as amended from
time to time, nor the labor provisions of
title II of the National Industrial Recovery
Act, approved June 16, 1933, as extended, or
of section 7 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act, approved April 8, 1935; nor
shall the provisions of this Act be construed
to modl!y or amend the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the diverslfl.cation of employment of Federal prisoners, for their
training and schooling in trades and occupations, and for other purposes", approved
May 27, 1930, as amended and supplemented
by the Act approved June 23, 1934.
SEc. 9. This Act shall not apply to purchases of such materials, supplies, articles, or
equipment as may usually be bought in the
open market; nor shall this Act apply to
perishables, including dairy, Uvestock and
nursery products, or to agricu1tural or farm

products processed for first sale by the original producers; nor to any contracts made
by the Secretary of Agriculture for the purchase fo agricultural commodities or the
products thereof. Nothing in this Act shall
be construed to apply to carriage of freight
or personnel by vessel, airplane, bus, truck,
express, or railway Une where published tariff
rates are in effect or to common carriers subject to the Communications Act of 1934 or
to certain transportation employees of private carriers of property by motor vehicles,
as defined by sections 203 {a) {17) and 203
{c) of part II of the Interstate Commerce
Act, where such transportation employees are
subject to regulation as to qualifications and
hours of service pursuant to sections 6{e)
{5) (c) and 6(f) {2) {a) of the Department of
Thatlsportation Act of 1966.
SEPARABILITY CLAUSE
SEc. 10. If any provision of this Act, or the
application thereof to any persons or circumstances, is held invaJid, the remainder of
the Act, and the application of such provisions to other persons or cirClllll+6tances,
shall not be affected thereby.
SEc. 11. This Act shall apply to all contracts
entered into pursuant to invitations for bids
issued on or after ninety days from the effective date of this Act: Provided, however,
That the provisions requiring the inclusion
of representations with respect to mlnlmum wages shall apply only to purchases or
contracts relating to such industries as have
been the subject matter of a determination
by the Secretary of Labor.
OTHER LAWS AMENDED
SECTION 5314(a) OF TITLE 5 OF THE UNITED
STATES CODE
§ 5341. Trades and crafts
(a) The pay of employees excepted from
chapter 51 of this title by section 5102(c} {7)
of this title shall be fixed and adjusted from
time to time as nearly as is consistent with
the public interest in accordance with the
preva1llng rates. Subject to section 213{f) of
title 29, the rates may not be less than the
appropriate rates provided for by section
206(a) of title29.
SECTION 303{a) {2) OF THE CONSUMER CREDrr
PROTECTION ACT
§ 303. Restriction on garnishment
(a} Except as provided in subsection (b)
and in section 305, the maximum part of
the aggregate disposable earnings of an individual for any workweek which 1.s subjected
to garnishment may not exceed
(1) 25 per centum of his disposable earnings for that week, or
(2) the amount by which his disposa.ble
earnings for that week exceed thirty times
the Federal minimum hourly wage prescribed
by section 6 (a) of the Fair Labor Standards
Aot of 1938 in effect at the time the earnings
are payable,
which ever is less. In the case of eaa-nlngs
for any pay period other than a week, the
Secretary of Labor shall by regulation prescribe a multiple of the Federal minimum
hourly wage equivalent in effect to that set
forth in paragraph (2).
SECTION 2(b) (1) OF THE SERVICE CONTRACT
ACT OF 1965
SEC. 2. • • *

•

•

•

•

(b) (1) No contractor who eillters into any
contract with the Federal Government the
principal purpose of which 1s to furnish services through the use of service employees as
defined herein and no subcontractor thereunder shall pay any of his employees engaged
in performing work on such contra.cts !ess
than ·t he minimum wage speclfl.ed under section 6(a) of the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, as amended {52 Stat. 1060; 29 U.S.C.
201, et seq.).
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SECTION 610-1 (a) OF THE ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 1964
COMPARABILITY OF WAGES
SEc. 610-1. (a) The Director shall take
such action as may be necessary tJo assure
that persons employed in carrying out programs financed und-er part A of title I or
title II {except a person compensated as
provided in section 602) shall not receive
compensation at a rate which is ( 1) in excess of the average rate of compensation paid
in the area. where the program is carried out
to a substantial number of the persons providing substantially comparable services, or
in excess of the average rate of compensation
paid to a substantial number of the persons
providing substantially comparable services
in the area of the person's immediately preceding employment, whichever is higher or
(2) less than the minimum wage rate prescribed in section 6(a) of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
a previous order of the House, the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. RARICK) ts
recognized for 15 minutes.

PEOPLE POWER OVER WAR
AMENDMENT
Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, several
days ago, members of the Democratic
Caucus spent hours debating a resolution to end our involvement in an undeclared war in Southeast Asia. This
week we spent days in consideration of
a bill to extend the draft; the opposition being that by defeating the bill, we
would thereby be forced to disengage
from the conflict.
Last week, I had notified all members
of my proposal to offer a constitutional
amendment to give to the people the sole
power to declare war or engage our forces
overseas except in the case of an attack
on our country or hemisphere.
I was sorely disappointed that so few
of my colleagues who have been so outspoken and concerned over the present
war and war in general expressed little
interest in or concern with averting the
involvement of U.S. military forces in
future foreign wars. I say this because
only two of my fellow colleagues have
agreed to cosponsor this constitutional
amendment.
In the past we have witnessed State
legislatures futilely trying through the
passage of State legislation to abide by
the wishes of their people in a voiding
undeclared wars and in exerting some
control over a foreign policy that would
allow them. But in all efforts they were
unsuccessful because they did not amend
the Constitution. This proposed amendment may well serve as a model for State
action.
In my opinion, passage by the necessary number of State legislatures of the
People Power Over War Constitutional

Amendment that I have introduced today is a sure way the American people
can have restored to them a voice and
a degree of partnership with our Federal
Government in avoiding future wars.
Cosponsoring this legislation were
Representative ROBERT L. LEGGETT, Democrat, of California, and Representative
PARREN J. MITCHELL, Democrat of Maryland. I am most appreciative of their consistency in purpose.
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I insert a copy of the People Power
Over War Amendment to follow my remarks.
H.J. RES. 535

Joint resolution proposing an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States for a
referendum on war
Resolved, by the Senate ana House of Representatives of the United, States of America
in Congress assembled, (two-thirds of each
House concurring therein). That the following article 1s proposed as an amendment to

the Constitution of the United States, to be
valid only if ratified by the legislatures of
three-fourths of the several states Within
seven years after the date of final passage
of this joint resolution:
"ARTICLB-

Except in case of attack by
armed forces, actual or immediately threatened, upon the United States or its territorial
possessions, or by any non-American nation
against any country in the Western Hemisphere, the people shall have the sole power
by a national referendum to declare war or
to engage in warfare overseas.
"SEC. 2. Congress shall have the power to
carry out this article by appropriate
legislation!'
"SECTION 1.

-------

NATURAL GAS ACT ~MENTS
OF1971
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from New York <Mr. MuRPHY) is
recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr.
Speaker, on January 29 of this year, I introduced H.R. 2513, a bill that is urgently
needed to correct a situation which has
contributed to the existing crisis in
natural gas supplies.
In the interest of the gas consumers of
the Nation, Congress must act with intelligence and dispatch on this matter.
Realizing that more than 140 million
Americans depend on natural gas to heat
their homes, to cook their food, to keep
the fires of industry burning, and to turn
the turbines with which the electric
power utilities supply electricity to the
Nation, 32 Members of the House have
joined with me in reintroducing H.R.
2513.
That there is a supply crisis in natural
gas is generally recognized.
In January of this year, one member
of the Federal Power Commi.ssion told
the National Association of Home Builders that interstate gas pipelines have
"virtually ruled out new customer attachments this winter." This means that
needed construction of new houses and
apartments will be retarded, thus aggravating the housing shortage.
Earlier this month another member of
the Commission told the Council of Economics of the AIME "that many pipeline
companies have found it difficult, in
some cases impossible, to maintain their
reserve levels. Pipeline deliverability has
fallen. Our fourteen-year reserve cushion
has receded significantly.''
The President's Economic Report to the
Congress in February of this year recognized the gas supply crisis.
The ratio of gas reserves to production
has shown a drastic decline in recent
years. In 1954, when a Supreme Court
decision made producers subject to regulation by the Federal Power Commission, proved gas reserves were equivalent

to nearly 23 times the year's production.
By the end of 1969, the latest year for
which complete figures are available,
these reserves were down to just 13 times
production.
Twenty-five years ago, in 1946, the
ratio of reserves to production was 32.5
to 1. In that year, 3.59 times as much new
gas was found as was consumed. But by
1968, for the first time in the history of
the domestic production industry, more
gas was produced than the amount of
new supply developed-5.6 trillion cubic
feet more. The deficit in 1969 was 12.2
trillion cubic feet.
In 1970, the deficit in the lower 48
States was 10.3 trillion cubic feet. However, reserves for total United States
were increased to 290.7 trillion cubic feet
by the inclusion of 26 trillion cubic feet
of reserves in the Prudhoe Bay reservoir
in Alaska. These gas reserves are associated with the tremendous oil reserves
of this area and can only be produced
along with the oil. Also, there are now
no pipeline facilities to bring either oil
or gas from the Prudhoe Bay area into
the lower 48 States and Government permission to build an oil pipeline to the ice
free port of Valdez has not yet been
given. Studies for a gas pipeline from
Prudhoe Bay through Canada to the
lower 48 States are under way but these
projects are not only dependent on approval of the United States and Canadian
Governments but also upon the availability of the gas reserves which in turn
are dependent upon oil production.
The critical fuel supply problem faced
by the Nation has resulted from this unprecedented increase in the demand for
natural gas. The problem was defined in
plain language by Dr. Wilson M. Laird,
director of the Interior Department's Office of Oil and Gas, in an address he delivered last October in Denver. Dr. Laird
warned:
The fiat, unpleasant, but incontrovertible
truth of the matter is that we are short of
all kinds of energy, and we are due to remain in this condition for a good number of
years to come.

Between 1960 and 1969, gas consumption grew at an average rate of 5.7 percent and it grew by 7 percent in 1970.
The American people are deeply concerned about pollution of the environment. Requirements of State and Federal law relating to air quality will turn
the Nation increasingly to the use of this
most clean burning of all fuels-natural
gas. Its ecological benefits are beyond
question.
A recently released survey by the Federal Power Commission showed there
were very little uncommitted gas reserves
in the contiguous 48 States or in the
Outer Continental Shelf. The Commission found as of October 1970, only 4.375
trillion cubic feet of gas reserves were uncommitted Cor only 1.6 percent) of a
total of 269.9 trillion cubic feet of reserves.
Since consumption of gas is outrunning the discovery and development of
new supplies, consumers may rightly
wonder if the United States is in danger
of running out of gas.
The answer is: Not necessarily.
Despite the present gas supply short-
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age, the Nation has great potential reserves of this fuel. The U.S. Geological
Survey has estimated that our total potential undiscovered gas reserves stand
at 2,100 trillion cubic feet, 1,550 trillion
cubic feet in the lower 48 States.
But these potential undiscovered reserves are of no use to the consumer unless and until they are found and developed. Their -discovery and development
are hindered by the elements of uncertainty and delay under which natural gas
producers must labor at present.
Mr. Speaker, the legislation I propose,
offering validity of contract amendments
to the Natural Gas Act, is designed to
remove at least some of these elements.
Let me say most emphatically that my
proposed amendments do not provide for
decontrol of gas prices by the Federal
Government. The legislation I offer will
not of itself result in higher prices for
the gas consumer. It will not relieve the
gas producer from regulation by the Federal Power Commission.
'Whalt the legislation will do is move
toward correction of the situation which
has contributed heavily to the fuel shortage that now faces the Nation-and of
which the consumer, surely, will be the
main victim.

The situation to which I refer is this:
Under present Federal law, after a gas
producer has contracted to sell gas to an
interstate pipeline company, he does not
know how much he will be paid for the
gas, he does not know how long he will
be paid a specific price for his gas, he
does not know how much g'aS he must
deliver, and he does not know how long
he must make deliveries.
To sum up the matter, his contract
terms possess neither validity nor binding effect. Every provision of his contract
can be changed by order of the Federal
Power Commission. Even prices established by the Commission itself can be,
and have been, subsequently reduced.
No group of businessmen can be expected to operate effectively under such
conditions. It is hardly surprising that
gas producers have lost much of their
enthusiasm for the costly and high-risk
undertaking of seeking to find and develop new gas reserves. Nor is it surprising that the gas producer who does find
new gas reserves would try to a void the
interstate market and would seek to sell
them in the intrastate market where his
contracts are valid and binding, and are
not subject to being rewritten by a Federal agency, usually after delays of many
years.
These are the reasons which have contributed to the failure of supplies of natural gas to keep pace with the growing
demand.
The legislation which my colleagues
and I propose would, in effect, validate a
contract between a gas producer and an
interstate pipeline company once it has
been approved by the Federal Power
Commission.
Our bill requires that all new contract ·
between gas producers and interstate
pipelines-new contracts being defined
as those under which deliveries begin after the effective date of the bill-must
be submitted to the Federal Power Commission.
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One of three courses will then be open
to the Commission.
First, it can approve the contract as
drawn, and the contract then becomes
valid and binding on all parties concerned and is not subject to further review by the Commission.
Or, the Commission can approve the
contract subject to conditions it stipulates, and if the parties to the contract
accept those conditions, it will be a binding contract not subject to review except
with respect to indefinite pricing clauses
and any definite pricing clause disallowed
by the Commission.
Or, the Commission can disapprove the
contract, which then becomes null and
void.
The purpose of these amendments is
to give gas producers encouragement to
go out and explore for gas to meet the
constantly increasing consumer demand.
They simply provide that the rules will
not be changed after the game has
started. They remove delays, confusion.
and uncertainty of existing regulation,
under which the Federal Power Commission in the past frequently reversed itself, changed the rules, and rewrote longstanding contracts to which producers
had in good faith committed their gas for
sale.
The regulatory powers of the Commission, designed to protect consumers, are
fully safeguarded.
If a contract with an indefinite pricing clause is approved, an increase in
price cannot be placed in effect under the
clause without review and approval by
the Commission at the time it would become effective.
New small producer contracts; that is,
contracts for less than 10,000 Mcf of gas
per day-are exempted from Commission jurisdiction, with provisions protecting this exemption from abuse. This
would greatly lighten the Commission's
work load without adversely affecting the
control of prices by the Commission.
Existing contracts will remain subject
to the Natural Gas Act, as they now are,
except that prices which are approved by
the Commission are not subject to downward revision.
My bill also establishes new guidelines for the Commission in setting
prices. They include consideration of
present and future gas supplies and requirements and the rate levels necessary to elicit supplies sufficient to meet
the requirements. Other guidelines recognize economic and cost factors indicators and trends, but not cost of service.
Mr. Speaker, that in essence is the effect of the amendments to the National
Gas Act that I am placing before the
House.
This legislation is urgently needed by
the consumers of this country, if they
are not to become overly dependent upon
unreliable high-cost foreign sources of
energy and if the Nation is not to be deprived of the ecological benefits of this
clean-burning fuel.
The effect of my bill will be to place
regulation of natural gas prices on a
rational and responsible basis. It would
simply make gas sales contracts valid
and binding on all parties concerned

once they have Federal Power Commission approval.
This is a public interest bill-a consumer interest measure. I hope it will receive prompt and favorable consideration by the Congress.
LT. WILLIAM CALLEY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Georgia <Mr. STUCKEY) is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. STUCKEY. Mr. Speaker, the
American people have been tossing and
turning in their sleep over the past several nights. We are distressed, indignant,
and I believe most of all we are suffering
from acute guilty conscience.
Lt. William Calley, an American soldier has been sentenced to life imprisonment. He killed civilians while serving in
Vietnam.
I do not condone the killing of civilans,
Mr. Speaker, especially women and children. But, the American people and the
military establishment must not lose
sight of the fact that this war we have
been involved in for over 17 years is still
considered a civil conflict. It is not a declared war. Our soldiers most often cannot even distinguish the enemy they are
supposed to kill from the civilian whose
life they must risk their own to protect.
A small child tosses a hand grenade
and wipes out the lives of a dozen U.S.
soldiers. American newsmen are tortured
and killed, it is chalked up as casualties of
war but, they are civilians, and without
weapons.
Kill or be killed has become an instinct
among our fighting men. What goes
through the mind of a man when he is
fighting half way around the world to
prevent the spread of communism?
I have written to the President, Mr.
Speaker. My letter will take its place
among the hundreds of thousands which
I am confident he will receive. My letter
respectfully but urgently requests that
Mr. Nixon do all in his power, as Commander In Chief of the armed services
and take action to prevent the life sentence of William Calley from being on
the conscience of the American people.
And, I have done more, Mr. Speaker, I
am today introducing a resolution calling on the House Armed Services Committee to conduct a full and thorough
investigation into this matter. It is imperative-! repeat, imperative, that a full
examination be made and a determination made as to whether Lt. William
Calley is just a scapegoat.
And, Mr. Speaker, I believe that we
must insist that the Pentagon issue a
clear-cut statement as to what is expected of our men in this war that has
taken so many thousands of American
lives and left other countless thousands
maimed for life.
And, finally, Mr. Speaker, as I tried to
sleep last night, knowing the action I
planned to take as a Member of the
House of Representatives and representing the better than 350,000 people in the
Eighth District of Georgiar-sleep still
would not come-and I realized that
all this is not enough.
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No, Mr. Speaker, I decided that if the
American people, if our Government, the
estrublishment cannot support our fighting men, then I can no longer justify
drafting them into an impossible situation where it is kill or be killed. But you
better watch out because if you kill then
you stand the chance that you will be
sent up for life when you get home.
So, Mr. Speaker, today I will vote
against the extension of the draft. This
is my protest for the fighting men in
Vietnam. I do not want to send any more
of the boys from my district to Vietnam
until there is more evidence of support
here at home.
The President is bringing home troops.
I support him in this. And, if we are not
going to fight a war to win-then I say,
let us not continue drafting young men
to send over there.
ADVOCATING WITHDRAWAL OF ALL
GROUND COMBAT FORCES FROM
VIETNAM BY END OF 1971
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous order of the House, the gentleman from Rhode Island <Mr. ST GERMAIN) is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. STGERMAIN. Mr. Speaker, from
the very beginning of the Vietnam war,
a fundamental error has confused our
policymaking. We have never drawn a
clear line on how much money and how
much manpower was a reasonable limit
in the light of what we could hope to
gain there. We assumed that whatever
was needed fell within our means.
Even though the goals to be achieved
in Vietnam were never crucial to our national security, we uncritically committed ourselves to allocating all the
money and manpower necessary to defeat the enemy and keep the Saigon
Government in power. We never dreamt
that over 50,000 Americans would die
there, and that it would swallow up over
$120 billion. If we had known at the
start what we know now, would we ever
have committed ourselves to such a drain
on our national resources?
Our purpose in South Vietnam has
been to prevent the spread of communism. Yet the Soviet Union must be delighted with our continuing involvement
in Southeast Asia. Communists view
their world struggle on more than the
military level. As each month goes by the
Soviet Union sees the United States being hurt economically and politically by
the war, losing status in the eyes of
world opinion, losing opportunities for
solving domestic problems, becoming a
divided people, and losing the trust of
the American people in the leadership of
their Government.
Vietnamese Communism on any analysis must be regarded as nothing more
than an indirect and long range 't hreat
to our national security. By devoting
all our energies there we do nothing to
counteract CQmmunist movements in
other countries, such as in South America, which could, indeed, have a far
greater impact on the United States.
We also fail to develop the social and
economic model on the domestic scene
that would prove the superiority_of our
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Democratic form of g10vernment over
Communist rule.
At the very outset a limit should have
been placed on the amount of money and
number of men that the Vietnam situation warranted. If that had been done,
we would never have begun thinking that
the opposite of success in Vietnam is defeat. It would simply have been a case of
the goals not being worth the price.
Obviously by calling upon all our weaponry, nuclear arms if need be, and the
total force of all our manpower, a military victory could have been achieved.
But Vietnam has never deserved an
all--out effort of American money and
manpower. We did think that certain
desirable goaLs could be attained without much cost. We were wrong. The cost
has been much heavier than we guessed.
The opposite of victory in Vietnam, then,
is not defeat. It would be simply lack of
success and nothing more--lack of success with the limited resources we are
willing to devote to the war. No matter
what happens Vietnam will not be an
American defeat. But it is an American
mistake.
When President Nixon states the issue
in terms of victory or defeat, he does us a
great disservice. Since the American people do not want to be labeled as having
been defeated, such language encourages an unlimited compaign, until military victory is achieved. But if military
victory at any price had been worth it to
us, we could have been victorious long
ago. The alternatives the President presents us are too simplistic and, indeed,
dangerous.
The situation must be viewed from a
broader perspective. What we were trying
to accomplish in Vietnam was worth far
less than we have already spent. It is
plain commonsense to stop bidding at an
auction when the item you are bidding
for turns out to be going for a far higher
price than you first envisioned. Only
fools spend their family rent, food, and
clothing money in such a way.
I think it is absolutely essential that
we come to our senses and draw a line.
The costs are way out of line with the
goals. We must make the judgment that
other causes both within our country and
in other parts of the world better deserve
the energy which we have given to Vietnam.
The United States has acted like a
doctor in an emergency ward who spends
all his time and medicines on one patient
while others are suffering and dying
around him. The time has come to order the doctor to treat some of the other
patients.
Last year I supported the various "end
the war'' resolutions. It goes without saying that I would like to see us completely
out -of Vietnam by the end of this year.
But there are other views and other
voices both in the Congress and in this
country. Thus, to gain the support of
the majority, I have introduced legislation that sets a limit but is designed to get
wider support than the ones proposed so
far. My bill is a practical and realistic
compromise-the withdrawal of all
ground combat troops by December 31,
1971.
If the South Vietnamese Army has al-

ready borne the full brunt of the ground
fighting in Cambodia and Laos, then they
should be able to do the same in their
own country by the end of the year. If
we could achieve congressional agreement on at least this proposal, then I
believe that the end of our involvement
in the war will be in sight. Dates for the
end of air support and for complete withdrawal will almost certainly follow.
I hope that we have learned something
from this war. I hope that we will never
again rely on such shoddy intelligence
information that got us involved in Vietnam, that depended 'a lmost exclusively
on the advisers around Diem and gave
us a false impression of the popular support for the Saigon Government and numerous misconceptions about the opposition. I hope that never again will
Americans be involved in another Mylai
incident, in bombing villages in neutral
countries as we did in Laos and Cambodia, in destroying the ecology of a
country with defoliants and saturation
bombing. I hope that we will never again
ally ourselves with another government
whose practices violate the very ideals we
are fighting tor by incarcerating political
prisoners without trial, muzzling the
press, and permitting the torture of
prisoners.
I hope we have learned that moral
considerations must guide our involvement and conduct in war, and that if
they do not, military victory may mean
nothing in the end. Finally, I hope we
have learned that there are better ways
to strengthen and protect the free world
than war.
WHAT DO YOU CALL THE PEOPLE
WHO SEEK TO CRIPPLE THE
NATION'S GOVERNMENT?
<Mr. SIKES asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, if enemy
agents stormed this city, crippled our
national defense capability, halted the
business of the Congress, and brought
the Government of the United States
to its knees, what would you call it?
That is what a band of militants plan
to do within the next 2 months. They
call it antiwar.
In recent years, that label has been
pinned on just about every criminal and
radical act in the book. When a campus
erupts, buildings burn, police are killed,
drug dens :tlourish, people lie dead, and
citizens are terrorized, it is all done in the
name of the "antiwar" movement.
Now we are reading detailed press accounts of plans to shut down military
bases, block the entrances to Washington, invade Government buildings, harass
workers and in general, disrupt the Nation's Capital and the workings of Government. There are some people who
seem willing to excuse this behavior because the destruction is to be done at
the hands of "antiwar" demonstrators.
Let's keep these plans in perspective. The
leaders are not "antiwar." Their attitude
and their efforts are anti-American, and
everyone in Ame1ica should know it.
Among them there is the National Stu-
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dent Association. In December, 15leaders
of this group went to Hanoi where they
signed a "declaration of solidarity" with
the Vietcong and North Vietnamese Communists. They also signed a peace treaty
calling for the abandonment by the
United States of both the South Vietnamese people and our own prisoners of
war.
The NSA in February came to terms
with the Peoples Coalition for Peace and
Justice headed by Rennie Davis and
David Dellinger -of Chicago Seven notoriety.
The agreement took place at a meeting in Washington attended by leaders
of the Communist Party USA, Socialist
Workers Party, Young Socialist Alliance, War Registers League, Mayday
Movement, and the National Welfare
Rights Organization.
To date, about 100 groups and organizations have announced plans to participate in the April and May demonstrations here. They have a right to air
their grievances in an orderly and
peaceful manner. But I strongly disagree
with the premise that the organizers of
these demonstrations, with allegiance to
philosophies that are enemy to the
United States, have a right to come to
Washington for the announced purpose
of rendering the Government powerless.
These people are not against war. They
are for war. Their aim is to destroy the
United States by any means including
war and violence, and to replace our Government with one of their choosing. For
them to openly threaten this city, this
Congress, and this Nation in such a manner goes far beyond the right of peaceful assembly and the redress of grtev.ances. Their self-assumed label of "antiwar" demonstrators does not cloak their
true motives.
The Federal Government should, as
it has in the past, do all in its power to
make certain the right of protest is not
infringed upon. The police and security
forces necessary to assure this right
should be made available. These forces
also should be given the clear duty to
take all necessary steps to protect the
Government and people of the United
States. In the exercise of that duty they
deserve the backing of every American.
And the fullest support and cooperation
from the Congress and Government officials. They cannot do their work alone.
They should not be asked to accept risk
and responsibility without a show of appreciation and support from those they
protect.
THE LAOTIAN INVASION LOOKS
LIKE A MINUS
<Mr. SIKES asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, from an
overall analysis, the military operation
conducted by South Vietnam forces in
Laos is disappointing. Military professionals call it successful in that an invasion was launched, an objective was
reached, enemy supplies were destroyed,
heavy casualties were inflicted, and a
successful·withdrawal was accomplished.
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This does not disguise the fact that
withdrawal took place weeks earlier than
had ·b een intended. The South Vietnam
forces had expected to remain in Laos,
conduct extensive searches for supplies,
and disrupt enemy communications until
the monsoon season begins in late April
or May. This they failed to do. The operation barely reached its major objective at Tchepone. The troops remained in
that area for a limited time only before
beginning a retreat to South Vietnam.
Tchepone is a major Communist supply
area and it was anticipated that a wealth
of supplies would be unearthed and destroyed there. Some of this was accomplished. Much more would have been possible had the South Vietnam troops remained there longer. Withdrawal by
these forces did not look like an orderly
planned withdrawal. Appearances are
that they were pushed out of Laos by
superior North Vietnam forces. Nevertheless, they fought bravely against much
larger forces and they inflicted heavier
casualties than they took.
The operation was not a failure. It
demonstrated that the South Vietnamese
forces have made very substantial progress in developing effective military
forces. Such an operation would not have
been possible without the support of
American ground forces even a few
months ago. South Vietnamese are now
more confident and they have better
leadership. It is to be hoped that failure
to acoomplish all that was desired in the
Laos operation will not have an adverse
effect upon morale either among troops
or among the Vietnamese population.
Let us hope that it does not also sour the
Americwn population more.

point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, during
the last few years, this body legislated
often to insure equal opportunity in employment. Congress created a Federal
agency, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, with that specific responsibility, and other Federal departments and agencies established guidelines for themselves in this area. Most
Federal contracts with the private sector
now contain provisions that fair employment practices will be followed. Congress
has made a good beginning of whieh it
can be proud. With energetic Executive
enforcement of the law, job discrimination should disappear from the Federal
Government, and should be notably reduced in the private sector.
You can imagine my surprise, therefore, to leam recently that congressional
committee staffs included almost no
blacks as employees.
It is easy to see that blacks are underrepresented in the body of the House 'itself, and that this disproportion carries
over into personal congressional staffs.
Nevertheless, committee sta.ffs are supposed to represent a more ongoing part
of the congressional structure, providing
service and expertise to their committees
and to the House as a whole. Their
operations and responsibilities extend
beyond the sectarian interests af a particular district. And, consequently, committee staffs should be judged by more
demanding standards.
It is difficult to see how the Congress
can legislate in favor of Equal Employment Opportunity, and at the same time
practice job discrimination itself. WhY
should we expect the private sector to
end unfair employment practices, when
THE LATE MADISON FAY BOYCE
the Congress itself does not provide an
(Mr. SIKES asked and was given per- example of equal employment oppormission to extend his remarks at this tunity. A Washington Post editorial of
point in the REcoRD and to include ex- January 1, 1971, highlights the probtraneous matter.)
lem:
THE PALENESS OF A POLICY
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, the Members
of the House have suffered the loss of
To hear all those fine U.S. government
a good and a long time friend, and the public service messages about the importance
Congress has lost a faithful and dedi- and requirements of equal opportunity emcated employee. As a personal friend, I ployment, you might think that Uncle Sam
would be right out there at the head of the
deeply regret his passing.
march, seeing to it that competent, deservFor many years, Madison Fay Boyce ing black people are tapped for top policywas one of those dedicated but un- making roles. And a casual observer, told by
heralded public servants who perform the a.dm.1nistration that great strides have
so well in the service of America. Rising been taken in this direction, can immedia.teto the important position of Chief Bill ly notice that not all black people in govClerk of the House, his contributions to ernment are janitors anymore.
But some findings last month by a. Washthe work af the Congress were unique
ington television program point up dramatiand invaluable.
cally an element of 11lus1on in all this. The
As one who was privileged to share statl' of "Black News" (WTT-Channel 5)
his friendship, I knew that he was look- simply went out and made some headcounts.
ing forward with great joy to the prospect Correspondent Don Alexander found, for exof a well deserved retirement in Florida ample, there were 530 people on the White
next month, and frequently we had dis- House sta.tl' payroll. Of these, only one special
cussed his plans for living in my State. assistant, Mr. Robert Brown, was black. Mr.
Suddenly he has been taken from us, Brown could name only four other black
on the White House sta:fl'.
and our sense of loss is very keen. I join professionals
On Capitol Hill, the news team made a
with his legion of friends in expressing floor-by-~oor
survey that found no more than
earnest sympathy to all of his family. 80 black professionals, including secretaries.
The Congress and the Nation share a "Only 17 senators' offices have any black
deep sense of loss at his passing.
statl'ers at all,'' Mr. Alexander reported.
1

STAFFING OF COMM:ITrEES
MITCHELL asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this

<Mr.
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members; totals showed two administrative
assistants and four legislative assistants. The
report came up with no black professionals
on House committees except for Education
and L&bor and Government Operations,
where the former chairman, Adam Clayton
Powell and W11llam Dawson, were black.
Those blacks who do hold supergrade
jobs in the administration told the interviewers candidly that they are not at a.ll
pleased with the equal opportunity picture
in government today. What's more, they noted, there 1s not even a signi:flcant number
of 'b lacks in positions of power to make any
policy decisions really .a.tfecting the minority.
Given this disturbing picture, it 1s no small
wonder that many black people are somewhat cynical a;bout Uncle Sam's eagerness
to give them a fair shake. The phase "black
power" may conjure up all sorts of images
for white people, .b ut the reallties of black
powerlessness make "equal opportunity" seem
to many others to be a put-on.

As you can see, this pattern of unfair
job discrimination extends to every sector of the Government. This should not
be an excuse, however, for our own inaction.
It is conceivable that other agencies
of the Government fail to actively seek
blacks to fill professional positions, because they see the lily-white staffs of
Congress. Given this state of affairs, how
sincere can Congress be?
I want to stress the fact that there are
many blacks capable of serving on committee staffs. It is simply a question of
Congress failing to energetically seek
minority people who would work for
committees. This failure is a disservice
not only to ourselves, but to the Nation
as a whole.
Mr. Speaker, I call upon the Congress
to rectify this situation immediately. BY
example as well as by legislation, this
body should lead the fight against job
discrimination.

LEGISLATION
TO
ESTABLISH
HEALTH STANDARDS FOR FOOD
SERVICE ESTABLISHMENT EMPLOYEES IN THE HOUSE AND SENATE RESTAURANTS AND IN THE
DIS'ffiiCT OF COLUMBIA
<Mr. HALL asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.>
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, I am today
introducing two bills which are designed
to protect the health and well-being of
Congressmen, Senators, Government employees, visitors to-and citizens of the
District of Columbia; by the establishment of health standards for the employees of food establishments in the
District.
The first bill was introduced by myself
last August, and, was in reaction to the
tuberculosis outbreak on capitol Hill
that occurred in the early part Ol:f 1970.
This ·bill, now joined in by my friend
from South Carolina, the Honorable
JoHN McMILLAN, brings the District
Health Code in line with the better codes
"There are no black a.dm.inlstrative assist- of other major cities in the Nation.
The District cdde now contains a law
ants or committee counsels, just 12 legislative assistants and four black special assist- stating that no person aftllicted with any
ants."
communicable disease can work "with
In the House, the survey found that only
27 of the 435 congressmen bad any black statl'

food." But no law or regulation requires

current congressional food-handling em-
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ployees or such applicants anywhere in
the District of Columbia area to take a
physical exam'ination of any sort, let
alone annually.
In essence, the "Hallbill'' requires that
no person can be employed by any food
establishment in the District of Columbia unless he meets such health standards prescribed by the District of Columbia Council, in 'pUTSuance to the tests
outlined in the bill. 'The bill calls for
annual examination which include a
tuberculin test, X-ray, of the chestuncovered-a serological test, and examination of hanlds, skin, nose, and
throat and body orifices-including a
culture where appropriate. 'These standards would provide sufllcient protection
against further outbreaks of communicable diseases such as tuberculosis, and
other common and rarer diseases ordinarily associated with food-handling
and prepaTation.
These requirements would be administratively and budgetarlly feasible. Tuberculin tests are not costly. Up to 1957
the District of Columbia required an
annual physical examination and health
permit requirement, for resta;urant workers. The point is, we cannot afford to do
without them. The marvel is, that an
entire Capitoll Hill force has escaped so
long.
Tuberculosis is a highly contagious bacterial disease usually associated with
poverty, stress, overworked, and social .
problems. The average active case of
tuberculosis will be the source for tpe
infection of 15 persons, berfore it is detected. The TB victim can begin infecting others we]jl before his own symptoms
force him to seek medical advice. Therefore, people constantly in contact with
the public, should meet such m1nimal
health requirements as I have outlined
above in order to prevent outbreaks similar to that of Capitol Hill.
It may surprise you to know, the District of Columbia ranks fifth in the incidence of active new tuberculosis cases
among the more than 50 cities in the Nation with a pop~ation of 250,000 or more.
New case-rates are nearly three times
the national average and the death rate
more than triple that of the rest of the
Nation, according to H. Michael Cannon,
director of District of Columbia's Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association.
Now, Mr. Speaker, my second blll would
repeal thalt section of the District of Columbia code which exempts the House
and Senate restaurants for the District
health regulations. This proposed legislation is identicajl to legislation I had
prepared last year and Chairman McMILLAN introduced. It seems ludicrous
that restaurants which feed the leaders
of our Nation, should be "exempt" from
any minimum health standards. The
folly of this exemption was clearly witnessed by the death and disease, tuberculosis brought to Capitol Hijlllast year.
Finally, Mr. Speaker, public apathy is
one of the greatest problems now confronting those involved in controlling
tuberculosis or any other contagious disease. Given the record of the District of
Columbia, I strongly feel that it is time
that the Congress set an example for
C:XVII--570---Part 7

the rest of the Nation in the field of
public health. As one of the "doctors in
the House," I am sure of it.
DEFEAT OF THE SST
<Mr. MONAGAN asked and was given

permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MONAGAN. Mr. Speaker, there
has been a great deal of public discussion
about the underlying causes of the defeat
of the supersonic transport program, and
in the barrage of comment and conjecture about what was right and what was
wrong with the program the relatively
simple reasons for the defeat have been
obscured.
An exr.ellent editorial concerning the
defeat of the SST program appeared in
the March 25 edition of the Ansonia
Evening Sentinel, and I am inserting the
article in the RECORD at this point for the
benefit of my colleagues.
GROUNDING THE SST
Major issues seldom are simple, and the
issue of the supersonic transport is no exception. Strong arguments can be made both for
and against building the SST.
Last week the House of Representatives
accepted the arguments of those opposed to
the plan and voted 215 to 204 to cut off
federal funding on March 30. Rep. John S.
Monagan, who represents the Valley, was
one of those voting to kill the plane. Yesterday the Senate concurred.
Those favoring the SST had six principal
arguments. They contended that:
Someone--either Russia or Britain and
France or the United States-is going to
build it. Theref-ore, it should be the U.S.
The U.S. could earn large amounts of foreign exchange through the sale of the SST
throughout the world, thereby improving
the balance of payments.
Development of the SST would give American science and technology a big boost.
Manufacture of the plane would improve
employment in depressed areas and increase
the profits of faltering companies.
The challenge of flying commercial aircraft
faster than the speed of sound should be
met for its own sake.
Speedier flight would benefit American and
other travelers.
Opponents of the SST has six main arguments. They contended that:
The giant plane would cause pollution of
the upper atmosphere, perhaps diluting the
earth's protective blanket of gasses to let
more cancer-causing rays reach the surface.
The SST would be unbearably noisy.
The SST would have to be flown over water
only because of the noise, thus barring it
from the many routes that cross the land.
It would benefit certain airlines and aircraft makers at the expense of the taxpayers
in general.
It would fill no real need since people do
not really have to fly faster than sound.
The cost of the plane would be out of all
proportion to its benefits, especially when
large amounts of money should be spent on
human needs here on earth.
To us, the question comes down to two
points: Is the SST a threat to the environment? And is it worth what it w1ll cost?
The truth is that nobody knows whether
the supersonic transport would damage the
upper atmosphere--or even how unpleasant
its noise would be. This includes the scientists
who know more about these fields than anyone else. Until we know more about these
things, we would be well advised to go slowly.
But the basic question is whether the bene-
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fits of the plane would outweigh its cost. The
best answer seems to be that they would
not. There is no overwhelming need for such
a speedy transport now. There is a need to
save the billions of dollars that development
of such a plane would represent.
Nor should be we moved by arguments that
if the U.S. does not fly the SST, other nations will. The British-French Concorde project is in deep trouble. The Russian supersonic transport can be built only at enormous
cost. Even then, the U.S. could exclude it
from American airports on grounds of air
pollution and noise pollution, making its
commercial success impossible.
The Congress dealt the SST a near-mortal
blow. The project should be allowed to expire
without further efforts at resuscitation.

AMERICA'S GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
<Mr. Mll.aLER of Ohio asked and was
given permission to extend his remarks
at this point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. Mll.aLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, today we should take note of America's
great accomplishments and in so doing
renew our faith and confidence in ourselves as individuals and as a nation. Of
the world's 10 largest dams, five are in
the United States. No other nation in the
top 10 has more than two. The five
U.S. dams comprise a total volume
of structure of 442.4 million cubic yards.
PROPOSED TERMINATION OF SUGARQUOTAALLOCATEDTOREPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
(Mr. DOW asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. DOW. Mr. Speaker, today I am
introducing legislation to amend the
Sugar Act of 1948 to terminate the sugar
quota allocated to the Republic of South
Africa.
The Sugar Act expires this year and is
presently before the Congress for review. Now is the most appropriate time to discuss the policy of continuing support by
economic means a government which
practices an apartheid policy repugnant to the principles a.nd ideals of all
Americans.
My bill simply eliminates the quota
presently given to South Africa and redistributes it to the other countries who
receive a quota under the act. This approach emphasizes the issue before this
country and the Congress: Should we
in any way lend economic support to
this regime unless it changes its racial
policies?
We must also remember that it was
U.S. support which absorbed the sugar
market previously imported by Great
Britain before it stopped trading with
South Africa in 1962. The economic benefits to South Africa are substantial, they
are worth more than $5 million above
the market price.
For many years it has been the policy
of the U.S. Government to preserve
within the United States the ability to
produce a substantial portion of our
sugar requirements. In earlier years pr-otection of our domestic producers was
provided by a tariff policy, then, in 1934
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a quota system which protected the domestic market by quotas for both domestic producers and foreign suppliers was
enacted. This quota system was revised
in 1937 and further revised in 1948 under
the present act. The House Agriculture
Committee report on the sugar program
of December 31, 1920, states on page 29
thatIt is unlikely any significant quantity of
sugar would be grown in the United States
if American producers had to compete on the
open world market with sugar produced
with cheap tropical labor or under subsidy
in other countries.

The committee report highlights the
economic fact that the U.S. price is above
the world price and, therefore, under the
quota, any country trading with us does
therefore receive a form of economic aid.
A recognition of this view was made by
our Government on November 20, 1965,
when the quota of Southern Rhodesia
was suspended pursuant to the terms of
the Sugar Act after a Presidential finding that it would be contrary to the national interest of the United States to
continue the sugar quota for Southern
Rhodesia.
The other precedent of suspension was
the withdrawal of the entire quota for
Cuba by President Eisenhower in 1960 in
response to the expropriation of American property by the Castro regime.
I believe that the continuation of a
quota for South Africa is very much
against our national interest. The racial
policies of the South African Government have been deplored by our own officials but no governmental act has followed these pronouncements. The treatment by the South African Government
of our own citizens is the ground on
which to base the withdrawal of the
quota. Two of our colleagues, Congressman CHARLES DIGGS and Congressman
OGDEN REID, were refused visas to that
country as was an American well known
to the world of sports, Mr. Arthur Ashe.
I have asked the Congressional Research
to provide me with a complete list of
other U.S. citizens who were denied visas
or expelled by the South African Government.
Mr. Speaker, one of the factors considered by the Congress in the apportionment to individual countries of the portion of the market reserved for imports
is, according to the House Agriculture
Committee print of December 31, 1970,
page 48:
Friendly government to government relations, including non-discrimination against
U .S. citizens in the quota country and indemnification for property owned ·b y U.S.
citizens in cases of expropriation. (Emphasis
added.)

I strongly believe that the Government which clearly stands for a policy
abhorrent to our own citizens and which
has practiced discrimination against our
citizens and our Congressmen should not
continue to be rewarded with a quota
when the Sugar Act is reviewed by the
Congress. My amendment would simply
extinguish this benefit and redistribute
it to other importers:

ROLLCALL VOTE IN THE DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS ON SETTING
DATE TO END WAR
<Mrs. ABZUG aslred and was given
permission to extend her remarks at
this point in the RECORD and to include
extraneous matter.)
Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. SpeakeT, I rise today to discuss the new practice in the
Democratic caucus of denying the public
access to the journal of the caucus. While
I was not a Member of the 91st or prior
Congresses, it is my understanding that
the proceedings of the caucus, including
the yeas and nays on any question, were
m'ade available to the press and the public following Democraltic caucuses.
Rlule 11 of the Democratic cwu.cus
states thatThe Caucus shall keep a journal of its
proceedings, which sha.U be published after
each meeting, and the yeas and nays on any
question shall, at the desire of one-fifth of
those present, be entered on 't he journal.

The precedents of the House of Representatives indicate that the intention
of this rule to facilitate public access
to the journal, and all matters entered
thereon. Section 3608--volume VITI, page
954--states-Proceedings of the Democratic caucus are
recorded in its journal, which is open to
inspection by the public.

In 1913, Speaker Champ Clark could
proudly proclaim thatSo far as an open caucus is concerned, the
DemocraJtic ooucus blazed the way to give
publicity to caucus action.

Mr. Speaker, it is indeed i['on1c that at
the very moment the House is recording
teller votes, the Democratic caucus is
marching backward toward the 19th century in terms of its procedures. It is my
view that the Dem0Cil'I8Jtic leadership
should abandon this new practice of
denying the press and the public access
to the complete journal of the caucus,
including the yeas and nays on any question, as provided in rule 11 of the caucus.
Yesterday, for example, the caucus
adopted by one vote, 101 to 100, the
Boiling-Dent substitute to the Matsunaga resolution, and thereby contributed
to a year-long prolongation of the conflict in Indochina and the needless suffering of all parties to that conflict. The
substitute also gives the President a free
hand to invade such countries as he may
choose all over Indochina. The Matsunaga resolution would have set December 31, 1971, as the deadline for our withdrawal. The American people have a
stake in knowing how the vote went.
They have a right to know just how
their representatives vote in committee,
in the caucus, and on the floor, it is a
right requiring consistency, not a hit-ormiss application depending on the sensitivity of the issue. And the policy of
the leadership should reflect this right.
Because of my deep belief in this concept
so fundamental to a democracy I override my freshman misgivings and submit
for the RECORD the following article
which appeared in today's Baltimore
Sun:

1973 PULLOUT Is ENDORSED
(By -Adam Clymer)
WASHINGTON, March 31.-House Democrats
today discarded their hawkish image and
called for Withdrawal from Indochina by
January 3, 1973.
Doves failed by only one vote-101 to 100to back a pullout deadline of December 31,
1971.
The Democratic caucus resolution called
on the House to " work to end the United
States m111tary involvement in Indochina
and to bring about the release of all prisoners
in a time certain during the 92d Congress."
It alsC? urged-in a way Democratic doves
denounced as dangerously vague and as a.
blank check, and 'Republicans, perhaps some
of them whimsically, praised as patriotic-"full support wherever possible" of presidential and congressional efforts "pertinent to
these ends."
The vote to approve the resolution was 138
to 62, with 54 Democrats not voting.
The opposition was almost evenly divided
among hawks who did not want any deadline.
like Representatives F. Edward Hebert (La.)
and George H. Mahon (Texas), the chairmen
of the Armed Services and ~pproprlations
committees, and doves who insisted on the
earlier deadline. like Representatives Bella
S. Abzug (N.Y.), Andrew Jacobs. Jr. (Ind.)
and iPa.rren J. Mitchell (Md.).
'A few minutes earlier, supporters of the
final resolution like Representative Carl !Albert (Okla.) , the Speaker of the House, had
only barely got it approved as a substitute
for the December 31 resolution. They persuaded hawks like Mr. Hebert that, if the
substitute was not ,a pproved. the December
31 measure would carry.
H81wks and middle-of-the-roaders formed
the 1'01 votes in the majority to change the
December deadline. Two identifiable hawks
were in the group of 100 that opposed amending the original resolution and substituting
the later date (<patterned closely on a resolution passed by Senate Democrats February22).
The meeting was closed to press. and, despite Rule '11 of the caucus which directs that
its journal must ,b e published, omcials refused to release 't he rollcall.
VARIETY OF INTERPRETATIONS
However, an unomcial tally, kept by members, showed two Marylanders, Representatives Edward A. Garmatz (3d) and Goodloe
E. Byron '(6th) as not voting; two others.
Mr. Mitchell and Representative Paul S. Barbanes (4th) preferring the December 31
deadline; and one, Representative Clarence
D. Long (2d), preferring the 1973 version.
The series of votes and the secret nature
of the speeches that were made on the various proposals, led to a variety of interpretations.
Most significant, perhaps, were the views
of the five members who had introduced the
resolution With the December 3,1 pullout and
prisoner-return deadlines. All of them backed
the final version, although they had voted
against it on the 1()1-to-100 vote.
"We consider this to be a. victory," Representative Spark M. Matsunaga (D., Hawaii)
said.
"GULF OF TONKIN'•
Another author. Representative Sam Gibbons (D., Fla.) said, "We got ,w hat we realistically thought we were going to get," indicating that the 1973 resolution was an agreeable fall-back position.
But Mr. Jacobs, for example, called it a
"Gulf of Tonkin" resolution and added, "Any
fool knows now" ·t hat the President could
use the language as an excuse to invade
North Vietnam.
Mr. Albert told reporters that, a1 though he
has repeatedly opposed any deadline in the
THE
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past, "I don't think it was either a slap at
the President or a vote of confidence." He
added that he thought the resolution did not
say the United States must 'b e out of Vietnam
by the end Of this Congress but only that
Congress should .try to get it out.
The Republicans sought to interpret the
resolution in a way helpful to the &dministra.tlon. Representative Gerald R. Ford (R.,
Mich.), the minority leader, said, "The President will be strengthened •by the support of
all Americans in the courageous course he is
pursuing."
How THEY VOTED ON RESOLUTIONS
WASHINGTON, March 31.----'Below is the vote
for substituting a withdrawal deadline of
January 3, 1973, for the December 31 . 1971,
deadline first proposed.
"X" indicates the congressman then voted
against the amended resolution. Representative Henry S. Reuss (D., Wis.) voted "present" on the amended resolution.
IN FAVOR (101)
x.Abernethy (Miss.), Albert (Okla..), Alexander (Ark.), xAndrews (Ala.), Ashley (Ohio)
Aspinall (Colo.), xBarlng (Nev.), Bennett
(Fla.), xBevill (Ala.), Boggs (La.), Bolling
(Mo.), xBrainkley (Ga.). Books (Texas),
Burlison (Mo.), xCabell (Texas), Carney
(Ohio), Casey (Texas), xCha.ppell (Fla.) ..
Clark (Pa..), xColmer (Miss.), xDaniel (Va.),
Daniels (N.J.) , Danielson (Calif.), de la Garza.
(Texas), Denholm (S.D.), Dent (Pa.), Dingell
(Mich.), Dorn (S.C.), Dulski (N.Y.), Edmondson (Okla..), Evans (Colo.), and Fascell (Fla.).
xFisher (Texas), Flood (Pa.), Flowes (Ala.),
xFlynt (Ga.), Foley (Wash.), Fuqua (Fla.) ..
Gaydos (Pa.), Giaimo (Conn.), xGriffin
(Miss). Hanley (N.Y.), Hansen (Wash.), Hays
(Ohio), xHebert (La.), xHenderson (N.C.),
Hicks (Mass.), !chord (Mo.), Johnson (Calif),
Jones (Ala.), Jones (Tenn.), Kazen (Texas),
Kee (W. Va..), Landrum (Ga.), X'Lennon
(N.C.), Long (Md.), McCormack (Wash.).,
McFall (Calif.), McKay (Utah), xMahon
(Texas), Mann (S.C.), Mathis (Ga.), and
Meeds (Wash.).
Miller (Calif.), Mills (Ark.), Mollohan (W.
Va.),
Monagan
(Conn.),
xMontgomery
(Miss.), Morgan (Pa.), Murphy (N.Y.), xNichols (Ala.), Nix (Pa..), Pepper (Fla.), Perkins (Ky.), Pickle (Texas), Pike (N.Y.), Price
(Ill.), Purcell (Texas), Randall (Mo.), xRarlck (La.) , Roberts {Texas) , Rogers (Fla.),
xRunnels (N.M.), XSatterfield (V.), XSlkes
(Fla.), Sisk (Calif.), Slack (W. Va.), Smith
(Iowa), Stanton (Ohio). Steed (Okla.), Stephens (Ga.), XStratton (N.Y.), Stubblefield
(Ky.), xTaylor (N.C.), Teague (Texas), xWaggonner (La.), Watts (Ky.), White (Texas),
xWhitten (Miss.), Wright (Texas), and Yatron (Pa.).
OPPOSED (100)
xAbourezk (S.D.), xAbzug (N.Y.), Adams
(Wash.), Addabbo (N.Y.), xAnderson (Calif.),
Anderson (Tenn.), Aspin (Wis.), xBadillo
(N.Y.), xBegich (Alaska)), Bergland (Minn.),
Bingham (N.Y.), Blatnick (Minn.), Boland
(Mass.), Brademas (Ind.). Brasco (N.Y.),
Burke (Mass.), xBurleson (Texas), Burton
(Calif.), xCarey (N.Y.), xChisholm (N.Y.),
xConyers (Mich.), Corman (Calif.), Cotter
(Conn.), Culver (Iowa), and xDela.ney (N.Y.).
xDellums (Calif.), xDiggs (Mich.), Donohue {Mass.), Dow (N.Y.), Drinan (Mass.),
Eckhardt (Texas), xEdwa.rds (Calif.), xEliberg (Pa.), xFord (Mich.), Fulton (Tenn.) ..
Fraser (Minn.), Galifianakis (N.C.), Gibbons (Fla..), Grasso (Conn.), Griffiths (Mich.),
Hamilton
(Ind.),
xHarrlngton
(Mass.),
xHathaway
(Maine), Hawkins
(Calif.),
xHechler (W.Va.), Helstoski (N.J.), xHoward
(N.J.), xHungate (Mo.), xJacobs (Ind.),
Karth (Minn.), xKastenmeier (Wis.) , Kyros
(Maine), Leggett (Calif.), xLink (N.D.). Mad, den (Ind.), Matsunaga (Hawaii), and MazzoU (Ky.).
Melcher (Mont.), Metcalfe (Ill.), Mikva
(Ill.), Minish (N.J.), xMink (Hawaii), xMitchell (Md.), Moorhead (Pa.), Moss (Cal1f.),

Murphy (Ill.), Nedzi (Mich.), Obey (Wis.),
O'Hara (Mich.), O'Nelll (Mass.), xPatten
(N.J.), Podell (N.Y.), Preyer (N.C.). Pryor
(Ark.), Pucinski (Til.), xRees (Calif.), Reuss
(Wis.), Roe (N.J.), Roncalio (Wyo.), Rooney
(Pa.), xRosenthal (N.Y.), Rostenkowski (Ill.),
Roy (Kan.), xRoybal (Calif.), xRyan (N.Y.),
Sa.rbanes (Md.), Scheur (N.Y.), Seiberling
(Ohio), and Staggers (W.Va.).
XStokes (Ohio), Symington (Mo.). Thompson (N.J.), Tiernan (:R.I.), Udall (Ariz.),
Ullman (Ore.), Van Deerlin (Calif.), xWa.ldie
(Calif.), xWllson (Calif.), Wolff (N.Y.), and
Yates (Til.).
ABSENT OR NOT VOTING
Abbitt (Va.), Annunzio (Ill.), Barrett (Pa.),
Biaggi (N.Y.), Blanton (Tenn.), Byrne (Pa.),
Byron (Md.), Caffery (La.), Celler (>N.Y.),
Clay (Mo.), Collins (Ill.), Davis (Ga..), Dowdy
(Texas), Downing (Va.), Edwards (La.).
Evins (Tenn.), Fountain (N.C.), Gallagher
(N.J.), Garmatz (Md.), Gettys (S.C.), Gonzalez (Texas), Gray (Ill.), Green (Ore.),
Green (Pa.), Hagan (Ga..), and Haley (Fla.).
Hanna. (Calif.), Hicks (Wash.). Holifield
(Calif.), Hull (Mo.), Jarman (Okla.), Jones
(N.C.), Kluczynski (Til.), Koch (N.Y.), Long
(La.), McMillan (S.C.). Macdonald (Mass.),
Natcher (Ky.), Passman (La.), Patman
(Texas), Poage (Texas), Rangel (N.Y.), Rodino (N.J.), Rooney (N.Y.), Roush (Ind.),
St Germain (R.I.). Shipley (Ill.), Stuckey
(Ga.), Sullivan (Mo.), Vanik (Ohio), Vigortio
(Pa.), Young (Texas). and Zablocki (Wis.).

This article should have been issued as
a matter of DOlicy by the caucus itself.
WHO IS TO BLAME?
(Mr. HUNT asked and was given permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the REcoRD and to include extraneous matter.)
Mr. HUNT. Mr. Speaker, this week a
young American soldier-omcer was convicted of the willful and premeditated
killing of a number of civilians in South
Vietnam. This young American was entered into the military service of his
country, trained in the expertise of modern warfare and weaponry, physically
and mentally hardened to face an enemy of his country, and taught that in
combat he must kill or be killed. This
young American was selected, commissioned to be a leader of other young
American soldiers, and then ordered to
duty by his Government to an alien land
thousands of miles from his homeland.
There, he was left in an environment totally foreign to his upbringing, where
the "enemy" is indistinguishable from
the "friends," and where his attitude,
training, and love of life must have been
conditioned by the knowledge of the bitterly divided Nation he left behind.
I do not condone the wanton slaying
of innocent civilians anywhere by anyone. But neither do I condone the Government's action of taking the flower of
our youth, training them in the art of
modern warfare, and ordering them to
a combat area where, from the highest
echelons, it has been predetermined they
will not be permitted to win. So, they
must fight in the muck and mire of a
foreign land with no hope of eventual
victory, where their only hope is that
they will sweat out their time and return home-alive.
No, Mr. Speaker, I do not condone
wanton slaying nor do I condone a nowin-cannot win-war. It is time to make
a major decision-now. I have stood behind our President and his policy of Viet-
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namization so that we might extricate
ourselves from this tragic war carried
over from prior administrations while at
the same time leaving behind a just
and stable peace.
God rest those brave men who did not
make it in their struggle to keep alive
while fighting, as it were, with one hand
tied behind their back. Our fighting men
who in the past have been inspired by
a history of fighting the winning cause
-and we have never before been involved in a war that was lost-cannot
be expected by any standard to face battle with honor, offering their very lives,
if our leaders and our Nation become
resigned to a "no-win" policy that will
insure national disgrace and the defeat
of our Allies.
GROUNDING OF THE U.S. SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
(Mr. GERALD R. FORD asked and
was given per.m.ission to extend his remarks at this point in the REcoRD and to
include an editorial.)
Mr. GERALD R. FORD. Mr. Speaker,
one fact stands out more starkly than
any other in connection with the congressionaJ. decision to ground the U.S.
supersonic transport.
That fact is that a m.ajolity in the
Congress for the first time is satisfied to
make the United States a second-best
nation.
The halting of the SST development
marked a turning point for the United
States. With that vote, the Congress said
it does not matter if the Soviet Union, or
England and Fmnce, surpass the United
States in the production and sale of the
commercial aircraft of the future.
The economic arguments against the
U.S. SST are reminiscent of the opposition which greeted other great technological developments in American history-the stea.Inb<mt and the first airplane. Columnist Judd Arnett of the Detroit Free Press also has a commentary
on the early days of the automobile. His
column follows:
WILL VoTE To DROP THE SST PROVE
ANoTHER BuM GUESs?
(By Judd Arnett)
This is going to ·b e about airplanes, automobiles and bum guesses, all timely subjects
in view of recent developments.
It has been inspired by the decision of the
United States Senate to terminate appropriations for the development o! the SuperSonic Transport; and by a. letter from Frank
S. Hedge, vice president of American Motors
Corporation. From such acorns, hopefully,
do columnists fashion mighty oaks. Anyhow,
away we go . . .
On the basis of the Senate's decision
reached on Wednesday, one might be excused for assuming that the pattern of commercial aviation in America has been establlshed for a number o! years to come.
We will have to be "content," if that is
an adequate word, with plowing through
the air at a sedate 600-miles-per-hour in the
707, 747 and the various other jetliners already perfected.
Forget about New York-to-London in
three hours or Detroit-to-Los Angeles before the ice melts in your first martini.
The United States Senate in all of its infinite
wisdom has frozen the operations of the
aviation industry and that is the way it is
going to be.
Right? Well, perhaps, but don't ·b et on it.
For if recent history tells us anything,
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it is this: That man has consistently underestimated his capacity to perform miracles
in the fields of transportation.
Let us turn now to the letter from Frank
S. Hedge for a. few illustrations, uncovered
recently while researchers at Am.erlcan
Motors were seeking material for an article.
1908-Willla.m C. Durant, in the process
of putting General Motors together, predicted to George W. Perkins of J.P. Morgan
& Co. that "The time will come when 500,000
automobiles will be manufactured and sold
in this country every year."
Mr. Perkins was so incensed by Mr. Durant's "effrontery and stupidity" that he
left the room.
1920-John W. Prentiss, a.nother baJnker,
was quoted in "The Spur" in this light:
"Much disoussion has been heard for a. good
many years about the saturation point in
the automobile business, but no saturation
point will proba.bly be seen until there are at
least 30,000,000 automobiles in the world."
1920-(This was evidently a vintage year
for bum guesses): The Federal Trade Commission's report on fuel led to a "eneral conclusion that the nation's supply of gasoline
and oil for motor vehicles would be exhausted in approximately six years.
1921-Leonrurd P. Ayres, vice president of
the Cleveland Trust Co., states: "The theoretical number of possible purchasers of motor vehicles seems to be limited to about
20,000,000.
1921-(This, too, was a. vintage year!) : The
following appeared m the August 9 report of
the Babson Statistical Organization:
" The most important question in industry
is: 'What is the saturation point with our
population of 105 mlllion people?' Under constant conditions, there must be a. saturation
point . The optimists say 20 million cars; the
conservatives say 10 million c:ars. Our estimate is 12 million, until coal dust or some
cheap fuel can be used."
Having considered the prognostications of
those sages of the past, one might also be
well-advised to remember that the record
of government in the control of traffic has
been studded with a. few clinkers, too. In
1908, for instanoe, the Texas Legislature
ruled as follows:
" ( 1) On discovery of an approaching team
of horses, the motorist must stop off the side
of the road and cover his machine with a
tarpaulin painted to correspond to the scenery. ( 2) In case the horse will not go past
the scenic tarpaulin, the motorist will take
his machine apart as quickly as possibly and
hide the parts in the grass. (3) Motorists on
a. country road at night must send up a. red
rocket every mile and walt ten minutes for
the road to clear-then proceed carefully,
blowing his hom and shooting Roman
candles."
Such, dear friends, has been the vision of
some of those who would either fina.nce or
control transportation. The Senate decision
notwithstanding, one suspects there will be
some changes in the future of aviation, too.

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
PAYING TRIBUTE TO THE FIRST
ANNUAL NATIONAL EXPLORERS
PRESIDENTS' CONGRESS OF THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
<Mr. ROGERS asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at
this point in the RECORD.)
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, I am
proud to join with my colleagues Mr.
RoDINO and Mr. PoFF in introducing a
.concurrent resolution commemorating
the first annual National Explorers
Presidents' Congress of the Boy Scouts
of America. This Congress will take
place in Washington, D.C., from June
2 to June 6, and will assemble between
4,500 and 5,000 young leaders of the

more than 350,000 young men and
women who make up American Scouting. This Washington Congress will provide these young men and women with
firsthand experience in the democratic
process as they elect their national officers and conduct their business, as well
as affording them an opportunity to observe their Federal Government in operation.
Scouting offers many constructive alternatives to our Nation's youth, and
gives them a unique opportunity to participate in potential career fields under
professional guidance. I salute this
group of young Americans as they approach their first national Congress. I
ask that the text of the concurrent resolution appear in the RECORD following
my remarks.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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DERWINSKI in two instances.
SCHERLE.
PETTIS.
EscH.
HILLIS.
WYMAN in two instances.
PELLY.
Mr. FisH in two instances.
Mr. MORSE.
Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin.
Mr. HosMER in two instances.
Mr. SNYDER.
Mr. BURKE of Florida.
Mr. KEMP.
Mr. LENT in two instances.
Mr. SCHMITZ.
Mr. SAYLOR in two instances.
Mr. YoUNG in five instances.
Mr. RAILSBACK.
Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia in three instances.
Mr. GUDE.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Mr. BOB WILSON in three instances.
Mr. LANDGREBE in two instances.
By unanilnous consent, leave of abMr. MizELL in three instances.
sence was granted as follows to:
Mr. HANSEN of Idaho.
Mr. CAMP of Oklahoma Cat the reMr. CoLLIER in five instances.
quest of Mr. GERALD R. FORD) on account
Mr. McCLOSKEY.
of illness.
Mr. RoBISON of New York.
Mr. GALIFIANAKIS (at the request of Mr.
Mr. HOGAN in five instances.
ALBERT) for today on account of o:mcial
(The following Members Cat the rebusiness.
Mr. LoNG of Maryland for April 1-19, quest of Mr. BEGICH) and to include
1971, on account of Appropriations Com- extraneous matter:)
Mr. DE LA GARZA in 10 instances.
mittee business.
Mr. BADILLo in two instances.
Mr. GETTYs Cat the request of Mr. PATMr. RUNNELS.
TEN) for today on account of illness.
Mr. ANDERSON of California in two inMr. FREY of Florida Cat the request of
Mr. GERALD R. FoRD) on account of of- stances.
Mrs. SuLLIVAN in two instances.
ficial business as a member of the House
Mr. WALDIE in two instances.
Committee on Science and Astronautics.
Mr. BoLLING in two instances.
Mr. WINN of Kansas Cat the request of
Mr. NIX.
Mr. GERALD R. FoRD) on account of official business as a member of the House
Mr. ABBITT in two instances.
Committee on Science and Astronautics.
Mr. RoDINO in three instances.
Mr. VAN DEERLIN.
Mr. HELSTOSKI.
SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED
Mr. MATSUNAGA.
Mr. O'HARA in two instances.
By unanilnous consent, permission to
Mr. MINISH in two instances.
address the House, following the legisMr. RARicK in four instances.
lative program and any special orders
Mr. WOLFF.
heretofore entered, was granted to:
Mr. ROE.
<The following Members Cat the reMr. MURPHY Of New York.
quest of Mr. LENT) to address the House
Mr. FoUNTAIN in two instances.
and to revise and extend their remarks
Mr. EILBERG in two instances.
and include extraneous matter:)
Mrs. HicKs of Massachusetts in two
Mr. BELL for 20 minutes today.
instances.
Mr. BucHANAN for 5 minutes today.
Mr. KARTH in two instances.
Mr. MIZELL for 5 minutes today.
Mr. PICKLE in two instances.
CThe following Members Cat the reMr. GONZALEZ in ·t wo instances.
quest of Mr. BEGICH) to address the
Mr. COTTER in six instances.
House and to revise and extend their reMr. LONG of Maryland.
marks and include extraneous matter:)
Mr. BEGICH in two instances.
Mr. KEE for 15 minutes today.
Mr.DORN.
Mr. DENT for 30 minutes today.
Mr. COLLINS Of nlinois.
Mr. RARICK for 15 minutes today.
Mr. CAFFERY.
Mr. MURPHY of New York for 15
Mr. BYRoN in three instances.
minutes today.
Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey.
Mr. STUCKEY for 10 minutes today.
Mr. FoLEY in two instances.
Mr. STGERMAIN for 20 minutes today.
Mr. MONAGAN.
Mr. HAGAN in two instances.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. RONCALIO in two instances.
Mr. HICKS of Washington in two inBy unanimous consent, permission to
revise and extend remarks was granted stances.
to:
Mr. FLYNT, and to include extraneous
BILL PRESENTED TO THE
material in his remarks made on theSePRESIDENT
lective Service Act amendments today.
Mr. HAYS, from the Committee on
(The following Members <at the request of Mr. LENT) and to include ex- House Administration, reported that that
committee did on March 31, 1971, present
traneous matter: )
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to the President, for his approval, a bill of
the House of the following title:
H.R. 5432. A b111 to provide an extension of
the interest equalization tax, and for other
purposes.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr. BEGICH. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly
<at 7 o'clock and 5 minutes p.m.), under its previous order, the House adjourned until Monday, April 5, 1971, at
12 o'clock noon.

CONTRACTUAL ACTIONS, CALENDAR YEAR 1970, TO FACILITATE
NA~ONAL DEFENSE
The Clerk of the House of Representatives submits the following report for
printing in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
pursuant to section 4(b) of Public Law

85-804:
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,

Washington, D.a.

Hon.

CARL ALBERT,

Speaker, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.a.
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: In compliance with

Section 4(a) of Public Law 85-804, the calendar year 1970 report on extmordirul.ry con·

tractual actions to facilitate the nat ional
defense 1s tra.nsm.ltted herewith.
Table I shows that 277 contractual actions
were approved with a cost to the Government
of $4,158,000, and that 95 actions were disapproved. Included in the number of actions
approved are 108 ootions for which a potential Government liabillty cannot be estimated.
Table II lists the actions which have a.n
actual or potential cost to the Government
of $50,000 or more. Also included in this list
are the 108 actions above for which a potential cost cannot be estimated.
Sincerely,
GLENN

v. GIBSON,

Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Installations and Logistics.)

TABLE 1.-SUMMARY REPORT OF CONTRACTUAL ACTIONS TAKEN PURSUANT TO PUBLIC LAW 85-804 TO FACILITATE THE NATIONAL DEFENSE, JANUARY- DECEMBER 1970
(Dollar amounts in thousands)
Actions approved
Department and type of action

Number

Amount

Department of Defense (total) __________ ___ _

277
$4, 961
$4, 158
95
$12,057
Amendments without consideration __ ______7_ _ _
39_5_ _ _2-00___1_2___4_,-46-9
Correction of mistakes________ ________
118
2, 396
1, 820
67
6, 766
Formalization of informal commitments_
17
233
201
8
138
Contingent liabilities ___ -------____ ____
108 ________ __ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ ---------- __ _
Disposition of property-------_________
1 _________ _____ _____ _
2 _________ _
Other_______________________________
26
1, 937
1, 937
6
684

Army (total) ______________ ------ ___ ______

69
2, 230
1, 511
24
6, 742
Amendments without consideration _____ - - - 1 -- -23_6_ _ _10_6_ _ _4___1_,2-6-8
Correction of mistakes__________ ______
29
1, 776
1, 219
14
5, 418
Formalization of Informal commitments_
11
218
186
4
56
Contingent liabilities______________ ____
13 _________ ___________
0 ______ ___ _
Disposition of property____ ________ ____
1 _______ __ ____ __ __ ___
2 ___ ____ __ _
Other (employee compensation clauses
ASPR 18-703.2).------- - --- - - - ----14 -- - ------ -- ---- - ---0 -- - ------Nayy (total) _________________________ ___ _===1==0==6====4==73===46==9=====1,==3=79
Amendments without consideration____ _

48

48

725

Actions denied

Actions approved

Actions denied

NumAmount Amount
ber requested approved

Department and type of action

NumAmount Amount
ber requested approved

Number

Amount

Nayy-Continued
Correction of mistakes ____ ____ _______ _
23
$407
$403
2
$7
Formalization of informal commitments_
3
14
14 - --- - ---- - --- ---- Contingent liabilities ________ __ __ __ __ __
74 - -- --------- - - - ---- -- --- - - - -- -- - - - - --Other (secretarial authority and residual
powers) ___ -- - ------------------- -- = = = = = = = = = 4 = = = = == 6:: :4=::7
Air Force (total>----- - --- - ---- - -----------

40

195

128

38

1, 607

Amendments without consideration _____
1
111
46
2
520
Correction of mistakes______ __ ___ __ ___
17
84
82
32
1, OOS
Formalization of informal commitments. _____ ---- - - -- -- - -_- ---- --- -3
81
Contingent liabilities _____ ___ __ ____ ___ _
21 - - ------ - ----- - -- ------ - - --- - --------Other
(contract
modification
or
termination). ____ ____ _______ __ ____ _____ _
1 --- ------1 - ------ - ------- -- - - Defense Supply Agency (total) __________ ____ ==6==2==2==
, 06=3==2==
, 0::::5==0==2==6==:::::2=,3::::2:::::~
Amendments without consideration ____ ___- - -- - - --- ----- - - ------ - - -Correction of mistakes_ _____ ___ ______
49
129
116
Formalization of informal commitments__
3
1
1
Other_ ______ ___ _____ __ ___ __ _____ ____
10
1,933
1, 933

2
19
1
4

1. 956

335
1
37

TABLE I I.-LIST OF CONTRACTUAL ACTIONS WITH ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL COST OF $50,000 OR MORE TAKEN PURSUANT TO PUBLIC LAW 85-804 TO FACILITATE THE NATIONAL DEFENSE,
JANUARY-DECEMBER 1970

Name and location of contractor
Amendments without consideration:
Army: Janke & Co., 38-44 Railroad Ave.,
Hackensack, N.J.

Correction of mistakes:
Army:
Collins Radio Co. , 1200 North Alms
Rd., Richardson, Tex.

Continental Motors Corp., Post Office
Box 90, Mobile, Ala.

Pope, Evans & Robbins International
ltd., 179 Truong Mihn Giang,
Saigon , Republic of Vietnam, FPO
San Francisco.

Navy: Kaman Corp., Bloomfield, Conn ___ _

Actual or
estimated
potential cost Description of product or service

uos. 000

Justification

154 type D-5B hydraulic test stands _______ The company applied for relief on Aug. 25, 1967, stating that defective specifications and
Government-caused delay resulted in additional expenses not contemplated by the
contract. Notwithstanding its critical financial condition, however, throughou t this
period of delay Ja nke continued to produce the test stands under the encouragement
and at the insistence of the Government and in apparent reliance on the contracting
officer's favorable recommendation for relief.

113, 188 14 radio terminal sets AN/TRC-132A _______ A requirement of the contract was for the contractor to submit provision ing data and a
vendor list to the procuring officer. Collins Radio Co., submitted their bid with an asterisk
by the price stating in a footnote that it did not include the cost of the vendor list. The
contract was executed not taking this into consideration. The contractor is bei ng reimbursed to correct a mutual mistake.
436,500 Rebuilding of LSD 465-1A engines __ _______ On Dec. 6, 1967 Conti nental was awarded a letter contract for the rebuilding of 3,000
engines with an option for the Government to Increase this amount by 100 percent.
On Dec. 26, 1967 Continental gave written confirmation that an error had been made in
Its offer In that the cost of pistions (6 per engine at $24.25 each) had been omitted as a
result of a clerical error. On May 9, and 17, 1968, the Government exercised Its option
and increased the engines to 6,000. The contractor Is being granted relief In that the
option was exercised with full knowledge of the mistake.
500,000 Transportation services for the Saigon area. Negotiations were conducted with the contractor based upon 14.4 cents per ton-mile.
2 days before the contract was to be executed the Saigon Support Command advised
that a contract written on a ton-mile basis could not be monitored and proposed a trip
rate basis instead. A time table was included in the solicitation using an average speed
of 13.5 miles per hour. The contract as written did not specify either the 14.4¢ ton /mile
rate or the 13.5-mile per hour rate of speed. After several weeks of operation the contractor determined the rate of return was substantially less than the agreed-upon
return due to inaccuracies in the travel t ime chart. The contract as written fa iled to
clearly express the intent of the parties at the time the agreement was entered into.
214,000 Aircraft spare parts ______________________ To correct a mutual mistake to reimburse the contractor for the cost of reusable containers
used in packaging of the space parts.

Other:
Defense Supply Agency:
Waller Petroleum Co., Inc., Baltl- -- - --- - ------- Residual fuel oiL __ ______________ _______ The Defense Fuel Supply Center awarded 153 contracts for residual fuel oil for delivery
more, Md.
to 566 installations. Each contract contains a price escalation provision permitting
F. L. Roberts & Co., Inc., Springescalation with the market up to 10 percent above the contract price and each bidder
field Mass.
certified that the bid price Included no contingencies for price increase. The combination
Dahl Oil Co., Inc., Norwich, Conn.
of increased demand, decreased supply and an overloaded transportation system has
National Heat & Power Co., Phllaresulted in higher prices and all but one of the suppliers have exceeded their maximum
delphia, Pa.
excalation under the contracl It has been determined that the escalation ceiling be
Union Oil Co. of Boston, Revere,
removed from these contracts. The exact amount Involved cannot be determined as the
Mass.
contracts are for indefinite quantities but 6 of these actions will involve more than
A. R. Wright, Co., Portland, Maine.
$50,000.
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CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Provisions to indemnify con~ractors against liabilitie~ on account of claims for death or injury or property damage arising out of nuclear radiation, use of high energy propellants, or other risks not
covered by the contractor's ~ns~rance prograf!l we~e mclu~ed in 1_0_8 c~ntracts (the potential cost of these liabilities cannot b~ estimated inasmuch as the liability to the Governme~t. if any, :OVill depend
upon the occurrence of an mc1dent as descnbed m the mdemmf1cat10n clause). Items procured are generally those assoc1ated with nuclear-powered vessels nuclear-armed gu1ded m1ss1les experimental work with nuclear energy, handling of explosives or performance in hazardous areas.)
'
'
Number of contracts
Army

Name of contractor

Navy

Air Force

Aero jet General Corp ______________ _____ ___________________ ___ __ _______ ______ _
Aerojet Sol id Propulsion Co__ _____________ __ ___________________________________
1
Air America, Inc _________ _________ _____ --------------------------------- --___
1
Avco Corp _______________ ______ ---- -- ---- __ --------------- --------_
1 _________ _
Bell Aerospace Corp __________________ -- __ -- __ -------_---- ___ ------___________
2
Bendix CorP--- ----------- ---- ----------- --------------------- ----1 -- · ______ _
Boeing Co ____ ___ __________ __ __________ ____ ___________ -------- ----------- -___
2
Burlington Northern Inc. & Union Pacific Railroad Co_ __________
1 --------- --- -- --- --Clinchfield Railroad Co_ _____ _____ ____ _______________ ______
1 ___________________ _
D.C. Transit System, Inc _____ ______________ ------------___
1 ____________ _______ _
General Dynamics CorP---- ------------- ------- -------------- -- ----10
2
General Electric Co___ ________________ ______ ______________
1
11 --------- Hercules, Inc____ __________ ________________________________________
1
2
Honeywell, Inc _____ __ ____ ____________________ --------_---__________
1
1
Hughes Aircraft Co ____________________________ -------------- -----__
1 _________ _
International Terminal Operating Co ________ ___ _____________
1 -------- - ---------- -

t~~~:~n~ ~irN~~~vT1I~PRiC== === ==== == == ==== ======= === ==== =-- ------ i- _______ ~~ -=== ====== =
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,

ETC.

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive
were taken from the
Speaker's table and referred as follows:
commuP..icat~ons

508. A letter from the Director of Science
and Education, Department of Agriculture,
transmitting a. report on activities concerned
with laboratory animal welfare, pursuant to
84 Stat. 1560; to the Committee on Agriculture.
509- A letter from the Secretary of the
Air Force, transmitting the semiannual report of Department of the Air Force contracts for military construction a.warded
without formal advertisement, pursuant to
seotion 804 of Public Lww 90-110; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
510. A letter from the Acting Secretary of
the Army, transmitting the semiannual report of Department of the Army contracts
for military construction 81Warded without
formal advertisement, pursuant to section
604 of Public Law 91-511; to the Committee
on Armed Services.
511. A letter from the General Counsel of
the Department of Defense, transmitting a
draft of proposed legislation to authorize
additional appropriations during the fiscal
year 1971 for research, development, test, and
eV'B.luation for the Navy, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Armed Services.
512. A letter from the Secretary of the
Interior; transmitting a. copy of a proposed
amendment to a. concession contract for the
operation of concession facilities and services
within the area. aldministered by the National
Capital Parks, for the year ending December
31, 1971, pursuant to 67 Stat. 271 end 70 Stat.
543; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
513. A letter from the Assistant Secretary
of the Interior, transmitting a copy of an
application by 1the Graham Canal Co. and
the Curtis Canal Co. for lo:ans and a. grant
under the Small Reclamation Projects Act,
pursuant to section 4 (c) of the act; to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
514. A letter from the Director, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to remove the
statutory celling on salaries payable to U.Smagistrates; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
515. A letter from the Chairman, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, transmitting a
draft of proposed legislation •t o authorize
appropr11ations for the Commission on Civil
Rights; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

Number of contracts
Name of contractor

Army

Luzon Stevedoring Corp_________ ________ ____ ___________ ___

Navy

Air Force

1 --------------------

~:~~~w~~~~e~=i~~~~~---~==
===== == == ====== === ==== === ====== =----- -- T ==== === ===-- ------- ~
NUS Corp____ _____________________ ___ ___ ___________ ____ _
1 ________ ___ . _____ __ _
New~ort

News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co_ ______________ ______________

~~~~hr~;c~i~;~_ ~~~~~~~~-~~~~==~= == == == === === == == ==== === === ====== ===
Raytheon Co_ ________ __________ _________ _____________ _________ _____

1

1 -- - - - -----

~4 ____
__ ---~
_________ _

Seaboard Coastline RR_ ________ __ __ ____ ___ _____ _____ ____ __
Southern Railway System________ ___ __ _________________ ____

1 ____ _______________ _
1 --------------------

WMA Transit Co _______ _____ __ ____ ___________ ___ __ ________

1 --------------------

~ni~okg~~:e~i~~;r~~t == ====== == == ==== == == == ====== ==== ==== == == =====---- - --- i---- ------ ~

~r~s;~~~~o~!~r~~;~~~i~-~~~~~= === == == ==== === === == == == === == == -------- i-- ------- ~-= ==== ==== =
TotaL ____ ___ ________ ----- ---- ----- ------------ ----

516. A letter from the Executive Director,
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, transmitting the 1970 Annual Report
of the Commission, pursuant to section 7(b)
of Public Law 89-491; to the Commission on
the Judliclary.
517. A letter from the Secretary of the
Treasury, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to provdde that the Federal Government sh:all assume the risks of its fidelity
losses; to the Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PRIVATE Bil.J..JS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
calendar, as follows:
Mr. RODINO: Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 1795. A bill .f or the relief of Leonard
Alfred Brownrigg; (Rpt. No. 92-104). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House.
Mr. MAYNE: Committee on the Judiciary.
H .R. 2070. A bill ,f or the relief of Maria Luigia.
Di Giorgio; with an amendment (Rept. No.
92- 105). Referred to the Committee of the
Whole House.
Mr. RYAN: Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 3929. A bill for the relief of Gheorghe
Jucu and Aurelia. Jucu; (Rept_ No. 92-106).
Referred to the Committee of the Whole
House.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, public
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severaly referred as follows:
By Mr. COTrER:
H.R. 7087. A •b ill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to allow a. deduction
from gross income for adoption fees and related costs incurred in connection With the
adoption of a child by the taxpayer; in the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. WILLIAMS (for himself, Mr.
BARRETT, Mr. BIESTER, Mr. BYRNE of
Pennsylvania, Mr. CLARK, Mr. CoRBETT, Mr. CouGHLIN, Mr_ DENT, Mr_
EILBERG, Mr. ESHLEMAN, Mr. FLoOD,
Mr. FuLToN of Pennsylvania., Mr.
GAYDOS, Mr. GoODLING, Mr. HUNT,
Mr. JoHNSON of Pennsylvania, Mr.
McDADE, Mr. MORGAN, Mr. NIX, Mr.

13
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SAYLOR, Mr. SCHNEEBELI, Mr. VIGORITO, Mr. WARE, Mr. WHALLEY, and Mr.
YATRON):
H.R. 7088. A bill to provide for the establishment of the Tinicum Environmental Center in the Commonwealth of Pennslyvania.,
and for other purpDses; to the Committee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. DELLENBACK:
H.R. 7089. A bill to amend the act of August
20, 1954, authorizing the Talent division of
the Rogue River Basin reclamation project,
Oregon (68 Stat. 752), as amended (76 Stat.
677), in order to increase the amount authorized to be appropriated for such work;
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
H.R. 7090. A bill to extend benefits under
section 8191 of title 5, United States Code, to
law enforcement officers and firemen not
employed by the United States who are
killed or totally dis.a:bled in the line of
duty; to the Oommi·ttee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. DOW:
H.R. 7091. A tb ill to amend the Sugar Act
of 1948 to terminate the quota. for South
Afr-Ica, and to redistribute said quota. among
certain nations to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. DOWNING (for himself, Mr.
WHITEHURST, Mr. SATTERFIELD, Mr.
ABBITT, Mr. DANIEL of Virginia, Mr.
POFF, Mr. ROBINSON of Virginia, Mr.
ScoTT, Mr. WAMPLER, Mr. BROYHILL
of Virginia) :
H.R. 7092. A bill to remove the defense of
limitation of Uability a.s one of the defenses
of the United States in the court proceedings arising out of the coll1sion o! the U.S.S.
Yancey with the Chesapeake Bay BridgeTunnel; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. EDMONDSON (for himself, Mr.
CAMP, Mr_ JARMAN, and Mr. STEED):
H.R.7093. ·A bill to provide for the disposition of judgment funds of the Osage
Tri·b e ot Indians of Oklahoma.; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mrs. GREEN of Oregon:
H.R.7094. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Securi:ty Act to increase the amount
of outside earnings permitted without deductions from benefits; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. HALL:
H.R. 7095. A bill to provide that the health
regulations of the District of Columbia. shall
extend to the restaurants of the U.S. Senate
and the House of Representatives; to the
Committee on the District of Columbia..
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By Mr. HALL (for himself and Mr.
McMn.LAN):
H.R. 7096. A blll to direct the establishment of health standards for employees of
food service establishments in the District
of Columbia.; to the Committee on the District of Columbia..
By Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7097. A blll to amend title 10 of the
United States Code to provide that members of the Armed Forces be assigned to duty
stations near their homes after serving in
combat zones; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
H.R. 7098. A bill to provide a. penalty for
unlawful assault upon policemen, firemen,
and other law enforcement personnel, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. HOWARD:
H.R. 7099. A bill to amend the act of March
3, 1905, to extend the authority of the Secretary of the Army over transporting and
dumping materials in certain waters, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Pub·
llcWorks.
By Mr. KING:
H.R. 7100. A bill to provide for the regulation of strip coal mining, for the conservation, acquisition, and reclamation of strip
coal mining areas, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
By Mr. KOOH {for himself, Mr. BINGHAM and Mrs. HECKLER of Massachusetts):
H.R. 7101. A bill to extend to all unmarried
individuals the full tax benefits of income
splitting now enjoyed by married individuals
filing joint returns; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. LONG of Maryland (for himself, Mr. BURTON, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr.
STEELE, Mr. MAzZOLI, Mr. NELSEN, and
Mr. RousH):
H.R. 7102. A b111 to amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Public Works.
By Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7103. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to provide a 15-percent
across-the-board increase in monthly benefits
thereunder, with subsequent cost-of-living
increases in such benefits and a. minimum
primary benefit of $100, and to raise to $3,000
a year the amount of outside earnings a
beneficiary may have without loss of benefits; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. MADDEN:
H.R. 7104. A bill to amend the Public
Health Service Act to continue and broaden
eligibility of schools of nursing for financial
assistance, to improve the quality of such
schools, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MIKVA (for himself, Mr. KocH,
Mr. ABOUREZK, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. ANDERSON, of California., Mr. AsHLEY,
Mr. BEGICH, Mr. BELL, Mr. BOLLING,
Mrs. CHISHOLM, Mr. CLAY, Mr. CoNYERS, Mr. CORMAN, Mr. DENT, Mr.
DENHOLM, Mr. DONOHUE, Mr. DRINAN, and Mr. EDWARDS of California.):
H.R. 7105. A bill to assist in combating
crime by reducing .t he d.ncidence of recidivism, providing improved Federal, state,
and local correctional facilities and services,
strengthening administration of Federal corrections, strengthening control over probationers, parolees, and persons found not
guilty by reason of insanity, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MIKVA (for himself, Mr.
KOCH, Mr. ElLBERG, Mr. FRAsER, Mr.

GROVER, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HAMn.TON,
Mr. KYROS, Mr. JACOBS, Mr. McCoRMACK, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. MORSE, Mr.
NEDZI, Mr. PODELL, Mr. REES, Mr.
RIEGLE, Mr. RONCALIO, Mr. ROSEN•
THAL, Mr. RoY, Mr. ST GERMAIN, Mr.
ScHWENGEL, Mr. THOMPSON of New
Jersey, Mr. SYMINGTON, and Mr.
BRADEMAS):
H.R. 7106. A bill to assist in combating
crime by reducing the incidence of recidivism, providing improved Federal, State,
and local correctional facilities and services,
strengthening a.dmlnistration of Federal corrections, strengthening control over probationers, parolees, and persons found not
guilty by reason of insanity, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MIKVA (for hiinself, Mr. KocH,
Mr. ABOUREZK, Mr. ANDERSON Of California., Mr. ASHLEY, Mr. BELL, Mr.
BIAGGI, Mr. BOLLING, Mrs. CHISHOLM,
Mr. CLAY, Mr. CLEVELAND, Mr. CoRMAN, Mr. DENT, Mr. DENHOLM, Mr.
DONOHUE, Mr. EDWARDS Of California, and Mr. EILBERG):
H.R. 7107. A bill to assist in reducing crime
by requiring speedy trials in cases of persons
charged with violations of Federal criminal
laws, to strentghen controls over dangerous
defendants released prior to trial, to provide
means for effective supervision and control
of such defendants, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MIKV A (for himself, Mr. KocH,
Mr. FRASER, Mr. HALPERN, Mr. HAMILTON, Mr. HARRINGTON, Mr. KYROS,
Mr. JACOBS, Mr. McCoRMACK, Mr.
NEDZI, Mr. PODELL, Mr. RAn.sBACK,
Mr. REES, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. RONCALIO,
Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mr. ROY, Mr. ST
GERMAIN, Mr. SCHWENGEL, Mr.
THOMPSON of New Jersey, and Mr.
BRADEMAS):
H.R. 7108. A blll to assist in reducing crime
by requiring speedy trials in cases of persons
charged with violations of Federal crimlna.l
laws, to streng.then controls over dangerous
defendants released prior to trial, to pro·
vide means for effective supervision and
control of such defendants, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MILLER of California.:
H.R. 7109. A bill to authorize appropriations to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for research and development, construction of facilities, and research
and program management, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Science and Astronautics.
ByMr.MOSS:
H.R. 7110. A blll to extend the State Technical Services Act of 1965 for 3 additional
years; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. NIX {for himself, Mr. UDALL,
Mr. WALDIE, Mr. DANIELS of New
Jersey, Mr. BRASCO, Mr. HANLEY, Mr.
WILLIAM D. FoRD, Mr. HosMER, Mr.
BOLLING,
Mr.
McCLOSKEY,
Mr.
ScHEUER, Mr. RoSENTHAL, Mr. EscH,
Mr. HORTON, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr.
CLEVELAND,
Mr.
HALPERN,
Mr.
WHALEN, Mr. MORSE, Mr. CARNEY,
Mr. WoLFF, Mrs. GRAsso, Mr. PIKE,
Mr. HicKs of Washington, and Mr.
ANNUNZIO):
H.R. 7111. A bill to provide for the issuance
of a special postage stamp .fn commemoration of the life and work of a man of peace,
Martin Luther King; to the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. NIX (for himself Mr. BARRETT,
Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania, Mr.
GREEN of Pennsylva.nia, Mr. En.BERG,
Mr. DENT, Mr. RooNEY of Pennsylvania., Mr. DINGELL, Mr. EDWARDS Of
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California., Mr. ANDERSON of Tennessee, Mr. RoE, Mr. BINGHAM, Mr. GALLAGHER, Mr. DoW, Mr. DANIELSON, Mr.
SisK, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. ABOUREZK, Mr.
BURKE of Massachusetts, Mrs. ABZUG,
Mr. PEPPER, Mr. BRAI>EMAS, Mr. MEEDS,
Mr. MADDEN, and Mr. TIERNAN) :
H.R. 7112. A bill to provide for the issuance
of a special postage stamp in commemoration
of the life am.d work of a man of peace, Martin
Luther King; to the Oommittee on Post Office
and Civil Service.
By Mr. NIX (for hiinself, Mr. FRASER,
Mr. REUSS, Mr. BIESTER, Mr. HELSTO•
SKI, Mr. Moss, Mr. DRINAN, Mr.
RUPPE, Mr. AsPIN, Mr. LEGGETT, Mr.
RYAN, Mr. CULVER, Mr. VANIK, Mr.
ADDABBO, Mrs. MINK, Mr. SARBANES,
Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. BURTON,
Mrs. DWYER, Mr. FLOOD, Mr. GoNZALEZ, Mr. HECHLER of West Virginia,
Mr. KocH, and Mr. McFALL) :
H.R. 7113. A bill to provide for the issuance
of a special postage stamp in commemoration
of the life and work of a man of peace,
Martin Luther King; to the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. NIX (for himself, Mr. DIGGS,
Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. CONYERS, Mrs.
CHISHOLM, Mr. STOKES, Mr. CLAY,
M. RANGEL, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. METCALFE, Mr. DELLUMS,
and Mr. CoLLINS of lllinois) :
H.R. 7114. A bill to provide for the issuance
of a special .postage stamp in commemoration of the life and work of a man of peace,
Martin Luther King; to the Committee on
Post Office and Civli Service.
By Mr. NIX (for himself, Mr. PoDELL,
Mr. REm of New York, Mr. RODINO,
Mr. SEIBERLING, Mr. KYROS, Mr.
COUGHLIN, Mr. VAN DEERLIN, and
Mr. 'HANNA) :
H.R. 7115. A ·b111 to provide for the issuance
of a special postage stamp in commemoration of the life and work of a man of peace,
Martin Luther King; to the Committee on
Post Offioe and Civil Service.
By Mr. NIX (for himself, Mr. FASCELL,
Mr. FOLEY, Mr. METCALFE, Mr. MlLLEB
of California, Mr. PATTEN, Mr. RoY,
and Mr. ST GERMAIN) :
H.R. 7116. A blll to provide for the issuance
of a. special postage stamp in commemoration of the life aRd work of a. man of peace,
Martin Luther King; to the Cfrmmittee on
Post Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. PELLY (for himself, Mr. DING•
ELL, Mr. LENNON, Mr. KEITH, Mr.
LEGGETT, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. ANDERSON
of California., Mr. FORSYTHE, Mr.
TIERNAN, and Mr. BLACKBURN):
H.R. 7117. A b111 to amend the Fishermen's
Protective Act of 1967 to expedite the reimbursement of U.S. vessel owners for charges
paid by them for the release of vessels and
crews illegally seized by foreign countries, to
strengthen the provisions therein relating
to the collection of claims against such foreign countries for amounts so reimbursed
and for certain other amounts, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. SCHNEEBELI (for himself, Mr.
GOODLING, Mr. ESHLEMAN and Mr.
YATRON):
H.R. 7118. A bill to amend title 32, United
States Code, to provide that Army and A1r
Force National Guard technicians shall not
be required to wear the military uniform
while performing their duties in a civillan
status; to the Comm'ittee on Armed Services.
By Mr. SEIBERLING {for himself and
Mr. CARNEY) :
H.R. 7119. A bill to amend the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 to provide that all
passenger train discontinuances must be in
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accordance wilth the provisions of section 13a
of the Interstate Commerce Act; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. SCHEUER {for himself, Mr.
BEGICH, Mr. FRENZEL, Mr. HELSTOSKI,
Mr. PERKINS, and Mr. ROE):
H.R. 7120. A bill to esta.blish the Office of
Drug Abuse Control within the Executive
Office of the President; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
ByMr.SISK:
H.R. 7121. A bill to amend the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to require
appropriate identification of imLta.tion dairy
products, to modify the identification requirements for oleomargarine or margarine
served in public eating places, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Intersta.te
and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. WALDIE:
H.R. 7122. A bill to prohibit the importation of harp seal furskins and articles made
in whole or part of such furskins; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. WHITI'EN:
H.R. 7123. A bill to amend the Public
Hea'lth Service Act to encourage plhysicians,
dentists, optometrists, and other medical
peliSonnel to practice in areas wbere shortages of such personnel exist, and for other
purposes; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
H.R. 7124. A bill to amend the Social Security Act to provide for medical and hospital care through a system of voluntary
health
insurance including protection
against the catastrophic expenses of illness,
financed in whole for low-income groups
through issuance of certificates, and in part
for aJl other persons through allowance of
tax credits; and to provide effective utilization of available financial resources, hea11th
manpower, ,a nd facilities; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
By Mr. WINN:
H.R. 7125. A bill to authorize a White
House Conference on Education; to the Committee on Education and Labor.
By Mr. ASHBROOK:
H.R. 7126. A bill to amend section 504(a)
of the Labor-Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959 by adding to the list
of offenses conviction of which bars the person convicted from holding union office; to
the Committee on Education and Labor.
By Mr. ASPIN {for himself, Mr. VEYSEY, Mr. WILLIAM D. FORD, Mr. BADILLO, Mr. HULL, Mr. HAMILTON, Mr.
DOWNING, Mr. RoY, Mr. MONTGOMERY, Mr. FuLToN Of Pennsylvam.ia,
Mr. MORSE, Mr. PuCINSKI, Mr. DENT,
Mr. DORN, Mr. LEGGETr, Mr. HALPERN,
Mr. ZWACH, Mrs. ABzuG, Mr. ST GERMAYN, and Mrs. CHISHOLM) :
H.R. 7127. A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to ban sports from
closed-circuit television; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. BENNE'IT:
H.R. 7128. A bill to amend chapter 55 of
title 10, United States Code, to provide
health benefits for dependents of war veterans who die of a service-connected disability,
and of those war veterans whose serviceconnected condition for disability compensation is rated permanent and total; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
By Mrs. CHISHOLM:
H.R. 7129. A blll to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to reduce from 20 to 10
years the length of time a divorced wom.an's
marriage to an insured individual must have
lasted in order for her to qualify for wife's
or widow's benefits on his wage record; to
the Committee on Ways and Means.

By Mr. DENT {for himself, Mr. PERKINS, Mr. HAWKINS, Mr. BURTON, Mr.
CLAY, Mr. GAYDOS, Mr. WILLIAM D.
FORD, Mr. BIAGGI, Mr. BRADEMAS, Mr.
PuciNSKI, Mrs. HicKS of Massachusetts, Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey, Mr.
THOMPSON of New Jersey, Mrs.
GREEN of Oregon, Mrs. CHISHOLM,
Mr. O'HARA, Mr. SCHEUER, and Mrs.
GRASSO):
H.R. 7130. A blll to amend the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938 to increase the minimum wage under that act, to extend its coverage, to estabMsh procedures to relieve domestic industries and workers injured by
increased imports from low-wage areas, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on Education and La.bor.
By Mr. DUNCAN:
H.R. 7131. A blll to prohibit the use of the
name of any of certain deceased servicemen
unless consent to so use the name is given
by the next of kin of the serviceman; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. DUNCAN {for himself and Mr.
KUYKENDALL) :
H.R. 7132. A blll to prohibit the use of
the name of any of certain deceased servicemen unless consent to so use the name is
given by the next of kin of the serviceman·
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
'
By Mr. ESCH:
H.R. 7133. A bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to sell certain rights in
the State of Michigan; to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. FRASER (for himself, Mr.
FRENZEL, and Mr. KARTH) :
H.R. 7134. A bill providing for the conveyance of certain rea\ property to the State of
Minnesota for park and recreation purposes;
to the Committee on Government Operations.
By Mr. HANLEY:
H .R. 7135. A bill to amend the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as
amended, to provide for a Great Lakes Basin
conservation program; to the Committee on
Agriculture.
By Mr. McKAY {for himself and Mr.
LLOYD):
H.R. 7136. A bill to establish the Arches
National Park in the State of Utah; to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
H.R. 7137. A blll to revise the boundaries
of the Canyonlands National Park in t he
State of Utah; to the Committee on Interior and I n sular Affairs.
By Mr. McMILLAN {for himself, Mr.
FoLEY, Mr. JONES of North Carolina
Mr. JoNEs of Tennessee, Mr. MA~
THIS of Georgia, Mr. MELCHER, Mr.
STUBBLEFIELD, Mr. BLANTON, and Mr.
LIN'K. :
H.R. 7138. A o111 to further provide for the
farmer-owned cooperative system of making
credit available to farmers and ranchers and
their cooperatives, for rural residences, and
to associations and other entitles upon
which farming operations are dependent, to
provide for an adequate and flexible fiow of
money into rural areas, and to modernize and
consolidate existing farm credit law to meet
current and future rural credit needs and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. MURPHY of New York {for
himself, Mr. STEELE, Mr. ADDABBO,
Mr. JoHNSON of Pennsylvania, Mr.s.
CHISHOLM, Mr. SLACK, Mr. HALPERN,
Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts, Mr.
MYERS, Mr. COLLINS of Ill1nois, Mr.
THOMPSON Of New Jersey, Mr. HELSTOSKI, Mr. MINISH, Mr. BRASCO, Mr.
CAREY of New York, Mr. ROE, Mr.
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BARRETT, Mr. GALLAGHER, Mrs. REID
of Illinois, Mr. ROUSH, Mr. MIKVA,
Mr. O'NEILL, Mr. WRIGHT, Mr.
BYRNE of Pennsylvania, and Mr.
RONCALIO):
H.R. 7139. A blll to amend the Natural G as
Act; to the COmmittee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. MURPHY of New York (for
himself, Mr. KEMP, Mr. ARCHER, Mr.
BIAGGI, Mr. HOSMER, Mr. JAMES V.
STANTON, Mr. STUCKEY, Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI, Mr. MURPHY Of Illinois, Mr.
CARNEY, Mr. ROONEY of Pennsylvania., Mr. ROSENTHAL, Mrs. ABZUG,
Mr. Moss, Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey, and Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON):
H.R. 7140. A bill to amend the Natural Gas
Act; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. PATTEN (for himself, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr. BRASCO, Mr. BUCHANAN,
Mr. CARNEY, Mr. GARTER, Mr. CHAPPELL, Mr. CLEVELAND, Mr. DERWINSKI,
Mr. DONOHUE, Mr. FISHER, Mr.
FLOWERS, Mr. GARMATZ, Mr. HAL•
PERN, Mrs. HicKs of Massachusetts,
Mr. HUNGATE, Mr. JONES of Nort h
Carolina, Mr. KUYKENDALL, Mr. McCOLLISTER, Mr. MILLER of California,
Mr. Moss, Mr. Nix, Mr. PRICE of Illi·
NOIS, Mr. RODINO, and Mr. ROE) :
H.R. 7141. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to permit the payment of
benefits to a married couple on their combined earnings record where that method of
computation produces a higher combined
benefit; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
By Mr. PATTEN (for himself, Mr.
ROUSH, Mr. SISK, Mr. CHARLES H.
WILSON, and Mr. WOLFF) :
H.R. 7142. A bill to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to permit the payment of
benefits to a married couple on their combined earnings record where that method o!
computation produces a higher combined
benefit; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
By Mr. PERKINS:
H.R. 7143. A blll to amend the H igher Edu·
cation Act of 1965 to extend the Teacher
Corps for 5 additional years; to the Commit·
tee on Education and Labor.
By Mr. PICKLE (for himself, Mr. RoBERTS, Mr. CASEY of Texas, and Mr.
PURCELL):
H.R. 7144. A bill to amend the Natura l Gas
Act; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. ROE:
H.R. 7145. A bill to establish a commission to review u.s. antitrust laws; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ST GERMAIN {for himself and
Mr. PIKE):
H.R. 7146. A bill to protect the polit ical
rights and privacy of individuals and organizations and to define the authority of the
Armed Forces to collect, distribute, and store
information about civilian political activity;
to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. ST GERMAIN:
H.R. 7147. A bill to amend title 23, United
States Code, relating to the use of American materials in highwa.y projects; to the
Committee on Public Works.
H.R. 7148. A bill to promote f~ir practices
in the conduct of election campaigns for
Federal political offices, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. SAYLOR:
H.R. 7149. A blll to amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, to
extend its protection to governmental em-
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ployees; to the Committee on Education and
Labor.
H.R. 7150. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a tax credit
for employers who employ members of the
hard-core unemployed; to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
H.R. 7151. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to allow a credit
against income tax to employers for the expenses of providing job training programs;
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. THOMPSON of New Jersey:
H.R. 7152. A bill to amend the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947 to expedite its
processes and strengthen its remedies, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Education and Labor.
By Mr. O'HARA:
H.R. 7153. A bill to amend the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947 to expedite its
processes and strengthen its remedies, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Education and Labor.
By Mr. WHITEHURST:
H.R. 7154. A bill to amend the act of
December 5, 1969 (Public Law 91-135); to
the Committee on Merchrant Marine and
Fisheries.
By Mr. DON H. OLAUSEN:
H.J. Res. 531. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for men and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HAMILTON:
H.J. Res. 532. Joint resolution to provide
for the designation of the calendrar week beginning on May 30, 1971, and ending on June
5, 1971, as "National Peace Corps Week";
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mrs. HANSEN of Washington:
H.J. Res. 533. Joint resolution to provide for
the designation of the calendar week beginning on May 30, 1971, and ending on June
5, 1971, as "National Peace Corps Week";
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. LONG of Maryland:
H.J. Res. 534. Joint :resolution authorizing
the President to proclaim April 14 of each
year as "John Hanson Day"; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. RARICK (for himself, Mr. LEGGE'I"l', and Mr. MITCHELL) :
H.J. Res. 535. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States for a referendum on war; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ROYBAL:
H.J. Res. 536. Joint resolution to authorize
the President to issue annually a proclamation designating the first week in June of
each year as "National PBX Operators
Week"; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. DAVIS of Georgia:
H. Con. Res. 251. Concurrent resolution expressing the sense of Congress that the President of the United States shall exercise
prompt review in the case of Lt. William
Calley; to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. PEPPER (for himself, Mrs.
.ABZUG, Mr. ADDABBO, Mr . .ANDERSON
of Tennessee, Mr. BADILLO, Mr.
BIAGGI, Mr. BLACKBURN, Mr. BRASCO,
Mr. BURTON, Mr. CHAPPELL, Mr.
COTTER, Mr. DEVINE, Mr. DULSKI,
Mr. EILBERG, Mr. FASCELL, Mr. FRENZEL, Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania,
Mr. GIBBONS, Mr. GoLDWATER, Mr.
HALPERN,
Mr.
HELSTOSKI, Mrs.
HicKS
of
Massachusetts,
Mr.
HOLIFIELD, Mr. KEE, and Mr.
KYROS):
H. Con. Res. 252. Concurrent resolution to
express the sense of the House with respect
CXVII--571-Part 7

to peace in the Middle East; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. PEPPER (for himself, Mr.
MADDEN, Mr. MILLER of California,
Mr. MINISH, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr.
MORSE, Mr. Moss, Mr. PIKE, Mr.
PODELL, Mr. REES, Mr. RoE, Mr.
ROSENTHAL, Mr. RYAN, Mr. ST GERMAIN, Mr. SCHEUER, Mr. SIKES, Mr.
SISK, Mr. SMITH of Iowa, and Mr.
YATRON):
H. Con. Res. 253. Concurrent resolution to
express the sense of the House With respect
to peace in the Middle East; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. RODINO (for himself and Mr.
HOGAN):
H. Con. 254. Concurrent resolution requesting the President of the United States of
America to take immediate and determined
steps to encourage and persuade the Soviet
Union to permit persons of the Jewish faith
who express the desire to emigrate to a country of their choice; to the Committee on
Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. ROGERS (for himSelf, Mr.
RODINO, and Mr. PoFF):
H. Con. Res. 255. Concurrent resolution
paying tribute to the first annual National
Explorers President's Congress; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ZABLOCKI (for himself, Mr.
FASCELL, Mr. LUJAN, Mr. PlaNIE, and
Mr. VANIK):
H. Con. Res. 256. Concurrent resolution that
the Congress hereby creates an Atlantic
Union delegation; to the Committee on
Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. HUNGATE (for himself, Mr.
BARING, Mr. BEGICH, Mr. BEVILL, Mr.
BRADEMAS, Mr. BURKE of Massachusetts, Mr. BURTON, Mr. CLARK, Mr.
CLAY, Mr. CoLLINs of lllinois, Mr.
CORMAN, Mr. DANIELSON, Mr. DEN•
HOLM, Mr. DENT, Mr. DIGGS, Mr. EDWARDS of Louisiana, Mr. FOLEY, Mr.
FuLToN of Tennessee, Mr. GARMATZ,
Mr. GIBBONS, and Mr. HECHLER of
West Virginia) :
H. Res. 359. Resolution urging the President to release appropriated public works
funds now frozen; to the Committee on Appropriations.
By Mr. HUNGATE (for himself, Mr.
HENDERSON, Mr. MATSUNAGA, Mr.
MACDONALD of Massachusetts, Mr.
McKAY, Mr. MILLER of California, Mr.
HicKS of Washington, Mr. LINK,
Mr. MADDEN, Mrs. MINK, Mr.
MoLLOHAN, Mr. Moss, Mr. PicKLE,
Mr. PODELL, Mr. PRICE Of lllinois, Mr.
RANGEL, Mr. RONCALIO, Mr. ROUSH,
Mr. ST GERMAIN, Mr. RYAN, Mr.
SYMINGTON, Mr. THOMPSON Of New
Jersey, Mr. WRIGHT, Mr. HARSHA, and
Mr. HALPERN) :
H. Res. 360. Resolution urging the President to release appropriated public works
funds now frozen; to the Committee on
Appropriations.
By Mr. MATHIAS of California:
H. Res. 361. Resolution; "Fair Play" amendment; to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. TEAGUE of Texas (for himself,
Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr.
TEAGUE of California, and Mr. DANIELSON):
H. Res. 362. Resolution expressing the
sense of the House of Representatives with
respect to the prompt replacement of the
Veterans' Administration hospital facilities
destroyed by the recent California earthquakes; to the Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
By Mr. WYMAN:
H. Res. 363. Resolution creating a select
committee of the House to conduct a full

and complete investigation of all aspects of
the energy resources of the United States; to
the Committee on Rules.

MEMORIALS

Under clause 4 of rule xxn, memorials
were presented and referred as follows:
101. By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the
House of Representatives of the State of Arkansas, relative to the phosphate content of
detergents; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
102. Also memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Oregon, relative to increasing
the size of the House of Representatives by
adding one seat for each of the States of
Oregon and Connecticut; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BRASCO:
H.R. 7155. A bill for the relief of Salvatore
Fiorello; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia (by request):
H.R. 7156. A bill for the relief of Carl E.
Anderson; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7157. A bill for the relief of Elizabeth
J. Nussbaumer; to the Commititee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 7158. A bill for the relief of Whitehouse Paper Co., Elsie Heilveil, and Maurice
Heilveil; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HALPERN:
H.R. 7159. A bill authorming the President
to award the Medal of Honor to Harry S Truman; to the Committee on Armed Services.
H.R. 7160. A bill for the relief of Tito
Pasquale Romero; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. HATHAWAY:
H.R. 7161. A bill for the relief of Harry A.
Condon; to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mrs. HICKS of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7162. A bill for the relief of Francesco
Andreottola; to the Committee on the .Tudiciary.
H.R. 7163. A bill tor the relief of Enrico
Carrier!; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7164. A bill for the relief of Salvatore
Gaspero; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7165. A bill for the relief of Marcelo
F. Gregorio, Beatriz Ozan deGregorio, and
Marcelo F. Gregorio; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
H.R. 7166. A bill for the relief of Giovanni
Marzullo; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
H.R. 7167. A bill for the relief of Giuseppe
Francesco Schichilone; to the Committee on
the Judiciary .
By Mr. MACDONALD of Massachusetts:
H.R. 7168. A bill for the relief of Mrs.
Giovanna Pucci; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. MADDEN:
H.R. 7169. A bill authorizing the President
to award the Medal of Honor to Harry S.
Truman; to the Committee on Armed Services.
By Mr. QUILLEN:
H.R. 7170. A bill to provide private reUef
for certain members of the U.S. Navy recalled
to active duty from the Fleet Reserve after
September 27, 1965; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
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SENATE-Thursday, April 1, 1971
The Senate met at 10 a.m. and was
called to order by Hon. JAMES B. ALLEN,
a Senator from the State of Alabama.
The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward
L. R. Elson, DD., offered the following
prayer:
Eternal Father, as we hush our voi?es
for this moment marking the beginning of a fast-moving day, we open ?ur
hearts and minds to ThY pervading
presence. Come to us, we pray Thee~ as
a refining fire to purge our inner llves
from envy and resentment, from . all
guile and prejudice. Pardon and deliver
us from tempers and ambitions that
make for destruction and defeat, from
all lust of power, greed of gain, pride
of race and class, or contempt for others,
and all willingness to reap advantage
from the failures and weaknesses of
others. As we pray for ourselves, we
pray for the Nation in this time of
troubles that it may be cleansed, redeemed, renewed, and qualified to serve
Thy purposes among the peoples of the
earth. Direct our hearts to the steadfastness of the Man of Na.zareth who
turned not back from the cross, but in
choosing its way and giving Himself upon the cross brought redemption, light,
and healing to all who put their trust in
Him. In His holy name we pray. Amen.
DESIGNATION OF THE ACTING
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will please read a communication to the
Senate from the President pro tempore
(Mr. ELLENDER).
The assistant legislative clerk read the
following letter:
U.S. SENATE,
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,

Washington, D.C., April 1,1971.
To the Senate:

Being temporarily absent from the Sen·
ate, I appoint Hon. JAMES B. ALLEN, a. Sena·
tor from the State of Alabama., to perform
the duties of the Chair during my absence.
J. ELLENDER,
President pro tempore.

ALLEN

Mr. ALLEN thereupon took the chair
as Acting President pro tempore.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE RECEIVED DURING ADJOURNMENT
Under the order of the Senate of
March 30, 1971, a message from the
House of Representatives was received
on March 31, 1971, announcing that the
House had concurred in the amendments
of the Senate to H.R. 5432, a bill to provide an extension of the interest equalization tax, and for other purposes.
ENROLLED BILL SIGNED
The message also announced that the
Speaker had affixed his signature to the
following enrolled 'bill; and it was
signed by the Acting President protempore (Mr. METCALF) :
H.R. 5432. A bill to provide an extension of
the interest equall.zation tax, and for other
purposes.

THE JOURNAL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the reading of
the Journal of the proceedings of Tuesday, March 30, 1971, be dispensed with.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages in writing from the President of the United States were comunicated to the Senate by Mr. Leonard, one
of his secretaries.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE UNITED
STATES-JAPAN
COOPERATIVE
MEDICAL SCIENCE PROGRAMMESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
(H. DOC. NO. 92-77)
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore (Mr. ALLEN) laid before the Senate
the following message from the President of the United States, which was referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare:
To the Conm·ess of the United States:

I am pleased to send to the Congress
the fourth annual report of the United
States-Japan Cooperative Medical Science Program.
This joint research effort in the medical sciences, undertaken in 1965 following a meeting between the Prime Minister of Japan and the President of the
United States, remains focused upon
widespread diseases of great concern in
Asian nations: cholera, leprosy, malnutrition, parasitic diseases, tuberculosis,
and certain viral diseases.
During 1970 the Cooperative Medical
Science Program completed its fifth year
of productive and successful biomedical
regearch activity. A continuing review
and careful selection of specific scientific
objectives has been built into the Pro·
gram's management to insure that they
will continue to relate to disease problems in Asia.
It is obvious that the attack against
these diseases is important to mankind
not only in Asia, but in most regions of
the world. In addition to this past year's
medical research achievements, which
are summarized within the enclosed report, this Program takes on additional
significance because of the close cooperation between scientists in two leading
nations, Japan and the United States. I
look forward to strengthening further
the valuable and productive relation·
ships provided by this kind of cooperative international endeavor for the benefit of our fellow man, wherever he may
chance or choose to live.
RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 31, 1971.

the following message from the President of the United States, which was referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare:
To the Congress of the United States:

I hereby transmit to you the Annual
Report of the Railroad Retirement Board
for fiscal year 1970.
During that year retirement and survivor benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act totaled $1.6 billion and were
paid to one million beneficiaries. Railroad unemployment and sickness insurance benefits amounted to $93 million
and were paid to 170,000 claimants.
Legislation enacted during March 1970
provided for the establishment of the
supplemental railroad retirement annuity program on a permanent basis with
adequate financing. In August 1970, after
the end of the fiscal year, legislation was
enacted providing for 15-percent increases in railroad retirement annuities
on a temporary basis pending a study of
the railroad retirement system and its
financing by a commission especially created for that purpose.
RICHARD NIXON.
THE "WHITE HOUSE, March 31, 1971.
REPORT ON ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE UNITED
STATES UNDER THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT-MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT (H.
DOC. NO. 92-78)
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore (Mr. ALLEN) laid before the Senate
the following message from the President of the United States, which was referred to the Committee on Commerce:
To the Congress of the United States:

In 1970 the activities and accomplishments of the United States under the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962 enhanced the peaceful use of outer space
and fostered the spirit of international
cooperation. The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium has
made significant progress in the establishment of a global satellite communications system and I take this opportunity to reaffirm the commitment of the
United States to support the Consortium
in this worthwhile commercial enterprise.
It is my pleasure to report to Congress,
as required by section 404(a) of the Communications Satellite Act, on these ac·
tivities and accomplishments.
RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, March 31, 1971.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
A message in writing from the President of the United States submitting
nominations was communicated to the
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE RAILROAD Senate by Mr. Leonard, one of his secRETIREMENT BOARD FOR 1970- retaries.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
(H. DOC. NO. 92-27)
EXECUTIVE MESSAGE REFERRED
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temAs in executive session, the President
pore <Mr. ALLEN) laid before the Senate pro tempore laid before the Senate a
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message from the President of_ the
United States submitting sundry nominations, which was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
(For nominations this day received,
see the end of Senate proceedings.)
COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING
SENATE SESSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that all committees
be authorized to meet during the session
of the Senate today.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator from Montana is recognized.
(The remarks of Mr. MANSFIELD when
he introduced S.J. Res. 77 limiting the President and Vice President
to one 6-year term, together, with
the remarks of Mr. AIKEN, are printed in
the RECORD under Statements on Introduced Bills and Joint Resolutions.)
PRESIDE~ HOPEFULS
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, as the
weather changes in Washington and the
cherry blossoms come out in all their
spendor, so do the presidential hopefuls burgeon and preen themselves.
It is that time of year.
They talk about everything from multimillion-dollar programs to a time certain
for halting the war. They think they have
a real issue as well as a forum to do their
"thing" and vent their anger on a Republican administration that is ending this
war, that has cut troop strength practically in half, and that has a timetable
to do just that.
Mr. President, I want these candidates
to be on notice that, from this point on,
our side of the aisle will have Senators
at the ready and on the firing line to
straighten out the RECORD and separate
fact from fiction. I do not intend to have
this Chamber turned into a forum for
carrying words to the American people,
for example, that American pilots are
merciless and irresponsible.
Mr. President, I ask: Where were these
same people 6, 7, and 8 years ago, when
I was suggesting to then President Johnson, and discussing on television programs with fonner Senator Lausche of
Ohio, that we bomb the sanctuaries, mine
the harbors, and knock out the supply
trails in order to bring a more rapid end
to the war.
Mr. President, I shall repeat that
statement in full on April 27 of this year,
on its seventh anniversary-April 27,

1964.
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DEFENSE OF PRESIDENT NIXON'S
POLICY IN VIETNAM
Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I wish
today to address myself to some bitter
realities concerning the tactics and strategy of those who are so violently opposed
to President Nixon's plan to end the war
in Vietnam. As a freshman Member of
this body, I have hesitated to express myself on this subject as often as I would
have liked. However, it has become increasingly clear that too few are willing
to speak out against a dirty and ugly
campaign to discredit the President of
the United States and undercut U.S. foreign policy.
I will not here repeat the case to be
made for supporting President Nixon's
actions in Indochina. The facts are well
known. By any reasonable standard and
to any reasonable man, it must be clear
that the President is ending American
participation in that war.
But we are not dealing with altogether
reasonable men. To have a legitimate difference with administration policy and
to express that difference openly and
directly is one thing. Many of our colleagues have done so in a responsible
manner here on the floor of the Senate
and in other public forums. However, it
is quite another case when appeals to end
the war ·a re made which are blatantly
false, employ the big lie technique, and
attempt t.o raise nonissues which have no
basis in fact. In just the past month we
have seen these events:
A California antiwar group sends out
a mass mailing to Members of Congress
which makes the absurd charge that the
U.S. Government is perpetuating the war
in Vietnam so that American oil companies can develop offshore oil properties in Vietnam. Incredibly this foolishness was swallowed whole by some Members of Congress who stood on the floor
to repeat these charges and call for an
investigation. What demagogery.
A nationally syndicated columnist
writes that during the Laotian operation
he was actually rooting for the defeat of
allied forces in the belief that this would
end the war sooner. A columnist in the
Washington Post then picks up this column to disseminate it farther and praises
the other man for his position.
The New York Council of Churches
first decides to give its "Family of Man"
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF SEN- award to Mr. Bob Hope and then withATOR STEVENSON AND SENATOR draws the award on the grounds that,
because Bob Hope has entertained AmerMANSFIELD ON MONDAY NEXT
ican servicemen in Vietnam, giving him
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask the award would somehow put the New
unanimous consent that at the conclusion York Council of Churches on record in
of the prayer on Monda¥ next and the support of our Indochina policy. Underrecognition of the joint leaders, the dis- standably, the Soviet newspaper, Izvestinguished Senator from Illinois (Mr. tia, had high praise for this action. For
STEVENSON) be recognized for not to me, I am aghast at its shallowness.
exceed 15 minutes and that following his
Common Cause, which bills itself as a
remarks, the Senator from Monmna, now high-minded citizens' lobby, takes out
now speaking, be recognized for 15 full-page ads in major American newsminutes.
papers which are patently misleading.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protem- The ads state:
pore. Without objection, is so ordered.
Urge your Congressman and your two Sen
torted the picture of those times. I have
no intention of permitting any Senator
in this ChMnber to prey on the emotions
of the day and grab for the headlines by
using snappy, eye-catching language, by
being loose with the factual situations.
Nor do I intend to allow these statements
to go without response.
Mr. President, I sometimes get the feeling that if President Nixon were to announce tomorrow that there was peace in
the world, that not a shot was being fired
in anger anywhere on earth, we would
still hear from the skeptics, questioning
whether his statement was a trick.
The other day, Supreme Court Chief
Justice Burger and Justice Black said it
appeared to them that some judges were
rooting for the criininals.
It appears to me, as one of our Nation's major news magazines reported
on the war this week, that some are
really rooting for the other side. If they
are, they are giving comfort to the enemy and crying the same line of Moscow,
Peking, and Hanoi.
I do not charge that this happens in
this Chamber, but I make the statement
that it is happening in the Congress and
in the country.
Is this what this Nation is to stand for
in future years?
Mr. President, on the Republican side,
I have asked our regional whips to take
a more active role in Chamber activities.
I have asked our people to revive the
truth squad concept. I personally will
take a firm hand in pointing out the facts
and straightening out the errors.
This body must continue as a body of
deliberation to advise and consent responsibly and must not become a forum
for irresponsible mud slinging.
To those who were the loudest in supporting the war for two administrations
and who were the strongest in their advocacy and who now say, "Mea culpa,
let us get out and adopt resolutions to
bail us out of this war," I say that they
are providing a cover for the fact that
it is indeed the President who is bailing
out the country.
They remind me very strongly of the
man who murdered his father and
mother and then threw himself on the
mercy of the court on the ground that
he was an orphan.

Many of these same people, instead,
were talking about escalating the war.
They were following the party line. They
were following the footsteps of their
leader and falling right into step.
This war, Mr. President, is not aRepublican war. It is not a Democratic
war. It is a war where we have paid a
dear price for our involvement. I do not
ORDER OF BUSINESS
intend to say our involvement is right or
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temwrong, but what I do intend to do is
make sure that this Senate does not pore. At this time, in accordance with the
degrade itself to the point of McCarthy- previous order, the Chair recognizes the
isms and tactics of that era which dis- distinguished Senator from Tennessee.

ators to join this movement. Tell them that
we want all our armed forces and our prisoners of war Withdrawn from Indochina no
later than December 31st, 1971. They can
do it.

Now this is a callous attempt to play
on the huge reservoir of sympathy for
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American prisoners of war, to use the
compassion of the American people in a
campaign against the administration's
policy. To promise the American public
that the Congress can get our prisoners
of war out of Indochina by the end of
this year is deliberate distortion. It is not
Congress which is holding them, but
rather the Communist regime in North
Vietnam. Mr. John Gardner should be
ashamed of this ad campaign. It does
nothing more than buttress Communist
efforts to use our men as political
hostages.
And, finally, we see the amazing spectacle of the North Vietnamese negotiator at the Paris peace talks sending tele~
grams to American antiwar groups telling them, in effect, to keep up the good
work and to intensify their protests
against the war.
These are the kinds of efforts we have
seen over the past month to discredit
the foreign policy of the American Gov~
ernment. That these efforts are going on,
and in some cases, have been abetted by
Members of the U.S. Congress, is a dis~
graceful and dangerous condition for
this entire Nation.
I urge my colleagues not to underesti~
mate the gravity of this situation. Silence
can too often be interpreted as tacit
agreement. That is why I call on all our
colleagues, and particularly those who
have been in the forefront of the peace
movement, to reject---explicitly and unequivocally-these recent gutter tactics
of the extremist antiwar groups.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BROCK. I yield to the Senator
from Wyoming.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, I compliment my distinguished colleague, the
Senator from Tennessee, for placing in
focus and in proper perspective some
of the issues that ought to be understood
clearly by all Americans and ought to be
pondered by all .thinking persons who
yearn for peace, so that they may recognize the fallacy of pursuing the kind of
course that has been recommended by
some of our colleagues recently.
Mr. President, I join my colleagues
today in expressing deep and profound
concern over the efforts of self-serving
critics, whose irrational words erode the
spirit of some Americans. I support
President Nixon's strong and effective
policies in Indochina.
Despite the unrelenting pressure to
disrupt U.S. progress toward disengagement, and the strident rhetoric which
urges an unprotected and vulnerable retreat, the President is calmly and carefully moving this Nation out of war.
Those with short memories ought to recognize that the traffic is now one waycoming out of Indochina-and that the
exit is being accomplished in a manner
that can secure something more than
temporary peace.
The recent Laotian operations by
South Vietnamese infantry have resulted in a shocking display of intemperate criticism and carping directed
both at our country and its allies. It
has spawned a criticism so irrational
and irresponsible as to be an insult to
the American tradition of rational
thought.

It is unique, Mr. President, to see the
enemy suffer as much, or more, than
10 times the casualties of allied forces,
only to find that in some quarters this is
called a South Vietnamese "retreat." It
is unique in the history of war .t o characterize the disruption of crucial enemy
supply lines as a "humiliating rout." It
is strange, indeed, to see allied troops
face numerical odds against them of two
to one and have implications of cowardice fly forth.
The fantasies by the critics of the
Laotian operation have been shocking
to anyone who has bothered to seek the
facts. I am confident the strategic integrity of Lam Son 719 will prove important to the success of U.S. withdrawal, as did the much-criticized Cambodian operation last Spring.
The new isolationists have strived
mightily to plant doubt in the minds of
Americans. Unfortunately, they have
been assisted in this immeasurably by
some of the media. Major television network reporting of Lam Son 719 distorted
that operation beyond recognition.
The network televised news represented as coverage of what was happening in
Laos and Vietnam was the most obvious
and blatant example of one-sided and incomplete news coverage I have experienced in my years of public service. In
fact, we do not even know how these news
reports looked before they went through
the network editing rooms in New York.
We have witnessed through the great
medium of television a spectacle unsurpassed in modem warfare-the spectacle
of television networks attempting, either
consciously or unconsciously, to shape
and mold U.S. public opinion against
U.S. foreign policy.
Wars are not measured in days or
weeks. Tactical decisions can be measured only by their long-term effects. But
the television network reports concerning Laos appeared to 'b e an attempt to
convince the American people that the
South Vietnamese incursion was a defeat
for allied forces.
The unflagging emphasis on what were
termed "stalled" maneuvers, the failure
to document fully the length North Vietnamese presence in Laos, and the misleading repetitious chants of "lost helicopters" were examples of an unexplained performance by television networks to
interfere with a foreign policy with which
they apparently were not in accord.
Many have done their best to report
accurately and fairly U.S. actions in
Indochina. But some others have been
party to a type of journalism unusual by
American standards, so slanted as to be
alarming. My hope in this matter continues to rest in the wisdom of the American people, who, on this occasion as on
others, will not be fooled.
Mr. President, I compliment the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania
anld. my distinguished ·c olleague from
Tennessee for making a very valuable
and most important contribution to a
better understanding of the issues facing
the American public.
Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator from
Wyoming.
I yield to the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. SAXBE. Mr. President, I have not
supported the war in Vietnam and I
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think my election in 1968 was in a great
part booause of the war in Vietnam. I
have not supported the incursions into
Laos and Cambodia and at present I have
a bill in the Committee on Foreign Relations to forestall an incursion into North
Vietnam or the support of such a venture.
However, I am sick and tired of all the
war anld I think it is one of our greatest
mistakes in our history. I have made
that point as a persistent critic for over
2 years. One thing that distresses me
even more, however, is those who continue to play politics with this unfortunate war. I am also sick and tired of

that.

When I came into office, President
Nixon promised a schedule of troop withdrawals and he haJS been living up to
that promise. U.S. troop strength has
been reduced from 542,000 in January 1969, to 306,500 this month. A further
reduction is planned by May of this year.
I have complete confidence that the
President will live up to that promise,
that the withdrawals will be stepped up,
and that he will continue to bring troops
home in the months ahead.
We must remember that, at this point
in our long and involved struggle in
Indochina, only the President is in a
position to get us out of Vietnam. We
must not unnecessarily tie his hands as
he continues his planned and phased
withdrawal. Nor must we act in any
manner that would limit Mr. Nixon's options with regard to the negotiations in
Paris.
What I am saying is that, until evidence to the contrary presents itself, we
should unite behind the President as he
moves with reasonable haste to get us out
and keep us out. To follow another course
at this juncture is both irresponsible and,
I submit, foolhardy.
Mr. President, I have a son in a combat
unit in Vietnam. I have closely followed
what has happened. At times I felt that
others did not feel the urgency I feel and
especially those who are the severest
critics did not feel the urgency that I feel.
But I feel the President is the only one
who can operate and we must give him
the freedom to operate. We should not
carp at him as long as he lives up to his
promise.
I thank the Senator for yielding.
Mr. BROCK. I yield to the junior Senator from Ohio.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, how much time remains?
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The time allotted to the Senator
from Tennessee has expired.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order allotting 15 minutes to the able
Senator from Oregon <Mr. PACKWOOD) at
this time be vacated and that the distinguished Senator from Dlinois may be
recognized in substitute therefor.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I do not object,
I would like to request that the time of 3
minutes be allotted to the distinguished
Senator from Ohio <Mr. TAFT), 3 minutes to the distinguished Senator from
Connecticut <Mr. WEICKER), and 3 minutes to the distinguished Senator from
Maryland <Mr. BEALL), if he requests it-
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with the consent of the Senator from nlinois that this may be permitted-so
that this colloquy may be continued, as
I understand the Senator from Tilinois
will speak on another subject.
It is correct that the Senator from Illinois is speaking on another subject?
Mr. PERCY. The Senator is correct.
We will be introducing administration
bills.
Mr. MANSFIELD. If that could be accomplished during the period for routine
morning business it might be more
desirable. It is my understanding that
such a period will commence when the
time allotted to the Senator from Oregon
and the Senator from Connecticut has
expired.
I am enjoying this debate very much,
but I would suggest if there is to be a further extension of time, it be taken from
the time granted to the Senator from
Oregon <Mr. PAcKwooD). In that way we
would maintain the procedures we are
trying to maintain; and in view of the
extraordinary situation I am certain that
even the Senator from Ohio <Mr. SAXBE),
who was one of the quartet of sponsors
of these rules, and the Senator from
illinois would understand.
Mr. SCOTI'. I withdraw my request
and rephrase it: Subject to the request of
the Senator from Tilinois (Mr. PERCY),
the 15 minutes heretofore allotted to the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) be
divided to provide 5 minutes to the Senator from Ohio <Mr. TAFT) and 5 minutes
to the Senator from Connecticut (Mr.
WEICKER).
I understand the Senator from Connecticut has 15 minutes. It would be 5
minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Connecticut <Mr. WEICK.ER) and 5
minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Maryland <Mr. BEALL).
Would the Senator from Tilinois accept
that suggestion?
Mr. PERCY. If the Senator w1Il yield,
someone in my office talked to the Senator from Oregon <Mr. PACKWOOD) yesterday and he indicated he would not be
here this morning and that he would
yield his 15 minutes to us for our proposals on executive reorganization. The
Senator from Michigan <Mr. GRIFFIN)
has indicated he would yield to us 10 of
his 15 minutes, which would give us 25
minutes. We have six or seven Senators
who wish to speak on this matter.
I would like to conform to the rules,
but we have important legislation to discuss and it is one of the most sweeping
pieces of legislation to be introduced in
this session.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I do not wish to preclude the three or four Republican Senators who wish to speak on this most important subject of our position in Indochina. I hope they have the opportunity
to continue their colloquy.
Mr. PERCY. Absolutely. I understand
they could finish in 5 minutes.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Let me suggest that if
the Senator from nlinois would allot the
time of the Senator from Oregon <Mr.
PACKWOOD) on the basis requested I
would yield the Senator the 15 minutes
allotted to me thereafter and if the Senator needs more time I could get him an
additional 3 minutes.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President what is the suggestion?
M~. GRIFFIN. The junior Senator
from Michigan has 15 minutes allotted
to him and if the Senator from illinois
allows the colloquy to continue on his
time I will make time available to him.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Very well.
Mr. PERCY. I thank the distinguished
acting minority leader.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of
the Senator from Pennsylvania?
There being no objection, the Senator
from Ohio is allotted 5 minutes, the Senator from Maryland 5 minutes, and the
Senator from Connecticut 5 minutes.
The Chair recognizes the Senator from
Ohio.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I doubt if
ever in my memory I talked more on
borrowed time than I am doing at the
present moment.
Under the leadership of President
Nixon, America has continued a responsible and irreversible withdrawal of U.S.
combat troops from Vietnam.
We are on the way out, and it is somewhat disappointing am.d, if it were not so
political, almost humorous, to listen t:<>
the harping of some of our Democratic
colleagues and some others on the national scene about the course we are
following. I think they are giving, or
at least they are attempting to give, the
American people a false idea of what
that course truly is. Certainly there is
some belief that has grown up that it is
politically advantageous to blast the
President's Vietnam policies, to try to
obscure the fact, perhaps, that it is a
consistent policy, that it is being followed
day by day, on a straight line basis by
the President, in our withdrawal.
One might ask, and many are now asking, where some of these critics were ?~
ing the Kennedy and Johnson admmlstrations, when the U.S. involvement in
Vietnam was first mounted-and mounted to a total of over 500,000 combat
troops.
On Tuesday, a leading Democratic
candidate stated that he is now sorry he
kept silent on the war in the 1960's. I
imagine he is sorry, indeed.
Now when we are disengaging from
Vietnam, and President Nixon is committed to that course, some of the candidates and prospective candidates previously concerned, including some formerly in the administration of President
Johnson, have taken up the antiwar
chant. Evidently they believe that that is
what the people want to hear, and they
have jumped on the bandwagon. I do not
believe they are fooling anyone, however.
Nor do I believe that after the facts are
known, the American people will be
fooled with regard to the nature and results of the Laotian operation.
Just in this week's newspapers we have
seen a lot of strawmen thrown up with
regard to the Laotian operation-questions that may or may not have to do
with prospects of our withdrawal as a
result of the Laotian operation. I believe that this was an attempt to try to
put the entire war in Vietnam today and
the entire course of American policy in
some false view or attempt to give a false
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impression of the Laotian ~peration as
something other than what 1t truly v.:as.
In that operation we have reports commg
out now which I think will substantiate
that 18' of the 22 battalions of ARVN
fought extremely well. They took heavy
losses 1400 killed and 4,700 wounded. At
the s~~e time, it is estimated that the
North Vietnamese lost more than 13,000
in killed and many more wounded.
Laos is part of a consistent overall plan
to withdraw-and withdraw in good .order-American troops from South VIetnam and give the South Vietnamese a
chance to go on their own, in a way that
will bring about an end to the war more
quickly than any other course that could
be followed. Certainly the criticism we
are hearing today so loudly is not contributing toward that withdrawal. The
silence of the critics during the 1960's
rings clear today, when we are leaving
Vietnam responsibly, thanks to a Republican President and his policy.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I yield to
the Senator from Maryland (Mr. BEALL).
Mr. BEALL. I thank the Senator for
yielding.
Mr. President, I congratulate the Senator from Tennessee for initiating this
discussion on a most important subject. I thank the leadership for displaying a degree of footwork that, as a freshman, I observe allows us to continue this
discussion at this time.
I received a call this morning from a
member of the news media who asked me
if I was going to participate today in the
discussion of the President's war plans.
I answered, "No, I am not participating
in the discussion of the President's war
plans; I am participating in the dl~cus ..
sion of the President's peace plans.
I think we should put this whole matter
in its proper perspective, because what
it is that the President of the United
States seeks is certainly peace, and I am
sure all of us in this body join in this
desire to attain peace for the people of
America, which they have not had since
1964.
We all I am sure, put things in perspective~ a result of our own experience.
My experience in the Congress of the
United States, goes back to January,
1969 when I was elected to the House. At
that'time and prior to that time, during
the campaign, I do not remember any
member of the then administration, or
any of the people who are criticizing the
President today, coming up with a plan
that would have ended American involvement in Southeast Asia.
Two years later, in 1971, we have a
plan that will end American involvement
in Southeast Asia. We have a plan that
will bring home American soldiers. We
have a plan that will end American
casualties. I think we ought to be congratulating the man who has given us
that plan, and I think we ought to be
supporting a policy that is going to end
American involvement in a horrible war
that has cost us so much.
I congratulate President Nixon not
only for initiating a program that will
bring our involvement to an end in
Southeast Asia, but I congratulate him
for having the courage to stick to the
plan that is going to bring about an
honorable peace in that part of the world.
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The Cambodian incursion of last year
was criticized at the time. Certainly,
history will show that it was a most
successful operation in allowing us to
escalate American withdrawal from
Southeast Asia. We are hopeful the
Laotian campaign of this year is going to
have the same result. In my opinion, no
one can justifiably criticize that operation at this time, because enough time
has not elapsed to show the beneficial
results that will probably occur from that
operation.
It seems to me at this very important
time, when the end is in sight, and when
the weight of the evidence is clearly on
the side of the President, that those of
us who are interested in bringing peace
to Southeast Asia and to the world,
should support the President of the
United States in his sincere desire to do
just that.
I thank the Senator for yielding.
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Illinois yield?
Mr. PERCY. I yield to the Senator
from Connecticut.
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, this
colloquy on our withdrawal from Vietnam has long been overdue. I respect
honest differences as among our national
leaders. Certainly, in spite of all the
pronouncements of nonpartisanship and
bipartisanship in foreign affairs, I believe a certain amount of partisanship is
a good thing-it keeps everyone trying
harder, and, after all, that is what makes
our political system great and responsive.
But Vietnam has men of supposed leadership stature exhibiting not a quiet, uncompromising dedication to achieving
peace, but a hysterical scrambling which
only compounds what was enough of a
national tragedy when they acceeded to
our entry into and escalation of war in
Southeast Asia. May I remind these individuals that President Nixon had no
part-and I repeat, no part-of that decision, but rather, within weeks of taking
office, unilaterally made withdrawal our
national policy.
Now I have not always agreed on domestic matters with my administration
and, in fact, was held accountable on
that very point by some of the Republicans of my State in a primary for the
seat I now hold. But I accepted accountability when I exercised the privilege of
acting as I thought was !>est for my constituents.
We also know the President has an accounting for his actions coming up in
1972. But where is the accounting for the
loose talkers of 1970? Since they have
shawn great visibility in their criticism
of this President's ways of pursuing
peace, I would hope the same degree of
visibility would be evident when peace
is achieved by this President--not the
low profile of amnesia such as politicians
acquire whenever they have been wrong,
but the high visibility of men who gambled on Vietnam as a political issue and
lost.
Since 1968 President Nixon has had
my support on Vietnam, not because his
was a Republican policy, but rather because his was a policy of withdrawal and
peace. No man by his actions-by his actions--has manifested his desire for
peace more than Richard Nixon. Do

many of us agonize with him on whether
his tactics of peace will succeed? Yes. But
our agonizing is not for the North Vietnamese, it is for the men left behind in
fewer and fewer numbers-for the prisoners of war and for the South Vietnamese who, ready or not, now have the
job of defending their Nation. These are
not the problems of going to war, they
are the risks of getting out of one.
I am committed to seeing that the
children of my State will not march off
to war-and I mean any war. I repeat
that commitment because as fast as I
want to get the old young out of Vietnam, I am going to make sure that the
new young do not have to march off to
three wars in one generation. That is the
reason I stand here today to support a
President in his acting to create a generation of peace, and it is why tomorrow
I will stand here again in support of
legislation to assure that the old mistakes of the new critics of this President will not happen again.
APPOINTMENTS BY THE VICE
PRESIDENT
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore (Mr. ALLEN). The Chair, on behalf
of the Vice President, announces the following appointments: the Senator from
Idaho (Mr. CHURcH), and the Senator
from New York <Mr. JAVITS) to attend
the General Assembly of the Organization of American States, San Jose, Costa
Rica, April 14-24, 1971.
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lished in the New York Times today, entitled "Trouble for the Dollar."
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New York Times, Apr. 1, 1971]
TROUBLE FOR THE DOLLAR

A new crisis for the dollar may be in the
making. Last year the United States ran a
$10-billion balance-of-payments deficit in
its settlements with foreign governmentsthe biggest such deficit in American history.
This year another big deficit is likely,
though probably not as large. These deficits
have meant a transfer of far more dollars
abroad than foreigners want to hold, but
they have not been able to do much about
it, because the dollar is an official reserve
currency used by this country to settle
its foreign accounts.
Despite the huge deficit last year the international monetary scene was relatively
quiet because foreign dollar holders were
able to earn a high return on their dollars
by lending them to United States borrowers.
At the height of the liquidity crisis here, interest rates on Eurodollars soared to more
than 12 per cent. Lately Eurodollar rates
have fallen to just above 5 per cent, but
with American banks "awash with liquidity," in the phrase of Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur F. Burns, the demand for Eurodollars in this country has evaporated. In
fact, Eurodollars are flowing back to Europe
in enormous volume, since European interest rates are above those here.

INDOCHINA-WHEN, IF EVER, WILL
WE BEGIN TO CONSIDER OUR OWN
SELF-INTERESTS?
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, in a
ORDER OF BUSINESS
recent column, by John S. Knight, an
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- objective digest of President Nixon's forpore. Under the previous order, the Sen- eign policy as applied in Laos and Cambodia and South Vietnam precedes the
ator from Illinois, is recognized.
(The remarks of Mr. PERCY when he writer's presentation of his own views
introduced bills to establish a Depart- and comments.
ment of Community Development, a DeBecause Mr. Knight is an able, intellipartment of National Resources, and a gent independent Republican and one of
Department of Economic Affairs, togeth- the most respected newspapermen in
er with the ensuing debate, are printed the land, his views should be of interest
in the RECORD under Statements on In- to Senators and other Americans who
troduced Bills and Joint Resolutions.)
hold all shades of opinions on Indochina
and Vietnamization.
Mr. Knight points out that no one can
TRANSACTTON OF ROUTINE
deny the President the right to emphasize
MORNING BUSINESS
what he considers to be the wisdom of
The ACTING PRESIDENT protem- his decisionmaking processes and to
pore. The time of the Senator from Illi- present forthright conclusions. By the
same taken, those who take issue with
nois has now expired.
At this time, under the previous order, the President can be equally sincere and
there will now be a period for the trans- motivated only by their grave concerns
action of routine morning business not for the country they love.
For even as we are warned in the same
to exceed 30 minutes, with statements
breath of inflation and the dangers of
therein limited to 3 minutes.
The Senator from Missouri <Mr. SYM- communism, the rulers in the Kremlin
could not have plotted a more destructive
INGTON) is recognized.
course for Americans than the folly of
our continued involvement in Indochina.
In the view of Mr. Knight, it is a tragic
TROUBLE FOR THE DOLLAR
fact that while this administration is pinMr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, as ning its political faith on American troop
far back as the Kennedy administra- withdrawal, present policies insure that
tion, some of my colleagues used to ask some U.S. forces and the might of our
me, in good humor, "How is Mr. Balance air and naval power will be in Indochina
of Payments?" This because of my in- for years and years to come:
terest in this vital subject.
In other words, we are getting out while
No one kids about it any longer.
staying in.
Mr. President, in this connection, I
In conclusion, this respected, independask unanimous consent to have printed
in the REcoRD the lead editorial pub- ent Republican newspaper man asks:
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When, if ever, wm we begin to consider
our own self-interest?

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the article by John S. Knight
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Detroit Free Press, Mar. 28, 1971]
JOHN S. KNIGHT'S NOTEBOOK-INVOLVEMENT
IN INDOCHINA A RISKY GAMBLE FOR UNITED
STATES

I had a. nice note from President Nixon
the other day in which he advised me to
again read "U.S. Foreign Policy for the
1970s," a. report made to Congress on Feb.
25.

The section on LaOIS and Cambodl.a. Is of
particular interest at this time. Here are a.
few excerpts which expl811n the Nixon policy:
"In both countries, Hanoi has two alms.
First, and primarily, to use them as infiiltra.tion routes, staging bases and sanctuaries for attacks against South Vietnam.
"Secondly, to erode governmental control
in order to aid their efforts in South Vietnam and perhaps take over Laos and Cambodia themselves."
To meet these situations, President
Nixon m ade these basic choices for Laos
and Cambodia:
"To seek diplomatic settlements for both
c r,untries, either as part of an all-Indochina
arrangement or separately.

"To provide m11ita.ry support both to
L810S and Cambodia. and to South Vietnamese defensdve operations, without U.S.
ground combat involvement."
The President says that, to date, Hanoi
has rejected diploma.cy and spread the conflict. "The Lao government for many years,"
he added, "and the C'ambodlan government
this year, have turned to us and others for
a.ssis,tance."
Mr. Nixon rejects charges that South
Vietnam is expan ding the war. "It is Hanoi
which expanded the war two years ago,"
states the President. "The argument
against South Vietnam's defensive actions
suggests that Hanoi has .t he right--without
provocation and With complete immunityto send its forces into Laos and Cambodia,
threaten their governments, and prepare to
bring its full strength to bear on South Vietnam itself.
"The choice for Sout h Vietnam," Mr. Nixon
continues, "is not between limiting and expanding the war. It is between what it is
doing in self-defense and passively watching
the menace grow along its borders."
The President refers to the "allied sweeps"
against communist sanctuaries in Cambodia
as a. concrete example of these Nixon Doctrine principles:
Assumption of primary responsibility by
Cambodia for its own defense.
Help from regional friends.
Our support through military and economic assistance.
"Our aim," said the President, "is to prevent the enemy from building up their capabilities for major offensives . . . to destroy their supplies and disrupt their planning tor assaults on allied forces in South
Vietnam."

Concerning Loos, the President explained
that the U.S. had a military assistance program there six years before he took office and
increasing air operations for four of those
years. "We believed," he said, "that the U.S.
role we inherited remained l.mportant . . .
to support the Royal Lao government in the
North" and because "Vletna.miza.tlon called
for continuing air strikes against the enemy."
The administration's "defensive and supportive policy" was outlined as follows:
No American ground combat forces.

Minimum American presence.
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M111ta.ry assistance for regular and irregular
forces when requested by the Lao government.
Reconnaissance flights and air operations
to interdict North Vietnamese troops and
supplies on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
Logistic and air support for Lao forces
when requested by the government.
Mr. Nixon says, "We do not underestl.ma.te
the difficulties ahead for Laos and Cambodia.
Hanoi has intensified the war on these fronts
and its focus is likely to remain there in the
coming months." Then the President praised
"the Lao government's determination to
preserve its independence," and contended
that "the Cambodians also have the essential ingredients of success-national unity,
maxl.mum self-help and the support of
friends."

Lao

In closing his section on Laos and Cambodia, the President declared: "I will continue to do wlw.t is necessary to protect
American men as they leave Vietnam.
Throughout I u:ilZ keep the American people
and Congress fully informed."

While giving a. negotiated settlement "our
highest priority," Mr. Nixon added this: "If
the other side leaves us no choice, we Will
follow the alternate route to peace-namely
phasing out our involvement while giving the
region's friendly countries the tiine and
means to defend themselves."
I hope my excerpting from these sections
of the President's foreign policy book fairly
and objectively reflects Mr. Nixon's views, for
that has been my purpose.
And, as I said in this space on March 14,
"President Nixon's confidence in himself and
what he is doing has in no way been impaired by the persistent attacks upon his
policies."
But then, Lyndon Johnson was likewise
convinced of his own infalllbiUty and unerring judgments on Vietnam.
No one can deny the President's right to
emphasize what he considers to be the wisdom of his decision-making processes-and
to present forthright conclusions.
It is likewise apparent tha;t those who take
issue With the President can be equally
sincere and motivated only by their grave
concerns for the country they love.

Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird concedes that the campaign in Laos had been
cut short because of the "tremendously vicious and violent reaction of the North Vietnamese." Considering the fate of the French
at Dienblenphu, what kind of reaction did
the secretary expect?
Is Vietnamization, a program upon which
President Nixon has based high hopes, actually working? The answer seems obvious.

Joe McGinnis, correspondent for the Philadelphia Inquirer, whose articles from Indochina have provided a. new dimension in coverage of the war, offers this satirical description of President Nixon's supportive policy"
in Laos: "Naturally, American ground troops
must be sent in to protect the crewmen of
helicopters which were shot down in the first
place because they were supporting Vietnamese troops who were invading L810S to
protect the American troops who were withdrawing from Vietnam."
It is no comfort to read unsupportable
estl.mates of enemy losses as being five tl.mes
greater than those of the South Vietnamese.
If all reports of enemy losses since 1961 had
been true, North Vietnam's fighting strength
would have long since been decimated.
The tragic fact is that while this administration is pinning its political faith in American troop withdrawal, present policies insure
that some U.S. forces and the might of our
air and naval power Will be in Indochina for
years and years to come.
In other words, we are getting out while
staying ln.
And all at the risk of tempting Red China.
to take a bigger hand in the Indochina. power
game whenever conditions appear to favor
the communists' self interest.
When, 1f ever, Will we begin to consider
our own self-interest?

VIETNAM
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, unfortunately, due to limitations of time,
I was not able to participate in the colloquy with regard to the recent expedition into Laos.
For even as we are warned in the same
The current issue of Life magazine,
breath of inflation and the dangers of comApril 2, 1971, has published an extrememunism, the rulers in the Kremlin could not ly perceptive article, in depth, written
have plotted a more destructive course for
by John Saar, about the Laotian advenAmerica than the folly of our continuing
ture and I ask unanimous consent that
involvement in Indochina.
Without undue lint-picking, I think it fair the article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
to say that the Laos and Cambodian adventures have been something less than a crown- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ing success. Remember COSVN, the alleged as follows:

enemy communications center which was our
major objective in Cambodia? Well, it was
never found.
South Vietnam's forces, supported by our
unmatched air power, were to remain in
Laos for another month. Yet the fact is that
they have been fighting their way out of
Laos With heavy losses in men, vehicles and
tanks and the communists in hot pursuit.
According to the Associated Press, the 45day campaign in Laos has cost the South
Vietnamese nearly 10,000 casualties or almost 50 percent of the total forces cornmltted.
The Pentagon maintains in Operation Stiff
Upper Lip that the incursion has been a success. From a tactical point of view, a case can
be made for that claim since a partial though
temporary disruption of the Ho Chi Minh
supply line was achieved.
Yet one must also have some reservations
about the ability of South Vietnam's best
fighting men to cope With the enemy.
James McCartney of the Knight Newspapers asks this extremely pertinent question:
"If the South Vietnamese can't fight and
win when given sophisticated U.S. equipment
plus massive U.S. air support, what's going
to happen when we pull out?"

"AN IGNOMINIOUS AND DISORDERLY RETREAT"

(By John Saar)
KHESANH.-The American colonel hunches
in the seat helmet cocked into the slipstream,
eyes screwed to a. lone tank racing along
Route 9 some 2,000 feet below. Six weeks ago,
With cocky bravura, ARVN troopers rode their
tanks and armored carriers west up this road
and into Laos Without firing a shot.
Now the scene is grimly transformed Giant
U.S. M48 tanks, firing their gun barrels redhot, are running eastward through a. fiery
gauntlet of mines, rockets and crimsonblossom1ng mortar bursts In order to keep
the road open for the return of the remnants
of the sadly battered column. Far below the
colonel's command bird, an unarmed Medevac Huey makes e. low weaving run and
pauses briefly like a bee sipping honey to take
on wounded. The command chopper streaks
low over a. tangled jam of wrecked and burning vehicles, dis81bled tanks and a downed
helicopter. It soars sharply to evade ground
fire and veers around the aimed mortar fire as
the colonel grunts, "Who says they can't
hit a. moving target?" over the intercom. The
bl'&Ck plumes

Qf[

"incoming" mark a nearby

U.S. artillery base where Americans are en-

.
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deavoring to cover a withdrawal that has declined to an ignominious and disorderly ret reat.
"A rout," says Webster, is "a state of wild
confusion or disorderly retreat." Had he seen
what I saw in South Vietnam's First Military
Region last week. I believe Webster would
agree that Operation Lam Son 719 ended in a
rout. While no knowledgeable observer accepts the allied statistic of 13,688 NVA killed
in Laos without a pinch of skept icism, there
is no question that the North Vietnamese
sustained much greater losses than ARVN.
Yet by all appearances the NVA drove the invading forces out of Laos with their tails between their legs. An informed source places
ARVN casualties at 10,000 killed, wounded
and missing. That is almost half of the force
originally committed, a nd losses would have
been much higher were it not for the cool
bravery of U.S. helicopter crewmen who dived
with point-blank fire to extract many of the
trapped units from NVA encirclement. Troops
desperate to escape mobbed many of the
rescuing helicopters, forcing crewmen to
throw them off bodily. Some Medevac ships
came back with unwounded deserters clinging to their skids. (At least two skid-riders
fell to their deaths.) Many guns were blown
in place, mu<:h equipment destroyed and
abandoned. Some units were forced to bury
their dead in Laos. One sorely pressed ARVN
marine unit asked and received permission to
abandon its wounded. Troops from the
armored column, which lost approximately
100 tanks and carriers, were threatened with
death by angry paratroopers when the soldiers drove away leaving their dead and
wounded lying in the road.
By the middle of last week, all units had
left Laos except a South Vietnamese marine
brigade which was reported to be trapped,
badly cut up and unlikely to come out With
more than half of its men. It was said to
have taken 2,000 rounds of incoming in a
single 12-hour period. General Creighton
Abrams' initial claim that most ARVN units
were leaving Laos With heightened morale
must be rendered doubtful by the casualty
figures now coming in: according to accurate
unofficial estimates, the equivalent of no less
than 14 ARVN battalions are now inoperative, having sustained casualties of 30% or
more. Since the units committed to Laos
were regarded as ARVN's best, and since recovery will take between six and 12 months,
the damage is very serious.
The disastrous failure of Operation Lam
Son 719 is a catechism of ClauseWitzlan
crimes. Faulty intelligence was principally
to blame: grossly mistaken reading of NVA
counterattack capab1llty and intention, a
poor understanding of the sophistication and
diffusion Of the Ho Chi Minh Trail network
Overconfidence in ARVN strength and over~
reliance on air power is a conclusion that
may fairly be drawn from fallure to hold fire
bases. Critics also point an accusing finger
to the tactical idiocy of an armored strike
launched with insufilcient secrecy down a
single road bounded on both sides by impassable terrain. It is a sad irony that it should
be General Abrams, a superb commander
with a genuine affection and regard for
ARVN, who was the U.S. officer chiefly responsible for committing it to such a debacle.
So palpably 111-conceived was Lam Son 719,
in fact, that it would be unjust to draw any
long-term conclusions on the future of
Vietnamization from it.
The helicopter made it all possible and
from this helicopter, circling now over the
Laotian border, you come to understand the
futility of Lam Son 719. On the map, Route
9 is a gutsy little red line sUcing decisively
through the Ho Chi Minh Trail, an ideal
corridor and communications backbone for
an invasion. But from the air this dusty track
fashioned by the French can be seen for what
it is, a frail brown thread meandering westward, yielding with many a jink and detour

to the harsh dictates of a jungled wasteland.
Steep ridges slashed by innumerable ravines
run to mist-shrouded horizons in all directions. The major mistake, incomprehensible
in retrospect, was to insert 22,000 South
Vietnamese troops into this forbidding and
secretive terrain. It might have swallowed
ten times their number.
The plan optimist ically relied on massive
U.S. air power to give ARVN the edge over
25,000 NVA combat troops heavily dug in,
fam111ar with the terrain and protected by
tanks, artillery and antiaircraft guns in dangerous concentrations. The vicious rocket
fire of the Cobra gunships and the explosive might of B-52 strikes-£ounding sometimes like a distant rumbling subway and
sometimes like a stream of cannonballs rolling off a bed in the apartment upstairs-was
theoretically irresistible. But when the eye
can rove the immensity of the area and note
how rare are the gray splashes and felled
lumber of bomb strikes, you remember what
one unimpressed GI said: "It's simple; they
just can't bomb everywhere all the time."
The cynica.l pretension that Lam Son 719
was a South Vietnamese operation shat·
tered into a thousand incredible slivers on
its first day. It became obvious that the
ARVN forces were performing, under the
guidance of the U.S. adviser system, as surrogate American troops. Clothed, fed and
armed by Americans, they were also tot ally
dependent on U.S. aircraft for combat movement, resupply and the extraction of their
wounded and their dead. Even the zippered
olive-drab body bags were stamped "U.S."
Right from the start Lam Son 719 ran
briskly into trouble. Bad weather tied down
the 600-helicopter armada, and the NVA
counterattacked against units in Laos with
unexpected ferocity. Supported by tanks
and artillery, they overran Ranger 39, an
ARVN fire base set up on the north side o1.
Route 9, and registered the first of a long
serles of costly victories. The invasion's armored spearhead came to a halt, snared and
1mmob111zed by mines on Route 9.
THE ARVN WERE REDUCED TO THE ROLE

At this point either of two sound pragmatic decisions might have been made:
strong reinforcement and consolidation, or
withdrawal. The ARVN high command made
neither. Instead, presumably with support
from their U.S. advisers, they ele<:ted to make
a risky helicopter vault deeper into Laos, to
the site of the long-destroyed crossroads
town of Tchepone. On the evidence of an eyewitness, LIFE Photographer Akihiko Okamura, this feat was important mainly in
terms of public relations; the occupying
forces were small, stayed only briefly and
found nothing of value.
Meanwhile, to the accompaniment of op~
timistic statements from Washington and
Saigon about being "on schedule" and "ev~
erything going according to plan," the rest
of Lam Son 719 was plunging headlong toward disaster. The gap between the reality
of what was happening and the unwlllingness to admit setbacks grew so great that
one could not help but suspect that the operation had at least as much to do with getting President Thieu reelected in the fall as
with mllitary considerations.
Saigon-based newsmen have long accepted
that ARVN spokesmen manipulate their own
and NVA casualties to produce a favorable
klll ratio. Now for Lam Son 719 a helpful colonel advised doubling friendly casualties and
halving enemy dead to get a more accurate
picture. The operation notably failed to produce photographs or other hard evidence of
the claimed high body counts and cache
finds.
Arguing that this was "after all" a Vietnamese operation and so "of course" they
could give no information, U.S. omcers curbed
the right of their men to speak to the press.
A possible explanation may lie in a comment made to me by a U.S. adviser to the
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ARVN airborne division. His own records of
men wounded added up to almost twice the
number the division was admitting.
As the operation evolved-one felt there
was more 'frantic improvisation than adherence to a plan-new tactics appeared, calling for the ARVN units to stay mobile. Although these tactics avoided the punishing
fire base sieges and probably saved South
Vietnamese lives, they reduced the heavily
outnumbered ARVN battalions to the role
of live bait. The troops spent their days and
nights running and hiding while U.S. air
power struck at the pursuing NVA. Saigon
spokesmen claimed the tactics were very successful, but some Vietnamese called them
"inhuman" and alleged that the U.S. had
pressured ARVN into Laos.
Official dispatches described intense activity by ARVN ground troops, but, as one
of the very few newsmen to cross the border, LIFE Photographer Okamura cast doubt
on the claims after three weeks in Laos.
"They were too few,'' he said, "and the area
was too large. They did not kill any NVA or
find anything important while I was with
them. They were so afraid of giving away
their position that they waited five days to
call a Medevac for one wounded man." Although the ARVN generals claimed their
objectives were achieved, troops never
reached the important junction of Muongphine, labeled "Hanoi" on operational maps,
and the important Supply Base 604 also
went untouched by ground forces. However,
Okamura's observations supported the contention that while the ARVN troops lacked
the near-fanatical motivation of the NVA,
they did perform honorably in extremely
testing situations.
Most o'f the 16,000 Americans involved in
the operation were in relatively low-risk support roles, but U.S. helicopter crews flew
some of the more dangerous missions of
the entire war. Though the helicopter's vulnerabiUty to .51-caliber machine-gun fire
came as no surprise, the ability of the bunkered-down NVA gunners to survive air
bombardment did. Describing how the three
lead ships, including his own, were shot
down during the NVA combat assault on
Fire Base Lolo, one pilot said, "They put in
five hours of air strikes and Cobras on that
hillside. Then we went in and it sounded
like a mlllion people opened up on us." The
severity and accuracy of the antiaircraft fire
posed a serious handicap for the ARVN generals, according to the airborne divisional
commander's American pilot. "General Dong
just hasn't been able to overfly the battle
and run his units like he'd like to."
As the operation came slowly and irresistibly to pieces, the uneasy sensation of involvement in an escalating snafu encouraged
discord and acrimony. Among those most
likely to know what was going on the word
was, more and more. "They're getting their
ass kicked!" Gradually, as U.S. helicopter
missions grew increasingly dangerous, the
tone in which the phrase was uttered shifted
from sympathy to resentment. I put the
question to a group of pilots just back from
a bullet-dodging mission in support of "The
Little People" (as ARVNs are often called
over the radio). The reply came with malicious glee, "They're getting their ass
kicked!" The laughter of the rest of the
group was unmistakably vindictive. The loss
of a fire base prompted more recriminations.
U.S. advisers attributed 1t to the failure of
nearby ARVN armor to move to the rescue.
The Vietnamese countered by accusing the
Americans of withdrawing air support at the
crucial moment, in order to carry out a pilot
rescue operation.
Abruptly, four whirring specks cross a
melancholic expanse of gray sky and drop
down into Hamngh1, hilltop base of the crack
ARVN 1st Division inside South Vietnam.
Their cargoes bring all the rumors and
speculation about dark events in Laos into
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desperate focus. The wounded. One man toppled out and lies still until rushiing colleagues bear him gently to an ambulance.
The rest can walk, the stiff-legged stumble
of the exhausted wounded, and with their
drawn, grimace-set faces, tattered uniforms
and filthy dressings, they come painfully
toward us llke some terrible march of the
damned.
Then, in air-tearing fleets of Hueys, the
unwounded survivors arrive. The first step
back to the soil of South Vietnam is for each
man a moment of pure joy-the dazed grins,
the helpless laughter, the jubilation of
friends celebrating joint survival, with arms
fia111ng round necks and shoulders. It takes
no oracular powers to understand that in the
past six weeks there men have seen fighting
they never expected to survive. Yet they have
come back, and despite their long-unwashed
griminess and tatterdemalion fatigues, each
man has a steel pot and a rifle, and somehow
they have the carriage of the tough dependable soldier. They look good and you say so
to a watching pilot. "Yeah," he answers,
"what there are of them left."
Watching, with the controlled emotion
expected of a mean, crew-cut captain in the
U.S. Marine Corps, is an adviser to the unit.
The book tells you how to lead your men
from the front, die if necessary. But what
do you say when you're spruce and safe
and they have come back from the jaws of
hell? "I wish we could have gone with them.
We trained them, lived with them. It's kind
of like cheating."
Next day there are similar scenes at the
airborne headquarters. Only this time the
procession of wounded is longer and the
faces of the onlookers register growing depression. Several of the battalions are in
trouble, and in three hours nearly 100
wounded arrive to take every inch of space
in the underground hospital and over:flow
into two tents. A mortar bomb weighs only
eight pounds, but it can claw and maul 20
men worse than a cageful of tigers. Some
men have not scores, but seemingly hundreds of perforations. A Huey normally car•
ries a maximum of 15 Vietnamese. A Med·
evac pilot with more humanity than sense
radios in that he has 25 aboard and claims
a record. A phalanx of the dead accumulates near the gates. Their bundled ri:fles
and equipment lie nearby and among the
helmets is one drilled front and rear with
odd precision by a Kalashnikov bullet.
In the emergency operating theater a para·
trooper under a local anesthetic watches
impassively as a surgeon scissors dead
tissue from the thumb he lost in Laos. Relatively speaking he is lucky and he knows it.
The situation of some of the airborne battalions stlll in Laos deteriorates during the
day. A knot of tense and fidgety advisers
waits on the edge of the helicopter pad for
results of an extraction attempt under fire.
The Hueys :flail into sight but their cabins
are empty. The pilots are shaken and angry
and they climb out of their armored seats
for a council of war.
"I don't know who the hell is runnins
that, but there's NVA right alongside the
landing zone and .51 is hitting inside. Six
ships hit, one went down, and one aircraft
commander hit in the spine so he can't move
his legs. What are they trying to prove?"
"We ~tarted taking fire from a klick
out . . .
"That's two of my birds got shot up today.
They can stick this :flying up their - - .
What are they trying to prove?"
Yet the word comes down for another attempt and the grumbling Ghostriders-that
is

their unit nickname--climb Into their

cockpits to crank and :fly.
Aga.in they are beaten off by fire, and this
time one craft lands with a seat lying back
and fresh blood pooling on the floor. A war-

rant officer runs over, takes in the scene and
:flings his combat cap to the oil-slicked

ground in anguish. "The sons a bitches just
ain't worth it." The ship is shot up like a
target drogue and the door gunner, a goodlooking guy with sweat-soaked blond hair
plastered to his forehead, is haunted by the
hole ripped in the thin metal just above his
head. He wanders aimlessly through the
crowd of smillng pilots shaking his head. "I
can see going out there for Gis, but it's not
worth it for these guys. What are they trying
to prove?" Tempers are running high and
when a curious bunch of Vietnamese paratroopers move over for a closer look at the
damaged bird, some of the pilots fend them
off with curses and angry shouts. The American advisers see the danger and run over
to interpose themselves. Nine out of 11 of
the unit's birds were shot up that day, yet
the pilots stm kept :flying. They seemed to
do so for personal and unit loyalties, not out
of any sense of commitment to the South
Vietnamese.
Later that day the Vietnamese doctors, attended by their servants, are dining in some
style in their darkened underground mess
when a noisy throat-clearing stills the conversation and an awkward American voice
speaks from the shadows. "About the two refusals by the Medevac birds today . . .
wanted to say that we are going to find out
what happened." The advlser excuses himself
and talk resumes. There is laughter and normality, but another dividing line has been
drawn between allies.
"RUN FOR YOUR LIFE-EVERYTHING'S GOING ACCORDING TO PLAN"
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an incredible onslaught on the other sappers
with a machete and killed all three. When it
was over the sappers had killed three Americans, wounded 10, blown up seven hellcopters and two ammunition dumps and left
18 of their own bodies on and around the
base. The episode proved once again that the
American soldier seems to find it easier to
admlre his Vietnamese enemy than to like his
Vietnamese ally. Said a grunt who helped
fight a trapped sapper to a much-punctured
standst1ll, "He sure had a lot of guts."
The next morning all helicopters left Khesanh and the final garbage fires started to
burn. As ARVN convoys hurtled past his
art1llery base, a GI added the postscript to
Lam Son 719. "ARVN is making an orderly
withdrawal, they say. In other words, they
got their ass kicked and they are hightail1ng
it back. It's like us saying, "Pack up and run
for your life. Everything's going according to
plan.' Because the plan was only made five
minutes ago!"

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I
wish to remind the Senate that for the
past 6 or 7 years, from the reports of
reputable reporters of our major news
media, whether newspapers or magazines-Time, Life, the Washington Post,
and so forth-the evidence has proved
them to be far more accurate than the
official estimates about nearly all the actions which have taken place in Vietnam or Indochina.
Let me read just three sentences from
the article:

Three weeks ago Khesanh was at its rejuvenated peak with c-130s howling to a shuddering halt on the plateau's midget airstrip
The black plumes of "incoming" mark a
every 15 minutes. The old runway, built and nearby U.S. art1llery base where Americans
fought over in 1968, looked like a World war are endeavoring to cover a Withdrawal that
II :fllght line with nearly 200 helicopters
has declined to an ignominious and disordercrammed rotor to rotor under the direction ly retreat.
of marshals wearing yellow nylon over"A rout," says Webster, is "a state of wild
blouses. The crews in their olive-drab :fl1ght confusion or disorderly retreat." Had he seen
suits lounged on the aluminum runway, what I saw in South Vietnam's First Mllitary
smoking, talking over the upcoming combat Region last week. I believe Webster would
assault. Then from the far end of the run- agree that Operation Lam Son 719 ended in
way came that characteristic sound of 10,000 a rout.
bottles breaking: "incoming." Up to this
One or two paragraphs further on in
moment Khesanh had been a gentle, untroubed. logistic base and for a few seconds the article:
no one moved. Then that sound again, and
Faulty intell1gence was principally to
the crews dashed for their helicopters. Like blame grossly mistaken reading of NVA couna :flock of startled crows they :fled in every terattack capability and intention a poor undirection to reassemble into beadlike forma- derstanding of the sophistication and diftions in the high, clear air and head for fusion of the Ho Chi Minh Trail network.
safer places. And Khesanh as an American Overconfldence in ARVN strength and overbase began to die again.
rellance on air power is a conclusion that
The death knell struck last week, when a may fairly be drawn from failure to hold fire
:flurry of mortar shells sent perimeter de- bases.
fenders leaping to their fighting holes for
cover. The stage was set for the fierce closing
Mr. President, I only wish to draw atbattle of Lam Son 719 which, as 1f acknowl- tention to this, for the sole purpose of
edging the real opponents of the past 10 trying to get at the truth.
years, was to pit suicidal North Vietnamese
The truth is always difficult to come
sappers against plain ordinary American Gls.
The sappers came gliding barefoot through by, especially in a period of warfare. We
the darkness clad in camou:flaged shorts and have had this experience before. It is
jackets and carrying satchel charges and not something new that has developed
Chinese grenades in webbing harnesses on under this administration. It was quite
their backs. They cut through the wire and as difficult in the previous administrawere moving behind the defenders when wild tion as with this. When things do not
shouts woke Delta Troop, 2j17 Cavalry, to go well, any bureaucracy, whether milithe terror and bedlam of "sappers inside the
wire." Five of the sappers moved swiftly down tary or otherwise, tends to cover up.
the zigzag communication trench, grenading That is one of the hazards of a demothe bunkers as they passed. It was highly cratic system. On the other hand, I do
trained saboteurs against line grunts, and not believe that a democratic system
it would have been no contest, except for a can function without access to the truth.
quiet, sandy-haired draftee from South Da- Unless the Senate has access to the truth,
kota. They threw two grenades in his bunker. we cannot participate and assist the
He grabbed them, threw them back. They executive branch in developing wise
threw a third grenade, he dived with his
:flak jacket outstretched to cover the blast policies, as our Constitution provides.
Let me reiterate. that the greatest
and save his bunkermate's life. Although
badly wounded in the eye by a. splinter, the hazard, the greatest obstacle to wiser
young soldier thwn ran outside to empty policies in our country is the obstacle
an M-16 magazine into two of the attackers. that the Executive has put in the way of
Dropping the then-useless rifle, he launched participation by the Senate in the making
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of decisions. The Senate has not been
given access to important information
and has not been consulted. The Senate
learns about mistakes long after they
have been made. The President, isolated
as he necessarily is, under our system,
from the poll tical realities of the country.
simply does not have the assistance of
Congress, and specifically the Senate,
in this area. I regret it. But it is doing
no service to our country if we try to
cover up or to deny and not acknowledge what the facts really are, whether
they be in Laos, Vietnam, or anyWhere
else.
Accordingly, Mr. President, I think this
Life article is extremely revealing. It is
the latest thing from a man on the scene.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the REcoRD an
article published in the New York Times
today entitled "Reports by Saigon on Toll
Inflicted on the Enemy in Laos Are
Arousing Doubts," written by Alvin
Shuster. This article sustains and is consistent with Mr. Saar's article. Also an
article entitled "Thieu terms Laos drive
Saigon's 'biggest victory' " published in
the New York Times today.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
TRIEU TERMS LAos DRIVE SAIGON'S "BIGGEST
VICTORY"
DoNGHA, South Vietnam, March 31.President Nguyen Van Thieu declared today
that his troops' recent thrust into Laos had
attained "the biggest victory ever" for the
armed forces of South Vietnam.
In a news conference of nearly two hours,
held under a blazing sun in a cemetery at
the South Vietnamese Army base here, Mr.
Thieu insisted that the operation had
achieved its objectives of disrupting supply
lines, destroying stockpiles of war supplies
and preventing any "significant" Communist
offensives this year in the northern provinces
of South Vietnam.
The news conference was Mr. Thieu's first
in more than a year.
HIS TONE IS CONFIDENT
It was clearly called in an effort to offset
the widespread belief that the South Vietnamese had been defeated in their 45-day
major campaign, that they had been forced
to reterat by heavy Communist counter-attacks, that their morale was shaken and that
frictions had developed bet ween the American and South Vietnamese commands. The
President denied all such assumptions.
"I have learned," he said, "through some
articles, through some periodic magazines,
from daily magazines, which said that the
United States said that the Vietnamese did
not commit enough troops, that Vietnamese
say that the United States had not provided
enough support and that the redeployment
of the Vietnamese troops from Laos is a defeat--disorder, disaster. I believe that is not
true and is completely wrong."
The whole tone and manner of the President, as he spoke in English to reporters and
addressed assembled airborne troops, was one
o! confidence that whatever the price paid
by the South Vietnamese in casualties, the
operation was worth it.
"As a general, as a combatant, let me say I
am proud o! you," he told the airborne forces.
"I am proud of your performance. This is
the biggest victory ever. You have caused a
psychological breakdown to the Communists,
you have hurt their morale seriously.
"This year you will achieve more victories.
Thanks to these victories, we will be able to
shorten the war."
He strolled among the paratroopers and

asked one whether he had "ever fought any
battle as exciting as this one."
The paratrooper, standing at attention, did
not answer. To another, the President asked :
"Did you fight well?" The soldier replied:
"yes, sir."
STRESSES SAIGON'S ROLE
At his news conference, conduct ed as he
sat on two wooden ammunition boxes in a
small grove of pines about seven miles south
of the demilitarized zone, Mr. Thieu emphasized that the invasion of Laos was a South
Vietnamese operat ion, taken on Vietnamese
initiative, only "su pplemented" by United
States airpower.
Asked whether there were d ifferen ces between the American command a n d h imself
over the timing of withdrawal, Mr. Thieu said
that the decision to en d it was a "decision of
the Vietnamese and we ended it because we
judged the objectives of the operation to have
been achieved."
Sources in Washington have reported tha t
President Thieu decided t o call off the ooeration, called Lam Son 719, rat her than suffer
more casualties, despite suggestion s from the
American command here that it contin ue.
Even though the bulk of Sout h Vietnam's
forces retreated from Laos, Mr. Thieu said,
Lam Som 719 would be kept alive by lightning raids such as one whose start he a n nounced today.
The raid, which military sources said would
last about three days, involved United S t a t es
helicopters and a small Sout h Viet namese
unit. They were said to have gon e 14 t o 16
miles into Laos.
Mr. Thieu said he had no knowledge of reports from Washington that American air
support would continue for such operation s
only for seven days more.
DEFINES U.S. RESPONSffiiLITY
"The United States Government and the
United States Army," he said, "only have t he
responsibility of providing support to all
military operations conducted by our own
initiative. So, the operation that has taken
place this morning is also decided by us. This
is a new attack, a new phase."
He also called it a "new-type operation"
and said that even after t he rainy season
began in May, "we wlll have to continue this
new operation if the situation demands."
Asked whether the South Vietnamese intended to invade North Vietnam, Mr. Thieu
said that his army "has the capability to attack North Vietnam u n der some f orm"
whether or not the United St a t es provided air
support. The extent of the American support,
he said, would determine the type of opera·
tion.
"But I believe that, even without United
States support, I could still choose a form of
attack into North Vietnamese territory."
Mr. Thieu, who answered foreign reporters
in English and local reporters in Vietnamese,
said he saw no mistakes in the Laos incursion. He did mention "technical difficulties•·
that left some South Vietnamese troops without sufficient supplies but said that this
problem, with American air support, was
cleared up in three days.
As for the reports of a hasty retreat, Mr.
Thieu said any withdrawal phase was difficult in military strategy. The object, he said,
is to surprise the enemy when ready to withdraw. And, he said, "I think the fact that
we have achieved our withdrawal very fast
is a good thing, and not a bad thing, because
the Communists did not have time to react."
Sgt. Nguyen Van Du, one of the paratroopers a.t Dongha today, saw the battle in
different terms.
"The enemy was doped," he said. "I heard
they were given 'no fear' medicine that made
them fanatical and insensible to our fire.
They kept coming in, running in on us, over
the dead bodies of their friends."
Asked 1f he would go back in, he replied
With hesitation: "If I am ordered to."
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REPORTS BY SAIGON ON TOLL INFLICTED ON
ENEMY IN LAOS ARE AROUSING DOUBTS
(By Alvin Shuster)
SAIGON, South Vietnam, March 31.-The
campaign against Communist supply lines in
Laos is over, but statist ical warfare continues
to rage, reminiscent of the days when American commanders put the stress on " the body
count" to demon strate su ccess in t he Vietnam war.
The figures at issue these days a-re those
provided by t he Sout h Viet namese Government on the invasion of Laos-numbers
tacitly accepted by the Americans though
some are so obviously exaggerated as to be
meaningle.ss. As a South Viet namese lieutenant acknowledged, "the more political the
operation, the higher the chances of exaggeration of what we d id to the enemy."
It is a n old controversy, now a t tracting
new interest because the Saigon Government
and, to a lesser degree, the American comm and are stm providing a heavy dose o1
numbers to try to cure the public discomfort
over the Laos campaign. The list is long, from
enemy kllled and munitions dest royed to
field radios, trucks, antimalaria pills and
chickens and ducks captured.
CONSIDERABLE DOUBT RAISED
Considerable doubt was cast on the statistics all during the 45-day campaign. Official
briefers talked solemnly of counting bodies
in the jungles of Laos, of estimates of explosives used, of heavy engagement s where the
toll of the enemy ran int o thousands, as
against a few wounded.
There were several days when the South
Vietnamese command report ed every detail
of a fight, down to the number of rifles captured, and then said, "There is no word yet
on our casualties."
In a war without front lines, it has long
been a practice to measure progress in numbers, credible or not. The Americans, during
the period of heavy ground combat, were the
original sinners, as underscored in the t rial
of First Lieut. William L. Calley Jr., who
testified:
"It was very important to tell the people
back home we're killing more of the enemy
than they were kUling us. You just made a
body count oft' the top of your head. Anything went into the body count: V. C. buffalo, pigs, cows. Something was dead. You
put it into your body count."
LOWER U.S. CASUALTIES
American commanders say the "body
count" period for them is over, largely because the nature of the war has changed.
Americans are no longer in massive searchand-destroy operations or big battles and,
with the enemy pursuing a protracted war of
small units in this country, the engagements
involving Americans usually show low casualty figures.
The theory is that the smaller the figure,
the more credible it is.
General MichaelS. Davison, commander of
American forces in the military region surrounding Saigon, who is soon to become Army
commander in Europe, said: "I never liked
the body count and the stress on kill ratios
because I always found they could lead to
bad practices. When I decided to come here
I decided never to mention kill ratios and
body counts to a single subordinate commander."
American and South Vietnamese commanders like to look at figures as benchmarks of progress, nevertheless, because, in
their view, the figures help to show what is
happening to the enemy.
What happened to the enemy in Laos is
still a. big mystery. The South Vietnamese
claim 13,815 North Vietnamese soldiers killed.
The American command, which limits itself
to estimates based on aerial observation, put
the figure at 4,100. The clear implication, accordingly, is that more than 9,500 were kllled
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by the South Vietnamese themselves, which
ls difficult for some officers to believe.
SOME "MINUSES" FOR HANOI

"Look at it this way," a doubtful American
officer said. "The Vietnamese say they have
killed nearly 14,000 Communists in Laos.
"If you figure that at least two are wounded
for every soldier killed, that means 42,000
Communists were put out of action. Since
there were supposed to be only 30,000 Communists in the area in Laos, they are now
minus 12,000."
"Now the command says we killed something like 15,000 trucks along the trail since
the dry season began in October," he continued. "They only had about 12,000, so again
Hanoi is minus, this time about 2,000 trucks."
"So, if they are minus 9,000 men and 2,000
trucks, it's a wonder they can still keep going on the trail."
The South Vietnamese casualty figures for
the troops in Laos are also open to question.
Saigon says that 1,163 were killed and 4,299
wounded, with 240 missing, for a total of almost 5,700 or about 25 per cent of the force
involved. Some unconfirmed reports circulating in Saigon put the total casualties at 10,000, or about 50 per cent, which the Saigon
command absolutely denies.
FEW CHANCES TO CHECK

Because of the nature of the Laotian operation-no Americans allowed in on the
ground-few of the statistics gathered by the
South Vietnamese could be checked. The
Saigon command insists that its men counted
the bodies, but officers acknowledge privately
that the figures are estimates. The lower
American figure is also an estimate, based on
reports by pilots of small observation planes
and helicopters.
Duplication is unavoidrable, with pilots
sometimes counting the same bodies the
South Vietnamese on the ground locate.
In a sense, the United States command is
more interested in the accuracy of casualty
figures for the South Vietnamese than for
the enemy. As a result, American officers are
assessing the figures with the help of Amerioan adV'lsers at the scene who tried to count
the members of their units as they returned.
An officer engaged in the work said that
the South Vietnamese figures were on the
low side but did not apperar to be near the
10,000 mark. He said that the figures were
probably off by a few hundred in each category, implying that the South Vietnamese
probably suffered something under seven
thousrand casualties.
In any event, the South Vietnamese are
not particularly interested in statistics, although they recognize the political possibilities of favorable ones.
"Statistics mean very little to us," a South
Vietnamese official remarked. "We only
started them because the Americans seem to
be interested, along with the press."
FIGURE ON MUNITIONS WAS HIGH

The most striking example of statistical
warfare during the operation in Laos was the
figure provided by the South Vietnamese on
the amount of munitions destroyed-176,246
tons, or more than the equivalent load of
10,000 of the largest cargo plane at work in
Vietnam.
The American comm.and was surprised by
the figure, which jumped more than 160,000
in one week, and asked the South Vietnamese for clarification. The answer came back
that it was "a verified amount." The American estim.ate is 14,000 tons.
At the briefing yesterday a Saigon spokesm.an insisted that the huge figure was accurate but added, "You should use your own
judgment in using it."
The Americans are still not without their
own attempts at man1pulatdng the figures .
The most frequently cited example was the
deliberate leak in Washington of low American casualty figures--figures usually dis-

closed in Saigon on Thursday afternoonsearly in election week last November.
During the incursion in Laos the comm.and provided statistics only for the hellcopters shot down and destroyed in Laos, not
the much larger number shot down and then
brought back to Vietnam. The rationale was
that such information would help the enemy
determine helicopter strength.
The casualties suffered in the "recovered"
aircraft were also not reported daily, although they were included in the weekly figures, so the job of isolating the number of
American casualties became almost impossible.
"The statistics still seem to be impor..ant
in this war because of the limited tangible
measurements," a diplomat commented.
"The only problem is that they don't ahow
whether you are winning or whether you
really disrupted the trail."
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and radio). West German TV Eaid it was
"more of a flight than a withdrawal." Concern that Vietnamization had suffered a setback was expressed in several countries.
However, a number of infiuential voices
insisted that judgments regarding the outcome of the operation were premature:
The London Economist said that if the
ARVN forces "come out in reasonably good
order," they will have "bought a year, and
maybe more, of relative quiescence."
Nationally infiuential Die Welt of Hamburg
held today that "the result of the Laos incursion will only show months after the
South Vietnamese withdrawal."
Vienna's independent Die Presse maintained today that the Laos action "must result in a general increase in U.S. prestige,"
and that President Nixon has shown himself "again master of the domestic situation
and thereby capable of taking the necessary
steps toward ... termination of the American combat role ..."
North Vietnamese media hailed a "great
victory" of the "Lao People's Liberation
Army" in southern Laos on Saturday and
announced a "glorious feat of arms" in
shooting down a B-52 over Vinh Linh last
Wednesday.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The time of the Senator from
Arkansas has expired.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, if the Chair will recognize me, I
shall be glad to yield my 3 minutes to
the Senator from Arkansas.
BRITISH TV, RADIO REPORT A RETREAT
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temBritish TV and radio reported over the
pore. The Senator from Arkansas is
weekend that a retreat was in progress. They
recognized for 3 minutes.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I appreciate that. said the South Vietnamese had fought well
that their situation would have been
That is very generous of the Senator from and
much worse without U.S. air support.
West Virginia.
On the last point, a BBC-TV correspondMr. President, these articles all pro- ent interviewed a helicopter pilot who said
vide a consistent story from different that "without U.S. air support it would have
sources as to how the real situation has been a total failure." The correspondent
developed in South Vietnam and in Laos. added, "While it is true that the South VietI regret it. I regret that the operation has namese have fought creditably, probably better than ever before, they still rely 100 per
not been successful. The Foreign Rela- cent
on the Americans."
tions Committee and other Members of
In a radlo commentary, an editor of the
the Senate did not say anything critical London Economist suggested that the Laos
of the Laos venture until it was perfectly operation never was meant as a knockout
evident to the blindest person that it was blow. A member of the BLC foreign staff said
a failure. There is no profit, no benefit, on radio that "it now seems clear not only
in trying to cover up the situation and that the operation is being wound up . . .
not acknowledge it. If we acknowledge it but that it has been far less successful than
and put our minds to it, I think we in the last year's sortie into Cambodia . . ."
These were headlines today:
Senate and the President can develop a
sensible way to liquidate the war, one "Americans Using Every Plane to Save Laos
Retreat from Disaster (Independent Times
that will be in the interest of our country.
of London)
Mr. President, it is sometimes good for
"Laos Withdrawal is Headlong Retreat"
Americans to have an idea about what
(Liberal Manchester Guardian)
others in the world community, many of
The Times' story reported that "full-scale
them our allies and friends who are very
of South Vietnamese from Laos
much interested in our welfare and in withdrawal
was almost complete after the apparent colour success, are saying about our policies lapse of the 42-day campaign against the
and actions. The U.S. Information Serv- Ho Chi Minh trail."
ice, on a regular basis, prepares sumThe Guardian said that "the South Vietmaries of the reaction of news media namese withdrawal from Laos turned into a
around the world to current issues. The precipitate retreat" yesterday.
Laos operation has been given consider"Impossible to Get Over-All Picture"
able attention in the world press, judging
The conservative Daily Telegraph, which
from recent issues of the summaries. In supports U.S. Viet-Nam policy, today carried
order that readers of the RECORD and the two articles complaining of lack of clarity
public may see how the world press views in the situation.
Its military correspondent wrote, "It is still
the Laos operation in terms of success or
failure, I ask that there be printed in impossible to get an over-al: picture of the
situation in southern Laos or disthe RECORD the pertinent portions of the Inilitary
cern to what extent the retreat of the South
USIA summaries for March 22, 26, and 29. Vietnamese
has gone according to plan or
There being no objection, the excerpts has been forced upon them.
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
"What does seem certain is that the efas follows:
fectlveness of the close air support, on which
LAos: REPORTS oF

ARVN

"RETREAT"

SUMMARY

As foreign information media told the
story of the South Vietnamese withdrawal
from Laos in extensive reporting, pictures
and television film, commentators took widely differing views of the situation.
In most world news centers, the events
were interpreted as "a retreat" (British TV

the success of the allied tactics depends, has
once again been over-estim.ated."
The paper's Washington correspondent
stated:
"President Nixon is again faced with a
credibility gap over the Indochina war. The
public is finding it increasingly dlfficult to
square the Administration's claims that
'Vietnamization' is proceeding well with re-
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ports and television pictures from the Laos
front . . . .
"It is an open secret that only those helicopters so badly shot up as to be write-offs
have been admitted lost. The real figure is
said to be three times as high. Despite the
security blackout before the campaign, the
enemy had a shrewd idea-to say the least-of South Vietnamese intentions. The only
people kept ir the dark were the American
people."

"Vietnamization Test Appears To Have
Failed"
Yesterday its sister paper, the Sunday
Telegraph, reported from Washington that
"whatever the military truth of the matter
in Indochina, it was quite evident that
at home, Laos has the capacity to do President Nixon an immense amount of political
harm. Far from being another Cambodian
triumph, it is beginning to look as disastrous as the Tet offensive, with the saving
political grace that this time no American
ground troops are directly involved.
"The American public is not impressed by
claims that thousands of North Vietnamese
are being slaughtered in bombing and helicopter gunship attacks. All they know is
that the first real test of the President's
Vietnamization policy, the key to withdrawal from Indochina, looks as if it has
failed."
Story of Troops Refusing Action
Today's independent-left London Sun reported that "battle-weary American troops
refused to go into action" yesterday "when
their commander ordered them into a Viet
Cong ambush zone. . . . The soldiers complained they had no adequate weapons, ammunition or support."
"Two Gains of Laos Operation
The weekly Economist, out on Friday, ran
an article which maintained that "even if
the South Vietnamese come back out of Laos
fairly soon-provided they come out in reasonably good order-the operation has hart
a major effect."
It said the operation would have accomplished two things: "The first is to have
demonstrated that the North Vietnamese
have been unable to prevent the invading
force from coming and sitting in their own
backyard ....
"Th~ other thing ... is to have deprived
the Communist forces in Cambodia and
South Viet-Nam of a substantial proportion of the supplies they were counting on
being able to use between now and May
1972 . . . . It will have bought a year, .~nd
maybe more, of relative quiescence . . .
Paris TV: "Retreat on Schedule?"
French state-run television's first network
last night carried films on the difficulties
faced by the South Vietnamese as they
pulled back from Laos. A commentary asked:
"A retreat on schedule, or a hurried retreat? Hanoi readily describes the retreat as
a rout. A few facts show that things are not
easy for the Americans and South Vietnamese. They have only one base left in
Laos. When evacuating the next-to-last post,
they lost at least 5 helicopters and 15 others
were hit by enemy fire.
"Meanwhile, North Vietnamese heavy artillery, which dominates Khesanh, is pounding the principal operational base systematically. . . . It remains to be seen whether
K.hesanh will not be surrounded. Hanoi asserts: 3,000 soldiers are trapped like rats in
Khesanh."
The second TV carried same film, with a
comment:
"This looks more and more like the encirclement of Dien Bien Phu."
Today's
mass-circulation
France-Soir
front-paged an AP picture of a South Vietnamese soldier clinging to a helicopter landing skid. It was captioned, "South Vietnamese Helter-Skelter in Laos."

Rome TV Reports
Italian television last night reported that
the U.S. Air Force "has attacked missile
bases in North Viet-Nam, bringing the umpteenth protest" from Hanoi, and that the
"South Vietnamese withdrawal from Laos"
was being "disturbed by a series of North
Vietnamese attacks."
A filmed report discussed the logistical
problems in the Laos operation and said:
"Many South Vietnamese units, which in
the beginning had some success with their
surprise attacks, were subsequently left
without material and ammunition."
Three Papers on Vietnamtzation Outlook
Leading independent-conservative Il Messaggero of Rome commented today that "the
general retreat in Laos . . . will have many
negative repercuissions on the Vietnamization program, on which the gradual U.S.
disengagement is based."
Socialist Avanti of Rome observed that
"the U.S. press is strongly critical of the
Laotian operation," and .iat the South
Vietnamese "military rout" demonstrated
"the failure of Vietnamization."
Independent-liberal La Stampa of Turin
argued that "events have shown that without the support of U.S. aircraft the South
Vietnamese troops would have been defeated
by a better prepared enemy." It continued:
"This bad experience might lead the White
House to slow down the Vietnamization program."
West German TV: "More Like a Flight ... "
Almost every weekend news program on
West German TV reported the Laos situation.
Film clips and still pictures were accompanied by narrative comments such as "getting worse by the hour . . . bad morale . . .
looks more like a flight than a withdrawal ... Khesanh under heavy attack ...
U.S. Air Force tries to bomb North Vietnamese troops . . . U.S. helicopters fly out
wounded and survivors . . . ten bases already abandoned. . . . "
"Success, Failure Not Yet Measurable"
Independent Die Welt of Hamburg noted
that Hanoi had lost its Cambodian supply
routes a year ago and was now "putting up
violent resistance" in Laos because it "sees
the Ho Chi Minh system endangered." It declared:
"Success and failure in military operations are not measurable in terms of day-today fighting. The result of the Laos incursion will only ~how months after the South
Vietnamese withdrawal."
"Allied Explanations Like Hitler's"
Independent-left Sueddeutsche Zeitung of
Munich stated on Saturday:
"Washington and Saigon are handling the
approaching end of the Laos operation as unskillfully as they handled its beginning. They
hand out conflicting releases, some of which
recall the phraseology Hitler's propagandists
used in their efforts to smoke-screen defeat ....
"Politically questionable as it was, the
Laos operation initially seemed to meet a
military purpose-smashing the Ho system
and giving the withdrawing U.S. troops a
breathing spell ... But the price the South
Vietnamese army has paid is excessive ... the
South Vietnamese forces will now be even
less able than before to wage the war singlehandedly."
Left-center Frankfurter Rundschau said
on Saturday, "The defeat of the South Vietnamese army in Laos comes close to catastrophe." It called the ARVN forces "hopelessly inferior" to the North Vietnamese
forces and "only good enough to maintain
m111tary dictatorship in their own country."
Pro-Christian
Democratic
Muenchner
Merkur of Munich said the "failure" of the
Laos operation "confronts the U.S. President with an extremely difficult situation.
J•
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"If he sticks to his withdrawal plan . . ~
Saigon will fall prey to the Viet Cong sooner
or later, and Nixon will lose confidence
among his allies and be the first US President
to lose a war. If he forgos his withdrawal
plans, he will feel the consequences in 1972."
West Berlin: "U.S. Withdrawal Chance Lost"
Independent Spandauer Volksblatt or
West Berlin quoted White House spokesman
Zeigler and General Westmoreland on the
situation in Laos, and observed that "there·
is too much at stake to resent" their "at least
trying to cast doubt upon the gravity" of the"catastrophe." It said:
"The dangers are obvious. After their brilliant operations the North Vietnamese will
not stop at the Laotian border. Without
American protection the demoralized and
weakened troops of Saigon will become easy
prey. . . .
"The opportunity has been lost for a final
withdrawal of the Americans. The South
Vietnamese cannot be left in the lurch at the
very moment when evidence of their mi11tary inab111ty has been placed before theeyes of the world . . ."
Vienna: "Will Raise U.S. Prestige"
Independent Die Presse of Vienna maintained today that the Laos action "must result in a general increase in U.S. prestige."·
It said:
"Regardless of the military successes orsetbacks Of the Laos intervention, the operation has undoubtedly yielded rich political dividends to President Nixon. It hasproved that the President is again master of
the domestic situation and thereby capableof taking the necessary steps toward the declared goal-termination of the American
combat role-while safeguarding the allies
by arming and training them and enhancing
their political and economic strength."
Tokyo: "Abandoning Bases"
A weekend commentary on state-financed
Japan's NHK-TV reported that "North
Viet-Nam has launched fierce counterattacks
in Laos since the beginning of last week. . .•
"The South Vietnamese are abandoning
advance bases one after another and retreating across the border into South VietNam . . . . It appears that South Viet-Nam
has admitted a change of tactics in Laos."
"Explanations Reminiscent of Imperial
Bulletins"
Liberal independent Asahi, in a Saturday
editorial, said Saigon troops were "continuing to pour back out of Laos," and that the
"explanations . . . by 8aigon and Washington remind us of the official bulletins issued
by the Japanese army and navy Imperial
Headquarters during the Pacific war. . . .
"To fool the Japanese people, crushing defeats were then characterized as 'shifting
positions' and/or 'ta.ctical movements in a
new direction'." . . .
The paper argued that "after 40 days of
fighting, the Laos operation leads one to the
following conclusions:
"1) Any military operation that lacks
'moral justification' is bound to end in failure; 2) the 'Vietnamization' policy is nothing but an illusion, and 3) the war in VietNam cannot be settled by military means
alone . . . .
"Contrary to Washington's optimistic
statements about Communist China's possible reaction, the leaders in Peking already
have hinted openly several times at the possibility of Chinese intervention. . . .
"We are urging a political settlement now,
especially because intervention by China
could develop into a Sino-American war. . . .
But more basically, the main reason that
we are asking that the policy of pursuing the
war be terminated is because the war essentially is a mistake, both logically and strategically."
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New Delhi: "May have bought a little time"
Major Indian papers gave inside play to
.stories of "heavy South Vietnamese losses"
1n Laos.
The independent moderate Statesman of
Calcutta and New Delhi editorialized yesterday that "it may be too early to say the op-eration has failed, but few can believe that
it has had much success.
"Even the most enthusiastic supporters of
the Laotian expedition will find it difficult to
-explain the latest reports from the battlefield
in reassuring terms ...
"The Laotian operation therefore must be
judged by what it can achieve in the short
run.
"For the time being it may have made
South Viet-Nam relatively secure; it may
also have bought a little time for the Cambodian government forces. Washington may
argue that by keeping North Vietnamese
troops busy on fronts outside South VietNam it is paving the way for the promised
American withdrawal."
Pakistan: "The licking in Laos"
The influential Pakistan Times of Lahore
feared that "the licking in Laos . . . may
prompt the U.S. to be even more reckless."
It warned, "There are limits beyond which
even China's self-restraint cannot persist."
Hanoi on Ban Dong "victory" and downed
planes
North Vietnamese media hailed a "great
victory" by the "Lao People's Liberation
Army" in southern Laos on Saturday and
announced a "glorious feat of arms" in
shooting down a B-52 over Vinh Linh last
Wednesday, but betrayed some nervousness
in publicizing two Foreign Ministry statements within three days "strongly denouncing and sternly condemning" U.S. air
raids over North Viet-Nam.
The most recent statement, issued today
and reported by Hanoi radio domestic service, charged that "on March 21 and 22,
the U.S. imperialists sent a large number of
their aircraft to bomb and strafe many populated areas in Quang Binh and Ha Tlnh
Provinces and perpetrated numerous crimes
against the local people. Heightening their
vigilance and combat readiness, the people
and armed forces . . . shot down three U.S.
jets."
According to another broadcast, that
brought Hanoi's tally of downed U.S. aircraft to a grand total of 3,381 as of today.
Regarding ground action, the Vietnamese
News Agency (Hanoi) said today:
"Both Nhan Dan and Quan Doi Nhan Dan
today editorially praised as 'a great victory
the Lao People's Liberation Army's single
battle in the Ban Dong area, southern Laos,
on March 20 . . . when it wiped out one
paratroop brigade and one task force armored
brigade of the Saigon army, destroying or
capturing nearly 200 tanks and armored
cars, 80 aircraf,t and dozens of big guns. • "
Peking: "Vietnamization Doomed"
Peking also played the "victories" theme
in a People Daily article yesterday which
said in part:
"The Lao patriotic army and people, having wiped out eight battalions and 20 companies of the enemy troops which had intruded into southern Laos, recently continued their triumphant advance and multiplied their m111tary successes by annihilating
a 'crack force' of the Saigon puppet troops,
the 1st Regiment of their 1st Infantry Division, putting all its five battalions out of
action and killing its commander and deputy commander on the spot. The Chinese
people hail this magnificent military success
of the Lao patriotic army and people and
extend them warm congratulations. . . .
"The failure of the U.S. puppet troops in
their invasion of Laos proclaims the bankruptcy of the 'Vietnamization program' long
designed by the Nixon Administration. They

threw into the battle as the maln force the
so-called crack troops of the Saigon puppet
clique, the 1st Infantry Division, the paratroop division, and the commandos and regarded this invasion as 'a key test of "Vietnamizing" the war.' The annihilation of large
numbers of Saigon puppet troops meant . . .
a double defeat for the Nixon Administration. The Vietnamization program is doomed
to failure . . . ."
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF LAOS OPERATION
SUMMARY

As the South Vietnamese drive against

enemy supply lines in Laos ended, foreign
media commentators expressed sharply differing views over the outcome of the operation and its possible effects on the war.
At the same time, news treatment of the
situation in Indochina declined markedly
in several countries. For example, state-run
French TV's first network did not mention
Laos yesterday.
The assumed contrast between official assessments of the allied action and the image
projected by the information media was
discussed in Great Britain, West Germany,
Scandinavia, and Japan.
These points emerged in wide-ranging
commentaries:
The operation may have prevented the _
Communists from launching a major attack
in Cambodia or South Viet-Nam for a considerable length of time. (Independent
Economist of London)
"The South Vietnamese have done a respectable job," but they did not achieve
their goal. (West German TV)
Conflicting reports have produced a "growing credib111ty gap." (Copenhagen papers,
Japanese TV)
Hanoi media sustained the theme of a
"glorious victory of the southern Laos armed
forces and people" over "the U.S. aggressors
and Saigon puppets."
Peking NCNA cited Western news accounts
to deride Mr. Nixon's remarks on Laos uuring Monday's TV interview.
Moscow radio in a domestic broadcast referred to "the failure of the American-Saigon
intervention in southern Laos."
London: "Some Reports Less Apocalyptic
Than Editorials"
The influential weekly Economist of London, a fairly consistent supporter of U.S.
policy in Indochina, had this to say about
media treatment of the Laos operation
today:
"It is worth noting that some of the reports from Indochina itself . . . have been
a good deal less apocalyptic about the withdrawal than some of the editorials written
in London and New York. . . .
"A television camera is Uke a telescope:
It shows you things with stunning clarity,
but you need to see more than the bit it
chooses to show you."
The weekly argued that "there are two
things to be set against the evidence of the
television cameras.
"The first is that, however they came out,
the South Vietnamese did spend between
five and six weeks sitting on part of North
Viet-Nam•s only remaining major supply line
to the war in the south. General Giap will
not be able to get many supplies through to
the south between now and when the rains
start ....
"If the planners' calculations are anywhere near right, it means that the Communists will not be able to launch a major
attack in Cambodia or South Viet-Nam until
the monsoon ends ... and perhaps for quite
some time after that, and by then they will
find a stronger Cambodian army blocking
their way to Saigon. . . .
"The other comment that has to be made
is that this sort of operation hardly ever
ends the textbook way anyhow."
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In a story from Saigon, the weekly said,
"The problem remains whether . . . South
Viet-Nam ... will be able to prevent supplies
from moving south again in the next dry
season. . . . Until then, the success of the
present drive will be measured by the time
is has bough t.'•
"Disaster, Rout, Debacle"
A sharply different view was taken by the
left-oriented, pro-Labor London Daily Mirror. The paper stated yesterday:
"President Nixon must stop trying to fool
America and the world about the disaster in
Laos. He must stop trying to pretend that
the American-backed invasion has ended in
anything but milltary rout . • . .
"Mr. Nixon still insists that the policy of
withdrawal from Viet-Nam goes on. It would
be a tragic blunder if he changed his mind
because of the Laos debacle. . .. One day the
Americans will have to get out. The lesson
of Laos is: the sooner the better."
"Horrendous Decisions" Ahead?
The liberal Manchester Guardian held yesterday that the Laos operation has been a
test of U.S. Vietnamization policy, and if
Mr. Nixon "should be compelled to recognize
th!llt . . . the South Vietnamese troops were
less effective against the enemy th'a n had
been expected ... he would be faced with a
really horrendous decision."
The paper maintadned that the President
"would either have to slow down and perhaps temporarily halt the withdrawal program or, by continuing it at the present
level, not only place the remaining American
forces in South Viet-Nam at risk but also the
Thieu-Ky regime." It added:
"As far as the bulk of the American people
is concerned, the Laos operation almost certadnly appears as a failure."
TV: "Casts Serious Doubts on ARVN Ability"
AU Briti.sh TV channels yesterday ran a
CBS film report on continuing South Vietnamese withdrawals from Laos.
on Wednesday, BBG-TV's "Twenty-Four
Hours" program showed film on the Laos
operation and an extract from President
Ni.xon's interview with Howard K. Smith.
A guest commentator on the program contended that the operation "casts serious
doubts on the ability of South Vietnamese
forces to operate this much on their own
outside their own territory.'' He said the
President was "not unnaturally putting the
bravest possible · face on the matter," and
that in view of next year's election, "Nixon
would have great political difficulty in
reversing the process of withdrawal."
The commentator concluded that the war
"is certainly continuing, .and in Indochina
as a whole the North Vietnamese are on
the advance."
West German TV: "ARVN Did Respectable
Job"
A commentS/tor on West Germany's first
television network said last night:
"An evaluation of the Laos operation can
be attempted only with reservations. For five
weeks on the very terrain of the Viet Cong,
the South Vietnamese have ck>ne a respectable job. Films taken of the evacuation leave
no doubt that General Thieu's troops have
fought a strong enemy in hostile territory . . .
"However, South Viet-Nam did not achieve
its goal in this operation-the Ho Chi Minh
trail has only been cut in a few places and
for a short time. But it took General Giap
five weeks to bring in enough troops to fight
his sanctuaries free with heavy losses and
at the price of freezing the war in all other
parts of South Viet-Nam and Cambodia.
"The Laos operation cannot be judged according to the categories of 'victory' or 'defeat' because both sides suffered immense
casualties, and because no decision was
reached to force one side into accepting a
peace. President Thieu now has the basis
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for his re-election in October, and President
Nixon has a useful break for future troop
withdrawals from Viet-Nam."
The commentator's analysis, which was introduced as "The Victory of the Press Officers," contained these observations:
"Judgments about the situation in Indochina have become an article of faith. . . .
Anyone unable to see an American or South
Vietnamese victory in Laos suffers from a
liberal syndrome. . . .
"The confrontation of ideological positions
in the evaluation of the operation in Laos
certainly has its source in the fact that press
officers in Saigon and Washington have created a total chaos of information. The tasteless success stories from the Pentagon and
the scandalous attempts of the headquarters
dilettantes in Saigon to claim the flight was
a planned and programmed withdrawal, confirm that the first victim in war is still the
truth."
"Achieved a Certain Success"
Another TV commentary last night declared that the Laos operation had "achieved
a certain success," but said that "the argument now centers on the question of whether the Vietnamization concept is successful."
The commentary referred to Newsweek and
Stars and Stripes reports of "losses," in contrast to the statements by briefing officers of
"successful operations."
"Did Not End in Victory . . . Failed Test"
Independent Stuttgarter Zeitung declared:
"The Laos operation did not end in victory. It may have been a defeat. The war
cannot be won, nor must it be seen as lost,
even if one concludes that the Laos operation was a failure.''
Right-center Handelsblatt of Duesseldorf
asserted that "Thieu's army has failed its
test."
West Berlin: "ARVN Abllity Over-Estimated"
Independent Tagesspiegel of Berlin yesterday published the view of its Saigon correspondent that "with the retreat of the Saigon troops from Laos, fear is growing that
the allied invasion was a spectacularly wrong
decision which threatens to effect the exact
opposite of what it was meant to achieve."
The correspondent continued:
"A defeat of the magnitude now seen
threatens to inflict unbearable losses on the
elite of the South Vietnamese army, to shake
disastrously the self-confidence which this
army gained in the past two years, and to set
back Vietnamization by years or even doom
it to failure."
He stated that the combat ab1llty of the
South Vietnamese had been "credulously
over-estimated," while the strength of the
enemy had been underestimated. The results
of the Laos operation "no longer justify withdrawal of American forces from a military
point of view."
Paris: "Failure of Vietnamization"
A by-line writer contended in yesterday's
pro-Gaullist Paris-Jour that "despite the explanations from the White House and the
Pentagon, the American-South Vietnamese
setbacks in Laos marks the failure of President Nixon's Vietnamlzation policy."
Today's moderately conservative Figaro of
Paris reported that "after precipitating the
Saigon troops' retreat from Laos, Hanoi
troops are penetrating South Viet-Nam in
strength." It also said that "a disagreement
between Washington and Saigon" had
brought an end to the Laos operation, and
that Washington had denounced North Vietnamese military activity in the DMZ.
Yesterday's left-center Combat headed a
story on an inside page, ''Failure in Laos
Harms South Vietnamese Morale."
Communist Humanite headlined, "Operation in Laos Cost Aggressors 16,200 Men."
Radio: "Thieu Wanted to Spare Troops"
The state-run French radio said today:
"The North Vietnamese are penetrating

South Viet-Nam in strength as the evacuation of Khesanh begins. The hurried South
Vietnamese retreat from Laos reportedly
resulted from a disagreement with Washington. President Thieu wanted to spare his
elite troops. He does not want the Americans
to depa.rt too quickly and leave him to face
the North Vietnamese with a weakened
a.rmy."
The New York correspondent of commercial Europe One radio reported that
"Washington and Saigon no longer agree on
Vietna.mization at the very moment when
Nixon is preparing to announce another
withdrawal of American forces. President
Thieu considers that the fewer Americans
in Viet-Nam, the less are his chances of being
re-elected. Nixon on the contrary believes
that the fewer Americans, the greater his
chances of being re-elected."
Rome TV: Laird, McGovern Statements
Italian television yesterday quoted Secretary Laird as saying the South Vietnamese
"have reached their objective-they have upset the Communist logistical lines," and contrasted this with Senator McGovern's description of the Laos operation as "an unbelievable defeat."
Prestigious independent-liberal La Stampa
of Turin maintained today that the Laos
operation had caused "two immediate repercussions in Viet-Nam and the U.S.-the return to Saigon of 22 South Vietnamese
battalions which fought better than man-y
Americans expected but not so well as General Abrams hoped," while "in America,
according to a Gallup poll, 69 per cent of
Americans think the U .S. Government has
not told the truth."
"A Sufficient Success"
Yesterday's independent-conservative La
Nazione of Florence called the operation "not
a great, but sufficient success" that "achieved
planned objectives."
"A Tragic Adventure"
Socialist Avanti of Rome saw "the end of
the tragic adventure the U.S. wanted."
Communist L'Unita proclaimed "the catastrophic end of the aggression of American
imperialists."
Vienna TV: "A Half-Success"
The chief commentator of highly influential Austrian TV, Hugo Portisch, on Wednesday night called the Laos operation "a halfsuccess." He maintained that the South Vietnamese had been unable to cut the communist supply lines as effectively as they had
wanted to, and that their "morale was not
too good." He then argued:
"Yet the picture would be incomplete if
we failed to look at the Communist side. It
is undoubtedly true that the Communists
used all their forces to meet this inva·
sion . . . sustained enormous losses. . . and
that their war plans for the next few months
have certainly been thwarted. Thus, things
were very hard for them, too. . . .
"At the peak of the South Vietnamese invasion, Red Chinese Premier Chou En-lai
had to fly to Hanoi. . . . There was much
uncertainty both on the Chinese and North
Vietnamese sides. . . .
"The South Vietnamese have learned that
there are limits to what they can do, but the
North Vietnamese have perhaps learned the
same. And if these conclusions prevail in
Hanoi as well as Saigon, this might pave
the way to a political settlement in VietNam."
Zurich: "The Present Confidence Gap"
Switzerland's prestigious Neue Zuercher
Zeitung commented yesterday that President
Nixon's ABC interview "made clear that he
will not modify his foreign policy coursewhich, except for nuances, is that Of all his
predecessors-and that he will seek another
term.
"Like Acheson, Dulles and Rusk, Nixon believes that fate has cast the U.S. in the role
of guardian of the peace, and that world
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peace would be endangered by South VietNam's going Communist.
"Nixon is certain that by mid-1972, VietNam will no longer trouble the nation as
much as it does now, and that this will enable him to close the present confidence gap.••
Stockholm: "Chaos . . . Fiasco . . .
Whitewash"
Swedish commentators held that the Laos
operation represented a defeat for the ARVN
and a setback to U.S. policy. Headlines spoke
of "chaos in Laos," "fiasco for Vietna.mization," and "a whitewash."
Liberal Dagens Nyheter of Stockholm said
in a typical commentary:
"Soon President Nixon will be the only one
who believes-or says he believes-that the
invasion of Laos produced the results Washington had hoped for. As if we were not all
witnesses to the total ret reat of the Saigon
troops, characterized by flight and panic, six
weeks earlier than the operation, according
to advance plans, was to have ended."
Regarding the President's comment in his
TV interview that the Laos operation could
only be fairly judged in long-range perspective, the paper said, "For the purpose of
practical politics this is a nonsensical argument. If taken seriously it would render any
debate impossible."
Helsinki: "Farce ... fiasco"
Independent Helsingin Sanomat contended yesterday that the "conflict" between
Mr. Nixon's "applause" for his military policy
and "the facts" was changing the Indochina
war from "a tragedy into a farce."
Swedish-language Hujvudstadsblated of
Helsinki said of the President:
"It is evident that he is trying to cover
up a fiasco."
Copenhagen: "Credibility gap widens"
Editorials and columns in most Copenhagen papers today criticized the Administration's evaluation of the Laos operation
and maintained that "the credibility gap"
was, as a result, "growing wider."
Tokyo TV: "Will greatly affect withdrawals"
Japan's state-financed NHK-TV yesterday
called the Laos operation "a big blow to the
Nixon Administration because of growing
distrust of their Government by the American people." It held that "the fact that the
Laotian operation ended earlier than expected under strong Communist counterattack ... will have a great effect on the U.S.
troop withdrawal plan."
Commercial TB&-TV spoke of "a 'miscalculation' for President Nixon . . . There
is a growing credibility gap in the U.S. as
a result of Laos ... President Nixon is losing
popularity . . . He faces a decision of
negotiating in Paris or continuing the Vietnamization program. If he chooses Vietnamization, observers in Washington believe
this will lead to escalation of the bombing
of North Viet-Nam."
Commercial Fuji-TV maintained that "the
operation succeeded in destroying part of the
Ho Chi Minh trail, but South Viet-Nam
suffered heavy troop casualties and the U.S.
lost many helicopters . . . The performance
of South Vietnamese troops . . . was not as
strong as expected. U.S. military leaders probably now realize that a military solution
is difficult."
Two Correspondents' Reports
Business-oriented Sankei of Tokyo gave
big play yesterday to interviews with Saigon
and Washington correspondents. The Saigon
reporter said:
"Large sections of the Ho Chi Minh trail
were destroyed, although the South Vietnamese side appears to have suffered heavy
losses."
The Washington correspondent reported:
"There seems to be a split in America between those who believe the Laos operation
was a success and those who do not believe
the announcements of the U.S. Government. . . . Although the American people
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believed President Nixon when he stated
that the Cambodian operation was a 'big success,' there is an air of doubt towards the
President's March 22 TV interview statement calling the Laotian operation praiseworthy."
"Failed in Combat Capability"
Independent-moderate Yomiuri of Tokyo
concluded today that "South Vietnamese
forces failed to demonstrate a ground combat capablllty in major fighting that measures up to the expectations of the Vietnamization program .... The crack troops of the
Saigon government were dealt a bitter blow
and forced to withdraw earlier than scheduled, in spite of the unprecedented support
by the U.S. Air Force .... The U.S. wlll have
to start a new, perilous campaign 1f it wants
to withdraw its troops from South Vietnam
as scheduled ..."
Seoul: "Reconsider Vietnamiza.tion"
Pro-government and pro-American Shina
Ilbo of Seoul commented yesterday that the
"reality" of the Laos operation was
"grim . . . compelling reconsideration of
Vietnamization as advocated by the Nixon
Doctrine."
Manila: "Damage to U.S. Image"
The Manila Chronicle, which is frequently
critical of the U.S., said yesterday that "the
South Vietnamese and the American allies
are getting clobbered disastrously" in Laos
and that "almost all reports" indicate that
they "are on the brink of an embarrassing
psychological and military debacle . . . .
"No matter how one looks at the war, the
allied withdrawals and heavy losses can
never be equated with victory. It's not only
damaging to the South Vietnamese war effort, it is likewise damaging to the American
image in Asia, 1f not in the eyes of the whole
world."
Sydney: "Advancing Backwards"
The conservative Sydney Sun, in a rare
foreign affairs comment yesterday, titled
"The Advance From Laos," criticized former
Prime Minister Gorton bee a use "his report on
the Laos bloodbath makes even President
Nixon look like a pessimist.
"It amounts to this-the enemy is retreating forward and our side is advancing backwards."
Hanoi Sustains "Victory" Theme
Hanoi radio domestic service on Wednesday broadcast the full text of a long "special
communique of the Supreme Command of
the Laotian People's Liberation Army on the
glorious victory of the southern Laos armed
forces and people in completely defeating the
U.S. aggressors' and Se.igon puppets' largescale aggressive operation against southern
Laos."
Other North Vietnamese media since then
have sustained the "victory" theme, asserting
that "the U.S. defeat on Highway 9 is of
strategic significance: The American aggressors called for a showdown, and revolutionary
forces in the Indochinese countries accepted
this challenge, which has ended in a humlliating failure" (Hanoi's Nhan Dan yesterday). Reporting the ground attack on Khesanh, Nhan Dan today said "shock fighters
of the People's Liberation Armed Forces ...
stormed into the base and struck the logistio
compound."
U.S. air raids over North Viet-Nam drew
further outraged comment, and the Vietnamese News Agency (Hanoi) published today the text of a "special communique" by
the "DRV Commission for Investigation of
the U.S. Imperialists' War Crimes" which
recorded "the most recent war acts taken
by the U.S. tmpertaltsts against North VietNam.''
Peking Derides Nixon Statements
NCNA yesterday carried Peking's first
monitored comment on Mr. Nixon's Monday
television interview, sharply deriding his
statement that ARVN troops "fought in an

outstanding manner" and that "the overwhelming majority of the people have greater
confidence and higher morale" as a result of
the Laos operation (NONA's quotes). It relied heavily on Western news accounts to
refute the President's assessment and said
that "even U.S. columnist Alsop, who has
always lauded Nixon, had to point out in
Newsweek's issue of March 22 that Nixon has
crawled farther and farther into a predicament.'"
Meanwhile, NONA and other Peking media noted the arrival in the capital of a
Laotian Patriotic Front delegation which
was received by Premier Chou En-lai and
met with Prince Sihanouk, and the visit to
Peking of a DRV Party delegation headed by
First Secretary Le Duan, which also conferred with Chou. Thus, leaders of the "three
Indochinese countries" on which Peking
has repeatedly said it counts to carry the
burden of defeating "U.S.-puppet" aggression in Indochina were again assembled under CPR auspices, this time in the wake of
a "glorious victory."
Moscow: "Failure of Intervention"
Two brief reports on Moscow radio domestic service yesterday referred to "the
failure of the American-Saigon intervention
in southern Laos," asserting that Defense
Secretary Laird "was forced to note that the
Laotian patriotic forces' stubborn resistance
was a deciding factor in the premature end
of the operation."
OUTCOME

OF

THE LAOS
SUMMARY

OPERATION

Overseas media over the weekend and today reported that Communist troops were
on the move in the demilitarized zone and
along the Laotian border, and that they had
attacked U.S. bases in South Viet-Nam.
While the bulk of comment to date treated
the Laos operation as at least a partial
failure, some major commentators continued
to suspend judgment or call attention to its
accomplishments.
Thus, today's Times of London carried its
diplomatic correspondent's view that the
ARVN troops "did not fight badly,'' and that
"the six-week operation had a fair degree
of success in disrupting North Vietnamese
supplies."
Italy's prestigious Corriere della Sera said
it would take "months" to say whether the
operation had "widened or narrowed" President Nixon's "remarkable margin of
maneuver.'' Influential Canberra Times
similarly said that "it will be impossible for
some time to establish the extent to which
the operation . . . has been successful . . . "
On the other hand, French TV asserted that
"at least half" of the ARVN troops "could
not be evacuated" from Laos, and Rome TV
reported that "in Saigon they say the !allure
of Operation Laos may cost Thieu his presidency."
Several observers reported division in the
U.S. over interpretations of the operation. A
writer in the London Sunday Times said "a
stalemate has now developed, with the official
spokesmen insisting that the operation paid
off and the news media claiming the opposite."
Peking NONA gave voluminous coverage to
a banquet celebrating "the brllliant victories
won by the people of the three Indochinese
countries . . . "Moscow TASS asserted that
"the American-Saigon invaders suffered a
crushing defeat, and not a single one of the
military-strategic and political goals they
set themselves was reached.''
London: "A Fair Degree of Success"
Today's independent Times of London carried the view of its diplomatic correspondent
that in spite of "sheer bad luck over weather,'' the ARVN troops 1n Laos "did not fight
badly." He wrote:
"The six-week operation had a fair degree of success in disrupting North Vietnamese supplies. . . . This must have greatly re-
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duced the chance of any successful North
Vietnamese attacks in Cambodia or South
Viet-Nam for the rest of this year. Much
clearly will depend on morale. According to
many reports, the South Vietnamese morale
will not have been adversely affected.
"The nature of the Laos operation itselfa major raid followed by extrication under
attack-was one of the most hazardous in
the military textbook."
"Lively Doubts Aroused"
Today's conservative London Daily Telegraph reported that "the major Viet-Nam
speech" which President Nixon "has promised
to deliver next month . . . from the viewpoint of domestic American politics . . .
may be one of the most important of his
Presidency. Since the controversial Laos campaign began, public confidence in his war
leadership had declined sharply in the opinion polls. . . . The Laos operation has now
aroused lively doubts. Can Vietnamization be
seriously considered successful enough to permit American troop withdrawals at an
accelerated pace?"
On Saturday the paper reported from
Washington that "President Nixon is going
to have a difficult time persuading doubting
Americans that the recent American-backed
South Vietnamese incursion into Laos was
a success. Opposition Democrats are hammering him on it for all they are worth, but
his top advisers stoutly maintained yesterday
that the operation will prove in time to have
paid off."
"Administration-News Media Stalemate"
Writing in the independent-conservative
Sunday Times, Henry Brandon asserted that
the Laos operation "has cost President Nixon
dearly in terms of his popularity rating and
credibility, at least for the time being. . . .
"But the disgust with the war goes deep,
even though no American ground troops
were involved in this operation. And nothing
has helped revive this distaste more than
the sight on TV of South Vietnamese sold ~ ers hanging desperately onto the skids of
American helicopters."
Brandon concluded that "a stalemate has
now developed, with the official spokesmen
insisting that the operation paid off and
the news media claiming the opposite."
Paris: "Laos Ended Fiction"
Today's moderately conservative Figaro
of Paris carried the report of its New York
correspondent that in San Clemente President Nixon would "weigh the results-and
the lessons--of the South Vietnamese operation in Laos." He continued:
"American reporters in Indochina who
saw the South ,.,.ietnamese troops after their
'orderly retreat' or 'rout' leave little hope
for the standard-bearers of Vietnamization.
"It seems inconceivable that in the politica: situation in which he finds himself Mr.
Nixon can afford not to continue the withdrawal of American troops. But the unfortunate operation in Laos has torn to
shreds the fiction that such withdrawal
would be possible without endangering
Saigon."
"Allies on the Defensive"
French TV on Friday night reported that
"the Americans are beginning to dismantle
Khesahn . . . . Operation Lam Son 719 has
ended. Now is the time for reckoning. . . .
The Americans and the South Vietnamese
are on the defensive along the Laotian
border. . . At least half of the South Vietnamese troops engaged in Laos could not
be evacuated. Their losses probably were
heavy-from 30 to 60 per cent killed or
wounded . . ."
A French correspondent recently returned
from Khesanh was asked if he thought Laos
had been a true test of Vietnamiza.tion. He
answered:
"It is up to the Americans to answer that
question. President Nixon, for one, declared
that Laos constituted neither a defeat nor a
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victory. The American press considers that
the fighting in Laos marked the failure of
Vietnamization."
Rome TV: "Ky Speaks of Defeat"
Italian television reported the situation in
terms of South Vietnamese politics:
"Thieu maintains that the objectives of the
campaign were achieved. . . . Ky speaks
openly of a defeat of the ARVN and of a new
Dien Bien Phu. This debate is part of the
struggle ~?r the Presidency of South VietNam . . .
A TV correspondent just back from Laos
declared that "the withdrawal . . . was
dramatic but not a complete rout. . . . In
Saigon they say the failure of Operation Laos
may cost Thieu his Presidency."
"Still Much Margin for Maneuver"
The New York correspondent of independent-conservative Carriere della Sera of Milan
reported "a dispute on the Laotian operation:
Was it a success or a setback? There is uneasiness in the U.S. because of Laos." He observed:
"President Nixon intends to reverse the
present situation, which is characterized by
an atmosphere of uncertainty and uneasiness,
by his mid-April announcement of further
withdrawals of U.S. troops from Viet-Nam.
The President still has a remarkable margin
of maneuver . . . . Only the events of the
months to come can show whether that margin was widened or narrowed by the Laos
operation."
Oslo: "Some Favorable Aspects"
Conservative Ajtenposten of Oslo, Norway's largest daily, said today that although
"the latter part of the campaign turned into
a rout" for the ARVN forces and "a battlefield triumph" for the COmmunists, there
were still "some favorable aspects. . . .
"Even though the South Vietnamese did
not achieve their primary goal-to cut the
supply routes along the Ho Chi Minh trailthere can be no doubt that they have succeeded in so severely limiting the flow of
material that North Vietnamese plans for
operations in Cambodia and South VietNam have been delayed by perhaps as much
as a year. . . . This breathing spell can be
used to intensify the Vietnamization process . . . "
Canberra: "Extent of Success?"
The influential independent Canberra
Times stated on Saturday that "it will be
impossible for some time to establish the
extent to which the operation against the
North Vietnamese supply line through Laos
has been successful. . . . There can be little doubt about the accuracy of the day-today reports that came out of Laos indicating
that heavy damage was inflicted on enemy
supply routes and that a large amount of
material was destroyed.
"What remains unknown is how quickly
the North Vietnamese can re-establish the
supply lines."
Djakarta: "Dealt Communists a Blow"
Anti-COmmunist Nusantara of Djakarta
concluded that the Laos operation "dealt
a heavy blow to the ability of the Communist troops to keep up their fighting
strength in Cambodia and South Viet-Nam
. . . and caused Hanoi to sense a major
threat to the mobility of its troops."
Kuala Lumpur: "Some Substance" in
Opposing Assessments
The Sunday Mail of Kuala Lumpur called
the Laos operation "the battlefield collapse
of the Nixon Doctrine. . . .
"Mr. Nixon says things are not as bad as
they are made out to be; the newspapers
and war correspondents say the full magnitude of the disaster has not been told. There
1s probably some substance in both positions.
The only certainty is that the war thunders
on."

"Sales Talk Rather Than Analyses"
Earlier, the Malay Mail of Kuala Lumpur
described Mr. Nixon's statements on the Laos
operation as "sales talk rather than sober
analysis . . . .
"The campaign hasn't lived up to expectations. Why can't he say so? . . .
"Every government practices some restraint in its public utterances. This has got
to be so. But in this case the Americansand let us state our admiration for that
country and its people--are mature enough
to be treated with candor.
"Indeed their sophistication is reflected in
the growing so-called 'credibility gap' between the White House and public."
Peking: Chou Lauds "Victories of Three Indochinese Peoples"
Peking NONA gave voluminous coverage on
Friday and Saturday to "a grand banquet
warmly celebrating the brilliant victories
won by the people of the three Indochinese
countries in their war against U.S. aggression and for national salvation."
Hosted by Premier Chou En-lai on behalf
of the Party central Committee and the
State Oouncil, the banquet honored visiting
top leaders from the North Vietnamese Workers' Party and the National Liberation Front,
and the Neo Lao Hak Sat, as well as resident
Cambodian Prince Norodom Sihanouk to fill
out the trilogy.
NONA said of the occasion:
"At a time when reports of victory are
pouring from the front of resistance against
U.S. aggression in Indochina and when the
Chinese people are celebrating the splendid
victories won along Highway 9 and on various
other battlefields in Cambodia, Laos and
South Viet-Nam, the arrival in Peking of
comrade Le Duan, comrade Kaysone Phomvihan, Professor Nguyen Van Hieu and other
Vietnamese and Laotian comrades-in-arms
in for a get-together with their comrades-inarms in the great rear area gives great joy
and encouragement to the Chinese people."
The wire service carried the full text of
Chou's speech, in which he said:
"The great victory won on Highway 9 is of
great strategic importance to the over-all
situation in the three Indochinese peoples'
war against U.S. aggression and for national
salvation. It has upset the U.S. imperialist
global plan for aggression and frustrated the
Nixon Government's vicious scheme of 'Vietnamizing' its war of aggression against VietNam and of the Nixon Doctrine in using the
local people to fight the local people and
using Asians to fight Asians, thus placing
NiXon in an unprecedented dilemma.
"The great victory of this campaign has
fully demonstrated the boundless might of
the people's war, given the three Indochinese
peoples further initiative on the battlefield,
and brought about a new situation on the
entire battlefront in Indochina."
Chou repeated the now standard formula
regarding "all-out support and assistance to
the three peoples of Indochina."
Moscow: "A Crushing Defeat"
A Moscow TASS commentary on Friday
asserted:
"Another American adventure in Indochina
on which Washington pinned such great
hopes has ended in failure. The invasion of
Laos pursued not only military-strategic but
also certain political aims. It was hoped to
influence considerably the entire course o:f
military operations in Indochina in favor of
the American aggressors and their 'allies.'
At the same time, the Laotian operation was
supposed to show in action t.he meaning of
the Vietnamization policy evolved on the
basis of the Nixon Doctrine. The troops of the
Saigon regime were given the role of the direct executors of the Amerioan command's
plans designed to make Asians fight Asians ...
"The American-Saigon invaders suffered
a crushing defeat, and not a single one of the
military-strategic and political goals they
set themselves was reached. The operation
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ended in a panic-driven retreat of the Saigon
mercenaries, who met with powerful blows
from the patriotic forces ....
"Soon after the invasion of Laos started,
The New York Times, listing the tasks the
invaders set themselves, named as one of
them the attempt to reise the morale of the
Saigon government. At present, the official
American propaganda machine prefers to forget that task altogether....
"Wide public circles in America are growing increasingly indignant, and their distrust in the official declarations and forecasts
is mounting. It will be very difficult to restore the confidence lost as a result of the
Laotian operation, is the conclusion drawn
by the Washington Post. Even before the
catastrophic failure of the intervention in
Laos had become evident, seven out of ten
Americans did not believe the Government
told them the truth about the war in Indochina.''

I believe the articles and news reports
I have put in the REcoRD are the latest

and best information available as to what
has actually taken place. I think study of
these reports is a first step toward the
development of a wiser and better policy.
We must first acknowledge what has
actually happened.
DAVID BEN-GURION TALKS ABOUT
ISRAEL AND THE ARABS
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, in
the April 3 issue of Saturday Review,
there is an extremely interesting article
by Mr. John McCook Roots, based upon
an interview Mr. Roots had with David
Ben-Gurion, former Prime Minister of
Israel and still one of the most revered,
elder statesman of that country. Mr.
Ben-Gurion, certainly one of the greatest
statemen produced by Israel, has very
positive views about the proper policies
for Israel to follow, and I believe he
exhibits in these views the great maturity
and wisdom which he has acquired
through his long experience in that trou~
bled part of the world.
Mr. President, I very much commend
Mr. Ben-Gurion's views to the Senate.
Most of us know him. He has been here
many times. He was the real unchallenged
leader of Israel during its period of creation in the early days when he was Prime
Minister. We in the Senate must take
his views most seriously.
Mr. President, I call this article to the
attention of my colleagues and the public,
and ask unanimous consent that it be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DAVID BEN-GURION TALKS ABOUT ISRAEL AND
THE ARABS: "PEACE Is MORE IMPORTANT
THAN REAL ESTATE"

(By John McCook Roots)
Amid the imponderables of a Middle East
thrown violently out of focus by the death
of President Nasser, one towering personality
remains--Israel's legendary elder statesman,
David Ben-Gurion, father of the Jewish state,
for fifteen years its iron-handed first Prime
Minister, author of its declaration of independence, creator of its incomparable armed
forces, and possibly the closest our age has
come to the "philosopher-king" concept immortalized by his favorite author, Plato.
Today, when the question of conquered
Arab territories has become a key issue, BenGurion's forthright views on the terms and
spirit of the final settlement assume a unique
importance. Long enough out of office to see
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beyond the battle, yet intimately involved
with the struggle for survival whose guidelines he originally laid down, the architect
of Israel's rebirth as a nation speaks from a
wealth of experience possessed by none of
the current leaders on either side. Most Arab
heads of state were figuratively in knee pants
when Ben-Gurion first became a world figure.
Most of those in the present Israeli cabinet
are his pupils.
Recently I spent an aft ernoon with this
remarkable man at his desert retreat--kibbutz Sde Boker--deep in the Negev. With
Nasser's funeral rites in Dairo still a vivid
memory, I wanted to know how Nasser's
long-time rival envisaged the future of the
Middle East. I was also anxious to probe the
questing mind that, during early Egyptian
air raids, immersed itself in the Greek and
Chinese classics, to see if there might be
found wisdom to illumine some of the confusions of the world scene.
The omens for peace were not auspicious.
Israel's resolute Prime Minister Golda Meir,
herself a Ben-Gurion protegee, was still insisting that her country would never re-enter
negotiations until the controversial SovietEgyptian anti-aircraft missiles had been
moved back from the Suez cease-fire zone.
Egypt's new President, Colonel Anwar Sadat,
now firmly in the saddle, had responded by
declaring once more that in that case a fresh
round of fighting was inevitable. To Western
reporters familiar with the long-embittered
fears, frustrations, cynicism, and pent-up
fury in both Jerusalem and Cairo, this dismal
routine of charge and counter-charge, so
happily broken for a few days b y Secretary
Rogers's summer truce proposal, appeared
to offer no hope whatever for the peace both
sides longed for so deeply and needed so
much.
What did Ben-Gurion think about it all?
The stocky figure , encased in a huge, gray
turtle-neck swea,.ter against the desert's winter chill, shot upright in his chair. The
leonine head, massive atop the sturdy torso
and crowned by the fMlliliar aureole of nowthinning white hair, thrust close to mine.
The blue eyes blazed as a stabbing forefinger punctuated his fluent, heavily accented English.
"Peace, real peace, is now the great necessity for us," he said. "It is worth almost any
sacrifice. To get it, we must return to the
borders before 1967. If I were stm Prime
Minister, I would announce that we are prepared to give back all the territory occupied
in the Six-Day War except East Jerusalem
and the Golan Heights-Jerusalem for history's sake, the Golan for security."
These were startling and controversial
views. With the future of his country at
stake, and considering the tough public line
of his own government, did he really wish to
go on record as strongly as this?
"Certainly," he shot back. "I am a realist
and see things as they are. When I think
of the future of Israel, I only consider the
country before the Six-Day War. We must
return to 1967. We should give all gains
back, except Jerusalem and the Golan, and
these we should negotiate about." Then, as if
anticipating the obvious query: "Sinai?
Sharm el Sheikh? Gaza? The West Bank? Let
them go. Peace is more important than real
estate. We don't need the territory. With
proper irrigation we now have enough land
right here in the Negev to care for all the
Jews in the world-if they come. And they
certainly will not all come. No, we don't
require more land.
"As for security, milita.rily defensible borders, while desirable, cannot by themselves
guarantee our future . Real peace with our
Arab neighbors-mutual trust and friendship-that is the only true security."
Ben-Gurion, who studiously avoids political discussions, smiled at mention of the
Gahal hard-liners whose clamor for even
more territory than that gained in 1967 led
last summer to their rejection of the Amer-

lean peace plan and resignation from the
government.
"Of course," he conceded, gesturing toward
a picture of Abraham Lincoln on the wall,
"these frontiers I have indicated would be,
from our point of view, far from ideal. But
a bad peace is better than a good war."
Asked if others in his country now felt
the same, he replied, "Yes, Many."
Regarding the question of the Arab refugees, Ben-Gurion believes two things: first,
that the Jews cannot be allowed to become
a minority in their own country; second, that
the refugees clearly have rights which have
been far too long denied and must be justly
and promptly dealt with.
Concerning the first factor, Ben-Gurion
recalled how Chaim Weizmann in 1931 lost
his position as head of world Zionism "because he said that Jews would not need a
majority in Israel." He quickly added, "Hitler changed his mind." As for the second,
Ben-Gurion repeated again and again: "Remember, this land belongs to two peoplesthe Arabs of Palestine and the Jews of the
world." Undoubtedly, in his view, the unequivocal return of Gaza and the West
Bank would contribute to a climate of conciliation in which this extremely thorny
issue might be resolved.
Still ruddy and fit after nearly threequarters of a century devoted to the Zionist
cause. Israel's former leader has lived quietly
at Sde Boker since his retirement from the
government in 1963. The death of his wife
Paula two years ago was a searing personal
loss. But he maintains close touch with
events, keeps in trim with a three-mile walk
twice a day, and devotes most of his time to
work on his memoirs. Only Friday afternoons
are available for friends and visitors. Appointments are rigidly controlled through
the Tel Aviv office of his one-time aide Defense Minister Moshe Dayan.
The memoirs wlll be his legacy to the
nation he brought into being. The first
volume, now complete, covers events to 1933.
"But so much happens after that," he quips,
"that from then on it may have to be a
volume a year!"
The former Prime Minister, long known as
the country's leading "hawk," sees no conflict between his present advocacy of territorial withdrawal and his handling of the
traumatic Suez crisis of 1956. At that time, in
defia nce of world opinion, he invaded Sinai,
wiped out the hostile fedayeen bases at
Gaza, secured the Red Sea outlet by seizing
Sharm el Sheikh, and clung to his gains
against massive pressure from the United
States and the U.N. "If you offer me a choice,"
he had explained, "between all the ideals in
the world, however attractive, and the security of Israel, I would unhesitatingly
choose the latter."
Finally, at the last possible moment, after
he had made his point and upon receipt of
"assurances" from Washington that there
would be an easing of the implacable Arab
h ostility t oward h is new stat~. t here was a
graceful yielding to the inevitable, a general
withdrawal order, and an appreciative word
from President Eisenhower.
Much of Israel's seeming intransigence today derives from the aftermath of this first
withdrawal from conquered Sinai. A senior
Foreign Office official in Jerusalem will cite
you chapter and verse why Mrs. Meir, then
Ben-Gurion's Foreign Minister and chief U.N.
spokesman, feels her country was betrayed at
that time by the Americans.
"These 'assurances' and 'assumptions' on
which our 1956-57 withdrawal was based,'' he
remarks bitterly, "proved meaningless. There
was no change in the Arab attitude. Our ships
continued to be banned from the canal. The
U.N. force at Sharm el Sheikh, it is true, gave
us for a while free passage through the gulf.
But exactly ten years later U Thant, on Nasser's demand, suddenly pulled his men out,
and we had no alternative but to reoccupy
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Sinai. Then, following the Six-Day War, came
the 'Three No's' of the Arab summit at
Khartoum-'no recognition of Israel; no negotiation with Israel; no peace with Israel.' "
That position has now changed dramatically. Last spring Secretary Rogers launched
his peace initiative. In July President Nasser,
confounding the skeptics, accepted the Rogers formula. By so doing, the Egyptian leader
executed a spectacular reversal of the Arab
position. He disavowed by implication all
three "no's," repudiated his own repeated refusal to negotiate while his country was under occupation, risked personal assassination
at the hands of the enraged Palestinian commandos, and, at his death in September, left
as a legacy to his successors the reluctant but
firm Arab acceptance of a permanent Jewish
state in the Middle East.
Nasser thus introduced a new factor into
the current deadlock. Ever since the threeyear-old U.N. resolution stipulating both
Israeli withdrawal from its 1967 war gains
and Arab recognition of Israel, the heart of
the Middle East problem has been a simple
matter of trust. In essence, it has been the
problem of achieving simultaneous compliance with the terms of the resolution by
antagonists who hate, fear, and deeply distrust each other and who therefore each insist that the other act first.
The late Egyptian President's contribution
to resolving this dilemma was what amounted
to a declaration of intent: If Israel withdrew,
Arab recognition would follow. First stated
publicly in May to Professor Roger Fisher of
Harvard in a little-noted television interview, the declaration was officially confirmed
by Nasser's "yes" to Secretary Rogers in July.
On December 23, in a talk with James Reston
of The New York Times, President Sadat repeated in substance the Nasser formula, and
during a Newsweek interview in February,
Sadat made the offer of a peace treaty explicit.
Israel, however, had not been heard from
beyond the references to "safe, secure borders." Official definition of these borders is
of course virtually impossible to achieve outside the conference room. Yet the absence of
some declaration of intent, coupled with an
Israeli occupation of Arab soil already nearly
four years old, had fed deep-seated fears in
Arab capitals. Speaking on American t elevision in December, the moderate King Hussein of Jordan put the matter briefly: "What
are Israel's real aims? They have not said
what they will do. Do they plan to expand?
Our position is very simply that they can
have peace or territory, but not bot h."
Now for the first time Hussein has an indication. Technically, Ben-Gurion's views are
unofficial. But they come from Israel's greatest statesman. And they carry a special authority of their own. They mean t hat the
man who as Prime Minister ordered the first
withd:-awal from Sinai is now willing, despite his earlier disillusionment with the
Arab response, to risk withdrawal a second
time, believing that in the altered circumstances of today it is an essential prerequisite to peace. What are those altered circumstances?
Undoubtedly the most compelling development has been the shift in the Arab posture
brought about by the late Egyptian President before he died. Ben-Gurrion spoke of
it with amazement. "We have had to live for
so many years,'' he explained, "under the
threat of Nasser's hostility. I think I understood how he felt, and the pressures he was
up against. And when he accepted the Rogers
plan in July, it came as a complete surprise. I was frankly astounded. Perhaps he
finally came to realize that Israel was here
to stay. He must have changed his mind.
And it takes a really big man, a really
courageous man, to do that."
Related to this new factor-that responsible Arab opinion no longer expects to "push
Israel into the sea"-is another. It is a dawning consciousness among many Israelis that
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their nation's long and agonizing fight for
political identity has essentially been won,
that Israel's physical survival over the short
term is not now at issue, and that the chief
question today concerns the country's relations With its neighbors, the Arab states,
which alone can give it the lasting peace and
security it craves. This realization is bound
to induce a greater sensitivity to Arab desires regarding the final frontiers. It clearly
conditions Ben-Gurion's approach to the
settlement.
Then there is Russia. Ben-Gurion, like all
Israelis' is greatly concerned about the increased Soviet presence in Egypt. He knows
that Russian, unlike America, is a Middle
East power-that in a showdown in the Mediterranean America would be at a disadvantage roughly comparable to that o! Russia in the Caribbean during the Cuban missile crisis. Hence, the urgency about stopping
the war on which this Soviet presence feeds.
Finally, there is his own highly developed
sense of timing. At certain crises in Israel's
brief history, fatefUl actions were ordered by
Ben-Gurion on the authority, ln the last
analysis, of his inner conviction that "the
moment" had arrived.
Clearly, today, Ben-Gurion senses once
more that the hour of fate has struck. "In
every conflict, there comes a time when to
settle is more important than to get everything you want," he said. "And the time has
come to settle. Today, above all else, as Jews
and as humans, we must have an end to dest ruction and bloodshed. We must look to the
future. The moment has come for peace, and
we must seize it.
"One reason I feel so strongly about the
need for bold steps now toward a settlement
is that I am certain eventual Arab-Israeli
cooperation is inevitable. In fact, an ArabIsraeli alliance. Geography and history make
it so. The Arabs of the Middle Ages were the
mos·t civilized race in the world. They have
much to give us, and I believe we in turn
have much to give them.
"History has proved the absurdity of regarding traditional enmities as eternal. Nations which have been at each other's throats
today may fall on each other's necks tomorrow. Look at France and Germany. Now, With
the pace of change so rapid and radical,
Arab-Jewish partnership may come faster
than we think, and together we could turn
the Middle East into one of the garden spots
and great creative centers of the earth."
The former Prime Minister spoke again of
President Nasser. He spoke with respect.
There was a wistful note as he asked about
the funeral in Cairo. "I often felt," he recalled, "that if he and I could have sat down
together, we might have settled everything
between us. He was by far the greatest of the
Arabs. He was the one man, and Egypt the
one Arab state, strong enough to make
peace." Turning to the window, he spread
his hands In a gesture of resignation. "And
now he's gone," he said with emotion. "What
a pity he had to die."
Ben-Gurion, a voracious reader whose long
experience with men and affairs enables him
to view Israel's dilemma with more detachment than most, then responded to questions
on a broad variety of themes, ending with
his favorite-world peace.
'The Middle East is not alone in being
desperate for peace. Every nation needs lt.

We need to finish with wars and armies. Our
Jewish prophets said: 'Na.tion shall not rise
against nation, neither shall they learn war
anymore.' Not only should we not make war,
we should not learn war. It's nonsense to klll
people. Wha.t is achieved? Why do it?
"Those who say that abolishing war is 1mpossible forget that not long ago it was considered impossible to abolish slavery. Now lt
is slavery, not abolishing it, that is considered
impossible. And war is worse than slavecy-."

PRESIDENT NIXON'S APRIL 7 ANNOUNCEMENT ON TROOP WITHDRAWALS FROM VIETNAM
Mr. SCO'IT. Mr. President, the President will speak on April 7 of the further
withdrawals of American forces. He has
expressed to me the hope that the
message will be reassuring to the Ameri •
can people. I believe that it will be .
What we are all pushing for and pointing to is finalization, and that is the
American soldier from Vietnam.
I would suggest to Hanoi that now is
the time for them to indicate that a
release of our prisoners of war can be
effected if we can at the same time
respond with a schedule which will
permit us finally to conclude this s·a d and
tragic circumstance which so strongly
affects our national life and, of course,
theirs.
I hope that the prisoner of war situation will be seriously considered by Hanoi
at this time, because some gesture from
them might well be of extreme usefulness toward a solution of this problem.
LT.

WILLIAM L.

CALLEY,

JR.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, the verdict
and sentence in the court-martial of Lt.
William L. Calley, Jr., has rocked and
shocked the Nation.
A wave of sympathy and indignation
is gathering momentum-and for reason. For, if there is a fact in this case
which has been established beyond any
question of doubt, it is that our men
on the battlefields of Vietnam and on
posts and stations scattered throughout
the world must have unquestioned moral
support of those of us on the home front
for whom these men are serving at the
risk of their lives.
Mr. President, just a few moments ago
the distinguished present occupant of
the Chair, the distinguished junior Senator from Dlinois (Mr. STEVENSON) introduced a bill having to do with closed
circuit television. In the course of his remarks he spoke of the prizefight between
Cassius Clay and Frazier. Just the other
day on the floor of the other body the
dean of the congressional delegation
from my State pointed out the unfairness of a system that would allow
one man to refuse to fight for his country and end up sharing a $5 million purse,
and which would sentence another man
to life imprisonment for fighting for his
country. That speech was made in the
other body by the distinguished Representative from Alabama, Mr. ANDREWS.
Mr. President, in the past such support has at times been woefully lackingat other times it must have seemed to
members of the Armed Forces that popular home support was entirely lacking.
Now, Mr. President, the Calley verdict
has exploded over the heads of members of all our Armed Forces. It has had
a shattering and devastating effect upon
both civilian and troop morale. The wily,
cunning, and cruel enemy could not have
accomplished such damage to American
morale on the battlefields of Laos and
South Vietnam as has been accomplished
by this verdict in the Calley case. They
could not have accomplished such damage with an onslaught with the full force
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and fury of all the troops and weapons
at their command.
Mr. President, the conviction of Lieutenant Calley cannot but sustain the conviction in the minds of our fighting men
that our Government has imposed upon
them an unbearable burden. A burden
of pondering the legality of orders even
in the heat of battle-in the midst of
an actual assault upon an enemy-held
position.
Who among us cannot but wonder if
in following orders combat troops may
not later be prosecuted by superior officers for executing orders of superior
officers?
The faith of our soldiers in their Government must be restored-the faith of
our people in the military must be restored. At stake is the effectiveness of
the Army as a military component of
the armed services. Otherwise, I fear
that our Nation shall be torn asunder.
This is our cause. In support of that
I call upon the President for Executive
clemency. I call upon the President to
order the immediate release of Lieutenant Calley from confinement pending
an order of Executive clemency. I call
upon President Nixon to act in the spirit
of President Lincoln who so often, moved
by compassion, interposed his judgment
to set aside harsh verdicts and sentences
imposed by military courts.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, if the Chair will recognize me-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from West Virginia is recognized.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I yield
to the Senator from Alabama.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alabama is recognized.
Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished
Senator from West Virginia for his
courtesy.
Mr. President, in taking this action, I
express not only my own views but also,
I believe, the views of the vast majority
of the people of Alabama, whom I have
the honor to represent; and I believe
this expresses the views of the vast majority of the people of the entire Nation.
The people of Alabama are a patriotic
people. We believe in supporting and
backing our Armed Forces. The people
of Alabama are deeply concerned by the
plight of Lieutenant Calley. Some of
their sentiments have been expressed to
me in a deluge of telegrams, telephone
calls, and mail.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that copies of letters and telegrams
marked exhibits 1 through 15 be printed
in the RECORD as an indication of feelings
of Alabamians which, I believe, are
shared with a vast majority of the people
of our Nation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibits 1 through 15.)
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I expressed
my sentiments on this subject to the people of Alabama by radio, television, and
a release to newspapers. I request unanimous consent that the text of this message be printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 16.)
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Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, to further
illustrate the depth and intensity of
feeling of the people of our Nation on
this subject, I request unanimous consent
that a front page editorial published in
the Nashville Banner, Nashville, Tenn.,
on March 30, 1971, be printed in the
RECORD.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 17.)
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, more is involved than justice for Lieutenant Calley,
and I refer to the support of the people
of this Nation for the military position
of our Nation. This is a most important
issue, a most important question, and I
believe that this court-martial, while the
issues are entirely different, will go down
as one of the celebrated courts-martial
of history to rank with the Dreyfus case
in France in notoriety and in the history
of courts-martial.
EXHIBIT 1
GADSDEN, ALA.
Senator JIM ALLEN,
Washington, D.C.:

We the undersigned citizens of this great
country of ours with a history second to
none and a heritage that we and all our fore
fathers can be justly proud, feel that a black
day in our history has passed when Lt. Calley was convicted yesterday. We are proud o!
our great country and our leaders. But we
can not condone sending our troops to foreign lands to war and then upon their return
put them thru an ordeal such as Lt. Calley
has just gone, then sentence them to life in
prison or death. We would like you to use the
influence of your office to which we helped
elect you to, to see that this great injustice
is corrected.
Louie Green, Bill Brown, Bill Patterson,
Joe Phillips, J. D. Watson, W. E. G.
Ady, Jim Smith, J. D. Jennings, Ken
Massey, M. Campbell, A. E. Walker,
Jerry Mitchell, Barry Holloway, Ralph
Taylor, Rex Johnson, Donald Moore,
D. S. Tingle, C. T. Amberson, F. R.
Fancher, J. R. Horsely, R. L. Hawkins,
Don Forman, C. P. Powell, John
Bussey.
EXHIBIT 2
JACKSON, ALA.
Senator JAMES B. ALLEN,
Washington, D.C.:

Judge not that you not be judged. Certainly the trial and verdict with respect to
Lt. Wllliam Calley was a travesty. Think a
moment. Was President Harry Truman courtmartialed as a result of dropping the atom
bomb? Was General Sherman court-martialed as a result of raping Georgia? Were
the pilots who bombed Germany court-martialed? Please exert every effort to give this
young soldier who was trained to kill the
proper place in life.
WAR VETERANS AND INTERESTED CITIZENS
OF JACKSON, ALA.

ExHIBIT 4
BURROUGHS CORP.,
Birmingham, Ala., March 29, 1971.

Senator JAMES B. ALLEN.
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ALLEN: I have just heard
the news of the conviction of Lt. William
Calley by court-martial at Ft. Benning, Ga.
and Senator Allen, I am Disgusted.
I don't know Lt. Calley, have never met
him, and don't even approve of some of the
things he has been saying, but to convict
this man as an obvious appeasement to the
"get out of everything" element disgusts
me.
Quite obviously his actions, what ever
they might have been, were known to the
Army long before he was brought to trial.
If they considered them a necessary part of
a necessary war then, how can they now, in
good conscience, convict him. This is the
same army who now advertises, "We want to
join you." Grow your hair long; come and
go as you please; if you don't like the order,
forget it. I'm glad I was in the Marine Corps.
But what really makes this hard for me to
swallow is, on the same newscast it was reported on wa.s the report of the Supreme
Court of our country today overruling the
conviction of a known criminal because of
"improper procedures." How anyone can
watch Lt. Calley's conviction and not feel
that something very wrong is happening in
this country?
I respectfully request that you do all within your power to help this man who, wrong
a.s he may have been, was fighting for what
I believe in, and in all probability, just the
way I would have.
Sincerely Yours,
CHARLES R. POOLE.
EXHIBIT 5
ELKMONT, ALA.
Senator JIM ALLEN.
DEAR Sm: I have just watched the verdict
of guilty given to Lieut. Calley on T.V. I
would like for you to know how I as a mother
of two boys ages fourteen and fifteen feel
about this verdict. If this is what happens to
our boys who fight and give their lives for
our country then I don't want any part of it.
Would you please as a Senator use your
influence to see that this injustice is not
done. I don't know Lieut. Calley except as
a soldier doing a job that some say has to
be done. Although I have never understood
why our boys have to serve in Vietnam, I
think all people know that in war the innocent are killed too. I have spoken to a few
boys that have returned from Vietnam. In
one case one boys was telling me his buddy
was killed because he picked up a small child
and was blown to bits. The child had a hand
grenade under its shirt. I believe Lieut.
Calley deserves your help.
Thanking you in advance.
Sincerely,
Mrs. CHARLOTTE BROCK.
EXHIBIT 6
HUNTSVILLE, ALA.,
March 29, 1971.

Senator JAMES ALLEN,
Washington, D.C.

EXHIBITS
FLORENCE, ALA.
Re: Lieut. Calley's case.
Senator JAMES B. ALLEN,
U.S. Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

The time has come for the so-called silent
majority to speak out. My heart is heavy today. This boy has indeed taken your place
and mine at the bar of justice. If he ls
guilty then you and I are also for allowing
the situation to exist.
Mrs. HENRY L. PUTNAM.

DEAR SENATOR ALLEN: I am writing in protest of the verdict against Lt. Calley for doing his duty in the Army of the United
States.
I hope and pray for our future that you
can help change this and that it will never
happen again to an officer for doing what he
was told to do in a war he had not wanted
to be in, in the first place. How can we do
this to our armed forces? We will kill any
feeling of allegiance and duty to our country
if we keep this up.
What a joke this must be on us from the
Viet Cong side. They must really be laugh-

ing at us for dying in vain. I wish you could
help this young man. This trial was all
wrong. It can only stir up hatred for the
Army and for doing a duty that we are
forced to do. How can we ever get a voluntary
army this way? It is an impossibility to want
to serve.
Sincerely yours,
HELEN MACE.
EXHIBIT 7
HUNTSVILLE, ALA.,
March 30, 1971.

Senator JAMES ALLEN,
Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR sm: As a former combat veteran of
the Korean conflict, I am outraged at the
conviction of Lt. William L. Calley. If Lt.
Calley is guilty as charged then I as well as
the Inillions of men that have fought for
the American Flag are also guilty. I have
always considered the people that have
fought and are presently fighting for the
American Flag as patriots not criminals.
It is shameful that a man such as Clay
the former Heavy Weight Champion of the
world refuses to come to the defense of his
country, at the time that others are required
to, is allowed to go free and unpunished when
a young man that is willing to defend his
country is convicted of murder, then Senator
something is certainly wrong with the system.
I believe that it is high time that we disregard world opinion, a world that for some
unknown reason our government feels it
must feed and police, and free Lt. Calley. I do
not see how the United States government
leaders could send any more American servicemen to die in South East Asia, unless we
decide to win the war.
Senator, I urge you to demand that the
President of the United States, as Commander in Chief of all military services set
aside Lt. Calley's outrageous conviction.
Very Truly Yours,
THOMAS A. SHARP.
ExHIBIT 8
MARcH 30, 1971.
H~"n.

JAMES "JIM" ALLEN,

Member of the Senate,
Washington, D.C.:
As a World War II Marine Corps combat
veteran, I respectfully urge you to do every-

thing within the authority and influence of
your office to rectify the gross miscarriage of
justice in the case of Lt. William Calley.
The integrity of every combat veteran in
the history of this nation has just been
raped.
Sincerely,
RAYMOND E. BELCHER.
ExHIBIT 9
BmMINGHAM, ALA.,
March 30, 1971.

President RICHARD NIXON,
President of the United States, Washington,D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I just want to write
you this letter to say that I am appalled at
the news last night that one of our boys, who
was sent to Viet Nam and asked to put his
life of the line there, in a battle that goes by
few, if any of the rules of war as we have
known them in the past, would be brought
home and tried and convicted of murder for
doing the very thing he was sent there to do.
I have a brother-in-law who is a career officer and has recently completed his second
twelve months tour in that far away land
where the boys never can tell from one minute to the next who are truly civilians and
who are working with the Viet Cong. Even
the little children have been known to do
harm to our boys, if allowed to catch them
off guard.
I am not an anti-war nut and have tried
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to support our country and the efforts of our
leaders, both at home and abroad; but can
this be "American Justice" to do this horrendous thing to one of our own who has
done his duty while so many were burning
their draft cards, running away from the
country, demonstrating and just generally
acting like the no accounts that they are?
I don't know Lt. Calley, but I hate to think
that this could have been one of my own
family, and that this is my own country that
is dealing out this kind of "justice"? And I
know that this smacks of Injustice and
wrong doing in my book, even to try these
men in the first place, to say nothing of
conviction.
Won't you please do whatever possible to
give these men a full pardon and the apologies of their countrymen who have seemingly spit in their faces for protecting our
freedom?
An Interested Voter.
Very truly yours,
JUANITA M. INGRAM.
EXHIBIT 10
MARCH 30, 1971.
The PRESIDENT,
The White House,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Sm: This letter will mark the first
time I have ever written an elected official,
but I felt I had to write regarding the unbelievable verdict in the Lt. Calley courtmartial. When I heard that the jury had
actually found this man guilty, my first
reaction was shocked unbelief. Even though
war is horrible and tragic, it has always been
my understanding that on the batt lefield it
is "kill or be killed". I realize this is the law
of the jungle, but then, isn't war the most
terrible jungle o:f all?
I have always been immensely proud that
I am a citizen of the United States and have
always felt very "patriotic", if you will, about
our armed forces. But, I cannot understand
a military system that will send men t o foreign soil to ostensibly protect a people wit h
whose cause we are sympathetic, and then
will fail to stand behind our own men when
they carry out military orders handed down
t o them by a higher authority. These men
are not in Vietnam for their health, but beca use they have been sent there.
I admit to being woefully ignorant of the
workings of a giant military machine, but I
fail to see a great difference between t he
alleged My Lai "massacre" and t he count less
bombings by our planes in Vietnam. In all
t hese instances, innocent men, women and
children are killed, as has been t he case in
all wars since the beginning of recorded history. This, so we learn from reading history,
is the fruit of war. Tragic, sad, useless, we
say, but how much sadder and more tragic
if our men in the armed services were forced
to defend our ideals and beliefs on our native
soil!
In closing, Mr. President, let me say that
I am behind you all the way regarding your
policies in the Vietnam situation, but if you
were ever needed to intervene in the behalf
of a defender of our country, the time is now.
As it now stands, Lt. Calley will never overcome the effects of having to undergo the
ordeal of this court-martial, caused by his
merely following orders.
I am afraid one of the effects of this verdict will be that the very vocal anti-war
segment of our society will secure a great
deal more support than they have previously
enjoyed, as if Lt. Calley's court-martial verdict stands, it will be obvious to all that if
the men in our armed forces, in the course
of their duties, have to kill suspected enemy
sympathizers, they do so at the risk of being
court-martialed.
Respect fully yours,
Mrs. MELBA HAMBERG.

EXHIBIT 11
MENTONE, ALA.,
March 30, 1917.

Senator JIM ALLEN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I am writing to urge you
to use your influence in the U.S. Congress
to make known to the entire United States
and to the world that 99% of we Alabamians
think the Calley Court Martial was a miscarriage of justice.
I feel that the powers that be are trying
to demoralize and undermine the morale of
ou r fighting men. Who knows what our react ions would have been had we been in Lt.
Calley's place under the same circumstances?
I am a veteran of World War II, was raised
on the farm, had never seen a Japanese prior
to Pearl Harbor, but was drafted, taught to
hat e and kill. And before I even reached the
South Pacific and saw a Jap I would have
gladly dropped the bomb that would have
sunk the whole Japanese islands.
I t hink we should stand behind our troops
instead of handcuffing them and subjecting
them to such a spectacle as we have witnessed at Ft. Benning. This undoubtedly will
go down in history as the most unpopular
decision in the annals of our military courts.
Respectfully,
LELAND M. Cox.
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If we ever hope to win this war, someone 1.s
going to have to die, and I for one don't want
it to be our American Soldiers. How can we
ask our men to go to another country and
fight under the so called rules that have been
set up for them. Those rules don't protect
anyone but the enemy. I am not opposed to
the cause for which we are fighting, but 1f
we are going to continue to play games, then
it is time to bring our servicemen home before more are killed needlessly.
We constantly hear about the hope for a
volunteer Army. Is this the way we are going
to get it. I volunteered one time, but now 1
don't think I would do it again. If you refuse to fight you can be shot, and if you
fight and kill the wrong person you are likely
to be court martialed. If Lt. Calley is actually made to serve time in prison, or worse
yet executed, then I personally feel all hope
for a volunteer army is gone.
I strongly urge you to use your position to
do everything possible to help set Lt. Calley
free. I sincerely hope that you will be able
to help him in some way. Wishing for peace,
I am.
Respectfully yours,
R. K. THOMAS, Jr.

EXHIBIT 14
FAIRHOPE, ALA.,
RICHARD M. NIXON,

March 30, 1971.

Pre~ident oj the Ur.,ited States of Amer ica,

EXHIBIT 12
March 29 , 1971.

Hon. JAMES B. ALLEN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATER: I have just heard t he verdict
concerning Lt. Calley and I must say that our
nation is in a sorry, rotten state when our
government takes a youngster, teaches him
violence, then convicts him of carrying out
what he was taught to do.
I know that I voice the sentiments of the
majority of the citizens in our area, and
I hope that something can be done to rectify
the warped feeling of some of the people
that are trying and convicting people such as
Lt. Calley.
Sincerely,
JEFF DIGE.
EXHIBIT 13
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.,
March 31, 1971.

DEAR SIR: I would like to take this means
to let you know how upset and displeased I
am over the verdict in the Lt. Calley Court
Martial. I was shocked enough when I first
learned that there was a court martial being
held, but I felt sure he would be found
innocent of the charges against him. But
now, to actually learn that he has been convicted and actually faces a prison sentence
or maybe death is more than I can bear without speaking out.
I do not doubt that Lt. Calley did in fact
kill many people, and perhaps some of them
were actually innocent bystanders. But how
can anyone, including a court martial board,
determine the guilt or innocence of people
on the battlefield? How many of our soldiers
have been killed by innocent women and
children? How should our soldiers determine
who the innocent persons are? Perhaps they
should ask each person if he is innocent before they fire at him. Of course 1f this method is used, I doubt if anyone but American
Soldiers would ever be killed.
I can't help but wonder why Lt. Calley has
been singled out to be court martlaled. Do
you think he is the only one in Viet Nam
who has killed a possibly innocent person?
I know I don't and I doubt that you do.
How is this guilty verdict going to affect the
rest of our servicemen in Viet Nam? How
many are going to be killed by "innocent
women and children" because they were
afraid to shoot first?

Whtte House,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. PREsm:&NT: I am worried. Yester-

day evening I heard by radio of the conviction of Lt. Calley, of murder in Viet Nam.
I have a son in VietNam, sent there by our
government in early January. This son has
become 21 since he got there, and is now
considered a man in our country, but he was
drafted, trained to kill, and sent to Viet Nam
trained to use Mortar as a mine. There is one
purpose in this training, to kill the enemy.
This not only is not his own desire but he
has undertaken this on ly because he is
trained at home for his whole lifetime that
he is to obey the laws of his country, and
the draft laws are necessary, we, his parents
really believe, both for defending our country and to fulfill our commitments to our
allies, and those in need of defense to secure
their own freedoms.
Now my real worry, and con cern is, (and
has been throughout the publicity and trial
of Lt. Calley, a n d this whole Mal Lai incident
exposure) what is going to happen to our son
when he obeys the orders of superiors, and
kills some Vietnamese, who are difficult to
identify as enemy or ally?
We have been relieved somewhat of t his
worry, when upon getting to Viet Nam he
was able to type, and work in an office, but
he has to stand his turn at guard duty, and
this can apply to him then. It is enough a
parent needs to constantly be before his God
to pray for the son's safe return from the war
zone, ('and that we are prepared to do willingly for our country, as it defends Viet Na m
(South) from the very real world enemy of
communism) but to have to also be concerned that he has to weigh every action,
quick as it has to be in time of battle , and
self-defense, whether it would stand up in
court martial, and be sure that isn't contrary to some soft-hearted peace-nik, "dove"
American's idea of what war is supposed t o
be like. We know and realize war is hell,
and sent from the pits of hell to rush souls
to an eternal destiny by the devil himself.
Therefore, we deplore the necessity of Christi·a ns to partake in it, but we know the Bible
teaches us to resist the Devil, and he
will fiee from you, and at times we believe
the part of reslstanc0 of the devil and his evil
coherts is to actually fight physical battles.
Have I passed on my concern to you for my
son effectively enough? I feel you really already feel this concern in a. real way, by try-
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tng to bring our boys back as soon as possible. I am just trying to put across the message and plea to give them a chance when
they get home before our courts, and courtsmartial, and that the lower echelon of officers do not have to bear the brunt of national and higher official decision.
We pray for you and our other officials, and
are very concerned about the future of our
country. To this end we feel a strong resistance, and offensive against communism is
the answer. We feel from the information we
have, Lt. Calley shows he was also doing his
little part in the whole effort to win the war
in Viet Nam against Communism.
We are praying for Lt. Calley, and we do
hope the pressure of the political issues involved in this long trial wn: not prevent justice being done to him, and others involved
with him in this case.
To make it personal, we are pr.a ying for our
son up within 40 or 50 miles of the DMZ that
he make right decisions, and especially that
he be led of the Lord in any decisions he
has to make that they will not unnecessarily
involve him in future tortuous trials Lt.
Calley and his group have had to undergo,
and probably still will in the news media
and before judge and jurors that can put the
rest of their lives in jeopardy physically and
emotionally, really worse than undergoing
the horrors of war itself.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. EARL JoHNSON,
( Mother of Pfc. David Paul Johnson
Station ed at Phy Bai, Viet Nam.)

DEAR SENATOR ALLEN: As my representative
in the Senate, I am sending to you a copy of
the letter I have just written to our President. I am concerned, normally enough for
my son in the war zone, but to think he
might have to stand trial when he gets back
to the U.S.A. makes a real cloud hanging
over our heads.
I have been much in favor of the Cambodian and Laotian offensives and I feel
these have helped my son's and other servicemen's chances to get safely home.
Sincerely,
Mrs. EARL .lioHNSON.
ExHmrr 15
PRATTVZX.LE, ALA.,
March 30, 1971.

Senator JIM ALLEN.
DEAR MR. ALLEN: We are very much upset
in the way Lt. Calley has been treated in his
case. We would like very much for you to
do everything in your power to see he is
set free, free from all charges.
You have made a wonderful Senator and
we will be giving you our assistance next time
you run.
Sincerely,
TILL An.EEN DEASAN.
EXHIBri' 16
LmUTENANT CALLEY
The verdict has shocked and rocked the
nation and there is a wave of sympathy and
support for Lt. Calley throughout the country
and among our armed forces in Southeast
Asia.
Calley's conviction may discourage the
American GI and cause him to believe his
government will not back him in combat
situations.
Is a soldier to be safe in carrying out orders
from superiors or must he ponder on the
legality of t he order as he faces death in
battle?
Must a soldier face not only the enemy but
look over his shoulder constantly to see 1f
he may be prosecuted by his government
for carrying out orders?
These are the big questions arising from
this unfortunate case, and satisfactory answers were not given in the Calley case.
For this reason I do not believe that the
verdict will stand through the several

avenues of appeal that are available to Lt.
Calley.
EXHmrr 17
"MILITARY JUSTICE": CALLEY CONVICTION
DAMNABLE, UNCONSCIONABLE OUTRAGE
In ancient days it was customary by way
of mass absolution to load a scapegoat with
the sins of the people and drive him into
the wilderness to perish. Yesterday at Ft.
Benning, Ga., the practice was reinaugurated. By court-martial conviction, a lot of
charged iniquities-certainly not all of
them his own-were put on Army Lt. William L. Calley Jr., and that climax of an
outrageous procedure in military jurisprudence shocked no less than the incident of
March, 1968, on which it was predicated.
Let it be understood, nobody is condoning brutality as such on anybody's part-an or off the battlefield. But circumstantial
fact no less than law belongs in consideration of cases in the extraordinary setting
and category involved. Disregard the fact
that it was Lt. Calley; it could have been
any American son.
Nothing like this in the way of so-called
military justice has occurred in U.S. military history.
Under the Constitution, which goes with
every citizen wherever the Flag goes, the
life of no man can be jeopardized by law
without trial by a jury of his peers. That
did not occur in the case of William L. Calley Jr.
The fault is in the whole confilct between the system of war and the ethics of
peace which, by inference in this case are
supposed to prevail together at one and
the same time in one and the same place.
The man, in most instances a very young
man, is taken from civilian life, trained to
kill, sent to some foreign country, furnished
arrns and means of killing, sent into the field
with orders to searoh, destroy and kill; these
are drilled into him, along with the doctrine
of treason on refusal to obey orders-and
then in this monstrous consequence of that,
he is arrested, tried, and convicted for doing exactly what he has been taught to
do.
How do we expect soldiers to react?
War is the uncivilized, ruthless, brutal
process of destroying the enemy-physically,
militarily, economically-before he can destroy you. And the Vietnamese war is such if
we ever had one, the longest in our history,
and the passions of people normally pacific
in all attitudes have been on edge for years.
That is true on the home front and no less,
certainly, on the war front where American
sons have been fighting and dying. To expect
boys under those circumstances to react humanely and pacifically on the field of battle-where people are concerned, or otherwise, is ridiculous to the point of complete
irrationality. Maybe it shouldn't be that way,
but that's the way it is.
Many an American soldier has lost his life
as the result of mines, grenades, or other
instruments of death planted in village areas
or thrown by children below the teen age.
As of now, and rightly so, nobody has suggested court-martial of General Westmoreland, General Abrams--or any other commanding officers, past or present, who have
been responsible for command decisions, or
however indirectly the conduct of fighting
men.
That could be next in the process of selfabnegation-and mass insanity retribution
on or off the battlefield. If it is not to happen
the drift in such a direction of demoralization and scapegoatism must be halted right
where it is. It must be halted in the Ft. Benning case.
The thinking there occasioned by pressurized, appeasement ideas, was the product
of the Nuremberg process.
Bear in mind that when we-and our allies in World War II-hit Germany with sat-
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u r ation bombing, destroying Essen, Frankfurt, and hu n dreds of other cities large or
small, with firebombings day and night, and
with no regard for civilian populations, nobody held President Roosevelt, General Eisenhower, or General Spaatz or their counterparts in command responsible-and nobody
was court-martialed.
Harry S Truman gave the order for dropping the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki-the deaths there inflicted almost totally civilian ran into the hundreds of thousands. Neither President Truman, Gen. Curtis LeMay, nor the crews of the two planes
were held responsible for what turned out to
be wholesale death and almost total destruction.
If we're going to train our military people
to kill, and send them into mortal combat,
concepts of justice to them must be shaped
just as intelligently as the basic premise of
justice prevailing, under the same Constitution, in court s of civil law. Who, in this instance, can be sure no perjury is being committed by other witnesses to save t h eir o" n
hides?
If civilized standards are to prevail, it is
time to revise our whole system of military
justice. If, on the contrary, the present system is continued, with the demonstrated possibilities of monstrous and unconscion able
outrage, we'd better move to bring these boys
back home instantly and forget about the war
in Indochina.
It is unfair to these thousands of American
men still over there-and to their p arents.
It is a disgrace to the Army, to the whole
system of military justice, and to this court
which perpetrated this outrageous f arce in
the name of justice.
Regardless of the source of appeal, or the
route it takes, tne President as Comman derin-Chief should order all proposed courts
martial on similar charges to be dropped immediately, and should give Lt. Galley a pres·
idential pardon.

COMMUNICATIONS FROM EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore (Mr. ALLEN) laid before the Senate the following letters, which were
referred as indicated:
CANDIDATES SELECTED FOR NROTC COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
A letter from the Chief of Naval Personnel submitting a list of principal and alternate candidates selected for the 1971
NROTC College Scholarship program (with
accompanying papers); to the Commit tee
on Armed Services.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION WrrH RESPECT TO PILOT
RATING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ARMED
SERVICES
A letter from the Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force submitting proposed legislation
with respect to pilot rating requirements
for members of the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force (with acoompanying
papers) ; to the Committee on ATmed Services.
REPORT OF CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD FOR 1970
A letter from the Chairman of the Civil
Aeronautics Board transmitting, pursuant
to law, the annual report of the Board covering the fiscal year 1970 (with accompanying report); to the Committee on Commerce.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION REGARDING LOAD LINES
ON U.S. VESSELS
A letter from the Secretary of Transportation transmitting proposed legislation to require load lines on U.S. vessels engaged in
foreign voyages and foreign vessels within
the jurisdiction of the United States, and
for other purposes (with accompanying
papers); to the Committee on Commerce.
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AVIATION COST .ALLOCATION STUDY INTERIM
REPORT
A letter from the Secretary of Transportation transmitting, pursuant to law, a. progress report entitled "Aviation Cost Allocation Study Interim Report" (with accompanying report); to the Committee on
Finance and Committee on Commerce,
jointly.
REPORTS BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States transmitting, pursuant to
law, a. report on the examination of the financial statements of the Tennessee Valley
Authori-ty for the fiscal year 1970 (with accompanying report); to the Committee on
Government Operations.
_
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on the need for the Department
of Defense to. remove more low-cost low-usage items from inventories (with accompanying report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on postage due and handUng
costs for processing mall with insuflicient
postage not being recovered by the Post Office
Department (with accompanying report); to
the Committee on Government Operations.
CONTINUATION OF CONCESSION CONTRACT AT
GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK, ARIZ.
A letter from the Secretary of the Interior
transmitting, pursuant to law, a. proposed
amendment to the concession contract authorizing the continuation of the operation
of a motion picture, lecture, and photographic studio for the public on the South
Rim of Grand Canyon National Park, Ariz.
(with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Interior and Insular Atrairs.
REPORT ON ExTRAORDINARY CONTRACTUAL AcTIONS TO FACILITATE THE NATIONAL DEFENSE
A letter from the Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics),
transmitting, pursuant to law, the calendar
year 1970 report on extraordinary contractual
actions to facll1tate the national defense
(with an accompanying report); to the Committee on the Judiciary.
REPORT ON THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
A letter from the Executive Director of the
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission transmi·t tlng, pursuant to law, a report
on the activities of the Commission during
the calendar year 1970, including an accounting of funds received and expended (with
accompanying report); to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
REPORT OF THE OFFICE OF EDUCATION
A letter from the Commissioner of Education transmitting, pursuant to law, the annual report of the Office of Education (with
accompanying report); to the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare.
A STUDY OF NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
PROPOSALS
A letter from the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare transmitting, pursuant
to law, a report on a. study of national health
insurance proposals (with accompanying report); to the Committee on Labor and Pubilc
Welfare.

PETITIONS
Petitions were laid before the Senate
and referred as indicated:
By the ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore (Mr. ALLEN) :
A concurrent resolution of the general assembly of South Carolina; to the Committee on Finance:

CALENDAR No. S. 283
A concurrent resolution memorializing the
President and the Congress to Take Steps
Necessary to Restore Order to International Trade in Textiles and Commending
the President for Rejecting the Unsatisfactory Japanese Unilateral Text ile Export
Restraint Otrer
Whereas, the importation of textiles and
apparel from foreign nations has seriously
undermined the entire economic structure of
the State of South Ca.rollna.; and
Whereas, thousands of South Carolinians
have lost their jobs or are on short time that
causes them to earn below average wages;
and
Whereas, the revenues of the State Government, County Governments and Municipal Governments of South Carolina. are down
by millions of dollars causing mandatory cutbacks in all agencies of State Government
thereby a.trecting every citizen of this St ate;
and
Whereas, the foreign competitors who fiood
our market and force thousands of our citizens completely out of work or onto shon
time manufacture and market their textiles
and apparel under conditions that are illegal
in the State of South Carolina and in the
United States; and
Whereas, the government of Japan has offered a most unsatisfactory proposal to restrain, unilaterally, its textile-apparel exports to the United States; and
Whereas, the Japanese proposal has been
rejected by the President of the United
States, by the Governor of South Carolina,
by many members of the Congress, including
the Senators and Representatives from South
Carolina., by the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, by the South Carolina. Textile Manufacturers Association, by numerous
newspaper editorials and by many others;
and
Whereas, the textile markets of the United
States are virtually wide open to foreign imports while many of the major exporters to
this country tightly protect their own markets against our textile exports; and
Whereas, our government has imposed
upon the American industry numerous regulations and cost factors that are not required of our foreign competitors; and
Whereas, the recent Japanese otrer is based
upon imports at the highest level in history;
and
Whereas, the percentage growth rate under the Japanese proposal would be nearly
double the percentage growth rate of the
American textile industry since World War
n; and
Whereas, it would undercut the long-term
arrangement on cotton textiles that has been
in etrect for ten years; and
Whereas, the Japanese plan destroys the
vitally important concept of categories and
government to government agreements; and
Whereas, the textile industry of South Carolina and the entire nation has invested
blllions of dollars in recent years in new
plants and equipment, making it the most
efficient in the world; and
Whereas, the American textile industry
pays its employees approximately two dollars
an hour more than the industry of Japan,
and the gap being even wider between this
country and some other Asian Nations; and
Whereas, the Legislature and the people
of South Carolina are not willing to see these
terribly unfair conditions continue to weaken their most important industry which together with its supply and related industries
over the years have been good, responsible
corporate citizens; and
Whereas, these unfair conditions largely
have been created by a. combination of policies of our Federal Government. Now, therefore,
Be it resolved, by the Senate, the House of
Representatives concurring:

That the General Assembly o'f South Carolina. respectfully memorializes the President
of the United States and the Congress of th&
United States to do all in their power through
legislative and administrative action, to see
that order is restored to the chaotic international textile-apparel trade situation.
Be it further resolved that the General
Assembly of South Carolina. expresses to the
President of the United States its appreciation for his forthright statement in which
he rejected the recent Japanese proposal and
gave his strong support to textile quota. legislation (H.R. 20) now pending before the Congress; and also expresses to the members of
the South Carolina Congressional Delegation
and to other members of the Congress, who
continue to work for a. solution to this problem, deep appreciation for their dedication
to this vital etrort.
Be it further resolved, that copies of this
resolution be 'forwarded to the President of
the United States, to each United States
Senator and each member of the House of
Representatives of Congress from South
Carolina., the Clerk of the United States
Senate, the Clerk of the House of Representatives of the United States, the Secretary of
Commerce and the Secretary of State of the
United States.

REPORT OF A COMMITTEE SUBMITTED DURING ADJOURNMENT

Under authority of the Senate of
March 30, 1971, the following report of
a committee was received on March 31.
1971:
By Mr. MONDALE, from the Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Atrairs, with
an amendment:
S. 581. A bill to amend the Export-Import
Bank Act of 1945, as amended, to allow for
greater expansion of the export trade of the
United States, to exclude Bank receipts and
disbursements from the budget of the
U.S. Government, to extend for 3 years
the period within which the Bank is authorized to exercise its functions, to increase the Bank's lending authority and its
authority to issue, against fractional reserves
and against full reserves, insurance and
guarantees, to authorize the bank to issue
for purchase by any purchaser its obligations
maturing subsequent to June 30, 1976, and
for other purposes (Rept. No. 92-51).

REPORTS OF A COMMITTEE

The following report of a committee
was submitted:
By Mr. METCALF, !rom the Committee on
Interior and Insular Atrairs, without amendment:
S. 484. A bill to authorize and direct the
Secretary of Agriculture to classify as wilderness the national forest lands known as the
Lincoln Back Country, and parts of the
Lewis and Clark and Lolo National Forests, in
Montana., and for other purposes (Rept. No.
92-52).

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF
COMMITI'EES
As in executive session, the following

favorable reports of nominations were
submitted:
By Mr. BENTSEN, from the Committee on
Armed Services:
Maj. Gen. Homer I. Lewis, U.S. Air Force
Reserve, to be Chief of Air Force Reserve.
By Mr. SCHWEIKER, from the Committee
on Armed Services:
Brig. Gen. James Milnor Roberts, Jr., Army
of the United States (colonel, U.S. Army
Reserve).
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Mrs. SMITH. Mr. President, as in executive session, from the Committee on
Armed Services I report favorably the
nominations of 35 general and flag officers in the Army and Navy. I ask that
these names be placed on the Executive
Calendar.
In addition, I report favorably 1,102
appointments in the Regular Air Force in
the grade of captain and below. Since
these names have already been printed
in the CONGRESSIONALRECORD, in order to
save the expense of printing on the Executive Calendar, I ask unanimous consent that they be ordered to lie on the
Secretary's desk for the information of
any Senator.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The nominations, ordered to be placed
o n th e E x e c u tiv e C a le n d a r, a re a s
follows) :

IN THE AIR FORCE
M aj. Gen. Hom er I. Lewis fcr appointm ent
as Chief of Air Force Reserve.
IN THE ARMY
G en. G eo rge R o binso n M ath er, wh en retired, to general; and
Brig. G en. Jam es M ilnor R oberts, Jr., for
a ppo in tm e n t a s C h ie f, A rm y R e se rv e , a n d
fo r a ppo in tm e n t a s m a jo r ge n e ra l.
F o r appo in tm en t in th e R egu lar A rm y o f
th e Un ite d S ta te s, to th e g ra d e s in d ic a te d ,
under the provisions of title 10, United States
Code, section 3284 and 3307:
To be major general
Maj. Gen. Howard W ilson Penney, xxx-xx-x...
xxx-x... , A rm y o f th e United S tates (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
xxx-xx-xxxx
Maj. Gen. Roderick Wetherill,
,
A rm y of the United States (brigadier general
U.S. Army) .
M a j. G e n . D a v id S tu a rt P a rk e r, xxx-xx-xx...
xxx-x... , A rm y o f th e United S tates (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M a j. G e n . R a ym o n d L e ro y S h o e m a k e r,
, A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s
xxx-xx-xxxx
xxx-xx-xxxx
(brigadier general, U.S. Army) .
Maj. Gen. Lloyd Brinkley Ramsey, xxx-xx-x...
xxx-x... , A rm y o f th e United S tates (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
Maj. Gen. George Philip Seneff, Jr., xxx-xx-x...
xxx-x... , A rm y o f th e United S tates (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. G en. E dward H arleston deS aussure,
Jr.,
, A rm y of the United States
xxx-xx-xxxx
(brigadier general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. G en. H ugh F ranklin F oster, Jr., xxx-...
xxx-xx-xx... , Army of the United States (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. G en. A ndrew Peach R ollins, Jr., xxx-...
xxx-xx-xx... , Army of the United States (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M a j. G e n . W illia m R o b e rtso n D e so b ry ,
, A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s
xxx-xx-xxxx
(brigadier general, U.S. Arm y) .
M a j. G e n . G e o rg e L a fa ye tte M a bry, Jr.,
, A r m y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s
xxx-xx-xxxx
(brigadier general, U.S. Army) .
M a j. G e n . H e rro n N ic h o ls M a ple s, xxx-...
xxx-xx-x... , Army of the United States (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. G en. L eo H enry S chweiter, xxx-xx-x...
xxx-... , A rm y of the United S tates (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. Gen. Edward Bautz, Jr.,
,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Army of the United States (brigadier general,
U.S. Army) .
M a j. G e n . G e o rg e M a rio n S e ig n io u s II,
, A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s
xxx-xx-xxxx
(brigadier general, U.S. Army) .
Maj. Gen. Richard Logan Irby,
,
xxx-xx-xxxx
Army of the United States (brigadier general,
U.S. Army) .
M aj. G en. F ranklin M ilton D avis, Jr., xxx-...
xxx-xx-xx... , Army of the United States (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .

M aj. G en. Paul A lfred F eyereisen, xxx-xx-x...
A rm y o f th e United S tates (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. Gen. Richard George Ciccolella, xxx-...
xxx-xx-x... , Army of the United States (brigadier
general, U.S. Army) .
M aj. G en . Jam es F ran cis H o llin gsw o rth ,
, A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s
xxx-xx-xxxx
(brigadier general, U.S. Army) .
To be major general, Medical Corps
xxx-xx-xxxx
M aj. Gen. Kenneth Dew Orr,
,
Army of the United States (brigadier general,
Medical Corps, U.S. Army) .
L t. G en. H al Bruce Jennings, Jr., xxx-xx-xx... xxx-x... , A rm y of the United S tates (brigadier
general, Medical Corps, U.S. Army) .
xxx-x... ,

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S CORPS
Brig. G en. G eorge Shipley Prugh, Jr., xxx-...
xxx-xx-xx... , Army of the United States (colonel,
Judge Advocate General's Corps, U.S. Army) ,
for appointment as The Judge Advocate Gene ra l, U.S . A rm y , a s m a jo r g e n e ra l, Ju d g e
A d v o c a te G e n e ra l's C o rps, in th e R e g u la r
A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s , a n d a s m a jo r
ge n e ra l, A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s, u n d e r
the provisions of title 10, United States Code,
sections 3037,3442, and 3447.
Brig. G en. Harold Edward Parker, xxx-xx-x...
xxx-x... , A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s (c o lo n e l,
Judge Advocate General's Corps, U.S. Army) ,
for appointm ent as the A ssistant Judge A dvocate G eneral, as m ajor general, Judge A dvocate G eneral's Corps, in the Regular A rm y
o f th e Un ited S tates, an d as m ajo r gen eral,
A rm y o f th e Un ite d S ta te s, u n d e r th e pro visions of title 10 , United S tates C ode, sections 3037,3442, and 3447.
IN THE NAVY
The following-named officers of the Naval
Reserve for temporary promotion to the grade
o f r e a r a d m i r a l s u b j e c t t o qu a li f i c a t i o n
therefor as provided by law:
Line
Graham Tahler
John H. Pedersen
R ichard F reundlich G eorge V . F lifiet
Edwin M. W ilson, Jr. Eddie H. Ball
Medical Corps
Ben Eiseman
Jack F. Pearse

Supply Corps
Robert H. Spiro, Jr.
Dental Corps

George J. Coleman

(For nominations ordered to be placed
on Secretary's desk, see end of Senate
proceedings of March 10, 1971.)
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
INTRODUCED
The following bills and joint resolutions were introduced, read the first time,
and, by unanimous consent, the second
time, and referred as indicated:
By Mr. HANSEN:
S. 1429. A bill to impose an additional duty
on the im portation of articles of any foreign
country if such country nationalizes or otherwise seizes property owned by citizens of
the United S tates. R eferred to the C om m ittee on Finance.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr. RIBICOFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr.
JAV ITS, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. BROCK, Mr.
DOMINICK, Mr. GURNEY, Mr. JORDAN
Of Idaho, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. Moss,
M r. M UN D T , M r. R O T H , and M r.
SAXBE ) :
S . 1430 . A bill to prom ote m ore effective
m anagem ent of certain related functions of
th e e x e c u tiv e bra n c h by re o rg a n izin g a n d
co n so lid atin g th o se fu n ctio n s in a n ew D epartm ent of C om m unity D evelopm ent, and
for other purposes. R eferred to the C om m ittee on Government Operations.
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By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr. RIBICOFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr.
JAV ITS, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. BROCK, Mr.
DOMINICK, Mr. GURNEY , Mr. JACKSON, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. Moss, Mr. MUNDT, Mr.
ROTH, and Mr. SAX BE) :
S . 1431. A bill to prom ote m ore effective
m anagem ent of certain related functions of
th e e x e c u tiv e b ra n c h b y re o rg a n izin g a n d
co n so lid atin g th o se fu n ctio n s in a n ew D epartm ent of N atural Resources, and for other
p u r p o s e s . R e f e r r e d to th e C o m m itte e o n
Government Operations.
By M r. PERCY (for himself, M r. Rm.COFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr.
JAV ITS, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. BROCK, Mr.
DOMINICK, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho, Mr.
GURNEY , Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. MOSS,
M r. M UN D T , M r. R O T H , and M r.
SAXBE ) :
S . 1432. A bill to prom ote m ore effective
m anagem ent of the executive branch by reorganizing and consolidating certain related
fu n c tio n s o f th e G o v e rn m e n t in a n e w D e partm ent of H um an Resources, and for other
p u r p o s e s . R e f e r r e d to th e C o m m itte e o n
Governm ent Operations.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr. RIBICOFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr.
JAV ITS, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. BROCK, Mr.
DOMINICK, Mr. GURNEY, Mr. JORDAN
Of Idaho, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. Moss, Mr.
MUNDT, Mr. ROTH, and Mr. SAX BE) :
S . 1433. A bill to prom ote m ore effective
m anagem ent of certain related functions of
th e e x e c u tiv e bra n c h by re o rg a n izin g a n d
co n so lid atin g th o se fu n ctio n s in a n ew D epartm ent of Econom ic A ffairs, and for other
p u r p o s e s . R e f e r r e d to th e C o m m itte e o n
Government Operations.
By Mr. RIBICOFF :
S . 1 4 3 4 . A b ill f o r th e r e lie f o f H a r o ld
Jacobson. R eferred to the C om m ittee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. STEV ENSON:
S. 1435. A bill to am end the C om m unications A ct of 19 34 to ban sports from closedcircuit television. Referred to the Com m ittee
on Commerce.
By Mr. BY RD of West V irginia:
S. 1436. A bill for the relief of D octor A lfredo R . S oliva. R eferred to the C om m ittee
on the Judiciary.
By M r. C A N N O N (fo r h im se lf, M r.
MAGNUSON, Mr. PEARSON, and Mr.
SPONG) :
S . 14 37 . A bill to am en d th e A irpo rt an d
A irway D evelopm ent and R evenue A cts of
1970 to further clarify the intent of Congress
as to priorities for airway m odernization and
airport developm ent, and for other purposes.
R e fe rre d jo in tly to th e C o m m itte e o n F inance and the C om m ittee on C om m erce.
By Mr. ERV IN (for himself, Mr. BAY H,
Mr. BENTSEN, Mr. BIBLE, Mr. BROOKE,
Mr. BURDICK, Mr. BY RD of V irginia,
Mr. CHURCH, Mr. COOK, Mr. DOLE,
Mr. DOMINICK, Mr. EAGLETON, Mr.
FANNIN, Mr. FONG, Mr. GOLDWATER,
Mr. GRAV EL, Mr. GURNEY , Mr. HANSEN, Mr. INOUY E, Mr. HRUSKA, Mr.
JORDAN of North Carolina, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho, Mr. McGEE, Mr. McINTYRE, Mr. MAGNUSON, Mr. MATHIAS,
Mr. METCALF, Mr. MILLER, Mr. MONDALE, Mr. MONTOY A, Mr. Moss, Mr.
NELSON, Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. PEARSON,
Mr. PERCY , Mr. PROUTY , Mr. PRoxMIRE, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. SCOTT, Mr.
SPARKMAN, Mr. SPONG, Mr. STEV ENS,
Mr. TAFT, Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. THURMOND, Mr. TOWER, Mr. TUNNEY, Mr.
WILLIAMS, Mr. HUMPHREY, Mr. MUSKIE, and Mr. HA rELELD) :
S . 1438 . A bill to protect the civilian em ployees of the executive branch of the United
States G overnm ent in the enjoym ent of their
c o n s titu tio n a l r ig h ts a n d to p r e v e n t u n w a rra n te d g o v e rn m e n ta l in v a sio n o f th e ir
priv acy. R eferred to th e C o m m ittee o n th e
Judiciary.
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By Mr. GURNEY:
s. 1439. A bill to establish a Judiciary
Assistance Administration within the Department of Justice, to provide financial assistance to the States in order to encourage
reform, and for other purposes. Referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ALLOTT:
s. 1440. A bill to establish a Federal Judiciary Council. Referred to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ALLOTT (for himself and Mr.
DOMINICK):
s. 1441. A bill to designate the Flat Tops
Wilderness, Routt and White River National
Forests, in the State of Colorado. Referred to
the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
By Mr. MOSS (for himself, Mr . .ALLEN,
Mr. GRAVEL, Mr. HART, Mr. HARTKE,
Mr. McGoVERN, Mr. METCALF, Mr.
PASTORE, and Mr. RANDOLPH):
s. 1442. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the first
$3 ,000 received as civil service retirement annuity from the United States or any agency
thereof shall be excluded from gross income.
Referred to the Committee on Finance.
s. 1443. A bill to amend chapter 83 of title
5, United States Code, to eliminate the survivorship reduction during periods of nonmarriage of retired employees and Members,
and for other purposes;
s. 1444. A bill to increase the contribution
by the Federal Government to the costs of
employees' health benefits insurance; and
s. 1445. A bill to provide increases in certain annuities payable under chapter 83 of
title 5, United States Code, and for other
purposes. Referred to the Committee on Post
Office and CiVil Service.
By Mr. CRANSTON (for himself, Mr.
TuNNEY, Mr. MusKIE, and Mr.
NELSON):
s. 1446. A bill to create marine sanctuaries
from leasing pursuant to the OUter Continent al Shelf Lands Act in areas off the coast
of California adjacent to State owned submerged lands in which such State has suspended leasing for mineral purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
By Mr. CRANSTON (for himself and
Mr. TuNNEY) :
s. 1447. A bill to create a marine sanctuary
from leasing pursuant to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area off the
coast of California adjacent to State owned
submerged lands in which such State has
suspended leasing for mineral purposes;
s. 1448. A bill to create a marine sanctuary
from leasing pursuant to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area off the
coast of California adjacent to State owned
submerged lands in which such State has
suspended leasing for mineral purposes;
s. 1449. A bill to create a marine sanctuary
from leasing pursuant to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area off the
coast of California adjacent to State owned
submerged lands in which such State has
suspended leasing for mineral purposes;
s. 1450. A bill to create a marine sanctuary
from leasing pursuant to the Outer Contin ental Shelf Lands Act in an area off the
coast of California adjacent to State owned
submerged lands in which such State has
suspended leasing for mineral purposes;
s 1451. A bill to create a marine sanctuary ·from leasing pursuant to the Outer Cont inental Shelf Lands Act in an area off the
coast of California adjacent to State owned
submerged lands in which such State has
suspended leasing for mineral purposes; and
s. 1452. A b1ll to create a marine sanctuary
from leasing pursuant to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area off the
coast of California adjacent to State owned
submerged lands in which such State has
suspended leasing for mineral purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

By Mr. JAVITS:
S. 1453. A bill to amend part A of title IV
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, relating
to educational opportuntiy grants, in order
to authorize an increase in the amount of
such grants in certain cases and to authorize
such grants for students attending institutions of higher education on a less than fulltime but at least half-time basis. Referred
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
By Mr. MOSS:
S . 1454. A bill to amend the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act to require tl:e Federal Trade Commission to establish acceptable levels of tar and nicotine
content of cigarettes. Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
By Mr. CRANSTON:
S. 1455. A bill for the relief of Mateo
Rojas Ayala and his wife, Dominga Mayorga
Ayala. Referred to the Committee on the
Judictary.
By Mr. HARRIS (for himself and Mr.
BELLMON):
S. 1456. A bill to provide for the disposition of judgment funds of the Osage Tribe
of Indians in Oklahoma. Referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. SPARKMAN (for himself, Mr.
ALLEN, Mr. ALLOTT, Mr. BAYH, Mr.
BELLMON, Mr. BmLE, Mr. BROCK, Mr.
BROOKE, Mr. DOLE, M r. G RIFFIN, Mr.
GURNEY, Mr. HARRIS, Mr . HART, Mr.
HUMPHREY, Mr. McGOVERN, Mr.
MciNTYRE, Mr. W..ETCALF, N.::r. MILLER,
Mr. MONDALE, Mr. Moss, Mr. PEARSON,
Mr. PELL, Mr. PROXMIRE, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. STEVENS, Mr.
THURMOND, an d Mr. YOUNG ):
S . 1457. A bill to amend the Clayton Act
b y addin g a new section to prohibit sales
below cost for the purpose of destroying
competition or eliminating a competitor.
Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MUSKIE:
S. 1458. A bill to authorize the Secretary
of the Int erior to study the most feasible and
desirable means of protecting certain portions
of the tidelands, Outer Continental Shelf,
seaward areas, Great Lakes Of the United
States, and the adjoining shorelines thereof as marine preseves, and for other purposes.
Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
S. 1459. A bill to provide for the control
and prevention of further pollution by oil
discharges from Federal lands off the State
of California. Referred to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. MUSKIE (for himself, Mr. PELL,
Mr. RmicoFF, Mrs. SMITH, Mr. THURMOND, and Mr. HOLLINGS):
S. 1460. A bill to make available to certain
organized tribes, bands or groups of Indians
residing on Indian reservations established
under State law certain benefits, care, or
assistance for which federally recongized
Indian tribes qualify as recipients. Referred
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
By Mr. McGOVERN (for himself and
Mr. Moss):
S. 1461 . A bill to require the furnishing of
documentation Of claims ooncerning safety,
performance, efficacy, characteristics and
oomparative price of advertised products and
services. Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
By Mr. McGOVERN (for himself and
Mr. BURDICK) :
S. 1462. A b111 to provide for the distribution to the Sisseton and Wahpeton Tribes of
Sioux Indians of their portion of the funds
appropriated to pay judgments in favor of
the Mississippi Sioux Indians in Indian
Claims Commission dockets numbered 142
and 359, and for other purposes. Referred to
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. McGOVERN:
S. 1463. A bill to proVide for the setting
aside of certain lands for the purpose of
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making available additional food and cover
for wildlife. Referred to the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry.
By Mr. INOUYE:
S. 1464. A bill for the relief of Jose
Figueredo. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary; and
S. 1465. A bill to provide increases in annuities paid under the CiVil Service Retirement Act, matching wage and salary increases paid to employees, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Post
Office and Civil SerVice.
By Mr. INOUYE (for himself and Mr.
FONG):
S. 1466. A bill to authorize the Secretary
of the Army to grant certain rights-of-way
for road improvement and location of public utility lines over a portion of Fort DeRussy, Hawaii. Referred to the Committee
on Armed Services.
By Mr. INOUYE:
S. 1467. A bill for the relief of Capt. John
H. Beaumont, U.S. Air Force Reserve. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PELL:
S. 1468. A bill to amend the National Labor
Relations Act with respect to the terms of
members of the National Labor Relations
Board. Referred to the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare.
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
S. 1469. A bill to amend chapter 137, title
10, United States Code, to limit, and to provide more effective control over, the use of
Government production equipment by private contractors under contracts entered
into with the Department of Defense and
certain other agencies, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Armed
Services.
By Mr. THURMOND:
S. 1470. A bill to amend title 37, United
States Code, to provide an incentive plan for
participation in the Ready Reserve; and
s. 1471. A b111 to amend chapter 67 of
title 10, United States Code, to provide an
annuity for the dependents of persons who
perform the service required under such
chapter and die before being granted retired pay. Referred to the Committee on
Armed Services.
By Mr. FANNIN (for himself and Mr.
HART):
S. 1472. A bill to extend Letters Patent
No. 2,322,210, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. PROUTY:
S. 1473. A bill to amend the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 to provide a 10 per centum increase in annuities. Referred to the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
By Mr. JACKSON (for himself and
Mr. ALLoTT) by request:
S. 1474. A bill to amend the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965, as
amended, and for other purposes. Referred
to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
By Mr. STENNIS:
S. 1475. A b111 to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to provide for the restoration, reconstruction, and exhibition of
the gunboat Cairo, and for other purposes.
Referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
By Mr. FANNIN (for himself, Mr.
ERVIN, Mr. HANSEN, Mr. TALMADGE,
and Mr. THURMOND) :
S. 1476. A bill to revise section 801 of the
Revenue Act of 1916 to increase the penalty
for violation thereof, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. MONDALE:
S. 1477. A bill to designate the Kettle River,
in the Sta,.te of Minnesota, as a component
of the national wild and scenic rivers system.
Referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
By Mr. HART (for Mr. MAGNUSON) (by
request):
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S. 1478. A blll to amend the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, as amended, and for
other purposes. Referred to the Committee
on Commerce.
By Mr. HRUSKA (for himself and Mr.
BURDICK):
S.1479. A bill to amend section 375 of
title 28, United States Code, relating to annuities of widows of Supreme Court Justices;
and

S. 1480. A blll to amend title 28, United
States Code, relating to annuities of widows
of Supreme Court Justices. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MANSFIELD (for himself and
Mr. AIKEN):
S.J. Res. 77. A joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States relating to the term of ofllce
of President and Vice President of the United
States. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. BUCKLEY:
S.J. Res. 78. A joint resolution to terininate
all foreign economic assistance furnished by
the United states to any foreign country
which does not take appropriate steps to
eliminate the production, processing and
export of narcotic drugs, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Foreign
Relations.
By Mr. HARTKE:
S.J. Res. 79. A joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for men and
women. Referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. RANDOLPH (for himself, Mr.
BOGGS, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. CRANSTON,
Mr. EAGLETON, Mr. FoNG, Mr. GURNEY, Mr. HARRIS, Mr. HART, Mr. HATFIELD, Mr. HUMPHREY, Mr. INOUYE,
Mr. JoRDAN of North Carolina, Mr.
McGoVERN, Mr. MciNTYRE, Mr. MoNDALE, Mr. NELSON, Mr. ROTH, Mr.
ScHWEIKER,
Mr.
STEVENS,
Mr.
STEVENSON, Mr. TOWER, and Mr.
TuNNEY):
Senate Joint Resolution 80. A joint resolution expressing the support of the Congress
that the United States should convene in
1971 an International Conference on Ocean
Dumping. Referred to the Committee on
Foreign Relations.
By Mr. WILLIAMS:
Senate Joint Resolution 81. A joint resolution to authorize the President to proclaim
the last Friday of April 1971 as "National
Arbor Day". Referred to the Committee an
the Judiciary.

STATEMENTS
ON
INTRODUCED
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
By Mr. HANSEN:
S. 1429. A bill to impose an additional
duty on the importation of articles of
any foreign country if such country nationalizes or otherwise seizes property
owned by citizens of the United States.
Referred to the Committee on Finance.
AN ADDITIONAL DUTY MAKES GOOD SENSE

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, I .introduce today a bill to impose an additional
duty on the import of articles from foreign countries which expropriate property owned by U.S. citizens and to provide
a means whereby these citizens may receive compensation for such expropriated
properties.
In submitting this legisl31tion, I urge
its prompt consideration by the Senate.
Over the past several years, a number of
American firms and individuals with
substantial investments abroad, especially in Latin American countries, have
had their properties nationalized or othCXVII-572-Part 7

erwise expropriated by foreign governments with little or no real compensation. Each day we read dispatches and
news articles relating new and more
severe schemes, under one guise or another, to take over additional properties
belonging to American citizens and corporations. Contracts and agreements
are being unilaterally abrogated; property is being seized, assets are being impounded and American firms and citi..
zens have little or no recourse.
Several years ago, the Congress
passed an amendment to foreign aid
legislation, the so-called Hickenlooper
amendment, which authorizes the U.S.
Government to cut off all aid and grants
to foreign governments which expropriate American property without just
compensation. Unfortunately, it has
been rarely used. Despite the fact that
it has been effective when properly
utilized, our State Department has time
after time sat idly by and watched
American property go down the drain,
refusing to invoke the Hickenlooper
amendment. Traditionally, our Government has encouraged U.S. corporations
and individuals to invest in Latin American countries to aid in their development.
Yet, when those investments have been
threatened, these Americans find that
the backing of their own Government
silently slips away.
I believe this bill provides important
protection for American firms and, at
the same time, embodies a fair and reasonable means for compensating citizens whose property is seized. This bill
is similar to cne introduced in the House
<H.R. 38) by the distinguished Member
from Kentucky, Representative JoHN
WATTS. I have added the provision which
would provide for compensation to the
aggrieved parties.
The thrust of the bill is to require a
doubling of the duty on products of foreign countries which have expropriated
American-owned property when those
products are imported into the United
States. This would, of course, encompass
any products, grown, mined, or manufactured, such as bananas, sugar, fish products, minerals-and so forth, copper, zinc,
lead, silver or gold-coffee, cocoa, and so
forth. Furthermore, the monies raised
under this bill would be used to compensate on a proportionate basis all Americans whose property has been expropriated. This will insure that everyone will
be paid at a fair percentage of his loss.
If and when all involved are fully paid,
the monies derived from the double
duties shall revert to the general funds.
I am certain that my colleagues will
agree that we must act to protect the
interest of United States and its citizens
and that this is an imminently fair and
equitable method of doing so. It is as
simple as this. Those countries which
treat our citizens properly will have no
fears. Those governments which put
themselves above the law and valid
agreements, should and would pay the
penalty.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr.
RIBICOFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. BENNETT,
Mr. BROCK, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr.
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DoMINICK, Mr. GURNEY, Mr.
JORDAN Of Idaho, Mr. MATHIAS,
Mr. Moss, Mr. MUNDT, Mr.
RoTH and Mr. SAXBE):
S.1430. A bill to promote more effective management of certain related
functions of the executive branch by reorganizing and consolidating those functions in a new Department of Community
Development, and for other purposes.
Referred to the Committee on Government operations.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr.
RIBICOFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. BENNETT,
Mr. BROCK, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr.
DoMINICK, Mr. GURNEY, Mr.
JACKSON, Mr. JoRDAN of Idaho,
Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. Moss, Mr.
MUNDT, Mr. RoTH, and Mr.
SAXBE) :
S.1431. A bill to promote more effective management of certain related functions of the executive branch by reorganizing and consolidating those functions in a new Department of Natural
Resources, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Government
Operations.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr.
RIBICOFF, Mr. ScOTT, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. JAVITS, Mr.
BENNETT, Mr. BROCK, Mr. DoMINICK, Mr. GURNEY, Mr. JORDAN
of Idaho, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr.
Moss, Mr. MUNDT, Mr. RoTH, and
Mr. SAXBE):
S. 1432. A bill to promote more effective
management of the executive branch by
reorganizing and consolidating certain
related functions of the Government in
a new Department of Human Resources,
and for other purposes. Referred to the
Committee on Government Operations.
By Mr. PERCY (for himself, Mr.
RIBICOFF, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. BENNETT,
Mr. BROCK, Mr. DoMINICK, Mr.
GURNEY, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho,
Mr. ANDERSON, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr.
Moss, Mr. MUNDT, Mr. ROTH,
and Mr. SAXBE) :
S. 1433. A bill to promote more effective management of certain related functions of the executive branch by reorganizing and consolidating those functions
in a new Department of Economic Affairs, and for other purposes. Referred
to the Committee on Government Operations.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, before proceeding, I ask unanimous consent that
Mr. Robert Vastine, minority counsel for
the Committee on Government Operations, be permitted to be present on the
:floor of the Senate during the consideration of this matter today.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I take great
pleasure in introducing today specific
legislative proposals to implement the
President's plans to restructure the executive branch.
I am pleased that my distinguished
colleague from Connecticut, the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Executive
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Reorganization of the Government Operations Committee (Mr. RIBICOFF) , is
joining me as principal cosponsor of
these four landmark bills. We welcome
the decision of the chairman of the Government Operations Committee, the senior Senator from Arkansas <Mr. McCLELLAN), to hold comprehensive hearings on
these bills by the full committee.
I particularly wish to mention the cosponsorship of my distinguished colleague, the Senator from New York <Mr.
JAVITS), who is ranking member of both
the Labor and Public Welfare Committee
and the Executive Reorganization Subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee. Senator JAVITS has
made the field of human betterment and
resources his life work. His expertise and
understanding in this field will be especially valuable when we consider the bill
creating the Department of Human Resources. I know that the Senator from
New York will take a leadership role in
this legislation.
I wish to note also the cosponsorship
of these four bills by the Senator from
Utah <Mr. Moss), a member of the leadership as Secretary of the Senate Democratic Conference and author of a bill
on natural resources, and by the Senator
from New Mexico <Mr. ANDERSON), the
able Chairman of the Committee on
Aeronautical and Space Sciences. The
Senator from Washington <Mr. JAcKsoN), chairman of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and second
ranking majority member of the Committee on Government Operations, is cosponsoring the bill for a Department of
Natural Resources. Their cosponsorship
helps insure that this vital legislation
will be regarded as bipartisan in every
sense of the term. I also wish to note the
cosponsorship of the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania <Mr. ScoTT), the
minority leader; the Senator from
Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN), the assistant
minority leader; the Senator from Idaho
(Mr. JORDAN), a senior member of the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs; the Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT), ranking member of the Committee on Finance; the Senator from Colorado (Mr. DoMINICK), a senior member
of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare; our esteemed colleague the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE); and
every Republican member of the Government Operations Committee, including
Senators MUNDT, GURNEY, MATHIAS,
RoTH, and BROCK, whose cosponsorship
indicates that this very high priority legislation of the President should be assured of receiving expeditious and
thoughtful handling by the Senate.
The need for reorganizing the executive branch has received extensive bipartisan recognition through the years.
A succession of Presidential advisory
commissions on Government organization, serving at the request of Presi.dents
Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, and
Johnson, has recommended governmental reform. President Nixon is to be particularly commended for acting on the
recommendation of his council on governmental organization-the Ash Council-in fonnulating and submitting to
Congress these bold proposals.
To many these sweeping plans for al-
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·tering the structure of Government may
seem unnecessary. We nave grown accustomed to working with departments
and agencies that have seemed almost
pennanent fixtmes of American Government. We nave come almost automatically to conceive and legislate new
programs, both great and small, within
the framework of the existing departments. We frequently add new departments and agencies. Rarely do we eliminate any. As a consequence, we have perhaps been too slow to see that the resulting structures hinder the fulfillment
of the very programs created to solve the
pressing problems of our society.
This is why we need to rethink our
present governmental structure. Our objective is simple: We want to make Government work for people. We want to
make sure that Government services are
actually delivered, that taxpayers' dollars
are spent well and most efficiently, that
Government works as swiftly as possible
to help people by solving their problems.
Behind the dry prose in which these reorganization bills are couched is an overwhelmingly important, vital purpose: To
show the American people that their Government can work effectively to solve the
urgent problems that we see everywhere
around us. If we can achieve this purpose we can answer positively the great
question in the minds of so many Americans about the ability of their Government to serve them.
In the weeks ahead, we will be exploring these proposals and alternatives.
While I fully accept the theory and the
need for a reorganization along the lines
proposed in these bills, I want to stress
that I do not consider them to be in any
sense final. They contain controversial
changes. In hearings on the bill we undoubtedly will modify, refine, and attempt to improve these -measures.
These bills would create new Departments of Community Development,
Natural Resources, Human Resources,
and Economic Affairs out of seven existing Departments and five agencies. The
theory for the creation of these four new
departments stems from the management concept that like functions should
be grouped in functionally related organizations:
The Department of Community Development would gather together the
broad range of programs to improve the
physical, social and economic environment of our communities.
The Department of Natural Resources
would improve conservation and management of our natural resources by
grouping together Government programs that are now widely dispersed.
The Department of Human Resources
would group together programs for the
development and well-being of people.
The Department of Economic Affairs
would combine Government programs
for small and minority business, major
programs for farm commodities, intercity transportation, and economic reporting.
Implementation of a reorganization of
the executive branch along the lines proposed in these bills will bring several
benefits.
One of the most significant is that
Government programs will be imple-
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mented at levels closer to the people.
Under these bills, regional centers will be
established in 10 major cities across the
·country for each of the four new departments. A regional director, responsible
to each new Secretary in Washington,
will represent each department and expedite action on local problems. This will
make it easier for people with problems
to get Government help in solving them.
Another benefit is that decisions can
be made more immediately at lower levels. Today too many issues reach the
Chief Executive's desk for decision. By
creating more rational decisionmaking
structures, interagency disputes which
now escalate to the White House for arbitration will be settled more quickly.
Less costly Government will be another
benefit of this legislation. The reorganization of Government activities proposed in these bills will not automatically
mean a reduction in Government programs, budgets, or personnel. In the
transfers to the new departments, most
of the present programs are expected to
remain intact. However, merging related
programs will enable them to operate
more efficiently. As Roy Ash, chairman
of the President's Council on Executive
Organization, has noted, more logical
consolidation of existing programs may
eventually lead to a cost saving of at
least $5 billion annually.
Mr. President, I have discussed some
of the potential benefits of these bills.
At the same time, I believe we must face
squarely some of the problems they will
raise.
One is the issue of size, since the new
departments will be very large. But as
Roy Ash has written:
The mana.geabil1ty of an agency is directly
related to its own integral structure-the
way aut horities and responsibilities are distributed within it and the mea.ns established
for interlinking and controll1ng these.

Size alone is no detriment of efficiency. We all know many small agencies
are inefficient; some larger ones are
thought to function well. For example,
many small- and medium-sized businesses go bankrupt, while A.T. & T., a
company with over 1 million employees
and annual sales of $17 billion in 1970 is
soundly and efficiently managed.
Another problem is that of the relocation of personnel and agencies from the
existing to the new organizational structures. Tllis raises real human and organizational problems that we must seriously consider. No one wants to create
needlessly an environment of insecuritY
and disorganization; this can result in
demoralization and it can hurt the functioning of the existing agencies. I would
point out, however, what I believe to be
a major provision in each bill; that each
person transferred under any of the bills
cannot be separated or reduced in grade
or compensation for 1 year after he is
transferred. This provision should provide a strong measure of security to the
personnel of reorganized departments.
It gives ample time to establish new
structures to accommodate existing employees without separation.
More efficient, more responsive, less
costly Government operation is a compelling need. I hope that we can respond
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positively, creatively, energetically, and Under the leadership of the President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization
wisely to satisfying this need.
(Ash Council} a comprehensive plan to
Mr. President, I take pleasure in send- revitalize
and modernize the current Federal
ing to the desk four bills that will im- departmental structure was prepared. One
plement the President's reorganization of the basic recommendations was to create
of the executive branch of the Federal a new Department dedicated to community
Government, together with certain ex- development.
The concept of community development
planatory materials which I ask unaniencompasses a broad range of governmental
mous consent to have printed in the REc- and
private sector activities which contribute
ORD at this point.
to a sound physical, social, and economic
There being no objection, the mate- environment for all communities. Progress in
rials were ordered to be printed in the community development means:
Effective and responsive governmental inREcoRD, as follows:
THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
Fiscal year 1971
Employment
(full-time,
permanent)
From the Department of Housing
and Urban Development:
Housing Production and Mortgage Credit (Includes Federal
Housing Administration and
GNMAHexcludes colleie
housing program to DHR)......
9,177
Housing Management...........
1, 509
Community Planning and
Management_________________
362
Community Development________
1, 393
Federal Insurance Administration.
64
Open Space Program·----------------------SubtotaL ___ •••••• ________ _
12,565

Budget
outlays (in
millions)

$439
816

54
1, 728

-4
72

3,105

=======

From the Department of Agri·
culture:
Rural Electrification Administration •• ____________________ •••
Certain functions and staff from
the Farmers Home Admin·
istration:
Water and waste disposal
grants ana loans ___________ _
Rural housing _______________ _

879

547

525
4,826

38
-321

---------------6,230
264

SubtotaL _________ •••••••••

======

From the Department of Health,
Education. and Welfare: Grants
for the construction of public
libraries. _____________ ------ __ _
From the Office of Economic ·
Opportunity:
Community action programs
(including senior opportunities
and services) ______________ : __
Special impact-programs ________ _

12

1,500
37

400
26

1,537

426

---------------Subtotal __________ --------~

=======

From the Department of Trarisportation:
"Federal Highway Administration
and its programs, except
motor carrier safety___________
4, 610
4, 778
From NHTSA: Highway safety
grants_______________________
111..
66
Urban Mass Transportation Ad·
ministration________________
258
215
~-------------SubtotaL___________________
4,979
5, 059
From the Department of Commerce:
Economic Development Administration ________ --------------_
Regional Commissions___________

=======
251
30

---------------SubtotaL________ __ _________
963
281

From the Appalachian Regional
Commission: Entire Commission ••
From the Small Business Adminls·
tration: Disaster loan program ••••
From the Office of Emergency Preparedness: Disaster Relief Operating Functions_________________
General Department Administration.__________________________
Grand totaL...............

Su:MJIURY
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======
127

275

10

94

100

3

3,465

147

~--------------

29,977

REPoRT, DEPARTJO:NT OJ'

9,666

Co:au.tU-

NITY DEVELOP:MENT
I. GENERAL BACKGROUND

In his State of the Union Address, President Nixon emphasized the need for ••. • • A
sweeping reorganization of the Executive
Branch • . • 1! Government Is to keep up
With the times and the needs of the people."

stitutions;
An adequate supply of housing at reasonable cost;
Access to a range of basic community facilities and services;
A balanced and integrated community
transportation system; and
Opportunity for individuals to participate
in charting the future development of the
community.
To help achieve these objectives the
President has proposed the creation of a
new Department of Community Development.
The new Department wm consist of the following major components:
Urban and Rural Development, administering programs to build up capacities of State
and local government, to encourage individual participation in community development and to provide basic public facllities.
Community Transportation, administering
programs to develop balanced and integrated
community transportation systems including
both public transit and highways.
Housing, administering programs to produce, manage and maintain adequate housing.
II. THE CASE FOR REORGANIZATION

The Federal Government plays a vital supportive role in community development but
current responsibilities are severely fragmented and unresponsive to local needs. In
many cases, the ability of State and local
government to coordinate and integrate de-velopmental activities at the community level
is undermined by the fragmentation.
The Ash Council pointed out, "The present
organizational structure encourages fragmentation when comprehensiv~ responses to
social and economic problems are needed.
Problems are defined to fit within the limits
of organizational authority, resulting in
piecemeal approaches to their solutions by
separate departments and agencies."
This point was clearly mustrated in a recent case in Ohio:
Monroe, Ohio, requested assistance in submitting an application to the Federal Government for sewers in a portion of newly annexed territory.
A State Field Advisor discovered that the
community was eligible for grants from the
following agencies: The Economic Development Administration, Farmers Home Administration, Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the Ohio Water Development Authority. The location of these agencies is widely scattered: two are located in
Columbus, Ohio; one in Huntington, West
Virginia; and one in Chicago, Tilinois.
The proposed reorganization directly actdresses these problems by:
Providing a central point in the Federal
system for formulating policy, advising the
President on community development problems and needs, and assigning accountability
for Federal performance, thereby reducing
the need for interagency coordination and
resolution of jurisdictional disputes.
Establishing a better balance between
il'ural and urban areas in terms of Federal
concern and resource allocations.
Assuring that development of physical aspects of an area are planned within the context of total community needs.

There is no neat dividing line between
"urban" and "rural." Small towns and rural
areas have many of the same problems as
large cities. More over with the passage of
time, many smaller communities become
urban in character. No longer is there a rationale for splitting the Federal response to
the needs of communities based on size
alone.
The new Department, by offering a broad
range of programs-transportation, housing,
and community facilities and servicesaimed at total community needs, will move
away from the n-a rrow functional orientation which currently exists. A single department will be capable of working with State
•a nd local governments from overall planning
through execution of key community development activities.
III. MAJOR OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS
Th~

new Department will focus on five
major areas in providing Federal support for
community development:
1. Strengthen public and private community institutions, including financial and
technical assistance to States, areawide agencies and localities to enhance their capacity
to coordinate and manage public services, and
to plan for growth and development.
2. Encourage and assist citizens, voluntary
organizations, and private economic entities
to contribute ideas, sk1lls, and resources to
solving community problems and meeting
community needs.
3. Provide financial and technical assistance to public and private institutions for
the planning, financing, construction and
maintenance of certain basic community facllities (such as water and sewer facilities,
neighborhood facllities, libraries, parks and
open space) , for the revitalization of deteriorating neighborhoods and for meeting the
special needs of rural areas.
4. Support a broad range of activities for
the planning, financing, construction, rehabilitation, maintenance and management of
housing, pursuant to the national goal of
providing decent housing for every American
in both urban and rural communities.
5. Support the development of balanced
and integrated public transit and highway
systems, within and between communities.
This includes highway construction grants
for communities, interstate highway networks linking communities, highway safety
improvements and urban mass transit assistance.
Within the new Department, there are
logical groupings of programs. Urban and
Rural Development programs fall into three
broad areas. One would be assistance to State
and local government institutions. This
would include programs of grants for planning and management, designed to build the
capacity of State and local government to
make and ca:rry out policy decisions.
A second grouping would cover assistance
for community physical development. This
would include such programs as Urban Renewal, water, and sewer, open space, rural
electric and telephone facllities and regional
economic development programs.
The third group of Urban and Rural Development programs would be those which.
operate through or are designed to encourage·
involvement by groups of private citizens, orare aimed at providing specialized assistancefor individuals. This would include Model:
Cities, the Communty Action and Special
Impact programs and disaster assistance.
The Community Transportation programs.
logically divide into two groupings. One
would be the programs which tend to be local
in nature, such as urban mass transit. The
other would consist of regional and Stateoriented programs such as Federal aid highways.
In Housing, again, there tend to be two
logical groupings. In one would be the activities related to production of housing (in-.
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eluding mortgage insurance and subsidy contracting). The other set of activities relates
to Federal responsivility for assisted housing
once it is completed. This would include payment of subsidies and the management and
.disposition of acquired housing.
:IV. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
NEW DEPARTMENT

A. :Basic Management Structure
The organization of the Department contemplates-(1) strong national level leadership and coordination through line program
administrators who head groupings of related
functions; and (2) strong local level program
leadership and coordination through the decentralization of operations to Regional Directors and the sub-regional organization.
Program authority will flow from the Secretary through the program Administrators to
the Regional Directors. The overall management team of the Department of Community
Development is headed by the Secretary and
Deputy Secretary and includes the three major program Administrators, two Under Secretaries, four Assistant Secretaries, and the
General Counsel.
B. Field Organization
The field organization has unique importance for the Department of Community
Development. To a much greater extent than
other Departments, it Will work very closely
with local and State governmental entities
and has a peculiar need to "decentralize."
Programs must be coordinated at the State
and local levels-and the coordination and
implementation of programs must be suited
to the particular needs, problems, and opportunities of each community. Cities must
be encouraged to create total community
development strategies and to fit categorical
program assistance for planning, management, development, community services,
housing and transportation into these
strategies.
C. Management Improvements
Through the reorganization program, the
new Department can significantly improve
the responsiveness of Federal support for
communities and their development efforts.
Illustrative of the new opportunities for such
improvements are:
Reorientation of evaluation programs:
Broader and more comprehensive assessments
of the impact of Federal assistance can be
undertaken with responsib1lity for followup lodged in a single Department.
Systems analysis can be applied to community development problems which cross
present program and organizational lines. For
example, the impact of proposed transportation systems on land utilization, housing patterns, and local economic development can
be assessed within a single department which
is also accountable for Federal performance
in each of these areas.
D. Budget and Manpower Data
The new Department Will consist of three
major progra m administrations and cne
smaller administration (for insurance programs) plus general departmental management and support offices. A breakdown of approximate manpower and budget resources
by program area based on FY 1971 data is
as follows:

Major components
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Urban and rural development.. . •
Community transportation .....• .
Housing ____ __ _____ ___ ________ _
Federal insurance programs ____ _
General departmental
management. ___ _____ . --- . . .

Fiscaii:N
employment

Fiscal!::!
outlays
(millions)

5, 897
4, 979
15, 572

$3, 530

64

5, 059

1934
-4

3, 465

147

29, 977

9, 666

-----------------

t

Reflects reduction in outlays based on sale of assets.

E. Safeguards for Federal Employees
In accomplishing the reorganization, current plans include provisions to keep disruption to employees tc an absolute minimum;
utilizing normal turnover to accommodate
cut-backs in staff where necessary, and strict
avoidance of actions which could adversely
affect employees.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
ACT
SECTION-BY-SECTION

ANALYSIS

Section I. Provides that this Act may be

cited as the Department of Community Development Act.
TITLE

I-DECLARATION

OF

PuRPOSE

Section 101. (a) Sets forth Congressional
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istration headed by an Administrator (LeTel
IV) appointed by him.
(d) Provides for the appointment of four
Assistant Secretaries and a General Counsel
(Level IV). Appointments to positions designated in (a) through (d) are to be made by
the President by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate.
(e) Authorizes the Secretary to appoint
not more than fifteen additional officers at
Level IV or Level V of the Executive Schedule,
as specified by the Secretary. (See Sec. 102(c)
of Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1970 (OMB)).
(f) Provides that officers appointed pursuant to section 202 shall perform such functions as the Secretary may prescribe from
time to time.
Section 203. Provides that the Deputy Secretary shall act for and perform the functions of the Secretary during the absence or
disability of the Secretary or during a vacancy in the office of the Secretary. In the
event of the concurrent absence or disability
of the Deputy Secretary or vacancy in the
office of Deputy Secretary, an Under Secretary, Administrator, Assistant Secretary, or
the General Counsel would be authorized to
act for and perform the duties of the Secretary in accordance w1 th such order as the
Secretary shall prescribe.

findings (1) th-at the general welfare of the
nation requires the development, through
growth and renewal, of urban and rural communities which provide for all citizens
wholesome living environments and responsive, equitable and effective service to their
varying needs and (2) th-at the attainment
of sound community development requires
the active participation of citizens, private
institutions, and local, State and Federal
governments to achieve and maintain (A)
effective and responsible community government, (B) communication and cooperation
TITLE m-TRANSFERS
between citizens and government, (C) necess-ary community facilities and services, and
Section 301. (a) Transfers to the Secretary
(D) an adequate housing supply.
of Community Development all of the func(b) States that tt is in the public interest tions of the Secretary of Housing and Urban
to establish a Department of community Development, the Department of Housing and
Development to bring together and provide Urban Development, and all officers and comcommon leadership to those Federal activities ponents of that Department except functions
that bear most directly on, or importantly under title IV of the Housing Act of 1950
affect, the objectives set forth in subsection
(loans and debt service grants for college
(a), and to effectively coordinate such Fed- housing and related fac111ties) and except
eral activities with related activities of States that the Community Development Corporaand local governments, public and private tion established by the Housing and Urban
institutions, and individuals.
Development Act of 1970 would be trans(c) States that the Department shall, ferred as a corporate entity and would thereamong other things: encourage and assist . a.fter be designated the "New Community Dethe development and mNlagement of in- velopment Corporation."
stitutions and processes essential to respon(b) Transfers to the Secretary of Commus1b1e, responsive and effective community nity Development the functions of the Digovernment; encourage and assist citizens, rector of the Office of Economic Opportunity
private groups and organizations to con- with respect to-trtbute ideas, skills and resources to solving
( 1) Special Impact programs of economic
community problems and meeting commun- and community development in selected povity needs; provide assistance in the planning, erty areas under part D of title I of the Ecofinancing, construction and rehab111tation nomic Opportunity Act of 1964; and
and maintenance of housing, balanced trans(2) programs under title II of that Act
portation systems, and other community fa(Community Action Programs) except as
cilities and services conducive to a sa.fe and they pertain to (A) Indian programs and
wholesome environment for all citizens; as- projects conducted under that title, (B) resist research, development, management and search pilot or demonstration programs protraining activities designed to foster new, vided for in section 232, and (C) "Special
better and more economical means of deal- programs" provided for in section 222(a) o!
ing with the housing and other problems that title, other than the Senior Opportuniof community development anu government; ties and Services program, which is transand implement disaster assistance and re- ferred to the Secretary.
lief on behalf of the Federal Government.
(c) Transfers to the Secretary of COmmuTITLE II-ESTABLISHMENT OF DEPARTMENT
nity Development the functions of the Secretary
of Transportaiton, the Department of
Section 201. Establishes the Department
of Community Development, provides ~or Transportation, and the officers and comthe appointment of a Secretary of Commun- ponents of the Department of Transportation
ity Development who shall head that De- underpartment, and provides that the Secretary
- ( 1) the Urban Mass Transportation Act of
shall be compensated at the rate prescribed 1964 and the Urban Mass Transportation
for offices and posLtions at Level I of the Assistance Act of 1970;
Executive Schedule.
(2) the following laws relating to hi:ghSection 202. (a) Provides for the appointways-(A) chapters 1, 2 and 3 of title 23,
ment of a Deputy Secretary of Community . United States COde and the Federal-Aid HighDevelopment (Level II).
way Act of 1970, 1968, 1966, 1962, and 1954,
(b) Provides for the appointment of two (B) the Act of September 26, 1961 (authorizUnder Secretaries (Level ill) .
ing ·conveyance to Virginia of all interests of
(c) Provides for the establishment in the the United States in --portions of the Shirley
Department of an Urban and Rural Develop- Highway and highways comprising t he Pentament Administration, a Community Trans- gon road network), (C) the Highway Revenue
portation Administration and a Housing Ad- Act of 1956 (giving the Secretary of Transministration, each headed by an Administra- portation certain functions with respect to
tor (Level III). There would also be in the the highway trust fund) , (D) the Highway
Community Transportation Administration Beautification Act of 1965, (E) the Alaska
an Associate Administrator for Highways Omnibus Act (providing for the transfer to
(Level III) • It is also contemplated that the the State of Alaska of all properties of the
Secretary Will establish, under subsection (e) Bureau o·f Public roads except · those that
of this section, a Federal Insurance Admin- must be retained for additional road pur-
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poses), (F) the Joint Resolution of August
28, 1965 (requiring a biennial report to the
Congress estimating the future highway
needs of the Nation), (G) section 525(c) of
the General Bridge Act of 1946 (relating to
the resolution of conflicts between States as
to the location and planning of interstate
bridges), (H) the Act of April 27, 1962 (relating to appointment or reappointment
of persons as members of bridge commissions and the review of reports submitted
by the bridge commissions), (I) Reorganization Plan No. 7 of 1949 (transferring functions of the Public Roads Administration and
the Commissioner of Public Roads), (J) the
Act of November 8, 1966 directing the Secretary of Transportation to construct a 12Y:z
mile highway along the U.S.-Mexico border
in El Paso, Texas. The highway trust fund
now in the Treasury would remain in the
Treasury but all functions of the Secretary
of Transportation with respect to that fund
would be transferred except for those relating to certain vehicle and driver aspects of
highway safety under the Highway Safety
Act of 1970;
(3) the following laws relating to highway
safety: (A) chapter 4 of title 23, United
States Code (Federal Highway Administration) insofar as it relates to the design, construction, and maintenance of highways,
traffic control devices, identification and
surveillance of accident locations, and highway related aspects of pedestrian safety; and
(B) title 23, United States Code, section 402
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) insofar as it relates to grants for
highway safety programs;
(4) the Act of August 1, 1947, to the extent
itt authorizes the establishment and fixing of
compensation for scientific and professional
positions related primarily to tra.nsportation
which require the services of specially qualified personnel;
(5) the following laws and provisions of
laws insofar as they relate to the reasonableness of tolls: section 4 of the Act of March
23, 1906, section 503 of the General Bridge
Act of 1946, section 17 of the Act of June 10,
1930, the Act of June 27, 1930, and the Act
of August 21, 1935. Under these laws the
Secretary of Transportation is authorized to
review and determine the reasonableness of
rates charged by a bridge owner for transit
across a bridge over navigable waters.
(d) Transfers to the Secretary of Community Development the functions of the
Commissioner of Education under title II
of the Library Services and Construction Act.
(e) Transfers to the Secretary of Community Development the following functions of
the Secretary of Agriculture, the Department
of Agriculture, and the officers and components of the Department of Agriculture(!) the functions of the Rural Electrification Administration under the Rural Electrification Act of 1936;
(2) the functions of the Economic Development Division (excluding the Human Resources Branch) of the Economic Research
Service; these functions cons·i st of conducting research and service work relating to
economic development -and community services in rural areas under section 1 of the Act
of June 29, 1935 and the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946;
(3) the functions of the Farmers Home
Administration relating to (A) the rural
housing programs conducted by that agency
under title V of the Housing Act of 1949
and (B) water and waste disposal loans and
grants and comprehensive planning grants
under section 306 of the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of 1961; and
(4) the functions of the Soil Conservation
Service and the Farmers Home Administration relating to resource conservation and
development loans to public agencies and local nonprofit organizations under section 32
(e) of title III of the Bankhead Jones Farm
'I'enant Act.

(f) Transfers to the Secretary of Community Development the functions of the Secretary of Commerce until title I and sections
201, 301(a), (b) and (f) and 403(a) (3) and
(4) of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 insofar as they relate
to financial and planning assistance for public works and development facilities.
(g) Transfers to the Secretary of Community Development-(!) the functions of the Secretary of Commerce under title V of the Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965 relating
to economic development regions and regional commissions and under section 601 (a)
of that Act (42 U.S.C. 3201) insofar as it relates to coordination of the Federal Cochairmen of the Regional Commissions;
(2) the functions of the Secretary of
Transportation under section 513 of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of
1965 relating to the conduct of studies and
investigations of needs for regional transportation systems; and
(3) the functions of each Federal Cochairman, or his alternate, of a regional commission established under title V of the
Public Works and Economic Development
Act of 1965.
(h) Transfers t.o the Secretary of Community Development the functions of the
Federal Cochairman of the Appalachian
Regional Commission, or his altemate, under
the Appal!\Chian Regional Development Act
of 1965 and the functions of the Secretary
of Transportation under section 201 of such
Act relating to assistance for the A:c>palachian
development highway system.
(i) Transfers to the President the f-:.~nc
tions of the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness under the Disaster Relief
Act of 1970. It is anticipated than an over-all
coordinator for disaster relief will be
designated in the Executive Office of the President, but that the implementation of disaster relief work transferred hereby will be
assigned, by Executive Order, to the Secretary of Community Development.
(j) Transfers to the Secretary of Community Development the functions of the
Administrator of the Small Business Administration, the Small Business Administration,
and all officers and components of that Administration relating to the making of disaster loans with respect to residential property
under section 7 of the Small Business Act
and under sections 231, 234, 235, 237, 243, and
304 of the Disaster Relief Act of 1970.
Section 302. (a) Provides that any functions vested by chapter 5 of title 5 of the
United States Code in hearing examiners
which are transferred under the provisions
of this Act be vested in the hearing examiners
of the Department of Community Development.
(b) Terminates any requirements for con.
sultation or approval between agency heads
in cases where the functions of both with
respect to the matter involved have been
transferred pursuant to this Act to the Secretary of Community Development or any other
official.
Section 303. Transfers to the Secretary of
Community Development for appropriate
allocation the personnel, positions, assets,
liabilities, contracts, property, records, and
unexpended balances of appropriations, authorizations, allocations, and other funds
available to or to be made available in connection with the functions transferred to the
Secretary by this Act.
Section 304. Provides that, except as provided in section 305, the transfer of nontemporary personnel pursuant to this title
shall not cause any such employee to be
separated or reduced in grade or compensation for one year after such transfer.
Section 305. Requires persons holding positions compensated in accordance with the
Executive Schedule prescribed in chapter
53 of title 5 of the United States Code on the
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effective date of this Act to be compensated
at no less than the rate of their previous position if they are appointed in the Department
of Community Development to a position
having comparable duties without a break J.n.
service.
TITLE

IV-DEFINITIONS AND
PROVISIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE

Section 401. (a) Defines "function",
"functions", "perform" and "performance"
in order to avoid repetitious references
to such terms as duties, obligations, powers,
authorities, responsib111ties, rights, privileges,
and activities.
(b) Provides that references in the Act to
provisions of law shall be deemed to include,
as appropriate, reference to laws as amended
now or hereafter (after this legislation is
enacted but before it becomes effective).
Section 402. (a) Authorizes the Secretary
to prescribe policies, standards, criteria, procedures, rules, and regulations incident to
his functions. (See Sec. 203(b) (1) of NASA
Act (72 Stat. 426); OEO Act, 42 U.S.C. 2942
(n); Sec. 9(e) (1) DOT Act (80 Stat. 944);
Sec. 7 (d) of DHUD Act (79 Stat. 667)).
(b) Directs the Secretary to carry out
policy planning, to evaluate programs and
progress in achieving departmental missions,
and other studies to promote efficient and
coordinated administration of the Department.
Section 403. (a) Authorizes the Secretary
to delegate his functions to officers and employees of the Department and to authorize
successive redelegations. (See Sec. 7 (d) of
DHUD Act (79 Stat. 667); Sec. 9(e) of DOT
Act (80 Stat. 944)).
(b) Authorizes the Secretary to establish
and modify the internal organization of the
Department, but not to discontinue "Administrations" created by section 202 (c) of
this Act, or any other organizational units
or components expressly established by future Acts or Reorganization Plans. (The
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
now has similar authority.)
Se(}tion 404. Authorizes the Secretary to
mai1ltain, establish alter, or discontinue field
offices.
Section 405. This is a customary provision
authorizing the Secretary, subject to the civil
service and classification laws, to select, appoint, employ, and fix the salaries of such
offices and employees, including attorneys,
as are necessary to the performance of his
functions. (See Sec. 7(c) of DHUD Act (79
Stat. 667)).
section 406. Authorizes the Secretary to
obtain the services of experts and consultants at rates not to exceed those prescribed
for GS 18 of the General Schedule. (See.
sec. 7(e) of the DHUD Act (79 Stat. 667), as
amended by Sec. 906 of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970 (P.L. 91609, 84 Stat. 1811) ) .
Section 407. This is a customary provision
authorizing the Secretary to appoint advisory
committees to consult with and advise him
With respect to the performance of his functions. (See Sec. 7 (e) of DHUD Act (79 Stat.
667), as amended by Sec. 905 of P.L. 91-609
(84 Stat. 1810); Sec. 9(o) of DOT Act (80
Stat. 944)).
Section 408. (a) Authorizes the appointment, detail, or assignment of members of
the Coast Guard, the Commissioned Officer
Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the Commissioned
Corps of the Public Health Service to any
position in the Department that is not required to be filled by an officer whose appointment is required to be confirmed by
the Senate.
(b) Permits members of the Army, Navy,
Air Force, and Marine Corps to be detailed
for service in the Department under agreements between the Secretary and Secretaries
e~f the Military Departments.
(c) Provides that the status, office, rank,
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or grade of persons who are appointed, assigned, or d~talled to the Department pursuant to this section shall not be adversely
affected by service under this section. (See
Sec. 9 (d) (1} of DOT Act (80 Stat. 944)).
Section 409. Provides that a person who
is not a citizen of the United States may
be employed as an expert, scientist, technician, or professional person in connection
With scientific or technical activites of the
Department if the Secretary deems the employment to be in the public interest.
Section 410. Authorizes payment of transportation expenses and per diem to temporary or seasonal employees from the place of
their recruitment to the place of their duty
and while at the place of such duty. Such
expenses would be paid in accordance wilth
chapter 57 of title 5 of the United States
Code which relates to similar payments to
other Government employees for official travel. (See 7 U.S.C. 2229).
Section 411. Authorizes the Secretary to
enter into such contracts and agreements,
including grant agreements, With public
agencies and private organizations and persons; to make such payments in lump sum
or by installments or in advance or by way
of reimbursement; and to take such other
steps as he may deem necessary or appropriate to perform his functions. (See Sec. 203
(b) (5) of NASA Act (72 Stat. 426)).
Section 412. Authorizes the Secretary to acquire facllities required for the maintenance
and operation of laboratories, research, and
testing sites and facilities, quarters, and related accommodations for employees and
their dependents and such other special purpose real property as the Secretary deems
necessary. Such special purpose facilities and
real property could be acquired by purchase,
lease, condemnation, or otherwise. General
purpose facilities and real property could be
acquired through the General Services Administration. The title to all property acquired pursuant to this section would be in
the United States rather than in the Secretary of the Department. (See Sec. 203(b) (3)
of NASA Act (72 Stat. 426)).
Section 413. Would authorize the Secretary
(subject to standards in regulations issued
by the President) to permit concessionaires
to provide services on property under the
Secretary's jurisdiction.
Section 414. Authorizes the Secretary to
acquire copyrights and patents, interests
therein and licenses thereunder if useful in
the performance of his functions. (See 10
u.s.c. 2386).
Section 415. Authorizes the Secretary to
engage in such basic and applied research
and development and to disseminate technological information as he may deem necessary to carry out his functions. (See title
V, Housing and Urban Development Act of
1970 (84 Stat. 1784); Sec. 9(q) of DOT Act
(80 Stat. 947) ) .
Section 416. Authorizes the Secretary, in
his discretion or at the request of any persons, firms, organizations, or others, public
or private, to make special studies concerning matters Within his jurisdiction; to prepare from the records of the Department
special compilations, lists, bulletins, or reports; to furnish transcripts or copies of
those studies, compilations, and other records; to furnish copies of charts, maps, or
photographs; and to provide services incident to the conduct of the regular work of
the Dep~rtment. For example, the Department may have a specialized piece of equipment, or persons With specialized knowledge,
not available elsewhere and, in appropriate
cases, the Secretary would be authorized to
make those services available to private persons and to public and private agencies and
organizations. This section also authorizes
the Secretary to undertake joint projects
With nonprofit organizations, research organizations, and public agencies and organizations involving matters of mutual interest
and to share the costs thereof. Charges to

pr).vate pere}ons ~d org~nizations under this
Act would be determined in accordance With
users standards, policies on charges, and
procedures prescribed by the Office of Man_.
agement and Budget and 31 U.S.C. 483a.
(See P.L. 91-412-Dept. of Commerce).
Section 417. Authorizes the Secretary to
make necessary provisions for the printing
and distribution of reports and other documents With respect to matters under his
jurisdiction.
Section 418. Authorizes the Secretary to
accept, hold, administer, and utilize gifts and
bequests. (See Sec. 905 (k) of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970 (PL. 91609, 84 Stat. 1810); Sec. 9 (m) of DOT Act (80
Stat. 946)).
Section 419. Authorizes the Secretary to
prescribe a seal for the Department. (See
Sec. 7 (g) of DHUD Act (79 Stat. 667) ) .
Section 420. AuthorizeS the establishment
of a working C81pltal fund to defray necessary
expenses arising out of the maintenance and
operation of such common administrative
services as the Secretary shall find to be desirable in the interest of economy and efficiency. (See Sec. 9(j) of DOT Act (80 Stat.
945) ; Sec. 7 (1) of DHUD Act (79 Stat. 667) ) .
Section 421. This is a technical provision.
In certain cases authority under a portion of
an Act is transferred to the Secretary by -this
Act while responsib111ty for other provisions
of the same Act will be retained by the transferring agency. This provision is designed to
permit the Secretary to exercise supporting or
incidential powers given by law to the
transferring agency Without divesting the
transferring agency of authority to exercise
those powers With respect to the functions
retained by that agency.
Section 422. Is designed to make it clear
that authority expressly provided by this Act
is in addition to any authority that may have
existed prior to the effective date of this Act
and is transferred by this Act.
Section 423. Requires an annual report to
the Congress on the activities of the Department during the preceding fiscal year, including a. statement of goals and an assessment of progress.
Section 424. Authorizes the Secretary, but
only when authorized in an appropriation
act, to transfer funds from one appropriation
to another so long, as such transfers do not
increase or decrease an appropriation by more
than five percent.
Section 425. Authorizes the establishment
of service funds for the Office of the Secretary, the Urban and Rural Development Administration, the Community Transportation
Administration and the Housing Administration. These funds would be used to defray
the initial costs of reimbursable services provided to other departments and agencies or
to persons, agencies, or organizations outside the government.
Section 426. Authorizes the appropriation
of funds without fiscal year limitation. The
amount of such "no year" funds would be
prescribed in appropriation acts.
TITLE V--TRANSITIONAL AND CONFORMING
PROVISIONS

Section 501. Provides that whenever all of

the functions of a department, agency, or
other body, or of any component thereof have
been transferred, whether by this Act, or by
a. com'Qination of Acts, Reorganization Plans
and Executive Orders, the department,
agency, or other body shall lapse. This, in
effect, discontinues organization structures
when they no longer have functions to perform. This section also provides for the concurrent lapse of all positions in those lapsed
organizations which positions were expressly
created by statute or reorganization plan or
which are Executive Schedule Levels I-V
positions. {See Sec. 9 (i) of DOT Act (80 Stat.
945)).
Section 502. Repeals the Department of
Housing and Urban Development Act except
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for certain miscellaneous administrative
functions enacted last December which are
transferred to the Secretary of Community
Development.
Section 503. Substitutes the Department of
Community Development for the Department of Housing and Urban Development in
the definition of "Executive Department" in
title 5 of the United States Code.
Section 504. Substitutes the Secretary of
Community Development for the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development in section 19(d) of title 3 of the United States
Code relating to presidential succession.
Section 505. Substitutes the Secretary of
Community Development for the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development in Reorgwniza.tion Plan 2 of 1970 relating to membership of the Domestic Council.
Section 506. Authorizes the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget to make
such additional incidental dispositions of
functions, personnel, personnel positions, assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records,
appropriations, authorizations and other
funds as may be necessary to carry out the
intent and purpose of the Act. This is a. customary provision in Reorganization plans involving interagency transfer of functions.
TITLE VI-sAVINGS PROVISIONS

Section 601. This provision continues the

effectiveness of all existing contracts, determinations, rules, regulations, permits, contracts. certificates, licenses, and privileges affected by the Act, until such time as they are
otherwise modified or replaced by appropriate
authority or otherWise expire. This avoids
any inadvertent lapsing or impairment of
essential directives, documents, and obligations, and Will afford the Secretary sufficient
time to deal With these matters in an orderly
fashion.
Section 602. This is another savings clause
that preserves and continues legal proceedings in being on the effective date of the
Act. Such proceedings would, in effect, be
continued, modified, or terminated as if the
Act had never been enacted.
Section 603. This conforming provision
states that, With respect to functions transferred by the Act, references in laws (including Reorganization Plans) to other officials
in whom the functions were previously vested
shall be deemed to be references to the Secretary.
Section 604. This is a technical provision.
Some of the functions that are transferred
by this Act are functions that are vested in
the President but were delegated to a. transferring agency. Under the terms of the Act
those functions are transferred to the Secretary. This section is designed to preserve
for the future the President's authority under present law to modify, terminate, or
transfer these delegated functions.
TITLE VII-sEPARABILITY

Section 761. This Is a customary separa.-

b111ty clause that avoids the invalidation of
the whole Act if a. single provision is found
to be invalid.
TITLE VIII-EFFECTIVE DATE AND INTERIM
APPOINTMENTS

Section 801. {a.) Provides that the Act shall
become effective 120 days after the Secretary
takes office, or on such earlier date as the
President may prescribe and publish in the
Federal Register. This Will give the President
time to select, nominate, and appoint the
Secretary, and Will allow the Secretary sufficient time to arrange and organize the new
Department and prepare such rules, regulations, orders, etc., as may be necessary for
a smooth transition.
(b) Authorizes the President, in cases
where officers required by this Act to be appointed by and With the advice and consent
of the Senate have not entered upon office
an the effective date of this Act, to designate
any officer whose appointment was required
to be made by and with the advice and con-
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sent of the Senate and who was such an
o1ficer immediately prior to the effective date
of the Act to act in such office until the
office is filled as provided in this .i\ct. While
so acting such persons would receive . compensation at the rates provided by this Act
for the respective offices 1n which they act.
THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Fiscal year 1971
Employment
(full-time,
permanent)
From the Department of the Interior:
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation ___ _
National Park Service __________ _
Bureau
Sport Fisheries and _
Wildlifeof_____________________
Bureau of Land Management_ ___ _
Bureau of Reclamation _________ _
Office of Saline Water_ _________ _
Office of Water Resources Research ____ -----_------------Geological Survey __________ ----Bureau of Mines _______________ _
Power Marketing Agencies ______ _
Bureau of Indian Affairs ________ _
Office of Territories ____________ _
Office of Coal Research _________ _
Office of Oil and Gas ___________ _
Office o1 Minerals and Solid Fuels ••
Oil Import Administration and
Appeals Board ______________ _
Defense Electric Power_ ________ _
Underground Power Transmission Research _______________ _
Departmental Administration •••••

Budget
outlays (in
millions)

504
6,935

$229
160

3,839
3, 678
9, 290
144

143
204
324
29

42
12
110
8, 201
5, 588
208
3, 332
130
14,574
393
368
86
23
17
63
1
7 -----------(1)

6 ============
2 -----------1, 324
9

- -57,920
----2, 055

SubtotaL ___ ------ ______ -----

=======

From the Department of Agriculture:
Forest Service•• ______________ _
Soil Conservation Service _______ _
Agricultural Research Service
(~o!l.and Water Conservation
DIVISIOn) •.••• _____ -----------

Economic Research Service
(~a.t~ral Resources Economics
DIVISIOn) ••••••• _------------.

Farmers Home Administration
(Watershed loans only) ___ •• _.

21,430
14,419

612

1, 004

16

2~9

160

3

41

6

37,054

926

-------------

SubtotaL--------- __ -------

=======

From the Department of the Army:
Corps of Engineers (planning
and funding only) ______________ _
From the Atomic Energy Commission:
Uranium raw materials _________ _
Uranium enrichment_ __________ _
Civilian nuclear power reaction •••
Plowshare (funding .and certain
planning functions only) ______ _
SubtotaL _______________ --_

2, 500 .
124
226
0

1,366
5
165
288

21

-~-----~----

From the Water Resources Council:
All functions __________________ _
From the Department of Transportation: Oil and gas pipeline
safety programs _______________ _
From the Department of Commerce: National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration _____ _
Departmental Administration:
(other than Interior)------------

371

407

38
83

3

12,422

267

320

------~------

Grand totaL-------------1

110,708

5,094

Included in OOG.
DEPARTMENT 011' NATURAL RESOURCES
SUMMARY

Introduction-The President has proposed
establishment of a Department of Natural
Resources concerned with our physical environment, including the preservation and
balanced use of the Nation's natural resources. This proposal is consonant with the
need for consolidation of resource programs
recognized in studies over the past fifty years.
The needs of future generations can only
be met if effective action is taken now to
accommodate the demands of a growing
population, increased per capita consumption, and the need for restoring, protecting,
and enhancing environmental quality. The
challenges facing the Nation are:
To provide sufficient supplies of petroleum

and other sources of energy, water, minerals,
and timber to support our future economic
development;
To maintain and ·.. enhance our forests,
unique natural·resource areas, historic properties, lands, waters, fish and wildlife,
beaches, and estuaries so as to meet aesthetic,
cultural and recreational needs of the people;
To understand our physical environment
and the natural and man-made changes that
are taking place so that modifications can
be made when advantageous and possible,
and, when modifications are not possible, to
provide advance hazard warnings;
To manage our resources in a way which
will assure ecological balance and thus sustain the basis on which public needs can
continue to be fulfilled.
The close relationships among resource
uses must be recognized. Forestry practices
directly affect water supplies, fish and wildlife, and outdoor recreation. Flood control or
water supply projects have similar impacts
on other resource values. Mineral development and utilization can, if carelessly done,
destroy other resources and result in serious
water and air pollution. The need for balance
and environmental protection and enhancement is linked directly to every form of natural resource use. These inter-relationships
are not recognized under the current organizational structure.
The Department of Natural Resources will
bring together natural resource programs
which are now scattered throughout several
Federal organizations and will provide the
essential capabilities required to weigh alternatives and priorities in program planning,
establish policies, and operate programs to
meet national objectives. The mission of
DNR will be to provide leadership for assuring: adequate supplies of natural resources;
a. better understanding of the earth, atmosphere and the oceans; availab111ty of technology for development and utilization of
natural resources; a national energy policy
that optimizes use of limited resources; an
aesthetically pleasing environment; and adequate outdoor recreational opportunities.
Rationale for DNR-Federal natural resource programs have developed on a piecemeal basis over the years, resulting in programs scattered among agencies with attendant overlaps, inefficiencies and voids. Examples of this scattered array a.re major
water resources development programs in the
Departments of the Interior, Agriculture, and
Army, Nonmilitary Federal lands are administered by four agencies in the Departments of Agriculture and the Interior, with
lands often adjacent to each other and sometimes intermingled. Federal recreation areas
a.re administered by six different agencies in
the Departments of the Interior, Agriculture,
a.nd Army and by the Tennessee Valley Authority. While creation of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
within Commerce achieved slgniflcant consolidation, the related ot!shore oil, gas, and
mineral resource programs are separately
managed by Interior. Energy programs are
scattered among the Departments of the Interior, Transportation, Army and the Atomic
Energy Commission.
Under the existing structure, there are numerous problems:
No single official is responsible for formulating and implementing a. unified national pollcy in such areas as land management, energy resources development or water
resources management.
Agencies' programs are sometimes at cross
purposes, generating jurisdictional conflicts,
wasted effort or lack of vigorous action.
Duplication results in common management functions such as construction, surveys and mapping, and land appraisal and
acquisition.
State and local governments, private organizations, and individuals have had to deal
with several agencies in addressing common
natural resource problems.
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Functions--DNR will provide national
leadership and establish effective working relationships with private organizations and
individuals, State and local governments,
and other Federal agencies in order to:
Foster the conservation, management, and
utilization of natural resources;
Assure maintenance of the ecological balance necessary to sustain human and unique
plant and a.nima.l life systems;
Explore and survey the earth, the atmosphere, and the oceans and to assess their
physical characteristics;
Conduct scientific research and encourage
development of technology to conserve and
efficiently utilize natural resources with
minimum impact on the environment;
Undertake programs for the optima.! development of various energy sources, including research on nuclear_power and managing
uranium raw materials and enrichment;
Provide physical and economic data, maps,
charts, and hazard warnings, and other information regarding the earth, atmosphere
and oceans;
Manage Federal public lands and other resources, including national parks, forests,
wildlife refuges, fish hatcheries, and minerals;
Preserve irreplaceable park, wilderness,
scientific, historic, fish and wildlife, and
other biotic resources:
Assist in providing outdoor recreational
opportunities;
Plan and undertake programs for the conserv·a tion, management, and utilization of
land, water, forest, range, mineral, fish and
wildlife resources;
Facilitate the development and protection
of commercial fisheries;
Foster the health and safety of miners;
Assist in achieving oil and gas pipeline
safety; and
Foster development of the potential of
Indians, Alaska natives, and territori61
peoples.
OrganiZSition of DNR-Natural resource
programs will be grouped on the basis of
common purposes. Following are the primary
groups with functions of the existing statutory agencies and programs that would be
placed therein.
Land and Recreation Resources--The land
component would include the Bureau of
Land Management of Interior and the Forest
Service, Economics Research Service (Natural Resources Economics), and Agricultural Research Service (Soil and Water Conservation) of Agriculture. The recreation
component would include the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation, National Park service
and Bureau Of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
of Interior.
Water Resources--This would include the
functions of the Water Resources Council,
including policy formulation, comprehensive
river basin planning, and a.d.m1nistration of
planning grants to States. Also, included
would be the Bureau of Reclamation, Power
Marketing Agencies, Office of Saline Water
and Office of Water Resources Research of
Interior; the Corps of Engineers (civil functions planning, policy and funding) of the
Army; and the Soil Conservation Service and
Farmers Home Administration (Watershed
Loans) of Agriculture.
Energy and Mineral Resources--This would
include the existing constituents of Interior,
oil and gas pipeline safety of Transportation, and four programs of the Atomic Energy
Commission: raw materials management,
uranium enrichment, civ111an nuclear power
development, and Plowshare, R&D and
related activities of the latter two nuclear
programs would be carried out through the
AEC.

Oceanic, Atmospheric, and Earth Sciences-This would include the Geological Survey of
Interior and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration of Commerce.
Indian and Territorial Affairs--This would
include functions of .the Bureau of Indian
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Affairs and Office of Territories now vested in Government has a national responsibility to
itself practice, and to foster the practice by
Interior.
Management of DNR-Effective manage- others of, appropriate resource conservation,
ment of DNR will be ensued by providing management and utilization policies. To best
the Secretary with the authority and capa- achieve these objectives, and to improve
bUities to carry out its mission. The Secretary Government operations, the Congress finds
would be vested With the functions of DNR that it is necessary to establish a Departand have authority over its interna.l organiza- ment of Natural Resources, bringing together those Federal activities which bear
tion and appointment of subordinates.
The Secretary would concern himself pri- most directly on resource policy. The adminmarily With the priorities and strategy for istration of the trust responsibility for, and
his department, its overall performance and selected programs to assist, the Indians,
be its spokesman to the President, the Con- Alaska natives, and territorial peoples is also
gress and the public. He would be assisted placed in the Department.
by a strong managerial team. The Deputy
TITLE ll-ESTABLISHMENT OF DEPARTMENT
Secretary would serve as the General ManSection 201 establishes the Department of
ager and the Secretary's alter-ego and woUld Natural Resources under the supervision and
be responsible for allocating resources, as- direction o:r a Secretary of Natural Resources,
sessing the quality of program performance, who
shall be appointed by the President by
and harmonizing the efforts of the line and and with
the advice and consent of the Senstaff elements. Two Under Secretaries would ate and shall
receive compensation at the
serve as staff arms in such areas as develop- rate provided for
Level I of the Executive
ment of overall policy strategy and plans Schedule.
for implementation, organization, and busiSection 202 establishes the top policy ofness management. An Assistant Secretary
in the Department and describes the
for Research and Technology would provide fices
general
for the internal organizastaff support in promoting, assessing and tion of structure
the Department. There w111 be a
coordinating activities in this area.
Deputy Secretary, at Level II of the ExecuThe programs would be carried out
Schedule, and two Under secretaries at
through five Administrations representing tive
Level III. In addition, there will be five Level
broad subdivisions of the Department: Land III Administrators heading, respectively, a
and Recreation Resources; Water Resources;
and Recreation Resources AdministraEnergy and Mineral Resources; Oceanic, At- Land
tion, a Water Resources Administration, an
mospheric and Earth Sciences; and Indian Energy
Mineral Resources Administraand Territorial Affairs. The respective Ad- tion, anand
Oceanic, Atmospheric, and Earth
ministrators will be appointed by the Pres- Sciences Administration,
and an Indian and
ident and confirmed by the Senate and Will Territorial Affairs Administration.
The bill
be accountable for the programs under
also provides for an Assistant Secretary and
their purview.
a
General
Counsel
at
Level
IV.
All
0'! the
Secretarial representation in the field Will
Level II to IV officers wm be apbe provided by Regional Directors who wlll foregoing
by the President by and with the adcoordinate related departmental activities pointed
and consent of the Senate.
Within their areas, and evaluate performance. vice
Subsection (e) establishes a pool of
Current plans ensure that the interests
Level IV and v omcers to be
of employees affected by the reorganization twenty-five
are protected. No employee will be sepa- appointed by the Secretary to assist in the
management
of the Department. Subsection
rated. No employee will be reduced in classi(f) provides that all of the Level II to V
ficat ion or compensation for one year after
omcers w111 per'form such functions as the
the reorganization.
shall specify from time to time.
Budget and Manpower-Total FY '71 out- Secretary
Section 203 provides for the order of suclays for the proposed Department of Nat- cession
in the event of the absence or disural Resources, based on the President's
of the Secretary or in the event of a
Budget, would be approximately $5.1 billion. ab11ity
vacancy
in the omce of the Secretary.
Permanent employment would total approxiTITLE In--TRANSFERS
mately 111,000. Distribution by major program components would be approximately:
Title III effectuates the transfer of the
functions under existing law which will be
carried out by the new Department of Nat1971
ural Resources. Section 301 identifies the
outlays
(dollars in
Permanent functions that are transferred and provides
millions) employment that they shall be vested in the· Secretary.
The remaining sections of title III contain
Land recreation resources_____ ___ __
1, 365
37,600 technical provisions relating to these transWater resources________ __ ________
2,160
29 • 800 fers. Under the broad definitions in section
6 100 401 and the savings provisions of section 601,
Energy and mineral resources_ ___ __
695
Oceanic, atmospheric and earth
sciences____ _____ ___ ______ ___ __
375
20, 600 the operative term "functions" includes all
Indians and territorial affairs_ _____ _
480
15, 000 existing relevant powers, rights, duties, etc.,
Other_____ ___ ___ ___ __ __ _________
15
1, 600 whether created, vested, or assigned by
- - - - - - -·
statute, reorganization plan, executive order,
Tota'-- - - --- --- - -- ------- - 5, 090
110. 700 delegation, agreement, or otherwise. Section
506 authorizes the Director of the Office of
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS
Management and Budget to make additional
A bill to promote more effective management incidental dispositions of functions as necesof certain related :functions of the execu- sary to accomplish the purposes of the Act.
Subsection 301 (a) transfers to the secretive branch by reorganizing and consolidating those functions in a new Department tary of Natural Resources all of the functions
of
the Secretary of the Interior, the Departof Natural Resources, and for other purment of the Interior, and all officers and
poses
components of that Department. The InteSHORT TITLE
Section 1 states that the Act may be cited rior Department operates under the authority
as the "Department of Natural Resources of several thousand laws, many of which do
not appear in the United States Code. Those
Act."
that are codified are found principally in title
TITLE I-DECLARATION OF PURPOSE
16 0'! the United States Code, relating to the
Section 101 expresses congressional recog- national park system, outdoor recreation, fish
nition that our natural resources, including and wildlife, power marketing, and various
energy sources, although abundant, are not other resource programs; title 25, Indians;
unllmlted; that their proper conservation, title 30, mineral lands and mining, including
management, and utilization underlies all mine health and safety; title 42, pertaining
of the aspirations of the American people to desalin8ition and W8iter resources research,
now and in the future; and that the Federal title 43, public lands, reclamation, and De-
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partment of the Interior; and title 48, territories.
Virtually aJl of the authority under these
laws is presently vested in the Secretary of
the Interior, pursuant to Reorga.niza.tion
Plan No. 3 of 1950, 64 Stat. 1262, 5 U.S.C.A.,
App., and as provided in statutes enacted
thereafter; and subsection (a) transfers this
authority to, and vests it in, the Secretary
of Natural Resources. The additional reference in the subsection to all function~ of
officers and components of that Department
similarly transfers to and vests in the Secretary the few remaining miscellaneous authorities that reside expressly or by implication in subordinate officers and components
of the Department.
Subsection 301 (b) transfers to the Secretary of Natural Resources such of the functions of the Secretary of Commerce, the
Department of Commerce, and officers and
components of that Department, as relate
to or are utilized by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). NOAA
was created by Reorganization Plan No. 4 of
1970 (84 Stat. 2090), which brought together
the Environmental Science Services Administration and its major elements, the Weather
Bureau, Coast and Geodetic Survey, Environmental Data Service, National Environmental
Satellite Center and Research Laboratories
(Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1965, 15 U.S.C.
Chapter 9, 49 U.S.C. Chapter 20, 33 U.S.C.
Chapter 17) ; the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, Marine Fish Research Program and
Marine Minerals Technology Center, formerly
in the Department of Interior (16 U.S.C.
passim) ; the National Oceanographic Data
Center and National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center, formerly administered by
the United States Navy; the National Data
Buoy Development Project, formerly of the
Coast Guard; the National Sea Grant Program, formerly of the National Science
Foundation (33 U.S.C. Chapter 22); and elements of the United States Lake Survey,
formerly of the Corps of Engineers. This consolidation of activities and functions was
designed to improve man's comprehension
and uses of the physioaJ. environment and
its oceanic life.
Subsection 301 (c) transfers to the Secretary of Natural Resources, under para.graph
(2), such of the functions of the Secretary of
Defense, the Secretary of the Army, the Assistant secretary of the Army for Civil Works,
and the Chief of Engineers and the Corps
of Engineers of the Department of the Army,
as relate to or are utilized for civil works and
regulatory functions, with the proviso that
all civil works construction, operation and
maintenance, :flood and coastal emergencies,
and related activities so transferred shall be
accomplished through and under the direction of the Secretary of the Army and the
supervision of the Chief of Engineers. To the
extent they are cedified, the laws authorizing
these programs are found in title 33 of the
United States Code.
The civil works functions of the Corps include the investigation, study, planning, construction, and operation and maintenance of
measures for navigation, flood control, fish
and wildlife enhancement, hydroelectric
power, recreation, municipal and industrial
water supply, beach erosion control and
beach restoration, and water quality. Included are authorities for comprehensive
river basin studies, :flood plain information
studies, emergency :flood and coastal protection, a vast number of individual project
authorizations, and continuing authorities
to construct small projects without the specific authorization of the Congress.
The bill provides that the construction and
operation of civil works, the provision of aid
in flood and coastal emergencies, and related
activities so transferred would continue to be
accomplished through and directed by the
Secretary of the Army and the Corps of Engineers. This Will assure the continued train-
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ing and experience of officers of the Army
Corps of Engineers in con tract administration, construction, and coordination with
civilian authorities; preserve the flexibility,
efficiency, and responsiveness of the Corps to
meet alternating civil and national defense
needs; and maintain the capability of the
Corps to provide assistance to civilians in
emergencies. However, the functions of investigation, study, planning, budgeting and
funding, and coord!l.nation would be transferred to the Secretary.
The civil regulatory functions of the Corps,
which would be transferred to the Secretary,
pertain generally to the protection of the
navigable waters of the United States. No
filling, erection of structures, dredging, diversion of flow, or depositing of refuse in
such waters may be done unless permitted
by the Secretary, who, in determining
whether permission should be granted, considers all matters relating to the general public interest, including navigation, flood control, economic matters, fish and Wildlife
values, and ecological, esthetic, and environmental values.
Certain study and review functions are
vested by law in the Board of Engineers for
Rivers and Harbors, the Coastal Engineering
Research Center, the Board on Coastal Engineering Research, the Mississippi River Commission, and the California Debris Commission. These functions are also transferred to
the Secretary by paragraph (2) of the subsection.
Subsection 301 (d) transfers to the Secretary of Natural Resources such of the functions of the Secretary of Agriculture, the Department of Agriculture, and offices and components of that Department, as relate to or
are utilized by the Forest Service. Forest
Service activity covers three major areas of
operation concerned with the country's forest
and related range, watershed and other wildland natural resources: ( 1) management,
protection, and development of the National
Forests and National Grasslands; (2) cooperation with the States in obtaining better
forestry on State and private forest lands;
and (3) research needed for (1) and (2) and
for forest and range lands generally.
There are numerous laws relating to t.h e
Forest Service. Of those which have been
codified, the principal statutes appear in title
16 of the United States Code, relating to the
three major programs of the Forest Service,
and in title 7 of the United States Code, relating to the general authorities of the Department of Agriculture. Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1953 (67 Stat. 633, 7 U.S.C.A.
2201 note) vested in the Secretary of Agriculture all of the functions of the Service,
as well as all of the functions of the other
components of the Department of Agriculture transferred under this Act.
Subsection 301 (e) transfers to the Secretary of Natural Resources such of the func·
tions of the Secretary of Agriculture, the
Department of Agriculture, and officers and
components of that Department, as relate
to or are utilized by the SoU Conservation
Service. Soil Conservation Service activities
cover four major areas of operation: ( 1) the
development and carrying out of a national
soil and water conservation program (primarily through conservation districts), including the national cooperative soil survey,
technical assistance In the development of
conservation plans and application of conservation treatments, the conduct of enow
surveys to develop stream flow forecasts, and
the operation of plant material centers; (2)
the development and carrying out of watershed protection and flood prevention projects, including furnishing technical and
financial assistance to State and local organizations, and conduct of river basin surveys and investigations in cooperation with
other agencies; (3) the administration of the
Great Plains Conservation program for the
mitigation of wind and water erosion damCXVII--573-Part 7
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ages in the Great Plains area; and (4) the sion and power for civilian maritime uses;
aiding of local sponsors in developing and attended and unattended earth and undersea
carrying out of multicounty resource con- power devices; and related fuel reprocessing,
servation and development projects.
waste disposal and environmental systems.
There are numerous laws relating to the They include development of civiUan power
programs of the Soil Conservation Service. and test reactors, isotopes. waste and enOf those which have been codified, the prin- vironmental related systems, and associated
cipal statutes appear in title 7 of the United equipment for general nuclear oriented reStates Code, secilions 1010 et seq. (resource search; new and advanced technology leadconservation and development) and other ing to improvements in fuel utilization, resections related to the general authorities processing and waste disposal, and new conof the Department of Agriculture; title 16, cepts and processes; investigations and resections 590 (a) to (f) (soil and water con- search into safety of reactor systems and
servation operations), 590(p) (b) (Great nuclear processes, and establishment of enPlains conservation), and 1001 et seq. (water- Vironmental and safety criteria; and fostershed protection); and title 33, sections ing and coordinating development and appli701(a) et seq. (flood prevention).
cation of civilian nuclear power in cooperaSubsection 301 (f) transfers to the Secretive arrangements with industrial, utilities,
tary of Natural Resources such of the func- and other government organizations.
tions of the Secretary of Agriculture, the DeIn order to assure that the vital research
partment of Agriculture, and officers and and development program and related activicomponents of that Department, as relate ties can continue to benefit from the closest
to or are utilized by the Natural Resource possible integration with other highly techEconomics Division of the Economic Rew nical AEC programs, activities, and personnel,
search Service. This Division conducts re- such work would continue to be accomplished
search in the economics of the use, conserva- through and directed by AEC and carried out
tion and development of land and water re- under AEC contracts administered by that
sources. These activities are authorized under agency. However, the functions of planning,
various statutes, including primarily 7 U.S.C. budgeting and funding, coordination, assess411, 1621 et seq., 1761, 2201, 2202; 42 U.S.C. ment of resources and establishment of pri1891-1893.
orities as related to national energy planning
Subsection 301 (g) transfers to the Secrewould be transferred to the new Department.
tary of Natural Resources such of the funcIt is not intended, by the transfer of any
tions of the Secretary of Agriculture, the De- civilian power functions to the Department,
partment of Agriculture, and officers and to preclude AEC continuance of research and
components of that Department, as relate development effort in safety, reactor techto or are utilized by the Sod.l and Water Con- nology. fuel reprocessing, waste management,
servation Division of the Agricultural Re- or other activities that relate primarily to
search Service. This Division conducts re- programs remaining with the Commission.
search in the conservation of soil and water
(2) The raw materials program. This enand the control of certain forest and range compasses acquisition and management of
insects and diseases. These activities are au- uranium ore concentrates; assistance in the
thorized under various statutes including pri- development of a viable competitive domesmarily the Department of Agriculture Or- tic uranium mining and milling industry;
ganic Act of 1862 (7 U.S.C. 2201) and the and development and evaluation of informaResearch and Marketing Act of 1946, aa tion on availability of uranium and thorium
amended (7 U.S.C. 427, 427i).
for nuclear programs.
Subsection 301 (h) transfers to the Secre(3) The uranium enrichment and related
tary of Natural Resources such of the func- distribution activities constituting part of
tions of the Secretary of Transportation, the the Commission's program for the producDepartment of Transportation, and officers tion of special nuclear materials. This enand components of that Department as re- compasses the program for uranium enrichlate to or are utilized for pipeline safety. ment services to meet the needs for enThe referenced functions consist of all of riched uranium in domestic and foreign
the authority under the Natural Gas Pipe- peaceful applications of atomic energy, for
line Safety Act of 1968 ( 49 U.S.C. 1671 et Department of Defense applications, and for
seq.); and such of the authority under sec- AEC research and development programs.
tions 831-835 of title 18 of the United States It includes operation and maintenance, and
Code as relates to pipeline safety. The latter, improvement of three existing gaseous diffuoriginally administered by the Interstate sion plants (and related feed fac1lities), toCommerce Commission, was transferred to gether with manufacture of special materials
the Department of Transportation for admin- and components; research and development
istration through the Federal Railroad Ad- to advance enriching technology; the sale
ministration pursuant to subsections 6 (e) of uranium enriching services, including deand (f) of the Department of Transportation termination a! prices to be charged; and the
Act (80 Stat. 931, 939, 940).
planning for future needs.
Subsection 301 (i) transfers to the Secre(4) With respect to the Plowshare protary of Natural Resources all of the functions gram,
the Department would have funding
of the Water Resources Council. The Counresponsibillty
for all aspects of the program.
cil was established by and functions under The Department's
would
the Water Resources Planning Act (42 U.S.C. also encompass the responsibilities
identification of pro1962 et seq.). Its responsib1lities include the grams to be undertaken
which would ut111ze
coordination of all Federal water resource
programs, assessment of water supplies and nuclear explosives, such as specific projects
requirements, establishment of principles, for gas stimulation or geothermal enhancestandards and procedures for Federal water ment; negotiation and adm1nistration of
contracts for industrial participation in such
and related land resources projects, review of projects;
and conduct of economic studies
comprehensive regional and river basin plans
and the administration of grants to States anticipating future provision o! Plowshare
services on a commercial basis. General refor comprehensive planning.
search and development, device research and
Subsection 301 (1) transfers certain prodevelopment, device technology, explosive efgrams and activities from the Atomic Energy fects
tests, development of fielding systems,
Commission to the Secretary of Natural re- project
execution and related activities would
sources as follows:
( 1) The civilian power program. In general, remain with AEC, and the Department would
this encompasses the programs to make pos- budget for and transfer to AEC the necessary
sible the maximum exploitation for civilian in hearing examiners by subchapter II of
use of the vast energy resources latent in funds for these activities.
Section 302 provides that functions vested
nuclear material. Their objectives apply to
nuclear units for central station power plants chapter 5 of title 5 of the United States
desalting and dual purpose plants; propul- Code will continue to be vested in hearing
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examiners of the Department of Natural
Resources.
Section 303 provides that 1n any case 1n
which the head of a department or agency
is required to consult or obtain the approval
of the head of another department or agency
as a condition to his performance of a function, and the functions of both With respect
to the matter involved have been transferred
to the Secretary of Natural Resources, the
requirement for such consultation or approval is terminated.
Section 304 provides that personnel, personnel positions, assets, liab111ties, contracts,
property, records, and unexpended balances
of appropriations, authorizations, allocations,
and other funds relating to !unctions transferred to the Secretary shall follow those
functions and be transferred to the Secretary. Appropriations so transferred Will be
accounted for in accordance with the provisions of section 202 of the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 (31 u.s.a.
581c) under which transfers of this type
normally are made. To the extent that additional incidental adjustments may be
needed to accomplish the intent of the Act,
section 506 of the Act authorizes the Director of the Office of Management and Budget
to make those adjustments. Personnel positions expressly created by statute or Reorganization Plan, personnel occupying those
positions on the effective date of the Act,
and personnel authorized to receive compensation at one of the rates prescribed by
the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5312-5316)
would not be transferred to the new Department by the Act. Those personnel positions
would lapse, as provided in section 501. Persons under the Executive Schedule may be
employed by the Department, without loss of
pay, under section 306 of the Act.
Section 305 provides that non-temporary
personnel, other than personnel entitled to
compensation under the Executive SChedule
(Level I to V) , shall not be separated or reduced in grade or compensation, as a result
of the establishment of the new Department,
for one year after being transferred to the
new Department pursuant to section 304 of
the Act. This provision is designed to preclude reductions in force solely as a result
of the enactment of this Act for one year
after the new Department becomes operational. However, this provision would not
preclude the separation or reduction in grade
or compensation of any such personnel under
the same circumstances that such adverse
action could have been taken 1! this Act had
not been enacted-for example, separation
for cause or removal from a Schedule C position. (See Sec. 9(h) DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944).
Section 306 provides that persons entitled
to compensation under the Executive Schedule (Level I to V) may be employed by the
new Department a.nd if that employment is
without break in service and if the duties of
the new position are comparable to the duties
performed immediately preceding the new
appointment, such person wm be entitled to
receive compensation at a rate not less than
he received in his previous position for the
duration of his service in the new position.
(See Sec. 9(h), DOT Act.)
Sections 307, 308 and 309 set forth the specific statutory framework within which the
Secretary will carry out the AEC programs
and activities to be transferred by this bill.
Although many of the authorities and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act would
thereby be made applicable to the Secretary,
it would not be feasible for both AEC and
the Department to duplicate programs or
staffs, or, even more important, for respo~
sib1lity to be diffused, in several sensitive
areas. Hence, these sections contemplate that
AEC would continue to be responsible for
policies, procedures, and requirements relating to the control of Restricted Data; the
Department would administer the transferred
programs and activities under AEC physical

security and classification policies, guides
and procedures; and Department employees
and other persons engaged in the transferred
programs and activities would be required to
have appropriate AEC security clearances.
None of AEC's licensing authority and responsib111ty would be transferred to the Secretary. In the transferred programs and activities, the Department and contractors for
its account would be exempt from requirements for AEC licenses, but the Department's standards and procedures for radiological protection of the public health and safety and the safeguarding of the national
defense and security would be required to be
consistent with those of the Commission
governing i·t s own activities, and to be established with the Commission's advice and
concurrence.
The Commission would retain its present
exclusive authority in the definition of extraordinary nuclear occurrence, source and
special nuclear materials, and production
and utlilzation fac111ties, an authority that
is basic to the licensing, indemnification, and
weapons programs of the Commission. AEC
would also retain the authority with respect
to negotiation of international arrangements
and agreements for cooperation with foreign countries and organizations; the Secretary would, however, have the authority,
consistent with the overall international
agreements, to negotiate implementing agreements for distribution of source and special
nuclear materials and for reprocessing and
toll enrichment of such materials for peaceful uses.
Section 307 lists the specific provisions of
the Atomic Energy Act under which the
Secretary will administer the transferred programs and activities, with all the powers and
duties of the Commission thereunder except
as otherwise specified. These provisions include:
1. Chapters 1 and 2 of the Act, stating
overall policies and purposes and prescribing
definitions, With the determinations as to
"extraordinary nuclear occurrence," "production facility," "source material," "special nuclear material," and "utillzation facility" retained in the Commission (subsections (a),
(b)).

2. Those provisions of chapter 3 ("Organization") that relate to advice from the
General Advisory Committee and to liaison
with the Department of Defense (subsection
(c)). It is intended that with respect to the
transferred programs and activities the Department of Defense shall have the same
rights and responsibilities vis-a-vis the Secretary as it has in other respe.c ts with the
Commission.
3. Chapters 4 ("Research") and 5 ("Production"), which provide the principal statutory base for the civilian power, Plowshare,
and uranium enrichment programs and activities transferred to the Secretary (subsection (d) ) . The provisions of section 44 of
the Act, relating to disposition of energy produced in Commission operations, will apply
to energy produced in Department operation
of production or utlllzation !acUities.
4. The provisions of chapter 6 that relate
to the acquisition and distribution, as distinguished from the defining or licensing, of
special nuclear material (subsection (e)).
These include the provisions governing determination of charges and guaranteed purchase
prices. The Commission would retain its
function under subsection 57b with respect
to authorizing persons to directly or indirectly engage in the production of any special nuclear material outside the United
States.
5. The provisions of chapter 7 that relate
to the reporting, acquisition, and distribution, as distinguished from the defining or
llcensing, of source material (subsection
(!) ) . The Commission would retain the authority under section 64 to determine whether proposed foreign distributions not undertaken pursuant to an agreement for co-
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operation will be inimical to the interests
of the United States.
6. The provisions of chapter 8 that relate
to distribution, as distinguished from the
licensing, of byproduct material (subsection
(g)). The Commission would retain the authority under subsection 82b to determine
whether foreign distributions not undertaken
pursuant to an agreement for cooperation
will be inlmlcal to the common defense and
security.
7. In chapter 9, the authority under subsection 9lb{1) relating to delivery under
Presidential direction of enriched uranium
to the Department of Defense (subsection
{h)).

8. In chapter 11, the provisions of section
121 with respect to the effect of Commission
actions in conflict with any international
arrangement made after enactment of the
Atomic Energy Act, and section 122 requiring
maximum Commission implementation of
any international arrangement made after
such enactment, are made applicable to the
Department (subsection (i}); the remaining sections of chapter 11 concern the entering into of agreements for cooperation and
international arrangements, and no responsibllities or authority thereunder are transferred to the Secretary.
9. In chapter 12, "Control of Information,"
subsection 144a would apply to the Secretary's implementation of agreements for cooperation; subsection 145b, with respect to
security investigations and clearances, would
apply to Department employees and others
for whom access to Restricted Data is required, but the Commission would retain the
security clearance function; and the Department would be subject to the limitation in
subsection 146b with respect to controlling
or restricting dissemination of information
(subsection (j)). No responsibillties or authority under the remaining provisions of
chapter 12 relating to policy, classification
and declassification of Restricted Data, Department of Defense participation, international cooperation, and restrictions, are transferred to the Secretary.
10. Numerous listed sections and subsections of chapter 14, "General Authority,"
which have provided the Commission wit}:l
needed or desirable authority and flexibility,
or imposed certain llmltations on authority,
are made applicable to the transferred programs and activities (subsection (k)). Some
of these are general in nature, e.g., advisory
boards, subpoena power, appointment and
compensation of employees, acquisition and
disposition of property, carrying of firearms,
issuance of rules and regulations, granting
of easements, sale of utility and other services, Presidential contract exemption authority, proscribed contract practices, Comptroller General audit, and payments in lieu
.of taxes. others are more directly keyed,
though not exclusively so, to the transferred
programs and functions. Those include the
authority to contract to provide certain processing, fabricating, separating and refining
services to licensees and to sell materials to
them (subsection 161m of the Act); perform similar services in implementation of
agreements for cooperation
(subsection
161t); enter into long-term contracts for acquisition of reactor or reactor-related services, or for other materials or services under
_certain stated conditions (subsection 161u};
enter into long-term contracts to produce
or enrich special nuclear material for licensees, or in implementation of agreements
for cooperation, under certain stated conditions (subsection 161 v); enter into long-term
power contracts for the Dak Ridge, Paducah
and Portsmouth installations (sec. 164);
settle claims for damages resulting from
detonation, explosion, or radiation produced
in a program involving detonation of an explosive device (sec. 167}; and enter into
~agreements of indemnification with certain
types of contractors covering risk of public
liability for a substantial nuclear incident

·-
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(sec. 170). It is intended that the Department's policies and procedures with respect
to agreements for indemnification shall be
consistent with those followed by the Commission with respect to its contractors. The
"no subsidy" requirement of section 169 with
respect to Commission-licensed facUlties is
applicable to the Department. It should also
be noted that the statutory committees-the
General Advisory Committee, the Military
Liaison Commitltee, and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards-will be available for consultation by the Department, although the appointment of members and administrative support will remain as heretofore. A continuing close and effective relationship between the Department and the
Commission is required and expected on the
many m81tters of mutual concern that will
evolve in carrying out their respective !unctions.
11. In chapter 15, the provisions (sees. 171,
172, 174) relating to just compensation for
property acquired, condemnation of real
property, and Attorney General approval of
title (subsection (l)).
12. In chapter 17, "Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy," the provisions of section
202 relating to Joint Committee oversight
of the Commission and the Commission's responsib111ty~ to the Joint Committee (subsection (m) ) .
13. In chapter 18, "Enforcement," the provisions of sections 229 and 230, relating to
trespass upon and photographing, etc., of
Commission installations, modified to make
them applicable to Department installations
used ln carrying out the transferred programs and activities (subsection (n)).
14. In chapter 19, "Miscellaneous," the
provisions of section 251 with respect to reports to Congress, and section 261 requiring
prior legislative authorization for appropriations and waiver of use charges and containing other provisions relating to appropriations (subsection (o)).
Section 308 provides that no AEC license
(which would otherwise be required by the
Atomic Energy Act) shall be required for the
conduct by the Secretary or by persons under
contract with and for the account of the
Secretary, of the transferred programs and
functions, thus paralleling the exemption
now existing for AEC and certain contractors with respect to those programs and
functions. However, the Secretary is required,
with the advice and concurrence of the Commission, to establish standards and procedures for radiological protection of the public health and safety that are consistent with
those established by the Commission to govern its own activities. The Secretary is also
required, in the conduct of the transferred
programs and activities, to establish standards and procedures for the safeguarding of
the common defense and security that have
the concurrence of the Commission and are
consistent with those established by the
Commission to govern its own activities. It
ls intended that the Commission's functions
With respect to radiological public health
and safety and the common defense and security not be diffused.
Section 309 provides that with respect to
the transferred programs and activities the
Secretary shall have all the Oom.mission's
rights, powers and duties under section 152
of the Atomic Energy Act in the case of inventions useful in the production or utilization of special nuclear material or atomic
energy, made in the course of or under any
contract, subcontract, or arrangement entered into with or for the benefit of the Secretary, to the same extent as if entered into
With or for the benefit of the Commission.
The present authority of the Commission
with respect to inventions relating to atomic
weapons and filing of reports (sec. 151 of the
Atomic Energy Act), compulsory patent licensing (sec. 153), and compensation,
awards, 8Alld royalties will remain with the
Commission. It is expected that AEC inven-

tion review capab111ties will be utilized to
the maximum extent and that the patent
policies and procedures of the Department
with respect to the transferred programs and
activities wlll be established and administered in close coordination with the Commiss1on.
Section 310 provides that the Commissioned Officer Corps of NOAA shall become
the Commissioned Officer Corps of the
Oceanic, Atmospheric and Earth Sciences
Administration of the Department <>f Natural
Resources. This Corps was established by
statute in 1917, as a special personnel system
in the Coast and Geodetic Survey, to satisfy
the need for the close defense relationship
and because of the mobile and short-fuse
nature of assignments. It has been continued
in the Environmental Sciences Services Administration and more recently in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The Commissioned Officer Corps is one
of the seven branches of the uniformed services of the United States. Officers are available and utilized in a broad range of assignments throughout NOAA. Service aboard
NOAA's oceanographic fleet is a common and
principal factor in the officer's service. Approximately one-third of service career is
spent assigned to such vessels.
The provisions relating to the appointment
of Corps officers to policy positions in
OAESA are the same as those provided in
Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1970 for appointment to policy positions in NOAA except that the requirement for Presidential
appointment to such positioru; has been
omitted in keeping with the provisions of
subsection 202(e) of the Act.
TITLE IV-DEFINITIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PROVISIONS
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other organizational units or components
expressly estabMshed within the Department
by this or any future Act or Reorga.nlzation
Plan, such as the Commissioned Officer Corps
of OAESA established by section 310 of this
Act. (This authority is quite similar to tha.t
now applicable with respect to the Department of Housing and Urban Development
and the Department of Justice. See also sec.
203(b) (8), NASA Act, 72 Stat. 430).
Section 404 authorizes the Secretary to establish, alter, or discontinue and to ma.lnta.in such State, regional district, local, or
other field offices as he may deem necessary
or appropriate to the performance of his
functions. This will expressly permit the Secretary to design and establish the best field
office system he can devise to assure effective
expeditions, and responsive implementation
Of the Department's programs. It would also
permit him to alter or discontinue that system and establish another system if experience or changed conditions indicate the advisability of such a change.
Section 405is a standard provision authorizing the Secretary, subject to the civil service and classification laws, to select, appoint,
employ, and fix the salaries Of such officers
and employees, including attorneys, as are
necessary to the performance of his functions. (see sec. 7 (c) , DHUD Act, 79 Stat.
667).
Section 406 authorizes the Secretary to obtain the services of experts and consultants
at rates not to exceed those prescribed for
GB-18 of the General Schedule. (See sec.
7 (e) of the DHUD Act as amended by sec.
906 of the Housing and Urban Development
Act Of 1970, P.L. 91-609).
Section 407 is a standard provision au_thorizlng the Secretary to appoint advisory committees to consult with and advise him with
respect to the performance of his functions.
(See sec. 7 (e) of the DHUD Aot, as amended
by sec. 905, P.L. 91-609; sec. 9(o) of DOT
Act, 80 Stat. 944).
Section 408 authorizes the appointment,
detail, or assignment of members of the
Coast Guard, the Commissioned Officer Corps
of OAESA, or the Regular or Reserve Commissioned Corps Of the Public Health Service
to any position in the Department that is not
required to be filled by an officer whose appointment is required to be confirmed by the
Senate.
Subsection (b) permits members of the
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps to
be detailed for service in the Department
under agreements between the Secretary and
Secretaries of the Military Departments.
Subsection (c) provides that the status,
office, rank, or grade of persons who are appointed, assigned, or detailed to the Department pursuant to this section shall not
be adversely affected by service under this
section. (See sec. 9 (d) ( 1) , DOT Act, 80 Stat.

Section 401. Subsection (a) defines "function", "functions", "perform" and "performance" in order to avoid repetitious references
to such terms as duties, obligations, powers,
authorities, responsibil1ties, rights, privileges, and activities, and the exercise thereof.
Subsection (b) provides that references in
the Act t<> provisions of law shall be deemed
to include, as appropriate, reference thereto
as now and hereafter amended or supplemented. This avoids repetitious uses of "as
amended" or "as supplemented." It also recognizes that statutory authorities subject
to transfer under this legislation may be
amended or supplemented by other legislation while this legislation is under consideration or after this legislation is enacted
but before it becomes effective. This provision would avoid any issue as to whether
statutory authorities transferred by this Act
are transferred in their amended forms, and
will obviate the need for last minute conforming adjustments in this or any other
legislation during final stages of the legislative process.
944).
Section 402 authorizes the Secretary to
Section 409 authorizes payment of transprescribe such policies, standards, criteria,
procedures, rules, and regulations as he may portation expenses and per diem to temdeem to be necessary or appropriate to per- porary or seasonal employees from the place
form functions now or hereafter vested in of their recruitment to the place of their
him. (See sec. 203(b) (1), NASA Act; OEO duty and while at the place of such duty.
Act, 42 U.S.C. 2942 (n); sec. 9 (e), DOT Act, Such expenses would be paid in accordance
80 Stat. 944; sec. 7(d), DHUD Act, 79 Stat. with chapter 57 of title 5 of the United States
Code which relates to similar payments to
667.)
other Government employees for official
Section 403. Subsection (a) authorizes the
(See 7 U.S.C. 2229).
Secretary to delegate any of his functions to travel.
410 authorizes the Secretary to ensuch officers and employees of the Depart- terSection
into contracts and agreements, including
ment as he may designate and to authorize grant
with public agencies and
successive redelegations of those functions. privateagreements,
organizations and persons. It au(See sec. 7(d) of DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667; thorizes payments ln lump sum or by insec. 9(e) of DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944).
advance or by way of reSubsection (b) authorizes the secretary stallments or in
It also authorizes the Secreto establish and modify the internal organi- imbursement.
tary to take such steps as he may deem neczation of the department by creating, alter- essary
or appropriate to perform his funeing, and discontinuing such organiza.tional tlons.
(See sec. 203(b) (5), NASA Act, 72
units and components as he may, from time Stat. 426).
-to time, deem necessary or appropriate to
Section 411 81Uthorizes the Secretary to acthe performance of any of his functions. quire facilities required for the maintenance
However, the Secretary would not be au- and operation of laboratories, research, and
thorized to abolish the "Administrations" testing sites and facilities, quarters, and recreated by section 202(c) of the Act, or any lated accommodations for employees and
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their dependents and such other special purpose real property as the Secretary deems
necessary. Such special purpose facilities and
real property could be acquired by purchase,
lease, condemnation, or otherwise. General
purpose facillties and real property could be
acquired through the General Services Administration. The title to all property acquired pursuant to this section would be in
the United States rather than in the Secretary or the Department (See sec. 203(b) (3),
NASA Act, 72 Stat. 426) .
Section 412 authorizes the Secretary to
provide, construct, or maintain, as necessary
and when otherwise unavailable, certain facilities and services for employees and their
dependents at remote locations. Included
would be emergency medical services and
supplies; food and subsistence supplies;
messing facilities; audio-visual equipment,
accessories, and supplies for recreation and
training; living and working quarters and
facilities; and transportation for school age
dependents to the nearest appropriate educational facilities. Reimbursement would be
required for the medical treatment and for
services and supplies so furnished to employees and their dependents. Charges for
these services, or any other services under
this Act to private persons or organizations,
would be determined in accordance with uniform policies, standards, and procedures prescribed by the Office of Budget and Management and with 31 U.S.C. 483a and 5 U.S.C.
.5911. (See sec 9(1), DOT Act, 80 Stat 946, and
15 u.s.c. 1514).
Section 413 would authorize the Secretary
to permit concessionaires to provide services
-on property under the jurisdiction of the
Secretary. COncession agreements under this
section would have to be in conformity with
standards prescribed in regulations issued by
the President. (See 16 U.S.C. 2Q-20g, 580d).
Section 414 authorizes the Secretary to
acquire copyrights and patents, interests
therein and licenses thereunder, whenever
such acquisitions are necessary or appropriate to the performance of his functions. (See
10 u.s.c. 2386).
Section 415 authorizes the Secretary to engage in such basic and applied research and
disseminate technology as he may deem necessary to carry out functions entrusted to
him. (See title V, Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970, PL. 91-609; sec. 9(q),
DOT Act, 80 Stat. 947).
Section 416 authorizes the Secretary, within his own discretion or at the request of
any persons, firms, organizations, or others,
public and private, to make special studies
concerning matters within his jurisdiction;
to prepare from the records of the Department special compilations, lists, bulletins, or
reports; to furnish transcripts or copies of
those studies, compilations, and other records; to furnish copies of charts, maps, or
photographs; and to provide services incident to the conduct of the regular work of
the Department. For example, the Department may have a specialized piece of equipment, or persons with specialized knowledge,
not available elsewhere and, in appropriate
cases, the Secretary would be authorized to
make those services available to private persons and to public and private agencies and
organizations. This section also authorizes
the Secretary to undertake joint projects
with nonprofit organizations, research organizations, and public agencies and organizations involving matters of mutual interest and to share the costs thereof. As noted
with respect to section 142, charges to private persons and organizations under this
Act would be determined in accordance with
user standards, charges policies, and procedures prescribed by the Office of Management
and Budget and 31 U.S.C. 483a. (See PL. 91412-Department of Commerce) .
Section 417 authorizes the Secretary to
make provisions for the printing and distribution of reports and other documents

with respect to matters under his jurisdiction.
Section 418 authorizes the Secretary to accept, hold, administer, and utilize gifts and
bequests. (See sec. 905(k) of Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970, P.L. 91-609;
sec. 9 (m), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 946).
Section 419 authorizes the Secretary to
prescribe a seal for the Department. (See
sec. 7(g) of DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667).
Section 420 authorizes the establishment
of a working capital fund to defray necessary expenses arising out of the maintenance and operation of such common administrative services as the Secretary shall
find to be desirable in the interest of economy and efficiency. (See sec. 9 (j) , DOT Act,
80 Stat. 945; sec. 7 (b) , DHUD Act, 79 Stat.
667; and 43 U.S.C. 1467, Interior Department).
Section 421 is a technical provision. In
certain cases authority under a portion of
an Act is transferred to the Secretary by
this Act while responsib1lity for other provisions of the same Act will be retained by
the transferring agency. This provision is
designed );o permit the Secretary to exercise powers vested by the general provisions of any such Act without divesting the
transferring agency of authority to exercise
those powers with respect to the functions
retained by that agency.
Section 422 is designed to make it clear
that authority expressly provided by this
Act is in addition to and not in substitution for any authority that may have existed prior to the effective date of this Act
and is transferred by this Act.
Section 423 requires an annual report to
the Congress on the activities of the Department concerning activities during the
preceding fiscal year, a statement of goals,
and an assessment of progress.
Section 424 authorizes the Secretary,
when authorized in an appropriation act,
to transfer funds from one appropriation
to another so long as such transfers do not
increase or decrease an appropriation by
more than five per cent. This does not permit such transfers unless they are authorized in an appropriation act.
Section 425 authorizes the establishment
of service funds for each Administration.
These funds would be used to defray the
initial costs of reimbursable services provided to other departments and agencies
or to persons, agencies, or organizations outside the government.
Section 426 authorizes the appropriation
of funds without fiscal year limitation.
The amount of such "no year" funds would
be prescribed in appropriation acts.
Section 427 directs the Secretary from
time to time to prepare and publish compilations of laws and treaties applicable to
the various program areas of the Department as he deems to be in the public interest.
TITLE V-TRANSITIONAL AND CONFORMING
PROVISIONS

Section 501 provides that whenever all of
the functions o! a department, agency, or
other body, or o! any component thereof
have been transferred, whether by this Act,
or by a combination of Acts, Reorganization Plans, etc., the department, agency,
etc., shall lapse. This, in effect, discontinues organization structures when they
no longer have !unctions to perform. It applies only when all of the !unctions of the
agency or component have been transferred
to the Secretary. Thus it would not apply,
for example, to the Corps o! Engineers,
whose Inilitary functions and construction
and other activities continue; nor would it
apply to the Economic Research Service or
the Agricultural Research Service, unless
the remaining functions of these Department of Agriculture agencies are transferred
to another department under the reorganization program. The section also provides
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that all Executive Schedule offices and positions in a department or agency that lapses
under the first sentence of the section shall
also lapse.
Section 502 repeals the section of the Flood
Control Act of 1970 which established the
position of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Civil Works, as this statutory office
is not covered by section 501.
Section 503 substitutes the Department of
Natural Resources for the Department of the
Interior in the definition of "Executive Department" in title 5 of the United States
Code.
Section 504 substitutes the Secretary of
Nature! Resources for the Secretary of the
Interior in section 19 (d) of title 3 of the
United States Code relating to presidential
succession.
Section 505 substitutes the Secretary of
Natural Resources for the Secretary of the
Interior in Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1970
relating to membership on the Domestic
Council.
Section 506 authorizes the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget to make
such additional incidental dispositions
of functions, positions, personnel positions,
assets, liabilities, contracts, property records, appropriations, etc., as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose
of the Act. This is a standard provision in Reorganization plans involving interagency transfer of functions.
TITLE VI-SAVINGS PROVISIONS

Section 601 is a savings clause that con-

tinues the effectiveness of all existing orders,
determinations, rules, regulations, permits,
contracts, certificates, licenses, and privileges
affected by the Act, until such time as they
are otherwise modified or replaced by appropriate authority or otherwise expire. This
avoids any inadvertent lapsing or impairment
of essential Executive orders, directives, documents, and obligations, and will afford the
President and the Secretary sufficient time to
deal with these matters in an orderly
fashion.
Section 602 is another savings clause that
preserves and continues legal proceedings in
being on the effective date of the Act. Such
proceedings would, in effect, be continued,
modified, or terminated as if the Act had
never been enacted.
Section 603 is a technical provision. It provides that with respect to functions transferred by the Act, references in laws (including Reorganization Plans) to other officials
shall be deemed to be a reference to
the Secretary.
Section 604 is a technical provision. A number of the functions that are transferred by
this Act are functions that are vested in the
President but were delegated to a transferring
agency on the effective date of this Act. Under the terms of the Act those functions are
transferred to the Secretary. This section is
designed to assure that those administrative
delegations of functions by the President do
not take on a statutory character that would
impair the President's authority to modify,
terminate, or transfer these delegated functions in the future.
TITLE VII-SEPARABILITY

_Section 701is a standard separability clause

that avoids the invalidation of the whole
Act if a single provision is found to be invalid.
TITLE VIII-EFFECTIVE DATE AND INTERIM APPOINTMENTS

Section 801 provides that the Act shall become effective 120 days after the Secretary is
appointed, or on such earlier date as the President may prescribe and publish in the Federal Register. This will give the President time
to select, nominate, and appoint the Secretary, and will allow the Secretary sufficient
t ime to arrange and organize the new Department and prepare such rules, regulations.

.
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orders, etc., as may be necessary for a smooth
transition.
THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN
RESOURCES
Fiscal year 1971
Employment
(full-time,
permanent)
From the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare :
Food and Drug Administration __
Health Services Mental Health __
Deduct Bureau, Occupational
Health and Safety ____ _______
National Institutes of Health. __
Environmental Health Service __
Social Security Administration._
Office of Education (except
public library construction
grants, to be in DCD) ________
Social and Rehabilitation
Services _____ __----- __ ----Special Institutions ___________
Office of the Secretary ___ ______
(Construction included
above) _____ ------ - ------

Budget
outlays (in
millions)

4, 551
25,234

$82.5
1, 582.3

-514
11, 244
955
51,652

-13.0
1, 553.5
50.4
2, 841.1

2,892

4,470. 3

1, 865
0
4,505

10,640. 4
67. 7
8.5

(500)

(819. 0)

Subtotal, Federal funds ______
Social Security trust funds ___
Receipts and intergovernmental deducts ___________

102,384
0

Subtotal. _______________ ---

102,384

61,915.4

From the Office of Economic Opportunity:
Alcoholism, family planning, drug
rehabilitation _________ ------Migrants. ___ _____ ----- ____ ----Nutrition (phasing out) __________

39
47
22

34.9
37. 0
28.8

21. 323.7
43, 181.0
-2,589.3

SubtotaL ____ --------------

108

100.7

From the Department of Labor:
Man~ower Administration ________
Emp oyment Service ____________
Women's Bureau _______________
UCFEX. ________ -- -- - ---------U.l. benefits and administration •••
Overhead. ____________ ----_----

4, 595
0
75
0
0
492

1, 600.9
374.5
1.2
319.4
5, 589.9
8.1

SubtotaL __ ------------------

5, 162

7, 894.0

1, 933

1, 906.8

60

139.3

39

1.0

225
2,170
9,2og
326

4.0
2, 220.1
131.8
0
5.8

11,960

2, 362.7

From the Railroad Retirement
Board . ____ -- _____ --- - - - -- - ---From the Department of Housing
and Urban Development: College
housing _______ ----------- - ----From the Department of Agriculture:
Economic Research Service _______
Agriculture Research Service
(Human nutrition and consumer research programs) _____
Food and Nutrition Service _______
Meat and Poultry Inspection _____
Egg Products Inspection _________
Overhead . --------- - - ---- -----SubtotaL _________ __------_
From the Department of Commerce : flammable fabrics ________
President's Committee on the
Handicapped •• ----------------Grand totaL _______________

33

•9

37

.7

121,677

74,320.5

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
SUMMARY

Introduction: The President's Departmen-

tal Reorganization Program proposes the
creation of a Department a! Human Resources, which will contain those programs
directed at the development and well-being
C1f individuals and families. Included in the
Department will be the programs presently
administered by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the manpower programs from the Department of Labor; health,
drug abuse and migrant programs from the
Office a! Economic Opportunity; food distribution, Inspection and research programs
!rom the Department of Agriculture, and
the college housing program from the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
The mission of the new Department will
be achieved through a partnership of the
Federal Government with State and local

governments, public and private institutions
and individuals. Its functions will be: assisting in the enhancement of intellectual
growth and development; maintaining and
improving the skills of individuals through
training; maintaining and improving physical and mental health; extending opportunities for participation 0'! all individuals in
the Nation's labor force; protecting the quality, purity, and safety of foods, medicines,
and other consumer products; assuring basic
income security for those withdrawn from
the work force, their survivors, and dependents, and for those who cannot provide for
themselves; providing basic social services
to individuals and families unable to meet
basic needs for themselves, and providing
for those who have not been able to compete in and participate fully as citizens in a
free society.
To accomplish these functions, the Department will make grants, conduct and support
research and studies, provide technical assistance and administer direct Federal services.
Problems with Present Organization: The
present structure does not permit development of a unified system of programs and
services to individuals. Programs are split
among several Departments, and often overlap or result in fragmented approaches to
problem solving. This has frequently led to
confusion on the part of both recipients and
State and local officials who must deliver the
services.
For examples: A community mobilizes to
assist migrant families in overcoming serious health, nutritional educational and
social problems. The community seeks Federal aid to supplement its local and State
resources. It finds that the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare has &eparately administered health and education programs; that the Office of Economic Opportunity operates a broad migrant service program and finances a. migrant Head Start
program whose operation has been delegated to Health, Education and Welfare; and
the Department of Labor registers migrant
crew leaders, provides for guarantees of
safety and insurance coverage and arranges
an anual sequence of work opportunities.
Present organizations along prO'!essional
program lines makes it difficult for existing
agencies to identify and serve the broad
public interest. Past efforts to decentralize
program responsibility to the field and to
improve responsiveness to local and regional needs have met resistance. In 1967, for
example, a Federal agency indtJiated decentralization of one of the major programs to
the field. Positions were transferred to
Regional Offices and people hired to fill them.
The effort was reversed by an organization
of professional interest groups who opposed
the decentralization.
One of the most serious problems is that
accountability for effective program performance is difficult to establish because
authority and res.ponsibllity are split between and within Departments. The Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) is
an example of this problem:
Under that program, the Department of
Labor enters into "prime" contracts with
local governments and community action
agencies to provide a comprehensive program of manpower services in ghetto areas.
These services include institutional training components which are approved and
funded separately. The Office of Education
approves and funds these projects through
State vocational agencies using funds appropriated to the Department of Labor
and transferred to Health, Eduoatdon and
Welfare. If the State Vocational agency is
unwilling to approve the institutional training, the CEP is left with no capacity to provide an essential training component of its
program.
In such a case, program accountabllity iS
impossible to establish.

The proposed reorganization will directly address these problems by:
Linking programs with similar objectives.
such as training and welfare, education and
health, in a single Department.
Providing the new Department with a
comprehensive, national purpose which will
strengthen the ability of the Government
to serve the broad public interest.
Providing strong, department-wide policy
and management machinery and a small
number of administrative units.
Providing that decision-making affecting
states and legal communities will occur in
the field, rather than in Washington.
Organization and management of the new
Department:

The Department of Human Resources will
provide a single, integrated focus for meeting the Federal responsibility to and for
individuals. Its programs will be operated
through three Administrations, headed by
Administrators, appointed by the President,
with senate confirmation, as follows:
Income

Security Administration.-Func-

tions of this Administration will be to administer the systems of contributory social
insurance authorized under the Social security Act, and other social insurance programs such as railroad retirements and unemployment insurance. It will also provide
benefits for the poor and near-poor through
public assistance, food stamp, and medicaid
programs and, upon enactment, the Family
Assistance and Family Health Insurance
plans.
.
Health Administration.-Functions of thiS
Administration will be to improve the health
care delivery system, to develop new means
of preventing and curing illness, protect individuals from possible health hazards and
insure the adequate provision of health
personnel.
Human

Development

Administration.-

This Administration will combine existing
education, manpower, and social services programs. Its function will be to insure quality
basic education, to aid school systems in
achieving desegregation and preventing racial isolation; to improve higher education
and insure its accessibility, to provide occupational training, support for apprenticeship, work experience and employment to individuals and services designed to place
workers in employment, and to assist States
and communities in providing adequate services to individuals and families to overcome
problems.
Within the Administrations, support will
be provided to permit each Administrator to
perform adequate policy planning, evaluation, and management functions for the programs which he will operate .
Management of the new department

Departmental Management functions w1ll
be carried out by the secretary, Deputy Secretary, two Under secretaries and such additional Assistant Secretaries and staff as the
Secretary considers necessary to permit him
to manage the Department effectively. The
Secretary will concern himself primarily with
the priorities and strategy for the Department, with its overall per"formance and with
serving as its spokesman to the President, the
Congress and the Public. The Deputy secretary will assist the Secretary in carrying out
his responsibil1ties and will act in the secretary's absence. He will concentrat.e his.
primary attention on overseeing the opera-.
tions and management of the Department.
All executive management staff w1ll have
cross-cutting, department-wide responsibilties assigned to them by the secretary. Sucb
responsib1lities for the Under Secretaries
may include policy and managerial and
evaluation and field operations. Responsibilities of the Assistant secretaries may include planning and analysis, congressional
relations, fiscal management, and human
rights.
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Field organizaticnt

Itegional o1llc~. which conform to the ten
!;tandardized Federal regions, wm be headed
by Regional Directors, appointed by the Sec.reta.ry. Programs which can reasonably be
decentralized for decision-making, such a.s
nl.anpower programs, college housing, and
family planning, will be operated under the
direction of the Regional Director. In general, these will be grants-in-aid to States,
localities and institutions. Policy and program guidance will issue from the Administrators to the Regional Director who will
manage their operation through his program
staff.
Certain other programs, such as Social
Security, will have staff housed in the Regional Offices, but the Regional Director will
act in a coordinative capacity with those
programs as they have particular impact in
his Region. Research programs will be centrally administered by the Headquarters office and the relationship of the Regional
Director will be incidental, based entirely on
any regional implications which those programs may develop.
Regional Directors will be provided with
adequate resources to carry out performance
evaluations, planning, management, and to
represent the Secretary as the chief Department official in the field.
Budget and manpower

Based on outlays for fiscal year 1971, the
new Department would have a. 1971 budget of
$74.3 billion in budget authority, with 121,679 permanent employees. This includes
$50.7 blllion in budget authority for the
Social Security, Railroad Retirement, and
Unemployment Insurance trust funds.
Program continuity

In forming the new Department, consideration has been given to existing organizational
units and to individuals presently employed
in those units. As the new Department takes
'form, care will be taken to preserve program
continuity and to assure effectiveness in
meeting current needs. Savings clauses and
hiring policies based on attrition w1ll preserve the rights of those presently employed.
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES ACT
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Tltle I

Declaration of Polley
Section 1. Provides that this Act may be
cited as the Department of Human Resources
Act.
Section 101 (a). Declares that the general
welfare of the Nation requires the continuing effort by the Federal Government to
promote personal and family well-being of all
its citizens. The section also declares that
the responsib111ty for developing the means
by which individuals can meet their needs
and develop their potential and by which
society can meet its common goals is shared
by the Federal Government with State and
local governments, public and private institutions, and individuals.
·
Section 101 (b). Declares that Congress
finds it necessary to establish a Department
of Human Resources in order to assure the
responsible development and administration
of coordinated programs to meet the Federal Government's responsibility set out in
the preceding subsection. The Department
would bring together those activities of the
Federal Government which bear most directly on individual and family well-being.
Section 101 (c). Sets forth, in general terms,
the functions of the Department.
Title II

Establishment of Department
Section 201. Establishes the Department of
Human Resources, provides for the appointment of a. Secretary of Human Resources who
shall head that Department, and provides

that the Secretary shall be compensated at
the rate prescribed for offices and positions
at Level I of the Executive Schedule.
Section 202(a). Provide for the appointment of a Deputy Secretary of Human Resources (Level II) .
Section 202(b). Provides for the appointment of two Under Secretaries (Level III).
Section 202(c). Esta;blishes within the Department three administrations-Health,
Human Development, and Income Security--each headed by an a.dmlnlstrator (Level
III).
Section 202(d). Provides for the appointment of four · Assistant Secretaries and a
General Counsel (Level IV) . Appointments
for positions designtaed in (a.) through (d)
are to be made by the President by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Section 202(e). Authorizes the Secretary to
appoint not more than 41 additional officers
at Level IV or Level Vof the Executive Schedule, as specified by the Secretary. (See section 102(c) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1970 (OMB)).
Section 202 (/) • Provides that officers appointed pursuant to section 202 shall perform such functions as the Secretary may
prescribe from time to time.
Section 203. Provide that the Deputy Secretary shall a.ct for and perform the functions of the Secretary during the absence
or disa.b111ty of the Secretary or during a
vacancy in the Office of the Secretary. In the
event of the concurrent absence or disability of the Deputy Secretary or vacancy in
the Office of the Deputy Secretary, an Under
Secretary, Administrator, Assistant Secretary, or the General Counsel would be authorized to act for and perform the duties of
the Secretary in accordance with such order
of succession as the Secretary shall prescribe.
Title III

Transfers
Section 301 (a). Transfers all the functions
of the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, the Department of Heatlh, Education, and Welfare, or any officer or component of that Department to the Secretary of Human Resources unless such function is speci!lcally excluded from the transfer by another provision of the Act. The exclusions are enumerated in section 302(i).
Section 301 (b). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the Secretary of Agriculture, the Department of Agriculture, or any
officer or component of that Department
contained in the enumerated statutes, except the authority to declare certain foods
as being in abundance. The functions included under this subsection are those now
performed by the Food and Nutrition Service, those food inspection programs performed by the Consumer and Marketing
Service, those research functions performed
by the Agriculture Research Service relatdng
to consumer and food economics, human
nutrition, and human resources, and those
functions relating to the distribution and
donation of food commodities under the
statutes enumerated in paragraph (3) .
Section 301 (c). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the Secretary of Labor,
the Department of Labor, or any officer or
component of that Department contained
in the enumerated statutes and executive
orders. The functions included under this
subsection are those now performed by the
Unemployment Insurance Service, Bureau
of Employees Compensation (except those
programs regarding Federal employees) , the
Employees Compensation Appeals Board, the
U.S. Training and Employment Service, the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, the
Job Corps, and the Women's Bureau. The
programs under the Bureau of Employees
Compensation with respect to Federal employees, as well as functions relating to safety
programs involving civ111an employees of the
Federal government, are transferred to the
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Civil Service Commission by this subsection.
Section 301 (d). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the Secretary of Commerce, the Department of Commerce, or any
officer or component of that Department required to carry out the provisions of the
Flammable Fabrics Act and the Refrigerator
Door Latch Safety Program.
Section 301 (e). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, or any
officer or component of that Department
necessary to carry out the college housing
program.
Section 301 (f). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity or any officer
or component of that Office contained in the
enumerated statutes. The functions included
in this subsection are those necessary to
carry out the migrant, emergency food and
medical services, drug rehabilitation, health
(except experimental health), nutrition,
manpower training and development, Headstart and Follow-Through, and famUly planning, and alcoholic counselling and recovery
programs.
Section 301(g). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the Railroad Retirement
Board, establishes the Board 1n the Department and requires that the Secretary carry
out the judicial and quasi-judicial functions
transferred to the Secretary through the
Board.
Section 301 (h). Transfers to the Secretary
all the functions of the President's committee on Employment of the Handicapped.
Section 301 (i). Excludes from the transfers in subsection (a] of section 301 the
functions of the Commissioner of Education
regarding grants for the construction of public libraries and the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare under the Occupational Safety and Heruth Act of 1970.
Section 301 (j) . Transfers functions of the
hearing examiners of existing Departments to
hearing examiners of the new Department.
Section 302. Terminates the requirement
for the Secretary to consult with himself
when the functions of two or more ofltcia.Is
required to consult have all been transferred
to him.
Section 303. Preserves existing trust funds
while transferring those functions relating
to their administration to the Secretary. Because of the consolidation of two board members (the Secretaries of Health, Education,
and Welfare and Labor) into one, the President is authorized to appoint a. third member. (The Secretary of the Treasury is the
other member.) Authority to appoint a Secretary is also provided because the functions
of the present Secretary are transferred to
the Secretary by section 301 (a).
Section 304. Transfers to the Department
the commissioned corps of the Public Health
Service and assures that no member's rank,
grade, or title will be affected because of
the transfer.
Section 305. Provides that personnel, personnel positions, assets, liabilities, contracts,
records, and unexpended balances of appropriations, authorizations, allocations, and
other funds relating to functions transferred
to the Secretary shall follow those functions
and be transferred to the Secretary. Appropriations so transferred will be accounted for
in accordance with the provisions of section
202 of the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 581c) under
~hich transfers of this type normally are
made. To the extent that additional incidental adjustments may be needed to accompUsh the intent of the Act, section 507
of the Act authorizes the Director of the Of:.
flee of Management and Budget to make those
adjustments. Personnel positions expressly
created by statute or Reorganization Plan,
personnel occupying those positions on the
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effective date of the Act, and personnel authorized to receive compensation at one of
the rates prescribed by the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5312-5316) would not be transferred to the new Department by the Act.
Those personnel positions lapse. Persons
under the Executive Schedule may be employed by the Department, without loss of
pay, under section 307 of the Act.
Section 306. Provides that non-temporary
personnel, other than personnel entitled to
compensation under the Executive Schedule
(Level I to V) , shall not be separated or reduced in grade or compensation, as a result
of the establishment of the new Department,
!or one year after being transferred to the
new Department pursuant to section 305 of
the Act. This provision is designed to preclude reductions in force solely as a result
of the enactment of this Act for one year
after the new Department becomes operational. However, this provision would not
preclude the separation or reduction in grade
or compensation of any such personnel under the same circumstances that such adverse
action could have been taken if this Act had
not been enacted-for example, separation
for cause of removal from a Schedule C position. (See section 9(h}, DOT Act, 80 Stat.
944.)
Section 307. Persons entitled to compensation under the Executive Schedule (Level
I to V) may, under section 307, be employed
by the new Department and if that employment is without break in service and if the
duties of the new position are comparable
to the duties performed immediately preceding the new appointment, he will be entitled to receive compensation at a rate not
less than he received in his previous position
for the duration of his service in the new
position. (See section 9(i}, DOT Act.)
Title IV

Definitions and Administrative Provisions
Section 401 (a). Defines "!unction", "!unctions", "perform" and "performance" in order to avoid repetitious references to such
terms as duties, obligations, powers, authorities, responsib111ties, rights, privileges, and
activities, and the exercise thereof.
Section 401 (b). Provides that references in
the Act to provisions of law shall be deemed
to include, as appropriate, reference thereto
now and hereafter amended or supplemented.
This avoids repetitious uses of "as amended"
or "as supplemented." It also recognizes that
statutory authorities subject to transfer under this legislation may be amended or supplemented by other legislation while this
legislation is under consideration or after
this legislation is enacted but before it becomes effective. This provision would avoid
any issue as to whether statutory authorities
transferred by this Act are transferred in
their amended forms, and will obviate the
need for last minute conforming adjustments
in this or any other legislation during final
stages of the legislative process.
Section 402 (a). Authorizes the Secretary
to prescribe such pol1cies, standards, criteria, procedures, rules, and regulations as
he may deem to be necessary or appropriate to
peform functions now or hereafter vested in
him. (See section 203(b) (1), NASA Act, 72
Stat. 426; OEO Act. 42 U.S.C. 2942(n); section
9 (e) ( 1) , 80 Stat. 944, DOT Act; section 7 (d),
79 Stat. 667, DHUD Act.)
Section 402(b). Requ1res the Secretary to
evaluate programs and plan poUcy.
Section 403(a). Authorizes the Secretary
to delegate any of his functions to such officers and employees of the Department as he
may designate and to authorize successive
redelegations of those functions. (See section 7(d) of DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667; section
9(e) of DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944).
Section 403(b). Authorizes the Secretary
to modify the internal organization of the
department by creating, altering, renaming,
and discontinuing such organizational units

and components as he may, from time to
time, deem necessary or appropriate to the
performance of any of his !unctions. However, the Secretary would not be authorized
to abolish the administrations created by
section 202 (c) of the Act, the Regular or
Reserve Corps expressly transferred by section 304 of the Act, or any other organizational units or components which Congress
may expressly establish in, or transfer to,
the Department by subsequent legislation or
which may be transferred to the Department by a subsequent Reorganization Plan.
(This authority is quite similar to that now
applicable with respect to the Department
of Housing and Urban Development and the
Department of Justice.) (See also section
203(b) (8), NASA Act, 72 Stat. 430.)
Section 404. Authorizes the Secretary to
establish, alter, or discontinue and to maintain such State, regional, district, local, or
other field offices as he may deem necessary or
appropriate to the performance of his !unctions. This w1ll permit the Secretary to design and establish the best field office system he can devise to assure effective, expeditious, and responsive implementation of
the Department's programs. It would also
permit him to alter or discontinue that system and establish another system if experience or changed conditions indicate the advisibility of such a change.
Section 405. Is a standard provision authorizing the Secretary subject to the Civil
service and classification laws, to select, appoint, employ, and fix the salaries of such
.~meers and employees, including attorneys,
as are necessary to the performance of his
functions. (See section 7(c), DHUD Act, 79
Stat. 667).
_ Section 406. Authorizes the Secretary to
obtain the services of experts and consultants at rates not to exceed those prescribed
for G8-18 of the General Schedule. (See section 7(e) of the DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667, as
amended by section 906 of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970, P.L. 91609).
Section 407. Is a standard provision authorizing the Secretary to appoint advisory
committees to consult with and advise him
with respect to the performance of his functions. (See section 7(e) of the DHUD Act,
79 Stat. 667, as amended by section 905, P.L.
91-609; section 9(o) of the DOT Act, 80 Stat.
944).
Section 408(a). Authorizes the appointment, detail, or assignment of members of the
Coast Guard, the commissioned officer corps
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and the commissioned corps
of the Public Health Service to any position
in the Department that is not required to be
filled by an officer whose appointment is required to be confirmed by the Senate.
Section 408(b). Permits members of the
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps to
be detailed for service in the Department
under agreements between the Secretary and
Secretaries of the Military Departments.
Section 408 (c). Provides that the status,
office, rank, or grade of persons who are appointed, assigned, or detailed to the Department pursuant to this section shall not be
adversely affected by service under this section. (See section 9 (d) (1), DOT Act, 80 Stat.
944).
Section 409. Authorizes payment of transportation expenses and per diem to temporary
or seasonal employees from the place of their
recruitment to the place of their duty and
while at the place of such duty. Such expenses would be paid in accordance with
chapter 57 of title 5 of the United States
Code which relates to similar payments to
other Government employees !or official
travel. (See 7 U.S.C. 2229).
Section 410. Authorizes the Secretary to
enter into contracts and agreements, including grant agreements, with public agencies
and private organizations and persons. It authorizes payments in lump sum or by install-
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ments or in advance or by way of reimbursement. It also authorizes the Secretary to take
such steps as he may deem necessary or appropriate to perform his !unctions. (See
section 203 (b) ( 5) , NASA Act, 72 Stat. 426) •
Section 411. Authorizes the Secretary to
acquire fac111ties required for the maintenance and operation of laboratories, research, and testing sites and facilities, quarters, and related accommodations for employees and their dependents and such other
special purpose real property as the Secretary
deems necessary. Such special purpose fac111ties and real property could be acquired
by purchase, lease, condemnation, or otherwise. General purpose faciUties and real
property could be acquired through the General Services Administration. The title to all
property acquired pursuant to this section
would be in the United States rather than
in the Secretary of the Department. (See
section 203 (b) (3), NASA Act, 72 Stat. 426) .
Section 412. Authorizes the Secretary to
provide, construct, or maintain, as necessary
and when otherwise unavallable, certain facilities and services !or employees and their
dependents at remote locations. Included
would be emergency medical services and
supplies; food and subsistence supplies;
messing !acUities; audio-visual equipment,
accessories, and supplies for recreation and
training; living and working quarters and
faciUties; and transportation !or school age
dependents to the nearest appropriate educational !ac111ties. Reimbursement would be
required for the medical treatment and for
services and supplies so furnished to employees and their dependents. Charges for
these services, or any other services under
this Act to private persons or organizations
would be determined in accordance with
uniform policies, standards, and procedures
prescribed by the Office of Management and
Budget and with 31 U.S.C. 483a. (See section
9(1) DOT Act, 80 Stat. 946, and 15 U.S.C.
1514).
Section 413. Authorizes the Secretary to
permit concessionaires to provide services on
property under the jurisdiction of the Secretary. Concession agreements under this section would have to be in conformity with
standards prescribed in regulations issued
by the President. (See 16 U.S.C. 580d).
Section 414. Authorizes the Secretary to
acquire copyrights and patents, interests
therein and licenses thereunder, whenever
such acquisitions are necessary or wppropriate to the performance of his functions.
(See 10 u.s.c. 2386.)
Section 415(a). Authorizes the Secretary to
engage in basic and applied research and
development and disseminate technology as
he may deem necessary to carry out the functions entrusted to him. (See title V, Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1970, 84 Stat.
1784; section 9(q), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 947.)
Section 415(b). Authorizes the employment of non-citizens in technical and scientific capacities.
Section 416. Authorizes the Secretary, within his own discretion or at the request of
any persons, firms, organizations, or others,
public or private, to make special studies
concerning matters within his jurisdiction;
to prepare from the records of the Department special compilations, lists, bulletins, or
reports; to furnish transcripts or oopies of
those studies, compilations, and other records; to furnish copies of charts, maps, or
photographs; and to provide services incident
to the conduct of ·the regular work of the
Department. For example, the Department
may have a specialized piece of equipment,
or persons with specialized knowledge, not
available elsewhere and, in appropriate cases,
the Secretary would be authorized to make
those services available to private persons
and to public and private agencies J~,nd organizations. This section also authorizes the
Secretary to undertake joint projects with
public and nonprofit private organizations
and agencies involving matters of mutual
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interest and to share the costs of such projects. As noted with respect to section 412,
charges to private persons and organizations
under this Act would be determined in accordance with user standards, charges policies, and procedures prescribed by the Office
of Management and Budget and 31 U.S.C.
483a. (See P.L. 91-412-Dept. of Commerce.)
Section 417. Authorizes the Secretary to
make provisions for the printing and distribution of reports and other documents
with respect to matters under his jurisdiction.
Section 418. Authorizes the Secretary to
accept, hold, administer, and utilize gifts
and bequests. (See section 905(k) of Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1970, P.L.
91-609; section 9(m), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 946.)
Section 419. Authorizes the Secretary to
prescribe a seal for the Department. (See section 7(g) of DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667.)
Section 420. Authorizes the establishment
of a working capital fund to defray necessary
expenses arising out of the maintenance and
operation of such common administrative
services as the Secretary shall find to be desirable in the interest of economy and efficiency. (See section 9(j), DOT Act, 80 Stat.
945; section 7(f), DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667,
P.L. 89-174).
Section 421. Is a technical provision. In
certain cases authority under a portion of an
Act is transferred to the Secretary by this
Act while responsib111ty for other provisions
of the same Act will be retained by the transferring agency. This provision is designed to
permit the Secretary to exercise powers vested
by the general provisions of any such Act
without divesting the transferring agency of
authority to exercise those powers with respect to the functions retained by that
agency.
Section 422. Is designed to make clear that
authority expressly provided by this Act is
in addition to any authority that may have
existed prior to the effective date of this Act
and is transferred by this Act.
Section 423. Requires an annual report to
the Congress on the activities of the Department concerning activities during the preceding fiscal year, a statement of goals and
an assessment of progress.
Section 424. Authorizes the Secretary,
when authorized in an appropriation Act, to
transfer funds from one appropriation to
another as long as such transfers do not increase or decrease an appropriation by more
than five percent. This does not permit such
transfers unless they are authorized in an
appropriation Act.
Section 425. Authorizes the establishment
of service funds for each Administration and
for the Office of the Secretary. These funds
would be used to defray the initial costs of
reimbursable services provided to other departments or agencies or to persons, agencies, or organizations outsde the Government.
Section 426. Authorizes the appropriation
of funds without fiscal year limitation. The
amount of such "no year" funds would be
prescribed in appropriate Acts.
Title V

Transitional and Conforming Provisions
Section 501. Provides that whenever all of
the functions of a department, agency, or
other body, or of any component thereof,
have been transferred, whether by this Act,
or by a combination of Acts, Reorganization
Plans, etc., the department, agency, etc., shall
lapse. This, in effect, discontinues organization structures when they no longer have
functions to perform. This section also provides for the concurrent lapse of all positions
in those lapsed organizations which positions were expressly created by statute or
reorganization plan or which are Executive

Schedule Levels I to V positions. (See section 9(i), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 945).
Section 502. Substitutes the Department of
Human Resources for the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in the definition of "Executive Department" in title 5
of the United States Code.
Section 503. Substitutes the Secretary of
Human Resources for the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare in section 19(d) of
title 3 of the United States Code relating to
Presidential succession.
Section 504. Substitutes the Secretary of
Human Resources for the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare in Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1970 relating to membership
on the Domestic Council.
Section 505. Authorizes the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget to make
such additional incidental dispositions of
functions, positions, personnel positions, assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records,
appropriations, etc., as may be necessary to
carry out the intent and purpose of the Act.
This is a standard provision in Reorganization Plans involving interagency transfer of
functions.
Title VI

Savings Provisions
Section 601 (a). Is a savings clause that
continues the effectiveness of all existing
contracts, determinations, rules, regulations,
permits, contracts, certificates, licenses, and
privileges affected by the Act until such time
as they are otherwise modified or replaced by
appropriate authority or otherwise expire.
This avoids any inadvertent lapsing or impairment of essential directives, documents,
and obligations, and will afford the Secretary sufficient time to deal with these matters in an orderly fashion.
Section 602. Is another savings clause that
preserves and continues legal proceedings in
being on the effective date of the Act. Such
proceedings would, in effect, be continued_,
modified, or terminated as if the Act had
never been enacted.
Section 603. This is a technical provision. It
provides that with respect to functions transferred by the Act, references in laws (including Reorganization Plans) to other officials shall be deemed to be a reference to
the Secretary.
Section 604. This is a technical provision.
A number of the functions that are transferred by this Act are functions that are
vested in the President but were delegated to
a transferring agency on the effective date
of this Act. Under the terms of the Act those
functions are transferred to the Secretary.
This section is designed to assure that those
administrative delegations of functions by
the President do not take on a statutory
character that would impair the President's
authority to modify, terminate, or transfer
these delegated functions in the future.
Title VII
Separabil1ty
Section 701. Is a standard separab111ty
clause that avoids the invalidation of the
whole Act if a single provision is found to
be invalid.
Title Vlll

Effective Date and Interim Appointments
Section 801. Provides that the Act shall become effective 120 days after the Secretary
is appointed, or on such earlier date as the
President may prescribe and publish in the
Federal Register. This will give the President
time to select, nominate, and appoint the
Secretary, and will allow the Secretary sufficient time to arrange and organize the new
Department and prepare such rules, regulations, orders, etc., as may be necessary for
a smooth transition.
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THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF ECONJMIC AFFAIRS
Fiscal year 1971
Employment
(full-time,
permanent)
From the Department of Commerce:
Bureau of Domestic Commerce •••
Bureau of International
Commerce. ____ _______ •••• __ •
Office of Business Economics •••••
Bureau of the Census ___ __ ______
Economic Development Administration (except planning and
public works) ______ ______ ____
Maritime Administration _____ ___ •
Office of Minority Business
Enterprise __• • • _•• __ •• _. __ •••
Patent Office __ _________________
National Bureau of Standards
(except Product Safety) ________
U.S. Travel Service. --- - ------- - National technical Information
Service. ______ _________ ______
Office of Foreign Direct InvestmenL. _. ____ _______ --- -- ---.
Regional Action Planning Commission (title V) (business
development and technical
assistance only) ____ ____ ___ ___
Office of Telecommunications _____
Departmental Management__ ____ _
SubtotaL-----------------From the Department of labor:
Bureau of International labor
Affairs ________________ ------labor-Management Services
Administration_ •• ___ __ -- - ---Workplace Standard Ad ministration (except Women's
Bureau, and Bureau of Employees' Compensation ••••••••
Bureau of labor Statistics _______
Occupational Health and Safety
Administration •••••••• ------Departmental Management. •••••

SubtotaL ••••••••• __ •••••••
From the Department of Transportation:
Federal Highway Administration
(motor carrier safety program
only) •• ••• ________ ----------National Highway Traffic Safe~
Administration (motor vehic e
safety and alcohol safety
programs only) _______ ________
Federal Railroad Administration __
Federal Aviation Administration ••
Coast Guard'---- - ------------St. Lawrence Seaway ____________
Nationa I Traffic Safety Board •••••
Office of the Secretary (except
SST program to NASA)••••••
SubtotaL---------. _____ •• _

861

13

1,117
302
3, 475

28
4
102

375
1,678

78
434

68
2, 679

2
55

3,057
77

44
5

365

4

118

2

0
248
700

0
4

15, 120

775

0

163

3

725

15

2,107
1,660

38
28

560
554

11
4

5, 769

99

2,655
100
170

1579
2
3

5,125

493

208
841

4
14

126
275
1, 220

0
160
18

13,553

269

SubtotaL--------------- •••
From the Department of
Agriculture :
Farmers Home Administration:
Farm operating loans••••••••••
Farmer Cooperative Service ______
Commodity Exchange Authority •••
Consumer and Marketing
Service (except food inspection programs) •••••••••••••••
Packers and Stockyards
Administration ••• _•••• ------Economic Research Service ______
Foreign Economic Development
Service ••• ____ •• ---- •• ------Cooperative Extension Service____
Statistical Re£orting Service ______
Agricultural esearch Se{Vice
(except Human Nutrition and
Home Economics Research) ____
Cooperative State Research
Service. --- --_ •• ____ --------National Agricultural library •••••
Commodity Credit Corporation ••••
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service __________
Export Marketing Service ••••••••
Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation •••• ----- ••• • ----Foreign Agricultural Service.•••••
Departmental ManagemenL ••••••

Budget

ou~~t~~~)

92
190
(1)

3 3,

70
5
592

4,037
200

512
703

645
735
1, 710

26
21

31,882

6,480

221

3

540
1,130
54,261
C5, 825
171
274

48
1, 355
618
4
6

!

44

1, 732

36

64, 154

2,114

See footnotes at end of table.
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Fiscal year 1971

From the Small Business Administration: Entire administration
(except nonresident loan
program)______________________
From the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service: Entire
service ___________________ ----From the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare: National
Institute for Occupational Health
and Safety_____________________
From the National Mediation
Board: Nonregulatory functions ·
only ______________________ ----From NASA: Office of Technology
Utilization_----- ________ ------From Smithsonian Institution:
Science information exchange____
Grand total'---------------

Employment
(full-time,
permanent)

Budget
outlays (in
millions)

4, 100

1, 300

438

514

13

60
40

4

0

---------------$10,796
• 122,077

1 Includes 578 loan level.
2 In ASCS.
a 1ncludes 2,027 loan level.
' Plus 39,167 military.

DEPARTMENT OF EcONOMIC .AFFAIRS
SUMMARY

Need and Purpose: Wage earners, businessmen and farmers all make vital contributions to the productivity of our economy. The
rapid and efficient movement of people, raw
materials and finished goods is equally important to the operation of the economy. All
of these productive sectors of the economy
share alike in the benefits of a. growing and
dynamic national economy. A healthy, balanced economy is a fundamental national
objective to which all sectors contribute and
which serves the interests of all Americans.
There is now no single government Department which has a. comprehensive concern
with the attainment of this national objective. A healthy and balanced economy in the
central purpose of the Department of Economic Affairs.
The Case for Reorganization: Over the
years many governmental programs have
been established which are focused on various aspects of economic life. These programs
are distributed among several departments
and agencies, frequently on the basis of their
relationship to a. particular sector of the
economy.
To illustrate, there are farm income maintenance programs administered by the Department of Agriculture, export expansion
programs in the Commerce Department, programs to promote labor/management harmony and protect worker interests in the
Labor Department. The Department of
Transportation administers programs to facilities sa.fe and efficient movement of goods
and people. Programs administered by the
Small Business Administration build and
maintain the viability of small enterprises
and those owned by minority and other disadvantaged persons.
The dispersal of these and other programs
which relate to the total economy has made
it extremely difficult to formulate comprehensive national economic policies and programs which recognize the interrelatedness
of all economic sectors. For example, the
government has widely scattered the responslbil1ty for assisting U.S. agricultural and
industrial firms in their overseas operations
among seventeen programs in four executive
,Depe.rtanents. The consolidation of these
programs in the Department of Economic
Affairs will permit a. more consistent approach in these international economic activities and result in improved service to U.S.
firms.
The fragmentation of related economic
programs has constituted a major barrier to
the development of common field systems

which can provide affected citizens with
more convenient access to regional officials
who have sufficient authority to respond effectively to their needs. The lack of common
field systems for related programs also inhibits consistent policies and adequate coordination at field levels. A prime instance
of this problem occurs in regard to business
loan programs. The Economic Development
Administration (Commerce), the Farmers'
Home Administration (Agriculture) and the
Small Business Administration all make
loans to businesses. Instances have occurred
in which loan programs in two or more
agencies fail to coordinate loan actions in
a. given geographic area. As a. result, loans
have been made to two businesses which
compete in the same local market that is too
small to support both.
Composition of the Department: The Department of Economic Affairs wlll provide an
organizational framework for overcoming the
problems arising from fragmentation of related programs and will permit a more orderly, balanced pursuit of our national economic objectives.
The Department of Economic Affairs will
be composed of authorities and programs
transferred from the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Labor, and Transportation and from the Small Business Administration, and other agencies as follows:
From Agriculture: Programs which relate
to farm productivity, farm economy stabilization, and the marketing of agricultural
commodities domestically and abroad.
From Commerce: Programs which furnish
economic, social and technical information
support the development and application of
technology, assist minority and other disadvantaged firms, facilitate domestic and
foreign marketing of U.S. goods, and foster
a strong merchant marine.
From Labor: Programs which promote industrial harmony between labor unions and
management, assure the well-being of
workers and a safe and healthful work environment, provide labor statistics and
analyses, and represent the government in
international labor matters.
From Transportation: Programs which
promote and facilitate balanced, sa.fe, reliable
and efficient national systems for the movement of people and economic goals.
From Small Business Administration: Programs to strengthen small business participation in the economy and to assist minority
and other disadvantaged persons to participate as owners and managers.
From other agencies: Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service.
Mediation funotions of the National Mediation Board.
Technology transfer programs from National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and Smithsonian Institution.
Primary Organization: All of the substantive program authorities assigned to the Department, with a few minor exceptions, will
be vested in the Secretary. To facilitate effective management, the programs will be
grouped into primary Administrations each
charged with a. coherent and related set of
program responsibilities. Each Administration will assure policy consistency, and provide program direction and coordination to
its constituent programs. Each Administration will also provide a point of contact and
response for citizen groups concerned with
its programs.
The organization plan of the Department
contains six strong Administrations (organization chart attached). Four of these would
provide policy and program coordination to
government programs related to tour major
economic sectors; Business, Labor, Agriculture and National Transportation. The other
two Administrations cross economic sectors
to provide concentrated pollcy and managerical attention respectively to programs
for gathering and dissemtna.ting social, eco-
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nomic and technical information and for
supporting U.S. participation in the world
market. The six Administrations of the DEA
are identified and briefly descrtbed below:
Business Development Administration:
This Administration has the broad purpose of
assisting business to adjust to the changing
economic environment. Special assistance will
be extended to minority and other businesses
less able to compete. Other programs will
facilitate the development and application of
technolnogy.
Farms and Agriculture Administration:
This Administration will be a central point
for government programs which 9.Ssist in
the production and marketing of agricultural
produce adequate for domestic and foreign
needs. Programs for farm income maintenance and agricultural research and extension services.
Labor Relations and Standards Administration: The Administrator of this component will be a. spokesman in government for
the interests of labor in the formulation of
national economic policy. Programs assigned
to this Administration will promote harmony
between unions and management and insure that workers share in the benefits of
economic growth and productivity. Finally,
the Administration will be charged with assuring a sa.fe and healthful work environment.
Nationa! Transportation Administration:
This Administration will be responsible for
governmental programs relating to national
transportation systems. Its mission is to help
assure safe, convenient, economical, reliable
and efficient movement of goods and people
via air, surface and water carrier. Inclusion of
these programs in the Department will assure that national transportation policy is
consistent with overall evonomic policy.
Transportation programs which have a predominant influence on communities will be
transferred to the Department of Community
Development.
Social, Economic and Technical Information Administration: This Administration
will serve as a central point for the collection,
analysis and dissemination of a wide range
of economic, social, demographic and technical data. Services will be designed to provide information in convenience form to assist government, business, agriculture, and
labor unions in economic planning and technology utilization.
International Economics Administration:
This Administration consolidates policy
formulation and management direction to
Federal programs which foster effective participation by the U.S. in the world's markets.
The programs consolidated in this Administration will include those related to industrial, agricultural and labor interests. The
Administration will also promote participation of U.S. private capital and skills in the
total international ·economic development
effort.
Departmental Management System: The
Department of Economic Affairs requires a
carefully designed management system in
order that the Secretary can effectively direct the Department and be properly accountable for its performance. To help accomplish this goal, a number of significant
management improvements are incorporated
in the plan. Among these are:
The capability to react to changing needs
by assigning to the Secretary the authority
to organize and manage the Department internally.
Extensive decentralization of authority
and responsib1lity to regional offices which
places the power to act where the problems
are best solved in the interest of the public.
Greater flexibility in the , use of resoutces
to accomplish program objectives by giving
the Secretary discretion to allocate funds
within broad appropriations.
Another essential component of the Secretarys management system will be the support
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of a strong management team of policy level
omcials who share his department-wide perspective. This team, including a Deputy Secretary, two Under Secretaries, and the six
Administrators wlll provide the Secretary
with strong support in developing and carrying out comprehensive policies and programs
to foster a balanced and healthy national
economy.
Responsive Field System: A key feature
of the Department's management plan is to
have a coordinated field system responsive
to Secretarial policy guidance and authorized
to take final action at the regional level
wherever possible.
The Secretary will exercise direct influence
and obtain representation at the field level
by placing a Regional Director in each of ten
Federal regions. These Regional Directors
will not exercise direct supervision over the
Department's programs in the field. However, they will communicate and interpret
policy from the President and the Secretary,
help coordinate and evaluate the performance of programs in the field, and respond
to the concerns of citizen groups including
farm, labor and business leaders as well as
State and local omcials.
Paralleling this system of Secretarial representation and influence, the Department
will move toward a field/headquarters system of program direction which will link the
Administrator of each component with his
counterpart in the regions.
Summary Budget and Manpower Data.:
Financial and manpower resources transferred to the Department and assigned to
its component Administrations are approxi·
mately as follows:
Fiscal year 1971

Administration

Program
level (in
billions)

Employment

$1.5
5. 7
.1
2. 5

$12,000
28,800
4,500
105,000

.2
.8

7,900
2,400

Business developmenL ___________ _
Farm and agriculture_ ___________ _
Labor relations and standards ____ -National transportation •• _____ ----_
Social, economic and technical
information _____ ------ ____ ----1nternational economics ___ -------Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service_---------------- - -Grand total DEA ___________ _

• 01

500

---------------161,100
$10.8

TRANSITION
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PLANNING AND
PROTECTION

EMPLOYEE

In establishing the new department, it is
planned that initially most of the existing
organizational units and programs transferred to the Department of Economic Atfairs
will remain intact to avoid serious disruption of essential functions or services and
avoid uncertainty on the part of the public
1n making contact with units serving their
needs. Changes will be made over time to
achieve the maximum potential benefits associated with establishing the new department.
The bill to establish the Department provides for protection of the interests of present omcers and employees.
More spec1fi.cally, no employee will be separated because of the reorganization. In addition, the bill to establish the Department
includes a provision that no employee will
be demoted as a result of the plan for one
year after the reorganization becomes effective. All personnel changes will be governed by present law and Civil Service Commission regulations, with full employee protections and appeal rights. The reorganization will improve the range of opportunities
for promotion and career development, as
more broadly conceived program management and staff positions evolve in the new
department.

DEPARTMENT OF EcONOMIC AFFAIRS ACTSECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

TITLE III TRANSFERS

Section 301. (a). Transfers to the Secretary
TITLE I DECLARATION OF PURPOSE
all of the functions of the Department of
Section I. Provides that this Act may be Agriculture except those enumerated 1n subcited as the Department of Economic Atfairs section (b).
(b). Excepts from the transfer from the
Act.
Section 101. Declares the purpose of the Department of Agriculture the Forest ServAct is to establish the Department of Eco- ice; the SoU Conservation Service; the Rural
nomic Affairs and delineates the mission and Electrifi.ca,tion Administration; the Farmers
objectives of that Department. The mission Home Administration, except real estate
and objectives of the Department shall be to loans to individuals, operating loans, and
provide leadership for assuring: full employ- emergency loans; the Food and Nutrition
ment with reasonable price stabll1ty; etfec- Service; the meat, poultry and egg products
tive participation 1n the world economy; inspection functions of the Consumer and
profi.hble and prod.uctive use of economic Marketing service; research in consumer and
resources; continuous improvement in Amer- food economics and in human nutrition, reica's standard of living; a fair distribution search into water and land resources, and
of the benefits of economic growth; and ef- research relating to economic development.
(c). Transfers the Commodity Credit Corficient, safe, reliable, and convenient movement of people and economic goods; a stable poration to the Department.
(d). Transfers the Federal Crop Insurance
base to meet national security needs; an adequate supply of food and fiber; a safe and Corporation to the Department.
Section 302. (a) . Transfers to the Secrehealthful work environment; and increased
participation of disadvantaged and small tary all of the functions of the Department
of Labor except those enumerated in subbusiness enterprises.
section (b).
TITLE II ESTABLISHMENT OF DEPARTMENT
(b) . Excepts from the transfer from the
Section 201. Establishes the Department Department of Labor the Manpower Adminof Economic Atfairs, provides for the ap- istration; the Bureau of Employees' Com·
pointment of a Secretary of Economic Af- pensation; the Employee Compensation Apfairs who shall head that Department, and peals Board; the Women's Bureau.
provides that the Secretary shall be compenSection 300. (a). Transfers to the Secresated at the rate prescribed for omces and tary all of the functions of the Department
positions at Level I of the Executive of Commerce except those enumerated in
Schedule.
subsection (b).
Section 202. (a) Provides for the appoint(b) Excepts from the transfer from the
ment of a Deputy Secretary of Economic Af- Department of Commerce the National
tairs (Level II) .
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration;
(b). Provides for the appointment of two functions relating to State and community
public works and development facll1ties;
Under Secretaries (Level m) .
(c). Provides for the establishment within safety functions with respect to household
the Department of a Business Development refrigerators and flammable fabrics; and
Administration, a Farms and Agricultw-e certain functions with respect to the reAdministration, a National Transportation gional commissions under the Publlc Works
systems Administration, a Labor Relations and Economic Development Act of 1965.
Section 304. (a) . Transfers to the Secreand Standards Administration, a Social,
Economic and Technical Information Ad- tary all of the functions of the Department
ministration, and an International Eco- of Transportation except those enumerated
nomics Administration, each of which is to in subsections (b) through (h).
(b). Transfers the National Transportabe headed by an Administrator. Provision
is also made for an Associate Administrator tion Safety Board to the Department.
for Federal Aviation and an Associate Ad(c) . Transfers the Coast Guard to the
ministrator for Small Business. The Ad- Department.
ministrators and Associate Administrators
(d) . Retains the power of the President to
are to be appointed by the President with transfer the Coast Guard to the Navy in
the advice and consent of the Senate at time of war.
Level m of the Federal Executive Salary
(e) . Transfers the functions of the GenSchedule.
eral Counsel of the Department of Trans(d). Provides for the appointment of five portation under the Uniform Code of MiliAssistant Secretaries and a General Counsel tary Justice to the General Counsel of the
(Level IV) . Appointments for positions des- Department.
ignated 1n (a) through (d) are to be made
(f). Retains the power of the President
by the President by and with the advice and to transfer the Federal Aviation functions
consent of the Senate.
to the Department of Defense.
(e). Authorizes the Secretary to appoint
(g). Excepts from the transfer from the
not more than forty-two additional officers Department of Transportation the functions
at Level IV or Level V of the Executive SChed- relating to highways; urban mass transporule, as specified by the Secretary. (See Sec. tation; highway safety; functions relating
102 (c) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of to reasonableness of tolls; and pipeline
1970 (OMB)).
safety.
(f) . Provides that omcers appointed pursu(h). Transfers the development of superant to Section 202 shall perform such func- sonic aircraft to the National Aeronautics
tions as the Secretary may prescribe from and Space Administration.
time to time.
Section 305. (a) . Transfers to the SecreSection 203. Provides that the Deputy Sec- tary all of the functions of the Small Busiretary shall act for and perform the func- ness Administration except those enumertions of the Secretary during the absence ated in subsection (b).
or disab111ty of the Secretary or during a
(b). Excepts from the transfer from the
vacancy in the omce of the Secretary. In the Small Business Administration the funcevent of the concurrent absence or disabll1ty tion of making disaster and economic in·
of the Deputy Secretary or vacancy in the jury loans on residential property.
omce of Deputy Secretary, an Under SecreSection 306. (a). Transfers to the Secre·
tary, Administrator, Assistant Secretary, or tary the functions of the Federal Mediation
the General Counsel would be authorized. to and Concmation Service.
act for and perform the duties of the Secre(b) . Transfers to the Secretary the func·
tary in accordance with such order of suc- tiona of the National Institute for Occupacession as the Secretary shall prescribe.
tional Health and Safety.
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(c) . Transfers to the Secretary the non.regulatory functions of the National Mediation Board.
(d) . Transfers to the Secretary the functions of the Science Information Exchange
-of the Smithsonian Institution.
(e). Transfers to the Secretary the functions under the rural loan program of the
Offi.ce of Economic Opportunity.
(f). Transfers to the Secretary the functions of the Technology Utillzation Offi.ce
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Section 307. (a) Transfers functions of the
hearing examiners of the existing Departments to hearing examiners of the new Department.
(b) Terminates requirement that the head
of one department or agency obtain approval
of the head of another department or agen-cy where the functions of both are transferred to the new department.
Section 308. Provide that personnel, personnel positions, assets, liabilities, contracts,
property, records, and unexpended balances
of appropriations, authorizations, allocations, and other funds relating to functions
transferred to the Secretary shall follow those
functions and be transferred to the Secretary. Appropriations so transferred will be
accounted !or in accordance with the provisions of section 202 of the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C.
681c) under which transfers of this type
normally are made. To the extent that additional incidental adjustments may be needed
to accomplish the intent of the Act, section
607 of the Act authorizes the Director of the
Offi.ce of Management and Budget to make
those adjustments. Personnel positions expressly created by statute or Reorganization
Plan, personnel occupying those positions on
the effective date of the Act, and personnel
authorized to receive compensation at one
of the rates prescribed by the Executive
Schedule (5 U.S.C. 6312-5316) would not be
transferred to the new Department by the
Act. Those personnel positions would lapse.
Persons under the Executive Schedule may
be employed by the Department, without loss
of pay, under section 310 of the Act.
Section 309. Provides that non-temporary
personnel, other than personnel entitled to
compensation under the Executive Schedule
(Level I to V) , shall not be separated or reduced in grade or compensation, as a result of
the establishment of the new Department,
for one year after being transferred to the
new Department pursuant to section 308 of
the Act. This provision is designed to preclude reductions in force solely as a result
of the enactment of this Act for one year
after the new Department becomes operational. However, this provision would not
preclude the separation or reduction in grade
or compensation of any such personnel under the same circumstances that such adverse action could have been taken if this
Act had not been enacted-for example, separation for cause or removal from a Schedule
C position. (See Sec. 9(h), DOT Act, 80 Stat.
944).
Section 310. A person entitled to compensation under the Executive Schedule (Level
I to V) may, under section 310, be employed
by the new Department and 1f that employment is without break in servicce and 1f the
duties of the new position are comparable to
the duties performed immediately _preceding
the new appointment, he will be entitled to
receive compensation at a rate not less than
he received in his previous position for the
duration of ·his service in the new position.
(See Sec. 9 (i), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 945).
TITLE IV DEFINITIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PROVISIONS

Section 401. (a). Defines "function", functions", "per!orrn" and "performance" 1n order to avoid repetitious references to such
terms as duties, obliirations, powers, author-

ities, responsibilltdes, rights, privileges, and
activities, and the exercise thereof.
(b). Provides that references in the Act
to provisions of law shall be deemed to include, as appropriate, reference thereto as
now and hereafter amended or supplemented. This avoids repetitious uses Of "as
amended'' or "as supplemented." It also recognizes that statutory authorities subject to
transfer under this legislation may be
amended or supplemented by other legislation while this legislation is under consideration or after this legislation is enacted but
before it becomes effective. This provision
would avoid any issue as to whether statutory authorities transferred by this Act are
transferred in their amended forms, and will
obviate the need for last minute conforming
adjustments in this or any other legislation
during final stages of the legislative process.
Section 402. (a). Authorizes the Secretary
to prescribe such policies, standards, criteria,
procedures, rules, and regulations as he may
deem to be necessary or appropriate to perform functions now or hereafter vested in
him. (See Sec. 203(b) (1), NASA Act, 72 Stat.
426; OEO Act, 42 U.S.C. 2942(n); Sec. 9(e)(1), 80 Stat. 944, DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944; Sec.
7(d) DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667).
(b). Directs the Secretary to engage 1n such
policy planning and program evaluation as
wlll promote effi.cient admlnlstration of the
Department and assess progress toward the
achievement of its mission.
Section 403. (a). Authorizes the Secretary
to delegate any of his functions to such
offi.cers and employees of the Department as
he may designate and to authorize successive redelegations of those functions. (See
Sec. 7(d) of DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667; Sec.
9 (e) of DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944) .
(b). Authorizes the Secretary to establish
and modify the internal organization of the
department by creating, altering, renaming
and discontinuing such organizational units
and components as he may, from time to
time, deem necessary or appropriate to the
performance of any of his functions. However, the Secretary would not be authorized
to abolish the "Administrations" created by
section 202(c) of the Act, or any other organizational units or components established
in, or transferred to the Department by, this
or any future Act or Reorganization Plan.
(This authority is quite similar to that now
applicable with respect to the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Justice.) (See also Sec. 203(b)
(8), NASA Act, 72 Stat. 430).
Section 404. Authorizes the Secretary to
establlsh, alter, or discontinue and to maintain such State, regional, district, local, or
other field offi.ces as he may deem necessary
or appropriate to the performance of his
functions. This will permit the Secretary to
design and establish the best field offi.ce
system he can devise to assure effective, expeditious, and responsive implementation of
the Department's programs. It would also
permit him to alter or discontinue that system and est ablish another system if experience or changed conditions indicate the advisability of such a change.
Section 405. Is a standard provision authorizing the Secretary, subject to the civll service and classification laws, to select, appoint, employ, and fix the salaries of such
officers and employees, including attorneys,
as are necessary to the performance of his
functions. (See Sec. 7(c), DHUD Act, 79
Stat. 667).
Section 406. Authorizes the Secretary to
obtain the services of experts and consultants at rates not to exceed those prescribed
for GS-18 of the General Schedule. (See Sec.
7(e) of the DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667, as
amended by Sec. 906 of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970, P.L. 91-609).
Section 407. Is a standard provision authorizing the Secretary to appoint advisory
committees to consult with and advise him
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with respect to the performance of his functions. (See Sec. 7(e) of the OHUD Act, 79
Stat. 667, as amended by Sec. 905, P.L. 91~09;
Sec. 9(o) of DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944.)
Sec11ion 408. (a) Authorizes the appointment, detail, or assignment cxf members of
the Coast Guard, the Commissioned Offi.cer
Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and !the commissioned
Regular or Reserve Corps of the Public Health
Service to any positwn in the Department
that is not required to be filled by an offi.cer
whose appointment is required to be confirmed by the Senate.
(b) Permits members of the Army, Navy,
Air Force, and Marine Corps to be detailed
for service in the Department under agreements between the Secretary an~ Secretaries
of the Milltary Departments.
(c) Proyides that the status, offi.ce, rank,
or grade of persons who are appointed, assigned, or detailed to the Department pursuant to this section shall not be adversely
affected by service under this Section. (See
Sec. 9(d) (1), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 944.)
Section 409. Authorizes payment of transportation expenses and per diem to temporary
or seasonal employees from the place of their
recruitment to the place of their duty and
while at. the place of such duty. Such expenses would be paid in accordance with
chapter 57 of title 5 of the United States
Code which relates to similar payments to
other Government employees for offi.cial
travel. (See 7 u.s.c. 2229.)
Section 410. Authorizes the Secretary to
enter into contracts and agreements, including grant agreements, with public agencies
and private organizations and persons. It authorizes payments in lump sum or by installments or in advance or by way of reimbursement. It also authorizes the Secretary to
take such steps as he may deem necessary or
appropriate to perform his functions. (See
Sec. 203(b) {5 ), NASA Act, 72 St.a t. 426.)
Section 411. Authorizes the Secretary to
acquire facilities required for the maintenance and operation of laboratories, research
and testing sites and facilities, quarters, and
related accommodations for employees and
their dependents and such other special pnrpose real property as the Secretary deems
necessary. Such special purpose fac111ties and
real property could be acquired by purchase,
lease, condemnation, or otherwise. General
purpose faclllties and real property could
be acquired through the General Services
Admlnlstration. The title to all property acquired pursuant to this section would be
in the United States rather than in the
Secretary of the Department (See Sec. 200
(b) (3), NASA Act, 72 stat. 426).
Section 412. Authorizes the Secretary to
provide, construct, or maintain, as necessary and when otherwise unavail81ble, certain facilites and services for employees and
their dependents at remote locations. Included would be emergency medical services
and supplies; food and subsistence supplies;
messing facilities; audio-visual equipment,
accessories, and supplies for recreation and
training; living and working quarters and
fa.cllities; and transportation for school-age
dependents to the nearest appropriate educational facilities. Reimbursement would be
required for the medical treatment and for
services and supplies so furnished to employees and their dependents. Charges for
these services, or any other services under
this Act to private persons or organizations
would be determined in accordance with uniform policies, standards, and procedures prescribed by the Offi.ce of Budget and Management and with 31 U.S.C. 483a. (See Sec. 9 (1),
DOT Act, 80 Stat. 946, and 15 U.S.C. 1514).
Section 413. Would authorize the Secretary to permit concessiona.ires to provide
services on property under the Jurisdiction
of the Secretary. Concession agreements under this section would have to be in conformity with standards prescribed in regula-
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tions issued by the President. (See 16 U.S.C.
580d).
Section 414. Authorizes the Secretary to
acquire copyrights and patents, interests
therein and licenses thereunder, whenever
such acquisitions are necessary or appropriate
to the performance of his functions. (See 10
u.s.c. 2386).
Section 415. Authorizes the Secretary to
engage in such basic and applied resear~h and
development projects and disseminatwn of
information as he may deem necessary or
appropriate. (See Title V, Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1970, 84 Stat. 1784; Sec.
9(q), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 947).
Section 416. Authorizes the Secretary,
within his own discretion or at the request of
any persons, firms, organizations, or others,
public or private, to make special studies
concerning matters within his jurisdiction;
to prepare from the records of the Department special compilations, lists, bulletins,
or reports; to furnish transcripts or copies
of those studies, compilations, and other
records; to furnish copies of charts. maps,
or photographs; and to provide services incident to the conduct of the regular work
of the department. For example, the Department may have a specialized piece of
equipment, or persons with specialized
knowledge, not available elsewhere and, in
appropriate cases, the Secretary would be
authorized to make those services available
to private persons and to public and private
agencies and organizations. This section also
authorized the Secretary to undertake joint
projects with nonprofit organizatio~s. research organizations, and public agencies and
organizations involving matters of mutual
interest and to share the costs thereof. &
noted with respect to section 412, charges
to private persons and organizations under
this Act would be determined in accordance
with user standards, charges policies, and
procedures prescribed by the Office of Management and Budget and 31 U.S.C. 483a. (See
P.L. 91-412-Dept. of Commerce).
Section 417. Authorizes the Secretary to
make provisions for the printing and distribution of reports and other documents with
respect to matters under his jurisdiction.
section 418. Authorizes the Secretary to
accept. hold, administer. and utilize gifts and
bequests. (See Sec. 905(k) of Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970, P.L. 91-609;
Sec. 9(m). DOT Act, 80 Stat. 946).
section 419. Authorizes the Secretary to
prescribe a seal for the Department (see Sec.
7(g) of DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667).
Section 420. Authorizes the establishment
of a working capital fund to defray necessary expenses arising out of the maintenance
and operation of such common administrative services as the Secretary shall find to be
desirable in the interest of economy and efficiency. (See Sec. 9(j), DOT Act, 80 Stat. 945;
Sec. 7(f), DHUD Act, 79 Stat. 667).
section 421. Is a technical provision. In
certain cases authority under a portion of an
Act is transferred to the Secretary by this
Act while responsibility for other provisions
of the same Act will be retained by the transferring agency. This provision is designed to
permit the Secretary to exercise powers
vested by the general provisions of any such
Act without divesting the transferring agency
of authority to exercise those powers with respect to the functions retained by that
agency.
Section 422. Is designed to make it clear
that authority expressly provided by this
Act is in addition to any authority that may
have existed prior to the effective date of this
Act and is transferred by this Act.
Section 423. Requires an annual report to
the Congress on the activities o! the Department concerning activities during the preceding fiscal year.
Section 424. Authorizes the secretary, when
authorized in an appropriation act, to transfer funds from one appropriation to another

so long as such transfers do not increase or
decrease an appropriation by more than five
percent. This does not permit such transfers
unless they are authorized in an appropriation act.
Section 425. Authorizes the establishment
of service funds for each Administration and
for the Secretary. These funds would be used
to defray the initial costs of reimbursable
services provided to other departments and
agencies or to persons, agencies, or organizations outside the government.
Section 426. Authorizes the appropriation
of funds without fiscal year limitation. The
amount of such "no year" funds would be
prescribed in appropriation acts.
TITLE V-TRANSITION AL AND CONFORMING
PROVISIONS

Section 501. Provides that whenever all of
the functions of a department, agency, or
other body, or of any component thereof
have been transferred, whether by this Act,
or by a combination of Acts, Reorganization
Plans, etc., the department, agency, etc., shall
lapse. This, in effect, discontinues organization structures when they no longer have
functions to perform. This section also provides for the concurrent lapse of all positions
in those lapsed organizations which positions
were expressly created by statute or reorganization plan or which are Executive Schedule
Levels I-V positions. (See Sec. 9(i}. DOT
Act, 80 Stat. 945} .
Section 502. Substitutes the Department
of Economic Affairs for the Department of
Agriculture and deletes the Departments of
Commerce, Labor, and Transportation in the
definition of "Executive Department" in Title
5 of the United States Code.
Section 503. Substitutes the Secretary of
Economic Affairs for the Secretary of Agriculture and deletes the Secretaries of Commerce, Labor, and Transportation in section
19(d} of Title 3 of the United States Code
relating to presidential succession.
Section 504. Substitutes the Secretary of
Economic Affairs for the Secretary of Agriculture and deletes the Secretaries of Commerce, Labor, and Transportation in Reorganization Plan 2 of 1970 relating to membership on the Domestic Council.
Section 505. Authorizes the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget to make
such additional incidental dispositions of
functions, positions, personnel positions,
assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records, appropriations, etc., as may be necessary
to carry out the intent and purpose of the
Act. This is a standard provision in Reorganization plans involving inter-agency transfer of functions.
TITLE VI SAVINGS PROVISIONS

Section 601. (a). Is a savings clause that
conitnues the effectiveness of all existing contracts, determinations, rules, regulations.
permits, contracts. certificates, licenses, and
privileges affected by the Act, until such time
as they are otherwise modified or replaced
by appropriate authority or otherwise expire.
This avoids any inadvertent lapsing or impairment of essential directives, documents,
and obligations, and will afford the Secretary
sufficient time to deal with these matters in
an orderly fashion.
Section 602. Is another savings clause that
preserves and continues legal proceedings
in being on the effective date of the Act.
Such proceedings would, in effect, be continued, modified, or terminated as 1! the
Act had never been enacted.
Section 603. This is a. technical provision.
It provides that with respect to functions
transferred by the Act, references in laws
(including Reorganization Plans) to other
officials shall be deemed to be references to
the Secretary.
Section 604. This is a technical provision.
A number of the functions that are transferred by this Act are functions that are
vested in the President but were delegated
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to a transferring agency on the effective date
of this Act. Under the terms of the Act those
functions are transferred to the Secretary.
This section is designed to assure that those
administrative delegations of functions by
the President do not take on a statutory
character that would impair the President's
authority to modify, terminate, or transfer
these delegated functions in the future.
TITLE VU SEPARABILITY

Section 701. Is a standard separability
clause that avoids the invalidation of the
whole Act if a single provision is found to be
invalid.
TITLE VIII EFFECTIVE DATE AND INTERIM
APPOINTMENTS

Section 801. Provides that the Act shaL.
become effective 120 days after the Secretary
is appointed, or on such earlier date as the
President may prescribe and publish in the
Federal Register. This will give the President
time to select, nominate, and appoint the
Secretary, and will allow the Secretary sufficient time to arrange and organize the new
Department and prepare such rules, regulations, orders, etc., as may be necessary for a
smooth transition.

Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I am happy
to yield to the distinguished Senator
from Connecticut, who is the chairman
of the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization of the Committee on Government Operations and the principal
cosponsor of this monumental measure.
Mr. RffiiCOFF. One of the great problems we face in the executive branch, in
Congress and in the country is that we
are so concerned with the day-to-day
problems which press upon us that we
give too little attention to the overwhelming problems that will confront
this Nation in the future. We have an
obligation, since we are proposing such
a monumental reorganization, to assure
that we are setting up a governmental
structure that is suited to handle the
problems of the future.
I would expect that in the hearings,
the Members of Congress and the public
will have their own ideas as to reorganization and as to the proper priorities for
the country.
Knowing our committee, those of us on
it are most anxious not only to cooperate with the President but also to assure
that independently, from our own experiences, we will come up with proposals
that we believe will move the country forward and accomplish a much more effective and efficient Government.
I look forward to the hearings, but results will not come overnight. When we
reorder a government the size of the
United States, there are many things to
consider.
I look forward to working with the distinguished Senator from IDinois and
members of the executive branch and will
try to present to this body reorganization
legislation that will be meaningful for
the future of the Nation.
Mr. President, I am pleased to join the
senior Senator from Tilinois in cospon-

soring legislation to reorganize the seven
domestic program departments into four
new super-Cabinet posts.

The President deserves great credit for
proposing this monumental restructioning of the executive branch. Never before
in our history has such a massive reorganization of domestic departments been
presented.
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I have long believed that the Federal
Government needs a drastic overhaul.
The present departmental organization
has resulted in uncoordinated planning,
piecemeal programs, and administrative
chaos.
This is a critical time in our Nation's
history. In recent years new programs
have been oversold to the American people, and then have failed to meet their
stated goals. The public has become disillusioned and dissatisfied with Government and lacks confidence that we can
solve our social and economic problems.
Therefore, one of our central tasks
must be to restore confidence in Government. Reorganization of the executive
branch is a vital step in this direction
which will allow us to change the way
we do things, and to do them better.
These bills should be the subject of full
and complete hearings. We will want to
examine not only this legislation, but
also every reasonable alternative. One of
these alternatives, for example, is establishment of a separate Department of
Education. On Monday, I will introduce
a bill for such a Department which, I believe, deserves serious consideration.
Undoubtedly, the hearings will produce many other constructive suggestions for changes, improvements and
substitutes for the President's legislation.
We should consider all these ideas with
an open mind.
In the next 30 years, our country will
face a myraid of difficult problems. By reorganization, we have an opportunity to
structure our Government to meet these
challenges. ue must ensure that the reorganization bills we adopt will solve the
problems of the future, not merely correct the mistakes of the past.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, at this time
I yield to my distinguished colleague
from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, there have
been introduced into ~the Senate today, on
behalf of the administration, the four
bills which constitute the President's proposed reorganization of the Federal executive branch.
I join as a cosponsor of these bills as
ranking minority member of the Executive Reorganization Subcommittee of the
Senate Government Operations Committee.
I am very pleased that these bills are
not on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. They
are not reorganization plans; they are
proposed laws. I have no doubt they will
be amended. Indeed, I reserve my judgment and the right to introduce amendments, certainly in the area of human
resources.
Our people are rightly concerned about
the failure of our governmental structures to fit todays needs. Many of the
findings of the President's Commission
on Executive Reorganization validate
and support that concern.
Therefore, I strongly support the general objectives of the Commission which
simply and concisely stated is to make
our Federal system works more effectively. Related functions of Government
should indeed be brought together in
order to bring about more effective and
efficient management of our Federal programs.

I believe that the President's proposals
will generate a constructive and far
reaching discussion on the best way to
organize the domestic activities of the
Federal Government. I therefore intend
to reserve judgment on the details of
the proposed legislation especially as to
Human Resources, and to contribute my
own views and amendments on this subject from time to time.
As ranking minority member of the
Senate Labor and Public Welfare committee, I have a particular interest in the
proposed reorganization of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
into the Department of Human Resources. My interest and legislative record in this area has long been established. I therefore intend to go over this
particular proposal most carefully and
reserve the right to propose such amendments as may be proper.
Certainly, the President has been bold
and proposed a major plan to make the
Federal Government more efficient. It
will engender enormous debate. I have
joined in cosponsoring these bills as the
ranking minority member of the subcommittee because I wish to stimulate this
debate and arrive at a conclusion in this
matter. The Government very definitely
needs reorganization in several areas, and
that is the central thrust of these bills.
Mr. PERCY. I now yield to my colleague from Utah.
Mr. MOSS. I thank the Senator from
Illinois for yielding, and congratulate
him on introducing these measures today.
Mr. President, on the first of March,
I reintroduced a bill which I originally
presented in the 89th Congress. Its purpose is to establish a Department of Natural Resources and Environment.
Today I am pleased to cosponsor bills
sent up by the Nixon administration
which have the same worthy objective.
I have chosen to place my name on this
legislation even though there are some
differences in content from the bill I have
introduced. The two major differences
are:
First. Under the Moss proposal, the
Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental includes the components
of the Environmental Protection Agency-the Water Quality Office, Solid
Waste Office, Air Pollution Control Office, Pesticides Office, and Radiation Office. The administration proposal, on the
other hand, retains EPA as constituted
under Mr. Nixon's reorganization plan of
last year.
Second. The Moss proposal places the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office
of Territories in the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare; the administration proposal places both in Natural Resources.
And there are several other, less important variations.
But these differences are less significant than the fact that the President's proposal affords us the opportunity to bring about-during this Congress-a major reorganization which I
have long sought, and which I believe
essential to the conservation and balanced use of our natural resources.
For at least three decades, farsighted
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Americans have urged taking this step.
During these years, we have witnessed
amazing changes in our countrychanges which have added enormously
to our wealth and power. But the quality
of the environment has remorselessly
deteriorated.
The Congress has responded to this
crisis by enacting a long list of resource
development and conservation bills. But
we have been unwilling to take the giant
step necessary to bring about a truly rational organization of the Federal resource agencies.
The need for such organization, and
for stronger leadership in this field has
been conceded. And there has been a slow
evolution of the agency structure in the
right direction. The Department of the
Interior has evolved into an organization
chiefly concerned with management,
protection, and administration of natural resources-timber, forage, water,
minerals, wildlife, and with the marketing of power and the promotion of outdoor recreation opportunities.
The recent Secretaries-Udall, Hickel,
and Morton-have regarded their organization as a resources department.
But many resource functions of great
magnitude have remained outside Interior. The Secretaries have lacked the
authority and the designated responsibility necessary to exercise the required
leadership. They have been generals
commanding only half of the troops; the
other half have been commanded by different officers in other parts of the field.
Our present task, and our opportunity,
is to establish the basic organization
which has so long been advocated.
While the proposed Department of
Natural Resources is but one of four reorganization plans which President
Nixon has sent to Capitol Hill. In the
administration's view they may all be
equal; in mine this one is more equal
than the others. The other three may be
valuable as a matter of governmental
emciency; this one is a matter of survival. The other three deal with the nuts
and bolts of Government; this one deals
with the stuff upon which life dependsthe God-given natural environment.
We confront one of the most difficult
tasks ever faced by a nation: On the
one hand we must provide the raw materials-minerals, food, timber, fuelsto assure a desirable rate of economic
growth; on the other, we must reverse
the tide of environmental deterioration.
To state the problem in other words: if
we put the brakes on production, we face
a sinking standard of living; if we press
full steam ahead on production, we
may-through pollution-destroy the
life giving environment.
Will the technological and political
genius of the American people be equal
to the task of providing both development and conservB~tion? If not, American society as we have known it will
pass into oblivion.
As they become familiar with the details, the American people will wholeheartedly support this reorganization.
Certainly those of us who stood for reelection last year know how worried our
citizens are over the state of the environment; and every public opinion poll on
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issues shows pollution high on the list.
OUr people want the environment
cleaned up; some go so far as to advocate
closing down major industrial establishments unless their contamination of air
and water is virtually eliminated.
The establishment of a Department of
Natural Resources and Environment is
not, of course, a final answer to this
problem. But it is an essential step in the
direction we must take.
Passage of legislation of this type will
enable one executive department to coordinate, at the levels of Under Secretary
and Secretary, the activities of most
agencies dealing with natural resources.
It will enable the President, the Congress, and an executive department to
evaluate effectively the Nation's resource
requirements and the investment needed
to meet them. It will make possible provision of the data and the m~anagement
structure on which long-range planning
can be based. It will enable us to consider
with su:tncient leadtime the raw material
requirements of our industries.
It will, I believe, put more skill and
more energy behind our efforts to control
pollution.
It will provide coordinated administration of farflung resource programs. It will
make it easier for the States, counties,
and cities to carry out their expanding
responsibilities in the natural resource
field.
One reason we have not taken this
step before, I believe, has been our reticence to disturb agencies with long, honorable, and e:tncient traditions of service; agencies which have, in their separate fields, performed admirably.
But just as our young Nation could
not survive as separate colonies linked
through the Articles of Confederation, so
our scattered resource agencies-linked
through coordination acts and interagency committees-are inadequate to
the task of conserving the environment of
an advanced industrial nation.
The issue is squarely up to us. The
President has done his part. As we are
fond of pointing out, it is here on Capitol Hill where national policy is made by
the representatives of the people. Mr.
President, I believe the judgment of history will be harsh indeed should we now
fail to give this matter the diligent attention it demands.
• Mr. PERCY. I thank my distinguished
colleague. I yield now to the Senator
from Tennessee.
Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator for
yielding. I take this opportunity to congratulate him for again demonstrating
the quality of leadership which has made
him an outstanding Member of this body,
and to add my voice in support of this
action.
Mr. President, the Federal bureaucracy
has miserably failed to effectively meet
the needs of our rapidly changing society.
The President's plan to reorganize the
executive branch is the first step toward
making this Government of ours receptive and relevant.
The time for reform is now, because
the American people are eager to see
this federal system work and they are
not going to tolerate a Congress that
stalls such a basic improvement.

There has not been serious debate on
the organization and management of the
executive branch in two decades.
Yet, in this time the number of departments has increased from nine to 12
and the number of domestic programs
has increased tenfold to nearly 1,400.
Over the years, we have patched together a self-regenerating Frankenstein
that blunders along, devouring tax dollars and spitting out programs that compete with other programs.
As an example of this, our campus
task force discovered that there are more
than 500 programs in a variety of agencies with an impact on youth. Is it any
wonder that our young people do not
know where to turn?
Is it any wonder they are frustrated.
And the frustration of our young people
is not all that different from a black
in Cleveland or a George Wall ace voter
in Gary, Ind.
They are all saying that they no longer
have a voice--that no one in Government is listening.
And they are right, because as our
executive branch has grown in size and
complexity, it has lost contact with the
people.
Americans have had it with a Federal
Government that is of the government,
by the government, and for the government.
They are demanding, and justifiably
so, a government that is of the people,
by the people, and for the people.
I firmly believe that the reorganization plan offered today is the first vital
step in reaching this objective.
I thank the Chairman for yielding.
Mr. PERCY. I thank my distinguished
colleague, who is a very valued member
of the Committee on Government Operations.
I yield to the Senator from Idaho.
Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President,
I am pleased to join as a cosponsor of the
proposed legislation designed to implement President Nixon's bold and farreaching program to restructure the
executive branch of the Government.
For nearly 200 years, the Nation has
been creating new agencies and depart,
ments, often with scant regard for function, jurisdictional lines, and structural
e:tnciency. We have piled layer upon
layer in this topsylike expansion until
the Federal Government has mushroomed into a bureaucratic, unmanageable maze.
Westerners realize only too well that
we in the public land States have severaJ
Federal agency overlords in such vital
areas as land and water resources, and·
frequently we are confronted with con..flicting policies emanating from competing agencies and departments, each
protectively jealous of its prerogatives
an'd its staked-out domain.
Nearly a score of agencies operate in
the field of water resources, and frequently three major, costly planning ef ...
forts will be underway in a single drainage basin. This all leads to petty and
time-consuming conflicts of agency interest and results in frustration and loss
of time and money to taxpayers.
One thing some people do not appreciate is that each time a new agency or
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new department is created, a large, permanent, and ever-expanding payroll is
added to the costs of Government. In
his message, President Nixon recommended reducing seven departments tofour, and consigning to those compressed
four departments some hitherto independent agencies. Think of what this
means in the potential for eliminating
scores of highly paid Under Secretaries..
Assistant Secretaries, Bureau Chiefs, and
assistants to all of those high-level functionaries. I would hope we could reduceFederal employment by at least 10 percent and increase Federal e:tnciency by 50'
percent.
We must streamline the Government.
increase e:tnciency, and reduce costs. This.
is a man-sized challenge President Nixon
is giving to the 92d Congress, and I hope
Congress rises to meet it in the best.
traditions of bipartisan government.
Of course, having watched the bureaucratic mayhem and logrolling when attempts have been made in the past to
transfer one established agency or toreorganize just one department, I know
that a structural reorganization of this
scope is sure to result in prodigious.
efforts to maintain the status quo. Entrenched interests and bureaucracies resist change, even though individuals.
affected will concede that it is for the
good of the program and the country.
But after the in-fighting and the nitpicking are over, I believe that all concerned will recognize that these basic
proposals make sense and that it is high
time to adapt our outmoded, patched-up
governmental structure to fit the needs
of today.
I am glad that President Nlxon is
young enough in his thinking and bold
enough in his style to propose a revolutionary change of this magnitude in
governmental structural organization.
He is stamping himself as a courageous
activist in the mold of another great
Republican leader, Teddy Roosevelt, and
I am pleased to enlist in the ranks of
those who support his war on the status
quo and against the deadening hand of
duplicating, overlapping bureaucracy.
Congress must fulfill its legislative role
by examining and improving upon the
legislation which we introduce today.
Congress must not be a rubber stamp,
but I hope it will not be an apathetic
sponge or a barrier against new ideas.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I am most
grateful to the Senator from Idaho,
whose judgment is always incisive and
helpful, and whose support of these
measures will be extremely meaningful,
not only to the administration but also
to the many cosponsors that this measure
has received.
I yield to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of President Nixon's efforts to recapture the destiny of a governmental system which presently is failing to fulfill its promises. Our Government's organizational maze has created
a system which is unresponsive to constituents, to Senators, and Congressmen,
and to a lesser degree even to the President of the United States.
The mechanics of our present organization fragment and scatter Federal
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responsibility to such an extent that most
citizens have lost confidence in its ability
to govern. Today's Federal bureaucracy
reminds me of a good apple tree left un-tended. As a young tree it promised much
but as it grew, additional branches developed in a haphazard fashion. The
branches of the Departments of the Interior: Agriculture; Commerce; Labor;
Health, Education, and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; and Transportation grew and sent off bureaus, offices, and divisions in a piecemeal fashion
dictated by immediate needs rather than
by long-term purposes and goals.
The maze of branches and twigs has
grown to such unworkable proportions
that a person seeking information about
a specific education program must search
among nine different Federal departments and 20 independent agencies. It is
estimated that as many as 1,500 separate
Federal grant programs exist. A good indication of the present confused state of
our Government is the fact that we need
approximately 850 interagency advisory
councils to coordinate similar programs
in different agencies, divisions, and bureaus. A matter which is particularly
galling to me is that in addition to the
numerous interagency councils, we have
also created approximately 1,400 public
advisory councils, which while generally
composed of talented well-meaning people, are largely nonactive and/or ineffective.
As with apple trees, once the bureaucracy reaches a certain size, further
growth causes only more branches and
twigs while producing smaller apples. All
of the additional time, effort, and money
are spent on administrative functions.
We must stop creating branches for new
methods and different approaches to
similar subjects because all we are producing is large trees.
President Nixon's governmental reorganization plan realizes that we must
be organized according to purposes and
goals. If our purpose is to raise apples,
we must prune the tree back to a manage able size and cut out all of the unnecessary branches, twigs, and dead
wood. Our efforts to produce good apples
or responsive Government should be
geared to that purpose and not wasted
on producing unnecessary organizational
twigs and branches.
President Nixon has already prepared
the soil for raising good apples. His revenue-sharing bills have not only created
the climate for a more responsible, more
approachable form of government; he
has also set up special revenue-sharing
machinery which would consolidate similar programs from different agencies,
bureaus, and offices into one broad purpose-oriented delegation of power. To
further insure good apples, less branches,
and better government, President Nixon
moved, in the early months of his administration, to establish common regional boundaries and regional headquarters for certain domestic departments.
President Nixon has presented Congress with a reorganization plan which

is not a spur of the moment inspiration,

but a plan representing the culmination
and consolidation of reorganizational reports prepared under Republican and
Democratic administrations since 1937.
I urge all of my colleagues to support
President Nixon's reorganization plan so
we can stop thinking about producing
trees and start thinking about raising
apples.
Mr. SAXBE. Mr. President, the question of how to reorganize the Government to better meet the needs of the people, has been studied and surveyed by
commission and committee for at least
30 years. But these reports and recommendations have been largely ignored
and forgotten. Today we are reversing
that trend of inaction by introducing
legislation to implement President
Nixon's proposal for governmental reorganization. I am happy to support this
move, and I join Senator PERCY as a cosponsor of these four bills.
The President's proposals, which, of
course, do not pretend to be final, do
make sense. There has been makeshift
tinkering with the governmental machinery to enable it to sputter along. But
even good men and seemingly limitless
funds cannot make an anachronism purr.
It is time for a major overhaul.
As the President pointed out in his reorganization message, we are still using
the same basic organization chart that
we have used for decades. We have dealt
with methods and subjects rather than
purposes and goals. Therefore, the President, through these four bills, proposes
to reorganize the executive branch
around broad and farsighted goals
rather than narrow, nearsighted expediencies.
The Department of Natural Resources
would bring together myriad environmental responsibilities now scattered
through Government. The Department
of Community Development would pull
together the many-faceted Government
effort to improve city life. The Department of Human Resources would consolidate the fragmented governmental
attempt to help individuals. The Department of Economic Affairs would
eliminate the compartmentalization o~
activities affecting a closely interlocked
economy.
Such reorganization would stimulate
interdepartmental coordination and
would eliminate the present overlapping
and inefficiency. Such a program, that
compresses seven departments into four,
that shrinks bureaucracy, that slashes
redtape, deserves the careful consideration of this body. It is time to streamline
and overhaul our tired and worn bureaucratic machine.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, it is a great
honor for me to join with the senior Senator from Dlinois <Mr. PERCY) and other
Senators in cosponsoring four bills to
carry out the purposes of President Nixon's bold program for the reorganization
of the executive branch of the Federal
Government.
While it is certainly understood that
the bills presented today will be subject
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to careful review and refinement by the

appropriate committees of the Congress,
I applaud the President for his imagination and foresight in proposing such a
sweeping plan to bring some semblance
of order into the structure of the executive branch. As he indicated in his message to the Congress on March 25, 1971,
the major cause of the ineffectiveness of
Government is not a matter of men or of
money; it is principally a matter of machinery.
Here in these four bills the President
proposed to do something about the machinery of Government. It is proposed
to reorganize the functions of eight great
departments of the Federal Government
which were organized over the years to
respond to a specific area of needs and to
realine them into four departments of a
more functional nature.
This does not simply involve shuffiing
desks and people from one building to
another, passing out a few new titles,
and redrawing the Government organization chart. If that is all that were
involved it would not have my support.
What the President's plan does is to
restructure the Federal organization in
order to make it more responsive to the
needs of our people today. It does this
by ending the fragmentation of power to
act which presently exists, by eliminating
the overlapping programs, agencies, and
personnel which contributes so greatly to
the frustration of our citizens in attempting to deal with their Federal Government, and by simplifying the structw-e of the programs themselves.
I was made painfully aware of the
massive bureaucratic maze which exists
in the Federal Government shortly after I began serving in the House of RePresentatives in 1967. After a very intensive study by my stat! and myself, we
found that no one, anywhere, knew exactly how many Federal programs there
are; we found that there is no central
place where people could go to find information on all operating programs; we
found, in fact, that we could not even
find a. definition of the word "program"
as it is used to describe Federal Government activities.,
These facts were recognized by President Nixon in his recent message on Government reorganization when he said:
The progra.mmatic jumble has already
reached the point where it is virtually impossible to obtain an accurate count of just
how many Federal grant programs exist.

He then went on to indicate that "some
estimates go as high as 1,500"; but no
one really knows.
My own efforts in this area have convinced me, as the President has no doubt
been convinced, that a general restructuring of programs and agencies of the
Federal Government is no longer simply
desirable, but absolutely essentiaL
Again I commend the President for
his foresight and initiative. As a member of the Government Operations Committee, I look forward to working with
the administration and other Members
of the Senate in an effort to arrive at
acceptable and workable legislation to
bring about these necessary reforms.
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By Mr. STEVENSON:
S. 1435. A bill to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to ban sports
from closed-circuit television. Referred
to the Committee on Commerce.
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference a bill
to amend the Communications Act of
1934 so as to prohibit the closed-circuit
TV broadcast of any sports event to a
paying audience outside the home, except when the FCC determines that it
is not commercially feasible for the
event to be broadcast on free TV.
No event in recent memory points up
the need for this bill more than the recent championship fight between Joe
Frazier and Muhammad Ali. The promoter of the fight said that it was "more
than just a famous boxing match-it
is one of the great entertainment events
in history."
Perhaps it was-for the 19,500 persons who paid up to $150 each to watch
the fight live in Madison Square Garden
and for the 1% million viewers who
watched the fight in theaters all across
the country at prices ranging from $10
to $30.
But for the Nation's 118 million other
sports fans, the main event was a quasievent--something that could be read
about the next morning, but which could
not be seen while it happened. Invalids
missed the fight, as did people who could
not afford the price of a ticket. Because
the Defense Department refused-rightly
in my judgment-to pay the $500,000 demanded by the promoters, our men in
Vietnam missed the telecast, too.
The promoter explained why the home
TV audience was denied access to the
fight with this forthright statement:
We're in this for the profit, and we're
merchandising this fight like a fight has
never been merchandised before.

The merchandising effort was a spectacular success; the $20 million gross will
undoubtedly leave a handsome profit
even after Frazier and Ali receive $2.5
million each for their night's work.
The financial implications of this fight
are likely to excite greater activity on the
part of sports promoters. It has been predicted that within 5 years the super
bowl will be broadcast on closed-circuit
TV, with a prospective gross of $48 million. Other major sports events-the
world series, the basketball and hockey
playoffs, the Kentucky Derby-could
likewise disappear from home television
screens.
I recognize that this may be very good
for the promoters, but the central fact
about closed-circuit theater TV is that it
is closed. It is not necessary to shut out
the public at large to assure fair compensation for those who promote and compete in sports events. Home television
offers ample opportunities for financial
rewards to those involved and also offers
the American people easy access to national sports events.
Closed-circuit theater TV raises other
problems: overselling; ticket scalping;
and the crowd control problems created
when transmission fails at a crucial moment, as it did in Chicago before the
Frazier-Ali fight.

Under existing law, the FCC cannot
regulate sports promoters or closedcircuit television operations. The profit
motive determines the format in which
sports events are staged. This bill, introduced in substantially the same form
by Representative AsPIN in the other
body, recognizes the greater interest of
the television viewing public. It would
prohibit closed-circuit TV coverage of
sports events, except when the FCC concludes that broadcasts to home TV viewers are not commercially feasible. The
bill would, therefore, effectively encourage free television coverage of sports
events for the American public.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of this bill be printed
in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s. 1435
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act

may be cited as the "Fair Sports Broadcasting Act."
SEc. 2. Title III of the Communications
Act of 1934 is amended by redesignating parts
Ill and IV as parts IV and V, respectively,
and by inserting after part II the following
new part:
"PART III--cLoSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION
"RESTRICTION ON SPORTS PRODUCTIONS

"SEc. 371. (a) For purposes of this section, the term 'closed-circuit television production' means any television production
which is intended to be viewed principally
by an audience outside the home and for
which there is an admission charge.
"(b) (1) No person may present any sports
event to the public by means of a closedcircuit television production, except when
the person proposing to so present such
event has applied to the Commission to
present such event, and such application
has been approved by the Commission 1n
accordance with subsection (2) of this section.
"(2) The Commission may approve an application to present a sports event by means
of a closed-circuit television production only
if the Commission is satisfied (A) that the
rights to broadcast such event have been
offered on reasonable terms to an adequate
number of television networks or licensees
(or their representatives) and (B) because
of lack of interest on the part of the public,
it is not commercially feasible for the event
to be presented to the public by means of
a broadcast for which no charge is made
to the broadcast audience. Such approval
shall be subject to such terms and conditions (including conditions with respect to
any admission charge) as the Commission
may prescribe in the public interest.
"(d) The Broadcast Bureau of the Commission shall administer the provisions of
this section.
''(e) The Commission may prescribe such
regulations as may be necessary to carry out
this section."
SEC. 2. The amendments made by the first
section of this Act shall take effect on the
thirtieth day after the date of enactment
of this Act.

By Mr. ERVIN (for himself, Mr.
BAYH, Mr. BENTSEN, Mr. BIBLE,
Mr. BROOKE, Mr. BURDICK, Mr.
BYRD of Virginia, Mr. CHURCH,
Mr. CooK, Mr. DoLE, Mr. DoM-
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!NICK, Mr. EAGLETON, Mr. FANNIN, Mr. FONG, Mr. GOLDWATER,
Mr. GRAVEL, Mr. GURNEY, Mr.
HANSEN, Mr. INOUYE, Mr.
HRUSKA, Mr. JoRDAN of North
Carolina, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho,
Mr. McGEE, Mr. MciNTYRE, Mr.
MAGNUSON, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr.
METCALF,Mr.MILLER,Mr.MoNDALE, Mr. MONTOYA, Mr. Moss,
Mr. NELSON, Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr.
PEARSON, Mr. PERCY,
Mr.
PROUTY, Mr. PROXMIRE, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr. SCOTT, Mr. SPARKMAN, Mr. SPONG, Mr. STEVENS,
Mr. TAFT, Mr. TALMADGE, Mr.
THURMOND, Mr. TOWER, Mr.
TuNNEY, Mr. WILLIAMS, Mr.
HUMPHREY, Mr. MUSKIE, and Mr.
HATFIELD):
S. 1438. A bill to protect the civilian
employees of the executive branch of the
U.S. Government in the enjoyment of
their constitutional rights and to prevent
unwarranted governmental invasions of
their privacy. Referred to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
PROTECTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES--TO PREVENT UNWARRANTED INVASIONS OF THEIR PRIVACY

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, on behalf
of myself and 50 cosponsors, I introduce,
for appropriate reference, a bill to protect the civilian employees of the executive branch of the U.S. Government in
the enjoyment of their constitutional
rights and to prevent unwarranted governmental invasions of their privacy.
The other cosponsors of this proposal
are: Senators BAYH, BENTSEN, BIBLE,
BROOKE, BURDICK, BYRD of Virginia,
CHURCH, COOK, DOLE, DOMINICK, EAGLETON, FANNIN, FoNG, GoLDWATER, GRAVEL,
GURNEY, HANSEN, HATFIELD, HRUSKA,
HUMPHREY, INOUYE, JORDAN Of North
Carolina, JoRDAN of Idaho, McGEE, McINTYRE, MAGNUSON, MATHIAS, METCALF,
~LER, MONDALE,MONTOYA,Moss,MusKIE, NELSON, PACKWOOD, PEARSON, PERCY,
PROUTY, PROXMIRE, RANDOLPH, SCOTT,
SPARKMAN, SPONG, STEVENS, TAFT, TALMADGE, THuRMOND, TOWER, TuNNEY, and
WILLIAMS.
This is the third Congress to consider
this proposal. It has been twice passed
by the Senate, first as S. 1035 in the 90th
Congress on September 13, 1967, by approval of 90 Members, and then as S.
782 in the last Congress, on May 19, 1970,
by unanimous consent. Each time, despite widespread support from the public,
from employees, and from Members of
Congress, it has failed in the House Post
Office and Civil Service Committee. The
bill introduced today is identical to s. 782
as passed by the Senate last year with
committee amendments.
The purpose and background of this
measure is spelled out in Senate Report
No. 873 of the 91st Congress which
describes the hearings before the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee on
complaints we received about privacy
invasions.
The purpose of this bill is to prohibit
indiscriminate requirements that employees and applicants for Government
employment disclose their race, religion,
or national origin; or submit to question-
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ing about their religion, personal relationships or sexual attitudes, through
interviews, psychological tests, or polygraphs. It prohibits requirements that
employees attend Government-sponsored
meetings and lectures or participate in
outside activities unrelated to their employment; report on their outside activities or undertakings unrelated to their
work; support political candidates, or attend political meetings.
It makes it illegal to coerce an employee to buy bonds or make charitable
contributions. It prohibits requirements
that he disclose his own personal assets,
liabilities, or expenditures, or those of
any member of his family, unless, in the
case of certain specified employees, such
items would tend to show a conflict of
interest.
It provides a right to have a counsel or other person present, if the employee wishes, at an interview which may
lead to disciplinary proceedings.
It accords the right to a civil action in
a Federal court for violation or threatened violation of the act.
Finally, it establishes a Board on Employees' Rights to receive and conduct
hearings on complaints of violation of
the act, and to determine and administer remedies and penalties.
I and the other sponsors of this measure share the conviction that the early
passage of the bill, this time by both the
Senate and the House, will demonstrate
the truth of Victor Hugo's observation
that greater than the tread of mighty
armies is an idea whose time has come.
The American people have made it
clear that the time has indeed come for
congressional action to protect them from
governmental interference with their enjoyment of personal privacy and other
constitutional rights.
During recent hearings before the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, we
have received reports of well-meaning,
but unwarranted surveillance of lawful
citizens, of blacklists, of data banks
without proper controls, of the misuse of
computers and microfilmed records, and
other incursions into private lives of people without sufficient cause.
All across our land, private citizens
and Government officials alike are awakening to the fact that they must seize
control of the information systems and
the new technology to assure due process
of law. They are realizing that if our society is to remain a free one, they must
continuously monitor the exercise of any
governmental power which can infringe
upon the first amendment rights of all
individuals.
Although the privacy of private citizens is receiving increasing legislative attention, the liberties and privacy of citizens who work for Government have generally remained in unique isolation from
such concern. More than most Americans,
the employees of the Federal Government understand the adverse effects on
liberty of some of the trends abroad in
our land today. Probably no other group
of citizens has been so subject to governmental monitoring, investigation and
evaluation of their private lives. They

have been analyzed, computerized, criticized, and all too frequently, tyrannized.
Some of this data-gathering on employees and applicants is both necessary
and desirable, and is pursued in a worthy
cause such as determining suitability for
employment or for handling national
security information or for promoting
better personnel management. On the
basis of subcommittee studies, however,
it is my opinion that a goodly portion of
the data-gathering and surveillance goes
far beyond the needs of Government and
is prompted by the mere curiosity of some
Government officials or by the political
motives and concerns of whatever administration is in power at the time.
Since they are, in a sense, a captive
group, easily identified, and susceptible
to economic coercion to surrender their
privacy, employees of Government are
subjected more than most citizens to
Federal management experiments with
all of the latest fads in psuedo-scientific
instruments and methods for measuring
the "total man," for predicting human
behavior, and for attempting to manipulate the emotions and the faculties of individuals in order to guide their thought
processes.
They are subjected to the changing
fashions in follies of supervisors who are
bent on achieving some favored personal
or management goal through bizarre
short cuts or circumvention of established systems for protecting employee
rights.
The individual's access to the courts
on such matters has been limited, and
any administrative remedies have been
subject to changing executive orders or
agency directives. Employees are confronted with orders that they are not to
communicate with Members of Congress
and they are restricted in their dealings
with personnel officers for resolving their
problems.
For all of these reasons, employees do
not always enjoy due process, privacy,
and other rights equally with all other
citizens.
Recently, as the Federal Government
has seized larger and larger chunks of
the economic sector, citizens who work
for it have been subjected to economic
coercion to surrender their liberties for
purposes which have no reasonable relationship to the needs of Government.
These liberties do, however, have a significant relationship to the health of our
free society. If over 3 million Federal
employees and their families can be
forced to surrender them without any
recourse to the courts, then they can be
surrendered by millions of State and
local employees. Since the attitudes and
practices of the Federal Government are
emulated by private industries and organizations, the injustices and tyrannies
against employees ignored by Congress
today may spell the destruction of the
basic liberties of all citizens tomorrow.
This bill does not begin to cure all of
the injustices and petty tyrannies to
which employees are subject. Rather, it
establishes judicial and administrative
remedies for certain violations of first
amendment rights of the citizen who may
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apply for Federal employment or who
may work for Government.
It is designed to protect that individual
in the enjoyment of his freedom of conscience, of his right to speak or not to
speak about certain personal matters; of
his right to participate or not to participate in the political, economic, and social
life of his community free of pressure
from the Civil Service Commission or
from his supervisor.
It assures that employees may keep
to themselves what they believe or feel
about religion, sex, or family relationships or what they do or do not do in
their private lives, that is unrelated to
their jobs. It assures also that they will
never be forced as free citizens to become
the unwilling instruments for imposing
unauthorized political, social or economic
goals of some administration which happens to be in power at the time in
Washington.
In an era dominated not only by scientific technology but by the need for rapid
and efficient decision making on a grand
scale, this proposal is a means of reconciling the needs of Government with the
individual's right to retain certain areas
of his thoughts, beliefs, words and actions, free of unwarranted governmental
interference.
Such legislation has been needed in the
past to help protect our liberties. It is
needed now. If the present trends in the
Federal Government are any indication,
it will be more vitally needed in the
future.
Although the bill is based primarily on
the excesses of previous administrations,
there is no guarantee that these practices
will not be revived, and there is no evidence that some of them are not continuing.
If history teaches us anything, it
teaches us that the events of the past will
be repeated. With regard to the practices
covered by this proposal, I believe Congress should prevent their reoccurrence
by early passage of the bill.
Mr. President, when this bill was first
introduced in 1966, I had a conference
with the distinguished former chairman
of the Committee on Post Offic.e and Civil
Service, Senator Monroney. Pursuant to
our conversation, he agreed with me that
the bill could be appropriately referred
to his committee or the Committee on the
Judiciary, and the bill was referred by
unanimous consent to the Committee on
the Judiciary which conducted hearings
on the bill. In 1969, I consulted with the
present distinguished chairman of the
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, the able Senator from Wyoming <Mr.
McGEE). He agreed with me that a similar course should be followed on s. 782
at that time and it is my understanding
that he continues to hold that view with
respect to the current bill.
Therefore, I ask unanimous consent,
pursuant oo the agreement between Mr.
McGEE and me, that the bill be referred
to the Committee on the Judiciary; and
that the bill be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

CONQRESSIONAL RECO~f?- SEN¢'\J'E
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A bill to protect the civ1lian employees of
the executive 'branch of the United States
Government in the enjoyment of their constitutional rights and to prevent unwarranted governmental invasions of their
privacy
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of .Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any
officer of any executive department or any
executive agency of the United States Government, or for any person acting or purporting to act under his authority, to do
any of the following things:
(a.) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any civllia.n employee of
the United States serving in the department
or agency, or any person seeking employment
in the executive branch of the United States
Government, to disclose his race, religion, or
national origin, or the race, religion, or national origin of any of his forebears: Provjded, however, That nothing contained in
this subsection shall be construed to prohibit
inquiry concerning the citizenship of any
such employee or person if his citizenship
is a. statutory condition of his obtaining or
retaining his employment: Provided further,
That nothing contained in this subsection
shall be construed to prohibit inquiry concerning the national origin or citizenship
of any such employee or person or of his forebears, when such inquiry is deemed necessary
or advisable to determine suitability for
assignment to activities or undertakings related to the national security within the
United States or to activities or undertakings of any nature outside the United States.
(b) To state or intimate, or to attempt to
state or intimate, to any civ111an employee
of the United States serving in the department or agency that any notice will be taken
of his attendance or lack of attendance at
any assemblage, discussion, or lecture held
or called by any ofllcer of the executive
branch of the United States Government, or
by any person acting or purporting to act
under his authority, or by any outside parties
or organizations to advise, instru,ct, or indoctrinate any civllian employee of the
United States serving in the department or
agency in respect to any matter or subject
other than the performance of 'ofllcia.l duties
to which he is or may be assigned in the
department or agency, or the development of
skills, knowledge, or a.b111ties which qualify
him for the performance of such duties:
Provided, however, That nothing contained
in this subsection shall be construed to prohibit taking notice of the participation of
a. civilian employee in the activities of any
professional group or association.
(o) To require or request, or to attempt
to require or request, any civilian employee
of the United States serving in the department or agency to participate in any way
in any activities or undertakings unless such
activities or undertakings are related to the
performance of ofllcial duties to which he is
or may be assigned in the department or
agency, or to the development of skills,
knowledge, or abilities which qualify him for
the performance of such duties.
(d) To require or request, or to attempt
to require or request, any civilian employee
of the United States serving in the department or agency to make any report concerning any of his activities or undertakings
unless such activities or undertakings are related to the performance of ofllcial duties to
which he is or may be assigned in the department or agency, or to the development of
skills, knowled!e, or ab111ties which qualify
h1m for the performance o! such duties, or
unless there is reason to believe that the
clviUan employee is engaged in outside activities or employment in conflict with his official
duties.

(e) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any civilian employee of
the United States serving in the department
or agency, or any person applying for employment as a civilian employee in the executive
branch of the United States Government, to
submit to any interrogation or examination
or to take any psychological test which is
designed to elicit from him information con ..
cerning his personal relationship with any
person connected with him by blood or marriage, or concerning his religious beliefs or
practices, or concerning his attitude or conduct with respect to sexual matters: Provided, however, That nothing contained in this
subsection shall be construed to prevent a
physician from eliciting such information or
authorizing such tests in the diagnosis or
treatment of any civilian employee or applicant where such physician deexns such information necessary to enable him to determine
whether or not such individual is suffering
from mental illness: Provided further, however, That this determination shall be made
in individual cases and not pursuant to general practice or regulation governing the examination of employees or applicants according to grade, agency, or duties: Provided further, however, That nothing contained in thiS
subsection shall be construed to prohibit an
ofllcer of the department or agency from advising any civilian employee or applicant of
a specific charge of sexual misconduct made
against that person, and affording him an
opportunity to refute the charge.
(f) To require or request, or attempt to
require or ·request, any civilian employee of
the United States serving in the department
or agency, or any person applying for employment as a. civilian employee in the executive branch of the United States Government, to take any polygraph test designed to
elicit from him information concerning hiS
personal relationship with any person connected with him by blood or marriage, or
concerning his religious beliefs or practices,
or concerning his attitude or conduct with
respect to sexual matters.
(g) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any civilian employee of
the United States serving in the department
or agency to support by personal endeavor
or contribution of money or any other thing
of value the nomination or the election of
any person or group of persons to public oftlce
in the Government of the United States or
of any State, district, Commonwealth, terri·
tory, or possession of the United States, or
to attend any meeting held to promote or
support the activities or undertakings of any
political party of the United States or of
any State, district, Commonwealth, territory,
or possession of the United States.
(h) To coerce or attempt to coerce any
civ111an employee of the United States serving in the department or agency to invest
his earnings in bonds or other obligations
or securities issued by the United States or
any of its departments or agencies, or to
make donations to any institution or cause
of any kind: Provided, however, That nothing contained in this subsection shall be
construed to prohibit any ofllcer of any
executive department or any executive
agency of the United States Government, or
any person acting or purporting to act under
his authority, from calling meetings and
taking any action appropriate to afford any
civlllan employee of the United States the
opportunity voluntartly to invest his earnings in bonds or other obligations or securities issued by the United States or any of its
departments or agencies, or voluntarily to
make donations to any institution or cause.
(1) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any civil1an employee of
the United States serving in the department
or agency to disclose any items of his property, income, or other assets, source of income, or 11a.b111ties, or his personal or
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domestic expenditures or those of any member o! his family or household: Provided,
however, That this subsection shall not apply
to any civ111an employee who has authority
to make any final -determination with respect to the tax or other 11a.bi11ty of an}~
person, corporation, or other legal entity to
the United States, or .claixns which require
expenditure of moneys of the United States:
Provided further, however, That nothing
contained in this subsection shall prohibit
the Department of the Treasury or any other
executive department or agency of the
United States Government from requiring
any civilian employee of the United Stat-es
to make such reports as may be necessary or
appropriate for the determination of his Uab111ty for taxes, tariffs, custom duties, or
other obligations imposed by law.
(j) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any civllian employee of
the United States embraced within the terms
of the proviso in subsection (i) to disclose
any items of his property, income, or other
assets, source of income, or liabilities, or his
personal or domestic expenditures or those
of any member of his family or household
other than specific items tending to indicate
a conflict of interest in respect to the performance of any of the ofllcia.l duties to
which he is or may be assigned.
(k) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any civilian employee of
the United States serving in the department
or agency, who is under investigation for
misconduct, to submit to interrogation which
could lead to disciplinary action without the
presence of counsel or other person of his
choice, if he so requests: Provided, however,
That a civilian employee of the United States
serving in the Central Intelligence Agency or
the National Security Agency may be accompanied only by a person of his choice who
serves in the agency in which the employee
serves, or by counsel who has been approved
by the agency for access to the information
involved.
( 1) To discharge, discipline, demote, deny
promotion to, relocate, reassign, or otherwise
discriminate in regard to any term or condition of employment of, any civilian employee of the United States serving in the
department or agency, or to threaten to commit any of such acts, by reason of the refusal
or failure of such employee to submit to or
comply with any requirement. request, or action made unlawful by this Act, or by reason
of the exercise by such civ111an employee of
any right granted or secured by this Act.
SEc. 2. It shall be unlawful for any officer
of the United States Civil Service Commission, or for any person acting or purporting
to act under his authority, to do any of the
following things:
(a.} To require or request, or to attempt
to require or request, any executive department or any executive agency of the United
States Government, or any officer or employee
serving in such department or agency, to violate any of the provisions of section 1 of this
Act.
(b) To require or request, or to attempt to
require or request, any person seeking to
establish civil service status or ellgib111ty for
employment in the executive branch of the
United States Government, or any person applying for employment in the executive
l>ra.nch of the United States Government, or
any civ111a.n employee of the United States
serving in any department or agency of the
United States Government, to submit to any
interrogation or examination or to take any
psychological test which 1.s designed to elicit
from him information concerning his personal
relationship with any person connected with
him by blood or marriage, or concerning his
rellgious beliefs or practices, or concerning
his attitude or conduct with respect to sexual matters: Provided,_ however, That nothing contained in this subsection shall be
construed to prevent a physician from elicit-
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ing such information or authorizing such
tests in the diagnosis or treatment of any
civilian employee or applicant where such
physician deems such information necessary
to enable him to determine whether or not
such individual is suffering from mental illness: Provided further, however, That this
determination shall be made in individual
cases and not pursuant to general practice
or regulation governing the examination of
employees or applicants according to grade,
agency, or duties: Provided further, however,
That nothing contained in this subsection
shall be construed to prohibit an officer of
the Civil Service Commission from advising
any civilian employee or applicant of a specific charge of sexual misconduct made
against that person, and affording him an
opportunity to refute the charge.
(c) To require or request, or to attempt
to require or request, any person seeking to
establish civil service status or eligibility for
employment in the executive branch of the
United States Government, or any person
applying for employment in the executive
branch of the United States Government,
or any civilian employee of the United States
serving in any department or agency of the
United States Government, to take any polygraph test designed to ellcit from him information concerning his personal relationship with any person connected with him
by blood or marriage, or concerning his
religious beliefs or practices, or concerning
his attitude or conduct with respect to
sexual matters.
SEc. 3. It shall be unlawful for any commissioned officer, as defined in section 101
of title 10, United tsates Code, or any member of the Armed Forces acting or purporting to act under his authority, to require or
request, or to attempt to require or request,
any civilian employee of the executive
branch of the United States Government
under his authority or subject to his supervision to perform any of the acts or submit
to any of the requirements made unlawful
by section 1 of this Act.
SEc. 4. Whenever any officer of any executive department or a.ny executive agency of
the United States Government, or any person acting or purporting to act under his
authority, or any oomm.lss1oned officer as
defined in seotAI.on 101 of title 10, United
States Code, or any member of the Armed
Forces acting or purporting to act under
his authority, violates or threatens to violate
any of the provisdons of section 1, 2, or S
of this Act, any civ111an employee of the
United States serving in any department
or agency of the United States Government,
or any person applying for employment in
the executive branch of the United States
Government, or any person seeking to establish civil service status or ellgibility for
employment in the executive branch of the
United States Government, affected or aggrieved by the violation or threatened viola.111on, may bring a. c:lvil action in his own behalf or in behalf of himself and others sl.mila.rly situated, against the offending officer
or person in the United States district court
for the district in which the viola-tion occurs or is threatened, or the district in which
the offending officer or person is found, or
in the United States Di&trlct Court for the
District of Columbia, to prevent the threatened violation or to obtain redress against
the consequences of the violation. The Attorney General Slb.a.ll defend all officers or
persons sued under this section who acted
pursuant to an order, regulation, or directive, or who, in his opinion, did not w1llfully
violate the provisdons of this Act. SUch

and to Issue such restraining order, interlocutory injunction, permanent injunction,
or mandatory injunction, or enter such other
judgment or decree as may be necessary or
appropriate to prevent the threatened violation, or to afford the plaintiff and otihers
similarly situated complete relief agains·t the
consequences of the violation. With the written consent Of any person affected or aggrieved by a violation or threatened violation of section 1, 2, or 3 of this Act, any
employee organWa.tion may bring such action on behalf of such person, or may intervene in such action. For the purposes of
this s~tion, employee organizations shall
be construed to include any brotherhood,
council, federation, organization, union, or
professional association made up in whole
or in part of ci vman employees of the
United States and which has as one of its
purposes dealing with departments; agencies,
c0Ill.Dliss1ons, and independent agencies of
the United States concerning the condition
and terms of employment of such employees.
SEc. 5. (a.) There 1s hereby established a.
Board on Employees' Rights (hereinafter referred to as the "Board"). The Board shall
be composed of three members, appointed
by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate. The President
shall designate one member as chairman.
No more than two members of the Board
may be of the same poli1iical party. No
member of the Board shall be an officer or
employee of the United States Government.
(b) The term of office of each member of
the Board shall be five years, except that (1)
of those members first appointed, one shall
serve for five years, one for three years, and
one for one year, respectively, from the date
of enactment of this Act, and (2) any member appointed to fill a. vacancy occurring
prior to the expiration of the term for which
his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such term.
(c) Members of the Board shall be compensated at the rate of $75 a day for each
day spent in the work of the Board, and
shall be paid actual travel expenses and per
diem in lieu of subsistence expenses when
away from their usual places of residence,
as authorized by section 5703 of title 5,
United States Code.
(d) Two members shall constitute a. quorum for the transaction of business.
(e) The Board may appoint and fix the
compensation of such officers, attorneys, and
employees, and make such expenditures, as
may be necessary to carry out its functions.
(f) The Board shall make such rules and
regulations as shall be necessary and proper
to carry out its functions.
(g) The Board shall have the authority and
duty to receive and investigate written complaints from or on behalf of any person
claiming to be affected or aggrieved by any
violation or threatened violation of this Act
and to conduct a. hearing on each such complaint. Within ten days after the receipt of
any such complaint, the Board shall furnish
notice of the time, place, and nature of the
hearing thereon to all interested parties. The
Board shall render its final decision with
respect to any complaint within thirty days
after the conclusion of its hearing thereon.
(h) Officers or representatives of any Federal employee organization in any degree
concerned with employment of the category
in which any alleged violation of this Act
occurred or is threatened shall be given an
opportunity to participate in each hearing
conducted under this section, through submission of written data., views, or arguments,
and in the discretion of the Board, with

United States district court shall have juris-

opportunity for oral presentation. Govern-

diction to try and determine such civil

ment employees called upon by any party
or by any Federal employee organization to

action irrespective of the actuality or amount
of pecuniary injury done or threatened, and
without regard to whether the aggrieved

participate in any phase of any administrative or judicial proceeding under this section

party shall have exhausted anv administrative remedies that may be provided by law,

shall be free to do so without incurring
travel cost or suffering loss in leave or pay;
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and all such employees shall be free from
restraint, coercion, interference, intimidation, or reprisal in or because of their participation. Any periods of time spent by
Government employees during such participation shall be held and considered to be
Pederal employinent for all purposes.
(i) Insofar as consistent with the purposes of this section, the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 5 of title 5, United
States Code, relating to the furnishing of
notice and manner of conducting agency
hearings, shall be applicable to hearings
conducted by the Board under this section.
(j) If the Board shall determine after hearing that a. violation of this Act has not
occurred or is not threatened, the Board
shall state its determination and notify all
interested parties of such determination.
Each such determination shall constitute a.
final decision of the Board for purposes of
judicial review.
(k) If the Board shall determine that any
violation of this Act has been committed
or threatened by any civilian officer or employee of the United States, the Board shall
immediately (1) issue and cause to be served
on such officer or employee an order requiring such officer or employee to cease and
desist from the unlawful act or practice
which constitutes a. violation, (2) endeavor
to eliminate any such unlawful act or practice by informal method$ of conference, conciliation, and persuasion, and (3) may(A) (i) 1n the case of the first offense by
any civilian officer or employee of the United
States, other than any officer appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, issue an officia.l reprimand against such officer or employee or
order the suspension without pay of such
officer or employee from the position or office
held by him for a. period of not to exceed
fifteen days, and (li) in the case of a. second
or subsequent offense by any such officer
or employee, order the suspension without
pay of such officer or employee from the
position or office held by him for a. period
of not to exceed thirty days or order the
removal of such officer or employee from such
position or office; and
(B) in the c.ase of any offense by any
officer appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate,
transmit a. report concerning such violation to the President and the Congress.
(1) If the Board shall determine that
any violation of this Act has been committed or threatened by any officer of any of
the Armed Forces of the United States, or
any person purporting to act under authority conferred by such officer, the Board
shall ( 1) submit a. report thereon to the
President, the Congress, and the Secretary
of the military department concerned, (2)
endeavor to eliminate ariy unlawful act or
practice which constitutes such a violation
by informal methods of conference, concllla.tion, and persuasion, and (S) refer its
determination and the record in the case
to any person authorized to convene general courts-martial under .section 822 (article 22) of title 10, United States Code. Thereupon such person shall take immediate
steps to dispose of the matter under chapter
47 of title 10, United States Code (Uniform
Code of Military Justice.
(m) Any p.a.rty aggrieved by any final
determination or order of the Board may
institute, in the district court of the United
States for the jud1cial district wherein the
violation or threatened violation of this
Act occurred, or in the United States Distriot Court for the District of Columbia., a
civil action for the review of such deter-

mination or order. In any such action, the
court shall have jurisdiction to (1) affirm,

modify, or set aside any determination ~ or
order made by the Board which 1s under

review, or (2) require the Board to make
Ja.ny determination or order which it is
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authorized to make under subsection (K),
but which it has refused to make. The reviewing court shall set aside any finding,
conclusion, determination, or order of the
Board as to which complaint is made which
is unsupported by substantial evidence on
the record considered as a whole.
(n) The Board shall submit, not later
than March 31 of each year, to the Senate
and House of Representatives, respectively,
a report on its activities under this section during the immediately preceding calendar year, including a statement concerning the nature of all complaints filed with
it, its determinations and orders resulting
from hearings thereon, and the names of
all officers or employees of the United States
with respect to whom any penalties have
been imposed under this section.
(o) There are authorized to be appropriated sums necessary, not in excess of
$100,000, to carry out the provisions of this
section.
SEc. 6. Nothing contained in this Act shall
be construed to prohibit an officer of the
Central Intelllgence Agency or of the National Security Agency from requesting any
civilian employee or applicant to take a
polygraph test, or to take a psychological
test, designed to elicit from him information
concerning his personal relationship with
any person connected with him by blood or
marriage, or concerning his religious beliefs
or practices, or concerning his attitude or
conduct with respect to sexual matters, or
to provide a personal financial statement, if
the Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency or his designee or the Director of the
National Security Agency or his designee
makes a personal finding with regard to
each individual to be so tested or examined
that such test or information is required to
protect the national security.
SEc. 7. No civilien employee of the United
States serving in the Central Intelligence
Agency or the National Security Agency, and
no individual or organization acting in behalf of such employee, shall be permitted to
invoke the provisions of sections 4 and 5
without first submitting a written complaint
to the agency concerned about the threatened or actual violation of this Act and affording such agency one hundred and twenty days from the date of such complaint to
prevent the threetened violation or to redress the actual violation: Provided, however,
That nothing in this Act shall be construed
to affect any existing authority of the Director of Central Intelllgence under section
403(c), of title 50, United States Code, and
any authorities available to the Netional Security Agency under section 833 of title 50,
United States Code, to terminate the employment of any employee.
SEC. 8. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect in any way the authority of
the Directors of the Central Intelligence
Agency or the Nation&l Security Agency to
protect or withhold information pursuant to
statute or executive order. The personal certification by the Director of the agency that
disclosure of any information is inconsistent
with the provision of any statute or executive order shall be conclusive and no suclt
Information shall be admissible in evidence
in any interrogation under section 1 (k) or
in any civil action under section 4 or in any
proceeding or civil action under section 5.
SEc. 9. This Act sb.a.ll not be applicable to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
SEC. 10. Nothing contained in sections 4
and 5 shall be construed to prevent establishment of department and agency grievance procedures to enforce this Act, but the
existence of such procedures shall not preclude any applicant or employee from pursuing the remedies establlshed by this Act or
any other remedies provided by law: Provided, however, That if under the procedures established, the employee or applicant
has obtained complete protection against

threatened violations or complete redress for
violations, such action may be pleaded in bar
in the United States district court or in proceedings before the Board on Employee
Rights: And provided further, Tha.t if an
employee elects to seek a remedy under either
section 4 or section 5, he waives his right to
proceed by an independent action under the
remaining section.
SEc. 11. If any provision of this Act or the
application of any provision to any person or
circumstance shall be held invalid, the remainder of this Act or the application of
such provision to persons or circumstances
other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall not be affected.

By Mr. GURNEY:
S. 1439. A bill to establish a Judiciary
Assistance Administration within the
Department of Justice, to provide financial assistance to the States in order to
encourage court reform, and for other
purposes. Referred to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
Mr. GURNEY. Mr. President, I am
today introducing a bill intended to assist the States in reforming and modernizing their court and judicial systems.
The act which I call the National Court
Reform Assistance Act, will create within the Department of Justice a Judicial
Assistance Administration which will act
as a clearinghouse for information, statistical data and studies on improvement
of States' judicial machinery, civil and
criminal. The Administration would be
authorized to carry out a 5-year grant
program to the States and localities with
substantial sums of money.
If this Nation is ever to come to grips
successfully with curbing of crime, we
must mount a massive attack on crime.
We must assign high priority to the problem. We must make a national commitment. We must put up the necessary
money to do the job. I have tried to do
this in a bold fashion. The functions of
assisting in State court reform now being carried on by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration would be assigned to the new Judicial Assistance
Administration created by this bill.
As it now stands, LEAA plans to spend
10 percent of its budget or roughly $35
million per year on activities specifically
related to State court reform and
modernization. Those sums in my judgment are woefully inadequate. If we are
to achieve meaningful reform, we must
assist the States with more realistic sums.
For Mr. President, we should make no
mistake about it: the State and local
court systems in our Nation today are
being strained to the breaking point. We
have a judicial crisis on our hands.
The common law maxim that "justice
delayed is justice denied" is self-evidently
true in our country today as it has never
been in the past.
There is a growing awareness that our

courts, State and Federal, are in a deplorable condition and that condition in
the State courts, at least, is approaching

crisis proportions. The columns of our
legal publications which in happier times
were full of comfortable recollections of
"famous jurists I have known" and
stories of clever cross-examinations by
eminent attorneys, now are full of stories
of incredible delays, miscarriage of
justice. This is, it seems to me, growing
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lack of confidence by the public in the
ability of our courts to administer justice.
The operative word is "crisis."
In a special edition of the New York
Law Journal for Law Day, May 1, 1970,
Mr. Martin Fox said:
"Crisis", until only recently, was a word
rarely used to describe the state of the courts
in New York City. When discussing such
problems in the courts as overcrowding, inadequate facilities, case backlogs and calendar
congestion and insufficient funds, judges,
lawyers, and court personnel preferred to
describe them as "pressing", "serious", and
"of immediate concern", but almost never
of "crisis" proportions.
But these synonyms have now been discarded and crisis has joined the vocabulary
of the courts. The urgency of these problems,
coupled with the need for a full-scale review
of their causes designed to produce possible
remedies, was underscored in recent weeks
by the following actions:
(a) The unprecedented establishment of
eleven blue-ribbon committees by Presiding
Justice Harold A. Stevens of the Appellate
Division, First Department, to study all
aspects of the courts in New York and Bronx
counties and to recommend methods for
improvements in areas such as public relations, calendars, facilities, financing and removing such cases as prostitution and alcoholism from the Criminal Calendars.
(b) An order from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit asking district
attorneys, judges and court officials from
throughout the city and adjacent counties to
file briefs as to the number of persons in detention for more than three months awaiting
trial and the reasons for this. These delays
raise "serious questions of the violation of
constitutional rights," Chief Judge J. Edward Lumbard said.
(c) A report by the Vera Institute of Justice showing that there were 18 per cent
more cases in the Criminal Courts in 1968
than in 1959, while the rate of disposition
fell 19 per cent over the same period. There
was a backlog of more than a half million
cases in the Criminal Courts, according to
the report.

When we heave a backlog of more than
half a million criminal cases in the courts
of New York City, we know something is
wrong.
In the August 7, 1970, issue of Life, Mr.
Dale Wittner spoke of the logjam in the
courts of the city of New York again in
crisis terms :
The criminal courts of troubled urban
America are failing. Like once-fearsome
scarecrows put out to keep away birds of
lawlessness, they are tattered by neglect,
familiar and even accommodating to professional hoodlums and incorrigible terrorists
of society who walk free for months and
years, waiting for trials that never come. To
the innocent, the poor, the uneducated, to
the victims of crime and witnesses to it, and
to honest policeman, many big-city courts
are already a sham and a broken promise. So
strained, so clogged with humanity have they
become that substantial justice is only an
occasional, almost accidental, product. A system drafted nearly two centurle$ ago to protect four million people does not work for
200 million. Until it does again, until swift
and equal justice is restored, the prospect for
law and order in the streets will not improve.
In every major city, the symptoms are
the same. Crime increases at an average rate
of 14% a year, more than doubling every siX
years. Court backlogs of pending cases, which
10 years ago were measured in weeks, now
add up to months and years. Harried judges,
prosecutors and public defenders are forced
to treat each case like a piece of unimportant
manufacture on an endless assembly line.
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Prosecutors are haphazard. Justice is the subJect of bargaining. The possibil1ty of punishment diminishes-and with it, respect for the
law.

Mr. Wittner continues:
If the criminal courts are in bad shape in

almost every city, the place to see the chaos
most clearly is New York, the nation's largest
city. There, sheer weight of numbers has
bowed the system to the breaking point and
criminal justice has already lost its cherished
precepts: the protection of society, the presumption of innocence, a speedy trial, a careful search for truth. Human beings are suffering-tens of thousands of them. But the
true extent of New York's breakdown is seen
in a dreadful array of facts:
Felonies-such as murder, armed robbery,
aggravated assault, rape and burglary-increased more than threefold during the 1960's
while New York City's population remained
almost constant. In the same period the
regular inmate population of state prisons,
where convicted felons must serve their sentence, fell from almost 20,000 to about 14,000.
The city's police force has grown steadily
to more than 32,000 men, by far the largest
in the nation. Yet the odds in favor of a
criminal escaping arrest for a felony remain
about four to one.
For those arrested, the chances of avoiding
punishment have actuS~lly increased: barely
one in five 1s ever brought to court on a felony indictment. The rest are released for
lack of evidence or prosecuted for less serious
misdemeanors, for which the average sentence is less than four months in a city
prison.
For the one crimin.a.l in 20 unlucky enough
to be indicted, there is still a 10-to-one
chance that the charges will be reduced before trial, especially if he is willing to plead
guilty.
Thus the appalling arithmetic is that in
New York City 1f you commit a felony, the
chances of being 811Tested, indicted, found
guilty on the original charge and then going to prison are a great deal less than one
in 200.
In the year ending June 30, 1969, while
felony arrests were increasing to a yearly
rate of 75,000 only 608 felony trials were
completed. For misdemeanors a.nd violations,
the figures were almost as bad: 18,000 sentenced to jail out of 450,000 cases.
The Criminal Court began 1969 with a
backlog estimated at more than half a million cases. During the year, 20 new judges
were added to alleviate congestion. Yet by
the start of 1970, the backlog has risen to
almost 700,000 cases and was increasing each
month. For every three cases brought to
court, only two are disposed of. At the current rate, it would take two and a half years
to clear the calen.iars, assuming no new
arrests were made.

Mr. President, our system of justice is
predicated on the notion of a speedy
trial. The right to a speedy trial is promised in the sixth amendment. The right
has been federalized by the 14th amendment and is guaranteed in the Constitution and the organic law of all the
States. The right is beginning to ring
hollow.
The New York Times for January 7,
1971, reported thRt the first Federal
census of the .city and county jails of the
country showed that 52 percent of the
inmates of these jails had not been convicted of any crime: They were awaiting
trial. Whether convicted or not, thereport said that many of the inmates of
these institutions endured less than
human conditions.
Four jails which are now in use around
the country were built before George

Washington's first inaugural; 25 percent
of all the local jails around the country
are more than 50 years old.
Let me break down the figures: as of
March 15, 1970, there were 160,863 persons in local, county, and city jails of
whom 7,800 were juveniles.
Of these 160,863 persons, 52 percent,
or 83,000 had not been convicted of any
crime.
Mr. President, these figures are outrageous. It is truly offensive to our national sense of justice. We have to do
something about it and do it quickly. The
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration will spend about $100 million in
fiscal 1971 to improve these horrendous
conditions and even more in fiscal 1972.
But we have to act on the causes of this
condition more effectively and we have
to act now. The biggest contributing
factor to this deplorable situation is the
backlog in the criminal courts of the
States.
On February 20, 1971, Attorney Gen ..
era! Mitchell called the administration
of criminal justice in the United States
"an astonishing tale of neglect." The
Attorney General is obviously correct
and, in my judgment, the Congress must
give the Attorney General the tools to
correct this situation, the money commensurate with the need.
In his address before the American
Bar Association on August 10, 1970,
Chief Justice Burger recalled Dean Roscoe Pound's famous speech to the ABA
in 1906:
He [Dean Pound] said then that the work
of the courts in the 2oth century could not
be carried on with the methods and machinery of the 19th century. If you will read
Pound's speech, you will see at once that we
did not heed his warning and today in the
final third of this century, we are stlll trying
to operate the courts with fundamentally
the same basic methods, procedures and machinery he [Pound] said were not good
enough in 1900. In the Supermarket Age, we
are like a merchant trying to operate a
cracker barrel corner grocery store with the
methods and equipment of 1900.

Later on in that same address, the
Chief Justice gave his views on the reason for this sorry state of affairs:
The price we are now paying and will pay
is partly because judges have been too timid

and the bar has been too apathetic to make
clear to the public and the Congress the
needs of the court. Apathy, more than opposition, has been the enemy, but I believe
the days of apathy are past.

The Chief Justice made some interesting ccmparisons which I think are
worthy of noting:
The changes and imp;rovements we need
are long overdue. They will call for a very
great effort and they may cost money; but if
there are to be higher costs they will stlll be
a small fraction, for example, of the 200 million cost of a C-5A airplane. The entire cost
of the Federal Judicial System is 128 million
dollars. Military aircraft are obviously essential in this uncertain world, but surely
adequate support for the .Judicial Branch is
also important.
Wall Street experts recently estimated that
American citizens and businesses spend more
than 2 billion dollars a year on private securl!ty and crime control. Aside from the ominous implications of this in a free society,
just think what 2 l;>illion dollars could do
for public programs to prevent crime and en-

force law. That is where such support belongs.
More money and more judges alone is not
the real solution. Some of what 1s wrong is
due to the failure to apply the techniques of
modern business to the administration or
management of the purely mechanical operation of the courts-of modern record
keeping, systems planning for handling the
movement of cases. Some 1s also due to antiquated, rigid procedures which not only
permit delay, but often encourage it.

The problem of delays, logjams and inefficient administration of justice is not
confined to any one State, or any one area
or section of our country. It is a universal
crisis. It is a truly national problem demanding national solutions, and we must
act at once.
There are several tools which the
States and local governments should
have available to them to tight this crisis.
The first is, of course, money. But, over
and above that, there are other tools we
have it in our power to provide.
We are told constantly that this is t"!:~e
age of computers. Why have computers
not been used to handle the paperwork
of our courts? The State of Alaska has
successfully experimented with computers for speeding the administration of
justice. The other States can profit by
this example.
We can ~-~nd should experiment with
the use of the parajudge and paraprofessional personnel for the disposition of
pretrial motions, in discovery procedures
and other procedural matters. If we were
to provide for proper appellate review of
such dispositions, we would be freeing
judges for the work they were hired to
do: sit in their trial function.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have included in the REcORD at
the conclusion of my remarks, an article
on this subject by the distinguished
jurist, Judge Irving R. Kaufman of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore <Mr. ALLEN). Without objection, it
is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. GURNEY. Mr. President, as I see
the solution, it is not a question of simply
creating more judgeships. We have to
pr0vide more meaningful tools-judicial
administrators, paraprofessional personnel, computers, and the like.
Mr. President, the delays in the administration of criminal justice which I
think we can agree are unconscionable,
are inexorably tide up with the civil calendar delays. In most jurisdictions,
judges sit on both civil, and criminal
cases. Delays in the civil calendars necessarily make for delays on the criminal
side. If we are to reform the courts, we
must address the problems of the civil
cases also. Here again, paraprofessional
personnel, the case of sophisticated technology, computers, and so forth and court
administrators would, b~r easing the burdens of civil calendar, improve the administration of the criminal courts.
Mr. President, I am today introducing
a bill aimed at addressing some of these
gigantic problems. This bill, which I call
the Court Reform Assistance Act, would
establish within the Department of Justice, a Judicial Assistance Administra-

.
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tion for the purpose of providing financial assistance to the States in order to
encourage court reform and updating of
court procedlil'es in both the civil and
criminal fields.
The statement of purpose recognizes
that a crisis exists in our State and local
courts today. a crisis which threatens to
undermine the confidence of the people
in the ability of the States and localities
to provide for the swift and efficient
administration of justice.
The bill authorizes a 5-year program
of grants to the States, with 90 percent
of the funding to come from the Federal
Government and 10 percent from the
States themselves. The fund allotments
shall be made 50 percent on the basis of
population and 50 percent to the States
on the ::,asis of need. We can gage this
need by calculating the number of untried cases in a given jurisdiction and
the number of persons in correctional
institutions awaiting trial. If we can
funnel funds into the areas most in need
of improvement, we can hopefully correct this situation.
The Administrator of the Judicial
Assistance Administration would have
power to pass on plans submitted by the
State to accomplish the purposes of the
act. There would be, however, no coercion
on the States--the assistance would be
granted only if the States themselves
wished to avail themselves of the assistance offered by this act. I think it is
absolutely essential that this be and remain a voluntary situation for the States.
I hestitated a long time before determining the amounts of money I would
include in the authorizations.
A check was made with Federal and
State legal authorities, deans of law
schools, and other private sources in an
attempt to determine how much money
.would be needed to accomplish the mission of revising, changing, and upgrading our criminal legal procedures and
court systems in oraer to provide an adequate system: of criminal justice.
I was amazed to discover that no source
could furnish any concrete evidence.
Some of the most eminent legal authorities, in fact, expressed embarrassment
that they could not furnish some fairly
reliable 1igures on what might be needed
to do the job.
However, all contracts made stated
emphatically that there was a crisis of
enormous proportions in the field of
criminal justice and that the whole system has broken down and is in desperate
need of drastic overhaul and repair.
One eminent authority expressed the
opinion that a sum of $500 million to :P1
billion yearly, over and above what is
now being spent, would be needed for several years to do the job.
Thus, the sums I have proposed to be
authorized would be $100 million for the
first fiscal year to get the program started
and would increase in the following fashion for succeeding years: $500 million
in fiscal year 1973, $600 million in fiscal
year 1974, $700 million in fiscal year 1975.
and $800 million in fiscal year 1976.
I strongly feel that the sums of the
magnitude I have proposed for a Judicial Assistance Administration are necessary in order to ease the crisis which exists in our Nation today. In 1967, the

President's Commission of Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice
estimated the cost of crime at $21 billion.
In February 1969, Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
estimated the cost of crime at $31 billion.
The October 26, 1970, U.S. News &
World Report published a study which
estimated that the cost of crime in the
United States had risen to $51 billion.
Most assuredly a substantial investment
in improved court methods, procedures,
and machinery as I propose would have
a salutary effect on reducing the high
cost of crime.
Approximately $2 billion a year is
presently being spent on our State judicial systems. But it is time to take a long
hard look at the courts, when we have a
backlog of more than a million cases in
the Nation's criminal courtsWhen crime continues to increase at
an average rate of 14 percent a year,
more than doubling every 6 years;
When 52 percent of the inmates in
local, county, anci city jails have not
been convicted of any crime;
When in New York, the Nation's largest city, if a person commits a felony,
the chances of his being arrested, indicted found guilty on the original
charge and their going to prison are a
great deal less than one in 200;
When a substantial percentage of defendants released charged with misdemeanors or felonies are subsequently
rearrested on a second charge during
the release period;
When in New York City in the year
ending June 30, 1969, while felony arrests were increasing to a yearly rate of
75,000, only 608 felony trials were completed.
This is not fulfillment of the promise
of equal justice under law. I consider it
an indication of the overall problems
which the judicial system is encountering today and with which we must come
to grips immediately. Judicial reform of
enormous proportions is a necessity-an
expensive necessity. But, I feel that expenditures made now will save the country money in the long run.
I am aware that other suggestions have
been made in this important field. I do
not offer my plans as the "be-ali, endall," but rather as a starting point. Mr.
President, the tragic neglect that the
Attorney General and the Chief Justice
have so properly pointed out cannot be
allowed to continue. We should set as
an ideal, on both the Federal and State
levels, the notion that an alleged criminal act should be brought to trial within
3 months of the indictment or presentment which triggers it. It will take a long
time to reach this goal, but we must
start working on it immediately. My research leads me to believe that the magnitude of this problem does not admit
simple solutions, or panaceas, or overnight cures. We have neglected it for too
long. But, we must begin to address the
problem I think my bill is a start-! welcome improvements in it and additions.
I hope it will be tested in the hearing
process of the Judiciary Committee. If
this measure does not succeed, I hope a
better way can be found. But, I am convinced that Congress must assist the
States in solving the crisis in the State
and local courts of the Nation.
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Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill and several articles be
printed m the RECORD at the conclusion
of my remarks:
There being no objection, the bill and
articles were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:

s. 1439
A bill to establish a Judicial Assistance Administration within the Depart ment of
Justice, to provide financial assistance to
the States in order to encourage court reform, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House. of
Representatives of the United States of
Ameri ca i n Congress assembled, That this Act

may be cited as "the "National Court Reform
Assistance Act".
STATEMENT OF F.INDINGS .AND PURPOSE

SEc. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds that
uncoi;J.SCionable overcrowding and backlogs
in calendars of the courts of the States and
localities of the United States have resulted
in inconvenience and delay in the case of
civil actions, and frustration and denial of a
speedy trial in criminal cases; that the delay has frustrated the administration of
justice in the United States and has tended
to bring the courts and the judicial system
of the United States into disrepute and contributes to a feeling of distrust and a widespread belief that the States and localities
are incapable of providing just and efficient
government.
(b) The Congress finds that the primary
responsibility for the enforcement of criminal laws and the adjudication of private civil
disputes is properly a function of the state
and local governments, but that the Federal
government has a duty and a responsibility
to provide financial, technical and other assistance to the states and local governments
to insure the efficient and speedy administration of justice in both civil and criminal matters.
(c) It is the purpose of this Act to establish a Judicial Assistance Administration
within the Department of Justice, to encourage court reform, and to provide financial and technical assistance to the States
and localities to improve the administration
of justice in the state and local courts.
AUTHORIZATION

SEc. 3. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out the purposes of this
Act $100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1972; $500,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1973; $600,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1974; $700,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975; and
$800,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1976.
(b) The Attorney General, through the
Judicial Assistance Administration, is authorized to make grants to States which
have State plans approved under section 5
to pay the Federal share of the costs of carrying out State court reform plans.
ALLOTMENTS

SEc. 4. (a) From the sums appropriated
pursuant to the preceding section, the Attorney General shall allot not more than
one percentum to the Commonweatlh of
Puerto Rico. From the remainder of such
sums the Attorney General( 1) shall allot to each State an amount
which bears the same ratio to 50 percent of
such remainder as the population of such
State bears to the population of all StateS,
and
(2) shall allot to each State an amount
which bears the same ratio to 50 percent
of such remainder as the number of cases
pending in all courts of record 1n such State
and the number of persons confined in correctional institutions awaiting trial in such
State bears to the total number of such

~
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cases and persons in all States. For the purposes of this subsection the term "State" does
not include the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico.
(b) The portion of any State's allotment
under subsection (a) for a fiscal year which
the Attorney General determines will not be
required for the period such allotment is
available, for carrying out the purposes of
this Act, shall be available for reallotment
from time to time, on such dates during
such period as the Attorney General may fix,
to other States in proportion to the original
allotments to such States under subsection
(a) for such year, but with such proportionate amount for any of such other States being reduced to the extent it exceeds the sum
which the Attorney General estimates such
State needs and will be able to use for such
period for carrying out such portion of its
State plan approved under this Act, and the
total of such reductions shall be similarly
reallotted among the States whose proportionate amounts are not so reduced. Any
amount reallotted to a State under this subsection during a year shall be deemed pe.rt
of its allotment under subsection (a) for
such year.
(c) The number ol cases pending in the
courts of record, and the number of persons confined in correctional institutions
awaiting trial, in a State and in all States,
shall be determined by the At14orney General
on the basis of the most satisfactory data
available to him for each fiscal year.
STATE PLANS

SEC. 5. (a) Any State desiring to receive its
allotment of Federal funds under this Act
shall submit a State plan consistent with
such basic criteria as the Attorney General
may establish under section 6. Such plan
shall. ( 1) provide for the administration of such
plan by the principal administrative officer
of the judicial system in such State or, if
deemed appropriate, by the chief executive
of such State, or by an agency designated by
him for the purposes of this Act;
(2) set forth a program for court reform
designed to overcome overcrowding in the
courts of such State and delay in the administration of justice, includirtg but not limited to(A) the appointment of special masters for
use in discovery procedures, the conduct of
pretrial hearings and the consideration of
pretrial motions;
(B) the appointment of administrative personnel in the courts having responsibility
over the non-judicial activities of the court
for which such officer is appointed including administering the personnel system, preparing and supervising the court calendar,
preparing the budget, maintaining an accurate accounting system and property control
'records, and supervising adequate use of
data processing; and
(C) the establishment and operation of
any procedural reforms designed to afford
speedier trials;
(3) provide assurances, that in the case of
municipalities within the State, having
courts independent of the State court system and confronted with equally severe conditions of overcrowding, the State will make
available an appropriate percentage of the
funds received under this Act for the purposes set forth in the preceding paragraph;
(4) provide assurances that the State
agency wm pay from non-Federal sources
the remaining costs of such program;
( 5) set forth such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be necessary
to assure proper disposal of and accounting
of Federal funds paid to the State (including such funds paid by the State to any
agency of a political subdivision of such
State) under this Act; and
( 6) provide for making such reasonable reports in such form and containing such in-

formation as the Attorney General may reasonably require to carry out his functions
under this Act· and for ~keeping such records and for affording such access thereto as
the Attorney General may find necessary
to assure the correctness and verification of
such reports.
(b) The Administrator shall approve any
State plan and any modification thereof
which complies with the provisions of subsection (a) .
BASIC CRITERIA

SEc. 6. As soon as practicable after the enactment of this Act the Attorney General
shall by regulations prescribe basic criteria
for the purpose of establishing equitable
distribution of funds received under this Act
within each State on the basis of a consideration of( 1) the conditions of overcrowding of the
trial courts and appellate courts throughout
the State;
(2) the conditions of overcrowding of
courts in specific geographic areas within the
State; and
(3) the length of time a person charged
with an offense must await trial in the appropriate criminal court.
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JUDICIAL ASSISTANCE
ADMINISTRATION

SEc. 7. (a) There is hereby established
within the Department of Justice a Judicial
Assistance Administration to be headed by
an Administrator. The Administrator shall be
appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.
(b) The functions of the Attorney General
under this Act shall be administered through
the Administration.
FUNCTIONS OF THE JUDICIAL ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 8. In order to carry out the purpose of
this Act, the Administration is authorized
to(1) make grants to States in accordance
witb the provisions of this Act; and
(2) conduct or cause to be conducted
studies and evaluations of State and local
court systems when requested to do so by
the States or localities in question; and when
so requested, shall make recommendations
concerning procedural, organizational or administrative reforms, improvements or
changes in such systems; and
(3) serve as a reservoir and clearing house
for up-to-date information, techniques and
innovations in court management and organization; and
(4) collect, evaluate, publish, and disseminate information and other appropriate material concerning the improvement of judicial administration; and
(5) prepare and submit annually a report
to the President for transmittal to Congress
on the activities, grants, and programs of the
Administration, together with such recommendations as the administrator shall deem
appropriate. Provided, however, that nothing
contained in this Act shall be construed as
authorizing the Administration to control,
direct or supervise in any manner or to any
extent, the administration or organization of
any local or State court, or to conduct or
cause to be conducted any study or evaluation of any local or state court without the
prior approval of the highest judicial authority of the State in which such study or
evaluation is to be conducted.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

SEC. 9. In order to carry out the provisions
of this Act, the Attorney General is authorized(1) to promulgate such rules and regulations as may be necessary;
(2) to employ experts and consultants in
accordance with section 3109 of title 5,
United States Code;
(3) appoint one or more advisory committees composed of such private citizens and
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officials of State and local governme-nts as he
deems desirable;
(4) utllize, with their consent, the serv~ces,
equipment, perso~el, information, and facilities of other Federal, State, local, and private agencies and instrumentalities with or
without reimbursement therefor;
(5) without regard to section 529 of title
"31, United States Code, to enter into and
'perform such contracts, leases, cooperative
agreements, or other transactions as may be
necessary in the conduct of his functions,
with any public agency, or with any person,
firm, association, corporation, or educational
institution, and make grants to any public
agency or private nonprofit organization;
(6) accept voluntary and uncompensated
services, notwithstanding the provisions of
section 665 (b) of title 31, United States
Code; and
(7) request such information data, and
reports from any Federal agency as the Attorney General may from time to time require and as may be produced consistent
with other law.
(b) Upon request made by the Attorney
Genetal each Federal agency is authorized
and directed to make its services, equipment,
personnel, fac111ties, and information (including suggestions, estimates and statistics)
available to the greatest practicable extent
to the Administration in the performance
of its functions.
(c) Each member of a committee appointed
pursuant to paragraph (3) of subsection (a)
of this section shall receive $135 a day, including travel time, for each day he 1s. engaged in the actual performance of his duties
a3 a member of a committee. Each such
member sha.ll also be reimbursed for travel
subsistence, and other necessary expenses in~
curred in the performance of his duties.
COMPENSATION OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

SEc. 9. Section 5315 of title 5. United states
Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(94) Administrator, Judicial Assistance
Ad.tnin1stration.".
PAYMENTS

SEc. 10. (a) Payments under this Act shan
be .made from a State's allotment to any such
State which administers a plan approved under section 5. Such payments shall not exceed
90 per centum of the cost of carrying out
such plan. In determlnlng the cost of carrying out a State's plan, there shall be excluded any cost with respect to which payments were received under any other Federal
p~.

.

(b) Payments to a State under this Act
may be made in installments, in advance or
by way of reimbursement, with necessary ~
justments on account of underpayment or
overpayment, and may be made directly to a
State or to one or more public agencies designated for this purpose by the State or to
both.
'
(c) The Comptroller General of the United
States or any of his duly authorized representatives shall have access for the purpose
of audit and examination to any books, documents, papers, and records that are ~rtinent
to any grantee under this Act.
WITHHOLDING OF GRANTS

SEC. 11. Whenever the Attorney General,
after giving reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing to States receiving a grant
under this Act, finds(I) that the program or project for which
such grant was made has been so changed
that it no longer complies with the provisions
of this Act; or
(2) that in the operation of the program
or project there is failure to comply substantlally with any such provision;
the Attorney General shall notl!y such State
of his findings and no further payments may
be made to such State by the Attorney General unttl he is satisfied that such noncompll-
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less-that they are the objects of efforts to
deprive them of a fair trial. Seeing the system's apparent incapacity to solve its problems in general, they begin to doubt its willingness to correct them in particular.
Other defendants vent their spleen by attacking the probity of the individual judges
they encounter, while the public, at a more
distant level, sees t:':le system laboring under
the strain and also tends at times to blame
the character of the judges rather than the
system under which they work. They know
that despite the high costs of automoblle
insurance, persons severely injured in accidents walt years for trials; they are outraged to see ba.iled. defendants, who are free
overlong without a trial because of court
congestion, charged with still other crimes.
Some of that frustration inevitably spills
over onto the judiciary; it is easy to delude
oneself into believing that the problems will
disappear if judges abandon all interests outside their courts and work 20 hours a day
under ethical standards that would test the
probity of a. saint.
If you will permit me a rather mechanistic
metaphor, the boiler is under pressure because it is too old, antiquated, and small.
The breaks in the pipes occur at strange,
spectacular, and surprising places far removed from the source of the difficulties. We
call in the plumbers (lawyers have been
called worse in the past) to repair the breaks
as they occur, but what we really need is to
go over the whole system and decide what
needs replacement, realignment, and rethinking.

entitled "Eminent Jurists I Have Known".
This May first, however, we were told in a
special issue of the New York Law JournaZ
that only the word "crisis" could describe
the state of our courts. Indeed, we were
treated with one of the most overwhelming
outpourings of self-condemnation and critiDEFINrriONS
cism that I have ever witnessed. Was there
SEc. 12. As used in this Act the termany basis for this sudden change of mood?
(1) "Administrator" means the AdminisI think that now, as we take the overall
trator of the Judicial As$istance Administra- view, we would have to agree that there was.
tion;
A few days after Law Day, the New York
(2) "Administration" shall mean the Judi- Times carried a story indicating that threecial Assistance Administration of the Depart- fourths of the staff of the Legal Aid Society's
ment of Justice.
criminal division-who represent 70 to 80 per
(3) "State" includes each of the several cent of all criminal defendants-were strikstates of the United States, the District of ing for three days. For more money? No, said
OOlumbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto the lawyers. They demanded that immediate
Rico.
steps be taken to end "crisis conditions" in
ExHmrr 1
the courts. I will not try to overwhelm you
(From the Judicature magazine,
with statistics, but I think that a few
November 1970]
might help to indicate the magnitude of the
problem. In New York City, as of December
'l'HE JUDICIAL CRISIS, COURT DELAY AND THE
31, 1969, the criminal courts had a backlog
PARA-JUDGE
of
over 520,000 non-traffic cases. Excluding
(By Irving R. Kaufman)
177,000 defendants who could not be located,
Our court system seems almost to be trav- in itself an indication of the overall problems
eling from crisis to crisis, barely negotiating which the system is encountering and with
one apparent impasse before another appears. which the Attorney General has come to
At one moment we were aghast at the antics grips, that means some 343,000 individuals
of some criminal defendants in our previ- are in the course of experiencing something
ously dignified courtrooms. Then, our atten- like a year's delay from indictment to trial.
tion was sharply diverted, as parties to crim- In terms of jail cases, where the prejudice
inal proceedings sought trial by press rather and harm are the greatest, almost 2,000 dethan by their peers. We had hardly enough fendants had been held from three to twelve
time to collect our senses when the judiciary months without trial as of December 31, 1969;
itself came under searching criticism over 202 from one to two years, and eleven for over
the state of its ethical standards.
ROOT PROBLEMS
two years.
We have had a tendency to look at these
FEDERAL PROBLEMS
Some of these issues--disruption in the
three areas-disruptions, trial publicity, and
The federal system fares better, but not by court, free press-fair trial, judicial ethics.1 udicial ethics-as though they were totally so very much. The Administrative Office re- have yielded to a degree to specific cures.
dJistinct and completely independent, each port as of June 30, 1969, showed that 40 per The Supreme Court supplied a quick antiwith d.ts own causes, and each with its own cent of all criminal cases in the Second Cir- dote to trial disruption in Allen v. Illinois.1
separate, individualized solution. There ls a cuit (this figure represents almost entirely Yet I think we are all coming to recognizemeasure of truth in that position; faithful those defendants out on bail), have been as the Chief Justice and the IJA have for
to rthe American tradition of pragmatic probpending for over a year; and a substantial some time-that we are going to have to go
lem-solving, we have made dlligent-and not portion of those have been pending for over after the root problems. And it has been and
wholly unsuccessful-efforts to deal with the two years. Parenthetically, I am pleased to continues to be my view that the first one
difficulties as they arise, and to anticipate report that the situation in the Southern we have to tackle is court delay. The IJA
and resolve similar problems before they District has improved considerably o! late, has pioneered several studies in this area,
strike with full force. To choose one exam- and that the judges there will shift in the but the need for constructive change is as
ple with which I am intimately familiar, the fall to an individual calendar system which great as ever. And the need for support is
American Bar Association appointed a Com- is expected to accelerate disposition of crim- as great as ever. Some experts in the field of
mittee on Judicial Standards, and charged lt inal cases. In the entire federal system, 17 judicial adminiStration speak bitterly of
With the responsibility for updating the an- per cent of all criminal cases had been pend- those who are profligate in their condemnatiquated Canons of Judicial Ethics. The Com- ing for over a year. These are, frankly, only tions of court delays, but who are penurious
mittee has circulated a report outlining its a few statistics pulled at random from a when it comes to providing the needed funds
preliminary conclusions and has held open dishearteningly large selection. Magellan and facilities in order to afford first class
hearings on its recommendations at this circumnavigated the world in three years in justice to all.
meeting of the American Bar Association. We a wooden boat; it still takes that long to get a
One avenue of attack that I would like to
have labored long and hard in that task, federal civil jury trial in some metropolitan suggest exploring to the fullest extent, and
and we are not yet through. I hope that the districts. Those who feed on dire predictions one that I believe has enormous potential, is
new departures we have suggested, such as have an ample choice for a hearty meal, par- the expanded use of para-professionals. Let
filing of extra-judicial compensation and ticularly in view of the underlying increase in me take just three examples of possible areas
requiring compulsory disqualification for the overall level of criminal activity.
where such para-judges could be used.
any interest, will not divert the public eye
The reaction to Law Day, many of us here Twelve years ago I suggested in a speech at
from what I view as the primary goal of any might rightly say, represents a recognition Stanford that we should make wider use of
set of judicial canons; to maintain the im- that what we have been saying for years is "special masters" in controlling discovery. I
partiality o'f the judiciary without sacrificing true-that justice poorly administered is still believe that this is an area where judges
its independence. Ethical standards, at their rarely swift or just-and is relevant today as could be relieved of many tiresome, limited
best, are intended not to punish the corrupt never before. What I think we sometimes lose tasks, and permitted to use their legal skills
judge; he will evade their explicit provisos as sight of, however, is that law in the practical in the more critical areas for which their
he would the unwritten precepts on which as well as the conceptual sense is a seainless training is in demand, such as conducting
they are based. Rather, they seek to contrib- web; that a breakdown in the ordinary proc- trials and writing opinions.
ute to a dialogue between the moral sense of esses of criminal justice in New York is not
Second, we have developed an enormous
a good judge and a perceived level of com- without effect on the public at large or on a mass of pre-trial hearings and motions which
munity standards; in sum, to be a guide, and conspiracy trial in which the defendants now take up a major portion of the judge's
not a penal code. Only time will tell whether look upon themselves as persecuted political time. Many of them are purely procedural,
that conception of our work will endure.
dissidents. For example, when a typical de- and could be handled by a well-trained paraTaking a step back from these specific is- fendant is jailed on a narcotics charge for judge, subject, of course to the right to resues, and from what has been done to meet failure to meet bail, and stays there be- view by a judge at some stage. Third, it is my
them, it seems to me that behind such dis- cause of insurmountable crowding of crim- view that we are encouraging an enormous
parate problems, and their apparently dis- inal trial dockets, we, and more important, misallocation of resources when we have
parate solutions, lies a common difficulty, the defendant, often tend to take the system judges devoting so much time to the control
and accordingly a need for a common cure. for granted. Political dissidents, however, of court calendars.
unfamiliar with the system, have shown a
I see two basic benefits from greater use of
"CRISIS CONDITIONS"
Early in March, 1969, President Nixon de- tendency to disrupt trials, or to try their case para-professionals in our courts. First, we
clared May 1 to be "Law Day" for the entire in the media rather than the courts. Not could at last make a dent in court congestion
country. In years gone by we would probably inured to, or willing to accept, the system and delays. Second, we could do it relatively
have been content on Law Day with non- as it now operates, they are convinced1397 u.s. 377 (1970).
controversial and calming newspaper articles wrongly I believe, . but convinced nonethe-

ance has been, or will promptly be, corrected.
However, the Attorney General may authorize the continuance of payments with respect
to any projects pursuant to this Act which
are being carried out by such State and
which are not involved in the noncompliance.
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inexpensively. Simply creating more judgeships to cop e with increased court business
is a long, expensive, frustrating, and often
ineffi.cient procedure for reducing court congestion. It has been estimated that it costs
about $250,000 to make a single federal judge
operational, and continuing yearly expenses
for salary, staff, and supporting services run
to about $200,000 a year. While it may be
somewhat fairer to relate increased judgeships to increased trial days, nonetheless, in
1961 when judicial manpower was increased
26 % in the federal district courts, civil dispositions showed only a disappointing 13%
rise, while criminal dispositions rose but 5%.
We do need more judges. But legislatures,
sensitive to public displeasure with rising
taxes and higher judicial outlays, are going
to balk at the millions required to build new
courthouses, create more judgeships, and hire
the supporting personnel if we attempt to
solve all our problems by simply increasing
the number of judges. It is like adding more
engineers to a railroad still operating with
steam instead of diesel engines.
There was a time when we could perhaps
afford the luxury of having full time judges
deal with every minute detail of a judicial
proceeding; but t hat moment is gone. We are
in a crisis. We have more litigation, the cases
are more complex, and the load continues to
grow.
THE TRAINED TECHNICIAN

other professions--medicine and teaching
come quickly to mind-have discovered that
applying modern management techniques,
breaking tasks down into skill levels, and
employing para-professionals or technicians
whenever possible, can bring real gains in
improving services and maximizing professional skills. It has long been recognized that
a heart surgeon should not have to take his
patient's temperature during surgery. In the
judicial context, if I may be permitted a
slight heresy, I find it quite possible that a
well trained para-professional will cope with
calendar control not merely as well, but
perhaps better than a judge, highly trained
to apply and interpret the law, but not
trained to employ flow charts or systems
analysis to el1minate bottlenecks.
There have been some hopeful notes which
suggest that we may at last be learning from
the successful English experience with
Queens Bench st anding masters. The Federal
Magistrates Act of 1968, which authorized
U.S. district judges to draw on magistrates
to conduct some pretrial hearings, act as
special masters, and try minor offenses, is now
moving out of the pilot project stage. Also,
New York City last month transferred most
traffi.c and parking offenses from judges to
trial examiners. These part time offi.cers,
drawn from the local bar, will enable criminal court judges to concentrate upon the
disputes that truly merit their skills.
More must be done throughout the nation.
I submit that increased use of para-professionals to conduct pre-trial hearings, deal
with discovery, assist with motions, calendars and other preliminary matters, all subject to review by a judge in appropriate instances, will go far to free t he judge to use
his legal skills and training in trying more
cases and thus clearing the dockets.
I do not want to be thought of as downgrading the importance of these tasks; my
t hesis is that unless we impose some rational division of labor on the entire judicial process, we will be unable to resolve our
diffi.culties within the resources that are
available. Caught between tighter legislative
purse strings and the litigation explosion
we cannot simply jog along with a system
that has not changed substantially in over
a century. With organizations such as the
IJA and the new Instit ute for OOurt Management enjoying the support of our dedicated and perceptive Chief Justice and the
organized bar, it is time to stop talking about
modern management techniques and to start
CXVII--574-Part 7

applying them. I submit that having the
p ower, we have the duty.
Oua CoURTS
(By Da.el Wittner)
New York. I! you commit a serious crime,
the odds are 200 to 1 that you will never
go to prison on that charge.
Washington. The average delay between a
felony arrest and trial is 10 months.
Los Angeles. The caseload is growing 10
times faster than the population.
Dallas. A defense attorney says "Delay is
my best weapon. Time will beat any case if
you have enough of it."
The criminal courts of troubled urban
America are failing. Like once-fearsome scarecrows put out to keep away birds of lawlessness, they are tattered by neglect, familiar and even accommodating to professional hoodlums and incorrigible terrorists of
society who walk free for months and years,
waiting for trials that never come. To the
innocent, the poor, the uneducated, to the
victims of crime and witnesses to it, and to
honest policemen, many big-city courts are
already a sham and a broken promise. So
strained, so clogged with humanity have they
become that substantial justice is only an
occasional, almost accidental, product. A
system drafted nearly two centuries ago to
protect four million people does not work for
200 million. Until it does again, until swift
and equal justice is restored, the prospect
for law and order in the streets will not improve.
In every major city the symptoms are the
same. Crime increases at an average rate of
14% a year, more than doubling every six
years. Court backlogs of pending cases, which
10 years ago were measured in weeks, now
add up to months and years. Harried judges,
prosecutors and public defenders are forced
to treat each case like a piece of unimportant manufacture on an endless assembly
line. Prosecutions are haphazard. Justice is
the subject of bargaining. The possibility of
punishment diminishes--and with it, respect
for the law.
If the criminal courts are in bad shape in
almost every city, the place to see the chaos
most clearly is New York, the nation's largest
city. There, sheer weight of numbers has
bowed the system to the breaking point and
criminal justice has already lost its cherished
precepts: the protection of society, the presumption of innocence, a speedy trial, a careful search for truth. Human beings are sutfering-tens of thousands of them. But the
true extent on New York's breakdown is
seen in a dreadful array of facts:
·
Felonies--such as murder, armed robbery,
aggravated assult, rape and burglary-increased more than threefold during the 1960s
while New York City's population remained
almost constant. In the same period the regular inmate population of state prisons,
where convicted felons must serve their sentences, fell from almost 20,000 to about
14,000.
The city's police force has grown steadily to
more than 32,000 men, by far the largest in
the nation. Yet the odds in favor of a criminal escaping arrest for a felony remain about
four to one . .For those arrested, the cha.n ces
of avoiding punishment have actually increased: barely one in five is ever brought to
court on a felony indictment. The rest are
released for lack of evidence or prosecuted
for less serious misdemeanors, for which the
average sentence is less than four months in
a city prison.
For the one criminal in 20 unlucky enough
to be indicted, there is still a 10-to-one
chance that the charges will be reduced before trial, especially if he is willing to plead
guilty.
Thus the appalling arithmetic is that in
New York City if you commit a felony, the
chances of being arrested, indicted, found
LoGJAM IN
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guilty on the original charge and then going
to prison are a great deal less than one in
200.
In the year ending June 30, 1969, while felony arrests were increasing to a yearly
rate of 75,000, only 608 felony trials were
oompleted. For misdemeanors and violations,
the figures were almost as bad: 18,000 sentenced to jail out of 450,000 cases.
The Criminal Court began 1969 with a
backlog estimated at more than half a million
cases. During the year, 20 new judges were
added to alleviate congestion. Yet by the
start of 1970, the backlog had risen to almost
700,000 cases and was increasing each month.
For every three cases brought to court, only
two are disposed of. At the current rate it
would take two and a half years to clear the
calendars, assuming no new i:l.rrests were
m ade.
Each backlog case represents at least one
criminal suspect for whom the court has not
had time to reach a verdict. For reasons more
often practical than humane, 99 % of those
defendants are free on bail or pretrial people.
New York City jails have a planned capacity of under 8,000. Yet last week the census of
those squalid pens was over 14,000. More
than 8,000 of these prisoners had not been
convicted cf anything at all but were simply
awaiting court appearances. A recent sample
showed that more than a quarter of these
pretrial inmates had been behind bars !or
more than three months; nearly a thousand
had been there for more than siX months,
and 143 for more than a year. Among them
were 546 awaiting trial for murder.
Many defendants, after long detention, hear
the charges against them dropped for lack of
evidence. Others finally plead guilty and are
freed, their sentence being the time they
have already served. Thus for many, not only
has the presumption of innocence disappeared from the courts, but the sentence is
served before the case is even judged.
The criminal justice system is hinged on
the theory of a speedy trial. It is from the
court's hopeless inability to compel prompt
trials, but every other failure of the city's
system has followed. Ironically, it is only
to the innocent that the Sixth Amendment's
promise of a speedy trial means anything.
To the guilty, delay is the most effective
ally, the surest obstruction to the judgment
they fear.
A prosecution is a fragile thing. A case that
is strong a month after the arrest may be no
case at all by the time it is finally called for
trial. Evidence grows stale or is lost. Witnesses die or simply disappear. The memories
of police offi.cers and witnesses fade, often
just enough to raise the reasonable doubt
that requires a jury to acquit rather than
convict.
THE PROSECUTOR; TOO MANY CASES, TOO LITTLE
TIME

An assistant district attorney, inheriting
a case weakened by long delay, must weigh
the chances of conviction. When they favor
the defendant, he either dismisses the
charge altogether to save the state the expense of a futile trial, or he tries to strike
a bargain in which the severity of the charge
is reduced in return for a plea of guilty.
In legal jargon this practice 1s known as
"plea bargaining." It has become such a
fragrant part of New York City justice that
another metaphor has evolved: "giving the
courthouse away." Yet it is the only way,
under the current system, that the courts
keep moving at all. Thus it has many defenders, including the Chief Justice of the United
States (page 26).
With the calendars of ma.ny courts regularly listing 70 or 80 cases a day, the average
judge is buried under tons of paperwork. He
no longer has enough time for listening to
testimony and for deciding guilt or innocence. Instead, judges have been relegated
by the system to the function of clerks. They
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are pa.ld $30,000 a year, privileged to wear
judicial robes and occupy elevated seats under the words "In God We Trust." But for
most of them, a court day consists of overseeing a roll call of cases, adjourning most
of them to new dates in other court sections, waiting for defendants, attorneys and
witnesses to appear, and occasionally rubber-stamping a bartered guilty plea and sentencing the defendant.
Much of the power once held by the judge
has fallen to the prosecutor. Frank Silverstein, 29, graduated from Brooklyn Law
School only a year ago. Now, at a salary of
$11 ,000, he is a criminal court assistant to
the Bronx District Attorney. To the hundreds
of people who each day cross the obscenely
scribbed threshold of the Bronx Criminal
Courthouse, young Frank Silverstein is the
fulcrum of justice; he is the law.
Through his hands-and those of 14 other
young lawyers like him-passes virtually
every criminal prosecution in a county of
1.5 million people. With ea.ch case come human problems that must be answered tmmedia.tely, A detective who has made an
arrest presses Silverstein to decide whether
the suspect should be charged With a felony
or a misdemeanor. The exasperated victim
of an assault and robbery, her testimony
still not taken after half a dozen futile, aliday trips to court, wants to drop the charges.
Silverstein tries to dissuade her. A youth
charged with a penitentiary offense of burglary hopes the prosecutor wlll accept a
guilty plea to petty larceny, a ·m isdemeanor.
A woman claims to have been raped and the
suspect swears it never happened; Silverstein
must decide whether or not there is enough
evidence to prosecute the man.
Most of a prosecutor's decisions are made
in hurried, whispered conferences with defense attorneys, after only a few seconds of
flipping through case papers and police reports. Yet his are the judgments that will
alter the lives not only of the defendants
but of their families, of the victims, policemen and witnesses.
"The power of this job is incredible," says
Silverstein. "It's more than any one man
should have. Do you know what it's like to
face a defendant in court and know that if
he is convicted, or even if he is held in jail
for trial because he can't make bail, he is
going to lose his job and his fMnily wlll have
to go on welfare? It wouldn't be so bad if
you had all day to study the facts. But there
you are in court with maybe 30 cases yet
to go, and the judge wants to get on to the
next one. You have to say something and
say it fast."
Of his negotiating power, Silverstein rationalizes that in a case weakened by delay
"it's better that a guilty defendant be convicted of something without a trial than
turned loose by a jury because the evidence
has become too weak to get a conviction.
Even when you drop charges entirely, you
figure that at least you've disposed of a case."
And disposition of cases, far more than careful justice, has become the bench mark by
which the city's criminal courts are measured.
"In the year I've been here, I've learned
to be pretty practical about this business,''
says Silverstein. "Now I know how the system functions and, even if ::.t is screwed up,
as long as I have this job I've got to try to
make it work for those people out there." A
hitch of his thumb takes in the entire Bronx.
"When I get a case, I try to look at it objectively, to figure out what the eventual
disposition would be considering all the delays and everything else".
"If I get a burglary, for example, that I
think would have to be disposed of as a
misdemeanor after a string of adjournments,
I figure it's better to get it out of the way
at the first or second appearance than have
it kicked from one judge to another for
maybe a year. So if I've had time to look

at the case at all, at the first appearance
I'll try to get a discussion going with the
defense lawyer-please, don't call it 'giving
the courthouse away.'"
NOT "IS HE GUILTY?" BUT "CAN WE MAKE A

DEAL?"
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ponement after another, hoodwinking a diffe:-ent judge with excuses for delay each time
a case is called.
A defense attorney recalled, not in the least
apologetically, his tactics in one such case:
"I had a client accused of attempted murder. He shot another man several times and
the victim nearly died. Over several months
I managed to get the case adjourned eight or
nine times. Each time the victim and the
police officers were in court, but at each appearance I got a new judge and told him I
needed more time to prepare. Finally the victim just got fed up, I guess, because he
stopped coming to court, and then it was the
district attorney who had to ask for adjournments. After the victim failed to show
up three times, the charge was finally di.smissed."
For an the weeks, months or even years of
waiting that may be involved in a single case.
the actual trial of a misdemeanor or the
preliminary hearing of a felony charge in
Criminal Court rarely lasts more than 30
minutes. If all 96 judges could be kept busy
eight hours a day listening to test imony.
ruling on legal motions and determining
guilt or innocence, each could probably dispose of 10 to 20 cases a day, based on a full
hearing of the facts ..An average of just 15
cases per day per judge would mean the
disposition of 1,440 cases--210 more than the
court take in on an average day. That could
be called progress. But that will not even
begin to be possible until the courts' fragmented structure is completely replaced by
all-purpose court sections in which cases are
assigned to a single judge, a single prosecutor and a single Legal Aid lawyer, all of whom
recognize that they are responsible for the
case's ultimate disposition. The idea is now
being introduced gradually in New York. But
as yet it forms too small a part of the total
system to have much of an impact. For the
rest of the city's court system, and for too
many other American cities, relief from chaos
is still a long way off.

The Criminal Court of the City of New
York is actually a complex system of 96
judges and six courthouses. Each weekday
morning a human tide of some 15,000 persons
flows into these courthouses, up foul-smelling
staircases to crowded and sunless courtrooms.
From the city jails come the prisoners,
shackled one to another, to be sorted,
prodded and locked into holding pens. There
they wait, as many as 40 of them stuffed
into a space 12 feet by 20.
Each morning, too, come the victims of
crime, often still wearing dark-stained hospital dressings over their wounds. The witnesses arrive, deprived of their day by a
subpoena. So, too, come hundreds of policemen and detectives diverted from their precinct duties, or their days off, to testify.
For most of these people the day will be
wasted. It will end without any substantial
action on their cases beyond postponement
to a new date when they will be told to come
back again and wait, with no better chance
that anything meaningful wm happen the
next time.
For judges, prosecutors and Legal Aid defenders, cases appear and disappear in the
court system like pop-up ducks in a shooting
gallery. The Criminal Court is fractured into
"parts"--special-purpose sections to which
cases are routed depending on the type and
seriousness of the charge and the stage of
prosecution. At each appearance a case may
come up in a di:fferent courtroom, before a
different judge, with a new prosecutor and
public defender, none of wl:om has ever seen
the case before.
Along with the presumption of guilt, which
has replaced the presumption of innocence in
New York City courts, goes the presumption
that a defendant is entitled to bargain.
Every day there are cases in which the first
THE VIEWS OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE
conversation between a defendant and his
Many people, though not all, will be delawyer is not over the facts of the case but terred from serious crimes if they belleve
over what kind of deal can be made.
that justice is swift and sure. Today no one
In a Manhattan courtroom recently a young thinks that it is. If there is a general impresman charged with burglary was offered the sion that the administration of justice is not
opportunity of pleading guilty to the less working, one important result is that the deserious charge of possession of stolen proper- terrent effect of law and punishment is imty. His Legal Aid lawyer was all smiles as he paired or lost. If people generally-the lawturned away from a huddle with the prosecu- abiding and the lawless alike-think the law
tor to tell the defendant what he assumed is ineffective, two serious consequences ocwould be good news. "But," the defendant cur: decent people experience a suppressed
blurted, "I didn't do ttl"
rage, frustration and bitterness, and the
Time after time cases are postponed when others feel they can "get by" with anything.
all but one of those necessary to proceed
But 1f our society comes to the conclusion,
are present. The Criminal Court is power- as it watches our system of justice work,
less to compel the attendance of anyone. A that we have built up a process that is insubpoena is backed up by a contempt cita- adequate or archaic, too cumbersome or
tion only 1f it is served by hand. Yet, for lack complex, or if society feels that we have exof personnel, most subpoenas are delivered by t rnded certain of our basic principles too far,
mall and legally amount to little more than there is a remedy.
invitations that can be ignored with impuThe people have the right and the ultimate
nity.
power to change the system. Neither the
Even a defendant can avoid prosecution laws nor the Constitution are too sacred to
merely by not coming to court. The judge change and the decisions of judges are not
may issue a warrant for his arrest, but hun- holy writ. The Constitution and the law are
dreds of such bench warrants are issued every tools to serve us, not masters to enslave us.
day. It is impossible for the handful of We should not hesitate to make basic
policemen assigned to court warrant squads changes or discard mechanisms which do not
to track down even one tenth of the missing work to the benefit of society.
Do we need to enlarge the court system?
defendants, a fact well known to criminals
While case loads continue to increase.
familiar with the courts.
there
is no immediate solution other than
When the defendant fails to respond to a
to
provide more judges and all that goes with
mailed or telephoned "reminder," the case
is often merely filed away, to be revived if he them: more courtrooms, courthouses, court
is arrested in another case, but otherwise reporters and staffs. The legal profession
must support legislative programs to this
forgotten.
Turning the delay, confusion and over- end.
Would it help to "decriminalize" certain
crowding of the courts to the advantage of
their clients is the business of private de- minor penal offenses, such as vagrancy.
drunkenness,
prostitution and gambling?
fense lawyers. Each year their job becomes
So long as we Insist on full due process in
easier. Even the least competent of them
can easily arrange one case-weakening post- meting out criminal penalties, no workable
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solution is in sight for handling these socalled "minor crimes." Other civilized
societies, especially in northern Europe, deal
with this category of crime to a large extent_
administratively. In England, 95% of all
criminal cases are disposed of by justices of
the peace.
To take these problems out of our conventional judicial process calls for some basic
rethinking-as many legal scholars, judges
and lawyers have advocated. But the trend,
for better or for worse, is the other way.
Supreme Court holdings are gradually converting juvenile courts, for example, into
full-blown criminal courts. What the juvenile courts need is not more but fewer
trappings of legal procedure and judicial formalism. The system requires breathing room
and flexibi11ty in order to survive. On the
present course the juvenile system is doomed.
How can the courts be streamlined to
make the judge's work day more effective
and reduce the confusion and wasted time
in court?

The most significant step toward modernization of court administration in the past 30
years was the creation this year by the American Bar Association, with a Ford Foundation grant, of the Institute for Court Management. This Institute, which opened this
summer near Aspen, Colorado, is the country's first school for court administrators.
It will graduate its first class of 32 court executives in December following six months of
extensive training.
Is the elaboration of defendants' rights, as
spelled out in landmark Supreme Court decisions of recent years, a factor contributing
to the logjam in the courts?

There are many factors and unfortunately
this is one. Our whole history as a nation
reflects a fear of the power of government
and a proper concern for individual liberty.
These feelings have led us to place many protections around persons accused of crime.
And this has resulted in a system in which it
is often very difficult to convict even those
who are plainly guilty.
Government exists chiefly to foster the
rights and interests of its citizens-to protect
their homes and property, their persons and
their lives. If a government fails in this
basic duty, it is not redeemed by providing
even the most perfect system for the protection of the rights of defendants in the
criminal courts.
Sometimes two basically good developments
in the law combine to produce a result never
intended and wholly lacking in social ut111ty.
We can now see that two "good" things-bail reform and free defense--interact to discourage a guilty plea because the jailhouse
grapevine tells the accused that the thing to
do is enter a not guilty plea, to demand release without bond and then to use every
possible device to delay the moment of truth,
the trial day.
This may mean up to two years' freedom
during which witness~s might die, or move, or
forget details, while the case drags on and
consumes untold time of judges, lawyers and
court staffs.
How severely has the growth of plea bargaining compromised justice?

In general, it has not. Plea bargaining is a
misunderstood concept. It has been given
invidious connotations which range from
misleading to false. The American Bar Association Committee of the Criminal Justice
Project has cleared the air by promulgating
standards for plea discussions. Plea discussions leading to disposition of cases are indispensable to any rational administration of
criminal justice.
Is the adversary system of criminal justice
abused?

We have glorified and idealized the adversary system with its clash of advocates.
But the system as a whole is inemcient and
wasteful. Dean Roscoe Pound of Harvard,
one of our great legal scholars, as long ago as

1906 viewed the excesses of the adversary
system as one of ·t}le genuine impediments to
a rational administration of justice.
We lawyers and judges sometimes tend to
fall in love with techniques and formalism.
But as war 1s too important to be left to
generals, so justice is far too important to be
left exclusively to the technicians of the law.
When we look at the administration of
justice in such enlightened countries as Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, we find
some interesting contrasts to the U.S. They
have not found is necessary to establish a
system which makes a criminal trial so complex or drawn-out as it is in this country.
They do not employ our system of 12 jurors.
Generally their trials are before three professional judges. They do not consider it necessary to use a device like our Fiftll Amendment under which an accused person may
not be required to testify. They go swiftly
and directly to the question of whether the
accused is guilty.
But the swift determination of guilt in
northern Europe is followed by a humane and
compassionate treatment of the offender.
Our system is open to the criticism that it
has t-:>o much contention and too little concern for the accused once he is found guilty.
In part the terrible price we pay in crime
is because we tend, once the drama of the
trial is over, to regard all criminals as human rubbish. It would make more sense,
from a coldly logical viewpoint, to put all
this "rubbish" into a vast incinerator instead
of storing it in warehouses for a time only
to have most of the subjects come out of
prison and return to their old ways.
The experience of other countries suggests
two things: that swift determination of guilt
and the comprehensive study of each human
being involved, including extensive rehabilitation, educati.on and training, may be the
way. This, and programs to identify young
offenders at a stage early enough to change
them, offer the best hope anyone has
suggested.
REMARKS OF WARREN E. BURGER, AMERICAN
BAR AssoCIATION, ST. LoUIS, MissoURIAuGUST 10, 1970
When President Segal and the Board of
Governors of this Association invited me to
discuss the problems of the federal courts
with you, as leaders of the legal profession,
my mind turned at once to one of the great
statements on the problems of the administration of justice. That was Dean Roscoe
Pound's famous speech to this Association
at your meeting 64 years ago. He said then
that the work of the courts in the 20th Century could not be carried on with the
methods and machinery of the 19th Century.
If you will read Pound's speech, you will see
at once that we did not heed his warning,
and today, in the final third of this century,
we are still trying to operate the courts with
fundamentally the same basic methods, procedures and machinery he [Pound) said were
not good enough in 1906. In the supermarket age we are like a merchant trying to operate a cracker barrel corner grocery store with
the methods and equipment of 1900.
I would not be warranted in coming here
today if I spent our very limited time remindin6 you what is good about our courts, or
about the splendid and dedicated judges and
others, most of whom are overworked to make
the system function. I wish the public could
know what you have accomplished first, in
the support of public defender programs and
now more recently in providing free legal
services for people long unrepresented in
civil matters. My responsib111ty today, however, is to say to you frankly--even bluntlywhat I think is wrong with our judicial machinery and what can and must be done to
correct it in order to make the system of
justice fulfill its high purpose.
The changes and improvements we need are
long overdue. They will call for a very great
effort and they may cost money; but if there
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are to be higher costs they will still be a
small fraction, for example, of the 200 million cost of a. C-5A airplane. The entire cost
of the Federal Judicial System is 128 million
dollars. Military aircraft are obviously essential in this uncertain world, but surely
adequate support for the Judicial Branch 1s
also important.
Wall Street experts recently estimated that
American citizens and businesses spend
more than 2 billion dollars a year on private security and crime control. Aside from
the ominous implications of this in a free
society, just think what 2 billion dollars
could do for public programs to prevent
crime and enforce law. That is where such
support belongs.
More money and more judges alone is not
the real solution. Some of what is wrong
is due to the failure to apply the techniques
of modern business to the administration or
management of the purely mechanical operation of the courts--of modern record
keeping, systems planning for handling the
movement of cases. Some is also due to
antiquated, rigid procedures which not only
permit delay but often encourage it.
I am confident that if additional costs
arise in the process of making needed
changes and improvements in the management of the judicial system, Congress will
support the Courts. But judges must demonstrate the needs clearly. Congress is harassed
with demands for more appropriations for
more and more new programs, each of which
is labeled a. high priority. We must first show
that we are making the best possible use of
what we already have and it is here that
-improved methods and skilled management
techniques will count. These will cost relatively little in relation to the whole budget.
You know that in this brief report I can
do no more than touch highlights and more
detailed treatment of these problems must
follow. I hope we can provoke debate--and
even controversy-to explore and test what
I have to say. With increasing urgency every
one of my distinguished predecessors from
Chief Justices Taft and Hughes to Chief
Justice Earl Warren have pressed these matters, but today I place this burden squarely
on you, the leaders of the legal profession,
in common with all judges. If the 144,000
lawyers you represent in 1,700 state and local
bar associations wlll act promptly, you Will
prevent a grave deterioration ln the work of
the federal courts. And you should remember
Justice Vanderbllt's warning that these tasks
are "not for the shortwinded."
In the federal courts today the problem
areas are essentially in large cities. Here we
:find in the judicial system no more than a.
reflection of the complexities created by the
population shift to large urban centers. The
problems exist where the action is.
In Maine, for example, there is only one
federal District Judge and literally not
enough for him to do. As a. result he has,
for 15 years or more, accepted assignments
to go to courts all over the country where
help was desperately needed. Many judges
in the less busy districts have done the same.
It is in the large centers that both civil and
criminal cases are unreasonably delayed and
it is there the weaknesses of our judicial
machinery show up.
How did this situation come about in the
face of numerous additional judgeships
added by Congress in the past 30 years?
When we look back, we can see three key
factors that are important to our discussion:
First the legal profession-lawyers and
judges and Congress, with few exceptionsdid not act on Dean Pound's warnings to
bring methods, machinery and personnel up
to date.
Second, all the problems he warned about
have become far more serious by the increase
1n population from 76 mill1on in 1900 to 205
million in 1970, and with it came the growth
of great cities and the increase in the volume
of cases.
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Third, entirely new kinds of cases have been
added because of new laws passed by Congress
and decisions of the courts.
In this 20th Century, wars, social upheaval, and the inventiveness of Man have
complicated individual lives and society. The
automobile, for example, did more than
change the courting habits of American
youth-it paved the continent with concrete
and black top; it created the most mobile
society on earth with all Its dislocations; It
led people from rural areas to crowd the unprepared cities. That same automobile which
altered our society also maimed and killed
more persons than all the wars combined
and brought into the courts thousands of
injury and death cases which did not exist
in 1900. Today automobile cases are the
largest single category of civil cases in the
courts.
All this ferment of wars, of increased movement of people, congestion in the cities, and
social changes produced dislocations and unrest that contributed to an enormous increase in the rate of crime.
In a free society such as ours these social
and economic upheavals tend to wind tip
on the doorsteps of the courts. Some of this
is because of new laws and decisions and
some because of a tendency that is unique
to America to look to the courts to solve all
problems. From time to time Congress adds
more judges but the total judicial organization never quite keeps up with the caseload. Two recent statutes alone added thousands of cases relating to commitment of
narcotics addicts and the mentally ill. These
additions came when civil rights cases, voting
cases and prisoner petitions were expanding
by the thousands.
Meanwhile criminal cases, once a stable
figure in the federal courts, were increasing,
The records show that in all federal district
courts it now takes twice as long as it did
10 years ago to dispose of criminal cases
from indictment to sentence.
To illustrate the changes, consider just a
few figures: From 1940 to 1970:
-Personal injury cases multiplied 5 times;
-Petitions from state prisoners seeking
federal habeas corpus relief Increased from
89 to over 12,000;
-And during this period Congress increased the number of judges by 70%
while the total number of cases flied in the
federal district courts nearly doubled.
But the increase in volume of cases is not
by any means the whole story. Experienced
trial judges note that the actual trial of a
criminal cases now takes twice aB long as it
did 10 years ago because of the closer scrutiny we now demand as to such things as
confessions, identification witnesses, and evidence seized by the police, before depriving
any person of his freedom. These chang.es
represent a deliberate commitment--some
by judicial decision, and some by legislation-to values higher than pure efficiency
when we are dealing with human liberty.
The impact of all the new factors-and
they are many and complex-has been felt
in both states and federal courts. A few mustrations as to federal courts may help.
The Criminal Justice Act of 1964 guaranteed a lawyer for criminal defendants-at
public expense for the indigent--and along
with it appeals at public expense. The Bail
Reform Act of 1966 authorized liberal release
before trial without the conventional bail
bond. Each of these Acts was an improvement on the existing system, but we can now
see what was produced by their interaction
in a period when crime was increasing at a
startling rate. The impact was most noticeable In Washington, D.C., where federal
courts handle all felony cases. Defendants,
whether guilty or Innocent, are human:
they love freedom and hate punishment.
With a lawyer provided to secure release
without the need for a conventional bail
bond, most persons indicted (except 1n

capital cases) are released pending trial. We
should not be surprised that a defendant
on bail exerts a heavy pressure on his court
appointed lawyer to postpone the trial as
long as possible so as to remain free. These
postponements-and sometimes there are a
dozen or more--consume the time of judges
and court staffs as well as of lawyers. Cases
are calendared and reset time after time while
witnesses and jurors spend en dless hours
just waiting.
If trials were promptly held and swiftly
completed, and if appeals were heard without delay, this would be less a problem, and
debates over preventive detention would
probably subside. But these two Acts of Congress came in a period when other forces including decisions of the courts were making
trials longer, appeals more frequent and retrials commonplace. We should not be surprised at delay when more and more defendants demand their undoubted Constitutional right to trial by jury because we
have provided them with lawyers and other
needs at public expense, nor should we be
surprised that most convicted persons seek a
new trial when the appeal costs them nothing
and when failure to take the appeal will cost
them freedom. Being human a defendant
plays out the line which society has cast
him. Lawyers are competitive animals and
the American system encourages contention
and often rewards delay; no lawyer wants to
be called upon to defend the client's charge
of incompetence for having failed to exploit
all the procedural techniques which we have
deliberately made available. Yet the best defense lawyers know that the defendant's best
interests may be served in many cases by
disposing of the case on a guilty plea without
trial.
A new category of case was added when it
was decided that cla.lms of state prisoners
testing the validity of a state conviction were
to be measured by federal constitutional
standards. As a result federal district courts
were obliged to review over 12,000 state prisoner petitions last year, as compared with 89
in 1940.
There is a solution for the large mass of
state prisoner cases in federal courts-12,000
in the current year. If the states will develop
adequate post conviction procedures for
their own state prisoners, this problem will
largely disappear, and eliminate a major
source of tension and irritation in State-Federal relations.
But there is another factor. It is an elementary fact, historically and statistically,
that the system of courts-the number of
judges, prosecutors, and of courtrooms-has
been based on the premise that approximately 90% of all defendants will plead
guilty leaving only 10%, more or less, to be
tried. But that premise may no longer be a
reliable yardstick of our needs. Changes in
the laws that are part of what we lawyers
call the "revolution in criminal justice,"
which began as far back as the 1930's, have
brought this about. Anyone who questions
these changes must recognize that until recently criminal law wa.s the neglected stepchild of the Law. The consequence of what
might seem on its face a sma.ll percentage
change in the rate of guilty pleas can be
tremendous. A reduction from 90% to 80%
in guilty pleas requires the assignment of
twice the judicial manpower and fa.cilitlesjudges, court reporters, bailiffs, clerks, jurors
and courtrooms. A reduction to 70% trebles
this demand.
This was graphically 1llustrated in Washington, D.C., where the guilty plea rate
dropped to 65%. In 1940 3 or 4 judges were
able to handle all serious criminal caBes. By
1968 12 judges out of 15 in active service were
assigned to the criminal calendar and could
barely keep up. Fortunately few other federal
districts experienced such a drastic change,
but to have this occur in the national Capital, which ought to be a model, was little
short of disaster.
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There is a widespread public complaint reflected in the news media, in editorials and
letters to the editor, that the present system
of criminal justice does not deter criminal
conduct. That is correct, so far as the crimes
which trouble most Americans today. Whatever deterrent effect may have existed in the
past has now virtually vanished as to such
crimes.
If ever the law is to have genuine deterrent effect on the criminal conduct giving us
immediate concern, we must make some
drastic changes. The most simple and most
obvious remedy is to give the courts the
manpower and tools-including the prosecutors and defense lawyers-to try criminal
cases within 60 days after indictment and
let us see what happens. I predict it would
sharply reduce the crime rate.
Efficiency must never be the controlling
test of criminal justice but the work of the
courts can be efficient without jeopardizing
basic safeguards. Indeed the delays in trials
are often one of the gravest threats to individual rights. Both the accused and the public are entitled to a prompt trial.
The addition of 61 new federal district
judgeships by Congress within recent weeks
is the result of efforts which began 5 years
ago. Since it takes time to fill these important positions and new judges do not reach
peak efficiency at once, their full impact will
not be felt for a long time. We see therefore
that the additional judges, needed in 1965,
were not authorized until 1970. We cannot
solve our problems by meeting needs 5 or
more years after they arise. The time to plan
for 1975 and 1980 needs is now, and I hope
this can be accomplished, not simply by adding more judges, but by the more efficient use
of judicial manpower and greater productivity through improved methods, machinery,
management and trained administrative personnel.
Meanwhile, not a week passes without
speeches in Congress and elsewhere and editorials demanding new laws-to control pollution, for example, and new laws allowing
class actions by consumers to protect the
public from greedy and unscrupulous producers and sellers. No one can quarrel with
the needs, nor can we forget that large
numbers of people have been without the
protection which only lawyers and courts can
give.
The difficulty lies in our tendency to meet
new and legitimate demands with new laws
which are passed without adequate consideration of the consequences in terms of caseloads. This is dramatically illustrated in the
current budget of the Office of Economic
Opportunity. Congress has granted that program 58 million dollars for legal services.
That 58 million is a sound commitment to
an underprotected segment of our people
whose rights have suffered because they
could not afford a lawyer. Few things rankle
1n the human breast like a sense of injustice.
Whether the problem is large or small in the
abstract it is very large to the person affiicted.
We should applaud Congress for taking that
step. But cases cannot always be settled by
lawyers and the burden thus falls on the
courts. This allowance for Office of Equal Opportunity legal services is almost half of
what is allowed for the operation of all the
courts in the federal system. Here again we
have an example of a sound program developed without adequate planning for its impact on the courts.
What this all adds up to is that for at least
50 years the federal court system has experienced the combination of steadily increasing burdens while suffering deferred
maintenance of the total judicial machinery
--and added to that, much of the machinery
has long been obsolete. The foresight of
Congress In creating the Federal Judicial
Center for research and study of court problems 2 years ago is one of the few bright
spots in the past 30 years.
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Now we must make a choice of priorities.
When we want to dance we must provide the
musicians and the public may well be called
upon to pay something more for the federal
judicial system to increase its productivity.
But neither costs nor the number of judges
can be held down if the caseload is steadily
enlarged.
To prepare for this report to you, I asked
every federal judge for suggestions. The
hundreds of replies reflected a note of frustration and even anguish at the daily management and administrative burdens that
drained time and energy from their primary
duty to dispose of cases. That was the common denominator and the common complaint. Federal judges are today in somewhat
the position of members of Congress a generation ago, before the Reorganization Act
which gave adequate staffs to the Members
and to the important committee work of the
Congress.
The business of litigation is highly complex. To assemble all the necessary individuals is not as simple as TV shows depict. It
actually involves the very difficult task of
bringing together a judge, 25 or more prospective jurors, lawyers, witnesses, court reporters, bailiffs and others, at the same place
at the same time without lost motion. The
absence or tardiness of a single person will
delay the entire process and waste untold
time. Countless citizens serving as jurors
have been irritated with the inefficiencies of
the courts because they find themselves
watching TV in the Jurors' Lounge rather
than hearing cases in court.
Modern court management calls for careful planning, and definite systems and organization with supervision by trained administrator-managers. We have at least 58
Astronauts capable of flying to the moon,
but not that many authentic court administrators to serve all the courts in the state
and federal systems. The federal courts need
immediately a court executive or administrator for each of the 11 circuits and for every
busy federal trial court with more than 6 or
7 judges. We need them to serve as the "traffic managers", in a sense as hospitals have
used administrators for 40 years to relieve
doctors and nurses of management duties.
We are almost half a century behind the
medical profession in this respect.
In basic principles, it is indeed essential
that we maintain our links with the past
and build carefully on those foundations
because they are a result of thousands of
years of human experience and the evolution of the law. There is great value in stab1lity, predictability and continuity. But the
procedures of the law ought to respond more
swiftly-as hospitals and doctors, farmers
and food distributors have changed their
methods. Yet the major procedural change
of this Century was the development of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure a generation ago. Except for those Rules, Thomas
Jefferson of Virginia, Alexander Hamilton of
New York and John Adams of Massachusetts
would need only a qUick briefing on modern
pleading and the pre-trial procedures in
order to step into a federal court today and
do very well indeed. We see, therefore, that
the judicial processes for resolving cases
and controversies have remained essentially
static for 200 years. This is not necessarily
bad, but when courts are not able to keep up
with their work it suggests the need for a
hard new look at our procedures.
If the picture I have been painting seems
melatD.choly, I must in fairness touch on a
few brighter sides--but sadly there are only
a few.
In recent years the ferment stimulated by
Roscoe Pound, Vanderbilt of New Jersey,
Parker of North Carolina-to name only three
now gone--has brought on widespread growth
of Judicial Seminars, Institutes and Study
Centers that have contributed much. We owe
a great debt to my colleague, Justice Tom

Clark, who has worked tirelessly on ilnprovements in state and federal courts.
Perhaps one of the most significant developments in a generation is the creation this
year-under the leadership of this Association--of the Institute for Court Management
at the University of Denver. Here for the
first time is a place where court administractors can be trained just as hospital administrators have long been trained in schools
of business administration.
Sadly even these bright spots emphasize
how painfully slow we are to supply what
courts need. The price we are now paying and
will pay is partly because judges have been
too timid and the bar has been too apathetic
to make clear to the public and the Congress
the needs of the courts. Apathy, more than
opposition, has been the enemy, but I believe
the days of apathy are past.
As to the future I can do no more than
emphasize that the federal court system is
for a limited purpose and lawyers, the Congress and the public must examine carefully
each demand they make on that system.
People speak glibly of putting all the problems of pollution, of crowded cities, of consumer class actions and others in the federal
courts. We should look more to state courts
familiar with local conditions and local problems.
Let me list some major steps for the future--steps to begin at once:
1. The friction in relatio!hS between state
and federal courts presents serious problems
in both the review of state prisoner petitions
and other cases. I strongly urge that in each
state there be created a State-Federal JudicL-\1 Council to maintain continuing communication on all joint problems. Such a body
could properly include a member of the highest state court, the chief judges of the larger
state trial courts and the chief judges of
the federal district courts. In some states
such bodies have already been created on an
informal basis.
2. State and federal judges should continue
their cooperation with the appropriate Committees of the American Bar Association to
establish standards of conduct of lawyars
and judges that will uphold public confidence in the integrity of the system we serve.
3. We should urgently consider a recommendation to Congress to create a Judiciary
Council consisting of perhaps 6 members,
one-third appointed by each of the three
branches of government, to act as a coordinating body whose function it would be to
report to the Congress, the President and the
Judicial Conference
a wide range of matters affecting the judicial branch. This Council could (a) report to Congress the impact
of proposed legislation likely to enlarge federal jurisdiction; (b) analyze and report to
Congress on studies made by the Judicial
Conference and the Federal Judicial Center
as to increase or decrease in case loads of
particular federal districts; (c) study existing jurisdiction of federal courts with special
attention to proper allocation of judicial
functions as between state and federal
courts; (d) develop and submit to Congress
a proposal for creating temporary judgeships to meet urgent needs as they arise.
(Some state legislatures authorize such appointments based on a formula of population
and caseloads in order to adjust promptly to
population changes in rapidly developing
areas.) ; (e) study whether there is a present need for three-judge District (trial)
Courts and whether there is a present need
for federal courts to try automobile coll1sion
cases simply because of the coincidence that
one driver, for example, lives in Kansas City,
Kansas, and the other in Kansas City, Missouri.
4. The entire structure of the administration of bankruptcy a.nd receivership matters
should be studied to evaluate whether they
could be more efficiently administered in
some way. (Pending studies on this problem
should be pressed to conclusion.)
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5. Over the years various statutes and decisions of courts have altered many aspects
of criminal procedure. Meanwhile some of the
states have experimented with innovations
and have developed new procedures to improve justice. Since Congress is now considering an entirely new federal criminal code
we should soon undertake a comprehensive
re-examination of the structure of criminal
procedure to establish adequate guidelines
reflecting adjustment both to the new code
and judicial holdings.
6. The system of criminal justice must be
viewed as a process embracing every phase
from crime prevention through the correctional system. We can no longer limit our
responsibility to providing defense services
for the judicial process, yet continue to be
miserly with the needs of correctional institutions and probation and parole services.
7. The whole process of appeals must be reexamined. It is cumbersome and costly and
it encourages delay. Some courts, notably
the overworked 5th Circuit, have developed
procedures to screen out frivolous appeals.
Finality at some point is indispensable to
any rational-and workable--judicial system.
B. We made a wise choice in guaranteeing
a lawyer in every serious criminal case but
we must now make certain that lawyers are
adequately trained so that the representation is on a high professional basis. It is
professional representation we promise to
give--nothing more--and within accepted
standards of conduct. This Association has
now provided lawyers for the first time with
comprehensive and authoritative standards
and it is now up to the courts and the Bar
to make sure they are followed.
I have necessarily left some subjects untouched and others undeveloped but I hope
I have imparted a sense of urgency on the
problems and needs o! the courts. I hope
also I have made my point that it is not
simply a matter of more judges but primarily better management, better methods and
trained administrative personnel.
A sense ot confidence in the courts is essential to maintain the fabric of ordered
liberty for a free people. Three things could
destroy that confidence and do incalculable
damage to society.
One is that people come to believe that inefficiency and delay will drain even a just
judgment of its value.
One is that people who have long been exploited come to believe that courts cannot
vindicate their legal rights from fraud and
over-reaching in the smaller transactions of
daily life.
One is that people come to believe that
the La w-in the larger sense--cannot ful1lll
its primary function to protect them and
their families in their homes and on the
public streets.
I have great confidence in our basic system
and its foundations, in the dedicated judges
and others in the judicial system, and in the
lawyers of America. Continuity with change
is the genius of the American system and
both are essential to ful1lll the promise of
equal justice under law.
I ask your help to see to it that this is
done.
[From Look Magazine, Mar. 23, 1971]
JAM-UP-CRISIS IN OUR CRIMINAL COURTS

(By Jack Star)
Chicago's dreary gray-stone Cook County
Criminal Court Building at 26th and California, a vestige of the Al Capone era, has
changed little--on the outside--in the 29
years since I was a newspaper reporter there.
But on the inside, I can quickly detect the
strain our courts are under. Tough-looking
deputies frisk me for weapons as I enter,
while lady deputy sheriffs with high-piled
hairdos peer into the purses of women visitors
and run their hands over midis. A smuggled
gun was used last October by a convicted
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murderer in a fatal (for him) shootout with
police. Leather-jacketed p olicemen u ow
patrol the courtrooms.
The men and women in the halls look different too. They are mostly black, and the
sour smell of trouble hangs over them.
"Once we had high-class burglars here--n ow
they're just poor slobs," claims a prosecutor
from the old d a ys, presently a judge. The
sheer numbers are staggering. "We're working
on a treadmill here, we're not changing anything," says Assistant State's Attorney William E. Oplatka, a man I remember from the
1940's. "We have twice as much crime nowadays and just about the same number of
people to handle it. We need twice as many
courts and twice as many prosecutors."
You wonder if the system isn't foundering.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger of the U.S.
Supreme Court has warned the American
Bar Association: "If ever the law is to have
genuine deterrent effect . . . we must make
some drastic changes. The most simple and
most obvious remedy is to give the courts
the manpower and tools-including the proaecutors and defense lawyers-to try crim',nfll
cases within 60 days after indictment and
let us see what happens. I predict it would
sharply reduce the crime rate. . . . Delays ln
trials are often one of the gravest threats to
individual rights. Both the accused and the
public are entitled to a prompt trial."
In Cook County's overburdened civil courts,
it can take over five years to get a hearing
on a d amage suit. And it can sometimes take
several years to dispose of a criminal case.
Looking throu gh a single day's call for the
Criminal Courts in a year-end issue of Chicago's Dai ly Law Bulletin, you can spot one
1967 case, 11 from 1968, 21 from 1969, and
many, man y from early 1970--and most of
these were destined to be postponed again. A
number of judges I talk to have 150 or 160
cases waiting.
One judge shows me a list of 104 prisoners
who have been in the grim County Jail for
up to two years-and this list is incomplet e.
The jail, built for 1,198 prison ers, now holds
2,000-and 1,700 of them are awaiting trial!
The average stay, while waiting, is said to be
six months, but most everybody I talk to has
been in there longer.
In a casual tour of the jail, I find a 21-yearold black youth who has been locked up on a
murder charge since April, 1968. He is in the
"hole," an isolation tier where problem cases
are kept. His bed is a thin mattress on the
hard concrete; he wears pajama bottoms; he
is allowed no visit ors or commissary privileges. "I might as well be guilty as su.iier
like this," he says. Perhaps he is guilty, along
with the 1,700 others awaiting trial, I refiect,
but isn't he presumed to be innocent? So
are the 1,700 others, locked up for months on
end, eating coarse food and, for recreation,
watching daytime television.
A judge tells me: "The jail is a breeding
place for crime and buggery. The men lie
around in complete idleness. There are no
rehabilitation programs." Last year, there
were seven or eight suicides in the jail. Forced
homosexuality is not uncommon. Neither are
assaults and robberies.
"Many of the prisoners are in jail simply
because they can't afford $250 or $500 for
bond," a lawyer says. lllinois law requires a
prisoner to put up only ten percent of the
total bond, but a cash outlay of $500, to a
poor man, might as well be $5,000--he just
hasn't got it.
It is a matter of debate whether trial delays hurt or help a defendant. Marshall Patner, general counsel for a group of civic
gadfties called Businessmen for the Public
Interest, points out: "The public defender
who actually tries a case does not make active contact with his client until practically
on the eve of the trial-sometimes many
months after the arrest. It is virtually impossible at that time to begin to investigate
a case. Just try in a ghetto where urban re-

newal has dec.i mated the geography and the
population."
A young assistant state's attroney shudders as he tells me: "A case that's been dragging on since 196'8 shakes me up. A narcotics
undercover man may have made 200 buys.
How can he remember two years later even
who the defendant is?" For the man in jail,
there are other drawbacks. A report of the
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration notes: "A defendant in jail cannot help counsel locate witnesses, persuade them to testify, nor restage
his story...."
Presiding Judge Joseph A. Power, a proud
red-faced man with carefully arranged silver
hair, is an old friend of Mayor Richard J.
Daley. He believes that men in jail for long
periods are there because of their own volition. He says to me: "They'd just as soon be
in the county jail if they're guilty as in the
state penitentiary, if there are witnesses
ready to confront them. Maybe six months
later, there will be no witnesses."
Maybe so. Although Dlinois has a progressive law requiring that a prisoner be freed
if he isn't brought to trial within 120 days
(160 if out on bond), the law doesn't really
work. It is suspended if the defense asks for
a continuance within that period. I telephone the lawyer of a man who has been in
jail for two years on a murder charge. He
has had over three dozen court continuances.
The defense asked for many of them.
"What would you do?" asks the lawyer.
"My client is accused of stabbing his fiancee
23 times, then driving to a police station
and confessing on a tape recording. "Speaking generally, he adds: "You realize, of
course, that most clients of criminal lawyers
are very poor. In order for a lawyer to get
paid, he has to string out a case for as long
as he can. He tells the judge: 'Your honor, I
need a continuance for professional reasons.'
Everyone knows what 'professional reasons'
means. It means the defendant or his family
is trying to raise a little money every week.
When you get enough money, you go to trial.
If you go to trial before the money is raised,
you usually get no fee."
There are other reasons for delay. Procrastination is built Into the system. For a judge
to assemble a jury, defendant, defense counsel, prosecutors and witnesses at the same
time and place often seems an impossible
Chinese puzzle. "The absence or tardiness of
a single person," as Chief Justice Burger
says, "will delay the entire process and waste
untold time."
I watch Judge Saul . Epton struggling
manfully to keep his courtroom busy. A lawyer walks into the Judge's chambers to demand an immediate bench trial for his
client, who is charged with burglary. The
two young prosecutors assigned to the courtroom, who have come in to smoke a cigarette,
object vehemently. They say they have eight
murder cases coming up next. As a matter of
fact, they have another 40 or so murders coming up in the 150 cases waiting for them to
prosecute. The lawyer is given a trial date,
six weeks later, for his burglary charge. He
doesn't look happy, but he's lucky to get the
date.
Judge Epton is a peppery but considerate
man of 60 who heard over 50,000 cases in ten
years in Boys' Court before being assigned to
Criminal Court. He hates inactivity. At the
moment, he is waiting for the defense lawyer
to show up so he can finish selection of a
murder-trial jury. "We've got eight jurors
picked from yesterday and twelve other
prospects waiting to be questioned," complains the Judge. "Now we're sitting around,
waiting for the lawyer. He called at 9 a .m.
to say he was delayed in police court." The
lawyer finally shows up at 10:45 a.m. "I wonder what juries must think," says the
Judge, "when they see how much time we
waste.'' That afternoon, when the trial is
adjourned, the defense lawyer asks for a
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resumption the next day at 10:45 a.m. He has
another date in police court. "Make it 10:3o;•
the Judge says with resignation.
Conscientious judges are hard put to use
the dead hours of the day effectively. "My
courtroom is empty after lunch a third of
the time," complains a judge who doesn•t
want his name used. The same judge is critical of inefficiency:
"The presiding judge who assigns the cases
wlll send along a prisoner from his court
lockup with a slip of paper to my lockup,
but he won't send along the defendant's file.
The first I know of the matter is a lawyer
interrupting a trial in progress, sashaying up
and saying: 'May it please the court, may I
approach the bench?' I drop everything to
tell him and the prisoner to come back the
next day when we get the file. This happens
day after day after day."
In one of two courtrooms used for preliminary narcotic hearings, I stand beside a harried young judge. For the third time that
morning, he sees the same defendant, a prematurely aged black man accused of possession of a hypodermic syringe, brought before
the bench. Twice before, he has had to be
sent back to the court lockup because his
papers had disappeared. Now, ·he looks as
though he's going to cry as the deputies lead
him away once again while the search for his
papers continues.
One of the biggest time wasters, according to Judge Epton, is jury selection. "Picking a jury," he says, "takes a minimum of
two days, and it can go on for months. In
one case I had, it took over two weeks to pick
a jury-actually more time than to hear the
case. There is too much repetition, too much
trying to X-ray every juror. That was all
right in the days of Clarence Darrow, but
nobody expects a Perry Mason today.''
I watch as the Judge impatiently takes
over the questioning of some prospective
jurors in a murder case: "Do you know anybody who is on the police department?" he
asks. The rival lawyers had used a half-dozen
questions {like "Where does your wife
work?") to get the same answer. "If I do
the questioning," another judge tells me, "I
can have a jury picked in half a day."
A big time waster, according to Judge Kenneth R. Wendt, is the prosecution of cases
that should never have been. "From what I've
seen in eight years on the criminal bench,"
he says, "I think the state's attorney should
have dropped one-fifth of his cases. He
should know he hasn't got a case. Yesterday,
the complaining witness, a gas-station attendant, testified he was robbed by a man
who wasn't white. And there sat the defendant, whiter than you are! The complainant
testified the robber's car was blue, and then
the prosecution showed him a photo of a
white car, the defendant's. I threw the case
out."
Much time wasting, says Judge Wendt,
originates early in a case, when a policeman
first makes an arrest. "In Narcotics Court,
where I sat for seven and a half years, fully
half of the police searches were legally faulty,'' he recalls with some asperity. "In these
cases, I feel sorry for both the defendants and
society-neither is getting a fair shake."
Cases like these needlessly strain the legal
system, a system that I fear is in for even
more straining. The vast majority of accused
persons plead guilty in the hope of a lighter
sentence--"copping a plea" old-timers call it.
Today, this process is dignified with the name
of plea bargaining, and safeguards have been
installed in many places to monitor it. Last
year, the Supreme Court approved of the
process. Yet the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice has expressed its concern:
"Few practices in the system of criminal
justice create a greater sense of unease and
suspicion than the negotiated pleas of
guilty.... The offense for which guilt is ac-
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knowledged and for which the sentence is imposed often appears almost incidental to
keeping the business of the courts moving."
There is no question that the courts
couldn't function for a day without plea bargaining. Chief Justice Burger says that as
many as 90 percent of all criminal cases are
settled with guilty pleas. A decline in this
number would inundate the courts. According to the Chief Justice, "A reduction from
90% to 80 % in guilty pleas requires the assignment of twice the judicial manpower and
:facilities--judges, court reporters, bailiffs,
clerks, jurors and courtrooms. A reduction to
70% trebles this demand."
Increasingly, there is evidence that defendants' rights are being given away by their
lawyers just so the courts can function. Michael E. Tigar, a professor at UCLA Law
School, writes: "Judges who would not hesitate to condemn a furniture dealer who
preyed on the ignorance of his customers and
exploited a superior bargaining position will
routinely approve the plea bargain that results from negot iations between the state
and an uninformed, powerless defendant."
"We have to be careful," admits Assistant
State's Attorney Oplatka, who devotes most
of his time to plea bargaining. "Some guys,"
he tells me, "will plead just to get out of here
if their case has been around three to four to
five months."
Oplatka spends alternate days in two preliminary courts: one that hears "outdoor"
violence; and the other, "indoor" violence.
He says: "A defendant gets a better break
here than upstairs (the Criminal Courts with
juries). Like, we give one to four years when
you ask for two to three; upstairs, you'd get
three to six years."
In his office near the two courtrooms,
Oplatka receives a steady stream of lawyers
who want to hear what kind of a deal they
can make. "Sometimes,' he says, "they've
got a good defense and oan come up with a
motion to suppress the evidence or the" arrest . I don't want to send any cases upstairs
that are losers." In the process of bargaining,
the state and the defense consider the nature of the crime and the criminal: Is violence involved? If a burglary, was it in a home
or business? (A home is taken more seriously.) The record of the accused as a criminal, jobholder and family man. Does he use
narcotics? How strong is the state's case?
By plea bargaining at the prellminary level,
the prosecutor can reduce the charge and
avoid taking cases to the overworked grand
jury and higher courts. The number of indictments has actually been declining for
several years-from 4,415 in 1968 to 3,784 1n
1970. Meanwhile, the number of criminal informations (complaints that permit disposition of a case in the prellmlnary courts without going to a grand jury) has risen from
995 to 1,510.
At the prellminary hearings, where the
judges have to decide if there is probable
cause to hold a defendant to the grand jury
for indictment, you wonder how a judge
manages to keep his cool. Sitting in Branch
24 of the Municipal Division, where about
half of all Chicago crimes involving violence
or other serious charges are first heard, I
listen to Judge Robert J. Sulski preside over
125 cases between 9:30 a.m. and 5:08 p.m.,
with 40 minutes out for lunch. The courtroom
is so crowded, I can hardly hear. The five
rows of benches are packed full; the jury
box's padded seats have been taken over by
sleepy pollcemen, most of whom have just
come off duty from the midnight shift.
.. Quiet! Quiet in the court!" a clerk barks
periodically. For a moment, it 1s quiet, then
the babble gradually resumes. Even though
it is cold outside, the old courtroom Is
sweaty hot from the ancient radiators. Nearby, the courtroom lockup, where the prisoners sometimes wait all day for their call to

the bench, is steamy with bodies sprawled
on the bare floor.
Eighty percent of the cases here are represented by a young assistant public defender, a chunky, bright young man who not
long ago was a policeman. On the average,
he spends no more than a minute preparing
a defense. "I don't like to waste time talking
to the defendant,'' he confides. "The time
1s better spent looking through the arrest
papers for an obvious fault in the state's
case."
The Judge's composure cracks when a
young girl junkie, accused of forging checks,
is brought before the bench with her boyfriend. Incongruously, she is grinning. "You
could go to the penitentiary,'' the Judge admonishes. "What is there to smile about?"
The public defender whispers with the prosecutor. The couple gets four years' probation,
With their felony charges reduced to misdemeanors. They are ordered to make restitution and join a drug-abuse program.
A young Puerto Rican woman testifies she
was raped when she mistakenly got into the
wrong man's car. The man's lawyer implies
the whole thing was voluntary. After a careful hearing, longer than usual, the Judge
rules there is no probable cause. He is reluctant to send a man to prison for a compulsory minimum of four years. A young
prosecutor, having a cigarette a moment
later with the Judge in his chambers, disagrees. "If she enjoyed it so much,'' he asks,
"why did she write his license number down
afterward?"
A very quiet black man, charged with arson,
slumps wearily as a detective testifies that
the defendant deliberately set fire to his
apartment with a candle. The Judge looks
over a psychiatrist's report and postpones
the case so that a competency hearing can be
held and the man committed to a mental
hospital.
The call goes on and on and on. Judge
Sulski is doing his best to keep abreast of
the stream of cases and cut down the number that must go upstairs. But it seems too
much for any one man.
I talk to Presiding Judge Power. He assures me that two more courtrooms will be
opened later this year. Winston Moore, the
man running the County jail, tells me that
within the next couple of years, new additions will reduce jail overcrowding. But
neither of these professionals leaves me with
any sense of well-being. I rifle through my research notes about courts in other cities.
Many are in worse shape than Chica~.
I reflect on the words of former Attorney
General Ramsey Clark, in his new book,
Crime in America: "We ca.nnot panic when
trials are long delayed. But we must recognize
that the system is not working and its purposes are frustrated."
I go through a Justice Department report
revealing that 52 percent of the 160,863 persons being held in city and county jails on
a census d ay last year had not been convicted of any crime. Again, this brings to
mind Ramsey Clark's compassionate words:
"Over the years we have deprived hundreds
of thousands of people, never convicted of
any crime, of their liberty because they were
poor. The rich, the mobster, the well connected-they all made bail. Only the poor remained in jail, and as a result jobs were
lost, familles separat ed, and the best--sometimes only-chance to obtain evidence, find
witnesses and prepare a defense was gone."
JAIL CENSUS FINDS 52 % NoT CONVICTED-FIRST NATION_\L STUDY OF CITY AND COUNTY
FACILITIES Is CRITICAL OF CONDITIONS
(By Jack Rosenthal)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 6.-A pioneering Federal census of city and county jails showed
today that 52 per cent of their inmates had
not been convicted of a crime and that many
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inmates, whether convicted or not, endured
"less than human conditions.'•
Four jails still in daily use, including one
in Fulton County, N.Y., were built beford
George Washington's inauguration, the
study showed. A quarter of the 97,500 local
jail cells in the country are more than 50
years old.
The $140,000 study was made by the Census Bureau for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administrat ion, an arm of the Department of Justice established to aid the local
police, courts and corrections systems.
JUDGES PICK JURORS
In New York State, judges were taking
over from lawyers the job of selecting jurors
under a new procedure to speed up eriminal
t rials.
While state prisons have been receiving
increased public attention, the jail census
is the first comprehensive study ever of
American county and city lockups.
Generally, jails are used for people detained before trial and for those convicted
of less serious crimes. Jail sentences, unlike
prison sentences, usually do not exceed one
year. But there are jails where prisoners
have been held for :fl.ve years or longer.
"Many more wrongdoers pass through our
jails t han our prisons and yet until this
study we didn't even know how many jails
t h ere are,'' Richard W. Velde, associat e a dministrator of the law agency, said.
The jail census, which achieved a 100 per
cent response, showed that there were 4,037
jails operat ed by m unicipal or county governments in which people were held for more
than 48 hours.
As of March 15, 1970, the day of the jail
census, 160,863 persons were incarcerated,
7,800 of them juveniles.
The state and Federal prison population is
estimated at 350,000.
A full report on the jail census will not be
released until spring, but a number of findings are already available. These include the
followin g:
Of the 160,863 prisoners, 83,000 or 52 per
cent, had not been convicted of a crime. A
total of 35 per cent had been arraigned but
were awaiting trial. The remaining 17 per
cent were st1ll awaiting arraignment.
Jails in urban areas are, for the most part,
"terribly overcrowded," Mr. Velde said, while
rural jails are operating far below capacity.
Some 500 jails now in service were built in
the nineteenth century and six in the eighteenth century. The oldest are those in Albemarle County, Va., built in 1705, and Cumberland County, Pa., in 1754. The jails in
Fulton County, N.Y., and Hagerstown, Md.,
were erected in 1776.
Although 65,000 people are serving sentences in local jails, 10,000 for a year or more,
many jails are 111-equipped to do more than
keep them locked up. "Most prisons have at
least some correction and education programs,'' Mr. Velde said. "It is clear that many
jails don't have even that."
Of the 3,300 jails in large communities,
85 per cent have no recreational or educational facilities of any kind. About half lack
medical fac1llties. About one-fourth have no
fac111ties for visitors.
Texas has more jails than any other state,
with 325, followed by Georgia with 240. The
largest jail population 1s in California, with
about 28,000 in 166 jails. New York has the
second-largest jail population, 17,399 in 75
jails.
$500-MILLION SLATED
Discussing overcrowding of jails, Mr. Velde
said, "There are many cases where inmates-children, mental incompetents and hardened
felons--are all lumped together in less than
human conditions of overcrowding and filth."
He said that the jail census would provide
the basis for enlarged assistance from the law
agency .for corrections progrMilS. The agency
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this year wm distribute about $500-mi111on
to various parts of the criminal justice system.
The agency now expects to devote about
$100-mlllion in the next six months to both
jails and prisons and "significantly more" in
the fiscal year 1972, which begins next July 1,
Mr. Velde said.
Total state and local spending on correctional facilities around the country is estimated at $1.5-billion a year.
[From the Washington Post, Feb. 20, 1971]
MrrCHELL CALLS CRIMINAL JUSTICE AN
''ASTONISHING TALE OF NEGLECT''
(By Ken W. Clawson)
Calling the American criminal justice system "an astonishing tale of neglect," Attorney General John N. Mitchell yesterday urged
national standards and goals to upgrade police agencies, courts and prison systems.
Mitchell said the government would finance
the project, which would include participation of local, state and federal officials.
"By pooling the talents of professionals at
all levels of government, we can set yardsticks to measure our progress toward a 20th
Century criminal justice system," Mitchell
said in a speech delivered at the dedication of
a courthouse in Pasadena, Calif.
A copy of the speech was made available
in Washington.
In the strongest terms since he became
Attorney General, Mitchell criticized, especially on the state and local levels, the nation's three-headed criminal justice system:
Police-Most states have little or no basic
training for police. Police pay ranges as low
as $165 a month, and some police agencies
have only the telephone for communication.
One unnamed state has only 30 policemen on
duty between midnight and 8 a.m.
Courts-In some states, lower court judges
and prosecutors are not attorneys. Prosecutor
pay is so Low in some states that these lawyers spend much of their time in priv111te
priiiCtice, "with obvious possibilities for confilet of interest."
In two states, the number of days courts
are in session are 72 and 76, respectively.
One state reported that its justices of the
pe!liCe "regularly hold court in pool halls."
Prisons-Most state and local prisons and
jails have no convict rehabilitation program.
One state reported half of those in jatl in
its largest cities had not been convicted ot
a. crime. In another state, no effort was made
to separate the accused from the convicted.
Most prisons and jails are overcrowded and
antiquated, a condition characterized by one
state as "not only deplorable, but in many
cases inhuman."
In one state, Mitchell said, inmates themselves serve as guards, armed with rifies and
pistols.
A Justice spokesman said that Mitchell
got the facts for his "tale of horrors" from
state reports to Justice's Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration. The states were
not identified, the spokesman said, because
it was felt they were being candid and that
the overall picture was more important than
singling out the states.
Mitchell said that improvements in all.
three areas must be made, and he cited President Nixon's pledge to make Washington a
model community as an example of success
in the making.
Through restructuring of the District's
court system, bail reform, jail and prison
reform, expansion of the police department
and other changes, Mitchell said, the backlog
of court cases has been reduced and "for the
first time in 14 years, crime in the District
of Columbia is IIICtually declining."
"Just as the crime wave has been turned
back in the nation's capital," he said, "I
predict that we can turn It back ~~~Cross the
nation."

Mitchell said LEAA would finance and help
get rolllng an effort to set national performance standards and goals. He characterized
LEAA as "a forerunner" in the administration's revenue sharing proposals, pointing
out that the agency has $480 million to spend
on criminal justice this year.
Despite the f!liCt that there have been several reports of corruption, lack of direction,
and mismanagement involving LEAA or state
and local agencies, Mitchell characterized
LEAA's block-grant appro!liCh as "an auspicious beginning as we move into a larger
framework of revenue sharing between federal and state and local governments."
[From the New York Times, Jan. 25, 1971]
NEW BOTTLENECK HAMPERS COURTs--APPEALS
HELD UP BY DELAY IN TYPING TRIAL TRAN•
SCRIPTS
(By Fred P. Graham)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 24.-ln these days of
frequent court congestion, it is not too unusual that though more than three years
have passed since Hubert Hall Irvin Jr. was
convicted of robbing a bank in California
and 11 life insurance salesmen were found
guilty of conspiracy in South Carolina, their
convictions have not been reviewed on appeal.
What is novel is the reason for the long
delay. In separate petitions that came before
the Supreme Court this month, the appellants explained that court reporters did not
get around to typing out their trial transcripts, and thus the appellate courts have
had nothing to review.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger warned in
his year-end report about the urgency of resolving the "unsolved problems of prompt
completion of trial transcripts from overworked court reporters." The cases of Irvin
and the insurance men have demonstrated
how this problem of cow·t administration
has developed into a knotty constitutional
issue.
A CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION
Irvin fretted for three years behind bars
and the insurance men chafed under the loss
of their jobs and reputations before they
brought the matter to the Supreme Court in
the form of a constitutional question: Since
they all contend that their convictions are
void because of trial errors, haven't they
been denied the "speedy trials" guaranteed
by the Sixth Amendment?
Within two weeks after Irvin's petition
reached the high court, the court reporter
finally produced his trial transcript, and
earlier this month the justices sent the matter back for review.
The insurance agents' petition for a hearing before the Supreme Court is due to be
ruled upon soon. If the Court agrees to hear
the case, it will have to decide first whether
the "speedy trial" requirement or the due
process clause prohibits long delays in deciding appeals, and, if so, whether convictions should be thrown out because of court
repcrters' delays.
The Supreme Court of South Carolina held
that although the insurance men were convicted of conspiring to divert policyholders'
dividends on March 29, 1967, the failure to
accord them an appeal had not violated their
rights because the delay was unavoidable and
they have been free in the meantime.
MACHINERY UPSET
The trial transcript bottleneck that has
choked the fiow of appeals in many courts
has provided an ironic example of how recent
advances in defendants' rights can upset the
delicate machinery of justice.
Until a decade ago, appeals in criminal
cases were relatively rare. Then the Supreme
Court ruled that poor defendants must be
furnished counsel for trials and appeals, a.s
well as free transcripts for their appeals.
Courts became quicker to overturn convic-
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tions, and defendants were encouraged to
appeal.
Between 1960 and 1970, criminal appeals
in the Federal system virtually quadrupledfrom 2,500 a year to 10,000--while prosecutions remained almost steady at around
30,000. A similar trend occurred in the state
courts, where a rising volume of prosecutions
made the situation worse.
Roland F. Kirks, director of the administrative office of the United States Courts,
called the problem a simple matter of "increasing case loads-and court reporters don't
multiply that fast."
"There are probably more Federal courts
where there are transcript delays than where
there aren't delays," he adds.
The Court of Appeals cited two court typists for contempt for being slow to produce
a transcript. Congress authorized United
States judges last year to contract with private companies when the courts' reporters
fell too far behind.
OFFICIAL PESSIMISTIC
Harold B. Alderson, president of the Alderson Reporting Company, Inc., says that the
situation nevertheless is likely to continue
to deteriorate because too few reporters are
being trained. Most court reporting is now
done by stenotypists, who use a phonetic
keyboard to make shorthand-like symbols on
a paper tape, from which a verbatim account of a trial can be typed.
AGENDA FOR CHANGE
(By Warren E. Burger)
In a period when the burdens on our
judicial systems-federal and state--have
re!liChed almost a breaking point it is interesting that Chief Justice John C. Bell's 50th
anniversary comes at a time when Pennsylvania has taken important steps, in which
he has had a large part, to bring its judicial
machinery up to the demands made on it.
You now have a unified judicial system and
you have vested broad new powers in your
highest court with a court administrator to
carry out the non-judicial managerial functions. You have upgraded and streamlined
your courts dealing with minor cases.
Perhaps one of the most significant steps
you have taken is to establish a judicial inquiry and review board with power to see to
it that judges perform their duties in keeping with the high traditions of the legal profession and the judiciary. The attention of
judges everywhere will be focused on how
this process evolves. There is a growing body
of thought in the profession and among
judges that with the vast expansion of courts
and growth of judicial power some kind of
accommodation must be made between the
imperatives of judicial independence and the
public interest.
This occasion is an appropriate time, I
hope, to discuss just a few modest examples
of what we should place on our agenda for
change.
Now that the elections are over I trust it
will not seem partisan if I quote another distinguished Pennsylvania leader, Senator
Hugh Scott. As a classical scholar, the senator rendered in flawless Latin what I will
put in English. In speaking of problems of
the functioning of Congress he said:
"All things are changing and we are changing with them .... "
I would alter this to say, as to the courts,
"All things are changing and we . . . Must
Change With Them."
I do not mean this in a precisely literal
sense but rather that we must be open to
consider changes to meet new problems and
new conditions, as Pennsylvania has just
done with sweeping revisions of the judicial
articles of its constitution.
In the annals of history, our country is still
a very young country and all our claims to
preeminence and greatness in many fields of

.
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human endeavor cannot hide this fact. It is
good that we are in our youth as a nation,
because the young can adjust more readily
than the old. Our resiliency and flexibility is
a great national resource that makes revolution in the violent sense irrelevant and unnecessary. One aspect of our being a young
nation accounts for a national attitude--not
universal but widespread-that whatever is
American is best and that probably we invented it. But this is not an attitude of the
young people who are asking questions about
our system. One of the genuine values of the
questioning unrest of our youth is their tendency and eagerness to reexamine what we
have been doing as a people and why. Their
probing is irritating and even painful, as all
probing is, but even as these young people
seem to act immaturely it may be that they
are probing for the insight Bobby Burns expressed in his prayer that we "see ourselves
as others see us."
We are now well into the final third of this
century. Thirty years from now our present
205 million people will have grown to 325
million, but our judicial machinery is not
even adequate for the burdens now placed on
it. Even if our population remained static
and our society, our economy, our science and
all other development stood still (and of
course they will not do so) our judicial machinery will be unequal to the task.
Our dynamism will continue on the curves
that have taken us, for example, from no
automobiles in 1900 to 80 million today, and
with them the expansion of uncounted thousands of miles of highways. We had a handful of telephones in 1900 and we now have
100 million or more. In 1900 it took about 175
hours of the speediest travel to go from New
York to California and today it takes four
hours. In that period we reduced the average
work week from 60 to 40 hours but increased
the gross national product 300%.
The rate of change may alter but the
change will not stop. More likely the pace
will increase, and with it enormous stresses
will be placed on all our institutions and particularly on the courts.
For lawyers and judges the question Is
how we will meet the massive problems
flowing from this growth and dynamism. The
problems are massive, but so is the opportunity for American lawyers and judges if
they will reject both despair and complacency and examine our methods and our
procedures with critical and inventive and
open minds.
As I read history, the societies that survived have been like the animals that survived. They had the capacity to adapt to new
conditions and the resiliency to adopt methods and ideas from others. We took our basic
legal and judicial structure from England,
of course, and it was then and is now fundamentally one of the best, if not the best, ever
developed to resolve confiicts among human beings and between individuals and the
state.
When we look back, however, we can see
that except for embellishments and minor
improvements we have the same basic system
today that was confirmed in the Constitutional Convention in this city of Philadelphia 183 years ago. In its procedural fundamentals it is so much in the same thatas I had occasion to say to the ABA in
August-Jefferson, Hamilton and Adams
would need only a slight briefing to step
into the state or federal courts in Philadelphia, or St. Paul or San Francisco and perform very well indeed.
From past experience I am aware that
even an analytical discussion in the field of
comparative law-the comparison of our
methods and procedures with others-exposes me to the risk that I am advocating
some specific changes.
Tonight I advocate nothing except an
open-minded aDd mature willingness to examine our judicial machinery carefully,
CXVII-575-Part 7

thoughtfully-and critically to prepare for
the onslaught of events of the next 30 years.
I am usually inclined to optimism but I will
take the risk of saying flatly that if we fall
to do this we will experience chaos in the
courts with enormous and adverse impact on
private civil rights and on law enforcement
and the security of persons and homes and
property, and with all this a loss of confidence in our system.
Let me suggest just a few areas for inquiry
in the federal system--and if these points of
inquiry are appropriate for state courts as
well, so be it. The points I raise are simply
items on the agenda for change, not proposals, not specifics, simply agenda items.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 1

When the constitution was written 183
years ago a few hundred yards from where
we dine tonight, the framers of Article III
contemplated a federal judicial system composed of courts of limited and special jurisdiction. One aspect illustrates a point I wish
to make for this hypothetical agenda. In
that day Philadelphia was one of the great
ports of the world and the greatest in America.. Transport and travel was largely by
water. Shipping, shipbuilding, and fishing
were the foundations of our economy. In fixing the jurisdiction of the federal courts,
jurisdiction over maritime traffic and the
hazards and casualties of water transport
loomed at least as large as any single phase
of the economy of 1970.
The authors of the ~onstitution saw that
most litigation relating to this basic industry
of water transport would arise either in the
coastal waters or in navigable inland waters
that would often fall between the jurisdiction of two states. They wisely decided that
admiralty jurisdiction would be vested in the
federal courts.
Now we come to an interesting aspect well
known to the lawyers of Pennsylvania: Cases
in admiralty, of course, could involve loss of
cargo, of passengers, of vessels or damage to
vessels in collisions with one another. Fundamentally there is no difference between ship
collisions and automobile collisions except
that ships generally involve larger stakes. Yet
these wise authors left admiralty litigation
in the hands of judges without juries. The
marl time experts will respond that this was
done because admiralty cases were traditionally tried without a jury. But WHY?
Traditions do not spring from arid intellectual processes but from reason fertilized by
experience and their reason and experience
led them to let admiralty cases to judges. Another example is found in the Federal Tort
Claims Act of 1947 in which the Congress
after much study provided for trial by a federal judge without a jury.
With all their wisdom and foresight in
statecraft the men who met here in 1787
could not conceivably anticipate the automobile and its impact on American life and
on the courts. When they provided for federal
jurisdiction in diversity of citizenship cases
they could have had no thought of the mass
of personal injury cases that would one day
make up the largest single category of civil
cases in federal courts.
I submit that if these men had been able
to anticipate the automobile and its impact
on courts, they would have done one and
possibly two things: (a) they would have
made personal injury cases an exception to
federal diversity jurisdiction, or (b) they
would have said that if a ship collision is
to be tried by a judge without a jury a simple
automobile case could be disposed of in the
same way.
Perhaps the time has come to ask whether
automobile personal injury cases have any
more place in the federal courts than overtime parking or speeding on Chestnut Street
in Philadelphia.
Many rational experts of the whole field of
litigation, more expert than I, go far beyond
this modest agenda proposal. They advocate

that automobile cases be removed from all
courts and juries or at least that they be
tried by judges without juries, thus speeding up and reducing the cost of the process.
Those who advocate this step can hardly
be thought radical or subversive when we
remember that 35 years ago England, the
mother country of the common law, abolished
jury trial for civil cases with a few minor
exceptions such as slander and Ubel cases.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 2

Our constitution guarantees trial by jury
in all civil cases in federal courts involving
$20 or more. Congress, by increasing the
jurisdictional amount to $10,000 has neutralized much of the impact of this dubious
provision of the constitution which received
little consideration in a convention preoccupied with matters of larger concern in a
Philadelphia summer before the advent of
air-:!onditioning.
Until the Supreme Court pronounces a
final judgment on what the term "jury,.
means in federal cases I have no better basis
than any other lawyer for an opinion on the
subject except as Williams v. Florida 1 of the
1969 Term may shed Ught. In that case the
Court held that a state is free to use sixmember juries in criminal cases. But we need
not have a final opinion on the constitutionality of a jury of less than 12, in order
to say that the subject is an appropriate
agenda item for the legal profession if it
wishes to keep the courts from a breakdown.
The next budget for the federal courts
includes $14 million for jury fees. Ponder a
moment on the saving in dollars, the saving
in time and the reduced confusion, if we
could cut that by 40%, allowing the full
12-member jury for criminal cases, and devote the saving of time, money and lawyers
to better use.
While I speak of the jury system let me
make it clear that whatever the future may
bring with respect to civil litiga'jion juries,
and even if we should ultimately follow
England as to civil cases, this should not be
the pattern for criminal cases.
We know that as Englishmen developed the
jury system in criminal cases, it was the
shield or barrier between the individuals, the
king and the king's judges of those early
days. American judges, as in England today,
are blessed with independence from other
branches of government. But the very complexity of modern government and the layers
of officials, however necessary, render modern
government possibly even more remote from
the individual in 1970 than he was centuries
ago in England. As a lawyer, my choice would
be that we never abandon the Jury system
for criminal cases, and of course the constitution guarantees this protection.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 3

Another sample agenda item has a relationship to litigation and juries in civil cases.
Here again I turn to the British experience
which in many respects is infiuenced more by
the methods and procedures of the civil
code systems of Europe than are we.
In England·, as here, some of the most timeconsuming and complex litigation is in the
field of business regulation, antitrust and
patent cases. England's experience deserves
study. In a complex business-economic case
they often have two economists or other
specialists sit with the judge and join With
him as triers of economic issues. In a patent
case involving esoteric questions of chemistry
or physics or engineering, the lay judges who
assist the professional judge are experts in
the relevant field. This shortens and simplifies
trials, and if the judgment of British judges
and barristers can be relied on, the results are
far more satisfactory and the process more
efficient.
The mere fact that the prolonged trials so
common in the United· States are virtually
1
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unknown in England suggests we ought at
least to look more closely at their experience.
AGENDA ITEM NO. 4
In 1969 we took a very important first step
toward bringing modern business management methods into the courts. This was the
creation of the Institute of Court Management, largely due to the dynamic leadership
of Berna.rd Segal. That institute will turn out
the first formally trained court executives
next month. Important as it is, it is only a
first step. The problems of court management
must remain a high priority on the agenda
to make sure that qualified managerial executives are made available and are properly
used by the courts for nonjudicial functions,
and that they be given the means to bring
the administration of justice into the 20th
Century.
These few items of an agenda for the
future are merely samples, as I said. I leave it
to the resourcefulness and innovatlveness of
our lawyers, law teachers and judges to fill
out the agenda and then go to work without
delay. It is only by a searching examination
of the entire functioning and jurisdiction of
the courts that we can have any chance of
being ready for the new burdens that lie
ahead.
Korzybski in his work Science and Sanity
describes man as a "time binder" by which
he means that unlike animals, man can start
where his forebears left off and improve the
quality of life. Man, in short, has the capacity to learn and change and build on the
experience of the past; he need not simply
exist in a mechanical repetition of a life cycle
foreordained by nature or by his ancestors.
In the methods of the law we have tended to
let habit and the comfortable security of the
familiar ways impede our search for better
judicial methods and processes. There must
be stabllity and continuity but there must
also be change in order to survive.
For 16 months, I have had a new and
closer look at the problems of justice and at
the potentialities of the organized bar to
improve the quality of justice. I see a new
attitude, a new willingness to change, a deep
concern for justice--a new spirit among
American lawyers, and I am confident this
new spirit and new concern will be equal
to the challenge for a generation of change.
{From the New York Times, Mar. 8, 1971]
JUSTICE Is SLOW AND UNSURE IN NATION'S
BUSY COURTS
(By Walter Rugaber)
WASHINGTON .--Congestion is strangling the
courts in big citi es throughout the country
and is turning justice int o a commodity that
Americans regularly find elusive, capricious
and uncertain.
Every day the court backlogs leave innocent men in the jails and guilty ones on
the streets. Witnesses and victims wait hours
for cases that are never called. The claims
and causes of the injured remain unheard.
The delays are long and the effects are
lasting, not only for the poor, the black and
the young, but also for the rich, the white
and the old, the businessman, the motorist
and the consumer.
There is no count of untried cases, either
for the country as a whole or for the majority of states and cities. But an examination
of court dockets in a dozen major cities establishes beyond doubt that in almost every
instance they are severely bloated and that
the consequences are widely felt.
Beyond the routine, wholesale delays, gross
overloading cripples the courts in dealing
incisively with the broad problem of urban
violence that bas become a ranking priority
at all levels of government.
Consider John McCullough and his wife,
Nancy. They have operated a small grocery

in Philadelphia for 34 years. They could be
anyone in urban America.
They were at City Hall the month before
last and last month, and they will be back
this month and probably next month, because one night last September two men
with a butcher knife robbed their store of
$250.
Mrs. McCullough was not very surprised
when, after a morning in the big and noisy
courtroom, the case was postponed a second
time. After all, she said, a previous case required eight appearances and one before that
took 16.
The couple stood in the busy hallway and
tried to recall how many times they had left
their business to go downtown and wait, but
finally they gave it up. They were asked
why they do it.
"Well, they subpoena us, of course," Mrs.
McCullough said, "but we want to show an
interest too." Mr. McCullough added, "What
else can you do in order to get any satisfaction? You can't take the law into your own
hands."
The trouble stems from a great tangle of
causes, both inside and outside the judicial process. Most broadly, the administration of justice, with its comfortable inefficiencies and its essential but slow procedures,
becomes an easy victim of urban pressure.
The cases and people stack up. In New
York, for example, the blame for the jail
riots last fall was placed largely on notorious
delays that had kept more than 40 per cent
of the inmates waiting a year or more to
be tried.
Concern over court congestion is extensive
and of long standing. Calls for reform have
come not only from radical elements but
also from established authority-from two
Presidents, scores of governmental officials,
two Chief Justices and a long list of members of the bar, the bench and various civic
organizations.
This week in Williamsburg, Va., legal authorities from all 50 states will gather to discuss the problem. President Nixon is expected to appear there with plans for Federal help in trying to improve the court
machinery.
There is no single representative system.
But look within the courtrooms of almost
any given big city, among the faces and
numbers and voices and all the day-to-day
reality, and the stress is rather vividly apparent. Philadelphia is an example.
Congestion shows up in numbers. In Philadelphia last year, the Court of Common
Pleas faced 91,980 of the more substantial
civil and criminal cases and managed to dispose of 67,402 of them by Dec. 31.
The number left over (24,578), is large,
but the first and one of the most important
things about a backlog is not its size but its
quality. And on the criminal side, quality is
at least implied by result.
6,828 OF 15,845 FREED
A lot of the people flooding the system
wind up looking like lambs. The Common
Pleas judges in Philadelphia heard 15,845
criminal cases in 1970, but of that number
6,828 were acquitted outright.
More people were acquitted (the number
includes 3,104 cases dismissed without trials)
than were found guilty of the crimes with
which they were charged {6,178). The rest
(2,299) were convicted of lesser offenses.
Hardly anyone thinks this is very satisfactory It is commonly attributed to the
greatly increased protection extended to individual defendants over the last several
years by the United States Supreme Court.
But whatever the merits or the significance
of that trend, the record indicates that between a third and a half of the people pouring into Philadelphia's criminal court will
not get convicted of anything.
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An angry and frustrated judge, after a

particularly questionable case, is said to have
shouted at some policemen still in his courtroom: "There are wolves out there, and you
keep sending me chipmunks and squirrels!,.
There are in Philadelphia and in most
other big cities several variations on this
theme. There is some feeling, especially
among defense lawyers, that the police make
cases that are simply flimsy by any standard.
DISSATISFACTION WITH "INPUT"
The police consider this unfair, and they
get what could be considered a strong if indirect defense from many observers whose
dissatisfaction with the "input" is aimed
mainly at the "system" itself.
Some of the more radical reformers argue
that cases designed to uphold the community's moral standards have no business in
the courts, no matter how carefully prepared
and iron-clad the evidence seems.
These reformers say activities tbat are by
themselves nonviolent, such as gambling or
getting drunk or reading pornography, could
be handled by social agencies, if necessary.
and should in any case cease to be illegal.
The idea is discussed fairly widely and
openly, but the suggested pruning is far too
rigorous for many. No one wants to think of
promoting, say, legalized smut in his state
legislature. And the "social agencies" already
are admittedly inadequate to the task.
A number of judges seem to be asking instead for law enforcement that is a little more
discreet. The police could concentrate informally, for example, on the cases most im·
portant to the community-more wolves.
fewer chipmunks and squirrels.
Robert N. C. Nix Jr, a young black, and
aggressive Philadelphian considered one of
the tougher judges on the Common Pleas
bench, insists "the philosophy behind arrests
has to be re-evaluated."
"It's ridiculous to think you are going to
be able to make an arrest for every crime
that's committed," Judge Nix said. "If that
was the case, we'd need hundreds and hundreds of more judges and courtrooms and
everything else."
When officials talk about the basic quality
of cases coming into the system and the
various elements that contribute to overloading the courts, sooner or later most of
them cite enforcement of the drug laws.
More people in Philadelphia came before
the Court of Common Pleas for drug offenses
than for any other cause last year. The judges
handled 2,848 of these cases but only 2,613
burglaries, 1,330 robberies and ·:152 murders.
Nearly half (1,419) of those accused o!
drug violation were acquitted. Only 1,220 were
ruled guilty of the particular crime with
which they had been charged, while 209 others were convicted of some lesser offense.
In Philadelphia, cases that once get into
the system tend to stay there and, even in
instances where the evidence is patently
weak, survive all the various preliminary
hearings and arraignments.
"Our system has been like a big square,"
one of the city's assistant district attorneys
acknowledged recently. "Everything that
comes in at the bottom goes out at the top."
Prosecutors ordinarily assigned to the preliminary stages are the least experienced, it
is reported, and lack either the confidence or
the authority to knock out the weakest cases
early on.
A PROBATION PROGRAM
The district attorney, Arlen Specter, believes some of the difficulty will be relieved
by a program of "pre-indictment probation••
that be and a state Superior Court Judge,
J. Sydney Hoffm.an, announced earlier this
year.
It involves first offenders or people with
"m-i nimal" pollee records. The case against
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them may be weak, Mr. Specter said, or it
may be apparent "the guy's going to get
probation anyhow."
If t he prosecutor and the court agree that
the defendants in such instances pose no
risk t o the community, they are taken out
of the machinery and placed in a. probationary status for six months or more.
Those who stay out of trouble during this
time have the charges against them dropped.
The authorities expect that between 12 per
cent and 15 per cent of the city's criminal
cases will be handled this way.
There is a similar plan aimed at the load
of drug cases. As outlined last month, first
offenders caught with small amounts of
drugs can receive probation promptly in a
lower court if they plead guilty and agree
to some form of rehabilitation.
The torrent of legal business is itself an
active agent in a backlog. When it strikes
the urban court, all the old weaknesses become monstrosities and long-accepted, even
basic procedures may begin to seem intolerable.
COMPUTER USE URGED

Creaking administoo.ti ve machinery is
often the first victim. Many observers propose putting the myriad records on computers. Among them is Milton B. Allen, the
prosecutor in Baltimore, who says of the
present arrangement there:
"By and large, it's handled the way it was
a hundred years ago--hand-written dockets,
for example. It apparently worked fairly well
up to 20 years ago, then the onrush of cases
proved too much for the system."
Presumably it was also too much for a
20-year-old youth who, it was reported recently, had been locked away in the Baltimore jail for nearly eight months after all
the charges against him were dismissed.
There are widespread demands for more
judges and backup personnel. But many authorities in the big city courts believe that
expansion by itself is only a partial and
short-term solution at best.
In Philadelphia, where the backlog reached
.a staggering 35,000 cases in 1968, the court
turned to the extensive use of computers,
an active administrative staff and a general
tightening down on courtroom delays.
10 ,000 CASES TRIMMED

More than 10,000 cases were promptly
trimmed from the overload, but it was recently d iscovered that about half of all the
charges that come up for trial on any given
day in the city still are postponed.
The authorities believe the record in a
number of other big cities is worse. Many
elements must come together perfectly to
have a trial, they point out, and if just one
of them is missing a postponement is mandatory.
-A policeman or some other prosecuting
witness may fall to appear, frequently because a subpoena has not been issued. Such
defects in the prosecution are said to cause
39 per cent of the delays in Philadelphia.
A five-month survey of continuances that
could be attributed to something {there was
no explanation for many of them) showed
that 20 per cent of the continuances occurred because the defense lawyer was unavailable.
"Delay is the essence of any defense," one
prosecutor says, and obviously tn many instances people facing a jail term hope that
the cases against them will dry up or just
that they can stay out of the cells a little
longer.
There are still other reasons for postponements. The survey in Philadelphia showed
that 3 per cent of the trials there are put
off simply because the defendants were not
produced from jail.
It now requires, according to the most
recent figures available, 160 days to move
the average criminal defendant in Philadelphia from arrest to disposition. This is down
from a 240-day average in September, 1969.

But the pressures remain enormous. Many
judges have been switched from the civil to
the criminal bench, and it now takes an
average of at least four or five years to get
a lawsuit settled.
"Justice is being denied almost totally on
the civil side of our court," an administrator
said. All the smaller cases are being forced
to arbitration by panels of lawyers in an
attempt to relieve the jam.
It is the man waiting in prison who feels
the pressure most acutely. There have been
jail riots during the past year not only in
New York but also in other cities. The one
in Philadelphia occurred last July 4.
About 80 per cent of the 2,592 men and
women in the four jails there are just waiting to be tried. That does not take a -: long
as it does for the defendant who is out on
bail, but the average still is said to be four
months.
The prison superin tendent, Edward J. Hendrick, points out that because most of the
inmates have been convicted of nothing,
they cannot be forced to work or to participate in training programs.
"If we knew their future we could do
some planning," he says. "As it is, our efforts are concentrated on moving people
back and forth to court every day. . . . I'm
candid to admit we're running a human
warehouse."
Each day about 150 people are awakened
at 6 A.M. to get ready for the one-hour bus
ride to City Hall. There they are packed
into four extremely small cages on the seventh floor to await a summons to court.
The largest of these cells was estimated
by a guard to measure six feet by 14 feet.
Inside there are hard narrow benches and
balky toilets. There is no drinking water.
Roaches scurry over the debris.
The ventilation is so liinited that on a
single hot day late last summer seven men,
including two of the guards, fainted. After
a day of this, defendants often returned to
jail without even glimpsing a courtroom.
Mr. Hendrick's records show that Ophus
Lampkin has been hauled to court 24 times
since March, 1970. John L. Sanders has
made the trip 19 times since August, 1970.
Robert Briscoe has gone to City Hall 44
times since August, 1969.
James Reynolds was arrested on robbery
charges Dec. 27, 1969. He cannot post a recently set bond of $5,000. He has been bused
to City Hall 19 times and has seen a courtroom once-for a hearing.
Still untried, the 21-year-old black man,
who earned $125 a week as a roofer before
his arrest, said he was not sure why he had
never made it to trial. Like others in the
jail, he is bitter.
"A couple of times," he said in a recent
interview at Holmesburg prison, "I thought
of just not going down there to City Hall.
It ain't nothing down there. It ain't worth
a. dime. That place-it makes me sick."
"We are not giving justice by virtue of
the fact that we're not bringing people to
t rial promptly," D. Donald Jamieson, the
court's new presiden t judge, observed. "The
first element of due process is a speedy trial."
James Reynolds agreed. "It's very agitating," he added.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE JUDICIARY

IN

WILLIAMSBURG,

VA.

Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, it is without

doubt true that the tone set at the top will
deterinine the course and effectiveness of our
current efforts to revitalize our judicial system and restore a respect for law in all
Americans.
It was my privilege to accompany President Nixon-along with my colleagues from
the great State of Virginia--Mr. SPONG and
Mr. BYRD--to Williamsburg yesterday and to
be present when this tone was firmly established at the National Conference on the
Judiciary.
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This conference, which is still underway in
Williamsburg, brings together judicial personnel of appellate and trial courts, prosecution and defense counsel, crime comlnission
planning officers, bar association representatives, legislators, and others concerned with
related fields of administration of justice.
They come from all 50 States and from various branches of the Federal court system.
The conference was called under the joint
auspices of the Virginia Division of Justice
and Crime Prevention, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Virginia's Governor Holton performed well
as official and personal host throughout the
meetings, and in hospitable and gracious
manner.
I may say, Mr. President, that all those
attending the conference had a rare privilege
in hearing our Chief Executive and the Chief
Justice state in clear and unequivocal terms
the course we must take if we are to restore
our judicial system to the high position
which it must maintain in a free society
such as ours.
The course ahead for reform in the Judiciary was charted eloquently by President
Nixon in his address which opened the conference, and by the Chief Justice of the
United States, Warren E. Burger, in his
address this morning.
With the proper followup, Mr. President,
these two statements and this conference
can become--as Mr. Burger said so well:
"One of the most important single steps in
decades for improvement of the processes of
justice.''
It is also important to note, in order to
place these statements in the proper context, the words of retired Supreme Court
Justice Tom C. Clark, who is chairman of
the conference. He said the presence of Mr.
Nixon as the conference keynoter in itself
established Mr. Nixon as the Chief Executive who has gone further than any other in
helping the cause of court reform.
The President demonstrated his acute
understanding of our Nation's Judicial problems. He pointed out that the courts will remain overcrowded until Judges are freed of
their heavy administrative burdens so that
they can spend more time being judges.
He recommended that we search for means
to remove from the courts the burden of
"victimless crimes" such as tra.ffic and petty
offenses, so that more careful and prompt
consideration can be given to serious crimes.
He supported the concept of a research
and training institution for State and local
Judges and a national center for State
courts-that is a clearinghouse for information on judicial reforms. He also noted, as
have our Chief Justice and many of us in
this body, that we cannot allow safeguards
for the accused to become so elaborate that
they jeopardize the effectiveness of the system itself.
I join wholeheartedly with the Chief Justice in the hope, as he stated it, that the
Williamsburg conference"Will mark the beginning of a closer cooperation between state and federal Judges,
and closer relationships of both, with local
and state bar associations and national
groups."
Mr. Burger called such relationships "indispensable to genuine progress.''
Attorney General John N. Mitchell expressed similar views. He said:
"It has long been clear that many aspects
of the American judicial system desperately
need reexalnination and reform. As an essential ingredient in this process, searing discussion must take place between concerned
members of the bench and bar across the
country. The National Conference on the
Judiciary should provide an invaluable
forum for this purpose."
It is my fervent hope that all of us who
are concerned with this problem in the
United States wlll carefully study the profound words of these gentlemen and aggres-
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sively seize every opportunity available to
translate these broad guidelines into effective action at every level.
I ask unanimous consent that the addresses by the President and Chief Justice
Burger be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the addresses
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
TEXT OF AN ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT
"As one who has practiced law; as one who
deeply believes in the rule of law; and as
one who now holds the responsibility for
faithful execution of the laws of the United
States, I am honored to give the opening address to this National Conference on the
Judiciary.
"It is fitting that you come together here
in W1lliamsburg. Like this place, your meeting is historic. Never in the history of this
Nation has there been such a gathering of
distinguished men of the judicial systems
of our States. I salute you all for your willingness to come to grips with the need for
court reform and modernization. And I would
like to salute especially the man who has
been the driving force for court reform; a
man whose zeal for reshaping the judicial
system to the need of the times carries on
the great tradition begun by Chief Justice
John Marshall-the Chief Justice of the
United States, Warren Burger.
"I recall that when I took my bar examination in New York City a few years ago,
I dwelt at some length on the wisdom of
the separation of powers. My presence here
today indicates in no way an erosion of that
concept; as a matter of fact, I have come
under precedents established by George
Washington and John Adams who both
spoke out for the need for judicial reform.
And President Lincoln, in his first annual
message to the Congress, made an observation that is strikingly current-that, in his
words, "the country generally has outgrown
our present judiciary system."
"There is also a Lincoln story--an authentic one-that lllustrates the relationship of
the judicial and executive branches. When
Confederate forces were advancing on Washington, President Lincoln went to observe
the battle at Fort Stevens. It was his only
exposure to actual gunfire during the Civil
War-and he climbed up on a parapet,
against the advice of the military commander, to see what was going on. When, not
five feet from the President, a man was felled
by a bullet, a young Union captain shouted
at the President: 'Get down, you fool!'
Lincoln climbed down and said gratefully
to the captain: 'I'm glad you know how to
talk to a civilian.'"
"The name of the young man who shouted
'Get down, you fool!' was Oliver Wendell
Holmes, who went on to make history in the
law. From that day to this, there has never
been a more honest and heartfelt remark
ma<ie to the head of the executive branch
by a member of the judicial branch-though
a lot of judges over the years must have felt
the same way.
"Let me address you today in more temperate words, but in the same spirit of
candor.
"The purpose of this conference is 'to improve the process of justice.' We all know
how urgent the need is for that improvement
at both the State and Federal level. Interminable delays in civll cases; unconscionable
delays in criminal cases; inconsistent and
unfair bail impositions; a steadily growing
backlog of work that threatens to make the
delays worse tomorrow than they are todayall this concerns everyone who wants to see
justice done.
"Overcrowded penal institutions; unremitting pressure on judges and prosecutors to
pl"'Cess cases by plea bargaining, without the
safeguards recently set forth by the American
Bar Association; the clogging of court calendars with inappropriate or relatively

unimportant matters--all this sends everyone in the system of justice home at night
feeling as if they have been trying to brush
back a flood with a broom.
"Many hardworking, dedicated judges, lawyers, penologists and law enforcement om.cials are coming to this conclusion: A system
of criminal justice that can guarantee neither
a speedy trial nor a safe community cannot
excuse its failure by pointing to an elaborate
system of safeguards for the accused. Justice
dictates not only that the innocent man go
free, but that the guilty be punished for his
crimes.
"When the average citizen comes into CO"Llrl
as a party or a witness, and he sees that
court bogged down and unable to function
effectively, he wonders how this was permitted to happen. Who is to blame? Members
of the bench and the bar are not alone responsible for the congestion of justice.
"The Nation has turned increasingly 1x> the
courts to cure deep-seated ills of our society-and the courts have responded; as a
result, they have burdens unknown to the
legal system a generation ago. In addition,
the courts had to bear the brunt of the rise
in crime-almost 150% higher in one decade,
an explosion unparalleled in our history.
"And now we see the courts being turned
to, as they should be, to enter still more
fields--from offenses against the environment to new facets of consumer protection
and a fresh conceren for small claimants. We
know, too, that the court system has added
to its own workload by enlarging the rights
of the accused, providing more counsel in
order to protect basic liberties.
"Our courts are overloaded for the best of
reasons: because our society found the courts
willing-and partially able-to assume the
burden of its gravest problems. Throughout
a tumultuous generation, our syst.em of justice has helped America impro 1e herself;
there is an urgent need now for America to
help the courts improve our system of
justice.
"But if we limit ourselves to calling for
more judges, more police, more lawyers operating in the same system, we will produce
more backlogs, more delays, more litigation,
more jails and more criminals. 'More of the
same' is not the answer. What is needed now
is genuine reform-the kind of change that
requires imagination and daring, that demands a focus on ultimate goals.
"The ultimate goal of changing the process
of justice is not to put more people in jail
or merely to provide a faster flow of litigation-it is to resolve conflict speedily but
fairly, to reverse the trend toward crime and
violence, to reinstill a respect for law in all
our people.
"The watchword of my own administration
has been reform. As we have undertaken it
in many fields, this is what we have found.
'Reform' as an abstraction is something that
everybody is for, but reform as a specific is
something that a lot of people are against.
"A good example of this can be found in
the law: Everyone is for a 'speedy trial' as a
constitutional principle, but there is a good
deal of resistance to a speedy trial in
practice.
"The founders of this nation wrote these
words into the Bill of Rights: 'the accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public
trial.' The word 'speedy' was nowhere
modified or watered down. We have to assume they mea.nt exactly what they saida speedy trial.
"It is not an impossible goa.l. In crlmlnal
cases in Great Britain today, most accused
persons are brought to trial within 60 days
after arrest. Most appeals are decided within three months after they are filed.
"But here in the United States, this is what
we see: In case after case, the delay between
arrest and trial is far too long. In New York
and Phlladelphia the ~elay is over five
months; in the state of Ohio, over six
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months; in Chicago, an accused man waits
six to nine months before his case comes up.
"In case after case, the appeal process 1S
misused-to obstruct rather than advance
the cause of justice. Throughout the State
systems, the average time it takes to process
an appeal is estimated to be as long as 18
months. The greater the delay in commencing a trial, or retrial resulting from an
appeal, the greater the likelihood that witnesses will be unavailable and other evidence
diiD.cult to preserve and present. This means
the failure of the process of justice.
"The law's delay creates ball problems, as
well as overcrowded jails; it forces judges to
accept pleas of guilty to lesser offenses just
to process the caseload-to 'give away the
courthouse for the sake of the calendar.'
Without proper safeguards, this can turn a
court of justice into a mill of injustice.
"In his perceptive message on 'The State of
the Federal Judiciary,' Chief Justice Burger
makes the point that speedier trials would
be a deterrent to crime. I a.m. certain that this
holds true in the courts of all jurisdictions.
"Justice delayed is not only justice denied-it is also justice circumvented, justice
mocked, and the system of justice undermined.
"What can be done to break the logjam of
justice today, to ensure the right to a speedy
trial-and to enhance respect for law? We
have to find ways to clear the courts of the
endless stream of 'victimless crimes' that
get in the way of serious consideration of
serious crimes. There are more important
matters for highly skilled judges and prosecutors than minor traffic offenses, loitering
and drunkeness.
"We should open our eyes--as the medical
profession is doing-to the use of paraprofessionals in the law. Working under the
supervision of trained attorneys, 'parajudges' could deal with many of the essentially administrative matters of the law, freeing the judge to do what only he can do:
to judge. The development of the new office
of magistrates in the Federal System ·is a
step in the right direction. In addition, we
should take advantage of many technical
advances, such as electronic information retrieval, to expedite the result in both new
and traditional areas of the law.
"But new eftlciencies alone, important as
they are, are not enough to reinstill respect in our system of justice. A courtroom
must be a place where a fair balance must
be struck between the rights of society and
the rights of the individual.
"We all know how the drama of a courtroom often lends itself to exploitation, and,
whether it is deliberate or inadvertent, such
exploitation is something we must all be
alert to prevent. All too often, the right of
the accused to a fair trial is eroded by prejudicial publicity. We must never forget that
a primary purpose underlying the defendant's right to a speedy and public trial is
to prevent star-chamber proceedings, and not
to put on an exciting show or to satisfy
public curiosity at the expense of the defendant.
"In this regard, I strongly agree with the
Chief Justice's View that the filming of judicial proceedings, or the introduction of
live television to the courtroom, would be a
mistake. The solemn business of justice cannot be subject to the command of 'lights,
camera, action,'
"The white light of publicity can be a cruel
glare, often damaging to the innocent bystander thrust into it, and doubly damaging
to the innocent victims of violence. Here
again a balance must be struck: The right of
a free press must be weighed carefully
against an individual's right to privacy.
"Sometimes, however, the shoe is on the
other foot: Society must be protected from
the exploitation of the courts by publicityseekers. Neither the rights of society nor the
rights of the individual are being protected
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when a court tolerates anyone's abuse of the
judicial process. When a court becomes a
stage, or the center ring of a circus, it ceases
to be a court. The vast majority of Americans are grateful to those judges who insist
on order in their courts and who will not be
bullied or stampeded by those who hold in
contempt all this nation's judicial system
stands for.
"The reasons for safeguarding the dignity
of the courtroom and clearing away the underbrush that delays the process of justice
go far beyond questions of taste and tradition. They go to the central issue confronting American justice today.
"How can we answer the need tor more,
and more effective, access to the courts for
the resolution of large and small controversies, and the protection of individual and
community interests? The right to representation by counsel and the prompt disposition
of cases-advocacy and adjudication-are
fundamental rights that must be assured to
all our citizens.
"In a society that cherishes change; in a
society that enshrines diversity in its constitution; in a system of justice that pits
one adversary against another to find the
truth-there will always be conflict. Taken
to the street, conflict is a destructive force;
taken to the courts, conflict can be a creative force.
"What can be done to make certain that
civil conflict is resolved in the peaceful arena
of the courtroom, and criminal charges lead
to justice for both the a.ccused and the community? The charge to all of us is clear.
"We must make it possible for judge to
spend more time judging, by giving them
professional help for administrative tasks.
We must change the criminal court system,
and provide the manpower-in terms of court
staffs, prosecutors, and defense counsel-to
bring about speed1er trials and appeals.
"We must ensure the fundamental civil
right of every American-the right to be secure in his home and on the streets. We must
make it possible for the civil litigant to get a
hearing on his case in the same year he
files it.
"We must make it possible for each community to train its pollee to carry out their
duties, using the most modern methods of
detection and crime prevention. We must
make it possible for the convicted criminal
to receive constructive training while in confinement, instead of what he receives nowan advanced course in crime.
"The time has come to repudiate once and
for all the idea that prisons are warehouses
for human rubbish; our correctional systems
must be changed to make them places that
will correct and educate. And, of special concern to this conference, we must strengthen
the State court systems to enable them to
fulfill their historic role as the tribunals of
justice nearest and most responsive to the
people.
"The Federal Government has been treating the process of justice as a matter of the
highest priority. In the budget for the coming year, the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration will be enabled to vigorously
expand its aid to State and local governments. Close to one half billion dollars a year
will now go to strengthen local efforts to reform court procedures, police methods and
correctional action and other related needs.
In my new special revenue sharing proposal,
law enforcement is an area that receives increased attention and greater funding-in a
way that permits States and localities to determine their own prioritdes.
"The District of Columbia, the only American city under direct Federal supervision,
now has legislation and funding which reorganizes its court system, provides enough
Judges to bring accused persons to trial
promptly, and protects the public against
habitual offenders. We hope that this new

reform legislation may serve as an example
to other communities throughout the Nation.
"And today I am endorsing the concept of
a suggestion that I understand Chief Justice
Burger w111 make to you tomorrow: the establishment of a National Center for State
Courts.
"This will make it possible for State courts
to conduct research into problems of procedure, administration and training for State
and local judges and their administrative
personnel; it could serve as a clearinghouse
for the exchange of information about State
court problems and reforms. A Federal Judicial Center along these lines already exists
for the Federal court system and has proven
its worth; the time is overdue for State courts
to have such a facUlty available. I w1l1 look
to the conferees here in W1lliamsburg to
assist in making recommendations as to how
best to create such a center, and what will
be needed for its initial funding.
"The executive branch will continue to help
in every way, but the primary impetus for
reforming and improving the judicial process
should come from within the system itself.
Your presence here is evidence of your deep
concern; my presence here bears witness to
the concern of all the American people regardless of party, occupation, race or economic condition, for the overhaul of a system
of justice that has been neglected too long.
"I began my remarks by referring to an
episode involving Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes. Th~re is another remark of Holmes
not very well known, that reveals an insight
it would be well for us to have today.
"Judge Learned Hand told of the day that
he drove Justice Holmes to a Supreme Court
session in a horsedrawn carriage. As he
dropped the Justice off in front of the
Capitol, Learned Hand said, 'Well, sir, goodbye. Do justice!' Mr. Justice Holmes turned
and said, most severely. 'That is not my job.
My job is to play the game according to the
ru1es.'
'The point of that remark, and the reason
that Learned Hand repeated it after he had
reached the pinnacle of respect in our profession, was this: Every judge, every attorney,
every policeman wants to 'do juc;tice.' But
the only way that can be accompiished, the
only way justice can truly be done in any
society, is for each member of that society to
subject himself to the rule of law-neither
to set himself above the law in the name of
justice, nor to set himself outside the law in
the name of justice.
"We shall become a genuinely just society
only by "playing the game according to the
rules," and when the rules become outdated
or are shown to be unfair, by lawfully and
peaceably changing those rules.
"The genius Of our system, the life force of
the American Way, is our ability to hold fast
to the rules that we know to be right and to
change the rules that we see to be wrong. In
that regard, we would all do well to remember our constitutional roles: for the legislatures, to set forth the rules; for the judiciary
to interpret them; for the executive, to carry
them out.
"The American Revoluion did not end two
centuries ago; it is a living process. It must
constantly be reexamined and reformed. At
one and the same time, it is as unchanging
as the spirit of laws and as changing as the
needs of our people.
"We live in a time when headlines are
made by those few who want to tear down
our institutions, by those who say they defy
the law. But we also live in a time when
history is made by those who are willing to
reform and rebuild our institutions-and
that can only be accomplished by those who
respect the law."
TEXT OF ADDRESS BY WARREN E. BURGER

The President's appearance here yesterday
and perhaps even more his pledge of support
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for our efforts makes this conference unique
and gives it a dimension it could not have
without the support of the Chief Executive
of the United States. There is nothing very
new about judges and lawyers gathering and
agreeing that the courts are in trouble. When
the President places the prestige and power
Of his office behind these efforts we have
cause to take heart.
We have here today a cross-section of State
and Federal judges and of State and Federal
law enforcement authorities, and others seeking to avert an impending crisis in the courts.
The only counterpart to this conference in
this century was the Attorney General's Conference on Court congestion and delay convened by Attorney General Herbert Brownell
more than fifteen years ago.
Fifty years before that conference, Roscoe
Pound had warned the legal profession in
the strongest terms that we were on the
threshold of a crisis. That was in 1906. Periodically we respond and experience some
relief but we are soon overwhelmed by a new
tide of problems.
Today the American system of criminal
justice in every phase-the police function,
the prosecution and defense, the courts and
the correctional machinery-is suffering from
a severe case of deferred maintenance. By
and large, this is true at the State, local and
Federal levels. The failure of our machinery
is now a matter Of common knowledge, fully
documented by innumerable studies and
surveys.
As a consequence of this deferred maintenance we see
First, that the perpetrators of most
criminal acts are not detected, arrested and
brought to trial;
Second, those who are apprehended and
charged are not tried promptly because we
allow unconscionable delays that pervert
both the right of the defendant and the
public to a speedy trial; and
Third, the convicted persons are not punished promptly after conviction because of
delay in the appellate process. Finally, even
after the end of litigation, those who are
sentenced to confinement are not corrected
or rehab111tated, and the majority of them
return to commit new crimes. The primary
responsib111ty of Judges, of course, is for
the operation of the judicial machinery but
this does not mean we can ignore the pollee
function or the shortcomings of the correctional systems.
At each of these three stages the enforcement, the trial, the correction-the deferred
maintenance became apparent when the machinery was forced to carry too heavy a load.
This is what happens to any machine whether
it is an industrial plant, an automobile or
a dishwasher. It can be no comfort to us that
this deferred maintenance crisis is shared by
others; by cities and in housing, in the field
of medical care, in environmental protection,
and many other fields. All of these problems
are important, but the administration of
justice is the adhesive-the very glue-that
keeps the parts of an organized society from
flying apart. Man can tolerate many shortcomings of his existence, but a civilized society cannot remain so without an adequate
system of justice, and by that I mean justice
in its broadest sense.
I have said nothing of civil justice-that
is the resolution of cases between private
citizens or between citizens and government.
This, unhappily, is becoming the stepchild
of the law as criminal justice once was. Most
people with civil claims, particularly those
in the middle economic echelons, who cannot afford the heavy costs of litigation and
who cannot qualify for public or government-subsidized legal assistance, are forced
to stand by in frustration, and often in want,
while they watch the passage of time eat up
the value of their case. The public has been
quiet and patient, sensing on the one hand
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the need to improve the quality of criminal
Justice but also experiencing frustration at
the inability to vindicate private claims and
rights.
We are rapidly approaching the point
where this quiet and patient segment of
Americans will totally lose patience with the
cumbersome syatem that makes people wait
two, three, four or more years to dispose
of an ordinary civil claims while they witness
flagrant defiance of law by a growing number
of law-breakers who jeopardize cities and
towns and life and property of law-abiding
people, and monopolize the courts in the
process. The courts must be enabled to take
care of both civil and criminal litigants without prejudice or neglect of either.
This is why we are here today.
This could be the most significant judicial
meeting in our time--depending on what will
each of us do when we return to the daily
tasks we have temporarily laid aside to gather
at this conference let me suggest some of
the problem areas and then let me venture
some thoughts on what we might try to do
about them.
There are many areas which we should
study and consider, and, indeed, that we
must consider but If we try too much at once
we may fail in all our endeavors. I am
thinking, for example, of substantive problems which cry out for reexamination, including the handling of personal injury
claims, which especially clog the State
courts; the need to ask questions about
other areas of jurisdiction, such as receiverships or insolvent debtors, the adoption of
children, land-title registration in some
States, and possibly even such things as divorce jurisdiction and child-custody matters.
We need a comprehensive reexamination of
the whole basis of jurisdiction in order to
eliminate whenever possible all matters
which may be better administered by others
so as to restore the courts to their basic function of dealing with cases and controversies.
We can see in the development of common law institutions many examples of
changing jurisdiction and evolution of new
remedies. I suggest no specific changes but
I trust it will not be regarded as subversive
to suggest the need for study and thought
on these problems, remembering that subjects once committed to the courts are now
the province of the other governmental
bod!l.es.
The common law tradition teaches that
rights and remedies are never fixed or static
but a continuing process of change however
slow. For example, working men once had
either no rights at all or common law rights
based on negligence when they were injured in their work. The deficiencies of the
common law remedies inspired lawyers to
find other and better ways of dealing with
the claims of injured workmen and no one
would seriously consider turning the clock
back to the old ways. Large area of regulatory activity was once imposed on courts but
for the greater part of this century that has
been vested in a wide array of administrative
and regulatory bodies with limited judicial
review.
All of us attending this conference share
and are the beneficiaries of the great common law tradition that undergirds American jurisprudence and virtually an aspects of our procedure, both state and federal. As lawyers and judges we can be proud
of the great tradition of the common law
and even have a pardonable pride in the
improvements and developments that American lawyers and judges have added to it.
We do not disparage or undermine the common law when we consider change indeed,
change is the very essence-the very heart-of the common law concept.
PRIORITIES

The challenges to our systems of justice
are colossal and immediate, and we must assign priorities. I would begin by giving prior-

ity to methods and machinery, to procedure
and techniques, to management and administration of judicial resources even over
the much-needed reexamination of substantive legal institutions that are out of date.
That reexamination is important but it is
inevitably a long range undertaking and it
can wait.
I have said before, but I hope it will bear
repeating, that With reference to methods
and procedure we may be carrying continuity and tradition too far when we see
that John Adams, Hamilton or Burr, Jefferson or Marshall, reincarnated, could step
into any court today and after a minimal
briefing on procedure and updating in certain areas of law, try a case with the best
of today's lawyers. Those great lawyers of the
18th and 19th century would need no more
than a hurried briefing and a Brooks' Bros.
suit. They would not even need a haircut,
given the styles of our day.
This iS not necessarily bad, and I propose
nothing specific on how we should change
our methods of resolving conflicts in the
courtroom. But I do know this-and so does
anyone who has read legal history and read
the newspapers in recent years-that John
Adams, and his reincarnated colleagues at
the bar, would be shocked and bewildered at
some of the antics and spectacles witnessed
today in the courtrooms of America. They
would be as shocked and bamed as are a
vast number of contemporary Americans and
friends of America. all over the world. They
would not be able to understand why so
many cases take weeks or months to try. No
one could explain why the jury selection
process, for example, should itself become a.
major piece of litigation consuming days or
weeks. Few people can understand it and the
public is beginning to ask some searching
questions on the subject.
STATE-FEDERAL COOPERATION

I need not burden this well-informed audience on the subject of the tension and the
strains existing between the State and Federal courts in recent years. Because of the
exist.ence of those problems and the reasons
underlying them I urged last August, at the
ABA convention in St. LouiS, that the chief
justice of each State take the initiative to
create an informal ad hoc State-Federal judicial council in each State. The purpose, of
course, was to have these judges meet together informally to develop cooperation to
reduce the tensions that have exiSted in recent years. I was pleasantly surprised, even
astonished, at the speed with which the chief
justices responded, for I am now informed
that such councils are in actual operation in
32 of the States. Many of these councils have
been created by formal order of the State
supreme court. I am also informed that once
the channels of communication were opened
these State and Federal judges found other
areas of fruitful cooperation and exchange
of ideas. I regard this development of such
importance that I Wish to express my appreciation to the Conference of State Chief
Justices and to Chief Justice Calvert of
Texas, its chairman.
In urging the cooperation between the
State and Federal judges, and in urging the
State judges to call upon the State bar
associations and on the American Bar Association, I have no thought whatever that
all State court systems or all judges be cast
in one mold. Far from this, have an abiding
conviction that the strength of our entire
system in this country and the essence of
true federalism Ues 1n diversity among the
States. It will not impair this diversity, I
submit, to work together to develop effective
post-conviction remedies for example, or
common standards of judicial administration, common standards of professional conduct for lawyers, and, indeed, for judges,
or the improvement in the method of selection, the tenure, and compensation of judges.
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The diversity that has existed in our system and the innovativeness of State judges
accounts for many of the great improvements
that the Federal system has adopted from
the States. One of the most crucial is in the
developing area of using trained court administrators or executives in the administration of the courts. The States have been
a whole generation ahead of the Federal
system in this matter. When we sought to
create the Institute of Court Management
in 1969 the first step was to call on State
court administrators for guidance and advice.
Whatever changes we make, we should
never forget that under our federal system,
the basic structure of the courts of this
country contemplated that State courts
would deal with local matters while Federal
courts would serve a limited and narrow
function, I hope we will never become so
bigoted as to think that State judges are
any less devoted to the principles of the
Federa.I Constitution than other judges and
lawyers.
STANDARDS OF ADMINISTRATION

I do not especially like phrases like "management of judicial resources," or "maximum utilization of judge power." They seem
stilted to me as they do to most lawyers and
judges. But these phrases are simply "shorthand" and if we accept them as such they
become tolerable. The important thing is the
concept underlying these "shorthand" terms.
Every profession and every area of human
activity has had to grapple with the hard
realities behind the shorthand. The difference is judges and lawyers have lagged far
behind the rest. I do not suggest that justice
can ever become automated or that production-line processes are adaptable to courts.
Other professions have devised new ways to
increase their productivity Without loss of
quality and we must do so.
In terms of methods, machinery and equipment the flow of papers--and we know the
business of courts depends on the flow of
papers-most courts have changed very little
fundamentally in a hundred years or more.
I know of no comprehensive surveys, but spot
checks have shown for example that the
ancient ledger type of record books, sixteen
or eighteen inches wide, twenty-four or
twenty-six inches high, and four inches thick
are still used in a. very large number of
courts and these cumbersome books, hazardous to handle, still call for longhand entries
concerning cases. I mention this only as one
sympton of our tendency to cllng to old
ways. We know that banks, factories, department stores, hospitals and many government
agencies have cast off anachronisms of this
kind.
With relatively few exceptions, we still
call jurors as in the past. We still herd them
into a common room in numbers often double the real need because of obsolete concepts
of arranging and managing their use. This
process is often compllca.ted by the unregulated arbitrariness of a handful of judges,
for example, who demand more jurors than
they can possibly use to be allocated each
day for their exclusive use. There is almost a. total absence of even the most primitive techniques in predicting the need for
jurors just as there is a large vacuum in the
standards and procedures to coordinate the
steps of bringing a case and all of its components-the lawyers, witnesses, experts,
jurors and court staff-to the same place at
the same time.
Happily, a very distinguished committee
of the American Bar A&<:lociation under the
chairmanship of Judge Freedman of the
United States Court of Appeals of the third
circuit is now launching a. comprehensive
program of bringing up to date the minimum
standards of judicial administration.
Independent of what we do in the courtroom itself, we need careful study to make
sure that every case which reaches the courtroom stage is there only after every possibll-
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tty of settlement has been exhausted. Those
parties who impose upon the judicial process
and clog its functioning by carrying the
cases through jury selection before making
a settlement which could have been made
earlier should be subject to the risk of a very
substantial discretionary cost assessment at
the hands of the trial judge who can evaluate
these abuses of the system. Someone must
remind the bar and the public of the enormous cost of a trial.
COURT

EXEC~VE

O~CERS

As litigation has grown and multiplejudge courts have steadily enlarged, the continued use of the old equipment and old
methods has brou ght about a virtual breakdown in many places and a slowdown everywhere in the efficiency and functioning of
courts. The judicial system and all its components have been subjected to the same
stresses and strains as hospitals and other
enterprises. The difference is that, thirty or
forty years ago, doctors and nurses recognized the importance of system and management in order to deliver to the patients adequate medical care this resulted, as I have
pointed out on other occasions, in the development of hospital administrators and today there is no hospital of any size in this
country without a trained hospital administrator who is the chief executive officer
dealing with the management and efficient
utilizat ion of all the resources of the institution. Courts and judges have, with few exceptions, not responded in this way. To some
extent, imaginative and resourceful judges
and courts clerks have moved partially into
the vacuum, but the function of a clerk and
the function of a court executive are very
dl1l'erent, and a court clerk cannot be expected to perform both functions.
From the day I took office, twenty-one
months ago, this seemed to me the most
pressing need of the courts of this country,
and particularly so in my area of responsibility, the Federal courts. The first step I
took was to help lay the foundations for a
facility to train executives and I requested
the American Bar Association to take the
leadership in accomplishing this. That Msociation did so with the American judicature
society and the institute of judicial administration as co-sponsors, together they created
the institute of court management at the
University of Denver Law School. That
institute has now graduated the first group
of trainees with an intensive full-time course
over a period of six months including actual
field training in the various courts. It will
train two additional clMses this year. This
is not a Federal facility and indeed I expect
most of its output wm go to State court systems.
In the meantime, the Congress has taken
one of the most important steps in a generation in the administration of justice by
providing for a. court executive in each of
the eleven Federal circuits. The court executive will work under the direction of the
judicial council of each circuit. I need not
say, surely, to an audience including so many
chief judges and administrative judges, that
this will not only relieve judges to perform
their basic judicial functions but it wlil provide a person who will, in time, be able to
develop new methods and new processes,
which busy judges could not do in the past.
The function of a. court executive is
something none of us really knows very
much about. There are only a handful of
court administrators or executives in this
country and up to 1970 they are all selftaught. The few who were in being were,
in the State courts and we called upon them
to be members of the teaching faculty for
the new Court Management Institute. The
concept of court executive or court administrator will have its detractors but I predict they will not be heard for very long.
The history books tell us how the admirals
reacted when General William Mitchell in-

sisted that an airplane could sink a battleship.
The desperate need for court executive
oftlcers does not alter the fact that it will
require great pat ience and industrious
homework on the part of judges and chief
judges to learn to utilize these officers for
their courts.
RULEMAKING POWER

A great many of the infirmities in our
procedures could be cured if Judges had
broad rulemaklng power and exercised that
power. The best example of this was given
a generation ago in the Federal Rules ot
Civil Procedure and later in the Criminal
and Appellate Procedure Rules.
For the past 30 years or more State legislatures, like the Congress, have been overwhelmed by a multitude of new problems
and it is increasingly diftlcult to get their
attention on mundane subjects like rules of
procedure and other internal matters of the
courts. In addition, judges, by and large,
have been under increasing pressure of their
own daily work and have not brought these
matters to the attention of legislators.
The rulemaking process as developed in
this country beginning 35 years ago is the
best solution yet developed for sound procedural change. Since it is a. cooperative
process involving not only the legislative
and judicial branches oftlcially, but lawyers, judges and law professors, it can synthesize the best thinking at every level.
If your state does not provide for rulemaking power comparable to that vested
in the Supreme Court of the United States
in conjunction with Congress, I urge you to
study closely the potential of this mechanism. In Federal habeas corpus review of
State cases it could have saved a great deal
of confusion in recent years. Flexible rule·
making processes could have promptly de·
veloped post-conviction remedy procedures
to blunt the impact of the imposition of
Federal standards on the States.
SELECTION, TENURE, AND COMPENSATION
OF JUDGES

The combined experience of this country for nearly two hundred years now, with
elective judges in most of the States holding oftlce for limited terms and Federal
judges who are appointed with tenure, affords a basis for a careful reexamination of
the whole method of the selection of judges.
This is part of the long range problem, but
it deserves some mention. The aggregate of
two centuries of experience should be sufficient to give us material for a comprehensive reexamination of the methods of selection and the tenure of State judges. In saying this, I, of course, intend no reflection
whatever on those State systems having
elected judges with limited terms and the
many splendid judges in those States.
The fine quality of judicial work of State
judges is in spite of, not because of, the
method of selection.
The election of judges for limited terms
is a subject on which reasonable men can
reasonably have different views. Nevertheless
the very nature of the judicial function calls
for sonae conaprehensive studies direct ed to
the alternative naethods developed in the
last generation in some States. Those alternatives tend to preserve the virtues of
popular choice of judges and at the same
time develop a high degree of professionalism, offering an inducement for competent
lawyers to make a career of the Bench.
We know that while there are certain patterns common in the fifty States as to the
selection and tenure of judges, there is at
the same time a wide disparity in their
compensation in such States as New York,
California, and illinois, to mention but three
of the large States, the compensation of
judges of the higher courts is as much as
three times the.. compensation of their counterparts in some other States of the Union.
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As lawyers and judges we know that the
function of the courts in a snaall State is
essentially the same as the function of the
courts in the larger State. The size of the
State has no relationship to the nature of
the function, the degree of the responsibility, and the degree of the professional
competence called for. It is, therefore, an
anomaly for a wide disparity to continue. I
do not suggest, by any means, that there
need be a rigid, uniform standard of compensation or tenure for all the States. All
I suggest is that the judges in the small
States are performing essentially the same
function as that of their brothers in a large
State, and the conditions of their service
should not vary excessively. It is not a wholesome or healthy thing for the administration of justice to have the highest court of
a geographically large and economically
powerful State receive two or three times as
much as his counterpart a few hundred miles
away. If we want quality justice we must
pay for it.
A NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS

As I range over this rather wide variety
of subjects you will notice that in many instances I have been obliged to refer to matters of common or general knowledge or the
result of spot checks, or other sources not
wholly trustworthy. This suggest strongly
the need for some facility that will accumulate and make available all information necessary for comprehensive examination of the
problems of the judiciary in the fifty States.
Recently a judicial conference developed an
accumulation of 500 or more specific problems of courts.
Each of the points I have raised in the list
of what seem to me some of the urgent priorities can be more readily treated and with
better solutions there is a pooling of ideas
and efforts of the States.
For a long time we have talked of the need
for a. closer exchange and closer cooperation
among the States and between the States
and the Federal courts on judicial problems.
No States without grave problems in the administration of justice. The problems vary
chiefly in degree from those States with
grave troubles to those on the threshold of
disaster in their courts. The valuable work
of the National College of Trial Judges is
just one example of the value of cooperative
enterprise.
We now have in this country a great ferment for court improvement. It is a ferment that has been gaining momentum
slowly over a long period of time. More recently, this has taken on a new thrust and
force under the leadership of the American
Bar Association. The time has come, and I
submit that it is here and now at this conference, to naake the initial decision and
bring into being some kind of national clearinghouse or center to serve all the States
and to cooperate with all the agencies seeking to improve justice at every level. The
need is great, and the time is now, and I
hope this conference will consider creating
a working committee to this end-before you
adjourn. I know that you will do many important t hings while you are here, but if
you do no more than launch this muchneeded service agency for the State courts,
your time and attendance here would be
justified.
I hope that, having raised this long-discussed subject of a need for a facility to serve
as a clearinghouse and service agency for
the States, you will not think me unduly
presumptuous if I make some specific suggestions for your consideration.
It seems to me obvious that the States
should make the final choices and the final
decisions. In offering these thoughts, I draw
particularly on my experience in the twentyone months I have been in my present office.
I now see the legal profession's strongest
voice, the American Bar Association, from
a point of view which I never fully a.pprecl-
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ated in my years of private practice or even
in the period when I was a. member of the
court of appeals.
The American Bar Association is a. force
for enormous, almost unlimited, good with
respect to every problem in the administration of justice. It is a. force that cannot
be directed or controlled by any particular
group or any selfish interest because it
includes approximately 150,000 lawyers and
judges and law professors representing 1700
State and local bar associations and other
legal groups. Its governing body, the House
of Delegates, represents 90 % of all the practicing lawyers in this country. I mention
these factors because the American Bar Association is essentially a grass-roots institution whose components spring from the 50
States. The facilities and power, the influence and prestige of this association, are
literally on the door step of every State
capital through the State Bar Association,
and that power and influence can be put to
work in terms of achieving the objectives I
have suggested to you.
My suggestion, therefore, is that in shaping the national organization or center to
serve all the States, you C'Jnsider calling
primarily on this great association and its
50 component State associations, along with
other groups that specialize in judicial administration. There are additional existing
structures representative of all the States
and a cross section of the legal profession.
I refer now to the American Judicature
Society, the institute of judicial administration, the conference of State trial judges,
the appellate judge conference, the council
of State governments, and the conference of
ch1ef justices. I am confident there will be
widespread interest in the formation of such
a group as this but it will take time to marshal all of the large resources necessary to
its accomplishment as a means to a.n end
that we should place high priority on changes
in our methods and our machinery. The
noblest legal principles will be sterile and
meaningless if they cannot be made to work.
In closing, I offer the full cooperation of
my own office and the facllities of the Fed·
eral Judicial Center and the administrative
office of the United States Courts. But bearing in mind my own concepts of federa.llsm
I will participate only when and 1f you ask
me to do so.
INTERVIEW WITH CHIEF JUSTICE
WARREN E. BURGER

Q. Mr. Chief Justice, a recent Gallup Poll
shows that the federal judiciary generally and
particularly the Supreme Court have fallen
in public esteem. How do you account for
that?
A. I would have to say that it is difficult to
explain the rise or fall of public acceptance
of any institution a.t any time, including the
courts. All the institutions of our society
are under attack, and the courts are not excepted. There are many ca. uses.
Some of the attitude, of course, is related
to the understanding that people have of
what the courts have been doing-for example, in the area of criminal justice. People who don't like what they understand
the Court l'las been doing will have a lowered
opinion of the Court, just as other people
who may have a different understanding Will
have a higher opinion of the Court.
Q. Are you saying the public is misinformed about what courts do?
A. No-not quite that. But the public ls
not well-informed-fully informed-and
much of that is probably unavoidable.
Some of it Js due t.> misunderstanding
because of the tradition that the Court does
not explain its function and its decisions
to the public. Unlike other governmental
agencies, courts do not undertake to explain
through regular news CYJnferences and pt"ess
releases.
I think probably the public doesn't have

a. much better understanding of courts at
th~ State level, or the federal courts generally, than it does of the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court's work is simply more
in the news. We are at the hub of a great
news center, and we deal with newsworthy
cases. With rare exceptions, all our decisions
are news.
Q. Within two months after you took office
in 1969, you made some proposals to the
American Bar Association at its convention
in Dallas and followed that up this year with
a series of proposals and a message on the
"state of the federal judiciary" at St. Louis.
What were the proposals and what response
did you get?
A. I made three very s~cific proposals to
the 1969 ABA meeting in Dallas:
The first, I thought, was the most urgent-namely, the need for introducing more
modern methods into the courts in terms
of the techniques, machinery and the administration. There was nothing really new in
what I said except a definite proposal to create a training institute of some kind to
train court manager-executives--something
we have not had in the country.
Q. You're
not now speaking about
judgesA. No, the administrator-manager. I made
the analogy to what hospitals had done 35
or 40 years ago when they found that the
senior nurse or a retired doctor or some
other individual was no longer adequate to
manage a modem hospital: They began to
train hospital managers. And many schools
of business administration now teach and
train people in hospital management. It
is a subspecialty of business administration.
Bernard Segal, who was elected president
of the American Bar Association in 1969,
immediately moved on this suggestion, and
within less than six months we had the Institute for Court Management, created by the
joint action of the American Bar Association,
the Institute of Judicial Administration and
the American Judicature Society as cosponsors. They secured substantial private
grants. I think they may have received some
public money, too.
For reasons I'm sure you're aware of, I
insulated myself from having anything to do
with the funding of the program, but Mr.
Segal and I had a great deal to do With
the organization of the school.
This new institute, which is located at the
University of Denver law school, Will graduate its first 31 people on December 12.
To emphasize the importance I attach to
this institute, I have invited them to hold
the ceremony for awarding certificates in the
East Conference Room in the Supreme Court.
The institute is, of course, a nonprofit organization.
Q. Are these people laymen?
A. Some of them are men in mid-career
With law training; all have background in
public administration or law. But they've
now had six months of full-time, intensive
training in classes, in courts and in syt;terns
analysis and related management subjects.
The second proposal I made related to
the desperate need for a re-examination of
our penal systems. I proposed that the American bar do that at every level.
The ABA created a commission which includes laymen-not just lawyers--along with
judges and law professors and penologists.
Former Governor Richard Hughes of New
Jersey, who was a judge for 15 years before
he became Governor, is chairman. It has
such distinguished penologists as James Bennett and Myrl Alexander, both former heads
of the federal prison system; Richard McGee,
former head of the California system in the
period of its great expansion, and several
other State corrections adm.1n1strators. It
also includes Dr. Karl Menninger; George
Meany, of the AFL-CIO; Robert McNamara,
former Secretary of Defense, and judges and
lawyers.
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They have begun the work on a program to
apply known and accepted techniques to
prisons and ~nal institutions which have
ignored them for years.
Q. Can you point to the principal problems
you see?
A. The great shortcoming has been-at the
State level particularly-a lack of any meaningful educational system for inmates, many
of whom can't even read or write, and then
the lack of vocational training and the lack
of what we vaguely call "rehabilitation,'' in
terms of psychological testing and counseling to get them ready to make a living on
an honest basis.
Two thirds of the people in prisons,
roughly-in all penal institutions--are people who have been there before and who will
be back again. We simply can't permit this
to run that way any more. No other public
business is run as badly as our prisons.
Q. Will this group study and make recommendations on lengths of sentences and
such things?
A. No. They will deal with correction ~acil
itles and correction techniques. They aren't
going to do a lot of studying, because most
of them have done that all their lives. Bennett, McGee and Alexander have spent 40
years at it. Others on the commission have
been dealing with it all their adult lives.
Their objective-we made that very clear
when we started it-is to take the known
techniques and programs and make use of
them.
Q. How do they get this applied?
A. The application Will have to be to persuade the States and Congress to do what is
necessary: the rebuilding of plants; hiring
of training personnel, psychologists, teachers; putting in the personnel and equipment
for training ~ople to do a great variety of
useful things when the inmate is released.
One proposal I urged them to consider was
to offer a prisoner a literal chance to learn
his way out of prison.
For example, take a prisoner with a fiveto-15-year sentence whose tests show aptitude to be a plumber, stonemason or electrician. This man would have a great incentive to work, study and learn if you could
tell him that when he passed his journeyman
examinations he would be released on parole-assuming his general prison record was
good. This is no guarantee he will be a good
citizen, but it goes a long way in that dlrec..
tion.
Some prisons give some vocational training
now, but a man in a cage needs incentive,
motivation and something to look forward
to.
You can look at some prisons now and
you'll find they are still teaching people to
be pants pressers, for example, or how to
make a few simple items-auto tags and
things of that kind. Many of the skills that
they're teaching are either obsolete or in
oversupply. There are just a liinited number
of people needed to make auto tags, and a
limited need for pants pressers.
The objective is to train these people in
occupations suited to their aptitudes to give
them a motivation to go out and earn a living honestly. Every human being needs to
take pride in his own skills.
Q. Isn't this going to cost a lot of money,
both federal and State?
A. Oh, yes. This Will cost an enormous
amount of money.
Q. Can the States afford it?
A. The public is now paying literally billions in hidden taxes in the cost of crime.
President Nixon has announced a program
in which the U.S. Government contemplates
co-operation with the States--joint action,
joint facilltes, in some instances--and federal grants to help the State programs.
The problem is enormous. Right in nearby
Maryland-and this is typical of many of
the States--you have one of the best and
some of the worst prisons in the United
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States, all in the same State system and
within two or three miles of each other.
The institution at Patuxent, which is
chiefly for mental defectives, is one of the
best to be found anywhere.
Within a few miles there is a State correction institution where the buildings are
somewhere between 100 and 150 years old.
They have men in cells 6 feet by 8 feet,
more or less, in dimension-made for one
person a century ago-which now have two
inmates. There are virtually no recreational
facilities or libraries, and most of the inmates are young men who can be destroyed
by idleness and boredom.
Q. Is this the fault of the warden or the
superintendent?
A. No-the system. Generally, the most
severe critics of the correction systems in
this country include the wardens and the
administrators of the penal and correction
systems.
Q. What was your third proposal?
A. The third proposal was that, particularly
with respect to the administration of criminal justice, the law schools were doing an
Inadequate job of training people for the
realities of litigation. This has a relationship
to civil litigation as well.
There has long been a debate between
law-school faculties and lawyers and judges
on this subject. Many professors in the past
took the position generally that they were
not running trade schools; they're teaching
people to think, they're teaching legal
theory. That is good, but it is not enough.
They must also be trained as to how they
should act.
I think most lawyers and most judges
who've had to preside over trials have long
felt that there were terrible gaps in the training of these recently graduated lawyers in
terms of how to conduct themselves in the
courtroom and in terms of their attitude toward professional responsib111ty. And this
can best be taught when these students are
learning their profession. It is really more
important than pure legal learning.
This is essentially what is done in England in the training of a lawyer for litigation under their bifurcated system. It is done
in the four Inns of Court. And that's the
only place you can become a trial lawyera barrister-in England. The colleges of these
Inns are managed and run by lawyers and
judges, just as medical education in this
country is almost entirely in the hands of
practicing physicians and surgeons.
Q. Do you think that the English system
1s a good one?
A. Well, the training system for court work
is certainly very, very superior to what we
have in this country. But bear in mind that
it is directed at a bifurcated profession where
they have solicitors, who are generally what
we call "om.ce lawyers," and barristers, who
are the trial lawyers.
There are only 2,500 barristers in all of
England. They have the exclusive right to
appear in courts of general jurisdiction.
Q. How could this possibly be applied in
this country?
A. It would be very dlm.cult with 50 States
and the federal courts.
Going back to my recommendations on
legal education: The American Bar Association has created a committee with representatives of the American Bar Association,
the American Law Institute and the American Association of Law Schools--so that we
have all three branches of the profession represented in three great organizations working on some new approaches to legal education. This is necessarily a long-range affair.
Q. Is this all designed to speed dispensing
of justice?
A. It is very definitely aimed not only at
speeding it up but making it better quality.
I can 1llustrate that by mentioning that tn
England they try a case in a fraction of the
lilme it takes to try it in this country.

Q. Why?
A. It's partly because they have no amateurs, no beginners in their courts of general
jurisdiction. They're all highly trained professionals who do not engage in any branch
of the practice of law except trial practice.
Q. Do they have the volume of criminal
cases that exists in this country?
A. They do not-either in relative volume
or otherwise--but the difference in population is not enough to explain the difference
in the way cases are handled. In the way
they dispose of them, there's a great disparity.
Ninety-five to 97 per cent of all criminal
cases in England are disposed of-and with
finality-in justice-of-the-peace courts and
county courts. There is nothing comparable
to our long-drawn-out appeals and reviews
after the conviction is final. And when there
are appeals they are decided within a matter
of months, and that is the end of the case.
Q. But in this country can't someone accused of a crime hire a clever lawyer and find
a way to prolong appeals that go clear to
the Supreme Court?
A. He can certainly keep the litigation
going for a very great length of time--years,
in many cases. Our system permits this; some
critics think our system encourages it.
Q. How do you get at that problem? How
can we borrow ideas from the English?
A. First, we must recognize the differences
in the two systems--ours with 50 separate
State-court systems, plus the federal. Added
to that we are a country of diverse people
spread over a continent. We are new and
young, and England is old, stabilized by
tradition with a single central government
functioning without a written constitution.
Yet they have many problems, too. We could
not simply transplant their system to this
country even if we wanted to. But we can
adopt some of their ideas.
Nevertheless, we must make some fundamental changes in our system if we really
want it to work:
No system of justice can function if there
is not finality at some reasonable point. No
system makes sense if it encourages a longdrawn-out war with society. The re-education or rehabllitation of a man cannot be
caa-ried on while he is at war with society in a
process of interminable petitions, writs and
hearings. It is a bit like trying to have a real
peace conference at the beginning of a war.
LIMITING THE RIGHT TO APPEAL-

Q. Does this imply a limitation on the

right to appeal?
A. I suppose, when you talk about finality,
that must carry with it a limit somewherethat there is a point at which proceedings
of all kinds are terminated. We haven't
found that point in our ssytem. We are
fumbling and gropinb because every judge
in America knows we must make some
changes.
Q. You wouldn't limit a defendant to one
appeal, sayA. No, you can't have rigidity of that kind.
The point is to be sure that the accused
has a meaningful review or appeal that
explore all of the claims that he could possibly have. And when he's had that, then
we should be very near the end of it--unless, of course, there is the discovery of some
significant new evidence.
Q. In this country, can a defendant appeal
on one point, lose that appeal and then
appeal on another point?
A. Not quite. The direct-appeal process
requires the defendant to raise all his claims
at that time. But we have vastly enlarged
what are called the "postconviction remedies." The petitions for writs of habeas
corpus, which are collateral attacks on the
conviction, are an example. They are not yet
under reasonable control.
Q. Does all this legal maneuvering contribute to the congestion of criminal cases in
the courts?

A. It contributes very heavily. Let me illustrate that with just one example:
Twenty years or so ago, there were virtually no petitions from prisoners in State
prisons to the federal courts. An opinion of
the Supreme Court in recent years gave the
State prisoners that right--the right to habeas corpus review in federal courts. Petitions in that category have grown from less
than 100 annually 20 years ago to approximately 12,000 this year-quite a load on the
federal courts.
Q. To do that, doesn't the defendant have
to raise a constitutional issue?
A. Yes-but we can't always know whether
he has raised a valid constitutional issue
until it is reviewed by a federal judge. Now,
only a fraction of these people ever get relief,
but the proceeding is in the court, thereby
using the time of the federal court and the
whole machinery of the court.
Q. Do you feel that certain types of criminal cases should not get to the federal
courts?
A. Well, it would be difficult to say how
you would eliminate certain criminal jurisdiction in the federal courts: Those for violation of federal statutes belong in federal
jurisdiction.
In the broad sense--and this goes beyond
your question-! have a strong feeling that
a great many matters traditionally handled
in the court systems, both State and federal,
should be diverted away from the courts
entirely.
Q. In what way?
A. Now I'm going out of my field of
sponsib111ty in my present position, but there
is a broad and serious social question-!
think you would have to call it--whether
such things as divorce, child custody, adoptions, receiverships, various other matters of
that kind belong in the courts at all.
There is a curious paradox relating back
to your opening question: In spite of what
seems to be a lessening of esteem for the
courts, there is an attitude that the courts
should resolve all problems.
But that is not realistic; courts can serve
only a limited function, and it should not be
broadened any more than is absolutely
necessary.
We should encourage, for example, the use
of private arbitration for the settlement of
private disputes.
The question of dealing with the chronic
alcoholic, the narcotic addict, the serious
mental patient--there's a serious question
whether they should be dealt with in the
judicial framework at all.
Q. How would such things be handled?
A. Well, this is what some very competent
people should study carefully. It would be
some administrative treatment necessarily,
but with limited judicial review. Here we will
encounter some constitutional problems.
We can't overlook the fact that 50 years
ago, more or less, people with this same objective--a very sensible objective--set up the
juvenile courts with the idea that we would
insulate young offenders from the traumatic
experience of going through the criminal
machinery.
But, bit by bit and piece by piece, the
courts have added requirements in the juvenile area so that a juvenile now must receive
almost the same treatment as the adult,
hardened criminal when he's charged with a
criminal act. So we've come almost full circle.
Now, how do you deal with these problems nonjudicially without impinging on
constitutional rights? I don't have the answer
to that. I say simply that it must be studied.
Part of the blame for the virtual elimination of the juvenile-court concept--the
benevolent aspect--must rest on the States.
They failed to give juvenile courts the staffs
and means to carry out the original idea.
NEW IDEAS FOR ACCIDENT CLAIMs-

Q. Would such changes include absolute

11ab111ty in automobile accidents?
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A. There has been a great deal of sentiment in this country for a long time-and
it's growing very rapidly-that in one way
or anot her all automobile-accident claims,
to use that rough categorization, should be
out of the courts entirely-that they should
be disposed of in much the same way, so
this argument runs, as we handle the claims
of an employe who is injured in the course
of his employment-the "workmen's compensation" concept. Some of the States a.re
experimenting in this direction. I don't advocate anything at this time, but I advocate
strongly that it should be studied, along
with other alternatives.
I said in Philadelphia. recently that the
concept of diversity ca.ses--ca.ses between
litigants from different States-has brought
into the federal courts the largest single
category of its civil litigation: such things as
automobile cases and injury cases. I repeat
without any hesitation that in the original
concepts of federal jurisdiction an automobile case has no more place in the federal
courts than speeding on a. city street.
Q. Isn't the diversity specified in the Constitution?
A. Yes, but with limitations. Congress has
the power to define the jurisdiction of federal courts.
Q. Didn't you propose some time ago that
the Chief Justice make an annual state-ofthe-courts message to the Congress? What
response have you had to that suggestion?
A. Well, that is not quite accurate. I have
never proposed this.
It has been proposed at various times
since Hughes was Chief Justice. And about
15 years ago, when William P. Rogers, the
present Secretary of State, was the Deputy
Attorney General, he renewed the proposal
that the Chief Justice make a periodic report to the Congress. In a formal and technical sense, we do now. The Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts files a. periodic
report with the Congress.
Q. Does anybody pay any attention to it?
A. Well, I'm sure the staffs of the Judiciary
Committee and the Appropriations Committee have a great interest in those reports-and some of the members as well.
When Mr. Rogers pressed the proposal in
1954, I think he was reaching for something
that would get a little more attentAon than
filing with Congress a report as big as a.
Washington telephone book.
Q. Do you endorse that idea?
A. I've never taken any position on it except to say that I think it could be a useful
device to focus attention on the problems
of the courts. I hope the report on judicial
problems that I made to the ABA last August served some of that function.
Q . Mr. Chief Justice, coming back to the
way the courts are functioning today: Many
people have the idea. that lots of criminals
are getting off scot-free because of legal technicalities. Do you agree?
A. Well, I'm not sure how usefUl it is to try
to deal with that, because there is a problem of defindng terms.
Sometimes, it is true, an accused person
whose guilt is obvious and unquestioned is
relieved from any punishment or any conviction because of what news people, in journalistic shorthand, and laymen call "technicalities." This is, to a degree, inescapable.
If a provision of the Constitution or a.
statute is violated in the collection of evidence against an accused, under our system
that evidence is not admissible against him.
And if that's the only evidence that the
prosecution has, that's the end of the case.
This is a choice which our society has
made, but it is a choice that has many
critics. Some legal scholars and many judges
and lawyers question whether future police
misconduct or police mist.a.kes are infiuenced
when courts set tree a person who is guilty
in fact and this is done solely because of
the police conduct. It is difficult to be certain
in this sensitive area..

Q. Would it be possible to do something
about this?
A. Well, remember Justice Oardozo's
statement to the effect that the criminal
should not go free because the constable
blundered. That's one point of view.
The other point of view--expressed, I believe, by his colleagues Brandies and Holmes-was that enforcement of the law must
never employ dirty methods.
Q. Do you think Supreme Court rulings,
or those of courts in general, have ha.d anything to do with the rise in crime?
A. This is a. matter on which there is a
great diversity of opinion. There a.re two
extreme points of view--each of which I
think is wrong:
One extreme point of view is that what
courts do has nothing whatever to do with
crime and crime rates. This argument rests
on the proposition that criminals don't read
court opinions. I'm quite sure they don't,
but if in any given community it becomes the
prevailing view that it is "easy to get by,"
from whatever source that idea comes it's
going to have an impact in the sense of
negating deterrence.
The other point of view-and I don't subscribe to that one either-is that the Supreme
Court is responsible for it all.
The fact is that inevitably the boldings of
courts have an impact on the conduct of
people. Belief is relevant to action. If something is found to be permitted, then it's more
likely to be done.
There are many areas where this is true. It
would apply equally if people came to believe
that speed laws were not enforced, that
driver's licenses were not neeed, or closing
hours for liquor stores or bars were not enforced. On a. different level, a lax enforcement
of the antitrust laws would lead to a great
many more violations of those statutes.
All this is what we vaguely call "human
nature."
Q. A recent development has been what one
could call "antic lawyers" in courtrooms,
who turn trials into circuses. Are these lawyers within their legal rights?
A. Well, I would like to broaden the question a. bit. The conduct of lawyers-good or
bad-is critical to the functioning of any
system of justice.
Again, a comparison with the English system is useful. Under their system, with the
trial lawyers being trained in the importance
of professional responsibllity, personal conduct and decorum-manners, if you willare recognized as the indispensable lubricants
to what is essentially a. contentious and abrasive process.
The British have no such thing as antics
in the courtroom. It simply never happens,
because a lawyer-a. barrister in Englandknows that certain kinds of conduct which
are widely practiced and tolerated in this
country would lead to swift and severe discipline and possibly disbarment under the
British system.
Again, this is because people respond in a
deterrent sense whether they're criminals or
whether they're doctors or lawyers or bankers-and, I might well add, judges.
Q. Whose responsibllity is it to enforce the
canons of ethics and professional standards
of conduct in the courts?
A. I would say that under our system today
it is regarded as the collective responsibility
of the legal profession as a. whole and of the
courts. But it has not been defined in this
country in the sense that it has been defined
in England, and therefore it tends to fall between two stools. The judges often complain
that the bar associations are not doing what
they should do, and the bar associations
say the judges aren't doing what they ought
to do. Both are quite correct.
The responsibility is not clearly enough
defined-and it is not placed. We must decide
what the ground rules of courtroom conduct
ought to be and then fix the enforcement re-
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sponsibility in one place so that when there
is a failure we will know whom to blame.
Bear in mind that all of these problems
are immensely more difficult, as I suggested
earlier, in a coun·t ry like ours with 50 State
systems admitting lawyers to practice-50
separate sets of courts, each of which is
sovereign to a degree.
There is only one court system in England.
They simply don't have any trouble of the
kind you are discussing. And yet they have
advocacy that is as good as any in the world,
as zealous and as effective as any that can
be found, and better than it is in most places
in the world. But it is within strict limits in
terms of decorum, manners, conduct.
Q. What about antics on the part of accused persons?
A. In the ultimate sense, the opinion of
the Court last year in Tilinois against Allen,
in which the Court spoke through Mr. Justice Black, has settled the extremes of that
problem, vesting very broad power in trial
judges, both State and federal, to remove a.ny
offending person, any person interfering with
the process-remove him from the courtroom
even though it be the defendant. Now there
is a clear standard to guide courts, and that
was perhaps one of the most important opinions of the Court last year.
Q. Earlier you seemed to reject the notion
that the Supreme Court was by its decision
in any way responsible for the rise in crime
and violence-A. I don't think I said "in any way." It's
a factor which enters into the total stream
of causation.
Q. Well, the court system in general has
been accused of contributing to the rise
through lack of speedy trials, lack of significant punishment. Do you agree with this?
A. I do, in part. It's the lack of certainty,
a.nd the promptness of the judicial process,
and the punishment. Swift and sure trials
and reasonable finality would cure a. great
many evils.
Q. Would you say that delay has been a.
major contribution to the rise of crime over
the last decade? Would you pin it on the
court system that closely?
A. I cannot think of a.ny judicial factor
more important than delay and uncertainty.
It's always difficult to assign priorities in this
sort of thing, but I know of none I can think
of more important than the absence of the
sure knowledge that a criminal act will be
followed by a. speedy trial a.nd punishment.
And that's why I have said that if we could
have every criminal trial ready to be presented within 60 days after the arrest or the
charge, I think you'd see a very, very sharp
drop in the crime rate. It would surely put
an end to the large number of crimes committed by men out on ball waiting six monthS
to 18 monthS to be brought to trial.
Q. What about all these continuances and
delays in criminal proceedings? Who's responsible for that?
A. Well, that responsiblllty would have to
be spread around: judges to some extent, lawyers to some extent, the absence of clearly
defined ground rules on all of these things.
Q. Is a. typical criminal case in the courts
longer now than it was, say, 20 yea.rs ago?
A. I think it is definitely longer.
At one time I saw some very reliable figures that indicated that the time for the trial
of a criminal case in federal courts had altered in two respects: first, that there is more
than double the lapse of time from the charge
to the date of the trial, which means the accused-with rare exceptions-is out on the
street; and there were also some figures that
once the trial starts it takes about twice a.s
long to try a criminal case today as it did
10 years a.go.
Q. Why is that?
A. In some cases it is due to decisions of
the Supreme Court and, as to some aspects,
acts of Congress.
The Bail Reform Act and the Criminal
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Justice Act are enactments of the Congress,
and we have not yet adjusted to the changes
they brought about. Various decisions of the
courts require that motions may be made
for the suppression of evidence, for the examination of evidence, and a wide range of
things which are now available which were
once not available. All of these can and are
used both properly and improperly by lawyers, and it often contributes to delay even
though some of it is essential to conform to
the Constitution.
The Criminal Justi<:e Act itself has brought
into the courts not only a great many more
cases but a great many more lawyers. Many
of these lawyers are inadequately trained. An
inadequately trained lawyer will take two or
three times as long to try a case as a very
expert lawyer. Naturally he is unsure and
halting, no matter how well motivated.
Q. Could the same thing be true of judges?
Do judges differ in their abilities to expedite
justice?
A. That's correct. Much has been done on
that side in terms of training of new judges
in the federal system as soon as they have
qualified for office-and then what might be
called refresher courses, seminars for judges,
which are going on constantly.
Q. Al-e States doing anything along this
line?
A. States have moved in this direction also.
The States have a college for trial judges
which is a permanent organization sponsored by the American Bar Assodation and
others. Hundreds and hundreds of State trial
judges have gone through that school during
what the news media call the "judicial vacation.'• That college has made great improvement in the performance of State judges,
Justice Tom Clark was one of the moving
forces behind that program.
Q. Can any reforms be made with respect
to juries to speed up trials?
A. Systems for handling juries and jurors
in a busy courthouse could be enormously
improved. In a large court with 15 or 20
judges calling for jurors on a given day,
many jurors are needed. 'When they bring
a new jury panel in, they may have 600 or
800 people present. That's a great many people to handle, to get them to the right rooms
at the right time without confusion. The systems for doing this are not very good.
The most severe criticism of courts in general and the jury system in particular has
come in recent years from laymen who have
served on juries:
They're called; they must be there, let us
say, at 9 o'clock-and then they spend two
thirds of their time for several weeks sitting
around waiting for something to do.
The machinery for handling of jurors is
not good, but a large part of this is inherent
in the jury system. All litigation is inherently
a clumsy, time-consuming business.
Q. Would smaller juries help? What is sacrosanct about a 12-man jury?
A. There is nothing really sacrosanct about
a 12-man jury at all. No one really knows how
the common law settled on a figure of 12
jurors. It is not affirmatively provided in
law-not in the federal system except as to
criminal cases.
Many States have affirmative statutory provisions for less than 12. Last year the Supreme Court held that fixing the number at
six was up to the States. If they wanted to
have six-man juries, they could do so. There
was no federal constitutional problem involved.
Q. How about unanimous verdicts by
juries?
A. That is before the Supreme Court now,
so it is an area on which I couldn't comment.
We must decide this year in several cases
whether a unanimous verdict is constitutionally required.
Q. Mr. Chief Justice, most of the things
you have said here seem to indicate a feeling
that the real difficulty is in the management,

the administrative functioning of the courts.
Is that what you are saying?
A. Definitely-and I began to work on that
within 24 hours after I took office on June 23,
1969. The next morning I had the first meeting on the problem of court administration,
with just three or four people, including one
of the distinguished experts in public administration in this country, Dr. George Graham.
He was one of the key figures in helping us
develop the Institute of Court Management.
Everything I've done since in the way of
public utterance on the subject has been
directed at this broad problem: better management, on the one hand, and then, alongside that, consideration of some basic
changes. I am not advocating any particular
changes. I do think it's within my function
to say that these things must be looked at.
we cannot bllndly cllng to methods and
forms designed for the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
Q. How would smaller juries help?
A. It would help in management, time and
cost. Jury fees for next year in the federal
budget alone-and that's only a fraction of
the total judicial system of the country-are
14 million dollars. I would make a rough
guess that the total jury cost in the United
States is somewhere near 100 million. Now,
if you could cut that in half you would have
a very large saving, and that money is desperately needed for other purposes to make
improvements.
In a large and busy courthouse then, instead of infusing 800 or 1,000 people into the
corridors to be parceled out and handled and
brought to the right places where they're
needed at the right time, you'd have half that
number. This is one very small step that
would save a great deal of money and a great
deal of time. Whatever time it takes to pick
the jury would be, again, half the time that
it takes to pick 12 of them.
Q. If Congress were to pass a law and say
that henceforth federal criminal cases and
civil cases will be determined by a jury of
six, would that be the answer?
A. Conceivably it could be done by the
rule-making process of the federal courts,
where the rule is proposed by the Judicial
Conference Committee on Rules, then submitted to the Supreme Court, and, if approved by the Court, it is placed before Congress and becomes law if not rejected within
90 days.
Q. We've had a great growth in the last
few years of legal-aid societies, publicdefender systems, tax-exempt public-service
law firms and things like that. Do you think
that that adds to litigation? Is this in the
public interest?
A. I would not want to suggest for one
moment that anything which adds to litigation is automatically against the publlc interest or for the public interest. There is
more to it than that.
~The legal-aid systems began on a private,
volunteer basis half a century ago and have
been slowly growing. The public-defender
system for criminal cases began soon after
that time and has ha{! a slower growth, but
it has flowered in recent years. And I must
confess a conflict in a way, because I have
a bias in favor of some of these programs,
provided they are conforming to high professional standards.
Neighborhood Legal Services under the
Office of Economic Opportunity has 57 million dollars in the federal budget this year
for the OEO legal staffs alone. That's almost
half of the total amount being spent on all
operations of the federal courts. It is not a
correct assumption that all of the cases of
these Neighborhood Legal Services are going
to get into the federal courts-or mdeed into
any courts.
I would think, on the contrary, such litigation as develops will be channeled into
State courts because they will deal With local
matters: conflicts between landlords and
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tenants, rent defaults, the man who buys a
TV set that he can't afford on long-term
installments with exorbitant interest, other
day-to-day things which have gone unattended for a long time, really.
Most of the work of the OEO Legal Services
will not get into the courts. It is counseling
and advice.
I said at the ABA meeting in St. Louis in
August that a sense of confidence in the
cotirts is essential to maintain the fabric of
ordered liberty for a free people, and there
are three things that could destroy it:
One is that people come to believe that
inefficiency and delay will drain even a just
judgment of its value. Four, five or six years
after you've broken your leg or damaged your
automobile is too long a time to walt for a
recovery.
Second, if people who have betln exploited
in the smaller tra-nsactions of daily lifehome appliances, repairs, flnan<:e charges,
and the like-come to believe that courts
cannot vindicate their legal rights from fraud
and overreaching on the part of others.
The thlrd thing I spoke of was a feeling
that the system isn't protecting the public
from criminal matters.
Let me go back to the second pofnt-and
this is important because it enters into the
feeling on the part of some people that there
is one code of justice for the rich and another
one for the poor.
The private practitioner with rent to pay,
books to buy and secretaries to hire simply
could not afford to take the small case for
the man whose wife has been high-pressured
into signing a contract for an encyclopedia,
the other door-to-door things, or a shingle
job on the house-often with unconscionable
conditions in the fine print. All of these
affairs were too small to engage the attention
of a practitioner. He simply couldn't afford
to take that case.
This is really, basically, no different from
a man who has a ruptured appendix or tuberculosis and can't hire a doctor.
Q. Then the Neighborhood Legal Services
program is not really newA. It is new as a federally financed program, but not in fundamentals. We've now
come to accept the idea that society is going
to take care of these problems. We have come
to the point where even these private civil
rights of people must be vindicated with legal
assistance if we want an people to have confidence in our system, believe in it, believe
that it will protect them reasonably.
Q. Are you saying that there have been
two systems involved: one for the poor, one
for the rich?
A. Not two systems in the conscious sense
but in the sense that the busy lawyer who
has large matters or the lawyer of small
means simply could not give attention to a
man who, for example, bought a refrigerator
worth $200, but the price on the time basis
was 5 per cent interest a month and finance
charges built it up to maybe $500 to buy this
$200 machine.
Q. In other words, it goes to the point of
the financial resources of the litigants?
A. That's right. The system has not-I'm
speaking now of our system of society and
the legal profession-has not had a comprehensive mechanism to take care of it, except
that as far back as when I went into the
practice, 35 years ago now, our firm contributed time, as many firms did, to the Legal
Aid Society. One of us would go up--one of
the younger men-and spend a Thursday
afternoon or every other Friday afternoon
in the Legal Aid, counseling with such people.
This was our contribution. Doctors do it;
a great many other people do it. But it has
become so big, so vast that it can't be handled on a case-by-case basis. The only way It
can be handled is on an organized basis.
Congress has decided tlLs is a public responsiblllty.
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PROBLEMS IN LEGAL-AID PROGRAM5--

Why are these programs under so much
criticism?
A. Now we're in the transition stage--from
the individual lawyer doing this as a service
to the society and to his profession, to putting it on a more efficient and highly organized basis, really. That's the objective: to
put it on a more efficient basis.
In modern terms, it is a matter of delivery
of legal assistance. We're in the transition
period, and, like any tooling-up for a new
process, whether in a factory or in public
administration, it isn't very efficient in the
beginning. This program attracts young,
idealistic lawyers, and sometimes they have
more zeal and adrenalin than judgment and
skill. This naturally creates tensions and
friction. But that will pass. The program
needs idealistic young people, but it needs
seasoned and experienced lawyers in the
management.
What we as a society have said now is that
the "poor"-people who can't afford lawyerscan go to the Neighborhood Legal Services.
And if there is some law about his medical
aid or his Social Security or whatever and he
thinks this is discriminating against his
particular problem in some way, legal assistance is now furnished to him to settle his
problem and, if necessary, test that out i;n
the courts. And if a court decides that he s
right, I have difficulty seeing how we can
quarrel with that result.
There is nothing new or revolutionary
about testing laws and rights in the courts.
Surely it is a more sensible solution than the
picket line, a demonstration or a riot.
Q. Doesn't this add to the work load of
the courts?
A. Of course, it adds to the work load of
all courts-State and federal. But the objective is to try to place every individual in this
country on the same basis in terms of the
assurance of his rights, both in the sense
of private rights as well as in criminal cases.
Q. Before you had completed your first
year in office, some of the leading newspapers
that cover the Supreme Court closely said
that you were already showing more activist
tendencies, in the sense of attempting .to
provide leadership, than any Chief Just1ce
since Taft or Hughes. Would you comment
on that?
A. Well, in the first place, I suppose it's
better for others to make the judgments
about what I'm doing than it is for me to
try to do it. The comments you refer to
are the oversimplification and shorthand of
the media, in large part: What is new must
be depicted as somehow different. I do not
think it is correct to evaluate what I am
trying to do as either more or less than
others. It is a matter of different emphasis.
From Taft to Earl Warren, every Chief
Justice has urged many programs. What we
need for the next generation of change was
not the central problem in earlier days, so
they did not advocate what I now urge.
The first function of a Justice of the Supreme Court, as with any other judge, is to
keep his work up to date in the judging department. That's his primary responsibility.
Q.

EXTRA DUTIES OF A CHIEF JUSTICE

How does your position differ from that
of the eight other Justices?
A. As Chief Justice, I am only one of nine,
with really no different position from any
of the others in terms of the judicial function.
However, with respect to other func"tions,
by law Congress made the Chief Justice
chairman of the Judicial Conference of the
United States, which, as you know, is composed of two representatives from each of
the 11 federal circuits and two representatives from the special courts.
Q. What does the Judicial Conference do?
A. That body functions somewhat as a
board of directors for the entire federal
judicial system-a "general staff" might be
Q.

another term for it, except that it's a parttime function of all the members.
I might say parenthetically it is becoming
an increasing burden for these judges to
carry.
In addition, the Chief Justice, by law, Is
chairman of the Federal Judicial Center, recently set up by Congress primarily as a research arm to study problems of the kind
we're discussing here today, and also to
carry on training programs for court personnel-judges, court clerks, probation officers, magistrates and others.
The Judicial Conference and the Judicial
Center have more than 25 committees dealing with our problems, and I must try to
keep informed as to what they are doing and
what they ought to be doing.
So I am involved in all of these activitiesand increasingly so, I find. These matters
take approximately one-third of my working
hours.
Q. When did you begin to see your function in this light?
A. I decided immediately on taking office
that the time to begin was then and there,
and the means was co-operation with the
legal profession.
The American Bar Association now has
almost 150,000 members in, I think, 1,700
State and local bar associations around the
country. It is a grass-roots organization in
every sense. The association has done monumental work in improving criminal justice
and in other fields.
Q. What percentage of the legal professions is that?
A. I don't know, but it has increased so
rapidly that I would say that it must be in
the neighborhood of half of all the actively
practicing lawyers in the country.
The American Bar Association is not the
ultraconservative, dormant, ceremonial organization that it perhaps was 35 or 40 years
ago. It is a very dynamic organization, and
if it puts its will and its force and its influence behind any particular activity, the
odds are it will get done.
Witness the court-administrator program:
Have you ever seen lawyers or judges move
that fast before?
I made the speech on August 10. I drew
a rough blueprint for the program while I
was on a vacation in September. We had the
first meetings in October, and on Dec. 7, 1969,
the final meeting approving the structure,
selecting a director and setting up the plan
of operations was completed. In May of 1970
the classes of a six months' course opened
at the University of Denver.
Q. Are you saying that could not have
been done without the American Bar Association?
A. That couldn't have been done--there
wasn't a chance of getting that done--without the prestige and the power of the American Bar Association, the American Judicature
Society and the Institute of Judicial Administration, as cosponsors. They selected a board
of directors, and Herbert Brownell, former
Attorney General, was selected chairman of
the board. James Webb, former NASA Administrator; John Macy, former Civil Service
Chairman, and some other very distinguished
lawyers and judges are on the board.
This is the best illustration of how I can
be helpful in getting these things done. If
I ask the American Bar Association to take
on a responsibllity, I find that if it is reasonable, if it makes sense to them, they will
get the task done. And the ABA can draw
many organizations into a collective program,
partly because most of the leaders of other
lawyer organizations are also leaders of the
ABA.
Q. A lot of people are going to be surprised
to learn that the Chief Justice is as active
as he is in all these other functions. Is this
a proper role?
A. I've had a few letters questioning-but
very, very few.
Q. How do you answer?
A. Well, usually I answer them and ask:
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"Who do you suggest will do it? If I don't
do it, who wlll ?" Some people have written
back and said, in essence: "I now see this.
and I was wrong. Thank you very much and
keep on going." However, the overwhelming
volume of mail is warmly favorable and very
encouraging.
Q. When the federal courts have a financial
problem-a budgetary problem--do you have
direct access to Congress?
A. Not really--except to do it in a formal
way in a budget request, which isn't a very
eloquent way of arguing your case. It seems
to be against tradition for me to appear before the Appropriations Committee to support my requests, and this is probably sound.
I doubt the need for a personal appearance
in the conventional sense. If we make out a
good case in writing, I am confident Congress
will co-operate. They are as much interested
in justice as judges-and they are much
closer to the people.
Q. Do you think, from a technological
standpoint, that the Supreme Court machinery has fallen behind the times?
A. Yes, in certain respects, although I
would not put it in quite those terms. The
equipment-the machinery in the broader
sense than hardware--just isn't there. And
some of our methods are not adequate for
the present volume of cases. We have a need
for the kind of modern equipment most government agencies and all successful businesses use.
We have almost nothing but the most
primitive basic equipment. At least 25 employes still use manual, non-electric typewriters. We had no efficient, modern copying
machine until recently. Justices read thousands of pages of carbon copies of legal
memos each year-typed with 10 copies on
very thin paper. These memos were called
"fiimsies" and, of course, were terribly difficult to read. We now have two modern
copiers, and no Justice reads a seventh,
eighth or ninth carbon copy.
These are small details, but they are important in our daily work. We are working
on other improvements.
Q. How much has the work of the Supreme Court changed in recent years?
A. It has changed in volume, chiefly. Just
consider these figures: In 1940, in the Supreme Court, there were approximately
1,000 cases filed, and in 197Q--30 years later4,400. The projection for 1975 is 5,629.
We now project 7,182 cases in 1980. Before
that-long before that-the work of the Supreme Court of the United States will either
break down or it will deteriorate in quality
so that its historic role will not be performed
adequately.
Q. Do you mean the Court by 1975 will
be so inundated by work that the whole
system will just stop at the top?
A. No, it won't stop. I think what will happen is we'll keep on going but the quality
of the work will progressively deteriorate.
Q. What do you think should be done?
A. The entire jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court should be carefully studied.
One example is the volume of three-judge
district courts which deal with constitutional
claims. Those courts are specially convened
and are a mixture of three trial and appellate judges. Direct appeal to the Supreme
Court is allowed. These cases are an enormous burden on the Supreme Court. Few
cases except in limited emergencies, should
ever go directly to the Supreme Court from
federal district court. Cases should go
through the courts of appeal. This is just
one example.
The Supreme Court of the United States
cannot perform its constitutional and historic function if it must review over 4,000
cases a year and hear arguments in 150 to
160. Some screening process must take this
crushing burden off nine men and spread it
over a greater number in other courts.
We can expand and enlarge the other
federal courts. We have more than doubled
the number of district and circuit judges in
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recent years, but the Supreme Court probably cannot effectively operate if we increase
it to 12 or 18 or 24. So the only solution is
to limit the volume of cases.
Q. What about other courts?
A. This matter of modernizing equipment
and methodology is the sort of overhaul
that's needed all up and down the line. It's
true in most of the State systems, too.
Q. Should there be an intermediate review
court?
A. I'm not sure what the solution is, but
we must do something-and do it very, very
soon.
For example, when I tried to find out in
the last year how many automobile cases
there were in all the State courts in the
country, t.here was no reliable place where
that informat ion is gathered. I wanted to
find out how many jurors were used in all
the State court systems and what the cost
was, but there was no place I could find that
information.
Q. Do you need a central agency to serve
all the St ates?
A. Yes, definitely-a clearinghouse of information-very
important information,
available to all courts. We need some kind
of national judicial center.
There's no great reason, for example, why
there should be an enormous disparity in
the salaries of judges of various States, nor
in the met hod of selection and the t en ure.
And here again, the legal profession can do
something about that.
But if we had this central establishmentrand I think the American bar wm do something on this before too long-we could
make many improvements. The Institute of
Judicial Administration at New York University has tried to do this task, but it is
underfinanced and understaffed and cannot
meet all the demands.
STATE JUDGES: UNDERPAID-

Are most State judges stm elected?
A. Most of them are. And you can't expect
to get first-class supreme-court judges in the
States at $16,500 or $20,000 a year except
by great personal sacrifice by these men.
State judicial salaries range from $16,500 to
$40,000. That is an unfair situation.
Q. It sounds as though you agree that
some critics are on the right track when
they complain that the judicial system in
this country is out of dateA. It's very much out of date. It is literally
true that, as to procedure, if you could get
John Adams, Alexander Hamilton and
Thomas Jefferson and bring them backyou wouldn't even have to give them a haircutr-all they would need would be about a
two-day briefing over at the Federal Judicial
Center, and they could walk into court in
Washington, D.C., or St. Paul or San Francisco and try a case.
There is value to continuity, but that's
carrying continuity and stability a little b!t
far. Can you think of where we'd be if hospitals and doctors were still using techniques, drugs and equipment of 30 years ago?
Q. Mr. Chief Justice, do you envision a big
expansion in the number of federal courts?
A. I hope not. I would rather see a contraction of jurisdiction.
Some people seemed to think that at St.
Louis I believed that pollution cases and
consumer cases should be kept out of the
federal courts. That isn't what I said at all.
I said if Congress is going to pass new
statutes relating to pollution control and
new statutes about consumer actions, it had
better at the same time think of the tmpact
on the federal courts, try to put some calipers on it and say, "Well, this will take x
number of additional judges over the period
of the next five years" and start feeding
them in, plus additional court reporters-who are harder to find than judges. You
don't have much trouble finding judges, but
r.ourt reporters are almost impossible to find.
Q.
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I had estimated the summer filings at 80
cases a week. It turned out to be precisely 99
cases each week.
Q. Just during the so-called vacation?
A. Yes. And those cases must be processed
in the sense that, one way or another, each
Justice must fainiliarize himself with each
case so that at the conference the first week
in October each Justice is ready to vote.
During those summer months, 1,186 cases
came in after we stopped hearings-after we
went on that "vacation" we read about. Of
course, that term "vacation" is used in the
legal sense, but now people have come to
ELECTRONIC RECORDING OF TRIALs-think of it as playing golf or lying on a beach
Q. That raises still another question-the
somewhere.
use of electronic recording of trial proceedQ. On what do you base your view that
ings as a supplement or substitute for tradi- these extra burdens are part of the function
tional court reporting. What about that?
of a Chief Justice?
A. There has been much research and exA. It is really as much necessity as it is a
perimentation in that field. But to rely en- matter of choice.
tirely on voice recording dealing with testiRealistically, if the Chief Justice of the
mony in which every word and nuance may United States doesn't try to bring about
be crucial presents problems: First, the progress on these things I've been talking
equipment must be improved; second, the about, they aren't going to be done very fast.
operator probably must be a trained court
An Attorney General of the United States
reporter; and, third, lawyers and judges could get attention, but these are not his
must change their habits of courtroom per- problems. He is not the minister of justice,
formance.
he's an advocate for the Government. ProbFor example, the judge, witnesses and ably, if an Attorney General undertook to
lawyers must become mircrophone-con- deal with these problems, judges might resist
scious, and the starting point wm be to put his efforts.
each lawyer in something like the witness
The absence of some official who is the
box so that he cannot move out of range counterpart of the Lord Chancellor in Engof the microphone, wandering about the land is very sharply in focus for me. The
courtroom. These are a few of t he problems, Lord Chancellor in England is the highest
but they are all open to solution.
judicial officer, but he devotes only a limited
Q. wm it be possible to get lawyers and
time to purely judicial duties. He is also
judges to make these changes?
Speaker of the House of Lords and a member
A. It will take some monumental efforts, of the Prime Minister's Cabinet. Thus, he has
but it must be done.
access and constant communication with all
Q. What happens if we just drag along as
three branches of government and can keep
we have?
the executive and legislative branches fully
A. Well, as with all archaic methods and informed on almost a day-to-day basis.
procedures, it's somewhat like a car that you
Such an officer is not possible under our
keep on running and don't repair or put any
of separation of powers, and that is
on in it and don't buy new tires. Finally, concept
I proposed in St. Louis that Congress
that car just stops. And that's what wlll why
create a permanent Federal Judiciary Counhappen.
cil appointed one third by Congress, one third
We're breaking down in spots. In New York by the President and one third by the JudiCity, the recent outbreaks of violence in the cial Conference of the U.S. This Council, with
jails really resulted in part from the fact a sxnall staff, could establish the three-way
that the city had a great pile-up of people communication now absent on all problems
confined an<i couldn't get them to trial.
of the courts on which Congress and the
Q. Haven't they had repeated increases in
Presi-dent share responsibility.
the number of judges in New York?
One more thing: The office of the Chief
A. I believe so. This is why the organiza- Justice desperately needs a high-level adtion-and-system aspect has got to be em- ministrative deputy or assistant. I devote
phasized. Judges without system and organi- four to six hours a day on administrative
zation-and expert staffs-are a bit like an matters apart from mv JUdicial work, and it
army with no leaders and no discipline.
is not possible-no-:. physically possible-to
Here we have a completely new space continue this schedule very long.
science, new in the highest twentiethQ. Can you give a concrete example of what
century sense-we've trained 58 astronauts this Council and this administrative deputy
in less than 10 years-and yet we think we're would do?
doing well because for the first time in our
A. The Council staff would review existing
history we're just getting the first formally federal jurisdiction, co-operating with contrained court administrators in this coun- gressional staffs, the Attorney General and
try on Dec. 12,1970.
the Federal Judicial Center, and recommend
I don 't mean to say there aren't any good changes to divert some direct appeals away
court adininistrators now. There are, but I from the Supreme Court and to the courts of
think it would be fair to say there are no appeal. It would examine all new legislation
more than a dozen or so-and they have to make sure resort to federal courts was
trained themselves.
sound, as a matter of ~licy. When federal
Q. Many complaints about the conduct of
jurisdiction was significantly enlarged, it
the Supreme Court have hinged on the ex~ would measure the projected need for more
tensive summer recesses of the Court. Is that judges and staffs.
a valid complaint?
The administrative deputy to the Chief
A. This is really part of the American folk- Justice would work closely with this Council,
lore. The other day I called the Clerk of the with the Federal Judicial Center and Its
Court and asked him to take a typical week cominittees and the Judicial Conference of
of last summer-any week-and let me see the U.S. and its committees and with the
the briefs and petitions filed so that I could Administative Office of the United States
see what was assigned to each Justice in any Courts. In short, he would do what the Chief
week from the time we recessed on June 30 Justice would do if he had no cases to hear
and decide. There are more than 20 standing
until the first week of October.
and special committees the Chief Justice
I had made my own guess that it would be should
keep up With. He cannot do it adethe equivalent Of a stack of ordinary paper- quately in a 24-hour day, but a highly qualiback books about two feet high. I was off fied assistant could do so and keep the Chief
the mark. It was nearly three feet high. This Justice informed and take important policy
questions to him for decision.
is what is sent to every Justice every week.
What I was pointing to was the relationship: that if you're going to do one, you've
got to do the other. We must give the workman his tools.
Beyond that there is indeed a question.
Some people glibly assume that all pollution
cases and class actions belong in federal
courts. That is a simplistic notion on a
very complex problem. Some of those cases
Will involve federal questions properly for
federal courts, but many can better be
treated in State courts.
Generalizations are not very constructive.
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Today, as we sit here in this discussion, a
crisis approaching a breakdown is in sight in
the Fifth Circuit that embraces all the Gulf
States from Texas to Key We.st, Fla., plus
Georgia and South Carolina. Their case load
increases 10 per cent to 20 per cent each year,
and they simply cannot continue to cope
with it. A Federal Judiciary Council of the
kind I advocate would have moved on this
years ago.
I have been in the courts of almost every
country of Europe except Spain, Portugal
and the Iron Curtain countries. I've seen
something of how they work and how, even
though we may think that our system is very
much better tn many areas, there is much we
can learn from some of them.
In England, a patent case, for example, is
not tried with a jury. They have not tried
civil cases with a jury in England for 35
years, except libel and slander cases.
When they try a patent case, the judge has
a great flexibility, and if the case involves
new spacecraft problems or chemical engineering or airplane'3, the judge will get a
physicist or a chemical engineer or an areonautical expert, and they sit on either side of
him and they decide the case together. They
probably finish the trial in a fraction of the
time we would require.
Q. Do the men at the judge's side decide
the facts and he decides the law?
A. Essentially that is about the way it
works. We don't have that kind of fiexiblilty.
Q. Should a recidivist--a man who is convicted time after time-be automatically
sentenced to life imprisonment with no opportun1ty for parole?
A. This raises two points: the mandatorysentence problem and the permanent incarceration of the chronic repeater or incurable
recidivist--the three or four-time loseT, for
example.
First, the mandatory sentence is no solution for anything. The mandatory sentences
that are written into the statutes are one of
the impediments, not one of the assets, to
the administration of criminal justice.
The indeterminate sentence is much the
better system, and yet the public response to
rising crime is often: "Double the sentence."
What it does is make it harder sometimes to
get a conviction and harder to get the conviction affirmed by an appellate court. So that
solution doesn't do it.
We may have to come to something similar
to the system used in some Northern European countries where courts decide that a
chronic offender is a hazard and he is confined until they think he is safe to rejoin
society. This can be a long, long time. Of
course, that's easier in a small country operating under a central government.
Q. What kinds of institutions are the incurable offenders confined in?
A. Generally speaking, they have no highsecurity institutions. They use open prisons,
penal farms in which all inmates keep busy.
It would be fairly easy to escape, but it isn't
very useful to escape :from a prison in Holland or Denmark, for example, because the
prisoner has almost nowhere to go. With all
the stringent passport and travel limitations,
he can be picked up very easily. As a result,
they have no prisons in the sense that we do.
Q. What about prison personnel?
A. The prison guards in our country pretty
generally are poorly trained and poorly paid.
They're very often patronage jobs, but almost at the bottom rung of the political ladder. In Northern Europe, men in these jobs
are carefully screened, substantially trained
and paid well-perhaps proportionately one
and a half or two times as well paid as is a
guard in a State prison in this country.
Q. Does the European syst~m rehabilitate a
convict?
A. It does a much better job than ours does,
but it isn't perfect. There is no perfect solution in this business. Anybody who ever
thinks there is is deceiving himself. In these
older societies they are more philosophical-

less impatient than we are. But they are firm
with the so-called incurable or incorrigible
offenders. They have many centuries of experience; we have only two.
I have visited many prisons here and
abroad. If you want a depressing experience,
visit a State prison on a Saturday, particularly, when the prisoners• work is over for the
week. There are exceptions as to some States.
If any one of you were running the institution, you would see to it that the inmates-mostly young men-had a ball field and volley-ball courts and other exercise facilities.
Absolutely nothing in most of these places.
These young fellows are just lounging
around, sitting, vegetating. Many of them are
confined two to a tiny cell that was built to
hold one man before the time of the Civil
War.
If we set out on a deliberate program
to brutalize and dehumanize people and
produce more criminals, this would be the
way to do it.
Q. Do you think that's typical of our penal
institutions?
A. Unfortunately, yes. There are exceptions.
California is an example. When Earl Warren was Governor, he completely reformed
the whole penal system. But even there the
growth of the State and increase in crime
are giving them many new problems.
Wisconsin has an excellent system.
Q. Is one of the problems that people
will not vote the tax money for prison reform?
A. Yes, but they're paying more without
it and don't realize it. It's a hidden tax that
is enormous, and the public must be made
aware of it. Look, for example, at the growth
of private pollee forces. Financial journals
report that costs have now reached a figure
of over 2 billion dollars a year for private
policing, plant protection, neighborhood patrols and office buildings. This is an indirect
cost every person helps pay-and there are
many other indirect costs of inadequate correction systems.
Q. Mr. Chief Justice, to return for a moment to the matter of being labeled an "activist" in your nonjudicial affairs, is there a
danger that in the public mind this wm be
associated with your attitude on the bench?
A. That is possible, but as with a pudding
the final test will be the taste. Someone must
make these problems of the court~ known to
the public so that intelligent choices can
be made. This, to me, is one of the functions
of those who carry the responsibility.
I expect-on the basis of many lettersthat State chief justices will become more
articulate on these problems. Perhaps Governors a.nd the Congress, even though overwhelmed with other problems, wlll give more
thought to the needs of the judicial systems.
I am optimistic enough to believe so.
ARE COURTS GOING THE WAY OF THE
DINOSAUR?

(By Edward Allen Tamm)
Many problems facing our courts today
have received nationwide attention. The judiciary, however, is confronted with a threat
that is potentially much more damaging to
its image than the more newsworthy problems: the silent crisis of delay, backlog and
inefficiency.
Even casual followers of the news media
during the past few months must be aware
of the fact that the nation is experiencing
a deep crisis of confidence in its judiciary.
Charges of serious conflicts of interest,
sensationalized trials in which political overtones are exacerbated by disruptive defendants and attorneys, a growing number of controversial decisions, and a series of bitter
conflicts over nominations to the Supreme
Court have served to create the widespread
impression that the courts are falUng far
short of discharging their duty to provide
both justice and the appearance of justice.
The problems have been debated too extensively to merit ;f.Ul'1th.er discussion here, ibe-
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yond the observation that some promising
efforts to avoid these difficulties in the future
are now being made through a variety of
professional committees and study groups.
This is in itself an interesting phenomenon,
however, since it indicates basically that the
interest of Bench a.nd Bar is swinging, however slowly, from a longing for a piquant
and outdated image to one of strong desire
for substantive change bottomed upon objective facts. Far less is being done, however, to
meet another threat that is potentially much
more damaging to the image of the judiciary
and the quality of its work than any of the
more newsworthy problems: the silent crisis
of delay, backlog and inefficiency. Surely, a
court system that is on the verge of collapsing under the weight of its workload denies
justice to litigants and to society. Although
this may not be a fair description of the
present condition of our judicial system, Jt
may soon prove to be a distressingly accurat~
one.
Obviously, I can lay no claim to originality
in decrying the evils of inefficiency in our
courts. The literature on this topic is expanding almost as rapidly as the court backlogs, and it is a rare gathering of judges in
which someone does not offer at least a few
remarks on the delay problem. Calling for
administrative renovation of the courts ts
also a frustrating enterprise because so little
happens in response to the repeated cries
for reform. Too long has the judiciary met
awkward questions concerning its ponderous
procedures with unhesitatingly ambiguous
answers. In part this is a result, as well as a
cause, of the exploding size of court calendars: there is always a brief that must be
read, a difficult question of law that must be
researched or an opinion that must be written, and the temptation is strong to concentrate on these problems of "substance" while
ignoring the seemingly trivial details of paper
work and administrative procedures. Unfortunately, the resulting imagery of the
judiciary is one of intellectual loftiness
which deftly bursts the bubble of its own
rhetoric. The ever-growing overburden of
cases too often causes a periodic frantic
search for unfound shortcuts because judges
place devotion to commitment ahead of effectiveness in escaping from a behaviorist trap.
Judges who fall prey to this attitude are
committing a serious mistake. It may not
be impossible for a court that functions sloppily and haphazardly to produce high quality decisions, but it is certainly much more
difficult. It cannot be emphasized enough
that inefficient judicial administration is not
merely a question of the quantity of cases
decided per judge in a given period of time;
it is rather an important component of the
quality of justice rendered by the courts. A
venerable maxim teaches that justice delayed is justice denied, and, beyond this,
there is clearly an independent value in fostering a public perception of the courts as
efficient, dign1fied, impartial a.nd responsive
institutions. It is past time for us to free
ourselves from the lawyer's habit of thinking in tidy, discrete categories and realize
that in the judicial process, as in many other
areas of human endeavor, form and function are often inextricably entwined. More
must be done, however, than a mere chanting
of traditional warnings if we are to improve
a system that has been condemned by the
new left as an outmoded bourgeois ritual.
Too much of our procedure and too many of
our practices are more deeply entombed in
convention and formula than they are bottomed on professional efficiency.
JUDGES MUST LEAD THE ATTACK ON
INEFFICIENCY

It is particularly important that judges
lead the attack on inefficiency because any
realistic hope of reform must be premised
on a strong commitment to improvement
within the judiciary. Moreover, despite
widespread pessimism about our ability to
cure !the llls of the courts, progress is pos-
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sible when judges are will1ng to experiment
and support changes. In the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia,
a simple change in the system for assigning judges to hear criminal cases has proved
so successful in expediting the case load that
the initial opposition to the plan virtually
has disappeared and the new system is being adopted for civil cases. I advocated a
change to a similar system twenty years ago
when I was a judge on the same district
court and was met with a massive outpouring of apathy.
It should not take twenty years to find out
whether a new system will work. Problems
ignored do not automatically disappear. As
befits men officially involved, judges should
energetically endeavor to get their bored and
indifferent brethren to listen to their pleas
for modernization of the j u dicial process. The
pattern of the bland leading t he bland has
proved its own inefficiency. We judges have
a serious obligation to convince ourselves
and our bla<:k-robed associates that in an
atomic age the bow and arrow must be abandoned. If we, as judges, do not actively seek
out and support ideas for improvement, we
can hardly expect that the rest of the profession will undertake the thankless task of
correcting our archaic procedures or that the
public will lavish its scarce resources on an
institut ion that manages them so ineptly.
CONSENSUS AS TO QUALITY OF JUDGES IS SCANT

If it is true that the primary responsib111ty
for administrative improvement of the courts
must fall on the judges, it also seems obvious
that reform efforts should encompass not
only a variety of systemic changes but also
the less dramatic but equally important
problem of finding and creating more effective individual judges. Unfortunately, there
has been little systematic thought and less
knowledge available on the question of what
are the qualifications and characteristics of
an outstanding judge. Indeed, the recent
controversies concerning Supreme Court
nominations indicate that there is scant consensus even as to what professional qualities-let alone attributes of character or personality-a judge should possess.
This is surprising in view of the importance of the selection process. Very little can
be done, at least in the federal system, to remove a bad judge once he is appointed.
Similarly, life tenure and complete authority
to control the course of proceedings in the
courtroom are essential supports of an independent judiciar y, but they also create a risk
that some judges will fall prey to the intoxication of power and perform more as
despots than as seekers of justice. Psychology,
sociology and the other beha vioral sciences
should be able to teach us quite a bit about
this problem, but on the whole we simply
have not been interested in finding out. If
we had adequate knowledge about the persona.! qualities that are needed to discharge
judicial duties properly, methods of teaching
or developing them probably could be
evolved.
As a long-range goal, it seems at least
worth considering whether the selection
process could be initiated as early as law
school, through broad specializat ion in
categories such as advocacy, counseling and
adjudication. Certainly there can be no better time than the present to explore the possibllities of innovating an evaluation process
which will bring to the bench judges of monumental competence, who will in turn bring
to the judicial machinery a combination of
compassion, ability for intelligent research,
a thirst for reasoned improvement and a
desire for carefully thought out reforms.
Every conceivable selection process will
undoubtedly bring in at least a few marginally competent people, although some
methods, such as popular election, seem calculated to maximize these problems. However, even the best qualified judges can ·
!benefit and qearn. .f rom rtheir colleagues'.
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eXDerlence, and in this area our efforts have between various points in the courtroom
fallen far short of what is needed. Most measured and tabulated frequently made it
judges are essentially untrained in the many possible to provide material aid to juries in
arts and skills of adjudication when they automobile accident cases: a witness's testifirst ascend the bench, and they have little mony that he was fifty feet from the interopportunity for systematic self-education section takes on added significance if the
thereafter. In some C!egree, this problem is jurors are informed that fifty feet is the disalleviated by the fact that many newly ap- tance between the jury box and the opposite
pointed judges have admirable and extensive wall of the courtroom. This is rather primibackgrounds in t rial or appellate practice. tive in terms of what ought to be done. The
Ho wever, this condition is not an unmixed schools, mass media and the business world
blessing. To the extent that lengthy trial have undergone a true revolution in techexperience is treated as a prerequisite to niques of communication and development
judicial appointment, many eminent mem- o!f visual aids within the past few decades,
bers of the profession may be excluded from yet hardly any of our lawyers, judges or
consideration at the outset. Moreover, the courtrooms are equipped to use these tools
change from advocate to judge demands to assist in the difficult task of reconstructmore of a man than merely donning the robe ing past events accurately. The rewards of
and moving to the other side of the bench. imaginative planning and analytical inn-o Trial practice is normally specialized and vation are priceless even though the demands
does not provide exposure to the wide range on a judge's time and ingenuity are high.
In short, there are many techniques and
of matters which dally confront a judge.
devices that can be employed in the process
In addition, it is often the best courtroom
lawyers who, as judges, will ask questions of hearing cases which, although individuthat are designed more to score argumen- ally small, can in the aggregete have a tretative points with one party's attorney than mendous impact on the efficiency of the proto seek enlightenment on a difficult point of ceedings. There should be some mechanism
law, or who will, with great conviction, if by which the benefits of judicial experience
less clarity, harangue counsel because of and new ideas in nonlegal fields can be easily
irritation at a poorly presented case or a transmitted to new judges, but, at least in
the federal system, there is no adequate
dubious argument.
This, surely, is a tendency that judges process for doing so.
There are several obvious met hods by
should be educated to avoid at all costs. It
not only wastes valuable court time, with which this need could be met. The Federal
the result that the attorney must be given Judicial Center has compiled a looseleaf
extra time for argument or forced to skip "Bench Book" for district judges wh ich sumover important points, but also creates a sub- marizes the points of law that must be covstantial risk that observers will believe the ered in various kinds of proceedings. Perhaps
court to be hostile to one of the parties or a companion volume could be developed conto have prejudged the case. Here, as with taining practical advice a nd suggestions on
so many matters relating to the manage- how a courtroom should be run. A more valment of trials and appeals, small differences uable approach, however, would be to borin tone and emphasis can have a tremendous row and expand the concept of the National
impact in terms of the dignity and efficiency College of State Trial Judges: the newly appointed judge could be exposed to an intenof the proceedings.
sive program of semin ars with experienced
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES CAN ARISE FROM TRIVIAL
colleagues, practice in trying hypothetical
OVERSIGHTS
cases and observation of actual trials. AnLest I be accused of straining at gnats, I other learning device that I foun d invaluable
shall cite several representative incidents when I was first appointed to the district
that occurred in the District of Columbia court is a brief period of sitting on the bench
Circuit during a recent term of court as il- with an outstanding judge during trials of
lustrations of the serious consequences that various kin ds of ca....ces. This experien ce not
can arise from trivial oversights in judicial only enables the newly appointed judge to
management. In two criminal cases, difficult test his own reactions against the rulings
problems were presented to the court of ap- made by a veteran on the bench, but also propeals relating to the allegedly coercive im- vides an opportunity to learn on the spot
pact of questions asked by the trial judge why things are done a certain way. Conin conducting the poll of individual jurors ceivably, a newcomer's questions could also
after a guilty verdict was announced. In both lead the experienced judge to reevaluate t h e
cases the record indicated a substantial like- desirabilit y of some of his habitual practices.
lihood that the questions had to be re- This kind of "internship" can be don e with
peated, thus giving the appearance of co- virtually no disruption of the proceedin gs and
ercion, simply because faulty acoustics and can avoid the socially costly practice of havpoor sound equipment made it impossible ing the new judge learn his trade by what
for judge and jury to hear each other. Simi- is literally a process of trial and error.
larly, in tape recordings of oral arguments
Many new judges, an d perhaps a submade in the court of appeals, questions asked stan t ial number of those now serving in our
from the bench were frequently unintelligi- courts, would welcome education al effort s of
ble because the recording equipment was im- this nature. Certainly the p r acticing Bar has
properly adjusted and the judges often failed perceived the necessi ty for progr ams of conto speak into their microphones. Finally, in tinuing legal education. The vast m ajority
another case an appellant found guilty of of recen t appointees to the federal Bench are
burglary, assault and taking indecent liber- capable, dedicated and eager to do t h e best
ties with a minor won reversal of his convic- possible job in dischar ging t heir duties. Yet,
tion and a remand for a lengthy, expensive for lack of adequate opportunities to learn
and unnecessary new trial solely because the the sk ills of adjudication, t h ey ar e allowed
trial judge had forgotten to make sure that to perpetuate the tradit ion of committing
a court reporter was present during a por- error rep eatedly but gracefully. Too often the
tion of his instructions to the jury.
actions of inadequately trained judges are
In addition to learning the careful habits guided less by law than by ego an d instin ct.
that avoid the small oversights that can cre- Prim ar y responsibility for this in efficiency
ate reversible error, trial and appellate must be assigned to t h e past an d present
judges can do a number of little things to members of the judiciary.
assist witnesses, attorneys and jurors in discharging their duties more effectively. In my TOO MANY CHIEF JUDGES LACK INTEREST AND
ABU.ITY
years as a trial judge, I found that study of
The administrative shortcomings of indithe physica.l design and appointments of
the courtroom can lead to innovations that vidual judges constitute a serious problem,
make it much easier for participants to hear, but they are at least more excusable than
see and understand evidence. For example, the collective incompetence of the judiciary
the simple expedient of having :tlhe distances in managing the flow of work !Within the

t-
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various courts. The prevailing administrative
irrationality begins with the practice of imposing managerial responsibillty on the chief
judge, who is the man with the longest
tenure on the court. Fortunately, many chief
judges in the federal system accept this
burden with dedication, if not with joy, and
occasionally they bring to the job substantial experience in business or public adminis·t ration. But it is a matter of pure
fortuity to find a chief judge who has a
positive genius for court management. Surely
no one woulld defend the proposition that
sheer longevity assures interest or competence in matters of administration. If anything, the contrary is more likely to be true,
yet this seems to be the premise of the present
system. Despite the wonderful and durable
cliches so frequently uttered, and sometimes
believed, at bar association dinners, too many
of our chief judges are irredeemably lacking
in both interest and ability in the area of
basic administrative responsibility. The result
is an eschewing of each required decision
until a mere problem becomes a crisis. Even
the most conventional wisdom will readily
point out that forward movement is impossible as long as our feet are embedded in
the concrete of an inefficient system of selection of chief judges. Large law firms, which
are more concerned about inefficiency because
it involves waste of their own money rather
than the taxpayers' would be appalled by
a rule which required that administrative
duties be discharged by the oldest senior
partner. Instead, the firms take the much
more sensible approach of selecting a managing partner who is interested and skilled
in business techniques.
The seniority system would not be so outrageous if the chief judges could draw on
an adequate supply of skilled administrators
to help manage the flow of business. Unhappily, the realities are grim: even the better clerks' offices have only one or two
lawyers and an insufficient number of clerical personnel whose training consists of
some familiarization with typing and shorthand. Some relief may be in sight as a result
of the imaginative program for court administrators recently established at the University of Denver. This innovative approach
to the inefficiency of the courts begins by
selecting people with graduate degrees in
business administration rather than law.
These administrators are then given approximately three weeks of lectures on court
problems and are sent out to obtain practical experience in the operation of various
courts. Following this apprenticeship, the
administrators are reassembled to conduct
seminars on the procedures used in different courts and the reasons behind them.
Finally, they are sent back to the courts to
help restructure operating procedures, with
their central task summarized in a single
question: "What can we eliminate?"
Although it is still too early to assess the
results of this program, the underlying concept seems worthy of high praise. In fact, it
might not go far enough in breaking with
the hidebound procedures of the past. It
would be very interesting to see what would
happen if an experienced business efficiency
expert or systems analyst were brought into
one of our busier courts, provided with only
a minimal description of the work being
done and then turned loose to study the
procedures and make recommendations for
change. The results would be eye opening,
if not plain shocking, to most of us who
have become accustomed to the leisurely
pace with which justice is usually administered. In any event, the school for court
.administrators may have a significant longrange impact on the operation of our courts,
if only a sufficient number of qualified people can be recruited, trained and assimilated into positions in which they can apply their expertise. The Chief Justice of the
United States has said th.at there are openings for 600 of these trained administrators,

and it is obvious that the need for them is
immediate and severe. This is a program
which deserves the fullest support of the
judiciary.
REFORMS ARE NEEDED IN TECHNOLOGICAL AREA

Another area in which a little-but not
nearly enough-is being done to drag court
administration into the twentieth century
is the field of modern information storage
and retrieval technology. Four years ago the
task force report on the courts prepared by
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adininistration of Justice flatly
charged that internal management of the
courts is "archaic, ineffieient, and wholly out
of tune with modern improvements in management and communications". Things are
certainly no better today, yet it seems likely
that many aspects of the judicial process
could be easily adapted to the recent technological advances.
Deciding cases is largely a matter of exchanging, and evaluating information, and,
particularly at the appellate level, virtually
all of this interchange takes place in the form
of "hard copies" of memoranda and draft
opinions that are laboriously typed, edited,
retyped, xeroxed, mailed or hand-carried,
sorted, studied, stored and retrieved in a slow
and endless cycle of paper. It doesn't have to
be done this way. In the present state of the
technology, it should be not only possible
but relat ively simple to design a judge's
chambers in which all hard copies of books,
briefs, memoranda, pleadings and other documents relating to all pending cases could
be kept in a single desk drawer. All information that was not actually being used would
be stored in the vitals of a computer. There
it could be revised and updated without useless human repetition of work already completed and retrieved instantaneously for
either visual display on a device such as the
familiar television screen or for printout as
hard copies. The office typewriter, with minor
modifications, would be the heart of a modern information system that could extend
throughout the country by means of simple
connections to the telephone lines. As a result, thl:'- dispersed judges of the largest federal circuits could have easier and more rapid
communications with each other than we
now have in the District of Columbia Circuit,
where all judges are located in a single building. Research could be similarly expedited if
the basic reference materials were assembled
in a central storage facility. All one would
need to do is type out the citation on the
typewriter terminal, and the needed information would be immediately available. I
advocate, of course, a system of automation
which would eliminate red tape instead of
merely perforating it.
Computerizing and integrating the various
existing judicial information systems could
also have a number of incidental fringe benefits that would result in substantial savings
of time. Statistics on the status of a court's
caseload could be compiled and analyzed effortlessly and continuously if, as seems
likely, the central computer could be programed to conduct periodic audits of the
files to determine what iS happening to pending cases and mechanically summarize the
results. Lost or misplaced records would be
largely a thing of the past, since the master
copy would always remain stored in the
computer's memory, ready for visual display
or reproduction as needed. Centralizing and
rationalizing the files into a single system to
which all can obtain ready access should also
make it easier for the clerk's office to keep
track of all documents relating to a particular case. As matters now stand, records,
briefs, motions papers, docket cards and other
bits of information about a given case are
frequently scattered among various functionaries in a clerk's office, with the result
that it is often necessary to visit several
offices to obtain a complete picture of the
controversy. Finally, it should be possible
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to establish a computerized calendar system
that moves cases along toward hearing with
a minimum of human effort and intervention, printing standardized notices to the
parties at predeterinined times and compiling lists of cases that are ready for argument.
TIME-SHARING COMPUTERS REDUCE COSTS

Of course, this is a utopian sketch of what
might be done with existing technology if
sufficient resources were available, and if the
majority of individual judges were committed to experimenting with and adopting
new technologies that hold forth a reasonable proinise of contributing materially to
the improved operation of the courts. The
financial obstacle may well be the less serious
of these two problems. Great strides have
been made recently in the practice of "time
sharing", or having many dispersed users
rent computer time from a single facility on
the basis of need, and there is statutory
precedent, at least with respect to the executive agencies, for implementing this kind o!
sharing among federal entities. Thus, modest
trial programs could probably be undertaken
without the risk of incurring large capital
expenditures if unforeseen problexns arose
in practice. Moreover, even if the cost is
relatively high at the outset, it may well be
worth paying if the new technology can substantially increase the effectiveness of our
courts. Creation of new judgeships seems to
be the principal alternative, and this has
proved to be a very costly undertaking which
seems to have reached the point of diininishing returns. Experimental computerization
programs should be supported actively and
should be instituted without further delay.
Traditionally, however, suggestions of this
dimension are confronted with the sort of
reception formerly accorded the Christians
in Nero's Rome.
EMPmiCAL STUDmS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED

In addition to rationalizing our administrative procedures by employing modern
techniques of management and communications, we should do well to encourage empirical studies that seek to apply scientific
methods of analysis to various aspects of our
work product--the judicial decision. One
area in which such an inquiry is greatly
needed is the general topic of remedies. In
civil actions for breach of contract or personal injury, for example, award of money
damages may proceed from a variety of
premises through innumerable methods of
computation to achieve a relatively arbitrary
figure. In few, if any, cases do the courts
receive any direct feedback as to whether the
award has even come close to achieving its
intended result. In appellate decisions, remands to the trial court or administrative
agency for further proceedings frequently result in useless and repetitive exercises, or in
further appellate action because the defects
in the original proceedings have not been
cured. In these situations the image of the
judicial process is that of a Ferris wheel on
which the parties are being taken for an expensive ride. Similarly, injunctions are often
so vague that the litigants must return to
court for clarification, or so stringent that
modifications must be made when subsequent events illustrate their harshness. It
should be possible to generate some meaningful statistics and generalizations about
th~ problems and to develop workable
principles to assist the courts in framing
their mandates so that they come closer to
achieving that elusive goal of the judicial
system-justice.
These general suggestions provide only a
few modest beginnings on the task of achieving a true administrative modernization of
the courts. Indeed, they are rather conservative in comparison to the changes which are
being implemented by other institutions in
our society. This is the perspective from
which we must view the problems of the
courts if the courts are to continue providing meaningful service to the public. In an
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age of instantaneous and continuous electronic communications, it is inevitable that
the quality of one institution will be judged
by reference to the productivity and efficiency
of other institutions. The courts cannot long
remain slow-moving and expensive relics of
the past, as cumbersome and oblivious to the
demands of a changing environment as were
the dinosaurs, without suffering a similar
fate. To avoid this destiny toda.y's judges
should realize that it is better to live one
day as a. lion than a. hundred years as a.
sheep. If we do not advance into the twentyfirst century geared to meet the accelerated
and demanding times that face us, then our
judicial system will fail in its basic responsib1lity of promoting that security of life,
Uberty and property which is the great end
of society and government.

By Mr. ALLOTI':

s. 1440. A bill to establish a Federal
Judiciary Council. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. ALLOTI'. Mr. President, I am
sending to the desk a bill to establish a
Federal Judiciary Council, and I ask
unanimous consent to have it printed in
the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
CSee exhibit 1.)
Mr. ALLOTI'. Mr. President, late in
the last session of Congress I introduced
this same bill. I understood at that time
that the Congress would not have the
time to act on the measure before the
end of the session. But I felt that the
problems afflicting our judicial system
were so serious, and so rapidly intensify_
ing, that we should get the issue before
the Senate as soon as possible.
Subsequent to the introduction of the
bill there has been a gratifying public
discussion of many of the pertinent
issues. For example, recently both the
President and the Chief Justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court have made excellent
contributions to the national discussion
of these issues in addresses before the
National Conference on the Judiciary at
Williamsburg, Va. I direct attention to
these addresses, which were printed in
the RECORD of March 12.
We face a growing decline of public
confidence in our judicial system. The
bill I am submitting would establish a
Federal Judiciary Council, the purpose of
which would be to advise the Congress,
the Executive, and the Judicial Conference on the myriad matters affecting the
administration of justice in America.
As I said last session, four things are
now clear beyond peradventure.
First, the Nation is suffering an unsupportable increase in the incidence of serious crime.
Second, there are limits to what the
Federal Government can do about this.
Third, one crucial and insufficiently
discussed cause in the rise of crime is the
declining effectiveness of our judicial system.
Fourth, the Federal Government can
do something about this.
In time, crime :flourishes when law enforcement breaks down; a staggering
judicial system is both cause and effect
of such a breakdown; the Federal Government has a clear responsibility to set

its own judicial house in order; the place
to begin with this large and vital task is
with a coordinating panel of experts who
can clarify the dimensions of the problem
and the probable path to solution.
The details relevant to the first point
have been made abundantly clear in this
Chamber during this year. The truth of
the second point is implicit in our federal
system.
·
The fourth point speaks not just about
possibilities, but duties. It is a duty, mandated by commonsense and the sixth
amendment, for us to provide the substance of justice in the courts which are a
Federal responsibility.
What are the current problems in this
area?
Consider the most recent report of the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts:
Case filings in the courts of appeals have
increased 14 percent over the preceding year
and are now almost 200 percent over the
number filed ten years ago.
Civil and criminal actions commenced in
the district courts increased by 13 percent
over 1969, whereas terminations increased by
11 percent.
The civil case backlog in the district courts
is the highest in history-93,207 cases, which
1s eight percent more than 1969 and 52 percent higher than 1960. The largest increases
were in civil rights cases, civil commitments
under the Narcotic Addict and Rehabilitation Act, cases under the Securities and Exchange Act and prisoner petitions.
Criminal case filings increased 13 percent
over 1969; despite a. rise in terminations, the
pending caseload was 18 percent higher than
the preceding year and 172 percent over the
1960 figure. The largest single increase was
in cases under the Federal weapons and firearms laws.
Bankruptcy filings, after showing a. decline for two years, rose again in 1970, showing a 5.1 percent increase over 1969. The proportion of business versus nonbusiness bankruptcies remained stable at 8.3 percent and
91.7 percent respectively.
Three hundred and thirty-seven petitions
for review of referees' orders were pending
in the district courts as of March 31, 1970,
and 63 of these have been pending from one
to five and a. half years; several of these petitions have resulted in having substantial
sums of money held up in depository banks
for ultimate distribution to creditors.

There is no question that Congress
should be interested in the problems experienced by the judiciary. The Constitution confers judicial power in a Supreme Court and in such inferior courts
as Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. Congress has a continuing obligation to examine and reform our judicial system. The proposed
Federal Judiciary Council will facilitate
this examination and reform.
There are powerful reasons why the
proposed duties of the Federal Judiciary
Council should not be imposed on existing organizations such as the Judicial
Conference or the Federal Judicial Center.
The Judicial Conference of the United
States is composed of two representatives
from each of the 11 Federal circuits and
two representatives from the special
courts. The Chief Justice serves as Chairman of this Conference. All of the members are active judges and it would be
unwise to increase their burdens.
The Federal Judicial Center was
created as a research and educational
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arm of the judicial branch. It also is
composed of a majority of either active
or retired judges.
The proposed Judiciary Council would
be composed of six eminently qualified
persons. The Council members are to be
appointed by all three branches of the
Federal Government. This procedure will
guarantee useful communication between
the branches.
Clearly, the Council would also be
much more than a research institution.
It would be responsible for analyzing the
impac~ of proposed legislation. Its analyses would be factual documents concerned only with delineating the affect of
particular legislation on the courts. These
analyses would enable the Council to recommend legislation to improve court
functioning.
Another important aspect of the proposed Council would be the authority to
employ a full-time Director and professional staff capable of performing the
sort of duties performed by congressional
committee staffs.
Reform of the judiciary will require the
spending of money. But we will save
money by spending money in this area.
And we will also receive value that cannot be measured in monetary terms.
It is a rough but reliable rule that you
can tell what people value by what they
are willing to pay for. A disinterested observer might conclude--mistakenly but
understandably-that the thing we
Americans value least is justice under
law. We have never shown a proper solicitude for the needs of our complex
legal system; we have never spent the
money necessary to keep our judicial system abreast of the burgeoning demands
made upon it. We have not spent money
that would enable us to project future demands and to explore imaginative proposals for reform.
.
The cost of any such program will be
very modest indeed. And I cannot think
of any expenditure that makes more economic sense. Judging the return on our
dollars in terms of the consequent savings in related areas the investment will
more than pay for itself in reducing the
pressure on law enforcement agencies.
These statistics mean that anticrime
efforts have been crippled. Some suspects wait for months before they can
receive a trial. When their cases are finally considered, they are often dismissed
for lack of evidence, a lack aggravated by
pretrial delays. The logjam in the dockets has forced the courts to encourage
"plea bargaining" a process by which
the court accepts a guilty plea to a lesser
charge in return for a lighter sentence.
Since suspects cannot be held in jail for
indefinite periods while awaiting trial,
persons accused of all but the most
vicious crimes are released within hours
of their arrest. Thus, burglers, muggers,
thieves, and dope peddlers are back on
the street for months until their cases
are called.
This situation tends to foster disrespect of the criminal justice system
among law-abiding citizens. When twiceconvicted bank robbers go free immediately after their third hold up; when
muggers are tried for petty larceny and
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given a suspended sentence; when dope
pushers are freed the same day they are
arrested, it is little wonder that some
persons begin to doubt the old adage that
"crime does not pay."
In addition, the glut of cases in our
cow·ts discourages many citizens from
seeking adjudication of their grievances.
Not only do trials take almost twice as
long as they did a decade ago, they are
tremendously expensive. A person with
a small civil claim is discouraged from
seeking redress in the courts. The lowand middle-income wage earner has been
forced out of the courtroom by monetary
pressures.
Only the wealthy can really afford the
protracted lawsuits which have become
the rule rather than the exception. This
is an intolerable and unjust situation.
The courts were not established as an exclusive service for wealthy citizens. They
must be made available to all Americans.
If people cannot use the courts to settle
their disputes, they will find ways-at
best untidy and at worst unjust-for resolving conflicts. The danger of this is
apparent. Therefore, justice must be
made available to all.
A legal system in which punishment
and arrest do not stand in a relationship
of propinquity is a system in which the
deterrent value of the threat of punishment will swiftly erode. And a system in
which civil disputes cannot be settled in
orderly manners in competent judicial
institutions is a system which cannot encourage confident and amicable human
relations throughout the society.
The economic costs of slow and cumbersome justice-measured just in terms
of personal injuries, property loss, and
diminished productivity-are staggering.
The social costs of crime are more difficult to quantify, but even more deadly to
the traditio~ of civility. That is, crime
destroys the possibilities for neighborliness and trust among strangers in public places. It inhibits the free movement
of citizens around their communities, and
thereby destroys the communitarian
values which can make city life a humanizing experience.
One thing is certain. We cannot afford
the economic or social costs of an inefficient judicial system.
- The first principle of civil society is
that the Government shall have a monopoly on force. But if we are to avoid
private enterprise in violence, we must
guarantee that a wide range of disputesettling rules and institutions perform a
variety of functions with clear efficiency.
In addition, a primary function of civilization has been to tame the spirit and
practices of vengeance, and to evolve social arrangements which reinforce whatever may exist in mankind by way of a
natural sense of justice. The sine qua non
of such a civilizing system of man-made
justice is swift and certain administration of procedures the justice of which
is widely recognized. A Federal Judiciary
Council will make a significant contribution to the improvement of our civilizing
system of justice.
I urge thorough hearings, and favorable action on this bill.
Mr. President, when I submitted this
bill last session I invited comment from

interested pei·sons. As consideration of
this problem proceeds, I will be pleased
to share the responses with members of
the Senate. Today I would like to ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks a letter from Mr. Richard P.
Matsch, referee in bankruptcy for the
U.S. district court, district of Colorado.
In addition, I request unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a letter from Mr. Wantland L. Sandel, Jr.,
assistant executive director of the American Bar Foundation.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
'
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
DISTRICT OF COLORADO,
BANKRUPTCY DIVISION,
Denv er, Colo., December 29, 1970.

Hon. GORDON ALLOTT,
U.S. S_en ate, New Senate Office Building,
Was h~ng to n, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ALLOTT: It was with great

int erest t hat I read the newspaper account s
of your bill for the creation of a federal
judicial coun cil. Of course I am very much
awa re of your interest and con cern with the
administ ration of justice. Unfortunately
there are many who seem callously indifferent to the ina dequa cies of the judicial system
a t all levels an d to the growing portents of
genuine crisis. Your efforts with this legislation growing portents of genuine crisis. Your
efforts wit h this legislation will provide a
focus ?f attention on the need for change
and Will present an opportunity to collect,
evaluate and develop proposals for constructive reform.
I think it is particularly important that
you have included appointees from the legislative and executive branches in the council.
The implementation of new ideas will require
the efforts of all branches of government. For
too long a time we have accepted the notion
that judges and lawyers are uniquely qualified to determine the methodology of the
court system. There is now a growing awareness that the public interest bas not always
been the controlling criterion. Indeed, it is
increasingly apparent that the activities of
both bench and bar are inhibited by a considerable inertia and a strong affection for
the comfort of traditional practices.
I have learned from experience in my present assignment that non-legal sources have
much to offer in t he development of administrative techniques. At our request the regional office of the National Archives and
Records Service designed a terminal-digit,
open-shelf filing system which has saved
many personnel hours in this office; the accounting firm of Ernst and Ernst and the
Colorado National Bank developed a data
processing system for our Chapter XIII cases
on a program directed by our Trustee, James
Wagner. whose common sense and pragmatic
point-of-view have been invaluable; and our
Chief Clerk, James Driver proves daily that
a law school background is not required for
effective court administration. These are only
a few parochial illustrations of the significance of a generalized approach.
Effective answers to the problems of delay,
inappropriate remedies and judicial isolation
require a willingness to examine and to evaluate seemingly radical proposals for institutional change. Chief Justice Burger has set
the tone with his addresses such as his Philadelphia speech raising provocative ques-tions
about the value of jury trial. You are demonst rating the same spirit of open inquiry.
Like most others in our profession, I have
speculated about what could be done and at
the risk of being considered "wild eyed" or
"revolutionary" I offer you a few thoughts
which might have some value in illustrating
areas for consideration.
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A starting point might be an attempt to
articulate the role of the courts in a way
more meaningful than the broad definition
of judicial power in Article III of the Constitution. What really in the proper judicial
function in a tri-partite governmental system? It is apparent to the most casual observer that the due process a n d equal protection clauses of the fifth and fourteenth
amendments have been used to support judicial excursions into broad issues of social
policy well beyond the historical boundaries
of cases and controversies at law a n d equity.
The ability of the courts to resolve such
questions using the restrictive methods of
the adversary system is certainly subject to
serious question and the effectiveness of the
end result in terms of public acceptan ce is
also far from obvious. On the other hand the
more than thirty years of experien ce with the
handling of public interest questions within
the framework of the independent administrative agencies is even less satisfactory.
The activities of the FPC, ICC, FAA, SEC
and other regulatory bodies may be char~cterlzed by the same delay, isolation and
Inappropriate results as the courts.
Congressional action is inhibited by the
requirement of generality and by an inability to respond quickly to a particularized
need for a remedy. All too freque n tly committee hearings are dominated by the posturing of self-proclaimed presidential candidates. Perhaps some one will be inventive
enough to create a new type of institution
which will be structured to do a better job
of combining the ideas of representative
democracy and particularized problem solving. For example, is it feasible to establish
legislative tribunals to consider such needs
and to recommend specific and immediate
legislative action on such issues. To avoid
the mistake of the regulatory agencies, such
tribunals would be directly responsible to
the Congress and their methods would encompass the kind of independent inquiry
which is utilized in European courts operating under civil law systems. Examples of
problems suitable for this approach are industry wide strikes, environmental pollution hazards, political redistricting disputes
and school integration ca.ses. It may be
that these legislative tribunals should be
specialized in one or more of such matters
and they would not be restricted by any geographical boundaries.
P erhaps it is t ime to reconsider the assumption of prejudice against the non-resident litigant as the sole predicate for diversit y jurisdiction in the Federal court system.
Is this realistic in our mobile society and 1!
it is what is the reason for making a distinction in the amount of damages sought?
Should such matters as consumer bankruptcy continue to be a part of the Federal
judiciary and should divorce, automobile collision claims, probate and traffic violations be
handled by the state courts?
A second major concern sh~uld be an inquiry into the nature of the judicial process in its traditional functional role. Are
the operative assumptions of the adversary
system of justice valid? The rules of the
game postulate lawyers of equal ability performing their respective roles of prosecution
and defense within well defined lilnitations
of professional ethics and common courtesy.
Pre-trial discovery under the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure require such representation to be operative in any effective manner. But how often does this fail in practice? How frequently are actions filed for
purposes of in timidation or t o obtaln a n u isance settlement? Such abuses are not uncommon. Two ideas may be corrective of
these abuses. One is to tax attorneys' fees
at costs where the judge finds that litigation is vexatious and without merit. Such
a result applied to all parties including government agencies and legal services tor the
poor programs would be a significant deter-
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rent to many cases of the type which now
crowd the dockets of the Federal courts.
The second suggestion is the adoption
of a kind of mediation service as adjunct
to the courts and which would be staffed
by persons trained in the arts of conciliation and compromise. These people would
have a responsibility to bring the parties
and their counsel together to attempt settlement of a civil dispute and if that failed,
to supervise adequate discovery and the
preparation of a pre-trial order for use by
the judge in the trial of the case.
The trial process itself needs revision.
Such exclusionary rules as the best evidence rule need changing because of modern business practices and the Jury's role
in civil su its should be reduced. In that regard, it may be noted that the Seventh
Amendment preserves the right of trial by
jury in suits at common law but much of
our civil litigation involves causes which
were unknown to the common law and invoke remedies created by legislation. Is there
actually a constitutional right to jury trial
in such cases as those arising under SEC
Rule lOb (5) and civil anti-trust actions?
The traditional approach is to exclude from
the right to jury trial only those forms of
action which are equitable, using the old law
and equity dichotomy; but such an approach seems too restrictive. Even where
juries are used, a more extensive application of special verdicts upon written interrogatories as authorized by Rule 49 would b e
helpful to facilitate the jury's function in
many cases.
On the criminal side, it is imperative that
there be a reconsideration of the privilege
against self incrimination. What is the potential for prosecutive interrogations of an
accused under the supervision of a magistrate and with the protection of defense
counsel to prevent unfair questioning? Such
a procedure eliminates the coerced confession which is all that the privilege was designed to prevent. What is the proper role
of the courts in determining the future
of the convicted criminal? Should we
adopt a system of indeterminate sentences?
Should the court function be limited to the
determination of the objective crimlnal act
and all questions of responsibility and corrective action be referred to another agency
operating with less restrictive methods of
inquiry? What techniques are available for
making a record of the trial to expedite appellate review in criminal cases? What are
the possibllities for changing the architectural design of courtrooms to control disruptive defendants?
-These are but a few scattered and random
observations on a very complex and many
faceted subject. It would be pretentious to
believe that these thoughts present any basis
for actual reform. What is required for that
purpose Is precisely what you have proposed-a council which can become a clearing house for the input of such ideas and a
factory for the development and production
of programs to meet a variety of changing
needs with responses reflecting the traditional values of individual freedom and collective responsibility in an ordered society.
With best personal regards, I am
Very truly yours,
RICHARD P. MATSCH.
AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION,
Chicago, Ill., March 16, 1971.

Hon. GORDON ALLOTT,
U.S. Senate, Committee on Appropriations,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ALLOTT: Thank you for your
letter of February 3, 1971 and the enclosed
m~ terial pertaining to S. 4582.
Your leadership and inltiative in addressing yourself to one of the outstanding problems of the American legal system is very

much to be commended. The problems of
judicial reform in the United States are very
large and It takes considerable fortitude
to approach them in the positive and constructive way that you are doing.
We share the concerns you express in your
fioor statement. We are much interested in
the method that you arc proposing for attacking some of the problems confronting
courts and feel that your proposal merits serious attention. While we are as yet unable
to provide any useful evaluation of the proposed Federal Judiciary Council, we will continue to study the bill and the remarks In
your fioor statement. We will want to give
the proposal our careful attention in order
that any comments we may ultimately make
will have the potential of being of value to
you.
We appreciate not only your initiative in
this matt er, but your calling upon the American Bar Foundation.
Very truly yours,
WANTLAND L. SANDEL, Jr.,
Assistant Executive Director.

EXHmiT 1

s.

1440

A bill to establish a Federal Judiciary
Council
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United Sta.tes of
America in Congress assembled, That (a}

title 28, United States Code, is amended by
inserting immediately after chapter 43 the
following new chapter:
"Chapter 44.-FEDERAL JUDICIARY
COUNCIL
"Sec.
"651. Federal Judiciary Council.
"652. Duties and powers of the Council.
"653. Director and staff.
"654. Fiscal services.
"§ 651. Federal Judiciary Council
"(a) There is established the Federal Judiciary Council, whose purpose shall be to
advise the Congress, the Executive and the
Judicial Conference Of the United States on
matters affecting the administration of the
courts of the United States.
"{b) The Council shall be composed of
six appoint ed members, two by the President. one each by the Committees on the
Judiciary of the House and Senate, and two
by the Judicial Conference of the United
States, from among persons familiar with
the judicial system of the United States who
are eminently qualified to serve as members
of the Council. Members of the Council
shall serve without compensation, but shall
be reimbursed for expenses Incurred in the
performance of their official duties.
" (c) The term of office of each member
shall be four years, except thalt three of the
members first appointed and so designated
at the time of appointment by each appointing body shall serve for a term of two years.
A member appointed to serve an unexpired
term shall serve for the remainder of such
term. No member shall serve more than two
full terms.
" (d) The Gouncll shall elect a Chairman
and a Vice Chairman from among its members. A majorit y of the Council shall constitute a quorum for the trnnsaction of business. Any vacancy in the Council shall not
affect its duties or powers.
"§ 652. Duties and powers of the Council
"(a) It shall be the duty of the Council
to report to the Congress from time to time,
but not less than once each year, with respect to-"(1) the impact of proposed legislation on
the administration of justice In the courts
of the United States;
"(2) the des1rabll1ty of legislation to modernize court procedures and thereby to ease
court congestion;
"(3) the necessity for additional personnel
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and facilities to handle, in a prompt and efficient manner, the increasing number of judicial proceedings; and
"(4} the appropriate allocation of judicial
functions to the Federal courts.
"(b) The Council is authorized" (1) to request from any department,
agency, or independent instrumentality of
the Government any information it deems
necessary to perform its duties under this
chapter, and each such department, agency,
or Instrumentality is directed to cooperate
with the Council and to furnish such information, to the extent permitted by law, upon
request of the Council; and
"(2) to make expenditures and to contract
with and compensate government and private agencies and persons for research projects and other services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C.
5) , or any ot her provision of law relating to
competitive bidding.
§ 653. Director and staff
"(a) The Council is authorized to appoint
and prescribe the duties of the Director of
the Council who shall serve at the pleasure
of the Council. The Director shall be compensated at a rate equal to that of the Director of the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts. The Director shall
supervise the staff in the performance of Its
duties as prescribed by the Council.
"(b) (1) The Director is authorized to appoint and fix the compensation of such additional professional personnel as the Council
may deem necessary without regard to the
provision of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in competitive service,
or the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title, relating to classification and General Schedule
pay rates. The compensation of any person
appointed under this subsect ion shall not
exceed the annual rat e of basic pay of level V
of the Executive Schedule under section 5316
of such title, and the salary of a reemployed
annuitant under subchapter III of chapter
83 of such title shall be adjusted pursuant to
the provisions of section 8344 of such title.
"(2) The Director is authorized to appoint
and fix the compensation of such clerical
personnel as he may deem necessary subject to the provisions of such title governing
appointments in competitive service and the
provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III
of chapter 53 of that title, relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates.
"(c) The Director, the professional staff,
and the clerical staff of the Council shall be
deemed to be officers and employees of the
judicial branch of the Government within
the meaning of subchapter III of chapter 83,
chapter 87, and chapter 89 of title 5, United
St ates Code.
"§ 654. Fiscal services
"The Administrative Office of the United
States Courts shall provide accounting, disbursing. auditing, and other fiscal services
for the Council."
(b) The table of contents of part m of
title 28, United States Code, is amended by
inserting after"43. United States Commissioners____ 631"
the following new chapter heading:
"44. Federal Judiciary CounciL_____ 651."

By Mr. ALLO'IT (for himself and
Mr. DOMINICK) :
S. 1441. A bill to designate the Flat
Tops Wilderness, Routt and White River
National Forests, in the State of Colorado. Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
FLAT TOPS WILDERNESS AREA, COLO.
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I send

THE

to the desk for appropriate reference for
myself and my colleague (Mr. DoMINICK),
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a bill to designate the Flat Tops Wilderness, in the Routt and White River
National Forests, in the State of Colorado.
The bill I in traduce today is the bill
as originally transmitted to the Congress,
by the previous administration, and it
is the bill recommended by the Forest
Service. The total acreage of the proposed Flat Tops Wilderness Area under
this bill is 142,230 acres.
It should be brought to the attention
of the Senate that there has been substantial disagreement concerning the size
of the Flat Tops Wilderness. Proposals
range from 102,124 acres to 230,000
acres. These various proposals have been
advanced by different levels of government, including State, county, and agencies of the Federal Government, and by
citizen groups.
Mr. President, in order that Senators
will have a full listing of the various
proposals together with a listing of those
organizations and groups supporting each
proposal, I ask unanimous consent that
the section entitled "Public Reaction" of
the President's communication relative
to the Flat Tops Wilderness Area be
printed in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the section
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PuBLIC REACTION

The Forest Service initially proposed the
reclassification to Wilderness of 99,713 acres
of the Flat Tops Primitive Area, plus 53,532
acres of adjacent National Forest land. Recommended as unsuitable for Wilderness
were 2,411 acres of the Primitive Area.
A hearing on the 153,245-acre proposal was
held in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, on October 10, 1966. The hearing record was held
open for receipt of add1tional written testimony through November 14, 1966. Eightynine oral presentations were made, and over
350 letters were received.
Sentiment was overwhelmingly in favor
of adding the Flat Tops Primitive Are.a to
the Wilderness System. A majority of the
testimony favored a Wilderness larger than
the present Primitive Area.
ANALYSIS OF HEARING RECORD

Testimony in the hearing record overlaps and duplicates considerably because
many of the individuals who gave statements are members of groups, organizations,
or associations which also testified as organizations. Examples are garden clubs, livestock associations, or the Wilderness Society.
The same organizations sometimes also
duplicated testimony through National,
State, and local chapters. It is also impractical to determine which statements are
made b y individuals or groups who actually
know the area, as contrasted to those who
are testifying on principle alone.
The test imony in the hearing record revolved around five major Wilderness proposals:
1. The F orest Service proposal for a Flat
Tops Wilderness containing 153,245 acres.
This included the original 102,124-acre
Primitive Area, less 2,411 acres in Areas 1
to 6 to adjust boundaries to recognizable
topographic features, plus 53,532 acres of
ad jacent forest lands in Are.as A to M, considered eminently suitable for Wilderness.
(See Map B, Page 14)
2. A proposal by the Colorado Open Space
Coordinating Council for an area of 230,000
acres which included: the original Primitive Area, plus the additions proposed by
the Forest Service, plus seven additional
areas labeled N thru T on Map B on Page 14.
Principal justification for recommend-
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ing these inclusions was to provide a gre.at- ported the proposal made by the Colorado
er variety of landscapes and foreground Open Space Coordinating Council included:
Sierra Club.
areas and to provide more accessible wilderness for families.
Wilderness Society.
3. The statement of Governor John A.
· Colorado Federation of Women's Club.
Love which favored the Forest Service proColorado Mountain Club.
posal but suggested that South Fork White
Colorado Whitewater Association.
River be excluded from the Wilderness until
Defenders of Wildlife.
the studies and evaluation of the water reFederation of Western Outdoor Clubs.
sou rces potential of the area are further adIsaak Walton League of America.
vanced. If this is not possible, he suggested
National Audubon Society.
that the boundary of this are.a be moved
National Parks Association.
west to the vicinity of the confluence of the
Organic Gardening Club of Denver.
South Fork RiV'er and Lost Solar Creek.
Trout Unlimited, Cutthroat Chapter.
4. A proposal by the Colorado Game, Fish,
Wildlife Management Institute.
and Parks Commission for an area of 192,055
Citizens organizations generally favoring
acres which included: the original Primitive the proposal by the Colorado Game, Fish and
Area, plus the additions proposed by the Parks Department included:
Forest Service plus nine additional areas.
Colorado Wildlife Federation.
These areas, totalling 38,810 acres, are all
Izaak Walton League of America, Grand
inside the areas proposed by cosec under Valley Chapter.
No. 2 above. Principal justification given for
Trout Unlimited, Ferdinand Hayden Chapthese inclusions was to provide additionaJ. ter.
choice hunting and fishing areas. This proCitizen organizations favoring including
posal also stipulated that, if the noncon- in the Wilderness System only the Primitive
forming uses of a motor boat and a cabin by Area incI uded:
the Commission for spawn-taking on TrapMt. Sopris Tote Gate Club.
pers Lake (Forest Service Area M) could not
Western Wood Products Association.
be continued under the Wilderness regulaCitizen organizations favoring exclusion of
tions, the boundary should be changed to all part of the South Fork of White River
exclude these uses.
inoluded:
5. Verbal and written testimony by groups
The Fourteen Mile Land Co., Inc.
and individuals who thought that only the
· The Yeilow Jacket Water Conservancy Disoriginal Primitive Area, Without additions, trict.
should be classified as Wilderness.
The Oil Shale Corporation.
Of the statements by individuals, 28 perThe Colorado Cattlemen's Association.
cent favored the Forest Service proposal, 59
The Colorado Water Conservation District.
percent favored the cosec proposal, 1 perThirteen percent of the individuals and 32
cent favored the Colorado GF&P proposal, 12 percent of the groups who favored the Forest
percent favored no enla rgement of the Primi- Service proposal specifically opposed any area
tive Area.
larger than this. Twenty percent of the
Of the statements by groups, clubs, and as- groups who favored the Forest Service prosociations, 46 percent favored the Forest posal specifically asked that South Fork
Service proposa l, 42 percent favored the White River be excluded or modified.
COSCC proposal, 9 percent favored the ColoCopies of the hearing record and an analyrado GF&P proposal, 3 percent favored no sis of public response are on file in the office
enlargement of the Primitive Area.
of the Chief, Forest Service, Washington, D.C.
All Federal Department and agency state- and the office of the Regional Forester,
ments favored the Forest Service proposal, Building 85, Denver Federal Center, Denver,
except that the Bureau of Reclamation ques- Colorado. All exhibits presented at the
tioned the addition of the South Fork White hearing and all letters received as a result of
River, until the investigations of the need the public notice and prior to November 15,
of water tesources of this area for develop- 1966, are also on file in the office of the Rement of other valuable resources are further gional Forester.
advanced.
The statement of the Rio Blanco County
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, due to
Commissioners favors the Forest Service pro- the wide differences in size of the proposal but questions the need to exclude Area posals, efforts were made by individuals
2, Dry Sweetwater and Area 3, Nichols Creek. in Colorado to attempt to reach agreeThe statement of Representative John D.
Vanderhoof, who represents Garfield, Eagle, ment between some of the groups and orPitkin, and Rio Blanco Counties in the State ganizations upon one proposal, or at least
Legislature, favored the Forest Service pro- to pare down the differences. These efposal.
forts have apparently met with only parCitizen organizations favoring the Forest tial success. With this in mind, it now apService proposal included:
pears that it is time for the Congress to
Aiken Ornithological Society of Colorado evaluate the proposed additions and deSprings.
letions.
Burns Livestock Association.
Mr. President, I introduce the Forest
City of Glenwood Springs.
Service proposal today for three reasons:
Colorado Cattlemen's Association.
First, it is the only proposal having an
Colorado Farm Bureau.
Colorado River Water Conservation Dis- official map reference;
trict.
Second, the 10-year period allowed to
Colorado Springs Mineralogical Society.
the executive branch to complete the reGlenwood Springs Chamber of Commerce.
view of all proposed additions to the
Glenwood Springs Kiwanis Club.
Izaak Walton League of America, Colorado wilderness system expires in September
197 4, and in fairness to the Department
Division and Front Range Chapter.
of Agriculture the Congress should atLions Club of Eagle.
Moffat County Cattle Association.
tempt to move the submitted proposals
Rio Blanco Stockgrowers Association.
along; and
Rio Blanco Woolgrowers Association.
Third, perhaps the introduction of legRoutt County Stockgrowers Association.
islation will act as a catalyst to achieve
Skagit Alpine Club.
Western Porestry and Conservation Asso- and agreement between the various
groups and governmental agencies. The
ciation.
Western Federation of Vertebrate Zoology. dialog that will insure from the introYampa Valley Electric Association.
duction of this bill, hopefully will lead to
Yellow Jacket Water Conservancy District. a mutual understanding among them,
Citizen organizations which generally sup- and ultimately to an agreement. Under
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our system of government, everyone is
entitled to be heard, and if agreement is
not possible, the legislative process will
provide an opportuni-ty for all to be
heard.
It should be clearly understood that
my introduction of the Forest Service
proposal does not constitute an endorsement. There have been so many proposed
changes to the boundary of the original
primitive area that it would not only be
unwise but even foolhardly for me to
endorse any proposal until after the
hearings have exposed the facts. Congress will need, and I am confident, will
receive the good faith assistance and advice of all interested persons.
Some of the efforts to resolve differences may have borne fruit, and in order
to display these efforts, it would be appropriate that certain letters be included
in the RECORD.
Mr. President I ask unanimous consent
that letters from Mr. Edward P. Conners,
president, Colorado Open Space Council, Inc., Mr. Roger P. Hansen, executive
director, Rocky Mountain Center on Environment, and Mr. T. W. TenEyck, executive director, Department of Natural
Resources, State of Colorado, be printed
in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES,
Denver, Colo., March 5,1971.

Hon. GORDON .ALLOTT,
U.S. Senator,
New Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR GORDON: I wanted to bring you upto-date on what we are doing here in an
effort to develop a unified position in Colorado on proposed boundaries for the Flat
Tops Wilderness Area.
A number of conservation oriented groups
together with the Colorado Open Space
Council have been working together to develop recommendations which I hope will be
forthcoming for your use within the next
three weeks. The Game, Fish and Parks Commission has also taken a position. The only
area of disagreement is in the southwest
quadrate where exclusion from the Wilderness Area had been made for a number of
potential reservoir sites for future oil shale
development.
A significant portion of the conservationists and the Game, Fish and Parks Commission want the entire area identified as G1 on
a map which you will be receiving, to be included in the Wilderness Area and I believe
Governor Love is inclined to go along with
this boundary also, provided there is a suitable reservoir site for oil shale development
down stream of this G 1 area.
Information I have received from the Bureau of Reclamation indicates that there is a
good dam site (Sweetbriar) which would
not be involved in any of these boundary
questions and which would provide for a
gravity pipeline diverting into the Piceance
Basin.
Unfortunate!y, I will not be able to discuss this possib111ty wt.th the Governor for
another ten days but I did want you to know
that we are working on the problem and
believe we are near a solution that the majority of the Coloradoans can support
(unanimity is hard to come by these
days!).
Best personal regards.
Sincerely,
T. W. TENEYCK,
Executive Director.

COLORADO OPEN SPACE COUNCIL, INC.,
Denever, Colo., March 5,1971.

Hon. GORDON L. ALLOTT,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ALLOTT: We greatly appreciate your continuing interest in the proper
establishment of a Flat Tops Wilderness in
northwestern Colorado.
As you are aware, in 1968 the Forest Service recommended, through the President,
to Congress a 142,000-acre Flat Tops Wilderness. However, the Forest Service proposal
was considered totally inadequate by the
Colorado Open Space Council and its 30
participating organizations of some 30,000
members. The Wilderness Society and the
Division have agreed as to the inadequacies
of the Forest Service proposal.
The Colorado Game, Fish and Parks Division originally recommended a 192,000acre Flat Tops Wilderness, much along the
lines of the conservationists' suggestions.
'l.' he Forest Service's plan for a. 142,000acre Flat Tops Wilderness would needlessly
exclude the entire undeveloped reach of
the South Fork of White River. This is
Colorado's finest wild river. The Forest
Service proposal would also eliminate from
wilderness protection nearly 80,000 acres of
additional wild lands under the high volcanic escarpment of the Flat Tops. These
lower areas contain many small but beautiful lakes and streains that provide a home
fo_· the endangered native cutthroat trout.
These additional wild lands also supply irreplaceable habitat and calving grounds for
a. major elk herd. Significantly, they offer
superb opportunities for many family groups
and others to enjoy an easily accessible and
inexpensive weekend wilderness experience.
We should be providing more such opportunities, not destroying them.
we wish to emphasize that throughout the
past several years there has been no disagreement among Colorado conservation organizations as to appropriate boundaries for the
Flat Tops Wilderness. However, during the
period since the Forest Service field hearing
in 1966, we have been attempting to bring
industry, State Government, and conservation organizations together in at least a general agreement on the proposed wilderness
boundaries. In this regard, we are pleased
that matters are moving rapidly now in a
favorable direction.
The Colorado Open Space Council has carefully refined its original (1966) wilderness
boundary recommendations to exclude nine
areas to which the Forest Service objected.
cosc also has realigned its recommended
boundary on the lower part of the wild South
Fork of White River to exclude a small area.
which Humble Oil Company and Governor
John Love had initially suggested be left out
of the wilderness. The up-dated bOundary
recommendations are as indicated on the
enclosed map.
Humble Oil has written us that it does not
object to our proposed boundary, as revised,
for a 230,000-acre Wilderness. Moreover, we
have met with Mr. Kenneth Balcomb, Counsel, and Mr. Roland Fischer, Chief Engineer,
for the Colorado River Water Conservation
District in Glenwood Springs, and they are
very much in accord with our present revised
wilderness boundary.
As a result, we now have a proposal for a
magnificent 230,000-acre Flat Tops Wilderness which is supported by the Game, Fish
and Parks Commission and Division, and all
the conservation orga nizations in COSC. The
Game, Fish and Parks Commission and some
conservation groups believe that, in addition,
the lower part of the South Fork of White
River, the area indicated on the enclosed map
as G-1 w, should also be included in the wilderness proposal at this time.
Governor Love is now considering whether

suitable alternatives exist to allow him to
recommend inclusion of the lower pam (Area
G-1 w ) of the wild South Fork of White River
in the Flat Tops Wilderness. As soon as this
determination is made in the very near future, we should be in a position to submit
to you joint recommendations for a Flat Tops
Wilderness that will adequately serve present
and future generations.
We look forward to contacting you again
soon, and will appreciate your favorable considerat ion of the proposal we have worked
out.
With very best wishes,
EDWARD P. CoNNoRs,
President.

ROCKY MoUNTAIN CENTER ON ENVIRONMENT,
Denver, Colo., March 5,1971.

Hon. GORDON .ALLOTT,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR GORDON: I have reviewed the letter
of March 5 to you from Edward P. Connors;
President of the Colorado Open Space Council, relative to a proposed Flat Tops Wilderness in Colorado.
It has been extremely time-consuming and
at times frustrating to try to get "all the
ducks in a row" on this proposal. In my
opinion, the Wilderness Workshop of COSC
has exhibited considerable responsibility and
patience in carefully considering the desires
of all p arties in this matter. In attempting
to accommodate certain needs and interests,
they have been criticized by some of their
own colleague&.
Irrespective of a written agreement from
the Humble Oil Company not to object to an
enlarged Flat Tops proposal providing the
boundary was adjusted on the west end of the
South Fork of the White R iver to accommodate a possible reservoir for oil shale, and
the cooperation of the Colorado River Water
Conservation District, some members of the
Game, Fish & Parks Commission and some
conservationists will still insist on including all of the South Fork of the White in the
wilderness. For this reason, Governor Love
is now seeking other alternative reservoir
locations.
All of us would like to include all of this
outstanding wild river in a Flat Tops Wilderness if possible. However, some of us are
willing to be accommodating on this point
in exchange for the inclusion of thousands of
acres of other prime wilderness lands. The
former Regional Forester, now retired, admitted privately to me that the Forest Service had been "way too conservative" on the
Flat Tops wilderness proposal.
We greatly appreciate your patience, your
understanding and your support on this
matter. Regardless of what pressures may
be brought to bear in the future, I feel you
should know that the COSC Wilderness
Workshop has really tried to exercise responsible environmental statesmanship.
Kindest personal regards,
RoGER P. HANSEN,
Executive Director.

FLAT TOPS WILDERNESS PROPOSAL
ANNEX B-BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
Beginning on top of Baldy Mountain, a
peak in the southwest quarter of Section 18,
T. 2 N., R. 87 W., 6th P.M., Routt National
Forest, Colorado;
East part of Area A, from this peak thence
2.7 miles easterly and south-easterly on the
divide between Baldy Creek and Bunker
Creek to Pyramid Peak at the head of Baldy
Creek;
thence 1.00 mile southeasterly along the
divide to the point on the divide where Sheri1f
Reservoir-Williains Fork trail crosses the
divide;
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Area on, from this point thence 2.50 miles
northward along the ridge separating the
Bunker Creek-Trout Creek drainages (including the trail) to a point 0.25 mile south
of Shertlf Reservoir;
thence east 0.25 mile to the ridge separating Trout Creek and Sand Creek;
thence 5.00 miles southeast along that
ridge to Orno Peak;
Area O•, from this point then 1.50 miles
southeast along the divide between West Coal
Creek drainage and the Mandall Creek drainage and then 1.50 miles southwest to a point
on Mandall Creek 0.25 mile upstream from
the Bear R iver Road;
thence 3.00 miles southwest, 0.25 mile from
and generally parallel to t he Boor River Road
and the Stillwater Reservoir, excluding the
reservoir and at the southwest end of the
reservoir circling counter-clockwise and proceed 3.00 miles northeast parallel to and 0.25
mile from the reservoir and the road to a
point south of the junction of Mandall Creek
and Bear River, which point being approximately in the center of Section 19, T. 1 N., R.
86W.;
thence 1.25 miles south up the ridge to the
base of the cliffs of Flat Top Mountain at
approximately the 11,000 foot contour line;
thence 3.50 miles southeasterly along the
base of the cliffs to a point due east of Dome
Peak;
Area P, from this point thence 1.50 miles
westerly along the base of the cliffs to the
vicinity of BM 10912, which is approximat ely
in the center of the northwest quarter of
Section 8, T. 1 S., R. 86 W.;
thence 2.50 miles southerly along the ridge
dividing the upper Cabin Creek-North Fork
Derby Creek drainages to a point on North
Fork Derby Creek where the irrigation ditch
in Section 19, T. 1 S., R. 86 W., originates;
thence 2.00 miles southeasterly along North
Fork Derby Creek (including North Fork Derby Creek) to the junction North Fork and
Middle Fork Derby Creek;
thence 1.75 miles northwesterly parallel to
Middle Fork Derby Creek (including the trail
and McMillan Lake) to the point where the
trail from the south crosses Middle Fork;
thence 1.50 mlles south, parallel to and
including the north-south trail, to the pass
on the ridge between Middle Fork and South
Fork Derby Creeks, in the vicinity of Hill
10385 (Glenwood Springs Quadrangle, USGS
map);
thence west across the trail and 1.00 mile
south, parallel to the trail and excluding
the trail, to a point on South Fork Derby
Creek which is the point of origin of Lime
Basin irrigation ditch;
thence southwesterly up the ridge to a
point on the ridge which is 0.60 miles south
of Emerald Lake (south end of Area P
boundary);
thence 0.40 mlle southeasterly across two
lilmall drainages on small ridges on a main
ridge which runs southwesterly up to "W"
Mounta in;
thence 0.60 mile southwesterly along this
main ridge to the northeast arm of "W"
Mountain;
thence 0.50 mile easterly along the rim to
the eastern-most point of this arm of uw··
Mountain;
thence 0.50 mile southerly on small ridges
across a minor drainage between two arms
of "W" Mountain to a point on the southeast arm of "W" mount ain;
thence 1.60 miles southerly along the
rim of the southeast arm of "W" Mountain to
the eastern-most point of the mountain
which lies almost in the center of Section
30, T . 2 S., R. 86 W., 6th P.M.;
thence 0.90 mile southwesterly in a clockwise direction around the rim of the southeast arm of "W" Mountain to a point overlooking the West Fork Red Dirt Creek, this
point being 1.45 miles north-northeast from
Horse Lake;
thence 0.50 mile southwesterly across the

West Fork Red Dirt Creek on small ridges
to a point on the rim of "W" Mountain which
is 1.10 miles north of Horse Lake;
thence 2.00 miles southwesterly along the
southeast rim of "W" Mountain to a point
where the rim intersects the White River
National Forest Boundary on the Township
Line between T. 2 S., and T. 3 S., R. 87 w.,
6th P.M., which point is 0.40 mile west of
the Northeast Corner of Section 2, T. 3 S.,
R. 87 W., 6th P.M.;
thence 0.50 mile west along this Township Line to a point 0.10 mile east of the
Northeast Corner of Section 3, T. 3 S., R. 87
W., 6th P.M., where the rim turns northwest
from the Township Line;
thence 1.00 mile northwest along the rim
to a prominent point facing Turret Creek,
which point is 0.60 mile northeast of the
'.Northeast Corner of Section 4, T. 3 S., R. 87
•W .,6thP.M.;
thence 1.50 miles westerly down the main
ridge from this point to Turret Creek;
Area R, thence 0.75 mile southwesterly
down Turret Creek, including the creek, to
the aforementioned Township Line;
thence 3.50 miles due west along that Line
and a project ion of that Line across the main
branch of Sweetwater Creek to a point on
the main rim overlookin g the intersection
of Dry Sweetwater Creek and Sweetwater
Creek, which point is 2.40 miles west-northwest of the int ersection (west end of Area R
boundary);
thence 3.00 miles westerly along the rim to
a point where the rim turns north on the east
side of Bucl- Creek, this point being 1.50
miles southeast of the confluence of Buck
Creek and the South Fork of the White
River;
Area S from this point thence 0.25 mile
westerly down the slope toward the junction of Buck Creek and Dry Buck Creek to
a point 1/6 mile uphlll from the unimproved road along Buck Creek;
thence 3.00 miles northerly parallel to and
1/16 mile from that road to the point where
that road crosses South Fork White River;
thence 0.75 mile north along the west bank
of the North Fork White River to the present
boundary of the Primit ive Area;
thence 0.25 mile west to a point 1/16 mile
west of the end of the road, and then south
0.75 mile pa.rallel to and 1/16 mile from the
road to the vicinity of Nichols Greek junction With South Fork White River;
thence 2.00 miles south and 0.75 mile
westerly along the east and south bank o!
South Fork White River to a point 0.25 mile
downstream from t he Special Use Permit
Lodge (Budge's Resort) ;
Area s•, from rthis point thence in a
counter-clockWise direction around and 0.25
mile from Budge's Resort to a point Ya mile
uphill from the resort access road;
thence continue 1.00 mile easterly parallel to and Ya mile from the road to a point
on the ridge which separates Wagon Wheel
and Dry Buck drainages, this point being
% mile south-southeast of the junction of
Buck Creek and South Fork White River;
thence 4.00 miles south and southwesterly along t his ridge (excluding the rough
terrain vehicle trail) to the ridge immediately north of the East Fork of Wagon Wheel
Creek;
thence 1.00 mile west down this ridge to
the junction of the forks of Wagon Wheel
Creek;
thence 1.50 miles southerly up the dominant ridge between Wagon Wheel and Patterson Creeks to a polrut 0.25 mile from the
Ute Trail, this point being approximately
in the center of Sect ion 22, T. 3 8., R. 89 W .;
thence 3.50 miles west erly parallel to and
0.25 mile from the Ute Trail (excluding the
trail) to a point approximately 0.50 mile
south of Limestone BM 11368 where Ute
Trail now merges into the Blair Mountadn
Vehicle Trail;
thence 3.25 miles northerly along the
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eastern escarpment of Blair Mou n tain (excludin g the route of the proposed Blair
Mountain Road) to z. point on the escarpment 0.50 mile nort hwest of Blair La ke where
the southern boundary of Area G-1 intersects the escarpment;
Area G-t e, from this poin t thence 2.25
miles northwesterly along the escarpmen t to
a point on the escarpment 0.10 mile southwest of Mahaffey Lake, which point being on
the north-south line between the center of
Section 36 and Section 25, T. 2 S., R. 90 W.;
thence 0. 75 mile north to the center of
Section 25;
thence 0.75 mile due east to a point due
south of the junction of Park Creek and
South Fork White River;
thence 0.75 mile north to a point on the
escarpment which is 0.50 mile due north of
the junction of Park Creek and South Fork
White River (north end of Area G--1•
boundary);
thence 1.75 miles west-northwesterly along
a rim north of South Fork White River to
a point on Lost Solar Creek, which point is
0.60 mile north of the confluence of Lost
Solar Creek with South Fork White River;
thence 0.70 mile westerly up an ascending
ridge to a point on the rim of the South
Fork canyon;
thence 0.70 mile westerly along the rim
of the canyon to a point on a drainage divide
which is east of the second drainage which
flows into the South Fork White River from
the north above South Fork Campground;
thence 0.70 mile northwesterly along this
drainage divide and across a small drainage
to a point 0.10 mile south of Fowler Creek
on a ridge, which point is 2.50 miles eastnortheasterly from the South Fork Campground;
thence 1.00 mile northerly across Fowler
Creek and then following the divide between
Fowler Creek and Hill Creek to a prominent
point between the two main southern forks
of Hill Creek;
thence 3.90 miles northerly along the top
of sharp cirque slopes facing int o the fork
o! Hill Creek and then westerly to the prominent point between Hill Creek and Peltier
Creek which is 1.60 miles west of Clam
Lake;
thence 4.00 miles northerly and northwesterly along the main rim east of Peltier Creek,
Ward Creek, White Creek, and Swede Creek
to a point on Swede Creek 0.50 mile northeast of Swede Lake;
thence 1.00 mile northeasterly up Swede
Creek to the top of the rim overlooking
Papoose Basin;
thence 3.30 miles southeasterly and easterly along t he rim facing Papoose Basin,
Papoose Creek, and Ute Creek to a point
where this rim turns south on the west side
of Ute Creek;
thence 0.60 mile east-northeasterly from
this point on a ridge descending to a point on
Ute Creek which is 0.50 mile downstream
from the con fluen ce of t h e two main forks
of Ute Creek;
thence 1.00 mile northeast along an ascending ridge to the northern-most prominent
point on the rim at the divide between Ute
Creek and West Marvine Creek;
thence 2.00 miles southeasterly on the rim
facing West Marvine Creek to West Marvine
Creek;
thence 1.00 mile northeasterly along the
rim east of West Marine Creek to the point
on the north end of the rim;
Area T, from this point thence 3.50 miles
descending northerly along the ridge between
West Marvlne and Marvine Creeks to a point
0.50 mile west of Marvine Creek Campground;
thence 0.25 mile northeasterly to the junction of Marvine Creek and East Marvine
Creek;
thence 0.50 mile up the south bank of
East Marvine Creek, then 0.25 mile north-
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easterly to the top of the ridge north of
East Marvine Creek;
thence 3.50 miles northeasterly along this
ridge {including within the wilderness Wild
Cow Par k) to the western-most point of the
escarpment north of Wild Cow Park (east end
of Area T boundary);
thence 0.75 mile along the escarpment to
the northern-most poin t of t he escarpment;
Area N w, from this point thence 2.00 miles
northeasterly down t h e ridge between Sable
Lake and Mirror Lake to a p oint on the
boundar y of t he patent ed land adjacent to
North F ork White River, said point being approximately in t he cent er of Section 13, T.
1 N., R. 89 W .;
thence s outh east erly 3.75 m iles a lon g the
boundary of t he p atent ed land to the point
where the sout heast ern edge of the patented
land crosses Nort h Fork White River;
thence 2.00 miles southeasterly along the
western b ank of t h e North Fork White River
to a point in Section 35, T. 1 N., R. 88 W.,
where North Fork White River makes an abrupt turn to the northeast ;
thence 2.00 miles south-southeasterly, 0.25
mile from and parallel to North Fork White
River and access road to the new Forest Service campground in the vicinity of Trappers
Lake (south end of Area Nw boundary);
thence oounter-clockwise around and 0.25
mile from the campground to a point which
is 500 feet from the high-water line of Trappers Lake;
thence 1.00 mile northeasterly and southeasterly, clockwise on a line which is 500
feet from t he high-water line of Trappers
Lake to a p oint which is 0.25 mile from the
outlet of Trappers Lake;
Area N 6 , from this point thence 7.50 miles
northwesterly, 0.25 mile from and parallel to
the Trappers Lake Road, to a point 0.25 mile
southeast of the bridge across Ripple Creek;
thence 4.00 miles northeasterly, crossing
Ripple Creek 0.25 mile upstream from Ripple
Creek Campground and ascending the ridge
which divides the main forks of Ripple Creek
to a point which is on the divide between
the North Fork of the White River and the
East Fork of the Wllllams River at the head
of the northern-most fork of Blue Mountain
Creek, this point being 0.40 mile west-northwest of the southeast corner of Section 28, T.
2N.,R.88W.;
Area A, from this point thence 3.10 miles
northeasterly down Blue Mountain Creek to
its confluence with the East Fork Williams
River;
thence 0.50 mile northerly down the East
Fork Williams River to the first ridge north
of Baldy Creek;
thence 1.00 mile easterly and northeasterly
to the top of Baldy Mountain, the point of
beginning. (East part of Area A boundary is
described at the beginning of Annex B.)

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I am
very pleased to join with Senator ALLOTT
in sponsoring this bill to establish a Flat
Tops Wilderness Area in the Routt and
White River National Forests in Colorado. This legislation would give permanent wilderness protection to one of
the most magnificent de facto wilderness
areas in Colorado. It would encompass
the existing Flat Tops Primitive Area. In
addition to the interesting geology of the
White River Plateau, the area provides
habitat for many species of wildlife.
Among them are elk, mule deer, black
bear, bighorn sheep, bobcat, coyote,
badger, fox, beaver, marten, mink, weasel, snowshoe rabbits, blue grouse, rufiled
grouse, white tailed ptarmigan, eagles,
hawks, and migratory water fowl. There
are more than 30 high mountain lakes
in the area, and several excellent trout
streams including the South Fork of thP

White River, which is considered to be
one of the best streams in the State for
native cutthroat or rainbow trout.
Although nearly everyone in Colorado
recognizes the need to preserve this
beautiful area, agreement has not yet
been reached as to the exact boundaries
of the proposed wilderness. The various
proposals range from 102,000 acres-the
existing primitive area--to 230,000 acres.
This bill, which was previously introduced in the 90th Congress, is based on
the original recommendation of the Forest Service for inclusion of 142,230 acres.
I want to make it absolutely clear that
in sponsoring this bill, I am in no way
endorsing the Forest Service's recommendation with regard to the size of the
wilderness area. That issue remains unsettled, and my intent here is just to provide a focal point for resolving it so that
we can move forward. The acreage issue
can be decided after hearings are held
by the Interior Committee. Evidence
brought out in the hearings may well
justify a larger wilderness area than
that proposed by the Forest Service.
Hearings were held in Colorado in 1966,
and no accommodation of the various
interests involved has yet been reached.
As Senator ALLOTT has suggested, this
bill will hopefully act as a catalyst in resolving the differences so that we can
move toward making a significant addition to the country's wilderness preservation system.
By Mr. MOSS (for himself, Mr.
ALLEN, Mr. GRAVEL, Mr. HART,
Mr. HARTKE, Mr. McGOVERN, Mr.
METCALF, Mr. PASTORE, and Mr.
RANDOLPH):
S. 1442. A bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the
first $3,000 received as civil service retirement annuity from the United States
or any agency thereof shall be excluded
from gross income. Referred to the Committee on Finance.
S. 1443. A bill to amend chapter 83 of
title 5, United States Code, to eliminate
the survivorship reduction during periods of nonmarriage of retired employees
and Members, and for other purposes;
S. 1444. A bill to increase the contribution by the Federal Government to the
costs of employees health benefits insurance; and
S. 1445. A bill to provide increases in
certain annuities payable under chapter
83 of title 5, United States Code, and for
other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, no one will
challenge me, I am sure, when I say that
most people trying to live on retirement
income in this country are in :financial
crisis. Only those who have retired in the
last few years, when pension levels have
been based on relatively high salaries,
have any real chance of stretching their
retirement dollar to meet today's living
costs. There is no question that many of
those who retired 5, 10, or even 15 years
ago, when salaries were much lower, are
in serious :financial trouble.
The Congress has the particular responsibility, I feel, to make sure that our
retired civil service employees-our former Government servants who devoted
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many good years of their lives to Federal
programs which benefit all of U&-are not
being reduced to penury because of persistent inflation. We also have the responsibility to see that inequities in the
civil service retirement laws are wiped
out, and that annuitants are treated
fairly with respect to tax deductions,
health benefits, and in other ways.
I am, therefore, introducing today a
package of four bills which offer solutions to some of the problems plaguing
the Federal Civil Service annuitant and
his family. All, with one or two minor adjustments, are a part of the legislative
program of NARCE-the National Association of Retired Civil Service Employees. I am pleased to be joined in sponsoring these bills by Senators ALLEN, GRAVEL, HART, HARTKE, McGovERN, METCALF,
PASTORE, and RANDOLPH.
The :first of the bills would provide a
general increase for all annuitants who
retired prior to October 1969. This would
exclude from the increase those who retired after the new formula for computing annuities was put into effect-the
high-3-year-formula--and which has resulted in larger annuities for many people. It would also exclude those who have
benefited by the pay raises for classified
civil service employees in the past 2 years.
It would help mostly the low-income retirees who retired in lower pay-scale
times.
Of the approximately 997,000 retired
Federal employees and their survivors,
some 276,000 receive annuities of less
than $100 a month, some 515,000 receive
less than $200 a month. This means that
there are 619,000 annuitants-or more
than 60 percent of all annuitants-who
are receiving less than $3,000 a year, an
accepted poverty level.
The bill would give the greatest percentage-a 13-percent increase--to those
in the lowest brackets, with diminished
increases as the annuity level rises. Those
drawing over $6,000 annually would receive the least. In short, the bill is designed to help all of those retirees who
did not benefit by the 1969 liberalization
in computation, and to give the greatest
increases where they are needed most.
The second bill I am introducing would
exempt from gross income for Federal income tax purposes the first $3,000 of a
civil service annuity.
This would give to civil service retirees
a measure of the tax advantages already
granted to social security and railroad
retirement beneficiaries, whose maXimum retirement pension is free from
Federal income tax. The top amount that
can be drawn and therefore be tax exempt under the railroad retirement system is about $6,000-under the social security system, a little less than $4,000.
So the bill for $3,000 tax exemption for
civil service annuitants is a most reasonable one.
The third bill would increase the Government's contribution toward premium
costs under the Federal employees
health benefits program from the present 40 percent to 50 percent. My colleagues will remember that the 40-percent level was achieved only last session,
but was lower than some of us felt it
should be. An equal sharing by the Fed-
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ceived as civil service retirement annuity
eral Government and the insured Fedfrom the United States or any agency
eral worker of health benefit premiums
thereof shall be excluded from gross inwould bring the Federal level more in
come
line with that of private industry.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
The final bill would provide restora- Representatives
of the United States of Amertion of a full annuity when a retiree has ica in Congress assembled, That part III of
been predeceased by the designated sur- subchapter B of chapter 1 of the Internal
vivor and has not remarried.
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to items
Again, this is a bill which grows out of specifically excluded from gross income) is
legislation enacted in the 91st Congress. amended by redesignating section 121 as secIn that Congress a bill which I in- tion 122, and by inserting after section 120
troduced-B. 437-provided that when a the following new section:
spouse who had been designated as a "SEC. 121. RETIREMENT ANNUITIES PAID BY THE
'UNITED STATES OR ANY AGENCY
survivor to a civil service annuity dies
THEREOF
first, the surviving spouse could desig"Gross income does not include the first
nate a second spouse to receive those $3,000 received during any tax year as civil
benefits, provided that marriage had service retirement annuity from the United
been in effect 2 years at the death of States or any agency thereof, after the full
the retiree. The bill likewise provided amount of the annuitant's contribution to
that if a survivor spouse died, the retiree the civil service retirement and disability
could begin receiving a full annuity in- fund has been paid to the annuitant."
SEc. 2. The table of sections for part III of
stead of a reduced annuity. The first
B of chapter 1 of the Internal
part of the bill was passed and became subchapter
Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by striking
public law but the second part of the bill out
'
was dropped.
The bill I am introducing today pro- "Sec. 121. Cross references to other Acts."
vides that when the survivor has prede- and inserting in lieu thereof :
ceased the retiree, and no other spouse "Sec. 121. Retirement annuities paid by the
United States or any agency
has been acquired to eventually receive
thereof under Federal Retirethe benefits being paid for, the retiree
ment Acts
can apply for restoration of full an- "Sec. 122. Cross references to other Acts."
nuity during the period of no marriage.
SEc. 3. Section 37(d) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to limitation
This is most certainly equitable.
Mr. President, the Congress must keep on retirement income) is amended by strika constant watch on retirement legis- ing out "or" at the end of subparagraph (B),
by redesignating subparagraph (C) as sublation, and continue to evaluate it in paragraph
and by inserting after subterms of changing economic conditions. paragraph (D),
(B) the following new subparaUnless we can control inflation, sub- graph:
stantially all retirees-even those retir"(C) under Feder.a.l Retirement Acts, or".
ing today, or those retiring in 10 yearsSEc. 4. The amendments made by this Act
will be in trouble a few years hence. We shall apply only with respect to taxable years
have provided some protection for civil ending after the date of the enactment of
service retirees through the automatic this Act.
cost-of-living increases triggered by Bus. 1443
reau of Labor Statistics. But let us not
forget that if inflation continues at an A bill to amend chapter 83 of title 5, United
States Code, to eliminate the survivorship
annual rate of 5 percent, in 15 years a
reduction during periods of non-marriage
person will need $20,000 to buy what
of retired employees and Members (and
$10,000 buys today. Even if we get infor other purposes)
flation down to a 3-percent annual rate,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
a person will require $15,000 to just stay
Representatives of the United States of Amereven.
in Congress assembled, That section 8339
This spells difficulties for those people ica
(i) of title 5, United States Code, is amended
who are now at their full earning ca- by adding at the end thereof the following
pacity-who will not retire for years sentence: "However, such reduction shall be
yet-but who must consider that the dol- restored to a retired employee or Member
lars they are earning now will not pro- during any period of non-marriage which
vide an adequate base for retirement in- occurs after retirement.".
come unless we can keep our retirement
laws and policies current with the times.
s. 1444
Also, since people are living longer, and A bill to increase the contribution by the
are on retirement incomes longer, this
Federal Government to the costs of employees' health benefits insurance
changes our horizon in planning retirement payments. We must do more to
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
tailor our pattern of living to those of re- Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That SEc. 2. Sectirement age.
These four bills today are offered as tion 8906(a) of title 5, United States Code,
some steps which might be taken to make is amended by striking out ..40 percent" and
life more tolerable for some of our pres- inserting in lieu thereof ..50 percent".
SEc. 3. 'I'he amendments made by this Act
ent civil service annuitants. I ask unanishall become effective at the beginning of
mous consent that the texts of all bills the
first applicable pay period which combe printed in the RECORD at the close of mences
after December 31,1971.
my statement.
s. 1445
There being no objection, the bills were
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as A bill to provide increases in certain annuities payable under chapter 83 of title 5,
follows:

s. 1442
A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to provide that the first $3,000 re-

United States Code, and !or other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of Amer-

ica in Congress assembled, That (a) Each
annuity payable from the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund, under Chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code (other
than the annuity of a surviving child) having a commencing date prior to October 20,
1969, shall be increased in accordance with
the following schedule:
If annuity isGreater
than-

But not
greater
than-

0
$3, 600

$3,600
4, 800

The amount of increase is-

13 percent of the annuity.
$468 plus 9 percent of the excess over
$3,600.
4, 800
6, 000 $57 plus 7 percent of the excess over
$4,800.
6, 000 ---------- $660 plus 5 percent of the excess over
$6,000.

(b) Each annuity payable from the Fund
to the surviving spouse of an employee or
Member whose annuity commenced prior to
October 20, 1969, which commenced after
October 19, 1969 and prior to the effective
date of this Act, shall be increased in accordance with the schedule prescribed in subsection (a) of this section.
(c) Effective from its commencing date,
an annuity payable from the Fund to the
surviving spouse of an employee or Member whose annuity commenced prior to
October 20, 1969, which commences after the
effective date of this Act, shall be increased
in accordance with the schedule prescribed
in subesction (a) of this section.
(d) This Act shall not authorize an increase in an additional annuity purchased at
retirement by voluntary contributions.
(e) The monthly installment of annuity
after adjustment under this Act shall be fixed
at the nearest dollar.
SEc. 2. Subsections (a) and (b) of section
1 of this Act shall become effective on the
first day of the second month which begins
after the date of enactment of this Act.

By Mr. CRANSTON (for himself,
Mr. TuNNEY, Mr. MUSKIE, and
Mr. NELSON) :
S. 1446. A bill to create marine sanctuaries from leasing pursuant to the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act in
areas off the coast of California adjacent
to State owned submerged lands in which
such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
By Mr. CRANSTON (for himself
and Mr. TuNNEY) :
S. 1447. A bill to create a marine sanctuary from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area
off the coast of California adjacent -:,o
State owned submerged lands in which
such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes;
S. 1448. A bill to create a marine sanctuary from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area
off the coast of California adjacent to
State owned submerged lands in which
such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes;
S. 1449. A bill to create a marine sanctuary from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area
off the coast of California adjacent to
State owned submerged lands in which
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such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes;
S. 1450. A bill to create a marine sanctuary from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area
off the coast of California adjacent to
State owned submerged lands in which
such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes;
s. 1451. A bill to create a marine sanctuary from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area
off the coast of California adjacent to
State owned submerged lands in which
such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes; and
S. 1452. A bill to create a marine sanctuary from leasing pursuant to the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act in an area
off the coast of California adjacent to
State owned submerged lands in which
such State has suspended leasing for
mineral purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
CALIFORNIA MARINE SANCTUARY BILLS

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference seven
bills which will, if enacted, correct a
major inequity in Federal policy toward
the environment:
When the Federal Government sold
lease P-0241 in the Santa Barbara Channel to Union Oil and its partners, it set
the stage for the January 1969 blowout
beneath Platform A with the resulting
pollution of Santa Barbara's beaches. It
is particularly ironic that the Union lease
lies directly seaward of the sanctuary
created by the State of California to
protect these beaches from oil pollution.
By its actions in 1968, the Federal Government effectively thwarted the positive
steps which California had taken to
avoid oil contamination.
Since 1955, the State of California has
passed legislation prohibiting oil, gas and
other mineral development on seven
stretches of California's coastal tidelands. Almost all of southern California
is protected-to the degree that Santa
Barbara was proteoted landward of the
Union blowout. The largest sanctuary
stretches from NeWPOrt Beach down the
historic coast of Orange and San Diego
Counties to the Mexican border. The offshore islands of San Clemente and Santa
Catalina were set aside as were the heavilY used metropolitan beaches of Los
Angeles and the magnificent 16-mile
stretch of Santa Barbara beach-where
the oil blowout occurred in Federal
waters just outside the State sanctuary.
The rugged and unspoiled coast of San
Luis Obispo County completed the 1955
actions.
In 1963, two additional norther California coastal sites were made sanctuaries: Monterey Bay, which played such
a major role in California's early history,
as well as the desolate grandeur of the
Big Sur shoreline and the wild, redwood
lands of Humboldt and Mendocino Counties.
In 1969, after the Santa Barbara blowout and spill, the sanctuary in Monterey
Bay was extended northward to the border of Santa Crux County. Today these
seven sanctuaries account for almost a
CXVII---576-Pant 7

fourth of the entire California coastline.
They prohibit oil drilling on an estimated
half of the tidelands suspected or known
to contain oil deposits.
I doubt that many of my colleagues
come from States which have prohibited
the production of oil on vast stretches of
State-controlled tidelands. The only
State I know of which is developing a
comparable prohibition on drilling in the
tidelands is Florida.
By voting to prohibit oil development
on portions of its tidelands, California
has voted to deny itself the substantial
bonuses, rents, and royalties which would
flow into the State treasury from such
leases.
California has voted to deny itself the
State income and property taxes which
this oil development would produce.
California has voted to deny itself the
jobs which this potentially major industrial development would provide.
Mr. Presi~ent, no government-Federal, State or local-denies its citizens
revenues or jobs unless by its denial it
protects and enhances resources and values which are far more important to its
citizens. The citizens of California have
decided to do all they can do to protect
their coastline from the water and beach
pollution of inevitable oil spills and the
scenic pollution of drilling platformsbecause they believe that the preservation of the recreational, economic, scenic
and spiritual resource represented by the
California coastline is of greater value
than the exploration and development of
suspected oil reserves.
It may be that my colleagues will disagree with California's decision to create
oil-free sanctuaries. It may be that the
citizens of other States would give higher
priority to oil development over environmental protection.
But that is not the point. California
has voted to create these sanctuaries.
I believe the Federal Government
should allow the people of California the
right to protect their coastal environment from oil pollution.
Oil production on Federal leases on
the Outer Continental Shelf would clearly
be injurious to California's coastal
environment. There are two major environmental objections to offshore drilling: the danger of oil spills and blowouts
and the ugliness of the drilling platforms, which are totally incompatible
with the mountains, cliffs, beaches, surf
and ocean of California's shore.
Oil spills are the constant companions
of oil production. President Nixon's
Panel on Oil Spills' second report, issued
September 1969, contained the following
warning:
If offshore development continues to expand a.t the present rate and the frequency
of accidents remains the same, we can expect to have a. major pollution Incident every
year.

Even a minor mechanical failure,
which would cause no damage on land,
can have disastrous effects underwater.
In December 1969, a seam split on a pipe
on Union's platform A. A low pressure
leak went unnoticed for two or three
days. Finally the slick was sighted by a
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commercial fish-spotting airplane, and
the pipe was repaired. If this leak had
occurred on land the only consequence
would have been a pool of oil on the
ground. But in the Santa Barbara Channel, an oil slick, variously estimated to
cover from 13 to 50 square miles, was
created. It eventually washed ashore,
coating the California beaches with another black film of oil.
Even with the most stringent regulations, accidents will happen. California's
coastline is geologically unstable and
earthquake prone. The Outer Continental
Shelf drops off quite steeply into the
Pacific Ocean. Oil production outside the
3-mile limit often will involve drilling at
much greater depths than we have done
up to this date. To attempt oil production at such depths until there has been
substantial improvement in oil production techniques is an unwarranted and
unwise gamble with California natural
resources.
To allow oil production outside the
State sanctuaries is inevitably to condemn the coastline of California to oil
pollution, despite the best efforts of the
people of California to avoid it.
And when these spills occur we do not
have the ability to contain them. President Nixon's Panel on Oil Spills' first
report said :
The United States has neither the technical nor the operational ca.pa.b111ty to cope
sa.tisfa.ctorlly with a. la.rge-sca.le petroleum
spill in the marine environment. The technology does not exist to prevent virtually all
of the oil in a. massive spill from being deposited on shore.

In testimony before a Senate Interior
Subcommittee in July of 1970, the
Secretary of the Interior reconfirmed
this lack of technical development in oil
capture and constraint techniques.
This same situation prevails with the
drilling platforms. President Nixon's
panel recommended that oil and gas
production be accomplished from totally
underwater structures, which would
"mitigate many of the storm and navigation hazards and eliminate the esthetic
unsightliness of offshore oil structures."
But the panel adds that technology for
underwater completions in deeper waters
has not yet been developed. Here again
we do not at present have the techniques
to eliminate the environmental pollution which accompanies oil production.
At present, there are no plans I know
of to sell oil-gas, or mineral leases in
these Federal lands on the California
Outer Continental Shelf. Nor have any
leases been sold, save in the Santa Barbara Channel.
But once oil is suspected, once the
pressure builds for Federal leasing, it
may be too late to protect the environment. It is now that we must act if we
are to prevent the California coastline
from becoming an oil-sodden junkyard.
In the 91st Congress, I introduced
S. 3093, the California Marine Sanctuary Act. This bill provided for the automatic creation of Federal oil-free zones
seaward of all existing and future State
sanctuaries.
But the administration and some
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members of the Senate Interior Committee objected to the nature of this
proposed response to the State's action,
urging that the bill would surrender Federal decisionmaking to the State.
In the first of the bills I introduce today, The California Marine Sanctuary
Act of 1971, I have deleted this automatic
sanctuary creation provision. Instead the
bill describes the six specific existing
State sanctuaries and provides for the
creation of Federal sanctuaries seaward
of only these six tideland areas. In the
case of State legislative action creating
additional State sanctuaries, my bill simply requires the Secretary of the Interior
to report to Congress any recommendations he may have regarding suspension
of leasing in adjacent Federal waters.
Congress may then take whatever action
it deems appropriate.
In making this change, it is my intention to assure the Congress and the administration that adoption of this bill
will in no way delegate or diminish Federal authority over these lands.
In response to other criticisms, I have
provided first, that no sanctuary be created seaward of areas where the State
previously allowed oil production, and
second, that the suspension of Federal
leasing can be lifted by the President in
case of national emergency.
As before, the bill provides for the
termination of any Federal sanctuary if
the State of California revokes its law
prohibiting oil exploration or production.
In July 1970, Secretary Hickel made
another objection to S. 3093. He told the
Senate Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels that he wanted to "look
at each one . . . on an individual basis."
He went on to say that he opposed a
"blanket decision," and would "look at"
a sanctuary "in an area of natural
beauty."
Unfortunately, although it might have
done so, the administration has not
chosen to report its opinions of each
specific area of the coastline where a
sanctuary has been created by California.
To implement the administration's review of each area, my remaining six bills
would each create one of the six sanctuaries proposed in my first bill. Otherwise the six specific sanctuary bills are
identical with my first all-inclusive bill.
I should add here that none of the
seven bills makes reference to the Santa
Barbara Channel sanctuary. My proposal for that area is embodied in S. 373, the
Santa Barbara Channel Moratorium and
Ecological Preserve Act, which I introduced with Senator TuNNEY in January.
Mr. President, the people of our Nation should have the right to protect
their homes, their yards, their neighborhoods from environmental pollution. But
most defenses against environmental
pollution must be made locally. One of
the most important elements of a Federal environmentally enlightened policy
must be a willingness and desire by the
Federal Government to encourage and
implement--not obstruct--local decisions to protect the environment.
Such has not been our Federal policy
regarding oil drilling in the California
coastline.

The refusal of the Federal Government to honor the State oil-free sanctuary at Santa Barbara is the classic example of the Federal Government's obstructing, if not negating, the struggle of
an individual community to keep its environment clean and pleasing.
It is to end this potential for obstruction that I introduce these seven bills.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the "California Marine Sanctuary Act of 1971" be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s. 1446
A bill to create marine sanctuaries from
leasing pursuant to the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act in areas off the coast of
California adjacent to State owned submerged lands in which such State has suspended leasing for mineral purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the Uniied States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "California Marine
Sanctuary Act of 1971".
SEc. 2. The Congress finds and declares
that the shoreline of the State of California,
and the lands beneath navigable waters and
the Outer Continental Shelf off such shoreline, are rich in a variety of natural, commercial, recreation, and esthetic resources
of immediate and potential value to the present and future generations of Americans;
that many of these areas are in danger of
damage or destruction by commercial and
industrial development; and that it is the
policy of Congress to preserve, protect, restore, make accessible for the benefit of all
the people, and encourage balanced use of
selected portions of such areas.
SEc. 3. (a) The Secretary of the Interior
shall, effective as of the date of enactment
of this Act, suspend all further leasing pursuant to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands
Act for the exploration for or extraction of
oil, gas, or any other mineral in any portion of the Outer Continental Shelf seaward
of each of the areas described in subsection
(b) in all of which such State has provided
by law that leases will not be issued by such
State for the exploration for or extract the
production of any oil, gas or other mineral.
The Secretary shall determine such seaward
portion by extending seaward the boundaries of each such State area in a parallel
manner adjusted as determined by the Secretary to conform to lease tract boundaries.
(b) Such areas are as follows:
Area No. 1. The San Diego and Orange
County Sanctuary.
Beginning at the point of the intersection
of the ordinary highwater mark of the Pacific Ocean with the southern boundary of
San Diego County; thence in a generally
northerly direction along said ordinary highwater mark to the northerly city limits of
the City of Newport Beach, Orange County;
thence southerly and westerly three nautical
miles to a point in the Pacific Ocean; thence
in a generally southerly direction parallel to
said ordinary high-water mark to a point in
the Pacific three nautical miles west from
the point of beginning.
Area. No. 2. The Los Angeles County Sanctuary.
Beginning at the point of intersection of
the ordinary high-water mark of the Pacific
Ocean with the southerly point of Point Fermin; thence in a. generally northerly and
westerly direction along said ordinary highwater mark to the Ventura county line;
thence due south three nautical miles to a
point in the Pacific Ocean; thence in a generally easterly and southerly direction parallel to said ordinary high-water mark to a
point in the Pacific Ocean three nautical
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miles due south from the point of beginning;
thence due north to the point of beginning.
Area No. 3. The Santa Catalina and San
Clemente Islands Sanctuary.
The tide and submerged lands surrounding the Islands of San Clemente and Santa
Catalina waterward of the ordinary highwater mark of the Pacific Ocean on such islands to a distance three nautical miles
therefrom.
Area. No. 4. The San Luis Obispo County
Sanctuary.
All those tide and submerged lands being
in the County of San Luis Obispo and lying
within an area beginning at a point on the
ordinary high-water mark of the Pacific
Ocean at the center line of the pier at the
Pismo Beach State Beach Park; thence southerly along the ordinary high-water mark of
the Pacific Ocean to a point 10 statute miles
distant in a direct line from said point of
beginning; thence on a line due west into
the Pacific Ocean a distance of three nautical
miles to a point; thence northerly on a line
parallel to the ordinary high-water mark of
the Pacific Ocean to a point which lies due
west a distance of three nautical miles from
a point on the ordinary high-water mark of
the Pacific Ocean, which point is distant in
a direct line one statute mile northerly from
the intersection of the ordinary high-water
mark of the Pacific Ocean with the center
line of the pier in the State Beach Park at
Cayucos; thence southerly along the ordinary high-water mark of the Pacific Ocean
to the point of beginning.
Area No. 5. The Monterey and Santa Cruz
Counties Sanctuary.
All those tide and submerged lands being
in the County uf Monterey, and lyin g withing an area beginning at the intersection
of the ordinary high-water mark of the
Pacific Ocean and the west line of Section
32, T. 24 S., R. 6E., M.D.B. & M.; thence
northerly and westerly along the ordinary
high-water mark of the Pacific Ocean to a
point on said ordinary high-water mark onehalf mile northerly of the south line ofT. 12
S., M.D.B.; thence in a true southwesterly
direction to a point in Monterey Bay, said
point being three nautical miles from the
ordinary high-water mark; thence southerly
and easterly on a line parallel to and three
nautical miles distant from said ordinary
high-water mark of the Pacific Ocean to a
point due west from the point of beginning;
thence due east to the point of beginning.
Area No. 6. The Humboldt and Mendocino
Counties Sanctuary.
All those tide and submerged lands being
in the Counties of Humboldt and Mendocino
and lying within an area beginning at the
intersection of the ordinary high-water mark
of the Pacific Ocean and the south line of
Township 5 South, Humboldt Base Line;
thence northerly and westerly along the ordlinary high-water mark of the Pacific Ocean
to the intersection of said high-water mark
and the north line of Township I North,
Humboldt Base Line; thence due west to a
point in the Pacific Ocean, said point being
three nautical miles from the ordinary highwater mark; thence in a southerly and easterly direction, parallel to and three nautical
miles distant from said high-water mark to
a point due west from the point of beginning; thence due east to the point of beginning.
Sec. 4. Any suspension of leasing in an
area of the continental shelf pursuant to section 3 shall be terminated by the Secretary
of the Interior if the State of California
revokes the law enacted by such State prohibiting exploration for extraction of oil, gas,
or other minerals in the entire area of such
State described in section 3(b) which is adjacent to such area of the continental shelf.
SEc. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be
deemed( I) to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to terminate any lease or to refuse to
renew any lease with a right of renewal; or
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(2) to prohibit or limit any presently existing power of the Secretary of the Interior to
grant rights of way; or
(3) to prohibit any exploration of the
Outer Continental Shelf; or
(4) to grant to the State of California any
title or jurisdiction over any portion of the
Outer Continental Shelf.
SEc. 6. In any case in which the State of
California at any time after the date of enactment of this Act suspends or terminates
all mineral leasing in any area of lands beneath navigable waters in such State in
which no previous production of minerals
was allowed, the Secretary of the Interior
shall report to the President and the Congress his recommendations with respect to
any suspension of mineral leasing in the
areas of the Outer Continental Shelf seaward
of such State area.
SEC. 7. The President is authorized to
terminate any suspension pursuant to section 3 during any national emergency declared after the date of enactment of this
Acr;.
SEC. 8. For the purposes of this Act-(1) the term "lands beneath navigable
waters" has the meaning prescribed in the
Submerged Lands Act;
(2) the term "Outer Continental Shelf"
has the meaning prescribed in the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act;
(3) the term "coastline" means the line of
ordinary low water along that portion of the
coast which is in direct contact with the
open sea and the line marking the seaward
limit of inland waters; and
(4) the term "lease" means any permit,
contract or any other form of authorization.
SEc. 9. If any provision of this Act, or any
section, subsection, sentence, clause, or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of
the remainder of the Act and of the application of any such provision, section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or individual word to other persons and circumstances
is not affected thereby.

By Mr. JAVITS:
S. 1453. A bill to amend part A of title
IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
relating to educational opportunity
grants, in order to auth01ize an increase
in the amount of such grants in certain
cases and to authorize such grants for
students attending institutions of higher
education on a less than full time but
at least half-time basis. Referred to the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I introduce for appropriate reference a bill to
amend the education opportunity grant
program of the Higher Education Act in
two respectsFirst, extend to part-time students eligibility for education opportunity grants
so that those many young people attending college at least half time might h ave
an opportunity to obtain, on a pro-rated
basis, the same assistance in obtaining
a higher education as that afforded to
full-time students. Education opportunity grants are the funds up to $1,000
annually provided needy full-time students to attend college.
Part-time students form a substantial
portion of the student body in this Nation today, comprising 1.03 million of the
2.2 million attending junior and community colleges and 1.65 million of the
6.35 million attending 4-year institutions. If it were not for the opportunities
of part-time study_, many of these young
people would be unable to obtain a higher
education, due to the fact that family
personal circumstances oblige them to

work while pursuing their studies. I have
an especial personal sympathy for young
people who find themselves so constrained because as a student I also found
it necessary to work part time while undertaking my law studies at New York
University.
Second, increasing the maximum
amount authorized for an Education Opportunity grant from $1,000 to $1,200
annually during the second, third, and
fourth years for any recipient who ranks
in the upper half of his class. This is
similar to a provisi'On recognizing academic achievement which was part of
the original Higher Education Act in
1965, but which was repealed when Educa tiona.l Opportunity grants were increased from $800 to $1,000.
I feel that it is most important that the
economic status of the individual's family
not be the sole determinant of assistance during his college career but that
an opportunity be afforded to recognize
academic achievement also. This is a
key element of non-Federal student-aid
programs, both State and private.
Finally, I am pleased to note that the
higher education associations, in testimony yesterday before the Senate Education Subcommittee, voiced support to extend the Education Opportunity Grant
program to part-time students, as I have
proposed. Joining in the testimony were
the American Association of Junior Colleges, the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities, the American
Council on Education, the Association of
American Colleges, the Association of
American Universities, the National Association of State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges and the National Council
of Independent Colleges and Universities.
By Mr. MOSS:
S. 1454. A bill to amend the Federal
Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act to
require the Federal Trade Commission to
establish acceptable levels of tar and
nicotine content of cigarettes. Referred
to the Committee on Commerce.
CIGARETTE LABELING AND ADVERTISING

Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I introduce
for appropriate reference a bill to amend
the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act to require the Federal Trade
Commission to establish acceptable levels
of tar and nicotine content.
Our Nation today is faced with soaring
hospital costs; our medical care facilities
are coming to the point where they will
not be able to care for the growing number of chronically ill people; there are
not enough funds to provide intensive
care units for emphysema and heart disease patients; millions are being paid
from social security funds to aid relatively young and still productive people
who are unable to use their skills because
they are disabled by chronic respiratory
disease and hear t conditions.
The best medicine for these diseases is
preventative medicine. Prevention cuts
down on costs, it cuts down on agony,
and it cuts down on disability. Certain
diseases are prevented with vaccinations
such as German measles, smallpox, and
polio. Certain diseases have been eliminated with environmental prevention.
such as malaria, typhus, and yellow fever.
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And where prevention is not available,
early det ection and treatment are the
surest methods of therapy: Pap smears
for cervical cancer, - chest X-rays for
tuberculosis, PKU tests for birth defects,
and spirometry for oral cancer.
The bill I introduce today would provide a measure of environmental protection against the ravages of lung cancer,
emphysema, and heart disease. We have
limits on pollutants; we set tolerances
for contamLTJ.ants in foods; we set flammability standards for fabrics; we limit
impurities in medicines, in water, and in
air.
Is not it about time we limited the
toxic inhalants in cigarettes? I am not
proposing a ban on cigarettes. The Volstead Act demonstrated that prohibition
cannot work. Human behavior is too difficult to change. I do propose, however,
that the harmful constituents of cigarettes be removed in quantities sufficient
to reduce the hazards of personal air
pollution for the 44.5 million adult smokers in the United States. The least we
can do for them is warn them of the
haz..ards of smoking and just as we find
it necessary to limit toxic emissions in
the name of air pollution, we must limit
toxic emissions from cigarettes for the
safety of the 44.5 million smokers.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill and the
transcript of the Public Broadcasting
System's January 19, 1971, program on
this topic be placed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill and
material were ordered to be printed in
the REcoRD, as follows: ·

s. 1454
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou se of
Representatives of the United States of
Ameri ca in Congress assembled, That section 3 of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and
Advertising Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(7) The term 'incriminated agent' means
any oonstJituent element of cigarette mainstream smoke which is present in quantities
sufficient to be a health hazard."
SEC. 2. Section 7 of the Federal Cigarette
Labeling and Advertising Act is amended by
redesignating subsections (b) and (c ) thereof as subsections (c) and (d), respect ively,
and inserting immediately after subsection
(a) the following new subsection:
"(b) Not later than 6 months aft er the
date of the enactment of the Public Health
Cigarette Amendments of 1971, the Federal
Trade Commission shall promulgate standards establishing such maximum acceptable
levels of tar, nicotine, and other in<:riminated
agents as the Commission determines may
be present in cigarettes in quantities which
will not pose an unreasonable health hazard.
Such maximum levels may be reduced periodically, but not more often than once during any calendar year, whenever the Commission determines that lower levels are necessary to avoid u n reason able healt h hazards.
Standards established by the Commission
under this subsection shall permit cigarett es
to contain the least amount of tar, nicotine,
and other incriminated agents which is consistent with consumer acceptability. No
standard estblished under this subsection
shall be consistent with consumer acceptability if ciga rettes produ<:ed in con formity
with such standard would be so unacceptable to a substantial number of cigarette
smokers as to create a market for the 11licit
sale and purchase of significant quantities
of cigarettes which fail to meet such standard."
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SEc. 3. This Act may be cited as the "Public Health Cigarette Amendments of 1971".
SHOULD THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SET LIMITS
ON THE TAR AND NICOTINE CONTENT OF CIGARETTES?

(Originated in Washington, D.C. Produced by
KCET)
Participants: Advocate Howard Miller
(PRO) Professor of Law, University of Southern California.
Frank Moss, Democratic Senator from
Utah, Chairman, Consumer Protection Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee.
Ernest L. Wynder, M.D., President, American Health Foundation, New York Ci,ty, Professor of Public Health, Columbia University.
Advocate William Rusher (CON) Publisher,
National Review.
Horace Kornegay, Head, Tobacco Institute,
Washington, D.C. Former Congressman from
North Carolina.
Mr. James Levy Smoker, New York City.
Sheldon C. Sommers, M.D. Professor of
Pathology, Columbia University and University of Southern California. Chairman, Scientific Board for the Council for Tobacco Research.
Mod era tor: Victor Palmieri.
Origination: House Ways and Means Committee hearing room.
This technical assistance from WGBH;
equipment from WETA. Tonight's program is
produced by Tom Burrows, KCET, and directed by AI Muir, KCET. Greg Harney, Executive Producer; Peter McGhee, Executive
Editor.
Palmieri: Good evening. Tonight THE ADVOCATES is privileged once again to be
broadcasting from the Hearing Room of the
Ways and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives of the Congress of the United
States. Each week at this time THE ADVOCATES looks at an important public question. For you, a very important choice. Tonight we discuss a proposal that directly
affects more than 45 million Americans. All
of us who smoke cigarettes. Our question is
this: "Should the Federal government set
limits on the tar and nicotine content of
cigarettes?" Advocate Howard Miller says
"Yes."
Miller: Millions of Americans recognize the
danger in smoking cigarettes and would like
to quit. But as the common saying goes, it's a
terrible habit, but you just can't break it.
One of the reasons you just can't break it is
because the entire environment-wide-spread
cigarette advertising, high tar and nicotine
content in cigarettes-simply makes it difficult for the individual to act to break the
habit. We propose to change that environment. It has to some measure already been
changed by the banning of advertising from
television. But of course other advertising
will continue. Another very significant factor
is the high tar and nicotine content of
many cigarettes, which make it difficult for
people who want to stop smoking, those cigarettes, and contribute directly to bad health.
We propose the Federal government set
a limit on that tar and nicotine content to
make it easy for those who want to save their
health to do so, and to be given a chance
for life. With me tonight to support this
proposal are the President of the American
Health Foundation and a Professor of Public
Health at Columbia University, Dr. Ernest
Wynder. And the Chairman of the Consumer
Protection Subcommittee of the Commerce
Committee of the United States Senate, Senator Frank Moss of Utah.
Palmieri. Advocate William Rusher says
"NOe"

RuSHER. There are really two questions
before us tonight, and I urge you to keep
them carefully separated in your mind. One
1s the question whether cigarettes, and specifically the tar and nicotine in cigarettes,
have anything to do with lung cancer or

other forms of human illness. As to this, we
will show you tonight that the medical evidence is, to put it charitably, very mixed, and
extremely inconclusive. But there is also
another question up for discussion this evening which is very important that has nothing whatever to do with the medical issue.
It is rather a profound moral, and in the
highest sense, political question, which is
this: If a man or a woman knows that
cigarettes may be harmful to his health, and
knows exactly how much tar and nicotine
they contain, and wants to smoke anyway,
whose business is it to tell him that he cannot smoke, and indeed that thE' American
Tobacco Industry cannot even produce the
kind of cigarettes he wants to smoke. That is
the question. And I predict it is going to be
ducked by the other side for the very good
reason that there is no valid answer to it.
With me tonight to discuss both of these
questions are Dr. Sheldon Sommers, Director of Laboratories, Lenox Hill Hospital, New
York City; Mr. Horace Kornegay, President
of the Tobacco Institute, and Mr. James
Levy, smoker.
PALMIERI. Thank you both, gentlemen. In
1964, the Surgeon General of the U.S. issued
a report warning that cigarete smoking was
a hazard to health. Oongress reacted by requiring manufacturers to print that warning
on each cigarette package. On the last sessiOiil, Congress passed legislation prohibiting
cigarette advertising on radio and television,
effective January 2nd of this year. And last
week, finally, the Surgeon General called for
a ban on smoking in all public places. So the
warnings from government continue, but so
far, nothing has been done to affect the ingredients of cigarettes which are claimed to
be the actual cause of the hazard to health.
As a result, some authorities contend that
the government should take a further step
and set limits on the tar and nicotine content of cigarettes. That's our question tonight: Mr. Miller, why do you support this
proposal?
Mlller: This of course is more than a case
of simply individual choice to smoke. It is in
the highest sense a public health problem.
And it is a public health problem because
the entire environment that has been created by the tobacco industry, through advertising and other pressures, has created
the very demand that the industry now
claims requires no interference with personal rights. But that ciga.rettes themselves
are a serious and harmful cause of ill health
is no longer subject to doubt. Just this
month, the Royal College of Physicians in
England told us that premature deaths and
disabling illness caused by cigarette smoking have now reached epidemic proportions,
and present the most challenging of all opportunities for preventive medicine. And
that is a public health problem. As study
after study has shown, and as the United
States Public Health Service reports, cigarette smoking does contribute to illness.
Over 700 percent chance of getting lung cancer for those who smoke over those who
don't; 103 percent chance of heart disease;
110 percent chance of any kind of cancer;
all from publications of the United States
Public Health Service. Despite that, cigarette
sales have continued to grow, prompted
largely, of course, by the extraordinary advertising. With the growth in cigarette sales
the lung cancer death rate in the United
States, for example, has climbed dramatically. That is just a line on the chart indicating a rate. [Displays chart.) The number
of absolute deaths continue to grow. 55,000
absolute deaths in 1968 from lung cancer.
Those statistics are widely recognized. Insurance companies, for example, have special
non-smoker health policies, recognizlng the
lower chance of dying at the early age for
the non-smoker. So millions recognize the
difficulty. Mllllons wish to stop. And many of
those personally come to understand what
the danger is far too late.
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(Cut to film: Animated cartoon of a man
who lights cigarette on a bomb fuse; bomb
blows up, followed by:)
Announcer: Some people'll do anything
for a cigarette.
Chorus: You get a lot to like with a Marlboro-

Female singer: You can take Salem out of
the country, but-Male: There's no compromise in the tobacco.
Another male: Say, Mister. How about
some of those skinny cigarettes.
Operator: At the tone the time will be;
12:05 and 40 seconds. [Tone sounds.]
Another female singer: Winston tastes
good, like a cigarette should.
Another male: camel filters.
Another male: Camel filters aren't for
everybody.
Operator: Twelve five, and 50 seconds.
Another male: Come to Marlboro country.
Auctioneer: [Singing) Sold to ... American.
Tolman: My name is Bill Tolman. I'm
sure that some of you are familiar with me
as the most unsuccessful prosecuting attorney in the history of the legal profession.
When I was a kid, 8 or 9, my dad offered
me a thousand dollars and a gold watch if
I would get to the age of 21 without smoking
a cigarette. And I lost that case before I was
12. Of all the cases in my whole life that
I've lost, of all the bets I've lost, of all the
chances I've blown, that one I regret the
most today. Because today I'm 53 years old;
I have a family consisting of 6 kids; and a
wife whom I adore. I also have lung cancer.
[A lung operation is shown during this talk.]
Let me join you in spirit, in prayer, even
if I'm gone when you see me speak these
words to you. Let me join you in this crusade
and let's make this world a world that's
cancer free.
(Cut to Studio)
Miller: So long as the tobacco industry
continues to dispute the medical evidence
of the danger of cigarette smoking, so long
as there are people who may believe them and
continue to be harmed by it, films like that,
and as strong, will have to continue to be
shown. To talk to the problems of cigarette
smoking and health, I have asked to join
us here tonight as our first witness, Dr.
Ernest Wynder.
Palmieri: Dr. Wynder; welcome to THE
ADVOCATES.
Miller: Dr. Wynder is President of the
American Health Foundation. He's also
Professor of Public Health at Columbia University. Dr. Wynder, for what diseases is cigarette smoking and tar and nicotine a principal causative factor.
Wynder: Well, first of all, when you refer
to causative factor, this doesn't mean that
we say it is obligatory cause. Simply, we
mean that in the presence of this factor, this
disease will occur more commonly, and in the
absence, it will occur less commonly. Among
the many diseases having been thusly associated and often causatively associated with
cigarette smoking are cancer of the lung,
cancer of the larynx, cancer of the oral
cavity, cancer of the esophagus, cancer of
the bladder, emphysema, bronchitis, and
also importantly, particularly premature
death from heart attacks.
Miller: Is there any real dispute about that
evidence and what it proves?
Wynder: Well, there is no dispute among
committees that, in this country and in other
countries have been asked to review the evidence. You always find an individual that
will disagree; jokingly we refer to a society
that we call "The Flat Earth Society"; because we believe that there are those who
will argue that the earth 1s fiat in spite of
the evidence. But the important point is that
any medical and scientific committee ever
put together to decide on this matter h8.'3
agreed smoking is injurious to your health.
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Miller: Would lowering the tar and nicotine help the problem?
Wynder: This is a very important issue;
we published, a few weeks ago, in the Journal of the American Medical Association,
data which show that smokers of filter cigarettes, that is, those who have smoked filter
cigarettes for more than ten years, have significantly less risk of lung cancer than those
that smoked regular cigarettes. I think this
is the best evidence up to date that the tar
content in our cigarettes relate to lung cancer, and that as you reduce the tar content,
you reduce the risk of cancer.
Miller: Is it appropriate to treat this as a.
public health problem, that is, to impose limits on tar and nicotine for all smokers.
Wynder: Well I believe this is very appropriate as a. public health problem, because
it is apparently difficult for the individual to
give up a. habit in spite of the evidence. because we all suffer from the illusion of immortality, and therefore we all believe it cannot happen to us.
Palmieri: Doctor, let's see if (overriding
Miller] Mr. Rusher is a member of The Flat
Earth Society.
Rusher: Dr. Wynder, in your opinion,
which is more dangerous, tar or nicotine?
Wynder: It depends, Mr. Rusher, on the
kind of disease you want to get.
Rusher: I am referring to lung cancer.
Wynder: If you refer to lung cancer, the
principal causative factor is the tar.
Rusher: Is the tar.
Wynder: Correct.
Rusher: Has the Public Health Service ever
repudiated the Surgeon General's 1964 report which says that nicotine in tobacco, and
I quote, "probably does not represent a significant health problem?"
Wynder: The Surgeon General's report of
1964 refers to nicotine in relationship to cardiovascular disease; fortunately in science
we learn. In the last six years we have learned
a great dea l, and you will read in the next
Surgeon General's report, soon to be issued,
that nicotine is an important public health
issue-Rusher: I think-! think you are-Wynder: -particularly for cardiovascular
disease.
Rusher: -perhaps inadvertently, misrepresenting the Surgeon General's report. First,
let's take the Advisory Committee Report
in 1964, and I quote exactly from it, "There
is no acceptable evidence that prolonged exposure to nicotine creates either dangerous
functional change of an objective nature, or
degenerative disease" Close quote. And then
the '64 report itself says, and I quote again,
"The chronic toxicity of nicotine, in quantities absorbed from smoking, is very low, and
probably does not represent a significant
health problem." So you are telling me that
this has or has not been repudiated to date,
Sir.
Wynder: You will see in a few weeks the
new Surgeon General 'sRusher: Yes.
Wynder: is issued, Mr. Rusher, let me
state that fortunately in science we learn
and we have learned s'ince 1964. Many studies
have since been published that indicate the
nicotine level in tobacco smoke plays a vital
role in cardiovascular disease.
Rusher: That's what you've learned in science, and we've learned in law, and we knew
it before 1964, is that when you tell me about
reports that haven't been published yet, and
that are going to say what you want them to
say, there isn't much I can do about it. But
the report on record is that there is no
apparent effect from the quantities of nicotine in cigarettes.
Wynder: Let me-Rusher: That is the report.
Wynder: Let me correct you, Mr. Rusher.
If you go into the Surgeon General's Report
of '67 and '68, they will also indicate that
nicotine is playing a role in-

Rusher: I asked you; I asked you, Doctor,
in the beginning whether or not that report
had been repudiated; you didn"t tell me it
had.
Wynder: Oh, I indicated there were several studies; I just want to bring you up to
the very latest.
Rusher: Science has made enormous strides
since then, as the saying goes.
Wynder: Indeed it has.
Rusher: Tell me, what level of tar and nicotine do you think should be the legal limit?
Take tar. How many milligrams of tar in a
cigarette would be the proper legal limit for
Senator Moss' bill?
Wynder: At the moment we are not prepared to give you a. specific level.
Rusher: Why not. Hasn't science told us
what's dangerous, and how much would be
safe?
Wynder: The--best figure, Mr. Rusher,
would be that would have a hundred percent
filter so you'd no smoke at all.
Rusher: I understand that. Do you recommend . . .
Wynder: On the other hand . . .
Rusher: And are you recommending that
Senator Moss include that in his bill in that
form?
Wynder: On the other hand, ! - Rusher: Would you answer the question.
Are you recommending that?
Wynder: I will recommend to Senator Moss
that we ought to give all incentive we can
to lower the tar and nicotine level of American cigarettesRusher: Now be specific. What level do you
recommend; this is a bill that is to be put
before the Congress of the United Stateshow many milligrams of tar should be, according to that bill, allowed in a cigarette.
This is a very practical problem, and you're
a. doctor. Tell us.
Wynder: If I would set an upper limit .
Rusher: Please.
Wynder: At this point.
Rusher: Yes?
Wynder: And that's only an upper limit
because there's no lower limit; I would state
that a filter cigarette should not contain
more than 20 milligrams of tar, and 1.0 milligrams of nicotine.
Rusher: Are you aware that the average,
the actual mean of cigarettes in this country contain only 19 milligrams of tar?
Wynder: I am quite aware that the tar
and nicotine content of the American cigarette has been significantly reduced in the
last 20 years, and the American tobacco industry is to be congratulated for this.
Rusher: You, you would actually set a
limit higher than the average one.
Palmieri: Doctor, I'm afraid that I 'll have
to interrupt.
Rusher: I beg your pardon?
Palmieri: I'm afraid I'll have to int errupt
this segment of the program; Dr. Wynder,
let me thank you now for appearing on THE
ADVOCATES.
Miller: Thank you. There really is no dispute about the effect of cigarette smoking on
lung cancer, other items of health, whether
you look at tar or nicotine. You '11 see a list
of organizations, medical organizations and
a few ot hers, that have e ndorsed and agreed
the causative connection between cigarette
smoking and lung cancer. Of course it is always possible to pick a particular sentence
out of a '64 report that relates only the nicotine and ask a question about that. But if
you look in the 1967 report, at pages 60 to 61,
or the 1968 report at page 30, you will find
the statements about the nicotine relationships in cigarettes. There is general agreement. There is no significant dispute. The
t obacco industry does itself no credit by continuin g to dispute that .
Pal mieri: Mr. Miller, we 're going to hear
now from Mr. Rusher and h is case; we'll come
back to you for your rebuttal.
Rusher: And Mr. Mlller does his case no
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credit by attempting to turn it into an attack
on an American industry in another example
of the hate-Business mentality. As I have
said earlier, our topic tonight touches not
just one, but two, of the most sensitive
nerves in our modern American society. Let
us take up this medical question first; and
it is, Mr. M1ller's opinion notwithstanding,
by no means a. closed issue. We live in the
first truly scientific age, when mankind has
become able to detect and measure all sorts
of invisible danger. Radiation, chemical
poisons, and the like. Our general anxieties
have tended to fasten on these dangers, and
make us fearful of all kinds of lurking scientific terrors, much as more primitive men
used to fear the powers and principalities of
the air, or things that go boom in the night.
We are not really very rational about all
this; we stopped drinking low-calorie soft
drinks because we would risk cancer of the
bladder, if we drank 500 bottles of them a.
day; and then we go back to high-calorie
drinks, that will soon make us overweight
and subject to heart attacks in our fifties.
And what's more the degrees of harm in various products are hotly debated. Certainly,
certainly this is true of cigarettes. There are
many doctors who consider them harmful.
And there are plenty of others who are not
so sure. In the latter category are such men
as Dr. Milton Rosenblatt, President of the
Medical Board of Doctor's Hospital in New
York. He has spent half a lifetime studying
the causes of lung cancer. Dr. Theodore Sterling, Professor of Applied Mathematics and
Computer Science at Washington University,
Saint Louis, an expert in medical statistics.
Dr. Sheldon C. Sommers, Director of Laboratories at Lennox Hill Hospital, New Yo::-k
and Clinical Professor of Pathology at Columbia University. Dr. Carl Seltzer, Senior
Research Associate of the Harvard University School of Public Health. He has written
extensively on the effects of smoking on heart
disease. These men will testify that the medical case against cigarettes is by no means
subtle. They question the statistics, and the
one-sided use of studies by the American
Cancer Society and the Public Health Service. They question the myths; for example,
the myth that smoking causes the lungs to
turn black. And they question the contradictions. Why, for example, is lung cancer predominantly a man's disease, even though
smoking by women has increased enormously in the last 40 years. Why does cigar and
pipe smoking show little or no relation to
these diseases. These are some of the disturbing questions. Let's heM' what the experts
have to say.
[CUt to Film:]
Rosenblatt: There is no real evidence that
lung cancer is caused by cigarettes. As a.
matter of fact the preponderance of evidence
is to the contrary. All we have going, for all
the publicity that has prevailed, is a statistical correlation which is very tenuous.
Sterling: The National Center for Health
St atistics claimed for instance that there was
a relationship between the amount people
smoked and the incidence of lllness, so that
the more you smoked, the more people
smoked, the more frequently they were 111,
an d the longer they were lll, and the more
the loss from work. Now, curious enough,
when you examine this data, these data, that
relationship did not appear, actually. For
instance, in general, those individuals who
smoked a pack or less had less disease than
people who did not smoke at all.
Interviewer: If inconsistencies and contradictions like this existed in this study,
why weren't they reported?
Sterling: That's a good question.
Rosenblatt: We have here a group of individuals who in my opinion are out on a.
limb.
Interviewer: These are the Public Health
Service people?
Rosenblatt: Yes, and they cannot come
back.

'
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Sommers: Inconclusive evidence plied upon
inconclusive evidence convinces some people
that something they'd like to believe is true
is actually true. But that's not the scientific
approach.
Seltzer: As a result of my many years of
research and publications, I find no hard
support for the contention that cigarette
smoking causes heart disease.
Interviewer: Well, what is the real association, then?
Seltzer: Well, many of us feel that it is
possible that the statistical association
which exists in United States figures may be
due to the fact that smokers are different
kinds of people than non-smokers.
Sterling: Smoking in general is associated
with an individual who eats perhaps a bit
too much, drinks perhaps more than average
and does less exercise than people do in
general.
Interviewer: Why is it that females aren't
getting more lung cancer now?
Rosenblatt: Although women have been
smoking at least 40 years, and in some instances probably smoking more prodigiously
than men, the ratio between males and females with respect to lung cancer is just the
same, six to one, which means that it is not
the smoking that has been the cause of the
lung cancer in the male but rather this is a
characteristic of the disease, just like the
age at which one acquires lung cancer. Lung
cancer occurs in the fifth, sixth, and seventh
decades of life, predominantly in the sixties,
and it does so in the smoker and in the nonsmoker, and it does so whether you start
smoking at six or whether you start smoking r..t 46. This is inherent biologic feature
of the disease.
Sommers: Some people have referred to
black lungs and claimed it was a problem
related to smoking, but in fact the blackness
is coal dust and it's in the contaminated air
and is not a result of smoking.
Interviewer: Can you tell by looking at the
cancerous lung tissue whether it comes from
a smoker or non-smoker?
Sommers: No, there isn't any way to identify the habits or in most cases the occupation of an individual with lung cancer, from
looking at the tissue.
Interviewer: So you can't tell?
Sommers: There's no way to tell.
Rosenblatt: These diseases are old diseases. To attempt to blame them on our byproducts of modern civ111zation is wrong
and those who promulgate this thesis are
really misleading the public.
[Cut to studio: ]
Rusher: One of the men whom you have
just seen on film is with us in Washington
tonight to answer further questions about
the film, and about the medical aspects of
this subject. He is Dr. Sheldon C. Sommers,
the Director of Laboratories at Lenox Hill
Hospital in New York City.
Palmieri: Thank you. We're glad to have
you with us on the Advocates.
Rusher: Dr. Sommers, I might add, is also
Clinical Professor of Pathology of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia
University and at the University of Southern California. Dr. Sommers, I believe in addition to your principal position at Lenox
Hill, you are also the Research Director of
the Council for Tobacco Research, and Chairman of its Scientific Advisory Board. Is that
right?
Sommers: Yes, that's correct.
Rusher: Can you tell us what the Council
for Tobacco Research is?
Sommers: It's a granting agency; it's between 17 and 18 years old; it has a budget of
two and a half million dollars a year, which
is provided by all of the major tobacco companies; it provides research grants in the
field of smoking and health; anyone interested writes in and if they have a competitive program, then it's funded.

Rusher: Does this mean that you are in
the pay of the vested interests of the tobacco
industry?
Sommers: Well, when I work outside my
office I am paid on a per diem basis, the same
rate as I am paid by the Veterans' Administration Hospital when I work for them.
Rusher: In this matter of smoking and
health, how do we come to be concentrating
on tar and nicotine, anyway, as distinguished
from other things in tobacco.
Sommers: Well, beginning about 1900,
using a tobacco condensate, and "tar" is
actually a misnomer, by painting on the skln
of mice and rabbits it was possible to produce
wa.rts or a benign or sometimes malignant
tumors. And this has continued up to the
present. But in the last few years, many
workers have found no tumors after painting of the skin of animaJs, and it's probably
the wrong tissue to study anyway, and so
we've lost it as a biologically useful experimental model. And all of us are looking for a
new experimental animal model, usually involving inhalation of cigarette smoke. We
hope someday to have an effective experimental model for producing any kind of a
positive bioloigical effect from inhaling
cigarettes.
Rusher: May I briefiy askPalmieri: The feeling is you don't have one
now. Let's see what Mr. MUler has to say on
cross-examination.
Miller: Dr. Sommers, tell us about the
American insurance companies that have
non-smoker policies because they believe the
data about a different mortality rate. Are
those hard-headed businessmen being misled?
Sommers: I'm not expert in the insurance
business; I think that they base their rates
upon statistics, and statistics are notoriously
difficult to as...<>ay as regards their accuracy,
andMUler: Well, since insurance companies of
course rely on actuarial statistics all the
time, and they have, some of them have
decided to issue a lower premium rate for
non-smokers. You think that in fact those
hard-headed businessmen are just blundering and losing money for their companies.
Sommers: No, I myself, and I'm speaking
purely as an individual, regard that as a
sales gimmick.
Miller: What about the Royal College of
Physicians. Are they also out on a limb along
with the Public Health Service. The Royal
College has just decided that incidence of
disease from cigarette smoking had reached
epidemic proportions--What went wrong in
the Royal College of Physicians?
Sommers: No, you see, they did no research
themselves; they reviewed the literature. And
there's a problem in England; for example,
smokers, or non-smokers in Australia and
New Zealand get lung cancer most notably
determined by the number of years they lived
in England. Not by their smoking, or by
their occupation.
Miller: Let me ask you about-Sommers: So there seems to be something
peculiar about England.
Miller: Yes. There seems to be something
peculiar about other things as well. Let me-when the original Surgeon General's Advisory
Committee, in 1964, looked at all this evidence, there was a committee--it was not
employees of the Public Health Services or
the Surgeon General, they were independent
experts on the Advisory Committee; the
names were in fact submitted to the tobacco
industry, is that correct?
Sommers: They were chosen on the basis
of never having worked in the field; I know
three of them personally; and actually, I
helped to rewrite part of the Surgeon General's report.
Miller: And those people heard, those people heard all of the testimony that's been
presented tonight; they heard all of the statistical arguments; they heard all the state-
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ments we heard on film; they were impartial
experts, agreed to by the tobacco industry,
and concluded differently and rejected those
arguments, didn't they.
Sommers: No, I think you have a problem
here, and that is, that as Dr. Wynder pointed
out, science marches on, andM1ller: Precisely.
Sommers:-the statistical, the statistical
studies were sm.okers versus non-smokers.
And now they are multi-factorial studies.
And the multi-factorial studies indicate a
much less striking relationship between any
of the diseases and sm.okin.g.
Miller: Well that's not-Palmier!: One more question.
Mlller: I'ell me about physicians. The Public Health Service reports that the group in
the population that has most frequently
stopped smoking, and readily advises its patients not to smoke, are doctors. Fewer than
30 percent of doctors now smoke. Is the whole
medical profession being taken in by the
Surgeon General's report, the Royal College
of Physicians, the supplements?
Sommers: No, you see, like others, most
physicians get their information secondhand, and the workers in the field are not in
agreement, as you suggest. This is a wide
open field, and one should keep an open
mind about the causes of these very chronic
and mysterious diseases. They are our greatest biologicalMiller: But we're dealing with life and
death; there comes a time when all minds
must be closed. I have no further questions.
Palmieri: Doctor, thank you. Would you
continue, Mr. Rusher?
Rusher: Obviously for Mr. Miller the time
has come when all minds must be closed.
Tonight we have seen the war-drums throbbing against American business, and we have
no hesitation in bringing before you a
spokesman for the tobacco industry, indeed
its principal spokesman, the President of the
Tobacco Institute, Mr. Horace Kornegay.
Palmieri: Glad to have you with us, Mr.
Kornegay.
Rusher: Mr. Kornegay, if you wUl forgive
the expression, let's get down to the nittygritty; how much tar and nicotine is there
in an average American cigarette.
Kornegay: Of the one hundred-approximately 120 brands that are marketed and
sold in the country today, it will vary from
2 milligrams to 31 milligrams tar, and one
tenth of a milligram to 2.2 tenths of a milligram of nicotine.
Rusher: And the average, the bulk of sales;
where, where do they rest.
Kornegay: The average, the bulk of sales
would rest somewhere in the range from 17 to
21. It's right in the middle range as far as
tar is concernedRusher: So that Dr. Wynder's death-defying intention to lower the amount of tar in
a cigarette to 20 milligrams and save us all
our health wouldn't even affect the majority
of American sales of cigarettes, if that's true.
Is that correct?
Kornegay: Well, i'f you set it at 21, it would
not affect the majority of sales.
Rusher: Tell me, I assume the amount of
these ingredients affects the flavor of the
cigarettes.
Kornegay: Assuming above 21.
Rusher: Yes. [Talking over Kornegay.] I
assume the amount of these ingredients affects the flavor of the cigarette?
Kornegay: Yes, Sir; I understand that it
does.
Rusher: From the industry standpoint,
does it matter how much tar and nicotine
there is ln a cigarette? Is it more expensive
to produce one with less?
Kornegay: Well, insofar as I know, the industry is capable of producing one at any
level. They're doing it now. Again, as far as
I know, the cost would be the same. It's a
matter of consumer choice. It's what the consuming public wants.
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Rusher: Would the industry mind stating,
in all its advertising, the amount of tar and
nicotine in its cigarettes?
Kornegay: As a matter of fact, they recently volunteered to put into all of their
print advertising the tar and nicotine level
o'f the cigarettes.
Palmieri: Let's have one more question.
Rusher: Let's get a little b older than Dr.
Wynder, and make a limit of, say, 15 mi111gram.s on the tar in cigarettes. What would be
the effect.
Kornegay: If you set it at 15, in other
words, nothing over 15 could be sold, you'd
be eliminating 97 percent of the cigarettes
sold in the country today. In other words, 15
and below represents approximately 3 percent of the market.
Rusher : What would people do?
Kornegay : Well, there's no telling what
they would do , but I would think they'd
probably smoke more. They get less satisfaction , less enjoyment, less flavor out of a
low t ar and nicotine cigaretteRusher: Or turnin g perhaps to foreign
brands?
Palmieri: -Mr. Kornegay; thanks for being
on THE ADVOCATES. Mr. Rusher, would you
continue.
Miller: No, I'm sorry.
Palmieri: Well, if, if you insist.
Miller: Mr. Kornegay will have to continue
for a few more minutes.
Kornegay: -Mr. RusherMiller: As a matter of fact, your, your
principal job is cont inuing for a few more
minutes spea king for the tobacco industry.
Tell me, Mr., Mr. Kornegay, we've heard
some disput e here among scientists. Is there
any scientific group in this country, not
funded by the tobacco industry, but any independent scientific medical society or group
that differs with the conclusion of all the
organizations t hat we've seen, that there is
this principal causative relationship between
cigarette smoking and serious illness?
Kornegay: I could, could not answer that,
Mr. RusherMlller: Miller.
Kornegay: -I'm not familia r with the
facts.
Miller: Well, you cannot then, despite what
we've heard, you cannot tell us of a single
medic-al or scientific group in this country
that disagrees, that has done independent research, aside from the independent researchers, but a group, established group, that disagrees with the conclusions we've heard.
From the Surgeon General.
Kornegay: I could, I could not name one,
I know that some of them have gone on
record in various ways or another, condemning smoking, I know thatMiller: Which.
Kornegay: -the Inter-Agency Council for
Smoking and Health in the country drafted
a model resolution, and urged, encouraged
and campaigned among the health groups
and medica l societies to get it passed, andMiller: That's right, andKornegay: You know how those things go,
so like
Miller: That's right.
Kornegay: -sign ing a p etition.
Miller: -no established group disagrees.
Now tell me, do you think teenagers should
smoke; do you advise teenagers to smoke?
Kornegay: No, I do not advise teenagers
to smoke.
Miller: Well, now, why not?
Kornegay: I just don't advise teenagers to
smoke.
Miller: Well tell me, Mr. KornegayKornegay: I don't advise anybody to smok e.
Miller: Well, but now, let's tell me about
teenagers and smoking. If it's not harmful,
if we have this dispute about the harm, why
shouldn't they smoke.
Kornegay: Well, I haven't said it wasn't
harmful; I haven't said it was harmful. I'm
saying to you, Sir, that-

Miller: You simply don't know. You'reKornegay: -it's a matterMiller: -principal spokesmen for the tobacco industry and the best you can say is
that you don't know. And you don't want
teenagers to smoke.
Korn egay: I'm saying to you , Sir, that
the-I didn't say I didn't want to, I said I
don't "advise" them to.
Miller: Well do you want them to?
Kornegay: That's a matterMiller: Won't it boost your sales?
Kornegay: It's like so many other things
in life, Mr. Miller; there're times when you're
an adult, when you're developedPalmier!: One more q uestion.
Miller: [Overriding Kornegay] Well if we
had a representative of the soft-drink industry, then I would ask him, "Do you want
teenagers to drink soft drinks?" What do you
think he should say?
Kornegay: Well, they ought not to drink
too many soft drinks.
Miller: Well what--why do you hesitate on
saying they should smoke cigarettes. Why do
you respondKornegay: I haven't hesitated. I've been,
I've been just as frank with you in saying
that I, I have not recommended that teenagers smoke.
Palmieri: [overriding Miller] Well it sounds
to me like you may have some teenagers at
home. I'd know your problem.
Kornegay: I have some teenagers.
Palmieri: Okay. I'm going to let you go
now.
Miller: So do a great many otherKornegay: But I just want to say that it's
an individual choice, it's a matter for the
individual himselfMiller: And as the spokesmanPalmier!: Mr. Kornegay, we'll close here.
Kornegay: -man reaches the age of discretion, or a woman, then they're free to do as
they please.
Miller: Thank you.
Palmieri: Thank you very much.
Rusher: Obviously it baffies Mr. Miller that
anybody should be left a free choice in anything, and we have to go over and over the
point again. But we'll do it one more time.
This time, wit h a rather different witness.
We have on The Advocates many experts and
many famous men, United States Senators,
and I respect them all enormously; the hardest of all roles to cast, though, is that of the
average man. And I have looked and looked
among my own friends and acquaintances,
until I have finally found in this respect the
man who can be introduced to you simply as
from New York City, Mr. James Levy, smoker.
Palmieri: Welcome, Mr. Levy.
Rusher: Mr. Levy, why do you smoke?
Levy: I like it.
Rusher: Don't you think it's bad for you?
You've seen all these pictures?
Levy: Yes, sometimes yes, sometimes no.
I've heard evidence on both sides; I get a
little confused. The principal thing that concerns me is I want to figure out whether it's
good or bad; I don't want somebody else to
tell me that.
Rusher: Yes, but now don't you worry
about it? Don't you worry that you may be
getting sicker, or that you will sometime in
the future get sick.
Levy: Yes, I worry about it. I worry about
my waist, and I worry about the tar on
my teeth, and I worry about a lot of things.
My point is, I want to do the worrying for
myself, that's all.
Rusher: You want to do your own worrying, you don't want Senator Moss to do it for
you. It that right?
Levy: Senator Moss, or anybody else-Rusher: Or anybody else. Right. Now on
this--

Palmier!: - - M r . Miller. I'm going to ask
him if he wants to question the-Rusher: Sorry.
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Palmieri: --our expert on smoking.
Miller: Well, I have a hunch that if Mr.
Levy t r uly were an average man that Mr.
Rusher might not . . . Mr. Levy, tell me.
Do you want to make your own choices with
drugs, also? You want to abolish the Federal
Drug Administration, and allow any drug
t o be sold so you can make your own choice
about which drugs are harmful to you or not?
Levy: No, sir.
Mr. Miller: Well then why are drugs different, if we have evidence of the harm a!
cigarett es.
Levy : I'm talking about smoking for me.
Miller: Well I'm talking about drugs for
you. D on 't you want the ability to choose
your own drugs at the drugstore?
Levy: Not when I am convinced that a
particular form of a drug will kill me.
Miller: But you're not convinced until the
Federal Drug Administration goes and makes
its tests, and says t his drug is dangerous.
Ot herwise you'd have no way of knowing.
Levy: I am personally convinced that part icular drugs are deleterious, if that's an
average man's word; I am not convinced that
smoking is dangerous.
Miller: Well, you're not convinced. You
don't know that about-tell me. You know
a great deal about the cigarettes and which
brands, you've seen the numerous commercialsLevy: Yes.
Miller: You know what kindLevy: I can tell a Marlboro from a Virginia
Slim.
Miller : Yes . . . . You know who's come a
long way, baby, and all the rest; when did
you last have a health exa.mination that indicat ed that smoking had hurt you.
Levy: I haven't had any that have indicated that smoking has hurt me any.
Miller: Have you, have you checked?
Levy : Yes.
Miller: You checked, and you're convinced
that it, that it does not?
Levy: Yeah. !-for some peculiar reason,
with my peculiar habits, seem to be all
right. I don't know why.
Miller: But it, it--suppose you knew that
it hurt you. Suppose you believed this overwhelmin g amount of organiza.-you knew it
hurt you. Would you still want to have cigar ette companies be able to sell the cigarettes
that you could buy that would cause you
h a rm?
Levy : Want me to pretend I haven't been
coached? It's a hypothetical question that
I'm not prepared to deal with, until the time
comes where someone tells me I have a
particular problem, which may be related
to smoking-Miller: Well have you gone to a doctor
and asked him whether you have a particular problem because of smoking?
Levy: When I go for a checkup. I don't
go every two weeks and say, "Do I have a
particular problem because I smoke two
packs of cigarettes a day?"
Miller: Well, have you consulted with
others who might be involved? Mr. Rusher
would lead you to think this is a personal
choice. H ave you consulted with your family and whether they care whether you
smoke?
Levy: Yea, I get nudged by my kids a
lot.
Miller: Probably because they'd like you
around as long as possible.
Levy: Yes.
Miller: Yes. And they would certainly object if you went down to the drugstore and
took some harmful drugs, and said I
want-Levy: Yea.
Miller. --personal right to do that.
Levy: Yea.
Miller: That's right, and if cigarette smoking is harmful, then the government could
move in for the same reason, for your child's
interests and-
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Levy: My children's exposure to the reason
that smoking is harmful is what they see
on television. Interestingly enough, that's
probably where I started smoking.
Miller: Yea. And do you, do you care
whether your own children smoke; what do
you tell them.
Levy: Yea. Plenty.
Miller: And what do you tell them.
Levy: I do not want them to smoke now,
I hope at some point, by the time they are
old enough to consider smoking, that the evidence will be so-Miller: Well why don't you want them to
smoke.
Levy: Pardon?
Miller: Why don't you want-Palmier!: One more question.
Miller: Why don't you want them to
smoke?
Levy: Because, to me, as I suggested before, the evidence is not complete. I have one
judgment for me; there's a-nother judgment
for them.
Miller: Thank you.
Palmieri: All right, Mr. Levy; thanks for
being with us.
Rusher: Obviously the difference between
the clearly harmful drugs and tobacco and
tar and nicotine is that drugs are a social
problem, creating a very heavy and considerable penumbra of social effects; if there
is anything that the famous consenting
adult can do in his own room without bothering anybody at all is smoking, it seems to
me, a cigarette. And more power to Mr. Levy
if he likes to do it. To help people quit,
which is one of Mr. Miller's earlier missionary
efforts this evening, we have to cut down the
amount of tar and nicotine in cigarettes,
but there are already plenty of cigarettes on
the market with tar and nicotine much lower
than the limit proposed by Dr. Wynder, of
Mr. Miller's own witness set. I predicted early
in this program that the question of moral
choice here, and the right of the individual
to make it would be ducked. It has been
ducked; I predict it will continue to be. We'll
see.
Palmieri: All right, Mr. Rusher; Mr. Miller,
he attacks it on the grounds of moral choice,
and he attacks the medical evidence.
Miller: And the medical evidence.
Palmieri: Now your chance to rebut.
Mn.LER. Who, who did we see on the screen
in medical evidence. Dr. Seltzer, one of the
people you saw, is a physical anthropologlst,
specializing in nutrition. Professor Sterling,
who you saw, is a statistician. There were only
two doctors who spoke here tonight, Dr.
Rosenblatt on film, Dr. Sommers here. Dr.
Rosenblatt referred, for example, to the manwoman difference; why is it that the ratio
of men is higher than women despite the
smoking. These are all questions that have
come up before. In 1959, that question was
first raised, in an article published by the
Journal-in the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute, it was pointed out simply
that women in this country, only .6 percent
of them, on the whole, smoke more than one
pack a day, while 6.9 percent of the men do.
Every one of these things that you've heard
has been considered by the Surgeon General
of the United States and his Advisory Committee, by the Royal College of Physicians,
in supplementary reports, and by others. If
the tobacco industry were more candid, and
simply said, "Yes, it does cause harm, but
let's go to the moral choice," it would be one
thing. But they don't say that, and that's
why it's a social problem. That's why it's the
moral problem. Because the tobacco industry continues to insist that there is no substantial evidence of harm, that there is dispute about the harm; and because by its advertising, the industry continues to advertise to get people to smoke the products and
produce the high tar and nicotine products.
It is not simply a. matter of personal choice.

It is millions upon millions of personal

choices, created through the very mechanism
of the industry advertising. That's why the
environment must be changed-a start has
been made on the advertising-and that's
why the environment of the amount of tar
and nicotine must be changed. Because the
industry itself, through its pushing of cigarettes, through its high tar and nicotine, has
made it a social, and not simply a personal
problem. To speak for the appropriateness of
Federal regulation in this area as a public
health measure, we have asked to join us,
Senator Frank Moss of Utah.
PALMIERI. Senator, welcome.
MILLER. Senator Moss is Chairman of the
Consumer Protection Subcommittee of the
Commerce Committee of the United States
Senate. Senator Moss, if cigarettes were a
new product, just being introduced today,
would the government allow it?
Moss. Well, it would be examined by the
Food and Drug Administration, because of
the chemicals involved in tobacco. The
chances are that it would not be permitted
to be sold openly on the market, but of
course tobacco's been with us for generations,
and has not come up in that way.
Mn.LER. Has the Congress moved to take
other steps in a public way to prevent the
harm from cigarettes?
Moss. Oh, yes, indeed, there are many
products of which the Congres has deterInined that there shall be a limitation, and
that they shall be controlled in various ways,
all the way from air and water standards up
to atomic wastes, cyclamates; there are many,
manyMn.LER. And besides moving on those products, the Congress has also moved specifically
on cigarettes, with labeling, and other
laws?
Moss. Indeed they have, requiring them
to be labeled as to being dangerous, and
controlllng the circumstances under which
they may be marketed and possessed.
Mn.LER. Do you feel that setting the tar
and nicotine limits in cigarettes is now an
appropriate public health measure for Congress to undertake-would it help the problem?
Moss. Yes, it would. Seems to me that we
must move on in the control of the harmful
substances that are within tobacco, and tar
and nicotine have been identified as the most
noted of the harmful substances. Therefore,
it would be very proper to place a limit on
that, and to encourage the industry to continually reduce both tar and nicotine, and I
would favor taxation inducement or other
inducements to get them to lower the content in cigarettes.
Mn.LER. You've sat as a Senator on many
subcommittees that have heard this evidence, considered it along with the Congress; are you convinced, and do you think
the Congress is convinced, that this is a serious health problem, the causative relationship between cigarettes an major illness?
Moss. Oh, I don't think there's a bit of
doubt that every organized study that has
been made by the medical profession or by
any independent group has come to the same
conclusion, that the contents of cigarettes,
that cigarette smoking is harmful to health.
And it's a very major problem in our country, as it is in Britain, with epidemic proportion. The number of days lost from work,
the cost of hospitalization, the impairment
of the ability of our people, make it a public health problem and therefore, it's incumbent upon the Congress to move in this
area to try to protect the public health.
MILLER. Thank you, Senator Moss.
PALMIERI. Mr. Rusher.
RusHER. Senator Moss, I believe you are
the Chairman of the Senate Committee or
Subommittee interesting itself in consumer
affairs, and on behalf of consumers, is that
right?
Moss. That is correct, sir.
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RusHER. Surgeon General Stewart in 1969
stated that people, and I quote, "should be
able to select or not select low tar and nicotine cigarettes; this is the old idea of 'consumer's choice'." Was he wrong?
Moss. Well, he, he was not wrong in that
consumers have, should have a choice so far
as the public health is not impaired. Now
with the evidence coming in on subsequent
reports since the '64 report, indicating that
public health is impaired by excessive tar
and nicotine in tobacco, therefore, it is
proper to set a ceiling, and to induce the
production of lower tar and nicotine cigarettes.
RusHER. And in 1969, you yourself said,
"If knowing the consequences, they"-meaning the consumers-"continue-choose to
continue to smoke, they're entitled to do so."
Is that right?
Moss. Yes, I have not advocated that there
be any total prohibition.
RusHER. You just want to stop them from
smoking cigarettes with tar above a certain
level.
Moss. I want to protect them as far as
possible in that regard, and to educate
them-RusHER. Fron1 themselves.
Moss. From themselves, and to educate
them as to what--what will be the results if
they do smoke.
RusHER. And if these consumers you protect choose to consume something you don't
want them to consume, you'll make a law
against it, is that right?
Moss. No, I don't believe in total prohibition, but I believe in giving the maximum
degree of protection as we do in labelling,
many substances that require labelling warning people against the contents of that
bottle.
RusHER. I was about to ask you about precisely that. It is widely known that alcohol
is a serious drug and creates a serious social
problem; have you, or will you introduce a
bill to reduce the alcoholic content of say,
beer to 3.2 percent?
Moss. I have no plan to do that; in some
places it is done by state law-RuSHER. How about prohibiting wines over
8 or 9 oercent alcohol?
Moss. In some states that's done, but
there's no Federal law-RusHER. Whiskey 60 proof?
Moss. There is no Federallaw-RTJSHER. Well why isn't there. Why don't
yo11 pass a bill and make a Federal law.
Moss. If, if I thought it would be effective-RusHER. These are serious problems.
Moss. If I thought it would be effective,
I would be glad to proceed in that area.
RusHER. Why wouldn't it be effective?
Moss. Because, if 60 proof whiskey were
sold, I assume that two drinks in place of one
would get the person the same as at-RusHER. How about two cigarettes at 20
milllgrarns of tar?
Moss. Well, there's just so much time, a
fellow can't have to cigarettes in his mouth
all the time.
RusHER. Or to drink. How about eliminating sugar altogether, and replacing it with
saccharine. I think if one thing is clear
medically, it is that sugar and the obesity it
causes and the atherosclerosis is one ofprobably the principal cause of death in the
United States today; how about a bill from
you, Senator, to eliminate sugar altogether
and replace it with saccharine. Also in soft
drinks, gum, ice cream, foods of all sorts.
Moss. Well, if the evidence came in, in a
report comparable to that of the Surgeon
General, here, on smoking and health
RusHER. Do you doubt the evidence on
obesity [overrinding Moss]?
Moss. Please let me finish my question-RusHER. Sorry.
Moss. --my answer, please; if a report
came in that told me that sugar would have

RusHER. So you're going to have bottlegthe same effect on the health of the American people as tobacco, then I'd be willing to gers-Moss (continuing). Will you let me answer
proceed in that case.
RusHER. Isn't it a perfectly well-known the question [overriding Palmier]-if w e RusHER. Please do.
fact in all medical circles that obesity is one
Moss (continuing). For our own tobacco
of the-probably the greatest causes of ill
health in the United States, and that this industry, certainly we will set it for all
is caused in large part by sugar and fats, imports.
RUSHER. Back to Prohibition. Right?
which we 're coming to?
Moss. No, not right.
Moss. Well, I'm not a doctor, but I know
RusHER. No, not back to Prohibition?
there's a lot of concern.
Moss.
Not at all.
RusHER. It would be very hard, though,
RusHER. We're not going to have to have
on the sugar beet industry in Utah, wouldn't
people to prevent cig-we•re running cigit, Senator, if it werearettes from New Jersey into New York
Moss. Yes, sugar cane.
RusHER. How about, how about limiting right now because the price is cheaper in
the cholesterol level in meats, by requiring New Jersey. Do you mean you're not going to
leaner meats. This by the way has-such as need Federal protection to keep then from
coming in from Mexico and other foreign
bacon.
PALMIERI. Senator, Senator and Mr. Rusher, countries?
Moss. Not at all.
let me int errupt for just a minute, because
RUSHER. Not at all!
when we get to sugar beets and cholesterol,
Moss. Anything that is import ed into this
and you're-you're raising questions that I
think need to be brought back to focus here. country has to clear customs.
RusHER. That's what you think.
I think you've made, you made an important
Moss. That--well. It's smuggled if they
point, Mr. Rusher, and I don't think it's lost
on the Senator. But something has to be don't. It's against the law, and it's smugbothering the people that are watching this gled if it is not. Now we canRusHER. Of course it's smuggled.
program. That is to say, Mr. Rusher has had
Moss. Control our imports, just as we
distinguished witnesses here, as has had Mr.
Miller. Mr. Miller's have pronounced a death control the imports of many, many products
sentence on smokers. You apparently agree now.
RusHER. Just as you control marihuana.
with that.
PALMIERI. One question, thirty seconds, Mr.
Moss. I do.
PALMIERI. On the other hand, people here Rusher. Very short answer.
RusHER. If the Federal-if the Federal
tonight, on the other side, have countervened
[they are talking simultaneously]that medical testimony thoroughly. What
Moss. If you're anxious-if you're anxreally is your position about that, Senator
ious-to have the marihuana come in, youMoss?
RusHER.
Trade Commission has prohibMoss. Well I note that the medical evidence that was adduced all came from grants itedMoss. Prevent that.
that were made by the tobacco companies to
RusHER. Our Federal Trade Commission
an institute to work on this problem. And
of-when Mr. Kornegay was queried on it, he has prohibited low tar and nicotine cigarettes
could not think of a single medical group from calling themselves safer than high tar
who had come to a conclusion different from and nicotine cigarettes. Apparently the F.T.C.
that of the Surgeon General on this ques- doesn't share the courage of your conviction of tobacco and health. And it's world- tions, because its ruling is consistent only
wide, this isn't in the United States alone, it's with the proposition that there is no demonstrable connection between tar and nicotine
world wide.
RusHER. May I have a question, Mr. levels and the safety of cigarettes.
Moss. Well then why has the Tobacco InPalmieri.
PALMIERI. Mr. Rusher, you certainly may. stitute itself agreed that cigarette advertising
will
contain the information on tar and
And I would hope that you could makemeet that point. I think the public wants to nicotineRusHER. Because it has nothing to hide.
know about that.
PALMIERI. [Speaking at same time as RushRusHER. Well I, with due respect, I was
going to ask what the Senator planned to do er.] Senator, we're going to leave that answer
about high-tar cigarettes that come over the hanging. I'm sorry to interrupt you, Mr.
border say from Mexico after he has care- Rusher; I'm grateful to you, Senator, for
fully limited the production of such ciga- appearing on our program. Thank you. Mr.
rettes in t he United States. Are we going to Miller? You have 30 seconds.
MILLER. This is a public health problem,
have Camel runners replacing the rum runners of the 1920's? Now come on, this is a because it is more than an individual choice.
Because as we've said again and again, no
practical and a serious problem.
one seriously disput es, its the advertising
Moss. It is-and pressure of the cigarette industry that's
RusHER. You know that full well-built up its own demand, which it now seeks
Moss. Why certainly it's practical. And I
to justify continued production of high tar
don't s e e and
nicotine. They way to move is to move
RusHER. Well what are you going to do
by lowering the tar and nicotine content.
about it.
why you don't abolish it all, because
Moss. Why do you want to make it humor- That's
might have the kind of problems that
ous by talking about camel runners, w e - you
have been spoken about. You move sensibly.
RusHER. Let's make it just as serious as You move in what you can move. You set
you want to make it, and--[Both are talk- the tar and nicotine level. There are millions
ing at once.]
of people in this country who would like to
Moss. Let me answer your question. stop smoking, and who because of the presLetsure and the advertising pressure and others
RUSHER. No, you answer that one, Sena- find great difficulty in doing so. They deserve
tor, I'll ask the questions.
the reasonable help of the Federal governMoss. I will not answer t h a t ment in setting tar and nicotine limits. That's
RusHER. You will n o t not an invasion of their individual choice;
Moss (continuing). Until I've got a chance that's a protection for it.
to answer your first
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question.

Moss. Any productRusHER. That's it.

PALMEJ:RI.

Thank

you,

Mr.

Miller;

Mr.

Miller had 50 seconds; Mr. Rusher, you could
have 50 seconds.

Daily Telegraph concerning that report, and

I quote: "All actions should be based on the
concept conceded by the Royal College, that
the Government is the servant, rather than
the m'8.Ster, or the nanny, of its people. It
can inform, warn, exhort and set an example.
In restricting and prohibiting it should move
more cautiously." Senator Moss has no intention of moving more cautiously; if he has
his way, the American people are going to
conform to standards of personal conduct
prescribed by the Federal government whether they like it or not. We are going to be
the healthiest people in the lock-step state.
As I said at the outset, there is profound
moral question here. In a world in which
our personal freedoms are being steadily restricted, one more freedom is to be taken
away. A freedom, moreover, whose abuse is
by no means clearly harmful and which in
any case can only harm the abuser. I urge
you to strike a blow for the liberty of all
men by voting against the Moss proposal.
Perhaps you do not smoke. But do not
pretend to know for whom this bell tolls; it
tolls for me.
PALMIERI. Well, ladies and gentlemen,
you heard the evidence. And now it's time
for you at home t o act on tonight's question. What do you think. "Should the Federal government set limits on the tar and
nicotine content of cigarettes?" Will you
let us know what you think? Will you write
us tonight. Every one of your votes is important. Send your vote to The Advocates,
Box 1970, Boston 02134. Now we're going
to tabulate your views as we do, incidentally,
on every program; and we'll make them
known to the White House and to every
member of the Congress, and to other organizations who are concerned with the
same issue.
At the end of December, on the first of
two shows devoted to South Africa, The
Advocates debated this question: "Should
the United States support the policy of grand
apartheid?" Of the 2685 viewers across the
country who sent us their vote on this issue,
35 percent favored such support; 65 percent
opposed it. Now, let's look ahead till next
week.

By Mr. HARRIS (for himself and
Mr. BELLMON) :
S. 1456. A bill to provide for the disposition of judgment funds of the Osage
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma. Referred
to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
OSAGE TRIBE OF INDIANS

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, I send to
the desk for appropriate reference a bill
sponsored by myself and the distinguished junior Senator from Oklahoma
<Mr. BELLMON) to provide for the disposition of judgment funds of the Osage
Tribe of Indians of Oklahoma. The
amount of money involved is $13,250,000;
$1 million of the funds will be retained
by the tribe to be expended for education
programs and other programs beneficial
to the Osage Tribe under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary
of the Interior.
Pursuant to the terms of this bill, the
money is to be distributed to those persons whose names appear on the roll of
the Osage Tribe approved by the Secretary of the Interior on September 24,
1921. The share of a deceased Osage allottee shall be distributed to his heirs of

Osage Indian blood. Those persons holding Osage "headrights" will not share in

Moss (continuing). Coming Into this country can be required to conform to any stand-

RusHER. Mr. Miller made a. great deal of
fuss over the recent report of the Royal Col-

the judgment funds unless it so happens

ard that we set in this country. And if we
setit--

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, but let me
read you part of the comment of the London

happen to be an heir with Osage blood.

CXVII--577-Part 7

that they are on the roll or unless they
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Mr. President, on March 23, 1971, the
Osage Tribal Council passed a resolution
requesting the Oklahoma Congressional
Delegation to introduce this legislation.
I ask unanimous consent that this resolution, with the provisions of the bill
omitted, be printed in the RECORD at this
point.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follOWS:
RESOLUTION OF THE OSAGE TarnAL COUNCIL
Whereas,
1. The Indian Claims Commission on September 15, 1970, rendered its final judgment
awarding the Osage Nation of Indians
$13,250,000 in full settlement of all Osage
claims pending before it, identified as
Dockets 105, 106, 107, and 108, and
2. Funds to satisfy said judgment were included in the Supplemental Appropriation
Act approved January 8, 1971 (84 Stat. 1981),
and have been deposited to the credit of the
Osage Tribe pending disbursement, and
3. Following appropriation of the funds
and upon request of members of the Osage
Tribe, the Osage Tribal Council has prepared
a distribution bill which it believes expresses
the recommendations of a majori~.y of the
tribal members: Therefore, be it RESOLVED,
1. That the Osage Tribal Council respectfully requests members of the Oklahoma.
Congressional Delegation to jointly introduce
in the United States Senate and House of
Representatives the following proposed bill:

By Mr. SPARKMAN (for himself, Mr. ALLEN, Mr. ALLOTT, Mr.
BAYH, Mr. BELLMON, Mr. BIBLE,
Mr. BROCK, Mr. BROOKE, Mr.
DOLE, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. GURNEY,
Mr. HARRIS, Mr. HART, Mr.
HUMPHREY, Mr. McGOVERN, Mr.
MCINTYRE, Mr. METCALF, Mr.
MILLER, Mr. MoNDALE, Mr. Moss,
Mr. PEARSON, Mr. PELL, Mr.
PROXMIRE, Mr. RANDOLPH, Mr.
SCOTT, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. THURMOND, and Mr. YOUNG) :
S. 1457. A bill to amend the Clayton
Act by adding a new section to prohibit
sales below cost for the purpose of destroying competition or eliminating a
competitor. Referred to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
TO PROHmiT SALES BELOW COST
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I introduce, for appropriate reference, a bill
to amend the Clayton Act by adding a
new section to prohibit sales below cost
for the purpose of destroying competition or eliminat in g a compet itor.
I have the honor to announce that
the bill is cosponsored by the Senator
from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN), the Senator from Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT), the
Senator from Indiana <Mr . BAYH), the
Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. BELLMON) ,
the Senator from Nevada <Mr. BIBLE),
the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
BROCK), the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. BROOKE), the Senator from
Kansas (Mr. DotE), the Senator from
Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN), the Senator
from Florida (Mr . GuRNEY) , the Sena tor
from Oklahoma (Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from Michigan (Mr. HART) , t h e Senator from Minnesota (Mr . HUMPHREY), the
Senator from Sout-h Dakota (Mr. McGovERN), the Senator from New Hampshire <Mr. MciNTYRE), the Senator from
Montana <Mr. METCALF), the Senator

from Iowa (Mr. MILLER), the Senator
from Minnesota <Mr. MoNDALE), the
Senator from Utah (Mr. Moss), the
Senator from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON), the
Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. PELL),
the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
PRoxMIRE), the Senator from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH), the Senator from
Pennsylvania <Mr. ScoTT), the Senator
from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), the Senator
from South Carolina <Mr. THURMOND),
and the Senator from North Dakota
(Mr. YOUNG).
This bill, S. 1457, is a successor to S.
1494 of the 91st Congress, but is not
identical. It has been considerably
changed, in an effort to serve the major
purpose of S. 1494 and earlier bills, while
meeting some of the objections that
have been raised.
The major purpose of this bill, is to
give small business concerns a means of
protecting themselves against certain
types of predatory pricing practices.
Those practices are loss-leader selling
and selling below cost for the purpose of
eliminating a competitor. These are
practices which are against the interests
not only of small business but of the
consumer. Furthermore, these practices
are now illegal under one or a combination of three existing statutes. The purpose of my bill is simply to make sure
that the practices, when employed for
motives already criminal under existing
law, can be enforced directly, through
private treble-damage and injunctive relief actions, by the "policemen" most interested in having them enforced: the
small businesses that are injured.
EXISTING LAW
The three laws now on the books which
can be employed against loss-leader and
below-cost selling, under some circumstances, are:
First. Section 2 of the Sherman Act,
which outlaws "attempts to monopolize";
Second. Section 2 of the Clayton Act,
as amended by the Robinson-Patman
Act, which outlaws various forms of
price discrimination; and
Third. Section 3 of the Robinson-Patman Act, which outlaws "sales at unreasonably low prices for the purpose of destroying competition or eliminating a
competitor."
Infractions of the first of these, section 2 of the Sherman Act, can be attacked by the Justice Department in
either a civil or criminal action, or both;
by the Federal Trade Commissionwhich regards all Sherman Act violations as automatic breaches of its own
statute, the Federal Trade Commission
Act, section 5; and by civil actions
brought by private parties injured by
the violations.
Infractions of the Clayton Act, section 2, can be attacked by the Justice
Department in a civil but not a criminal
action, by the Federal Trade Commission, and by injured private parties. ·
Infractions of section 3 of the Robinson-Patman Act are now subject to attack only by the Justice Department, as
crimes.
ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT BACKGROUND
It was not always so. Between 1936,
the year the Robinson-Patman Act was
passed, and 1958, some 50 private busi-
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nessmen filed civil actions against those
who had injured them by violating the
"sales at unreasonably low prices" ban
of section 3. While some Federal courts
refused to allow the suits, enough others
did allow them to make private business,
by 1955, the most important enforcers of
section 3. Some of the cases are collected
in Rowe, "Price Discrimination Under
the Robinson-Patman Act," page 469,
footnotes 97 and 99.
Then, in 1958, civil enforcement of section 3 came to an end. That year, in the
companion case of Nashville Milk Co. v.
Carnation Co., 355 U.S. 373, and Safeway
Stores, Inc. v. Vance, 355 U.S. 389, the
Supreme Court entered 5-4 decisions
holding that section 3 of the RobinsonPatman Act was not a part of the antitrust laws and therefore not subject to
enforcement by civil actions filed by persons injured in their business by violation
of its provisions.
ATTEMPTS TO OVERTURN CASES BY LEGISLATION
The Court's interpretation of congressional intent was a severe blow to this
country's small business community, for
it is well recognized that private civil
actions are the principal vitalizing force
of the Nation's policy against monopoly.
Three days after the decision came down,
I introduced a bill to make section 3, by
express enactment, a part of the antitrust laws and thus subject to civil enforcement.
Over the years, that bill and its successors have had much attention but
none has made significant progress down
the tortuous legislative path to enactment. Those who see ·tihemselves as prospective defendants under the proposed
new law have had more persuasive power
and influence with the Judiciary Committee than those who see themselves as
prospective plaintiffs.
In my judgment, this is unfortunate.
I think the perils and pitfalls of providing for civil enforcement of the statutory ban on predatory pricing have been
vastly overrated and the advantages
overlooked.
The difficult situation of small business
concerns in industries in which predatory
pricing is a way of life continues, meanwhile, unabated, and a dreadful toll has
been taken. There are today, for example, only about a tenth as many independent dairies and independent bakers
in existence as there were at the end of
World War II.
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN BILLS
The bill introduced today resembles
S. 1494, 91st Congress, in that both bills
have as their main purpose the express
authorization of civil actions to be filed
by those injured by predatory pricing
against those who practice such pricing.
Both bills are aimed at the loss leader and
below-cost selling. Both bills would allow
the plan tiff to seek and, if successful, obtain treble damages, injunctive relief, or
both. There the similarities end.
S. 1494 would have repealed section 3
of the Robinson-Patman Act and reenacted as a new section 3A of the Clayton Act one provision of section 3 : the
ban on sales "at unreasonably low prices
f or the purpose of destroying competition
or eliminating a competitor." The new
bill does not repeal section 3, and hence
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leaves alive the little-used criminal sanctions it contains.
S. 1494 used the section 3language just
quoted to describe the prohibited conduct. The new bill uses different and
more specific language. It prohibits sales
"below cost for the purpose of destroying
competition or eliminating a competitor."
A ground for objection to S. 1494 was
that the language, "unreasonably low
prices," was allegedly too vague. The new
bill meets that objection by stating exactly what kind of prices are prohibited,
namely, those that are "below cost." The
term "below cost" is defined in language
borrowed substantially verbatim from the
opinion of the Eighth Circuit Court of
Appeals in the leading case involving enforcement of section 3 of the RobinsonPatman Act as a criminal statute, National Dairy Products Corporation v.
United States, 350 F. 2d 321, 329, (1965).
As that case makes clear, however,
mere proof of sales below cost will not
alone suffice to establish liability by a
defendant to a plaintiff: there must also
be proof of the predatory intent, the
"purpose" to destroy competition or
eliminate a competitor.
As the law stands now, we have this
anomaly: below-cost selling with predatory intent is a Federal crime, for which
the offender can be fined or even imprisoned, if the Justice Department elects
to prosecute and a court convicts. But
the person injured by the crime, the
businessman destroyed in his livelihood,
is given no remedy. He cannot sue the
offender either for damages or injunction. My new bill would end the anomaly.
It would give the small businessman the
right to sue his predatory competitor,
and if he could prove below-cost selling
and prove the "purpose" of that pricing
was destruction of competition or a competitor, he could obtain an injunction
and treble damages. This bill will restore
force and meaning to an important part
of the Nation's anti-monopoly law.
The forces pushing us toward concentration in industry after industry in our
economy are very great. Some of them
may be unavoidable; but one such force,
the occasional practice of deliberate
predatory pricing with the express purpose of destroying competition, is not in
that class. It can and should be checked;
yet it is not feasible or even, perhaps, desirable for the Justice Department to
initiate a criminal prosecution every time
the existing law against such pricing is
broken. Unleashing the power of private
civil enforcement will bring vitality to
an important part of our national policy
against economic concentration and
monopoly power. To that end, this bill
is dedicated.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill be printed in
the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the bill was
OI"dered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s. 1457
A bill to amend the Clayton Act by adding
a new section to prohibit sales below cost
for the purpose of destroying competition
or elim1nating a competitor

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That (a)
the Act entitled "An Act to supplement ex-

isting laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes", approved Ootober 15, 1914, as amended (38
Stat. 730 et seq.; 15 U.S.C. 12 et seq.), commonly known as the Clayton Act, is amended
by inserting therein, immediately after section 3 thereof, the following new section:
"SEc. SA. It Slh.a.ll be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce to sell, offer to
sell or contract to sell goods below coat for
the purpose CJf destroying competition or
eliminating a competitor. The term 'cost' as
used in this section means fully distributed cost, which includes the cost of producing or acquiring or processing the produc<t,
plus the additional allocated. delivery, selling and administrative cosU:i involved in doing business."
(b) Secticms 11 and 16 of that Act, as
amended. (15 U.S.C. 21, 26), are amended
by striking out the words "sections 2, 3, 7,
and 8" wherever they appear therein, and
inserting in lieu thereof in each instance
the words "sections 2, 3, 3A, 7 and 8".

By Mr. MUSKIE:
A bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to study the most
feasible and desirable means of protecting certain portions of the tidelands, Outer Continental Shelf, seaward areas,
Great Lakes of the United States, and
the adjoining shorelines thereof as marine preserves, and for other purposes.
Referred to the Committee on Commerce.

s. 1458.

MARINE RESOURCE PRESERVATION ACT

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I am concerned with the anomalous manner in
which we Americans are attempting to
conserve and protect the Nation's beaches, marshes, tidelands, coastal zones, and
ocean resources. We are suffering from a
piecemeal approach.
At this moment, we have no way of
setting aside portions of the tidelands
and the OUter Continental Shelf for research, recreation, and other specific purposes. But oil leaks and spills continue;
coastal land sales make banner headlines.
With respect to beaches and wetlands,
we seem to be of two opposing minds.
In some areas, we put strict limits upon
the use of these resources, permitting no
development of any kind. In other areas,
we allow frank and open exploitation for
private ends.
Already we are witnessing the grave
consequences of such catch-as-catch-can
national policy. If we continue this approach, we will face within a very few
years a staggering cost of restoring and
reclaiming these national resources.
Last year, as a first step in developing
a balanced national policy for the use of
our marine resources, I introduced S.
3516, the Marine Resource Preservation
Act of 1970. In my opinion, the need for
such a bill has not diminished, and I am
reintroducing the bill today.
The bill would authorize the Interior
Secretary to recommend the best means
of designating portions of the tidelands,
Outer Continental Shelf, ocean areas,
Great Lakes, and adjoining shorelines as
marine preserves.
The bill also would direct the Interior
Secretary to enter into agreements with
State and local governments on regulations concerning the use of areas designated by the Congress as marine preserves.
Mr. President, I believe there is still
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time for us to preserve these resources
for ourselves and for future generations.
But I think we must move now; a piecemeal approach can bring only further
damage and degradation.
By Mr. MUSKIE:
S. 1459. A bill to provide for the control and prevention of further pollution
by oil discharges from Federal lands off
the State of California. Referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.
SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL PRESERVATION ACT OP
1971

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, more
than 2 years have passed since an oil well
blew out on platform A of the Union Oil
Co. in the Santa Barbara Channel. Today, wells are still leaking in the area;
oil still threatens the California coast.
This situation exists because the Congress, in effect, has accepted the judgment of a special Presidential panel
which concluded:
It is less hazardous to proceed with the
development of the lease than to attempt to
seal the structure with its oil content intact.

The special panel reported its recommendations more than a year ago, but
residents of the area, reminded recently
by the severe earthquake in Los Angeles,
are still seriously concerned about the
geologic conditions along the California
coast.
And just last week, the U.S. Geological
Survey published the draft of an environmental impact statement on exploratory drilling operations in the Santa
Barbara Channel. Since 1967, 66 exploratory wells have been drilled on 30 of 72
leases issued to 22 oil companies.
The draft statement says flatly that
"production platform drilling is not the
subject of this environmental statement." But of what use, then, is an
environmental impact statement on exploratory drilling? We need to know, we
must know, what the effects of production platform drilling are going to be before not after a major investment in exploratory drilling is made.
.We cannot afford to repeat the mistake of the Alaskan North Slope where
billions of dollars have been invested in
exploration without evaluation of the
environmental effects of production and
associated transportation of oil. The
pressures to accept environmentally unacceptable alternatives is too great if
environmental considerations do not
precede economic commitments.
Even the language of the draft statement on exploratory drilling is far from
reassuring. The draft says:
The exploration drilling program could
result in a.n unfavorable impact on the aesthetic values of the Santa Barbara Channel
only if a. drilling accident should result in a.
major oil spill.
Minor oil pollution has long existed in
the channel a.s the result of many natural
oil seeps-

It continues-No evidence yet exists of permanent damage to the environment from major oti spills,
although extensive short-term damage to
beaches and wildlife can occur. . . .

The people of Santa Barbara believe
that it may take years to relieve the oil
pressure in the channel. I agree with
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them that the schedule of drilling and
pumping of oil in the area should not be
determined by the oil companies holding
leases there.
For these reasons, Mr. President, I offer for reintroduction in the Senate today a bill providing for the orderly closing out of mineral development of the
Outer Continental Shelf lands in the
Santa Barbara Channel. The bill would:
First. Require the Interior Secretary to
assume control and management of platform A and to take whatever action is
necessary to prevent more blowouts and
to stop seepage;
Second. Provide for the use of safe
devices to reduce oil pressure and to collect oil in the area;
Third. Prohibit all new exploration or
drilling for oil in the Outer Continental
Shelf lands in the Santa Barbara Channel;
Fourth. Close out permanently in an
orderly and safe manner all oil operations in the area; and
Fifth. Provide for the orderly removal
of all platforms from the area.
I ask unanimous consent that a statement on this issue by the Los Padres
Chapter Executive Committee of the Sierra Club be included following my remarks.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
The Los Padres Chapter Executive Committee at a special meeting January 19, 1971
reaffirmed club policy on prohibition of oil
development in the entire Santa Barbara
channel region. The reaffirmation was in response to proposed new bills in Congress advocating a 38 lease oil-free sanctuary in the
channel with a moratorium on development
of the remainder of the 70 leases during an
escrow period of the type originally proposed by the DuBridge Panel. The Committee
rejected this proposal in favor of the clubs
original position for a sanctuary to include
all 70 leases, the principal recommendation
of the bills on the channel in the last session of Congress.
The following policy recommendations are
an outgrowth of the Committee's discussion
and the club's existing policy on the channel
oil problem. 'I'he club should consider support of these precepts and actions:
1. Reintroduction of legislation incorporating the cancellation principles of bills introduced last session of Congress. Deserving
primary consideration is Senator Muskie's
leglislation (S. 3516).
2. Refunding of leases, if necessary as to
both amount and source of payment based
on court settlement.
3. Rejection of the Elk Hills trade as a
means of repayment for channel leases. The
Elk Hills field and other existing Naval Petroleum Reserves should remain undeveloped
as production-ready resources in a National
Defense Petroleum Reserve of the type proposed by Walter J. Mead and Philip E. Sorensen in their recent paper "A National Defense Petroleum Reserve Alternative to Oil
Import Quotas".
4. Dedication of the channel as a whole in
a petroleum reserve for purposes of conservation of oil for wiser uses (chemical and
protein products), other than extravagant
fuel consumption, and for t he protection of
the environment until some distant or neardistant future when oil can be removed safely
from ocean waters. Such an 011 Oonservatlon

Reserve could be part of a national system
differing in some ways from a na.ttonal defense system in that the reserves would not

..

be earmarked necessarlly for national defense
nor would they necessarily be productionready. The reserves, however, would function
economically along the principles advocated
by Mead and Sorensen as an alternative to
import quotas.
5. Evaluation of administration proposal
to reduce domestic oil production and increase importation of foreign oil (Jack Anderson , "Merry-Go-Round-White House
Considers Plan to Import Oil and Cap Wells",
Santa Barbara News Press, January 24, 1971).
According to Anderson: "Crude oil producers
with offshore Gulf of Mexico holdings would
go ahead with their oil development. But
instead of pumping the oil out, they would
cap a large percentage of the pipes. In ret urn for each barrel they keep in reserve
they would get an extra barrel in quotas to
bring in foreign oil.
"Under the quota system; the oil companies are allowed to import cheap foreign
oil and sell it at domestic prices. The difference, normally about $1.25 a barrel, is made
up by motorists at the pump," Anderson
writes.
Variations on the administration proposal
should be considered, specifically alternative
allocations of the profit bonanzas the proposal would grant to the oil companies. A
government t ax, for example, might siphon
off some of these profits for national and international crash studies on fuel policy a.nd
action programs.
6. Investigate the sta.tus of national and
international fuel policy agencies, studies
and programs designed to advance conservation of fuel resources, alternative power
sources, consumer restraint in u t ilization of
power, environmental protection in the face
of mounting pollution from power sources,
and related crucial immediate issues. The
club itself, drawing upon the capa~ilities of
its own membership, should form a study
team to investigate these issues. The world
fuel crisis and the attendant pollution has
consumed much of the club's recent energies.
References need be m ade to only a few of
the issues: powerlines, (Diablo, Oalvert
Cliffs), nuclear power plants, oil tanker collisions (S.F. Bay), oil platform accidents
(Santa Barbara, Gulf Coast), pipelines (Alaska), oil development in wilderness (Santa
Barbara Channel, North Slope}, and thermal
effects of conventional and nuclear power
plants.
7. Development of overall policies on fuel
development and consumption that recognizes the complex social, cultural, and technological interrelationship of all aspects of
the fuel problem. Oil phased out of the channel possibly increases pressure for production
in Alaska. Reduction of import quotas transfers the problem of on and offshore exploitation in the U.S. to the Middle East and other
areas of ecological and economic concern and
intensifies the pollution threat from tanker
and pipeline disaster. An overall policy would
include elements on alt ernative means of
transportation, substitution of electronic
communication for transportation (the
"fourth revolution"-moving ideas instead of
bodies), development of new fuel resources,
the means of phasing in new energy program,
and t he paramount problem of population
control. The environmental movement must
develop its own initiatives in this field, process them through government, and in other
ways encourage government and industry to
take a stronger hand in the necessary research and development.
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established under State law certain benefits, care, or assistance for which federally recognized Indian tribes qualify as
recipients. Referred to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
FEDERAL BENEFITS TO INDIANS

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, in the
91st Congress I introduced legislation
which would extend Federal benefits to
Indian tribes and certain organized
bands or groups of Indians residing on
Indian reservations established under
State law. These benefits include care or
assistance for which federally recognized
Indian tribes qualify as recipients. On
behalf of myself and Senators HoLLINGS,
PELL, RIBICOFF, SMITH and THURMOND, I
reintroduce that legislation for appropriate reference today.
Mr. President, this legislation would
affect approximately 27,000 Indians living in eight States-Connecticut, Maine,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. In
New York State alone, about 10,000 of
the State's 15,000 Indians live on nine
State reservations. Because the governments of these eight States did not cede
Indian reservations within their borders
to the Federal Government at the time
they joined the Union, these State reservations do not fall within Federal responsibility. Thus, as a result of a historic accident, thousands of American
Indians residing on State reservations
have been denied the benefits of many
Federal programs because they were not
inhabitants of "federally recognized
tribes" within the definition of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
I have long been aware of this discrimination and have in the past introduced legislation which specifically included State Indian reservations in particular Federal programs, including the
Public Works and Economic Development
Act of 1965.
Mr. President, more than 100 acts of
Congress, rules and regulations authorize
aid and assistance to American Indians.
Some of these acts confer on the Secretary of the Interior control over Indian
property. Consequently, not all of these
acts would be beneficial to State reservation Indians. The purpose of my bill is to
qualify State reservation Indians, at their
option, to participate in Federal Indian
aid programs. This approach will insure
full independence of State reservation
tribes.
The numbers involved here are small,
but the needs of these State reservation
Indians are urgent and unmet. Like their
brothers on Federal reservations, our
State Indians have too often had policy
imposed from without. They have been
encouraged to sever their tribal and cultural ties. They have faced harassment,
hostility, and discrimination in the
world outside the reservation. Within the
reservation they have faced despair and
deterioration of the culture they hold
By Mr. MUSKIE (for himself, Mr. dear and which gives them distinction as
PELL, Mr. RIBICOFF, Mrs. SMITH, Americans.
Mr. THURMOND, and Mr. HoLMr. President, the bill which I introLINGs):

s. 1460.

A bill to make available to certain organized tribes, bands or groups of
Indians residing on Indian reservations

duce today would provide a new approach

toward fulfilling the needs of a unique
group of Americans. I hope my colleagues
will agree with me that it deserves speedy
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action during this session of Congress.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of the bill be printed in the RECORD at
this point.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.

1460

A bill to make available to certain organized
tribes, bands, or groups of Indians residing
on Indian reservations established under
State law certain benefits, care, or assistance for which federally recognized Indian
tribes qualify as recipients
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That in the

administration of all Federal programs and
laws providing benefits, care, or assistance,
financial or otherwise, to Indian tribes or
members thereof, any organized tribe, band,
or group of American Indians a majority of
the members of which reside on an Indian
reservation established under the laws of a
State, but which has not heretofore been
recognized as an Indian tribe for purposes of
such programs or laws, shall, in its discretion, be entitled to receive such benefits,
care, and assistance for which federally recognized Indian tribes or members thereof
qualify as recipients.

By Mr. McGOVERN (for himself
and Mr. Moss) :
S. 1461. A bill to require the furnishing of documentation of claims concerning safety, performance, efficacy, characteristics, and comparative price of advertised products and services. Referred
to the Committee on Commerce.
TRUTH IN ADVERTISING ACT OF 1971

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I introduce today, on behalf of Senator Moss
and myself, the Truth in Advertising Act
of 1971, a bill designed to give the consumer the means to make his own
judgment about the validity of advertisbg claims.
A recent report indicates that the
average consumer may be the target of
more than 1,000 advertisements every
day. Most of these advertisements contain claims about the quality or performance of the product or service or about
its comparative price. The consumer now
has no way of judging whether these
claims can be substantiated.
This bill would require advertisers to
have available for the public full documentation substantiating their claims
before they can advertise their products
or services. The media would be required
to inform the public that such documentation was available from advertisers on
request.
The requirements laid down in this bill
should not be burdensome, since we
should assume that, in general, advertisers are responsible and do not make
claims that they cannot support. They
are simply asked to make copies of their
documentation available upon request,
and they are entitled to be repaid by
consumers for the costs of reproducing
such copies.
The media would be required to perform the public service of informing consumers that they can obtain the supporting evidence without themselves
having to bear the burden of actually
providing it.
The bill contains authority for the

Federal Trade Commission to insure that
advertisers and the media comply with
the requirements of the law. But there
should have to be very little recourse to
action by the FTC.
Since advertisers would have to make
their documentation available to any
person requesting it, it is clear that public disclosure and the scrutiny of a free
press would provide the most powerful
sanction. It is reasonable to expect that
among those requesting documentation
would be consumer action groups, the
FTC itself, the press and competitors, as
well as the individual consumer.
Such individuals and groups would
certainly examine the documentation
carefully to insure that it fully supported
the claims that were made. For that
very reason, advertisers would have the
incentive to limit their claims only to
what could be backed up.
By making sure that all claims are substantiated, we would make a major contribution to the efficient functioning of
the free enterprise system. Those advertisers who take great care to make responsible claims would no longer be
placed at a disadvantage when they compete with those who are so irresponsible
as to make extravagant claims that cannot stand scrutiny.
The consumer should be the big winner. He would come to have confidence in
the claims that are made for the goods
and services he is asked to purchase.
Most important, he would be given the
right to take direct action to protect himself against false claims. This direct action would not represent the traditional
class action approach; instead the matter would remain essentially an exchange
of information among private parties.
I have long favored legislation which
gives the individual the right to participate in procedures designed to serve his
interests. The Environmental Protection
Act of 1971, which Senator HART and I
have introduced, embodies this concept.
I am pleased that the present bill carries
the idea one step further.
The initial impetus for this legislative
approach came from Mr. Ralph Nader,
his associate, Mrs. Aileen Cowan and Mr.
Warren Braren, a former official of the
National Association of Broadcasters
Radio and Television Code Authority. Mr.
Nader and Mrs. Cowan wrote to scores
of corporations asking them to provide
information supporting their advertising
claims. Very few were willing to do so.
Many indicated that the consumer had
no right to know. Mrs. Cowan is quoted as
saying:
I was surprised. Here were s0me of the
Nation's largest corporations, supposedly the
friend of the public, if you believe their
cheery commercials, refusing to back up
their ad claims. It's as if two people were
having a discussion, but when it suddenly
turns serious, one party clams up.

Mr. Nader, Mrs. Cowan, the Consumer
Association of the District of Columbia
and the Federation of Homemakers petitioned the FTC on December 11, 1971, to
make a rule that would require advertisers to place their documentation on file
with the FTC before actually advertising.
Among the claims that the FTC petitioners sought to have substantiated
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were: the assertion that studies of "a
major dental clinic" show that Macleans
dentifrice gets teeth "whitest"; the claim
that "a study of hospital patients showed
Excedrin tablets are more effective in the
relief of pain than twice as many
aspirin"; the statement that Dow's oven
cleaner has "33 percent more power"; the
General Motors claim that the Toronado's engine gives "worry-free performance thousands of miles longer"; and the
advertisement for Armour bacon which
says that it "gives you a little more because it shrinks a little less.''
A moment's thought indicates just how
many advertisements we see every day
that contain such claims. Most advertising, it would appear, is based on claims
as to the comparative virtue of the product or service in question.
In a case that has just come to light,
a CBS television news team questioned
the efficacy of a nonphosphate detergent.
The detergent producers claimed that
the product had been analyzed by 10
independent testing firms and the results
supported their claims. But the producer
did not turn over those test results to the
newsmen, who had their own tests conducted. The results of those independent
tests of the product Ecolo-G indicated
that it was not as efficient as claimed and
that its high alkaline content--far above
what the producer admitted-was dangerous. The Food and Drug Administration subsequently ordered the product off
the market.
Of course, the FTC is empowered to
halt false advertising when it can be
proven. Thus, one soup company tried to
give the impression that its product was
loaded with vegetables by placing glass
marbles in the bowl before a commercial
was filmed. The FTC ordered a halt to
this advertisement. But the company
was not required to correct the impression it had made or to avoid similar false
claims for other of its products. This bill
provides for a form of consumer protection differing from that sought by the
FTC petition and that presently afforded
by the FTC, because of the direct communication between the consumer and
the advertiser.
It is an elementary requirement that
in the free enterprise system, competition
should be not only free, but fair-most
of all to the consumer. That is why this
legislation is needed now.
I am pleased that Mr. Nader, Mrs.
Cowan, and their associate, Mr. Christian
White, together with Mr. Braren, support this proposal. Their endorsement of
it demonstrates that its purpose is to aid
the American consumer.
Mr. President, I sincerely hope that the
Commerce Committee will schedule early
hearings on this bill and that it will be
adopted by the Congress this year.
Many people with whom I have discussed this bill mistakenly thought that
the law already required that advertising
claims be substantiated. That fact shows
that such a requirement is long overdue.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at the conclusion of my remarks, the full text of the bill be printed
together with an article by Colman McCarthy from the Washington Post of
November 8, 1970, entitled "Advertising
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on the Defensive in the Age of Disbelief" and an article by John D. Morris
in the New York Times of December 12,
1970, describing the petition to the FTC.
There being no objection, the bill and
material were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:

s. 1461
A bill to require the furnishing of documentation of claims concerning safety, performance, efficacy, characteristics, and comparative price of advertised products and
services

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this

Act may be cited as the "Truth in Advertising
Act of 1971".
FrND~GS AND PURPOSE
SEc. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds that
informed consumers are essential to the fair
and efficient functioning of the free market
economy; that the individual has the right
to know and ought to be able to obtain for
his personal consideration, the documentation advertisers use in support of claims for
the products and services he is asked to purchase; and that this information, which frequently is unavailable through the advertising itself, is needed by the individual to
make intelligent and informed choices in
today's highly competitive and complex marketplace.
(b) It is the purpose of this Act (1) to
insure that no advertisement can be disseminated if substantiating documentation
is not available to the public and (2) to insure that individuals will be able to exercise
their right to know, to protect themselves
from unsubstantiated claims and to act
directly to promote fairness in advertising.
DEF~ITIONS

SEC. 3. As u..c:ed in this Act-(a) The term "advertisement" means all
forms of promotion for products and services
conveyed through, but not limited to, radio,
television, cable television, cinema, newspapers, magazines, billboards, posters, direct
mail material, and point of sale display material.
(b) The term "Commission" means the
Federal Tmcle Commission.
(c) The term "commerce" means commerce
between any State, or possession of the
United States, or the District of Columbia,
and any place outside thereof; or between
points within the same State, possession, or
the District of Columbia, but through any
place outside thereof; or within the District
of Columbia or any possession of the United
States.
(d) The term 'rdocumentation" means(1) in the case of any advertisement containing claims concerning the safety, performance, efficacy, or characteristics of a
product or service including testimonials
thereto-(A) a full and complete description of all
material aspects of any pertinent research
or other data, including a detailed summary
of all tests, in support of or detracting from
any claim in the advertisement, including
the name and address o! any testing organization or agency and its principal officers,
the date, duration, procedures, methods and
results of any tests, the brand names of
products or services tested, and the technical names of any ingredients tested;
(B) when specifically requested by a person, full disclosure of all material research,
tests and other data contained in the description and summary referred to 1n clause
(A) o! this paragraph. Nothing in this subsection shall require disclosure o! the exact
product formulation when such a disclosure
comprises a trade secret:
(2) in the case of an advertisement with
respect to comparative price, a substantial
representative listing of prices of products or

services sold in the marketing area served by
the advertisement which form the basis for
the comparison.
(e) The term "person" means an individual, corporation, partnership, association,
or any organized group, including local, state
or federal government agencies.
(f) The term "principal office" means the
headquarters, corporate or otherwise, of the
person disseminating the advertising; however, in the case of regional or local advertising, the principal office shall mean an office
located within the regional or local marketing area in which the advertising is disseminated.
UNLAWFUL ADVERTIS~G WITHOUT FURNISHING
DOCUMENTATION
SEc. 4. {a) It shall be unlawful for any
person to disseminate, or cause to be disseminated, by the United States mails, or in
commerce by the use of, but not limited to,
radio, television, cable television, cinema,
newspapers, magazines, billboards, posters
and point of sale display material, any advertisement concerning the safety, performance, efficacy, characteristics or comparative
price of any product or service unless documentation is available at the principal office
of such person in the United States for
public inspection, including the furnishing
of copies of such documentation to any person requesting such documentation by mail,
telephone or otherwise. The cost of duplication may be charged to the person requesting such copies but In no case shall
the charge exceed the actual cost of duplication.
(b) The publisher, radio or television
broadcast station, or agency or medium for
the dissemination or advertising, except the
person making the claims subject to this Act
in such advertisement, shall be liable under
this section by reason of the dissemination
of such advertislng(1) if he refuses, on the verbal or written
request of any person, to furnish the name
and address of the person who caused him
to disseminate such advertisement.
(2) if he fails to inform publici:- his readers, listeners or viewers on a regular basis
that documentation for advertising claims
is available upon request and that the name
and address of the person making the advertising claims subject to this Act, and
carried by his publication or broadcast station, is available by contacting his publication or station.
{c) The dissemination or the causing to
be disseminated of any advertisement in violation of subsections (a) and (b) shall be
an unfair or deceptive act or practice· in commerce within the meaning of section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ADMINISTRATION
SEc. 5. (a) This Act shall be enforced by
the Commission under rules, regulations and
procedure provided for in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
(b) The Commission is authorized and directed to prevent any person from violating the provisions of this Act in the same
manner, by the same means, and with the
same jurisdiction, powers and duties as
though all applicable terms and provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act were
incorporated into and made a part of this
Act. Any such person violating the provisions of this Act shall be subject to the penalties and entitled to the privileges and immunities provided In the Federal Trade ComIIlission Act, in the same manner, by the
same means, and with the same jurisdiction,
powers a.nd duties a.s though the applicable
terms and provisions of such Act were incorporated into and made a part of this Act:
Provided, That persons excepted by section
5 (a) ( 6) thereof shall not thereby be exempted from Federal Trade Commission enforcement of the provisions of this Act.
(c) The Commission is authorized to pre-
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scribe such substantive and procedural rules
and regulations as may be necessary or
proper in carrying out the provisions of this
Act.
EFFECTIVE DATE
SEc. 6. The provisions of this Act shall
take effect upon the expiration of 120 days
after the date of its enactment; except that
subsection 5(c) shall take effect immediately.
[From the New York Times, Dec. 12, 1970]
NADER URGES FTC To BAN ADS NOT BACKED BY
SciENTIFIC TESTS
(By John D. Morris)
WASIDNGTON, Dec. 11.-Ralph Nader and
other consumer advocates asked the Federal
Trade Commission today to issue a regulation
prohibiting advertisers from making assertions that were not "fully and completely
substantiated by scientific tests."
Mr. Nader, an associate and two consumer
organizations, in a petition filed with the
commission, accused advertisers of making
"vague claims which give consumers no real
understanding" of the performance of their
products.
In addition, they contended, advertisers
"invoke clinical tests with little scientific
basis to substantiate claims and otherwise
deliberately mislead and confuse the consumer."
Under the proposed regulation, national
advertisers would be required to file with the
commission evidence substantiating their
statements at the time the advertisements
were published or printed. The commission
would make the data available to the public.
other advertisers would have a choice of
filing such information with the commission
or making it available directly to the public.
ANY REASONABLE DOUBT
The regulation would restrict the advertisement of any product if there was "any reasonable doubt" that it posed a health or
safety hazard to users or an environmental
health or safety hazard to the general public.
Advertising would be prohibited unless
"competent scientific tests show that no such
hazards exist."
The petitioners said the regulation would
help consumers make intelligent choices of
advertised products, enable consumer organizations to obtain information needed to register complaints with the commission and
significantly deter false advertising by increasing the possibility of legal action by the
commission or by consumer groups.
The petitioners, besides Mr. Nader, were
Mrs. Aileen Adams, a staff member at Mr.
Nader's Center for the Study of Responsive
Law; the Consumer Association of the District of Columbia, with about 200 members,
and the Federation of Homemakers, which
lists 5,200 members in 46 states.
There was no comment by the commission,
but officials noted that in several recent cases
it had called on individual advertisers to
substantiate their assertions.
Filed with the petition was a sheaf of correspondence that Mr. Nader and Mrs. Adams
conducted with 58 companies concerning 68
advertising statements monitored by Mrs.
Adams since last December. She said she
monitored television "day and night" with a
tape recorder, similarly monitored many radio broadcasts and clipped various newspaper
and magazine advertisements.
In their letters, addressed to the companies' presidents, Mr. Nader and Mrs. Adams
quoted advertisements and asked for test
data and other substantiating information.
Only three supplied any data, and the value
of the studies covered "was dubious,'' Mrs.
Adams reported. FOur other answers, she said,
"included cursory descriptions of company
tests rather than detailed scientific data."
Sixteen companies failed to reply and seven
declined to substantiate their ads, she said.
Fifteen "purported to clarify vague and misleading statements in their advertisements,"
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according to Mrs. Adams, while most of the
others responded in generalities and with
assurances of truthful advertising practices.
Mr. Nader, at a news conference, said the
correspondence illustrated that "big business
almost systematically refuses to document its
wide-ranging claims" while spending hundreds of millions of dollars on advertising
"to deceive" and "evoke the weaker instincts"
of consumers.
(From the Washington Post, Nov. 8, 1970]
CONSUMER RESENTMENT--ADVERTISING ON THE
DEFENSIVE IN THE AGE OF DISBELIEF

(By Colman McCarthy)
Among those most alarmed at the growing
anger and resentment of American consumers, few talk about it as much as the advertising industry. "A lot of advertising is not
true, or at least (is) trickily true," said Amelia. Bassin, president of Bassinova, Inc., of
New York to the Milwaukee Advertising
Club recently. "Advertising has completely
alienated youths, blacks and now women,"
she added. Stanley Cohen, the Washington
editor of Advertising Age magazine told a.
meeting of ad men in Denver: "Nine years
ago, Newton Minnow was shrugged off when
he warned TV was selling our kids short.
Those kids are now the teenagers and students who have become such puzzles to their
elders. Critics ask-'How much of their contempt for American institutions is a backlash against the crassness projected at them
from the TV tube?' "
Perhaps mcst to the point was ad man
Frederick E. Baker who told a. meeting of
the
American Advertising Federation:
"Much of the public has lost a good share of
confidence in what we do. We are suspect on
more counts than one . . . If we think we
have been harassed 1n the past few years
by confining laws and stringent regulations,
I assure you we have only seen the beginning and a small beginning at that."
These confessions of remorse and alarm
come at a time when the advertising industry already throbs with a fiscal headache for
which there is no "instant relief." Execu- .
tives at many large agencies have been
stunned with pay cuts-20 per cent for the
$40,000-and-up people at McCann-Erikson,
for example. The GM strike-no cars, no ads
-could cost agencies $60 m111ion. An estimated 40 per cent of the clients of some 16
large agencies pay their bills late.
Perhaps the most ominous threat to the
industry is that many consumers are now so
skeptical that the honest ads are disbelieved
also. It once required a good eye to spot a
less-than-candid ad but now in the age of
commercial disbelief, the game is easy.
Newspapers, where most of the 300 dally ads
people get exposed to are seen, often carry
news stories in one section that directly refute ad claims in another. Recently, papers
across the country told about a colony of
laboratory rats on a diet of commercial
white bread dying of malnutrition; flip the
page and there is an ad touting many kinds
of bread as the last word in nutrition. Who
can tell which brands are reliable and which
are not?
Many ads are true, but are loaded with
such bitter irony that it is hard to accept the
sincerity of the seller. Union Carbide placed
an ad in Time magazine on June 1 that promoted the company's "oxygen walker." To
aid people with emphysema and other
chronic lung problems, Union Carbide's
Linde division had produced a. portable liquid oxygen system carried easily over the
shoulder. "It's just one of the things our
Linde division is doing with air," pumped
Union Carbide. Something else the company
does with air, however, and not mentioned
in the ad, is to spew 28,000 tons of smoke
and grit a. year (one-third of New York

City's total) into a. valley in West Virginia
that is host to a Union Carbide factory. Citizens have begged the company for years to
stop the pollution, but it would not. Thus,
who can fail to wonder about a. company that sells a breathing machine while
continuing to make the air unbreathable?
Many corporations now place "environment awa;reness" ads. Some onJy add to the
pollution. A recent ad in Time had water
flowing by the chemical plant of Potlatch
Forest CO.; it "still runs clear," said the ad.
A group of students checked, however, and
the picture showing the water was found to
have been taken 50 miles upstream from the
plant. Other ecology ads invite cynicism.
A television viewer sees oil firms explaining
during prime time how they have gotten the
lead out of their gas in the cause of antipollution; but only that morning, for example, the same viewer read in the paper
that Mobil Oil in Buffalo, N.Y., was fined
$10,000 for continuing to pollute the Buffalo
River. The state attorney general has asked
that the refinery be closed.
The Vice President criticized rock music
where in "too many of the lyrics the message of the drug culture is purveyed." Mr.
Agnew and his writing ghost should watch
more television. Almost $20 m1111on worth of
ads for sleeping aid drugs alone ran in 1969,
a fact which horrifies Sen. Frank Moss, a.
consumer ally: "The drug culture finds its
fullest flowering in . . . advertising which
mounts the message that pills turn rain to
sunshine, depression to euphoria."
America is in no danger of committing
heresy against its sacred doctrine of maximum production and maximum consumption. But here and there, the gospel is being
questioned. Suddenly, the Federal Trade
Commission is viewing ads with a. skeptical
eye.
Procter and Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive
and Lever Brothers were accused by the
FTC of false advertising. Axton, Biz, Amaze,
Tide, XF, Drive and others do not "get all
the stains out with enzyme power." The ads
deceive, said the FTC. All the stains don't
come out as many housewives have known
all along.
Hi-C fruit drink, made by the Coca-Cola.
Co., is under pressure by the FTC to ban the
brand name on the ground that nutritionally Hi-C is closer to being low c. The Coke
lawyers are fighting.
Wig, wiglet, toupee and hairpiece companies were advised not to advert!~ their
product as "natural hair" if it was made of
animal hair or synthetics. Also hair that
was bleached or dyed on the origina.l owners
dome should not be advertised as "virgin"
hair.
Even more helpful to the confused consumer than the occasional ban is FTC's
recent idea that a. company caught duping
the public in one ad should be required
to take out another ad admitting it. The
idea. for "corrective ads" came from Dr.
Robert S. McCleery, former head of the
FDA's medical advertising bureau. Due to
his work, in June 1968, Bristol-Myers Co.,
took out an ad in Medical Tribune and
Medical World News confessing that they
had violated FDA restrictions in promoting
a drug called dyna.pen. Recently, law students from George Washington University
caught the Campbell Soup CO., playing with
the truth. To convey the impression that its
soup was so thick that vegetables could be
seen at the surface, Campbell put glass
marbles in the soup bowls before filming a.
commercial. The students, after getting the
FTC to stop the rigged ad, demanded tha.t
the company run a future ad admitting the
old one deceived.
The FTC let the Oampbell case drop-with
an order to rig no more-but the idea of corrective ads has caught on. The commission is
now in combat with Hi-C to admit past sins.
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The fiercer battle, however, is with the Chevron Research Co., a. division of Standard 011
of California. Last month the FTC said that
a Chevron ad touting the additive F-310 was
false and misleading and that the gas "did
not in fact reduce air pollution" as claimed.
Chevron shot back with full page ads saying
F-310 really was fine stuff-based on "15
years of research and hundreds of tests."
FTC's charges were "grossly in error and unfounded."
Corporations have been saying that for
years about the FTC, but few, if any, have
taken on the government so directly and so
publicly. As for the consumer, whom should
he believe? Gasoline companies have been
trumpeting their additives endlessly, so that
now when one wants to be taken seriously
all the credibllity may be used up. Besides,
what layman knows what F-310 is?
While the government marches on Madison
Avenue, private citizens are forming their
own attack. Aileen Cowan, a first-year student at Howard University law school, has
long been incensed over what she considers
phoney and bogus ads. In a joint effort with
Ralph Nader, Mrs. Oowan wrote to some 70
corporations asking them to send the scientific data to back up their ad claims. For
example:
The McLean's toothpaste ad that says a
major dental clinic claims McLean's gets
teeth "whitest."
Warner Lambert Oompany's inference that
Llsterine helps in the prevention of colds.
The Ralston-Purina claim that in a. test
over the leading competitive variety dogs
chose the Ralston-Purina food six to one.
Bristol-Myers' claim for Excedrin that a.
clinical study shows that "two Exced.rins
work better for the relief of pain than twice
as many aspirin tablets."
GeneraJ. Motors' claim that its Toronado
car gives "worry-free performance thousands
of miles longer."
Few corporations botheTed to document
their claims for Mrs. Oowan. Some wrote back
saying the consumer had no business knowing. "I was surprised," said Mrs. Cowan, who
works at the Center for the Study of Responsive Law when not in class. "Here were
some of the nation's largest corporations,
supposedly the friend of the public if you
believe their cheery commercials, refusing
to back up their ad claims. It's as if two
people were having a discussion, but when
it suddenly turns serious, one party clams
up."
Aside from a suit against Bristol-Myers
for its Excedrin ad, Mrs. Cowan wm soon file
a. legal petition with the FTC to require companies to provide clinical evidence to consumers for their advertising claims.
Other groups--most notably Action for
Children's Television (Boston)-are also
taking legal action to force the government
to control advertising. Perhaps as important as legal changes are shifts in attitude. Jerry Mander, a. San Francisco ad man
with a restless conscience, wrote to the Wall
Street Journal last June to say the unspeakable: "I ... expect that all automobile advertising wlll be banned one of these days as
well it should be, as automobiles are demonstrably far more dangerous to the health
of society than cigarettes are."
Until legal or attitudinal restraints have
their effect, suspicion will likely grow about
the advertising industry and its massive
flow of copy. Sadly, the honest ads will be
less and less believed also. Ironically, an industry that has for so many years been
wildly accentuating the positive is not
forced to live with the negative.

Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I am pleased
to join with the Senator from South Da-

kota (Mr. McGoVERN) in cosponsoring
the Truth-in-Advertising Act.
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The objectives of the consumer movement embody the American ideals of
truth and justice. And the Truth-in-Advertising Act which we introduce today,
is but a modest proposal to insure the
validity of advertising claims.
I look forward to holding hearings on
the bill. After all, can there be anyone
who will find offensive a requirement to
preserve truth in advertising claims? Of
necessity, a half-page advertisement or
a 30-second television spot announcement cannot contain all of the substantiation for an advertising claim. I have
been told that the average consumer
views hundreds of advertisements each
day, many providing important product
information, but others contain confusing and ill-defined characteristics. As a
result, there is evidence of an overwhelming number of unsubstantiated claims in
advertising, and where there is valid documentation for advertisers' claims, the
information is difficult to obtain. This
uncomplicated legislation provides the
consumer with a straightforward method
o.f evaluating advertising claims.
The Truth-in-Advertising Act would
require the carrier of an advertisement
to provide the name and address of the
offer-or upon request of any individual.
Second, advertisers would maintain and
make available to individuals the appropriate documentation to substantiate
the claims set forth. With this information, many consumers will be able to
make more intelligent decisions in selecting products and services. Finally, I
might also note that the bill provides
important safeguards to both consumers
and advertisers by granting the Federal
Trade Commission the powers necessary
to enforce and prescribe procedural and
substantive rules.
The Truth-in-Advertising Act will put
meaning back into the adjectives,
"stronger," "faster," and countless
others, will add significantly to the educating force of advertising, and will restore faith in many American businesses.

amendment made by the Senate. I am
hopeful that the bill I introduce today
can be enacted into law at an early date
so that the rightful beneficiaries may
receive these funds.

By Mr. McGOVERN:
S. 1463. A bill to provide for the setting aside of certain lands for the purpose of making available additional
food and cover for wildlife. Referred to
the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I
introduce today a bill which would provide incentives for farmers to allocate
a portion of their acreage for the
preservation of wildlife. The program
would compensate participating farmers
for planting or diverting 5-acre plots
in a cover crop beneficial to wildlife.
Tall, dense vegetation is of utmost
importance to ground-nesting birds.
This cover should be available during
the very early portion of the nesting
season and therefore would have to
come in the form of residual vegetation
and, therefore, improves the value of
such cover for nesting; consequently,
legumes and cool-season grasses are
very important for nesting cover, especially in areas void of residual vegetation. A variety of plant growth including many annual weeds commonly
found on retired cultivated land would
not only help provide nesting cover but
year-round cover as well. It is assumed
that only cultivated cropland would be
retired in this program.
Under the provisions of my bill, a
standard fee of $250 per year for a
5-year contract would be offered. The
acreage necessary to qualify for the
standard payment of $250 per year
would be tied to the productivity of the
land. Five years should be the term of
the contract and farmers would be allowed only one contract in any one year.
Over the life of the program, the farmer
would be eligible for additional contracts
on new land each year.
Mr. President, I urge my colleagues
By Mr. McGOVERN (for himself
who care about the preservation of our
and Mr. BURDICK) :
S. 1462. A bill to provide for the dis- rapidly dwindling wildlife to give seritribution to the Sisseton and Wahpeton ous attention to this legislation.
Tribes of Sioux Indians of their portion
of the funds appropriated to pay judgBy Mr. INOUYE (for himself and
ments in favor of the Mississippi Sioux
Mr. FONG):
Indians in Indian Claims Commission
S. 1466. A bill to authorize the secredockets numbered 142 and 359, and for tary of the Army to grant certain rightsother purposes. Referred to the Commit- of-way for road improvement and locatee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
tion of public utility lines over a portion
MISSISSIPPI SIOUX INDIANS
of Fort DeRussy, Hawaii. Referred to the
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, on Committee on Armed Services.
behalf of the junior Senator from the
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I wish to
State of North Dakota (Mr. BuRDICK) introduce today on my own and Senand myself, I send to the desk for appro- ator FaNG's behalf, a bill to authorize the
priate reference a bill to provide for the grant of the necessary easement for the
distribution to the Sisseton and Wahpe- widening and improvement of Kalia
ton Tribes of Sioux Indians of their por- Road by the city and county of Honolulu
tion of the funds appropriated to pay through the Fort DeRussy area. While
judgments in favor of the Mississippi this project is not a military necessity
Sioux Indians in Indian Claims Commis- and, therefore, requires legislative ausion dockets numbered 142 and 359, and thorization, it does have the support of
for other purposes.
the military. Such widening will do much
Similar legislation was passed by both to relieve the presently congested trafthe House of Representatives and the fic in the area as well as improving the
Senate in the 91st Congress, but objec- appearance of Kalia Road.
A similar measure was introduced last
tions were raised by the House to an
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year, but no action was taken on it. The
city and county of Honolulu has again
indicated that it is keenly interested in
this project.
I hope the necessary authorization will
be expeditiously granted.
By Mr. PROXMIRE:
S. 1469. A bill to amend chapter 137,
title 10, United States Code, to limit, and
to provide more effective control over,
the use of Government production equipment by private contractors under contracts entered into with the Department of Defense and certain other agencies, and for other purposes. Referred to
the Committee on Armed Services.
FAm INDUSTRIAL COMPETITION ACT

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, in
1970 Government contractors held almost $14 billior.. in Federal property including special tooling and test equipment, materials, industrial real property, industry plant equipment and
other plant equipment. This incredible
stockpile has gradually inched upward
from about $9.6 billion in 1964, even
though the Government has sold anumber of its large facilities and the equipment in them to private contractors over
this :;>eriod.
Just about every group or committee
in or out of the Government that has
examined the program, even the Defense Department itself-the Department owning the lion's share of the
property-agrees that it should be curtailed. This judgment applies with particular force to $2.2 billion worth of
industrial plant equipment--IPE. This
equipment can readily be duplicated by
purchases in the private sector. It has
been used in far too many instances by
Government contractors to perform
commercial work completely unrelated
to the Government contract. Although
a rental is paid when this equipment is
used on commercial work, not only does
this use represent a misallocation of
equipment purchased with tax dollars
but it also enables Government contractors to compete unfairly with private
concerns not in possession of Government-owned equipment.
In early 1968, the General Accounting
Office issued a report on an investigation initiated at my request into the
misuse of this Government owned IPE
in the hands of private contractors. The
report was shocking, to say the least. It
found in a random check of 23 contractors that all but one were using Government equipment for commercial work in
violation of the laws and regulations
covering such use.
Consequently, I introduced legislation
in both the 89th and 90th Congresses to
halt this appalling misuse of IPE by
making it more difficult for private firms
to get the equipment initially, imposing
stricter controls on its use and making it
easier for the Government to dispose of
the equipment. Unfortunately, the Senate Armed Services Committee was unable to act on this legislation despite
unanimous Government support for the
bill as well as a generally favorable reaction by private industry.
Today, I am again introducing legislation to get the Government out of the
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IPE business. I would characterize it as
a tougher bill than the proposal I authored in the 91st Congress, but I feel
that we must get tough in view of continuing abuses by industry as a result
of this tax supported lease program.
The bill I am introducing today would
go far toward doing away with the $2.2
billion Federal stockpile IPE in private
hands byProhibiting outright the future placing
of IPE with contractors unless there is
a showing that the equipment cannot be
acquired practicably in any other way;
Requiring a periodic review of a contractor's circumstances so that the
equipment can be removed as soon as the
initial reason for using it ceases to exist;
Permitting IPE to be sold by negotiated
sale if it is so specialized that a general
competitive sale could not be expected to
yield a fair market price;
Eliminating current burdensome procedures requiring equipment to be declared surplus and offered to other Government agencies before it can be offered
in a competitive public sale;
Insuring that public sale is truly competitive by equalizing any advantage the
firm holding the equipment at the time
of sale might have through a transportation and installation differential; and
Prohibiting the commercial use of IPE.
Although the prohibition-of-commercial-use clause undoubtedly will give
rise to a great deal of controversy, it is
an essential part of the bill. This provision is aimed at what has been the
most shocking abuse revealed in the
equipment leasing program: the extensive use by private companies of Government equipment to compete unfairly
with other private firms, typically
smaller ones, in work having no relation
to the Government's needs although
these needs were the reason for leasing
the equipment in the first place. There
have been countless examples of these
abuses in the past several years.
One situation involved a large west
coast contractor well able to pay for its
own equipment that had obtained an expensive but entirely standard machine
tool from the Government and was using
it well over 90 percent of the time on
commercial work-with DOD approval
and at a rental that was only a small
fraction of its true value. This tool was
identical to tools available for use in
hundreds of small firms in this countrysmall firms that had undertaken the risk
and expense of purchasing the tools
themselves.
Just recently, I learned that Lockheed
is doing a substantial amount of purely
commercial work on the L-1011 Airbus
in the Air Force plant in Marietta, Ga.,
with Government-owned equipment
leased to Lockheed. The Air Force plant
in Marietta is also where the C-5A is
being produced. The L-1011, a commercial aircraft, is being manufactured in
California.
The rental rates that Lockheed and
other lessees have paid are apparently

based upon a formula developed by the
Office of Emergency Preparedness, which
uses a declining percentage of the equipment's acquisition value as it get older.

Industry sources tell us the formula bears
no relationship to the real value of the
equipment. First of all, it applies only
on a per-month-when-used basis, which
distinguishes it sharply from the risk
situation facing a firm that buys the
same equipment or rents it from commercial sources. Second, many types of
production equipment lose very little
value over the time period in which OEP's
rental rate would go from 3 to threefourths percent per month. People in the
machine tool business tell me that it is
not uncommon in time of high demand
for capital equipment for used tools to
bring prices at auctions comparable to,
or even higher than, new tools of the
same type.
Mr. President, what sort of firms benefit most from the current Government
IPE program? Are they small struggling
firms whose capitalization does not permit them to purchase industrial equipment? Far from it. They are, by and
large, some of the biggest corporations
in the world. General Electric, General
Motors, and AVCO each have over $100
million in IPE. Du Pont holds $47.4 million worth; Lockheed, $75.5 million; Martin Marietta, $68.7 million; North American Rockwell, $71.2 million. These are
the giants of American industry. They
can compete well enough without this
added taxpayer-subsidized advantage.
The answer to this unfair situation is
not to develop new rental formulas and
thus perpetrate the basic practice that
is at fault. No persuasive argument has
been made for any level of commercial
use. Hopefully, by placing an absolute
prohibition on commercial use, my bill
will lessen contractor interest in Government-owned equipment, thus hastening a
phaseout of this burdensome program.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the Fair Industrial
Competition Act, as well as a table showing the 23 largest company holdings of
Government-owned property, prepared
by the General Accounting Office, be
placed in the RECORD at this point:
There being no objection, the bill and
table were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

s. 1469
A bill to amend chapter 137, title 10, United
States Code, to limit, and to provide more
effective control over, the use of Government production equipment by private
contractors under contracts entered into
with the Department of Defense and certain other agencies, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That chapter 137, title 10, United states Oode, is

amended by(1) inserting at the end of the chapter
analysis thereof, the following new item:
"2315. Government production equipment."; and
(2) adding at the end of that chapt er the
following new sect ion:
"§ 2315. Government production equipment
" (a) As used in this secti.on"(1) 'production equipment' means any
tool, machine, or similar item, used or designed for use in the manufacture, production, or furnishing of property or supplies,
but does not include special purpose production equipment, special purpose production
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equipment systems, special tooling equipment, or special test equipment;
"(2) 'special-purpose production equipment' means production equipment"(A) which is sufficiently unique in design
to be of value normally only to the contractor in possession and for the use in making
a particular end-item, and
"(B) which would not be expected to be
readily available elsewhere in private industry for future mobilization requirements;
"(3) 'special-purpose production equipment system' means a group or series of
pieces of production equipment which includes one or more pieces of special-purpose
production equipment and one or more
pieces of other supporting equipment which
is essential to the operation of the specialpurpose components and which could not be
removed from the contractor's facilities without unreasonably disrupting the contractors' ability to use the special-purpose components for mobilization purposes;
"(4) 'special tooling equipment• means all
jigs, dies, fixtures, molds, patterns, taps,
gages, other equipment and manufacturing
aids, and replacements thereof, which are of
such a specialized nature that, without substantial modification or alteration, their use
is limited to the development or production
of particular supplies or parts thereof, or
the performance of particular services;
" ( 5) 'special test equipment' means electrical, electronic, hydraulic, pneuma tic, mechanical, or other items or assemblies of
equipment, which are of such a specialized
nature that, without modification or altera·
tton, the use of such items (if they are to
be used separately) or assemblies is limited
to testing in the development or production
of particular supplies or parts thereof, or in
the performance of particular services; and
" ( 6) 'nonprofit organization' means any
corporation, foundation, trust, or institution
operated for scientific, educational, or medical purposes, not organized for profit, no
part of the net earnings of which inures to
the benefit of any private shareholder or
individual.
"(b) It is the policy of the Congress that
maximum reliance will be placed on the use
of privately owned production equipment in
connection with the performance of purchases and contracts made under this chapter. No agency shall acquire production
equipment for the purpose of furnishing it
to a contractor by lease or contract, and no
agency shall permit such production equipment to remain in the possession of any
contractor, for use other than by a nonprofit
organization, unless the furnishing thereof is
necessary" ( 1) to meet moblllzation requirements
under a duly authorized mobilization plan;
"{2) to permit the obtaining of supplies or
services by that agency from a contractor
which has been determined by the Administrator of the Small Business Administration to be a small business organization
which is unable to procure such production
equipment through the use of its own resources, and no alternate means of obtaining the needed supplies or services is practical; or
"(3) to meet an urgent need for supplies
or services which the head of that agency
has determined cannot be met by any other
practical means.
Determinations under clause (3) of the preceding sentence shall be made in writing.
Ti.'le power to make such determinations shall
be delegable only in accordance with regulations promulgated under subsection (c).
" (c) The Secretary of Defense for the Dep 1rtment of Defense, the Administrator of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for that agency, and the Secretary
of Transportation for the Coast Guard shall
promulgate uniform regulations for the effective control of all production equipment
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which is the property of each such department or agency and which is or hereafter may
be furnished by such department or agency
by any means to a contractor. Such regulations shall include"(1) a mandatory system for the periodic
review (at least every six months) of the
circumstances under which any production
equipment was originally furnished in order
to determine whether the requirements of
subsection (b) of this section are satisfied,
and appropriate provisions for the prompt
return of such production equipment to the
custody of such department or agency when
such requirements are found not to be satisfied, except that rights of contractors under
contracts entered before the effective date of
this section shall not be abrogated by this
section;
"(2) a requirement for the maintenance by
such contractor of inventory records concerning all production equipment so furnished to it, and r~ords and reports with
respect to the nature and the extent of
the use of such equipment, such records to be
maintained and reports made as prescribed
by the regulations; and
"(3) such other requirements as may be
determined to be necessary for the effective
maintenance and control over all such production equipment so furnished by any such
department or agency during the time in
which such production equipment is in the
custody of any such contractor.
Equipment which is returned to any such
department or agency under clause (1) of
the preceding- sentence, if no longer required
to meet the mobilization needs of the United
States, shall be promptly disposed of under
other law.
"(d) The furnishing of production equipment to any contractor under this section
shall be solely for use on contracts, or sub-

contracts under contracts, with an agency
or depart ment of the Government. Any other
use of production equipment shall be cause
for the immediate removal of such equipment from a contractor's possession.
"(e) (1) Under such regulations as may
be prescribed by the Administrator of General Services, the head of an agency may
sell to a contractor items of special-purpose
production equipment, special-purpose production systems, special tooling equipment,
or special test equipment which are owned
by the United States and under the control
of that agency and which are located at the
facility of the contractor.
"(2) Sales under this subsection shall be
mada at not less than a fair and reasonable
price, and in the case of equipment used or
planned for use in the development or production of supplies for, or the furnishing of
services to, the United States, upon such ·
terms as to assure that for a reasonable period aft er the sale the property or its replacement wlll be available, on a priority basis,
for the performance of contracts of the
United States or subcontracts thereunder.
"(3) Under such regulations as the Administrator of General Services shall prescribe, the proceeds of a sale made under
this subsection may be used to pay the cost
or expense incurred in connection with that
sale. Any remaining balance of the proceeds
of such a sale shall be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
"(4) An explanatory sta,tement of the circumstances of each sale mooe under this
subsection of property having an original acquisition value in excess of $25,000 shall be
prepared and a copy thereof shall be preserved in the files of the agency making the
sale for not less than 5 years.
"(f) (1) Under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Administrator of General
Services, the head of an agency by competi-
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tive public sale may dispose of items of production equipment which are owned by the
United States and are under the control of
that agency and which are located at the
facility of the contractor.
"(2) Any sale of production equipment
under this subsection may be made without
prior offering of such production equipment
to other departments or agencies. Any such
sale of production equipment may be conducted at the site of the contractor in possession. except that to the extent necessary
to assure a fa.ir and competitive sale in which
the contractor in possession has no advantage, such production equipment (A) shall
be removed to other locations for sale, or (B)
where removal would be unreasonably expensive, the contractor in possession, if the successful bidder, shall be required to pay to
the agency concerned an additional amount
which is substantially equal to the average
cost which would have been incurred by other
bidders for t he removal of such production
equipment to, and the installation of such
production equipment at, sites within the
same general geographical area within which
the facility of the contractor in possession is
located. No such removal or additional payment sh-all be required if the Government
would incur a substantial loss thereby.
" (g) The head of each agency shall transmit to the Congress in January of each year
a report of each determination made under
clause (3) of the second sentence of subsection (b) involving property having an acquisition cost of $10,000 or more and of each
sale of property made for more than $1,000
under subsection (e) during the preceding
year.".
SEc. 2. The amendments mBide by the first
section of this Act shall take effect on the
first day of the fourth month beginning after
the date of enactment of this Act.

25 LARGEST COMPANY HOLDINGS OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED REAL PROPERTY, PLANT EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIAL AS OF JUNE 30, 1970
(In millions(

DOD procurement ranking 1

Plant equipment
Total

Real

OPE

IPE

Material

7, 887.0

2, 565.8

1, 628.2

1, 083.5

2, 609.5

t Defense Department list of top 100 companies according to net value of military prime contract
2 Raymond International, Dalaware; Morrison-Knudsen, Asia Corp.; Brown and Root Inc.; and
awards for fiscal year 1970.
J. A. Jones Construction Co.

By Mr. THURMOND:

ed retired pay. Referred to the Commit-

s. 1470. A bill to amend title 37, United tee on Armed Services.
States Code, to provide an incentive plan

for participation in the Ready Reserve;

and
S. 1471. A bill to amend chapter 67 of

title 10, United States Code, to provide
an annuity for the dependents of persons
who perform the service required under
such chapter and die before being grant-

STRENGTHENING OUR ARMED FORCES

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, to-

day I am introducing two bills which
will further strengthen our armed services.

The first bill provides bonuses to encourage participation in the Ready Reserve and National Guard. It offers cash

inducements for reservists who reenlist

for at least 3 years following their first
6 years of Reserve or Guard. It also provides a bonus for a member of the regu-

lar forces if he elects to enlist in the
Reserves following his 2 years of active

duty.
At present, upon reenlistment in the

Regular Army, a bonus is given to those

who have acquired specific skills while
in the Armed Forces. This bonus serves
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as a realistic incentive for servicemen to
remain in the Armed Forces. There is no
such bonus offered to reservists, and at
present only 1 percent of the enlisted
Reserves reenlist after their first tour of
duty.
Mr. President, because the retention of
high-quality enlisted personnel is of the
utmost importance, I believe that unless
more definite incentives are provided the
Reserves and National Guard, the United
States may reach a dangerously low level
of personnel strength in these two vital
elements of our national defense structure.
This bill would give those qualifying a
$1,000 bonus upon reenlistment and
$200 at the end of each of the 3 reenlistment years. The present cost of
filling a vacancy with a new trainee, on
the other hand, is between $2,400 and
$4,000. Thus, a reenlistment bonus such
as the one proposed would not only
create an incentive for Reserve reenlistments, but also effect significant savings
to the Government.
Mr. President, the second bill is designed to correct an inequity in both the
Reserves and the Regular Army.
As the law now reads, a citizen may
join the armed services, elect to take a
survivor's annuity under the law, and
perform the services required to qualify
for retired pay under the law, but if he
should die after retiring but before
reaching age 60, the retirement pay
would not be granted and the survivors
would get nothing from the annuity.
A citizen may spend 20 years of his life
in the service of his country and still not
be assured of the welfare of his family
at the time of his death. To da.te, the
Government appears to be hesitant to
vest the family of retired servicemen
with this much-needed security. As the
United States moves toward a peacetime
armed service, the Nation must provide
more inducements if military personnel
strength is to be maintained at even
minimum levels. Passage of these bills is
important if we are to start making a
career in the armed services equivalent
to a career in the other sectors of our
economy.
Mr. President, I introduce these bills
for appropriate reference and ask unanimous consent that they be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bills
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

s. 1470
A bill to amend title 37, United States Code,
to provide an incentive plan for participation in the Ready Reserve

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives oj the United States of America in Congress assembled, That chapter

5 of title 37, United States Code, is amended
as follows:
( 1) By adding the following new item at
the end of the chapter analysis:
"310. Special pay: participation in Ready
Reserve."
(2) By adding the following new aect!on
at the end thereof:
"§ 310. Special pay: participation in Ready
Reserve
" (a) An enlisted member of a Reserve
component who-"(1) has completed a total of at least two
years of active duty, or a total of at least

six years of service, in one or more of the
armed services;
"(2) is accepted for enlistment, reenlistment, or extension of enlistment in a
Reserve component, in a pay grade above
E-2, for a. period of at least three years; and
"(3) agrees to remain in the Ready Reserve for a corresponding period and to perform such drills or other duty as may be
prescribed;
is entitled to special pay computed under
subsection (b).
"(b) The amount of special pay to which
a person covered by subsection (a) is entitled is.. ( 1) $1,000 upon reenlistment or extension of his enlistment;
"(2) $200 upon completing each year, under that reenlistment or extension of enlistment of satisfactory participation !n the
program prescribed for his Reserve assignment, as determined by the Secretary concerned.
However, no member is entitled to incentive
pay for any year of satisfactory performance
that ends after he has completed twenty
years of service computed under section
1332 of title 10.
"(c) The special pay authorized by this
section is in addition to any other basic pay,
special pay, incentive pay, or allowance to
which the member concerned is entitled.
"(d) A member who voluntarily, or because of his misconduct, does not ~omplete
the first year of service under his reenlistment or extension of enlistment for which
he was paid under subsection (b) ( 1) shall
refund that percentage of the amount that
the unexpired part of that year bears to
the entire year for which the amount was
paid.
" (e) This section shall be administered
under regulations prescribed by the secretary of Defense for the uniformed services
under his jurisdiction, and by the Secretary
of the Treasury for the Coast Guard when
the Coast Guard is not operating as a service in the Navy."

s. 1471
A bill to amend Chapter 67 of title 10,
United States Code, to provide an annuity
for the dependents of persons who perform the service required under such chapter and die before being granted retired
pay
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives oj the United States oj
America in Congress assembled, That sec-

tion 1437 of title 10, United States Code, is
amended as follows:
(1) The first sentence of subsection (a) is
amended to read as follows:
"(a) Except as provided in subsections (b)
and (c) each annuity payable under this
chapter accrues as of the first day of the
month in which the person upon whose pay
the annuity is based dies."
(2) By adding a new subsection (c) to
read as follows:
"(c) For the purpose of this chapter, the
retired pay of a person who-.. ( 1) elected an annuity under section
1434 of this title;
"(2) performed the service required to
qualify for retired pay under this chapter;
and
"(3) died after the effective date of the
Act enacting this subsection, and before being granted that retired pay;
shall be computed, and each annuity under
this chapter shall accrue, as of the first
day of the month following the month in
which he would have become sixty years of
age if he had lived."

By Mr. PROUTY:
S. 1473. A bill to amend the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 to provide a tOpercent

increase

in

annuities.

Re-
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ferred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I send to
the desk for appropriate reference a bill
to provide a benefit increase for those
receiving railroad retirement benefits
and ask unanimous consent that it be
printed in the RECORD immediately following my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
BRocK). Without objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1.)
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, last
month, after much delay on the part of
Congress, we finally passed the 10-percent benefit increase for the 23 million
Americans receiving social security benefits. At that time, I was convinced that
we did not go far enough. We again
avoided facing up to the fact that comprehensive social security legislation is
needed now. I am hopeful that all of us
in Congress will make every possible effort toward prompt consideration and
passage of comprehensive social security
legislation.
Such legislation should include a $100
a month z:ninimum benefit, liberalization
of the retirement test, a provision to insure that widows receive 100 percent of
~heir deceased spouse's benefit, an updatmg of the retirement income tax credit,
an automatic cost-of-living benefit increase provision, a broadening of coverage under the so-called Prouty amendment, and many other long-overdue reforms. Within the next few weeks I inten~ to introduce a comprehensive bill
designed to bring our social security system and medicare system up to the point
where they equitably meet the needs of
older Americans.
T?day, Mr. ~resident, I am introducing
a bill to proVIde increases in annuities
under the Railroad Retirement Act
identical to those recently enacted for
perso_ns receiving social security benefits.
Specifically, Mr. President, there are
637,000 annuitants and dependents and
over 308,000 survivors receiving monthly
benefits under the Railroad Retirement
Act.
Mr. President, the Railroad Retirezr:.ent Ac~ is older than the Social Security Act Itself and vitally affects over 1
million Americans who depend upon its
monthly benefits.
. Mr. President, we do not deliberately
1gno~e th~se 1 million Americans. Everyone m this body will agree with me that
a similar 10 percent benefit increase
should be extended to those individuals.
However, time after time we in Congress
delay increasing benefits under the railroad retirement system once a social
security increase has been enacted.
This week, Mr. President, the Senate
Commerce Committee opened hearings
concerning the condition of our national
railroad industry. During those hearings
we all acknowledged that the railroad
industry is often a forgotten industry
until the crisis of a nationwide strike or
bankruptcy is upon us. In all fairness we
find that the railroad employee is often
the forgotten employee compared to employees in other industries.
Mr. President, I should also like to
point out that the bill I am introducing
today contains a provision that no re-
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cipient of veterans' benefits will lose any
benefits as a result of this benefit increase. Too often we provide increases in
various pension benefits without taking
into consideration that the veteran benefit law has limitations on income from
other sources. Over the years I have made
an effort to provide a savings clause in
every bill that has passed this body.
The bill I introduce today is retroactive
to January 1, 1971. I, for one, shall do all
in my power to see that it is passed by
Congress before many weeks have passed.
EXHIBIT 1
s. 1473
A bill to amend the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937 to provide a 10 per centum increase
in annuities
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
oj Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That sec-

tion 3(a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937 is amended by inserting at the end
thereof the following paragraph:
"(4) The annuity computed under paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this subsection
and that part of subsection (e) of this section which precedes the first proviso shall be
increased by 10 per centum."
SEC. 2. (a) Section 2(e) of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 is a.mended(1) by striking out "such individual's annuity without regard to section 3 (a) (3) of
this Act or pension as in effect before 1970"
and inserting in lieu thereof "such individual's annuity Without regard to section 3(a)
(3) or (4) of this Act or pension as in effect
before 1971";
(2) by inserting "(before any reduction on
account of age)" immediately after the first
sentence of the last paragraph; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"The spouse's annuity computed under
other provisions of this section shall (before
any reduction on account of age) be increased by 10 per centum. The preceding sentence and the next preceding paragraph shall
not operate to increase the annuity to an
amount in excess of the maximum amount of
a spouse's annuity as provided in the first
sentence of this subsection. This paragraph
shall be disregarded in the application of the
preceding paragraph."
(b) Section 2 (i) of such Act is amended
by striking out "the last paragraph" and inserting in lieu thereof ''the last two paragraphs".
SEC. 3. Section 5 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937 is amended by inserting at the
end thereof the folloWing subsection:
" ( o) The annuity computed under the
preceding provisions of this section shall be
increased by 10 per centum."
SEc. 4. All pensions under section 6 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, and all
annuities under the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1935, shall be increased by 10 per centum.
All survivor annuities deriving from joint
and survivors annuities under the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 and all Widows' and
Widowers'i.n surance annuities which are payable in the amount of the spouse's annuity
to which the widow or Widower was entitled
shall, in cases where the employee died in
or before the month in which the increases
in annuities provided in section 3 of this
Act are effective, be increased by 10 per
centum. Joint and survivor annuities shall
be computed under section 3(a) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 and shall be
reduced by the percentage determined in accordance With the election of such annuity.
SEc. 5. All recertifications required by reason of the amendments made by this Act
shall be made by the Railroad Retirement
Board Without application therefor.
SEc. 6. Notwithstanding any other provi-

slon of law, in determining the annual income of any person for any year for the purpose of determining eligibility for or the
amount of dependency and indemnity compensation under section 415 of title 38, United
States Code, or eligibility for or the amount
of pension under chapter 15 of title 38,
United States Code, or the first sentence of
section 9 (b) of the Veterans' Pension Act of
1959, there shall not be included in such
incorn.e the amount of any increase in the
annuity or pension payable to such person
under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937
or the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 resulting from the enactment of this Act if, for
the month (or any portion thereof) in which
this Act was enacted, or for any month (or
any portion of any month) after December
31, 1970, and prior to the month following
the month in which this Act is enacted such
person is entitled to (1) an annuity or pension under the Railroad Retirement Act of
1937 or the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935,
and (2) dependency and indemnity compensation under section 415 of title 38, United
States Code, or pension under chapte:-:- 15 of
title 38, United States Code, or the first
sentence of section 9 (b) of the Veterans'
Pension Act of 1959.
SEc. 7. The provisions of this Act shall be
effective with respect to annuities accruing
for months after December 1970 and with
respect to pensions due in calendar months
after January 1971.

By Mr. JACKSON (for himself
and Mr. ALLOTT) (by request):
S. 1474. A bill to amend the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965, as
amended, and for other purposes. Referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, on behalf of the senior Senator from the State
of Colorado (Mr. ALLOTT), and myself, I
send to the desk for appropriate reference a bill to amend the Land and Water
Conservation Fund Act of 1965, as
amended, and for other purposes.
Mr. President, this legislation was
drafted by the Department of the Interior as a result of a study made by the
Secretary under Public Law 91-308 which
authorized him to complete a survey as
to the policy to be implemented with regard to entrance and user fees and report
his findings to the Senate and House
Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs. I ask unanimous consent that the
letter from the Secretary of the Interior
accompanying the study and draft proposal be printed in the RECORD at this
point in my remarks.
There being no objection, the letter was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, D.O., March 12, 1971.

Hon. HENRY M. JACKSON,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. Senate, Washington,
D.O.

Hon. WAYNE N. ASPINALL,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.O.

GENTLEMEN! Public Law 91-308, enacted
July 7, 1970, required the Secretary o! the
Interior to, " ... complete a survey as to the
policy to be implemented With regard to entrance and user fees and report his findings
to the Senate and House Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs." I am pleased to
transmit herewith the required report of the
Department of the Interior.
The study leading to this report has been
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coordinated With the agencies involved with
the collection of Federal outdoor recreation
fees under the provisions of the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Act, as amended.
The recommended fee program is not that
preferred by each agency. However, the recreation programs of the agencies vary in
many respects. Thus, no one system can be
optimum for all. If the proposed draft legislation is enacted, all agencies administering
recreation areas where fees are collected Will
give their best effort to make the new program a success.
The Department of the Interior recommends that a new $4 annual perinit valid only
for one individual replace the eXisting $10
annual motor vehicle entrance perinit. The
new perinit would apply to al~ for!llS of entry
by the purchaser and would permit use of
basic recreation facilities. In addition, there
would be dally perinits for persons who do not
wish to purchase the annual perinit. Supplemental fee~ would also be charged for use of
certain higher quality recreation facilities
and services. Special perinits could also be
available to cover types of recreation use not
suited to the annual permit or its alternatives and supplements.
The Department recommends that initially
fees be collected only at clearly designated
areas where collection is found to be economically and adininistratively feasible. Coordination authority for this GovernmentWide program should be vested in the President of the United States. The Secretary of
the Interior should be delegated authority
from the President for guidelines as necessary to assure coordinated adininistration of
the program.
It is believed that revenues will more than
double the historical fee collection levels
which have averaged about $10 million per
year. Revenue collected should continue to
be available for the important outdoor recreation programs funded by the Land and
Water Conservation Fund.
Important new authorities are needed to
make the recommended program a success.
The original Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act did not provide adequate authority to enf<'rce the regulations, to undertake
educational campaigns to inform the public
about fee requirements, or to pay sales comInissions needed to develop a large system of
non-Federal permit sales outlets. These authorities are included in the draft legislation
submitted as part of the report transmitted
her(}with.
Although the recommended program is believed to be administratively feasible, some
period of time will be needed to resolve problems resulting from the fact that visitors
must become accustomed to individual perInits and stricter enforcement policies. Agency personnel will also have to be retrained
to administer the new permit system. When
fully implemented, the new system will provide additional revenue to the Fund, a desirable element of control over public use,
and greater uniforinity in fee program adIninistration.
There may be occasions in the administration of the individual annual recreation perInit system at heavily-visited National Parks
such as Yosemite, Yellowstone, Grand Canyon, Mesa Verde, Glacier, Mount Rainier, and
Shenandoah, that it would unduly delay the
entrance of vehicles into the parks. These
administrative difficulties would arise from
trying to verify the ages of each vehicle's
passengers; whether they have an individual
permit, and if not, whether they wish to buy
such a permit, or in Ueu thereof, purchase a
daily permit. When these delays necessitate
traffic backing up unreasonably, as much as
75-100 cars, it is proposed that the collection be suspended at the entrance stations
and only spot checks made by rangers at visitor centers, campgrounds and other visito:concentration points within the park.

.
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It is the hope of the Department of the
Interior that presentation of its report will
result in prompt aotion to provide new authority for recreation fee collection in accordance with the recommendations contained
herein. Early action is most important so
that there will be adequate lead time for
stal'ting a new program beginning January
1, 1972. Permits, regulations, lists of areas,
and other supporting materials all must be
prepared, printed, and distributed.
Agencies also need t ime to plan budget
and administrative staff arrangements.
The proposed legislation within this report
has been reviewed by the Office of Management and Budget and it advises that enactment would be consistent with the Administration's objectives.
I would be pleased to discuss the report
with you at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,

C. B. MORTON,
Secretary of the Interior.

ROGERS

By Mr. STENNIS:

S. 1475. A bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to provide for the
restoration, reconstruction, and exhibition of the gunboat Cairo, and for other
purposes. Referred to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
THE GUNBOAT "CAIRO"

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, for myself and my colleague from Mississippi
<Mr. EASTLAND), I introduce a bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to
provide for the restoration, reconstruction, and exhibition of the gunboat
Cairo.

quired at the Vicksburg National Military
Park for the purpose.
This historic vessel, with its many artifacts, will be a unique exhibit of great
historic value. The vast numbers of
Americans, from all areas of our country,
who visit it in the years to come will
have a highly interesting and educational experience in viewing this chapter
from our Nation's past.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill be printed in the RECORD
at this point.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
S.1475
A bill to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to provide for the restoration, reconstruction, and exhibition of the gunboat
"Cairo," and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That in order

to preserve an object having national significance as part of the history of the Civil
War, for the benefit and inspiration of the
people of the United States, the Secretary
of the Interior (hereinafter referred to as
the "Secretary") shall, in such manner as he
deems advisable, utilize the authorities contained in the Act of August 21, 1935 (49
Stat. 666) to provide for the restoration, and
reconstruction of the gunboat "Cairo," formerly of the Union Navy, sunk in action in
the Yazoo River, Mississippi, and for its exhibition at the Vicksburg National MUitary
Park.
SEc. 2. At such time as the restoration and
reconstruction of the "Cairo" shall have
been completed, and it has been located
within the boundaries of the Vicksburg National Military Park, the "Cairo" shall be
administered in accordance with all laws,
rules, and regulations applicable to such
park.
SEc. 3. There are hereby authorized to be
appropriated such sums as may be necessary
to carry out the purposes of this Act.
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and further encourage private enforcement by making available Government
judgments and decrees as prima facie
evidence in private suits. The criminal
sanction copied from the original section
I of the Sherman Act is amended to comport with the 1955 amendment of section
I of the Sherman Act, which increased
the maximum fine to $50,000.
Gathering the necessary evidence in
an administrative dumping procedure
under the 1921 act appears to be the
biggest bottleneck in enforcing that law.
In a suit brought under the Antidumping
Act of 1916, the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure could greatly facilitate the
gathering of evidence. Failure to comply
with discovery requests would result in
the withholding of imports alleged to be
dumped until there is compliance with
the court's request.
Mr. President, I would like to discuss
some of the problems that make this
legislation necessary.
The American economy traditionally
has been dedicated to free competition.
As the economy has grown, this ideal frequently has been threatened by excesses
by those who would abuse this freedom.
Congress and courts have found it necessary to limit economic free action, lest
freedom strangle the competition it was
meant to foster. Thus, our antitrust laws
were designed to be an economic guide
aimed at preserving competition as a
rule of trade. It rests on the premise
that the unrestrained interaction of
competitive forces will yield the best allocation of our economic resources, the
lowest prices, the highest quality and the
greatest material progress, while at the
same time providing an environment
conducive to the preservation of our
democratic and social institutions.
Among unfair trade praetices which
have caused serious inroads in the area
of free competition is that of price discrimination. The sale of goods to one
customer at a price other than that
charged a second. A 1914 House report
summarized the predatory aspects of discrimination as follows:

The delegation from Mississippi introduced an identical bill in the House of
Representatives on March 23.
The Union gunboat Cairo was sunk by
naval torpedoes in the Yazoo River, Miss.,
during the seige of Vicksburg in 1863. It
sank quickly-with its cargo, weapons,
equipment, and fittings almost intact. It
was covered deeply by silt, and for over a
hundred years was preserved with reBy Mr. FANNIN (for himself, Mr.
markably little deterioration. It was
ERVIN, Mr. HANSEN, Mr. TALraised during the period 1960 to 1963,
MADGE, and Mr. THURMOND):
with money contributed privately by inS. 1476. A bill to revise section 801 of
terested individuals together with county the Revenue Act of 1916 to increase the
and State funds. It is now at a shipyard penalty for violation thereof, and for
It has been a most common practice of
at Pascagoula, where intensive care is other purposes. Referred to the Commitgreat and powerful combinations engaged
necessary to prevent deterioration prior tee on the Judiciary.
in commerce . . . to lower prices of their
to restoration.
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, the commodities . . . in certain communitit:>s
The Department of the Interior has accelerated international reconstruction and
sections where they had competition
looked carefully at the gunboat, and con- and development of our foreign trading with the intent to destroy and make unprofcludes that it is restorable, and would be partners has made it mandatory to ex- itable the business of their competitors . . .
a very valuable adjunct to the National amine the administration and effective- such a system is manifestly unfair and unMilitary Park at Vicksburg, as a naval ness of our protections against interna- just, not only to competitors who are directly injured thereby, but also to the general
museum. It is estimated that visitation to tional price discrimination.
public . . .
to the Cairo would be heavy, and that the
Today I am introducing legislation
ir_come to the Federal Treasury from that will amend the Antidumping Act of
The problem of predatory price disadditional admission fees would be ap- 1916. This neglected statute was copied crimination is, of course, not a purely
plied toward amortizing the initial in- in part from the Sherman Act and ap- domestic one. Not only have American
vestment, as well as covering operating parently was intended to be a part of the producers engaged in such practices, but
costs.
antitrust laws condemning, as it does, foreign manufacturers have similarly
In 1966, the Mississippi Legislature price discrimination injurious to compe- sought to capture markets in the United
passed an act providing for an agreement tition and providing a criminal sanction States and elsewhere by artificially and
temporarily reducing prices in the hopes
with the National Park Service for the as well as civil redress.
project. Since that time, the legislature
My bill would declare that the Anti- of driving competitors out of business.
has provided funds to cover the cost of dumping Act of 1916 is one of the antiPrice discrimination between nationpreserving the Cairo prior to restoration, trust laws as defined in section I of the al markets is usually referred to as
and the amounts have been substantial. Clayton Act. Such an amendment would "dumping." Thus dumping generally inIt had been hoped that the project provide both the Government and in- volves sales for export at prices lower
could be funded under existing broad jured persons with the remedy of in- than those charged at the same time and
authorizations, but it is considered pru- junctive relief, prescribe a statute of under like circumstances to buyers in
dent to seek specific authorization at this

limitations to be tolled for injured per-

time. No additional lands will be re-

sons during Government proceedings,

the domestic market.

Mr. President, during the hearings on
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the Trade Act of 1970, the opponents of
fair regulatory trade legislation contended that any trade restriction will result
in higher prices to the U.S. consumer;
however, the opposite results from the
planned sale of goods abroad at prices
below those charged to domestic buyers.
The dumping pr oducer may resort to
such practices for any one of a number
of reasons. He may seek to acquire a
foothold in a foreign market or prevent
its loss to competitors, to destroy a competitor or to prevent the establishment of
a rival concern. The temporary cheapness of the dumped goods is a small gain
for consumers, compared with the extended deleterious effects such dumping
may have on domestic producers and on
the working force. And once the competition has been driven out, the dumping producer may-and probably willraise prices to the highest level the traffic
will bear to the eventual detriment of
consumers as well. This predatory dumping is used as a weapon of commercial
warfare, endangering the industry and
labor of the importing country.
There have been enacted in the United
States a number of measures which provide remedies against dumping. Congress
in 1890 passed the Sherman Antitrust
Act. This act prohibits, under severe
penalties, every contract or combinations
in restraint of interstate or foreign commerce, and every monopolizations or attempts to monopolize such commerce.
The courts have in a number of instances
held the use of unfair methods of competition to be evidence of an intent to
establish monopoly or restrain commerce, and as such a violation of the act.
It is illegal to sell or offer for sale a commodity in one part of the United States
at prices which are lower, after allowance for differences in cost of transportation, grade, quality, or quantity sold, than
the prices charged in other parts of the
United States, with the intent of thereby establishing a monopoly or destroying
or injuring the trade or business of another or preventing another from engaging in the same business. Local price cutting is the parallel in domestic commerce
of predatory dumping in foreign commerce.
If the Sherman Act were applicable, it
would serve as a remedy against predatory dumping by foreigners in the American market with the intent of injuring
American competitors or establishing a
monopoly in the American market. However, a Supreme Court decision limited
the effectiveness of the Sherman Act in
curbing the practice of dumping in this
country.
In 1916 the disclosure of unfair methods of competition, and above all the
practice of predatory dwnping which was
widely prevalent in the export trade of
foreign c'Ountries, led to a widespread demand in the United States for a more
effective law.
As a result, the revenue bill of 1916
contained provisions adopted from the
Sherman Act. This made it unlawful for
any importer commonly and systematically to sell imported articles in the
United States at a price substantially less
than the actual market value of. such
articles at the time of exportation to the

United States in the principal markets
of the country of production or of other
foreign countries to which they were
commonly exported after adding to such
foreign market value the various costs
incidental to importation. This applied
if such act or acts were done with intent to injure or destroy or prevent the
establishment of an industry in the
United States, or of restraining competition in such articles in the United States.
Violators of these provisions were made
subject to fines not exceeding $5,000 or
imprisonment not exceeding 1 year, or
both. In addition, any person injured by
such violation was given the right to sue
for and recover threefold the damages
sustained. Like the Sherman Act, this
provision was erroneously thought to be
ineffective, generally, for the lack of
means to obtain proof of systematic
dumping. Congress then enacted the
Antidumping Act of 1921 which provided
an administrative dwnping remedy. The
act confers sufficient authority to the
Bureau of Customs to enforce the rules
for fair trade practices in the import
trade; nevertheless, the administration
of the Antidumping Act has been substantially ineffective in checking unfair
practices in the pricing of foreign merchandise for export to the United States.
The criminal and civil sanctions of the
Antidumping Act of 1916 have rarely
been invoked. The bill I am introducing
today would transform this statute into
a broad and effective deterrent to acts
intended to lessen competition in international trade.
The first amendment I have to the
Antidumping Act of 1916 is taken from
the Clayton Act and provides one of the
most important categories of antitrust
remedies which stems from the equity
powers in civil proceedings. Section 15
of the Clayton Act charges the U.S. district attorneys, under supervision of the
Attorney General, with the duty of instituting equity proceedings to prevent and
restrain violation of certain antitrust
laws. Thus, it is the Attorney General
and the U.S. district attorneys who are
primarily charged by Congress with the
duty of protecting the public interest
under these laws. The prime object of
civil decrees secured by the Government
is the continuing protection of the public
by means of contempt proceedings,
against a recurrence of antitrust violations.
Mr. President, the next amendment
would declare that the Antidumping Act
of 1916 is one of the "Antitrust Laws."
Now let us look at one of the benefits
of declaring the Antidumping Act of
1916 to be within the framework of the
antitrust laws. Antitrust violations are
often difficult to prove. This is particularly so for the private litigant, often a
small busnessman who is already a
financial victim of an economically
stronger antitrust violator and unable to
bear the burden of litigating the issue of
violation. Recognizing the economic
burden, as well as the public interest in
encouraging private enforcement, Congress enacted section 5 of the Clayton
Act to aid private litigants in carrying
the burden of proof. Section 5 provides
that a final judgment or decree, result-
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ing from any civil or criminal antitrust
action instituted by the United States,
which affirms that the defendant has
violated the antitrust laws, can be used
in other actions as proof of those facts
necessarily proved in the Government's
action. This relieves the private litigant
of the task of proving the existence of
an antitrust violation; all that he need
prove is that the violation caused injury
to his business or property.
Private parties have long played a
major role in the legislative scheme for
the enforcement of the Federal antitrust
laws through the statutory authority to
bring suits for damages or injunctive
relief. Congress, in fact, has earnestly
endeavored to instigate such litigation
and heighten its impact by awarding victorious plaintiffs judgment in treble the
amount of their damages plus additional
amounts to cover costs and attorney's
fees. The hope, of course, has been that
private action, so encouraged and bolstered, would come to represent a potent
instrument for achieving compliance
with substantive legislation.
Private enforcement seems to represent an instrwnent which offers considerably more in the way of benefits
than of deficiencies. Perhaps most important, by permitting private parties to
bring suit, the law's deterrent capacity
can be significantly increased. Certainly
from the standpoint of surveillance the
technique is valuable; in effect it enrolls
an additional number of policemen who
may be expected to protect their interests
assiduously and to demand relief when
they have been injured.
In 1955 Congress enacted a 4-year statute of limitations applicable to private
antitrust actions. It provides that no
antitrust cause of action may be the basis
of a suit more than 4 years after it has
accrued. The general rule is that a cause
of action accrues when injury to the
plaintiff occurs. A significant exception
to the rules governing the statute of limitations is contained in section 5 of the
Clayton Act. It provides that the running
of the statute or any private right or action arising under the antitrust laws shall
be suspended during the pendency of any
civil or criminal governmental action
designed to prevent, restrain, or punish
violations of the antitrust laws. The suspension of the statute of limitations is
not absolute. Rather, the suspension lasts
only during the pendency of the Government action and for 1 year thereafter,
and any private action must be commenced either within 4 years after the
cause of action accrued or during the period of suspension. Thus, by improving
the means of enforcing the private remedy in the Antidumping Act of 1916, injured parties will have an effective supplementary enforcement device.
Mr. President, the gathering of evidence in a dumping case under the 1921
act appears to be of the greatest handicaps in checking unfair practices in the
pricing of foreign merchandise for export to the United States. The principal
problem is a customs policy which allows
the foreign manufacturers of imported
merchandise subject to investigation under the Antidwnping Act to label all information submitted to the Bw·eau of
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Customs in an antidumping proceeding
as confidential. This obstacle would be
overcome by use of the discovery rules
in action under the antitrust acts.
The pretrial discovery mechanism is
one of the most significant innovations
of the Federal rules of civil procedure.
The rules invest the deposition--discovery process with a vital role in preparation for trial. The rules provide for the
use of interrogatories which may relate
to any manner which appears reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Further, economic facts relative to the
use of competitors may be inquired about
in interrogatories. In addition, any party
may take the deposition of any person
after commencement of action, and a
court of equity has the inherent power
by the issuance of a subpena duces
tecum to compel the production of books
and papers necessary to a determination
of a matter pending before it. The fact
that corporations' records and documents
are physically located beyond the confines of the United State does not excuse it from producing them in response
to a subpena duces tecum if the corporation has possession of them and if the
court has jurisdiction of the corporation.
The Antidumping Act of 1916 is applicable to importing subsidiaries of the
foreign parent and, in addition, there
can be no doubt of the right of American courts to enforce American law
against foreign companies through their
subsidiaries carrying on business in the
United States.
To enforce the subpena power of
American courts which have established
jurisdiction over foreign corporations
this bill would provide that the court
has the power to enjoin the further importation into the United States until
such time as the foreign defendant complies with the discovery order.
Mr. President, this bill would further
amend the Antidumping Act of 1916 by
adopting a well established Clayton Act
standard "in any line of commerce in
any section of the country," to further
define the term industry with respect to
a geographic dimension and to assist in
determining what constitutes a product
within the appropriate industry.
The phrase "in any line of commerce"
or the product market have been defined
broadly to assist the courts in establishing the product market. These principles
were enunicated by the Supr eme Court in
the leading case of Brown Shoe:
The outer boundaries of a product market
are determined by the reasonable interchangeability of use or the gross-elasticity
of demand between the product itself and
substit u tes for it . However, wit hin this
broad market, well defined submarkets may
exist which, in themselves, constitute product m arkets for antitrust purposes. • • •
The boundaries of such a sub market may
be determined by examining such practical
indicia as industry or public recognition of
the submarket as a separate economic entity,
the product's peculiar characteristics and
uses, unique production facilities, distinct
cust omers, distinct prices, sensitivity to
price changes and specialized vendors.

The phrase, "in any section of the
country" would pres.erve competition
within whatever geographic area the

goods compete. The courts would examine the impact of dumped sales on the
geographical segments of the domestic
industry involved. Thus, when dumped
imports are not sold nationally, the
domestic manufacturer supplying the
market area in which such imports are
sold would constitute a separate industry.
The Supreme Court in united States
against Pabst Brewery Co. stated that
identification of a particular geographic
area need not be as exact as had previously been thought, and that it may
be enough to merely demonstrate that
competition may be substantially lessened somewhere in the United States
without necessarily having to delineate
the section by "metes and bounds as a
surveyor would lay off a plot of ground."
Mr. President, some observers have
stated that this act is ineffective due to
the difficulty of establishing intent and
thus proving a criminal violation. The
statute does impose the burden of proving intent to injure but the courts should
have little difficulty finding requisite intent where the natural and probable consquences of the proscribed act is injury.
As the Supreme Court has repeatedly
said:
And as respects statements of various
appelles that they did not intend to join
a combination or to fix prices, we need
only say they they "must be held to have
intended the necessary and direct consequences of their acts and cannot be
heard to say the contrary." • • •
In United States v. Patten, 226
U.S. 525, 543, a criminal prosecution under the Sherman Act, the Supreme Court
said:
By purposely engaging in (conduct) which
necessarily and directly produces the result
which the statute is designed to prevent,
they are, in legal contemplation, chargeable with intending that result. • • •

The basic principles referred to above
anyone expressing reluctance to invoke
should provide an adequate answer to
the statute because of intent requirement. Nevertheless, this amendment
modified the Revenue Act of 1916 by
stating thatNo person importing or assisting in importing any articles from any foreign country
into the United States shall knowingly and
purposely import, • • • at a price substantially less than the actual market
value • • •.

Mr. President, in the 91st Congress I
introduced a bill to improve and speed
administrative processes to combat the
dumping of foreign-made products on
the American market. We still need this
legislation, and I will reintroduce that
bill in this Congress.
Everyone vitally interested in foreign
trade is aware that the Tariff Commission has found that Japanese television
manufacturers have been guilty of dumping their sets in the United States. Now
we are awaiting a decision on how much
extra duty the Japanese manufacturers
must pay because of violation of the law.
While I applaud this progress in enforcement of vital fair trade principles,
the case also points up the weakness in
our law and procedures.
First of all, it took more than three
years to get even a preliminary fin~g
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on the issue. The Electronic Industries
Association filed its complaint in 1967,
but it was last September before the
Treasury ordered Customs officials to
withhold appraisement.
This calls attention to a second flaw
in the administrative remedy. The extra
duty that will be assessed the Japanese
television manufacturers will apply only
to sets imported since last August 29.
So we had this situation: Japanese
television sets were being dumped in the
United States for some period of time
before American manufacturers brought
their complaint. Then, it took more than
2 years to get a ruling. During all this
time, the Japanese were free to continue
their unfair and illegal practices without
fear of penalties. The penalty period did
not start until the Japanese were warned
that they might indeed be found guilty
of dumping. And then no real penalty is
involved. The Japanese manufacturers
simply are assessed a duty equal to the
difference between the price they are
selling the sets for and the minimum
price they should have been selling the
sets for.
The bill I am proposing today would
cast an entirely different light on a case
like this.
American manufacturers who felt they
were suffering loss of business because
of dumping by the Japanese r.ould have
gone into court on their own in 1968 or
even earlier. They could have sought to
have the practice halted quickly and they
could have asked treble damages for the
loss of business caused by the dumping.
My bill would provide a much more
effective and forceful remedy for businessmen who are the victims of dumping.
American manufacturers would not
have to wait on the Government. They
could go directly into court themselves.
They would have a new weapon with
which to fight back.
Because of the frustrations they have
faced, too many American manufacturers have decided they would "rather join
than :fight" overseas competitors. They
are fleeing abroad rather than standing
their own ground. My bill should help
stem this exodus-or at least remove
some of the justification that American
businessmen have for moving their jobs
and plants overseas.
Mr. President, a few minutes ago I
mentioned the dumping of Japanese television sets. This is only one facet of the
problem faced by the American electronics industry, just as the situation in
electronics is only a small part of the
overall troubles plaguing American industry as a result of unfair foreign trade
practices. I would, however, like to cite
the electronics industry as an example
of what is happening to American manufacturing.
We now have only about 15 manufacturers of television receivers in the United
States, compared with a total of about 50
some 15 years ago. Imports of television
sets increased from less than 10 percent
of American sales in 1966 to more than
21 percent in 1969.
Television manufacturers are very
justifiably concerned that the same thing
will happen to them that happened to
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Through dumping a nation can artiAmerican radio manufacturers. Imports
of radios did not become significant un- ficially establish itself as the one which
til 1956, yet by 1964 imports accounted can provide a product the cheapest in
for more than 58 percent of the home another nation. When the nation which
radios sold in the United States. Now only practices dumping has the market clearabout 8 percent of the radios sold in ly sewed up, then it can raise prices to a
profitable level and moves on to steal
America are made in the United States.
A similar situation is occurring in the the market in another nation.
Dumping this way involves the playsale of phonographs. Significant imports
began in 1967, reached one-third of the ing of one market against another. JapAmerican market within 2 years, and now anese taxpayers and consumers in effect
are running around 40 percent of U.S. subsidize the exporting of television sets
to the United States; once the American
phonograph sales.
And in the field of magnetic tape re- market is captured, the Japanese can
corders for home use, less than 10 per- raise prices here so that Americans subcent are now made in the United States. sidize lower prices in other target marThis startling progress by the Japanese kets.
This can go on in industry after inhas not come about simply because of
any superior technology or the providing dustry; and if the Japanese can play the
of better products. It has come about be- game, so can other sophisticated trading
cause the Japanese Government sanc- nations.
Eventually, of course, there is an
tions, encourages and finances trade
practices which are prohibited in the awakening. Consumers who thought that
United States and which are contrary to they were beneficiaries of some great gift,
find that they are victims of a vicious
international trade agreements.
Japanese television sets and other system. This manipulation of the Amerproducts have been sold in the United ican economy by powerful foreign
States at less than fair value because the sources is causing severe repercussions
Japanese Government provides export already, and it will get worse unless acsubsidies and incentives. The Japanese tion is taken quickly.
Government also provides import and inIf America cannot compete in a highly
vestment restrictions to protect their technical field like the manufacturing of
home market for Japanese manufac- television and other electronics equipturers.
ment, just what can we compete in?
In other words, the Japanese people Just what industries are there left for
themselves have had to pay more for the vast number of Americans?
television sets than Americans have had
There are several courses of action
to pay. The Japanese Government ef- that can be taken by the United States.
fectively prevents American-made teleOne approach would be a reevaluation
vision sets from entering the country.
of our international trading agreements.
Shortsighted Americans frequently
Another course is the one I am sugask:
gesting today. It is a reaffirmation of the
What's wrong with this? Why shouldn't principles of free but fair trade. It would
Americans benefit from the purchase of low give American industry the means to
priced Japanese television sets.
fight back against unfair and illegal
The answer, of course, is that the Jap- trade methods being used by foreign
anese dumping practice is illegal, will manufacturers.
This bill provides an effective remedy
cost Americans thousands of jobs, and
will be deleterious to the United States ~or injured industries. More important,
1t creates a powerful deterrent to vioin the long run.
The cutrate pricing is intended only lation of fair trade principles.
Mr. President, I am confident that
to establish the newer Japanese manufacturers in the market and to kill off American industry can compete in its
American competition. When imports own market and in the world market if
monopolize the market, then the im- the game is fairly played.
I send to the desk for appropriate refporters set the prices as high as the traffie will bear. Should American industry erence a bill that would give antitrust
try to reestablish itself, the importers status to the Antidumping Act of 1916.
can drop their prices just long enough to
starve out any new threat.
By Mr. MONDALE:
We frequently hear the argument that
S. 1477. A bill to designate the Kettle
world trade should be absolutely free and River, in the State of Minnesota, as a
unfettered, that each nation should pro- component of the national wild and
duce what it produces most efficiently scenic rivers system. Referred to the
and should purchase from other nations Committee on Interior and Insular
the products which can be manufactured Affairs.
most efficiently in the other nations.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the DeLike all pat theories, this one has to be partments of Agriculture and Interior
qualified with a lot of "if, ands, and released on March 29, 1970, and criteria
buts."
for the selection and recreational rivers
Under this theory, all labor intensive to be added to the national wild and
items would be imported to the United scenic rivers system.
States. The $1.60 per hour minimum
The guidelines adopted by the Secrewage is 10 times the going wage in many taries of the two Departments supplenations of the world.
ment policies set forth in the National
Theorists also ignore the fate of job- Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, Publess Americans.
lic Law 90-542, to preserve and protect
Even if we should buy this theory, it outstanding freefiowing rivers and impresupposes that there will not only be mediate adjacent lands. The wild rivers
guidelines read:
free but fair trade internationally.
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To provide river-related outdoor recreation opportunities in a closely-adjacent
primitive setting. Land access generally is
restricted to trails or infrequent roads, and
public use and other resource management
facilities must harmonize with their
surroundings.

As I reviewed these guidelines, I became impressed that the Kettle River,
one of Minnesota's fine untouched and
beautiful rivers, meets the criteria for
the wild rivers classification.
I am, therefore, reintroducing legislation to designate the Kettle River, in the
State of Minnesota, as a component of
the national wild and scenic rivers system. Community involvement will be
sought in considering this legislation. Interested citizens and the surrounding
towns should be consul ted on the nature of any program affecting the Kettle River.
Congressman BLATNIK introduced a
companion bill in the House last May
when I first introduced this measure, and
he is reintroducing his bill today.
The Kettle River is located in eastcentral Minnesota. In a State which is
becoming increasingly urbanized, the
Kettle Basin is roughly 60 to 75 miles
from the Twin Cities and about 50 miles
from Duluth. It lies between two major
metropolitan areas which generate increasing demand for access to water and
outdoor recreation-trails, canoeing, and
fishing.
Thus, more than half of the population of Minnesota-over 2 million people-could reach this fine wild, scenic,
and recreational river by an hour's drive
over a good interstate highway.
During the 1960's, the Minnesota Department of Conservation authorized the
Kettle as a canoe route. This designation
tells much of the potential of the Kettle
for river-related outdoor recreational
opportunities in a primitive setting.
The Kettle River is a fascinatingly
wild and picturesque river. The constantly changing topography and forest
cover provide an ever-changing scene.
The river has rapids interspaced with
long pools, providing a challenge, as well
as a chance for relaxation and quiet reflection, to its visitors.
The glacial geology of the area, as reflected in the river, is also a point of
interest. Moraines, glacial outwash
plains, gorges, kettle holes, and caves
exist along the river, primarily the result
of glacial activity.
The area is rich in history. Remains
of the lumbering activity of the 1850's
and 1860's; quarrying at Banning and
Sandstone; forest fires and the birth of
St. Croix State Park add great historical
interest to the river corridor.
Wide varieties of wildlife roam the
river corridor. Deer, beavers, muskrats,
herons, and hawks all make their homes
within the river basin.
Fishing is excellent, especially for walleyes, sturgeon, and small mouth bass.
Northern pike, red horse, suckers, and
even trout, mainly in the Pine River and
Willow River tributaries, are also fished
in the river.
The Kettle River has its headwaters
in Carlton County and flows in a generally north to south direction, passing
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through Pine County and into the St.
Croix River some 53 miles away. It flows
through and over several types of surface and subsurface geology.
The Kettle basin is largely in the central and northern part of Pine County,
but headwaters are partly in Carlton
County and to a lesser degree in Aitkin
and Kanabec Counties. There are some
farms, but roughly two-thirds of the
basin is forested. Pine County, in 1964,
included nearly 2,000 farms, predominantly in the southern part, outside the
Kettle basin. Forest industries are important, but there is no national forest.
In addition to the St. Croix State Park
near the mouth of the river, Banning
State Park, a tract of about 2, 700 acres,
near Sandstone, was added in 1963. One
or more of these parks provide access to
the Kettle.
By nature it is an excellent recreation
area, not yet overdeveloped. Pine County,
in the mid-1960's, contained five hotels,
six motels, and 19 resorts. The area is
thinly populated and has not begun to
reach its recreational potential.
There are 17 homes located along the
river's edge, although only five may be
seen from the river. Two of the five are
old farmsteads while the remainder are
homes which have penetrated the wilderness setting. Fourteen bridges and two
trestles cross the river.
There are developed access points at
miles 21, 33, 40.5, and 47; however, access
is also possible at other bridge crossings.
There are no developed campsites on the
Kettle River.
Approximately 26 miles of the Kettle
River are already in public ownership of
one form or another. The Gen. C. C.
Andrews State Forest abuts on the east
side it the river from mile 13 to mile
15.2. The undeveloped Banning State
Park abuts both sides of the river from
mile 24.2 to mile 30.8. The Sandstone
Game Refuge abuts the east side of the
river from mile 31.5 to mile 40.5.
Chengwantan State Forest and St.
Croix State Park abut the river from
mile 42.6 to mile 51. Other stretches of
the river are within the municipalities of
Kettle River, Rutledge, and Sandstone.
Finally, the State and county own small
parcels of and on the river which have
not been declared parks, game refuges
etcetera.
This description can hardly touch upon
the actual beauty of the Kettle. It is a
truly magnificent river which deserves
the protection of the wild rivers system.
By Mr. HART (for Mr. MAGNUSON) <by request) :
S. 1478. A bill to amend the Federal
Hazardous Substances Act, as amended,
and for other purposes. Referred to the
Committee on Commerce.
Mr. HART. Mr. President, on behalf
of the Senator from Washington <Mr.
MAGNUSON) I introduce the Administration's Toxic Substances Control Act of
1971 and ask unanimous consent to in-

sert in the RECORD remarks which he
would like to accompany the bill, together with the text of the bill and the

extensive communication of transmittal.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BuRWithout objection, it is so ordered.

DICK ) .

STATEMENT OF SENATOR MAGNUSON
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I introduce
by request, for appropriate reference, a bill
to amend the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act to strengthen federal regulation of toxic
chemicals. I ask unanimous consent that the
text of the bill and the letter of transm1ttal
be printed in the RECORD at the conclusion of
my remarks.
I wish to commend the Administration for
sending this proposal to the COngress. By
doing so they demonstrate their recognition
that further control of toxic substances is
necessary to prevent the occurrence of unexpected adverse effects upon man and the
environment. Lack of knowledge and control
over toxic substances has caused us many
problems in the past. Last year the Committee on Commerce, through its Subcommittee
on the Environment, followed and inves,t igated closely the disastrous mercury crisis.
The Subcommittee learned that had closer
scrutiny been given to the uses of mercury
many years ago, the current crisis might
have been largely avoided. We can only wonder how many other "mercuries" are waiting
to be discovered.
Likewise, the current phosphate and NTA
problem in detergents is indicative of gaps in
our regulatory framework. Control of these
substances in our waters must now come
from the treatment of wastes or voluntary
use rest rictions with no direct regulatory
control over the substances at the source, i.e.,
in the manufacture and use of detergents.
As most waste treatment facilities are curjrently incapable of removing substantial
quantities of chelll!icals like phosphates
from waste water, it appears that further
regulation of these substances is in order.
Mr. President, in sending this bill up, the
Administ ration demonstrates its recognition
of the need for what the Senator from Michigan (Mr. HART) and I have called "technology assessment"-a thorough evalua tion
of second and third order consequences of
new technologies prior to their introduction
into commercial production. Since the central principle of the Toxic Substances Control Act essentially parallels that of our
Commercial Technology Assessment Act,
which we plan to reintroduce shortly, there
may be some basis for considering these two
proposals together in committee. In any
case, the Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on the Environment will hold full
hearings on the Toxic Substances Control
Act in the near future with the hope of reporting the strongest possible legislation.
Historically, the Committee has taken the
lead in protecting the rights of the consumer
and pointing out the dangers of environ·
mental degradation. The provisions of this
bill will receive close scrutiny to insure that
the final bill is fully adequate to protect the
public health and the environment.

s. 1478
A bill the toxic substances control act of
1971
To amend, the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, as amended, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House o1'
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That: This
Act may be cited as the Toxic Substances
Control Act of 1971.
SEc. 2. The Federal Hazardous Substances
Act is amended by inserting before Section 1
of such Act the following: "Title !-Hazardous Consumer Products."
SEc. 3. Such Act is further amended by
adding after the aforesaid Title I, i.e., aftP.r
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Section 18 of the Act, the 'following new
Title:
"TITLE ll-TOXIC SUBSTANCES
"SEc. 201. Policy. Whereas the American
people are being exposed to a large number of
chemical substances each year; and
Whereas among the many new substances
constantly being developed are some which
may be a danger to human health or the
environment; and
Whereas the effective regulation of interstate commerce in such chemicals necessitates the regulation of transactions in such
chemicals in intrastate commerce as well;
Therefore, it is the policy of the United
States that new chemical substances should
be adequately tested with respect to their
safety to man and the environment; and
That adequate authority should exist to
restrict the distribution and use of chemicals
found to be toxic; and
That such authority over chemicals be
exercised in such a manner as not to unduly
impede technological innovation while fulfilling the primary purpose of this title to
assure that such innovation and commerce
does not endanger human health or the
environment.
SEc. 202. Definitions.
"(a) 'Administrator' means the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency.
"(b) 'Chemical substance' means any organic or inorganic substance of a particular molecular identity or any uncombined
chemical radical or element.
"(c) 'Manufacturer' means any person engaged in the production or manufacture of
chemical substances for purposes of sale or
distribution in commercial quantities, or an
importer thereof.
" (d) 'Processor' means any person engaged
in the preparation of a chemical substance
for distribution or u se either in the form in
which it is received or as part of another
product, as defined by regulations of the Administrator.
" (e) 'Restrict use or distribution' means
to prescribe the amount sold to given types
of processors, or to limit the type of processor to whom a substance may be sold, or to
prescribe the amount which may be utilized by a given type of processor.
"(f) 'Byproduct· means a chemical substance produced as a direct result of the production, manufacture, or processing of some
other chemical substance which is subject to
the provisions of this title.
"(g) 'Environment' includes water, air,
land, all plants and animals living therein,
and the interrelationships which exist
among these.
"(h) 'Animal' means all vertebrate and invertebrate species, including but not limited
to man and other mammals, birds, fish, and
shellfish.
"(i) 'Protect health and the environment'
means protection against any injury to man
and prot ection against any substantial adverse effects on environmental values, taking
into account the public interest.
"(j) 'District Court of the United States'
includes the District Court of Guam, the
District Court of the Virgin Islands, the District Court of the Canal Zone, and in the
case of American Samoa and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, the District
Court of the United St ates for the District
of Hawaii, which Court shall have jurisdiction over actions arising under this title.
"SEc. 203. Restrictions on use or distribution.
PROPOSAL TO ADOPT RESTRICTIONS
" (a) For any chemical substance produced
in commercial quant ities, after evaluating
all information developed by or otherwise
provided to or made available to him, and
after referring the matter to a committee in
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accordance with section 208, the Administrator may publish proposed regulations to:
( 1) restrict or prohibit the use or distribution of the chemical substance to the ext ent necessary to protect health and the en•
vironment; and
(2) require that any or all persons engaged
in the dist ribution of the substance so
regulated give notification to purchasers of
the subst ance of such restriction in such
form or manner as the Administrator deems
advisable; and
(3) require such other action as may be
necessary to carry out such restrictions including prohibiting or restricting the sale,
use, or removal of such suhstance or product.
OBJECTIONS, NOTICE, HEARING, FINAL ORDER

"(b) ( 1) On or before the thirtieth day after
the day on which the proposed regulations
under subsection (a) are made public, any
person who will be adversely affected by such
regulations if placed in effect may file objections thereto with the Administrator specifying with particularity the provisions of the
regulations deemed objectionable, stating
the grounds therefor, and requesting a public hearing upon such objections.
(2) After such request for a public hearing, the Administrator, after due notice, shall
upon request by a manufacturer or processor, and may, in his discretion, upon request
by any other person adversely affected by
such order, hold such a public hearing for
the purpose of receiving evidence relevant
and material to the issues raised by such objections. At the hearing, any interested person may be heard in person or by representative.
(3) As soon as practicable after the date
for completion of the filing of objections and
comments, and the hearing, if any such hearing has been held, the Administrator shall
by order act upon such objections, if any,
and. make public an order promulgating,
modifying, or withdrawing the proposed
regulat ions issued under paragraph (a) (1).
Such order shall be based only on the evidence of record and shall set forth, as part
of the order, detailed findings of fact on
which the order imposing restrictions is
based and the relationship of such findings
to the restrictions imposed. Such order must
be based on the Administrator's finding that
such regulations are necessary to protect
health and the environment and that the
proposed action is necess-ary to carry out the
objectives of this title. In m-aking such a.
finding the Adm1n1stra tor shall consider all
relevant factors including: the effects on
human health and the environment of the
substance or its byproducts; the benefits to
be derived from the use of the substance as
compared with the risks; the normal circumstances of use; the degree to which release
of the substance or byproducts to the general
environment is controlled; and the magnitude of exposure of humans and the environment to the substance or its byproducts. The Administrator shall specify in the
order the date on which it shall take effect,
except that it shall not be made to take
effect prior to the ninetieth day after its
publication.
MODIFICATION

OR

RECESSION

"(c) Manufacturers or processors of a
chemical substance affected by final regulations issued pursuant to this section may
petition the Administrator for modification
or rescission of the regulation. The Administrator may at any time modify or rescind
such regulations. Proceedings respecting petitions from manufacturers or processors or
respecting modifications or rescissions made
by the Administrator shall be held in accordance with the standards and procedures
established by this section, except that the
Administrator may or may not, in his discretion, provide for a. hearing regarding such
modifications or rescissions.
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der this section if he has reason to believe
" (d) (1) Any person who will be adversely that an imminent hazard exists.
"SEC. 205. Testing.
affected by an order issued under subsection
As soon as practicable after enactment of
203 (b) or (c) if placed in effect may a.t any
time prior to the ninetieth day after such the title and from time to time thereafter,
the
Administrator shall, after referral to the
order is issued file a petition with the United
States court of appeals for the circuit where- - Toric Substances Board, for various classes
in such person resides or has his principal and uses of chemical substances, prescribe
place of business, for a judicial review of such by regulation standards for test protocols,
and for the results to be achieved thereorder. A copy of the petition shall be forthwith transmitted by the clerk of the court from, as are necessary to protect health and
to the Administrator or other officer desig- the environment. He shall afford opportunity
nated by him for that purpose. The Ad- for submission of written comments, and
ministrator thereupon shall file in the court upon request of any affected person, a pubthe record on which he based his order, as lic hearing with respect to any such proposed
provided in section 2112 of Title 28 of the regulation, and such regulation shall be based
upon substantial evidence of record in such
United States Code.
"(2) If the petitioner applies to the court proceeding. He may supplement, modify, or
for leave to adduce additional evidence, and withdraw any such regulation in the same
shows to the satisfaction of the court that manner. Regulations promulgat ed pursuant
such additional evidence is material and that to this section shall be applicable only to
chemical substances which are first produced
there were reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence in the record in commercial quantities after the effective
before the Administrator, the court may or- date of such regulations. The promulgation
der such additional evidence (and evidence of regulations as to a. particular chemical
in rebuttal thereof) to be taken before the substance under this section shall not preAdministrator and to be adduced upon the clude action with respect to such substance
hearing, in such manner and upon such under section 203.
"SEc. 206. Reports.
terms and conditions as to the court may
"(a) The Administrator may by regulation
seem proper. The Administrator may modify
his findings as to the facts, or make new require any or all manufacturers of chemifindings by reason of the additional evi- cal substances to report to him annually or
dence so taken, and he shall file such modi- such more frequent times as the Adminisfled or new findings, and his recommenda- trator may reasonably require as to any or
tions, if any, for the modification or setting all of the following:
( 1) The names of any or all substances proaside of his original order, with the return
duced by the manufacturer:
of such additional evidence.
(2) The chemical identit1T and molecular
"(3) Upon the filing of the petition referred
of such substances·
to in subsection (d) (1), the court shall have structure
(3) The categories of use of ' each such subjurisdiction to affirm the order, or to set it stance,
insofar
as they are known to him;
aside in whole or in part, temporarily or perReasonable estimates of the amounts
manently. If the order of the Administrator of ( 4)
each substance produced for each such
refuses to issue, amend, or repeal a regula- category
of use; and
tion and such order is not in accordance with
(5) A description of the byproducts, if
law the court shall by its judgment order
the Administrator to take action, With respect any, resulting from the production of such
to such regulation, in accordance with law. substance, and, insofar as they are known to
The findings of the Administrator as to the him, from the use thereof.
"(b) Whenever the Administrator deterfacts shall be sustained if based upon substantial evidence on the record considered as mines that such action is necessary to accomplish
the purposes of this title, he may
a whole.
" ( 4) The judgment of the court affirming direct manufacturers of a. chemical subor setting aside, in whole or in part, any such stance to provide, within a specified period
order of the Administrator shall be final, of time not to be less than 30 days, the resubject to review by the Supreme Court of sults of any tests of the health or environthe United States upon certiorari or certifi- mental effects of the substance or its bycation as provided in section 1254 or Title 28 products, which have been performed by or
at the instance of the manufacturer or such
of the United States Code.
results as are otherwise known to him, and
"SEc. 204. Imminent hazard.
any or all of the items of information listed
"(a) An imminent hazard shall be con- in subsection (a) .
sidered to exist when the evidence is suf"(c) Whenever the Administrator deterficient to show that a use or distribution
of a. chemical substance creates a hazard mines that such action would be productive
to human health or the environment (1) that and desirable to allow him to carry out his
responsibilities and authorities under this
should be corrected immediately to prevent title,
he may by publishing a notice in the
injury to health and (2) that should not
Federal Register invite and afford all interbe permitted to continue while an adminis- ested
persons an opportunity to provide In
trative hearing or other formal proceeding writing
information respecting the health or
is being held.
environmental effects of the substance or its
"(b) If the Administrator has reason to be- byproducts.
lieve that an imminent hazard exists he may
"SEc. 207. Relationship to other laws.
request the Attorney General to petition an
"(a) This title shall not apply to-appropriate district court of the United
(1) economic poisons subject to the FedStates to restrain the uses or distribution
of the chemical substance responsible for eral Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
the hazard. Upon the filing of any such Act, a.s amended, and chemical substances
petition the district court shall have juris- used solely in such poisons, provided that
diction to grant such injunctive relief or tem- if a. chemical substance which constitutes
such a polson or such an ingredient is or
porary restraining order pending the outbe used for any purpose which is not
come of proceedings pursuant to section may
by the Federal Insecticide, Fungi203 of this Act. Such proceedings shall be regulated
cide,
and Rodenticide Act, as amended, this
initiated contemporaneously with the re- title shall
apply to such other uses.
quest of the Administrator to take action
(2) foods, food additives, drugs, and cosunder this subsection. Such proceedings shall metics
subject to the Federal Food, Drug,
be deemed to be initiated when he has re- and Cosmetic
Act, as amended, the Federal
ferred the matter to a. committee under sec- Meat Inspection Act, and the Poultry Prodtion 208(c).
ucts Inspection Act, and chemical sub"(c) The initiation of any proceedings or stances used solely therein, and controlled
actions under section 203 shall not prevent substances regulated pursuant to the Comthe Administrator from initiating action un- prehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Con-
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trol Act of 1970, provided, that if such an
item or substance is or may be used for any
purpose which is not regulated by such ac ts
this title shall apply to such other uses;
(3) any source material, special nuclear
material, or b yproduct material as defined
in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
and regulat ions issued pursuant thereto by
the Atomic Energy Commlssion.
(4) the authority of the Secretary of the
Department of Transportation to establish
rules and regulations for the transportation
of hazardous materials.
"(b) To the extent that such activities are
subject to regulation by other Federal laws,
including the Occupational Healt h and Safety Act of 1970 and Title I of this Act, the
Administrator shall not regulat e the use or
distribution of a new or existing chemical
substance on the basis of any possible hazard
to employees in their place of employment,
or the hazard directly to consumers resulting
from household use of marketed products
which contain or might contain the substance. If it appear.:; to the Administrator
that any such substance may pose a hazard
when transported, or when used on or in
food or as a drug or cosmetic, or may be a
hazard to employees in their place of employment, or may pose a hazard d irectly to conISumer.s resulting from household u se of
marketed product s which cont ain or might
contain the substance, he shall transmit any
data received from manufacturers or processors relevant to such hazards to the Federal department or agency with authori t y to
take legal action if a hazard is found to
exist.
"(c) The Administrator shall coordlnate
actions taken under this Act with actions
taken to enforce the Federal W ater Pollution
Control Act as amended and the Clean Air
Act as amended, and shall, where appropriate,
use the authorities contained in those Acts
to regulate chemical substances.
"(d) The Administrator shall make every
effort to maintain close coordination with
the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and o t her appropriate Federal agencies in admlnistering the provisions of this
title.
" (e) This title shall not be construed as
superseding or impairing the provisions of
any other law or treaty of the United States.
"SEc. 208. Toxic substances board.
" (a) There shall be established in the
Environ:nental Protection Agency a Toxic
Substances Board consisting of a reasonable
number of scientifically qualified persons.
The Administrator shall appoint as the m embers of the board the persons nominated to
him by the National Academy of Sciences.
One of the members may be designated at
any time by the Director of the National
Academy of Sciences to serve as Chairman
of the Board.
"(b) The National Academy of Sciences,
in consultation with the Board, shall establish, maintain, and publish a continuing
list of qualified scientists, including experts
in thP areas likely to be covered by this title.
Such scientists shall be consultants to the
Toxic Substances Board.
" (c) Before proposing any regulations
under authority of section 203 or 205 the
Administrator shall refer his proposed action and the available evidence to a committee drawn from members of the Board
and the list of consultants to the Board.
The Administrator shall appoint as the members of the committee the consultants nominated to him by the Board. The committee
shall report its views, in writing, to the Administrator, wlthJ.n a reasonable time, not
to be less than forty-five days, specified by the
Administ rator. If the committee fails to report within the specified time, the Administrator may proceed to take action under
this title. The r-eport of the committee shall
be considered as part of the record in any
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proceeding taken with respect to the Adjustify administrative inspections of the
ministrator's action.
area, premises, bulldlng, or contents there"(d) The Administrator may, at his dls- of, in the circumstances specified in the apcretlon, also request the Boord to convene a
plication for the warrant.
panel to consider other actions proposed to
(2) A warrant shall issue only upon an
be taken under this Act, including actions
affidavit of an officer or employee having
proposed to be taken under section 204(b). knowledge of the facts alleged, sworn to be" (e) The Admlnistrator is authorized to fore the judge or magistrate and establishreimburse the National Academy of Sciences ing the grounds for issuing the warrant. If
for expenses incurred in carrying out this the judge or magistrate is satisfied that
section.
grounds for the application exist or that
"SEc. 209. Research.
there is probable cause to believe they exist,
The Administrator is authorized to con- he shall issue a warrant identifylng the area,
duct such research and monitoring as is premises, or building, to be inspected, the
necessary to carry out his functions and purpose of such inspection, and, where approresponsibilities under this title. Such re- priate, the type of property to be inspected,
search and monitoring shall not duplicate if any. The warrant shall identify the items
the efforts of other Federal agencies. To this or types of property to be seized, if any. The
end, the Administrator is authorized to warrant shall be directed to a person auestablish research laboratories, including thorized under subsection (a) (2) to exthe acquisition of necessary land, buildings, ecute it. The warrant shall state the grounds
or facilities, and to make contracts for such for its issuance and the name of the person
rese.a.rch and monitoring.
or persons whose affidavit has been taken in
"SEc. 210. Admlnistrative inspections and support thereof. It shall command the perwarrants.
son to whom it is directed to inspect the
"(a) (1) For the purpose of inspecting, area, premises, or building, identified for
copying, and verifying the correctness of the purpose specified, and, where appropri.records, reports, or other documents reate, shall direct the seizure of the property
quired to be kept or made under this title specified. The warrant shall direct that it be
and otherwise facilitating the carrying out served during normal business hours. It
of his functions under thls title, the Admln- shall designate the judge or magistrate to
istrator is authorized, in accordance with whom it shall be returned.
this section, to enter any factory, warehouse,
(3) A warrant issued pursuant to this
or premises in which chemical substances section must be executed and returned
are manufactured, processed, or held and withln ten days of its date unless, upon a
to conduct administrative inspections there- showing by the United States of a need
of, and of the things specified in thls sec- therefor, the judge or magistrate allows adtion, relevant to those functions.
ditional time in the warrant. If property
(2) Such entries and inspections shall be is seized pursuant to a warrant, the person
carried out through officers of employees executing the warrant shall give to the per(hereinafter referred to as "inspectors")
son from whom or from whose premises the
designated by the Admlnistrator. Any such property was taken a copy of the warrant
inspector, upon stating his purpose and and a receipt for the property taken or shall
presenting to the owner, operator, or agent leave the copy and receipt at the place from
in charge of such premises (A) appropriate which the property was taken. The recredentials and (B) his administrative in- turn of the warrant shall be made promptly
spection warrant or a written notice of his and shall be accompanied by a written inother inspection authority, shall have the ventory of any property taken. The invenright to enter such premises and conduct tory shall be made in the presence of the
such inspection at reasonable times.
person executing the warrant and of the
(3) Except when the owner, operator, or person from whose possession or premises
agent in charge of such premlses so consents the property was taken, if they are present,
in writing, no inspection authorized by this or in the presence of at least one credible
section shall extend to-person other than the person making such
(A) financial data;
inventory, and shall be verified by the per(B) sales data other than shipment data;
son executing the warrant. The judge or
(C) pricing data;
magistrate, upon request, shall deliver a
(D) personnel data, or
copy of the inventory to the person from
(E) research data (other than data re- whom or from whose premises the property
lating to the tests described in subsection was taken and to the applicant for the war206(b)).
rant.
"(b) A warrant under thls section shall
(4) The judge or magistrate who has isnot be required for entries and administra- sued a warrant under this section shall attive inspections (including seizures of prop- tach to the warrant a copy of the return
erty)and all papers filed in connection therewith
(1) with the consent of the owner, opera- and shall file them with the clerk of the
tor, or agent in charge of such premlses;
dlstrict court of the United States for the
(2) in situations presenting imminent judicial district in which the inspection was
danger to health or safety;
made.
(3) in any other exceptional or emergency
"SEc. 211. Exports and imports.
circumstances where time or opportunity to
"(a) Notwithstanding any other provision
apply for a warrant is lacklng; or
of this title, no substance shall be deemed
(4) in any other situations where a war- in violation of this title when intended solely
rant is not constitutionally required.
for export to any foreign country except if
"(c) Issuance and execution of admin- the Administrator finds that as exported and
istrative inspection warrants shall be as used the substance, or particular uses of the
follows:
substance, will produce a significant direct
(1) Any judge of the United States or of or indirect hazard to human health or the
a State court of record, or any United States environment in the United States.
magistrate, may, within h1s territorial ju"(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall
risdiction, and upon proper oath or affirma- refuse entry into the United States of any
tion showlng probable cause, issue war- chemical substance or article containing such
rants for the purpose of conducting admin- substance offered for entry if it violates any
istrative inspections authorized by this title of the provisions of this title. If a substance
or regulations thereunder, and seizures of or article is refused entry, the Secretary of
property appropriate to such inspections. the Treasury shall refuse delivery to the
For the purposes of this section, the term consignee and shall cause the disposal or
··probable cause" means a valid public in- storage of any substance or article refused
terest in the effective enforcement of this delivery which has not been exported by the
title or regulations thereunder sufficient to consignee within three months from the
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date of notice of such refusal under such
regulations as the Secretary of Treasury may
prescribe: Provided, That the Secretary of
Treasury may deliver to the consignee such
substance or article pending examination and
decision in the matter on execution of bond
for the amount of the full invoice value of
such substance or article, together with the
duty thereon, and on refusal to return such
substance or article for any cause to the custody of the Secretary of the Treasury, when
demanded, for the purpose of excluding them
from the country, or for any other purpose,
said consignee shall forfeit the full amount
of said bond: And provided further, That all
charges for storage, cartage, and labor on
substances or articles which are refused admission or delivery shall be paid by the owner
or consignee, and in default of such payment
shall constitute a. lien against any future
importation made by such owner or consignee.
"(c) The Secretary of the Treasury, in
consultation with the Administrator, shall
issue regulations for the enforcement of
subsection (b) above.
"SEc. 212. Confidentiality.
"(a.) The information obtained from any
manufacturer or processor shall be confidential to the extent that it comprises matters referred to in section 552(b) (4) of Title
5 of the United States Code.
"(b) The Administrator may at his own
initiative or at the request of a. manufacturer
or processor issue a. protect! ve order respecting the confidentiality of information obtained from a. manufacturer or processor
pursuant to the provisions of this title, a.s he
may deem appropriate to protect the manufacturer or processor from competitive injury.
"(c) Information deemed to be confidential in accordance with the provisions of subsections (a.) or (b) may be disclosed to other
Federal officers or employees when necessary
to accomplish the purposes of this title
except that the provisions of section 1905 of
Title 18 of the United States Code shall continue to apply, and such information may be
disclosed in camera when relevant in any
administrative or judicial proceeding under
this title. In any such proceeding, the administrative body, the Administrator, or the
court shall issue such orders a.s may be appropriate to protect the confidentiality of the
materials designated as such by the foregoing provisions.
"SEc. 213. Prohibited acts.
The following acts and the causing thereof
are prohibited"(a.) The failure to comply with any final
regulation or order issued by the Administrator pursuant to this title;
"(b) The failure or refusal to provide information or results of tests a.s required by
section 206 of this title;
" (c) The sale, distribution, or importation
into the United States of a. chemical substance subject to regulations promulgated
under section 205 for which the standards
applicable thereto required by such regulations have not been met.
"(d) The knowing or willful failure of any
person who purchases or receives a. substance
and who is required to be given notice of
restrictions on use or distribution of such
su bst a.nce pursuant to paragraph 203 (a.) ( 2) ,
to comply with such restrictions on use or
distribution;
" (e) The failure to perform any other action required under this title.
"SEC. 214. Penalties and remedies.
"(a.) Any person willfully violat ing subsections 213(a.), (b), (c) or (d) shall on conviction be fined not more than $25,000 or
imprisoned for not more than one year or
both.
"(b) ( 1) Any person violating subsections
213(a.). (b), (c) or (d) shall be liable to a.
civil penalty to "the United States of a sum
which is not more than $25,000 for each

day of violation, to be assessed by the Administrator after notice and opportunity for
hearing and after he has considered the nature, circumstances, and extent of such violation. the practicab111ty of compliance with
the provisions violated and any good faith
efforts to comply with such provisions.
(2) Upon failure of the offending party to
pay the penalty, the Administrator may request the Attorney General to commence an
action in the appropriate district court of
the United States for such relief as may be
appropriate.
"(c) The Attorney General or his delegate
may bring an action in the appropriate district court of the United States for equitable
relief to redress a. violation by any person of
any provision of section 213 of this title, and
the district courts of the United States shall
have jurisdiction to grant such relief as the
equities of the case may require.
"SEc. 215. Environmental prediction and
assessment.
The Environmental Protection Agency
shall, In cooperation with other Federal a.gen•
cies, develop the necessary personnel and information resources to predict the introduction of new chemical substances into the
environment and assesss the environmental
consequences of such introduction.
"SEc. 216. Use of Government facilities.
The Administrator may use, by agreement,
the personnel, services, and facilities of other
Federal departments, agencies, or instrumentalities, whether on a. reimbursable or
non-reimbursable basis.
"SEc. 217. Health and environmental data.
The Council on Environmental Quality in
consultation with the Administrator, the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
the Secretary of Commerce, and the heads of
other appropriate departments or agencies,
shall coordinate a study of feasibillty of establishing ( 1) a standard classification system for chemical compounds and related
substances, and (2) a. standard means for
storing and for obtaining rapid access to information respecting such materials.
"SEc. 218. State regulwtion.
Nothing in this title shall affect the
authority of any State or local government
to restrict the distribution or use of a. chemical substance or impose requirements of
tests and test results for a. chemical substance except that (1) if the Administrator
has published proposed regulations under
section 203 with respect to limiting particular uses of a. particular substance a State
or local government may not thereafter impose restrictions on such uses of such substance other than a total ban on such use
or uses; (2) if the Administrator has published proposed regulations under section 205
with respect to tests for particular substances
or uses, a State or local government may not
impose test protocols or results to be
achieved therefrom with respect to such substances and u.ses for the purposes similar
to this title; and (3) if the Administrator
has published proposed regulations under
section 203 with respect to limiting particular uses of a particular substance or if the
Administrator has published proposed regulations under section 205 with respect to
test s for particular subst ances or uses, a
State is not preempted from enforcing any
restrictions or test protocols and results to
be achieved therefrom existing at the time
any such proposed regulation was published;
provided that if the Administrator issues an
order under seotion 203 (b) ( 3 ) restricting the
u se of such substance or withdrawing a
proposed regulation restricting a use of such
substance, or if the Administrator issues
an order under section 205 prescribing tests
or withdrawing a proposed regulation for
such tests, the St ate may not enforce any
such restrictions, test protocols, or results
to be achieved therefrom after the effective
date of such order, other than a total ban on
such use or uses.

"SEc. 219. Regulations.
The Administrator is authorized to issue
such regulations a.s he may deem appropriate
to carry out the purposes of this title and
to amend them at any time.
"SEC. 220. Authorization for appropriations.
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Environmental Protection Agency
such sums as may be necessary for the purposes and administration of this Act.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.C., Feb. 10, 1971.

Honorable SPIRO T. AGNEW,
President of the Senate
Washington, D .C.

DEAR Mr. PRESIDENT: There is transmitted
herewith for the consideration of the Congress a draft bill "The Toxic Substances Control Act of 1971." The bill is drafted as a
separate title to the Hazardous Substances
Act.
The legislative proposal would authorize
the Administrator of the Environmental Protect ion Agency to restrict or prohibit the use
or distribution of a. chemical substance if
necessary to protect health and the environment. The Administrator is also authorized
to prescribe standards for tests and results
of such tests which must be met before a
manufacturer can market a. new product. The
Administrator is required to consult with an
independent board of scientists before proposing action to restrict a subst ance or before
proposing standards for tests.
The provisions of the proposal would provide needed protection to the American
public and would greatly aid our efforts to
improve environmental quality.
The legislation ha.s been developed in cooperation with the Council on Environmental
Quality and other interested agencies.
A similar letter is being sent to the Speak·
er of the House of Representatives.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that enactment of this proposed legislation would be in accord with the program
of the President.
Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS,
Administrator.

By Mr. HRUSKA (for himself and
Mr. BURDICK):
S. 1479. A bill to amend section 375 of
title 28, United States Code, relating to
annuities of widows of Supreme Court
Justices ; and
S. 1480. A bill to amend title 28 , United
States Code, relating to annuities of
widows of Supreme Court Justices. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, for myself and the junior Senator from North
Dakota <Mr. BuRDICK) who graces the
Chair of the Presiding Officer at the
present time, I introduce for appropriate
reference, two bills to amend title 28,
United States Code, regarding annuities
for widows of Justices of the Supreme
Court of the United States. I ask unanimous consent that at the conclusion of
my remarks the text of these bills be
printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibits 1 and 2.)
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, by a
quirk in existing law, widows of Supreme
Court Justices are required to live on a
$5,000 annuity dating back to 1937 and
not increased thereafter. During this
same time pensions have been provided
and upgraded for widows of all Federal
judges except members of the highest
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court in the Nation. It is to correct this
situation that these bills are being introduced today.
On January 14, 1937, a private bill was
passed creating a pension of $5,000 per
annum for the widow of a President of
the United States-S. 591, 75th Congress,
first session, Private Law No. 1.
In 1954, pensions were created for the
widows of Supreme Court Justices payable at the rate of presidential widows;
namely, $5,000 per annum-28 U.S.C.
375.
In 1958, by general law, the pensions
of presidential widows were increased
from $5,000 to $10,000, but the widows of
Supreme Court Justices were not included in the increase. As a result, these
widows must live on an amount which
was determined in 1937.
The first of the two bills being introduced today would make Supreme Court
Justices eligible to participate in the
contributory survivors' annuity system
that has long been available to all other
Federal judges.
The survivorship annuity plan presently in existence for Federal judges provides benefits for surviving widows and
dependents equivalent to those then provided the survivors of Members of the
Congress. The annual contribution required from a judge who elects to bring
himself within the purviews of the plan
is a sum equal to 3 percent of his salary.
This contribution is to fund survivors'
benefits only. Retirement is dealt with
separately.
It is proposed by this bill that Justices
of the Supreme Court shall hereafter
become eligible to participate in the survivorship annuity plan under the same
terms and conditions as presently prevail for all other judges of the Federal
courts. The bill provides that the option
to join in the plan shall be available to
presently living Justices of the Supreme
Court including those who have retired
or resigned, for a period of 6 months after
the date of enactment. The bill further
provides that a Justice who exercises this
option shall thereby irrevocably waive
the benefits of the present law providing
a $5,000 annual pension to widows of
Justices.
This bill reflects the view that it is
right and proper that Justices of the
Supreme Court should have an opportunity to join in a survivorship annuity
program for their survivors and to contribute to the cost thereof in the same
manner as other judges of the Federal
courts and Members of the Congress.
The second bill being introduced today
would increase the annuities of widows
of Supreme Court Justices from $5,000
to $10,000 per annum, payable monthly.
It should be emphasized that the
annuity provided by this measure would
be an alternative to, not in addition to,
the benefits provided by the oontributory
survivorship annuity first discussed. If
that proposal is enacted into law, it is
expected that present and future Supreme Court Justices will elect to par-

ticipate in the contributory system, thus
irrevocably eliminating their widows
from the coverage of 28 U.S.C. 375. It
is, therefore, anticipated that the bene-

fits of the present bill would, as a prac-

tical matter, be limited to the widows of
decea.sed Justices, who are now receiving
the $5,000 annuity. As of today, there
were five such widows, all over 75 years of
age-Mrs. Felix Frankfurter, Mrs. Robert
H. Jackson, Mrs. Sherman Minton, Mrs.
Wiley Rutledge, and Mrs. Fred M. Vinson.
This bill is designed, in short, simply
to raise to at least a subsistence level the
pensions paid to the five living women
whose husbands served their country as
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court.
A similar bill was introduced by the
late Senator Dirksen in 1963-S. 1686,
88th Congress, first session. The statement he made in introducing that bill
8 years ago appears in the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD, volume 109, part 8, page 10444.
His words are even more cogent today:
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, at times, in
the rush of events, those who, because of
their age or their situation cannot speak out,
are passed by. A case of this type has recently been called to my attention. Nine
years ago when we were considering the
question of annuities for widows of Supreme
Court Justices, we passed a law providing
that their annuity should be the sa.me
amount as the annuity authorized for the
widow of a President of the United States.
We did this by incorporating in that law a
refeTence to a statute which had been enacted in 1937 dealing with the annuity of a
President's widow.
A few years ago, in 1958, it became apparent to us that an amount of money which
might have been adequate for a widow in
1937 was no longer sufficient for her support
in 1958, and we therefore provided for an
increase in the annuity of a widow of a former President. However, because of a quirk
in the law providing for annuities of widows
of Supreme Court Justices, which referred
by name to the act passed in 1937, these
widows were not caught up in the new law
which provided for the increase in the an·
nuities to the widows of Presidents. As a
result, those fine ladies have been forced to
make do on an amount which was determined in 1937 and there is not a one of us
who does not know how inadequate sucll an
amount is today.
I have been informed that there is some
urgency about this matter because of the
circumstances in which several of the widows
of Supreme Court Justices now find t;hemselves in their efforts to live in 1963 upon a
stipend which was determined in 1937.
Therefore, I have introduced a bill to bring
these annuities into line with those we provided in 1958, and I hope that this bill will
be accorded a most expeditious treatment.

Mr. President, it is time that the
survivors of Justices of our highest court
be properly provided for and that present
injustices be eliminated. It is for this
reason that it is hoped that the Judiciary
Committee will give these bills prompt
and favorable consideration.
EXHmiT 1

s. 1479
A bill to amend section 375 of title 28, United
States Code, relating to annuities of widows of Supreme Court Justices
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section

375 of title 28 of the United States Code,
as amended, 1s amended by striking out "in

the amount payable to the beneficiary under
the Act of January 14, 1937 (50 Stat. 923,
chapter 3) .'' and inserting in lieu thereof:
"of ten thousand dollars."
The amendment made by this Act shall

take effect with respect to annuity payments
made beginning with the first month beginning after the date of enactment of this Act.
EXHIBIT

2

s.

1480
A bill ·t o amend title 28, United States Code,
relating to annuities of widows of Supreme
Court Justices
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives oj the United States oj
America in Congress assembled, That, section

375 of title 28, United States Code, as
amended, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:
"(c) If a justice of the United States gives
notice in writing to the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts of his desire to become subject to
section 376, the widow of such justice shall
be ineligible to receive an annuity under
this section."
SEc. 2. Section 376 of title 28, United States
Code, as amended, is amended by inserting
"justice or" prior to the word "judge" wherever that word appears therein, except in
section 376 (q).
SEc. 3. A justice of the United States, in
regular active service on the date of enactment of this Act, or who resigned or retired
prior to the date of enactment of this Act
and who on that date is receiving salary
under section 371, of title 28, United States
Code, as amended, shall be entitled within
six months after enactment of this Act to
make the election authorized by and to receive the benefits of section 376.
SEc. 4. Section 604(a) (7) of title 28, United
States Code, as amended, is amended to read
as follows:
"(7) Regulate and pay annuities to widows
and surviving dependent children of justices
and judges, Directors of the Federal Judicial
Center, and Directors of the Administrative
Office, and necessary travel and subsistence
expenses incurred by judges, court officers
and employees, and officers and employees of
the Administrative Office, and the Federal
Judicial Center, while absent from their official stations on official business."
SEc. 5. (a) Item 376 on the analysis of
chapter 17 of title 28, United States Code, 1s
amended to read as follows:
"376. Annuities to widows and surviving dependent children of justices and
judges."
{b) The catchline to section 376 of title 28,
United States Code, is amended to read as
follows:
"§ 376. Annuities to widows and surviving
dependent children of justices and
judges:•

By Mr. MANSFIELD (for himself
and Mr. AIKEN) :
S.J. Res. 77. A joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States relating to the term of
office of President and Vice President of
the United States. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on
behalf of the distinguished Senator from
Vermont <Mr. AIKEN) and myself, I introduce a joint resolution providing for
an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States under which the term of
the office of the President and Vice President would be limited to one term of 6
years only.
I ask unanimous consent that the joint

resolution be appropriately referred and
that a copy of the joint resolution be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the joint
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resolution was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
S.J. Res. 77
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the following

article is proposed as an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, which
shall be valid to all intents and purposes as
part of the Constitution when ratified by
the legislatures of t hree-fourths of the several States:
ARTICLE-

"SECTION 1. The term of office of the President and the Vice Pre3l.dent of the United
States shall be six years. No person shall be
eligible for election for more than one term
as President or Vice President. A person who
has been elected as Vice President for any
term shall be eligible for election as President for a later term. A person who has been
elected as Vice President for any term, and
who during that term has succeeded to the
Office of President, shall be eligible for election as President for a later term.
"SEc. 2. This article shall take eft"ect
on the first day of February following its
ratification, except that this article shall not
affect the duration of the term of Office of
President and Vice President in which such
day occurs.
"SEc. 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the States within seven years from the date of its submission to the States by the Congress."
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, I am
pleased to join with Senator MANSFIELD
in proposing an amendment to the Constitution limiting the President and Vice
President to one 6-year term.
The one-term limitation has worked
well in other countries and, in my opinion, it would prove successful in our
country.
I hope this Congress will seriously consider this proposed amendment because
it is an indisputable fact that no President can give his best to the Nation or
maintain our prestige in the world as long
as he is constantly being fired upon by
those whose principal purpose is to
keep him from being reelected.
This amendment would allow a President to devote himself entirely to the
problems of the Nation and it would free
him from the millstone of partisan politics.
A single term would allow a President
to wear at all times his "Presidential hat"
and forget for a while that he also owns
a "politician's hat."
It is safe to say that, no matter who
holds the Office of President, each wants
to be the best President we ever had.
In the past, some have been more successful than others.
With the possible execption of President Eisenhower, each President I have
served under-two Republicans and four
Democrats-was assailed and harassed
not only by members of the opposite
party, but also by dissatisfied members of
his own party.
At times, I have felt the opposition was
warranted and contributed to the welfare
of all the people.
In other instances, harassment and
embarrassment of the President was
purely politically motivated and proved
costly to the American people.

The fact remains that under our system of government we have only one
President at a time and the manner in
which he conducts his office determines
to a great degree whether the people of
the United States are secure or insecure,
prosperous or poor, happy or sad.
There is need for loyal opposition, but
it should never become so zealous that
it weakens the Office of the President
and, therefore, weakens the Nation.
No President can expect to have a successful foreign policy if he does not have
bipartisan support on the homefront.
No American President can boldly propose far-reaching domestic changes if he
is constantly looking back over his
shoulder at the opposition, expecting an
attack from the rear.
Because our system of government
places such great importance and invests
so much prestige in the American Presidency, the Congress should consider stens
to make the President's job easier without weakening the constitutional responsibility of the Congress.
This Congress should seriously consider the amendment proposed by Senator MANSFIELD and myself.
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S.J. REs. 78
Joint Resolution To terminate all foreign
economic assistance furnished by the
United States to any foreign country which
does not take appropriate steps to eliminate the production, processing and export
of narcotic drugs, and for other purposes
Whereas large portions of narcotic drugs
used illegally in the United States are smuggled into the United States from foreign
countries;
Whereas the availability of narcotic drugs
in the United States continues undiminished,
thus debasing, destroying and, in many instances, kllling the youth of our Nation;
Whereas New York City has in the past
eight years lost more lives to drug abuse
than the entire State of New York has lost to
the war in Vietnam;
Whereas in New York City 100,000 narcotic
addicts spend an average of $35 a day on
narcotic drugs, or approximately $1.3 billion
a year;
Whereas there are approximately 200,000
heroin addicts in the United States; and
Whereas ninety-eight percent of narcotic
addicts support their drug habit by turning
to crime: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That:
1. The President is directed to institute a

continuing study of the ad£ quacy of measures being taken by foreign governments to
control and eliminate the production, procBy Mr. BUCKLEY:
S.J. Res. 78. A joint resolution to ter- essing, or traffic in narcotic drugs which are
lllegally imported into the United States.
minate all foreign economic assistance
2. The President shall report to Congress,
furnished by the United States to any semi-annually, commencing on August 1,
foreign country which does not take ap- 1971, on the adequacy of such measures, and
propriate steps to eliminate the produc- shall specify which countries have failed to
tion, processing, and export of narcotic initiate and enforce appropriate measures to
drugs, and for other purposes; referred control such production, processing, and
to the Committee on Foreign Relations. traffic. Any foreign country which refuses to
cooperate with the President in the conductFOREIGN ASSISTANCE TERMINATION
ing of such a study, including the refusal
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I in- to permit United States personnel to conduct
troduce legislation which is designed to inspections within the border of that counterminate all foreign economic assistance try and its possessions, shall be conclusively
furnished by the United States to any deemed to have failed to take such measures.
3. Subject to the provisions of section 4,
foreign country which does not t.Ftke apbelow, all further economic assistance furpropriate steps to eliminate the produc- nished by the United States shall be tertion, processing, and traffic in narcotic minated with respect to any foreign coundrugs which are illegally imported into try which has failed to enact and enforce
such appropriate measures; such terminathe United States.
Mr. President, the availability of nar- tion to take eft"ect no later than ninety days
cotic drugs in the United States contin- following the President's determination that
such country has failed to enact and enforce
ues undiminished, thus debasing, de- such measures.
stroying and, in many tragic instances,
4. If the President determines that such
kaling the youth of our Nation. Within foreign country has thereafter undertaken
the last 8 years, New York City has lost such measures, or finds that overriding namore lives to drug abuse than the en- tional interests require economic aid to the
tire State of New York has lost in the country, he may ask the Congress to waive
Vietnam war. In New York City, 100,000 the provision of the preceding section, and
if Congress concurs, the provision of such
narcotic addicts spend an average of $35 section shall not apply to the country, una day on narcotic drugs, or approxi- less the provision of such section would
mately $1.3 billion a year. It is estimated apply further as a result of subsequent
that 98 percent of narcotic addicts sup- reports.
5. The President is authorized to utllize
port their habit by turning to crime.
I believe that my legislation strikes at such agencies and !acUities of the Federal
Government
he may deem appropriate to
the heart of a critical problem that has assist foreignas countries
in their efforts to
entered hundreds of thousands of eliminate the production, processing and exAmerican homes, and that it will greatly port of such narcotic drugs.
strengthen the efforts of the administra6. The President is authorized to furnish
tion to control the illegal traffic in nar- assistance to any foreign country, on such
terms and conditions as he determines neccotic drugs.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- essary and subject to the approval of Consent to have the text of my proposed leg- gress,
(a) to aid growers of crops producing
islation printed at this point in the
opium in developing alternate crops;
RECORD.
(b) to provide new employment opportuThere being no objection, the joint nities in recipient country for those persons
resolution was ordered to be printed in in that country who become unemployed as
the result of the policy of that country in
the RECORD, as follows:
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eliminating or controlling the production of
crops producing opium; and
(c) to strengthen the capability of the
recipient country to enforce its laws with respect to the production, processing and export of narcotic drugs.
7. The President is urged to enter into
treaty negotiations with foreign countries for
the purpose of developing a systematic and
uniform international system of enforcement
standards and penalties for the control and
elimination of the illegal production, processing and trafficking in narcotic drugs.
8. The President is authorized to seek,
through the United Nations or any other international organization, the imposition of
economic sanctions against any country
which fails to take appropriate measures to
eliminate the production, processing and export of narcotic drugs.
9. For the purpose of this Joint Resolution(a) "narcotic drugs" has the same meaning as given that term under Section 4731 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; and
(b) "foreign economic assistance" is defined as any tangible or intangible item provided by the United States government (by
means of gift, loan, sa.le, credit, guaranty, or
any other means) for other than m111tary
purposes, under this or any other law to a
foreign country, Including, but not limited
to, any training, service, or technical advice,
any Item of real, personal, or mixed property,
any agricultural commodity, United States
dollars, and any currencies owned by the
United States government CYf any foreign
country.
By Mr. HARTKE:
S .J. Res. 79. A joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States relative to equal rights
for men and women. Referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, although
it has been 50 years since women in this
country achieved political equality with
men, the time has not yet come for a
complete realization of equality between
the sexes.
For most of that half century, a constitutional amendment which would
guarantee such full equality has been before the Congress. Introduced first in
1923 and revised in 1943, I am today
proud and privileged to introduce the
Equal Rights Amendment which first received the support of the Senate Judiciary Committee 28 years ago and which
last year received the overwhelming support of the House.
The substance of the Equal Rights
Amendment is contained in the following sentence-Equality of Rights under the law shall
not be denied or abridged by the United
States on account of sex.
Some maintain that such a constitutional amendment is unnecessary and
would represent a "constitutional frill."
While the 14th amendment has proved an
effective tool for combating discrimination against members of certain groups,
notably racial minorities, the Supreme
Court has not extended this tool to combat sex discrimination.
That there is a need for the equal
rights amendment cannot be disputed.
The most indifferent survey of State
and Federal laws reveals a dark, insidious
pattern of discrimination.
For example: Laws and practices operating to exclude women from State col-

leges and universities; dual pay schedules
for men and women performing the same
jobs; State laws placing restrictions on
the legal capacity of married women or
on their right to establish a legal domicile; State laws which require married
women, but not married men, to go
through a formal procedure of obtaining court approval before they may engage in independent business; social security and other social benefits legislation which give greater benefits to one
sex than to the ether, and areas of family law, military law, and labor law in
which women are treated as different
from men. Each of these instances of discriminating laws and practices can be
abolished one by one, but there is no adequate substitute for a constitutional
guarantee against prejudice.
Unfair laws do not create discrimination but merely reflect it. Society and,
in this case, men, act out their prejudices
by enacting discriminatory laws. The discrimination exists before the law and is
reflected in the place which women occupy in our society. In industry and in
Government, in the home and in the
office, women are paid less, hired last,
promoted least, and given the least intellectually demanding work. Statistics
as well as statutes reveal the same sad
discriminatory pattern, and this is so
even though women are now a vital part
of the economy. Today 31 million American workingwomen represent 38 percent
of the U.S. work force. Despite the growing number of workingwomen and the
enactment of various legislation such as
the Equal Pay Act and the Civil Rights
Act relating specifically to sex discrimination in employment, economic discrimination against women is worsening,
not improving.
In 1955 the median salary of full-time
year-round workers was $2,719 for
women and $4,252 for men. Women were
thus receiving only 63.9 percent of what
their male counterparts received. In 1968,
while the median salary for women workers had increased to $4,457, that of men
had reached $7,664. In other words,
women in 1968 received only 58.2 percent
of what their male counterparts earned.
Even in fields traditionally associated
with women, such as tea.ching, the economic bias persists. The National Education Association found that in 1965-66
the median wage of women who were
members of college teaching staffs was
less than half that of men on all professional levels.
Women suffer from discrimination not
only in the money they receive, but also
in the jobs they are offered. There is not
only a money gap, but also a professional
gap. Few women have been allowed to
enter the professions. Only 1 percent of
Federal judges are women, only 1 percent of engineers are women. Despite
greater education for women and more
freedom from household tasks, women's
job opportunities have declined. In 1940,
women constituted 40 percent of the professional and technical work force, but
by 1968 they constituted only 30 percent.
Once again, we see that the problem is
getting worse. not better.
The equal rights amendment which I
propose today has often been reported
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favorably by the Senate Judiciary Committee, most recently in 1954. It has twice
passed the Senate, in 1950 and 1953, and
last year had the support of 87 Senators.
Because of the discussion during the last
session, some have suggested that
changes be made in the amendment
which will assure its passage. I oppose
such changes as being unnecessary.
In 1943, the Senate Judiciary Committee voted to change the enforcement
clause of the original proposal to
provide-Congress and the several st-ates shall have
the power, within their respective jurisdictions. to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.
The reference to State enforcement
was the major change embodied in this
revision. In its report, the committee
commented on its reasons for opposing
the original clause which restricted enforcement to the Federallevel(1) It envisioned geographic uniformity
throughout the United States.
(2) It tended to impair the right of each
of the severa.l states to determine for itself
its public policy.
(3) It surrendered to the Federal Government the power to enforce the article within
the several states by appropriate legislation
notwithstanding its effect upon such local
statutes as those governing{a) The title transfer, and descent of
rea.l estate; (b) community property; (c)
domicile; {d) public morals, health and welfare; (e) domestic relations; and (f) police
power.
Some have contended that the enforcement clause might be interpreted
to require some other constitutional basis
for implementation. Commenting on this
contention, Prof. Norman Dorsen of
New York University School of Law, and
an eminent expert in the field of constitutional law, made the following statement last yearI do not believe that the Amendment would
be so interpreted. The key question is the
intent of the Congress that proposes the
Amendment. Here there seems little room
for dispute. Surely the proponents In the
House and Senate do not intend to limit
the power of Congress to enforce its guarantees; 1f they had they could easily have
omitted from the Amendment any reference
to additional enforcement power in Congress.
Indeed, the sponsors of the Amendment have
Indicated that they wish Congress to act
boldly to eliminate discrimination on account of sex. Accordingly, in my opinion
it is highly unlikely that the courts will
Interpret the language quoted above to lessen
the enforcement power of the Congress.
A requirement that the amendment be
ratified within 7 years and that, if ratified, it not take effect until 2 years from
the date of ratification are similarly illfounded. Only four of the 25 amendments
adopted so far have contained a requirement that they be ratified within 7 years,
and none of the adopted amendments has
included a stipulation that l t not take
effect until 2 years following ratificat ion.
For 102 years, the 14 amendments has
been available, but in those 102 years the
Supreme Court has yet to apply it against
sex disclimination. In light of these facts,
it is time to find a new method to bring
about equality between the sexes. The
equal rights amendment I am introducing today affords such a m ethod.
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Mr. President, I support this amen~
inent and oppose any substitutE: to. It.
There can be no substitute for JUStice.
What women want is equality, n?thi?g
more, nothing less. The concept of JUStice
is simple, but its achievement is never
easy. It takes hard work, long ~ears, persistent attention, and courage m the face
of adversity, but justice is never d~feated.
I urge the Senate to respond unammously
to this longstanding call to justice.
By Mr. RANDOLPH (for himself,
Mr. BOGGS, Mr. BURDICK, Mr.
CRANSTON, Mr. EAGLETON, Mr.
FONG, Mr. GURNEY, Mr. HARRIS,
Mr. HART, Mr. HATFIELD, Mr.
HUMPHREY, Mr. INouyE, Mr.
JoRDAN of North Carolma, Mr.
McGOVERN, Mr. MCINTYRE, Mr.
MONDALE, Mr. NELSON, Mr. ROTH,
Mr. SCHWEIKER, Mr. STEVENS,
Mr. STEVENSON, Mr. TOWER, and
Mr. TuNNEY) :
S.J. Res. 80. A joint resolution expressing the support of the Congress that the
United States should convene in 1971 an
International Conference on Ocean
Dumping. Referred to the Committee on
Foreign Relations.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OCEAN
DUMPING

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, in
the past the oceans have been regarded as
"infinite-sinks" for the disposal of society's wastes. Recent. evidence. of the
degradation of the quality of marme and
ocean environments demonstrate the facilities of this past assumption. Intentional and unintentional discharges of~en
produce adverse effec~ on the marme
environment of the ent1re world.
Emphasis was placed on ocean ~ump
ing as an environmental problem J? the
october 1970, report to the Presi~ent,
prepared by the Council on Envuonmental Quality.
on February 8, in his program for a
better environment, President Nixon proposed legislation gov.ern~g the dumping
or disposal of materials mto the oceans,
estuaries, or the Great Lakes.
.
This problem, howeve~, is ~lobal J?
scope. Reliance on routme dipl~matic
channels for international resolutiOn of
this issue is inadequate to meet the challenge. A United Nations' Conference on
the Human Environment is planned for
June 1972 in Sweden. At that time the
United States must be prepared to offer
for consideration an international ?Olicy governing ocean disposal of matenals.
Therefore I take ~his opportunity to
reintroduce 'the resolution I introduced
on December 8, 1970, expressing the support of the Congress that the U~ited
states convene in 1971 an Internat10nal
Conference on Ocean Dumping. Such a
gathering could be a valuable preliminary
meeting to the United Nations' conference in 1972.
I do not believe we can delay unnecessarily in mobilizing the world's talent and
resources in support of this effort to protect the environmental qualities of our
world's seas.

By Mr. WILLIAMS:
S.J. Res. 81. A joint resolution to authorize the President to proclaim the
last Friday of April 1971 as "National
Arbor Day." Referred to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
NATIONAL ARBOR DAY

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, today
I introduce, for appropriate reference, a
resolution that would authorize the
President to proclaim the last Friday
in April, 1971, as "National Arbor Day."
When Arbor Day was first originated
in 1872 in the State of Nebraska, the
purpose was to relieve the problem of a
shortage of trees by encouraging each
citizen of the State to plant a tree. The
project was so successful that other
States soon set aside special days for
this particular event.
Today, the observing of Arbor I?ay
significantly represents the preservmg
of our precious gift of nature.
I ask that action be quickly taken on
this resolution so that all Americans
may observe "National Arbor Day."
ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF BILLS
AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
s.

571

At the request of Mr. PEARSON, the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. MoNTOYA)
and the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr.
HARRIS) were added as cosponsors of S.
571, a bill to amend the Federal Meat
Inspection Act relating to the importation of meat and meat products into the
United States.
s.

743

At the request of Mr. McGovERN, the
Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 743, a bill to
designate the birthday of Martin Luther
King, Jr., as a legal public holiday.
s.

967

At the request of Mr. PEARSON, the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MoNDALE) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 967, a bill to
promote economic opportunity in communities and industries which suffer a
reduction in defense-related production
and employment caused by shifting patterns of Federal procurement and for
other purposes.
s.

983

At the request of Mr. MANSFIELD, on behalf of Mr. MAGNUSON, the Senato-r from
Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHREY) was added
as a cosponsor of S. 983, a bill to protect
consumers against unreasonable risk of
injury from hazardous products and for
other purposes.
s.

1018

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I am
pleased to join as a cosponsor of S. 1018,
introduced by Senator CHURcH, to amend
the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970
in order to expand the basic rail passenger transportation system.
It is most regrettable that the nationwide rail system announced by the National Railroad Passenger CorporationRailpax-completely omits the State of
Arkansas, as well as certain other States
and major cities.
This legislation (8. 1018) would re-
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quire that the basic system be extended
"to provide adequate intercity rail passenger service to a major population area
of each of the contiguous 48 States."
I believe this bill would be consistent
with the original purpose of the legislation establishing the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation which was to
bring about improved railroad passenger
service for the American people. However, instead of improved and more attractive and practical rail service, Arkansas is to be left with none at all.
One of the obvious needs in this
country is to provide the less-populated
areas of the country with the amenities
and services which would enable us to
ease the pressure on our heavily burdened urban areas.
Arkansas is not one of the most populous States; nonetheless, it is growing
and the State has a population of about
2 million, ranking 32d among the 50
States in the 1970 census. There is no
reason why this large number of people
should be penalized and left without a
service that could and should be increasingly important in the future. It is true
that some of the State's population will
have access to service at Memphis, but
there will be no trains to or from any
Arkansas city as the Railpax system new
stands.
Railpax selected a longer, circuitous
route between Chicago and Houston
rather thar. a more direct one that would
have gone through St. Louis, Little Rock,
and Texarkana.
As the Arkansas Industrial Development Commission stated in a resolution
on this subject:
Arkansas industrial growth and the public
need requires adequate, dependa.ble passenger services in first-class passenger equipment from and to Arkansas . . .

We have allowed passenger train service in this country to deteriorate and now
have an unbalanced transportation network, with an overemphasis on automobile and plane travel. It is important that
we begin to restore this balance, and to
make rail service available to people in
all the States. I would emphasize that the
service must be efficient and reliable, such
as that in Western Europe and Japan,
where the railroads have continually improved and are an integral part of the
transportation systems.
As the final report on the Basic National Rail Passenger System states:
If rail passenger service is to be a viable
element in a national transportation system,
it must reverse the severe decline in patronage experienced in recent years. Only major
improvements in the quality of service can
generate increased demand.

The point is that because of the lowquality, unattractive service which has
existed in recent years, many people have
turned away from the idea of traveling
by train, and will, in e1Iect, have to be
reeducated as to the advantages of railroad travel.
Mr. President, the Arkansas Gazette in
Little Rock has published an excellent
editorial on this subject, particularly in
regard to the omission of Arkansas from
the Railpax system. I would like to quote
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from the Gazette editorial of March 24,
entitled "Railpax's Raw Deal":
Routes have been announced for the heralded new system of railroad passenger trains
and, lo, Arkansas has the distinction of being
the only state in the South regarded as so
inconsequential as to be left out entirely.
What's more, in the last bit of irony, Ar·
kansas will apparently lose the last passenger
train it has, such as it is, once Missouri Pacific decided to join the new National Railroad Passenger System and thus gain the
privilege of terminating its last, wretched
little Arkansas run between Texarkana and
St. Louis.
Now we are perfectly aware that Rallpax
spokesmen may be able to overwhelm us in
Arkansas with good arguments proving that
Arkansas really isn't important in the national transportation scheme, but they might
as well save their breath. The fact is that
Arkansas is getting absolutely nothing out
of lihe vaunted new arrangement which was
supposed to breathe new life into railway
passenger service. What we have feared all
along is that Railpax has been started too
cautiously, with too Uttle resources, to be
worth much ...

The Railpax routes were announced at
the same time the Senate was considering further Federal funding for the supersonic transport aircraft. As I pointed
out at the time, it is ironic that we could
even consider pouring out millions of
dollars of public funds for development
of this luxurious plane when we cannot
even provide railroad passenger service
for people in Arkansas and many other
sections of the country.
Mr. President, Mr. Lewis Mumford is
one of our foremost authorities on architecture, urbanization, and transportation.
He was perhaps the first to observe-some 20 years ago--what many other
wise men have said since:
If we allow the railroad to disappear, we
shall have to reinvent it again.

In an article in the New York Times
of March 15, 1971, Mr. Mumford pointed
out:
A balanced transportation system ... calls
for a balance of resources and facilities and
opportunities in every other part of the economy. Neither speed nor mass demand offers
a criterion of social efficiency. Hence such
limited technocratic proposals as that for
high-speed trains between already overcrowded and underextended urban centers
would only add to the present lack of functional balance and purposeful organization
viewed in terms of human need. Variety of
choices, facilities and destinations, not speed
alone, is the mark of an organic transportation system. And, incidentally, this is an
important factor of safety when any part of
the system breaks down. Even confirmed air
travelers appreciate the railroad in foul
weather.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an earlier article by Mr. Mumford entitled "Bring Back the Railroads,"
which appeared in the New York Times
of October 9, 1970, be printed in the
RECORD. I think that if we are truly to
achieve a viable and worthwhile national
rail system, we would do well to keep
some of Mr. Mumford's suggestions in
mind.

Also, Mr. President, I ask that the resolution passed by the Arkansas Industrial
Development Commission on February

17, 1971, and a subsequent telegram to
me from the AIDC on March 23, be
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printed in the RECORD, as well as a
telegram from Gov. Dale Bumpers of
Arkansas.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New York Times, Oct. 9, 1970]
BRING BACK THE RAILROADS

(By Lewis Mumford)
AMENIA, N.Y.-The problems of transportation are still being discussed in such narrow terms that no adequate solution is possible. As long as we attempt piecemeal
measures, aimed merely at retaining an already insufficient train schedule, or providing new equipment for a deliberately neglected suburban service, the rate of deterioration will increase. What is needed is nothing less than a new national policy aimed
at overcoming the transportation crisis,
which is approaching the disaster point.
Though the immediate occasion for this
alarm is a local movement to improve the
passenger service of the Penn Central in
Dutchess and Columbia Counties, this community effort has significance on a national
scale: we are in fact the spearhead of a
much wider movement. Our case is important for the same reason that the rising protests against the urban devastation wrought
by the National Highway program are important. As citizens, we are calllng attention
to a disastrous breakdown that our political
and industrial leaders seem, even at this late
date, to be unaware of. Instead of working
to prevent a total breakdown, they are
ebstinately aggravating it.
As late as 1940, this country had the advantage of as many-sided, flexible balanced
transportation system. This system, built
originaEy on canal, river, and ocean transportation, was widened on a continental scale
first by railroads, then by airlines between
the same major cities. In addition, from
1890 on, it was locally served by a fine network of capillaries, which complemented the
main arteries: electric trolleys, motor buses,
steamers, ferryboats, motor trucks, and increasingly private motor cars.
What has happened since 1940 can be put
briefly. Though the railroads made important technical advances in the 1930's with
electrification, diesel locomotives, streamlined trains and longer and faster freight
trains, most of the improvements were confined to trans-regional or continental routes,
while the necessary local services got a minimum of new equipment.
Now the attempt to make planes and motor
cars the exclusive mode of the transportation
industry has placed a burden on these facilities that they cannot bear. With no alternative routes and no alternative means of transport available, breakdowns through accidents, bad weather, congestion at terminals
and other bottlenecks are not merely chronic
but have become increasingly serious.
Meanwhile the cheap, efficient Railway Express Service has been dismantled, though it
gave door-to-door service for every kind of
shipment, from a handbag to a furniture set.
It is time to recognize that exclusive use
of the jet plane for long distance travel, even
apart from its environmental depredations,
has proved it both a costly and extremely inefficient agent of mass transportation: the
theoretic speed between airports does not indicate the actual speed through their remote
location, plus delays, pile-ups, and unfavorable weather; and the costs of achieving that
speed in the way of human wear and tear,
of noise and smog, must now be seriously
questioned.
As for the motor car, the private traffic
poured into the central business areas daily
by the subsidized expressways has proved as
inefficient as it is extravagant, since a single
railroad line can carry ten times more pas-

sengers per hour in ordinary service, than
an expressway.
But this is not all. The freedom of movement which even the poorest inhabitant enjoyed in the period before 1940, that is before
electric urban trolley lines were abandoned
and short distance railroad passenger service
was curtailed as unprofitable, no longer
exists. Today there is no cheap means of
transportation except in the old subway lines
of big cities; and in many cases no transportation at all: witness the plight of the
poor minorities in many cities, unable for
lack of a motor car or a bus service to find
work in other areas.
Almost twenty years ago, observing this
situation, I said: "If we allow the railroad to
disappear, we shall have to reinvent it
again"-if only to make the highways safe
again and prevent the whole country from
being paved with concrete.
But while we await the necessary national
and regional programs for recreating a balanced, many-sided transportation system, it
is vital that a start in the right direction be
made with the existing facilities.
Not merely, then, must our leaders provide
a program for regional resettlement; but
each minor act of renewal or rehab111tation
must be directed to this wider end. Already,
industry and even corporate business have
begun to move back again into the once
purely rural areas everywhere.
To facilitate this change the maintenance
of adequate, unified public transportation
both by railroad and bus is essential. We are
not asking for stopgaps; we are demanding
that this local improvement be considered
seriously as only a first step toward a largescale, long-term plan still to be formulated.
RESOLUTION

Whereas, Secretary of Transportation John
A. Volpe on January 28 designated a basic
system of cities between which intercity rail
passenger service will be provided by The
National Rail Passenger Corporation (Railpax) when it begins operation May 1, 1971,
and
Whereas, Chicago, lllinois and Houston,
Texas were designated as "End Points" or
"Oity Pairs" via route from Chicago via GM
& 0 RR to St. Louis, Missouri, thence via
Missouri Paciflc Railroad thru Little Rock
and Texarkana, Arkansas to Houston, Texas
as one of the routes that could be operated
under above so-called Railpax, and
Whereas, Arkansas industrial growth and
the public need requires adequate, dependable passenger service in first-class passenger equipment from and to Arkansas, which
the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company could
provide by its participation under above
Railpax operation and meet the intent of
Congress all to the end of developing, coordinating, and preserving a national transportation system by rail, as well as other
means, adequate to meet the needs of the
commerce of the United States, of the Postal
Service, and of the national defense.
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Ar·
kansas Industrial Development Commission
go on record as favoring aforesaid Railpax
route between Chicago and Houston that
would also serve intermediate Arkansas
points via Missouri Paciflc Railroad.
Be it further resolved, that a copy of this
resolution be forwarded to Mr . D . B. Jenks,
President, Missouri Paciflc Railroad Company, St. Louis, Missouri, respectfully requesting and urging Missouri Pacific Railroad participation in the aforementioned
Railpa.x operations.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.,

March 23, 1971.

Senator J. WILLIAM

FuLBRIGHT,

Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.O.:

Press release yesterday by the Department

.
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of Transportation designating Railpa.x circuitous route between Chicago-Houston via.
Kansas City, Missouri; Wichita., Kansas,
Oklahoma. City, Fort Worth, Texas in lieu of
the fastest service and short line distance
routed between Chicago and Houston via. St.
Louis, Missouri, Little Rock, Texarkana., was
a. very keen disappointment to the AIDC and
citizens of the state of Arkansas. We w111 continue our efforts to eventually have Arkansas
included in so-called "Railpax" system and
we respectfully urge your help and support to
that end.
DAN RoEBUCK,
Executive Director, Arkansas Industrial Development Commission.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
Senator J. W. FULBRIGHT,
Washington, D.C.:

The following telegram sent today "approved Railpa.x route by the Department of
Transportation includes many circuitous
routes between major points such as Chicago,
Houston, St. LoUis, Dallas, Kansas City, New
Orleans completely ignores the state of Arkansas we feel a. review is in order because
of our needs and particularly of direct service
between major points with intermediate
service in Arkansas."
DALE BUMPERS,
Governor of Arkansas.

s. 1113
At the request of Mr. BAKER, the Senator from Florida (Mr. CHILES), the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. MoNTOYA),
and the Senator from California <Mr.
TUNNEY) were added as cosponsors of
S. 1113, a bill to provide a structure that
will provide integrated knowledge and
understanding of the ecological, social,
and technological problems associated
with air pollution and other related problems.

s. 1116
At the request of Mr. JACKSON, the
Senator from Pennsylvania <Mr. ScoTT)
was added as a cosponsor of S. 1116, a
bill to require the protection, management, and control of wild free-roaming
horses and burros on public lands.
s. 1234
At the request of Mr. INOUYE, the Senator from California <Mr. TuNNEY) was
added as a cosponsor of S. 1234, a bill to
establish limits on the assignment of a
member of the Armed Forces to a combat
zone, and for other purposes.
s.

1228

Mr. ALLOT!'. Mr. President, on March
12 I introduced S. 1228 to restore the
Golden Eagle program to the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Act.
My introductory statement listed Senator BIBLE as a cosponsor.
However, an apparent typographical
error on the bill which was submitted
resulted in Senator BIBLE's name not appearing on the actual bill.
I ask unanimous consent for a star
print corrected to show Senator BIBLE as
an original cosponsor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CHILES). Without objection, it is so ordered.
s.

1245

At the request of Mr. Moss, the Senator from Oregon <Mr. HATFIELD), the
Senator from Alaska <Mr. GRAVEL), and
the Senator from Indiana <Mr. BAYH)
were added as cosponsors of S. 1245, a
bill relating to the preservation of historical and archeological data.

s. 1290
At the request of Mr. JAVITs, the Senator from Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) and
the Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BELLMON) were added as cosponsors of S. 1290,
a bill to extend the Economic Opportunity Act.
s.

1311

At the request of Mr. PEARSON, the
Senator from Michigan <Mr. GRIFFIN)
was added as a cosponsor of S. 1311, a
bill to provide certain privileges against
disclosure of confidential information
and the sources of information obtained
by newsmen, known as the "Newsmen's
Privilege Act of 1971."
s. 1335
At the request of Mr. HARTKE, the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. JoRDAN)
was added as a cosponsor of S. 1335, a
bill to amend the Social Security Act to
liberalize the conditions governing eligibility of blind persons to receive disability
insurance benefits thereunder.
s. 1374
At the request of Mr. THuRMoND, the
Senator from Utah <Mr. BENNETT), the
Senator from Maryland <Mr. MATHIAS) ,
and the Senator from Alaska <Mr. STEVENS) were added as cosponsors of S.
1374, a bill to exempt from taxation certain property of the DAR in the District
of Columbia.
s. 1379
At the request of Mr. JoRDAN of Idaho,
the Senator from Alaska <Mr. STEVENS),
the Senator from Florida (Mr. GuRNEY),
and the Senator from Texas <Mr. TowER) were added as cosponsors of S. 1379,
the Volunteers in the Forests bill.
s. 1408
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senator from
Maine CMr. MusKIE), I ask unanimous
consent that, at the next printing, the
names of the following Senators be added as cosponsors of S. 1408, which has
been introduced by Senator MusKIE, a
bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 so as to permit certain tax-exempt organizations to engage in communications with legislative bodies:
Messrs. McGoVERN, EAGLETON, PELL, NELSON, and MONDALE.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HRUSKA). Without objection, it is so
ordered.
s. 1425
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I am happy
to join Senators JAVITS and HUGHES in
introducing a bill to increase the authorization for the Commission on
Marihuana and Drug Abuse from $1 to
$4 million. Increasing public concern
about the extent of drug use and abuse
in America demands a truly authoritative report by this Commission and the
additional funds are required if such a
report is to be produced.
The Commission recently held its first
organizational meeting and Mr. Michael
R. Sonnenreich, the executive director,
has testified before a House committee:
It was the general consensus of our opinion that within the present one million dollar appropriation authorization it would be
diftlcult to carry out the various essential
tasks necessary for fulflJUng the Commis-
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ston's responsibilities to the President, the
Congress, and the people.
Mr. Sonnenreich pointed out that the
present authorization would allow for
the employment of only seven professional staff members to work for all 13
commissioners. This level of funding
would also make it impossible for the
Commission to hire a representative
sampling of all the social, moral, scientific, and legal professions concerned
with this subject.
I am particularly concerned that the
Presidential Commission on Marihuana
and Drug Abuse be given the resources
needed to present a truly commanding
report to the public. When I introduced
the bill in 1969 to establish such a Presidential Commission, and which was incorporated by the Senate into the Drug
Abuse Act of 1970, I emphasized the need
to study all the questions, legal, social,
and medical, arising out of the growing
use of marihuana in this country. Since
this is the first body of its kind on a national basis, I believe it essential that the
American people receive a report which
gives them the same breadth of information on this subject as the 1964 Surgeon
General's report gave them on tobacco.
S.J. RES, 29
At the request of Mr. MANSFIELD, the
Senator from Wyoming (Mr. McGEE)
was added as a cosponsor of S.J. Res. 29,
a joint resolution providing for the designation of "National Peace Corps Week";
and
At the request of Mr. ScoTT, the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. FoNG) and the
Senator from
Massachusetts
(Mr.
BROOKE) were added as cosponsors of
Senate Joint Resolution 29.
S.J. RES. 68

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent that, at the next
printing, the name of the distinguished
senior Senator from Delaware (Mr.
BoGGS) be added as a cosponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 68, a resolution to
restore the citizenship of Gen. Robert
E. Lee.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HRUSKA) . Without objection, it is so ordered.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
15-SUBMISSION OF A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON PRINTING
OF CERTAIN HEARINGS
Mr. HRUSKA (for himself and Mr.
McCLELLAN), submitted a concurrent
resolution <S. Con. Res. 15) that there
be printed for the use of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary additional copies
of hearings entitled "Reform of the Federal Criminal Laws, Volume I, Report of
the National Commission on Reform of
Federal Criminal Laws, which reads as
follows, and was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration:
S. CON. RES. 15
Resolved by the Senate (the House of
Representatives concurring) , That there be

printed for the use of the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary five thousand additional
copies of Part I of the hearings before the
Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures of the Committee on the Judiciary on
February 10, 1971, entitled, "Reform of the
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Federal Criminal Laws, Vol. I, Report of the
National Commission on Reform of Federal
Criminal Laws."

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
16-SUBMISSION OF A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DESIGNATION OF NATIONAL HALIBUT WEEK
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, on behalf of the able senior Senator
from Washington <Mr. MAGNUSON) I
submit for appropriate reference a concurrent resolution. I ask unanimous consent that the text of the Senate concurrent resolution and statement by the
distinguished Senator from Washington
<Mr. MAGNUSON) on the measure be
printed in the RECORD.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. The concurrent resolution will be
received and appropriately referred, and
the statement will be printed in the
RECORD.
The concurrent resolution (S. Con.
Res. 16), which reads as follows, was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 16

Resolved by the Senate (the House of
Representatives concurring), That the Presi-

dent is authorized and requested to issue a
proclamation designating the eight-day period beginning May 16, 1971, and ending
May 23, 1971, as "National Halibut week"
and calling upon the people of the United
States to observe such week with appropriate ceremonies and activities.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR MAGNUSON

Mr. President, I submit for appropriate
reference, a concurrent resolution authorizing and requesting the President of the
United States to proclaim the time beginning May 16, 1971 and ending May 23, 1971,
as "National Halibut Week". In addition, the
resolution calls upon the people of the
United States to observe such week with appropriate ceremonies and activities.
Mr. President, this wm be the seventeenth
observance of the special week and also
marks the sixteenth anniversary of the
founding of the sponsoring organization, the
Halibut Fishermen's Wives Association,
based in Seattle.
This group deserves such credit for its
regular effort, not only during the observance of Halibut Week, but throughout the
year toward a better appreciation of this
fine fish and fishery.

SENATE RESOLUTION 90---SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY OF MEMBERS OF THE
ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED
STATES UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, on August 13, 1970, I submitted a resolution relating to the accountability of combat
ground soldiers in situations where civilian casualties occur.
Today I am submitting this same sense
of the Senate resolution again, on behalf
of myself and the distinguished Senator

from North Carolina <Mr. ERVIN).
Mr. President, this resolution is brief,
and I ask unanimous consent that it
be printed in full in the RECORD at this

point, together with my remarks

ae-

companying the submission of this resolution last year.
The ACTING PRESIDENT protempore. The resolution will be received and
appropriately referred; and the resolution and statement will be printed in the
RECORD.
The resolution <S. Res. 90) , which reads
as follows, was referred to the Committee on Armed Services:
Resolved, That it is hereby declared to be
the sense of the Senate that whenever civilian casualties occur in connection with any
military operation carried out by members
of the Armed Forces of the United States
pursuant to lawful orders, the law does not
hold such United States mllltary personnel
individually responsible for such casualties
if inflicted incident to direct ground combat with members of an opposing armed
force when the United States military personnel w~re being resisted by hostile fire
from such an opposing armed force.

The statement of Mr. BELLMON is as
follows:
Mr. President: I am, today, submitting a
resolution relating to the accountab11lty of
members of the Armed Forces of the United
States in combat situations, where they are
proceeding under lawful orders. This resolution is the result of a deep feeling of concern which I have, as a result of charges
which have been brought against certain
members of the American Armed Forces as
a result of tragic incidents which have occurred in Southeast Asia.
No reasonable person condones brutality
or savagery in either war or peace. Certainly,
no reasonable person approves of the Injury or dea.th of civ111ans who are caught up
In the path of armed military conflict. Any
reasonable person will take precautions,
sometimes at personal risk, to avoid such
tragic occurrences. As a member of the Marine Corps in World War IT, who was involved
in intense combat in the Pacific, I have
many vivid memories of the plight of civilians. Also, I recall many humanitarian efforts
put forth at considerable risk to their own
lives by American servicemen to save civilians
from harm and to aid those who had been
injured by our military action.
Mr. President: I have checked with the
Judge Advocate General's office and can find
no case during World War n where the American system of justice punished a member of
the Armed Services for injuries 1nflicted on
civilians while such member· was on a combat assignment and was under fire. The concept of bringing criminal charges against
members of the American Armed Services
who are performing combat missions under
lawful orders, as far as I can determine, is
a recent development by our system of military justice. The practice has never been accorded Congressional approval or disapproval
and is a serious development so far as the
future ability of our armed services to perform their mission is concerned.
For instance, it is not at all uncommon
for the pilots or crews of American B-52
bombers to be assigned targets where civilians are known to be present and where
civilian injuries and deaths are almost certain to occur. When these bombing attacks
are carried out, under order of American
Field Commanders, are the pilots of crews
of these planes to be criminally charged for
the civillan deaths which result from their
actions? These bombings take place from
thousands of feet in the sky, where the crews
are 1n virtually no personal danger and
where they have no personal knowledge o!
the injury or death to civillans which result from their action.
It is also common for art1llery or naval
barrages to be ordered in support of Amer-
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ian combat operations. On occasions, civilians are injured and killed by such action.
When these tragic events occur, are the artillery crews or the commanding officers to
be called to account and criminally punished for the civilian Injuries and deaths?
Civilian deaths or injuries which occur as
a result of bombing strikes, artillery fire, or
naval gun fire in South East Asia are impersonal and are inflicted by American servicemen who may face no personal danger during the course of their actions.
The situation as it relates to an American
infantryman is considerably different. When
infantrymen are ordered into combat zones,
their lives are in constant and imminent
jeopardy. At any moment they may encounter a booby trap which wlllinflict mortal injury. At any time their movements may attract small arms, mortar, or artillery fire. In
countless cases, apparent non-combatants
have taken actions which have caused injury and death to Americans. The Viet Cong
are civilians and many members are very
young or are women. In fact, it is impossible,
under many conditions, to identify friends of
foes among the native population.
In spite of the dangers and personal tensions which American infantrymen face in
the discharge of their hazardous assignments,
members of the Infantry are the only Americans in South Vietnam which have been
charged, tried, and sentenced for injury or
death of non-combatants.
To me, this policy seems entirely inconsistent and even dangerous to the future ab111ty
of this nation to conduct ground military
actions where civilians may be involved. Unless our infantrymen can go into battle feeling that their government will support the
actions which these men feel are necessary
for their own safety, I am of the opinion that
the morale of our infantrymen may be
totally destroyed.
Mr. President: In my opinion, the policy
of this nation toward our ground forces in
combat zones must be clarlfled. This clarification should not and cannot come from
military courts of justice in combat zones.
This question is of immense importance to
the security of our nation and is a proper
concern of the United States Senate.
This issue is one which vitally affects the
ablllty of our Nation to provide for its security and to discharge its responsibilities as
a leader of the Free World. How long can
we expect members of our military services,
made up largely of men who were drafted
into service, to risk their lives in combat,
knowing tha.t actions they take, under
orders, may result in long prison sentences?
The question here is whether or not members of the American Armed Services who
take action against an enemy while their
own lives are in danger should face the
ordeal of criminal prosecution.
The Congress provides the funds for the
conduct of military operations. I believe
it has the responsibll1ty of reviewing rules
relating to the administration of justice in
connection with these operations.

SENATE RESOLUTION 91---SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE CONVICTION OF LT.
WILLIAM L. CALLEY, JR.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I rise this
morning to submit for the Senate's consideration a sense of the Senate resolution relative to the severity of punishment decreed yesterday at Fort Benning,

Ga., upon Lt. William L. Calley, Jr., and
I ask that the resolution be appropriately
referred.
It is my belief, Mr. President, that

by finding Lieutenant Calley guilty of the
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crime of premeditated murder and then
sentencing him to life imprisonment at
hard labor, the court-martial was insensitive to the more fundamental and
far-reaching questions posed by the
crime which was committed at Mylai.
I am a former prosecuting attorney, a
former judge, and a former judge advocate, Mr. President, and it is not my practice, normally, to comment upon a
tribunal's deliberations even when I
strongly disagree with their findings. My
general reticence was reinforced in this
particular case by the fact that there remain several separate layers of appeal
available to Lieutenant Calley in the
military court system. Therefore, some
may disagree with the timing of this
resolution, but I feel it necessary to say,
today, in this Chamber, "This judgment is too harsh."
I will not take the time of the Senate
this morning to expound at great lengths
upon the legal and moral overtones of
this case--complications which gave rise
to the longest court-martial in American
military history. But throughout the
many month0 of this painful process of
examination of facts and theories, I have
wondered periodically about what could
possibly constitute a just and fair verdict.
The questions of fact were difficult
enough to resolve; but how could this
court isolate, then examine, then place
in perspective the can of worms labeled
"moral implications."
Who was responsible for Lieutenant
Calley's actions? The lieutenant himself must bear that burden-that much
was clear. But who else shared that responsibility with him? The military had
taught him whom to hate, how to fight,
when to kill, and had outlined a set of
rules of battlefield conduct. The Congress acquiesced in the war's conduct almost without complaint for many months
and four American Presidents directed
our involvement.
This court-martial proceeding has done
more to unite opinion in this country
than any other event in the history of
this war. I have few illusions about the
durability of our fleeting agreement. But
it is significant that at this juncture in
the conduct of our war of intervention in
InC:ochina, those of us who are demanding that an early date be set to complete
withdr awal of American troops feel
united with those who maintain the desirability of a final "military solution."
Never mind that our thought processes
var y. This issue has evoked a vast outpouring of indignation which cuts across
normal ideological differences. This sentiment is felt and shared by Members
of this body, and so I hope my resolution
will strike a responsive chord in this
Chamber.
I do not feel that Lieutenant Calley
can be absolved from all accountability
for his actions at Mylai, but can we
justify such a severe sentence upon one
combat officer-a young man trained and
sent to fight an undeclared, unwinnable
war? Can this country escape the p a inful
questions of accountability by collectively decreeing, "Rusty Calley is guilty of
premeditated murder and must serve his
life at hard labor"?

Lieutenant Calley's conviction and sentence must, under military law, be reviewed at higher command levels where
the sentence may be reduced or where
the findings may be reduced to a lesser
offense or set aside. It would be appropriate to correct this overharsh sentence
at the lowest command level possible, but
the President is the ultimate military
reviewing authority.
As the military authorities and the
President ponder their actions in this
bizarre case, it is appropriate, in my
opinion, for the Senate to go on record
as recommending leniency in this matter
in which we are so intimately involved.
Therefore, I urge my colleagues to support this sense of the Senate resolution.
I ask unanimous consent that the full
text of my resolution be printed in the
RECORD.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The resolution will be received and
appropriately referred.
The resolution <S. Res. 91), which
reads as follows, was referred to the
Committee on Armed Services:
S.

RES.

91

Resolution expressing the sense of the Senate
concerning the conviction of Lt. William L.
Calley, Jr., by an Army court martial of
premeditated murder at Myla.l, and his
sentence to prison for life at hard labor
Whereas an Army court martial at Fort
Benning, Georgia., has found Lt. William L.
Calley, Jr., guilty of premeditated murder of
22 Vietnamese people three years ago at a
village called Mylai, and sentenced him to
life in prison at hard labor;
Whereas the decision to intervene In what
has become a bitter and bloody war in Vietnam originally had the support of the majority of the people in the United States.
and has been carried forward by four American Presidents;
Whereas the young men who have fought
there or are fighting there now are the prod·
ucts of American military training, and of
command philosophy and command decisions
emanating from levels far above those at
which the fighting is done; and
Whereas Lt. Calley cannot be absolved from
all moral accountability for his actions, and
some appropriate punishment is justified, but
the responsibility for acts growing out of a
war transcends the deeds of one combat
oftl.cer: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate
that the life sentence of Lt. William L. Calley, Jr., should be reduced to a lesser term
of appropriate duration.

SENATE RESOLUTION 92-SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE A SET OF THE UNITED
STATES CODE ANNOTATED FOR
EACH SENATOR
Mr. ERVIN submitted a resolution
(S. Res. 92) to provide a set of the United
States Code annotated for each Senator; which was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration:
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Edward Thompson Company, Brooklyn, New
York, or one complete set of the current
volumes of the Federal Code Annotated, and
the current pocket parts thereof, published
by the Bobbs-Merrill Company, Incorporated,
a. subsidiary of Howard W. Sa.ms and Company, Incorporated, Indianapolis, Indiana,
and New York, New York, as such Member
may elect, upon his written application to
the Secretary containing his certification
that the volumes and pocket parts thereof
for which he applies are intended for his
personal use exclusively. The complete set
of the volumes and pocket parts thereof
for which the Member applies shall be furn ished on a. current basis for the continuous
period of his service as Member beginning
immediately after his application therefor,
irrespective of the number of his terms of
oftl.ce covered by such periOd of service, and
his selection of the set of such volumes
and pocket parts may not be changed during such period of service. A Member is en· ·
titled to apply for and receive a. set of volumes and pocket parts under this authorization after each break in his service as Member.
(b) A Member is not entitled, for the continuous period of his service described in
subsection (a) , to more than one copy of
each of the current volumes, and the current pocket parts thereof, for which he applies under this authorization.
(c) Until otherwise provided by law, there
shall be paid out of the contingent fund of
the Senate such sums as may be necessary
to carry out this authorization.
(d) The Committee on Rules is authorized
to prescribe such regulations as may be
necessary to carry out this authorization.

SENATE RESOLUTION 93-SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION RELATIVE
TO EX OFFICIO MEMBERS OF
THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
Mr. PELL <for himself and Mr.
JAVITS), submitted a resolution <S. Res.
93) relative to ex officio members of the
Committee on Appropriations, which
was referred to the Committee on Rules
and Administration:
SENATE

RESOLUTION

93

Resolved, That paragraph 6(a) of Rule
XVI of the Standing Rules of the Senate

is amended by adding at the end of the
table therein the following:
"Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
For the Department of Labor, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
the National Science Foundation, the Oftl.ce
of Economic Opportunity, the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities,
and health and safety in mines."

SENATE RESOLUTION 94-SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION ON
ALTERNATE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES TO THE SST

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, for some
time now I have been greatly troubled by
arguments about the job-creating impact
of the SST. With the general employSENATE RESOLUTION 92
ment picture still very weak, I for one
Resolved, That (a) subject to subsection
(b), the Secretary of the Senate shall pro- would not want to take any action that
cure for and furnish to each Member of the might further aggravate an already seSenate, either one complete set of the cur- rious problem-and an unemployment
rent volumes of the United States Code
Annotated, and the current pocket parts rate of nearly 6 percent is, indeed, a serithereof, published by the West Publishing ous national problem. I do not believe,
Company, Saint Paul, Minnesota., and the however, that by voting to stop the SST
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the Senate has denied American workers
employment opportunities that otherwise would not be available. Currently,
there are a number of underfunded public projects, such as urban renewal, urban mass transit, and the construction
of waste treatment plants, that are more
worthy candidates for Federal tax dollars-more worthy in terms of both employment opportunities and social benefits.
Despite statements by proponents of
the plane to the effect that continuing
the SST program would produce 150,000
jobs, I have yet to see an adequate explanation of how that figure was arrived
at. Only by using the "most favorable
case" for every assumption surrounding
the SST can we even approximate 150,000 jobs-sometime around 1985, after
the production of 500 planes, and then
only by using what one leading economist has described as some "dubious and
unproven multipliers." Furthermore,
many of these jobs are unlikely to be new
employment opportunities but the result
of displacing workers presently involved
in the production of subsonic aircraft.
It seems obvious to me, Mr. President,
that a Government investment of $1.3
billion will generate some new jobs-whatever the project. An investment of
$1.3 billion in the SST, however, would
likely produce less total employment
than an equal investment in almost any
other project because a substantial portion of the investment is in hardware,
not people, and the aerospace industry
has an extremely high average wage.
The critical point, both in terms of
economic benefits and social costs, is
whether we ought to have produced
something we do not really need in the
hope of creating some additional employment. I think not, particularly since
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Manpower, Arnold Weber, has said that-The net employment increase from SST
production would likely be negligible.
I, too, am deeply concerned about the
fate of those workers involved in the
present program. When the Federal Government makes a significant change in
policy, as in the case of Congress' action
on the SST, the Government has a definite moral responsibility to ease the burden on those workers adversely affected
by the cancellation and to facilitate their
transition into areas where there are employment opportunities. The legislative
and executive branches, working in concert, now should consider how future
Government contracts and programs can
be allocated so as to best ultilize the SST
workforce.
Toward that end, Mr. President, I am
submitting a sense-of-the Senate resolution expressing the Senate's concern
for the fate of the SST workforce and
urging the development of programs to
provide transitional assistance and for
the channeling of Government contracts
into affected areas.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The resolution will be received and
appropriately referred.
The resolution (S. Res. 94), which

reads as follows, was referred to the
Committee on Government Operations:
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HRUSKA). Without objection, it is
ordered.

SO

SENATE RESOLUTION 94

Declaring it to be the sense of the Senate
that the Federal Government has a responsibility to those workers affected by the cancellation of the SST
Whereas it was the decision of the Senat~
to cancel the Federal Government's financial
involvement in the development of two prototype SSTs
Whereas the Federal Government, after
making a significant and abrupt change in
its policy, bears a responsibility for easing
the hardships imposed upon those workers
presently employed in the SST program
Whereas the Federal Government, in the
"Adjustment Assistance" provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962, has established
a precedent for compensating American
workers who have suffered from governmen tal policies
Whereas officials of the Model Cities division of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development have developed a retraining
program to utilize the talents of the growIng number of unemployed scientists and
engineers
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate
that in order to evidence its concern for those
workers affected by cancellation of the SST
program , the legislative and executive
branches, working In concert, should immediately consider how future government
contracts and programs such as urban mass
transit, housing, the construction of waste
treatment plants, and other needed publlc
works projects can be allocated so as to
utilize the talents of the present SST workforce.
And be it further resolved, that programs
be developed to provide adequate transitional
assistance to the workers presently employed
in the production of the prototypes.
ADDITIONAL COSPONSOR OF
RESOLUTIONS
SENATE RESOLUTION 64

At the request of Mr. HARTKE, t_he Senator from Indiana (Mr. BAYH), the
Senator from Tennessee <Mr. BAKER),
and the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
CANNON) were added as cosponsors of
Senate Resolution 64, a resolution to urge
the President to take necessary measures
to prevent heroin from being imported
into the United States.
SENATE RESOLUTION 73

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that,
at the next printing, the names of the
distinguished Republican leader <Mr.
ScoTT) and the distinguished senior Senator from West Virginia <Mr. RANDOLPH)
be added as cosponsors of Senate Resolution 73, amending rule XVI of the Standing Rules of the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
STEVENSON). Without Objection, it is SO
ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia subsequently said: Mr. President, at the
request of the distinguished Senator
from Wyoming (Mr. HANSEN) , I ask
unanimous consent that, at the next
printing, the name of Senator HANSEN be
added as a cosponsor of Senate Resolution 73, to amend Standing Rule XVI of
the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

CONTINUATION OF THE ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY ACT OF 1964AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENT NO. 30

Mr. BOGGS submitted an amendment, intended to be proposed by him to
the bill <S. 397) to extend for 2 additional years the authorization of appropriations contained in the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, which was ordered to be printed and referred to the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
FEDERAL ELECTION REFORM ACT
OF 1971-AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT NO. 31

Mr. FANNIN (for himself and Mr.
TOWER), submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by them to the bill
<S. 956) to revise the Federal election
laws, and for other purposes, which was
ordered to be printed and referred to
the Committee on Commerce, the Committee on Finance, the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service, and the
Committee on Rules and Administration, multiply.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF HEARINGS ON
"CHEMICALS AND THE FUTURE
OF MAN"
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the RECORD be
corrected to show the dates scheduled
for hearings on "Chemicals and the Future of Man" to be held by the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization and
Government Research, Committee on
Government Operations, to be April 6,
7, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27 and 28. The hearing
on April 6 and 7 will be held in room
3302, New Senate Office Building, at
10 a.m. Room number and time for
the other dates will be announced at
a later time.
EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE MORNING
BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The period for the transaction of routine busi- ness has exp-ired.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the period for
the transaction of routine morning business be extended for 10 minutes, with
the same limitation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
THE CALLEY VERDICT
Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, the
whole country is aroused by the outcome
of the Calley trial.
The emotion throughout this Nation
is basic. War itself is not triable in a
court of justice. Likewise, certain acts
committed under the stress of war are
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hard to make justiciable according to an article from the Washington Daily
News of March 30, 1971, be inserted in
civilian standards.
I shall not debate the guilt or inno- the RECORD.
There being no objection, the articles
cence or the fa~ts upon which the verdict
was based. Let me point out, however, were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
that the incident occurred in wartime as follows:
and in the dirtiest of all type wars. Such
Lao Ping-hsin could stand it no more. He
incidents have happened throughout his- had been forced to leave school and had
been herded off to a rural commune in
tory and all nations have been guilty.
In the cruel circumstances which face mainland China's Kwangtung Province as
one of the horde of students in Red China
men in Vietnam we must be practical. pressed
into slave labor in the wake of Mao
Shall we send an attorney into battle Tse-tung
catastrophic "cultural revolution."
with every platoon leader and an interWhat was more, for three years Lao had
national lawyer along on every bombing been in love with Poon Yuen-ching-another
mission?
of the Communist commune's involuntary
Mr. President, we should face reality. student laborers. But under Peking's oppresClearly, executive clemency is called for sive rules he would have to wait three more
in this instance. It should be forthcom- years untU she was 25 and he was SO in order
marry. One of the few ways in which
ing i.mmedia tely to calm the emotions of to
lovers may find a. few moments occathe country and maintain America's con- young
sionally to converse beyond the hearing of
fidence in her Armed Forces.
spies and Peking's Liberation Army patrols
CHINA REPORT
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, as a
member of the Steering Committee of
the Committee of One Million Against
the Admission of Communist China to
the United Nations, I was particularly
moved by an article in the January-Februrary edition of the committee magazine, "China Report." The story describes
the flight of a young couple from Red
China by hiking and finally braVing the
treacherous currents of Deep Bay in an
attempt to swim to Hong Kong. At a time
when there is much discussion about recognition of the Communist Chinese Government and its admission to the United
Nations, this brief account of the attempts of the young people of that land
to escape Communist rule is worthy of
attention.
At a time when Americans are being
accused by the know-nothings of infiicting death and casualties on alleged innocent North Vietnamese, it is worth while
to see how other humans react to Communist rule and the extreme levels they
are willing to take to escape from such
domination.
A recent article in the Washington
News reports on the activities of groups
in favor of a one China policy-a Red
China policy-and apparently those people either do not know the oppressions
from which the Chinese are fleeing or
are unmoved by it.
I would hope that this article concerning Lao Ping-hsin and Poon Yuenching's despair and attempted escape
may awake these groups to the real facts
of life on the mainland.
That article reads, in part:
Hong Kong authorities counted 280 such
swimmers who arrived safely in a four-week
period from mid-October to mid-November,
plus 72 bodies of those who did not make it,
and it is estimated that for every one who
manages to survive the ordeal, ten from the
mainland fall. Failure may involve being
shot by Peking's patrols, being captured and
sent off to prison camps for ten or twenty
years (if they are lucky) or drowning.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the article from "China Report," from which I have just read, and

is to go swimming. Lao had been a good
swimmer in school and now he patiently
taught Yuen-ching the art of mastering currents, winds and undertows. In the process,
the two decided that for their love to reach
the fulfillment of marriage, they must first
escape to freedom and find a new llfe beyond
the clutches of tyrants.
By early November, they considered themselves proficient as swimmers although Lao
was not in good health after the long, demanding hours of hard labor in the commune's prison-like environment. By careful planning, the two of them slipped out of
the vlllage on November 9, 1970, without attracting the attention of guards and became--at the moment-"non-people" under
the Chinese Communist system.
Anyone who runs away from a commune
is deprived of all further rights to food
rations, appeals for leniency and anything
short of execution or-at best-long years of
imprisonment in concentration camps in the
remote and often forbidding regions of the
Ohinese hinterland.
Ping-hsin and Yuen-ching hid by day and
threaded their way by night through the
countryside--much of it over tortuous terrain through copses of thorn bushes, around
rocks and often on hands and knees through
paddy fields.
To reach the coast took nine days but their
spirits were lifted as they reached Mount
Tangsu overlooking the South China Sea.
They hastened down the mountain after
dark to a. point along Deep Bay where the
distance to Hong Kong's "New Territories" is
only four miles but across waters known for
brutally strong tides that carry many swimmers far out to sea. The Bay is heavily
patrolled along the shore and by Communist
boats riding its surface in constant search
for defectors.
Lao and Miss Poon slipped into the shallows, suffering the immediate agonies of
scraping feet and legs on rock crags and
oyster bars, then managed to reach the
deeper, swift-flowing current undetected and
began the long swim to freedom. After two
hours, Lao's strength ebbed and he said he
could go no further. He urged Yuen-ching to
go on alone toward the Lau Fau Shan light in
the "New Territories" which is the beacon of
hope to those seeking escape from Red China
across Deep Bay.
Instead, she held his head al:ov£ the waves
and pulled him through the dark waters
across the frequent reefs. Five hours after
their swim began, Yuen-ching was spotted by
a Hong Kong patrol boat but when they were
pulled aboard the craft, Ping-hsin was
already dead.
The lacerations of her feet and legs were so

severe, Miss Poon had to be hospitalized and
could not attend the funeral but she fulfilled
a promise to her departed lover. They had
vowed that if they reached their goal they
would feast on oranges and meat dumplings
and Yuen-ching arranged for two oranges
and a bowl of the dumplings to be placed at
the altar during the funeral service.
This account of love and courage is significant by itself but, even more so, because it
is anything but unique. The youth of Red
China have been carrying out a. mass exodus
in a search for freedom for the past six
months. Hundreds of such fugitives from the
communes of Communism are said to be hiding in the Kwa.ngtung hills this winter awaiting more favorable tides in the spring.
Hong Kong authorities counted 280 such
swimmers who arrived safely in a four-week
period from mid-October to mid-November,
plus 72 bocties of those who did not make it,
and it is estimated that for every one who
manages to survive the ordeal, ten from the
mainland fail. Fallure may involve being shot
by Peking's patrols, being captured and sent
otf to prison camps for ten or twenty years
(if they are lucky) or drowning.
Successful swimmers have told British
newsmen that Chinese Communist militiamen and soldiers frequently shoot to de·
stroy the rubber inner-tubes and balloons
which many swimmers use to support thetr
weary arms in the water. In many docu·
mented instances, those picked up by Com·
mun.ist patrol boats are bound, hands and
feet, and then dropped back into Deep Bay
to be dragged to their death over the oyster
bars.
In the single month of November, 1970,
more Chinese are believed to have attempted
the escape by swimming to Hong Kong
than aJl of the East Germans who have ever
attempted to soale or penetrate the Berlin
Wall since it was erected.
Whlle the world's diplomats impatiently
seek to recognize Mao's China, the young
people of Red China "have come over a way
that with tears has been watered" treading
a "path through the blood of the slaughtered" to get away from Peking's Communist
"paradise."
[From the Washington Daily News,
Mar. SO, 1971]
ONE-CHINA POLICY LoBBY FORMS

(By R. H. Shackford)
One of the U.S. government's recent chief
"China watchers" heads a. new citizens committee advocating a "one-China policy"-the
seating of Communist Ohina. in the United
Nations as "the sole legitimate representative
of China.."
The chairman of the committee, which calls
itself Citizens to Change U.S. China Policy,
is Allen S. Whiting, now professor of political
science a.t the University of Michigan.
From 1962 to 1966, Mr. Whiting was director of the China-watching section of the
State Department's Bureau of Intelligence
and Research. And from 1966 to 1968 he was
U.S. deputy consul general in Hong Kong,
seat of the major U.S. China-watching operation.
PLANS

OFFICE

HERE

The committee, created last week, will
set up a office here in May. It endorses resolutions introduced recently in Congress by Sens.
GeorgeS. McGovern, D-S.D., and Mike Gravel,
D-Alaska, each proposing a "one-China policy." It opposes a resolution by Sen. Jacob K.
Javits, R-N.Y., that aims at a. "two-China."
or "one-China, one-Taiwan policy ...
In announcing formation of the committee--a rival to the old pro-Chiang Kai-shek
Committee of One Million-Mr. Whiting said:
"Denial of China's seat (in the United
Nations) to the government of 750 m1111on
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people on the mainland of China is immoral,
1llegal and impolitic, while our trade embargo
only serves to islote American businessmen
from the China market."
FIVE-POINT PROGRAM

The committee's five-point program calls
upon the United States to:
End all trade embargoes and other discriminatory regulations which distinguish China
from other communist states.
Recognize that the future of Taiwan cannot properly be decided by the United States,
CJr by the imposition of force by any party.
Withdraw all U.S. military bases and personnel from Taiwan and terminate assistance, direct and indirect, to the m111tary
establishment of the Republic of China (Taiwan).
Acknowledge that Communist China is the
sole legitimate representative of China ln
the United Nations and in all other international organizations.
Seek to establish economic, social, cultural
and diplomatic relations with Red China on
the basis of the principles of equality, mutual respect, and nonintervention in each
other's affairs.
Mr. Whiting said the committee's program
does not call for renunciation of the American-Taiwan mutual assistance treaty "at this
time."
SENATE HEARINGS

Formation of the committee comes on the
eve of hearings by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the China question. Also
near is an administration decision on a new
U.S. poltcy on the China issue at the United
Nations.
In addition to Mr. Whiting, the committee's board of directors includes three other
former government official~ames C. Thomson, now a Harvard professor and former
China watcher for both the State Department and White House ruling the KennedyJohnson administrations; John Fincher, now
at Johns Hopkins, who was a China specialist as a foreign service officer in Hong Kong
and Japan; 0. Edmund Clubb, an old China
hand on the mainland before the communists took over and who is now retired.
THE LIEUTENANT CALLEY CASE

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I would like

to make a couple of remarks regarding

the Calley case.
One cannot help but feel extremely
sorry for the man and for his family,
even though the court action taken ro
date is subject to further extensive review.
The difficulties of the problem relate
to the insurgency type of war, its inevitable involvement of civilians, and direct participation by our U.S. forces in
the fighting in such a war. These factors should surely be considered in any
judgment on the conduct of the military men involved, and every doubt
should be resolved in their favor where
a question is raised.
Even so, it would appear that principles of law and justice, as well as good
military conduct, require a predetermined military code of behavior for men
in the military as to others in the military, as to friendly civilians, as to neutrals, as to enemy civilians, and as to
enemy military. Such standards must
be interpreted, however, to relate the
rules of conduct required to the circum-
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stances and pressures, mental and other- the fact that the Army itself has taken
a historic position in going forward with
wise, of the particular situation.
I would point out in the Calley case the trial and in the nature of the jury.
that the action to date comprises only I believe it is typical in our country that,
a jury verdict or finding of fact as to having proceeded according to law, juswhat Lieutenant Calley did and what tice will ultimately be done.
I appreciate the feelings of many of
his state of mind was. These jury decisions are subject to review as to being my colleagues, but I make this stateproperly based upon the evidence sub- ment only because I think we ought to
mitted, and the courts must apply the raise our sights. In the final analysis, I
principles of law to test any convic- do not think it will be found that any
injustice has been done to Lieutenant
tion.
Certain similarities to the Nuremberg Calley in the way it finally works out.
and Japanese war crimes' trials have I do believe we need to learn from it
been inferred and should be examined. that we simply have got to get out of
Important differences are apparent. This Vietnam and, second, that this is a hiswas not a trial, by the victors of the toric break with the past. Rather than
vanquished, but rather an examination hurt the morale of American troops, my
by the military of the conduct of one feeling is we are helping them immeasof its own men. The military code ap- urably in the knowledge that, regardless
plied was not an ex post facto set of of where they serve, our Army and the
rules as in the war crimes' trial. Nor was U.S. Government are capable of this kind
this trial one of political figures respon- of self-examination and self-determinasible for overall determination of na- tion.
tional policy.
Having said this, I feel that great difORDER OF BUSINESS
ficulty still remains in judging the conMr.
BYRD
of West Virginia. Mr. Presiduct of a man under military orders to
determine whether or not he exceeded dent, how much time remains in the pethose orders and violated the military riod for the transaction of routine morncode of justice, and, if so, in determin- ing business?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. One mining what should properly be the punishute.
ment.
Hopefully, a careful review will determine these questions with justice and ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF SENwisdom in the Calley case.
ATOR BYRD OF VIRGINIA TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I ask
THE CONVICTION OF LIEUTENANT
unanimous consent that tomorrow, imCALLEY
mediately following the recognition of
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, if all other the majority leader and the minority
Members of the Senate have completed leader under the standing order, the distheir statements, I would just like to tinguished senior Senator from Virginia
make a statement for the RECORD that I (Mr. BYRD) be recognized for not to exissued on the conviction of Lieutenant ceed 15 minutes.
Calley, which apparently has developed
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
a considerable amount of questioning objection,
it is so ordered.
here on the floor. I wish not to have my
own' statement just issued, but, if the
debate is going to take place here on the ORDER FOR JOINT REFERENCE OF
subject, to have my views on record.
A BILL
The court-martial conviction of LieuMr.
BYRD
of
West Virginia. I ask
tenant Calley for the events of Mylai unanimoUs consent
that S. 1437, a bill
raises even broader questions. First, it is to amend the Airport
Airway Detragic, indeed, that our effort in Viet- velopment and Revenueand
of 1970, be
nam-which began in such highminded- jointly referred to the Act
Committee on
ness--should be marred in the world's Finance and the Committee
on Comconsciousness by the barbarism which merce.
occurred at Mylai. Second, the conviction
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withof Lieutenant Calley cannot be regarded
as a condemnation of the conduct of our out objection, it is so ordered.
:fighting men in Vietnam; rather, it
should be regarded as a declaration of
the national conscience that brutality ORDER FOR CHANGE OF REFERENCE-S. 967 AND S. 1911
against unarmed civilians by any U.S.
troops will not be permitted, regardless
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presof provocation. It is certainly incumbent ident, I ask unanimous consent that the
upon the Army to bring to trial all those Committee on Government Operations
who share in any responsibility for what be discharged from its present considerathe jury found to be so horrendous a tion of S. 967 and S. 1191, bills designed
crime. The best way to avoid further to promote transition from a wartime to
brutalization of our soldiers, which seems peacetime economy and that these bills
to be associated with guerrilla wars like be re-referred to the Committee on ComVietnam, is to end that war and thus to merce, with the proviso that if either bill
end what it is doing to our young fighting is reported to the Senate it shall be remen like Lieutenant Calley.
ferred to the Committee on Government
I do wish to express, at the same time, Operations for a period of 45 days.
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The ?RESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
RAILPAX
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in
connection with the announced Railpax
plan and the discussions being had on it
in the Senate, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD an excellent editorial published in the Missoulian
of Friday, March 26, 1971.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RAILPAX: FIGHT BACK
In the days since the Railpax decision was
announced Monday some of the facts have
been sent out to back the decision, but not
many.
Broadcast news on Monday night, for example, had the curious it em that Missoula
was bypassed partly because a st op here
would require an hour's switching in the
freight yard, which would tack 30 minutes
onto the train's running time. Switching?
Freight yard? How's that?
A day later, in a publicity packet which
naturally arrived after the announcement, a
little light was shed. A southern route Railpax-run t rain would have used the Milwaukee Road tracks between Missoula and Spokane, it said.
No reason why was given. Would the freight
yard switching have been within the Milwaukee Road yards, or would the train have
had to switch from Burlington Northern
tracks across the river to the Milwaukee
Road tracks? No answers were provided to
that.
No answers were given about why the BN
tracks between Missoula a n d Spokane weren't
evidently, thought to be adequate, although
those tracks carry Missoula's present passenger trains. The Milwaukee Road tracks
between Missoula and Spokane are 29 miles
shorter. But is cutting 29 miles really more
efficient if it causes a 60-minute delay? No
answers were given for that either.
Sout hern Montana was cut from service
and northern Montana was included, said the
publicity, because the south has much better air and road transportation while the
northern points "have little other transportation available to them" than the railroad.
That's true, and evidently offset the value
that the southern route has much the greater population and potential ridership.
What all this boils down to is this:
1. Railpax is interested solely in connecting major population centers and in running trains between them as rapidly as possible.
2. Providing passenger train service to
people livin g outside major population centers is a matter of no consequence to Railpax ,
unless the people happen to live along the
route. If Seattle didn't exist, Montana would
have no passenger train service at all, north
or south.
3. At no point were the people being left
high and dry-and their needs-consulted
or considered.
What still baffles us is the economics of
this thing. Speaking in Missoula on May 29,
1968, the then-president of the Northern Pacific (and now head of the Burlingt on Nort hern) , Louis W. Menk, said the Mainstreeter
lost $2.1 million during 1967, the NP lost $5.8
million in it s tot al p asse n ger operations.
Look at that figure $2.1 million . It is, when
one considers the vast paymen ts the U.S.
governmen t makes on tran sportation, purely
peanuts.

It costs about $1 million to build one mile
of interstate highway.
Assuming that the Mainstreeter's losses
have gone up since then, it stlll would make
economic sense to have the federal government pick up the losses, and perhaps spend
more money to promote and upgrade passenger train service, than it would to utterly
abolish ALL passenger train service and then
turn around and have to dump millions more
into highways and airports to take care of the
rising needs there.
If Railpax means the abolition of our passenger train service, the result will be the
loss of service PLUS great er expense in terrns
of the money we will have to spend.
Rail pax, however, does not necessa.Tily
mean loss of all passenger train service on
May 1. The Burlington Northern does not
HAVE to quit southern Montana service. The
BN can keep operating passenger trains here
if it wants. It has made clear it doesn't want
to, but the fact is that it can if it so decided.
We commend to the attention of the state
and local governments through which the
BN travels the matter of taxes. If the BN
decides to terminate its trains, it obviously
will be cutting the services it provides.
There is no reason the communities adversely affected could not, then, reconsider
any past tax favoritism they have shown the
BN in appreciation of the services the BN
has rendered.
In short, get tough. The public stands to
get gypped by all this, and there is no reason
it shouldn't fight back furiously with every
weapon it has. Taxes are about the best
weapon a local community has to fight wi!;h.

BROADCAST JOURNALISM BY CBS
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the Washington Post's lead editorial on Tuesday,
March 30, and the letter to the Post editor by CBS News President Richard S.
Salent make interesting reading.
I urge Senators to read both items,
since much has been said, written, aired,
and defended on the subject of broadcast journalism by CBS.
I ask unanimous consent, that the editorial and the letter to the editor be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
CBS REPLIES TO EDITORIAL ON PENTAGON
DOCUMENTARY
This letter is in response to your editorial
of March 26, in which you start by calling
the CBS News documentary, "The Selling of
the Pentagon," a "highly valuable and informative exposition of a subject about
which the American people should know
more," and then proceed to examine in some
detail the specific editing of that film and
general practices of television news editing
technique.
The editorial was obviously ·w rit ten by one
who has long labored on the editorial page-and not on the news pages.
You conclude that in some measure (not
specified) public confidence and credibility
are undermined by our editing techniques
"innocent or not."
The question of how a news or documentary broadcast is edited is at least as important as you obviously consider it. It is precisely as important as, and possibly no more
complicated than, quest ion s pertaining to
editing in t he print medium (newspapers
and n ews magazines)-t he process by which
any journalist reject s or accepts, selects and
omits, and almost always compresses material available to him. You do not question
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the right, indeed the professional obligation
of your reporters to do this, nor of your editors to continue the process once the reporter has done his job, nor indeed, of your
senior editors to impose their professional
judgment upon this same piece of work when
or if it comes to them.
But you question not only our right to do
the same thing, but also the methods by
which we edit, and even our motives ("innocent or not"). You do not, in other words,
grant us the right to do precisely what you
do--and must do if you are journalists as
distinguished from transmission belts.
Why?
The key to why you feel this way is spelled
out in your editorial: "People who work in
the nonelectronic news business know how
readily they themselves may distort an event
or a remark . . . these dangers are of course
multiplied in the production of a televised
documentary."
You are saying that good reporting-fair
reporting-is a difficult business, with many
pitfalls along the way, that television reporting is a more difficult business with more
pitfalls. Fair enough.
Then you go on to suggest, indeed recommend, that our rules should be different than
your rules, that sound journalistic ethics
and the First Amendment are somehow divisible between rights granted to journalists
whose work comes out in ink and somewhat
lesser rights for journalists whose work comes
out electronically. You say we should go out
of our way to "preserve intact a.nd in sequence" the response of those we interview.
We both "go out of our way" to be fair and
accurate, but we both have limitations of
space, and we both seek clarity. Except in
verbatim transcripts, neither medium preserves intact or in sequence everything it
presents. You say at the very least we should
indicate that something in the interview has
been dropped. If we asked you to do this, you
would properly respond that readers know,
without a blizzard of asterisks, that material
in your paper is edited, that these are not
~he com.plete remarks. Our viewers know it,
uOO. And SO do those Whom We COVer.
But most astonishing of all, you propose
that we should give the subject of the interview an opportunity to see and approve his
revised remarks. Is that now the policy at

The Washington Post? Of course not. You
know and I know that this strikes at the
very core of independent and free journalism. To grant a subject such a right of review is to remove the basic journalistic function of editing from the hands of the journalist and place it-in the case of the documentary in question-in the hands of the
Pentagon. I almost wrote-"tell you what,
we'll do it if you'll do it." Then I had a second thought: No, we won't do it even if vou
should do it.
·
We are all after the same thing: to be fair,
to inform the public fairly and honestly. We
do not suggest that we-or any journalistic
orga~izat ion-are
free fr"m errors . but
nothing in the First Amendment suggests
that we must be perfect, or that we are not
human. And nothing suggests that if our responsibility is larger, our job tougher or ow
coverage broader there should be some new
set of rules for our kind of journalism, as if
to say the First Amendment is fine so long
as it doesn't count for much. You don't seem
to mind if our end of the dinghy sinks, so
long as yours stays afloat.
Fairness is at the root of all this , and fairness can be and always will be debat ed.
But I Eubmit that we are as careful about
editing, as concerned with what is f air and
proper and in balance, as rigorous in our int ernal screening and edit orial cont rol processes as any journalistic orga n izat ion .
The job of ensuring that fairness , that bal-
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ance and that sense of responsibility is difficult. It is the subject of our constant review
and concern. It is not a question that can be
solved by a single statement of policy or
staff memorandum. It must be, and it is, the
daily concern of our working reporters, editors and management.
We believe, as I have said publicly before,
that "The Selling of the Pentagon" was edited fairly and honestly. Long after the useful and valuable debate on this broadcast
has subsided and perhaps been forgotten we
shall be editing other news broadcasts and
other documentaries as fairly and as honestly as we know how. and in accordance
with established journalistic practice-just
as you shall be so editing.
RICHARD S. SALANT,

President, CBS News.
MR. SALANT'S LETTER

In our letters space today we print a response by Richard Salant of CBS News to
our recent editorial concerning the dispute
between CBS News, the Pentagon, Vice
President Agnew, Congressman Hebert, and
now-as it seems-The Washington Post. In
time the U.N. may have to be called in, but
for now we would like, in a unilateral action, to respond to Mr. Salant's complaint.
We think it is off the point. And we think
this is so because Mr. Salant invests the
term "editing" with functions and freedoms
well beyond anything we regard as common
or acceptable practice. Mr. Salant taxes us
with unfairly recommending two sets of
standards in these matters, one for the
printed press and another for the electronic.
But he reads us wrong. We were and are objecting to the fact that specifically, in relation to question-and-answer sequences, two
sets of standards already exist--and that
what he and others in television appear to
regard as simple "editing" seems to us to
take an excess of unacknowledged liberties
with the direct quotations of the principals
involved.
Before we go into these, a word might be
of use about the editorial practices (and
malpractices) common to us both. When
a public official or anyone else issues a. statement or responds to a series of questions
in an interview, the printed media of course
exercise an editorial judgment in deciding
which part and how much of that material to quote or paraphrase or ignore. The
analogy with TV's time limitations, for w:,
is the limit on space: deciding which of the
half million words of news roming into this
paper each day shall be among the 80,000
we have room to print. Thus, "Vice President Agnew said last night . . . Mr. Agnew
also said . . . " and so on; it is a formulation basic to both the dally paper and the
televised newscast.
That bad and misleading judgments can be
made by this newspaper in both our presentation and selection of such news goes without
saying--or at least it did until we started
doing som.e public soul-searching about it in
this newspaper a good while back. There is,
for example, a distorting effect in failing to
report that certain statements were not unsolicited assertions but responses to a reporter's question. But that we do not confuse
the effort to remedy these defects with a.
waiving of our First Amendment rights or a
yielding up of editorial prerogatives should
also be obvious to readers of this newspaperperhaps tediously so by now. What we have
in mind, however, when we talk of the license
taken by the electronic media in the name of
"editing" is something quite different, something this newspaper does not approve and
would not leap to defend if it were caught
doing. It is the pra<:tice of printing highly
rearranged material in a Q-and-A sequence
as if it were verbatim text, without indicatCXVII--579-Part 7

ing to the reader that changes had been
made and/ or without giving the subject an
opportunity to approve reVisions in the original exchange.
It is, for instance, presenting as a direct
six-sentence quotation from a colonel, a
"statement" composed of a first sentence
from page 55 of his prepared text, followed
by a second sentence from page 36, followed
by a third and fourth from page 48, and a
fifth from page 73, and a sixth from page 88.
That occurred in "The Selling of the Pentagon," and we do not see why Mr. salant
should find it difficult to grant that this type
of procedure is 1) not "editing" in any conventional sense and 2) likely to undermine
both the broadcast's credibility and public
confidence in that credibility.
The point here is that "The Selling of the
Pentagon" presented this statement as if it
were one that had actually been made-verbatim-by the Colonel: TV can and does
simulate an impression of actuality in the
way it conveys such rearranged material.
Consider, again from the same documentary,
a. sequence with Daniel Z. Henkin, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs.
This is how viewers were shown Mr. Henkin answering a question:
"Roger Mudd: What about yoUl public
displays of military equipment at state fairs
and shopping centers? What purpose does
that serve?
"Mr. Henkin: Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. I believe the American public
has the right to request information about
the armed forces, to have speakers come before them, to ask questions, and to understand the need for our armed forces, why
we ask for the funds that we do ask for, how
we spend these funds, what are we doing
about such problems as drugs--and we do
have a drug problem in the armed forces;
what are we deing about the racial problem-and we do have a racial problem. I
think the public has a valid right to ask us
these questions."
This, on the other hand, is how Mr. Henkin actually answered the question:
"Mr. Henkin: Well, I think it serves the
purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. It also has the ancillary benefit. I would hope, of simulating interest in
recruiting as we move or try to move to zero
draft calls and increased reliance on volunteers for our armed forces. I think it is very
important that the American youth have an
opportunity to learn about the armed
forces."
The answer Mr. Henkin was shown to be
giving had been transposed from his answer
to another question a couple of pages along
in the transcribed interview, and one that
came out of a sequence dealing not just with
military displays but also with the availability of military speakers. At that point in the
interview, Roger Mudd asked Mr. Henkin
whether the sort of thing he was now talking
about-drug problems and racial problems-was "the sort of information that gets passed
at state fairs by sergeants who are standing
next to rockets." To which Mr. Henkin replied:
"Mr. Henkin: No, I didn't--wouldn't limit
that to sergeants standing next to any kind
of exhibits. I knew-! thought we were discusSing speeches and all."
This is how the sequence was shown to
have occurred, following on Mr. Henkin's
transposed reply to the original question:
"Mr. Mudd: Well, is that the sort of information about the drug problem you have
and the ra.cial problem you have and the
budget problems you have-is that the sort
of information that gets passed out at state
fairs by sergeants who are standing next to
rockets.
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"Mr. Henkin: No, I wouldn't limit that to
sergeants standing next to any kind of exhibit. Now, there are those who contend that
this is propaganda. I do not agree with this."
The part about discussing "speeches and
all" had been omitted; the part about propaganda comes from a few lines above Mr.
Henkin's actual answer and was in fact a
reference to charges that the Pentagon was
using talk of the "increasing Soviet threat"
as propaganda to influence the size of the
military budget.
Surely, something different from and less
cosmic than a challenge to CBS's First
Amendment rights is involved in the question of whether or not the subject of such
a rearranged interview should not be given
a chance to see and approve what he will be
demonstrated to have said. And surely this
"editing" practice must be conceded-with
reason-to have damaging effect on public
confidence in what is being shown to have
happened--shown to have been said. we
agree with Mr. Salant's premise that we are
all in the same dinghy. That is why we are
so concerned that neither end should sink.

MONTANA VERSUS SffiERIA
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, there
has been a lot of loose talk in the papers
recently which in effect equates the State
of Montana with Siberia. The implica.
tions in these press stories are without
substance and entirely unwarranted.
Apart from a few superficial-very super.
ficial-climatic similarities, there is no
basis for oomparison.
The whole business began when an
agent of the Federal Bureau of Investi·
gation became involved in an unfortu.
nate situation in his agency. He was
offered the choice of premature termina·
tion of service or assignment in Butte,
Mont. He elected the former alternative
over the latter. His unhappy-and from
my viewpoint misguided-choice was re·
portedly made on the basis of a general
opinion that Butte is the "purgatory"
for FBI agents not in good standing.
Whatever the situation involving this
particular agent, the published reports
on the reason for his resignation have
caused reverberations up and down the
Rocky Mountain States.
In Boulder, Colo., the students at the
University of Colorado rose up and declared in an article in their campus newspaper. the Colorado Daily, that people
ought to send shipments of warm clothing to FBI agents who had been "exiled"
to Butte. The article, which was subse·
quently reprinted in the Montana Standard, urged public appeals to the United
Nations, to the President, to Congress and
to the Governor of Montana seeking relief and assistance for the "political
prisoners." The Coloradans counseled
words of encouragement to the exiles and
said that "with any lucK they should be
free by the time spring arrives in Butte
next August."
Before any extreme remedies are invoked, Mr. President, it should be noted
that there are two sides to this story, as
there are to most. The other side of this
one comes to me in the form of a letter

from Leonard E. Pratt. a lamp salesman who says he was ''exiled" to Butte
some time ago by the General Electric
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Co. Mr. Pratt writes that he lives outside
of town on a little. 20-acre ranch that
he picked up for less than $25,000. In
his spare time, he says he is forced to
play golf at the new million dollar public country club, camp in Yellowstone
Park, fish in various blue-ribbon trout
streams, hunt big game in the fall, and
ski on uncrowded slopes in the winter for
half the price that prevails in other parts
of the country. Mr. Pratt reports that he
does find time to work and that his business is good; it has to be, he says, because his boss is always threatening to
banish him to New York, Los Angeles, or
even Washington, D.C.
Mr. Pratt's testimony prompts us, Mr.
President, to see Butte, Mont., in better
perspective.
Mr. President, I have had some hesitation about placing such material as
Mr. Pratt's letter in the RECORD because
I realize that it may well lead to a massive lineup of FBI agents and other Federal employees wishing to apply for exile
to Montana. On reflection, and in fairness to my State and to the prospective
exiles, I could do no less than to make
this information a matter of public record. Persons wishing to explore the possibility of exile are invited to contact
any Member of the Montana congressional delegation. I assure them that
their applications will not be treated
with utmost confidence, but I promise
that they will receive a warm welcome as
soon as they set foot in the Treasure
State-the land of the bitterroot and
flathead, the big horn and the blackfoot.
They might even feel that they have
come home at last.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD an article published in the Montana Standard, March
17, 1971, and a letter from Leonard E.
Pratt.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
FREE THE FBI IN BUTTE
According to an a.rtiole in the Boulder Daily
Camera Jan. 19, an agent of the FBI was
flred for writing a letter critical of its director, J. Edgar Hoover. The agent could have
avoided this fate had he chosen to accept a
transfer to Butte, Mont., which was described
as "a purgatory for agents who have incurred
Hoover's displeasure."
Now I think we have reached rock bottom
when FBI agents are held as political prisoners in Butte, Mont., on the whim of J. Edgar
Hoover. How can we possibly condemn the
Russians for exiling writers to Siberia when
American police are being shipped to a climate, environment and topography which is
even worse?
To end this outrage I advocate the following:
Write your congressman. Remind him that
the United States has signed the Geneva
Convention, and that American captives in
Butte, Mont., have the same rights as American captives in Hanoi, North Vietnam.
Write the President of the United States.
Ask him what federal law authorizes an exile
policy. Ask him to bring the boys home frOm
Butte and Saigon.
Write the Secretary General of the United
Nations and request an observer group be
sent to Montana. Ask him to arrange safe
passage and immunity from arrest for all
FBI agents who wish to leave that state.

Write the governor of Montana and ask
him how many tractors or how much strip
mining equipment he will take in exchange
for the FBI agents.
Don't bother to write J. Edgar Hoover directly. Since he wlli be reading all mail in
the first four categories there is no point in
burdening him down with any more work.
In the interim before public pressure leads
to reform write directly to the FBI agents in
Butte, Mont., and tell them you sympathize
with their plight. Send warm clothes and
old copies of the Colorado Dally. Newspapers
make excellent insulation and are greatly
appreciated at 40 below zero. Once last winter it got to 40 below zero in Butte, Mont....
When you write tell the FBI men we have
not forgotten them. Tell them to keep stiff
upper lip and that with any luck they should
be free by the time spring arrives in Butte
next August.
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attitude than extreme outrage. In just
the past 2 days, I have received 600 telegrams, almost the same number of telephone calls, and now letters are beginning to pour in.
I plan to forward these communications, after I have answered them, to the
White House to let the President know
of the outpouring of outrage from Georgians that is being expressed about the
Calley case.
I understand that other Senators also
are receiving many hundreds of protests,
and, in my judgment, I believe the President should know how deeply Americans
are concerned about this rna tter.
RAILPAX

Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President,
Due to the recent adverse publicity of J. on May 1 of this year the State of Idaho
Edgar Hoover, "banning" a FBI agent to will be left with virtually no rail passenButte, Montana, as a disciplinary action: I ger service. It is my understanding that
thought you might be interested in know- the Union Pacific Railroad Co. has joined
ing what it is like to be banned to Butte, the Railpax system and intends to cease
Montana as a G.E. employee.
I admit that old Butte is not much to look operations on both the east-west route
at, but the new homes and business are as through Southern Idaho and the northup to date and modern as any town of its south route from Butte, Mont., to Salt
size. I don't have the opportunity to live Lake City, Utah.
in Butte, but I am inclined to like the wide
This termination of rail passenger
open spaces so I live on a little ra-nch 26 service will be a severe blow to the ecomiles from Butte. I have a nice home, horses, nomic and social well-being of the people
dogs, cats, and 20 acres for my five kids to
run on, all for under $25,000. Since my home of my State. Despite the decline in the
quality of service on the trains in recent
1s not located in Butte I am considered a
non-resident by the new $1,000,000 plus years, many people have relied upon them
country club, and it cost me $50.00 to join for transportation. The all weather caand $9.00 a month to play golf on the best pability of the railroads is of particul·a r
18 hole golf course in the state.
importance to Idaho because of the severe
When I am not golfing in the summer I winter weather which we sometimes
can be camping around Yellowstone or Gla- have. Mter May 1, Idahoans will no
cier Park on the weekends or along any of the
many blue ribbon trout streams such as longer be able to rely upon the trains,
however, as an alternate means of transthe Gallitan, Madison, or Big Hole Rivers.
When fall rolls around I am "banned" to portation in inclement weather.
The city of Portland route from Porthunting deer, elk and moose, by jeep, horseback or backpacking. If the big game hunting land to Chicago via Boise has been of
1s a little slow I might have to take up my great economic and social value to the
shotgun and bird dog and take off to the citiz-ens of Idaho as well as to other eastpheasant and duck hunting grounds less west travelers. This route generally
than a hundred miles away.
parallels the Oregon Trail which opened
But what about those cold snowy winters
you hear so much about in Montana? They up the Pacific Northwest to settlement in
are snowy all right and there are a lot of dis- the last century. It has been of imporappointed skiers and snowmobilers if it isn't. tance as a rail route in more recent
It is real hard on a fellow to have to ski from years.
November to April on beautiful, well equipThe Salt Lake City-Butte line has also
ped, uncrowded ski slopes, for only $5 a day in been valuable to the people of my State.
tow fees. You may wonder if a fellow has In denying a petition for discontinuance
any time to work with all of the recreation
available. Well these Montanan's have been of service by Union Pacific last year, the
good to me up here and I have finished either Interstate Commerce Commission stated
first or second in sales in my district for the that the trains on this line "provide the
last three years. My boss's threat each year last remaining direct rail passenger servis, "If you don't do good this year I am going ice between Butte and Ogden and the
to have to ban you to New York, Washington last direct through rail passenger service
D.C., Cleveland, or Los Angeles."
between Butte and Salt Lake City traLEONARD E. PRATT,
versing an area which, though sparsely
General Electric Lamp Sales Dept.
populated, has evidenced a marked degree of reliance on rail transportation
primarily because of the peculiarities of
THE VERDICT IN THE CALLEY
its terrain and climatic conditions."
COURT-MARTIAL
Members of the Idaho congressional
BUTTE, MONT.

Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, in all

delegation had prevailed upon the ICC to

my years in the Senate, I do not recall
such an in tense expression of public out-

deny the petition to discontinue service
between Butte and Salt Lake City on

rage as that produced by the verdict in

the ground that legislation was then

the court-martial of Lieutenant Calley
at Fort Benning, Ga.

pending to set up a National Rail Passenger Corporation. It was hoped that

My offices in Washington and Atlanta

Railpax, if enacted, would continue this

have been literally deluged by telegrams
and telephone calls from all over Georgia.
I know of no better way to describe their

vital service.
Unfortunately, the Secretary of Transportation did not designate either the
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east-west route or the north-south route
as a part of the basic national rail passenger system. With the exception of a
stop at Sandpoint, Idaho, in the northernmost part of the State, therefore,
Idahoans will not have access to rail
transportation.
In response to this dire situation my
colleague from Idaho <Mr. CHURCH) introduced s. 1018 on February 26, 1971.
Enactment of this legislation would carry
out the intent of Congress, as outlined
in the Rail Passenger Service Act, that
the need for expeditious intercity rail
passenger service within and between
"all regions of the continental United
States" be taken into account in designating the Railpax System. It would require that the System be expanded to
provide adequate intercity rail passenger service to a major population area
of each of the contiguous 48 States which
did not have any large population area
provided with intercity rail passenger
service by the Basic System as already
designated.
I am hopeful that Congress will act
quickly on this legislation so that rail
passenger service in Idaho will not become a thing of the past.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a memorial from the Idaho State Legislature
urging rail service for Idaho.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL No. 106 BY STATE
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
A JOINT MEMORIAL TO THE HONORABLE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, THE SECRETARY
OF TRANSPORTATION, PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE AND SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRE•
SENTATIVES OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND THE SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES REPRESENTING THE STATE OF IDAHO IN
THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
We, your Memorialists, the Senate and
House of Representatives of the state of
Idaho assembled in the First Regular Session of the Forty-first Idaho Legislature, do
hereby respectfully represent that:
Whereas, the people of the state of Idaho
are separated and sometimes isolated by
the mountainous terrain and severe climatic
conditions and depend upon the passenger
rail system as a vital link !or communication and transportation within the borders
of the state and among the neighboring
states; and
Whereas, loss of passenger rail service
within Idaho, and between Idaho and her
neighbors would have a harsh impact upon
the Idaho employee and upon the economic
health of Idaho in general; and
Whereas, the state of Idaho, which includes various sites of growing tourist and
recreational attraction, depends upon a convenient transportation system for the continued expansion of these recreational resources; and
Whereas, the final plan for the basic national rail passenger system, which has been
presented, falls to provide a single point of
service to the state of Idaho and her citizens, and therefore does not recognize the
needs of people located within the area
stretching from the Wyoming border on the
east to the Oregon and Washington borders
on the west, and from Utah and Nevada on
the south to Montana and Canada on the
north.

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the First
Regular Session of the Forty-first Idaho
Legislature, the Senate and the House of
Representatives concurring, that we most
respectfully urge the Congress of the United
States to take the action necessary to insure
that the people of the state of Idaho may
participate in and benefit from the basic
national rail passenger system and shall not
suffer disadvantage therefrom by including
the southern Idaho east-west and northsouth routes under the system.
Be it further resolved that the Secretary
of the Senate be, and he is hereby authorized and directed to forward copies of this
Memorial to the President of the United
States, the Secretary of Transportation, the
President of the Senate and the Speaker of
the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States, and the Senators
and Representatives representing this state
in the Congress of the United States.
I hereby certify that this is a true and
correct copy of Senate Joint Memorial No.
106 that was passed by the Forty-first Legislative session of the State of Idaho.
Attest:
ARTHUR Wn.soN,
Secretary of the Senate.
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THE STATUS OF FORESTRY
KNOWLEDGE
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, last
week in Gainesville, Fla., the 15th congress of the International Union of Forestry Research Organizations met and
reviewed in depth the status of forestry
knowledge and the need for additional
research. On Tuesday, March 23, Mr. Edward Cliff, Chief of the U.S. Forest Service, shared some of the findings of the
IUFRO meeting with those attending the
annual Society of Foresters meeting in
Washington.
Chief Cliff went into some detail in
discussing the information contained in
some of the papers presented at the
IUFRO meeting, I believe the information should be made available to Senators who are interested in what is going
on in forestry research on the international scale.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of Chief Cliff's speech
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

MISSOURI PRISONERS OF WAR DAY EARTH RESOURCES AND RESEARCH FOR PROTECTION, MANAGEMENT AND USE OF FORESTS 1
Mr. SYl\flNGTON. Mr. President, during the week of March 21 Americans
It is fortuitous that this meeting of the
came together in a National Week of Washington Section of the Society of AmeriConcern for Prisoners of War/Missing in can Foresters follows the fifteenth Congress
Action. As said at that time, the concern of the International Union of Forestry ReOrganizations (IUFRO) . Last week in
of Americans for the treatment accorded search
Gainesvllle, Florida, 681 leading scientists in
prisoners of war in North Vietnam would forestry
and related fields from 59 countries
not stop when that week came to a close. plumbed the depths and charted the outerIt will continue until our Nation succeeds most boundaries of forestry knowledge I dein obtaining the release of our American cided to use the 12 plenary session papers as
the basis for this keynote address.
servicemen.
How many times we heard it said of a
In that connection, I call to the attention of the Senate that the Governor of person who lacks vision that he can not see
the
forest for the trees? The forester has
the State of Missouri has designated
himself for his vision of the forest as
April28 as Prisoners of War Day in Mis- prided
a complex system of living things and their
souri and urged all citizens to reaffirm related environment. But now we find that
their support of these valiant men.
even this view of the forest may be too
I ask unanimous consent that the Gov- restricted.
The purpose of our meeting today is to ask
ernor's proclamation be printed in the
this group of foresters to step back a bit
RECORD.
further
than they normally do in their dayThere being no objection, the procla- to-day work
and take a look at the world's
mation was ordered to be printed in the resources.
When I say step back I mean not
RECORD, as follows:
just short steps, but as far as one must step
STATE OF MISSOURI
Whereas, the National P.O.W. Day Committee has designawd April 28, 1971, as a
national day of support for our American
Prisoners of War in the hands of the North
Vietnrumese; and
Whereas, this amounts to a call for humane
treatment of these prisoners of war if not
for their direct release; and
Whereas, we must show more concern for
the plight of American prisoners of war:
Now, therefore, I, Warren E. Hearnes, Governor of the State of Missouri, do hereby
proclaim April 28, 1971, as
PRISONERS OF WAR DAY
in Missouri, and urge all citizens to reaffirm
their support of these valiant men.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand and caused to be affixed the Great
Seal of the State of Missouri, in the City
of Jefferson, this 2nd day of March, 1971.
WARREN E. HEARNES,
Governor.

Attest:
JAMES KIRKPATRICK,
Secretary of State.

to view the world as a whole. Socrates, about
500 B.C., suggested "that man must rise above
this earth to the top of the atmosphere and
beyond for only thus will he fully understand
the world in which he lives." From the vantage points of space, we can see earth resources not in the sense of individual trees
or forests or vegetation, but rather in the
sense of an interrelated whole.
What are the earth resources brought into
focus by this view? Earth is made up of the
land masses, the water bOdies, the envelope
of air surrounding the planet, and the
minerals, otl and gas lying within the crust.
Besides its physical resources, earth has
biological resources, the many forms of plant
and animal life that occupy the biosphere.
Earth's resources also include those modified
by man: his habitations, his transportation
systems, and his impacts on the biological
and physical attributes of the earth.
Modern society, which is steadily increas1 Keynote address by Edward P. Cliff, Chief,
Forest Service, to the Society of American
Foresters, Washington, D.C. Section, March

23, 1971.
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ing in density, mobility, and complexity, has
generated major problems in the utillzation
Of earth's resources. Perhaps the principal
element of the world's social equation is
man's efforts and effectiveness in understanding his environment and in utilizing
natural resources to satisfy his needs and
desires. Too often in the past, man has used
natural resources without understanding the
place of these resources in the total environment and the impact of his actions upon this
environment. From the new perspective of
earth resources we, as foresters, should take
a hard look to see how forestry can best contribute to the material needs of mankind
and to the enhancement of environmental
quality.
My address today could be taken directly
from the keynote address to the IUFRO Congress. Dr. E. Martin Worthington, in his
"Forestry Research and the Environment of
Man," talked directly toward a better understanding of earth resources. Dr. Worthington,
who is scientific director of the International
Biological Program (ffiP), truly has a perspective on the world's resources.
Dr. Worthington looks at forestry as having basically two different and contrasting
values: One is protection, and the other is
production. Both are interpreted very broadly. Under protection he includes concern for
soil, water supplies, amenities, sport, wildlife, ecosystems, rare species, and gene pools.
Production is also broad, but by no means 1s
it limited to timber. It includes the great
variety of forest products, animal as well as
plant, and there are aesthetic and amenity
products.
As we consider earth resources, the mP,
like other international scientific programs,
has a close relation to nearly all resources.
One Of ffiP's greatest contributions is the
attention that it has drawn to changes, both
natural and manmade, taking place in the
environment. Many Of these affect Forestry
and Forestry Research. For not only do
forests cover almost one-third of the surface
of the continents, but they influence the
other two-thirds and the atmosphere as well.
Dr. Worthington stresses that the quality of
our future decisions depends upon learning
more about how natural systems operate and
the impacts of alternative systems for development and exploitation on them. For example, only through a full ecosystem and
analysis can we appreciate the effects of air
pollution.
The effects of air pollutants do not stop
after they have been registered upon the sensitive membMUes of humans or upon the susceptible tissues of plants or animals. Rather,
the pollutants are deposited in the ecosystem and can have other significant effects.
The soil itself may be seriously polluted, such
as by the increasing acidity resulting from
sulphur brought down from the atmosphere
by rain. The acidity alone may not be the
problem, for the sulphur may destroy nitrogen fixing bacteria that are essential for plant
growth.
The "implication of remote sensors for forestry research practice" was told by Professor Hildebrandt of Germany and R C. Heller,
a Forest Service scientist working at Berkeley,
California. They point out that first aerial
photos were taken for forestry purposes in
Germany and Canada more than 50 years ago.
Since that time we have developed a complex system of using black and white photography from aircraft for purposes of mapping,
forest inventory, and forest management.
Entirely new forestry applications now are
available in areas of mapping, inventory, protection, engineering, soils, wildlife, and
range management.
Remote sensing gives us a chance to inventory and understand the resources of
earth in a way that was not possible a few

decades ago. Rapid advances in research have
improved this tool to the point where machines "see" things that man himself cannot see with his limited visual abilities.
Heat sensors detect and map the location of
forest fires, geothermal areas, and individual
grazing animals. Side-looking radar divests
the land of its cloak of vegetation and exposes every ridge and rill. Cameras with unique films and filters show that sick trees have
higher temperatures than their healthy
neighbors.
Intensive culture of forests is the topic of
discussion in most of the developed countries
in the world. To achieve the rapid growth
of selected genetic varieties, foresters may apply a full array of intensive management
practices: fertilization, frequent intermediate
cuttings, continuous cropping, and a high
degree of mechanization. Effects of these
practices on insect and disease populations
are often unknown or poorly understood.
Dr. Keith R. Shea, a Forest Service scientist at Corvallis, Oregon, showed how intensive cultural practices can influence the
susceptib111ty of forests to destructive insets and diseases. If we thought we had troubles with insects and diseases before intensive forestry, our troubles will be multiplied
under intensive forest culture. To keep up
with these pests, we will need improved ways
for predicting, diagnosing, detecting, and
evaluating pest outbreaks. Safer pesticides
and more effective methods of application
must be developed. But, for long-run controls
on these destructive agents, we will need to
give more attention to the breeding of the
resistant varieties, to the development of
biological controls through parasites and
predators. Most important, we need to develop cultural practices that keep pests in
check. One interesting sidelight of the recent progress in disease research has been the
development of varieties that are either
highly resistant or highly susceptible to pollutants. The susceptible varieties wm serve
as excellent monitors for the presence and
abundance of pollutants, whereas the resistant varieties can be used to create forest
stands where pollution now precludes their
growth and development.
The industrial age was followed in the
early part of this century by the age of technology. The explosive growth of man's activities and technologies led to the present era
of concern, the earth age. Such a process of
dynamic change was brought home to me by
a paper on "Changes in Goals of Forestry
Management in the Industrial Age." This
paper by Professor Hauser of Switzerland
outlined the modification and changes that
industry and technology have brought to our
living space and environmental conjunctions.
Under the pressures of accelerating demand,
forests have been utilized, exploited, and
even completely destroyed. We in the United
States have been concerned about protecting
forest landscapes for only a decade or so.
In Europe this concern for the appearance of
forests has been prevalent for more than
two hundred years. Virtually all of our forest protection laws were enacted during the
lifetime of people within this room. In Europe the first protective measures, those
against avalanches in Alpine countries, date
back to the Middle Ages. While we are proud
of our strides toward multiple use and sustained yield in the last three decades, foresters in Europe had attained laws with respect
to the general welfare and recreational functions of the forest before this century.
However, in the older countries of Europe,
as in this country, new problems are posed
by the rapid developments of technology and
industry and the concentration and mob111ty
of human population. Under these conditions
the protective and welfare functions of the
forests appear under new light. Environ-
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mental forestry, a term given to this concept, gets away from the concept of forests
as merely productive entities and moves toward the concept of the forests as a environment for the use, enjoyment, and protection of man, his activities, and his enjoyment of life.
I was surprised to learn from a talk presented by Professor Tamm of Sweden of the
great progress in recent years in building
mathematical models for forest stands that
expressed their growth and development in
quantitative physiological terms. The state
of the art is such that models have been
developed which describe the important processes in tree activity over limited periods
of time. Of course, the big goal has not yet
been obtained. That is to develop a model
that satisfactorily integrates the action of all
climatic, edaphic, and biotic factors on a
forest tree in its natural environment.
One major thrust of the International
Biological Program has been to develop such
models that show how forests function. mP
also is collecting information on the productivity of terrestrial ecosystems. From this
worldwide effort, we should be able to compare the productivities of forests in a number
of different ecological conditions with an aim
toward manipulating their productivity for a
number of outputs. Our scientists are looking more and more at the way forests respond to uses other than wood production.
They are beginning to understand how
forests should be arranged and managed for
recreational purposes or for wildlife production and visibility. Where human impact is
heavy, they are studying the ways forests
withstand human wearing and air pollution.
Professor Wareing, of the University College of Wales in the United Kingdom, presented a most interesting analysis of the factors that affect the yield in the individual
tree. As you might expect, the key to tree
productivity is the rate of dry matter production. It is most influenced by these five
factors:
(1) Photosynthetic rate, (2) development
of the crown, (3) growth habit, (4) duration
of the growing period, and ( 5) the decline in
growth rate with aging. Significant differences with respect to all of these factors occur among species, among provenances, and
among individual trees.
This. of course, is the reason that certain
species, races, or varieties have unusually
high productivity. When our physiologists
and tree breeders know how these things fit
together, they wm be able to produce for us
tree varieties that literally jump out of the
ground and produce extraordinary yields of
high-quality products. The impact of such
research on forestry over the next 30 years
will be of the same magnitude as the impact
that crop breeding has had on agriculture
since the 1920's.
The earth forests are great consumers,
storehouses, and producers of energy. These
energy relationships are the basis for the influence of forest environment. Professor
Baumgartner, of the Meteorological Institute
of Forestry at Munich, Germany, has created
a model that shows how the sources of power
are related to production and transpiration
within forest stands. The simple fact that
evaporation of 1 gram of water requires 600
calories can be related to the water exchanges
of trees, water balance of river systems, and
the influence of trees on climate.
Forests are characterized by relatively low
surface temperatures in summer and relatively high surface temperatures in winter.
Thus, they are heat sinks which absorb the
hewt of summer and heat sources to help
ameliorate the severe climate of winter.
Forests also surpass all other land surfaces
in aerodynamic roughness. That is, they produce more turbulence and vertical mixing of
the air that flows through and over them
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than does any other natural surface. The result is tha.t forests can have a major role in
cleaning the air of pollutants and in dampening the transmission of undesirable noise.
Having recently seen mechanized timber
harvesting in the South, I was surprised to
hear Dr. Silversides, of the Department of
Fisheries and Forestry in Canada, comment
that "Agriculture is at least 140 years ahead
of silviculture in terms of mechanization."
Of course, he was relating to the fact that
in highly developed countries even the most
difficult crops such as tomatoes, lettuce, or
cherries now are harvested by mechanical
devices. He went on to say, "Those crops,
the harvesting of which cannot be mechanized, will cease to be of economic importance." Accepting the general truth of these
statements, we can see that forestry operations must be mechanized if the forest resources of the earth are to produce commensurately with other resources. Only in the
last few decades have we seen significant advances in mechanization of logging. Skyline
logging systems, balloon logging, mechanical
harvesters, all are developments that will
have to be r~peated and improved upon if
the harvesting of forests is to remain an economic venture in the light of constantly increasing costs and scarcity of labor.
Another theme that emerged from the
IUFRO Congress is the need for better information, more rapid retrieval of information, and information of value to many disciplines. "Information systems in forestry"
was the subject of a thought-provoking paper by Dr. Schrader of the Center for Documentation at Reinbek, Germany. He stressed
the possibilities of applying computers for
storage and retrieval of the information contained in forestry literature. The fiood of
technical information in forestry is overwhelming those who must assimilate and use
it In decision-making processes. Unfortunately, systems for handling and retrieving
Information are lagging far behind the systems for generating information. Here is an
area where forestry must change its priorities.
Forestry must give more emphasis to finding ways to retrieve and use the information
that has already been generated. One of the
first steps in solving the informational problem is to develop a common language.
To this end, the Multilingual Forestry
Terminology Project has directed its efforts,
and the first outcome is the recently released
English Forestry Terminology. This book, now
available from the Society of American Foresters, gives English terms and their definitions and equivalents in usage throughout
the English-speaking world.
It is rather amusing to learn that when the
British speak of "beating up," they are not
speaking of an aggressive act to another human, rather they are talking about replanting. Extension of this terminology project to
other languages and expansion to include
more terms are keys to developing a common
language. The impact of this new terminology
may be substantial changes in the vocabulary of foresters and scientists to provide for
simple, common meaning in language.
In closing, I return to Dr. Worthington. He
left his audience at Gainesville with three
points that I would like to generalize for
you in the context of our topic today:
1. Think out clearly the objectives before
embarking on any project that involves a
major resource, for the project is apt to become more and more expensive in money and
manpower. In other words, we must ask the
right question at the beginning in order to
obtain the right answer most efficiently.
2. Consider the forest as a whole-its vegetation, its fauna, its soil, its water regimesas an ecosystem of energy fiow and biological
productivity, of which mankind is a part.

3. Focus new attention on changes in the
forest environment, both natural and manmade, monitored to assess these effects and to
determine their infiuence in order to develop
a partnership between man and nature that
considers all of earth's resources.

THE TWO-PARTY SYSTEM
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, our system
of government has worked in part because of what we call, for a lack of a
better name, the two-party system. The
two-party system has worked in a practical manner because of loyalty of countless thousands of people throughout the
country to the political party of their
choice.
Augustus Vernon Peeler, a lifelong resident of my county in North Carolina,
was one of those numerous Americans
who have made the two-party system
work. When he passed away a short time
ago, my hometown newspaper, the. M~r
ganton News Herald, carried an editorial
commenting on his long time service to
the Democratic Party at the precinct level. This editorial is entitled "Passing of
Political Era" and is worthy of preservation as a fine memorial to one of the
thousands of Americans throughout our
land who have made the two-party system work and thus made our system of
government function properly.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follOWS:
PASSING OF POLITICAL ERA

Augustus Vernon Peeler is dead, and with
him passed an era in Burke County politics.
Gus Peeler held a place that was unique
in that politics was more than just a hobby
with him. It was almost a way of life. It happened that he was a Democrat, but he has
had his counterparts in the Republican
camp in the past. But they and other Democrats of like nature are either dead or removed from the active scene by age.
Gus Peeler was a resident of Lower Fork
Township (residing on Route 1, Connelly
Springs), and his precinct was Lower Fork
No. 2. His political interest must have developed at an early age, for he has been Democratic precinct chairman for as far back as
the current generation of officeholders and
candidates can remember.
His unique quality was that he was one of
those rare precinct chairmen who could deliver their precinct for a given candidate. In
big city circles he might have been called
"ward boss". If Gus Peeler became sold on
a candidate, particularly in a nominating
primary, then that candidate would receive
an almost unanimous vote at the precinct.
Stories about him abound. One tells how a
supporter for a candidate for a major state
office convinced "Mr. Gus" that this man was
the right one, but because there was another
able candidate in the race he advised him
to allow the other man to make a fair showing in his precinct. That night the votes were
counted. Candidate No. 1 received over 200
votes and his opponent, who was due to get
a "fair showing," received 2.
Gus Peeler wasn't after the money that's
spent on political campaigns. The impression
is that he was probably less demanding of
cash to oil up his precinct machinery than
most other workers.
His role as old-fashioned precinct chair-
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man didn't hinge on money. His party's
forces in his precinct were gently disciplined
when necessary, and they didn't consider
that theirs were "controlled votes." He
bought their vote but it was bought by
friendship, persuasion and personal favors
which in these parts are called "accommodations." People voted the way Mr. Peeler
wanted them to because they liked him and
appreciated what he as a friend had done for
them, including never deliberately leading
them astray in the way they cast their vote.
They liked him and trusted him.
When ill health disabled him some time
ago, friends installed for him a telephonea luxury he had never before enjoyed-so
that he could still keep in touch with the
outside world. And they quietly raised funds
to help him defray what for him were heavy
medical expenses, including a continuing
supply of essential oxygen. These were other
ways in which friendship was expressed.
The name of this unassuming man was
perpetuated when a road in his township
was named the Gus Peeler Road and it is so
marked.
Gus Peeler served for years as registrar or
judge of elections held in his precinct and
he knew the electorate, both Democrats and
Republicans. One election night he telephoned his precinct returns to The News
Herald office five minutes or more before the
polLs were scheduled to close. The surprised
tabulator asked, "Mr. Gus, does your clock
say 6:30? Is it time to close the polls?" HiS
reply: "It's about that time, and everybody
down here who's going to vote has already
voted." Both sides had trained their followers to vote before the last minute, and by
agreement, knowing that all the votes were
in, election officials had counted the ballots.
It was the first precinct to report that
night-before the polls were legally closed.
In this day of growing political sophistication, the sun has set on the era of the chairman or leader or boss who can deliver the
vote of his precinct. Most voters try to avoid
like the plague having it appear that theirs
are controlled votes. Even if they are infiuenced by friendship or favors or just
downright neighborliness, they refuse to admit it, preferring instead to display an !'11make-up-my-own-mind attitude. Usually
that's accompanied by a vote-for-the-manand-not-the-paTty stance that is often the
theme of the minority party, which, in
Burke County, can change in the matter
of a few years.
All of this raises a serious question as to
the effect of the so-called enlightened new
day for the electorate on the two-party system. It must be credited to the Gus Peelers
of both sides that the two-party system became strong. It has been acclaimed as the
best of the political systems to be found,
preferable to the multiplicity of splinter
groups found in some countries where candidates can be elected without getting anything near a majority of the votes.
Gus Peeler and his kind of both parties
contributed to the strength that comes from
having a hard and substantial core of voters
who can be depended on to unite to give
substance to the support a party nominee
can expect. The independent voter-an important figure in the political picture-has
always been free to vote for the candidates
of his choice in his own party or the other
party or he may choose to be unaligned.
The fioating or independent voters have held
the balance of power in any election, tipping
the scales between the two parties with their
built-in, almost-automatic support accounted for by Gus Peeler and his counterparts, who fueled the party machinery for
the two-party system.
With the passing of the paternalistic,
friendly and befriending precinct chairman
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(or boss or leader) and the growing reluctance of many people to be identified as a
"party member," a weakening of the twoparty system seems inevitable. Add to that
the tendency of candidates to run not as
party nominees but as individuals campaigning on their own, seeking to build a
personal image through advertising (includlng htstrtonics through the medium of electronics) . A further minimizing of party roles
thus seems to be taking place which weakens the two-party system still more.
The two-party system is worth saving because the alternative is unthinkable. And
while thoughtful students of political history are looking around !or ways to save it,
let the affiliated and una.ffiliated remember
the solid contribution which the Gus Peelers
of both parties made to their day and age
through the promotion of "party regularity."

IMPROVEMENT OF IDGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, the
Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee will soon be taking up legislation
to amend our higher education programs,
and I am looking forward to this opportunity with great anticipation. As our
college students face more and more difficult financial problems, and as institutions of higher education attempt to
solve their multifaceted problems, we
shall be called upon to provide better answers than we have had in the past and
with improved mechanisms for assisting
institutions of higher education and students seeking postsecondary education.
The American Association of State Colleges and Universities and the National
Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges have recently issued
a joint statement entitled "Recommendations for National Action Affecting
Higher Education." This statement sets
forth the policy recommendations of
these two distinguished associations.
Their recommendations range from student assistance, institutional assistance,
institutional responsibility, research, and
diversification of postsecondary educational opportunity.
In view of our upcoming debate on
higher education amendments, I believe
all Senators will find these recommendations very instructive. I ask unanimous
consent that they be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the recommendations were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NATIONAL ACTION
AFFECTING HIGHER EDUCATION
INTRODUCTION

The higher education system in America
today faces a financial crisis which must be
acknowledged and met. In the last decade,
student enrollments have increased at an
unprecedented rate. Research and training
programs have been expanded to meet national needs. The physical and human resources of colleges and universities have been
burdened to meet these new and heavy commitments. At the same time, costs have risen
sharply while economic decline has reduced
the capabil1ty of public and private support
for higher education to meet them. Most of
our institutions would face grave problems
if they were simply to maintain the present
level of operations.

But the present level of operations is not
good enough. There are young people--perhaps a million of them in a college generation-who would not get post-secondary education at that level of operations. They are
precluded from further education by poverty.
We share the determination of the President
and other Americans that these young people
should not be barred from equal educational
opportunity simply by lack of money. We
support Federal assistance programs which
will provide opportunity for them. At the
same time, it would be irresponsible for us
not to say bluntly that there must be buildings to house them and teachers to teach
them if they are to be educated further.
Every additional student who goes to college
brings additional cost with him. Very few
institutions charge tuition high enough to
cover the cost of instruction, not to mention
essential construction costs. Success in meeting the national goal of larger enrollments
could mean financial disaster for the higher
education system.
It is time to face frankly the fact that it is
not possible to provide equal educational opportunity to American young people without
paying the cost-not just the tuition and
maintenance cost to the students but also
the cost of educating them. We urge the
Congress and the Executive to recognize the
inseparable relationship of these costs by
assisting all institutions, public and private,
to do the education job, while they maintain
vital programs to aid students.
1. STUDENT ASSISTANCE

We commend the President of the United
States for the commitment he made, 1n his
education message to Congress early in 1970,
to use the resources at the Federal government to make sure that no young person
who can benefit from post-secondary education will be denied the opporunity. We share
that commitment without reservation. Our
role in national life, as public institutions
of higher education, has been to provide education free or at low tuttion to as many students as possible. Our society is very far, however, !rom extending the opportunity of further education to all young people who need
and want it. The realization of that goal
will require a commitment of national resources far beyond anything the government
has so far been willing to make.
But there are good programs in law now
which should be extended and improved.
For the low-income student, a substantial
package of assistance can be put together
by:
Maintaining the National Defense Education Act student loan program to insure ac-

cess to low-interest loans for needy students.
Maintaining the integrity of the Educational Opportunity Grants program. Young
people from very low-income familles often
are intimidated by the prospect of a heavy
debt burden. Outright grants are indispensable.
Maintaining the work-study program, with
the Federal level of contributions established
at 90 per cent as a minimum.
For the middle-income student, the Guaranteed Student Loan program should be
maintained with an adequate flow of funds
for legitimate educational needs. We accept the assurances of the Administration
and the banking community that this will
require a secondary-market arrangement of
some kind, so we support the establishment
of the National Student Loan Association.
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short they cannot profit from the guarantee.
We understand why interest subsidies are
preferred to grants or direct loans: they reflect a smaller expenditure in the budget jor
a particular year. But inasmuch as they increase arithmetically each year, they not only
cost more in the long run but also represent
an ever-expanding element of infiexibllity
in the budget, threatening all social programs and providing the government with a
dangerous stake in inflation.
We oppose:
Tax credits for tuition and fees.
A general Federal scholarship plan.

Proposals such as the contingent loan repayment plan or any other based on the
philosophy that students should pay an increasing proportion of the cost of higher
education by long-term borrowing. The inevitable result of any such scheme is tuition

increases to the point of the full cost of instruction, with a repudiation by society of its
own responsib111ty for and gain from the expansion of human resources through higher
education.
II. INSTITUTIONAL AID

A commitment to educating massive numbers of new students is meaningless 1! it does
not include the responsibllity to provide the
housing, classrooms, laboratories, and faculty
necessary to do the job. Colleges and universities have absorbed an additional 1.5 million
students since 1965. The instructions 1n
NASULGC had to turn away nearly 90,000
qualified students in the Fall of 1970. Many
AASCU institutions have had the same experience. Therefore, it is unrealistic to assume that existing facil1ties and teaching resources could take care of an additional million students, say, in five years. It is true that
there are vacancies in private institutions,
but not approaching the numbers mentioned
here.
Sooner or later, the Federal government
will have to undertake an adequate program
of institutional aid. A model for such assistance is the land-grant teaching assistance
program which provides unfettered money
for institutions designated as land-grant colleges. Unfortunately, both the Executive and
the Congress moved in the wrong direction in
1970-the President's budget eliminated the
funds for this program; Congress restored
them but at an amount below the authorization for the first time in more than a half
century. What is needed is to expand the concept of operational aid to all institutions,
public and private, not el1minate the small
step that has been taken in the right direction.
Our institutions have commended and
strongly supported the efforts of Representatives George P. Miller and Em111o Q. Daddario
to pass their National Institutional Grants
program bill (H.R. 11542, 91st Congress),
which was overwhelmingly approved by the
House Committee on Science and Astronautics in 1970. We commend Representative
Albert Quie and Senator Peter Dominick for
introducing identical institutional aid bills
in their respective houses in the 91st Congress (H.R. 1622, S. 3817) and we strongly
support these measures as well.
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We
support any bill with a reasonable
formula for tnstitutional aid, relying on fur-

ther legislation to correct inequities as experience reveals them.
There are categorical programs which are
broad enough to furnish a kind o'f institutional aid. Among these we recommend:

We are disturbed by the continuing trend
of the Administration to eliminate grants
ana direct loans from Federal programs in

Funding of both the unclergraduate and
graduate academic facilities grants programs
and expansion of the loan program to au-

favor of guaranteed loans from the private
market, perhaps with interest subsidies. Our
institutions do not need the Federal guarantee, while many private institutions find
interest so high and repayment periods so

Expansion of the College Housing Loan
Program as a supplement to, but not a sub-

thorized levels.

stitute for, the direct loan program.
Continuation ancl expansion of aid to de-
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veloping colleges, particularly as the program · with it when it occurs on campus, any more
aids institutions with heavy enrollments of than urban courthouses are bombed or
policemen murdered. This is a problem for
students from minority groups.

m. RESEARCH
Research is one of the requisite functions
of a university. It adds to the basic knowl·
Adge which helps to make a nation strong
and the life of its people safe and satisfying.
The Federal government has played a huge
role in the research efforts of our institutions,
which have responded and will continue to
respond to national needs. But serious dis·
locations occur when universities commit
their own resources to Federal programs
which then are phased out, leaving universities to support staff and fac1llties as best
they can. Feast-or-famine practices in appropriations encourage new ventures, then
destroy long-established and highly productive programs.

We believe the Federal government must
bring stability to its research, training, and
developmental assistance programs with a
slow but dependable expansion in funding,
in real dollars.

In regard to specific programs, we recommend:
Prompt action to restore the deep reductions made last year in long-established
fellowship programs (such as those of Title
IV of the National Defense Education Act)
and to provide adequate funding for new
programs (such as those of the Education
Professions Development Act).
E:z;panded support for basic research, which
is fundamental to the nation's progress.
Elimination of cost-sharing requirements,

and implementation of the policy of full reimbursement of indirect costs.
Continuation and e:z;pansion of short-term
institutional development grants, initiated

by the National Science Foundation and the
U.S. Public Health Service.
Increased support of the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities, with emphisis on support of institutional programs
while continuing individual grants.
Emphasis in the health fields on adequate
funding of existing programs which are now

of a comprehensive nature.
strengthening and broadening the computer facilities programs, with stress on co-

operative arrangements among institutions.
IV. ACADEMIC RESPONSmn.rriES
The two Associations are firmly committed
to the maintenance of freedom of inquiry,
study, and expression in the academic community. Maintenance of these freedoms, and
the ability to respond to the many legitimate
requests for change in institutional programs
and arrangements to meet the needs of the
time, are threatened by destructive resort to
force and violence.
It is the responsibility of the academic
community and, where necessary, of local
civil authorities to deal with disruptive activities if they occur and to assess penalties
appropriate to the offense. COllege and university administrators are the managers of
their respective academic enterprises and
should be allowed and expected to run them
responsibility. Federal legislation imposing
severe and mandatory penalties on those who
happen to be recipients of Federal financial
assistance will further neither our own ability to discharge our responsibilities nor the
objectives of its sponsors. We believe that

this is understood by both the Executive and
Congress and we are grateful that both have,
in the main, exercised restraint in the face
of provocations to intervene. We, in our turn,
who have the most to lose, have improved
our capability to deal with disruption, which
was a new dimension for us, and to bring students to bear more constructively in the lives
of our institutions.
But a new element has been added in the
form of criminal terrorism. We are not responsible for terrorism and we cannot deal

the whole society and its government, and
especially for the law-enforcing agencies of
government. We will give them our full co-

operation and support.
In regard to specific policies directed at

academic life, we recommend:
The Establishment of the National Foundation for Higher Education, which was recommended by the President, to support innovative, and exemplary programs to improve
the quality of higher education. We do not

believe it should be an operating agency, nor
do we thing its project grants should replace
exist1ng programs.
The inclusion of all institutions which offer
post-secondary and technical programs in
Federal programs aimed at strengthening
these areas. Awards of grants should be de-

termined solely by an institution's capab111ties in meeting a program's objectives. Funds
in these programs should not be diverted to
objectives of strengthening different types
of institutions, however instrinsically worthy
these objectives may be.
Legislation to authorize special assistance
to cover the institutional cost of the ROTC
program, whose primary purpose is to produce regular and reserve officers for the
Armed Services.
V. EXTENDING THE RESOURCES OF HIGHER
EDUCATION BEYOND THE CAMPUS

The institutions which are members of our
two Associations have never believed that relatively young students on finite campuses
were our sole concern. F&r from it. We have
been leaders for more than a century in extending the range of educational offerings
from the strictly classical to professions
which had to be invented, in the process expanding enormously the productive capability of our people. Through problem-solving
extension programs we have created a variety
of instructional arrangements which we have
taken to people of all ages with differing
needs wherever they lived in our respective
states. We have played a strong role in taking American expertise to peoples of other nations all over the world.
We recognize that the need for the mobility and adaptability of public higher education is more crucial now than ever before.
There are disadvantaged students who need
to be taught close to home, successful adults
who need continuing education in order to
cope with a rapidly changing world, urban
problems to be identified and solved. We want
to meet the challenges posed by these needs.
A. Extension and Continuing Education.
We recommend:
Substantially increased funding for the
Community Services and Continuing Education Act (Title I of the Higher Education

Act) and of other Federal programs designed
to enable colleges and universities to offer

their resources in the service of society as a
whole. These include the Public Broadcasting Act, Regional Medical Programs Act, Law
Enforcement Educational Assistance Act,
Smith-Lever Act (Cooperative Extension
Service) , and various programs of the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
B. Natural Resources and Environment.
We support:
Federal programs designed to improve the
quality of the natural environment and insure wise use of our natural resources. We
urge greater involvement of colleges and
universities in educational and research programs in this area.
We recommend:
Full funding of Titles I and II of the
Water Resources Research Act.

COntinuing emphasis, in administration of
the Sea Grant Colleges and Program Act, on
the importance of broad, :flexible institutional awards.
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Greater coordination among Federal agencies responsible for air and water pollution
programs.
c. International Programs.
We recommend:
The exertion of leadership and support by
the Administration and the Congress to assure a truly international dimension in
American higher education, and maximum
effective participation by colleges and universities in international educational and
cultural exchange and in technical assistance.
Action to clarify the roles o! various Fed-

eral agenc:l.es in international programs.
Provision of funding tor such program on
a continuing, predictable basis ..
D. Manpower Programs.
We recommend:
Passage by the Congress of comprehensive
manpower legislation now before it with appropriations capable o! implementing the
objectives of the legislation.
In educatd.on programs, more attention to
the imbalance in available manpower in dif·
ferent disciplines and freedng funds to retain and upgrade educational personnel to
respond to real national needs.
The devotion by the Administration of
support for the expansion of programs in all
phases of allied health services to encourage more people to enter these professions.

THE PRISONER-OF-WAR ISSUE
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, the
administration's most recent statements
on the prisoner-of-war issue have notreceived the attention which they deserve.
In recent weeks both the President and
the Secretary of Defense have said
that American troops will remain in
Vietnam as long as American prisoners
remain in North Vietnam. This formulation, of course, raises a critical question: Would the administration set a
definite withdrawal date if this would
bring about the release of the prisoners?
This is a question which the families of
some prisoners are now asking themselves as evidenced by a recent column
written by Stephen S. Rosenfeld and
published in the Washington Post. I ask
unanimous consent that Mr. Rosenfeld's
column be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
"I WAS BITTER INSIDE"-NIXON'S POW POLICY
CONTIESTED BY WIVES
(By Stephen S. Rosenfeld)
The wives of five POWs who worshipped
at the White House last Sunday sa-id the
President told them, "This is one thing we
can't deviate on. As long as we have prisoners there, we'll have men there." Obviously, Mr. Nixon was trying to assure doubting
wives, and other worriers in the Pentagon
and elsewhere, that in pursuing troop withdrawals he is not breaking faith with the
1500-odd Americans counted as prisoners or
MIAs (missing in action) in the various
parts of Indochina; not a..bandoning them.
At the same time, it is of human interest,
and perhaps of political importance, that
some POW wives now formulalte the problem in a very different way from the President. They say, in effect: As long as we have
men there, we'll have prisoners there. They
conclude that the United States shoull.d
withdraw all its forces from Vietnam, 1f
only to bring their husbands home.
Many Americans might agree that Mr.
Nixon should set a timetable and leave Vietnam-and not only to retrieve POWs. But
the President insists he will consider complete withdrawal only "as part of a settle-
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ment." Sympathetic as he is to the suffering of p risoners and their families, he has
n onetheless steadily rejected the HanelViet cong offer to open "discussions leading
to release" of POWs .as soon as the United
States says when it will leave. Instead, he
has termed t h e POW issue "humanitarian"
and sought to avoid paying any political
price for return of the men.
That his policy is now challenged openly
by some POW wives and, according to them,
questioned quietly by others, is a sobering
index of the impact of the war. For it has
been an American tradition that families of
military men--certainly famUles of career
men, who are numerous among the POWs-accept Without public complaint or political
argument the duty assigned the men. In this
case, the duty assigned to hundreds of Americans is to sit in captivity and thereby to
project Mr. Nixon's determination to get the
kind of political settlement he wants in
South Vietnam. It is not so surprising, considering the internal divisions on the war
and the hardships imposed on the POWs
Wives, that some of them no longer go along.
The particular vehicle which has carried
them into the political arena is the "proportional repatriation" proposal launched by
Representatives Leggett and Riegle. They
would have the United States set a withdrawal date and negotiate a step-by-step
agreement: total Withdrawal for total
prisoner release. Politically, the key divergence from official policy is that this proposal does not demand-as a quid pro quo
for withdrawal-that the other side accept a
South Vietnamese political arrangement approved by the United States. Humanely, the
key divergence is that it offers hope for the
return of the prisoners.
Mrs. James Mulligan of Virginia Beach,
whose Navy pilot husband was shot down five
years ago and she has six sons, appeared with
six other Wives to endorse "proportional repatriation" when it was unveiled here last
month. Later she stirred the National League
of Families of American Prisoners and
Missing in Southeast Asia into circulating
the proposal to its members.
(The League is currently polling its members on political questions for the first time,
its board chairman, Carol North of Wellfleet,
Mass., reported this week. She said that the
group's need to stay non-political to protect
its tax-exempt status, and its further need
to maintain unity-"we reflect the divisions
in the oountry"-had kept it from pronouncing on polltical questions.)
Mrs. Mulligan, speaking in a telephone interview, explained her own new pol.itical activity this way: "This conflict has been political since the Tonkin Gulf resolution. It's a
war run by politicians, not m111tary men.
President Nixon is trying to justify the loss
of 44,000 lives. I Wish him well but I doubt
he can do it. The American soldier is not receiving from his government the loyalty he
gives to his government. I don't feel the Leggett proposal is the answer but it's a vehicle
to show the administration and Congress how
mistaken is the view that the families are in
accord with the administration.
In December, 1969, said Mrs. Mulligan, she
went With a wives' group to the White House:
"I faced the President. I told him my husband had been interned four-five years. 'You
must do something,' I said. I was shocked
to find myself asking my government for
help. I don't want to be used any more: not
by Hanoi, not by the liaison committee (the
anti-war group Hanoi has used as a mail funnel), not by my own government. We live
in a very political country, and that is what
I am going to do."
Mrs. James McDaniel of Greensboro, N.C.,
wife of an Air Force navigator shot down in
1966 and mother of two, also endorsed "proportional repatriation." She said, "I don't see
what the President is doing. I want him to

come out and tell me. Does he think those
men are expendable? If he's playing politics
and waiting until '72, then I'm really fed up.
"You say you're not going into politics. We
tried to separate politics from humanitarianism. We said 'write Hanoi, write Hanoi'-it's
helped make people more aware. But Hanoi
owes them nothing, only not to be cruel to
them. Our government has the responsibility,
and we've got t o put pressure on it. I'm not
superhuman. My husband's not superhuman.
I kept quiet so long, I was bitter inside."
How many of the wives these women speak
for won't be known until the League completes its survey. But they are not the only
group which wants the President to set a
wit hdrawal timetable. The Gallup poll reported last week it has asked its national
sample if it would support a congressional
proposal to bring home all U.S. troops by
the end of 1971, and 73 percent-up from
55 per cent last September-said yes.

SENATOR HATFIELD'S STATEMENT

ON THE UNITED NATIONS
Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, last
December, the distinguished senior Senator from Oregon <Mr. HATFIELD) submitted a statement as testimony before
the President's Commission on the
United Nations. It was a very broad
review of U.N. activity during its 25
years of existence. I think it would be to
the advantage of all Senators to note
this statement. I ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
TESTIMONY BEFORE THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON THE UNITED NATIONS BY SENATOR
MARK 0. HATFIELD

Mr. Chairman, I think it particularly appropria.te to have a review of the role of the
United Nations on its silver anniversary. And
I appreciate the opportunity to submit !testimony to your Commission.
During the last quarter-century the peoples of the world have become increasingly
aware of their interdependence. It is impor<tant for us to recognize that this interdependence extends Ito the United States-our
policies are greatly determined by Moscow
and Peking and their policies greatly determined by Washington. For we are all members of a truly world community, and this
should be constantly kept in mind. If we
could wave a magic wand and compress the
world's 3 billion people into a small town
of 1,000 people, 57 would be citizens of the
United States-the remainder of the world
would be represented by 943. About 329 in
the town would be classified as Christians,
and 641 would not be so classified. About 67
would be Protestants and some 176 would be
Roman Catholics. At least 13 towns-people
would be practicing Communists and 354
others would be in Communist-controlled
countries. White people would total 315, with
685 non-white.
The 57 United States citizens would have
an average life expectancy of 70.5 years-the
other 943 would have a life expectancy of 57
years. The 57 United States citizens would
have 15 times as many possessions per person as the rest of the people and produce
14 % of the town's food supply while eating
20 % above the maximum food requirements.
Inasmuch as most of the 943 non-United
States citizens in the town would be hungry,
the disparity in the food supply might understandably lead to some 111 feeling among
the townspeople. The lowest income group
among the 57 United States citizens would
be much better off than the average of the
rest of the town. One-half of the 1,000 people
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would never have heard of Jesus Christ and
what He taught. On the other hand, more
than one-half would be hearing about Karl
Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and Khrushchev. It is
with this perspective that I think we should
look at and evaluate the United Nations.
Twenty-five years ago in the aftermath of
World War II and in the face of the unknown prospects of the Cold War and the
nuclear age, the United Nations was created.
Its purpose was to help build world peace
which entailed a two-fold role: first, the prevention of war and, second, the peaceful
settlement of disputes after they had begun.
The United Nations has done a highly commendable job in helping eradicate some of
the basic causes of human misery-and war,
consequently-through such agencies as the
United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) , the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs, the United Nations Special
Fund, the Economic Commission for Europe
(ECE), the Economic Commission for Latin
America (ECLA) , and Economic Commission
for Africa (ECA), the Economic Social Council, and numerous conferences and other
commissions and agencies. I firmly support
their continued efforts.
There have been, however, events occurring
and situations created that were unforeseen
at the inception of the United Nations which
have reached global proportions and which
the United Nations can and should help confront. For inst ance, as early as 1961, Iran had
suggested an International Volunteer Service
Corps. The organization would be analogous
to the United Peace Corps, but it would be
international in its membership and in its
perspective. I am pleased to note there have
been significant steps within the United Nations to make the International Volunteer
Service Corps a reality, and that it is with
the support of the United States.
The environment has become an issue of
world concern, pollution not being the exclusive problem of the technologically developed countries. The United Nations has
rightfully focused its attention on this issue
and has planned a Conference on Problems
of the Human Environment to be held in
Stockholm, Sweden in 1972. Yet, it is important that we and the other countries of
the world do as much as possible to cope
with this problem within our own countries
and on an international basis, not merely
waiting to see what comes out of the 1972
conference.
World opinion plays a major role in shaping foreign policy. This is true, I believe, irrespective of the form of government of a
particular country. The United Nations has
been a forum in which world opinion can
be expressed but there have been evidences
that even this function could be facilitatedwithout transgressing the internal policies of
the respective countries involved. Through
the United Nations, the International Court
of Justice should be given authority to try
cases even where one of the parties refuses
to participate in the proceedings or to adhere to the Court's findings. This would not
make the Court's decision binding, but it
would still have a significant effect on world
opinion and help focus that opinion on specific issues.
Crucial to solving any confilct is engaging
the parties to a dispute, or potential dispute,
in a dialogue. There are, however, numerous
groups which do not have representation in
the United Nations. To be consistent with
the founding principles of this world body,
the goal of universal membership should be
stressed as greatly as possible. Furthermore,
as the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace has suggested, all independent
states with a population over 1 million
should be eligible for membership. And all
independent states with a population below
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1 million should be eligible for associate
membership with more limited rights and obligations. Special effort should be made to
bring into the United Nations both parts
of divided states, such as Germany, Korea,
and Vietnam.
If the United Nations is to be effective,
it needs to have accurate and up-to-date information. In 1971, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) World Administrative Radio Conference will be held. This
group is responsible for the allocation of
frequency bands for satellite broadcast ing,
and consequently, will be of great import to
the future of the international relations. Instantanoous contact throughout the world is
needed in order to maintain peace, and this
cannot be accomplished by using any system
based, as now, on terrestrial shortwave radio.
It is of the utmost importance that tl1e
United Nations improve its communications
network by working through the ITU Conference not only for the primary purpose of
helping abate conflict but for the benefits
that can be gained from satellite use for
navigation, Earth survey, meteorology, and
other scientific and educational purposes.
The United Nations Development Program,
in conjunction with the World Bank have
already expressed an interest in this area,
and it must be noted that a multi-national
focus of this communication network should
be stressed rather than have one or two nations or ideological groups in control. The
United Nations should have access to satellite
broadcasting and television channels so that
it would insure that United Nations discussions and actions would be known to all
peoples of the world without interference
from any government. UNESCO and other
specialized agencies should aJ.d in the transmittal of international, cultural, and artistic
events through satellite communication as
well.
Perhaps the most obvious area of need
Within the United Nations is its lack of machinery for peaceful settlement of disputes.
The resolution of disputes such as those occurring in the Middle East, Cyprus and the
Congo have all been of an ad hoc nature.
The Security Council is now meeting on a
monthly basis to discuss world problems
rather than only in times of crisis and is a
good step, but more needs to be done. The
General Assembly's Peace Keeping Committee has been meeting for nearly two years
and should, hopefully, come forth this year
with concrete proposals. Our experience in
the Middle East and the problems such
United Nations efforts as the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) has confronted exemplify the need for improved
peace keeping mechanisms. UNRWA has
done an admirable job, but because of the
short-sided, if not blind, policies of various
countries, not least of all the United States,
the Middle East with two traditionally peaceful and peace-loving peoples have become a
quagmire of tragedy and despair. The role
of UNRWA should be fully supported to meet
its present budget deficits and the United
Nations should press for compliance With its
earlier resolutions, particularly of November
22, 1967.

Vital to the continued functioning of the
United Nations, let alone any increase in its
potency, is its budgetary needs. The more
that the United Nations can be depended
upon to maintain international security the
less we Will tend to look upon ourselves as
the WOTld's policemen-and the less it Will
cost us in human lives and money. Consequently, the United States should devote at
least 1% of its Gross National Product to
foreign aid, particularly focusing on the
United Nations and other multi-national efforts. Today, the United States is giving the
United Nations less than it spends in three
days in Vietnam. On a per capita ba&s the
annual cost for each United States citizen
for the United NR.tions is $1.22, in contrast

to the $83 .25 each of us is spending for Vietnam, or lf;he 64c out of every $1.00 in our
budget that goes to paying for past, present
and future wars.
Our challenge is no longer the control of
our environment, but the cont rol of ourselves. It is with each of us as human beings
and in our ability to deal with one another
that the hopes for peace in the world rest. It
may seem initially ironic, but with the growing interdependence bet ween individuals,
peoples and nations, there is proportionate
increase in the need for individual responsibility toward ourselves and each other. We
are beginning to realize that world peace is
only possible through shared responsibilitybetween nations and individuals-and that
only through actions consistent with this
realization will peace be more than a pipedream.

POWER AND PUBLIC
RESPONSIBILITY

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the distinguished Senator from South Dakota
(Mr. McGoVERN) recently addressed the
Midwest Electric Consumers Association. He discussed some of the fundamental problems of our national energy
supply system, including environmental
disputes, the withholding of natural gas
from markets, inadequate research expenditures by utilities which instead invest heavily in advertising and sales
promotion, and the failure to build a
sorely needed na tiona! grid system. He
urged revision of the Department of the
Interior's leasing policy, Federal exploration for natural gas reserves and a hard
look at the basic organization of our entire power supply system.
Senator McGovERN's forceful and
thoughtful presentation points up methods of asserting responsible leadership in
an area where both government and industry have faltered.
I ask unanimous consent that his
speech be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
POWER AND PuBLIC RESPONSIBILITY
(By Senator GEORGE McGovERN)
Eve<nts of this past summer should leave
no one unconvinced that this country is
facing an energy crisis of dra,stic proportions.
The most obvious evidence was supplied
by more than 50 major blackouts in which
electricity was cut off from consumers, and
by hundreds of brownouts in which voltage was cut back.
But those troublesome events properly
focused new attention on the entire energy
industry and on its capacity to meet the
exploding power needs of the American
people.
We found that major private electric
utilities have reserve generating capacity
of 10 percent and less, instead of the desired
20 percent.
We found that there is a shortage, either
genuine or manufactured by the industry,
in deliveries of natural gas to customers.
We found that oil for fuel is avaJ.lable in
sharply reduced quantities, and at ridiculously increased prices.
We found that more coal is being consumed than is being extracted from. mines,
and that prices are escalating sharply.
We found that electric utilities appear
unable to provide added generating facilities
to meet consumer demands without intolerable additions to environmental pollution.
The United States has a trillion dollar

economy. Our technology is unparalleled. We
have huge reserves of coal and lignite and
enormous untapped reservo-irs oil and gas.
We have, despite its imperfections, attained
the best energy distribution system any place
on the globe.
But we have nevertheless blundered into
a power and fuel emergency which threatens
to damage each American citizen.
The consumer has accepted blackouts
with good humor, and brownouts with surprising good grace. He will be less patient
when the freezeouts begin. Yet they and
other painful consequences are on their way
unless government and industry supply inspired leadership to efforts to meet the power
needs of both today and decades hence.
The crisis is recognized almost universally.
There are apparently still some dimmed
eyes, else how explain this summer's fifth
straight House vote against the DickeyLincoln School Project for the Northeast, on
the same day that Capitol corridors were
darkened because of power shortages all
along the Eastern seaboard. But most responsible observers now see the difficulty.
There is, however, no unanimity in explanations why the crisis has developed.
II

With the physical comfort and well-being
of all of its citizens at stake; with the health
of the entire economy dependent upon reliable supplies of energy at reasonable cost,
it is almost impossible to believe that there
isn't a Federal agency that can provide a
logical and credible explanation for the development of the present emergency. Nonetheless, that appears to be the case.
You will recall that this past summer the
Secretary of the Interior appointed an Industry Advisory Committee to provide him
with information on the national energy
situation-after an expected 18 months of
study. Not even the White House saw that
as a reassuring answer to a na tiona! emergency, so a Cabinet level team was appointed.
Meanwhile, private industry spokesmen
have developed their own rationales, largely self-serving.
The electric utilities blame the conservationists, the manufacturers, organized labor,
and the vario-us regulatory agencies.
The coal companies place the principal
blame upon the electric utilities for ordering nuclear fueled generating plants. They
fault the railroads for shortages of hopperbottom cars, and they fault the Congress
for what they regard as excessively restrictive mine health and safety legislation and
pollution controls.
Natural gas suppliers, with remarkable
unanimity, place the responsibility on the
Federal Power Commission. Natural gas would
be available for everyone, they suggest, if
only rates were higher.
The oil companies attribute the shortage
of residual fuel oils to political disturbances
in the Middle East, to tanker shortages, and
to higher than anticipated demand. They are
particularly fond of noting the interruption
of the Trans-Arabian pipeline in Syria.
These pleadings may have mixed merit.
It is at least as instructive to look elsewhere,
for more disinterested analysis.
It is intriguing to note, for example, that
the acute energy emergency has developed
just at the time when oil and gas companies
have been acquiring coal companies, thus
depleting interfuel competition from that
source. Only two of the ten largest coal companies are now independently owned, and
the other eight produce 42 percent of the
industry's present production. Simultaneously, oil companies have acquired vast
uranium holdings, producing 14 percent of
the domestic uranium in 1969 and controlling 45 percent of the known reserves on
January first of this year.
Where natural gas is concerned, we have
evidence of seriously questionable tactics by
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producers. Business Week reported on August
first, and I quote:
"The major oil companies, which control
most of the natural gas supplies in the U.S.
have made it clear that they are not
interested in increasing gas production until
it becomes more profitable than other investments they can make, but that could
mean a 60 percent increase in present ceiling
prices that pa-oducers can charge for natural
gas."
In short, the shortage of gas is a holdout
for higher prices.
Certainly any analysis of the roots of today'fl grim picture must include some attention to the fragmented and confused voice
of government, particularly as it has influenced the growth of new energy sources.
In 1963 Jersey Central Power and Light
released the economic analysis which led to
that company's decision to go atomic at
Oyster Creek. Spokesmen for the Atomic
Energy Commission had, for years, been offering confident projections that coal would
lose the electric power market to nuclear
generation in just a few years. Without a
similar public voice speaking for and promoting fossil fuels, investments in new coal
mines and coal transport equipment were
sharply curtailed.
Now, with the breeder-reactor still acting
as the most successful moving target in
human experience--staying twenty years
away regardless of the passage of time-we
find that we ha.ve ignored fossil fuels at our
perU.
Research priorities reflect a similar pattern.
Except for the civilian power reactor program which is primarily Federally financed,
the electric utilities, the manufacturers and
government agencies have all been niggardly
1n the financial support devoted to discovery
of new concepts and techniques.
Joseph Swidler, former chairman of the
Federal Power Com.m.ission and now head of
New York's Public Service Commission, testified before a Senate Subcommittee recently
that:
"The amounts that the ut111tles spend on
research are negligible, and this is und~
standable because of the nature of the indust4'y. It 1s broken up into 3,000, over 3,000,
separate institutions or entitles 1n four
different segments. They do not have laboratories or research fac111ties of their own.
"The manufacturers are interested primarily in resea.Tch with an early commercial
payout, and the government thus far haS
stilled in its research in the energy field.
Research, as you know, is one of the first
things to be cut 1n any budget crunch."
senator Lee Metcalf, who is rightfully
regarded as the leading Congressional expert
in the utility field, drew this explicit picture
last January:
"The 212 major electric ut111ti.es account
for one-eighth of all the investment 1n this
country. They took in $19.4 billion 1n 1968.
They netted 15.4 cents on the dollar, after
paying aJl expenses, including taxes and
interest. Yet, almost one-fourth-51 companies to be exact-did not, according to
their own reports, spend a cent on research
81lld development in 1968, either within the
company or through support of research and
development by others."
Senator Metcalf reported further that on
the average, investor-owned utilities spent
just slightly m.ore than 2 mills per revenue
dollar on research and development in 1968.
They spent eight times as much on adver·
tising and other sales expenses.
That is the private utilirties. During the
1970 fiscal year the Federal government spent
roughly $367 mUllan dollars on research in
the energy field. But 84 percent of the total
went for atomic energy, leavi.n g just a tiny
balance for research on the fuels which will
continue to be the prime energy source for
at least the next two decades and beyond.

IU

It is not my purpose here to attempt a com-

plete tabulation of the reasons for the current crisis. I do submit, however, that our
first order of business in the short term
must be to ascertain all the facts and to
make certain the inconveniences, discomforts and economic penalties suffered by the
American consumer are held to a minimum.
We must be especially determined to see
that the consumer is not forced to pay the
bill for management's mistakes, and to assure that we are not film-fta.mmed into
changing the rules of the game by unjustfiied
producers' strikes.
We need to know much more, for example,
about the maneuverings and negotiations
between the Administration and the oil
companies, which led to the decision to continue the oil quota system during and in
spite of this emergency and in spite of the
recommendations of the Cabinet level group.
That single decision, according to Senator
Phil Hart. will cost the American consumer
some 7 billion dollars a year.
If the President has entertained illusions
that the big energy companies are going to
deal fairly, equitably and responsibly with
the consuming public during the current
period of shortages. he ought to read the
"Inflation Alerts" prepared by his own Council of Economic Advisors. Fuel oil prices increased at an annual rate of 48 percent during the first half of 1970, and bituminous
coal prices went up 56 percent during the
same priod. Now the second report tells us
that the price of residual fuel oil has risen
25 percent more in three months. Bituminous
coal rose 10 percent in a single 30 day period.
Normal market pressures have not been
allowed to prevail, says the Council, because of "dir<:et actions to curtail production." Meanwhile we read news reports every
day about public and private agencies that
cannot secure fuels for purposes that are
vital to the public health and safety.
Hopefully it is stlll possible for firm and
prompt Presidential action to minimize the
short term adverse effects of a crisis that
should have received executive attention and
action long before the problem became so
desperate.
While we deal with the present crisis on
an emergency basis, however, we should
devote equal attention to programs that will
safeguard the nation's energy supply in the
longer term, and that will do so in ways
which are consistent with our interest in
keeping an a.ttracitve and wholesome environment.

cated and critical questions of energy and
environment with a. full willingness toquestion old institutions and to explore new and
potentially better techniques.
v

Along with the Commission, there are a
number of specific policy decisions which de·
serve the earliest possible attention.
It is a travesty that this nation has no
national grid system to interlink power-short
areas with potential sources of surplus supply elsewhere. The issue was highlighted last
summer when Basin Electric Power Cooperative in North Dakota offered power to Consolidated Edison, which did not have enough
power to meet consumer demands in New
York. Con Ed had to reject the offer because
the interconnections were too small to handle
the load. The same thing happened during
the 1965 New York blackout, when a sizeable block of power offered by the Tennessee
Valley Authority could not get through.
References to the national grid were dropped in Administration circles shortly after
Secretary Hickel endorsed it last summer.
With his departure, we are left with no commitment at all. We need to get moving now
on this essential project.
VI

As I have suggested earlier, we also need

desperately to expand research on means to
employ fossel fuels more cleanly and efficiently. At this moment, for example, we
should be placing especially high priority on
MHD, or Magneto-Hydrodynamics. MHD can
use lower grade coals than are feasible 1n
conventional thermal plants. It is a means
of using fossil fuels much more efficiently. It
uses less water and pollutes less. Considering its promise, the $400,000 requested by the
President for MHD research was grossly inadequate. So is the $600,000 supplied by the
Congress. We need to support this work at
the highest level at which funds can beeffectively used.
Similarly, we should be doing more about
fuel cells, super conductors. underground
transmission, and the conversion of lignite
and coal to gas and petroleum products.
And we should be both supporting elsewhere and demanding from the industry
maximum research efforts to develop the best
possible techniques for pollution abatement
and control. If the American people are someday forced to choose between adequate energy
supplies and a healthy environment, it will
not be because the two cannot coexist. They
will have been let down by government and
held up by industry.
IV
I have no way to judge whether the dollar
amounts we have devoted to research on
It is an enormous undertaking.
atomic
power generation are too high or too
Since 1965, overall energy consumption
in the United States has grown at a rate of low. I do know, however, that the present
five percent each year. Electric power con- five to one advantage it has over fossil fuel
sumption is up to a 9 percent growth rate research is unconscionable. It should be remnationwide. Output must be doubled every edied in short order.
vn
ten years. Right now we simply do not know
how that goal can be accomplished in the
Where the availability and costs of fuels
foreseeable future, at least not without ren- are concerned we should be moving on at
dering many parts of this country virtually least three fronts.
First, although I would defer to Senator
uninhabitable.
The most prudent and responsible first Phil Hart's conclusions, based on his investistep would be the adoption of Senator Jen- gations in the Antitrust and Monopoly Subnings Randolph's important bill, S. 4092, to committee. it seems to me that the Justice
establish a Commission on Fuels and Energy. Department's Antitrust and Monopoly DiviI have been impressed by this organization's sion should have the trend toward concentestimony on behalf of that legislation. I tration of fuels ownership under constant
agree with you that the Com.m.lssion repre- and intensive scrutiny. There are few areas
sents a splendid opportunity to identify, in where monopoly control has greater potential for damaging the public interest. I welthe words of the bill:
"Those programs and policies which are come the current investigations by the Fedm.ost likely to insure, through m.axlm.um. use eral Trade Com.mission.
Second, while the country struggles with
of indigenous resources, that the nation's
rapidly expanding requirements for low-cost a. claimed gas shortage, huge deposits on
energy will be met. e.nd in a manner con- Federal lands and submerger lands under
sistent with the need to safeguard and 1m- Federal control await exploration and development.
prove the quality of our environment."
Initially, the Department of Interior's
I would hope and expect that such a. Commission would address itself to the compU- leasing policy should be reviewed and re-
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vised. Certainly gas bearing land should
be leased on a schedule based on the Nation's
energy needs, and not on the Treasury's demands for cash to fill budgetary objectives.
And we should make certain those policies
make participation by smaller companies
both feasible and attractive.
Beyond this, I believe we have reached
the time, and we surely have accumulated
the reasons, to plan for Federal exploration
of those deposits, both to increase supplies
and to test the companies' contention that
prices are too low. The yardstick of public
ownership and control has been immensely
valuable in the electric ut111ty field. We need
a yardstick in the natural gas industry as
well.
Third, any discussion of future energy
supplies, particularly for the western half
of the country, must heed the tremendous
concentrations of lignite and sub-bituminous
coal concentrated in the IDgh Plains States.
Almost a third of the nation's coal reserves
are located in Montana and Wyoming. With
the extensive lignite reserves of the two Dakotas, nearly two-thirds of our reserves of
low sulphur coal are found in the western
states.
In January of this year, former Interior
Assistant Secretary Ken Holum, a citizen of
my state, released his study concluding that
electric power produced at mine-mouth generating stations on those coal fields could be
economically attractive in Chicago, St. LoUis,
Dallas, Seattle and Portland. A report released more recently by the Missouri Basin
Systems Group comes to essentially the same
conclusion.
While they have been acquiring coal companies, the major oil companies and their
coal subsidiaries have begun an aggressive
campaign of coal land leasing in Montana
and Wyoming. It is coupled with an equally
aggressive effort to acquire water rights on
or near the coal fields.
Senator Metcalf, after questioning Assistant Interior Secretary James Smith, learned
this summer that all of the available water
from Big Horn reservoir has been placed
under contract. Secretary Smith justified
that and other commitments in the following terms:
"The size of such investment, which only
a few large companies are capable of underwriting, may precipitate charges that those
interests are monopolizing the water. However. 1n view of the several energy companies
already holding option contracts and in the
light o! the potential water supplies that
can be developed in the Upper Missouri Basin, we believe that this is not likely. Rather,
the problem is more apt to be one of capttal accumulation essential to full utilization
of the latent coal ruources in 'VOUr state."

(emphasis added)
Secretary Smith 1s correct up to a point.
Development of those resources will require
large amounts of capital.
But he is dead wrong in concluding so
quickly that this alone justifies delivery of
these resources into the hands of wealthy
and powerful private energy companies.
Since 1902 and the creation of the Bureau
of Reclamation, this country has operated
under the premise that water is a public resource to be developed with public funds
for the benefit of the consuming public.
The worsening energy crisis should reinforce
that philosophy, not retard it. The consuming public deserves more from Federal executives than the almost automatic commitment of public resources-coal and water under public lands under Federal control-to private companies, mainly because
those companies are already so rich and powerful that they can generate large amounts
of capital.
If the challenge is capital accumulation,
we should be considering the potential
advantages of separating generation and
transmission from distribution and estab-

lishing generation as a public task. TVA has
served its area well. Do we need a similar
organization to develop these coal fields in
a manner that will satisfy the national needs
for electric power, gas and liquid petroleum
products? Are there alternatives that might
serve the public interest as well? Secretary
Smith's letter suggests that the Nixon Administration hasn't even recognized that the
opportunity exists.

vm

Finally, it is time we took a hard look at
the basic organization of our entire power
supply system.
Years ago, Leland Olds, a distinguished
former Chairman of the Federal Power Commission, advanced what he came to call the
"giant power concept."
Olds correctly identified the rapid emergence of "economies of scale." He was committed, as well, to what we call the "pluralistic electric system."
The essence of his proposal was that generation and transmission should be separated from distribution in the electric power industry. Under his concept, separate
generation and transmission organizations
would provide bulk electric power to local
utilities that would continue to be responsible for distribution and marketing.
The idea has never received thorough and
objective evaluation. Private electric utility
management has rejected it out of hand, as
they seem to reject all new ideas.
But today it is more attractive than ever
before.
The National Power Survey included among
its findings a conclusion that we can expect
great savings from integrated planning, construction and operation of generation and
transmission facilities on a regional basis.
Subsequent experience, however, has suggested that there is little hope that such arrangements can be made under existing patterns of ownership and control. It could be
accomplished, almost by definition, through
the giant power concept.
These economies of scale also apply to pollution control techniques. Again by definition, a number of small plants will create
more total pollution than a few large ones,
at any given level of ant i-pollution technology. And large enterprise can incorporate
the latest technology at the lowest cost per
unit of power.
The giant power concept would be a decisive step toward the national power grid
which we need so badly. By definition here,
too, it would establish regional grids covering the entire country. From that point it
would be a short step to interconnection of
regions, allowing transmission of surplus
power to any part of the country which might
experience temporary shortages.
Further, the concept would facllitate
meaningful regulation and control in the
public interest. It would place generation and
transmission under Federal regulation, while
leaving distribution largely under the jurisdiction of the several states.
Since atomic power is efficient only in large
plants, it would advance in a practical way
our interest in using that alternative source
of energy as our reserves of fossil fuels go
down.
For all of these reasons, I believe the
pioneering and farsighted concept of Leland
Olds should be well on its way toward incorporation into national power policy.
We have some encouraging signs that it is.
A recent report for the New England Regional Commission, which Includes the governors of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island and a Federal appointee, the best hope
of meeting the region's power needs for the
next twenty years would be creation of a
single bulk power supply agency with full
responsibility for power development--including the sole authority to construct all
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area generating and transmission facilities
and the right to acquire all existing plants
and lines. George Cabot Lodge of the Harvard
School of Business, has reached a similar
conclusion for the Northeast, identifying a
new regional power agency as the potential
answer to that area's bulk power supply
problems.
In the early Thirties, when existing institutions had failed, a new application of cooperative principles, initiated by an imaginative and concerned national administration,
led to the electrification of rural America.
The rural electric program 1s one of the
country's great success stories. Significantly,
where REA cooperatives have been permitted
to develop their own sources of supply, bulk
power supplies are adequate.
Existing institutions--primarily the investor-owned utilities upon whom we must
depend for 85 percent of this nation's power
supply-are failing again. They are failing
not only to offer the opportunity that abundant, low-cost energy can bring; they are falling as well to meet even the minimum requirements that are essential to public
health, safety and convenience.
It is time we asserted the same kind of
leadership we saw in the 1930's this time for
consumers in all parts of the country.
I recognize that such proposals can be
expected to bring screams of outrage from
private energy companies. While they have
been less than dependable in supplying
power, they can always be counted upon
to protest loudly against proposals which
might interfere with their conception of
"free enterprise."
In response, let me quote briefly from a
speech by the late Dr. Paul J. Raver, then
superintendent of Seattle's Department of
Lighting, before the 1960 conference of the
American Public Power Association. He
pointed out that:
"The electric business is public businessbecause the power industry itself is public
business, whether it is owned and operated
by a public agency or a private agency."
Why is this so?
It is so because electricity is essential to
public health, life and economic survival
and because this commodity 1s sold under
monopoly conditions. When these two factors, necessity and monopoly, are predominant, we have a 'business affected with a
public interest' and the business itself is
public and not private.
At bottom, I suspect that a goodly portion
of energy predicament today has grown
out of our inablllty to recognize that basic
fact, and out of the failure of public policy
to reflect it.
Henceforth we need a new definition of
values in the energy field.
We may well determine that it is in the
public interest to retain the involvement of
private capital, private management, and
the profit motive In our energy system.
But whatever our conclusion on that score,
we must never permit it to overrule the purposes of this immensely important "public
business"-to make energy available to the
American people in the amounts they need,
at the lowest possible cost, in the cleanest
possible way, and with the greatest possible
assurances of reliable service.
From now on we can afford to let no secondary interest deter from those transcendent goals.

ASSESSMENT OF THE SOUTH VIETNAMESE OPERATIONS IN LAOS

Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, the
Christian Science Monitor of Tuesday,
March 30, contains a sensitive and revealing article relevant to our assessment of the South Vietnamese operations in Laos.
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The author of the article, Mr. Daniel
Southerland has talked with some 0f
the real veterans of the South Vietnamese army.
Mr. President, so that all Senators
can profit from this article, I ask
unanimous consent that it be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
"WORSE THAN DIEN BIEN PHU"
(By Daniel Southerland)
DONG HA, VIETNAM.-ln a run-down cafe
sat three men in camouflage uniforms with
red berets stuck in their pockets. They must
have been among the most experienced of the
men who fought in Laos.
The three paratroopers, all in their late
30's, first fought together with the French
at Dien Bien Phu 17 years ago. They were
captured there by the Viet Minh and later
released. They have seen the worst of the
war over the past two decades, and such
experience is sobering. Unlike some of the
younger paratroopers who were now celebrating their return from Laos with wild
abandon, these three veterans sat quietly
discussing their · Laos experience over a
meal of rice and bits of beef at a flycovered table. They had returned to Vietnam just the day before, after fighting their
way out of fire-support base A Loui.
The three saw that the Americans sitting
near them were newsmen and invited the
two Americans to share their meal with
them. They wanted to talk about what they
had seen in Laos. Whatever the rest of the
world might think, these three men believed
the South Vietnamese forces came out on
top there.
WINNING SIDE THIS TIME?
"The idea was to get into the enemy's
house and tear it up, and that's what we
did," said one man, a sergeant, who added
that it was hard to explain just how happy
he felt to be alive after six weeks in Laos.
Was there any way to compare what they
had gone through in Laos with Dien Bien
Phu, one of the newsmen asked.
"Laos was worse the.n Dien Bien Phu,"
said a dark-skinned veteran of the IndoChina war. He was a Cambodian, from the
Mekong Delta, but he spoke fluent Vietnamese. He was a warrant officer and had
been in the Army 19 years.
"The enemy &helllng was worse in Laos
than it was at D1en Bien Phu," he said. "And
our supply problems were worse in Laos
than at Dien Bien Phu."
But the important difference between Dien
Bien Phu and Laos, he said, was that he felt
he was on the winning side this time. Not
all his fellow paratroopers would agree.
Perhaps the warrant officer was trying to
put the best face on what had been 8Jt most
an inconclusive campaign in Laos. But the
two newsmen felt he meant what he said.
"There were problems in Laos, and it was
less than a perfect victory," the warrant
officer acknowledged.
"We found a lot of caches everywhere we
looked, but it seemed that the enemy had
had time to disperse the big caches," he
said. "It seem.ed he had had advance warning that we were coming. What we found
was less than what we had found in
Cambodia."
"There was also a language problem in
dealing with the American planes supporting
us," he said.
"Because of the language problem, we
couldn't get the air &Upport right where we

"We normally like to be in a situation
where one man on our side takes out 10 on
their side,'' he said. "That's the way it worked
out. But the way they were massing against
us, if we'd had st ronger air support, we'd
have gotten even more of them."
The thing which appeared to disturb these
three the most about the campaign was their
failure, because the shelling was so heavy,
to recover the bodies of some of their
comrades.
"Never before in battle have we failed to
get the bodies of our men back," said the sergeant. "Only in Laos did it happen."
"It did not happen with many of our men,"
he said. "But a few is too many."
PEACE MOTIVES QUESTIONED
The sergeant said he was in favor of sending to Laos all the students in Saigon who
are opposed to the U.S.-backed Saigon government and its war policy.
"Those students who say they are for
peace, but who could be more for peace than
we are?" he said. "We have more to gain than
anyone if there is peace.
"The students can enjoy their motorbikes
and their night clubs in Saigon while we
fight to protect them," he said.
"We are so poor that our own children and
wives have to work to help our families," the
sergeant said.
With apparent embarrassment, one of the
20-year veterans said his wife works for
American soldiers to supplement the family
income.
"A soldier's family is very poor," declared
one of the other paratroopers.
A pair of youthful-looking paratroopers
swung by on the road outside the cafe with
their arms slung around each other's shoulders. One clutched a guitar.
VETERANS AGAINST GREENHORNS
"You can tell the young, inexperienced soldiers," said one of the veteran paratroopers,
age 37.
"When they come back from the field, they
get drunk and tear up the town.
"When we come back, we discuss our experiences and then we go to bed and get some
sleep," he said.
Weren't they getting terribly tired of the
war? Would they go back to Laos again if ordered to do so?
The sergeant tugged at the front of his
uniform with both hands.
"When we put on this uniform, we're
ready to do anything our commanders order
us to do," he said proudly.
The others nodded approval.

SERMON ABOUT THE WAR IN
INDOCHINA
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, in
the Los Angeles Times of March 21, reprinted a sermon by the Reverend
George F. Regas, rector of Pasadena's All
Saints Episcopal Church. The Reverend
Mr. Regas' summary is one of the most
penetrating and eloquent statements
about the war in Indochina and our
country's tragic and continuing involvement in it that I have ever seen. I wish
every American could hear the powerful
message of this sermon. I commend it to
Senators and ask unanimous consent
that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the sermon
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
"MR. PRESIDENT, THE

JURY

IS IN"

wanted it," he said. "If we had been able to

In a. nationwide televised press conference

get it right where we wanted it, we could
have had not just a victory, but a perfect
victory.

March 4, President Nixon addressed himself
to the extension of the Indochina war into
Laos and Cambodia by South Vietnamese
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troops and American air power and called
:m the American people to stand behind
him "while the jury is still out." He asked
the people "not to harken to the drumbeat of
television commentary which takes a pessimistic view of the war."
I respectfully say that the President is
wrong. The jury is not still out. They rendered their verdict long ago and a majority
of the country is pessimistic and consciencesick about the Indochina war.
The jury has spoken in almost every
corner of the globe and called the Vietnam
war a colossal misadventure. Gunnar Myrdal,
in his monumental study of Southeast Asia,
"Asian Drama," points out that we got into
Vietnam originally because we sensed that
communism would fill the power vacuum
left by French withdrawal, and that we
believed we could show the Vietnamese a
better way than communism. We claimed to
be the defenders of freedom, honoring our
commitment to support a free nation against
aggression from within anct without. That
is a generous interpretation of our involvement.
But now, as we look at what our presence
has in fact accomplished over this last
decade, as we considerThe bombed-out and devastated villages,
The millions of refugees (nearly one-third
of the population of Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia),
The staggering number of civilian casualties,
The use of vicious and undiscriminating
antipersonnel weapons,
The devastation of crops and fields,
The political corruption and America's
part in sustaining a regime the people would
never support,
The forfeiture of political freedom for
dissenting views in South Vietnam, looking
at the monstrous results, many of us find it
impossible to justify this kind of suffering
and destruction in the name of democratic
principles. Are the Vietnamese really better
off dead than Red? And who made Americans
the gods that should decide their fate?
Oh, the physical destruction and suffering of Vietnam! But there is also the death
of the spirit and the erosion of conscience in
this land of ours. Something has happened
to America because of Vietnam, and our basic decency as a people can no longer be
taken for granted.
Mr. President, the jury is in. The cost is
too great; the suffering among the peoples
of three of the poorest nations in the world
and the continued loss of American lives
can't possibly be justified.
Many experts from every part of the political spectrum admit we should not be in
that war. Right, left, centrist; many agree.
It isn't a partisan jury, sir.
Yet the war goes on. Death continues to
reign and we are given assurance that an
expansion of the war is really a deescalation
and a way to hasten the withdrawal of our
troops. Seeing what we've done to Vietnam
looking straight at that ravaged land, we
say bombing of Cambodia and Laos is necessary to protect freedom and safeguard Southeast Asia from communism.
The jury is in! We won't listen to the same
phony rhetoric America has heard for a decade from its leaders at every stage of this
country's long, misguided plunge into the
Southeast Asia morass. The contradiction
between what is being said and what is being
done has reached the point of sustained insuit to the inte111gence of the American
people.
Surely the jury is in! Vietnam is a oolossal
mistake and a tragic commentary on America's belief in sacredness of every person in
the sight of God and his right to self-determination.

Mr. President, if we are silent, it is not because we are waiting for the jury's return.
It is only because the scandal of Vietnam no
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longer scandalizes us. We've heard the bodycount so frequently, watched the television's
reports of the suffering so long, and allowed
the political rhetoric to mesmerize us that
now we are numbed, anesthetized and silent.
And that is not a mark of patriotism but
of spiritual death-moral decay. How devastatingly cogent are those words of Jesus:
"What does it profit a man if he gains the
whole world and loses his own soul?"
I saw a poster recently that seared my conscience:
"Dear Mom and Dad; Your silence is killing me. (In Vietnam, at home, on campus)"
In profound love for my country and with
respect for my President-! say we must protest the war?
In the name of all that is holy, aU that is
honorable, all that is decent all that is noble,
we must say, "Stop the war now!" No longer
will we concur with a continuation of such
massive violence. We must find ways to speak
for the Christian church could make a stunning contribution to the world it it could say
the light words.
Pastor Martin Niemoller's confession carries warning for us all:
"In Germany, the Nazis came for the Communists, and I didn't speak up because I
was not a Communis.t. Then they came for
the Jews and I did not speak up because I
was not a Jew. Then they came for the trade
unionists and I didn't speak up because I
wasn't a trade unionist. Then they came for
the Catholics and I was a Protestant so I
didn't speak up. Then they came for me ...
By that time there was no one to speak up
for anyone."
This palish must speak up and protest
the war-our very souls depends on it. We
are not at liberty to stick with safe and
manageable subjects while the world convulses with violence and slaughter. And if
the unity of this parish depends upon silence
in the face of an extension of the war then
it is a church whose unity is spurtous to begin with. Our oneness lies in a faithful obedience to the Jesus of love and mercy, not in
a tacit agreement to keep everyone on board
while waiting for a conflict-free consensus
before raising our voice.
I ask you now to center your mind and
heart on four aspects of my protest:
1-The war has ravaged Vietnam mercilessly and eroded the conscience of America.
It isn't necessary to visit Indochina to appreciate the horror of the war. The bare statistics will suffice. The tonnage of bombardment is now approaching three times the total bombs used by the American military
in all theaters in World War II.
There are 53,544 American soldiers dead;
120,563 Saigon government soldiers dead;
697,342 N.L.F. and North Vietnamese soldiers
dead; South Vietnamese casualties estimated
at over 1 million; North Vietnamese as probably more.
In Cambodia, after only a few months of
war, there are an estimated 1 million refugees out of a population of 6 million.
I won't go on into the endless horrors and
atrocities caused by both sides. If only each
of you would read just one book on the Vietnam war-any book-and realize all of this
suffering comes from a war which the majority of Americans feel is a tragic error for our
country.
And I grieve for all of us who have been
brutalized and numbed by this war. I have
found reading the news reports of Lt. Calley's
trial for his part in the My Lai massacre a
staggertng experience.
"I was ordered to go in there and destroy
the enemy. That was my job that day . . . I
did not sit down and think in terms of men,
women and children. They were all classified
the s&rne, and that was the classification that
we dealt with-just as enemy soldiers.
"I felt then, and I stlll do, that I acted as

I was directed and I carried out the
orders . . .
"Our job was to destroy everyone and
everything in the vUlages. . .
"I never sat down to analyze it; men,
women and children. They were enemy and
just people . . . . "
I grteve for Lt. Calley because of what
this war has done to his humanity. How
could he say he never thought about it; just
followed orders? I grieve for what war has
done to us all. In Calley's painful story, it is
war that stands revealed as the true monster. What that war is doing to many William
Calleys growing up in America is immeasurable.
In Houston, on Oct. 27, 1967, Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker said that " . . . peace demonstrators are a bunch of bums. The U.S. should
bomb the ports, dams and population of
North Vietnam. That's what airplanes are
for. You're not fighting human beings over
there-you're fighting two-legged animals.
The people are just slaves. That's all war is
for is to kill and win, to destroy, to defeat
the population of your enemy."
Surely, the words of Jesus shout to America: What does it profit a nation if it gains
the whole world for democracy and loses its
own soul? God have mercy on us for what
the war is doing to the soul of a nation; for
in many ways it is infilcting its dehumanizing shrapnel into all of our hearts.
The blind distortion of national priorities
has produced deep estrangement and polarization in American society. How can we accept passively a society that now spends
nearly 70% of its tax dollars on wars and
their aftermath and the preparation for
future wars? A committee report to Congress
estimated the cost of the Vietnam war, if it
ended in 1970, would be $350 b1llion. And
the poor, hungry and oppressed around the
globe cry out for a chance to live.
One should understand why some of our
citizens are so morally outraged at such a
gross distortion of priorities. The case of the
Berrigan brothers is an example. I know
both Berrigan brothers personally and yet I
am uncertain of their guilt in Hoover's conspiracy charges. We must await the trial.
However, their actions of pouring homemade napalm on draft records at Catonsv1lle,
though grotesque to some and unacceptable
to others, did one thing. Robert McAfee
Brown of Stanford University says it dramatized, in unforgettable fashion, the grotesque
moral priorities that have been erected in
America and what has happened to the collective conscience of our nr.tion: We are outraged when paper is burned at draft boards,
and we are not outraged when children are
burned in the villages of Vietnam.
That statement is oversimplified, but it
can't be dismissed without it tearing at your
conscience.
Yet in spite of all this, Mr. Nixon says he
will place no restraints on further bombing,
except to rule out the use of nuclear weapons; that we wm not be defeated in Indochina; and that he wouldn't speculate on
whether South Vietnamese would invade
North Vietnam on their own!
The verdict is in! Will you remain silent?
2-If the church attempts to follow Jesus,
it will raise its voice in moral outrage.
I am fully aware that I could be wrong in
urging this parish to protest the war. I speak
to you humbly acknowledging how often I
have failed in my own discipleship.
There are no easy solutions and there are
no neat black and white distinctions on the
morality of war. If we make the mistake of
thinking there is all black on one side of the
issue and all white on the other, we will be
wrong nine out of 10 times. I intend to
reach out and put my arms around aU who
strongly disagree with this sermon, for we
can live together in Christian love.
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Yet we cannot allow this to immobilize us.
The integrity of the church's message depends on raising our voice against a war no
one wants being allowed to destroy our soul.
The Christian faith says the jury is in. We
don't need to see how the devastation of
Laos and Cambodia is going to affect the
war; we believe that life is sacred everywhere.
Everyone bears in his body the image of his
membership in the human family and the
image of the living God. How many Vietnamese is one American worth? One, five,
forty, a. thousand?
The Vietnam war is a sin against the human family; its dehumanization has left its
scar on us all that will remain for years. The
brutality of Indochina is reflected by the callousness in the streets of America. When life
is cheap anywhere, it is cheap everywhere.
If this parish remains silent in the face
of all that continues to brutalize us, what is
there, then, to validate our Christian way
of life?
When the great author, Albert Camus, was
asked to address a Roman Catholic order, he
told them bluntly that they were not practicing what they preached. Listen to him!
"What the world expects of Christians is
that Christians should speak out, loud and
clear, and that they should voice their condemnation in such a way that never a doubt,
never the slightest doubt, could rise in the
heart of the simplest man . . . that they
should get away from abstraction and confront the bloodstained face history has taken
on today."
3-What can American do if it is not to
lose its soul?
First. America must repent. I think Sen.
Fulbright was wrong when he said the great
society of America has become a. sick society.
Eric Fromm says that this is another way
of excusing ourselves since sickness is something that happens to one involuntarily and
for which one cannot be held accountable.
Fromm asserts that American society is not
sick but immoral. Our sickness is really sin.
I believe he is right.
What is called for isn't guilt but repentance. So long as we try to justify the horrors
perpetuated in Indochina, so long as we continue to talk about saving face and keeping
our honor, so long a.s we figure the cost of the
war is a little too much and perhaps it was
a mistake to get in so deep-the soul of the
nation will continue to be eroded and within
the grip of death.
There is one way left that leads to new
life-repentance. The word of God judges
this nation; and it can bring healing, too.
What a. rebirth could come to the greatest,
most powerful nation in the history of the
world if she said: "I was wrong! God have
mercy!" The death of pride would be the
rebirth of integrity.
Second, we should protect the lives of our
soldiers but we must come home immediately. Let the President set a clear timetable
of withdrawal. We will leave Southeast Asia
and if the Thieu-Ky regime can't stand on
its own, then let it fall. Integrtty won't allow us to keep the Thieu-Ky government in
power through American guns and dollars.
We know that government is corrupt and
ruthlessly suppresses political dissent. When
the political oppression of South Vietnam
was mentioned recently, the response of one
of our ambassadors was, "We do not condone it."
Billions of American dollars put that government in power and sustain it. If we came
home the Vietnamese themselves might find
a. way to bring peace to that tragic land.
Third, we must pay the price for peace.
Everyone wants peace-but so seldom have
we been willing to use the great reservoirs
of this nation for healing. "And nation shall
not lift up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war any more." To have that
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vision and pay the cost of its fulfillment-what a great moment that would be in the
history of civilization.
4-The church should mobilize its resources to end the war.
In a recent "Peanuts" cartoon, the setting is a baseball game. Charlie Brown is
about to pitch when his teammate, Lucy,
suggests that he aim to hit the batter.
Charlie reacts violently: "I<t wouldn't be
right . . ."
There follows a long discussion with all
Charlie's teammates joining in. Everything
under the sun comes into the debate:
"What about the children's crusade? Was
that moral? What about those awful movie
ads you see nowadays? Define morality .. .'•
Finally, in despair, Charlie Brown says, "We
never win any ball games, but we sure have
some interesting discussions!"
We've talked enough. I call upon this
great parish of All Saints to take a step
larger than we ever thought we would. I ask
for a massive mobilization of the parish by
establishing a "Peace Operation Center.'•
The protests of young radicals have made
their mark but !allen short of any major reformation of the war system. My hope is
to radicalize the Establishment--myself included-and take middle America and give
its goodwill and desire to build a world of
peace clearer focus and more effective power.
America is searching its conscience; the
church is struggling for its soul, the integrity of its message and the courage of its
convictions. We must not back away from
this challenge.
This parish is small against the magnitude of the problem; yet I believe profoundly in the power of just a few who have
caught the vision of a peaceful world.
I am confident that there are thousands
in Pasadena and Los Angeles today willing
to contribute their lives to the healing of
the world. One of the high marks of the
•6os was the response given to the Peace
Corps.
The late President Kennedy proposed a
corps organized to bring light and knowledge to the underdeveloped nations of the
world. Hardly had the announcement of the
Peace Corps come from the lips of President
Kennedy than there were four times the
number of volunteers as could be sent.
Find all the faults you wish with the
Peace Corps; but it still means this: Americans have a hunger to do something with
hope and heart and love in it, something
more than animal. We shall seek to provide
the channel.
TEST~ONY

OF SENATOR SPONG
ON FOUR MILE RUN FUNDS

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, it is regrettable that the impoundment of appropriated funds for the Four Mile Run
fiood control project in northern Virginia stands to hinder progress on this
urgently needed project in fiscal 1972 as
well as in 1971.
I discussed the history of the fioods in
the Arlandria community, and the effect of the impoundment of appropriated funds, at a hearing on Thursday,
March 25, 1971, before the Separation
of Powers Subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. I ask unanimous
consent that my testimony on this matter be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the testimony was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
Mr. Chairman, it ts a privilege to appear
before you and the Judiciary Subcommittee
on Separation of Powers. Your hearings on

the presidential impoundment of appropriated funds are especially relevant to the citizens of the Arlandria community of Northern Virginia.
They have been directly affected by the
freezing of $175,000 appropriated in Fiscal
1971 for preconstruction planning on a flood
control project at Four Mile Run. They don't
understand how or why this could happen
when there is unanimous agreement that
the project is urgently needed and should
be built. In my judgment, Mr. Chairman,
this is a classic example of why citizens
come to believe that government is unresponsive to their needs.
Mr. Chairman, it would be helpful to the
Subcommittee's understanding of the situation if I briefly reviewed the history of the
flooding, and of my efforts to expedite Congressional action on the authorization and
appropriations.
The modern history of damaging floods
begins in the early 1940's. The first evidence
of property damage occurred in about 1942.
It was confined mostly to streets, although
there was some minor basement flooding.
Representatives of the U.S. Corps of Engineers testified before the Senate Public
Works Subcommittee on Rivers and Harbors
in September, 1969, that there had been five
major floods since 1963. On the basis of 1969
prices, the Corps estimated damage from the
five floods at $8,140,000. The most severe of
these occurred on July 22, 1969, when approximately 620 dwell1ng untts and 78 places
of business were inundated. The Corps estimated damage from that flood at $4,315,000. Eleven days later another flood caused
damage estimated at $700,000.
The aJ.arming thing, Mr. Chairman, is
that the frequency and severity of the floods
is steadily increasing, even though there
has been an almost complete prohibition
against const ruction in the Arlandria area
since 1984.
There have been six flood watches in the
Arlandria community since the 1969 floods.
In a flood watch, police and fire units are sent
into the area. They use lights, sirens, and
loudspeakers to warn the people that the
water is rising and that they may have to
evacuate their homes.
Four of the six developed into actual
evacuations involving up to 50 persons. Officials of the City of Alexandria informed my
office late yesterday that the period of evacuation on these four occasions has varied from
one to two hours. The most recent flood
watch occurred on February 13 of this year.
As far as I have been able to determine,
there has been only one fatality directly
caused by flooding. That occurred in 1963.
However, the Corps of Engineers observes at
several places in its report on the project
that additional fatalities could have occurred
had floods come during the night.
Frankly, at the time of the 1969 hearings
before the Rivers and Harbors Subcommittee,
I didn't realize how much time would be
required to complete the procedural steps
involved in projects of this kind. It wasn't
until June 25, 1970, that the project report
was formally transmitted to Congress.
That very day, the Senate Public Works
Committee, at my request, authorized the
project pursuant to the provisions of Section
201 (a) of the Flood Control Act of 1965. Section 201 permits the Senate and House Public
Works Committees to authorize flood control
projects having a. federal cost of less than
$10 million. Nineteen days later the House
Committee adopted a similar resolution.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that this was
the first project ever to be authorized under
the 1965 statute.
Anticipating favorable action on the authoriz~tion, I testified on May 18, 1970 before
the Public Works Subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee in support of
an appropriation of $175,000 for preconstruc-
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tion planning on the Four Mile Run project
in Fiscal 1971.
I was elated when the Appropriations
Committee included the funds I had requested in the b111 reported to the Senate.
The House accepted the Senate amendment,
and the blll was signed by the President on
October 7, 1970.
News accounts of the President's action
made reference to the possiblllty that some
of the funds in the bill would be impounded.
so in a letter dated October 9, 1970, to Mr.
George P. Shultz, Director of the Office of
Management and Budget, I expressed the
hope that funds for the project would be released for expenditure, and that the money
would not be placed in a budgetary reserve
status. On the same date I asked the Corps
of Engineers to begin the work as expeditiously as possible, and to advise me if the
money was placed in budgetary reserve.
The Office of Management and Budget advised in a letter dated November 17, 1970.
that no decision had been made regarding
the $175,000 added by Congress. I was told
that OMB was aware of the problems occasioned by flooding along Four Mile Run, and
that my views in support of the project would
be given careful consideration.
On November 30, 1970, the Corps of Engineers informed me that the money had
been placed in budgetary reserve "without
prejudice to the later release of such funds
after the President (had) an opportunity to
review the entire fiscal situation for Fiscal
Year 1971, and its relationship to the budget
for Fiscal Year 1972."
In a letter dated December 2, 1970, I advised the Office of Management and Budget of
the information provided by the Corps of Engineers, and expressed the hope that the
money appropriated for Fiscal 1971 would be
released at the earliest possible time. On the
same day I advised the Corps of Engineers
that it would be reassuring to the citizens of
Arlandria if funds for the project were included in the Corps• budget request for Fiscal
1972.
Unfortunately, no funds were included for
Four Mile Run in the Administration's
budget request for Fiscal 1972. I expressed my
dismay over the omission in letters dated
February 1, 1971, to the Office of Management and Budget and the Corps of Engineers.
In my letter to OMB, I asked again that funds
appropriated for Fiscal 1971 be released for
expenditure. I told OMB that the urgency of
the project had been recognized by Congress,
and that delays served only to further endanger life and property in the Arlandria community
Mr. Shultz responded in a letter dated
March 9, 1971, that the $175,000 would not
be released until after July 1, 1971. This, of
course, is the beginning of Fiscal 1972. This
news was so disturbing, Mr. Chairman, that
tn my acknowledgement to Mr. Shultz I expressed the hope that the floods could be
scheduled on a fiscal year basis.
Meanwhile, in a letter dated February 5 to
the Corps of Engineers, I requested an estimate of its expenditure capabllity for the
Four Mile Run project for Fiscal 1972 on
the assumption that OMB would release the
Flsoal 1971 appropriation. I also asked to be
advised whether the Corps of Engineers had
included any funds for the project in the
Fiscal 1972 budget request it submitted to
higher authority.
I received the response af the Corps on
Tuesday of this week. I was told that the
Corps could utilize an additional $300,000
in Fiscal 1972 if the $175,000 in budgetary
reserve were released next month.
However, if the funds in budgetary reserve
are not released until July, 1971-and OMB
has told me the funds would not be released
until after that date-then the Corps could
use only an additional $100,000 for the Four
Mile Run project.
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This means, Mr. Chairman, ~hat the people of Alexandria not only have lost the year
they thought they had gained through the
appropriation of $175,000 in Fiscal 1971, they
stand to lose more ground Jn Fiscal 1972. I
cannot request the Appropriations Committee to recommend funding at the level of
$300,000 in Fiscal 1972 when the Corps of
Engineers says it can utillze only an additional $100,000 for that year.
Of course there is always the possibility
that any additional appropriation for Fiscal
1972 will be impounded. The Fiscal 1971
money was frozen because it was not a part
of the Administration's budget request, and
as I have related earlier in my testimony,
there is no money in the Fiscal 1972 budget
request for this project. Incidentally, Mr.
Chairman, the Corps has advised that information concerning its budget recommendations to the Office of Management and Budget are not permitted to be released. I therefore am unable to advise what priority the
Corps of Engineers gave the project.
The total cost of the project is estimated
at $16,635,000, of which $9,926,000 is to come
from federal funds. I have been assured by
both the City of Alexandria and the County
of Arlington that they are prepared to provide their share of the oost.
It seems clear that the authority of Congress to determine priorities has been effectively frustrated in this particular case. The
Senate and House Public Works Committees
recognized the urgent need for the project
when they set a precedent by authorizing
construction pursuant to Section 201 (a) of
the Flood Control Act of 1965. The Congress
recognized the need by appropriating the
$175,000 recommended by the Senate and
House Appropriations Committees.
It is regrettable that the Office of Management and Budget has not adhered to the
intent of Congress on this project.

eliminate these factors before authorizing legislation was introduced.
He made copies of the proposed bill
available to all interested parties and
solicited their sugestions and analyses.
What ensued over the next 2 years was
a substantial revision of the bill encompassing the suggestions of interested parties in the area. The result is a. workable
bill which Senator RrnrcoFF has indicated
to me as being superior to the original
proposal.
Because of his single-minded dedication and his willingness to listen to those
affected by the proposal, the Senator is
now assured of wide public support and
cooperation for the proposal in the area
affected; and wide support for passage of
authorizing legislation in the Senate.
I commend Senator RIBICOFF for his
unique accomplishment. Thanks to his
vision, the residents of the lower Connecticut Valley are assured of stable
growth and the preservation of a natural
resource that may be the last of its kind
in the Northeast. Senator RrnrcoFF deserves our gratitude. He has shown the
way.
I ask unanimous consent that an address by Senator RrnrcoFF be printed in
the RECORD. It is a highly sensitive analysis of the legislation presented by Senator RrnrcoFF to the Connecticut River
Estuary Planning Agency's Citizen's
Workshop in Deep River, Connecticut, on
February 20, 1971.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

ABE RIBICOFF-A DREAM REALIZED
Mr. MciNTYRE. Mr. President, I speak
today in praise of the distinguished Senator from Connecticut (Mr. RrnrcoFF).
Not long ago, he introduced a bill to
establish a Connecticut Historic Riverway on the lower portion of the Connecticut River. The bill was the culmination
of more than 3 years of painstaking work
and keen understanding. I congratulate
Senator RrnrcoFF and thank him for his
unique contribution to the preservation
of a truly precious natural resource.
A brief outline of the history of this
project should be instructive to Senators.
I should like to emphasise that S. 36 represents a truly unique process in intergovernmental relations. The bill is designed to implement many suggestions of
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's report, New England Heritage. It does. Yet
it does something more: it incorporates
the suggestions, objections, and alternative proposals of most of the public bodies
in the area affected and those of private
citizens' groups as well.
Senator RIBICOFF was the driving force
behind this concept from its inception.
As a responsible and imaginative legislator, he foresaw that a massive Federal
project could not be imposed on the citizens of the lower Connecticut Valley.
Like the people of my own State of New

The future of the Connecticut River valley concerns all of us here today and is directly related to the fate of the connecticut
Historic Riverway Blll presently pending in
Congress.
we all know the valley as a beautiful
place. We all know it as a unique example
of Connecticut's natural and historical past.
And we all know that action must be taken
immediately if this beauty and uniqueness
is to be preserved for future generations.
Situated in the center of historic New
England and surrounded by the great urban
sprawl of industrial America, the Connecticut River valley provides an unmatched array of the vital natural resources which are
fast disappearing in our modern society.
But how long can we maintain the beauty
and tranquility of the area?
The relative isolation that has protected
this area is rapidly disappearing. The completion of Connecticut Route 9, a major limited access highway, has put the river valley
within easy driving distance for the residents of Hartford, New Britain and other
cities to the north. The Connecticut Thruway and Interstate 95 have brought vast
industrial development potential to the quiet
villages and towns of the area.
We are at a critical stage in the development of this region and important decisions must be made by you and your representatives. If we act now and act positively, we can save much of the beauty of
the land and the lifestyle of the residents.
If we fail to take the necessary steps, the
Connecticut River valley as we know it,
will soon disappear.
Signs of deterioration are already present.
The industrialization around us 1s spreading inward. Land subdivisions along the
shoreline threaten remaining open space access to the river. Marinas are taking up many
of the coves and inlets. Development is even

STATEMENT BY SENATOR RIBICOFF

Hampshire, these residents have a strong

background of independant judgment
and commonsense.
Rather than see this project mired in
controversy and delayed by jurisdictional

questions, the Senator wisely decided to
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taking place on the tidal wetlands which support the ecological balance of the estuary.
We will never be able to stop residential
and commercial development completely.
However, with careful and imaginative planning, we can control this development and
not only protect the natural and human resources of the area, but at the same time contribute to a healthy economy.
Many feel that this can be done on an individual town by town or neighborhood by
neighborhood basis. This simply 1s not true.
Some land owners will inevitably yield to the
lure of fat profits and sell to an industrial or
residential developer.
The protection of this area must be coordinated on all fronts--local, state and federal-if we are to succeed. The Estuary Planning Agency, representing most of the towns
in this area, already provides the vehicle for
planning and development at the local level.
But state and local authorities cannot
succeed without assistance at the Federal
level.
The role of the Federal government should
not be to solve the problem of each individual river, lake, city or town in this country. Rather it should establish a basic national policy which state and local authorities
can implement with the help of Federal
financing.
We must ensure that we preserve the right
of state and local authorities to tailor this
national policy to the needs and desires of
their constituents.
Too often in the past, the Federal government rode roughshod over the sensitivities
and interests of local citizens when it thought
it was acting in the public interest.
The proposed Connecticut Historic Riverway is a perfect example of what can be
done to balance national, state and local
needs. The Riverway proposal makes it clear
that it is in the national interest to preserve t he Connecticut River just as it is in
the national interest to preserve the Redwoods or the Everglades for future generations.
At the same time, the Riverway proposal
makes clear that no Federal juggernaut will
be allowed to sweep through the valley followed by escapees from the big cities with
their multicolored trailers and tents.
The reason this is not going to happen
is that we in the r iver valley have created a
system of Federal, state and local cooperation which exists nowhere else in the United
Stat es.
I am sure all of you here remember how
the Connecticut Hist oric Riverway evolved. It
all began in 1965 when Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall joined many of us for
a trip up the River.
My purpose in arranging the boat ride was
to demonstrate and dramatize for the Secretary and all others concerned, the need and
the potential for a national preserve along
the Connecticut River valley. We did just
that. Stu Udall ret urned to the Nation's
Capital convinced that the need and the potential exist ed and he promised me his support.
I had already introduced legislation directing the Interior Department to conduct a
feasibility study for the preservation of the
whole Connecticut River corridor. With the
backing of Secretary Udall a n d later Presiden t Johnson, the bill became law and the
study began.
The Bureau of Out door Recreation talked
to residents, state and local officials, and held
public meetings from Long Island Sound to
the Canadian border. Population and growth
projections were developed. Land use studies
were analyzed.
In September of 1968 the Bureau released
their report entitled New England Heritage.
The report enthusiastically endorsed the
concept of a park stating that the need for
protection and enhancement of the out-
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standing natural resources of the Connecticut River valley was a matter of regional and
national concern. The report was greeted
wit h unanimous and eager support.
In April of 1969, I introduced S. 1805 which
would create the four state, 56,700 acre Connecticut River National Recreation Area. In
the bill I proposed a revolutionary concept
of citizen participation. For the first time in
anyone's memory, the local citizenry who
were to be affected by the development, were
not only going to be heard from, but were
going to have a say in the decision making.
The bill was referred to the Interior Committee's Subcommittee on Parks and Recreation, chaired by my friend, Senator Alan
Bible of Nevada. A westerner, Alan comes
from the part of America which has plenty
of land and wide open spaces and an abundance of magnificent public parks. He knows
better than anyone else the value of Federal
preserves and the necessity of acting immediatly to protect our natural heritage.
When I spoke to him he was somewhat surprised to learn that here in the industrial
northeast there was still a stretch of river
which had not yet been ruined.
Because or! the immediate interest he
showed and because Alan's support was essential to the passage of the b111, I invited
h1m to join me on another boat ride up the
River.
Just as in 1965 with Stu Udall, Senator
Bible was moved by the beauty of the riverway. He came away from that voyage with
three vital impressions.
First, the riverway was worth saving.
Second, those most concerned with the development of the lower river valley had come
to realize that the stretch of riverwa.y between Haddam and Old Saybrook simply
could not sustain intensive recreational development and still remain close to its natural
state. We all agreed that such recreational
development wa.os not in the national interest.
In order for the Park to serve its purpose for
us and for future generations, the emphasis
had to be on preservation rather than recreation.
'I'hird, Alan's conversations with state and
local offlcials convinced him that a unique
experiment in intergovernmental relations
was developing and should be given a chance.
For the first time, he said, local offlcials and
concerned citizens were able to voice their
opinions, their fears and their hopes before
the plan was actually implemented.
Of course, not everyone agreed at the
Federal level. We all remember the Park Service's plans for vast recreational development.
This was a textbook example of a Federal
a~ency attempting to fulfill national needs
Without respecting or contemplating the
needs of the local residents.
Fortunately, these plans have been rejected
and the life style of the residents and the
serenity of the river valley will be maintained.
Once back in Washington, I introduced a
new bill which would create in Connecticut
the Connecticut Historic Riverway. At the
hearings on this measure, the Advisory Committee unanimously supported this new
proposal. They said, "We do not know of a.ny
case where a major piece of Federal parks
legislation has been written with this great
con cern for the opinions and knowledge of
those in the affected areas. As citizens of this
democracy, we wish to endorse not only the
legislation itself, but the cooperative effort
that went into its drafting."
Signing this report were:
Theodore Bampton, Director, Board of
Fisheries and Games;
Warren Billings, First Selectman, Haddam;
Robert Blair, First Selectman, Chester;
Merle Bugbee, First Selectman, Old Lyme;
Richard Burnham, First Selectman, East
Hampton;
Geoffrey Colegrove, Director, Midstate Regional Planning Agency;
Merritt Comstock, Representative, 71st District, Essex;

Gregory Curtis, County Administrative
Agent;
F. Kelso Davis, First Selectman, Essex;
Mrs. Taber deForest of Chester;
Raymond Dzialo, Representative, 74th District, Middletown;
Joseph Gill, Commissioner, Department of
Agriculture and Natural Resources;
Stanley Greimann, Planning Director,
Connecticut River Estuary Regional Planning
Agency;
John Hibbard, Secretary, Connecticut Forest and Park Association;
Jesse Johnston, First Sel~ctman, Old Saybrook;
George Joy, First Selectman, Deep River;
Erwin Kelsey, Chairman, Middlesex County
Soil and Water Conservation District;
Irving Levowitz, First Selectman, East Haddam;
Donald Mathews, Director, Park and Forest Commission;
John Mazer, First Selectman, Lyme;
Thomas Mondani, Representative, 73rd District, Moodus;
William Moore. Senator, 20th District,
Lyme;

William O'Neill, Representative, 52nd District, East Hampton;
Carl Otte, Open Spaces Coordinator, State
Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources;
John Pickett, Senator, 33rd District, Middletown;
Julian Rosenberg, Connecticut Valley Action Committee;
Anthony Sbona, Mayor of Middletown;
Dr. Karl Schaefer, Lyme;
John Tiffany II, Representative, 70th District, Old Lyme.
The Advisory Committee and its report
made an impact on all the members of
Senator Bible's Subcommittee. The Subcommittee's report to the full Senate said, "the
national interest is better served by emphasizing the historic and scenic values of the
lower Connecticut River over intensive recreational development. Accordingly, Federal
administration and development of the riverway will be circumscribed to respect the
existing beauty and tranquility of the area."
With this support, the Riverway was approved by the full Senate in October of last
year. Senate passage wa.c; a victory for the
concept--a new one in Federal park legislation-that the local people, through their
advisory committee, should play a vital role
in deciding how their Riverwa.y is to be administered and developed. Unfortunately,
the House of Representatives did not take
any action before adjourning.
I have reintroduced the bill this Congress
and hope for quick passage. It will then go
again to the House which already has a
number of similar measures pending. The
Connecticut Congressional delegation has intrOduced two almost identical bills.
Once the Senate has approved the bill, it
wlll be up to my colleagues in the House
to steer the bill through to final passage.
Any difference which might occur can be
settled at Conference. The important thing
is to pass this legislation and then get to the
next step-appropriations.
When established, the Riverway will encompass 23 ,500 acres along the River from
Haddam to Old Saybrook. The Secretary of
the Interior will be allowed to acquire up
to 5,000 acres.
The Park Service estimates that only 4,100
acres will be needed. Of that, all but 169
are unimproved. The estimated cost will be
$18.2 m1111on.
The major portion of the Riverway-17,500
acres, will be in a conservation zone. This
means that the land will remain in present
hands and propert y rights will be unaffected.
It can be bought and sold as long as the
local zoning ordinances meet standards approved by the Secretary and the Advisory
Committee.
S1m1lar zones have been established with
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great success in the Cape Cod and Fire Island Seashores. In fact, a recent review of
the Cape Cod program showed that property
values in the zone increased dramatically.
Preliminary development plans and cost
figures have been prepared by the Interior
Department to assist the Congress. These
plans and figures are not, of course, final or
untouchable. The permanent arrangements
will be worked out with the Advisory Committee-the men and women most familiar
With the area's ecological and human needs.
To minimize the flow of vehicular tramc
on our small roads, the Park Service plans
two parking areas-in Old Saybrook and in
Tylerville. Visitors would pay for parking
and then board small shuttle buses which
would take them through the park. If this
scheme is successful, no new roads need to
be built and the present roads won't be
burdened by traffic.
Group camping grounds are planned for
Poplar Hill and Hamburg Hill. These will be
small areas set aside for groups, such as Boy
Scouts and Y.M. and Y.W.C.A.'s who have
reserved the space in advance. Individual or
transient camping will not be allowed.
In addition, two small environmental
study buildings will be built in these same
areas where visitors such as school children
can learn about the history and ecology of
the Riverway.
Decisions on matters such as the optimum
number of visitors the Riverway can accommodate and how vehicles should be routed
will be made by the Advisory Committee together with the Secretary's representative.
Because this is a first, the role of the Secretary and the Advisory Committee has been
carefully delineated. As the bill says: "The
Secretary shall administer and protect the
Riverway with the primary aim of conserving
the natural resources located within it and
preserving the area in as nearly its natural
state as possible. No development or plan
for the convenience of visitors shall be undertaken in the Riverway which would be
incompatible with the overall lifestyle of residents of the area, accepted ecological principles the preservation of the physiographic
conditions now prevalling or with the preservation of such historic sights and structures as the Secretary may designate."
And before he makes these decisions, he is
obligated under my Senate bill to consult
with the Committee with respect to all matters relating to the development and administration of the Riverway.
If this new and revolutionary approach to a.
national park is successful, and I am sure
that it will be, we may have changed the
whole style of national parks. If the Federal,
state and local authorities can continue to
work together, we may see more a.nd more
Senators and Congressmen intrOducing legislation to preserve and protect their local
natural resources. And each of them will be
able to say that their plan is modeled after
our successful experiment here in Southern
Connecticut.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
OCEAN DUMPING

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, the resolution introduced by the Senator from West
Virginia, calling for an expression of
support by the Congress for the conven-

ing by the United States of an International Conference on Ocean Dumping deserves the close attention of all Senators.
I am particUlarly pleased to add my

name as a cosponsor to this important
and timely effort. I have long felt that
international agreement on action to pre-

serve and protect the oceans is an indispensable companion to efforts by individual nations in this critical area of

the human environment.
Recognition of the need for this dual
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approach to achieve marine protection
is evident in the President's February 8
message to the Congress transmitting the
first annual report on the state of the
Nation's environment. In that message,
President Nixon called for the establishment of a national policy banning the
unregulated dumping of waste materials
into the oceans, and for legislation to
regulate such dumping. He also directed
the Secretary of State to begin the pursuit of international initiatives directed
toward the control of ocean dumping.
These recommendations by the President follow the excellent report by the
Council on Environmental Quality of
last October, which suggested not only
the development of a national policy on
ocean dumping, but also that the United
States take the initiative to achieve international cooperation on this problem.
Since the beginning of the 92d Congress,
at least 55 bills have been introduced to
implement, in one way or another, the
recommendations by the Council and by
the President. At least two of these proposals-H.R. 4723 and S. 1238-are specifically directed at the problem, and call
for regulation by the Environmental Protection Agency. The resolution introduced
by the Senator from West Virginia <Mr.
RANDOLPH) responds to the need for international cooperation, to supplement
the national effort proposed in these bills.
Mr. President, the Council on Environmental Quality report Ocean Dumping:
A National Policy, which President Nixon
transmitted to the Congress last October prompted me to write him at that
time, not only to applaud his action, but
to suggest that the United States convene
an international conference to deal with
this problem.
While I realize that marine pollution
will be an important area for discussion
at the forthcoming United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in
1972, it seems to me that an international
conference on ocean dumping this year
could accomplish two important objectives. First, it would provide a forum before which interested nations could work
toward agreement on some urgentlyneeded controls at this time. Such a
forum would not detract from the important objectives of the 1972 Conference; it would, as a matter of fact, by
reaching agreement on fundamentgl issues this year, actually improve the work
of the Stockholm Conference. Secondly,
agreements reached at a 1971 internationa,} conference would be important
to the 92d Congress in its deliberations
on a national policy on ocean dumping.
It seems quite possible to me thl'lt such
agreements as could be reached in the
international arena this year would have
~n important bearing on actions which
the Ccngress might need to take to bring
about a desired national policy on ocean
dumoing.
These were my thoug-hts. Mr. President, when I wrote to President Nixon
last fall. I should like at this time to include in the RECORD a copy of my letter
to the President, as well as a copy of his
gracious reply.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., October 13, 1971.

Hon. RICHARD M. NIXON,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.
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ously considered as a prime mover in the
problem of ocean dumping.
Again, Mr. President, I want to thank you
for your interest and leadership in this critical problem, and to assure you of my cooperation in seeking its solution.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM V. ROTH, Jr.,

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Your recent message
to the COngress transmitting the conclusions and recommendations of the Council
on Environmental Quality with respect to
Member of Congress.
the dumping of waste materials into the
oceans, wa.s a most welcome and timely one.
THE WHITE HOUSE,
I was heartened to read the note of urgency
Washington, November 5, 1970.
in your statement outlining the serious
DEAR BILL: Your support for our proposals
threat of ocean pollution, and in your promto the Congress on the subject of ocean
ise to submit specific proposals in the next dumping is greatly appreciated, and I want
Congress to implement the Council's recom- to thank you for your October 13 letter. As
mendations. I want to assure you that I, you have pointed out, the problem of the disalong with other members of Congress, ap- posal of wastes in the oceans is international
preciate this energetic approach to the so- in character and will require international
lution of a problem which daily grows more action for its solution. It is my hope that the
serious.
legislation which I will propose to the ConMy own State of Delaware regards its long gress early next year will provide to other
stretches of ocean front not only as a par- maritime nations an example of constructive
ticularly beautiful part of nature's beauty, effort to regulate ocean dumping.
but as a priceless and productive resource
While the North Atlantic may well conentrusted to our care for the benefit of all stitute the most critical area at the present
Americans who choose to visit us. That Del- time, effective international cooperation to
aware jealously guards this thrust is dem- meet this problem should be extended to
onstrated, I believe, by the State's efforts to other ocean zones as well. Japan, for examprotect and preserve its valuable estuarine ple, has become acutely conscious of the need
areas, and through its Shoreline Plan, to to control pollution of her coastal waters.
save its ocean front for the benefit and en- During a recent visit to Tokyo, Russell Train,
joyment of all.
Chairman of the Council on Environmental
But Delaware's efforts cannot entirely pro- Quality, found that our proposals for a new
tect its beaches trom the effects of ocean national policy on ocean dumping are of
dumping; they are perforce limited. It is for great interest there, and it is evident that
this reason that we look with great hope to this represents one of the most promising
the leadership you have displayed in bring- areas for environmental collaboration being the matter of ocean dumping to the Na- tween the United States and Japan.
tion's Legislature.
As I am sure you know, the Committee on
While it is true that the United States the Challenges of Modern Society is actively
can and should observe strict regulation with engaged in developing a cooperative program
respect to ocean dumping , I am sure you will in the field of oil spills on the high seas.
agree, Mr. President, that the problem calls While the control of general disposal of ocean
upon us to act in close concert with other wastes seems primarily to be a regulatory
nations. Your submission to the COngress matter, the reduction of oil pollution by
in May of conventions designed to prevent tankers is largely a technological problem to
oil spill damages, as well as your thought- which CCMS is especially well suited to make
ful statement of United States policy with significant contributions.
respect to the oceans, are telling evidences of
You may be sure that we wlll be exploring
your commitment to move this effort for- these matters with our friends in the North
ward.
Atlantic region, and we will also be developMy deep concern for this problem moves ing appropriate opportunities for broader inme to suggest, Mr. President, that you con- ternational cooperation in the protection of
sider the possibility of calling upon other the marine environment.
nations in the very near future to convene
With warm regards,
Sincerely,
an international conference to deal with this
RICHARD M. NIXON,
matter. I believe it is of such momentous
President.
importance as to warrant an international
conference at which it could receive maxiMr.
ROTH.
Mr.
President,
most Senmum attention. It seems to me that the exclusive attention which such an interna- ators are aware that there is already
tional conference could afford would be more underway a considerable effort at the
productive of positive results than would be international level to study and to imthe case if we relied on a general conference prove the marine ~nvironment. But this
such as the United Nation's COnference on is an effort that is scattered among a
the Human Environment scheduled for 1972. wide variety of organizations, and its diIn thinking of organization for a separate
conference on ocean dumping, it occurred to mensions are thus difficult to compreme that the North Atlantic is probably the hend. For this reason, I believe that Senfocus of the problem, for it is in the sur- ators would be interested in an excerpt
rounding Atlantic Community that a high from a recent report entitled U.S. Pripercentage of the world's trade is conducted, ority Interests in the Environmental Acand where a significant part of the earth's tivities of Committee on International
resources is consumed. I believe that the Affairs. This excerpt outlines the major
solution of the problem in this relatively problems of t.he marine environment, and
limited area of the oceans would be more
feasible than attempts which were to en- briefly described the activities of maj or
compass all of the earth's oceans. If one international organizations in this field.
views the problem of ocean dumping as the I ask unan~mous consent that it be
final stage of resource exploitation, then it printed in the RECORD.
would appear that the responsibility lies, to
There being no objection, the exa great degree, with those Atlantic Commu- cerpt was orderej to be printed in the
nity Nations. Those nations are ably served REcoRD, as follows:
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
whose COmmittee on Challenges of Modern DETERIORATION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL COO:?ERATION
Society has already begun very important
The need for international cooperation in
work on improvement of environmental quality. It seems to me that the Committee on preventing and correcting adverce effects on
Challenges of Modern Society might be seri- the oceans and on marine resources stems
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primarily from the fact that the high seas,
like the atmosphere, function as a commons
which is used in various ways and in various
degrees by all nations. In addition, the effects of the oceans on weather and climate
reinforce the need for cooperative action in
this area. of environmental atrairs.
Many types of ocean pollution problems
affect, in the first instance, coastal waters
rather than the high seas. This applies, for
example, to the disposal of industrial wastes
and sewage from urban communities, insecticides and fertilizers from land run-off,
seepage of petroleum from offshore drilling,
and, in general, to all cases in which pollutants enter the ocean. via rivers or by
dumping in territorial waters. It also applies
to pollutants that accumulate in the marine
foodchain since many species of fish and
other marine biota tend to inhabit the relatively sha.llow areas of the ocean. Nevertheless, coastal waters are interrelated with the
rest of the ocean in obvious ways and, from
an environmental point of view, even the
distinction between fresh and salt water may
not serve a useful purpose. Pollution in estuaries can be considered from the standpoint
of causal linkages with the originating
sources upstream. (see Section 6), the acute
effects in the estuarine area itself, or the
direct and indirect effects of pollutants as
they move out to the open sea and are carried away by ocean currents.
While the oceans function as a commons,
the control of pollution in marine areas
which are under the national jurisdiction of
coastal states impinges upon the right of a
nation to dispose of its own waste products
in the territory it claims. International
agreements are needed insofar as this right
is restricted on the grounds that pollution
of the territorial sea., the adjacent seabed,
or the legally-defined continental shelf affects the interests of other nations. Simple
self-interest may be sufficient to motivate a.
nation to prevent or reduce pollution in
these oceanic areas, but there are complicating factors. For ex:ample, the technical
feasib111ty and economic costs of alternative
methods of waste disposal may limit the extent to which a coastal state is able to avoid
or abate pollution of its own coastal waters
even though it clearly wants to do so.
The control of pollution in oceanic areas
outside the limits of national jurisdiction
requires international cooperation in formulating regulatory measures and in enforcing them. The latter function might be
performed by a new international age::1cy
(within the UN system or closely related
to the United Nations), though preferably
not one established primarily for controlling
the exploitation of the seabed. Alternatively,
regulatory measures regarding pollution of
the high seas (including the protection of
marine resources in the deep ocean or on the
ocean floor) could be enforced by existing
international machinery. In either case, effective prevention and correction of m9.rine
pollution cannot be left entirely to the
coastal states that are willing and able to
protect their own maritime domains.
CURRENT AND PROSPECTIVE INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES

The UN General Assembly has concerned
itself with ocean affairs for a number of
years. It has focused its attention on the
political and legal problems related to marine resources, chiefly in connection with the
issues considered at the Law of the Sea Conferences (1958, 1960) and at meetings of the
UN Seabed Committee. However, pollution of
the marine environment has also received a.
good deal of attention in connection with
(1) the exploration and exploitation of the
seabed, (2) the protection of marine species,
and (3) the need for providing more food
from the sea.
Ocean pollution w111 probably be discussed
at the Stockholm Conference in 1972 since
the program calls for systematic analysis of
pollution in various media and for considers.-

tion of global monitoring systems. The UN
Secretariat is preparing a report on several
oceanic pollutants; it will discuss corrective
actions and the desirab111ty of a multinational treaty on this subject. This report
might be an input to the 1972 UN Conference or, alternatively, submitted to the UN
General Assembly before that time. The ECE
Conference in 1971 will not discuss marine
pollution to any extent.
A large number of international organizations are involved in dealing with the problems of pollution in the marine environment.
Within the UN system, the Group of Experts
on Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution
( GESAMP) serves as a common advisory
body for several UN specialized and affiliated
agencies-notably, UNESCO, WMO, IMCO,
FAO, and IAEA. It provides a mechanism for
considering the needs for research on marine pollution problems; for establishing research priorities; for assessing the use and
effects of chemical means for absorbing, precipitating, and removing pollutants from the
sea; and for organizing on-the-spot investigation and rendering technical advice in the
event of a mejor ocean pollution accident.
No single UN organization performs all the
functions required to cope with the full
range of ocean pollution problems and, in
general, non-UN international organizations
deal only with special aspects of the marine
environment. A brief statement of the activities of the principal international organizations and programs concerned with
ocean pollution follows:
(1) Intergovernmental Maritime Consult-

ative Organization. Since its establishment

in 1959, IMCO has been active in encouraging
research and information exchange on the
rapid, safe, and efficient disposal of oll from
the sea. It has established a mechanism for
reporting oil spills, convened an international
legal conference on marine pollution, and
has proposed changes for strengthening the
1954 agreement on Prevention of Pollution of
the Sea by Oil. IMCO currently plans to convene a conference in 1972 to draft an international agreement for preventing contamination of the sea.
(2)

World

Meteorological

Organization.

WMO promotes the collection, processing,
and analysis of data, as well as the standardization of instruments and techniques in
hydrology, through its Commission for Hydrometeorology. Similar functions are performed through its Commissions on Oceanographic and Climatology. While WMO is
not primarily concerned with the control of
ocean pollution, it is the major UN specialized
agency involved in research and monitoring
of meteorological factors affecting the marine
environment.
(3) UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. UNESCO conducts marine

research through its Office of Oceanography
and serves as the Secretariat for the roc
(see below). Through the International Decade of Ocean Exploration (IDOE), and more
generally the Long-Term Expanded Program
of Oceanic Exploration and Research, it promotes scientific investigation for (i) assessing and predicting man-induced and natural
modifications of the character of the oceans,
(11) identifying deleterious or irreversible effects of waste disposal at sea, and (111) preventing depletion or extinction of valuable
marine species as a result of man's activities.
(3a)
Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission. The IOC has been charged by

the UN General Assembly with responsibility for implementing the Long-Term and
Expanded Program of Oceanic Exploration
and Research, of which the International
Decade of Ocean Exploration (IDOE) is a
part. The basic mission of the IOC is to
promote scientific investigation of the oceans
and marine resources through concerted action by its na. tional members. With the support of WMO, the IOC has taken the lead
in developing the Integrated Global Ocean
station System (IGOSS). The purpose of this
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system is to provide more extensive and
timely information on the state of the
ocean and its interaction with the atmosphere. IGOSS is in an early stage of development.
(3b) International Decade of Ocean Exploration. The IDOE, which was endorsed

by the UN General Assembly in 1968, includes a broad program of research and monitoring that bear directly on the control of
ocean pollution and the protection of the
marine environment.
( 4)

Food and Agriculture Organization.

Although more concerned with pollution of
inland waters, FAO has given increasing attention to the study, monitoring, and management of the sources and effects of ocean
pollution on fish resources and fishing operations. It is preparing a World List of Experts in Marine Pollution and plans to conduct a conference, in December 1970, on the
effects of marine pollution on the living resources of the sea.
(5) World Health Organization. WHO activities in the field of environmental health
include research on such topics as the disposal of waste in offshore walters. It conducted a study of public health aspects of
coastal pollution which covered the health
effects of organisms discharged with sewage
into coastal waters. It plans to continue research on this subject with a view toward
providing technical guidance on criteria of
coastal water quality and recommending
preventive methods.
(6) International Atomic Energy Agency.

IAEA is concerned with the problems of radioactivity in the marine environment. It
maintains the International Laboratory of
Marine Radioactivity at Monaco to conduct
research in this field, including problems of
radioactive waste disposal and the standardization of techniques for determining the
effects of radioactivity in the sea. The IAEA
is considering the establishment of a registry
of radioactive materials disposed at sea by
Member States; this registry would be linked
to a more comprehensive international registry of other ocean pollutants. From time to
time the IAEA organizes symposia and panels
on problems related to marine radioactivity;
a panel will be convened in November 1970 on
procedures for establishing limits for radionuclides in the sea.
(7) NATO Committee on the Challenges of
Modern Society. CCMS has initiated an ac-

tion-oriented project on Open Waters Pollution under Belgian leadership, with assistance from Canada, France and Portugal (copilots). This study attempts to define international standards and criteria for pollution
of open waters in order to make international pollution control measures more effective.
Special attention is being given to inadvertent oll spillage and to the prevention of intentional oil discharges. CCMS held a conference in Brussels on oil spills early in November 1970 and formulated preliminary recommendations for action.
(8) Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The OECD's continu-

ing work on the unintended occurrence of
pesticide residues takes account of the concentration of these residues in the marine
foodchain. While the OECD Water Management Research Group (WMRG ) is primarily
concerned with pollution in fresh water
bodies, it might become involved in research
on water-borne contaminants in estuaries.
Under the auspices of the OECD, the European Nuclear Energy Agensy (ENEA) has
been developing a coordinated plan for the
disposal of low-level solid radioactive wastes
in ocean waters. Two multi-national sea disposal operations have been completed, one
off the coast of Portugal (1967) and the other
off the coast of Ireland ( 1969) .
(9) International Council for Scientific
Unions. The ICSU Scientific Committee on

Oceanic Research (SCOR) promotes international cooperation 1n all branches of oceanic
research and arranges for international con-
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ferences such as the Joint Oceanic Assembly.
The extent to which the ICSU Scientific
Committee on Problems of the Environment
(SCOPE) will deal with research on ocean
pollution problems is uncertain. The ICSU
committee that proposed setting up SCOPE
cited pollution of the oceans and coastal waters as one of the main topics for it to probe.
{10) International Council for Exploration
of the Sea. ICES is the oldest organization

concerned with the North Atlantic and adjacent seas. The Council coordinates the
oceanographic activities of the member governments and other interested bodies, promotes research in the marine sciences, and
seeks to establish the best basis for international conventions on the improvement of
sea fisheries. To achieve these goals, it cooperates with the FAO, UNESCO, and other international organizations specializing in the
marine sciences.
From an institutional point of view, international cooperation on problems of the marine environment can probably be achieved
best within the framework of the United
Nations. The oceans have been studied internationally for many years and the cooperative approach envisaged by the IDOE continues this tradition. While organizations
outside the UN system, notably CCMS and
OECD, can play important roles in achieving
better management of the oceans, the main
forum for debating the issues and ultimately
agreeing upon measures for controlling ocean
pollution must include nations with substantial oceanographic capabilities (e.g. USSR,
Japan) and with large maritime fleets (e.g.
Liberia, Panama). Other considerations that
lead to the same conclusion are: (1) the need
for global monitoring of pollution in the
marine environment, (2) the desirability of
broadly-based research on climatological
problems, (3) the importance of augmenting
agricultural production in the LDCs by increasing the amount of food from the sea,
and (4) the possib111ty of assisting the developing countries by cooperative exploitation
of mineral resources in the seabed.
PRIORITY PROJECTS FOR INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

Pollutants enter the ocean in many different ways. Atmospheric fallout and terrestrial runoff are .t he natural routes from
other environmental media; more direct
routes are represented by dumping, spillage from ships, efil.uent discharge, offshore
oil and gas exploitation, and ocean mining.
Moreover, a wide variety of pollutants reach
the marine environment by these means-not only oil, sewage, and pesticides, but also
industrial wastes, toxic materials, and munitions. The physical disruption of the sea
bottom in ocean mining may also be considered a form of pollution adversely affecting rthe marine environment.
One of the urgent short-range problems
in this area of environmental affairs is the
control of oil pollution. Reasonably effective measures for reducing ocean pollution
from tankers can be devised and implemented at the present time, even though
further study of the economic aspects of
oil spillage would be desirable. There is
also a continuing need for cooperative research on the rates and routes of oceanic
oil pollution from all sources-that is, not
only from tankers, but a1so from other
ships, off-shore drilling, accidental and
natural causes, and the disposal of petroleum waste products on land. A similar need
applies to research on chemical pollutants
that ultimately reach the sea (e.g. DDT,
toxic metals, etc.) and on their effects on
marine biota.
The following six projects on ocean pollution are suitable for multilateral cooperation and, a.s a. group, have high priority.
In general, U.S. interests would be best
served by supporting the work .already begun
or proposed by existing international organizations.

(1) Prevention of Pollution from Ship
Operations and from Dumping. Thds pr-oject

would aim to formulate international
a.greements to prevent ocean pollution from
oil and from other substances thwt tend to
damage the marine environment (e.g. chemical warfare agents, persistent pesticides, industrial wastes, etc.). Oil spillage from
tankers can be reduced by various measures.
For example: the size of tanks can be
limited; tankers can be constructed with
inner bottoms and inner side shells; the
possibility of collision can be reduced by improving navigation aids and designating traffic lanes for tankers; more extensive use
can be made of the load-on-top system ballasting and tank cleaning; and more adequate shore facilities might be developed. International agreements on the use of these
methods are needed and are currently under
consideration in IMCO and CCMS. These organizations might also be used for formulating a.greements on the control of other kinds
of ship-generated pollution; in some cases,
pertinent efforts are already underway-for
example, IMCO is considering the standardization of shoreside connections for the discharge of sewage to land-based treatment
plants. The US has already taken the lead in
formulating policies for the control of ocean
dumping; pending US legislation on this
subject might help to encourage other maritime nations to restrict the dumping practices of their nationals and to be favorably
disposed toward an international agreement
on dumping of hazardous chemicals, radioactive wastes, and the like. Such an agreement would probably involve a number of
agencies in the UN system (notably, IMCO,
FAO, IAEA, and IOC) and might ultimately
require action by the UN General Assembly
itself.
(2) Determination of Oceanic Pollutant
Effects. SOme pollutants remain a long time

in the ocean or in marine organisms; some
have acute and quickly noticeable effects on
biota, whereas others have delayed etfects
which might be important in the long run.
Existing knowledge of these matters is fragmentary. Further study to understand the
effects of known pollutants, to identify unrecognized ones, and to acquire better data
on the fat-e of specific pollutants (i.e. movement in the ocean, a.ocumulation of organisms, etc.) was recommended by the roc
which, together with FAO and IMC'O, would
be the principal organizations involved in
promoting or conducting additional research.
(3) Monitoring PoLlutants Affecting Ocean
Quality. This task is analogous to the moni-

toring of airborne pollutants of global significance (see para 4.10 ab-ove). An international system for monitoring the ocean is
needed to determine the presence of such
pollutants as toxic heavy metals persistent
pesticides, petroleum and products of petroleum origin, industrial wastes, and possibly
other substances. This system would provide
baselines
for
determining
subsequent
changes in ocean pollution; it would require
standardization of sampling methods, calibration of instruments used by the participating parties, and cooperation in analyzing
samples and in exchanging research results.
A cooperative monitoring effort has been recommended by the IOC; hence, this project
could be best carried out through the roc.
FAO and WMO would be the principal intergovernmental organizations directly involved.
(4) Inventory of Ocean Pollution Sources.

Pollutants reach the ocean from many
sources and some of them are transported
over vast distances. Thus pesticides applied
on the African Continent have been detected
in the Bay of Bengal and the caribbean Sea,
following transport in the summer monsoon
and northeast trade winds respectively. It
would be desirable to organize a. multina.tion.M effort to review and inventory the
source of marine pollution, and to investigate the mechanisms through which poilu-

tants reach the marine environment. Initial
planning could be done by UNESCO and
ICSU; in either case, the research and data
collection could probably be carried out effectively by WMO, FAO, IMCO, and IAEA.
(5) Impact of Adopting Pollution Criteria
and Standards. From an operational point of

view, the formulation of criteria and standards for marine pollution is only a step toward international agreement and adoption
of measures for controlling pollution in the
marine environment. Prior to proposing such
criteria and standards there should be extensive study of the economic and social
consequences of adopting them. These prerequisite studies could probably be undertaken best by a joint effort of UN regional
economic commissions and certain specialized UN agencies (e.g. IMCO, FAO, UNESCO,
IAEA). In some cases enough is already
known about adverse effects on human
health to warrant setting minimum standards promptly, but the economic impact of
adopting such standards needs to be periodically examined and the need for modifying them should be periodically reviewed.
(6) Pollution Control Technology. The development of technology for controlling
ocean pollution should be encouraged by
facilitating inf"Ormation exchange and organizing cooperative research projects on such
topics as: (i) treating efil.uents to remove pollutants before they reach the ocean, (11) removing pollutants from the ocean, (111)
countering the deleterious effects of those
that cann'Ot be removed, (iv) finding
economic uses of wastes so that they do not
have to be dumped into the marine environment, {v) developing substitute materials or
alternative methods of disposing of pollutants that now reach the sea, and (vi) developing remote sensors for aircraft and satellites for monitoring, surveillance and identification of pollutants and their sources.
Many existing international organizations
concerned with the marine environment
would be involved, but none appears to be
particularly well-suited for coordinating and
directing the joint research efforts required.
The ICC and IMCO would provide useful
mechanisms for facil1tating information exchange.
5.12 Numerous aspects of the marine environment require future study in connection with international actions to control
pollution, conserve marine resources, and
improve man's utllization of the sea. The
following three topics, though not directly
concerned with ocean pollution in the usual
sense, are suitable for cooperative research.
They may be regarded as having a continuing
high priority in this area of environmental
affairs.
(1) Sustaining the Yield of Living Resources of the Sea. In order to prevent the

adverse consequences of overexploitation of
certain fisheries, as well as to retain the
scavengening capabilities o! the ocean's living resources, a reexamination of the Convention on the Living Resources of the High
Seas is needed. International agreement on a
new convention may be required. Initially,
the problem of sustaining yields could be investigated by FAO, but effective measures
will probably require action by the UN General Assembly.
(2)

Long-range

Weather

Forecasting.

Meteorological studies show that changes in
large-scale weather patterns are closely related to changes in the temperature distribution of the water layers near the surface of
the sea. Because the sea behaves more sluggishly than the air, these observations indicate that improvements in long-range weather forecasting can be made through studies
of the large-scale interactions between
the oceans and atmosphere. The present accuracy of long-range forecasting is low,
but U it could be improved substantial economic benefits would result. Eventually some
aspects of the weather might be controlled.
Studies of the air-sea interactions require,
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among other things, time series measurements at many points in the upper water
layers and continuous mapping of cloud
cover, winds, and atmospheric temperature
distributions over the oceans. Many of these
atmospheric measurements will come from
weather satellites, while measurement of
ocean parameters will probably require establishment of a network of anchored buoys.
The extent of this work is larger than the
capabilities of any one nation. It has been
recommended for international cooperation
by the IOC; the leading role would probably
be played by WMO.
(3) Man-made Ecological Upset of the Sea.

It would be useful to organize a cooperative
study of the ecological changes in the marine
environment which are likely to result from
deep-sea mining, oil drilling, dredging, and
other human activities affecting the seabed. A
research program would probably include
field activities using such devices as submersibles and undersea habitats. Planning
might be done by the IOC with assistance
fromiCSU.
The uses of the ocean are currently regulated by international conventions and agreements which were adopted before nations
became particularly concerned about marine
pollution. In recent years, the UN General
Assembly and the UN Seabed Committee
have called for studies of pollution in the
marine environment, including reviews of actions to prevent further pollution; in 1969,
member states were urged to express their
views on the need for additional treaties or
modifications of existing conventions. Consideration of this matter will have to take
account of pollution on the high seas and in
water under the jurisdiction of coastal states,
but it is not yet clear whether changes in
the Law of the Sea would be preferable to
new legal agreements concerned with specific problems of marine pollution.
The question of jurisdiction over seabed
resources is currently under consideration in
the UN Seabed Committee. If a treaty is approved, it will undoubtedly contain provisions regarding the regulation of pollution
from seabed mineral exploration and exploitation. These provisions should take account of the results of the ocean pollution
projects mentioned in paragraph 5.11 above,
especially the studies of ocean pollution effects, monitoring pollutants affecting ocean
quality, and inventories of ocean pollution
sources.
New legal regimes may be needed for defining surveillance requirements and enforcement procedures, as well as for compensatory
liability, compulsory insurance, and for controlling pollution caused by naval vessels. It
may also be necessary to formulate new international agreements, or strengthen existing regulations, in order to discourage dumping in national waters without concomitantly encouraging the disnosal of potentially
harmful wastes by dumping them into the
high seas.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN
GARY, IND.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. P r esident, as we approach the 200th anniversary of tha
founding of our Republic, increasing attention has been focused on the need to
achieve a full rea lization of the goal of
freedom and equality for all Americans.
Unless we strive for that goal, democracy
is but a hollow concept, even for those
who are fortunate to enj oy its benefits.
Realizing that equality cann ot be imposed by laws, President Lyndon Johnson signed Executive Or der No. 11246 in
September of 1965. The purpose of that
order was to require the employment of
minority group members on Federal construction projects and thus enable blacks,
Latin Americans, American Indians, and

others to raise their standard of living.
It was also felt at the time that the Federal requirement would filter down to
lower levels of government and to the
private sector, thus breaking down the
barrier of economic discrimination which
has helped to divide our society.
Unfortunately, the record has been disappointing. Lake County, in the industrial northwestern section of Indiana, is
nearly 25 percent black and has a large
Latin community. The children of these
minority citizens are graduated from
high school imbued with the American
dream that, through hard work and perseverance they can achieve the high
standard of living that most of white
America has achieved. They find, however, that much of the American dream
is elusive. First in amazement, then in
frustration, they discover that many jobs
in crafts and trades are not available to
them simply because they are nonwhites.
Recently, the school board of the city
o.f Gary, Ind., decided to take action to
correct this injustice. They were faced
with the task of rebuilding many of the
schools of their city that have a substantial minority group enrollment. If
the American dream was to mean anything to the students who attend these
schools, the board decided that the
schools themselves should be built with
the help of minority group labor.
They did not demand that all the
workers be from minority groups, nor
did they demand that workers be hired
without regard to their qualifications.
They asked only that contractors attempt to find and train qualified nonwhites to join their white work force.
In this way, the pupils who attend the
Gary schools could learn that the American dream is more than a composite o.f
beautiful words. Instead, the very buildings in which they spent the most important years of their lives would stand
as monuments to a just society, based on
equality for all.
In order to do this, the school board
adopted as their own the policy enunciated by President Johnson in 1965 and
asked each contractor to sign a pledge
to take affirmative action for hiring minorities before they could be awarded
contracts. In light of the fact that many
of the contractors had worked on Federal projects since the signing o.f the 1985
Executive order, this was not an unreasonable policy.
The result..<: of this straightforward
approach of the Gary School Board have
been discouraging. Since the board first
announced that it would adopt an affirmative action policy, school construction has virtually ground to a halt. Where
once several construction companies had
bid on school contracts, now only a few
do so. Legal action has been initiated
against the board and against each individual board member-all this for supporting the very policies prom oted by the
Federal Government.
Is it possible that all the legislation, the
Executive orders, and the promises of
past decades are totally without substance and meaning? In a society
founded on the principle of equality of
opportunity for all men, this must not be
allowed to happen.
For thi'S reason, I am today calling
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upon the Office of Federal Con tract
Compliance of the Department of Labor
to investigate what is taking place in
Gary, Ind. I want them to determine if
all Federal laws and regulaJtions pertaining to equal employment opportunity in
the construction industry, are being
obeyed.
This is no longer the time for hyprocrisy or banality. I have given my support
to the Philadelphia Plan which is the
only federally sponsored affirmative action program in existence. The Gary
School Board is promoting a local version
of that plan. As such, the board is at the
forefront of community efforts to bring
about an end to job discrimination in
the construction industry of this Nation.
They have acted where others have
retreated into silence, and they are willing to endure the hardship of recurring
legal entanglements in order to assure
that their regulations are obeyed. The
Federal Government must be willing to
make the same commitment.
My purpose in calling for the Federal
investigation is to assure that Federal
laws and regulations are being obeyed.
I pledge to stand by the results of that
investigation, whatever they may be.
At the same time, I urge all who are
involved in the present dispute to join
together in a common effort to reach
a solution. At a time when our economy
is so fragile, we cannot afford to have
necessary construction contracts go unawarded.
APPALLING TRAGEDY IN
EAST PAKISTAN
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. P r esident, an appalling tragedy is taking place in East
Pakistan about which the world remains
ignorant because West Pakistani authorities have cynically expelled foreign
journalists. It would appear that only in
this way may their soldiers kill in peace.
The New York Times, March 31, cites
''unimpeachable independent sources"
in New Delhi who claim that the Pakistani soldiers have been dragging political leaders in East Pakistan into the
streets where they are summarily shot.
There are reports, unconfirmed, that execution squads led by informers are now
systematically tracking down and killing
East Pakistani intellectual leaders so
that the people of that region will forever remain without a voice.
These outrages reportedly are being
committed in the name "of God and a
united Pakistan."
Some reports may be sensationalized
accounts of isolated crimes. Because of
the Pakistani Government's policy of excluding the press, we do not know. But
the unwillingness of the Pakistani authorities to admit foreign newsmen must
cause us to conclude that at least some
of the reports are true.
The world must end its silence. At this
point only the Indian Government has
gone on record in condemnation of current events in Pakistan. But Indian protests can only be marginal in effective·
ness and subject to misinterpretation in
purpose because of the long hatred between the two countries. It is sad to report that because of the vast human destruction brought about by our involvement in Vietnam, the United States is
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also not in a position to take a moral Pakistani intellectual leaders so that the
people of that region will forever remain
lead.
a voice.
We do not, however, have to remain without
Because of the Pakistani Government's
inactive. We should pointedly announce policy of excluding foreign newsmen from
that we are halting rul military and eco- East Pakistan, it is impossible for Members
nomic aid to Pakistan :or the time being. of Congress and the world at large to know
Meanwhile, we can urge others, partic- with certainty what is happening. But it
ularly countries in Asia, to take the would seem that if the Pakistani authorities
moral lead in such forums as the United . had a better story to tell the world, they
would admit foreign journalists who could
Nations.
it.
I urge other Senators to join me in tellUntil
it is clear from public accounts that
asking the administration to give the reports of summary executions and indissituation in Pakistan the highest prioT- criminate warfare against civilians in East
ity. We cannot sit with our hands fold- Pakistan are inaccurate, I wish to urge rthat
ed as a generation of leaders in East our Government immediately end all military
Pakistan may be on the way to final and economic assistance to Pakistan. I do
not believe we should allow it to be said that
destruction.
American funds and arms contributed to the
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- destruction
of a generation of East Pakistani
sent that an editorial from the New York leaders.
Times on this subject be printed in the
Because of the world's reaction to our
RECORD. I also ask unanimous con- involvement in Vietnam, it is not practicable
sent that a letter on this subject which in my opinion for the United States to take
I have sent to the Secretary of State the moral lead in condemning Pakistani actions in world forums like the United Nabe printed in the RECORD.
But I do believe that we should enThere being no objection, the items tions.
courage others to speak out, particularly
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Asian
countries, and agree to support them.
as follows:
I would appreciate at the earliest oppor[From the New York Times, Mar. 31, 1971]
IN THE NAME OF PAKISTAN
Acting "in the name of God and a united
Pakistan," forces of the West Pakistandominated military government of President
Yahya Khan have dishonored both by their
ruthless crackdown on the Bengali majority
seeking a large measure of autonomy for
their homeland in the country's eastern
region.
Any appearance of "unity" achieved by
vicious military attacks on unarmed civilians
Of the kind described by correspondents and
diplomats who were in the East Pakistani
capital of Dacoa when the crackdown began
cannot possibly have real meaning or enduring effect. The brutality of the Western
troops toward their "Moslem brothers'' in the
East tends only to confirm the argument of
the outright secessionists in Bengal who
argue that differences between East and West
Pakistan are irreconcilable.
Although this is a domestic dispute, the
struggle in Pakistan could have dangerous
international consequences, especially if a
prolonged period of guerrilla warfare ensues.
The least the world community can do at
this stage is to call on President Yahya., in
the name of humanity and common sense,
to stop the bloodshed and restore Sheik
Mujibur Rahman to his rightful role as elected leader of his people.
The United States having played a major
role in training and equipping Pakistan's
armed forces, has a special obligation to
withhold all further military aid to the
Yahya Government. Economic assistance
should be continued only on condition that
a major portion be used to help bind up
East Pakistan's grievous wounds.

u.s. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT
OPERATIONS,
Washington, D.C., April1, 1971.

Hon. WILLIAM P. ROGERS,
Secretary of State,
Department of State,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I am alarmed as I am
sure you must be about reports of mass
executions and indiscriminate slaughter of
ciVilians in East Pakistan.

The New York Times March 31 cites "unimpeachable independent sources" in New
Delhi who claim that Pakistani soldiers have
been dragging political leaders in East Pakistan into the streets where they are summarily shot. There are reports, unconfirmed,
that execution squads led by informers are
systematically tracking down and killing East

tunity your assessment of the United States
policy towards Pakistan in light of current
events there.
Sincerely yours,
FRED R . HARRIS,
U.S. Senate.

HARRISVILLE, N.H.-A WILLIAMSBURG THAT IS REALLY LIVED IN

Mr. MciNTYRE. Mr. President, I speak
today in praise of the citizens of a small
and courageous town, Harrisville, N.H.
My praise is occasioned by my personal
knowledge of their present moment of
crisis and their determined effort to overcome it.
These are independent people. They
are meaningful people. And they will succeed. After more than 125 years of operation, the Cheshire Mills were closed last
year, leaving the town without its main
economic base. Most of its citizens had
worked in this mill, as their fathers and
grandfathers had done. The shock,
though anticipated, was a hard one.
Yet these people have not given up.
For the time being, they have sought
employment in neighboring towns; but
they have not written off their mills. They
are at this moment considering alternative productive uses for the mill. They
have my full support.
While the present time is a tough one
nationwide, I have a great deal of faith
in Harrisville and its citizens. If successful alternatives can be found anywhere,
I feel that they will be found here.
Some of the history of Harrisville
might be helpful to the Senate. The first
mill for the manufacture of woolens was
built by Jonas Clark in 1799; in 1830
another mill was added by Milan Harris;
and these mills comprise the town's manufacturing complex to this day. While
these buildings are recognized as the
most authentic architectural exam.ples
of the old New England textile mill, they
are unique in that they have been in almost continuous operation to this day.
They are also unique in that the mills

have always been among the cleanest
and most pleasant to work in over the
years. Therein lies the secret of Harrisville.
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Every since the Colony family became
involved in the management of the mills
in 1850, Harrisville has been a unique
partnership between management and
employee. Everyone in Harrisville had
a stake in the mills-everyone still does.
They will work together to save these
mills.
In a nation that is wracked by dissention and divisions, this is unique. Perhaps this ethos is best stated in a short
quotation from a recent article by Peter
Hellman, published in the New York
Times:
What makes Harrisville stand out in the
view of historians, economists, and sociologists is thaJt, with no visible signs of strain,
it has held on to being a factory town that
never grew ugly as it aged; whose workers
have never abandoned its housing in the
shadow of the mill for suburban residences;
whose owners have never sold out or moved
more than few steps from the mill buildings for generations. In short, while other
factory towns have let themselves get grimy
and sullen and bad for raising children,
Harrisville has kept a special harmony bet\.een its machines and its citizens in a
setting of undiminished beauty.

This was no accident, This is Harrisville. It is a way of life, one that should
be preserved for its citizens and the
country. I see in Harrisville an example
of resourcefulness and dedication. They
will succeed.
I commend the attention of Senators
to a recent article written by Mr. Peter
Hellman, published in the New York
Times. It is a sensitive insight into the
life and history of this remarkable town.
I ask unanimous consent that the article
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD:
[From the New York Times, Mar. 28, 1971]
A "Wn.LIAMSBURG" THAT Is REALLY LIVED IN
(By Peter Hellman)
HARRISVILLE, N.H.-The mountainside road
that leads from State Route 101 to this small
village in southwestern New Hampshire is
lined with pine, white birch and outcroppings
of stern gray rock. After eight miles of it,
you come to a town that may be unlike any
other left in New England or perhaps anywhere else in the country.
Harrisville, first of all, looks almost exactly
as it did a hundred years ago. It is a pristine
community of 500 souls who see the same
church, library, blacksmith shop, general
store, houses and woolen mills that their
forebears did. Now you may know of a town
or two yourself where life hasn't changed
much for a century. Those towns, neglected
by the urban rush, are to be found dozing a
few miles off just about any section of rural
interstate highway. If you stop at one of
them to stretch or get a cup of coffee, you'll
probably see oaks shading a main street,
kids on bikes peddling on clean sidewalks,
houses with a rocker on every porch and ivy
curling up the chimney brick.
ANY ENCROACHMENTS?
And yet there is almost sure to be some
contemporary encroachment. If you stopped
for gas, that's one. Is there a laundromat, a
pizza parlor, a hamburger stand? How about
a traffic light or some other easily overlooked
accommodation of the times?
But apart from util1ty poles and very few
other incidentals, Harrisville, which is 10
miles east of Keene, really has not accommodated-not by one garage or a single tube
of neon. Its buildings look just as they do
in old photos and handed-down memories.
"I grew up here, went away to work for the
railroad in Boston, came back to retire in the
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house I was born in," says local resident Harold Blake. "I look around now and don't see
much that's different."
It isn't physical preservation, however
complete, that makes Harrisville unique
among towns that look pretty much as they
always did. What does make Harrisville
stand out in the view of historians, economists and sociologists is tha;t, with no visible
signs of strain, it has held on to being a
factory town that never grew ugly as it aged;
whose workers have never abandoned its
housing in the shadow of the mill for
suburban residences; whose owners have
never sold out or moved more than a few
steps from the mill buildings for generations.
In short, while other factory towns have
let themselves get grimy and sullen and bad
for raising children, Harrisville has kept a
special harmony between its machines and·
citizens in a setting of undiminished beauty.
As Prof. John Armstrong of Boston College
reports in his book about the town, called
"Factory Under the Elms" (M.I.T. Press,
1969) , "It has never become an industrial
slum, a ghost town or the fief of some outside industrial overlord."
The first thing you see as you drive into
Harrisville from the south is the Lower Mill
of Cheshire Mills Inc., a long building hard
by Nubanusit Creek, finished in 1850 in the
soft red brick of moot of the rest of the
town. Its clere-story windows are clean and
look as if they always have been. Just on the
other side of the creek is a low house that
until a few years ago had continuously provided room and board for the factory workers
for 125 years.
Just above the Lower Mill, str91ddling the
falls of Nub-anusit Creek, is the steepled Upper Mill, built in 1830 by Milan Harris, who
was among the first in this part of New
Hampshire to use the natural fall of water
to power machinery tor a woolens mill. Beyond the Upper Mill is Harrisville Pond, along
which most of the rest of the town's public
buildings are gt>.thered: the blacksmith shop,
now used mainly for boat storage; the whiteroofed Congregational Church, its oak pews
curved with unusual sinuousness tor a
Yankee sanctuary; the spare library that actually sits out on a platform on the pond.
(The librarian, Louise Bergeron, wlll heave
up a hatch cover to show you the water beneath the shelves if you doubt that it's
there.)
For summer weather there Is Sunset Beach
on the south shore of the pond, dedicated to
the men of Harrisville lost in wars. Just before it Is Peanut Row, a string of spotless
cottages that the mill rents to workers. Fifty
years ago they rented for $5 a month, and
they still do. There are 91dults on Peanut
Row and elsewhere in Harrlsvllle who have
never bothered to get drivers licenses; with
factory, store and church right there, they
never had much need for one.
A suitable elevation up the slope from
Peanut Row is the pill-ared home of John
Colony Jr., fourth in the generations of his
family to be lord of Cheshire Mills. The
Colonys have always exercised what Professor Armstrong calls a "benevolent paternalism."
It was actually a man named Abe Twitchell
who first bui1t a sawmill, in 1775, on the site
of Harrisville. His house, just to the right of
the store, is still well kept. The first mill for
the manufacture of woolens was built by
Jonas Clark in 1799, but he soon cleared out
for Ca.na.da. With the demand for clO'th increasing during the Wa.r of 1812, both Clark's
and Twitchell's mills were soon being operated in woolens manufacture by Bethuel
Harris, brother of the blacksmith Jason. In
1850 the Harris sons were bought out by a
partnership that included the Colony famlly
of Keene.
It wa.s not until 1870 that Harrisville was
finally Incorporated, and then only so the
citizens could legally collect $14,500 among
themselves to hand over as a "gratuity" to

a railroad company in return for running a
track through the town. Raw wool was collected for Cheshire Mills from all over the
country by agents who sometimes get careless; company files still contain indignant
letters sent otf by the Colonys to agents
telling of having opened bales of presumably
high-grade wool shearings only to find cow
dung. Despite such minor setbacks, good
times for Cheshire Mills lasted right through
World War I, and from then on things went
badly.
Last fall Cheshire Mills finally faltered. It
had held up even as most New England
mills closed or moved south to cheaper labor
markets in response to increased imports
from Europe and Asia and low prices for their
product. "We were trying to run a business
by paying 1970 wages for fabrics selling at
1940 prices," says mill foreman Warren
Thayer.
QUICK DELIVERY

To keep his mlll alive in the last few years,
John Colony offered a quick response to urgent, specialized orders from nearby clothing
makers for superior woolens. With a skilled
group of dyers and weavers and good equipment to handle all the steps of turning rough
wool into fine cloth, Cheshire Mills could deliver in a few weeks orders that would require months for a customer to get from a
cheaper overseas supplier.
If it were not for events outside the peaceful sphere of Harrisville, Colony's strategy
might be working now. But two of the customers on whom Cheshire Mills dependedJohn Meyer and Villager Inc.-h91d their own
problems. Faced with the loss of these major
accounts, Cheshire Mills shut down last November. Unlike slow times in the past when it
had occasionally paused in its operations,
this time the move may well be permanent.
You can buy the soft red buildings of the
mill, Peanut Row and about 80 per cent of
the village the company owns from the receivers for a negotiable $750,000. To be sure,
the creditors include the Colony family itself, which has sunk its own cash into Cheshire Mllls; and if things work out as they
hope, it is possible that the mill may never
even have to be sold to an outsider.
Colony's son John, who is just out of
Coast Guard, has been exploring the possib111ty of making high quality yarns for the
reborn and booming handcrafts market. He
and his father have also been scouting
around Boston and Washington for a way
to preserve their town as perhaps the last
of the 19th-century factory communities
with its particular kind of harmony. "Right
now there is a reproduction of a 19thcentury mill already being built at great
expense in Sturbridge, Mass.," points out
Tom Leavitt of the Merrimac Valley Textile
Museum in Andover. "But when you put
that reproduction up against what alrea;cty
exists in Harrisville, that kind of project
can all of a sudden look quite dated."
It will not be easy for an outsider to take
over the mill with an eye toward making
over the face of Harrisville. The Board of
Selectmen voted a year ago to declare the
town a Historic District. The designation
requires any change of face contemplated
for the town to be approved first by the
citizenry. "It's certainly possible," says Professor Armstrong, "that a company could
come in here and say 'Okay, we'll build a
new plant but first you have to get rid of
all this other nonsense.' And the people
might just take up the promise of new jobs
and tax revenues and vote to throw out the1r
designation as a Historical District."
But the people of Harrisville seem determined that such a thing will never happen.
That goes for the Colonys, for the old-line
working families like the Thayers, for the
summer residents whose homes dot the
shorelines of the ponds a few mlles from
village center, and certainly for the newest
full-time resident of Harrisville, an exRandom House editor named Lauren Libow.
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To the consternation of some, he bought
the old schoolhouse on the slope just above
the general store and turned the lower floor
into a well-equipped potters studio and
showroom and the upper floor into a home
for himself, his wife, Nancy, his two children
and for visiting potters.
YANKEE LATITUDE

At first some of the townspeople muttered
about the potential for orgies at the Libows,
but most of them keep their sense of Yankee
latitude in allowing a man to pursue his
folly as he wishes. They can take their cue
from old Mr. Clark, who sold Libow the
schoolhouse but would not let him in even
after he bought the place. "He was still fixing things up inside and he wanted everything to be exactly right before he let me
have the keys," explains Libow.
So far now Harrisville sits and waits. You
can't feel any palpable gloom over the town;
the kids had new sleds this winter and
they'll be sure to have new bikes this spring.
In the morning many of the people who used
to walk over to the mill now get in their
cars to drive to work in other towns. Many
of the older people have not been able to
make that shift--they stay home a.nd collect
unemployment. The houses on Peanut Row,
whether their tenants are working or not, are
as immaculate as ever.
Every afternoon after school the kids
gather by the Upper Mill or in front of the
store. Every Sunday, Mary Upton, pastor of
the church, preaches under a painting of
Jesus tending sheep under trees bursting
with new leaves, and keeps up a chart of
pasted stars for Sunday school attendance.
The library is abuzz for two evening hours.
Monday, Wednesdays and Fridays. Libow
works at his potting and if you walk up the
dirt road behind the store at night, chances
are you'll see his kilns aglow. In the Lower
Mill, the stainless steel dying vats and handsome, finely maintained machinery await
their fate. At the Upper Mill, you can cra.wl
between the stone foundations and watch
the clean water of Nubanusit Creek tumble
down from the still pool above and roar across
the old timbers and stones where the water
wheel had been. It rushes on past the new
mill, past a machine shop and the boarding
house where the big cast-iron stove needs
only coal and a good stoking to get it sizzling
again. But, of course, things are really not
the same at all.
"It has been a catastrophe for each of us
who lives here that the mill is closed," says
Warren Thayer. "I'd planned maybe to go
somewhere else to live as a kid. But then
I went to Korea and saw other cities. And
I decided that this was the place where I
wanted my family to live. We'll find a way to
keep it as it is-not because it's old but
because it's good."

COMMENTS BY SENATOR KENNEDY
ON SITUATION IN EAST PAKISTAN
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, reports
from East Pakinstan tell of a heavy toll
being paid by the civilian population as a
result of the current conflict. It is a story
of indiscriminate killing, the execution
of dissident political leaders and students, and thousands of civilians sUffering and dying every hour of the day. It is

a story of dislocation and loss of home.
It is a story of little food and water. And
coming in the aftermath of tragedy by
natural disaster, the current violence
and near total disruption of government
services in East Pakistan is compounding
an already difficult situation. It threatens
near famine for millions-and the spread
of epidemics and disease.
I do not speak today to blame or condemn, or to offer any magic solution for
meeting the political and humanitarian
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problems in East Pakistan. But as chairman of the Judiciary Subcommittee on
Refugees, I do wish to express a deep
personal concern over the plight of the
people in East Pakistan, which seems to
be just another link in a chain of warravaged populations stretching around
the world in recent years.
Inevitably, the situation of civilians in
East Pakistan is taking second place to
the political issues at stake--and to the
interests of those who have much to lose,
or to gain, by the 'JUtcome of the battle.
But the people of Dacca, of Chittagong,
and of the villages and towns throughout the area also have interests. For
many, apparently, it is mere survival.
The situation in East Pakistan should
be particularly distressing to Americans;
for it is our military hardware-our guns
and tanks and aircraft--which is contributing much to the suffering. And this
is being done, apparently, in violation of
negotiated agreements on the use of
American military aid to the central Pakistan Government.
Mr. President, I fully appreciate the
immense difficulties in the East Pakistan
issue. It is a complex matter for diplomats and humanitarians alike. But
should not our Government condemn
the killing? Should we not be more concerned about the fate of millions of civilians who are caught in the crunch of this
conflict? Should we not offer our good
services to stop the violence--or at least
encourage and support others in such
an effort?
It is to be hoped that our Government
will give some evidence to reflect a growing concern among many Americans over
recent developments in East Pakistan.

ideas, who was able to get things accomplished. His appointment was applauded
by Republicans and Democrats alike.
At this point, I should like to read from
the Foreign Relations Oommi ttee hearings, a statement by the distinguished
senior Senator from Missouri (Mr.
SYMINGTON) :

Mr. Bush, some people have said that they
did not think that your background was adequate to handle this position and, as a former delegate to the U.N. in 1968, I take
exactly the opposite view. I think we need
somebody with business background and experience, I think we need somebody fresh
who can examine the bureaucracy up there, I
think that it is probably as big a bureaucratic
mess as I have ever seen. That was my reaction when I was a delegate.

Recently, I was very much pleased to
read an editorial in support of Mr. Bush's
qualifications in the Richmond TimesDispatch. I would like to quote several
paragraphs from this editorial:
The job at the United Nations is not-and
never has been--one of shaping foreign
policy. Rather, the task is to articulate effectively policy made by the President and his
advisers and by Congress.
To perform effectively then, the U.S. representative must have the confidence af the
President. Bush, an energetic 46 and considered a comer in politics, is highly regarded
by President Nixon, who has invited him to
participate regularly in Cabinet meetings. In
addition, he is articulate. Born into a family
prominent in Texas politics, he was a successful businessman before going to Congress in 1966. There he served on a special
task force on earth resources and population
control, both growing concerns for the U.N.
While Bush's direct experience in the nutsand-bolts of foreign-policy making is limited,
a U.N. correspondent for the past 20 yearsDarius Jhabvala, writing in the Boston
Globe-considers the Texas' newness an asset
rather than a liability. Bush's enthusiasm,
idealism, and willingness to learn, he wrote
on December 25, stand in refreshing contrast
to the attitudes of many old-school diplomats who "go through the routine without
any plan, biding their time for a transfer or
pension.

GEORGE BUSH-NEW VOICE AT
THE UNITED NATIONS
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, on March 1
George Bush entered on duty as the permanent representative of the United
States to the United Nations. While a
few observers have questioned Mr. Bush's
qualifications for this position, the Sen- A CORRECTION IN THE RULES OF
PROCEDURE OF THE COMMITTEE
ate felt, and rightly so, that his previous
ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS
experience, intelligence, diligence, and
integrity would enable him to meet the
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, on
challenges of this position with imagina- March 29 I submitted, for printing in the
tion and initiative.
RECORD, the Rules of Procedure of the
I welcome Mr. Bush to his new assign- Committee on Veterans' Affairs. Rule 2,
ment and I support him as the voice of as published, indicates that ''the comthe United States in the United Nations. mittee shall hold its regular meetings on
Mr. Bush has indicated in recent confer- the first and third Thursday of each
ences with the press that he intends to month." This is incorrect. It was the incontribute to the "input" in executive tent and decision of the committee that
branch foreign policymaking in the area regular meetings should be held on the
of the United Nations; that he will be first and third Monday of each month.
"uninhibited in advocating the policies
I ask unanimous consent that the erof the President of the United States in ror be pardoned and that the corrected
this important international forum"; version of the Rules of Procedure be
and that he will represent the United Na- printed in its entirety.
tions to the American people. In short,
There being no objection, the rules
Ambassador Bush is bringing to the were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
United States representation a vitality as follows:
and enthusiasm which will enable him to
RULES OF THE COMMITTEE ON VETERANS'
strengthen the role of the United States
AFFAms
in the U.N. and the U.N. in the United
(1) General.-All applicable requirements
States.
of the Standing Rules of the Senate and of
I know of what I speak, for I know Am- the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946,
bassador Bush well. We entered Congress as amended, shall govern the Committee and
together in 1966. Representative Bush its Sul:>committees.
(2) Meetings.-The Committee shall hold
quickly proved himself to be a highly effective legislator, a man of wisdom and 1ts Regular meetings on the first and third
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Monday of each month, when Congress iS in
session, or at such other times 815 the Chairman shall determine. Addit ional meetings
may be called by the Chairman as he deems
n ecessary to expedite Committee business.
(3) Quorum.-Three members shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of transacting Committee business: Provided, That
one member shall constitute a quorum for
t he purpose of receiving testimony.
( 4) Voting.-

( a) Votes may be cast by proxy.
(b) There shall be a complete record kept
of all Committee action. Such record shall
contain the vote cast by each member af the
Committee on any question which a "yea"
or "nay" vote is requested.
(5) Subcommittees.-

(a) The Committee Chairman and the
ranking minority member shall be ex-officio
members of any Subcommittee of the Committee.
(b) Subcommittees shall be considered de
novo whenever there is a change in the
Chairmanship and seniority on the particular Subcommittee shall not necessarily apply.
(6) Hearings and hearing procedures.-

(a) The Committee or any Subcommittee
thereof shall make public announcement of
the date, place, time, and subject matter of
any hearing to be conducted on any measure
or matter at least one week in advance of
such hearing unless the Committee or Subcommittee determines there is good cause
to begin such hearing at an earlier date.
{b) The Committee shall as far as practicable require each witness, who is scheduled to testify at any hearing, to file his
written testimony with the Committee not
later than forty-eight hours prior to his
scheduled appearance. Said written testimony
shall be accompanied by a brief summary of
the principal points covered in the written
testimony.
{c) No hearing of the Committee or any
Subcommittee shall be scheduled outside of
the District of Columbia except by the majority vote of the Committee or Subcommittee or by authorization of the Chairman of
the Committee.

TRffiUTE TO WHITNEY YOUNG
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, Whitney Young's death is a great loss to the
Nation and to the State of New York.
His untimely and tragic death ended a
brilliant career distinguished by his pronounced leadership and solid accomplishments. Mr. Young was not a spokesman by self-appointment or a leader by
press release. He perceived that education and employment were the key ingredients in raising the standards of living of black people; and, in his usually
quiet but always persistent manner,
Whitney Young sought real solutions to
real problems.
During his tenure as executive director
of the Urban League, Whitney Young
identified himself with job-creation programs for black people. Respected by the
Nation's corporate leaders, Whitney
Young allied with them to train andretrain blacks for productive jobs. He understood that reconciliation was in the
self-interest of all Americans and was
just beginning to reach his magnificient
potential when his life ended tragically.
Having just recently met with Whitney
Young, it had been my hope to work with
him to expand minority opportunities.
We will no longer have the benefit of
his insight, but we will always have the
inspiration of his life.
Mr. President, many public o:tncials,
business and labor union leaders and
numerous newspapers have eulogized
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Whitney Young. President Nixon, speaking at burial services for Mr. Young in
Lexington, Ky., said:
Whitney Young's genius was, he knew how
to accomplish what other people were merely
for.

At memorial services in New York two
of Whitney Young's colleagues, Sterling
Tucker, executive director of the Washington Urban League, and Dr. Erman
Edgecombe, president of the Washington
Urban League, delivered moving eulogies.
They were joined by Dr. James Cheek,
president of Howard Uninversity.
I ask unanimous consent that President Nixon's eulogy; the tributes of
Mr. Tucker, Dr. Edgecombe, and Dr.
Cheek; and an article from the Washington Post, entitled "The Loss of Whitney
Young," written by Philip Geyelin, who
was present in Lagos, Nigeria, at the time
of Whitney Young's death, be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
WHITNEY M. YoUNG, JR.-EULOGY BY THE
PRESIDENT AT BURIAL SERVICES FOR MR.
YOUNG AT THE GREENWOOD CEMETERY AT
LEXINGTON, KY. MARCH 17, 1971
Mrs. Young, friends of Whitney Young:

It is customary on such an occasion for
the one who has the honor to deliver the
eulogy to say that we are gathered here to
pay our last respects to the deceased.
I do not say that today. I sa.y, rather, that
today a. grateful Nation will pay its respect
to Whitney Young by continuing the work
for which he dedicated his entire life.
When we consider that life, these a.re
some of the things we find:
In an age when we see so many people
who want to be for the right thing, we also
find that it is very difficult to accomplish
the right thing. It is really easy to be for
what is right. What is more difficult is to
accomplish what is right.
And Whitney Young's genius was, he knew
how to accomplish what other people were
merely for. He was a. very complex man, and
he understood the complexities of the society
in which he lived and the goals which he
sought to achieve. He was not a patient man,
but he understood the uses of patience.
And he was not a. moderate man in terms
of his goals, but he knew the uses of moderation in achieving those goals.
All of us who have heard him speak recognize him as one of the most eloquent speakers
of our time and, yet, Whitney Young will
be remembered as a doer, not a talker.
What monument do we build to him? He
leaves his own monument, not one, but thousands, thoU!Sands of men and women in his
own race who have a chance, an equal
chance, that they otherwise might never have
had except for what he did; and thousands
of others not of his own race who have an
understanding in their hearts which they
would not have had except for what he
taught.
What message does he leave for us? I recall the conversation I had with him right
after the election of 1968 before the inauguration when we discussed the possibilities
of his becoming a member of the Cabinet.
He was honored by the suggestion and, after
oonsideration, he told me that he felt that
he could do more for those things he believed
in outside of Government than inside o!
Government.
And in that is a message for all of us. At
a. time when it is so often the custom whenever we have a problem to throw up our
hands and say, "What is the Government
going to do?", this man said, "What can I
do?" And that's the challenge he gives to
each o! us.

Government has its responsibilities, but he
says "What can I do? What can I do in my
life to make the American dream come true?"
BecaU!Se all of us must remember we want
the American dream to come true, but the
American dream cannot come true until the
American dream can be achieved by each one
who is an American.
Dr. Lon Fuller, in lecturing at Yale in
1963, spoke of two kinds of morality. He
spoke of the morality of duty and of the
morality of aspiration. The morality of duty
is one that requires every individual to do
what the law calls upon him to do. The
morality of aspiration does not require, but it
inspires a. man or a. woman to go beyond that
and to do what the better angels of his nature would call upon him to do.
And it is in that spirit that I speak of
Whitney Young today. I remember the last
meeting we had in the Cabinet Room 3 days
before Christmas. You remember, all of you
who knew him, he always had a. little button
"Equal" in his lapel. He just didn't wear that
in his lapel, he wore it in his heart.
And what he says to us and what his message to us is, is this: Every man and woman
in this country is equal before God, and every
man and woman in this country now, we
trust, is equal before the law.
But to have true equality, it is not just
what the law requires, but what we individually can do, because that respect which can
only come from the heart of one person to
another, a. respect for his dignity, for his
individuality, for his immortality, that is
something that must come from each of us.
And so today Whitney Young's message to
America-the country that he loved with all
of tts faults, loved it because he realized that
this was a country in which we had the power
to change what was wrong and change it
peacefully-Whitney Young's message is this:
"What can I do? What can I do to make this
a better country? What can I do through
helping others, through recognizing their
equality, their dignity, their individuality, to
realize the American dream?"
His dream, if I may paraphrase, was one
Nation, under God, indivisible, with Uberty
and justice and opportunity for all. To fulfill
his dream is the responsibility of each of us.
It is the commitment that each of us makes
in his heart on this day.
Note: The President spoke at 12:25 p.m.
The eulogy was broadcast on radio and television.
IN TRIBUTE TO WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR.
(By Sterling Tucker, executive director,
Washington Urban League)
As the funeral procession moved through
Harlem's 125th Street on Tuesday. thousands
of people lined the streets to say farewell to
a friend.
Most of them didn't know him personally,
but they knew that he was one of them and
that he went about the land doing good for
them.
To them, he was not a stranger, just a.
friend they hadn't met.
But they met him there and they wanted
Whitney and the world to know that they
appreciated all that he had done to ease the
heavy load always on their backs.
They expressed it in different ways.
I especially liked one sign carried by a boy
about age nine which read:
"Whitney Young will live in me."
In this beautifully simple statement was
the full message of immortaU ty.
Whitney would have liked it. He would
have liked it because that message spoken
through the crayon of a child said it alla child offering himself in the image of his
hero.
Nearly ten years ago when Whitney Young
became executive head of the Urban League
it was the beginning of a new era.. No period
in the history of this nation was more fast
moVing, more turbulent than the 60's. There
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were three Presidents, several major pieces
of Civil Rights legislation, a new Frontier, a
War on Poverty, thousands of marches, assassination of several major public figures, u
Poor Peoples' Campaign, accelerated political
actiVity, an Urban League's New Thrust into
the ghettoes, tension, polarization escalation
and confrontation on nearly every front.
And there was Whitney Young, somewhere
in the middle of it all; providing leadership,
negotiating, organizing, planning and always s.p eaking eloquently and working tirelessly to make more clear the real vision of
America and to make more true her promise
of equality to all.
He knew he couldn't do it all by himself so
he built an organization-nearly doubling its
local offices, increasing its staff, financial and
other resources, many-fold set up outpost
operations in neighborhoods throughout the
nation and designed new strategies to bring
those with answers into closer creative contact with those with problems.
He fashioned a movement which was many
faceted which shaped a new tool of social
change. He combined social work, Urban
Planning, Community Development and CivU
Rights into a single instrument-an instrument which was versatile, flexible and responsive.
Even as he built the new Urban League,
he also helped put other groups more solidly
on their feet. For he knew well that no single
organization no matter how powerful, no
matter how strong just couldn't put it all
together by itself.
History has a way of raising up the right
men at the right time. The sixties had its
giants and Whitney Moore Young, Jr. stood
tall among them all.
Now he is gone--but not really-for Whitney Young will live in the Urban League in
Washington and across the land.
Whitney Young will live in little boys from
Lagos to Lexington.
IN TRIBUTE TO WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR.
(By Dr. Erman Edgecombe, President,
Washington Urban League)
Whitney Moore Young, Jr. 1s dead. This 1s
an unalterable fact. There has been snatched
from our midst a great leader and a good
friend.
We mourn his passing because his death
leaves a. void in our lives, in the work of the
Urban League and in the nation's business.
We mourn his passing because his special
and unique ability to walk with Presidents
and act with the people will not soon be replaceable.
Whitney Young was a. man who knew his
business and was always about it.
As President of the Washington Urban
League I had occasion to sit with him from
time to time and found him always to be a
man of consumate compassion and unswerving dedication to the people and causes he
served.
There was never any doubt where Whitney
Young stood on issues. There was never
any doubt in whose battle Whitney Young
fought.
Some of the quality of Whitney Young
was expressed in the President's message last
week when he said:
"Of the many hours I have spent with
him, the most recent and the most memorable were just last December 22, when
he and several of his Urban League colleagues met with me and most of niy cabinet
here in the White House.
"This was not a. meeting of pleasantries
of a. pro-forma occasion. Whitney Young
came here to tell me and the Cabinet of
his deep concern for the condition of Black
people in America., especially of young Black
people. He was eloquent, tough, and convincing: a great leader among his peers."
Yes, Whitney Young is dead. But his work
lives on. Whether that work 1s completed
depends upon us.
If we simply mourn and memorialize him
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with words and monuments, then much of
his work in life will have been for naught.
On this hand, if in his death we take fre.sh
energy and fresh commitment to see his
work through; then in death, his life has
new meaning and that life springs eternal.
MEMORIAL MESSAGE DELIVERED BY DR. JAMES
CHEEK, PRESIDENT, HOWARD UNIVERSITY, AT
MEMORIAL SERVICES FOR WHITNEY YOUNG,
JR.
A PROMISE MADE, A PROMISE TO KEEP:
WHITNEY YOUNG AND THE NATION

Since last Thursday, March 11, 1971, when
the news of Whitney Young's death was
flashed around the world, so many words
have been said about him and about his life
and work, that further utterances of this
kind in this memorial service would be anticlimat ic. He has been eulogized and buried;
we must try to memorialize him.
I should like in these brief moments,
therefore, to say something not so much
about Whitney, but rather more about the
nation-the nation he loved, the society in
whose possibilities he believed.
For we mourn in this time not Whitney.
We need not mourn for him, but we should
mourn for the nation. Whitney did what he
could. But the nation has not done all it
could or all it ought to do.
Whitney believed in equality; but the nation practices inequality.
Whitney believed in justice; but the nation practices injustice.
Whitney believed in fraternity; but the nation practices division.
Whitney believed in an open society; but
the nation practices a closed society.
Whitney believed in freedom and liberty;
but the nation practices oppression and
repression.
Almost two centuries ago this nation in its
struggle to become born made a promise;
it still has this promise to keep.
Whitney Young lived and labored in an
effort to help his country keep its promise
in his lifetime. He believed to the end in the
possibilities of a nation whose doctrine and
deeds transcended racism; whose essential
character did not depend upon color of skin,
or accent of language, or origin of nation, or
of professions of religion. But whose essential character was to be shaped and made by
the devotion of its citizens to the love of
liberty, the practice of justice and the recognition of equality; a nation whose citizens
lived in fraternity, one with the other.
For what Whitney believed in was what
America promised when it was born in 1776.
But America is now almost two centuries old;
it continues to make the promise, but it also
continues to find ways not to keep it.
We do not know the eloquence of a great
voice until that voice has been silenced. We
do not feel the power of a great spirit until
that spirit has been stilled. The eloquence of
Whitney Young's voice is heard now in its
silence; the power of his spirit is now felt
in its stillness.
He is gone and we are here. Whitney
Young is dead. But the nation continues to
live. We, who are left behind, cannot bring
Whitney Young back to life again; but we
who are left behind can prevent the nation
he struggled for from dying.
Perhaps it cannot be said of Whitney
Young that he died to make men free. But
in truth it can be said, he died while trying
to make both men and this nation free.
No words spoken here or elsewhere can
adequately pay tribute to his life or the
memory of that life. He, in fact, believed
that men were to be judged not by what they
said, but by what they did.
It is not important now what the nation
says about Whitney's life. It is important
now what the nation does about Whitney's
work. His life cannot be restored, but his
work can be continued and brought to fulfillment.
CXVII--580-Part 7
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We shall hear no more that voice we now American history is built around his grave.
know to have been eloquent. We shall experi- His departure is a watershed in our national
ence no longer that spirit we now know to experience.
He is dead, but we are alive. And if we
have been powerful.
But we-as a nation--can keep the voice have in fact not paid our final respects to
eloquent and we can keep that spirit pow- him in laying to rest his body, let us not now
erful not by continuing to quote from Whit- pay our final respects to him in laying to
ney's speeches and his books and not by rest his work.
continuing to recall interesting and important anecdotes about his life. The eloquence [From the Washington (D.C.) Post, Mar. 16,
1971]
of his voice can be heard and the power of
his spirit can be felt if the nation would now
THE LOSS OF WHITNEY YOUNG
decide to create for Whitney Young a mon(By Philip Geyelin)
ument. A monument, not of stone or of
Among the black leaders in the struggle
bronze, but a monument fashioned of Whitney's dream, carved out of his hope, and for racial equality, some brought religion to
shaped in the form of what he called "the the movement, some brought the liberals,
domestic Marshall Plan." And let it be called some brought labor. Whitney Young, more
the "WHITNEY YOUNG PLAN" embodying than any man, brought the business communot only his name and his spirit, but also nity, the men of money and of the power
and the influence that comes with money,
his program, his goals, his objectives.
And through the "WHITNEY YOUNG and in a certain sense this was the hardest
PLAN", let this nation become that "Open part of it although it was not by any means
Society" for which he struggled, and through where his contribution ends. Still, it was the
the "WHITNEY YOUNG PLAN," let this na- role that made him unique because it made
tion move-in this decade-beyond racism. him exposed. A black man had to be suspect
who dealt with the Rockefellers and the
And in this decade, let this nation use its Fords.
So Whitney Young was a controresources and its institutions not only to versial figure from his first days as the execuland men on the moon, but on earth to stand tive director of the National Urban League.
men on their feet.
His chosen role within the movement was by
And in this decade, let this nation do for the nature of things politically precarious.
Americans what it claims to champion for But if this bothered him, it was not in his
the Vietnamese: human freedom and hu- nature to show it very often; he was too busy
man dignity.
getting things done.
And in this decade, let this nation do for
Whitney Young had come to the Nigerian
American cities what it did in the past two capital for a meeting of the African Ameridecades for foreign nations: destroy the can Institute, as a member of an American
ghettos and the slums; rebuild the schools delegation which included many of the black
and re-invigorate the human spirit.
leaders he had worked with most closely over
And in this decade, let this nation now the years. As they huddled together in the
begin to seek for itself what it seeks for the numbness of their sorrow, after his death,
world: not only a generation of world peace, what they remembered best about brother
but more than a generation of racial peace Whitney was not the arguments they may
and racial goodwill.
have had over strategy-one rarely does, of
And let those things be done by Ameri- course. What they were saying was that
cans, on behalf of America, in the interest "Whitney was always there when you needed
of Americans. Not because it is expedient, him ... and that somebody had to do what
but because it is right. Not because it is our Whitney did ... and the man could not have
wish, but because it is our duty; and not done it better . . . and that no man could
because of our desire for world power, but fill those shoes." And the way they talked
because of our determination to keep a his- and worked together and worried about the
toric promise.
future and grabbed for the first signs of
And if we the people-the nation-are leadership by one of their number (the young
not willing or capable of doing these things, radical preacher from the Southern Christian
let us now say so. Let us, before the world, Leadership Conference, the Rev. Jesse Jackthrow down the gauntlet and say: we do son) you could not doubt that they meant
not believe in equality, we do not believe in what they said.
justice, we do not believe in fraternity. Let
"He was the big man who led the interus make clear to ourselves and to the world ference around the end," said Bayard Rustin,
the
veteran from the A. Phllip Randolph Inthat this America will exploit as other nations have exploited. That we sahll continue stitute who had fought the long wars with
to oppress as other nations have oppressed. Young. "And he was also a man you could
That we believe in the necessity of the few sing and drink and bull with." So Rustin
ruling the many; and that we are determined only spoke briefly at the memorial service in
that white men shall dominate black men, the sweltering Christ Church Cathedral in
and that we are prepared-as a nation-to Lagos on Saturday and then he sang "Death
renounce the promise we made almost two ain't nothing but a robber ..."
Jesse Jackson led the final prayer and he
centuries ago and to take our chances with
the laws of history and with the laws of his- called him "a father figure in the civil rights
movement." To the former Attorney General
tory's sovereign God.
And if this be the nation's choice and the Ramsey Clark, he was "a giant laughing
nation's decision, then let those who walked man" and quoting Sandburg on the one
with Whitney, who talked with him, who hundred and fiftieth anniversary of Linorganized with him, who cried with him, coln's birth, he spoke of the "paradox of terwho believed with him, who hoped with rible storm and peace, unspeakable and perhim, who planned with him say to our coun- fect."
He was the man who cooled things, was
try-the land of our birth-that we believe
with Whitney that James Russell Lowell what they were saying, who brought every
kind of people, rich and poor, together bespoke eternal truth when he wrote:
cause he could talk to all of them. And yet,
"The laws of changeless justice binds
to suggest that his death is somehow a setOppressor with oppressed.
back to the forces of moderation-as the
And sure as sin and suffering joined
Vice President did-is to miss the point.
We march to fate abreast."
There was nothing moderate about Whitney
Almost two centuries ago, this Republic Young's devotion to the cause of humanity
at the moment of its birth made a promise, and to the redressing of the grievances of
it still has a promise to keep.
his race. •'He had an impatient patience" is
Whitney Young labored for two decades the way one of his American colleagues deto help the nation keep its promise. Those scribed him. "He had a tremendously subliwhom Whitney have left behind do not have mated anger and he turned it into creative
two dee:t.des remaining. The dateline of acts." His achievements were very practical
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ones; they can be measured in the work of
the Urban League over the years, in its
great effort to improve the lot of the black
men who had poured into the Northern
ghettos from the South. It can perhaps be
best illustrated by the street academies in
the ghet tos which were his special creationplaces where young blacks could gather and
study and learn and receive counsel because
they could do none of these things in overcrowded homes.
Practical solutions born of a profound compassion for people, a restless, driving energy, unending good humor and a. love of
living-these were his great strengths. Because he was a sociologist before he was a
national and international figure in the
struggle for human rights, he knew what the
problems were in an academic, theoretical
way. And he knew them first hand as well;
not the least of his contributions was what
he did to bring the Urban League itself
more act ively into the political rough and
tumble of the ghettos-into the places where
the problems are. That was the key to it: he
knew the problems and he knew the right
people and if this led some of his black
brothers to fault his lack of m111tancy or his
close associations with the rich and powerful. it led none of them to fault him for himself, for none could withstand the warmth
and wit and wisdom of the man.
His wisdom lay in his acceptance of the
realities of what it would take to make his
country move. He knew the value of dedication and hard work and rhetoric and organization and all the rest. He felt deep down
the rightness of the cause. But he also knew
where the levers of power were and how
they worked. "Say something that I can go
back and scare America with" he told Africans at the meeting here. "What's going to
happen-that's the only basis on which
America is going to move." He didn't mean
it quite the way it sounded, because he
didn't believe in fear. "My :father said to me
you only hate that which you fear and I
don't want you to fear a living soul," he also
told his colleagues at another point. What he
did believe was that America would only
act effectively to increase aid to Africa out of
an acute self interest in its own security because that was the way it had always been
with foreign aid, and he wanted the Africans
to tell what would be the consequences if the
United. States did not do more for the developing nations and the black people on this
continent.
Not fearing and not hating, he dealt with
the corporate executives and counselled with
Presidents; he consorted, in other words,
with men who were looked upon by others
in the movement with unrelieved host111ty.
And the fact is that many who were critical
of this approach would be the first to admit
that in the practical terms that matter he
was right-that the movement had to have
such an ambassador.
Jesse Jackson said as much in his booming
eulogy. Recalling a. time when it appeared
that Whitney Young might become a. member of the Nixon Cabinet, Jackson said he
sent him a telegram urging him to accept. "I
felt it didn't matter what you thought o'f the
man," Jackson declared. "I felt that I didn't
want twenty million or thirty million Americans disconnected from the man who is making decisions about them every week." Jackson said that later he asked Young why he
hadn't taken the job and that "Whitney
bowed his head in the dilemma that the
black man is trapped in and replied that he
wanted the job and that he thought he could
have done the job but that he thought the
brothers would not have understood."
And so he worked on with that patient impatience to the end. "We have to talk to people who are hungry tonight/' he said at another point while he was in Lagos. "The rats
are biting the kids tonight."
He relished every part of it. "This is great,"
he is said to have shouted in the surf of a.

Nigerian beach just before he died and he
would have said the same thing about his
life's work. He was in Nigeria for a conference of Africans and Americans dedicated to
the causes of black men on two continents,
and it will be said many times over that there
was something appropriate about the fact
that he should have died on an African beach
while actively and exuberantly engaged in
such an enterprise. Perhaps so. But the grie'f
of all the black brothers of many nations
who were working with him when he died,
and of other men, white as well as black in
this country and abroad, is a. measure of
how little consolation there is in this for
his loss.

APPOINTMENT OF SUBCOMMITTEE
ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN
THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, the
chairman of the Committee on Finance,
the distinguished Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. LoNG), has just announced the appointment of a Subcommittee on International Trade in the Committee on Finance. This subcommittee will fill an important void in the legislative process
which has been evident in the international trade area for many years.
I am pleased that the distinguished
Senator from Connecticut (Mr. RrsrcoFF) will serve as chairman of this subcommittee. I have worked with him for
many years as a trade delegate from the
Committee on Finance, and I am impressed not only with his knowledge of
the area, but also with his pragmatic
approach to the problems.
I am pleased also, that Chairman
LoNG has named me as a member of the
subcommittee. I look forward eagerly to
the hearings the subcommittee will have,
and to the work it will do, not only on
long-range Philosophical questions of
trade policy, but also on matters of crucial, immediate importance.
We have seen the steel industry hard
hit by imports; we have seen the watch
industry in this country vanish in the
face of import competition. Textiles,
shoes, and electronics are suffering
now-and other industries, too. Never in
the history of the Nation has our manufacturing industry been unable to compete anywhere in the world on fair terms.
In this day and age, when U.S. industry
is unable to compete in its own market,
then something is wrong-not with U.S.
industry, but with the rules of international trade.
This new Subcommittee on International Trade can make a great contribution to the well-being of the workingman
of America. I applaud the chairman's
foresight in appointing it.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the complete text of Senator
LoNG's statement be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the text was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
FINANCE COMMITTEE ESTABLISHES SUBC O M MITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Following is the text of a statement by
Honorable Russell B. Long, Chairman of the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, announcing the appointment of a. special
Subcommittee on International Trade:
"U.S. foreign trade is now more than an
80 billion dollar business. It affects virtually
every aspect of American life--production,
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incomes and jobs; profits and prices. In a
word, foreign trade affects people, their livelihood and t heir families.
"We have witnessed the closing down of
many American plants and the transfer of
many others to foreign lands where lower
wage rates abound. American dollars a n d
credit-hard to obtain here--have flowed
freely to build magnificent factories overseas.
In the process, many American jobs have
been lost. Unemployment, caused by foreign
import competition, runs into the hundreds
of thousands, and our welfare rolls are being
swelled by American workers laid off because
Of import competition.
"As an indication of the degree to which
foreign imports have hurt American jobs,
the 24-milllon member AFL-CIO has recently called for quotas mechanisms covering
'any products in which t here is a. loss of
American jobs due to market disruption or
the activities of American multi-national
corporations.' This is a major switch for an
organization which heretofore was in th&
vanguard of the free trade movement. It 1s
undoubtedly a reflection of the feelings of
the many unions belonging to the AFL-CIO.
To these people--good American citizensit is no consolation that shirts and shoes and
automobiles may be a few cents cheaper because they are made abroad. These people
have lost their jobs and cannot afford to
buy shirts and shoes and automobiles, even
for the low prices of foreign commodities.
Unemployment compensation and welfare
checks-all charged to the American taxpayer--are not much consolation for the workers laid off because of imports.
"We have become a. 'have not' nation as
far as foreign trade policy is concerned. As
Europe and Japan built themselves up into
prosperous trading nations, with the help of
governmental aid and protection, the United
States continues to place meaningless slogans of 'free trade' and 'protectionism' ahead
of jobs. As a. nation, we are ducking the economic realities of the 1970's.
"Despite the fact tJha.t the W!Orld has
changed swiftly and dramatically since World
War II, our trade negotiators, concerned more
with foreign 'good will' than American jobs,
are still tooting the horns of free trade
and shouting that those who stress the importance of American jobs are not acting 'in
the national interest.'
"In the light of all the changes that have
taken place since our present trade policies
were fixed at the end of World War II, it 1s
time for this nation to reconsider our approach to trade matters. Hopefully, we should
fix a new direction for U.S. trade policy,
more attuned to the needs of the future~
than to the goals of the past.
" As a step in this direction, I have appointed for the remainder of the 92nd Congress a new ad hoc Subcommittee on International Trade in the Committee on Finance.
The function of this new Subcommittee will
be to explore our trade policies, chronicle
their fa1lings and their shortcomings, and
attempt to learn why our trade policies have
not brought us the same economic successes
as those enjoyed by Japan and West Germany-nations which have made international trade the cornerstone of their whole
economic program. With the information
this Subcommittee can develop, the Committee on Finance, and indeed, the entire
Congress, can be prepared to more effectively
respond to the great need for an enlightened
trade policy.
"In my opinion, it is appropriate for a
Congressional Com m ittee with legislative
jurisdiction over the trade agreements program to undert ake this sort of exploration.
For too long, U.S. trade policy has been dominated by hired bureaucrats in the State
Department. Probably to a. greater extent.
than in any other Federal program, the trade
agreements program, and the policies which
frame it, have been isolated from the American people. These nameless and faceless
bureaucrats who wield important influence
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on trade matters never have to answer to
the voters for their neglect of American employers and workers, or for needless generosity to foreign countries on trade matters.
This is wrong: the voice of the people should
be heard, and the American system of checks
and balances in the governmental process
should be brought into play.
"For too long, the Congress has been dependent on the executive branch for leadership in setting trade policy, and for too
long this policy has developed in diplomatic
meetings motivated mainly by political policy considerations, wholly divorced from economic realities.
"The work which could be performed by
the new Subcommittee on International
Trade can provide Congress with an independent source of information, unsullied
by State Department prejudices and free
of bureaucratic inbreeding.
"I am pleased to announce that the
Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D., Conn.) will
serve as Chairman of the Subcommittee.
Senator Ribicoff is particularly suited for
this role. For many years, he served with
distinction and high honor as a Finance
Committee delegate to the Kennedy Round
of tariff-cutting talks at Geneva, Switzerland, pursuant to the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962. In addition to the tremendous head
start that work provided him, Senator Ribicoff has had first-hand experience with the
sort of inept, hypocritical bumbling of
which the State Department is capable
when trade amendments are under consideration.
"No doubt, Senstor Ribicoff recalls his
amendment in 1966, dealing with the American Selling Price system of valuing imports of synthetic rubber protective footwear. While one group of State Department
strategists were seeking to make peace with
him, another group was working behind his
back trying to line up support to kill the
Ribicoff amendment. I am pleased to report that when it was all over, Senator Ribicoff's position in defense of the American
rubber shoe industry prevailed.
"His defense of Congressional prerogatives
was magnified by his fight for S. Con. Res.
100 dealing with the negotiation of agreements outside of the delegated authority
provided by the Congress to the Executive.
He also fought hard against the Canadian
Automobile Agreement because the Agreement did not provide an adequate quid pro
quo to this nation Senator Ribicoff is a fair
man so much so that his friends can justly
c.all him 'Honest Abe.' I am confident that
his leadership of this Subcommittee will
add to his reputation for fairness and objectivity.
"In addition to Senator Ribicoff, other
Senators serving on the Subcommittee will
be:
Senator Herman E. Talmadge (D., Ga.)
Senator Gaylord Nelson (D., Wis.)
Senaltor Paul J. Fa.nnin (R., .Ariz.)
Senator Clifford P. Hansen (R., Wyo.)
Senator Wallace F. Bennett (R., Utah) and
I will serve in an ex officio capacity.
Senator Talmadge was also a Finance Committee delegate to the Geneva talks and has
had broad experience in trade matters.
"It is my belief that this Subcommittee,
working as a team, and speaking with a single voice, will render invaluable services in
studying the trade question.
"The function of the Subcommittee will
be exploratory, not legislative. No legislation
will be referred to it, nor does the Committee
on Finance expect it to recommend changes
in the statutes dealing with foreign trade,
although Senators serving on the Subcom-

implications. The exploratory hearing process will be its principal tool.
"In performing it::> work, I would hope that
the new SubcC'mmittee will direct considerable attention to the features of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, particularly those which contribute to many of
the trade problems we face today. Last year,
the full Committee discussed the major
trade problems facing this country, and it
decided that there were a number of major issues which required intensive study.
These included:
(1) The most-favored-nation (MFN) principle and the exceptions thereto; the effect
of MFN exception:> of intra-regional and
extra-regional trade where common markets
and free trade areas are concerned;
(2) The GA'IT provisions and interpretations on export subsidies and border taxes,
the rationale underlying the differing treatment of 'direct· and 'indirect' taxes insofar
as border tax adjustments are concerned,
and the U.S. negotiating position on border
tax adjustments;
(3) The adequacy of GA'IT provisions
dealing with agriculture;
(4) The adequacy of the balance of. payments exceptions in Article XII of GATT;
(5) The GATT provisions on unfair trade
practices, fair international labor standards,
and relief from injurious imports;
(6) The GA'IT provisions on 'compensation' and 'retaliation.'
"In addition, I would hope that the Subcommittee's inquiry will include an examination of nontariff barriers, and other matters,
such as:
(1) The quantitive restrictions that remain in effect in many countries such as
Japan;
(2) The common agricultural policy of the
EEC;
(3) The border tax-export rebate system of
the EEC, and the reasons why indirect tax rebates on exports are not considered 'bounties
or grants' within the meaning of the countervailing duty statute as interpreted by Supreme Court cases;
(4) Discriminatory government procurement policies;
(5) The probable effects of British entry
into the Common Market on U.S. trade and
balance of payments;
(6) The effect of foreign exchange-rate
changes on United States trade and tariff
concessions;
(7) An analysis of whether or not greater
flexibility in foreign exchange rates would
serve in the interests of United States and
world trade;
(8) The nature and extent to which other
countries subsidize their exports, directly or
indirectly;
(9) A comparative analysis of various proposals to extend tariff preferences to the
products of less developed countries with particular emphasis on the effects of U.S. trade
and investment patterns and on U.S. labor;
( 10) The various agency responsibilities
within the executive branch for handling all
U.S. foreign trade matters, and the means
by which policy coordination is achieved.
"Finally, I would hope that the Subcommittee will look into the following matters of
particular significance in international trade:
(1) The tariff and nontariff barriers among
principal trading nations in the industrialized countries, including an analysis of the
disparities in tariff treatment of similar
articles of commerce by different countries
and the reasons for the disparities;
(2) The nature and extent of the tariff concessions granted in trade agreements and

mittee will doubtless obtain much informa-

other international agreements to which the

tion which will lead them to suggest legislative answers to problems that they uncover.
"The Subcommittee's primary role will be
to help educate Senators and others on major foreign trade issues, considerations and

United States is a party by the principal
trading nations in the industrialized countries;
(3) The customs valuation procedures of
foreign countries and those of the United
States with a view to developing and sug-
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gesting uniform standards of custom valuation which would operate fairly among all
classes of shippers in international trade,
and the economic effects which would follow if the United States were to adopt such
standards of valuation, based on rates of
duty which will become effective on January
1, 1972; and
(4) The implications of multinational
firms on the patterns of world trade and
investment and on United States trade and
labor.
"I am pleased that Senator Ribicoff has
agreed to serve as Chairman and coordinate
the work of this new Subcommittee on International Trade. With his fair and impartial
leadership, I am confident the work of the
Subcommittee will proceed smoothly :' \nd
that it will earn for the Committee on
Finance the same high honor as the Subcommittee on Health Care earned in 1970
under the able leadership of Honorable Clinton P. Anderson of New Mexico. I might add
that the success of the Subcommittee on
Health Care contributed to the decision to
establish this Subcommittee on International
Trade, and the basic working arrangements
of both of these Subcommittees are ident ical.
"As in the case of our earlier Subcommittees, the new Subcommittee on International Trade will be staffed by members of
the Finance Committee staff. Although our
staff is small, it is highly competent, and I
know the Subcommittee will profit from the
contribution the staff can make to its work.
"I urge the Chairman to promptly call a
meeting of his new Subcommittee to lay out
the ground rules under which its work will
be performed. With this step behind it, the
Subcommittee can begin coordinating its
hearing process with other work of the Committee on Finance."

POPULATION GROWTH
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, at
the world's current rate of population
growth, <about 2 percent per year, population on this planet will double in 35
years. The earth is today supporting 3
billion 700 million human beings in various degrees of physical and psychological
well-being. As we edge closer to the 4
billion mark survival becomes more and
more difficult by any yardstick.
We hear a great deal about the environmental and ecological effects of a
rising population, especially here in
the United States, where each American
uses 20 to 25 times the natural resources.
the average Indian would consume in a.
lifetime. I have supported efforts to.
make more intelligent use of our natural
resources and to bring our ecology back
into its natural balance.
Too little attention is given, however,.
to many of the other aspects of spiralling world population. Dr. Norman E.
Borlaug, Nobel laureate, and head of the
International Wheat Research and
Production program of the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, is considered one of the fathers of
the so-called Green Revolution. Unfortunately, some have misunderstood
the function and potential of the Green
Revolution and have asserted that because of this advance, man no longer
faces a food crisis.
Dr. Borlaug has now set about trying
to explain the Green Revolution and its
limitations. As he says,
The Green Revolution has won a temporary success in man's war against hunger
and deprivation; It has given man a breathIng space. If fully implemented, the Rev-
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olution can provide sufficient food for sustenance during the next three decades.
But the frightening power of human reproduction must also be curbed; otherwise the
success of the Green Revolution will be
ephemeral.

I ask unanimous consent that the
complete text of Dr. Borlaug's speech,
"The Green Revolution, Peace and Humanity," delivered upon acceptance of
the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo, Norway, be printed at this point in the
RECOPD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE GREEN REVOLUTION, PEACE
AND HUMANITY

(By Norman E. Borlaug, Head of the International Wheat Research and Production
Program of the International Maize and
Wheat Improvement Center)
Civilization, as it is known today, could
not have evolved, nor can it survive, without
an adequate food supply. Yet, food is something that is taken for granted by most world
leaders despite the fact that more than half
of the population of the world is hungry.
Man seems to insist on ignoring the lessons
available from history.
Man's survival, from the time of Adam
and Eve until the invention of agriculture,
must have been precarious because of his
inability to ensure his food supply. During
the long, obscure, dimly defined, pre-historic
period when man lived as a wandering hunter
and food gatherer, freq-qent food shortages
must have prevented the development of
viUage civilizations. Under these conditions
the growth of human population was also
automatically limited by the limitations of
food supplies.
In the misty, hazy past, as the Mesolithic
Age gave way to the Neolithic, there suddenly
appeared in widely separated geographic areas
the most highly successful group of inventors
and revolutionaries that the world has ever
known. This group of Neolithic men and
women, and in all probability largely the latter, domesticated all the major cereals, legumes and root crops, as well as all of the
most important animals that, to this day,
remain man's principal source of food. Apparently, 9,000 years ago, in the foothills of
the Zagros Mountains, man had already become both agriculturist and animal husbandryman, which, in turn, soon led to the specialization of labor and the development of
village life. Simllar discoveries and developments elsewhere soon laid the groundwork
from which all modern agriculture and animal industry and, indeed, all of the world's
subsequent civilizations have evolved. Despite the tremendous value of their contributions we know none of these benefactors of mankind by name. In fact, it has only
been within the past century, and especially
within the last 15 years-since the development of the effective radio-carbon dating system-that we have begun even vaguely to
understand the timing of these epochal
events which have shaped the world's destiny.
The invention of agriculture, however, did
not permanently emancipate man from the
fear of food shortages, hunger and famine.
Even in prehistoric times population growth
often must have threatened or exceeded
man's ability to produce enough food. Then,
when droughts or outbreaks of diseases and
insect pests ravaged crops, famine resulted.
That such catastrophes occurred periodically in ancient times is amply clear from
numerous biblical references: Thus, the Lord
said: "I have smitten you with blasting and
mildew" (Amos 4:9); "The seed is rotten
under their clods, the garners are laid desolate, the barns are broken down; for the corn
is withered. . .. The beasts of the field cry
also unto thee: for the rivers of waters are

dried up, and the fixe hath devoured the
pastures of the wilderness" (Joel 1 : 17, 20) .
Plant diseases, drought, desolation and despair were recurrent catastrophes during the
ages, along with t he ancient remedies-supplications to supernatural spirits or Gods.
And yet, the concept of the "ever-normal
granary" appeared in elementary form, as is
clear from Pharaoh's dreams, and Joseph's
interpretlation of imminent famine and his
preparation for it, as indicated by this quotation from Genesis: ". . . And the seven years
of dearth began to come, according as Joseph
had said: and t he dearth was in all lands;
but in all the lands of Egypt there was bread
. . . " (Genesis 41 :54). For his time, Joseph
was wise, wit h the help of his God.
But today we should be far wiser; with the
help of our Gods and our science we must
not only increase our food supplies but also
insure them against biological and physical
catastrophes by international efforts to provide international granaries of reserve food
for use in case of need. And these food reserves must be made available to all who
need them~and before famine strikes, not
afterwards. Man can and must prevent the
tragedy of famine in the future instead of
merely trying with pious regret to salvage
the human wreckage of the famine, as he has
so often done in the past. We will be guilty
of criminal negligence, without extenuation,
if we permit future famines. Humanity cannot tolerate that guilt.
Alfred Nobel was also very conscious of the
importance of food, for he once wrote: "I
would rather take care of the stomachs of
the living than the glory of the departed in
the form of monuments."
The destiny of world civilization depends
upon providing a decent standard of living
for all mankind. The guiding principles of
the recipient of the 1969 Nobel Peace Prize,
the International Labor Organization, are
expressed in its charter words, "Universal and
lasting peace can be established only if it is
based upon social justice. If you desire peace,
cultivate justice." This is magnificent; no
one c-an disagree with this lofty principle.
Almost certainly, however, the first essential component of social justice is adequate
food for all mankind. Food is the moral right
of all who are born into this world. Yet,
today 50 percent of the world's population
goes hungry. Without food man, at most,
can live but a few weeks; without it, aU
other components of social justice are meaningless. Therefore, I feel that the aforementioned guiding principle must be modified to
read: If you desire peace, cultivate justice,
but at the same time cultivate the fields to
produce more bread; otherwise there will be
no peace.
The term "the green revolution" has been
used by the popular press to describe the
spectacular increase in cereal-grain production during the past three years. Perhaps
the term "green revolution," as commonly
used, is premature, too optimistic or too
broad in scope. Too often it seems to convey
the impression of a general revolution in
yields per hectare and in total production
of all crops throughout vast areas comprising
many countries. Sometimes, it also implies
that all farmers are uniformly benefited by
the breakthrough in production.
These implications both oversimplify and
distort the facts. The only crops which have
been appreciably affected up to the present
time are wheat, rice and maize. Yields of
other important cereals, such as sorghums,
m1llets and barley, have been only slightly
affected; nor has there been any appreciable
increase in yield or production of the pulse
or legume crops, which are essential in the
diets of cereal-consuming populations. Moreover, it must be emphasized that thus far
the great increase in production has 'been in
irrigated areas. Nor have all cereal farmers
in the irrigated areas adopted and benefited
from the use of the new seed and the new
technology. Nevertheless, the number of
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farmers, small as well as large, who are
adopting the new seeds and new technology
is increasing very rapidly, and the in crease
in numbers during the past three years has
been phenomenal. Cereal production in the
rainfed areas still remains relatively unaffected by the impact of the green revolution,
but significant change and progress are now
becoming evident in several countries.
Despite these qualifications, however, tremendous progress has been made in increasing cereal production in India, Pakistan and
the Philippines during the past three years.
Other countries that are beginning to show
significant increases in production include
Afghanistan, Ceylon, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya,
Malaya, Morocco, Thailand, Tunisia and
Turkey.
The significance and magnitude of the impact of the so-called green revolution are
best illustrated by changes in cereal production in India, Pakistan and the Philippines.
In both India and Pakistan the rapid increase
in yields per hectare of wheat has been the
major thrust of the green revolution. Increases in rice yield also have played a major
role in West Pakistan, but hitherto only a
minor role in India. Increases in maize production have played a modest but significant
role in expanded cereal production in both
India and Pakistan; and increases in rice
yields and production have been largely responsible for the change in cereal production
up to now in the Philippines, Ceylon and
Indonesia.
The green revolution in India and Pakistan, which is still largely the result of a
breakthrough in wheat production, is neither
a stroke of luck nor an accident of nature.
Its success is based on sound research, the
importance of which is not self-evident at
first glance. For, behind the scenes, halfway
around the world in Mexico, were two decades of aggressive research on wheat that not
only enabled Mexico to become self-sufficient
with respect to wheat production but also
paved the way to rapid increase in its production in other countries. It was in Mexico
that the high-yielding, Mexican dwarf varieties were designed, bred and developed.
There, also, was developed the new production technology which permits these varieties, when properly cultivated, to express
their high genetic grain-yield potential-in
general, double or triple that of the best
yielders among older, ta.Il-strawed varieties.
TRANSFER OF THE NEW SEED

There are no miracles in agricultural production. Nor is there such a thing as a miracle variety of wheat, rice or maize which
can serve as an elixir to cure all ills of a
stagnant, traditional agriculture. Nevertheless, it is the Mexican dwarf wheat varieties,
and their more recent Indian and Pakistani
derivatives, that have been the principal catalyst in triggering off the green revolution. It
is the unusual breadth of adaptation, combined with high genetic-yield potential,
short straw, a strong responsiveness and high
efficiency in the use of heavy doses of fertilizers, and a broad spectrum of disease resistance that had made the Mexican dwarf
varieties the powerful catalyst that they have
become in launching the green revolution.
They have caught the farms' fancy, and during the 1969-70 crop season 55 percent of the
6 million hectares sown to wheat in Pakistan and 35 percent of the 14 million hectares
in India were sown to Mexican varieties or
their derivatives. This rapid increase in
wheat production was not based solely on
the use of Mexican dwarf varieties; it involved the transfer from Mexico to Pakistan
and India of a whole new production technology that enables these varieties to attain
their high-yield potential. Perhaps 75 percent of the results of research done in Mexico in developing the package of recommended cultural practices, including fertilizer recommendations, were directly applicable in Pakistan and India. As concerns the
remaining 25 percent, the excellent adaptive
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research done in India and Pakistan by Indian and Pakistani scientists while the imported seed was being multiplied, provided
the necessary information for modifying the
Mexican procedures to suit Pakistani and
Indian conditions more precisely.
Equally as important as the transfer of the
new seed and new technology from Mexico
to India and Pakistan was the introduction
from Mexico of a crop-production campaign
strategy. This strategy harnessed the high
grain-yield potential of the new seed and
new technology to sound governmental economic policy which would assure the farmer
a fair price for his grain, the availability of
the necessary inputs-seed, fertilizers, insecticides, weed killers and machinery-and
the credit with which to buy them. Collectively these inputs and strategy became the
base from which the green revolution
evolved.
Never before in the history of agriculture
has a transplantation of high-yielding varieties coupled with an entirely new technology and strategy been achieved on such a
massive scale, in so short a period of time,
and with such great success. The success of
this transplantation is an event of both
great scientific and social significance. Its
success depended upon good organization of
the production program combined with skillful execution by courageous and experienced
scientific leaders.
Experimentation with dwarf Mexican varieties was initiated in both India and Pakistan in 1963 and continued in 1964. Results
in both countries were highly promising.
Consequently, in 1965, 350 and 250 tons of
seed of the Mexican dwarf wheat varieties
were imported into Pakistan and India,
respectively, for wide-scale testing on farms.
Again, the results were highly promising,
and India reacted by importing 18,000 tons
during 1966. A year later Pakistan imported
42,000 tons. With these importations, the
revolution in wheat production got underway
in both countries. It was the first time in
history that such huge quantities of seed had
been imported from distant lands and grown
successfully in their new home. These importations saved from three to five years'
time in reaping the benefits from the green
revolution.
During the past three years wheat production has risen spectacularly in both countries. Using as a base the pre-green revolution crop year 1964--65, which produced an
all-time record harvest in both countries,
the production in Pakistan increased from
the 1965 base figure of 4.6 mi111on tons to
6.7, 7.2 and 8.4 millions of tons, respectively,
in 1968, 1969 and 1970. West Pakistan became
self-sufficient in wheat production for the
first time in the 1968 harvest season, two
years ahead of our predictions. Indian wheat
production has risen from the 1964-65 pregreen revolution record crop of 12.3 million
tons to 16.5, 18.7 and 20.0 million tons during
1968, 1969 and 1970 harvests, respectively.
India is approaching self-sufficiency and
probably would have attained it by now if
rice production had risen more rapidly, because with a continuing shortage of rice
considerable wheat is being substituted for
it.
The introduction into west Pakistan of
the high-yielding dwarf rice variety IRS, developed by the International Rice Research
Institute (IRRI) in the Philippines, together
with the new technology that makes it highly
productive, has also resulted in phenomenal
increases in yield and production during the
past two years. Unfortunately, this variety
has been less well adapted to climatic conditions in the monsoon areas of India and in
East Pakistan and, therefore, has had only
a modest and occasional impact there. Newer
varieties which are now being multiplied
promise to correct this situation.
The revolution in wheat and rice production in India and Pakistan has not only
greatly increased food production, but it also

has had many indirect effects on both the
farmer and the economy. It is estimated that
Indian and Pakistani farmers who are cultivating the new Mexican dwarf wheat varieties under the recommended management
practices have increased their net income
from $37 per hectare with the local varieties
to $162 with the dwarf Mexican varieties.
During the past three harvests, a total of
$1.4 billion and $640 million have been added
to the gross national product (G.N.P.) of India and Pakistan, respectively, from the increase in wheat production above the record
1965 base. The injection of this large increase
in purchasing power into the economies has
had many effects.
Large numbers of tubewells are being sunk
by farmers in both India and Pakistan in
order to expand the irrigated area and improve the control of irrigation water. It is
estimated that a total of 70,000 private tubewells were sunk during the 1969-70 crop
season in India, which brings about 1.4 million hectares of additional land under controlled irrigation, thereby greatly expanding
the food-production potential. It is estimated
that, at present, less than half of the irrigation potential of India has been developed.
THE CHANGING ECONOMY

If the high-yielding dwarf wheat and rice

varieties are the catalysts that have ignited
the green revolution, then chemical fertilizer
is the fuel that has powered its forward
thrust. The responsiveness of the high-yielding varieties has greatly increased fertilizer
consumption. The new varieties not only
respond to much heavier dosages of fertilizer
than the old ones but are also much more
efficient in its use. The old, tall-strawed varieties would produce only 10 kilos of additional grain for each kilo of nitrogen applied,
while the new varieties can produce 20-25
kilos or more of additional grain per kilo of
nitrogen applied. Consumption of nitrogen
fertilizer in India has increased from 58,000
metric tons of nutrients in 1950-51 to 538,000
and 1.2 million metric tons in 1964-65 and
1969-70 crop cycles, respectively; and about
60 percent of this amount was produced domestically. Phosphate consumption is approximately half that of nitrogen. A large part of
the fertilizer currently being used is for
wheat. The targeted consumption and domestic production needs of nitrogen for 197374 are 3 million and 2.5 million metric tons,
respectively, a fantastic threefold increase in
consumption and a fivefold increase in production. These fertilizer targets must be attained if the targeted production of 129 million metric tons of cereal is to be realized.
Mechanization of agriculture is rapidly following the breakthrough in wheat production. Prior to the first big wheat crop in
1968, unsold tractors accumulated at the two
factories then in production; at present,
prospective purchasers must make written
application for them and wait one or two
years for delivery. Although five factories
with an output of 18,000 units per year are
now producing tractors, 35,000 units were
imported in 1969-70.
The traditional method of threshing by
treading out of the grain with bullocks, followed by winnowing, is now inadequate for
threshing the increased volume of wheat
before the onset of the monsoon rains. Consequently, hundreds of thousands of small
threshing machines have been produced and
sold by hundreds of small village machine
shops during the past three years, thus avoiding the loss of much of the crop after harvest
and also providing additional employment
in many new, small village industries.
Moreover, mechanization has had another
very important indirect effect on the intensification of cereal production. When small
mechanical threshers replace bullocks for
threshing, the bullocks are released for use
in the timely preparation of the land for the
next (summer) crop. This need for timely
preparation of land is also one of the main
reasons for the surge in demand for tractors.

.
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Before the adoption of the new wheat and
rice varieties, in combination with heavy
applications of chemical fertilizer, the time
of sowing was relatively unimportant because
yields were limited primarily by the low level
of available plant nutrients. Most farmers
would expect to harvest about 1 metric ton
of wheat during the winter (rabi) season and
about 1.5 metric tons of rice during the summer (kharif) season, or a total of 2.5 metric
tons of grain per hectare per year. But by
using the high-yielding varieties, fertilizing
heavily, sowing at the right time and managing the fields properly, the same farmer
can now harvest 5 tons of wheat and 7 tons
of rice per hectare from the same land, a
total of 12 metric tons of food grain per
hectare per year, as contrasted with the 2.5
tons which he obtained with the old varieties
and methods. If plantings are not done at the
optimum time, however, the yield of wheat
may drop to 3 tons and that of rice to 4 tons
per hectare, a total production of 7 tons per
year instead of the 12 tons when all operations are proper and timely. A few of the
most progressive farmers now use triple cropping, involving wheat-mung beans--rice,
wheat--rice-potatoes, or three consecutive
crops of rice during the same year. By increasing the intensity of cropping, both foodproduction potential and employment are
increased. Yields must then be calculated on
the basis of kilos per hectare per year rather
than on the basis of kilos per hectare per
crop.
The increa~ed mechanization in cereal production has tended to increase rather than
decrease the employment opportunities for
labor, and above all, it has helped to reduce
drudgery and increase the efficiency of human energy, speaking especially of India.
Millicms of farmers who have successfully
grown the new wheat, rice and maize varieties have greatly increased their income.
And this has stimulated the rapid growth
of agro-industry by increasing the demand
for fertilizers, pumps, machinery and other
materials and services.
Farmers in many villages are investing in
better storage facilities. In some locations
brick houses are beginning to replace those
made of rammed earth. More electricity is
being used to light the houses and to drive
the motors on the wells. There also has been
a. rapid increase in demand for consumer
goods. The purchase of transistors and radios
for use in the villages has increased rapidly,
and, thereby, the government for the first
time can effectively reach the remote villages
with educational programs. Sewing machines,
bicycles. motor scooters and motorcycles are
coming to the villages, and truck and bus
service between villages is improving.
Although the contributions of the green
revolution to increased food production are
considerable and highly significant, they are,,
nonetheless, modest in comparison with the
magnitude of present global needs. The
greatest obvious achievement is the rapid
increase in cereal production during the
past three years, and the generation of a
climate of confidence in the developing
nations with regard to their capabilities of
achieving food self-sufficiency. Perhaps even
more significant, however, is the change in
organizations and attitudes which have accompanied the increases in cereal production.
The All-India Coordinated Wheat Improvement Program, which is largely responsible for the wheat revolution in India
has developed one of the most extensive
and widely diversified wheat research programs in the world. Its success has generated
confidence, a sense of purpose and determination. The current agronomic research on
wheat in India equals the best in the world.
The breeding program is huge, diversified
and aggressive; already it has produced
several varieties which surpass those originally introduced from Mexico in 1965. The
first group of new Indian varieties, already
in extensive commercial production, were
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derived from select ions made in India from
partially selected materials received from
Mexico. A second group of varieties, now
being multiplied, are selections from crosses
made in India between Indian and Mexican
varieties. The rapidity of creation and distribu tion of these new varieties has already
diversified the types of resistance to diseases and, therefore, minimizes the menace
of destruct ive disease epidemics if and when
changes occur in parasitic races of the
pathogens.
Contrary to a widespread and erroneous
opinion, the original dwarf wheats imported
from Mexico definitely carried a wider
spectrum of disease resistance than the local
Indian types that they replaced. But the
newer Indian varieties are even better in
resistance and of a different genetic type
than t he original introductions. This
greater diversity reduces the danger from
disease epidemics, but cannot completely
eliminate the dangers of disease epidemics,
as has become vividly evident from the unexpected and destructive epidemic of
southern leaf blight of maize over vast areas
of the United States during the summer of
1970. The only protection against such
epidemics in all countries is through resistant varieties developed by an intelligent,
persistent and diversified breeding program,
such as being currently carried on in India,
coupled with a broad disease-surveillance
syst em and a sound plant pathology program to support the breeding program. From
such a program a constant flow of new
high-yielding disease-resistant varieties can
be developed to checkmate any important ·
changes in the pathogens. The Indian program is also developing competence in research on the biochemical, industrial and
nutritional properties of wheat.
Perhaps the most important contribution
of all is that the methods and tactics used
so successfully in making the production
breakthrough in wheat, first in Mexico and
now in India and Pakistan, can serve as a
model for production programs with many
other crops and in many other countries.
V.T est Pakistan has already used the wheat
model to revolut ionize its rice production. Although the Indian rice program has not yet
achieved a nat ionwide breakthrough in production, rapid progress is now being made
in several areas and it seems probable that
the area sown to the new seed and technology
will be large enough to produce a strong impact on national production within another
year. Varieties and new technology are also
available for launching effective campaigns
to increase the production of sorghum, millet,
barley , soybeans and cotton in many developing countries of Asia, Africa and La tin America. What is st ill needed is the will and commitment of governments t o support national
production campaigns, both politically and
financially, and the services of a few competent and dedicated agricultural scientists
as leaders.
But let no one t hink that we can relax our
efforts in research. All successful action progra ms must be p receded and accompanied
by r esearch. It has been p ointed out that the
rapid chan ge in wheat production in both
India and Pakistan was, in part, made possible by t wo decades of research in Mexico.
How did this come about?
In 1943, several years before the est ablishment of the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nat ions, a cooperative agricultural research and training program was launched in Mexico. This was a
pioneer cooperative project between the Mexican Ministry of Agriculture and the Rockefeller Foundation, init iated at the request of
the ~1:exican government for assistance in
increasing the production of maize, wheat
and beans.
At that time, Mexico was importing more
than 50 perc·ent of the wheat it consumed
as well as a considerable percentage of its
maize. Whe.at yields were low and st atic, with

a national average yield of 750 kilos per hectare, even though most of the wheat was
grown on irrigated land. This situation was
very similar to that in India and Pakistan
before the advent of the green revolution.
Mexican soils were impoverished and chemical fertilizer virtually unknown.
Mexico's need W!as urgent and so a simple
research program was started to increase
production. The philosophy of the Rockefeller
Foundation was "to help Mexico t o help
itself" in solving its food-production problems, and, in the process, work itself out
of a job. I have had the privilege and good
fortune to have been associS~ted with the
wheat program almost from the beginning,
and have remained a part of it for the past
26 years. From the outset all factors limiting
wheat production were studied; consequently, there were interdisciplinary researchers
bet ween genetics and plant breeding, agronomy, soil fertility, plant pathology and entomology. Cereal chemistry and biochemistry were added later.
After preliminary work in 1943, plant
breeders, soil scientists, plant pathologists
and entomologists working as a team, began
a concentrated attack on the various aspects
of wheat production in 1944.
An in-service (intern) training component
was added to the research program to train a
new generation of Mexican scientists while
they were assisting with the development
of the research program. Provision was also
made for fellowships to enable the most
promising of these young scientists to study
abroad for advanced degrees, hopefully in
preparation for positions of leadership in
Mexican agriculture.
Research from the outset was productionoriented and restricted to that which was
relevant to increasing wheat production. Researchers in pursuit of irrelevant academic
butterflies were discouraged, both because of
the acute shortage of scientific manpower
and because of the need to have data and
materials available as soon as possible for
use in the production program.
To accelerate progress in varietal development, two generations of all segregating materials were grown each year. One generation
was sown close to sea level in Sonora a.t 28
degrees north latitude in the fall when the
days were progressively shorter; the second
was sown near Toluca, at 18 degrees latitude
and 2,500 meters above sea level during the
summer when days were progressively longer.
Through the use of this technique we developed high-yielding, day-length, insensitive varieties with a wide range of ecologic
adaptation and a broad spectrum of disease
resistance--a new combination of uniquely
valuable characters in wheat varieties.
These characters were valuable in increasing wheat production in Mexico and neighboring countries, but were to prove even
more valuable 20 years later when the Mexican varieties were introduced into Pakistan
and India. Without this combination of characters the successful transplantation of the
Mexican varieties into Pakistan and India
would have been impossible; the advent of
the green revolution would almost certainly
have been delayed many years.
In Mexico, as soon as significant improvements were made by research, whether in
varieties, fertilizer recommendations, or cultural practices, they were taken to farms
and incorporated into the production programs. We never waited for perfection in
varieties or methods but used the best available ea ch year and modified them as further
improvement came to h and. This simple principle is too often disregarded by scientific
perfect ionists who spend a lifetime searching for t he unattainable in l"~iological perfection , and, consequently , duriug a lifetime of
frustration contribute nothing to increasing
food production.
Farm demonstrations of new varieties and
technology were made by the research scientists Who had developed them. Indeed, the
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revolution in wheat production in Mexico
was accomplished before the extension service came into being. This forced the research
scientists themselves to consider the obstacles to production that confronted the
farmers. The same philosophy and tactic
were used effectively to bring researchers in
contact with the farmers' problems in the
early years of the wheat improvement programs in India and West Pakistan. Later,
however, the extension services were brought
into the production programs in both countries.
From the outset the Mexican Agricultural
Program was watched with interest by many
other countries. As progress became evident,
the Rockefeller Foundation was besieged by
requests from many countries for assistance
in agricultural improvement programs. The
Cooperative Mexican Agricultural Program
had become a model. The Cooperative
Colombian Agricultural Program, devoted
largely to maize, wheat, potatoes, forage
and livestock, was established in 1950. Similarly, the Cooperative Chilean Agricultural
Program was established in 1955 to work on
wheat and forage. The Cooperative Indian
Agricultural Program was established in
1956 to improve maize, sorghum and millet
production and to assist in the development
of postgraduate agricultural education. Each
of these programs subsequently played an
important role in improving agricultural
production and educa.tion in different parts
of the world.
Meanwhile, back in Mexico, the program
that had originally been confined to maize,
wheat and beans, and soon thereafter,
potatoes, was expanded to include many
other crops. Larger numbers of young
Mexican scientists were added to the research and training programs. Progress in research was generally good, and the training
program also bore fruit. Between the years
1943-1963 a total of 550 interns participated
in the overall agriculturnl research and
training programs, of whom 200 received a
Master of Science degree and 30 the Doctor
of Philosophy degree while on fellowships
for study abroad. With this corps of trained
scientists a new National Institute of Agricultural Investigations was born in 1961.
The Rockefeller Foundation "had worked itself out of a job," which was one of its original objectives.
The Mexican experience indicated that
one of the greatest obstacles to the improvement of agriculture in the developing countries is the scarcity of trained people. This
experience indicated clearly that training is
a slow process. Where no corps of trained
scientists exists, as was the case in Mexico
27 years ago and remains the case in many
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
today, it requires 18-25 years to develop
enough competent research scientists and
educators to meet a country's needs. So great
is the urgency of the food shortage in many
underdeveloped and emerging countries that
there is not enough time to develop an adequate corps of scientists before attacking
food-production problems. A short-cut and
or ganizational change had to be invented
to meet the needs. And so was born the first
truly international research and training institute-the International Rice Research Institute at Los Banos, the Philippines, in
1960, to work exclusively on the regionally
all-important , but too long neglected, rice
crop . The institute was jointly financed by
the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations in
collaboration with the government of the
Philippines.
The research activities on wheat, maize
and potatoes in Mexico were informally internat ionalized in 1959 and organized as a
second international center in 1963. This
International Center for Maize and Wheat
Improvement is supported also by the Ford
and Rockefeller Foundations, in collaboration with the government of Mexico. More
recently, addition al financial support has
been provided by the U.S. Agency for Inter-
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national Development, United Nations Development Program and the Inter-American
Developmerut Bank.
A third center, the International Center
of Tropical Agriculture (CIAT), in Columbia,
and the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (ITA), in Nigeria, the most recent, have been established to study problems and stimulate production of certain
tropical crops and animal species, as well as
to help train s'Cientific specialists. CIAT is
financed by the Ford, Rockefeller, and W. K.
Kellogg Foundations in cooperation with the
government of Nigeria.
These four international institutes represent a significant but modest start toward
the construction of a worldwide network of
international, national and local research
and training centers. This network will help
solve problems and disseminate the benefits
of science to all mankind in the shortest possible time and at minimum cost.
I am convinced that the international agricultural research institutes are developing a
bond of understanding among nations, based
upon the common need for increasing food
production. We must all strive to strengthen
this bond in the spirit of Alfred Nobel " ...
to promote brotherhood among the nations."
In summarizing the accomplishments of
the green revolution during the past three
years, I wish to restate that the increase in
cereal production, rice, maize and wheat, and
especially in wheat, has been spectacular and
highly significant to the welfare of millions
of human beings. It is still modest in terms
of total needs. Recaliing that 50 percent of
the present world population is undernourished and that an even larger percentage,
perhaps 65 percent, is malnourished, no room
is left for complacency. It is not enough to
prevent the currently bad situation from
getting worse as population increases. Our
aim must be to produce enough food to eradicate all present hunger while at the same
time striving to correct malnutrition. To
eliminate hunger now in the developing nations, we would need to expand world cereal
production by 30 percent. If it were, however,
as simple as increasing the total world production by 30 percent, regardless where the
production is to be expanded, it could be accomplished rather rapidly by expanding it in
the United States, Canada, Australia, Argentina and Russia. But this would not necessarily solve the hunger problem of the developing world, because their weak economies
will not permit them to expand their food
imports by 30 percent. Worse still, even if
present production could be expanded rapidly by 30 percent in the developing countries-which I believe is possible based on
recent progress of the great revolution-so as
theoretically to eliminate hunger, the hunger
problem as it now exists, still would not be
solved. There remains the unsolved socioeconomic problem of finding effective ways
to distribute the needed additional food to
the vast underprivileged, masses who have
little or no purchasing power. This is still
the great unsolved problem with which the
economists, sociologists and political leaders
must now come to grips.
I am convinced that if all policy-.m.akers
would take sufficient interest in population
control and in aggressively employing and
exploiting agricultural development as a potent instrument of agrarian prosperity and
economic advancement, many of the social
ills of the present day could soon become
problems of the past. The tropics and subtropics have abundant sunlight and other
great biological assets aB.d it will be crlm.dnal
to delay further the conversion of these assets into wealth meaningful to the poor and
hungry.
Some critics have said that the green
revolution has created more problems tha.n
it has solved. This I cannot accept, for I believe it is far better for mankind to be
struggling with new problems caused by
abundance rather than with the old problem

of famine. Certainly, loyalty to the status
quo in fOOd production-when being pressured by population growth--cannot break
the chains that have bound the peasant to
poverty and hunger. One must ask: Is it just
to criticize the green revolution, with its
recognized accomplishments, for failure to
correct all the socioeconomic ills of the
world tha.t have accumulated from the days
of Adam anrl Eve and up to the present?
Change we must, or we will perish as a
species, just as did the dinosaurs in the
late Cretaceous.
The green revolution is a change in the
right direction, but it has not transformed
the world into Utopia. None are more keenly
aware Of its llmltations than those who
started it and fought for its success. But
there there has been solid accomplishment,
as I have already shown by concrete examples. I have also tried to indicate the
various opportunities for capitalizing more
fully on the new materials that were produced and the new methods that were devised. And, above all, I cannot emphasize
too strongly the fact that further progress
depends on intelligent, integrated and persistent effort by gQvernment leaders, statesmen, tradesmen, scientists, educators and
communication agencies, including the press,
radio and television.
But progress is continuous, and we can
and must make continuous progress. Better
varieties of wheat and other cereals with not
only higher yield potential but also with
higher content of protein are already in the
process of creation.
I propose, therefore, that a bold program
of wide crosses be initiated to improve both
cereals and legumes (pulses). It should include attempts to .m.ake numerous intergeneric crosses among cereals, employing all of
the modern techniques to consummate fertlllzation and propagate the hybrids. If a
series of new combinations can be made and
doubled, such as, for example, between
maize and sorghum, wheat and barley, or
wheat and rice, it would open the door to
the possibilitd.es for vast subsequent improvement by conven·t ional methods.
The great revolution has won a temporary
success in man's war against hunger and
deprivation; it has given man a breathing
space. If fully implemented, the revolution
can provide sufficient food for sustenance
during the next three decades. But the
frightening power of human reproduction
must also be curbed; otherwise, the success
of the green revolution will be ephemeral
only.
Most people still fail to comprehend the
magnitude and menace of the "Population
Monster." In the beginning there were but
two, Adam and Eve; when they appeared on
this earth is still questionable. By the time
of Christ, world population had probably
been reached 250 m.illlon. But between then
and now population has grown to 3.5 billion. Growth has been especially fast since
the advent of modern medicine. If it continues to increase at the estimated present
rate of 2 percent a year, the world population
will reach 6.5 billion by the year 2000. Currently, with ea.ch second, or tick of the clock,
about 2.2 additional people are added to the
world population. The rhythm of increase
will accelerate to 2.7, 3.03 and 4.0 for each
tick of the clock by 1980, 1990 and 2000, respectively, unless man becomes more realistic
and preoccupied about this impendlng doom.
The tick-tock of the clock will continually
g-row louder and more menacing each decade.
Where wlll it all end?
Malthus signaled the danger a century and
a half agQ. But he emphasized principally the
danger that population would increase faster
than food supplies. In his time he could not
foresee the tremendous increase in man's
food-production potential. Nor could he have
foreseen the disturbing and destructive
physical and mental consequences of the
grotesque concentration of human beings
into the poisoned and clangorous environ-
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ment of pathologically hypertrophied megapoles. Can human beings endure the strain?
Abnormal stresses and strains tend to accentuate man's animal instincts and provoke
irrational and socially disruptive behavior
among the less stable individuals in the
maddening crowd.
We must recognize the fact that adequate
food is only the first requisite for life. For a
decent and humane life we must also provide
an opportunity for good education, remunerative employment, comfortable housing, good clothing, and effective and compassionate medlcal care. Unless we can do
this, man may degenerate sooner from environmental diseases than from hunger.
And yet, I am optimistic for the future of
mankind; for in all biological populations
there are innate devices to adjust population
growth to the carrying capacity of the environment. Undoubtedly, some such device
exists in man, presumably homo sapiens, but
so far it has not asserted itself to bring into
balance population growth and the carrying
capacity of the environment on a worldwide
scale. It would be disastrous for the species to
continue to increase our human numbers
madly until such innate devices take over. It
is a test of the validity of sapiens as a species
epithet.
Since man is potentially a rational being,
however, I am confident that within the next
two decades he will recognize the selfdestruct! ve course he steers along the road
of irresponsible population growth and will
adjust the growth rate to levels which will
permit a decent standard of living for all
mankind. If man is wise enough to make this
decision, and if all nations abandon their
idola.try of Ares, Mars and Thor, then mankind itself should be the recipient of a Nobel
Peace Prize, which is "to be awarded to the
person who has done most to promote
brotherhood among the nations."
Then, by developing and applying the
scientific and technological skills of the
twentieth century for "the well-being of
mankind throughout the world," he may still
see Isaiah's prophesies come true: Isaiah
35:1, 7: " . . . And the desert shall rejoice,
and blossom as the rose. . . . And the
parched ground shall become a pool, and the
thirsty land springs of water . . .".
And may those words come true!

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, another critical aspect of the population
problem is being studied by Dr. John
Calhoun of the National Institute of
Mental Health. Dr. Calhoun started
a colony of eight white mice in a small
pen at NIMH. In 2 years, the eight multiplied to 2,200, but not one mouse has
been born in over a year. The pressures
of overpopulation have resulted in extreme antisocial behavior and eventually
failure to continue reproducing. Dr. Calhoun explains that 600 of the mice have
already died and the remaining 1,600 will
die as well. Dr. Calhoun is careful not to
transfer the results of his experiments
with mice into the human experience directly. But certain lessons can and
should be learned as our finite earth
looks forward to its fourth-billion people. I ask unanimous consent that a
write-up of Dr. Calhoun's work and the
texts of his studies be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
OF Ml:CE AND MEN: COLONY 0VERPOPULATES
TO ExTINCTION

(By Tom Huth)
Dr. John Calhoun's laboratory mice are
dying. They are doomed, he says, to extinction.
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Physically they are healthy-to him they
are even beautiful. But most of them are
withdrawn,
uncomplaining,
uninvolved,
without aggression. And they are without
sex, so they are dying.
They are dying of overpopulation. And,
Dr. Calhoun says, there are lessons for man
in his grim little mousery.
Calhoun works as a research psychologist
for the National Institute of Mental Health.
In the beginning, he put eight white mice,
four pairs, into an 8Y:!-by-8¥2-foot galvanized steel universe on the upper floor of a
corrugated iron building at the National Institute of Health's animal farm out beyond
Poolesville in Montgomery County.
The mice had warmth, food, no disease,
no predators. In a little more than two years
there were 2,200 of them. But by that time
they were not mice, Calhoun says. They
were something else, nonmice, their social
organizations destroyed and their behaviors
deformed by overcrowding.
Now 600 of them have expired and the
other 1,600 will too, Calhoun says. There has
not been a mouse born in more than a year;
the youngest is 40 years old in terms of the
human life span. The females are passing
menopause. Soon time will run out: the
process will be irreversible; life will be death.
Calhoun, a small man of 52 who wears a
gray goatee, thinks that time has not yet run
out for man-that man has perhaps 15 years
to start making the decisions that will insure
his continued survival as a unique animal,
to start bringing the world population down
to what it was before the time of Christ.
It is this great leap in thinking, from
mouse to man, that puts frowns on the faces
of some scientists when the name John B.
Calhoun is mentioned.
For one thing, critics say, the behavior of
mice does not describe the behavior of men.
Calhoun answers that "rats and mice, of
course, are not perfect models of humans.
But the disaster they represent is so compelling that the world cannot wait for proof of
every step in the equation."
To criticism that his mice are so inbred
that they don't react normally, Calhoun
says, "Wild species suffer the same reactions
as my albinos, sometimes even in exaggerated form."
To conventional science, there also is a
madness to Calhoun's methodology. He develops and publishes theory without first
presenting full documented findings in scientific journals. He draws conclusions and exposes them to public attention before his
experiments are completed.
"So sometimes we make errors in what we
say," Calhoun admits. "But there are about
15 years left for deciding. We're that close to
seeing if evolution will continue."
His present experiment was in the planning
stage in 1965 and will not be fully analyzed
until1973.
Calhoun, a psychologist, philosopher, ecologist mathematician and sociologist at
various moments, has been over populating
rodents since 1946, when he joined a group at
Johns Hopkins University that was looking
into the behavior of Norway rats.
A few other scientists have done similar
population studies, but none has created an
environment that comes close to approximating reality, Calhoun Rays.
The environment that he and his team
members have created for the white mice
includes 256 apartments, feeding bins where
the animals congregate for social purposes as
well as for eating, and a floor that serves 8iS
an arena for social groupings. Mice that exhibit different types of behavior are painted
with brightly colored stripes, and the data
have been put on 750,000 cards and fed to a
computer.

•

Most of the young mice, about 400 of them,
withdrew in a huddled mass in the middle
of the cage. "They were treated as sticks and
stones," Calhoun says.

"Once rejected they were outside the system. They were extremely violent, they would
attack and slash and turn on a neighbor
and bite," attempting to reduce social contacts.
Calhoun wrote in the Smithsonian magazine, "Still the socially settled kept breeding, just as lemmings do in that last fall and
winter before their major march to the sea.
In this last frenzy of reproduction 1,600
more mice were spewed out into this closed
environment.
"A replica of 'Spaceship Earth?' They too
found no social 'rooms' in which to mature.
As each member of this horde grew physically
it began to express its natural behavior, trying to take part in sex and other acts of
social intercourse that are necessary for survival of the species. But rarely was a mouse
able to complete this action before it was
interrupted by some associate.
"Only the simplest behaviors, such as eating and drinking, were ever carried to completion. The mice never really learned to
mate or fight. Never fighting, never competing for mates, and never protecting their
young.
"Most matured into passive blobs of protoplasm, physically healthy but socially
sterile."
The young mice, often rejected and bitten
by their own mothers, never learned to relate to others.
The mice were "frozen in a childlike
trance." Calhoun wrote.
Earlier in the study, Calhoun or an associate would walk in the cage and the
curious young mice would approach the
strange feet, "then accept them as an irrelevant aspect of their environment and pay
no attention to them."
But now scores of mice will scurry in a
horde after a pair of sneaker-clad feet and
will continue to sniff and probe them. "These
poor beautiful mice never learn," Calhoun
says. "Each day they follow human feet about
as if they had never seen them before."
And above all, "they are voiceless. They
are deathly quiet. Lost are the plaintive
squeaks of recognition, the higher squeaks
of inquisitive anxiety, the shrill squeaks accompanying intense social involvement. A
pallor of silence hangs over the flaccid following mass."
The experiment is nearly over. Groups of
mice with similar behavior have been placed
in separate cages to study their reactions to
each other. Then individuals will be studied
in isolation. When the population declines
to 1,000, all the females will have passed
menopause. There will be no chance of further life, and the survivors will be disposed
of.
The characteristics he sees in mice also
can be observed in man, Calhoun believes.
There is, for example, the violence of the
sl urns and elsewhere in America. Calhoun
thinks this "may at times be necessary to
precipitate a more meaningful exchange between individuals or institutions where social tradition and lack of designed relations
have sufficiently separated them that they
no :anger can communicate about common
interests."
Violence, in other words, serves to alert society that something is wrong.
Calhoun bases his broad philosophy of the
human condition on the belief that, while
other animals are limited in growth to physical space, man is unique in developing what
he calls conceptual space.
Until 40,000 or 50,000 years ago, men were
able to limit their social contacts and thus
preserve stability only by moving to other
areas and killing or being killed.
Then, says Calhoun, as uninhabited areas
became populated and physical contact increased, some downtrodden group discovered
conceptual space, which he defines as the
"information pool from which rules, codes
and theories may be condensed which per-
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mit more effective coping with the physical
and social environment."
Man, and only man, could fully develop
social roles and find meaningful relationships while screening out frustrating ones.
This, says Calhoun, has allowed human population to increase, and to increase faster and
faster as intellectual capacity became greater
and greater.
Since about that time, 40,000 years ago,
the time it has taken for world population
to double has been cut in half with each
doubling. SO, while it took 160 years for
population to reach 1.25 billion by 1868, it
took only 80 years for it to reach 2.5 billion
by 1948 and it will take roughly 40 years for
it to reach 5 billion.
A continuation of this progression would
lead to a mathematical impossibility by the
year 2027. The growth would become so fast
that "you go to infinity instantaneously," as
Calhoun puts 1t. Some have called it Doomsday.
Another problem, the one that is the key
to Calhoun's theories and admittedly "the
weakest point in my argument,'' is that in
his thinking the total of all conceptual space
will level off when the world reaches 9 billion
people.
By that time-in 2010, give or take several
years depending on birth control-he figures
the world will be one community.
In what he calls his philosophical breakthrough, a lecture in 1968 at the annual
meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Calhoun explained:
"To continue enlarging conceptual space
requires involving more and more individuals in a common communication network.
Sociopolitical union enhances the enlargement and effectiveness of such works. Such
union will continue until the entire world
population becomes incorporated into a single network.
"This point will arrive when the world
population reaches 9 billion. For this reason, 9 billion is set as the optimum world
population in which individual human beings serve as the primary nodes and the
primary links in the communication network."
I~ is this idea of the global village, plus a
proJection of the limits of the brain plus
analogy and intuition, that leads Calhoun
to believe that by the early 21st century
conceptual space will stop growing.
This he sees as the end of the first era of
human evolution. By simple mathematics,
any increase in population would mean a
decrease in the intellectual potential of each
person. "Extra individuals will impede acquisition of relevant information," he says.
Then man will have three courses, Calhoun
says.
Population could continue to increase and
awareness would decrease.
Population could remain level, with each
individual filling a static role with little deviation from "the exact pattern harmonizing
with a traditional niche he entered early in
life."
Population could gradually decrease, allowing a growth in individual potential. The
time when this begins happening Calhoun
calls Dawnsday.
It may not come, he says, until the year
2400 or so, by which time the population may
have overshot to maybe 13¥2 billion. Then
the decline in population would continue
for 160,000 years, by his calculation, until it
reached about 70 million, the same as during the Golden Age of Greece 500 years before
Christ. His calculations end there, for now.
The other half of John Calhoun's projection involves vast changes that he thinks are
necessary in life itself.
"We are approaching a limit of the cortex
to process information necessary for its codification into concepts," he said in his 1968
speech, so by Doomsday we will need electronic prosthetic devices that will serve as
extensions of the brain.
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Calhoun sees as imperative the full implementation of the general systems theory,
which views all of nature and human activity
as a hierarchy of interlocked systems that
affect each other with their every action.
To maintain stability in an intricate world
community, in which each part is dependent
on all other parts, Calhoun believes there will
be a need for a new value system that he calls
the "compassionate perspective."
This is a true awareness of the needs of
others with differing values. Also needed, he
says, are an expansion of the time perspective to include more historical and evolutionary processes, an enhanced creativity, an increased receptivity to change, a promotion
of leisure and more.
Calhoun sees the beginning of this development now-the emergence of a minority
that is frustrated by present social systems
and is "grappling with the issues which will
later dominate the scene."
"This concerned minority, now directing
its attention toward the compassionate-systems revolution, is rapidly swelling its ranks."
This upheaval, amounting to a denial of
much that we consider life, must come about,
Calhoun believes. He quotes Archibald Mac
Leish:
"For man, as the whole of science as well
as the whole of poetry will demonstrate, is
not what he thinks he knows, but what he
thinks he can know, can become."
POPULATION DENSITY AND SOCIAL PATHOLOGY
WHEN A POPULATION OF LABORATORY RATS IS
ALLOWED TO INCREASE IN A CONFINED SPACE,
THE RATS DEVELOP ACUTELY ABNORMAL PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR THAT CAN EVEN LEAD TO
THE EXTINCTION OF THE POPULATION

(By John B. Calhoun)
In the celebrated thesis of Thomas Malthus,
vice and misery impose the ultimate natural
limit on the growth of populations. Students
of the subject have given most of their attention to misery, that is, to predation, disease
and food supply as forces that operate to adjust the size of a population to its environment. But what of vice? Setting aside the
moral burden of this word, what are the effects of the social behavior of a species on
population growth-and of population density on social behavior?
Some years ago I attempted to submit
this question to experimental inquiry. I confined a population of wild Norway rats in a
quarter-acre enclosure. With an abundance
of food and places to live and with predation
and disease eliminated or minimized, only
the animals' behavior with respect to one another remained as a factor that might affect
the increase in their number. There could be
no escape from the behavioral consequences
of rising population density. By the end of
27 months the population had become stabilized at 150 adults. Yet adult mortality
was so low that 5,000 adults might have been
expected from the observed reproductive rate.
The reason this larger population did not
materialize was that infant mortality was
extremely high. Even with only 150 adults
in the enclosure, stress from social interaction led to such disruption of maternal behavior that few young survived.
With this background in mind I turned
to observation of a domesticated albino
strain of the Norway rat under more controlled circumstances indoors. The data for
the present discussion come from the histories of six different populations. Each was
permitted to increase to approximately twice
the number that my experience had indicated could occupy the available space with
only moderate stress from social interaction.
In each case my associates and I maintained
close surveillance of the colonies for 16
months in order to obtain detailed records
CXVII--581-Part 7

of the modifications of behavior induced by
population density.
The consequences of the behavioral pathology we observed were most apparent
among the females. Many were unable to
carry pregnancy to full term or to survive
delivery of their Utters if they did. An even
greater number, after successfully giving
birth, fell short in their maternal functions. Among the males the behavior disturbances ranged from sexual deviation to
cannibalism and from frenet ic overactivity
to a pathological withdrawal from which individuals would emerge to eat, drink and
move about only when other members of the
community were asleep. The social organization of the animals showed equal disruption.
Each of the experimental populations divided
itself into several groups, in each of which
the sex ratios were drastically modified. One
group might consist of six or seven females
and one male, whereas another would have
20 males and only 10 females.
The common source of these disturbances
became most dramatically apparent in the
populations of our first series of three experiments, in which we observed the development of what we called a behavioral sink.
The animals would crowd together in greatest number in one of the four interconnecting pens in which the colony was maintained.
As many as 60 of the 80 rats in each experimental population would assemble in
one pen during periods of feeding. Individual
rats would rarely eat except in the company
of other rats. As a result extreme population
densities developed in the pen adopted for
eating, leaving the others with sparse populations.
Eating and other biological activities were
thereby transformed into social activities in
which the principal satisfaction was interaction with other rats. In the case of eating,
this transformation of behavior did not keep
the animals from securing adequate nutrition. But the same pathological "togetherness" tended to disrupt the ordered sequences of activity involved in other vital
modes of behavior such as the courting of sex
partners, the building of nests and the nursing and care of the young. In the experiments in which the behavioral sink developed, infant mortality ran as high as 96 per
cent among the most disoriented groups in
the population. Even in the absence of the
behavioral sink, in the second series of three
experiments, infant mortality reached 80 per
cent among the corresponding members of
the experimental populations.
The design of the experiments was relatively simple. The three populations of the
first series each began with 32 rats; each
population of the second series began with 56
rats. In all cases the animals were just past
weaning and were evenly divided between
males and females. By the 12th month all
the populations had multiplied and each
comprised 80 adults. Thereafter removal of
the infants that survived birth and weaning
held the populations steady. Although the
destructive effects of population density increased during the course of the experiments,
and the mortality rate among the females
and among the young was much higher in
the 16th month than it was earlier, the number of young that survived to weaning was
always large enough to offset the effects of
adult mortality and actually to increase the
population. The evidence indicates, however,
that in time failures of reproductive function
would have caused the colonies to die out. At
the end of the first series of experiments
eight rats-the four healthiest males and the
four healthiest females in each of two populations--were permitted to survive. These
animals were six months old at the time,
in the prime of life. Yet in spite of the fact
that they no longer lived in overpopulated
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environments, they produced fewer litters in
the next six months than would normally
have been expected. Nor did any of the offspring that were born survive to maturity.
The males and females that initiated each
experiment were placed, in groups of the
same size and sex composition, in each of
the four pens that partitioned a 10-by-14foot observation room. The pens were complete dwelling units; each contained a drinking fountain, a food hopper and an elevated
artificial burrow, reached by a winding staircase and holding fl. ve nest boxes. A window in
the ce1ling of the room permitted observation, and there was a door in one wall. With
space for a colony of 12 adults in each penthe size of the groups in which rats are normally found-this setup should have been
able to support 48 rats comfortably. At the
stabilized number of 80, an equal distribution of the animals would have found 20
adult rats in each pen. But the animals did
not dispose themselves in this way.
Biasing factors were introduced in the
physical design of the environment to encourage differential use of the four pens. The
partitions separating the pens were electrified so th81t the rats could not climb them.
Ramps across three of the partitions enabled
the animals to get from one pen to another
and so traverse the entire room. With no
ramps to permit crossing of the fourth partition, however, rthe pens on each side of it became the end pens of what was topologically
a row of four. The rats had to make a complete circuit of the room to go from the pen
we designated 1 to the pen designated 4 on
the other side of the partition separSiting the
two. This arrangement of ramps immediately
skewed the mathematical probab11ities in
favor of a higher population density in pens
2 and 3 than in pens 1 and 4. Pens 2 and 3
could be reached by two ramps, whereas pens
1 and 4 had only one each.
The use of pen 4 was further discouraged
by the elevation of its burrow ~to a height
greater than that of the ·b urrow in the other
end pen. The two middle pens were similarly
distinguished from each other, the burrow
in pen 3 being higher than that in pen 2. !But
here the differential •a ppears w have played a
smaller role, .although pen 2 was used somewhat more often than pen 3.
With the distribution of the rats biased by
these physical arrangements, the sizes of the
groups in each pen could have been expected
to range from as few as 13 to as many as 27.
With ~the passage of time, however, changes
in behavior tended to skew the distribution
of the rats among the pens even more. Of
the 100 distinct sleeping groups counted ln
the lOth to 12th month of each experiment,
only 37 fell Within ·t he expected size range.
In 33 groups there were fewer than 13 rats,
and in 30 groups the count exceeded 27. The
sex ratio approximated equality only in those
groups that fell within the expected size
range. In the smaller groups, generally composed of eight adults, there were seldom more
than two males. In the larger groups, on
the other hand, there were many more males
than females. 'A s might be expected, the
smaller groups established themselves in the
end pens, whereas the larger groups were
usually observed to form in the middle pens.
The rf emale members oi the population distributed themselves about equally in rthe
four pens, but the male population was concentrated almost overwhelmingly in the
middle pens.
One major factor in the creation o! this
state of affairs was the struggle for status
that took place among the maJes. Shortly
after maJe rats reach matuTity, at about six
months of age, they enter 1nto a round robin
of fights that eventually fixes their position
in the social hierarchy. In our experiments
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such fights took place among the maJ.es in the first series 96 percent perished before stopped building nests aJt all. Normally rats
all the pens, both middle and end. In the this time. The males in the middle pens were of both sexes build nests, but fem'aJ.es do so
end pens, however, it beca.m.e possible for a. no less affected than the females by the most vigorously around the time of parturisingle dominant male to take over the area pressures of population density. In both series tion. It is an undertaking th'a.t involves reas his territory. During the period when the of experiments the social pathology among peated peril.ods of sustained activi~y. searchsocial hierarchy was being established, the the males was high. In the first series, how- ing out wpproprtate materials (in our experisubordinate males in all pens adopted the ever, it was more aggravated than it was in ments str'Lps of paper supplied an abunhabit of arising early. This enabled them to the second.
dance), transporting them bit by bit to the
eat and drink 1n peace. Since rats gen~ally
This increase in distur·b ance among the nest and there arranging them to form a
eat in• the course of their normal wanderings, middle-pen occupants of the first series of cuplike depression, frequently sheltered by
the SUJbordinate resident.s of the end pens experiments was directly related to the devel- a. hood. In a. crowded middle pen, however,
were likely to feed in one of the middle pens. opment of the phenomenon of the behavioral the Slbillty of females to persist in this bioWhen, after feeding, they wanted to return sink-the outcome of any behavorial process logically essential activity became markedly
to their ortginal quarters, they wuuld find it that collects animals together in unusually impaired. The first sign of disruption was a
very difficult. By this time the most dominant great numbers. The unhealthy connotations failure to build the nest to normal specificamale in the pen would probably have awak- of the term are not accidental: a. behavioral tions. These females simply piled the strips
ened, and he would engage the subordinates sink does act to aggravate all forms of pathol- of paper in a. heap, sometimes trampling
in fights as they tried to come down the ogy that can be found within a group.
them into a. pad that sh·o wed little sign of
one ramp to the pen. For a while the subThe emergence of a. behavioral sink was oup formation. Later in the experli.m en't they
ordinate would continue its efforts to return fostered by the arrangements that were made would bring fewer and fewer strips to the
to what had been its home pen, •b ut a.fter a
for feeding the animals. I:n these experiments nesting stte. In the midst of .t ransporting a
succession of defeats it would become so the food consisted of small, hard pellets that bit of material they would drop it to engage
conditioned that it would not even make were kept in a circular hopper formed by wire in some other activity occasoioned by cont act
the attempt. In essence the dominant male mesh. In consequence satisfaction o! hunger and interaction with other individuals met
established his territorial dominion and his required a. continuous effort lasting several on the way. In the extreme disru.._'Otion of
control over a harem of females not by driv- minutes. The chances therefore were good their behavior during the later months of the
ing the other males out but by preventing that while one rat was eating another would population's history they would build no
join it at the hopper. As was mentioned earl- nesots at all but would bear their Utters on
their return.
Once a. male had established his dominion ier, rats usually eat intermittently through- the sawdust in the burrow box.
The middle-pen females similarly lost the
over a.n end pen and the harem it contained, out their wa.kl.ng hours, whenever they are
he wa.s usually able to maintain it. Although hungry and food is available. Since the ar- ability to transport their litters from one
he slept a good deal of the time, he made rangement of the ramps drew more rats into place to another. They would move only part
his sleeping quarters at the base of the ramp. the middle pens than into the end ones, it of their litters and would scatter them by
He was, therefore, on perpetual guard. Awak- was in these pens that individuals were depositing the infants in different places or
ening as soon as another ma.le appeared at most likely to find other individuals eating. simply dropping them on the fioor of the
the head of the ramp, he had only to open As the population increased, the association pen. The infants thus abandoned throughout
his eyes for the invader to wheel around and of eating with the presence of other antm.als the pen were seldom nursed. They would die
return to the adjoining pen. On the other was further reinforced. Gradually the social where they were dropped and were thereupon
hand, he would sleep calmly through all the aspect of the activity became determinant: generally eaten by the adults.
comings and goings of his harem; seemingly the rats would rarely eat except a.t hoppers
The social stresses that brought about this
he did not even hear their clattertngs up and already in use by other animals.
disorganization in the behavior of the midAt this point the process became a vicious dle-pen females were imposed with special
down the wire ramp. His conduct during his
waking hours refiected his dominant status. circle. As more and more of the rats tended weight on them when they came into heat. At
to collect at the hopper in one of the middle estrous female would be pursued relentlessly
He would move about in a. casual and deliberate fashion, occasionally inspecting the pens, the ott.er hoppers became less desiral'>le by a pack of males, unable to escape from
burrow and nests of his harem. But he would as eating places. The rats that were eating their soon unwanted attentions. Even when
rarely enter a burrow, as some other males at these undesirable loca.tiOillS, finding them- she retired to a. burrow, some males would
selves deserted by their groupm.a.tes, would follow her. Among these females there was
did, merely to ferret out the females.
A territorial male might tolerate other transfer their feeding to the mc:::-e crowd- ~correspondingly high rate of mortality from
males in his domain provided they respected ed pen. By the time the three experiments disorders in pregnancy and parturition. Nearhis status. Such subordinate males inhabited in the first series drew to a. close ha.\f or ly half of the first- and second-generation
the end pens in several of the experiments. more of the populations we!e sleeping as females that lived in the behavioral-sink
Phlegmatic animals, they spent most of their well as eating in that pen. As a result there situation had died of these causes by the end
time hidden in the burrow with the adult was a decided increase in the number of of the 16th month. Even in the absence of
females, and their excursions to the fioor social adjustments e~h rat had to make the extreme stresses of the behavioral sink,
lasted only as long as it took them to obtain every day. Regardless of whioh pen a. rat 25 per cent of the females died. In contrast.
food and water. Although they never at- slept in, it would go to one particular middle only 15 per cent of the adult males in both
tempted to engage in sexual activity with any pen several times a. day to eat. Therefore it series of experiments died.
of the females, they were likely, on those was compelled daily to make some sort of adA female that lived in a. brood pen was
rare occasions when they encountered the justment to virtually every other rat in the sheltered from these stresses even though
experimental
population.
during her periods of estrus she would leave
dominant male, to make repeated at tempts
No behavioral sinks developed in the sec- her pen to mate with males in the other pens
to mount him. Generally the dominant male
ond series of experiments, because we offered of the room. Once she was satiated, however,
tolerated these advances.
In these end pens, where population den- the rats their diet in a different way. A pow- she could return to the brood pen. There she
dered food was set out in a.n open hopper. was protected from the excessive attention of
sity was lowest, the mortality rate among infants and females was also low. Of the various Since it took the animals only a little while other males by the territorial male.
For the effect of population density on the
social environments that developed during to eat, the proba.billty that two animals
the course of the experiments, the brood would be eating simultaneously was consid- males there is no index as explicit and oberably
rPduced.
In
order
to
foster
the
emerpens, as we called them, appeared to be the
jective as the infant and maternal mortality
only healthy ones, at least in terms of the gence of a behavioral sink I supplied the rates. We have attempted a. first approximapens With drinking fountains designed to tion of such an index, however, by scoring
survival of the group. The harem females
generally made good mothers. They nursed prolong the drinking activity. The effect of the behavior of the males on two scales: that
their young, built nests for them and protect- this arrangement was unquestionably to of dominance and that of physical activity.
ed them from harm. If any situation arose ~ake the animals social drinkers; they used The first index proved particularly effective
that a mother considered a danger to her ~he fountain mainly when other animals in the early period of the experiments, when
pups, she would pick the infants up one at lined up a.t it. But the effect was also to dis- the males were approaching adulthood and
courage them from wandering and to prevent beginning the fights that eventually fixed
a time and carry them in her mouth to a
the development of a behavioral sink. Since their status in the social hierarchy.
safer place. Nothing would distract her from
this task until the entire litter had been rats generally drink immediately on arising,
The more fights a male initiated and the
moved. Half the infants born in the brood drinking and the social interaction it oc- more fights he won, the more likely he was
casioned
tended
to
keep
them
in
the
pens
in
pens survived.
to establish a position of domina.nce. More
The pregnancy rates recorded among the which they slept. For this reason all social than half the animals in eaob. experiment
pathology
in
the
second
series
of
experiment.s,
gave up the struggle for status :l.fter a whll.le,
females in the middle pens were no lower
than those recorded in the end pens. But although severe, was less extreme than it was but among those that persisted a clear-cut
hiemrchy developed.
a smaller percentage of these pregnancies in the first series.
Females that lived in the densely populated
In the crowded middle pens no one inditerminated in live lb irths. In the second series
of eX~periments 80 percent of lbhe inftam:ts born middle pens became progressively less adept vidual occupied the top position in this hierat
building
adequate
nests
and
eventua.Hy
archy
permanently. In every group of 12 or
in the middle pens died before weaning. In
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more males one was the most aggressive and
most often the victor in fights. Nevertheless,
this rat was periOdically ousted from his po&ition. At regular intervals during the course
of their waking hours the top-ranking males
engaged in free-for-alls that culminated in
the transfer of dominance from one male to
another. In between these tumultuous
changings of the guard relative calm prevailed.
The aggressive, dominant andmals were the
most normal males in our populations. They
seldom bothered either the females or the
juveniles. -ret even they exhibited occasional
signs of pathology, going berserk, attacking
females, juveniles and the less actlive males,
and showing a particular predilection-which
rats do not normally display-for biting other
animals on the tail.
Below the dozmnant males both on the
status scale and in their level af activity
were the homosexuals-a group perhaps better described as pansexual. These animals apparently could not discriminate between appropriate and inappropriate s~x partners.
':Dhey made sexual advances to males, juveniles and females that were not in estrus.
The males, including the dominants as well
as the others af the pansexuals' own group,
usually accepted their attentions. The general level of activity of these animals was
only moderate. They were frequently attacked by their dominant asscdates, but
they very rarely contended for status.
Two other types of male emerged, both of
Which had resigned entirely from the struggle for dominance. They were, however, at
exactly opposite poles as far as their levels
of activity were concerned. The first were
completely passive and moved through the
community like somnambulists. They ignored all the other rats of both sexes, and
all the other rats ignored them. Even when
the females were in estrus, these passive animals m:ade no advances to them. And only
very rarely did other males attack them or
approach them for any kind of play. To the
casual dbserver the passive animals would
have S~ppeared to be the healthiest and most
attractive members of the community. They
were fat and sleek, and their fur showed none
of the breaks and bare spots left by the fighting in which males usually engage. But their
social disorientation was nearly complete.
Perhaps the strangest of all the types that
emerged among the males was the group I
have called the probers. These animals,
which always lived in the middle pens, took
no part at all in the status struggle. Nevertheless, they were the most active of all the
males in the experimental populations, and
they persisted in their activity in spite of attacks by the dominant animals. In addition
to being hyperactive, the probers were both
hypersexual and homosexurul, and in time
many of them became cannibalistic. They
were always on the alert for estrous females.
If there were none in their own pens, they
would lie in wait for long periods at the tops
of the ramps that gave on the brood pens
and peer down into them. They always
turned and fled as soon as the territorial rat
caught sight of them. Even if they did not
manage to escape unhurt, they would soon
return to their vantage point.
The probers conducted their pur<>uit of
estrous females in an abnormal manner.
Mating runong rats usually involves a distinct courtship ritual. In the first phase of
this ritual the male pursues the female. She
thereupon retires for a while into the burrow, and the male lies quietly in walt outside, occasionally poking his head into the
burrow for a moment but never entering it.
(In the wild forms of the Norway rat this
phase usually involves a courtship dance on
the mound at the mouth of the burTow.)
The female at last emerges from the burrow
and accepts the male's 'a dvances. Even in the

disordered community of the middle pens
this pattern was observed by all the males
who engaged in normal heterosexual behavior. But the probers would not tolerate even
a short periOd of waiting at the burrows in
the pens where accessible females lived. As
soon as a fem.aJe retired to a burrow, a prober
would follow her inside. On these expeditions the probers often found dead young
lying in the nests; as a result they tended
to become cannabilistlc in the later months
of a p:~pulatlon's history.
Although the behavioral sink did not develop in the second series of experiments, the
pathology exhibited by the populations in
both sets of expe:~;iments, and in all pens,
was severe. Even in the brood pens females
could raise only half their young to weaning.
Nor does the difference in lnf<ant mortality
between the middle pens of the first and second series-96 per cent in the first as opposed
to 80 per cent in the second-represent a
biologically .significant improvement. It Ls
obvious that the behavioral repertory with
which the Norway rat has emerged from the
trials of evolution and domestication must
break down under the social pressures generated by population density. In time, refinement of experimental procedures and of the
interpretation of these studies may advance
our understanding to the point where they
may contribute to the making of value judgments about analogous problems confronting the human species.
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META-ENVmONMENTALISM
(By John B. Calhoun)
A huge cypress log lies from the ba.nk out
into an ox-bow earthquake lake in the
swampy woodlands near the Ha.lchie RJi ver in
southwestern Tennessee. In 1812, alrea-dy several hundred years old, this majestic cypress
toppled under the impact of earthquake
tremor aggravated by collapsing limestone
caverns deep in the earth below. I often sat
here on the s1Jill timber as a boy more than
a century later-my dreaming place where
the motionless cork occasionally plumped
under the surface into the murky waters be-
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low giving me contact vvi.th my favorite fish,
the catfish. Cypress and catfish, these survivors of a midpoint time in evolution before mammals, bonded with me as one of the
latest of these latecomers, formed part of
the trajectory of everchanging environm.ents.
We see this transformation from a cooling
sphere of mineral devoid of atmosphere and
water, to a cretaceous fern-cloaked hillock
where a diminutive shrew-like mammal
peered out at the last of the dinosaurs sloshing in the swamps below, to that solitary
semite south of Ur, sitting beside his reddyed skin tent on a reed-bordered mound,
who phrased that most significant passage
of all time:
God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth .and subdue it; and
have dominion over the fish of the sea and
over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth."
Genesis 1:28.
"Dominion"! What follies man has perpetrated in its name, what hope its scope provides, what obligations its fulfillment demands. Imbedded in that word we see the
transformation of the brute that was biological man to that poem which is cultural
man whose meaning lies never in what he 1s
but what he may become. This transformation saw man's freedom from the unpredictable capriciousness of physical and biological surroundings that hold all his fellow
creatures in bondage. Man became the environm.ent.
He began becoming the environm.ent as he
learned how to discover conceptual space,
that enlarging pool of ideas, images of reality and codes guiding action, which have
simultaneously enabled more efficient mining af resources while at the same time channeling social intemctdons so that on the
average each individual experienced as many
meaningful relations with associates, despite
increasing population density, as had held
true in the earlier times of small partially
isolated hunter-gatherer bands. Through all
this becoming of the past forty to sixty thousand years each doubling of conceptual space
has permitted a doubling of the numbers of
man on earth. We are rapproaching the end
of this historical process through which a
linking together of an ever larger number
of indiv'.l.duals into a tighter intercommunicating network enhances the further enlargement of conceptual space.
Increase in numbers of man will no longer
contribute to expansion of conceptual space
beyond the time when the world population reaches about nine blllion. After this
time, a time within the next century, any
further continuance of expanding conceptual
space, as well as the expansion of human potentiality it permits, will require initiation of
a new and dual process. From that time onward the world population must continually
decline at a rate which over years wlll return it to the level of two thousand years
ago. In addition, each and every one born
after the beginning of the era of declining
population must seek an ever increasing dependence on prostheses to brain function
which wlll simulate its capab111ty for reasoning and creativity.
Man as the environment continues only in
so long as his biological body persists a..s a
vehicle for expanding conceptual space, and
by that expansion likewise that of his own
potentiality. With each degree of fulfilling
this potentiality, man more fully becomes
the environment, that dominion which
guards and guides the kind of existence and
opportunity for expression of all life.
Man-Environment Systems as an endeavor
is basically concerned with the environment
for promoting the fullest realization of man
as the environment. It has a meta- environmental objective, to create the environment
for the further evolution of man as the
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environment of designing whereby information gains increased relevance for survival of
life and enhancement of living. How successful we are as environmental designers may
be judged solely on how well we foster the
continuance of designing as a way of living.
Meta-environmentalists may be concerned
with bricks and mortar, highways and subways, the purity of air and water, on the
survival of biota at a level of evolution attained a scant several thousand years ago.
Involvement with such concerns merely represents necessary means or tactics to fulfill
broader strategy for realrning more comprehensive goals. The first step in developing
meta-environmentalism is to define the scope
of criteria by which the adequa~y of any intended or accomplished effort may be judged.
I shall list a few criteria which I believe are
particularly pertinent:
1. Expansion of time perspective to include
more historical evolutionary processes as
they may define a proposed course of action
and to project ever farther into the future
the consequences this course of action may
have if implemented.
2. Increasing complexity of relationships

in which any individual is involved. This requires more effective linking of the individual
into networks of communication whose
nodes are both diverse and numerous.
3. Increasing awareness of surroundings
and relationships.
4. Promoting receptivity to change with
respect to more effective coping with altered
circumstances as well as to increased ability
to recognize potentially useful novelty.
5. Enhancing creativity.
6. Optimizing privacy in the dual sense of

the actual opportunity of being alone or of
confining interactions to those significant
others who provide the most meaningful
relations.
7. Increasing valuing with respect both to
recognizing and adopting new images and to
relinquishing values no longer optimal.
8. Promoting leisuring until it achieves a
balance with working. To work implies repetition of any customary activity irrespective of financial return. To leisure implies
engaging in any non-standar<;i activity or the
reassembly of standard components in a differing pattern.
9. Augmentation of caretaking whereby
one attempts to assist others in realizing
roles and goals differing from one's own.
This rather incomplete list of criteria are
somewhat different from the more immediate
utilitarian ones we customarily employ in
judging the effectiveness with which we induce changes in the environment. However, I
believe 'that such ·criteria are essential if we
are to promote man as Homo faber in the
sense of a designer of templates who henceforth wlll guide the earth's destiny.
THE LEMMINGS' PERIODIC JOURNEYS ARE
NoT UNIQUE

(By John B. Calhoun)
IN THE CURRENT SELF-DESTRUCTION CYCLE OF
THE NORWEGIAN RODENTS A BEHAVIOR AUTHORITY FINDS OTHER MAMMALS, MAYBE MAN,
SIMILAR

I have never seen a lemming. At least I
h a ve never seen one of those biological entities called Lemmus lemmus, the "true" or
Norwegian lemming, found in countless numbers throughout the world's northern latitudes. Nor have I ever seen any of the other
species of lemmings that inhabit these c1rc ompolar regions. I feel about the little
mammals the way humorist Gelett Burgess
felt about his purple cow: "I'd rather see
than be one."
Perhaps because I have never se-en one I
can actually see them better. I can define

.

for myself the phrase "lemming phenomenon," when thousands if not hundreds of
thousands of these rodents march to the
sea, plunge in and swim out until, exhausted, they drown. Swept back on the
beach, their bleached bones form Windrows
on the shore.
Norway stands out as the country where
the lemming death marches occur most frequently. Every three w four years these migrations take place in one or more places in
Norway, as in 't hese pictures taken in the
late fall of 1970. Sometimes the migrations
are moderate in size and only come to the
attention of some isolated village or an inquiring biologist. At ather times vast hordes
of true lemmings (Lemmus lemmus) may
invade many towns and even reach Oslo, far
from closest breeding grounds.
Over most of the world the tundra habitat
of lemmings covers the lowlands be'tween the
zone of permanent ice and snow and the tree
line. In Scandinavia, the tundra forms a
tongue of lichen, moss, grass, heather, willow and dwarf birch extending far southward down the mountain range. Normally,
the rodents avoid permanent rocky, snowy
areas above the tundra and birch and coniferous forests below it. Between these regibns, the low-lying tundra vegetation offers
food and protection for the shy, mostly nocturnal creatures. They build their maze of
trails, and each year the females rear two or
more broods of young. Those born in the
spl'ing may themselves bear lititers in the
summer; those b'o rn in the summer start
their con'tribultions to the popula'tion in
autumn. Thus, even though an average animail may live little more than a year, this
overJ.apl)ing of breeding generations permits
the lemming population to increase rapidly.
Increase it does. Long before the lemm1ngs
begin to overtax their food suppliies a general
state of unrest develops. MOre anti more of
the animals forsake their normal sedentary
way of life, wandering aJbout aimlessly, upsetting still sedentary associates. When too
many young lernmings avoid the depredations of foxes, h 'a wks and owls and survive
to aidulthood, incre·a sed contacts among them
lead to anxiety, strife and an unsettled way
of life.
In years of abnormal population increase
the degree of wandering reaches such a scale
that more and more !individuals begin pushing out Olf their normal tundra home. Some
few move up over the inhospitable snowfields.
More move down in'to the adjoining birch
forests a't lower elevations.
During times Olf approaching population
peaks the great majority of those who move
downward into the b'irch forests never return
to their homel'a nd. Many die where they have
overwinltered. They are pa:r!!Jicularly stressed;
many bear scar tissue from wounds inflicted
earlier by their more dominant associates.
As spring approaches, a new wave of emigrants takes the road down the mountain.
This even rarger mass consists of young born
during the fall and the long winter of breeding .u nder the snow cover. These young are
physically herul thy and fat, and their departure seems motivated by the general unease:
They seek to alleviate this by mov·i ng into
less des'ira.ble habitats.
Each lemming sets its own course irrespective of its fellows. Gradually, the animals
lose their nocturnal ways. They amble across
openings, one after another, at irregular intervals, seeming not to care about predrutors.
When they meet each other they merely bark
or scuffle briefly before each goes his own
way.
Soon this second major wave begins to encounter the remnants of the earlier one in
the birch forest. This contact sends the first
migrants farther down the mountain into
the coniferous forest zone. Each wave of lem-
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mings forms a broad, ill-defined band several miles in depth. Here local concentrations
often build up as the migrants pause to eat
at forest clearings where food is more plentiful. Finally, the numbers in these pockets
increase until fresh unease drives them on
down the mountain.
Eadh onward moving group adds impetus
to the groups below. They too renew their
downward course. Channeled by the narrowing valleys, these loose groups gradually coalesce, and the growing masses approach the
cultivated land at the bottom of the valley.
By this time some remarkable. changes in
behavior stand out. Earlier in 1their tmvels
lemmings skirt sizable bodies of water. But
by the time they reach the lowlands their reluctance to enter ponds and small lakes is
tempered. Each lemming creeps down to the
water, pulls back and waits a few minutes
while more and more gather behind. They
make several approaches and withdrawals.
Finally, each seems overcome by some compulsion to resume its onward movement folloWing the same direction of the valley.
The animals plunge in, irregularly, with
little evidence of a coordinated signal to proceed. Buoyed by fat and fur, they splash
along and most eventually reach the opposite shore of still lakes which may be as
much as several hundred yards across.
Gradually, the rodents lose nearly all reluctance to enter strange situations. By the
time they have reached the seaside villages,
waves of them are further compacted. They
still move more at night than day, so it
often happens that villagers awaken to find
yards and streets swarming with them. Due
to the irregularity of the migrations in any
particular valley, as much as 18 years may
have elapsed since lemmings have been seen.
"Where did they come from?" people ask.
Certainly not from the surrounding pastures
where none were seen the day before, when
the cows were brought in. Certainly not from
the surrounding woodland, where wood choppers had been.
"From the skies! Yes, they must have
come from the skies. God caused them to be
rained down from above as a cure on the
village." Such was the myth that took form
by the 15th century and still tempted the
minds of many into the 20th. Cats and dogs
were encouraged to kill the alien pests. Boys
with brooms joined the fray. "Shovel them
up! Get rid of them! Let's have no reminders
of our iniquities "
Through and around villages the lemmings
proceed to the sea. Then, with diminished
hesitancy, they plunge in, one by one. They
swim ever outward along the trajectory dictated by their long journey. Like a random
polka-dot fabric spread over the sea the
swimming bodies (can we still CSill them
lemmings?) extend for thousands of yards
by the time the last enters the water. Ever
farther outward they persist, perhaps a million or more. Finally, even the strongest
can paddle no more. None survives this final
plunge to return homeward. Quiet returns to
the shores. Only the mat of bones remains as
a bleak reminder of the lemming phenomenon.
To the present day, students of the lemming migrations paraphrase Charles Elton's
query of 30 years ago: "How [could] evolution by natural selection have maintained
the migratory stimulus when all those that
respond •t o it perish, and all that do not
are survivors?" As long as that query confronts scientists, we are little better off
than the promulgators of the "falling-fromthe-sky" myth of five centuries ago.
So what is a lemming? Is it an animal
or an idea?
Over most of rt;he northern hemisphereand where there are few valleys descending
from the uplands-lemmings rarely migrate
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at the peak of their population increa..ce.
They may wander outward, diffusely, for relatively short dis-tances. Most die from a kind
of "shock disease," and overtaxing of the
adrenal-pituitary system which normally enables them to cope with unexpe(!ted stresses.
Even in Norway, mam.y lemming population
peaks are not followed by mass migration to
the sea.
What is a lemming? Is it more than one
of the many lemming species, even that particular Lemmus lemmus that inhabits Norway?
Since 1750, hundreds of records tell of the
common North American gray squirrel making mass migrations similar to those of Norwegian lemmings. Out of the hills of western
Connecticut squirrels moved west and down
the valleys until they encountered the Hudson River. They plunged in and many
drowned before rea.ching the opposite side.
Many even took to the Bear Mountalin Bridge,
or hitched rides on ferryboats. Similar migrations have come out of the Ohio hills following river valleys to the Ohio River where
many also died attempting to swim across.
The Mississippi River also has been the Waterloo of other migrating hordes of gray
squirrels.
What is a lemming? Can it be any kind of
mammal which engages in a mass movement
in a fixed direction with such obsession that
it readily enters all environments it would
normally avoid?
Several years ago I was reminded of lemming migrations while involved in some studies of small mammal populations. We were
finding that the entire community of mice
and shrews living in a forest were woven into
an intricate fabric of social relations. In this
fabric, certain dominant red-backed mice
maintained the largest ranges, overlapping
each other to form a chainm.ail-like pattern
across the forest. We have learned that ranges
become smaller down the social scale, with
much less overlap between one individual's
range and that of the nearest neighbor of its
own kind. In fact, at the bottom of the scale,
usually abundant long-tailed shrews maintain such small ranges that they are rarely
trapped during the normal short-term census
trapping.
However, after 25 to 30 days of trapping,
a different picture emerges. The dominant
animals with large ranges are trapped most
easily and are thus mostly removed within
a few days. They can no longer inhibit other
species. Members of subordinate species theu
enlarge their ranges and are themselves
trrupped. Finally, a whole piece of this social
cloth within am.d just adjacent to the trapping plot is cut out. Few former residents
remain.
This phenomenon of interdependencies
within small mammal communities generated an idea of inducing a lemming-like
mass movement. Several hundred traps were
set in a 30-acre plot. They removed nearly all
of the residents within 30 days and so cre81ted
a social void. The layer of animal "fabric" adjacent to the void .then moved in and in
turn was trapped. This initiated a chain reaction that ripped apart the entire social organization.
As each strip of animals moved toward the
void, their neighbors occupied their vacated
homeland, moving in as if to escape from social pressures of others still farther out. The
migrations ceased shortly after trapping in
the central area ended. But it was clear that
social disruptions, other than those which
occur in Norway, can produce a directional
movement.
What is a lemming?
Can a "lemming" be defined as any animal
which can be induced to emigrate in large
numbers from the homelands of its iblrth?
That was an idea I clung to until two months
ago. I really should know better than to put
such stock in each new notion. That's the

way of science; you hold fast to each new
formulation as if it were ultimate truth, and
yet down deep you know that at best it's a
leaking boat. This time I've sunk myself by
launching an even sturdier boat of ideas.
OVERCROWDED MOUSE WORLDS GIVE CLUES

Perhaps you have heard of my "horrible
mousery," my "paradise" for house mice
('SMITHSONIAN, April 1970). Lt really is a
mouse utopia; it provides for all their physical needs. But unlike the lemming ranges of
Norway, the walls around this utopia allowed
no escape when the mouse population began
to exceed tolerable limits.
This habitat contains 16 apartment units.
Each apartment contains 16 rooms. As it
turned out, the mice decided how many could
live comfortably in each apartment. They set
the limit at ten, for they really don't like
crowding. Thus, 160 adult mice filled up all
the "social space." Before the population had
increased to this number from the initial
eight colonizers, those who were old enough
to breed produced more than 400 even
younger mice. When these matured they had
no place to escape to physically-and there
was no place to go socially except for a very
few who managed to replace some of their
aging brethren in the social structure.
Their reaction was to withdraw psychologically, to huddle in motionless masses in
the less-used space on the floor. True, these
mice were extremely stressed, but mostly
from the bursts of violent attacks that they
directed at each other. The dominant mice
paid little attention to them. When the
younger mice's violence subsided, they become hollow shells, not participating in any
social life with the favored few.
MICE TOO STRESSED FOR MATING

Still the socially settled few kept breeding,
just as the lemmings do in that last fall and
winter before their major march to the sea.
In this last frenzy of reproduction 1,600 more
mice were spewed out into this closed environment. A replica of "spaceship Earth?"
They too found no social "rooms" in which
to mature. As each member of this horde grew
physically it began to express its natural behavior, trying to take part in sex and other
acts of social intercourse that are necessary
for survival of the species. But rarely was a
mouse able to complete this action before it
was interrupted by some associate.
Only the simplest behaviors, such as eating
and drinking, were ever carried to completion.
The mice never really learned to mate or
fight. Never fighting, never competing for
mates, never protecting young, they never
knew stress. Most matured into passive blobs
of protoplasm, physically healthy but socially
sterile.
Despite physical maturity these beautiful
mice remain as juveniles, frozen in a childlike
trance. As young mice they are curious about
strange objects and strange situations. The
biggest strange object they encountered is
me. I can go into the large central space of
the habitat and walk slowly about in circles.
Rapidly, a mass of several hundred of these
beautiful mice gather about my feet and trail
along as I move.
Earlier in the history of the population,
when young mice were maturing normally,
they would sometimes a,pproach my feet, then
accept them as an irrelevant aspect of their
environment and pay no attention to them.
But these poor beautiful mice never learn;
each day they follow human feet about as if
they had never seen them before. The youngest of these mice are over eight months old,
or 25 years as human span is measured, yet
they behave like novice 30-day-old mice, recently weaned. Is the story of the Pied Piper
so mysterious after all?
What is lemming?
Perhaps these beautiful mice are more
"lemming" than lemmings. They live in a
world of abundant food. Lack of food doesn't

.

make a lemming. They live in a world precluding migration. Failure to migrate doesn 't
make a lemming. They are all still happily
living-physically, that is. Destroying one's
life doesn't make a lemming.
Yet these are denizens of a "horrible
mousery." And above all, they are voiceless.
They are deathly quiet. Lost are the plaintlve
squeaks of recognition, the higher squeaks
of inquisitive anxiety, the shrill squeaks accompanying more intense social involvement. A pallor of silence hangs over the
flaccid following mass.
I am coming to believe that they are truer
lemmings than those Norwegian ones who
follow the long downhill route to the sea.
Lemmings are lemmings. Squirrels are
lemmings. Mice are lemmings. Are there
lemmings in our metropolitan tundrassilent shadows of the selves they might have
been ready to follow in unquestioning
masses any flickering figment on a glassly
screen? Are they ready to bring civilization
to suicide?
Mass suicide, the phrase applied to lemmings, has haunted man for centuries. We
need not quibble about the strict applicability of the word suicide in .t his context.
Undoubtedly, the lemmings have no consciousness of their impending doom when
they plunge into the sea. But suicide, particularly mass suicide has a far broader
meaning. It is a joint death participated in
by many when the customary way of life of
a species is threatened. For the Norwegian
lemming faced With overpopulation, the
exodus and death of many provide an opportunity for rejuvenescence by remna.nt groups.
Their hereditary way of life can be renewed
as their tundra environment recovers from
its former overuse. With every mass death,
then, there may be a rebirth.
Man's way of life differs from that of all
other animals. Periodically he has been faced
with crises, not of numbers, but of ideas. Old
ways become outmoded, new ones emerged.
We have always had the choice of which
would survive, which would be allowed to
"commit suicide." Sometimes the new ways
drew the lot of suicide and areas of the
world were left to stagnate and die. Sometimes areas adopted new ways that enlarged
human potential.
Let us go back to my mice "lemmings," the
beautiful ones. For more than a generation
now they have failed to reproduce their kind.
No young mice have appeared, and aU present evidence suggests that they will age and
die without progeny. They are "overliving...
They might as well have died at birth. The
population seems doomed. They have already committed suicide.
We, if we are to be called human, produce
ideas as well as ourselves. Whenever we fail
to produce new ideas and utilize them we
commit suicide.
OUR

CRISIS

OF IDEAS

Right now we stand at the first dual crisis.
in our history, a crisis of both ideas and
numbers. Rreviously our letting outworn
ideas dre, and new ones live, enabled more
and more people to populate the earth. This
epoch of evolution is nearing an end. We
face an entirely new crisis: How can the potentiality of the average individual!. continue
to expand as it has in the past When he no
longer has the option of linking more and
more people into a communication network
to generate and spread ideas? That is the
real question facing the world today.
In this country the time is no more than
five years away until we will know if we are
going to face this question of a rebirth of
ideas. That time is 1976---<>ur nation's bicentennial. Then we will either "overhallow"
the past and so dedicate ourselves to the
suicide of overliving, or we wilil open up a
new era of evolution marked by increased
creamvity, awareness and compassion.
What is a lemming?

.
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Author plays Pied Piper to his overcrowded
and hence socially deprived mice. They have
never learned normal adult ways so they follow his feet with the thoughtless curiosity
of babies.

DICK CHAPUT-AN EXAMPLE TO
ALL MEN

Mr. MciNTYRE. Mr. President, I am
greatly honored to have this opportunity
to pay tribute to a tn1ly outstanding and
admirable man, Richard Chaput, of
Nashua, N.H.
Dick will celebrate his 34th birthday
next month. Since the age of 9 he has
been paralyzed from the neck down
as a result of the disease poliomyelitis.
Dick's personal triumph over this physical handicap, his contributions to the
community and his generosity set him
apart as a living example of the ideals of
courage, selflessness, and spiritual
strength.
\Vith the help of tutors, Dick completed
the equivalence of a high school and college education in 12 years, and he received an A grade in a home study creative writing course with the University
of Chicago.
Dick has not been content merely to
pursue his own interests, but has devoted
a great deal of his time to community organizations, such as the Friendship Club,
the Easter Seals Society, and the National Association for the Physically
Handicapped, a group which promot~s
the legal and social interests of handicapped persons.
Dick was honored nationally in 1965 by
the Jaycees as one of America's 10 <;mtstanding young men, and he has received
countless other medals of recognition.
In spite of the fact that Dick must
spend his nights in an iron lung and has
great difficulty speaking, he has addressed hundreds of college, church, and
civil group.s and spends much of his time
with teenagers and students who con:e to
him for his personal counsel and adVIce.
Dick has published two books: "Not To
Doubt," and "All I Can Give."
These accomplishments ::..nd numerous
others attest to the tremendo?s ~tre_ngth
of this man, Dick Chaput. His life. ~ an
example to all men of the true SPirit of
generosity and love.

They usually begin by insisting on the
writer's objectivity. They then remark
that J. Edgar Hoover does not need the
writer's support. And then follow a few
paragraphs praising Mr. Hoover and decrying my call for congressional review
as irresponsible and opportunistic. Finally, the writer requests that I publish
his letter in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
Many of the letters continue in the
same tone which characterized the original letters by Mr. Hoover's associates.
Typical is the comment of a secretary
who works for Mr. Hoover, who writes:
You are politicking-and with you politicking involves neither a. sense of fair play
nor honesty. You are wholly dishonest with
the American people as evidenced by the
f~t that two years before the election you
desert your position in the Senate and run
all around the country bad-mouthing everyone with whom you are not in agreement.
Yet you have the gall to critictze a man whose
life has been a shining example of the things
that made this country great. I am sure
there are a lot of hippies, left wingers, and
malcontents who support you and will vote
for you. I am equally as sure there are enough
solid citizens in this country to assure that
your soul-crushing ambition to be President
at ·all cost will never be realiood.. I say hurrah
for that!

April -1, 1971
MARCH

3, 1971.

Senator GEORGE McGovERN,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR McGOVERN: It is suggested,
for your consideration, that the central issue of our time is freedom-freedom under
law--of thought, expression, worship, ~tion,
inquiry, dissent, experimentation, transition,
and education. This is the very essence of our
dynB~mic, liberal democracy.
This freedom, however, is not possible without self-discipline and good will among ordinary citizens like myself and also on the
pa.rt of those, like ycurself, who by virtue of
their very important positions of public
leadership are forces for good or evil.
In view of the above, I was somewhat more
than mildly surprised on becoming cognizant of your undisciplined attack on Mr. J.
Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the obvious ill
will motivating it. Coupled with this came
your conclusions, drawn from an anonymous
letter purportedly written by FBI Agents.
How would you re~t if an FBI official attacked you on the basis of an anonymous
letter?
My many years in the FBI have taught
me, among other things, never to rely on
rumor, hearsay, gossip and, above all, upon
anonymous fulminations. I have learned that
evidence, truth and fact, While indeed elusive and difficult to ascertain, must be established before any rational conclusions
can be drawn. Yet you, a Sena.tor of the
United States, in your emotional a.ttack upon
Mr. Hoover, have chosen to ignore this.
Mr. Hoover's unique record, down through
the decades, speaks for itself. Any commentary from me would be superfiuous, but
this I do wish to say-we humans possess
both a wonderful and a fearful freedom. It
is wonderful when expressed within the context of law and reason. It is fearful when
expressed outside this context. The readers
of your remarks about Mr. Hoover will decide accurately which context you used.
In closing, may I state that you have the
privilege of changing your current modus
operandi, or continuing on with it. In either
case, you should find special significance in
Wa.lt Whitman's lines, perhaps al·r eady famillar to you:

As literally hundreds of Mr. Hoover's
employees write me asking me to put
their letters in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, the burden on my office has become
considerable. From the number of employees writing on FBI stationery, apparently on FBI time, the burden on the
FBI has also become considerable. Indeed their passion for publication is beginning to result in repeated requests for
publication from the same individuals.
A Mr. Thomas Sullivan is one individual who has written a second time.
Mr. Sullivan is an Assistant Director of
Mr. Hoover's, and he apparently wrote
as one of Mr. Hoover's first defenders.
But his letter arrived a little late and
was not published in the RECORD with "Have you learned lessons only of those who
those of the other Assistant Directors.
admired you . . . and stood aside for
Although I have questioned the quality
you?
of law enforcement and administration "Have you not learned great lessons from
resulting from Mr. Hoover's regime, I
those who reject you,
have never questioned his ability to in- And brace themselves a.gainst you? . . . or
spire this kind of loyalty and I think
dispute the passage with you?"
Mr. Sullivan, as one of Mr. Hoover's first
Yours truly,
defenders, deserves not to be left out.
WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN,
Other letters are too numerous to have
Assistant to the Director, FBI.
printed in the RECORD but I ask unaniJ. EDGAR HOOVER AND THE FBI
mous consent that Mr. Sullivan's two letMr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, on ters to me be printed in the RECORD.
DEATH OF LT. GEN. JOSEPH B.
There being no objection, the letters
March 8, I placed in the RECORD 21 letFRASER, OF GEORGIA
ters which I had received from J. Edgar were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I was
Hoover's assistants. These letters seve~e as follows:
very sorry to learn today of the passing
MARCH 9, 1971.
ly rebuked me for having the audacitY
GEORGE McGovERN,
of an outstanding Georgian and military
to suggest that policies of .the FBI s.hould Senator
Senate Office Building,
leader, Lt. Gen. Joseph B. Fraser.
be subjected to congressiOnal reVIew.
Washington, D.C.
General Fraser commanded the GeorI pointed out that the letters received
DEAR SENATOR McGovERN: Please refer to gia and Florida 48th National Guard
by my office up to that time from present the Congressional Record of March 8, 1971.
personnel of the FBI were generally re- wherein letters from FBI officials have been Division at the time I was Governor of
stricted to the highest officials who had published relative to your controversy with the State, and I greatly admired him and
very proudly counted him as one of my
long been the chief officers of Mr. Director John Edgar Hoover.
This is to call your attention to the fact warm personal friends.
Hoover's regime.
that I sent you also a letter but I don't see
Mrs. Talmadge joins me in expressing
Now, subsequent to that state~ent, I any reference to it in the Congressional
our sympathy on the death of General
have received an avalanche of mail from Record.
Fraser.
lower level FBI employees. Their letters
May I suggest that it be given the same
I ask unanimous consent to have
seem to demonstrate a profound con- attention that you afforded the other letters
printed in the RECORD an editorial eulogy
sensus of opinion. Indeed, many of the alluded to.
of him, published in the Savannah MornSincerely yours,
letters follow a uniform pattern, often
Wn..LIAM c. SULLIVAN.
ing News.
with identical type on similar stationery.
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There being no objections, the eulogy
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
LT. GEN. JOSEPH B. FRASER

Exceptional military leadership 1n three
wars was but a part of the distinguished
contribution Lt. Gen. Joseph B. Fraser made
to his country and to his state and this region.
His civic pride and his love for Georgia and
for his home county of Liberty placed him
often among the leaders in developing programs of benefit to his fellow citizens.
His wsion placed him l3.mong those who
saw the possibilities of development of Hilton Head and his energy and acumen made
him a leader, too, in many other areas of
business.
But it is in his military reoord thfl.t the
principles and the dedication to service that
marked General Fraser's life are most strickingly reflected.
After rejecting an appointment to West
Point as a youth, he entered the service in
World War I as a private. He retired a general, with 40 years of service behind him,
with many decorations from the U.S. governmerut a:nd its allies, with over.seas duty in two
conflicts, and with the National Guard owing
much to his organizs.tiona.l efforts.
He served under Capt. Hiarry Truman ln
World War I and a number of outstanding
Georgians served under him in World War
II, when he won the highest commendations
R.S commander of the first anti-a.lrcrafrt; outfit to serve in New Guinea. He was honored
a~n for his subsequent !Service in Europe.
After World War II, General Fra-ser was
asked to spearhead a reorganization of the
state's National Guard, whi:ch he did, and
later he was named to command the Georgia
and Florida. Guard division, the 48th.
During all this time, General Fraser retained his close ties to his home in Liberty
County, where the Frasers had lived for more
than 150 years. He kept coming back, developing wide and successful business interests
between calls to duty in uniform. He gave
years of service to wol"'thwhlle church rand
civic causes and to Boy Scout programs, for
which he had a special fondness.
There are few honors that General Fraser
failed to win during his life and few forms
of recognition that were not bestowed upon
him by his grateful country and fellow citizens. He earned them aU and his dedication
to excellence could well serve as an example
and inspiration to others, regardless of their
goaJs. He was a patriot and a leader of rare
abilities and a man whose death stirs a deep
sense of loss.

JOHN NIEHARDT'S 50-YEAR RECORD
AMONG POETS LAUREATE
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, the great
State of Nebraska observes an auspicious
occasion on April 21. That dalte is the
50th anniversary of the designation by
the Nebraska Legislature of Dr. John G.
Niehardt as poet laurea,te of Nebraska.
While I do not profess to be an expert
on poets laureate, I am told that
Petrarch, the first poet laureate in recorded history-1341-held his title for
33 years. Two more poets laureate familiS~r to most of us held thei.T titles for
longer periods, Alfred Lord Tennyson for
42 years and John Masefield for 38 years.
To my knowledge, however, no man
before in history has held the title of
poet laureate for 50 yeS~rs.
Best of all, Dr. Niehardt is still with us.
He celebrated his 90th birthday earlier
this year. On Aprtl 27, he will be featured on the Dick Cavett Show on ABC.

A 4-hour conversation between the two
has been edited into a 90-minute program
on Dr. Niehardt's life and: views of middle America.
The anniversary of his designation
by the Nebraska Legi.slruture will be observed in special ceremOIIlies by the
Legislature. Dr. Robert Knoll of the University of Nebraska English Department
will speak and Dr. Niehardt will respond
to a special presentation which will re
made by the legislature. Dr. Niehardt
will be escorted by the Governor.
Dr. Niehardt lived in Banocoft, Nebr.,
aJt the time the legislature gave hiim his
title in 1921. Later he became literary
editor of the Gt. Louis Post-Dispatch and
then served 17 years as professor of literature at the University of Missouri.
His life's work however has been recounting the last great westward expansion of a young Nation-from Missouri
over the Plains States to the Pacific
coast.
His major work, A Cycle of the West,
embrfl.ces the history of the Midwest
in the expansion years of 1822 to the
1890's. The work occupied 18 years of
labor by Dr. Niehardt over a period of
29 yeS~rs.
A comprehensive biography on Dr.
Niehardt is expected to be published by
the University of Nebraska sometime
this year.
In the meantime I would urge Senators
and others who are interested in the westward movement aorO&S the Plains States
to watch the television show on Dr. Niehardt when it appears on April 27.
VIETNAM "OIL FINDS"
Mr. HART. Mr. President, we are
haunted by the question of why we continue fighting in Vietnam. What vital
American interest is in Vietnam which
makes draining our resources and dividing our people a reasonable price to pay
for defending it?
Several recent articles have offered the
possibility of oil reserves in the area off
the coast of Vietnam as the "real" explanation for our continuing involvement. The articles have attracted wide
attention and belief. Unfortunately, they
are inaccurate and misleading.
Truth has suffered enough as this war
has dragged on. We who criticize the
war and urge our involvement be ended
have been acutely aware of the role of
the half-truth in Vietnam debate and
have deC1ied. its use. This error must
now be corrected to protect the effectiveness of the best antiwar tool-truth.
Here are the facts of the Vietnam oil
story as I have been able to run them
down:
No American oil company holds concessions from the Government of South
Vietnam.
.
There are no producing oil wells in
Vietnam--onshore or off.
It is possible that there is oil off the
coast of Vietnam; but for a variety of
political and economical reasons, racing
to develop the potential does not presently make sense for American oil companies.
Most of the articles en the oil producing potential of Vietnam cite a wildly er-
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roneous estimate of the amount of oil
likely to be found on the Asian continental shelf and then tie the statistics for
all of Asia to statements about the potential of South Vietnam.
Let us consider the inaccurate estimate of the oil potential of the Asian
continental shelf. Several authors have
quoted the well-known industry trade
journal, "World Oil," as estimating that
the Asian continental shelf will be producing 400 million barrels of oil a day in
5 years. The estimate appeared in the
August 15, 1970, issue.
I asked the staff of the Antitrust Subcommittee to check with World Oil on
the number, because 1970 production in
the whole world was only 45 million barrels a day. The magazine checked its files
and discovered their story had been based
on a clipping from the Houston Chronicle
for Sunday, March 8, 1970. The story was
a UP! dispatch from Singapore quoting
"James Gauntt, an American geologist
with 15 years eocperience in the region."
A careful check of the UP! story by
the World Oil editors indicated that
the story contained several inaccuracies
in addition to the incorrect production
estimate.
World Oil is now retracting its connection with the story and is notifying
those who quoted it as the source. Its
stated grounds are that the story is completely impossible.
I ask unanimous consent to insert at
the conclusion of my remarks a letter
from the editor of World Oil dated
March 19, 1971, and the UPI story from
the Houston Chronicle dated Sunday,
March 8, 1970.
Mr. President, there may be an element of metaphorical truth to saying we
are fighting in Vietnam to protect our
oil interests. Clearly the air war in Vietnam generates almost as much demand
for petroleum products as the interstate
highway system. America's largest oil
companies are also among her largest defense contractors. War, the threat of
war and the threat of Communist inspired political instability have traditionally provided the arguments for granting
oil highly profitable special privileges
such as the import quota system. But
none of these points make oil the real
reason for our continued involvement in
Vietnam.
Testimony before the Antitrust Subcommittee indicates that offshore oil
wildcat drilling is a very risky, very expensive project. Most important for this
discussion, testimony suggests that an
offshore oil well could be blown up by
six divers in a rowboat using simple demolition techniques.
Whatever else one may wish to say
about oil companies, the managements
are too wise to risk multimillion dollar
offshore rigs to the threat of sabotage
even with the continuing U.S. military
presence.
Mr. President, however tempting the
simple answer, we must reject it in favor
of the more complex truth for if our political system is to survive politicians must
commit themselves to truth. Perhaps that
commitment would end the war.
Mr. President, I also ask unanimous
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through the U.S. Embassy Directory of
American business people in Singapore. I understand such a directory is available from
either the State Depart ment or from the Embassy in Singapore. I hope this information
is of some use to you.
Again, thank you for advising us of the
problem.
Sincerely yours,
R. W. ScoTT,

April 1, 19 71

wealt h with the producers when and if offshore oil production begins, usually on a
50-50 or 35-65 basis, plus bonuses to the
gover nments if production reaches bumper
crop propoTtions.
At prices of around U .S. $3.40 per 42-gallon
barrel, earnings from area-wide production
represent a staggering potential in new
wealth for the nations concerned.
Thus far, only one field in Southeast Asia
MARCH 19, 1971.
Editor.
is known tlo be in commercial production
Dr. E. W. BROWNE,
offshore. Shell reports product ion of 133,000
Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, Senate Office Building, Washington, [From the Houston Chronicle, Mar. 8, 1970] barrels a day in North Borneo, which is part
of a large concession sWinging out into the
D.C.
SoUTHEAST AsiAN WATERS ExciTE OIL
South China Sea.
DEAR DR. BROWNE: We are deeply disturbed
(By Max Vanzi)
Despite secrecy in the industry, other
by the fact that WORLD OIL is being quoted
SINGAPORE.-The Texas drawl is heard companies are known to be on the threshold
as a source of the prediction that Southeast
almost
as
often
in
this
hub
city
of
the
Orient
of major production.
Asia production could reach 400 m1111on
barrels per day in five years. As per our tele- these days as Chinese and Malaysian diaThe Independent Indonesian American
lects.
phone conversation, the figure is incorrect.
Petroleum Co. (IIAPCO) and Atlantic RitchOil
company
men,
geologists,
drillers,
Because of your report that serious acfield (ARCO) are reported into three good
cusations being made are based on WORLD roughnecks and roust abouts are pouring into discoveries off the shores of Northwest Java
OIL's figures, we further investigated and I Singapore. There are 2500 oil and oil-con- in Indonesia Geologists report e81Ch well
believe we have at last discovered the root nected American families in the city-state, could come in within one year, each proaccording to the American Embassy, and that ducing 2500 barrels a day for the next 20
of the problem.
Enclosed is a copy of a Houston Chronicle number is expected to increase six-fold this years.
report from UPI on Southeast Asia, which year.
An Esso concession off the east coast of
011 fever is the reason. Ly;ing benea<th the
cites a Mr. James Gauntt as the source of the
Malaysia reportedly has yielded oil in one
ocean
floor
from
the
Gulf
of
Siam
through
prediction that area production could reach
well and gas in another from four wells
400 milUon bpd in the next few years. One the seas of Indonesia to the coasts of North- drilled.
of our staff members new to the business ern Aust ralia a.re hidden poss1bly the world's
HAVE BEEN FAILURES, TOO
noted the article, considered the prediction largest deposits of offshore oil. Forty-one oil
There have been failures, too. The Japanese
groups
from
nine
nations,
but
predominantly
worthwhile and mentioned it in the story on
Petroleum Development Corp. (JAPEX) reOceania. Despite our system of checks, the U.S. backed, are searching for it. Reports ported a strike in the Strait of Malacca off
item escaped my attention and the attention from the field indicate initial findings have the coast of northern Sumatra last year but
of others who read copy. As a result, it unfor- been exciting.
A comment from an oil company executive abandoned the well when commercial protunately appeared in the magazine. Of course,
duction proved technically unfeasible, inthe 400 mlllion bpd prediction is completely whose company invested $8 billion in the dustry sources report.
impossible from even a physical standpoint. offshore fields of Louisiana, a major oil proOil men emphasize that these ventures are
Although no one experienced in on would ducing a.rea, indicates 'the stakes involved. only the earliest probes of the offshore po"Compared with Southeast Asia the Louconsider the number to be even remotely
tential. There are 11 offshore rigs presently in
possible, we can see how someone With isiana area is like a postage stamp on an the Southeast Asia fields. Schedules call for
vested political interests might put it to elepha;nt's rump," he said.
seven
more by June this year. A year from
A confidential industry suxvey reaching the
use. We regret very much that this has hapSingapore government estimates offshore oil now the oil rush Will have brought 30 of
pened.
in Southeast Asia ranges over an area three the rigs to the region.
To summarize:
Oil production in Southeast Asia., particu1. The 440 million bpd figure on Page 186 times as large as the rest of the world's offlarly in Indonesia, is nothing new. Marco
of the August 15 WORLD OIL is incorrect. shore producing areas combined.
Polo's journals report he used oil found on
COULD BE BIGGEST OFFSHORE FIND
2. Mr. James Gauntt, original source of
the surface to grease the caulking on his
the number, is wrong-if he was quoted cor"It could be the biggest offshore find ever," ships when he stopped in Sumatra 700 years
rectly.
says Jan1es Gauntt, an American geologist ago.
3. The UPI story also has other varying With 15 years experience in the region. ExOnshore production in Sumatra and Java
mistakes, which cast doubt on its authentic- tensive seismic probes, says Gauntt (and
ity. For example, total expenditure by ALL other geologists concur), show signs of an last year was listed officially at 723,289 barrels
per day.
companies off Louisiana is about $8.5 to $9 undersea petroleum pattern 300 miles wide
It is the offshore operations that promise
billion-no one company has remotely ap- and 4000 miles long arching off Indochina
proached the $8 billion investment figure south through Indonesia to the shores of boom conditions and preparations to date
have already created a boom Within a boom
quoted in the article.
New Guinea.
4. Oceania does hold much promise as
"Assuming they all produce-the offshore in Singapore.
The island republic is situated almost dead
a future producing province. Our best esti- fields in Thailand, cambodia, Malaysia, Vietmate at production in Oceania in 1975 is a
nam, Indochina--you might see 400 million center in the long arc where potential offmaXimum 2.0-2.5 million bpd-a consider- barrels a day coming out of here in five years shore fields lie. Singapore is the most industrially advanced state of the region's
able reduction from the 402 million bpb time," Gauntt said.
figure which has caused so much trouble.
Thart; assessment 1.s corroborated elsewhere possible bases of operation.
In November last year, according to a trade
The considerable lag time between. discov- in Singapore's new oU community. Southery and production, especially offshore in east Asia "could easily be one of the most journal, there were 78 firms, mostly American
allied to the oil industry With offices in
foreign waters, makes it highly unlikely that active areas in the world in offshore oil proproduction could exceed 2.0-2.5 million bpd duction," says geologist Jan1es Blake of the Singapol'e.
by 1975.
Canad,i.an-owned Asamera Co.
ESSO BUILDING REFINERY NOW
5. No offshore discoveries have been made
Bob Rainsey of Odessa, Texas, agrees and
Singapore
is the location of three major oil
off Vietnam, Can1bodia or Thailand, to our Rainsey is a man who was st81nding on top
knowledge. Until wells are drilled, there can when samples came up confirming major oil refineries, Esso is building another to accommodate
250,000-ton
tankers and Shell is
only be speculation that oil will be found deposits in Alaska's Cook Inlet in 1964.
doubling its present facility.
in these areas.
"That area, the middleground shoals 65
One Singapore shipyard has a contract to
I do hope the above clarifies the situation. miles south of Anchorage, made Alaska a
build one of the world's largest jack-up offIf we can answer any further questions or
major oil producing state," says Ramsey, a
be of further service, please do not hesitBite drilling superintendent for the Reading and shore rigs, the kind that are valued at $7
to get in touch. Of course, I Will very much Bates offshore drilling firm. "And I can tell million and cost $30,000 a day to operat e.
The industry-minded Singapore governappreciate receiving the copy of the Congres- you," he says with a Texas accent, "Southment knows what the supply base business
sional Record, which mentions WORLD OIL, east Asia is fiantastic."
for the offshore oil industry can mean to the
and the publications which have cited us
ONE MILLION MILES OF CONCESSIONS
local economy.
as a reference. It is my intention to write
Singapore stands to gain from the offshore
Oil companies to date have bought up some
each of these publications and advise them
one mlllion square miles of offshore con- prospecting by catering to such endeavors
of our error.
Since our conversation, I have learned that cessions granted by Thailand, Can1bodia, as geophysical surveys, drllling rigs, boats,
one James L. GBiuntt is now in Singapore. Malaysia and Indonesia . South Vietnam, supply bases, marine craft construction and
The address we have for Mr. Gauntt is in Singapore oil industry sources say, Will take maintenance, pipe and steel plate production
care of Singapore Petroleum Club, Goodwood bids on 16 concessions in the South China and handling explosives.
Government economists admit privately
Park Hotel, Singapore 10. In addition, you Seas later this year.
that Singapore is not up to the mark in any
Nations granting c·o ncessions share the
might locate him, if his address has changed,

consent to have printed in the RECORD
"Fiction and Fact," from the March 22,
1971, issue of Oil and Gas Journal, dealing with this subject, which has just
come to my attention.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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of these fields on the scale the oil industry
needs.
There already have been complaints. One
supply man considering the import of 10,000
tons of shaft pipe says, "I've about had it
with Singapore." He could not get the storage land at a lease price he considered fair.
An offshore driller flew into a Texas rage
recently when he learned a local shipyard
was going to be another day late in fitting
his offishore rig before it headed for the Java
Sea.
FICTION AND FACT
THE FICTION
Rep. W. R. Anderson (D-Tenn.) in Congressional Record, March 10: "Our boys
might be dying in Viet Nam to pacify that
region in order that our U.S. oil companies
can reap the billions o'f dollars that are projected to result from the exploitation in that
area of what may be the greatest oil field of
all."
THE FACT
An unbelievable campaign blaming the
American oil industry with working to prolong the war in Viet Nam has swept the
country.
It has been given credence by irresponsible
reporting in several national publications. It
has been given emotional impetus by Mothers
for Peace through a letter-writing blitz on
Congress. And finally it has prompted leaders
in Congress to make speeches demanding an
explanation from the Nixon administration.
One fact stands out in the entire affair.
The international oil industry is interested
in the petroleum potential of the Southeast
Asian region. But this interest dates back
several years. And the normal and purely
commercial activity has been distorted into
something sinister.
This has been accomplished by three fictitious conclusions: (1) unfounded claims that
vast lakes of oil have been discovered secretly
on the continentail shelf in Sollltheast Asia
stretching from Burma around to Red Ohina
touching the Gulf of 'Ilhailand, South China
Sea, East China Sea, and Yellow Sea; (2)
these oil resources are so vast that the region
will be producing 400,000,000 ·b /d by 1975; (3)
and the reason the U.S. is prolonging the war
in South Viet Nam and spreading it into
Oambodi·a and Laos is to protect these riches
and help the oil companies reap Inillions in
profits.
Oilmen recognize these conclusions .as silly
on their face; but the emotionalism involved
demands that they be treated seriously.
Oil definitely has not .b een discovered in
the Gul'f of Thailand or the adjoining South
China Sea. In fact, no wells have been drilled.
Seismic and other preliminary explorSJtory
surveys, one under auspices of the United
Nations, have been made of the region since
1968. Geologists only reported that structures
which might contain oil fields lie in the Gulf
of Thailand and in the Mekong delta of the
South China Sea (OGJ, Apr. 27, 1970, p. 120).
Thailand subsequently let provisional concessions to a group of five American oil
companies. Cambodia let its entire concession to a French concern. South Viet Nam
has not acted.
The U.S. State Department, in answer to
a query from Sen. J. W. Fulbright, stated
that "the Republic of Viet Nam has not as
yet defined an offshore concession zone-it
has not granted offshore concessions nor has
it offered any for bid." The Vietnamese Government, in its only action, promulgated a
petroleum law in 1970 that attracted keen
interest among international oil companies.
The law established for the first time the
terjms under which oil companies would
operate.
But until drilling tests these offshore
areas, no one can say how much oil-if
any-exists in these basins. The rich deltas

of vast river systems don't always contain
oil-failure of Brazil's Amazon delta to produce oil is the glaring example of this.
With oil exploration in such a preliininary
and uncertain stage, the estimate that this
region will be producing 400,000,000 b/d of
oil by 1975 is preposterous. In the first place,
this volume is 10 times present world production. It's doubtful that if oil fields were
already defined, the industry could tool up
to drill, produce, transport, and refine that
much added oil in a short 4 years.
This loose treatment of the facts about oil
discoveries in Southeast Asia and potential
production rates underinine the creditability
of any charge that the U.S. is prolonging
the war to enrich oil companies.
Sec. of State William P. Rogers made the
Nixon adininistration's position clear on the
issue. In reply to newsmen's questions, he
said reports of large oil deposits off South
Viet Nam "have absolutely no effect on U.S.
policy." He added "we didn't even know about
these rumors" of oil deposits until recently.

THE INDEPENDENT TffiE INDUSTRY
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President,
George J. Burger is known for his long
and capable representation of the interests of independent small business
throughout the Nation. On March 17,
1971, Mr. Burger wrote a letter to the
Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission regarding the independent tire industry. I ask unanimous consent that his
letter and a brief news release which he
issued on that date be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

MARcH 17, 1971.
George J. Burger, Sr., vice president in
charge, National Federation of Independent
Business, states that in the matter of its
complaint barring certain bus-tire leasing
arrangements between Nation's largest tire
manufacturers, the Federal Trade Commission should proceed in the normal channels
prescribed by the Congress when it enacted
the Clayton Act (1918), followed by the
Robinson-Patman Act (1936) and not resort
to any "novel" proceedings.

FTC ORDER AGAINST FivE MAJOR TIRE MAKERS
BANS ANTICOMPETITIVE TACTICS IN Bus TIRE
MARKET-FTC RELEASE OF MARCH 12, 1971
MARCH 17, 1971.
Hon. MILES W. KmKPATRICK,
Chairman, Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: Monday morning on
my journey from New York to Washington
I noted in the daily press their comments on
the above FTC action. I quote the opening
paragraph of the article entitled, "FTC Consent Order Would Bar Tire Firms from 'Parallel' Leases With Bus Concerns,"
"A tentative Federal Trade Commission
concent order, barring certain bus-tire leasing arrangements by the nation's five largest
tire makers, would settle a novel and potentially far-reaching FTC antitrust complaint
without a court challenge."
This is very interesting to me due to my
background in rubber industry, both as an
independent retailer for more than a quarter
of a century and as legislative representative
at Washington, D.C., for independent tire
dealers, in one capacity or another, for more
than thirty-five years. I am certain that my
efforts for antitrust enforcement are well
known by all tire manufacturers, and particularly by the five mentioned in your
release--Goodyear, Firestone, Goodrich, General, and U.S. Rubber Company. They are
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equally known to the Federal Trade Commission and the Antitrust Division of the
Department of Justice.
I also noted in the article, ". . . that the
five tire makers, without conspiring, were
able to acquire 99% of the bus-tire leasing
market by independently following 'parallel
courses of business conduct' . . . " As to the
presence of monopoly in the tire industry,
like Al Smith, former governor of New York
and 1928 Presidential candidate, often stated,
"Let us look at the record."
I am referring to Senate Small Business
Committee Print #3, Small Business Problems of the Tire and Rubber Manufacturers
and Retailers, 77th Congress, 1st Session,
1941, pages 141-152, particularly the conclusion as to mileage and rental contracts,
which I quote,
"Unless the small tire dealers' problems resulting from the competition of the company-owned store, the corporate chain, the
oil-company tie-ups, direct consumer sales,
and Inileage and rental contracts, are speedily solved, the Nation will be face to face
with monopoly in the tire industry. Every
time these forms of distribution gain, all
small dealers lose. The four major companies
rely on all forms of distribution, including
small independent dealers. The smaller companies rely solely on the independent dealer.
As the smaller dealer weakens, the smaller
tire manufacturer becomes less strong. The
end of the small businessman in the tire industry is not yet here, but unless these problems are solved, it will not be long in
arriving."
Also from the same Committee Print, page
145, I quote,
"The Federal Trade Commission, in a report prepared for the Temporary National
Econoinic Cominittee, stated that 'Investigations and complaints brought by the Federal
Trade Commission have gone a long way toward eliminating the practice of tire companies of granting over-riding commissions
to the oil companies for permission to sell
their stations tires and tubes, dealers feel
that the major oil producers must still be
receiving a quid pro quo for their efforts to
induce their stations to handle only acceptable lines'."
Bear in Inind, Mr. Commissioner, that report from the Committee was in 1941. If
memory serves me right, these arrangements
of override commissions were corrected by
the Supreme Court decision, Goodyear-Atlantic, etc., in the late 1950s or the early 1960s.
It would be well to note, also, Senate Small
Business Cominittee Print #6, Small Business
and Defense, 77th Congress, 1st Session, 1941,
pages 20-21. There appears a letter addressed
to me (then in my private capacity), in behalf of the interest of independents in the
rubber tire industry on the overall views of
the monopolistic trend, written by the late
William O'Neil, founder and then President
of General and dated Akron, Ohio, July 21,
1941.
Now, as to the continual violation Of the
antitrust laws by major rubber tire producers, the records of both the Federal Trade
Cominission and the Antitrust Division of
the Department of Justice speak for themselves. It has often been remarked by independent factors that major rubber interests
apparently believe themselves beyond the
reach of antitrust laws.
A very interesting incident occurred during my career as tire dealer legislative spokesman. During 1947 I was publisher of a small
paper devoted to independent dealers. In one
issue I covered an antitrust decision affecting
certain tire manufacturers. Through my work
I had contributed to this decision. This fact
was well known in the industry. Believe it
or not, shortly after this publication the
smaller tire Inakers who had been advertising
in my publication cancelled their advertising
contracts.
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To go back a bit, in 1929 General Motors
started to equip new passenger cars with the
fifth, or spare, tire, commencing with the
Pontiac then following with all their other
lines. The arrangement for the tires was with
the U.S. Rubber Company. Bear in m ind,
this business of the fifth, or spare, rtire for
new passenger cars had been handled by independent dealers nationwide and this arrangement gave the buyer of the car an
opportunity to designate the trademark tire
with which he wanted to equip his car. It
was not long after this that other car manufacturers followed GM's example and began
equipping their cars with the extra tire. This
eliminated any chance for the dealer to participate in this business, and caused the
small manufacturers to lose their share of
this market. The natural course of events
to follow was the car manufacturing installing bumpers, etc., getting the complete
monopoly.
It is interesting to observe that when the
automobile manufacturers took over distribution of these products they charged the
car purchasers extra for each of the items
under the style of "extra. equipment". The
customers had to pay for these items in order
to purchase cars and were deprived of freedom of choice.
The record will show the up-heaval, which
has taken place nationwide on original car
equipment, which includes the spare, the socalled bumpers (nothing but tinware),
etc. A chief official of one of the five companies mentioned in your release, and the
news article I mentioned above, stated to the
writer during a conference in Akron, Ohio,
May 1950, what it was costing his company
with the monopolistic trend, now in control
of major tire factories and the major auto
companies. How often I have discussed this
subject matter with both the FTC and the
antitrust officials at Justice. Well do I recall
during one such conference that the antitrust officials were most understanding of the
cb:aTges made, but they remarked, "Mr. Burger, if we were to take that case to the Federal courts, the judge might rule, 'why disturb this convenience to the public'."
The FTC has the full background on the
tire manufacturers stores in the retail field
for nearly three decades. With the full&--t enforcement Of the Robinson-Patman Act, enforced without fear of favor under the law,
the reta.l.l stores of these manufacturers could
not operate as they have been. Interestingly,
every time legislation has been introduced
for correction, in keeping with the provision
of the Robinson-Patman Act, the FTC has
opposed this legislation.
Finally, pending with the Commission
since 1939 is a cease and desist order, U. S.
Rubber Company et al., Docket #36-85. I am
still wondering, and so are others, 32 years
later, when that order will ever be enforced
to the limit.
The closing paragraph of the FTC release
of March 12 states,
"The complaint and consent order will remain on the public record from March 12,
1971 through April 12, 1971. Comments from
the public received during this period will
become part of the public record of the
proceeding. The FTC may withdraw its acceptance of the agreement after further
consideration."
It is my opinion, for the best interest and
future of small business, both in the distribution and production fields, and after studying the facts as outlined in this letter, the
action charged should be followed through
in keeping with the full provisions of the
antitrust legislation. There is no reason to
deviate from the Clayton or Robinson-Fatman Acts as enacted by Congress.
Sincerely,
GEORGE J. BURGER,
Vice President in Charge.

FTC ORDER AGAINST FIVE MAJOR TIRE
MAKERS BANS ANTICOMPETITIVE TACTICS
L"<" Bus TIRE MARKET
A consent order provision ally accepted by
the Federal Trade Commission prohibits the
nation's five largest tire manufacturers from
refusing to sell bus tires to the nation's
transit companies, and entering into or continuing anticompetitive supply arrangements
in this better than $20 million a year
business.
The agreed-to order cites The Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co., The Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., UNIROYAL, Inc., The B. F. Goodrich Co., and The General Tire & Rubber
Co. UNIROYAL's principal office is at 1230
Avenue of the Americas, New York City, and
the other four firms are based in Akron, Ohio.
The complaint charges that the tire manufacturers have followed, without conspiring,
parallel courses of business conduct--commonly known as "conscious parallelism"which has resulted in the transit companies'
being virtually unable to change suppliers
or to obtain competitive bids for their tlre
requirements.
Specific allegations in the complaint jnclude these:
The firms refuse to sell the tires outright,
supplying them only on a mileage basis,
under a so-called "lease."
Upon ending such a "lease," the transit
company is required to buy an often infiated
inventory of tires outright at fictitiously high
prices.
The mileage contracts contain illegal requirements provisions.
The tire companies provide service only
in conjunction with the mileage program.
Although the consent order requires the
tire manufacturers to sell the tires outright
to any would-be purchaser, it permits transit
companies desiring to obtain them on a
mileage basis to continue doing so.
Other major provisions of the order are
that:
Any new contract must contain an optional
"run-out"-giving the bus company additional time to continue using the supplier's
tires after the expiration date of the contract. {The tire manufacturers, when bidding
on another's business, would often suggest
this to a transit company as an alternative to
the "buy-out" but would not, as a present
supplier, ever grant it.) The "buy-out" in
existing contracts will be subject to an available option giving bus companies a maximum of 24 months to pay for the tires.
Future requirements contracts are limited
to fl. ve years.
The transit company is given the right to
test a competing company's tires on a negotiated percentage of its fieet. However, it may
require the supplier to grant it a five-percent-of-fleet test provision.
The agreed-to order is for settlement pw·poses only and does not constitute an admission by the firms that they have violated
the law.
The compla.lnt and consent order will remain on the public record from March 12,
1971 through April 12, 1971. Comments from
the public received during this period wm
become part of the public record of the proceeding. The FTC may withdraw its acceptance of the agreement after further
consideraton.
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I am pleased that the Department of
Agriculture reconsidered its position and
has now assured dairy farmers that their
income will not fall. This reversal can
be considered a victory for those in Congress who spoke out vigorously on behalf
of the dairy farmers.
Now we are told that consumer prices
for dairy products will rise because in
order to maintain the 85-percent level
the amount of support payments has to
be increased. This is false, and it should
be made perfectly clear that price
increases will not be the fault of the
dairy farmers.
As I said when I asked for the 85-percent level to be maintained:
At the moment, dairy prices to farmers
are at approximately the projected support level of 85 percent of parity. Therefore this measure could now be taken
without increasing consumer prices. But,
nnless the support prices are increased,
milk prices are expected to drop sharply
soon.
In short, if there are any consumer
price increases for dairy products, they
will not be the fault of the dairy farmer;
they will not be the result of maintaining
the 85 percent parity level.
No price increase to consumers is merited by the decision to maintain 85 percent of parity. If it takes place, it will be
the work of those who seek unfairly to
profit from this just decision on behalf
of dairy farmers.

FAffi COMMENT OR BLATANT
INTIMIDATION
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr President, this
administration is waging a guerrilla war
against the news media in a brazen campaign to subvert the first amendment to
the Constitution through blatant intimidation which its public relations fiaks
try to fool us into believing is merely
fair comment and criticism.
This guerrilla war is being waged on
two fronts-one on each side of the administration's mouth.
While the President repeatedly usurps
the public airwaves for his folksy chats
with his favorite reporters, lesser lights
in his administration are dispatched to
attack and intimidate the network news
organizations.
These organizations are far from perfect; I have had my criticism of the
press, both print and broadcast, but we
can never condone governmental action
or concerted gover-nmental attack to
force them to agree with public policy.
Yet that is just what we are witnessing today. The broadcasting networks
are the only facet of the news media
controlled by Government license. When
that government which controls those
licenses-through its appointments to the
NO DAffiY PRICE INCREASE
Federal Communications Commissions
MERITED
and other actions-there is something inMr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, a few herently dangerous when officials of
days ago I joined with other Senators in that government launch a campaign to
asking that the administration maintain villify and discredit that segment of the
dairy price supports at a level of 85 per- news media.
It spells intimidation and it breeds fear.
cent of parity. At that time, the administration apparently intended to allow Fear can become a far more treacherous
censor than any government czar with
the support level to fall on April 1.
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a blue pencil-the implied threat can
be stronger than the expressed threat.
I am reminded of something once said
by Thomas Jefferson, who was not without his press relations problems. He, of
course, was not speaking of broadcast
journalism, but his comments apply just
as aptly to that medium:
The basis of our governments being tiie
opinion of the people, the very first object
should be to keep that right; and were it
left to me to decide whether we should
have a government without newspapers or
newspapers without a government, I would
not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.

Mr. President, rights bear responsibilities. A Government official has the
right to criticize, but he should be wary
of straying beyond that into demagoguery and intimidation. Unfortunately, that
is just what happened in the recent outbursts against CBS Television's documentary "The Selling of the Pentagon."
I am not here to praise or criticize
that program, Mi·. President. The question is not whether one agrees with it
or not, but whether one agrees with the
network's right to report the news as
it sees that news.
One of the electronic media's most outspoken critics, Federal Communications
Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, has
written an articulate, informative, perceptive defense of television news
reporting.
I ask unanimous consent that his article be printed in the REcoRD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
A DEFENSE OF TV VERSUS WHITE HOUSE
(By Nicholas Johnson)
(NoTE.-Johnson is a member of the Federal Communications Commission.)
CBS News, generally recognized as one of
the world's finest electronic news organizations, has rightfully come in for special
praise for its Feb. 23 showing of "The Selling
of the Pentagon." The subject matter was
scarcely new or shocking-much of it had
been most recently detailed in Sen. J. W.
Fulbright's "The Pentagon Propaganda Machine"-but it was an unusual event for
American television.
The Washington Post's William C. Woods
called it "a gutty and intel11gent show."
The New York Times' Jack Gould said it
was "brilliant . . . uncompromising . . .
brave and skillful ... one of the best (documentaries) on TV in a great many years."
Their evaluation and praise were shared by
most of the nation's television critics and,
for that matter, politicians.
But not Spiro Agnew. President Nixon•s
resident television critic and censor has now
come out with the official administration
line on the show. The Vice President has
proclaimed .it a "subtle but vicious broadside against the nation's defense establishment."
Now that the elections backlash has subsided, the old Nixon has the old Agnew back
at the same old stand: Clobber the commentators, needle the newsmen and edit the
editors just as soon as the Fourth Estate
shows signs of refusing to Dole out the administration line on this or that NiXon/
Agnew policy.
This tactic is well recognized. We used to
call it "managed news." Nowadays, managed
news appears to be shading into a far more
nefarious strategy: patent propaganda.
President Nixon is the most accomplished
example of government by television; he has

used it more consciously and in a more wideranging way than any prior President. This
refers not only to his prime time "specials"
and exclusive interviews; the administration
is moving in on the entertainment shows as
well, and even-with the help of the FCC
earlier this month-the music. But the most
obvious part of the strategy remains the
frontal assaults.
The Nixon/ Agnew Des Moines speech on
Nov. 13, 1969, rocketed into public consciousness many questions about the role of
television in contemporary society. A resulting dialogue and awareness could have been
quite healthy. But those who applauded that
blast-on the grounds that the networks
deserve everything that is thrown at themsoon came to deplore the consequences they
saw on their television screens.
It wasn't funny any more. Nixon/ Agnew
weren't interested in a. dispassiot:late professional evaluation of media . performance.
(Former and current CBS men like Ed Murrow, Fred Friendly, Alexander Kendrick and
Walter Cronkite have written far more
criticism of their own profession-tough, insightful, professional criticism-than Agnew
has ever read. Journals like the Columbia
Journalism Review do it on a regular basis.)
When Nixon/ Agnew criticize ownership
patterns, it is the media. ownership of those
whose views they dislike. When they comment on the "professionalism" of television
reporters, they only go after those who are
unfavorable. (The White House went after
Frank Reynolds with the same vengeance it
used on Sen. Charles E. Goodell-and some
believe with the same success, although ABC
vehemently denies that 12 months of White
House dossier on Reynolds had anything to
do with his removal.)
The Freedom of Information Committee
of Sigma Delta Chi, the professional journalistic society, recently concl u:ded: "If this
first year after his Des Moines speech is the
beginndng of the Age of Agnew in journalism, it does not portend to be a pleasant
year for the journalist."
A "CHILLING EFFECT"
The Agnew-induced coward!ice in the networks has produced some of the "chilling
effeot" on free expression that the adminl!.stration was out to encourage-and 1JhaJt the
Supreme Court has used as a standard for
governmental actions violative of the First
Amendment. The mortalLty r~te for network
documentaries seemed unusually high after
Des Moines.
A few days after Des Moines, on Nov. 15,
1969, the networks provided only spotty coverage of by far the largest march on the
White House in American history. Upward of
500,000 angry Americans flooded Washingrton
to protest the Indochina war; everyone was
there, dt seemed, except the President and
the network newsmen. David Brinkleyamong others in electronic media-latoc
acknowledged that this was an unfortunate
decision.
Contrast this with the lavish coverage of
Bob Hope's Honor America Day eight months
later. There was no protest then from the
Vice President; the Presidelllt was obviously
pleased to ha.ve the networks busy themselves with the apple pie view of Amertl.ca.
Picking up the spirit of the times, ABC
Sports 'banned halftime coverage of the Buffalo-Holy Cross football game because it had
to do with the "controversial" subject of
peace but provided a nationwide audience
for the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
to say a few words on behalf of war 8lt the
halftime of the Army-Navy ga.m.e.
The Age of Agnew has brought a rash of
chilling incidents. Broadcasting Magazine
reported that a major network outlet in the
Southwest, which had presented a. prog:ram
supporting the networks against the Agnew
blast, was visited twice by several men with
the avowed purpose of beartlng up so-called
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"anti-Agnew newsmen." The Alfred I.
duPont-Columbia University Survey of
Broadcast Journ:a.l'ism in 1969-70 reported
that other stations in "sensitive areas" were
adopting a locked-door policy after office
hours.
The Vice President himself is not unaware
of the techniques of propaganda. On a swing
through Asia last year, he spent 24 hours in
Vietnam. The three television networks were
limited to a single "pool" camera crew. At
the same time, the Agnew entourage permitted the USIA (which later produced a feature
film of the trip for worldwide distribution)
to have four camera crews. All three networks
protested the favored treatment given the
government's "propaganda" arm; one network news executive called it an "outrage."
A ONE-TWO PUNCH
What emerges is the overwhelming impression of an administration whose focus is
fixed on the little glass screen. President
Nixon surrounds himself with advisers whose
principal experience is in advertising, public
relations and broadcasting; his first appointments to the Federal Communications Commission and related agencies were designed
to foster administration control and industry
orientation.
The full panoply of governmental powerincluding the Vice President, the Justice Department and its subpoenas, the Federal
Trade Commission, the FlOC, the Pentagon,
the Subversive Activities Control Board, the
Internal Revenue Service and other agencies-potentially available to use on the
broadcasting industry in an unprecedented
attack on a government-licensed medium. An
office of "Director of Oommunica.tions"-believed to be the first so denominated outside
Communist a.nd fascist countries-is established in the White House to survey the media
and coordinate the attack.
Broadcasters are kept off-balance by the
one-two punch of barely camouflaged intimidation and acts of censorship together with
the promise of an economic payoff for those
who cooperate. President Nixon does not
hesitate to seek to exploit commercial television as a channel for administration ideology. The FCC supports broadcasters who
restrict the access of nongovernmental
groups to TV, and legislation designed to
place limitations on campaign financing is
vetoed for what appear to be partisan
reasons. Television was abused and exploited
as never before in the 1970 congressional
election campaign.
Broadcasters and record industry executives have been called to the White Housewith the FCC chairman in attendance-and
urged to get "drug lyrics" off the air. The
White House called in Hollywood writers and
producers to try to get them to insert antidrug sketches into regular entertainment
shows-which they promptly did. Now the
FCC has stepped directly into the act with
its order barring rock music "tending to
glorify . . . marijuana."
I do not mean to disparage the very real
problems of alcoholism and hard drug usage
when I say that the "marijuana problem"
has become part of a political diversionary
tactic. If you're thinking about pot-whatever you're thinking about it-you're not
thinking about the land war in Asia, race
prejudice, poverty, environmental pollution
or any other of the generally acknowledged
issues of our time. (It's more than ironic
that the other CBS documentary Agnew
singled out for attack was "Hunger in
America.")
REPORTING THE WAR
This is all deeply disturbing. How long will
it be before the drug lyric kind of pep talk
from the White House will become standard
operating procedure on other vital issues, say
the SST (on which an "industry-labor committee" ran a spot campaign), campaign reform or the Laos phase of the Indochina
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war? No doubt very soon-particularly if
there is likelihood of success.
It is no secret that the administration is
deeply d isturbed about current reporting of
the Indochina war. The network news out of
Laos, reporting costly and disappointing
progress for the administration's Vietnamization policy, has not squared well with the
rosy view of "success" the government propagandists have been trumpeting.
Mr. Nixon's slipping public image and
growing credibility gap are t o be blamed on
the failure of the networks to Dole out the
news as the administ ration would like it
port rayed. It is thus not surprising that
Nixon/ Agnew renewed their attack on the
networks from Boston March 18. But what is
frightening is the open, brazen effort to affect ideological content. The hypocrisy is
cryst al clear.
It is not only hypocrisy, but what can most
generously be described as an omission of
relevant facts. Nixon/ Agnew are as desirous
that the American people remain ignorant
of poverty and hunger as they are to repress
discussion of Pentagon propaganda.
Their text quotes from an FCC order regarding "Hunger in America." What they fail
to quote-from the commission's unanimous
October, 1969, order-is even more relevant:
"We commend CBS for undertaking this
documenta ry on one of the tragic problems
of today . . . [I]n this democracy, no government agency can authenticate the news
or should try to do so. We will therefore eschew the censor's role, including efforts to
establish news distortion in situations where
government intervention would constitute a
worse danger than the possible rigging itself
. . . [W]e believe that no further action is
warranted."
As for the CBS investigative report that
was never shown of a Haitian invasion that
never came off ("Project Nassau"), the matter is currently under investigation by the
FCC. Although the Vice President violates no
law by criticizing before aH the facts are in,
I perfer to hold my judgments until later, and
I wish he had.
A CRITIC OF BARONS

Let me make my own position-as the
President might say-perfectly clear. I have
criticized television as much as anyone, and
I intend to go on doing so (although I have
tended to criticize the corporate censorship
on network prime time television-which is
not news and public affairs-rather than the
professional journalists themselves, whom
most candid critics recognize as being responsible for TV's finest hour, or half hour).
But I hope my criticism has been devoid of
ideological content.
It's not just media baronies owned by "bad
guys" that bother me; it's media barons of
any stripe. It's not just the failure to represent my friends and life style on prime time
television shows that raises my ire; it's the
censoring of reality generally, a view of American life as it is lived by real people. And
so forth.
Nor do I consider CBS a friendly power.
Some of the toughest public attacks I have
suffered from the broadcasting industry
while a commissioner have come from men
like CBS's Richard Jencks and Dick Salant.
They may have been public attacks--open
and clean with none of the backbiting and
blacklisting that come from other quartersbut they have been tough. So CBS is no
friend of mine.
But when I differ with Nixon/ Agnew is
that I welcome network executives and newsmen who will stand up to me and talk back.
As a government official. I will even gladly
suffer a few exaggerations, ad hominum
arguments and misrepresentations directed
my way rather than live in a country where
some federal official is telling the media what
they can tell the people-even if that federal
official is me.

Because what Nixon; Agnew are really up
to is to try to convince the American people
that they cannot believe their media. CBS
reported Agnew as saying in Bost on March
19, "They [the American people) cannot rely
on CBS documentaries for facts." Who, pray
tell, are they t o rely on, Nixon; Agnew? It's
not very subtle, is it? Nor is it smart.
If democracy works t he way we hope it
does, Nixon/ Agnew's appeals, like those of
Sen. Joseph McCarthy and all others before
them, will get a fair test in the marketplace
of ideas (unless the FCC further extends its
list of prohibited subjects). Television can
help.
Let's hope the tube can keep its McLuhan
cool long enough to get us through.

THE WAR ON HUNGER
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD an article entitled "Whatever
Became of the Hunger War?", and
published in the Washington Post of today. Written by Nick Kotz. The article
relates to the serious implications of
eliminating the food stamp program as
part of the welfare reform package that
might be passed by Congress this year.
Mr. Kotz raises the fundamental question of whether we are in danger of
abandoning our commitment to guaranteeing America's poor adequate diets.
I, for one, have no intention, of letting
such an unfortunate occurrence come to
pass without bending every effort to
prevent it.
At the end of his article, Mr. Kotz
mentions Vice President AGNEW's attack on the CBS documentary, Hunger
in America, and the fact that the Office
of Economic Opportunity, following the
Vice President's lead, has decided to stop
showing the film as part of its information program. I am extremely disturbed
by this decision by the Office of Economic
Opportunity. But, it is the kind of action
that I feared would follow the Vice President's speech. I have personally reviewed
the record of Hunger in America and am
convinced that the essential thrust of the
program remains untarnished.
The Vice President's speech was designed to bring into question the integrity of the news documentary division of
the Columbia Broadcasting System. The
point of the Vice President's critique was
that CBS had a history of deliberately
slanting its news documentaries, including its latest effort, "The Selling of the
Pentagon."
As a part of the history of slanting
the news, the Vice President cited the
making of the award-winning documentary, "Hunger in America." The Vice
President alleged that the "conclusions
drawn by responsible investigative agencies in the government" supported his
conclusion that the CBS news-gathering
organization was not to be trusted.
The Vice President went on to cite the
alleged conclusions of the Federal Communications
Commission
regarding
"Hunger in America,'' including such
"distortion," to use the Vice President's
word, as saying a baby was dying of
malnutrition, when in fact it was not;
of paying participants to perform as directed; of closing the doors at a commodity center to make sure a long line
formed; of trying to force a doctor into
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making a more dramatic statement about
malnutrition.
If these allegations were in fact the
conclusions of the FCC, it would indeed
be extremely disturbing. In fact, they are
not. In fact, the FCC concluded that
there was no evidence to show that CBS
had tried to do anything but an honest
job on "Hunger in America." Contrary
to the Vice President's "conclusions"
about the FCC report, the FCC report
itself supported the integrity of CBS and
its News Documentary Division. The FCC
stated:
Upon the basis of the foregoi n g discussion,
we conclude that no further action is warranted here v.rith respect to the issues of
slanting the news--the issue which was presented in the complaints.

Let me be specific about the Vice
President's allegations and the FCC's
conclusions.
First, the Vice President cites the FCC
statement that the child shown in the
documentary was born prematurely, apparently as a result of a fall by its
mother, and died of causes other than
malnutrition. The fact that CBS stated
the child was dying of starvation, said
the Vice President, was a ''distortion"
designed to serve "the network's purpose
of whetting viewer interest." The FCC
said no such thing. The FCC said that:
CBS had been told by hospital personnel
that the wards in which the baby was filmed
were "filled all the time with babies suffering
from diarrhea and malnutrition" and that
"there were a high incidence of premature
births due to malnutrition in the mothers ....

The FCC concluded:
From the foregoing , it is apparent that .. .
CBS had reasonable basis for assuming a very
high prevalen ce of malnutrition in t he
nursery and pediatric wards.

Second, the Vice President referred to
the "evidence submitted" that CBS had.
to be blunt, paid some people off to get
them to say what CBS wanted them to
say, forced people to form a long line so
CBS could get a better shot, and deliberately ignored a doctor's "more balanced" presentation of the problem. Unfortunately, the Vice President ignored
what the FCC concluded about the "evidence submitted." I would like to cite the
FCC's conclusions about the "evidence''"
for the record.
On the issue of pay-offs, the FCC concluded:
In view of the absence of any indication
of any wrongdoing by CBS, the Commission
does not believe that any further inquiry into
this matter is warranted.

On the issue of forcing people to form
a long line, the FCC concluded:
In view of the <Statement s of the welfare
department, the fact that CBS shot no film
of, and the program gave no indication of,.
an effort to show a long line of welfare recipients and the description of the floor plan
and modus operandi of the welfare center
(room for four persons in a line from the entrance door to the food counter), we find no
warrant for concluding that CBS sought to
slant it s news depiction, as charged in this
respect.

Finally, on the issue of badgering the
doctor, the FCC concluded:
There is a conflict of evidence on this.
aspect of the complaint, and it does not ap-
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pear that fur t her inquiry is warranted to
resolve i t.

Mr. President, if there is any slanting
of the news going on here, I suggest it
is more in the Vice President's selected
use of the information available in the
FCC report than in the documentary,
"Hunger in America." Frankly, I would
not have taken the time to dig into the
FCC report simply for the sake of defending CBS against the Vice President.
In that dispute, I am confident the
American people are quite capable of
reaching their own conclusion. But I felt
the Vice President's criticism of the documentary carried the implication that the
real and urgent problem of hunger in this
country had been exaggerated. For this
reason, I felt it necessary to set the
record straight as to the FCC's real conclusions regarding the trustworthiness of
CBS and the documentary, "Hunger in
America." Also for this reason, I intend
to sponsor a public showing of the documentary on April 15 in the Senate Auditorium.
I ask unanimous consent that the Vice
President's speech and the FCC report
be print.ed in the RECORD.
There heing no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
WHATEVER BECAME OF THE HUNGER WAR?

(By Nick Kotz)
When he pledged in 1969 "to put an end to
hunger in America itself for all time," President NixOill stressed "I not only accept the
responsibility-! claim the responsibility."
Twenty-two months later, questions arise
whether the President remains fully committed to his pledge and whether he has
a,bdicated the responsilbility to the House
Ways and Means Committee.
The Pres1dent and ~ess can share
credit for responsible reforms in the food
s~p and school lunch programs, w'hioh are
easmg the plight of at least some of the 25
million Americans who simply do not have
enough income to purchase a minimally adequate diet.
But at the moment when a major breakthrough seems possible in eliminating the
sha,me, pain and devastation of American
hunger, the Nixon administration and key
membe:r:s of Congress have suddenly marc'hed
off in a new direction.
The a,dmiil!istration and Rep. Wilbur Mills
(D-Ark), chairman of the House Ways rund
Means Committee, have agreed on a tentative welfare plan that would both eliminate food stamps and endanger even the
present inadequate welfare benefits to the
poor in 45 states. The relief recently granted
the hungry poor could be swept right back
off their plates.
The foundation of President Nixon's May
1969 commitment to end hunger was a gen~
erous food sta.m.p program. In his message to
Oongress, the President stressed that the
poorest should get free food stamps and that
no poor family should spend more than 30
per cent of its income for food sta.Inp aid.
These were important, if little understood
principles.
These presidential food aid principles recognized that food is the item moot often
slighted in a poor man's tenuous budget.
Take a family of four living on $200
monthly ($2,400 annual) income. The Agriculture Department says a four-person family must spend $106 monthly ($1 ,272 annually) to purchase an "economy diet" and
$134 monthly ($1,608 annually) to buy a
"lowcost diet." The monthly demands of the
landlord alone means that such a family

cannot regularly, if ever, make the financial
commitment to adequate nutrition. Millions
with less income have far greater food
problems.
That's where the food stamp program
came in. The family spent $60 monthly out
of its $200 total income to receive $106 in
stamps, used at groceries to buy food. The
$552 in food stamp bonuses raised the family's total income from $2,400 to $2,952.
This is a complicated "second money" system. It demeans the poor. It requires them
to allocate a fixed percentage of their income for food. It does not help the poor
meet their many other needs for which they
don't have money. Adequate cash income
obviously is preferable. But it does get food
on the plate and 10 million people have
flooded into the program. The number will
soon rise to 15 million.
The original Nixon administration Family
Assistance Plan called for families to retain
their food stamp benefits.
And significantly, the President told Congress, "In no case would anyone's present
level of benefits be lowered." States were required to maintain welfare benefits that were
above the President's $1,600 federal payment
for a family of four.
But for the moment at least, officials of
the administration and members of the Ways
and Means Committee have renounced both
food stamp aid and the principle that no
one would lose benefits.
Take the family of four with $2,400 welfare income. This family would still get a
minimum of $2,400 with the federal government now paying the entire amount. It would
lose its $552 in food stamp bonuses. The
family's effective income would decrease unless the state voluntarily maintained its former contribution to welfare and made up for
the food stamp loss. States have never paid
for any part of the food stamp program and
are not likely to start doing so now. States
would not be required to spend a dime. Many
state officials would be pressed to use all
their welfare savings for state tax relief.
The poor in only five Southern states
would be guaranteed an increase in benefits. The hungry poor could be right back
where they started. To avoid this possibility,
the President pledged originally that food
stamps would be retained until a cashincome program was truly adequate.
Hopefully, the administration will remember its own food program history
lessons better than Vice President Agnew
did last week in criticizing CBS's 1968 documentary "Hunger in America." This is the
same program President Nixon praised on
Feb. 3, 1969, for arousing the nation's
conscience to the horrors of hunger in our
afHuent midst.
Following the Vice President's revisionist
view of history, the Office of Economic
Opportunity no longer lends the OBS film
on grounds that it is "one sided." It showed
the side of emaciated, hungry children.
What is the other side?
Congress and the President may tell us
as they decide what constitutes "welfare
reform."
ADDRESS BY THE VICE PRESIDENT
BOSTON, MASS.

March 18, 1971.

There is no doubt that the f'ramers of our
Constit ution considered the Vice Presidency
an office suitable for men of' energy. Until
the ratification of the 12th Amendment in
1804, the defeated major Presidential candidate was usually elected Vice President. This
created some interesting stresses. Over the
years, however, the Vice Presidency has lost
its political punch •a nd become the most
placid and uncontroversial of political positions. Indeed, as presently structured, it may
be compared to an adjustable easy chair.
The occupant has his choice of either reclin-
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ing sleepily or sitting up alertly. The posture
adopted is inconsequential, because it is
virtually certain t hat no one will notice
which a t titude has been selected.
Whatever his decision, however-whether
he has dozed amiably or listened a t tentively-it has been traditional for a Vice
President to be indulged by the intellectuals
and opinion-makers of his time with nothing
harsher than a deprecating comment or a
condescending joke.
In recent years, the rules have been
amended to allow Vice Presidents to talkso long as they are careful to say absolutely
nothing. This privilege was heavily exercised
and refined to a high degree during the last
Administration.
And in regard to Vice Presidential strictures, it seems appropriate to note--on the
occasion of a Lincoln Day Address before the
oldest Republican organization in Massachusetts-that, following four years of lasSitude
as Abraham Lincoln's Vice President, Hannibal Hamlin suddenly found himself Collector for the Port of Boston.
In my own case, I found it an onerous
choice between the ennui of easy chair existence and pointless verbosity. And so, quick
Constitutional research revealing no authoritative reason why a Vice President is required to choose between catalepsy and garrulity, I forsook the comfortable code of many
of my predecessors, abandoned the unwritten rules-and said something.
Well, in case you haven't heard, my unorthodoxy produced some rather sharp reverberations. It was as though an earthquake,
registering eight on the Richter scale, had
disturbed the foundations of the New York
Times, or the funnel of a tornado had dipped
into the editorial offices of Time-Life. Everywhere, big media referees were flinging down
their handkerchiefs and calling foul. The
Washington Post stepped off fifteen yards for
un-Vice Presidential-like conduct. Time magazine waved me to the penalty box. And Eric
Sevareid took two free throws at the line-both rolling around the rim and, as usual,
dropping out.
Finally, the tremors and tumult subsided.
Whereupon my critics from all walks of life
consulted among themselves and brought
forth the strongest indictment they could
muster.
"The Vice President," they intoned, "just
doesn't seem to understand."
If true, the charge would be a serious
enough reflection on the condition of the
Republic. But worse was yet to come. After
my speech on the responsibilities of a free
news media in a free society, and after the
networks had been deluged with mail in support of my conclusions, a noted network
newscaster enlarged the indictment by declaring that, not only the Vice President, but
the American people as a whole simply don't
understand.
Let me quote that spokesman directly.
"The public," said Walter Cronkite recently, "does not understand journalism.
They"-that means you and me--"do not
know how we work, they do not believe we
can hold strong private thoughts and still
be objective journalists."
And that's the way it was--or at least the
way he saw itr--in November, 1970.
Mr. Cronkite has stated the case well. He
has discerned and defined the scope of the
widening credibility gap that exists between
the national news media and the American
people--a gap which has simply been reported, not created, by this non-understanding Vice President. By "national news media"
I mean the powerful news outlets having not
just a regional, but a national, impact.
Now, before I proceed further, let me pause
to observe that, in all probability, my mere
utterance of the words "national news
media." has in the past few minutes again set
the ideological Richter needles quivering all
along the Manhattan-Washington fault line.
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For "national news media" is, after all, t he
forbidden phrase of modern American
politics.
To be sure, such is the power of the national media today that of all our political,
social and economic institutions, they seem
to be able to cloak themselves in a special
immunity to criticism. By their lights, it a.ppears, freedom of expression is fine so long
as it stops before any quest ion is raised or
criticism lodged against nationa.l media policies and practices.
Nor is the national media's refusal to abide
criticism reserved for uttera nces of a Vice
President or, as I will momentarily point out,
a Congressman or a member of a Presidential
Cabi~et. Any citizen who has suffered the
frustration of being rebuffed when calling or
writing to complain about inaccurate or
biased news reporting knows exactly what I

mean.
Ye-t, any extremist who dignifies our adversaries and demeans our traditions is
sought out and spotlighted for national S~t
tention. He is interviewed as though he were
representative of a large following and is
treated with the utmost deference as he unloads into millions of American living rooms
his imprecaJtions against society and disrespect for civl:llzed law. Such attacks against
American institutions are editorially lauded
as healthy demonstrations of freedom of expression in a free society.
Again, when the president of a prestigious
university assauLts our nation's judiciary by
declaring rtha.t certain defendants cannot receive a fair trial in an American court, he is
not charged with attempting to "intimidate"
the courts. On the contrary, he is praised by
important segments of the national news
media for contributing to what they term
"the dialogue."
And, as I shall discuss in a few moments,
when a major television network delivers a
subtle but vicious broadside against the nation's defense establishment, accusing it of
disseminating deceptive, self-serving propaganda, contrary to the country's interest,
that, too, is considering a legitimate exercise
of the right to free expression in the public
interest.
But let no man be so bold as even to utter
the words "national news media." For, as we
are forewarned by the national media themselves, the merest mention of the phrase by
a man in government somehow constitutes a
form of "intimidation" so great as rto pose a
fundamental threat :to the people's right to
know.
And so tonight, in once again taking up
matters involving an important segment of
the national news media, I believe it only
fi'bting to cite some authority within media
ranks to reinforce my right to do so.
Hear now the words of Mr. Frank Stanton,
president of the Columbia Broadcasting
System:
"No American institution," Mr. Stanton
has said, "including network news organizations, should be immune to public criticism or public discussion of its performance."
I wholeheartedly agree. Proceeding from
this premise, I therefore intend to discuss the
public's right to know more about the performance of Mr. Stanton's network news organization in two cases involving documentaries--instances wherein CBS itself has
claimed an immunity from criticism tilbecoming one of the country's major institutional critics.
For those who would challenge a Vice
President's right to discuss such matters, let
me say this: I do so only to raise questions
which, if answered, will shed light on an
area of network news operations about
which the public knows little and needs to
know more. These questions do not originate
with me, nor do they arise from any partisan
political considerations. Others before me, including the Federal Communications Commission, a Special Subcommittee of the

Congress and a former Democratic Cabinet
member, have asked Mr. Stanton similar
questions, to no avail.
However, considering the serious charges
leveled recently by the CBS television news
organization against the public affairs activities of the Department of Defense, the matter of the network's own record in the field
of documentary-making can no longer be
brushed under the rug of national media
indifference.
Little less than a month ago, on the evening of February 23, 1971, CBS television
broadcast a one-hour documentary entitled,
"The Selling of the Pentagon." The substance of this documentary was that the
Department of Defense is subjecting the
American people to, I quote, "a propaganda
barrage . . . the creation of a runaway bureaucracy that frustrates attempts to control
it."
"Nothing is more essential to a democracy," read the CBS script, '4j;han the free
flow of information. Misinformation, distortion and propaganda all interrupt that flow."
No one can disagree with the latter statement. But just as he who enters a court of
equity should come with clean hands, the
news organization that makes such charges
should itself be free of any taint of misinformation, distortion and propaganda in its
own operations. In this regard, it is the
CBS television network, not the Department
of Defense, that leaves much to be desired in
terms of "the free flow of information."
Let me be specific. What I cite here is not
simply the opinion of a single public official,
but conclusions drawn by responsible investigative agencies in the Government and the
Congress. These conclusions are contained
in reports which in themselves would have
made excellent documentary exposes, save
for the fact that the national news media
have given them scant attention. They concern the production and editing techniques
employed by CBS personnel in the making
of the documentaries "Hunger in America"
and "Project Nassau."
Many in this audience may have been
watching on the evening of May 21, 1968,
when the attention of millions of Americans
tuned to CBS t elevision was drawn to the
on-screen image of an infant receiving
emergency treatment while a narrator's offscreen voice said:
"Hunger is easy to recognize when it looks
like this. This baby is dying of starvation.
He was an American. Now he is dead."
This was compellin g film footage and narration designed to awaken the public conscience t o a serious social problem. The
only t hing wrong wit h it was that it was
untrue-but wait, let the official Federal
Communicat ions Commission report tell the
story. I quote from tthe official repor·t :
"Our post-broadcast investigation revealed
that the infant who was filmed by CBS
in the nursery, and who was shown in the
relevant segment of the 'Hunger in America'
program . . . .was born prematurely. . . apparently as ·t he resul•t of a fall taken by the
mot her on t he previous day. . . The infant
died on October 29, 1967, the death certificate shows the cause of deat h as 'Immediate
cause: Septicemia. Due to: Meningitis and
Peri tonitis. Due to: Premat urity.' There is
no evidence to show that either the mother
or fat her was suffering from malnutrition

..

Thus, although the drama.tic footage
which opened the documentary "Hunger in
America," may have served the network's
purpose of whetting viewer interest, the baby
shown " dyin g of starvation" in fact died of
other causes.
Nor, a s investigat ion of tthe production
revealed, was this distortion only an incident al asp ect in the overall production of
"Hunger in America." Evidence was submitted that CBS personnel had, in ·t he words
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of the report, "paid participants on the program to appear before its cameras and perform as per t heir instructions;" that the
CBS crew "requested that the doors of the
commodity distribution office be closed to
allow a line of people to form;" that a
physi cian was asked to make "more dramatic
statements" and when he refused, the segment of the program featuring his more
balanced view of the problem on malnutrition in the area was edited out for being
"too techn ical."
In a let ter t o Mr. St anton, then Secret ary
of Agriculture Orville Freeman c ited numerous ot her instances of fact ual misrepresentation a n d dist ortion con t a ined in the documen tar y. He asked for equal t ime to present
a Depart ment of Agriculture response to the
network prcgra m. The net work denied t his
request.
Now, having myself gained some experience
in wha.t to expect by way of negative network
response to public criticism, I can fairly pred ict what Mr. Stanton and other CBS spokesmen are likely to say tomorrow morning
concerning my recital of the case history on
"Hunger in America." They will ask why this
matter should be brought up again, at this
time.
My answer is that I believe it both timely
and in the public interest to point out that
the same CBS employee who wrote the script
to the 1968 documentary, "Hunger in America,'' wrote the script to the 1971 documentary, "The Selling of the Pentagon."
A second and even more startling case
history of a documentary-in-the-making invalves the participSJtion o! CBS personnel in
an aborrted effort to film a 1966 invasion of
Haiti. The network's role in this effort, called
"Project Nassau,'' was investigated last year
by the Special Subcommittee on Investigations o'f the House Commerce Committee.
Here again, let the report of the investigative
body tell the story. I quote:
"The aCitiVities preparatory to 'Project
Nassau' involved more than the :tllming of
sham events, manipulation of sound tracks,
and the like. Underlying the whole activity
was the earnest endeavor by a. group of dangerous individuals to subvert the laws of the
UnLted States. Had it been successful, the
conspiracy would have produced a crisis for
American foreign policy in the sensitive
Caribbean area. Six men have now been
convicted for their part in this conspiracy."
Continuing wtth the House Subcommittee
report on CBS' participation in "Project
Nassau":
"CBS funds were provided for the leasing
of a 67-foot schooner which was to be utilized
by the invasion force; expenses were reimbursed for tthe transportation o'f weapons
which were to be sUibsequently used by the
conspirators; various payments were made to
. . . the leader of the invasion conspiracy,
with full knowledge of his identity and his
criminal intentions. If these acts did not
actually involve the network in the conspiracy to violB~te the U .S. Neutrality Act, they
came dangerously close to doing so."
Concerning such !illegal activities, the
House Subcommittee, in the course of its
inve~tiga'tion, made public a CBS policy
memorandum which, to quote from the views
of a bi-pwrtisan group of Subcommittee
memlbers, "represents a level of irresponsibility which should no longer be tolerated if
the public interest is tto be served.''
Let me read here from that CBS policy
statement to its employees:
"CBS personnel will not knowingly engage
in criminal activity in gathering and reporting news, nor will they encourage or induce
any person 'to commit a crime."
Now keep in mind, I am d irectly quoting
the network's policy statement to employees.
"Obviously, there may be exceptions which
ought to be made on an ad hoc basis even
to so absolute a rule ."
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Small wonder that the House Subcommi'ttee termed the results of its "Project Nassau" investigation, "disquieting." The Subcommittee said:
"To the average viewer, unsophisticated in
the intricacies of television production, a
network news documentary ty1pically represents a scrupulously objective reporting of
actual events shown as they actually transpired. If 'Project Nassau' is any indication,
this is not a'l ways true. During 'the preparation of this news documentary, CBS employees and consultants intermingled and interacted with personages actively engaged in
breaking rthe ·l aw. Large sums of money were
made availa-ble to these Individuals With no
safeguards as to the manner in which these
funds would be put to use. Events were set
up and staged solely for the purpose of being
filmed by the CBS camera ...
"A disturbing conclusion Sifter lthe inquiry
to date With res-pect to 'Project Nassau',"
said the House Subcommittee, "is 'that the
CBS News organization, having become elated
at :the prospec't of a sensation!lil news first-a complete documentary of the forcible overthrow of a foreign governmen"t-1>roceeded in
a reckless attempt to capture 'the hoped-for
film, and that it did so with no great regard
for et'ther accuracy or iegality."
Here, BlgaJ.n, this investigation of the making, of a CBS documentary bear~. on 'the network's more recent produc't1on, The Sell1ng
of the Pentagon." For the executive producer
of the aJborted documentary, "Project Nassau," also served as executive producer of
"The Selling of the Pen'tagon"--a documentary keep in mind, th·a t sought to :tnctlct
the 'Department of Defense ifor "misinformation, distortion" and the '8Jleged staging
of events.
But disquieting as are the results of these
investigations by the FICC and the House
Subcommittee, there is an even more disturbing note to :b e added here concerning
media treatment of the reports themselves.
Who can doubt that had the evidence uncovered and the conclusions drawn •b y these
investigative bodies related to any other industry or institution they would long ago
have become, to coin a phrase, household
words? The national news media would have
made them so-just as OBS even now seeks
to exploit lts purported "findings" regarding
the Pentagon.
Yet, when the industry and institution involved is itself a part of the national news
media, a strange silence and rare restraint
inhibits the people's right to know. So powerful is this inhibition that neither a Cabinet
member, nor an Executive agency, nor a
Congressional Committee was effective in
bringing to public attention the serious matters to which I have addressed these remarks.
And I have grave doubts about how much
of my criticism tonight Will be carried in
the national media.
My purpose here, however, has not been
to pillory or "intimida;te" a network or a~y
segment of the national news media in 1ts
effort to enhance the people's right to know.
Rather, it is, once again, to point out to those
in positions of power and responsibility that
this right to know belongs to the people.
It does not belong to the national networks
or any other agency, public or private. It
belongs to the people themselves, and they
are entitled to a fair and full accounting of
the truth, and nothing but the truth, by
those who exercise great influence with their
consent.
"We are living through dangerous times,"
concluded the House Subcommittee. "In
these days it does not seem too strong a
statement to say that the survival of the
American society may depend upon the political and social judgments made during the
next few years by the American electorate.
Sound judgment presupposes valid information. The American public looks in great

measure to the elect ronic news media to provide that information."
Let the people's representatives-not only
in their government but in their national
news media-also look, listen and take heed.
BEFORE THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

In Re Complaints Covering CBS Program
"Hunger in America"
MEMORANDIUM OPINION

(Adopted October 15, 1969)
BY THE COMMISSION:

1. The Commission has before it several
complaints regarding the CBS documentary
program, "Hunger in America," br08idcast
initially over the CBS network on May 21,
1968, and later repeated; e.g., letter from
Congressman Gonzales of September 24,
1968; and Jetter of Congressman Gonzales
dated May 29, 1969, forwarding to the Commission copies of the tra.nscrtpt of hearings
of the House Subcommittee on Appropriations.l The charges center particularly about
the cause of death of the baby shown in the
opening segment of the program and said
to be "dying of starvation." In this regard,
they raise questions concerning OBS' good
faith and the adequacy of its efforts to ascertain the facts prior to broadcast. We shall
first set out the background facts to the
complaints, then the results of an investigation undertaken after receipt of the complaints, and, most important, the applicable
legal and policy considerations as developed
in recent rulings and amplified in this case.
A. BACKGROUND FACTS

2. "Hunger in America," first televised on
May 21, 1968, was partially filmed at the
!robert B. Green Hospital in San Antonio,
Tex., on October 26, 1967, by a CBS camera
crew. In the opening minutes of the program
a very small baby is shown receiving treatment whiJ.e the na.rra.tor states:
"Hunger 1s easy to recognize when it looks
like this. This baby is dying of starvation.
He was an American. Now he is dead."
The program segment in question was
filmed in the nursery for premature babies at
the Robert Green Hospital. The CBS "Hunger
in America" crew spent several days at the
hospital in October 1967, and as parrt of .t heir
effort asked to film the nursery for background scenes, the intention being to concentrate on no particular infant. The hospital representative through whom the CBS
crew worked arranged access for the crew
and since the purpose was background footage,' no releases were sought from the infants'
parents or guardians. Releases for other portions of the film were secured by the hospital's social service staff for the benefit of
both CBS and the hospital. While the CBS
crew was present in the nursery on October 26, 1967, sometime between 8 a.m. and
noon, a CBS cameraman observed that one
of the infants had stopped breathing. Dr.
Luis Montemayer, the resident physician was
summoned. Dr. Montemayer resuscitated the
infant and the CBS cameraman filmed the
entire incident. CBS did not seek to ascertain
the identity of the infant untU after the network broadcast of "Hunger in A.merlca."
3. The complaint of Congressman Gonzalez
charges that segments of the progra,m were
"totally false in part and erroneous or misleading in other parts" (e.g., inaccuracy as to
the number of hungry people in San Antonio) ; th-at the film was not that of a baby
dying of starvation but instead was of a
baby born prematurely, whose mother and
father were healthy and well nourished; that
CBS, "in full knowledge that the picture is
false, is using it to promote an award for
itself on the program"; that CBS did not
interview the physician who treated the infant, had not checked medical records, and
Footnotes at end of .t able.
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was not even certain of the chlid's identity;
that the news team had not interviewed the
parents nor obtained permission from them
to film the baby or use the film in 1ts broadcast; that CBS "coached" a doctor to "make
dramatic statements" on malnutrition in San
Antonio, and that With respect to these segments of the program, "CBS has approached
the outer limits of heedless and reckless disregard for accuracy." These char.ges apparently were based on a San Antomo ExpressNews story of July 14 by Mr. Kemper Diehl,
reporting the result of an investigation into
the matter, and on other information given
by Mr. Diehl. According to Mr. Diehl, a Negro
college student had identified himself as the
father of the dying baby shown in the film;
the parents denied that the baby died of
malnutrition; the baby was prematurely born
in the 26th or 28th week of pregnancy; the
mot:!:ler reported that the birth occurred prematurely after she suffered a fall; and when
the baby was 2 days old the mother had been
at the premature nursery and had seen films
being made of the child. 2
4. Mr. Richa.rd S. Salanrt, president of CBS
News, stated, regarding the identity C?f the
baby in question and the factors leadmg to
its death, that "we relied for our i?forma.tion
on these points on sta;tements giVen to our
newsmen by the hospital official through
whom they deal principally in their visit
to the hospital. * * * We ourselves are unable independently to identify the baby because in filming the premature baby ward,
we had no intention a! studying any individual case in that ward and the babies filmed
were thus not iidentified for us." As to
whether CBS coached a physician, Mr. Salant
stated that CBS merely asked the doctor to
make his statements less teohnicaJ.. Finally,
OBS states that it had an appropriate authority for its statement as to the number
of hungry people in San Antonio.
B. RESULTS OF COMMISSION INVESTIGATION

5. The Commission, following receipt of
the complaint, conducted an investigation
of the ma·t ter. We have also, of course, taken
into account the congressional investigation
(see pars. 12-17,infra).
6. Our postbroadca.st investigation revealed that the infant who was filmed by
CBS in the nursery, and who was shown in
the relevant segment of the "Hunger in
America" program, was a Claude Wayne
Wright, Jr. Hospital records show that the
Wright infant was born prematurely on October 24, 1967, apparently as the result of
a fall taken by the motlher on the previous
day and weighed 2 pounds 12 ounces at
birth. On October 26, 1967, the Wright infant was shown as weighli.ng 2 pounds 5
ounces and as having suffered a cardiac and
respiratory arrest treated by Dr. Montemayer. The Wright infant died on Ootober 29, 1967, the death certificate shows the
cause of deruth as "Immediate cause: Septicemia. Due to: Meningitis and Peritonitis.
Due to: Prematurity." There is no evidence
to suggest that either the mother or father
was suffering from malnutrition. 3
7. Turning now to the question of how
CBS came to identify the Wright infant as
having died as the result of malnutrition,
the folloWing are the pertinent facts. Prior
to the nursery filming, Mr. Martin Oarr, produce of "Hunger in America," was told by
Dr. Elliott Weser, in an interview which took
place in the pediatric ward, that most of the
babies in that ward were suffering from malnutrition and that three wards .a re "filled
all the time with babies suffering from diarrhea and malnutrition." Mrs. Vera Burke, in
charge of social services at the Robert Green
Hospital at the time of the CBS filming, recalled telling Mr. Carr or other OBS crew
members that "there were high incidence of
premature births due to malnutrition in the
mothers"; however, she denies indicating
that any particular infant was dying or had
died as the result of malnutrition. The latter
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assertion by Mrs. Burke is contradicted by
Mr. Carr and Mr. Peter Davis, CBS associate
producer, who recall being told by Mrs. Burke
that the infant in question died as a result
of maternal malnutrition on October 27, 1967.
8. No further inquiry was made into the
identity of the infant identified as dying of
starvation until after the :b roadcast. The first
allegations made regarding the accuracy of
portions of the program were raised in the
San Antonio Express-News on July 14, 1968.
The allegations were based upon the assertion that the baby identified as dying of starvation was in fact the Wright infant and that
the infant did not die of malnutrition. The
Express-News charges were repeated in Congress on July 22, 1968, and Burton Benjamin,
senior executive producer, CBS News, denied
the charges in a letter to Congressman Gonzales dated July 25, 1968. Benjamin, in the
letter, said that CBS had been informed by
medical personnel at the hospital that the
infant filmed died of maternal malnutrition
and could not have been the Wright infant
since he did not die until October 29th and
the CBS infant died on or about October 27th. Further, Benjamin stated, the CBS
infant was Mexican-American whereas the
Wright infant was Negro. The information
contained in Benjwmin's letter was received
from Mr. carr and Mr. Davis although Mr.
Benjamin called Mrs. Burke after the broadcast and she was unable to specifically identify the infant. However, Mr. Benjamin said,
Mrs. Burke did affirm that maternal malnutrition was the cause of death. Mr. Benjamin
also spoke to Dr. Weser who was also unable
to identify the infant filmed. Mr. Benjamin
did not ask Dr. Weser whether the infant
had died of malnutrition. Although Dr.
Weser did not recall speaking to Mr. Benjamin, he was not certain he had not; he did,
however, recall speaking to Mr. Carr after
the •b roadcast.
9. After the broadcast, Mrs. Burke called
Mr. Carr to inform him of the Express-News
charges and spoke to him on several subsequent occasions; she, according to Mr. Carr,
never indicated that she had any doubts
as to the cause of the infant's death. Dr.
Weser recalled speaking to Mr. Carr once or
twice after the broadcast on a friendly basis
but was uncertain as to the subjects discussed. No one connected with the Robert
Green Hospital recalls being asked to check
hospital records to establish the infant's
identity; Mrs. Burke also denies being asked
to do so. Mr. Carr, however, maintains that
he asked both Mrs. Burke and Dr. Weser
whether the hospital records could settle the
dispute and was told that they were no
longer available (Mrs. Burke) and that it
would be difficult to prove anything by the
records (Dr. Weser).
10. From the foregoing, it is apparent that
in ·view of the statements made by Mrs.
Burke and Dr. Weser, at the least, CBS had
reasonable basis for assuming a very high
prevalence of malnutrition in the nursery
and pediatric wards. The issue thus comes
down to whether, regardless of the statements that the wards were filled with babies
suffering from malnutrition, CBS nevertheless engaged in sloppy journalism or was
recklessly indifferent to the truth in not
ascertaining the cause of death of the Wright
baby. Here there is a conflict, with the memory of the CBS witne3Ses differing from that
of the hospital personnel. In these circumstances, it is, we believe, inappropriate to
hold an evidentiary hearing and upon that
basis (i.e., credibility or demeanor judgments), make findings as to the truth of the
situation. The truth would always remain a
matter open to some question, and unlike
a tort or contract case, where a judgment
must be made one way or another, that is not
the case here. The issue presented here by
the complaints is not one under the fairness
doctrine, concerned with presentation of
contrasting viewpoints (a different matter

upon which we do not pass), but rather,
whether to find the licensee has sought deliberately to slant the news. For reasons developed more fully in subsequent discussion
(pars. 18-29, infra), intervention by the Government should be limited to cases where
there is extrinsic evidence involving the licensee or management or in the unusual
case where the matter can be readily and
definitely resolved (footnote 7, infra). That
is not this case.
11. Nor, we believe, would it be appropriate
to hold a hearing regarding the charge that
CBS tried to induce a San Antonio physician,
during a filmed interview, to "make dramatic
statements" which were not substantiated by
the facts. The physician, Dr. Ramiro P.
Estrada, states that after filming the interview, the CBS producer told him he was
"hedging too mUJCh" and "wanted me to be
more positive about my statements." Dr.
Estrada says he thinks "they wanted more
dramatic statements or more impressive cases
but I said I couldn't go any further than
this." The CBS producer denies that any
effort was made to induce Dr. Estrada to make
"dramatic statements" and asserts that he
asked only that the doctor make his remarks
less teohnical and, therefore, more understandable to the public. The producer states
that the filmed interview was not used on the
program because in his editorial judgment
the material was too technical. Thus, there is
a conflict of evidence on this aspect of the
complaint, and it does not appear that further inquiry is warranted to resolve it, in
view of the policy discussion set forth
within.'
12. On June 2, 1969, after the issuance of
the report of the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations and part 5 of the
related staff report, Congressman GonzaJ.es
asserted on the basis thereof that "CBS paid
participants on the program to appear before
its cameras and perform as per their instructions. However, OBS made no announcement
of such payments before, during or after the
broadcasts in question, so that the American
publi~ would know that the views expressed,
ostensibly belonging to the persons interviewed. were in fact, bought and paid for by
CBS. It is plain that the award of such undisclosed gratuities violates section 317 of the
Communications Act." Reference is also made
to the San Antonio Commodities store segment of the program. Accordingly, the Commission made further inquiry into the additional matters raised.
13. With respect to the payment of interviewees by CBS is should first be noted that
section 317 of the Communications Act requires announcement of payments received
by the broadcast statement rather than payments made. Consequently, no question of
CBS' compliance with section 317 has been
raised. The actual issue is whether CBS,
through payments, sought to induce the
interviewees to make statements which they
otherwise would not make. We note that
payment to interviewees, particularly in the
form of releases, is frequently made. CBS
states that its documentary crews always
attempt to obtain personal releases from
persons filmed, using forms prepared by
the CBS law department, and that consideration is always paid for such releases. It
denies that consideration was paid in this
case to induce false or misleading statements
and asserts that the payment made in each
instance was reasonable in the light of the
inconvenience caused the interviewee. The
subcommittee made available to the Commission copies of their memorandums of
interviews had with people who had appeared on the program and who had received payments from CBS ranging from $15
to $40. Our study of these memorandums
revealed no reference of any kind from which
it could be concluded that payments were
Footnotes at end of article.
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made to induce participants to "perform as
per instructions" or to make other than
truthful statements. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Nez
were paid $40 for allowing CBS to film them
and their daughter's family,5 Louise Zanders
received $39 from the CBS crew during the
3 days they filmed at her home, and Esther
Medrano was paid $15 by CBS, the amount
she would have earned as a domestic during
the 3 days she stayed at home waiting for
the CBS crew. In view of the absence of
any indication of any wrongdoing by CBS,
the Commission does not believe that further
inquiry into this matter is warranted.
14. Turning now to CBS's activities involving the filming of events occurring at the
San Antonio City Commodities market, the
subcommittee's investigative report included
the following paragraph:
"Mr. John E. Bierschwale, Director of the
San Antonio City Welfare Department, advised on September 30, 1968, that at the time
the CBS crew was in San Antonio, the city
operated a commodity distribution program
for the needy. The city has since changed
to a food stamp program. He said the CBS
crew wanted to film a typical commodity distribution office and made arrangements to
set up the cameras at one of the offices. CBS
waited for a long line to form outside the
office, but when this did not occur the CBS
crew requested that the doors to the office
be closed to allow a line of people to form.
Mr. Bierschwale stated he cooperated with
CBS by closing the office without realizing
that CBS intended to discredit the commodity distribution program. The doors were
closed for 1 hour and 45 minutes to permit
a line of about 20 people to form before the
filming took place."
15. The Commission's staff contacted
Mr. Bierschwale who affirmed the facts recited above. In addition, three former employees of the commodities market were interviewed-Messrs. Vernon Sance, former
superintendent of the commodities warehouse and now a San Antonio policeman,
Donald Lynch, former issuing clerk at the
commodities market and now an employee
of the San Antonio Police Department, and
William R. Monahan, former supervisor of
the San Antonio Distribution Center who is
now retired. All of those interviewed recalled
that during the time that the CBS crews
came to the distribution center, the distribu•t ion of commodities was dnterrupted. Messrs.
Bierschwale and Lynch state that the doors
to the center were closed for 1 hour 45 minutes, only 15-20 minutes of which was used
for the setting up of cameras and lights.
Messrs. Sance and Monahan, however, state
unequivocally that distribution was halted
for no more than 20-30 minutes to permit
CBS to set up its equipment. Both Bierschwale and Sance agree that by the time distribution recommenced, 15-20 people were
awaiting service. Mr. Bierschwale attributes
CBS' request to halt distribution to their
desire to show people standing in line for
commodities; on the other hand Mr. Monahan recalls that CBS did not want too much
of a line and wanted pictures of only a few
people in the room.
16. CBS's reply, in all major respects, comports with the recollections of Messrs. &nee
and Monahan. Martin Carr, producer of
"Hunger in America" states that the only
film shot by CBS was of the people inside
the distribution center and thus only the
four recipients who could physically be accommodated at one time. Aside from individual faces and hands, some portion of the
film shot at the commodities market was utilized in "Hunger in America" and in the
closing credits of that program, but, according to Mr. Carr, no lines were filmed or
utillzed since CBS was not interested in filming the commodities market for that purpose. In addition, CBS states that it was at
Mr. Bierschwale's suggestion that the CBS
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crew returned on Wednesday, October 25,
1968, because he anticipated more customers.
According to Mr. Carr and CBS, the crew
arrived at the distribution center early and
set up their lights directly above the distribution counter, thereby interrupting the
distribution of food for reasons of safety
and because of the limited space in the room.
Aside from the 20-minute period for the initial setting up of equipment and a possible
5-minute interruption for readjusting television lights, CBS asserts that at no time
did any of its employees make a request to
Mr. Bierschwale that the distribution be
halted.
17. In view of the statements of the welfare
department, the fact that CBS shot no film
of, and the program gave no indication of,
an effort to show a long line of welfare
recipients, and the description of the floor
plan and modus operandi of the welfare center (room for four persons in a line from
the entrance door to the food counter), we
find no warrant for concluding that CBS
sought to slant its news depiction, as charged
in this respect. Here again we would also
note that the subsequent policy discussion
(sec. C, infra) is, in any event, in point.

would be inappropriate to renew the station's
license pending resolution of such an issue.
However, if the allegations of staging, supported by extrinsic evidence, simply involve
news employees of the station, we will, in
appropriate cases (see par. 21, infra), inquire
into the matter, but unless our investigation
reveals involvement of the licensee or its
management there will be no hazard to the
station's licensed status. Such improper
actions .b y employees without the knowledge
of the licensee may raise questions as to
whether the licensee is adequately supervising its employees, but normally will not raise
an issue as to the licensee•s character
qualifications.
21. We would stress that in a situation involving a charge of slanting by a news employee, we intend to exercise care in entering
this sensitive area. Thus, as set out in the
Letter to ABO, supra, we do not consider it
appropriate to enter the area where the
charge is not based upon extrinsic evidence
but rather on a dispute as to the truth of
the event ( i..e., a claim that the true facts
of the incident are different from those presented). The Commission is not the national
arbiter of the truth. And when we refer to
appropriate cases involving extrinsic eviC. RELEVANT POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
dence, we do not mean the type of situation,
18. The investigation described in sec- frequently encountered, where a person
tion B was appropriate under the Commis- quoted on a news program. complains that
sion's policies as then developed. This case he very clearly said something else. The Comand the Democratic National Convention case mission cannot appropriately enter the quag(Letter to ABO et al., Feb. 28, 1969, 16 F.C.C.
mire of investigating the credibility of the
2d 650) have led us to focus again on what newsman and the interviewed party in such
policies should govern Commission action a type of case. Rather, the matter should be
in this sensitive area. We set forth those poli- referred to the licensee for its own investigacies in this section.
tion and appropriate handUng.e On the other
19. The discussion in Letter to ABO, supra, hand, extrinsic evidence that a newsman had
makes clear that the Commission's concern been given a bribe, or had offered one to proin this type of s>ituwtion is twofold: ( 1) cure some action or sltatement, would warWhether there has been compliance with the rant investigation. So also, should there be
fairness doctrine (reasonable opportunity for an investigation Where there is indication of
the discussion of contrary viewpoints on extrinsic
evidence
readily
establishing
issues of public importance); (2) whether whether or not there has been a rigging of
the licensee has deliberately distorted or news (e.g., an outtake or a written memoranslanted rthe news. The complaints in this case dum).
focus on (2). As to this area, we stressed in
22. Thus, depending on the nature of the
the Letter to ABO, supra, at page 10:
complaint, the Commission might take no
"That the critical factor making Commis- action, might refer the matter to the licensee
sion inquiry or investigation appropriate is for its investigation, or might conduct its
the existence or material indication, in the own investigation. While it is not possible to
form of extrinsic evidence, that a licensee set out which course of action would •b e
has staged news events. Otherwise, the mat- appropriate in a wide range of cases-since
ter would again come down to a judgment so much depends on the facts of the case-as to whwt was presented, as against what we shall a:ct with great care. Rigging or
should have been presented----a judgmental slanting the news is a most heinous act
area 'for broadcast journalism which this against the public interest--indeed, there is
Commission must eschew. For the Commis- no act more harmful to the public's ability
sion to investigate mere allegations, in the to handle its affairs. In all cases where we
absence of a material indication of e~trinsic may appropriately do so, we shall act to proevidence of staging or distortion, would tect the public interest in this important
clearly constitute a venture into a quagmire respect. •B ut in •this democracy, no Governinappropriwte for this Government agency." ment agency can authenticate the news, or
20. Lest there be concern that our inquiry should try to do so. We will therefore eschew
into allegations of deliberate distortion of the censor's role, including efforts to estabnews or staging of purported incidents for lish news distortion in situations where Govuse in television documentaries, such as those ernment intervention would constitute a
involved here, may tend to inhibit licensee's worse danger than the possible rigging itself.7
freedom or willingness to present programing
D. CONCLUSION
dealing with the difficult issues facing our
23. We have set out the results of our insociety, we wish to make our policy in this
sensitive area clear. We commend CBS for vestigation and, most important, the policy
undertaking this documentary on one of the which we shall follow in this sensitive area.
tragic problems of today. We wish to make it Upon the basis of the foregoing discussion,
clear that, in the future, we do not intend to we conclude that no further action is wardefer action on license renewals because o'f ranted here with respect to the issue of
the pendency of complaints of the kind we slanting the news-the issue which was prehave investigwted here--unless the extrinsic sented in the complaints.
evidence of possible deliberate distortion or
24. While there, thus, may be no basis for
staging of the news which is brought to our Commission action, we strongly believe that
attention, involves the licensee, including its questions such as those raised by Mr. Diehl
principals, top management, or news man- in his newspaper ar·t icles do serve the public
agement. For example, if it is asserted by a interest. As we stressed in the Letter to ABC,
newsman that he was directed by the licensee supra, page 8, it is vital that the media be
to slant the news, that would raise serious subject to scrutiny by critics, and there is, we
questions as to the chara.cter qualifications think, no better way ·than for news comof the licensee. See, e.g., KMPC, Station of the petitors to be constantly checking on each
Stars, Inc., 14 Fed. Reg. 4831 (1949). Such other. The beneficiary of such criticism is
cases must be thoroughly explored, and it clearly the American people. Finally, we note

again that broadcast licensees must take
such criticism into account, and take all
appropriate steps in the light thereof. The
key to their continued high standing with
the American people is constant vigilance to
assure the integrity of their news operations.
FOOTNOTES

A copy of the House Subcommittee on
Appropriations transcript and report was also
forwarded to the Commission by Congressman Jamie Whitten on May 27, 1969.
2 other allegations concerning CBS's activities are set forth at par. 12, infra. 20 F.C.C.
2d.
s The basis for this finding is as follows:
The field investigation indicated that the
OBS crew filmed in the premature nursery
at the Robert Green Hospital during the
daytime on Oct. 26, 1967. CBS crew members say that the cameraman was filming
various infants in the ward at the time he
noticed that one baby suddenly stopped
breathing. Dr. Luis Montemayer was called,
and the cameraman continued to shoot film
while the doctor resuscitated the infant.
Based on hospital records and information
supplied by Mrs. Mary Jo Quinn, record
librarian, six babies died in the nursery
during the period of Oct. 18 through Oct.
29, 1967. Mrs. Quinn stated that none of
the six babies suffered from malnutrition.
01:' the six deaths, two were baby girls. One
of the baby girls died on Oct. 21. Obviously
this could not have been the baby shown in
the film, not only because of• the date, but
because the baby in the film was identified
as male. The other baby girl was born on
Oct. 23 and expired Oct. 29, because of (1)
respiratory failure; (2) peritonitis and stress;
{3) spontaneous gastric perforation. Mrs.
Quinn stated that the hospital had no information regarding the mother of this baby
adding that there was nothing in the record
to suggest malnutrition on the part of the
mother or the baby. Two more o1' the babies
died the same night they were born, prior
to the Oct. 26 filming date. The fifth baby,
born Oct. 25, 1967, died on Oct. 26 at 11:55
p.m. However, this baby was o1' normal birth
after 40 weeks gestation, weighing about 7
pounds 10 ounces, and it apparently would
not have been in the premature section of
the nursery where the baby in question was
filmed. Moreover, hospital personnel say the
baby shown on the OBS program was much
smaller than this one. The sixth baby, Claude
Wayne Wright, Jr., "was born by way of
spontaneous premature labor from a 17year-old Gravida I. Para. 0, female who was
approximately 7 months pregnant by history" on Oct. 24, 1967, weighing only about
2 pounds, 12 ounces. According to the hospital records, the baby had a cardiac and
respiratory arrest on Oct. 26 and was treated
by Dr. Luis Montemayer. The baby died on
Oct. 29, the immediate cause of death shown
on the death certificate waS' septicemia,
which was in turn caused by meningitis and
peritonitis, due to prematurity. Hospital
records made no ref'erence to malnutrition
on the part of either the mother or the
baby. Dr. Montemayer, when interviewed on
Oct. •18, 1968, stated that he saw the film on
television; that he was shown in the film
giving artificial respiration to the baby after
the baby had suffered two cardiac arrests;
and that the second cardiac was in front of
the camera; Dr. Montemayer also that that,
"they [CBS) said the baby died from
hunger, but he did not. He died of complications because of prematurity. He only
weighed 2 pounds and some few ounces * • •
there is no doubt that the baby shown on
television was the Wright baby. I remember
the baby was premature--and exceedingly
small-less than 3 pounds. I checked records
of about four babies and that's the only
one it could have been." The testimony o1'
two nurses tends to corroborate the state1
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ment of Dr. Montemayer in that both stated
that they had observed Dr. Montemayer
resuscitating the baby while the crew was
shooting film of that particular baby. Thus,
it is apparent that this is the baby that was
shown in "Hunger in America." When contacted during the field investigation, the
father of the baby stated that he did not
want to discuss the matter any further.
However, it is pertinent to note that when
both parents were interviewed by Mr. Kemper Diehl, they denied that the mother suffered from malnutrition and said the birth
occurred prematurely because the mother
suffered an accidental fall.
~ In view of the CBS response and the
above discussion, the other charge regarding
the accuracy of the statistics as to the number of hungry people in San Antonio likewise does not establish a case of slantilng
the news.
5 The Nez family also states that CBS
promised additional payment and lumber
but that it was never received.
e In this connection, we stress that the
licensee must have a policy of requiring
honesty of its news staff e.nd must take
reasonable precautions to see that news is
fairly handled. The licensee's investigation of
substantial complaints referred to it must be
a thorough, conscientious one, resulting in
remedial action where appropriate (see Letter
to ABC, 16 F.C.C. 2d. 650 (1969)); efforts to
cover up wrongdoing by his news staff would
raise the most serious questions as to the
fitness of the licensee. See WOKO, Inc. v.
FCC, 329 U.S. 223 (1946).
7 In any event, overlaying this entire area
is the fairness doctrine, which is applicable
to the news operation of broadcast licensees
and which, in particular situations such as
here treated, may call for the presentwtlon of
contrasting viewpoints. See ReeL Lion Broadcasting Company v. United States, 395 U.S.
367 (1969); Report on Editorializing by
Broailcast Licensees, 13 F.C.C. 1246 {1949).

THE TRIAL OF LIEUTENANT CALLEY
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I am
deeply disturbed about the entire proceedings in the trial of Lieutenant Calley
and the verdict that has been rendered
by the court. Let me say that the people
of my State are also disturbed and concerned about it. I cannot recall when I
have ever before had as many telephone
calls, telegrams, and letters about anything as I have had about this.
I think that the result of the Calley
trial has had and will have in the future
a serious effect on the morale of our fighting men around the world. It has had a
terrible impact on our veterans of past
wars. Unquestionably, it is a source of
deep concern to the mothers and fathers
of all of our servicemen.
I want to take this opportunity to
make known my protest over the making
of a scapegoat out of Lieutenant Calley.
I have urged everyone who has contacted
me about the trial and I have called on
all of the people of my State to join me
in protesting to President Nixon and to
Secretary Laird. In my view, Lieutenant
Calley has been made a scapegoat, and
I do not believe that this is right.
YOUNG AMERICA IN THE "NOW"
WORLD
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, on
January 25 of this year, I was privileged
to deliver the annual Charles C.
Moskowitz Lecture at New York
University.

In my remarks I tried to warn our
young Americans against neo-isolationism, as violating both our national interests and our role of moral leadership.
I outlined what I believe must be our
vision of a new diplomacy for America
in the years and decades ahead.
The lessons we must draw from Vietnam are that we are a Pacific and not
an Asian power. The primary responsibility for security and development in Asia
rests with the Asian nations themselves.
We must work in concert with our allies
to bring mainland China into the family
of nations. We cannot any longer afford
to see the world as divided between
friends and enemies. It is far too small
for such simplistic diplomatic myopia.
Our leadership and participation in
world affairs has preserved the world
from nuclear holocaust. We must continue that leadership. Recently I have
called on the President to halt further
deployment of ABM and to delay deployment of MIRV. I have urged and recommended a mutual freeze on both
defensive and offensive land based strategic nuclear weaponry by the United
States and the Soviet Union.
America must once again inspire its
successor generation with the hope that
idealism with constructive action will
again be the cornerstone of our involvement in the world.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that my address by printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
YOUNG AMERICA IN THE "Now" WoRLD
(Remarks of the Honorable HUBERT H.
HUMPHREY)

The "Now Generation" has its work cut
out for it. You young people here today were
born into a whirlwind. You have been subjected to more diverse and rapid physical
and psychic stimulation between birth and
age five than your parents received in their
first twenty years.
You must assimilate a world of facts from
a world that itself is suffering from "future
shock." The only modern day Leonardo, sans
creativity, is the most up-to-date and informed computer. I wouldn't be surprised if
some of these electronic renaissance robots
actually sport the name.
You may not have readily available the
time for reflection. You may not have accessible the kind of atmosphere conducive to
"Sweet Silent Thought" and the "Remembrance of Things Past."
But you must find the time and the place
for absorbing not only the data of your
generation but for understanding relationships: feeling the pulse of love and life and
its meaning to you, and for learning the
lessons of the past. Yes, you must find the
time for knowledge-and the capacity for
commitment, but, remembering that knowledge without commitment is wasteful; but
commitment without knowledge is d&ngerous.
The lesson I would like to discuss today is
global. It is the lesson the "Now Generation"
must learn swiftly and fully from the "Then
Generation." It is the lesson of war and/or
peace.
The War in Vietnam has already marked
its quarter-century and American involvement now comprises a full decade. It has
cost us more than 45,000 American lives, and
almost 300,000 casualties, more than $115
billion of American wealth, and division and
discord at home.
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We entered the war a confident nation
concerned with our ability to foster peace
and security in many parts of the world; we
are leaving it a nation uncertain of ourselves,
uncertain of the future, uncertain of our
place in the world. This "coming out of war"
is a difficult time: Alexis De Tocqueville
called it "the most important time in the
life of a country."
What have we learned? What lessons have
we bought in blood and treasure in Southeast Asia? What will we think and do now
that differs from our posture of a decade
ago?
These are not simple questions, and they
do not have simple answers. But we do know
that the Vietnam War has caused something
to happen in America. It has changed our
country and our people. It has compelled us
to re-examine our role in the world; to see
in historical perspective what we have done;
and to ask what are responsibilities for peace
and security today and in the future.
Twenty-five years ago, we were nearing the
end of a bitter and costly wwr. We looked forward hopefully to e. new world at peace.
We had e. dream of AHied amity and cooperation, and of strong moral limits on the
use of power-limits to be observed by all
nations.
Thalt dream soon faded. We found that
only America had the means and the will to
save much of rthe world either from a new
tyranny imposed by military force, or from
the ravages of economic collapse and a widespread poverty of the human spirit.
We resolved not to repeat our mistake of
the 1920's. we accepted the role of international respons'lbillty. We refused to turn our
backs on Europe and other parrts of the world
that desperately needed our ald. We were determined to hold off the return of isolation,
and we worked diligently to build structures
of collective security that would bring order
out of near chaos. This massive effort took
us suddenly 'into a new and often confusing
era in our history; we abandoned almost
overnight rthe most basic tenet of our foreign policy: to beware of entangling
alliances.
Our new involvement-including our repudiation of isolationism-was underscored
by our leadership in creating the United Na.tions, in forging the NATO Alllance, and in
vast investments in foreign ald.
Today our network of commitments
stretches aTound the world, and involves alliances with 43 different nat'lons. In less than
three decades--an "instant of rtlme" in man's
history-we grew from provincial state to
super-power, with the greatest physical and
economic power the world has ever known.
There was no precedent for this development. No other nation has been required to
do-and learn-so much in so little time. And
I believe that we met the demands placed
upon us with a surprising degree of sophistication and success. We used our power and
generously shared our resources to bring
political stability and economic recovery to
nations ravaged by World War n. We provided a shield of protection behind which
other peoples and nations could once again
stand strong and renewed. We met the fierce
force of aggression in Korea. We sought to
bring stabll1ty to the Middle East. We extended our power and resources bit by bit
into Southeast Asia until we were engulfed
in e. strange and cruel war that defied all
norms of conventional warfare.
That war in Vietnam has brought with it
such disillusionment and discord that many
Americans o! every political persuas'lon now
question anew all United States overseas involvements. But we must not let our experience in Vietnam obscure the fact that for
twenty-five years we helped preserve the
world from a major war and, in particular,
from a nuclear holocaust.
What costly lessons have we learned from
the sorrow of Vietnam? We have learned
above all that we must now carefully assess
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all of our national interests, free from an
ideology of involvement and tested by hard,
uncompromising analysis. Underlying all the
rhetoric about Vietnam is the belief that we
are overcommitted and that there are limits
to the use of military power and ,t hese limits
need to be defined. We learned that we must
not become deeply involved where we have
little at stake, or where our own security can
be protected by other means than armed intervention. We must exercise that thoughtful discretion which is the better part of
valor.
This is one lesson of Vietnam-the signal
lesson-but it is more. It also refleots a new
sense in America that we must turn our
minds and talents, and direct our resources,
to pressing needs at home.
The traditional line dividing domest'lc
from foreign affairs h'8.S become as indistinct
as a line drawn through water. This means
that our place in the world, and the nature
of our own society, have become indivisible.
Our structure of common defense and security could prove to be only a hard outer
shell that could colla-pse on an empty center
unless we bring new strength to areas of
our internal life that are threatened on
every side-as we see our environment polluted and damaged; our cities rotting; our
SY'stems of education and health care grossly
inadequate; our people torn by bitter
dissension.
There are growing fears that this new
questioning of our involvement in the world
will lead us to another period of isOlation;
there is the growing feeling that we will
a-bandon our role of international involvement and return to isolation and Fortress
America. Our Allies in Europe are especially
concerned; and their fears are fostered by
misguided efforts in the United Stwtes to
regard all of our separate commitments in
the world as indivisible-seeing lin our disengagement from Vietnam the threat tha-t
we will a.lbandon Europe and the Middle
East as well.
Nothing could be more absurd. Today it is
impossible for us to isolate ourselves physically, politically or economically from the
rest of the world. The facts of communications, transport, trade, and the tra.vels of
our people have ruled that out, not just
for now but for all time.
Yet there is a danger of a new moral isolation, brought a:bout in part by our failure
to see thBit recovery and prosperity, as found
in Europe, does not mean tha.t the job is
done. Nor must we permit our weariness
with war and responsibility to trap us into
believing that we can now separate ourselves from a deep and lasting involvement
in the rest of the world. On the contrary,
we are now fully commlltted to playing a
m a jor role in the future of mankind.
We can-and we must--readjust the scale
and nature of our involvements, and manage these changes intelligently. But we must
be careful not to act in haste, not to explore
a short-sighted and ultimately futile moral
ddsenga.gemelllt from the world. There are
equal dangers--of over-involvemelllt and
blind abstention. We must carefully steer a
course between the two.
In recent years, we have seen the development of a central paradox: That while we
and the Soviet Union have become rome
powerful in strictly military terms, our
ability to use this power has become more
limited. We must not underestimate the
la-tent power and effects of nuclear weapons.
They are still of central importance in relations among the majm nations of the world.
But now, at a time of mutual deterrence,
their mystique is dwindling and other expressions of power are emerging in COillipetition with them.
We are lliving in a new age of pluralism:
The bonds of alliances are weakening,
both in the West and 1n the Communist
World;

Sino-Soviet rivalry has become a threat to
peace, and firm evidence that the Communist monolith is no more.
The game of world politics now has a host
of new players in the developing world; and
Individual countries are making new d.tiplomatic approaches and arrangements with
little reference to the super-powers that
once were virtually the sole custodians of
security. Even Soviet military OCCUJ)altion of
Czechoslovakia has failed to quash hopeful
developments in Eastern Europe.
In today's world, power is proving to be
persU:aBive only to the extent that it is appropriate to local circumstances and the interests of local powers. We are discovering
a new definition of power that goes beyond
mill tary might.
The plain fact is that, in the world of today, there is a much greater play of other
power force!r----economic, political and psychological. And there is the emergence of
new problems, such as the growing division
between rich nations and poor, that have
little relation to military might.
Almoot everywhere, there is a return to the
power of ideas and ideals, not just within
a younger generation that reacts against the
ceaseless combat of its elders, but emerging
in every generation and every place where
the writ of nuclear power no longer runs.
Effective action in the world now often
means the application of wealth, talent, and
ideals--not just by the super-powers, but
by many nations.
In these changed circumstances. how can
we develop a new role for the United States
in the 1970's? What can our country do in
the world that would help to build peace,
stabiltty and ordered change? To a great extent, the answer to these questions will depend on our ability to develop new methods
and approaches that are rooted less in our
military power and more in what we have
to offer other nations in ideas, resources, and
experience.
But first and foremost, we must help preserve life itself from the threat of nuclear
war. This is no simple or preordained process;
we cannot take for granted our survival! in
the nuclear age.
Both the United States and the Soviet
Union now have far more nuclear power than
needed to deter one another. Each of us
could destroy the world with a million Hiroshimas; and neither of us can benefit from
added nuclear strength, which may even decrease the 5ecurity of everyone.
For ·t wenty years, we have lived with the
doctrines of deterrence, not because we welcomed the prospect of a cat aclysmic nuclear
war following the first use of these terrible
weapons, but because we had no other choice.
In the last few years, we managed to add a
small measure of stability to the mad balance
of nuclear armaments: a mutual deterrence
that has made each of us as much a custodian of the other's basic security as we are
of our own. This mutual deterrence is based
on healthy distrust, but it is secured by the
evidence of reconnaissance satellites and
other means of unilateral inspection.
This was a novel development-unprecedented-but it was and is necessary for
either Russia or the United States-indeed,
for anyone in the world-to survive the nuclear age.
Today, we are rapidly entering a period of
new super-weapons in which we w111 no
longer be sure of deterring the Russians
and-as strange as it may seem to us-they
will have similar doubts about their abiltty
to deter us. SALT negotiations in Helsinki
and Vienna now seem to have come to an
impasse. I hope this is not the case and that
there will be agreements fol'lthcoming that
will limit both strategic and defensive nuclear delivery systems.
Soviet reductions in the rate of SS-9 deployment and the obsolete nature of the
Moscow ABM or Galosh System, would seem
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to be signs of a desire on the part of Moscow
to at least negotiate in an atmosphere of
deesca.lation.
Congressional limitation of the ABM and
declarations on limiting the involvement of
U.S. troops in conflict abroad have also given
the nod from the United States for agreements of substance and scope.
The details of current Soviet and U.S.
proposals cannot be discussed with any accuracy, and I do not propose to talk about
hypotheticals here today. However, now that
MIRV has begun to be deployed on both
Poseidon and Minuteman m, U.S. and
U.S.S.R. negotiators must make every effort
to reach agreements that are reciprocal.
I do not think that we have the luxury of
time or opportunity to reject a limited ban
or curtailment of any system, and insist on a
comprehensive agreement. This would be the
ideal. However, we must not reject making
some progress if agreement cannot be reached
on all systems.
We have valuable precedents to support
Presidential overtures of a conciliatory nature. In 1958, President Eisenhower offered to
halt American testing of nuclear weapons
for a period of one year from the beginning
of negotiations on a formal treaty, if the
United Kingdom and the Soviet Union would
follow suit. This mutual moratorium was
preserved for nearly three years.
In 1963, President Kennedy again ordered
a halt to testing of nuclear weapons in the
atmosphere, and proposed to maintain the
ban so long as the Russians did likewise.
They responded, and the result was the historic Test-Ban Treaty-a proposal I had long
urged.
Today, I call upon President Nixon to halt
deployment of ABM and delay further deployment of MIRV. Like President Kennedy, he
holds in his hands the keys to arms controlor to an uncertain world of mutual terror.
We would run no serious risks; and we
could always continue our programs if the
Russians failed to respond.
I believe that such a moratorium can succeed; and all mankind-all future generations-would forever be in our debt.
But even if we do succeed-even if we do
stop the dangerous and destabilizing weapons
now being prepared by both sides, there will
be other terrifying weapons in the future.
This prospect increases the importance of
the SALT talks. Whether or not we succeed
in stopping the MIRV, the ABM and the
SS-9 before it is too late. We must work
patiently with the Soviet Union to achieve
one common goal: continued survival in a
world where nuclear weapons technology itself is our greatest enemy.
From now on, we must both base much of
our security on greater political understandin g, or we will have no security at all!
I do not argue that we can trust the
Russians in all of our relations with them.
We cannot: they are still not prepared to consider agreements with us or with our allies
in many areas of the world in which competition and conflicts of interest could still
have deadly consequences. But unless we
transform Soviet-American relations in the
critical area of nuclear weapons, we may not
live to debate other questions of serious but
lesser importance.
This will require a new diplomacy, managed with skill and patience, and extending
far beyond the SALT talks. We must recognize that there is no easy exit from the many
dilemmas facing us; we must take full account of the interest s of our allies, in Europe and elsewhere; and we must seek ways
to turn all aspects of our relationship with
the Soviet Union from the sterile byways
of military confrontation into the more hopeful paths of political accommodation.
We could usefully begin annual working
meetings at the highest level between American and Russian leaders. And we should ex-
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pand trade relations, cultural contacts, and
the search for peaceful engagement in many
areas of science, commerce, and technology.
This must be a part of the new diplomacy.
Yes, our relations with the Soviet Union
are of central importance. But other developments in the 1970's demand our attention;
other factors will influence what the United
States can usefully do in the world.
Most important among these is the emergence of China as a major power in Asia.
Today, Chinese power is still more psychological than factual, although it is growing.
It would be a fatal error if we let ignorance
and unreasoning fear in the face of future
Chinese military power close the door to
political understandings with Peking.
We must do all we can to end the isolation of China, helping to bring her into the
community of nations, free from paranoia
and committed to respecting the legitimate
rights of her neighbors. An isolated China
is a danger to all the world; a China that
is involved with the outside world will still
pose problems, and perhaps even threats of
a serious nature, but at least there will be
some hope that accommodation will replace
antagonism.
The resumption of American-Chinese discussions in Warsaw was and is a hopeful
development. We must exert greater initiatives in the relaxation of trade and travel
restrictions between China and the United
States. Cultural exchanges can also serve
to broaden the contacts between our peoples.
They are modest beginnings; and they
will not be enough. We must also realize
that the legacy of embittered Chinese-American relations will not be overcome in a year,
or perhaps even in a decade. But, we can do
much to come to terms with China, and come
to terms with ourselves regarding China. Yet
it may well take years before these efforts
produce a visible change in our relations,
before China will respond to our efforts. Our
initiatives-always taken in full consultation
with our allies--can and should lead to the
eventual diplomatic recognition of China and
her admission to the United Nations. This
too must be a part of the new diplomacy.
But as we see the rising new Asia we must
remind ourselves that the primary responsibility for security and development in Asia
rests with the Asian nations themselves.
They must take the lead. It is they who
best understand themselves-their past and
their hopes for the future. We should be
prepared to cooperate-to be a helpful partner, not a dominating force. We do have
an interest in Asia-but we are not an Asian
power. We are a Pacific power.
Chief among these Asian nations is Japan,
with whom we have strong ties. These ties
must be continued and expanded as the best
hope of promoting development and stability
in Asia without holding the ring ourselves.
Japan is uniquely situated. She is the most
powerful Asian country-not in military
might or in nuclear weapons, but in economic
strength; she has a thorough knowledge of
the Asian continent and its diverse cultures,
widespread trading partnerships, and an inventive approach to new problems. These
qualities enhance Japan's ability to play
a leading role in helping Asia to enter
a new era of political, social and economic
development.
We should continue, particularly during
this period of transition, to be directly concerned with A·s ian affairs. We seek an early
end to the Vietnam war; but we cannot ignore the real problems that will continue in
Southeast Asia once we are gone from Vietnam. Without becoming an Asian power,
deeply enmeshed in the politics and problems
of that continent, we can and should support
hopeful efforts by local peoples to work out
their own destiny.
In September, 1968, at the Commonwealth
Club in San Francisco, I gave my views on
Southeast Asia in a speech entitled "The

New Strategy for Peace." I believe whatever
role we play in Southeast Asia should carefully follow three guidelines: self-help; regional and multilateral assistance; and selective American involvement:
First, local countries must manifest a willingness to help themselves; both to provide
security and to undertake economic and social development; and they must have the
courage to organize their own affairs in ways
that will provide them with a stable basis
for governing;
Second, primary responsibility for helping
individual nations provide for their security
and economic development should rest with
the nat ions in the area and with multilateral
and regional organizations and;
Third, American help should be selective
and carefully measured. OUr efforts must be
justified by our own interests and responsibilities; and they should be concentrated on
economic development through multilaternl
means. We are no longer the only source
of help against threats to the security c.f
Southeast Asia, or against poverty. Hopeful
developments there will be lasting only if
they spring from efforts by local countries,
and if they command broad popular support.
OUr experience in Southeast Asia point.s to
a central dilemma in foreign policy: the
difficulty of reconciling stability with change.
Today, we recognize that the stability of
Soviet-American relations is nec~sary for the
survival of the world. But we also recognize
that unless there can be change in the
world-economic, social and political change
within countries and in international society-then stability, itself, will prove fruitless and self-defeating.
We must find ways to promote ohange
within a framework of order, or the future
of the world will be tyrannized by either
anarchy or repression.
We can begin by supporting efforts within
Europe to move away from more than twenty
years of confrontation, to a new European
Oommonwealth of Nations embraclng the entire Oontinent.
The United States no longer has the dominating voice in European politics; nor shOIUld
we wish it. But we are a European power,
deeply involved in providing security and
confidence, without which there would be no
hope of change.
There is a movement i!Il the United States
today to sharply and quickly reduce our
commitment to NATO, before we work out
firm understandings with all nations in Europe-East and West-on the future of the
Continent.
Would this be wise? Well, as I see it, we
will not achieve mutual and balanced force
reductions if we act first and alone; we will
not convince the Soviet Univn to accept rules
of civilized behavior in Eastern Europe, if
we lose interest in European affairs; we will
not reassure our allies that we are concerned
with the future of Europe, if we are insensitive to their anxieties and needs.
We must show that our partnership with
Europe really means something, and support
efforts to resolve the diVision of the
Continent.
As an additional part of the new diplomacy:
We should encourage our !llllies in their
proposal for a European Security Conference, and realize that this conference can
be part of the political process that may
help achieve what we want--troop reductions
throughout Europe.
We should make consultation, p&ticularly
on force levels, a real constant on-gOing
effort--with regular meetings at the high.e st
level-not a vehicle for showmanship and
American lecturing to our European allies;
We should encourage and support bilateral political contacts between our allies
and the nations of the Warsaw Pact, including recent West German efforts to improve
relations with the SoViet Union and the
Eastern European States;
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We should work for expanded trade and
cultural relations between East and West;
And we should help to make the NATO
Alliance an international instrument for
peaceful engagement, not a rigid institution
committed to the past;
With our o.llies, we can help to liquidate
the legacy of military confrontation. But this
will require a new American awareness of
Europe's needs, problems and hopes. This is
at the very heart of the new diplomacy of
partnership and reconciliation.
Elsewhere in the world, the dilemma o!
cha.nge versus order will be even more difficult to resolve, yet more pressing, as population growth, poverty, and unrest disrupt
who1e continents.
There are m.ore than a billion people in the
world today in countries where the average
annual income per person is less than 100
dollars. Hundreds of millions live on less
than fifty dollars a year.
Evidence has shown us that poverty and
deprivation, coupled with the beginning of
education and hope, create a revolution of
rising expectations.
And people all over the world are "in
touch". The transistor radio and communications satellite will make this even more so
in the immediate future.
The man in Korea, or Guatemala, or Zambia knows what modern society can mean to
his family. He knows what you and I have.
He knows about our wealth. He kuows about
the vast resources at our command, and at
the command of other fortunate nations.
This knowledge helps to widen even further the growing gap between "the have" and
"have not" peoples of the earth. Inequality is
polarizing the world between north and
south, rich and poor, white and non-white.
This is a recipe for strife, both between the
world's divided halves, and throughout the
developing world. "Where there is constant
want there is no peace."
As an American I take pride in the wellbeing and relative affluence we have been
able to create for an increasing number of
citizens. But I also feel shame at the hunger,
poverty, and deprivation which surrounds
this prosperous island of the Western world.
Today, our material contribution to the
developing world is far below the scant 1%
of GNP proposed for development aid by the
United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development. Our foreign aid has dropped
to a post-war low. We have fallen behind
many of our European allies. The search for
peace is more than withdrawing from Vietnam. Pope Paul reminded us that "Development is the -new name for peace."
By ignoring this fact, we are taking a tremendous risk. We are trying to have the best
of all possible worlds--rightly giving up unilateral American peacekeeping, but at the
same time turning our backs on the economic needs of development.
This wm not work; it will only be selfdefeating. Let us face the problem squarely:
either we will take a strong lead in the
development of the poorer half of the world,
or one day its great social and economic problems will engulf us all as surely as would a
nuclear war. We must choose our weapons to
secure the peace: ideas and resources today,
or guns and troops tomorrow.
We Americans, as part of our responsibility to mankind, must commit ourselves
anew to economic and social development,
including control of the growth of population.
Our commitment should be to nationbuilding--and not to buying favors in the
developed world. Our interest is in having
nations that are independent and secureand thereby free to pursue their own development within the community of nations.
But to do this effectively, we must channel
an increasing fiow of aid through multilateral institutions. This will place heavy
demands upon the United Nations and other
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organizations, like the World Bank and
regional efforts for development in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America. At pres~nt, we
pay too little attention to these institutions,
often regarding them as poor relations to
more powerful initiatives we take on our
own in foreign affairs. Yet for many nations,
and in many parts of the world, only institutions like the UN can provide the help that
is needed, free from complications of superpower relations or national self-interest.
This applies to peacekeeping as well. If
American peacekeeping is to be curtailed,
that does not mean that there can be no
peacekeeping. r.t must be done by the United
Nations or by regional groups. Only this
can help to prevent the drift of disordered
change into open conflict.
The basis of any system of peacekeeping
must be a commitment to non-interference
in the internal affairs of other countries.
But this policy will only work if -it is respected
by all states-large and small-and only if
there is an effective instrument in the United
Nations to serve the interests, not of individual states, but of peace itself.
This means that pledges to recognize the
sovereignty and internal politics of other
nations must be backed up by United Nations
forces which can patrol borders and supervise
free elections. This will require the commitment of many nations; the United Sta.tes
must be prominent among them.
Finally, for us to understand our future
role in the world, we need to change many
of our basic ideas about the world, and learn
about other nations, other peoples, other
cultures, as we have never done before.
In the past quarter-century, we have had
a foreign policy for the whole world wi-th
a half-world understanding. We know much
about Europe; we know far less about Asia;
and we are almost totally ignorant about the
developing areas of the world. Indeed, would
we have become involved in Vietnam, if we
had known more about it? There has been
and continues to be a "knowledge gap" that
threatens our very survival-yet a glaring
gap in knowledge about the world we live in,
we have made commitments-and as I have
said commitments without knowledge are
dangerous.
For many years, the message af the American Revolution was a beacon of hope for all
mankind. Then, what we had to say was
welcomed by champions of freedom around
the world. But today our ideals are not alone;
they must compete in a free market-place
with a host of others.
For too long, OUT isolation from the rest of
the world allowed us .t o think that we were
the center of it.
Too often, our schools are so intent on
teaching the myths of American destiny that
they ignore the billions of other people who
find us as foreign as we find them.
Too often, our newspapers and television
only report events in other lands that directly
affect us, or translate events into American
terms even at the price of gross d-istortion.
We are part of the English-speaking world,
and value the role of this ltangUage in communications and the spread of ideas. But our
failure to emphasize the importance for
Americans to learn other languages has done
much to isolate us from a true knowledge
of other peoples, and has led us to expect
everyone to understand our mother tongue.
We know little even about our two closest
neighbors, Canada and Mexico, and few of
us understand French or Spanish, even
though these languages are spoken by many
of our own people and by those on our very
own borders.
Like other great nations before us, we
have too often suffered from the myopia of
power, imputing to others attitudes about
the world that they do not share, and often,
in our zeal, imposing our cultural ideas
where they are not wanted.
We see others mimicking our materiSil advances--from the automobile to indoor

plumbing-but fail to realize that superiority on the assembly line many not mean superiority in way of life.
This is called the "American challenge"a challenge to resist unwanted influences
coming from this country. But I say that this
is really a challenge to us. We must break
with the tradition that leads great nations
to practice cultural imperialism. We must
show that we can be involved in the world,
without trying to dominate it. Is this possible? I believe it is.
This is a challenge to know ourselveswhat is best in our tradition and what would
benefit from an infusion of the ideas and experience of others. And it is a challenge to
listen intently; to still the cry of our own
desires long enough to hear what others may
have to tell us.
This is a challenge to our schools, our universities, and the media, to help us with the
new education in world citizenship that we
need so urgently. Only with a better public
understanding of the world and its problems
can we build a broad-based involvement of
our people in the foreign policy of Americainvolvement that is necessary if our foreign
policy is to serve our nation's needs.
And it is a challenge to all of us to abandon that element of selfrighteousness that
has stigiffiatized much of our foreign policythe tendency to substitute moralisms for
morality; and lega1isms for the rule of law.
We need to gain a new perspective on the
world and .t he history of our involvement
in it, seeing ourselves neither as saviours
uniquely endowed with good, nor as villains
possessed by evil.
And we can no longer see all the world as
divided between friends and enemies.
We have had a unique experience; we still
have much to offer to others; but we will
benefit no one-least of all ourselves--if we
corrupt our view of the world and all of our
foreign policy dilemmas into a simple, misleading and often dangerous choice between
right and wrong.
The challenge to our understanding o'! the
world and of ourselves does not mean that
we must shy away from making available to
others what we do have to offer, both in
resources and ln experience. It is one ;thing
to give freely of what we have; it is quite
another to demand that our ways prevail.
This can be our contr1bution to the search
for ways to promote stability ordered
change, development, and peace, without recourse to fire and sword. It may win us few
friends; but it should also make us fewer
enemies.
We are in a new age of revolution-in
political relations, technology, educa.tion, and
rising expectations. We have come to regard
these revolutions 'aS commonplace, as the
destiny of mankind, in coming years. Yet at
the same time, we have too often attempted
to contain the effects of revolution, by inCI'Ieasing the commitment of American power,
often without much thought about our basic
interests in securtty.
As we have become more involved in the
world, we have permitted an increasing division between the ideals of our society and the
'facts of our power. We have not always
understood that the aspirations of other
peoples often follow a tradition that we ourselves began.
We cannot permit this to happen again. We
must find ways of being involved in the
world that will proteot our security, without
stifling the legitimate desires of people who
strive for their freedom and personal
fulfillment.
We must seek peace, without prohibiting
change.
We 'must be patient, not expecting a new
world at peace to emerge in a day, a year,
or perhaps even in this decade.
And we must inspire a new generation of
Americans with the hope that our ideals can
once again be the cornerstone of our involve-
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ment in the world, not ignoring the continuing facts of power, but not letting them
destroy the human dimension of our policy.
We must place greaJter emphasis on human
and persons.\ values-having enough to eat,
being able to learn, living free of 'fear.
I believe we can do it. I believe we can
ma.ke our ideals powerful again.
That is why I have such pride and faith in
the "Now Generation." Pride because you are
ours and you are wonderful; in body, mind
and heart. Faith because this generation,
more so than any in the history of mankind
is not afraid of their own humanity. Theyyou positively exalt in being human and
treating each other humanely. You have
been born into affluence and have values that
mirror Francis of Assisi. You have accepted
the human condition and have transcended
the lust for things that has characterized
man since the first theft in Eden.
You young people have learned to love
one another-"Love everybody right now."
(Lyric of popular current folk song) Spread
that love to those older than you. If we seem
a little stiff and aloof it's not because we
don't really reach out to you; it's because
perhaps we have forgotten the joy of being
loved. Keep at us. We need to share the .:fresh
spring of spirit that sings in your souls.
The path to peace is to be found-must
be found by your generation. I think it will
be found .b y you-in love, in human aspirations fulfilled-in bridging the gap that
separates each one of us from another-like
God in Michaelangelo's Sistine Creationtouching each man's soul with the spark of
life and love.
I do not think it is wrong to think of nations and people in terms of the Spirit, in
terms of things that are not mercurial. It is
my view that what this nation is longing for
today more than anything else is not just a
better economy. I think what it is longing
for, above all, is a sense of its compassion, of
a justice it believes it could have; of a sense
of fellowship. It wants uplift, not scolding.
I think the people of this land want somebody to call the best from them. And I have
never believed that we can get the best out
of any.body by telling them only of their
failures.
We must also appeal to their hopes and
their aspirations. I appeal today to young
and old alike to believe that out of what we
have learned, out of this unbelievwble tragedy of war and suffering, that we are a wiser
people. I am not sure, but I have the right
to believe, and I shall.

DEATH OF JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
ALICE K. BURRIDGE, OF CASPER,
WYO.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, Wyomingites from all walks of life were saddened
by the recent death of Justice of the
Peace Alice K. Burridge of Casper, Wyo.
Alice was not only a great Democrat, but
also an extraordinary public servant and
a dedicated mother of 13 children. The
loss is particularly close to me because
her son, Jim Burridge, is on my Washington staff. Carolyn, Jim's wife, recently gave birth to a baby girl. As a
final tribute, the child was named Alice
Katherine in honor of her grandmother.
Alice Burridge served with honor and
dignity in both private and public life.
The State of Wyoming and the city of
Casper will certainly miss her many contributions to her fellow man.
The March 23 edition of the Casper
Star-Tribune carried the account of her
death. On March 25 a eulogy was carried on the editorial page of the same
publication. Both express, perhaps bet-
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ter than anyone, what Alice Burridge
was and meant to the people of
Wyoming.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that both of these articles be printed
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RE-cORD,
as follows:
JUDGE ALICE BURRIDGE DIES OF HEART ATTACK

A familiar face the Natrona County Courthouse and in Democratic party circles will
be seen no more with the death of Justice
of the Peace Alice K. Burridge.
Mrs. Burridge, or, as she was known to
thousands of Wyomingites, "Judge Burridge," was pronounced dead at Memorial
Hospital in Casper at 9:20 a.m. Monday. She
was 65, and death was attributed to a coronary e.ttack.
Born April 5, 1905 in Clinton, Ia., Judge
Burridge personified the indomitable pioneer
woman, who worked strenuously to raise a
large family never asking special treatment
for being a woman.
She was noted for her straightforward,
sometimes acid tongued, although, humorous
and kindly treatment of those who came
before her as a Justice of the Peace.
Mrs. Burridge was married to her husband,
G. o., on Oct. 27, 1923 in Chicago, Ill. She
was a graduate of Gregg School of Business
in Chicago, and taught in the Clinton, Ia.
Business College.
She and her husband lived in Clinton,
Butte, Mont., and would often speak of how
they dry farmed in the Powell area.
Always interested in Democt~atic party politics and civic affairs, she belonged to a host
of organizations, both political and fraternal.
She became Justice of the Peace in 1954,
was a member 'Of St. Anthony's Catholic
Church; the League of Women Voters; the
American Legion Auxiliary; VFW Auxiliary;
the BPOE Does, atnong many 'o ther
organizations.
She was also State Democratic Committeewoman for years, held numerous posts on
the precinct level, and was Democratic party
delegate to numerous national committees.
She was, however, perhaps best known for
her actions on 'the Justice of the Court !bench.
Always fragile looking anld not in the best
health in recent years, she could nevertheless
bowl over-and even sometimes tert'orizeg1ant truckers, cowboys, and oilfield roughnecks when the occasion warranted.
She was also tempered justice with mercy,
recalling the difll.cul'ties she had raising her
large fam11y of 13 children in Depression
days.
She is surV'ived 1by her husband, G. 0.; nine
sons, John L. of Cheyenne; Dean, New Orleans; Gene T., San Francisco; Jerry, Lander;
Thomas C., Chicago; LMry P., Salt Lake City;
James L. W-ashington; Donald, Casper and
Michael, St. Louis, Mo.
Four daughters also survive .. They are Mrs.
Virgil (Evelyn) Busby, Casper; Mrs. George
(Mary) Watson, Salt Lake City; Mrs. Sara
Jane Conrad, Denver; and Mrs. Loy
(Kathryn) Analdi of Rock Springs.
.Aliso surviving are two brothers, Timothy
Byrnes of Olinton, and Hugh Byrnes, Chicago; 35 grandchildren; and four greatgrandchildren.
The Rosary will 1b e celebrated at 8 p.m.
Touesday at Memortal Chapel, with a funeral
Mass scheduled for 9:30 p.m. Wednesday at
st. Anthony's Catholic Church. The Rev.
Charles Brady wil:l be the celebrant and
burial will be in Casper.
The family requests th'Bit flowers or memorials to the Blue Envelope Heart Fund will
be equally -acceptable to the family.
TRIBUTE TO A GREAT LADY

The news of the death of Alice Burridge
spread quickly throughout the community.

How many of us can ask for such an impact
on our passing?
The report was carried throughout the
gathering places that Mrs. Burridge has died,
and even those individuals-drivers of motor
vehicles who had paid their fines, others who
may have gotten tangled up with the lawwere ready to soften their voices in tribute to
a Great Lady.
We have written a number of eulogies,
none of them-we hope-undeserved. Most
of them have been concerning men. Because
of the traditional na>ture of our civilization
it is rarely that a woman is paid that
recognition.
Never in our time-and it has been a long
time-has there •b een such an indication of
the common feeling and the universal sympathy. Never, in all the years that we have
worked for this newspaper, has there been
such an outpouring of sincere trLbute.
All families suffer their bereavements, and
in that context all lives are equal, and there
is always the great leveling. But this is not
the point of what we would say here, and
1f it were to be so it would not be worth the
saying.
Alice Burridge, Justice of the Peace,
brought to the appll.cation of her daily responsibi11ties a background of experience and
understanding. Many instances could be
cited, but it was her innate sense of justi<:e
that prevailed. If kids wanted to fight, she
would see that they got a chance in the
ring. If a motorist wanted to speed, he should
pay a dollar for every mile over the liinit.
It was all very simple. The mother of 13,
the grandmother of 3·5 and the great grandmother of four, Ali<:e Burridge wasn't the
kind of person that anybody was going to
fool very much.-EPM.

POW DAY IN FLORIDA
Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I feel very
deeply that every opportunity should be
taken to draw attention to the plight of
our American prisoners of war in North
Vietnam and strongly supports all efforts to do so, as I am sure all my colleagues in the Senate do also.
On April 28, just 4 weeks from now,
the silent majority mobilization group
with other groups and organizations will
mobilize millions of AmericBins to protest
by appropriate action and ceremony the
harsh and inhuman treatment of our
POW's. Our Florida Governor, the Honorable Reubin O'D. Askew, has officially
proclaimed April 28th as "Prisoner of
War Day" in Florida in support of this
demonstration of concern.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of Governor Askew's
proclamation be Piinted in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the proclamation was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
PROCLAMATION

Whereas, the Vietnam War has been continuing for a decade, and
Whereas, in no conflict in which this Nation has been engaged have the men and
women of the Armed Forces of the United
States gone through a greater ordeal by fire in
the defense of Liberty and Freedom, and
Whereas, thousands of American fighting
men in Vietnam have distinguished themselves in servi<:e above the highest levels of
heroism, and
Whereas, more than forty thousand of
those brave and courageous men have made
the Supreme Sacrifice, and
Whereas, the fate of the American prisoners of war held by the Republic of North
Vietn8JIIl constitutes a human tragedy transcending the comprehension of mankind, and
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Whereas, the Republic of North Vietnam,
in violation of every rule of war and human
right, .has callously subjected these brave
men and their families to every psychological and human indignity in the lexicon of
terrorism, and
Whereas, said indignities, deprivations
and inhuman tactics have infiicted immeasurable pain and anguish on the families
and fellow countrymen of the Amertcan
prisoners of the Republic of North Vietnam.
and
Whereas, there is a deep and abiding distress and grief among all Americans for the
terrLble plight of the American prisoners of
war and their families, and
Whereas, on April 28, 1971, the Silent Majority Mobilization group, many other groups
and organizations, and millions of Americans
will protest by appropriate action and ceremony the harsh and inhuman treatment of
American prisoners of war in North Vietnam;
Now, therefore, I, Reubin O'D. Askew, by
virtue of the authority vested in me as Governor of the State of Florlda, do hereby proclaim April 28, 1971, as "Prisoner of War
Day" in Florida, in order to hold before the
World the harsh and inhuman treatment of
our brave men and their long-suffering
families.

ARMS CONTROL
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
wish to commend the distinguished Senator from Washington <Mr. JACKSON) for
his thoughtful statement on the SALT
talks and his constructive suggestions
for an initiative designed to break the
present impasse in those talks.
It is imperative that this body discuss
publicly, as well as in closed session,
the issues involved in the present SALT
talks and the significance of a failure
to halt the arms race. Out of this public
debate, we should be able to reach conclusions which would express the sense
of the Senate and which could serve as a
constructive guideline for agreements between the United States and the Soviet
Union on arms control.
For that reason, I made three proposals in a Senate speech last week and
in Senate Resolution 87, which I submitted at the same time. First, I requested
that the President propose at the SALT
negotiations a ban or a limit to a very
low level on anti-ballistic-missile systems.
Second, such an agreement would be
inextricably linked to a future agreement
on offensive weapons. The administration's position has been that the United
States must seek a more comprehensive
agreement which would include defensive
but also offensive weapons. I maintain
that there is a wealth of historical precedent in our arms control agreements with
the Soviet Union to support the idea of
negotiating further agreements step by
step. In addition, the strategical arguments for offensive weapons would lose
much of their validity once an agreement to ban anti-ballistic-missile systems
was put into effect. OUr administration
has justified its deployment program of
the multiple independently targeting reentry vehicles pa.r tially on the basis of
the existing Soviet ABM. The other reason has been to guarantee the survival
of our retaliatory weapons in the event
of an attack.
The Soviet Union may be applying thesame reasoning to justify the deployment
of its own land-based missiles and conceivably its own MIRV in the future. If"
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we continue to push ahead with our
Safeguard ABM, we may, thus, be stimulating Soviet deployment of its ICBM's.
Therefore an agreement on ABM's could
reduce the need for new offensive weapons to maintain deterrence.
Third-While negotiations are underway, I have proposed that we ask the
Soviet Union to enter into a mutual
freeze on the deployment of both offensive and defensive strategic weapons. For
its part, the United States would suspend
the deployment of Safeguard and the
testing, as well as the deployment of
Mmv on our Minuteman III missiles.
During the mutual freeze, funds for the
MmV program would be put in escrow
as a precautionary measure in the case
that the freeze is violated by the Soviet
Union.
The Soviet Union, in turn, must match
this restraint by suspending its landbased missile program and the testing
and deployment of its Mmv. Also, the
Soviet Union must forgo any expansion
of its anti-ballistic-missile system-in
other words, a freeze on both defensive
and offensive missiles.
The administration's position has been
that the continued deployment of these
weapons systems is essential for us to
retain our bargaining chip at the SALT
talks. I suggest that it is time to halt the
arms race now, and that a freeze, such
as the one I proposed, would in fact enhance our negotiating position by making clear our intentions to the Russians
and demanding that they exercise comparable self-restraint.
I am convinced that any hope for success at SALT depends upon an imaginative initiative which until now has not
been taken. I strongly urge the administration to take that initiative and invite
my colleagues to join with me in expressing our concern over this question.

evaluation and acceptance by the United
States Department of Agriculture so as to
exempt the state from the requirement of
federal inspection under Public Law 90-201;
and
Whereas, this State of South Dakota has,
initiated a program for state inspection of
meat and meat products produced for consumption in this state and has submitted
such program for acceptance under the provisions of Public Law 90-201; and
Whereas, the United States Secretary of
Agriculture has accepted this state's meat inspection system as being in compliance with
the "at least equal to" requirements of Public Law 90-201; and
Whereas, the meat and meat products produced by this state's processors are therefore
subject to inspection and requirement "at
least equal to" those which are used under
the Federal Meat Inspection Act; and
Whereas, the meat and meat products produced by this state's processors are not allowed to enter interstate commerce:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the House
of Representatives of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the state of South Dakota, the
Senate concurring therein to respectfully request the United States Congress to amend
Publlc Law 90-201 so as to allow the interstate movement of meat and meat products
which are processed within states where the
state's meat inspection system has been determined by the Department of Agriculture
to be in compliance with the "at least equal
to" requirements of the Federal Meat Inspection Act; and
Be it further resolved, that upon passage
of this Resolution, that a copy ot the same
be forwarded by the Chief Clerk of the House
ot Representatives to the Congressional delegation ot the state of South Dakota and to
the United States Secretary of Agriculture.
Adopted by the House: March 9, 1971.
Concurred in by the Senate: March 13,
1971.
DONALD 0SHEIM,

Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY,

President of the Senate.

Attest:

RESOLUTIONS OF SOUTH DAKOTA
LEGISLATURE
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that 10 house concurrent resolutions passed by the South
Dakota State Legislature be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objections, the resolutions were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, 8.S follOWS:
HOUSE CoNrURRENT RESOLUTION No.
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A concurrent resolution, Citing the need for
and the state legislatures' interest in requesting the United States Congress t<..
amend Public Law 90-201, more commonly
known as the Wholesome Meat Act, so as
to allow meat and meat food products prepared by state inspected plants to be sold
in interstate commerce
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of South Dakota, the Senate
concurring therein:
Whereas, the Congress of the United States
has seen fit to pass Public Law 90-201, more
commonly known as the Wholesome Meat
Act; and
Whereas, such law provides for the reimbursement of up to fifty per cent of the state
funds expended to initiate a state program to
ensure that consumers receive wholesome and
unadulterated meat and meat products which
are produced Within a state, and which provides further that states which initiated
such a program may submit their program for

BILL BERGUIN,

Secretary of the Senate.
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No.

508

A concurrent resolution, Citing the need for
the state Legislature's interest in preparation of feasibility studies for the construction of water lines, from reservoirs on the
Missouri River, or other suitable sources,
to areas of South Dakota that need an increased supply of WJ\ter fit for human
consumption.
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of South Dakota, the
Senate concurring therein:
Whereas, many towns and areas of South
Dakota have an acute shortage of water fit
for human consumption; and this shortage
contributes to a lack of human comfort and
retards economic development; and
Whereas, adequate water supplies are
available in the reservoirs on the Missouri
River;
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the House
of Representatives of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the state of South Dakota, the
Senate concurring therein, to respectfully
request the United States Congress to direct
the Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, or other appropriate agency to conduct feasiblllty studies on the construction
of water lines, to transport water to municipalities and rural areas to be used primarily
for domestic, municipal and industrial purposes.
Be it further resolved, that copies of this

resolution be forwarded by the Chief Clerk
of the House of Representatives of South
Dakota to the Secretary of Interior and to
each member of the South Dakota Congressional Delegation.
Adopted by the House: February 19, 1971.
Concurred in by the Senate: March 15,
1971.
DONALD 0SHEIM,

Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY,

President of the Senate.

Attest:
BILL BERGUIN,

Secretary of the Senate.
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 514
A concurrent resolution, Memorializing the
Congress of the United States to instruct
and direct the Treasury Department of the
United States to issue, in conjunction with
the celebration of the bicentennial anniversary of the United States, a two dollar
bill or some other denomination of the
currency of the United States depicting the
Mount Rushmore National Memorial, "The
Shrine of Democracy", thereon
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of South Dakota, the
Senate concurring therein:
Whereas, Mount Rushmore National Memorial, located in the scenic Black Hills area
of the State of South Dakota, has been officially proclaimed as "The Shrine of Democracy" and is recognized as a national
monument; and
Whereas, the federal government ha~
played a vital role in the recognition and
financing of the Mount Rushmore National
Memorial; and
Whereas, Mount Rushmore National Memorial has been acclaimed a national and
international reputation and is visited annually by hundreds of thousands o! people
from througb.out the country and from many
foreign nations; and
Whereas, the portrayal of the Mount Rushmore National Memorial envisaged our national heritage and the religious, social and
economic freedoms for which it stands; and
Whereas, the great Americans enshrined
by this Memorial, Presidents George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln
and Theodore Roosevelt. have come to be
known as the founding fathers of some of
the most meaningful traditions incumbent
to our way of life; as inspirations to all who
are concerned with the preservation and
safeguarding of a democratic society, and,
as courageous and faithful defenders of the
basic principles underlying our form of government by having dedicated themselves to
-overcoming what during their respecti<Ve
times were considered and are now recognized a.s some of the greatest trials which
our system of free democracy has confronted;
and
Whereas, as was true in the past and is
now true during present times of national
and international strife and conflict, it is
necessary and proper that the symbols of
freedom and democracy be emphasized and
brought before the people by their governmental representatives; and
Whereas, it has been the custom and policy
of the Treasury Department of the United
States to utilize the likenesses of the outstanding and immortal leaders of this country of various series and denominations of
our currency; and
Whereas, the use of a representation of the
Mount Rushmore National Memorial, "The
Shrine of Democracy", on a two dollar bill
or some other denomination of our currency
by the Treasury Department of the United
States would serve as a daily reminder of the
spirit and ideals of all Americans:
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Whereas, in 1976 the United States will be
celebrating the bicentennial anniversary of
its founding; and
Whereas, the Mount Rushmore National
Memorial should play a significant role in
the nation's observance of its 200th anniversary:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the House
of Representatives of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the state of South Dakota, the
Senate concurring therein, that the Congress
of the United States be memorialized to take
whatever action might be necessary and appropriate to the instruction and direction of
the Treasury Department of the United
States to issue, in conjunction with the celebration of the bicentennial anniversary of
the United States, a two dollar bill or some
other denomination of the currency of the
United States depicting the Mount Rushmore National Memorial, "The Shrine of
Democracy", thereon; and
Be it further resolved, that if it be determined by the Treasury Department of the
United States that it need no instruction or
direction by the Congress of the United
States to accomplish the purpose and intent
of this Resolution, that it initiate and implement whatever action it might take to accomplish its objective; and
Be it further resolved, that copies of this
concurrent resolution be transmitted by the
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives
of the state of South Dakota to the offices
of the President and Vice President of the
United States, the Speaker of the House of
Representatives of the United States, the
members of the Congressional delegation of
the state of South Dakota, the Secretary of
the Treasury Department of the United
States and the Governor of the state of
South Dakota.
Adopted by the House March 10, 1971.
Concurred in by the Senate March 12, 1971.
DONALD 0SHEIM,

Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY,

President of the Senate.

Attest:

BILL BERGUIN,

Secretary of the Senate.
HoUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No.

510

A concurrent resolution, Memorializing the
President of the United States and the
Civil Aeronautics Board to act favorably on
the proposed merger of Western Airlines
and American Airlines, in order to
strengthen scheduled trunk airline service
in South Dakota
Be is resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of South Dakota, the Senate
concurring therein:
'Vhereas, modern, efficient, scheduled airline service is a necessary part of a balanced
transportation system for the state of South
Dakota; and
Whereas, the public convenience and necessity require the continuation and improvement of such service to provide the people of
south Dakota with fast and comfortable
scheduled trunk airline service to sister states
throughout the Midwest and Western United
States; and
Whereas, scheduled trunk airline service
is a vital part of the econom.iJC development
of South Dakota.; and
Whereas, Western Airlines, the only scheduled trunk airline serving South Dak..ota, and
American Airlines have proposed to consolidate their operations; and
Whereas, the consolidated company would
put South Dakota. on the route system of the
second largest airline in the country, and
provide the citizens of South Dakota. with
continued efficient trunk airline service; and
Whereas, the merger of these two companies would considerably strengthen the

financial structure of the consolidated company, providing South Dakota with service by
a strong, viable scheduled trunk airline:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the House
of Representatives of the Forty-sixth L-egislature of the state of South Dakota, the
Senate concurring therein, that the President
of the United States and the Civil Aeronautics Board are hereby respectfully requested
to act with favor on the proposed Western
Airlines/ American Airlines merger, and that
all routes presently served by Western be
transferred to the consolidated company,
thus providing the citizens of the state of
South Dakota. with continued scheduled
trunk airline service to the cities presently
served in South Dakota as well as to other
parts of the country; and
Be it further resolved, that copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted by the
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives
of the state of South Dakota to the offices
of the President of the United States, the
Civil Aeronautics Board, and the Congressional Delegation of the state of South
Dakota.
Adopted by the House March 5, 1971.
Concurred in by the Senate March 15, 1971.
DONALD 0SHEIM,

Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY,

President of the Senate.

Attest:
BILL BERGUIN,

Secretary of the Senate.
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 522
A concurrent resolution, Memorializing the
Secretary of Agriculture to reconsider the
changes in policy pLaced in effect by the
United States Department of Agriculture
With the adoption of the 1970 Agricultural
Act and protesting any possLble action to
eliminate the United States Department of
Agriculture from its Cabinet-level status
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of South Dakota, the Senate concurring therein:
Whereas, the Changing of the Agricultural Conservatd.on Program (A.C.P.) to
the Rural Environmental Assistance ProgrMil (R.E.A.P) may cause the present program to lose its identity; and
Whereas, consideration is being given to
the ell.Ini.nla.tion of the Cabinet-level status of
the United States Department of Agriculture
and combining its functions with another
department, which would be very detrimental to the interests and needs of agricultural states such as South Dakota;
Now, therefore, he Lt resolved, that the Legislature of South Dakota hereby vigorously
protests any possible action to eliminate the
United States Department of Agriculture
from tts present caJblnet-level status; and
Be it further - resolved, that ooples of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted by the
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives
of the state of South Dakota to the offices
of the President a.nd Vice President of the
United States, the Secretary of Agriculture
and the Congressional Delegation of the state
of South Dakota.
Adopted by the House March 10, 1971.
Concurred in by the Senate Maroh 12, 1971.
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legislation to a,uthorize the construction of
the Polluck-Herreid Irrigation District in
the state of South Dakota
Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of South Dakota., the
Senate concurring therein:
Whereas, Campbell County of the state of
South Dakota has lost approximately 2.1,000
a.cers of land for taxation and agricultural
purpose due to fioodings; and
Whereas, there is an increased migration of
young people from the rural communities
such as Campbell County; and
Whereas, this flooding and migration has
not only resulted in a loss o'f land and valuable young people but has also placed an
increased tax burden upon the residents of
Campbell County and has resulted in the loss
of tax revenues; and
Whereas, the economy of Campbell County
is unstable because of uncertain and insufficient rainfall; and
Whereas, the Polluck-Herreid Irrigation
Project would enhance th~ development of
rural communities so that young people
would not migrate to congested and overcrowded metropolitan areas, would provide
for the stabilization of the economy, and
would relieve the tax burden for the people
of Campbell County; and
Whereas, the Polluck-Herreld Irrigation
District has been declared a feasible project
by the Bureau of Reclamation:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the House
of Representatives of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the State of South Dakota., the Senate concurring therein, that the Congress of
the United States be respectfully urged and
requested to enact legislSition to authorize
the construction of the Polluck-Herreid
Irrigation District in th~ state of South
D81kota; and
Be it further resolved, that copies of this
concurrent resolution be transmitted by the
Chief Clerk of the South Dakot-a House of
Representatives to each m~mber of the South
Dakota Congressional Delegation and the
United States Secretary of Agriculture.
Adopted by the House: March 18, 1971.
Concurred in by the Senate: March 18,
1971.
DONALD 0SHEIM,

Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY,

President of the Senate.

Attest:
BILL BERGUIN,

Secretary of the Senate.
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

A concurrent resolution, Memorializing the
Congress to review and give direction to
the U.S. Bureau of the Census
Be it resolved ·b y the Senate of the State of
South Dakota., the House of Representatives
concurring therein:
Whereas, the U.S. Bureau of the Census
has in certain past census and in the most
'l.'ecent census, namely that taken in 1970,
provided directions for recording of college
students within the county where they a.re
attending a college or university; and
Whereas, said college students in the event
that they are qualified voters do only rarely
DoNALD OsHEIM,
vote in precincts within the city or county
Speak.er of the House.
where they are enrolled for purposes of eduAttest:
cational training, but may be qualified as
PAUL INMAN,
voters in their home precincts; and
Chief Clerk of the House.
Whereas, in the event that young people
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY,
at age 18 years gain the right to vote not only
President of the Senate.
in National elections but also in state elecAttest:
tions including subdivisions of state governBILL BERGUIN,
ment and it seeming to be in public interest
Secretary of the Senate.
that sa.1d students shall continue to register
and be registered on the registration rolls of
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 526
their home counties and voting precincts;
A concurrent resolution, Memorial·i zing the and
Whereas, for purposes of apportionment of
Congr~ss of the United States to enact

.
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Congressional seats to the U.S. House of Representatives, the state Legislature and either
constitutional officers of the state, the
Dootrine of "one man one vote" has been
increasingly the rule of practice laid down
by the COurts and followed by Legislative
bodies; and
Whereas, the effect of the 1970 practice by
the BUTeau of the Census in calling for a
count of college students to be taken in and
allocated to counties other rthan those counties in which said students actually reside
and in which they are most likely to vote
does of a certainty do violence to the proposition of proper apportionment; and
Whereas, the State Leglslaiture is required
to determine and outline and establish the
district boundaries of members of the U.S.
House of Representatives and of the members of the State Legislature on the basis of
U.S. Census figures:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the Senate of the 46th Session of the Legislature of
the state of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein, .t hat we
respectfully memorialize the U.S. Congress to
point out to the Bureau of the Census the
obvious inconsistency in iremoving from the
census rolls of all counties one whole segment of our population; namely a county's
entire college enrollment, and :taking the
count of these people only in the counties
that include the colleges and universities in
which they are enrolled as students; and
Be it further resolved, in the interest of
providing for a more reasonable approach to
apportionment, fully realizing the necessity
of counting student populra.rtions within the
corporate limits wherein their instruction is
provided for planning purposes and for more
accurately determining the amount of financial assistance through federal grant programs necessary to alleviate overburdening
local housing, utillty systems and governmental services necessary to sustain the
largest aggregate student and permanent
resident population, that the Bureau of the
Census be requested by the Congress to provide for the state a count of all college
students by home counties so that census
figures can at least at :the state level be adjusted for a,ppor.tionmenrt; purposes, to the
end that inequities in population Census
figures particularly emphasized against the
most rural areas and counties; may within
the states be corrected; and
Be it further resolved, that the Secretary
of the Senate make available copies of this
Resolution to the Secretary of the U.S. senate,
the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
to U.S. Senator Honor81ble Karl E. Mundt,
to U.S. Senator Honorable George G.
McGovern, to the Honorable Frank Denholm, and the Honorable James Abourezk,
members of' the House of Representatives.
Adopted by the Senate: March 9, 1971.
Concurred in by the House of' Representatives: March 13, 1971.
WILLIAM J. DOUGHERTY,
President of the Senate.

Attest:
WILLLIAM BERGUIN,
Secretary of the State.

DoNALD OSHEIM,
Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk 'of the House.

A CoNCURRENT REsoLUTION
A concurrent resolution, Memorializing the
President and the Congress of the United
States to initiate and implement action to
revitalize the agricultural economy of our
nation
Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein:
Whereas, the agricultural economy of the
United States is in a period of serious
instability because of almost total inaction
CXVII--582-Part 7

and lack of concern by the government of
the United States; and
Whereas, the number of those people
involved in producing the foods for America
are so small compared to those people who
are benefiting from this productivity that
the agricultural problems are subordinated
to those of greater political numbers; and
Whereas, the President and the Congress
of the United States have the joint responsibtl!Jty to establish a complete agrlcultura,l
program for the gener-al welfare of' this
nation and the world; and
Whereas, the time fur action by the President and the Congress of the United States
is the present if serious consequences and
unnecessary suffering are to be avoided:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the
Senate of the Forty-sixth Legislature of the
State of South Dako'ta, the House of Representatives concurring therein, that the
Congress of the United States initiate and
the President of' the United States implement without delay the necessary programs
to revitalize the agricultural economy of
our nation; and
Be it further resolved, that copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted by
the Secretary of the Senate of the State of
South Dakota to the office of' the President
of the United States, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives of the United States,
the Secretary of the Senate of the United
States, the chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture of the United States House of
Representatives, the chairman of' the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry of the
Senate of the United States and the members of the Congressional delegation of the
State of South Dakota.
Adopted by the Senate: March 4, 1971.
Concurred in by the House of Representatives: March 11, 1971.
WILLIAM J. DOUGHERTY,
President

Attest:

of

the Senate.

WILLIAM BERGUIN,
Secretary of the Senate.

DoNALD OsHEIM,
Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
A concurrent resolution, Inviting ,t he American Revolution Bicentennial COmmisSion
to include in its primary focal poilllts for
the observance of the 200th anniversary
of this nation's founding, the Shrine of
Demoora.cy at Mit. Rushmore
Be it resolved by the Senate of the state
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives conourrling therein:
Whereas, at Mt. Rushmore the nation's
dediCSJtion to the principles of our founding
fathers is carved out of granite il..n the form
of the f81Ces of the drafter of the Declaration
of Independence, Thom.as Jefferson; 0111" first
president, George Washington; Abraham
Lincoln who preserved the nation; and
Theodore Roosevelrt Who is identified with
the opening of the west; and
Whereas, tbds National Memorial links in
a most direct way the western parrt; of the
United States wtth th!is nation's founding
heritage; and
Whereas, during our nation's Bicentennial
Lt 1s desired tha.t a,ll in our country experience a re-kindling of a sense of pride and
history d.n our national origins and tradiLtions;
and
Whereas, the Shrine of Democracy has,
over the years, come to symbolize suoh a
spirit to millions who have visited this National Memorial; and
Whereas, the formal dedication of Mt.
Rushmore as one of the primary focal points
of the Bicentennial observance will enoour-

age others to share W11.11h their fellow Americans this inspiring experience; and
Whereas, at rtJhe present time there has
been no formal designation of a western
point as one of primary settings for the
Bicentennial; and
Wheroo.s, Mt. Rushmore is located amidst
the scenic ·a nd unspoiled splendor of the
Black Hills NS~tiona.l Forest; and
Whereas, the communities in the Bl81Ck
Hills area are experienced il..n providing the
necessary services to the visttlng public;
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the
Sena,te of the Forty-siXith Legislature of the
state of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein, that we inviJte the American Revolution Bicentennial
Commission to ooheduJ.e as the primary
western focal point for the 20oth anniversary of the founding of 0111" n:ation the Mt.
Rushmore National Memorial; and
Be it further resolved, that the secretary
of the Sena,te of the state of South Dakota
be directed to transmit copies of this resolution to .t he Amerdoa.n Revolution Bicentennial Commission, to the members of the
South Dakota congressional delegrution, and
to the President of the UnLted States.
Adopted by ,t he Senate: March 9, 1971
Ooncurred in by the House of Representatives: March 13, 1971
WILLIAM J. DOUGHERTY,
President of the Senate.

Attest:
WILLIAM BERGUIN,

Secretary of the Senate.

DONALD 0SHEIM,
Speaker of the House.

Attest:
PAUL INMAN,

Chief Clerk of the House.

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
A concurrent resolution, Memorializing the
~esident of the United States and the
United States Senate to establish a mandatory Tequirement that the United Strutes
Secretary of Agriculture be a farmer or
rancher who receives a minimum of
seventy-five per cent of his income from
farming or ranching
Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of South Dakota, the House of Representatives concurring therein:
Whereas, national agricultural policles for
neMly two centuries have encouraged the
development of farms and ranches and the
nation has benefited from this policy as industrious farmers and ranchers have built
the most efficient agri.c ulture base the worJd
has ever known; and
Whereas, South Dakota is one of the most
agricultural states of the nation; and
Whereas, the economic well-being of South
Dakota is very dependent upon the econom1c
condition of its farming and ranching areas;
and
Whereas, the agriculture policies and progmms administered by the United States Department of Agriculture have a profound
effect upon the economic well-being of -all
farms and ranches throughout the nation:
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the
Senate of the Forty-sixth session of the
Legislature of the State of South Dakota,
the House of Representatives concurring
therein, respectfully urge the President of
the United States, the Honorabla Richard
M. Nixon, and the United Statoo Senators
from South Dakota, the Honorable Karl E.
Mundt and the Honorable George McGovern,
to support a mandatory requirement that
the United States Secretary of Agriculture
be a farmer or rancher who receives a minimum of seventy-five per cent of his income
from farming or ranching, and we respect.
fully urge their suppol't of this proposal as
being 1n the best interests of the agricultural
economy of South Dakota and in the public
interest of this nation; and
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Be it further resolved, that the Secretary
of the Senate of the State of South Dakota
be directed to transmit copies of th.Ls Concurrent Resolution ,t o His Excellency, the
President of the United States, the Honorable
Richard M. Nixon; to the Secretary of the
United States Senate; to the Honorable Karl
E. Mundt and the Honorable George McGovern; and to the Honora.ble Clifford M.
Hardin, Secretary of the United States
Department of Agriculture.
Adopted by the Senate: March 4, 1971.
Concurred 1n by the House of Representatives: March 12, 1971.
WILLIAM J. DOUGHERTY,

swer to the secorrd is somewhat more involved.
Yours is a complex and exciting, as well
as challenging, business. It is composed of
many parts--all of which must be carefully
integrated if we are to have a desirable whole.
I often equate your requirements with those
of a transportation system. You need rolling
stock-which it is the function of the manufacturer to provide--and the responsibility
of you, the broadcaster, to operate. You al.sO
need the highways and road beds, which in
your language is, of course, radio frequencies.
How the frequencies are allocated--a.nd
this 15 the principal function of government--substantially determines the permaPresident of the Senate.
nent soundness of a nationwide broadcast
Attest:
system, just as the proper planning of ranWILLIAM BERGUIN,
road tracks ,a nd highways provlde the basis
Secretary of the Senate.
of a sound and long-lasting transportation
DONALD 0SHEIM,
system capable of serving tomorrow's needs
Speaker of the House.
as well as today's.
Attest:
Perhaps the toughest challenge for all of
PAUL INMAN,
us concerned with broadcasting is how to
Chief Clerk of the House.
assure maximum utilization of that precious
natural resource--the radio spectrum. For
the public, which Is our paramount concern,
SPEECH BY SENATOR MOSS
maximum utilization means maximum service. For the broadcaster it means maximum
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen- coverage.
the manufacturer it means
ator from Utah (Mr. Moss) recently maximum For
production of the equipment that
made a thought-provoking speech to the brings about maximum service and coverage.
NaJtional Association of FM Broad- Maximum production also means maximum
casters.
FM receiving capab1lity.
In the final analysis, the measure of sucI ask unanimous consent that the Senator's statement be printed in the cess is the quantity, quality, and regularity
of product delivery. We should therefore ask
RECORD.
ourselves--all of us who are responsible for
There being no objection, the speech the
parts of the broadcast whole-was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, just separate
how well our aural broadcast system is
as follows:
working.
IT Is TIME FOR ALL-CHANNEL LEGISLATION
Certainly, it is far from flawless both in
A few years ago when the Congress was terms of what it is doing today and what
considering "truth in pack.aging" legislation, it should be prepared to do tomorrow. No
one of my colleagues received a letter from one, of course, expects pel'lfection but most
a woman who had recently purchased a can of us certainly anticipate progress in that
direction. I am sure you agree that we need
of "xnixed nuts." The contents were described
as Virginia peanuts, cashews, Brazil nuts, al- to act now so that t he FM broadcaster can
monds, and pecans. The picture on the can deliver his superior products to an expectant
convincingly depicted an even Inixture oi the and waiting public. Let us take a br.fef look
assortment. When the can was opened, how- at what is waiting in the "yards."
As you all well know, the Congress has
ever, the contents appeared to be just
peanuts. Prompted by curiosity, the woman given the corporation for public broadcasting
made a count. The results were: 435 peanuts, a mandate to build a system of general educational, cultural and informational broad12 cashews, 3 Brazil nuts, 2 pecans and Y:z
casting in the United St81tes. Presently, over
almond.
Now please do not jump to conclusions. I 90 percent of the public radio stations are
am not suggesting that FM is a scarce broad- FM stations and because of spectrum concast delicacy among a family of nu.ts although siderations, it is likely that nearly all future
the way you are being "picked on" from all public or educational radio stations will be
sides these days--there obviously are some FM.
The president of the Corporation for public
who believe this to be the case. At times it
seexns that everyone knows more about the broadcasting, Mr. John Macy, Jr., has said:
"Without the successful passage of allbroadcast business than the broadcaster
channel AM/FM legislation, the corporation
himself.
The point I want to make is that the for public broadcasting cannot efficiently
American public is getting "short-changed" fulfill its responsibility to public radio, in
in its broadcast bill of fare as well as in that virtually all non-commercial educa"mixed nuts." Just as there are too few tional radio licensees ( 455 of 480) are ascashews In the can, there are also too few signed to FM frequenc1es. FM set penetration,
FM's in the broadcast picture; and, I might as low as 10 percent in radio-equipped autoadd, too many of the AM's in the picture are mobiles and ranging in percentages from
the low thirties to the high eighties in homes
of the "Peanut'' variety.
Enactment of the all channel legislation located in the top 100 population centers, is
advocated by the National Association of FM inadequate to meet this cominitment. The
Broadcasters and other industry groups passage of all-channel legislation will ensure
would greatly improve the mix. The Ameri- a significant expansion of the number of liscan public would benefit substantially as a teners able to receive and benefit from public
result.
radio programming."
My interest in your cause and, I can assure
It is no news to this audience that FM has
you, the interest of my colleague in the many characteristics particularly suited to
House, Congressman O'Konski, 1s just that educational broadcasting. With its capab111ty
simple. We recognize the significant public to utilize sub-channels simultaneously with
benefits that will flow from a system of its main channel, FM gives the public broadaural broadcasting that properly and effec- casters a medium which ca.n serve a general
tively incorporates the superiority of the FM audience and, in addition, several specific
art.
audiences with separate programining transThe two questions tociay, however are:
mitted on a simultaneous basis. Some public
(1) Whether we now have such a system; broadcasters are already using these freand
quencies for instructional programining, for
continuing education for doctors and nurses
(2) If not, what we can do to get it.
The obvious answer to the first question Is and for specialized programining for the
that we do not have such a system. The an- blind and visually handicapped.
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But it is not only in educational programming that the public is being short-changed
in FM benefits. The world of music is a
world apart on FM. The quality and artistic
differences between stereo and monaural
broadcasting are almost unbelievable. And
stero is, of course, an FM exclusive.
Stereo in automobiles almost defies description. The experience of a friend of mine
who recently purchased a new car best illustrates my point. Since my friend is an FM
enthusiast. He insisted that his car be delivered with FM stereo installed. The salesman
who introduced the owner to his new car
for the first time could hardly wait to expound on the all-round sound. He kept repeating that there was just no comparison
'between this sound and what he hears-as
he put it--on the "plain" radio in his own
personal car.
He was so enthusiastic my friend suspected
that the salesman had not been exposed to
automobile stereo many times in the past-if at all. Perhaps we should require that all
automobile dealer demonstration cars be
equipped with FM stereo receiving sets. Our
Detroit friends, as well as their salesmen,
could discover that FM stereo helps sell
automobiles.
And, I a.m. told, stereo is not the ultimate
We are now on the threshold of quadrosonic
sound which again, thanks to the art of FM
broadcasting, will add another dimension to
llstenlng.
There are a plethora of advantages to FM
broadcasting with which you are more famlliar than I, but let me mention what is perhaps its most important one. That Is in the
simple, mundane process of providing more
iniormation and more entertainment to more
people. Many people today receive little or
no broadcast service of an acceptable quality,
and far too little of local interest.
Ladles and gentlemen, on this point may
I speak as the "voice of experience ... in my
State of Utah-and In other western and
intermountain states such as idaho, Wyoming, and Montana, where God has blessed us
with the wealth of his nature, man has rto
date left us poverty-stricken in access to the
broadcast information and entertainment
that many other .areas enjoy routinely in
abundance.
Daytime service in our pal"lt of the country
1S reasonably adequate, but at night, due
essentially to the lack of FM stations, the
picture is dismal. As a former chairman of
the Federal Communications Cominisslon
said not too long ago, "a primary service
map of the United States for the nighttime
portion of broadcast hours resembles a teenager with a bad case of acne."
Well, out my way, even the acne spots are
few and far between.
But the "radio-barren west" is not the
only shut-out from adequate !broadcast service~ There are today many substantial, new
communities in 'these Un:tted States--which,
although related to other major cities In
a "megalopolis" sense, h'lne need of their own
broadcaSt :facilities, whether those fac'ilities
be AM, FM or TV. But they don•t have them!
A typical example--and I am sure you can
identify it with communities in your own
part of the country-is a new community in
Maryland known e.s Columbia. Columbia is
a large, new, attractive, and progressive city
approximately halfway !between Wash1ngton
and Baltimore. Like every other city in these
United States, i't h:as a community of linterest, underst'anda.ble local pride, and xnany
local projects to talk about. It also has a.
natural longing for a broadcast station of
its own.
Uillfortunately, 'there are at the present
time no broadcast faciliities a.V'aila.ble for
Columbia. Because of present frequency allocation and assignment policy, the residents
of Columbia find themselves in much the
same category as communities of the "barren
west"-'at least insofar as inter-communlcation lby air waves is concerned.
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This s'io'tuation, of course, Cl'ies out for
remedy. I am glad to report, therefore, that
the Federa-l Communications Commission lis
now engaged in a rU!le making proceeding
which could lb ring relief. The proceeding -is
designed to ex.plore and rev1se "(the) . . .
Commission's rules regarding AM station assignments standards and the relationship
between the AM and FM broadcast services"
(docket No. 18651). This proceeding was instituted (unfortunately as long ago as Septem.ber, 1969) because, the Comm'lssion said,
" . . . The maturing pattern of assignments
for the standard broadcast band, especially
when considered in light bf the . . . FM
servJ.ce, necessitaJted fundamental re-evaluation of our aa~ocation policies."
I am pleased that your association-the
Association of FM Broadcasters--has taken
such a realistic and forthright position With
respect to the proposed rule amendments.
Let me repeat for you what your association has told the Commission, for I can
find no better expression of the problem
that plagues us all:
"The National Association of FM Broadcasters strongly supports the concept of a
wholly integrated AM and FM aural broadcast service. With the accelerating population growth, the rapid advance of new
technical developments, and the consequent
obsolescence of former techniques and standards, there is no alternative. Increasing present demands make it crystal clear that all
the aural frequencies--AM and FM-are
needed if there is to be an adequate aural
broadcast system for the future. Certainly
FM alone cannot do the job if for no other
reason than that there are far too few
frequencies available--both presently and
potentially. Moreover, it is entirely unrealistic to even think about an aural broadcast
system in this country that does not incorporate and ut111ze both the groundwave and
skywav~ propagation characteristics of AM.
On the other hand, it would be just as unrealistic to think in terms of a broadcast
system that was not designed and planned
to bring to as many listeners as possible
through the new broadcasting dimensions
offered only by FM. The advantages and disadvantages of both AM and FM must be
recognized, the advantages utilized and developed, and the disadvantages avoided insofar as possible."
And to quote further:
"'!1h.e National Associatdon of FM Broadcasters believes that the proposal offered
by this proceeding ls in most respects a substantial step forward. It is, however, only a
step and should be reoogn.ized as such. It
would be a serious mistake to adopt the
present proposal, or something substantially
similar thereto, and then accept it as the
base for either a permanent or an extended
interim system of aural broadcast frequency
a.llocations and assignments. Basically, the
present proposal merely recognizes that FM
must be made an equal partner in the broadcast enterprise. It does not contemplate certain basic changes in allocation policies and
standards which the National Association of
FM Broadcasters believes are essential if AM
and FM are to be integrated into an overall
aural broadcast system that will meet its
full potential."
Your association's statement then calls the
Oommlssion's attention to a 1964 report of
the Joint Teohnical Advisory Committee of
the Institute of the Electrical and Electronics
Engineers am.d Electronic Industries Association and continues:
"One of the basic philosophies and recommendations of that report . . . is that
• . . . Loca.l, as distinct from regional and
clear-channel broadcasting should vacate the
AM frequency band and move to the FM
broadcasting band. Such a move would capitalize on the physical properties of the bands
involved to provide for better uttlizastion of
the spectrum,..

In its concluding chapter, the report explains that:
"The spectrum 535-1605 kilocycles is universally used for the broadcasting service.
In most areas, the band is so crowded that
at night, when skywave interference prevails,
many stations are reduced to an interferencefree service of only a few miles .... Cer.tainly
it would seem in the long-range public interest to transfer local broadcasting as distinguished from region and clear channel to the
FM broadcasting band."
(And now back to your statement.)
"This statement concisely points to perhaps the most serious disadvantage of AM
but also recognizes that the disadvantage
results primarily from the manner in which
it is used in accordance with present allocation and assignment standards. For too many
sub-standard, interference ridden, 'cream
skimming' AM operations are already in
existence. Undoubtedly, the slow development of FM and its delayed acceptance by
the public has contributed significantly to
this condition and conversely the substandard AM assignments have tended to
retard FM. However, the point now is that
the situation must not be permitted to further deteriorate."
I would say amen to that statement of
your association with this addition: We must
not permit the present situation to further
deteriorate. We must take that first long
stride toward a more perfect system.
I, like your association, want to make it
clear tha;t it is the sub-standard AM assignments-not AM as such-that must be questioned in a serious frequency allocation
study. The aural system which I visualize,
and I believe your association visualizes, cannot be achieved without AM playing a very
significant role. Overall public interest dictates that "AM" frequencies must be utilized
to provide viable service both to centers of
population and to extended areas, without
prejudicing the opportunity of FM stations
to provide their superior services to as many
listeners as possible, consistent with the
technical capacity of the art.
Sub-standard AM stations capable of providing service only to population "cores"the AM peanuts I referred to earlier-do not
fit this pattern.
What this all adds up to is that a foreverfrozen frequency allocation system must not
be condoned. We in 1971 must not "foreclose" future generation&-even the next
generation-from better and more efficient
ways of satisfying their broadcast appetites.
Only ostriches with heads in sand would
contend otherwise.
We are not like the elderly gentleman who,
when asked how he liked growing old, replied
that, considering the only other alternative,
he was happy with things the way they were.
We who are interested in achieving maximum utilization of the broadcast portion
of the radio spectrum, and who want to see
FM play the role it is capable of playing to
that end, know that there are alternatives.
We only need to seek them out--and seek
them out we must-for more aural frequencies must be made more readily available to
bring more signals, and more information,
and more entertainment not just to the
Uta.hs and the Idahos and the Columbias, but
to all America.
Surely we cannot be so naive e.s to assume
that in only half a century we have reached
the Utopia o! all-time frequency utilization.
Such an attitude would be a disservice not
only to you broadcasters and the broadcast
industry, but to everyone.
We must start listening to, and implementing what knowledgeable men-particularly your own scientists-are telling us.
We should dust off that 1964 report of the
Institute of Elec£rical and Electronics Engineers and study it with open minds. Perhaps
it is not the whole answer but some answer
must be found and a significant part of it I
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am convinced will be FM. In this instance,
there is no alternative.
This means, of course, that F.M must be
prepared for its mission and the first step
is to insure that the people it now serves, and
the many more it will serve better, have access to its many public service advantages
and to its technical superiority. This, as I
see it, is why all-channel receiving sets play
first fiddle. We need them to make the best
of the present and we need them, even more
critically, to insure that our broadcast future
exceeds and excells the past. We can accept
nothing less, but as the past is prologue so
is the present the time to plan and prepare
for the future.
I wish I could tell you here today that
"all signals are go" for an all-channel bill,
ma)'lbe not yet, but I do believe that with
your help we can turn them on 1

ESEA m, AN INVESTMENT IN THE
FUTURE
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, it is my un-

derstanding that the Administration has
asked for a fiscal year 1972 appropriation of $143,393,000 for ESEA III. A careful examination of the needs in this area,
reveals that this sum is inadequate. As
chairman of the Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, three areas of need involving student and school personnel,
state leadership services, and elementary
school guidance, are of particular interest to me.
According to the latest arrest statistics,
59 percent of all violent crimes and 81
percent of crimes against property are
committed by pel'lSOns under the age of
25. Why? An obvious partial answer to
this is related to the quality and quantity
of guidance, counseling, and testing
services employed in our education system. One out of every four students entertng the ninth grade fails to complete
high school. Apparently, these young
people are not being reached. There are
insufficient qualified guidance personnel
available to interpret student and community needs to curriculwn planners.
The "system" becomes irrelevant and the
students become disinterested.
About 80 percent of our young people
prepare for college admission but only
32 percent will enter, and hair who do
will fail to graduate. Material provided
by guidance and testing programs is
needed to change this condition of our
high schools which are presently geared
to serve a minority of 16 percent.
We have been d.istres..sed in the last few
years about the unrest on our campuses
and in our public schools. But I submit
that much of this unrest is due to the
fact that hundreds of thousands are in
college and millions are in high schools
without a purpose. Youth with career
goals are not usually the dropouts or
troublemakers. More effective services
and more adequate guidance would
strengthen career goals and charts a
definite course for students otherwise
doomed to economic disaster.
State leadership services must be
strengthened and modernized to provide
intensive inservice work with counselors
to increase their skills and understand~
ing, and in some cases, modify their
attitudes toward guidance and career
development. This service is also needed
to help clarify the role of teachers in the
process of guidance and counseling.
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Moreover, we must expand and improve the counseling services in elementary schools. In the schools of our larger
cities, it is not unusual to have one
counselor per 1,785 pupils. The situation
is worse in small cities, towns, and rural
communities where one counselor may
"serve" 5,882 pupils. We know the value
of guidance and counseling at an early
age, yet we have neglected to deliver
these services to our children.
Mr. President, the American Personnel
and Guidance Association has recommended a minimum appropriation of
$287 million for fiscal 1972. This represents a 50-percent increase over the
$143,393,000 recommended by the administration.
In fiscal1968 the combined appropriation for ESEA Til and NDEA V-A was
$212,376,000. Assuming the normal 10
percent increase per annum in the cost
of living since 1968, without increasing
services, the appropriation for fiscal year
1972 should be $342,033,672.
The $287 million appropriation recommended by the American Personnel and
Guidance Association is $5.5 million less
than the amount needed to get the job
done. Their position is more than reasonable, particularly in view of need to
recommit more of our resources to areas
of human growth and development.
The American Personnel and Guidance Association has developed a very
informative statement titled "Developing Human Potential Through Guidance,
Counseling and Testing." The statement
was developed for the March 29-31 conference of the President's National Advisory Council on ESEA Ill. It includes a
historical sketch of title III ESEA and
observations on the implementation of
programs under that title.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the statement be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
DEVELOPING HUMAN POTENTIAL THROUGH
GUIDANCE, COUNSELING, AND TESTING
BACKGROUND

Guidance, counseling, and testing programs
have played an important role in American
education since the turn of the century. At
that time, at least two movements initiated
profound changes in the nature of American society. The first was the accelerating
rate at which the United States was becoming an industrial-technological, rather than
agricultural society. The second was a shift
in the goal of American education from a
very limited system serving a select number of students to a comprehensive system
which would eventually serve large number of
students, thereby helping to fulfill Thomas
Jefferson's notion that a democratic society
would need to be a well educated society.
Our industrial society and our comprehensive education system created a multitude
of opportunities for many different kinds of
people. The process of helping indiViduals,
especially young people, understand these
opportunities and the degree to which they
would participate in them, was systemized
by people such as Frank Parsons and the
process was called by various names, including vocational guidance, and eventually
simply as guidance.1 The rapid growth and
Bruce Shertzer and Shelley C. Stone,
of
Counseling.
Boston:
Houghton-Miffiin Company, 1968, pp. 28-36.
1

Fundamentals

the ever increasing demands for guidance
services offer ample testimony to the importance to individuals of these services. The
quality and quantity of these services was
improved in the mid 1940's when vocational
education funds became available to provide state guidance supervision and counselor education.
The greatest growth in numbers of guidance programs and in personnel providing
guidance services took place with the advent
of the National Defense Education Act of
1958. At that time the Congress chose to
define the identification and development
of human resources, not only as necessary
goals for the fullest career development of
individuals in our society (noble ends in
themselves), but in terms of the nation's
vital security. The decade of the sixties
brought a. new challenge as our nation faced
the problem of helping large numbers of
low income, disadvantaged, and handicapped
individuals participate to a. greater degree
in the benefits of our society.
The role of guidance in education

There have been several additional reasons for the growth of guidance and personnel services a.s our complex society and
our comprehensive educational system have
created new opportunities and new challenges. First, guidance and counseling programs spotlight the individual and his
development as the central purpose of education. Second, guidance and counseling programs encourage the realization of human
freedom by helping individuals to learn about
and understand the range of options and opportunities available to them. Third, guidance and counseling programs fac111tate
self-sufficiency in individuals by advocating
and assisting in the development of activities designed to further personal, educational,
and career development. As education in our
society becomes an even more individualized
process, the provision of guidance and personnel services merits a. higher priority than
it has received.
Providing adequate guidance and personnel serVices will continue to challenge
those who provide and support educational
programs. These guidance and counseling
services are likely to be more effective if:
1. They are based on clearly established
human needs.
2. They are innovative and imaginative
in approach.
3. They are grounded in proven practice.
4. They employ accountability principles.
5. They use planning, management, and
evaluative techniques in program development and operation.
The foregoing provide 18. natural rationale
for the consolidation of guidance, counseling and testing (formerly found in NDEA
Title V-A) in ESEA Title III legislation.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
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services were needed below and beyond the
secondary school level. Therefore, the NDEA
Amendments of 1964 extended the counseling and guidance provisions to public elementary schools and to public junior colleges and technical institutes. Amendments
in 1968 extended the program through fiscal
year 1971 and authorized short-term training for guidance and counseling personnel
in elementary and secondary schools, junior
colleges and technical 1nstitutes.2
Authorization is only one part of NDEA
V-A's legislative history. The other part is
annual appropriations. Although NDEA V-A
funding began in 1958, the peak year of funding (as an unconsolidated program) was
flscal1968. Authorizations as contrasted with
actual appropriations and/or budget recommendations are cited in Table I on the following page for 1968 through 1972.
TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF NDEA V-A/ESEA Ill FUNDING
196s-72
Authorization Appropriations

Budgetrecommendation

Fiscal year:
1968 ________ $30,000,000 $24,500,000 -------------1969________ 25,000,000
17,000,000 -------------1970________ 40,000,000
14,450,000 -------------1971_-- ----- 154, 000, 000 2143,400,000 -------------1972_ -- ·---- 8 575,000,000 -------------- '$143, 400, 000
1 NDEA V-A was consolidated into title Ill of Pubic Law 91230 with a fiscal year 1971 combined authorization of $550,000,·
000, yet the fiscal year 1971 authorization for NDEA V-A repealed by Public Law 91-230 was $54,000,000.
2 This figure represents the appropriations for the consolidated
version of ESEA Ill as found in Public Law 91-230.
a This figure represents the authorization in fiscal year 1972
for the consolidated ESEA Ill.
'The administration budget for fiscal year 1972 recommended
his expenditure for ESEA Ill.

The picture is not impressive but does
indicate the disparity between funding
authorization levels and actual annual appropriations allocated to NDEA V-A, now a consolidated feature of ESEA III, P.L. 91-230.
To complete the history of NDEA V-A, its
major achievements should be noted:
1. The number of counselors providing
guidance and counseling services to public
school children and youth has increased
sharply (e.g.) dn 1958, there were 13,000 full-

time counselors for secondary schools with
a. counselor to pupil ratio of 1:960, there were
no counselors for elementary schools; in 1968
there were 36,000 full-time secondary school
counselors with a ratio of 1:450, and 4,600
elementary counselors {half of these were
full-time) with a. ratio, considering all elementary students, of 1:9,600.
2. Local and state support for guidance
and counseLing programs has markedly improved. Finanoial support of these programs

considering only local and state support, is
more than 27 times greater than when federal assistance began. Moreover, the federal
share of support decreased from 44.5% in
1958 to less than 8.4% currently. There has
been a. tremendous "seed money" effect in
NDEA V-A funding for guidance serVices.

On April 13, 1970 President Nixon signed
into law P.L. 91-230, the ESEA Amendments
of 1969. Title III of this new public law
consolidated two programs which had been
separately authorized:
(a) ESEA III-in the previous Elementary
3. More tests and testing programs to idenand Secondary Education Act this title dealt tify interests, aptitudes, and abilities of young
with innovative programs, supplementary people have been provided. Nine milUon of
centers, creative projects and other services the 45 Inillion tests provided students in
in education.
1966-67 were funded from NDEA V-A
{b) NDEA V-A-guida.nce, counseling and (400,000 of this number to non-public
testing programs as administered and main- schools).
tained through state departments of
4. College and post-high school vocationaleducation.
technical school enrollments have increased
The latter program is the major concern significantly; students are staying in school
of this section of the paper. The National long.e r and more are graduating from high
Defense Education Act was authorized in school.
1958. The purpose of Title V-A wa.s to
5. State education a~ency guidance and
strengthen guidance, counseling and testing personnel service have greatly expanded.
in order to identify and encourage able stu2 U.S. Department of Health, Education and
dents. · Initially, this title was limited to
secondary schools. To identify and develop Welfare, Review of Progress, Title V-A Namore fully talents needed for an expanding tional Defense Education Act. Washington,
economy and to achieve the goal of maximum D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969,
development of each individual, counseling pp. 1-4.
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Other indicators of NDEA V-A effectiveness are:
1. Minimal recommended standards for
guidance programs have increased.
2. Qualifications for State Supervisors of
Guidance, Counseling and Testing have been
strengthened.
3. Counselor certification requirements
have improved.
4. All 50 states rather than the larger or
more amuent ones, have been helped to establish or strentghen guidance services.8
There are still many unmet needs of people which could be met through more effective guidance and counseling programs:
1. Counselor-student ratios are too high,
especially in elementary schools where the
ratio is 1:9,600 considering all schools.•
2. In 1975, the secondary schools will need
33,850 more counselors than they now have
but will be able to find only two-thirds of this
number; the elementary schools will need
27,905 but only one-third will be found. These
figures are not based on school populations
but are practical estimates gleaned from state
supervisors based on conditions within the
states. Stated another way only 57% of 1975's
counselor needs will be met.&
3. There is a need for more training programs for counselors (for ghetto, rural, Appalachian, and other specialized areas ) ;
training programs for paraprofessionals to assist the counselor; in-service training and
superivsion of existent counselors; and
broadened experiences in career development
concepts, new technology, group work, and
human relations training.
4. Counselors need more training, practical experience and information to help
children and youth give full consideration
in their career planning to specialty oriented
technical and vocational areas which this
country needs filled.
5. Greater support is needed for guidance
activities designed specifically to reduce
school dropouts.
6. Guidance and personnel services are in
urgent need of expansion. Even though expressly authorized in 1964, guidance services
for junior colleges and technical institutes
have not been implemented sufficiently because of limited ~unding.
7. More parent education and adult counseling programs are needed to lessen the
generation gap and to increase the understanding by parents of the role of the school
in imparting information and discussing wit h
children and youth such controversial subjects as race, drugs, sex, .war and politics.
Significant features of Public Law
91-230, ESEA III

Under amendments in P.L. 91-230, Title
III, ESEA is redesignated as "Supplementary
Educational Centers and Services; Guidance,
Counseling and Testing."
This combination of NDEA, Title V-A with
the previously authorized ESEA, Title III,
which provides for the inclusion of funds
for guidance, counseling, and testing within
the new version of ESEA, Title m appropriations ha.s resulted in a dual role for ESEA
State Advisory Councils and has created a
variety of problems or opportunities (depending on how one looks at them) related to
the administration and supervision of state
programs. This dual role is a consequence
of the merging of two pieces of Federal
legislation which were conceived and designed on the basis of different philosophical
approaches to the improvement of educational practice. These different philosophies
have evoked distinctly different operational
procedures and evaluative criteria for the
3Ibid. pp. 14-44.
4. U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. The Educati on Professions 1968.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1969, p. 165.
5 Ibid. p. 166.

two programs. ESEA, Title i l l has emphasized educational innovation through the
distribution of relatively massive funding
to selected school systems on a competitive
project basis. In contrast, NDEA Title V-A
has emphasized the encouragement of guid•
ance, counseling and testing program development and maintenance, stressing equitable distribution of funds, materials, and
services to all schools meeting esWiblished
standards of eligibillty. That this approach
has paid off is evident from the increase in
the number of school guidance programs
and guidance personnel during the first ten
years of Federal support.
Although the combination of the two
programs under ESEA, Title UI now permits
the expenditure of guidance, counseling and
testing funds on a competitive project basis,
the law is clear in its intent to permit continued expenditure of such funds in accordance with procedures established under NDEA
V-A as amended. Section 303(a) of the Act
states-"It is the purpose of this title to combine
within a single authorization, subject to the
modifications imposed by 1the provisions and
requirements of this title, ·t he programs
formerly authorized by this title and title
V-A of the National Defense Education Act
of 1958, and, except as expressly modified by
t his title, Federal funds may be used for
the same purposes and the funding of the
same types of programs previously authorized
by those titles."
The intent to maintain the operational
integrity of the guidance, conseling and testing programs is further indicated ·b y including in section 305(b) of the Act the same
provisions dealing with these programs as
were originally stated under Title V-A.
Programs formerly authorized by Title V-A,
NDEA are expressly modified by the
Amended Title III, ESEA with reference to
the following:
1. Matching of Federal funds from state
or local sources no longer applies.
2. Distinguishes, for guidance, counseling
and testing purposes, administration from
state supervision and leadershi•P activities.
3. Participation of children in nonprofit
private schools is now possible in guidance
.and counseling programs or projects, as well
as in testing programs. (Under Title V~A,
only testing was available to students in
non-public schools.)
4. The state must assure the Commissioner
of Education that an amount at least equal
to 50% of Federal funds expended for guidance, counseling and testing during Fiscal
Year 1970 wlll be spent for these programs
in Fiscal Year 1971.
5. Federal funds made available under this
Title wm be so used as to supplement and,
to the extent practical, increase the level of
funds that would, in the absence of such
Federal funds, be made available by the applicant for authorized purposes, and in no
case supplant such funds.
In the light of the foregoing provisions,
it seems clear that the intent of Congress
is to maintain the identity and autonomy of
guidance, counseling and testing programs.
However, the combination of these programs
within a single authorization opens up possibilities through cooperative relationships
t hat can lead to strengthening and developing the quality of guidance and counseling,
and of other pupil personnel services through
new and innovative approaches.
U.S.O .E . administrative regulations

While authorizing the continuance of programs for the same purposes and of the same
types previously funded under Title V~A,
the amended Act also provides flexibility to
fund innovative exemplary programs in accordance with criteria, pollcies and procedures specified for the Supplementary Educational Centers and Services component of
Title III. Regulation 118.11(e) states-
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"Project grants may be made to local
agencies under this section for the following
purposes: (1) planning programs and projects designed to provide the services and
activities described in clauses 2 and 3, including pilot projects designed to test the
effectiveness of such plans; (2) establishing
or expanding innovative and exemplary
guidance and counseling programs and .p rojects ·f or the purpose of stimulating the adoption of new programs; and (3) esta:blishing,
maintaining, and improving guidance and
counseling services and activities, especially
through new and improved approaches consistent with the purposes of Title m of the
Act."
Regulations also make clear that in addition to guidance, counseling and testing programs at the local level, there shall be,
"provision for supervision and leadership activities by the state educational agency with
regard to the establishment, maintenance,
and improvement of guidance and counseling
services under the state plan," and coordination of related Federal and state programs
"to provide for strong leadership in the area
of guidance and counseling," Regulation
118.11 (c).
Federal funds for state level supervisory
and leadership activities in guidance, counseling and testing may continue to be expended as under the former Title V-A by
utilizing local grant or program funds for
these purposes. Under the provisions of the
Act and Regulations, it is expected that such
a staff will continue to be maintained and
strengthened to the extent necessary to continue carrying on these functions.
Each state will determine administrative,
as distinguished from state supervision and
leadership activities, and wlll make necessary arrangements in terms of staff responsibllities and functions for the administration of the guidance, counseling and testing
programs. Part of the uncertainty regarding
administrative relationships of the two programs under this Title accrues from the organizational structure existing at the time
of the combined authorization arrangement.
"Coordinator of Title III, ESEA," originally
applied only to Supplementary Educational
Centers and Services. With the addition of
guidance, counseling and testing, states may
now want to amend staff title designations in
order to reflect actual operational responsibiUties under Title III.
In addition to guidance and counseling
programs or projects, the Act, and Regulations 118.10 provide that(a) The state plan shall set forth a program for testing students in the public and
private elementary and secondary schools
of the state or in the public and private junior colleges and technical institutes of the
state. In so doing, the plan shall describe
the primary objectives of the program, identify the grade levels of students to be tested
and the types of tests to be ut111zed for the
measurement of aptitudes and abllities.
{b) The testing program set forth in subsection {a) shall include at least one test for
students not beyond grade 12, and shall, ( 1)
be utllized to identify students with outstanding aptitudes and abilities; (2) provide
such information about the aptitudes and
ab111ties of students as may be needed in
connection with the guidance and counseling program required by § 118.11; and (3)
provide such information as may be needed
to assist other educational or training institutions and prospective employers in assessing the educational and occupational
potential of students seeking admission to
educational or tr.alning institut ions or
employment.
The combined arrangement under Title III
offers state education agencies the opportunity not only to maintain, but also to explore new approaches toward improving the
quality of guidance, counseling and testing
programs of projects.
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Implementation at the State Level

Implementation of' guidance, counseling
and testing programs at the state level will
vary from state to state, depending on the
point of' view of the State Advisory Council
and state educational administration, and on
the nature and extent of funding available
from other sources for state guidance
services.
There are three important points to be
considered in this effort:
1. That each state program is an outgrowth
of carefully planned deliberations by appropriate administrative and advisory personnel.
2 That the state guidance, counseling and
testing program does not fail by omission
or commission to include appropriate guidance personnel in .t he planning activities.
S. That state level planners (administrative and advisory) have access to full information concerning the alternatives that may
be considered when developing state policy
and procedure.
State Advisory Councils should be expanded to include adequate representation
by persons with professional competence in
guidance, counseling and testing In addition,
a state may choose to identify a subcommittee within the State Advisory Council to study and to offer recommendations
concerning the state's goals With respect to
guidance, counseling and testing. Other
states may choose to maintain a guidance,
counseling and testing advisory committee
(as under NDEA, Title V-A), either on an
act hoc or a continuing basis, to deal more
fully with state policy recommendation and
other advisory matters relating to guidance,
counseling and testing program development
and operation. Any such advisory committee
should work in close liaison with the state's
Title III Advisory Council, possibly through
overlapping membership.
In any state planning for ESEA Title ill,
consideration should be given to the information that may be provided by the guidance,
counseling and testing representatives to fulfill the state responsibillty for needs assessment and for evaluation Certainly, educational innovation and change in any state
must be pointed toward improved a>pproaches
to meet the needs of students and, concurrently, the needs of the community Longterm goals of school (and state level)
guidance services personnel encompass these
same objectives, and professional guidance
people are trained to analyze student needs
and to propose program modifications to
meet identified needs. Similarly, if state level
program evaluation activities are to give
attention to improvements in end-product
(reduction of dropouts, increased employability, student involvement in decisionmaking, etc.) information available through
the guidance, counseling, and testing program must be utilized
THE FUTURE OF GUIDANCE, COUNSELING AND
TESTING WITHIN ESEA ni

The development needs of our American
society have !been and wolll continue to be
fulfilled to a large extent .'by our nation's
schools. Unfortunately, the school too often
mirrors society's problems rather than "shows
the way" to resolve any of the great isSues
that confront the United States. Th1s educational leadership lag must ibe overcome in
th1s rapidly changing, technical world ot the
seventies. In order tto provide the needed
educational leadership, our society must allow the sch'ools far more freedom 't o innovate,
experiment, and develop an educational enterprise for the future !because lit ds the
future adult leaders and citizens tthat our
schools are training. The keystone to a sound,
innovative program in any school in this
country is an understanding of the student
body as a wh:ole and a basic working relationship With each student, including a.
knowledge of his needs--social, emotil.onal,

.
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physical, educational, and vocational. Only
by f'ul!ly undenstand'ing each student, and
bringing this knowledge to bear on whatever
program, project, technique, material, device,
or teaching methodology is involved can we
have adequate change lin a positive direction.
Prerequisite tto progress is a strong guidance
program as a basic component of a schbolwide system of pupil serv'ices (health, social
work, psychological and related specialists,
including use of para-professionals). Such a
team can cooperate With the rest of the
professional staff to provide a real impetus to
make things happen.
In J·anuary of 1971 the Nixon administration presented its Prop·o sal for Consol'idation
of Federal Educational Grants and Programs.
In the Nixon proposal the suggestion was
ma>de that incentive grants 1b e made 'to states
which !focus on national priorities and
achieve successful results. Seven examples
were given to illustrate educationai accomplishments which might 'b e so rewarded.
Each example has guidance impl'icatlons.
Each of these seven examples are listed below together With a vingette which describes
an existing program:
1. Reduction of school dropouts: Recently
one school district applied :tor project money
to employ a fuU.-time counselor to work With
potential high school dropouts. A research
of past dr'opouts 'i dentified 110 enrolled students who would probably quit school before graduation. The counselor, work1ng With
these 1110 !Prdb'able lleavers and with their
teachers, reduced to 13 the number that
actually lelft in the following three years.
(A dramatic example of how Title m has
met a national priority need!)
2. Reduction of student a:bsenteeism: One
school dtstrict discovered a marked increase
in the absences of its student body, both
elementary and secondary. The district developed a project which included 'the employment of addltiona!l counselors to reduce
pupil/C'ounselor ratios and to increase the
contacts between the schools and the pupils'
fam1Ues. Albsentee1sm was reduced by 70%
and failures by more than 50%.
3. Reduction of severe retardation in basic
subject areas, such as reading and math: A

project was developed involving simiJ.ar class
sizes, the use of aides, and the employment
of school counselors to act as liaison between
teachers and students. One result of this
project was improvement in basic skills an
average of five grades during the three-year
project period. Another was the demand by
the parents for a strong guidance program.
This demand resulted in an increase in the
number of counselors employed by the district rather than the curta111ng o! services
a.fter federal funds were no longer available.
4. Provision of job or college entry preparation for all students through curriculum
reform: The administration of a modern,

progressive, suburban high school was app81lled to find through its follow-up program
conducted by the guidance department, that
most of the 15% of its students who were not
college-bound were either unemployed or
employed marginally. The Guidance Director initiated a meeting at which personnel
from nearby industries and businesses met
With school department chairmen and discussed the vocationa'l preparation needed ·bY
high school graduates who are entering the
world of work. Withi.J?. two years, a revised
and comprehensive program of studies provided vocational education opportunities for
the students of this school. A year later local
business representatives actively recruited
seniors for employment after graduation. (A
complete turnabout during the three-year
project progr·a m!)
5. Proper placement of all handicapped
children in the proper special education
classes: An elementary school district rec-

ognized .t hat many children rwlth special
needs were not identified or placed in classes
that best met their special needs. A project

to employ a comprehensive pupil personnel
team to identify, place, and help in remediation activities was initiated. The team of specialists also conducted in-service programs
for teachers and several meetings for parents, both group and individual conferences.
The situation was soon corrected and thiS
district is recognized as a model program for
the nation.
6. Reduction

oj

youth

unemployment:

One large metropolitan school system h'a.S
organized a Career Development Center in
each of its high schools. Each Center has a
job placement coordinator, a work-study coordinator, and a vocational counselor who
work as a team in maintaining working contacts with employers, the Employment Service, and the school faculty in helping
students make a smooth transition from
school to the world of work. The city in
which this program is loca.ted has one of the
lowest youth unemployment rates of major
cities in the country.
7. Systematic placement of high school
graduates into apprenticeshipsJ vocational
training, or college: A school district found

that many students were not successful in
finding employment after high school because of the complexity of the world of work
and of college placement. A project to employ both a full-time career counselor and
a college counselor paid quick dividends. One
year after initiating the project a follow-up
study was undertaken. lin compa.rison to district data for the previous year, the project
effected the following changes; 1) student
enrollment in apprenticeship programs increased three-fold and 2) college dropouts
had decreased 60%. Three years later, apprenticeship enrollment had again tripled
and college dropouts from this district averaged fewer than 5%.
It is apparent from these brief illustrations related to educational accomplishments
which should be rewarded, that improved
communication among the local project staff,
the state education depa.ntment staff, the
federal Office of Education staff, the various
advisory committees, and other branches of
government must be accomplished. The need
is great for the federal government to establish a realistic foundation program to insure
these vital guidance counseling and testing
services for every child regardless of his age,
his need, his geographical location, his family background, or any other circumstance.
Guidance services focus on the individual
and help the school to relate to his needs.
This premise is the very foundation of our
education system; therefore, we must establish a national priority program that includes this as its base of operation. We must
greatly expand the thrust of Title m because
we must educate all of our children better,
faster, and with greater competency. This is
Title III.
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STATEMENT OF FREDERICK 8. KLINE, DmECTOR,
SOCIETY FOR EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Frederick S. Kline, founder
and director of the Society for Excellence in
Education. I am pleased to have this op-
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portunity to discuss priority items needed
to increase the effectiveness of HEW appropriations in providing equal educaltional
opportunities for all children. My related
previous testimonies given at other Congressional hearings should be included in today's
record to provide additional information.
Priority items are those that directly
benefit American schoolchildren instead of
primarily members of the unprofessional
educators' complex.
All children need a good basic education.
Relevant data on academic achievement is
mandatory before distribution of Title I
funds is continued.
Strict accountability measurements must
be enforced to more accurately determine
those children who are currently receiving
equal educational opportunities. Professional
educators are providing their students with
equal educational opportunities and must
be identified and rewarded.
One specific measurement of accountability
is to test e~h student for both soholastic
aptitude and academic achievement at the
beginning of the school year. Prior to the
conclusion of the school year the students
would be tested again for academic achievement. Standarddzed tests of di.fferent forms
should be administered by distl:nguished
independent testing agencies. Tests would
vary depending on the grade level and would
include those for reading ability and computational skills.
While any rt;esting program has shortcomings, until a better approach is available this
should be implemented. The argument about
teaching for a test is irrelevant if the material on the test is worthwhile teaching.
ThiJ.s testing procedure wlll measure academic growth during the school yeac.
Normally, those students who have attended
several schools or have a high rate of
absences, achieve at a lower rate than 1f
they had remained in one school and had a
consistency in attendance.
Exclusive of these students the average
rate of academic growth of each classroom
should be computed. Classes with sim1lar
scholastic aptitude within the same grade
level should be compared. Such a comparison
will show significant differences between
cl18.Sses. These differences !are one means of
identifying professional educators who have
motivated their students to achieve higher
rates of growth than generally expected.
In some instances classrooms with over
thirty children in low income neighborhoods
will show academic growth of two years,
while similar classrooms will show growth
of two months. The professional educators
in the first mentioned case should be rewarded with a substantial sum. These professional
educators
are
necessary
to
provide all children with equal educational
opportunity.
Regardless of the ability of a professional
educator, some students come to school with
severe emotional pr<>blems that originate in
the home. Such students who are overly
disruptive should be assigned to individualized assistance centers. Funding of these
centers is a priority item.
Assignment to these centers only applies
to students who are overly disruptive with a
professional educator. Unprofessional educators are of•t en responsible for disruptive
behavior of their students. In this situation,
it is the unprofessional educator who should
be assigned elsewhere, instead of the student.
Members of the unprofessional educators'
complex have deceived many government
officials into believing that a form of racial
balance is necessary to increase the academic
achievement of black children, as well as
children from other minority groups and to
provide them with equal educational
opportunities.
With profesisonal educators in the classroom students should be assigned where they

are best motivated to lea,rn, regardless of task of e~h generation to win once again
the right to exercise its independence; it is
racial factors.
Other priority items include funding of the duty of every American to earn his liberty.
In the seventies, we can at least begin to
programs for children with learning disabilities and remedial reading programs. After merit our heritage by the wise, judicious use
of
our power. On a large scale, the United
more professional educators are in the classroom remedial reading may no longer be States can use her strength and wealth to
aid weaker nations, countries with the same
necessary, but at present it is.
Increasing the number of professional edu- desire for life, liberty and happiness that
cators in the classroom is the surest way to sparked the American battle for independprevent educational discriminati<>n and pro- ence. Closer to home, the citizen himself
vide equal educational opportunities free can make responsible use of the power of
from artificial means such as forced assign- democracy. By keeping abreast of the major
ment by race of students or teachers regard- issues and problems that confront America
less of the number of unprofessional edu- today ·a nd by working within the system to
implement the necessary changes, he can in
cators involved.
The Society fer Excellence in Education his own wa,y protect his freedom. Part of the
will provide members of Congress, as well as responsibility inherent in democracy is the
other concerned citizens, with a more de- respect for the rights of othe~. Many of the
tailed motivational program in the near problems facing the country today stem from
the misconcept1on that freedom can be taken
future.
for gmnted, that it can be accepted as no
more than one's due. Democracy itself is
ESSAY BY KATHLEEN CZAR,
threatened w'hen rights taken for granted are
abused, when liberty is mistaken for license,
WARWICK, R.I.
and freedom is confused with "anything
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, the Veterans goes".
of Foreign Wars recently conducted here
It is not liberty that has been handed
in Washington its annual Voice of down to us, but rather the dha.llenge to preDemocracy contest. I believe the VFW serve '8Jld further the cause of freedom. We
is to be commended for sponsoring this must take it upon ourselves to earn our liberty, to merit our priceless heritage, and,
competition, for it provides an oppor- perhaps
equally as important, to dispel the
tunity and an incentive for young Ameri- lllusion that
freedom is ours by birth.

cans to focus their thoughts on our
American democracy and our heritage
of freedom.
My own State was Tepresented in the
competition this year by Miss Kathleen
Czar, of the city of Warwick. I had the
pleasure of meeting Miss Czar dwing
her visit to Washington, and I found
her to be a fine representative of the
youth of our country.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of Miss CzaT's thoughtful statement on American freedom and
its responsibilities be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follOWS:
FREEDOM-OUR HEluTAGE

Freedom is an important word to Americans, a term that has always played a key
r<>le in the history of the United States. For
the freedom to practice their religion, the
first colonists faced almost insurmountable
hard.sh.ips in coming to settle in the New
World. To "secure the •b lessings of liberty",
a new nation was carved out of wilderness
by •b rave men with a dream, a vision of a
country where all men could be ftree. To
make this dream reality, to make all men free,
the Umted States fought a civil war, discovering that a nation so conceived could endure. And to protect this liberty, Americans
fought and dieq in two world wars, risking
their lives to preserve the freedom that had
oome to mean so much to them.
Today we have a responsib111ty. A challenge
has •b een set before us by the Americans who
strove throughout history to protect liberty.
They have ohallenged us to carry on the democratic tradition. Our responsibility is great.
We must f~e the challenge, a.nd w<:>rk to
keep freedom from becoming nothing more
1lha.n a hollow, mea.ndngless word, tossed
a;bout casually.
In order to accomplish this difficult task,
we must first dispel the illusion that freedom is guManteed to every man merely by
the f'81Cft of his •b irth. Freedom is not a static
quamtity to be passed from one generation
to the next like a tarnished antique watch.
We, as citizens of the Un!ited States, are not
automatically the heirs of liberty. We are
given the heritage of freedom, but it is the

RULES OF COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, pursuant to the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946, as amended and incorpomted in
the rules of the Senate, I hereby submit
for the RECORD a copy of the Rules of the
Committee on Interior a.nd Insular Affairs which were duly adopted on March
31, 1971.
There being no objection, the rules
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
RULES OF THE SENATE INTERIOR AND INSULAR
AFFAmS COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE RULES

Rule 1. The Standing Rules of the Senate
and the provisions of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended by the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, to
the extent the provisions of such Acts are
applicable Ito the Committee on Interior and
Insular Atfs.irs and as supplemented by these
rules, are adopted as the rules of the
Committee.
MEETINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

Rule 2. The Committee shall meet on the
third Wednesday of each month while the
Congress is in session for the purpose of conducting executive business, unless, for the
convenience of Members, the Chairman shall
set some other day for a. meeting. Additional
meetings may be called by the Chairman as
he may deem necessary. Subcommittee meetings or hearings ·s hall not be scheduled nor
held concurrently with full Committee
meetings.
EXECUTIVE SESSION AGENDA

Rule 3. The agenda for full Committee
executive sessions shall be provided to each
member at least three days prior to such
executive session, and no new items may be
added after the agenda is published except
by the approval of a maj<>rity of tll.e members. The Clerk shall promptly notify a;bsent
Members of any action taken by the Committee on matters not included on the
regular published agenda.
Rule 4. A legislative measure or subject
shall be included on the agenda of the next
following executive meeting of the full Com-
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mittee if a. written request for such inclusion
has been filed with the Chairman at least one
week prior to such meeting. Nothing in this
rule shall be construed to limit the Chairman's authority to include legislative measures or subjects on the agenda. in the absence of such request.

munity by reforming both training and the
delivery of medical care. But another sort of
pressure is exerted as a. result of changes in
internal relationships that have occurred in
the last two decades in large measure because
of the federal support of biomedical research.
As in most institutional confiicts the dispute
is expressed in contests over power and
money, but, at a more fundamental level,
what is involved is the value and reward
system of academic medicine and the question of how the medical school is to be
governed.
(This is the first of three articles which will
attempt to discuss these issues in the context of the development of one medical
school---stanford's. The first article will describe the pattern and policies of expansion
since World War II, and the other two will
examine the effects of internal and external
pressures for change.)
In less than a. decade Stanford University
School of Medicine made a. national reputation as a. model of the research-oriented
medical school. The names the public identify most readily with Stanford are those of
cardiac surgeon Norman Shumway and of
Nobel laureates Arthur Kornberg and Joshua
Lederberg. But in its medical-school peer
group Stanford has a broad-spectrum reputation for research and advanced techniques in
other forms of surgery, radiology, psychiatry,
and some types of medicine, and also for curriculum innovation. Stanford's dean during
the late 1960's, Robert S. Glaser, and some
other members of the faculty belonged to
that group of medical school representatives,
foundation officers, and government officials
who dominate the haute politique of academic medicine. And all in all, Stanford became one of the half-dozen schools generally
regarded as setting the pace in American
medical education.
Like other medical schools in the 1960's
Stanford depended heavily on federal funds
to finance expansion. And a.t Stanford, the rapidity of the buildup and the reliance on federal funds almost inevitably caused e.n unevenness in development. Then in the later
years of the decade, Stanford was hit by the
squeeze on federal funds and by demands on
the school to exercise a. greater measure of
social responsibility by providing new forms
of training and community service. As a. consequence Glaser, who resigned last year after
5 years as the university's chief administrator
for health affairs, says that "Stanford has an
acute form of the problems of American
medical schools." And Leder berg, who has
been deeply involved in policy issues in both
the medical school and university in the last
decade, observes that Stanford "has problems of identity and leadership which overThe real problem at Stanford is not to ride the money problems."
a. void the extremes of becoming a. research
Ironically, these problems of identity and
institute, on the one hand, or a. sta.ffi.ng leadership, of •w hich Leder:t>erg speaks, result
agency for storefront clinics, on the other. in large part from the two decades of federal
It is to find better ways to provide students funding of research which created the modwith varieties of medical experience, which ern medical school. And the frictions tend
will prepare them to meet the multiple to be particularly severe at schools which
responsibilities imposed on physicians today, by prevailing criteria are most successful, like
and to enable them to improve the a.ll1ng Stanford.
American medical care system.
If by self-diagnosis Stanford has big problems, they arise in part because the medical
I ask unanimous consent that John school
has big personalities and big expectaWalsh's articles on the Stanford Medical tions. Through the 1960's, Stanford attracted
School be printed in the RECORD.
faculty members whose talents and prestige
There being no objection, the items enabled them •t o •b ring in funds which gave
them
and their colleagues a measure of inwere ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
dependence. A "star system" emerged at
as follows:
Stanford which, to extend the metaphor,
STANFORD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE ( 1) : PROBLEMS
made the medical school organizationally
OVER MORE THAN MONEY
more like a galaxy than a universe, which
(By John Walsh)
a medical school resembled under the old
(NoTE.-Since World War II the American dean-centered system.
medical school has become a. highly complex
This did not happen accidentally. For
institution and, like other American institu- Stanford the die was cast when the decision
tions today, the medical school is being chal- was made in the early 1950's to consolidate
lenged to respond to diverse and often con- the medical s~chool on the Stanford campus.
fiicting demands. In part the pressure comes The university in 1908 had taken over the
from activists who insist that the medical 50-year-old Cooper Medical College in San
school more fully meet the needs of the com- Francisco and had continued the 2-year

formerly located in San Francisco, moving to Stanford. Partly due to Stanford's
reputation as a research-oriented school,
many of the clinicians did not make the
move. According to Mr. Walsh, the newly
recruited faculty members tended to fit
in the research mold. Combined with the
QUORUMS
Rule 5. (a.) Nine members of the Commit- underestimation of construction costs
tee shall constitute a. quorum for reporting which delayed completion of the clinical
legislative measures or !recommendations. sciences researoh wing until 1966, the net
Proxy voting will be permitted on all mat- effect was to produce some imbalances
ters, except that no measure or recommenda- in the school's faculty.
tion shall be reported unless a. quorum of the
One of Mr. Walsh's central themes is
Committee were actually present to vote at that the :flow of Federal funds has resultthe time a measure or !recommendation was
ed in a redistribution of power in regard
ot"dered reported.
(b) One member of the Committee or to the medical school. He argues that the
any subcommittee shall constitute a quorum large scale funding of basic research has
for the purpose of conducting a. hearing or counterbalanced
the effects of a
taking testimony on any measure before traditional double standard within the
the Committee.
faculty, whereby the M.D.'s make conSUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
siderably more money than Ph. D.'s and
Rule 6. (a) Membership of subcommittees where the top administrative posts go to
shall be fixed by the Chairman in consulta- M.D.'s rather than Ph. D.'s.
tion with the ranking minority member, and,
A further effect of Federal funding has
insofar as possible, shall refiect the wishes
and preferences of the individual members been the development of clinical research
which has, to some extent, blurred the
of the Committee.
(b) Following consultation with the rank- distinction between the basic research
ing minority member, the Chairman may, and clinical programs. It also has confrom time to time, establish such ad hoc tributed toward the development of a
or special subcommittees as he deems neces- national trend of set salaries for medical
sary to expedite committee business.
school clinicians, as opposed to the freeCONFIDENTIAL TESTIMONY
for-medical-service system. This has
Rule 7. No confidential testimony taken inevitably resulted in considerable interor confidential material presented in an nal pressures and debate.
executive hearing of the Committee or subIn the late 1960's at Stanford, there
committees thereof or any report of the was a swing away from the emphasis on
proceedings of' such an executive hearing
shall be made public, either in whole or in research, with more emphasis on clinical
part or by way of summary, unless author- training and community services. Mr.
ized by a majority of the memlbers of' the Walsh links this shift with the national
Committee at an executive session called movement of social awareness among
for the purpose of making such a. students. In 1968 an elective curriculum
determination.
system was installed which provides for
DEFAMATORY STATEMENTS
a large degree of student :flexibility- stuRule 8. Any person whose name is men- dents may now complete the M.D. course
tioned or who is specifically identified, and in 3% years, but they may also take 4,
who believes that testimony or other evi- 5, or 6 years. In 1969, a division of comdence presented at a public hearing, tends muriity medicine was set up. Since then,
to defame him or otherwise adversely affect
his reputation may file a (sworn) state- Stanford has developed links with a
ment of facts relevant to the complained- number of community health projects.
of testimony or other evidence or comment. These developments, combined with a
Such request and such statement shall be cutback in research funding the last few
submitted to the Committee for its con- years has caused real concern among
sideration and action.
researchers, although Walsh believes
BROADCASTING OF HEARINGS
that these fears are unfounded. He
Rule 9. During open public hearings, concludes:
photographers and other reporters using
mechanical recording or filming devices
shall position their equipment in such
fashion as will not interfere with the seating or vision of Committee Members or staff
on the dais, nor with the orderly process
of the hearing.

STANFORD MEDICAL SCHOOL
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, Mr.
John Walsh has written an informative
series of articles which appeared in the
February 12, February 19, and February
26 issues of the magazine Science. The
articles describe the struggle of the Stanford University Medical School to
achieve a balance in its program among
medical education, research, and community service. Since Stanford is generally regarded as a pacesetter among
medical schools, the articles have relevance far beyond the question of Stanford's medical program.
In 1959, the Stanford medical center
complex was consolidated on the Stanford campus, with the clinical facility,
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clinical phase of the M.D. training in the city.
Preclinical courses were given on the campus.
Wallace Sterling, who moved into the Stanford University presidency after World War
II, was a key figure in carrying through the
consolidation. Sterling recalls that a link
With the campus science departments was
and service were to advance scientifically,
but also some far-sighted advisers convinced
him that "the day was going to come when
social sciences, engineering, law, and business
administration were going to be more important in medicine."
The medical school had developed a strong
clinical tradition in San Francisco, and the
debate over the move from the city split the
faculty. When the move was made in 1959
many of the clinical partisans remained in
the city, while faculty members committed
to greater emphasis on research generally
went south to Stanford.
New faculty members had to be recruited
to fill the ranks, and not surprisingly these
tended to be people who shared the vision
of Stanford as a new avatar of scientific
medicine. The arrival in 1959 of Lederberg
and Kornberg, famous for their work in the
then scientifically white-hot field of molecular biology, proved to have more than symbolic significance, since both men, in rather
different ways, exercised a formative influence on the school. Kornberg was recruited
With his whole microbiology group from
Washington University in St. Louis, and the
transplant of a big, productive biochemistry
department into a medical school set a precedent for Stanford and other schools. Kornberg also was active in recruiting, especially
in the early years, and is regarded by his
colleagues as an insistent and effective
spokesman for basic research. Lederberg, although he has been active outside Stanford
as a commentator on scientific and political
issues in addition to carrying on his own
research and administrative work at the
medical school, is also said to have been a
knowledgeable and hardworking member of
groups grappling With basic issues in both
the medical school and the university.
SOMETHING TO OFFER

That recruiting for the medical school
should go successfully is hardly surprising
since the recruiters represented a new and
apparently amply-financed enterprise in very
attractive physical and professional circumstances. In 1959 Stanford opened a medical
center complex combining medical education, research, and hospital facilities. The
medical center was designed by Edward Durrell Stone, then ascending the heights of his
profession With his embassy and international exhibit architecture. The Stone style
is evident in the center's columns and textured walls, but it is not mentioned on the
architect's list of triumphs. The plan is essentially a grid of fairly narrow, interconnecting buildings. The center, considering its
massive size, does not obtrude on the Stanford landscape, and there are pleasant, quite
courtyards and some bright, sunlit rooms.
But there are complaints about endless corridors and a lack of usable space, and local
opinion is summed up by a university administrator who says the medical center
"aesthetically is fine, functionally . . . ."
But the design of the center perhaps had
less profound effect than the cost of building
and running it. Construction costs had been
seriously underestimated by medical school
planners. As a result there was not enough
money to construct a clinical sciences research building in the first phase, which cost
well over $20 million, and the clinical sciences research Wing was not completed until
1966. The effect was to reta.rd the buildup
of faculty, and so, when federal funding
tightened in the later 1960's, Stanford was
left With some imbalances in its faculty.
Equally important was the university
trustees' reaction to the unexpectedly high
CXVII--583-Pa.rt 7

costs of the move to the campus. By the late
1950's, as one observer puts it, "the trustees
felt they had a tiger by the tail." The cost
of construction of the medical center was
essentially covered by money raised from
government and private sources, but the
trustees saw the budgets of the medical
school and the hospital as an open-ended
demand. As a result, they put a ceiling on
general university funds to be allocated to
the medical school. This meant that the
medical school was to be dependent primarily on the funds it generated itself, and
this added even greater importance to the
entrepreneurial drive of the faculty.
A further serious implication of the move
from San Francisco was that the school cut
ties not only with individuals but with institutions, primarily with the county hospital
on which the school depended for "clinical
material," the euphemism for the indigent
patients who occupy the teaching beds in
most medical schools.
In moving to Stanford, the medical
school gambled on attracting enough feepaying patients to provide clinical material
and also to pay the costs of operating the
university hospital, and part at least of the
cost of intern and residency training programs. The center not only started out With
zero patients but also faced the task of overcoming the suspicion, if not the hostility, of
local physicians who alone could send referral patients whom any medical center needs
for its training programs. The town-andgown situation was particularly complicated
since the peace treaty With the local community was based on an agreement to include
a community hospital financed by Palo Alto
in the new medical center complex.
The community hospital was merged with
the university hospital in the late 1960's
under an agreement that guarantees priority
in a large block of beds to patients from the
community and assures local physicians of
staff rights. Criticism persists that the university hospital, with something over 500
beds, is too small by teaching hospital standards. One medical student said "there are
more people in white coats than patients."
Defenders of the system point out that Stanford also has arrangements with a nearby
veterans hospital and a county hospital in
San Jose which provide highly satisfactory
training experience for students, interns, and
residents. In addition there is a small, separate pavillion for chronically ill children on
the campus, and the medical school provides
some services for San Mateo County Hospital,
although that relationship seems to be on the
wane.
The trajectory of expansion at Stanford in
the 1960's can be traced in the figures for
budget and personnel. The budget rose from
$5.7 million in 1959-60 to $25.5 million in
1969-70. Over the same period, income from
federal grants rose from $2.3 million to $14
million, or from 41 percent of the total
budget to 60 percent. The hospital budget increased at about the same rate as the medical
school's, so that now the combined budget
tops $50 million a year.
The reliance on federal funding has
obviously influenced the shape of Stanford's
educational program. The number of medical
students increased only from 230 to 357 between 1959 and 1970. In the same years the
interns and residents rose from 152 to 279with the big increase affecting residents, who
now number 240. The greatest percentage increase came in the number of postdoctoral
fellows, which went up from 44 at the beginning of the decade to 218 in the current year.
There were 35 Ph.D. candidates 10 years ago
and there are 76 this year, but that number
represents a sharp drop from 110 last year
and reflects the cuts in federal support of
research and training. Full-time faculty
numbers 375 of whom 193 are tenured.
In all, the medical school has slightly over
1000 students in various categories. Only
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about a third are in the Mn. program. There
is a small nursing school which has only
about 62 students, down about a third from
a decade ago, and a relatively small number
of students are taking subprofessional training. Stanford, therefore, has an unusually
large number of postgradua-te students.
The mix was achieved deliberately and
through the maximum use of federal and
hospital service funds. As one financial official phrased it, "We couldn't afford a conservative financial program. We're living on
soft money." Up to now the medical school
has managed to avoid an operating deficit.
Research just a-bout paid for itself. But now
expenses are increasing more rapidly and
federal funding is not keeping up. And the
administrator observes, "We're dug in for
a sustaining operation. I don't think everybody realizes tha.t."
Just as Stanford has depended on funds
from federal research grants to underwrite
graduate students and pay part of faculty
salaries, it has had to follow an even
older practice of "bootlegging" the costs of
clinical training, including the salaries of
interns and residents, from funds paid by
patients for hospital service. This is standard practice among medical schools and the
funds, in effect, are paid for services rendered, but now, because of inflation in medical costs including the salaries of house
staff, the budget for clinical training is under
very heavy pressure.
Things look particularly tight for stanford in the immediate future. Calif·o rnia
Governor Ronald Reagan has ordered a
sharp cut in funds for MediCal, the state's
version of the federal Medicaid program for
medical indigents. In addition there is a
dispute over government billing requirements on surglcal cases, which specify that
the faculty member named as attending
surgeon must himself perform the operation.
Under the surgical-team system of teaching
used at Stanford and elsewhere, a resident
learns by wielding the scalpel under close
supervision. Accounts receivable of some $1.5
million are tied up in the dispute.
Stanford, incidentally, cannot look to the
state government for support, in the way
that other private medical schools in several
states have done, since the California
constitution specifically prohibits such
assistance.
At Stanford, however, almost everyone
agrees that the problems run deeper than
the threat of deficits. For example, departmental chairmanships in anatomy and
physiology have remained unfilled for several
years. In part this is because the cutback
in federal funds has made it impossible to
offer the inducements in space and staff positions that have been proffered to high-level
recruits in earlier days. But there are also
disagreements abOut what direction research
and teaching in anatomy and physiology
should take at Stanford, and the difficulty
in settling issues such as these make some
faculty feel that the medical school is suffering from a oase of arrested development. And
the feeling is sharpened by the fact that the
search for a dean to replace Glaser has been
on for almost a year.
The days when medical school policy was
decided by the dean and a few influential
senior faculty are over. One effoot of the
flow of federal funds into the medical schools
has been a redistribution of power. This has
created pressures for major change in governance and even in the structure of the
medical school which will be discussed in
forthcoming articles.
STANFORD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (II)
CLINICIANS MAKE AN ISSUE

:

There's no academic status in seeing patients. The guy who stays in the lab get$
tenure. The guy who sees patients gets kicked
out after 3 years.-A former administrator at

the Stanford Medical School.
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Modern medical education was created
when high-quality instruction and research
in the biomedical sciences was united with
clinical training, but. even at a researchoriented medical school like Stanford, the
alliance remains an uneasy one. Some faculty
members contend that the research ideal has
triumphed at the expense of medical care.
Professional pride and prejudice doubtless
inspire part of it, but the criticism is potentially strong enough to change the structure of the medical school.
In oversimplified terms, the objections are
that some clinical faculty are spending too
much time on the wrong kind of research,
with the result that they are not pulling
their weight scientifically or financially. As
inflation and the cutbacks in federal funding put heavy pressure on medical school
budgets, this kind of dissatisfaction has
mounted and some clinical departments,
which have become power centers because of
the income they generate from fees, are seeking greater control over their own finances
and policy. This is a complex, multilevel argument. which is probably best approacb.ed
by looking at the anatomr of the medical
school.
Some friction persists because :medical
schools operate under their own double
standard. Faculties are divided between
Ph.D.'s and M.D.'s, concentrated in the basic
sciences and clinical programs, respectively.
Top administrative posts in academic medicine continue to go to physicians rather than
Ph.D.'s, and in most schools substantial
salary differentials favor the MD.'s.
Since World War II, however. the secondclass status of the basic sciences faculty has
been considerably assuaged by large-scale
funding of basic research by the federal government, principally through the National
Institutes of Health (Nm) and also by such
victories of research as polio vaccine and by
the apparently boundless promise of such
disciplines as molecular biology.
The availability of federal funding and
prestige accruing from research has caused
a blurring of the demarcation Une between
basic science and cllnical progmm.s. Clinicians found Lt possible to get their own
research grants, and clinical departments
tooled up programs of cllnical researchefforts to apply the results of basic research
and technology to medical care. Across the
country, the trend has been particularly evident in departments of medicine. The number of subspecialties has multiplied, and
developments in chemical therapy and in
instrumentation have opened new avenues
for clinical research in almost all areas. To
achieve interdisciplinary breadth, some clinical departments added Ph. D.'s to their
rolls, on occasion outbidding basic sciences
departments for their services. Many clin1cians, of course, had been doing research,
very good research, before NIH support became available. The famous report on medical schools by Abraham Flexner early in
the century had urged on physician members of the medical school faculty the selfimage of teacher-researcher-clinician. What
had changed was that making at least a
modest mark in research became obligatory
for anyone hoping for tenure and advancement in academic medicine.
At Stanford, critics of clinical research do
not fault the clinicians for doing research
but for taking the basic sciences departments
as their model and straining to make their
work as "basic" as possible. The effort to
emulate work done in labs headed by men
such as Nobel laureates Arthur Kornberg and
Joshua Lederberg is understandable, but the
result, say the critics, is that many of the
clinical researchers are neither very good
researchers nor very good clinicians.
Clinical departments, of course, remain
responsible for care of patients in medical
center hospitals as well as for the training

of medical students, interns, and residentsand, as research and training activities have
increased, so, not surprisingly, has the size
of clinical facilities. •
This has inevitably affected the budget and
a score of interviews at Stanford yielded the
impression that the criticism of clinical research was directed not so much at its
quality but at its costs in the context of
medical school financing.
In the leading medical schools there has
been a steady trend away from the old
practice of basing cllnical faculty members'
salaries in part on fees they earn through
providing medical service. The alternative is
the so-called "full-full-time" system under
which faculty members are paid set salaries
while fees go into medical school coffers.
The full-time system permits losses in some
sectors to be counterbalanced by surpluses
in others and, theoretically, at least, an
equalization of quality in departments to
be achieved throughout the school.
One of the constants of academic medicine
is that some departments, notably, surgery,
radiology, and anesthesiology, make money
on their services, while others, especially
pediatrics, produce deficits. In private practice, surgeons, radiologists, and anesthesiologists are the moot highly paid specialists.
Stanford salaries for senior clinical facultyin the $30,000 to $40,000 range-look more
than adequ81te by university standards but
amount to only about a half or a third of
what their colleagues in the premium specialties earn in private practice. The main
complaint in these clinical departments is
not that they are underpaid, although they
are not oblivious of that aspect, but that
what they regard as a fair share of funds
earned by their departments is not returned
to finance research and needed expansion or
renovations of facilities. And what they seem
to find most galling Ls their belief that their
colleagues in other departments are not
putting sufficient time and effort into medical care to pay their department's way.
It is worth emphasizing that the animus
is not directed toward researchers in the
basic sciences departments. Those engaged
1n fundamental research at Stanford have
not only imparted an aura of excellence but
have been sufilciently successful in competing for available NIH funds to be still regarded as self-financing.
The strongest expression of resentment
comes from the surgeons. Considering the
surgeons• earning power and the proverbial
"surgical personality," this should not be
unexpected. Self-conL.dence and an extreme
sense of the value of his work are, after all,
basic qualifications for a surgeon; temperamentally, the surgeons are to medicine what
fighter pilots are to air forces.
Roy B. Cohn, a distinguished renal surgeon whose tenure at Stanford predates the
move from San Francisco and who play& the
irascible elder statesman With zest, says,
"The full-time system denigraks medical
care. The exception is the surgeons. Surgeons
would do [their work] for nothing. We work
harder." Speaking of some of his colleagues
in other departments, Cohn says. "Those fellows are very intellectual-once they establish a diagnosis, they lose interest."
Robert A. Chase, chairman of the department of surgery, emphasizes the interdependence of departments in a good medical
school by saying, for example, "The department of surgery can be no better than the
weakest department in the school." But in
discussing the issue there is no mistaking
• At Stanford, for example, of 123 tenured
faculty in 196o-61, 75 were clinical faculty
and 47 were basic sciences faculty. Of a total
of 290 tenured faculty in 1969-70, 224 were
clinical faculty and 66 were basic sciences
faculty.
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the firmness of hLs views. "Care of patients
is a tough job. There should be appropriate
recognition in the institution, and it is not
always given. Surgery makes a greater effort
than any department." And Chase footnotes
a Rand study which, he says. found that
Stanford per patient costs are high and that
faculty in general don't spend a great deal of
time in the clinics. "An economic incentive
is not provided," says Chase, "in fact, the incentive is perverse."
Chase goes on to insist that Stanford
medical school cannot maintain its position
1f salaries are not competitive with peer medical schools across the country. Chase gave
some examples of medical schools with
higher salaries and noted, "The men in the
department feel the full-time sys tem Ls best
so long as the constraints don't become terribly discouraging."
The critique of clinica.l research and the
claim that the full-time system has an adverse effect on medical care must, of course.
be examined for fairness.
CLINICAL RESEARCH COMPLEXrriES

Even the sharpest critics concede that
clin1cal research is both necessary and difflcult. No matter how intellectually challenging, ba.s1c research customarily uses such
relatively amenable experimental objects as
baoteria, viruses, or laboratory animals.
whereas clinioo.l researchers must ultimately
work on human beings. The primary concern for the patient's well-being infinitely
complicates the clinical researcher's task in
designing and carrying out his work. And the
critics tend to ignore the large amoun t of
good clinical work being done. A few of the
names that were frequently cited for high
quality research in clinical dep artments at
Stanford were Thoma.s C. Merigan for his
work on interferon inducers. Rose 0. Payne
for advances in tLssue typing for human organ transplants, and Judith G. Pool, an expert in the pathophysiology of blood typing,
for developing a simplifled method of
preparing cryoprecipitated antihemophlliac
globulin which makes surgery possible for hemophiliac patients. Work on immunology by
department of medicine chairman Halsted R.
Holman and his colleagues was often mentioned.
The charge that clinicians are not working hard enough to pay their own way apparently should be amended in many cases
to a complaint that money due them Ls not
collected. It Ls relatively easy to compute
and bill charges for surgery or for radiological examination and treatment. The nature
of treatment required by patients of the
departments of pediatrics, psychiatry. and
medicine often make it muc-h h arder. In the
case of medical treatment, pat ients• insurance may provide for only marginal reimbursement. Physicians in these services may
be faced with a large number of patients
and may decide to see more patients and fill
out fewer forms. Other dimensions of the
issue are opened when the rewards of anesthesiologists or the total resources required
for sophisticated surgery are questioned. But
the point is not so much whether the critics
are justified but that they feel intensely aggrieved and tend to be those who, because
they a re big earners for the school, exert real
leverage.
Norman E. Shumway. head of the division
of cardiovascular surgery and a pioneer in
the heart transplant opera tion, 1s a strong
proponent and participant of research in
surgery. His view of how to or5anize it is a
highly personal one. "I don't think you can
do goOd research while carrying a heavy
clinical schedule," says Shumway. "Research
is a young man's game, and you find yourself
providing a place for younger and brighter
guys."
An ideal way to do thLs, Shumway thinks,
would be to establish a cardiac center. "a
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miniature Manhattan project," which would
combine preclinical teaching with research
and care on "cross-departmental lines."
Shumway says the center "would have more
to do with cardiology than surgery. It can't
be a specialty hospital---there's too much
overlap in areas such as infectious diseases."
Such a center he sees as necessarily a part
of the university medical center.
Understanding it somewhat, Shumway
admits, "Some people won't like this, but
suppose a whole school goes this way. It
might be very attractive to federal agencies."
Rather similar views are held by Henry S.
Kaplan, the astute and tough-minded chairman of the department of radiology. Kaplan
was one of the engineers of the medical
:school's consolidation on the Stanford
,campus in 1959, and he has remained influ,ential in the policy counsels of the medical
school.
Kaplan, like Shumway, is attracted by the
'Prospects of establishing a center or insti.t ute which would focus treatment and interdisciplinary research in a particular field.
Kaplan envisions a cancer center and thinks
that the push for a massive attack on cancer
advocated in Congress and now proposed in
the President's budget (Science, 12 February
1971) may provide the funds. The real question, says Kaplan, is "how to create an institute which is a fiscal and physical entity yet
is st111 in the main stream of the educational
process. I would not want to see a cancer
center or cardiac center which is not part of
the teaching process. We don't want watertight compartments."
Kaplan also bluntly concurs with the surgeons in saying, "A heavy degree of subsidization of those departments is going on
needlessly. We wouldn't mind so long as
people in those departments were working
as hard as possible. It's time to blow the
whistle," says Kaplan.
As critic, Kaplan's flanks are well covered.
His department not only operates deeply in
the black but has a strong reputation for
clinical research. He himself is a successful
researcher who pioneered development of the
linear medical accelerator for radiation treatment of cancer and is, among other things,
an authority on Hodgkin's disease and
malignant lymphoma.
Kaplan's analysis of the ills of the medical
schools is broader than a simple indictment
of the handling of fees. In the period of
rapid growth he feels that "too much reliance was placed on the federal government."
A source of the trouble was the "extension
into the NIH easy money era of the Flexner
concept of the triple threat man (teaching,
research, patient care) . In some dep'l.rtments
the feeling that a man should be a great
clinician fell into d.i suse. If you stay with
the idea of the triple threat man. as patient
load increases you must increase the staff.
But where is the lab space and free time to
work in the labs coming from?
"This is the problem of the medical
schools. We must find a way to diversify the
function of the faculty. One solution wou ld
be to create two kinds of faculty appoint ments. You might create a postgradua te
medical school to exist side by side with the
undergraduate medical school."
An immediate problem, as Kaplan sees it,
is to create an incentive plan to provide
Stanford with competitive salaries and funds
f':)r research.
The problem of incentives and the question of such new departures in organization
as creation of a cancer center and cardiac
center are in abeyance while Stanford
searches for a new dea n to replace Robert
S. Glaser, who resigned last spring to become
a Commonwealth Fund executive.
The acting dea n is John L. Wilson, who
came to Stanford as an associate dean when
Stanford took on administration of a regional medical program. Wilson is held in
generally high regard by •t he faculty. In sty!le

he is anything but a confrontationist, but he
is credited with taking relatively strong initiatives in the area of budget and day-today administration, considering his acting
capacity. But the tougher policy problems
have been tabled in the interim.
Internal pressures building at Stanford,
such as those for creation of semiautonomous cancer and cardiac centers, some pessimists feel could dismember the medical
school. Others, like geneticist Joshua Lederberg, think it may be possible to establish
a new form of specialized treatment center
connected to medical schools which would
allow the schools to increase income without
breaching the integrity of medical education.
Those familiar with the realpolitik of medical schools feel that something subst antial
must be done soon, since the resentments
that produced the demand for an incentive
plan and the center proposals are near the
flash point in many schools. How Stanford
deals with these problems or fails to deal
with them will be important beyond Stanford, because, in making its reputation, Stanford inevitably made itself a model for other
schools.
Stanford is being subjected to other strong
centrifugal forces. Among the strongest is
the demand from activists that the school
commit itself more deeply to meeting the
needs of the community. The implications
for research and governance at Stanford of
these demands will be the subject of a third
article.
STANFORD SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (Ill):
VARIETIES OF MEDICAL EXPERIENCE

In the late 1950's Stanford medical school
broke with convention by lengthening the
regular 4-year course for the M.D. degree to
5 years. A decade later Stanford switched to
an elective system which offers the medical
student an option of acquiring his M.D.
in about 3 years.
This reversal was seen by many as representing a swing away from a research bias in
the Stanford curriculum and toward a
greater stress on clinical training and community service. The shift occurred during
a period when social and political awareness
was growing at St anford and at other medical schools, but the causes of the shift were
too complex to be attributed simply to a
surge in medical populism.
Improved teaching in the sciences in high
school and college produced a better prepared and more scientifically sophisticated
incoming medical student. And the fact that
almost all new M.D.'s go on to specialty
training these days means that medical
schools no longer need concentrate on prodl!cing physicians ready to enter practice
after a year's internship.
Medical schools have also been faced with
the task of preparing their graduates for a
prolif-erating variety of careers in academic
medicine, medical administration, and
group and private practice. Stanford's
5-year plan, in fact, was devised in part
to break the lock-step system of medical
education and to allow a variety of study
plan s.
The key to fiexib11ity under the 5-year
program was to have been a block of open
t ime in both the basic science and clinical
training programs. The idea was tha t the
st udent would spend about half t he assigned
t ime a t any stage learning what the departm ent or teaching gr oup felt was importan t
and the ot her half pursuing h is special
medical in t erest s.
The Stanford plan developed an essential
pattern of 3 years of basic sciences and 2
yea rs of clinical training. Student s complained that there was n o early, meaningful
exposur e to patients, and there were a lot
of wry, local jokes about 5tanford offering
the "DNA degree."
What was a;mbigu.ous from the start was
whether open time wa.s t o 1be devoted :to

elective courses or was to be really free
time. With Stanford's strength in basic
research, there was a perhaps inevitable
emphasis on research experience for the
medical student. As one former medical
school administrator put it, "The kids saw
the free time as an opportunity to get out
into the community; the faculty saw it as
an opportunity to get the kids into the lab."
For all these reasons and because of the
accelerating increase in medical knowledge,
it was becoming more difficult for the faculty
to agree on core material for the curriculum.
Bernard W. Nelson, associate dean for student affairs, who watched the process from
this special perspective, thinks the fact that
the faculty could not agree on a body of
knowledge essential to the training of a physician hastened an overhaul of curriculum.
But the major factor in bringing about modification, he suggests, was the better preparation of students-with a resulting dissatisfaction with the heavy emphasis on basic
sciences. The students who benefitted especially from the 5-yea.r plan proved to be a
relatively small, research-oriented group but
by the mid-1960's student complaints were
growing about the uneveness of teaching
and the limitations of the free-time options.
REVISION NECESSARY

By 1966 it became clear that a major effort
at rev1sion of the curriculum was necessary.
The existing currtculum committee wa.s disbanded and a new, blue-ribbon committee
formed. Robert A. Oha.se, chairman of the department of surgery, who served on this new
committee on medical education, recalls that
at first the group made another attempt at
developing the ideal core curriculum, but
soon gave that up. A consensus developed in
the committee that a totally elective system
would provide the best chance of achieving
the original alms of the Stanford plan. The
major aims had been to make medical education more like graduate education by creating a preceptor-student relationship between the faculty member and medical student and to open alternative "pathways"
through medical school to fit graduates for
the differing roles played by physicians today.
To qualify for a degree under the elective
system the student had to satisfy the requirements of 4000 hours of instruction laid down
by California. law, pass all the sections of the
National Boe.rd examinations, and satisfy
school requirements on cllnieal competence.
There was no legislation of which courses
the student had to take, and a flexible passfail grading system was prescribed.
The changeover to the elective system was
made.in 1968 with less opposition than might
have been anticipated. Some observers say
that a general acceptance by faculty of the
difficulty of establishing a viable core curriculum did much to move the faculty to
acquiesce.
The flex1b111ty provided by the 5-year plan
is preserved under the elective system. Students may complete the M.D. course in about
8% years, but they may also take 4, 5, or 6
years.
In the theoretical model of the new plan
it was essenti.al that faculty advisers maintain close contact with students, helping
them to plan their studies with close reference to the student's background and career
goals. In practice, the advisory system appears not to have developed as planned, and
many students, in fact, seem to obtain the
advice they need from their peers.
The elective system has not, as a matter
of fact, ushered in an era. of wild improvisation in curriculum at St anford. Anything
but, it seems. Nelson a nd others observe that
the students h a ve proved quite conservative
in curriculum matters. If anything, the trend
is toward a. heavier concent r a tion on traditional medical school studies.
For the faculty, the elective system creates
a new market situation and, because there
are no captive a udiences, e. portentiail ego
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problem. The results seem to be mixed. On
the one hand, faculty members are offering
courses in what most interests them and
wha.t they feel is most important, and there
is some indication that the quality of teaching has improved. On the other hand, as one
faculty member said of his colleagues, "People are allowed to do what they damn well
please without regard to what it does to total
education." Some students complain that
facult y members don't take the trouble to
integra-te material and give it continuity.
The elective system was adopted at a time
when the demand for social relevance in
medical education was growing. At a researchoriented medical school like Stanford the
idea went somewhat against the grain, but
during the later years of the decade a number of things were done to advance the
claims of "social medicine." Probably the
most significant event was the arrival in 1969
of Count Gibson who, while at Tufts, had
been involved in setting up trailblazing communit y health centers in Boston and Mound
Bayou, Mississippi. Gibson came to stanford
to establish a division of community medicine in the department of preventive medicine. Stanford soon had links with three
Office of Economic Opportunity-sponsored
health centers. These were in Palo Alto,
whose inhabitants are predominantly low income black people; in Alviso at the foot of
San Francisco Bay, with a largely MexicanAmerican population; and in King City in
a rural area.
ANOTHER "OUTREACH" PROGRAM

Another form of "outreach" program was
established at Livingston, about a 2-hour
drive from Stanford in agricultural Merced
County. An unusual plan for a group practice based on a partnership between the
medical school and people living in the area
evolved when the town's only physician, an
overworked Stanford alumnus, gave up his
practice and turned over his office facilities
to the medical school for use as a clinic.
Livingston is not a poor community, and
what has developed is a unique group practice staffed by medical school faculty members, residents, and medical students serving
an economically heterogeneous population
defined by high school district lines.
The community medicine program at Stanford is in its early stages and has not yet,
for example, developed residencies, master's,
or doctoral programs. The future of the program would seem_to depend on how seriously
the medical school pursues experimentation
with the forms of delivery of medical care.
Participation in community health projects is, of course, not the only way in which
students and faculty members have expressed
the impulse toward greater political and
social engagement. But until the Cambodia
incursion last spring, few Stanford medical
school students or faculty members had been
actively involved in protest actions which had
erupted on the Stanford campus fairly frequently. The events of last spring, however,
led to the organization of a Stanford Medical
Community for Peace involving students, faculty, and staff in a variety of nonviolent political activities, on and off campus, against
the war.
Jeff Brown, president of the medical school
student body at the time, observed that one
effect of the Cambodia crisis was to raise in
a nontheoretical way the "question of the
responsibility of the medical student and
physician to the profession and society."
Many students and faculty members were
willing to suspend professional training during the Cambodia reaction, but there was a
free choice of whether to carry on with classes
or to engage in political activity. Brown noted
that there was some friction between groups.
"Those who were heavily involved in political activity sacrificed education and resented
those who did not." Brown says the experience forced consideration of the "fundamental question of the relation of medicine

to the rest of :::ociety. Is it the responsibility
of the physician to get involved in politics,
education, mental health programs, social
criticism?" After Cambodia the price of involvement was better understood, and some
faculty members think the passion for activism was tempered.
This year's student body president, John
Battista, says that organized political activity at the medical center has gone downh111 since the peak period during Cambodia,
but he feels that the upheaval of the spring
did "teach the necessity for the medical
school to have a superordinate goal."
The role of medical students in establishing goals and setting policy for the medical
school has increased substantially in recent
years. Students serve on many committees
but complain that they still have relatively
little impact on such basic issues as budget
and admissions. The size of the entering class
was increased from about 65 to 75, and 10
places were allotted for admission of minority students on special terms. A separate admissions subcommittee was established to
deal With these applicants, and a dispute
has simmered over whether the special committee should have acceptance powers or
should revert to an advisory capacity, as the
faculty last year voted.
If the power of students, including graduate students, interns, and residents, is still
limited, their influence is considerable. This
influence is exercised less through the formal
apparatus of student government than by
the weight of their background, attitudes,
and choices. The intellectual quality of Stanford applicants is very high-about 3000
applicants for 77 places in the entering medical school class last year. Medical students,
graduate students, and interns and residents
tend to come from the country's elite institutions where the index of social and political
consciousness is highest, and Stanford, like
other elite medical school, tries to live up to
its students' expectations.
It would be an error to regard Stanford
medical students as a homogeneous lot.
Battista, for example, thinks his classmates
fall into three fairly distinct categories. First,
there are the "competitive" types aiming at
a rather standard medical school experience
followed by the best possible specialty training and, probably, careers on rather traditional lines. Next are a smaller group, whom
Battista calls "individualistic," who are attracted by Stanford's reputation in biomedical research and are headed for careers in
research or, at any rate, in a.ca.demic medicine. Finally, there is a new breed of medical
student interested in community medicine
and committed to entering practice as a
member of a group. It was characteristic of
students of this persuasion that a number of
them wanted to start a national campaign to
refuse to serve in a fee-for-service system.
INTEREST IN SOCIAL ISSUES

Stanford's 5-year plan, especially in the
early 1960's, seems to have attracted a group
of students who, typically, were very bright
but lacked the conventional premedical
training and med' student orientation. Many
of them had particular interest in the social
and behavioral sciences and social issues,
and the longer training period made it possible for them to follow these interests while
at the same time training as physicians.
The elective system seems to have had
most effect on this group. One administrator
observed, "We're getting fewer social relations types from Harvard and more scientifically oriented types." Administrators deny
an assertion by some students that the admissions office is showing a new partiality
to the conventionally prepared and motivated applicant. An increase in the numbers
of applicants with backgrounds in the physical sciences and engineering, a fair number
with Ph.D.'s, is noted, but the reasons for
this have not been adequately analyzed.
In this area, as in others at Stanford, the
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trends are hardly clear. Stanford set out
more than a decade ago with the primary
objective of achieving excellence in training
medical scientists and specialists. As preceding articles have suggeste<i, the school's
development has shown a decided unevenness, but by ordinary criteria, and particularly in postgraduate area>S, its performance
ha.s been impressive. At the same time, Stanford's program for training M.D.'s has had
shortcomings. The medical curriculum has
been under almost constant revision, and
David Korn, chairman of the pathology department, expresses a fairly general view
when he says, "We're in an evolutionary
phase. Maybe we overshot. I don't feel that
we're necessarily on the optimal path in
curriculum." The elective system, however,
seems to be regarded by a majority as the
best hope for maintaining genuine flexibility
in the curriculum.
A matter of real concern at the moment
at Stanford among many faculty members,
especially basic science researchers like
Arthur Kornberg, is that the demand for
social relevance Will cause a shift in resources and emphasis away from research.
Retrenchment in research funding has had
an undeniable impact on Stanford, but there
seems little danger of Nffi's going out of
business or of Stanford losing its competitive
edge in garnering research grants.
The real problem at Stanford is not to
avoid the extremes of becoming a research
institute, on the one hand, or a staffing
agency for storefront clinics, on the other.
It is to find better ways to provide students
With varieties of medical experience, which
will prepare them to meet the multiple reponsibilities imposed on physicians today,
and to enable them to improve the ailing
American medical care system.
To do this at Stanford mea.DB altering the
way decisions are made. The effect of federal
support so far has been to create departmental fiefdoms, to relegate the dean to the
role of mediator and power broker, and to
put the premium and priority almost uncritically on growth.
What has happened at Stanford and at
other medical schools is put in longer perspective by Joshua Lederberg, who thinks,
"It is no longer possible to follow a policy
of maximum growth." He traces a basic flaw
in the relation between the federal government and the medical schools to the fact
that "we never had a mandSJte to pursue a
balanced program of medical training, research, and service." In the long run, only
federal funds and a change in federal policy
can foster such a balance.

SENATOR CHILES ON THE MIDDLE
EAST
Mr. RmiCOFF. Mr. President, the
distinguished Senator from Florida <Mr.
CmLES), recently addressed an Orlando
audience on the subject of American foreign policy in the Middle East.
In a most eloquent and lucid manner,
Senator CHILES expressed his support for
direct negotiations between the parties to
the conflict and, in addition, for "realistic borders." I agree completely with the
Senator's observation that there are
strategic portions of territory which
Israel should retain in the context of a
negotiated peace agreement.
I commend Senator CHILES' remarks to
all who share a desire for the establishment of a genuine lasting peace in the
Middle East.
I ask unanimous consent that the following portion of Senator CHILEs' speech
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
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was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SPEECH OF SENATOR CHILES OF FLORIDA
I appreciate the honor uf being invited to
meet with you this evening and to discuss
a complex and dangerous situation to which
I readily confess I have no instant answers or
guaranteed solutions.
I admit this with more regret than humility
for the problem is one of the oldest in the
annals of international relations.
All of us are familiar with the Book of
Exodus, and of the story it tells of the
tremendous courage of the Children of Israel.
Lay historians place the flight from bondage
as between 1300 B.C. and 1800 B.C., depending, I guess, on the historian. So the problem
of relations between the Jews and the
Egyptians goes back at least 3300 years and
we are still trying to find a sol uti on.
I should like at this time to share some
thoughts with you about the present
situation.
With the death of Nasser and the emergence of Sadat Egypt appears to have made
a drastic about-face and now says they are
ready to recognize the state of Israel and
discuss a final peace.
Hopefully, Sadat does not have the dream
of being the Messiah of the Arab nations
that Nasser had. Hopefully, he would like to
turn his attention to the great internal
problems that Egypt has. Hopefully, he
realizes there is a high price to pay for the
Russian help Egypt has received and history
shows what has happened to nations who
thought they could seek arms and aid from
the Russians and try to control their own
destiny. I say hopefully because I fervently
hope they are all true and what Israel has
been asking for all these years. Recognize us
as a nation-and the establishment of
permanent boundaries.
The State Department appears to be calling
for Israel's total withdrawal back to the borders existing before the "6 days war" in 1967.
To compensate, Israel is being offered vague
assurances by the Arabs and uncertain
promises by the United States and the U.N.
Lately, we have seen our policy makers
overcome with the fantasy that the recent
display of reasonableness on Egypt's part is
substantive enough to ignore the vital American interests in the Middle East. We are
playing with the key element to any lasting
negotiated settlement--the lands that Israel
presently holds. Why would the Arabs want
to guarantee the future security of Israel if
there were no incentive to do so.
It is untenable !or the United States to
push Israel into a situation similar to the
1957 Sinai withdrawal. Perhaps, I should submit as others who have been critically looking
at our present position have submitted, that
we call for the withdrawal of the Soviet
forces in Egypt and Sinai instead.
Seemingly, the massive Soviet m111tary
involvement in Egypt and Syria has been
somewhat discounted. The opinion comes
forth that this is an element of the problem
which has little relationship to the establishment of definsible borders. With the Soviet
transfusion of military machinery, it could
only be a matter of time before the Arabs
would feel that they were ready for another
try.
I think that such a move--and it appears
that that is the direction we are headedwould imperil the future security of Israel.
This past Monday, Senator Ribicoff made a
statement that sums up the situation: "If
Israel's survival must depend on the wisdom
and foresight of our current policies, we must
also take into account how much we can
trust Israel, and how little we should rely on
vague Arab assurances backed by Russian
promises."
I feel that it is time that Jews and nonJews alike in this nation reafllrm their com-

mitment to and support of the Democratic
State of Israel.
I think there needs to be more public
demonstration of this support, and I think
there needs to be more public indication to
the Administration that the people of the
United States feel a deep kinship with and
fondness for the State of Israel and recognize
in the heroic fight for survival by the Israeli
not only a reminder of our own nation's early
days, but an inspiration badly needed in the
present era.
I think more Americans need to remember
too, that not too long ago, siXty-eight members of the United States Senate and 279
members of the House of Representatives
signed a declaration in favor of direct ArabIsrael peace talks. That statement declared
that the United States should make it clear
to all the nations in the Middle East that we
do not condone a state of war, that we persist
in supporting efforts for a negotiated and
contractual peace between the nations in
that part of the world.
This, as I understand it, is also the policy
of the State of Israel.
I said earlier that I have no instant answers
and no guaranteed solutions. But, I do have
some firm beliefs.
I believe that there can be no peace in the
Middle East that is imposed upon the people
there by outsiders, whether it be the United
States or the Soviet Union.
I believe, therefore, that there can be no
peace until the Israeli and the Arabs sit down
at the conference table and work one out.
I believe, also, that any such negotiated
peace cannot hope to last unless there are
realistic borders and by this I mean that
parts of the newly-held lands from which
Israel can properly withdraw-when a peace
is signed. I believe also that there are parts
which Israel has every right, even a duty, to
retain.
I believe the role of the major powers and
especially of the United States, should be
and must be to help create a climate in
which the Nations involved can sit down and
talk and that we should and must be ready
to guarantee that the peace, once negotiated,
is kept.
I believe moreover that in all of this, the
United Statea must never slacken in its
spiritual support of the State of Israel, and
of its people and never lose sight of the fact
that in doing so, we will be supporting democracy and ::reedom in the only spot in
that part of the world where they grow.

HEW'S INCOMPLETE REPORT TO
THE CONGRESS ON
HEALTH CARE PLANS

NATIONAL

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, in this last
year Congress enacted into law an
amendment which I had offered to require the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to make a cost evaluation of the national health care plans
introduced in the 91st Congress and to
undertake a comprehensive systems
analysis of alternative means of providing adequate health care services to all
Americans.
The cost study was required to be completed by March 31 of this year and the
systems study was required to be completed by September 30 of this year.
It was my hope that the systems study
of national health care plans would enable the Congress to engage in a cooperative working dialog with the executive
branch on means of improving our nation's health care system.
Yet, I am sorry to say that the initial
report furnished by the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare under
the requirements of my amendment and
received by the Congress yesterday was
incomplete.
It did not include the most crucial information the study requires, that is, no
information was provided to the Congress on the cost of the different national
health care plans that were offered. All
that was furnished was a simple comparative analysis of the health care
plans. A comparative analysis which the
Congress could have easily had the Library of Congress complete.
While I am glad to know that the cost
figures that the study required by
March 31 are now going to be submitted
to the Congress at the end of April, I am
very concerned about this delay in submitting these figures to Congress.
Also, on February 22, 1971, the administration assured the Health Subcommittee that the President's proposals for
health coverage for working men would
be submitted to the Congress within a
few days of that date.
Yet, since that hearing on February 22, we have neither received the employees health benefits bill that the
administration assured the Congress it
would receive in a few days from that
date nor have we received cooperation
from the higher reaches of the administration in considering the jurisdictional
aspects of the employees benefits bill.
In the last year, the administration
was quick to criticize the Congress for
not acting upon its proposals.
And now we find that the administration is neither providing on schedule the
essential information that the Congress
has requested on health care plans nor
is it providing the basic legislation upon
which it expects the Congress to act.
· In view of these facts, it is hard to
see why it is the Congress that is the
subject of criticism when it comes to
moving ahead in the field of health care
legislation.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the covering letter, the introduction, and the table of cc.ntents of the
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare's report to Congress as required
by Public Law 91-515 be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
washington, D.C., March 31, 1971.

Hon. SPmo T. AGNEW,
President of the Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: In accordance With
the requirements of Public Law 91-515, I
transmitting .to you the enclosed report
on "A Study ot National Health Insurance
Proposals." Title l l directed the secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare to conduct
a study of each legislative proposal Introduced in ·the Ninety-first Congress "which
undertakes to establish a national health
insurance plan or similar plan designed to
meet the needs of health insurance or for
health services of all or the overwhelming
majority of the people of the United States."
The law reqUired each legislative proposal
be analyzed in terms of the costs of the plan,
a.nd the adequacy of the proposals with respect to (1) population coverage, (2) type of
8ilil
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health care provided, and (3) the development of new and improved methods of delivering health care. The report examines these
and other related aspects of the proposals.
This report includes all thirteen legislative propsals for national health msurance
plans which were submitted in the Ninetyfirst Congress. Identical bllls are listed in an
appendix to the report.
It has not been possible to prepare the
estimates of the cost of the proposals in the
time available. Work is proceeding on these
estitru~.tes and we expect to be able to transmit them about the end of April.
I hope this report will be useful to the
Congress in achieving the President's promise
to the Nation that good health care should
be readily available to all our citizens.
Sincerely,

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS INTRODUCED
IN 91ST CONGRESS, BY TYPE OF PROPOSAL IN ORDER
OF DATE OF INTRODUCTION

Section 201(b) (2) (B) of Public Law 91-515
stated the following:
"In conducting such study with respect to
each such legislative proposal, the Secretary
shall evaluate and analyze such proposal
with a view to determining" (i) the costs of carrying out the proposal; and
"(11) the adequacy of the proposal in
tenns of (I) the portion of the population
covered by the proposal, (II) the type health
care provided, paid for, or insured against
under the proposal, (ill) whether, and if so,
to what extent, the proposal provides for the
development of new and improved methods
for the delivery of health care and services."
In analyzing the proposals, additional
aspects were studied including a.dmlnlstratlon, financing, reimbursment and standards for providers of services and relationship
to other government prograxns.
The listing below identifies the proposals
which have been included in the report. The
listing groups the proposals according to the
degree of public and private involvement, but
shows those establishing catastrophic protection separately because of their special
characteristics. In the report, the proposals
are analyzed in this order. Some of the proposals have been endorsed by and are closely
identified with various organizations, as indicated.
For each proposal, the bill listed is the one
introduced earliest in the Congress and identical bills are noted in appendix A.
Analysis of the proposals requires an understanding of the background facts relating
to the financing of health care services in the
United states. Appendix C describes the services and distribution of funds for health care
expenditures, and reviews the major trends
and developments in the financing and organization of medical care services. The report was prepared in the Office of Research
and Statistics of the Social Security Administration.
The estimates of the cost of the proposals
are not Included in this report. They will be
transmitted separately.

Hogan bilL------------------------Hall bilL--------------------------Long Amendment (H.R. 17550) -----Chart-Comparison of Proposals for
National Health Insurance_________
AppendiX A. National Health Insurance
Proposals and Related Propcsals Introduced in the 91st Congress______
Appendix B. Medicare ProgramStandards for Providers of Services_
Appendix C. Financing Medical Care
Services in the United States______
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Convention makes it clear that the nations of the United Nations clearly felt
that genocide was a crime o.: such magnitude that it had to be dealt with on an
Major sponsor
Bill No.
Endorsing organizainternational or multinational basis and
tion
it was therefore a proper subject of the
treatymaking power.
Mixed public and pri·
Such crimes against the law of nations,
vate:
Javits _____________ S. 3711__ ____ _
which genocide is, are often connected
Burleson ___________ H.R. 19935 ____ Health Insurance
with breaches of international security
Association of
America.
and peace. It is therefore true that such
Peii-Mondale _______ S. 4594 ______ _
acts committed in other countries do
Mainly public:
affect the citizens of other nations.
8~itfi~~s--.~========= ~J I~77!c=: AFL-clo.
Seventy-five nations have recognized this
for NaKennedy ___________ S. 4297 ______ _ Committee
tional Health
and have ratified the Genocide ConvenYarborough •••••••• S. 4323______ _} Insurance.
tion.
Mainly private (tax
The crime of genocide can, therefore,
credits):
------'
Fulton _____ __ ______ H.R. 9835 .••••
be properly regulated by the United
Secretary.
Fulton- Broyhill. •••• H.R. 18567•••• American Medical
States through the exercise of its treaty
(Enclosure.)
Association.
making power.
Fannin ••••• • • • •••• S. 4419 ••••• • •
Catastrophic protection:
A STUDY OF NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
The U.S. Constitution grants Cungress
Hogan
•••••••••••••
H.R.
18008
___
_
PROPOSALS-A REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BY
the power in article I, section 8, to "deHaiL ••••• • •••••• • H.R. 19643••••
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
Long Amendment... H.R. 17550••••
fine and punish Piracies and Felonies
AND WELFARE-ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON, SEC•
committed on the high seas and Offenses
RETARY
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PROPER EXERCISE OF TREATY
POWER
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, ratification of the Genocide Convention is a
proper exercise of the treaty power. The
Convention flows directly from the many
provisions of the United Nations
Charter. The member nations of the
United Nations joined together to promote and encourage respect for human
freedom and dignity. The human rights
convenants were drawn up as a means
of enacting these sentiments into international law.
Rita Hauser, testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee last
yea:;: stated that "multinational treaties
have become the prime legal mechanism
by which states have entered into mutual
commitments for common purposes,
many of which are codes of conduct.
Treaties now range far beyond the
narrow scope of commercial arrangements or boundary settlements which
characterized international treaties of
the last centuries."
These multinational treaties deal with
such matters as common defense, economic development, cultural programs.
The legislative history of the Genocide

STRIP MINING NEED NOT BE BAD
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, men in
government frequently try to come up
with ironclad rules that will apply in
each and every case across this great
Nation of ours. In Washington, it is hard
to realize the great differences in geography, weather, and circumstances that
exist not only from section to section, but
even from State to State and from county
to county within the States.
This must be kept in mind especially
when we are discussing the environmental issues that are so important in
our time.
Industrial processes that may be acceptable in the water rich areas in some
of the Southern or Eastern States would
be totally unacceptable in arid States
such as Arizona. We have had precious
little water pollution in Arizona because
our water is too precious to pollute.
We do have plenty of land in Arizona.
This land is the only resource for some
Indian reservations. The tribes must develop the mineral deposits in the land,
or the oil deposits beneath it, if they are
to build the economic base necessary to
win their just share of progress.
"Strip mining" is a bad phrase in some
parts of our Nation. Much land has been
laid to waste. This need not be true. It 1s
possible to strip the vital materials from
the earth and to restore the land-in
many cases even improve it.
Mr. President, an article and editorial
in the March 21, 1971, Arizona Republic
described the importance of a major strip
mining operation by Peabody Coal Co.
on Black Mesa in Arizona. I believe that
this article is testimony that strip mining
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need not be bad, that it can be compatible with the environment. I ask
unanimous consent that the article and
editorial be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Arizona Republic, Mar. 21, 1971]
STRIP MINING AND BLACK MESA

A lasting impression that emerges from
toda.y's article about the Black Mesa. mining
operation, elsewhere 1.n today's Republic, is
the precautions Peabody COal Co. officials are
ta.klng.
For example, the article says, "It might be
said that the archeologists are running the
mine." For early in negotiations with the
Navajo and Hopi tribal councils, the company
agreed to preserve Black Mesa's rich archeological heritage. It agreed to restore and
reseed the land after it has stripped away the
coal. Its agronomist and reclamation advisers
are on guard to see tha. t the land is not
simply used and abandoned.
Anyone who is familiar with strip mining
operations elsewhere knows that concern for
the land has been largely nonexistent. The
coal fields are gouged with deep scars, huge
soil banks add to the defacement, the remaining arid and acidic soil won't sustain
vegetation, and nearby streams are often contaminated by sediment and acids drained
from the exposed coal beds.
No wonder then that, even at a time when
the nation's power plants require the cheap
coal that only strip mining can provide, a
West Virginia congressman recently proposed
federal legislation to ban strip mining
entirely.
Obviously, that is not a. realistic solutionnot when America's energy demands are
rising, and when strip mining tonnage, pressently about 40 per cent of total coal output,
is rising. For strip mining is not only twice
as productive per man day as underground
mining, meaning that it holds down the
cost of electric power, but it is also considerably safer.
What is needed is legislation similar to
that President Nixon requested of Congress,
the establishment of federal standards for
states that refuse within the next two years
to set standards for reclamation (usually
grading and replanting) of abandoned strip
mines.
It goes without saying that this added cost
will be passed on to coal consumers. But it
also bears repeating that the fight to preserve and enhance the environment, which
opinion polls put at or near the top of every
list of public concerns, requires more than
merely a. rhetorical commitment. It is going
to require a. financial commitment as well.
What Peabody has promised to do at Black
Mesa. far exceeds the proposed federal standards. And there is every reason to believe that
the company is sincere-both because it has
restored and reseeded in its Colorado coal
fields, and because it has given rerea.ted public assurances that it respects the Indian
lands from which it will mine coal during
the next 35 years.
As today's story points out, the Navajos
and Hopis wm receive $100 milUon in royalties during the lease period if the two
power plants operate at the expected 85 per
cent capacity. That is a tremendous amount
of money, particularly for tribes that have
suffered from economic privation throughout their history.
Nevertheless, it would be hardly worth it
if the Black Mesa mining operation left the
tribes with slag heaps that defaced the land
and rendered it useless for hundreds of years.
That is why the environmental guarantees
given by Peabody are every bit as important
as the royalties the tribes will collect for
the coal mined from their land.

[From the Arizona Republic, Mar. 21, 1971)
COAL Is BRINGING PROSPERITY TO BLACK
MESA--SALARIES, ROYALTIES FOR INDIANS
WILL CONTINUE FOR MANY YEARS

(By John J. Ha.rrigan)
BLAcK MEsA.-Leo Frank, a young Navajo
from Lukachukai, is a. contradiction both as
an Indian and by job description.
As a. typical Navajo male, he should be
earning less than $3,000 a year, but his pay
is well in excess of $10,000.
His job title at Peabody COal Company's
Mine No. 1 is "oiler" but he is never seen
with an oil can. The term is a. throwback to
the days of more primitive diesel equipment
that required constant oiling.
He is mechanically responsible for a. selflubricating, $2.5 mi111on, gargantuan dragline boasting 180 feet of boom and a. scoop
that will remove 35 yards of dirt, about 50
tons, in a single bite. He is more mechanic,
welder and operator trainee than oiler.
No one is probably more aware than he of
the unpleasant fact of life that you cannot
efficiently move 13 million tons of coal a.
year from depths of 55 to 110 feet without
bothering some of the land, or overburden,
above it. But you won't hear him or any of
his fellow 66 Indians and 16 companion Caucasian workers complaining.
There is little doubt, he would acknowledge, that coal mining has begun in earnest
on Black Mesa.. Deep black canyons surrounded by mountains of overburden on this
year's 525-acre mining plot attest to it. And
mining will move forward at the rate of about
400 acres a. year, with the previous 400 acres
being continuously replanted as it goes alo.ng.
Ecologists worried about whether Peabody
Coal Company's intentions with Mother
Earth are honorable will just have to wait
and see. It's too early to tell.
The first load of ooa1 was hauled April
25, 197(}-by trucker Leroy Arnold who said
he drove like crazy to get it to the nearby
crushing plant.
Ecologists and Navajos like Frank who have
lived near here all their lives have the assurances of Peabody that the mining company has a. full-time agronomist and the support of a half dozen other agencies to handle
reclamation.
The company reassures in its official brochures that it will stick with its agreement
with the Hopi and Navajo tribes to return
Black Mesa. "to as good a condition as received, except for ordinary wear, rear and
depletion incident to mining operations."
Foremen, superintendents and employees
in conversation, however, claim that the land
will be better than when they started. Five
deep wells, more than 3,000 feet, will be
turned over to the Indians. Small lakes and
ponds are expected to fill pits engineered
with gentle slopes to allow cattle to drink
safely from them.
Thirteen different grass varieties are being
tested to find the best possible replacements
for the present, overgrazed stands. The company also promises replanting of other landscaping to replace the pinyon and juniper
now being bulldozed.
A 35-year coal mining lease here covers
65,000 acres, or an area roughly 12 by 16
miles, on land designated as Navajo-Hopl
joint use area. by presidential order of 1882.
Of the 64,858 acres in the lease, only 14,000
have coal.
Present mining appears minimal from the
air but massive from the ground. It represents a. mere toe-in-the-door. Mine No. 1 will
strip 24.5 million tons of high-grade coal
over a. five-year period tor the Mojave generating plant near Bullhead City.
Peabody reduces the coal to chunks two
inches and smaller. Conveyor belts transport
it to nearby Black Mesa. Pipeline, Inc. It is
then pulverized, mixed with water and
pumped at 4 miles per hour through a 275-
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mile pipeline to the Mohave plant under 800
pounds per square inch of pressure.
A second mine will open soon on the north
end of the Mesa. to provide coal for the
Navajo generating plant at Page. Work will
begin in a. month on a. ranroad to transport
it from here to Page.
Eventually the mines will produce 13 million tons of coal a year, eight for Navajo and
five for Mohave.
Some of the Indians who have lived all
their lives on these rolling, grass-covered
hills are alarmed at the destruction, however,
temporary. Most are the Chee and Yazzie
descendants of a. single family-Ma.nymules.
Others have accepted the reality and are
benefiting from it.
Of the 78 Navajo fainilies within the lease
area., 53 have their homes over coal deposits.
They will be temporarlly relocated at the
company's expense.
They are well remunerated for their
trouble, sometimes 1n more ways than one.
The company in one case is not only paying
a. father for moving from his ancestral hogan
but has hired three of his sons. They bring
home combined incomes of more than $3,000
a month.
Stan Begay, one of Peabody's best Caterpillar operators, is one of the company's
highest paid employes, often earning more
than $1,200 a. month. His brother, Wa.lly,
drives a. company supply truck. They both
grew up on the mesa. they are now helping
to dissect.
While reconstruction of the landscape and
its possible success is stlll a. question mark,
the company has recognized the mesa's rich
archeological heritage. It is sponsoring research by archeological tea.xns at Prescott
College. It provides summer mobile home
quarters !or student archeologists and often
assists them by bulldozing large earth
masses.
It might be said that the archeologists are
running the mine. No strip mining will be
done where xnajor archeological finds have
been located. So far, they have located 138
sites, of which 29 have been considered
valuable enough to excavate. Ruins date back
to a Pueblo people, the Kayenta. Anasazi Indians, who farmed there between 600 A.D.
and 1200 A.D.
Aside from cultural pluses, the mine will
be a. boon to Indians and the tribes for years.
The tribes will receive $100 milUon in royalties during the 35-year anticipated lease period if the two power plants operate at an
expected 85 per cent capacity. The $3.25
million-a.-year royalties are based on a 25cents-a-ton commission, "a higher royalty
than had ever been negotiated for coal developed on Indian or public lands," Peabody
said.
Some Indians--usually otf in far-away
Window Rock or Chinle--have complained
that the 25-cent-a-ton commission was too
small. They see traders selling back their coal
at $3 a hundred pounds to them.
But local Indians here enjoy another fringe
benefit--free coal. The company doesn't advertise it. It neither encourages nor discourages local Indians from loading up their
pickup trucks and driving away.
Company officials report they seldom see
the same pickup trucks twice--a. testimonial
to the high bituminous thermal Unit rating
of the anthracite. It is rated at 11,000 BTU
per pound, with an ash content of 8 per
cent--which will be the generating plants'
filtering problem-and a sulfur content of 0.6
per cent, which is considered low.
Apparently one pickup load of the 11,000
BTU fuel will last one family a year or more.
Almost all of the workers at Peabody earn
more than $10,000 a. year, including laborers.
It is not uncommon for an Indian with no
more than a. sixth grade education to walk
home with a. paycheck of more than $1,000
for a. two-week pay period with some over-
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time. Understandably, there is a backlog of
some 300 applications from Indians and nonIndians alike for jobs.
Eventually, the plant will hire 250 with
about 75 percent of them Indians. Potential
employees must be qualified, either by experience or by trainability. The company has been
unable to locate qualified Indian electricians
and diesel mechanics.
The highly skilled jobs mean big checks
and big checks cause their own problems:
Looal traders don't have the financial
resources to cash them.
Loren Crank a Navajo employee here sent
out a recent letter to the editor that insisted,
"The opportunity is here for the people who
would just open their eyes and start a business of their own, such as banks, laundromats, grocery stores, good garages, trailer
and car sales, theater, etc. (in nearby
Kayenta) . . .
"I've heard so much of sheep, cattle and
land. We had these since the beginning of
time but so far I haven't seen anyone become
self-supporting with it except anglos off the
reservation, but they have them in large
quantities, not just two or three hundred
sheep, cows, but thousands .. .''
NAVAJO WITH HUGE DRILL RIG OPENS RICH
SEAMS OF COAL
BLACK MESA.-At times, Frank Gray's job
is a cliff-hanger. His rambling, twin-tracked,
drill rig bores holes often 75 feet into solid
rock to reach coal seams. Sometimes it operates on a hair-raising downhill slope within
two feet of a 60-foot cliff.
The giant machine sometimes slips cliffward a few inches "and it scares me to
death" but so far both man and machine
have always held the line against gravity.
Running a 12-inch-diameter drill is a
choice job at Peabody Coal Co., ranking right
up there with other top paying ones such as
dragline operator, shovel operator and Caterpillar operator.
Gray, a 32-year-old Navajo from nearby
Kayenta and his wife, Helen, have five
children.
Just over a year ago they were struggling
to get by on his salary as a gas station
attendant at Tuba City.
"I had fooled around with a welding torch
at the station and took the test for welder
here. I guess they thought I knew enough
about it because they hired me," he said. Assistant mining supt. Red Walker called Gray
one of the Inine's best employes.
Later they taught him crane operation and,
after two months, moved him over to driller.
He earns about $600 every two weeks and
with a little double time on Sundays, often
tops $500 a week.
Although the job has its occasional moments of terror, it is fairly simple as told by
Gray, "You just keep drilling down until
coal starts comL.~.g up. Then you go down another 18 inches." The equipment looks more
complicated than he makes it sound.
A Navajo buddy then fills the holes with
nitrate explosive and blasts loose an area the
size of a football field to a depth ranging
from 50 to 75 feet. Later a giant, duckwalking dragline shovel will scoop away this
overburden to get at the pure seam of coal
below.
Kayenta. residents, Gray noted, are about
50-50 for and against the mining here. "The
Kayenta bunch doesn't gripe too much but
the Black Mesa people do," he said, adding:
"If they'd look at it from the long run,
they'd see that this place will improve when
the mining is finished. They'll plant grass
and trees and leave deep pits to fill with
water and plant with fish. Right now Lake
Powell is the nearest fishing area and it's
over 100 miles. This'll probably be a. big
recreational area."
Gray obviously was grateful for a chance
to make more money and to work in a more
challenging occupation than he'd had before.

"I don't know what I'd do if I had to go back
to a job and salary of a gas station attendant," he said, "but we'll always have
something to do here."
They will for at least 35 years-the length
of the lease. A three-man shift runs the drill
24 hours a day, frequently through solid
rock. It's hard on equipment and Gray at
the moment is waiting for a welding truck
to repair a broken steel track.
He would use the delay to fix an air filter
"that's about ready to fall off," he worried
aloud.

UNIVERSAL VOTER ENROLLMENT
ACT

Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent to have printed in the
an article by political writer
Alan L. Otten, published in the Thursday,
March 25, Wall Street Journal. I believe
it merits our attention.
On March 11, I, together with 16
other Senators, introduced S. 1199, the
Universal Voter Enrollment Act. As I
stated at that time, the purpose of the
bill is to seek a solution to the problems
which have caused so many Americans
to fail to participate in the electoral
process. As Mr. Otten notes in his article,
the need is great and the interest is
broad both within and without this
body. I am most hopeful the bill will receive the early consideration it so clearly
merits.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:

RECORD

usuaHy fall one to four months in advance
of voting; by the time many voters get caught
up in the campaign it's too late to register.
In most places, would-be registrants must
go to a central location, often remote, hardto-find, open only a few hours a day at times
least convenient for working people. Governor Jimmy Carter of Georgia found one
county registrar's office closed except from
three to six each Thursday.
Many of these requirements were deliberately imposed to restrict voting by poorer and
less educated groups. They were aimed at
Ininimizing fraud by corrupt machines in
Northern cities, at holding down Negro voting
in the Sou:t;h.
And many people believe there are still
great advantages to restricting the vote to the
more well-to-do, the more settled, the more
thoughtful-and that voting should not be
made too easy for those new to a community
or to less sophisticated voters who might be
emotionally stirred by last-minute demagoguery.
"Any time you go out and drag people to
vote, you are getting a less well-informed
electorate, and that can be dangerous in a
democracy," argues one Republican leader.
Obviously, too, most Republicans and
conservative Democrats fear that the overwhelming majority of those new voters
would be blacks, poor whites and others
inclined to support liberal Democratic candidates, and that their enfranchisement
should be resisted on practical political
grounds if not on high political theory.
Liberal Democratic leaders agree with this
analysis of the unregistered, and, naturally,
push for wider registration and voting. Still
other politicians, including so certified a
conservative as Senator Barry Goldwater,
believe partisan worry must yield to the
traditional democratic goal of the broadest
possible popular participation.
Moreover, the political impact Inight not
be so one-sided; Mr. Goldwater, for instance,
believes there are plenty of conservatives
among those would-be voters. Corporate
executives and other upper-bracket taxpayers, for instance, are increasingly on the
move, and lengthy residence requirements
originally aimed at the mobile poor now
disenfranchise
many
more
prosperous
Americans.

POLITICS AND PEOPLE
(By Alan L. otten)
MORE VOTERS
WASHINGTON.-The number of American
voters is about to swell dramatically. A constitutional amendment lowering the voting
age to 18 heads for adoption, possibly in time
for all 1972 voting; even if it's too late, the
18-to-21s can vote for President and Congress
under a 1970 law. That law also cut residence
rules for presidential voting to 30 days and
outlawed aJ.l literacy tests.
•
•
Various state and local party units and
Yet even after these changes, too many
millions of Americans still won't be able to national non-party groups such as the
vote each year. In the 1968 presidential elec- League of' Women Voters and the AFL-CIO
tion, only 67.8% of voting-age Americans ac- have long campaigned to lower voting bartually voted, in contrast to 80% or more in riers. A more recent entrant into the lists
most European democracies. Some 47 million is John Gardner's new citizens' action group,
Americans of voting-age didn't vote in 1968, Common Cause.
exceeding by 16 million the number voting
In the coming months these and similar
for either Republican Nixon or Democrat organizations will be pushing many changes
Humphrey.
through legislative lobbying, court chalMany of these Americans simply don't lenges and other devices. They'll seek shorter
want to vote; they find the process frighten- residence rules, and registration cutoffs far
ing or frustrating, incomprehensible or ir- closer to voting time. "With modern techrelevant. Millions more, however, would very nology, there's no reason for registration
much like to vote but are barred by resi- long in advance,'' contends Anne Wexler, a
dence, registration and other archaically re- dynamic liberal Democrat from Connecticut
strictive rules, most of which remain despite who heads Common Cause's voting drive.
the recent law changes. A number of groups, "So many people don't get interested in a
hoping to ride piggyback on the interest aris- campaign until the last few weeks." Another
ing from the 18-yea.r-old vote change, are major goal: Far easier registration, by mobile
trying now to knock down these outdated registrars in shopping centers and other
barriers.
neighborhood locations, or even door-toSome people don't vote because of the dif- door.
ficulty of casting a ballot on Election Day. In
A Democratic Party task force has promost states that day isn't a holiday, and inad- posed door-to-door canvassing by governequate facilities often result in long, slow- ment officials to enroll every eligible voter; a
moving lines that discoura-ge many would-be national election holiday, along with more
voters. Absentee ballot procedures, requiring adequate voting facilities and longer voting
application long in advance, penalize those hours; and much simplified absentee ballotunexpectedly ill or traveling on Election Day. ing. Sen. Goldwater has introduced legislaTough registration requirements are an tion for a 24-hour voting period, from 6 p.m.
even higher barrier to wider voting, however; Monday to 6 p.m. Tuesday.
more than 90% of the registered voters voted
Changes are already coming fast, anywayin 1968. Most states sttll have long residence in addition to those contained in the 1970
requirements--a year in the state, two to six voting law and the 18-year-old amendment.
months in the county. Registration deadlines Not too long ago, a federal court declared

•

•

•
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Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans has
announced the appointment of an ombudsman for business in the Commerce Department.
According to an announcement by the
Secretary, the ombudsman will serve as a
focal point to whom the business community
may bring their inquiries, criticisms, and
suggestions concerning Government matters.
The new Special Assistant will be Mr.
Thomas E. Drumm, Jr., a senior Commerce
Department official with extensive experience in Government-business relations.
I believe this step by the Secretary will be
helpful to all businessmen, large and small,
and I commend the Administration and the
Secretary of Commerce, in particular, for
this effort to improve communications between Government and the businessmen. A
copy of the release announcing the program
follows; I ask unanimous consent that it
be printed at this point in the RECORD.

proved government-business relationships,
t he International Business Assist ance Service which he established in the Department
in September 1969 to provide governmentwide assistance to businessmen with specific
international trade problems. "By helping
U.S. businessmen on a case-by-case basis, we
have been able to speed the solution of problems faced by our companies in specific
international transactions and thereby increase sales abroad."
While the assistance to be rendered by the
Ombudsman will be government wide it will
not include intervention a) on specific cases
before Federal regulating agencies or in Federal Departments exercising a regulatory
function, or b) in negotiation or renegotiation of contracts between business and the
government.
The functions and responsibilities of the
Ombudsman will, at the outset, include the
following four-point program.
1. Receive and answer questions on Federal programs of interest to business.
2. Assist business by providing a focal point
for receiving and handling communications
involving information, complaints, criticisms
and suggestions about government activities
relating to business.
3. Arrange conferences with appropriate
officials within the Department and in other
departments and agencies and follow up
on referrals to determine whether further assistance is necessary and appropriate.
4. Develop suggested changes to remedy
the causes of legitimate business complaints
about the Federal Government, and refer
them to the Secretary of Commerce for further action.
Mr. Drumm before entering government
service was a practicing attorney. He is a
member of the New York and New Jersey
bars, and is admitted to practice before the
U.S. Supreme Court and other courts and
commissions. Mr. Drumm has served in high
level positions in government here and
abroad. He was Administrator of the Department's Business and Defense Services Administration; Commercial Counsellor, U.S.
Embassy, Paris; Deputy Administrator, War
Assets Administration; Secretary of NATO
Defense Production Board (London); Deputy
Director, Office of Business Services of the
Commerce Department. Mr. Drumm has a
Bachelor of Laws degree from Rutgers;
Bachelors degree in Business Administration
and Masters degree in Law from New York
University. He has done post graduate work
in Business Administration at New York
University Graduate School.
Mr. Drumm may be reached by phone
at 202-967-3178. His mailing address will be
c;o Office of the Secretary, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230.

SECRETARY STANS CREATES OMBUDSMAN
FOR BUSINESS
The Secretary of Commerce Maurice H.
Stans today created in the U.S. Department
of Commerce an Ombudsman for Business.
The Ombudsman will serve as a Special
Assistant to the Secretary and will provide
the business community with a high level
person to whom businessmen may bring their
inquiries, criticisms and suggestions and obtain information, guidance and assistance on
government matters.
The Secretary named Thomas E. Drumm,
Jr., a senior Commerce official with extensive experience in government-business relationships to fill the post.
In creating the new position the Secretary
said "My action today is part O!f a continuing
effort to improve communication between
government and the businessmen." The
Ombudsman will provide information and
answer inquiries in regard to Federal programs of interest to business-within and
without the Department of Commerce.
The Secretary cited as an example of 1m-

THE WAR AGAINST CANCER
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
February 22, 1971, issue of Newsweek for
February 22, 1971, contains an article
entitled ''The War Against Cancer,''
written by Mr. Matt Clark. The article
provides a status report on the fight to
conquer this dread disease which is expected to kill 330,000 Americans this year
alone.
Mr. Clark points out that considerable
progress has already been made against
cancer-that whereas 30 years ago only
one in five patients had a chance of survival, the current figure is close to 40
percent. Progress has been made in a
number of areas of cancer therapy. For
example, inproved knowledge of physiology and advances in anesthesia allow
for more radical surgery than was previously possible. Also, the development of

unconstitutional
Texas'
law
requiring
annual registration of voters, with the books
closing each Jan. 31; this was the most
restrictive registration law in the nation. In
Massachusetts, leaders of both parties are
working out legislation to permit late registration, possibly right up to the day o'f voting.
Georgia Gov. Carter is ready to sign a
measure permitting all high school principals to act as voting registrars-to register
not only the young people as they turn 18
but also older Georgians who can't easily get
to the regular county registrar's office. The
Supreme Court has already taken for argument, probably in the fall, a case challenging
Tennessee's one-year residence requirement,
and a slew of cases involving other state
residence rules have reached, or are heading
to, the court.
No one should have to vote if he doesn't
want to, of course. On the other hand, the
trip to the polls shouldn't be quite as encumbered as it is now for those who want to
make it.

OMBUDSMAN IN DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, on behalf
of the distinguished Senator from Texas
(Mr. TOWER) , I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD a statement by him relative to the appointment
of an ombudsman for business in the
Department of Commerce.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR TOWER
Mr. President, I am pleased to note that
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more powerful radiotherapy devices has
had a significant impact, most notably
in the treatment of Hodgkin's disease.
And drug therapy has been dramatically
prolonging the lives of children with
acute leukemia, and a few have even
been pronounced cured.
Experimentation with immunological
techniques is an area of particular current interest. An immunization treatment method developed by Dr. Loren
Humphrey of Emory University in Atlanta shows promise-one patient with
bowel cancer has remained free of disease
for 3 years and other patients treated
have improved. And Dr. Phil Gold of
Montreal's McGill University has found
an antigen, detectable in the blood, which
has proved 95 percent reliable in detecting cancer of the colon and rectum, often
long before it is detectable by X-rays.
Of considerable interest in Mr. Clark's
article is the description of the recent
research by Dr. Howard Temin and
others on enzyme activity in RNA viruses
which results in making DNA. Although
the full implications of this research
are not yet clear, many researchers believe that further investigation in this
area holds a key to discovering important
information about the nature of the cancer cell.
The general conclusion of the Newsweek article is that although no oneshot cure for all types of cancer is likely,
the new developments in research and
the progress in methods of treatment
suggest that it is not unreasonable to
expect that the war against cancer may
be won in this century.
As an informative piece on an issue
of vital concern to us all, I ask unanimous
consent that Mr. Clark's article, "The
War Against Cancer," be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE WAR ON CANCER: PROGRESS REPORT
No affiiction that man is heir to 1s quite
so heavily freighted with dread and mystery
as cancer. One reason for this is that, to
many, the word itself is synonymous with
death-and with protracted suffering. For
no pa.rt of the human body is immune to
cancer. The malignancy eats into nerve and
muscle, bone and organ, blood and lymph
alike; and it acquires an extra measure of
terror because of the stealth with which it
arises and because its deadly origins are
inexplicably intertwined with the secret of
life itself.
This year alone some 330,000 Americans
will die of cancer. Of the 200-odd million
Americans now alive and well, fully 25 per
cent, or some 50 million, Will one day hear
their doctors pronounce the dread diagnosis.
Of these, about 34 million will die, and even
some of those who are saved may not consider
themselves lucky. Thousands Will be disfigured by the therapists' attempts to excise
or burn away the malignancy. Other thousands Will linger on for months for years,
some for quite a few years. Perhaps the
cruellest truth of allis that of those doomed
to die this year of cancer 4,000 are children.
Faced with these grim statistics it is small
wonder that the U.S. Congress almost
routinely designates the National Cancer
Institute to receive the biggest single slice
of Federal medical research funds, or that
concerned ordinary citizens last year contributed $65 million to the American Cancer
Society. It is also small wonder that the war
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against cancer has regularly enlisted the
talents and dedication of so many of the
na.tion's most outstanding scientists and
researchers. What is new in the war against
cancer is that this year for perhaps the first
time in memory, there is in the making a
dramatic concatenation of major scientific
achievement on the one hand, and of massive
public commitment on the other.
The result is that despite the picture of
almost unrelieved gloom projected by the
statistics the war against oa.ncer has entered
a new and hopeful phase. There is no cure in
sight. That must be said at once. But scientific discoveries in recent years, months and
even weeks have lifted the level of cancer
research to a dramatic new plateau. And,
coincidentally or not, the White House itself
has called for a massive commitment of
public funds. "The time has come in
America," said President Richard M. Nixon in
his State of the Union message this year
"when the same kind of concentrated effort
that split the atom and took man to the moon
should be t urned toward conquering this
dread disease."
war: For the moment, the ultimate size
and shape--not to mention the efficacy--of
this kind of campaign, are uncertain; this
will probably remain so for some time, while
partiSans of both political parties maneuver
tor the credit and the limelight in what is to
come. But it seems certain enough that
something substantially beyond any past
simillar commitment will emerge. Meanwhile
the war proceeds ever more encouragingly at
almost every tactical salient--in the diagnostician's office, in the operating room, in the
radiotherapists' chambers and, above all, in
the laboratories of the quiet, patient and
painstaking men whose researches into the
mystery of life itself may one day solve the
deathly riddle of the cancer cell that lurks
there. There is no lack of evidence that the
new optimism is warranted. Just three decades ago, only one cancer patient in five
had a chance of survival. Today the figure
stands at nearly 40 percent. In some forms
of cancer, the survival rate has risen even
more dramatically. Now 60 to 80 percent
of the female patients with breast cancer
are being saved by the surgeon's knife. New
advances in radiation therapy have drastically improved the chances of patients with
Hodgkin's disease, a cancer of the lymph
glands. Drug therapy is prolonging the lives
of children with leukemia, and in some cases
doctors are now even going so far as to pronounce their patients cured of this tragic
killer.
Dogma: But of all recent therapeutic and
research breakthroughs, few have evoked
quite so much attention and reaction as the
discovery announced almost diffidently in
Houston last May by a shy, intense young
University of Wisconsin researcher named Dr.
Howard M. Temin. What Temin did was prove
in effect that the rules for the transmittal
of genetic information within the cell (rules
generally accepted as dogma since Watson
and Crick first elucidated them in their
famed double heliX theory in 1953) can be
reversed by cancer viruses. If these findings
can now be applied to the cancer cell itself,
the result could not only prove whether
viruses are the main cause of cancer in man,
but could also lead to new methods of diagnosis and treatment--methods that might go
to the very heart of the disease: the cell
nucleus.
"This new finding,'' says Dr. Frank J. Rauscher, a top NCI virologist and administrator,
"is as important as the discovery of the first
animal tumor virus in 1908." Dr. R. Lee Clark,
director of Houston's M.D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute, calls Temin's discovery "the most dramatic thing to occur in
virus research in years."
Clark and others agree that the basic nature of cancer is just now being unraveled
by molecular biologists such as Temin and

his fellows--scientists who study life and
growth at the level of the chemicals within
the cell. The fundamental object of their interest is deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, the substance of the genes whose structure Watson
and Crick described.
Sequences: DNA's genetic message is
spelled out by four chemical subunits, called
bases, that can be arranged in an almost infinite variety of sequences along the molecule. Each molecule in a cell nucleus acts as
a template, or pattern, for the formation of
a closely similar molecule of ribonucleic acid,
or RNA. The RNA carries the DNA message
into the cytoplasm around the nucleus and
directs the synthesis of enzymes and other
proteins that are necessary for cell function.
During cell division, the DNA molecules, replicate themselves exactly, and the duplicate
set enters the chromosomes of the daughter
cell. To Temin and other researchers, it has
long been obvious that damage to any RNA
base could alter the chemical activities of the
cell; if the defect occurred in the DNA, such
an alteration could become permanent in
future generations of cells. Radiation and
chemicals no doubt induce cancer in just
this way. And so do viruses.
Viruses are nothing more than tiny strands
of DNA or RNA enclosed in a protein coat.
The virus usually causes disease by invading
cells, depositing its genetic material and directing the cells to manufacture new viruses.
In so doing, it usually kills the cell it invades; cell death and the production of new
viruses account for the symptoms of familiar
viral infections like flu and mumps. But
in causing cancer, a virus behaves in a more
subtle way. After invading the cell, the virus
changes the cell's hereditary characteristics
by synthesizing new DNA and transforms
it into a cancer cell capable of reproducing
into a growing tumor.
Since DNA is the master molecule of heredity, it has been easy for virologists to imagine
how a virus containing DNA could initiate
the cancerous change that would be perpetuated through succeeding generations of
cells. But they were baffied as to how an
RNA-containing virus (such as those known
to cause leukemia in animals, and suspected
of causing it in man) could accomplish this
feat. According to the "central dogma" that
has grown up around the Watson and Crick
model, DNA could serve as a template for the
production of RNA, or new DNA. But RNA
could not be the template for making new
DNA, which would be required to make the
malignant transformation permanent. At
least that's what the virologists believed
until the 36-year-old Professor Temin quietly
shattered the central dogma last May.
Temin first began to suspect that the accepted theory might be wrong more than
six years ago. Working with cultures of Rous
sarcoma virus, an RNA-type that causes
cancer in chicken cells, Temin found evidence that cells so transformed contained
new DNA with a sequence of bases resembling that of the viral RNA. Temin couldn't
account for how this new DNA was produced,
unless the viral RNA had directed its synthesis. At first his findings were met with
disbelief, if not ridicule. Undeterred, bowever, the self-effacing scientist bent quietly
but single-mindedly to the task of confirmIng his heresy.
Last winter, Temin and Sa.toshl Mizutani,
a post-doctoral fellow who had just come to
Temin's lab, began looking for an enzyme, or
chemical catalyst, in the Rous virus that
would be capable of transcribing the RNA
virus message into DNA. "We expected it
would take two years, since we weren't biochemists," Temin recalled last week. But be
and Mitzuta.ni methodically checked the scientific literature to learn the methods for
detecting enzyme activity in viruses and
adapted them for their use. They concentrated the virus particles in a centrifuge and
then treated them with a detergent to expose
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the cores containing the viral RNA. Then
they mixed the <:iisrupted viruses with chemical building blocks of DNA that had been
labeled with radioactive hydrogen. When the
reaction was over, to Temin's delight, the
radioactive ingredients could be detected in
molecules of new DNA. "The scintillation
counter showed an increase in counts,'' he
recalls. "As soon as we saw that, we knew
what we bad." It was now clear that an enzyme from the virus had produced the longdoubted RNA-DNA transcription.
Surprise: Temin and Mizutani kept the
news from even their closest associates until
they had done more experiments to doublecheck their initial results. "We knew,'' says
Temin, "that if there was any hint, everyone
around the world would know in a couple
of days." But in the end, he did include a
brief report about his discovery in a ta.lk
in Houston.
Then came a major surprise. No sooner
had Temin returned to Madison than he got
a phone call from David Baltimore, a 32-yea.rold MIT biologist who had known Temin
since they had spent a summer together in a
program for high-school students at the
Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine.
Baltimore was calling, be said, because he
thought Temin would be interested in knowing that RNA viruses do contain an enzyme
that makes DNA. "I know,'' Temin replied,
"but where did you her?" "I did it,'' said
Baltimore. "You did it,'' Temin exclaimed.
"We did it." Baltimore hadn't heard a word
about the Houston report.
Working independently, the MIT researcher
had been looking for an RNA-to-RNA enzyme
in certain viruses. And in testing a sample of
RNA leukemia viruses for this enzyme be
had found the RNA-to-DNA enzyme that his
old friend bad postulated. Both Temtn and
Baltimore quickly sent their reports to the
British journal Nature, where they were published back-to-back in June. For his part,
Baltimore Is not at all put out that Temin
got priority on the finding by presenting his
verbal report first. "Howard's whole life has
been devoted to the understanding of the
replication o! tumor viruses,'' he said last
week. "I was very much a newcomer to the
field."
Activity: Further developments followed
in rapid succession. Dr. Sol Spiegelman, a
widely respected geneticist at New York's
Columbia University, beard about the Houston report and ran some tests of his own.
In a few days, he had detected the Temin
enzyme, called RNA-dependent DNA polymerase, in eight different cancer viruses, but
in none o! several viruses not known to produce tumors. Three months later, Dr. Robert
C. Gallo of the National Cancer Institute,
coll81borating with Drs. Sue Yang and Robert
C. Ting of Bionetlcs Research Laboratories in
Bethesda, Md., found an enzyme activity
closely resembling that of the Temin enzyme
in the cancerous white cells of three acute
leukemia patients. Significantly, it could not
be found in cells from control subjects who
did not have cancer. Meanwhile, Spiegelman
went on to test some 120 leukemia patients.
He found that the enzyme activity was greatest when the disease was most severe, that
it tended to diminish when the patients improved and disappeared when they went into
remission.
All this has immense importance . Detection of the polymerase act ivity in human
cancer cells strongly supports t he contention
that cancer in humans is caused by a virus.
In addition, measurement of the enzyme can
be employed t o diagnose certain cancers and
follow the course of treatment. Finally, some
investigators think a drug the blocks the
activity of the enzyme would be an ideal
anti-cancer chemical; since normal cells
don't seem to have the enzyme, they would
be unaffected by the treatment, but the cancer cells would be vulnerable. Indeed, Dr.
Maurice Green of St. Louis University bas
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tested a group of chemicals derived from the
antibiotic rifampicin and found some that
totally block the activity of the enzyme in
virus particles. At NCI, Gallo ~l.nd his colleagues are testing rifampicin derivatives in
human leukemia cells, and other researchers
are testing them in laboratory animals. A
trial in humans may be some time away,
however.
Despite the excitement sparked by Temin's
discovery, a cautionary note has been
sounded in the wake of other recent research results. One young NCI investigator,
Dr. George Todaro, has now found the
polymerase activity in normal human tissues
grown in culture, suggesting that its presence
isn't necessarily indicative of viral activity
or ·m alignancy, after all. Thus for the moment, the Temin enzyme has triggered so
much feverish investigation that clear interpretations are difficult. Even so, the original
consensus holds. "I still believe," adds Spiegelman, "that what we're finding is central
information about the nature of the cancer
cell."
Temin himself has serious doubts about
the quick applicability of his finding to the
treatment of cancer. Even if the same enzyme
exists in the cancer cell ~ in the virus, he
notes, it may not be essential to the growth
of the cancer once it has accomplished its job
in DNA synthesis. A drug to counteract the
enzyme might therefore be of little use. "It
would require fantastic luck for a useful
thera.py to come immediately," he says, "and
people shouldn't count on it. What is important is that this gives us entirely new
tools to look at human cancer and ask questions about causation."
Sense: For his part, Temin wouldn',t be
surprised if the polymerase is proven to exist
in normal tissues. In fact, he welcomes the
notion because his "protovirus" theory envisions a role for his enzyme in normal development. According to this hypothesis, the
polymerase might help embryonic cells differentiate during early development into the
specialized cells, such as those of mUS<:le,
nerve and skin. RNA molecules, the theory
holds, could carry information from cell to
cell, and, using the enzyme, make DNA that
would bring about generations of cells with
new features. "The theory was originally
proposed as more of an intellectual exercise,"
Temin notes, "and the more I thought about
it, the more sense it made. So we are now
looking for a similar enzyme in normal cells."
Temin is also in vigorous agreement with
another expert consensus on the implications
of his discovery-namely, that there is no
reason whatever for any suggestion that the
Temin enzyme might somehow lead to the
development of a one-shot, "magic bullet"
type of cure for cancer. The main reasoning
behind this view is simply that cancer is not
a single, specific malady, but rather a group
of nearly 200 different diseases, each with its
own particular characteristics. Dr. H. Marvin
Pollard of the University of Michigan puts it
this way: "Cancers originate for different
reasons, develop for different reasons, and
their treatment involves totally different approaches." But even though skin cancer, for
instance, may be as different from lung cancer as a hangnail is from athlete's foot, all
cancers nonetheless do have one deadly common denominator: all are normal cells that
have lost their growth controls. The most
common result of this runway growth is a
tumor that invades normal tissues, saps
nutrients from the patient's blood to nourish
itself, and emits more cancer cells into the
bloodstream and lymphatic channels to establish further malignancy throughout the
body.

While the debate over the Temin-Baltimore discovery reverberates in the research
laboratories, improvements in cancer therapy
are proceeding apace. One area of intense
current interest is immunology, and some
of the most recent evidence for the impor-

tance of immunity in cancer has come from
the field of organ transplantation. Recipients
of donor organs must take drugs continually
to prevent rejection, and researchers have
recently observed that such patients have an
unusually large risk of developing cancer.
Normally, rejection of foreign tissue occurs
because lymphocytes, white blood cells produced by the spleen and lymph nodes,
respond to proteins called antigens on the
surface of the "foreign" cells and attack
them.
Sen tinels: Recently, research has suggested that many types of cancer cells have
unique antigens that should trigger an immune response. No one knows why this
response falls. It may be that the cancer
patient cannot produce enough lymphocytes
for all the tumor cells in the body, or that
the cells themselves may have ways of concealing their antigens from the lymphocyte
sentinels. At Atlanta's Emory University, Dr.
Loren Humphrey has tried immunizing pairs
of terminal cancer patients by inoculating
them with fragmented tissue from tumors
similar to their own. Mter eight weeks, the
patients are given injections of each other's
lymphocytes, which presumably have been
sensitized to the tumor antigens. Although
the effectiveness of such treatment is l"ar
from proven, Humphrey notes that one
patient with bowel cancer has remained free
of disease for three years, and a number of
other patients he has treated have shown
definite reduction in the size of their tumors.
A more direct method of arousing the immune response against tumors is being
worked out in animals by Drs. Fritz Bach and
Richard Hong of the University of Wisconsin.
They inoculate an animal with dinitrochlorobenzine (DNCB), a chemical that sensitizes
lymphocytes so that the animal wlll respond
with a strong allergic reaction the next time
it receives the drug. Then, they chemically
link DNCB to an antibody prepared in
another animal to the tissue of a certain
organ. The DNCB-antibody compound, injected into the sensitized animal, would
hopefully target on that organ and destroy it.
The same technique, they hope, may work in
cancer.
Killer: While immunologists may have far
to go in providing an effective way actually
to treat cancer, at least one immunological
technique seems close to providing an excellent way of diagnosing one form ot the disease. At Montreal's McGill University, Dr.
Phil Gold has found a specific antigen 1n
tumors of the bowel, one of the leading
killers, that can be detected in the blood.
Tried 1n 1,500 patients so far, the blood test
has proved 95 per cent reUa,ble in detecting
cancer of the colon and rectum-in many
cases long before it is visible by X-rays. Currently, half a dozen institutions are studying
the test in the hope that it could become as
effective a mass screening test as the famous
Pap smear that has made possible the sharp
reduction 1n deaths from cancer of the cervix.
While the promising new tools of treatment and diagnosis are being forged in the
laboratory, the foot soldier's war against cancer is being waged by the surgeon, the radiotherapist and the physician wi.t h his drugs.
The surgeon can rightly claim credit for
most of today's cures, since a large proportion of cancer patients end up in the operating room. Obviously the extent of a
surgeon's success depends on the abil1ty to
excise all the cancer. Thanks to better knowledge of physiology and advances in anesthesia, he can now perform more radical surgery
than ever before. Moreover, new techniques
in plastic surgery can remedy much of the
gross disfigurement that ra.dical procedures
may entail.
Future: At the same time, surgeons are
doing their best to spare patients from disflguremelllt whenever possible. Many now
question whether radical mastectomy-removal of the breast, underlying mUS<:le and
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the lymph nodes of the arm and chest--Is
really necessary to maintain the present cure
rate for cancer of the breast: in the near
future, NCI plans to launch a study involving some 1,000 pa-tients to find out whether
simple removal of the breast, perhaps augmented by X-ray treatment of the lymph
nodes, Will not do the job just as well.
On balance, the major reason for surgical failures is the spread of the cancer
elsewhere. To try to prevent tumor cells
in the blood stream from establishing
colonies in other parts of the body, the
NCI's Dr. Alfred S. Ketcham is giving patients
anticoagulants. The rationale for this has
come from animal studies suggesting tha.t
tumor cells in the blood get stuck to the
w·alls of blood vessels and form clusters that
become tumor growths. "By anticoagulating •'
says Ketcham, "we hope to decrease cell
adhesiveness."
In radlothers.py, cure rates have improved
steadily through the development of more
powerful hardware. The 200,000- to 250,000kilovolt X-ray machines of the 1950s have
given way to 1.3 million-volt cobalt bombs
and 4 million- to 8 million-volt linear accelerators (LINAC). Such devices hit tumors
with a high intensity X-ray and gamma ray
energy with a minimum of "scatter" radiation to normal tissues. Says Dr. Ralph E.
Johnson of NCI: "As a result of this escalation in power, some 90 percent of early cancers of the larynx can be cured by radla.tion,
sparing the patient from disfiguring surgery
and the loss of his voice."
Most dramatic has been the improvement
for patients with Hodgkin's disease. At Stanford Medical Center, patients afHlcted with
this form of cancer receive high-intensity
radiation to every node, notes Dr. Henry
Kaplan. Over the past decade, 50 to oo
percent of patients with advanced Hodgkin's
disease have become long..tterm survivors.
To hit tumors with even higher doses,
Kaplan and other radiotherapists hope to
replace the X-ray with a new subatomic
particle, the pi meson. A $64 million proton accelerator that will generate these
particles is under development by the Atomic
Energy Commission at the Los Alamos Meson
Physics Fac111ty. The pi meson is a negatively
charged particle whose beams can be "focused" by means of magnets and brought to
bear at any depth of the body. As it travels,
it emits low-intensity X-rays that can be
read by the radiologist, enabling him to guide
the beam to the target. On its way through
the body, the meson is harmless. But when
it enters the target cell it collides with atoms
of oxygen, carbon or nitrogen and produces
a minuscule atomic explosion Within the cell.
Chemotherapy, an experimental frontier
just a few years ago, has also come into its
own. Some 30 drugs are now available which,
used alone or in combination with surgery
and radiation, can shrink tumors. Formerly,
acute leukemia, the most common cancer in
children, was uniformly fatal within weeks or
months. Now, nine out of ten children with
the disease go lnto remission after drug therapy, half are alive and well after five years
and a few have been pronounced cured. One
reason for the improvement is that doctors
have learned to administer drugs in combination or in sequence, thus preventing the
cancer from developing a resistance to any
one drug, a common cause of failure a decade
ago.
Hopeful: Equally effective drugs against
solid tumors such as breast cancers have yet
to be developed. Most of the presently available drugs interfere with the synthesis of
DNA, which means that they exert their killing effect only during cell division. They are
therefore least effective agalnst cancers ln
which relatively small numbers of cells are
dividing at any one time. Now, researchers
are screening some 15,000 compounds a year
for drugs that will act on cells at a different
stage of the life cycle. Ideally, they would
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like to find a drug that would arrest abnormal cell division altogether, stopping the
cancer in its tracks.
Taken all in all, the advances made in
cancer research and therapy in the past few
years add up to the most hopeful view of
the future that has ever been possible. What
now remains to be seen is how quickly the
latest breakthroughs may lead to yet more
dramatic and productive ones so that, as
some cautious physicians and researchers
envision, the war against cancer may be won
by the end of the century. NCI's Frank
Rauscher sums up his own feelings this way:
"I think the prospects for even greater
strides into prevention are so great that our
target of reducing the incidence of mortality
by one third by the year 1980 is very real. I
think that with additional information, the
target of a two-thirds reduction by the year
2000 is also a very real one."

THE INVASION OF LAOS
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, on February 25, when the South Vietnamese invasion of Laos was less than 3 weeks
old, I expressed my grave concern about
the outcome and effect of that operation. Subsequent events have justified
that concern.
At that time I also noted the inconsistencies in the facts and figures which
were being used to demonstrate how successful the Laos operation was supposed
to be.
In an article which appeared in the
New York Times on Aprill, Alvin Shuster has made an analysis which, in effect,
up dates these points raised 5 weeks ago.
In it he examines the final, unbelievable
figures that the South Vietnamese Government is now giving out to demonstrate the results of that operation.
I ask unanimous consent that my remarks on February 25 and the article
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
THE INVASION OF LAOS
President, by President
Nixon's conscious decision to support the
South Vietnamese invasion the southern
panhandle of Laos has now become the testground of Vietnamization. And the evidence
to date seems to be proving that Vietnamization will not end the war.
Vietnamization was supposed to buy
enough time to make the South Vietnamese
Army competent to cope with the military
situation in South Vietnam on its own. We
were led to hope that Vietnamization would,
thereby, permit the withdrawal of American
fighting men so that in the foreseeable future
none of our forces would be left in Vietnam.
Vietnamization was going to end the war,
principally by demonstrating to the enemy
that they could never win and ought therefore to compromise in Paris.
The reports already in from the Laos
operation contradict each of these assumptions.
In fairness, it does appear that the ARVN
are fighting more competently than they
did several years ago. But that is not the
real question. The real question is whether,
after nearly 2 years of Vietnamization, the
ARVN show signs of improving enough to
handle the military situation by themselves.
The Laotian invasion raises serious questions
about this. So far it appears that the North
Vietnamese still have the ability to pick the
ground on which to fight, and when they do,
to inflict serious defeats even on the ARVN's
crack units-despite the most massive appllMr. BAYH. Mr.
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cation of American air power Indochina has· the right of the American people to know
yet seen.
what has really happened.
The Laotian operation, like the Cambodian
Finally and most importantly, there is the
one before it, was supposed to buy time to question of the effect of this Laos adventure
make the ARVN capable of defending South on the chances of peace. Contrary to the
Vietnam. The Cambodian operation expanded President's claims. I see no reasonable hope
the area which they must defend to include that the Laotian operation will convince
yet another country. The current operation Hanoi that its chances of winning are really
is not only expanding the area of the con- diminished and that it ought to sue for
flict, but also apparently exposing the South peace. In fact, if the South Vietnamese reVietnamese to a decisive military reverse. The verses continue, Hanoi may well end up beresult could be a South Vietnamese Army lieving they are much closer to a military
which must fight three wars instead of one- victory than they themselves had thought.
after some of its best fighting units have In any case, nothing about this operation
been destroyed.
would seem to serve the cause of a negotiated
And what of hopes for American disen- settlement and final peace.
gagement in the foreseeable future?
Plainly we should now be on a very different
The President's statement on unlimited course. We should not be expanding the war,
use of American airpower and the military's but trying to find ways to deescalate it. We
estimates of when the South Vietnamese should not be taking actions in Indochina
will be able to take over the air war pose the which seem to assure our further and deeper
real possibility of a U.S. air umbrella over entanglement. We should, instead, be decidoperations across Indochina for the next ing on a date on which to end our involve4 or 5 years. The scope of that kind of ment. We should not be seeking a military
involvement is suggested by the fact that solution in southern Laos; we should be
during the current invasion of Laos our air- seeking a political solution in Paris to end
the war in Vietnam.
men are flying up to 1,000 sorties a day.
And beyond that, what will a serious
reverse for the ARVN-now or later-do to REPORTS BY SAIGON ON TOLL INFLICTED ON
ENEMY IN LAOS ARE AROUSING DOUBTS
the pace of withdrawal of U.S. ground
troops? American boys may well be bogged
(By Alvin Shuster)
down longer in Vietnam because the South
SAIGON, SoUTH VmTNAM, March 31.-The
Vietnamese Army is spread too thin and too campaign against Communist supply lines in
badly weakened to defend its own country. Laos is over, but statistical warfare continues
The administration's explanations of the to rage, reminiscent of the days when Ameriobjectives and progress of this operation can commanders put the stress on "the body
have
been
marked
by
dramatic count" to demonstrate success in the Vietnam
inconsistencies.
war.
The President either deluded himself or
The figures at issue these days are those
sought to delude others when he indicated provided by the South Vietnamese Governthat the "lifeline" from North Vietnam ment on the invasion of Laos-numbers
south could be choked off by such a mission, tacitly accepted by the Americans though
thus convincing the Communists to give some are so obviously exaggerated as to be
up the fight. First, the capacity of the ARVN meaningless. As a South Vietnamese lieutento achieve that objective, even temporarily, ant acknowledged, "the more political the
is at this point in serious doubt. Despite operation, the higher the chances of exagtheir incursion and intense air raids, reports geration of what we did to the enemy."
persist that heavy traffic along the Ho Chi
It is an old controversy, now attracting new
Minh Trail has continued during the last interest because the Saigon Government and,
2 weeks. Even if ·t he South Vietnamese were to a lesser degree, the American command
able to block all the supply lines in the are still providing a heavy dose of numbers
eastern half of the Laos panhandle the North to try to cure the public discomfort over the
Vietnamese could reroute their supplies Laos campaign. The list is long, from enemy
further to the west, suffering only a tem- killed and munitions destroyed to field
porary delay and loss of supplies. But in radios, trucks, antimalaria pills and chickens
pushing the Communist supply lines west- and ducks captured.
ward we run the risk of' spreading the major
CONSIDERABLE DOUBT RAISED
action of the war to areas heretofore unConsiderable doubt was cast on the statisaffected-the heartland of Laos and even
parts of' Thailand. On how many more tics all during the 45-day campaign. Official
innocent bystanders do we have to visit the briefers talked solemnly of counting bodies
horrors of modern warfare before we realize in the jungles of Laos, of estimates of explothat expanding the war is not the way to sives used, of heavy engagements where the
toll of the enemy ran into thousands, as
end it?
Now we are being told that an operation against a few wounded.
There were several days when the South
that has stalled and is in danger of becoming a disastrous setback is on schedule, that Vietnamese command reported every detail
of
a fight, down to the number o! rifles capits objective is being achieved and that its
tured, and then said, "There is no word yet
progress is satisfactory.
Last week we were told that the ARVN on our casualties."
In a war without front lines, it has long
were 22 miles into Laos. Two days ago it was
been a practice to measure progress in num17¥:! miles. Yesterday it was 16 miles.
Both United States and South Vietna- bers, credible or not. The Americans, during
mese military authorities are giving the the period of heavy ground combat, were
impression that a battle in which a crack the original sinners, as underscored in the
ARVN Ranger battalion fled the field after trial of First Lieut. William L. Calley Jr., who
losing three-fourths of its men was at least testified:
"It was very important to tell the people
a standoff if not a triumph.
The town of Tchepone which was described back home we're killing more of the enemy
as the hub of the trail network and a key than they were killing us. You just made a
objective when the operation began has now body count off the top of your head. Anything went into the body count: V C, buffalo,
become a nonobjective.
Furthermore, eyewitness reports contradict pigs, cows. Something was dead. You put lt
the statistical evidence Saigon and the Pen- into your body count."
LOWER U.S. CASUALTmS
tagon are citing. There is apparently some
considerable divergence between the official
American commanders say the "body
figures and the reality of South Vietnamese count" period for them is over, largely belosses, of North Vietnamese losses anct Amer- cause the nature of the war has changed.
ican helicopters shot down.
Americans are no longer in massive searchAgain a fundamental question is arising- and-destroy operations or big battles and,
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with the enemy pursuing a protracted war of
small units in this country, the engagements
involving Americans usually show low casualty figures.
The theory is that the smaller the figure,
the more credible it is.
General Michael S. Davidson, commander
of American forces in the military region surrounding Saigon, who is soon to become Army
commander in Europe, said: "I never liked
the body count and the stress on kill ratios
because I always found they could lead to
bad practices. When I decided to come here
I decided never to mention kill ratios and
body counts to a single subordinate
commander."
American and South Vietnamese commanders like to look at figures as benchmarks of progress, nevertheless, because, in
their view, the figures help to show what is
happening to the enemy.
What happened to the enemy in Laos is
still a big mystery. The South Vietnamese
claim 13,815 North Vietnamese soldiers killed.
The American command, which limits itself
to estimates based on aerial observation, put
the figure at 4,100. The clear implication, accordingly, is that more than 9,500 were killed
by the South Vietnamese themselves, which
is difficult for some officers to believe.
SOME "MINUSES" FOR HANOI

"Look at it this way," a doubtful American
officer said. "The Vietnamese say they have
killed nearly 14,000 Communists in Laos.
"If you figure that at least two are wounded
for every soldier killed, that means 42,000
Communists were put out of action. Since
there were supposed to be only 30,000 Communists in the area in Laos, they are now
minus 12,000."
"Now the command says we killed something like 15,000 !trucks along the trail since
the dry season began in October," he continued. "They only had about 12,000, so again
Hanoi is minus, this time about 2,000 trucks."
"So, if they are minus 9,000 men and 2,000
trucks, it's a wonder they can still keep going
on the trail."
The South Vietnamese casualty figures for
the troops in Laos are also open to question.
Saigon says that 1,163 were killed and 4,299
wounded, with 240 missing, for a total of
almost 5,700 or about 25 per cent of the force
involved. Some unconfirmed reports circulating in Saigon put the total casualties at
10,000, or about 50 percent, which the Saigon
command absolutely denies.
FEW CHANCES TO CHECK

Because of the nature of the Laotian
operation-no Americans allowed in on the
ground-few of the statistics gathered by
the South Vietnamese could be checked. The
Saigon command insists that its men counted
the bodies, but officers acknowledge privately
that the figures are estimates. The lower
American figure is also an estimate, based on
reports by pilots of small observation planes
and helicopters.
Duplication is unavoidable, with pilots
sometimes counting the same bodies the
South Vietnamese on the ground locate.
In a sense, the United States command is
more interested in the accuracy of casualty
figures for the South Vietnamese than for
the enemy. As a result, American officers are
assessing the figures with the help of American advisers at the scene who tried to count
the members of their units as they returned.
An officer engaged in the work said that the
South Vietnamese figures were on the low
side but did not appear to be near the 10,000
mark. He said that the figures were probably
off by a few hundred in each category, implyinc that the South Vietnamese probably

suffered something under seven thousand
casualties.
In any event, the South Vietnamese are not

particularly interested in statistics, although
they recognize the political possib111ties of
favorable ones.

"Statistics means very little to us," a South
Vietnamese officla.l remarked. "We only
started them because the Americans seem to
be interested along with the press."
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Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, on
March 24, the Supreme Court decided
two cases involving water rights in Colorado. In United States against District
Court in and for the County of Eagle, the
Court held that the United States must
submit its claims to reserved water
rights, which are based on withdrawals
from the public domain, for adjudication
in State court water adjudication proceedings. In United States against District Court in and for Water Division No.
5, the Court held that the United States,
like any private party who claims water
rights, is required to submit all of its
water rights for adjudication under the
new Colorado water statute-the "Colorado Water Right Determination and
Administration Act of 1969."
Needless to say, I am delighted with
these two decisions. Their net effect in
Colorado is to put the United States in
the same position with regard to water
adjudication proceedings as any private
party who claims water rights. Although
these cases primarily involved water
rights claimed by the United States in
four national forests in Colorado-the
White River, Arapahoe, Routt, and
Grand Mesa-Uncompahgre-the deci-

pands. Of necessity, water rights in the
West have been governed by the "appropriation system" of water law, as opposed
to the riparian system which prevails
east of the Mississippi, where water is
more plentiful. The primary difference is
that under the appropriation system,
ownership of land does not carry with it
the right to use water which is found
there. A water right is acquired by diverting water and applying it to a beneficial
use. The amount of the water right is
determined by how much water was originally used, and the right carries with
it a "priority date" according to when
it was first initiated. This means that
when there is not enough water to accommodate all users, water rights will
be recognized in accordance with their
priority dates. Water usage will be curtailed starting with the latest priority
dates. Under this system, it is absolutely
crucial that each owner of a water
right-whether farmer, cattle rancher,
municipality, et cetera-knows exactly
the amount and priority date of every
other right to use water from that same
source. Without that knowledge, decisions with respect to planning and investment are difficult to make. The only
means for making this knowledge available is through water adjudication proceedings in State courts.
Mr. President, this has been the problem with the United States. The United
States claims water rights--"reserved
rights"-which are based on withdrawals
of land from the public domain. This
means, essentially, that when the United
States withdraws land from the public
domain to establish, say, a national
forest, it claims the right to use whatever
amount of water is nec ·~ssary to carry out
the purposes for which the land was
withdrawn. But over the years, the
United States has consistently refused to
submit these claims in State water
adjudication proceedings, on the ground
that as the sovereign, it was not required
to do so, except by act of Congress. The
result has been that the undetermined
water claims of the United States have
cast a "cloud on the title" of all water
rights in the West.
The potential size of this cloud on title
is illustrated by the fact that the United
States owns 725,000,000 acres of public
land in the 17 contiguous western States
and Alaska, 443,000,000 of which have
been withdrawn, carrying with them
many undetermined claims to water
rights. One example is the withdrawal of
oil shale lands in western Colorado,
Wyoming and Utah for the Naval Petroleum and Oil Reserves. Development of
oil shale will require substantial quantities of water.
Well, Mr. President, I am very satisfied
to see these decisions which will go a
long way toward removing this uncertainty. I think Congress intended to clear
the way for that when it passed the
McCarran Act in 1952. The United States
has contended otherwise, but that contention was put to rest by the Supreme
Court's decision in the Eagle County

sions

case.

FIGURE ON MUNITIONS WAS HIGH

The most striking example of statistical
warfare during the operation in Laos was the
figure provided by the South Vietnamese on
the amount of munitions destroyed-176,246
tons, or more than the equivalent load of
10,000 of the largest cargo plane at work in
Vietnam.
The America-n command was surprised by
the figure, which jumped rrore than 160,000
in one week, and asked the South Vietnamese
for clarification. The answer came back that
it was "a verified amount." The American
estimate is 14,000 tons.
At the briefing yesterday a Saigon spokesman insisted that the huge figure was accurate but added, "You should use your own
judgment in using it."
The Americans are still not without their
own attempts at manipulating the figures.
The most frequently cited example was the
delibera.te leak in Washington of low American casualty figures--figures usually disclosed in Saigon on Thursday afternoons-early in election week last November.
During the incursion in Laos the command
provided statistics only for the helicopters
shot down and destroyed in Laos, not the
much larger number shot down and then
brought back to Vietnam. The rationale was
that such information would help the enemy.
determine helicopter strength.
The casualties suffered in the "recovered"
aircraft were also not reported daily, although
they were included in the weekly figures, so
the job of isolating the number of American
casualties became almost impossible.
"The statistics still seem to be important in
this war because of the limited tangible
measurements,'' a. diplomat commented.
"The only problem is that they don't show
whether you are winning or whether you
really disrupted the trail."
WATER RIGHTS IN COLORADO

have

enormous

significance

throughout the entire West.
Water is of vital importance in the
semiarid western States, and is increasing in importance as our population ex-

While these decisions are very helpful,
many questions concerning the nature
and scope of reserved water rights remain
to be clarified. This will require expensive
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and time-consuming litigation. For that
reason, I think the time is ripe for additional legislation, perhaps along the lines
of the recommendations of the Public
Land Law Review Commission, which
would provide a comprehensive, rather
than a piecemeal, solution.
FOUR STARS FOR GEN. FRANK T.
MILDREN, OF NEVADA
Mr. BffiLE. Mr. President, the morning
of March 25, 1971, had special significance for the State of Nevada, and for
one of its most distinguished sons. On
that date, Gen. Frank T. Mildren became the first Nevads.n ever to wear four
stars on his Army uniform.
I was among those privileged to attend
the brief but impressive promotion ceremony conducted by Army Chief of Staff
Gen. William Westmoreland. And I was
among those who experienced deep pride
and satisfaction in the event.
General Mildren, by any yardstick, is
among the most decorated and most
gifted military leaders in American history. He was an outstanding battlefield
commander in three wars. He has been
decorated by the governments of six nations. He has served in command positions entailing tremendous responsibility,
and he has provided brilliant and inspirational leadership.
Apart from his unquestioned professional excellence, Frank Mildren is a
warm and sensitive human being who is
admired and respected by all who are
privileged to have his friendship. I consider myself for tunate indeed to be numbered among his friends, and I always
look forward to the pleasure of his
company.
In many respects, the life of General
Mildren represents a 20th century American success story. His parents provided
the basic values and guidance destined
to serve him well in later life, but the
family was of modest means and young
Frank receive no special privileges or
favors. He is a self-made man.
A lifelong resident of Las Vegas, General Mildren is a graduate of Las Vegas
High School and later attended the University of Nevada at Reno for 2 years
during the peak of the depression.
In 1936, he applied for-and receivedan appointment to the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y. His future
was determined at that moment.
Graduated in 1939, General Mildren
very shortly was among the millions of
young Americans called upon to resist
German and Japanese aggression. He
served with valor in a series of difficult
and hazardous assignments. He was a
"front line" soldier-an infantrymanwho commanded first a company, then
a battalion and finally a regiment.
General Mildren's qualities of leadership and proven combat experience
earned him a series of rapid promotions
during the war and the years immediately thereafter. He was a field grade
commander by the t:me of the Korean
conflict and wore the two stars of a major
general during his first assignment in
Vietnam. Later, after receiving his third
star on July 1, 1965, he became the Deputy Commanding General of the U.S.
Army in Vietnam.
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Among the many decorations won by ment was ordered to be printed in the
General Mildren in more than three RECORD, as follows:
decades of loyal service are the Silver
NATIONAL FuTURE HOMEMAKERS OF
AMERICA WEEK
Star with four Oak Leaf Clusters, the
Distinguished Service Medal, the Purple
Mr. ToWER. Mr. President, this week,
Heart, the Bronze Star with Oak Leaf March 28 through April 3, 1971, is National
Cluster, the Air Medal, and the Legion of Future Homemakers of America Week. I conMerit with Oak Leaf Cluster. He has also gratulate FHA for its continuing efforts to
build citizenship and to develop individual
been decorated by the governments of character
among this nation's youth.
France, Luxembourg, Belgium, South
Founded on June 11, 1945, FUture HomeKorea, and South Vietnam.
makers of America is an organiza·t ion of
Until today, General Mildren had been high school home economics students with
the Deputy Commanding General of the chapters throughout the United States, as
Continental U.S. Army Command at Fort well as in the Canal Zone, Germany, Iran,
Monroe, Va. Today, however, he begins a Japan, the Philippines, and the Virgin IsMy own State of Texas has the greatest
new assignment-Commander of the lands.
number of members-75,418--and the most
Allied Land Forces in Southeastern cha.pters-1,298--in
the entire organization.
Europe under the North Atlantic Treaty I am proud too that a Texan, Miss Lynn
Orrenization-NATO-with headquar- Emerson of Midlothian, is now serv-ing as
ters at Izmir, Turkey.
National Reporter of the FHA.
I think a key element of this group's goSils
Mr. President, the people of the State
of Nevada take exceptional pride in the lies in the word "Future." The FHA National
President stated in explaining this week's
extraordinary achievements of a great theme,
FHA Cares:
native son. Recently, the Nevada Legis"In this, our twenty-fifth anniversary
lature, on the recommendation of Sena- year
as a national organization, we want
tors John Foley and B. Mahlon Brown, National FHA Week to be a showcase
passed a concurrent resolution saluting for what 600,000 teenagers are doing conGeneral Mildren. I ask unanimous con- structively to find solutions to some of the
sent that the resolution be printed in the problems confronting today's society in preparation for a better life tomorrow." FHA
RECORD.
worked since its establishment to eduThere being no objection, the resolu- has
cate young women in the sk1lls of homemakt ion was ordered to be printed in the ing, but its goals are broader stlll. Members
RECORD, as follows:
engage in community programs, such as
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION-CONGRATULATING GEN. FRANK T. MILDREN ON BECOMING A FoUR-STAR GENERAL

Whereas, General Frank T. Mildren, anative of Las Vegas, Nevada, has become a
four-star general and will assume command
of Allied Land Forces, Southeastern Europe;
and
Whereas, General Mildren's advance to this
high rank in the United States Army is the
result of his outstanding service as a combat
soldier; and
Whereas, General Mildren is a 1939 graduate of the United States Military Academy,
and served with the 2nd Divison in Europe
in World War II, the Far East Command X
Corps and the 38th Infantry Regiment in
Korea, and Headquarters, U.S. Army in Vietnam as Deputy Commanding General; and
Whereas, General Mildren's decorations include the Distinguished Service Medal with
oak leaf cluster, the Silver Star with four
oak leaf clusters, the Bronze Star with two
oak leaf clust ers, the Air Medal, the Purple
Heart, the Legion of Merit with oak leaf
cluster and the Army Commendation Medal;
and
Whereas, The outstanding service of General Frank T. Mildren is something all
Nevadan s can be proud of; now, therefore,
be it
Resolved by the Senate of the State ot
Nevada, the Assembly concurring, That the

members of the 56th session of the legislature extend their heartiest congratulations
to General Frank T. Mildren on his becoming
a four-star general and the first of such rank
from the State of Nevada; and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution
be transmitted forthwith by the legislative
counsel to General Frank T. Mlldren.

NATIONAL FUTURE HOMEMAKERS

OF AMERICA WEEK
Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, on behalf
of the distinguished Senator from Texas
(Mr. TowER), I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD a statement by him on the subject of National
Future Homemakers of America Week.
There being no objection, the state-

teaching migrant and underprivileged children, caring for the handicapped, and working as volunteers in hospitals. In addition,
one purpose of the organization adopted at
the 1970 national meeting is:
"To become aware of the multiple roles of
men and women in today's society."
Clearly, FHA is facing tommorrow and
working to make the modern woman a leading and contributing element in our society.

A.l\fENDMENT OF RULES BY COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC
WELFARE
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, at its
meeting on March 11, 1971, the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
adopted a number of amendments to the
rules governing the committee's procedures.
I send to the desk a copy of the committee's amended rules, and ask unanimous consent that they be printed in
the RECORD as required by section 133B
of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946, as amended. These amended rules
replace those which were printed in the
RECORD on February 25, 1971.
There being no objection, the rules
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE SENATE CoMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE

(As amended, March 11, 1971)
Rule 1. Unless the Senate is meeting at

the time, or it is otherwise ordered, the
Commit tee shall meet regularly at 10:30
a.m. on the fourth Thursday of each month
in Room 4232, New Senate Office Building.
The Cha irman may, upon proper notice, call
such additional meetings as he may deem
n e cessary.
Rule 2. The Chairman of the Committee
or of a subcommittee, or if the Chairman
is not present, the ranking Majority member
present, shall preside at all meetings.
Rule 3. Meetings of the Committee or a.
subco::>mmittee shall be open to the public,
except execut ive sessions for the considera-
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tion of bills or resolutions, or for voting,
or when the Committee or subcommittee by
majority vote of those present orders an
executive session.
Rule 4. For the purpose of transacting
business, one-third of the membership of
the Committee, or a subcommittee, actually
present shall constitute a quorum, but no
measure or matter shall be ordered reported
from the Committee unless a majority of the
Committee is actually present at the time
such action is taken. Any quorum of the
Committee or a subcommittee which is
composed of less than a majority of the
members of the Committee or subcommittee
shall include at least one member of the
Majority and one member of the Minority.
Rule 5. With the approval of the Chairman of the Committee or subcommittee, one
member thereof may conduct public hearings, other than taking sworn testimony.
Rule 6. Proxy voting shall be allowed on all
measures and matters before the Committee
or a subcommittee if the absent member
has been informed of the matter on which
he is being recorded and has affirmatively
requested that he be so recorded. While
proxies may be voted on a motion to report
a measure or matter from the Committee,
such a motion shall also require the concurrence of a majority of the members who
are actually present at the time such action
is taken.
Rule 7. There shall be kept a complete
record of all Committee or subcommittee
action. Such records shall contain the vote
cast by each member of the Committee or
subcommittee on any question on which a
"yea. and nay" vote is demanded, and shall
be available for inspection by any Committee member. The Clerk of the Committee,
or his assistant, shall act as recording secretary of all proceedings before the Committee or a subcommittee.
Rule 8. The Committee, and each subcommittee, shall undertake, consistent with the
provisions of section 133A of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, to
issue public announcement of any hearing it
intends to hold at least one week prior to the
commencement of such hearing.
Rule 9. The Committee or a. subcommittee
shall, so far as practicable, require all witnesses heard before it to file written statements of their proposed testimony at least
24 hours before a. hearing, unless the Chairman and the ranking Minority member determine that there is good cause for failure
to so file, and to limit their oral presentation to brief summaries of their arguments.
The presiding officer at any hearing is authorized to limit the time of each witness
appearing before the Committee or a subcommittee. The Committee or a subcommittee shall, as far as practicable, utilize testimony previously taken on bills and measures
similar to those before it for consideration.
Rule 10. Should a subcommittee fail toreport back to the full Committee on any measure within a reasonable time, the Chairman
may withdraw the measure from such subcommittee and report that fact to the full
Committee for further disposition.
Rule 11. No subcommittee may schedule a
meeting or hearing at a time designated for
a hearing or meeting of the full Committee.
No more than one subcommittee executive
meeting may be held at the same time.
Rule 12. It shall be the duty of the Chairman in accordance with section 133{c) of
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as
amended, to report or cause to be reported
to the Senate, any measure or recommendation approved by the Committee and to take
or cause to be taken, necessary steps to bring
the matter to a vote in the Senate.
Rule 13. No person other than members of
the Committee, members of the staff of the
Committee, or designated assistants to members of the Committee, shall be permitted to
attend the executive sessions of the Com-

mittee or a subcommittee, except by special
dispensation of the Committee or subcommittee, or the Chairman thereof.
Rule 14. The Chairman of the Committee
or a subcommittee shall be empowered to
adjourn any meeting of the Committee or a
subcommittee if a quorum is not present
within fifteen minutes of the time scheduled
for such meeting.
Rule 15. Whenever a blll or joint resolution repealing or amending any statute or
part thereof shall be before the Committee
or a subcommittee for final consideration,
the Clerk shall place before each member of
the Committee or subcommittee a print of
the statute or the part or section thereof to
be amended or repealed showing by strickenthrough type, the part or parts to be omitted,
and in italics, the matter proposed to be
added.
Rule 16. An appropriate opportunity shall
be given the Minority to examine the proposed text of Committee reports prior to
their filing or publication. In the event there
are Minority or Individual views, an appropriate opportunity shall be given the Majority to examine the proposed text prior to
filing or publication.
Rule 17. Investigation Procedures-a. The Committee, or any subcommittee,
may issue subpenas, or hold hearings to take
sworn testimony or hear subpoenaed witnesses, only if such investigative activity has
been authorized by vote of the Committee.
b. For the purpose of holding a hearing to
take sworn testimony or hear subpoenaed
witnesses, three members of the Committee
or subcommittee shall constitute a quorum:
Provided, however, that with the concurrence
of the Chairman and ranking Minority member of the Committee or subcommittee, a
single member may hear subpoenaed witnesses or take sworn testimony.
c. The authority to issue subpoenas may
be delegated by vote of the Committee or
subcommittee.
d. Any witness summoned to testify at a
hearing, or any witness giving sworn testimony, may be accompanied by counsel of
his own choosing who shall be permitted,
while the witness is testifying, to advise him
of his legal rights.
e. No confidential testimony taken or
confidential material presented in an executive hearing, or any report of the proceedings
of such an executive hearing, shall be made
public, either in whole or in part or by way
of summary, unless authorized by a majority
of the members of the Committee or
subcommittee.
Rule 18. Subject to statutory requirements
imposed on the Committee with respect to
procedure, the rules of the Committee may
be changed, modified, amended or suspended
at any time, provided, however, that not less
than a majority of the entire membership
so determine at a regular meeting with due
notice, or at a meeting specifically called
for that purpose.
Rule 19. In addition to the foregoing, the
proceedings of the Committee shall be governed by the Standing Rules of the Senate
and the provisions of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended.

DEATH OF ERICH PREISER
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, eulogies
delivered on the Senate floor are customarily reserved for persons of world,
national or state prominence. But I feel
this precedent can and occasionally
should be broken, as I wish to do today
by paying tribute to a wonderful American and dear friend, Erich Preiser, with
whom I worked for many years.
Erich Preiser was a remarkable individual not because of the family into
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which he was born nor the position he
held in life, but because of the mobility
of his character, his devotion to his country, the high quality of his work, his
large number of friends, and his love for
every living thing.
Born and educated in Germany, Erich
Preiser came to this country in 1928 and
became an American citizen 10 years
later. He began working in the shop for
Bell & Howell Co. in 1943, and shortly
after my return from military service we
became fast friends. In an age when
pride of workmanship did not seem to
hold the same significttnce that it did in
the age of the craftsman, the quality
of Erich Preiser's work was a justifiable
source of satisfaction to himself as well
as his follow workmen. His devotion to
excellence and his capacity for hard work
and sustained accomplishment were
extraordinary.
To those who worked for him, he offered encouragement and a willingness
to work side by side with them. To those
to whom he was responsible, he inspired
a feeling of awe for his accomplishments,
his even disposition and his selflessness.
Once, while I was visiting with him and
his family in their home, I discovered
that they shared their home with an
abundance and great variety of stray
animal life. Though their house was
small, it was characteristic of them to
gladly provide shelter for any lost or
abandoned pet.
In the prime of his life, Erich Preiser
was stricken by a fatal heart attack. This
good and generous man did not receive
long obituaries in the newspapers. But
he shall be long remembered and beloved,
not only by his widow, Catherine. and
his daughters, Mary and Catherine, but
by his countless friends-whether they
be the newest employee on the production line or those of many years standing, such as Peter Peterson, new assistant
to the president for International Economic Affairs, and his wife, Sally; William E. Roberts, president of Ampex, and
his wife, Jerri, or my own family.
THE RETIREMENT OF ROBERT GOHEEN OF PRL~CETON UNIVERSITY
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I was
saddened to learn that Robert Goheen
has decided to step down as president of
Princeton University in June 1972, and
relinquish a position he has presently
held with respect and great dignity for
14 years.
Though this period of great change
in our American educational system,
when many colleges and universities have
faced hardships and disruptions, President Goheen has intelligently and dauntlessly maintained consistently fair and
flexible administrative policies that have
been accepted and respected by the students of Princeton University. His responsibilities have been enormous, but
his integrity and dedication have gom•
unchallenged.
Mr. President, I have known and anmired Bob Goheen for more than a
decade, and accept with regret the loss
of his presence at Princeton University.
But, I am hopeful and certain that he
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will continue to contribute to both the
people of New Jersey and the Nation,
and that the field of education will not
be deprived of his distinguished talents.
ALCOHOLISM

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
February 26, 1971, issue of Medical World
News contains an informative article entitled "Alcoholism: America's Most Destructive Drug Problem." I recommend
this article to my colleagues and to the
public because although the disease of
alcoholism is one of our most serious
health problems, affecting the lives of
many millions of our people, it has been
long neglected and poorly understood.
The article reports that the generally
accepted figure for the number of alcoholics in the United States is about 9 million. Yet as recently as 1969, the Federal
Government spent only $7 million on the
disease. Furthermore, until very recently
comprehensive courses on alcoholism in
medical schools were almost nonexistent.
One encouraging sign is that the medical attitude toward alcoholism has been
undergoing a significant change in recent
years-it is now being approached as a
disease, and alcohol itself is being recognized as a drug. In treating alcoholism
as a disease, early diagnosis is considered
vital. Dr. Maurice Victor of Western Reserve University, claims that the early
manifestations of alcoholism appear in
the form of medical symptoms. And Dr.
Marvin Block of the State University
of New York at Buffalo, stresses the
need for doctors to include a carefully
phrased series of questions on drinking
habits when taking a medical history.
The article provides a useful summary
of recent research on alcoholism, indicating that many long-standing notions
about behavior patterns associated with
the disease are not supported by recent
evidence. Also cited are studies on the
biological effects of alcoholism. One of
the most significant findings is that
there is strong evidence of a direct relationship between chronic alcoholism
and heart disease. Furthermore, there are
indications of a possible relationship between alcoholism and tuberculosis.
Recently scientists have successfully
developed techniques for using animals
for research on alcoholism. These techniques may hold considerable promise
for future research.
The article cites recent legislation authorizing the appropriation of $300 million to be spent by the end of fiscal1973.
It expresses the hope that the money
will be channeled through a variety of
means, and not just to psychiatrists.
However, some pessimism is expressed
about possible delays in appropriating
the money.
The article reports that some medical
schools are finally beginning to develop
meaningful programs for the study of
alcoholism. Combined with changing attitudes toward the disease, these developments provide considerable hope. The
next step is for Congress to provide the
needed funding.
I ask unanimous consent that the article "Alcoholism: America's Most Destructive Drug Problem," be printed in
the RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ALCOHOLISM:

AMERICA'S MOST
DRUG PROBLEM

DESTRUCTIVE

The alcoholic is still around; shoved into
the background, perhaps, because of recent
attention given to drug abuse among the
young, environmental causes of disease, and
other dally crises. But the excessive drinker
won't go away. If anything, his numbers increase, and alcoholism continues to confound
physicians with its complex of physiological
and psychological causes and consequences.
Bays Dr. Donald W. Goodwin of Washington
University in St. Louis, "In fact, there is
still no definite treatment for alcoholism. Individual or group psychotherapy, plus disulfiram and membership in Alcholics Anonymous, is still widely regarded as the best
combination the physician has to offer," he
observes.
This is not an optimistic or comprehensive
regimen for what Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg has
called the nation's number one health problem. HEW's Assistant Secretary for Health
and Scientific Affairs added that 6% to seven
million Americans were alcoholics, and several times as many more--their famllies-were also victims. But many authorities on
alcoholism now agree that Dr. Egeberg's figure was too low; the figure now generally
accepted is about nine million alcoholics of
100 mllllon Americans who drink.
Despite the enormity of the problem, as
recently as 1969 the federal government spent
only $7 mllllon on alcoholism. In private
funds, an additional $2.2 mlllton was available for the disease, compared, for example,
with $10 million raised for muscular dystrophy, which affects 200,000 Americans, and
$39 mlllion to aid the 100,000 people suffering
from tuberculosis.
A major change in the medical attitude
toward alcoholism is the recognition that alcohol is a drug and that dependence on it is
a form of addiction, claims Dr. Marvin Block,
assistant cllnical professor of medicine at
the State University of New York at Buffalo.
Another important shift is that "the stigma
of alcohollsm is being removed," and in most
serious discussions these days alcoholism is
approached as a disease, "not a mora.I problem," he adds.
Meanwhile, education in the management
of alcoholism has been inadequate, at best,
in most medical schools. And, as pointed
out, money for basic clinical and sociological
research or for comprehensive treatment programs has not been available.
Many investigators, however, see major
changes at hand, as relatively llmlted research stlll turns up new findings that challenge old concepts of the etiology and
management of alcoholism. Faculties and
medical students are preS&ing for comprehensive courses on alcohollsm. And, truly
exciting to experts in the field, Congress has
authorized-but not yet appropriated-a
stunning amount o'f money for further
research and treatment. Furthermore, the
act calls for elevating the NIMH Division of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism to a fullfledged institute.
On the investigative front, a number of
long-standing ideas are being re-examined.
Among these is one of the most venerable
assumptions about treating acute alcoholism; that the patient usually suffers from
dehydration and nutritional deficiencies, and
intravenous fluids are usually indicated.
"Recent evidence indicates that alcoholics
during withdrawal are more likely to be overhydrated than dehydrated," notes Dr. Goodwin (MNW, Psychiatry 1970). "I!ltravenous
:fluids, therefore, should be used cautiously."
Dr. Jack H. Mendelson, chairman of the
department of psychiatry at Boston City Hospital, observes that this is because diuresis
occurs when the blood alcohol level is rising,
but stops when a high level is reached.
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Alcoholics act ually drink large amounts of
other liquids on a binge-water, soft drinks,
and other mixers--which often produce a
positive water balance during early withdrawal. "We didn't have this information five
years ago," he e~plains. "That's why one of
our research goals was to establish a kind o'!
basic pharmacology of alcohol addiction.
Many of those basics are now understood,
such as what chronic ethanol ingestion does
to water and electrolyte balance, so that we
can rationally treat people in withdrawal instead of either dehydrating them or flushing
them."
"My impression, from the best studies and
experience I know of," says Dr. Morris E.
Chafetz, director of the Division of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism at NIMH, "is that the
treatment programs that have the highest
incidence of success are those that tailor the
treatment to the individual needs and
resources of the patient and that use multiple forms of evaluation of results. I think
the general feeling right now is that alcohollsm is a variety of disturbances expressed
through a preoccupation with alcohol and its
use. And i'f you individualize the therapeutic
approach rather than have a standard technique that you try to fit the patient into, it
works much better-and that's prdbably true
for most of medicine, too."
Research is providing the knowledge of
how to select the treatment that will work
best for a specific patient. "Dr. Ben Kissin of
the Kings County Hospital in Brooklyn has
done a report on the various factors in
handling chronic alcoholism that spells out
very nicely the treatment tracks one needs
to consider in treating alcoholism," Dr. Mendelson told MNW. "It blazes some trails for an
electric approach, rather than the singlemodality or panacea approach we've been
confronted with for so long. This is a real
advance-we can begin to say with some kind
of predictablllty that for this kind of patient,
this is the treatment thBit will be good for
him."
As with any disease, before alcoholism can
be treated it must be diagnosed. The World
Health Organization defines alcoholism as a
chronic behavorial disorder, manifiested by
repeated drinking of alcohollc beverages in
excess of the dietary and social standards of
the community and to an extent that it
interferes with the drinker's health or his
social or economic functioning.
"The trouble with all these definitions of
alcoholism is that they describe the advanced
stage of the disease," says Dr. Block. "It
really takes no expert to make a diagnosis
at that point." Dr. Chafetz agrees. "Many
doctors make a diagnosis of alcoholism only
when they run in<to a skidrow alcoholic. But
these cases represent only 3% to 5% of the
total problem-this is somewhat like waiting
until cancer metastasizes before starting to
treat it. Early detection is vital. No condition
of man has ever been brought under control
by treating the casualties; you've got to turn
in the direction of early identification and
prevention. And whlle none of us is ever
going to turn his back on the casualties, early
detection and prevention is the direction we
have to take.'•
"If any significant impact is to be made on
the problem, it is essential that physicians
take more responsibillty for its management
than they have until now," said Dr. Maurice
Victor, professor of neurology at Case Western Reserve Umtersity's medical school, at a
recent symposium. "The early manifestBitions
of alcoholism often present in the guise of
medical symptoms, so that the physician has
the opportunity of detecting the disease in
its early stages and perhaps modifying its
evolution. And patients wtth a drinking
problem are often willing to consult a physd.cian at a time when they are unwilling to
accept help from other sources."
Since an aloohollc rarely admits even to
himself, that he has a drinking problem, the
family physician or internist must go out of
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his way to discover it. The way to do this,
experts agree, is to include a carefully
phrased series of questions on drinking habits
when taking a medical history.
"What a young doctor must learn is to
detect this problem in its very earliest
stages," Dr. Block explains. "When he is interviewing a patient With arthritis or diabetes
or soma other problem, a history taken properly and professionally should also be able
to revea l whether that p a tient is becoming
dependent on alcohol, is a problem drinker,
or a confirmed alcoholic. You have to go further than asking someone how much he
drinks, as you ask him how much he smokes.
A cocktail before dinner? Does he limit it to
one? How often does he take two? Does he
take a nightcap to .help him sleep? Why does
he think that he needs it? How does his alcohol consumption compare With what it was
a year ago?
"All this must be done in a nonjudgmental
way, without any implication of criticism,"
Dr. Block says. "Most people, when they
begin to see what they're doing and why,
begin to realize how vulnerable they are, first
to psychological dependence and then to
physiological dependence. And it's important
that they know what pathology excessive
drinking can produce, so that they understand that six or eight bottles of beer in an
evening isn't as innocuous as they thought."
Other well-known "facts" about alcoholics
and alcoholism have been contradicted by
recent studies at St. Elizabeths Hospital in
Washington, D.C., and at Boston City Hospital's Alcohol Study Unit:
That alcoholics can't control their drinking; given the opportunity they "programmed" their drinking.
That they drink to relieve anxiety and
depression; the subjects studied were more
anxious, depressed, and hostile, and less
vigorous, when drinking than when sober.
That drinking enhances feelings of selfesteem; it seems instead to confirm and
exacerbate feelings of guilt, inadequacy, and
worthlessness.
That alcoholics can't sleep during withdrawal; some slept less than before drinking,
some more, but the pattern was irregular.
Some recent findings have also been at
least tentatively invalidated by newer studies. Doubt has been cast on the hypothesis
put forward by two teams of investigators
in recent months; that a defect in acetaldehyde metabolism produces substances in the
body that are precursors of opiate alkaloids,
and that therefore the body might be manufacturing its own addictive substances
(MNW, Oct. 11, '68; Feb. 20, '70). Harvard's
Dr. Mendelson found that there didn't seem
to be any dose-response relationships between acetaldehyde levels and Withdrawal
phenomena, while there were dose-response
relationship between blood alcohol levels
and withdrawal. "So it looks to me as though
the alcohol molecule per se, not the acetaldehyde molecule or one of its condensation
products, is responsible for what we call the
addictive process," he says.
One of the reasons that physicians in all
fields of medicine are showing increased interest in alcoholism is that new research is
identifying more and more alcohol-related
disease. Although it has been known for some
time that heavy alcohol use is associated
with various acute myopathies, recent reports have pointed up it s seriousness. Dr.
Richard Schnieder of Emory University
School of Medicine foun d that the mortality
rate in acute alcoholic myopathy is about
22 %, and as high as 50 % in patients with
acute renal failure.
Among the muscles that alcohol affects 1s
the myocardium. Though a relationship between chronic alcoholism and heart disease
has been long suspected, until recently the
cardiomyopathy was believed to be secondary to liver disease. But Dr. Lawrence Gould
and his associates at Misericordia and Ford-

ham hospitals in New York City found that
primary heart disease can occur in alcoholics
without liver disease. "Alcohol is the agent
that produces the cardiac dysfunction, not
the liver disease," they reported. "This study
also showed that alcoholic heart disease is
a common abnormality."
Direct laboratory confirmation has been
provided in recent weeks by Dr. George E.
Burch, chairman of the department of medicine at Tulane University. Feeding pure
alcohol to mice, he found that myocardial
damage could be produced uniformly, and
concluded that alcohol is therefore directly
toxic to the heart. Earlier, he had reported
that intraperitoneal alcohol produced pulmonary lesions in mice, anct suggested that
it is directly toxic to the lungs.
In a recent review of the surgical consequences of alcoholism, a group of surgeons
and anesthesiologists at Grasslands Hospital,
Valhalla, N.Y., noted that a number of factors--myocardial depression, altered blood
volume, and others-increased the risk of administering anesthetics to alcoholic patients
at operation.
Among their other findings:
A study of 841 tuberculosis patients in a
VA hospital showed that nearly half of them
were alcoholics.
Another study showed that a majority of
patients with hemorrhaging gastroesophageal lacerations (Mallory-Weiss syndrome)
were alcoholics.
Of a group of patients with carcinoma
of the pancreas, 75 % were alcoholics, compared with 14 % of a matched control group.
Among 46 patients with pancreatic pseudocysts, 33 were alcoholics.
Almost all civilian patients with frostbite
were alcoholics.
A survey was made of 922 employees of a
large industrial firm who were known or suspected problem drinkers and who had been
regularly examined by company physicians.
Findings showed that compared with a control group they had a higher incidence
of hypertension, cirrhosis of the liver,
stomach ulcer, duodenal ulcer, asthma, diabetes, gout, neuritis, cerebrovascular disease,
and heart disease. On the other hand, heavy
alcohol use seemed to protect them against
kidney stones.
A Navy orthopedic surgeon found that
among 24 patients suffering from idiopathic
avascular necrosis of the hip, 14 usually had
more than two drinks a day.
Another recently recognized complication
of alcoholism is thrombocytopenia. High alcohol intake has also been associated with
erythropoietic suppression and sideroblastic
bone marrow abnormalities.
One of the most frustrating problems in
alcoholism research has been the development of a valid animal model for the condition-animals are much more resistant to alcohol addict ion than human beings. Several
investigators have now reported success in
addicting animals. "There are three animal
models now," says Dr. Mendelson enthusiastically.
Drs. C. F. Essig and R. C. Lam of the NIMH
Addiction Research and Clinical Research
centers in Lexington, Ky., succeeded in giving
liquor to beagles through surgically implanted gastric cannulas. When the ethanol
administration was stopped after two
months, some of the dogs had convulsions
and one appeared to be hallucinat ing, eyeing apparently invisible object s and snapping
at them.
Drs. Fred W. Ellis and James R. Pick of
the University of Nort h Carolina medical
school in Cha,pel Hill got similar results in
rhesus monkeys and later with dogs that
were given alcohol by gastric intuba-tion.
The daily dosage was roughly equivalent to
a fif•th of 90-proof liquor. They observed that
the Withdrawal syndrome followed the same
pattern as in man: muscle tremors, increased
reflex activity, rigid and spastic muscle move-
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ments in walking, apprehension and fright
reactions, convulsions and, in some animals,
death.
More recently, mice have been chronicaJ.ly
intoxicated by Dr. Gerhard Freund of the
University of Florida's medical school in
Gainesville. He fed the mice a chocolate
Metrecal diet mixed with alcohol. Since the
mice were receiving 35 % of their calories as
aleohol and were eating day and night, they
were both continuously intoxicated and well
nourished. Removing the alcohol from their
diet produced the typical withdrawal syndrome. After the survivors had recovered and
had been "on the wagon" for two weeks, they
and two control groups were given shockavoidance training. The formerly alcoholic
mice learned much more slowly than the
controls, and forgot more easily, leading Dr.
Freund to propose that chronic alcoholism
impairs learning processes and damages brain
function in spite of good nutrition.
Although, Dr. Mendelson and others have
questioned the validity of some of Dr.
Freund's findings because of alleged technical flaws in the study design, the method
appears to offer a workable animal model.
If animal research can provide the pharmacological answers, medical science can thrash
out ·the questions of who should treat alcoholics, and how. "If every psychiatrist in
the country decided to treat alcoholism, there
would be just enough psychiatrists to treat
all the alcoholics in the state of California,"
Dr. Chafetz said recently, adding that
psychiatry is only one of the many med1cal
and nonmed-ical disciplines involved in trea;ting alcoholism, and not everyone agrees that
it should be the primary one.
"Our society has just automatically assumed tha~ the psychiatrists are the people
with know-how in this particular field,"
says Dr. Stanley Gitlow, associate clinical
professor of medicine at the Mount Sinai
School of Medicine in New York, and a
long-time investigator in the field of alcoholism. "Some are, of course, but in the
main, psychiatry has abandoned the alcoholic for the past quarter of a century or so.
Some say this is an untreatable disease and
turn their backs on it; others say it's treatable, but it's not a disease, it's just a
symptom of an underlying psychiatric defect, and if you change that, the patient
can safely go back to drinking.
"The primary specialist in alcoholism
should be the general physician, the one
whose fingertips actually touch the problem," Dr. Gitlow continues. "The psychiatrists have been the people who have been in
charge of the money up till now, but they
haven't been the ones treating the alcoholic
patient. That's why, if important sums of
money are actually appropriated under this
new legislation, the critical thing will be how
it's channeled. Up to now the politicians
have usually fed it through departments of
mental hygiene, and somehow that's like
pouring water onto desert sand."
Treatment, most authorities agree, can
include the efforts of a wide variety of specialists, including, in addition to psychiatrists, family physicians and internists, social
workers, nurses, psychologists, clergymen, and
members of Alcoholics Anonymous, among
others. Moreover, treatment must be individualized for the individual patient.
And it costs money. But investigators and
clinicians look to brighter days if the Administration and Congress follow through on
a significant piece of legislation: the HughesJavits-Moss bill, signed into law by the
President on January 2. Officially called the
Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Prevention, Treatment , an d Rehabilitation
Act of 1970, the new legislation establishes
a National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism Within NIMH. And it authorizes
the appropriation of $300 mllllon for a war
on alcoholism: $70 million in the fiscal year
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ending June 30, 1971, $100 million in fiscal
1972, $130 million in fiscal 1973.
The measure includes a strongly worded
bill of rights for alcoholics. It makes the
Civtl Service Commission responsible for setting up alcoholism prevention, treatment,
and rehabilitation programs for federal employees, and requires the HEW Secretary to
foster similar programs and services in state
and local governments and in private industry. More, it forbids the federal government to fire or to refuse to hire anyone, or to
deny or revoke a federal license solely on the
grounds 0'! former drinking habits, except
where national security is involved.
Finally, general hospitals that get federal
funds under the new act must admit alcoholics and problem drinkers for treatment
on the basis of medical need. The act has
teeth: Discrimination against alcoholics will
cost the hospital its Hughes-Javits-Moss
funds.
"If the blll is actually implemented, the
opportunities are so great that we in the
field 0'! alcoholism will really have to put up
or shut up," says Dr. Ohafetz. "Until now,
many of us have gotten along by saying. 'We
could do it if we only had the chance,' and by
making people feel guilty because they
weren't interested in alcoholism."
But as medical planners have learned by
bitter experience in the past few years, authorization and appropriation are very different matters, and alcoholism experts are
waiting almost wistfully to see how much of
the money will really be budgeted.
"Insiders tell us it will probably be at
least two years before the new legislation
can be implemented with any kind 0'! real
money," says Dr. Luther Cloud, president of
the National Councll on Alcoholism. "It's
ironic," he says, "that if the feeling about research in alcoholism had been as strong ten
years ago as it is now, and if the same quality
of research and researchers had been available then, I think the money would have
been forthcoming."
Nevertheless, Dr. Chafetz, who will probably be named director of the new institute
when it replaces his division, feels that the
passage of the Hughes-Javlts-Moss blll is a
great leap forward in the fight on alcohollsm.
"I've been in this field some 18 years, and I
never thought I'd live to see What's included
in this legislation," he says.
He believes that it is the result of momentum that has been building up ever since
1966, when the Center for the Prevention
and Control of Alcohollsm was established
within NIMH. (It was promoted to division
status last year, between the time Dr. Chafetz
was appointed to head it and the time he
actually arrived.)
"I think the great thing that's happened
to alcoholism research since the center was
set up is that a lot of respectable, sophisticated people have been attracted into the
field Who wouldn't have touched it before,"
he says. "With the new law we hope to attract even more people of this high caliber."
His predecessor, Dr. Mendelson, who is now
back on the faculty of Harvard Medical
School, agrees that alcoholism research and
treatment have made remarkable strides.
"In the p8ist four or five years, since the
federal government rea.lly got into the field,
I think that both the scope and the qualitymore importantly the quallty--of biomedical
research in alcoholism have taken a giant
step forward."
He was the first chief of the alcoholism
center. Dr. Mendelson recalls: "When the
center was started in 1966 and I went down to
Washington, NIMH had about ten grants for
alcohol-related research. Last spring when
I left, there were more than 110 grants in the
field. Some really competent investigators
have been attracted to working in alcoholism
research, and a significant fund of information has been developed."

One project he considers a milestone was
the center-supported American Drinking
Practices study by Dr. Don Cahalan, Dr. Ira
Cisin, and Helen Crossley, all of George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
Among the new data that came out of the
study was the finding that 68% of American
adults drink, and 12% drink heavily. A
heavy drinker was defined as one who "drinks
nearly every day With five or more drinks
at a time at least occasionally, or drinks at
least weekly with usually five or more drinks
on most occasions."
Says Dr. Mendelson: "This is the first time
we've had any hard data about the extent,
nat ure, scope, cultural determinants, and
demography of drinking behavior in this
country, and of problem drinking. It should
be of great value in planning programs and
making
policies
for
prevention
and
treatment."
He is less sanguine than his successor about
the chances of the new law's fund authorization being turned into real cash. "It's too
much to expect that alcohol will be given as
much money as cancer," he says. "When you
think about the general issue of austerity
versus such basic health care needs as meeting the costs of Medicare or developing a
better national health insurance program-!
just think those things are likely to take
precedence."
Even if enough money were available,
another problem would immediately arise-trained personnel. Until very recently there
were almost no courses on alcoholism in the
medical schools.
Although even today f~ medical schools
have anything resembling comprehensive
training in the diagnosis and treatment of
alcohollsm, the picture is beginning to improve, as medical authorities recognize the
seriousness and scope of the problem.
"When I was graduated from medical
school in 1949, my classmates and I were
all experts on dengue fever, but we didn't
know a thing about alsoholism," says NCA's
Dr. Cloud. "We must have had 50 hours on
dengue and about an hour on alcoholism.
"Of course, dengue fever isn't very common
here in New York, and I have yet to see a
case," he point out. "But in my first month
of practice I was called on to treat members
of a dozen or more families in which alcoholism was a problem-not only the individual's lllness, but disruption of the family
structure. But I had no training whatsoever
for this."
In that brief lecture on alcoholism, he
recalls: "The gist of it was mainly that alcoholics drank, they got cirrhosis of the liver,
the liver got big, then it got small, and then
they died. We were shown some shrunken
cirrhotic livers in the pathology lab. Of
course, it's a little late to worry about alcoholism at that point. Besides, only a very
small percentage of alcoholics get cirrhosis."
In 1956, Buffalo's Dr. Block, then chairman
of the AMA's committee on alcoholism,
worked out a curriculum on alcoholism for
medical colleges. He sent copies to each medical school in the country, and to each department head. A dozen years later no medical school was giving any of the recommended courses.
"The curriculum was approved by the
Association of American Medical Colleges,
as well as by the AMA," says Dr. Block, still
a member o~ the AMA's alcoholism committee. "But it's up to each department head
to adopt as much of it as he cares to. So
we find that some schools give a lltt le cursc:yry co'.lrse, some mention alcohollsm in
psychiatry, some discuss it in preventive
medicine, some talk about it in internal
medicine, but very few give anything Uke
a comprehensive course-except where certain individuals on the faculty are interested
ln the subject. But that's beginning to change
now."
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Dr. Cloud agrees. "Last April the NCA
held a confterence on alcoholism education in
professional schools. There were at least
a dozen representatives of schools there that
have actual courses on alcoholism. When I
graduated from medical school in the 1940s
I don't think there was a single one."
That's the view from Boston, too, where
Dr. Mendelson finds the attitude toward
alcoholism at Harvard greatly changed since
he went to Washington. "There's a world of
difference; it's day and night," he says. "I've
only been back at Harvard since September,
but I've given alcohol-related lectures in
courses dealing with pharmacology, introduction to clinics, gastrointestinal disorders. I just gave a combined grand medical
rounds to the Harvard services at the hospital here. The extension of invitations to talk
about alcohol-related lllness, to give lectures
to medical students, or to take seminarsthis is something new. The students, particularly, are showing great enthusiasm for
this."
Medical students have actually supplied
some of the impetus for increased training in
alcoholism. Last year the Student American
Medical Association passed a resolution urging all U.S. medical colleges to "include training in the disease concept of alcoholism in
their curriculums. Such training should include early diagnosis, therapy, pathogenesis,
and epidemiology of alcoholism, and should
be directed toward the production of students
who have both factual knowledge and a compassionate attitude with which to treat the
alcoholic." Its author, William F. Jessee of
the University of California a,t San Diego,
was an invited speaker at the NCA conference last April.
- Says Dr. Cha.fetz: "Alcoholism education in
the medical schools is still pretty punk, but
I expect the change to come from the students, people like Bill Jessee. It won't come
from the powers that be, deans and department heads--which I recently was. To expect
them to change this late in life is unrealistic
and inconsistent with our knowledge of human behavior. I felt this at Harvard before I
left, that the demands for education in this
area and in other areas were coming from
the students, not from the faculty. I think
they have a greater concern for social responsib1llty and for the neglected social areas than
their professors and the so-called leaders of
medicine."
Concludes Dr. Block, "Progress is coming
gradually, but a lot faster than I would have
imagined when I entered this field 20 years
ago."

AFL--CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
URGES MINIMUM WAGE
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, at a
time when evils caused by inflation are
rampant in our society, the benefits
which can be derived from an increase
in the minimum wage and an expansion
of its coverage are often forgotten or
neglected. But for those who must labor
under the current legislative minimum
wage of $1.60, or even lower for some
workers, the hardships imposed by inflation are much more severe than for
most other segments of our society. These
people are the working poor. They are
contributing to society and trying toretain their human dignity, but society
permits them to work for substandard

wages.
The AFL-CIO Executive Council has
recently adopted a statement urging
amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act which would go a long way toward relieving some of the most unfair
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hardships imposed by our society-the
hardships imposed on the working poor.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the AFL-CIO's Executive Council statement be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

need to raise the minimum and extend the
law's coverage.
We urge prompt Congressional action to
update the Fair Labor Standards Act-to
raise the minimum wage to at least $2 an
hour and to extend the Act's coverage to the
17 million non-supervisory wage and salary
earners who are still excluded from the law's
protection.

STATEMENT BY THE AFlr-CIO ExECUTIVE COUNRED WOLF
cn. ON THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT, BAL
Mr.
CHURCH.
Mr. President, last
HARBOUR, FLA., FEBRUARY 19, 1971
Modernization of the Fair Labor Stand- Tuesday, March 23, the last survivor of
ards Act is urgently needed. '!'he present the Nez Perce Indian War of 1877, Josiah
minimum wage CYf $1.60 an hour, under the Red Wolf, died at the age of 98 in
amendments adopted in 1966, was barely Lewiston, Idaho.
tolerable at that time. It 1s utterly inadeWith the death of this patriarch of
quate in 1971, in the face of five years of an the Nez Perce Indian Tribe, America has
inflationary rise of living costs. Moreover, lost its last living link to that day in 1877
millions of the lowest-paid workers remain when Chief Joseph surrendered his peounprotected by the Act.
The major purpose of this statute, as out- ple to the U.S. cavalry near the Bear
lined in its Declaration of Policy, is to cor- Paw Mountains in Montana at the end
rect and as rapidly as practicable to elimi- of a 1,500 mile retreat that became
nate labor conditions "detrimental to the known as one of the military classics of
maintenance of the minimum standard of all time.
living, necessary for health, efficiency, and
Red Wolf was 5 years' old then. Togeneral well-being of workers."
gether with his mother, father, and
To fulfill the Act's intent, it has been nec- infant sister, he took part in the long
essary to increase the floor under w~t-ges, as
the cost of living and the nation's produc- march that began after they were ordered
tivity have increased. It has also been nec- on a new reservation based on an 1863
essary to extend the coverage of the Act. In treaty which Chief Joseph and other
the 33 years since enactment, FLSA has been leaders had refused to sign.
amended four times-the minimum wage
Rather than give in to this seizure of
was updated four times and coverage of the their land, the Nez Perce decided to resist.
Act was extended twice.
Badly outnumbered and burdened with
Modernization of the Act in 1971 would 400 women and children and a large herd
represent a major step in the effort to eliminate poverty. Nearly two-thirds of the 24 of horses, they valiantly fought a running
million poor people, according to the gov- battle and repeatedly outwitted the cavernment's definition of poverty, are in fami- alry, which was attempting to herd them
lies headed by a worker in the labor force-- onto a reservation near Lapwai in northlow-wage, part-time or unemploy~d workers. central Idaho.
About one-quarter of the poor-and over
In the midst of the campaign, on
30 % of all the children growing ~p in pov- August 9, 1877, U.S. troops attacked the
erty-are in families, headed by a full-time
year-round worker, whose wages are so low sleeping tribe at dawn where they were
camped in the Big Hole Basin of Montana
that his family is impoverished.
An increase in the federal minimum wage near the Idaho border. In the :fighting,
to at least $2 an hour, immediately, is now Red Wolf's mother and illiant sister were
required on the basis of the economic facts. killed.
At a $2 an hour minimum wage, a full-time,
Red Wolf, who with other boys of the
year-round wDrker would earn approximately tribe helped to tend the horses, continued
$4,000 a year. This is not much above the the fight with his father until October 5,
government-defined poverty line of approxi- 1877, when Chief Joseph gave his memmately $3,700 for a non-farm family of four.
But it would represent quite an improve- orable surrender speech:
It is cold and we have no blankets and the
ment over the $3,200 such a worker earns at
little children are freezing to death ... from
the present $1.60 federal minimum rate.
The protection af the Fair Labor Stand- where the sun now stands, I will fight no
ards Act should be extended to all workers. more forever.
Employees of smaller retail establishments,
Red Wolf was one of those children.
many state and local government employees,
Mr. President, Idaho and the Nation
many hired farm workers, household domestics, and others still denied coverage of the have lost one of their last surviving links
Fair LQ.bor Standards Act should be guaran- to the frontier. It is appropriate that we
teed the benefits of the federal minimum mourn the passing of the last survivor of
wage and protection against excessive hours one of the most notable campaigns in
of work. The Act's coverage, which now pro- American military history.
tects 46 million workers, should be extended
I commend to Senators two articles
to the remaining 17 million non-supervisory
wage and salary employees who are still not published on the occasion of Red Wolf's
death-one from Idaho's Lewiston Morncovered by this federal law.
Approximately 6 milllon workers currently ing Tribune of March 24, the other from
protected by the minimum wage provisions the Washington Post of March 26. I ask
of the Fair Labor Standards Act are denied unanimous consent that both be printed
its hour protection because of specific ex- in the RECORD.
emptions. We believe that farm workers, hotel
There being no objection, the articles
a.nd restaurant workers, local transit employ- were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ees, agricultural processing workers and other
similar groups need potection from excessive as follows:
hours, as well as an adequate :floor under [From the Lewiston (Idaho) Morning Tribune, Mar. 24, 1971]
their wages. This hodgepodge of exemptions
should be eliminated.
LAST SURVIVOR OF INDIAN WAR DIES MARCH 24
In the past session of the Congress, the
Josiah Red WoU, 98, the last survivor o!
House of Representatives held extensive the Nez Perce Indian War of 1877, died at
hearings on amending the Fair Labor Stand- 9: 10 yesterday morning at St. Joseph's
ards Act. These hearings fully indicated the Hospital.
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Red Wolf, a patriarch of the Nez Perce
Indian tribe, had been critically 111 for a
week. In recent years he had been living at
Somerville Home.
With the death of Red Wolf, the Nez Perce
Indians lost their last living link in the
chain that still connected them to the summer and fall of 1877, when the Nez Perces,
badly outnumbered and burdened with women and children, fought one of the classic
campaigns in military history.
Red Wolf was 5 when his father and
mother joined in the battle against the U.S.
Cavalry. They were members of the Looking
Glass band, which linked up with the other
warring Nez Perces at Kooskia.
HELPED WITH HORSES
Like other Indian boys, Red Wolf helped
with the horses as the Nez Perces began their
retreat through the Idaho mountains and
into Montana.
Early on the morning of Aug. 9, 1877, the
Indians were camped in the Big Hole Basin
in Montana, just across the present border
from Lemhi Pass in Idaho. Troops and volunteers under the command of Col. John
Gibbon attacked the sleeping camp at dayllght.
In the furious fighting that followed, Red
Wolf's mother and his infant sister were
kllled. They died when struck by a single
bullet, the girl in her mother's arms.
Red Wolf and his father continued in the
retreat, which ended on Bear Paw Mountain
in Montana, Oct. 5, when Chief Joseph, a
leader of the Indians, gave his memorable
surrender speech to Gen. 0. 0. Howard, saying in part " . . . It is cold and we have no
blankets. The little children are freezing to
death." Red Wolf was one of the little
children.
When the Nez Perce were dispersed after
the end of the war, Red Wolf was sent first
to Baker Spring, Ariz., where he remained
one year. He spent another year at Ft.
Leavenworth, Kan., and five years at the
Oakland Agency in Oklahoma.
He returned to Lapwai briefly and then
entered the Chllloco Indian School in Oklahoma, where, he later recalled, he "liked
everything and studied."
It was at Oh1lloco that Red Wolf acquired
his lifelong custom o'! reading from the Bible
daily.
In 1890, Red Wolf entered the Carlisle Institute for Indians in Pennsylvania and studled to be a cobbler. He spent three years at
Carlisle, learning to play both the cornet
and saxophone as a member of the school
band. He recalled marching in a Columbus
Day parade at New York City.
He worked in a shoe factory while a student
at Carlisle and two pairs of shoes he made
were displayed at the Columbian Exposition
at Chicago in 1893.
Returning to Lapwai, Red Wolf became a
cobbler at the North Idaho Indian Agency
school, and was director of the eight-piece
school band. His band won a first place in a
musical competition and Red Wolf noted
that it was the quality of the music not the
number of players that carried the day.
In 1895 he worked for a time as a cashier
in the Vollmer-Chase Bank at Genesee. After
his marriage in 1896 to the former Frances
Raboin from Luke's Gulch near Harpster, he
'farmed in the Stites area. He also played in
the Stites town band and in an orches·t ra
which played for Saturday night dances.
"Those were good dances," he once said.
"Lots of people and no trouble."
In 1912, Mr. and Mrs. Red Wolf moved to
their allotment in the Tom Beall area and
!armed there !or many years. They later
moved to Spalding and to Lapwai. Mrs. Red
Wolf died Dec. 27, 1951.
Red Wol! was born Dec. 28, 1872, at Asotin,
the son of Red Wolf of the Alpowa Band of
the Nez Perces. ms mother was visiting at
Asotin at the time af his birth.
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In his later years after the death of his
wife, Red Wol'f made his home at Lapwai,
attending the Presbyterian Church, taking
a sweat bath in Lapwai Creek almost daily,
reading his Bible and providing historical
information for fellow tribal members and
white historians.
He was often guest of honor at special
occasions involving the tribe or Indian and
Idaho history. One such occasion was Aug.
26, 1967, when he turned the first shovelful
of dirt for the opening of a visitor center at
the Big Hole National Monument, where his
mother and sister met death in August, 1887.
The funeral will be Saturday morning at
10 in the Spalding Presbyterian Church. The
Rev. David Miles will officiate. Burial will be
at Spalding Cemetery under the direction of
the Brower-Wann Funeral Home.
[From t,he Washington Post, Mar. 26, 1971]
JosiAH RED WoLF, NEZ PERCE INDIAN
(By Jerry McGinn)
LEWISTON, IDAHO, March 25.-Josiah Red
Wolf was 5 in 1877 when Chief Joseph, great
leader of the Nez Perce Indians, surrendered
his people to the U.S. cavalry in the midst of
a snowstorm on Bear Paw Mountain in
Montana.
Red Wolf, who had helped herd horses
during the retreat of the Nez Perce, died
Tuesday. He was 98.
Chief Joseph took about 600 Indians on
a retreat of more than 1,500 miles through
Oregon, Idaho and Montana in a classic military fiigh t.
The Nez Perce, badly outnumbered and
burdened with 400 women and children and
a herd of about 7,000 horses, foughrt a running battle and repeatedly outwitted the
cavalry, which was attempt ing ·t o herd the
tribe on a new reservation near Lapwai in
North Central Idaho.
The Indians had been uproorted from their
reservation in Wallowa County near Joseph,
Ore., along the Snake River in the fall of
1877.
The U.S. Government in 1876 had signed
a treaty giving the estimated 900-squaremile area to the Indians "forever."
One year later, the treaty was rescinded
as settlers began squatting on the Indian
lands. The Nez Perces were given 30 da.ys
to pack up and leave.
But the Indians decided to run for it a.fter
three tribesmen eat drunk and killed four
white men. The feeling was that the whole
tribe would be blamed.
Red Wolf's family were members of the
Chief Looking Glass band which joined
Joseph (of the Wallowa band) at Kooskia,
Idaho.
Early in the morning of Aug. 9, 1877, after
several skirmishes in which the Indians came
out on top, the Nez Perce were camped in
Big Hole Basin in Montana near the Idaho
border.
As dawn broke, troops and volunteers under
the command of Col. John Gibbon attacked
the sleeping camp. The soldiers opened fire on
the Indian tents.
In the fighting, Red Wolf's mother and
infant sister were killed. One bullet struck
the child in the back and the same projectile
passed through the mother.
Red Wolf and his father continued in the
r etreat, which ended on Bear Paw Mountain
Oct. 5, 1877, when Chief Joseph gave his
memorable surrender speech.
"It is cold and we have no blankets, the
little children are freezing to death . . ." he
said in par·t .
Red Wolf was one of those children. The
last one.
He was taken prisoner but later was freed
and attended Carlisle (Pa.) Indian Institute.
He became an accomplished musician and
for many years farmed in the Lapwai area.

VIETNAM "OIL FINDS"
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, although
I have not always agreed with the distinguished senior Senator from Michigan
<Mr. HART), I wish to commend him
for his remarks on American oil companies and the implication of their
involvement in continued American
action in Vietnam.
I expressed my views on the U.S. involvement in an earlier colloquy today,
but would like to join with the Senator
from Michigan in exploding the myth
that there is some sinister plot or conspiracy between U.S. oil companies and
the Government of the United States in
prolonging the war in Southeast Asia for
the benefit of the oil companies.
Senator HART has done a thorough and
excellent job of discrediting the ridiculous charges that have been made
against the oil companies, and I would
like to join in the compliment he has paid
them in the exoneration of their motives.
Those who see a sinister plot between
the Pentagon and the State Department
and the oil companies might review their
history "">ooks. What has the U.S. Government ever before done for the oil companies in their international efforts?
More than 40 years ago, Mexico expropriated all U.S. oil properties in
Mexico and since then there have been
numerous other cases of expropriation
by other Latin American countries. Peru
and Bolivia are recent examples. Algeria
has taken over all U.S. oil properties and
now proposes to sell products such as
liquified natural gas back to U.S. companies through the nationalized company
that now operates the expropriated
properties.
Venezuela has enacted laws that leave
little profit for the American companies
that developed and operate their oil
industry.
Other countries, including Libya, are
threatening. In fact, Libya has already
taken over all foreign marketing
facilities.
Added up, the assistance U.S. international oil companies have had from their
own Government amounts to about zero.
Mr. President, I commend the Senator
from Michigan for his reasoned expose
of this hoax and I would also point to an
NBC nightly news broadcast of last Friday, March 26, which very factually and
objectively reported the background and
status of "oil finds" the coastal waters
of Thailand and Indochina.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a transcript of that portion of
the NBC broadcast be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SOUTH VIETNAM CONSIDERING Bms FOR OFF
SHORE OIL DRILLING RIGHTS
FRANK McGEE. Since 1968, geologists have
been looking for oil under the coagtal waters
of' Thailand and Indochina.. Thailand and
Cambodia have already let concessions. Now,
South VietNam is considering bids for drilling rights in the promising area off the
Mekong River Delta. (FILM CLIP)
JOHN RICH. The coastline of South Viet
Nam is one of the world's last unexploited
oil frontiers. This strife torn country has
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become the focus of interest for major oil
companies from all over the world. Oilmen
believe the South Vietnamese might strike
it rich, that the Vietnamese off shore
deposits may rival the recent Alaskan North
Slope discoveries.
Any oil at all will be a boon to the struggling Vietnamese economy. Viet Nam today
imports all its petroleum. In Saigon and
other cities where motor scooters have
replaced bicycles, the demand for oil grows
daily. Faced with the prospect of oil riches,
the South Vietnamese government has
passed a special petroleum law. It is now
settL1g up a new petroleum board.
The inexperienced Vietnamese have asked
the Iranians to help in dealing with the
international oil firms. A delegation of
advisers from Iran is due in Saigon in early
April.
At least a dozen American companies are
interested in the South Viet Nam prospects.
They have sent representatives to Saigon.
But so is the French, the British, the
Canadians, and the Japanese, especially the
Japanese. Oil experts from Japan are prominent these days in Saigon. Japan has formed
a consortium of companies to pool resources
for the coming Viet Nam bidding. Japan is
oil hungry.
Foreign oilmen in Saigon are aware of',
but scoff, at charges that the war is being
prolonged to protect their interests. American businessmen are ready to concede that
the Japanese, not themselves, will probably
be the big winners in the Viet Nam oil
sweepstakes. Some U.S. companies are so
convinced of this, they are trying to t ie up
with the Japanese in joint ventures.
At the moment, the off shore zones have
not been chartered, the final makeup of the
petroleum board is incomplete, and the day
for aooepting bids fur exploration has not
been set. The experts estimate that it will
be at least another couple of years before
any drilling begins. The long range prospects look very bright, but until the wells
are sunk, no one can be certain whether or
not any oil will be found. This is John Rich,
NBC News. Saigon.

MASSACHUSETTS
LEGISLATURE
SUPPORTS INCREASE IN FEDERAL
MINIMUM WAGE
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, the
Commonwealth
of
Massachusetts,
through its legislature, has urged the
Congress to enact legislation providing
for a minimum wage increase to a $2 per
hour level. In the resolution adopted by
both the House of Representatives and
the Senate of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, two factors are cited
which I believe bear continual repetition.
First, every man who labors is worthy
of a decent living wage. And second, the
cost of living has increased.
I believe these are two simple truths
with which all of us can readily agree.
But we should not be misled by the simplicity of these truths. They reflect the
fact that millions of working Amricans
are laboring at wages below the Federal
Government's poverty standard even
though they are covered by Federal mini-

murn wage legislation.

Mr. President, because of the impor-

tance of this communication, I ask unani-

mous consent that the resolution of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
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RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES TO ENACT LEGISLATION PROVIDING FOR A MINIMUM WAGE OF $2

Whereas, Every man who labors is worthy
of a decent living wage; and
Whereas, The cost of living has increased
continually from year to year; therefore be it
Resolved, That the General Court of Massachusetts respectfully urges the Congress of
the United States to enact legislation providing for a minimum wage of two dollars;
and be it further
Resolved, That copies of these resolutions
be sent forthwith by the State Secretary to
the President of the United States, the presiding officer of each branch of Congress and
to each member thereof from this Commonwealth.
BARRING U.S. AGENCIES FROM
PROPAGANDIZING ON BEHALF OF
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, on
March 29, I introduced S. 1397 to bar the
U.S. Information Agency--or any other
U.S. agency-from engaging in propaganda activity on behalf of a foreign government. This proposal is primarily
aimed at stopping the USIA from continuing its promotional program of selling the Thieu-Ky regime to the citizens
of Vietnam.
As an example of why this legislation
is needed, I call attention to an article
in the Progressive of March 1971. It
tells of the USIA taking public opinion
polls for President Thieu. "Our Government provides that little service without
charge" to the South Vietnamese leader,
states the Progressive. The New York
Times correspondent in Saigon, Gloria
Emerson, is reported as findingThat the U.S. mission in South Vietn·a m,
which conducts monthly surveys in all 44
provinces under its Pacification Attitude
Analysis System, has inserted special questions to help Thieu find out how he rates
With Vietnamese voters, how they rate his
political rivals, and what issues concern
the people most.
This kind of support for a foreign
government, using money furnished by
American taxpayers, makes a mockery
of our professed goal of self-determination for the people of South Vietnam.
I ask unanimous consent that the article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WHAT IS A

LITTLE

POLL?

In his bid for reelection this year, President
Thieu does not need the Messrs. Gallup or
Harris to conduct polls for him--our Government provides that little service Without
charge. After all, when two U.S. Administrations have expended billions of dollars and
thousands of American and Vietnamese lives
to support the Thieu-Ky dictatorship, what's
a little poll or two, or three?
Gloria Emerson, a New York Times correspondent in Saigon, recently reported that
the U.S. mission in South Vietnam, which
conducts monthly surveys in all forty-four
provinces under its Pacification Attitude
Analysis System, has inserted special questions to help Thleu find out how he rates
with Vietnamese voters, how they rate his
political rivals, and what issues concern the
people most.
When Thleu and Ky were elected president
and vice president in September 1967 they
received only thirty-five per cent of the vote.
The rest was divided among ten opposition

slates in a rigged election in which seven
other slates, including the regime's two most
serious opponents, were kept off the ballot.
Persons suspected of being Communist or
neutralists could not run for office or vote,
and the press was effectively muzzled. This
time around, General Thieu apparently hopes
to test the political mood of the Vietnamese
people through the U.S. mission's polls before
deciding what dictatorial measures he may
need to guarantee his reelection.
Correspondent Emerson quoted from a letter by Richard Winslow, who resigned his
post as a U.S. civil adviser in a delta province
in protest of the use of the surveys to aid
Tnieu. Winslow wrote to a friend that at a
lunch last November in Saigon he had been
informed by two Americans heading the pacification studies group that "Thieu asked
[Ambassador] Colby to send out the teams
to make a study of the people's feelings toward the 1971 Presidential election so that
Thieu would know where his strong points
were and where he'd have to arrange something [like quickly appointing new officials]
which would make sure that he'd come out
ahead in a given area."
The two U.S. officials, said Winslow, told
him: "It has been decided at the very highest
levels that Thieu's reelection is essential to
the national interest of the United States."
An American official in 8a.igon denied to
The New York Times correspondent that
Thieu or his government had requested the
survey's political questions. But a young
American pacification worker, who asked that
his name be Withheld, said some of the
questions were designed to insure Thieu's
reelection. "I really object, very strongly,"
he said, "to this kind of direct political interference by the American Embassy in the
upcoming elections here, especially in light
of all the American claims to the contrary."
We strongly urge the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to look into the matter of
U.S. interference in Vietnam's election. To
answer our own opening question, "What's
a little poll?" it is another ominous sign that
we are going to help General Thieu rig another election and retain his power, no matter what further outpouring of blood and
treasure it costs the poeple of Indochina and
the United States in a war being waged for
the survival of his military junta.
ONSLAUGHT OF THE SNOWMOBILE
Mr. BIDLE. Mr. President, America is
a nation of mechanization and motorization. Just about anything we do nowadays we do with a motor or an engineeven to cleaning our teeth or brushing
our clothes.
we are also a nation of fads. When
something catches on it usually catches
on big. Often the fads are shortlived, but
sometimes they stick with us for
generations.
The latest example of America's fondness for motorization and fads is the
snowmobile. This is a light, maneuverable, and relatively inexpensive little vehicle that enables man to whisk himself
over snow quickly and easily. And they
are fun to drive. It has certainly solved
the old problem of getting around in
snow.
For one thing, there are suddenly a
great many snowmobiles-nearly 1%
million of them, and most of them sold
during the past two winters.
For another, they are powered by that
arch enemy of clean air and tranquility,
the internal combustion engine.
They enable man to ride roughshod
over plant and animal life in winter as
well as in summer.
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And they can be dangerous under the
control of an inexperienced or reckless
driver.
Recent months have brought rising
concern on the part of environmentalists and conservation-minded citizens
and organizations over the spectacular
increase in the number of snowmobiles
and other overland motor vehicles being
operated in the parks, recreation areas,
forests, wildlife areas, seashores, lakeshores, and other public land areas
throughout the Nation.
The growing volume of correspondence
I have received and increasingly frequent
articles in periodicals leave little doubt
that a motorized invasion of the Nation's countryside is underway. The internal combustion engine has jumped
the curb and is blazing new trails as
never before.
There is also concern over accidents
and injuries as well as alarm over possible environmental consequences.
Special attention has been focused on
the snowmobile. The December 1970 issue
of Reader's Digest contains a condensation of a Sports Dlustrated article by
Jack Olsen entitled "Time to Control
Snowmobiles." The article states that
not only are there more than 1 ¥2 million
of these vehicles in use throughout the
country but that something like 600,000
more were expected to be sold this past
winter. It states that in the snow country
of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota,
it is all but impossible to escape the
roar of these vehicles on weekends, and
goes on to paint a grisly picture of injuries and deaths attributed to the snowmobile. Serious questions are raised
concerning the dangers involved in the
sport, and the prospect that increased
unregulated snowmobiling may entail
grave damage to wildlife and the environment.
I ask unanimous consent that this
Reader's Digest article be printed in the
RECORD following my remarks.
The February 26, 1971, issue of Life
magazine also called attention to the
snowmobile citing its usefulness to some
and the dangers that can attend its misuse. According to Life, trappers, forest
rangers, police, postmen, and others who
have to get out in the snow find the device a great help, but others use its high
speed and mobility "to ignore fences,
skidding merrily over small shrubbery,
rose gardens, croplands, tree farms, and
through hitherto peaceful forest lands."
The December 1970, issue of Today's
Health included an article entitled ''Time
To Tame the Abominable Snowmobiler,"
describing its usefulness as a service vehicle for foresters, farmers, ranchers,
linemen, and others whose work carries
them into areas far from plowed highways, but expressing deep concern over
the accidents, injuries, and deaths that
have occurred. According to the article:
One of the ugliest of snowmob111ng accidents occurs when operators run into fences
and other snow-concealed obstacles.
Officials have received bizarre reports
of persons decapitated when driving
through snowbanks that turned out to be
snow-covered fences.
I ask unanimous consent that this
article, written by Mr. Mike Michaelson,
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also be printed in the RECORD following
my remarks.
The Washington Post added its voice
in an editorial of March 11, 1971, stating
that "remote, snowed-in nature is also
in danger of being snowed under by
snowmobiles"; that "there has been
damage to young trees and seedlings,"
and calling for action by both State and
Federal agencies.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of this Post editorial; ar- editorial from
the Milwaukee Journal of December 31,
1970, entitled "Snowmobiles and Wildlife"; and an article from the Minneapolis
Tribune of November 23, 1970, entitled
"Impact of Snowmobiles," also be printed
ir. the RECORD following my statement.
In addition, I have received many
letters from throughout the country. Mr.
Pat Bartholomew of Sun Valley, Idaho,
expresses concern over the impact of
snowmobiling on the wildlife wintering
areas within the Sawtooth National
Forest. I ask unanimous consent that his
letter of March 3, 1971, be printed in the
RECORD.
Dr. Donald G. Lindmark of Buffalo,
New York, Mr. and Mrs. Philip D.
Straffin, Jr., of Beloit, Wisconsin, Mr.
Avi Ornstein of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and M. A. Keyes of New Richmond,
Wisconsin, are typical of the citizens who
have written about the impact of snowmobiles and other all-terrain vehicles on
our wilderness areas, parks, forests, and
other public lands.
I ask unanimous consent that the letters I have received from these citizens
be made a part of the RECORD.
Mr. President, I am not coming out
against snowmobiles. Nor am I attempting to predict doom or disaster. However,
I am directing attention to the growing
alarm over safety problems and environmental consequences involved in the unrestrained operation of these vehicles.
The facts seem to be that they have
captured the imagination and interest
of thousands upon thousands of recreation-minded citizens, most of whom are
themselves dedicated sportsmen committed to conservation and environmental protection. Indeed, besides facilitating the performance of a wide range of
useful service and commercial functions,
the snowmobile has unquestionably
broadened the range of outdoor recreational opportunity. And this is good.
But I am concerned over alleged excesses--the lurid accounts of injury and
death and the fears being expressed for
our environment. And I am concerned
about the broader picture.
The snowmobile joins a growing family
of cross-country vehicles. Trail bikes.
Motorcycles. Dune buggies. And the ingenious all-terrain vehicles that travel
on water, through marshes, and over all
types of land.

We are all familiar with the environmental problems bred by the automobile--traffic

congestion,

accelerated

highway construction, parking problems,
noise, air pollution, junk yards. And now
some 3 million recreational vehicles of
all kinds now range in rapidly increasing
number across the length and breadth
of open spaces in every part of the
country.

Just what problems do such mechanized sports portend? What is the extent
of the physical damage to the land?
What harm is actually being done to
plantlife? What is the impact on fish
and wildlife? Do mechanized sports pose
a real threat to nature's ecological balance? What conflicts do they pose in
terms of more traditional types of outdoor recreation? Are land trespass and
property damage a real problem? What
law-enforcement problems exist and
what future problems are anticipated?
Are existing statutes, rules and regulations adequate to deal with whatever
problems confront our national parks,
recreation areas, seashores, wildlife
areas, and other public lands?
At the very least, Mr. President, enough
is known now to warrant a searching
inquiry. Our land and wildlife resources
are among our most precious national
assets.
While State and local jurisdictions
have primary responsibility for regulations, Congress should examine and reevaluate existing laws, regulations and
policies and if necessary formulate a
comprehensive land use code to govern
the operation of such vehicles on the
federal lands.
I have directed the staff of my Interior Subcommittee on Parks and Recreation to follow the matter closely. I
invite comments from all interested
parties. An an appropriate time, I expect
public hearings before the subcommittee.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Reader's Digest, December 1970]
TIME To CONTROL SNOWMOBILES
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Look watched apprehensively as a snowmobile snarled its way
u:p the frozen Chandler River in Jonesboro,
Maine. The river ice was thin and, as the
couple watched, the snowmobile reached a
hole in the ice and disappeared. Rescuers
alerted by the Looks worked for days and
found nothing. Six weeks passed, still nothing. Six weeks passed, still nothing was
found, and no one was reported missing.
Thus the booming winter sport of snowmoblling had chalked up yet another tragic
mystery. It had long since registered its first
snowmobile auto deaths, its first mangled
children, its first wholesale vandalisms on
snowmobile-back. The snowmobile was
abroad in the wilds, and almost everywhere
it went there was trouble.
Something like 600,000 snowmobiles wlll
be sold this winter, and more than one and
a half million are already on the trail. In
snow-country states like Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, it is all but impossible
to escape the din of these vehicles on weekends. The first three-inch snowfall of winter
turns the whole countryside into a broad,
navigable highway, and the snowmobile can
then take people where people do not belong.
Thus, at a time when everyone else is closest
to immobllity, the snowmobiler is most exhlla.ra.tlngly free. And dangerous. Consider:
The sports-loving wife of Quebec's minister of highways led her three children on a
snowmobile safari. Under the wheels of a.
truck, she became Quebec's 32nd snowmobile death last winter.
Two snowmobilers were crushed by a
freight train near Stratford, N.H. The noisy
poundlng of their machines apparently kept
them from hearing the train.
A snowmobile snapped a chain across a
trail in Vermont. The chain whipped back
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P.nd killed a snowmobiler following close
behind.
In the early days of snowmobiling, such
accidents were considered rare and freakish.
Now they are common. So many snowmobilers have died in collisions with cars
and trucks that most states have banned
the snow vehicles from public ways. But
snowmobilers manage to die anyway. John
Marsh, Maine's Safety Officer for the Department of Inland Fisheries and Game, says
that snowmobiling is demonstrably more
dangerous than hunting. "I put 200,000
hunters or so into the woods a year and have
only 50 accidents," he says. "Last season
there were about 30,000 snowmobiles registered, and we had more tJ'ta11. 300 accidents."

According to the Ontario Safety League,
"Snowmobiling may have the highest fatality
rate of any recreational activity in the
world."
One part of the problem is that hardly a
state or province places restrictions on the
age of snowmobile drivers. If a child can see
over the windshield (or even if he cannot)
he is eligible.
Another part or! the problem is power.
Eleven years ago the first seven-horsepower
snowmobiles whisked over the snow at speeds
below 30 m.p.h. But the industry soon found
itself in a horsepower ra.ce. Today the average family snowmobile will go 60 m.p .h., and
the world's snowmobile speed record is 114.5
m.p.h. The cliche advertisement has become

an airborne snowmobile, its goggled driver
crouched over the windshield, his knees
flexed and his clothes rippling. "Many amateur drivers try to emulate these stunts, ..
the Roval Ga.nadian Mounted Pollee Gazette
reported, "with the result that the average
production line IIVrehine, not equipped for
such sport, ends up smashed and the driver
seriously injured or killed." A snowmobile
is not the most stable of vehicles when it is
running on hard-packed snow. In the air, one
would be safer on a pterodactyl.
Most snowmobilers are personable and lawabiding, but any sport that emphasizes speed
is bound to attract the wild ones. On Michigan's Upper Peninsula, the wintertime vandalizing of summer cabins has become a
major p·r oblem. Along the eanals that face the

Lake St. Clair area northeast of Detroit,
children's hockey games were broken up by
marauding gangs of snowmobilers, and
nearby recreation areas reported that snowmobiling ruffians were chasing women and
children. In Colorado, snowmobilers chugged
up the eastern slope of the Continental
Divide to see who would be first to strip a
crashed airplane.
These, of course, are the actions of an
irresponsible few. In the long run, they may
be of less consequence than the actions of
responsibile operators-those well-meaning
souls who roar into the woods in winter for a
single reason: because they love the outdoors
and the animals and the snow. They may love
them, in tact, to death. The first unnatural
ingredient they add to the forest is noise--

earsplitting, pounding, reverberating noise.
"When you come on any specfes of wildlife
with the snowmobile," Says Lloyd H. Clark,

retired warden supervisor with the Maine
Fish and Game Department, "you'll find him
on the move, with a wild look of terror in his
eyes." Although conservationists say that we
don't know how badly wildlife needs the dead
silence of winter, they are certain that most
animals cannot accommodate to noise during
the breeding season, particularly animals
with high metabolic rates, like mink.
The snowmobile reaches its peak of mobility at a time when other inhabitants of the
forest--animals, birds, rangers, wardens-are
least mobile and effective. Beaver trapping in
Maine is reaching dangerous levels now that
trappers can race from set to set on snowmobiles. Bobcats are being annihilated in
certain areas by hunters who track them by
snowmobile, then release dogs that have been
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towed along behind on sleds. Until Minnesota expanded a model law prohibiting harassment of all animals by snowmobiles, some
of its hunters, aboard snowmobiles, used to
enjoy chasing foxes and deer to exhaustion
and death.
The menace is both blatant and subtle. A
well-intentioned snowmobiler packing down
a trail in deep woods has no idea of the
ecological destruction he may be wreaking.
Canadian wildlife-expert Philip Corbet notes
that snow is an excellent insulator, a natural protection for mice and other small
animals. But it must be thick enough, and

it must not be packed (it ceases to insulate
when packed). Snowmobile tracks are permanent barriers in the brush for animals
under the snow.
What is to be done? For the most part,
conservationists are agreed that if the silence
and sanctity of the woods are to be preserved,
and if nature's immutable laws are not to be
flouted any further, all snow states must
consider legislation that would:
Bar vast areas of public lands to snowmobiles, limit them to trails specifically
marked for the noisy sport, and bar them
flatly from public roads.
Forbid hunting or trapping from snowmobiles, hunting or chasing game with snowmobiles, riding snowmobiles into hunting
areas during game season, or indeed using
snow vehicles in any way at all connected
with hunting.
Require registration and licensing of snowmobiles with state wildlife or motor-vehicle
departments, application of oversized numbers on front cowlings, and !:serial numbers
embedded in the tread so that snowmobiles
will leave an identifiable trail wherever they
go.
The alternative to such rigorous legislation
would seem to be the passive acceptance of
another forest pollutant and the continued
erosion of man's fundamental right to peace
and quiet. A snowmobile dealer accidentally
expressed the gravamen of the matter to the
New York Times. Extolling the wonders of
the sport, he was quoted as saying, "A new
world has been created in the winter
months." Apparently no one thought to ask
him: What was wrong with the old one?
[From Today's Health, December 1970]
TIME To TAME THE ABOMINABLE
SNOWMOBILER
(By Mike Michaelson)
Snowmobiles are sport. They whisk riders
across the great expanse of winter. But there
is another side to the snowmobile and the
snowmobiler.

The versatile, go-anywhere machines have
been implicated in vacation-cabin break-ins,
damage to private property, and even in
the escape of bank robbers. But the roosts
deadly kind of trouble snowmobiles get involved in happens to those who ride them.
And it is mainly because of where they ride
them.
Heedless of danger, snowmobilers zip across
busy highways and along snow-covered railroad tracks. They venture onto thinly frozen
lakes and crash into snow-concealed objects.
The results often are disastrous, sometimes
fatal.
Last February, five snowmobiles were traveling in single file along railroad tracks near
Stratford, New Hampshire. Because of the
noise of their machines, the operators were
unable to hear an approaching Canadian National freight train. The screen of snow the
machines threw up obscured them from the
engineer's view. Two of the off-limits snowmobilers were crushed to death by the train.
Less than two weeks later, a woman was

killed at Warren, Minnesota, when her snowmobile collided with a passenger train. She
had been out on a Sunday afternoon ride
with her husband and :friends.
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Last winter, 338 snowmobile casualties says Hoene. The ISIA also works with state
were recorded by the National Safety Coun- agencies to establish training programs and
cil. Of 74 fatalities reported, 30 percent in- to develop "positive legislation"-what Hoene
volved motor vehicles, 28 percent involved describes as "regulatory encouragement to
fixed objects, and 22 percent were drownings. operate snowmobiles properly and safely as
And this toll of injury and death may be family recreational vehicles."
It is impossible, of course, to legislate good
higher, since comprehensive reporting sysjudgment and prudence, and the snowmobile
tems have yet to be established.
One of the ugliest of snowmobiling acci- brings together a familiar mix: To one mildents occurs when operators run into fences lion roaring machines, add a like number of
and other snow-concealed obstacles. Officials drivers, a generous sprinkling of passengers,
have received bizarre reports of persons de- and stir in the inescapable human potential
capitated when driving through "snow- for trouble. The result is a toll of foolish,
banks" that turned out to be snow-covered avoidable mishaps.
According to a National Safety Council
wire fences.
In Appleton, Wisconsin, two men were seri- report: "An alarming number of cases have
ously injured when their machine went out come to light in which riders and passengers
of control and struck a barbed-wire fence. often children, have had their feet caught
The driver suffered a severely lacerated throat in the tracks and sprocket mechanism, reand his passenger was treated for a broken sulting in painful injuries."
A study of 99 snowmobile injuries at
collarbone, a contusion to the right eye, and
Rhinelander, Wisconsin, by surgeons Richard
a head cut.
Encounters with telephone guy wires and D. Oorzatt and George F. Pratt implicates
strung chains, unseen by speeding snowmo- contact with moving parts as a cause of knee
bile riders, have proved fatal. Seventeen-year- lacerations. Their study also documents comold James Gerald Helms, driving his snowmo- pound fractures resulting from explosions of
bile last winter on a baseball diamond in the clutch mechanism into flying parts. "ReGratiot County, Michigan, was killed when cent models have a clutch cover," the restruck in the neck by a cable strung between searchers note, "which is foolishly removed
by some drivers."
two light poles.
Last year, a young girl was strangled to
Accidents are to be expected in a speedoriented pastime whose accelerated growth death while riding a snowmobile in a suburb
has outstripped efforts to control it. Ten of Minnesota's twin cities. Her father had
years ago, there were little more than 300 taken off the clutch guard to tune up the
machines in the entire country. By 1965, machine and her long, dangling scarf caught
there were about 25,000. Today, there are an in the mechanism.
A recent medical study of snowmobile inestimated more than one million snowmojuries notes: "The majority of injuries rebiles in North America.
This winter pursuit has snowballed into sults from the imprudent operation of the
a billion-dollar industry with annual sales machine rather than from the mechanical
expected to approach one million units by defects in it."
Says Jack Hoene: "We're trying to get
1975. It may be the country's fastest growing
sport-one which already has passed skiing proper legislation to govern the use of snowin popularity and which threatens to surpass mobiles, but legislation can only go so far.
We're trying to complement this with public
boating.
Powered by a small gasoline engine and education."
It is mportant that snowmobilers dress
driven by a cleated track, snowmobiles can
reach top speeds of 50 miles an hour. Racing warmly, cautions the National Safety Counmodels have been clocked at speeds closer cil, since speed increases the chill factor in
very cold weather, making frostbite a posto 100 miles per hour.
A snowmobile can be handled "safely and sibility. Jumpsuits, boots, and mitts that are
effectively," say manufacturers, after brief both warm and waterproof are recommended.
"A snowmobile is so easy to operate that
instruction. Drivers find that balance is important in manipulating the 300 to 400 anybody from eight to 88 can operate it with
pound machine, and that turning is similar the greatest of ease,'' says Hoene. "In fact,
to turning a bicycle or motorcycle. Instruc- it's easier than riding a bicycle."
But some observers caution that operattors suggest "leaning" into turns, and keeping a snowmobile is not necessarily the efing the power on to prevent stalllng.
Undoubetdly, poor design has contributed fortless snap it often is made out to be. Reto many of the accidents which flaw the porting on snowmobile injuries in The Jourphenominal growth of this young sport. Poor nal of the American Medical Association,
lighting, inadequate braking, exposed mov- radiologists Stanley E. Chism and A. Bradley
ing parts, little rider protection, susceptibil- Soule comment: "Part of the appeal of snowity to freeze up--these all have been valid moblling lies in traveling through the hinterland in small caravans. A number of the
criticisms of machine design.
The industry, of course, is not oblivious to riders are sedentary people who gladly take
these charges, nor to the need for improved up a sport which requires no physical consafety. "We are extremely concerned about ditioning or special skill. However, the sport
safety,'' says Jack V. Hoene, director of pub- is fatiguing; and tired, inattentive drivers
lic affairs for the International Snowmobile are accident prone."
"Riding a snowmobile is not like riding a
Industry Association (ISIA), "and aware of
its responsibility for encoura.r:ing ·t he safe uEJe bus,'' note surgeons Corzatt and Pratt. "It is
of these machines. In fact, we are so inter- more like riding a running horse without the
ested tn safety that we are devoting natural ab111ty of the horse in negotiating
$100,00()-{)ne-thtrd of our annual ISIA oper- grades, turns, and bumps. The driver must
ating budget--toward safety training and en- learn to balance on his feet, pull with his
arms, and lean."
vironmental studies."
In their Rhinelander study, the surgeons
Acknowledging that the "horsepower race"
did, inevitably, hit the snowmobile industry, noted fractures and lacerations as the most
Hoene explains that many manufacturers frequent type of injury, with the lower exhave reduced and limited the power capacity tremities the most frequently injured parts
of new models. He also points out that ma- of the body. They noted that 57 percent of
chines now have a "kill-switch" in case the mishaps occurred at night, and that many
after-dark victims had been drinking.
throttle freezes open.
The ISIA spokesman underlines the indus"Bar hopping" with frequent "pit stops"
try's role in promoting publlc education also is noted by Merrill L. Petoskey, a.ssist-

through safety booklets and films and in en-

s.nt regional manager of the Michigan

couraging organized user groups. "We feel
that snowmobile clubs are absolutely essential to the good practices of snowmobiling,"

Department of Natural Resources, as a dangerous variation of snowmobiling to which
several deaths have been attributed. "The
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safari starts with a cocktail party at an
owner's home,'' he explains. "The procession
begins, with frequent stops for a drink or
two, at each of several taverns along a circuitous route."
Summarizing their Wisconsin study, Doctors Corzatt and Pratt observe: "There has
been relatively little publicity about the possibility for injury and about safety precautions. There is at present no age restriction
on driving, and some surprisingly young
children are allowed to be operators."
Inexperienced young snowmobilers must
be constantly supervised~ven when they
are within sight of home. An eight-year-old
Maine boy suffered a broken nose and concussions from operating a machine on his
front lawn. The accident form reported his
drl ving experience as two days.
Last year, the Minnesota Conservation Department established a safety training program for youngsters 14 to 18. More than
25,000 young snowmobilers have completed
the course-which includes written and driving tests-and have been issued cel'ltificates
and shoulder patches. Because of the program's success, New York recently adopted it
into its new snowmobile law. Other regions
are work·i ng toward similar programs.
Jack Hoene explains the industry group
helped develop this program by producing
five half-hour videotapes and helping with
teXJtbook publication.
Delegates attending an International Snowmobile Congress earlier this year agreed that
all snowmobiles should be registered by state
conservation or natural resource authorities.
The congress endorsed a report emphasizing
the machines not be classified as motor vehicles-as they have in the laws of some
states-but as recreational vehicles designed
for off-road use.
Minnesota's two-year-old snowmobile law,
which now has more than 100,000 machines
registered, is cited as a model for other
states to follow. One important provision
prohib:Lts snowmobile operators under age 14
from crossing highways and stipulate that
youngsters 14-18 must possess a safety certificate before making such crossings.
Last winter, 22 persons were killed and 53
others were injured as a result of collisions
with motor vehicles. Typical is the case of
a young married couple, parents of five children, killed when their snowmobile, crossing
a county road at an angle near Bagley,
Minnesota, was hit by a car.
"With legislation to keep snowmobiles
where they belong-in off-road use,'' comments Hoene, "we will not see these accidents
with m01tor vehicles."
High-flying stuillts performed by daring,
goggled riders astride snowmobiles have become stereotypes in industry advertising. Yet
this very jolting is cited a.s a prime cause
in the high proportion of back injuries noted
in the Vermont study of Doctors Chism and
Soule. "SnowmoblJ.e advertisements often
depict machine and operator flying through
the air 10 to 12 feet above the ground,'' the
radiologists observe. "Such pictures proba.bly
stimulate sales but do not promote the
rational use of the veh-icles."
"Helmets and more flexible windshields
will doubtlessly help to prevent facial lacerations," notes a recent study in The American
Journal of Surgery, "but many of the more
severe head and neck injuries resulting from
contact with unseen objects and wires will
continue to occur."
Basing these findings on reports of 155
snowmobile accidents, Portland, Maine, surgeons Raymond H. Dominici and Emerson
H. Drake conclude: "The frequency of back
injuries should decrease with better understanding of proper riding techniques and the
realization that jumping is fraught with
hazard. Safety chains on sled hitches, freezeproof throttles and brake cables, sturdier
clutch and pulley covers, improved padding
of the engine and forward parts, and en-

closure of the rotating track are changes in
prod·.1ct design which would improve the
safety of snowmobiles."
Many who criticize the snowmobile or pinpoint its shortcomings readily acknowledge
its usefulness as a recreational and service
vehicle. "Snowmobiles have provided invaluable service in many areas of the country
where deep snowfall presents an obstacle to
travel," observe Doctors Chism and Soule.
"Foresters, farmers, linemen, and others
whose work carries them into areas far from
plowed highways have found them extremely
useful. Recently, two people, a young man
with acute appendicitis and a woman in
labor, were brought to hospitals from isolated
farms via snowmobile."
The machines are versatile winter workhorses to ranchers and farmers in reaching
broken fences and hauling feed to stranded
cattle. The military uses snowmobiles to get
to radar and radio equipment, and game
wardens employ them for winter mobility
in conservation areas. Wildlife researchers
at the University of Minnesota used snowmobiles while studying moose habitats in
north eastern Minnesota.
Nor has usefulness of the machines been
confined to rural areas. In 1967, when some
26 inches of snow paralyzed Chicago for
several days, snowmobiles shuttled workers
to power plants and hospitals. Druggists used
the vehicles to get medicine and supplies to
snowed-in patients as hundreds of delivery
trucks stalled in the heaviest snowfall in
the city's history.
As a recreational conveyance, the snowmobile has opened for hundreds of thousands
of Americans the doors to the feathery, white
world of winter.
In hundreds of remote communities where
the snow piles high and winter drags into
April, the sport is becoming a new life style.
The snowmobile is having an economic impact, too, with rallies and races bringing offseason revenue to communities that once
lay dormant in winter.
In Maine's Acadia National Park, the old
carriage roads built in the 1920's by John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., have been opened to snowmobiling families who now have access to
some of the state's most spectacular winter
scenery. And in Minnesota more than 1000
miles of marked trails are available to
snowmobiles.
It was 18° below zero and there were 42
inches of snow on the ground on the January weekend when two Minnesota conservation officials took their wives snowmobiling
in a state park. "Wherever we went . . . ."
relates assistant commissioner Robert H.
Rygg, "we observed entire families and groups
snowmobil1ng and enjoying the great outdoors in what had to be considered very
severe conditions.
"These groups were scraping two feet of
snow off picnic tables, using the summer outdoor grills that had been put there for picnickers, and entire families were sitting
around picnic tables roasting hot dogs and
cooking hamburgers . . . a few years past,
this winter resource would have been a deserted facility. Well, I just think that this
is what snowmobil1ng is all about and it
should be encouraged,'' says Rygg.
Before the snowmobile era, the immense
acreage of Yellowstone Park was locked in
snow during winter. Now thousands of visitors pilot their machines deep into the park,
penetrating areas where deer, elk, and other
wildlife retreat.
Unfortunately, mechanized intrusion into
winter's stillness doesn't bode well for wildlife. There are lamentable reports of wild animals being hounded to death by packs of
snowmobiles.
A snowmobile "rodeo" in a small Minnesota community drew 5000 spectators to
watch speeding riders compete for a $50 prize
as they attempted to catch foxes by hand
or with fishnets. A promoter said the event
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was held to build the town's image and provide "entertainment for local children."
The rules were strict--any foxes caught
were to be released unharmed, and anyone
who accidentally ran over a fox would be
disqualified and forfeit the $5 entry fee!
"Residents of northern Wisconsin have
complained of snowmobilers buzzing around
the countryside,'' says Carroll D. Besadny, of
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. "They harass wildlife, chasing animals and running them down. And since
the use of snowmobiles will get hunters into
remote areas that heretofore have not been
traveled, this could create depletion problems
with some of our game species."
Already, the effects of overkill may be
showing up. Farmers in Alberta, Canada, recently have been plagued with unusually
large hordes of grain-eating mice and
gophers. Now, there appears to be a correlation between burgeoning populations of
rodents and the booming snowmobile sport
of coyote hunting. Simply, the latter creatures eat large quantities of the former.
"Ecologically, this is true no matter how
you take predators out of the picture," observes Fred Evenden, Ph.D., executive secretary of The Wildlife Society. "Whether it's
hunting by airplane or poisoning campaigns,
when you remove too many of the one kind
of animal, those who have been their prey
have the opportunity to expand their populations rather rapidly. This then has its chain
reaction."
Most snowmobilers are innocent of such
games. Unfortunately, it may be just as
lethal to alarm wildlife innocently. "Probably, most harassment is done unthinkingly,'' says Ed Chaney of the National Wildlife Federation, "by people trying to take
photographs or observe aniamls up close.
They don't realize, however, that the animals
are often left exhausted and far from their
normal feeding grounds. Many may die on
the spot, while others merely struggle away
in a weakened condition to die later."
An editorial in the Federation's newsletter
points out that "it's possible for one snowmobiler to kill a hundred deer by harassment--and not even know it."
Wintering animals are weak and vulner&ble, points out Stewart M. Brandborg, executive director of The Wilderness Society.
"They are contending with excessive depths
of snow and low temperatures,'' he explains,
"and they are placing a great demand upon
their systems just to survive. If people are
allowed, without restrictions, to drive snowmobiles through areas where these animals
concentrate, it causes a lot of movement, a
lot of stress, and it could be a serious factor
in draining a lot of energy and result in the
decimation of these herds."
Advocating careful planning and zoning
to ensure wilderness areas are accessible only
by foot, canoe, horseback, or other primitive
means, Brandborg emphasi2les that snowmobilers be told those areas where they can
travel rather than those where they cannot.
The objection to the latter premise, he points
out, "is the assumption that everything else
is open. This is an important distinction."
More planning is needed, federal conservationist Richard Griffith says: "Trails must
be developed with snowmobile recreation in
mind and located so as to avoid areas of wildlife concentration and to avoid areas where
there could be damage to shrub and tree
growth." There have been quite a number
of instances of serious damage to forest
plantations.
"State and federal agencies are not acting
fast enough," says Griffith, who is director
of the northeast region of the Bureau of
Sports Fisheries and Wildlife. "If the agencies which have the responsibility for planning and regulating snowmobile use were
ahead of the pressure for places to use them,
we wouldn't have or"'l--'.ems to the extent
we have them today.
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Griffith also points to the need to regulate
snowmobile activity near communities located on the fringe of the back country. One
New England villager describes the nocturnal
invasion of a cross-country snowmobile caravan as a "concert of chain saws" interrupting his sleep. "These intrusions have been so
objectionable," says Griffiith, "that some
communities have prohibited the use of
snowmobiles within corporate limits."
The industry is attempting to show some
initiative in defining and solving certain of
these problems. A leading manufacturer,
Arctic Enterprises, Inc., announced a grant
of $10,300 to the University of Minnesota Department of Zoology to finance a research
project on the effect of snowmobiles on the
winter ecology.
Also, the industry in general is working
toward a quieter machine. Beginning this
year, Minnesota has set a noise level on
snowmobiles of 86 decibels in the A scale
at 50 feet. "This conforms to the California
motor vehicle code," says ISlA's Jack Hoene,
"which is the strictest."
In one man's view, at least, the fast-growing sport has wider implications. The comments of Ralph A. MacMullan, director of
Michigan's Department of Natural Resources,
sum up the snowmobile scene: "They're so
easy to make, and we have so many of them,
available to so many people, and they're so
much fun, that we end up with a nowfamiliar conflict-too much human use of
a piece of land."
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 11, 1971]
WINTER Joy RIDES
The snowmobile we are hearing so much
about lately is almost exclusively a recreation vehicle, usually built fnr two. It is propelled by an endless rubber belt and
steered by handlebars attached to two short
skis at the front. Its engine ranges from
nine horsepower to as much as 80 horsepower, which makes it suitable for hill-climbing, load-hauling and racing at speeds of
up to 80 miles per hour. It costs between
$60 and $2,500 and is, as a colleague who
recently took his family snowmobillng in
Yellowstone National Park assures us, a
great deal of fun. "It was a thrllling experience," he said, "to be able to show our sixyear-old the winter wildlife out there. Sixyear-olds just never got that close to winter
wonders before." He also pointed out that
snowmobiles are a great help to rangers,
foresters and scientists who, before the
vehicles made their commercial debut a
decade or so ago, did not get much closer
to deeply snowed-in nature than his young
child did. They have also helped save lives.
But remote, snowed-in nature is also in
danger of being snowed under by snowmobiles. There are 1.5 million of them,
mostly, of course, in what the Department
of Agriculture calls the "snowbelt," parts of
15 states and Canadian provinces that are
covered by more than one inch of snow for
more than 80 days each year. Some snowmobiles are misused. Racing is popular.
There have been deaths and injuries due
to reckless operations. They have led to destruction of property and vandalism. People
have used snowmobiles for the cruel sport
of deliberately running over animals and
harassing herds of elk and deer. There has
been damage to young trees and seedlings,
particularly in nurseries. And the noise of
snowmobiles, similar to the grating whine
of chain saws, is fearsome.
Controls are in order. As to noise, industry
representatives admit that the machines
could be half as noisy at little extra cost,
but they claim, as one of them put it, that
"the American male just doesn't want a
quiet snowmobile." To preserve the sanity
of those Americans, male or female, who
do, we urgently need. federal noise standards
and their strict enforcement.
CXVII--584--Part 7

We also urge both state and federal agencies to sort out true outdoor recreation and
motorized fun. Some states have begun to
do just that by building special trails for
snowmobiles and their summer cousins, the
trail bikes, but banning them from state
parks and forests. They must also be banned
from special fish and wildlife habitats. It
costs money, of course, to build those special
trails and to enforce the necessary laws and
regulations. We think it only fair, as the
Conservation Foundation suggests, that the
recreational vehicle users pay these costs in
the form of registration fees and a federal
excise or luxury tax on their vehicles. As
one Vermont forester said, we simply must
provide "some place on God's green earth
for man to spend some time without hearing a damned motor."
[From the Milwaukee Journal, Dec. 31, 1970]
SNOWMOBILES AND WILDLIFE

As snowmobile manufacturing nears the
Inillion a year mark, evidence grows that the
sputtering machine brings many troubles,
and only a few gains, for wildlife.
A Maine hunting guide is reported by
Congressional Quarterly as seeing a "wild
look of terror" in the eyes of woods animals.
Beaver trapping got a spurt in that state
since trappers can speed from one set of traps
to another. Bobcats are being threatened
since they can be tracked faster.
In Quebec, however, the deer bag dropped
from 12,400 to 4,000 in five years, the major
cause being noise pollution from snowmobiles, which sent the deer scampering to
escape.
Wisconsin wisely banned carrying of loaded guns and even strung bows on snowmobiles. It has outlawed driving bear and deer
with snowmobiles, a sport as mean as shining
deer with auto lights. Proposals for new
snowmobile regulations should broaden protection of wildlife wherever possible. That
includes destruction of habitat.
(From the Minneapolis Tribune, Nov. 23,
1970]
IMPACT OF SNOWMOBILES

Bursting upon the national scene with
multi-million-dollar advertising campaigns
and strenous promotion, the snowmobile
seems destined to join the roster of indispensable aids to better living.
Little if anything has been heard about
emission control attachments. Most of the
promotion seems devoted to leaping over
snowdrifts, tearing through otherwise peaceful winter landscapes and the apparently inevitable horsepower race.
But only now are studies being made of the
implications to the environment of this latest feat of technology. Just recently the
Minnesota. Conservation Department commissioned a study of the effects of widespread snowmobiling on the general physical
environment of outdoor areas.
What happens if the conclusions are that
drastic changes should be made in the machine to satisfy accepted environmental
norms?
Suppose the engine were found unacceptable. Would all the patterns of a boollling
new industry be altered, probably at a cost
of many Inillions? Not without comprehensive legislation by a Congress that would be
under severe pressures to maintain the status
quo.
The mind boggles at the kind of lobbying
that would be done by sport clubs, dealer
associations, unions, manufacturers, suppliers and local industrial development
organ.iza.tions, to name a. few.
While the snowmobile problems are peanuts beside those of the automobile industry-which has put 100 million cars on U.S.
roads---they are parallel.
Just now, with all the enormous problems
posed for the country by automobiles and

their effects on environment, a whole new,
virtually identical vested interest has appeared, flourished and entrenched itself, apparently with no effort to head off or answer
the kind of criticism that has poured in on
the automobile industry.
SUN VALLEY, IDAHO,

March 3,1971.

Hon. ALAN BmLE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

Sm: The last issue of Life Magazine ran
a short cover story on snowmobilers. It was
not very comprehensive and more than a
report on the subject probably its purpose
was to test public opinion. Enclosed is a copy
of my letter to the editor.
I was pleased to learn of your concern
regarding the lack of snowmobile control on
our public lands. Living within the Sawtooth
National Forest on private land seven Iniles
north of Ketchum, places us in close contact
with the issue. More distressing than my
personal distaste for these machines is the
invasion of and disregard for wildlife habitat.
Even those who Inight practice restraint have
no control over how the noise and group
penetration effects wildlife wintering areas.
In coverage of a Wildlife Interagency meeting by the Post-Register, Idaho Falls, February 18, 1971, a discussion with two Bureau of
Land Management representatives was
reported: "We observed a group of snowmobilers in the Afton area who ran a herd of elk
for four Iniles without even knowing it. The
animals would not tolerate the noise of the
machines and kept at least a half mile between themselves and the snowmobilers. This
movement when the animals are in a weakened condition can cause an imbalance in
their blood sugar which leads to shock and
death after a. few days."
The same people who purposely chase wildlife for fun or just curiosity complain of the
increasing scarcity of game in the fall. One
local man who spoke against the establishment of a Sawtooth National Park at the
hearing before the Subcommittee on National
Parks and Recreation in Sun Valley gave as
part of his testimony a lack of cooperation
between park officials and snowmobilers:
"When you call the park for information you
either get the run around or just out and out
lies. Like they did to me when I called about
the snow conditions in the park (Yellowstone) last winter they said that there was
not enough snow to ride the snow machines.
I went there the same weekend and found
there was over 3 feet of snow." This same
man incidentally in a conversation with my
husband just before the hearing said, "The
deer and elk are only going to last for another
ten years anyway so why don't they let us
enjoy it (hunting), we don't want a park!"
Hunters and snowmobilers were strong and
frequent opponents of the park. Rather then
save and protect the area they would use it
up.
I have observed groups of snowmobilers on
their way into the forest with rifies slung
across their backs. I would like to insert here
a little incident which happened one morning early this winter. Before driving to work
I took a short run on my skis down to the
river just in back of our house. Across the
Wood River is Forest Service owned land. I
was stopped in my tracks just short of the
river by a chorus of coyote pups. It was a
most beautiful song echolng from the mountains across the river and floating down to me
through the frosty aspen trees. Not long after
that a family of four with four snowmobiles
moved into their new house across the Wood
River. Of course I have not heard the coyotes
since and I wonder 1f they were able to find
another warm den so late in the season or
if they were killed by people in one of the
many snowmobile parties held by our neighbors at any hour of the day or night.
In Idaho there are no snowmobile restrictions or regulations other than prohibited
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state highway travel. The Forest service advises safety precautions and warns of dangerous slide areas and wishes everyone happy
snowmobiling. Of the three Forest Service
ta.pe recordings broadcasted daHy on our local
radio station not one mentions rules for
back country travel regarding wildlife.
There is an urgency for Federal Legislation
cont rolling snowmobile travel in our National
Parks and Forests, and there is no doubt
that it would be a challenginL task. However,
you would have the support of thousands of
concerned individuals and all of the conservation organlzaitions who would most certainly take an active part in the issue.
Yours very sincerely,
PAT BARTHOLOMEW.
P.S.-If you are concerned enough to finish
this letter after the first three paragraphs,
I know you are concerned enough to push
for legislation.
BUFFALO, N.Y.,
March 2, 1971.

Senator .ALAN BIBLE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I am writing to commend
you for your concern about the overabundance of snowmobiles in our wilderness areas.
I ask you to continue to probe the subject
with the possible result being a bill forbidding them in areas designated as wilderness.
Many thanks,
DONALD G. LINDMARK, Ph.D.
BELOIT, WIS.,
March 1, 1971.

Senator ALAN BIBLE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BIBLE: We understand that
you are concerned with the problem of noise
pollution and animal harassment by snowmobiles. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources now considers this the leading
conservation problem in the state, and we
personally are very concerned. If you could
secured passage of a bill to ban the use of
snowmobiles on Flederal forest and recreation
lands, with a deterrent penalty, it would
greatly alleviate a serious threat to our environment. It would al~o aid action by the
states, which by themselves will face the
lobby of a powerful new industry. We would
be happy to do whatever we could to support
such a bill.
Yours truly,
Mr. and Mrs. PHILIP D. STRAFFIN, Jr.
CAMBRIDGE, MAss.,
March 11, 1971.

Hon. ALAN BIBLE,
Senator of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: The use of snowmobiles is beginning to become a noticeable hazard to
the well-being of the "wilderness" of the
United States and the animals which naturally live there. Just the presence of a snowmobile naturally detracts from the ideals of
a wilderness (e.g., see the present serial of
"Mark Trail").
Likewise, there is no question that the
use of snowmobiles is disrupting the lifesystem of many wild animals and making
the hunting of certain species (e.g., caribousee Outdoor Life, January 1971) akin to the
methods used to slaughter bison when the
railroad first spanned the continent.
It has come to my attention (thru
Friends o! the Earth, of which I am a
member) that you are contemplating introducing legislation to set some limits on the
use of snowmobiles on publlc grounds. May
I express my hearty favor toward any such
action; and you can depend on me to contact
my representatives to back such a bill as
soon as I learn of it. Also, if possible, it
would be wonderful 1f such legislation coUld
include clauses to limit the similar use of
motorcycles when the land is not snow-

bound. The same reasoning, of course,
applies.
Thank you very much for taking the time
to listen.
Yours in service,
MR. AVI ORNSTEIN.
NEW RICHMOND, WIS.,
March 8, 1971.

Senator .ALAN BIBLE,
Chairman. Subcommittee on National Parks
and Recreation, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BIBLE: I encourage you to
probe the use of snowmobiles, motor bikes,
motor scooters and other all terrain vehicles
on lands managed by the National Park Service, Forest Service and the Bureau of Land
Management.
Some of the results trouble me and my
neighbors. We see a number of serious consequences:
A. Noise condemnation of wild lands.
B. Harassment of wildllfe during very trying times of survival and the breeding season
for many species.
C. Establishing a precedent for motor
vehicles in lands designed as Wilderness.
These machines have no place in the Wilderness. Yet we have noticed very lax regulation of their use and in fact encouragement by those agencies mentioned above.
My concern has been conveyed to both my
state and national representatives. I have
enclosed copies of my letter of January 13,
1971 and their replies.
After seeing the farce issued by the Bureau
of Land Management over the trans-Alaskan
pipeline I have lost much faith in this organization's ability to manage anything
much less this vast wilderness. They appear
to need congressional help in managing their
affairs and our wilderness.
M.A. KEYES.

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. President, the National Coordinating Council for Drug
Abuse Education and Information is a
private, nonprofit organization working
to combat drug abuse through education
and information. It coordinates the drug
abuse programs of nearly 100 national
organizations and 26 State affiliates, representing a wide range of interests, age
groups, and ideology. In addition, it plans
workshops and symposiums and publishes a wide variety of educational
materials.
The council's most recent publication,
"Drug Abuse Films," will be of great interest to public officials and educators
at all levels. It consists of evaluations of
films and other audiovisual materials
dealing with drug education. The project was carried out under contract with
the National Institute of Mental Health.
Obviously there has been a great need
for this kind of a study. If oohools and
communities are going to conduct meaningful drug abuse programs, it is absolutely essential that they have access to
well developed guides for selecting the

materials they choose to use.
I bring this new publication to the at-

tention of Senators and ask unanimous

consent that the council's news release
explaining the new publication and the
publication itself be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcoRD.
as follows:

April 1, 1971

DRUG ABUSE FILMS RATED SciENTIFICALLY
UNACCEPTABLE
WASHINGTON, D.C.-Thirty-six drug abuse
education films and audiovisual programs,
many of them in wide circulation and use in
public schools and drug education programs,
have been classified "scientifically unacceptable" by an evaluation of the National Coordinating Council on Drug Abuse Education
and Information. The COuncil today released
Drug Abuse Films, a 46-page review of nearly
100 titles of drug education films, filmstrips,
slides, records and transparencies.
Peter Hammond, the Council's Executive
Director, said the review is designed to provide guidelines for the use of drug education
films. "It is not meant to be the final word
promoting some films or discounting others.
Rather, we hope the evaluation will be a
starting point for continued evaluation of
these and other drug education materials."
He added, however, that drug "educators,"
in and out of schools, should "think twice"
before using any films. "Misinformation, a
characteristic of many drug films, does more
harm than good."
The drug audiovisuals were first viewed
for their accuracy by a nationally recognized
panel which inoluded psychiatrist Jerome
Jaffe, Director of the Illinois Drug Abuse Program; Helen Nowlis, Chairman of the National Action COmmittee for Drug Education,
a psychologist; and George Griffenhagen, a
pharmacist who is Associate Executive Director for Communications of the American
Pharmaceutical Association. This panel
looked for misstatements of fact, distortion
of scientific data, inaccurate portrayals of
drugs and their effects and misleading inuendoes. Determining the scentific acceptability
of the audiovisuals required hours of viewing, writing and discussion. It was a difficult
task for the panel because most films contain some errors, and they had to determine
at what point the number and kind of errors
made the audiovisuals, in their opinion,
potentially more harmful than educational.
If the ma.terial was considered scientifically
acceptable, it was then viewed by a "communi<:ations" panel composed of twenty persons, including Peter Fonda, William F.
Buckley, Jr., and Judith Crist. This panel
met in groups of eight to ten to examine the
central message of each audiovisual and to
consider how effectively the message is conveyed. The communications panel reviewed
such important aspects as each film's value
as a learning tool, its credibility, its timeliness and its potential to educate, to persuade, or to entertain. The communications
panel intentionally represents a variety of
ages, vocations, geographic locales and attitudes toward drug use, in order to give a
well-balanced. perspective to the evaluation.
In addition to the panel reviews, DRUG
ABUSE FILMS presents a summary of the
content of each title, rental and purchase
information, and details on length and year
produced. The audiovisuals reviewed were
produced commercially by the Federal Government and by industry as a public service.
Copies of the evaluation are available from
the Council for $2.00.
The National Coordinating Council began
the evaluation early in 1970 under a contract
from the National Institute of Mental Health.
Work was completed last September. The
NIMH contract has been extended for an
a.c:lditional year during which recently-completed drug films will be reviewed.
The Council is a private nonprofit organization which coordinates the drug education
activities of its 97 national members.
DRUG ABUSE FILMS
This evaluation of films and other audiovisuals related to drug education was performed by the National Coordinating Council
on Drug Abuse Education and Information,
Inc. under contract #HSM-42-70-26 to the
National Institute of Mental Health.
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Peter G. Hammond, Executive Director of
the National Coordinating Council, was
Project Director. Gayle Krughoff, Assistant
Director for Program Development, supervised the preparation of this book.
For NIMH, Gerald N. Kurtz served as
Project Officer, Tommas J. Koehler as Associate Project Officer, and Jean McMillen as
Assistant Project Officer.
This evaluation represents hours of viewing, discussing and writing on the part of
the panelists whose names appear on page vi.
The National Coordinating Council on
Drug Abuse Education and information, Inc.,
is a private, non-profit organization working
to combat drug abuse through education
and information. Its membership includes
more than 90 national governmental, professional, educational, law enforcement, service, religious and youth organizations, and
26 states affiliations.
Publication of this evaluation does not in
any way imply or constitute an endorsement
by the National Institute of Mental Health.
This report classifies films a n d audiovisuals
"scientifically unacceptable." From the very
first time that the scientific review panel
met, it became obvious than many of the
materials reviewed fell into a "gray area" as
pointed out in the introduction-namely,
"their task was difficult because it is not easy
to establish degrees of 'wrongness.' The final
comments of this panel illustrate the point.''
While the scientific review panel agreed
unanimously on each of the scientific inaccuracies set forth in their report (and all
of the materials reviewed had some faults
in the opinion of the panel). the classification of any film or audiovisual as either
scientifically acceptable or scientifically unacceptable became a value judgment. The
decision to classify the materals as either
scientifically acceptable or scientifically unacceptable was not always an unanimous decision of the scientific advisory panel. The
decision was reached by a majority of the
panel.
Readers are reminded of the statement
made in the introduction about the utillza.tion of the materials which were thus classified as scientifically unacceptable. "Although
these items demonstrate how not to present
drug information, they may have use . . .
Some can be effectively used as a springboard
for discussions when viewers are made aware
of their scientific inaccuracies.''
This report classifies films and audiovisual
materials as "scientifically acceptable" or
"scientifically unacceptable." From the very
first time that the scientific review panel
met, it became obvious that many of the
materials reviewed fell into a "gray area" as
pointed out in the introduction-namely,
"their task was difficult because it is not easy
to establish degrees of 'wrongness.' The final
comments of this panel illustrate the point."
While the scientific review panel agreed
unanimously on each of the scientific inaccuracies set forth in their report (and all of
the materials reviewed had some faults in the
opinion of the panel) , the classification of
any film or audiovisual as either scientifically
acceptable or scientifically unacceptable became a value judgment. The decision to
classify the materials as either scientifically
acceptable or scientifically unacceptable was
not always a unanimous decision of the
scientific advisory panel. The decision was
reached by a majority of the panel.
Readers are reminded of the statements
made in the introduction about the utilization of the materials which were thus classified as scientifically unacceptable. "Although
these items demonstrate how not to present
drug Information, they may have use . . .

INTRODUCTION

The recent growth and awareness of the
problems of drug use and drug dependence
have seriously affected the lives of millions.
The production and use of films, filmstrips
and other audiovisuals about drug abuse have
proliferated within the past few years to fill
the void of information on this sensitive
topic. The quality of these materials ranges
from very good to very bad (including materials which are clearly inaccurate) . Unfortunately, few people are equipped with
either the standards or the ability to judge
which of the materials are good. Too often,
the use of drug education audiovisuals means
more misinformation than education, more
misunderstanding than insight.
To meet the need for objective criticism
of the flood of drug audiovisuals, the Naltional
Institute of Mental Health contracted with
the National Coordinating Council on Drug
Abuse Education and Information, Inc. to
describe and review a large number of extant
materials. This film evaluation contract with
NIMH, a Federal agency with major responsibility for research and education efforts related to drugs, reflects the urgent need for
more than the traditional cursory screening
of films before they are integrated into drug
education programs.
PROCEDURE

In performing this contract, the Council
used two screening procedures. First, the
audiovisuals were viewed by a "scientific review" panel concerned with the scientific
accuracy of the material. This panel looked
for misstatements of fact, distortions of scientific data, inaccurate portrayals of drugs
and their effects, misleading innuendoes. If
the material was scientifically acceptable, it
was then viewed by a "communications"
panel which evaluated the effectiveness of
the audiovisual as a communications tool.
The communications panel examined the
material's central message and considered
how effectively the message was conveyed.
The paneliSts reviewed such important aspects as the item's value as a learning tool,
its credibility, its timeliness, and its potential to educate, to persuade, to entertain.
ThiS panel also indicated appropriate target
audiences for each of the audiovisuals.
~The scientific review panel included a
pharmacist, a psychiatrist, and a psychologist, all with extensive experience in some
area of drug education. The communications
panel represented a variety of ages, vocations, geographic locales, and attitudes toward drug use. Some of the communications
panelists brought with them an expertise in
education; others were sophisticated in the
field of the film media, or had a "communications" background. Some were knowledgeable about drugs; others were not. The intentional variety gave this panel a wellrounded perspective.
USING THE RESULTS

As you read these evaluations, keep the

following facts in mind. The scientific review
panel was concerned only with the accuracy
of the material. Their task was difficult because it is not easy to establish degrees of
"wrongness." The final comments of this
panel illustrate the point. Many of the reports label materials "scientifically accurate," and then proceed to list the inaccuracies. Generally, the panel evaluated the "accuracy" of each item on the basis of the
relative absence of direct miSstatements
about drugs or drug effects.
A word might be said about possible
utilization of the materials which are not
acceptable on the basis of scientific data. Although these items demonstrate how not to

Some can be effectively used as a springboard

present drug information, they may have use.

for discusstons when viewers are made aware
ot their " scientific inaccuracies."

Some have historical value. Others can be
effectively used as a. springboard for discus-

sions when viewers are made aware of their
scientific 1.naccuracies. A few contain valuable sections which can be used without
showing the entire item.
The communications panel was concerned
only with the effectiveness of the material
presented. Determining a film's potential effectJiveness, usually, was a more subjective
task than determining its scientific accuracy.
While the scientific review panel could utilize
some objective criteria, the communications
panel dealt with characteristics harder to
pinpoint. The materials are not rated with
a "poor," "good," or "excellent.'• Rather, the
observations of the communications panel of
the strong and weak points of the audiovisuals serve as a guideline as to which of the
materials have the potential for "excellence.''
A very good film can be misused, just as a
poor film, even one with misinformation, can
be used to advantage. The evaluadon process should not stop with these printed pages.
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING AUDIOVISUALS

There is no single best way to show a film
or filmstrip, but these suggestions apply to
using many audiovisuals.
PrevieWing is an essential first step. Preview with the specific viewers in mind-their
age, their interests, their environment. Black,
low-income high school students probably
won't get excited watching middle-class
white teenagers tell why they stopped using
drugs.
Know what is expected from a particular
film. The messages of drug audiovisuals vary
greatly. If a film's theme (the life of a heroin
addict is tragic) doesn't fit the audience
needs (to review the extent of drug use in
this country), don't use the film. The wrong
film , like a bad film, can be worse than no
film.
Experiment with audiovisuals: Let students
preview films. Ask for audience evaluations.
Use portions of audiovisuals. Combine different items. Part of a filmstrip, for example,
may be effectively shown With segments of a
film or a record.
Expect questions, and if possible, h a ve professional help available to answer the questions.
SOME DETAILS

For the reader's convenience, films have
been separated from other audiovisuals,
which includes filmstrips, slides, records,
and transparencies. The comments of the
communications panelists, listed under
"General Evaluation," will not be found in
the reviews of materials considered scientifically unacceptable since the communications panel did not view most of those
materials (see "Procedure," above).
The "audience" indicated for each audiovisual lists the age groups, in chronological
order, f'or which the materials are best
suited. The guidelines for ages and school
grades follow:
Ages and grades:
Elementary, 6-8, 1, 2, 3.
Intermediate, 9-11, 4, 5, 6.
Junior high, 12-14, 7, 8, 9.
Senior high, 15-18, 10, 11, 12.
College, 19-22.
Adult.
In some cases an ethnic group, economic
level or a specific professional group is also
indicated after "audience" when such is particularly appropriate. These audience suggestions are not exclusive. If a film is
designed for junior high students, this does
not mean that parents too could not benefit
from viewing.
The evaluation of drug-related audiovisuals will continue by the National
Coordinating Council under contract to the
National Institute of Mental Health. ResUlts
will be published on a quarterly basis.
The National Coordinating Council would
appreciate responses from readers who have
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used this evaluation. Your comments and
suggestions will help us in our continuing
evaluation.
THE PANELISTS

Scientific Review Panel

George B. Griffenhagen, R.Ph., M.S.,
Associate Executive Director for Communications, the American Pharmaceutical
Association, and editor of the APhA
Journal.
Jerome H. Jaffe, M.D., Director of the
Illinois Drug Abuse Program and Associate
Professor of Psychiatry at the University of
Chicago.
Helen H. Nowlis, Ph. L., Research Consultant for Student Affairs at the University of Rochester in New York and Chairman
of the National Action Committee for Drug
Education.
Communications Panel

Howard Appelbaum, a junior at Northwood
High School, Silver Spring, Maryland.
William F. Buckley, Jr., Editor-in-Chief of
the National Review, a syndicated columnist,
and host of the weekly political television
show, "Firing Line."
Judith Crist, film critic for New York
magazine and TV Guide, and film and
theater critic for the NBC "Today" show.
Ned Doyle, retired co-founder of Doyle
Dane Bernbach, Inc., Advertising in New
York City.
Peter Fonda, co-producer, actor and scenarist of the film "Easy Rider" and partner
in Pando Corporation, a film production

co~~~nyGa.ar, Coordinator of Instructional
Services at the Southeastern Materials Center, University of South F'lorida, Tampa,
Florida.
Michele Gabbay, a teacher of psychology
to residents of the Arthur Kill Rehabilitation Center, Staten Island, New York.
Colden Garland, Associate Professor at the
State Univers-ity College, Brockport, New
York.
Clarence Giarrusso, Superintendent of
Police, New Orleans Police Department.
Sue Gump, a Kansas State University senior
majoring in English and journalism.
Robert Habenicht, a lawyer and Director
of Trade Rela.tions of the A.H. Robins Company, Richmond, Virginia.
Juan Ibarra, Jr., Chief Consultant in the
Division of Administrative Services of the
Texas Education Agency in Austin.
Virgil Keels, a former drug user who spent
over 20 years in penal institutions; now Program consultant at the National Coordinalting Council.
Robert Leo, Ph.D., specialist in persuasion
theory, and Assistant to the Chancellor of the
Dallas County Junior College District in Dallas, Texas.
Leon Lessinger, Ph.D., Callaway Professor
of Education at Georgia State University in
Atlanta; former Associate U.S. Commissioner
for Elementary and Secondary Education.
John R. Mathiason, Assistant Professor of
Coinmunications, University of Washington,
Seattle.
Louis V. Morelll, Supervisor of Health and
Physical Education of the Broward County
Public Schools, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Ruth Neumann, teacher of health education at White Bear Senior High School in
White Bear Lake, Minnesota.
Thomas Price, Ph.D., Director, Department
of Alcohol Problems and Drug Abuse, the
United Methodist Church.
Paul Walsh, Ph.D., Vice President of
Educational Assistance and Development
Corporation.
The evaluations in this book are syntheses
of the views of these panelists. As such, they
are not intended to constitute any endorsement or condemnation of the audiovisuals
by the Federal governinent.

[Films Rate "Scientifically Acceptable"]
ANYTHING FOR KICKS

Year: 1969.
Audience: Sr. high, adults; suburban.
Producer: Design Center.
Source: National Audiovisual Center
(GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409 (Attn: Distribution Branch for rental; Sales Branch
for purchase) .
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $37.25.
Details: 11 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-A teenage couple recall their
experiences with marijuana and then heroin.
Their lift style gradually disintegrates until
they "end up with nothing." The narrator
says the story is real, only the names have
been changed. The final scenes portray communications efforts between a neighborhood
group of parents and teenagers in a Northern Virginia home.
This film-a.-graph (converted from slides)
shows all still scenes. Non-professional actors
are used. Some of the scenes duplicate frames
in the filmstrip "You Gatta Even Open Your
Eyes."
General evaluation of the film.-The film
could be used effectively in situations involving discussions between parents and teenagers since it looks at the communication
problems which exist between the generations. The film points out some of the common arguments of parents and young drug
users. It also illustrates that the effects
of drug abuse are not limited to the abusers,
but are experienced by parents and friends.
The setting for many of the scenes is realistic,
particularly the scenes of the suburban group
discussions. The photography is excellent.
The film lacks unity to correlate the comments from the couple and the later discussions involving the parents. The fact that
the film does not "answer questions" about
the drug problem will be an advantage or
disadvantage depending on its use.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable with the exception that a clear distinction is not made between use of drugs and addiction to drugs.
BEYOND LSD

Year: 1968.
Audience: Parents and their teenagers;
suburban.
Producer: Paul Burnford Productions.
Source: Bailey-Film Associates, 11559
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, California
90025.
Rental: $20.00.
Purchase: $300.00.
Details: 25 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
synopsis.-The film dramatizes a medical
doctor's discussions with neighborhood parents who are concerned that their teenagers'
long hair, dress and music styles indicate
an involvement with LSD. The physician
says the parents are victims of alarmist reactions and urges them to "cool down" and
channel their concern towards listening to,
and communicating with, their children. In
a film cUp shown to the parents, J. Thomas
Ungerleider, Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of California at Los Angeles, relates the problem of LSD use to the communications gap which he says encourages teenagers to turn to drugs for help with their
problems. He reinforces the message that
understanding can bridge the generation
gap by saying that LSD also stands for
"Let's Simmer Down."
General evaluation of the film.-The film
puts a good emphasis on the need for parents
to improve communications with teenagers.
The problem of the generation gap is approached in a fair and honest manner, and
valid solutions are suggested to overcome the
lack of communication and trust between
parents and their children. The narrator and
the neighborhood physician, by emphasizing
the need for a non-hysterical approach to

understanding why people take drugs, add
credib111ty. The film's opening technique,
which uses filmcllps that conjure up association with LSD use, draws audience interest.
The portrayal of the parents is staged and
exaggerated, making their roles unrealistic
and unconvincing. Portions of the film are
overly preachy and condescending. Parents
and their teenage children should view the
film together to stimulate communication.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable; however, several
references require further qualification if
they are not to mislead. A statement about
LSD possibly affecting unborn children needs
clarification that no link between LSD use
and chromosome damage has yet been conclusively documented. Calling LSD a "tragic
illusion" ignores therapeutic uses of LSD and
implies that no pleasure can be gotten from
LSD.
The film places a valid emphasis on the
need for "really" listening to youth and not
overacting to drug use. Dr. Ungerleider's
stress on drug use as a symptom of a complicated problem rather than the problem itself
is noteworthy.
THE cmcLE

Year: 1967.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult; professionals.
Producer: National Film Board of Canada.
Source: McGraw-Hill Films, Hightstown,
New Jersey 08520.
Rental: $25.00.
Purchase: $350.00.
Details: In 2 parts, 57 minutes, black/
white, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-This film portrays the rehabilitation process of drug addicts at Daytop
Village by focusing on one individual. Don,
from his first day at Daytop to -the time when
he is ready to leave. Don gradually adjusts
to Daytop's communal work and living patterns, but resists the attempts of other residents to force reactions from him in verbal
encounter sessions. Various experiences with
other addicts and the Daytop technique,
which concentrates on self-help for addicts
through group therapy, bring Don to a point
where he is better prepared to face society
outside of Day.top's confines, without the aid
of drugs.
The film deletes profanity from the encounter sessions.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
realistically presents information on one type
of rehabilitation method by concentrating on
one individual in a thorough, convincing
manner. The intense, personal nature of the
group therapy involves the viewer, enabling
him to understand the Daytop treatment.
Films

At times the film is not credible. Some of
the encounter sessions seem staged. The film
is too long and audience interest may be lost
before the story is fully developed.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
content of the film is scientifically acceptable
as a description of one type of therapeutic
approach to heroin addiction. Because lt concentrates on one rehabilitation approach
only, the film inadvertently could imply that
other techniques, such as those which use
medication or professional help, either do
not exist or are inferior. It should be explained to viewers that other similar therapeutic communities and other treatment approaches to addiction exist.
A DAY IN THE DEATH OF DONNY B.

Year: 1970.

Audience: Intermediate students through
adults; inner city.
Producer: Office of Communications,
NIMH.

Source: National Audiovisual Center
(GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409 (Attn: Dis·
tributlon Branch for rental; Sales Branch
far purchase).
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Rental: Free.
Purchase: $27.00.
Details: 14 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-The film portrays what could
be a typical day in the life of a heroin addict
in a ghetto slum. Donny, a young Black,
wanders through the neighborhood, oblivious to the sordid surroundings, looking only
for means to support his heroin habit. He
attempts to obtain money by begging from
friends and strangers, by stealing, and by
gambling, and finally is able to buy a heroin
fix. Donny's appearance, the ways he tries to
get money, and the amount of money he
finally spends for heroin reveal that he is
not a veteran drug user; there will be other
"days" in Donny's death. The final scene
shows him staggering off to the lyrics of the
theme song, "Goodbye Donny.... " Scenes of
Donny are interspersed with comments by
friends, Donny's mother, a policeman, a mortician, and others who are fam111ar with the
problems of addiction.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
conveys rthe "living death" aspects of heroin
addiction and the lack of society's concern
which often accompanies addiction in the
ghetto. One of the strongest effects of its
message is the indifference exhibited by
Donny's neighbors, who, surrounded by their
squalor and despair, barely notice Donny's
presence. The background music and theme
song, the black and white photography which
accentuates the bleakness of the slum setting, and the effective portrayal of the character Donny, also add to the film's quality.
Because all Black subjects are used, this film
is particularly suitable for Black audiences;
however, it could be shown effectively to
other audiences as well.
If the film related more of Donny's background, a stronger case would be made for
society's role in drug addiction. The narration does not provide much useful information and, at times, presents confusing information on drug effects.
Evaluation of Scientific aoourracy.-The
data in the film is scientifically acceptable;
however, it presents several inaccurate portrayals of drug effects. The film tends to
attribute Donny's "death" solely to a drug,
ignoring any explicit discussion of the social
factors in his life which, in all probability,
led him to drug use. Donny's stumbling walk
and lack of coordination are more appropriate for a drunk than for a heroin addict and
might confuse a lay audience which is unfamiliar with addiction. The film's tone in
general, which implies that all users end up
either "dead or in jail" and that no help is
available for heroin addicts, is negative.
THE DISTANT DRUMMER

Year: 1968.
Audience:
Sr. high, college, adult;
suburban.
Producer: Office of Communications,
NIMH.

Source: National Audiovisual Center
(GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409 (Attn: Distribution Branch for rental; Sales Branch for
purchase).
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $153.00.
Details: 45 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Paul Newman narrates this
edited version of two shorter films, "Flowers
of Darkness" and "The Movable Scene."
Beginning with a historical perspective of
the origin of opium, the film discusses
opium's refinement to a morphine base and
to heroin. It traces the import route of
heroin from the Far East to Mexico and the
United States, along with the accompanying
price rise. Several rehabilitation techniques
are briefly discussed against a review of Federal rehabilitation laws. The film focuses on
the use of drugs by young, rebellious, middleclass Americans. Spontaneous interviews with
drug users depict the drug scene in San

Francisco, New Orleans and New York, as
well as in several foreign cities.
The sound quality of some of the interviews is poor.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
presents an entertaining overview of drug
information, both historical and current, and
offers viewers an understanding of the drug
culture among middle-class young people.
Within this segment, a good representation is
given to a variety of users, including some
adults. The film is objective and does not
explicitly moralize about drug use.
The film covers too broad an information
scope; any central theme is thereby
weakened.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable; however, its information is overgeneralized. The explanation of morphine's conversion to heroin is
vague. The narration mistakenly attributes
the discovery of heroin to the year 1898,
which is actually the accepted date for heroin's first medical use. An emphasis on the
"international beatnik" set ignores the majority of drug users. The narration tends to
equate Hippies with addiction. In its review
of rehabllitation laws, the film mistakenly
implies that the Harrison Act of 1914 makes
addiction a willful, criminal act; more correctly, it is later interpretations of the
Bureau of Narcotics regulations and Supreme
Court decisions which emphasize the addict
as a criminal.
The film presents a good description of the
evolution of narcotic laws and a valuable
review of treatment and rehaoilitation programs, although it avoids explanation of
variations in treatment methods.
DRUG ABUSE: EVERYBODY'S HANG-UP

automatically lead to use of heroin. Another
example is the scene which portrays heroin
withdrawal in a highly dramatized setting.
The film gives a good perspective to the
need for unemotional communication and the
"think for yourself" approach to drug
decisions.
DRUG ABUSE;

ONE TOWN'S ANSWER

Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, adult (espec. parents) ; suburban.
Producer: Charles Cahill & Associates,
Inc.
Source: Rental: University of South
Florida, Division of Educational Resources,
Tampa, Florida 33620; Purchase: Aims Instructional Media Services, P.O. Box 1010,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028.
Rental: $6.00.
Purchase: $275.00.
Details: 23 minutes, color, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-The film details the formation
and purpose of Awareness House in Fort
Bragg, California, a teen center which was
started with the help of two ex-addicts. The
dialogue of the teenagers and counselors at
the center illustrates that Awareness House
is designed as a place where young people
feel free to talk about a variety of common
experiences and problems, not necessarily
related to drugs. The film incorporates the
message of Awareness House, "Turn on to
people, not drugs."
General evaluation of the film.-The film
describes a positive approach to the drug
problem as successfully demonstrated in one
community. However, the film is not effective
in conveying the potential strength of that
approach. The discussions are staged. They
do not involve the participants, or the viewers, emotionally. The young people seem to
agree on every issue discussed and the film
does not illustrate how people learn to trust
and care for each other, or solve problems,
through open communication.
The attractive teenagers and the color
photography make the film entertaining, although it is too long. The participants a,t
Awareness House will probably provide an
identity point for middle-class people and
some of their discussions will serve as a
base for additional discussions after the film
has been viewed.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
content of the film is scientifically acceptable. The film is noteworthy in its emphasis
of the drug problem involving more than
drugs in themselves. The information suggests the influence of drug use in the home
by adults. It correctly points out that drugs
are most often spread from one young user
to another rather than by a professional
"pusher." The film also recognizes the social
pressure of youth to use drugs. Conversations
between the young people in the film note
that many try drugs without apparent m
effects.
However, by uncritically presenting the
opinions and observations of young people,
the film presents misinformation about drug
effects in some instances and in others, implies that unique, individual reactions are
common, universal reactions. For example,
a student mistakenly says LSD and mescaline
are "not out of the body's system for two
or three months." A description of an experiment with hampsters implies that LSD and
mescaline are the direct cause of the animals'
deaths. A reference to a marijuana user who
"took pot shots at strangers and killed at
least one" implies that this is usual behavior
resulting from marijuana use.

Year: 1970.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: Smith Kline and French Laboratories.
Source: Rental: Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, 1405 I Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20537; Purchase: N.E.A. Sound
Studios, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington,
D.C. 22036.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $90.00.
Details: 14 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The film portrays drug abuse as
a problem for all ages and all classes of
people. The drug abuser today is not one, but
many types of people with a variety of reasons for turning to drugs. These range from
people who take drugs to stay awake, to those
who need identity and those who want to
escape from boredom or misery. Par!:lnts can
participate in solving the problem by starting a dialogue with their children which
emphasizes honesty. They should expect children to be different from adults when given
the advice, "Think for yourself." Most of
the scenes are stills; the narration is the
only voice heard.
General evaluation of the film.-The film's
theme--drug abuse is a problem of concern
to everyone--is reiterated in scenes which
portray various age groups and social classes.
The narration is frank and gives a.n honest
assessment of legitimate drug use as well
as drug abuse. Although the pictures are attractive, the film would be more entertaining
if it included action scenes.
The film tends to group all drugs together
in its discussion, rather than distinguish individual drugs and their peculiar effects. At
times this leaves the impression that all
drugs have the same effect. The film tends to
play on parental fears. Its emphasis on the
need for communication between parents and
DRUGS; FACTS EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW
teenagers, while an important need, does not
answer specific questions which concerned
Year: 1970.
parents ask.
Audience: Parents, teachers, community
Evaluation or scientific accuracy.-The film groups.
is scientifically acceptable, bl.lt several referProducer: Joseph Fiorelli.
.!nces to heroin detract. For example, the
Source: Fiorelli Films, Inc., Research Drive,
film implies tha-t abuse of some drugs will Stamford, Conn. 06906.
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doesn't seem to be unhappy. This lack of since it is based on the beliefs and opinions
realism, plus the narrator's leading ques- of young people regarding drug use rather
tions, give the film a.n artificial tone.
than facts about drugs a.nd their effects.
The photography makes the film enjoyable However, the presentation of personal experiences of drug effects, as related in the film,
to view.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film might incorrectly suggest a universal reacts scientifically acceptable; however, its over- tion to drug use without taking into considall picture of a drug abuser and some vague eration such factors as dosage, personal varireferences might be misleading. Debbie's abilities and length of time of use.
The young people give honest statements
idyllic life is not representative of drug users
who are involved to the extent she seems to which reflect varying viewpoints of drug use.
The film includes a good confrontation bebe involved with drugs. The dialogue between Debbie a.nd the narrator often over- tween a drug-user and a non-user.
generalizes by referring to "drugs" rather
HERE' S HELP
than specific drugs or drug effects. The referYear: 1970.
ences to amphetamine action on the body
Audience: Jr. and sr. high, college, adult;
do not adequately distinguish when amphe- all economic classes.
tamines produce excitement and when they
Producer: Office of Communications,
produce depression. The information incor- NIMH.
r ectly implies that amphetamines cause deSource: National Audiovisual Center
pression rather than effect a reaction to {GSA). Washington, D.C. 20409 {Attn: Disoverstimulation of the drug.
tribution for rental; Sales Branch for
An opening statement in the film saying
purchase).
the only way to know about drugs is to ask
Rental: Free.
someone who has taken drugs is lat er conPurchase: $96.25.
tradicted by Debbie when she advises, "Don't
Details: 28 minutes, color, 16 rom., sound.
believe what other kids tell you about drugs."
Synopsis.-Comments from several drug
Debbie's story might mistakenly imply that addicts and parents reveal the sense of frusdrug-taking is a cause, rather than a tration that exists when addicts need help
result of Debbie's lack of maturity and and don't know where to find it. The film
responsibility.
focuses on the success of a variety of rehabillThe information on the dangers of me- tation and treatment approaches, including
thamphetamine use is thorough a.nd in good the :Federal Narcotic Addict Rehabilltation
perspective.
Act (NARA) Center at Lexington, Kentucky;
GROOVING
Teen Challenge which is a religious approach;
Year: 1969.
the Samaritan Halfway Society which uses
Audience: Intermediate, jr. and sr. high; "encounter" therapy; a methadone program
suburban.
in New Orleans; a.nd the lllinois Drug Abuse
Producer: Benchmark Films, Inc.
Program which offers a variety of rehabilitaSource: Benchmark Films, Inc., 145 Scar- tion methods. The film states that no one
borough Road, Briarcliff Manor, New York approach seems to work for all addicts and
10510.
that help for the drug addict is available, in
Rental: $40.00.
more than one form.
Purchase: $390.00.
General evaluation of the film.-This film
Details: 31 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound. presents a good overview of the variety of
Synopsis.-A group of t~nagers is filmed methods and facilities which exist for addicover a period of several days of confronta- tion rehabilitation. Its message is a positive
tions and discussions on drug use. Comprised one--that help is available. It is useful as an
of drug users, non-users, and ex-users, the information tool. The racial mixture of subgroup talks about reasons for trying various jects interviewed testifies that drug addiction
drugs and individual experiences with drugs. is a problem for everyone.
The informal sessions provide a setting for
However, by showing many examples of
examining the motivations--some apparent, "success" stories involving rehabilitated
some hidden-for drug experimentation. The drug addicts, there is the danger that viewers
ESCAPE TO NOWHERE
discussions proceed to other aspects of drug will falsely believe that treatment for addicts
use: boredom with one drug which may lead is easily obtainable. The film would more
Year: 1968.
to trying another drug; the lack of motiva- accurately inform the public if it noted how
Audience: Jr., sr. high; suburban.
t
ion for performing school work which might difficult it is for many addicts to get into the
Producer: Professional Arts, Inc.
Source: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box accompany drug use; the ability, or lack of programs and also to receive adequate
it, to control drug experimentation and to follow-up care once they've left the pro8484, Universal City, Calif. 91608.
stop when one chooses. The film ends with grams. The film is too long; it would be more
Rental: $27.50.
comments by individuals about how their at- interesting if it concentrated on fewer proPurchase: $275.00.
Details: 25 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound. titudes have or have not changed since the grams in greater detail.
Synopsis. This film tells the real-life beginning of the filmed discussion. None of
Evaluation of scientific a.ccuracy.-The
story of Debbie, a teenager, who describes her the teenagers is a professional actor; the film film is scientifically acceptable. It is notehas
no
set
script.
attitudes and feelings, and the role drugs
worthy because it presents addiction as a
General evaluation of the film.-The film's social sickness which can be cured. It also
play in her life. Debbie hitchhikes to parks,
zoos, museums and bookshops. She converses strength lies in its attempt to deal with the shows that a variety of successful approaches
with a narrator who asks her why she takes often unexpressed motivation behind drug to addiction exists.
drugs, how she started, what drugs she has use. Visually it is very attractive. The film
Some of tbe narrative information could
used, what they do for her, whether or not is also technically well done and backed up be expanded to present a more accurate
with
entertaining
music.
It
will
best
be
she's happy. The discussion is interspersed
portrayal of methadone use. The film implies
with brief comments from other drug users utilized to stimulate discussion among teen- that met hadone has proved effective without
agers.
and interviews with medical authorities.
referring to questions or objections which are
At times the film lacks credib1llty because often raised in association with methadone. A
The film was made in cooperation with the
San Mateo Union High School District in some encounters are too staged and result more complete explanation of how and why
in pre-drawn conclusions. The discussions in methadone has been successful in some proCalifornia.
General Evaluation of the film.-Because the film do not convincingly support the grams ts needed. More emphasis on the necesDebbie is a teenager who has had experiences change in attitudes which most of the youth sary precautions involved in dispensing
with drugs, young viewers should be able to express at the end of the film. In pa.rticular, methadone, and a discussion of other methods
identify with her. She is convincing as a sin- several of the teenagers who are drug users of treatment (such as narcotic antagonists)
cere person and illustrates that drugs have decide either to stop using drugs or to at would strengthen the film.
least question their use of drugs; they are
led her to a purposeless life.
HIDE AND SEEK
The story is over-dramatized. Debbie's convinced by arguments that to the viewer
Year : 1966.
odyssey-like wanderings are fairly carefree. aren't convincing. One young person, whose
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult; inShe seldom worries about money yet is sup- pro-drug position is not altered, says his
porting a costly drug habit. The film subtly problems are too serious to stop taking drugs, ner city.
Producer: Center for Mass Communicatmpiles that she obtains money from prosti- implying that those who continue to use
tions, Columbia University.
tution, but this is not clear. Debbie doesn't drugs have psychological problems.
Source: Rental: Extension Media Center,
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
seem to suffer as a result of her involvement
Wlth drugs. She admits she is lonely, but film cannot be faulted on a scientific ground University of Calif., Berkeley, Calif. 94720;

Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $300.00.
Details: 29 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Sanford J. Feinglass, Ph. D.,
presents background information to a small
group of adults in a classroom setting. Dr.
Feinglass discusses drugs in the categories of
depressants, stimulants and psychedelics. He
notes similarities and differences between
drugs. Questions asked by individuals in the
group include the following: Are tranquilizers and amphetamines addictive? Is alcohol as serious a problem as narcotics? Is
marijuana a narcotic? What is psychological
dependency? In his summary, Dr. Feinglass
emphasizes that solutions to drug abuse
problems must consider the reasons why
people take drugs.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
contains basic information of value to those
who want a lecture-type presentation on
drugs. The format, however, is unimaginative; as a filmed lecture the material is
overly-long and uninteresting. The staged
questions from the audience add to the film's
stilted style.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film is scientifically acceptable. The informaton places a good emphasis on drug dosage,
and non-drug factors which lnfiuence response. It includes a distinction between
teratogenesis and mutagenesis which is seldom found in general drug information. Important emphasis is made on the problem of
drug abuse originating not with the drugs
themselves but with the reasons for their
use.
The film presents some information as
factual without noting that it is in part
based on opinion and subject to disagreement with some authorities. This includes
classifying narcotics and minor tranquilizers
together as depressant s, and stating that
marijuana has properties similar to both
depressants and stimulants. Also questionable is the statement that marijuana has a
reverse tolerance effect. The term "speed"
does not refer specifically to Benzedrine, as
stated in the narration, but to either methamphetamine or to all amphetamines. The
narration says that only true tranquilizers
will end a bad LSD trip; however, sedatives
have also been used successfully to combat
ad verse reactions to LSD.
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Purchase: Center for Mass Communications,
Columbia Univ., 440 West llOth Street, New
York , N.Y. 10025.
Rental : $11.00.
Purchase: $168.00.
Details: 14 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Carl, a teenager in New York
City, tries heroin on a dare and becomes
addicted. Alienated from his father and
friends , he wanders around the ghetto, aware
that he is "lousing up" his life but unable
to help himself. Carl's first-person story iS
related by a n arrator.
General evaluation of the film.-Carl is an
attract ive boy with whom young people can
probably identify. The film's photography
and background music add a poetic quality
to the story and evoke sympathy f or Carl's
plight. However, the impact of his situation
is lessened because the story is sketchy. The
viewer learns little about Carl. His relationship with his father is mysterious, and not
much is known about Carl before he became
an addict. Also, Carl's life as an addict really
doesn't seem so terrible. The film is too long;
it contains little action and the pace drags.
The overall impression is one of triteness
and sentimentality.
Eval u a tlcn of scientific accuracy.-The film
is generally sclen tlfically acceptable although
it includes several inaccuracies. Carl's prior
use of marijuana implies that marijuana
users usually end up on heroin. Several statements overemphasize a hopelessness about
heroin addiction and imply that addicts can
never be cured or that addiction leads only
to death, such as: "He was hooked in Vietnam
and came home to die." "Nobody beats it.
You really can't beat it." "I never knew I
could get hooked on one shot." The film
blames Carl's addiction on the drug itself
rather than on his personality or his environment. The mainlining scene is unrealistic and contrived.
THE HIPPIE TEMPTATION

Year: 1967.
Audience:
Sr. high, college, adult;
suburban.
Producer: Columbia Broadcasting System.
Source: McGraw-Hill Films, Hightstown,
New Jersey 08520.
Rental: $40.00.
Purchase: $610.00.
Details: In 2 parts, 51 minutes, color, 16
mm., sound.
Synopsls.-Harry Reasoner of CBS visits
the Hipple haven in San Francisco's HalghtAsbury district to find out "who and what"
the Hippies are, how they dress, where and
how they live, and why they choose their
life style. Reasoner examines the Hippie behavior patterns and explores the role of drugs
in their subculture. He interviews medical
authorities who have worked with drug users,
members of the rock group, The Grateful
Dead, two teenagers brought to the McAuley
Neuro-Psychiatric Institute after using LSD,
and their mothers. The film weighs the positive and negative sides of the Hippie life,
but Reasoner concludes that their behaVior
is "style without content." He cal~ the
Hippie life childish because they criticize
society without working actively towards
change.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
is an interesting, entertaining account of a
way of life that, for the most part, has now
changed. The photography, music and interviews with the Hippies give a first-hand
account of their living style. The film is dated
since Halght-Asbury no longer exists as a
Hippie center.
Reasoner's comments, which are essentially a. "put-down" of the Hippies, reveal
a lack of true understanding of them and
an inab111ty to break away from the "adult,
esta.bllshment" viewpoint. Because of this
bias the film will do nothing to enhance a.n
understanding of the Hippie motivations; it
will probably reinforce feelings of fear or

dislike for the Hippies on the part of older
people. If the film is presented as a portrayal
of the Hippie scene as it was in 1967, and if
the narration is presented as an interpretation of that scene, the film has potential
use.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable. However, many of
the opinions voiced are presented as fact.
This iz particularly true of the comments
of the medical authorities who theorize why
people turn to drugs and how drug use may
hinder psychological growth. Opinions such
as "Acid users have difficulty with love,"
"There is a universal danger thAt normal
young people will turn into cripples," and
"Drugs hold the Hippie sub-culture together," when stated by "authorities" are
often heard as facts. Some of the physicians'
comments are overgeneralized. The references to electroencephalogram patterns revealing brain damage imply that this is an accepted medical theory. Since conflicting data
exists, the statement should be qualified.
The film tends to uncritically blame
"drugs" for adolescent problems and for the
Hippie style in general. It also tends to
equate LSD use with the Hippies, ignoring
the fact that many LSD users are not Hippies, or that Hippies do not necessarily use
LSD.
LSD: LETTVIN VS. LEARY

Year: 1967.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: National Educational Television.
Source: Field Services Dept., Audiovisual
Center, Indiana Univ., Bloomington, Ind.
47401.
Rental: $11.25.
Purchase : $210.00.
Details: In 2 parts, 54 minute&, black/
white, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Timothy Leary, a former Harvard psychologist known for advocating LSD
use, expounds the doctrine of his League for
Spiritual Discovery before a student audience at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Part I. MIT professor Jerome
Lettvin, M.D., replies in Part II. Sitting in
front of a flickering candle with film clips
behind him simulating an LSD trip, Leary
advances his "turn on, tune in, drop out"
theory saying that man has been narcotized
by conve ntion and needs an "antidotal sacrament." He agrees that LSD involves a risk;
everything "worthwhile" does, but, he adds,
no substantive evidence exists which says
LSD causes damage. Leary also advocates
the legalization of marijuana. Lettvin agrees
that marijuana laws are irrational, but
says LSD and other psychedelic drugs
offer no guarantee of safety and should
not be legalized or used fr-eely. He compares
the LSD experience to the temporal lobe
syndrome which characterizes ax-murderers
and epileptics. To Lettvin, the glories of
LSD are not worth the gamble.
General evaluation of the film.-This
co:J.frontation over LSD is unique because
of the intelligence and credib111ty of both
debaters. Their rhetoric is at times stronger
than their logic, however, and few questions are actually resolved. Lettvin and Leary
are both entertaining even though they
occupy the stage alone, but the film is too
long. It should be viewed in historical perspective since Leary's influence as an active
proponent of LSD has declined since 1967.
The film's language and reasoning require a
sophisticated audience for full appreciation.
The film's mechanical quality is only fair;
at times it is difficult to hear.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film cannot be faulted scientifically since it
presents two opposing, individual viewpoints
and does not attempt to present balanced
information on drugs as much as it does
philosophy. I f shown with a. qualified
resource leader, the film could promote valuable discussions.

LSD: THE

SPR~G

GROVE EXPERIMENT

Year: 1966.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult; special
groups such as psychology and mental health
classes.
Producer: CBS News.
Source: McGraw-Hill Films, Hightstown,
New Jersey 08520.
Rental: $25.00.
Purchase: $275.00.
Details: In 2 par.ts, 54 minutes, black/
white, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-This CBS documentary film records a highly controlled experiment at the
Spring Grove State Hospital in Baltimore,
Maryland involving two patients in LSDassisted psychotherapy. The two patients, a
48-year-old housewife who suffered a paranoid breakdown and a 33-year-old alcoholic,
are observed as they undergo testing and
preparation for t heir LSD psychotherapeutic
treatment. During the actual LSD sessions,
the patients reveal the intense emotional
strains brought on by direct confrontations
with their fears and conflicts. The patients
are interviewed immediately after treat ment,
and their progress is assessed six months
later. The narration and comments from
medical authorities suggests that LSD has
potential for positive applications but that
more clinical research is needed.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
presents an objective, well-documented account of a therapeutic use of LSD. It is informat ive as well as moving. The interjected
comments from the medica.l authorities convey a respect for the power of the drug and
distinguish between its use m a supervised
setting such as these experiment s, and in an
uncontrolled situation. The film can be successfully shown to a variety of audiences,
particularly if a knowledgeable leader can
provide guidelines.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-Tb.e film
is scientifically acceptable; it accurately presents two suc~essful cases lnvolving LSD
therapy. The film would provide more balanced information if it emphasized more
fully that it was not the LSD in itself which
promoted the cures of the two patients, but
LSD used with highly-skilled therapy and in
a very controlled situation. Including therapy cases involving LSD which were not successful would be meaningful.
LSD-25

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: Professional Arts, Inc.
SOurce: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box
8484, Universal City, Calif. 91608.
Rental: $27.50.
Purchase: $275.00.
Details: 27 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The chemical compound LSD-25
is given a voice to tell its own story. The film
emphasizes the drug's unpredictabil1ty and
unknown properties. The character "LSD"
discusses potential dangers from use of illegally purchased drugs, from bad trips, from
possible chromosomal damage, from selfinjury while under the drug's influence and
from recurring effects. LSD concludes that
reactions to its use depend not on LSD's
chemistry but on the user's chemistry.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
convincingly emphasizes LSD's potential
dangers. It admits that much is unknown
about ilow LSD works. Moot of the information is well balanced and without bias, although the film tends to refer too often to
extreme reactions to LSD as evidence that it
is a. "dangerous" drug. The film is fastmoving, interesting and likely to hold viewers' attention.
Evaluation o! scientific accuracy.-The film
is sctenti:flcally acceptable; however, 1t includes some inaccurate statements and implications. Several statements report rare
reactions to LSD and incorrectly imply that
these Me common occurrences: "Hallucina.-
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tions occur at any time up to a year." "The
ultimate destination for an LSD user can
be suicide." "LSD is so perplexingly horrible."
The narration does not point out that the
effects of LSD are highly dependent on dosage, as evidenced by its statement that LSD
is the "most powerful drug ever known."
References to possible birth defects from
chromosomal damage are overstated since
data concerning chromosomal breaks and
birth defects is still inconclusive.
THE MAD CHEMIST

Year: 1969.
Audience: Intermediate, jr. high.
Producer: Professional Arts, Inc.
Source: Professional Arts, Inc., P .0. Box
8484, Universal City, Calif. 91608.
Rental: $13.50.
Purchase: $135.00.
Details: 10 minutes, color,16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The chemist in this comic satire
sets out to discover which drugs will provide
the ultimate happiness. He tests amphetamines, barbiturates, marijuana and LSD on
his invented monster, Eugene, whom he wires
to a "happiness index machine." Eugene's
reactions, as recorded on the machine, lead
the chemist to realize that there is no ultimate "kick" in drugs. The verse narrative was
written by David W . Parker, Ph.D.
General evaluation of the film.-The comic
style of the film can be effectively used With
young audiences, although some might question the suitability of a humorous approach
to a subject as serious as drug abuse. Such an
approach can convey an important message
about drugs if followed with discussions
which present more factual information than
the film presents. For example, the film discusses only one drug "effect"-an unhappy,
negative effect--without talking about the
variables of dosage, the user and the conditions of use.
The film's narration, music and characters
are entertaining and likely to hold the
viewers' attention. It should be pointed out
to young audiences before viewing that the
film's tone is deliberately light.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
cannot be faulted on scientific grounds since
it does not convey factual information on
drugs. The message, "Drugs don't lead to
happiness," is presented without portraying actual drug effects on the human body.
MARIJUANA

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Max Miller/ Avant! Films, Inc.
Source: Bailey-Film Associates, 11559
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Rental: $25.00.
Purchase: $350.00.
Details: 34 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The film presents arguments
for and against smoking marijuana and then
advises individuals to make their own decisions. Sonny Bono, of the folk group Sonny
and Cher, narrates the discussion against the
setting of a "pot" party which is interrupted
by the police. As the teenagers are led away
by the authorities, they shout out justifications for legalization and use of marijuana.
Each of the arguments is then individually
examined in Bono's discussion.
General evaluation of the film.-In the
film's presentation of pro and con positions
on m arijua na use, the negative comments
outweigh the reasons presented in favor of
marijuana and the debate is not objective as
the narration states. Exaggerated portrayals
of the effects of marijuana and an emphasis
on violence, which tends to associate marijuana With crime, lessen the film's credibility. Use of young people in the film, a
personality like Bono, and t.he background
music make the film entertaining. The film
can be used most effectively as a springboard for discussions.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film is scientifically acceptable; however, it

presents some inaccurate portrayals of drug
effects. The marijuana-produced hallucination depicted is unfair, and probably inaccurate, since marijuana does not produce
such hallucinations except at extremely high
and seldom-used dosages. The film's exaggerated use of violence and aggression incorrectly implies that marijuana use leads to
violence. The staged interviews in the
women's prison and the men's rehabilitation
center create the impression that marijuana
leads to heroin, although Bono says in his
narration that this is not necessarily true.
If the film is trying to present an objective, factual account, it should portray more
typical reactions of typical users of
marijuana.
MARIJUANA

Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult; al[
economic classes.
Producer: CBS News.
Source: Rental: Extension Media Center,
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
94720; Purchase: Carousel Films, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Rental: $17.50.
Purchase: $275.00.
DetaUs: 52 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-This CBS documentary surveys
the controversy over the social and legal aspects of marijuana use. Interviews with drug
users, judges, clergymen, medical authori'tries,
policemen, and legislators present a spectrum
of opinions about marijuana's use, its possible harmfulness or harmlessness, its effect
on the user's creative powers, and legal consequences of its use. CBS concludes that to
them marijuana has not been proven to be
any more harmful than alcohol or tobacco.
They deny that its use can stimulate creativity. They do not condone tts use; however, they agree that the legal penalties are
too stringent in proportion to any potential
danger of the drug. Mike Wallace narrates.
General evalua;tion of the ffim.-The objective, broad-based survey, which includes
comments from those who argue for and
against marijuana use, makes this film
credible. Those interviewed are articulate and
present a good overview because they represent different age groups, disciplines, and
varying degrees of political philosophies, although the most liberal views expressed are
fairly modera;te. The ffim is professionally
produced and entertaining.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable. The information
is well-balanced. Good emphasis is given to
the lack of knowledge of Cannabis. The
film contains a useful historical review of
marijuana use and the U.S. laws which govern its use. Both sections of the film are
well-summarized.
Certain references in the film are misleading because they imply that marijuana users
"move on" to heroin. This implication is presented in the interview with Phoenix House
residents; the comments are related without
comment or quallfica;tion.
MARIJUANA: THE GREAT ESCAPE

Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: J. Gary Mitchell.
Source: Bailey-Film Associates, 11559 Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Rental: $25.00.
Purchase $265.00.
Details: 20 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-George Willis is a teenager
interested in drag racing. He ignores the advice of someone he admires, a top professional
racer, and experiments With marijuana. After
his girl friend is persuaded by George to try
it, she is injured in a car accident and can't
attend George's important race. George appears confident of winning, but the final
scene involves him in a serious racing crash.
The film uses professional actors.
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General evaluation of the film.-The film's
photography, credible characters and settings, and background music give it a professional quality. It is an entertaining film
to view. The emphasis on the disastrous automobile accidents lowers the film's credibility
and makes the story unrealistic. The emphasis on the accidents seems to say "Don't
smoke marijuana before driving," although
it is unlikely that this is intended to be the
film's central message. The film implies that
marijuana users only smoke for an "escape,"
and that they are irresponsible and lazy. This
adds to the film's lack of credibility.
Because the story and characters provide a
basis of identity for many young people, the
film has potential for provoking valuable
discussions.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable. It places a good
emphasis on the variety of personal responses
to marijuana use and on the various
strengths of marijuana.
However, the narration and the story-line
give some false impressions about drug
effects. For example, the car accidents appear
to be the direct results of smoking marijuana,
although it ls unclear how much time had
passed between George's last experience With
marijuana and his racing accident. Caraccidents resulting from marijuana use are not
frequent occurrences; the film's emphasis on
the accidents makes the story overly dramatic. Statements are made in the film which
are overgeneralizations about marijuana
users: "Pot smokers feel compelled to turn
others on," "Pot heads have one thing in
common-work is a drag ," and "You are not
in control when smoking marijuana."
MARIJUANA-WORLD

OF THE WEED

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: KCET, Los Angeles.
Source: Field Services Dept., Audiovisual
Center, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind. 47401.
Rental: $5.50.
Purchase: $150.00.
Details: 21 minutes, black/White, 16 mzn.,
sound.
Synopsis.-The film reviews the historical
background and biological facts related to
the use of marijuana. It begins with a marijuana legend from ancient China, traces the
spread of marijuana to India and the Middle
East, gives a capsule history of legislation
and medical studies concerning marijuana ,
including the LaGuardia Report, and defines
marijuana terms. The film uses mostly photographs and drawings.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
contains, for the most part, interesting historical information about marijuana, and the
narration is objective. Its format and the
use of stills, however, make it overly academic and uninteresting. More information
on the events which led up to the 1937 Marijuana Tax Act would add interest. The film
is dated because its information does not
go beyond 1966.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable with a few exceptions. Several historical speculations are
presented as fact, such as the reference to
Shen Nung, which the narration does not
clearly identify as legendary. Marijuana is
described as a nectar in the flowers of Cannabis rather than the resin covering or protecting the buds. The narration does not
make clear that resin is present in both male
and female Cannabis plants. The film should
also discuss THC, the main psycho-active
ingredient found in Cannabis, and should
discuss the relationship of growing and harvesting conditions to marijuana's varying
strengths.
A NICE KID LIKE YOU

Year: 1969.
Audience: Sr. high (some}, college, parents, teachers; professionals working with
college students.
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Producer: Gene Lichtenstein for the
Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry.
Source: Extension Media Center, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720.
Rental: $17.50.
Purchase: $250.00.
Details: 38 minutes, black/ white, 16 mm.,
sound. Awarded a Blue Ribbon at the 1970
American Film Festival.
Synopsis.--8tudents from two unidentified eastern colleges reveal their feelings
about drugs, sex, parents, the education system and American society in general. This
documentary film visits college classrooms,
bull sessions in dormitories, and conversations between young people and parents in
their homes. The young people express very
personal feelings in an informal, unrehearsed
style. One girl says she is bored with using
marijuana and now wants to experience life
without drugs. A boy wonders, with amusement, if his father might be proud of a son
who makes a successful business deal in the
illegal drug market. Another girl says she
feels competitive with her mother. In the
variety of subjects discussed, the film presents some current student opinions rather
than one single viewpoint.
General evaluation of the film.-The film's
honest approach lets college youth speak
without interpretation or comment. Their
natural and spontaneous comments are fresh
and informative, especially for adults who
can seldom hear youth speak so frankly. The
film gives valuable insight into the thoughts
of some college students and should promote
an understanding of their drug attitudes. It
is not intended to represent all college students; these students are probably above
average in verbal facility, intelligence, affluence and liberal attitude. The film is welledited and moves at an entertaining pace.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film cannot be faulted on scientific information. It · presents drugs in the context of
their use on the college campus rather than
as substances with pharmacological effects.
The film shows people who use or have used
drugs and who continue to function and to
have insight into the meaning of their
"drug use" as well as other aspects of their
living.
RAPPING

Year : 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. high; suburban.
Producer: Filmfair Communications.
Source: Filmfair Communications, 10946
Ventura Blvd., Studio City Calif. 91604.
Rental: $20.00.
Purchase: $225.00.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound;
companion to the film "Tripping"; with
teaching manual.
Synopsis.-In an idyllic setting, a small
group of teenagers, some of them drug users,
considers why teenagers use drugs and why
they stop. People use drugs, they say, to join
in with friends, to help search for meaning
to life, to escape from problems, and to rebel
against parents and society. People stop
using drugs because their friends stop, because they find a meaningful alternative,
such as religion, because conflicts are resolved, or because they fear getting arrested.
The group leader is Anthony Rose, Ph.D.,
Director of the Institute of Drug Education,
Center for Studies of the Person, La Jolla,
California. A manual which suggests activities and guidelines for teachers accompanies
this film and a companion film, "Tripping."
General evaluation of the film.-Discussing
why people use and don't use drugs is a valid
approach to the subject of drug abuse. But
the reasons brought out in the film seem
superficial and staged. The outdoor scene beside a stream is pleasant to view, but it adds
to the film's artificialness, especially since
the students all sit in desks facing a blackboard and an American flag. The film may
succeed in promoting discussions.
CXVII-585--Part 7

Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable. It discusses reasons behind use of drugs rather than the
pharmacological effects of drugs.
SCAO

Year: 1970.
Audience: Intermediate, jr., sr. high, college, adult; all economic classes.
Producer: Concept Films, Inc.
Source: Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp., 425 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, lll. 60611.
Rental: $9.00.
Purchase: $265.00.
Details: 26 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-This film relates the experiences of two heroin addicts-a middle-class
White male and an inner city Black girl. A
narrator describes how a $40 poppy crop from
Turkey becomes a supply of heroin with an
estimated value of $280,000 on New York
City streets. The narration also focuses on
several rehabilitation facilities including
Gaudenzia House in Philadelphia, and the
use of methadone in the rehabilitation
process.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
presents a comprehensive picture of the
heroin problem in an accurate, objective
manner. The information is up-to-date, including a section on methadone which is
particularly valuable because it presents both
sides of the controversy over methadone use
in rehabilitation. The film deals with a variety of economic classes, educational levels
and personalities. By covering so many aspects of heroin addiction, including interviews with actual addicts, treatment
facilities, and import routes, the film may
present an over-abundance of information
for some audiences. On the other hand, its
format makes the information understandable and suitable for a broad audience. The
Black addict's voice is difficult to understand
at times.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
content of the film is scientifically acceptable. The comparisons between therapeutictype treatment and treatment utilizing
methadone would be better balanced if a
fuller explanation of methadone procedures,
including its successful application, were
presented.
THE SEEKERS

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr., sr. high; suburban.
Producer: Myron Solin for the New York
State
Narcotics
Addiction
Control
Commission.
Source: Benchmark Films, Inc., 145 Scarborough Rd., Briarcliff Manor, New York
10510.
Rental: $40.00.
Purchase : $390.00.
Details : 31 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Former drug users and drug addicts who are members of Encounter, an
organization which uses a group therapy
approach to drug abuse, discuss their experiences with drugs. In conversations among
themselves, with a group of high school students, and with several "hippies," they attempt to understand reasons behind drug
use. One of the girls expresses fear about
having children due to possible chromosome
damage from taking LSD; she consequently
has a blood test and a physician briefly describes the type of genetic damage LSD may
cause. The discussions result in a strong
feeling shared by the ex-addicts that drugs
are only a "cop-out" and provide no answers
to the problems of living.
General evaluation of the film.-Any message that the ex-drug addicts in this film
.h ave for non-drug users is lost in the film's
technical style. The discussions lack credibility because they appear to be staged,
particularly the meetings with the high
school students. The ex-addicts talk about
their drug experiences in a superficial man-
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ner. The continual change in scenes is confusing and detracting. The film is too long.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable. It makes a good
effort to understand the reasons behind drug
use. However, because it gives inadequate information about such factors as dosage, pattern of use, or the individuality of the user,
the film leaves the wrong implication that
drugs cause these problems rather than the
abusers themselves.
Some unqualified references give inaccurate impressions about drugs. One ex-addict
generalizes about her physical condition
while she was an addict: her "liver and kidney were wrecked," her hair fell out, her
teeth rotted. This description incorrectly
implies that drugs were the direct cause of
the effects. The discussion on LSD damage
to chromosomes needs further qualification.
Data exists which suggests that LSD does
not infiict chromosome damage and this is
not incorporated in the discussion.
SKEZAG

Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. high (some), college,
adult; all economic classes.
Producer: Joel L. Freedman and Philip F.
Messina.
Source: Cinnamon Productions, Inc., 508
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012.
Rental: Open.
Purchase: Open.
Details: In 2 versions, 33 minutes, 16 mm.,
and 71 minutes, 16 mm. and 35 mm. color,
sound. Won Gold Medal Special Jury Award
at the Atlanta International Film Festival,
1970.
Synopsis.-The bulk of this documentary
film was shot over a period of 10 hours during which Wayne, a 21-year-old Black living
in New York City, talks at length about a
variety of topics, including the Vietnam war,
his use of heroin, why he won't become addicted, his attitude towards his mother, his
friends and the white race. During the conversation, two friends drop in and the three
"shoot-up" heroin. In the final portion of
the film, which was made four months later,
Wayne is preparing to leave New York. His
physical deterioration and depressed attitude
show a marked change in contrast to his
former confidence in his ability to use heroin
without becoming addicted.
The filming technique is informal. The
filmmakers are sometimes shown during
their interviews with Wayne, asking questions, sharing jokes, or holding microphones .
General evaluation of the film.-(NoTE:
The panelists viewed the long version.)
Wayne's tragedy is both alarming and
believable. The film is credible because its
inherent message is delivered in a nontheatrical way. The camera simply records
a portion of life passing before it. The result
is an authentic, convincing testimony of one
individual's tragedy with heroin.
The film is too long; Wayne's conversation
at times adds little to his character portrayal
and nothing to what the film is revealing
about drugs. The film contains profanity
which may determine which audiences will
view it.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film cannot be faulted scientifically. Much
of its information does not deal with actual
drugs or drug effects. The scene of Wayne
"four months later" is very real and
dramatic.
SPEEDSCENE: THE PROBLEM OF
AMPHETAMINE ABUSE

Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr., sr. high; all economic
classes; medical audiences.
Producer: Medi-Cine Films.
Source: Bailey-Film Associates, 11559
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Rental: $15.00.
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Purchase: $210.00.
Details: 17 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Interviews with speed users
interspersed with statements from medical
authorities present evidence against the use
of amphetamines except for medical purposes. The physical dangers of hepatitis, malnutrition, and death are discussed. Psychological problems, which often are part of the
life style of the speed culture, and the
user's inabllity to deal with his environment
are also discussed.
General evaluation of the ftlm.-The film
effectively demonstrates the results of chronic
misuse of speed. The factual information
related by the physicians adds authenticity
although the scientific nature of their comments at times requires augmentation for
lay audiences. The film tends to overemphasize the dramatic elements 1n speed use. The
users portrayed in the film do not represent
individuals who use speed on occasion, either
for pleasure or for help in performing a
job. The continual change in scenes is
detracting.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
cc:mtent of the film is scientifically acceptable.
Limiting the scope of the film to amphetamines is helpful. The overall discussion presents valuable information.
However, the information at times confuses the occasional use of amphetamine
taken orally and the chronic use of methaphetamine by injection. This confusion
ignores the importance of the dosage level
and the route of administration of the substance. An implied message-"speed kllls"is acceptable in the context of speed taken
in massive doses over a long period of time;
however, it is misleading to imply that death
is the inevitable result of occasional uses of
amphetamines. The narration which accompanies the laboratory experiment with mice
incorrectly implies that the animal's death
is due to injections of amphetamines.
TH~HE

CHEMSTRY OF MARIJUANA

Year: 1968.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult; especially students and professionals.
Producer: KCET-Los Angeles.
Source: Field Services Dept., Audiovisual
Center, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Ind. 47401.
Rental: $5.50.
Purchase: $125.00.
Details: 20 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-Thts film records an experiment at the Palo Alto Veterans Hospital
which explores the physiological and psychological effects of marijuana on a volunteer
subject, a young male graduate student. He
is orally given the "equivalent" of three
marijuana cigarettes and at timed intervals
is asked to report how he feels and to perform
certain tasks. The physician who is working
with the subject says the experiment is designed to "settle the dispute" as to how
dangerous marijuana is.
General evaluation of the film.-8howing
the effects of marijua:l.a on one person's
behavior is informative and should help
dispel certain myths about marijuana's potential harm. The film is low keyed; it does
not try to change attitudes about marijuana
use but presents the results of a controlled
laboratory experiment.
The results of the experiment would be
more meaningful if more than one subject
were involved. It would also be helpful if the
film noted that the subject's reactions are
possibly controlled by the fact that he is in
a laboratory setting and that he is a graduate
student who has insight into behavior that
average marijuana users do not have. The
pleasurable effects of marijuana, as depicted
in the film, might stimulate experimentation in viewers who have not tried the substance. The film would benefit from editing;
it is repetitive and long.

Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film is scientifically accurate; however, several statements and procedures need qualification if they are not to be miSleading. The
film is mis-titled because the experiment
demonstrates the pharmacology rather than
the chemistry of THC. The information does
not make clear that THC is the main psychoactive ingredient in marijuana and that
other active ingredients are also found in
the substance. Referring to the dose of marijuana given in the experiment as the equivalent of three marijuana cigarettes is
meaningless because it does not consider the
varying strengths of marijuana. Nor does the
reference adequately emphasize differences in
individual reactions to marijuana, the importance of setting and how the substance is
adminiStered. The film does not emphasize
that the experiment results in an individualized response, but rather implies that this is
"the effect" of marijuana use. The techniques used in the experiment are not always
objective; the subject is often asked leading
questions.
THREE

Year: 1968.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult; all
economic levels.
Producer: John Sughnuet and Company.
Source: Benchmark Films, 145 Scarborough Rd., Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. 10510.
Rental: $30.00.
Purchase: $300.00.
Details: 51 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-The "three" include Johnnie a
19-year-old who has been a successful ~g
pusher; Tony, a middle-aged electronics expert; and Bart, an accomplished advertising
art director. They meet in a New York state
rehabilitation program for drug addicts
where, in group therapy sessions, they relate
individual experiences of heroin addiction.
With other members of the rehab111tation
program, the three prepare to move into a
new halfway house for drug addicts in a
nearby coxnmunity. The final scenes reveal
violent hostilities expressed by residents of
the coxnmunity toward the addicts.
Actors play the parts of the addicts; the
stories are composites of actual cases.
General evaluation of the film.-The film
effectively points out that drug addiction can
affect people from varying backgrounds, ethnic groups and ages, and that rehabll1tation
is possible. The ending is valuable for promoting discussions about society's attitude
toward addiction and drug addicts. The film
is entertaining, although at times too
melodramatic.
The plot over-emphasizes the addict's individual weaknesses as a cause of his addiction because It does not take into consideration outside social factors which undoubtedly play an important role in addiction. The
film thus impUes that addicts are weak individuals who simply have to gain control
of themselves in order to be cured. The film
is dated since it includes the chairman of
the New York State Narcotic Control Commission who is no longer in that position; it
is also too long.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically acceptable. It contains no
factual misinformation on drugs although tt
tends to over-emphasize "escape" as the
prime motivation for drug use and to place
all blame for addiction on the drug itself.
TRIPPING

Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. high; suburban.
Producer: Filmfair Coxnmunications.
Source: Fllmfalr Communications, 10946
Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif. 91604.
Rental: $20.00.
Purchase: $225.00.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound;
companion to the film "Rapping"; with
teaching manual.
Synopsis.-The students who discussed
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reasons for using drugs in "Rapping," a companion film, attempt in this film to find some
"positive alternatives" to drug use through
communication with each other. Under the
direction of the leader, Dr. Anthony Rose, the
group demonstrates a series of Gestalt sensory awareness exercises which include verbal
and non-verbal ooxnmunication. They talk to
each other "back-to-back" and practice "eye"
and "hand" communication. The experience
makes most of the participants feel happy,
arouses mixed emotions in a few.
General evaluation of the film.-The film's
purpose is unclear. If it is designed to show
what happens to some students in the exercises it demonstrates, it is ineffective since
we know very little about the students and
do not Identify with Individual personalities.
On the other hand, if a recreation of their
experiences is the final goal, this is something which must be done carefully, with
skilled supervision, and with more guidance
than the film provides. The "alternatives"
which the students experience appear superficial and staged. The participants do not
convince the viewer that they believe in what
they are doing.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
cannot be faulted on scientific grounds since
it presents no information on drugs. It is an
Interesting film on Gestalt therapy which
relies on the teacher's guide or professional
interpretation if it is going to provide serious
thought.
YOU CAN' T GROW A GREEN PLANT IN A CLOSET

Year: 1969.
Audience: College, adult; professional
groups.
Producer: Roy Nolan Productions.
Source: Zip Film Distributing Company,
2220 B. Bridgeway, Sausalito, Calif. 94965.
Rental: $25.00 black/white; $30.00 color.
Purchase: $375.00 black/white; $425.00
color.
Details: 52 minutes, black/white or color,
16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Thls film records portions of the
Nation.aJ. Marijuana Symposium held March,
1968, at the University of California Medical
Center in San Francisco. The symposium was
designed to answer questions about marijuana such as whether or not lt is a narcotic,
whether it leads to heroin addiction, what
laws control it, and what barriers exist to
further research on marijuana. Most of the
speakers agree on some basic issues: marijuana is legally mis-classified; this misclassfication results 1n overly-harsh penalties
for abusers and "manufactures criminals"
out of otherwise innocent people; factual information about marijuana is suppressed
from the pubUc; overaction to marijuana use
is frequent on the part of legislators and
parents.
The participants, made up of psychologists,
medical doctors, sociologists, criminologists
and writers, include Joel Fort, M.D., David E.
Smith, M.D., Price Cobbs, M.D., and James
Carey, Ph.D.
General evaluation of the film.-This film
uses knowledgeable scientific authorities to
present valuable, broad-based information on
marijuana. The speakers have had direct experience with drugs or with drug users. It
should be noted that the speakers share a
similar liberal bias about marijuana Issues
and the film therefore does not present a
balanced view. For example, many of the
speakers would, if they don't in the discussion, advocate legalization of marijuana.
Some humor In the presentations e.dds interest, but in spite of this, the fl.lm 1s too
long.
Because of its technical nature, the film is
particularly suited for professional audiences.
Evaluation of scientifl.c accuracy.-The
film cannot be faulted on scientific grounds.
Most of the information is presented, as it
should be, as opinions and personal viewpoints
of
qualified
individuals with
experience.
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[Other Audiovisuals Rated "Scientifically
Acceptable" (includes filmstrips, slides,
transparencies, recordings))
A DOCTOR ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT
DRUGS

Medium: Recording.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Parents; suburban.
Producer: Bernard V. Dryer, M.D.
Source: Media Medica, Inc., 555 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $2.00.
Details: 20 minutes, 33Ya rpm.
Synopsis.-Bernard V. Dryer, M.D. answers
questions commonly asked by parents about
drug use. The discussion covers marijuana,
pep pills, and sleeping pills, heroin and LSD.
Dr. Dryer says marijuana is a potentially
harmful drug which can be "psychologically
addictive." He distinguishes "hard" drugs
from "soft" drugs, defines overdose, tolerance,
and hashish. Dr. Dryer advises parents to
"keep their cool" if their children are using
drugs. As preventive measures agaJ.nst drug
abuse, parents should evaluate their own
pill-taking habits, and be ready and available to communicate with their children.
General evaluation of record.-The discussion tries to cover both factual information
and general advice on parental attitudes and
the result is a compromise in both areas.
Too many facets of drug abuse are covered
for any area to be meaningfully developed.
The value of the "factual" information is
questionable because much of it 1s overgeneralized or based on opinions. The narrator offers some valuable advice to parents
about their children and drugs, but its impact is lost in the med·i um of a recording.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
record is scientifically acceptable. There 1s
a good emphasis on ind-ividual responses to
drug use, the variety of motivations behind
drug use and the varied sources of help
available. The advice about approaching
drug use with reason rather than panic is
noteworthy.
However, the narration uses speculative
facts and opinions which give incorrect impressions about drug effects: "One out of
ten marijuana users goes on to other drugs."
"Heroin is a killer." LSD use means a "wild
loss of reality." The statement that "marijuana does not automatically make you an
addict" implies that marijuana often leads
to heroin. The terms "psychologically addicting" and "hard and soft" drugs have questionable educational value.
DRUG ABUSE, VOLUME I

Medium: Recording.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Sr. high, college.
Producer: Gaudenzla House with Frederick
Glaser, M.D.
Source: Medi Disc, Benjamin Fox Pavilion,
Rm. 700-25, Jenkintown, Pa. 19046.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $1.25 plus 50c maJ.ling charge.
Details: 22 minutes per side, 33Ya rpm.
Synopsis.-Dr. Frederick B. Glaser, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at Temple University Medical School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, relates possible reasons why students are predisposed to drug use and why
these may or may not be valid reasons for
trying drugs. He discusses the stress often
associated with stud.e nts• lives, their curiosity, their desire to develop close relationships
with others, and their wish to be more
creative. Dr. Glaser says the most serious
danger students risk with drugs is the arrest
of personality growth which excessive drug
use can bring.
On side two, Robert "Bob" Borriello, a
22-year-old ex-addict, recalls that a desire to
be respected by his peers encouraged him to
try drugs. He says drug users who think they
are rebeling against society are only playing
into society's hands because, by "copping

out" With drugs, they provide no real alternatives.
General evaluation of the record.-The
information on the record might be of value
to research or special study groups who are
interested in individual viewpoints on particular aspects of drug abuse. For most audiences, however, the material is unimaginative, dull and has little impact.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The information cannot be faulted on scientific
grounds if it is presented as opinions of two
individuals rather than facts. Many of Dr.
Glaser's theories are stated without qualification and may be incorrectly interpreted as
being accepted views of the scientific community. For example, he says "Rebellion is
a must" in the process of growing up, and
"Growth would not occur without novel experiences." In his remarks, Dr. Glaser overgeneralizes by referring repeatedly to "drugs"
without giving adequate qualifications regarding specific drugs, dosage, and the circumstances CYf their use.
The comments by Robert Borriello must
also be presented as one ex-addict's opinions,
not as accepted facts. His opinions are open
to misleading interpretation if accepted as
"typical" reactions to drug use. For example,
he says "When you're high on pot, you can
only tune in on one thing at a time," a statement which presents one person's experience
but which sounds like a universal reaction to
marijuana.
It would be helpful 1! clearer lines were
drawn between Dr. Glaser's suggested reasons
for drug use and Bob's suggested reasons.
DRUG ABUSE, VOLUME

n

Medium: Recording.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Sr. high, college.
Producer: Gaudenzia House with Frederick B. Glaser, M.D.
Source: Medi Dlsc, Benjalnin Fox Pavilion,
Rm, 700-25, Jenkintown, Pa. 19046.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $1.25 plus 50¢ mailing charge.
Details: 22 minutes per side, 33% rpm.
Synopsis.--On side one Bob Borriello, an
ex-addict, tells Frederick B. Glaser, M.D.,
how he became a drug addict. He discusses
family and neighborhood infiuences and
problems related to his search for identity.
On side two, Bob tells Dr. Glaser how he
overcame his drug habit at Daytop Village.
In a structured setting he was no longer able
to rely on his old excuses for taking drugs,
but was forced to act on hls problems.
General evaluation.-The record can be
useful for those who want, and don't have,
the opportunity to interview an ex-addict.
Bob's rehab111tation experiences might also
be helpful for addicts. Unfortunately, the
material is unimaginative and tends to be
repetitive and dull.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
information cannot be faulted for scientific
inaccuracies because it recalls one ex-addict's
experiences. Bob's opinions as to why he became an addict can be useful information
but should be presented only as opinicm and
the experience of one individual.
DRUG ABUSE, VOLUME III-DRUGS WON'T GET IT,
PEOPLE Wll.L

Medium: Recording.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Sr. high, college.
Producer: Gaudenzia House with Frederick
B. Glaser, M.D.
Source: Medi Disc, Benjalnin Fox Pavilion,
Rm. 700-25, Jenkintown, Pa. 19046.
Rental: Not ava.ilable.
Purchase: $1.25 plus 50¢ ma1Ung charge.

Details: 22 minutes per side, 33Ya rpm.
Synopsis.-Frederick B. Glaser, M.D. and
three ex-addicts who are residents of Gaudenzia House examine drug abuse as a symptom
rather than a problem in itself. The exaddicts recall feelings they had which led

them to drug abuse and comment on the
expectations parents and teenagers have of
each other and the problems which result.
General evaluation of record.-The discussion among ex-addicts 1s not very meaningful
because the conversation takes no particular
direction. Few stimulating questions are
asked. There is no interest device in the discussion to stimulate the listener.
Evaluation of scientific a.ccuracy.-The
material cannot be faulted for scientific inaccuracies since it presents a recall of experience of former addicts, and concentrates on
their attitudes rather than actual drug experiences. It does provide a ready basis for overgeneralization by naive listeners.
DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
SLIDE RESOURCE KIT

Medium: Slides.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult; all
economic classes.
Producer: Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs for the American Pharmaceutical Association.
Source: Rental: BNDD, 1405 I Street, N.W.,
washington, D.C. 20537; or APhA, 2215 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20037; Purchase: Sales Branch, National Audiovisual Center (GSA), Washington, D.C.
20409.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $55.00. Also available in sections.
Details: In 8 sections, 165 slides, color, 35
mm.; with printed captions.
Synopsis.-The eight sections in the kit
are color-coded to match cards with brief
captions for the individual slides. The section titles include the following: "The History of Drug Abuse"; "Drug Abusers' Propaganda" (11lustrates material advocating drug
abuse; this section is intended for professional and adult audiences); "Drugs of
Abuse"; "Drugs and Your Body" (reviewing
the effects of drugs on the body, this section
is designed for secondary school audiences);
"U.S. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs" (describes the duties and responsib111ties of the Bureau); "Rehabilitation and
Treatment Centers"; ''Drug Abuse Education Material" (reviews publications, films,
audiovisual programs and posters on drug
abuse available to the public); and "Drug
Abuse Education PrograinS and Councils"
(reviews task forces, committees, and councils, and describes a few local programs) .
The kit is designed to supplement other
presentations on drug education with basic
information on various aspects of drugs. Individual slides are intended to be used
according to various audience levels and
interests.
General evaluation of the materiaL-The
kit presents specific and carefully researched
information on drugs in a well-organized
form. It has a varied use because different
sections can be used with different audiences.
If presented as a supplement to other information and/or activities, and 1f used over
a period of time rather than in one or two
long sessions, the material will command a
high interest-level. The kit can be updated
easily by replacing slides or captions.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The kit
is scientifically acceptable; however, it omits
some information which makes certain sections inadequate or oversimplified. For example, no reference is made in the narration
to tobacco or alcohol. The section on "Drugs
and Your Body," which describes drug effects,
oversimplifies its description of drug actions.
The narration does not include dosage or
patterns of use in its slide captions.
DRUG

INFORMATION

SERIEs--NARCOTICS

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. hig.h, college and adults;
all economic levels.
Producer: Guidance Associates.
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Source: Guidance Associates, Harcourt,
Brace & World, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.
Rent al: Not available.
Purchase: $18.00 with record, $20,00 with
cassette; complete series of four $66.00 with
records, $74.00 with cassettes.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette); with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-"Narcotics" is one of four drug
filmstrips in the Drug Information Series.
The filmstrip identifies drugs in the narcotic
family: opium and its derivatives (morphine, codeine and heroin) , and the synthetic narcotics. It focuses on the life style
of the heroin addict. Comments from medical authorities and ex-drug users cover reasons why people begin experimenting;
met hods by which the drugs are taken;
what the term "hooked" means; how tolerance for narcotics is developed; how the
lllegal market results in high prices and
often an impure product; and why the
heroin user is endangered by overdose and
poisoning. An ex-addict describes how he
"kicked" his habit. Various treatment
methods are discussed including specific programs which use encounter therapy or treatment with synthetic drugs.
The discussion guide which accompanies
the filmstrip contains the script, background
information for teachers, a drug chart, a
summary of drug laws, a glossary and a
bibliography.
General evaluation of filmstrip.-The narration, photography and objective presentation of the information in this filmstrip all
contribute to its overall quality. The use
of different ethnic groups makes the material
useful to a wide range of audiences.
Evaluation of scientfic accuracy.-The
"data in t he filmstrip is scientifically acceptable wit h a few exceptions: a reference to
the number of heroin-caused deaths is not
fully documented ~th the proper locale;
the drug chart at the end of the filmstrip
refers to duration of drug effects without
indi~ating dosage or routes of administration.
The filmstrip does, however, present good,
up-to-date
information
on
treatment
approaches and the need for a variety of
approaches.
DRUG INFORMATION SERIES-PSYCHEDELICS

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adults.
Producer: Guidance Associates.
Source: Guidance Associates, Harcourt,
Brace & World, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $18.00 with record, $20.00 with
cassette; complete series of four $66.00 with
records, $74.00 with cassettes.
Details: 12 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette); with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-This is one of four drug filmstrips in the Drug Information Series. The
program on psychedelics begins by naming
various types of psychedelics or hallucinogens, including peyote, mescaline, psilocybin
and LSD. (Marijuana is referred to as having hallucinatory effects, but in this series
it is included in the filmstrip on sedatives.)
Interspersed with comments from a young
couple about their experiences With LSD are
comments from physicians and psychologists
who discuss the perceptual changes and
mood alterations which the psychedelics
produce. The effect an individual's personality and his immediate surroundings will have
in determining what kind of "trip" he will
experience is discussed. Other points include
the problem of "flashbacks" for those who
have had a bad trip, the possibility of longterm chromosomal damage, the legal penalties involved for sale and possession of these
drugs, and the uncertain chemical nature of
the black market psychedelics.
The discussion guide which accompanies
the filmstrip contains the script, background

information for teachers, a drug chart, a
summary of drug laws, a glossary and a
bibliography.
General evaluation of filmstrip.-The combination of the excellent photography and
the narration by medical authorities and
LSD users makes this filmstrip one of the
better materials available on psychedelic
drugs. The narration's unemotional, unmoralizing tone contributes to the material's
quality.
The filmstrip over-emphasizes the negative
aspects of LSD and would be improved if it
mentioned current legitimate research with
LSD.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
data in the filmstrip is scientifically acceptable with a few exceptions. Reference is made
in the narration to evidence that LSD
"causes permanent damage" genetically. In
view of the fact that most objective observers
consider that eviden ce of genetic damage is
at present inconclusive, this reference gives
incomplete information. A comment from
a medical authority who refers to LSD producing a "very specific regressive phenomenon" implies a universal response rather
than one limited to a portion of LSD users.
The drug chart which appears at the end
of the filmstrip refers to the "duration of
effects" of various psychedelic drugs without
taking into consideration the dosage of the
drug or how it entered the body, factors
which bear heavily on the duration of a
drug's effect.
DRUG INFORMATION SERIES-SEDATIVES

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: Guidance Associates.
Source: Guidance Associates, Harcourt,
Br-a ce & World, Pleasantvllle, N.Y. 10570.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $18.00 with record, $20.00 with
cassette; complete series of four $66.00 with
records, $74.00 With cassettes.
Details: 14 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette); with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-The filmstrip on sedatives is one
of four drug filmstrips in the Drug Information Series. The information presented on
seda~ives covers alcohol, barbiturates and
marijuana. Medical authorities and drug
users discuss who uses barbiturates and why,
and what problems can result from continued
use. Comparison is made between barbiturates and alcohol use, and the dangers of
using the two simultaneously is discussed.
"Physical dependence," "psychological dependence," "tolerance" and "withdrawal" are
defined. In the discussion on marijuana, the
difference between hashish and marijuana is
explained. Interviews with marijuana users
relate the effects of the drug. A medical authority says more research is needed to determine whether marijuana has the potential
to cause physical harm to the body.
The discussion guide which accompanies
the filmstrip contains the script, background
information for teachers, a drug chart, a
summary of drug laws, a glossary and a bibliography.
General evaluation of filmstrip.-This is
an informative, unbiased presentation on
sedatives which is supported With excellent
photography. The comments from a variety
of drug users add much to the filmstrip's
entertaining qualities. The setting of many
of the frames and the language of the experimenters make this a credible material.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The information presented in the filmstrip is scienticially accurate. The different types of
sedatives are presented with good perspective. The material's emphasis on alcohol
strengthens the discussion.
In the narration, inappropriate reference
is made to drug effects without accounting
for the dose or the route of administration.
This is particularly true in the drug chart
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which appears at the end of the filmstrip.
An exception to this oversight is the discussion on alcohol which mentions specific
dosages when describing effects. The comments on marijuana rely on the "unknown"
effects of marijuana to imply that dangers
exist with its use. The statement "hooked"
on marijuana is used, a contradictory term
since it usually refers to addictive drugs.
DRUG INFORMATION SERIEs--STIMULANTS

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr. and sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: Guidance Associates.
Source: Guidance Associates, Harcourt,
Brace & World, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $18.00 with record, $20.00 with
cassette; complete series of four $66.00 with
records, $74.00 with cassettes.
Details: 11 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette), with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-The filmstrip on stimulants is
one of four drug filmstrips in the Drug Information Series. This filmstrip examines the
broad range of stimulants used daily in our
society-from caffeine and nicotine to cocaine, amphetamines and methamphetamine
("Speed"), but it concentrates on "speed"
and the life style of the chronic "speed" user.
Comments from the narrator, physicians and
drug users cover the effects of "speed" on the
user's body as well as on his personality. The
problems often involved with use of "speed"
are discussed, such as infection from dirty
needles, "crashing," building a tolerance and
malnutrition. Reference is made to the
phychological problems which often accompany the physical deterioration in chronic
"speed" users. The discussion covers the legal
controls and legitimate uses of amphetamines, and points out the difference between
amphetamines and anti-depressants.
The discussion guide which accompanies
the filmstrip contains the script, background
information for teachers, a drug chart, a
summary of drug laws, a glossary and a
bibliography.
General evaluation of filmstrip.-The information is presented in an objective, informative and professional manner. The
specific information contained in the narration, along with the credible interviews with
drug users, make the filmstrip both educational and entertaining. The material is
timely and will probably not be dated soon.
One distracting factor is the picturing of
brand name drugs.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
data in the filmstrip is scientifically acceptable; however, it contains a few inaccuracies
concerning drug effects. The narration says
caffeine, unlike most other stimulants, does
not produce a tolerance. This ignores the tolerance experienced by many coffee drinkers.
The mode of action of cocaine as an anesthetic is inaccurately described as constricting the blood vessels of the skin. The chart
which ends this filmstrip refers to the duration of effects of stimulants Without mentioning the dosage. The chart also classifies
Ritalin as an anti-depressant. When abused,
Ritalin's action is basically that of a central
nervous system stimulant.
DRUGS AND THE BODY

Medium: Transparencies.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Intermediate.
Producer: DCA Educational Products, Inc.
with the Food and Drug Administration.
Source : DCA Educational Products, Inc.,
4865 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19144.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $61.35.
Details: 21 transparencies, color; with
teaching manual.
Synopsis.-The cartoon transparencies emphasized basic concepts about general drug
use including respect for drugs. the importance of following a physican's directions for
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prescribed drugs or the manufacturer's directions for over-the-counter drugs, and the
danger of using two drugs simultaneously
without medical supervision. Drugs are discussed in relation to the portions of the body
they are designed to treat, such as drugs for
the endocrine glands, drugs for the muscular
system and drugs for the circulatory system.
General evaluation.-The program contains
basic information which may be valuable at
an elementary level but the transparencies
are uninteresting and require an imaginative
teacher or leader. References to specific substances such as depressants, anticoagulants
and vasoconstrictors is overly-technical for
elementary students. At the same time, the
graphic style and the fact that much of the
information is elementary makes the materiul unsuitable !or a nigher-agea group.
The information does give appropriate emphasis to the need for using good sense when
dealing With drugs.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy: The material is scientically acceptable with a few
exceptions. One of the transparencies refers
to phenacetin, a substance no longer used
in over-the-counter drugs. More recognition
is needed of individual differences and othe~
non-drug factors which affect drug response.
The information places a good emphasis
on dosage.
DRGUS: FRIEND OR FOE?

.

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Kindergarten through third
grade.
Producer: Marsh Film Enterprises.
Source: Marsh Film Enterprises, 7900 Rosewood Dnve, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66208.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $15.00 with record; $18.00 with
cassette.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette); With teaching guide.
Synopsis.-Richard E. Davis, M.D., leads a
discussion on drugs with a group of elementary children whose spontaneous comments
are included in the filmstrip. The discussion
is designed to create an awareness of the
benefits of proper drug use and a knowledge
o! the dangers of drug misuse. Among the
questions Dr. Davis asks the children are
these: "Why should we take care of our bodies?" "Can drugs prescribed by a doctor be
abused?" "What should you do if you take
medicine by mistake?" "Why should we
throw away old drugs?"
The brief teaching guide which accompanies the filmstrip identifies vocabulary used
in the program which may be new to children and lists selected supplementary material for teachers and parents.
General evaluation o! the filmstrip.-This
is a good teaching tool for the specified audience because the discussion is specific, to the
point and uses suitable language. The question and answer approach is used to its best
advantage to convey the information in an
entertaining, informative way. Another good
quality is the general tone of the doctor's
discussion which is kindly and not preachy.
The filmstrip's concentration on one basic
theme is another strong point.
Some of the frames are unimaginative and
repetitious. The program wm be best utilized
if supplemented with additional information
and activities.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
data in the filmstl'ip is scientifically acceptable. It presents good information and encourages "respect" !or · drugs and the care
of the human body.
The narration includes an inaccurate reference to antibiotics as a remedy for colds.
DRUGS

IN OUR SOCIETY-ALCOHOL:
ABOUT DRINKING

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. and sr. high.
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Producer: QED Productions, A Division of
Cathedral Films, Inc.
Source: Singer ( SVE-Society for Visual
Education, Inc.), 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, Ill. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $11.50 with record, $13.50 with
cassette; complete set of six $51.50 with records, $57.00 with cassettes.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette) ; with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-This is one filmstrip in the series Drugs in Our Society. The filmstrip reviews the discovery and early uses of alcoholic beverages and discusses alcohol's chemistry and psychological effects. Tolerance, dependence, damage from chronic alcoholic
use and alohol as a social instrument are also
discussed.
General evaluation of the filmstrip.-The
impact of important scientific information is
lost because the material is overly-technical,
too lengthy and weighted with the message
that all drinking is bad and will lead to accidents, crime, alcoholism or fatal diseases. If
the data were closer related to issues of social
drinking rather than chronic alcohol abuse,
the filmstrip would be more relevant. The
photographs date the material and generally
are not attractive or entertaining.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically acceptable. Recognition is given to individual differences in response to alcohol use and the relation of
dose to response. The filmstrip presents a
good review of alcohol's psychological effects.
The narration mistakenly says alcohol 1s
not physically addicting. The alcoholic concentration in the blood depends not only on
the physical size of the drinker, as the filmstrip states, but also on his age and the
amount of food he has recently consumed.
The material tends to overemphasize an association between alcohol use and crimes,
violence and traffic accidents.
DRUGS IN OUR SOCIETY---'I'OBACCO: THE HABrr
AND THE HAZARDS

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Intermediate, jr. and sr. high.
Producer: OED Productions, A Division of
Cathedral Films, Inc.
Source: Singer (SVE-Society fo.r Visual
Education, Inc.), 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, Ill. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $11.50 with record, $13.50 with
cassette; complete set of six $51.50 with
records, $57.00 with cassettes.
Details: 13 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette); With discussion guide.
Synopsis.-This filmstrip is one of six in
the series entl.!tled Drugs in Our Society. The
information on this filmstrip includes a historical review of the practice of smoking,
including its recently recognized dangers, and
a review of the respiratory tract and the
body's protective devices. The discussion
covers tobacco-related diseases, the chemical
composition of smoke and nicotine, and the
smoking habit.
General evaluation of the filmstrip.-The
material presents accurate, well-documented
information which is important for many age
groups. The combination of photographs and
cartoons makes it useful for aud·i ences spanning a wide age r.ange; however, its emphasis
on technical language Will be confusing for
younger children. The pace of the filmstrip,
some of the illustrations and the narrator's
monotone voice, detract from the effectiveness of the ma;terial.
The filmstrip says the decision to smoke
is an individual one. Its information, ·however, is slanted against smoking. The narra-

tion should admit its bias in the beginning,
and then proceed to support its viewpoint.
l't would be helpful if the information on
aids !or the smoker who is trying to stop
were discussed more completely.

Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically acceptable and presents valuable information about smoking
and health.
In the discussion of the hazards of smoking, the references imply that smoking is
the sole cause of some of the diseases mentioned, such as emphysema and lung cancer.
Statistical comparisons between occurrences
of such diseases between smokers and nonsmokers would be useful.
HEALTH

EDUCATION

SERIEs--DRUGS

Medium: Filmstrips.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Intermediate, jr. high.
Producer: D. C. Heath and Company.
Source: D. C. Heath and Company, 2 '/UO
N. Richardt Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind. 46219.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $200.00.
Details: Set of 10 filmstrips with 10 records,
color, 35 mm., sound; with teacher's guide.
Synopsis.-The filmstrips, composed of
photographs and cartoons, are available as a
set with a teacher's guide and student "score
sheets" which correspond to the multiple
choice questions posed throughout the narration. The introductory filmstrips presents an
overview of drug abuse problems, notes similarities between the drugs which are covered
in the series, and discusses !·a ctors which
influence short-term and long-term responses
to drugs. The introduction also covers legal
controls over drugs and individual responsibi.ity in making decisions about drug use.
The filmstrips on the various drugs (barbiturates, amphetamines, marijuana, LSD, LSDtype drugs and narcotics) cover such topics
as legitimate uses of the drugs, short-term
and long-term effects, a survey of the drugs'
general uses or abuses, and factors young
people should consider when making decisions about drug use. The final two filmstrips
review the previous material and discuss
drug -use from the viewpoint of student
interest and concerns.
General evaluation of the materiaL-The
series presents much valuable information
on drugs. The material is basic, unbiased and
up-to-date_ Unfortunately, the filmstrips are
slow-paced and uninteresting. The material
tends to become dull because the same
format--informa~ion interspersed with questions and answers--is followed for the entire
series. The unimaginative style makes the
series too simplistic for most teenagers
although the information is appropriate for
them. The set has potential use as a supplement to other material.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
material is scientifically acceptable. Overall,
the series presents information on drugs with
a good perspective. Lt recognizes non-drug
fact ors when describing drug effects. It places
alcohol in a logical context and gives good
definitions of psychological dependence,
tolerance and physical dependence.
The narration mistakenly says that "any
drug can be habit forming," and that the
major effect of some drugs discussed is an
"alteration of the mind," an observation
which does not consider a dosage factor. The
statement that one-half o! all amphetamines
and barbiturates which are legitimately manufactured go into illicit drug channels is
exaggerated. The material does not fully
distinguish between major and minor tranquilizers.
HOW SAFE ARE OUR DRUGS?

Medium: Transparencies.
Audience: Elementary, intermediate.
Producer: DCA Educational Products, Inc.
with the Food and Drug Administration.
Source: DCA Educational Products, Inc.,
4865 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.. 19144.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $54.75.
Details: 22 transparencies, color; with
teaching guide.
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Synopsis.-The material defines "drugs"
and discusses why marketed drugs are regulated for safety. The processes of the Food
and Drug Administration's pre-marketing approval of a new drug and the preparation of
essential labeling information is outlined.
Some information is presented about those
responsible for the safety of a drug product.
General evaluation of the materiaL-The
information will be useful only to those who
wish to know about some of the FDA's functions. The transparencies are ineffectual and
not likely to communicate much useful information to a general audience.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
information is scientifically acceptable
although a reference to FDA approval to all
new types of marketed drugs is unclear. The
reference should indicate that the approval
is granted to a particular drug, not to every
individual batch of that drug manufactured,
except for certain classes which should be
mentioned.
LET'S TALK ABOUT DRUGS

with dose. The narration incorrectly states
that "All drugs can be habit forming."
LSD: THE ACID WORLD

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr., sr. high; suburban.
ProduGer: Guidance Associates.
Source: Guidance Associates, Harcourt,
Brace & World, Pleasantville, New York
10570.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $35.00 with record; $39.00 with
cassette.
Details: In 2 parts, 34 minutes, color, 35
mm., sound (record or cassette); with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-In Part I, viewers share with
an 18-year-old his foeelings as he considers
using LSD. He weighs comments from LSD
users who describe their good and bad trips,
medical authorities who discuss physical and
psychological effects and a dealer who explains how LSD is processed and distributed.
In Part II, the boy tries LSD at a party. He
describes the first vivid sensations and later,
his fears and confUsions. Comments from
physicians explain why LSD users sometimes
panic.
General evaluation of fllmstrip.-The
information presents arguments which urge
as well as discourage LSD use, with the idea
of letting viewers make their own decisions,
but the information is weighted with negative
viewpoints. Some of the frames are attractive but too often they have little relationship to the narration. The filmstrip is too
long; the second half in particular is repetitive and trite. The simulation of the boy's
bad trip in the end is over-dramatized.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically acceptable; however, it contains some inaccuracies. Overgeneralized statements imply that marijuana
use leads to LSD or that use of LSD leads
to other drugs. Some unique, individual
reactions to LSD use, as presented, imply
that these reactions are common. An LSD
user is quoted as saying he could not graduate from school because he used LSD three
or four times a month. Describing LSD as
an "atom smasher of the mind" and "psychologically addicting" is using misleading overgeneralizations. The information on chromosomal damage should be qualified since
present data regarding LSD use and resulting
chromosomal damage is inconclusive. References to Federal laws concerning LSD are
dated. LSD is now controlled by the U.S.
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1969.
Audience: 9 and 10-year olds; all economic
classes.
Producer: Multi-Media Productions, Inc.
Source: Multi-Media Productions, Inc .• 580
College Avenue, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $49.50.
Details: In 2 parts, 36 minutes, color, 35
mm., sound (records); with teaching guide.
Synopsis.-The guide which accompanies
the program lists five questions which form
the core of the program: "What is a drug?"
"Why are drugs different from other things
taken into the body?" "What kinds of drugs
are there?" "Why do people take drugs?"
and "What do drugs do?" The subject of drug
use is introduced with a discussion of how
people differ and how their emotional and
physical needs, as well as the ways they
choose to satisfy those needs, will vary. In
its definition of a drug, the program reviews the basic biochemical process by
which drugs cause changes. A wide variety
of drugs is discussed, including coffee and
tea, medicinal and mind-altering substances.
The kinds of effects that result from drug
groups whose action is depressant, stimulant
or a combination of these are discussed. Variable factors which determine effects are discussed, including the dosage, the setting,
the reason for taking the drug, and individual biochemical differences.
One of the two records, designed for teachers or parents, interviews Sanford J. FeinMARIJUANA: WHAT CAN YOU BELIEVE?
glasa, Ph.D., who is consultant to the projMedium: Filmstrip.
ect. In the record Dr. Feinglass talks about
Year: 1969.
the objectives of drug education, teacher
Audience: Sr. high, college, adults; subtraining, the role of the students and evalua- urban.
tion of the drug program. The guide for the
Producer: Guidance Associates.
program includes the complete script, sugSource: Guidance Associates, Harcourt,
gested teacher readings and discussion topics. Brace & World, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570.
General evaluation of the filmstrip.-8evRental: Not available.
eral factors help make this program effective.
Purchase: $35.00 with record; $39.00 with
The information is sectioned so that the cassette.
program can be viewed in intervals, allowDetails: In 2 parts, 32 minutes, color, 35
ing time for integrated discussions and flexi- mm., sound (record or cassette); with discusbility for using the program over an extended sion guide.
period of time. The filmstrips use multiSynopsis.-Part I is built around comethnic groups which add authenticity to the ments by David Smith, M.D., Medical Direcscenes. The information is presented in an tor of the San Francisco Haight-Ashbury
objective, low-keyed manner, which does Clinic. Dr. Smith defines. marijuana use as
not preach at children but urges them to a polltical-lega.l-cultura.r problem rather than
make their own decisions about drugs.
a major health issue. He F>ays marijuana
The narrator's voice tends to become mo- neither enhances creativity, nor does it act
notonous. The photography in some of the like a narcotic. There is nothing in the pharframes is of poor quality and detracts from macology of marijuana that leads to any
the program's effectiveness.
other drug, yet there is often a cultural asEvaluation of scientific a.ccuracy.-The sociation between it and other drugs. Dr.
data in the film is scientifl.cally acceptable. Smith explores the relationship of marijuana
The material presents a good perspective of to other drugs, the legal restrictions on posdrugs and their effects.
session and sale of marijuana, and its impact
The discussion on dosage, while accurate, on cultural and social youth norms. In Part
tends to confuse J:.Otency of drug preparation II five teenagers relate some of their expert-
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ences with marijuana and other drugs. The
five include a "head," an ex-user, a "social"
smoker, one arrested for possess10n of marijuana and another who moved from marijuana to other drugs.
An accompanying discussion guide includes the script for both ·par+...s of the program, questions for discussion, a drug chart,
a glossary and a bibliography.
General evaluation of the program.-Dr.
Smith's discussion is rational and honest.
His factual data is delivered without moralizing. The information should help clear confusion and misinformation on some issues of
marijuana. use. One criticism of the discussion is its length and its attempt to cover
too much information. If it were better organized, a discussion leader could divided it
into segments. The photos are interesting
and attractive; however, some have little relation to the narration which accompanies
them.
Part II is mor~ entertalning than Part I
because more people participate in the narration. The experiences related are interesting and bring out valid problems associated with marijuana use. While these experiences appear to be realistic, they are not
representative of marijuana use in general
because most of the situations recalled are
unfortunate ones. If the young people did
not have such negative viewpoints regarding
marijuana use, their opinions would be more
credible.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.- The
data in the fllinstrip is scientifically acceptable. The program places a good emphasis
on marijuana as a social issue rather than a
drug issue. It also does an excellent job of
discussing the variations of strength of marijuana and the roles the personality and environmental play in an individual's reaction
to using marijuana.
The classification of marijuana as a "hypnotic-sedative" should be presented as an
opinion held by some rather than a fact since
marijuana contains a variety of active ingredients with varying types of pharmacological action.
THE PROBLEM OF DRUG ABUSE

Medium: Slides.
Year: 1970.
Audience: College, adults.
Producer: Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association.
Source: Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, 1155 15th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20005.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $15.00.
Details: 77 slides, color, 35 mm., with printed script.
Synopsis.-The introductory script reviews
some of the reasons why people misuse drugs.
The drugs discussed include deliriants (glue,
gasoline, lighter fluid), hallucinogens (marijuana, THC, peyote, mescaline, LSD), stimulants ( amphetam1nes, cocaine) s~datives
(barbiturates, minor tranquilizers) and narcotics (opium, morphine, codeine, paregoric).
The discussion covers the historical background of some of the substances, what legitimate uses they have, if any, how the drugs
are taken into the body, how they affect the
body, what dangers are involved, and what
results can be expected from long-term abuse.
General evaluation of the slldes.-The
slides and script present specific, well-organized information on a variety of drugs and
will be useful when technical information 1s
desired. The slide medium offers the alternative of easily using certain slides or portions
of the entire set for speclftc purposes. The set
can be updated easily by replacing certain
slides when necessary.
The program makes no attempt at being
entertaining or dramatic, and tends to be
uninteresting. Many of the slides add little
to the narration. The frequency of the slldes
is uneven, with some slides appearing on
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the screen only briefly. Because the information is technical, it is especially suitable for
professional audiences. When shown to lay
audiences, it should be presented by a competent leader.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
program is scientifically acceptable; however, it presents implications which may be
misleading. The discussion tends to perpetuate the idea that chemical substances in and
of themselves cause certain reactions, without considering individual differences, dosage, or setting. The statement that an
amphetamine "kick" will distort the concept
of right or wrong needs qualification. Terminology for classification of some substances
is questionable, such as labeling glue and
solvents "dellriants" and marijuana as a
hallucinogen. The script also refers to barbiturates as having a "completely opposite
effect" on the brain from amphetamine action, a statement which could be disputed.
NoTE: The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association reports that it has revised The
Problem of Drug Abuse, incorporating the
changes suggested in the above evaluation.
SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION STUDY--cONCEPT
#9: USE OF SUBSTANCES THAT MODIFY MOOD
AND BEHAVIOR ARISES FROM A VARIETY OF
MOTIVATIONS

Medium: Curriculum with transparencies.
Year: 1968.
Audience: K-12 (Level III for jr. high--see
synopsis).
Producer: School Health Education Study.
Source: 3M Company, Box 3100, 3M Center,
St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
Rental: Not ava.llable.
Purchase: $35.00 per set of 20 visuals. The
Concept #9 series contains a total of 19
sets; Level m contains 5 sets; TeachingLearning Guides are $3.00 per level.
Synopsis.-This series is one of 10 concept
areas in the comprehensive health education
program known as the School Health Education Study. Each of the 10 areas is a complete
kindergarten through twelfth grade curriculum which uses transparencies. "Use of Substances. That Modify Mood and Behavior"
is based on the concept that an individual's
behavior and mood may be modified if alcohol, tobacco, amphetamines, tranquilizers,
coffee and similar beverages, hallucinogens,
and other substances are used. The resulting
changes may be harmful or beneficial. Many
variables underlie the use of such substances,
including social reasons, personal needs,
psychological motives, and other pressures
and circumstances.
The scientific review panel evaluated the
total K-12 program for Concept #9; the communications review panel evaluated portions
of the total program but concentrated on
Level III (7th through 9th grades).
Level m deals with decisions about behavior which confront the early adolescent
as he establishes himself as an individual
growing into adulthood. The material for
this level assumes that most young adolescents will try some substances that modify
mood and behavior, particularly tobacco and
some alcohol. It attempts to make the experimenter aware of the range and variety
of modification that can result. The program places emphasis on why certain people
might try drugs and on the reasons behind
use, misuse, and nonuse, rather than on the
na.ture of the substances themselves.
General eva.iuation of the program.-It is
evidence that the total program has been
carefully planned and professionally organized. One of its strongest points is Its utilization of the "conceptual approach." Each
idea studied is part of the total concept
of health education; also, the behav-ioral concepts studied at one level have reinforcements at earUer and later levels in the curriculum. Another strong point of the
program's organization is that it takes Into
account the individual differences of students and communities and provides fiex-

ibllity so tha·1; teachers can work with the
differences. Also important is the amouDJt
of student Involvement In the program, in
discussions and activities, and in the
problem-solving techniques which the
program incorporates.
The program's success will be determined
by a teacher's creativity in presenting it,
rather than by the transparencies which are
a small portion of the total program. By
themselves, the transparencies are undramatic and not likely to excite students. The
drawings are more appropriate for a younger
audience than the junior high age.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
data is scientlflcally acceptable. In general
the program is well-balanced. l't gives a good
perspective to alcohol, smoking and illicit
drug use. It distinguishes between reasons
for trying and reasons for continuing to use
drugs. The program introduces the concept
of "risk-benefit" as a value judgment. Due attention is paid t-o the influence of dose, individual variab111ty in response to drugs, and
the importance of social and cultural factors.
Several references to the legality of marijuana and heroin, while they do not make
incorrect statements, may leave incorrect impressions. The teaching-learning guide for
Level II states that marijuana 1s Ulegal
"mostly because It has been seen as a •stepping stone' to the use of heroin." The same
guide later makes a statement, which Is repeated in Level IV, that heroin is illegal
because it has no medical use. This ignores
the use of heroin in medical practice in
other countries.
YOU GOTTA' EVEN OPEN YOUR EYES

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Sr. high, parents; suburban.
Producer: Design Center Inc., for United
Methodist Board of Ohrlstian Social
Concerns
Source: Service Dept., Board of Christian
Social Concerns, United Methodist Building,
100 Maryland Avenue, N.E., Washington,
D.C. 20002.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $15.00 ($9.50 to church-related
organizations) .
Details: 20 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record), leader's guide.
Synopsis.-Donnie and Frannie, middleclass teenagers, relate the true story of how
drugs (marijuana, LSD and heroin) became
the center crf their lives. Eventually Donnie
is referred to a hospital for treatment; Frannie is arrested for selling drugs. The second
portion of the filmstrip consciously evaluates
the material's potential for communicating
to young people about drugs. Discussions
with the director of the filmstrip, with the
two young people who play the roles of Donnie and Frannie, and with the actual Frannie and her mother, revolve around questions
about why people use drugs, what it does to
them, and how drug abuse can be prevented.
The filmstrip uses no professiona.l actors.
Some of the scenes are repeated in the film
"Anything for Kicks."
General evaluation crf filmstrip.-The filmstrip presents a good example of drug abuse
in a middle-class, suburban setting. Frannie
is able to describe her life on drugs in a realistic manner without glamorization. The
filmstrip has good potential for promoting
discussion. The photography 1s excellent.
However, the purpose of the filmstrip is
unclear, in part because the format is confusing. The introduction lacks identification
of the speakers and the setting. There is little
continuity between segments of the filmstrip which involve different settings. At
times it is hard to know who is speaking; is
it the "real" Frannie, or the girl who plays
Frannie? The sound 1s poor, making the
~akers sometimes hard to hear. The extremely :fast pace of the first part of the
sound track adds to the confusion by making
synchronization between the sound and the

visual frames difficult when the filmstrip is
operated manually.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically acceptable. It presents a realistic story of middle-class involvement with drugs.
[Films Rated Scientlflcally Unacceptable]
THE BALLAD OF MARY JANE

Year: 1970.
Audience: Jr. and sr. high.
Producer: Professional Arts, Inc.
Source: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box
8484, Universal City, Calif. 91608.
Rental: $25.00.
Purchase: $250.00.
Details: 23 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Mary Jane (marijuana) tells
"her own story" to Jim, a teenager who 1s
trying his first marijuana cigarette. Mary
Jane briefly relates her historical background,
tells how she grows and how she affects her
user's central nervous system. She explains
how she becomes involved in the underground and why she is sometimes impure.
Psychologically, Mary Jane says, she is habit
forming. "I'm a •put-on' because I dull your
mind and waste your precious time." Mary
Jane leaves Jim by asking if he's going to
make her an important part of his life.
Marijualll.a users interject into the narration their personal experiences with the drug.
Evaluation of scientific a.ccuracy.-The
film is scientifically unacceptable. It refers to
the "female" hemp plant as the source for
marijuana. Actually. marijuana is found in
the flowering tops and leaves of both the
male and female plant. The visual effects
which are designed to suggest marijuanainduced experiences are more appropriate to
effects which could be produced by LSD. The
historical references, both to the mythical
Shen Nung and to the highly-dramatized
gangster wave crf the 1930's, are not based
on actual fact in so far as marijuana is concerned. The overall tone of the film suggests
that marijuana is closely associated with
violence, that it is "habit forming" and leads
to use of heroin, and that few, if any, who
try it ever stop smoking it. This tone does
not present a realistic view of marijuana use
today. The film will be viewed by most young
people as an unconvincing melodrama.
One noteworthy aspect of the film is that it
says people can experience different effects
from marijuana use.
DAVID

Year: 1965.
Audience: College. adult; professionalS
working with addicts.
Producer: Drew Associates for Time-Life.
Source: Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.
Rental: $50.00.
Purchase: $400.00.
Details: 54 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-The drug addiction rehabllltation processes of Synanon are related in this
story of an addict seeking treatment. David
is torn between wanting to leave Synanon
to join his wife and son, and probably begin
using heroin again, and staying at Synanon
where his behavior, motivations and attitudes are subject to continual critical
analysis by other residents. David's struggles are intensified when a former resident
returns for a visit because he went back to
heroin after leaving Synanon; the visitor
tries to cure himself by staying again, and
fails. David eventually "wins" his struggle;
he decides to stay at Synanon until he is
cured.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
data in the film 1s scientifically unacceptable
because it deals with an early period of
Synanon's history and does not accurately
portray the current Synanon program. Drug
addicts are no longer removed from rehabilitation centers by enforcement omcials, as the
movie portrays. The confiict over the visit
by David's wife is outdated by the present
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Synanon concept which encourages families
to live in with addicts.
The film is useful for those who are interested in Synanon's history.
DRIVING AND DRUGS

Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr and sr. high.
Producer: Jam Handy Productions.
Source: Rental: Jam Handy Productions,
2821 East Grand Blvd, Detroit, Michigan
48211; purchase: General Motors Photographic, Audiovisual Dept., 465 West Milwaukee Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48202.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $61.55.
Details: 14 minutes, color, 16 rom., sound.
Synopsis.-The film discusses the potential
effects of barbiturates, amphetamines, ~ari
juana, mescaline and LSD on automobile
driving. It simulates the effects of the drugs
as seen from the eyes of the auto operator.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically unacceptable. Its discussion
of drugs and drug effects is overgeneralized
and includes misleading and incorrect statements. Individual cases involving extreme
reactions to certain drugs are used to imply
a universal drug reaction. For example, the
narration states that amphetamines can produce "temporary insanity." The discussion
of marijuana implies that users usually move
on to heroin; the information of the effects
of marijuana is overgeneralized since it does
not qualify its discussion with references to
dose. Misleading descriptions of LSD effects,
based on rare reactions, include a user who
"one year later doesn't trust his friends and
goes insane" and a first-time user who requires psychiatric treatment. The narration
contains such incorrect statements as "Drug
use is against the law" and "All drugs will
produce a psychological dependence."
The film's perspective on the relationship
.of drug use to driving would be improved if
it included the effects of alcohol as well as
prescription and non-prescription drugs.
DRUG ABUSE: THE CHEMICAL TOMB

.

Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr. and sr. high.
Producer: Film Distributors International.
Source: Film Distributors International,
221 South Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90007.
Rental: $15.00.
Purchase: $225.00.
Details: 19 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The film presents information
concerning the effects of drugs on the body.
It classifies drugs most commonly abused, including solvents, barbiturates, amphetamines, LSD and marijuana. The film illustrates, often through staged settings, what
it calls the pitfalls of drug abuse including
dependence, infection, depression, crime, imprisonment, suicide and death. The film's
message says that the use of dangerous drugs
leads inevitably to a dead end, a chemical
tomb from which there 1s no escape.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
data in the film is scientifically unacceptable.
The logic underlying the addictive process,
as described in the film, is weak. The suggestion that those who use the "dangerous
drugs" are "buried alive" is unreallstic. The
film's reference to "deliriant" as a drug classification is vague and not consistent with
generally acceptable classifications. Glue
sniffing is inaccurately described as causing
brain damage. References to one Seconal
producing hallucinations, marijuana resulting in hallucinations, and high dosages of
THO paralleling LSD effects require further
qualifications if they are not to be misleading.
The term "smack" is inaccurately used as
a synonym for mainlining.
The film presents good identification of
Seconal, Nembutal and Tuinal.

DRUGS AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Churchill Films.
Source: Rental: University of Southern
Calif., Div. of Cinema, Film Distribution Section, University Park, Los Angeles, Calif.
90007; Purchase: Churchill Films, 622 N.
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069.
Rental: $7.00.
Purchase: $180.00.
Details: 18 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound;
available in Spanish.
Synopsis.-This animated film describes
physiological and psychological effects of various drugs on the body. Aspirin is used to
illustrate how a common drug act s to reduce
pain and fever. The film discusses glue-sniffing , stimulants, depressants, opium-derivatives, marijuana and LSD. Therapeutic uses
and the results of abuse of each class of
drugs are explained.
Evaluation of scieneific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically unacceptable. It contains
overgeneralizations and erroneous statements
about drug effects. The description of aspirin's a.ction on the central nervous system is
oversimplified and not a good analogy to how
other drugs affect the body. Classifying central nervous system drugs as either stimulants or depressants uses an overgeneralized,
outdated concept. The narration includes
misleading statements such as "Heroin is the
strongest and most dangerous drug,'' and references saying LSD causes permanent brain
damage and marijuana use leads to other
drug use. Several references to the authoritative knowledge of medical doctors imply that
a drug acts one way if taken with a physician's advice, but will act differently if taken
for "kicks."
FALSE FRIENDS

Year: 1967.
Audience: Adult; middle and Far Eastern
audiences.
Producer: Interfilm-London-Ltd. in association with Film Producers Guild.
Souree: International Film Bureau, Inc.,
332 South Michigan Ave., Ohicago, Til. 60604.
Rental: $8.00.
Purchase: $125.00.
Details: 9 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The film illustrates the problems a laborer and his family face as a result
of his addiction. He struggles to keep his job
in order to earn enough money to buy drugs,
but eventually fails. His wife and foreman
persuade him to undergo treatment, and
after his cure, he is again united with his
family. Most of the story is told without narration. The animated characters are of Oriental origin.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film is scientifically unacceptable. The story
is based on overgenerallzations of atypical
experiences. The laborer's addiction, which
resulted after he experimented with opium
smoking, implies that the progression from
occasional experimentation to drug dependence is inevitable. Tb.e manner in which the
story is presented ignores the complexity of
drug addiction.
FIGHT OR FLIGHT

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: J & F Productions, Inc.
Source: J & F Productions, Inc., Suite 700,
1401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102.
Rental: Not avatiable.
Purchase: $150.00.
Details: 16 minutes, color, 16 nun., sound.
Synopsis.-Former drug addicts who are
residents of Daytop Village in New York recall their experiences with drug addiction.
Their comments, interspersed with illus-
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trated accounts of drug experiences and narration, emphasize the effects of heroin and
LSD, marijuana, "pills," alcohol and cough
medicine are also referred to. The narration
concludes that it is easy to escape from life,
that everyone must make a decision. . . .
"fight or flight."
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film is scientifically unacceptable. The information draws on the biases of four ex-addicts
whose experiences are used to predict universal reactions. Using the comments of
former addicts uncritically creates mistaken
impressions. Several references, for example,
imply that marijuana is addicting and inevitably leads to heroin addiction. Fatal
automobile accidents, crime, death and irresponsible behavior are all attributed to
drug abuse. A wife of an addict blames
heroin for her husband's liver condition
which was caused by tuberculosis. The narrator states that these addicts, "unlike
most," survived their addiction; this implies
that addiction is a hopeless disease which
results in death.
FROM RUNAWAY TO HIPPIE

Year: 1967. ·
Audience: Jr., sr. high, parents.
Producer: Cinema Verite for NBC News.
Source: Film Distributors International,
2221 South Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif.
90007.

Rental: $14.00.
Purchase: $185.00.
Details: 18 minutes, color with black/ white
segments, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-This documentary about the
Hippie movement was originally shown in
three segments on NBC television's HuntleyBrinkley Report. It follows several teenage
boys from a glue-sniffing party in their hometown to the Haight-Ashbury section of San
Francisco where they find marijuana and
LSD. The film depicts a. love-in, a Hippie
wedding, Hippie dwellings, and curious tourists. The film also views communal farms
inhabited by "runaways." The narration
discusses the impact of Hippie culture on
American society.
Portions of the glue-sniffing scenes are
identical to scenes in the film "Hello
America."
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically unacceptable. It presents an
overgeneralized and distorted picture of the
Hippie movement. It includes erroneous
statements as well as misleading implications. The narration says that a Hippie is a
dope dealer. Glue-sniffing leads to "blindness,
paralysis, severe impairment and death."
Communal living is equated with hepatitis
and venereal disease. A sociological relationship is drawn between taking dope and protesting.
The film presents little analytical information on drugs or effects. It is more of an
editorial vehicle.
THE HANG-UP

Year: 1968.
Audience: Military.
Producer: United States Air Force.
Source: Rental: Air Force (AVVUTL), Norton Air Force Base, Calif. 92409.
Purchase: Sales Branch, National Audiovisual Center (GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $107.50.
Details: 32 minutes, color, 16 nun., sound.
Synopsis.-Tlle film dramatizes three fictional situations which involve the effects of
drug abuse. A hoopitalized serviceman dies
from wounds apparently self-infiicted while
under the effects of drugs. Another tries to
persuade his girlfriend to try marijuana and
LSD with him; he later experiences flashbacks from LSD. A lieutenant uses ampheta-
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mines to cope with job pressures. The film
illustrates how a serviceman's career can be
permanently damaged because of a narcotics
conviction.
Stan Musial narrates portions of the film.
Professional actors are used.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
content of the film is scientifically unacceptable. The contrived situations presented
in the film are exaggerated to the paint of
presenting inaccurate portrayals of drug situations. The film implies that marijuana is
always used only as a crutch. The simulations of marijuana effects are overdramatized. Portrayals of the pusher, the marijuana party and the LSD trip are theatrical.
There is an over-emphasis of the frequency
of recurring bad trips.
Because of the film's unrealistic tone, it
has questionable educational value.
HOOKED

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr., s. high.
PrOducer: Churchill Films.
Source: Rental: University of Southern
Calif., Div. of Cinema, Film Distribution Section, University Park, Los Angeles, Calif.
90007; purchase: Churchill Films, 662 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90027.
Rental: $6.50.
Purchase: $125.00.
Details: 20 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synospsis.-Former addicts who have been
off drugs from three to 24 months relate how
they became involved with drugs, how their
drug experiences affected them and their
families, how and why they stopped using
drugs. The youths, who are of mixed social
and racial backgrounds, are filmed in various
situations. Most of the conversations revolve
around heroin use, although other drugs are
mentioned. There is no dialogue between the
participants and no narration.
.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
content of the film is scientifically unacceptable. The information is based on individual experiences, which, presented uncritically, create inaccurate impressions
about drug effects. References to "starting
on marijuana" imply that heroin use inevitably results from marijuana use. The term
"hooked" as a title is inappropriate for a
film in which marijuana is discussed since
the term implies addiction. Some anecdotes
have an unclear relationship to the entire
discussions, such as a reference to heart pills
and a mention of using phenobarbitals to
commit suicide.
The underlying message "I never thought
it would happen to me" is valid; however, the
overall information is stereotyped and does
not present a balanced picture of drug use.
LSD

Year: 1967.
Audience: Military.
Producer: Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, U.S. Navy.
Source: Rental: Medical Film Library,
N-aval Medical School, National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Md. 20014; purchase:
Sales Br-anch, National Audiovisual Center
(GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $94.00 and $124.00.
Details: In 2 versions, 28 and 37 minutes,
color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Lieutenant Commander Walter
Minor, a NaVy physician, lectures about LSD's
discovery, its effective dose, how lt works in
the human body, its physical and mental effects, and why the Navy is concerned that
its personnel might use it.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy. The film
contains data which is scientifically unacceptable. The lecturer says he intends to be
unemotional and present only documented
facts, but his information contains inaccurate statements, partially true statements
and overgeneralizations. The lecture presents
scientific theories about the way LSD acts

on the mind and body as though they are
facts. Rare reactions to LSD use are presented
as common occurrences. The film states that
LSD causes a rapid, complete break with
reality. It defines a trip as "nothing more or
less than a period of insanity." The film
equates differences in electroencephalograph
readings before and after a subject uses LSD
with brain damage.
The information assumes that changes in
chromosomes in white blood cells will result
in abnormal children; this assumption is not
valid since no direct or conclusive link has
yet been proven either between LSD use and
mutated genes, or between changed chromosomes and hereditary defects. The information over-emphasizes flashbacks; it suggests
that anyone who takes LSD can never be reliable because of a vulnerability to flashbacks.
The discussion does give good emphasis
to the import-ance of set and setting in determining effects of LSD.
LSD: INSIGHT OR INSANITY

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: Max Miller/Avant! Films, Inc.
Source: Bailey-Film Associates, 11559
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Rental: $25.00.
Purchase: $300.00.
Details: Revised version, 28 minutes, color,
16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-A review of teenage fads opens
the film, moving from goldfish swallowing to
gang fighting and on to experimenting with
drugs. Eight physicians and a pharmacist,
all involved in LSD research, present their
views. They agree that LSD use, outside of a
medical setting, is potentially dangerous and
can lead to serious and perhaps permanent
brain damage and personality destruction.
LSD can also produce, they say, serious chromosomal damage in users. illustrations of
fetal damage in hamsters and human chromosomes affected by LSD are presented.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
contains data which is scientifically unacceptable. It misuses information by drawing
on rare, infrequent and experimental results
as a basis to predict what will happen when
hum-ans use LSD. It overgeneralizes and does
not recognize important factors such as dose,
frequency and pattern of use, or species.
Using statements as "some doctors believe"
and including testimony of actual medical
doctors adds supportive authority to some
controversial issues concerning LSD which
are presented as though they are proven
facts. Terming a bad trip "instant insanity"
or "often a never, never land of no return"
and stating that "many LSD users lose all
contact with reality" misleadingly imply
that these are frequent experiences.
The information on genetic damage resulting from LSD is confusing. Clear d.i stinction
is not drawn between teratogenesis and
mutagenesis. Chromosome damage in white
blood cells is inaccurately equated with
transmission of traits from one generation to
another. The information on LSD damage
to chromosomes and resulting birth deformities is presented as fact. Because much 1s
unknown about LSD, in particular whether
or not it causes chromosomal damage and
whether damaged chromosomes result in
birth defects, the information in the film
needs qualification.
LSD: TRIP OR TRAP!

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Sid Davis Productions.
Source: Sid Davis Productions, 2429 Ocean
Park Blvd., Santa Monica, Calif. 90405.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $120 for black/white; $240 for
color.
Details: 20 minutes, black/white or color,
16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Bob and Chuck, teenage friends,
disagree over whether or not to try LSD.
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Chuck uses LSD with other friends and persuades his girlfriend to join him. Bob seeks
the facts about LSD by reading newspaper
articles, by visiting hospitals and police stations and by talking to other young people.
He decides to write Chuck a letter warning
of LSD's dangers since he cannot convince
his friend in person. On his way to mail the
letter, Bob comes on an automobile accident
which has involved Chuck fatally.
The story is interspersed with narrative
giving informat ion about LSD.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
contains data which is scientifically unaccept able. The exaggerated portrayals of LSD
effects present an unrealistic picture of those
who use LSD and the dangers involved. The
story line is overdramatic: a teenager who
is beginning to experiment with LSD is involved in a fatal car accident with the implication that the accident was caused by his
use of LSD. LSD users are unrealistically described as "listless, indifferent, decaying and
wasting away." The film inaccurately implies
that flashbacks occur frequently and that
there is no cure for a bad trip. The film
mistakenly says the reason LSD is not legitimately manufactured in the United States
is because the substance is "so dangerous."
Photographs of deformed infants misleadingly imply that all of the deformities are
caused by LSD use. The term "lysergic acid
diethylamide" is mis-pronounced throughout
the narration.
LSD: TRIP TO WHERE

Year: 1968.
Audience: Sr. high, college.
Producer: WABC-TV, New York.
Source: McGraw-Hill Films, Hightstown,
New Jersey 08520.
Rental: $16.00.
Purchase: $325.00.
Detadls: 25 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The film begins with a simulation of LSD effects as experienced by the
producer and narrator. Commentaries from
authorities and from people familiar with
LSD deal with controversial issues. The comments include LSD's effect on personality
changes and on creativity, its possible relationship to mental disturbances and dangers
to chromosome abnormality. Members of
Daytop Vlliage, a ttherar 1utic community for
drug addicts, discuss motivations for taking
drugs and experiences with LSD or with people who used LSD. An actor, his face disfigured, describes how he set himself on fire
while under the influence of LSD. The film
concludes with the acknowledgement that
LSD can produce "good" and "bad" trips,
burt that the dangers do not justify the risks.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
contains data which is scientlflca.lly unacceptable. The discussion of LSD effects on
chromosomes dates the film, since it implies
that the occurrence of adverse genetic effects
is an established and accepted fact. In view
of more recent research which has failed to
confirm a. direct link between LSD use and
chromosome damage, the references to genetic dangers and LSD use needs further
qualification. References to unusual and rare
reactions to LSD--such as psychotic reactions
"weeks and months" after ingestion, and
murders and suicides attributed to LSD-without qualifying the frequency of these
occurrences, put an unreaUstlc perspeC'tive
on the dangers of LSD. The statement that
"scientists agree" that acid trips are not
worth taking, implies an uncritical endorsement against LSD by the scientific
community.
NARCOTICS:

THE INSIDE STORY

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr. high.
Producer: Charles Ca;hlll and Associates,
Inc.

Source: Rental: Abraham Krasker Memorial Film Library, School of Education, Boston University, 765 Commonwealth Ave., Bos-
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ton, Mass. 02215; Purchase: Aims Instructional Media Services, Inc., P.O. Box 1010,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028.
Rental: $5.00.
Purchase: $150.00.
Details: 12 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound;
Spanish version available from Aims.
Synopsis.-The film discusses positive applications of drugs when administered for
medical purposes and potential dangers involved when drugs are abused. Cllnical scenes
showing animal experiments and physicians
at work in laboratories illustrate how experimenting with drugs can seriously upset the
central nervous system. The drugs discussed
include LSD, marijuana, narcotics, sedatives
and tranqullizers.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
contains data which is scientifically unacceptable. The title is inappropriate since the
subject matter is not llmited to narcotics.
The information is over-simpllfied and misleading. The narration says, without qualification, that marijuana leads to a desire to
experiment with other drugs. Marijuana is
inaccurately called "so unpredictable" that
medical doctors can not prescribe it. Thenarration says LSD causes permanent brain
damage; this has not been medically substantiated. OVersimplified statements such
as "Some drugs are dangerous drugs" and
"Depressants cause muscle weakness" have
questionable educational value.
NARCOTICS: PIT OF DESPAIR

Year: 1967.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Film Distributors International.
Source: Rental: Association Films, Inc.,
600 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022; Purchase: Film Distributors International, 2221
S. Ollve St., Los Angeles, Gall!. 90007.
Rental: $17.50.
Purchase: $275.00.
Deta.lls: 28 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The film relates the story of
John, a teenager from a middle-class home,
who usse amphetamines to help him cope
with pressures of growing up. An old friend
who now sells drugs introduces John to
marijuana and -then to heroin. John becomes
addicted to heroin and experiences withdrawal symptoms when his friend no longer
supplles the substance free. While trying to
support his habit, John gets arrested; a court
allows him to enter a Federal hospital for
addicts where he is cured.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film contains data which is scientifically
unacceptable. Much of the information implies that use of one drug leads to use of
another. John's use of amphetamines, for
example, indicates to the friend a vulnerab111ty to other drugs. While high on beer,
John is introduced to marijuana which, in
turn, makes him "ready" for heroin.
The film incorrectly implies that marijuana acts like a narcotic. The meaning of
the reference to a "pot-needle" is unclear
since marijuana is not injected; the association with the needle inappropriately links
marijuana with heroin. The title is inappropriate for a film which discusses marijuana
to the extent this fllm does; the title reinforces the impllcation that marijuana is a
narcotic. The narration incorrectly says
marijuana produces long-lasting physiological changes in the body. The fl.lm unrealistically describes "one puff on a marijuana
cigarette" which causes John to "surrender
his dignity and lay his future on the line."
John's immediate reaction to one putf is an
inaccurate portrayal of marijuana smoking.
The information on heroin is exaggerated and
unrealistic. The pusher is stereotyped. The
scenes showing heroin withdrawal are overdramatic.
The .film contains an excellent demonstration of the preparaton and injection of
heroin.

NABCOTIC5-WHY NOT?

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Charles Cahill and Associates,
Inc.
Source: Rental: Abraham Krasker Memorial Film Library, School of Education,
Boston University, 765 Commonwealth, Ave.,
Boston, Mass. 02215; Purchase: Aims Instructional Media Service, Inc., P.O. Box 1010,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028.
Rental: $7.50.
Purchase: $185 .00.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis. Extemporaneous comments
from teenagers and young adults who are
residents of the California Rehabilitation
Center relate their experiences as narcotic
addicts. They used drugs, they say, for
"kicks," "association" and "curiosity." The
comments emphasize the unpleasantness of
the addict's life. Related scenes of drugtaking, drug effects and police arrests are interspersed with the comments.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film contains data which is scientifically unacceptable. The information is confusing because many types Of drugs are discussed ·
wit hout meaningful classifications or distinctions. The term "narcotics," as used in the
film, inappropriately covers a discussion of
"pills" and marijuana. The narration is not
always matched with appropriate visual materials; scenes of people smoking marijuana
are accompanied by a discussion on heroin.
The information concerning rehabilitation is
negative; it implles that treatment is ineffectual and that most addicts will be "hooked
for life until they die."
THE PEOPLE NEXT DOOR

Year: 1969.
Audience: Sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: CBS.
Source: Bailey-Film Associates, 11559
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Rental: $50.00.
Purchaser: $475.00.
Details: 81 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound. Note: This version differs slightly (in
cast and story line) from the film currently
being shown in public movie theaters.
Synopsis.-The story, originally presented
as a CBS Playhouse drama, involves two
middle-class families who are neighbors.
When the daughter of the Mason family has
a "bad trip" on LSD, the father blames his
long-haired son and evicts him from the
house. The Masons ask their neighbors for
help and are told to seek understanding with
their daughter. Basic disagreement in values
results in the daughter's running away to
the East Village in New York City where she
is eventually found and brought back home
to undergo group therapy with her parents.
Therapy proves unsuccessful, and after another "bad trip," the daughter is committed
to a mental institution. The neighbors discover that their son has been selllng drugs.
They turn him over to the police but he is
released on a technicallty. On the neighbor
boy's arrival home, he is attacked by Mason
who blames him for the daughter's condition.
In the final scene the police take Mason
away.
The drama refers to various drugs, including alcohol, barbiturates, amphetamines,
marijuana, LSD and STP.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-Taken
as a whole, the film is scientifically unacceptable. While it probably has va.lue as a film
1llustrating stresses of family values and
generational differenes, its value as a drug
film is questionable because of an implicit
message that drugs caused most or all of the
dramatic situa.tlons presented. Realistically,
drug use is only incidental to the pr..,blems
experienced by the two families and as a vehicle of drug information, the film has potential for generating more panic than insight.
,•. ·
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The dramatic situations in the story are
unrealistic. It is rare that LSD or STP users
require a "controlled environment indefinitely" solely because of their drug use as does
the Mason daughter. Other unusual situations, considering that only two families
are involved, include the neighbor's wife who
is "destroying herself" on amphetamines and
barbiturates, and her son, a pre-law honor
student, who pushes drugs.
The film inaccurately states that no antidote exists for STP.
THE PEOPLE VERSUS POT

Year: 1970.
Audience: Military.
Producer: Sid Abel & Associates for Dept.
of Defense.
Source: All military installations. Write
Commander of Installation, Attn.: Audiovisual Officer.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: Not available.
Details: 30 minutes, black/ white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.-In the setting of a trial, Eddie,
a young serviceman who uses marijuana, is
confront ed by several ex-servicemen who are
ex-addicts. In this "encounter" situation,
Eddie recalls his drug experiences. Other
marijuana-related cases involving military
personnel are interwoven into Eddie's story.
A soldier who has used marijuana has difficulty driving. A serviceman in combat seeks
out and guns down a friend. The narration
says all of the incidents reported in the story
are authentic.
Evaluation of scientl.fl.c accuracy.-The
fllm contains data·which is scientifically unacceptable. It bases a case against marijuana
use on atypical reactions. Reference is made
to a first-time marijuana user who "goes
crazy, and kills," and to a "killer instinct"
which marijuana produces. The effects of the
oral concentrate of marijuana given in an
experiment in the film are inaccurately
equated to the effects of marijuana which is
smoked. LSD-llke reactions are portrayed
and attributed to marijuana. Reference to
"a daily habit" or marijuana implies that
marijuana is addicting. Comments from several individuals who "started on marijuana"
imply that marijuana use usually leads to
other drugs.
The incidents and the people portrayed
are stereotyped. The fllm does not present
balanced information about the effects of
marijuana.
POT'S A PUT-ON

Year: 1969.
Audience: Intermediate, jr. high.
Producer: Professional Arts, Inc.
Source: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box
8484, Universal City, California 91608.
Rental: $13.00.
Purchase: $13.00.
Details.-10 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The .fl.lm uses irony, satire and
ridicule in a format similar to the televised
"Laugh-In" program. Vignettes depict marijuana users in various situations. The film's
humor is aimed at commonly heard endorsements for marijuana such as "Grass relaxes
me," "Pot's no worse than booze,'' and "Marijuana gives me insight." The actors portraying marijuana users are comically dressed
and wear wigs and oversized glasses. One
user Is shown reading a comic book as he says
"Marijuana helps my mind." Another advocates legalizing as he stands behind prison
bars. The film's message is 1n its title: "Pot's
A Put-On."
Evaluation of sclentl.fl.c accuracy.-The
film contains data which ls scientiftcally unacceptable. While the film does not makes
actual misstatements, the visual etfeets and
~rration
conve3 misinformation about
marijuana. By implication the .fl.lm says
marijuana causes irresponsible and ridiculous behavior. Those who use it are depleted
as lacking intelllgence. The film does not
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THE RIDDLE

Year: 1966.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Quest Productions for Office of
Economic Opportunity.
Source: Rental: Modern Talking Pictures
Service, Inc., 2323 New Hyde Park Rd., New
Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040; Purchase: Sales
Branch, National Audiovisual Center (GSA),
Washington, D.C. 20409.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $44.00.
Details: 20 minutes, black/white, 16 mm.,
sound.
Synopsis.--8cenes of actual glue-sniffers,
cough medicint: drinkers and heroin addicts
in alleys, tenements, and a physician's office
reveal some attitudes and feelings of drug
abusers. In contrast, scenes are interjected
o: a young Black who resists the drug abuse
crowd and is successful in finding a job. The
film uses no professional actors and no
script.
Evaluation of scientific a.ccuracy.-The
film contains data which is scientifically
unacceptable. Isolated cases of drug abuse
are used to convey general information
about drug effects. Reference is made to
someone who sniffed glue and was "dead in
five minutes." It is implied that the boy in
the film who drinks cough medicine has
problems which result from his abuse of
cough medicine; no qualifying statement
refers to personality problems he displays
which may have little to do with drugs. The
continual shift ln scenes makes the story
confusing.
THE TRIP BACK

i
i
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present balanced information about marijuana.

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high, college, adult.
Producer: Avon Productions, Inc., for the
New York Daily News.
Source: Rental: Any military installation.
Write Commander of installation, Attn: Audiovisual Officer; Purchase: Association-Sterling Movies, Inc., 41 West 61st Street, New
York, N.Y. 10023.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $175.00.
Details: 28 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-Florrie Fisher, an ex-addict, is
filmed as she speaks to a group of New York
City high school students. Florrie tells her
story of addiction, prostitution, imprisonment and rehabilitation. She talks briefly of
her experiences at Synanon, the self-help
organization for drug addicts which she
credits for saving her life. After speaking,
Florrie answers questions from the audience.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically unacceptable. Florrie Fisher's
comments inaccurately imply tbat what happened to her will happen to most people who
use drugs. The overgeneralized and opinionated statements give inaccurate information.
Marijuana, she says, leads to crimes of
"passion and murder." "Nobody in the world
can get away with marijuana." "I know marijuana leads to heroin and cocaine." The
description of a girl who took LSD implies
that all users will become mentally disturbed.
The testimony of this former addict does not
present a balanced view of drug effects or
drug use.
TRIP TO WHERE

Year: 1968.
Audience: Sr. high, college.
Producer: The Peterson Company.
Source: Rental: Public Affairs Officer of any
Naval District Headquarters; Purchase: Sales
Branch, National Audiovisual Center (GSA),
Washington, D.C. 20409.
Rental: Free.
Purchase: $168.25.
Details: 50 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis.-The tum deals with the short
and long-term effects of the misuse~:~ of barbiturates, amphetamines, marijuana and
LSD. The fictional drama centers on three

Navy men who experiment with marijuana
and LSD. One experiences a "bum" trip and
recurring flashbacks; eventually he develops
a psychotic mental disorder. The one who
purchased the drugs is convicted for illegal
possession and imprisoned; the third is demoted.
Evaluation of Scientific accuracy.-The film
is scientifically unacceptable. It draws on
rare reactions to drugs, particularly to LSD,
to form the basis for its overall statement
against drug use. The simulation of the bad
trip, which involves violence, cowboys and
Indians, and st range creatures, is overtheatrical. A physician in the emergency
ward says he sees a "good many bad trips,"
that "many come in dead," and that flashbacks can occur up to 18 months after the
LSD is first taken. While this may be one
physician's experience, it incorrectly implies
that such occurrences are common to all
physicians. The physician also says that
LSD users can expect chromosome changes
which may affect the minds and bodies of
future children; since recent scientific data
provides conflicting evidence, this statement
should be qualified. In genreal, the film uses
rare phenomena on which to base its story
line, making it unrealistic and over-dramatic. Such exaggerations tend to create disbelief in anyone who knows anything about
LSD.
WHY MUST THE FLOWERS DIE?

Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Cine-Pic.
Source: Independent Film Producers Company, 334 East Green Street, Pasadena, Calif.
91101.
Rental: $13.00.
Purchase: $135.00.
Details: 10 minutes, color, 16 mm., sound.
Synopsis: The story is narrated by a young
Hawaiian boy who "died ten minutes ago"
from an overdose of goofballs. He recalls his
friendship with "G.B.," another Hawaiian
who sniffs glue and who steals in order to
get money for the glue. The narrator is persuaded to join G.B. in stealing and gluesniffing because he admires G.B. and wants
to be his friend, and because he wants to
forget his family problems and poor school
grades. Eventually the two get "goofballs"
from the same person who sold them the
glue. The narrator dies from an overdose
after the two play a game to see who can
down the most pills.
Evaluation of scientl1lc accura.cy.-The
film is scientifically unacceptable. It presents
glue-sniffing in a context more appropriate
to narcotics which includes a "pusher" who
sells a "two-bit tube of glue for $2," the development of tolerance to glue which is questionable, and a fatal overdose from barbiturates which is a rare occurrence for gradeschool children.
The film does give good emphasis to social
needing and wanting friendship. The film is
factors involved in drug abuse, in this case
visually attractive; however, the presentation is over-weighted with drama.
(Other Audiovisuals Rated "Scientifically
Unacceptable" includes filmstrips, transparencies and multi-media materials]
DRUG ABUSE-GLUE SNIFFING AND PILLS

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr., sr. high.
Producer: Family Films.
Source: Society for Visual Education, 1345
Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Dl. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $12.50 or $20.00 with companion
filmstrip.
Details: 12 minutes, 54 frames, color, 35
mm., sound (record); companion to the filmstrip "Marijuana and LSD"; wtth teaching
guide.
Synopsls.-This filmstrip briefly discusses
the effects of glue-sniffing and tbe physical
d-angers involved. Most· of the filmstrip fo-

cuses on "p1lls"-particularly amphetamines
and barbiturates. It discusses what legitimate uses exist for these pills, lists some of
their trade and slang names, describes what
effects they have on the body and what possible dangers are involved with their abuse.
Young people, it says, take the drugs for various reasons, some of which are legitimate.
But whether or not taking drugs can really
meet the needs of the abuser is questionable.
Drugs, the narration says, are a "shallow"
as well as dangerous way to find meaning in
life.
The filmstrip comes with a teacher's guide
which oontains the script and some suggestions for discussions, questions and
projects.
Evaluation of scientific accura.cy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable more
because of an imbalanced view of drug use,
than for actual statements. For example, the
narration states that it is presenting only
"facts," and bases its facts on official statements or reports from such organizations as
the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs, the Food and Drug Administration,
and the American Medical Association. Actually, the filmstrip is uncritically presenting opinions of certain authorities. In its
discussion of the pharmacology of specific
drugs and the symptoms of drug abuse, the
narration overgenerallzes and does not recognize such varying factors as dose, or frequency of use. The discussion of possible
dangers of glue-sniffing omits the potential
for death by suffocation.
The filmstrip does recognize the potential
for individual differences in response to any
drug, and notes that any drug has the potential for harm. The filmstrip also gives good
emphasis to the danger of physiological dependency on barbiturates.
DRUG

ABUSE-MARIJUANA

AND LSD

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. sr. high.
Producer: Family Films.
Source: Society for Visual Educartion, 1345
Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Ill. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $12.50 or $20.00 With compamon
filmstrip.
Details: 14 minut es, 57 frames, color, 35
mm., sound (recorded); companion to the
filmstrip "Glue Sniffing and Pills"; with
teaching guide.
Synopsis.-Thls filmstrip describes how
marijuana is obtained from the hemp plant
and how it is most often taken into the body.
Basic legal classifications are described. Psychological dependency is discussed, and effects o'f marijuana on the body are reviewed.
LSD's discovery and its effects and potential
danger on the mind and body are then discussed. The narration concludes with a reminder that the freedom individuals enjoy
requires an important decision on drug use.
The filmstrip comes with a teacher's guide
which contains the script and some suggestions for discussions, questions and projects.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable. It
overgeneralizes when discussing the effects of
marijuana, does not give adequate recognition to the variances of drug dose on reaction, and refers to "prolonged, if not incurable, psychological disorders" without mentioning the infrequency of such disorders.
The list of physiological effects of marijuana
incorrectly includes a ''low concentration of
glucose in the blood." The discussion confuses extended use of marijuana with psychological dependency. The in'forma.tion on
LSD refers to chromosome changes and resulting birth defects as a likely occurrence
with LSD use.
DRUG ABUSE: WHO NEEDS

Medium: Fllmstrlp.
Year: 1970.
Audience: Interm.ed.la.te.

:rr?
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Producer: Marsh Film Enterprises.
Source: March Film Enterprises, 7900 Rosewood Drive, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66208.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $15.00 with record; $18 with
cassette.
Details: 15 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record or cassette) .
Synopsis.-Larry, a young teenager, becomes involved with drugs, eventually drops
out of school, is arrested and ends up in a
mental hospital. Background information on
marijuana,
amphetamines,
barbiturates,
LSD and heroin is included in the discussion. The narration also includes spontaneous
comments by school-age children on drug
abuse which were obtained during a discussion with Richard E. Davis, M.D., consultant
for the filmstrip.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
film-strip is scientifically unacceptable. The
story is based on an improb-able sequence
of events, beginning with Larry's experience
with amphetamines and barbiturates, then
marijuana and finally ending up in a mental
institution for three years because of heroin
addiction. Larry's disturbed behavior is
attributed solely to his use of drugs without
considering that his drug use is probably a
symptom of a pre-existing disturbance. The
discussion of drug effects does not give
adequate distinction to potency and dose.
Several statements about drugs draw on unusual responses to various drugs, such as the
reference to LSD producing hallucinations up
to a year after it is used, and death resulting
from heroin withdrawal. The na.rration includes a questionable statistic referring to a
"20 % chance of moving on to other drugs if
one smokes 10 marijuana cigarettes." This is
an opinion without factual basis. The narrator mispronounces "barbiturates."
DRUG DECISION

Medium: Multi-media, including films.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr. high.
Producer: Warner Brothers-Seven Arts for
Lockheed.
Source: Lockheed Education Systems, Organization 5~70, P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale,
Dalif. 94088.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: Quoted on inquiry.
Details: 15- to 20-hour course, color, includes 16 mm. films, sound.
Synopsis.-This multi-media instructional
package uses a programmed text, animated
films, and the processes of gaming, simulation and role playing. It is designed to teach
students about drugs that are abused, their
effects on the human mind and body, the
psychological needs that people try to fulfill
with drugs, criminal aspects involved in drug
abuse and apout legal penalties for violations
of drug laws. The program is divided into five
phases. Phase I introduces the concept that
natural and man-made disasters, including
drug abuse, pose problems for communities
which require special managing techniques.
Phase II discusses medical aspects and
rehabilitation. Phase III surveys legal aspects
of the drug problem. In Phase IV, students
assume the roles of a law enforcer, health
officer, or mayor in the Drug Attack Game. In
Phase V, role playing continues as students
act out stories based on actual case histories
of drug abusers.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
films in the program contain data which is
scientifically unacceptable. The material includes inaccurate statements such as "All
drugs can produce psychological dependence," and overgeneralities such as a statement that drugs can either "stimulate or depress behavior, or cause hallucinations." Adequate recognition of dosage is not given when
the program discusses specific drug effects.
The phrase "hooked on marijuana" and the
statement "I turned to barbiturates because
grass didn't have any effect on me" imply
that marijuana is addictive and that it will
I
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lead to other drugs. The mat erial gives examples of rare reactions to drug effects, implying that these are common occurrences
and giving unrealistic information about
drugs. A girl who has taken LSD screams
about a hot dog talking to her. A heroin
user says that after 18 months there was "no
way I could sit to be comfortable." A description of marijuana effects utilizes comments of a heroin addict. Some of the films
use identical background images when discussing the hallucinations and effects of
amphetamines, giving the impression that effects of different drugs are similar. The program gives primary emphasis to law enforcement in its concept concerning community response to drug abuse. This emphasis does not reflect current thinking that solutions to drug problems rely on the efforts
of many disciplines. The idea of preventive
education is referred to only at the end of
the text in the section on rehabilitation.

it is taken into the body. Ot her drugs, such
as LSD, mescaline and peyote, are also briefly discussed.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable. The
discussion equates all forms of Cannabis
with marijuana without distinguishing differences in potency. The filmstrip incorrectly states that marijuana consists of the
sterns (among other parts) of the hemp
plant. It identifies tetrahydrocannabinol
as "the active ingredient" in Cannabis,
ignoring all other active ingredients. In its
discussdon of the effects of marijuana, the
script ignores any references to dosage. The
effects described are more relevant to LSD
than to marijuana. The narration overemphasizes the marijuana user's "suggestibility" which may lead to violent acts if the
individual has "basic personality problems."

DRUGS IN OUR SOCIETY-LSD: WORTH THE RISK?

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. high.
Producer: QED Productions, A Division of
Cathedral Films, Inc.
Source: Singer (SVE-Society for Visual
Education, Inc.), 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Dl. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $11.50 with record, $13.50 with
cassette; complete set of six $51.50 with records, $57.00 with cassettes.
Details: 10 minutes, color, 35 rom., sound
(record or cassette) ; with discussion guide.
Synopsis.-This is one of six filmstrips in
the series, Drugs in Our Society. This filmstrip relates how opium is obtained from the
poppy plant and how opiate drugs affect the
body. The narration discusses "addiction"
and "tolerance," as well as the black market
of opium and heroin, the life of a heroin
addict, and the relation between crime and
addiction. Treatment and rehab1litation
methods are reviewed.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable because it contains many inaccuracies. The
script incorrectly says opium is not a medicine, and that morphine and codeline are
created by slight chemical modifications of
opium. The narration states that the danger
of addiction by prescription drugs was not
realized unt111920, contradicting the previous
statement referring to the Harrison Narcotic
Act, passed in 1914, which required prescription orders for most narcotics. The discussion on heroin addiction says the addict
"soon requires huge quantities" of heroin and
sometimes gets "desperately ill" from the
drug. It states that a "psychological weakness" prompts addicts to turn to heroin "in
the first place."
The filmstrip is logically inconsistent and
oversimplified. It does not recognize that
most "effects" of a drug have little to do
with the drug itself rather than the individual user and his surroundings. This filmstrip,
unlike the others which precede it in the
series, emphasizes the social and criminal
aspects of drug use rather than medical or
pharmacological aspects.

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. high.
Producer: OED Productions, A Division of
Cathedral Films, Inc.
Source: Singer (SVE-,Society for Visual
Education, Inc.), 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, Ill. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $11.50 with record, $13.50 with
cassette; complete set of six $51.50 with records, $57.00 with cassettes.
Details: 13 minutes, color, 35 rom., sound
(record or cassette) ; with discussion guide.
Synopsls.-This is one filmstrip in the series of six called Drugs in OUr Society. The
filmstrip begins with a history of LSD's discovery. It defines hallucinations and discusses early experiments and recreational
uses of LSD. The potential danger ot the
drug's use, its side effects, and its physical
effects are discussed. The information refers
to personality deterioration and the question
of creativity with LSD. The filmstrip concludes with a discussion of the unanswered
issues concerning LSD.
Evaluation of scient ific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable. Its
presentation of the effects of LSD and the
dangers involved relies on extreme occurrences and is therefore imbalaned. For example, the narration implies that LSD as a
drug produces severe mental illness, long
disturt>ances of mental functions, or fia.shbacks which occur "years" after taking the
drug. LSD use has, it states, "definite physical dangers," including potential for damaged chromosomes which may lead to deformed children and changes in the blood
cells which resemble some fatal blood cancers. Because medical evidence has not
proved this, such statements should be qualified. The script misleadingly uses such
terms as "hooked on LSD" and "LSD poisoning."
DRUGS IN OUR SOCIETY-MARIJUANA:
A FOOLISH FAD

Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. high.
Producer: OED Productions, A Division
of Cathedral Films, Inc.
Source: Singer (SVE--Soclety for Visual
Education, Inc.), 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, m. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $11.60 with record, $13.60 with
cassette; complete set of six $51.50 with
records, $57.00 with casse-ttes.
Details: 10 minutes, color, 35 rom., sound
(record or cassette); with discussion guide.
Synopsls.-This is one filmstrip in a series of six called Drugs in Our Society. This
filmstrip begins with a. review of the historical use and spread of marijuana. Information includes the botany and growth of
C~abis, its use as a
hallucinogen, · its
physical and psychological effects, and how

DRUGS IN OUR SOCIETY-NARCOTICS: USES AND
ABUSES

DRUGS IN OUR SOCIETY-RX: NOT FOR KICKS

Medium: Filrnstrip.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. high.
Producer: QED Productions, A Division of
Cathedral Films, Inc.
Source: Singer (SVE-Soci~ty for Visual
Education, Inc.), 1345 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, Ill. 60614.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $11.50 with record, $13.50 with
cassette; complete set of six $51.50 with
records, $57.00 with cassettes.
Details: 9 minutes, color, 35 rom., sound
.(record or cassette); with discussion guide.
.Synopsis.-Thls is one of six filmstrips in
the series Drugs in Our Society. The filmstrip refers to the action of drugs on the
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body and the misuse of prescribed drugs. It
reviews the effects and potential dangers of
sedatives, tranquilizers and stimulants.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable. It
confuses tolerance with addiction in terms of
symptoms, behavior and the consequences
of each. "Addiction" is inadequately defined
as a "chronic state of intoxication" from repeated drug use. The discussion of barbiturates incorrectly implies that they act
primarily on the cortex and that tolerance
builds up quickly. The information on amphetamines incorrectly states that these
stimulants act on the brain's cortex and that
they are currently used to cheer up depressed
patients and correct behavior disorders. The
narration also says excessive amounts of amphetamines can cause convulsions, but this
is a very rare phenomenon. The discussion
tends to associate excessive amphetamine
use with illegality, which ignores the fact
that legal drugs are also used excessively.
The information on methamphetamine
(Methedrine) implies that infections and
abscesses are caused by the drug rather than
by the use of dirty needles.
GLUE SNIFFING: BIG TROUBLE IN A TUBE
Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Intermediate, jr. high.
Producer: Texas Alcohol Narcotics Education, Inc.
Source: TANE Press, 2814 Oak Lawn Avenue, Dallas, Tex. 75219.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $10.95.
Details: 8 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record).
Synopsis.-The cartoon filmstrip discusses
the reasons why people sniff glue and what
effects are produced. The dangers involved
with glue sniffing are reviewed. The narration offers several examples of undesirable
behavior which are attributed to glue sniffing. The discussion also focuses on what parents and children can do about the problem
of glue sniffing.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable. It
contains overgeneralizations and exaggerations. It uses the most serious consequences
of glue sniffing as a basis to predict typical
reactions. For example, the narration refers
to unusual cases involving homicides, suicides and other types of violence as if these
are common results of glue sniffing. Thenarration does not distinguish between low and
high doses of glue. It confuses repeated use
of glue on different occasions with progressively higher doses on one occasion. The
script implies incorrectly that physical dependence will result from glue sniffing and
states that the habit can lead to "more
serious addictions." A reference is made to
"marijuana or the heavier narcotics," mistakenly classifying marijuana with narcotics. The narrator mispronounces the term
''hallucinogen."
LSD: TRIP OR TRAP?
Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Jr. and sr. high.
Producer: Texas Alcohol Narcotics Education, Inc.
Source: TANE Press, 2814 Oak Lawn Avenue, Dallas, Tex. 75219.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $10.95.
Details: 10 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record).
Synopsis.-The cartoon filmstrip defines
hallucinogens and refers to substances in
the class, some more powerful, some less

powerful than LSD. LSD's historical background and its properties are discussed.
Based on a study of 114 LSD users, the filmstrip profiles a "typical" user. The narration then discusses the dangers of LSD
use and refers to the possibility of long-

term mental disorders, recurring effects,
chromosome deformity and death.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
material is scientifically unacceptable. It
contains many inaccuracies and although
it refers to "authorities" and to "scientific
evidence" no such evidence is presented to
support its overgenera.lized statements. Some
of the overgeneralizations include the following statements: "LSD has already caused
more genetic damage than the atomic bomb."
"STP is four times as potent as LSD." LSD
is known to cause "many suicides and homicides." The average LSD user "had an almost uniformly bad experience" with the
drug. "Mounting evidence" suggests LSD can
cause convulsions and leukemia.
THE USE AND MISUSE OF DRUGS
Medium: Transparencies.
Year: 1968.
Audience: Jr. and sr. high.
Producer: DCA Educational Products, Inc.
with the Food and Drug Administration.
Source: DCA Educational Products, Inc.,
4865 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19144.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $59.75.
Details: 20 transparencies, color; with
teaching guide.
Synopsis.-The program describes the use
and misuse of prescription and over-thecounter drugs, especially the stimulants and
depressants. Facts about the hallucinogens
and their abuse are also included. The accompanying guide outlines the powers that
the Food and Drug Administration has to
protect society from the abuse of these
drugs, and briefly discusses narcotics.
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The material is scientifically unacceptable. Several
references to Federal laws are out-of-date;
for example, the script states that no Federal law exists against possession of LSD.
This has not been true since early 1968. The
discussion of social problems which are
created by drug abuse is overgeneralized.
Occasional reactions to drug use are discussed as though they are common effects to
be expected, producing a distorted picture
of drug use. Important factors such as dose
or individual reactions are omitted.
WHY NOT MARIJUANA?
Medium: Filmstrip.
Year: 1969.
Audience: Intermediate, jr. high
Producer: Texas Alcohol Narcotics Education, Inc.
Source: TANE Press, 2814 Oak Lawn Avenue, Dallas, Tex. 75219.
Rental: Not available.
Purchase: $10.95.
Details: 10 minutes, color, 35 mm., sound
(record).
Synopsis.-The cartoon filmstrip discusses
such questions as "What is marijuana?"
"How common is its usage?" "Where is it
grown?" "What does it look like?" "What are
its effects on the body and mind?" Other
aspects of marijuana use are discussed, including whether or not it leads to other
drugs; if there is a relation between marijuana use and crime; if marijuana will cause
psychosis and whether or not it is addicting.
Comparison is made between marijuana and
alcohol in terms of use and potency. The
conclusion states that until more information is available concerning marijuana's long_
range effects, a relevant question for young
people thinking about trying the substance
is "Why marijuana?"
Evaluation of scientific accuracy.-The
filmstrip is scientifically unacceptable because it overgeneralizes and presents extreme
cases as typical reactions to marijuana use.
For example, the script emphasizes such
physical reactions as "irritability, excitability
and even violence" when describing effects of
marijuana. While the narration points out
that these effects happen only to some, the
cartoons play on the extreme cases; they pic-

ture a man acting strangely in public, walking off a roof, or about to cause a car accident. The narration says marijuana. users
may "commit acts they normally would not
do." The discussion on using marijuana while
driving is exaggerated and implies that driving is always very dangerous after taking
marijuana. Some of the data is dated, in particular the statistics regarding marijuana
use. The comparison between marijuana and
alcohol confusingly states that marijuana is
"definitely stronger than alcohol and even
barbiturates" if both are compared "at the
upper end of the curve." The discussion in
general tends to attribute reactions solely to
the substance itself rather than to individual
reactions or outside influences.

THE COST OF THE VIETNAM WAR
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, in
response to questions submitted by my
office to the Department of Defense, I
have received in a letter from the Defense Department comprehensive information on the cost of the Indochina war.
After my office acknowledged the
receipt of the letter from the Defense
Department there were many requests
for the information it included.
Certainly the American people should
be fully aware of the extent of the sacrifices we are making as a result of our
continuing involvement in the war, and
I want to continue to do everything I can
to further that awareness. I therefore ask
unanimous consent that the letter I
received from the Defense Department
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
AsSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., March 1, 1971.

Hon. GEORGE MCGOVERN,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR McGOVERN: This is in reply to your letter of February 5, 1971 requesting answers to a series of questions on
the conflict in Southeast Asia for a constituent.
For your convenience the answers have
been given the same paragraph and subparagraph identification as used for the questions in your letter.
1. Answer: The Department of Defense
provides information for the American people on the major issues of military interest,
and this information now is provided more
accurately and more rapidly than ever before. The public affairs policy of the Department of Defense is based on two principles: first, the safety of our fighting men
and the safe-guarding of information of
value to the enemy; and second, within the
limitations of the first principle, the provision of the maximum amount of truthful,
factual information to the American people.
Consistent with the requirements of national security, public affairs officers, military and civilian, exert every effort to provide American people with the information
necessary for their understanding, intelligent
discussion and debate.
2a. Answer: From January 1, 1965 through
September 30, 1970 the following numbers of
U.S. military personnel, by service, had served
in South Vietnam, waters offshore Vietnam
and in Thailand:
Army -------------------------- 1,522,800
Navy• -------------------------450,000
Marines-----------------------430,100
AirForce________________________
452,800
Total ------------------------ 2,855,700
• Include Coast Guard Personnel serving
with Navy.
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2b. Answer: Information is not available
2j. Answer: The following are the estimated
on the total num~r of U.S. mil1tary person- Department of Defense expenditures in supnel who have served in adjoining American port of Southeast Asia:
territorial bases.
Billions
2c. Answer: The information on the U.S.
military strength in Vietnam released each Fiscal year 1965---------------------- $ 0.1
5.8
week includes only those personnel stationed Fiscal year 1966--------------------in South Vietnam. For your information as Fiscal year 1967---------------------- 20.1
of February 18, 1971 there were 330,600 mili- Fiscal year 1968--------------------- 26.5
tary personnel in South Vietnam. On the Fiscal year 1969--------------------- 28.8
first of December 1970 there were addition- Fiscal year 1970--------------------- 23.2
ally about 168,000 military personnel sta2k. Answer: Tonnage of allied air munitioned at bases in Okinawa, Ph111ppine Is- tion expenditures have been compiled since
lands, Taiwan, Japan and Korea.
1965. During 1968, which was the year o!
2d. Answer: With regard to the inclusion the greatest air activity, the monthly average
of U.S. military personnel deaths outside was approximately 119,000 tons.
Vietnam, the Department of Defense instruc21. Answer: Fire support, such as tactical
tions to the Services for reporting casualties a.1r and artlllery, 1s employed in an effort to
provide that the casualties to be reported reduce allied casualties. Instances where
are all those which occur in the defined area friendly airstrikes or art1llery fire have reto military personnel serving in any ca- sulted in friendly casualties are not compacity and those deaths which occur any- mon. The equipment and weapons provided
where as the result or aftermath of an our forces in Vietnam are superior and perinitial casualty incurred in Southeast Asia, form more reliably than those used in any
including such deaths which occur within previous conflict. Unless the commander on
120 days after retirement or termination of the ground feels that an accident is clearly
service.
attributable to malfunctioning ordnance, an
2e, f and 3a, b. Answers: Enclosed is a investigation is conducted. All accidents of
table showing U.S., South Vietnamese, and
other friendly country casualties incurred in this nature are reviewed to determine if proSoutheast Asia, both deaths and non-fatal cedures and techniques can be improved and
wounds, from 1960 through January 1971. the results are disseminated immediately to
U.S. wounded are categorized as those re- all units.
3c. Answer: The Governments of South
quiring hospital care and those not requiring hospital care. These casualties are all the Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia have not proresult of hostile action.
vided estimates of the total number of ciA second table shows U.S. military person- vilians k1lled or wounded as the result of the
nel casualties, by year, cumulatively from conruct. However, the Government of South
January 1, 1961 through February 13, 1971. Vietnam has reported that from 1964
This table includes sections for both hostile through 1970 there were 26,700 civilians
deaths and those not the result of action by killed by direct enemy terrorist attacks
hostlle forces. Non-hostile casualties are not against the civ111an population. It is also
available for other than U.S. Forces.
known that about 252,000 South Vietnamese
2g and h. Answer: The Department of De- have been admitted to hospitals due to infense does not classify the degree o! dis- juries related to the confiict from 1967
ab111ty of those receiving non-fatal wounds through November 1970.
in Vietnam nor does it provide disab111ty pay3d. Answer: No information 1s currently
ments. It is suggested that perhaps the Vet- available on the number of civilians who
erans Administration would be able to fur- have suffered permanent disab111ty due to
nish this information.
the confiict.
2i. Answer: The Department o! Defense
3e. Answer: Government of Vietnam Naaccounting system does not provide infor- tional Budget Estimates !or the years 1964mation which would show the cost of caring 1970 are shown below in millions of piasters
for wounded personnel exclusively.
(VN$):

1964 ----------------------------- 37,110
1965 ----------------------------- 51,270
1966 ----------------------------- 64,500
1967 ----------------------------- 83,000
1968 ----------------------------- 95,000
1969 ----------------------------- 145,800
1970 ----------------------------- 195,200
The United States Government (USG)
provides two principal means of support for
the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
(RVNAF) through Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF) program and piaster
support for the Government of Vietnam
( GVN) National Budget. Under the MASF
program, required equipment and expendable supplies not ava.llable from in-country
sources are furnished. The piaster support
for the GVN National Budget 1s generated by
the Commercial Import Program (CIP) and
Public Law 480 (Food !or Peace). These
funds are used to assist in supporting the
RVNAF requirements for pay and allowances
for m111tary personnel, purchase o! supplies
and equipment available !rom in-country
sources, military construction and maintenance of !acUities, political affairs activities, training, and miscellaneous operational
expenses. Since the piaster support program
provides general support for the entire GVN
National Budget, there is no means by which
to identify specifically that portion of support for the RVNAF provided directly by
GVN revenue or that provided indirectly by
USG support.
3!. Answer: There are no Department o!
Defense estimates currently available on the
total number of homes and factories destroyed due to the confiict.
3g. Answer: The Government of Vietnam
has not as yet declassified information on
the number of their soldiers permanently or
partially disabled.
4. By the end of FY 1971 (April-June 1971)
under withdrawal plans announced by the
President ca.lUng for a reduction in deployed
forces to 284,000 by May 1, 1971, the war costs
wm be reduced to a rate of approximately
$14.5 blllion. We are unable at this time to
provide the estimated Defense outlays for the
Vietnam operations beyond fiscal year 1971.
It is hoped that this information will assist you in responding to your constituent.
Sincerely,
ROBERT C. MOOT,
Assistant Secretary of Defense.

TABLE 52.-SOUTHEAST ASIA MILITARY CASUALTIES SUMMARY (FRIENDLY AND ENEMY)
Deaths

Period

United States

South
Vietnam
2, 223
4, 004
4,457
5, 655
7,457

Footnote at end of table.

Nonfatal wounds
U.S. hospital care
3d nation 1

----------------------------------------------------1

Enemy

Required

Not required

5, 669 ---------------------------12, 133
2
1
21, 158
41
37
20, 575
218
193
16, 785
522
517
5, 789
6, 092
10, 089
13,466

229
297
802
1, 980

213
273
637
1, 683

11,243

31

35,436

3, 308

2,806

3, 407
3, 091

2, 723

2, 732

191
90
106
179

13, 060
11,872
15.610
14, 970

3, 791
4, 436
4,154
4,165

3,111
3, 695
9,115
3, 444

11, 951

566

55, 524

16,536

11, 567

3, 096
3, 222
2, 834
3, 564

226
242
341
296

22,756
23, 389
20,087
21,872

7,155
9, 545
8, 316
7, 355

6, 468
8, 745
8, 668
5, 773

12,716

1, 105

88, 104

32,371

29,654

South
Vietnam 2
2, 788
5, 449
7,195
11,488
17,017

3d nation 1

Enemy a

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---------------- ·-
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Nonfatal wounds

Deaths
U.S. hospital care

United States

South
Vietnam

3d nation 1

Enemy

Required

Not required

South
Vietnam 2

4,869
4, 725
2,946
2,052

10,500
7, 363
5, 966
4, 086

346
262
196
175

72,455
46,620
34,674
27,400

14, 550
16, 378
10, 025
5, 846

14, 011
14, 921
8, 963
8,126

24,330
18,343
15,854
12, 169

673 ---------- - --589 -------------418

14,592

27,915

979

181, 149

46, 799

46, 021

70,696

317 =========== ===
1, 997 -- ------·-· ---

~~ ~~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==

4th quarter_---- ________ --------_-------------

3,184
3,156
1, 910
1, 164

5, 922
5, 828
4,623
5, 460

251
219
198
198

44,846
48,807
32,979
30,322

8,338
12, 281
8,120
4, 201

11, 101
12, 711
8, 626
4, 838

18, 102
17,863
13,655
15,656

513
680 ::::: :::::::::
627
398 :::: ::::::::::

Period
1968:

~dtqq~aa~;:_--~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3d quarter _______ -------- _____________________
4th quarter__ ---- ____ ---- ___ ------------- _____
TotaL _____________________ ---- ____ ----- ___ _
1969:
1st quarter ________________ ------ _____________

Enemy3

3d nation 1

TotaL ____ -------- ____ --- __ -----------------

9,414

21, 833

866

156,954

32,940

37,276

65,276

2, 218 - --------- -- --

1970:
January _____ --------------------------------~ea~~~~r:._:::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::
1st quarter _____ --- __________________ -------

343
386
449

1, 768
1, 417
1, 674

69
36
75

9,187
8, 828
10,335

1, 552
1, 210
1, 581

1, 138

1, 597
1, 731

5, 599
4,423
5, 495

126
180 :::::: ::::::::
229 -- --- -------- -

1,178

4,859

180

28,350

4,443

4,466

15, 517

ApriL
May __________________
••• ------------------------------------___ ____________________
June •• ______ ------------- ____________________

526
754
418

2,642
2, 851
1, 998

79
58
63

13,063
17,256
7, 861

1, 967
2,100
1, 489

1, 865
2, 191
1, 483

7,866
8, 080
6,211

2d quarter_ __________ ---- __ -----------------

1, 698

7, 491

200

38, 180

5, 556

5, 539

22, 157

552 --------------

July ___ ----- ____ ---- _____ ------------- _______
AugusL. ______ -------------------------- __ --September.. ---------------------------------3d quarter_ _________________________________

332
319
219

1, 625
1, 641
1, 631

71
63
46

7,183
6, 446
6,138

1, 196
1,226
886

1, 489
1, 279
736

4, 305
4, 975
4,822

159 ----------- --158 ---·--------·165 ----------- ---

180

19, 767

3, 308

3, 504

14, 102

57
48
39

5, 549
5,607
6,185

900

1, 040
424
459

4, 313
3, 786
4,436

535

--- -----------

820

4,897

October _____ -- ______ -- ___ --- _______ -- _______ November __ __________________________________
December----- ____ -- ___ ------- __ ------------4th Quarter _____ ----- ___________ ____________

170
167
138

1, 389
1, 488
1, 583

475

4,460

144

17,341

2, 004

1, 923

12, 535

482 ---------- - --105
92 ::::::::::::::
64 ----------- --261 --------------

Total. _____ _------ ________________________
1971: January _______ ----------- ________ ---- __ -----

4, 221
140

21,707
8, 228

704
30

103, 638
6, 155

15, 211
572

15,432
400

64,311
P3, 209

1, 830 ----- --------118 --------------

Cumulative totaL ____ --------- _______________

44,009

131,993

4, 282

703,280

148,510

145,904

320,970

1 Monthly data for 3d Nation casualties not available prior to 1966.
2 The South Vietnamese report only the seriously wounded-while the United States reports
all wounds, including the minor, that receive attention by medical personnel.
• Data are not available. A factor of 1.5 x enemy KIA is sometimes used

522
582

10, 211

---------·----

Note: SVN data, beginning with 1968, Include casualties incurred by the paramilitary forces,
as reported by MACV.
Sources: Military Departments MACV.
P-Preliminary

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE: NUMBER OF CASUALTIES INCURRED BY U.S. MILITARY PERSONNEL IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONFLICT IN VIETNAM
(Jan. 1, 1961 through Feb. 20, 1971)
1961~2

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970 1971 to date

A. CASUALTIES RESULTING FROM ACTIONS
HOSTILE FORCES
1. Killed. ____BY_____________________________
_
8,119
3, 467
226
4,179
7,482
12,588
20
112
1, 130
53
2. Wounded or injured:
(a) Died of wounds _______________ ___ _
1, 170
578
1, 636
32
517
981
5
6
87
(b) Nonfatal wounds:
Hospital care required ________ _
32,940
32,371
46,799
15,211
1, 030
43
522
3,308
16,526
218
Hospital care not required _____ _
37,276
15,432
691
29,654
46, 021
38
193
517
2,806
13,567
3. Missing:
(a) Died while missing________________
21
20
28
151
309
911
367
120
174
11
(b) Returned to controL. ______________
7
3
2
12
22
12
26
10
1 -----------(c) Current missing ___ ________________________________________________________________________ __ ____________ ________________________________________ ----- ___ _
4. Captured or interned:
1
2 -----------(a) Died while captured or interned_____________________________
(b) Current
Returnedcaptured
to controL------------ ------------------------------------3 ----------5
26
16 ---- ________1----_-----_------------(c)
or interned. ___________________________________________________________
__________________________________________
! Deaths:
(a) From aircraft accidents/incidents:
Fixed wing __________________ _
7
250
165
88
24
168
23
39
173
111
Helicopter ___ ____________ ----35
638
610
35
287
631
185
38
7
88
(b) From ground action ________ ______ _
3, 523
227
8, 611
4,655
8, 918
13, 711
20
70
1,170
11
Total deaths 2-----------------------

42

78

147

1,369

5,008

9,378

14,592

9, 414

4,221

269

Total

37,376
5, 013
148,968
146, 195
2,112
95
991
17
51
462
1, 048
2, 554
40, 916
41,518

=====================================================================

B. CASUALTIES NOT THE RESULT OF ACTIONS
BY HOSTILE FORCES
6. Current missing _____ _____ ______________________________________________ ------ _____ ----- _____________ ------------------ __________________
7. Deaths:
(a) From aircraft accidents/incidents:
Fixed wing_________________ __
5
3
11
41
140
178
120
106
Helicopter___ _______ _____ __ ___
5
5
11
50
177
384
360
461
(b)Fromothercauses__ ____ _____ ______
13
28
26
268
728
1,118
1,439
1,546
Total deaths ________ ___ ________ _
2, 113
1, 680
1, 919
1, 045
2 Sum

of lines 1, Za, 3a, and 4a.

- ~ _______________________

145

118
426
1,300

10
46
130

732
1, 925
6,596

1. 844

186

9, 253
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TREATY NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE
REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, it
has been announced this week that the
United States and the Republic of Panama are reopening talks regarding a new
Panama Canal Treaty in Panama City.
In my judgment, it is folly to reopen
these talks during the current situation in Panama. The talks which began
in 1964 resulted in three disastrous draft
treaties of 1967 which would have spelled
the end to an effective U.S. presence in
the U.S. Canal Zone, and cast doubt
upon the future stable operation of the
Canal, which is a vital lifeline for U.S.
trade and the commerce of the world.
Because of the strong public protests,
and immediate expressions of concem by
many Members of both Houses of Congress, the 1967 draft treaties were never
sent to the Senate for ratification.
Now that talks are apparently being
reopened, it will be worthwhile to examine the Panamanian positions to see
whether there is any chance of obtaining a treaty that will protect American
interests better than the 1967 drafts.
As a result of my studies, I can say that
the chance of a better treaty is absolutely
zero.
In the first place, the present chief
negotiator for the United States is the
same chief negotiator who came up with
the discredited 1967 drafts, Robert M.
Anderson. Mr. Anderson was also the
head of the Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Commission which,
last December, recommended a new sealevel canal in Panama, a recommendation which would require the abrogation
of U.S. sovereignty in the U.S. Canal
Zone. Since then it has become apparent,
as I pointed out on the floor a few days
ago, that the purpose of the Study Commission's recommendation of a sea-level
canal was political rather than technical-that is, a new canal was recommended to justify a new treaty with
Panama. Clearly, the Anderson Study
Commission and the Anderson negotiating team have been working together
in order to set up a new diplomatic relationship with the Republic of Panama.
In the second place, it is evident that
the 1967 drafts, in the context of leftwing radicalism in Panama, are under
sharp attack in that country as so-called
"concessions" to the United States. We
have fed the fires of this radicalism by
continuing these negotiations, and I believe that the net result of the new talks
in Panama City will be to arouse even
more intense and irrational opposition
to the U.S. presence.
For these reasons, I have introduced
S. 734, which provides for the major
modernization of the present Panama
Canal, under the presently existing
treaties. In my opinion, it only makes
sense to take advantage of our present
position, rather than stir up the hornet's
nest of new treaties.
My judgment has been reinforced by a
perusal of a document which I have recently received from Panama. Issued in
January of this year, it sets forth an
interesting interpretation of the proposed Panama Canal treaties, which
came out of the 1964-67 negotiations

with Panama. This document gives the
interpretation of the draft treaties as
seen by the Panamanian negotiating
team. The document was written by the
Panamanian negotiators as an answer
to their political opponents in Panama
and is an attempt to defend themselves
against charges that they had been too
lenient in extorting concessions from
their North American partner.
As citizens of the United States, we
have to read this document from a different perspective. From our point of
view, it shows the magnitude of the concessions made by the U.S. negotiating
team. What appears to the most extreme of the Panamanians as too little,
from any prudent American point of
view is too much. It is therefore very
valuable to have this authoritative confirmation of what the Panamanians officia1ly were trying to get.
I would like to point out some of these
questions, but before I do so, I would like
to make it clear that there have always
been differences at Panama which have
been and still are adjusted, subject to
the approval of Canal Zone authorities
faced with the burden of responsibility.
However, there are certain basic principles which are necessary to the guaranteed maintenance, operation, sanitation, and protection of the canal and
those principles are incompatible with
the loss of our sovereignty in the U.S.owned Canal Zone.
A careful reading of the comments
in this document shows that it is precisely these points upon which the
strate~ic safety of the canal depends.
ThesP. are the very safeguards which the
Panamanians are demanding to be removed. My judgment is that the U.S.
Senate should not tolerate the draft
treaties of 1967 or any future treaties
which are negotiated on the basis of the
Panamanian fundamental demands. It
is therefore clear that the recommendations of the recent report of the Atlantic
Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Commission is hopelessly overruled by the
political situation in Panama. The document in hand represents the so-called
moderate Panamanian view by the men
involved in the negotiation of the draft
treaties. It is already far too extreme
for us to accept. Thus, any talk of building a new canal in Panama is futile.
This document once again confirms the
view that the only reasonable course is
the major improvement and expansion of
the present canal under existing treaties
as embodied in S. 734, which is identical
with H.R. 712 introduced by Representative DANIEL J. FLOOD of Pennsylvania, a
recognized authority on interoceanic
canal problems. Clearly this is the only
avenue open to us. The document in
hand also confirms that such a major
modernization comes within the understanding which the United States and
Panama reached under the 1903 treaty.
In addition, in the Senate debate on July
24, 1939, when ratifying the 1936 treaty,
it was emphasized that the minutes of
interpretation adopted at the time of
negotiation authorized "expansion and
new construction." This was prior to the
authorization of the third locks project
in which more than $76 million was expended.
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I would now like to cite some specific
examples in the text of this document,
which highlight the Panamanian position.
Let us note that the overriding Panamanian demand is, in effect, the expulsion of the United States from the isthmus. As the document says:
From the Panamanian point of view, the
correct approach to the negotiation process,
if we Wish to maintain same within the
framework of possibility, should be that the
new treaty must abrogate the 1903 Treaty
and reduce to a minimum the presence of
the United States in Panama.
I believe that this statement stands by
itself and fully shows the futility of further negotiations.
As is well known, under the 1903 treaty
the United States has the power to actAs if it were the sovereign . . . to the
entire exclusion of the exercise by the Republic of Panama of any such sovereignty
rights or authority.
This is the power which is necessary
to guarantee the continued efficient operation of the Canal. We have exercised
these powers fully within the right of international law and we shall continue to
do so. Under the draft 1967 treaties, these
rights would cease, as the negotiators are
quick to point out:
On the other hand, if the proposed treaties were approved, the United States President shall not continue issuing executive
orders to be applied in the Canal Zone; the
United States Congress shall not approve
laws which may be applicable in any part of
Panamanian territory; there shall be no foreign Governor over a strip of national territory; and the United States courts, except
in specific and limirted cases of penal matters
which are indicated in the agreement relating
to the defense of the Canal, will not make
any judicial examination and determination
of issues, whether civil or penal, occurring
in our terri tory.
The implication of the loss of this
sovereignty would be dramatic in the
case of American citizens who operate
and maintain the canal. This drastic
withdrawal of the protection of U.S. laws
from U.S. citizens is exactly what the
Panamanians envision in this document:
At present, justice is administered in the
Canal Zone solely and exclusively by the
courts of the United States of America. Panamanians are tried on first instance by a
North American court created especially by
the U.S. Congress to exercise its functions in
the Canal Zone, and appeals are filed before
courts with offices in New Orleans and
Washington.
Under the proposed treaties for the Panama
Canal, the Republic of Panama courts shall
have jurisdiction over all cases and proceedings, whether civil or penal, occurring in the
Canal area. The exceptions are those cases
and proceedings specified in the proposed
treaty and which are related with the civil
and penal subjects we have pointed out as
exceptions when dealing with the subject of
civil and penal legislation, such as admiralty,
contracts with the Joint Administration,
offenses against the security of the canal, etc.
With regard to the above-mentioned exceptions, the administration of justice shall
be carried out by a court with equal number
of Panamanian and North American judges.
Panamanian judges shall participate in the
proceedings and the appeals will be filed
with a court in which Panamanian judges
shall participate also. There will be no more
appeals to courts in New Orleans and Washington.
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Thus we see that the Panamanians are
quite candid about their objectives.
Another major demand of the Panamanians is to seize control of what they
envision to be the lucrative business operations which are necessarily carried on
in the present Canal Zone. Under the
Draft Treaty of 1967, one such commercial activity would require a special
license from the Panamanian Government with all the various kinds of corruption such a system would invite. The
document says:
Article XV stipulates that the Administration, within five years following its assumption of its functions, shall discontinue its
operation of all commercial activities. Same
article stipulates the manner in which to call
for bids or solicitations to transfer such activities to private firms. It is pointed out
that, in such bids, only persons who are entitled to obtain from the Republic of Panama the authorization to engage in commercial activities in our country shall be able to
participate. It also adds, by referring to
Article XVill, that private business enterprises, when conducting their activities in
the Canal area, shall be subject to the laws
of the Republic.

e. Preference will be given to the acquisition of supplies and services in the Republic
to the extent where they are of comparable
quality and cost to those which may be obtained from other sources.
f. The Armed Forces contractors will have
to qualify under the laws of the Republic
and will be subject to our fiscal laws, except
in special cases, as specified in the Treaty.
g. The members of the Armed Forces will
be subject to Panamanian customs laws and
will only be exempt with regard to the household and personal effects they bring upon
their arrival to the country.
The regulation outlined above is, without
any doubt, more in accord with national dignity and interests than the one which presently prevails.

I believe that the implications of these
claims are obvious.
It should be remembered that the majority of the commerce going through the
Panama Canal is either coming from or
going to U.S. ports. The canal is thus the
lifeline of American commerce. The
United States has always maintained
that all countries should benefit on an
impartial basis from the canal and that
tolls should be based on the cost of operIt is particularly important to know ation. Because of the efficiency with
that the major modernization of the which the United States has conducted
canal, as proposed in pending legislation, the canal operation, the canal rates tocomes within the understanding which day are a bargain, which benefits the
the United states and Panama have commerce of the world on terms of
achieved. As previously stated, even the equality as contemplated in the Hay
document written by the Panamanian Pauncefote Treaty of 1901 with Great
Britain.
negotiators says:
It is, therefore, of extreme importance
In an exchange of notes dated February
1, 1939, both countries agreed that the term to our economy position to recognize
"maintenance," as it is used in Article III that the draft treaties would raise the
a! the 1936 General Treaty, "shall be conpayment to Panama in the period of
strued as permitting expansion and new con- 1970-2000 from approximately $57.9 milstruction when these are undertaken by the lion to over $1 billion. Clearly, Panama
Government of the United States of America
in accordance with the said Treaty." This is seeking a bonanza at the expense of
clarifies and emphasizes the fact that the the United States and world shipping.
As for the indirect benefits to Panama
United States is authorized to carry out expansion and new construction "for the pur- even under the present system, Panam~
poses of the efficient maintenance, operation, has a net income of $144.8 million from
sanitation and protection of the Canal and the sale of goods and service to the Canal
its auxiliary works."
Zone. The complete breakdown of these
I have long maintained that under the figures quoted in the present document
from the official statistics from the Repropose~ draft defense treaty of 1967,
the Umted States would not have the public of Panama points out that as a
adequate authority to defend the canal result of the income originating in the
or personnel. This inadequacy is clearly Canal Zone, there is a multiplying effect
spelled -out in the claims of the negotia- in the Panamanian economy of approximately 2¥2 times. This means that aptors, as follows:
In lieu of the situation which presently proximately 50 percent of the internal
prevails, the areas of national territory des- gross product of Panama is generated by
tined for defense purposes would be under the American investment of time, ena system, which would have the following ergy, and military defense in the Canal
main features:
Zone. It is thus clear that Panama is the
a. The defense areas would be under the beneficiary of the United States to an
:flag of the Republic of Panama.
extraordinary degree, giving it one of
b. In civil matters, only Panamanian civil the highest per capita incomes in all of
laws and our system for the administration Latin America.
of justice would be enforced.
Another benefit which the Panamanic. In penal matters, our law will be enforced and our courts will exercise jurisdic- ans are seeking is the gift of the lands
tion in all cases, with the following excep- required for the auxiliary operations of
tions: acts or omissions committed only the canal back to Panama. We must not
against United States property and security; forget that in addition to the grant of
acts or omissions committed only against the sovereignty over the Canal Zone all priperson or property of a member of the United vately owned land and property in the
States armed forces or civilian employee of
these forces or a dependent of same· and Zone was purchased from individual
acts or omissions committed while on ~fficial property owners at the time the canal
was being built. All of this land, consistduties.
d. The arrival and departure to and from ing of millions of dollars worth of imthe country of military personnel and their provements in piers, living quarters,
dependents Will be subject to a special school buildings, and other structures
regulation which requires the presentation would be simply given away, as the
of documentation to Panamanian author- Panamanian negotiators carefully point
ities.
out:
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As for the urban development of the city
of Panama, the area to be returned to the
Republics adds to the urban perimeter an extension of approximately 880 hectares. . . .
Of unique importance to urban development
are the 404 hectares which will be added to
the town of Arraijan. Their proXimity to the
center of Panama City will permit the development of satellite communities which will
relieve the Capital's existing urban pressure.
The value of the areas referred to in the
above paragraphs has not been determined,
but they no doubt amount to several million dollars. Furthermore, the Cristobal port
facilities are included in same, as well as
the piers, several living quarters, school
buildings, sales stores and recreational centers, hangars, warehouse and storage structures, fences, highways, electric lines, repair
shops, water distribution lines, and the Coco
Solo L.ospital.
Now we come to a point which is of
great importance in evaluating the work
of the Atlantic Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Commission. It is clear that
under the proposed draft treaties of
1967 that no new canal will be built unless we pay enormous indemnities to Panama, in addition to paying for the rightof-way. Even if the 1967 treaties had
been ratified by both countries, there still
would be no assurance that we could
build a canal without submitting to financial blacLnail by the Panamanian
Government. This is perfectly clear in
the negotiator's document, when they
say:
That the construction of a sea-level canal
cannot be initiated until that part of the
agreements regarding financing is completed,
including the agreements relative to payment
to the Republic of Panama. Therefore, if the
Republic of Panama does not reach an agreement in terms acceptable to it with the
United States, such construction cannot begin.
Moreover, it is clear that the Panamanians are seeking to seize upon their
geographic position as a means of extorting enormous revenues, not only in
the United States, but from every user
of the canal. If Panama were allowed to
take over the _operation of the canal, the
canal's long history of impartial access
for ships of every nation would be destroyed. Panama would be in .the gleeful
position of a pirate strategically positioned in a narrow strait. The whole motivation of the Panama takeover and the
real goal behind the crocodile tears about
the alleged insult to their sovereignty
and dignity can be seen as a remarkably
ingenuous greed for seizing control of
a waterway which must be used by the
world.
This naked desire for power is clearly
revealed in an astonishing passage near
the conclusion of these remarks by the
Panamanian negotiators:
With regard to the subject of indirect economic benefits, the negotiating effort was
oriented by the thesis of taking advantage
of the geographlc positlon. In its most succint expresslon, we can explain this thesis
by stating that as far as t he Canal is concerned, the Panamanian objective must be
that of achleving the opening to Panamanian
economic activity of that part of the present
Canal Zone destined to the handling of the
interoceanic waterway, so that Panama may
be able to make the necessary investments
and use the existing facilities to take maximum advantage to the transit of vessels and
goods through the Canal. As a corollary to
this objective we have, among others, the

ceasing of business, manufacturing, agricultural and cattle fanning activities, services
and other presently being exploited or under
the control of Zonian authorities, so that
they may be undertaken by Panama; and the
enforcement of the Panamanian tax system
on the activities being developed in that area
of national territory and the natural or private juridic persons residing or working
therein.

Of special interest, I would like to
quote their own summary of the alternative position of the United States and
Panama. as they themselves have
summed it up:
The proposed treaties represent the following:
1. Abrogation of the 1903 Treaty.
2. Elimination of the perpetuity clause and
stipulation of the precise terms for finalization of the new treaties.
3. The Panamanian flag will be flown exclusively in the Canal Zone, the mllltary
bases, and ships transiting the Canal.
4. Panama w111 have effective participation in the handling and administration of
the e&na.l.
5. As a general principle, civil as well as
fiscal and penal Panamanian laws will apply
in the Da.nai area, where the enforcement of
North American laws will be discontinued.
(In exceptional cases ln which Panamanian
laws shall not apply, the Statutes issued by
the Jolnt Administration shall apply.)
6. The Panamanian civil and penal courts
of justice will have jurisdiction in the Canal
Area, and the jurisdiction of North Amerioa.n courts of justice will cease. A few specific cases stipulatP.d herein are excepted.
7. Reversion to Panama of the present
locks canal and all auxiliary works, butldings, and lands within the Canal Zone.
8. Establishment of an arbitration clause
to settle the differences which may arise between Panama and the United States with
regard to the interpretation or application
of the treaties and the validity of the actions
by the Joint Administration.
9. Effective protection for Panamanian
employees working in the Canal Zone.
10. Substantial increase of the direct as
well as indirect benefits, which Pana.m.a. wm
perceive as a result of the Canal operation.
11. Negotiations for an agreement for a
future sea-level canal in which the door
will remain open so that Panamanians, on
whom the task of defending the position of
Panama is placed, may demand a fair compensation in exchange of the Concession
for the construction of such canal.

Finally, as regards the often repeated
official position of Panama that its geographical location is its greatest national
resource, I would like to stress that it is
also its greatest weakness, for the American Isthmus always has been, and always will be, a prime objective for predatory attack, making the independence
of Panama dependent upon the presence
of the United States. Underlying the nationalistic drive for sovereignty over the
Canal Zone, fanned by Red agents and
their collaborators, the long range Soviet objective since 1917, has been to
wrest control of the Panama Canal from

the United States. Thus the realistic is-

sue is not U.S. control of the Panama

Canal
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versus

Panamanian

but

U.S.

sovereignty versus Soviet control. This
is the question that should be debated in
the U.S. Senate, for it directly affects the
security of the entire Westem Hemisphere, witness Cuba and Chile.
Mr. President, this astonishing document gives the true picture far better
than any U.S. interpretation could do.

I ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the RECORD .
There being no objection, the document was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
COMMENTS BY FORMER CHANCELLOR FERNANDO
ELETA A. AND FORMER NEGOTIATORS DIOGENES
DE LA ROSA, RICARDO M. ARIAS, ROBERTO R.
ALEMAN, AND GUILLERMO CHAPMAN IN RELATION WrrH THE COMMUNIQUE OF THE
PROPOSED TREATIES EVALUATION CoMMISSION
PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 5, 1970
Fulfilling our duty to our fellow citizens,
imposed by our participation in the drafting
of the proposed treaties finalized on June 22,
1967, we make the following comments regarding the Communique prepared by the
Evaluation Commission, which was published on September 5, 1970, to be hereafter
called "the Oommunique." The utmost importance of the subject under consideration
and the need to clear up, even if only in
part, some of the confusions created by a
press campaign impregnated with political
passion, a confusion increased by the Communique, demand from us the maximum
truth and honesty in our statements. We
would not be honest with our fellow citizens and with ourselves if we spoke in a
different manner.
I

Character and Approach of the Negotiation-The historic impulse of the present negotiations was given by the popular uprising
of January 9, 1964, against the existing situation in the Canal Zone and its diplomatic
starting point was the joint statement cxf
April 3, 1964, by which the governments of
Panama and the United States undertook
to negotiate a fair and equitable treaty
which would eliminate the causes of confi1.ct existing between the two countries. Logically, the statement could not identify or
define such causes as this would be done at
the presentation af each country during the
negotiations. Such causes are well known
and it would be repetitious to mention them
in these comments. But it is necessary to
do so precisely because, in this aspect, the
Communique involves detatled work based
on a mystification that we cannot ignore.
The development of the Panama-United
States relations, linked to the existence and
operation of the canal, shows that the Republic of Panama, while it tenaciously reiterated its inconformity with the 1903
Treaty, attempted for many years to liberate itself from its most oppressing effects
by trying to get the United States to limit
the exercise of its jurisdictional rights to
the area assigned for the strict purposes of
the operation, maintenance, and protection
of the interoceanic waterway which determined the granting of such rights. However,
in view of the irreductible group of conflictgenerating problems which subsisted after
each agreement negotiated with the United
States, the idea, already announced in the
Note presented by our Minister in Washington, Mr. Jose Domingo de Oba.ldia, on August 14, 1904, of substituting the 1903 Convention by another that would set up different policies in the relations between the
two countries on the maintenance, operation, and protection of the canal, gained
strength.
This is the meaning of the phrase "elimination of the causes of conflict" which appeared in the joint statement of Aprn 3, 1964.
The discussions carried out at the Organization of American States headquarters and
the Panamanian official statements made
after January 9th, identified in 1903 Treaty
and its complementary conventions as "the
causes of conflict" to which the statement
refers with the ambiguity and implications
peculiar to diplomatic language.
From the Panamanian point of view, the
correct approach to the negotiating process, if
we wish to maintain same within the frame-

work of possibility, should be that the new
treaty must abrogate the 1903 Treaty and
reduce to a minimum the presence of the
United States in Panama. Of course, this approach, in what refers to reduction, will necessarily conflict with the United States' position as it was stated by President Lyndon B.
Johnson in a speech he gave on December 18,
1964. President Johnson said: "Today we
have informed the Panamanian Government
that we are willing to negotiate a new treaty.
In this sense, we must maintain the rights
which are necessary for the efficient operation
and protection of the canal and the administration of the areas necessary for these purposes."
The negotiating process necessarily developed within the framework formed by
what must be the correct Panamanian approach and the North American position.
The negotiations could start and come to
a logical end only with the understanding
that the causes of conflict mentioned in the
statement of April 3rd are rooted in the 1903
Convention.
n

The Communique and the causes of conflict--The Communique analyzes separately
seven points considered as the main causes
of conflict between Panama and the United
States. We will examine separately the comments made by said document with respect
to each of these subjects. In doing so, we will
point out what the prevailing situation is regarding each problem with the existing
treaties and what would be the situation according to the proposed treaties.
I. Perpetuity: The Isthmian Canal Convention is fully and clearly in perpetuity.
That is, its term is indefinite; it has no end.
The perpetuity problem will not be automatically solved by the "rebus sic stantibus"
doctrine as the Communique pretends. It is
true that said rule consecrates the principle
that treaty stipulations are left without effect when the circumstances which prevailed
upon their adoption have changed. However,
International Law does not record the case
of one single country which has been able to
free itself, unilaterally, from an international
treaty by appealing to the above-mentioned
doctrine. What would happen tomorrow if
Panama unilaterally invokes the "rebus sic
stantibus" doctrine and declares the Canal
Treaty as terminated? Absolutely nothing.
The United States would disavow the unilateral statement made by Panama and
would peacefully remain in the Canal Zone.
Instead of perpetuity, the proposed treaties offer the following:
(a) The Canal Treaty shall terminate on
December 31, 1999, with the possib111ty that
its term be extended, at the least, until
December 31, 2009. If the sea-level canal
were to be inaugurated before December 31,
1999, this treaty would be terminated one
year after the opening date of the sea-level
canal.
(b) The Sea-Level Canal Treaty would
be in force for a p~riod of sixty (60) years
from the date the new canal is open~d to
the public. In no case the period of duraton
shall extend beyond December 31, 2067.
(c) The Defense Treaty shall terminate,
at the latest, on the same date the Sea-Level
Canal Treaty is terminated, that is, December 31, 2067.
In this respect, we must point out that
the Communique states that th~ United
States proposed that the Defense Treaty be
in perpetuity but that "Panama has not
accepted this proposal for perpetUity, but
this is a clear indication of what the North
American negotiators are seeking."
The truth is that during the negotiating
process the position that the Defense Treaty
be in perpetuity was never brought up. Even
more, when certain criticisms were made in
Panama to this respect, the United States
negotiators immediately manifested their
willingness to clarify the terminology of
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Article XX of the Proposed Defense Treaty
so there would be no doubts regarding the
delicate subject of its date of termination.
Through Note MNP-12/ 68 dated January
3, 1968, the Negotiating Mission informed
the Minister of Foreign Relat ions that the
United States had agreed to eliminate Section (c) of the above-mentioned Article XX
which had been the main cause for the misinterpretations of same. Therefore, it was
clearly established in the records of the
Chancery that the Defense Treaty shall terminate, at the latest, on the same date the
Sea-Level Canal Treaty is terminat ed, that
is, on December 31, 2067.
We must also add that in the editorial
comment published in "La Estrella de Panama" on August 20, 1967, wr it ten by Dr.
Ricardo J. Alfaro, the most brilliant internationalist of this Republic, it was clearly
established that the assumed perpetuity of
the Defense Treaty could not be deduced
from the proposed treaties text.
When asserting that the period of duration of the sea-level canal treaty is too long,
the Communique does not offer any rational criteria to support such thesis. Logically, this period of duration is related with
the amount of the investment necessary to
cover the cost of said construction and the
time needed to recover said investment. Also,
the time needed to recover the investment
is related to the number of ships it is foreseen will transit said interoceanic waterway. Taking into account that it has been
estimated that the investment will exceed 3
billion dollars and after considering the
existing projection of future transit through
the sea-level canal, it is concluded that the
60-year period negotiated for the duration
of the sea-level canal treaty is reasonable.
When dealing with the perpetuity subject, the Communique criticizes the proposed treaties because these do not contain
clauses which allow their revision every
twenty (20) years or twenty-five (25) years.
Apparently, Dr. Gallleo Solis, member of the
Commission who wrote the Communique,
has radically changed his way of thinking
with regard to this subject. In a memorandum dated June 26, 1964, addressed to
the then Special Ambassador Dr. Jorge E.
Illueca, in commenting on a proposal made
by Ambassador Robert B. Anderson that the
treaties be revised every ten years, Dr. Solis,
at the time Chancellor of the Republic, said
the following: ". . . the statement suggested would be of little help if it is not
explained, beforehand, on what basis and
with what purposes the treaty revisions
would be made every ten years. To say that
these treaties would be revised periodically
without further explanation is not a guarantee that the revisions would bring about
any practical results, as they would require
a prior understanding for each new arrangement, and any of the two parties could
make impossible this new arrangement, so,
che idea must prevail that renovating the
agreement according to the changing times
could have no real value."
We add to Dr. Solis's statements made in
1964 that the inclusion in the proposed treaties of such clauses of periodic revision
would not solve any fundamental problem as
a country can always bring up to the other
the need of revising a given treaty, whether
or not its clauses provide for such revision.
At the same time, such provision, even when
contemplated in a treaty, does not oblige in
any manner the country which receives the
request.
CONCLUSION

The proposed treaties eliminate the perpetuity and establish fixed and precise dates
of termination.
2. Political Jurisdiction and Administra-

tive Authority.-It is surprising to note that
when dealing with this subject the Communique does not even mention Article m
of the 1903 Isthmian Convention. Said Ar-

,,

ticle clearly allows the United States to
exercise, within the Canal Zone "all the
rights, power and authority that the United
States would possess and exercise if it were
the sovereign . . . to the entire exclusion
of the exercise by the Republic of Panama
of any such rights, power or authority.
The Republic has been arguing since 1904,
and with justified legal cause, that the authority granted the United States to act
"as if it were the sovereign" is limited to
the canal purposes listed in Article II of the
1903 Treaty, that is, "the construction,
maintenance, operation, sanitation and protection of the canal."
There is no doubt that the omission of this
point of Article m of the 1903 Treaty by the
Communique has surprised and worried all
Panamanians who have read and analyzed it
since its provisions involve the most important cause of conflict between the two countries and which consequences have been so
hard on the Republic's life. Because, if this is
a deliberate omission, as it must necessarily
be, it may indicate that they are trying to
erase from the citizens' conscience the terrible meaning of said article and substitute
it for the pernicious idea that there might
be a treaty more ominous than that of 1903,
with the evident purpose of reducing the
importance of the historical conquest constituted by the abrogation of said Convention and, with it, the disappearance of the
above-mentioned repulsive article, as it is
done in the proposed treaty for the present
canal.
As it is known, Article I of the 1936 Treaty
excludes from the scope of the purposes of
the canal listed in the above-mentioned Article. Article II anything related with the
construction of the canal. However, we must
admit that the 1936 Treaty did not abrogate
Article m of the 1903 Convention and, therefore, even according to the thesis the Republic has traditionally maintained since 1904,
the United States maintains the right to act
"as if it were the sovereign" in the Canal
Zone for the purposes of the "maintenance,
operation, sanitation and protection of the
Canal."
The heavy burden the Republic of Panama
has borne as a consequence of the provisions
of Article III becomes worse if we take into
consideration that, for all practical effects,
the United States has ignored the Panamanian position regarding the limitations of the
right to act "as if it were the sovereign" and,
on the contrary, has maintained the thesis,
announced by Secretary of State Hay in 1904
that the words "construction, maintenance,
operation, sanitation and protection" on the
canal are mere illustrations of the reasons
why the Republic granted the canal concession, but in no manner limit the power of
the United States to act as "if it were the
sovereign ... to the entire exclusion of the
exercise by the Republic of Panama of any
such sovereign right, power or authority."
We have reached 1970 and, after an intense
struggle and two modifications of the 1903
Isthmian Convention, the United States,
without any limitations, continues acting as
if it were the sovereign on that part of national territory. So we have that the President of the United States of America issues
executive orders applicable to the Canal Zone
and appoints a Governor; the United States
Congress approves laws which are applicable
in part of our territory; and United States
courts administer justice in our land.
On the other hand, if the proposed treaties
were approved, the United States President
shall not continue issuing executive orders
to be applied in the Canal Zone; the United
States Congress shall not approve laws which
may be applicable in any part of Panamanian territory; there shall be no foreign
Governor over a strip o! national territory;
and the United States courts, except in specific and limited cases of penal matters
which are indicated in the agreement re-
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lating to the defense of the Canal, will not
make any judicial examination and determination of issues, whether civil or penal, occurring in our territory.
The Communique says that if the new proposed treaty on the Panama Canal were
adopted "the Panamanian authorities would
continue jurisdiction or competence to act
within the Canal areas." This assertion is
completely false. Let's examine it:
(a) Civil and Mercantile Legislation: At
present, the civil and mercantile legislation
applicable in the Canal Zone is approved exclusively by the United States Congress. According to the proposed treaties, the Panamanian Law will govern all civil and mercantile relations developed among persons
residing in the Canal area or who carry on
their commercial activities therein. Our law
will govern, among other subjects too numerous to enumerate, the following areas:
Execution of contracts;
Issuance of deeds and other notarial documents;
Mortgage loans;
Relations between banking institutions
and their customers;
Relations among businessmen and between
businessmen and their customers;
Marriages;
Birth records;
Adoptions;
Divorces;
Succession proceedings;
Powers of attorney;
Execution of wills;
Claims for damages;
Bonds;
Securities;
Legal status;
Marshaling assets;
Obligations in general.
The exceptions to the application of our
civil and mercantile law in the Canal area
shall be as follows: admiralty; quasi crimes
and contracts of the Joint Administration;
relations between the Joint Administration
and its members; services rendered by the
Joint Administration.
(b) Penal Legislation: At present, the
penal legislation applicable in the canal
Zone is approved exclusively by the United
States Congress.
Under the Proposed Treaty for the Panama
Canal, the Panamanian penal legislation shall
be applicable 1n the Canal area for all kinds
of offenses, with the exception of the following: offenses against the security of the
canal; offenses against ships in the Canal
area. or against the ship's officers, crew or
passengers or offenses committed by such
persons while in the Canal area; offenses
committed within the Canal area and arising out of any act done in the performance
of official duty by employees of the Administration; offenses committed against
the Joint Administration or its property, or
against persons authorized to reside in the
Canal area or committed by such persons.
(c) Fiscal Legislation: Article X of the 1903
Treaty established that Panama shall not
impose taxes on a series of persons, activities
and properties. Among the measures stipulated therein, it is established that the Republic shall not impose contributions or
charges of a personal character of any kind
upon officers, employees, laborers, and other
individuals in the service of the Canal and
railroad and auxiUary works.
At present the Republic, for all practical
effects, can only make effective in the Canal
Zone the collection of income taxes from the
salaries of Panamanians working there and
from the earnings of enterprises which maintain offices in national territory which is not
subject to jurlsdictlona.l limitations as said
zone is. Also, the import duty on alcoholic
beverages 1s collected with a 75% discount.
Under the Proposed Treaty o! the Panama
Canal, the Panamanian fiscal legislation shall
apply to the Canal area.
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It would be an extremely long-winded task

to list all the national taxes in force in the
Republic that are not paid at present by
Canal Zone residents and Which, according
to the proposed treaties, shall apply, regardless of nationality, to all residents of the
Canal area. Among said taxes we have the
following:
(i) Income Tax imposed upon persons,
whatever their nationality, residing in the
Canal Area and enterprises carrying on activities in same area;
(11) Import t-axes on merchandise imported
for resale;
(111) Sales tax on ga.soline, oil and other
fuels and lubricants;
(iv) Inheritance and gift taxes;
(v) Admissions tax;
(vi) Revenue stamps;
(vii) Sales tax on alcoholic beverages;
(viii) Taxes on Banks and Exchange Offices;
(ix) Foreign travel tax;
(x) Franchise tax;
(xi) Insurance tax.
(d) Administration of Justice: At present,
justice is administered in the Canal Zone
solely and exclusively by the courts of the
United States of America. Panamanians are
tried on first instance by a North American
court created especially by the United States
Congress to exercise its functions in the Canal Zone, and appeals are filed before courts
with offices in New Orleans and Washington.
Under the Proposed Treaty for the Panama
Canal, the Republic of Panama courts shall
have jurisdiction over all cases and proceedings, whether civil or penal, occurring in the
Canal area. The exceptions are those cases
and proceedings specified in the proposed
treaty and which are related with the civil
and penal subjects we have pointed out as
exceptions when dealing with the subject
of civil and penal legislation, such as admiralty, contracts with the Joint Administration, offenses against the security of the canal , etc.
With regard to the above-mentioned exceptions, the administration of justice shall
be carried out by a court with equal number of Panamanian and North American
judges-Panamanian judges shall participate
in the proceedings and the appeals will be
filed with a court in which Panamanian
judges shall participate also. There will be
no more appeals to courts in New Orleans and
Washington.
(e) Administrative Functions in the Canal
Area: At present, the Republic does not ex-

ercise any administrative functions in the
Canal Zone.
According to the Proposed Panama Canal
Treaty, the Republic of Panama officials shall
have ·the right to exercise in the Canal area
all functions authorized by the laws of the
Republic of Panama which may be applicable
in the Canal area and, as we have seen, except in the cases specifically mentioned in
the proposed treaty, the civil, mercantile,
penal, and fiscal legislation of the Republic
will be valid in the Canal area.
(f) Administration of the Panama Canal:

I

The Communique says that "at present the
Government of the United States has the
obligation and responsibility of maintaining
and operating the Panama Canal, but in
accordance with the new proposed trealties for
this Canal, this obligation and responsib111ty
would pass on to an international agency
with its own authority which would be
known as the Joint Administration, for
whose actions the United States would not
be responsible, thereby being free from its
present obligations in this respect without
Panama having any guarantee and with the
aggravating factor that the Government of
the United States would have the definite
control of that Joint Administration by majority vote in the decisions of same, without
assuming any direct responsibility for the
maintenance and operation of the Canal."
It is evident that if according to the Com-

munique thesis what is sought now is that
the United States maintain, in an exclusive
manner, the obligation and responsibility
for the operation of the canal, said position is
radically opposed to the new proposed treaty
for the present canal which stipulates the
participation of Panama in the administration of the canal.
At present, in accordance with the existing treaty, everything related to the operation of the canal may be handled by the
United States "as if it were the sovereign."
In the agenda signed by both countries'
Ambassadors on July 28, 1964, the following
subject was included: "Issues related to the
participation of Panama in the Administration of the Canal." Such inclusion reflected
the way of thinking, at that time, of Dr.
Galileo Solis, today a member of the Commission which prepared the Communique,
who at the time held the position of Minister
of Foreign Relations and who, in a memorandum dated June 26, 1964, addressed to
the Special Ambassador expressed that one
of the fundamental subjects Panama was
to bring up was the "issues related to the
participation of Panama in the joint administration of the Canal."
In the course of negotiations, Panama
brought up the necessity of establishing an
international juridical entity to be known
as the Joint Administration of the Panama.
Canal and of obtaining the effective participation of our country in the administration of the Canal through equal representation in this entity.
To the Panrunanian proposal the United
States answered that it was willing to offer
Panama participation in the administration
of the Canal through the appointment of
some Panamanians to the Board of Directors of the Panama Canal Company, an entity
which, subject exclusively to North American
legislation, is in charge at present of the operation of the Canal. Our country insisted on
the establishment of a Joint Administration
and proposed that the Board of Directors be
composed of four representatives designated
by each country and a ninth representative
designated by the Secretary General of the
United Nations.
The United States maintained, from the
start of the negotiations, that President
Johnson had made clear the position that
the United States was to maintain all necessary rights to guarantee the efficient operation of the canal. The subject was discussed at the highest level and the United
States maintained, in an inflexible manner,
the position that its representation in the
Board of Directors of the Joint Administration should be in the majority.
Which is preferable ... ? That the Panama
Canal be unilaterally administered by the
United States as proposed by the Communique or that the administration of same be
assigned to an international organization in
the Board of Directors in which four representatives of our country shall have the
right to voice and vote.
The Communique says that "the mentioned
Joint Administration would have, according to the proposed treaty, attributions that
at this stage not even the Washington Government has under the treaties in effect."
This is also f-alse. According to the treaty in
effect, the Washington Government, for the
purposes of the operation of the canal may
act as if it were the sovereign. The propooed
treaty for the Panama Canal determines the
specific and definite activities the Joint Administration may undertake.
To support "the above-mentioned assertion, to the effect that the Joint Authority
would have attributions greater than those
exercised at present by the Washington Government, the Communique adds:
"For example, to mention a case, notwithstanding the obligation which app-arently is
stipulated in the project in the sense that the
Joint Administration would transfer to private Panamani-an firms the commercial ac-
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tivities which are now exploited in the Canal
Zone, this same project stipulates that this
Administration may continue with such activities, with the sole obligation of paying
Panama the sums equivalent to the taxes
which Panama might have received if these
activities were in the hands of private firms,
which would mean that these activities would
not be subject to Panamanian tax system
nor would they be under the jurisdiction of
the laws and authorities of Panama, which
is a just and permanent aspiration of Panama."
The example offered by the Communique
is as inappropriate as the assertion it pretends to illustrate is false, and it is also contradictory. It is evident that if the commercial activities carried out by the Administration oblige it to pay to the Republic of
Panama sums equivalent to those which
firms operating under Panamanian jurisdiction would have paid, for the same activities, such activities of the Joint Administration would be subject to the corresponding fiscal laws of the Republic.
Article XV stipulates that the Administration, within five years following its assumption of its functions, shall discontinue its
operation of all commercial activities. Same
article stipulates the manner in which to
call for bids or solicitations to transfer such
activities to private firms. It is pointed out
that, in such bids, only persons who are
entitled to obtain from the Republic of
Panama the authorization to engage in commercial activities in our country shall be
able to participate. It also adds, by referring
to Article XVIII, that private business enterprises, when conducting their activities
in the Canal area, shall be subject to the
laws of the Republic.
The above-mentioned Article XV adds that
"if no satisfactory bids are received" from
private business enterprises regarding the
exploitation of a specific activity, the Administration, after the term for direct negotiation with private enterprisers has expired,
may exploit same but, in such a case, "the
Administra-tion shall operate the enterprise
in conformity with the fiscal laws of the
Republic of Panama."
At present, the United States Government
agency in charge of the operation of the
Canal carries out some activities of a commercial nature which yield no profits but are
maintained as a service to the community.
With the purpose of maintaining same, if
this were convenient, the possibility that in
exceptional cases the Joint Administration
exploit certain commercial activities in the
Canal area was provided for in the proposed
treaty. Such exception cannot serve as an
example, as the Communique asserts, to
maintain that the Joint Administration
would have attributions, functions, and powers that at this stage not even the Washington Government has.
CONCLUSION

The Communique analyzes the subject
"Political Jurisdiction and Administrative
Authority" without quoting our mentioning
Article III and of the 1903 Treaty which allows the United States to act as "if it were the
sovereign . . . to the entire exclusion of
the exercise by the Republic of Panama of
any such sovereign rights, power or authority" By omitting such quotation or reference, it falls to deal with the main cause of

conflict which has existed between the two
countries. The proposed treaties put an end
to the opprobrious regime emanating from
Article III and confers on an international
organization, of which the Republic will
form part, specific and limited functions.
3. Execution of civilian works not authorized by the Treaties: In an exchange of notes

dated February 1, 1939, both countries agreed
that the term "maintenance," as it is used
in Article III of the 1936 General Treaty,
"shall be construed as permitting expansion
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and new construction when these are undertaken by the Government of the United
States of America in accordance with the
said Treaty."
Therefore, we have that the United States
was authorized to carry out expansion and
new construction "for the purposes of the
efficient maintenance, operation, sanitation
and protection of the Canal and its auxiliary
works."
With regard to the subject of execution of
new works, the Communique says that the
proposed treaty "would give the entity which
there is referred to as the Joint Administration of the Canal a greater radius of action
which would allow it to legalize activities
which are now carried out disregarding the
existing Treaties, and would also allow it new
construction activities which the Government of the United States has no right to
perform at the present time in accordance
with the treaties in effect today."
The above-quoted assertion by the Communique is false and no basis for it can be
found in the proposed treaty. We shall see
with concrete quotations of the proposed
treaty how the text of the same contains dispositions completely contrary to the assertions of said Communique.
Through Article II, "the Republic of Panama and the United States hereby establish the joint administration of the Panama
Canal to operate the Panama Canal and its
appurtenant and supporting facilities and
services, maintain the Panama Canal and
such facilities and services, make improvements and additions thereto, and administer
the canal area. . . ."
Article V includes, among the attributions
of the Joint Administration, the following:
"1) Operate and maintain the Panama Canal
and its appurtenant and supporting faclllties and make improvements and additions
thereto and control navigation in canal area
waters."
As can be seen, in a clear and precise manner, the project empowers the Joint Administration to make improvements and additions to the Panama Canal and its appurtenant and supporting services. This will
in no way allow it "to legalize activities
which are now carried out disregarding the
existing Treaties" because, as we have already seen, at present the United States is
authorized to carry out expansion and new
construction "for the purposes of the efficient maintenance, operation, sanitation
and protection of the canal and its auxiliary
works."
CONCLUSION

The proposed treaty limits itself to empower the Joint Administration to effect improvements and additions to the Panama
Canal and its auxiliary works. This is evidently necessary and convenient. Such provisions do not, in the least, legalize the activities presently being carried out, which
are not contemplated in the provisions in
force.
4. Protection of the Panama Canal: The
Communique states that "the 1903 Treaty
granted the United States the right to protect the Canal and this right was covered
by Article XXIII of that Treaty, limiting it
to: 'use its Police and land and naval forces
and to establish fortifications for the protection and safety of the Oanal or of the
ships that make use of same, or the railways
and auxiliary works.'" The limitation mentioned by the Communique vanishes if a
complete quotation is made of the mentioned
Article XXIII, as it adds that "the United
States shall have the right, at all times and
at its discretion, to use its pollee and land
and naval forces and to establish fortifica-

tions for these purposes."
If the United States has the right "at all
times and at its discretion" to use its armed
forces and to establish fortifications, its
faculty to protect the Canal is not as limited
as the Communique assumes it is.

Such limitation is narrowed even more if
we recall that, even according to the thesis
the Republic has maintained since 1904, the
protection of the canal is one of the specific
purposes why the United States has, by virtue of a delegation by the sovereign, the right
to exercise "the rights, power and authority
that the United States would possess and
exercise if it were the sovereign," as stated
in the text of Article ill of the 1903 Treaty.
It is not worthwhile that we expound on
this matter, as all Panamanians well known
that, by right or fact, few are the limitations which exist with regard to activities in
defense of the interoceanic waterway, which
the United States presently develops in the
Canal Zone.
The proposed treaty concerning the defense
of the canal is analogous to several treaties
entered by the United States with other
countries such as Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Italy, Great Britain, Spain, Greece,
Japan, the Chinese Republic, and Turkey.
In lieu of the situation which presently
prevails, the areas of national territory destined for defense purposes would be under
a system, which would have the following
main features:
(a) The defense areas would be under the
flag of the Republic of Panama.
(b) In civil matters, only Panamanian civil
laws and our system for the administration
of justice would be enforced.
(c) In penal matters, our law will be enforced and our courts will exercise jurisdiction in all cases, with the following exceptions: acts or omissions committed only
against United States property ~d E"ecurity;
acts or omissions committed only against the
person or property of a member of the United
States armed forces or civilian employee of
these forces or a dependent of same; and
acts or omissions committed while on official
duties .
{d) The arrival and departure to and from
the country of Inilitary personnel and their
dependents will be subject to a special regulation which requires the pres~ntation of
documentation to Panamanian authorities.
(e) Preference will be given to the acquisition of supplies and services in the Republic
to the extent where they are comparable
quality and cost to those which may be
obtained from other sources.
{f) The Armed Forces contractors will
have to qualify under the laws of the Republic and will be subject to our fiscal laws,
except in special cases, as specified in the
Treaty.
(g) The members of the Armed Forces will
be subject to Panamanian customs laws and
will only be exempt with regard to the household and personal effects they bring upon
their arrival to the country.
The regulation outlined above is, without
any doubt, more in accord with national
dignity and interests than the one which
presently prevails.
In dealing with the subject of the Protection of the Panama Canal, the Communique
adds that the Proposed Defense Treaty,
"would grant the North American Government the right to utilize new areas outside
the Canal Zone, without entering into a
new Agreement or Treaty between the two
countries."
The above a.ffirmation in the Communique
is untrue and no basis for it can be found
in the text of the proposed Defense Treaty.
Let us see, with exact quotations from the
proposed treaty, how its text contains provisions completely contrary to what is declared in the Communique:
All the areas destined by Panama for Canal
defense purposes are defined ln Annex A
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conditions. Therefore, so that Annex A may
be revised, it becomes necessary that Panama
and the United States agree on such revision.
Also, section (2) of the Annexed Agreement regarding Various Matters which is
part of the proposed treaty states the following: "The stipulations o! section (a)
numeral (5) of Article II of this Treaty relative to the entering of agreements to facilitate the use of additional lands by the
United States of America, imply that to enforce such agreements the approval of the
National Assembly is necessary."
CONCLUSION

The protection of the canal 1s one of the
purposes for which, according to the present
treaties, the UniJted States may act as sovereign. The proposed Canal defense treaty
sets the basis for a new regulation which
will be more beneficial to the Republic and
more in agreement with national interests.
5. Insufficiency of direct benefits for Panama: At present, the Republic of Panama re-

ceives a direct nominal compensation of
$1,930,000 per year for the canal concession.
It is evident that such compensation is
ridiculously small. In this respect the Communlque states: "In accordance with the
new Panama Canal treaty, the Republic will
perceive a higher annual payment, calculated
on the basis of a fixed sum per ton of cargo
.in transit through the Canal; but the effectiveness of such payments is doubtful, since
the constant depreciation of the purchasing
power of the North American dollar is not
taken into consideration, with the aggravating factor that Panama does not have any
participation in the setting of tolls."
The proposed treaty changes the present
compensation to a formula which relates the
resulting payment to the number of commercial cargo tons transiting through the
Canal. If this formula were to be put into
effect this year, the sum of direct revenue
perceived by Panama in the period 197Q2000 would be of One Thousand Fifty Two
Million dollars ($1,052,000,000), while the
revenue arising from the annuity which is
presently paid would amount, for the same
period, to Fifty Seven Million Nine Hundred
Thousand dollars ($57,900,000). The increase
is clearly substantial.
As for the arguments that the payments
are doubtful because the constant depreciation of the North American dollar purchasing power is not contemplated, it should be
considered that the payments obtained under the present system of fixed tolls would
be equally vulnerable, the only difference
being that the amount of the formula is
much higher than that of the present tolls.
Moreover, the formula contained in the
proposed Panama Canal treaty carries a natural and automatic protection against loss
of the dollar purchasing power, as it is based
on the increase of the Canal cargo volume.
Therefore, there is no reasonable basis to
declare that the payments would be doubtful as the Communique contends.
We are surprised that in dealing with the
subject of direct benefits for Panama, the
Communique does not mention the item of
the return of lands. In this regard, the proposed treaties define the areas which will be
destined for Canal purposes and provide that
they will return to the Republic extensive
strips of land which are presently within the
Canal Zone, the use of which had been
granted to the United States. The extension
of such areas near the city of Colon is of 925
hectares, that is, four times the area of the
present city.
As for the urban development of the city
of Panama, the area to be returned to the

of the proposed treaty. Section (5) (a) of

Republic adds to the urban perimeter an ex-

Article II provides that "the Republic o!
Panama and the United States of America
may agree to revise Annex A of this treaty
by releasing areas, adding areas or making
other adjustments in order to meet changing

tension of approximately 880 hectares, which
are equivalent to the area presently occupied
by the city from the West end of Chorrlllo
and East of Las 13ovedas, up to Urbantzacton
El Cangrejo.
J

'
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Of unique importance to urban development are the 404 hectares which will be added
to the town of Arraijan. Their proximity to
the center of Panama City will permit the
development of satellita communities which
wlll relieve the Cs.pital's existing urban
pressure.
The value of the areas referred to in the
above paragraphs has not been determined,
but they no doubt amount to several million
dollars. Furthermore, the Cristobal port facilities are included in same, as well as the
piers, several living quarters, school buildings, sales stores and recreational centers,
hangars, warehouse and storage structures,
fences, highways, electric llnes, repair shops,
water dis tribution lines, and the Coco Solo
hospit al.
Concerning the subject of direct benefits,
the Communique says that the proposed Sea
Level Canal Treaty "is conceived in the manner of an option the United States could
exercise or not, and since no stipulations of
economical benefits are made therein, it
would represent for Panama an enormous
and obscure interrogative of its future rights
and interests, so closely knit with the destiny
of the Panamanian Nation."
The proposed sea level canal treaty does
not present the "enormous and obscure interrogative" which the Communique mentions. Paragraph (2) of Article m of the
mentioned proposed treaty textually provides
tha:t the "payments to the Repub11c of Panama will be agreed between the Republic of
Panama and the United States of America at
the time the financing arrangements are
made."
The proposed treaty adds that, at the time
the aforementioned agreements are made,
the general principles set forth in paragraph
(2) of Article X of this project wlll be taken
into consideration. Furthermore, paragraph
(4) of Article m of the project in question
provides that, after completion of that portion of the financing arrangements which includes the arrangements for payments to the
Republic of Panama, the United States of
America shall notify the Republic of Panama
of its intenJtion to proceed with the construction and "may commence such work after
one year has elapsed from the date of such
notlfica tion."
It is then clearly established in the proposed treaty, without a. hint of an "enormous
and obscure interrogative," that the construction of a sea level canal cannot be initiated until that part of the agreements regarding financing is completed, including the
agreements relative to payment to the Republic of Panama. Therefore, if the Republic
of Panama does not reach an agreement in
terms acceptable to it with the United States,
such construction cannot begin.
So that no doubt arises that the option
being granted to the United States to construct a sea level canal is conditioned to a
later acceptance by Panama of the economic
benefits it should receive, we must add that,
in Note MNP-12/68 of January 3, 1968, the
Negotiating Mission informed the Chancery
that the United States negotiators had
agreed to amend paragraph (2) of Article m
of the project to read thus: "Such agreements concerning payments to be made to
the Republic of Panama will be arrived at
between the Republic of Panama and the
United States of America at the time the
financing arrangements are made, taking into
consideration the principles set forth in paragraph (2) of Article X of this Treaty.
"When an agreement is reached regarding
the payments referred to, in terms acceptable
to the Republic of Panama and the United

States of America, the latter shall notify its
intention to proceed with the construction
works for the sea level canal, according to the
stipulations of this Treaty."
Also, in the above mentioned Note MNP-

12/68, the Chancery was informed that the
North American negotiators had equally accepted that a paragraph (5) be added to
Article XII of the proposed treaty as follows:
"(5) The arbitration procedure to which
this Article refers will not apply to the negotiatiOn of agreements . . . relative to payments to be made to the Republic of Panama,
acc:>rding to the stipulations of paragraph
(2) of Article III and Article X of this
Treaty. . . . "
Where is, then, "the enormous and obscure interrogative" which the Communique
mentions?
As the construction of a sea-level canal
can only begin when an agreement regarding the payments referred to has
been reached in terms acceptable to
the Republic of Panama, our country
would have, in practice, veto rights over such
construction. When the time comes of deciding this construction, it will behoove
Panamanians at such future date, to agree
on the economic benefits with ample knowledge of the characteristics of the new interoceanic waterway project, the conditions of
international commerce and the trends which
at such time may be predicted for the shipping industry. Under these conditions, a
more reasonable and convenient decision may
be made for the interests of Panama.
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Income perceived by the Republic of Panama
through the sale of goods and services
to the Canal Zone in 1969

(In millions of dollars]
Income:
Sale of Petroleum Products________
4. 9
Sale of Other Goods---------------- 17.4
Expenditures by Civ111an and M111tary Residents of the Canal Zone
inPanama ______________________ 35.8
Sale of Services to U.S. Military
Establishments and the Panama
Canal Company_________________
6.4
Wages, Salaries, and Retirement paid
to Panama residents employed by
Government agencies, Contractors, and Other Private Firms____ 68. 4
Sale of Goods to Contractors and
Other Private Firms____________ 17.5
Totalincome __________________ 150.4
Expenditures:
Purchase of Merchandise__________
3. 4
Transportation ------------------0. 9
Various Services-----------------1. 3
Total expenditures____________
5. 6
Net income ___________________ 144.8

Source: Bureau of Statistics and Census,
Office of the Comptroller, Republic of
Panama.
The importance of the above figures goes
CONCLUSION
far beyond their absolute order of magnitude.
In that part of the Communique concern- In this respect, the aforementioned 1970
ing its "conclusion" on the subject of direct Economic Report by the Executive Planning
benetlts, "dense uncertainties" are men- and Administrative Bureau of the Presidency
tioned. As we have seen, the direct benefits of the Republic states that " ... there is a very
agreed upon are true in terms of substantial close relation between the growth rate of this
direct income which the Republic of Panama particular sector and the total economy rate.
would receive by reason of the cargo transitis due to the fact that the income origing the Canal. Also, the direct benefits in- This
in the Canal Zone has a multiclude lands and facilities of considerable inated
value. The formula agreed upon to determine plying effect in the economy, of approxithe benefits which will originate from a sea- mately 2.5 times its original value." This
level canal, grants the Republic veto power means that, according to ofilcial figures by
over the construction of such canal, which the Office of the Comptroller, in 1969 the net
will allow negotiation of the benefits with income from the Canal Zone had a total effect
full knowledge of subjects which today are in the economy, equivalent to approximately
unknown, thus protecting the best interests 50% of the total Gross Internal Product of
Panama during this year. Therefore, the inacof the country more effectively.
curacy and lack of documentation of the
6. Insufficiency of Indirect Benefits for Communique's affirmation that the indirect
Panama.-With regard to this subject, the
Communique states that "there are few and benefits are "few and doubtful" is obvious.
Another part of the Communique states
doubtful permanent benefits which the Republic may have indirectly received by the that " . . . . to the contrary, the Panama
Canal,
because of the manner in which it is
presence of the Panama Canal in its territory . . . ." However, later the Communique operated and administered, constitutes an
states that "All the conflicts which so fre- obstacle, at times insurmountable, in the dequently have arisen in the last sixty yea:rs velopment of its international commerce and
due to the insufficiency of indirect benefits in the adequate exploitation of its natural
that Panama has the right to receive • • • resources." Unfortunately, the Communique
will look pale, compared to what w1ll occur limits itself in making this affirmation Withwhen, as a consequence of the unconsulted out going into the answer the proposed treaty
acceptance of the three proposed treaties, the gives to such a vital problem. Let us conpresent locks canal ceases to operate. . •." sider it for a moment.
With regard to the subject of indirect
There is an obvious incongruence between
the two affirmations in the Communique. If economic benefits, the negotiating effort was
the indirect benefits to the Panamanian econ- oriented by the thesis of taking advantage of
omy are few and doubtful, their elimination, the geographic position. In its most succint
due to the ceasing of operations of the present expression, we can explain this thesis by
Canal, would not bring the disastrous eco- stating that as far as the Canalis concerned,
nomic consequences presaged. Panama can- the Panamanian objective must be that of
not refuse the reality of things. The actual achieving the opening to Panamanian ecoindirect benefits are many and true! This is nomic activity of that part of the present
a fully recognized fact, proven by Pana- Canal Zone destined to the handling of the
manian economic literature and ofilcial docu- interoceanic waterway, so that Panama may
ments of national as well as international be able to make the necessary investments
organi.zations. Moreover, the 1970 Economic and use the existing facilities to take maxiReport and the Development Strategy, which mum advantage of the transit of vessels and
are documents published by the Executive goods through the Canal. As a corollary to this
Planning and Administrative Bureau of the objective we have, among others, the ceasing
Presidency, emphasize the Canal's influence of business, manufacturing, agricultural and
and importance in Panamanian economy in cattle farming activities, services and other
presently being exploited or under the conits qualitative as well as quantitative aspects. trol of Zonian authorities, so that they may
The magnitude of the present indirect be undertaken by Panama; and the enforcebenefits can be fully appreciated in the fol- ment of the Panamanian tax system on the
lowing chart, which shows the income to activities being developed in that area of naPanama through the sale of goods and serv- tional territory and the natural or private
ices to the Canal Zone.
juridic persons residing or working therein.
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Within the limitations of a bipartite negotiation, where one of the parties--the United
States of America-presently has excessive
powers in this and other matters, we succeeded in including enough provisions in the
proposed treaties to attain the indicated objectives.
This is not the place to detail each one of
these aspects. However, anyone who wishes
to study this subject in depth, may refer to
the following provisions in the present Canal
proposed treaty:
( i) The Canal will be a primary source of
employment for Panamanians, with equal
treatment and pay. See Article VII, paragraphs 1, 2, and 3.
(ii) Possib111ty of services and supplies to
vessels. See Article IX, paragraph 2.
(iii) Panama's option to suspend the railroad operations. See Article XI, paragraph 1.
(iv) Use of Panamanian postage stamps.
See Article Xll, paragraph 1.
(v) Elimination of commercial activities by
North American authortities. See Article XV,
paragraph 1.
(vi) Payment of taxes by the Joint Administration to the National Treasury. See
Article XV, paragraph 2b.
(vii) Instrument for future reversion of
lands to Panama, without having to negotiate
new treaties. See Article XVII, paragraph la.
(v111) Operation of private enterprises in
the Canal Area under Panamanian laws (except in special matters regarding the Canal).
See Article XVIII, paragraphs 1 and 3.
(ix) Instrument to destine areas for Panamanian industrial development under Panamanian laws and definition of an initial portion of Diablo Heights, adjacent to the Canal.
for a Panamanian industrial park. See Article
XVIII, paragraph 2 and Annex I, paragraph
4.

(x) Collection of income tax from all Joint
Administration personnel, enterprises, and
natural persons operating in the Canal Area.
See Article XXVIII, paragraph 1a.
(xi) Payment of Import taxes on articles
imported for sale in the Area. See Article
XXVIII, paragraph 2.
(xU) Preference for purchases from Panamanian sources. See Article xxvm, paragraph 2.
CONCLUSION

The Communique incurs in a serious contradiction when it refers to the subject of
indirect benefits. This must be In part due to
the lack of serious economic analysis about
an eminently economic subject. From the
examination of the proposed treaties, the
existence of substantial economic benefits
resulting from an economic thesis of exploitation of the geographic position is obvious,
which responds to the structural reality of
Panamanian economy and Its future needs
for development.
7. Differences in Interpretation of the Pres-

ent Treaties. The Communique indicates that
one of the main causes of confilct between the
two countries lies in that the United States
has interpreted and applied the contractual
provisions presently in force to their own convenience.
The Communique adds that: "This unilateral decision making by the United States
would subsist If the three proposed treaties
to which this Preliminary Report refers were
signed, since in the few instances in which
possible arbitrations are foreseen, these deal
with matters of a secondary order, but not
related to the defense of the sovereignty and
dignity of the Republlc."
The aforementioned afflrmation of the
Communique Is untrue and no basis for it can
be found in the texts of the proposed treaties. With precise quotations, let us see how
such texts contain provisions completely contrary to what the Communique declares.
Article XXVII ( 1) of the proposed Panama
Canal treaty yrovides that:
"(1) Any dispute between the two govern-

ments concerning the interpretation or application of this treaty (including the validity of acts of the Administration) which is
not settled by negotiation shall, upon request
of either government, be submitted to arbitration in accordance with the procedure
set forth below." An identical provision (with
the exception that instead of referring to
the "Administration," it refers to the "Commission") appears in Article XIII of the proposed Sea Level Canal treaty.
If the clauses with regard to arbitration
are extensive to "all controversies," including
any dispute relative to the validity of the actions of international entities created to handle interoceanic waterways, we do not seem to
understand why the Communique claims
that arbitration policies are provided for a
few cases of secondary order and not for those
in defense of the sovereignty and dignity of
the Republic.
As we have seen before, so that no doubt
remains regarding the fact that the exercise
of the option for the construction of a sealevel canal is subject to a later acceptance
by the Republic of Panama of the economic
benefits due to our country from such construction, the negotiation of agreements regarding such benefits was excluded from the
arbitration procedure.
The United States representatives did not
accept that a clause on arbitration be included in the proposed canal defense treaty.
They maintained that similar pacts have been
entered by the United States with more than
twenty countries and that in none of them
did an arbitration clause appear.
CONCLUSION

There is no basis in the text of the proposed treaties for the Communique's statement ln the sense that the arbitration provisions appearing therein are applicable to a
few cases of secondary order.
FINAL CONCLUSION

The proposed treaties represent the following:
(1) Abrogation of the 1903 Treaty.
(2) Elimination of the perpetuity clause
and stipulation of the precise terms for finalization of the new treaties.
(3) The Panamanian fiag will be fiown exclusively in the Canal Zone, the military
bases, and ships transiting the Canal.
(4) Panama will have effective participation In the handling and administration of
the canal.
(5) As a general principle, civil as well as
fiscal and penaJ Panamanian laws will apply
in the Canal area, where the enforcement of
North American laws will be discontinued.
(In exceptional cases in which Panamanian
laws shall not apply, the Statutes issued by
the Joint Administration shall apply.)
(6) The Panamanian civil and penal courts
of justice will have jurisdiction in the Canal
Area, and the jurisdiction of North American
courts of justice will cease. A few specific
cases stipulated herein are excepted.
(7) Reversion to Panama of the present
locks canal and all auxiliary works, buildings,
and lands within the Canal Zone.
(8) Establishment of an arbitration clause
to settle the differences which may arise between Panama and the United States with
regard to the Interpretation or application
of the treaties and the validity of the actions
by the Joint Administration.
(9) Effective protection for Panamanian
employees working in the Canal Zone.
(10) Substantial increase of the direct, as
well as indirect benefits, which Panama will
perceive as a result of the Canal operation.
(11) Negotiations for an agreement for a
future sea level canal in which the door will
remain open so that Panamanians, on whom
the task of defending the position of Panama is placed, may demand a fair compensation in exchange of the Concession for the
construction of such a canal.

THE SYLLOGISM

The syllogism, with which the Communique ends, has a f•lndamental error. It revolves around an examination of the causes
of confilct which exist between the two countries. However, upon making this examination, the Communique in question does not
even refer to the major cause of confilct,
which lies in Article i l l of the 1903 Isthmian
Convention.
Any examination of the causes referred to
which incur tn such error of omission Is inaccurate and incomplete. Therefore, it cannot serve as basis to make a serious study,
or to arrive at true conclusions.
The present document has not been written with the purpose of obstructing the work
of those who today share the delicate tasks
of counseling and directing the negotiations
begun as a result of the Joint Decla-ration
of April 1964. We consider that such tasks
have much to profit if the examination of
the proposed treaties is carried out In an objective and constructive manner. We have
shown, by pointing out the precise quotation,
tl:mt the criticisms made to such proposed
treaties In the "Preliminary Report," which
the Communique reproduces, find no basis
in the text of the proposed treaties and,
therefore, such criticisms are not objective,
serious, or constructive.
As Panamanians, we will be the first to
congratulate ourselves if, upon finalization
of the negotiations, our Republic achieves
juridical, political, and economic gains of
greater significance than those stipulated in
the proposed treaties which we negotiated.
If the advantages obtained are hastily
ignored and the basic negotiating positions
are changed, there is the evident risk that
the United States will alter hers, not precisely to soften them. But fortunately, they wlll
not be able to make them more rigid beyond
the limit defined by the conquest we achieved
and which they accepted. It will therefore be
of genuine satisfaction to us that the additional advances which may be made will
have, as a starting point, those which were
definitely established in the proposed treaties. The 1903 Convention Is abrogated and
the perpetuity of the concessions is cancelled,
and the United states wlll not even be able
to consider their restoration.
The termination of the treaty for the present canal, set for December 31, 1999, or earlier if the sea level canal is opened to traffic
prior to or on that same date--In 2009 at the
latest, wlll be the unbreakable limit of any
other understanding. The lands recovered for
Panamanian jurisdiction will be no less than
those which the United States agreed to
restore to the urban area of Panama, Colon,
and Arraijan. The Cristobal port area and its
piers, already recovered for the Republic, will
not have to be the object of a new debate
in the negotiation. Nor, to shorten this account, may the direct fiscal revenue which
the Republic may derive from the canal operation be stipulated in an amount below the
one thousand fifty two mllllon dollars which
It is estimated that the country would obtain, according to the proposed treaty for the
locks canal. Whatever is obtained In the future, and we hope It will be plenty, wlll have
as a starting point what has already been
obtained in 30 months of negotiations. This
will be the truth proclaimed by facts the
"Communique" pretends to Ignore.

ENFORCEMENT OF POLLUTION
CONTROL STANDARDS
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, since coming to Congress - in 196'1, I have been

privileged to serve as a member of the
Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution. In this capacity I have parti~
ipated in the fashioning of most of

the major Federal programs designed
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to control and abate the pollution of
our physical environment.
As those familiar with the Federal
effort know, until very recently the programs have been concerned primarily
with the development of criteria and
the formulation of standards. Only recently has the program entered the enforcement phase. We have long known
that effective enforcement would involve
very large economic interests and that
strong market forces would resist effective enforcement. Some have been skeptical that effective enforcement could
be carried out in the face of such resistance.
Fortunately for the Nation, President
Nixon is making it very clear that the
standards will be enforced. His chief
lieutenant in pollution control-William
D. Ruckelshaus, administrator of the
new Environmental Protection Agencyhas compiled during his short tenure a
very fine record of successful enforcement actions. Although he has not hesitated to take legal action in the face
of intransigence, I am especially encouraged by the success he has had
in promoting voluntary compliance.
The latest case in point is an agreement on thermal pollution of Lake Michigan. So that Senators may be aware of
this important development, I ask unanimous consent that an article published
in the New York Times of March 26 be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THREE LAKE MICHIGAN STATES AGREE TO
THERMAL POLLUTION
(By Seth S. King)
CHICAGO, March 25.-Three of the four
states bordering Lake Michigan agreed today
to join the new Federal Environmental Protection Agency in setting strict thermal pollution standards that will prevent power
companies from dumping any heated water
into the lake.
Representatives of Wisconsin, Indiana, and
Michigan accepted proposals by William D.
Ruckelshaus, the agency's administrator, that
will require cooling towers or other temperature-lowering devices on the nuclear generating plants and fossil-burning power stations being built or already operating on the
lake's shores.
nunois, where one large lakeshore nuclear
plant is being built, declined to accept the
proposed Federal standards.
ILLINOIS HAS DOUBTS
But today's action by the state representatives provides new authority for the Federal
Government to force the Tilinois Pollution
Control Board. David P. Currie told those
attending the three-day Lake Michigan Enforcement Conference that Illinois did not
believe the damage caused by the thermal
discharges from Coinm.onwealth Edison's nuclear plant at Zion would be great enough to
warrant the expenditure 'for a cooling tower.
However, the TI11no1s board has adopted a
policy that would bar the building of any
new nuclear plants on the comparatively
small section of shore line in this state. The
board would also require the installation of
coollng towers on the Zion plant 1f it were
shown that thermal discharges were damaging the ecology.
At present 26 power plants use Lake Michigan water to cool their generators. Two are
nuclear power generating stations. Five other
nuclear plants are under construction or
planned for sites around the lake.

The Federal thermal pollution standard
accepted today would prevent the discharge
of any heated water into the lake that would
raise the water temperature 3 degrees Fahrenheit above the natural temperature a.t a
point 1,000 feet from the discharge pipe.
The nuclear plants, which will use lake
water to cool their generators and then pump
this back into the lake, would discharge
water at temperatures from 12 to 28 degrees
above the natural temperature.
To meet these standards all shoreline
plants, fossil or nuclear, now operating or under construction, would have to upgrade their
cooling facilities.
Power company officials have estimated
that to meet the Federal standards on all
these plants plus those projected for the
area, would cost about $280-million.
Federal-state enforcement conference procedures will allow the individual states to
reverse today's acceptances within six
months. If they do not, the standards become
officials.
The Environmental Protection Agency
would then be empowered to take action
against any company that did not comply
with the standards. It could also act to
require Illinois to adopt them.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE
MIDSOUTH
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, recently
I attended the field hearings of the Public Works Committee's Subcommittee on
Economic Development held in Memphis,
Tenn. The testimony there brought to
light many aspects of economic development experience in the Midsouth
region and indicated directions that
Federal assistance in this area might
take in the future.
I might point out that a great many
of the witnesses applauded the regional
approach employed by the Appalachian
and title V Regional Commission, but
almost as many expressed their opinion
that the title V commission program
needs some fundamental modifications.
With that preface I want to focus the
Senator's attention on the proposal for
establishment of a title V Regional
Commission to include portions of Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee, designated the Mid-South Regional Commission. This rna tter has been
before the Senate before, and an appropriation of $300,000 has been authorized for setting up the Commission.
Those funds are at present being held
by the Office of Management and Budget
in anticipation of the modification or
possible elimination of the title V pro-

gram.

While I agree that some changes in
the regional commission program are
eminent, I should like to underscore the
need for attention in the geographic
area involved in the planned Mid-South
Commission. I can but speculate what
course rural development will take in the
next several years, but notwithstanding
this uncertainty, I should make clear the
need that whatever course we follow answers the problems outlined by the
draftsmen of the Mid-South Regional
Commission.
So that we might be better apprised of
these needs, I ask unanimous consent
that a portion of the statement of Mr.
Linzy D. Albert, director of the Regional
Development Center at Memphis State
University, Memphis, Tenn., submitted
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to the field hearing of the Economic Development Subcommittee, be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the testimony was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as fOllOWS:
TESTIMONY OF LINZY D. ALBERT BEFORE THE
U.S. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE
ON PUBLIC WORKS, HEARINGS, MEMPHIS,
TENN., MARCH 5 AND 6, 1971
Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee
my name is Linzy D. Albert of 4332 Ambrose'
Memphis, Tennessee.
'
Mr. Chairman, Permit me to say that I
appreciate very much the invitation and opportunity afforded by your Committee to
testify in these hearings on Economic Development. It is always a pleasure to get to
speak to our law makers from Washington
on a face to face basis.
My professional association is here with
Memphis State University. At the University
I am Director of a "University Center'• program, a department devoted entirely to the
economic development of our service region,
which includes our "half" of the State of
Tennessee. This program is funded partially
by the Economic Development Administration, U.S. Commerce Department. I am, also,
Associate Professor of Geography and I teach
a course in City and Regional Planning during the academic year.
My professional experience in the field of
planning and development spans the past
20 years, during most of which time I was
Director of Statewide and Regional planning
in Tennessee State Government. I have had
experien<:e working with both the public
and private sectors, trying to guide and accelerate the econmnic development processtrying to put together those combinations of
resources that can create new job opportunities for our citizens and new and improved
incomes.
In Tennessee State government, I served
as Alternate Representative on the Appalachian Regional Coinm.ission {1965-1967) and
directed its staff effort in the State. Prior to
this I participated in a staff capacity to the
Conference of Appalachian Governors, concerned with problems unique to that large
region of our country. This effort began in
late 1959 and continued until 1965 during
which time the States and Federal government devised the Appalachian program and
the Regional Commission program, enabled
by the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965.
Mr. Chairman, I do not want to necessarily
claim expertness in the field of economic development because there are others who have
been as involved as I have, and have more
experience in understanding problems and
being able to devise solutions. But one does
not have to be an expert to surmise what is
going on around us and in the various regions of the country to know that some regions are lagging in their growth, some are
more backward than others, some have more
resources than others, eome have more
money than others, and yes, some have more
determination than others.
DEVELOPMENT LAG AND REGIONAL PROBLEMS
The Mid-South Region has many problems
that require concerted and coordinated action. Most of these stem from the fact that
the Region has not kept pace with the Nation. Comparing the performance of the Region to that of the United States will bear
this out. For this purpose the 9 criteria to
show the relative level · of development of a
region set forth by the Economic Development Administration of the U.S. Department
of Commerce can be used. These include (1)
underemployment and unemployment, (2)
family income, (3) housing conditions, (4)
health fac111ties and personnel, (5) education, (6) migration, (7) employment in declining industries, {8) average farm size,
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and (9) technical skills. (Ref. See P.L. 89136). Discussion of these factors using 1960
Census data wlll show that the Region lags
behind the rest of the Nation. These data
should help a regional planning commission
focus upon the region as a unit with homogeneous goals and objectives.
(1} Unemployment and Underemployment.
The rate of unemployment of the Region's
civilian labor force has been consistently
higher than in the United States as a whole.
In 1959, the Region's unemployment rate was
at 6.2 per cent (the five metro counties excluded) while that of the United States was
5.5 per cent. Since that time the most rellable
data available support the conclusion that
unemployment has remained at or near this
level.
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT 1959

Civilian
labor
force
United States ____ _______ 68,172,429
Mid-South region_______ 1, 375,613
Arkansas counties 1___
174,140
Kentucky counties____
111,404
louisiana parishes 2 _ .
338, 178
Mississippi counties a_
447,047
Missouri counties__ ___
56,464
Tennessee counties •- _
198, 380

Unemployed
3, 504,827
84,720
11,523

7, 779

26,030
25.217
2, 665
11, 506

Percentage
unemployed

Current
dollars

United States---------------------Mid-South Region:
Arkansas Counties _______________ _
Kentucky Counties ______________ _
Louisiana Parishes ______________ _
Mississippi Counties _____________ _
Missouri Counties _______________ _
Tennessee Counties _____________ _

Excludes Crittenden County.
Excludes East Baton Rouge and LaFayette Parishes.
a Excludes Hinds County.
• Excludes Shelby County.

Source: Census ot Population. 1960.

A considerable amount of the Region's
employment has been disguised underemployment. Of the 2,203,195 persons who
worked in the Region in 1959-789,284 or
35.8 per cent worked less than 40 weeks per
year. This underemployment in most cases
resulted from the extremely high seasonal
employment of the Region's farm work force.
Many of these underemployed persons lived
on small farms or in rural communities
where there are relatively fewer full-time
employment opportunities and extrrunely
poor living conditions.
UNDEREMPLOYMENT 1959

N~wHa!f!pshire______

Total who
worked
less than
Total who 40 weeks
worked per year
Mid-South region ________ _ 2, 203, 195
Arkansas counties _______ _
249, 589
Kentucky counties _______ _
134,424
louisiana parishes _______ _
566,478
M ississipp• counties ______ _
669,625
Missoun counties ________ _
75, 506
Tennessee counties ______ _
507, 573

789,284
113, 617
43,981
183,678
243,706
36, 599
167,703

Per capita
income
rank order
by State

Percent
change
total
personal
income,
195!Hi9

$744, 479+

$3, 697

94. 5

1, 258
2, 037
81,384
83,408
47,340
30,312
22,722
2, 218
15,336
35,010
3, 060
3, 515
13,093
40,145
18,868
43, 182
13,448
15,376
5, 230
7, 569
7, 261
9, 870
22,396
8,096
2,489
16,085
5, 709
1, 078
15,441
36, 458
1, 426
2,172
14,253
2, 987
7,825
1, 995
1, 852
3,132
2,120
2, 879
15,030
9, 202
11,189
10,413
7, 018
4, 735
9, 116
4,963
5, 234

4, 460
4, 458
4,442
4, 290
4, 285
4,241
4,156
4,107
4, 073
3, 994
3, 928
3, 858
3, 848
3, 738
3, 687
3, 659
3, 635
3, 632
3, 609
3, 604
3, 573
3, 549
3, 525
3,488
3,471
3, 458
3, 372
3, 353
3, 307
3, 259
3, 247
3, 130
3, 071
3, 054
3, 047
3, 027
3, 012
2, 997
2,953
2, 897
2, 888
2, 847
2, 808
2,781
2, 607
2, 603
2, 582
2,488
2, 218

123,8
163.9
83.3
103.4
83.7
91.3
87.2
85.5
120.4
100.3
132.7
90.4
100.2
82.4
93.0
75. 0
97.8
83.6
89.5
101.6
89.8
85.6
140.6
80.6
100.4
79.8
132.4
50.1
120.8
102.6
111.9
61. 5
129. 1
75.4
89.4
103.6
94.9
86.9
72.4
63. 4
123.3
97.7
107.4
94.9
124.1
61.2
94.2
105.3
103.5

------------------------13,784
4, 595
102.. 7

Connecticut__________
Alaska______________
Nevada____ __________
New York____ ________
California____________
Illinois______________
NewJersey__________
Massachusetts________
Delaware____________
Maryland____________
Michigan____________
Hawaii______ ________
Rhode Island_________
Washington__________
Ohio________________
Indiana______________
Pennsylvania_________
Minnesota___________
Wisconsin____________
Nebraska____________
Colorado_____________
Oregon______________
Iowa________________
Florida________ ___ ___
Kansas______________
MISSOUri_____________

Percentage
35.8
45.5
32.7
32.4
36.4
48.5
33.0

Source: Census of Population, 1960.
(2) Family Income
One of the results of large scale unemployment and underemployment is low family income. Over 53 per cent of the Region's
families earned less than $3,000 income in
1960. This was two and a half times greater
than the 21.4 per cent for the United States.
In thirteen of the 174 counties over 70 per
cent of their inhabitants were in this category. As a consequence, median family income in the Mid-South Region was estimated to be approximately $2,781 or 49.1
per cent of the $5,660 for the United States
in 1959. This indicates that the record of
progress over the 195Q-1960 decade showed
very little improvement when compared to
other areas of the United States.
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Arizona____ __ ________
Wyoming____________
Virginia______________
Texas_______________
Vermont_____________
Montana_____ __ ______
Georgia______________
Maine_ ___ ___________
Oklahoma____________
South Dakota_________
North Dakota_________
Utah________________
Idaho___ ____ ________
New Mexico__________
North Carolina_______
Kentucky__ ____ ______
Tennessee t__________
Louisianat __ _________
South Carolina_______
West Virginia____ ____ _
Alabama_____________
Arkansast_ _____ _____
Mississippi 1_________

Rural

81.4
70.9
66.3
75.1
70.2
74.7
76.9
73.3

56.7
37.7
34.0
34.2
42.7
34.0
44.7
38.7

(4) Migration
Migration tends to be a short-range response to economic opportunities-especially
for persons in the working age groups. This
can become a long-range or permanent condition for a region if its leadership fails to
make the effort to improve the region's economic structure. The counties of the MidSouth states reflect low economic conditions
by their high net (-) out-migration rates.

Migration rate, 1950-1960
Percentage

PER CAPITA INCOME. 1969

State

United States----------------------------Mid-South region_________________________
Arkansas counties____________________
Kentucky counties____________________
Louisiana parishes____________________
Mississippi counties___________________
Missoun counties_____________________
Tennessee counties___________________

Urban

Source: Census of Housing, 1960.

One measure of regional "lag" using 1969
data from the U.S. Department of Commerce
is per capita income. While each of the states
(in the United States) has benefited from
increased personal income during the past
years, the Mid-South states of Tennessee,
Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana still rank
at or near the bottom in the tabulation
presented on the following pages.

United States___

1
2

2,781
2,602
3,312
3,207
2,797
2,648

PER CAPITA INCOME

Total
personal
income
(millions)

Percent

$5,660

Source: Census of Population, 1960.

5. 5

6.16
6. 62
6, 98
6. 71
5.64
4, 72
5.80

HOUSING WITH ALL PLUMBING FACILITIES, 1960

Median Family Income, 1959

United States---------------------- +1. 8
Mid-South Region ----------------- -19.9
Arkansas Counties --------------- -31. 0
Kentucky Counties--------------- -11. 6
Louisana Parishes ---------------- -10. 3
Mississippi Counties -------------- -27. 2
Missouri Counties ---------------- -11. 8
Tennessee Counties -------------- -17. 3
Source: Census of Population, 195Q-1960.
( 5) Educational Level
One of the major problems of the MidSouth states is the low educational level of
the adult civil1an work force. This makes
it extremely difficult to train people for nonfarm jobs or for new higher skilled jobs that
could be available if the labor force were
able to support them. In 1950, three MidSouth Region counties had 70 per cent or
more of their adults 25 years of age and over
completing less than eight years of school;
12 had more than 6Q-69 per cent in thecategory; 45 counties had 50-57.9 per cent; 45
counties had 40--49.6 per cent; 57 had 3Q-39.9
per cent; 12 had 2Q-29.9 per cent and no
county was below 20 per cent.
(6) Health Personnel and Facilities
The number of medical doctors and medical facilities is an indication of the level of
public support of improvement in the quality
of health residents of an area. The counties
of the Mid-South lagged far behind the performance of the nation as a whole. In 1962,
economists estimated the United States to
have 3.8 general hospital beds per 1,000 persons, while the Mid-South Region counties
had roughly 2.2 beds per 1,000 persons.
Economists and health planners have estimated an even greater lag in the medical
doctors category. They estimated approximately three times as many doctors per 1,000
persons for the nation as for the Mid-South
Region.
MEDICAL DOCTORS AND GENERAL HOSPITAL FACILITIES
1962
,
Number of
general
hospital beds
per 1,000
population

Number of
medical
doctors
per 1,000
population

3. 8
2. 2

1.4
.6

t Mid-South States.
Source: U.S. Commerce Department, release to the press
Aug. 23, 1970.

(3) Housing conditions

Housing conditions reflect low family income and employment. In the states of the
Mid-South, housing conditions are far below the urban 81.4 per cent level and the
rural 56.7 percent level of the United States.

United States _________ _______ _
Midsouth region _____________ _
Arkansas counties _______ _
Kentucky counties _______ _
Louisiana parishes _______ _
Mississippi counties ______ _
Missouri counties ________ _
Tennessee counties ______ _

2. 3

2. 7
2.2

2. 6
2. 2
1.6

.5

.5
.6

.6
.7
.6

Source: U.S. Department of HEW, Health Manpower Source
Book, sec. 19, 1962.
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(7) Employment in a Decllning IndustryAgriculture
The Mid-South States still depend heavily
upon Agriculture for employment. In 1950,
the Mid-South Region employed 33.4 per
cent of its civ111an labor force in agriculture.
By 1960 it had reduced this percentage to
16.8 per cent. But this percentage in a declining industry Uke agriculture was still far
above the 6.2 per cent for the United Stat~s.
This was true despite the greater decreo.se
in agricultural employment (-49.4 per cent)
in the Mid-South Region than for the United
States (-38.5 per cent).
PERCENT OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE IN
AGRICULTURE

United States ____________________ _
Midsouth region _________ ---------

1950

1960

11.7
33.4

6.2
16.8

Source: Census of the Population, 1950-60.

The problem is more serious when viewed
in terms of total growth of the civilian labor
force. Between 1950 and 1960, the Region's
civilian labor force grew only 0.5 per cent
while that of the United States grew 14.9 per
cent. It is clear from the two tables presented that while the Region's agricultural
employment declined more rapidly than that
of the United States, it failed to increase significantly its total civ111an labor force-particularly in the non-farm sector.
PERCENT CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT AND
PERCENT CHANGE IN TOTAL CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE,
1950--60
Percent change in-

United States ___ _____________ _
Mid-south region ____________ _

Agricul- tural
employment

Total
civilian
labor
force

-38.5
-49.4

14.9
o. 5

Source: Growth Patterns in Employment by County, U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1960.

(8) Average Farm Size
The migration o:ff the farms occurred at a
greater rate in the Mid-South than in the
United States. This should have left fewer
farm operators to carry on the activity on
the same amount of acreage through the
increase in individual farm size and greater
use of technical skills. Only in Arkansas
and Missouri was the increase in farm size
above the national average. Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee indicate
farm operations increased their farms much
more slowly than nationally. In many cases,
this was attributable to some reluctance on
the part of the farmers to become more
efficient. It can also be attributed to the
rolling topography in these states which
made greater mechanization difilcult. The
result was small farms, small output and
low levels of income and well-being for the
rural communities.
Average increase in farm size, 1950-60
Percentage
increase

United
States-----------------------Mid-SouthRegion
____________________
Arkansas Counties __________________
Kentucky Counties _________________
Louisiana Parishes __________________
Mississippi Counties _______________
Missouri Counties-----------------Tennessee Counties _________________

40. 4
28.8
42. 7
13. 9
18. 5
29. 1
50. 8
19. 5

Source: Census of Agriculture, 1959-64.
( 9) Technical Skills
The number of engineers ln an area is one
significant measure of the quality of its civil-

ian male workers. The overall level among
employed males in the United States was 2.0
per cent in 1960. The Mid-South Region was
noticeably below the national level. Its level
was roughly two engineers per 5,000 employed
males.
Engineers as a percent of males employed,
1960

United States _________________________
Mid-South Region _____________________
Arkansas Counties ___________________
Kentucky Counties __________________
Louisiana Parishes __________________
Mississippi Counties _________________
Missouri Counties ___________________
Tennessee Counties __________________

2. 0
0. 5
0. 3
0. 6
o. 7
0. 5
0. 4
0. 5

Source: Census of Population, 1960.
The lack of trained personnel of engineer
caliber reflects many factors already discussed. Foremost is the low level of educational achievement. Other factors include
lack of economic growth of the Region in the
past which resulted in lower demand for
engineers, the general noncompetitiveness of
the Region's economy, and the social atmosphere that does not encourage persons with
specialized skills of this nature to remain in
the Region. Without a large number of highly
trained or medium-skilled persons, it is difficult for the Region to attract business firms
with high capital investment and worker
productivity.
POTENTIALS FOR ACCELERATING DEVELOPMENT

A program of comprehensive planning involving joint-action by the states and the
Federal Agencies is needed to achieve balanced growth at an accelerated rate. This
must involve a cooperative e:ffort at all levels
of government. The total resource base of the
region must be taken into account. The industrial base must be expanded and public
investments for facillties and services made
such that new job opportunities present
themselves. This planning can be most e:ffective if carried out within a focus on the
total region.
While it is evident that specific action programs cannot be devised prior to a more detailed analysis of the problems identified
elsewhere in this proposal, one can point to
several areas that need to be considered to
accelerate economic development.
A. Highway transportation

Highways are the "lifeblood" of the region's
economy. They must be available to move
gOOds and services efficiently, and designed
and located to capitalize on new potentials
for job creating activities. Local access roads
can open up new job opportunities.
While the region's interstate highway network ts substantial in terms of mileage and
linka.ges as betwee·n large urban areas, consideration must be given to major developmental highways linking the smaller areas,
and these with regions outside the MidSouth. For example, any developmental system should consider links with both the
Appalachian Region on the East, and the
Ozarks Region on the West. There is a lack
of North-South communication west of the
Mississippi River in the States of Missouri,
Arkansas, and Louisiana. East of the river
there is a lack of East-West communication
in Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, and
Louisiana.
Additional study should be given to developmental highways and priority given to
a system capable o! accelerating development.
B. Natural resources

Natural resources must be developed a.t
their source, but with the possibillty of
further "exploitation", consideration must be
given to appropriate conservation practices
such that long-term use and management
can be achieved.
Consideration should be given to inventory
and potential use o! minerals, and the ex-
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tent to which this resource can contribute to
the development process. Since the region is
undergoing a change and decline in agriculture, consideration must be given to prospective new land uses, including grazing and/or
soil stabilization purposes.
The Region's water resources should be
identified in terms of further development.
While the Mississippi is the main link with
the inland waterways system, further use of
this "artery" should be determined and consideration given to matters of water quality,
irrigation, flooding, transportation and economic development. Smaller streams and
potential impoundments should be considered in terms of recreation, flood control.
and availabllity to urban water users.
The Region's timber resources are varied in
types, quality and economic use, but consideration should be given to their long-term
availability and contribution to new jobs and
income consistent with sound practices of
conservation and management. Better and
more extensive use of commercial tree
nurseries and farming should provide one
means of accommodating a new land use as
a result of declining agriculture.
C. Human resources

Development of the Region's human resources is probably the "key" to its long-term
betterment and survival. Acceleration of aU
services and fac111ties related to better health.
education and welfare must proceed even at
a faster rate. While the several states have
made use of related programs provided within
HEW, additional cooperative action is needed
in manpower training, vocational school construction, higher education, ETV, and
health fac111ties. In the latter instance,
planning should give insight to location of
regional health centers, convenient and able
to provide comprehensive health care economically and efficiently to all the citizens.
Improving the industrial base of the Region cannot proceed without the baste public fac111ties needed for support. Community environment must be provided waJter and
sewerage, hospitals and health centers, libraries, airports, recreation, and other amenities needed such that private industry can
make investments which in turn provide new
job opportunities.
The Region's planning and development
programs should consider the acceleration o!
this type fac111ties and assisting with financing where ever possible. Only through a joint
Federal-State-Local e:ffort can the proper
infra-structure be provided.
An essential part of the planning process
is the delineation of growth points to serve
as the nucleus for economic development.
Within the region there are few towns with
a populat!on of 10,000 or more. Only eight
metropolitan areas are in the Region. Many
smaL towns have little social capital, experience out-migration, and are generally unattractive to desirable industries.
Sub-areas should be identified that have
feasibility for developing into major trade
complexes and provide all the basic elements
of economic and social life.
PATTERN OF DEVELOPMENT NEEDED

There are some indications of the type
of development that should be attempted in
order to up-grade the Region. Generally
speaking economists and planners have described a sequence of stages through which
a. region moves in the course of its development.
1. The first stage is one of a self-sufficient
subsistence economy in which there is little
investment or trade. The basic agricultural
population is simply located according to
the distribution of naturt.l resources.
2. With improvements in transportation.
the region develops some trade and local
specialization. A second stratum o! population comes into being, carrying or. simple village industries for the farmers. Since the ma.-
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terials, the market and the labor are all fur- in the United States in the 1970's will be
nished originally by the agricultural popu- in the South. Large suppliers of labor are
lations, the new industrial super-structure still a drawing card for indust ry. Our un(at a later stage) is located with reference tapped human resources are probably our
biggest asset.
to that basic stratum.
What pattern of development should we
3. With the increase of inter-regional trade,
a region tends to move t!lrough a succession encourage?
Professor William Nicholls of Vanderbilt
o! agricultural crops !rom extensive grazing,
to cereal production, to fruit growing, dairy University has provided some insight to the
necessary ingredients. In comparat ive studies
farming and truck gardening.
4. With increasing population and dimin- using part of the Tennessee Valley Area (over
a
long period of time), he concluded that
ishin g returns in agriculture and other extractial industries, a region is forced to in- areas that have developed an urban-indusdustrialize, that is the introduction of so- trial base greatly fac111tated "the transfer of
called secondary rndustries (mining and excess labor out of agriculture and of needed
manufacturing) on a considerable scale. Typ- capital into agriculture within the immeically, the early stages of industrialization are diate environs of the growing industrial cenbased on the products of agriculture and ter. Counties lacking such dynamic condiforestry and include such activities as food tions of industrial-urban development were
processing, manufacturing of wooden prod- unable to hold their own through outmigraucts, and preparation o! textile fibers. If in- tion alone . . ." According to Professor
dustrialization is to continue, mineral and Nicholls policy implications for underdevelenergy resources become critical. Thus in- oped regions are such that "industrial-urban
dustrialization extends to smelting, refining development offers the major hope for solvand processing o! metals, oil refining, chemi- ing the problem of low agricultural procal Industries based mainly on coal, petro- ductivity . . ." and "the more widely disleum, potash, salt and other minerals, glass bursed such industrial-urban development,
the more generally can agricultural prodand ceramics.
uctivity be increased." (See William H.
Where cheap hydro-electric power is avail- Nicholls, "Industrialization, Factor Markets,
able Industries requiring large amounts of an~ ~gricultural Development," Journal of
power are possible; i.e., nonferrous metals reEconomy, Volume 69, August 1961.)
finin g, ferroalloys, special steels, abrasives, Poltttcal
The Mid-South Region must develop
etc.
further an urban-industrial base. We must
5. A final stage is reached when the region identify the "growth" points to build upon.
specializes in tertiary industries producing We must link the city with Its hinterland
for export. The region exports to less ad- and help It grow as a city-region. This does
vanced regions-capital, skllled personnel not necessarily mean a central city by itself,
and special services. The reducing of trans- getting larger and larger, but rather a cenport rates and costs during this sequence tral city with its "satellite" smaller urban
of stages tends to concentrate the location centers, all linked together through social
of production in a region. See general and economic action and inter-action, intersummary of theory of regional economic dependent, such that an "infusion" of ingrowth, Douglass C. North, Journal of Po- vestment at any one point in the city-region
litical Economy, Volume 63, June 1955.}
would be felt beneficially by the whole reIn this evolution of growth and developIn other words, the region, including
ment, a cursory knowledge of the Mid- gion.
its hinterland would grow as a region. This
South would indicate that we are some- Is why the programs enacted by Congress in
where in stage no. 4, and lt will be some
providing for multi-county planning
time before the Mid-South, as a region, be- 1965
around urban growth centers is so important
gins its final stage of mature industrial to
economic development and should be congrowth, self-generating, around a common tinued.
Both the Appalachian Development
export base. Indeed, some economists (Doug- Act (1965) and the Public Works and Ecolass C. North cited above} have concluded nomic Development Act o! 1965 provide for
that growth o! regions have tended to be Economic Development Districts, and matchuneven, leaving some implications that the
grants to support administrative staffs
Mid-South may never reach the point of ing
that can concentrate on more detailed plans
cohesion with a common export base. I don't for
achieving
the growth center concept. In
know that I can subscribe to such viewpoint.
Perhaps it will take another twenty-five this way, counties that are lagging in their
should be "linked" to the more
years, perhaps longer, but we are sensing development
prosperous counties and in this manner
change. Population is tending to stabilize. would
benefit over time.
The number of workers in the labor force is
For those areas that currently have no
expected to increase faster in the West and
South in the next ten years (see forecast urban base, then, the objective in regional
by U.S. Labor Department to year 1980, U.S. groupings would be to try and develop such
base or initiate the beginnings of such base
News and World Report, October 31, 1966,
p. 78). As late as 1967 the Southern Regional to be the focal point for future industry
Education Board estimated that by 1980, location. Regardless o! the situation, for
more than 2.9 million students in the South economic development to occur, it Is an acwould be enrolled in colleges and univer- cepted proposition that a public facilities
sities, accounting for 56 per cent of the base must precede any investments that can
Region's college age population, a sharp in- be anticipated or induced by private entercrease from the 38 per cent enrolled in 1966- prise. This ls why it ls so important that the
1967 (Atlanta Journal, December 3, 1967, p. programs enacted by the 1965 statutes above
22). But we must provide the opportunities cited be maintained and extended. They
and the employment base to keep these make possible on a. selective basis the achievyoung people working in the Region. As late Ing and funding of both the public and
as 1968, the Porter Publishing Company o! private investments needed to accelerate the
Atlanta compiled comparative data on 18 economic development process. And this acsegments of the economy showing the South celeration is so much needed in the Midleading in per cent changes between 1960 and South.
1966.
We are making progress, but we have
start ed from a position way behind the rest
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS WITH
of the nation. Still the poorest part of the
JAPAN

United States, the South should narrow the

gap in the years ahead. It is estimated that
one of every three new factory jobs created

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, the Wash-

ington Sunday Star of March 28 contains

the editorial column of Mr. James J. Kilpatrick which I believe placed into perspective the Nixon administration's concern over the trade negotiations with the
Japanese for apparel and textiles.
I commend Mr. Kilpatrick's comments
to the Senate because I believe he is the
first syndicated columnist to explain and
to bring into full focus the real trade
situation. It is no wonder President Nixon and Secretary of Commerce Stans
found the terms unacceptable.
I ask unanimous consent that the article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD
as follows:
'
TEsT OF A BIG MAN, WILBUR

MILLs

(By James J. Kilpatrick)
WASHINGTON.-Wilbur Mills of Arkansas,
chairman of House Ways and Means, is quite
justly regarded in Washington as one of the
shrewdest and most knowledgeable men on
the Hill. He has been around for 32 years·
he has looked a thousand lobbyists in th~
eye; and he has won enormous respect for
his dedication to his country's best interests.
These are the very considerations that
make his recent one-man deal with the Japanese so mystifying. Absolutely on his own
without consulting the White House or con:
!erring with his own committee, Mills made
a breathtaking personal commitment to the
Japanese textlle industry. This commitment
if it actually takes effect, would fix a singl~
overall ceiling, subject to a 6 per cent annual growth, on Imports of Japanese textlles and apparel Items.
In a. city where anything can happen, one
seldom describes an event as "incredible."
The Mills deal qualifies. It is Incredible that
a member of the Congress should thus arrogate to himself the responsib111tles of the
executive branch. It is incredible that so hard
a bargainer as Wilbur Mills could be so neatly booby-trapped by a skllled lobbyist. And
the deal that Mills agreed to is incredibly
bad.
FEARFUL BEATING

By way of background: Over the past ten
years, the American textile Industry has been
taking a fearful beating from foreign producers. Imports have soared. In 1965, the u.s.
imported 565 million yards of man-made
fiber products. The figure for 1970 was 2.8
billion yards. This Is not friendly competition-this is trade war; and among the casualties have been 116,000 lost jobs, 549 factories shut down, drastically reduced profits,
. and dlminished investment In new plants.
In an effort to curb this runaway situation, the United States two years ago began
government-to-government talks with the
Japanese. The object was to negotiate limited
and reasonable quotas for certain woolen
and man-made fiber products. The longer
the talks dragged ·on, the more apparent it
became that the Japanese were stalling.
Finally, the talks collapsed altogether, and
Mllls himself called up a blll to impose such
quota by law.
The Japanese spokesmen abruptly came
to llfe. Negotiations resumed. What is not
generally known is that the Japanese tentatively had offered to accept an agreement
covering 17 of 70 categories of woolen and
man-made goods. It was a good deal. But
before it could be pinned down, the Mllls
blll foundered under the weight of some
hitch-hiking riders and the 91st Congress
ran out of time. It was at this point that
Michael Daniels, Washington lobbyist for
the Japanese textile industry, began his private talks with Wilbur Mllls.
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Daniels is a brilliant salesman, and he
never sold a more brilliant bill of goods. He
talked Mills into buying an agreement not
merely on woolens and man-mades, but on
ootton goods also; he sold the Arkansas lawmaker a single over-all ceiling on yards, instead of a plan of quotas by category or by
value; and he came up with a base year comprising total yardage imported in the 12
months ending March 31, 1971-a period of
record-breaking imports from Japan.
DEAL IS A FRAUD

What does all this mean? It means that
the Japanese producers--if the deal goes
through~ould cut back on cheap cottons
and subst itute equivalent yardage in costly
man-mades instead. This is precisely what
the Japanese have done in the similar case
of steel; here, too, a single over-all ceiling
was fixed by tonnage, whereupon Japanese
mills converted to high-priced specialty products. The only safeguard under the Mills
agreement lies in a vague commitment by
Japan's textile industry to prevent "undue
distortions" in existing patterns. The meaning 1s unclear. Perhaps it permits due distortions.
In plain language, the deal is a fraud-a
cynical piece of business that plainly deserved President Nixon's rejection.
It takes a big man, under such circumstances, to admit a mistake. Mills is such a
man. If he will reexamine the terms of his
unfortunate commitment, he wm understand why the industry, the textile unions,
and the Administration have reacted in
stunned amazement to his action. Thankfully, the deal hangs partly on the consent
of Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong, and the
first two of them have responded cooly. The
House and Senate, greatly as they respect
the Arkansas chairman, should respond the
same way.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further morning business? If not, morning business is concluded.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute
be considered and agreed to and that the
bill as thus amended be regarded as
original text for purpose of amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<For text of the committee amendment
agreed to see page 8613 of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD Of March 30, 1971.)
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado will state it.
Mr. DOMINICK. Just to make the
record clear, that would include any
kind of amendment, either to the text or
the whole substance; is that correct-including a motion to recommit?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Any part
of the bill would be subject to amendment at this point.
Mr. DOMINICK. The entire bill would
be subject to a motion to recommit; is
that not correct?
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The committee substitute is considered original
text. It is completely amendable at this
point.
Mr. DOMINICK. Including a motion to
commit. That is the point I was trying to
make.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A motion
to recommit the bill would also be in
order.
Mr. DOMINICK. Or a total substitute
for the committee amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That
amendment would be in order. ·
Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Chair.
PRIVILEGES OF THE FLOOR

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-

dent, if the distinguished Senator from
Wisconsin will yield just briefly, I ask
unanimous consent, in addition to the
four committee staff members allowed on
the floor under the standing regulation,
EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT ACT
that Mr. William R. Bechtel and Mr.
OF 1971
Jonathan Steinberg also be granted the
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. privilege of the floor during the deliberaSTEVENSON). Pursuant to the previous tion on this measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
order, the Chair lays before the Senate
the unfinished business, which the clerk GAMBRELL). Without objection, it is SO
ordered.
will state.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, if the SenThe legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 31) to provide during times of · ator will yield on that, will he allow me
high unemployment for programs of public to have Mr. John Scales on the floor in
service employment for unemployed persons, order to serve me?
to assist States and local communities in
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Is the
providing needed public services, and for Senator requesting that an additional
other purposes.
staff member be present?
Mr. JAVITS. He is a committee staff
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the Senate will proceed to its member.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Senconsideration.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- ator from New York does not need to
ident, I suggest the absence of a quorum. ask unanimous consent in this instance.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator from
West Virginia.
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
Mr. NELSON . .Mr. President, the Lathe roll.
bor and Public Welfare Committee, on a
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask bipartisan vote of 15 to 2, has sent to
unanimous consent that the order for the the Senate the proposed Emergency Employment Act of 1971 as a way for Conquorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. gress to take immediate action to deal
STEVENSON). Without Objection, it is SO with the Nation's serious unemployment
problem.
ordered.
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This bill would create a temporary
stop-gap emergency employment program to place approximately 150,000 of
the unemployed in already existing, responsible and vitally necessary jobs at
the State and local level.
It would authorize funds proportionate
to the level of unemployment. For the
first year it would authorize a maximum
of $750 million and for the second year
a maximum of $1 billion; however, unemployment would have to rise to the
7-percent level and remain there for 3
months in order to trigger that full
amount.
This is emergency legislation, introduced on the first day that bills were received in this session of Congress. It has
been endorsed by 34 Senators, with
strong support in both parties. Four days
of public hearings were held at which it
was strongly supported by the National
League of Cities, U.S. Conference of
Mayors, National Association of Counties, National Farmers Union, American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal organizations. The hearing record
has been printed and is available for
study by Senators. This hearing record
tells a dramatic story of spiraling unemployment and declining public services,
which are combining to create a grave
crisis in many of our major cities and in
some of our troubled rural areas.
The subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower and Poverty voted unanimously to approve the bill. The full Labor and Public Welfare Committee approved it overwhelmingly after making a
number of amendments.
It is our hope that the Senate will
quickly approve this bill; that similar
legislation will pass the House of Representatives within the next several
weeks; and that the President will sign
this emergency stop-gap legislation into
law within the near future. If our hopes
are fulfilled it is entirely conceivable
that, in the month of May, some of those
who are today most deeply distressed by
unemployment would be moving into responsible jobs under the capable supervision of State and local officials and
that the Congress would have demonstrated anew its ability to respond
promptly to a national crisis.
For Congress to fail to respond to the
twin problems of widespread unemployment and declining public services could
well weaken faith in the American system at a time when it is being sorely
tested.
It is most important to make clear that
this is not the manpower bill-the Employment and Manpower Act of 1970which the Congress passed and the President vetoed last December 16. That was
a much broader and more comprehensive
reorganization of Federal manpower
training programs, combined with a permanent public service employment program on a much more substantial scale.
That bill, which passed the Senate 68 to
6, is deserving of further consideration
and will be taken up in due course by our
committee along with the administration's recently introduced new manpower
bill, the Manpower Revenue Sharing Act.
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However, no matter how hopeful supporters of these bills may be, there is no
question whatsoever that their effective
date would have to be delayed until sometime in 1972.
Meanwhile, the crisis of unemployment is squarely upon us. Congress cannot delay a single week in facing the human distress caused by unemployment.
The Emergency Employment Act of
1971, which has moved through the legislative process with astonishing speed,
gives us an opportunity to act immediately and responsibly to deal with a critical national problem, while the traditional congressional process is being followed on the more comprehensive legislation.
This bill, S. 31, represents one rather
limited feat ure of the manpower bill
which was passed and vetoed earlier. This
bill consists solely of a temporary stopgap public service employment program
triggered by high national unemployment rates. When unemployment averages 4 % percent for 3 months this bill
would authorize $500 million. For each
increase in the national unemployment
rate of one-half of 1 percent an additional $100 million would be authorized. If
unemployment averaged 6 percent for 3
months as it did in the period from December 1970 to February 1971, the bill
would authorize $800 million-however,
there is a ceiling of $750 million on authorizations in the first year regardless
of how high unemployment goes.
A feature very similar to this was incorporated in the manpower bill which
was passed and vetoed last year. That bill
authorized a permanent, continuing public service employment program with additional funds triggered when unemployment rose above 4% percent.
The trigger feature is a concept
originally proposed by the administration in the Manpower Training Act
which it submitted to the Congress in
August of 1969. The feature was refined
by Senator JAVITS and incorporated into
last year's manpower bill which was
passed and vetoed.
Now we have sent to the Senate a bill
consisting solely of the trigger feature.
In his veto message last December
16 the President criticized the concept
of permanent public service employment. But he added:
Transitional and short-term public service
employment can be a useful component of
the nation's manpower policies.
That is precisely what this bill would
provide. Because the authorization is
limited to periods of high unemployment, and because the entire authorization expires June 30, 1973, this is strictly
emergency stopgap legislation.
The bill was carefully designed to
meet the objections which the President
raised to a permanent public service employment program in his veto message.
Even though many of us in both parties continue to support the concept of
a substantial, continuing public service
employment program, we recognize the
need to offer legislation which can win
broad bipartisan support and which can
merit the President's signature because
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it is so urgent that we do something mittee is presently involved in hearings
about unemployment. While we continue on the administration's proposal to exto consider the reform of manpower tend the Economic Opportunity Act,
training programs and the perfecting which expires June 30. Unless our comof permanent public service employ- mittee and the comparable committee
ment in an effort to make it acceptable in the House of Representatives are able
to the administration, we feel we must to move along expeditiously to consider
offer something which can be immedi- the extension of the Economic Opporately acceptable.
tunity Act and to secure the passage of
The Secretary of Labor testified be- this legislation through both houses of
fore our subcommittee on February 23. the Congress, many of our existing manI must say that a number of us were sur- power programs would die a sudden
prised when he indicated that the ad- death along with other worthwhile proministration now opposed even this grams such as Headstart, legal services,
temporary emergency employment act. comprehensive health services, alcoholic
The Secretary was most candid with us. counseling and drug rehabilitation.
He stated in his testimony:
As soon as our committee completes
Secretary Hodgson-You have ... taken action on the administration proposal to
cognizance of several of our objections, the extend the Economic Opportunity Act
triggering mechanisms, to some degree at we will begin hearings on the adminleast, the kinds of public service employ- istration's Manpower Revenue Sharing
ment which would be desirable, and the Act and the manpower bill which was
temporary aspect of such employment. . .. passed and vetoed last year.
As I sat the other evening trying to think
I can appreciate the very high priority
how you must react to our current position, it seems to me that you would find which the administration has given in
yourself thinking that you have come to this session of Congress to establishing
play ball in our court and we have moved the concept of revenue sharing, both
the court.
general revenue sharing and special revAlthough the Secretary conceded that enue sharing, as the administration has
the Emergency Employment Act is sub- described it. Certainly the Congress instantially the kind of program which the tends to consider all these proposals with
administration indicated it could accept, an open mind and in the most expedithe Secretary of Labor testified that the tious manner possible.
However, I think it would be irresponadministration now believes it could
accept such a program only if it were a sible to insist that the unemployed sit
and wait for Congress to resolve the compart of "special revenue sharing."
The administration, in a bill intro- plex issues involved in revenue sharing.
Because the administration has supduced March 16, has proposed to increase present Federal manpower funds ported the concept of this bill, because
from about $1.6 billion to $2 billion a year the unemployment situation is so grave
and to transfer 85 percent of this money and so immediate, because the cities, the
directly to mayors and Governors. If counties, the States, and the depressed
these officials chose to use some of those rural areas are asking for immediate
funds for a temporary public service em- help, and because this bill can put
ployment program, such as is authorized men and women to work within the next
in bill S. 31, the administration would 60 to 90 days, the responsible course of
action is to pass this legislation now and
have no objection.
It is important to note that the ad- deal with the broader questions involved
ministration has oonceded that this bill, in revenue sharing and alternative manS. 31, the Emergency Employment Act, power proposals in the weeks and months
is the kind of bill which the administra- ahead.
THE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM
tion has advocated in the past, and that
The facts on unemployment have been
it has no objection to the concept empresented to us by the Bureau of Labodied in this legislation.
The administration's object is limited bor Statistics. Unemployment has been
solely to the fact that the funds au- increasing steadily since the latter part
thorized in this act for payment to of 1969, and for the last few months has
mayors, Govornors and other local pro- stood at the highest level in the last 9
gram sponsors would not be paid out as a or 10 years. We have 5,442,000 people
pa rt of its "special revenue sharing" unemployed and looking for work, acproposals.
cording to the Bureau of Labor StatisWithout in any way prejudging the tics report of March 5, 1971. Of this
merits of the administration's "special group 1,179,000 have been unemployed
revenue sharing" proposals, certainly any for 15 weeks or longer. A total of 451,000
reasonable observer would have to con- have been unemployed for 27 weeks or
cede that they will require considerable longer.
Many groups within the labor force are
debate and discussion in public hearings,
in executive sessions of committees and especially hard hit by unemployment.
on the floors of both houses of Congress. The rate for white workers as a whole is
From the limited view we have been able 5.3 percent but the rate for Negroes and
to give to the recently introduced special other nonwhites is 9.6 percent. Unemrevenue sharing legislation involving ployment among blue collar workers
manpower funds, and from the com- stands at 7.4 percent. Among construcments we have already received from tion workers it is 11 percent.
The unemployment rate for teenages is
civil rights organizations and many
others, it seems clear to me that this 16.7 percent and the rate for black teenlegislation will take some time if it is to agers is 31.3 percent.
be prudently considered and responsibly
Many of our major cities have unemdealt with by the Congress. Our com- ployment rates much higher than the na-
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tional average. The distress is particularly severe in Seattle and Spokane,
Washington; Wichita, Kansas; Lowell
and New Bedford, Massachusetts, and
in the inner portions of most of our
large cities such as New York, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Newark, Baltimore and
many others.
The mayor of Detroit testified before
our subcommittee that the unemployment rate in the inner city is 24 percent,
and he estimated that almost every other
person between 18 and 25 years of age is
unemployed. Governor John Gilligan of
Ohio testified that the unemployment
rate in the inner cities areas of Cleveland
and Toledo was 15 percent or higher for
1970.
Official unemployment rates for many
cities and the standard metropolitan
statistical area in which they are located
tend to underestimate the t:nemployment
problem because the problem is often
highly concentrated in certain sections of
the city.
We also have many r~rral areas with
widespread chronic unemployment.
Obviously, there are many different
ways of dealing with the serious unemployment problem. The sponsors of bill
S. 31 do not claim that this is the one
and only way to address the problem.
However, our committee is responsible
for legislation in the field of manpower.
From exhaustive hearings which we held
in 1969 and 1970 we have documented the
fact that we must supplement our Federal manpower training programs with a
public service employment program
which will offer real job opportunities
rather than mere training slots.
For several years now our Federal manpower training programs have had approximately 450,000 to 500,000 persons
enrolled in them at any given time. The
overwhelming majority are involved in
training programs rather than real job
opportunities. Unfortunately the job
placement record for these manpower
programs is not particularly high.
But most important of all, m anpower
training programs are no answer to a
problem such as the sharp increase in
unemployment which has occurred in
the past 15 months. It was hard enough
for graduates of our manpower training
programs to find jobs when we had 3.3
percent unemployment in February
1969. Imagine the increased difficulty
for those who have been turned out into
a labor market with 5.8 percent, 6.0 percent and 6.2 percent unemployment such
as we have had in this past December,
January and February.
Manpower training programs have
not expanded to take care of any significant portion of the massive increase
in the unemployed.
Attempts to place manpower training
program graduates in jobs in the private
sector have not been successful at a time
when industries are laying off veteran
employees with highly developed skills
and considerable seniority.
It is obvious if we are to place any significant number of the unemployed in
worthwhile jobs in the near future, public service employment offers the greatest potential of any program.
The jobs are already there. Mayors,

Governors, and county executives have
testified that they have thousands of
jobs--vital, necessary jobs, already approved in the normal budget processwhich simply cannot be filled for lack of
tax revenues.
By placing some significant number
of the unemployed in these vacant jobs
in State and local government agencies
we not only will be easing the crisis of
unemployment and making destitute
people self-sufficient again, but we also
will be strengthening and raising the
quality of vital public services which are
of benefit to the entire community.
Questions often are asked as to the
kinds of jobs which would be filled under this program. Public service employment offers the broadest possible array
of job opportunities. Government is the
largest single employer in America and
offers the broadest range of employment
opportunities at various skill and wage
levels. In State and local service, there
are more than 10 million jobs.
Eligible applicants under the Emergency Employment Act would include
Staltes, cities. counties and other units
of general local government and public
or private nonprofit agencies and institutions such as hospitals.
These units of government or agencies
would submit applications to the Secretary of Labor outlining the kind of public service employment program which
they would propose to operate. It is anticipated that applications would cover a
broad range of jobs in areas such as education, health care, housing, neighborhood improvement, public safety, street
and park maintenance, transportation,
conservation and so forth. No specific
wage and salary levels are established.
The bill provides that public service employees would be paid the minimum wage
or prevailing wage for those doing identical work. In other words, public service
job slots could be provided at many different levels consistent with existing job
descriptions, education and skill requirements and so forth.
The Secretary of Labor would be authorized to pay up to 90 percent of the
cost of an approved public service employment program.
In 1968, at a time when unemployment
was much smaller than it is today, the
Kerner Commission recommended the
creation of 1,000,000 public service jobs
in the public sector and an additional
1,000,000 jobs in the private sector. The
estimated 150,000 jobs which the Emergency Employment Act would create
would simply be one small step toward
fulfilling that recommendation.
This emergency bill does not of course
involve the comprehensive reform of our
existing manpower training programs
which was embodied in the Employment
and Manpower Act which was passed
and vetoed last fall. However, it retains
that bill's emphasis on good jobs, real
jobs, offering solid career opportunities
as opposed to "makework" or "dead end"
type jobs.
This is an area in which the sponsors
of this bill and the Labor and Public
Welfare committee agrees with the administration. In facing up to the need
to fund jobs as a tool with which to :fight
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unemployment and poverty, we are most
anxious that these be good jobs which
perform vitally needed public services.
An interesting article was written by
Jerome M. Rosow, Assistant Secretary of
Labor, in the Saturday Review of Literature of January 23, 1971. Mr. Rosow
stated:
I fear that if the job is not a real one.
and if a man loses self respect by working
in a job that has an image of being a program for cast-offs on the dole, then he is not
going to achieve independence . . . In the
past the idea was to search for a task that
the unemployed could perform; little weight
was given to its community benefit. The opposite approach is first to select a product or
a service that is actually desired by the
community. If we emphasize the product
and perform a needed service to the community, the program Will more nearly serve
its function as an adjunct to regular em·
ployment.

I agree wholeheartedly with those
thoughts. So do the chief executives of
our cities who have testified so strongly
in favor of this bill.
For example, Mayor Lindsay of New
York testified on February 8:
The notion is often expressed that this
legislation will represent simply temporary
make-work of a WPA nature. Totally incorrect. It is not make-work. It is badlyneeded public service.

Mayor Lindsay said that New York
could provide "50,000 to 75,000 additional
public service jobs tomorrow morning if
we had the funding." People who might
otherwise be on welfare could be employed in areas such as sanitation, educational aides, nurses aides, practical
nurses, and law-enforcement aides,
Mayor Lindsay said.
Mayor Gribbs of Detroit testified:
I could hire 2,600 today for the city of
Detroit. And ·,t here are positions that go
along the whole vertical structure of various
services from an executive level down to
technical and down to laborers level.

County Executive John H. Mulroy of
Onondaga County, N.Y. testified:
We are faced with an unemployment crisis
and an employment shortage at the public
service level. How fortunate that there is one
solution to both problems; that is, to hire
the unemployed in public service jobs. Our
county provides some 26 countywide services including health programs, welfare,
parks, recreation, civil defense, water and
sewer services, sewage treatment, road maintenance and even a community college. Potential jobs exist in almost every department
of our county government. These services are
not "make-work" jobs. Rather they are a
response to the new needs of the community,
and I dare say that each of our 3,049 counties
could cite similar examples.

When our committee first developed
proposed public service employment legislation in 1969 and early 1970 the administration indicated opposition to the
concept. However, after considerable discussion in committees in both Houses,
the administration came to support the
concept of public service employment in
a number of significant ways.
The administration supported public
service employment in the comprehensive manpower bill which passed the
House of Representatives last November.
The administration is now supporting
public service employment, with 100
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percent Federal funding, in its recently
introduced Manpower Revenue-Sharing
Act.
And the administration has proposed
an $800 million public service employment program to create 200,000 jobs for
welfare recipients as a part of its family
assistance plan, with an effective date of
July 1, 1972.
We welcome these significant moves
on the part of the administration to embrace the public service employment concept. If a family assistance plan is enacted in this session of Congress it certainly should include a significant public service employment component be·
cause otherwise there would be virtually no hope of placing any substantial
number of welfare recipients in jobs.
Public service employment as a part of
the family assistance plan is perfectly
compatible with this Emergency Employment Act.
The Emergency Employment Act has
the advantage of being able to take effect
immediately and to serve a much broader
segment of the population than the family assistance plan is designed to serve.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that immediately following my justconcluded remarks there be inserted in
the RECORD an explanation of the Emergency Employment Act of 1971, and appended thereto a long list of cities with
unemployment at 4.5 percent or higher,
and that there also be printed in the
RECORD a summary of the Proposed Employment Act of 1971.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1971
The Concept: The Emergency Employment
Act of 1971 combines two concepts that have
bipartisan and Administration support: (1)
Transitional public service employment; (2)
Counter-cyclical spending for manpower durIng periods of economic slowdown.
The bill in brief: The bill would provide
for a. temporary program of public service
employment-in locally designed programs
at the state, county. and municipal levelwhen national rate of unemployment equals
or exceeds 4.5% for three months. Appropriations of up to $750,000,000 would be authorized through June 30, 1972, and $1,000,000,000
for the succeeding fiscal year, but the level
could be lower because funding is based on a
sliding scale depending upon the unemployment rate. (See summary of bill attached.)
The background: In the past few years
numerous commissions and task forces have
called for public service employment programs, recognizing that declining public services and unemployment were two problems
that could thereby be attacked simultaneously.
Rising unemployment during the current
recession makes this approach even more urgent. Fourteen mayors of the nation's largest
cities and several Governors and county executives, appeared before the Subcommittee
on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty,
documented the problems, and pleaded for
the prompt enactment of S. 31.
Legislative history:

August 1969-The Administration introduced the Manpower Training Act of 1969
asking an automatic "triggering" of an additional 10% in manpower funds when unemployment exceeds 4.5% for three months.
Dec. 10, 197Q-The Senate voted 68-13 for
the Conference Report on the Employment
and Manpower Act of 1970, which included

a major reform of manpower programs and
a. permanent public service employment program.
Dec. 16, 1970 The President vetoed the Employment and Manpower Act, particularly
objecting to the permanent public service
employment program. In his veto message,
President Nixon said: "Transitional and
short-term public service employment can be
a useful component of the nation's manpower policies."
Jan. 25, 1971 With unemployment at 6%
(5.4 million Americans unemployed) a. bipartisan group of 34 Senators introduced the
Emergency Employment Act of 1971.
Feb. 1971 Administration supports $800
million for 200,000 public service employment
jobs for those on welfare assistance. That
program would take effect July 1972.
Mar. 16, 1971 Administration's Manpower
Revenue Sharing proposals introduced 1n
Senate.
Mar. 17, 1971 Labor and Public Welfare
Committee ordered the Emergency Employment Act reported to the Senate by vote of
15 to 2. Report filed March 27.
THE EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT ACT AND MANPOWER REVENUE SHARING
The Manpower Revenue Sharing proposal,
introduced only two weeks ago, would eliminate standards for approving federal funds
for manpower programs and also raises many
other serious questions, including the future
role of vocational education, Community Action Agencies, and the public employment
service in the future of local manpower programs. All these questions must be aired in
hearings before the Senate can properly consider this "revolutionary" new concept for
manpower programs. The Administration's
Manpower Revenue Sharing bill has rigid allocation formula, which could result in massive shifts in on-going programs. The matter
of how manpower funds are allocated is very
complex and requires careful consideration
in hearings and mark-up sessions.
(Senate blll S. 31 was intrOduced on January 25 by the following 34 Senators: Nelson,
Ja.vits, Bayh, Bellmen, Brooke, Byrd of West
Virginia, Case, Cranston, Eagleton, Gravel,
Harris, Hart, Hartke, Hatfield, Hughes, Humphrey, Jackson, Kennedy, McGovern, Magnuson, Mathias, Mondale, Montoya, Muskle,
Pearson, Pell, Percy, Randolph, Ribicoff,
Schweiker, Scott, Stevenson, Tunney, and
Williams)
The proposed Emergency Employment Act
of 1971 (S. 31) would authorize public service employment programs during times of
high unemployment. Financial assistance
would be made available to States, cities and
counties, and public and nonprofit agencies,
to provide useful employment in such
counties, and public and nonprofit agencies,
needed fields of public service as environmental quality, health care, public safety,
education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of parks, streets, and other public
facilities, solid waste removal, pollution control, housing and neighborhood improvements, rural development, conservation,
beautification, and other fields of human
betterment and community improvement.
Appropriations of up to $750,000,000
through June 30, 1972, and $1,000,000,000
for fiscal year 1973 would be authorized under the following circumstances:
Annual funding of $500,000,000 would be
authorized when the national unemployment
rate is 4Y:z percent or higher for three consecutive months. Additional amounts of
$100,000,000 would be triggered for each onehalf of one percent by which the average
unemployment rate for three consecutive
months exceeds 4¥2 percent. Funds could no
longer be obligated after the national rate
of unemployment is reduced below 4Y:z percent. The legislation would be in effect until
July 1, 1973.
The bill provides for apportioning funds

among States and local areas within each
State and among significant segments of the
population on an equitable basis, and to the
extent practicable in proportion to the extent
and severity of unemployment. Up to 20 percent of the funds available for carrying out
this legislation would be available for training and manpower services for persons employed in public service employment programs.
The blll provides for periodic reviews of
the employment prospects for each person
employed in a public service job assisted under the legislation and requires the Secretary
of Labor, as the rate of unemployment approaches 4¥2 percent, to establish procedures
to assure that maximum efforts will be made
to assist public service jobholders in locating
employment or training opportunities not
supported under this legislation.
AREAS WITH UNEMPLOYMENT, 4.5 PERCENT OR HIGHER
January 1971
Number

Rate

Alabama: Mobile _______________________
6,200
Arizona: Phoenix _______________________ 20,600
California:
Anaheim·Santa Ana-Garden Grove ____ 43,300
Fresno ____________________________ 14,600
Los Angeles·Long Beach _____________ 259,400
Sacramento ________________________
23,700
San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario _____ 29,100
San Diego __________________________ 33,300
San Francisco·Oakland ______________ 90,400
San Jose ______________________ _____
34,700
Stockton __________ -- _______________ 13,500
Connecticut:
Bridgeport__________ -------- _______
100
Hartf'.lrd ___________________________ 21,
20,600
New Britain ________________________
5, 800
New Haven ________________________
Stamford ___________________________ 12,000
6, 900
Waterbury ________________ --------_ 10,300
Delaware: Wilmington ___________________
11, 000
Aorida: Miami_ _____________ ------ _____ 29,500
Georgia:
Augusta ____________________ ------.
5, 000
Columbus __________________________
4,000
Hawaii: Honolulu ____________ -------- ___
13,200
Illinois: Rockford ______________ --------_
8, 500
Indiana:
Evansville _____________ ------- ______
5, 700
7,100
Fort Wayne __ --------------------Gary-Hamilton-East Chicago __________ 11,100
Indianapolis _________ ------ __ ---- ___ 26,200
South Bend _________________ ------_
8,200
Terre Haute _______ -------------- ___
4,800
Kansas: Wichita _____ ------------------- 16,700
Kentucky: Louisville _____ -------- __ ----- 19,000
louisiana:
8,000
Baton Rouge_--------------·------New Orleans __________________ ----- 25,600
6, 700
Shreveport.
------- __ -------_------Maine:
Portland ________________________
3,300
Maryland: Baltimore ___ ------·---------- 40,700
Massachusetts:
Boston _____________ -- __ ------- ___ • 76,600
Brockton_. ___________ ------ __ ----5,300
Fall River__ ________________________
5,400
Lawrence· HaverhilL __ ----- ________ •
8,500
LowelL ___________ ----------------7,600
7,800
New Bedford ____ ---------- __ ------18,400
10,300
Michigan:
5,900
Battle Creek
___ -------------------DetroiL
____________________
------ _ 143,000
FlinL ___ ----- --------------------- 13,600
Grand Rapids ______________ --------- 19,100
6,400
Kalamazoo ______ ------------------Lansing ___________ -------- __ --- ___ •
8,400
Muskegon-Muskegon Heights_________
6, 700
5,100
Saginaw __ -------- __ --------------Minnesota:
2, 500
Duluth-Superior______ ------------_.
Minneapolis-St PauL _______________ 42,100
Missouri:
Kansas City ________________________ 38,300
St. Louis ____ ---- __ ----------------- 64,900
New Jersey:
8,100
Atlantic City ___ -------------------Jersey City ______________ ---- __ ----_ 27,500
Newark _____________ --------------- 57,400
New Brunswick-Perth AmbOY----·--- 21,400
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic __ ---_- ______ 40,900
7,700
Trenton ______ --------._----------New Mexico: Albuquerque_______________
6,800
New York:
8,100
g~~~~~-t~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::: 38,100
New York _____ ·--- •• --------------- 280,800
Rochester____ .---- __ ---- __ .-------- 18,900
Syracuse ______________ -------- ___ ._ 15,500
Utica-Rome.---- __ ------------ ____ • 10,200

4. 9
5.1

~;;~:~~~t~~~~~~~=================

8.2
8.1
7.6
7. 4
7.4
7. 0
6.1
7.6
11.0
11.6
5. 7
10.8
6. 5
6.8
11.1
5.1
4.6
4.8
4.8
4.6
6. 7
5.4
5.4
4.6
5.5
7.6
7.0
10.3
5.0
6.2
5.8
5.5
4.5
4.5
5.3
8. 7
9. 7
9.1
11.7
12.3
8.3
7.0
8.1
8.3
7.3
8.4
7.5
5.4
11.0
5.9
5.1
4.8
6.2
6.3
10.5
9.0
6.3
6.6
6.8
5.0

5.4
6.6
6.8

5.1

4.8

6.0
7.6
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January 1971
Number
North Carolina: Asheville _______________ _
Ohio:Akron ____________________________ _
0

grnncti n~atf_~~==

Rate

3, 000

4. 8

13, 000
7, 500
29,800
47, 600
18,700
5, 200
5, 500
14,900
11,700
11,000
30,800

4. 7
4.8
5.1
5. 0
5. 0
6. 3
5. 9
5.3
5.1
5. 2
6. 7

==== == ==== ==== == == == =
Cleveland ___________ ---- ____ ----_ - Dayton __ ___ ______________ -- --- ---Hamilton-Middleton ___________ -----Loraine-Elyria _______ -------- - -----Toledo ___________ ----------------Youngstown-Warren ______ _- ------ - -Oklahoma: Tulsa ________ --------------Oregon: Portland ______ ----------------Pennsylvania:
3, 500
Altoona _______ ------- - ------- - - - --6, 400
Erie __________ ------------ - ----- - -7, 400
Johnstown __________ --- - - -- -------Philadelphia ______ ____ -- __ --------- 114,400
Pittsburgh _____________ ------------ 46, 500
Scranton ___ __ _____________ - - ------7, 600
10,000
Wilkes Barre-Hazleton ____ ----------Puerto Rico:
4,100
Mayaguez_ ________ ----------------Ponce ____ ------- _________ ------_-8, 000
(1)
San Juan _____________ ------------Rhode Island: Providence-Pawtucket__ ___ _ 31,900
(1)
South Carolina _____ -------------------Texas:
Beaumont-Port Arthur _________ -----7, 200
4, 700
Corpus ChristL ______ ----------- - --5, 900
EI Paso
_______
---------------------_
Fort
Worth
________________________
15,900
Utah: Salt Lake City ___________________ _ 12,800
Washington:
Seattle ____ ---- _____ --------------- 79,900
10,700
Spokane ____________ --------------14,400
Tacoma _______ ------------------- - (1)
West Virginia ________ ------------------Wisconsin:
Kenosha _________ _________ --------2, 000
Milwaukee ______ ------------------- 33,900
5, 400
Racine ________ ------------ - --------

6. 3
5. 6
7. 8
5.4
4.8
7. 6
7.0
13. 5
15.7
(1)

7. 8
(1)

5.6
4. 5
4. 7
5. 0
5. 8
12.7
9. 5
10.7
(1)

4. 9
5. 3
8.4

!Information not available.
Source of material: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

(Sena';e bill S. 31 was introduced on
January 25 by the following 34 Senators:
Nelson, Javits, Bayh, Bellman, Brooke, Byrd
of West Virginia, Case, Cranston, Eagleton,
Gravel, Harris, Hart, Hartke, Hatfield, Hughes,
Humphrey, Jackson, Kennedy, McGovern,
Magnuson, Mathias, Mondale, Montoya,
Muskie, Pearson, Pell, Percy, Randolph,
Ribicoff, Schweiker, Scott, Stevenson, Tunney, and Williams)
The proposed Emergency Employment
Act of 1971 (S. 31) would authorize public
service employment programs during times
of high unemployment. Financial assistance would be made available to States, cities
and counties, and public and nonprofit agencies, to provide useful employment in such
needed fields of public service as environmental quality, heal•th care, public safety,
education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of parks, streets, and other public
facilities, solid waste removal, pollution control, housing and neighborhood improvements, rural development, conservation,
beautification, and other fields of human
betterment and community improvement.
Appropriations of up to $750,000,000
through June 30, 1972, and $1,000,000,000 for
fiscal year 1973 would be authorized under
the following circumstances:
Annual funding of $500,000,000 would be
authorized when the national unemployment rate is 47'2 percent or higher for three
consecutive months. Additional amounts of
$100,000,000 would be triggered for each
one-half of one percent by which the average unemployment rate for three consecutive
months exceeds 47'2 percent. Funds could
no longer be obligated after the national
rate of unemployment is reduced below 4¥2
percent. The legislation would be in effect
until July 1, 1973.
The bill provides for apportioning funds
among States and local areas within each
State and among significant segments of the
population on an equitable basis, and to the
extent practicable in proportion to the extent
and severity of unemployment. Up to 20
percent of the funds available for carrying
out this legislation would be available for

training and manpower services for persons
employed in public service employment programs.
The bill provides for periodic reviews of
the employment prospects for each person
employed in a public service job assisted
under the legislation and requires the Secretary of Labor, as the rate of unemployment
approaches 47'2 percent, to establish procedures to assure that maximum efforts will be
made to assist public service jobholders in
locating employment or training opportuni·
ties not supported under this legislation.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that following the
two insertions I have just presented, an
editorial from the Washington Post,
dated April 1, 1971, entitled ''Emergency
Employment Act," be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT

ACT

The Senate is scheduled today to take up
an emergency measure designed to put some
150,000 unemployed persons to work in vital
state and municipal public jobs. The bill is
cosponsored by 34 senators and endorsed by
the National League of Cities, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National Association
of Counties and a good many other estimable public bodies. Every consideration ot
logic and necessity seems to support it as
well.
Two parallel developments that have taken
place in almost every major city of the country dictate emergency action. One is a sharp
rise in unemployment which has created a
crisis for hundreds of thousands of urban
fam1Ues. The other is a drop in the revenues
available to city governments resulting in a
drastic cutback of vital municipal services;
and this operates, of course, to aggravate the
hardships suffered by the unemployed. Fund
shortages have resulted in unfilled jobs in
the face of eager but idle workers. Mayor
D'Alesandro of Baltimore summed it all up
graphically enough in testimony recently before the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare:
The jobs are there in Baltimore. Our probation officers are handling the highest workloads in the history of the administration of
justice in our city. We have a municipal hospital, one of the finest in the country, yet
the amount of registered nurses, the amount
of nurses' aides that are servicing the various
floors are at a minimum. We pride ourselves on being the showcase in urban renewal and housing and redevelopment; yet
in the conservation areas we cannot move beyond the central business district or the little
neighborhoods that serve as the core around
it, because of lack of inspectors. The Civil
Service Commission has waiting rolls of competent, eligible people who can fill the jobs.
The work is there. The jobs are there. We
have the plans. We don't have the financial
resources to follow through.
Mayor after mayor came before the committee to report the same paradox. County
Executive John Spellman of King County,
Washington, said: "The displacement which
has occurred in the Puget Sound area leaves
us with the worst national resource waste
in our nation's history. Talented men and
women, superbly trained, highly productive,
with a desire to work and to contribute to
the nation's economy, sit idle."
The Emergency Employment Act would p-ut
many of these people to work by funding
public service employment programs in such
fields as environmental quality, health care,
public safety, education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of parks, streets and
other public facilities, conservation, beautification and other aspects of community improvement. It would authorize appropriations
up to $750 million through June 30, 1972,
and a billion dollars for fiscal year 1973 to
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be provided on a sliding scale based upon
the national rate of unemployment.
Last December, President Nixon vetoed an
Employment and Manpower Act which embodied a permanent public service employment program. The proposal before the Senate today is temporary in character, with no
more than a two-year duration; but the administration is opposed to it anyway, asking
Congress instead to take up its Manpower
Revenue Sharing bill. Whatever the merits
of revenue sharing, its highly controversial
character makes it unlikely to win congressional approval in time to be of much
service to the crisis-pressed cities or to the
hundreds of thousands of city-dwellers now
out of work. The emergency calls for emergency help from the federal government.
Congress ought to furnish it without delay.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, two or three
connected questions are not entirely clear
to me on the basis of the very able statement made by the Senator from Wisconsin.
First of all, I would like to clarify the
Senator's understanding, and verify my
own, as to who is a qualified employer
under this act. Is it possible or is it not
possible, under this act, for a municipality to employ a private concern in a public works project of some type and then
to employ men under that program and
still have it qualify?
Mr. NELSON. The eligible applicants
under the act are States, cities, counties.
Indian tribes, public and private nonprofit associations, but no private business is eligible.
Mr. TAFT. So that even if a municipality wished to contract, say, for a service
contract or public works contract with a
private concern, the employment under
such a private concern would not be covered? In other words, this is not a public works type act?
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, before we
leave that answer, if I may interject, I
think we should note that there is a possibility of doing what the Senator has in
mind, but, again, not with the kind of
entity he had in mind when he asked the
question. I refer to a local service company, a truly local poverty based type of
corporation, which I think we are very
anxious to encourage, and not to discourage.
Mr. TAFT. In other words, he is saying it would be a nonprofit corporation?
Mr. JAVITS. More than nonprofit. It
is defined on page 37 of the bill, lines
17 to 22, and i"i means owned or operated
in substantial part by unemployed or
low-income residents of the are~ to be
served. So that it is uniquely our effort !D.
self-help in the poverty field. I wish it
were apprecia..>le, but I fear it will not
be, in terms of actual figures of employment.
Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator for the
explanation.
One other question. I am somewhat

disturbed by the reference, in section
11(c) on page 33 of the bill regarding
labor organization-Mr. NELSON. What was

the page?
Mr. TAFT. Page 33 of the bill, subsection (c) of section 11.
Mr. NELSON. Which line?
Mr. TAFT. Line 7, which reads:

Where a labor organization represents employees who are engaged in similar work in
the same labor market ...

How is the determination to be made
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as to whether a labor organization represents employees? And does that apply to
public employee unions, or would it apply only to unions certified under the
National Labor Relations Act or some
other similar proceeding?
Mr. NELSON. This language provided
by the staff was taken from the conference report on the bill last year, and its
only purpose is to give public employment organizations an opportunity to
comment on the application proposal by
the municipality.
Mr. TAFT. What would occur if such
notification was not given? How is a complete list of such organizations made if
there is not a definition as to who is certified or who represents whom?
Mr. NELSON. We thought it better not
to try to define it. The Secretary will
establish it through regulation.
Mr. TAFT. Through regulation?
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I have
joined with the Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. NELSON) in this bill as a joint sponsor as I am the ranking minority member
of the committee and believed that there
was a place to be filled which could not
possibly be filled, from present appearances, for at least a year, and therefore
that this bill was necessary.
I wish to assure the Senate that we
have taken extraordinary precautions to
meet the views of the administration in
respect of this bill. The Senator from
Vermont (Mr. PROUTY) has introduced
the administration's special revenuesharing bill on manpower, and I wish to
assure the Senate and the administration that we have in that bill done our
utmost to meet the fundamental questions: first, to afford an opportunity for
special revenue sharing to phase in, and
that is assured by the 2-year duration of
this bill. As the President himself does
not expect special revenue sharing in
manpower to take effeet until January 1,
1972. Its trigger provisions, which I shall
refer to later, do not take effect until
July 1, 1972. Therefore, it seems to me a
transitional bill of this character fits in
exactly with that purpose.
If I may have the attention of the
chairman, I would like to make a statement with respect to him. It is clear, and
Chairman NELSON has made it clear, that
any bill that we pass or report dealing
with special revenue sharing will be
tailored and accommodated to precisely
what is the temporary public service employment bill which ultimately becomes
law.
So for all of those reasons, Mr. President, I feel we are accommodating the
situation very closely to the President's
free and fair opportunity to win with a
special revenue-sharing measure.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me for a comment?
Mr. JAVITS. Of course.
Mr. NELSON. I agree with the comments of the distinguished Senator from
New York that we would not, under any
circumstances, send out of our committee something that duplicated or overlapped this measure. If the administration's manpower revenue-sharing bill
passes, in whatever form, I wish to assure the Senate that I shall be working
CXVII--587-Part 7
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with the minority leader of our committee to be sure that there is no duplication, and that it fits in appropriately
wit.h whatever we do with the Revenue
Sharing Act; and if there is no act, this
one expires at the end of 2 years, or
whenever we get to 4.5 percent.
Mr. JAVITS. Correct.
Mr. NELSON. To cite an example, if
we adopted exactly what the administration said-and I understand their bill to
authorize as an activity by a municipality
or a State public service employmentif they already have public service employment under this provision, we would
undertake to be sure that in that bill we
did not add on top of that.
Mr. JAVITS. There is one important
point of substance which the Senator
may or may not choose to answer, but I
would hope that he could answer it in the
affirmative before we are through with
the debate, which is this: In view of the
fact that we are passing emergency legislation, and in view of the fact that the
President's bill is permanent legislation,
would the Senator feel-and I do not expect him to answer this before thinking
it over; he may speak about it laterthat this bill should be accommodated to
the President's bill, as we are in the process of passing it, rather than the other
way?
In other words, as that is a permanent
law and thi..; is a temporary law we could
tailor-because it would come out of our
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
anyway-the permanent law to suit this
measure, in the sense of not running
counter to it; but it would be in appropriate, if we were satisfied that the
permanent law did everything that ought
to be done in this field, to phase this out
without the greater whole, to wit, permaent law, taking over the part. So it
would be a substantive point, when the
Senator says he will do his utmost, and
I wish to make it compatible; it is a substantive point as to whether we make
this compatible with the President's bill,
in which case this would run its course,
the other being tailored to suit this, or
whether we make the President's bill
compatible with this program, in which
event we could end this, in view of the
fact that we would have a permanent
piece of legisletion.
Mr. NELSON. I think I understand. Let
me reserve judgment until I have time to
discuss the matter.
Mr. JAVITS. Surely. In view of the
possibility of a veto, which hangs over
everyone's head, I think it is important
for the President to have assurance that
whenever his revenue-sharing plan
phases in, this would be phased out. We
world have to be satisfied with general
revenue sharing as encompassing this
bill. We would have to be sure that the
two would phase together.
Mr. NELSON. I think I am in agreement with the Senator, but I should like
to check it with the staff and respond
later.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, as joint
sponsor of the Emergency Employment
Act of 1971, and the ranking minority
member of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, I wish to indicate why
I think that its passage is essential.
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First, we have faced a national unemployment rate of 6.2 percent in the
month of December, 6.0 percent in January and 5.8 percent in February-the
highest rates in 9 years-with the burden of that rate-like that of inflationfalling on all socioeconomic groups in
our society. In New York State the unemployment rate in January was 5.6 percent compared with 4.3 percent in January 1970. The rate ranges from 4.4 percent in the Albany area to 7.6 percent
in Utica and in Rome, New York. New
York City had unemployment in January of 5.1 percent, compared with 3.7
percent the year before.
The Department of Labor reported
yesterday that overall the jobless rate
rose by 41 percent in the New York area
in 1970. In the · 17 county New Yorknortheastern New Jersey area, an average of 4.5 percent of the labor force of
6.6 million was unemployed last year
compared to 3.2 percent in 1969. The
black unemployment rate in New York
City was at 5.4 percent-almost a full
percentage above the overall rate. I ask
unanimous consent that there be included in the RECORD at the conclusion of
my remarks an article appearing in the
New York Times for today, April 1, 1971,
which outlines the situation in more
det ail.
The situation is most tragic and unsettling and even horrendous and alarming in the poverty neighborhoods of the
Nation where, according to the Department of Labor statistics released on January 24, 1971, the jobless rate during
1970 averaged 7.6 percent, up from 5.5
percent in 1969. Most serious are the
facts that the average yearly rate for
teenage residents of poor neighborhoods
increased from 19.9 percent over last
year to 24 percent, that the rate for
blacks among this group rose from 27.9
percent to 35.8 percent, and for white
youths similarly situated from 13.8 percent to 16.3 percent.
At the current time, the situation is
even more incendiary than these yearly
averages suggest; for the trend is even
disquieting. For the last quarter of last
year the jobless rate among all teenagers
was 27.8 percent--compared with 17.4
percent in the last quarter of 1969; the
rate among white teenagers was 18.8 percent--compared with 11 percent at the
end of 1969 and the rate among black
teenagers was 42.4 percent-or almost
half-compared with 26.7 percent in the
last quarter of 1969.
But our concern is not limited to teenagers, nor to the big cities, nor merely
to the disadvantaged. The unemployment
rate among persons 55 years and older
in February 1971 approached twice the
rate for January 1970. In Nassau and
Suffolk Counties in New York, unemployment has averaged 5.7 percent and in
these and other areas throughout the
country persons employed in the defense,
aerospace, and construction industries
have found themselves without work.
Under the bill funds may be used to
provide public services employment for
unemployed persons not just the disadvantaged-although those in poverty are
of great concern.
Approximately 1 year ago, when the
Joint Economic Committee, of which I
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am a member, began its annual hearings
on the state of the economy, we debated
the point at which the unemployment
rate-then at 3.9 percen~should be regarded as unacceptable.
We have now clearly burst the bounds
of acceptability of unemployment by
practically everyone's estimate and it is
time to alleviate, to the maximum extent
fiscally possible, the individual hardships
which these levels occasion.
As the President himself noted in the
state of the Union message of January
23, "we have paid a price in increased
unemployment."
Mr. President, expert ;:>pinion suggests
that we will continue to pay that price
for some time to come. For, while economic indicators are pointing upward,
we are dealing here with employment,
not business activity, and exPerience with
business recessions has shown that unemployment usually reaches its highest
point after the economy has started its
recovery. In other words, in the absence
of a vigorous and swiftly implemented
manpower program such as this, unemployment can be exPected to rise in the
coming months.
So there is real urgency in this rna tter.
Further evidence in the recent economic
report of the President indicates that
the administration's own best hope are
to set a path that will reduce the unemployment rate to "the 4%-percent
zone" by the second quarter of 1972.
Thus the administration itself contemplates that high levels of unemployment
will persist through most of fiscal year
1972. And yet, while the fiscal1972 budget is described as a "full employment"
budge~and may have such an effect in
terms of total Federal spending-the
manpower portion of the budget would
not increase signtficantly the number of
additional training and employment opportunities to be made avaiJable during
that year of expected continued
hardship.
The Department has requested, under
current authorizations, only 47,000 more
employment training slots for 1972 than
for this fiscal year. This fiscal year's opportunities were only 65,100 above the
previous year, 1970, when, as I have already described, the unemployment figures were around 4% percent.
It is very important to note that we
are dealing, in giving these figures of
additional slots, with roughly a million
enrollment opportunities under the manpower and employment programs I have
described. So that the Federal Government's request is approximately 5 percent more than it was in the last fiscal
year. In the last fiscal year it was about
6 percent more than the previous fiscal
year. So there is not any great growth of
rate here-certainly not compatible with
the critical increase in unemployment.
Mr. President, ironically, while we face
serious unemployment, we urgently need
personnel to implement our new commitments to save our physical environment
and to satisfy our unmet obligations to
redeem our social environment. According to a 1965 OEO study, 4.3 million new jobs could be fllled in public
service if Government were to fulfill its
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obligations in these activities. A 1968 further obligation of funds may be made
study by the Upjohn Institute projects after a determination that the rate of
that in 130 cities with a population of national unemployment has receded be100,000 or more there are 280,000 such low 4.5 percent for 3 consecutive months.
unfilled slots in those cities alone.
The concept of providing additional
Here is work crying to be done and manpower funds under a trigger provithere are persons to fill these jobs if sion contingent upon the rate of national
funds could be made available.
unemployment was first proposed by the
Mr. President, I have stated why this administration.
legislation is needed; now I wish to comThe administration's Manpower Trainment on certain features of the bill which ing Act of 1969, which I introduced in
I commend to the attention of my col- the Senate on August 12, 1969, provided
leagues.
for an automatic appropriation of 10 perWe all know that the President last cent of all manpower training fundsDecember vetoed the Employment and triggering approximately $200 millionManpower Act, which would have estab- in the event of national unemployment
lished a permanent public service em- in excess of 4.5 percent for 3 consecutive
ployment program-creating as many ·a s months. During executive sessions on
330,000 jobs in the fourth year of the manpower training legislation in the last
program-as well as effecting a consoli- Congress, I submitted a number of
dation of all existing manpower pro- amendments increasing the amounts to
grams. It was a most regrettable decision. be available and making it clear also
In his veto message, the President stated: that funds made so available could be
Transitional and short-term public service used for public service employment as
employment can be a useful component of well as for training. A trigger provision
the nation's manpower policies.
was contained in the Employment and
Mr. President, Senator NELSON and I Manpower Act passed by both Houses of
and other Members designed this bill the Congress late last year, but vetoed
by the President.
with that in mind.
The minority members of the Joint
As I noted in the supplemental views
of myself, Senator ScHWEIKER and Sen- Economic Committee-which included
ator PACKWOOD, the reported bill is short Senators MILLER, JORDAN, PERCY, and
term and transitional in three major myself-had also recommended, on
March 25, 1970, that the administration
respects:
First, it is short term in that authori- consider a limit3d number of public seczations are provided for approximately tor jobs as well as training as a transia 2-year period, beginning with enact- tional program to deal with rising unment and extending through fiscal year employment.
Third, the program created under the
1973.
Second, the program is transitional reported bill would be transitional and
and short term within the duration of short term as to the individuals involved.
The bill contains a number of provithe act because it is tied to-and will
exist subject to-national unemployment sion proposed by minority members of
the committee and others to encourage
levels.
Section 4(b) provides that the funds movement of participants from job opappropriated pursuant to the authoriza- portunities financed under the bill to
tions under the bill-$750,000,000 regular employment opportunities in the
through fiscal year 1972 and $1,000,000,- public or private sector. Among those
000 for fiscal year 1973 may be obligated provisions, I call special attention to the
following:
by the Secretary only as follows:
$500,000,000 when the Secretary determines
that the rate of national unemployment
equals or exceeds 4.5 percent for three consecutive months prior to any such determination.
$100,000,000 for each incremeDJt of onehalf Of 1 per centum by which the Secretary
detennines that the average rate of national unemployment for three consecutive
months prior to any such determination exceeds 4.5 p ercent.

At an estimated cost of $5,000,000 per
opportunity, if the total authoriza,tions
were made available, approximately 150,000 jobs could be created before July 1,
1972, and 200,000 jobs during fiscal year
1973.
The bill provides that no more than
one determination in respect to the $500
million and no more than one determination in respect to each increment of
one-half of 1 percent may be made before July 1, 1972, or in any subsequent
12-month period.
The authorization ceilings and appropriation levels provide a further limitation on the use of funds even if the national unemployment levels justify a
greater amount.
Moreover by virtue of section 4(c) no

Section 2, the purpose clause, and Section
3, the principal provision for financial assistance, expresely state that funds are to be
made available under the Act not only to
provide employment and related opportunities, but to enable such persons to move subsequently into employment or training not
supported under the Act.
Section 6, requires that applications for
assistance include extensive provisions for
training, adequate supervision, supportive
services, and linkages with ot her work and
training programs as well as safeguards
against "make-work" or "dead end" jobs. See
Section 6(a), (2-17), (b). To this end, Sect ion
9 provides that the Secretary may utilize up
to 20 % of funds for manpower training and
related services.
Section 10, specifies three special responsibilities of the Secretary of Labor to encourage movement to regular employment :
Under subsection (a) the Secretary is required to establish procedures f<>i'" periodic
reviews by an appropriat e agency of the
status of each person employed in a public
service job under the Act to assure that maximum efforts are made to locate regular employment as the unemployment level subsides, or financial assistance otherwise becomes unavailable, whenever there is a finding that the participant's current employment situation will not provide sufficient
prospects for advancement. Under subsec-
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tion (b) the Secretary is required to review
the implementation of these procedures; and
under (c) he must conduct a continuing
evaluation of programs assisted under the
Act. Moreover, Section 12 requires the Secretary to transmit a special report to the Congress as to the extent to which participants
subsequently secure and retain regular public
or private employment or other opportunities.

I believe that these provisions-coupled with the fact that the authorization
is for approximately 2 years-will insure the transitional nature of the employment provided.
In that connection, we note that the
bill is compatible with the objective of
the administration's proposed Manpower
Revenue Sharing Act of 1971 which provides a 2-year limitation on public service employment as to any individual.
Mr. President, I wish to point out also
that these provisions-for transitional
employment as to the individuals-are
much more extensive and much stronger
than those which were contained in the
Employment and Manpower Act, which
the President felt were inadequate to insure movement from supported employment to regular public or private employment.
Finally, I drew special attention to
other provisions that were added to S. 31
by myself and others during the eommittee's consideration of the bill. The
bill now contains language to insure
that the act will help not only as to the
current unemployment situation but as
to the related crisis of increasing welfare
rolls, which is further aggravated by
high unemployment. In that connection,
we note that under section 8(b) the
Secretary is required to make assistance
available "on an equitable basis among
significant segments of the population
of unemployed persons, giving consideration to the relative numbers of unemployed in each such segment" and that
the definition of "unemployed persons"
set forth in section 13 (7) specifically includes adults receiving assistance under
the Social Security Act who are determined by the Secretary of Labor to be
available for work.
I believe that the Secretary's authority
to grant assistance for such persons will
not. only help persons who would otherwise be forced to rely upon cash welfare
assistance, but provide the concerned
governmental agencies with early experience in the use of public service employment programs in reducing welfare dependency, before the proposed Family
Assistance Act-under which the administration would make as many as 200,000
jobs available-would take effect, on July
1, 1972.
Mr. President, I believe, therefore, that
this is a very strong and necessary bill
which deserves the support o.f the Senate.
However, as the ranking minority member of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, I consider it my obligation
to indicate also the administration's view
on this legislation. When he appeared in
opposition to S. 31 before the Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower, and
Poverty on February 23, Secretary of
Labor Hodgson stated:

There were strong possibillties that the
President would veto it.

The administration's position-which
I think deserves consideration-is in essence that we should not go forth with
adding a new categorical manpower program to the existing programs, but
should instead deal with the matter of a
total reform of exigent programs by
comprehensive legislation.
The Congress has before it the administration's proposed Manpower Revenue
Sharing Act of 1971 (S. 1243), introduced
by Senator PROUTY on March 16, 1971, as
well as other comprehensive measures to
fund training and job activities over the
long term. These proposals would repeal
the authority for existing programs and
give State and local governments basic
responsibility. The administration has
now made clear that under its proposal
any portion-or for that matter all-of
the $2 billion in funds could be used for
public service employment programs if
the State and local prime sponsors choose
to do so.
With the administration's objectives in
mind, Senator ScHWEIKER, who is the
ranking minority member of the Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower,
and Poverty, Senator PACKWOOD and I
indicated in our supplemental views that
we reserved the right to seek an accommodation between S. 31, the Emergency
Employment Act, and S. 1243, the administration's Manpower Revenue Sharing Act of 1971, consolidating if possible
the objectives and terms of these two
bills into one bill. I regret very much the
fact that we have thus far been unable
to reach such an accommodation, despite,
I think, good faith efforts on the part of
all concerned. As consideration of S. 31
continues, I shall continue such efforts
as I know others will and may offer
amendments, consistent with my basic
support of this emergency bill, if necessary to bring it closer to what the administration might eventually support.
I must state to the Senate that I have
tried to accomplish that, but we have
been unsuccessful with the utmost of
good faith on the part of all concerned;
but I think also, in fairness, I should state
that as we consider S. 31, when it leaves
here and goes to the other body and
into conference, and so forth, I shall continue my efforts to see if it is possible to
reconcile the two measures. That, of
couse, is consistent with my support of
this emergency bill because I believe that
both objectives-to wit, the permanent
manpower and public or private employment option as the administration provides, as well as the fundamental core of
public service job opportunities are necessary legislation in the manpower field.
Therefore, I want to continue to work,
even though the situation looks discouraging right now, to bring that about. I
pledge my best efforts to do so, at whatever stage this legislaiton or the administration's legislation on special revenue
sharing may stand.
But I submit that, right now, this is a
bill which deserves the support of the
Senate. While I invoke the utmost con-

sideration for the initiatives of the administration in the Manpower Revenue
Sharing Act of 1971, I believe that the
commitment which will be given-and
I know that he will give it-by the chairman of the subcommittee will further assure compatibility. Hopefully, we may
end up with a complete bill for manpower
training as well as public employment opportunities, which are traditionally inherent in this kind of bill and the public
service opportunities of the order and
at least of the magnitude which are set
forth for in this emergency bill.
For all of those reasons, Mr. President,
I join the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
NELSON) in support of this bill and commend it to the Senate.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an article published in the New
York Times dealing with the drastic increase in the jobless rate in the New York
area since 1970 be printed in the RECORD,
together with an analysis of funds requested in the President's budget in the
last few years for manpower and manpower training.
There being no objection, the article
and analysis were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
(From the New York Times, Apr. 1, 1971]
41 PERCENT IN NEW
YORK AREA IN 1970
(By James F. Clarity)
The unemployment rate in the New YorkNew Jersey metropolitan area increased 41 per
cent in 1970, while the increase for the city
alone was 33 per cent. The increases, reported
yesterday by the United States Labor Department, necessitated sharp rises in unemployment payments in the city and in four
suburban counties in New York and eight
in northern New Jersey.
The report said that in the 17-county New
York-Northeastern New Jersey area, an average of 4.5 per cent of labor force of 6.6 milllon was unemployed last year, compared to
8.2 in 1969.
The average number of unemployed persons in the area, the report said, was 300,000,
of whom 159,000 were New York City residents. The city labor force was estimated at
3.3 million.
JOBLESS RATE ROSE BY

CITY RATE RISES TO 4.8

The increase in the unemployment rate in
the city, 3.6 in 1969 to 4.8 in the last year
compared with national averages of 3.5 to
4.9 for the same period.
The extent of joblessness was not the worst
in the city's history. In 1966, for example,
the number of unemployed was 174,000 and
in 1958 it was 251,000.
'rhe report, issued by Herbert Bienstock,
regional director of the Labor Department
statistics bureau, also said that "the relationship of black to white unemployment
remained more favorable in New York City
than in most of the other major cities surveyed."
The black unemployment rate in the city
was 5.4 compared to 8.2 for the entire country~ The black unemployment rate was higher
in most other large cities studied than in
New York. In Cleveland the black rate was
14.5, while in Washington the lowest bigcity rate of 5.1 was recorded.
In New Jersey, the report said, the black
rate was 8.3 per cent.
The report, which gave no breakdown by
job category, said that the black-to-white
unemployment ratio in the city was 1.1
(black) to 1 (white), compared to the national ratio of 1.8 to 1.
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The rate for adult Negro women in the
city was "strikingly different" from the national pattern, the report said. It showed
that the city rate for black women averaged
3.7 per cent, compared with a 6.9 national
average.
INCREASE IN NEWARK AREA

In the Newark area, the report said, the
rate of joblessness rose from 2.7 in 1969 to
4.3 last year. The area, comprising Essex,
Morris and Union counties, had 34,000 unemployed persons of a labor force of 786,000.
The combined rate in Bergen and Passaic
Counties increased from 3.6 to 5.2, reflecting the unemployment of 31,000 persons of
a labor force of 587,000.

While the city rate of 4.8 was close to the
national average, it was lower than the figure for nine of the 14 other cities surveyed.
Los Angeles and Cleveland, with rates of 8.4,
had the greatest unemployment, while
Houston, with 3.8, had the lowest rate.
The report showed that, generally, the
rate for women was higher than for men.
An exception was the unemployment rate
for Negro women in New York City, 3.7, compared to rates of 4.5 for Negro men, 4.2 for
white men and 4.5 for white women.
In the New York-New Jersey metropolitan
area, the rates were 5.0 for black women and
4.6 for white women, compared to 4.2 for
black men and 3.4 for white men.

JOBLESS PAYMENTS UP

The rise in joblessness resulted in an increase in state unemployment payments in
the city from $166-million in 1969 to $253million last year. In Nassau and Suffolk
Counties combined, the payments increased
from $27-million two years ago to $49-milllon in 1970.
In Westchester and Rockland counties
combined, the payments increased from
$10.5-milllon in 1969 to $19.3-million last
year.
In New York and New Jersey unemployment benefits are paid for a maximum of 39
weeks. The maximum weekly payment in
New York is $65, while the New Jersey limit
is $72.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR-FUNDS REQUESTED IN PRESIDENT'S BUDGET FISCAL YEAR 1972
[Dollar amounts in millions, enrollments in actual)

Item

197D

Administration of manpower programs____ ________
$72.2
Training:
Private sector on-the-job training__ _____ _____ $223. 2
Enrollment opportunities____________________ 133, 6DD
Public sector on-the-job training_ ______ ______
$95.9
Enrollment opportunities__ _________ _________ 41, 3DD
Institutional training, regular____ ____________ $315.5
Enrollment opportunities_ ___________________ 141, 4DD
Institutional training, Job Corps______________ $158.2
Enrollment opportunities__ ___ _______ _____ ___ 2D, 4DD
In-school work support, in school________ ____
$59.2
Enrollment opportunities__ ________ __ ____ ____ 97, 1DD
In-school work support, summer___ __________ $20D. 4
Enrollment opportunities __________________ 413,100
Post-school work support__ ______ _____ _______ $149.0
Enrollment opportunities__________ ________ 52, 7DO
Work incentive ____ ---- ----- ---- --- __ ------$85.8
Enrollment opportunities __________________ 180, ODO
Special targeting. _____________________ ----- $187. 3
Computerized job placement_________________
$9.7
Program support_ _________________________ _ $51.7
Federal benefit payments to unemployed Federal
workers, ex-servicemen. and persons displaced
1

1971

1972

$77.9

$86.0

1972

+$8.1

$26D. 7
$26D. 5
-$. 2
136, 90D 136, 9DD ---------$126. 8
$125. 8
-$1. D
66, SOD
66, SDO -------- -$327. 6
$324. 9
-$2. 7
148, 6DD 146, 60D
-2, DOD
$156. 2
$196. 1
+$39. 9
23, 1DD
26, 2DD
+3. 1DO
$59. 1
$69. 8
+$1D. 7
94, 1DD
94, 7DD ---------$165.7
$165.7 ---------414, 2DD 414, 20D ---------$165.8
$165.8 ---------48, 9DD
48,900 ---------$6D.1
$197. D +$136. 9
I 111. 50D I 160, QDQ
+48, 5QQ
$177. 9
$172.8
-$5. 1
$22.3
$22.3 ---------$55.4
$61.6
+$6. 2

Represent program levels.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will t:1e
Senator from New York yield?
Mr. JA VITS. I yield.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I also noticed that
article in the New York Times this
morning. I believe it speaks in terms of
4.5 nnemployment in a 17 -connty region
around New York City; is that not correct?
Mr. JAVITS. That is exactly right. The
critical factor which weighs in so heavily is that in 1 year there has been a
40-percent slide. When we look at it in
modern terms, as to where we stand now
in terms of what we consider nnacceptable as to nnemployment, it gets alarming. Let me assure the distinguished minority whip that I am serious, notwithstanding my present discouragement,
that still, before we are finally through
with this legislation, we will find some
way to have a permanent law as well as
this emergency approach to the detailed
problems of today.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I am sympathetic with
the problems of nnemployment in the
New York area. I was frankly surprised
that it was not higher than it is; 4.5 percent, of course, as the Senator well
knows, is only one-half of 1 percent,
which is what economists generally consider to be full employment. It is much
higher than that in many parts of the
conntry.
Mr. JAVITS. If the Senator will allow
me to implement that, New York is a
large State where there are serious pockets of nnemployment. For example, in
New York City alone it stands at 5.1 percent with this drastic increase. Bufialo,

Change,
1971 to

Item

Change,
1971 to

197D

1971

1972

$187.9

$317.1

$274.5

$665.8

$743.4

$806. D

+$62.6

Subtotal, manpower programs _____________ $2,461.8 $2,716.0 $2,928.8
Enrollment opportunities __________ ___ _____ 979,600 1, D44, 700 1, 094,400

+$212. 8
+49, 6DO

under Trade Adjustment Act.._ ___ ____ ___ ______
Administration of unemployment compensation and
employment service administration_- ---- -- -----

Labor-Management Services Administration_______
$13.1
Workplace Standards Administration______________
42.5
Federal workmen's compensation benefits_________ 1 $81.5
Bureau of Labor Statistics____________ __________ _
24.7
Bureau of International Labor Affairs, Office of the
Solicitor, and general support____________ _____ _
14.9

1972

-$42.6

$18.1
58.6
1 $84.0
28. D

$21.8
77.9
$9D. D
33.6

+$3.7
+19.2
$+6.D
+6.5

20.4

2D. 5

+.1

Subtotal, other programs__________________
176.7
2D9.1
243.8
+34.7
Total, operating funds ____ _____________ ____=2=,6=3=8.=5==2,=9=25=.=1=3=,=17=2=.6==+=2=47=.5
Source of funds:
Department of Labor:
Federal funds ___________ ------ ________ _
092. 2 2, 123. 3 2, 154. 7
+31. 4
Trust funds ___________________________ _ 1, 687.2
767.4
806. D
+38. 6
Office of Economic Opportunity ______________ _ 752.7 ------------------------- ---- Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
85.8
6D.1
197.0
+136. 9
Note: Figures may not add due to rounding and nonprogram items.

with a million in population, has 6.8
percent nnemployment. That is almost
the highest in the State. Utica-Rome
area, 7.6 percent. Syracuse, 6 percent.
Binghampton, 6.6 percent. So the profile
is very, very alarming to us.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I might say, for the information of the Senate, that nnemployment in Detroit is closer to 9 percent.
Mr. JAVITS. Think of the horrors and
the suffering in the aerospace industry
now, in both the States of Washington
and California.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator for
yielding.
Mr. JAVITS. I thank my colleague very
much.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator from New York yield for an
observation?
Mr. JA VITS. I yield.
Mr. NELSON. Perhaps the Senator
covered this while I was out of the Chamber temporarily, but on the point of the
unemployment rate at 4.5 percent, the
Senator is well aware, of course, that in
the inner core of New York, there is
unemployment--! have not gotten the
figure right with me-but I think it
is---

Mr. JA VITS. Thirty-five percent.
Mr. NELSON. How much?
Mr. JAVITS. Thirty-five percent
among Negro teenagers. .
Mr. NELSON. Yes, and it is very high
among-Mr. JAVITS. Among white teenagers.
Mr. NELSON. Adults. We have looked
over the metropolitan areas and they
have nnemployment of less than 4.5 per-

cent but the inner core, because it takes
in the whole area, but many of the inner
core areas are up to 10, 15, and 20 percent; so that across the board, 4.5 percent really does not tell the story, necessarily, of any metropolitan area.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN) answered the point
himself that this is a national law we are
talking about it. However we may feel,
and I have not the remotest notion how
the Senator will vote, that is his sovereign privilege as to however he may feel
about the measure, for any reason, but
we are really in a terrible "crnnch'' on
nnemployment. We are trying to do
something on a transitional and emergency basis. There seems to be a big demand in the public service employment
field and, therefore, we see the opportunity, consistent with the general pattern of the administration's approach,
anyhow, to strike a blow against that
crisis in nnemployment.
I would like to make it clear because
I think that the Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. NELSON) has already made it clear.
The idea that the administration opposes
any public service is no longer true. It
contemplates it itself. It necessarily
wants its own bill because of the revenue
sharing-which would give the locality
the option-but also the locality could
use the whole of the $2 billion a year,
or a piece of it, for public service
employment and be perfectly compatible
with the present program. So I hope
Senators on my side of the aisle will
realize that whatever their views may be
on the finite details-the fact is, we no
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longer face any administration position taught in the veto of the manpower bill
which is against public service employ- in December; namely, that public servment as an element in manpower train- ice jobs provided under Federal maning and emergency employment pro- power programs must be transitional and
short term and must be truly linked to
grams.
Mr. NELSON. Will the Senator from other positions or further opportunities.
I understand perfectly well the posiNew York yield again for an observation of the Senator from Wisconsin who
tion?
will reply to me that this is an emerMr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. NELSON. If I understood our dis- gency bill and it is obviously therefore
cussions correctly with the administra- short term. But I would say that that
tion's spokesmen yesterday, they in fact does not necessarily follow.
There have been many bills we have
would have no substantial objection to
this precise bill if it were tied to their put through as emergency bills of one
revenue-sharing bill that is now in our kind or another with limitations of time,
and which have then gone on endlessly.
committee; is that not correct?
I cite as an example the interest equalMr. JAVITS. I would not wish to say
that. I hope that the Senator from Wis- ization tax bill that passed the Senate
by a voice vote on Tuesday of this week.
consin will forgive me.
Mr. NELSON. I said it was my under- We did not even have a roll call vote on
it. That was originally put in as an emerstanding.
Mr. JAVITS. There are negotiations gency measure in 1963 in order to do
that will go on. In negotiations many something about the problem of a shortthings lean one upon the other. I would term outflow of money to European comnot want to feel that I dilute the ad- panies. It is still in effect and has now
ministration's opposition to the bill by been extended.
We put in the excise taxes as an emeranything I say. However, certainly we
have explored the possibility of putting gency measure. They are still in effect.
We will put in this bill as an emerthe two bills together.
public service employment jobs
All I was saying is that I have a con- gency
Every single mayor, every sintinuing dedication to that objective, program.
gle county commissioner, and every sinwhich may not be accomplishable.
gle person around this country who deMr. NELSON. Mr. President, I was atthat they want the Federal funds
tempting to say that it was my inter- cides
to get more employees will be petitioning
pretation that there was no substantial the Members of Congress, and the bill
objection to the bill if it were part of the will go on and on and on in the history
revenue-sharing bill. That is my inter- of this country.
pretation.
I have no objection to the fact that we
Mr. JAVITS. I think we have a fairly ought to cure the unemployment situagood enlightenment of the matter by one tion. There are many ways of doing it.
sentence of Secretary Hodgson's testiThe administration has proposed a
mony before the committee. That ap- massive series of programs along the line
pears on page 212 of the hearings rec- of manpower retraining with a budget
ord. He says:
of $2 billion. It is a comprehensive,
The administration cannot support a. sepa- massive program for retraining for skills
rate public service employment program for transitional public sector work if it
which is not an integral part of manpower is really needed. But the Emergency Emreform, welfare reform, and revenue shar- ployment
Act, S. 31, which we have being. We are, in fact, obliged to oppose it.
fore the Senate for consideration, does
I think that characterizes it.
not deal with the need for manpower reMr. President, I yield the floor;
form. It only provides jobs immediately
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I take in the public sector, and not for reform
the floor in opposition to this particular of the training program.
The Emergency Employment Act igbill. I do not, for the sake of my colleagues who are present, intend to talk at nores the need for manpower reform.
great length on it. There will be others That need was fully documented
talking as well. I would hope that we through many days of public hearings
last year.
could get to a vote today.
It is apparent, to me at least-and I
I rise in opposition to the bill today,
which has been described to us by the would think it would be to the members
Senator from Wisconsin and the Sena- of the committee who have been following the hearings-that categorical protor from New York.
My individual views are set forth in grams are not the answer to the manthe report at pages 29 and 30. The indi- power need.
The bill as passed by Congress last
vidual views of the distinguished Senator from Ohio <Mr. TAFT), who also voted year and the bill before us today, nowagainst it, are included in the report im- ever, both perpetuate this categoricar approach. That is the problem. The provimediately following mine.
They give a bare outline of why I am sion before us would add another separate program to the current disjointed
opposed to this so-called bill.
First, I oppose it because I believe the disarray of programs. It would not conmeasure as we now have it ignores the solidate the jum'ble of 10,000 manpower
lessons which we leamed in the consid- contracts that we now have. There are
eration of the manpower bill in the last nationally at this time 10,000 separate
session-that categorical public service manpower contracts which are run naemployment programs must be part of tionally.
Indeed, if I may say so, it would not
a comprehensive, coordinated manpower
program if we are going to make them add just one program, but it would add
thousands of these separate agreements
successful.
Second, the bill also ignores the even to the pile of 10,000 contracts we now
harder lessons which President Nixon have.
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The Senator from Vermont (Mr.
PRouTY) introduced S. 1243 on March
16 of this year. The Senator from
Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN), the Senator
from Idaho <Mr. JORDAN), and I are cosponsors of that bill.
This is one part of their program for
manpower retraining.
The President has proposed the Manpower Revenue Sharing Act of 1971 as
a means of reducing the categorical programs and of supplying cities and States
with the funds necessary to develop their
own programs. Yet this bill has not had
any hearings at all of any kind. We have
been faced with S. 31, which does not
provide this overall reform that I am
talking a'bout. It simply deals with public
sector employment and says that we
must pass this immediately without regard to what is in S. 1243 and without
hearings on this particular bill.
Experience has taught us that the administration and delivery of effective
manpower programs are essentially local matters, based upon current knowledge of local needs and resources. State
and local governments are in the best
position to assure the active cooperation
of employers, employees and other organizations. The manpower revenue sharing concept will enable these governments to meet their own needs in a flexible unified manner.
For example we have heard a great
deal today from the Senator from Wisconsin and the Senator from New York
about those people who are professionally
skilled, people who are engineers and
who are out of work in the aerospace and
defense industry.
It is curious to me that this is brought
up all the time since most of the supporters of S. 31 voted against the SST
which might have done something about
the situation. I think it is only fair to
put that point in the record.
Exclusive of that, one of the universities in my State started a consortium of
30 universities willing to get together to
provide the training programs under the
administration's manpower retraining
program to provide retraining and skills
for these very professional people so that
they can move into other areas such as
health, hospital administration, environment, and into many other areas of
domestic needs for which we have public
concern.
Obviously we will not be able to do
much with that type program under the
bill before us because this provides only
for public service work.
Mr. President, all that we are doing
if we pass this bill, is to have the Federal Government supply $750 million the
first year and $1 billion the second year
to hire more people on the public payrolls even though we are faced with objections that Federal Government is not
responsive to the needs of the people
and that the Government is ineffective.
Unless we have these reforms we are
going to find ourselves in a constant and
continuing series of frustrations and a
series of disenchantments with all levels
of government by the American people.
The essence of the President's proposed Manpower Sharing Aot is that we
enable local and State governments to
meet their needs in a flexible and unified manner.
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The Manpower Revenue Sharing Act
would place an area's manpower funds
under a single leadership-the Governor, the mayor, or the county commissioner. The public service employment
sponsor would also be the general manpower program sponsor. I might add
that there is built in a trigger for public service in the administration's bill.
The Governor, the mayor, or the commissioner would have the capability to
carry out his commitment to temporary
public service employees--if the President's proposed reforms were in effect.
Mr. President, while I recognize that
involvement of the public sector in manoower development is desirable, I
strongly disagree with the concept that
Federal manpower funds should be used
to finance categorical programs which
are mere job creation or a permanent
expansion of local public services.
For example, I just pointed out that
there are 10,000 separate manpower
agreements already piled up, one on top
of another. I had a communication this
morning which indicates that in the past
10 years in the field of education we have
gone from 20 categorical programs to 108
categorical programs, and in most cases
requiring local governments and the
State governments to match this with
funds to provide administrative services
when they may not be in any way the
order of p1iority that particular locality
needs. We will be getting shortly a special revenue-sharing program designed
to do something about this in the field of
education.
I oppose, and I want to be clear about
this, the concept that the Government
should be the employer of last resort. I
do not think that is right.
The Government can take its effect in
the way of providing opportunities for
training but to say those people who are
the hardcore unemployed must be hired
by the Federal Government at the expense of taxpayers or by the local government at the expense of taxpayers does
not seem to me to be the way to handle
the problem. We need education, training, opportunities and skills for these
people; we need more incentive to move
into the private sector rather than the
public sector.
I am deeply apprehensive that the type
program envisaged under this bill will
establish a permanent pool of otherwise
unemploya;ble persons who are being
maintained on the local level by the direct expenditure of Federal funds.
No one has pointed it out clearly but
90 percent of the amount of money that
will be involved in hiring the unemployed
will be paid by the Federal Government,
even though they are working for the
local government. Query: Who has control over them? Obviously, with 90 percent of the money being paid by the Federal Government, control will follow the
funding.
Despite much rhetoric, I believe that
this authority will evolve into the basis
for a steady stream of make-work projects. This bill, once on the books, will stay
there as a source of ready cash for a full
scale permanent public service employment program. Persons who cannot
otherwise be employed will be carried on
these employment rolls year in and year

out. There will be pressure from all
sources, State and local government, interested groups, nonprofit organizations,
and the like, to delay and finally prevent
termination of the program. The argument will run that those employed will
immediately become unemployed and we
must begin again where we are today in
trying to solve unemployment problems.
We will have to begin where we are today
to solve the situation. How can we positively and realistically terminate this
program if we say x number of people
are hired under the program and are
going to be unemployed again? We will
still have the problem the Senator from
Wisconsin though he solved by means of
S.31.
We will witness amendment after
amendment as the years go by, so that
the act would undoubtedly be extended
beyond its 2-year authorization. Then,
we will see the trigger of 4% percent reduced or removed so that moneys may be
made available continuously. I predict
that this nibbling away will not stop until a permanent public service employment bill is with us which cannot be
terminated.
Of equal concern to me, Mr. President, is what administration must be
devised to carry out this bill. Merely to
gear up for its responsibilities, it seems
to me the Department of Labor will, of
necessity, establish another new bureau
and add staff to review and process applications for funds, provide the funds,
and evaluate performance under the program. This, too, we cannot call temporary but will be another source of pressure to continue this program.
Furthermore, on December 16, 1970,
President Nixon vetoed the Employment
and Manpower Act of 1970. One of the
primary reasons which he cited in support of his veto was the bill as adopted
by the Congress provided public service
employment which was not transitional.
That bill provided that as much as 44
percent of its total funding go for deadend jobs in the public sector.
I objected to it at the time, during
debate on the original bill, and I continue to object to it.
The President objected to the lack of
requirements in that bill that the jobs be
linked to training or the prospect of
other employment opportunities.
We have before us a bill which again
attempts to provide public service employment-$1.75 million of public service
employment. What has been done in this
new bill to remedy the deficiencies of the
vetoed bill in regard to the transitional
nature of the jobs provided? How has the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee
responded to the clearly stated reasoning
of the President? What changes have
been made from the vetoed bill? Have
those changes been sufficient to meet the
President's objections and thereby avoid
a veto? Mr. President, I think not.
The basic change in S. 31 in this regard
is the inclusion of language which provides that programs under the bill should
be designed with a view toward enabling
participants to move into employment or
training not supported under the act.
For example: In section 2 <6) , the
statement of findings and purpose clause,
a finding is made that public service
employment job programs can be a useful
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component of the Nation's manpower
policies in providing affected individuals
with opportunities to develop skills and
abilities to enable them to move into
other public or private employment and
other opportunities.
This may be true, but it is unlikely if
the only thing being provided for is publie service employment.
Section 2 also states that it is a purpose of the act to enable unemployed
persons to move into employment or
training not supported under this act.
Also, section 3 makes funds available for
providing jobs for unemployed persons,
training and manpower services related
to such employment, and for enabling
unemployed persons to move into employment or training not supported
under this act.
While this language is an improvement over the original act--it does not
go far enough to insure the transitional
nature of the employment. Indeed, the
language is taken from the provisions of
S. 1243, the Manpower Revenue Sharing
Act of 1971. I quote:
(4) Supported employment, which shall
consist of(B) transitional public service employment--

And I emphasize the word "transitional"transitional publlc service employment in
Federal, State, and local government, which.
within the period of support, will enable participants to move onto the employer's regular
payroll or obtain other suitable public or
private employment, not supported by revenues shared under this Act.

Clearly, S. 31 does not go as far as
this provision. S. 31 leaves out the key
word "transitional." Nowhere in the language of S. 31 are the jobs clearly defined as transitional.
Nor can we look to the committee report for clarifying legislative history. Nowhere in the report of the majority is
there any langu2.ge which would indicate that it is the intent of the committee to insure that these jobs provided
by this bill are to be transitional and
short term. Nowhere are there instructions to the Secretary of Labor or
cautions to mayors or Governors to make
sure that the jobs they provide are to be
temporary jobs and to enable participants to move up into permanent jobs
in the public or private sectors. The report does characterize the overall program which it provides as being temporary because of the 2-year term of the
bill and the trigger mechanism. This is
not responsive to the complaint of the
President against permanent public service jobs, as I have already indicated.
It is my firm belief that S. 31 is defective because it does not provide specifically that the jobs it provides are themselves transitional. Unless the language
of S. 31 is changed to at least comply
with the provisions of S. 1243, the thrust
of the President's veto message will not
be met and we will face the strong possibility of another veto for the same
reason.
To sum up, Mr. President, S. 31 is defective because it is not integrated into a
comprehensive program. Its program is
likely to produce a permanent pool of
otherwise unemployable persons, and the
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jobs it creates are unlikely to be transitional into permanent, real jobs unsupported by Federal subsidy.
I would say that there is nothing involved in here which impinges on the intent of the people who have been supporting S. 31. There is nothing in my
statement which is designed in that way.
What I am saying is that we have not an
oppor tunity even to have had a hearing
on the r evem:e-sharing manpower bill
and the other bills that are related to it.
We have not had an opportunity to decide whether that bill itself is a far better
vehicle than s. 31 in order to give necessary skills so people can get off the unemployment rolls and off the welfare
rolls and off the disadvantaged rolls and
into the private sector where they belong.
We have been talking about unemployment and the percentage of it. It is
really interesting to me that one can look
at the classified advertisements of any
newspaper in this country-any one of
them-and find page after page after
page where employers are trying to find
people to fill jobs. The problem is that
the jobs that are needed by those employers require skills which the unemployed do not have. So if we are going to
put the two together, what we have to
do is provide training and retraining, not
just keep them on the public payroll at
the taxpayers' expense, but to provide
training so they can go into those jobs
and therefore hold down a more fruitful
situation than they now have. This would
be for the benefit of both the private sector of business and those who are unemployed, and in some cases in rather desperate need.
I am going to stop at this point without
offering any specific amendments, but I
believe amendments will be offered by
the distinguished Senator from Ohio, the
distinguished Senator from Vermont,
and myself at some point this afternoon.
Again, I want to assure my colleagues
I have no desire to conduct any kind of
:filibuster. I think it is unfortunate that
we were unable to reach a compromise
agreement. I think it is extremely unfortunate that we are faced with a situation
where we have not appropriately weighed
S. 1243. I think it is even more unfortunate that we do not have before us proper
means to provide local assistance at the
local level where we really need it.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me for an inquiry?
Mr. DOMINICK. I am happy to yield.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I notice the bill provides for funds to finance jobs not only
by local units of government, but also,
a.s I read it, by private nonprofit agencies and institutions. I looked at the section in the bill under "Definitions" to see
how a private nonprofit agency or institution is defined, and I do not see any
definition. I wonder if the Senator from
Colorado-or perhaps my question should
be directed to the Senator from Wisconsin--can suggest as to what would be
included in the term of "private nonprofit organization."
Mr. DOMINICK. I frankly cannot give
the Senator an answer to that question
offhand. Perhaps the Senator from Wisconsin can. Under the definition of eligible applicants, the Senator will find it
says public and private nonprofit agen-

cies and institutions, including local service companies--and I do not know what
that means, either. I assume that a public nonprofit agency would certainly include a school. I would think that it is
certainly nonprofit. I do not know of any
public school that is making a profit.
Other than that, I do not really know
what is being suggested.
1\t!r. GRIFFIN. Perhaps my question
should be directed to the Senator from
Wisconsin.
Let me be more specific. A chamber
of commerce is a nonprofit organization. A labor union is a nonprofit organization. Could this money be used to
pay 90 percent of the pay for jobs allocated to a labor organization?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator?
Mr. DOMINICK. I shall yield. First I
would like to comment that it seems to
me it is totally within the realm of the
bill as it is written. As to the intent of
the drafter of the bill, I can give no further indication on that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Michigan wish the floor?
Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, Mr. President. If
I have the floor, and if the Senator from
Wisconsin heard my inquiry, perhaps he
would be the appropriate one to whom
to direct the question.
I notice in reading the bill and studying it that the funds under this measure
can be made available for jobs to be provided by local units of government, but
also for jobs to be provided by private
nonprofit agencies and institutions. This
language is on page 21.
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
Mr. GRIFFIN. When I read that, I
wondered what would be meant by "private nonprofit agencies and institutions," which would be eligible to apply
and receive funds. and have jobs for
which 90 percent would be paid out of
the public treasury. I do not find-maybe I have not looked in the right place-any definition of or limitation on the
meaning of the term "private nonprofit
agencies."
This bill is generally referred to as a
public service employment measure. Obviously it is not confined to that, if we
mean governmental employment, because it also includes jobs provided by
private nonprofit institutions.
I suspect that many people would
probably feel that if a private nonprofit
hospital is the kind of organization that
was intended-and I am sure that would
be included-there would be a good deal
of sympathy and feeling that that would
be appropriate. But unfortunately there
is no limitation on the term, and presumably, I guess, it could apply to an association of manufacturers, a labor organization, or almost any other kind of a
nonprofit organization. If I am mistaken,
I hope the Senator from Wisconsin will
correct me.
Mr. NELSON. Yes. The language "private nonprofit" is language used in education legislation and in health legislation; we have had it in the law for a long
time. It applies, for example, to hospitals.
A nonprofit hospital is eligible; nursing
homes, colleges, day care centers--institutions performing public services. The
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language has been used in the statutes
in the past; we have experience with it.
Of course. the one protection for all
ol it is that the Secretary has to approve
it himself. So we know what has been
intended in past laws and this one by
private nonprofit organizations, and
the meaning of public service ts speiled out on page 37. The Secretary has control of what public services may be included, because the sponsoring agency
has to make a application to the Secretary.
Mr. DOMINICK. If I may just comment on that, if I still hold the floor, in
answer to the original question raised by
the Senator from Michigan, I would assume that a priv&te nonprofit agency includes any private nonprofit agency.
which could be the Ford Foundation or
any one of the big foundations, which
are certainly capable of hiring people
with their own money, without having
a 90-percent Federal contribution for
their employees.
I would think it would incluc!e a labor
organization. As to the "local service
company," of which I said I was not quite
sure what that meant, I am still not
quite sure what it means. It does have a
definition, but it is awfully broad. The
definition is on page 37, in subsection
(6), wherein it says:
"local service company" means a community development corporation or other
corporation, partnership, or other business
entity organized to operate a. public service
employment program or component thereof
and owned or operated in substantial part
by unemployed or low-income residents of
the area to be served.

In other words, in this case I would
presume we are saying a local service
company must in fact be owned by the
unemployed. But if they are unemployed, they are not going to own it
very long, that is the cinch, because
where are they going to get the money
to operate it on, whether it is nonprofit
or otherwise?
I would think we would have a great
deal of trouble in trying to ful:fill that
definition right there.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, if the
Senator will yield, I really do not think
that is a problem. On page 21, line 15.
we define the purpose as "providing employment for unemployed persons in jobs
providing needed public services."
There are bound to be needed public
services. When the Senator says a labor
union, I agree that that is a nonprofit
organization. If they were running, for
example, a nonprofit hospital, or if they
were running a nonprofit day care center, then employment there would be
public service employment, and it would
be an eligible activity. But they have
to be running a program which provides
public services.
Everyone expects that the major
sponsor is going to be the cities, and
that they are going to be working in city
employment and hospital situations. But
it has this additional flexibility, under
the control of the Secretary.
Mr. DOMINICK. So that the unions,
if they wanted to, or the Ford Foundation, or anyone else, can set up one of
these programs with 90-percent Federal
funds and then take this situation on;
is that correct?
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And this occurs in subsection (a),
Mr. NELSON. If it was a public service and nonprofit, and was acceptable alsoto the Secretary, yes.
Public service employment opportunities
Mr. DOMINICK. Once again, if I may will be available on an equitable basis in
have just comment, this is one of the accordance with the purposes of the Act
points I made in my introductory state- among significant segments of the population
unemployed persons, giving consideration
ment, which is that the Secretary of of
to the relative numbers of unemployed perLabor is going to have to set up a whole sons
in each such segment.
new situation within his own departBut it does not say what proportion
ment once again, just as they are doing
with occupational health and safety at shall be given to public agencies and what
this time. I wondered about that at the proportion shall be given to private nontime, but I could not get the Senator profit agencies, which is solely at the
from Wisconsin to agree to set up a discretion of the Secretary, as I see it.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I think the last sentence
panel to establish standards, separate
and apart from the Department of makes the point that I believe ought to
Labor. So we will have more expense be clear, and that is, first of all, that
funds can be made available to private
there, too.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the nonprofit organizations. This, apparSenator from Colorado yield for a fur- ently, is a wide and broad definition, because it is not defined in the act and
ther observation?
Mr. DOMINICK. I am happy to yield. would be defined by the Secretary, himMr. GRIFFIN. I believe it is now estab- self.
Furthermore, there is the possibility,
lished, in the light of the observation of
the Senator from Wisconsin, that a la- although I certainly conceive that it is
bor union or a foundation is a nonprofit not the probability, that a large percentorganization which would be eligible, un- age or a substantial percentage of the
funds authorized could actually be put
der this act.
I would ask the further question: Is in the hands of the nonprofit agencies
there any limitation on the allocation of and institutions which are nongovernfunds as between public, governmental mental and in which case, of course, the
institutions, and private nonprofit orga- title of this legislation could be misleadnizations, or is it completely within the ing. Most people believe that these funds
discretion of a Secretary of Labor, and are going to be made available for local
could a Secretary of Labor allocate 75 or governmental agencies, and it would de80 percent of the funds to private non- pend entirely upon the outlook and the
profit organizations, if he wished to do intention of a particular Secretary of
Labor who was administering this act
so, under this legislation?
Mr. DOMINICK. I would think that with very wide discretion.
Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Senator
the Senator's comments are accurate. I
just want to check with my staff to be for his comments. I think his comments
are very suitable. I am certain that he
sure.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I sug- will get the answer that the act extends
only for 2 years; therefore, we are
gest the absence of a quorum.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I still questioning whether our own Secretary
have the floor, I believe. I am trying to do of Labor will do it.
But, as I said before, it seems to me
something in answer to the Senator's
apparent that once we have the legislaquestion.
The question was, Is there any allo- tion, although it is called an emergency
cation of funds between public and pri- or temporary matter, it is not going to
vate institutions, or is it left up to the be that, but will continue on and on
discretion of the Secretary, and could, indefinitely.
Mr. President, I yield the floor at this
therefore, the Secretary pour $750 million into one organization if he wanted point.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sento?
I think the answer to it is that not ator from Ohio is recognized.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
many SecretaJ.ies would take that kind
of political risk, to begin with. But I do Senator yield to me for two or three
not really think there is any set formula. questions, because this fits in this colThe bill simply says that the funds will loquy?
Mr. TAFT. I am happy to yield.
beMr. NELSON. I just want to call to the
Apportioned by the Secretary on an equitable basis among States and within each State attention of the distinguished Senator
among local areas, including Indian reserva- from Michigan and the distinguished
Senator from Colorado the fact that I
tions, and among rural and urban areas.
believe they have voted several times for
Then it goes on to say, on page 29the Manpower Development and Trainsuch funds shall be apportioned on the basis ing Act. The Manpower Development
of the relative numbers of unemployed per- and Training Act, passed 10 years ago,
sons and the severity of unemployment in provides that manpower training may be
each such area.
carried on by private nonprofit organiSo that does provide some kind of zations, exactly the same definition.
divisibility between States. But I suppose Some of the best programs in the whole
if a big national outfit wanted to start Manpower Development and Training
one in each State, he could give the Act are programs carried on by nonprofit
whole amount to that.
organizations. For example, I mention
I might say to the Senator from Mich- the Mainstream program, which I hapigan that on page 29 it also says that: pen to think-since I offered it-is a
The Secretary shall make financial as- great program. Part of it is run by the
sistance under this Act available in such a Farmers' Union. It has wide praise and
manner that, to the extent practicableis supported by this administration. They
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have assured me several times that it is
an excellent program.
Then we have Rev. Leon Sullivan's
OIC, a private nonprofit organization,
running the manpower training programs, one of the most successful programs, in many cities all over this
country.
So we have been using private nonprofit organizations as a creative arm of
the Government to run the manpower
training programs. In the case of Green
Thumb, under the Mainstream program,
that in fact is a public service employment program, because the people are
getting paid salary maintenance for the
work they do under that program.
So this is a 10-year-old program, a 10year-old definition, under the Manpower
Development and Training Act and under title I of the Economic Opportunity
Act.
For each Government program area,
the Director shall recommend a public
or private nonprofit agency which shall
serve as the prime sponsor. The prime
sponsor shall be encouraged to make
use of public and private organizations
as delegate agencies to carry out components of the progressive work and
training program, including agencies
governed by the participation of the poor
and other residents of the neighborhoods
or rural areas served. It is in the Economic Opportunity Act, it is in the Manpower Development and Training Act,
and it is supported by this administration in these acts. There is nothing new
about it. Some of our best programs are
run this way.
I emphasize that this is an emergency
bill. Perhaps I have more confidence than
some other Senators that the Secretary
will administer it intelligently. I have no
worry. We have long experience with
private nonprofit organizations. We have
been dealing with them in manpower
training programs for 10 years. This is
nothing new. It makes eminent good
sense, in my judgment.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me for a brief comment?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I believe that the Senator frDm Wisconsin, if he was listening.
will recall that when I asked the question
at the outset, I indicated that I was sure
that there were nonprofit agencies and
institutions which would be appropriate
to receive funds and to have jobs under
what I think is the purpose of the proposed legislation. I was trying, however,
to find out what the outer limits were.
what the definition of this term was; and
I would say that reference to other acts
is not very useful or meaningful. This
is not an amendment to an earlier act.
This is a separate act. It has its own
definitions. It defines some of the terms
and some it does not define. So it is interesting but not necessarily conclusive
to refer to how other acts have been
administered and how other acts have
been interpreted.
What I was trying to do was to bring
ont what is included within the broad
scope of this bill and to at least make
sure that we understood that we were
not just making money available for jobs
to local institutions of government.
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I thank the Senator from Ohio for
yielding.
Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator from
Michigan. In commenting on what he has
just said, I should like to point out that
we are also dealing here with the broadest scope of employment or projects that
may be proposed.
In the case of the Community Development Corp. or the community development program under the poverty bill and
in the case of other specific programs, we
know what the obj ective is-to train people for work in the manpower t r aining
program. In this case, however, I point
out that on page 37 "public service" is
defined as follows:
Public service includes, but is not limited
to, work in such fields as environment al
quality, health care, public safety, education,
transportation, recreation ...
Does this apply to an amusement pa rk,
if one wishes to run an amm:ement park ?
Possibly so. I have no idea whet her it

1

ll

does or does not.
Going on from there:
maintenance of parks, streets, and other public fac1lities ...
Apparently, there are some public
works possibilities here. I asked the question earlier and got a negative response
as to whether a public works type of progr am might be involved here. This would
seem to me to include public wor ks, at
least so far as these par ticular agencies
are concerned--solid wastes, pollution
control, housing a nd neighborhood developments, beautification, and other
fields of human betterment and community improvement. Certainly the Senator
from Michigan is correct that this is the
broadest possible gambit. I can understand why the Secretary of Labor might
want to see this bill defeated because he
would not want to take on the responsibility of making the choices he would
have to make under such tremendously
broad authority which would be given
him under this bill.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Ohio yield?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. NELSON. Just so we are clear on
this, the committee report, on page 19,
has this paragraph:
The programs under this legislation are
designed to provide public services. Maintenance of parks is one example. While there
might be incidental construction involving
repair or rehabilitation of public facilities,
it is not the intent of the committee that
persons employed in public service jobs under this legislation be employed in construction projects as such. This is a public services b1ll, not public works legislation.
So, our intent is clearly spelled out.
As the Senator knows. the Secretary will
define these matters in the guidelines.
We have gpelled out the intent in the
committee report, as well as in the language of the bill. The Secretary will
draw up the guidelines. The definition
of private nonprofit agencies has a welldefined meaning and we are protected
against the kind of problems that the
Senator is concerned about. I would be
concerned about them, too, if we had not
spelled out the intent in the committee
report, if we did not have a 10-year history with such legislation, and if it were
not for the fact that the guidelines will

be spelled out by the Secretary who will
obviously follow the intent of the bill and
be careful that the intent is complied
with.
We did not wish to name all the specific organizations that might engage in
some kind of important public service
work. If we tried to enumerate them all
we would omit some group, which the
Secretary may want to approve because
they are performing a significant public
service in a significant area.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I appreciate
the remarks of the Senator from Wisconsin. I am well aware of the provisions
in the committee report in that regard.
However, there art a number of other
things in the bill which seems to me to
fly in the face of that and thus I raise
these questions.
Let me point out one--! am not sure
what we may do on it-that on page 32
of the bill, line 23, it states:
(b) Nothing contained in this Act shall
exempt any project otherwise subject to the
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 276a-276a-5), from the provisions of that Act.
That is clearly a reference to a public
works type of project, or the provision is
meaningless. It has other implications
that I will mention in a few minutes in
discussing some other amendments, but
I do not want to labor this point further,
as it has been fairly thoroughly examined. But there are many unanswered
questions which should be studied carefully if this legislation proceeds from
this body to the other body.
Mr. President, I should like, at the outset of my remarks, to express my admiration for and to associate myself with
the views of my colleague, the Senator
from Colorado, in his remarks on this
legislation. I feel that, as always, he has
gotten down to the basic problem of legislation and still recognizing the target
at which it is aimed, which we are all
concerned about and would like to attack
in the most feasible and practical way
we can to achieve some results.
Unfortunately, I think that S. 31 as it
stands is a mirage in the desert of unemployment. We have a major unemployment problem in this country today.
I believe that Congress should act on it.
I want to support programs that are designed toward attempting to do something about it.
This bill is premised properly upon the
undeniable fact that millions of Americans are unemployed today-some 5,442,000 by the last count. It is properly premised, also, on the consideration that
it is better to have people employed than
to have them receive welfare--certainly
something with which no one will disagree. It is also premised on the fact
that the seriousness of the unemployment problem requires immediate solution to alleviate the personal tragedy
faced by many American families. We are
anxious to do something for them. Regrettably, when we examine this piece
of legislation, as I have had the opportunity to do in committee, we find that
it is very badly drawn and in its present
form, does not serve the purposes upon
which it is being justified.
The language of the bill itself and the
language of the committee report say
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on the very first page, that it is an emergency piece of legislation:
The Emergency Employment Act of 1971
is an emergency piece of legislation sharply
focused upon the crisis of high unemployment. It is stopgap legislation designed to
deal with an extremely serious national problem in a respons-ible manner for the Immediate future.
The committee report goes on to say
that the bill will dea l with a national
emergency. Unfortunately, this bill does
not tackle the problem in a way that can
solve it. We must do something about
providing to States and local governments funds to fill the vacancies that
they have at the present time, because
they do not have enough money with
which to employ the people to provide
the services desired.
The answer is not in an employment
bill. We are putting the cart before the
horse. The answer is to go to revenue
sharing, to go to revising means for
local government and State government
to obtain revenues and providing them
with the financial wherewithal where
they can make the choices as to what
p articular public employees they want to
employ, and not the Secretary of Labor
to make that choice. This is what the
revenue-sharing concept is all about.
I think that Congress, rather than trying to enact stopgap legislation, should
move with great dispatch to do something about correcting the major shortage of revenues, which constitutes such
a tremendous national problem. If this
bill would really attack the problems of
unemployment, I would be one of its most
vocal advocates.
I think, as my colleague from Colorado
has mentioned, that we are doing a great
disservice to many of the existing programs which we already have in the field
of manpower today.
Today, in fiscal year 1971, we are
spending $3.314 billion on manpower
programs. Roughly, that breaks down
into $1.331 billion for manpower training service-$123 million under work incentive programs for the welfare types,
$235 million under veterans' programs,
$533 million under vocational rehabilitation, $319 million under miscellaneous
work and training, $344 million for Federal-State employment services, and $428
million under other placement and
supports.
I am not against allocating national
priorities in a way that would result in
an additional $500 million or $750 million, as this bill would do to the manpower program. We ~an well use them
and I feel do far more effectively something about unemployment in this country by allocating these additional funds
to such ongoing projects as the Neighborhood Youth Corps, which has some
public service employment concept in it,
and allocating it to the employment program or to some type of permanent public service employment program. These
are areas in which we already have ongoing programs. I expect that we would
do better to put our effort in the ongoing
programs rather than putting them in a
new branch tha t would administer this
new program.
Unfortunately, however, I am afraid
that some of the targets not mentioned
in the report are to be found in the po-
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litical climate in which we find ourselves
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
today.
It is true that a bill was vetoed by the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenPresident in the last session of Congress. ator will state it.
It is true that the bill might be vetoed
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, if the time
again. It might or might not be a politi- is fixed, a motion to table is not in order
until the time has expired. Is that
cal issue.
It came to be a public issue as far as correct?
some are concerned. I have already found
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senthat out. I am not particularly disturbed ator is correct. A motion to table would
by it. But I have already received a copy not be in order.
of the Ohio AFL-CIO News and Views
Mr. JA VITS. That is the assurance
with a specific provision giving recogni- to the Senator from Vermont.
tion and attention to my opposition to
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presithe bill in the committee.
dent, I add to my unanimous consent
The statement reads as follows:
request that at the expiration of 30
By an overwhelming vote of 15 to 2, minutes, a vote on the recommittal
a United St ates Senate committee has rec- motion shall occur. That will prevent a
ommended a 2-year $1.75 billion public motion to table.
works program designed to provide jobs for
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
unemployed workers who are the vict ims of objection? The Chair hears none, and it
the Nixon recession.
is so ordered.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, will the
The AFL-CIO does not necessarily
agree with the Senator from Wisconsin Senator yield?
Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator from
and does not understand the bill in the
Vermont.
way in which he understands it.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I hope
I continue with the quotation from the
that the staff will notify all Senators
.AFI..rCIO News and Views:
we•re sad to report Ohio Senator Robert that a vote will occur shortly after the
Taft Junior (R. Cincinnati) was one of motion to recommit has been made. I
those two men who voted against this blll. may not utilize the entire 15 minutes. I
Junior Taft can't see the forest for the hope that Senators will be on the fioor so
trees in this issue. Like Defense Secretary that they will have some idea of the purMelvin Laird, Taft probably thinks unem- pose of my motion.
ployment is "good" for the nation. They
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presithink "tax credits'• for their Fat Cat friends
is the way to end the recession! So Junior dent, I thank the Senator from Vermont.
once again turned his back on the folks back The staff will notify all Senators.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, there is a
home.
political label connected with
The .AFI..rCIO News has never been a possible
this legislation with respect to those who
publication that has been particular~y express their opinions in opposition to
responsible for any of my success m some of the provisions of the legislation.
elections except through the reverse Eng- I am afraid that I must point out that
lish application.
the political factor, I think, is very
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
strongly involved. We had very copious
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- testimony by a number of public officials
dent will the Senator yield for a unani- at the State and local levels as to their
mo~ consent request without losing his interest in the bill and the desirability of
having the legislation passed. Most of
right to the fioor?
them spoke of the high unemployment in
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- their areas and also spoke of the great
dent I propose a unanimous-consent shortage they had of employees to do
agr~ement which has been discussed public service jobs.
Their eye is on that ball, as the Senawith the Senator from Wisconsin <Mr.
NELSON), the Senator from Vermont <Mr. tor from Colorado said a few minutes ago.
PROUTY), the Senator from New Yo~k Their eye is going to continue to be on
(Mr. JAVITS), and the Senator from Oh10 that ball.
The expiration date of the legislation
(Mr. TAFT).
I ask unanimous consent that the will come, and I feel sure that we will see
distinguished Senator from Ohio (Mr. tremendous pressure upon the Congress
TAFT) be reoognized to proceed for 15 of the United States to continue the
minutes at this time, following which program so that we will have permathere be a live quorum; that following nently funded a cadre of locally paid
the establishment of a quorum, the dis- officials.
I think we ought to take a good hard
tinguished Senator from Vermont <Mr.
PROUTY) be recognized for the purpose look at the possibility of doing anything
of introducing a motion to recommit, the about hiring the unemployed that detime on that motion to recommit to be serve the most to be hired from the point
limited to 30 minutes, to be equally of view of their need and the point of
divided between the Senator from Ver- view of our being of assistance to them.
mont <Mr. PROUTY) and the manager of
There is little or no civil service prothe bill, the Senator from Wisconsin tection that I can see in the bill. There
is lipservice given. But, so far as enforce(Mr. NELSON).
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, reserving ment is concerned, veterans' priorities
the right to object, I want to make cer- are ignored in the bill.
Unless we can restore some incentive
tain that a motion to table will not be
made before I have completed my to having people take other private employment under this program, because of
remarks.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I have no the truly transitional nature of the emintention and know of no intention on ployment involved, I think we will find
the part of any Senator to make a motion this program will become a haven for
political hacks. I do not think that is the
to table.
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way to go about solving the employment
problem in this country.
An Emergency Employment Act should
be drawn to maximize employment opportunities. It should be drawn to promote the employment of the greatest
number of Americans within the set
budget levels. S. 31 does just the opposite. It provides that people employed
shall receive "the prevailing rates of pay
for persons employed in similar public
occupations by the same employer."
Much of the testimony on S. 31 related
to the unemployed engineers, technicians,
and business managers. Under this bill
a city could employ such individuals at
$20,000 or $30,000 a year as environmental consultants. Indeed, they could
be paid more than that. There is no limitation whatever upon the wages or salaries which could be paid out under this
act.
I refer to the testimony on the Emergency Employment Act of the Senator
from Washington <Mr. MAGNUSON), testifying on page 30, that the State government definitely requires at least 150
highly skilled technicians in its efforts
to clean up the environment.
These men are supposed to be paid the
prevailing rate of $20,000, $25,000, or
$30,000. This is something that may be
determined by the nature of the skill a
man possesses. It would be left for the
city to take care of the particular
problem.
The mayor of Seattle testified at page
45:
We, for example, have a former Booing
physicist now working for our Seattle
HeaJ.th Department, at $2 an hour.
We have found that with the skilled work
force in Seattle, we can put people to work
on such urban problems as health services,
waste disposal, law enforcement, and many
other fields.
This man also would be employed at a
very high rate of pay.
Then, turning to page 113 of the hearings, John D. Spellman, county executive, King County, Wash., stated:
We propose to employ the skilled, technically trained, the engineers, the managers,
the system integrators unemployed in our
community, retrain them to work in public
service employment for nine months with
the goal making them ready to seek the
emerging jobs in the environmental and
urban problems job market.
And meanwhile pay them, I take it,
under the language of the statute proposed here, the prevailing wage.
The prevailing wage language would
restrict the number of public opportunities under this act. If all employees
under this act were paid $5,000 a year,
as pointed out by the committee report,
150,000 individuals could obtain jobs under this act. If the ante were raised
above that, the number of people covered would go down.
In addition, we are not talking about
a great number of people. The number
of people hired under this bill would
represent only 2% percent of our unemployed Americans. This is not an answer.
The object is to provide to the public
bodies involved people to take care of
the vacancies they have not been able
to finance, because they have not had
sufficient revenue sources on which they
could rely.
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At the appropriate point in connec•
tion with this bill I intend to offer amendments and to speak on them at that time.
The nature of the amendments will be
to eliminate the prevailing wage language and to try to bring ·che bill in line
with solving the problems of those Americans in greatest need today.
With 5 million people unemployed in
this country today, our first intention in
the bill before us should be to take care
of those truly in need and not those with
skills they can take elsewhere. As pointed
out by the Senator from Colorado, one
merely has to look at the various classified advertisement sections of newspapers
throughout the country. Perhaps those
persons cannot get the job they want in
the location they want, but if they have
their skills, they can and will get a position.
The act provides that individuals in
public service jobs must receive retirement benefits. It is incomprehensible to
me why individuals who are given temporary jobs under an emergency employment measure should be provided with
retirement benefits. The purpose of the
emergency employment legislation should
be to maximize employment so that employees can move into permanent jobs
in a public or private sector. It should
not be the function of a temporary emergency employment program to provide
retirement benefits. This should be the
proper function of the permanent employer.
The act is triggered nationally when
the rate o.f unemployment reaches or
exceeds 4.5 percent for 3 consecutive
months. There is no provision, however,
which would require that all dollars obligated under this act be funneled into
areas of high employment.
I have an amendment I expect to propose which would do just that. It would
require 6-percent unemployment for funneling funds of this program. The 4.5percent figure would remain at the national level. That would do much to improve the impact of the bill and put jobs
where they are needed.
The language in section 8 is very loose
and would permit dollars to be spent in
areas with minimal unemployment in
the event that the act is triggered nationally. In my judgment, if we are sincere in our endeavor to help those who
really need help, we will funnel all of the
dollars in this act into those areas of high
chronic unemployment when the act is
triggered.
I yield the floor.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, it is
with the most resolute conviction that I
ask for the overwhelming support of
Senators for S. 31, the Emergency Employment Act of 1971, as it has been
reported from the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare. I want to express my
appreciation to the floor manager of the
bill, my friend, the Senator from Wisconsin (1\.fr. NELSON), the chairman of
the Employment, Manpower and Poverty
Subcommittee, who has been laboring
diligently and effectively to pass public
service job legislation for over a year.
The emergency measure before us to-

day is a tribute to the leadership and
perseverance of Senator NELSON, and I
have been privileged to work with him
and the able ranking minority member

of the committee, the Senator from New
York (Mr. JAVITS), and of the subcommittee, the Senator from Pennsylvania
(M:t:. SCHWEIKER) , in bringing the bill,
with such truly bipartisan support, to
the floor of the Senate for consideration. I also want to note the outstanding contributions to the bill of the Manpower Subcommittee staff members, Bill
Bechtel, Dick Johnson, Bill Spring, and
John Scales. I thank them particularly
for their always excellent cooperation
with me and my staff.
Mr. President, the bill before us today
is an absolutely essential piece of legislation to begin the fight against the
scourge of unemployment which blights
our land so intensely.
The bill is a reasonable bill. I personally would like to do much more in the
way of an on-going public service employment program with a far higher level
of funding. But I recognize the need for
administration acceptance of this bill,
now, and have worked with Senators
NELSON, JAVITS, and SCHWEIKER to hammer out an acceptable compromise--an
emergency measure which can make a
meaningful contribution to providing respectable jobs for tens of thousands of
Americans now out of work.
We have acted to stem a paramount
emergency that affects virtually every
town, city, and county, urban and rural,
east and west, north and south. I doubt
that too much needs to be said to stress
the hardship, despair and frustration
being felt by so many persons and their
families across our land. I feel sure the
mail received by all Senators, as does
the mail I receive, reflects the people's
urgent appeal for immediate congressional action to relieve this intolerable
burden.
We on the committee have acted with
the requisite speed, I believe, and I know
the full Senate will respond with similar
urgency.
On January 25, 1971, in introducing
the Emergency Employment Act, Senator NELSON said:
We view this legislation with utmost
urgency. Congress cannot delay a single week
in facing up to the crisis of 4Y:z million unemployed. . . . It is our intention to hold
hearings before the employmen t , manpower, and poverty subcommittee in the first
weeks of February. After the hearings, we
hope to mark up the bill in subcommittee
and full committee bringing it to the Senate floor by March.

We have held the hearings, we have
held those markup sessions, and the entire labor and public welfare committee
voted 15 to 2-A strong bipartisan vote-to report the bill to the Senate floor just
2 months after it was introduced.
The Wall Street Journal of March 19,
contains an article on the situation in
England. The headlines say: Britons
Despair As Growing Unemployment
Strikes and Inflation Depresses the
Economy. That sounds pretty serious
does it not? But in illustrating the gravi ty of the unemployment situation, the
article states:
Yesterday the Government announced unemployment in mid-March rose to a. seasonally adjusted 754,000 or 3.3 percen t of
the work force. • . Such figures are unusually high for Britain where many worry
if the jobless rate much exceeds 1 percent.
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In February, Mr. President, America
had 5.4 million unemployed, the same
number that it had in January when the
unemployment rate was 6 percent. There
can be no question of the extreme severity of the unemployment problem facing
every part of ow· Nation, especially our
poverty neighborhoods and areas.
The bill before us-S. 31-represents
our only opportunity to provide a significant number of public service employment jobs this spring and summer
to meet the current crisis in the Nation.
At current levels of unemployment,
the bill could provide sufficient funding
for 150,000 jobs for unemployed persons
this spring and summer.
I am delighted that the committee bill
includes an amendment I offered to cut
in half the local contribution requirement by raising the Federal share from
80 to 90 percent. This 10-percent local
share should make it possible for any
locality or nonprofit private organization, no matter how hard pressed, to
raise suflicient resources to participate in
this vital program.
With 680,000 individuals out of work
in my State of California-about 12.5
percent of the national total-and a
statewide unemployment rate of over 7
percent, the bill offers some vital relief
for tens of thousands of my constituents.
On the basis of the allocation formula in
section 8(a) of the committee bill, both
the severity of unemployment in a particular area as well as the total number
of unemployed persons there would determine the allocation of funds. Thus,
relatively sparsely populated rural areas
with very severe unemployment, such as
in many California agricultural communities, would re-ceive special consideration
for public service jobs for their unemployed residents.
I want to highlight one additional
feature of the committee bill regarding
allocation of jobs. That is section 8(b)
which is the result of an amendment I
authored in subcommittee. It provides
generally for equitable distribution of the
jobs among various significant segments
of the unemployed population.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there be printed at this point
in the RECORD the description in the committee report-pages 11 to 19---of this
provision and the special segments of our
unemployed population it is designed
to serve.
There being no objection, the excerpts
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CONSIDERATION FOR GROUPS ESPECIALLY HARD
HIT BY UNEMPLOYMENT-SECTION 8(b) 0:1'

s.

31
Section 8(b) was added in committee to
provide generally for equitable distribution
of public service jobs among varlo'!ls significant segments of the unemployed population. A principal factor in determining equitablllty would be the relative number of unemployed persons in each segment.
The reference in rthe section to equitable
distribution of jobs among significant segments "in accordance with the purposes of
this Act" is designed to Incorporate those
segments identified in the section 2 "Statement of Findings and Purposes" as experiencing particularly serious unemployment
problems during this nationwide unemployment crisis. These groups are: low-income
persons and migrants, persons of limited
English-speaking ability and others from
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socio-economic backgrounds generally associated with substantial unemployment; new
entrants into the labor market, including
young and older persons and recently separated veterans; persons receiving welfare assistance; and persons who have become unemployed as a result of technological changes
or as a result of shifts in the pattern of
Federal expenditures, such as in the defense,
aerospace and construction industries.
WORKERS LAID OFF IN AEROSPACE, DEFENSE, AND
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES

It is well known that many unemployed
scientists and engineers and other aerospace
and defense workers have exhausted their
unemployment benefits and have no idea
where to turn next. Meanwhile their idle
talents constitute a scandalous waste of
valuable national resources. Especially e.s
they are often unemployed because of Federal government decisions.
It is the intent of the committee that this
target group receive an equitable share of
the funds available under this Act.
Aerospace, defense, and construction
workers who are unemployed "as a result
of shifts in the pattern of Federal expenditures" are referred to in the "Statement of
Findings and Purposes" section 2(2) as persons who could usefully be employed in providing needed public services.
There are currently over 400,000 unemployed aerospace workers. Included in this
group are approximately 60,000 unemployed
scientists and engineers.
From December 1969 to December 1970,
the number of California aerospace workers
declined by 82,000. During this same period
over 40,000 aerospace workers in the State of
Washington lost their jobs. Substantial
aerospace unemployment has occurred in
cities around the nation such as Boston,
Wichita, Dallas, and St. Louis.
As a result of cutbacks in federal aerospace spending together with a general slowdown in commercial aircraft purchases, over
one third of all aerospace employees have
lost their jobs during the past two years.
An additional 600,000 employees have lost
jobs due to general defense cutbacks during
this period. These employees worked in areas
such as armaments, chemical manufacture
and defense planning for private corporations and the Department of Defense.
UNEMPLOYED VETERANS

One of the most important segments of
the unemployed population is "persons who
have recently been separated from military
service," as described in section 2(2) of the
bill. The Committee wished to give special
recognition to the needs for public service
employment jobs for recently returned
veterans.
It is a personal tragedy for an individual
to be unable to find a job in order to support himself and his family. But when that
individual has just spent 12 months or more
risking his life in support of his country,
being unemployed is an unconscionable injustice.
The Veterans' Affairs Subcommittee of the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee in the
last Congress conducted extensive hearings
on veterans unemployment and general readjustment problems. These hearings showed
that high rates of unemployment inflict an
especially serious handicap on recently returned veterans.
The unemployment rate for young veterans is significantly higher than that among
their nonveteran peers. For example, during
the first two months of 1971, the most recent
period for which data is available, the unemployment rate among veterans 20 to 29
years old was 10.2 percent, up sharply from
7.9 percent in the last quarter of 1970. During that quarter the unemployment rate for
nonveterans in the same age group was 6.8
percent.
Comparable figures for the last quarter in
1969 were 4.8 percent unemployment among

veterans and 3.3 for nonveterans 20 to 29
years old. '!'his tremendous increase in a single year of the unemployment rate for young
veterans highlights the crisis facing our returning ex-sevicemen.
•
For released veterans who are fortunate
enough to secure employment, it takes on
the average, nearly two months to find a
job. The more we learn of the veterans' situation, the more grim the picture becomes.
Still, we do not know as much about the
employment circmnstances of veterans as we
should. For example, there is no information
available about the unemployment of disabled veterans.
Although there are no official statistics on
the unemployment of disabled veterans, individuals directly involved with the problem
tell us that disabled veterans have an extraordinary difficult time finding employment. In other words, unemployment is high
for veterans in general, but it is even higher
for veterans who are disabled.
There are few situations more tragic than
that of a man permanently maimed in the
service of his country who is unable even to
find a job to support himself. This national
outrage has continued for too long.
Part of the problem is related to the great
increase in the number of recent veterans returning to a tight job market. Military separations during the last few years have increased from 565,000 in fiscal year 1966 to
1,003,000 in 1969, and 1,120,000 in 1970. It is
estimated that another million young veterans will be thrust upon the job market
during fiscal year 1971. Thus, over 90,000
young veterans begin looking for jobs each
month, far too often without success.
The Committee recognizes a special obligation to do all possible to ensure that veterans be placed on at least an equitable
basis in their search for employment. However, it was not the Committee's intention
that the terms of this amendment should
operate unduly to limit the Secretary in making available public service employment jobs
for recently returned veterans.
Although the bill does not specify which
veterans are "recently" separated, the Committee believes an appropriate eligibility date
would be the point where overall unemployment in the country crossed the four-percent
level and began to move toward the crisis
proportions confronting us today. A January 1, 1970, date would accord with the
emergency purpose of S. 31.
The Committee feels very strongly that
we owe a particular duty to those who
served in Vietnam and who do not have adequate educational achievement or training
to find a job when they return.
A recently published study by the Department of Defense found that men who
served in combat occupations such as the
infantry and gun crews tend to have the
highest unemployment; and that men who
serve a duty tour in Vietnam are more likely to be unemployed than those servicemen
who did not. Thus, the country is doing the
least for those whom we have required to
make the greatest sacrifices.
In view of this, the Committee believes
that there is a great opportunity under this
public service employment program to assist educationally and economically disadvantaged veterans enrolled in college under
the GI bill and who are struggling to make
ends meet. Many more of these men, who
often are high school dropouts, could pursue college or junior college training if they
had part-time jobs to supplement their GI
bill educational assistance allowances.
The Committee is hopeful that the Secretary of Labor would give serious consideration to the great potential of such an allocation of public service jobs. Along the
same lines the Committee feels that, to the
extent practicable, he should also give special preferences to veterans disabled with
service-connected conditions who are nevertheless employable.
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OLDER WORKERS

More and more, it is recognized that a critical period in the work lives of adults occurs during their forties or early fifties. Beginning about age 45, several clearly discernible trends become evident:
Unemployment increases;
Long-term joblessness rises sharply;
Occupational mobility is seriously limited;
Employers may be reluctant to hire older
workers, even though the Age Discrimination in Employment Act prohibits such
practices;
Labor force participation declines; and
Poverty increases.
From January 1969 to February 1971, tlie
unemployment rate (on an adjusted basis)
has jumped precipitously from 3.4 to 5.8 percent--adding nearly 2.2 million workers to
the jobless rolls. All age groups have felt the
sharp effects of this economic decline. But
older workers and their families have been
especially hard-pressed. During this period.
unemployment for persons 45 and older has
risen from 596,000 to 1,062,000, approximately
a 78 percent increase. Long-term joblessness
(15 weeks or longer) for mature workers has
jumped steeply by 218 percent, from 115,000
to 365,000. And their very long-term unemployment (27 weeks or longer) has increased
by 221 percent, from 48,000 to 154,000.
Yet, these statistics only represent a small
portion of the overall grim employment picture for persons 45 and older. They do not.
for example, reflect the labor force "dropouts,'' those who have given up the active
search for work. With the trend toward
earlier and earlier retirement, an alarmingly
large number of older workers has withdrawn
from the work force-in many cases unwillingly. During the past 10 years the number
of men aged 45 to 6~ who have dropped out
of th~ labor force has risen from 1.4 million
to 2.1 Inillion, for a 50 percent increase. And
with unemployment continuing to remain at
a high level, the evidence now strongly suggests that more and more older workers are
being "eased out" of the job market.
If current labor force participation trends
continue, one out of every six men in the
55 to 59 age category will no longer be m the
work force by the time he reaches his 65th
birthday. Ten years ago this ratio was only
one out of eight. And the one in six ratio is
only for the short run. Unless major policy
changes are made, this ratio will accelerate
during the 1970's.
In many cases, early retirement is chosen
only as an alternative to long-term joblessness or sporadic underemployment. For some
it may provide an escape. But for others, it
is an acceptance of the inevitable, a life of
poverty. Nearly 8.5 million individuals in the
45-plus age category fall below the poverty
line. Persons 45 and over now constitute
about 30 percent of our total population, but
they comprise nearly 35 percent of all individuals living in poverty. Even more disturbing, 28,000 persons in t his age group were
added to the poverty rolls during 1969. In
sharp contrast, the number of people under
45 in poverty declined by about 1.2 million
in 1969.
Despite such urgent needs, the United
States still lacks a clearcut, effective policy
to maximize employment opportunit ies for
older workers. By whatever barometer one
would choose to use, persons 45 and older
have been under-represented in our Nation's
manpower and training efforts. Mature
workers now constitute 38 percent of the
civilian la bor force ; they represent close to
22 percent of all unemployment in the United
States; they account for 34 percent of the
long-term joblessness; and they comprise 40
percent of all unemployment for 27 weeks or
longer. Yet, they account for only 4 percent
of all enrollees in present work and training
programs.
For these reasons, the Committee has included provisions in the bill to help assure
that older persons wlll be more equitably
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represented in federally assisted public service employment programs. For example, in
making financial assistance available for this
purpose, section 8(b) directs the Secretary
of Labor. to the extent practicable, to give
due consideration to the relative numbers
of unemployed persons in various segments
of the civilian labor force, and paragraph
(2} of section (2) recognizes older persons
as one of these significant segments. A major
purpose of these provisions is to help assure
that the participation rate for persons 45
and over in Federally financed public service
employment programs-as well as for other
groups which have been traditionally underrepresented in our Nation's manpower efforts-will be reasonably consistent with
their proportion of the total unemployment
in the United States.
In far too many cases, the employment and
training needs of mature workers have been
largely overlooked or ignored. The price ~he
Nation pays for this neglect is a growing
"dependency ratio" of nonworkers to workers. Much more can be gained, the Committee
strongly believes, through a national effort
to raise our productive capacity and to provide new employment opportunities a.s well
as related manpower services for all age
groups, the old as well as the young. For
many unemployed individuals, opportunities
for public service employment can help th~m
return to the mainstream of our work-oriented society. For others, it can provic!e a means
to move into other jobs in the private sector.
And for many older persons, it can mean a
new and rewarding career, providing valuable
and urgently needed services in their communities.
MIGRANTS

Section 2 ( 1) of the b111 specifically recognizes the severe unemployment which characterizes the plight of migrant and seasonal
farmworkers. Because unemployment is significant in the farmworker population, the
provisions of section 8(b) provide for an
equitable share of public service jobs for
migrant farmworkers.
The need for programs designed to meet
the needs of migrants has been well documented during Congressional hearings, especially by the Migratory Labor Subcommittee. These hearings have shown that, while
the American economic system has worked
reasonably well for everyone except the poor,
it has abysmally failed the migrant farmworker.
In fact, over one million migrant farmworkers and their family dependents are
practically excluded from the mainstream of
our economic system. They are only limited
participants in existing manpower programs,
and their power to effect or improve present
manpower programs is severely restricted.
Migrants have little or no income; their
abi11ty to earn is impaired; and their stream
of earnings is sporadtc and uncertain.
Unemployment is high, and subemployment and underemployment are pervasive
among migrant farmworkers. Their ability
to increase their economic power is restricted.
Information about jobs is limited and faulty;
skill, ability and educational levels are low.
The demand for their services in agriculture
is diminishing due to developing technology
and mechanization. Benefits of government
programs designed to raise income and make
it more certain now, and in the future, are
limited or non-existent. Instead of controlling their own lives, migrant workers are at
the mercy of an exploitive system.
It is therefore not surprising that residents
of rural areas lag far behind those in cities,
in employment, income, schooling, housing
a.nd health care. The unemployment rate of
migrants in view of the very nature and seasonality of the work is very high. Farmworkers had a median yearly income of less than
$1,000 in 1969.
In view of the special naJture of the migrant problem, it is the clear intent of the
Committee that under no circumstances

shall the definition of "unemployed persons"
in Section 13(7) be construed to exclude a
migrant merely because he might be employed for three summer months out of the
year. It is imperative that farmworkers who
have for so long been excluded from this
nation's social and worker benefit programs,
be guaranteed the public service job opportunities provided by this important legislation.
PERSON OF LIMITED ENGLISH-SPEAKING ABILITY
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For Cubans, the intended pattern of settlement emphasized the following:
Miaxni ---------------------------- 47, 077
New York------------------------- 8,271
Chicago
--------------------------238
Los Angeles
________________________ 2,
1,284
Newark --------------------------- 1, 282
Elizabeth ------------------------- 1, 194
Published data are not av·ailable for intended city of settlement for other Latin
American countries. However, among the
aliens from those countries who registered
in January 1968 as permanent residents of
the United States, six out of ten from Central America were residing in New York and
California and seven out of ten from South
America were llving in those two States.
As these data illustrate the challenge of
assimilating immigrants into the employment market is concentrated in relatively
few urban centers. Since national policy
brings this about, Federal funds should be
available to assist these localities.
The committee, therefore, believes that efforts must be made to provide individuals of
limited English-speaking ability with public
service job opportunities for which they are
qualified and to afford them opportunity to
improve their facility with the English
language.

Section 2 of the bill recognizes the special
problems faced by individuals with limited
English-speaking ability.
In field hearings in Corpus Christi, Tex.,
and in San Francisco, Calif., last year the
committee heard compelling testimony that
many Americans whose primary language is
not English have extreme difficulty in preparing for and securing good employment,
and the Federal programs are not reaching
these groups.
Census figures show that there are between
7 and 10 million Americans for whom
Spanish is the primary language, There are
1 million in Los Angeles, and they make up
10 percent of the population of New York
City. They include Mexican-Americans,
Puerto Ricans, and Cuban exiles and Chinese
immigrants.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission figures show that 70 percent of all male
PERSONS RECEIVING WELFARE ASSISTANCE
Spanish surnamed Americans work in the
The welfare rolls have lengthened disaslowest occupational categories--as operatives,
laborers or service workers; 1966 figures from trously during the months of the current
the Department of Labor show that 47 per- unemployment crisis. For those on welfare-cent of the men in the Mexican-American who are willing and in circumstances that
district of San Antonio are either unem- enable them to work-the Federal Governployed or earning less than $60 a week. ment has a double incentive to provide job
Across the Nation, more than half Mexican- opportunities: to meet their desperate huAmerican families have incomes of less than man need for the self-respect that comes
from decent paying employment, and for the
$3,000 a year.
In San Francisco the Chinese-speaking savin~s to the Government in reduced welfare
costs and increased productivity in the
population has increased from 37,900 to 62,000 between 1961 and 1968, primarily due to eoonomy.
In recognition of this the committee proeased immigration quotas.
San Francisco is not alone in being spe- vided in section B(b) that the Secretary is recially impacted by the settlement pattern of quired to make assistance available "on an
immigrants. Data developed by Howard Hall- equitable basis • . . among significant segman, a manpower consultant, indicates that ments of the population of unemployed perfour out of seven immigrants in 1968 indi- sons" and the committee provided a definicated an intent to settle in cities over 100,- tion of unemployed persons (section 17 (7)
000. The 12 cities frequently mentioned were that explicitly includes adults receiving assistance under the Social Security Act who
the following:
New York _________________________ 75,449 are determined by the Secretary to be available for work.
Miami (47,077 from Cuba}--------- 51, 254
The committee notes that the administraChicago--------------------------- 17,615 tion in the proposed Family Assistance Act
Los Angeles ________________________ 12, 964 has provided for 200,000 public service jobs
San FTancisco ______________________ 7,896
for adult heads of families in a program to
Boston --------------------------- 4,187 begin July 1, 1972. That program and the
Detroit --------------------------- 3, 754 program provided under this bill would be
VVashington ----------------------- 3,533 entirely compatible, but the program under
Philadelphia ---------------------- 3, 508 this bill would go into effect immediately
Newark --------------------------- 3,404 during the height of the present unemploySeattle --------------------------- 3, 286 ment crisis.
Honolulu ------------------------- 3, 197
INDIAN TRIBES AS ELIGmLE APPLICANTS
For those born in China, the largest numVVhile Indians represent less than 1 perber intended to settle as follows:
cent of the population of this country, they
constitute between 5 and 10 percent of the
New York _________________________ _
2,949 Nation's unemployed. Joblessness on some
San Francisco _____________________ _ 1,653
reservations runs as high as 80 percent, or 16
Los Angeles _______________________ _
765 times the currently unacceptable national
386
Chicago -------------------------average. The average Indian income is $1,257 500-75 percent below the national averBoston --------------------------224
Seattle ---------------------------age-and three-quarters of reservation In220 dian families have earned income of less than
Honolulu -------------------------VVashington,D.c
___________________ _
211
$3,000 per year.
Geographic isolation, the absence of State
Those born in Mexico stated an intent to
settle most frequently in the following or local jurisdiction, and unique unemployment problems set Indian reservations apart
places:
froxn cities and other local areas in States.
Los Au1geles _______________________ _
3,894 Collaboration and integration of Federal and
Chicago
---------------------------_ 2,885 State employment and manpower programs
Err
Paso ___________________________
1,851
San Antonio ______________________ _ 1,270 relating to Indians have been infrequent,
and State exnployment services on reservaHouston -------------------------- 1,048 tions have traditionally played a passive and
486
lll1nimal role. Thus to fulfill most effectively
Dallas
----------------------------San
FTancisco
_____________________ _
425
the purposes of this Act in Indian territory,
San Diego _________________________ _
396 consistent with the national policy to proSanta Ana ________________________ _
378 mote self-determination for Indian people,
San Jose __________________________ _
357 section 5(3) of the bill makes Indian tribes
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eligible to carry out their own public service
employment programs.
.
The bill calls for an equitable apportwnment of funds within each State. Since Indian reservations constitute well-defined local areas within States, section 8(a) of the
bill provides that reservations shall be conside:·ed local areas in the apportionment of
funds allocated to such States.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, there
are a number of segments of the unemployed population for whom I have a
particular concern because they are not
now getting a fair shake in terms of the
impact of present manpower programs.
These are recently returned veterans;
middle-aged and older persons; persons
thrown out of work in the defen~e, aerospace, and construction industr~es; ~d
persons of limited English-speak~ng ability-including migrants and Indians.
With respect to recently returned veterans, the situation is intolerable. The
latest figures available to me show an unemployment rate of over 10 perc~nt
among young men just out of serVIce,
many of them with service-incurred disabilities. At present there are over 350,000 20- to 29-year-old veterans without
any work. This bill provides a ch~nce for
a fair share of these men-especially GI
bill trainees needing part-time jobs to
meet their expenses-to become employed in productive public service work
and not have to wage the misdirected
war on inflation at home after the sacrifices we have called on them to make to
wage the war in Indoohina.
The vetoed manpower bill, S. 3867, contained a number of provisions to provide
special assistance to veterans in se~k~ng
and finding jobs and manpower tralllll1g
opportunities. I plan to introduce in the
next 2 weeks a new bill, entitled the
"Veterans Employment Act of 1972,"
containing these provisions of the vetoed
bill along with other new programs to
help our returning servicemen compete
effectively in the job market.
Older persons also bear particularly
heavy unemployment burdens today,
and this is a large problem in my State.
With more than 1 million persons 45 and
older searching for jobs, and another 2.1
million men 45 to 64 who have dropped
out of the labor force, and a more than
doubling of the number of older workers
unemployed for periods of 15 weeks or
more, we are facing a crisis for middle
and older age workers that threatens to
grow worse unless we take effective action to reverse the trend.
The shifts in patterns of Federal
spending in the defense, aerospace, and
construction industries have caused particularly acute problems for my California constituents. For example, in the
last year 82,000 California aerospace
workers, including many scientists and
engineers, lost their jobs. Nationwide,
there are over 1 million workers who have
been laid off from aerospace and defense
jobs with very severe pockets of unemployment concentrated around installations with phased-out or canceled Federal contracts or subcontracts.
The Emergency Employment Act of
1972 offers us a realistic start toward solutions to the great unemployment problems of our recent veterans, older workers and those who have lost defense, aerospace, and construction jobs.

Mr. President, there has been .son;te
talk about an inevitable veto of this bi.ll
should it pass. In my view, a veto of this
bill during the current crisis in unemployment would be an irresponsible act
on the part of the President. It w~:mld be
a politically unpopular act on his part,
and I believe that, if he takes thought
and is accurately advised about the contents of this bill, he will not veto it.
Although many Senators strongly support a massive permanent public service employment program closely ~n~e
grated with Federal manpower t~au~mg
programs, we have developed this llmited, temporary bill to avoid a staleJ:?l-~te
between the Congress and the admiDistration. We plan to consider comp.rehe~
sive manpower legislation later m this
session after we have extended the Economic Opportunity Act for 2 years. B~t
the crisis of unemployment cannot wa1t.
We need legislation to put people to work
immediately.
Let me emphasize that this is not a
permanent public service employment
program of the sort the President vetoed
last December. This point is extremely
well discussed on pages 25 through 27 of
the committee report in the supplemental views of Senators JAVITS, SCHWEIKER,
and PACKWOOD and I commend their
comments to 'au Senators-especially
those across the aisle.
First of all, the pr ogram in this bill
is temporary. The funds would be made
available only when unemployment nationwide exceeds 4% percent for 3
months. When unemployment falls below 4% percent again, there would be no
new Federal contracts supporting such
jobs. This very "trigger" ?o~cept. w~
recommended in the adrmmstrat10n s
proposed Manpower Training Act of 1969.
Again, the administration just ~ecently.
in its manpower revenue sharmg proposal, proposed such a trigger.
Second the total authorization of
funds in' this emergency bill for fiscal
years 1972 and 1973 is about $1 billion
less at current unemployment levels than
was authorized for public service employment for those years in the bill vetoed
by the President on December 16.
Third, the jobs, at the maximum, would
be limited to 2 years and, at the end of
their public service employment, workers will be trained and assisted to move
into other jobs. In his veto message, the
President stated thatTransitional and short term public service
employment can be a useful component of
the nation's manpower policies.
And the concept of public service employment is prominently featured in ~he
President's manpower revenue sharmg
and welfare reform proposals.
If ever there were a time when such
public service employ~ent jobs were
needed it is now durmg the current
crisis df unemployment. Thus, in drafting this legislation, we attempted to move
toward, and in a number of insta~~es v:e
adopted, the administration's positiOn m
the hopP- that we can gain its support for
this emergency act. I do not see how ~Y
one can seriously dispute that durmg
times of extremely high unemployment
some kind of automatic funding for job
creation should be available.
In view of the recent administration
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embrace of public service employment in
its F .A.P. and manpower revenue sharing
proposals, Secretary of Labor Hodgson
stated at our February 23 hearings on S.
31 that he imagined we on the committee must react to their position as follows:
It seems to me you would find yourselves
thinking that you have come to play ball in
our court and we have moved the court.
In marking up the bill in committee,
we have done our best to place ourselves
squarely in the Secretary of Labor's
court and to find the correct ball game
to play.
We believe, the bill, with its strong bipartisan support in the Senate, is a carefully drafted, reasonable approach and
is absolutely essential to the national interest. It cannot wait for us to work out
-our differences with the administration
on comprehensive manpower reform.
At the time of the unfortunate veto of
the Comprehensive Manpower Act last
December 16, many thought that it
might be possible in the new Congress
to reach some kind of speedy compromise
between the position of the Congress and
that of the administration on manpower
legislation.
However, that has not worked out. It
was not until March 16 that the administration's new manpower proposals were
introduced in the Senate. And the bill as
introduced does not represent a compromise between the administration's
position and the congressional position
on manpower reform and public service
employment. Instead it represents, to use
the President's own phrase, "revolutionary pnposals" for revenue sharing.
Mr. President, there is no issue before
this session of Congress more controversial than that of revenue sharing. The
proper consideration of this legislation
is going to take time. The final form in
which it will come to a vote is as yet to
be determined.
On manpower revenue sharing there
are many voices to be heard pro and con
including those of mayors and Governors,
local community action agencies, the
vocational educators, local industry,
labor organizations and those to be
helped by the programs themselves. Such
a hearing process will take many months,
and yet the administration seems to be
urging us to abandon the Emergency
Employment Act and pass the manpower
revenue sharing bill on an emergency
basis to meet the current unemployment
crisis. That is just not a tenable, responsible or feasible request.
It is not possible for Congress to deal
with extremely complex legislation affecting many interest groups on an
emergency basis. It is not possible, it is
not practicable, it is not proper.
.
It was in recognition of the complexity
of the legislative situation in regard to
manpower, it was in recognition of t~e
fact that no new major manpower legislation could be completed during the current unemployment crisis that a bipartisan coalition of 34 Senators introduced
the emergency employment act of 1971.
It is in recognition of that pressing
crisis that we have hastened through
hearings, through subcommittee and full
committee markup.
And it is in recognition of the urgent
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needs of the Nation and the demands of
the people for action to fight unemployment, that I say it is our duty to pass the
bill promptly by such an overwhelming
margin that the President will join with
our effort and sign it into law. Then we
can turn to the business of securing appropriations for the bill and putting
Americans back to work.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I support
fully the bill we are debating today-the
Emergency Employment Act of 1971,
S. 31. Enactment of this bill is long overdue. If congressional initiative had been
respected by the President last year,
thousands of Americans would be employed who are presently out of work.
They would be earning paychecks instead
of waiting for unemployment or welfare
checks. This bill then is necessary but
two facts about it should be clear. First,
this bill is merely emergency legislation
responding to the present crisis of unacceptable high rates of unemployment
and; two, this bill is stopgap legislation.
and it should and must be replaced by a
much more comprehensive and longrange bill.
For many months, the Nation has been
assured that the ever increasing rate of
unemployment is only transitional; that
it is the sacrifice we must make to combat inflation. The sacrifice has been
made but the victory has not been
achieved. The plague of inflation continues largely unabated.
Today, while the average rate of unemployment has slightly dipped from its
December high, it is well above the 4.5percent rate that the administration
proposed last year as the rate which
would trigger emergency funds for additional manpower training programs. The
average rate of unemployment of 5.8 percent is not the whole story. Like the man
who drowned trying to walk across a
lake, the average depth of which was
only 3 feet, large pockets of our
economy-50 major labor areas and
many rural areas-have unemployment
rates shockingly higher than the national average. For some areas, and for some
selected groups in our Nation (nonwhites and youth particularly), rates run
as high as 30 and 40 percent.
We are told by administration supporters that we must be patient and
wait for the day when the unemployment
rate drops as the pace of the economy
quickens. Many of us feel that we can
no longer wait.
While we play statistical games with
index changes of 0.4 percent we forget
that each 1 percent of that index represents 800,000 people-men without paychecks, families with growing expenses
and decreasing funds. This is not just
a statistical fact, it is a human problem;
a problem that must be handled now.
Also, it must be remembered that even
during the prosperous periods of the
1960's, persistent unemployment haunted
the country. National prosperity did not
break the cycle of poverty in many areas
of our economy. Yet many policymakers
believed and still believe that economic

Businessmen, has made a creditable effort to hire and train the unemployed
and especially the hard -core unemployed.
Many of our business leaders have devoted time and interest to this effort. It
would not be reasonable, however, to expect the private sector to do the whole
job, particularly when the practical effect
of national economic policies is to dampen economic expansion in the name of
inflation control. When orders decrease,
layoffs occur. The last employed, often
the recently employed "hard-core", are
the first to go.
In the meantime, coexisting with the
problem of persistent unemployment,
there is the problem of the deteriorating
conditions of our cities and of our rural
areas. Revenues decrease while the demands for services increase. Without revenues, vital services are not provided. The
unemployed could be put to work providing these necessary services. These are
real jobs.
During the hearings on the Employment and Training Act of 1970, uncontested testimony was given that jobs
exist. In a survey of the mayors of 50
cities of 100,000 population or more,
280,000 job possibilities distributed
among 13 municipal public service functions were un~overed. In every case it
was noted that these possibilities were
purely theoretical because funds were
not available to make them into real job
openings.
Even more significant was the fact
that city representatives estimated that
there were at least 140,000 jobs that
did not require technical or professional
training and could be filled by inner city
residents.
These jobs are not only real, they are
essential. Even assuming that supervisors
often overestimate their manpower
needs, it is clear that public services are
deteriorating in all areas of our country
and that there is an infinite variety of
useful work that can be done. With unemployment persistently higher than
any acceptable level, and needed work
begging to be done, we are wasting precious resources.
Finally, the great merit of this kind of
public service program is that it is aimed
specifically at those sectors of the labor
market that benefit least from present
programs, that share least in economic
growth, and suffer most from the unemployment caused by present national
economic policies. We know that while
many of the uneducated and unskilled
did not share in our previous prosperity,
they have more than their share of the
present recession. This situation is pervasive and explosive.
After extended hearing and debate,
the last Congress passed the Employment
and Training Opportunities Act of 1970, a
comprehensive overhaul of the country's
manpower programs. That bill included a
strong permanent public sector job creation program. The President vetoed that
bill largely because of the public sector
job provisions. The administration proposes creating 200,000 public service jobs

growth alone will do the job.

for welfare recipients, but it has difficulty

Other peoples have, of course, realized
that special efforts are necessary if we
are to cure the persistent problem of unemployment. The private sector, particularly through the National Alliance of

accepting this concept for the unemployed. Calling jobs transitional will not
change the fact that we need the jobs,
whether a person is on welfare or not,
and the jobs need to be done. If we pass
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this legislation today, we establish the
concept that there are public sector jobs
that are needed and important, and that
people who need jobs can do them.
I support fully the view of my colleague, Senator NELSON, the distingushed
chairman of the Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty of the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee,
that the Nation must have a strong comprehensive manpower legislation. He led
the effort to enact such legislation last
year. I know he will make that effort
again this session. This legislation will
allow us to go forward and create a permanent comprehensive public employment program during this Congress.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that a statement by
the Senator from Missouri <Mr. EAGLETON) be printed in the RECORD at this
point.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR EAGLETON

The Emergency Employment Act of 1971
is a vital piece of legislation designed to
stem the crisis caused by the higher and
higher rates of unemployment in the United
States. In February, 1969, the unemployment
rate was at its post-Korea low of 3.3%. In
December, 1970, it had risen to its 10 year
high of 6.2%, and in February of this year it
was still at 5.8%. The bill is designed to run
for two years in order that there be time to
design and implement permanent legislation
which will solve this major problem for our
citizens. During the first year of operation,
$750 million, and in the second year, $1 billion, would be authorized in order to create
public service jobs, that is, jobs which local
governments have been unable to affordsuch as those in the fields of environmental
protection, health care, housing, and public
safety.
For the first time the jobs created by a
manpower bHl would not be simply training
jobs; rather, they are existing vacant positions which would be filled by local governments in the normal course had they the
money to do so. So the bill really achieves
two purposes. First, it will lower the unemployment rate by creating new jobs. Second,
it will give local governments money to
spend on jobs which they could not otherwise fill for lack of money.
This is revenue sharing in the best sense
of the word. It is the federal government
lending a helping hand to the local governments, but it is also not an abrogation of
responsibility by the federal government. It
is not the signing of a blank check. Rather
this bill indicates in a broad area how the
money should be spent and then says to
the local governments: "You pick out which
needs are of the greatest concern to your
community and go hire the people you need
to help solve these problems."
I should note that this bill also gives priority to several special groups which we in the
Congress feel are in need of especially careful consideration. Section 8(b) of the bill
ensures that the well publicized problems of
aerospace and defense workers will be taken
into consideration, and I note that the committee report mentions my home city of St.
Louis as one of the areas which has suffered
from the cut back in defense work and is in
need of special consideration.
Older workers are also singled out for
special consideration as well they should be.
From January 1969 to February 1971, the
unemployment rate (on an adjusted basis)
has jumped precipitously from 3.4 to 5.8 percent-adding nearly 2.2 million workers to
the jobless rolls. All age groups have felt
the sharp e1fects of this economic decline.
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But older workers and their families have
been especially hard-pressed. During this period, unemployment for persons 45 and older
has risen from 596,000 to 1,062,000, approximately a 78 percent increase. Long-term joblessness (15 weeks or longer) for mature
workers has jumped steeply by 218 percent,
from 115,000 to 365,000. And their very longterm unemployment (27 weeks or longer) has
increased by 221 percent, from 48,000 to
154,000.
Yet, these statistics only represent a small
portion of the overall grim employment picture for persons 45 and older. They do not,
for example, reflect the labor force "dropouts," those who have given up the active
search for work. With the trend toward earlier and earlier retirement, an alarmingly
large number of older workers have withdrawn from the work force-in many cases
unwillingly.
In many cases, early retirement is chosen
only as an alternative to long-term joblessness or sporadic underemployment. For some,
it n:ay provide an escape. But for others, it
represents a resigned acceptance of the inevitable-a life of poverty. Nearly 8.5 million
individuals in the 45-plus age category fall
below the poverty line. Even more disturbing,
2'8,000 persons in this age group were added
to the poverty rolls during 1969. In sharp
contrast, the number of people under 45
living in poverty declined by about 1.2 million in 1969.
Despite such urgent needs, the United
States st ill lacks a clearcut, effective policy
to maximize employment opportunities for
older workers. By whatever barometer one
would chose to use, persons 45 and older have
been under-represented in our Nation's manpower and training efforts. Mature workers
now constitute 38 percent of the civilian
labor force; they represent close to 22 percent
of all unemployment in the United States;
they account for 34 percent of the long-term
joblessness; and they comprise 40 percent of
all unmeployment for 27 weeks or longer. Yet,
they account for only 4 percent of all enrollees in present work and training programs.
As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aging I am especially pleased that the problems of the older uorker are given special
consideration in this bill and in the report
of the Committee, and I trust that the Committee's concern in this area and in the area
of layoffs caused by the cut backs in aerospace and defense work will be followed by
the administrators of this blll when it becomes law.
I should also like to commend the very able
junior Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. Nelson)
for his exceptional leadership in bringing this
vital bill to the floor of the Senate with
the skill, vigor and expedition which he has
shown. I trust that the members of this body
will be made aware by his persuasive arguments of the great need for this legislation
and that by this will we will help show the
way out of the economic slump which has
plagued this nation for the past two years.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, a third
of the Nation's major labor market areas
are suffering over 6 percent unemployment. Over 5.4 million men and women
are out of work. In my own State of
Massachusetts, industrial unemployment
is at its highest point since the end of

the depression in 1940 with a total of
184,000 out of work. The Nation's economy is stagnating and unemployment has
become a national crisis.
Mr. President, we cannot wait for the
administration's promised economic upturn. For the first time in more than a
decade, there is a feeling of desperation
as men and women fruitlessly seek work.
For the first time in more than a decade,

.

men talk of "if I find work" rather than
"when I find work."
The Emergency Employment Act of
1971, which I cosponsored, would finance
vitally needed jobs-not at some far in
the future date-but immediately. The
$750 million available now would permit
some 150,000 jobs to be opened across the
:r ~ation.

Mr. President, this bill also insures
that the needs of those groups who have
traditionally suffered persistent unemployment-the migrant workers, the nonEnglish speaking, the Indian, the blackwill be considered in the allocations of
funds.
Mr. President, some have argued that
this bill would only offer make-work
jobs. I would emphasize that the Nation's mayors, in testimony before the
Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty cited critically important jobs in their cities that were
unfilled solely because of lack of funds.
Mayor Wesley C. Uhlman of Seattle
testified for the Legislative Action Committee of the United States on specific
needs of the Nation's cities.
In health, in transportation, in schools
in social services and in the daily administration of public business, jobs are going
vacant, programs are being cut, and people's needs are not being met because
insufficient funds are available.
Mr. President, the administration has
objected to this bill because it says it
does not provide long-term solutions to
unemployment problems. Instead the administration points to its manpower revenue-sharing package. But even they estimate that the earliest possible date for
a start on that program-even if it were
rushed through the Congress-would not
be until sometime in 1972. But we have
an emergency today, we have 5.4 million
workers unemployed today: We cannot
stand silent on the hope that something
might happen next year.
We already have seen an unnecessary
delay o:!' several months because the administration vetoed last year's comprehensive manpower training bill which
contained a public service employment
section. Now, I find it extremely difficult
to understand the administration's refusal to endorse the measure now before
us. The administration objection last
time we were proposing a permanent
public service program. This is not a permanent program. It is a temporary 2year program which authorizes the expenditure of funds only when the national unemployment rate stays above
4.5 percent for 3 months.
Mr. President, the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 is a specific answer to
a specific problem in this Nation today,
and I strongly urge its passage. It will
neither totally solve the Nation's unemployment problem nor will it end the financial crisis of local government but it
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we have the highest unemployment rate
in almost a decade and, second, that the
President last year vetoed a similar measure which would have enabled us to begin
to attack this problem 3 months ago.
In his veto message, the President did
not predict that unemployment would
miraculously drop making it unnecessary
to enact such a piece of legislation. Subsequent events have proven the wisdom
of his silence. This bill would guarantee some relief to the Americans now
suffering from unemployment. That is
why we need it.
The Emergency Employment Act of
1971 provides that when the Secretary
of Labor determines that the rate of
unemployment has exceeded 4% percent
for 3 consecutive months, $500 million
will be authorized to be appropriated
for a public service employment program. For each additional 0.5 percent
increase in unemployment, an additional $100 million will be authorized to be
spent up to a ceiling of $750 million in
fiscal year 1972 and $1 billion in fiscal
year 1973. Public service employment is
defined to include police and fire protection, sanitation, transportation, recreation, education, conservation, housing, and maintenance work. Up to 20 percent of the funds would be available for
training in public service fields and in
ways which would enable people to move
into fields not covered by the bill. Public and private, nonprofit organizations
would be eligible to administer programs
covered by this bill. The bill also provides
that when unemployment drops below
4% percent for 3 consecutive months, the
program will be terminated.
Mr. President, the Subcommittee on
Employment, Manpower, and Poverty,
of which I am a member, held hearings
for 4 days on this measure. We heard
testimony from the mayors of nine cities
and the Governors of four States. The
mayor of Philadelphia, the Honorable
James Tate, testified both in behalf of his
city and of the National Conference of
Mayors. Two Senators and three Congressmen appeared before the subcommittee as did county officials from three
States and the representatives of the
National Farmers Union and a community development agency in Tennessee,
The administration was represented by
the Secretary of Labor.
With the sole exception of the Secretary, all of these witnesses testified that
there was considerable need for this sort
of legislation. Only the administration
objected to this bill and requested that
Congress enact instead the manpower
legislation the President proposes.
There is a serious unemployment problem in this Nation today. According to
figures developed in our subcommittee,
the program enacted by this bill would
put an estimated 150,000 persons to work
in vitally needed jobs in State and local

will alleviate both and its effects will be ·agencies. Last week, the Senate was told
immediate. Again I strongly urge approval of this legislation.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. President, I am a
cosponsor of the pending measure, S. 31,
the Emergency Employment Act of 1971.
I believe it is addressed to one of the
most urgent problems facing us todaythe problem of unemployment. Its passage is made necessary by two facts, fir~t.

that nearly 13,000 workers would be unemployed by termination of the SST program. Now we have the opportunity to
create almost 12 times that many jobs;
jobs which would provide vitally needed
s ervices such as police and fire protection, street maintenance, and recrea tiona! services and would hasten our
progress out of recession by putting more

.
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money into the nonmilitary sector of
our economy.
Furthermore, there is every conceivable indication that our cities are rapidly
becoming unable to provide these basic
services to their citizens. This bill clearly
offers the beginnings of a solution to
these problems.
We have stalled around long enough.
Millions of Americans are jobless and on
welfare rolls. Our cities are simply collapsing. These problems themselves are
already costing more than this bill proposes to spend. In his testimony before
our subcommi·t tee, the mayor of Seattle
quoted an old Chinese proverb:
If you give a man a fish, it will feed him
for a day. But, teach a man to fish and he

will feed himself and his family for a life-

time.
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What more reason do we need for enacting this legislation?
Mr. President, I feel that this bill is one
of the most important and urgently
needed pieces of legislation the Senate
has acted on in recent months. It is
already long overdue. I hope it is enacted
speedily.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, it is with
a great sense of urgency that I support
the Emergency Employment Act of 1971.
At a time when the unemployment rate
is nearly 6 percent and more than 5
, million of our citizens are unemployed,
it should be obvious that we are in the
midst of a national emergency. This
crisis in unemployment is even more
urgent because of its long-term nature.
In December 1970, when unemployment
was at a high of 6.2 percent, 325,000 persons who were actively looking for work
had exhausted their unemployment compensation benefits. In February of 1971,
although there was a drop in unemployment to 5.8 percent, the number of people who had been unemployed for 27
weeks or more had risen to 451,000, an
increase of 126,000 in 2 months. With
only a modest increase in economic activity likely in 1971, moreover, unemployment will remain high.
I am convinced that any time we have
such substantial number of workers unemployed the source of our economic
ills is national and reflects a failure in
national economic policy. This is precisely the situation that exists today.
That is why I introduced an admittedly
nongermane amendment to the interest
equalization tax, an amendment to improve and accelerate the effective date
of the Federal State Extended Compensation Act of 1970 so that those unemployed workers who had exhausted their
unemployment insurance could begin to
receive the benefits of the act instead of
waiting another 9 months. We almost
passed it. The vote was 40 to 45 on a motion to table. A substantial number of
Senators who had expressed support of
the bill-enough to assure a majoritywere absent, I might add. I intend to
offer the amendment again. And I am
confident that the Senate will act soon
to alleviate the personal hardships of
those who have exhausted their unemployment insurance.
There is another crisis in our country
which is equally pervasive. It results
from a gradual disintegration of our

public services. There are vast unmet
public needs in education, health, recreation, public safety, sanitation, neighborhood services, and other basic municipal services. The National Commission
on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress in 1966 estimated that
there were 5.3 million potential jobs in
pub:i.ic services that were not filled. It
is indeed ironic that even as millions
of our citizens are unemployed and looking for work, most of the cities in this
Nation are unable to adequately sustain the most basic services because
they cannot hire additional personnel.
This crunch of rapidly expanding public service needs and a tax burden already at its maximum limit has resulted
in driving most of the large cities close
to bankruptcy.
This bill is designed to deal with the
national emergency created by the crisis
of unemployment and the collapse of
vital public services in the cities
throughout our country. It is a stopgap
bill designed to provide temporary relief
for a relatively short period of time. It
is a bill whose trigger formula assures
that it will be needed only in times of
economic recession.
The act authorizes financial assistance
to States, counties, cities and public and
nonprofit agencies to provide useful employment in such needed fields of public
service as environmental quality, health
care, public safety, education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of
public facilities, waste removal, pollution
control, housing and neighborhood improvements, rural development, conservation, beautification and other fields
of human betterment and community
improvement.
Annual funding of $500,000,000 would
be authorized when the national unemployment rate is 4% percent or higher
for 3 consecutive months. Additional
amounts of $100,000.000 would be triggered for each one-half of 1 percent
by which the average unemployment
rate for 3 consecutive months exceeds 4% percent. Funds could no longer
be obligated after the national rate of
unemployment is reduced below 4% percent. The legislation would be in effect
until July 1, 1973.
The bill provides for apportioning
funds among States and local areas
within each State on an equitable basis,
and to the extent practicable in proportion to the extent and severity of unemployment. Up to 20 percent of the funds
available for carrying out this legislation
would be available for training and manpower services for persons employed in
public service employment programs.
Under this bill, eligible applicants
would contract with the Secretary of
Labor for employment programs under
which the Federal Government would
pay up to 90 percent of the cost of the
program.
I recognize that many cities are so
strapped for funds they cannot even
afford to put up the "good faith" 10 percent that would enable them to get the
additional Federal financing. In some
cases in which we require matching
funds we wind up providing Federal
assistance for cities who need it least
while those who may need the program
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the most cannot afford their share and
must do without. This bill attempts to
prevent that by giving the Secretary of
Labor the authority to waive the tO-percent local requirement in special circumstances. I am hopeful that the Secretary
will use this discretion wisely so that the
poor communities who may need these
benefits the most are not excluded from
participation.
Senators NELSON and JAVITS and the
other distinguished members of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee have
demonstrated once again their judiciousness in adding section 8 <b) . This section
provides for an equitable distribution of
these public service jobs among those
segments of the unemployed population
who are identified as experiencing particularly serious unemployment problems. It makes good sense that where only
a relatively small number of unemployed
persons are to be helped, such assistance
should be equitably distributed among
those who need help the most.
During the extended discussions on the
SST, I was greatly troubled by arguments about increases in unemployment
that would result with the termination
of the SST program. I am deeply concerned about the fate of those workers
involved in the program. When the Federal Government makes a significant
change in policy, as in the case of Congress action on the SST, the Government has a definite moral responsibility
to ease the burden on those workers adversely affected by the cancellation and
to facilitate their transition into areas
where there are employment opportunities.
This bill is a step in that direction.
However, the legislative and executive
branches working in concert, still have
a responsibility to consider how future
Government contracts and programs can
best be allocated so as to best utilize the
work force affected by Congress gction.
Toward that end, Mr. President, I am
introducing a sense of the Senate resolution expressing the Senate's concern
for the fate of the SST work force and
urging the development of programs to
provide transitional assistance and for
the channeling of Government contracts
into affected areas.
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, I am
pleased to be one of the 34 cosponsors of
the Emergency Employment Act of 1971.
It is plain that this legislation will meet
a real and continuing need in this country. The 5% million people currently unemployed are the tragic byproducts of
our economic problems. Although constantly reassured by this administration
that the country has turned "the economic corner," the unhappy truth remains that 5.8 percent of our work force
remains idled.
The distinguished Senator from Wisconsin <Mr. NELSON), chairman of the
Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty, has led the battle
to insure that the problem of massive
unemployment will not go unattended.
S. 31 authorizes public service employment during periods of high unemployment, and by so doing better insures that
the severe and cyclic periods of unemployment which has plagued this country in the past, will be moderated.
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As the newly selected chairman of the
Veterans' Affairs Committee, I am particularly distressed by the unemployment rates found among Vietnam era
veterans. It is estimated that there are
today more than 250,000 veterans of the
Vietnam confiict who want work but cannot find it. Among veterans aged 20 to 24
unemployment is especially severe, with
rates in excess of 12 percent. The situation among young, black veterans is even
worse with unemployment almost double
that of whites. These figures take on particular significance when they are compared with the unemployment rates of
their non-veterans peers. For example,
the rate of unemployment for veterans
age 20 to 29 was 10.2 percent during the
first 2 months of 1971 while the rate for
nonveterans in the same age group was
6.8 percent during the last quarter of
1970.
In a very real sense the unemployed
veteran of the Vietnam war is himself
a victim of that conflict. Because of his
military service, the veteran has lost
precious time in his competition for a
job. Too often military service interrupted his schooling or job training, and now
he must try to pick up where he left off.
Yet inadequate educational benefits under the GI bill, more often then not
force the unprepared veteran into analready overcrowded job market, where his
chances of finding worl{ are diminished
as a direct result of his military service.
I note with pleasure that the findings
and purpose section of S. 31 provides
that special consideration will be given
to the employment of veterans who have
recently been separated from military
service. Further, the report of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
makes it clear that a priority should be
given to the Vietnam era veteran. Although I personally would have preferred to see an even stricter indication
in the language of S. 31, that the returning veteran will receive particular
attention, my support for this bill remains undiminished. Let me say however that it is my intention to begin
hearings in the Veterans' Affairs Committee, as quickly as possible to deter·
mine how the problem of the unemployed veteran can best be met. I am
confident that the legislation which we
are considering today will go far toward
better guaranteeing fair treatment to
the veteran in the job mart. If it does
not live up to this expectation, I am
confident that the distinguished author
of the bill (Mr. NELSON) Will be as
anxious as I am to amend it so that
equity will be granted the veteran.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have
a statement by the Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRIS) printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, Mr. HARRis'
statement was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, every ablebodied American citizen has a moral and
economic right to a decent job at a decent
wage, and the right to share in the nation's
productivity and wealth.
On numerous occasions many members of

this body have addressed themselves to
the need for reorienting our nation's priorities in order that we might do more for our
people here at home, particularly those who
are ill fed, ill housed, or without the means
to be self-supporting. I believe that the most
realistic and fundamental way to accomplish
this objective is to strengthen the economic
base of American families by providing good
jobs for those who are capable of working.
That is what the Emergency Employment
Act of 1971 Will assist in doing, and as a
cosponsor I am pleased to have this opportunity to speak in support of this much needed legislation.
Mr. President, unemployment in the nation today stands at approximately six percent of the work force. Nationally, more than
5 million individuals are without work. In
my home State the number of persons unemployed has increased from approximately
36,000 a year ago to more than 52,000 persons
at present. This is an unnecessarily large
number of individuals and families without
stable incomes and represents the highest
and lengthiest unemployment rate in ten
years. The high unemployment has forced
welfare payments up as much as 22 percent
in Oklahoma. Those persons eligible for surplus commodities in the State increased by
approximately 23,000 from 1969 to 1970.
These unfortunate circumstances exist a.t
a time when so many of the individuals
affected by unemployment could be performing useful and needed work functions
in public and nonprofit agencies. As I have
stated on previous occasions on this floor,
several studies have shown that as many as
150,000 job opportunities for nonprofessionals
in public service type employment already
exist in 130 of our largest cities.
The blll before us would authorize public
service employment programs during times
of high unemployment. Financial assistance
would be made available to states, cities,
and counties and public and nonprofit agencies to provide useful employment in a variety of occupations including health care,
public safety, education, transportation, environmental quality, parks and recreation,
streets, conservation, pollution control and
many other areas of community improvement.
The blll authorizes $750 million during the
first year and one billion dollars thereafter.
Whenever unemployment reaches 4.5 percent or higher, $500 million would be authorized. Additional sums of $100 mlllion would
become available for each one-half of one
percent by which the average unemployment
rate exceeds 4.5 percent for three consecutive
months.
I am glad to know that up to 15 percent of
the funds appropriated would be available
for training and other manpower services required to assist persons employed in public
service jobs.
Today our nation is faced With many problems here at home and abroad. State and local government officials continuously remind
us of the serious problems With which they
are confronted in their respective jurisdictions. Again unemployment ranks high on
the list. This is why S. 31 has received such
strong endorsements from the National
League of Cities, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National Association of Counties,
and numerous other respectable agencies and
organizations.
Mr. President, somehow, those of us here in
the Congress and the Administrative Branch
of Government must be made to sincerely
understand and feel the agony of the millions
of frustrated American citizens who are without work or the means for supporting themselves or their fa.milles. I do not believe that
the majority of these individuals, nor Atnericans in general, want welfare or charity.
What they do want, I believe, is the right and
the opportunity to be self-supporting, even
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in this time of high in.fiation and catastrophic
unemployment.
In vetoing the Employment and Training
Opportunities Act of 1970-forerunner to the
present legislation-President Nixon stated
that he was against the establishment of permanent public service jobs and that such employment should be provided only on a temporary basis until high unemployment
decreases.
The bill before us now is of a. temporary
nature and could provide up to 200,000 jobs if
high unemployment persists. The Admlnis·
tration, however, is also opposed to this bill
stating now that it would prefer a "Manpower
Revenue Sharing b111." Why the sudden shift
in positions? Is this Administration against
any kind of public service employment program? That would seem to be the case, because any effort to develop a manpower revenue sharing b111 will almost certainly involve a long drawn out process and is unlikely to be approved by the Congress in
time to be of assistance in relieving the present unemployment crisis.
Therefore, it is imperative that we offer
practical alternatives and solutions to the
problem of unemployment now. We can begin by passing this Emergency Employment
Act. Legislation is also needed to assist those
individuals affected by cutbacks in the aerospace and defense industries. A number of
such proposals have been introduced in this
session. They, too, should receive early hearings With quick passage by the Congress.
Finally, Mr. President, I urge the members
of this body, in the strongest possible terms,
to pass this emergency legislation. Also, I
commend my colleagues, the distinguished ,
Senators from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) and
New York (Mr. JAVITS) and members of the
Employment and Manpower Subcommittee
for their hard work in developing such meaningful and useful manpower legislation.
TIME TO ACT ON PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT
Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I believe now
is the time to act to establish a public
service employment program in the
country.
For example, in my own State of Rhode
Island, there is a 7.4 percent unemployment rate. The State government, despite the many additional demands put
upon it to provide more services, must
release employees because the State lacks
the funds necessary to pay many of their
employees.
The passage of public service employment program would not only reduce the
rate of unemployment, but it would also
provide for the provisions of many
needed services.
I would hope that we do not allow
partisan considerations to delay the
establishment of this program.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, I
strongly support the Emergency Employment Act and urge its passage by the
Senate. Endorsed by the U.S. Conference
of Mayors, the National League of Cities,
and the National Association of Counties,
this act would enable some 150,000 unemployed persons to work in important
public service jobs of immediate benefit to society.
The word, "Emergency," in the title of
this act is entirely appropriate. Over 5.4
million Americans are currently unemployed, and almost one out of every 10 of
them has been out of work for over 6
months. We simply cannot wait for any
remodeling of Federal manpower services, for the critical need for jobs and
income demands immediate action.
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{No. 33 Leg.]
By apportioning up to $750,000,000, auFong
thorized by this act for the coming fiscal Aiken
Nelson
Gambrell
Pastore
year, among States and local areas con- Allen
All ott
Pearson
Griffi.n
fronted with severe unemployment, we Bayh
Hansen
Fell
can help these governments as well as Bellmon
Prouty
Hart
Randolph
Hruska
public and nonprofit agencies provide Bentsen
Hughes
Ribicofl'
Brock
vitally needed jobs in such areas as Byrd, Va.
Humphrey
Roth
health, education, transportation the Byrd, W.Va. Javits
Schwelker
Jordan, Idaho Scott
maintenance of public facilities and'serv- Cannon
Kennedy
Sparkman
ices, and community and rural develop- Case
Mansfield
Chiles
Stennis
ment programs. Thus, it is totally wrong Church
Mathias
Taft
Talmadge
to look upon this legislation as another Cooper
McGee
Mcintyre
Wllliams
make-work program. In point of fact Dominick
Young
Metcalf
this bill contains carefully drawn provi~ Eastland
Moss
Ervin
sions to enable public service jobholders
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I anto obtain further training and locate
nounce that the Senator from Missouri
other employment opportunities.
The sharp rise in unemployment across <Mr. EAGLETON), the Senator from
the Nation has created a crisis for hun- Louisiana (Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator
dreds of thousands of individuals and from Alaska <Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator
their families. Meanwhile, our States and from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRIS), the Sencities have had to undertake extensive ator from Washington <Mr. JACKSON),
cutbacks in vi tal public services as costs the Senator from Louisiana <Mr. LoNG) ,
outstrip revenues. Surely, these directly the Senator from Washington <Mr.
interrelated facts call for effective and MAGNUSON), the Senator from Arkansas
urgent action by the Federal Govern- <Mr. McCLELLAN), the Senator from
South Dakota <Mr. McGovERN), and the
ment.
Last year in Minnesota, about 28,700 Senator from California <Mr. TuNNEY)
jobs were lost, raising the number of un- are necessarily absent.
I further announce that the Senator
employed persons in the State to 78,000.
A large number of these jobs were held from New Mexico (Mr. MONTOYA) is
by highly skilled persons in the defenses absent on official business. I also anand computer industries. Must we con- nounce that the Senator from North
Carolina <Mr. JoRDAN) is absent because
~inue to deny this resource of expertise,
rmagination, and solid ability to our so- of illness.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
ciety, in the name of controlling inflation
and reorganizing Federal manpower Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) is
absent because of death in his family.
services?
The Senator from Massachusetts <Mr.
I hope that the Senate will give the
administration an explicit answer that BROOKE), the Senators from Orgeon <Mr.
our immediate unemployment problems HATFIELD and Mr. PACKWOOD), the Senmerit priority Federal action. Then, be- ator from Alaska <Mr. STEVENS) and the
cause this act is operative only during Senator from Texas <Mr. To~ER) are
periods of high unemployment, the Sen- necessarily absent.
The Senator from Florida <Mr.
ate must renew its highly commendable
effort in the last Congress to draft com- GuRNEY) and the Senator from Ohio
prehensive manpower reorganization <Mr. SAXBE) are absent on official busilegislation that assures the maintenance ness.
The Senator from Arizona <Mr. GoLDand expansion of effective programs and
demands accountability for the expendi- WATER) and the Senator from South
ture of Federal funds to promote the sub- Dakota <Mr. MUNDT) are absent because
stantial increase of job opportunities of illness.
The Senator from Tennessee <Mr.
across the Nation.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- BAKER) is detained on official business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quorum
dent, I ask unanimous consent that an
additional committee staff member Peter is not present.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
Benedict, may be allowed the privtlege of
move that the Sergeant at Anns be
the floor.
directed to request the attendance of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without absent
Senators.
objection, it is so ordered.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. PresiThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The
dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum. Sergeant
at Arms will execute the order
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the of the Senate.
Senator withhold his request?
- After some delay, the following SenaMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Yes.
tors entered the Chamber and answered
Mr. JAVITS. Is this the quorum part to their names:
of the unanimous consent?
Curtis
Muskie
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Yes this Anderson
Dole
Percy
Beall
will be a live quorum.
'
Fannin
Proxm.ire
Bible
Boggs
Fulbright
Smith
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator.
Hartke
Buckley
Spong
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- Burdick
Hollings
Stevenson
dent, I suggest the absence of a quorum. Cook
Symington
Inouye
Miller
Thurmond
Cotton
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk Cranston
Mondaie
Weicker
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A quorum
and the following Senators answered
is present. The Chair recognizes the Sentheir names:
a tor from Vermont.
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Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
to the Senator from Mississippi not to exceed 1% minutes.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I move
that S. 31 be recommitted to the Labor
and Public Welfare Committee with instructions to further consider this bill
and report it back to the Senate not later
than May 4, 1971.
My motion stems from my optimism
that the committee can, within the time
specified, draft and report a comprehensive manpower bill to positively redirect
our Nation's disparate job training
efforts.
It is tempting to be swept along by the
worthy intent of the bipartisan measure
before us. One cannot ignore the compelling truths embodied in the measure's
findings and purposes. I commend the
sponsors, Democrats and Republicans for
their excellent intentions embodied in
S.31.
Unemployment is ravaging thooe in
our society who suffer most, low-income
persons, non-English-speaking persons
and young returning veterans.
'
Our hard-pressed States and municipaiities operate on austerity budgets that
deprive citizens of vital public services.
Put these two truths together and you
have the findings of the bill. Propose that
the unemployed be hired to bolster public services and you have the purpose of
the bill.
It sounds simple, Mr. President but
it is not. There is a wide chasm bet~een
intent and implementation across which
this measure provides only a rudimentary
and shaky bridge. Its provisions are in~dequate to insure that, if enacted, the
mtent of Congress will be realized in fact.
All the tools necessary to build a
stronger bridge are available. All that is
needed is a little time. Thirty-three days
will be sufficient.
Mr. President, on March 16 I introduced the administration's Manpower
Revenue Sharing Act of 1971 <S. 1243).
I regret that the preparation of this
measure was delayed and thus it was not
ready for consideration by the committee
during hearings on S. 31. This measure
reflects the obvious need to unify manpower program resources under a single
local authority. The bill would provide
the States and major units of local government greatly expanded responsibility
and flexibility in implementing manpower programs.
Of the revenue to be shared under this
measure, some or all of the funds r.eceived by a State or local government
could be used for transitional public
service employment. This is clearly
spelled out in the language of section
101<a) 4(B) of S. 1243. Thus the administration has recognized the need for
and proposed to fund transitional public
service employment as part of a sponsor's overall manpower strategy.
The essential ingredient in the administration's proposal is that the State or
local government, as the prime sponsor
determines what portions of the man~
po:w:er re~ources c~:r;t most effectively be
utilized In transitional public service
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employment. Such employment is, therefore, part of a sponsor's overall manpower
strategy, which is tied in with other essential training, counseling, and work experience components.
The day following my introduction of
S. 1243, the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, by a vote of 15 to 2,
ordered S. 31 reported. I supported reporting the measure at that time, while
noting that I might oppose the measure
in the Senate if an accommodation could
not be reached between S. 31 and the
administration's revenue-sharing proposal, S. 1243.
Subsequent discussions toward this
end reflected the good faith of the participants but resulted in no accommodation. I believe the failure to reach an
accord was due in large part to the
limited time available. I further believe
that our discussions brought us almost
within sight of an effective compromise
on a comprehensive manpower package.
I feel that with the time allowed by this
motion, such a compromise can be
achieved.
What remains to be resolved are the
questions of proliferation versus consolidation of our manpower program
sponsors and whether funds triggered in
times of high unemployment should be
used for a broad range of manpower
programs or solely for public service employment.
I believe that if this motion succeeds,
the committee can hold hearings on
manpower legislation, draft a comprehensive manpower bill, and report back
by May 4.
While there are other provisions in
S. 31 that fall short of its worthy intent
and portend poorly for the equitable and
effective use of the sums authorized, I
have intentionally limited my remarks to
the major points that must and, I believe,
can be resolved.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an outline of the problems
attendant with this measure be printed
in the RECORD at the conclusion of my
remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. PROUTY. I believe that with more
time, further hearings, and discussions,
we shall be able to develop a comprehensive framework of manpower services
into which transitional public service employment fits as an integral component.
I have long supported the concept of
federally supported public service employment, and I wish to see it become law
in a carefully constructed framework,
rather than in a jerry-built fashion.
I can only ask that Senators give careful cor..sideration to the consequences of
public service employment as a

new,

separate, categorical program layered on
top of our existing manpower maze.
I can only ask that Senators give care-

ful consideration to my request for 33
days' time in which to seek a solution to
our differences. I believe they are not as
great as they may have seemed when we
were pressed for time.
I believe that those who we all seek to
assist will be better served by further deliberations, rather than by hasty ap-

proval of a measure that might be vetoed
if enacted in it& present form.
If we are impatient to proceed, I ask
only that Senators consider the present
course on which we are set. I believe it is
the wrong course, and the prudent course
at this time is patience for 33 days.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
ExHmiT 1
PROBLEMS ATTENDANT WITH S. 31 AS
DISCERNED BY SENATOR PROUTY

There are fourteen problems which in total
seem to defy refinement by the amendment
process.
The problems I discern are:
( 1) With no size limit on the eligible applicants detailed in Section 5 of S. 31, every
county, municipality, township, school district and special district would be a potential applicant for funds. The Bureau of
Census' 1967 Census of Government revealed
81,248 such independent units of government
which could conceivably join the states and
private non-profit agencies in a stampede on
the funds authorized by S. 31, once triggered
and appropriated. Such a potential proliferation of applicants moves our manpower efforts in the wrong direction, away from consolidation toward chaos.
(2) Section 6(c) (1) of S. 31 is drafted in
such a way as to imply that funds under
this Act would be used for "for profit" public
works projects under contract from a sponsor. I do not believe that such profit-making
activities are consistent with the intent of
this legislation.
(3) Section 6(c) (3) of S. 31 in requiring
"assurance that special consideration will
be given to the filling of jobs which provi~e
sufficient prospects for advancement or suitable continued employment . . ." negates
the concept of transitional public service
employment as part of the job training processes.
(4) This bill, viewed in its entirety, is in
direct conflict with the demonstrated need
for local self-determination in the areas of
manpower employment and training, and
with the basic concept of revenue sharing
which has strong support in principle from
states and units of local government.
(5) S. 31 opens the door to improper infringement by the Federal Government into
areas properly under control of the states.
This, of course, flows from the broad authority and discretion vested in the Secretary of Labor and the lack of adequate limitations and controls.
For example, the authority given the Secretary in section 6(c) (14) to promulgate
regulations requiring the reevaluation of
state and local civil service requirements is
completely inappropriate.
In 1966, a bill to amend the Wagner-Peyser
Act was passed by the Senate. One of my
amendments adopted at that time deleted
authority given to the Secretary to interfere with state wage scales and state merit
systems.
That bill was S. 2974, reported by our
Committee, but not the bill submitted by
President Johnson and endorsed by his Administration.
In testifying before our Committee on this
subject, then Secretary of Labor Willard
Wirtz detailed his personal convictions of the
manner in which a proper Federal-State partnership relationship should be maintained.
With respect to S. 2974 and a similar House
bill, Mr Wirtz stated that these bills:
"Provide the opportunity for a quite dif·
ferent Federal-State relationship . . . by
permitting greater federal control."
"The provisions of these bills do not seem
to fully recognize the division o! authority
between the Federal Government and the
States which is needed in a Federal-State
partnership. Rather, they give almost complete authority to the Secretary, who can in
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turn utilize State agencies as his agents in
carrying out his authority."
I sub-mit, that this comment is completely
relevant with respect to the pending bill.
(6) The requirements in Section 7 that
Governors, local governments, and Community Action Agencies be afforded the opportunity to comment on lengthy and detailed
applications required by Section 6 would, if
. followed, be unwieldly to administer. If such
comments are required, they should be reviewed by the Department of Labor. such reviews would require an army of bureaucrats
and an inordinate amount of time inconsistent with the emergency nature of this
legislation.
(7) The apportionment formula in Section
8 requires the Secretary to apportion funds
on a basis for which no data exists at the
city and county level. Detailed data would
have to be developed. Here again the delays
attendant with the development of the data.
are inconsistent with the emergency nature
of this legislation.
I also am distrubed by the loosely-drafted
apportionment formula., which seems to me
a throwback to the mid-1960's when funds
allocated under the Manpower Development
and Training Act were shifted by the secretary of Labor from rural to urban areas. My
1968 amendments to MDTA corrected these
abuses and I cannot support a. reversion to
broad discretionary apportionment powers
such as contained in section 8.
My apprehension in this instance stems
from my concern, bolstered by experience
in the 1960's, that our rural areas are discriminated against in the absence of safeguards as to the allocation and duration
of availability of funds.
(8) The 20 percent set aside of funds for
use by the Secretary of Labor specified in
seotion 9 is contrary to our manpower experience, which dictates that the decision
on mix of services and allowances, program
design and responsiveness to the needs of
the unemployed are mattera which can best
be locally determined. I am also opposed, in
principle, to the authorization of appropriations in the amount of $350 million to
be spent as the Secretary of Labor pleases.
The language of Section 9 can best be described carte blanche.
(9) Again in Section 10 the Secretary of
Labor is given unbridled authority to spend
"such amount as he deems necessary to provide for continuing evaluation of programs
assisted under this Act and their impact on
related programs". I endorse the concept of
ongoing evaluation of all programs, but in
principle I object to the unUmi,t ed authority granted to the Secretary to spend funds
appropriated pursuant to this Act.
(10) Section lO(a) (2) seeks to answer the
problem of what happens to those employed
pursuant to this bill when funds are detriggered. The language requires the sponsor
to make "maximum efforts" to find other
employment or "training opportunities" for
these employees. The impact of this provision on other "training opportunities", i.e.
manpower programs, has not been clearly
thought out. "Employees" under the provisions of S. 31 would not be eligible for
the majority of other manpower programs.
Legislative enrollment standards of the Economic Opportunity Act and Work Incentive
Program (Social Security Acrt, Title IV)
would exclude most S. 31 employees from
consideration. The same holds true for many
categorical programs funded under MDTA.
(11) Section ll(a) (2) of this Act provides
for wage :floors for those employed under s.
31 without providing a wage ceiling. I do not
believe Congress intends that public service
employment should include $20,000 a year
administrators or public relations men. Yet,
without a wage ceiling on compensation,
high paying programs could be created that
would lure persons in low-paying jobs into
the public service slots and provide a disincentive for those employed under the pro-
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gram to move to permanent private jobs or
public jobs not subsidized by this bill.
{12) Section 11 {a) {3) could not be applied. An employee under the S. 31 program
could not be eligible for retirement, health
insurance, etc., unless the employer could
view him as a permanent worker in a permanent job slot. Permanent, federally-subsidized public service employment is not the
expressed intent of S. 31. How can the provisions of Sect ion 11{a) {3) possibly be implemented when funds authorized under this
bill are only a "shot in the arm"?
{13) Section 11 {h) of S. 31 is not adequate
civil rights language. While it seeks to protect an employee hired pursuant to S. 31, its
protection falls short in that the nondiscrimination provision is not applied to the
administrative, technical, supervisory and
other "overhead" staff of the sponsor. Nondiscrimination with regard to those employed
can only be achieved if the sponsor's staff
has been established on a nondiscriminatory
basis.
{14) The definition of "unemployed"
found in Section 13{7) poses many practical problems, since apportionment of fUnds
under Section 8{a) is based on the number
of unemployed and rate of unemployment.
The definition of Section 13 {7) is not consistent with current statistical standards and
will require the creation of a duplicate data
collection system, yielding results that are
inconsistent with the accepted concepts of
unemployment.

in the first place. I think we have moved
toward the President's position on several matters of real substance.
This is not a permanent employment
bill. It is an emergency bill. Recommittal
would act as if we have no emergency,
that there is no unemployment facing
our country.
The desire here is to get going with a
bill that will meet the problem now. If
it were passed now, there would be employment for at least 150,000 unemployed
Americans by this spring or summer, if
the other body acts with the dispatch
that this body does, and if the President does not veto it-and I do not think
he has any grounds for vetoing it so that
it will not be vetoed-we would at least
make that dent in unemployment now
and demonstrate that the program could
work, and then have a full opportunity
with the permanent legislation that
comes before us to make a wise decision
based on the experience with this or that
bill.
I urge the Senate to vote not to recommit this measure.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BROCK). Who yields time?
Mr. NELSON. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from Minnesota.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Minnesota is recognized for 2
minutes.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, this
is another opportunity for the Senate to
act.
There is trouble in the countryside.
The cities and towns, the States and, indeed, the Federal Government, are ready
to utilize manpower that lies dormant
or unused.
It is a capital crime to permit unemployment when this Nation needs men
and women on the job.
This Congress has an obligation to provide employment. If the private sector
cannot provide it, then the Government
must.
One of the new bill of rights of the
20th century should be the right to gainful employment, the right to obtain
work and earn one's way.
I hear about the program for reorganization. They say we have to recognize
the Government.
I suggest that we start to govern and
start to get things done. It will take
some time to get reorganization. Maybe
reorganization is needed. But I tell you,
Mr. President, what is needed more than
reorganization is jobs-j-o-b-s.
They can be fulfilled immediately.
There is not a city in America that does
not have a list of jobs waiting to be
fulfilled.
This emergency act is desperately
needed. It should have been signed into
law a year ago. The unemployed people
should have been at work. The country
has suffered. The people have suffered.
The economy has suffered.
I submit, Mr. President, that if we do

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. PROUTY. I yield.
Mr. DOMINICK. I congratulate the
Senator for putting into very clear context this motion to recommit. It is not
designed to kill the bill. It is designed to
try to work out some compromise between the present bill, as I understand it,
and S. 1243, which was introduced by
the distinguished Senator from Vermont
and cosponsored by me.
It seems to me that the few days we
are talking about are not going to create
much problem, because before this bill
could become effective, it would have to
go through the House and conference and
then there would have to be a national
index of 3 months or more of a certain
unemployment rate.
So we are not delaying things, in the
way of trying to provide legislation which
will be of assistance. I think, rather, we
are working in the right direction to try
to provide better legislation for the problem we all face.
Mr. PROUTY. I thank the Senator for
his remarks. That is exactly what we are
trying to do.
Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and
nays on the motion.
The yeas and the nays were ordered.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I reserve
the remainder of my time.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Wisconsin yield me 2
minutes?
Mr. NELSON. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from California.
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I see
no reason to recommit this bill. We had
hearings last year. We had a bill that
was different in several substantial ways not do something about it, some of us
go down to the White House and be will suffer, so I think it is about time to
vetoed. We have come back and again act.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
had hearings. We have produced a bill
that goes a long way to meet many of myself 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senthe major objections that led to the veto
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ator from Wisconsin is recognized for 3
minutes.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, as to the
suggestion of the distinguished Senator
from Vermont that we recommit the bill
back to committee and reconsider it, I
understand he expressed his hope that
we could come out with a comprehensive
manpower bill and consider the President's manpower revenue sharing bill.
Is that correct?
JYrr. PROUTY. That is correct. And I
would hope that many of the provisions
in S. 31 would be included in such a
comprehensive manpower measure.
Mr. NELSON. I thank the Senator.
I understand the Senator's intent. We
do need to pass comprehensive manpower reform legislation. We did it la.st
year by a large majority and the President vetoed it. This is an emergency
public service employment bill before us
now. If we are going to do something, we
need to pass it soon.
The subcommittee is now conducting
hearings on the administration's request
for legislation providing for an extension of the Economic Opportunity Act,
which expires at the end of June. We
hope to complete the hearings on the
OEO legislation and mark up the bill,
and finish that by late May or early June.
So that the earliest we would be able
to take up the question of comprehensive manpower reform, and the President's newly introduced proposal, as wel1
as other proposals that will be before
the committee, would probably be some
time in June. When we conducted hearings and the markup of the comprehensive manpower reform bill, starting more
than a year ago, it took us 10 months
for the hearings, the markup, the debate, and passage of the bill in both
Houses of Congress. It will not, I think,
take 10 months this time, but I do not
see any possibility of having comprehensive manpower reform legislation
passed in both Houses of Congress to go
into effect prior to some time next year.
It just is not in the cards.
So that would be my objection to recommittal of this emergency bill. I
hasten to say that we do need comprehensive manpower reform legislation. I
shall be conducting hearings and we will
get it out as fast as we can. To recommit
the pending emergency bill would constitute a fatal delay, considering the objectives and the purposes of this bill to
provide jobs in the immediate future.
Mr. President, how much time do I
have r·e maining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Nine
minutes.
Mr. NELSON. Does any Senator wish
time on the bill at this time? If not, I
am prepared to yield back my time.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, how
much time do I have?
- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Five minutes.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
myself 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sena;tor from Vermont is recognized for 3
minutes.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I think
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we should recognize, first, that this is not
a bill which will take care of large num~
bers of the unemployed. At most, some
150,000 jobs would be created under the
provisions of this legislation.
Certainly, if we can provide 150,00u
jobs for unemployed persons, that will
be a worthwhile effort. However, this bill
does not create the massive programs
which I think many people have been
led to believe it will create.
Mr. President, earlier, I referred to
this as a bipartisan bill. It has a number
of Republican sponsors. But I think some
Republicans may have sponsored S. 31
primarily because of their interest in the
overall objective. I do not think all were
aware of the provisions of the bill as it
finally emerged from committee.
I think, Mr. President, that the two
bills, the administration's Manpower
Revenue Sharing Act of 1971, and S. 31,
can be combined and enacted at about
the same time. No one wants to wait
for a year or two before putting such a
comprehensive program into action.
Mr. President, although I cannot speak
for the administration, I would guess that
so far as the money is concerned, there
would be relatively little difference be~
tween the two proposals for triggering
extra manpower funds in times of high
unemployment.
I also believe that we must recognize
that the mayors and the Governors of
our Nation, and the people throughout
our country, are concerned with the
enormity of the problems confronting
them now. They rightfully insist on revenue sharing. It seems to me that my
motion provides us the opportunity to
combine the best features of S. 31 and
the administration's manpower revenue
sharing bill, enact a comprehensive manpower bill promptly and implement
workable job training programs with
dispatch.
Mr. President, I hope very much that
the motion to recommit will be agreed to.
Let me point out again that this motion
is not a move to kill the bill but merely
offers a chance to analyze it in all its
complexity and report it back with instructions by May 4.
Let me raise one or two questions with
respect to the present bill. Once detriggering is announced, can we reasonably
expect to leave the sponsors of cities and
States either to pick up the tab or to tum
the S. 31 employees out? Also, with the
prevailing rate-of-pay provision are
there any, incentives for those employed
under S. 31 to seek a permanent job if
available? I think we will find that, in
many cases, people who are now employed will leave their jobs and become
involved in this program because of the
lure of a higher income.
There are many aspects of this bill
that compel further study. These are
outlined in the material I have earlier
inserted in the RECORD. I would suggest
that we have not given sufficient thought
to the complexities of S. 31 with which
we are confronted at the present time.
I hope very much that we will return
the bill to the committee for a brief
period of time and that by May fourth
we can bring out a bill which will be
broader in scope and more responsive to

our needs than the one we are considering at the present time.
Mr. President, unless there are further
requests for time over here, I am willingly to yield back my time.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
having expired, the question is on agreeing to the motion to recommit. On this
question the yeas and nays have been ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. GRIFFIN (after having voted in
the affirmative). On this vote I have a
pair with the Senator from Oregon <Mr.
HATFIELD). If he were present and voting, he woud vote "nay.'' If I were permitted to vote, I would vote "yea." I
withdraw my vote.
Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted
in the negative). On this vote I have a
pair with the Senator from Washington
<Mr. JACKSON). If he were present and
voting, he would vote "nay.'' If I were
permitted to vote, I would change my
vote. Therefore, I withdraw my vote.
Mr. FANNIN (after having voted in
the affirmative). I have already voted
"yea." I have a pair with the Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. McCLELLAN) . If he
were present and voting, he would vote
"nay." I withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia (after
having voted in the negative). I have
already voted in the negative. I have a
pair with the distinguished senior Senator from Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON).
If he were present and voting, he would
vote "nay." If I were allowed to vote, I
would change my vote to yea; having already voted in the negative. I, therefore,
withdraw my vote to pair with the Senator from Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON).
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia: I announce that the Senator from Missouri
<Mr. EAGLETON), the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator from
Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from
Oklahoma (Mr. HARRIS) , the Senator
from Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the
Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the
Senator from Washington <Mr. MAGNUSON), the Senator from South Dakota
<Mr. McGovERN), and the Senator from
California (Mr. TUNNEY) are necessarily
absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from New Mexico <Mr. MONTOYA) and
the Senator from Arkansas <Mr. McCLELLAN) are absent on official business.
I also announce that the Senator from
North Carolina (Mr. JORDAN) is absent
because of illness.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Louisiana <Mr.
ELLENDER), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
GRAVEL) , the Senator from Oklahoma
(Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. McGovERN), the Senator
from New Mexico (1\1r. MONTOYA), and
the Senator from California <Mr. TuNNEY) would each vote "Nay."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) is
absent because of death in his family.
The Senator from Massachusetts <Mr.
BROOKE), the Senators from Oregon (Mr.
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HATFIELD and Mr. PACKWOOD), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENs) and the
Senator from Texas (Mr. TowER) are
necessarily absent.
The Senator from Florida (Mr. GuRNEY) and the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
SAXBE) are absent on official business.
The Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER) and the Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. MUNDT) are absent because
of illness.
The Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
BAKER) is detained on official business.
If present and voting, the Senator from
South Dakota <Mr. MUNDT) would vote
"Yea.''
The pair of the Senator from Oregon
(Mr. HATFIELD) has been previously
announced.
On this vote, the Senator from Texas
(Mr. TOWER) is paired with the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. BROOKE).
If present and voting, the Senator from
Texas would vote "Yea" and the Sena~
tor from Massachusetts would vote
"Nay."
The result was announced-yeas 29.
nays 44, as follows:
(No. 34 Leg.)
Aiken
Allen
Allott
Beall
Bellman
Boggs
Brock
Buckley
Byrd, Va.
Cook

YEAS-29
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Dole
Dominick
Eastland
Ervin
Fang
Hansen

Jordan, Idaho
Miller
Prouty
Roth
Stennis
Taft
Thurmond
Weicker
Young

Hruska

NAYS--44
Anderson
Hughes
Pell
Bayh
Humphrey
Percy
Bentsen
Inouye
Proxmire
Bible
Javits
Randolph
Burdick
Kennedy
Ribicoff
Cannon
Mathias
Schweiker
Case
McGee
Scott
Chiles
Mcintyre
Smith
Church
Metcalf
Sparkman
Cranston
Mondale
Spong
Fulbright
Moss
Stevenson
Gambrell
Muskie
Symington
Hart
Nelson
Talmadge
Hartke
Pastore
Williams
Hollings
Pearson
PRESENT AND GIVING LIVE PAIRS, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-4
Griffin, for.
Mansfield, for.
Fannin, for.
Byrd of West Virginia, for.
NOT VOTING-23
Montoya
Baker
Harris
Mundt
Bennett
Hatfield
Packwood
Brooke
Jackson
Saxbe
Eagleton
Jordan, N.C.
Stevens
Ellender
Long
Tower
Goldwater
Magnuson
Tunney
Gravel
McClellan
Gurney
McGovern

So Mr. PROUTY's motion to recommit
the bill was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. TAFI'. Mr. President, I send
amendments to the desk and ask for
their immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendments will be stated.
The legislative clerk read the amendments, as follows:
On page 26, line 11, strike out through
line 14.
On page 31, line 22, beginning with the
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word "whichever" strike out down through
" (B) " on p·a.ge 32 line 1.
On page 32, line 3, beginning with the
word "or" strike out down through line 5,
and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"and not higher than $500 per month each;"
On page 32, line 8, strike out "retirement".
On page 33, line 7, strike out through
line 13.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Ohio request that the
amendments be considered en blcc?
Mr. TAFI'. Yes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, the
amendments will be considered en bloc.
The Senator from Ohio.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Sen9.tor from
West Virginia.
Mr. BYRD of \Vest Virglnia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
time on this amendment be limited to
20 minutes, to be equally divided and
controlled by the mover of the amendment <Mr. TAFT) and the manager of the
bill (Mr. NELSON).
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. NELSON. Temporarily, Mr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator reserve the right to object?
Mr. NELSON. I reserve the right to
object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator reserves the right to object.
Mr. NELSON. Would the Senator from
Ohio advise us as to whether he has a
copy of the amendment. We do not have
it.
Mr. TAFT. I have a copy of the
amendment. I am sorry.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I have no
objection to the proposed unanimous
consent agreement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the proposed unanimous
consent agreement? Without objection,
the request is agreed to.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask for the
yeas and nays on the amendments at the
conclusion of the time allotted on the
amendment.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time? Does the Senator from Ohio
desire recognition?
Mr. TAFT. Yes, Mr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. How
much time does the Senator from Ohio
yield to himself?
Mr. TAFT. The Senator from Ohio
yields himself 10 minutes.
Mr. President, the purpose of this
amendment is a general one. While there
are four separate sections to it, its purpose is to try to make this a transitional
bill, to try to make it a bill which will
broaden the impact and direct it primarily toward doing something about unemployment in this country.
As was pointed out in the discussion on
the bill generally today at an earlier
time, the maximum number of jobs involved under the bill in any event is 150,000, if the average pay per employee under the bill is to be $5,000.
There was a great deal of testimony
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in the record before the committee to requirement that State and local minithe effect that the intention of the cit- mum wages be observed.
ies and States involved in connection
Again, it is a matter of broadening
with this bill was to hire skilled per- the provision and trying to get jobs to
sonnel, to get them to work on particu- people who need them most, who need
lar projects for which they had been un- the training and the skill, who may be
able to hire such people previously.
particularly oriented toward public emI am afraid the purposes are conflict- ployment, trying to get to them and
ing. That purpose, to me, conflicts with allowing them to take advantage of this
what ought to be the primary purpose particular provision of the act.
of this bill. To attempt to correct the
The next provision is a very simple
purposes, these amendments have been one. It puts a limitation, which I strongly
drafted. I shall review them very briefly. feel should be applied, upon the top pay
The first of these amendments, on to be received by any employee under
page 26, would strike out lines 11 through this bill.
14. This provision in the bill refers to
Admittedly, it rules right out of the
and I quote:
bill, unless they are willing to take work
The wages or salaries to be paid persons at a salary limit of $6,000, specialists,
employed in public service jobs under this professionals, skilled persons. ParticuAct and a comparison with the wages paid larly it rules them out if we retain the
for similar public occupations by the same provision now in the bill, because it
employer.
might require pay of $25,000, $30,000, or
In other words, persons employed un- $35,00'0. When we have only $500 million
der this act would have to be paid the being authorized here for what would be
going rates which employees employed by only 150,000 jobs, and we have an una city or State, or whatever other body employment roll of somewhere near 5,might employ them, would pay them. 440,000, it seems to me it makes good
This is basically a mandatory provision. sense to put a top limitation of this type
I point out one or two ways in which in the bill and try to orient it toward
it could be clearly alarming in some dis- doing something about unemployment.
I am not against cities hiring more
tricts, and I know that is particularly so
with reference to the pay scales of police people, if they need them to do public
o:ffi.cers in some municipalities in Ohio. It service jobs, but they ought to, under the
would have the effect of requiring for Federal sharing provisions, hire employmen employed in this area a wage rate ees they want to hire and pay what they
in excess of the rates already being paid want to pay them under the program.
those police o:ffi.cers by a particular muThe next provision would remove a
nicipality. The prevailing rate in Cleve- provision which I think is completely
land-and it says the rate shall be at contrary to the transitional nature of
least as high as that paid anybody else the program proposed under this bill, by
in the entire State-is a great deal higher taking the word "retirement" out of the
than the rate in Cleveland Heights or benefits required to be paid to employees
some other city of that particular county. hired under the provisions of this bill'.
If anybody were employed under this Inasmuch as it is a transitional bill, it
act, we would automatically find there seems to me that retirement benefits are
was a conflict between the rate paid peo- not properly considered under it, and one
ple presently permanently employed and should look to permanent employment if
those who would be temporarily em- he is going to talk about retirement
ployed in that same type of work. The benefits.
purpose of my amendment is to eliminate
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
that conflict.
Senator yield at that point?
One other purpose of the amendment
Mr. TAFT. I am happy to yield.
is to make it more possible to meet other
Mr. NELSON. If the Senator wants to
purposes of the act in connection with consider separately the amendment to
employment of disabled veterans, whose delete the reference to retirement benecapacity to work may be somewhat fits, I would be willing to accept the
limited but who might not be hired un- removal of the word "retirement" from
der the bill if this provision were not the bill.
in it.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Then there are the disadvantaged peo- Senator yield?
ple. We talk about hiring disadvantaged
Mr. TAFT. I am glad to yield to the
persons by establishing realistic stand- Senator from New York.
ards which they can meet for the pracMr. JAVITS. I have discussed that
tical purpose of getting the job done, but with the Senator from Wisconsin. That
who might not be able to measure up to would be a very desirable improvement,
the standards usually required.
and I thoroughly agree that on a shortThose are some aspects of the amend- term bill, we should leave out the comment which is designed to make it a plexities of the matter of retirement.
sound provision and to broaden the base
I think the Senator from Ohio has
of that provision.
made a distinct contribution to the bill
The next amendment provides on page in that respect. As to the other parts
31, line 22, beginning with the word of his amendment, there is considerable
"whichever," strike out down through concern.
"(b)" on page 32, line 1. It would prevent
If we set a roof of $500 on compensaapplication of the Federal minimum tion, for example, and a man has four,
wage laws being imposed upon public five, or six children, he is within the
service employees, which would be the poverty level at $.500 a month. As a matsituation with regard to the public serv- ter of fact, under present conditions he is
ice employees hired under this law unless probably within the poverty level at $500
this provision is changed. It retains the a month with two children.

,
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Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, we cannot hear the Senator from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. I apologize to my colleague. I should use this marvelous device which I urged for so many years.
Mr. President, I am just saying to my
colleague from Ohio that I would hope
that he might consider some rewriting of
his amendment respecting the prevailing
wage and the minimum wage. I think it
is too restrictive. I think the ceiling is too
tight. As a matter of fact, I think a ceiling is impracticable. But I think maybe
we can work up something, if we pass
this one by and go to his next one, that
will give an indication of our purpose
to the Secretary, plus some discretion in
the Secretary, and take us off the automaticity which I think he objects to with
respect to the three categories in this
provision.
Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator for
his remarks. Unfortunately, the problem
is that the committee, in other statements and other provisions in the bill,
plus a good deal of evidence that was
put in during the hearings before the
subcommittee, would seem to indicate
that the intention is to hire substantially paid professional and skilled personnel, with a prevailing wage provision to pay them rather high salaries.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired. Who yields time?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I believe that
I have the time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
is advised that the time was equally divided between the Senator from Ohio
and the Senator from Wisconsin. The
Senator's 10 minutes have expired.
Mr. NELSON. Would the Senator like
some more time?
Mr. TAFT. I would like a minute or
two.
Mr. NELSON. I yield the Senator 2
minutes from my time.
Mr. TAFT. There is one other provision in this amendment we have added,
which I think should be mentioned. We
have discussed it earlier in the discussion on the bill. That is the removal of
the provision, on page 33, requiring notification to and comments upon proposed
projects or programs by the Secretary
to labor unions representing employees
engaged in similar work in the same
labor market area to that proposed to
be performed under any program.
This certainly would be wholly impracticable without a clarification or
definition of just what is a labor organization which represents employees.
Is this a certified organization under the
National Labor Relations Act? Is it one
that even has a national vote, or is it one
which just claims it represents the employees? How many such labor unions
are there in any particular area? How
is the Secretary going to know about it,
and, if the Secretary does decide that he
wishes to notify them or does not wish to
notify them, what sanotion is there
under the bill?
I believe it is a wholly impracticable
and unusable provision, under this particular bill.
These are a framework of amendments which I think fit into one pattern,

to try to broaden the base of this bill and
truly direct it toward the unemployedto use the public service transitional concept in the bill, but direct it toward helping the people who need help most.
Mr. President, I yield back whatever
time may remain to the Senator from
Wisconsin.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Wisconsin yield 30 seconds
to me?
Mr. NELSON. I yield the Senator 30
seconds.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I demand
a division of the amendment. As I read
it, it is in three parts.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
BRocK). The Chair advises the Senator
from New York that unanimous consent
has been granted to consider them en
bloc.
Mr. JAVITS. Was this done at the beginning?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It was
done at the beginning of the consideration of the amendments.
The Senator from Wisconsin may
proceed.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, this
amendment, among other things, would
remove the requirement that, in public
service employment supported under this
legislation, the Federal minimum wage
be paid, or the prevailing rate for that
particular job in that particular municipality, wherever the employee is employed.
We considered this matter very carefully, and felt we shouad not be putting
Federal funds in to support public service employment programs where the job
paid less than the Federal minimum
wage, which is $1.60 an hour.
I think almost everyone agrees on this.
If someone takes a job in the field of
public employment, he should get the
rate of pay that that particular job
pays, because you do not expect someone
to work side by side with another person
being paid 10, 20, or 30 percent less
than his fellow worker doing exactly the
same work.
So the committee, I think, was agreed
on the concept that we would pay the
Federal minimum wage or the prevailing
rate for that particular job. That is the
essence of what the amendment would
delete from the bill reported by the committee.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will.
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
Mr. DOMINICK. It would be possible,
for a person with the same skill getting
less than the prevailing rate of pay, for
the local governments to make up the
difference, would it not?
Mr. NELSON. I did not understand the
question.
Mr. DOMINICK. I think the Senator
was commenting on the fact that he did
not want someone hired under this program to get less pay than someone else
who was not hired under this program.
The point I was making is, you could pay
them less under the Federal Government
subsidy, and make up the difference.
Mr. NELSON. Who would make up the
difference?
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Mr. DOMINICK. The local government, or whatever organization was
hiring the person.
Mr. NELSON. Under the bill, the Federal Government is authorized to pay up
to 90 percent of the cost. A job has to
pay $1.60, which is the Federal minimum
wage, or the prevailing rate for that job.
How would the Senator from Colorado
rectify the situation so that an employee
would not get less than the prevailing
wages for employees doing the same job.
He would have the municipality pick up
the difference, is that what he is saying?
Mr. DOMINICK. All I am saying, in response to the Senator's response to the
Senator from Ohio, is that if in fact
someone was coming on to this program
at a level which was lower than that
paid someone doing similar work with
similar skills, the difference between
what would be paid under the program
and raising it to the level of the salary
the other person doing the same work
would be paid either by the municipality,
the local government, or the private or
public organization which was going forward with the program.
Mr. NELSON. It could be.
Mr. President, how much time do I
have?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 3 minutes.
Mr. NELSON. I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. NELSON. I think my time is gone.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, may I ask
what the situation is on the time?
Mr. NELSON. I had 3 minutes remaining. The time of the Senator from Ohio
has expired. I yielded my 3 minutes back.
Mr. MILLER. Would the Senator withhold that and permit me to speak?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I get back 2
minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Does the Senator yield to the Senator
from Iowa?
Mr. NELSON. I yield whatever time the
Senator needs.
Mr. MILLER. I thank the Senator.
Mr. President, if I could have the attention of the Senator from Ohio and the
Senator from Wisconsin, there may be a
way out of this momentary impasse.
I am reading now from the food stamp
bill we passed in the- S-enate last December. We had this very problem in
our conference committee with respect
to this type of wage scale. Let me read
the language and see whether it might
serve to be the approach we could use in
this instance.
We refused the eligibility of someone
who ''has refused to accept employment
or public work at not less than, first, the
applicable State minimum wage, second,
the applicable Federal minimum wage,
third, the applicable wage established
by a valid regulation of the Federal Government authorized by existing law to
establish such regulations, or $1.30 per
hour if there is no applicable wage as
described in first, second, or third."
We said this: If this person is in a
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position that is covered by the Federal
minimum wage, that will apply. If he is
in a position that is not covered by the
Federal minimum wage but is covered by
a State or local minimum wage, that
will apply. If there is an applicable wage
established by a valid regulation, that
will apply. Finally, if none of these conditions apply, it will be $1.30 per hour. It
seems to me that this is a pretty sensible approach. We spent a great deal of
time on it in the conference committee
between the two Houses.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield at that point?
Mr. MILLER. I yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
advises the Senator from Wisconsin that
all time has expired.
Mr. NELSON. I got only 2 minutes
back. I ask unanimous consent that
the other minute I yielded back be given
to me.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, this is an
extremely vital part of the consideration.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the time be extended for 6 minutes, to be equally divided between the manager of the bill
and the distinguished Senator from Ohio
(Mr. TAFT).
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.
Who yields time?
Mr. NELSON. I yield myself 2 minutes.
This is the problem with that sugges~
tion: With a minimum wage of $1.60, if
a man or a woman works full time, 8
hours a day, for a year, he or she will receive $3,328. The poverty level for a family of four is $3,800. The Labor Department minimum urban income budget is
$6,900. So even at $1.60, this person will
be working at almost $500 a year under
the poverty wage. I do not think we ought
to endorse a payment for a public service job that is more than $500 below the
minimum wage for a family of four.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, with regard
to the proposal made by the Senator from
Iowa, I think it certainly is a vast improvement over the language presently
in the measure before the Senate. I question whether it really is an improvement
over the provisions we have, letting the
State and local minimum wage apply.
One of the problems is that I do not
know whether these people are Federal
employees or not. The language suggested
by the Senator would bring in the Federal minimum wage in a case where one
worker was under the Federal minimum
wage, working right alongside another
worker who was not. The fact is that
many public employees are working today at salaries under the poverty level.
They may lose their jobs if their salaries
are raised over the poverty level and if it
is provided that all employees in the particular situation will receive additional
pay, without providing the municipality
with the wherewithal to pay it.

amendment is going. It is aimed at providing a lot of public service jobs to a
lot of municipalities and States and other
public bodies which are short on funds,
because of the deficiencies of our revenue
system in this country, not because of
unemployment.
We were talking about New York City
a few minutes ago. In New York City,
Mayor Lindsay says they could use 50,000
to 100,000 additional public service jobs.
I am sure they could. Yet, as the Senator
from Michigan has said, the rate of unemployment in New York City is 4.5 percent.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. TAFI'. I yield.
Mr. MILLER. I want to emphasize
that the Senate decided on these provisions last December. The Senator
from Wisconsin was not heard to complain about them. These provisions relate to public work, and I fail to see why
he is objecting to it now, if he did not
object to it last December. This attempts
to bring order out of a chaotic situation. All I am saying is that the Senate
decided, Congress decided, that these
various positions would be covered by
the applicable law.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. NELSON. I yield 1 minute to the
Senator from Rhode Island.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, it is my
understanding that what we are trying
to do here is to find a job for an unemployed person before he goes on relief
and not spend a great deal of money to
try to train him to get a job after he
gets on relief.
If we are going to tamper with the
wage level, I am afraid that we are going to make it very attractive for an unemployed person to go on relief rather
than take the job, and I hope we will
follow the committee and avoid this.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, do I have
1 minute remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. NELSON. In response to the distinguished Senator from Iowa, let me
say that the food stamp plan set a wage
standard for jobs in private employment
one had to take, if available, to be eligible
for food stamps.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, I must
invite the Senator's attention to the language which refers to public or private-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator yield?
Mr. NELSON. I think it is mostly private. In any case, let me cite one statistic: Working full time, 8 hours a day,
for a year, under the $1.30 rate, one
would receive $2,704. I think it would
be immoral for us to endorse so low a
wage.
I yield back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has expired.

The whole problelll and the confusion

The question is on agreeing to the

emphasize once more that this is not

amendments of the Senator from Ohio.

really a single purpose bill; it is a double

On this question the yeas and nays have

purpose bill. If it were just aimed at em-

been ordered, and the clerk will call the

ployment, we would be going the way my
CXVII-588-Part 7
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roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD (after having voted
in the negative). On this vote I have a
pair with the distinguished Senator from
Washington (Mr. JACKSON). I have already voted in the negative. If he were
present and voting, he would vote "nay."
I withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Missouri
(Mr. EAGLETON), the Senator from Louisiana <Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator from
Alaska <Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from
Oklahoma <Mr. HARRIS), the Senator
from Louisiana <Mr. LoNG), the Senator
from Washington (Mr. MAGNUSON), the
Senator from South Dakota <Mr. McGovERN), the Senator from California (Mr.
TuNNEY), and the Senator from Washington <Mr. JAcKsoN) are necessarily
absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from New Mexico <Mr. MoNTOYA) and
the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. McCLELLAN) are absent on official business.
I also announce that the Senator from
North Carolina <Mr. JoRDAN) is absent
because of illness.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Washington
<Mr. MAGNUSON) and the Senator from
California <Mr. TuNNEY) would · each
vote "nay."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Utah <Mr. BENNETT) is
absent because of death in his family.
The Senator from Massachusetts <Mr.
BROOKE), the Senators from Oregon <Mr.
HATFIELD and Mr. PACKWOOD), the Senator from Alaska <Mr. STEVENS), and the
Senator from Texas (Mr. TowER) are
necessarily absent.
The Senator from Florida <Mr. GuRNEY) and the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
SAXBE) are absent on official business.
The Senator from Arizona <Mr. GoLDWATER) and the Senator from South Dakota <Mr. MUNDT) are absent because of
illness.
On this vote, the Senator from Texas
<Mr. TowER) is paired with the Senator
from Massachusetts <Mr. BROOKE). If
present and voting, the Senator from
Texas would vote "yea," and the Senator
from Massachusetts would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from South
Dakota <Mr. MUNDT), is paired with the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD).
If present and voting, the Senator from
South Dakota would vote "yea," and the
Senator from Oregon would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 27,
nays 50, as follows:
[No. 35 Leg.]
YEAS-27

All ott
Beall
Bellmon
Boggs
Brock
Buckley
Cotton
Curtis
Dole

Dominick
Ervin
Fannin
Fong
Hansen
Hruska
Jordan, Idaho
Miller

Aiken
Allen
Anderson
Baker
Bayh
Bentsen
Bible

Burdick
Byrd, Va.
Byrd, W.Va.
Cannon
Case
Chiles
Church

GrifHn

Pearson
Prouty
Roth
Stennis
Taft
Talmadge
Thurmond
Weicker
Young

NAYs-50
Cook
Cooper
Cranston
Eastland
Fulbright
Gambrell
Hart
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Ribicoff
Hartke
Metcalf
Schweiker
Hollings
Mondale
Scott
Hughes
Moss
Smith
Humphrey
Muskie
Sparkman
Inouye
Ne~n
Spong
Javits
Pastore
Stevenson
Kennedy
Pell
Symington
Mathias
Percy
Williams
McGee
Proxmirc
Mcintyre
Randolph
PRESENT AND ANNOUNCING, AS PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-1
Mansfield
NOT VOTING-22
Mundt
Bennett
Hatfield
Packwood
Brooke
Jackson
Sax be
Eagleton
Jordan, N.C.
Stevens
Ellender
Long
Tower
Goldwater
Magnuson
Tunney
Gravel
McClellan
Gurney
McGovern
Harris
Montoya

So Mr. TAFT's amendments were rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask that it
be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The amendment was read, as follows:
On page 20, line 12, between the words
"providing" and "employment", insert the
word "transitional".
on page 20, line 21, between the words
"for" and "public", insert the word "transitional".
On page 21, line 4, between the words
"with" and "employment," insert the word
"transitional".
On page 21, lines 14 and 15, between the
words "providing" and "employment", insert
the word "transitional".
on page 24, line 3, between the words
"provide" and "employment", insert the word
"transitional".
On page 24, at line 15, strike subsection (4)
in its entirety and substitute in lieu thereof
the following new subsection (4):
(4) providing transitional public service
employment which will enable the individuals so employed to move into public or private employment or training not supported
under this Act.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator wish to have the amendments
considered en bloc?
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendments
be considered en bloc.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, we have had that experience before. If the Senator will give
me a moment to look over the amendments, I am sure they will be all right;
but I do ask that he be kind enough to
withhold his request.
Mr. DOMINICK. Very well. Before I
ask unanimous consent, I will go forward
and explain the amendment. I do not
think we will need a rollcall on the
amendment after the Senator has had
an opportunity to read it.
When the debate on this bill began,
I stated that I was concerned all the way
through that we were not providing just
transitional jobs but jobs that might become permanent in nature, because of
the pressure that would be created to reauthorize this program after 2 years.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. DOMINICK. I yield.

Mr. JAVITS. If the Senator will be
kind enough to make his unanimous consent request, I have no objection.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendments
may be considered en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, it is
my hope that by putting in the word
"transitional' wherever we find reference
to public employment we will make crystal clear what I think was the intent of
the bill originally. It is for that reason
I have offered the amendment.
The last portion of the amendment,
a copy of which is on the desk of each
Senator, simply takes the definition out
of subsection 4, page 24, and substitutes
for it the definition under the same type
language which is in S. 1243; and it
therefore comes closer to what I believe
is the intent of the Senator from Wisconsin.
It is my hope that the Senator from
Wisconsin will accept the amendment.
Mr. NELSON. As I understand it, the
only purpose the Senator is seeking to
accomplish is to make clear that these
are transitional and not permanent jobs,
and that one of the objectives is to seek
to move them out of employment supported under this act into permanent
public or private employment.
Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator is totally
correct.
Mr. NELSON. I think that is a perfectly sound amendment, in language that
perhaps we should have placed in the bill
ourselves. I agree with the objective. I
am willing to accept the amendment.
Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
<Putting the question.)
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I send to the
desk an amendment and ask that it be
stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The amendment was read, as follows:
On page 32 line 8, strike out retirement.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the purpose
of this amendment is to take the retirement aspect out of this transitional employment program and, as indicated earlier in debate, this would probably be
agreeable to the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I think
the amendment is perfectly sound. I
have no objection to it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from Ohio. <Putting the
question.)
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I send to
the desk an amendment and ask that it
be stated.
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Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the effect
and purpose of this amendment is somewhat similar but would operate differently from the amendment over which we
had a good deal of discussion just a few
moments ago. The amendment would
leave in the bill section 11<a) (1) and (2).
pages 31 and 32. Section (2) provides
that "wages which shall not be lower
than whichever is the highest of (A) the
minimum wage which would be applicable to the employment under the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended • • • <B) the State or local minimum
wage for the most nearly comparable covered employment, or (C) the prevailing
rates of pay for persons employed in
similar public occupations by the same
employer."
However, the amendment would go on
and place a limitation on these minimum
provisions to require that there be no
higher level of pay than the $600 figure.
I would like to point out once more
that if we are to meet this problem, it is
estimated that at the $5,000 per year figured we would see the possibility of employing 150,000 of the 5,440,000 unemployed. As the average goes up the number of jobs go down.
I have a few figures in this connection.
At $1.60 an hour the average pay per
year would be $3,328. Obviously we are
not going to hit that average, but that
would be 225,000 jobs. At the $2 an hour
figure the average pay per year would be
$4,160, with a possibility of 180,000 jobs.
At $3 per hour the figure is $6,240 annual salary, and that is approximately
where this amendment would take it. If
that were averaged out, Mr. President.
you would have 120,000 jobs, down from
150,000 jobs. It seems to me this is a rea·
sonable limitation. If we go to $5 an hour,
the annual salary would be $10,400 and
we could only handle 72,000.
This is a reasonable limitation and l
hope it is accepted.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
time on this amendment be limited to
20 minutes, to be equally divided between
the distinguished Senator from Ohio <Mr.
TAFT), the mover of the amendment, and
the distinguished manager of the bill,
the Senator from Wisconsin <Mr. NELSON).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I am willing to cut it to 10 minutes for each side.
if the Senator is. I will use 5 minutes.
Mr. TAFT. I will be glad to do so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The request is for 10 minutes to be equally
divided. Is there objection? The Chair
hears no objection, and it is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and nays on the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Ohio (Mr. TAFT).

The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I think
this question should be left open and the
On page 32, line 5, after the word "em- decision on salary levels should be left
ployer" insert the following: ", bllt provided up to the employing city or State with
that 1n no event shaH the wages paid to any the approval of the Secretary, which is
individual employed under this Act exceed in the bill. Under the President's manthe sum ot. $600.00 per month;".
power revenue sharing bill no ceiling is

amendment will be stated.
The amendment was read, as follows:
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put on the amount that can be paid by does confuse the two. This bill, being an
a municipality for public service work. emergency authorization bill, ought · to
I do not see why we should take a posi- be directed to the low-level pay people
tion or a stance on public service employ- who need it most.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, my
ment different from the administration's
own bill on manpower revenue sharing. only comment to the Senator from Ohio
Next, that wage level will, for all prac- is that the limitation he seeks to place in
tical purposes, eliminate Seattle from the bill is a total restriction. If it is left
participation in the program, because it out, it permits the discretionary judghas a limitation of $7,200. Skilled tech- ment of local, State, and other officials
nicians for all practical purposes, would who would be doing the hiring. I personally do not think anything is to be gained
be eliminated under this amendment.
I think it is better to leave the matter by placing the limitation in the bill.
I recognize the Senator's purpose. I
of salary levels to the judgment of the
city, the States, and the Secretary of am confident he wants to see the engineers, scientists, and other professionals
Labor.
Mr. President, I yield 1 minute to have the work they are trained for, but
the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. let us not encumber legislation with
limitatious we may regret.
HUMPHREY).
This is an emergency employment bill,
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, about
10 days ago it was my privilege to at- to be sure, and most of the funds, I hope
tend a conference being held at the Na- and pray, will be s!;lent for the semitional Academy of Engineers, one of the skilled, the unskilled, those who despermost prestigious academies, along with ately nead work. The hiring of one prothe National Academy of Sciences. We fessional, particularly in municipal or
were discussing this whole subject of un- State services, can mean jobs for many
employment with many of the scientists, more, jobs in the private sector, or in
technicians, and engineers. I was asking State or local government. My arguthem for guidance as to how best we ment is simply, do not encumber it. Do
might find ways and means to assure not limit it. Let us authorize the definithem of productive work and utilization tion by department heads and municipal
of their talents. Almost to a man, the and other officials who will be adminboard meeting in that session said, "Mr. istering the program.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, how much
Humphrey, these men and women are
needed in local government and State time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sengovernment. They are needed for example"-he mentioned my own State, where ator from Ohio has 3 minutes remaining.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I yield mywe have a crucially understaffed pollution control agency, as we have strict self 1 minute.
In reply to the colloquy we have just
pollution abatement control laws being
adopted. They are needed for city plan- had, it would seem to me the difficulty
ning. They are needed by cities planning here is that local and State governments
public transportation and mass transit inevitably are going to be looking at
these valuable services. They are going
systems.
I think it would be a mistake to put to try to upgrade the ave1·age pay and
this limitation in the bill. I think it cut down the number of people helped
should be known that the possibilities of under the a~t. To me that is wrong. I do
employment of technicians and engineers not think it is the correct approach.
I yield the 2 minutes remaining to me
at wage levels above $600 a month would
be limited, but I think this type of re- to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Senator.
striction would not be in the public inMr. President, I want to support the
terest, and I would hope it would not
Senator's amendment as strongly as I
be agreed to.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I yield my- can. I supported his original amendment.
The concept he has is excellent.
self 2 minutes.
I would say to my friend from MinWith regard to the remarks of the
Senator from Minnesota, I concur that nesota that there are a number of ways
there is great need for these skills in in which these very excellent profesState and local governments throughout sional people can be retained, if one
the Nation. However, I do not think we wan~s to put it that way, or regrouped,
should confuse that need with an emer- proVIded we can get revenue-sharing
gency employment bill to give employ- going.
ment to those in this country who need
A moment ago when the Senator from
it most.
Minnesota was not present I referred to
If we are going to finance that kind of the consortium of universities, some 30
provision, we ought to finance it. I have of them, who are asking for grants for
voted for many pollution control bills retraining, because these people can be
and many other bills to provide funds to used in the field of the environment, eduState and local governments. If we go cation, hospitals, and a variety of fields.
ahead with the revenue sharing program, We will do it much faster that way with
States can go ahead with their programs this type of person than by enabling the
with permanent employees, with security State and local governments to hire peorights, and not with second-class em- ple of this caliber on Federal funds. This
ployment which is a passing employment was the point the Senator from Ohio was
only because of the unemployment situa- making.
tion.
On this kind of matter, what we are
These people ought to be employed and really trying to do is enact a transitional
used, but let us not confuse two pro- blll to move over into the public sector
grams. The point I make 1s that the bill a number of unemployed who do not
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have the skills. Every portion of the bill
the Senator from Wisconsin has referred
to has emphasized that fact.
I thank the Senator for yielding.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, how much
time do I have left?
Mr. GAMBRELL. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
Mr. GAMBRELL. Would it be possible
under this act for State or local government to receive a grant whereby aerospace scientists, engineers, and technicians who have been layed off from their
regular employment could be employed
either directly or through a community
nonprofit organization to render engineering, planning, and systems advice
and service to State and local governments in community planning and operation?
Mr. NELSON. The answer is, "Yes, they
can.'' Page 19, beginning with line 24,
reads: "Many of the persons who have
become unemployed as a result of technological changes or as a result of shifts
in the pattern of Federal expenditures,
as in the defense, aerospace, and construction industries, could usefully be employed in providing needed public services."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
of the Senator from Wisconsin has expired.
Mr. GAMBRELL. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may ask one
more question of the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, how much time does the Senator
want?
Mr. GAMBRELL. Thirty seconds.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that 1
additional minute be allotted to each side
before the rollcall.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is
there objection? Without objection, it is
so ordered.
Mr. GAMBRELL. I wish to ask the
Senator from Wisconsin if the passage of
this act and the holding of a group of
scientific and technological manpower
together would not have the effect of preserving that manpower and that scientific and technological capacity for future use in the aerospace, engineering
and technological industries.
•
Mr. NELSON. Yes; we think it would
be helpful in doing exactly that.
Mr. President, I want to make a comment on the dialog of a moment ago.
The Secretary of Labor has the ultimateauthority over the Federal Government's.
contribtuions, so the worry that concerns:
the Senator from Ohio I do not think is.
very salient. The Secretary has the au-tority to pay up to 90 percent of the cost.
of the salaries.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, how much
time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio has 2 minutes remaining.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the language
invo~ved in that respect says that, in approVIng an approvable request for funds,
the grant may be made if the Secretary
determines that "the approvablc request
for funds does not exceed 90 per centum
of the cost of carrying out the program
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proposed in such application, unless the
Secretary determines that special circumstances or other provisions of law
warrant the waiver of this requirement."
While it is true that he may waive it,
it seems to me it is pretty clear, from
the history of monetary programs, that
the Federal Government is going to be
in this program, sharing close to 90
percent of the cost.
I repeat that every indication that I
could see from the discussions that we
had before us in the hearings on the bill
and the testimony before the subcommittee from the various municipal and
State officials was that they will be
asking for highly paid, skilled employees
under this bill, and under the principles
of the bill as it stands, unless the
amendment is adopted, I believe the
Secretary would not be carrying out the
purposes of the bill unless he granted
considerable leeway.
I yield to the Senator from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, what has
occurred to me as a possible way to solve
this dilemma is the following-! wonder
if my colleague could think it over, and
we could get a quorum call, even after
the time is expired-to substitute for
the amendment offered by the Senator
from Ohio <Mr. TAFT), the following
words: "To the extent determined by
the Secretary to be consistent with the
purposes of this Act."
That would give the Secretary direct
discretion with respect to the compensation level which is involved in a given
agreement for public service employment
Mr. NELSON. I do not understand how
that insures that there will be a limit in
the amount, as proposed by the Senator
from Ohio.
Mr. JAVITS. No, not at all. I would
substitute for everything he said the provision that the Secretary shall determine
it.
Mr. NELSON. Is the Senator offering
that as an amendment?
Mr. JAVITS. Not yet. I am just suggesting it.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has expired.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if the
Senator will withhold his suggestion, I
ask unanimous consent that the time be
extended by 10 minutes on either side.
Mr. JAVITS. That is much better.
Would the Senator yield me 2 minutes, so
that I may explain?
Mr. NELSON. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from New York.
Mr. JA VITS. Mr. President, there does
seem to be a feeling on the part of many
Senators-which the Senator from Ohio
is quite ardently putting before us-that
under these circumstances, for public
service employment of a transitional
character-and I am very pleased that
we did accept the suggestion of the Senator from Colorado (Mr. DOMINICK)we should not have the prevailing rates
of pay proposition.
I do not think we need to depart from
the fundamental thrust of this bill to
argue that question here and now. Under
the circumstances of this being employ-

ment to deal with a serious unemployment situation of a public service character and of a transi tiona! character, I
was going to suggest to the manager of
the bill the possibility, in lieu of the ceiling of $600 which the Senator from Ohio
would impose, and the proviso which he
would impose, of simply saying, at the
end of line 5 on page 32, after the word
"employer," the following:
To the extent determined by the Secretary
to be consistent with the purposes of this
Act.

We would then vest discretion in the
Secretary as to what rate of compensation he would consider tolerable and appropriate in respect of the public service
job contract which he makes, and thereby not lock the thing in on the strict prevailing wage rate basis, but give some
latitude to particular situations.
In view of the feeling of 30 or more
Senators that they are disquieted by this
situation, I submit that to the manager
of the bill as a possibility.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, how
much time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 3 minutes.
Mr. NELSON. I yield 2 minutes to the
Senator from Washington.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, we have
had a lot of recessions in our country
over the years, but I cannot recall a
recession in which we had so many
people in the skilled category out of
work as are out of work today. This is
the unique nature of our trouble: we
have never had so many people with advanced degrees out of work in proportion to the population. We have not, in
our history, had as many people with
highly skilled talents in the blue collar
category, the machinists, the diemakers,
the toolmakers, and right on down the
line, unemployed.
I believe it would be unwise, Mr. President, to place a ceiling in connection with
pending legislation. It is my understanding that the administration's manpower
revenue sharing bill which was just introduced does not have a ceiling. I think
this ought to be left to the discretion of
the administrator. Certainly, in the light
of the discussion here, I assume that the
administration is not going to go to extremes in amending this act in connection with the amount that should be
permitted in a higher salary category.
But I do want to emphasize that we
have this terrible waste of talent in our
country, something that is indeed unique,
something that we must correct without
delay, and surely we should not put on a
ceiling that would limit the administration of this program to deal with some
very unique and difficult situations. I
hope that the amendment will be rejected.
I yield back the remainder of my time
to the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, does the
Senator from Wisconsin have 2 minutes
left that he could yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin h as 1 minute remaining.
Mr. NELSON. I have only 1 minute. I
yield it to the Senator from !illinois.
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Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I am very
pleased to hear the comments of our
distinguished colleague from Washington, and I concur completely that the
scientific community today is in desperate need of some support and help of a
temporary, transitional nature. I feel
confident that the picking up in the economy is going to take care of this, but it
is very hard for a man with 5 or 6 children, now in danger of losing his home,
to feel that he can wait several years, or
even a year or 6 months, until the economy picks up.
So this bill should not have a ceiling.
Certainly the provision in it giving the
Secretary leeway to use his discretion
and judgment is better than the imposition of a ceiling by Congress.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Ohio wish to yield further
time? The Senator has 5 minutes remaining.
Mr. TAFT. Yes. I yield 1 minute to the
Senator from Colorado.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I just
want to say to the Senator from Tilinois
that we are talking about $1,750 million
in this measure. Most of the people he is
talking about were put out of work by
the SST, where the amount involved
was $134 million. So it is a 10 for 1
swap. For those who are urging that we
not put any limitation on this, I want to
point out once again, I think we made a
mistake then and are making a mistake
now if we try to combine two different
purposes in the bill. That is my argument.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Ohio yield to me momentarily?
Mr. TAFT. I yield to the Senator from
New York.
Mr. JAVITS. I would like to explain
my complete understanding of and
agreement with Senators JACKSON and
PERCY--except to point out that we wrote
in the provision found at pages 29, line
13, precisely to give the Secretary discretion in this whole area, when we said
that he was to make financial assistance
available among significant segments of
the population of unemployed persons.
We had that in mind.
As to this wage business, I would be
prepared, if the Senator from Ohio would
find it agreeable, to substitute the provision I have just read a moment ago
for him. That would certainly be acceptible to me, as I am proposing it, and
the manager of the bill, but I would not
I believe it would prove acceptable to
wish to distort the Senator's purpose.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's 1 minute has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. May I have 30 seconds
more?
Mr. TAFT. I yield the Senator 30 seconds.
Mr. JAVITS. Or to interfere with the
Senator's effort, because all I am trying to attain something for him which I
think. is deserved, and which may be
lost if we come to a vote.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I yield myself 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 2'/z minutes remaining.
Mr. TAFT. Very well. Mr. President, I
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regret very much that I do not feel that
I can accede to the suggestion of the
Senator from New York, simply because
it seems to me that it goes, again, to the
whole question of what we are trying to
do with this bill.
The problems mentioned by the Senator from Illinois, the Senator from New
York, and the Senator from Washington
are real problems. They are problems
to which we ought to be facing up. But
we are not going to get anywhere in
solving either of those problems with
the rather small resources of this bill
unless we settle on one or the other. If
Senators want to rule out general unemployment, say tha'; this is an emergency employment bill to put in this
amount of money without limitation,
that 150,000 jobs are out the window,
and say that you are going to give from
25,000 to 50,000 jobs in the scientific,
engineering, and professional fields, that
is very well. To me, that is another piece
of legislation.
I do not think we ought to stand on
the floor and try to tell the American
people that we are going to do something
about emergency employment in this
country when we have 5,400,000 unemployed in this country and we are passing a bill called the Emergency Employment Act, which is not going to employ more than 100,000 people, the way
things are going today.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. TAFI'. I yield.
Mr. JAVITS. I think Senator PASTORE
put his finger on it earlier when he
pointed out that we are not dealing
only with welfare clients. We are dealing with people who are high-priced,
highly skilled union people, and we are
dealing with a Secretary whose duty it
will be to make this thing go the furthest for different segments of the
population.
Personally, I think the Senator from
Ohio hamstrings the Secretary too much
in what the Senator is proposing, and
he flies in the face of every union and
other tradition with respect to the employment of people who are not welfare
cases.
I have suggested a way out-to give
the Secretary enough discretion to make
the money go the furthest without running afoul of the very people who feel
very deeply about the prevailing wage
concept because of their own origin,
background, and future.
If the Senator's amendment is rejected, I shall propose mine, and I am
rather helpful that it will be agreed to.
Mr. NELSON. Does the Senator have
any time?
Mr. TAFT. I think the time has expired.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has less than 1 minute remaining.
Mr. TAFT. Does the Senator from
Wisconsin desire time?
Mr. NELSON. Ten seconds.
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. NELSON. I would just say that I
share the concern the Senator has, and
I thought it was adequately taken care
of, leaving the discretion in the Secre-

tary of Labor. However, I think that the
Senator from New York offers an improvement, and I certainly would find it
acceptable if the Senator from Ohio
would.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has expired. The question is on agreeing to the amendment. The clerk will
call the roll.
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, a
point of information. What is the amendment? Is it the amendment of the Senator from New York or the amendment
of the Senator from Ohio?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
Ohio.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. JAVITS. Will it be in order to offer
what I have sent to the desk as an
amendment if the pending amendment
is rejected?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's amendment would be in order.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce
that the Senator from New Mexico (Mr.
ANDERSON) , the Senator from Missouri
<Mr. EAGLETON), the Senator from Louisiana <Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator from
Arkansas (Mr. FuLBRIGHT), the Senator
from Alaska <Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator
from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRIS)_. the Senator from Indiana <Mr. HARTKE), the
Senator from Louisiana <Mr. LoNG) , the
Senator from Washington <Mr. MAGNUsoN) , the Senator from South Dakota
<Mr. McGovERN) and the Senator from
California <Mr. TuNNEY) are necessarily
absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from New Mexico (Mr. MoNTOYA), and
the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. McCLELLAN) are absent on official business.
I also announced that the Senator
from North Carolina (Mr. JoRDAN), is absent because of illness.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Washington
<Mr. MAGNUSON) and the Senator from
California <Mr. TuNNEY) would each vote
"nay."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT) is
absent because of death in his family.
The Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
BROOKE), the Senators from Oregon (Mr.
HATFIELD and Mr. PACKWOOD), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), and the
Senator from Texas (Mr. TowER) are
necessarily absent.
The Senator from Florida <Mr. GuRNEY) and the Senator from Ohio <Mr.
SAXBE) are absent on official business.
The Senator from Arizona (Mr. GoLDWATER) and the Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. MuNDT) are absent because
of illness.
On this vote, the Senator from Texas
(Mr. TowER) is paired with the Senator
from Massachusetts (Mr. BROOKE). If

present and voting, the Senator from

Texas would vote "yea" and the Senator
from Massachusetts wc.uld vote "nay."
If present and voting the Senator from

Oregon (Mr. HATFIELD) and the Senator
from South Dakota (Mr. MUNDT) would
each vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 29,
nays 47, as follows:
[No. 36 Leg.}
All ott
Beall
Boggs
Brock
Buckley
Cook
Cooper
Cotton
CUrtis
Dole
Aiken
Allen
Baker
Bayh
Bellmon
Bentsen
Bible
Burdick
Byrd, Va.
Byrd, W.Va.
Cannon
Case
Chiles
Church
Cranston
Gambrell
Anderson
Bennett
Brooke
Eagleton
Ellender
Fulbright
Goldwater
Gravel

YEAB-29
Dominick
Eastland
Ervin
Fannin
Fong
Griffin
Hansen
Hruska
Jordan, Idaho
Miller
NAYS---47

Pearson
Prouty
Roth
Smith
Stennis
Taft
Thurmond
Weicker
f'oung

Hart
Nelson
Hollings
Pastore
Hughes
Pen
Humphrey
Percy
Inouye
Proxmire
Jackson
Randolph
Ribicoff
Javits
Kennedy
Schweiker
Mansfield
Scott
Mathias
Sparkman
Spong
McGee
Mcintyre
Stevenson
Symington
Metcalf
Talmadge
Mondale
Williams
Moss
Muskie
NOT VOTING-24
Gurney
McGovern
Harris
Montoya
Hartke
Mundt
Hatfield
Packwood
Jordan, N.C.
Saxbe
Long
Stevens
Magnuson
Tower
McClellan
Tunney

So Mr. TAFT's amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk and ask that
it be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read, as follows:
On page 20, line 10, after "conservation,''
insert "crime prevention and control, prison
rehabilitation,''.
On page 35, at the end of line 7 after the
comma, insert the following: "all fringe
benefits,''.

Mr. BELLMON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the amendments be considered en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BELLMON. The purpose of the
amendment on page 20 is to make it absolutely clear that work in connection
with crime prevention control and rehabilitation of prisoners is included. It
appears that it might be permitted in
any event. However, this language would
make it crystal clear that work in this
area is permitted by the legislation.
This matter has been discussed with
the manager of the bill and other interested parties. I believe that the manager of the bill is prepared to accept
the amendment.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the Senator is correct. This is authorized activity
within the language of the act at the

present time. However, this does more
specifically delineate it. The amendment
is perfectly acceptable as far as I am
concerned.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BURThe question is on agreeing to
the amendment of the Senator from
Oklahoma.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I send
to the desk an amendment and ask that
it be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
on page 38, after line 20, add the following new section:

DICK) •

TERMINATION

(a) This Act shall terminate on
the effective date of S. 1243 or any amendments or substitutions thereto dealing with
special revenue sharing programs concerning
manpower.
(b) The Secretary shall make whatever
arrangements are necessary 1n carrying out
the provisions of this Act, to assure that
the requirement of this section is met.
(c) For the purpose of this section the term
"special revenue sharing program concerning manpower" includes any program consolidating grant programs 1n the field of
manpower development and training.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, this
gets back to the basic problem that I
talked about when we were first discussing the bill. That is the fact that we have
two bills-S. 31, which we are considering today; and S. 1243, which is part of
the administration manpower and revenue-sharing program.
Hopefully, the Labor and Public Welfare Committee will get around to holding hearings on S. 1243 before the expiration of this bill. This is a part of
the overall reform and review program
for manpower training. It is not considered as a temporary act. It is not considered as anything of that nature. It is
designed to be permanent in order to be
able to regroup and reform the 10,000
separate plans that we now have under
manpower training.
If we can that pile of plans down so
that it is a manageable deal, we could do
it better by leaving it up to local and
State governments than we can by continuing to consolidate it in the Labor Department.
It seems to me that if we can get some
action on S. 1243 the purpose of the
other bill can go by the board. There is
no such provision in the act at this moment. All it says is that it will go on for
2 years; $750 million for fiscal year 1972,
and $1 billion for fiscal year 1973.
It strikes me that before fiscal year
1973 is over, we ought to be able to get
S. 1243 and all substitutes and amendments thereto before the Senate and be
able to get it passed through Congress
and signed by the President. If that is
true, at that point, S. 31-which I presume will pass, even though it is without my endorsement--would be terminated.
That is the position I am taking on
this particular amendment.
I will be happy to answer any questions or, if the manager of the bill is
disposed to accept the amendment, I
would be delighted.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I have
great respect for the receptiveness and
penetrating evaluation which our disSEC. 15.

tinguisned friend, the Senator from
Colorado, so often makes of pending
legislation, though we frequently do not
agree. However, I am astonished by this
amendment.
This amendment is not up to his usual
standard.
The Senator is asking that we pass this
bill and that the termination date be
controlled by a bill that is pending in
the subcommittee. Hearings have not yet
been held. The bill may or may not be
passed at all.
I am hoping we will pass a major manpower bill. But under this amendment,
if we passed a manpower bill and it did
not turn out to be S. 1243, or did not
turn out to be a substitute for S. 1243,
but instead a brar.dnew bill, then, as I
read the amendment, S. 31 would never
terminate. I do not see how we can legislate here and say that a bill passed here
will terminate if anj when another bill
that has not yet had hearings is passed.
I am sure that we are going to have
hearings on a bill and that we will pass
a bill. The Senator from New York (Mr.
JAVITS) and I have both said we would
work together to make sure whatever
manpower bill we pass we would work,
as I know the Senator from Colorado
would work, to provide language that
whatever we pass in a subsequent bill
would mesh with this bill.
But I do not see how we could make
this legislation dependent upon a blll
that has not yet been considered in hearings and that has not passed.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, this 1s
an interesting series of comments which
the Senator has made. I gather he is giving assurance that we are going to have
hearings and we cannot do anything
about it until late May or early June at
the earliest because of the OEO; and
second, he hopes a bill will pass along
the lines of the administration's proposal
inS. 1243, and if so that act presumably
would supersede the one we have now.
That is exactly the PUrPose of my
amendment-to make it clear that this
does not become one more categorical
program. Once it has gone on for 2 years
and the mayors and everyone else have
gotten this money it wU1 be difficult to
terminate and it will have to be continued year after year.
I cited to the Senator originally what
happened in connection with the excise
tax and I could go on and on arnd find a
great number of bills that were passed as
emergency or temporary measures and
that are still with us.
Fundamentally, this is designed to cut
off this type pressure and to try to put a
termination date on the bill, hopefully
before 2 years have passed, so that we
can get out from under something which
otherwise might be a real lead weight
around the neck of Congress and the
Treasury Department until the year 2000.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I point
out specifically that the amendment
reads that this act shall terminate on
the effective date of S. 1243 or any
amendments or substitutes therefor
dealing with special revenue sharing.
We may pass a comprehensive manpower reform with public service employment in it that would not be S. 1243
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or a substitute therefor or an amendment. So this amendment would mean
nothing in that circumstance.
I have agreed with the comments of
the Senator from Colorado on two occasions today. We now have around 10,000 sponsors of manpower programs.
When we finished almost a year's work
on the Employment and Manpower Act
of 1970 we had cut that number to about
350 from the originallO,OOO.
We have to reform the manpower programs. There is no doubt about it. So we
are going to get out a bill. But it could
not, in my judgment, become effective before some time next year.
I have said, as the Senator from New
York <Mr. JAvrTs) has said, that we will
include language in that bill to meet
the situation. I cannot imagine, with
the President supporting the authorization of public service employment in his
revenue-sharing plan, and our committee having already passed such a measure twice, that whatever manpower program we come up with will have some
public service provisions in it and those
public service provisions are going to
have to substitute for this bill, because
this one terminates in 2 years anyway.
I do not see how at the end of 2 years
we could go ahead and extend that bill
and have two public service manpower
programs at once. Congress would not
do that.
Mr. DOMINICK. The Senator has been
in the Senate about as long as I have, as
I recall, and he knows full well what has
occurred heretofore on temporary measures. They keep proliferating like the
old story of the guinea pigs in the railroad station. It was not long before the
stationmaster had nothing but guinea
pigs and no railroad station left.
In the education field we started out
10 years ago with 20 Federal programs
and now it is 308, and it has gone from
$600 million to over $4.5 billion in the
education bill. The same thing may occur
here. Unless we try to cut off this program in the event we get a comprehensive
manpower program, I do not think we
will be able to do it.
If the Senator has some special wording that woulld accomplish what he and
I want to accomplish, I would be happy
to accept it, but I did not want to put in
the original wording the date of enactment of any special revenue-sharing program concerning manpower, because
someone could put it in for $5 and get
laughed off the floor. That is why I put
in S. 1243 or a substitute thereof dealing
with special revenue sharing and manpower.
I would be happy to consider any other
language the Senator wants to put in
so long as we are wo:rking in the same
direction. The Senator should be able

to help me with the language to ac-

complish that result.
Mr. NELSON. I think there are problems created by this kind of an amendment. For example, not all cities are going to have public service employment
under the provisions of this bill. Some of
them are going to have a much smaller
public service employment program than
others. Suppose there is a public service
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employment program going on in a certain city and suppose a year from now a
new manpower act goes into e:ffect, and
suppose that new manpower act contains authorization for public service
employment as part of the activity authorized under that act. Immediately
when that act is passed the ongoing programs in all these cities would stop. All
the people would have been fired. Then,
2 months, 3 months, 5 months later the
city submits an application and it is approved by the Secretary and they go out
and they seek the people who have been
fired, to put them under the provisions of
the new act.
What we do in drafting any legislation is to provide language to make clear
there will not be duplication and give the
Secretary discretion to oversee that part
of the program and to see that one program is not piled on top of another.
Mr. DOMINICK. Just to cut short the
debate, I am willing to go with a voice
vote on this matter, at least temporarily.
I do not want to make a firm commitment on it. It just seems to me that what
the Senator is saying is that we are not
going to have special revenue sharing,
because if we are going to have it, the
cities will present their own plans and
they will not have to get them approved.
All they have to do is make sure the
money is used for manpower training.
If the Senator is saying this bill might
come to an end and it would take the
Secretary a long time to approve plans,
that is not in the revenue-sharing bill at
all. The revenue sharing on manpower
is to let States and cities determine for
themselves how to do it. They are the
ones to do it. The only thing to supervise
is to make sure the money spent goes into
those programs, and that is done after
the fact rather than before the fact. Under those circumstances, I do not see how
firing and hiring and refiring and rehiring really come into it.
I think we are working for the same
objective. I regret very much that the
Senator does not think the language is
right. I shall be glad to shift the language any way he wants, 1f it is objectionable, but I gather that what he is saying is that no matter how it is, it is objectionable.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from Colorado.
The amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask that it be
stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read the amendment, as follows:
On page 32, line 5, insert the following
after "employer" "to the extent that such
rates are determined by the Secretary to be
consistent with the purposes of this Act"

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, generally

speaking, this is the amendment we discussed a little while ago. It is intended to
preserve discretion in the Secretary in

order to deal with the concerns

Members of the Senate that, because of
the high technical qualifications of certain categories of personnel-like those,
for example, who have been affected by
aerospace ditficulties-we ought to take
some precaution in respect of the prevailing wage concept in this emergency
measure dealing uniquely with public
service employment.
I just thought-since a substantial
body of Members feel that way, and the
Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON)
and I agreed-that this was a suitable
protection we could take so the Secretary would not be faced with automaticity in this regard. It would give him, not
a great deal, but some element of discretion.
I understand the amendment is agreeable to the manager of the bill.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, the
amendment of the Senator from New
York is agreeable to me. I think it is an
improvement in the bill.
The PRE.SIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from New York.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I understand the Senator from Maryland <Mr.
BEALL) has a very simple, brief amendment to offer, which I have discussed
with the Senator from New York <Mr.
JAVITS). It is perfectly satisfactory with
both of us.
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator. I hope the amendment is
agreed to. It is brief, but it is not simple.
I send the amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read the amendment, as follows:
On page 31, line 1, strike the following:
"shall reserve such amount" and insert 1n
lieu thereof: "may reserve such amount, not
to exceed 1 per centum,".

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, this amendment limits the discretion given to the
Secretary with respect to reserving
amounts for an evaluation of programs.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, that language is perfectly proper and acceptable
amendment as far as I am concerned.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. GAJ\.ffiRELL. Mr. President, I support S. 31 for the following reasons:
As this bill relates particularly to un-

employment in the aerospace industry,
it is consistent with plans which I am
developing as Chairman of the Science
and Technology Subcommittee of theSe-

of some lect Committee on Small Business, and in
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connection with the fiscal year 1972
NASA authorization bill.
I consider unemployment to be a matter of Federal concern because it is
largely a result of misguided economic
policies in the past and shifts in emphasis
of Government programs.
S. 31 would provide an opportunity
for unemployed persons to engage in
much-needed constructive public service activity rather than be dependent
upon the welfare rolls.
While I am not satisfied with broad
grant of discretion to the Department
of Labor, because of the chance for political abuse, this objection is mitigated
by the fact that the bill is temporary,
and of an emergency nature.
I consider this to be an immediate
partial substitute for urban development
and manpower training revenue sharing,
and I would assume that the authorization provided in this bill would be substituted for funds proposed to be committed for revenue sharing in fiscal year
1972 rather than being in addition to
such funds. I will work to see that the
appropriations for that purpose will be
so structured. It also goes without saying
that a favorable vote on this plan is not
a commitment to full funding of this
program in the fiscal year 1972 Appropriations Act.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, unemployment is the overriding economic
problem in the country today.
Nearly five and a half million men and
women-1.5 million more than a year
ago-cannot find work. Almost 100,000
of these--34,000 above a year ago-are
Minnesotans. Whether we are talking of
returning GI's, teenagers, unemployed
scientists, or laid-off workers, the need
is for jobs.
We are told that this is the inevitable
cost of drying up inflation, ending the
war, and shifting our resources from
NASA and the Pentagon into domestic
fields.
These goals are highly desirable. But
I do not think we can allow their full costs
to be placed squarely on the backs of 6
percent of our workers.
The workingman sees his pay check
and savings eaten up by inflation. Then,
an economic "game plan" asks him to
tighten his belt and accept "a little unemployment" in return for price stability
which has still not arrived.
We ask highly trained scientists and
engineers to reach the moon and develop elaborate new weapons systems. Then,
when we finally start to divert resources
from military to domestic needs, we ask
these same men to bear the total costs
of conversion-in their own unemployment.
We ask our young men to leave their
families, their educations, and jobs to
fight in Vietnam. When they come back,
we ask them to bear the full cost of the
dislocation associated with their return-again in their own joblessness.
Statistics show that 9.4 percent of veter-

ans in the 20- to 29-age bracket were unemployed during the 3 months endJanuary. Disabled veterans are
having an even more diftlcult time find-

ing in

ing work.
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Today we see a bit of economic stimulation, a slight increase in long-term unemployment compensation, and lots of
debate over projected growth rates, GNP
models, and ''monetary versus fiscal policy." But what we need above all else
are jobs. Nothing else can reduce the incalculable human and economic costs we
now pay for nearly 5% million people
out of work.
How ironic when we remember that in
1939, at a time when our population was
60 percent of what it is today, when we
produced 20 percent of the goods and
services that we produce today, 4 million people found work in special public
service job programs. Today, with Government budgets in the hundreds of billions of dollars, we are funding special
public service jobs for only 34,000 people.
There are vast numbers of jobs in this
Nation going unfilled at a time when 5.4
million people are looking for work.
There are teachers aid and nurses aid
jobs, engineering jobs in mass transit and
pollution control, and jobs in rural areas
on badly needed public works projects.
The Senate today has the opportunity
to fund some of these jobs through the
Emergency Employment Act. The 150,000 to 200,000 new jobs which the bill
would authorize are desperately needed.
I have proposed that many of them would
be for unemployed scientists and engineers and for veterans.
This is a modest proposal in the face of
the need. But alongside other measures,
I think it can begin restoring growth and
prosperity in this Nation.
We also need an expansionary economic policy. We need improvements in
other programs in behalf of the unemployed. We need better manpower training programs. And we need a tough policy of wage-price guidelines-not a policy that blames labor for the inflation,
but one that controls prices, profits, and
interest as well as wages. The President
made some progress in this direction
when he intervened in oil, steel, and
construction, but these were isolated efforts--not part of a consistent, evenhanded policy.
Mr. President, someone once said that
when a lot of people are out of work, unemployment is the result. If we put people to work, tmemployment will be reduced. Above all else, we need jobs to
restore the lost pride, lost faith, and
lost wealth that the past year has
brought.
Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, S. 31 is,
in my opinion a very necessary, important and timely bill. It is simply what it
says-an emergenc:t" employment actand it deals with a national emergency
of two parts: the rapid increase in unemployment in the past 15 months, and
the inadequacy of many vital public
services. The authority of this legislation would expire June 30, 1973.
During periods of high unemployment,
S. 31 would authorize the appropriation
of funds to enable State and loeal government agencies, and certain other eligible applicants, to hire the unemployed
in jobs providing needed public services.
The program would be administered by

the Secretary of Labor and eligible applicants would be States, cities, counties,
and other units of general loeal government, and public and private nonprofit
agencies and institutions. The Labor
Secretary could contract with these applicants for employment programs under
which the Federal Government would
pay up to 90 percent of the cost of the
programs.
Funds would be triggered as unemployment increased. If the national unemployment rate averaged 4.5 percent for
3 months, a total of $500 million would
be authorized. For each increase in the
unemployment rate of .5 percent, an
additional $100 million would be authorized. However, the bill sets a ceiling of
$750 million through the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and $1 billion for fiscal
year 1973.
I am one of the cosponsors of this legislation and, of oourse, my main ooncern
is the high unemployment we have in
certain parts of Kansas-Wichita, in
particular, where the serious decline in
the aircraft industry has brought about
an unemployment rate of more than 10
percent. But other parts of the Nation
are hit just as badly or worse by high
unemployment.
The reason such a limited bill is being
offered at this time should be obviousto deal promptly with a serious unemployment problem which presently exists.
More comprehensive manpower reform
legislation will be considered, but almost
certainly could not have an effective
date before sometime in 1972. This legislation, by virtue of being a temporary
and limited program, could take effect almost immediately and serve a great publis need until more comprehensive legislation is enacted.
The kinds of public service jobs contemplated under this bill encompass a
wide range of skills and pay scales. As examples, the grealt unfilled public needs in
such fields as environmental protection,
health care, housing and neighborhood
improvement, recreation, education, public safety, street and park maintenance,
transportation, beautification, and conservation.
The Secretary of Labor is directed to
distribute these funds on an equitable
basis, taking into account the extent and
severity of unemployment. This is why I
feel certain that Wichita would benefit from the enactment of this legislation. However, since this is emergency
legislation setting up a temporary program, there are no rigid allotments and
the Secretary has considerable flexibility.
Aerospace, defense, and construction
workers are some of those among the
hardest hit by unemployment. There are
currently over 400,000 unemployed aerospace workers, with approximately 60,000
unemployed scientists and engineers included in this group. Many of them are
in Wichita where, as I said earlier, unemployment has reached 10 percent, or
more.
Just a little over a week ago, the Senate rejected further funding for the SST,
in effect, canceling the program. To
Wichita, this means that this week 350
more men have been laid off by Boeing,
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and 250 more will be without jobs within
30 days. In an area where over 10 percent
of the population is already unemployed-or approximately 29,000-600
more men losing their jobs within a 30day period will have quite an impact,
you may be assured.
Much rhetoric flowed here in the Senate with regard to the cancellation of the
SST not having that much effect on employment. Nationwide this may be true,
but not in areas like Wichita. Many who
voted against the SST took up many lines
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of last
week talking about the other programs
that are in effect, or which could be instituted, to help relieve unemployment.
This is such a program-an emergency
program of limited duration-and I urge
my colleagues to make good on their
promises and expressed concerns of last
week by passing this legislation this week.
While discussing the Wichita employment situation, Mr. President, I would
like to mention another aspect of this
problem which the Senate had a chance
to rectify earlier this week. I am talking
about the amendment offered to the extension of the interest equalization tax
bill which would have made some needed
changes in additional unemployment
compensation benefits.
It is well known that many unemployed scientists and engineers and other
aerospace and defense workers have exhausted their unemployment benefits
and have no idea where to turn next. Last
year, the Congress passed an additional
temporary 13 weeks of unemployment
compensation for those who have already
exhausted the regular 26 in recognition
of many such personal situations
throughout the country. These additional
13 weeks would have been paid on a 5050 Federal-State ratio, but would not go
into effect untiJl January 1, 1972, allowing
time for the States to set up the necessary mechanism to fund their part of
the payments.
The amendment pending to H.R. 5432
would have made these additional 13
weeks of benefits available immediately,
would have changed the triggering
mechanism, and would have provided
100 percent Federal funding to relieve
the situation with the various States.
The Senate refused to adopt this amendment, tabling it by a vote of 45 yeas to
40 nays. I voted against the tabling motion which is, in essence, a reversal of
a position I took approximately a year
ago. At that time I voted with the majority of the Senate in turning down an
amendment which would have provided
100 percent Federal funding for the extended unemployment benefits in the
act which will become effective next
year.
In my estimation, the problems faced
by Wichita alone-not to mention those
in other areas of the country-more
than warrant my vote of last Tuesday,
and I deeply regret that the Senate chose
not to adopt this amendment.
In summary, I call upon the Senate
to act favorably on S. 31 today. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported on
March 5 that there were 5,442,000 persons unemployed and looking for work-
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5.8 percent of the entire labor force. We
owe it to these 5 million people to take
whatever action we can-and, in my
opinion, such a program as this one
would be just what is needed.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I want
to voice my strong support for S. 31, the
Emergency Employment Act of 1971.
This measure would provide some
measure of urgently required relief for
two parallel crises which currently plague
our Nation.
One is the crisis of unemployment
which has engulfed our economy, leaving close to 5 ¥2 million persons out of
work-close to 6 percent of our entire
labor force. In my own State of New
Jersey, over 220,000 workers are now unemployed, giving our State an unemployment rate in excess of 7 percent. Four of
my State's major labor areas are currently classified by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics as suffering from substantial
or persistent unemployment, and in some
of our inner city areas, as is true elsewhere in the Nation, unemployment
among disadvantaged groups has soared
to levels as high as 40 percent or more.
The impact of these unemployment
statistics on individual workers who must
:find some way to maintain their families,
becomes all the more apparent when we
realize how large a portion of these statistics represent long-term unemployment. Throughout the Nation, there are
presently more than 325,000 workers who
have been unemployed for more than 27
weeks-meaning that they have exhausted their eligibility for standard unemployment compensation benefits. The
number of persons jobless for 15 weeks or
more has now passed the !-million mark,
indicating that the number of those who
have exhausted their standard benefits
is likely to be increased dramatically
within the next 2 or 3 months.
There is, moreover, very little likelihood that this situation will markedly
improve within the near future. The forecast of responsible economists is, rather,
that unemployment will continue at approximately the present rates well into
1972, if not longer.
At the same time, as we all know too
well, the plight of our cities and other
local units of government is becoming increasingly desperate. Some of the details are documented in our committee
hearings at which a succession of mayors
appeared to describe their inability to
adequately serve the basic needs of their
people. These unmet needs exist in the
areas of public health, antipollution programs, neighborhood improvement, education, public safety, parks, fire protection, sanitation, and others.
And despite the fact that overwhelming numbers of unemployed are looking
eagerly for a chance to earn a living once
again, there simply are insufficient local
resources for hiring such people to meet
these public needs.
Indeed, the situation has taken on the
nature of a vicious cycle, for increasing
numbers of workers without jobs and
without nnemployment benefits have

seriously augmented the welfare rolls of

our states and cities, with a resulting
drain on their already precarious financial condition.
The bill we are considering today repcxvrr--589-Part 7

resents a modest attempt to alleviate
this situation by making available Federal funds which, at present levels of unemployment, would support some 160,000
jobs of a local public service nature. It
is a temporary measure which will expire
on June 30, 1973, and the amounts of assistance it will provide are tied to particular levels of unemployment.
Enactment of this legislation will not
relieve us of the obligation to consider
permanent, more adequate, measures for
dealing with the needs of our cities, for
coping with problems of unemployment,
for insuring grea,ter effectiveness in our
manpower programs, and for better attending to our vital public needs-all of
which will require more time for consideration.
The present bill, however, will provide
a start toward meeting some of these
problems, and it is a start that can be
undertaken immediately. We have waited
too long as it is to make this start. I
strongly believe that it would be irresponsible on the part of the Congress
to delay any longer.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, the
Senate is about to complete action on
the Emergency Employment Act. As a cosponsor of this bill, I am grateful to the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
and Senrutor NELSON's subcommittee, for
reporting this bill in time for prompt
action by the Senate.
This is a simple, straightforward effort
to put people who are out of work into
the public service. As the bill makes
clear, it is highly appropriate that we use
the talents of the unemployed to fill our
unmet needs in the public sector during
periods of high unemployment. In my
view, this kind of program should be
available to every administration on a
standby basis to help blunt the impact
of economic recession.
I am particularly glad that the committee, in the bill's statement of :findings
and purposes, refers to aerospace, defense, and construction workers who are
unemployed "as a result of shifts in the
pattern of Federal expenditures'' as being
among those who could usefully be employed under the bill's provisions.
This is properly called an emergency
bill, Mr. President, because unemployment at this point constitutes a national
emergency. The omcial statistics tell us
that a third of the country's 150 major
labor areas are now suffering "substantial" unemployment. "Substantial" can
mean 6 percent of the labor force unemployed, and it can mean over 12 percent
unemployed as there are now in Seattle.
No matter how you describe it, Mr.
President, the fact is that serious unemployment now aftlicts every part of
the country from Oakland to Newark,
from New Orleans to Cleveland, from
Waterbury to Wichita. The jobless in
these cities need help and they need it
now. Rhetoric about training programs
will not fill shopping baskets. Vague talk
about industrial diversification will not
meet mortgage payments. But legislation like this Emergency Employment

Act and the Accelerated Public Works
bill, which I have also cosponsored, can
put money in people's pockets. They can
start stagnant economies moving again.
Properly administered, the program
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authorized by this bill could put up to
150,000 people to work at jobs where
they are needed and wanted. Equally important, this can be done fairly quickly
under the terms of this bill. One can only
hope that the administration will not
be reluctant to use the funds authorized
by this bill to aid people in the disaster
areas created by its economic policies. In
time of natural disaster, we mobilize
Federal resources to aid stricken communities. We should be willing to do the
same when economic disaster is involved.
The ultimate answer to our economic
problems, Mr. President, is a return to the
path of sustained and vigorous economic
growth. In the meantime, we are confronted with the immediate tragedy of
almost 5 million Americans out of work.
This bill, and others we will consider in
the next few weeks, will help tide us over
this crisis.
WORKERS IN ESSENT1AL PUBLIC SERVICES CAN
HELP LESSEN UNEMPLOYMENT

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
gratified to be a cosponsor of S. 31, the
Emergency Employment Act of 1971. Our
measure was introduced January 25.
Since that time the seriousness of our
Nation's unemployment situation has
abated but little, if at all.
s. 31 has the potential of easing two
separate critical problems at the same
time. First, it will provide employment
to many thousands of workers who find
themselves without the ability to support
their families. Second, it will alleviate a
crisis for State and local governments
by insuring the continuation of essential public services which may have suffered due to lack of adequate revenues.
Only 2 years ago unemployment in the
United States stood at 3.3 percent. By
last month the percentage of out-ofwork had increased to 5.8 percent, which
in reality is more than a doubling of the
unemployed roles due to an increase in
the available labor force. An even more
serious indication of this disturbing
trend is the sharp rise in long-term unemployment. Those out of work for 15
weeks or more have more than doubled
since a year ago. Persons unemployed for
more than 27 weeks has nearly tripled
in the short period of a year.
Clearly these statistics show that
something is terribly wrong and that
this Congress must act, and act quickly,
if the trend is to be halted and hopefully
reversed. S. 31 can help reverse the
trend. As amended, the bill would particularly heed the plight of veterans and
and middle aged and older persons who
are unemployed.
The measure before us enjoys strong
bipartisan support. The bill, whose chief
sponsor is the able junior Senator from
Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON), has 31 cosponsors, of which 21 are Democrats and 10
are Republicans. I urge my colleagues to
support this needed emergency legislation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill is
open to further amendment.
If there be no further amendment to
be proposed, the question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading, and was read the
third time.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
having been read the third time, the
question is: Shall it pass?
On this question the yeas and nays
have been ordered, and the clerk will
call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. COTI'ON <when his name was
called) . Mr. President, on this vote I
have a pair with the Senator from Washington <Mr. MAGNUSON). Were he present and voting, he would vote "yea." If
I were at liberty to vote, I would vote
"nay." Therefore, I withhold my vote.
Mr. FANNIN <when his name was
called). Mr. President, on this vote I
have a pair with the Senator from Arkansas <Mr. McCLELLAN) . If he were
present and voting, he would vote "yea."
If I were at liberty to vote, I would vote
"nay." Therefore, I withhold my vote.
Mr. YOUNG <when his name was
called). Mr. President, on this vote I
have a pair with the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. ELLENDER). If he were present
and voting, he would vote "yea." If I were
at liberty to vote, I would vote "nay."
Therefore, I withhold my vote.
Mr. ALLEN <when his name was
called). Mr. President, I have a pair with
the Senator from Indiana <Mr HARTKE).
If he were present and voting, he would
vote "yea." If I were at liberty to vote,
I would vote "nay.'' Therefore, I withhold my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Indiana
<Mr. BAYH) , the Senator from Missouri
(Mr. EAGLETON), the Senator from Louisiana <Mr. ELLENDER), the Senator from
Alaska (Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from
Oklahoma (Mr. HARRIS), the Senator
from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. LoNG), the Senator from Washington <Mr. MAGNUSON),
the Senator from South Dakota <Mr.
McGovERN), the Senator from Illinois
<Mr. STEVENSON), and the Senator from
California <Mr. TuNNEY) are necessarily
absent.
I further announce that the Senator
from New Mexico <Mr. MONTOYA) and
the Senator from Arkansas <Mr. McCLELLAN) are absent on official business.
I also announce that the Senator from
North Carolina <Mr. JoRDAN) is absent
because of illness.
I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Indiana
<Mr. BAYH), the Senator from Alaska
(Mr. GRAVEL), the Senator from Oklahoma <Mr. HARRIS), the Senator from
South Dakota (Mr. McGOVERN), the Senator from New Mexico <Mr. MoNTOYA),
the Senator from Illinois <Mr. STEVENSON), the Senator from California <Mr.
TuNNEY), and the Senator from North
Carolina <Mr. JoRDAN) would each vote
uyea."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Utah <Mr.

BENNETT)

is

absent because of death in his family.
The Senator from Massachusetts <Mr.
BROOKE),

the Senators from Oregon <Mr.

HATFIELD and Mr. PACKWOOD), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. STEVENS), and the
Senator from Texas <Mr. TowER) are
necessarily absent.
The Senator from Florida <Mr. GURNEY) and the Senator from Ohio <Mr.
SAXBE) are absent on official business.

The Senator from Arizona (Mr. GoLDWATER) and the Senator from South Dakota <Mr. MUNDT) are absent because of
illness.
On this vote, the Senator from Massachusetts <Mr. BROOKE) is paired with the
Senator from Texas <Mr. TOWER). If
present and voting, the Senator from
Massachusetts would vote "yea" and the
Senator from Texas would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Oregon <Mr. HATFIELD) is paired with the
Senator from South Dakota. (Mr.
MUNDT). If present and voting, the Senator from Oregon would vote "yea" and
the Senator from South Dakota would
vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 62,
nays 10, as follows:
(No. 87 Leg.)
YEAS--62

Aiken
All ott
Anderson
Baker
Beall
Belimon
Bentsen
Bible
Boggs
Burdick
Byrd, Va.
Byrd, W.Va.
Cannon
Case
Chiles
Church
Cook

Cooper
Cranston
Eastland
Fong

Fulbright
Gambrell
Griffin
Hart
Hollings
Hughes
Humphrey
Inouye
Jackson
Javits
Jordan, Idaho
Kennedy
Mansfield
Mathias
McGee
Mcintyre
Metcalf
M1ller
Mondale
Moss
Muskle
NAYS-10
Dominick
Ervin
Hansen

Nelson
Pastore
Pearson
Pell
Percy
Prouty
Proxmire
Randolph
Ribico1I
Roth
Schweiker
Scott
Smith
Sparkman
Spong
Symington
Taft
Talmadge
Weicker
W1111ams

Brock
Stennis
Buckley
Thunnond
Curtis
Dole
Hruska
PRESENT AND GIVING LIVE PAIRS, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-4
Allen, against.
Cotton. against.
Fannin, against.
Young, against.
NOT VOTING-24
Bayh
Harris
Montoya
Bennett
Hartke
Mundt
Brooke
Hatfield
Packwood
Eagleton
Jordan, N.C.
Saxbe
Ellender
Long
Stevens
Goldwater
Magnuson
Stevenson
Gravel
McClellan
Tower
Gurney
McGovern
Tunney

So the bill <S.

31)

was passed, as fol-

lows:

S.31
An act to provide during times of high unemployment for programs of public service employment for unemployed persons,
to assist States and local communities in
providing needed public services, and for
other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this
Act may be cited as the "Emergency Em-

ployment Act of 1971".
STATEMENT 0:&" FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

SEC. 2. The Congress finds and declares
that( 1) times Of high unemployment severely
limit the work opportunities available to the
general population, especially low-income
persons and migrants, persons of limited
EngUsh-epeaking ab111ty, and others from
socio-economic backgrounds generally associated with substantial unemployment;
(2) expanded work opportunities fa.ll, in
times of high unemployment, to keep pace
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with the increased number of persons in the
labor force, including the many young persons who are entering the labor force, persons who have recently been separated from
military service, and older persons who desire to remain in, enter, or reenter the labor
foree;
(S) in times of high unemployment, many
low-income persons are unable to secure or
retain employment, ma.klng it especially
difticult to become self-supporting and thus
increasing the number of welfare recipients;
(4) many of the persons who have become
unemployed as a result of technological
changes or as a result of shifts in the pattern
of Federal expenditures, as in the defense,
aerospace, and construction industries, could
usefully be employed in providing needed
public services;
(5) it is appropriate during times of high
unemployment to fill unmet needs for public
services in such fields as environmental
quality, health care, housing and neighborhood improvement, recreation, education,
public safety, maintenance of streets, parks,
and other public fac111ties, rural development, transportation, beautification, conservation, crime prevention and control,
prison rehab111tation, and other fields o!
human betterment and public improvement;
(6) programs providing transitional employment in jobs providing needed public
services and related training and manpower
services can be a useful component of the
Nation's manpower policies in dealing with
problems of high unemployment, and dependency upon welfare assistance, and providing affected individuals with opportunities to develop skills and a.b111tles to enable
them to move into other public or private
employment and other opportunities;
(7) providing resources for transitional
public service employment and related training and manpower services during an economic slowdown can help as an economic
stabilizer both to ease the impaot of unemployment for the affected individuals and to
reduce the pressures which tend to generate
further unemployment.
It is therefore the purpose of this Act to provide unemployed persons with tranSiltiona.l
employment in jobs providing needed public
services and related training and manpower
services during times of high unemployment
and to enable such persons to move into em·
ployment or training not supported under
this Act.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

SEc. 3. The Secreta.ry of Labor shall enter
into arrangements With eligible applicants in
accordance With the provisions of this Act in
order to make financial assistance available
to public and private nonprofit agencies and
institutions during times of high unemployment for the purposes of providing transitional emploryment for unemployed persons
in jobs providing needed public services and
tra1nlng and manpower services related to
such employment which are otherwise tm•
available, and enabling such persons to move
into employment or trainlng not supported
under this Act.
AUTHORIZATION

SEc. 4. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated for the purpose of carrying out
this Act $750,000,000 for the period ending
June 30, 1972, and $1,000,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1973.
(b) For the purpose of providing 1in.anc1a.l
assistance under this Act to enable eligible
applicants to carry out public service employment programs, the Secretary is authorized, out of funds appropriated to carry out
this Act, to obligate expenditures equal to
the sum of the amounts determined 1n accordance with the following clauses:
( 1) $500,000,000 when the Secretary determines that the rate of national unemployment (seasonally adjusted) equa.1s or exceeds 4Y2 per centum for three consecutive
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months prior to any such determination, but
the Secretary may, under this clause, make
only one determination prior to July 1, 1972,
and one determination in the twelve-month
period thereafter; and
(2) $100,000,000 for each increment of onehalf of 1 per centum by which the Secretary
determines tha.t the average rate of national
unemployment (seasonally adjusted) for
three consecutive months prior to any such
determination exceeds the rate spec1fled in
clause ( 1) , but the Secretary may, with respect to each such increment, make only one
determination prior to July 1, 1972, and one
determination in the twelve-month period
thereafter.
(c) No further obligation of funds may
be made under subsection (b) subsequent to
a determination by the Secretary that the
rate of national unemployment (seasonally
adjusted) has receded below 4~ per centum
for three consecutive months.
(d) Whenever the Secretary makes any
determination required by subsection (b)
or (c) , he shall promptly notify the Congress and shall publish such determina.tion
in the Federal Register. At such time, the
Secret;aey shall recommend to the Congress
any further steps he deems appropriate.
ELIGIBLE

APPLICA~

SEc. 5. For the purpose of entering into
arrangements with the Secretary to carry
out publ1c service employment programs under this Act, eligible a.ppllca.nts shall be(1) States;
(2) cities, counties, and other units of

general local government;
(3) Indian tribes; and
(4) public and private nonprofit agencies
and institutions (including local service
companies, and public service ~ncies and
institutions of the Federal Government).
APPLICATIONS

SEC. 6. (a) Financial assistance under this
Act may be provided by the Secretary for any
fiscal year only pursuant to an application
which is submitted by an eligible applicant
and which is approved by the Secretary in
accordance with the provisions of this Act.
Any such application shall set forth a public
service employment program designed, in
times of high employment, to provide transitional employment for unemployed persons
in jobs providing needed public services and,
where appropriate, training and manpower
services related to such employment which
are otherwise unavailable, and to enable such
persons to move into employment or training
not supported under this Act.
(b) Programs assisted under this Act shall
be designed with a view toward(!) developing new careers,
(2) providing opportunities for career advancement,
(3) providing opportunities for continued
training, including on-the-job training, and
(4) providing transitional public service
employment which wlll enable the individuals so employed to move into public or private employment or training not supported
under this Act.
(c) An application for financial assistance
for a public service employment program
under this Act shall include provisions setting forth( I) assurances that the activities and
services for which assistance is sought under this Act will be administered by or under
the supervision of the applicant, identifying
any agency or institution designated to
carry out such activities or services under
such supervision;
(2) a description of the area to be served
by such programs, and data Indicating the
number of potential eligible participants and
their income and employment status;
(3) assurances that special consideration
will be given to the :fllllng of jobs which provide sufficient prospects for advancement or

suitable continued employment by providing complementacy' tmining and manpower
services designed to (A) promote the advancement of participants to employment or
training opportunities suitable to the individuals involved, whether in the public or
private sector of the economy, (B) provide
participants with skills for which there 1s
an anticipated high demand, or (C) provide
participants with se11'-development skllls, but
nothing contained in this paragraph sha.ll
be construed to preclude persons or programs for whom the foregoing goals are not
feasible or appropriate;
(4) assurances that, to the extent feasible,
public service jobs shall be provided in occupational fields which are most likely to
expand within the public or private sector as
the unemployment rate recedes;
(5) assurances that due consideration be
given to persons who have participated in
manpower training programs for whom employment opportunit1es would not be otherwise immediately available;
(6) a description of the methods to be used
to r~ruit, select, and orient participants,
including specific ellgibllity criteria, and
programs to prepare the participants for
their job responsibllities;
(7) a description of unmet public service
needs and a statement of priorities among
such needs;
(8) a description of jobs to be filled, a listing of the major kinds of work to be performed and skills to be acquired, and the
approximate duration for which participants
would be assigned to such jobs;
(9) the wages or salaries to be paid persons
employed in public service jobs undetr this
Act and a compa.ri.son with the wages paid
for slm1lar public occupations by the same
employer;
(10) where appropriate, the education,
tralnlng, and supportive services (including
counseling and health care services) which
complement the work performed;
( 11) the planning for and training of
supervisory personnel in working with
participants;
(12) a description of career opportunities
and job advancement potentialities for
participants;
( 13) assurances tha.t procedures established pursuant to section lO(a) Will be
complied With;
(14) assurances that agencies and institutions to whom financial assistance w111 be
made available under this Act will undertake
analysis of job descriptions and a reevaluation of skill requirements at all levels of
employment, including civil service requirements and practices relating thereto, in accordance with regulations promulgated by
the Secretary;
(15) assurances that the applicant wm,
where appropriate, maintain or provide linkages with upgrading and other manpower
programs for the purpose of (A) providing
those persons employed in public service jobs
under this Act who want to pursue work
with the employer, in the same or similar
work, with opportunities to do so and to find
permanent, upwardly mobile careers in that
field, and (B) providing those persons so
employed, who do not wish to pursue permanent careers in such field, with opportunities
to seek, prepare for, and obtain work in other
fields;
(16) assurances that all persons employed
thereunder, other than necessary technical,
supervisory, and adininistrative personnel,
will be selected from among unemployed
persons;
(17) assurances that the program wtll, to
the maximum extent feasible, contribute to
the elimination of artificial barriers to employment and occupational advancement, including civil service requirements which restrict employment opportunities for the disadvantaged; and
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(18) such other assurances, arrangements,
and conditions, consistent with the proVisions of this Act, as the Secretary deems
necessary, in accordance with such regulations as he shall prescribe.
APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS

SEc. 7. An application, or modification or
amendment thereof, for financial assistance
under this Act may be approved only if the
Secretary determines thS/t-(1) the application meets the requirements
set forth in this Act;
(2) the approvable request for funds does
not exceed 90 per centum of the cost of
carrying out the program proposed in such
application, unless the Secretary determines
that special circumstances or other provisions of law warrant the waiver of this requirement;
(3) an opportunity has been provided to
the community action agency in the area
to be served to submit comments with respect to the application to the applicant
and to the Secretary;
(4) an opportunity has been provided to
officials of the appropriate units of general
local government to submit comments with
respect to the application to the applicant
and to the Secretary; and
(5) an opportunity has been provided to
the Governor of the State to submit comments with respect to the application to the
applicant and to the Secretary.
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

SEc. 8. (a) Funds made available for carrying out this Act shall be apportioned by the
Secretary on an equitable basis among States
and within each State among local areas, including Indian reservations, and among rural
and urban areas. To the extent practicable,
such funds shall be apportioned on the baaes
of the relative numbers of unemployed persons and the severity of unemployment in
each such area.
(·b ) The Secretary shall make financial assistance under this Act available in such a
manner that, to the extent practicable, public service employment opportunities w1ll be
availwble on an equitable basis in accordancewith the purposes of this Act among significant segments of the population of unemployed persons, giving consideration to the
rela.tive numbers of unemployed persons in
ea.ch such segment.
TRAINING AND MANPOWER SERVICES

SEc. 9. For the purpose of providing training and manpower services for persons employed in public service employment programs assisted under this Act, the Secretary
is authorized to utilize, in addition to any
funds otherwise available under federally
supported manpower programs, not to exceed
20 per centum of the amounts made available for carrying out this Act.
SPECIAL RESPONSmiLITIES OF THE SECRETARY

SEc. 10. (a) The Secretary shall establish
procedures for periodic reviews by an appropriate agency of the status of each person employed in a public service job under
this Act to assure that( 1) in the event that any person employed
in a public service job under this Act and
the reviewing agency find that such job will
not provide sufficient prospects for advancement or suitable continued employment,
maximum efforts shall be made to locate employment or tra.lning opportun1tles providing
such prospects, and such person shall be offered appropriate assistance in securing
placement in the opportunity which he
chooses after appropriate counseling; and
(2) as the rate of unemployznent approaches the objective 0! section 4(c) or financial a.ssistance will otherwise no longer
be available under this Act, maximum efforts
shall be made to locate employment or training opportunities not supported under this
Act for each person employed in a publlc
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service job under this Act, and such person
shall be offered appropriate assistance in securing placement in the opportunity which
he chooses after appropriate counseling.
(b) The SecretaTy shall review the implementation of the procedures established under subsection (a) of this section six months
after funds are first obligated under this Act
and at six-month intervals thereafter.
(c) From funds appropriated pursuant to
section 4, the Secretary may reserve such
amount, not to exceed 1 per centum, as he
deems necessary to provide for a continuing
evaluation of programs assisted under this
Act and their impact on related programs.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEc. 11. (a) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program or
activity under this Act unless he determines,
in accordance with such regulations as he
shall prescribe, that-(1) the program (A) will result in an
Increase in employment opportunities over
those which would otherwise be available,
(B) will not result in the displacement of
currently employed workers (including partial displacement such as a reduction in the
hours of nonovertime work or wages or employment benefits), (C) will not impair existing contracts for services or result in the
substitution of F'ederal for other funds in
connection with work that would otherwise
be performed, a.nd (D) will not substitute
public service jobs for existing federally
cassisted jobs;
(2) persons employed in public service jobs
under this Act shell be paid wa.ges which
shall not be lower than whichever is the
blghest of (A) the minimum wage which
would be applicable to the employment un-der the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,
as amended, if section 6 (a) ( 1) of such Act
applied to the participant and if he were not
exempt under section 13 thereof, (B) the
State or local minimum wage for the most
nearly comparable covered employment, or
(C) the prevaillng rates of pay for persons
employed in similar public occupations by
the same employer to the extent that such
rates are determined by the Secretary to be
consistent with the purposs of this Act;
(3) all persons employed in public service
jobs under this Act will be assured of workmen's compensation, health insurance, unemployment insurance and other benefits at
the same levels and the same extent as other
employees of the employer and to working
conditions and promotional opportunities
neither more nor less favorable than such
other employees enjoy;
(4) the provisions of section 2(a) (3) of
Public Law 89-286 (relating to health and
safety conditions) &hall apply to such program or activity;
(5) the program w111, to the maximum
extent feasible, contribute to the occupational development or upward mobility of
individual participants; and
(6) every participant shall be advised,
prior to entering upon employment, of his
rights and benefits In connection with such
employment.
(b~ ~othing contained in this Act shall
exempt any project otherwise subject to the
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act, as
amended ( 40 U.S.C. 276a--276ar5), from the
provisions of that Act. The Secretary of Labor shall have, with respect to labor standards on any such project, the authority and
functions set forth in Reorganization Plan
Numbered 14 of 1950 (15 F.R. 3176; 64 Stat.
1267) and section 2 of the Act of June 1,
1934, as amended ( 48 Stat. 948, as amended;
40 U.S.C. 276(c)).
(c) Where a labor organization represents
employees who are engaged in similar work
in the same labor market area to that proposed to be performed under any program
for which an application is being developed
for submission under this Act, such organiza-

tion shall be notified and afforded a reasonable period of time in which to make comments to the applicant and to the Secretary.
(d) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations to assure that programs under this Act
have adequate internal administrative controls, accounting requirements, personnel
standards, evaluation procedures, and other
policies as may be necessary to promote the
effective use of funds.
(e) The Secretary may make such grants,
contracts, or agreements, establish such procedures, policies, rules, and regulations, and
make such payments, in installments and in
advance or by way of reimbursement, or
otherwise allocate or expend funds made
available under this Act, as he may deem
necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act, including (without regard to the provisions of section 4774(d) of title 10, United
States Code) expenditures for construction,
repairs, and capital improvements, and including necessary adjustments in payments
on account of overpayments or underpayments. The Secretary may also Withhold
funds otherwise payable under this Act in
order to recover any amounts expended in
the current or immediately prior fiscal year
in violation of any provision of this Act or
any term or condition of assistance under
this Act.
(f) Acceptance of family planning services
provided to participants shall be voluntary
on the part of the in<Mvidual to whoni such
services are offered and shall not be prerequisite to eligibility for or receipt of any
benefit under the program.
(g) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program under this
Act unless he determines, in accordance with
regulations which he shall prescribe, that
periodic reports Will be submitted to him
containing data designed to enable the Secretary and the Congress to measure the relative
and, where programs can be compared appropriately, comparative effectiveness of the
programs authorized under this Act and
other federally supported manpower programs. Such data shall include information
on( 1) characteristics of participan1£inc1uding age, sex, race, health, education level,
and previous wage and employment experience;
(2) duration in employment situations,
including information on the duration of
employment of program participants for at
least a year following the termination of
participation in federally assisted programs
and comparable information on other employees or trainees of participating employers: and
(3) total dollar cost per participant, including breakdown between wages, training,
and supportive services, all fringe benefits,
and administrative cost s.
The Secretary shall compile such information
on a State, regional, and national basis, and
shall include such information in the report
required by section 12 of this Act.
(h) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program under this
Act unless the grant, contract, or agreement with respect thereto specifically provides that no person with responsib111ties in
the operation of such program wm discriminate with respect to any program participant
or any applicant for participation in such
program because of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, political affiliation, or
beliefs.
(1) The Secretary shall not provide financial assistance for any program under this
Act w·h ich involves political actiVities; and
neither the program, the funds provided
therefor, nor personnel employed in the administration thereof, shall be, in any way
or to any extent, engaged in the conduct
of political activities in contravention of
chapter 15 of title 5, United States Code.
(j) The Secretary shall not provide finan-

cia! assistance for any program under this
Act unless he determines that participants
in the program wm not be employed on the
construction, operation, or maintenance of
so much of any facHity as is used or to be
used for sectarian instruction or as a place
for religious worship.
SPECIAL REPORT

SEC. 12. The Secretary shall transmit to the
Congress at least annually a detailed report
setting forth the activities conducted under
this Act, including information derived from
evaluations required by section 10(c) and
11 (g) of this Act and information on the extent to which (1) participants in such activities subsequently secure and retain public or private employment or participate in
training or employability development programs, (2) segments of the population of unemployed persons are provided public service
opportunities in accordance with the purposes of this Act.
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 13. As used in this Act, the term( 1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of
Labor.
(2) "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa,
and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands.
(3) "city'' means an incorporated municipality having general governmental powers.
(4) "public service" includes, but is not
limited to, work in such fields as environmental quality, health care, public safety, education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of parks, streets, and other public facilities, solid waste removal, pollution control, housing and neighborhood improvements, rural development, conservation,
beautification, and other fields of human
betterment and community improvement.
(5) "health care" includes, but is not
limited to, preventive and clinical medical
treatment, family planning services, nutrition services, and appropriate psychiatric,
psychological, and prosthetic services.
(6) "local service company" means a community development corporation or other
corporation, partnership, or other business
entity organized to operate a public service
employment program or component thereof
and owned or operated in substantial part
by unemployed or low-income residents of
the area to be served.
(7) "unemployed persons" means-(A) persons who are without jobs and who
want and are available for work; and
(B) adults who or whose families receive
money payments pursuant to a State plan
approved under title I, IV, X, or XVI of the
Social Security Act (1) who are det ermined
by the Secretary of Labor, in consultation
with the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, to be available for work, and (2)
who are either (i) persons without jobs, or
(11) persons working In jobs providing insufficient income to enable such persons and
their families to be self-supporting without welfare assistance;
and the determination of whether persons
are without jobs shall be made in accordance
with the criteria used by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Department of Labor in
defining persons as unemployed.
EFFECTIVE

DATE

SEc. 14. This Act shall be effective upon
enactment and the determinations to be
made under section 4 (b) shall take into account the rate of unemployment for a period of three consecutive months even though
all or part of such period may have occurred
prior to the enactment of this Act.

Mr. NELSON. I move to reconsider
the vote by which the bill was passed.
Mr. JAVITS. I move to lay that motion on the table.
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The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
SENATE RESOLUTION 95

Resolved, That

(a) the Commission on
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Senate Offi:c e Buildings, and for their acceptance on behalf of the Senate, its committees, and officers. Such regulations shall
be published in the Congressional Record at
such time or times as the Commission may
deem necessary for the information of the
Members of the Senate and the public.
(c) Regulations authorized by the provisions of section 1820 of the Revised Statutes
(40 U.S.C. 193) to be issued by the Sergeant
at Arms of the Senat e for the prot ection of
the Capitol, and any regulations issued. or
activities undertaken, by the Committee on
Rules and Administration of the Senate, or
the Architect of the Capitol, in carrying out
duties relating to the care, preservation, and
protection of the Senate wing of the Capitol
and the Senate Office Buildings, shall be consistent with such rules and regulations as
the Commission may issue pursuant to subsection (b).
(d) The Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate in consultation with
the Architect of the Capitol and consistent
with regulations prescribed by the Commission under subsection (b), shall have responsibility for the supervision, protection, and
placement of all works of art, historical objects, and exhibits which shall have been
accepted on behalf of the Senate by the Commission or acknowledged as United States
property by inventory of the Commission,
and which may be lodged in the Senate wing
of the Capitol or the Senate Office Buildings
by the Commission.
SEc. 3. The Commission shall have responsibility for the supervision and maintenance
of the Old Senate Chamber on the principal floor of the Senate wing of the Capitol
insofar as it is to be preserved as a patriotic
shrine in the Capitol for the benefit of the
people of the United States.
SEc. 4. The Commission shall, from time to
time, but at least once every ten years, publish as a Senate document a list of all works
of art, historical objects. and exhibits currently within the Senate wing of the Capitol
and the Senate Office Buildings, together
with their description, location, and with
such notes as may be pertinent to their history.
SEc. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of the contingent fund of the
Senat e for the expenses of the Commission
the sum of $15,000 each fiscal year, to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate on
vouchers signed by the Chairman or Vice
Chairman of the Commission: Provided, That
no payment shall be made from such appropriation as salary.

TRIDUTES
ON
LEGISLATIVE
Art and Antiquities of the United States
ACHIEVEMENTS THIS WEEK
Senate, in addition to any authority conupon it by Senate Resolution 382,
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the ferred
Congress, agreed t o October 1, 1968,
passage of this measure marks the sec- Ninetieth
is authorized to acquire any work of art, hisond achievement for the Senate this torical object, document or material relating
week.. On Tuesday, the Senate adopted to historical matters, or exhibit for placethe proposal that extended the interest ment or exhibition in the Senate wing of
equalization tax. That measure was ably the Capitol, the Senate Office Buildings, or
and efficiently managed by the distin- in rooms, spaces, or corridors thereof
{b) This resolution shall be effective as of
guished Senator from Louisiana <Mr.
LoNG), the chairman of the Senate Fi- March 1. 1971
nance Committee. Though presenting no
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
controversy on the merits that proposal objection to the present consideration of
did precipitate an amendment offered by the resolution?
the distinguished Senator from Indiana
There being no objection, the Senate
(Mr. BAYH); an amendment which proceeded to consider the resolution.
sought to extend advanced Federal supMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
port to the unemployment compensation unanimous consent that the original resbenefit program. I wish to commend olution which was agreed to unanimousboth Senator LoNG and Senator BAYH ly by the Senate on October 1, 1968, be
for cooperating so splendidly to assure printed at this point in the RECORD.
the disposition of that measure last
There being no objection, the resoluTuesday. They, along with the distin- tion was ordered to be printed in the
guished Senator from Georgia <Mr. RECORD, as follows:
TALMADGE), and others made possible
SENATE RESOLUTION 382
its most effective and efficient handling.
Resolved, That (a) there is hereby estabToday's success was equally magnif- lished
a Commission on Art and Antiquities
icent. The distinguished Senator from of the United States Senate (hereinafter
Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) demonstrated referred to as "the Commission") consisting
his immense expertise concerning the of the President pro tempore of the Senate,
Nation's manpower needs. This proposal the chairman and ranking minority member
to provide public service employment for of the Committee on Rules and Administrathe Senate, and the majority and mithe unemployed indicated again his tion of
leaders of the Senate.
great understanding of both the state ority
(b) The Commission shall elect a Chairman
of the economy and those who suffer and
a Vice Chairman at the beginning of
because of it.
each Congress. Three members of the ComJoining Senator NELSON was the dis- mission shall constitute a quorum for the
tinguished Senator from New York (Mr. transaction of business, except that the
JAVITS), the ranking member of the Commission may fix a lesser number which
Committee on Labor and Public Wel- shall constitute a quorum for the taking
fare. His cooperation and assistance of testimony.
The Commission shall elect a Curator
were indispensible. Particularly to be of (c)
Art and Antiquities of the Senate who
commended as well is the Senator from shall be appointed by and be an employee
Colorado <Mr. DoMINICK) who along of the Secretary of the Senate. The Curator
with the Senator from Vermont (Mr. shall serve at the pleasure of the Commission,
PROUTY) and the Senator from Ohio shall perform such duties as it may pre(Mr. TAFT) offered their own strong- scribe, and shall receive compensation at a
but equally sincere--views respecting gross rate, not to exceed $22,089 per annum
to be fixed by the Commission. At the request
this program.
of the Commission the Secretary of the SenI would only say finally that the lead- ate shall detail to the Commission such addiThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesership is grateful. The Senate may be tional professional, clerical, and other assist- tion is on agreeing to the pending resproud of the achievements obtained this ants as, from time to time, it deems neces- olution.
week. The cooperative efforts involved sary.
The resolution (S. Res. 95) was agreed
(d) The Commission shall be empowered to.
have meant that the Senate has been
to
hold
hearings,
summon
witnesses,
admineble to remain current with its program.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I:
oaths. employ reporters, request the
We are up-to-date as far as the calendar ister
production of papers and records, take such move to reconsider the vote by which.
of business is concerned and that is al- testimony, and adopt such rules for the con- the resolution was agreed to.
ways welcome information.
Mr. GRIFFIN·. I move to lay that mo-duct of its hearings and meetings, as it deems
tion on the table.
necessary.
SEc. 2. (a) The Commission is hereby auThe motion to lay on the table was.
ACQUISITIONS BY THE COMMISSION thorized
and directed to supervise, hold, agreed to.
ON ANTIQUITIES AND THE ARTS
place, and protect all works of art, historical
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on objects, and exhibits within the Senate wing
ORDER OF BUSINESS
the Capitol, and in all rooms, spaces, and
behalf of the distinguished minority of
thereof, which are the property
leader and myself, I send to the desk a corridors
Mr.
MANSFIELD.
Mr. President, I ask:
of the United States, and in its judgment to
resolution. This matter has been dis- accept any works of art, historical objects, or unanimous consent that instead of taking:
cussed with other members of the Com- exhibits which may hereafter be offered, giv- upS. 581, which was to be taken up at.
mission on Antiquities and the Arts as en, or devised to the Senate, its committees, this time, it be laid before the Senatethey affect the Senate--Senator PROUTY and its officers for placement and exhibition at the end of today's session and mad€<
and Senator JoRDAN and I have been trY:; in the Senate wing of the Capitol, the the pending business for Monday mornOffice Buildings, or in rooms, SI?aces, ing next.
ing to contact Senator ELLENDER, the Senate
corridors thereof.
President pro tempore, but so far have or (b)
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The Commission shall prescribe such
been unsuccessful, I ask for its immed- regulations
as it deems necessary for the objection, it is so ordered.
iate consideration.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in adcare, protection, and placement o! such
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BuR- works of art, exhibits, and historical objects dition, other business will be taken up
in the Senate wing of the Capitol and the
DICK). The resolution will be stated.
today-a bill from the Calendar, a con-
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ference report by the distinguished Senator from Georgia, and other matters.
EXPRESSION OF THE SENSE OF THE
SENATE WITH RESPECT TO REMOVAL OF DISCRIMINATORY EEC
PREFERENCES AGAINST U.S. CITRUS EXPORTS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Calendar No.
52, S. Res. 89.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The resolution will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
A resolution (S. Res. 89) expressing the
sense of the Senate with respect to the
prompt removal of discriminatory preferences on citrus fruits granted by the European Economic Community, and action to
be taken by the United States if such discriminatory preferences are not promptly removed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the resolution.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that an explanatory
statement contained in the report from
the Committee. on Finance be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follOWS:
PuRPOSE OF THE RESOLUTION

This resolution calls on the President to
promptly make every etiort to obtain the
removal of the discriminatory import preferences maintained by the European Economic
Community with respect to citrus fruits and,
should such etforts not succeed, to exercise,
within 60 days of the date of this resolution
his authority to increase U.S. import duties
or impose other import restrictions against
products entering the U.S. market from the
European Economic Community.
GENERAL STATEMENT
BACKGROUND

On September 1, 1969, the European Economic Community entered into discriminatory agreements with Tunisia and Morocco,
granting to those countries an 80 percent
reduction in the European Community's
common external tariff on fresh oranges and
lemons. Contrary to accepted principles in
international trade, these duty reductions
were not given to all trading nations. In
return, these two countries gave certain discriminatory concessions to the European
Common Market. These actions are a clear
violation of trade agreements and they impair concessions granted to the United States
in trade agreements negotiated under the
trade agreements program.
Because these discriminatory arrangements
also would have adversely affected the trade
of Spain and Israel, the EEC granted a 40p~rcent reduction in its common external
tariff on oranges and lemons to these countries. Recognizing the Ulegaltty of these preferences to Spain and Israel, the EEC requested a waiver from its most-favorednation obligations, under the GAT!'. The
United States and a number of other countries opposed this. When it became apparent
that the waiver would not be granted, the
European Community withdrew its request
and said it would withdraw the duty reductions to Spain and Israel. However, these
preferential concessions to Spain and Israel
were withdrawn only after the major part of

the U.S. citrus shipping season was over and
for all practical purposes the withdrawal was
not effective. Moreover, on October 1, 1970,
as part of broader agreements the European
Community reinstated the 40-percent prefer-
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ence for oranges and lemons from Spain and
Israel, and gave a preference to Israel for
grapefruit. These preferences also violate
trade agreements negotiated with the United
States.

EEC TARIFF PREFERENCES, DURING U.S. MARKETING SEASON FOR CITRUS FRUITS
[In percent]
Oranges

United States ___ _________________
Morocco __ _______ ____ ________ ___
Tunisia _________________________
Spain ____________ ------- ________
IsraeL __________________________
1 Oranges, Apr.
2 Post Kennedy

IMPACT

Lemons

Grapefruit

Applicable
rate

Preference
margin

Applicable
rate

Preference
margin

Applicable
rate

Preference
margin

115
13
13
19
19

None
80
80
40
40

1.6
1.6

8

None
80
80
40
40

26
26
26
26
2 3. 6

None
None
None
None
40

4.8
4.8

1 to Oct. 15.
round rate.

OF DISCRIMINATORY PREFERENCES
CITRUS FRUITS

ON

The etfect of these preferential rates has
already been felt by U.S. exporters of citrus
fruit. It 1s anticipated that in the future the
etfects will be much greater.
In the 1969-70 season the European Community increased its import tonnages of
fresh oranges from Morocco, Tunisia, Spain,
and Israel by 19 percent over the previous
year while, during this same period, U.S.
shipments of oranges to the Community declined by 33 percent. On a dollar basis U.S.
exports of fresh oranges to the Community
declined by $4.7 million in 1969-70 as compared with the previous year. Thus, the countries receiving the preferences gained considerably in their trade while U.S. sales were
cut by one-third. other countries not party
to the preferential arrangements such as
Brazil and Cyprus also have sutiered a decrease in their orange exports to the Community. A!l end to the discrimination is urgently needed as about two-thirds of total
U.S. orange exports to the Community move
during the brief span of only 4 months-April, May, June, and July. These 4 months,
therefore, are highly critical far U.S. shippers.
If the preferences are not removed immediately, U.S. exporters will sutfer from a repetition of the experience of last season which
showed a pa.tern of greater-than-usual imports into the EEC of fresh oranges from
Morocco, Tunisia, Spain, and Israel, an extension of the shipping season from these
sources into the U.S. season, and a decllne,
both relative and absolute, in U.S. sales in
an expanding Community market.
BROADER IMPLICATIONS OF EEC PREFERENCES

The European Economic Community has
now entered into special preferential arrangements with no less than 28 nations.
The Community is expanding into a. worldwide discriminatory trading bloc which could
ultimately include countries from Latin
America and the Far East as well as most of
Europe. These discriminatory arrangements
are snowballlng to the point where the
United States will find its access to world
markets severely restricted.
The special preferential arrangement entered into with these nations, including the
Mediterranean countries involve two-way
discrimination. The European Community
exacts trade concessions from the country to
which it grants preferential import concessions. Thus, U.S. eXIpOrts are subject to
double injury.
The citrus fruit problem involves the important principle of nondiscrimination in international trading relations. Further erosion of this principle will surely break up the
world into competitive trade blocs each seeking to outdo the other in granting ·special
discriminatory preferences to third countries.
This has very clear, but uncomforting, consequences for the political cohesion of -the
free world.

The committee is concerned that existing
U.S. statutes, international agreements, and
institutional arrangements are not being
adequately employed to deal with these
pressing current problems in international
trade. The executive branch mu....c:t be more
aggressive in protecting the trading interests
of the United States from unfair trade practices such as the discriminatory bilateral
trade agreements negotiated by the European
Community.
REMEDIES AVAILABLE UNDER EXISTING LAW

The Congress has provided certain remedies
to cope with the problem of discrimination in
international trade. Specifically, in 1962 the
Congress enacted Section 252 of the Trade
Expansion Act which provides, inter alia,
(a) Whenever unjustifiable foreign import
restrictions impair the value of ta.riti commitments made to the United States, oppress
the commerce of the United States, or prevent the expansion of trade on a mutually
advantageous basis, the President shall( 1) take all appropriate and feasible steps
within his power to eliminate such restrictions,
(2) refrain from negotiating the reduction or elimination of any United States import restriction under section 201(a) in order to obtain the reduction or elimination of
any such restrictions, and
(3) notwith.stalnding any provision of any
trade agreement under this Act and to the extent he deems necessary and appropriate,
impose duties or other important restrictions
on the products of any foreign country or
instrumentality establishing or maintaining
such foreign import restrictions aga.inst
United States agricultural products, when
he deems such duties and other import restrictions necessary and appropriate to prevent the establishment or obtain the removal of such foreign import restrictions
and to provide access for United States agricultural products to the markets of such
country or instrumentality on an equitable
basis.
Section 338, of the Tariff Act of 1930, provides, inter alia,
(a) ADnrrxoNAL DuTms.-The President
when he finds that the public interest will
be served thereby shall by proclamation specify and declare new or additional duties as
hereinafter provided upon articles wholly or
in part the growth or product of, or imported
in a vessel of, any foreign country whenever
he shall find as a fact that such country(1) Imposes, directly or indirectly, upon
the disposition in -or transportation in transit
through or reexportation from such country of any article wholly or in part the growth
or product of the United States any unreasonable charge, ex:action, regulation, or limitation which is not equally enforced upon
the like articles of every foreign country; or
· (2) Discriminates in fact against the commerce of the United States, directly or indirectly, by law or administrative regulation
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or practice, by or :In respect to any customs,
tonnage, or port duty, fee, charge, exaction,
classification, regulation, condition, restriction or prohibition, in any such manner as to
place the oommerce 01! the United States at
a disadvantaged compared With the commerce of a.ny foreign country.
(b) EXCLUSION FROM !MPORTATION.-If at
any time the President shall find it to be a
fact that any foreign country has not only
discriminated against the commerce of the
United States, as aforesaid, but has, after
the issuance of a proclamation as authorized in subdivision (a) of this section, maintained or increased its said discrimtnations against the commerce of the United
States, the President is hereby authorized,
it he deems it consistent With the interests
of the United States, to issue a further
proclamation directing that such products
of said country or such articles imported in
its vessels as he shall deem consistent with
the public interests shall be excluded from
importation into the United States.
(C)

APPLICATION

OF

PROCLAl\IIATION .-Any

proclamation issued by the President under
the authority of this section shall, it he
deems it consistent with the interests of
the United States, extend to the whole of
any foreign country or may be confined to
any subdivision or subdivisions thereof; and
the President shall, whenever he deems the
public interests require, suspend, revoke,
supplement, or amend any such proclamation.
(d) DUTIES TO OFFSET COMMERCIAL DIS-

ADVANTAGES.-Whenever the President shall
find as a fact that any foreign country
places any burden or disadvantage upon the
commerce of the United States by any of the
unequal impositions or discriininations
aforesaid, he shall, when he finds that the
public interest will be served thereby, by
proclamation specify and declare such new
or additional rate or rates of duty as he
shall determine wlll offset such burden or
disadvantage, not to exceed 50 per centum
ad valorem or its equivalent, on any products of, or on articles imported in a vessel of,
such foreign country; and thirty days after
the date of such proclamation there shall
be levied, collected, and paid upon the articles enumerated in such proclamation
when imported into the United States from
such foreign country such new or additional
rate or rates of duty; or, in case of articles
declared subject to exclusion from importation into the United States under the provisions of subdivision (b) of this section, such
articles shall be excluded from importation.
(e) DUTIES TO OFFSET BENEFITS TO THIRD

CouNTRY.-Whenever the President shall
find as a fact that any foreign country imposes any unequal imposition or discrimination as aforesaad upon the commerce of the
United States, or that any benefits accrue
or are likely to accrue to any industry in any
foreign country by reason of any such imposition or d.iscriminatdon imposed by any
foreign country other than the foreign country in which such industry is located, and
whenever the President shall determine that
any new or a-dditional rate or rates of duty
or any prohibition hereinbefore provided for
do not effectively remove such imposition or
discrimination and that any benefits from
any such imposition or discrimination accrue or are likely to accrue to any industry
in any foreign country, he shall, when he
finds that the public interest will be served
thereby, by proclamation specify and declare
such new or additional rate or rates of duty
upon the articles wholly or in part the
growth or product of any such industry as
he shall determine will offset benefits, not
to exceed 50 per centum ad valorem or its
equivalent, upon importation from any foreign country into the United States of such
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to transgress upon the general policy of
MFN to which the European Economic
Community is a party in the GAT!'.
There seemingly is a contradiction here.
It seems to me that where we have an
admitted grievance which carries the
seeds of danger of disturbing the world's
trade.
This resolution now before the Senate
is symbolic of the issues that the countries of the free world will face in the
years ahead-namely w111 the free world
split into regional and warring trading
blocs or will an open trading world be
maintained with all this means for U.S.
exports and the exports of other countries to the United States. I have decided
not to interpose any objection to the
sense of the Senate resolution. I support
the idea of causing the European Economic Community to rethink its future
trade policies particularly now as the
negotiations with the UK are underway-just as we are rethinking our policies-Europe cannot continue negotiating specialized preferential arrangements to the world that it wants a system of generalized preferences. In order
to bring up our friends and trading partners rather sharply and to point a finger
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I un- at what is contributing to the protectionderstand there is a question of a time ist mood in the United States, I have determination in this matter, and I yield cided not to interpose an objection to the
to the distinguished Senator from New resolution.
York.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BURMr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator.
DICK) • The question is on agreeing to the
Mr. President, we gave very serious resolution.
thought to bringing about a full-dress
The resolution was agreed to.
debate on this resolution, because it
The preamble was agreed to.
should be noted that it is a sense of the
The resolution, with its preamble,
Senate resolution, not a law, and that is reads as follows:
one mitigating factor. The other factor
S.REs. 89
is that it does ask the President-and we
Whereas discrimination in international
do not ask these things lightly-to take trade
is oontmry to the trading interests of
remedial steps within 60 days "against all nations; and
the European Economic Community."
Whereas proliferation of discriminatory
That would be a pretty formidable trade arrangements by the Euopea.n Ecoorder, as I say, if this were legislation. nomic Community is harmful to the world
But it is a sense of the Senate resolu- trading system; and
Whereas the European Econoinic Oommution, and it does bring before us a very nity
has recently accorded preferential tariff
grave question. The grave question is treatment
with respect to citrus fruit from
this: The United States is now commit- Tunisia, Morocco, Spain, and Israel, to the
ted to join in a scheme of generalized detriment of United States exports; and
Whereas the European Economic Oommupreferences to the manufacturers and
semimanufacturers of the developing nity has received preferentia.l concessions
countries, or are we going to stand on the from Tunisia, Morocco, Spain, and Israel in
return for its discriminatory preferences,
sidelines as the Europeans and Japan also
the detriment of United States eximplement a generalized preferences ports;toand
scheme that the last two U.S. adminisWhereas these discriininatory preferences
tration's helped pioneer and promote.
violate trade agreements and impair concesIt is my fear that if the U.S. Congress sions granted to the United States in trade
does not authorize the United States to agreements negotiated under the Trade
live up to the solemn commitment the Agreements Program; and
the Congress of the United States
U.S. Government made in the OECD and hasWhereas
enacted section 252 of the Trade Expanthe United Nations, that we will have sion Act of 1962 and section 338 of the Tartif
played into the hands of those Europeans Act of 1930 to provide remedies for injury to
who favor proliferating regional prefer- United. States export trade arising from such
ences schemes, who favor protectionism, discriminatory preferences: Now, therefore,
and who favor an inward-looking Com- be it
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate
mon Market.
that the President shall promptly make evIn addition to their recent decision to ery effort to obtain the removal of the disimplement a non-reciprocal, non-dis.:. cri.m1natory import preferences maintained
crimatory tariff preferences scheme, the by the Europea.n Economic Community with
respect to citrus fruits and, should such efEuropean Economic Community also has forts
not succeed, the President shall take
made recently special deals with African appropriate
remedial steps Within sixty days
and Mediterranean countries which from the da.te of this resolution against the
seem to the Unfted States to very strongly European Economic Community pursuant to
articles; and on and after thirty days after
the date of any such proclamation such new
or additional rate or rates of duty so specified
and declared in such proclamation shall be
levied, collected, and paid upon such ·a rticles.
The citrus industry has actually sought relief through the remedy provided by section
252 described above. In June Of 1970, the
industry petitioned the President for action
under this provision. In August of 1970 a
hearing was granted the industry. The Trade
Information Committee which includes representatives of the Departments of State,
Commerce, Treasury, Agriculture, Labor, Defense, Interior, and the Office of Spec4al
Trade Representative unanimously agreed
thSit discrimination existed in this case. However, despite this unanimity no relief has
been obtained for the U.S. citrus fruit industry.
The executive branch has discussed the
matter with our European trading partners
but has been totally unsuccessful in obtaining any guarantee that the discrimination
will be removed. Apparently, the European
Economic Community either does not believe the executive branch will impose retaliatory measures against the goods of the
Community entering into this country or
does not care it it does. In any event they
are unwilling to remove the discriminatory
preference granted to the Mediterranean
countries.
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section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 or section 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the vote by which the resolution was agreed to be reconsidered.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
move that the vote to reconsider be laid
on the table.
The motion was agreed to.

tion will be made gives the very opposite
impression of avoiding unnecessary delay.
Surely it is to be acknowledged that this
is not an ordinary court-martial without
servicewide and national implications and
impact. Surely the initial reviewing authority designation should have been designated
by this time. Surely there should be no further delay in that designation.
Sincerely yours,
MARGARET CHASE SMrrH,
U.S. Senator.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House o.f Representatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had passed the bill <S. 789) to
amend the tobacco marketing quota provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1938, as amended, with an amendment in the nature of a substitute, in
which it requested the concurrence of the
Senate.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I now
yield to the distinguished Senator from
Maine (Mrs. SMITH) .
Mrs. SMITH. I thank the majority
leader.
DESIGNATION BY THE ARMY OF ITS
INITIAL REVIEWING AUTHORITY
IN THE CALLEY CASE
Mrs. SMITH. Mr. President, I was
greatly surprised this morning to find
upon inquiry to the Office of the Judge
Advocate General of the Army not only
that the initial reviewing authority in
the Calley case had not been designated,
but also that no indication could be given
as to how soon that designation would
be made.
Because of the obvious need to avoid
any unnecessary delay in the final disposition and decision on this case I wrote
the Secretary of the Army a letter which
was delivered to the Department of the
Army around 1 o'clock this afternoon.
I ask unanimous consent to have my
letter printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK ACT
AMENDMENTS OF 1971
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Calendar No.
53, S. 581. I do this so that it will become
the pending business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
s. 581
To a.m.end the Export-Import Bank Act of
1945, as a.m.ended, to allow for greater expansion of the export trade of the United
States, to exclude Bank receipts and disbursements from the budget of the United
States Government, to extend for three years
the period within which the Bank is authorized to exercise its functions, to increase the
Bank's lending authority and its authority
to issue, against fractional reserves and
against full reserves, insurance and guarantees, to authorize the bank to issue for purchase by any purchaser its obligations maturing subsequent to June 30, 1976, and for
other purposes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill which had
been reported from the Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs with
an amendment to strike out all after
the enacting clause and insert "That the
Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as
amended <12 U.S.C. 635) is amended(a) By inserting '(1) • immediately
after 'SEc. 2. (a) • of such Act, and by
adding at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:"

(2) The receipts and disbursements of the
Bank in the discharge of its functions shall
not be included in the totals of the budget
APRIL 1, 1971.
of the United States Government and shall
THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY,
be exempt from any annual expenditure and
Department of the A1·my,
net lending (budget outlays) limitations imWashington, D.O.
MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I a.m. surprised posed on the budget of the United States
to learn upon inquiry this morning that the Government. In accordance with the proviinitial reviewing authority in the Calley case sions of the Government Corporation Conhas not yet been designated despite the long trol Act, the President shall transmit anknown conditions that prompt a. deviation nually to the Congress a budget for program
from sta.ndard practices because of the dis- activities and for administrative expense of
qualification aspects in this case. I was even the Bank. The President shall report annualfurther surprised that no indication could ly to the Congress the amount of net lending
be given at this time as to how soon there- of the Bank which would be included in the
totals of the budget of the United States
viewing authority would be designated.
Because of the impact of the Calley case, Government if the Bank's activities were not
not only upon the morale of military per- excluded from those totals as a result of this
sonnel, and specifically combat personnel section."
(b) Section 2 (c) (1) of such Act is amended
carrying out combat orders, and as well the
impact upon the morale of the entire Amer- by striking out "$3,500,000,000" and inserting
ican public, it seems incumbent upon the in lieu thereby "$10,000,000,000".
(c) Section 7 of such Act is amended by
Department of the Army to expedite this case
as rapidly as the interests of justice and striking out "$13,500,000,000" and inserting
in lieu thereof "$20,000,000,000".
humanity permit.
(d) Section 8 of such Act iS amended by
For the Department of the Army at thiS
time to be in a. position of reporting that not striking out "June 30, 1973" and inserting in
only has there been no designation of the lieu thereof "June 30, 1976", and by inserting
initial reviewing authority, but that there immediately following the words "Secretary
is no indication as to how soon that designs.- of the Treasury" "or any other purchasers".

(e) Section 2 (b) (3) of the Export-Import
Bank Act of 1945 (12 u.s.a. 635(b) (6)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(3) The Bank shall not guarantee, insure,
or extend credit, or participate in the extension of credit in connection with (A) the purchase of any product, technical data., or
other information by a national or agency of
any nation which engages in armed confiict,
declared or otherwise, with the Armed Forces
of the United States, or (B) the purchase by
any nation (or national or agency thereof) of
any product, technical data, or other information which is to be used principally by
or in any such nation described in subparagraph (A)."
(f) Section 2 (b) of the Export-Import
Bank Act of 1945 (12 U.S.C. 635(b)) is
amended by adding at the end of paragraph
(1) the following: "In the exercise of its
functions the Bank shall, insofar as feasible
and practicable, provide guarantees, insurance, and extensions of credit at rates and
on terms and conditions which are reasonably
competitive with the Government-supported
rates, terms, and other conditions available
for the financing of exports from the principal
countries whose exporters compete with
United States exporters.
SEc. 2. The President shall, within thirty
days after enactment of this Act, report to
the Congress the amount by which the annual expenditure and net lending limitation
imposed on the budget of the United States
Government by title V of the Second Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1970, will be reduced as a result of the amendment made
by section 1 (a) of this Act.

ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTIL
10 A.M. ON MONDAY. APRIL 5, 1971
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that when the
Senate completes its business today, it
stand in adjournment until 10 a.m. on
Monday next.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BURDICK) . Without objection, it is so
ordered.
RECOGNITION OF SENATORS
ON MONDAY
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, is it
correct to state that the distinguished
Senator from Dlinois will be recognized
for 15 minutes and then the Senator
from Montana now speaking for the following 15 minutes?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
purpose is to conduct a colloquy. In
order to make certain that colloquies are
colloquies, after discussing this matter
with the distinguished minority leader,
I think it advisable that each Senator
so engaged announce it ahead of time,
so that there will be no difficulty insofar
as determination of the definition of
what the word colloquy means is concerned.
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK

AC~[.'

.A..~MENTS

CHANGE

IN

OF 1971
UNANIMOUS CONSENT AGREEMEUT

PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
The Chair would inquire of
the Senator from Montana, under the
unanimous-consent agreement, regard·
ing this question of controlled time,
would the Senator like to have tha'
The

BURDICK) •
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agreement, suspended until Monday quotas for burley tobacco for any marketing
year subsequent to the marketing year benext?
October 1, 1971, shall be proclaimed
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes, indeed; that is ginning
as provided in this section.
correct. I ask unanimous consent--and
"(b) The Secretary shall determine and
this has been cleared all around-that announce, not later than the February 1 preone of the 3 hours allocated to the bill ceding the second and third marketing years
be added to one of the Proxmire amend- of any three-year period for which marketments so that he will have, on one oc- ing quotas on a poundage basis are in effect
casion, at least a 2-hour time limitation. under this section, the amount of the namarketing quota for each of such years.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I did not tional
marketing quotas have been made effective
hear the unanimous-consent agreement If
on a poundage basis under this section, the
on the bill. Does it protect all amend- Secretary shall, not later than February 1
ments and all amendments to amend- of the last year of three consecutive marketing years for which marketing quotas are in
ments?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Oh, yes. That is effect under this section, proclaim national
marketing quotas for burley tobacco for the
right.
Mr. JAVITS. And any time on the bill next three succeeding marketing years as
provided in this section. Within thirty days
itself?
following such proclamation, the Secretary
Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes, 3 hours, but I shall conduct a referendum in accordance
am taking 1 hour off the bill at the re- with section 312(c) of the Act. If the Secrequest of the Senator from Wisconsin tary determines that more than one-third of
(Mr. PROXMIRE), with the approval of the the farmers voting oppose the national marchairman of the bill, so that the Senator keting quotas, he shall announce the results
from Wisconsin can have enough time and no marketing quotas or price support
shall be in effect for such kind of tobacco for
on this one amendment.
first marketing year of such three-year
Mr. J AVITS. I thank the distinguished the
period. Thereafter, the provisions of section
majority leader.
312 of the Act shall apply: Provided, that the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there national marketing quota and farm marketobjection to the request of the Senator ing quotas shall be determined as provided in
from Montana? The Chair hears none, this section. Notice of the farm marketing
quota which will be in effect for his farm for
and it is so ordered.
AMENDMENT OF THE TOBACCO
MARKETING QUOTA PROVISIONS
OF THE AGRICULTURAL ACT OF
1938, AS AMENDED
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I ask
the Chair to lay before the Senate a
message from the House of Representatives on S. 789.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BURDICK) laid before the Senate the amendment of the House of Representatives to
strike out all after the enacting clause
and insert:
That the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1938, as amended, hereinafter referred to as
the "Act", is amended by adding immediately
following section 318 a new section 319 to
read as follows:
"FARM POUNDAGE QUOTAS FOR BURLEY TOBACCO

"SEc. 319. (a) Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, the Secretary shall, within
thirty days following the enactment of this
section, proclaim national marketing quotas
for burley tobacco for the three marketing
years beginning October 1, 1971, and determine and announce the amount of the marketing quota for burley tobacco for the marketing year beginning October 1, 1971, as
provided in this section.
"Within thirty days following such proclamation, the Secretary shall conduct a
referendum of the farmers engaged in the
production of the 1970 crop of burley tobacco to determine whether they favor or
oppose the establishment of farm marketing quotas on a poundage basis as provided
in this section for the three marketing years
beginning October 1, 1971. If the Secretary
determines that two-thirds or more of the
farmers voting in such referendum approve
marketing quotas on a poundage basis, marketing quotas as provided in this section shall
be in effect for those three marketing years.
If marketing quotas on a poundage basis are
not approved by at least two-thirds of the
farmers voting in such referendum, no
marketing quotas or price support for burley
tobacco shall be in efl'ect for the marketing
year beginning October 1, 1971. Thereafter,
the provisions of section 312 of the Act shall
apply: Provided, That national marketing

the first marketing year covered by any referendum under this section shall, insofar as
practicable, be mailed to the farm operator
in sufficient time to be received prior to the
referendum.
"(c) The national marketing quota determined under this section for burley tobacco
for any marketing year shall be the amount
produced in the United States which the
Secre1la.Ty estimates will be ut1llzed in the
United states and will be exported during
such marketing year, adjusted upward or
downward in such amount as the Secretary,
in his discretion, determines is desirable fOl'
the purpose of maintaining an adequate
supply or for effecting an orderly reduction
of supplies to the reserve supply level. Any
such downward adjustment shall not exceed
5 per centum of such estimated ultization
and exports. For each marketing year for
which marketing quotas are in effect under
this section, the Secretary in his discretion
may establish a reserve (hereinafter referred
to as the 'national reserve') from the national marketing quota in an amount not in
excess of 1 per centum of the national marketing quota to be available for making
corrections and adjusting inequities in farm
marketing quotas, and for establishing marketing quotas for new farms (that is, farms
fOl' which farm marketing quotas are not
otherwise established).
"(d) When a national marketing quota is
first proclaimed under this section, the Secretary shall through local committees determine a farm yield for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970. Such yield shall be determined by averaging the yield per acre for the
four highest years of the five consecutive
years beginning with the 1966 crop year:
Provided, That if burley tobacco was produced on the farm in fewer than five of such
years, the farm yield shall be the simple
average of the yields obtained in the years
during such period that burley tobacco was
produced on the farm: Provided further,
That if no burley tobacco was produced on
the farm but the farm was considered as
having planted burley tobacco during the
immediately preceding five years, the farm
yield will be appraised on the basis of the
yields established for similar farms in the
area. on which burley tobacco was produced
during such five-year period: And provided
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further, That the farm yield established for

any farm shall not exceed three thousand
five hundred pounds per acre.
" (e) A preliminary farm marketing quota
shall be determined for each farm for which
a burley tobacco acreage allotment was
established for the marketing year beginning
October 1, 1970, by multiplying the farm
yield determined under subsection (d) of
this section 'bY the farm acreage allotment
(prior to any reduction for violation of regulations issued pursuant to the Act) established for such farm for the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1970. For each farm
for which such a preliminary farm marketing quota is determined, a farm marketing
quota for the first year shall ·b e determined
by multiplying the preliminary farm marketing quota by a national f<B~Ctor obtained
by dividing the national marketing quota
determined under subsection (c) of this
section (less the national reserve) by the
sum of all preliminary farm marketing
quotas as determined under this subsection:
Provided, That such national factor shall not
be less than 95 per centum.
"The farm marketing quota for each succeeding year shall be determined by multiplying the previous year's farm marketing
quota lby a national factor obtained by dividing the national marketing quota determined under subsection (c) of this section
(less the national reserve) by the sum of the
farm marketing quotas for the immediately
preceding year for all farms for which 'burley
tobacco marketing quotas will be determined
for such succeeding marketing year: Provided, That such national factor shall not
be less than 95 per centum: Provided further, That for the marketing years beginning
October 1, 1972 and October 1, 1973, the farm
marketing quota for any farm shall not be
less than the smaller of (1) one-half acre
times the farm yield times one-half the sum
of the figure one and the national factor for
the current year, or (2) the farm marketing
quota for the immediately preceding marketing year times one-half the sum of the figure one and the national factor for the current year. The farm marketing quota so computed for any farm for any year shall be
increased by the number of pounds by which
marketings from the farm cLuring the immediately preceding year were less than the
farm marketing quota (after adjustments):
Provided, That any such increase shall not
exceed the amount of the farm marketing
quota. (including leased pounds) for the
immediately preceding marketing year prior
to any increase for undermarketings or decrease for overmarketings. The farm marketing quota so computed !or each farm for
any year shall be reduced by the number of
pounds by which marketing from the farm
during the immediately preceding year exceeded the farm marketing quota. (after
adjustments) : Provided, That if, on account
of excess marketings in the preceding year,
the farm marketing quota is reduced to zero
pounds without reflecting the entire reduction required, the additional reduction required shall be made in subsequent marketing years.
"The farm marketing quota for a new
farm shall be the number of pounds determined ·b y the county committee with approval of the State committee to be fair and
reasonable for the farm on the basis of the
past burley tobacco experience of the farm
operator; the land, labor, and equipment
available for the production of •b urley tobacco; crop rotation practices, and the soU
and other physical factors affecting the production of burley tobacco: Provided, That
the farm marketing quota. for any such new
farm shall not exceed 50 per centum of the
average of the farm marketing quotas for
similar farms for which farm marketing
quotas are otherwise established: Provided.
further, That the number of pounds allocated to all new farms shall not exceed that
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portion of the national reserve provided by
the Secretary for establishing quotas for new
farms.
"(f) When a poundage program is in effect
under this section, the farm marketing quota
next established for any farm shall be reduced by the amount of burley tobacco produced on any farm ( 1) which is marketed
ae. having been produced on a different farm;
(2) for which proof of disposition 1s not
furnished as required by the Secretary; and
(3) as to which any producer on the farm
files, or aids or acquiesces in the filing of, any
false report with respect to the production or
marketings of tobacco: Provided, That if the
Secretary through the local committee finds
that no person connected with such farm
oaused, aided, or acquiesced in any such
irregularity, the next established farm marketing quota shall not be reduced under
this subsection. The reductions required under this subsection shall be in addition to
any other adjustments made pursuant to this
section.
"(g) When a poundage program is in
effect under this section, farm marketing
quotas (after adjustments) for burley tobacco may be leased and transferred to other
farms in the same county under the terms
and conditions contained in section 318 of
the Act: Provided, That such leases and
transfers shall be on a pound for pound basis:
Provided further, That any adjustment for
undermarketings or overmarketings shall be
attributed to the farm to which leased and
transferred: Provided further, That not more
than fifteen thousand pounds may be leased
and transferred to any farm under this
section: And provided further, That the
marketing quota determined for any farm
subsequent to such lease and transfer shall
not exceed an amount determined by multiplying the farm yield established under subsection (d) of this section by 50 per centum
of the acreage of cropland in the farm.
"(h) Effective with the marketing year
beginning October 1, 1976, no marketing
quota., other than a new farm marketing
quota, shall be established for a farm on
which no burley tobacco was planted or considered planted in any of the five years immediately preceding the year for which farm
marketing quotas are being established.
"(i) When marketing quotas under this
section are in effect, provisions with respect
to penalties for the marketing of excess tobacco and the other provisions contained in
section 314 of the Act shall apply, except
that:
"(1) No penalty on excess tobacco shall be
due or collected until 110 pe1" centum of
the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) for a farm has been marketed, but
with respect to each pound of tobacco marketed in excess of such percentage the full
penalty rate shall be due, payable, and collected at the time of marketing on each
pound of tobacco marketed, and any tobacco
marketed in excess of 100 per centum of the
farm marketing quota (after adjustments)
will require a reduction in subsequent farm
marketing quotas in accordance with section 319(e): Provided, That if the Secretary,
in his discretion, determines it is desirable
to encourage additional marketings of any
grades of burley tobacco during any marketing year to insure traditiona:I market
patterns to meet the normal demands of
export and domestic markets, he ma.y authorize the marketing of such grades without
the payment of penalty or deduction from
subsequent quotas oo the extent of 5 per
centum of the farm marketing quota. for the
farm on which the tobacco was produced,
and such marketings shall be eligible for
price support.
"(2) The provisions with respect to penalties contained in the third sentence of section 314 (a) shall be revised to read: 'If any
producer falsely identifies or !ails to account

for the disposition of any tobacco, the Secretary,in lieu of assessing and collecting penalties based on actual marketings of excess tobacco, may elect to assess a penalty computed
by multiplying the full penalty rate by an
amount of tobacco equal to 25 per centum
of the farm marketing quota (after adjustments) and the penalty in respect thereof
shall be paid and remitted by the producer.'.
" (3) The provisions contained in the fourth
sentence of section 314(a) shall not be applicable. For the flrst year a marketing quota
program established under the provisions of
this section is in effect, the farm marketing
quota. determined under the provisions of
section 319(e) shall receive a temporary upward adjustment equal to the amount of
carryover penalty-free burley tobacco for the
farm. For subsequent years, the provisions of
section 319(c) shall apply.
"(j) The Secretary shall prescribe such
regulations as he considers necesary for carrying out the provisions of this section."
SEc. 2. Section 378 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is
amended by adding subsection (f) to read as
follows:
"(f) In applying the provisions of this section to a farm for which a tobacco marketing quota has been determined under section
319 of this Act, the words 'allotment' and
'acreage•, wherever they appear, shall be construed to mean 'marketing quota' and
'poundage', respectively, as required."
SEc. 3. Clause (c) of section 106 of the
Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended, is
amended to read as follows:
" (c) If acreage poundage or poundage farm
marketing quotas are in effect under section
317 or 319 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1938, as amended, ( 1) price support
shall not be made available on tobacco marketed in excess of 110 per centum of the marketing quota. (after adjustments) for the
farm on which such tobbacco was produced,
and (2) for the purpose of price-support
ellg1b1lity, tobacco carried over from one marketing year to another shall, when marketed,
be considered tobacco of the then current
crop."

SEc. 4. Any action taken by the ·Secretary
pursuant to section 312 of the Act (7 U.S.C.
1312) for burley tobacco for any of the three
marketing years beginning October 1, 1971,
prior to the enactment of this section, shall
be of no effect.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President. for
the purpose of malting legislative history, the House amendment contains a
typographical error which does not appear to be material.
In section 319<D (3), section "319Cc),.
is referred to where section "319(e)" is
obviously intended.
I do not think it is material or necessary to send the bill back to the House
for that reason, but for the purposes of
making legislative history, I wanted to
make this statement.
Now, Mr. President, the House has
amended the Senate-passed burley bill
in some particulars, and I have discussed
these amendments with the Senators
representing the States of Kentucky,
Tennessee, North Carolina, and Virginia
which are the principal burley-produc~
ing States in the Union.
Mr. President, I move that the Senate
concur in the House amendment.
Mr. President, I yield to the Senator
from Kentucky before the vote.
Mr. COOPER. I thank the Senator
from Georgia.
Mr. President, I would like to direct
attention to a possible question of interpretation of a change made by the House
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in the Senate blll, which I introduced.
One of the differences in the bill S. 789
as passed by the Senate and as amended
by the House, is a technical difference in
the provision permitting the leasing of
burley quotas. The Senate bill had directed the leasing provision to section 316
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1938, as amended-which provides for
the leasing of quotas in other types of
tobacco, but does not permit the sale of
quotas. The House provision is directed
to section 318 of the act, which permits
the sale as well as the lease of allotments
for a few limited types of tobacco, but
the House language carefully specifl.es
"lease and transfer" throughout.
I recognize that it is the intention of
the House committee and the House blll
that only the lease of burley tobacco
quotas, not their sale, is authorized. I am
informed that this interpretation has
been confirmed by the General Counsel
of the Department of Agriculture. This
interpretation is shown also by the House
committee report, No. 92-98, which states
on page 6:
The bill also provides for the lease of burley tobacco farm marketing quotas . • •
And laterFarmers who do not wish to continue the
production of burley tobacco could transfer
their resources to other enterprises and at
the same time receive some income from the
lease of their farm quotas.
I do not think the question will arise,
but thought it wise to make this point
clear in the legislative history of the bill,
because the House bill did at one time
include the sale of quotas, but was
amended to permit only the lease of burley quotas.
I would ask the distinguished senior
Senator from Georgia (Mr. TALMADGE) if
he would agree with that interpretation.
Mr. TALMADGE. I agree with the
Senator's interpretation. It was the intention of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry and the intention of the Senate. and my understanding also the intention of the House Agriculture Committee, and the intention of
the House as a whole, to permit the leasing of up to 15,000 pounds of burley
tobacco quota, but not to permit the sale
of burley quotas.
Mr. COOPER. I thank the Senator. I
felt very strongly that this bill should not
include the sale of allotments. I opposed
that, and would oppose a bill which provided for the sale of allotments.
I do wish to take this OPPOrtunity to
thank the Senator from Georgia, the
chairman of the committee, the Senator
from Iowa <Mr. MILLER). the ranking
minority member who conducted hearings on this bill, and all the members of
the committee for bringing to the Senate a good bill, and one which in fact followed very closely the recommendations
I made to the committee and the bill I
first introduced.
When the burley poundage bill was before the Senate, the Senator from Tenllessee <Mr. BAKER) offered an amendment, in which the junior Senator from
Kentucky <Mr. CooK), the Senator from
North Carolina <Mr. ERVIN) and I
joined, and which we believ~d would
lighten the impact upon those smaller
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tobacco farmers who grow one-half acre
or less, and who have not had to take reductions under the acreage program.
In the House, three or four changes
were made in the Senate bill. One change
increases from 5,000 to 15,000 pounds the
amount of quota a farmer may lease. A
second change insures that no farm
quota may be cut more than 5 percent in
any year. A third change gives the
tobacco farmer with one-half acre or less
some relief, insuring that in the years
1972 and 1973, their cut could be only
half as large as those who grow more
than one-half acre of burley tobacco-that is, not more than 2 Y2 percent in
those years--which would lessen the economic impact upon them of changing to
the poundage program.
I think this small-grower provision is
a wise and just provision, and a humane
thing to do. Many of these farmers depend for their cash income on their
small burley allotments.
The chief purpose of this bill is to
change the method of production control
for the burley tobacco price support program from an acreage basis to a poundage basis. It will bring the burley program, with its 90 percent of parity support price guarantee, into balance and
equilibrium. It will control production
so as to steadily reduce any surplus, and
in a few years bring the reserve supply
down to the statutory desirable level of
2.8 years' supply. That will protect, too,
the basis of support for this successful
farm program.
I am grateful to the Senator from
Georgia for his efforts. I think this
poundage plan will straighten out the
difficulties now being the burley tobacco
program, into good shape. I think it will
be good for all of our growers, and will
be fair and just to them. I know they appreciate his deep interest in them and in
their economic welfare, and the interest
of all who have helped bring this proposal into being.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished Senator from
Kentucky for his generosity. I compliment him as the author of the bill.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I thank
also all other Members of the Senate
from burley tobacco States--my colleague, the junior Senator from Kentucky <Mr. CooK), the senior Senator
from Tennessee <Mr. BAKER), the junior
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK),
the senior Senator from Virginia (Mr.
BYRD), the junior Senator from Virginia
(Mr. SPONG), the senior Senator from
North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN), and the
junior Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
JoRDAN), who is unfortunately ill, but
who will soon return to the Senate. And I
thank all who worked so hard on this
bill in the House, Congressman JoHN
C. WATTS who introduced the companion
bill in the House; the chairman of
the House subcommittee, Congressman
ABBITT; Congressman WAMPLER of Virginia; Dr. TIM LEE CARTER of my own district; Congressman STUBBLEFIELD, and
all the rest who were members of the
committee or helped bring this bill to its
final passage today.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
yield to the distinguished Senator from
Tennessee.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator for yielding so that I can
make this brief statement in support of
the bill. However, before I do, I pay my
respects once again to the distinguished
Senator from Georgia (Mr. TALMADGE)
and the distinguished senior Senator
from Kentucky <Mr. CooPER) for their
leadership in having the bill passed first
in the Senate and in getting it finally
passed in the Senate at this time.
A few days ago we were teetering on
the brink of having no burley tobacco
price-support program at all. We were
teetering on the brink of economic disaster in the burley tobacco areas. We
were teetering on the brink of doing
something foolish indeed-failing to
agree on this matter. However, with the
leadership of the Senator from Kentucky
(Mr. CooPER), and the Senator from
Georgia <Mr. TALMADGE), and a number
of Members of the House of Representatives, we now have a bill that is, I think,
a good bill. I am pleased that the bill
first passed by the Senate included the
amendment that I offered. In my judgment, the bill has been improved on in
the House.
I hope that the Senate tonight will accept the House amendments to the bill
first introduced by the Senator from
Kentucky <Mr. CooPER) which carried
an amendment which I offered which was
very graciously accepted by the distinguished Senator from Georgia.
Mr. President, I pay my respects to
Representative WATKINS ABBITT, chairman of the House Tobacco Subcommittee,
Representative WILLIAM WAMPLER, ranking minority member of the subcommittee, to Representative JoHN WATTS, of
Kentucky, sponsor of the House bill, to
Congressman FRANK STUBBLEFIELD, of
Kentucky, and to Congressman TIM LEE
CARTER, JR., of Kentucky, and all who
worked for this bill, for the great interest
they evidenced in bringing the bill to
passage.
Representative WATTS and CARTER,
while not members of the Agricultural
Committee, played a great part in the
development of the bill.
I also pay my respect to the staff of
the committee and to Bailey Guard who
helped greatly to secure passage of the
bill.
Mr. TALMADGE. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished Senator from
Tennessee for his generosity and compliment him on the part he played in the
passage and improvement of the bill.
Mr. President, I now move that the
Senate concur in the amendment of the
House.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BuRDICK) . The question is on agreeing to
motion.
The motion was agreed to.

THE CONVICTION OF LT. WILLIAM
CALLEY
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
conviction of Lt. William Calley for
murder at My Lai has set off a wave of
public resentment across the Nation. AP.
evidence of the deep feeling of the people over the Calley case, I shall, at the
conclusion of my remarks, submit a
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sample of the irate telegrams that I have
received. This public reaction is of such
intensity and is so universal that it
bears--even demands--a close examination by our elected public officials.
It is important for us here in the Senate, the greatest of deliberative bodies,
to understand the basis for this criticism
and to see if it has been truly earned and
if it is justified. In advocating this approach, in no way do I suggest our Nation's leaders respond blindly to pressure
of opinion or to uni:-:formed and irresponsible dislike of all things military.
On the contrary, Mr. President, I urge
that we take a dispassionate view of the
Calley case as a part of a long series of
events related to an unpopular war, and
arrive at a sound conclusion that reflects
not only our own, but also our Nation's
conscience.
What we seem to face today is a lack
of public confidence that stems from
many factors--weariness from two-anda-half-decades of cold war, disenchantment with our inability to solve mounting internal problems, and, above all,
the strain of the longest war in our history-this poorly directed, interminable war in Vietnam.
This war. which should have ended in
a U.S. victory several years ago, is a cancer that is devouring our soul; yet it has
reached such a stage of development now
that there seems to be only one logical
cure--the Vietnamization of Vietnam
and the orderly withdrawal of our forces.
This is a slow cure, and it tries our national patience. It requires as a vital element, Armed Forces of a size and
strength that enable us to withdraw with
both honor and safety for our troops
that are in Vietnam. This required military force needs a steady supply of
young men from our society. Hopefully
the need for new recruits will soon dwindle, and will eliminate, for all time in
years of peace, forcible demands for our
young people to serve in the armed
services.
Lieutenant Calley is a product of the
times and he is one of the few who has
been singled out for punishment for actions taken in the heat of war. No one
in his right mind can condone the
slaughter of defenseless women and
children.
A jury of Lieutenant Calley's peers has
found him guilty of killing a number of
civilians. We do not yet have the testimony to examine, but we can reflect that
historically military justice has been unbending and harsh by civilian standards.
Mr. President, in my judgment, the
American people feel that Lieutenant
Calley has been singled out unfairly as
a scapegoat for the entire war and all of
its miseries and mistakes. This current
wave of resentment is a shock of revulsion for a strange war in strange times.
The people know that there have been
atrocities committed on both sides. They
also feel that when a war is fought in
enemy territory, where the enemy is often in civilian clothes, where women and
children have killed and maimed our
:fighting men with boobytraps and handgrenades, that the benefit of the doubt
should be given to the American fighting
men.
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The people are voicing resentment over
the Calley conviction for many reasons,
but one must be the knowledge that some
day a son or relative of theirs may be
thrown into a similar situation. Who
~nows if he, too, will react to training,
to orders, to combat pressures and the
responsibility of command, in a way that
will also bring down censure on his acts?
In addition, the veterans who have defended our country so well in the past
regard Lieutenant Calley's trial as a slur
upon their own combat experience, and
believe that his conviction undermines
the values they fought to protect. These
are the primary reasons for the resent.nent of the people to the conviction of
Lieutenant Calley. The American people
have a vested interest in a matter of this
kind that is so vitally tied to the security of our country.
Mr. President, I have examined my
conscience and have come to a conclusion which I urge my colleagues to support. There is a difference between war
casualties and murder. In the interest
of our fighting men still in Vietnam, and
the others who may go into combat in
the future, I believe that we should view
Lieutenant Calley's trial as a serious setback to our Army and a threat to our future security. Our Armed Forces are already experiencing difficulties never encountered before. The Calley conviction
will add to these burdens and will have
a detrimental effect on the efficiency of
our forces.
Two days ago I conveyed these views
to the President in a telegram, whicn I
shall submit for the RECORD. Also, I urged
him to review the case as Commander
in Chief of the Armed Forces, and consider the record from the points of view
that I have just discussed. It is my hope
that he will either set aside the findings
or grant Lieutenant Calley a full pardon.
Further, I also believe that pending
trials and previous actions taken for
events similar to those that led to Lieutenant Calley's conviction be reexamined.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that my telegram of March 30, 1971,
to the President, as well as a number of
letters and telegrams received at my office be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[Telegrams]
MARcH 30, 1971.

THE PRESIDENT,

Dn..LON, S.C.

The trial and conviction of Lt. William
Calley for murder at My Laiis most cUsturbing to the American people a.nd particularly
to our men and women in the Armed Forces.
Lt. Calley, whose aots were performed under
combat conditions and pressures, could well
be the victim of circumstances beyond his
oontrol. When a war is fought in enemy territory where the enemy is often in civilian
clothes, the benefit of the doubt should be
accorded to American fighting men. In the
interest of the morale of our men still in
Vietnam, and others who m.a.y go into combat
in the future, I urge that these facts be
taken into consideration when you review
Lt. Calley's case as Commander in Chief.
Respectfully,
STROM THuRMOND,
U.S. Senator.

GREENVll.LE, S.C.

Senator STROM THURMOND,

Hon. STROM THURMOND,

Washington, D.C.:

Washington, D.C.:

COpy of telegram sent to the President:
"Mr. President, I am ex-combat soldier of
World War II, I am shocked and dismayed
at the verdict against Lt. Calley. This is a
disgrace to the count ry and to the Army
that he served. You, Mr. President, must
right this terrible wrong."
MARION M. GASQUE.

As veteran of World War Two I must
vehemently protest Calley verdict. Each
acquaintance and colleague I know express
same opinion. I hope you get millions of
similar messages. Verdict must be changed.
to innocence.
Dr. JAMES E. LIPSCOMB,

GREENVll.LE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,

GREENVll.LE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,

Washington, D.C.:

Washington, D.C.:

I offer you sympathy and compassion over
all the communications you are : eceiving in
regards to Calley trial. However, the man is
being made a scapegoat. Justice has not
prevailed. Advise Presidential intervention.
Sincerely,
Dr. JOE R. BRYSON,

Conviction of Lt. Calley for premeditated
murder is national disgrace. Trust Presidential pardon will be forthcoming. All my colleagues in Greenville, South Carolina share
this sentiment.
Dr. MORGAN T. MILFORD, M.D.

Lt. Col. (retired).

Republican Member, City Council.

AUGUSTA, GA.

Hon. STROM THURMOND,
CHARLESTON, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

The Calley conviction is a tragedy on
American justice; those men were trained to
kill the enemy largely unknown them. In
many other opinions did his only duty, now
he is being made a political goat; hope the
Congress can intervene in Calley•s behalf.
Dr. J. J. CLECKLEY, M.D.
Professor of Phychiatry,
Medical University of S.C.

GREENVILLE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

Filled with indignation over injustice
meated Lieutenant Calley.
Mrs. CAROLINA HILL.
SPARTANBURG, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

I think it a dirty shame that Lieutenant
Calley was found guilty. He should never have
been brought to trial in the first place. This
verdict pleases only Hanoi. All along he has
seemingly been picke<l as the sacrificial lamb
in some weird voodoo rites that nobody
seems to have guts enough to stop. As a
veteran of World War II, I frantically urge
that you do all in your power to secure presidential or congressional pardon.
FRANK H. CRYMES.

Washington, D.C.:

This is a protest against the decision in
the Calley case.
L. H. CARTER.
Hon. J. STROM THURMOND,

CHARLESTON, S.C.

Washington, D.C.:

Be advised our stanch objections severe
sentence passed on Lieutenant Calley. Advise
your action.
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. HAm.
ANDERSON, S.C.

Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

Sincerely hope you will use all influence to
help William Calley. We need more like him.
Regards.
LEoN CHAPPELL.
CHARLESTON, S.C.
Senator STROM THuRMoND,
Washington, D.C.:

Consider Calley's trial and conviction national cUsgrace. Urge you as commander 1n
chief to clear his name, restore confidence in
government and morale of servicemen, each
serviceman and those subjected to same
precUcament if he exercises individual judgment or obeys orders.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. ABLE.
Senator STRoM THURMoND,

MULLINS, S.C.

Washington, D.C.:

RmGESPRING, S.C.
Sena-tor STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

We protest verdict Calley trial.
MAYNARD and CAROLYN WATSON.
GREAT FALLS, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

The White House,
Washington, D.C.:
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A line officer has admitted condoning distribution and use of drugs by and for our
men in Vietnam. A sa~·geant who was obviously involved in every act occurring in My
Lai has been acquitted for any wrong-doing.
It has been made obvious that Lt. Calley was
following direct orders from his chain of
command. If you do not do everything in
your power to right this terrible miscarriage
o! justice, you are not representing the people of this land. You and I and all the legislative and juclicial as well as executive branches
of government, including the President must
share With Lt. Calley his cross o! martyrdom.
If he had dropped the A bomb on Nagasaki
or Hiroshima we would have had a Medal of
Honor around his neck as opposed to the
hangman's noose which we all have today
awarded. Lt. caney.
Wn..LlAM M. TRADER.

Distressed over Calley verdict surely something ca.n be done one man should not pay
for what has been going on with many others
at fault.
Mrs. MARGARET S. LIPSCOMB.
CHARLESTON, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

Object Lieutenant Calley's conviction.
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES R. WAY.
GREENVll.LE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

Sir, I am outraged. If Calley is guilty of premeditated murder, so is every American who
served his country in wartime.
JOHN BARBA.
GREENVn..LE,

S.C.

Senator STROM THuRMOND,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR THURMOND: I am thirteen
years old and the conviction of Lt. Calley
has made me so mad that I am not sure I
could fight for my country. I think I would
rather spend twelve months in ja.U. If I do
go into the Army I will not shoot anyone 1!
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someone put me in a dark room with people
who were going to hurt me and the room had
innocent people also, I think I would be
swinging at anyone nearby wouldn't you?
Truly yours.
DAVID SALTER.
R!DGESPRING, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

We strongly protest verdict in Calley trial.
PHILLIP AND HARRIET WATSON.
GREENVILLE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

A grave injustice has been done to Lt.
Calley. Glad my military obligation over.
DAVID D. KENNEDY.

RIDGE SPRING, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D .O.:

I feel a great injust ice has been done at Ft.
Benning. I implore you to take action necessary to save our Army and Nation.
T. C. WRIGHT.
GREENVILLE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.

Honorable Sir: I am deeply disturbed and
very concerned of the findings of the Calley's
court martial and feel this will lead to further deterioration of military morale and effectiveness. I am asking you to look at this
situation and use every avenue possible to
free this innocent victim of our military
system.
Chief M. Sgt. C. C. BUMGARNER,
U.S. Air Force, retired.

COLUMBIA, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Sm: In hearing of Lt. Wm. Calley's
conviction of premeditated murder in the
Mia massacre this is outrageous whatever
sentence they impose on this young man for
a job well done. I would gladly take his place
Ross D. BERRY.
RIDGE SPRING, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

CHARLESTON, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

The verdict and results of the trial for Lt.
Calley are a terrible blow for all parents of
sons liable for service to their country as
parents of two sons and your loyal supports
we beg you to speak out against this unjust
verdict and use your influence to avoid anymore such action.
HENRY AND GERTRUDE BRANTON.

Protest verdict Calley trial.
LEROY AND ELLA RANKIN.

COLUMBIA, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,

GREENVILLE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

Deeply shocked at Lt. Ca.Uey's conviction.
He is being made a scapegoat.
ARTHUR MAGILL.
COLUMBIA, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

Seventy five percent of your people are
shocked at the Army decision of Lt. Calley.
Please advise how to rally to the cause.
BoB BLAKE MARTIN's GULF SERVICE.
BosTON, MAss.

Washington, D.O.:

The conviction of Lt. Calley has had a
great demoralizing effect on our men in Vietnam. I trust you will use your influence to
see that the President or Congress rectifies
this great injustice immediately.
DANS. JUDD.
SUMMERFIELD, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

Protest Calley verdict urge clemency.
ROBBIE BARRINGTON,
DOROTHY HAIR,
BARBARA ANN REESE,
INA BINE'rl',
LOUISE WILSON.

Senator STROM THURMOND,
COLA, S.C.

Washington, D.O.:

Lt. Calley should be cleared of all charges.
He just did a job as ordered.
RONALD L. LEVESQUE.
CAMARILLO, CALIF.
Senator STROM THURMOND,

AUGUSTA, GA.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:
If Calley is guilty then we have no busi-

ness in Vietnam. Bring our men home. Protest where it counts most, yourself and the
President.
w. A. JACOBS.

Washington, D.O.:

HONORABLE Sm: Please be informed that I
protest the inhuman treatment accorded Lt.
Calley. I appeal advise.
Maj. CARL A. ROBINSON, Sr.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
Senator STROM THURMOND,

ROXBORO, N.C.
Washington, D .a.:

Please use your influence with President
Nixon in behalf of Lt. Calley. I am a member
of 105th Medical Btn., Spartanburg National
Guard, am greatly distressed over the decision on the Calley court martial. Again please
use your influence to ask the President to
free Lt. Calley, also congratulations on the
baby girl.
Spec./4C STEVE GILBERT.
COLA, S.C.
Washington, D.O.:

Help Lt. Calley you know better than that,
you know Lt. Calley got a rotten deal.
BARNEY NEELEY.

The conviction of Lt. Calley is a disgrace
to our Nation. Is our Government allowing
our boys to be treated in such a way; then
those who refuse to serve, stay home and

GREENVn.LE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,

help them to become millionaires, like Cas-

Washington, D.a.:

sius Clay?

Is Lt. Calley to be sacrificed to appease the
antiwar and leftist element in this country?

JIM. FORTUNE.

SPARTANSBURG, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

Lt. Calley's conviction undermines basic
moral strength of Armed Forces. Do what
you can to save our army.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. PERMENTER.
MEGGETTS, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:
As a former 1st Sgt. during the Korean

War I was trained to kill as he was. I protest
a conviction that was placed upon him today.
Sgt. E. L. COMMINS,
Former Mayor.

FLARTSVILLE,S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:
If the William Calley verdict is justice we

suggest a boycott by all members of the
Armed Forces service in Vietnam and elsewhere.
H. L. MATTHEWS,
MARION TYNER,
M. E. MACDONALD,
JOHN A. STEPHENS,
WM. E. REDDING,
DAVID W. TRUETT,
W. G. HOLLEY,
GLENN ALLEN,
J. T. ANDERSON,
DOYLE B. CARPENTER.
Hartsville, S.O.

RIDGESPRING, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:
As a veteran of World War Two Paclflc
area two years infantry lt., I think what has

been done to Lt. Calley is a disgrace to all of
us. What do you think?
R. M. WATSON, SR.
HARTSVILLE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
We are opposed to the caney verdict and
respectfully request justice.
DUB WALTERS,
MARION HUMPHRIES,
KEITH AMERSON,
RALPH TALBERT,
HARTSVILLE, S.C.
REMBERT, S.C.

Washington, D.O.:

Senator STROM THURMOND,
Senator STROM THURMOND,

Surely we can't let this verdict stand. Please
do all you can to undo this terrible miscarriage of justice.
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN 0. PRITCHARD,
GRACE AND HELEN PRITCHARD.

Washington, D.O.:

Senator STROM THURMOND,

Washington, D.O.:

Lt. Calley needs help. In God's name see
what you can do.
AMANDA MARRIAGE,
SALLEY ADAMS,
DoROTHY FINToN.
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Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:

Are you truly with us? Nixon is against
us to permit Lt. Calley to be tried or any
other officer. This is the end of the greatest
country the world has ever known.
THOMAS McLEOD.
CHARLESTON, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.O.:
I feel the conviction of Lt. Calley is a vic·

tory for the Communist. This is indeed a
dark day in the history of America.
JOHN w. WEEKS.
FLoRENCE, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

Re decision Lt. Calley, we have all went
through battles. May I say that I as an individual was taught to kill World War n
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and Korea. Thank God I had the opportunity to fight for my country. Lt. Calley
is a victim we could all have been the same.
BoB PREVATTE.
ANDERSON, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.:

Either Lt. Calley should be pardoned or
we get out of Vietnam at once.
Rev. CHARLES W. MosELEY.
CHARLESTON, S.C.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D .C.:

I strongly object to this verdict on Lt.
Calley. He is only a human being. He is
helping to help this country and this world
see what can be done about it.
C.L.JASCH.
FLORENCE, S.C., March 29,1971.
Senator STROM THURMOND,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I would like to voice my
protest to the finding of the jury in the trial
of Lt. William Calley today.
I am a veteran of World Warn and I'm
sure there are thou.s&nds of similar incidents
that have gone unnoticed by anyone. If one
is to be tried, why not all.
This young man was called into service and
evidently served well and carried out his orders. These atrocious things occur, but in
war I don't believe they can be helped.
This 1s the only way I know to plead for Lt.
Calley so I'm writing you.
If you know of anyone who could let my
feelings be known to, please talk to them.
If there is anyone who could help if I
wrote to them, I'd appreciate having their
name and address.
Thank you for good representation for our
Stat.e.
Yours truly,
HERBERT

CoKER.

ANDERSON, S.C., March 29, 1971.
Honorable Senator STROM THURMoND,
DEAR SIR: Tomorrow night I w111 have a
meeting, there will be 54 boys present, I am
a Scout Master, the boys are Boy Scouts. Our
openings always begin with the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. The Flag 1s one that you
gave to our Troop, it has been flown over the
Oapitol of our Nation. I am wondering tonight if I could be sincere in giving the
Pledge after hearing the decision that was
handed down in the Lt. Calley Court Martial,
a man being guilty of doing his duty for
his Country?
I am a veteran of WW2, having served in
the Pacific, my life was put on the line and
I did my duty, the same as Lt. Calley, is there
a d11ference in duty now? There are some of
my former Boy Scouts in V.N. now, they
are good boys, I wonder how many of them
wm be another Lt. Calley? What are they
fighting for? Freedom for us? or a possible
Court Martial for doing their duty and taking their orders?
I am the father of two boys, 19 and 23, the
oldest is in the service now, Wlll he be Court
Martialed for doing his duty? I tell you Senator, a lot of my Gung Ho is going unless
some of the people do something, the people
that can do something, that's YOU. among
others.
Tomorrow night SO March 1971, at 7:00
P.M. I hope that I can face the Flag and what
it represents and repeat, I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG, AND TO THE REPUBLIC FOR WHICH IT STANDS, ONE NATION, UNDER GOD, WITH LIBERTY AND

JUSTICE FOR ALL.
Is it Justice for Lt. Calley?
Sincerely,
JOHN F. SEEL.
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YOUTH OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL IS
of the Cabinet and other agencies of the
CLOSED
Government. The President's direction to
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, this the Vice President was to coordinate the
afternoon's press carried a story that is activities of the Federal Government in
very disconcerting. I think it is one of the cooperation with State and local governmost upsetting stories I have read re- ments, and the private sector in order to
lating to younger people and their needs provide employment, recreation, and educational opportunities to disadvantaged
for many months.
I have before me a copy of the Wash- and needy youth between the ages of 14
ington Evening Star. A front page story, and 20.
In 1967 this informal arrangement was
center page, says that the Youth Opportunity Council is closed. This is a byline formalized by Ex~utive Order 113()
story by Robert Walters, one of the very dated March 5, 1967, to plan, coordinate,
and evaluate summer and other youth
able reporters and journalists.
programs of the Federal Government and
The story reads:
to encourage State, local, nonprofit, and
YOUTH OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL Is CLOSED
other private organizations to participate
(By Robert Walters)
fully in efforts to enhance opportunities
The President's Councll on Youth Oppor- for youth.
tunity, which has coordinated the federal
That was the directive in the Executive
government's effort to provide better employment, recreation and education opportuni- order establishing the President's Connell
ties to needy youngsters during the past four on Youth Opportunity, Executive Order
years, has been closed down by the White 11330, dated March 5, 1967.
House.
But prior to this Executive order there
The councll, headed by Vice President Spiro had been 2 years of effort. I served as
T. Agnew, quietly went out of business yes- chairman. We had many meetings in the
terday afternoon. The office space it had oc- winter starting our program, getting
cupied in a. downtown office bullding here funds available for State and local govwill be taken over by a new White House
agency, the National Commission on Ma..r i- ernments to do their planning in the
winter and the months of spring, and bejuana and Drug Abuse.
There was no public announcement of the ing ready to launch our program as
Nixon administration's decision to "discon- school let out around the first of June.
tinue" the councll, but individuals who have
That program was running from the
worked with the organization In the past first of June into the month of Septemwere sent letters a week ago saying the move ber, those important summer months
was "part of the President's efforts to rewhen thousands and thousands of young
organize the federal government."
The councll was best known for its am- men and women were without work,
bitious efforts to provide summer employ- without any kind of supervised or orgament for disadvantaged youths in the na- nized activity which is provided by our
tion's major urban areas. It's abolition educational institutions.
means that there w111 be no federal agency
A determined effort was made within
whose principal responsiblllty wlll be to co- the Federal Government to find jobs for
ordinate such efforts this summer.
needy youth and thousands of them were
On Tuesday, a day before the Councll was
permanently closed, the White House re- found. We went to the States, meeting
leased a memo from President Nixon to all with governors and mayors, and orgaCabinet officials and heads of federal agencies nizing a Youth Opportunity Council in
emphasizing the need to hire young people, every State and in every major city in
particularly those from poor families, during the United States.
the summer months.
After 1967 we provided administra"When schools close for the summer, many tive funds for the purpose of these local
students will seek summer employment.
Some wlll need the earnings to continue their and State Youth Opportunity Counclls.
education or to help out at home," Nixon Indeed, Mr. President, every State emsaid. "To others, the job might mean a start ployment office in the United States had
toward a new career or a chance to relate a special area or a special function in
classroom theory to practical experience."
youth employment, special counselors,
special employment officers, working
CIVIL SERVICE ROLE
A White House spokesman, In San Cle- with our needy youth.
In 1967 and 1968 the National Alliance
mente, Calif., said that 115,000 students, at
least 62,000 of them classified as "needy," of Businessmen became an active part
would be employed by the federal govern- of our program. I can remember meetment this summer.
ing in Washington with Henry Ford ll
According to the White House, the Civil and other members of the National AlService Commission now will provide the liance of Businessmen and getting their
leadership, guidelines and coordination for
_the summer employment program aimed at commitment to hire about a quarter
million, over 200,000, young people. I beyoung people in the 16-21 age group.
The letters announcing the closing of the lieve they ful:filled their quota or comcouncil, dated March 23 and 24, said that mitment of approximately 200,000 in
"functions presently assigned to the Youth 1968.
Council will be assumed by the Domestic
Mr. President, we were able to :find
Council and the omce of Management and jobs for needy youth-and I do mean
Budget."

needy youth-referred by employment

Mr. President, I can recall when the

Youth Council was established as an
informal effort by President Johnson in
1965 and I was asked then, as the Vice
President, to chair the Youth Opportunity Council which consisted of members

agencies, welfare agencies, church
groups, nonprofit organizations working
with the needy and the poor. We were
able to find jobs for over 1 million young
men and women during the summer
months. We were able to put into
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on the networks or anyone else to tell
them about their problems. I worked with
young people.
The abolition of the Youth Opportunity Council is a cruel, low blow to the
youth of this country. This is the one
little hope they had.
Listen to these figures among black
Americans--young blacks, and whenever
they get out of line a little bit, oh, do
we like to criticize them. There will be
speech after speech made and article after article written about them and about
these destructive young people. In the
poor neighborhoods of our 50 major cities
the black unemployment rate for young
blacks in the teenage group is 42.4 percent, almost one-half of them without
jobs. That figure is up from 26 percent a
year ago.
Among young whites it is up from 11
percent to almost 19 percent. It is 18.8
percent.
The total overall average for youth
unemployment in poor neighborhoodsand we are talking about disadvantaged
youth-is 28 percent of the total youth
population, and we are going to close out
the Youth Opportunity Council as a part
of the President's effort to reorganize the
Federal Government.
What this country needs is not reorganization; it needs governing; it needs to
get on with the job; and not a dime is
provided in the budget for :fiscal year
1972 for the Youth Opportunity Council.
I would hope that the administration
would have the good sense and good will
to come forth with a supplemental-and
they better.
I want to say I am not the only one
concerned about this matter. I happen to
know the distinguished Senator from
New York <Mr. JAVITS), along with other
members of the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, directed a letter to the
Vice President, who was Chairman of the
now defunct Youth Opportunity Council, asking for a commitment to assure
You are going to allocate out of your de- adequate summer jobs and youth manpartmental budget so many thousands of
dollars or m1111ons of dollars for the youth power programs. That letter was sent on
February 23. It was a friendly letter. It
program.
outlined the problem. It asked for addiWe had our Neighborhood Youth Corps tional funds. It was concerned about the
involving hundreds of thousands of jobs. lack of appropriations or requests for apThese young people all over America propiiations. I have no way of knowing
started doing things such as cleaning whether or not the letter has been anparks, cleaning streets and back alleys, swered, but I can say to distinguished
rodent control programs, doing things Senators-and I note that several of
that needed to be done.
them signed the letter, not only Senator
I know the argument can be made that JAVITS, but Senators BAYH, BROOKE, CASE,
this program will just go on in other CRANSTON, EAGLETON, KENNEDY, McGovagencies of Government. That is just the ERN, MONDALE, NELSON, PROXMIRE, RANtrouble; it will not go on in other agen- DOLPH, RIBICOFF, and STEVENSON-that
cies of Government.
letter has been answered in the press. It
If there is any reason I can be of help was answered by letters to members of
in this body it is because I have been in the Council of March 23 and 24, saying
the other department of Government. If the function presently assigned to the
these functions are placed in other agen- Youth Council will be assumed by the
cies of Government they will be lost. It Domestic Council and the Office of Mantakes a driving force, day and night. You agement and Budget.
have to be backed up by the Cabinet, you
Mr. President, God bless America and
have to have the President behind you, the young people if the Office of Manageyou have to be able to speak for the Pres- ment and Budget is going to get them
ident and almost make it a full-time job. any jobs. Whoever is in charge--and I
I spent hundreds of hours as the chair- want to keep it completely nonpartisanman of the President's Youth Opportu- the Bureau of the Budget is not going
nity program. I realized it was not the to be doing the job for youth on jobs. I
greatest news of the day. I did not take have had my troubles with them. They
remedial education hundreds of thousands of young men and women who
needed a little extra help in the summer months during their schooling.
We had what we called Operation
Champ in all the great cities of America where Olympic stars and professional
athletes gave freely of their time at no
cost to any one to help young men and
women in recreational opportunities. We
opened over 7,000 small parks and playgrounds in this country, every one of
them paid for and made available by
private industry at no cost to any public body.
I remember our sister city of Baltimore's closing off the streets for playground use every afternoon and how the
fire department and the police department would organize recreational activities.
I think of some of our great athletes
who spent their entire summer teaching
young people how to swim, football players, the champions of the baseball diamond, and the champions of basketball
giving leadership to young men and
women. I could name by the hundreds
the athletes who give of their time at
no cost but out of love for young people and service to this country.
It was my privilege, and I considered
it a rare privilege to help organize the
President's Youth Opportunity Council,
to have chaired it for 4 years, and to
have traveled the length and breadth of
this country to encourage mayors, commissioners, Governors, chiefs of police,
and civic groups to become active in the
youth field. I do not say we did as good
a job as we would like to have done or
should have done because frankly it was
difficult to get money. But I was directed by the President to find $0.5 billion$500 million-out of existing budgets for
other programs.
I sat down many a day with different
departmental heads with the directive
from the President and said:
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have never seen quite since what needs
to be done.
I implore, I urge, upon the President
of the United States, that he not abandon tllis program, that he not abolish
the council. He can reverse his order.
If this is what special revenue sharing
means, I hereby announce my unquaUfied opposition-and I was going to help
this administration on its revenue-sharing proposal. I had a worry about special
revenue sharing. I felt it was more dismantling than it was revenue sharing. I
do not see any revenue under that special revenue sharing.
I do not want to judge these things on
a partisan basis. I do favor revenue sharing. I am going to help pass a revenuesharing bill if I can. But this part of the
so-called special revenue sharing is a
reorganization program. It is wrong. I
submit the evidence will demonstrate it
means the end of the youth employment
program.
I also say it is most unfortunate, after
we have spent years working out the difficulties, getting the local governments
geared up to do the job. Every Mayor's
office across America has a Youth Council at work. They are now being told that
we have withdrawn. I wish we could
withdraw from some other places as fast
as we can withdraw from these programs.

Mr. President, as I read this article, I
ask the Senate of the United States and
the other body to make sure that supplemental funds are made available for
youth employment. Take a look at what
needs to be done. There is so much to be
done in this country today. Thank goodness we passed an Emergency Unemployment Act. It is an outrage to have people without work.
Go to any major city. Senators go to
one city after another often. Go to the
inner city today. The centers of the city
are looking, not like ghettos, but like
jails, poorly kept. Who lives there? The
affluent have fled to the suburbs, but the
blacks, the Chicanos, the Puerto Ricans,
Mexican-Americans, poor whites, are
locked up in what we call the core cities,
the inner cities.
It is that part of the city that is without jobs, without adequate social services. It is that part of the city that does
not have its garbage picked up. I had
a mayor tell me not long ago, "We pick
up garbage as often in the inner city as
we do in the richer suburbs." I said, "Did
you ever look at the population density?"
I will never forget this-if the same density of population existed in the other
boroughs of the city of New York as it
did in Harlem, the whole population of
the United States could be put into the
whole complex known as New York City.
If the same population density existed
in the other four boroughs as it does in
Harlem, the entire population of the Na•
tion could be jampacked into New York
City.
We have to have more social services
there. We have to have more employmentthere.
I want to warn the Senate today that
if we abandon the youth opportunity
program and the youth council, if we
eliminate the opportunity for employ-
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ment and education of youth and social
services for youth, there will be trouble
in America this summer-unbelievable
trouble.
Everybody knows this warning is so
true that it is amazing we could even
think for a moment that we would abandon and discontinue an organization that
was designed to provide opportunity, rather than leave people in a situation of
deprivation, unemployment, poverty, and
uselessness.
Mr. President, I decided to use this
late hour since I did not want to interfere with the program of legislation for
today, but I want to repeat that I shall
be back day after day to try to get something done here. We are not going to let
the administration dismantle the program for young Americans. It is late already. Today is the first of April. A
youth program should be designed and
ready to go to work at least within the
next 60 days. By June 1 we have to be
ready to go into the field, to employ, to
get the playgrounds active, to get the
remedial programs going. I do not think
there is very much going on.
Last year they did it the first week of
May. A program for our youth for the
summer cannot be designed in the first
week of May. It must be started at least
6 months earlier.
I want to compliment the distinguished
Senator from New York <Mr. JAVITS)
and his colleagues for their interest in
this matter. I want to thank the U.S.
Conference of Mayors. I want to thank
the National League of Cities for their
interest. I want to thank many Members
of the Senate for their long-term interest
in the Youth Opportunity Council and
the Youth Opportunity program. And I
want to condemn and chastise the administration for discontinuing the Youth
Opportunity Council. It is wrong. It is
indefensible. It is inexcusable. What it
means is abandoning hundreds of thousands-yes, millions-of young people at
a time when they desperately need to be
helped.
SOLID AND HEARTENING PROGRESS
IN COMPREHENSIVE DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, the ravages, miseries, and catastrophies wrought
by the abuse of drugs and dangerous substances are serious and widespread the
nation over. They constitute one of the
more grave and menacing threats to national health and well-being.
Constant reminders occur to keep this
fact in the public mind, ir. our educational institutions of all levels, in the
armed services, in youth groups, and so
on. These are the areas most heavily affected, but the problem pervades everywhere.
It is a situation long entitled to high
ranking priority among the national concerns.
Happily, it has reached such a rating
in recent times.
This is revealed by the broad, farreaching efforts made to bring about a
totally new climate, approach, and rationale by which intelligent and vigorous
progress can be made.

Mr. President, heartening and solid
progress has been made lately. Here is
but a partial list of the highlights:
Creation and implementation of the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs within the Department of Justice.
This was brought about by reorganization
plan of President Johnson in 1968. It
combined in the new Bureau the missions
and responsibilities assigned theretofore
to two other agencies: the Bureau of
Narcotics of the Treasury Department,
and the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control
in the Food and Drug Administration.
Excellent congressional response to
President Nixon's recommended legislative program. The Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of
1970 was a true milestone. It was the
first sweeping revision and up-dating of
drug control legislation in over 50 years.
Vigorous and unremitting enforcement
action spearheaded by the leadership of
Attorney General Mitchell in the Department of Justice.
A thrust directed against primary
sources of supply and distribution-both
domestic and worldwide. This was
achieved by way of treaties, protocols,
and agreements in the international
field. It was also done by way of greatly
stimulated and meaningful cooperative
action with State and local authorities.
Strict accountability for legal purposes
and uses by those who import, manufacture, distribute or possess such drugs and
substances. Conversely, to prevent illicit
traffic in them as well.
Retained and improved interest and
emphasis upon treatment, rehabilitation,
and education programs. Title I of the
Comprehensive Act of 1970 expanded the
programs in these fields beyond the areas
theretofore existent. It did this by increasing the substances and application
of programs embraced in the law to all
types of people affected, and by increasing authorization for funding. President
Nixon, on the occasion of the bill signing,
specifically noted that the measure was
not only a law enforcement bill, but that
it also was extensively directed to treatment, rehabilitation, and education.
Further impetus in the educational field
was provided by the later enactment of
the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970,
which provided for the creation of new
drug education grant programs.
COMPREHENSIVE DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND
CONTROL ACT OF 1970
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It creates a simple, efficient registration system encompassing all those who
are in the chain of manufacture, import
and export, and distribution. Tight, effective controls over imports and exports are provided. Many safeguards
against unlawful diversion are built into
the system. Required records and reports
are designed to keep enforcement agencies abreast of all transactions and capable of exacting desired accountability.
It reforms the entire Federal penalty
structure in a manner which has elicited
rightfully a good deal of praise from outside of government. Penalties are more
flex bile; they are designed to fit the
offense and the offender. Courts now
have more leeway to severely punish true
criminals peddling dope for profit, but
can provide first offenders with special
treatment resulting in a clean record if
they stay out of trouble thereafter.
It provides improved enforcement
tools, such as increased powers of arrest
and "no-knock" warrants, for Federal
agents.
It establishes a National Commission
on Marihuana and Drug Abuse which,
under its able Chairman, Raymond
Shafer, former Governor of Pennsylvania, is already beginning to gather useful information which it will eventually
provide to the President and Congress.
It contains, in a separate title, increased funding and authority for rehabilitation programs relating to drug
abuse.
In this act, we gave the President what
he asked for and the people what they
needed. Some of the key provisions, of
course, are not effective until May 1.
I am satisfied, however, that this legislation has marked the beginning of a reversal in the frightening trend of drug
abuse increase which plagued the 1960's
virtually unchecked.
Legislation is naturally not the only
answer. We have done our part for the
present, but what is the administration
doing? How are they using the tools and
the money we have provided them? I
would like to describe those achievements
now, in but one field-law enforcement
and related efforts. Significant strides are
being made in the fields of education and
rehabilitation as well, but this Senator
will limit his discussion to the area of
enforcement today.
It is in this area that we must hold the
line while our long-range programs have
an opportunity to take hold. The administration has been doing more than holding the line, however, and I know the
positive steps I am about to describe will
be heartening to all Americans.

This act is monumental and sweeping
in its scope and extent. It is too lengthy
to attempt even summary at this point
in my remarks. But its thrust and significance can be perceived somewhat better
INTERNATIONAL ENFORCEMENT
by reference to some of its salient features:
In this field we see similar progress.
It establishes a modern, flexible sys- Joint U.S. Bureau of Narcotics and Dantem of control under the authority to gerous Drugs-French efforts in 1970 proregulate interstate commerce. The At- duced seizures of illicit morphine base
torney General, with the advice and con- and heroin in France totaling 893 pounds.
sent of the Secretary of Health, Educa- All of this was bound for the United
tion, and Welfare may administratively States.
place and move dangerous substances
Throughout Europe and the Middle
within five schedules according to po- East during 1970. Bureau of Narcotics
tential harmfulness and other attri- and Dangerous Drugs agents played a
butes. Control decisions can be made direct part in the arrest of 74 major
with a minimum of administrative bur- international traffickers. Seized during
dens and delays.
these arrests were one morphine base
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conversion laboratory; two airplanes;
$50,000 cash; 3,095 pounds of hashish;
156 pounds of heroin; 751 pounds of
opium; and 858 pounds of morphine base.
The combined opium, morphine and
heroin seizures represent 1,100 pounds
of illicit heroin that did not make it to
the United States.
I might add that operatiollS by the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs now cover the globe. By the end
of fiscal year 1972, the Bureau will have
110 employees stationed abroad, including 72 agents. This is 2¥2 times the number the Bureau had 2 years ago.
DOMESTIC ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS

Seizures in the domestic market by the
Bureau are also up very significantly.
During 1970, BNDD agents seized these
totals domestically: 427 pounds of heroin,
an increase of 205 percent over 1969; 197
pounds of cocaine, an increase of 170 percent; 17,402 pounds of marihuana, an
increase of 97 percent.
Also seized were 7.2 million dosage
units of stimulants, an increase of 49 percent; 2.4 million dosage units of depressants, an increase of 212 percent; and
7.1 million dosage units of hallucin<>!!ens.
It is also significant to note that the
amount of drugs removed per arrest by
Federal agents today is up nearly 500
percent over what it was 3 years ago.
And the amount of drugs removed from
the illicit market for every Federal agent
that is available is up nearly 200 percent
over 3 years ago. This is all the more
remarkable considering that the number
of agents during this period has almost
doubled.
The Bureau during 1970 also seized an
average of one clandestine laboratory
a week. Many of them had sophisticated
industrial equipment capable of bootlegging commercial quantities of illicit
drugs.
Another indicator that this increased
enforcement effort is paying off is that
the Federal Government is now carrying
the attack to the heart of the enemy.
Each of the Bureau's investigations is
aimed at the highest echelons of the
criminal traffic and for the :first time
Federal agents are regularly and substantially neutralizing major systems
both domestically and abroad.
The Bureau has identified and penetrated more than 100 major international and domestic illegal drug distribution systems.
A good example of the major cases
now being closed out by the Bureau is
its :first one which was culminated June
20, 1970. It was called Operation
Eagle. It represented a 6-month investigation into a major cocaine trafficking
group.
On the weekend of June 20, BNDD
agents arrested more than 169 persons in
simultaneous raids in nine cities and
confiscated 66 pounds of heroin and
cocaine, in addition to the drugs removed during the investigation. The
majority of those involved were of
Cuban nationality and many of them
have already been convicted and sentenced. The arrests seriously crippled
this group which was formerly able to
deliver multikilogram quantities of
heroin and cocaine into this country.

The second such case, also 6 months
in length, was recently closed out on
February 24, 1971. It was called Operation Flanker.
More ambitious than Eagle, this operation was directed at the upper
echelon of organized crime and the heroin traffic. It involved seven eastern and
midwestern cities and to date 154 of the
179 suspects have been arrested.
Removed from the illicit market in
the case were 71% pounds of heroin, 49.2
pounds of cocaine, and 250 pounds of
marhiuana--representing a total street
value of some $12.8 million. Also seized
were $431,341 cash, 78 guns, and 35 cars.
Attorney General John N. Mitchell
announced at the time that Flanker
was a serious blow to organized crime
and it might cause its leaders to reassess
its position in trafficking narcotics.
John E. Ingersoll, Director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs,
said that Eagle and Flanker are but
the beginning and that more of these
investigations will be closed out in the
coming months.
WIRETAPPING

A critical technique in the increasing
ability of Federal agents to penetrate
the upper echelons of drug distribution
systems has been the use of wiretapping.
For example, 12 court-approved electronic surveillances were used to obtain
a large portion of the evidence which
made Operation Flanker a success.
Authorized by title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
of 1968, these wiretaps had to receive
advance approval by a Federal judge to
whom a complete and detailed justification for the surveillance had to be
made. With careful adherence to the
many procedural safeguards required by
the act to protect individual rights,
agents have been able to gather detailed
information on the operation of distribution rings which could be obtained
in no other way.
The probable cause requirements established in title III of the act are in
full conformity with Supreme Court
cases such as Berger v. New York (388
U.S. 41, 1967) and Katz v. United States
(389 U.S. 347, 1967). Unwarranted invasions of privacy, condemned by the
Constitution's fourth amendment, are
fully guarded against. At the same time,
a tremendously valuable law enforcement tool has again and again proved
its worth in situations like Operation
Flanker where no other method of getting at the organized criminal is available. I commend the Department of Justice for its judicious use of this technique, and for the success such use has
brought.

capable of fielding their own units. At
the present time, there are 18 of these
units and 28 additional ones in the formative stages. The Bureau not only helps
organize the units, but furnishes them
technical assistance, training and equipment.
Another indicator of the importance
this administration and this Congress are
giving to this effort is the fact that in
these difficult fiscal times the Bureau's
budget has grown from some $14 million
at its inception about 3 years ago to
about $42.7 million for fiscal 1971. The
President has requested $54.9 million for
fiscal 1972.
The bulk of this growth is reflected in
new agents being recruited. It is anticipated that the Bureau will augment its
present agent force by more than 40 percent this fiscal year, bringing the number of agents to about 1,334. This is even
more significant when you compare it to
the former Federal Bureau of Narcotics
which expanded its agent force an average of 1 percent per year in the early
1960's, the beginning years of the drug
epidemic when the problem was allowed
to grow out of control.
I believe our enforcement effort is
bringing about the stalemate-containing the epidemic, if you will-necessary
for the forces of education, research and
rehabilitation to gear themselves up for
what will be the final solution.
WORLDvnDE PROGRESS

Mr. President, let us again turn to the
international effort, more particularly
the intensified program to dry up the
sources and bring about worldwide controls.
Director Ingersoll headed delegations
to two important United Nations meetings on the drug problem. They were the
U.N. Commission on Narcotic Drugs session in September 1970, in Geneva, Switzerlancl, and the Plenipotentiary Conference on the Protocol on Psychotropic
Substances in January 1971, in Vienna,
Austria.
GENEVA RESOLUTIONS

Here the U.S. delegation was instrumental in focusing new attention on the
matter of illicit narcotics trafficking. In
particular, the delegation was successful
in getting a resolution adopted which
sets up a special fund to work mainly for
opium production controls.
The U.S. immediately pledged $2 million to get the fund going. The resolution
calls for the money to be used for:
First. Immediate action to expand the
research and information facilities of
United Nations drug-control bodies; to
plan and implement programs of technical assistance in the establishment and
improvement of national drug-control
ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING
administrations and enforcement maIt is well to point out that the Bureau chinery and the training of needed peris also helping local and State police de- sonnel; and to enlarge the capabilities
partments on an extensive basis. Last and extend the operations of United Nayear, upward of 20,000 local and State tions drug control bodies and their secrepolice officers across the country at- tariats.
Second. The establishment of a United
tended the Bureau's training schools and
seminars. The Bureau has been ex- Nations fund for drug abuse control.
tremely active in forming metropolitan
Third. The elaboration by the Secreenforcement groups--MEG's. These are tary-General of a plan for long-term acspecialized drug enforcement groups tion against drug abuse involving the
composed of officers from several de- entire United Nations system of organipartments in a given area which are not zations as appropriate.
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This special fund is set up so that all
member nations and anyone interested
can contribute to it. As a result of establishing the fund and the attention
given to the problem at the Geneva meeting, we are seeing a renewed effort on
the part of the U.N. narcotics unit.
VIENNA PROTOCOL ON PSYCHOTROPIC
SUBSTANCES

The end product of the Vienna meeting
was a protocol on worldwide control of
psychotropic substances. The Vienna
meeting is considered a success in every
way. The American delegation was able
to negotiate crucial questions favorably.
The work done there represents a major step forward in worldwide control of
these substances. The document, as
agreed upon, will be effective even to
control of dangerous substances that may
be created in the future as well as those
now in existence.
The State Department, in collaboration with the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, now has the responsibility for getting Presidential approval
and ratification by this body of the document.
In addition to this U.N. work, the Bureau and the State Department are also
working closely with other international
groups, such as NATO and the World
Health Organization, in seeking effective worldwide controls of narcotics and
dangerous drugs.
FRANCO-AMERICAN BILATERAL AGREEMENT

Another international milestone was
reached recently in Paris when Attorney
General Mitchell and French Interior
Minister Raymond Marcellin signed a
protocol of agreement for our joint law
enforcement effort aimed at the illicit
narcotics traffic as it applies to France.
Mr. President, this is a historic document. It is the first written law enforcement agreement of this kind between two
nations. Perhaps it is more significant
because of the fact that it symbolizes
the commitment of two countries to rid
themselves, and the world, of this
menace.
The agreement spells out in detail
how the two governments will conduct
joint investigations, exchange intelligence, pool resources, and exchange personnel.
The pact is the product of the FrancoAmerican Intergovernmental Committee,
composed of top French police officials
and U.S. officials, which meets quarterly.
As in other countries, negotiations
with the French have been as high as the
cabinet level and have resulted in a
greatly expanded American-French effort. As it gets into high gear, it is bound
to have dynamic impact on th-P. illicit
conversion of heroin and trafficking in
France.
MEXICAN-AMERICAN NEGOTIATIONS

Our joint efforts in another key country, Mexico, are also producing striking
results. Here again, negotiations have

been at the highest level.
A joint working group, headed by Deputy Attorney General Richard G. Klein-

dienst and his Mexican counterpart,
David Franco Rodriguez, has just concluded a meeting in Mexico City. This
was followed by the third meeting between Attorney General Mitchell and

Mexico's Attorney General, Julio Sanchez Vargas, here in Washington on
March 29, only 3 days ago, At this
session the Attorneys General approved
the most recent report of the joint working group, which is designed to improve
still further the excellent cooperation
now existing between Mexico and America on drug control efforts.
The Mexican Government is progressing vigorously in its program to destroy
illegal crops of opium and marihuana,
expanding it from an initial three States
to 13. The United States, to aid this effort, has granted the country a $1 million
loan which included five helicopters and
three light airplanes to use in the search
and destroy program.
CONCLUSION

Mr. President, I submit that the fore-

going accomplishments are truly significant and heartening. They deserve our
admiration and gratitude. We must continue to support these efforts on the part
of the administration and of the Justice
Department in particular.
At the same time, we must recognize
that Federal efforts alone can never turn
the tide against drug abuse. As I mentioned earlier, law enforcement at the
national level must be directed at the
higher echelons of organized crime, at
illicit importation and exportation, and
at international traffic. Negotiations with
foreign governments must also be at the
Federal level. The same is true in the
equally vital areas of education andrehabilitation. The Federal Government
can provide money, guidance, training,
and other forms of technical assistance.
But it is ultimately up to State and
local governments, and to the public, to
strike the death blow against drug abuse.
Theirs is the primary responsibility.
Dlicit drugs are peddled at every level
of society by various criminal elements.
Local governments must hold up their
end in the Federal-State law enforcement partnership in order to perpetuate
the initiative created by the Justice Department and other Federal law enforcement agencies. They must receive
increased public support in their local
efforts to deal with the problems in their
towns and cities to which only they can
respond. We in Washington must give
them all the help and encouragement
they need, but they must do this vital job
at their own levels. I believe they will.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that copies of Justice Department
press releases describing in detail
"Operation Flanker" and the FrancoAmerican Bilateral Agreement be printed at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
"OPERATION FLANKER"

Federal narcotics agents arrested 54 persons in four different cities la.st night and
early today in the largest Federal crackdown
on narcotics distribution by organized crime.
Attorney General John N. Mitchell announced that more than 200 special agents
of the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics and Dan·
gerous Drugs participated in simultaneous
raids in New York City, Hartford, Chicago,
and New Orleans.
Sixty-four other defendants were arrested
previously in Philadelphia, Detroit and
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Baltimore in connection with the investiga•
tion.
The arrests climaxed a six-month intensive
investigation in which a total of 71~
pounds of heroin, 49.2 pounds of cooaine, 250
pounds of marihuana were removed from the
Illicit market, representing a total street
value of some $12.8 million.
Total seizures other than drugs: $431,341
cash, 78 guns, and 35 cars.
Seized in the raids early today and last last
night were: New York: one gun and two
cars; Chicago: ten pounds of heroin, 11 guns.
and $82,000 cash; New Orleans: one ounce
of cocaine and one fourth pound of heroin
and two guns.
A total of 175 defendants were named in
complaints and warrants in the seven cities.
Thirty-three suspects are stlll being sought.
There were 20 arrests in New York; 14
in Chicago; 3 in Hartford; and 17 in New
Orleans last nigh.t and this morning.
The three earlier phases of the investiga·
tion were closed out by BNDD agents on
October 21, 1970, in Detroit; on November
18, 1970, in Balitmore; and on December 11
and 22 in Philadelphia.
In the Detroit case, 31 suspects were arrested and agents seized 13 pounds of heroin;
22 pounds of cocaine; 256 pounds of marl·
huana; nine vehicles; 44 weapons; and $300,·
ooo in cash.
In the Baltimore case, 21 suspects were
arrested and agents seized $12,000 in oash.
In the Philadelphia case, 13 suspects were
arrested and agents seized three pounds of
cocaine, one-half pound of heroin, four cars.
one gun and $10,186 cash.
Mr. Mitchell said the investigation, codenamed "Operation Flanker," was aimed at
top echelons of organized crime narcotic activity in the eastern and midwestern parts
of the country.
He said the arrests included not only
"wholesalers," but key figures who direct the
importation and distribution of narcotics.
Mr. Mitchell said the operation was heroin·
oriented, compared with another lengthy
investigation closed out last June by BNDD.
Oalled Operation Eagle, that investigation
disrupted a major cooaine smuggling group.
More than 160 persons were arrested in ten
major cities in that investigation.
Mr. Mitchell said the two operations "are
a warning to the criminal element in drug
trafficking that we will not let up."
"This administration w1ll live up to its
commitment to vigorously pursue and prosecute those who reap proftt in this criminal
enterprise," Mr. Mitchell said.
John E. Ingersoll, BNDD director, said the
operation should seriously disrupt the fiow
of heroin in the seven cities.
Mr. Ingerson said a BNDD agent actually
penetrated an organized crime unit in New
York and became accepted as a member.
Information gained by this agent, he added,
led to numerous other cases involving nonnarcotic related crimes such as high-jacking and counterfeiting.
A large portion of the evidence obtained
by the agents came through court-approved
electronic surveillances. A total of 12 wiretaps were authorized in the investigation.
"We would deflnltely have been unable to
trace the distribution of narcotics without
this assistance," Mr. Ingersoll sa.ld.
Mr. Ingersoll said most of the defendants
were charged with conspiracy to violate or
actual violation of Federal laws prohibiting
possession, transportation or sale of heroin
or cocaine.
FRANCO-AMERICAN BILATERAL AGREEMENT

Attorney General John N. Mitchell read
the following statement during the signing
of an agreement between France and the
United States to formalize their activities in
the fight against international tra.filcklng in
drugs.
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My good friend, Minister of the Interior
Marcellin, and other distinguished officials
and guests of France and the United States:
Our action today in signing this agreement
is another noble chapter in the history of
comradeship between our two countries.
Nearly two hundred years ago, we first
fought together to achieve liberty on the
other side of the Atlantic Ocean.
In this century we have twice been comrades in arms to preserve liberty on this
side of the Atlantic, and throughout the
world.
Today our two nations are, in a sense,
striking another blow for liberty.
The enemy we face destroys men's Uberty
and makes them slaves of a drug habit.
Frenchmen and Americans have conquered
tyrants together, and together we can put
an end to this growing tyranny of drugs.
For many years, both of our countries
have been attacking the narcotics traffic
together.
We have joined other nations in getting
the United Nations to establish a special
fund to fight drug abuse. I am happy to report that the United States has pledged
$2 million to this fund this year.
France and the United States played leading roles during the recent conference on
the Convention on Psychotropic Substances
that ended in Vienna last Sunday. I would
like to note that one of the most effective
representatives there was Dr. Jean Mabileau
of France, who was chairman of the important
Control Measures Committee.
And, of course, French and American law
enforcement authorities have been cooperating closely in striking at international drug
traffickers. Much progress has been made in
arrests and seizures in both countries.
Today we are formalizing and extending
this effort through this agreement.
Other international agreements have controlled the legitimate production of drugs
and outlawed all other production. But something important was missing.
This agreement provides for cooperation
between our nations in drug law enforcement.
The next great step is for other countries
concerned with the drug tra.fllc to join in
formal agreements for pollee cooperation in
this field.
If America and France dedicate themselves
to rigid enforcement of this agreement. . . .
And if our cooperation can light the way
for other nations to make and enforce s1m11ar
agreements. . . .
Then I predict that the tyranny of narcotics can be encircled and overthrown.
The implementation of this agreement is
now in the hands of the French Pollee Judiclaire and the American Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs.
I am proud that in this crusade, as in
others of the past, the banners of America
and France are flying together in the vanguard.

Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BYRD of West Virginia). The absence
of a quorum has been suggested. The
clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
HRusKA). Without objection. it is so
ordered.

RECISION OF ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF SENATOR BYRD OF
Vffi.GINIA TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the previous order for the recognition of
the senior Senator from Virginia (Mr.
BYRD) on tomorrow be vacated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
SENATOR PROXMffiE ON MONDAY
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I ask
unanimous consent that on Monday next,
following the remarks of the able majority leader, for which an order has already been entered, the distinguished
Senator from Wisconsin <Mr. PROXMIRE)
be recognized for not to exceed 15 min-

utes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
SENATOR JAVITS ON MONDAY
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I ask
unanimous consent that following theremarks by the Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. PROXMIRE) on Monday next, the distinguished Senator from New York <Mr.
JAVITS) be recognized for not to exceed
15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
SENATOR MILLER ON MONDAY
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that following the remarks by the distinguished
Senator from New York (Mr. JAVITS) on
Monday next, the able Senator from
Iowa <Mr. MILLER) be recognized for not
to exceed 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF
ROUTINE BUSINESS ON MONDAY
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that following the remarks of the distinguished
Senator from Iowa (Mr. MILLER) on
Monday next, there be a period for the
transaction of routine morning business,
not to exceed 30 minutes, with statements therein limited to 3 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR CONSIDERATION OF
UNFINISHED BUSINESS ON MONDAY

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at
the close of morning business on Monday next, the unfinished business, S. 581,

be laid before the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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THE CONSOLIDATION OF NATURAL
RESOURCE PROGRAMS
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, on behalf of the distinguished Senator from Washington <Mr. JAcKsoN), I
ask unanimous consent that a statement
be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement by Senator JACKSON was ordered to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, at the recent
confirmation hearings of the new Secretary
of the Interior, I expressed concern over the
organization of the Federal government in
the natural resource field. It is clear that
the time has come to regroup our natural resource agencies in order to improve management effectiveness and control.
Recognizing this need, I have joined today
in co-sponsoring the bill introduced at the
Administration's request to reorganize and
consolidate our natural resource programs.
While I have reservations about some aspects
of the Administration's proposal, I am glad
that the President has recognized the need
for this reorganization. The Administration's
bill offers a basis for effecting this change and
I hope that it will stimulate careful study
of the alternatives available.
It was over twenty years ago that the first
Hoover Commission analyzed the shortcomings of our natural resource management.
The role of this management is more critical
today than ever before. We must develop
modern management and organization for
the natural resource responsiblllties of the
Federal government.

REFERENCE OF A COMMUNICATION
FROM
THE
SECRETARY
OF
TRANSPORTATION
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a
communication at the desk from the Secretary of Transportation on "Aviation
Cost Allocation Study Interim Report"
be jointly referred to the Committees
on Commerce and Finance, inasmuch as
the law requesting this report was
handled by those two committees last
year.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
REVISION OF THE WELFARE
SYSTEM
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President, no subject that will come before
the Congress this year is more important
or more pressing than proposed revision
in the welfare system.
I am convinced that the present system should be changed. It was enacted
in the 1930's and is totally unsuited for
the conditions of the 1970's.
This is a time for innovation and testing of new ideas in welfare.
The seriousness of the welfare problems we face has been pointed up this
month in pronouncements by the Governors of our two most populous States-Gov. Ronald Reagan of California and
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New York.
I think it is especially significant that
these two Governors, whose political phi-

losophies are so dissimilar, agree on the
pressing need for welfare reform..
On Ma.rcll 3, GQvemor Reagan pro-
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posed a major reviSion of California's
welfare laws, designed to increase aid
to the truly needy and require those who
are able to work to seek employment.
In an interview shortly afterward,
Governor Rockefeller said:
The present welfare system, if continued
as it is, Will ultimately overload and break
down our society.
It is hard to overestimate the dimensions of the welfare crisis in these huge
two States-and in many others as well.
So the time for change surely has come.
The question before us this year, then,
is not whether to change the welfare system, but how to change it.
The administration's welfare proposal
is now undergoing revision.
This proposal-the so-called family
assistance plan-has been revised before,
but its basic features so far have remained unchanged. I seriously doubt if
the current revision will make any significant change in these basic features.
I have four basic concerns about the
family assistance plan, which Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare Richardson has called revolutionary and expensive.
First, I am concerned about establishing the principle of a guaranteed annual
income.
Second, I am concerned about a proposal that would more than double the
number of persons on welfare-from 10
to 24 million.
Third, I am concerned about a proposal that will nearly triple the cost of
welfare in 2 years.
Fourth, I am concerned that the administration's plan lacks adequate work
incentives.
I recognize the obligation of the Government to help those who are physically
or mentally unable to earn a living.
But I am reluctant to vote to turn over
the tax dollars of hard-working Americans to able-bodied people who refuse to
work.
Therefore, unless there is substantial
change in the administration's proposal,
I do not believe it is the answer to the
problems which confront us.
I am encouraged by the attitude of the
Governor of California and the Governor
of New York. I hope that the proposals
they envision will be given a fair trial. ·
F'or that matter, I am not unwilling to
see the administration's plan tried out in
several sections of the country, to see if
it is practicable.
We should have the benefit of some experience with new welfare proposals before we plunge headlong into a major revision of the laws.
I have introduced legislation (S.J. Res.
39) which would establish a national,
blue-ribbon commission to study our welfare problems and make recommendations.
I believe this is the soundest approach
to welfare reform.
In making its study, the commission
would benefit greatly from the experience of California and New York, if these
two States are able to embark on new
programs.

April 1, 1971

care they require at a cost the taxpayers of
California can afford.
In a lengthy message to the legislature,
which the governor called the "most detailed
and specific" ever presented by a 0alifornia
chief executive, he asked the legislators "to
join with me in making this the year that
we put partisanship aside and get down to
the business of controlling the monster that
welfare has become."
He outlined the details of his reform program in a speech at the Town Hall in Los
Angeles-the same address he was not permitted to deliver before a joint session of
the legislature.
The governor said the goals of the program
are to:
"Increase our assistance to the truly needy
who have nowhere else to turn to meet their
basic needs.
"Require those who are able to work to
seek work, train for a job or serve their community, if asked, as a reasonable condition
for receiving welfare."
"Place Medi-Cal benefits on an equal footing with the health benefits available to our
working men and women who must pay their
own health care needs themselves."
"Strengthen family responsibility as the
basic element in our society."
He called the program "fiscally responsible"
which "meets the requirements of a balanced
budget while, at the same time attempting
to insure that, for the first time in history,
no California welfare family will have to
subsist below the poverty level."
"In the development of every facet of this
program, I have insisted that these reforms
cause no net shift in costs to the already
overburdened counties. I am confident that
this will not happen, and that most counties
will be able to effect actual savings if the
entire program is adopted," he said.
Governor Reagan warned that the present
welfare system-which he called "a $3 blllion
moral and administrative disaster"-is following "a road that can only lead to bankruptcy, unless we have the courage to turn in
another direction before it is too late.
"Now is the time, perhaps our last chance,
to define goals and assign purposes of our
own to this aimless, goal-less federal program."
He told the legislators, "more than ever before the people want welfare reformed, and
they have a right to expect us to do it."'
The governor said his program will accomplish a two-fold purpose: "First, we must reduce the welfare growth rate by changes in
eligibility determination and by a work and
training program to move people into private
sector jobs. Second, we must close all possible loopholes that lead to abuse."
He noted that today some 2.4 million Californians already are receiving welfare and
Medi-Cal benefits and warned that "if present laws and regulations are not changed,
California's welfare rolls could swell by as
much as 600,000 by July, 1972-raising the
total welfare population to 3 million persons.
"This would mean that one in every seven
Californians would then be on public assistance.
"The numbers are especially staggering,"
he said, "when you consider that only 10
years ago the total welfare caseload in California amounted to only 620,000.
"In addition to slowing the growth of welfare and Medi-Cal dramatically, the reform
I am proposing will save at least
rial was ordered to be printed in the program
$600 million in total federal, state and counRECORD, as follows:
ty expenditures for public assistance during
NEWS RELEASE FROM THE OFFICE OF THE
fiscal 1971-72," he said.
GOVERNOR, SACRAMENTO CALIF.
The governor pointed out that "if the
Governor Ronald Reagan today proposed present unrealistic and inequitable laws and
a sweeping reform of welfare and Medi-Cal regulations covering California's welfare systo assure that the truly needy receive the tem were allowed to continue unchanged,
are to:
based on current caseloads and costs, the

Perhaps a trial of the administration's
proposal also would be useful.
Other approaches might also be tested
during the study period.
And even if my resolution for a study
commission is not adopted, the revisions
being proposed in California and New
York, if given a fair chance, may benefit
those responsible for drafting and passing upon an overall revision of the Federal welfare system.
It is obvious that Governor Reagan
and Governor Rockefeller have given the
welfare problem deep thought.
Governor Reagan's plan already has
been formulated. It was submitted to the
California Legislature in a 173-page report called Meeting the Challenge.
In a letter mailed recently to Members
of the Congress, Governor Reagan asked
that California be declared a demonstration area so that certain waivers of Federal law be permitted to enable the State
to carry out its experiment.
I have not studied Governor Reagan's
program in enough detail to judge its
merits, but I believe that experimentation is going to be necessary if we are
to come up with a feasible alternative to
the present program.
Governor Rockefeller's program is still
in the formative stages. However, in an
interview published March 16 in the
Rochester Times-Union, he detailed
many of his concerns about welfare and
some of the ideas he hopes can be utilized
to combat the problems faced in New
York.
He made it clear in the interview that
he wants to accomplish at least four
major goals:
First, to find ways of preventing the
migration of the poor into cities whose
municipal tax bases are already overloaded.
Second, to weed out of the welfare
rolls those who are getting benefits beyond the basic purpose of the law.
Third, to provide incentives and opportunities for the welfare recipient to
work if he can.
Fourth, to get welfare workers to encourage beneficiaries to work rather than
go on relief.
I think these are laudable purposes.
I wish Governor Rockefeller well in
working toward these ends.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD the
text of a news release from the office of
the Governor of California, outlining
Governor Reagan's welfare proposal;
the text of the interview with Governor
Rockefeller in the Rochester TimesUnion; and the text of an editorial from
the March 11 edition of the TimesUnion, entitled "Rocky Seeks Reform
of New York Welfare Mess."
There being no objection, the mate-
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state's share of welfare would have to be
$898 milllon during the coming fisca.l year."
He noted that the budget he has submitted
for 1971-72 provides approximately •677
million in general fund support for this
purpose.
"Clearly, if the legislature does not act
on welfare reform, our people will face increased taxes--not only this year, but on
into the future, year after year after year."
He said that in addition to meeting the
primary human goals of his program, the
welfare reforms he is proposing also "will
save $220 million in the general fund and
will enable the state to operate within the
amount of funds budgeted for this purpose
during 1971-72."
[From the Rochester (N.Y.) Times-Union,
Mar. 16, 1971]
WHAT GOVERNOR SAm ON WELFARE

I!
I'
1:

(NoTE.-Here are excerpts from an interview with Gov. Rockefeller and Gannett reporters on his views of the welfare program
in New York State, its problems and solutions.)
Question: Are you really unhappy with the
advice you have been getting in the last
decade with the professionals?
Gov. Rockefeller: I tell you, I never sta.rt
out trying to solve a. problem by looking for
a scapegoat. So I don't think irt's productive
by trying to slash out at anybody based upon
what has happened in the past either positively or negatively. I think what we have to
do is sa.y, "We're here. It's a. combination of
federal, state and local legislation, federal,
state and local administration."
Q: In the first five years of this decade,
most categories of welfare were stable but
Aid to Dependent Children doubled. Why
didn't we look at those figures in 1965 and decide something was going wrong?
A: As I said in the beginning, what is the
use of going back and slashing out at anybody? And I just don't think that there is
going to be anything gained by either firing
the commissioner or putting a finger on
somebody and then thinking we've solved the
problem. It is not going to do it.
What we've got to do is sit down, as we're
doing, and do the ha.rd examination of the
facts, the situation exists and what can we
do and how we're going to do it between now
and Aprlll.
Q: Where do you think you are headed?
A: Well, I would say roughly that if you
look at it, there are the problems. I haven't
gort all the answers yet. How do you prevent
people moving into a community where the
commundties' services, all of them, are now
overloaded so that the new people coming in
can't possibly get the kind of care that they
should have, whether it's in housing, health,
education or what not? And you are going
to, by allowing them to come in, break down
the services to those who are already there.
Now, this is one area.
Somebody saw a 12 per cent increase last
year in the city and 30 per cent increase in
the suburbs. What is happening is that they
are coming to New York and then find there
isn't a place to live. The whole situation in
the city, in the slums, 1s tragic, and therefore they are starting to move out.
Q: What happens in Monroe County, say,
when we get the application of your proposals? We then run into the hard practical
facts of application and the professional welfare operators oome back with "You can't do
this and you can't do that" and you hit the
system for this. I think what we wonder
about is how you are going to get the state
level to cut through this between now and
Aprill.
A: There have to be laws. There will be

changes in the law to conform to the federal
Constitution, and this is nort easy.
Q. Are they in process now?
A: Yes.
Q: How soon?
A: April 1. I have a deadline.
Q: When will they be ready for public discussion?
A: April 1. I don't know. If they are there
before, I'm lucky, but I have to have it then.
I would like specific suggestions. What you
are saying is a must and what we've got to
do is to deal with thds in a way that first
gives the local government as well as the state
the legal framework and which is constitutional so we don't get the court to knock it
all out. We have enjoyed the luxury and we
want to preserve it, of people having the
right to move freely in this country whenever
they want. And this has been a great forcefree movement of men, goods and money.
But we now are finding that this movement, coupled with the agricultural revolution and the lack of opportunity in the urban areas in the South and the lack of welfare benefits, has resulted in this tremendous
movement to the North. The same thing is
happeilling l:!l Puerto Rico.
Q: You mean rural areas?
A: No. First the agricultural revolution.
Machines were :replacing people. Then they
go into the southern urban areas and there
is nothing for them, and there is no welfare
and no jobs, and they have no education, no
training. So they go North.
Q: You have to consider this as a stopgap
until we can get a nationwide system, but
apparently a. stopgap of some years?
A: I have suggested-and others have suggested a federal takeover and so forth. That
would be wonderful. I have an April 1 budget and so I have to shoot for April 1.
Now what I honestly hope and think is
that New York State, as in so many other
areas, has to set the example, and if we get
these answers, these are going to go nationwide because these other big industrial states
are in the same position we're ln.
Q: Can you make these changes as you
want to make without falling afoul of all
the federal regulations that say you have
to have your program operating in such and
such a. level and such and such a way?
A: We have the problem on the levels. The
law says you cannot reduce your rate structure as you set them but you can fund it,
which is a kind of a. trick, at any level you
want. The injustice of that is that it hits
everybody regardless of need and, you know,
alike. So I'm hoping to avoid that as an action of last resort. This is what I worry about,
that it will be across-the-board, say, funded
80 per cent, say funded 70 per cent, and then
those who really have no recourse to anything-black, blind, disabled, the aged and
so forth-are going to get the same cut.
Q: Are you in a box, then, between that
approach and the fact that the federal government won't let you reset your levels?
A: No, I'm not in a box, if you let me go
to my second point. My first point is this
movement of people. The ones who find jobs
and are on their own, that's fine. But what
is happening is we have combined in New
York City, for instance, rent-control laws
because of the fact that a lot of people have
low incomes, so there is no incentive to put
money into and maintain an apartment
house or to build a new one.
So now we are losing 40,000 apartments
a. year. There isn't any place for these people
to go. If they are on their own, it's one thing,
but if they come and they want the state
then to support them, or the state and local
government, federal government, we're doing
it in the environment and under terms and
circumstances that are the least auspicious
for them as individuals and the most expen-
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slve possible way. It doesn't seem very intell1gent.
So the question is how do we combat it?
This is a task we have taken on. This is a big
thing in a short time, but sometimes you do
more under pressure than you do in any other
times.
Next, the second point, how do you weed
out those who are getting benefits beyond
the basic purposes of the law? I have to say
purposes or intent because there 1s some very
imaginative legal stuff being done, you know.
Plus the fact that there is a phUosophy 1n
the social work field which I understand from
a humanitarian point of view but which, applied to the circumstances that exist, in my
opinion is utterly unrealistic. And when you
have his honor, the mayor of New York City,
saying nobody on welfare should take anything less than a meaningful job and when
you have George Wyman testifying that if
you don't earn $7,000 you ought to go on welfare, and when you take the figures which are
in this article that I was re'ferring to, which
point out that in New York and the suburbs,
the Metropolitan Area, that 30-some-40 per
cent of the population earns $7,000 and less-it's utterly unrealistic.
Someone has to take the progression of
thought, and this is where this trend is. And
when Mr. Sugarman, New York City welfare
commissioner, commented on only 9,000 going on welfare he said, "Don't think just one
month indicates a trend." He must have
slipped. So I say how do we create the incentives both for the individuals and for the
social welfare workers and how do we create
the opportunities or make available the opportunities for individuals who are going to
go on welfare or who are on welfare to stay
with their work or to get back to work even
though it only partially takes care of their
financial needs?
In discussing this the other day with the
Social Welfare Board of the state, one member of the board said, "This Protestant ethic
about work has been outdated and this no
longer is relevant to the problems we are
facing."
Well, the stark realities are we don't have
the revenue-producing 'forces here to make
possible the support of people up to those
figures which I mentioned without work, nor
will our economy function 1! this high a percentage of the population doesn't contribute
to the work force and to the productivity of
the economy.
So now how do you accomplish that, which
is the other point. And this is the other big
area we're working in, incentive for the welfare workers--1 mean for the social workers
to help and encourage individuals to stay at
work when they are at work instead of
encouraging them to get off jobs like the
case that was mentioned the other day
where the mother who had five children,
or whatever it was, and was working, the
social workers came to her home and told
her that if she didn't stop working, they
would take her chUdren away.
Q. What solutions do you find to these
problems?
A. This is do-able. We have on our st81tute
books now laws which say that unless you
take jobs that are available, that you have
to check twice a week.
Q. 9300 in eleven months got knocked off
welfare by the operation of this rule, 2300
of them in Monroe County. Are you concerned about this kind of disparity?
A. I have to do this for the state as a. whole.
I have to find, I can tell you, basic benchmarks here. The beneficiary is sent to the
Labor Department and in the Labor Department, I've got to say to you frankly, in the
light of where I've now gotten this thing,
their constituency is the industry of the state
They are really not terribly interested in
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what a.re known a.s "menial" jobs. Their function is to provide skilled workers for industry. So there is a need for a complete reshaping, and the new commissioner of labor is the one who pointed this out to me,
a complete reshaping of orientation and attitude of the department. So they are out
seeking the job opportunities at all levels in
any area, industrial, private, wherever available. And when the individual comes over
from the welfare department and they say,
"well, there is a job for sweeping out the airport in Monroe County," and the guy says,
"I'm sorry, I got a bad back," so they write
on there such-and-such a job wa.s offered
and the fellow says, the individual says, he
has a bad back so he has to go back now and
get a doctor's certificate saying he has a bad
back.
Well, that's the last you hear of him. NothIng more happens.
Q. You used the word "reshaping."
A. But what we have in the Welfare Department and in the Labor Department is a
complete understanding of the law and the
spirit of the law and the financial stringencies which exist and an incentive to live up
to the spirit of the law which is to take care
of those people who need care and who cannot contribute to their own care and to supplement those who can work and who need
care and not allow those who can work and
support themselves to get on welfare.
I think that we are getting on to means and
methods and laws, modifications of laws,
which will make this possible, and 1f we do, it
will be one of the major steps.
Q: If you a.re able to effect this and also
effect stronger relationship between the Labor Department and the Welfare Department,
how much of an effect do you think that
would have on the welfare picture in general? You cited two areas of welfare in your
home county, Westchester. Welfare officials
estimate that those two areas are only a
small percentage of the problem.
A: This isn't quite true. You a.re going on
to the father and the famlly and that is part
of it. Thirty per cent of the ADC beneficiaries
have got fathers who disappear. Now they
haven't evaporated but there hasn't been too
much incentive to find them and get them
to contribute to the support. It's part of this
incentive system. There are a whole lot of
facets. Thirty-two per cent of these families
never had a father which raises another question which is a very serious one.
Q: Do you think we will have a definite
effect on welfare and the cost of welfare if
the in-migration of welfare can be stopped
or can be toughened and this strong relationship can be established will have a financial effect on welfare throughout the state
and in your own county, Westchester?
A: Let's take a 30 per cent increase in Long
Island counties. If those people hadn't moved
out there, it would have an effect. I'm not
quite sure what you are coming to.
Q: How wm you deal with people who are
there for six months or a year and go on welfare?
A: This is what I'm working on.
Q: Can you ship them after somebody has
lived in a community over a year? Where do
you ship them?
A: You are now asking a question relating
to objective to which I've not gotten an
answer. This is the most difficult--we have
a Supreme Court decision about residents. It
cannot be based on that. But all I say is this:
that 1f by having happen what has happened,
it ls destroying the services not only to
those who come but those who are there,
then we have to find a way of dealing with
them. It's easy to say you can't do this and
you can't do that, but I say--and I say this
to my own people--we have got to find the

way of dealing with it because we are going
to destroy the fabric of our cities.
This is spreading to the suburbs a n d it's
going to overload not only the services themselves but our financial capacity. Now, can a
free society be so imprudent as to be unable
to cope with it?
Q: Back in the days when Joseph Mitchell
was creating a fuss in Newburgh and when
they were trying to get a residency law
through the legislature and you vetoed one
of them, you took a different position on this.
Could you tell us now what is different about
this period and that period?
A: Very simple situation. In the last ten
years, the flow of people to this state has
reached a point which is beyond our capacity
to cope with in terms of the human values
that we want to meet and that therefore we
are not only not able to take proper care of
those who are coming but we have a very
serious problem of destroying the ab111ty to
meet the needs of those who are here.
Q: Do you believe that the decision on employabiUty is being made properly and Wisely
at this time?
A: I covered that extensively when I said
the law is very clear that if there is a job
avallable and you are a beneficiary, that 1f
you don't take that job you no longer are
eligible.
Q: I think the point is are you satisfied
with the method of determining how a person-whether a person is employable or not?
A: If I was, then I wouldn't be here.
Q: Do you have plans which are advancing
for creation of jobs for those?
A: Yes, I feel that we're going to have to
create, which I have stated publicly, an environmental service corps.
Q: wm that be coming up?
A: It's got to, because where there are people who could work who are not working and
where, let's say, there's not a job to his capacity-and this is where I think one concept, the thing you are talking about, this aid
to dependent children. This depends on what
the ages are and whatever functions they
work at.
Q: It will be along the lines of the CCC?
A: In conception. With the environment.
Q: Would it combine Interesting work for
people of considerable skill?
A: What ls your definltion of interesting?
Is that meaningful?
Q: We have a number of people with considerable skill, Including engineers, and so
forth. Will the Environmental Conservation
Corps Include a variety of jobs that can be
done taking people with those kinds of
skills?
A: Those skills are going to be employed by
professional organizations. What happened
was that the president in order to stop inflation put on a tight money policy which contracted the expansion of business at the
same time he cut some two hundred thousand
people out of the Vietnam operation. At the
same time he cut down on defense procurement, at the same time he cut down on the
space program and I have to believe that
there wasn't a clear coordination of what
the impact of these four different actions
would be.
Q: Governor, suppose there are two houses
side by side, both substandard from a construction or heaJth standpoint. In one of
them you have a long-time New York family
on welfare, another one, the guy comes up
from Georgia, moves in the substandard
house and he's denied welfare because of
this, and he is going to get one of these
young legal services lawyers and holler he's
denied equal opportunity under the law.
How are you going to protect this proposal
from this kind of an attack?
A: Obviously whatever we do has to with-
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in the framework of the law of equal opportunity.
Q: Have you got the method figured out
for that?
A: That is what I have them working on.
We have to work within the law and the
Constitution, but the only thing I would
like to suggest to you is let us not just think
of the welfare laws. Let's think of the health
laws and a whole lot of other laws which
have in many areas been utterly ignored or
not applied and maybe there needs to be
some statewide health laws.
Q: Governor, will you agree to a cut ln individual welfare grants in any shape or
form?
A: I'm not going to give that commitment
on anything.
(From the Rochester (N.Y.) Times-Union.
Mar. 11, 1971]
ROCKY SEEKS REFORM OF NEW YORK WELFARE

MEss
Gov. Rockefeller, praise be, is going to try
to reform the welfare mess in New York
State.
Although he ha.s long been sympathetic.
and stlll is, with those in genuine need of
public assistance, the governor nonetheless
said this week:
"The present welfare system, if continued
as is, will ultimately overload and break
down our society.
"Rather tha.n encouraging human dignity.
independence and individual responsibility,
the system, as it is functioning, encourages
permanent dependence on the government.'•
If there is any shadow of a. doubt on that,
consider these figures from Rockefeller's new
budget:
An estimated 1.8 milllon persons--about
10 per cent of the state's population-will
receive some form of public assistance dur·
ing fiscal 1971-72 if nothing is changed.
That's up more than 200,000 from the cur·
rent year.
Total welfare spending by federal, state
and local governments in New York in the
new fiscal year beginning April 1 is figured
at nearly $4 blilion, quadruple the total less
than a decade ago.
The boost in welfare costs (including Medicaid) in the governor's budget 1n $324 million, or nearly a third Of the sum he wants financed by higher taxes.
To halt such shocking trends, the governor
plans to propose two major reforms to the
State Legislature.
One would permit cities in New York State
to send relief applicants back where
they came from--either another state or another city in New York-if there is no adequate housing for them or 1! they otherwise
threaten the community's health.
The other would tighten existing laws so
that an able-bodied relief recipient who refuses an avallable job--any job-would be
denied welfare and forced to work. Public
service jobs would supplement private employment.
These are not heartless proposals.
Rather, the first simply recognizes that
New York's generous welfare payments are a
lure to the poor in other states.
It would also halt intrastate migration to
obtain a. better welfare deal in another community. And it would be designed to avoid
legal conflict With the U.S. Supreme Court's
dubious ruling against state welfare residency requirements, which has encouraged
miserly relief payments in the South.
The second gets at the source of so much
irritation among working taxpayers over welfare--the fact that they must support some·
shiftless persons who spurn jobs that aren't
"right" for them.
These reforms alone wouldn't end the sky-
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rocketing spiral of welfare costs and relief
rolls. But they would help if state and local
administrators applied them vigorously, instead of trying, as some seemed to do in their
first reaction, to find reasons why they won't
work.
And they could lead the way to further and
even more fundamental reforms of the type
recently proposed by California Gov. Ronald
Reagan.
These include more stringent controls on
the abuse of Medicaid, tighter restriction on
wages legally retained by persons, who also
obtain welfare payments, and a crackdown
on fathers who have deserted families on
welfare.
It's enough for now, however, that Rockefeller is trying to turn things around in New
York's scandalous welfare situation. He deserves the support of all those whose help he
needs to achieve this worthy goal.

EXTENSION OF THE CHARTER OF
THE EXPORT-IMPORT BANK
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
next week the Senate will considerS. 581,
a bill to amend and to expand the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945. This proposal would greatly increase the lending
authority of the bank and would make
other substantial changes.
I am not opposed to an extension of
the charter of the Export-Import Bank.
Within its present legal limitations,
which include a budgetary ceiling, I feel
that the Bank is valuable in promoting
the foreign commerce of the United
states.
However, the pending legislation <S.
581) would exclude the net disbursements
of the Export-Import Bank from the U.S.
budget.
The advocates of this provision argue
that the budgetary ceiling on the Bank
has blocked use of several billion dollars
in authorized loan funds.
Actually, few Federal programs are
permitted to spend up to their full authorized level. Indeed, if program administrators could spend their full authorizations, they would raise the deficit well
beyond its already high levels for fiscal
years 1971 and 1972.
The administration itself has declined
to spend some funds which not only have
been authorized, but actually appropriated.
We are in difficult times, from the
budgetary point of view. The administration projects deficits of $18 billion for the
current year and $11 billion for fiscal
1972.
These calculations are based on the socalled unified budget, which uses trust
fund surpluses to offset deficit Federal
funds.
The deficits in Federal funds are much
larger. For fiscal 1971, according to the
administration's own figures, the Federal
fund deficit will be $25 billion. Next year
it is projected at $23 billion.
Personally, I believe that the :flscal1972
deficit will actually be larger than $23
billion, perhaps substantially larger.
This is no time to exempt any expenditures from the budgetary ceiling. This is
a time !or fiscal restraint.
Furthermore, exemption of the ExportImport Bank's disbursements from the

budget would set a poor precedent. If
this Bank is to be excluded, how are we
to keep the lid on other loan funds?
There is no equitable basis for singling
out the Export-Import Bank for special
treatment. The transactions of all lending agencies should be included in the
budget on a net lending basis.
M:y position in this matter is supported
by the testimony of Mr. Elmer B. Staats,
the Comptroller General of the United
States, given before the Senate Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs Committee on
March 9, and by Dr. Arthur Burns, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.
I see no reason to change a sound general policy to benefit one government
bank.
I oppose any effort to remove the budgetary restraints on lending by the Export-Import Bank.
Mr. President, I support the amendment which will be offered by the distinguished Senator from Wisconsin <Mr.
PROXMIRE) to eliminate the section of the
bill which would exclude the net disbursements of the Export-Import Bank
from the budget.
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unfinished business, S. 581, the ExportImport Bank bill, which, incidentally, is
the only item on the legislative calendar,
as of now.
Mr. President, under the modified
unanimous consent order which was
ag'reed to earlier today, time on the
passage of the bill will be limited to 2
hours on Monday next, to be equally
divided and controlled by the majority
and minority leaders or their designees,
time on each amendment, motion or appeal, with the exception of a motion to
lay on the table, will be limited to 1 hour,
to be equally divided between the mover
of the amendment or motion and the
manager of the bill, with the exception of
one amendment to be offered by the distinguished Senator from Wisconsin <Mr.
PROXMIRE), on which time will be limited
to 2 hours, to be equally divided and controlled by the mover of the amendment,
Mr. PROXMIRE, and the manager of the
bill, Mr. SPARKMAN.
Moreover, no amendments not germane will be received, and Senators in
control of the time on the passage of the
bill may allot time therefrom to any
Senator during the consideration of any
amendment, motion, or appeal, with the
QUORUM CALL
exception of a motion to lay on the table.
The majority leader has indicated
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
that when the Senate completes its busiI suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk ness on Monday next, it will go over until Wednesday next.
will call the roll.
It is also anticipated that there will be
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the no rollcalls on Wednesday next, and
order for the quorum call be rescinded. that that day's meeting may be pro
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. forma, provided, of course, that the conBYRD of Virginia). Without objection, it current resolution providing for an adjournment over the holidays has been
is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- agreed to by both Houses on Monday
dent, if the distinguished assistant next. If that is not done, of course, acRepublican leader has no statements at tion on that resolution would have to be
this time, I shall proceed with the pro- taken on Wednesday next.
Senators should, however, be on nogram for Monday next.
tice that a rollcall or rollcalls may occur
on the export-import bill on Monday
PROGRAM FOR MONDAY APRIL 5, next.
1971
ADJOURNMENT UNTIL 10 A.M. ON
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. PresiMONDAY, APRIL 5, 1971
dent, the program for Monday next is as
follows:
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. PresiThe Senate will convene at 10 o'clock dent, if there be no further business to
a.m., following an adjournment and, fol- come before the Senate, I move, in aclowing the recognition of the majority cordance with the previous order, that
and minority leaders under the standing the Senate stand in adjournment until
order, the distinguished Senator from 10 a.m. on Monday next.
Dlinois (Mr. STEVENSON) will be recogThe motion was agreed to; and (at 7
nized for not to exceed 15 minutes: to be o'clock and 5 minutes p.m.) the Senate
followed by the distinguished majority adjourned until Monday, April 5, 1971,
leader <Mr. MANSFIELD) for not to ex- at 10 a.m.
ceed 15 minutes; to be followed by the
distinguished Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. PROXMIRE) for not to exceed 15 minNOMINATIONS
utes; to be followed by the distinguished
Executive
nominations received by the
Senator from New York <Mr. JAVITS)
for not to exceed 15 minutes; to be fol- Senate April!, 1971:
DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN SERVICE
lowed by the distinguished Senator from
E. Ross Adair, of Indiana, to be Ambassador
Iowa <Mr. MILLER) for not to exceed 15
minutes; to be followed by a period for Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
the transaction of routine morning busi- United States of America to Ethiopia.
W. Tapley Bennett, Jr., of Georgia, a Forness, for not to exceed 30 minutes, with eign
Service officer of the class of career Minstatements therein limited to 3 minutes. ister, to be Deputy Representative of the
Upon conclusion of the period for the United States of America in the Security
transaction of routine morning business, Council of the United Nations, With the rank
the Chair will lay before the Senate the of Ambassador.
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EXTEN,SIONS OF REMARK,S
J. EDGAR HOOVER

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President,
throughout my career as an elected official, I have followed and admired greatly
the work of J. Edgar Hoover, the distinguished direotor of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Time after time
I have been amazed at the capacity this
man has for work and his ability for
getting even the most difficult task
accomplished.
Of course, Mr. President, he has not
achieved the outstanding record of the
FBI alone-he has many dedicated men
and women working with him in that
organization who each contribute to the
greatness of this organization. But it is,
after all, Mr. Hoover who has built the
FBI, and it is his principles which have
insured the integrity of this, our most
important force in the preservation of
law and order, freedom and justice.
In the more than 45 years which Mr.
Hoover has headed the FBI there have
been a few who have criticized him and
the FBI. Naturally, a man in his position
makes enemies. Dedicated as he is to
the principle of objectivity, he has not
shirked his responsibilities no matter
what threat there has been to his
career.
Often his critics have fallen into the
category of those individuals who have
suffered either directly or indirectly from
the expertise of the FBI and its total
dedication to doing its job. The Nazis in
the thirties and forties, the Communists
in the forties and fifties, and extremists
of all philosophies during all of these
years, have leveled their most effective
weapons against Mr. Hoover and the FBI.
None has succeeded in the drive to unseat
this man or to harness the organization
he heads.
Mr. President, there is today a growing chorus of voices being raised against
Mr. Hoover directly and the FBI and
law enforcement indirectly. I do not
question any man's right to criticize Mr.
Hoover or any public official. I do, however, seriously question the wisdom of
some critics of Mr. Hoover, for some of
the criticism leveled against him in recent weeks has been without any basis
in fact.
Mr. Hoover is held in the highest
esteem by persons of all walks of life,
and particularly within the law enforcement profession. His departure from the
helm of law enforcement would leave
an un.fillable void.

unanimous consent that this resolution
be printed in the Extension of Remarks.
There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
REcORD, as follows:
NATIONAL DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION
1971 MIDWINTER CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION
A resolution of appreciation for personal
contribution to the advancement of criminal justice and for assistance to this association
Whereas, J. Edg.ar Hoover, with unswerving
dedication, has served this Nation as Director
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and
Whereas, his standards of ethics and his
insistence on the highest level of performance
in the law enforcement field have helped
immeasurably to increase the stature of law
enforcement as a profession of honor and
respect, and
Whereas, J. Edgar Hoover has offered at
no cost to law enforcement agencies and
prosecutors throughout the Nation the services of the FBI Identification Division, the
FBI Laboratory, and has made available FBI
experts to exMnlne evidence and to testif:Y
in criminal cases, and
Whereas, under the leadership of J. Edgar
Hoover, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
has offered extensive tra.ining on all levels of
law enforcement and has provided advance
training through the FBI National Academy
to selected police officers, and
Whereas, J. Edgar Hoover has furnished
FBI personnel to assist in the training programs for prosecutors under the sponsorship
of this Association, such as his support of
the first session of the National College of
District Attorneys and the FBI's assistance
on numerous occasions in the Association's
Regional Seminars for Prosecutors, and
Whereas, J. Edgar Hoover has constantly
sought to educate the American public to
cooperate with law enforcement in both the
investigative and prosecutive phases of criminal cases which has notably upgraded over
the years the entire criminal justice system.
Now, therefore, be 1t resolved that this
Association during its 1971 Midwinter Conference does hereby gratefully express its
appreciation to the Honorable J. Edgar
Hoover and commend him for his vision,
leadership, and unselfish devotion to the
furtherance of justice.
Passed at the National District Attorneys
Association 1971 Midwinter Conference at
Honolulu, Hawaii this 14th day of March,
1971.

EUROPEAN LACK OF CONFIDENCE
IN U.S. DOLLAR

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
the Washington Post of March 31 included a column by Joseph R. Slevin,

Mr. President, as evidence of the great

financial analyst, on the subject of the

respect which Mr. Hoover enjoys among
persons actively engaged in the preservation of law and order, I would like to
call to the attention of my colleagues a
resolution adopted at the Midwinter Conference of the National District Attorneys Association on March 14, 1971, at
Honolulu, Hawaii. Mr. President, I ask

lack of confidence in the U.S. dollar
which now prevails in Europe. ·
Mr. Slevin points out that European
monetary officials blame the United
States for the present situation. The
charge is that the · administration and
the Federal Reserve Board have created
a. crisis by authorizing excessive amounts

of money and thus deflating the American dollar.
Mr. Slevin concludes that the United
States is living on the good will of its
friends, but he cautions that patience
with our policies is wearing thin in
other countries, the so-called expansionist policy now prevalent in the United
States is making our dollar less valuable.
I ask unanimous consent that Mr.
Slevin's article, entitled "Europeans
Fault Nixon For Shaky State of Dollar,"
be printed in Extension of Remarks.
I include the article as follows:
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EUROPEANS FAULT NIXON FOR SHAKY
STATE OF DOLLAR
The Free World is teetering on the edge
of the gravest financial crisis since the 1968
gold panic.
The United States is at the center of the
current storm as it was in the eye of the
March, 1968, hurricane. The threat is to
the dollar, and, if the dollar goes, there
will be shattering currency changes
throughout the free world.
The immediate cause is a huge gap in
interest rates between the very low shortterm rates in this country and the significantly higher rates overseas. Investors
are shifting billions of dollars out of the
United States to take advantage of the generous returns they can earn abroad.
Part of the currency shift is speculative.
Bankers, corporate treasurers and financial
plungers are selling dollars and are buying German deutsche marks and other
strong currencies. They are gambling that
there will be a general upward revaluation
against the faltering dollar.
Foreign officials uniformly blame the
United States for the developing crisis. They
charge that the Administration and Federal
Reserve have brought the free world to the
brink of disaster by creating excessive
amounts of money and by driving down
U.S. borrowing costs in a single-minded attempt to stim·..llate a vigorous business recovery.
The phrase that the angry, anxious foreign
officials repeatedly use to describe President Nixon's attitude is "benign neglect."
The phrase has become so popular, in fact,
that German central banker Otmar Emminger pointedly volunteered to an unusual
Paris press conference last Thursday that
European officials see no signs of "benign
neglect" among their American counterparts.
"The arrangements that were designed at
Bretton Woods in 1944 assumed we would
have a co-operative system with a soundly-managed dollar at its center," a Washington-based foreign official says. "Nobody
has been able to figure out how you run
an international monetary system when the
central dom.estic economy, the United
States, runs on its own rules and doesn't
give a damn for anyone else."
Secretary of the Treasury John Connally
will hear a blunt lecture on U.S. shortcomings next week when he visits the International Monetary fund for an unannounced luncheon meeting with Pierre-Paul
Schweitzer, the able, tough-minded managing director of the 117-nation financial
institution. It will be the first ConnallySchweitzer talk, and associates predict
Schweitzer will pull no punches in telling
Connally what other countries think of
Nixon's easy-money pollcies.
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There is general agreement among the experts that the dollar still is afloat only
because this country and its creditors are in
the same boat. A lesser currency would have
gone under before now but sinking the dollar would wreck the free world financial
system.
Germany, Japan, Canada and a number
of other countries do not want the billions
of paper dollars they are reluctantly accumulating, but no major country is prepared to demand that the United States buy
back all of its dollars and give them gold.
They know that there is not enough gold to
go around and that they would force the
United States to renege on its pledge to give
gold for dollars whenever a foreign country asks.
The United States is living on the sufferance of its friends but their patience is
wearing thin. They may play along for a few
more months, perhaps for much longer.

AMERICA: A NATION OF HANGARS
AND LANDING FIELDS?

HON. JAMES R. MANN
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. MANN. Mr. Speaker, today is
April Fools' Day and perhaps for that
reason as good a time as any for looking
back with a somewhat jaundiced eye at
the so-called Amertcan triumph embodied in the defeat of SST. It was no
triumph at all. It only means that foreign-made SST's will now be flying over,
and around, this country--SST's which
have been neither environmentally approved nor produced in this country.
Therefore, neither environmentalists,
nor laborers, and more significantly, not
even taxpayers, will have benefited from
the product. We will simply be consumers, easy riders on the industry of
foreign nations. It is a move which is
congruent with what is happening in
other sectors of our economy-in steel,
in textiles, in glass, where American
producers are being dliven out of production by the wage-slave competition
from abroad. Soon, if the trend continues, this Nation will be reduced to a
wasteland of warehouses and distrtbuting points, of hangars and landing fields. We will become a country of
the leisure class, and second rate in every
respect for that.
Reiterating these points, I would like
to place into the RECORD an editorial
from the State, Columbia, S.C., of March
27, 1971.
I include the article as follows:
SENATE DEciSION oN SST Is No-CoNFIDENCE
VoTE
Senate rejection of further federal funding of America's supersonic transport plane
(the SST) is saddening on several counts,
chief among which are two of paramount importance:
The United States has withdrawn from international competition in challenging aeronautical arena, abjectly yielding the field
to our British and French friends on the one
hand and to our Russian adversaries on the
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ward from our long-established position of
supremacy in the air.
Secondly, the refusal of Congress to continue its support of the SST reflects an attitude of skepticism that American science
and technology are capable of overcoining
the ecological problems which were predicted
(sometimes rather hysterically) as unavoidable consequences of SST flight.
To be sure, there are other considerations,
such as the depressing impact already being
felt within the aircraft industry. The loss of
jobs and contracts which now head down the
drain, however, must be considered a byproduct of a decision which involves the even
greater issues cited above.
Conversely, the tax monies to be saved are
appreciable (although $866 million already
has been spent on the project). But here, too,
the dollars are secondary to the larger factors
of maintaining American parity, if nothing
better, in the continuing global outreach for
improved aircraft and of conquering environmental hazards.
We hope, as do a number of the SST opponents who prevailed in the final voting,
that research and development will proceed
apace in the field of supersonic flight with
the goal of determining and overcOining
whatever adverse effects Inight result from
such flight. But without the incentive and
support of governmenta.I. funding, research
might move at reduced speed.
Admittedly, the members of the House
and Senate who decided the SST issue were
confronted with extremely complex questions
and few hard-and-fast answers. We make no
pretense of having answers of our own, but
we regret what seems to have been a vote of
no confidence in American capacity to surmount supersonic obstacles.

CHARLES FRASER

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, it is

a pleasure to call the Senate's attention
to an article about an industrious South
Carolinian which appeared in this week's
New Yorker magazine.
Mr. Charles Fraser is the son of the
late Lt. Gen. Joseph B. Fraser. He graduated from Yale Law School in 1953 and
began developing real estate in 1956.
Since then he has developed the best of
two worlds on Hilton Head Islan ., S.C.
As a conservationist and developer, Mr.
Fraser has blended progress with preserving the beauty of nature. He criticizes
those conservationists who are "preservationists" who would sacrtfice humanity to the environment.
A true conservationist, such as Mr.
Fraser, sees man and nature harmonizing in a better world. His idea of destruction on the other hand is uncontrolled
development, a type of development
which results not only in destruction of
our wilderness and pollution of our natural resources, but also in a "visual pollution."
On Hilton Head Island Fraser has
blended houses and golf courses among
the trees with a view toward preserving

the environment for man's use. He is the

nonelected mayor and zoning board. At
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the age of 41 he has parlayed controlled
land development into a $20 million fortune; he is commissioner of parks, recreation, and tourism for the South Carolina coast and was on President Johnson's Citizen's Advisory Committee on
Outdoor Recreation and Natural Beauty.
Mr. President, I insert the article entitled "Profiles: Encounters with the
Archdruid" which appeared in the
March 27, 1971, New York, in the Extensions of Remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered -~ o be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the New Yorker magazine, Mar. 27,
1971]

PROFILES: ENCOUNTERS WITH THE
ARCH DRUID
(By John McPhee)
David Brower, who talks to groups all over
the country about conservation, refers to
what he says as The Sermon. He travels so
light he never seems far from home--one tie,
one suit. He calls it his preacher suit. He
has given the sermon at universities, in
clubs, in meeting halls, and once in a cathedral (he has otherwise not been in a church
for thirty years), and while he talks he leans
up tc. the lectern with his feet together and
his knees slightly bent, like a skier. He s · ems
to feel comfortable in the stance, perhaps
because he was once a ski mountaineer.
Sooner or later in every talk, Brower describes the creation of the world. He invites
his listeners to consider the six days of
Genesis as a figure of speech for what has in
fact been four billion years. On this scale, a
day equals something like six hundred and
sixty-six Inillion years, and thus "all day
Monday and until Tuesday noon, creation
was busy getting the earth going." Life began
Tuesday noon, and "the beautiful, organic
wholeness of it" developed over the next four
days. "At 4 P.M. Saturday, the big reptiles
came on. Five hours later, when the redwoods
appeared, there were no more big reptiles.
At three Ininutes oefore Inidnight, man appeared. At one-fourth of a second before Inidnight, Christ arrived. At one-fortieth of a
second before midnight, the Industrial Revolution began. We are surrounded with people who think that what we have been doing for that one-fortieth of a second can
go on indefinitely. They are considered normal, but they are stark, raving xnad."
Brower holds up a photograph of the
world-blue, green, and sWirling white. "This
is the sudden insight from Apollo," he says.
"There it is. That's all there is. We see
through the eyes of the astronauts how fragile our life is, how thin the epithelium of the
atmosphere."
Brower has computed that we are driving
through the earth's resources at a rate comparable to a man's driving an automobile a
hundred and twenty-eight Iniles per hourand he says that we are accelerating. He reminds his audiences that buffalo were shot
for their tongues alone, and he says that we
still have a buffalo-tongue economy. "We're
hooked on growth. We're addicted to it. In
my lifetime, man has used more resources
than in all previous history. Technology has
just begun to happen. They are mining water
under Arizona. Cotton is subsidized by all
that water. Why grow cotton in Arizona?
There is no point to this. People in Texas
want to divert the Yukon and hav€' it flow to
Texas. We are going to fill San Farncisco
Bay so we can have another Los Angeles in
a state that deserves only one. Why grow to

the point of repugnance? Aren't we repugnant enough already? In the new subdivi-
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sions, everybody can have a redwood of his
own. Consolidated Edison has to quadruple
by 1990. Then what else have you got besides kilowatts? The United States has six
per cent of the world's population and uses
sixty per cent of the world's resources, and
one per cent of Americans use sixty per
cent of that. When one country gets more
than its share, it builds tensions. War is
waged over resources. Expansion will destroy
us. We need an economics of peaceful stab111ty. Instead, we are fishing off Peru, where
the grounds are so rich there's enough protein to feed the undernourished world, and
we bring the fish up here to fatten our cattle and chickens. We want to build a sealevel canal through Central America. The
Pacific, which is colder than the Atlantic, is
also higher. The Pacific would flow into the
Atlantic and could change the climate of
the Caribbean. A dam may be built in the
Amazon basin that will flood an area the size
of Italy. Aswan Dam, by blocking the flow
of certain nutrients, has killed off the sardine fisheries of the eastern Mediterranean.
There is a human population problem, but
if we succeed in interrupting the cycle of
photosynthesis we won't have to worry about
it. Good breeding can be overdone. How dense
can people be?"
More than one of Brower's colleagues-in
the Sierra Club, of which he was for seventeen years executive director, and, more recently, in his two new organizations, Friends
of the Earth and the John Muir Institute
for Environmental Studies-has compared
him to John Brown. Brower approaches sixty,
but under his shock of white hair his grin
is youthful and engaging. His tone of voice,
soft and mournful, somehow concentrates
the intensity of his words. He speaks calmly,
almost ironically, of "the last scramble for
the last breath vf air," as if that were something we had all been planning for. "There
is DDT in the tissues of penguins in the
Antarctic,'' he says. "Who put the DDT in
Antarctica? We did. We put it on fields, and
it went into streams, and into fish, and into
more fish, and into the penguins. There is
pollution we know about and pollution we
don't know about. It took fifty-seven years
for us to find out that radiation is harmful,
twenty-five years to find out that DDT is
harmful, twenty years for cyclamates. We're
getting somewhere. We have recently found
out that polychlorinated biphenyls, a plastic
by-product, have spread throughout the
global ecosystem. At Hanford, Washington,
radioactive atomic waste is stored in steel
tanks that will have to be replaced every
fifteen years. We haven't done anything well
for a thousand years, except multiply. An
oil leak in Bristol Bay, Alaska, will put the
red salmon out of action. on exploration off
the Grand Banks of Newfoundland will lead
to leaks that will someday wreck the fisheries
there. We're hooked. We're addicted. We're
committing grand larceny against our children. Ours is a chain-letter economy, in
which we pick up early handsome dividends
and our children find their mailboxes empty.
We must shoot down the SST. Sonic booms
are unsound. Why build the fourth New York
jetport? What about the fifth, the sixth,
the seventh jetport? We've got to kick this
addiction. It won't work -:>n a finite planet.
When rampant growth happens in an individual, we call it cancer."
To put it mildly, there is something evangelical about Brower. His approach is in some
ways analogous to the Reverend Dr. Bllly
Graham's exhortations to sinners to come
forward and be saved now because Jf you go
away without making a decision for Ohrist
coronary thrombosis may level you before
you reach the exit. Brower's crusade, like
Graham's, began many years ago, and Brower's may have been more effective. The clam-
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orous concern now being expressed about
conservation issues and environmental problems is an amplification-a delayed echo--of
what Brower and others have bee!l saying
for decades. Brower is a visionary. He wantsliterally-to save the world. He has been an
emotionalist in an age of dangerous reason.
He thinks that conservation should be "an
ethic and conscience in everything we do,
whatever our field of endeavor"-in a word,
a religion. If religions arise to meet the mos.t
severe of human crises, now and then religions may come too late, and that may be
the case with this one. In Brower's fight to
save air and canyons, to defend wilderness
and control the growth of population, he is
obviously desperate, an extreme and driven
man. His field, being the relationship of
everything to everything else and how it is
not working, is so comprehensive that no one
can comprehend it. Hence the need for a
religion and for a visionary to lead it. Brower
once said to me, "We are in a kind of religion, an ethic with regard to terrain, and
this religion is closest to the Buddhist, I
suppose." I have often heard him speak of
"drawing people into the religion," and of
being able to sense at once when people already have the religion; I also remember a
time, on a trail in the Sierra Nevada, when
he said, "We can take some cues from other
religions. There is something else to do than
bang your way forward."
Throughout the sennon, Brown quotes the
gospel-the gospel according to John Muir
(''When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in
the universe"), the gospel according to Henry
David Thoreau ("What is the good of a
house if you don't have a tolerable planet to
put it on?"), the gospel according to Buckminster Fuller ("Technology must do more
with less"), and the gospel according to Pogo
("We have met the enemy and he is us"). A
great deal of the sennon is, in fact, a chain
of one-liners from the thinking sector: "The
only true dignity of man is hls abillty to
fight against insurmountable odds" (Ignazio
Silane) , "Civilization is a thin veneer over
what made us what we are" (Sigurd Olson),
"Despair is a sin" (C. P. Snow), "Every
oause is a lost cause unless we defuse the
population bomb" (Paul Ehrlich), "The
wilderness holds answers to questions man
has not yet learned how to ask" (Nancy
Newhall).
Brower has ample ideas of his own about
what might be done. He says, "Roughly
ninety per cent of the earth has felt man's
hand already, sometimes brutally, sometimes
gently. Now let's say, 'That's the limit.'
We should go back over the ninety and not
touch the remaining ten per cent. We should
go back, and do better, with ingenuity. Recycle things. Loop the system." When he sees
an enormous hole in the ground in the middle of New York City, he says, "That's all
right. That's part of the ninety." In nonwilderness areas, he is nowhere happier than
in places where the ninety has been imaginatively gone over-for example, Ghirardelli
Square in San Francisco, a complex of shops
and restaurants in a kind of brick Xanadu
that was once a chocolate factory. When
someone asks him what one person can do,
Brower begins by mentioning Rachel Carson.
Then he tells about David Pesonen, a young
man in Oalifornia who stopped a nuclearpower station singlehanded. Then he sprays
questions. "Are you willing to pay more for
steak, if cattle graze on level ground and not
on erodable hills? Are you willing to pay
more for electricity, if the power plant
doesn't pollute air or water?" He taunts the
assembled sinners. "You are villains not to
share your apples with worms. Bite the
worms. They won't hurt nearly as much as
the insecticide does. You are villains 1f you
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keep buying automobiles. Leave these monsters in the showroom." Invatiably, he includes what must be his favorite slogan:
"Fight blight, burn a billboard tonight!"
The cause is, in a sense, hopeless. "Conservationists have to win again and again
and again," he says. "The enemy only has
to win once. We are not out for ourselves. We
can't win. We can only get a stay of execution. That is the best we can hope for. If
the dam is not built, the damsite is still
there. Blocking something is easiest. Getting
a wilderness bill, a Redwoods Park bill, a
Cascades Park bill, is toughest of all."
Brower is somewhat inconvenienced by the
fact that he is a human being, fated, like
everyone else, to use the resources of the
earth, to help pollute its air, to jam its population. The sermon becomes confessional
when he reveals, as he almost always does,
that he has four children and lives in a redwood house. "We all make mistakes," he explains. His own mistakes don't really trouble him, though, for he has his eye on what
he knows to be right. Alter he gave a lecture
at Yale once, I asked him where he got the
interesting skein of statistics that six per
cent of the world's population uses sixty per
cent of the world's resources and one per
cent of the six per cent uses sixty per cent
of the sixty per cent. What resources? Kleenex? The Mesabi Range?
Brower said the figures had been worked
out in the head of a friend of his from data
assembled "to the best of his recollection."
"To the best of his recollection?"
"Yes," Brower said, and assured me that
figures in themselves are merely indices.
What matters is that they feel right. Brower
'feels things. He is suspicious of education
and frankly distrustful of experts. He has no
regard for training per se. His intuition seeks
the nature of the man inside the knowledge.
His sentiments are incredibly lofty. I once
heard him say, "It's pretty easy to revere
life if you think of all the things it's done
while it was onstage." He is not sombre,
though. Reading a newspaper, he will come
upon a piece by a conservation writer and
say, "I like that. He's neutral the right way."
Brower is a conservationist, but he is not
a conservative. I have heard him ask someone, "Do you like the world so much that
you want to keep it the way it is?"-an odd
question to be coming from David Brower,
but he was talking about the world of men.
The world of nature is something else. Brower
is against the George Washington Bridge.
He is against the Golden Gate Bridge. He
remembers San Francisco when the bridge
was not there, and he says the entrance to
the bay was a much more beautiful scene
without it. He would llke to cut back the
population of the United States to a hundred m.ill1on. He has said that from the point
o'f view of land use the country has not looked
right since 1830. There are conservationists
(a few, anyway) who are even more vociferous than Brower, but none with his immense
reputation, none with his record of battles
fought and won--defeater of dams, defender
of wilderness. He must be the most unrelenting fighter for conservation in the world.
Russell Train, chairman of the President's
Council on Environmental Quality, once
said, "Thank God for Dave Brower. He makes
it so easy for the rest of us to be reasonable.
Somebody has to be a little extreme. Dave is
a little hairy at times, but you do need somebody riding out there in :front.''
The office of Charles Fraser, the developer,
is in a small building about hal'fway between
an undeveloped jungle and an alligator pond
on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. Alligators sometimes crawl along the sidewalk
between the jungle and the pond. The alligators are natives and Fraser is not. Fraser
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was anxious lest the alligators be disturbed
when, in 1957, he began buUding roads and
golf courses and clearing homesites on some
five thousand acres of the island, so he fed
them great hunks of raw beef to lull them
into acceptance of his bulldozers. The alligators swallowed it. They live now in water
hazards and other artificial ponds throughout Fraser's Sea Pines Plantation. On his
otfice wall Fraser has a picture of himself,
in a white suit and a panama hat, walking
an alllgator. Signs along the fairways say,
"Please do not molest the alllgators." Fraser
tried something simllar with the bald eagles
that were there, but the eagles would have
none of it, and they fiew away.
Fraser is a short man, heavyset, prominent
in the forehead, dark curly hair wisping out
behind. The first time I saw him, he was
standing on a fioating dock at his Sea Pines
marina, drinking Portuguese rose and wearing tennis shoes, white trousers, and a blue
striped shirt. Those who know him would
not instantly recognize such a sna-pshot, for
although Fraser has buUt one of the creamiest resorts in America, he himself is not the
resort type. He drinks little and plays less.
Recreation is his business, and business seems
to be his recreation. He almost always wears
a plain dark suit. He tucks his chin in and
sits straight when he is saying something
important, and the more important it is, the
straighter he sits. He talks about "marketinga-cceptance factors" and about how "public
money fioats better than joint-venture
money." His conversation is predominantly
about money-its fiows, its freezes, its cataracts, its sources, its deltas. He speaks in a
clear, authoritative voice, very slowly, as if
he were writing a contract as he goes along.
When Fraser first saw HUton Head Island,
r-immed with bea-ches and the ocean, it was
a wilderness of palmettos, live oaks, Sabal
palms, egret rookeries, and tupelo swamps
shimmering with rattlesnakes and cottonmouths. What he saw there horrified him.
Fraser is a visionary. He did not see the
rattlesnakes. He saw Coney Island rising from
the swamps. He saw what he calls "visual
pollution." He saw Myrtle Beach, Asbury
Park, Seaside Heights, and Atlantic City. He
saw the whole sorry coastline of the Atlantic
states-two thousand miles of used fiypaper.
The files had missed here and there-Blackbeard Island, Cape Fear, Hilton Head-leaving pristine and visible some segments of one
of the longest and most beautiful chains of
barrier beaches in the world. Fraser, who was
twenty-one, felt that development of some
kind was inevitable at Hilton Head, and that
it need not look like Myrtle Bea-ch, and need
not be done in dissonance with nature. He
went to Yale Law School, and the course that
most absorbed him was Myres McDougal's
Land Use Planning and Allocation by Private
Agreement. The gist of wh81t McDougal had
to say was that the use of property ought to
be planned, because when development is
allowed to occur without control the result
can be a form of destruction. Throughout
his years in New Haven, Fraser was obsessed
with a desire to create on Hilton Head Island
a resort community over which he would
retain absolute aesthetic control, and he was
in a position to do so, since his family owned
much of the island.
Fraser's father, Lieutenant General Joseph
B. Fraser, was a lumber king in Hinesville,
Georgia, whenever there was not a war. He
and several partners had bought the island
for its timber and its speculative potentialities. Charles Fraser worked in summer with
the timbering teams and successfully urged
that no cutting be done in oceanfront stands
of virgin pine. He also drove up and down
the coastline from Virginia Beach to Miami
seeking out the original developers of beach-
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front properties wherever he could find them
and asking, "If you had it to do over again,
what would you do dillerently?" From haut
monde to hanky-tonk and back again, they
told him what a short-sighted mistake it had
been to line up a row of houses along a
beach and then put a road just behind the
houses, creating a safety hazard and reducing the value of all the lots on the inland
side of the road. They told him that large
houses have a way of becoming boarding
houses. They told him that control is quickly
lost if it is not ironclad. Fraser regularly
read almost all the journals of architecture.
He went to the National Archives, in Washington, and looked up surveyors' notebooks
from the eighteen-sixties, because he wanted
his development to be of a piece with history,
and he tried to locate old cotton fields, wartime fortifications, and vanished Taras. In
1956, with no development experience and
not much money, he returned perma.nently
to Hilton Head, where he began to sketch
in the air with his hands scenes that he
alone could see. Locally, he was considered
a major and absolute nut. To his mother he
confided, "I may never make any money, but
I want to create something beautiful." She
told him he was going to waste his time and
his legal talent. She says now, "Of course,
a person doesn't often have a chance to take
Wilderness and make something of it. Charles
has a sense of beauty and balance. He saw
the possibilities there. I think he would have
been a painter if he hadn't chosen to do
something else."
Sea Pines Plantation appears to be something painted by a single hand, in greens,
grays, and browns. Its roads, meandering
among the live oaks and Sabal palms, were
bent wherever necessary to miss the big trees.
All stop signs are green. Private roadside
mailboxes are all green. Fireplugs are green.
So far there are five hundred and fifty private houses, built by five hundred and fifty
individual owners, yet most of the houses
have cedar-shake roofs and bleached-cypress
siding, the intention being that they should
blend into their environment like spotted
fawns. Some houses are set back in the
woods along the fairways. (There are fiftyfour fairways.) Other houses are on narrow
drives that lead toward the beach from the
principal roads, which are considerably inland. No one in the plantation lacks convenient a-ccess to the sea, because Fraser left
dozens of fifty-foot public swaths between
his arterial roads and the bea-ch, and he has
built walkways through the swaths. Neither
the beach nor the line of primary dunes behind it has been built upon. Fraser spent
fifty thousand dollars to save one live oak
when he built a seawall for a harbor he
dredged. Trees crowd the roads-dangerously
in some pla-ces-but Fraser will not remove a
tree until automobiles have crashed into it
at least tWice. He has one section of about
a thousand a-cres that he calls the Main Wildlife sanctuary and Woodland Recreation
Area, and he has legally committed himself
to leave twenty-five percent of the plantation in its natural state. When prospective
buyers used to Mk about snakes, FrMer
would say amelioratively, "Snakes? We'll
show you a couple this afternoon." But the
snakes eventually received the message, and
now they do not show anymore. Alligators are
packed up and sent to zoos when they become six feet long. Fraser has a private police force that spends most of its time protecting alligators and deer from poachers.
The a111gator hides are worth a hundred dollars apiece. Fraser's llve oaks were once Methuselam. with moss, but after he discovered
that rain-soaked Spanish moss can get so
heavy it cracks limbs, crews of barbers were
sent into the trees to create an overhead garden of Vandykes.
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An aerial view of Sea Pines Plantation reveals the great numbers of houses there, and
how close to one another they really are,
whereas an observer on the ground--even in
the most densely built areas-feels that he
is in a partly cleared woodland with some
houses blended into it, nothing more. Fraser
accomplished this in a region where people
have traditionally liked to proclaim their
prominence by piling red bricks into enormous cubes and placing before them rows of
white columns. He did it-although he occasionally met strong opposition from buyers, bankers, and even subordinates in his
own organization-by writing some forty
pages of restrictions to attach to every deed.
It was a reverse bill of rights (ironclad), a set
of ten times ten commandments-take it or
leave. The first restriction in the long list
gives a suggestion of the whole: it says
that any plan or specification can be disallowed by Fraser for any reason whatever. In
the early days, when Fraser was operating
more on hope than on money (and in full
knowledge that half the bankers in South
Carolina thought he would soon go under) ,
he was nonetheless so uncompromising that
he was ready Without hesitation to reject
the house plans even of a textile king. If the
king refused to conform, Fraser bought back
his land. One giddy homeowner tried to paint
his house yellow-a historic moment at Sea
Pines Plantation-but Fraser backed him
down, blending him into the landscape along
with his house.
Fraser is cruising through Sea Pines in an
air-conditioned green Dodge. A man who is
opening a green mailbox marked "H. F.
Scheetz, Jr." looks up and waves hello. Fraser
lowers the Window. "Hi, Henry!" he says as
he glides by. Up goes the window. "I operate
M nonelected mayor, so I have to act as if
I were elected," he explains. "There is democracy of communication here but autocracy
of decision-making. Our corporate contracts
and deed covenants are the constitution and
bylaws of the community. The only way you
can have aesthetic control is through the
power of ownership. We have more power
than a zoning board has. I have centralized
the decision-making process, but I'll listen
to anybody." The marvel is not whom he
listens to but who listens to him. The car
passes some of the nation's most authoritative mailboxes-McCormack of Comsat, Hipp
of Liberty Life, Taylor of New York State
wine, Twining of the Air Force, Simmons of
the mattress, Close of Springs Mills. Fraser
calls the plantation "a high-quality destination resort," and it has proved to be the destination of a fairly extensive variety of people-not just the barons of war and commerce but also retirees with wan incomes,
golfers of most incomes and all handicaps,
tennis players of the wider levels, a few
painters, a few writers, and rich widows from
the North, who bring their late husbands to
Fraser's graveyard and then build homes for
themselves in the plantation. What these
people have in common is Fraser. He 1s
Yahweh. He is not merely the mayor and the
zoning board, he is the living ark of the deed
covenant. He is the artist who has painted
them into the corners he has sold them. A
few owners have put sums like two hundred
and fifty and three hundred thousand dollars
into their houses, but most are in the fortyto fifty-thousand-dollar range, and Fraser
has also built condominium villas that sold
originally for as little as nineteen thousand-a minimum that has since risen to
thirty-eight thousand. He has also built a
small town, shops and all, with apartments
that rent for two hundred and fifty to three
hundred dollar a :month. He figures he can
blend fifteen hundred more houses Into the
trees, and one more golf course.
The chalrma.n of the Continental Mort-
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gage Forum recently introduced Fraser as
"one of the two finest developers in the
United States," not mentioning his peer.
Lyndon Johnson appointed him to the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Outdoor Recreation and Natural Beauty. Fraser is also
Commissioner of Parks, Recreation, a.nd
Tourism for the South Carolina coast. Now
forty-one, he has made twenty million dollars in the past ten years, but he, his friends,
and his enemies all agree that personal profit
is not paramount among his motives. Fraser's
drive seems to have been directed toward accomplishment for its own sake, toward aesthetics for the sake of an aesthetic criterion.
Sea Pines has evolved, perhaps, as a kind of
monument.
Fraser considers himself a true conservationist, and he will say that he thinks of
most so-called conservationists as "preservationists" but that he prefers to call them
"druids." "Ancient druids used to sacrifice
human beings under oak trees," he says.
"Modern druids worship trees and sacrifice
human beings to those trees. ':'hey want
to save things they like, all for themselves."
He is aware of the importance of the larger
environment. He says he would like to establish a College of the Oceans--"you know,
pot, ecology, the whole bag." He reads the
newsletter of the Conservation Foundation.
He knows the vital position of salt marshes
in marine ecology. "Salt marshes are productive feeding grounds for seafood," he says.
"In the immediate marsh boundaries of
Hilton Head Island, in the marsh flood plain,
we save seventy-five per cent of the marsh,
as a balanced approach between the interests
of recreation and the interests of the druids.
Man has to use some of the salt marsh if he
is going to 11 ve near the sea. A few years
ago, anybody would have said it was O.K. to
build anything in a salt marsh. Now the society has so much money that we can afford
to wonder. The druids get emotional and
say you are upsetting ecology if you as much
as touch the salt marsh, and you have to
be polite. But you can't take the position
that production of seafood is the most important issue in America. The druids dismiss me as a quote developer unquote, and
that makes me mad."
There must be a very remarkable druid
at Hammond, Inc., in New York, for Hammond has published a large map that seems
particularly notable for what can only be a
deliberate omission. It happens that the
longest undeveloped beach on the Atlantic
coast of the United States forms the eastern
shoreline of a very large island, no part of
which appears on this map--Hammond's Superior Map of the United States, four feet
wide, one inch to seventy miles--although
the map shows clearly such islands as Ocracoke, Hatteras, Assateague, Long- Beach, and
Manhattan, all of which are smaller. The
name of the missing island is Cumberland.
Virtually uninhabited, it lies off the coast
of Georgia. It is the largest and the southernmost of the Georgia sea islands, and on
the map the place where Cumberland Island
should be is filled with nothing but blue
Atlantic, although other sea islands-St.
Simons, Sapelo, Ossabaw-stand forth in
bold outllp.e to the north. Clearly the work
of a druid cartographer.
Cumberland Island, a third larger than
Manhattan, has a population of eleven. Its
beach is a couple of hundred yards wide and
consists o! a white sand that is fine and soft
to the touch. The beach is just under twenty
miles long, and thus, although there are no
obstructions whatever, it is impossible to see
!rom one end o! it to the other, because the
beach itself drops from sight with the curve
of the earth. Wild horses, gray and brown,
roam the beach, apparently !or the sheer
pleasure of the salt air. Poachers round them
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up from time to time and sell them to rodeos
for fifteen dollars apiece. Wild pigs seem to
like the Cumberland beach, too. The figure
of a man is an unusual thing there. New,
young dunes rise behind the beach, and behind the dunes are marshes, fresh or tidal. In
some of the marshes and in ponds and lakes
elsewhere on the island live alligators fourteen feet long. The people of the island will
not say specifically where the alligators are.
They are fond of their tremendous reptiles.
Poachers, commando-fashion, come for them
by night, kill them, and take just the hides.
Behind the marshes stand the odd dunes,
high, smooth as talc, sloped precipitously
like lines of cresting waves, and covered with
pioneer grasses. At the back of the dunes
begins a live-oak forest. The canopies of the
oaks nearest the beach have been so pruned
by the wind that they appear to have been
shaped by design in a medieval garden.
Among the oaks are slash pines and red cedars--trees also tolerant of salt. Sand-lane
roads wind through the forest. Poachers use
them in pursuit of white-tailed deer. Hotels
in Jacksonville pay thirty-five dollars a deer.
Through the woods run thousands of wild
pigs. Now and again, a piglet is stopped by a
diamondback.
A generally high bluff rims the western
shore of the island, and along it are irregular
humps--Indian burial mounds that have
never been opened. Watched from the bluff,
sunsets gradually spread out over a salt
marsh ft. ve miles Wide. This distance from
the mainland in part explains why Cumberland Island remains as it is at this apparently late date in the history of the world.
There is no bridge. The salt marsh is the most
extensive one south of the Chesapeake. It is
dominated by cord grass that rises higher
than a man's head. The higher the tide, the
higher the grass in a tidal marsh, and the
Georgia coast has seven-foot tides. An acre
of that marsh is ten times as fertile as the
most fertile acre in Iowa. Roots of the cord
grass reach down into the ooze and mine
nutrients. When the grass dies and crumbles,
it becomes high-protein detritus. Shrimp
spend a part of their life cycle in there eating the crumbled grass. In the marsh, too,
is a soup of microscopic plants, of phosphorus, nitrogen, calcium. Oysters grow
there. Fish feed in the marshes and on marsh
foods washed by the tides. If a quarter acre
of marsh could be lifted up and shaken in
the air, anchovies would fall out, and crabs,
menhaden, croakers, butterfish, flounders,
tonguefish, squid. Bigger things eat the
things that eat the marsh, and thus the
marsh is the broad base of a marine-food pyramid that ultimately breaks the surface to
feed the appetite of man.
Tidal creeks penetrat e Cumberland Island, and along their edges, when the tide
is low, hundreds of thousands of oysters are
exposed to view. Shrimp, fast-wiggling and
translucent, feed between the beds of oysters. No wonder the Indians wanted to be
buried on Cumberland Island. The only
wonder is that the island now is much as
it was when the Indian mounds were built.
It has not always been so. There are stands
of virgin pine and virgin live oak on Cumberland, but the island as a whole is a reclaimed wilderness. Orange and olive groves
stood there once, and plantations of rice,
indigo, and cotton. At the outbreak of the
Civil War, the sea islands were abandoned.
Later, rich Yankees began competing with
one another in the acquisition of Georgia
islands, and nearly all of Cumberland was
bought by a Carnegie-Andrew's brother
Thomas. His family, as it increased, built
several enormous houses, and two or three
of these are still in fair condition, but the
others make Cumberland the world's !oremost island in salt-sprayed baronial ruins.
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The Carnegie heirs are in the third, fourth,
and fifth generations, and their number is
so large that they went to court not long
ago and had the island divided. Conservationists, noting this, and realizing that not
all Carnegies could afford to hold land anymore, began to move toward finding a way
to keep the island from being developed.
They spoke of Cumberland as-in the words
of one of Brower's colleagues in the Sierra
Club-"a spot in our eyes, a dream that may
not come true." Then, in October, 1968, three
Carnegies--Tom, Andrew, and Henry-sold
three thousand acres of Cumberland Island
for one and a half million dollars to Charles
E. Fraser.
There was an expression that had been in
the air there since the days of the rice and
indigo plantations, and now it rose again
to currency: "The Devil has his tail wrapped
around Cumberland Island."
With "the purchase of lands on Cumberland Island," as Fraser termed the event, the
issue was joined for one of the great landuse battles of recent times. Remaining Carnegie heirs closed ranks against him. All
over the coast and, in fact, all over the
South-particularly in Atlanta, Augusta,
Columbia, and Athens (the University of
Georgia)-people began talking intensely
about Fraser.
"He walked into the Cloister at Sea Island
and he said, 'I'm the golden boy of the
Golden Isles, and I've just bought three
thousand acres of Cumberland Island.' "
"I want to shoot the son of a bitch.''
"He is a visionary young man who has
learned that conservation can pay.''
"No. Charlie is a conservationist in the
real sense. He wants to harmonize a modern
environment with all the endowments of
nature."
"Conservation to Charlie means, in great
part, that Charlie should not be bitten by
a mosquito."
"He thinks he's a home boy With a lot of
clout in Georgia, but he'll find out what he
can do with his pinksock golfers."
"Charles himself is interested in power.
That's what motivates him. Everybody
thinks he Will go into politics."
"He would dearly love to be governor of
South Carolina, and he would be fabulous."
"He doesn't have the stomach for it. In
politics, there's a lot you can't control. Where
he is, he controls everything."
"I'm an ecosystems man. It's not the island
alone that interests me. It's the island, the
marsh, and the sea. If the marshes are saved,
there would not be much ecological loss with
development. If you're going to have a developer, I'm all for Fraser. Unplanned development would spoil it."
"I don't think his declared intentions are
always his true intentions."
"He's a demon. He has no principles.''
"He is a little man walking empty With a
cartoon balloon before his mouth, talking
&nd talking as if to create a Charles Fraser
who isn't there.''
"Fraser says he wants to make these islands available to the people. Horse manure.
He means taking it from the old rich and
giving it to the new rich. Let's just be
straight, a fifty-thousand-dollar investment
ain't too many of the people."
"He does things no other developer would.
Those ooncrete bulkheads at Hilton Head
cost him three-quarters o! a million dollars.
He could have had steel for two hundred
thousand."
"Steel bulkheads are an eyesore."
"Mr. Fraser does preserve environment. The
university hopes that most of Cumberland
can become a National Seashore, so people
can enjoy it. It can't be all wilderness. We
think it should be a mix-people in nature.••
"The guy is tearing off an island just as if
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it were a postage stamp. He's behaving like
a hunter knocking off buffaloes. We'll challenge anyone who wants to be the Buffalo Bill
of the Georgia coast."
"He has half-baked, two-bit ideas. He's
thinking very small. I challenge Charlie Baby
to come up with something exciting. We are
going to come into an age when people want
more than a bag of sticks and some white
balls."
"We can't afford to think in Colonial landgrab terminology anymore. We could set a
precedent on Cumberland Island for recreational land usa in America. Let's do something imaginative. Fraser's plans are not big
enough. The golf-course bit should go to the
mainland. There could be three planned
communities on the mainland, With Cumberland their open space."
"You come in to the coast slowly. It grows
on you. River mouths, marshes, tidal creeks,
islands, the continental shelf, and the continental slope are really an integral unit, a
single system. We have had integration of the
races in the sixties, and we are going to have
integration of man and the land in the
seventies, or we'll all be gone in the eighties."
on a cold but sunlit November day, a small
airplane, giving up altitude, tlew down the
west shore of Cumberland, banked left,
.crossed the island, and moved out to sea. Sit,ting side by side behind the pilot were Brower
and Fraser. The plane turned, still descendmg. and went in low over the water and low
<>ver the wind-pruned live oaks and down
into a clearing, where the ground was so
rough that the landing gear thumped like
drumtke. A man in khaki trousers and a
wild-boar skin shirt waited at the edge of
the woods. The aircraft wheeled around at
the far end of the clearing and taxied back
toward him through waist-high fennel.
Fraser and Brower had met only the evening before, at Hilton Head, and Fraser, ~n
his direct way, had begun their relationship
by giving Brower a dry Martini and then
telling him what a conservationist is. Fraser
said, "I call anyone a druid who prefers trees
to people. A conservationis"; too often is just
a preservationist, and a preservationist is a
druid. I think of land use in terms of people. At Hilton Head, we have proved that
you can take any natural area and make it
available to people while at the same time
preserving its beauty." Brower listened and,
for the moment, said nothing. He had not
expected so young a man. Fraser's dynamism
impresed him, and so did Sea Pines Plantation. Fraser, for his part, was surprised by
what he took to be, in Brower, an absence
of thorns. Expecting an angry Zeus, he found
instead someone who appeared to be "unargumentative, quiet, and shy."
Now on Cumberland Island, the pilot cut
the p;ops, and into the resulting serenity
stepped Fraser and Brower. Fraser wore a
duck hunter's jacket and twill trousers that
were faced with heavy canvas. Brower had
on an old blue sweater, gray trousers, and
white basketball shoes. The name of the man
in the boarskin shirt was Sam Candler.
Hands were shaken all around. Brower said
it was "nice to be aboard the island." The
weather was discussed. Amiability was the
keynote.
Candler, who was thirty-eight, had spent
much of his life on the island. He grew up
on its oysters and shrimp. His children were
doing the same. Candler knew where the laligators were, and he had a boxful of diamondback rattles, from snakes he had killed
with a hackberry stick. Notches on the stick
corresponded to rattles in the box, and Candler would have dearly loved to be able to
make an additional notch that corresponded
to Charles E. Fraser. There was native gentility in Candler, however, and he did not
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permit his darker sentiments to surface in
the presence of his new neighbor. Candler
spoke even more softly than Brower did, and
the accents of Atlanta were in his voice. He
was a slim man of medium height, with dark
hair. He owned, with others in his family,
the part of Cumberland Island that Thomas
Carnegie did not buy. The Candler property,
about twenty-two hundred acres at the north
end, was the site of a rambling wooden inn
(now Candler's house) in which business
tlourished around the turn of the century
but atrophied after causeways were built to
other islands. Candler's great-grandfather
was the pharmacist who developed and wholly owned the Coca-Cola Company; his son,
Candler's grandfather, bought the Cumberland property in 1928.
The pilot said goodbye. The airplane waddled into position and took off.
"An airport is essential here," Fraser said.
"But it's not a nice neighbor," Brower
told him.
"Yes, but ours would be just large enough
for small private jets, no more," Fraser said.
"Let's go see Cumberland Oaks."
CUmberland Oaks was Fraser's working
title for the development he intended to
build on CUmberland Island. To get to the
site, we drove about ten miles on narrow
sand-lane roads, Fraser at the wheel of a
Land Rover that belonged to his company.
Sunlight came down in slivers through the
moss in the canopies of huge virgin oaks.
we stopped near one, and Brower paced the
ground under it. The limbs reached out so
far that, bent by their own weight, they
plowed into the ground, from which they
emerged farther out, leafily. Yucca grew in
a crotch twenty feet high. Brower computed that the canopy covered fifteen thousand square feet of ground.
We drove, through long stretches that were
straight to the end of perspective. "This
is a vast island," Fraser said. "It can absorb
dozens of different kinds of uses. You won't
even be able to find the uses, it's so vast-if it is handled with discretion." Brower was
silent. "By going into islands, I tarnish my
shining image, because I irritate so many
druids," Fraser said. Brower smiled. The
Land Rover raced along at forty miles per
hour and occasionally bounced over a corduroy bridge. Eventually, Fraser said, With both
humor and sarcasm in his voice, "Now we're
on my property. Don't it look lovely?"
Brower said sincerely that lovely was how
it looked, with its palmettos, its live oaks,
its slash and longleaf pines. To Fraser, it
was obviously raw and incomplete, but even
now he could clearly see before his eyes
finished villas and finished roads. So complete was this vision, in fact, that Fraser
turned off the existing road and began to
zip through the trees, rounding imaginary
corners and hugging subdivisional curves.
Spiky palmettos rattled against the Land
Rover's sides like venetain blinds. Pine
branches smacked against the windshield,
making explosive noises and causing us all,
instinctively, to blink and cover our heads
with our arms. A ;b uck and two does leaped
away from the oncoming vehicle, and Candler, raising his voice 81bove the din, commented pointedly that on an island heavy
with deer they were the first we had seen.
"Variety of wildlife increases sharply with
variety of food," Fraser said, accelerating.
"A place like Sea Pines Plantation has more
wildlife than an untouched forest--more
browsing, more habitat variation."
The western edge of Fraser's property was
a high bluff over the Cumberland River, a
tidal lagoon separating the island from the
broad marsh, and as we stood there looking
down at the water and across to the distant
mainland Fraser said, 'We'll have slides
here, so kids can slide down the bluff."
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"You could have swings here on these
cedars," Brower offered.
Fraser said that some of the cedars on
his property had been planted by Scottish
soldiers who had built and manned a stockade there in the early eighteenth century.
Development was thus nothing new around
Cumberland Oaks. Looking west across the
water and the marsh, he confided that he was
envisioning a seven-hundred-and-fifty-thousand-dollar system of towers, cables, and
aerial gondolas to carry people to Cumberland
Oaks fr'om the mainland. "Brunswick Pulp &
Paper owns those forests over there," Fraser
said. "I would describe Brunswick Pulp &
Paper as 'friendly.'"
Wild grapevines as thick as hawsers hung
from the high limbs of Fraser's pines, and
as we moved east through the woods Brower
found them irresistible. Fraser stopped the
Land Rover so Brower could get out and
swing on one--fifty feet in an arc through
the air. He crashed into a palmetto.
Between the deep woods and the beach,
among the secondary dunes of Cumberland
Oaks, was a freshwater lake--Whitney Lake-so clear and lustrous that it gave Fraser's
property a slight edge over all other parts of
the island. Set in all the whiteness of the big
hills of powder sand, the lake was so blue
that day it paled the blue sky. Near the
north end of the lake, three skeletal trees
protruded from the slopes of sand-branches
intact. but spare and dead. A buzzard sat in
each tree. The trees were dead because the
dunes were marching. Slowly, these enormous hills, shaped and reshaped by the wind,
were moving south. They had already filled
up half of Fraser's lake, and, left alone, they
would eventually fill it all. Five buzzards
stood at the edge of the water. Fraser stood
there, too, with the unconcealed look on his
face of a man watching a major asset disappear. "We've got to stabilize these dunes,"
he said.
Brower, for his part, was moved by the
lyricism of the scene. If destruction is natural, Brower is for it. "I think it's just fine
to see it happen,'' he said.
Fraser said, "I've got to restore dune-grass
vegetation here. I've got to put the lake back
to its original size. I'm an advocate of lakes."
"There's a place for development and there's
a place for nature," said Candler.
"What would you move the dunes with?"
I asked Fraser.
"Spoons, hoes, shovels--earthmoving equipment. You change natural gradings very
cheaply with a bulldozer," he said.
Fraser went on to tell us that the lake
had been named for Ell Whitney. Planters
on the island had given Whitney financial
support toward the development of the cotton gin. "This lake shouldn't be allowed to
disappear." Fraser said. "There should be
canoes on it for children. Children should be
fishing here for brim. There is nothing here
now but buzzards and dead trees.''
Thinking of his three thousand acres as
a whole, I asked him privately what he
would like to build there by Whitney Lake.
"Houses!" he whispered.
The northernmost tip of the ocean beach
was a long spit owned by Candler. We drove
up there, inadvertently tllllng the sky with
sandpipers and gulls. Then we turned and, in
the late-afternoon light, went south all the
way. The big beach ran on and on before us,
white and dazzling in the clear sunlight. No
other human beings were there. Of the several
houses on Cumberland Island, the one nearest to the beach was a half mile back in the
woods. We had been driving for a while when
Candler remarked that we were nearing the
end of his property. He has two and a half
miles o! beach. He said, "The only thing
wrong with this beach-the traffic's so bad."
Shells crunched under the wheels and salt
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foam flew out behind us. Plastic jugs, llght
bulbs, bottles, and buoys had drifted up along
the scum line, but nowhere near enough of
them to defeat the wlld beach. I remembered
the shoreline of the Hudson River at Barrytown, New York. A photographer from Sports
Illustrated had caught up with Brower near
there, and they had gone to some difficulty
to get down to the river's edge, so that Brower
could be photographed with the wind tousling his white hair against a background of
natural beauty. For the occasion, Bro!Ver had
changed from a topcoat into a ski parka, and
the picture was successful-this ecological
Isaiah by the wide water. It was just a headand-shoulders shot, so it did not include the
immediate environment of Brower's feet.
The shore of the Hudson River, a hundred
miles upstream from Manhattan, was literally obscured by aerosol cans, plastic bottles,
boat cushions, sheets of polyethylene, bricks,
industrial scum, globs of asphalt, and a
tattered yacht flag. Now, on the Cumberland
beach, Fraser, for the moment, was sounding
much like a hard-line real-estate man. He
was saying that we had beside us "the finest,
gentlest breakers on the Atlantic coast."
Brower said that where he came from such
ripples were not called breakers. We got out
of the Land Rover and walked for a while.
Brower paused and studied that reflection of
the falling sun on the surfaces of the breakers. This was what mattered to him-that
play of light. He saw a horseshoe crab and had
no idea what it was. He picked up a whelk
shell and a clamshell and asked the names
of the creatures that had lived in them. He
wondered what made the holes of fiddler
crabs. Shrimp boats were working offshore.
Brower said he liked the look of them, bristllng with spars. Brower seems to think in
scenes. He seems to paint them in his mind's
eye, and in these scenes not everything made
by man is unacceptable. Shrimp boats on
a bobbing sea are O.K. On the waterfront in
San Francisco, he and I once drove at dusk
past a big schooner that is perennially moored
there, and its high rigging was beautiful in
the fading light. "There should be more masts
against the sky," Brower said. And now, back
in the Land Rover, he looked up at high
cumulus that was assembling over the ocean
and he spoke of "sky mountains," while
Fraser looked the other way and said that the
primary dunes were in a process of severe disintegration, and the Land Rover moved on
at forty miles per hour, crunching Paisleyspotted shells of the tiger crab.
"Have you ever been on a shrimp boat
to see how they work?" Brower said.
"I have-when I was twelve," said Fraser.
"I want a shrimp boat out of Cumberland
Oaks, taking four or five kids a day."
The distance was so great across the beach
and the dunes to the woods that I asked
Fraser how far back he thought the nearest
of his houses ought to be.
"The mainland," said Candler.
"That's a real dilemma here," Fraser said.
"H the houses are set back in the trees, it's
bad for recreation. What we need is an extensive tree-planting program to build up
destroyed areas by the shore."
"Destroyed?"
"Destroyed. These dunes are not ordinary."
"They have always looked all right to me,"
Candler said.
"Pine trees grow exceedingly fast down by
the ocean," Fraser went on.
Brower was silent.
"Within thirty years, there need to be fifty
thousand more points for a week's visit on
the Georgia coast," Fraser said. "You don>t
decrease the number of Americans taking a
vacation by sealing off a particular land area.
Surveys show that seventy-five per cent of
Americans prefer beaches to all other places
of recreation. I believe in human enjoyment
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of beaches, but, of course, the druids think
it would be a shame and a crime to have
people on this beach-a shame and a crime."
Acres of ducks darkened the swells of the
ocean. A wlld brown mare and her gray colt
stood ankle-deep in a tidal pool. "Sam, why
didn't you buy the property I bought?" .
Fraser said.
"I didn't have enough money," Candler
said.
A line of pelicans--nineteen of them-flew
south just seaward of the breakers. Pellcans
fly single file, and Candler said he could remember them going by in lines a hundred
pelicans long. That was in an era that seems
to be gone. DDT has got into the bodies of
pelicans and eventually into the shells of
their eggs, and its effect on the shells is
that they come out so thin they crack before
chicks are ready to be born. Brower remarked
that the pellcan is one of the earth's oldest
species. He quoted Robinson Jeffers, saying
that pelicans "remember the cone that the
oldest redwood dropped from." We were nearing the end of the beach, and we could see
Florida across the mouth of the St. Mary's
River. The pellcans kept going, like flying
boxcars, across the river. "They're doomed,"
Brower said. "Maybe we're lined up behind
those pelicans."
Fraser is descended from the Frasers of
Inverness and the Bacons of Dorchester, who
began their existence in the New World as
Puritans of seventeenth-century New England and gradually moved in a southerly direction, establishing Dorchester, Massachusetts; Dorchester, South Carolina; and, eventually, Dorchester, Georgia. The Bacons and
the Frasers were on the original roll of the
Midway Church Settlement, a seat of Presbyterian enlightenment important in the
history of Georgia and the South. The
Frasers regularly sent their sons to Edinburgh to be educated. The 1810 census
showed the Frasers to be among the ten
foremost slaveholders in the state. One distinguished Fraser voted against secession,
and another used a slingshot against troops
of General Sherman. For two hundred years,
the family has had what Fraser calls "substantial amounts of land,'' and the family's
"social antennae" (as he would phrase it)
have developed a length and sensitivity commensurate with the family's history and
standing. Consequently, nothing makes Fraser sit straighter and tuck his chin in deeper
than the assertion-often repeated in gossip-that his acquisition of property on
Cumberland Island was something straight
out of Chekhov: the capitulation of a fine
old family under inexorable pressure from a
nouveauriche developer.
Having returned to the middle of the
island, Fraser stopped at a small graveyard,
not by chance. Its walls were made of tabbylime, sand, and oyster shells-and it was
only twenty feet square. Dusk had come and
was now heavy, and Brower grew rhapsodic
about the penumbral grays, the deep shafts
of varied gloom under the high trees. Fraser,
meanwhile, was intently pointing to a stone,
and there was still enough light to reveal
what was written there: "Thomas Morrison
Carnegie, born Dunfermline, 1843, died Pittsburgh, 1886." What Fraser wanted us to note
was that the Carnegies are comparatively recent immigrants. He referred to them as "upstarts," and said, "I have no patience with
them. They have no sense of history. They
think the history of the island is the history
of their occupancy. They think history began
when they arrived. Look there." He was
pointing to another stone. The inscription
said, "In memory of Catherine Miller, widow
of Major General Nathaniel Greene, Commander-in-Chief of the American Revolutionary Army in the Southern Department,
1783, who died November 2, 1814, aged 59
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years. She possessed great talents and exalted virtues." "More talents and more virtues than all the Carnegies put together,"
Fraser said. "Her friend General Lighthorse
Harry Lee died here on Cumberland Island.
Did you know that, Sam?"
"Yes, I did, Charles."
"The family of my friend Brailsford Nightingale, in Savannah, owned parts of thiS
island when the Carnegies were still herding
sheep. The Nightingales have been elegant
for more generations than you can count.
They are descendants of General Greene.
They had subdivided this island and were
going to make it a rich man's retreat before
the Carnegies had ever heard of it, but the
Nightingales were thwarted by history. Reconstruction was a brutal wipeout. And now
the Carnegie druids do not wish to share the
island with other people. They think only
Carnegie eyes are sensitive enough to appreciate the beauties of that beach out there.
On any list of America's hundred most selfish
famllies these poor new-rich Carnegies must
be placed very high."
On the way in from the beach we had
passed another kind of graveyard-a place
where at least twenty automobiles and pickup trucks were disintegrating in flakes of
rust. It was this scene that had set off
Fraser's ridicule and fulminating scorn. Here,
he said, was a family posing as conservationists, attempting at this very moment to enlist
the support of the federal government in protecting their island with them on it, and this
junk heap was their idea of preserving natural beauty. He said he would like to bring a
bulldooer to the island and cover the junk
up. And he said, "How about your place,
Sam? You must have some things up there
that need covering up. Could I give you a
neighborly hand?"
"I have nothing to hide," Candler said.
"You haven't got anything one day with
a bulldozer won't cure."
Fraser's relationship with the carnegies
had not always been as clearly defined as it
now appeared to be. The carnegie heirs were
a diffuse group. Most of them spent little or
no time on the island. Two or three of them
lived there. During early negotiations, the
Carnegies' attitudes toward Fraser varied
considerably. Then a social event framed the
nature of things to come. A few days after
Fraser was given the deed to his new lands,
one of the Carnegie heirs, a pretty girl 1n her
twenties, was married on Cumberland Island.
The groom, a junior executive in Fraser's Sea
Pines Plantation Oompany, had been assigned to the CUmberland Island project and
had met his bride there. That should be plot
enough for a Deep South Lorca, but there was
more: The bride was the author of a Sierra
Club book. Fraser arrived for the wedding,
as various Carnegies recall the scene, wearing
an ascot and carrying an enonnous leather
map case. They say that he unstrapped his
case in the middle of the reception and displayed plats and plans for his new utopia on
Cumberland Island. They say he called them
idiots not to understand the concept of conservation easements. Moreover, they say, he
burped in front of ladies. According to the
bride, Fraser "galvanized the Carnegies into
unanimity." They united in order to block
Fraser in any way possible, most notably by
promoting a Cumberland Island National
Seashore, with "inholding" or "lifetime-estate" pl'QvisJons for established residents.
The groom, for his part, defected. He qutt
the Sea Pines Plantation Company, the better
to live happily ever after.
And now, by the little graveyard, in the
near-darkness, Fraser said to Candler, "Sam,
what do you think of that line about the
hundred most selfish fam1Ues? Do you think
I can get some mileage out of that? Shall
I hone it?"
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Candler said, "You don't want to develop
that line, Charles. You might spoil it."
"All right, I'll leave it as it is, but did you
know that one of the older Carnegie ladies
told Stewart Udall that only blooded heirs
of Thomas and Lucy Carnegie should ever
be allowed to set foot on this island?"
"How do you know that?"
"I was told by someone present. She
wagged her finger under Udall's nose and
said, 'Only blooded heirs of Thomas and
Lucy Carnegie should ever set foot on Cumberland Island.' You know, during all the
present talk about National Parks and National Seashores the Carnegies have been
keeping something under the table. A few
years ago, most of them were in favor of
stripmining the beach. The sand is full of
ilmenite, zirconium, and rutile. I have no
patience with the Carnegies. All they want
to do is maximize their dollar, either through
the mining industry or through the federal
government or by piggybacking on me. Now
look at one more headstone."
The inscription said, "Thomas Hutchison,
Golf Professional, eldest son of William and
Helen H. of St. Andrews, Scotland. Born
October 6, 1877. Died December 8, 1900."
"He was surely the first golf pro to be buried in America," Fraser said. "When this
property was bought by the Carnegies, there
were no golf courses in the United States.
A golf club had once been in operation in
Charleston and another in Savannah, but
they had long since ceased. The oldest continuing golf organization in the United States
is St. Andrews of Yonkers. It was built in
1888, and from then to 1900 golf swept the
country. Hundreds of courses were built, including one here on Cumberland Islandwhere we landed in the airplane. The Carnegies brought this young man from St. Andrews, Scotland, and he died here when he
was twenty-three."
Fraser had already made something out of
his research into the history of golf in the
South. He had arranged with the Professional
Golfers Association a new hundred-thousand-dollar tournament, to be held at Sea
Pines, and to be called the Heritage Classic,
because the first golf club in America had
been built in South Carolina. The first Heritage Classic was won by Arnold Palmer,
and because Palmer had not won a tournament in three years this was major news in
the sporting world, and the names of Sea
Pines and Hilton Head were publicized
throughout the United States. As we stood
there in the graveyard on Cumberland Island,
I looked at the tombstone and then at Fraser,
feeling a kind of awe for his luck. Someday,
if he had his way, there would surely be a
hundred-thousand-dollar First Pro Classic
on the Thomas Hutchison Memorial Golf
Course, Cumberland Oaks.
Reflectively, Fraser placed a hand on the
tombstone and said, "Druids hate golf. I keep
telling them golf was here seventy-five years
ago. Dave, you wouldn't mind 1f I built a
little golf course here on Cumberland Island,
would you?"
"I suppose not, if you don't take too many
trees," Brower said.
"You know I don't take too many trees,
Dave," Fraser said. He turned to Candler.
"Sam, Dave is going to let us have a golf
club here."
"He is?"
"Yes."
"That's damned white of him."
That night, in a place called Greyfl.eld,
before a big fireplace that glowed with burning logs and coals of oak, Fraser and Brow~r
spread out on the floor a map of Cumberland
Island twelve feet long. Together they crawled around on it, pushing cocktails from one
part of the island to another. Antlers hung
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above them, and portraits of Carnegies, and
a portrait of George Washington, while the
skull of a loggerhead turtle, huge and primordially human--or so it seemed-faced
them from a cluttered shelf. The map was
about twenty years old and bore the names
of quick and dead Carnegies-Thomas M.
Carnegie, Jr., Florence Carnegie Perkins,
Carter C. B. Carnegie, Lucy Ricketson Ferguson, Nancy Carnegie Johnston, Andrew
Carnegie II. Greyfield, with high porch and
high columns and a need of paint, belonged
to Lucy Ferguson's son Rick, who once ran
a plastics factory in Jacksonville and was now
running Greyfield as an inn for selected
guests. Fraser could hardly be said to have
been selected, but he was made welcome at
Greyfield, and nearly all the inimical things
said about him were said behind his back.
Meanwhile, on his hands and knees on the
big map, a Martini at his fingertips, Brower
was saying, "When you get onto a floor with
a big map, something happens. You think
you're in an airplane."
Fraser said to Brower, "Dave, suppose you
owned this island. Suppose you were the dictator and were under no financial pressure
whatever. How do you think this island ought
to be used in the last thirty years of this
century?"
Brower said, "I'd have one feeder point to
the beach per mile."
Fraser seemed to levitate, to float above
the map. He might have been a skin diver
who had just picked up a doubloon. The excitement he felt was almost, but not quite,
palpable. Was this the David Brower of
Friends of the Earth and the Sierra Clubthe slayer of environmental dragons, the uncompromising defender of wilderness?
Fraser's face was a mask. He tucked in his
chin and said unfiickeringly, "I call them
'beach social points.' "
The conversation was semi-private. Several
duck hunters and the odd Carnegie or two
moved around it. Beyond the firelit room
was long hall, and off this was a small room
where Rick Ferguson had set up a self-service
bar. He was there, a short man, wiry and
strong, in tennis shoes, khaki trousers, an
old blue oxford-cloth button-down shirtthe great-grandson of Thomas Carnegie. Ferguson's wife, in a long hostess gown, was
with him.
"Cumberland Island is going down the
drain," Ferguson said.
"Fraser's drain," said his wife.
"I feel like a man who has just been told
his block is up for urban renewal. We seem
to be on the sidelines while this big show
is going on. All I want to protect here is my
children's inheritance.''
"We have no rights except what the majority lets us do.''
"I was giving Charles the benefit of the
doubt once when I called him insensitive. I
think his rudeness is an inherent characteristic."
"Charles is over-self-righteous. He thinks
he is absolutely right and is doing goodand that is his mistake."
"No one is interested in this island but the
family, basically."
Ferguson excused himself and went off to
slice a roast of beef.
On the floor in the big room, Brower was
learning on his elbows. Fraser was on his
knees.
"How many people would you, as dictator,
permit on the island July 4, 1980?" Fraser
asked.
"I don't know," Brower said. "An answer 1s
needed, but if on the evening I come here I
come up with an answer, I'm an ass."
"Ninety per cent of Americans want bedrooms when they are on vacation," Fraser
went on. "Ten per cent want to camp with
automobiles. Only five per cent o! that ten
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per cent-or five people in a thousand-want
wilderness camping. How many would you
permit on this island, and how would you accommodate them?"
"Let's keep Cumberland Island for the five
per cent or the ten per cent who want wilderness," Sam Candler said.
"I think I'd recommend the Yosemite formula," Brower said. "Seven square mlles of
Yosemite bears heavy and concentrated use.
The rest is open."
Brower has deep affection for the Yosemite,
which is, or was once, the most beautiful valley in the Sierra Nevada. He has spent whole
years there, and a great deal of time in or
around the valley throughout his life. When
he is in the Yosemite, he seems to be packed
in nostalgia, and he appears to be unaffected
by the valley's peeled-log Levittowns, its tent
cities, its bumper-to-bumper traffic, and its
newsstands-all results of wha,t has been described as the fatal beauty of Yosemite. In
all likelihood, he accepts Yosemite whole
because the valley was already urbanized
when he was young. And now, on Cumberland Island, he was recommending something
similar. "I would cluster all development in
one place," he said to Fraser. "People could
walk elsewhere. Walking on the beach is the
most important thing a person can do here.
If you were going to develop just one spot
on the entire island, where would that be?"
"To be very explicit, my tract has tremendous diversity," Fraser said. "I have Whitney
Lake, the Scotch fort, the marching dunes.
But we're pretending you're the dictator.
The island as a whole is twenty miles long.
How many people can your area of concentration a,bsorb ?"
"You mean at night?"
"Yes, at night.''
"They do have to be there at night,"
Brower mused. "People will want to see what
the sky is saying. It's their last contact with
Mother Earth."
"How many people?" Fraser said again.
"It's their last chance to listen to the
sun and the moon."
"How many people?"
Brower shrugged. He said, finally, "I
wouldn't mind having a population of
twenty thousand here."
"Twenty thousand?"
"Twenty thousand."
Brower got up and went in to make himself
another drink. When he came back, he and
Fraser agreed that 1f a National Park or Seashore could surround Fraser's place on Cumberland Island, that would be very good.
Brower said that what worried him was
that 1f Fraser were to go ahead and develop
his land without some such federal protection of the rest of the island, the value of
the remaining properties would rise so sharply that the neighbors might have to let the
land go to less capable developers. Fraser
said that worried him, too.
"Whatever happens to this island, the automobile should be ruled out," Brower went
on.
"I agree," said Fraser.
"No tourist vehicles. No bridge. No private
automobiles or other vehicles on the beach."
"I agree."
"How would you get people around?"
"Perhaps jeep trains."
"How would you bring in food and services?"
"In sky vans--mini flying boxcars."
"Whatever you do, don't give the island to
Detroit, Zermatt is carless. Stehekin, in the
state of Washington, is carless. It is good conservation practice, if you are going to develop,
to concentrate people and leave wild land
around them. People need earning territoryterritory they have to earn by walking, limping, crawling, or whatever they can do. With
that around them, the concentrated area is
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important, and I wouldn't mind so many
people. Not at all. When you get out of the
city, you hear the planet talk, and here it is
talking. If the dunes want to march, they
ought to march. I know how you feel, but the
land itself should not be controlled."
"The Brower Plan is economically sound,''
Fraser said. "I could live within the constraints imposed by the Brower dictatorship.
As the island is now, birds enjoy it but nobody's swimming here. Nobody's in the woods.
There are no people. The iSland's stable population is eleven. That comes to one person
per mile and three-quarters of beach."
Rick Ferguson had come into the room to
say the roast beef was ready. "One person per
mile and three-quarters of beach is just
about right," he said.
"Why do you think the family have kept it
thiS way?" said Mrs. Ferguson. "Because they
feel so strongly."
"If you can keep it the way it is, fine,''
Brower told her. "But I don't think that is
one of your choices."
Not long after Fraser acquired his property on Cumberland Island, he established a
public campsite there. He admitted privately
that he had several motives. For one thing, it
was a way to acquaint the public with the
island. For another, it would set a precedent
for public use of the island at a fee. Finally,
and most ingeniously, it would put Stewart
Udall in a position where he might have to
criticize camping-for Udall had been employed by the Carnegies as a conservation
consultant, or, as Fraser insisted on putting
it, as "a hired mudslinger." Udall said of
Fraser, "I want to push Charlie into a corner
where he has to face the truth. He is good
news as a developer and bad news for Cumberland Island. He is not interested in having
a reputation as a spoiler, but he can't have it
both ways. He tries to incorporate conservation with economic development, but it
doesn't work."
One motive Fraser emphatically did not
have for establishing his campsite was a desire to camp on Cumberland Island himself.
Fraser is not in any sense a woodsman or a
man of the outdoors, as he will acknowledge
without shame. Nonetheless, under urging
from Brower and from me, he had agreed to
sleep in his own campsite. And now, after
dinner at Greyfield, the three of us went out
into the black, cold night and headed for
the campsite, which Brower was eager to see.
After we had gone some diStance through
the woods, Fraser said, "I'm most happy to
go along with this, but, frankly, you are taking me out of my element."
It would be difficult to say whose element
the campsite was. It consisted of fifteen socalled recreation vehicles-tent-covered, twowheeled automobile trailers, with electric
lights, electric heat, and four-burner gas
stoves. A central toilet facility had hot showers, an ice machine, and a cedarshake roof
in the Sea Pines manner. Fraser satd he believed in "use," and that this was a good
way to start. He said he planned to build a
small store at the campsite and, eventually,
to rent jeeps by the day. Meanwhile, he was
charging five dollars a night for the mobile
tents-loss leaders if ever there were any,
for they cost him fifteen hundred dollars
apiece.
Two of the vehicles had been set up for
us, and they faced each other, like canvas
tourist cabins, across an area filled with palmettos and cast-iron grills that were mounted
on galvanized pipes. Brower went into one
tent and Fraser and I into the other. While
we were unrolling our sleeping bags, Fraser
said, "Very interesting, his views. They're so
different from what I thought they would
be." Spreading out the contents of a briefcase on a Formica-topped table, Fraser looked
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through them. Then he got out a pen and
began to read and make marginalia. He read
an article in the Yale Law Journal on large
lot zoning; he read a piece from the Beirut
Daily Star on a new kind of sewage-disposal
system; and in an issue of American Forests
he read something called "The Destiny of
Conservation Depends Upon Truth." "At the
moment, I am rather aggravated about the
distruth of statements made by certain
druids,'' he commented. "But Dave is not a
druid-not the way he was talking. Arthur
D. Little would get ninety thousand dollars
for the consultancy Dave did tonight." For
morning, Fraser set aside a copy of Audubon
Magazine, a book called "Land, People, and
Policy," and the first draft of a prospectus
for the first public issue of stock in his company. He shut off the light. "The highest and
best use of this island is for children," he
said as he was settling to sleep. "I believe,
however, that the struggle here is too complicated, and therefore hopeless, and that no
reasonable development will ever go on here."
Brower called out from across the palmettos, "Good night, and sleep well if your
conscience is good."
Fraser called back, "My conscience is always bad, and I always sleep very well. GOOd
night."
"GOOd night."
Sleep was not all that easy, in part because
the bunks folded out and were cantilevered
from either end of the mobile unit. Fraser
and I were balanced on a kind of rubbertired seesaw. Every time he rolled to his right,
I went up a little, and every time he rolled
to his left I went down. I lay there long into
the night thinking mainly about the peculiar
pattern of the relationship developing between him and Brower.
A beach is for children, Fraser had said.
I didn't think he was just groping for a key
to a bank vault. I had seen savings of various
kinds all over Sea Pines Plantation-swings
hanging from. the eaves of covered walkways,
swings hanging from the limbs of trees. He
had bought tricycles and scattered them
around. He had strung hammocks at the
height of children. Walking among the fresh
foundations of his new town, he had once
said to me, "Landscape architects won't hang
swings. They say swings are not a strong
enough design statement. I'll wait until the
landscape architects are finished, and then
I'll hang a hundred swings from the live
oaks. I'll have a vender selling watermelon,
too--roasted oysters in the winter, ice-cold
slices of watermelon in the summer." Fraser
and his wife, Mary, lived in a glass-andcypress Sea Pines house. Gardeners took care
of the environment. The Frasers had two
daughters, aged four and two. The Frasers
believed that the direction of a life was
established almost at the beginning-that no
years were as telling as the earliest ones.
Hence, among other things, the Montessori
School (where Mary Fraser worked) and the
swings all over the plantation.
Brower was reverent; -coward the young.
His faith had told him that the young would
do better with the earth. He did not associate lumber companies, motor companies,
chemical companies, or mining companies
with youth. He admired Young Turks while
he attacked Old Philistines. By his ready admission, he had learned a great deal from
his two children, all of whom were college age
or older. Brower himself looked almost unnaturally young, his white hair notwithstanding. He sometimes seemed to trust
young people's judgment over his own. He
often said, "I'm impressed with what young
people can do before older people tell them
it's impossible." Any number of times since
we had come to Cumberland Island, he had
commented on the youth of Charles Fraser.
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"I didn't know he was so young . . . . What
energy! I didn't expect so young a man."
Out through a picket fence and down a
deeply shaded street Fraser, as a boy, had
walked every day to school. He was blond
then, and had curly hair. His mother and
father used to buy athletic equipment for
him, but he would give it all away and sit
on the porch reading books while his
friends-endangering the camellias-played
football or baseball on his family's lawn.
His family owned nearly half of Hinesville.
Their house had been the first in Liberty
County to have running water, inside toilets,
and two pianos. The land for the First Presbyterian Church had been a gift from his
grandmother. His father had been moderator
of the Presbyterian Church of the State of
Georgia and president of the Men of the
Presbyterian Church of the United States of
America. The church was the Frasers' locus
of being. "Holy, holy, holy," Fraser had
chanted one day at Hilton Head, waving his
hands like a choir leader as he revealed these
credentials. "As a Calvinist, I was told that
you're not supposed to do all the pleasurable
things in life. But eventually I realized that
I would be part of the elect no matter what
sins I might commit." He said that at the
age of thirteen he had been a newspaper
entrepreneur. Under his ironclad managerial
control, his entire Boy Scout troop sold papers. He fished the creeks, hunted squirrels,
collected buckeyes. He became the first Eagle
Scout in the history of Liberty County. Now
the executives of the Sea Pines Plantation
Company included a high proportion of former Eagle Scouts. On the Sea Pines boardroom wall was a life-size portrait of Fraser's
father, in uniform, and beside this portrait
stood two flags-a United States fiag and the
three-star flag of a lieutenant general. General Fraser commanded the first ground
troops to land on New Guinea. He went into
France with Patton. Charles Fraser, at the
age of ten, had been quite relieved when his
father's unit was converted from cavalry to
anti-aircraft. Charles hated horese and did
not want to ride them. His interests were
elsewhere. In becoming an Eagle Scout, he
won merit badges in birds, reptiles, conservation. He loved beautiful objects and had a
gift for design. He painted his family's coat
of arms on a mug, applying the paint with
toothpicks. His brother, Joe, was an athlete.
Liberty was a coastal county, and one thing
Charles particularly liked to do was to go to
the beaches and build castles in the sand.
Fraser's mother-in-law, before she became
that, used to send newspaper clippings about
him and his plantation to her daughter
wherever she might be-at Stephens College,
in Columbia, Missouri, for example, or, later,
in Washington, D.C., where she worked for
Senator Thurmond. "Mary's mother is a very
sensible Southern mother, who knows that
her daughter's standard of living depends
on her husband's income," Fraser once explained. "Mary was accustomed to a very elegant standard. She had a Cadillac to drive to
school when she was sixteen-and that was
just the leftover car around the place." Mary,
in her college days, had not so much as met
him. He was twelve years older tha.n she, and
he lived two hundred miles from Greenville,
her home town. Nonetheless, she dutifully
read and saved the clippings. Eventually, she
would more or less save Fraser. Small details
not being his forte, she had assumed responsibility for looking after them. He forgot
everything-his money, his briefcase, his topcoat, his whereabouts. He lost every hat he
ever owned. "Hats are a nuisance and an
absurdity," he complained. He was not absentminded, his wife decided. He was simply
not interested in petty detail. He react all the
time. He read walking upstairs, he read until
his food was cold, and he rigged up extra
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lights in the car so he could read while she
drove. He forgot his raincoat but remembered
facts. Three minutes after he walked into a
room, it was a shambles. "Have you read
this? What did you think of it? What do you
think about that?" Newspapers hit the fioor.
Sixteen books came off the shelves. "Charles
says there is so little time, and never a convenient time for anything, so if you want to
do something you have to just do it," Mary
once said. "He applies this to a trip to Europe, to conceiving a child-to anything."
Mary, dark-haired, dark-eyed, slender, was
collaterally descended from a family named
Lawton that once grew cotton on Hilton Head
Island-in fact, on the site of Sea Pines Plantation. When Fraser's archival researches
yielded this fragment, he was most pleased.
He and Mary began to refer to it a.s "the
heritage." He would talk about it with a detached grin, but he was obviously happy that
he had something like that to be detached
about. "The Lawtons were planters," he liked
to say, invoking images of antebellum wealth
and antebellum elegance. He once introduced
his four-year-old daughter, Laura Lawton,
to a stranger.
"Hello, Laura," said the stranger.
"It will have to be Laura Lawton,
I'm afraid," said Fraser. "Laura Lawton,
say 'My great-great-great-great-great-granddaddy planted cotton here.'"
In an office at the University of California
Pres.s, in 1941, Anne Hus had demonstrated
to David Brower that she could lean over
and pick a newspaper off the fioor With her
teeth. She wondered if he oould do the same.
They shared the office. Both were editors,
working on what she called "rewarmed dissertations With the scaffolding taken out."
He said stiffiy, about the newspaper stunt,
that one does not do that sort of thing in an
office, and he refused to try. Brower as an
editor made her jealous. "He was so much
better than I. I have never understood where
he got his feel for words. He is a great editor.
He liberates what is good in an author's work.
It just infuriates me that anyone who has
read so little can do that. I have been reading
since I was four. He has never read anything.
He hasn't read novels. He knows very little
about English literature. Yet he has a remarkable sense of language." Anne had been
born in Oakland. Her father was a man who
failed at so many jobs that he said he should
go into undertaking in order to prolong
human life. Her grandfather John P. Irish,
editor and politician, was the man who was
debating With William Jennings Bryan when
Bryan said, "You shall not crucify mankind
upon a cross of gold." Brower was in the lOth
Mountain Division when, in 1943, he proposed to Anne by mall. Before he went overseas, they lived in Colorado for a time, and
then in West Virginia, where Brower taught
climbing to the mountain ·t roops, on the
Seneca Rocks. He spent so much time on
bivouac that she despaired and went to
Washington, where she edited oombat narratives for Army Intelligence. Later, she went
back to the University of California. She was
still an editor there when I met her, in 1969.
A gentle person, she seemed almost complacent--an impression that belied her
sharpness of ear and eye. I remembered her
telling him once, "I never see people I'd
rather be married to than you-especially in
National Parks." Brower obviously needed her
guidance. Away from her, he oould scarcely
pass a phone booth without getting into it
and calling her. At the Press, in their early
days, he had dropped from sight now and
again and gone off to the Sierra Nevada.
After he had been doing this for a while, she
told him he was getting away with murder.
Leaning over, he picked a newspaper off the
floor With his teeth and said he had to practice somewhere. He asked her to go with him
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to the mountains. She loved the sea and
didn't like the mountains. "Edna Ferber said
mountains were beautiful but dumb, and
that is how I felt, too. Finally, I went on a
Sierra Club trip just to fill in. To get through
it, I took a bottle, and took nips. After three
days, I really loved the trip-<such incredible
country. Until you've seen him up there, you
don't know him."
I thought of Brower in the Sierra Nevada,
in the Valley of the Mineral King. To conservationists, the Mineral King had become
an Agincourt, a Saratoga, an El Alamein.
Walt Disney Productions wanted to string
the slopes with lifts and build enough hotels
there to draw a million people a year. Mineral King had been mentioned as an excellent setting for the Winter Olympics of 1976,
celebrating the two-hundredth anniversary
of the birth of the nation. Brower and I went
to Mineral King together. My impression was
tha~l other considerations aside-it was
an extraordinary good site for a skiing resort.
A stream ran through the middle of the valley, and if you stood beside it and looked
up and around you saw eleven conical peaks,
the points of a granite coronet. The steep
slopes of these mountains were covered with
red fir, juniper, aspen, and foxtail pine. Great
rising swaths were treeless and meadowed.
Hannes Schneider had called it the best potential ski area in California. So much snow
had been there the Winter before that avalanches had sheared off many hundreds of
trees twenty feet above the ground-the snow
was that deep. The avalanches had been so
powerful that they had not stopped at the
bottom of the valley but had climbed the
other side, smashing trees. In the geological
history of the Sierra Nevada, Mineral King
was an old valley. The Sierra Nevada had
been a minor mountain range of about four
thousand feet when it began the great upheaval that made it higher than the Rockies.
New streams cut through the new uplift and
created valleys like the Yosemite, with wide,
fiat fioors and sheer walls. The Mineral King
was lifted With the mountains and remained
intact, a V-shaped valley-alpine, ancestraJ.-and it caught snow like nothing else in
a mountain range that was named for the
snow that fell there. Brower had done a ski
survey of Mineral King once, long ago, and
had said that he favored limited development. He said now that he essentially felt
the same way. Sitting under a big cottonwood With his feet in the stream, he pointed
out that the valley was, for one thing, not
Wilderness. A road reached into it. A couple
of dozen buildings were there, a sawmill, and
corrals belonging to a pack station. Listening
to him, a surprised conservationist might
have thought that the Antichrist had come
to the Mineral King disguised as David
Brower. But i;o the Disney interests Brower
would not have seemed like much of an advocate. Looking around at the Mineral King
peaks, he decided that although he was for
limited development, he was against ski lifts.
He said he preferred to see people earn their
ski runs by climbing with skins attached to
their skis. Moreover, he was against improvement of the existing access road, an incredibly twisting cliff-hanger so narrow and serpentine that a million people trying to use
it would grow old before they reached the
valley. Brower said Disney Productions
should build a hundred-million-dollar tunnel, or fiy people in---oo.ve the approaching
mountains, hang the cost. Told he was being
almost poetically impractical, Brower responded that the Disney people were going
to change something forever, so they could
amortize the changes over a thousand years.
Fraser rolled over and sighed in his sleep.
I wondered if in the day to follow he would
find that Brower's apparent tolerance for
the development of Cumberland Island was
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equally tied in string. He sighed again. Possibly he was dreaming of Badische Anilin-&
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, a name, of
all names, that haunted him. Fraser was
hoist on a most ironic petard. Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, known
as BASF, was a company that made, among
other things, petrochemicals and dyes for the
textile and furniture industries, and not long
before they had decided to expand beyond
Ludwigshafen and into the American South.
They searched in several states for a site for
a new plant. There were plenty of possibilities. What in the end attracted the Germans most in all the South was Sea PiL.es
Plantation. German chemical kings apparently liked golf and the good life, too. They
had found a plant site on Victoria Bluff, three
miles from Hilton Head Island. Air and
water pollution would surely follow. Fraser,
meanwhile, had become the unlikely leader
of a battalion of druids, whose war cry was
"BASF-Bad Air, Sick Fish!•' IDtimately,
Fraser and his druids would drive the Germans away, but he had learned that even in
the beauty of Sea Pines Plantation there
could be something fatal.
One night of camping out, even in a
fifteen-hundred-dollar mobile tent, was quite
enough for Fraser, and the following evening
we transferred our gear to a motorship called
the Intrepid, which had slipped quietly down
the coas.t from Hilton Head and into the
Cumberland River. The size of Fraser's yacht
was proportionate to his distaste for wilderness. The yacht was ninety feet long. It contained five staterooms and a fioor-through
saloon. Its bar was stocked with Tanqueray
gin. Fraser's Southern antennae had reached
out unobtrusiv·ely, suprasocially, and their
research had shown that Tanqueray is Brower's gin of gins. With the moral support of a
friendly doctor, Brower once used gin as
his principal weapon in humbling a stomach
ulcer, and he was so successful that he has
ever since been a friend of the preventive
Martini. With something beatific in his eyes,
he ritually asks for "a Martini With Tanqueray gin, straight up with nothing in it.'•
Lemon, he feels, changes the taste, while
only a madman would accept an olive, for
an olive displaces two cubic centimeters of
gin. It had been a long, full day on the
island, and Brower now settled back with a
drink innocent of additives and watched the
sun fall behind the Georgia mainland. Fraser
sipped bourbon and Calvinistically worked on
his stock prospectus-for several hundred
thousand shares of something he was calling
Recreational Environments, Inc., at twentyfive dollars a share. He needed money for expansion-not only to Cumberland Island but
to half a dozen other places he was interested
in, from North Carolina to Hawaii. He had
just bought six miles of beautiful and undeveloped white beach under coconut palms
on the east coast of Puerto Rico, and only
the week before he had gone as far as Kuwait
looking for funds. "I'm just an oyster catcher
from South Carolina begging for money," V.e
said, moVing a blue pencil over the prospectus. "A million dollars. A million dollars.
Can you spare a million dollars?•'
"Look at that sun on that smog!" Brower
said. Shining low through the air over the
paper-mill country, the sun tended to embarrass Georgia. It appeared to be setting in
black-bean gumbo. "American industry never
asked my permission to shorten my life,"
Brower went on. "They have taken two years
off my life and will take seven years off my
children's. These are figures I can't support,
but I believe them."
"Let's put a paper mill over here on Cumberland Island and get the smell away from
the cities," Fraser said, looking at Sam Candler, who went on looking at the sunset.
"Whatever their economy is, they haven't
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paid for the people's air," Brower said. "They
should be given six months to clean up or go
out of business. Roll, you earth. I srwear the
sunset is slower than the sunrise."
On the beach at six-fifty-seven that morning, we had watched the sun jump into the
clear sea air like a rubber ball released from
a hand below the ocean's surface. Fraser, over
breakfast, read an article called "The Dying
Marsh" in Audubon Magazine, and throughout the day he pelted Brower with sachets
and nosegays. Hurtling along a narrow, curving sand road through the forest, Fraser said,
"We'll call this the David Brower Scenic
Drive." And later, approaching an attractive
swamp, he said, ''We'll call this the David
Brower Wildlife Sanctuary and Woodland
Recreation Area." In a small skiff on a tidal
creek, Fraser stood in the bow like George
Washington and spoke what were apparently
the first words of a press release he was forming in his mind: "Charles Fraser announced
today the results of a detailed study for the
use of Cumberland Island." Sam candler had
one hand on the skiff's tiller and with the
other he was bailing. Flights of ducks passed
overhead. The tide was low. Using a small
anchor as a kind of oyster rake, Fraser
knocked hundreds of oysters loose from an
exposed bed. He was clearly feeling very good.
On the beach, he drove at fifty-five miles an
hour and said gleefully that he had decided
to name his new development the Cumberland Island Conservation Association.
Brower was feeling good, too--obviously
enjoying himself on the island. Why he did
not rise up and clout Frasex:, verbally, seemed
a little odd to me, but I had seen him before
in sit-uations where he was getting the sense
and feel of something, and while his mind
was working toward a settled attitude he had
vaiClllated or lapsed into an uncharacteristic
passivity. In the North Cascades, he had
known where he was. He had been there before, and had fought for the wilderness there.
He had never before set foot on Cumberland
Island. Fraser, ebullient, was finding Brower
so docile that he wouldn't even call him a
druld, and in a sense Fraser was right, for
the rote behavior of an ordinary member of
the priesthood should be simple to predict.
This, however, was--as Fraser apparently did
not_grasp--no ordinary member of the priesthood. This was the lns<:rutable lord of the
forest, the sacramentarian of ecologia americana, the Archdruid himself. Fraser's difficulties with druids were anything but over.
Lacking a target in the invisible Brower,
Fraser eventually attacked Candler. Candler,
whose original intention had been merely to
help show Brower around the island, had
tried to hold off from saying much, but now
there was a gun-fusillade argument.
"Sam, you just don't want people on this
beach, do you?" Fraser said.
"I didn't say that," Candler said.
"A man has no more right to personal private property on a beach than he has to a
highway, an Army camp, a railroad, a school,
a hospital, an airport, a valley to be flooded
for a dam. A fundament al part of the pursuit
of happiness is one's annual vacation. Hence
this beach is for a public purpose."
"Your purpose. I'm happy to have people
use the island now, if they make the nffort
to get over here and to enjoy it.''
We happened to be at the southern
boundary of Fraser's proposed development.
Fraser said that a National Seashore should
begin just there and extend all the way to the
southern tip of the island-about fifteen
m.lles---and that the north end, above hls
property, should become "an environmentalprotection zone." The development, he promised, would include nothin g that would
pollute the environment.
"What would it have?" Candler asked.
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"Houses, a marina, an airport, a store.''
"That is not my idea of conservation."
"Tell me, Sam, which Carnegies will break
ranks and sell out next?"
No answer.
"How many Carnegies will rub their hands
with glee when prices go up because of development?"
No answer.
"Those snobs-high on the list of the
hundred most selfish families."
"I'd like to make a list of island destroyers,"
Candler sa.id.
Fraser said ,"The government has a perfect
right to condemn my land here if it thinks
its use is wiser than mine."
It emerged that a Cumberland Island Conservation Association already existed.
"Name all organizations that exist on the
island," Fraser said.
"What do you mean?" Candler asked him.
"Every time I pick up a paper, I read about
another organization."
"You mean like your Cumberland Island
Holding Company?"
"Name another one.''
"The Cumberland Island Conservation
Association is the only one I know about,"
Candler said.
"Is it incorporated?"
"I believe so.''
"You believe so?"
"Yes."
"Who is the president of the Cumberland
Island Conservation Association?"
"I am."
"Is it incorporated?"
"I'm not real sure."
"The light is nice on the water there,"
Brower said. "The light is getting good.''
Brower and Fraser climbed a high dune.
Candler stayed on the beach. From the dune,
he appeared a lonely figure-the only person
on twenty miles of white sand. ''People
develop passionate attachments to these
islands, and any change from the way they
have known them since childhood is emotionally disturbing to them," Fraser said.
"It's a jolt to them to have any of their
property used by strangers."
One afternoon in Atlanta, candler had
told me what Cumberland Island meant to
him. "Changes come slowly there, and leave
marks on one another," he said. "There is
a blending from one era to the next. Indian
mounds are there. When I am on Cumberland Island, I see the same things the Indians
saw. I would like to live where the Indians
lived. They were closer to the earth, a part
of the environment. Fraser said that after the
hurricane there were no sea oats ::m Cumberland. The island teaches you the value of
patience. The sea oats came back. Dunes
that are washed down will return. You've
got to have some places that 84"e hard to get
to. I don't think this is a selfish thought. I
think it's thoughtful."
Fraser, for his part, had told me that
nothing would please him more than to develop his property in consonance with a
National Seashore that would take up the rest
of the island. In fact, he would be hesitant-even unlikely-to develop his land without
knowing what might happen around it. Another Sea Pines freshly rising among the
live oaks could so enhance the value of the
island as a whole that the Carnegies and
Candler might find irresistible the offers of
ticktack developers. There was so much of
Cumberland that, even for a man of Fraser's
resources, protective buying was out of the
question. So he dreamed of a beautiful enclave in various shades of income, With forever-protected wildernesses stretching away
from either side and rationed quantities of
the public wandering the great beach.
Now, on the dune, Broker and FraserColumbus and Cortez--stood high above the
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wild and pristine seascape. Fraser said, "I
think it is wise public policy for the government to take a place like this from private
owners. Don't you agree?"
"Yes."
Candler, who had moved farther down the
beach, was an even smaller figure. From the
dune, he could be framed between a thumb
and forefinger a quarter inch apart. His hands
were in his pockets.
"I would like to reverse my ninety-ten
here," Brower said. "I would like to see ten
per cent developed here and ninety not."
Fraser said, "I hope that can be arranged.''
Oysters on the half shell, when they are as
fresh as the ones we ate for lunch that day,
are so shining and translucent, so nearly
transparent, that if you were to drop one on
a printed page you could read words through
the oyster. I had lived beside tidal creeks at
various times in the past, and had once set
up my own amateur oyster farm, from which
I regularly removed a hundred and fortyfour oysters each day to eat before lunch, but
even the memory of my oyster farm was
turned slightly opaque by the quality of the
oysters from Candler's tidal creek. Mantle to
palpi, each vitrescent blob was a textural
wonder. We ate at least five hundred of
them, raw or roasted (over an oak fire)Ostrea virginica, better than the best oysters
of Bordeaux, and, as it happened, longrange appetizers to the roasted game hens
that were spread before us that evening on
Fraser's yacht.
On the yacht, Brower held up his glass
and studied the prismatic coupling of gin and
light. He then looked off into the rouge
afterglow over the marshes to the west. "The
outdoor life is all right," he said. "But don't
knock the amenities." Pale wines escorted the
game hens, and brotherhood bobbed on the
water with the yacht, while the dark mass
of Cumberland Island stood beside the boat
with what Joseph Conrad once described as
"the stillness of an implacable force brooding over an inscrutable intention." No one
was looking at the island. On a color-television set inside the yacht, the San Francisco
49ers were bombing the Baltimore Colts.
Brower said, "Long live the instant playback-the nicest thing technology has given
us!"
"We will create a conservation conference
center here on the island," Fraser said.
"That will require an airport," said
Brower. "I'm Machiavellian enough to know
that if you are going to have a conference
center you have to have a way to get there."
"We'll let druids land free," Fraser said.
"If you were dictator, what would you do
with that marsh?"
"Save it! Save the greenery! I can make
noise, but you can make deeds," Brower said.
"Save the marsh! Grasses are one of the
nicest ways the green thing works. The
green giant is chlorophyll, really. When I
come back in another life, I am going to
spend my whole life in grasses. I'm addicted
to the entire planet. I don't want to leave
it. I want to get down into it. I want to
say hello. On the beach, I could have
stopped all day long and looked at those
damned shells, looked for aU the messages
that come not in bottles but in shells. Life
began Tuesday noon, and the beautiful organic wholeness of it developed over the
next four days. At three minutes before midnight, man appeared. At one-fourth of a
second before mid:..~ight, Christ arrived. At
one-fortieth of a second before midnight,
the Industrial Revolution began. You,
Charles Fraser, have got to persuade the
whole damned movement of real tors to
have a different kind of responsibility to
man than they have. If they don't, God will
say that man should be thrown away as an
experiment that didn't work I have seen
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evidence of what you can do. Now make
others do it. The system must be used to
reform the system."
Fraser had been listening with his hands
clasped behind his head. When Brower
finished, Fraser said nothing, and sipped
his wine.
In the early morning, in the yacht's saloon,
Brower performed his matins. He spilled
out and sorted the contents of his briefcase
-an old and thick one, jammed with books,
notebooks, magazine, clippings-and he read
for an hour or so, as if to put himself in
context. He read a Sierra Club tract called
"Machiasport: Oil and the Maine Coast."
He read a copy of a. letter from Earl Bell, the
planner, to Senator Henry M. Jackson, asking how the island Amchitka. could still be
called a. National Wildlife Refuge since it
had become a military missile dump, a. m111ta.ry garbage dump, and a site for atomic
testing. Simultaneously, Brower made cryptic notes for a talk he would give at Harvard: "Loop the system ... Ravisher of the
Month . . . SST . . . Signs . . . Dams
. .. Sawlogs." Reading on, he piled up newsclips on the table before him: "JOIN POLLUTION FIGHT, NATO TOLD," "BP OIL
ESTIMATES ALASKA TRACT AT FIVE BILLION BARRELS,'' "DROWNING AN ECOLOGICAL PARADISE," "CAN ANYONE RUN
A CITY?" "PLANNER URGES TWO-CHILD
LIMIT," "SLOW DOWN THE OIL RUSH,"
"BAN ON ABORTION STRUCK DOWN,"
"THE MAZE OF HAZE THAT SPOILS OUR
DAYS," "WE ARE SUBVERSIVES IN THE
STATE OF NATURE,'' "NORTHWEST PASSAGE TO WHAT?" He had heretical material, too: "ALARMISTS IGNORE THE
FACTS," "MAN MUST CONTROL NATURE,''
"THE POPULATION FIRECRACKER" (William Buckley arguing that there is no population explosion), and an editorial from
the New Scientist mocking the excessive excitability, and the platitudes and dogmas
of "ecological high priests." Brower next
examined a dummy for a conservation newsletter to be called the National Hammer, an
article from the Stanford Law Review called
"The SST: From Watts to Harlem in Two
Hours,'' and a list of proposals-to him as
publisher-for a series of Suppose We Didn't
books, on things that would be best left
undeveloped: the SST, the oil refinery in
Machiasport, the Alaska. pipeline, the sealevel canal through Central America. He read
the Leopold Report ("Land drainage . . .
will destroy inexorably the South Florida
ecosystem") and an article from Trial called
"Can Law Reclaim Man's Environment?"
Finally, he read a piece on architectural
ravages in New York City's West Vlllage,
and he waved In the air a Business Week
article-"The War That Business Must Win"
-and said, "Here is the first faint streak of
dawn coming up over the business world.
They are at last finding out that environment is not only to sell."
From below, Fraser appeared, dressed in
a. dark suit and tie. After breakfast, be was
going to leave Cumberland Island in order
to do battle with druids in other parts of
the South. The rest of us would stay on for
a while. Fraser clearly felt that Cumberland was safe, for the moment. In the Land
Rover, he drove to the primitive airstrip.
T h e same small plane was waiting in the
field of fennel. Fraser walked confidently
awa y from an atmosphere of cordial farewells and climbed into the plane. The pilot
advanced the engines to maximum r.p.m.
Four wild horses slowly walked off the runway. The plane raced through the fennel
and into the air. Watching it rise and turn,
Brower s~id softly, "What makes Sammy run
in the Sout h?"
We got Into Candler's jeep and spent the
day slowly reviewing the island. At Candler's
speed-ten to twenty miles per hour--details
came into focus that, at Fraser's speed, bad
previously tended to blur. The jeep, for one
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thing. was open, and we felt the island
around us in a way that we had not in
Fraser's Land Rover, which was closed in.
"You can't see the whole island anywayit's too big~ you might as well enjoy what
you can see," said Candler. "Going along in
Fraser's Land Rover was like going over Niagara. Falls in a. barrel."
"I've never run into anybody quite like
that," Brower said.
"Are you sorry or glad that he developed
Hilton Head Island?"
"I don't know. I think probably I'm not
glad. I'd rather have more wilderness on the
coast than there is. But if it had to be developed. I'm glad it was developed by him."
As we moved along, deer walked across the
road in front of us. Candler showed us a
place where he had often found arrowheads
at low tide and a. place where we picked wild
grapefruit. We went to the south end of the
island, which was ribbed with hummocks and
was full of freshwater ponds and tall magnolias. A jetty there had been built ninety
years ago at what was then the southernmost point of the island. The jetty was now
at least two thousand feet inland from the
southern shore. Land had simultaneously
been eroding from the north end. Cumberland Island was gradually migrating to Florida, and had already crossed the state line.
A sonic boom hit us with a report so loud
that Brower staggered as if he had been shot,
and tens of thousands of birds-oyster
catchers. pelicans, sandpippers, gulls-rose
screaming into the air between the Cumberland shore and the Florida mainland. They
stayed up there, fiapped in panic, for ten minurtes, clouds and clouds of shrieking birds.
Candler showed us where he had once dug
into a mound and found a skeleton in a
sitting position, and he told us how as a boy
he used to play with muzzled alligators. We
visited a tame buzzard at Lucy Ferguson's
place, where a rusting automobile engine
hung from a tree and no one but the buzzard was home. The buzzard's eyes glittered
like the running lights of an airplane. The
buzzard nibbled at Brower's basketball shoes.
Brower stroked the bird and talked gently
to it. The buzzard nibbled at his fingers and
draped a talon over his hand. We saw blue
herons, bluebills, and egrets in the marshes,
and cacti hanging like strings of sa usages
from live oaks in the woods. At Candler's
place, we ate a foot-high pile of shrimp from
the tidal creek-under a big kitchen clock on
which red lettering said, "Things Go Better With Coke." Shrimp, like oysters, are
as transparent as clear gelatine when they
come out of the creek. On the beach, Candler
noticed the remains of a loggerhead turtle,
its back as large as a steamer trunk. It had
been there for days, but we, whipping by, had
not seen it before. We saw wild pigs in the
tidal marshes eating seafood, and a :flight <>.f
seventy cormorants, in imprecise formation,
passing overhead.
"What are they trying to spell to us?"
Brower said.
"Pepsi-Cola," said Candler.
As far as I could see, though, the message
in the sky over Cumberland Island was
"Finis." We drove up a marching dune and
snowplowed down the other side, leaving
fresh tracks in the powdery white sand. The
wind would cover them. But how m any tracks
could the wind cover? Since early morningin fact, for three days--we had roamed an
island bigger than Manhattan and had seen
no one on Its beach and, except at Candler's
place and Grey:fleld, no one in its interior
woodlands. In the late twentieth century,
in this part of the world, such an experience
was unbelievable. The island was a beautiful
a n d fragile anachronism. We were, as Candler
had said, seeing what the Indians saw, and
it was not at all difficult to understand why
he wanted to "live where the Indians
lived . . . closer to the earth, a part of the
environment." We, too, had eaten from the
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tidal creeks and had gone where and bow
we pleased-a privilege made possible in our
time by private ownership. That was the
irony of Cumberland Island and the index
of its fate. The island was worth nothing
when the Muskhogean Creeks lived and
fished there. Now it was worth at least ten
million dollars, a figure that could swell beyond recognition. Need, temptation, and
realistic taxes would eventually wrest the
island from its present owners. They would
not be able to afford it. The question whether
it was right for a few individuals to own
twenty miles of beach had already been bypassed by these inexorable facts of economics.
Actually, the resolution was to arrive
swiftly. In months to come, druids in massed
phalanx were to create so many pressures-social, political, financial-and so much ecological propaganda that Fraser would give
up his Cumberland territory, selling Cumberland Oaks to the National Park Foundation. Money for the purchase was to be made
available to the Park Service by the Andrew
Mellon Foundation, with enough left over to
acquire the rest of the island from the other
owners. Thus Fraser, in his coming and going, was in the end to be the catalyst that
converted Cumberland Island from a private
enclave to a national reserve. The other
owners, as Brower had said, were without
choice, really. They would have preferred to
keep the island the way it was-and no wonder. It was Earth in something close to its
original state. The alternatives--private development, public park--came nowhere near
that, and never would. In the battle for
Cumberland Island, there could be human
winners here or there, but--no matter what
might happen-there could be no victory for
Cumberland Island. The Frasers of the world
might create their blended landscapes, the
Park Service its Yosemites. Either way, or
both ways, no one was ever to be as free on
that wild beach in the future as we bad been
that day.

SCHOOL AID

HON. JOSEPH M. GAYDOS
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Speaker, it is common knowledge today that most, if not
all, of the 18,000 school districts in the
Nation face a constant :financia! crisis.
The soaring cost of elementary and secondary education has put an almost unbearable squeeze on everyone, the taxpayer and the taxing body. There iS overwhelming evidence that expenditures for
education, whether on the local, State, or
Federal level, have been improperly distributed. School districts which most
need additional financial help are denied
it.
I have cosponsored a bill I feel will
solve the dilemma. In brief, I am proposing the Federal Government assume,
over a 3-year period, one-third of the
cost of elementary and secondary education in the Nation. It would boost the
present level of Federal contribution
from 6 percent to 33 Ya percent and, I believe, thereby save our educational system from total collapse.
Throughout most of the Nation the
elementary and secondary education programs receive the most support from the
local level. The majority of these local
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funds come from a tax on an individual's
real property. Therefore, it is this taxpayer who has been literally clobbered by
soaring taxation, with the school tax carrying the knockout punch.
In my 20th Congressional District of
Pennsylvania, there is no question the
school tax is the worst of all tax villains.
It takes the biggest bite from the family
budget, and the situation has reached the
point where talk of a tax revolt no longer
is dismissed as an idle threat. People are
angry. They have been forced to cut down
on family needs just to meet their tax
obligations. They have been forced to sell
home and property to escape the school
tax club. The seeds of discontent have
been sown and watered over the years
and now are reaching their maturity.
Open rebellion against additional taxation is a very real threat.
Similary, the governmental bodies
charged with the responsibility of providing funds to support education find
themselves caught in the same squeeze.
They are faced with the prospect of either
curtailing educational programs, cutting
services, laying off teachers, or face the
anger of the taxpaying public by asking
even higher tax rates.
Personally, I would like to see the
school tax abolished completely. I have
been studying such a possibility for more
than a year now but the problem is most
complex. Any solution is complicated by
the fact there are various tax structures
within our 50 States, and what might
work in Pennsylvania would not necessarily work in a sister State.
I believe it is essential the Federal Government move to bolster the Nation's
shaky educational system and correct the
glaring deficiencies and discrepancies.
For example, the inequities of expenditures for elementary and secondary education as compared to what is spent for
higher education is staggering. Last year
the cost difference was $2,100 for a college
student and only $700 for a high school or
grade school student. This is appalling,
particularly when you realize less than
20 percent of our school students go onto
college for a degree.
Inadequate funding is one problem;
the distribution of funds is another. Local
sources nationally still provide 52 cents
of every dollar spent on education. It is
obvious, then, that the more affluent a
school district is the better chance a student has for a good education. Wealthy
districts can raise great sums with a
modest tax rate on their residents and
offer the best in education. Conversely,
the poor school district with little revenue must impose staggering tax rates
to pick up the money needed to support
its educational program. Children born
in such communities are almost certain
to receive a second rate education and
probably will pass that inheritance onto
their children.
This discrepancy is not a new discovery. It is was recognized years ago
and attempts were made to correct it
through State and Federal contributions
to the less affluent school districts. Unfortunately, a number of studies have
confirmed the fact that State and Federal formulas, designed to help the poor
district, backfired. Instea1 of going to the
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needy districts, the funds somehow
found their way into the more affluent
districts. The result waJ a lessening of
the educational financial burden on the
wealthy districts and an increase of the
financial burder~ on the poor districts.
This bill would give each school district a Federal grant for every school age
child and the amount of the grant will be
determined by four factors. The first is
reimbursement, according to the rate the
Government will assume the cost of education. The suggested rate is 10 percent
for fiscal 1972; 20 percent for fiscal 1973;
and 33% percent for fiscal 1974.
The second factor is the need for the
school district which will be determined
by the number of poor children within
the district. The third factor is the average local and State expenditures per
pupil in the State where the school district is located. The national reimbursement, which will be influenced by the
fourth factor, will be multiplied against
this expenditure to determine the Federal grant per pupil. The final factor is
the average. This will be used to increase
the Federal reimbursement for poor
States and decrease it for rich ones.
I am aware, of course, this reform will
cost money, approximately $22 billion
spread over 3 years as the Government
assumes a greater portion of financing
education. This amount is approximately
$17 billion more than the Government's
present contribution of $4.5 billion or 6
percent of the educational cost.
The next question is: "Where will the
money come from?" We already have it.
a little prudent weeding in the garden of
bureaucracy, I am convinced, will harvest
enough funds for this undertaking.
Money has been found to finance such
dubious projects as the ABM, the SST,
the F-111, and the C-5A. It often appears
money is no object when we talk rubout
that kind of expenditures but, when we
attempt to correct a serious domestic
problem involving social needs, money
suddenly becomes an item of scarcity.
Mr. Speaker, I believe we can find the
necessary funds to provide a good, sound
education for all our Nation's children
and at the same time alleviate some of
the financial strain now placed on our
school districts and our taxpayers.
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illiterates learn to read and write. Dr.
Grannis is a driving force behind the
Hartsville project of the South Carolina
Literary Association's "each one teach
one" program. The initiative and valor
of this teacher deserves the consideration
of the Congress.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the article entitled "Handicap
Motivates Retiree," which appeared in
the Sunday, March 28, 1971, issue of The
State newspaper be printed in the Extensions of Remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD,
as follows:
HANDICAP MOTIVATES

RETmEE

(By Luke West)
HARTSVILLE.-Dr. Vallera Grannis, 72 years
old and partially blind, has given her life
to teaching others. Although "retired" from
the teaching profession, she is helping illiterates learn to read and write.
Dr. Grannis labeLs herself "an illiterate
of sorts" which .accounts for part of her
interest.
"I have lost my ability to read due to
failing eyesight," she explains.
"You don't know what it's like not to
be able to read names in telephone books
or a newspaper or letters, until you can't.
It became apparent to me that for these
people that couldn't read and write it was
such a stumbling block in helping them help
themselves."
The retired educator became involved in
the S.C. Literacy Association's "each one
teach one" program last summer. She was
"motivated" because she realized what it was
like not to be able to re.ad. "It was through
this that I actually realized how dimcult
it is for people who can't read."
The President of the Literacy Association,
Ben Bagwell of Greenville, says Dr. Grannis
is "the spark-plug" in the Hartsville project.
It is part of the association's statewide project to teach functional illiterates to read
and write.
Dr. Grannis is quick to point out that
the success of the project to Hartsville was
due to a community effort. "You get a lot
of cooperation on this deal," she said in an
interview. "Hartsville is a good working
town ... it is a town where a great many
people care. It is a doing town."
A great deal of the Hartsville program's
success is due to Dr. Grannis' efforts. She
contacted various civic clubs, churches and
educators in promoting the project. "You
just about have to stay on the telephone all
the time. You have to put on the big push,"
she said.
"I was anxious this first year for money
not to be a deterrent. I hated to think they
wouldn't be able to take the course because
DR. V ALLERA GRANNIS
of money," said the educator who raised
nearly $500 to pay for the publicity and
the cost of reading kits.
A workshop for volunteer teachers followed the promotional effort.
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
In the Hartsville area some 60 functional
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES illiterates
are being taught to read and
write. In Darlington County alone Dr.
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Grannis said, there are 5,800 functional ilMr. THURMOND. Mr. President, in literates. Slightly less than half of them
the Sunday, March 28, 1971, issue of The are white.
State newspaper there appeared an
Despite the large number, Dr. Grannis said
article about a very courageous educator it is difficult to motivate 1lllterates to want
entitled "Handicap Motivates Retiree." to learn to read and write.
"You are working with people with a
Dr. Vall era Grannis is 72 years old and
partially blind. She is a retired teacher low motivation level. If they had a high
motivation
level they would have been able
from Coker College where she was chair- to learn already.
man of the Modern Language DepartThe "each one teach one" method. is simment. Dr. Grannis has now begun a new ply where one volunteer teacher works with
program of teaching. Her handicap has one pupil. It involves a "commitment" on
become a motivation rather than a li- the part of both members, according to Dr.
ability, and it has led Dr. Grannis to help Grannis.
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The students come from a "cross section"
of persons 18 and over.
"The nicest thing that happened to me
this past Christmas was this card from an
elderly pupil," aid Dr. Grannis as she
produced a small card. Her name and address were neatly printed on the envelope. Inside, was a typical Christmas message and
underneath a more important message was
neatly printed: "I can read and I can write.
Thank you."
"I was moved by that," sa.id Dr. Grannis.
"If nothing else had come out of it except
that Christmas card I would have felt repaid."
She spoke of other incidents.
"A woman whose sister lives in Germany
wanted to learn to write to her sister. She
did."
An elderly Negro man who was a deacon
in his church wanted to learn to read the
Bible. "Now I'll be able to read the Bible for
myself," Dr. Grannis quoted the man as
saying after he became a student.
"A house-bound cripple who said he
wanted to read the Christmas Bible story to
his children learned to read the story prior
to this past Christmas.
"And one man who works in a mill wanted
to learn to read. He said they put notices
for the employes on the bulletin board and
he would go up to it and look at the board,
pretending to read While listening to other
employes talk about what the notice said.
'Now I can read for myself,' the man responded after being taught to read."
She also told of a janitor in a local school
who was about to lose his job because he
could not read labels. He learned. Another
student was a car dealer who delivered caa-s
to South Carolina but he could not read road
signs. He also learned to read through the
"each one teach one" concept.
"I found a pleasant surprise," Dr. Grannis
said. "Some of the students have dropped out,
but nothing like I would have expected. I
think it is admirable."
"We haven't tried to go out into the
county yet. But we will," said Dr. Grannis,
adding with a grin of satisfaction that the
students "just keep trickling in."
A native of Kentucky, the gray haired, bespectacled educator received her Master's Degree from Cornell University and her Ph. D.
from Columbia Universd.ty. She studied at
the University of Mexico, Middlebury Language School, Middlebury, Vermont, and at
the University of Paris.
Prior to formal retirement, Dr. Grannis
was a teacher at Coker College for 37 years,
where she was chairman of the Modern Language Department.

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION

HON. DAN ROSTENKOWSKI
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mr. Speaker,
in this time of economic crisis, the words
debt and deficit have become almost synonymous with urban mass transportation. It is rare indeed, to hear of a situation where a rail line is breaking even,
let alone showing a profit.
Well, yesterday Mr. Speaker, The
Christian Science Monitor carried the
story of a midwestern line which has
become a very pleasant exception to this
trend. This very well-written article dis-

cussed the surprising success of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad.
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I feel that Ben Heineman, chairman of the Chicago & Northwestern
and Larry Provo, president of the
line, and in fact, all the staff and employees of the railroad, deserve to be
commended for their unique ability to
maintain a quality operation during a
time when most lines are going bankrupt
in their efforts to provide even minimum
service.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to insert this
article in the RECORD as I believe it will
be of considerable interest to my colleagues.
I include the article as follows:
HAPPY COMMUTERS LEAD TO CHICAGO RAIL
PROFITS

(By Merelice K. England)
For many of America's suburbanites, commuting is a miserable way to start the daytrains are late, grubby, crowded, and infrequent.
Yet Chicago railroads-the Chicago &
North Western in particular-are now proving that rail commuting can be pleasant-and profitable.
How long the profits will continue is an
open question, however.
There are very few railroads in the United
States that actually think they can make
money shuttling people back and forth to
work, leaving tracks and cars idle the rest of
the day. Even Larry S. Provo, president of
the North Western (which does make a profit
on commuters), hedges his optimism.
The North Western's profit story will
change, he says, if subsidized, mass-transit
lines parallel railroad-commuter lines with
cheaper fares.
"We can't compete. Our people will pay a
certain premium. But then the mass-transit
syphons off our customers," he observes.
More than 90,000 commuters a day~5,000
into Chicago and 45,000 out----currently travel
the clean, brightly lit North Western for an
average run of slightly more than 20 miles
each.
That adds up to the nation's largest privately run commuter service. The larger Long
Island Rail Road into Manhattan is a publicly run, New York State operation. Although Long Island commuters outcrush the
North Western loads, they are more likely to
criticize than to compliment their service,
which is no competition for the streamlined
Chicago suburban service.
A random sampling of North Western's
customers shows a remarkable loyalty--even
though the circumstances of this correspondent's chats with riders were regarded as unfavorable by the railroad:
North Western had just notified its customers that it was applying for a 7 percent
fare increase. And cold, Wintry weather is
said to make even the most pampered commuter grumpy.
The railroad's prior justification of possible
disagreeable comments, however, was unnecessary. Almost unbelievably, no evening customer talked to while riding outbound from
Chicago to northern Waukegan, Til., had any
complaints.
RIDER PRAISES EXCELLENCE

John M. McCarthy, a three-year commuter
from Evanston, Ill., says that service "is
excellent. rt leaves on time. It arrives on
time. It is air-conditioned in summer, cheaper than driving, and it's faster."
A former Washington, D.C., resident, M.
Joel Shuffield, says: "I was tired of driving."
Since moving to Highwood, Ill., in September,
1969, Mr. Shuffield has taken to the train.
Washington had just begun construction in
1970 on a 98-mile rapid-transit system scheduled to open in 1973.

A college recruiter for an insurance company, Steven Kollmann, says traffic was "too
much" and that the North Western's schedule is flexible enough for his work.
The North Western didn't always garner
such praise. Mr. Provo tells what the railroad
had to do to get it.
Since 1957 when the railroad began modernizing its suburban service, it has:
Acquired modern double-deck coaches resulting in a high peaktime capacity along
with a high degree of comfort.
Purchased push-pull diesel-powered locomotives which eliminate the need to switch
engines from one end of the train to the
other when reversing directions.
Eliminated some of the in-city stops which
duplicated service provided by the Chicago
mass-transit system-thus concentrating on
service for the growing suburban communities.
Revised tickets and fare structures which
now include a ticket-by-mail program, flashcard tickets that require no punching and
are good for a month, half-month, and week
for an unlimited number of rides, and the
traditional one-way and round-trip tickets.
Emphasized arrivals and departures on
time to the extent of holding a freight train
to let commuters through. Workers are cautioned to stay overnight at hotels if it appears bad weather might hamper their getting to the train from home the next morning.
PASSENGERS MEAN PROFITS

Results were that the railroad's suburban
service went from a $3 million deficit in 1956
to a $2 million profit in 1970-creating a pos ...
sibly unique situation of having passenger
service bail out an otherWise money-losing
railroad operation for a net profit in 1970 of
$1.5 million.
More typically, a railroad loses money on
passengers and makes it up on freight. And
in fact, the North Western does lose money
on its other passenger service-longer-distance intercity travelers.
Even with the North Western's suburban
service as an example, most private railroads have yet to decide whether commuters
are their business--enough to similarly sink
some dollars into decent service and equipment.
And Railpax, the new quasipublic national
railroad passenger corporation, for all its
efforts to improve medium- to long-distance
intercity passenger service Will not affect
daily, short-distance commuter service.
Yet, of the nation's 300 million annual
passenger trips, all but some 30 million are
short-distance commuter rides, notes Anthony Haswell, chairman of the National
Association of Railroad Passengers.
Expected to be an eventual source of relief for embattled commut ers is the Urban
Mass Transportation Assistance Act signed
by President Nixon on Oct. 15, 1970, The $3.1
billion authorized by the act, however, has
not been appropriated, and there is some
uneasy speculation here that a revenuesharing plan for transportation funds, recently presented to Congress by President
NiX'On, might eliminate the earlier legislation which was much welcomed by public
transportation systems.
The North Western and the five other
Chicago-area commuter railroads have proposed forming and joining a "Chicago metropolitan area transportation system." The
railroads contend that highway officials,
private carriers (buses and rails), and the
publicly owned Chicago Transit Authority
should be coordinating their efforts.
Such a system would be eligible to receive
federal funds and would, the railroads insist, spend funds efficiently instead of for
overlapping services.
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THE PRIME IMPORTANCE OF
CHROMIUM

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VffiGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
the Richmond-Times Dispatch of March
14 included an excellent column by
Ross Valentine on the subject of chrome.
I ask unanimous consent that the
column, entitled "Prime Importance of
Chromium," be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the column
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PRIME IMPORTANCE OF CHROMIUM

The strat egic importance of chromium to
the U.S. steel and defense industry can hardly be overestimated. The metal is exceeded
in hardness only by carbon (in the form of
diamonds) and the element boron, which
is not suitable for ferro-alloys.
As chrome steel it is essential to the making of armor plate, projectiles, and the wearing parts of ore-crushing mills. Stainless steel
is about 12 per cent chromium. A chromiumnickel alloy is used in electrical heating devices because of its very high melting point.
Unfortunately for U.S. industry-and defense--chromite ore is thinly scattered in
this country, so that domestic production is
negligible, and our huge steel industry depended almost entirely on ore from Rhodesia, and formerly from CUba.
But in 1965, after Rhodesia had declared
her independence from Great Britain, the
United Nations, including Arthur Goldberg
(then our ambassador to the UN) invoked
economic sanction against Rhodesia, and
condemned that peaceful country as "a
threat to international peace and security"an absurdly fictitious charge.
Ambassador Goldberg, in arguing for
drastic sanctions against Rhodesia, said:
"What is happening now in Rhodesia is an
effort to perpetuate the control by 6 per cent
of the population over the other 94 per
cent."
As sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr., pointed out on
the floor of the Senate on March 4, the Communist party of Soviet Russia, which is about
1 per cent of the population, controls 99 per
cent of the people.
Comparable percentages control all citizens
in North Vietnam, Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Cuba, and 700,000,000 in Red China.
Yet, said Sen. Byrd, "the UN has not imposed sanctions on any of the Communist
countries, nor has the United States asked
the UN to impose any such sanctions."
Thanks to Ambassador Goldberg's vote in
obedience to President Johnson's directive,
we severed diplomatic relations with Rhodesia, and at first called 'for voluntary boycott of Rhodesian exports.
The Johnson administration, through
Goldberg, then voted for a UN council resolution calling on Britain to "use force" to
prevent oil shipments to Rhodesia, and went
so far as to assure the UN that the United
States would (in Goldberg's words) "apply
the 'full force' of its law to implement" this
prohi bi tlon.
Johnson went even further. He declared it
a criminal offense for any American to engage
in the importation of certain Rhodesian
products.
The Ian Smith government, despite hostile action by the United States, Russia. and
other members of the council, not only survived but prospered, because 31 nations, of
which 27 were UN members, ignored the
sanctions.

There remains only the blackmalling threat
of military punitive intervention prescribed
by Article 42 of the UN Charter defining ultimate steps to be taken under "mandatory"
sanctions.
Senator Byrd pointed out the incongruity
of Britain's action in not only maintaining a
consulate in Hanoi but permitting some 250
British ships to carry cargo to Haiphong,
principal port of a country which has been,
and is, an overt "threat to international
peace" by invasions o'f South Vietnam, Laos
and Cambodia.
Rhodesia, said Sen. Byrd does not threaten
any nation.
He quoted former Secretary of State Dean
Acheson as condemning UN sanctions and
threats to Rhodesia as "unprovoked, unjustified by a single legal or moral principle-barefaced aggression" in which the government of the United States has participated.
Even if the U.S. steel industry has not been
cut off from 85 per cent of chrome supplyvital to our defens~the immorality and
illegality of Johnson's shortsighted policy
should be repudiated by prompt abrogation.

FOREST SERVICE URGES LOWERING
OF BARGE CANAL RESERVOIR

HON. C. W. BILL YOUNG
OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Speaker,
evidence of the wisdom of President
Nixon's decision to halt construction of
the cross-Florida barge canal continues
to mount. The President's historic action,
halting a public works project one-third
complete, was based on findings that the
canal would do irreparable damage to
Florida's environment and pose a serious
threat to the State's water supply.
The U.S. Forest Service has issued a
press release saying it intends to do
everything possible to protect the wild
and scenic Oklawaha River, which was
threatened by the canal project.
The Forest Service said aerial photographs show as -much as 13,000 acres of
semitropical woodlands are being threatened because of Rodman Reservoir, a
vital part of the canal. The Service reported that its professional foresters
strongly recommend lowering of the reservoir to the normal river channel at
once if the remaining trees are to be
saved.
Here, in its entirety, is the Forest Service's press release on this matter of critical concern to all of us.
FLORIDA RIVER PROTECTION PLANNED

The Forest Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, today reported its intention to do
everything possible to protect the wild and
scenic values of Florida's Oklawaha River
within the Ocala National Forest, now that
President Nixon has halted construction of
the Cross-Florida Barge Canal.
Forest Service Chief Edward P. Cliff said
he has requested Regional Forester T. A.
Schlapfer in Atlanta, Georgia, to take all necessary steps, in cooperation with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, t h e Council on
Environmental Quality and the State of
Florida, for the river's protection.
In announ cing on January 19 that work on
the Cross-Florida Barge Canal by the Corps
of Engineers would be stopped, the Presi-
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dent said the Oklawaha is "a uniquely beautiful semi-tropical stream" which would be
destroyed if the canal were built. He said
he was asking the Secretary of Army to work
with the Council on Environmental Quality
in developing recommendations for the future of the river.
The Forest Service administers land along
a third of the length of the 45-mile river
which forms a boundary of the Ocala National Forest.
Chief Cliff said he was instructing Forest
Service personnel to do all in their power
to protect ecological values of the river and
contiguous lands within Forest Service jurisdiction. In addition, he said, the Forest
Service will soon begin a land classification
study to determine whether or not the Oklawaha now meets requirements for consideration as part of the National System of Wild
and Scenic Rivers.
He expressed particular concern about
1,426 acres of National Forest land which
have been flooded by the Rodman reservoir
at the edge of the forest. The river furnishes
the water for the reservoir, and xnany persons
have contended it will destroy Wild and
scenic values of the stream.
Several agencies have made studies of the
Rodman Reservoir and predicted long-range
management problems, including such diffi:culties as water weed control, low dissolved
oxygen, deterioration of sport fishing, andreduction of recreational opportunities. Also,
the Forest Service has taken a series of infrared aerial photographs which indicate as
much as 13,000 acres of semi-tropical wood..
lands are being threatened.
Chief Cliff added that "our professional
foresters strongly recommend the lowering
of the reservoir to the normal river channel
at once if we are to save any remaining live
trees." He said the foresters expec·t some
stricken trees will sprout again from the
roots, and seeds on the forest floor wm start
new growth. Some hand planting may also
be necessary.
Finally, he pointed out the river valley ~s
habitat for such rare and endangered species
as the eagle, alligator and Florida panther.
It also contains Indian shell mounds of archaeological interest, some of which have
been covered by rising waters of the reservoir.

ASSOCIATION OF U.S. ARMY POSITION PAPER ON BLUE RffiBON
DEFENSE PANEL RECO~NDA
TIONS

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
Association of the U.S. Army recently
issued a position paper on the recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Defense
Panel.
This position paper deals with only a
small number of the Defense Panel's
recommendations, although the ones
discussed are certainly some of the
more far-reaching changes ever proposed
in this Nation's defense structure.

While I am not in agreement with all
of the views expressed in the Army associati on paper, it is my view that it would
be helpful, for this information should
be brought to the attention of the Congress and the Nation.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the position paper of the As-
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sociation of the U.S. Army be printed in
the Extensions of Remarks.
There being no objection, the position
paper was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
AUSA POSITION ON RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
BLUE RIBBON DEFENSE PANEL

I. In July of last year, the Blue Ribbon
Defense Panel, appointed by the President,
made its recommendations for the reorganization of the Department of Defense and
subordinate agencies and commands. Supporting material for these recommendations
is still being issued.
Because of the very basic and far-reaching effects of some of the proposals, AUSA
has chosen to use the intervening period
to study them carefully before taking any
position with respect to them. We have been
most fortunate to be able to draw upon the
advice and counsel of some of the very
experienced and knowledgeable people to
assist us in our deliberations. However, the
positions taken and the views expressed are
those of the Association and are not necessarily concurred in by all who were kind
enough to give us their expert views.
The total report contains well over 200
recommendations. Obviously, not an of these
have the same importance. A number of
them are most worthwhile particula.rly some
of those in the fields of management of resources and procurement procedures. Many
of these are not controversial and should
be endorsed by all services for early adoption.
There are four areas of recommendation.q
that seem to us to be particularly significant
and to contain the really crucial portions of
the report. These include recommendations
that dealt with:
1. The reorganization of DOD itself.
2. The role of JCS in operations.
3. Proposals to revise the structure of the
unified commands.
4. Certain personnel and management
actions.
It is to these four areas that the Association has given particular consideration and
on which we wish its views recorded. We
wish to make it crystal clear that while
there are many of the committee's recommendations in these four important areas
with which we do not agree, we are in no
sense blessing the status quo. We share the
committee's concern that burgeoning bureaucracy, particularly at Departmental
levels, seriously hampers our defense establlshment. Greater authority for decisionmaking at lower levels is badly needed.
Reliance on centralization has one far
reaching implication that appea.rs to have
not been recognized at all or at best to
have been accorded only cursory consideration. The consequence could be that field
commanders, with the passage of time, will
turn more and more to Washington for
answers to field problems and will assume
less and less responsibility for their actions.
In an emergency, when time will not permit consultation, the field commanders w111
be 111 prepared to make the tough decisions
and to stand behind them.
There is a need for streamlining in our
defense establishment. Perhaps the committee's basic suggestion that reductions are
needed in layers of headquarters and size CY!
staffs may be the most sensible starting
point. Thus the need for improvements is
not an iss1.1e between our view and that of
the committee-how we solve the dilemma is.
It.

REORGANIZATION OF THE
DEFENSE

DEPARTMENT

OF

In its examination of the Defense Department, the panel listed the following as some
of the major discrepancies which should be
corrected:
A. Effective civ111an control is impaired by a
generally excessive centralization of decision-

making authority at the level of the Secretary of Defense.
B. The President and the Secretary of
Defense do not presently have the opportunity to consider all viable options as background for making major decisions because
differences of opinion are submerged or compromised at lower levels of the Department of
Defense.
C. There are too many layers of both military and civiUan staffs and staffs are too
large both within DOD itself and the services.
There were other weaknesses cited but
the committee felt these were the most
significant.
The committee's recommendations to correct the foregoing alleged discrepancies included the following:
A. Divide the Department of Defense into
3 major groupings:
1. Military operations including operational
command, intell1gence and communications.
2. Management of personnel and military
resources.
3. Evaluation type functions, including
financial controls, testing of weapons,
analysis of costs and effectiveness of force
structures.
B. Each of the groups in (A.) above would
report to the Secretary of Defense through a
separate Deputy Secretary, drawn from
civ111an life, who would rank above all others
in the Department of Defense except the
Secretary.
C. The Military Departments would continue to operate under the supervision of
their secretaries who would be subordinate
to the Deputy Secretary of Defense for
Management of Resources.
The Association of the United States Army
does not accept entirely their view of the
extent of the deficiencies in the present system, with the possible exception of their
comments with respect to the size of the
staffs.
We challenge the changes recommended by
the panel for the reasons which follow. Foremost is our view that the changes recommended do not appear to provide solutions to
the discrepancies perceived.
First and perhaps most basic, is the unprecedented suggestion by the panel that this
diversified and largest of all establishment
be organized on a functional rather than a
mission basis. The separation of operations
from materiel and manpower resources seems
to us to be totally uworkable and could well
stultify integrated planning. Mission and
means must go hand in hand.
While it is not possible to compare directly
the operation of the Defense Department with
that of a major business corporation there
are striking similarities. Most of our biggest
corporations (automobile manufacturers are
a good example) are mission-oriented and
organized around profit centers. If you substitute the word "readiness" for "profit" it
is clear that the basic rationale is not dissimilar. We know of no commercial organization operating successfully with an organizational structure of the type recommended by
the committee.
The committee report is extremely vague
on the planning function as it relates to the
planning for the implementation of strategy
and policy. It is equally unclear as to how
the Department of Defense would effectively
carry out its responsibilities for contributing
to the evolution of national policy through
the National Security Council. There needs to
be complete integration of intelligence, operation and resources at all levels of coordinated planning. The committee's recommendation would seem to preclude this.
The panel's proposed organization adds still
another layer of review and control to what
it says is an already overstaffed and presumably overlayered operation.
In the organization suggested by the panel,
responsibility is even more diffused than at
present even though the panel specifically
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pinpointed increased individual accountability as a goal.
It is hard to reconcile the panel's point that
more decentralization of DOD is necessary
with its recommendation to add at the top
three Deputy Secretaries with their attendant staffs. We support Deputy Secretary of
Defense, DaVid Packard, who, in a speech in
Los Angeles, reacted to the panel's views on
decentralization and responsibility this
way: "I agree in particular with the committee's recommendation that more decentralization of the Department of Defense is
necessary. To me that means more decisionmaking at a. lower level and less time-consuming and duplicate second-guessing topside. This gives me a. problem on the recommendation for the three deputies. We do not
want to create a. structure that involves more
top-level involvement in the workingman's
business. I appreciate the implication that
I have to work hard. I do put in long hours,
I assure you, however, that much of my
time has been spent doing things that lower
levels should do. Three deputies would tend
to pull even more decision-making to the
top and we do not want to move in that direction. What we want to do is give a man a
job and let him do it."
We further support the stated Views of Mr.
Packard when he said, "We intend to give
the Service Secretaries and the Services more
responsibility so that th~y can do their
job. Before they can do their jobs right they
will have to break down some of the multilayer staffing that has built up over the
years and work together better to avoid unnecessary duplication." It is imperative to
appreciate that layering results in duplication without commensurate benefit.
Certainly it is clear from a. study of the
panel report that while ostensibly aimed toward the decentralization of DOD functions, the recommendations tend to result in
the increased centralization of power in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense at the expense of the SerVices to such an extent that
the separate Services would largely wither
away. There is much to be gained by taking
the opposite course and turning back to the
services and their secretariats, more of the
responsibility and those tasks which do not
properly belong at top-policy-making level.
Moreover, a. continuation of the present
trend toward greater centralization clearly
leads to a single service at some point in
the future. The attendant risks of this
course have been decried by Defense experts for years.
Ill. THE ROLE OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
IN OPERATIONS

The second major area of the committee's
recommendations on which we wish to comment is that dealing with the organization
and responsibilities of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
The Fitzhugh Committee expressed its
view that the Joint Chiefs of Staff as now
constituted are not capable of being wholly
responsive to their responsibilities as advisors
to the Commander-in-Chief and the Secretary of Defense. The committee advocated
removing the JCS entirely from the operational chain of command and setting up a
separate staff under a. new civilian Deputy
Secretary of Defense to handle operations.
So that there may be a clear understanding of the committee's recommendations
with respect to the JCS, it is worthwhile
quoting them:
"The responsibilities now delegated to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff by the Secretary of
Defense to serve as m111tary staff in the
chain of operational command with respect
to the Unified Com.m.ands, and all other
responsibilities so delegated which are related to military operations and the Unified
Commands, should be assigned to a single
senior m1Htary offi.cer, who should also supervise the separate staff which provides staff
support on military operations and the chan-
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nel of communications from the President
and Secretary of Defense to Unified Commands. This officer should report to the Secretary of Defense through the Deputy Secretary
of Defense (Operations). This senior military
officer could be either the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, as an individual, not
ex-officio, the Commander of the Tactical
Command, or some other senior military
officer, as determined by the President and
the Secretary of Defense.
"The responsibilities now delegated to
the Joint Chiefs of Staff by the Secretary
of Defense to serve as military staff in the
chain of operational command with respect
to the Unified Commands, and all other responsibilities so delegated which are related
to military operations and the Unified Commands, should be rescinded; and consideration should be given to changing the title
of the Chief of Naval Operations to Chief of
Staff of the Navy.
"All staff personnel positions in the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and in
the headquarters military staffs of the Military Services which are in support of activities, such as military operations, which are
recommended for transfer to other organizational elements, should be eliminated.
"The Organization of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff should be limited to include only the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and a reconstituted
Joint Staff limited in size to not more than
250 officers augm.ented by professional civilian analysts as required."
We do not share these views. We do not
favor a "single Chief of Staff" for Operations
nor do we subscribe to the principle of
separating planning from operations. Committee member Robert C. Jackson, in his
dissenting statement to the report, made
some telling points which express very clearly
our position:
"As presently constituted, the JCS system
permits Service views to be expressed as a
necessary protection against unilateral thinking and the adoption of a one-sided strategic
concept. The existence of differing points of
view in the Joint Chiefs of Staff and their
utlimate melding into strategic guidance and
policies are not evils to be abolished, but are
healthy values to be preserved.
"The present JCS organization and procedures are designed to ensure precise, careful
determination of the best military strategy
and necessary strategic guidance for the
Armed Forces. This requires crureful examination of all alternatives. It is important to
note that in generating strategic guidance,
quality ra.ther than speed is necessary. Better
solutions result from thorough consideration of differences of opinion. Planning
decisions should be made only after all
aspects of complex strategic problems have
been examined.
"Operational decisions, on the other hand,
usually require a more rapid decision making
procedure than do strategic problems. It is
my understanding that operational decisions
have been made during the Vietnam war
principally by the Chairman of the JCS acting on Joint Staff advice, and on most
occasions the Chairman acts without consulting the Chiefs. At the same time, if the
Chairman feels an important policy is involved, he can, and frequently does, conference the Chiefs by telephone in a matter
of minutes.
"It 1s important to differentiate between
the planning problems which require mature
consideration and the operational decisions
which can be made very rapidly. In my
opinion the Joint Staff and the Joint Chiefs
of Staff do have the flexibility necessary to
make decisions or to submit proposals to
higher authority within the time limit
required.
"It is quite necessary to have a military
operations command unit in Washington and
it should be composed of the best qualified
officers available. However, to set up another
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staff to handle operations while the Joint
Staff of the JCS concentrates on planning
and other advice to the Secretary would
create untold problems. For example, it is
most difficult to separate planning from
operation. Where does planning stop and
operations begin? What part of logistics is
operational logistics?
"Two separate Joint Staffs at the national
level would create a highly unsatisfactory
situation. I believe it would be chaotic to
set up another large military staff in Washington to parallel the work now done by the
Joint Staff of the JCS."
We would only add that effective solutions
can only result from integrated planning
which considers all elements of the issue or
problem. In the field of strategic planning,
the Joint Chiefs stand alone as the effective
and logical integrators of a strategic plan.
The Fitzhugh Committee apparently misread the record when they made the assertion that President Eisenhower intended that
the JCS be taken out of an operational role
when he submitted the 1958 Reorganization
Act to Congress. President Eisenhower's message of transmittal refers to "Secretaries of
the Military Departments" and "Chiefs of individual services" and those who "clearly ...
should not direct unified operations and
therefore should be removed from the command channel." The message does not refer
to the JCS as a corporate entity. Moreover, on
April 3, 1958 when the President submitted
his reorganization plan to the House, he said
that from his plans would flow several significant results, one of which was "the Joint
Chiefs of Staff would be provided the professional military assistance required for efficient strategic planning and operational
control" (emphasis added) . The President's
plan included certain executive actions to be
taken, two of which were:
1. Use of the JCS as a staff to assist the
Secretary of Defense in his direction of unified commands, including the issuance of
commands under the authority and in the
name of the Secretary of Defense; The JCS
not to exercise these duties independently of
the Secretary's direction.
2. Abolition of the JCS Committee and
adding of an "operational division".
Thus it would appear that the present directives (No. 5100.1) are clearly in consonance with what was intended. It appears
that the problem really is that in the intervening years, a duplicate civilian-directed
staff developed in OSD which has challenged
and in many cases usurped the delegated responsibilities of the JCS. This has resulted
in delay, confusion and serious question as
to where the responsibility for certain actions really lies below the level of the Secretary of Defense.
Organizational and management purists
will continue to be impatient With the "committee system" of the JCS which by its nature Will invariably operate on a basis of negotiated compromise. However, it exists
within the constraints established by statutes
which reflect Congressional suspicion of cen·
tralized military authority and intent to incorporate in the JCS System the same pat·
tern of checks and balances found elsewhere
in the government.
From an operational viewpoint, whatever
delays might be inherent in the JCS Committee System, and they must be few indeed,
are offset in good measure by the significant
evolution in the role of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs. While by law he is but one
among equals with the other Chiefs, he has
come, as a result of practice, precedent and
personality to be what is implied in his title,
the senior military officer of the United
States.
As indicated in Mr. Jackson's statement
quoted earlier, the Chairman can and does
act Without consulting the Chiefs and where
important policy matters are involved can ob-
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tain their view and concurrence by phone in
a matter of minutes.
The preponderance of evidence is that the
JCS system is working and does enable the
Chiefs to carry out all of their roles in both
the advisory and operational capacity. Moreover, the evidence clearly points to the fact
that the system has steadily improved. We in
AUSA, therefore, take issue with the committee's recommendations.
IV. RESTRUCTURING THE UNIFIED AND
SPECIFIED COMMANDS

The committee report expressed serious
doubts about the suitability of our present
Unified Command structure for the conduct
of war. either general of localized, for the
conduct of peacetime activities or for handling recurring crises. It goes on to say, "an
examination of the primary missions of the
present commands, and some of the specific
problems indicates that the present structure
is not effective, and probably would have to
be radically changed to support a major war
effort".
The committee made the following recommendations:
A. "Three new major Unified Commands
should be created: (1) A Strategic Command,
composed of the existing Strategic Air Command, the Joint Strategic Target Planning
Staff, the Continental Air Defense Command,
the Fleet Ballistic Missile Operation; (2) A
Tactical (or General Purpose) Command,
composed of all combatant general purpose
forces of the United States assigned to organized combatant units; and (3) A Logistics
Command, to exercise for all combatant
forces supervision of support activities, including supply distribution, maintenance,
traffic management and transportation. No
Colllll1alnder of a Unified Command should be
permitted to serve concurrently as Chief
of his Military Service.
B. "The Unified Commanders should be
given unfragmented command authority for
their Commands, and the Commanders of
component commands should be redesignated Deputies to the commander of the
appropriate Unified Command, in order to
make it unmistakably clear that the combatant forces are in the chain of command
which runs exclusively through the Unified
Commander.
C. "In consolidating the existing area Unified Commands into the Tactical Command,
major organization and functional advantages will be obtained by:
1. Merging the Atlantic Command and the
Strike Command;
2. Abolishing the Southern Command and
reassigning its functions to the merged Atlantic and Strike Commands;
3. Abolishing the Alaskan Command and
reassigning its general purpose function to
the Pac:l.fic Command and its strategic defense functions to the strategic Command;
and
4. Restructuring the command channels
of the sub-unified commands. The responsibilities related to civil disturbances currently
delegated to the Army should be redelegated
to the Tactical Command; and
D. "The Unified Commanders should be
given express responsibility and capability
for making recommendations to the Deputy
Secretary of Defense for Operations, for operational capabilities objectives and for allocations of force structures needed for the
effective accomplishment of the missions assigned to their Commands."
AUSA does not support the Fitzhugh
Committee's assessment of the effectiveness
of the present Unified and Specified Command organization nor do we support their
recommendations for changes in these areas.
First of all, the committee violates one of
its basic tenets in its recommendations for
the restructuring of these commands. The
adoption of its recommendations would result in even more duplication of staffs and
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headquarters and would accentuate disintegration rather than integration of the
services.
The committee would prefer to see a more
rigid, nea.t and ordexly orgariization with every type of unit assigned to a specific command. Unfortunately, the nature of warfare
makes such a scheme a luxury no country
can afford. Flexibility is essential and we will
need to continue to attach and detach units
to the various commands as the situation
dictates. Moreover, the distinction between
tactical and strategic forces is becoming less
clear. The essence of mutual support is essential between elements of the strategic and
tactical forces.
The committee states, for example, that,
"the forces which provide the prime deterrent against general war must be reserved
solely for that mission, because their use
and attrition in limited war would reduce an
aggressor's incentive for keeping the war
limited." Had this doctrine been followed, it
would have precluded the use of B-52s in
Vietnam-certa.inly a limited war.
In another example, the committee states,
"All forces which are dedicated to deterrence
and equipped for general war should be under a single commander who can establish
doctrine for these forces and assure that they
are properly traJ.ned and kept in a high state
of readiness."
It should be apparent that all of our forces
play a deterrent role and certainly all of
them would be used in the event of a general
war. Again, it seems the committee has overlooked the economics of flexibility which
require that we have the capability of applying our forces when and in the kinds and
numbers a particular situation requires. This
is especially important in an era when the
impact of relative nuclear parity is neither
fully understood or adequately assessed.
There are undoubtedly improvements that
could be accomplished in the present structure of the Unified and Specified Commands
and perhaps some consolidation would be
useful. But nothing constructive can be
gained by trying to assign all of our Armed
Forces on the basis of whether they are strategic or tactical. They just would not be
used that way in time of war or during periods of heightened tension short of war.
Robert C. Jackson's comments with respect to the committee recommendation for
the establishment of a Strategic Command
are most appropriate:
"Strategic direction must come from the
JCS level with direct and close supervision
from the Secretary of Defense. At present
the JCS provide strategic direction, with the
Unified and Specified Commanders responsible for implementation of JCS directives.
The Single Integrated Operating Plan provides optimum integration of the committed
forces. The national strategic targeting and
attack policy provides supplemental strategic
direction. Assumption of additional responsibllity by a newly created Strategic Command
would only duplicate functions now performed by the JCS and the Unified Commanders, and quite possibly would result in
unsafe, uneconomical, and inefficient operations. It is highly important to have direct
and rapid communications between the JCS
and the operational command in an emergency situation and a new intervening command echelon would tend to increase communications time in an unacceptable degree.
"What would be gained, for example, by
marrying three completely diverse operational
elements-the Strategic Air Command, Continental Air Defense Command, and the
Polaris Submarines into a so-called Strategic
Command?
"What would it do betlter than the present
set-up? Would it improve the readiness or
the wartime control? Readiness of submarines, for example, involves complex and expensive maintenance systems, specialized
training, and operation in a manner which
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takes into account all the other elements below the surface, on the surface, and in the
air that have means of detecting submarines.
These functions are now performed by the
Atlantic and Pacific Fleet Commands. The
proposed command echelon would tend to
hinder rather than improve their performance. Similarly, coordination of targeting is
accomplished by the Joint Target Planning
Group in Omaha in a most satisfactory manner and does not require t.he assistance of
the newly proposed command echelon. However, this new command grouping would
create a demand for a mammoth staff, so
economy certainly cannot be the objective."
The arguments for the formation of a new
tactical command seem to us to be even
more specious. The committee recognized
that, "the make-up of the Unified Command
structure is significantly influenced by various mutual security agreements and arrangements to which the United States is a party.
The most influential is the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) and of another
type is the United Nations Command in Korea. The United States Unified Command
structure is intended to mesh with the combined structure that would exercise operational command of the multi-lateral forces
should combined operations be undertaken."
There are a number of virtues in our present set-up. As Mr. Jackson explains, "the
present Unified Commands combine geopolitical knowledge with a command and
control system needed to operate military
forces in the area." Rapid decision-making
is possible by the direct contact which these
Unified Commands have with the JCS. The
introduction of an intermediate Tactical
Command level would thrust another layer
into the decision chain and, as Mr. Jackson
emphasizes, would "slow up decision-making" and "create a demand for a mammoth
staff, a large headquarters, and a proliferation of communications systems."
In addition, the Panel's recommendation
that commanders of component command
should be redesignated Deputies to the Commander of the Unified Command would create a cumbersome, unwieldy unified staff
which would restrict the efficiency of the
Unified Command, as Mr. Jackson explains,
assignment of all administrative and logistic
responsibilities to the unified staff, which is
what is being recommended, is unnecessary.
In fact, the Unified Commander has all the
authority he needs to accomplish the mission, through operational command of his
forces. Operational command also gives the
Unified Command "authoritative direction
necessary to accomplish the mission." Thus,
under the present organization, the Unified
Commander can assume control of any aspect of his Command when it is missionessential, without being burdened with those
routine matters which would divert the attention of the staff from the mission of the
Command.
In his dissenting paper, committee member Wilfred J. McNeil made the very good
point that the committee's recommendation
to place component commanders as staff to
the Unified Commander "would result in the
creation of a large single staff dealing in a
myriad of technical and logistical detail of
all the services that normally a unified commander should not be burdened with." Moreover, one service does not have the competence to deal with the technical problems
of another service.
The committee's recommendation that
"the responsibility for providing supply, distribution, maintenance and transportation
services to the combatant forces in the Unified and Specified Commands under the Strategic and Tactical Commands should be assigned to the Unified Logistics Command"
might not have been made this way had the
committee delved deeper into logistics improvements already in process and been
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aware of the joint efforts to apply lessons
learned which were already under way. The
Joint Logistics Review Board, under the
Chairmanship of General Frank S. Besson,
Jr., has made a number of important recommendations based on our very taxing logistical experience in Vietnam. The results of
eight year's work to develop an interface between data processing systems are just now
nearing fruition.
Within a given theater, which presumably
is under the comma nd of a unified commander, a Joint Logistics Command may be a
practical concept. But in a worldwide situation including CONUS, the conflicts that
would arise between the unified commanders
would give rise to the intolerable situation
of the Secretary of Defense or his Deputy
being drawn into the resolution of such
differences.
It is difficult to reconcile the committee's
view that the Unified Tactical Commander
needs greater control when the establishment of the Logistics Command would lessen
what he has now.
Major logistics commanders of the services
get together regularly now on the Joint
Logistics Commander's Council, where the
problems that concern the committee can
be solved.
Again, the Logistics Command would add
another layer of higher headquarters staff
with no assured benefits in terms of produc·
tivity or solutions to existing problems.
V. PERSONNEL AND RESOURCES ACTIONS

The committee made rather extensive recommendations in the areas of procurement
policy, management and personnel actions.
Many of these recommendations are most
worthwhile; others we do not support. There
are some on which we should like to comment.
The Blue Ribbon Committee's recommendations with respect to procurement policy
reflected what DOD already had underway
and which for the most part represented the
consensus of the contracting community.
These were reviewed in the Report of the
House Committee on Government Operations which we would like to quote since it
summarizes so well not only what the committee recommended. but also DOD's philosophy and on-going actions.
" 'Reduction of technical risks through
demonstrated hardware before full-scale development' and 'flexibility in acquisition
strategies' were to be the basis for a 'new
policy.' The panel called for 'a major revision
of policy' in weapons acquisition to (1) introduce more flexibility, (2) rely more on
ha.rware development than paper studies in
the early stages, (3) develop subsystems and
components not necessarily tied to a given
system, and 14) designate 'multiple decision
points.' Concurrency between development
and production was to be avoided whenever
possible, total package procurement banned,
gold-plating eliminated, paperwork from
contractors reduced, and testing and evaluation emphasized. Also echoing the new official policies, the role of the program manager was to be strengthened and measures
taken to improve the selection, training, and
career development of managers, who were
to include civilian as wen as military personnel.
"Testimony before the subcommittee in
September, 1970 developed more fully the
policy changes recommended by the Department of Defense and endorsed by the Defense Blue Ribbon Panel. Mr. Packard started
out by observing that there were no simple
answers to the immensely complex problems
of defense procurement. Formal rules covered the great majority of procurement items
and actions, but these accounted for a relatively small fraction of the procurement dollars. Effective management of the big, complex systems depends heavily on the judgment of people, and hence he concluded that
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the key to better procurement was better
qualified people.
"Because we believe that his emphasis on
capable people is so important, we have
asked all services to renew their emphasis on
selecting better people for these jobs, giving
them better training, keeping them on special assignments long enough to be effective,
and providing better incentives for good offleers and good people to go into the professions related to weapons systems acquisition
as their careers.
"Upgrading of personnel would include
civilian as well as military officers. Declining
employment and layoffs in the Department
of Defense, Mr. Packard explained, made it
difficult to attract civilians of promise and
to replace the less qualified ones who had
seniority under civil service regulations. In
his opinion, these regulations should be revised to give more weight to performance and
less to seniority. He described this problem
as one of serious national import and deserving attention by the Congress.
"If capable people were to be recruited and
retained, Mr. Packard then pointed out, it
was essential that they work in the proper
organizational setting, with authority and
responsibi11ty clearly defined. Organizational
needs were identified along these lines:
" ( 1) To clarify overlapping relationships
among offices in the OSD, particularly as between the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering and the three Assistant Secretaries for, respectively, Installations and Logistics, Systems Analysis, and Comptroller, Mr.
Packard said that when he entered upon his
job, he 'had the impression that there was a
great deal of confusion as to who was responsible for what in the weapons system acquisition area.' A special study group was formed,
under the direction of Vice Admiral Vincent
P. dePoix, Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering, which attempted to
sort out and delineate more precisely the
interoffice relationships and responsibi11ties.
"The Defense System Acquisition Review
Council (DSARC) was established at the OSD
level as a co-ordinated group to review major
weapon system developments, determine that
objectives were being progressively achieved,
and release necessary increments of funding.
Mr. Packard said he viewed DSARC as a temporary or transitional measure. OSD evaluation and approval actions and procedures
would diminish as service performance improved and more confidence was established.
The OSD would maintain budget control of
programs, and its main review and approval
functions ultimately would be related to the
release of funds.
"(2) To give the military services more
autonomy and responsibi11ty in managing
weapon system procurement. The OSD offices,
according to Mr. Packard, had become so
deeply involved in evaluating program management by the services that they 'often were
telling the services how they should do the
job.' This made for duplication of effort and
considerable confusion. Decentralization was
the order of the day. Mr. Packard made it
clear, however, that decentralized management was favored only when it made sense.
The department would not 'back away' from
further centralization which also made sense,
as in consolidations of procurement and supply through the Defense Supply Agency and
other measures for increasing integrated
management of supplies and services." Obviously, much of this has merit and we
support it. However, a comment on the much
publicized "tly before you buy" concept seems
to be in order. The committee has advanced
this as a greater panacea for our procurement ms than we believe it to be.
The procurement system recommended
(i.e. "fly before you buy") will not in all
cases necessarily produce the advantages
claimed, nor is the system a real innovation.
A major Fitzhugh argument against procurement practices is that under the present
"total package" system production starts at
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a point in development where it appears that
a weapon system will work, but well before
the system is fully developed. Therefore, goes
the indictment, unforeseen problems continuously arise after a contract for production has been negotiated and this leads to
the cost overruns typical of the 1960's. The
case in point is the 120 C-5A's which were
to be developed and produced by Lockheed at
a price preset in 1965. The cost overrun {allegedly 80%) has been visible to all.
Under the "fiy before you buy" system,
there is a guarantee that a weapons system
will work before a contract is let for production. However, there is no guarantee in
this procurement system per se that cost
overruns ("cost growth") can be prevented
(inflation being a notable variable in this
respect) or that cost overruns wlll be less
than those incurred under the "total package" system.
With the first publicized contract let under
the "fiy before you buy" system, i.e., the B-1
advanced bomber being developed by North
American Rockwell, the possibilities for invisible (to Congress, the public and, perhaps,
to the various defense contract agencies) cost
increases are legion. Reports are that the
contract does not include production for
which contracts will be negotiated later in
increments if the prototypes meet specifications. Since the increments of production
could stretch over a number of years, Congress and the public might have to wait a
long time indeed to see the total price of the
B-1 system, and to identify any significant
"cost overruns."
In fact, the B-1 contract appears to be a
partial throwback to the so-called "iceberg"
weapons procurement system of the 1950's
which resulted in massive cost overruns
that were hidden because weapons were produced in yearly increments. It was just these
cost overruns which led to the "total package" concept developed by Secretary McNamara in the 1960's.
Procurement is the final step in the research-development-procurement sequence.
Rationality requires adoption of a decision
strategy which optimizes between the successive reduction of uncertainty and the incurring of costs during this sequence. "Fly
before you buy" is but one method and is
optimal only where uncertainty is relatively
insignificant. Otherwise, this simplistic concept insists on buying only when all uncertainty h.as been removed-at addit!onal cost
during the development phase. For example,
if three systems are to be considered, all three
must be developed to the prototype stageand the prototype is by far the most expensive.
Total package procurement attempts to
place some decision points (namely the decision to buy) earlier in the game where
(considering the costs of reducing uncertainty) uncertainty has been reduced although not entirely eliminated. The rate at
which the field of alternatives is narrowed
depends on the uncertainties involved in
the particular system.
Hence, "fiy before you buy" will not correct cost overruns; again, it will only make
them less visible. Moreover, since it attempts
to minimize costs only in the procurement
portion of the sequence, it will in many cases
actually increase costs for the entire sequence. The measure of this approach's inefficiency may well be the cost of the parallel systems which must be developed all the
way to the prototype stage.
It would appear to us that there would
be times when the total package procurement
approach would be better to use than "fly
before you buy." We should keep this
flexibility.
The parametric costing techniques recommended in the report might help prevent
traumatic surprises in development and production costs, but they are not very effective
in preventing cost increases in either area.
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However, even in cost forecasting, parametric
techniques have severe limitations when applied to the "known unknowns", not to
mention the "unknown unknowns."
We particularly wish to express our wholehearted support for the following committee
recommendations:
"Specialists careers should be established
for officers in such staff, technical and professional fields as research, developbment, intelligence, communications, automatic data
processing and procurement.
"In order to improve the process of acquisition and retention of military personnel, the Executive Branch should develop,
and submit to the Congress for its consideration as necessary, a total military personnel
program which coordinates and reconciles
all the separate considerations, particularly
including: {1) military compensation and
retirement, (2) personnel policies on promotion and rotation, and (3) acquisition programs, such as Reserve Officers Training
Corps.
"The duration of assignments for officers
should be increased, and should be as responsive to the requirements of the job as
to the career plan of the officer. Officers continued on an assignment for this reason
should not be disadvantaged in opportunity
for promotion."
Much effort is being made to expand and
improve the specialist career programs, and
more needs to be done.
It is desirable for commanders to retain
their commands longer so that they can
exercise personal leadership in the development and discipline of their command.
Secondly, we want to keep in the staff,
technical and professional fields the qualified
personnel needed and at the same time have
the proper means of rewarding them by
promotion.
As soon as it can possibly be accomplished
a program of stabilized tours of at least three
year's duration should materially strengthen
many areas of weakness.
While the committee did not lay great
stress on the subject, the whole area of acquisition and retention of good people for
the services is basic to any material improvement of our Armed Forces. AUSA continues to support strong measures for increasing career attractiveness.
VI. CONCLUSION

There are obviously a host of committee
recommendations upon which we have not
commented. We have selected the ones covered here because they seemed to us to be
those most basic and far-reaching.
Early in its report the committee expressed
the following philosophy which is most germane.
"In retrospect, the evolutionary approach
to reorganization of the Department of Defense, while falllng significantly short of the
objectives of organizational and management
purists. and at the same time overriding the
inhibitions of the organizational traditionalists, has, on the whole, served the Nation's
interests well. A more revolutionary approach
to military reorganization might have destroyed values inherent in the traditional
military organization which have been worth
preserving. Even more significant, revolutionary changes would probably have seriously
disrupted the operation and reduced the
effectiveness of U.S. military forces during a
period when the world situation necessitated
maintenance of credible military power."
The committee undertook a gargantuan
task, one that was too big in one chunk for
any group to handle successfully. Time did
not permit the quality inputs that are required for a full grasp of the problem nor
was there as much expertise within the committee itself as the task may have required.
There are pluses. A number of recommendations will be adopted and fresh thinking has
been focused on weaknesses. Most 1mportantly, the committee and its report have
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forced a detailed examination of how the
Department is organized and how it does
operate; this introspective stimulation will
undoubtedly bear the fruit of continuing
evolutionary improvement in the Department
of Defense and our Armed Forces.

ADMINISTRATIVE TAXBREAK:
ILLEGAL TAX LOOPHOLE

HON. CHARLES A. VANIK
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Speaker, on January 11, the administration announced
an unprecedented and-I believe-illegal $3 billion tax break to American
business through a "liberalization" of
depreciation rules and guidelines.
This action, giving away more money
from the Treasury than will be spent
under the President's welfare proposal
is a direct slap at the constitutional authority of the Congress-and more particularly, the House of Representatives
which is designated in the Constitution
as the sole authority over originating tax
law and changes in taxation.
As a member of the tax-writing Ways
and Means Committee, I intend to appear at the public hearing on May 3 to
protest this invasion of congressional
authority through the creation of this
totally unwarranted tax loophole. I hope
that other Members of this Congress will
join me in this effort to prevent this raid
on the Treasury.
Following is a column which appeared in today's Washington Post written by Don Oberdorfer which describes
this "curious" tax break:
A CURIOUS TAX BREAK

(By Don Oberdorfer)
January 11 was a dreary morning 1n
Laguna. Beach, Calif., and it was not brightened by the word from the White House
press staff that the dally news briefl.ng would
be held that afternoon instead of the customary 11 a.m.
Noon on the West Coast is 8 p.m. on the
East Coast--the closing hour for the New
York Stock Exchange--and thus the common expectation among the reporters was
that some sort of economic news was in the
making, timed for release after the closing
of the Big Board.
The guess was correct. At 12:20 Presidential Press Secretary Ron Ziegler turned. up
with Under Secretary of the Treasury Oha.rls
Walker, Deputy Assistant Secretary John
Nolan and a two-page presidential statement
which began, "Today I have approved three
important changes in the administration of
th~, depreciation provisions of the tax laws
· ·The news release and the briefl.ng by the
Treasury officials was dry-as-dust, and most
reporters found themselves scratching their
heads and wondering what the story was all
about. Now, more than two monhts later,
more information and perspective is available. It is quite a story.
As calculated by the Treasury Department,
the new depreciat ion rules for taxing equipment will permit corpor81tions to "defer"
paying $3 billion in U.S. taxes in the coming
fiscal year and even larger sums in years to
come. Since millions and billions and trillions sound pretty much alike to most of us,
it is difficult to grasp what an enormous sum
that is. By comparison with the $3 b1llion
corporate tax break:
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The President's welfare reform proposal to
bring every family of four in America up to
a minimum income level of $1 ,600 a year
would cost $2.1 billion. This has set off a big
battle in Congress and the country.
Total U.S. aid to preschool, elementary and
secondary education in the coming year is
budgeted at $3.6 b1llion.
Last year, Mr. Nixon vetoed the education
b111 because Congress exceeded his request by
$453 mill1on and the housing bill because it
exceeded his request by $514 million.
Another surprising thing about the "depreciation" tax change is that congressional
action was not requested. Assistant Treasury
Secretary Nolan said in an interview last
week that since Congress had authorized a.
"reasonable" tax rebate for the obsolescence
of machinery, the costly change did not need
further legislation.
There is doubt about the legal authority.
A 1968 Treasury study quoted. "leading experts" as indicating that legislation would
be required for further changes in the depreciation rules. Moreover, President Nixon's
Task Force on Business Taxation, headed
by a partner of Mr. Nixon's former Wall
Street law firm, "strongly" recommended last
fall that depreciation changes be made by
legislation.
A 26-year-old 1970 law school graduate
named Tom Stanton, now working for Ralph
Nader's Public Interest Research Group,
:filed suit in federal court to force the
Treasury to at least hold a public
hearing before making the $3 billion-peryear tax change. The Treasury replied that
it had planned to hold a hearing all alongthough the Jan. 11 announcement said nothing about hearings and presented the tax
changes as presldentia.l "actions."
The public hearing 1s scheduled for May 3,
based on written opinions from the public,
which are due April 12. Assistant Secretary
Nolan told me "we will listen to everybody
who has something to sa.y-I will add that
it is highly unlikely we will change the
concept of what we recommended."
As the Treasury sees it, the $3 billion
change in tax rules is necessary to encourage the modernization of American industry
to compete with other nations. According
to the Treasury to weigh this need aga.in.st
the possible use of $3 billion for school aid,
family assistance, antipollution efforts or
other purposes.
"An expenditure decision is up to Congress," Nolan said-but in a world of limited
resources, revenue decisions are crucial to
expenditure decisions.
Desptte the traditional jealousy about the
power of the purse, hardly a. voice has been
raised in Congress about the substance,
procedure or impact of the Treasury-White
House decision of Jan. 11. Maybe the lawmakers agree with it. Then again, maybe
they don't understand it either.

J. EDGAR HOOVER'S DffiECTION TO
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, in the
Thursday, March 11, 1971, issue of the
North Augusta Star there appeared a
very relevant editorial entitled "A Timely
Reminder."
This editorial contains a statement by
FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover that is directed to law enforcement officers. J.
Edgar Hoover points out that self-respect
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and respect for one's fellowman are landmarks of good citizenship. I stand with
Mr. Hoover in urging respect for the rule
of law and all its facets, including its
enforcement officers. It is certainly heartening to note Mr. Hoover's call to all
members of law enforcement to serve
with dignity and honor. These interesting comments deserve the consideration
of the Congress.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the article entitled "A Timely
Reminder," which appeared in the
Thursday, March 11, 1971, edition of the
North Augusta Star be printed in the
Extensions of Remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
A TIMELY REMINDER

The folloWing, edited by FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover and directed to law enforcement
officers is reprinted from the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin.
Mr. Hoover has recently come under attack
from some of the more liberal members of
Congress. His philosophy on a topic such as
this, in our opinion, as indicative of the man's
character as the remarks of his detractors are
indicative of theirs.
Frequently, some belligerent, anti-law enforcement elements of our society refer to
police officers as "pigs." Obnoxious four-letter words are shouted at policemen, and the
familiar chant, "Off the Pigs," meaning "Kill
the Pollee," is a prominent cry wherever these
groups assemble. Further, cartoons and publications depicting police officers as pigs are
common fare, even for children. The ridiculous statement, "The only good pig is a dead
pig," is a slogan of violent protesters. Such
deplorable epithets can be gratifying only to
11ttle minds.
Self-respect and respect for one's fellow
man are hallmarks of civility under any recognized measure of achievement. Further,
the proven concepts which enable men of
all races, creeds, and backgroun ds to live together with a reasonable degree of harmony
should be respected. One such concept is the
rule of law. Without the rule of law our world
would be a jungle. Thus, it is important that
the rule of law and all its facets, including
the policeman, be respected. In a free society
where law-not man-is supreme, the polleeman is a living symbol of freedoms shared by
all.
In light of the humanitarian aspects of a
policeman's work, I would like to repeat a
comment made here a few years ago:
"In any emergency, real or imaginary, the
first cry that goes forth 1s for the police. The
officer on the beat must be a journeyman of
many
trades--an
on-the-spot
doctor,
plumber, or baby-sitter. Today's enforcement
officer 1s expected to have multifarious ability, explicit judgment, and an unshakable
temperament. He performs on a public stage.
The audience is 'live'; every observer is a
critic. There can be no retakes of his efforts
nor pretaped performances. He 1s secondguessed, ridiculed, abused, cursed, assaulted,
and sometimes murdered. But when he leads
a small, lost tot from a dense wooded area to
the arms of a joyously weeping mother, his is
a rewarding and satisfying service."
Policemen should be respected, at least for
wha-t they represent; they should not be
called pigs.
We badly need to shore up some eroding
ideals an d principles in our countl'y today.
Community leaders, professional spokesmen,
educators, clergymen, and others in positions
of influence should take a. :firm stand to preserve our sense of values. Too many are
swayed or intimidated by loud unruly, and
aimless ramblers-people with a lot of dialog
but no message.
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In a free society, which owes its very exist-

ence and prominence to the rule of law,
abuse and ridicule of the law and those
charged with enforcing it should not be taken
lightly. I urge all members of law enforcement--in spite of personal indignities suffered-to serve with dignity and honor. As a
rule, a repulsive slur is more descriptive of its
origin than its target.

THE "INTERNATIONAL" EDUCATION
OF A YOUNG JOHNSTOWN STUDENT

HON. JOHN P. SAYLOR
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Speaker, many
young people go abroad these days on
exchange programs. On the whole, I believe such opportunities to be very valuable to the student in his total learning
process. I have graphic proof of this in
relaying the story of Tom Reynolds, one
of the top scholars from my hometown
high school who is currently in Guayaquil, Ecuador, as an exchange student.
Tom has written his fellow high school
students an "open letter" which briefl.y
but graphically gives an insight into the
young minds of two cultures. Tom's
conunents on Ecuadorian "nationalism"
will particularly interest our colleagues
in light of the recent, lamentable, fishing
boat incidents.
Mr. Reynold's letter to the students of
Johnstown High School, Johnstown, Pa.,
follows:
GUAYAQun., ECUADOR,

February 2, 1971.

To the students of J.H.S.:
Young people the world over have a lot
1n common. Similar interests in clothing,
music, dancing, etc., all act as factors uniting
today's youth. However, of course, one must
expect some differences because like people,
no two nations are exacly alike. Each nation
has developed specific characteristics that together form an overall personality. If I had
to cite one area where the youth of Ecuador
differs from that of the United States it
would be its inescapable nationalistic pride.
The young people here take a genuine interest in world events & especially those
world events concerning the "mighty neighbor to the north." They know all about discrimination, drugs, hippies, & Viet Nam.
They are informed well enough but they don't
always stop to think. For instance, I've recently been confronted with the following
reasoning. Basis: The U.S. has participated
in wars in Korea & Viet Nam. Automatic
Conclusion: The U.S. is bad. Why else would
it always be :fighting.
These half-truths combined with a fierce
nationalism provide the basis for much of
the anti-American sentiment that exists in
Latin America today. As an example of this
nationalism, I Wish to introduce the case of
the 200 miles territorial :fishing limit concerning captured U.S. tuna fisherman. Upon
U.S. inquiries into the seizure, the incident
was promptly viewed as a national insult &
dubbed as the "War of the Tuna" by the
newspapermen of Guayaquil. Anti-American
scrawlings promptly appeared on various
buildings throughout the town & students
took to the streets in a series of protests &
demonstrations denouncing the ''Yankee
Pirates."
This nationalism, I might add, is one of the
most obnoxious things imaginable to anyone

interested in promoting greater international
friendship and cooperation. Even the 18 yr.
old son of the family I'm staying with has
bluntly & quite rudely come up with such
enlightening remarks as "the U.S. thinks it
owns the world" and "We don't like Americans down here" etc. etc. etc.
This isn't to pretend America hasn't made
mistakes in the past & won't continue to make
them in the future. However these people
underestimate one basic characteristic of the
American people; our fundamental desire to
do what is right.
After being in Ecuador awhile, I was able
to see more clearly how great our country
really is. But I also realized the tremendous
responsibility that goes along with being the
most powerful nation on earth. I write this
now to the students of J.H.S. so they might
better understand the need for our great
country to be right.
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counsel of the National Parks and Conservation Association, has also commended the President's policy and commented that the proposed treaty "would
strengthen the forces of conservation
immeasurably everywhere." I ask unanimous consent that his commentary in
the National Parks and Conservation
magazine also be printed in the RECORD.
The Washington Post has endorsed the
Draft Convention on the International
Seabed Area. It points out that the President's proposal was "courageous as well
as enlightened" and refers to the:
many oceanic interests-navigation, defense,
research, fishing and so on-which [the
United States] pursues not only off its own
coast but off the coasts of a hundred other
countries.

TOM REYNOLDS.

REPORT OF SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEEONTHEOUTERCONTINENTAL
SHELF

HON. HUGH SCOTT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I refer to
the report by the Special Subcommittee
on the Outer Continental Shelf of the
Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. I read this report with interest and wish to congratulate the subcommittee on the very thorough and intensive examination which they have
given to the question of United States
policy regarding the Continental Shelf,
and am happy to note the general support expressed therein for the new
United States Oceans Policy announced
by President Nixon on May 23, 1970. I
regret, however, their opposition to the
President's proposal that-All nations adopt as soon as possible a
treaty under which they renounce all national claims over the natural resources of
the seabed beyond the point where the high
seas reach a depth of 200 meters, and would
agree to regard such resources as the common heritage of mankind.

The President proposed that this action be taken by treaty, and that the
very same treaty would provide for a
trusteeship zone embracing the remainder of the continental margins in which
the United States and other coastal nations would license exploitation of seabed resources off their coast. I should like
to express my support for the administration's imaginative yet practical solution to this problem.
The President's report of February 25,
1971, to Congress summarizes his oceans
policy very well, and I ask unanimous
consent that the relevant portions be
printed in the RECORD at the end of my
remarks. I should also like to have
printed in the RECORD an editorial by the
New York Times praising the President's
Oceans Policy and a very telling commentary on that editorial by Dr. Wolfgang Friedman, professor of International Law at Columbia University, Mr. Anthony Wayne Smith, chairman of the
Environmental Coalition for North
America, and president and general

I also ask unanimous consent that the
Post's editorial be printed in the RECORD.
During 1970, the New York Times published three other editorials expressing
enthusiastic support for the President's
Oceans Policy and the U.S. Draft Convention. I ask unanimous consent that
they be printed in the RECORD.
Mr. President, the future of the
oceans is of vital importance to this country. It affects not only the use of valuable
seabed resources, but our security and
that of our allies, the supply of food from
the sea to meet the world's ever expanding needs, the movement of goods and
people around the world, and the protection of the environment of over twothirds of our planet. This country can no
more subscribe to the rule of raw power
in the oceans than it can on land.
What the President seeks is the rule
of law refl.ecting the real needs and interests of all countries, and new opportunities to build a more stable system for
joint international action in the common interest. His task will not be easy.
and he needs and deserves all the support
we can give him. The promise of peace,
order, and equity in the oceans is too
important to future generations to be
lost in controversies over detail and ambiguous legal provisions. These matters
can be settled at the 1973 Law of the Sea
Conference, where, I am confident our
representatives will take into account
both our Nation's immediate and longterm interests.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EXCERPT FROM PRESIDENT NIXON'S REPORT TO
THE CONGRESS ON U.S. FOREIGN POLICY FOR
THE 1970'S, FEBRUARY 25, 1971
THE OCEANS

The oceans cover two-thirds of the earth.
Man's use of this common asset is now undergoing a transformation. New techniques exist
or are being developed which will lead to
a vastly increased exploitation of the mineral and living resources of the oceans, including the mineral riches of the world's
seabeds.
It is, frankly, not yet clear whether this
fact will prove a boon to mankind. There is
at present, no authority, international or
otherWise, which can ensure the orderly and
rational exploitation of these resources. That
fact, plus the vast potential wealth at stake,
gives cause for deep concern. There is a clear
world interest in this matter, and there is a
clear danger that, unless it is asserted in time,
it may be lost in the confusion of unbridled
commercial and national ambitions.
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A closely related problem relates to the
age-old right of freedom of navigat ion on the
high seas. Tradit ional usage and current international law have proved to be inadequate barriers to claims which generate international tensions and endanger the
rights of all to use the oceans. The claims
of some nations now extend 200 miles seaward. The tempt ation to assert and defend
such claims can only increase as technology
provides new means to profit from exclusive
rights to the ocean's surface.
In the past year, the United States has
taken the initiative in moving the world toward an equitable resolution of these two
problems, while they are still soluble.
On May 23, I set forth an oceans policy
which called for bot h a system of internation regulation for the deep seabeds, and a
new agreement on the breadth of territorial
seas.
Our proposal for the seabeds would divide
the ocean floor into two basic categories:
Coastal states would maintain their rights
to the natural resources of the seabeds up to
the point where the high seas reach a depth
of 200 meters.
Seabeds under the remainder of the high
seas would be regulated by an international
regime. However, coastal states would license
exploration and exploitation of resources as
trustees for the international community beyond the 200 meter depth line to a further
line which would embrace the continental
margins.
As I said at the time: "The regime should
provide for the collection of substantial mineral royalties to be used for international
community purposes, particularly economic
assistance to developing countries. It should
also establish general rules to prevent unreasonable interference with other uses o'f the
ocean, to protect the ocean from pollution, to
assure the integrity of investment necessary for such exploitation, and to provide for
peaceful and compulsory settlement of disputes."
In August, our Government submitted to
the UN a draft treaty suggesting in detail
how such a system would work. We are seeking a system which fully protects the interests of the less-developed countries in the
ocean resources, as well as the interests of
those nations which now possess the technological capacity to exploit them. Such an
arrangement is both fair and practical. For
these resources are a common heritage of
mankind, and their benefits should be shared
by all. And the world is unlikely to give its
sanction to arrangements which do not ensure a wide sharing of those benefits. The
mineral royalties involved will eventually be
very large. Earmarking them for international purposes-particularly the development o'f the poorer nations-could be a tremendous step forward toward a solution to
one of the world's most grievous problems.
On the territorial seas issue, we have proposed a new law of the sea treaty, which
would establish a twelve-mile limit for territorial seas adjacent to a nation's coasts and
would provide for free transit through and
over international straits. It would also provide for conservation of the living resources
of the high seas and recognition of the special interests of the coastal states over these
resources.
These ideas were extensively discussed at
the UN last fall. The U.S. initiative was
widely welcomed as a step toward organizing
necessary international negotiations. In December, the General Assembly passed a constructive series of resolutions on the oceans.
Most important of all, the General Assembly
called for an international con'ference on the
law of the sea to be held in 1973.
At that conference, the world will have an
historic opportunity. Resources of enormous
potential value can be placed under an in-
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ternational authority to be used for the benefit of all mankind. And three problems
heavy with the possib111ty of conflict among
nations-differing national claims to the
ocean's surface. the seabeds, and fishing
rights-can be resolved to the benefit of
all.
We recognize the difficult and complex issues involved, but we are determined to
make every effort to ensure the success of
the 1973 Conference. That success would
represent a signal victory for the world interest, and a convincing demonstration of
the ability of the world community to meet
its common problems.
[From the New York Times editorial,
Jan. 22, 1971]
OF FISH, OIL, AND OCEANS
The latest tiff between the United States
and Ecuador over the seizing of American
tuna boats underscores again the imperative
need for an international regime to govern
the orderly development of oceanic resources
for all countries. There is no practical alternative to international authority, preferably
exercized under the United Nations. At stake
among other considerations is the ancient
and precious doctrine of freedom of the seas.
Of course it is far-fetched for Ecuo.dor and
other Latin American countries to claim territorial waters-and therefore exclusive fishing jurisdiction-out to 200 miles. But the
United States invited this situation-almost
insured it--when President Truman in 1945
claimed the natural resources in the seabed
of the "continental shelf" off American
coasts for exclusive United States "jurisdiction and control."
Despite assurances to the contrary, this
doctrine chipped away at the freedom-ofthe-seas principle and diluted the traditional
American stand for a three-mile limit to territorial waters. It met little opposition, however, and was codified in a Geneva Convention of 1958. Mr. Truman acted primarily at
the behest of the oil industry, which continues to interpret the Convention liberally
and to lobby for an even greater extension
of offshore sovereignty.
It was logical that other coastal nations
would also claim their offshore resources. Poor
countries wit h no significant continental
shelf and no proven mineral wealth covered
by the Geneva Convention simply made their
claims on the ocean itself and the fish it
contained. Ecuador, Peru and Chile extended
territorial waters to 200 miles. Fourteen
Latin American countries last year proclaimed their right to as much of the sea and
seabed as might be necessary to protect their
offshore wealth.
The State Department is bound by illconceived laws to cut off arms sales and
credits and possibly economic aid to Ecuador
in retaliation for the tuna boat seizures. This
will only arouse much of Latin America
against the United States, seen as a bully unwilling to grant poor countries offshore rights
comparable to those it claims for itself.
Actually, Washington worked hard last
year for a resolution adopted overwhelmingly
by the United Nations General Assembly that
declares oceanic resources "the common
heritage of mankind," to be governed by an
international regime that will be established
by a U.N. conference in 1973. But 1973 is a
long way off, as the unfortunate quarrel with
Ecuador reminds us.
About all the United States can do in the
interim is to exercise as much patience and
restraint in incidents such as that of the tuna
boats as the laws allow. That low-key stance
may help deter additional attempts to extend sovereignty over oceanic resources that
108 nations agreed last month could be developed rationally and safely only under international authority.
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LETTER BY DR. WOLFGANG FRIEDMANN, PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, COLUMBIA,
UNIVERSITY
[From the New York Times, Feb. 3, 1971]
AUTHORITY OVER SEABED
To THE EDITOR: Your Jan. 22 editorial
rightly stresses the connection between the
extravagant claims of most Latin-American
countries to exclusive jurisdiction over 200mile zones from their coasts, and the expanding claims of the technologically advanced countries to appropriation of the
oceanbed resources.
Owing to a disastrous clause in the Geneva
Convention of 1958-which expands the
Truman Proclamation limit of 200 meters
depth to "where the depth of the superjacent
waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources" of areas adjacent to the
coast--industrial interests are pushing governments to extend national claims further
and further outward, to the edge of the continental margin (roughly 4,000 meters
depth).
Inevitably, exploration of the oceanbed
affects fishing and navigation. Already there
are shipping lanes in the Gulf of Mexico.
And Canada, which recently proclaimed exclusive pollution control over a hundredInile Arctic zone, has simultaneously reserved
rights to control fishing and navigation in
that area.
The combined result of all these moves and
countermoves will be--within this decade-the partition of large parts of the oceans, and
the gradual destruction of the freedom of
the seas. The most constructive move to stem
this ominous tide has been the U.S. State
Department-sponsored proposal to confine
the continental shelf again strictly to 200
meters depth, to establish an international
seabed authority, and to give the coastal
states the right to administer "an intermediate zone." For this zone they wm be responsible to the international authority with
regard to safety, pollution and technical
standards, and they will hand over at least
50 per cent of the revenue from licensing and
royalties to the international seabed authority for development aid.
The United Nations December resolution
approves an international regime in principle
but leaves "the limits of national jurisdiction" undefined. By the time the Sea Law
Conference convenes in 1973, thousands more
Iniles of oceanbed resources will have been
appropriated and more states may have followed the example of the Latin Americans in
appropriating part of the seas-a return to
the "closed seas" doctrine of 350 years ago.
The only sane alternative is the establishment of international jurisdiction and
standards with regard to fisheries, shipping,
pollution and oceanbed resources and the
promotion of multinational joint ventures in
which developed and undeveloped countries,
maritime and landlocked states, can jointly
explore the resources of the oceans and thus
share technology as well as the unexplored
wealth of the oceans for the common benefit.
The present trend will only aggravate
existing inequalities, encourage overfishing,
increase the dangers of pollution and extend
the confrontation of the major powers to the
bottom of the oceans.
WOLFGANG FRIEDMANN.
[By Anthony Wayne Smith, National Parks
and Conservation Magazine, August 1970]
AN OCEANS TREATY
President Nixon is to be commended on
his recent proposal for a protective treaty for
the oceans and seabeds. The adoption of such
a treaty by the nations of the world would
strengthen the forces of conservation immeasurably everywhere. It would also further
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the emergence of planetary social and political order generally.
The key proposal is that the nations renounce all national claims over the natural
resources of the seabed beyond the 200-meter
depth. Beyond that line the resources of the
seabed would be regarded as the common
heritage of mankind.
An international agency, referred to as a
regime, would be established for the management of seabed resources beyond this
limit. The regime would have the power to
promulgate regulations to protect the oceans
from pollution, among other abuses. Machinery would be established for the peaceful and compulsory settlement of disputes;
the word compulsory should be noted.
Sharing the authority of the world regime
1n part, coastal nations would act as trustees
for a marginal area of the world heritage
zone, consisting of the continental margins
beyond the 200-meter depth line. The continental margins contain the continental
shelf, falling away gradually from the shoreline; the continental slope, which plunges
more precipitously into the- depths; and the
continental rise, which is the talus area at
the foot of the slope, its toe touching the
deep seabed.
Revenues from the oommon heritage zone
would accrue to the world regime for use in
economic assistance to developing countries.
Each coastal state would receive a share of
the world revenues from its trust zone and
could impose additional taxes.
We have certain doubts about the desirab111ty of the trusteeship arrangement. The
attractive aspect of the plan as a whole is the
common heritage idea. But we are well aware
of the practical difilculties of moving even as
far as the President has proposed. Most conservationists, in our judgment, would support broader authority for the proposed ocean
regime. Moreover, a more generous boundary
than the 200-meter line might be in order for
the heritage zone.
Of greater significance is the proposal that
agreed international machinery be developed
to authorize and regulate exploration and
exploitation of seabed resources beyond the
continental margins. This authority, in our
judgment, should extend to the 200-meter
depth line, or even closer to the shores.
Trust arrangements in the trusteeship zone
should be subject to determination by the
world agency.
But it is the proposed regulatory power
which is of immediate interest. The treaty
would set up a regulatory agency with jurisdiction to enact binding rules in the nature
of world statutory law. This is the general
course the nations must follow if a democratic world order is to replace the present
widespead world chaos.
Impllcit in the proposal for regulation is
the necessity for the creation of judicial institutions to interpret the regulations. The
procedures should include final adjudication
on a compulsory basis by the International
Court of Justice.
Realism in these matters also demands
the establishment of police authority to enforce the regulations. The regime must obviously have the essential administrative
equipment: survey, research, and management powers, among others. But it must also
have powers of inspection, patrol, arrest, and
penalty; there are many ways to work out
such enforcement authority, but the authority must be clear.
As institutions of this kind are developed
in various fields, the protection of the oceans
and seabeds being but one, the domain of
democratic law and order may spread gradually around the globe.
Essential to the substantive powers of a
world regime for the oceans and seabeds is
a mandate to preserve the entire marine
ecosystem. The proposed licensing power,
presumably intended to conserve mineral re-
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sources and mitigate disputes over their discovery and exploitation, will be excellent.
But the grave danger to human life on the
planet, and much other life as well, presented
by current exploration, is the all-too-familiar progressive destruction of the environment.
The oceans and seabeds regime, in our
opinion, should have authority, for example, among others, the whales. Such a proposal would test the sincerity of many prospective participants in the convention.
True, world institutions for such purposes
could be established by the amendment of
existing conventions; but a more imaginative plan may be essential to get the necessary improvements. True, also, Congress has
instructed the Administration to seek to convene a ministerial conference on an international convention to protect endangered species; but everyone is dragging his feet. Action
of some kind is needed.
We proposed in these pages last month
that environmentalists work to set up an Environmental and Population Organization
within the structure of the United Nations,
open to nonmembers. An EPO would shoulder responsib1llty for aiding education in
problems of environment and population everywhere and for helping the development of
world law in these fields.
If some of these responsibilities can be assumed by the oceans regime the President
proposes, well and good, and progress may
possibly be faster; but in the end a toplevel worldwide Organization with comprehensive powers will be needed.
The President announced that the United
States would introduce specific proposals at
the next meeting of the United Nations Seabeds Committee. He noted that the adoption
of the treaty he proposed, and related international agreements, would be a fitting
achievement to mark the 25th anniversary of
the United Nations. Thus, acceptance of the
aegis of the United Nations appears to be an
essential part of the President's plan; we
trust that participation will be open to nonmembers as well.
The cutting edge of modern technology
presses rapidly into the deep seas. Men have
learned to their horror that this technology,
once thought naively to be always beneficial,
carries too large a. measure of death and destruction with it wherever it goes. The beneficence of applied science will be questioned
increasingly by more and more people until
effective public and private institutions can
be established with power to direct scientific
knowledge into socially, ecologically, and economically viable collective policies.
The President's plan is a new bit of hope,
a promise of some better things, a lamp
against the darkness. Environmentalists and
humanitarians all around the globe should
lend their help, through their private organizations and their governments, toward the
realization, in general outline, of the program the President has proposed.
[From the Washington Post Editorial,
Aug. 5, 1970]
A FINE SEABED PROPOSAL Is LAUNCHED
The Nixon administration can be proud of
the draft of a proposed international seabed
treaty which it submitted at Geneva Monday. The draft bears out, and in some respect
embellishes, the imaginative and generous
prospect the President opened up last May
when he first proposed a treatr. His promise
then was to protect and regulate the immense
spaces-three fourths of the world's total
area-at the bottom of the seas, which are
now unprotected and unregulated; and also
to provide for exploiting their economic resources and for sharing the expected billions
of dollars in seabed revenues among all the
peoples of the world.
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The essence of the administration proposal-and the main source of domestic op•
position to it is to limit each state's coastalshelf sovereignty to waters no deeper than
200 meters. Beyond, the coastal state would
act as an international trustee, administering the seabed and keeping for itself a
third to a half of the revenues from exploitation while turning over the rest to a new international authority which would manage
the resources (pollution control, marine
parks, etc.) and finance economic development in developing countries.
It was courageous as well as enlightened
for Mr. Nixon to fix a narrow national shelf,
knowing that American oil companies favor
a wider shelf and that they regard a narrow one as a "giveaway." But the United
States has many oceanic interests--navigation, defense, research, fishing and so onwhich it pursues not only off its own coast
but off the coasts of a hundred other countries. Since seabed claims tend to harden
into claims on the water and air "columns"
above, an American assertion of a wide shelf
would inevitably inspire similar if not
broader claims by other coastal states. The
result would be a net loss of the freedom
of the seas which this country's varied interests require. Law School Professor Louis
Henkin, believes that a narrow shelf-far
from hurting American companies-"may
even give them access to more minerals than
would a system in which the coastal nations
of the world can grab large areas of seabed."
The companies' real objection, Mr. Henkin suggested to Congress last year, is that
oil and gas taken from areas beyond 200
meters might receive unfavorable tariff and
tax treatment. "Surely the legitimate needs
of the oil companies can be attended to by
Congress, within the national family,'' he
argued. "Surely such considerations should
not determine the national policy in regard
to mineral resources of the seabed; even less
should they enjoin a national policy that
would jeopardize other interests in the seabed and in the sea as a whole." This is the
appropriate perspective in which to view the
President's seabed proposal, and the opposition to it.
[From the New York Times Editorial, May 27,
1970]
MAN'S OCEAN HERITAGE

President Nixon's proposal to declare the
ocean floor beyond the depth of 200 meters
(660 feet) "the common heritage of mankind" marks a significant advance in United
States policy toward a more responsible role
in promoting international law, cooperation
and development.
The Administration's decision to press for
the relatively narrow 200-meter depth limit
on national sovereignty over the continental
shelf, instead of the much wider area allowed
under the existing "exploitabillty" clause,
should spur United Nations efforts to convene a new international conference to update the laws of the sea. These efforts will
also be helped by an earlier United States
decision to accept the 12-mile limit for territorial seas which is favored by a majority
of other nations.
The President's forthright support for the
idea of an international regime to regulate
the exploitation of the seabed will give fresh
impetus to efforts already under way in the
U.N.'s Seabed Committee to define the nature and duties of such an agency which
would break new ground in international
cooperation.
Mr. Nixon's suggestion that royalties collected on ocean fioor minerals "be used for
international community purposes, particularly economic assistance to developing
countries,'' should stimulate planning for
the U.N.'s Second Development Decade, it of-
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ters a promising new source of development
funds which may reach substantial proportions before the end of the seventies.
Although the United States had already
endorsed in general terms the idea of international sharing of the wealth of the ocean
floor, the President's statement commits this
country more explicitly than ever before to
the principles of international control first
set forth by the Maltese representative at
the U.N. three years ago. It ends a period
of frustrating ambiguity during which the
United States impeded international action
because of internal differenceE over the limits
which should be placed on national sovereignty
President Nixon's statement does not in itself clear up all the ambiguities. For example, his proposal for an international trusteeship administered by each coastal state over
the "continental margins" beyond the 200meter depth is unclear about the degree of
national control over this intermediate and
undefined seabed area.
Furthermore, the 200-meter definition as
it stands is clearly not going to be acceptable to coastal states which have narrow continental shelves, or no shelves at all, as
is the case on the West Coast of Latin America. Some adjustment will be necessary to
win their support, such as the 50-mile alternative proposed by the United States Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and
Resources.
In spite of these and other questions that
surely will be raised, the Nixon proposals
offer an important, positive contribution to
the international effort to insure that, in the
President's words, "the oceans will be used
rationally and equitably and for the benefit
of mankind.'•
[From the New York Times Editorial,
Aug. 7, 1970]
PROTECTION FOR THE SEABED . . .
United States proposals for an international authority to control exploitation of the
ocean floor-submitted to the United Nations
Seabed Committee now meeting at Genevasubstantially fulfill President Nixon's recent
promise that the riches of the ocean floor
"should be the common heritage of mankind."
The American draft convention has been
downgraded to a "working paper"; it has also
been somewhat modified in response to vehement objections from representatives of
domestic oil and other mineral interests. But
the document retains the essential elements
tn Mr. Nixon's May 23 call for international
machinery to regulate exploitation of the
ocean floor beyond the 200 meter depth line
and for the collection of mineral royalties to
be used for international community purposes.
Senator Claiborne Pell, the Rhode Island
Democrat who has been a long-time advocate
of international action to pollee the seabed,
considers the proposal an "excellent" one. We
share his.. enthusiasm.
If adopted; the plan would avert a potentially dangerous race for control of unexploited wealth on the ocean floor. It could,
in time, generate substantial sums to support
a perilously lagging international development effort.
The proposed international agency would
not, as has been charged, deny to Americans
their fair share of seabed resources. Rather it
would provide a more stable regime under
which American entrepreneurs, with their
superior technology, could operate for reasonable private gain and for the benefit of
mankind.
President Nixon deserves strong public sup-
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[From the New York Times, Dec. 20, 1970]
UN. PROGRESS IN SEA AND Am
Despite the gloom that marked the official
twenty-fifth birthday observance in October,
the United Nations General Assembly has
completed a surprisingly productive and construct! ve session.
In spite of its built-in pro-Arab majority,
the Assembly debated the Middle East with
greater responsibility than many diplomats
had expected. In doing so it may have given
a marginal push for resumption of peace
talks.
The most solid achievement came in a
series of actions to protect the security of
the international seabed and to develop its
resources under international authority for
the benefit of all countries including the
landlocked. A treaty to ban nuclear weapons
from the seabed outside any nation's 12Inile limit was overwhelmingly approved. The
Assembly also declared that the resources
of the international seabed, ocean floor and
subsoil were "the common heritage of mankind," and that all activities with regard to
them should be governed by an international
regime. The Assembly will convene a conference in 1973 to establish this authority.
A strongly worded resolution against aerial
hijacking passed the Assembly without a
negative vote, and gave a powerful impetus
for the tough international convention
signed by fifty nations at The Hague. The
convention follows the spirit of the Assembly
resolution in making hijacking a crime and
requiring participating nations to punish offenders severely.
The Assembly established a goal for the
second United Nations Development Decade
that included a United States pledge to try
to provide one per cent of its Gross National Product for development aid by 1975.
It struck a blow for universality by mustering a narrow majority for the first time for
an abortive motion to admit Communist
China.
Though far from the "town meeting of the
world" that the late Senator Vandenberg
envisioned, the General Assembly has again
proved itself a useful agency. It might yet
develop into an indispensable one.

RESPECTED CIVIC AND BUSINESS
LEADERS MALIGNED IN NEWS
ARTICLE

HON. ROBERT H. MOLLOHAN
OF WEST VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Speaker, just a
few weeks ago, I was surprised to see that
two highly respected civic and business
leaders in my home district maligned in
a newspaper article which was inserted
into the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
In the March 4, 1971, RECORD on page
5220, my distinguished colleague, the
gentleman from Arizona (Mr. STEIGER),
inserted an article entitled "Banker's
Ordeal-Run Over by Government, He
Fights On," printed in the Los Angeles
Times.
The two men, Messrs. Robert and
Donald Levenson, have been highly respected members of the Wheeling business and civic community for years, and

In business affairs, men find themselves
at differences, and those differences are
sometimes resolved in the courts of law.
That is the situation here. There are
suits in process, and I have no intention
to step beyond the bounds of propriety
to comment on the case. I am confident
tha t the courts will come to a proper
settlement.
In the meantime, however, it is only
simple fairness that the public be given
some balance in the information in this
matter. I have no intention of letting
two fine men be maligned without cause.
The following is a letter from the counsel
of the Bank of Wheeling to Mr. Robert
Nelson, the executive vice president and
general manager of the Los Angeles
Times, which sets out the facts involved
in this situation:
PINSKY, MAHAN, BARNES,
WATSON, CUOMO & HINERMAN,
Wellsburg, W.Va., March 12, 19711•

Mr. ROBERT D. NELSON,

Executive Vice President and General Manager, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles,
Calif.

DEAR MR. NELSoN: Your Friday morning,
February 26, 1971 issue carried an article
captioned "Banker's Ordeal-Run over by
Government, He Fights On•' with the by-line
of Al Delugach, Times Staff Writer.
Among other things, you stated that Molever was run over by the government machine; that the F.D.I.C. came up with long
existing evidence and cleared Molever which
was kept secret until Molever forced it open
last summer in legal proceedings; that meanwhile to get the bank going again, the
F.D.I.C. chose a couple of the bank directors, wealthy brothers of Wheeling; that one
Noel 1n a letter of resignation assumed all
blame and responsibility for the automobile loans and that Noel had deceived Molever about the automobile loans.
The above are some of the highlights of
this article which has among its purposes
to recoup and recover the image of Mr.
Molever as a thoroughly honest banker whose
reputation in some fashion was destroyed
by a government agency. This article, misleading, inaccurate, false and distorted in
many respects, disclosing biased and slanted
interpretations and completely devoid of the
objective truth, was circulated not only by
your publication of it on February 26, 1971,
but through your agency of the L. A. Times
service and the Washington Post--L. A.
Times, as witness the caption in the Arizona
Republic of Phoenix, Arizona of March 1,
1971 "Ex-Banker, FDIC Casualty, Gains in
Fight To Clear Himself by Al Delugach, Los
Angeles Times Service". In this vein, it attained circulation through your news service
or that of the Washington Post--L. A.
Times news service throughout the country.
On February 27, 1971, I talked to both Mr.
Stanley Bibbero of the City Editor's desk of
your paper and later to Mr. Michael Hubler,
through Mr. Bibbero, of the L. A. TimesPost. I advised both of these gentlemen of
the misleading, inaccurate and distorted
aspects of your story. Mr. Delugach, its
professed author, called me on the afternocn
of March 1, 1971 at which time I told him
that I could not understand your newspaper
and servi ce publishing such an article without trying to vouch for the other side. At
that t ime, he stated he would be interested
in knowing the real facts from me. I told him
it was t oo late for that; that I am an attorney engaged by The Bank of Wheeling in the
Molever litigation and I would not try my

port for this promising initiative. It puts the

it is grossly unfair to them that they cases in the newspapers but the objective

United States once again in the forefront of
efforts to promote a more orderly and just
international community.

reporting that occurred in the Los An-

should be exposed to the one-sided news
geles Times.

facts were here in West Virginia in the various court files 1n these cases and they were
open to him; that if he had been interested
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in a candid search for the truth, !twas easily
available and not from two thousand miles
away. I further stated that with the libel
laws such as they are, I would think that
you would have been more faithful to your
reportorial responsibility.
It seems to me that the article reflects the
litany of Molever in defense of his administration of The Bank of Wheeling while he
was its president and chief executive officer
for some sixteen months. It was under his
tenure that the bank's total book capital of
some $493,000 was impaired to the amount
of some $480,000. This impairment was
chiefly caused by a large concentl"ation of
loans on used car conditional sales contracts
for approximately one million dollars.
The mission Of your article, ilt seems, has
for its purpose to extol and re-establish Mr.
Molever who was charged with the responsib111ty of the operation Of the bank and who,
since his resignation, has vowed to destroy
the institution that he headed.
Had you been concerned with an objective
and candid search of the facts, you would
have readily found evidence in the court
proceedings pending in the West Virginia
courts, both state and federal, indicating that
your informant, Molever, had:
( 1) Obtained the charter of the bank
under extremely questionable circumstances
in which a check of $25,000 featured, drawn
on a business of which Mr. Molever was the
owner and which charter was obtained in an
administration of the State of West Virginia, some of whose principal officers are
now sentenced or under indictment for
wrong-doing;
(2) While president and chief executive
officer of the bank, issued false reports of
the bank's condition;
(3) While president and chief executive
officer, diverted one-half of the proceeds of
a loan of $45,000 to a third party to his own
use and benefit;
(4) While president and chief executive
officer of the bank, secured an over-subscription of the bank's original stock keeping several thousand dollars of the proceeds of
such over-subscription in his own personal
aocount and manipulated the issuance of the
stock certificates to conform to his wrongdoings;
( 5) While president and chief executive
officer of the bank, used funds of the bank
on deposit in a Pittsburgh correspondent
bank for his own personal use; and,
(6) While president and chief executive
officer, he threatened his cashier and vice
president, Jay 0. Noel, with exposure of
extra-marital activities and affairs, to secure
an exoneration of himself for the plight of
the bank and total incrimination of Mr. Noel.
It is suggested that you should have investigated the matters contained in a law
suit filed in the Court of Common Pleas of
Belmont County, Ohio against I. M. Molever,
defendant, in Case No. 24148, wherein a judgment of $9,000 was rendered against him
arising on a promissory note of June 14, 1966
in that amount and the circumstances surrounding the same. The judgment remains
unsatisfied. In June 1966, Mr. Molever was
still the president and chief executive officer
of The Bank of Wheeling.
Your article commends the happy homelife of the marriage of your informant. No
mention is made of a divorce proceedings
filed in the Arizona. Superior Court, Maricopa County, Arizona, Action No. D-118374,
on the 24th of June, 1970, by his wife.
As a result of an investigation made by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, a
finding of unsafe and unsound practices and
order of correction was issued by it on the
25th of August, 1966, which among other
things, contained the following:
" ( 1) That I. M. Molever be removed from
any and all connection with the active management of the bank as director, officer or
employee, and that there be taken all action
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neces.sary to assure the permanent and absolute elimination of the said I. M. Molever
from directly or indirectly participating in
or influencing the policies, direction, management, operation or practices of the bank;".
Sometime in December 1966, the court files
will show, he attempted to secure the bank
minutes of the bank to be lllegally taken
from the bank's premises to a business conducted by him in Wheeling.
You premised your article and the central
theme is on a floor plan arrangement of the
Reichart Furniture Company of which the
Messrs. Levenson are officers and who are also
directors of the bank, with The Bank of
Wheeling which you have expanded and distorted. Had you employed genuine concern
about this, the court files would have disclosed that this floor plan arrangement has
been indulged in by reputable banks for
their customers; that The Bank of Wheeling
at no time lost anything whatever on this
account; that the floor plan arrangement of
which you have made so much about, did
not contribute one job or tittle to the impairment of the bank's capital of $480,000.
That the floor plan matter was thoroughly
investigated by the F.B.I. at the instance of
the F.D.I.C. without adverse findings; that
Mr. Molever who professed ignorance of the
arrangement the court files will show was
thoroughly aware of it from its inception and
when the bank's condition surfaced in April
1966, he attempted to use it as an instrumentality against the Levensons to extract him
from the consequences of his administration
as the bank's president and chief executive
officer.
Yet you give slight heed in your article to
the chief and central cause of the bank's
plight under Molever's tenure, the loans on
used cars, all of which arose during his official head of the bank.
An honest pursuit of the facts on your
part of the court files in West Virginia would
have revealed that although your informant,
Molever, maintained his ignorance of these
loans, which were some four hundred, yet
he himself participated in many of them.
The procedures in effecting these loans and
the supporting papers in connection with
them, a check on your part would have
disclosed, demonstrates an incredible lack
even of the most rudiment knowledge of
simple lending safeguards for the bank which
he headed, and he, at the time, and had
been for several years, a certified public
accountant.
You have ignored the fact that when the
crisis of the bank reached its climax in
August 1966, Mr. Molever contributed absolutely nothing to re-establish it, while the
court records will show that the main contribution for the re-establishment of the
bank from the effects of Molever's tenure as
chief executive officer and president came
from the Messrs. Levenson, whom your article attacks, despite Mr. Molever's unqualified
right to participate in such contribution.
All of this could have been ascertained by
you or your staff in the West Virginia
court proceedings, yet you chose to accept
slanted, distorted, inaccurate and false statements from an informant some two thousand miles away from the scene. You have
done irreparable harm to The Bank of
Wheeling, its stockholders and depositors, for
the be.nk, since the exodus of Molever has
been doing an outstanding service in the
community despite his campaign of litigation to destroy it. You have lent yourself
to a violation of a West Virginia statute
about false statements concerning banking
institutions. It is incredible that what is
considered a responsible news media should
indulge in this sort of report ing.
Your article has exalted the one whose
misfeasance and nonfeasance brought the
bank to its condition reflected in the examination in Apr111966 and has deprecated those
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who salvaged it from the consequences of
such mismanagement.
The exercise of responsible journalism
should have prompted a circumspect and
candid search of the facts, especially in the
sensitive area of banking where such statutory prohibition exists.
You may treat this letter as part of the
record of the story you published on February 26, 1971, and disseminated through your
services throughout the United States.
Very truly yours,
ABRAHAM PINSKY,

Counsel for the Bank of Wheeling.

FEDERAL FUNDS FOR SKI TRIPS

HON. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
the Nashville Banner of March 26 included an excellent editorial on the subject of Federal funds for ski trips.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial, entitled "Frivolous Welfare Waste
an Abuse of Trust," be printed in the
Extension of Remarks. The editor of the
Nashville Banner is Alvand C. Dunkelberger.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
FRIVOLOUS WELFARE WASTE AN ABUSE OF
TRUST

Virginia Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr., does not
speak for himself alone in condemning the
incident reported in these words: "It has
come to my attention that a number of welfare recipients in New York City have been
sent on ski trips to Massachusetts, Vermont
and Upstate New York."
The Virginia lawmaker puts the onus
where it belongs-not on an outing of that
kind, nor on anyone's right to enjoy such;
but on the reported financing of it with
funds provided by the Bronx Model Cities
program . . . funds assessed from hardworking U.S. taxpayers.
It was precisely that kind of frivolous mistreatment of supervisory responsibility that
resulted in the other case, recently disclosed
of a welfare family lodged in the WaldorfAstoria Hotel at public expense.
These might be termed exaggerated instances of abuse; but the very fact that they
could happen illustrates the laxity that has
compounded this program into what President Nixon rightly has called "a monstrous
consuming outrage." The very fact that they
can happen-and inside the state of which
he is the Chief Executiv&-undoubtedly explains the concern of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
for a real reform movement, to take the
frivolity out of the welfare program.
The sentiment for that--yes, the demand
for it--is shared coast to coast, for it was on
the West Coast that Gov. Ronald Reagan
initiated the action for a real overhaul of the
program. The proposal ls not to provide free
ski outings for the relief clientele, but to proVide work-the acceptance of which would
be mandatory for the able-bodied among
them.
Senator Byrd accents, as he should, the
fact that conscience recognizes the obligation of the government toward those who are
physically or mentally incapable of earning a living; but he also stresses that "Officials in charge of all social welfare programs
should keep constantly in mind that their
mission is to help those who truly need help."
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"I think;' he said in a speech Thursday
on the Senate floor, "that the American people are getting fed up with this kind of abuse
of trust by public officials--for it is an abuse
of trust when officials permit the waste of tax
dollars.'•
The case reported speaks for itself as an
allegation of outrageous abuse--and the necessity for the reform which concerned taxpayers and officials on both sides of the
party aisle are demanding.

MANPOWER SPECIAL REVENC"E
SHARING ACT OF 1971

HON. WILLIAM J. GREEN
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. GREEN of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, for the benefit of my colleagues, I am submitting for the RECORD
the third research report of the Conference of Mayors, League of Cities, series
on the Nixon administration's approach
to the urban areas. This report documents what are called serious flaws in
the administration's approach to manpower problems.
The report follows:
MANPOWER SPECIAL REVENUE SHARING
ACT OF 1971
BACKGROUND

The closing days of the 91st Congress witnessed considerable debate over reform of
the nation's manpower programs. The President's veto of the Employment and Manpower Act of 1970 (EMA), the product of a
House-Senate Conference, only temporarily
halted the debate. Several measures were
quickly introduced during the opening days
of the 92nd Congress (H.R.17-Perkins; H.R.
29-0'Hara; H.R. 3613-Daniels; S. 31-Nelson). On March 16, the Administration's
own proposal-The Manpower Revenue Sharing Act of 1971-was introduced in the Congress.
In explaining his veto, the President indicated that the EMA did "not achieve the
reforl"' necessary to establish a manpower
program that will serve the nation or the individual job seeker.'' He cited the Administration's own manpower reform proposal,
sent to Congress in August of 1969, as "one
of the three key parts in a program of fundamental reform." (The other two were
revenue sharing and reform of the welfare
system.)
From a city perspective the Administration's 1970 manpower bill contained some
serious flaws. For example, while it offered
to decentralize control over manpower program planmng and administration, it funneled funds through a state planning mechanism. Also, while it gave ultimate responsibility to a local government, it held it accountable for planning on an SMSA-wide
basis, well beyond its jurisdiction. Finally,
the Administration proposal contained no
provision for a public service employment
program.
In the interim, between the introduction of
the Administration's bill and the veto of the
EMA, a gradual change became evident in the
Administration's position on manpower reform. It supported the House-passed Comprehensive Manpower Act (CMA), the Presi-

dent considering it to have included "many
of the structural reform features [heJ felt
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to be essential.'' For example, the CMA consolidated legislative authority for manpower
programs by replacing the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 and substantially amending Title I-A of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. It decategorized many of the existing manpower programs and provided authority for comprehensive manpower programs under the prime
sponsorship of local general government. It
gave local government preference over state
government when both applied for prime
sponsorship over the same geographic area. It
gave local general governments with a population of 100,000 or more eligibility for prime
sponsorship. Finally, it provided for a considerable public service employment program
effective at the beginning of FY '72.
Hence, a basic question to be considered in
analyzing the Administration's latest proposal
is the extent to which it maintains the positions supported in the CMA of manpower reform, direct funding to cities for prime sponsorship of comprehensive manpower programs
and a clear recognition of the need to include
a public service employment option in comprehensive manpower reform.
THE

ADMINISTRATION'S

1971

BILL

The Administration bill (H.R. 6181, S.
1243) intends to reorganize the delivery
systems of manpower training, related and
supportive services. By repealing the MDTA
of 1962 as amended and Title I A, B, & E
of EOA of 1964, it decentralizes and decategorizes manpower planning and services to
local eligible jurisdictions. While the President in his accompanying manpower message
to Congress and in his FY 1972 budget calls
for $2 billion, no dollar amount is cited in
the bill. With 85 % of whatever monies available going to eligible sponsors and 15 % for
activities carried out by the Secretary of
Labor, the bill provides broad discretion as
to the various uses of the shared revenues
provided that they adhere to the Administration's general philosophy that manpower
programs are a transitional process for unemployed and underemployed in security selfsustaining public and private employment.
Although there is no ceiling on wages, benefits may be paid to each participant for only
104 weeks.
ELIGmiLITY

Eligible prime sponsors include:
1. States, for those areas of the state not
within the jurisdiction of local sponsors;
2. Units of local government with a population of 100,000 or more persons which are
cities or counties (population exclusive of
eligible cities) or other units of government
with powers similar to a city;
3. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
in which no single unit of government is
eligible and in which 75 % of the combined
populations form a consortium;
4. Combinations including at least one
eligible unit of local government forming a
consort! um.
A manpower consortium formed pursuant
to example 4 (above) and constituting a defined labor market area would receive a 10%
bonus of funds than normally entitled.
(Note: These funds come from the 85 % national allocation rather than the 15 % reserved for the Secretary.) Allocations will be
made on the basis of number of persons in
the labor force, or unemployed, and of low
income residents over 16 years of age as
determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Until such time as a local unit is eligible
or if a unit refuses funds under this bill the
moneys would be added to the state share for
discretionary use in manpower programs.
COORDINATION

While no one local unit is mandated as
the coordinating agent the bill requires:

A mutual exchange of state and local plans
two months prior to the fiscal year, and an
exchange of comments on the plans one
month prior to the fiscal year.
Recipients to coordinate to the fullest extent possible with similar services provided
by other public or private agencies under
other statutory authority to develop a comprehensive manpower program in a shared
jurisdiction.
ANALYSIS

OF LOCAL IMPACT

The bill does not categorize any function
or program and leaves it up to the local jurisdiction to articulate its own priorities. Given
the opportunity to develop expertise in those
areas previously monopoliZed by State Employment Services, the local prime sponsors
appear to have considerable autonomy. Indeed, in briefing sessions, responsible spokesmen for the Administration have asserted
forthrightly that the local plan will prevail
with or without concurrence by state or federal authorities. However, given the requirements to coordinate (mentioned above) and
particularly the stipulation that state agencies shall comment and make recommendations about duplication of services, capacity,
coordination, and integration with state provided employment and manpower services,
the question of an indirect state veto over
local activities becomes a possibility at least
until the Administration makes clear its intention to permit local plans to prevail. If
this becomes firm, the desirability of this
aspect of the bill for local government is evident and constitutes a radical and satisfying
change from past practice.
While the $2 billion figure has been articulated, a reliable determinatio:::t of the applicable resources available will not be clear
until a dollar amount is appropriated for the
bill. Then too, this is a calendar year bill
effective January 1, 1972 with potential fiscal
year linkages problems.
Revenues shared under the bill can be used
for a transitional public service employment
program. The monies for this transitional
program would come from a city's existing allocation for ongoing programs, not from a
new influx of funds as provided in the pending emergency PSE legislation (the Nelson,
Perkins, O'Hara and Daniels bills discussed
above). With benefits for any one public
service employee limited to two years, the
Manpower Revenue Sharing Act of 1971 can
provide continuity for an ongoing PSE program. Funding is available for PSE slots, but
an individual public service employee must
be moved out of the public service position
(by securing a regular government or private
industry position or being terminated) after
two years if the city wishes to retain federal
funding for the position.
Since the Secretary determines eligibility
based on evidence that a local jurisdiction is
to carry out the activities provided by this
Act under state or local law, conflicts may
arise from conflicting state-local jurisdictional legislation. Those funds normally going to those declared ineligible or those units
refusing to participate will be allotted to the
state for discretionary use anywhere in the
state. The state share, when not utilized, will
revert to t he Secretary for discretionary use
anywhere in the Nation.
THE FEDERAL ROLE

The list of special activities which the Secretary of Labor is to conduct reflects the
Administration's intent to reduce the federal
role in establishing specific national manpower policies and to put the federal government in. a supportive role vis-a-vis state
and local manpower policies and programs.
With the exception of the establishment

and operation of a national computerized
job bank, the bill does not instruct the Sec-
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retary to conduct any specific programs. He
can, however, "establish programs designed
to assure that manpower programs contribute fully to national policy objectives," including activities which the bill authorizes
states and localities to conduct. Since only
15% of the manpower funds (or $267 million
it $1.78 billion is appropriated for FY 72)
would be available to the Secretary, it is unlikely that any program would be very large.
If any of the activities are of a health, education or welfare character, the Secretary
must obtain prior concurrence from the Secretary of HEW.
Most of the activities for which the Secretary is responsible are supportive in nature.
They include: 1) providing training and
technical assistance; 2) conducting manpower research and demonstration and pilot
programs; 3) developing labor market information on a national, state, local or other
appropriate basis; and 4) securing data to
evaluate the relative and, where appropriate, comparative effectiveness of activities
funded by the Act.
The Secretary is also charged with certain
oversight responsib11ities. The most significant one from the standpoint of the cities
concerns activities under the WagnerPeyser Act (enabling act for the state employment services) . The Secretary must assure that services under the WagnerPeyser Act "are made available in a manner that contributes, to the fullest extent
possible, to the development of a comprehensive manpower program in each jurisdiction served by a recipient of funds under
this M:t." Although this provision is not as
comprehensive as last year's Comprehensive
Manpower Act, which explicitly required
state plans to assure that Wagner-Peyser
activities would be conducted so as to provide coordinated assistance to participants,
it does provide the Secretary with a mandate to require similar assurances from the
states. It would thus reduce the favored
position which State Employment Services
have enjoyed. The burden of coordination
would be more equally distributed between
states and localities.
EMERGENCY TRAINING

Concern over the unemployment rate has
popularized the concept of a "trigger" mechanism which provides an increase of federal
funds for manpower programs when the unemployment rate reaches a certain level.
Funds made available in this fashion address the problem of cyclical rather than
chronic unemployment which a1llicts the
disadvantaged. The Administration's original
manpower bill and the bill which President
Nixon vetoed last December contained such
trigger provisions. There are several bills
in Congress, notably Sen. Nelson's "Emergency Employment Act of 1971" (S. 31) and
Rep. Carl Perkins' "Employment Act of 1971"
(H.R. 17) which would provide emergency
assistance.
The President's Manpower Revenue Sharing blll also includes an automatic "trigger" to be invoked when the national unemployment rate reaches 4¥2% or more for
three consecutive months. It grants the
Secretary authority to obligate up to 10%
of the funds appropriated for the other activities authorized by the blll. The money
would be distributed to areas of high unemployment, but there is no requirement
that it be divided according to the severity
of local unemployment.
worth noting is the effective date for
the trigger funds provisions: July 1, 1972.
This contrasts markedly with the b1lls of
Senator Nelson and Representative Perkins
both of which would be effective immediately
upon enactment.
Because the President's trigger provision
would not be effective until FY '73, it is im-

possible to compute how muoh money would
be available. However, it is instructive to
compare the amount that would be available, if the trigger were effective January 1,
1972, with the amounts Senator Nelson's and
Representative Perkins' bills would authorize. Using the FY '72 Budget as a source,
this amount can be broken down as follows:
Titles I and II budget authority------------------ $1,565,000,000
New special revenue sharing
217,000,000
request -----------------

provided by the Act. Localities would have
to proVide the administrative capab111ty.

Total authority pro~ed -----------~gger -------------------

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, as a
cosponsor of the equal rights for women amendment to the Constitution, I
am pleased to call the Senate's attention to a sign of the changing times in
South Carolina. Mrs. Shirley C. Maybin,
of Columbia, is an auditor for the South
Carolina Mental Health Commission.
Mrs. Maybin received a B.S. degree in
business administratio~ from Newberry
College and has been working in our
State government for the past 11 years.
She is presently involved in the preparation of the State budget for the mental health commission.
Mrs. Maybin is the only woman auditor working for the mental health commission, but she represents the women
in our State who are able to obtain
careers of distinction. Although she is
just one of few women auditors in the
State, women in South Carolina are productive citizens in all walks of life.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the article entitled "Financial
Records Her Respor:_ibility," which appeared in the March 26 edition of the
State newspaper, be printed in the Extensions of Remarks.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

1,782,000,000
.10

Available under trigger
provision -------178, 200, 000
This amount is substantially less than the
minimum amount--$500,000,ooo--available
for the first full year under Senator Nelson's
b111 and the $1,000,000,000 available under
Representative Perkins' bill.
Another significant difference between the
bills in Congress and the President's bill appears 1n the intended uses of the trigger
funds.
Both Senator Nelson's and Representative
Perkins' bills earmark the trigger funds for
public service employment. Thus they establish a national commitment to the concept
of public service employment. They also deal
with two problems at once: the high unemployment rate and the need for public service jobs a.t the local level. These two issues
were treated separately in the Employment
and Manpower Act vetoed by President Nixon
last December. That bill contained a separate public service employment program
with its own authorization 1n addition to a
trigger provision which did not specify activities which trigger funds should support.
Like the Employment and Manpower Act
and in line with the Administration's commitment to devolve policy decision-making
upon states and local governments, President
Nixon's manpower bill does not earmark the
trigger funds for a particular activity i.e.
public service employment. However, in his
manpower message the President linked the
concept of public service employment with
his discussion of the trigger provision. "State
and local government," he said, "might
choose to use these funds to create temporary public service jobs to offset the rise
in unemployment" in addition to using the
regular shared revenues for that purpose.
There seems little doubt that the President
considers the trigger provision in his bill an
alternative to the bills introduced by Sen.
Nelson and Rep. Perkins.
TRANSITIONAL ACTIVITIES

At the time that the President's manpower
bill would go into effect-January 1, 1972the Manpower Development and Training
Act and Title I of the Economic Opportunity
Act would be repealed. Total revenues shared
for the balance of FY '72 would be calculated
on the basis of appropriations for the whole
:fiscal year under the manpower special revenue sharing act and statutes repealed by
the Act. Obligations made within a local
jurisdiction before December 31, 1971 would
be charged against its shared revenues.
As of January 1, 1972 a locality would be
able to assume responsibility for all MDTA/
EOA grants within its jurisdiction. It may
terminate or continue any grant it wishes.
If it does not assume responsibility for a
grant, the grant shall continue until it runs
out, but not beyond December 31, 1972.
No advance planning funds are included in
the bill to provide local governments with
the capacity to evaluate the programs for
which they would assume responsibility. Nor
are any funds for administrative purposes

MRS. SHffiLEY C. MAYBIN

HON. STROM THURMOND
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

WOMAN

AUDITOR: FINANCIAL
RESPONSmiLITY

RECORDS

HER

(By Karen Metcalfe)
Mrs. Shirley C. Maybin has learned how to
get along with men. She's had to, since she is
one of the few, if not the only, woman auditor in the state.
Mrs. Maybin, who is an auditor for the
S.C. Mental Health Commission, noted that
she has not found any hidden difficulties because of her sex and the position she has.
"All the other auditors I know are men,
it's true," she said sheepishly, "but I've never
thought Lt was unusual that I was a woman
auditor."
Mrs. Maybin, who works out of her office
in Columbia but travels around to the
state's 14 mental health centers and clinics
to check their records, has been employed by
the state government service for approximately 11 years, although she has only been
in her present post with the state mental
health commission for the past ten months.
A graduate of Newberry College wLth a
B.S. degree in Business Administration, the
brunette auditor noted that she was one of
few women enrolled in the upper level business courses at the College.
But she said that she experienced no difficulty because of the absence of female classmates, and added that she "never thought it
very unusual."
"There were quite a few girls ln the first
year courses," Mrs. Maybin said, but added
that the girls were required to take the
courses to get proper credit in their curriculum, especially two-year secretarial
course.
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"I started out in that two-year course, but
got int erested in the accounting procedures
and decided to go ahead and get my four
year degree," she added.
Mrs. Maybin accomplished her goal, which
few other females have chosen as theirs.
"I've never met another woman auditor,"
Mrs. Maybin admits, "but I'm sure there are
some."
"I thoroughly enjoy my work with the
mental health people and I've recently become involved in working up the 1970-71
budget for the Mental Health Department,"
she said.
Mrs. Maybin said that she has received
some off the cuff comments about her being
an auditor.
"Sometimes people are surprised when
they meet me, but they usually just joke
about me being the best looking auditor
they've ever had, or something like that," she
said.
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ATLANTIC UNION RESOLUTION ScALES HIGH
NEw PEAK IN HousE As 112 RENEW ITSPoNsoRs EXPECT EARLY HEARINGS
The Atlantic Union Resolution reintroduced in the House on Feb. 17 had 71 cosponsors-the most ever on the first day. Only
a month later they had increased by more
than 50 per cent to a much greater recordbreaking total-112.
The records broken were set in the previous Congress. There the same resolution
was introduced on June 5-much later in the
session-by 70 cosponsors. They rose to 91
before it ended.
The first Atlantic Union Resolution, which
Senator Estes Kefauver le<l in introducing in
Congress July 26, 1949, llad 20 sponsors in
the Senate and five in the House. The only
one of the five still in the House is Hale
Boggs (D., La.), who is now the Majority
Leader. By the end of that Congress the five
had risen to 67 "supporters;" these included
62 more who had announced that they would
vote for it. One of them is now the Speaker
of the House, Carl Albert.
The same text was re-introduced Ja.n.. 15,
1951, this time with nine cosponsors in the

now Senate Majority Leader, a.n.d Christian
Herter, later Secretary of State. Before that
Congress ended, 102 other Congressmen had
announced their support of the bill; Rep.
Albert was again among them.
These figures.-and the footnote which explains the difference between "cosponsorship" and "support"-indicate how impressive the present number of cosponsors is. The
proposal's phenomenal gain in strength this
year is even more impressive when one digs
deeper. For one thing, 15 of the previous
list are no longer in the House: some have
gone to other positions, a few retired, and
the rest lost in the election (though none
was attacked for supporting this bill). Since
the present text was introduced in 1965, 35
more have left the House-a total of 50 who
have had to be replaced since 1965 by new
supporters, plus still more to reach the present record total.
Only a fifth of the new cosponsors are
freshmen. The others include nine who have
been elected to six or more terms. The seniors
among them are Edward Garmatz (D., Md.),
who is in his 13th term; Mrs. Edith Green
(D., Ore.) and Charles Vanik (D., Ohio), both
in their 9th term; Mrs. Florence Dwyer (R.,
N.J.) 8th term; and Cornelius Gallagher (D.,
N.J.) and Alexander Pirnie (R., N.Y.), 7th
term. Including previous cosponsors, there
are now 56 who have been elected from siX
to 14 times.
Power goes with seniority in Congressand so the resolution is now stronger not
only in the number of cosponsors but in
the positions, experience and infiuence they
have. They include the chairmen o! six House
Committees. All, of course, are Democrats,
since their party controls Congress. Here they
are:
Chet Holifield (Oa.lifornia), and Melvin
Price (Illinois) , Congressmen since 1943 and
1945, have both backed the Atlantic Union
resolution since 1949-hence the three diamonds after their names in our cover's
Golden Book. Rep. Holifield heads the Committee on Government Operations, to which
President Nixon's plan for basic re-structuring of the cabinet has been referred. On
becoming its chairman this year he resigned
as House Chairman of the Joint Atomic
Energy Committee; Rep. Price has succeeded
him in this post. He also heads the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
and is No.2 Democrat on the Armed Services
Committee.
Rep. Ga.rmatz heads the Committee on
Merchant Marine and FiSheries.
John Blatnik (Minnesota), who has
backed the resolution since 195&-hence the
diamond after his name in the Golden
Book--chairs Public Works.
Thaddeus Dulski (New York) heads the
Post Office Committee.
Claude Pepper (Florida) chairs the Select
Committee on Crime. Although not among
the "diamond" cosponsors he is, in a way,
the "daddy of them all." He urged Atlantic
Union as early as 1944, when a Senator,
speaking then at the Federal Union convention. He lost his Senate seat in 1950 on
other issues, and was later elected to the
House. He is also a member of its Rules
Committee.
For the minority, the most powerful committee post is that of "ranking" Republican-the one who would be chairman if his
party won the House in the 1972 election.
Four of the sponsors have this seat of power:
Mrs. Dwyer is Chairman Holifield's opposite
number, and Robert Corbett (Pennsylvania)
is Chairman Dulski's. Albert Quie (Minnesota) is top Republican in the Committee on
Education and Labor as are James Fulton
(Pennsylvania.) in the Science and Aero-

House. The chief sponsors again included

nautics Committee and Charles Teague (Cali-

OUTLINE OF GROWTH OF THE
ATLANTIC UNION RESOLUTION

HON. PAUL FINDLEY
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, at each
session of Congress since 1949, the Atlantic Union Resolution has been introduced. When it was first introduced in
1949, only five Members of the House of
Representatives initially cosponsored.
Since then, support has grown substantially to the point where today more
than one-fourth of the entire House
have sponsored it. In the following article, Clarence Streit outlines the growth
of support for the Atlantic Union Resolution. Then, with an ironical touch,
Mr. Streit speculates about the reasons
which have caused the Western world
to shy away from the federation approach to international problems and to
take the more difficult paths which have
too often led to war and economic collapse. I commend these two articles to
you for your reading:

Rep. Boggs; two others were Mike Mansfield,

fornia.) 1n Veterans' Affairs.
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A number of Democratic sponsors rank
next to their committee chairman. The most
important of these, from the standpoint of
the resolution, is Clement J. Zablocki (Wisconsin), who has this seat in the Foreign Affairs Committee, to which it has been referred. His active support of the bill goes
back to 1955.
Ten more of this committe's 38 members
are sponsors of the bill: Democrats Fascell,
Fraser (a chief sponsor) , Diggs, Gallagher
and Nlx; Republicans Findley and Morse
(chief sponsors), Broomfield, Fulton and
Halpern.
The Committee's chairman, Dr. Thomas E.
Morgan (Pennsylvania) has promised to hold
hearings early this year, according to a chief
sponsor. To expedite action, these Will probably be held by a subcommittee. The proposal
has had full committee hearings in previous
sessions, making most members familiar With
it, and subcommittee hearings would keep
it from being delayed by the Foreign Aid bill
too long for action-as happened in the previous Congress. The present delay results
from the fact that the committee hasn't yet
fully organized its 10 subcommittees. Their
chairmen were recently named, but their
members are not expected to be chosen before April. The sponsors hope for hearings
later that month-another record.
The sponsors form more than one-fourth
of the House-30 per cent of its Democrats
and 20 per cent of its Republicans.
They come from 28 states-from Alaska to
Florida, and Maine to California. New York
leads With 19 of its 41, California is second
with 15 out of 38, and Michigan, which last
year had only five of its 19, now ranks third
With 12. There follow Pennsylvania, with 9
of its 27: New Jersey, 8 of 15; Massachusetts,
7 of 12; and Minnesota, 6 of 8.
Re-introduction of the b111 in the Senate
is expected later.
WHY Do JOHN Q. , CONGRESS & NIXON KEEP
TRYING THE HARDEST WAYS FmsT?
The question posed above keeps pestering
me, day after day, month after month, year
after year. I still don't know the answer.
And so I ask you:
Why is it that so many of us-high, low
and in between-when facing a vital problem, start so often by brushing aside the
safer, saner, easier, solution and plunge for
one that is obviously riskier, costlier, harder?
Why do people reject the way that has successfully stood stiff tests, and try one that
often ended in disaster?
Why do they shy, like a horse at a fluttering paper, from the approach that costs
virtually nothing in gold and and grief,
and go for one that clearly will cost incalculably?
Why, why, why do they-especially those
elected to positions of high responsibility for,
and to, their fellow-citizens-take, when
faced with a major yet simple choice, take
the worst way first, and rarely try for the
best one until disasters drive them (0 paradox!) "out of their minds"?
Three Current Examples of this Folly. Do
you think these questions absurd-at least as
regards the great men?
Man calls even the lowliest of men, "homo
sapiens." For the most sapient of our species
to make such absurd choices on the most
vital matters, and do this repeatedly, must
seem to the sane too crazy to be true. Yet I
have seen this folly often in the greatest affairs of state in the past half century-ever
since I was old enough to get a news reporter's job. I sometimes wonder if it isn't a
Law of Nature, something it's hopeless to
alter. But I can't believe that, for-as even
the most man-polluted stream knows-the
Law of Nature is to follow the course of least
resistance.
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An event we report in the next 10 pages
will help me give three current examples of
homo sapiens' unsapient unnatural pencilant for taking the most resistant course.
1. The Ho (and Woe) Gee, Men! Trail to
Freedom & Peace. My first example is of
course in Southeast Asia. In 1954, 1962, 1965,
1969 and 1971 (and the years in between) the
U.S. people and their Congress and Presidents have had the choice between two ways
to give freedom and peace the moral and material power they need to endure.
One was the Old World way of seeking
this strength from use of arme<i force.
Whether trie<i by autocrats of Japan, Germany and Russia, or by democratic governments in Britain and France, it invariably
led in the end ruin.
The other choice was the bloodless yet
revolutionary New World way of gaining this
strength by peaceful, mutually agreed Federation of Free Peoples. In other terms, it
was between the way of the absolute sovereign, whether potentate or democratic nation, or the way that makes the citizen the
sovereign, both within and between democracies-the federal way that unites the
oitizens, by state and inter-state government, dividing power between them in
whichever way will best assure the citizen's
life and liberty.
Clearly a Federal Union of the democracies of the Atlantic community would
put immensely greater power behind freedom and peace than would anything that
the U.S. could by armed force in Southeast
Asia. A proposal for a convention to explore this fe<ieral way was offered President,
Congress and People before 1954, and ever
since.
General Eisenhower told me in 1951 such
a Union would let us cut our defense costs
"by half." Senator Lyndon B. Johnson
once told me that, although he couldn't join
its cosponsors, for certain Texas reasons, I
"could be sure" he "would be there when it"
came to voting. Senator Nixon cosponsored
the 1951 resolution; he strongly urged Congress to approve the 1966 one.
Yet the choice taken was for the Vietnam way to safeguard free<iom and peace-taken with the approval of many Senators
who now urge, "Turn back !"-but do not
yet with such passion urge turning to Atlantic Union.
Obviously, U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam
-whether at Nixon or at Hatfield-McGovern
tempo-involves risk of gravely weakening
the psychological strength freedom needs to
preserve itself and peace. Renewed bitter
division in the U.S., or debacle and bloodbasth in Southeast Asia could encourage
Moscow to advance in the Mideast, even to
nuclear showdown. Both the President and
his Senate opponents oould lessen greatly
the risks in their Vietnam policy, and win
wider public backing, by supplementing it
with a move to speed approval of the resolution to explore the hope of giving liberty
Federation of the Free's decisive power.
Instead of urging this constructive, riskless move, the President and his opposition
have thus far chosen to run the grim risks
inherent in the former's Cambodian-Laotian
incursions and in the latter's insistence on
an early withdrawal date, unsafeguarde<i
against debacle in the Far East and nuclear
confrontation in the Mideast. Yet the Atlantic Union bill, which Vietnam now leads
both sides to ignore, has long been backed
by both; they could easily unite on it.
2. Curbing Inflation . . . 3. Preventing a
Crash. I have no space for these examples
of the current folly-but happily Rep. Findley, in introducing the Atlantic Union resolution dealt fully with No. 2, and to some
extent with No. 3. I warmly recommend that
you read his speech (p. 4) --especially the
part on inflation (p. 6). It tells why the remedies chosen are worsening it, and how Federation of the Free turned dangerous inflation into enduring prosperity for the 13
States-and can do this for us and all NATO.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
Why Risk Wolsey's Lament? Cardinal Wolsey also began by choosing the riskiest road.
It left him in his old age naked to his enemies . . . remembered now mainly for his
dying lament: "Had I but served my God
with half the zeal I served my King . . . !"
As a friend, I hope that President Nixon
and Senators Church, Cooper, Fulbright,
Hatfield, McGovern and Mansfield-to name
no more-will never come to some paraphrase of the Wolsey lament. Whatever risk
they may see in shifting part of their weight
from their divergent Vietnam policies back
to their Atlantic Union approach, they can
run this risk, I think, with no fear of remorse later. can any satisfaction they gain
via Vietnam possibly be half as lasting as
they'll win by helping federate the free?
On our cover we give the names of the
great company of House Sponsors of the 1971
Atlantic Union Resolution . . . in a Golden
Book. In so doing, I venture to say that we
give on the spot the verdict of posterity.

PRESIDENT URGED TO RESTORE
MASS TRANSIT FUNDS

HON. EDWARD I. KOCH
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. KOCH. Mr. Speaker, last week 63
colleagues joined me in writing to the
President urging that he restore the $200
million cut from this year's urban mass
transportation program's budget. Subsequent to my remarks of March 25 announcing this, an additional six colleagues have joined in signing the letter.
Therefore, I ask permission that our
letter be reprinted at this time with the
full list of 70 signatories.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., March 25, 1971.

RICHARD NIXON,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: We are writing to
urge that you restore the $200 million cut
from the Urban Mass Transportation program's budget for this fiscal year.
The cutback in mass transit funds comes
at a most critical time when we should be
intensifying our efforts to revitalize mass
transit systems, not reducing them Last
year the Congress, with your support, passed
the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance
Act which, as you state<i last week in your
Transportation message, "helped to create a
significant momentum for the rejuvenation
of public transit systems." The most important aspect of this Act is the new authority
it gives the Department of Transportation to
enter into long term obligations that will be
met with C81Sh in later years. It is this level
of commitment (not the cash flow from the
Treasury this year) that is at stake in the
cutback. Our cities are in critical need of
these commitments so they can get underway with necessary transit development.
Many localities already have secured the local
commitment necessary to begin, but have
been unable to move forward because of the
lack of federal funds.
Now, in the program's very first year when
we should be expending every effort to get
those projects started, we find federal commitments being cut back by one-third. What
your cutback means is that $200 m1llion
worth of projects will once again be delayed
in the face of construction costs mounting
at a rate of 10% a year. It means the "momentum" catalyzed by the passage of the
Urban Mass Transportation Act will be
stalled.
Presently, the Urban Mass Transportation
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Administration has $2.7 billion worth of applications pending. Last year, UMTA Administrator Carlos Villarreal came before
the Appropriations Committees and stated
that as of April 1970 he had $1 billion
worth of applications pending and that in
FY 1971 he would be in a position to commit
$850 million. Applications have increased almost three-fold in the past year making it
even more essential that $600 million in
commitments be made so we dont' get any
further behind in meeting our transit needs.
One final thought, and this centers on the
concern we all share for the high unemployment and under-utilization of capital
investment in the aerospace industry. We
would suggest that the mass transit industry
is closely related to the aviation industrythat it is a field into which some of the
aviation industry's unused resources could
be directed. Furthermore, the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1970 instructe<i the
Secretary of Transportation to encourage
industries adversely affected by reduction
in federal government spending on space,
military, and other federal projects to compete for mass transit contracts. But of course,
the federal commitments first have to be
made to expand mass transit development.
Sincerely,
Edward I. Koch, Leonor K. Sullivan,
Henry S. Reuss, Thomas L. Ashley,
William S. Moorhead, Fernand St Germain, Henry B. Gonzalez, Richard T.
Hanna, Frank Annunzio.
Thomas M. Rees, Frank Brasco, Parren J.
Mitchell, Dan Rostenkowski, Thomas
O'Neill, James A. Burke, Charles Vanik,
Donald Fraser, Bradford Morse, Seymour Halpern, Don Edwards, Lionel
Van Deerlin, Hugh Carey, John Moss,
Peter Rodino, James Fulton, Frank
Thompson, John Brademas.
Alphonzo Bell, Charles Wilson, Benjamin
S. Rosenthal, Joseph Addabbo, James
Howard, James Scheuer, Robert Tiernan, Phillip Burton, Claude Pepper,
Earle Cabell, William J. Green, Ralph
H. Metcalfe, Andrew Jacobs, Joshua
Eilberg, John Dingell, Ray Madden,
Robert Nix, Bertram Podell, Patsy
Mink, Jonathan Bingham, Lester Wolff,
William Hathaway, William F. Ryan,
Louis Stokes, James Symington, Abner
Mikva, Mario Biaggi.
William Clay, Shirley Chisholm, Robert
A. Roe, Michael Harrington, John
Dow, Bella Abzug, Louise Day Hicks,
Herman Badillo, Ella Grasso, Ronald
V. Dellums, Charles Rangel, Nick
Begich, Stewart McKinney, Robert
Drinan, Paul S. Sarbanes, William
Cotter.

PRISONERS OF WAR

HON. J. CALEB BOGGS
OF DELAWARE
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. President, we all are
concerned about the treatment of our
men who are being held prisoners of war
in Southeast Asia.
The American people and their rep-

resentatives in government are rightly
disturbed about this situation and anxious that it be corrected.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a proclamation recently signed
by the Honorable Russell W. Peterson,
Governor of the State of Delaware, be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
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STATEMENT BY GOVERNOR RUSSELL W. PETERSON, IN OBSERVANCE OF PRISONERS OF WAB
DAY

GREEK INDEPENDENCE DAY

International concern can exert a. powerful
infiuence over the conduct of nations. Such
an example is the mob111za.tion of public
opinion over the plight of Soviet Jews, which
was effective in saving the lives of countless
Jewish citizens of the Soviet Union.
A non-partisan, national program is being
organized to express concern over American
Prisoners of War, whose fate has remained
ambiguous in spite of the provisions of the
Geneva. Convention.
Accordingly, as Governor of the State of
Delaware, I designate April 28, 1971, as
Prisoners of War Day in Delaware, and urge
residents of the First State to join in expressing concern for the fate of their fellow
Americans.

HON. PARREN J. MITCHELL

RUSSELL

W. PETERSON,

Governor.

SCHENLEY IDGH SCHOOL, WINNER
OF STATE BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP, LAUDED BY REPRESENTATIVE MOORHEAD

HON. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Speaker, it is
with great pleasure and pride that I take
this opportunity to acclaim the outstanding team victory of the Schenley High
School Spartans in the Pennsylvania
State High School Basketball Championship, last weekend in Pittsburgh.
Under the superb tutelage of Spencer
VVatkins, the Schenley team defeated a
fine Norristown, Pa., squad.
Schenley High School is in my district
and I have watched with interest the
building of the basketball dynasty that
has taken place there during the past
years. Schenley has won the State championship 2 of the last 4 years and came
very close in the years that they did not
sweep the title.
Young men like Maurice Lucas, Ricky
Coleman, Jeffrey Matthews and a host of
other fine athletes are the reasons that
Schenley's principal, Mr. Arthur Outen,
head coach, Mr. VVatkins, the student
body, and the entire city of Pittsburgh
can be so proud.
I look forward in the coming days to
presenting to the Schenley team a 25pound turkey which I won on a wager
with the gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. CouGHLIN) in whose district Norristown is located.
This is one case when I do not mind
getting the bird.
I want to urge my colleagues to watch
their local sports pages, especially if
there is a college in their area where
good basketball is played.
I am sure in the coming years you will
be hearing from those Schenley High
School boys, most likely when the colleges and universities, which they choose
to attend, begin making annual trips to
the NCAA and NIT Basketball Championships.
Schenley High, I salute you as the high
school basketball champions of Pennsylvania.

OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, I am
glad to have an opportunity today to
participate in this special order to commemorate Greek Independence Day and
the 150th anniversary of the beginning
of the revolution which overthrew four
centuries of Ottoman rule.
I am deeply saddened, however, by the
knowledge that our good friends in
Greece cannot celebrate this day of freedom. I am dismayed and shamed by the
knowledge that our Government bolsters the oppressors of this great Nation
and its courageous people.
Seeking congressional aid for Greece
in 1947, President Truman declared that
the United States should support efforts
to preserve:
A way of life . . . based on the wlll or the
majority and ... distinguished by free institutions, representative government, free
elections, guarantees of individual liberty,
freedom of speech and religion, and freedom
from political oppression.
However, democracy in Greece and the
U.S. Government's commitment to preservation of this system of governance
have since turned into empty illusions,
perpetuated for reasons of self-interest.
A military junta of officers, trained by
American military missions, used American -supplied weapons to seize power in
April 1967. At the time of the takeover,
the United States saw itself as faced
with a dilemma. VVould it support this
dictatorship which denied the Greek people freedoms which are most sacred to us
and to them, or would it refuse support
and thereby, it was felt, possibly jeopardize the balance of power in Europe and
the Middle East? VVe clearly chose the
former path. In the words of then Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford:
The obligations imposed on us by the
NATO alliance are far more important than
the kind of government they have in Greece
or what we think of it.
VVe do not seriously debate whether or
not we favor, in principle, the regime in
Greece. It is clearly anathema to our
ideals. The question, rather, is whether
or not our national interest and thesecurity of Europe and the Middle East
necessitate our support.
Clearly our commitment to the NATO
alliance and to the solution of the Middle East crisis are essential and desirable. But is this commitment necessarily
predicated on support of the Greek military junta? Is the junta a reliable ally?
There seems to be disagreement on these
questions.
First, with regard to NATO, our European allies seem to differ with our conclusions regarding support of the Greek
Government. The United States is currently the only NATO Government
granting the junta military aid, although
the alliance does not restrict commercial
sales to Greece. Second, is our commitment to Israel, and to peace in the Mid-
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die East a justification for our policy toward Greece? Reports in the recently
issued Senate Foreign Relations Committee Staff Report on Greece raised
questions in this regard:
Some question whether Greece's willingness to allow its territory to be used in connection with possible direct U.S. involvement
in the Middle East can be taken for granted.
They note that while proViding a safe haven
for American ciVilians does not jeopardize
Greek interests in the Arab world, any proposal to use bases in Greece as a staging area
for direct intervention could involve risks
which no Greek government might consider
worth taking. They refer, for example, to the
presence of some 25,000 to 50,000 Greek nationals in Arab countries and to Greece's interest in those countries as an outlet for
exports. As an illustration of Greek sensitivity to such considerations, it was pointed out
to us that although Greek-Israeli relations
are friendly, and there is a Greek representative with the personal rank of Ambassador
in Israel, out of deference to Arab countries
Greece does not maintain an Embassy in
Israel.
It appears clear that the Greek Government's interests in the Middle East
lie with the Arab Nations. Our reliance
on the junta to provide a basis of support
seems highly speculative and deserves
serious consideration.
Although we clearly support the junta
for military reasons, whatever the validity might be, we are unable to be
totally honest with ourselves. VVe continue to make feeble attempts to encourage a liberalization of the Greek regime
in order to ease our national conscience.
Our efforts, however, have been pro
forma, and predictably the results have
been nil.
At the time of the takeover, the United
States reacted by imposing a selective
embargo on the delivery of heavy military equipment. Nevertheless, during the
subsequent 3-year period military shipments averaged $106.9 million per year
as opposed to $95.2 million in the 3
preceding years. Increased delivery of
excess Defense articles and foreign military sales is cited as the explanation of
this seeming anomaly.
Last fall we again attempted to bargain with the junta. VVe agreed to lift
the military embargo in self-deluded anticipation of a softening of military rule.
Nothing has changed. The Greek junta
continues the same repressive policy of
martial law and political arrests. There
is scant indication of the implementation of the promised new Constitution
or the institution of elections in the near
future. In fact, Prime Minister PapadoPulos indicated last year in his state of the
Nation address that martial law would
be retained and that full implementation of the Constitution would only take
place:
When I, bearer of the Greek people's mandate and of historic responsibilities, think
the situation is secure both for the Nation
and for the new society that will follow.
Such rhetoric, and the accompanying
American acquiesence and support for
such deeds, bear remarkable similarities
to our predicament in Southeast Asia,
and to our past involvements in Asia and
in other parts of the world. In the name
of furthering the cause of democracy and
the cherished principles that are a part
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of our heritage, we reinforce and promot~
the growth of a system of repression and
military dictatorship.
Our long-term objectives should be a
reassessment of our overall foreign policy goals. In the immediate sense, however, we must not allow our hypocritical
policy toward Greece to continue. We
must demonstrate our firm opposition
to the course of events by terminating
militarY aid to the junta until a representative form of Government is established. UntU then, recognition should
be de facto instead of de jure. We can
change our priorities so that humanitarian and democratic ideals do take
precedence over transient military goals
of questionable viability. However, this
change can come about only if we exhibit our commitment to our ideals in
fact, not merely in words. We must act
in a way which proves our friendship to
the Greek people and our honor for their
country, the birthplace of democracy.

OLD GRUMPY FROM GRUNDY TRffiUTE TO HAROLD 0. FISHER

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, an outstanding example of a dedicated public
servant in our Nation's State legislatures
is Iowa State Representative Harold 0.
Fischer. "Grumpy," as he is best known
to those of us who have served with him,
has conscientiously worked for the last
12 years to support fiscally sound and
commonsense programs for Iowa. A recent editorial from the Cedar Valley
(Iowa) Daily Times on "Grumpy" is inserted in the RECORD at this point:
OLD GRUMPY FROM GRUNDY

Modern politicians for the most part lack
the color that was sometimes found in political leaders of earlier days. Fellows like
"Alfalfa Bill" Murray of Oklahoma, old Bob
LaFollette of Wisconsin, Al Smith of New
York, and even Smith Brookhart of Iowa, are
seldom around anymore. Voters today seem
to prefer the "Madison Avenue" type of
glamorous candidate, young, good-looking,
and able to come across well on television.
we don't want to compare State Representative Harold Fischer of Wellsburg with some
of the men referred to above because such a
comparison would not necessarily be a compliment.
We do feel, however, that old "Grumpy
from Grundy" as he is affectionately known,
is far and away the most colorful man in
the present Iowa legislature. More than that,
he is a political power to be reckoned with
far beyond the confines of Grundy County,
where he has a very loyal following.
So when it becomes an open secret that
"Old Grumpy" no longer has a warm spot in
his heart for· Governor Robert Ray, it suggests trouble for the Republican party in
Iowa. The dislike for some of Governor Ray's
liberal policies on the part of Republican
conservatives like Harold Fischer, is coming
to the surfa-ce. Most of the conservatives
seem attracted to the Iowa Lieutenant Governor, Roger Jepsen, and it appears almost
certain that a determined move will be made
to nominate Jepsen for Governor next year.
If the Vietnam war, or at least America's
participation in it, hasn't ended by thl<: t.i""A

next year, the Republican party will be in
deep t rouble nationally. The present situat ion in Iowa being what it is, it will take all
t he unity the Republicans can glue together
to save the governorship in 1972.
A focal point of conflict between Iowa conservatives like State Representative Harold
Fischer and Governor Ray is the refusal of
the Governor to support a wiretap bill. Conservatives want such a bill enough that Governor Robert Ray may very well pay the supreme price and fail to survive politically if
he maintains his present stance on this
measure.
We want to say in conclusion that regardless of how you may feel about legalizing
wire-tapping, we believe the state of Iowa is
fortunate to have a man of the character,
reputation for honesty, and devotion to his
job displayed all these years by old "Grumpy
from Grundy."
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Mr. Speaker,
is not my intention to
be unnecessarily harsh about Retail
Credit Co., for its officials are unfailingly
courteous and they did make a change
in their basic contract. During our hearing we focused on the phrase that forbade an insurance company or a potential employer from disclosing Retail
Credit's identity as the source which
generated unfavorable data. Shortly
after our hearing, they eliminated that
phrase from the contract, although subsequent testimony before Sena tor PRoxMIRE disclosed a letter sent to all their
customers which has been interpreted as
saying that things should stay as they
were before the phrase was deleted.
All throughout our investigation, we
heard from users of Retail Credit Co.
reports that they were not the final answer on many individual refusals. Many
FRADULENT RETAIL CREDIT RE- people told us that they regarded them
PORT CREATING INTERNATIONAL as something of a necessary evil, a check
which must be made in order to possibly
INCIDENT
develop information which might be used
to deny a man deserved employment or
adequate insurance coverage. This is not
HON. CORNELIUS E. GALLAGHER to
say that an erroneous report was not
OF NEW JERSEY
damaging for, particularly when the job
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
was not a high paying one or where the
Thursday, April 1, 1971
insurance coverage was not high, the
Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. Speaker, in report often was the last word on an inMay of 1968, the Privacy Subcommittee dividual's qualifications. But there was
of the House Committee on Government considerable doubt about the perpetual
Operations held a hearing on Retail accuracy of the reports.
This is why a story in the Miami
Credit Co., of Atlanta, Ga. This
hearing was a continuation of the search- Herald in March of this year was of
ing look we initiated into the activities such great interest to me. It appears
of private intelligence-gathering organi- that the Communists have absolute faith
zations. While the subject of invasion of in Retail Credit, while many capitalists
privacy by Federal agencies, relying express reservations.
Mr. Speaker, I insert two news stories
largely on computer technology, is now
the subject of great national interest from the Miami Herald at this point in
because of the splendid series of hearings the RECORD, as well as the press release I
recently held by Senator SAM ERVIN and issued:
which indisputably confirmed the basic
[From the Miami (Fla.) Herald,
Mar. 11, 1971]
insights the Privacy Subcommittee developed in 1966, little attention is being CHILE JAILS MIAMI PROBE FIGURE: COPPER
PRICE CONSPIRACY CHARGED
paid to the perhaps more dangerous
activities of private firms. I say this with (By William Montalbano and James Savage)
full knowledge that the Fair Credit ReSouth Florida's own Howard Edwards erstporting Act becomes law on April25, 1971 while minister, physician, financier and man
which deals with many of the abuses we of the world, is in hot water again-this time
uncovered in 1968. The act provides an in Chile as part of a supposed international
excellent beginning for it gives the in- conspiracy against the Marxist-led governdividual the absolutely essential right to ment of President Salvador Allende.
man who once enlivened a local politiknow what is in his file at credit bureaus calThe
campaign by accusing State Attorney
and credit reporting agencies; but it cer- Richard Gerstein of accepting a bribe is now
tainly does not eliminate all the threats making headlines throughout Latin Amerto privacy and human values in the data- ica from a Santiago jail cell.
gathering and data-exchanging industry.
Edwards stands accused by Chile's ComOne particularly relevant example may munist press of being one of seven specube found in the activities of Retail Credit lators from Zurich who sought to drive down
Co. A wholly owned subsidiary has re- the international price of copper.
According to the Communist newspaper
cently purchased the District of Columbia Credit Bureau, in keeping with Retail EI Siglo, the conspiracy was part of a U.S.
Credit's policy of aggressive expansion. plot against Chile.
Edwards is portrayed by El Siglo as a CIA
While they owned 63 credit bureaus at
the time of our hearing, they now own provocateur, a former Air Force physician
whose previous exploits include clandestine
over 100 and, in addition, they have as- participation
at the Bay o! Pigs and a role
similated into their corporate structure
as agent-agitator in Czechoslovakia during
many insurance adjusting firms. This the 1968 Russian invasion.
creates a considerably greater data bank
Gerstein, Edwards' arch foe, dissolved in
under the control of Retail Credit, than laughter when told Tuesday of the Chilean
their files on 45 million Americans in press reoprt:
1968.
"Howard Edwards couldn't effectively spy
In addition, they have just been fined for a. Boy Scout troop," he said. "He is a total
$4,000 for bribing a New York City police and complete fraud."
officer in order to gain information from
Although the Communist Party forms the
police files in that city.
most powerful single element in Allende's
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coalition, the government itself has been
more restrained in its accusations so far.
Edwards and his pals-two Chileans, two
Argentines, a Uruguayan and a Swiss-purportedly represented a Swiss investment firm
seeking to buy nearly a million tons of Chilean copper over the next 10 years.
According to the government, the purchase
offer, made at low prices, "tended to depress
the market and give the impression of great
disorder."
Edwards and friends have been held incommunicado this week under provisions of
Chile's Internal Security Act pending further
invest igation.
Mining Minister Orlando Cantuarias has
accused the men of participating in a "wellcoordinated plan to sabotage the process of
nationalizing our fundamental wealth." (A
government proposal to nationalize copper
awaits final congressional approval in Santiago.)
Edwards' latest adventure could have serious international overtones.
Some of Allende's more extreme allies
would like to find a provocation that could
be manipulated to worsen relations between
Chile and the United States. These same
leftist extremists, with gentle direction from
Cuban friends, are prepared to find CIA
agents under every manhole cover in Chile.
In his first months as president, Allende
has gone out of his way to avoid damaging
relations with the United States. The Nixon
Administration has followed suit, adopting
a "correct" policy toward the Allende government.
Now the Chileans have information that
has aroused their suspicions of possible ties
between Edwards and the U.S. lntelllgence
establishment.
There is a fine Irony here. For at one point
in his checkered career, Edwards sat in the
llving room of his Broward County home and
coolly invented a life history of himself as
part of a bogus credit company report he engineered.
In the life history, Edwards modestly
claimed to be worth $9 mlllion. He also
claimed to be a retired U.S. Air Force intelligence officer-physician who was shot
down at the Bay of Pigs.
Edwards is known to have used the report in business dealings in the past, and
perhaps he carried a copy of it to Chile with
him.
In any event, the Chileans have a copy of
the report and the Communist press at least
seems to have accepted Edwards' fabrication
of an intelligence career as truth.
On Tuesday, El Siglo published a copy of
the report, under a story headlined: "Here is
the proof. Yanqui document reveals Edwards
is an agent of the CIA."
If the government lends the same credence
to the report, Howard Edwards may become
a victim of his own fertile imagination.
It was during the Gerstein furor that investigators uncovered Edwards' invented career as an Air Force officer. The documentation has lain in Edwards' bulky file in the
state attorney's office until now and has
never been fully brought to light.
According to this material, Edwards cultivated the friendship of John Hollihan, then
an employe of the Retail Credit Co., in early
1968.
In a formal statement to Martin Dardis,
one of Gerstein's investigators, Hollihan said
he removed reports on Edwards from the
company's files in the spring of 1968.
Asked if the credit reports were detrimental to Edwards, Holllhan replied: "They were
detrimental and I would say they were pretty
bad."
Hollihan said he replaced the missing reports with three others that Edwards dictated
to him, inventing as he went along.
"I took blank forms from our officers. He
sat down in one chair and I sat in the other,
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and he told me exactly what to type," Homhan told Dardis.
The character-financial report, which is
also in the state attorney's files, is an audacious masterpieces of invention.
In it, the Howard E. Edwards that the
credit company found a surpassing bad risk
disappears.
In his stead there appears a distinguished
multi-millionaire, one Dr. Howard C. Edwards, "a retired medical doctor from the
United States Intel11gence Corps." principal
stockholder in a Bahamas-based insurance
company worth $36 million.
There is also this breathless revelation:
"Through confidential sources it was verified that the subject was most recently involved in the Bay of Pigs invasion in which
the present regime took control of the government in Cuba (sic)."
"The applicant was in fact shot down by
Cuban military forces and walked some 22
miles to the beach so as to avoid capture and
as a result suffered a Coronary Heart Attack."
According to Holllhan, who was close to
Edwards at the time and was promised stock
in a Bahamas high-rise in exchange for his
cooperation on the phony report, Edwards
has never served in the armed forces. And in
July 1961, three months after the Bay of
Pigs, Edwards appeared in a Broward
County court to face the grand larceny
charge, displaying no aftereffects of the
Cuban adventure he later created for himself.
In this same credit report, Edwards listed
his net worth as $9 million in "cash, investments, real estate and personal property."
Hol11han said Edwards took the false report
with him to Europe in the summer of 1968
in an attempt to borrow money for the Bahamian high-rise.
According to Hol11han, Edwards was accompanied by his wife, Josephine, and a
fellow speculator named Frank Williamson
on the trip to Europe. One of the places they
went was Zurich.
Hollihan said Williamson, also a bad credit
risk, paid him $500 to remove his damaging file from the company's records. Hollihan said he paid half of that, $250, to
Edwards.
Williamson returned from Europe alone,
according to Hollihan, while Edwards and
his wife vacationed briefly in Czechoslovakia,
where Mrs. Edwards, who is of Czech descent,
has relatives.
During the Gerstein investigation, Edwards
was to claim he suffered another coronary
attack while in Czechoslovakia during the
Russian invasion.
Positive identification of Edwards as the
American arrested in Chile was delayed by
Edwards' penchant for rewriting his autobiography.
In the course of a long afternoon in Santiago last week during which he consumed a
quart of whiskey, Edwards delivered himself
of a monologue so contorted and contradictory that one witness came away convinced
Edwards was "mentally disturbed."
At one point he claimed to have been "run
out of Florida by Dick Gerstein . . . who's
trying to kill me." A little later, Edwards
claimed to have lived in Switzerland for
the past seven years, and in Michigan and
Florida before that.
Edwards claimed to own a hospital and to
have gone to Chile to see an ex-wife, who is
Chilean and by whom he had a son. That
same afternoon a Chilean woman did appear
at the hotel with a seven-year-old boy.
A Dade County investigator who has tried
to compile Edwards' biography laughed when
he was told Edwards is currently in a Chilean
Jail.
"That guy Edwards is fantastic. The deals
he's been mixed up with are unbelievable.
If you look at what he's done in the past
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it's not hard to believe he could cause an
international incident," the investigator said.
Edwards' ba-ckground became a key issue
here in the fall of 1968 aft er Shelby Highsmith, a candidate for Dade state attorney,
said he had found two men who swore they
had bribed Gerstein.
The two men were Howard Edwards and his
friend Max Diamond, a Broward County gas
station operator.
Edwards and Diamond swore they had
paid Gerstein $1,500 in a bar in Miami
Springs in 1960 or 1961 "to take care of"
criminal charges pending against Edwards.
Gerstein denied the bribery allegations and
after a brief check on Edwards' background,
labeled him a "pathological liar."
The Dade Grand Jury believed Gerstein,
clearing him of the bribery allegation, and
indicted Edwards and Diamond on perjury
charges.
The two men were later acquitted in a jury
trial of perjury.
Two weeks later they were again accused of
perjury, this time in Broward County. The
charges were based on statements that Edwards and Dia.mond had made in a civil
lawsuit there.
Diamond has been acquitted on the second
perjury charge, but Edwards failed to show
up for his trial in Broward in January.
Edwards' Dade lawyer Hugh DuVal and
his bondsman Wllliam Geronimo both told
The Herald they believe Edwards is currently
in a Canadian Hospital recovering from a
coronary.
"I would be very amazed to learn Howard
is in Chile," DuVa.I said.
Given a capsule biography of Edwards' past
business dealings, it's not hard to believe he
could end up eventually causing an international incident in Chile.
Edwards first came to public attention in
South Florida in 1950. At that time a Miami
News writer described him as the new ·minister of the Forest Park Christian Church,
a man of "affable personality, eloquent
sermons, contagious youth and humble
spirit."
Soon, however, another Miami News writer
compiled an investigative report on Edwards
asking some pointed questions about his
repeated campaigns to build a youth center.
Edwards in six years had acquired a personal fortunate of $250,000. The News reported, but the youth center was never built.
Those stories marked the beginning of the
end of Edwards' career as a cleric.
From profitable preaching, Edwards moved
into real estate and investments.
He was listed as secretary treasurer of a
company that built an apartment house that
was later the target of a prostitution raid.
A year later, Edwards acquired financial
interest in a 24-bed hospital in Hollywood.
Edwards later sold the hospital to Ralph
W. Davis Jr. of New Jersey who told The
Herald the hospital sale was one of several
deals he had with Edwards.
"He's done me out of thousands and thousands of dollars," Davis said.
In 1962 Edwards became involved in one of
his more spectacular business deals, Tuquesa
Inc.
With the help of some reports filled with
technical mining jargon, Edwards convinced
a number of people that he had an interest
in Panamanian land worth over $3 billion
in platinum and gold.
Davis invested more than $20,000 in Tuquesa before realizing that his money was
not buying mining equipment, he told The
Herald.
Since then, Edwards has described himself
as a retired Air Force major, a doctor, a
clergyman, a real estate investor, a mortgage
banker, and recently a banker with interests
1n a Swiss investment firm.
The current Chilean adventure is shrouded
in the same byzantine convolutions that
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have long since become an Edwards-ian
trademark.
After telling all and sundry he was retiring to Canada, Edwards arrived in Santiago
on Feb. 24 aboard a Lufthansa flight he said
he boarded in Zurich. He was accompanied
by Alfred Koemg, who was described as an
officer of a Swiss commodity brokerage firm
in Zurich. Koenig is one of those jailed.
Edwards and friends claimed to represent
a Swiss firm called Internordia Finance of
Zurich. According to the Chilean press, Internordia was desert bed as being backed by
the Trans World Insurance Company, the
Bahamian firm in which Edwards is listed
on the phony credit report as the principal
stockholder.
Internordia, according to Chilean newspapers, offered to purchase 960,000 tons of
electrolytic copper from the Chilean government over the next 10 years.
Full details have not emerged.
At any rate, Edwards and Koenig apparently were under suspicion from the moment
they arrived in Chile. They were met at the
airport, detained unofficially and their passports picked up.
They were released briefly and then rearrested last Sunday as Chilean officials
sought to unravel the strange affair and the
Communist press began laying the blame on
the United States.
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Credit Company report was dictated by Edwards to a former "inspector" for the Atlanta
based intelligence gathering firm. According
to the Miami Herald of March 11, 1971, the
inspector said, "I took blank forms from our
offices. He sat down in one chair and I sat in
the other and he told me exactly what to
type."
Gallagher's Privacy Subcommittee held a
hearing on Retail Credit on May 16, 1968,
and learned that Retail Credit produces more
than 35 million reports each year and has
files on over 45 million Americans. Reports
are for employment and insurance coverage
in the main, and another aspect of the company's data gathering procedures was disclosed when they were fined $4,000 for bribing a New York City police officer in order to
gain confidential police files.
"During our investigation and our hearing, Retail Credit's veracity and accuracy
were strongly questioned and it is not suprising to me that one of their reports is in the
process of creating an international incident," Gallagher said.
El Siglo, a communist newspaper in Chile
headlined the case, "Yanqui document reveals Edwards is an agent of the CIA." Pointing out that the report in Edwards' possession totally falsified his past achievements
and record. Gallagher said, "What is suprising to me is that the communists believe
reports which moot capitalists regard as a
necessary evil and which they express little
confidence in."

[From the Miami (Fla.) Herald, Mar. 19,1971]
CHILE PANEL To INVESTIGATE "CoPPER PLOT"
SANTIAGO, CHILE.-A special commission has
been named by the Chilean Congress to investigate an alleged plot to drive down the
A SALUTE TO VAVS
price of Chilean copper on the international
market. Seven persons are in jail here in connection with the affatr, including Howard C.
Edwards, 48, a controversial figure from
Hollywood, Fla.
OF NEW YORK
Edwards, being treated for a heart disorder
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
along with two of the other seven at the
santiago jail infirmary, was accused by some
Thursday, April 1, 1971
here of being a CIA agent, apparently on the
basis of a phony credit report found on him
Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, over 1,000
when arrested.
volunteers from all over the United
President Salvador Allende's Marxist gov- States are in Washington this week aternment claims the seven worked for a Swiss tending the Veterans' Administration
firm, Internordia Finance of Zurich, which
tried to buy 960,000 tons of copper from voluntary services meeting in observance
Chile over a 10-year period in a "fraudulent of the 25th anniversary of the National
Advisory Committee. Over 110,000 volundeal."
The deal would have forced the price of teers from all walks of life gave over 9
copper to plummet on the world market, million hours last year assisting our
costing Chile millions of dollars for every veteran patients.
one-cent drop, officials claim.
It was soon apparent at the end of
Chile is the world's largest exporter of
copper and depends heavily on it for revenue. World War II when America's attention
Meanwhile, the "copper affair" has become turned to its returning disabled veterans,
a political football, destined to play a key that a central, coordinated program was
role in forthcoming April 4 municipal elec- needed to provide the most meaningtions. The elections are generally considered ful use of volunteers. In April 1946, at
a plebiscite on popular support of Allende's the invitation of the Administrator of
government after five months in office.
Veteran Affairs, representatives of interAllende has linked the elections with the
copper affair and what he terms "a national ested veterans and welfare organizations
met with VA central office staff to lay
and international campaign against Chile."
His claims have brought counter-charges the foundation for a master plan for
from the opposition that Allende officials action to help hospitalized veterans.
were involved in a related scheme with In- From these meetings the VA VS was born
ternordia.
and the National Advisory Committee
The political coalition supporting Allende was constituted with Gen. F. R. Kerr,
accused the opposition of "irresponsibility" Assistant Administrator for Special Servfor bringing the charges without filing for- ices, as its first chairman.
mal accusations against the government
Within a year the program came of
officials allegedly involved.
age as volunteer assistance in the hosRETAIL CREDIT COMPANY REPORTS MORE CoN- pitals was extended to nursing, physical
VINCING TO COMMUNISTS THAN THEY ARE medicine, social work, and all ancillary
TO MOST CAPITALISTS, GALLAGHER SAYs- services expressing need.
CITES JAILING OF FLORIDA MAN IN CHILE
Each of the 165 VA hospitals has its
BASED ON FRADULENT RETAIL CREDIT CoMown VAVS advisory committee made up
PANY REPORT
Howard Edwards has been jailed by the of two representatives of each organizagovernment of Chile because of a Retail Cred- tion having volunteers serving at the
it Company report which stated he worked hospital. At the Castle Point, N.Y., fawith the free Cubans during the Bay of Pigs cility there are 17 organizations such as
and was a member of the CIA. The Retail the American Legion, Veterans of For-
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eign Wars, the DAV and their auxiliaries
the American Red Cross, Catholic Youth
Organization, and others. Over 400 volunteers contribute thousands of hours
each month working in nursing service
the various therapies, and in numerou~
other areas of the hospital.
I think it fitting that we add our congratulations to these dedicated citizen
volunteers. The marshalling and encouragement of voluntary service is a major
emphasis today, and VAVS is an example
of a highly successful volunteer program.
The President in a message to those
attending the meetings said:
For a quarter-century the Veterans Admin~stration voluntary service program has
earned forward the highest ideals of a great
American organization and symbolized the
most basic spirit of American success.
The willingness of citizens to devote their
time selflessly to worthy causes continues,
more than ever, to be the keystone of our
progress, and a substantial measure of this
progress lies in the willingness of those who
take part in this program.
The monthly average of 112,000 men and
women spending over 9 million hours during
the past year assisting our Nation's veterans
represents quite a record of achievement.
And it is a splendid way to say thank you to
those who were ready to sacrifice everything
to preserve the freedom we cherish.
A grateful Nation salutes the dedicated
volunteers who for over 25 years have advanced this program. And I urge more Americans to follow the example you have set. May
your rewarding commitment bring you as
much satisfaction in the years ahead as it has
brought to those who have needed your help.

NEW YORK ABORTION LAW GOES
TOO FAR, DOCTORS STATE

· HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, as a reaffirmation of my strong feelings against
the liberalization of abortion laws I
would like to call my colleagues' attention
to a news item that appeared in the Chicago Tribune on December 18, 1970. Entitled, "New York Abortion Law Goes
too Far, Doctors State" and written by
Mr. Ronald Kotulak, the article intelligently discussed those abortions which
result in the birth of live babies. This is
a shocking situation which should haunt
the consciences of us all.
I ask that it be inserted in the RECORD
for the perusal of my colleagues.
The news item follows:
NEW YORK ABORTION LAw GOES Too FAR,
DOCTORS STATE
(By Ronald Kotulak, Science Editor)
At least 26 babies have been born alive in
legalized abortion procedures in New York
City, the Tribune learned yesterday.
The child of one mother who was aborted
on Aug. 28 survived and now is up for adoption.
The others did not fare so well. Some
breathed for only a few minutes and ot hers
cried and kicked before finally dying within
two days after being artificially expelled from
their mothers' wombs.
DOCTOR IS SADDENED
Even hard core advocates of liberalized
abortion in New York say they are saddened
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by the destruction of life and that the law
has gone too far.
"I'm deeply saddened by this,'' said Dr.
Jean Pakter, director of the maternity and
newborn services for the New York City Department of Health.
The Health Department played a key role in
convincing the New York state legislature
to liberalize the abortion statute. As a result
the state, on July 1, put into effect the nation's most liberal abortion law permits
abortion on demand up to 24 weeks of pregnancy.
"In many of these cases where the fetus
comes out alive, it takes a gasp or two and
that's it. This is not right. As a physician I
don't like to see life ended or hurt in any
way."
An infant who is born prematurely at 26
or 28 weeks of pregnancy without an induced abortion stands a reasonable chance of
survival.
WANTS A CUTDACK

"I'm not happy with the liberal extension
of the law to 24 weeks," said Dr. Pakter, who
is in favor of abortion. "That's going too far.
I think the time has to be cut way back."
Opponents of the abortion law have become outraged by the live abortions. They
maintain that it is a clear case of murder
when the baby 1s born alive in an abortion
but dies because he iB just below the
threshold to sustain his own life.
"Once this law was passed the abortionists
lost no time in plying their death-dealing
trade," Terence Cardinal Cook, Roman Catholic archbishop of New York said in a letter
read in churches last Sunday. Cardinal CoOk
was informed of some of the live abortions
by Catholic doctors.
"Each day they grow wealthier from the
kllllng of unborn children-some of whom
have been heard to cry as they were dropped
into surgical trash cans.
CARD:INAL FEARS FUTURE

"The day may come when lawmakers could
set standards which people must meet if they
are to remain alive. Already one standard
has been set. Who can say what others will
come next?" the Cardinal's letter asked.
Cardinal COok called the death of these
babies an "unspeakable crime" and warned
catholics that the "church disowns by immediate excommunication anyone who has or
helps anyone have an abortion."
Two of the infants who were aborted alive
were rushed to the premature center at St.
Vincents Hospital, where doctors did everything possible to keep them living.
One of these infants lived for two days and
the other died after several hours, sa.id Dr.
Vincent F'ontana, director of pediatrics at
the hospital.
Both were baptized by a Catholic priest before being taken to the city morgue for an
anonymous burial, he said.
"To have a woman go in for an abortion
and then to have the baby born alive only
to die later is tantamount to murder," Dr.
Fontana said. "There's no question about it."
Doctors in New York have been thrust
into a compromising situation by the new
law. At 20 weeks of gestation, the unborn
child's heartbeat is strong, he moves around
Inside his mother's womb and he is almost
completely formed.
For these reasons, most gynecologists will
not end a pregnancy beyond 20 weeks. In
addition, an abortion performed beyond 20
weeks is more hazardous to the mother. A
normal pregnancy lasts about 40 weeks.
SALTING TECHNIQUE USED

To abort a fetus after 12 weeks, doctors
use a. technique called "salting ou~ " A hypodermic needle is inserted thru the mother's
abdomen into the amniotic sac containing
the baby.
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The fluid in the sac is withdrawn and a
solution containing 20 per cent salt is injected. The salt solution irritates the uterus
and normally ends the life of the fetus.
The irritation causes muscle spasms similar
to those during labor and the fetus is expelled.
Dr. Pakter said that the only baby who
survived the "salting out" operation apparently was sufficiently developed so that
the salt did not harm her.
BABY IS NOT HARMED

"She was not harmed, thank goodness.
She is a fine baby and she will make some
adoptive parents very happy," Dr. Pakter
said.
There probably were other babies born
alive during abortions who for one reason
or another were not listed as live births
by the doctor, Dr. Pakter said. The definition
of a live birth is any evidence of a breath,
pulse or movement.
In some of these cases of live births, the
time of gestation may have been underestimated and the actual time may have
been 26 weeks or more, she said.
Dr. Pakter said she would like to see the
law changed so that legal abortions could
be performed only up to the 12th week
of pregnancy.
From July 1 thru Oct. 31, some 34,000 legal
abortions were performed in New York, she
said.

BAND OF SOUTH HAGERSTOWN
HIGH SCHOOL OFF TO FLORIDA

HON. GOODLOE E. BYRON
OF .MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BYRON. Mr. Speaker, South Hagerstown High School in Hagerstown,
Md., has developed over the years one of
the best high school marching bands in
the country. This year the Rebel Band
of South High has been invited to the
50th Festival of the States in St. Petersburg, Fla., as the musical representative
of the State of Maryland.
Only one band is selected to represent
a State, and the Rebel Band will be competing with approximately 20 other
States for two National Band Championship titles. The South High musicians
arrived in St. Petersburg yesterday and
depart on April 3. Their activities there
include participation in the Parade of
States, a half time show in the Champions on Parade, a concert, and a night
parade honoring bands from out of State.
The money for the trip was raised by the
students at South High to send the 150
band members and 14 chaperones to
Florida.
The comments of Mr. Elwood E. Kinney, director of the Rebel Band, indicate
the excitement surrounding the trip to
Florida. Kinney said, "We are thrilled
and honored by this opportunity to represent Maryland at the Festival of States.
Not only has it been called the outstanding band trip in the Nation, but we will
get to compete for the National Band
Championship." I would like to personally acknowledge the excellence of the
South High Band and to congratulate

them for this opportunity to represent
the Old Line State in the national band
competition.
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LT. WilLIAM CALLEY

HON. HAMILTON FISH, JR.
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. FISH. Mr. Speaker, an American
Army officer, Lt. William Calley, has
been tried by court martial and convicted
of the premeditated murder of 22 people ir. the Vietnamese hamlet of Mylai.
These victims, as I understand it, were
mostly women and children.
In its verdict the court martial board
held that in killing at least 22 civilians,
Lieutenant Calley overstepped the outer
limits under which any military force
in the field can be permitted to operate.
The dreadful aspect raised by the prosecution and conviction of one man is
that there is a strong appearance that
one man has been singled out to serve
as a sacrificial goat to salve the military's conscience for one particularly
brutal incident in a peculiarly brutal
type of warfare. Others were involved.
Should not then all those others be
brought to trial?
As any man who has served in a combat area in time of war knows, there is
a broad difference between the laws of
civilized society and the rules of war. No
one, in a civilized context, can give an
excuse or justification for the barbarity
of Mylai. In a community or a nation
all men are our fellow citizens, our brothers. But in war all men who are not
clearly with us, tend to become the enemy. And every American who has ever
gone into combat has been trained to
believe that to kill the enemy is virtuous
while to spare them can be both indi~
vidually deadly and destructive to the
unit to which a soldier belongs.
That there is a deep understanding of
these differences in the American conscience I believe is shown by the totally
different public reactions to the convictions of Charles Manson for the TateLaBianco murders, and the conviction of
Lieutenant Calley for his part in the
Mylai affair. Although both trials and
both sentencings took place at nearly the
same time, public reaction on the similar sentences was totally different. This
is because the American people clearly
understand that the legal and civilized
framework in which the two incidents
took place were totally different. The
one was an insane, sporadic act of barbarity i~ a peaceful, civilized community,
for which all the participants were
brought to trial; the other was one brutal a~t picked from a particularly brutal
war, for which one man alone was placed
on trial.
And when we speak of the brutality of
war, many of us think of World Warn
in which so many here served. Vietnam is
not, and htas never been, that type of
war. The guerrilla warfare of Vietnam
is a peculiarly brutal form of the totally
brutal business called war.
This was brought home to me when I

visited Vietnam in 1968, 7 months after
the Tet offensive. At that time I spoke
with soldiers in hospitals and in Ameri-
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can fire bases. Their words, their fears,
the belief that all Vietnamese were their
enemy ran deep in their talk. In many
ways their conversations were identical
to Lieutenant Calley's testimony as given
nearly 3 years later at his trial. And when
we view the Mylai incident, when we
consider the acts of Lieutenant Calley
and his platoon, I feel we must remember
that this brutal massacre occurred
shortly after the brutality of the bloody
Tet offensive.
It seems clear, that mistaken as he may
have been, Lieutenant Calley thought he
was carrying out his orders as a soldier
in the service of his country-the country
which has sent him to that far otr land
to fight those strange and to him,
frightening people. I do not excuse the
barbarity of My Lai, nor the visciousness of any war, but I believe I understand hoV' in the heat of combat, following the bloody terror of Tet, Lieutenant
Calley could have made such an error. It
is an error any soldier might have made
then or in the future.
I have called upon the President of
the United States to show clemency to
this man. I do this not only for Lieutenant Calley but for thousands of our fighting men who have in the past or will in
the future, face the dreadful task of
choosing between the morality of civilized
behavior in a peaceful civilized society,
and the duty to self-preservation for
himself and for his command in time of
war.
FOX VALLEY COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
APPROVES
REVENUE
SHARING

HON. WILLIAM A. STEIGER
OF WISCONSIN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
Speaker, the Fox Valley Council of Governments, Appleton, Wis., recently approved a resolution endorsing general
and special revenue sharing.
I, too, support the concept of revenue sharing, and include as a part of my
remarks, the March 19, 1971, letter from
the Fox Valley Council of Governments
and the resolution announcing their sup'port for general and special revenue
sharing:
FOX VALLEY COUNCn. OF GOVERNMENTS,
Appleton, Wts., March 19, 1971.

Hon. WILLIAM A. STEIGER,
Member of Congress, Boom 1025, Longworth
Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR "Bn.L" STEIGER: The attached resolution endorsing special and general revenue
sharing was unanimously adopted by the Fox
Valley Council of Governments on March 17.
Your support of the resolution 1s requested.
Sincerely,
Et10ENE E. FRANCHETT,

Ezecuttve Director.

RESOLUTION ENDORSING GENERAL AND SPECIAL

REVENUE SHARING
Whereas, the need for publlc facilities
and services provided by state and local
government is increasing at a rate which

exceeds the revenues generated from the
available tax base to such governments; and
Whereas, the federal government, through
exercising taxing powers vested in it, has
substantially diminished the available revenue producing sources available to states
and local governments; and
Whereas, state and local governments and
their designated regional councils are facing substantial deficits unless the federal
government supplements the existing grant
assistance programs to such governments;
and
Whereas, there appears to be a general
concensus of t-!te states and the local governments tha.t the most advantageous method of obtaining and receiving supplemental
federal funds would be through a. program
of general and special revenue sharing;
and
Whereas, the viabillty and continued
growth of regional councils as policy and
coordlnative mechanisms o! state and local
governments is dependent on the strength
and fiscal integrity of state and local government;
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Fox
Valley Council of Governments that the
United States Congress be urged to enact
during the first session of the 92nd Congress a general revenue and special revenue
sharing program to assist states, local governments and regional councils in meeting
their fiscal needs.
Approved by the Fox Valley Council o!
Governments this 17th day of March, 1971.
GILBERT J. ANDERSON, Chairman.
I hereby certify that the above resolution
was passed by the Fox Valley Council of
Governments this 17th day of March, 1971.
MARCH 19,1971.
EUGENE E. F'RANCHETI',
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SUMMARY OF U.S. RETffiEMENT
LAWS

HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
OF MARYLAND
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, as a Rep-

resentaJtive of a district where 37 percent
of my constituents are employees of the
Federal Government, I have received
numerous inquiries about changes in the
Civil Service retirement laws.
The U.S. Civil Service Commission has
prepared an excellent questions-and-answers pamphlet on this subject. As a
member of the Post Office and Civil Service Committee and its Subcommittee on
Retirement, Insurance, and Health Benefits, I have found it to be an extremely
helpful summary and wauld like the information to be inserted in the RECORD
at this point.
The summary follows:

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT MAJOR
CHANGES IN CiviL SERVICE RETIREMENT
MADE BY PuBLIC LAW 91-658
Public Law 91-658, signed by President
Nixon on January 8, 1971, changes the Civtl
Service Retirement law in 5 ways. The
change&!. Permit a retiree who was unmarried at
the time of retirement to provide a survivor
annuity for a spouse whom he married after
retirement.
II. Provide a survivor annuity for the "secExecutive Director.
ond" spouse of a retiree who elected a survivor annuity when he retired.
III. Make requirements for survivor annuity to be met by a. widower of an employee
RESOLUTION OPPOSING PRESIDEN- the same as for a widow.
IV. Permit a reemployed annuitant to use
TIAL POLICY OF "FREEZING"
supplemental annuity to increase his surFUNDS FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROJ- his
vivor's benefit.
ECTS
V. Provide service credit for certain periods
of separation during which employees received Federal Employees' Compensation
benefits.
OF WEST VIRGINIA
Following is an explanation a! the changes
in
question and answer form:
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
I. SURVIVOR ANNUITY TO SPOUSE OF RETIREE
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WHO WAS UNMARRIED AT TIME OF RETIREMr. MOLLOHAN. Mr. Speaker, I am
MENT
joining the Honorable WILLIAM HUNGATE,
1. Q. I was unmarried when I retired and
of Missouri, in sponsoring H.R. 305, a am now married. How does the new law affect
resolution opposing the Presidential pol- me? A. It depends on whether you retired beicy of "freezing" funds appropriated by fore or after April1, 1948.
2. Q. How does it affect me if I retired beCongress for public works projects. The
resolution also calls for the immediate fore April 1, 1948. A. The new law permits
a
survivor
annuity to be paid automatically
release of all funds frozen by the ad- to your wife
(or husband). You need do
ministration.
nothing now to provide this financial proCongress has authorized projects and tection for your wife (or husband) and
appropriated money for them, only to there is no reduction in your annuity.
repeatedly discover that these projects
3. Q. How does the new law affect me if I
are being delayed because the adminis- retired on or after April 1, 1948? A. If you
tration decides it does not want to spend retired under a provision of the retirement
the money or does not like the projects. law which permitted the election of a surviannuity, the new law now gives you the
This policy amounts to a second veto vor
chance to elect a reduced annuity for yournot contemplated under the law; it self with a survivor benefit to your wife (or
usurps the powers of Congress and it is husband).
contrary to the balance of responsibil4. Q. How do I know if I retired under a
ities between the executive and legisla- provision of the retirement law which pertive branches of Government, for if mitted the election of a survivor annuity?
Congress approves money for a project A. You did retire under such a provision unand the President signs the bill, he less-(!) you retired on a deferred annuity
that began more than 1 month
should not be permitted to remove his (an annuity
you left the Federal service) based on
signature from that bill-as if it were ap.fter
separation that occurred before October
written in invisible ink-simply by re- 1, 1956, or (2) you are a woman who retired
fusing to allow funds to be spent for the between April 1, 1948, and September 29,
project.
1949.
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5. Q. When I retired I was unmarried but
I elected a reduced annuity With a survivor
benefit to a named person having an insurable interest. I am now married. Does the
opportunity to elect a survivor benefit for
my wife (or husband) apply to me? A. Yes.
You may now elect to cancel your "insurable interest" election and elect a reduced
annuity With a survivor benefit to your wife
(or husband). Survivor annuity Will then be
payable to your Wife (or husband).
6. Q. Is there any time limit on when I can
make the election to name as a survivor annuitant my Wife (or husband) whom I married her (or him) before January 8, 1971,
you muSlt make the election no later 'than
January 7, 1972.
7. Q. I am not married now but may marry
in the future. Can I elect the survivor annuity after I marry? A. Yes. If you marry on
or after January 8, 1971, your election must
be made within 1 year after the date of your
marriage.
8. Q. Can I change 'the survivor annUity
election after I make it? A. No. The eleotion
of a survivor annuity cannot be changed
after it has been accepted by the Civll
Service Commission.
9. Q. Does my wife (or husband) whom I
married after retirement have to meet any

Amount of yearty annuity
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Designated
amount for
survivor
annuity base

requirements to be paid the new survivor
annuity benefit? A. Yes. She (or he) must
have been married to you for at least 2 years
immediately before your death or, if married less than 2 years, be the parent of a child
born of the marriage. Also if she (or he) is
entitled to any other survivor annuity from
the Government (not including Social Security), she (or he) must elect one of them; she
(or he) cannot receive both.
10. ~-I understand if I retired on or after
Aprll 1, 1948, and now elect a survivor annuity, that my own annuity Will be reduced.
By how much wm my annuity be reduced
lf I elect the survivor annuity? A. Your current annuity w111 be reduced by 272% of
the first $3,600 plus 10% of any annuity in
ex-cess of $3,600. However, you may designate
an amount which is less than your full
annuity to be used as the base for computing
your Wife•s (or husband's) survivor annuity
and the reduction in your annuity w111 be
based on the amount you designate.
11. Q. Can you give examples of how to
compute the reduction in my annuity? A.
Yes. Here are 3 examples: (1) If annuity 1s
$3,000; (2) If annuity 1s $5,000; (3) If annuity 1s $5,000 but only half ($2,500) 1s
designated as a base for the survivor annuity.

2~

percent of
designated
$N.~~~ty up to

3

I 0 percent of
amount of
designated
annuity in
excess of
$3,600

(I) $3,000 ___________________________ AIL ••••••••••. $7~e~l~f ~000) ----------------

(2) $5,000 _________________ __ _______ AIL ___________ $90 (2~_j)er$140 (10 percentX$3,000)
centX$1.400)
(3) $5,000 .-------------------------- $2,500 _________ $62.50 (2]4
---------------percent X
$2,500)

Total
reduction
in yearly
annuity

Amount of
reduced
annual
annuity 1

$75 $2,928 ($244
per month).
230 $4,776 ($398
per month).
62.50 $3.43{ ($286
Pf.t month).

• Rounded to nearest dollar of monthly annuity.

12. Q. When does this reduction in my
annuity begin? A. The first of the month
after your election of the survivor annuity
is received in the Civll Service Commission.
13. Q. How much annuity will my Wife (or
husband) whom I married after retirement
receive if she (or he) survives me? A. That
depends on many factors such as when you
retired and how much annuity you are receiving and whether you want all of It to
be used as the base for the survivor annuity.
In general, your survivor's annuity wm be in
the same amount as though you had been
married at the time you retired.
14. Q. Wlll unmarried employees who retire
in the future be able to elect a survivor annuity if they marry after retirement? A. Yes.
15. Q. May the Widow or widower of a deceased retiree who married after he retired
but who died before January 8, 1971, qualify
for a survivor annuity? A. No.
II. SURVIVOR ANNUITY TO "SECOND" SPOUSE OF
RETIREE WHO WAS MARRIED AT TIME OF RETIREMENT

1. Q. I was married when I retired and
my Wife (or husband) is stlll living. Does
the new law affect me In any way? A. No,
With one possible exception: Your wife (or
husband) is now entitled to a survivor annuity and if your marriage ends because of
death or divorce and you later remarry, your
new wife (or husband) could be paid the survivor annuity.
2. Q. I was married when I retired. The
marriage ended and I la.ter remarried. Is my
new wife (or husband) entitled to a survivor annuity? A. The new wife (or husband)
could be paid survivor annuity if you retired before Aprll 1, 1948, or, 1! you retired
on or after that date and at the time at retirement you elected a reduced annuity V{ith
survivor benefit..

3. Q. Does my wife (or husband) whom I
married after retirement have to meet any
requirements to be paid the survivor annuity?
A. Yes. Your new Wife (or husband) must
have been married to you for at least 2 years
jJ?Inediately before your death or, if marned less than 2 years, be the parent of a
child born of the marriage. Also, if she (or
he) is entitled rt;o any other survivor annuity
from the Government (not including Social
Security), she (or he) must elect one of
them; she (or he) cannot receive both.
4. Q. Do I have to file an election with
the Oivll Service Commission to be sure that
my new wife (or husband) is paid a survivor annuity?
A. No. If she (or he) survives you and
meets the requirements explained in the answer rt;o questton 3, she (or he) will automatically be pwid the annuity.
5. Q. How much annuity will my Wife (or
husband), whom I married after I retired,
receive?
A. The same amount as the wife (or husband) to whom you were married when you
retired would have received if she (or he)
had outlived you.
6. Q. When I retired, I elected a reduced
annuity with survivor benefit. If my wife
(or husband) ddes before me and I do no:t
remarry, 1s the reduction in my annuity restored? A. No.
7. Q. When I retired I was married but
elected a single life annuity payable only
during my lifetime and without a survivor
· benefit. Can I change this election now?
A. No. The new law does not authorize a
change in the type of annuity you elected
for the purpose of now providing a survivor
benefit either for your wife (or husband)
to whom you were married at the time of

your retirement or for one you may have
married after retirement.
8. Q. I married my Wife (or husband) after she retired. He (or she) did not elect a
survivor annuity. He (or she) died before
January 8. 1971. Am I now entitled to a
survivor annuity? A. No. The rights of widowers (or widows) of retirees who died be•
fore January 8, 1971, are not changed by the
new law.

m.

WIDOWERS OF WOMEN EMPLOYEES

1. Q. What change does the new law make
concerning Widowers of women employees?
A. It permits payment of a survivor annuity
to the Widower of a woman employee on the
same basis as to the widow uf a male employee by eliminating the requirements that
a widower has to be incapable of self-support and must have received more than halt...
support from his deceased wife.
2. Q. What are the requirements that must
now be met to qualify a Widower (or widow)
for a survivor annuity? A. The employee must
have-(1) completed at least 18 months ot
Federal civilian service, and (2) died while
employed subject to the Civil Service Retirement System. The widower (or widow)
must-(1) have been married to the em•
ployee for at least 2 years immediately preceding her (or his) death, or (2) be the
father (or mother) of a child born of the
marriage with the employee.
3. Q. Does this change affect widowers of
employees who died before January 8, 1971?
A. No. It applies only to widowers of em·
ployees who die on or after January 8, 197\.
IV. USE OF SUPPLEMENTAL ANNUITY TO
INCREASE SURVIVOR BENEFIT

1. Q. What is a supplemental annuityt'
A. This is an annuity earned by certain rea
tirees who are reemployed in the Govern•
ment for at least 1 year after they retire.
2. Q. How does a supplemental annUity
increase the survivor benefit? A. FormerlJ,
upon termination of the reemployment, tba
supplemental annuity was a single life annuity. The change ln the law permits the
supplemental annuity to be used as a base
for additional survivor annuity if the employee had elected a reduced annuity with
survivor benefit when he initially retired.
3. Q. Does a reemployed annui:tan t have to
apply for the additional survivor annuity?
A. No. The additional survivor annuity wUl
automaticalLy be granted when the supple•
mental annuity is granted unless the retiree
requests otherwise.
4. Q. Is there a reduction in supplemental
annuity if additlbnal survivor annuity is payable? A. Yes. The supplemental annuity is
reduced by .10%.
5. Q. How much additional survivor an.'"'
unity is payable? A. The additional survivor
annuity amounts to 55% of the full supplemental annuity (before the 10% reduction).
6. Q. Does this change apply to an an•
nuitant whose reemployment ended before
January 8, 1971? A. No. It applies only to an
annuitant whose reemployment terminates
on or after that date.
V. CREDIT FOR PERIODS OF SEPARATION DURING
WHICH FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
BENEFITS WERE RECEIVED

1. Q. What change has been made 1n tM
retirement law concerning credit for periods
of separation during which Federal employ•
ees' compensation benefits were received. A.
An employee (or former employee) who returns to Federal employment after he has
been separated is now deemed to have been
on leave without pay for any part of the
period of separation during which he re-ceived Federal employees' compensation ass
result of illness or injury related to his GOV&
ernment job.
2. Q. What is the effect of this change. A. It
permits full credit toward retirement tor all
or a portion of a separation period during
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to date has been couched in i,erms of the
rankest, che8ipest demagoguery. In it, you
seek to represent that the peace which all
men seek is a marketable commodity which
is attM.nable solely by unilateral action on
the part of the Government.
You have shown a. readiness and willingness to barter in human lives that betrays
your vaunted concern for human suffering
as a. shallow mockery and a.n outright lie.
You would leave millions of South Vietnamese unprotected from the explicitly-documented savagery of the Communists and
from amongst your supporters has come the
incredibly brutal suggestion that our own
POWs might be deserted and forgotten.
The New York Times of March 31, 1971,
quotes a member of the War Resisters League
about the AprU 24 March:
"It is time now to break relations with the
Government. This time we'll stay in Washington . . . . April 24 can't be just an annual
spring picnic. Those picnics were good but
they aren't enough. It's no secret that thiS
country is headed for 1984. The alternative
to 1984 is 1776 and it's going to begin this
spring."
As reported by the Washington Dally News
of March 31, these noble thoughts will encompass such things as:
( 1) a. demonstration in front of the
White House, even though police permission has been refused;
(2) "guerrilla theater" on the steps of the
Supreme Court;
(3) mass masochism over "war crimes" on
the Capitol steps;
(4) "civil disobedience" against Selective
Service, Internal Revenue, HEW and Justice;
(5) a "people's lobby" which plans to enter
Federal buildings for 'dialogue' with employees;
(6) a. sit-in attempt to block one of the
major bridges leading into the city;
(7) a moratorium on "business as usual".
All in the name of peace! Such a peace, dictated by swarming mobs, would be the peace
of the slave and of the tomb, not only for this
SUPPORT "PEACE" MARCH? NO!
Republic but for the entire Free World.
It would insure that the name of the
United States of Lmerlca would go down reviled, damned and cursed-not in the hisOF INDIANA
tory books but on the lips of the poor
wretches who saw it as their last hope, and
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
saw this hope disappear when the United
Thursday, April 1, 1971
States gave up, as you would have it do.
No-the name would not be in the hisMr. BRAY. Mr. Speaker, I received recently a packet of material from some- tory books-for it would disappear for all
to come, from written history, erased as
thing called the National Peace Action time
and totally as the sand-covered
Coalition which asked for my written thoroughly
domains of Ozymandias.
support of the planned April 24 demonAnd the four-footed jackals of the desert
stration in Washington.
would howl across the sands that covered
Included with the material, on top of the ruins, as today their two-footed· ancesthe stack, was the copy of a letter writ- tors howl, in hopes of bringing that ruin to
ten on official Senate stationery and pass!

which the employee was receiving employees'
compensation.
3. Q. Is this change retroactive? A. This
change applies to qualifying periods of separation occurring before as well as on or after
January 8, 1971.
4. Q. How can an employee who retired before January 8, 1971, obtain this retirement
credit? A. Since there is no practicable way
in which the Government can identify already-retired persons with periods of saparation which could be counted, the new law
requires that such periods be counted only
upon application by the retiree.
5 . Q. I am already retired and have a
period of separation during which I received
employees' compensation. How can I apply
to have this period credited toward my
annuity? A. Simply write a letter to the Civil
Service Commission, Bureau of Retirement,
Insurance, and Occupational Health, 1900 E
St .. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20415. Please be
sure to give full identifying information,
including your name, date of birth, and CSA
claim number.
6. Q. Will the increase in my annuity that
results from crediting the period of separation be retroactive? A. No, the increased annuity is payable only for the months after
January 1971.
7. Q. My husband (or wife) died before
January 8, 1971, and I am the survivor annuitant. Can I apply for additional credit for
a period of separation during which he received employees' compensation? A. No. Only
the retiree can apply for and receive the additional credit.
8. Q. Can a survivor-annuitant receive the
additional credit? A. Yes. The survivor of
an employee who dies on or after January 8,
1971, will automatically be credited with the
period of separation. Also, the survivor of an
.annuitant who has been allowed credit for
-the period of separation will receive credit
:for it.

HON. WILLIAM G. BRAY

signed by a Member of the other body,
which ends with the words:

I wholeheartedly endorse your program for
April 24th and I will do all I can to help it
succeed.

Also included were copies of statements
from other Members of Congress, expressing support.
A blank form, with my name typed on
it, was also provided. My reply was as
follows:
I decline your invitation-and I do not
decline it "respectfully" because "respect"
denotes both "honor" and "esteem."
I have no "esteem.'• for the theory that
foreign policy can and should be made by
street mobs.
I do not feel "honor" is due those who
encourage this, and who seem. convinced that
peace may be attained solely by shouting it,
over and over again.
You often complain the Government will
not listen to your dialogue. Your dta.logue

TECHNOLOGY AND OUR ENVIRONMENT THE SALVATION OF MANKIND

HON. ROBERT A. ROE
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. ROE. Mr. Speaker, it is abundantly clear to all of us that we are living
in an era of great change. As a matter
of fact, I think we can say that our lifetime has seen the greatest of man's innovations and achievements than any
other lifespan in the history of mankind.
Man's technology was a main artery of
the brain behind these advancements in
our way of life but there are many now
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saying that the wake of our technology
is now catching up with us and strangling and suffocating our environment
and man's very life through its pollution
of our natural resources. This does not
mean that we must curtail our technology but that we must expand it or
redirect it with the environmental factors having the greatest priority instead
of the afterthought.
As a matter of interest to you and
our colleagues here in the House, I would
like to share with you a most adroit and
formidable statement that was presented to the Chamber of Commerce of
Metropolitan Baltimore by a prominent
member of my congressional district, the
nationally distinguished Mr. Clifford D.
Siverd, president and chief executive
officer of the American Cyanamid Co.,
preeminent in world leadership in the
chemical and pharmaceutical industry,
on the challenge presently before all of
us to reassert our mastery over technolgy and agree on what we want it to
do if we are to achieve the society we
all seek for ourselves and future generations.
His statement is as follows:
It gives me a warm inner feeling to come
back to Baltimore and Visit with you today.
I am a. Marylander, born in Cumberland, up
in the mountain area west of here. My family
came to Baltimore in 1918, and I went to
school on Maryland and 27th Street at Sts.
Ph111p's and James• Parochial School. Then I
went to Mt. St. Joseph's to the west, in Irvington, and fortunately I was able to get one
of the fine State of Maryland engineering
scholarships then available a.t Johns Hopkins
University, where I got a B.S. degree in 1935.
I have many fond memories of Baltimore
of the 1930's-the double-decker buses, with
their top decks loaded on summer evenings,
and the Easter parades, with everyone in
spring finery from the Monument to University Parkway. I even recall one memorable
Sunday when there was a. little rain; a friend
of mine had a Model A Ford with a rumble
seat, and in the course of our meandering
around town I got a.n umbrella from home
and sat in the rumble seat with the umbrella.
over my date and me. One roVing photographer felt this was of sufHcient interest to
put the picture in the Baltimore Sun.
Those were the days of Cardinal Gibbons,
and of Jack Dunn's Orioles in the International League; and then, a.s now, Johns Hopkins was dominant in medicine as well as
lacrosse. Baltimore was friendly, and I enjoyed liVing here. Unfortunately, when I was
looking for a job there were not too many
anywhere, and I had to go a. little farther
afield in order to get located in industry.
In many ways, of course, that was a different city from the Baltimore of today. It
was somewhat more leisurely, and decidedly
less amuent. The downtown skyline was far
less imposing. There was no Charles Center,
no Hopkins Plaza, no CiVic Center, no Inner
Harbor development. In those days the Colts,
the Bullets, and the Clippers did not even
exist.
The development of modern Baltimore has
been impressive. You have rebuilt the heart
of the city completely. You have gone far in
modernizing your port fa.c111ties. You have
maintained your position among the top four
seaports ot the nation, you have achieved
a significant shift from. bulk cargo to general
cargo, with important benefit to the economy
of metropolitan Baltimore. Your handling of
the highway problem has brought favorable
notice in the February issue of Fortune. And
your Chamber of Commerce has played an
important part in shaping the Baltimore of
today.
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But despite all this, much remains to be
done. Your purpose is to make Baltimore the
model city of America--offering a clean environment, with equal opportunity for alland to succeed, you must harness all your
forces and maintain your forward drive without let-up.
The changes in Baltimore since the 1930's
have been dramatic-so dramatic that they
suggest the theme for this talk: change.
What theme could be more appropriate?
Change today is rampant, not just here in
Baltimore but throughout the nation and
around the globe. Moreover, the pace of this
change is accelerating. It is taking place
faster and faster with each passing decade.
Alvin Tomer has written a stimuLating
book called Future Shock in which he portrays this vividly. Modern man has existed
for perhaps 50,000 years. If this 50,000-year
period were divided into lifetimes of about
62 years each, man's history spans 800 such
lifetimes. Let us trace the pace of change
during these lifetimes:
- I n the first 650 of them, things changed
very little. Man spent them in caves.
-Only during the last 70 of these 800 lifetimes, with the invention of writing, has it
been possible for man to communicate effectively from one lifetime to another.
-Only during the last six lifetimes did
large masses of men ever see a printed word.
-Only during the last four of our 800 lifetimes has man been able to measure time
With any precision.
-Only in the last two lifetimes has anyone, anywhere, used an electric motor.
-And the overwhelming majority of all
the material goods we use today have been
developed Within the present lifetime-the
SOOth.
we are indeed in a world of change. The
company with which I am closely associated, American Cyanamid, is 63 years old.
By coincidence, this is pretty close to one
of Tomer's 62-year lifetimes. During its
existence, the company has gone through
tremendous changes, with the changes in
recent years coming faster and faster.
For the major portion of its existence,
Cyanamid was in the routine chemical business, which grew at a rather steady, plodding rate. Around 1928 or '29, however, we
got into the medical business by purchasing
Lederle Laboratories, a small pharmaceutical
company in Rockland County, New Yorkjust over the border from New Jersey. Lederie didn't do very much for the company
in earnings until the late '40's, when we were
lucky enough to discover Aureomycin& chlortetracycline, the first of the broad-spectrum
antibiotics. These drugs were dramatic. They
saved lives which could not have been saved
before. They made pneumonia, for example,
a disease of extremely minor consequence.
In the '50's we acquired Formica Corporation. Formica is a world-famous brand name,
and the corporation is an outstanding leader
in the field of laminated plastics. I trust
that all of you have some FormicaR plastic
laminates in your homes or apartments.
We went a step further in the '60's, going
directly into the consumer market. We purchased several companies, the most famous
of which was John H. Breck, Inc., the wellknown producer of hair-care products. And
only a few weeks ago we purchased the Ervin
Company, a well-known developer of residential communities in the Southeast.
So Cyanamid, too, went through dramatic
changes in its 63-year lifetime. Those that
occurred in the past decade had the greatest impact on the company, since a consumer business takes different disciplines
and different management and a different
philosophy from a chemical business.
Cyanamid's case is not exceptional. Almost
all large companies have undergone many
changes.
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Let us look at the pace of change in some
specific fields of human endeavor. Consider
transportation. For thousands of years, man
traveled on foot. Then came the camel caravan, which averaged eight miles an hour,
and later the horse-drawn chariot, which
could get up to 20. For thousands of years
more, animals like these provided the fastest transportation available.
The first steam locomotive was not introduced until 1825, and it was actually slower
than the chariot. It had a top speed of 13
miles per hour, and the sailing ships of that
day averaged only half that speed. It was
the 1880's before an improved locomotive
could reach 100 miles per hour.
Only fifty years later, propeller-driven aircraft were doing 400 miles per hour. In 20
years more, the jets doubled that figure, and
within the past few years men in space capsu1es have been circling the earth at 18,000
miles per hour.
If man's top speed of travel were plotted
in a graph--on a scale, say o! a thousand
years to the inch-the curve would look
strange indeed. It wou1d go along almost
level for more than four feet. It wou1d begin to show a significant rise only in the last
tenth of an inch, and then, abruptly, it
would go right off th~ top of the chart.
So much for transportation. Baltimore
is a city, an urban community, so let us turn
to urbanization. In 1850, there were only
four olties in the world with more than a
million inhabitants. In 1900, there were 19.
But by 1960, there were 141.
The urban population of the world today
is growing at a rate of 6.5% per year. At this
rate, it will double in the next 11 years. If
all the cities of the world remained their
present size, we would have to duplicate them
all between now and 1981-a new Baltimore,
a new Chicago, a new New York, a new London, a new Tokyo, and so on for every city
around the globe.
A graph of the world's urban popu1ation
would look much like that of man's speed
of travel-level for more than four feet, a
significant rise only in the last fraction of
an inch, and then right off the top of the
chan.
We could continue with many such examples. Curves showing man's range of communication, his ab111ty to calculate, his capacity for storing and retrieving information, and many other things-all of them
would end by shooting off the top of the
chart.
Change today is explosive. Its pace is such
that many thoughtful observers question our
a'l)ility to assimilate it. They suggest that
it may overwhelm us. As evidence, they point
to some of the less pleasant phenomena of
modern life-hippies, alienation, free-floating violence, the mounting use of drugs.
such things, they say, betoken pervasive
unrest despite our attainment of the highest standard of living ever achieved by man.
In the emotiona.l and spiritual malaise that
seems to afflict too many of us, the relentlessly accelerating pace of change may indeed be a factor. And behind change, generating it, stands technology. In these circumstances, it is not surprising that there
are signs of a developing disenchantment
with technology. There are even those who
propose-apparently with complete seriousness-that we institute a moratorium on scientific research, and that we bring the introduction of new technology to a halt.
The problem, of course, is far too complex to yield to such solutions. We need not
less technology but more. We need it for
the control of pollution, and for rebuilding
our cities, and for improving mass transit.
We need it for raising the standard of living
of the underdeveloped nations, and of the
underprivileged individuals in the developed
nations. We need it simply to feed the rapidly
expanding world population.
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Granted our continuing need for technology, we still must recognize tha.t technology
has been a contributor to many of our present problems. Examples are legion. Let us
look briefly at one of particu1ar interest to
a metropolitan chamber of commerce.
We must begin, paradoxica.lly enough, on
the farm. Over the past few decades, we developed better farm equipment, better seed,
improved fertilizers, and more effective pesticides. The result was an amazing increase
in our agricu1tural productivity.
we got more food at lower cost, but there
was a side effect: more and more agricultural workers became surplus. The farm population of this country fell from more than
a third of the total population in 1910 to
about 5% today. These displaced agricultural
workers migrated to the cities in droves, as
you in Baltimore are well aware. They came,
many of them, unprepared for urban life,
and lacking the skills needed to earn a living in a complex industrial economy. Too
many of them became public charges. There
was a rapid increase in the demands on local
governments for welfare, health care, and the
like.
But there is more to the story. While agricu1tural technologists were boosting farm
productivity, highway engineers were developing better methods of building roads, and
our highway networks expanded. Automotive engineers were improving automobiles.
Travel became easier-between city and
suburb, and from one suburb to another.
This contributed to a mass shift of people
from the cities to the suburbs, offsetting the
migration from the farms to the cities.
The two streams, moving in opposite
directions, were of course made up of different kinds of people. While the displaced
a.gricultural workers coming into the cities
were in many cases unskilled and impoverished, those leaving for the suburbs were
relatively affiuent. The exodus to the suburbs
even swept With it some of the headquarters
offices and manufa.cturing plants of large
corporations.
You know the rest. Our cities today, with
skyrocketing budgets for social services,
education, and other municipal needs, find
their tax base shrinking. And the increased
reliance on the automobile complicates their
problem all the more. With all their other
costs mounting, they must find money for
the attack on pollution.
Obviously, technology was by no means
the only factor involved in all this. Our
policies on welfare payments, our Willingness
to spend far more on highway construc'jion
than on mass transit, our programs for insuring mortgages, With most of them on
suburban housing-these and other fa.ctors
had their impact, too. Nevertheless, we must
recognize that technology was one of the
f-actors in the genesis of today's urban difficulties, just as it was a factor in the development of some of our other social ills.
In cases like this, the problem is usually
not the direct effects of a given technology,
but rruther the side effects. These side effects
are often unforeseen, which gives rise to
the popu1ar impression that technology is
introduced Without first being evaluated. As
Robert Sproull of the University of Rochester has put it, "The impression is abroad
that technology is a driverless bus, careening downhill With no goals or direction,
carrying us all to a messy end."
You and I know that this is false. Goals
for technology are set, and before technology is introduced, it is evaluated. When
a company's research and development effort
brings forth a new invention, the company
evaluates the development very ca.refu1ly indeed before it installs facilities for commercial production. If the facllities are expensive enough to cause the company to
borrow money or sell stock to finance them..
ooDliil.erclal or investment bankers may make
their own evaluations. Depending on the
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nature of the invention, government agencies
may be involved as well.
But t h e scope of such evaluations is nect -,sarily limited. The manufacturer and the
bankers are concerned primarily with how
wel. th e invention will do the job for which
it is !1n ended. To the extent that they can,
they 10ok at side effects, too, but usually they
have neither the resources nor the authority
to investigate them exhaustively. In the days
when Henry Ford was still a struggling mechanic, would he have been able to foresee
the complex changes which h1s mass-produced automobile was to bring about in the
economic and social life of the world? Could
the inventors of radio and television have
predicted the far-reaching effects <Yf instant
communications?
If a government agency is involved in the
appraisal of a new technology, its evaluation
1s also limited. Harvey Brooks has pointed
out, for example, that there are at least
three government agencies concerned with
weather mod1flcation. The Department of
Agriculture has the objective of reducing
storm damage to crops. The Bureau of Reclamation wants to in~rease rainfall in the
dry Western states. 'l'he Federal Aviation
Administration seeks methods of dissipating
togs over airports. None of these agencies,
however, looks at weather modification in all
its aspects.
All this may have been aclequate in a less
crowded world. Today, however, with a rapidly expanding population pressing on the
finite resources of this planet, we must do
more. If we are to reverse the growing disaffection with science and technology, if we
are to avert unwise poUtical reaction to our
recurrent environmental crises, we must set
up the apparatus for a systematic and continuing assessment of our technology, both
existing and new. This assessment must be
interdisciplinary, involving social as well as
physical scientists. It must be made from
the standpoint of society as a whole. It must
take into account social as well as economic
costs. It must consider alternate routes to
a given goal, and reckon the costs for each
route.
Congressman Daddario of Connecticut has
introduced a b111 which would establish an
assessment board to advise the Congress on
emerging technologies. A simllar bill has
been introduced in the Senate. The National
Academy of Sciences has recommended a
somewhat more elaborate mechanism.
While I am not prepared to recommend
specific procedures, several points appear
to be basic. First of all, it seems clear that
the assessment will have to be carried on
under government auspices. There is no
other way of assuring that the interests of
all social groups will be adequately represented. Further, since the problema spawned
bY technology are national in their scope, the
assessment will have to be carried on at the
federal level.
Second, whatever form the evaluation or
assessment mechanism may take, it should
not circumvent the existing political processes. Such assessment board or office should
evaluate and recommend, but the responsiblllty for action should remain lodged in the
Congress and the President, with their decisions subject to review by the courts.
Third, we must avoid the issuance of reports which simply gather dust. Regardless
of the approach adopted, there must be an
assessment body comparable in its influence
to the Council of Economic Advisers, capable
of mobilizing opinion and producing action.
Fourth, we should avoid building up
another cumbersome bureaucracy. The stafr
of the government office or board could consist of a small group of competent physical
and social scientists. The studies they need
in carrying on the assessment process should
be made by established government agencies,
universities, think-tanks, and private corporations, as circumstances indicate, but this
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work must be coordinated to provide an order
of priority and to avoid waste.
So much for the technology assessment
mechanism. Let me close with two general
observations. One of them is that whatever
program is set up, technology assessment will
be complex and dlftlcult, and the results will
be imperfect. At the time the telephone was
introduced, or radio, or television, or the
computer--beneficial as all of these were-no long-range forecast of their indirect effects could have been correct in every detall.
But the broad outlines could have been
foreseen at the very beginning, and steps
could have been taken to encourage those
effects that were desirable, and to redirect
those that were not. Further, 1! the assessment process had been a continuing one,
errors in the original predictions could have
been detected and compensated.
My other observation is that technology
assessment, by itself, will not solve the problems associated with technology. What it will
do is give us-and our representatives in
government--the in formation we need to attack these problems intelligently. It w111
give us the background we require if we are
to rearrange our priorities and proceed with
some rational long-range planning. But solving the problems, and making and implementing the plans, will be up to all of us.
And that as it should be. The responsibility is ours.
I end these remarks on a note of challenge--a challenge expressed by Glenn Seaborg in a speech he delivered to the Nobel
Symposium in Stockholm just a year ago.
Here is what he said:
"Technology can be directed creatively
so as to bring human society into close harmony with its natural environment. It can
be made to create more wealth with less
waste . . . It can be made to create beauty
where we have let it spawn ugliness. It can
be made to bring man both great er security
and more individual freedom. What it does,
however, will be accomplished only when we
stop blaming it for our shortcomings, reassert our mastery over it and agree on what
we want it to do."
That is the challenge for us-to reassert
our mastery over technology and agree on
what we want it to do. The job will be difficult. It will require the combined efforts of
industry, government, the universities, and
all of the other groups in our society. But we
have a strong incentive to succeed. What we
are working to achieve is the better society
of tomorrow-here in Baltimore, in our country, and around the world.
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is the Jew who has focused the world spot-

light on the harsh persecution practiced by
the communists. It is the Russian Jew who
is risking his safety and life demanding his
freedom to emigrate. And lt is the nonRussian Jew who 1s loudly and forcefully
shaking the rest of the world from its complacency by defying the power of the communists.
As a religious person, I deeply admire the
courage and fortitude of the Russian Jew.
Not only is he helping hi.; own people, but
he is serving as an example of heroism to
other repressed religions in the U.S.S.R.
Too many Americans, for too long a time,
have engaged in the kind of wishful thinking which has led them to believe that somehow communism has changed-that it is no
longer the tyranny it was under Stalin,
somehow a new era of freedom has dawned
for the people of the Soviet Union.
This optimistic view, unfortunately, has
not been borne out by the facts . In 1956, it
is true, Niklta Khrushchev condemned Stalin
and his so-called "cult of personality". The
evils of the Stalin era, Khrushchev declared,
were the results of Stalin's own personality.
All of this, he promised, would change.
But instead of changing for the better, it
is now Khrushchev who has been rejected,
and Stalin who has been reinstated. In
February 1969, for example, the Soviet Communist Party's most authoritative journal,
Kommttnist, officially rehabllitated the late
Josef Stalin as an "outstanding mllitary
leader", repudiating as "inventions" the tales
told by Niklta Khrushchev at the 20th Party
Congress in 1956. The same issue of Kommunist makes clear that this rehabilitation
is not accidental and is linked to current
policies.
The renaissance of Stalinism has been accompanied by a renewed campaign against
one of Stalin's favorite targets and scapegoats-the Jews.
We must remember that Soviet hostllity
to Jews dates to the programs of the period
before the Revolution. The oommunists, since
coming to power in 1917 have launched a
campaign of persecution a.gainst all religions,
but the Jews have remained a convenient
and vulnerable target.
In order to place the recent anti-Semitic
campaign in proper historical perspective,
it is important to review the history of religious persecution in the Soviet Union.
In 1925 the League of M111tant Atheists
was formed in the Soviet Union to publish
and spread anti-religious material and like,
the government's economic plan, an atheistic five year plan was launched in 1927 and
again in 1937. In the late 1930's the League
was reported to have 3.5 million members,
but it failed in its primary task. Religion has
AMERICA 'S RELIGIOUS COMMITnot been destroyed in the fifty years since
MENT TO SOVIET JEWRY
the Russian Revolution-but not due to any
lack of effort on the part Of the communist
regime.
HON. NORMAN F. LENT
Despite an intensive fifty year campaign
calling for its eradication, religion remains
OF NEW YORK
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ducted by university students in the city
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of Kazan (with a population of 900,000),
showed that 21% of those questioned deMr. LENT Mr. Speaker, on March 27, clared that they were religious. A surpristhe Honorablf t\.ngelo D. Roncallo, Con- ingly large number of the believers, 34%, betroller of the County of Nassau, State of longed to the working class. The report was
New York, deli•rered an outstanding and issued by the official magazine of Soviet
timely addres~ on the plight of Soviet atheism.
Speaking on January 22, 1958, then PreJewry. So that my distinguished col-

leagues in the Congre3s may have the
benefit of rea.iing this enlightening address, I wouid like to include it in the
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I feel that my presence here, as a Catholic
in a Jewish Sf nttgogue, points out the concern every rPUgi:ms person, regardless of
creed, should ha VP- for the plight of Soviet
Jewry. Althou~h every religion in Russia and
her satellite co·mtrtes has suffered greatly, it

mier Khrushchev stated, "We are for the

freedom of the religious convictions of the
people and for respect for the religious views
of every human being 1n every nation."
Those in the West who pose questions
about the state of religion in the Soviet
Union a.re referred to Article 124 of the Soviet Constitution: "In order to ensure to
citizens freedom of conscience, the church
in the U.S.S.R. is separated from the state,
and the school from the church. Freedom
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from anti-religious propaganda is recogniZed
for all citizens."
We are not told, however, what this means.
The decree on the separation of church and
state and of school and church of January
23, 1918 was not aimed at religious freedom
or tolerance but at the undermining of the
very exiStance of religion.
The clergymen were deprived of voting
rights and were considered obscurants and
enemies of the people, not engaged in work.
By order of Lenin, the All-Russian Extraordinary Committee for the Suppression of
Count errevolution was established in 1918
and during the first three years of communist rule, thousands of clergymen were the
victims of Soviet terrorism.
According to official Soviet data, 423
churches were closed and 322 destroyed in
the first half of 1929, and 1,440 churches
were closed by the year's end. Synagogues
were converted into clubs, Buddhist monasteries were closed, Moslem mosques were
converted into atheist museums and the
printing of the Koran was prohibited.
The provision that the school shall be
separated from the church denies to the
church any educational function, since these
are considered to be a monopoly of the state.
Another legal document, "Decree of
Religious Associations", was enacted April 8,
1929 under Stalin by the Central Executive
Committee of the People's Commisars. This
legislation sets forth in nineteen paragraphs
what religious associations must do and
must not do. The right to participate in
religious rites is defined by the government
as worship in an approved meet ing place by
a registered congregation led by acceptable
ministers. There is strict enforcement of the
regulation against giving religious instruction to the young, including parents giving
religious instruction to their own children.
Public worship is forbidden, as is any attempt to preach beyond the bounds of the
approved meeting place. Baptism of children is likewise forbidden, and only those
religious groups which have met the approval
of the government are even permitted to participate in this limited practice.
While those below the age of 21 may not
be given religious instruction, they are the
major target of the state's own anti-religious
"propaganda", another Soviet practice contrary to Article 124.
Before the Revolution, the training of Russian Orthodox clergy was ensured by 58 seminaries with twenty thousand students and
by about two hundred ecclesiastical schools
and minor seminaries. Above the seminaries
were four ecclesiastical academies. On September 6, 1918, all ecclesiastical establishments had to close their doors.
During World War II, the communist government sought to unify the people against
the German invader, and also attempted to
create the image in the West of the Soviet
Union as a democratic and freedom-loving
state. The editors of papers and magazines
were instructed to stop publication of articles attacking the church and, although the
laws and regulations relating to religion remained in force, they were not strictly applied. In 1944, in fact, theological studies
were permitted to resume on a limited basis.
With the end of the war came an increasing reign of terror. An example of renewed
vigor with which the Soviet Government attacked religion may be seen in the case of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
On the night of April 11, 1946, Metropolitan Josef was arrested and with him the entire Ukrainian Cathollc hierarchy. Barely
two weeks after his arrest, Moscow Patriarch
Alexei consecrated a Russian priest, Makarll,
as Bishop of Lviv, and on April 28, 1945, a
so-called Initiatory Group was organized in
Lviv, whose purpose was to work to bring the
Ukrainian Church into the Russian Orthodox
Church. On March 8th-loth, 1946, a "Council" took place and it invalidated the dec1-
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sion of the Council of Brest in 1596, and
united the Ukrainian Church with the Russian Orthodox Church.
Metropolitan Josef was sentenced in 1946
and nothing was heard about him until the
death of Sta.lln in 1953. At that time, he was
made the same proposition which he had
refused in 1945; they demanded that he
recognize the authority of the Patriarch of
Moscow. He again rejected thiS proposal and
as the result of another trial in 1958 he was
sentenced to an additional seven years of
compulsory labor in a concentration camp.
The reason for the Soviet Government's
desire to unite the Ukrainian catholic
Church with the Russian Orthodox Church
represents an important aspect of the treatment of religion under communism. Just as
the church was needed during World War II
to increase Soviet prestige in the eyes of
the world and unite the people, so it is
needed in peacetime to sell Soviet foreign
policy and the philosophy of socialism.
Dr. Matthew Spinka, prominent church
hiStorian at the Hartford Theological Seminary, notes that the Soviet policy has" ... resulted in the ever-increasing subjection o:t
the church to governmental control, so that
in the end, but little actual difference could
be discerned between the external relations
with the church which had existed under
the Czarist regime and that which existed
under the Soviets. It in turn established
the pattern of relations which became not
only the fixed form for Russia but for all
communist-dominated countries as well.
"This modus vivendi, has lulled the church
into the belief of the possiblllty of a 'peaceful coexistence' and of preservation of its
essential rights, while in reality it has been
used as a tool for eliminating all religion
from society. This presents perhaps, the most
difficult problem facing modern Christendom."
We have seen the callous and ruthless
manipulation of certain segments of Christianity to further communist goals, but no
such preference of tolerance is even offered to
Judaism.
JudaiSm in the U.S.S.R. is subject to
unique discrimination. Jewish congregations
are not permitted to organize a nationwide
federation or any other central organization.
Judaism is permitted no publication facilities, and no Hebrew Bible has been publiShed for Jews since 1917, nor is a Russian
translation of the Jewish version of the Old
Testament allowed.
The study of Hebrew, even for religious
purposes, has been outlawed and the producti-on of religious objects, such as prayer
shawls, is prohibited. The number of Jews
in the Soviet Union is close to three million,
of whom at least one million have been estimated as deep believers. For these there are
approximately 60 synagogues and rabbis, or
one synagogue and rabbi for every 16,000
believers. No new rabbis e;re now being
trained and the average age of rabbis is over
seventy. Little hope remains for a continuation of Jewish religious life in the Soviet
Union.
The rabid anti-semitism of the communist
leadership has been well-known. It was no
coincidence that in the much publicized
purge trials in Czechoslovakia in 1952 that
eleven of the fourteen accused in the Siansky Case were of Jewish origin. Writing in
The Confession, which has now been made
into a movie, Arthur London tells of his
first interrogator who took him by the throat
and shouted, "You and your dirty race, we
wm know how t.o annihilate you! What Hitler didn't finish, we will!"
Despite repeated statements to the effect
that things since Stalin have improved in the
Soviet Union with regard to religious freedom, the fact is that they have been getting
worse. The campaign has mounted in recent
years. Mr. Oliver Clement, an orthodox professor declared that from 1959 to 1962, the
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number of churches open decreased from
22,000 to 11,500 and the number of priests
carrying on their functions from 30,000 to
14,000. More than half the monasteries have
been closed, from 69 in 1958 to 31 in 1962.
Of eight seminaries reopened in 1945, two
have been closed and two have been almost
stripped of their students.
News reports from the Soviet Union today
indica te that religion is in as difficult a position today as it ever was. Pravda Ukraini
for October 3, 1966 tells the story of a
"Brother Prokofiev" who had already been
in prison t hree times, but as soon as he was
released, he began t o organize secret Sunday
Schools again. The result was a fourth arrest.
Sowjestskaais Russi a recounts how the
Baptist Marinkowa has had six children taken
away from her because she gave them
Christian faith and forbade them to wear
the CommuniSt pioneer necktie. When she
heard the sentence, she said only, "I suffer for
my faith." She now has to pay the boarding
school bills of her children who are in a state
institution which preaches militant atheism.
While other religions and sects continue
to endure their share of persecution, we find
that once again, the Jews are the major
scapegoats. B'na.i B'rith, in a documented
analysis of textbooks used in Soviet schools,
accused Moscow of "systematically excising
history" in an attempt to make the Jew a
"nonperson.''
Findings of the study said that Jews "are
rarely mentioned and their culture ignored"
in basic hiStory textbooks used by the Soviet educational system.
The sixth edition of "Recent History", published. in 1967 as a ninth grade teaching manu al , makes no mention of "anti-semitic persecu tions" in recounting the history of the
Nazi regime from 1933 to 1939. The same
book, discussing Nazi death camps, says that
in "1933-34, 100,000 Communists were thrown
into prison and into especially established
concentration camps" but makes no mention
that the victims were Jews.
A chronology in the tenth grade textbook
listing nations newly independent since
World War II omits reference to Israel, although such countries as Algeria and the
United Arab Republic are treated in separate
sections.
The great Soviet Encyclopedia has adopted
the same tactic of exclusion. In contrast to
the 1932 edition which dealt with Jewish
history and culture in 117 pages, the second
edition, published in 1952, has but two pages
devoted to Jews. Virtually all Jewish history is deleted. "The inevitable result," declared B'nai B'rith, "is that the students are
denied a positive image of the Jew."
The Soviet Union has, however, done far
more than refrain from giving a positive
image. It has clearly presented a negative and
hostile image. In May 1970, for example, the
Soviet Ministry of Defense publiShed a novel
whose vicious anti-semitism recalls the Nazi's
descriptions of Jews lying in wait to despoil
Aryan girls. Two hundred thousand copies of
this book, called, Love and H ate, were printed
by the Armed Forces publishing house of the
Ministry of Defense. It was sent to the library
of every military unit in the Soviet Union.
Jews in the Soviet Union have become virtual captives, not able to practice their religion, and not able to emigrate. One Soviet
Jew who did manage to leave, Lyuba Bershadskaya, describes the scene at he.r departure: "The day I left Moscow to go to Israel,
two hundred people came to the airport to
say 'goodbye'. They already considered me a
free person. They trusted me. People kept
calling out, 'Lyuba, tell Nixon, tell U Thant,
tell Nixon!'".
In recent days, the Soviet government has
allowed a slight increase in the number of
Jews permitted to emigrate to Israel. It was
reported this week that the Soviet government has made a landmark decision to allow an estimated 300,000 Jews leave for Israel
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within the next few years. Over five hundred
Jews have already left this year. Even this
token gesture of freedom is astounding, considering the rigid, hostile nature of communism. And, it has been brought about solely
by the courage of Russian Jews who have demanded their freedom. The dam of Communist repression has been cracked, and the thin
trickle has turned to a steady stream. If the
pressure from within continues, the crack
will widen and the stream will increase. We
all pray for the time when the dam will
crumble entirely.
It is our responsibility to make the true
facts about life under communism known to
the world. Religion, we must remember, has
been the traditional enemy of all modern
tyrannies. Mussolinl stated, "Religion is a
species of mental disease." Karl Marx called
it the "opium of the people" and Hitler denounced Christianity not only because Jesus
was a Jew, but because It was "cowardly to
speak of giving love for hate."
We must not forget that tyranny is also
the enemy of all religion, and of freedom as
well. The SOviet Union, in Its more than fifty
years of communist rule, has wasted no effort
in teaching us this lesson. We must not
break faith with those brave people stlll
striving for their freedom within the Soviet
Union, for, in the long run, their fight is our
fight and the fight of all free men, everywhere. Thank you.

PRO DEO ET PATRIA

HON. WILLIAM G. BRAY
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. BRAY. Mr. Speaker, I am proud to
insert the full schedule of the "Pro Deo
et Patria"-For God and Country--service, held recently in the Pleasant View
Lutheran Church, Indianapolis, Ind.:
"PRO DEO ET PATRIA"-FOR GOD AND
COUNTRY

(A patriotic service in honor of the birthdays of two great Americans, George Washington and Abraham Lincoln)
PLEASANT VIEW LUTHERAN CHURCH

Prelude: "Finlandla" Sibellus.
Processional hymn: "God the Omnipotent" (sung by all):
"God the Omnipotent I King, who ordalnest
Great winds thy clarions, lightnings thy
sword;
Show forth thy pity on high where thou
reignest:
Give to us peace in our time, 0 Lord.
"God the All-merciful! earth hath forsaken
Meekness and mercy, and slighted thy
word;
Bid not thy wrath in its terrors awaken:
Give to us peace in our time, 0 Lord.
"God the All-righteous One! man hath defied
thee,
Yet to eternity standeth thy word;
Falsehood and wrong shall not tarry beside
thee:
Give to us peace in our time, 0 Lord.
"God the AU-wise! by the fire of thy chastening
Earth shall to freedom and truth be restored;
Through the thick darkness thy kingdom is
hastening:
Thou wilt give peace in thy time, 0 Lord.

"So shall thy children with thankful devotion
Praise him who saved them from peril and
sword,
Singing in chorus from ocean to ocean:
'Peace to the nations, and praise to the
Lord.' Amen."
The Invocation (by the Pastor).
The pledge of allegiance to our Creator.
1. The Apostles' Creed (said in unison):
"I believe in God, the Father almighty,
creator of heaven and earth. I believe in
Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord. He was
conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit
and born, of the Virgin Mary. He suffered
under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and
was buried. He descended to the dead. On the
third day he rose again. He ascended into
heaven, and is seated at the right hand of
the Father. He will come again to judge the
living and the dead. I believe in the Holy
Spirit, the holy Catholic Church, the commullion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the
resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting." (International Consultation on
English Texts)
2. The Pledge to the Christian Flag (said
in unison, right hand over heart) :
"I pledge allegiance to the Christian Flag,
and to the Saviour for whose Kingdom it
stands; one brotherhood, uniting all mankind in service and love."
The pledge of allegiance to our country.
1. The American's creed (said in unison):
"I believe in the United States of America
as a government of the people, by the people,
for the people; whose just powers are derived
from the consent of the governed; a democracy in a republic; a sovereign nation of
many sovereign states, a perfect union, one
and inseparable; established upon those
principles of Freedom, equality, justice and
humanity for which American patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes. I therefore
believe it is my duty to my country to love
it; to support its Constitution; to obey its
laws; to respect its flag, and to defend it
against an enemies." (William T . Page, clerk,
U.S. House of Representatives In 1917)
2. The pledge to the American flag (said
In unison, right hand over heart):
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the
United States of America and to the republic
for which it stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with Uberty and justice for all.''
3. The National Anthem (sung by all):
"Oh, say can you see by the dawn's early
light?
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thru
the perilous fight ,
O'er the ramparts we watched were so
gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs
bursting In air,
Gave proof through the night that our
flag was stm there.
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner
yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home
of the brave?"
The prayer for Our Country (prayed in
unison):
"Almighty God, we make our earnest
prayer
That Thou wilt keep the United States in
Thy holy protection;
That Thou wilt incline the hearts of the
citizens to cultivate a. spirit of subordination and obedience to government
And entertain a brotherly affection and
love for one another
And for their fellow citizens of the United
States at large.
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And finally, that Thou wilt most graciously
be pleased and dispose us all to do justice,
to love mercy and to demean ourselves with
that charity, humility and pacific temper
of mind which were the characterist ics of
the Divine Author of our blessed religion;
And without a humble imitation of Whose
example in these things we can never h ope
to be a happy nation.
Grant our supplication, we beseech Thee,
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."
(Prayed by George Washington a t t he
conclusion of his Inaugural Address as the
1st President of the United States).
(The Congregat ion is seated; Late Comers
may be seated by the Ushers).
The first Scripture lesson : Psalm 33 : 1- 12.
Hymn: "0 Beautful for Spacious Skies"
(sung by all) :
"0 beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea.
"0 beautiful for pilgrim feet,
Whose stern, impassioned stress
A thoroughfare for freedom beat
Across the wilderness I
America! America!
God mend thine every flaw,
Confirm thy soul in self-control,
Thy Uberty in law.
"0 beautiful for heroes proved
In liberating strife,
Who more than self their country loved,
And mercy more than life I
America! America!
May God they gold refine,
Till all success be nobleness,
And every gain divine.
"0 beautiful for patriot dream
That sees, beyond the years,
Thine alabaster cities gleam,
Undlmned by human tears I
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee,
And crown thy good -lith brotherhood
From sea to shining sea.
The second scripture lesson: Romans
13: 1-7.
The Anthem: "Let There Be Peace on
Earth," Miller-Jackson. The Senior Choir.
"Let there be peace on earth
And let it begin with me;
Let there be peace on earth,
The peace that was meant to be.
With God as our Father,
Brothers all are we.
Let me walk with my brother
In perfect harmony.
Let peace begin with me,
Let this be the moment now;
With ev'ry step I take,
Let this be my vow;
To take each moment and live each moment
In peace eternally.
Let there be peace on earth,
And let it begin with me."
Hymn: "The Battle Hymn of The Republic" (sung by all) :
"Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampling out the vintage where the
grapes of wrath are stored;
He hath loosed the fateful lightning of his
terrible swift sword:
His truth is marching on.
"Glory, glory, Hallelujah
Glory, glory, Hallelujah
Glory, glory, Hallelujah
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disregard, my neglect and negligence when
it comes to God and living as a citizen in
this wondrous world which is really His.
Pastor: Realizing that no nation on earth
can long endure without a deep and abiding
Faith in God,
People: I will let others know that I believe
in God and I will endeavor to make His
presence felt, His power known and His purposes of justice, goodness and kindness alive
and active wherever I walk.
Pastor: Being mindful of the religious
heritage of my forefathers who founded
America with God and divine principles uppermost in their minds,
People: I will not only cherish their reverent reliance upon God, but I will endeavor
to build upon their beliefs for this and future
generations.
Pastor: Understanding that liberty is not
something easily won or easily kept,
People: I will endeavor to support,
strengthen, and sustain the freedoms for
The organ offertory: "God Bless America" which many have paid the supreme sacrifice.
Pastor: Knowing that the le8iders of our
Berlin. (1st Service only).
The Offertory Anthem: "It's a :....ong Road nation today face great priorities and grave
to Freedom" Medical Mission Sisters. The problems as they seek to preserve peace in
our times both at home and abro8id,
Junior Ohoir. (2nd Service only).
People: I will pray for them, th&t they
Re'frain:
may always seek divine help and guidance,
"It's a long road to freedom, a winding steep especially in times of decision.
and high.
Pastor: Finally, realizing that the princiBut when you walk in love with the wind on ples of Christian morality are necessary to
your wing
undergird our society,
And cover the earth with the songs you sing,
People: I will endeavor to follow the teachThe miles fly by.
ings of Jesus Christ in thought, word and
deed every day. Amen.
"I W81lked one morning by the sea,
and all the waves reached out to me.
The Lord's Prayer (prayed by all):
I took their tears, then let them be.
"Our Father in heaven, holy be your Name,
!YOUr kingdom come, your will be done~
"I walked one morning at the dawn,
on earth as in heaven Give us today our daily
when bits of night still lingered on.
bread.
Forgive us our sins as we forgive those
I sought my star, but it was gone.
who sin against us. Do not bring us to the
"I walked one morning with a friend,
test but deliver us from evil. For the kingand prayed the day would never end.
dom, the power, and the glory are yours now
The years have flown--so why pretend.
and for ever." Amen. (International Consultation on English Texts.)
"I walked one morning with my King,
The benediction (by the Pastor).
and all my winters turned to spring.
The recessional hymn: "My Country, •tis
Yet ev'ry moment held its sting."
of Thee" (sung by all):
The presentation of the offering and the
"My country 'tis of thee,
doxology (sung by all):
Sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing:
"Praise God, from whom all blessings flow;
Land where my fathers died.
Praise him, all creatures here below;
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
Praise him above, ye heavenly hosts;
From every mountain side
Praise Father, son, and Holy Ghost. Amen."
Let Freedom ring.
The preparation for prayer (to be read by
"My native country, thee,
the Pastor) :
Land of the noble free,
"We have been recipients of the choicest
Thy name I love;
bounties of heaven . . . . We have grown in
I love thy rocks and rills,
numbers, wealth and power as no other naThy woods and templed hills;
tion has ever grown; but we have forgotten
My heart with rapture thrills
God. We have forgotten the gracious hand
Like that above.
tha,.t preserved us in peace, and multiplied
"Let
music swell the breeze,
and enriched and strengthened us; and we
And ring from all the trees
have vainly imag-ined, in the deceitfulness of
Sweet freedom's song;
our hearts, that all these blessings were proLet mortal tongues awake;
duced by some superior virtue and wisdom of
Let all that breathe partake;
our own.
Let rocks their silence break,
"Intoxicated with unbroken success, we
The sound prolong.
have become too self-su:Hlcient to feel the
necessity o'f redeeming and preserving grace,
"Our fathers' God, to thee,
too proud to pray to the God that made
Author of liberty.
To thee we sing;
us ....
Long may our land be bright
"It behooves us then, to humble ourselves
With freedom's holy light;
before the offended Power, to confess our naProtect us by thy might,
tional sins, and to pray for clemency and
Great God, our King." Amen.
forgiveness." (Spoken by Abraham Lincoln
in 1861.)
Silent prayer.
Postlude: "This Is My Country." RayeTHE LITANY OF ALLEGIANCE AND DEDICATION
Pastor: Believing that God is "The King Jacobs.
of Creation and the Lord of the Nations"
HAVE WE FORGOTTEN?
withou"Ci Whom the very blessings of "life,
(Deuteronomy 6: 12)
libeny and the pursuit of happiness" would
(Sermon delivered by the Reverend David P.
not be possible,
Kahlenberg, pastor, Pleasant View LutherPeopte: I will confess my ingratitude and
His truth is marching on.
"He has sounded forth the trumpet that
shall never call retreat;
He is sifting out the hearts of men before
his judgment seat;
0 be swift, my soul, to answer him; be jubi·
lant, my feet!
Our God is marching on."
(Repeat Chorus)
"In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born
across the sea,
With a glory in his bosom that transfigures
you and me:
As he died to make men holy, let us die to
make men free,
While God is marching on."
(Repeat Chorus)
The Sermon: "Have We Forgotten?" Pastor
Kahlenberg.
The Offering.
Pastor Kahlenberg.
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an Church of Indianapolis, Ind., on Patriots' Sunday, February 14, 1971)
How many times have you said these two
words, and how many times have they been
sa.ld to you: "Don't forget!" And yet, we do.
It's easy to forget. It's hard to remember.
That's why such things as birthdays and
anniversaries and other observances like them
are so essential. That's why every February,
we fondly and affectionately stand at attention long enough to salute two of the most
illustrious leaders of American history, the
1st and the 16th Presidents of the United
States.
Both were giants in every sense of the
word, physically, intellectually, creatively,
productively, and morally. Both had the tremendous task of welding and rewelding a
nation almost torn apart by war. Both were
held in such high regard that mlllions came
to call them each in his own right and each
in his own time, "Father.'• The 1st President
was and is known as the "Father of our
Country," and the 16th President was and is
know simply as "Father Abraham."
On this date that comes almost equidistant
between the national holidays that celebrate
their births, it i.s appropriate that we should
remember George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln, what they did, what they said, what
they stood for, and what they mean to America, as Rudyard Kipling reminds us, "Lest
we forget! Lest we forget!"
Because, you see, I'm not sure we have
remembered very well, or well enough at
least, the lessons those great Americans tried
to teach us. That's why today I want us to
honestly ask ourselves this crucial question:
Have we forgotten?
As usual, I have 3 words t o assist you in
pinpointing that inquiry. And the first word
is "origins." Have we forgotten our origins?
Way back in the 5th book of the Bible, in
the book of Deuteronomy, this same possibility was posed. The children •)f Israel had
endured the agony of enslavement in Egypt
and the awful years of living as wandering
nomads in the desert wilderness.
All of that was now behind them, & what
lay ahead was the Promised Land, flowing
with milk & honey inste8id of scraps of sap
for food, with houses instead of tents for
homes, with all kinds of oomforts instead of
all kinds of inconveniences. But before they
plunge headlong into Paradise, their le8ider,
Moses, like all good preachers, makes a
speech. And in it, he echoes & re-echoes a
warning. "Beware," he says. "Take heed, lest
when your cities are built, your houses are
beautiful & your stomachs are bulging that
you forget the Lord your God who brought
you out of the land of Egypt, out of the
house of bondage. Remember God! Remember His goodness. Remember where you came
from. Never forget your origins."
Moses repeats warnings like that no less
than 4 times in 3 chapters, in the 4th
through the 6th chapters of the book of
Deuteronomy. And if you want to know what
happened to "The Chosen Race" in the Promised Land, I will give you some homework.
It's all there in the book of Deuteronomy &
in the f~ books that follow it, & quite a
story it is!
Well, have we forgotten? Have we forgotten
our origins? Have we forgotten that America
was founded on faith in God? Had you remembered that it was? It's written right into
our basic American documents like the Constitution & the Blll of Rights themselves.
When the Pilgrims left Plymouth, John
Robinson led the procession from the church
to the waiting ship, reSiding aloud GOd's call
to Abraha.m. from an open Bible: "Get thee
out from thy country, & from thy kindred, ...
unto a land that I will show thee: & I will
make of thee a great nation . . . & in thee
shall all families of the earth be bleesed."
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The Mayfiower Compact, the very first
document of democracy in America, which
was written, read, signed & sealed on board
the ship itself, starts with these words: "In
the Name of God, Amen." It goes on to
state that the entire adventure to the New
World was undertaken for the glory of God &
the advancement of the Christian Faith.
John Adams was right when he sMd that
"no country was ever founded on deeper
religious foundations." Calvin Coolidge came
close to it too when once he remarked that
America was born out of a religious revival.
And it was George Washington himself,
who as he took the oo.th of offi.ce as this
country's 1st President, his hand resting on
t he Holy Bible, added these words at the
end of the oath on his own: "So help me
God." It is obvious, is it not, that God &
religion & worship all must have meant
much to Washington to have him pray a
pra yer at the close of his Inaugural Address
like the one we prayed a few minutes ago.
Abrah.am Lincoln's faith & religious fervor
was just as strong.
Standing on the platform of the observation car in Springfield, Tilinois, & speaking
to his friends & neighbors for the last time
before leaving for Washington, D.C., President-Elect Lincoln made one request: "that
you pray for me."
Once when Abraham Lincoln met with the
Tilinois Supertntendent of Public Instruction, Newton Bateman, the Great Emancipator started telling him how disturbed &
distressed he was about slavery. Taking a
New Testament out of his pocket, Lincoln
started chiding those who knew what the
Good Book had to say about human bondage,
but who were opposed to him. Suddenly,
Lincoln paused for a. long time his frame &
features charged with intense emotion.
Slowly, he got up out cri his chair & started
pacing up & down the room. Then tears
welled up in his eyes, & with a. trembling
voice, this is what Abraham Lincoln said:
"I know there is a. God & that He hates
injustice & slavery. I see the storm coming
& I know His hand is in it. If He has a
place for me, I believe I am ready . . . I
know I am right because I know Uberty is
right, for Christ teaches it, & Christ is
God ...."
And in a few minutes, in Preparation for
Prayer, his words will ring in our ears once
more, words which he spoke at the outset of
the Civil War: " ... we have forgotten God.
We have forgott;?n the gracious hand that
preserved us ....
I wonder if we have. I think both Washington and Lincoln would agree that our nat ion will endure if it has enough consecrated
Christians in it--enough people who believe
in God greatly, love God dearly, pray to God
daily, worship God regularly, serve God sincerely and who live in His presence persisten tly.
Have we forgotten tha.t our origins as a
people go back to the Almighty? We'd better
hope and pray we haven't, and we'd better
do something about not letting it ha-ppen
either.
The second word is IDEALS. Have we :torgotten the ideals men like Washington and
Lincoln embraced and expoused, ideals like
equality, honesty and integrity, brotherhood,
justice and compassion? Or have our visions
faded and have we compromised our ideals,
thus forgetting them?
Somewhere I recently read that the old
American ideal used to be morality. Now it
is money. Love isn't what makes the world
go round anymore. It's cold, hard cash I
Money talks. Money gets things done. Walter
Lippman once warned that money is rapidly
becoming the only important thing. "Get
money," he ,said, "and anything goes, provided you don't get caught." Maybe money
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has become our master. So have such things
as goods and gadgets, lust and luxury, pleasure and property.
Do you remember what George Washington
said in his Farewell Address? "Reason and
experience both forbid us to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion of
religious principle." And where did perhaps
the poorest, most poverty-str-icken person
ever to enter the White House get ideals like
these: "all men are created equal. ..." "with
malice toward none; with charity :tor all ...."
"Gold is good in its place, but living, brave,
patriotic men are better than gold." Where
did Lincoln get those ideals? Why he came by
them from the Bible and through the
Christian faith. And if our nation is going
to continue to be strong, and sturdy, and
stable, we'd better get back to the ideals of
the men we honor here today, ideals we may
well have forgotten.
The third word is aspirations. Have we also
forgotten our aspirations as a people and as
persons? Have we forgotten our forefathers
goals, their hopes and dreams that America
could be the land of the free and the home of
the brave? The two men we remember here
today, you know, gave their lives for the
noble causes of life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. Lincoln's one great ambition
in life was not to become popular or powerful or important. Do you know what it was
that he wanted more than anything else? To
be esteemed, he said, "of my fellowmen, by
rendering myself worthy of their esteem."
Geroge Washington's life was given "Pro
Deo Et Patria," For God and Country. He
could have settled back and enjoyed a life
of luxury and leisure, but that wasn't what
life was all about according to Geroge Washington. Life's aspirations for him included
giving, serving, helping, and doing for people
and for a republic that was formed and
fashioned by the great Provider.
Well, what do you think? Have we forgotten? Have we forgotten our origins, our
ideals and our aspirations? If we have, what
do you suppose it will take, what in God's
name will have to happen before we wake up,
before we remember? Maybe we'd better get
busy before we have to find out.

ROUTZAHN'S NAMED RETAILER
OF THE YEAR

HON. GOODLOE E. BYRON
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BYRON. Mr. Speaker, Routzahn's department store in Frederick,
Md., represented by Mr. Allen R. Routzahn, will be presented the Retailer
of the Year Award by the Brand Names
Foundation of New York at the annual
banquet to be held in New York City on
AprilS.
The decision on the award was based
on effectiveness shown by Routzahn's in
its use of all available advertising and
sales promotion tools, sales training
methods, and effective promotion. One of

the prime considerations was the personal and corporate activities of the
store in the promoting the welfare of the
local community.
I congratulate Routzahn's and its staff
and employees for receiving this importan~ award.

CRITIQUE OF THE "SELLING OF
THE PENTAGON"

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, my friend and constituent, Mr.
Benjamin Ginzburg, executive secretary
of Accuracy in Media-AIM-a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization to promote
accuracy in news reporting, has just
completed a critique of the CBS program,
"The Selling of the Pentagon," which I
believe all who read this RECORD should
see. Normally AIM awaits response to
their questions by the network, but in
this instance CBS had announced its
intention of rebroadcasting the program
after having been made aware of its
inaccuracies, so the critique, without
response, was released.
AIM-also recently addressed a letter
to the Washington Post which has not,
and probably will not, be printed, defending Vice President Agnew's r e cent
charges that CBS was guilty of inaccurate and slanted reporting in its 1968
documentary, "Hunger in America." As
I believe this, too, would be of interest
to those concerned about accurate reporting of the news, I insert it at this
point in the RECORD:
ACCURACY IN MEDIA (AIM),
Arlington, Va., March 20, 1971.

Mr. RICHARD 8. SALANT,
President, CBS News,
New York City, N.Y.

DEAR MR. SALANT: Our own analysis and the
analysis of others of the CBS documentary,
"The Selllng of the Pentagon," broadcast
February 23, 1971 indicates that there were
a number of specific factual inaccuracies
in the documentary. We would appreciate
having your comments on the following
points.
1. CBS stated: "The Pentagon . . . wm
st 111 spend $30 mlllion this year on public
affairs-an amount more than 10 times
greater that what it spent to tell people
about itself just 12 years ago.''
Query: The Department of Defense informs us that the $30 million figure for
the current fiscal year includes substantial
expenditures of a type that were specifically
excluded from the $2.8 million budget of
FY 1959. The Department states that for
tbis reason it is misleading to compare the
two budget figures ln the way CBS did. Does
CBS agree that the two figures are not strictly comparable for the reasons given by t he
Department of Defense?
2. CBS stated: "A special, still unpublished report for the prestigious 20th Century Fund estimates the real total at $190
milllon." CBS then showed a graph comparing this figure of $190 milllon with the news
budgets of the three commercial television
networks, noting that combined these total
$146 million.
Query: Has the unpublished report of the
20th Century Fund been reviewed by competent independent analysts familiar with
the Defense Department budget? Has the
Defense Department had an opportunit y to
comment on this report and the way in which
the $190 million figure was calculated? Does
this figure include expenditures on such
things as training films, as suggested in your
letter to me, dated March 10, 1971? If so, is
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it legitimate to count the cost of training
films for the military forces as an expenditure of the Defense Department "to tell
people about itself?" If the report has not
been subjected to critical review by competent independent experts, does CBS consider
it to be legitimate to use this figure, even
with qualifications, as an indicator of Departmental expenditures on public information?
3. CBS stated: "The Pentagon has a team
of colonels touring the country to lecture on
foreign policy."
Query: Is this an appropriate description of
the group from the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces in light of the following facts:
(a) in addition to four colonels and a Navy
capt ain, the team includes a State Department foreign service officer; (b) the briefings
this group gives cover 33 topics, including
foreign policy; (c) the briefings are designed
primarily to educate Reserve officers, not
the general public; and (d) the briefings rure
given at seven different locations throughout the country to make it possible for Reserve officers in various parts of the country
to participate with a minimum of travel
expense?
4. CBS stated, with reference to the ICAF
briefing in Peoria, TIL: "The invitation was
arranged by Peoria's Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
which did $39 mill1on of business last year
with the Defense Department."
Query: We are infonned that the seminar
in Peoria was not arranged by the Caterpillar
Tractor Co., but by the Association of Commerce, which provided the auditorium and
other facilities. The meeting was co-chaired
by an officer of the Caterpillar Tractor Co.
and by the owner of the Ace Hardware Store
of Peoria.. Does CBS dispute this and hold to
its contention that the meeting was arranged
by Caterpillar Tractor Co.? If so, what is its
evidence?
5. Following a statement by Roger Mudd
of CBS that the Army has a regulation
barring personnel froin speaking on foreign
policy implications of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam, CBS showed a Marine colonel giving a six-sentence statement wtih the implication that this was contrary to regulations.
Query: Our information is that the s tatement the colonel was shown as giving is
actually a synthetic production of CBS,
created by taking sentences from widely
separated places in the colonel's speech and
joining them together to make what appeared
to the viewer to be six consecutive sentences.
We are informed that the sentences used b y
CBS came from the following pages of the
briefing text:
Sentence 1, page 55; sentence 2, page 36;
sentence 3, page 48; sentence 4, page 48;
sentence 5, page 73; sentence 6, not indicated.
We are further informed that sentences
three and four were quotations from Prime
Minister Souvanna Phouma of Laos and
that this was so indicated by the speaker
but omitted by CBS to make it appear that
these were the speaker's own words. We
are informed that the scripts from which
the colonel and others were speaking were
all cleared in advance by the Defense Department and other appropriate government
agencies including the Department of
State. Would you not agree that it is totally
improper to synthesize statements as was
done in this case? Could this not be considered a violation of Article IV (23) of the
NAB Television Code, which states: "No program shall be presented in a manner which
thrOugh artifice or simulation would mislead
the audience as to any material fact?" Was it
the intention o! Roger Mudd's introductory
comment to imply that what followed was
in violation o! army regulations? I f so,
would it not have been appropriate to describe the clearance process for these scripts
in order to avoid any reflection on the individual omcers?
6. CBS stated that military speakers "tra-
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verse the country shaping the views of their
a.uctlences."
Query: Does CBS have specific information
about the success millta.ry speakers have in
"shaping" the views of those to whom they
speak? How does this compare with the
"shaping" done by other speakers, including
such campus favorites as Tom Hayden and
Bernadette Devlin?
7. CBS devoted a substantial part of the
program to the Joint Civillan Orientation
Conference, describing the visit of 64 P'"Ominent civilians to key military inst ~tll a ~ ions,
including a visit to North Carolina wt. ere a
weekend war game was staged. CBR snowed
part of the war games, but at nc point in
the broadcast did it indicate that this W ':I.S
not being put on solely for the oenefl t Jf
the 64 prominent civilians. Th~> impresswn
was given that these indlVldua.lF ahould properly have been bUled for the cost of thP. war
game. CBS stated: (The co~t of the to•.1r)
"does not include the amount spt>nt on
elaborate briefings, the war game itself, n or
the expenses of several thousand servicemen
who performed for the ciVilians alo ng the
way."
Query: Is this not misleading 3Jnce thE'
Defense Department states that tlLe war game.
was planned and executed for ml .ltary training and study purposes and t l. at it lasted
three days? The Joint Civiliar. Orientation
Conference tour is said to have observed it
for only one of the three days a n d that other~
who observed it, none of wh Jm were men
tioned by CBS, were 450 military personn ..,,
from the Strike Command operational an o
training bases, 200 members of ROTC un Jtro
and about 165 local ciVilians. Would not th t-!
viewers have obtained a more accurate understanding of this operation and its purpose
if these facts had been mentioned?
8. CBS devoted nearly one-fourth of "Tbe
Selling of t he Pentagon," as measured by the
printed transcript, to films made by the military. It st ated that over 300 films a year are
made by the Pentagon and that the annual
cost of making these movies is over $12 million. It said t hat most of the films were
"made originally for troop information, but
a large number is later released for public
showing."
Query: Accor ding to the Defense Department, in FY 1970 the amount spent on films
made specifically for public information purposes was only $30,000. Why was this fact
not stat ed by CBS, rather than the $12 million figure which includes films made for
troop information, research and development, recruit ing and medical and religious
use? Dq you not agree that the use of the
$12 million figure gives a possible false 1mpression about the amount spent on public
information films, especially in a medium
like TV, where the viewer cannot backtrack
and reflect on all the qualifying rerr:arks?
The Defense Department states that an1y a
very small percentage of all the films included in the $12 million figure are cleared
for public release. If this is true, is not this
figure irrelevant to the subject of the documentary in question? The Defense Department points out that six of the seven films
discussed by CBS were made solely to fill
troop information requirements. Would not
it have given a more accurate picture to the
viewers if you had mentioned this fact?
9. In introducing a Defense Department
film on Vietnam, CBS stated: "The Pentagon
helped John Wayne make 'The Green
Berets.' John Wayne helped the Pentagon
make this film in Vietnam."
Query: Was it the intention of this comment to suggest that John Wayne's willingness to narrate the film 1n question was a
quid pro quo for Defense Department assistan ce in filming "The Green Berets?" This
Is t h e inference many would draw from the
st atement. The Department of Defense informs us that the two films are entirely unrelated, and that Mr. Wayne's participation
in "A Nation Builds Under Fire" was a. last
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minute substitution that resulted when another actor became ill and was unable to
narrate the film as planned. The Department states that the application from Mr.
Wayne for assistance with "The Green
Berets" was treated no differently than other
requests of this type and that Wayne Pro:iuctions reimbursed the Department for the
expenses incurred.
Does CBS have any valid reason to support the implication that there was a tie-in
between Defense Department assistance with
"The Green Berets" and Wayne's assistance
with "A Nation Builds Under Fire?" If not,
would you not agree that the implication is
unfair?
10. After showing John Wayne summing
r.p the record of communist murder, assassination and terror in Vietnam, CBS stated:
"Not only movie stars have aided Pentagon
propaganda."
Query: Was It the intention of CBS to imply that the statement that John Wayne was
shown as making about communism was
''Pentagon propaganda?" What is the definition of propaganda that the authors of this
st atement had in mind? Would any factual
description of the record of communist oppression be labeled "propaganda" under this
definition? Was there any intention to convey the impression that the statement was
not factually accurate, and if so, in what
respects does CBS believe it to be inaccurate?
11. After showing Walter Cronkite making
a statement in a Defense Department film in
which he describes the spread of aggressive
communism in Europe, Asia. and Cuba, CBS
states: "On a policy level, the Pentagon says
it has discarded the rhetoric of confrontation. But city by city, public showing by
public showing, the language and symbols of
the early 60's are still being widely distributed in the 70's." It goes on to say that
films narrated by Walter Cronkite and Chet
Huntley are stlll being shown "even though
Walter Cronkite and Chet Huntley may now
disagree with the intent of the films they
narrated."
Query: Has CBS ascertained that its employee, Walter Cronkite, now disagrees with
the statement he made in the film shown
about the record of communist aggression
over the past thirty years? If so, why did
you say that Mr. Cronkite "may now disagree" rather than that he doP.s now disagree. If Mr. Cronkite is still 0f the opinion
that communism has shown aggressive tendencies and that defense ag~:>lTl ~t tt is necessary, why did you imply that ';h is may no
longer be his view?
What is t.be meaning of " th e rb< - ~oric of
confrontation?" Does this mean t hat the DefensE' .Je;->arf:ment has agreed th&t it will no
lon gPr dlsc ~1" :: the history of thf, past thirty
yeA.rs insilfs. r as this might imply that the
communists have shown aggressive tendencies? Does this include refraining from criticism of such post-1962 events as the invasion
of Czechoslovakia? What is the official statement that announced the abandonment of
''the rhetoric of confrontation?"
12. CBS stated: "In an excerpt from a film
called 'Road to the Wall,' the Pentagon has
James Cagney tell of a Communist plan that
encompasses even more than the world."
Query: Is it true that "Road to the Wall ..
was produced by CBS and was described in a
CBS press release as "an historical treatment of the Communist Party in operation
throughout the world. . . ?" In view of this
is it not inaccurate to say that the Pentagon
had Mr. Cagney make the statement quoted?
Would it not be more accurate to say that
CBS had Mr. Cagney make the statement?
13. After showing part of a film called "Red
Nightmare," CBS stated: "Although the
Pentagon labels them informational, these
films contain a high proportion o! propaganda, as well as an obsession with monolithic communism. Tax money financed all
of them ... "
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Query: Again, what is the defin.ittion of
propaganda that is being applied in this
documentary? Do the excerpts from the films
shown contain evidence of propaganda by
this definition, whatever it may be? Since
the films selected by CBS were selected from
among the several hundred films made by
the Defense Department each year precisely
because they are rums that deal with communism, what is the significance of ·t he statement that these carefully selected films
shown on the broadcast "contain . . . an obsession With monolithic communism?" Did
CBS think that films dealing With communism ought to discuss subjects other than
communism? Or 1s the implied criticism related to the adjective "monolithic?" Does
CBS believe that the crushing of freedom in
Czechoslovakia in 1968 in the era of "polycentric communism" was essentiaHy different
from the crushing of freedom in Hungary in
1956 in the era of "monolithic communism"
and that this should be reflected in Departmental films on communism?
14. CBS states: "It has been more than a
decade since the national policy of peaceful
coexistence replaced the harsher rhetoric of
early cold war years."
Query: From what year and wtth what
policy statement does CBS date the beginning of "the national policy of peacefUl coexistence?" Since it is stated that this happened sometime before early 1961, it must
have antedated the Bay of Pigs invasion, the
Cuban missile crisis, the ereotion of the Berlin Wall, the passage of the Tonkin Gulf
Resolution, the crushing of the Czech liberation movement and the confrontation by
proxy in the Middle East. Could it possibly
be that in speaking of the adoption of "·t he
national policy of peaceful coexistence" more
than a decade ago, CBS was referring to the
announcement of this policy by N. S. Khrushchev on November 6, 1957? Does CBS agree
that this is a term used by the communists
with a very special meaning in an effort to
reconcile current policies with Lenin's well
known statements that war between the two
systems was unavoidable?
15. After the sentence quoted in No. 14
above, CBS stated: "But to the filmmakers
at the Pentagon, with at least 12 million
dollars a year to spend, 1946 seems to have
lasted a whole generation."
Query: Is there not an implication in this
sentence that the bulk of the $12 million
spent by the Defense Department on films
each year is devoted to the type of films that
CBS concentrated on? I! not, why was the
$12 million figure introduced into the script
in this context? What is the significance of
the year 1946? Is the implication of this that
serious problems with the communist countries terminated in that year and that the
Pentagon has failed to recognize the change
for the last 25 years? Would it not be proper
to remind your viewers that the film CBS
made for the Defense Department in 1962,
"The Road to the Wall" was made in the
year after the construction of the wall began? Is it the impUcation of the CBS statement quoted above that this event and its
significance should have been ignored by the
Defense Department because the Cold War
ended 15 years earlier?
16. CBS showed Assistant Secretary of Defense Jerry Friedheim conducting a daily
morning press briefing. It begins by saying
that Mr. Friedheim does not tell all that he
knows and would not have his job long if
he did. It then shows Mr. Friedheim being
unresponsive to three successive questions
and responding with only one or two words
to two other questions.
Query: Since the Defense Departmerut
states that Mr. Friedheim made nine announcements and responded to approximately 34 questions at the briefing filmed by
CBS, would you say that the excerpts from
his briefing that CBS broadcast were repre-
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sentative of Mr. Friedheim's total performance of that briefing? Was it just by chance
that CBS chose to show Mr. Friedheim dealing with three questions that concerned security matters that he was not at liberty to
discuss? Is it true, as the Pentagon states,
that these three questions were the only ones
out of the 34 asked that Mr. Friedheim declined to answer? Were these questions in
fact asked consecutively, or were they selected and rearranged by CBS to convey the
impression that non-responsiveness was characteristic of Mr. Friedheim's press briefings,
as the introductory remark by Roger Mudd
might have led one to believe? Would it not
have given the viewer a better understanding of the responses if it had been explained
that the negative responses were required because the data requested was classified?
17. CBS aired a small portion of an interview with Daniel Z. Henkin, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs. By rearranging Mr. Henkin's words, CBS had Mr.
Henkin respond to a question about the
purpose served by displays of military equipment at state fairs and shopping centers in
these words: "Well I think it serves the purpose of informing the public about their
Armed Forces. I believe that the American
public has a right to request information
about the Armed Forces, to have speakers
come before them, to have questions, and
to understand the need for our Armed
Forces, why we ask for the funds that we
do ask for, how we spend these funds, what
we are doing about such problems as drugsand we do have a drug problem in Armed
Forces. What we are doing about the racial
problem in the Armed Forces, and we do
have a racial problem. I think the public has
a valid right to ask these questions."
Query: Is this not a synthetic answer to
the question? Is it not true that all but the
first sentence of the answer as shown by
CBS was actually part of a much longer
response to this question by Mr. Mudd: "Do
you regard the display of military equipment
in the country and the instant availability of
military speakers at Kiwanis and Rotary and
so forth as excessively militaristic?" Would
you not agree that understanding of Mr;
Henkin's explanation of the purpose served
by military exhibits was not improved by
omitting an important part of his reply and
substituting his reply to an entirely different
question? Could this not be considered a
violation of Article IV (23) of the NAB Television Code?
18. After having created a synthetic and
seemingly inept answer to Mr. Mudd's first
question, CBS then. followed with a question
which appeared to be a follow up to ·the first
question, but which ac,-tually was asked after
four other questions had been asked. Mr.
Mudd said: "Well is that sort of information
about the drug problem you have and the
racial problem you have and the budget
problems you have, is that the sort of information that gets passed out at state fairs,
by sergeants who are standing next to rockets?" Mr. Henkin replied: "No, I wouldn't
limit that to sergeants standing next to any
kind of exhibits. I thought we were dlscussing speeches and all." In the broadcast, CBS
deleted the second sentence of Mr. Henkin's
reply and substituted one sentence extracted
from his reply to an earlier question. The
substitute sentence was this: "Now there are
those who contend that this is propaganda.
I don't-do not agree with this." This statement had been made in reference to Mr.
Henkin's statement, not used by CBS, that
the Defense Department has an obligation to
discuss with the American public the problems that we confront, problems such as the
increasing Soviet threat
Query: Could this rearrangement of Mr.
Henkin's words, without informing the viewers, be considered a violation of Article IV
(23) of the Television COde? Was not the
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purpose in dropping the second sentence of
Mr. Henkin's actual reply to cover up the
fact that the intervening discussion had been
dealing with military speakers, not exhibits
of mllitary hardware?
20. CBS stated: "Using sympathetic Congressmen, the Pentagon tries to counter what
it regards as the anti-mllltary tilt of network
reporting. War heroes are made available for
the taped home district TV Reports from proPentagon politicians. Here Rep. F. Edward
Hebert of Louisiana asks Major James Rowe,
a Green Beret and former POW what keeps
t.he Viet Cong fighting." .
Query: What evidenee does CBS have that
the Pentagon arranged for Major Rowe to
be interviewed by Congressman Hebert? Congressman Hebert has asserted that the program was entirely his own idea, and that he
interviewed Major Rowe in order to give his
constituents in Louisiana an opportunity to
see Major Rowe, who had been imprisoned by
the Viet Cong for five years and had made
a sensational escape, facts which CBS did not
mention in describing Major Rowe to its
viewers. Congressman Hebert states that as
far as he knows, no one in the Pentagon
hierarchy even knew in advance of the plans
to have Major Rowe on his program. He is
on record as deeply resenting the suggestion
that he was "used" by the Pentagon. Does
CBS have any evidence that would substantiate its charges in any way? Does it have
information that would suggest that war
heroes such as Major Rowe would not be
available to appear on programs with Congressmen who are hostile to the military.
such as Senator Fulbright?
21. CBS shows a brief scene from a military briefing in Saigon in which the mllltary
briefing officer declines to answer a question.
CBS introduces this with this comment:
"The most popular phrase at these sessions,
however, needs no explanation."
Query: Did CBS film the en tire briefing
from which this excerpt was taken? How
many questions were . asked at the briefing
and how many were answered with "no comment?" Were any announcements made at
the briefing? Did the questions which the
briefer refused to answer deal with classified
military information?
22. CBS summed up with this peroration
by Roger Mudd: "On this broadcast we have
seen violence made glamorous, expensive
weapons advertised as if they were automobiles, biased opinions presented as straight
facts. Defending the country not just With
arms but also With ideology. Pentagon propaganda insists on America's role as the cop
on every beat in the world."
Query: Was the violence made as glamorous as that children are exposed to dally C'n
CBS television programs? Would not the
question of whether a statement was a
"fact" or a "biased opinion•• depend on the
bias of the person making the judgment?
would not some say that the "biased opinions" heard on the programs were those of
the CBS commentator? Did CBS intend to
deprecate the use of ideology in the defense
of the country? Would you disagree with
Garfield's statement: "Ideas are the great
warriors of the world, and a war that has
no idea behind it is simply a brutality?" Can
you cite any evidence to back up the statement that Pentagon propaganda insists on
America's role as the cop on every beat in
the world? Is the Pentagon insisting that
the U.S. play a military role in the Middle
East? In Africa? In Eastern Europe?
23. CBS stated: "This propaganda. barrage
is the creation of a runaway bureaucracy
that frustrates attempts to control it.'•
Query: In making this statement was CBS
aware of the fact that cuts in Defense Department budget requests for the current
fiscal year were made both by the Office of
Management and Budget and the Congress?
The cuts for public information activities
are said by the Department of Defense to
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total $12 mill1on. This does not suggest that
the bureaucracy is beyond control.
I regret having to trouble you with so
many questions, but I think you will agree
that it 1s important that these questions be
cleared up. As Roger Mudd said early in "The
Selling of the Pentagon," "Nothing is more
essential to a democracy than the free flow
of information. Misinformation, distortion,
propaganda all interrupt that flow.'• Accuracy
in Media believes that "The Selling of t he
Pentagon," upon careful analysis contains a
great deal of misinformation and distortion
that interrupts the free flow of information.
Your detailed comments are earnestly requested.
Sincerely yours,
BENJAMIN GINZBURG,

Executive Secretary, Accuracy in Media.
ACCURACY IN MEDIA-AIM,

Arlington, Va., March 20, 1971.
EDITOR,

The Washington Post,
Washington, D.C.
Sm: In a speech on March 18, Vice Presi-

dent Agnew charged that CBS had been
guilty of inaccurate and slanted reporting in
its 1968 documentary, "Hunger in America."
Dr. Frank Stanton, President of CBS, responded that the FCC had cleared CBS of any
wrongdoing in the production of that documentary.
The F'OC issued a "memorandum opinion"
on "Hunger in America" in response to several complaints it had received about the
broadcast. One of the complaints was from
Congressxnan Henry Gonzalez of Texas, who
provided the FCC with the transcript of the
hearings concerning this program that had
been carried out by a subcommittee on the
House of Representatives.
The FCC found that on October 26, 1967,
a CBS camera crew filmed an incident th81t
occurred in the premat ure nursery of the
Robert Green Hospital in San Antonio, Texas.
A premature baby, Claude Wayne Wright, Jr.,
who weighed only 2 lbs. 12 ounces at birth,
stopped breathing. The resident physician,
Dr. Luis Montemayer, was summoned, and
he resuscitated the infant. A OBS cameraman filmed the entire inddent. The FCC ascertained that the child died three days later
of meningitis and peritonitis due to prematurity. It found that there was no evidence
that either the mother or father was suffering from malnutrition.
CBS showed the film that it had taken of
this child on October 26 in its documentary,
"Hunger in America." It stated: "This baby
is dying of starvation. He was an American.
Now he 1s dead."
The FOC established that prior to broadcasting this film, CBS made no effort to establish the identity of the infant or its parents. The hospital personnel stated that CBS
had not been told that the cause of death in
this case had anything to do with malnutrition. The doctor filmed by CBS resuscitating
the baby said: "they (CBS) said the baby
died from hunger, but he did not. He died
from complications because of prematurity."
The premaJturity was found to have resulted
from an accidental fall.
It was clear, therefore, from the FCC findings that what CBS said of the baby shown
in "Hunger in America" was false. The film
did not show the baby dying, and the death
of the baby three days after the film was
made had nothing to do with malnutrition.
The questions this raises are these: Was
this a deliberate falsification on the part of
CBS? Was the falsification the result of carelessness on the part of CBS rather than any
Intent to deceive? Did CBS make all reasonable efforts to ascertain the correct facts and
was it given false information about the incident by persons it had reason to believe
were reliable sources of information?
I! the answer to the third question had
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been found by the FCC to be affirmative, the
answers to the first two questions would be
negat ive. It would then be possible to say
that the FCC had absolved CBS of any wrongdoing in this matter. The fact is that the
FCC did not find the answer to the third
question to be affirmative. It found that CBS
had not identified the infant, had
not checked the hospital records to
ascertain the cause of death, had not talked
to the attending physician and had not interviewed the parents. The CBS producer of
"Hunger in America" claimed that he recalled being told by a Mrs. Vera Burke, who
was in charge of social services at the hospital, that the infant in question had died
as a result of maternal Inalnutrition on October 27, 1967. Mrs. Burke has denied making any such statement.
The FCC commented: "Here there is a conflict with the memory of the CBS witnesses
differing from the hospital personnel.'' The
FCC decided that it would be inappropriate
for it to try to tell which of the witnesses was
telling the truth and which was lying. The
commission said: "The 'truth' would always
remain a matter open to some question ... "
The commission did not go into the question
of whether or not CBS was not careless in
failing to ascertain the identity of the infant and the reasons for its death from
hospital records or the attending physician.
Nor did the commission consider the question of the accuracy of CBS in portraying
as the death of a baby an incident that occurred three days before the baby actually
died. Nor did the commission take up the
propriety of showing a baby that weighed less
than three pounds and was two months premature without stating that the baby had
been born prematurely and that this, not
starvation, explained its small size.
Unfortunately, the FCC ducked the issue in
the "Hunger in America" case. It stated very
clearly that it would not try to judge in this
or other cases whether or not broadcasters
had been accurate and truthful in their reporting. It stated: "The Commission cannot
appropriately enter the quagmire of investigating the credibility of the newsman and
the interviewed party in such type of case."
The commission stated that it would be concerned only with cases where there was evidence that bribery had been involved on the
part of the newsman or where the broadcaster
had directed his employees to rig the news.
Since this is the official position of the
FCC, based on its consideration of "Hunger in
America," it is obviously impossible for CBS
to claim, as Mr. Stanton has done, that the
FCC has absolved CBS of the complaints of
falsifying the facts in the documentary,
"Hunger in America." The plain fact is that
the documentary does contain a sequence
that purports to show a baby dying of starvation which the FCC says is false . There is
no one outside the CBS organization who has
ever said that they provided CBS with information that the baby died of starvation.
By any standards of good journalistic practice, CBS was guilty of carelessness in making
this statement about a child whose identity
they did not know, whose parents they had
never interviewed and whose medical record they had not examined. The FCC may
lack the courage to xnake that judgment, but
no respectable newsman would say that this
was anything less than sloppy journalism.
If the false statements CBS made about
the baby in the documentary were an honest
mistake based on information which CBS
found to be incorrect after more careful
scrutiny, one would expect CBS to admit the
error, apologize for it and correct it in the
documentary.
This was not done. Even after being confronted with the results of the investigation
about the infant and the causes of its death,
CBS maintained that there had been no
mistake on its part and that the documentary did not falsify the record with respect

to the infant shown. Mr. Benjamin, Senior
Executive Producer of CB.S News made this
denial in a letter to Congressman Henry
Gonzalez dated July 25, 1968. Mr. Benjamin
told Congressman Gonzalez that the baby
shown in the CBS documentary had died
sometime between October 25 and October
27, not on the 29th. He said that medical
personnel" at the hospital had told CBS that
the baby had died because of maternal malnutrition and that there were no symptoms
that indicated pre-natal injury. Mr. Benjamin told Congressman Gonzalez that CBS
had asked the San Antonio Express-News,
which had first challenged the accuracy of
the CBS account, to correct the error which
reflects so adversely and erroneously on jour·
na.listic accuracy of CBS News.''
In a letter to a viewer dated October 8,
1968, Mr. Richard S. Salant, President of
CBS News, stated that Hunger in America.
was accurate in all respects. Mr. Salant said
that CBS could not establish the identity of
the baby in question, but th81t the information that it died of maternal malnutrition'' was based on information supplied by
an entirely reliable hospital authority. He
declined to disclose the identity of the sourceof information, saying that no responsible
journalist would do this.
If the FCC contributed nothing else to this
unpleasant case, it did reach a judgment,
which it documented, that CBS did give the
public false information about the death of
the baby and its causes in "Hun ger in America." In the words of Mr. Burton Benjamin,
this reflects adversely on the journalistic
accuracy of CBS News. What reflects even
more adversely on CBS, however, is the persistent refusal to admit and correct the
error. Mr. Frank Stanton, President of CBS,
carried on in this tradition in his response
to Vice President Agnew's March 18th criticism of the dying baby sequence in "Hunger
in America." Rather than admitting the
error, Mr. Stanton stated that CBS stood
by "Hunger in America" and falsely asserted
that the FCC had cleared CBS of any wrongdoing in this connection. He thereby conveyed the false implication that the FCC had
found the CBS version of the incident to be
correct.
There 1s good reason for a. credibillty gap
with respect to television news reporting
when the top omcials of CBS try to cover up
errors of this kind and do so by issuing new
erroneous statements.
Sincerely yours,
BENJAMIN GINZBRG,

Executtve Secretary, Accuracy in Media.

A GOOD DAY'S WORK, YOUR
HONORS

HON. BOB WILSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. BOB Wil.JSON. Mr. Speaker. in today's society, it seems at times that permissiveness and total disregard for what
were once considered our American values have become the beacon guiding our
actions. I was particularly heartened by
two recent New York court decisions
which helped to clarify the constitutional
meaning of freedom and the responsibilities it entails. I am pleased to share with
my House colleagues the following article

from the New York Daily News and know
that

they

join

me in

commending

Justices Kupferman and Lupiano for

their landmark decisions:
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[From the New York (N.Y.) Daily News]
GOOD DAY'S WORK, YoUR HONORS
The Appellate Division of the FirSt Department (Manhattan and Bronx) did itself
proud twice over, we think, on Tuesday,
March 16, 1971.
In a decision written by Justice Vincent A.
Lupiano, the court held that a schoolteacher
may search a student, even off school premises, when the teacher suspects that a crime
has been committed or is about to be.
The specific case involved a teacherSaunders Lehrer of Roosevelt High in the
Bronx-who chased a pupll down the street,
caught him, and found in his pocket all
equipment necessary for taking heroin.
Such a search, said the court, was not
illegal within the meaning CY! the Constitution's Fourth Amendment, since a teacher
is in much the same legal status as a parent.
This as Bronx District Attorney Burton
Robert's well says, is a landmark decision
which ''should now be utlllzed by the school
system to combat crime and narcotics." We
hope it will.
Tuesday's other Appellate Division ruling
which we admire was written by Justice
Theodore Kupferman. It held a father to be
within the law in cutting off support for
his 20-year-old daughter when she became
a hippie, took to trtfting with dope, and
refused to come home from college.
A female minor has a right to live her
own life, reasoned Justice Kupferman; but
when she violates dad's "reasonable standards rules and regulations" dad is no longer
obligated to support her: "She cannot expect to have her cake and eat dt too."
Again, loud and prolonged applause for
these decisions.

GON'ELLA RIDES AGAIN

HON. JOHN S. MONACAN
OF CONNECTICUT

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr MONAGAN. Mr. Speaker, many of
us ha"d the pleasure of working with Mr.
John Gonella when he seryed as a co;ngressional liaison officer w1th the White
House during the Kenned~ and J ohns~m
administrations. I was dehghted to .discover in reading last Sunday's Washington Post that his voice, always remarkable in other fields, had been raised eff~c
tively in public debate. Against the Illadvised and inaccurate reference of a
Post columnist, he essayed to defend that
noted Scot, George Gordon, Lord Byron.
I would wager my own Lyndon Johnson
tie clasp that the great poet could not
have presented his case with more eloquence. As a fellow Celt of. a non-Cale·donian line, I welcc.ned this. warranted
chastisement of the blundenng Welshman.
I append Mr. Gonella's ~efe~se to my
remarks for the literary ed1ftcat10n of my
.colleagues:
LORD BYRON WAS NoT MAD

By what right does your itinerant scrivener Kevin P. Phillips refer to George Gornon, Lord Byron as "the mad poet Lord
Byron"?
Does Mr. Philllps consider a man mad be-cause he liked to dally with beautiful women whose appetites ma.tched his own? Is a.
.m.a.n mad because he preferred the benevolent suns and classic beauty of the isles of
-Greece to the damp harshness of his native
:northern Scotland?

Relative to the morality and customs of
his times, Byron was an iconoclast--maybe
even eccentric-but mad he was not even in
the very final stages of the disease that
killed him. I would caution Mr. Phillips not
to play fast and loose With adjectives that he
cannot substantiate, especially as his name
connotes a Welsh heritage and as everyone
brought up in Britain knows, all Welshmen
are slightly teched.
I otfer Mr. Phlll1ps a wager of one Lyndon
Johnson tle-cla.sp against six Spiro Agnew
watches that the structural beauty of
"Childe Harold" Will long outlast the structural strength of the "Southern Strategy."
JOHN GONELLA.
WASHINGTON.

THE QUESTION TROUBLING THE
NATION

HON. HOWARD W. ROBISON
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. ROBISON of New York. Mr.
Speaker, last month I made a rather extensive examination of current public
attitudes and opinions toward windin~
up the war in Vietnam-my remarks in
this connection appearing on pages
6043 to 6048 of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
for March 11.
On the same day, I introduced House
Joint Resolution 462-my own version of
an end-the-war resolution-the text of
which is as follows:
Whereas, the people of the United States,
at great cost and sacrifice to themselves,
have over a period of years been providing
direct military assistance to the people of
South Vietnam in an attempt to preserve
for them the opportunity to determine their
own political future without outside interference, and
Whereas, by so doing, we have fulfilled
several times over whatever commitment we
may have had to the people of South Vietnam, and
Whereas, the President of the United
States, in his Foreign Policy Report as sent
to the Congress on February 25, 1971, has
defined our persent policy towards ending
the conflict in Vietnam as well as in adjoining areas of former Indochina as being one
of seeking "above all a. rapid negotiated
solution" thereof and, meanwhile, in the absence of such a settlement, of seeking
"through Vietnamiza.tion, to shift American
responsib111ties to the South Vietnamese,"
and
"Whereas, the burden of responsibility for
fashioning and carrying out a policy to bring
peace to Indochina through negotiations or,
failing that goal, to disengage our forces
from the confilct therein, should not fall
solely on the President of the United States,
but rather should be a responsibilit y shared
by both the President and the Congress of
the United States: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That the Congress
joins with the President in confirming, as
the constant primary goal of our policy towards the confiict in Indochina, the search
for a negotiated end to the war therein for
all participants; and be it further
Resolved, That the President be supported and encouraged in all his efforts to
achieve such a negotiated settlement of the
political issues dividing the people and nations of Indochina, including the related issues involved in obtaining agreement for
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the release of all prisoners of war, journalists
and other innocent civ111an Victims, as held
by both sides in the confiict; but, irrespective
of any such settlement, be it further
Resolved, That United States troop withdrawals from Indochina be continued, on an
irreversible basis, until all United States
armed forces are withdrawn from Indochina;
and be it further
Resolved, That it 1s the sense of Congress, in this regard, that United States servicemen in Indochina should be withdrawn
from any and all participation in ground
combat activities therein on or before June 1,
1971, except insofar as it may be necessary
for such troops remaining therein after such
date to defend themselves or their positions;
and be it
Resolved, That it is further the sense of
Congress, in this regard, that all other United
States servicemen in Indochina, including
those specifically engaged in combat-support
activities of whatever nature, should be withdrawn therefrom, pursuant to the President's
orders, at the earliest practicable date.

Mr. Speaker, I have not, since then,
made any e:tfort to attract cosponsors
for this legislative proposal although I
am happy to note some volunteers in
that regard have come forward and have
now, by themselves, introduced similar
resolutions. I am also happy to note that
there does appear to be some developing
further interest in this approach on the
part of other colleageus who are, at least,
potential cosponsors. To them-and to
all others who have not yet considered
my proposal-an invitation is hereby extended to discuss it with me, to the end
that we might work together in improving the language of the same, to which
I certainly am not wedded, and hopefully toward developing a consensus
around the main thrust of the resolution. That thrust, as I see and intend
it, is in the direction of trying to wring
the ambiguity out of our current Vietnamization policy; a policy which nearly all of us have supported in that, thereby, the President has successfully and
substantially reduced our combat role in
Vietnam while, simultaneously, expanding upon the capacity of the South Vietnamese armed forces, preparing them
against the day when they, as they eventually must, will have to stand alone.
However, during the months since this
policy was instituted, and despite the
evident progress that has been made
thereunder, few of us-for the benefit of
the American people-have addressed
ourselves to the difficult questions relating to what our eventual intention is, in
Southeast Asia, via the Vietnamization
route. Clearly, it is incumbent upon us
to do so now. And, equally clearly, we
should not leave the responsibility for
doing so solely up to the President.
Mr. Speaker, I believe my resolution
could become the vehicle for such a debate. So, too, could other such proposals.
But, especially since yesterday's defeat,

in the House Democrats' party caucus, of
the efforts of the proponents of a withdrawal "date certain" and uncertainty

left in the wake of the compromise resolution the caucus produced, I feel it is
only around some such language as I
have proposed that we can, if ever, find
our own bipartisan consensus.
Let me attempt, now, to briefly re-
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state what my resolution would accomplish.
First, it would-at long last-join
President and Congress together in about
as clear cut an expression of national
policy regarding the termination of our
involvement in the war in Vietnam as
Congress could ever hope to produce on
its own. I have purposely put it this way
because, of course, the President canas I hope he may next Wednesday-end
the ambiguity that so concerns me on
his own; and, of course, these remarks
are partially made in the hope that the
President might, to whatever tiny extent,
be encouraged thereby to do just that.
For my resolution puts the congressional stamp of approval on the primary
goal of our current Vietnam policywhich is, or ought to be, to find, if we
can, a political settlement of the issues
dividing the people and nations of Southeast Asia.
Pending-or failing-the realization of
that goal, however, my resolution would
then attempt to tie down the often hinted
at fact that our withdrawal process, once
begun, is irreversible in nature. I believe
this is what the President has in mind,
but there could well come a point in future time when the pressures upon the
President to reverse the process might
become well nigh intolerable; and I believe Congress should do what it can to
strengthen his hand against those pressures, and against the advice of those
who urge upon him one last "roll of the
dice."
Finally, my resolution addresses itself
to the still open question concerning our
intentions via Vietnamization: Do we intend a total withdrawal of all combat and
combat-support troops? Or do we intend
to maintain a combat-support presence
in South Vietnam long enough-however
long that might be-to guarantee, if that
is possible, the survival of a non-Communist government therein?
In essence, I suppose these questionsand related ones-bring us down to the
key question of whether or not we ought
to seek a Korean type solution in and for
South Vietnam.
It is my judgment, Mr. Speaker-one
man's judgment-that we should not;
and it is further my judgment that,
rightly or wrongly, a majority of the
American people do not think so eitherleading me to the conclusion that Mr.
Nixon would not be able to rally the
American people to such a policy, nor to
the support of more than the maintenance of a small, residual force of logistical and liaison U.S. personnel after,
say, July 1 of next year.
Thus, my resolution-reverting to a
sense-of-Congress form-calls upon the
President to end our participation in
all ground combat by July 1 of this year,
and then-still in that advisory formfor the withdrawal of all other U.S.
servicemen from Indochina, including
those specifically engaged in combatsupport activities of whatever nature, at
the earliest practicable date thereafter.
Although this language will clearly not
satisfy the date certain people, it is,
nevertheless-as I see it-language consistent with the congressional advisory
role in foreign policy, as well as language
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that recognizes the special problems of
the President, as Commander-in-Chief,
in ordering and directing the difficult and
dangerous process of withdrawing combat and combat-support troops from an
on-going war in such a way as not to
vitiate whatever slim chance may still
remain of securing a negotiated settle·
ment thereof.
Mr. Speaker, the debate in which this
House has engaged these past 2 days relative to the Selective Service Act, and the
extension of the President's induction
authority thereunder, underlines the
congressional desire to join with the
President in fashioning a withdrawal
policy from Vietnam, and in agreeing
upon as clear and concise a plan as possible for ending our involvement in the
conflict therefor which has cost us so
dearly.
The reasons that underlie that desire,
and the growing sense of urgency that
affects us all, are well summed up in
this week's Life magazine 'e ditorial, entitled "The best way home from the war
in Vietnam"-an editorial that, if I may
be bold enough to say so, seems in mans
ways to bolster the arguments I have already presented in behalf of House Joint
Resolution 462.
That editorial is as follows:
THE

BEST

WAY

HOME

FROM THE

WAR IN

VIETNAM

According to President Nixon, one of his
major difficulties in Vietnam is that "Americans are very impatient people; they feel
that if a good thing is going to happen, it
should happen instantly." This is an almost
unbelievable complaint for a U.S. President
to make in 1971. Americans have been extraordinarily patient in waiting for a resolution of the Vietnam war-the longest and
most inconclusive in U.S. history and the
most marginal to our vital interests.
When Nixon beat Humphrey in 1968, in
part because he seemed less a prisoner of past
Vietnam policies, would anyone have imagined that well into the third year of his
term, the U.S. would still be so heavily involved in the war--or so unsure of its future
course? Widespread misgivings have been
gres.tly increased by the results of the Laos
"incursion." The Administration indicated
all along that Laos was to be a limited operation; but whatever damage the South
Vietnamese did there, or "experience" they
gained, there is no doubt that the precipitous end, and the manner of withdrawal.
gives Hanoi a considerable propaganda victory. The photographs of South Vietnamese
soldiers dangling from the skids of homebound U.S. helicopters have already made
their demoralizing point with the U.S. public.
On April 15 the President is scheduled to
announce his next installment of troop withdrawals, hinged on how well he thinks the
war is going. He has already pulled out roughly half of our peak strength of 550,000 and
rightly points out, "We've kept every promise
that we've made." At the pace he is going, he
should be down to the level that Secretary
Laird and others have talked about: somewhere between 50,000 and 100,000 troops left
in Vietnam, in a noncombat role, by spring
1972. We don't think that is good enough.
Nor has the President said when this "residual force" could come out, or how much
lange:- we wm go on using air power in Vietnam. The question about the war most profoundly troubling the nation is when, and
for that matter whether, all u.s. troops wm
come home from Vietnam. We urge Nixon to
announce in his forthcoming speech the final
date he proposes for total U.S. withdrawal.
An end to ambiguity would do more than
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anything else to dissipate the miasma of distrust which surrounds the war, and its conduct by the President. The result would be
to involve us all-the Congress and the public too--in a clear-cut, publicly proclaimed
and understood course.
The President proclaimed the Laos operation with prudently low-key comments, but
he has been drawn into statements that
cloud our whole intention in Southeast Asia.
He foresees "high levels of American assistance and air operations" continuing indefinitely. In North Vietnam, he holds open
the possiblllty of escalated U.S. bombing (and
has in fact resumed heavy raids on some
northern military targets). He has also added
a new condition for U.S. withdrawal that
neither he nor President Johnson had ever
stated before-that he intends to maintain
a "residual" U.S. force in Vietnam large
enough to give Hanoi "an incentive to release" its U.S. prisoners of war. The prisoners' fate should be on everyone's mind and
conscience, but Nixon's statement sounds
less like a serious contribution to seeking
their release than a political fall-back position to justify, if he feels it necessary, indefinite prolongation of a substantial U.S.
military presence.
Fears that Nixon may be tempted to prolong the war, or be driven to doing so, primarily revolve around a question he has not
yet publicly addressed: Will we finally leave
Vietnam, even if it turns out Saigon may not
last without us? That is the hardest question of all, but neither we nor the President
can any longer avoid it, or have it both ways.
Some of the war critics imply it is somehow
ignoble or self-serving for Nixon to want the
survival of a non-Communist government in
the South. He is right to try, after the sacrifice of so many lives and so much treasure,
to salvage the possibility of a non-Communist South. But it is hard to see how an indefinite prolongation of our stay any longer
serves that purpose-at acceptable cost.
The U.S. has done a great deal in, for, and
to Vietnam-probably too much. This would
be a good time for the President to remind
the nation that U.S. efforts since 1965 have
greatly strengthened the South. That in the
tnterim other Southeast Asian nations have
been able to increase their stablllty. That
U.S. policy has long included a stated willingness to accept a Communist South Vietnam if that is what its people choose. Though
we do not ask the President to say this, his
statements should permit Americans to conclude that if worse came to worst, Communist victory in the South could be borne more
easily than an indefinite U.S. role in an endless war: this indeed would be to become the
"pitiful, helpless giant" of Nixon's midnight
fears.
If t he U.S. has no real optlon but to leave,
then why does Nixon threaten to stay? If it
is just a matter of hang-tough rhetoric,
argues Harvard Professor Stanley Hoffmann
in the current issue of Foreign Policy, Nixon
is misleading the U.S. public by perpetuating
"the illusion that there is a winning outcome, a good way out." The familiar White
House explanation is that Nixon's hawk talk,
the ambiguity about his intentions, the unwillingness to "tie his hands," all are diplomatically vital for bargaining with the
enemy. This is fine in theory-but what bargaining with the enemy? Washington has
alternately tried to "bomb" and to cajole the
North into serious bargaining, to no avail.
In fact, it is now possible to wonder whether the Communists have any intention of
bargaining with the Administration. Why
should they: if they feel they are winning,
they have no reason to make concessions; 1!
losing, no reason publicly to admit it, or to
restrict their future freedom of action. Constantly to proclaim the bargaining advantages of our ambiguit~ is to underestimate
the enemy's intelllgence in perceiving our
position. And it is to underestimate the ex-
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tent to which U.S. hands already are tiedby the troop withdrawals already made and
the political inevitab1llty of making more.
Since almost no one outside the White
House any longer believes Nixon's refusal to
commit himself to total withdrawal will win
concessions from the other side, most Americans can no longer understand and accept
his policy. The domestic costs of this are int olerably high-for the Presidency, for Congress and not least for the armed forces.
The Harris poll reports that a majority of
Americans no longer believe Nixon is telling
the truth about the war; only 34% approve
of his conduct of it, a new low. Nixon told
Howard K. Smith the other night that he
has had less support than any President of
this century. It must seem that way to a
harried Nixon, though the public attitude
was considerably worse in 1967-68, when the
Vietnam war destroyed one U.S. President.
Only a hardened partisan could take satisfaction in the prospect that it might destroy a
second.
Confidence in the Presidency is not the
only domestic casualty. Congress, which has
before it several different resolutions to end
or limit the U.S. role, has been essentially
powerless to exercise fundamental constitutional checks over executive warmaking powers. Another victim of the continuing war is
the very institution that some see as the
war's "villain," the U.S. military establishment. In a war in which "fragging" U.S. officers is not uncommon, and "wasting" civilians "wasn't any big deal" (as Lieutenant
Calley says), the mil1tary's reputation and
morale have been undermined badly. Some
of the Pentagon's best minds are eager to
get the Vietnam war behind them, in order
better to reexamine their own proper mission
and how to meet it. We may need soldiers
again, in clearer causes.
Though the fact may not be quite so apparent, Nixon's reluctance to cut the U.S.
loose from the war is also costly for the South
Vietnamese. The million-man South Vietnamese army is now the second largest and
best-equipped in Asia (after China's) , and
about as strong as U.S. tutelage is ever going
to make it. Politically, the open-ended, largescale U.S. mllitary presence gives the Saigon
regime a false sense of its own viabillty so
that it has yet to take the necessary steps to
enlist wider popular support. The U.S. cannot and should not "dump" Thieu and Ky or
try to handpick their successors. But with
the next South Vietnamese presidential campaign coming up in the fall, we should not
be too committed to the present regime, and
should oppose its suppression of opponents.
Such a stance is difficult to carry off, but a
withdrawal commitment from the White
House would help immensely.
If anything is unambiguous about the
present U.S. role in the war, it is the tremendous stress on what is antiseptically described as "U.S. air power." The air war over
Indochina, conducted by a great power whose
own survival is not at stake, is of dubious
effectiveness and increasingly questionable
morality. The stupefying fact is that in the
past two years alone, the U.S. has poured
into a relatively narrow strip of Asian jungle
more bomb tonnage than was used in all of
World War II on the industrialized Axis
powers. Like his predecessor, President Nixon
seems to have succumbed to what journalist
I. F. Stone calls "the Buck Rogers delusion,"
the false notion that the U.S. wins battles
and keeps its hands clean, as long as "we" are
in the air above, and only "they" are on the
ground below.
Largely because of the increased use of
U.S. air power over a wider geographic area,
the number of war refugees and probably of
civilian casualties has actually risen since
Nixon began "winding down" the war. However deadly the political animosities between
Vietnamese, it is impossible to believe that
they could or would continue devastation at
the current levels after U.S. policy and U.S.
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firepower are removed from the war. Knowing this, many Americans are bound to feel
deeply troubled until the U.S. air role ends.
But it is precisely this role that Nixon has
been most noncommittal about ending.
Last July, LIFE urged that final U.S. withdrawal be completed no later than Dec. 31
of this year. But whatever the particular
date, we think the President should proclaim
one publicly. If the President judges it necessary to maintain a noncombat military
assistance group in Vietnam a little longer,
he should indicate its mission-certainly not
large-scale bombing-and its size-certainly
no more tha.n a few thousand men. (We hope
he won't attempt to justify keeping a larger
U.S. backup force in Vietnam as part of a
"Korean Solution." Though there are still
63,000 U.S. Gis in relative security in South
Korea, the two situations aren't at all parallel. South Korea has a firm, m111tar1ly delineated border and an insistently anti-Communist population; American troops are not
in disputed territory where they inevitably
become special targets.)
No doubt about it-in its temptations, Its
rhetoric, its debllitating effects on the u.s.
body politic and the people of Indochinaprolonged and open-ended withdrawal has
too many undesirable resemblances to prolonged and open-ended warfare. Adopting the
different perspective of a final commitment
on withdrawal would change the entire atmosphere. The President could then test out
the hopeful proposition of Harvard's Hoffmann that "even a basically unpleasant and
emotionally upsetting polltical outcome can
be made not merely acceptable but desirable-if the government shows that it is 1n
control of events and has dellberately and
firmly chosen its course." Putting an end to
fruitless ambiguity, the President should be
able to count on revived understanding and
support.

LEGISLATION TO BAN THE IMPORTATION OF HARP SEAL FUR SKINS

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, in the St.
Lawrence River and off the coast of Canada, Norwegian and Canadian companies are participating in a slaughter of
harp seal pups. In last year's harvest,
300,000 baby seals were killed, skinned,
and exported so that a few persons could
wear sealskin garments. This slaughter
of seals continues because countries like
the United States have allowed themselves to become markets for sealskin
clothing.
I have introduced legislation that will
allow the United States to actively participate in the attempt to diminish this
slaughter by banning the importation of
harp seal fur skins and articles made in
whole or part of these fur skins. The
United States in its preeminent position
in the world must do all in its power to
discourage the useless destruction of fur-

bearing mammals; especially when the
destruction is for the luxury of a few
Americans owning sealskin coats.
I urge that the United States show its
good faith by passing this legislation. As
we struggle to preserve and protect the
environment and its inhabitants, one of
the most wanton acts of destruction remaining is the killing of fur-bearing animals for the purpose of garment making.
This type of destruction exemplifies a
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brand of thinking that has destroyed so
much of our environment. There is no
reason for the slaughtering of these seal
pups, but there is a logical and ethical
imperative to eradicate the turn of mind
that allows such slaughters to continue.

THE FORGOTTEN MURALS

HON. GILBERT GUDE
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. GUDE. Mr. Speaker, during the
1930's, the Treasury Department instituted the Public Works of Art ProjectPWAP-designed to put many unemployed artists to work. These artists concentrated on the interior of public buildings. Here in Washington, works by
artists such as George Biddle, Reginald
Marsh, Ben Shahn, and Symeon Shimin
grace walls in the Departments of Interior, Health, Education, and Welfare,
State, Agriculture, the main Post Office
and even the National Zoo.
The artists' labors began with the noble
goal of giving visual expression to the
American dream. Today, although fallen
into a state of disrepair due to neglect,
the murals remain striking testimony to
the spirit and perseverance of the American people and should be saved. Certainly this type of art enhances our public buildings and contributes to the city
as the center of culture, a role historically belonging to it. The restoration and
preservation of this type of art would
serve as an important contribution to
maintaining the city's appropriate role
as the main cultural center for our metropolitan area.
Following is the text of a feature article which appeared in the Washington
Post, March 28, 1971, entitled "The Forgotten Murals." It gives an excellent description of the murals and their history.
The article follows:
THE

FoRGOTTEN MURALS: FINANCED-THEN
IGNORED-BY GOVERNMENT

(By Meryle Secrest)
On the fifth floor of the Department of
Justice is a spectacular sight: a three-sided
mural by George Biddle.
Coming upon a beautiful wall painting in
a government bullding is as surprising as
finding a peacock walking around in the
lobby. You can't imagine what it's doing
there. Yet there it is, glowing gently, almost completely ignored.
The Biddle mural faces a bank of elevators
that do not seem to get the building 's main
passenger traffic. On the left wall, the mural depicts women sewing in a sweatshop.
The central panel celebrates the quite joys
of country life. On the right, fam1lies in a
city tenement chop wood. huddle in a narrow room, iron and tend babies.
This beautiful work is one of about 50
murals painted for Washington public buildings in the '30s under a Treasury Department
program, first called the Public Works of Art
Project (PWAP) and later the Section of
Fine Arts Program. running from 1933-43.
Like the WPA's Federal Art Project, the
Treasury Department programs were designed to put a lot of unemployed artists to
work. But unlike the WP A, the Treasury
Department concentrated on one field: decorating the interiors of publlc buildings.
Under these programs, 1,116 murals and
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301 sculptures were executed for public
buildings across the United States, most in
post offices and rest in courthouses.
Washington has its share of murals, in
the Department of Interior, the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare (once the
Social Security Building), the State Department (which took over the War Department
offices), the main Post Office Building, the
Department of Agriculture--and even the
Zoo.
The artists were all men of established
reputations in the '30s-Henry Varnum Poor,
John Steuart CUrry, William Gropper, Reginald Marsh, Ben Shahn and Boardman Robinson, to name a few.
Yet these murals are great overlooked
marks of this city. People who work in the
buildings pass them by without seeing them.
Tourists come and go without ever discovering their existence. They are uniformly badly lighted and almost all unlabeled.
The bureaucratic point of view seems to
be that these murals are an unwanted legacy
from the New Deal days. Because of protective government regulations, the murals
cannot be conveniently eradicated under a
new coat of paint. But they can be taken off
the walls and put in storage, which is what
happened to a mural by Louis Bouche, until
recently on the stage of the Department of
the Interior building.
Or they can be totally overlooked. Some
murals, like that of Biddle, are in good
repair. But there are many others in urgent
need of cleaning and restoration. They are
defaced by years of dirt and grease, gouged
with holes and crumbling away.
The Reginald Marsh frescoes on the fourth
floor of the Post Office building have been
scored with inch-deep gouges through the
surface plaster, probably slashed by mail
carts.
George Hardy's sixth floor mural of a Dispatch Rider in 1776 portrays a group of soldiers, one marred with a large black cross
over his mouth. Other murals in the Post
Office building are dimly lit and dirty.
The murals in the Justice Department are
about the best kept of the lot, but "Contemporary Justice and the Child," by Symeon Shimin, is flaking away noticeably.
Other murals are hidden. Ben Shahn's outstanding series of murals on Social Security
themes on the main floor of HEW are flanked
by gold draperies, which are frequently
drawn across them when the space is needed
for exhibits. Even when the draperies are
pulled back, they obscure a sizeable portion
of the murals.
In the State Department, there are murals
you can't see at all. Kindred McLeary's two
murals on warlike themes, executed when a
part of that building housed the War Department, have been covered with curtains
screening them from public view. Phillp
Guston's handsome panels on the stage of
the HEW auditorium are usually folded
away, out of sight.
Murals not ignored, neglected or covered
over are subject to other dangers. When Mrs.
John Mitchell, wife of the Attorney General,
decided to spruce up the entrance corridor to
her husband's office with a new coat of blue
paint, she did little to enhance a sizeable
group of murals on that floor.
These murals by Henry Varnum Poor are
in reds, golds, browns and yellow-greens to
harmonize with the beige, pink and goldtinged marbles and the heavy brown doors.
The same lack of decorating logic applies
at HEW, where two murals by Seymour Fogel
flank the Independence Avenue lobby.
l"ogel's murals, "Wealth of the Nation" and
"Securt ty o:f the People," in beige, brown,
gray, soft blues and greens, harmonize with
the nearby bronze doors, bronze trims and
mottled green marble pillars and floors. But
the color scheme is demolished by red carpeting leading to the three doors and a color
portrait of President Nixon, hung a few
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inches from one wall-sized mural, competes
with it for attention.
The one bright spot in the picture is the
belated interest of a few government officials
to the importance of preserving governmentowned works of art. A nationwide inventory
of art in public buildings will be launched
this year. other ideas being discussed: complete restoration of the murals, adequate
labeling and a tour of murals in public buildings.
Washington's murals began With the noble
goal of giving visual expression to the American Dream.
In a letter to President Roosevelt in May
1933, in which he urged the creation of such
a program, the artist George Biddle wrote:
"The younger artists of America are 0onscious as they never have been of the social
revolution that our country and civilization
are going through; and they would be very
eager to express these ideals in a permanent
art form . . . . They would be . . . expressing
in living monuments the social ideals you are
struggling to achieve."
Biddle perhaps was thinking o'f the murals,
executed for the Mexican government by
Diego Rivera in the '20s, whose strong, bold
visual impact brought Rivera international
recognition. Rivera's murals, touched by
Communist ideology, dramatize national
goals.
"Roosevelt replied that he was interested,
though he probably had grave doubts concerning the political consequences of the
government supporting art for its own sake,"
Francis V. O'Connor, a national authority on
government art projects of the '30s, stated in
the catalog for "Federal Art Patronage 193343," an exhibition organized by Maryland
University's Department of Fine Arts five
years ago.
"He later told Biddle that he did not want
'a lot of young enthusiasts painting Lenin's
head on the Justice Building'-obviously a
reference to the storm then raging around
Diego Rivera's portrait of Lenin in the mural
he was painting at New York's Rockefeller
Center."
Despite Roosevelt's misgivings, the program was begun under the direction of Edward Bruce, a painter, lawyer, banker, business executive and promoter who was perfectly suited to the task {although his widow,
Peggy Bruce, said "the job k:llled him." He
died in 1943) •
Olin Dows, who worked with hlm., says in
a written reminiscence, "During the first six
months of 1934, Bruce brilliantly 1mprov1sed
the organization and administration of our
government's first art program. It was so successful that he tormed the more permanent
Section of Fine Arts without political opposition."
Dr. O'Connor, who has studied the Treasury and WPA programs extensively, says,
"Bruce fought off all the critics and never
made any changes. But he vetted all the
designs very carefully in advance. I have
grave doubts about the amount of esthetic
freedom his painters were allowed ... However, muralists seldom balk. They realize it's
a public work."
Almost to a man, the muralists took a
heroic view of American life. Their themes
are monumental: justice, freedom, truth,
honor. They see the American Dream as a
perfectible idea, glorifying the taming of the
American wilderness, the American past, the
dignity of labor, the heroism of judges and
statesmen and the courage of the American
pioneer. Their messages are designed to uplift, politically and morally. These were the
days when people thought that the absolute
achievement of social justice only took good
intentions. They believed in the desirab111ty
of noble purpose.
The Biddle mural on the fifth floor of the
Justice Department, gives solemn, almost
grave weight to its themes: "The life of the
law has not been logic. It has been experi-
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ence." "The sweatshop and tenement of yesterday can be the life ordered with justice
of tomorrow." "If we would guide by the light
of reason, we must let our minds be bold."
However, the mural Gilbert White executed for the Department of Agriculture in
1934 was too high-toned, even for those idealistic times.
White's 40-foot panel is in the classic
Greek vein, showing symbolic figures resting
after a day in the fields. Cybele (the earth)
is there and so is Ceres, goddess of the good
crops. The Latin inscription, "0 fortunates
nimium, sua si bona norint, Agricolas," is
translated as, "How happy the men of the
fields would be if they know their good fortune."
Nobody seemed to like the mural, including
the government officials involved. Bruce
called White's diaphanous goddesses "ladies
in cheesecloth," and another PWAP official
said the mural was too allegorical and classical. In any event, the then Secretary of the
Treasury, Andrew W. Mellon, felt it necessary
to affix a large plaque to the mural, stating
that he had approved it. The plaque is still
there.
The murals commissioned for the Post
Office building led to a series of skirmishes
between the artists, officdals and members of
the public who were either shocked, offended
or indignant. Frank Mechau painted a Wild
West scene for the fifth floor to illustrate the
early dangers of the mail. It shows a group
of Indians raiding a stagecoach and appearing to scalp a group of nude women.
"That's the craziest thing I ever saw,"
John Collier, commissioner of Indian Affairs,
said after he looked at it. He added that the
incident could never have happened. Mechau
insisted that his intention was to create an
imaginative reconstruction of a massacre
and that, in any event, Indians west of the
Mississippi made a practice of taking white
women alive.
Several years later, those nude women were
again a source of embarrassment to the Post
Office when nightclub entertainer Evelyn
West poked ·a round the building and found
them. It seems the lady used to sell pictures
of herself to admirers until the Post Office
declared them lewd and cut off her mall.
That was in 1951. Frank Mechau's mural
hasn't bothered anybody much lately, perhaps because nobody can see it. It's covered
with a thick coating of grease ·a nd dirt.
Rockwell Kent became involved in even
more of a controversy when, in 1937, he
mixed politics in with his twin murals on
the themes of mail service in Alaska and
mail service in Puerto Rico.
One mural shows Eskimos with dogsled
and reindeer in juxtaposition with a mall
plane. Its companion on the other wall depict& Puerto Ricans holding up a letter which
they have just received from the Eskimos.
The letter carried a message in Eskimo. After
the government got curious enough to translate the message, it was discovered that the
message concerned the then-burning subject
of Puerto Rican and Alaskan independence.
The message said, "To the people of Puerto
Rico our friends I Go ahead. Let us change
chiefs. That alone can make us equal and
free."
Puerto Rican politicians reacted with indignation, calling the mural a libel, a
calumny and an insult. Their reaction was
violent enough that the government erased
the message.
Of all the murals and sculptures still in
the main Post Office, the twin frescoes by
Reginald Marsh, on the interior of a mail
ship and a mail room, are probably the most
valuable. Dr. O'Connell says these are "very
vulnerable to abrasion and scratchy depredations. A hole that isn't filled will let dampness in and get bigger."
Fortunately, the attitude of omcial Washington is changing slowly from one of complete indifference to the realization that it
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has, in many cases, inherited some valuable
works of art. There are government regulations protecting the murals, although Dr.
O'Connor observes: "Just try and find people
to implement them before the mural is ell in
tatters on the walls."
Karel Yasko, assistant commissioner of design and construction for the Public Building Service, the General Services Administration, is one of a handful of concerned men
in government who are trying to remedy
years of neglect.
Yasko's planned inventory has already focused attention on the issue. But a great
deal more could be done. To begin with, the
murals could be properly lit.
They uniformly need labels, prominently
displayed. The public needs to know, not just
who painted the mural, but what it is about.
The murals by Poor at Justice are particularly good examples because, unless you know
the historical incident, his murals are completely baffiing.
Finally, Dr. O'Connor suggests "Mural
Tours," similar to those conducted at the
Mint or the FBI, "so that the interested citizen can find for himself the artistic treasures
buried in the Justice, Post Office and many
other federal buildings.
"This might also lead to the removal of
the censorious covers which obscure the
Kindred McLeary murals in the Old State
Department building and to a program to restore the many paintings which have been
worn or defaced in the course of time."
Nevertheless, these murals, which might
have seemed embarrassing in the '40s and
old-fashioned in the '50s, have the nostalgia
of distance for our eyes.
There is something endearingly quaint
about, for instance, the mural by Emil Bisttram on the theme of "Contemporary Justice and Women," which shows women becoming competent students, llbrarians, typists, scientists and artists, and doing so in illustrations from '20s magazines.
While some murals seem to make naively
optimistic statements about the perfectab11ity of men and institutions, the best of them
retain their power to move us. The mural
by Shimin on "Contemporary Justice and
the Child," 1S a powerful indictment of
man's inhumanity to children. So is the Ben
Shahn mural on the theme of child labor
at HEW.
These washington murals have become a
part of the American heritage now. They are
artifacts worth excavating.

CRISPUS ATTUCKS TRIDUTE

HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, throughout
the ages there have been those individuals whose actions have transcended the
era in which they occurred-acts which
give meaning, which are history.
Crispus Attucks was a man of history
who has too long been slighted in the
annals of American history, for he was a
devout American who was first to sacri-

fice his life for her independence.
He was a black man who had suffered

the personal oppression of slavery; but
in his commitment to the cause of liberty

he recognized man's basic quest for freedom from those tyrants who threaten
both individual and collective independ-

ence. And, he recognized the need for
individual and collective deeds for halting such forces.
Crispus Attucks is a symbol of hope, of
resistance to oppression for all Americans, for all men who strive to reverse
historic injustices, repression of the spirit
and the will and who seek not only unity,
but a harmony created out of mutual and
genuine respect and faith and cooperation.
Mr. Speaker, I am proud to say that
Newark, N.J. will honor the memory of
Crispus Attucks with a parade on Sunday, April4 as it does annually. The work
of many individuals is responsible for
this endeavor. Credit is due especially to
Dan Williams, parade chairman, Connie
Woodruff, Maj. Roscoe Jennings, James
Threatt and John A. Thomas, founder.

ON MISUNDERSTANDING
THE ATOM

HON. ORVAL HANSEN
OF IDAHO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker,
Dr. Glenn ·r. Seaborg, chairman of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and one
of the Nation's most distinguished scientists, delivered some timely remarks
recently to the National Press Club on a
subject of vital importance to all of us
living in this modern, nuclear world.
In his speech, Dr. Seaborg pointed out
the need for greater public understanding of nuclear power and of its tremendous potential in peaceful pursuits.
I am inserting the text of Dr. Seaborg's remarks in the RECORD:
ON MisUNDERSTANDING THE ATOM

(Remarks by Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, at
the National Press Club Luncheon, Washington, D.C., March 22, 1971)
I want to take advantage of these few
moments with you to speak quite bluntly
and frankly about what is on the minds of
many people today concerning nuclear energy and its future. It is obvious that some of
these people are truly concerned about nuclear energy today; many are trying to learn
as much as they can about it, many are
speaking a great deal about it before learning
much about it-and, obviously, many are
thoroughly confused about it.
What is most interesting to me about all
this is how the "environmental era" we have
entered only within the last two years has
engendered a public interest in the peaceful
atom that we in the nuclear community
could not raise in more than 20 years of normal public information activity. Of course
there has always been a public fascination
with nuclear weapons--as well as an understandable fear of them-and it was to be
expected that the complexities of the AEC's
statutory role in managing its national se-

curity responsibillty would complicate its
pursuit of the peaceful atom. But how exasperating it has been for our public information people to receive letters such as the
typical one from a fifth-grade school teacher
who wrote: "I am teaching my class all about
nuclear energy. Please send me a picture of
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an atomic bomb--and some mushroom
clouds lf you have them."
This is not an isolated example. Over the
years we have received thousands of such
requests. Recently, however, we received a
letter that is somewhat of a classic of the
type that has led us to wonder about our
communications on the peaceful atom. In
fact, in view of the current nuclear power
controversies, this letter provided us with
the nearest thing yet to a bit of comic relief.
It began: "It has recently come to my attention that the power companies of the country have built and plan to build nuclear
power plants in this country." And it continued, "Since the American public has not
been openly informed of this and it was
quite by accident that I learned of it, I would
like as much information as possible on these
nuclear power plants."
Now I ask you, how can an agency receiving a letter like that be accused of "promoting" the peaceful atom?
More seriously though, the peaceful
atom-and nuclear power in particular-is a
subject on many minds today and as is true
with many important subjects has its fair
share of vocal critics. In many respects I find
this a healthy sign. The public has a big
stake in something as vital as its supply of
power and how that supply is to be achieved
in the healthiest and most environmentally
sound manner. It is, therefore, essential that
those who deem themselves critics and judges
of nuclear power be responsible in their
critiques and judgments. This has not always
been the case.
I do not plan to elaborate on this today
but I would point out that typical of the
attack on nuclear power that we find least
responsible is that which isolates a few
shortcomings, difficulties and failures over a
25-year history of development and implies
that they represent the major thrust of nuclear progress. This is a dangerous distortion
of the truth.
Those of you who have been following our
nuclear energy programs know full well that
nuclear energy is not merely a genie to be
released at our command to perform all sorts
of peacetime miracles. Its many peaceful
promises can only be fully realized through
the difficult development of extremely complex technologies. And it is far easier to sit
on the sidelines and comment on the problems than to apply the talent and hard work
necessary to bring these developments to
fruition. I have seen, firsthand, this talent
and effort applied and the successes that
have resulted. I believe that the Atomic Energy Commission has been and is fulfilling
its obligation to the American people and
that our accompllshments in the many applications of the peaceful atom-in medicine,
in agriculture, in industry, in research and
in the generation of electric power-are accomplishments of which every American can
be proud.
But I didn't come here today to praise or
discuss the AEC and its programs. Basically
I want to deal with three questions that
relate to the so-called "nuclear power controversy" that has attracted national attention. Broadly stated they are:
Do we need all that power?
If so, why should it be nuclear?
If nuclear, can we have it safely?
I bring up the first--Do we need all that
power?-because it is fundamental to the
environmental thinking characterized by one
rather questionable Earth Day slogan: "All

power pollutes."
It is unfortunate that often those people
who are so rtghtully concerned with the environment have this one-sided outlook regarding the use of energy. They have been
conditioned, because of man's abusive use of
some energy, to believe that an energy-in-
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tensi ve society such as we have today ln our
advanced nations must inevitably "selfdestruct." A limited view of history has
hypnotized them into seeing energy only in
terms of a means of ruthlessly extracting resources from nature, using them foolishly
(and often unjustly) and then dumping
them back into nature in amounts and
places where she cannot handle them. The
immediate reaction to all this is simplystop it! Reduce the production of power. Return to the use of less power-intensive products. Use less power to produce fewer products to cause less pollution and we will all
be better off. This is some of the reasoning
offered.
But while there is always much to be said
in favor of belt-tightening and improving
efficiency, offering that approach as a panacea
is unrealistic and unimaginative. And while
we should not use the possib1Uty of abundant energy as an excuse to try to support
runaway population growth or ludicrous per
capita consumption, neither should we believe that a power growth moratorium holds
the solution to these social and economic
problems. Changes in rational goals, public
attitudes and private life styles may reduce
the rate of growth of our energy consumption but those who believe we can reduce our
total energy consumption fail to take into
account three things:
We are going to have a significant increase
in population over the next few decades even
if we are successful in our population control effort.
The basic physical needs--and hence basic
energy demands--of that population will be
enormous because we are in the midst of a
social revolution that will inevitably raise
the standard of living for the world's underprivileged peoples.
Vast amounts of energy--energy-intensive
industries-hold the key to saving, not destroying, the environment as we grow to meet
the human demands ahead.
·
My first two points, I believe, are selfevident. My third one needs some elaboration. The basis for my claim is that, properly
used, energy can create materials that substitut e for the massive consumption of "natural" materials; that with new technologies-and intelligent, far-sighted planningit can do so with less impact on less land,
and t hat it can be used to conserve vast
quantities of natural resourceE while allowing us to ret urn to nature a minimum of
waste in its most acceptable form. Much of
this last claim has to do, of course, with
recycle.
As you may know, we are now into the
beginning of what might be called a "Recycle
Revolution." Industry, government, the scientific community and the people are all in
favor of this revolution. And I believe it may
be the most significant step man has taken
since he initiated the Age of Steam. But recycling involves far more than composting
your leftovers, stacking your newspapers or
returning your empty bottles and cans. If you
have read about any of the new and proposed
recycle plants lately you will realize that
these are large t echnical facilities requiring
considerable amounts of power. The same is
true of our municipal sewage treatment
plants and waterworks and the same holds
for most pollution abatement facilities in the
new and growing business of environmental
control. It is simply a law of physics that to
change the form and location of matter you
must use energy.
Perhaps you also have heard the argument
of one of today's outspoken ecologists that
many of the "synthetic" products we use
today are environmentally undesirable because they require a large consumption of
energy to produce. Hence, the reasons we
should return to the use of the natural prod-
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uct in place of its synthetic substitute. For
example, it is stat ed that synt he tic textiles
demand a huge expenditure of industrial
power while cott on is made by the natural
energy of the sun. Therefore, why not return
to the use only of cotton shirts and dresses?
The point seems reasonable until you pursue
it further, calculating the additional land
area required to produce cotton equivalent to
today's synthetic textiles, projecting the future demand on an all-cotton economy, and
adding to this the environmental impact of
all the fertilizer, the pesticides and the power
of harvesting and processing machinery that
would be required to sustain such a cotton
agriculture. And you would have to consider
that power unless you sought to eliminate
the environmental effect of these mechanical
labor-savers by going back to the days of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." I for one am not inclined to get us into such a "cot ton-pickin'"
situation.
Of course we can still have a viable cotton
industry coexisting with our synthetic textiles which are essential today and can be
produced with a minimum of harmful impact on our environment at a cost most
people would be willlng to pay. The difference is that this latter approach requires a
positive outlook, some imagination and the
desire to put science and technology to work
more creatively.
Among the other modern industries that
some ecologists have criticized as being energy-intensive are cement, aluminum and
plastics. But the extra energy used to produce these materials must be considered in
terms of its trade-off for other environmental
demands. For example, all these materials
replace wood in a variety of ways. If we were
to declare a moratorium on their use and
return to using only their "natural substitute,'' think what an additional demand
this would make on the forests we prize
today as natural preserves and recreational
land t There are numerous other examples.
And I can cite many different ways that the
elimination of energy-intensive applications
would be more environmentally damaging
and socially expensive in terms of todays'
demands.
This is not a defense of the desecration
that has been caused by the abusive and
thoughtless use of abundant energy. No one
denies that this has taken place and we can
still see it taking place now even as we
are beginning to fight against it. But the
problem today is that we are "hooked" on this
historical hindsight in which we cannot-or refuse to--see that new, less destructive
and more creative ways of generating and
using large amounts of energy are possible,
among them nuclear power. It is for this
reason that dedicated workers in the nuclear
field are doubly disturbed when their technology is attacked by some proclaimed environmen talists. Vle in the nuc1ear community feel that we are pragmatic environmentalists--that we are working with a
source of energy that can be the least harmful to the environment from a power generation standpoint, while providing the
abundant power needed to solve the environmental and social problems of our time.
Let me explain why we believe this.
We must face the fact that to a growing
extent electricity 1s the lifeblood of our
modern civllization. Without it, in both our
urban and rural areas, very little moves or
works. I do not believe I have to elaborate
on this, as we have had some startling reallife demonstrations of this in recent years.
In spite of the !act that we may be able,
to some degree, to improve our efficiency
in generating electricity and reduce our
waste in using it, it would be unrealistic
and perhaps even dangerous not to accept
the projection that over the next 30 years
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our elect r icity demand will grow sixfold. In
several densely populated areas of the country elect ric utilit ies already face a continuous
touch-and-go situation in meeting local power demands. The reason for this projected
growth, contrary to a popular notion, is not
that we are merely adding numerous new
electric-powered. frills at home. These electric
gadgets draw a negligible r..mount of power.
In recent years it has been the growing use
of air-conditioning that has accounted for
the largest single increase in the residential
use of electricity, as well as more familles
being able to afford the major electric fac111ties that are essential today.
A large portion of the additional electric
power requirements that we will see in the
future will be caused by a shift from other
energy sources to the use of electricity to
fulfill basic needs such as heating and cooling, industrial processin g and transportation
And in most cases the shift will be away fro~
energy sources far less desirable from an environmental standpoint. Abundant, economic
electricity also can help indust ry and transportation introduce systems that are inherently less polluting-such as the electric
steel furnace which serves the additional environmental function of making the recycle
of automobUe scrap more economic. We must
also recognize that it is much easier to exercise environmental controls over a centralized source of power such as an electric generating station than over a million individual
fires whether they are in homes, indust rial
plants or auto engines.
To meet our future power demands there
is no doubt that a great number of large central station steam generating planlts will
have to be built and operated. We can explore and develop other possibilities to some
extent. In certain areas of the country we
may be able to harness enough geothermal
heat to meet some local and regional power
demands. At a few coastal poin ts we may be
able to make some limited use of tidal power.
And there may be some places where we could
reliably collect and concentrate enough solar
energy for local domestic applications.
But to believe that it is feasible technically, economically or environment~lly, to
develop these energy sources to supply most
of the huge additional electric generating
capacity required across our country in the
years ahead is sheer folly. We are still going
to have to depend on the heat from fuels to
supply by far the largest portion of our needed power.
What kind of fuels will these be and where
will they come from?
This may come as a surprise to you-coming from the Chairman of the AEC-but over
the next 30 years the major portion of our
electricity will be comin g from the burn ing
of fossil fuels-coal, oil and natural gas. And
I would not be speaking in good conscience
and in the best interest of this country 1f
I did not say-and say emphatically-that
we had better do everything possible to continue to develop these resources to the best
of our ability, to see that they are mined,
transported and used safely, economically
and with as little harmful impact on the environment as possible. Much is being done to
accomplish this. Much more could be done.
And the public w111 have to accept the idea
that these refinements and improvements,
which may benefit them only indirectly, will
add to their energy bill or their cost of living.
But all this notwithstanding, we must
move ahead with the very best development
and use of nuclear power. And though safety
and environmental standards must remain
foremost considerations we should also move
ahead with such development without undue delay. The reasons are numerous. Let
me begin with the most basic of these-those
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involving the depletion and distribution of gressional hearing last year, an all-coal economy in the year 2000 would require the
natural resources.
Most of you are familiar with the state- burning Of about 10 million tons of coal
ment that man has consumed more energy each day. Frankly, I do not think the people
in the last 30 years than in all previous hu- Of this country want to see their power sysman history. Almost all that energy has been tem vitally dependent on the mining, transconsumed in the burning of non-renewable porting and burning of such a huge amount
fossil fuels--coal, oil and gas produced by of coal. Nuclear power must take over a
nature over the course of millions of years. large share of the burden.
It is not enough to say there is sufficient
We are rapidly depleting the remaining recoverable supplies of these resources and it coal in the earth to keep us going for 300,
gives me little comfort to hear that we may 400 or even 1,000 years. The questions are:
have a 20-year reserve of natural gas or 50 Where is that coal? At what economic and
years worth of petroleum or even several cen- environmental cost can it be made available? And what is the cost of extracting and
turies of coal.
using it in terms of human health? I say that
I reject these assurances on other than
quantitative grounds. By simply setting a these questions must be faced just as sematch to these irreplaceable materials to gen- riously as we in the AEC face our long-term
erate electricity and produce process and responsibilities involving the development of
nuclear power.
space heat we are doing more than consumWe must also look beyond our own boring their energy. We are destroying materials
essential to transportation-both as fuels and ders to anticipate the problem of burning all
lubricants--and essent ial as a source of the world's fossil fuels. We in this country,
chemicals to a growing number of industries. with all our energy demands to support our
We are also accepting the inevitabll1ty of high standard of living, are drawing large
great increases in air pollution-a health amounts of energy and mineral resources
hazard which is already approaching disas- from other parts of the world. With rising
trous proportions in some areas of our coun- expectations in those areas and increased
technological capacity to fulfill those extry.
Few people realize that if we seek to re- ceptations there will be growing pressure to
duce pollution and congestion in our cities change this situation. International competiby substituting electric powered mass transit tion for these resources will grow more insystems for private gasoline-powered auto- tense. Developing nations will begin to need
mobiles we will have a large new demand more of their indigenous supplies. And they
for electricity. For example, the connected will also want to be less dependent on other
load of the Washington Metro System, when countries for certain vital materials. This
in full operation, will require a capacity of could have several implications: Nations
500,000 kw. Of course, the maximum use that have natural energy resources might
of this rapid transit system by 1990 might re- want to export less and use more domestiplace as many as half-a-million cars on our cally. As nation s th81t are weal thy in mineral
city streets and therefore effect an enormous resources use more Of these domestically or
reduction in air pollution. And if we were strike harder bargains for their export, the
to make the transition in our major urban other nations, including our own, in many
areas throughout the country to the use of cases would have to expend more energy to
electric automobiles, as well as electric mass extract such minerals from lower grade ores,
transit systems, we would require tens of recycle these scarcer materials or produce
billions of additional kilowatt-hours of elec- substitutes. In some aeas of the world such
tricity annually. This, of course, would offer new needs for energy would encourage a
us a tremendous reduction in air pollution turning to nuclear power that, once installed,
in terms of today's effects of internal com- offers a nation some independence from the
bustion engines which are responsible for a problems of day-to-day fuel supply and in
significant portion of our urban air pollu- the future would offer both economic and
tion. But how foolish it would be to generate environmental advantages as well. In short.
all this electricity by burning fossil fuels- the course is well set on a global basis for a
by substituting one form of pollution with greater turning to nuclear energy-not beanother. Nuclear power will be essential to cause of its novelty, or its prestige or its
help handle this added capacity in an en- military implications-but simply because
of its need to fulfill human goals that depend
vironmentally sound manner.
There are other negative aspects of rely- on more than "people power."
Now let's take a brief look directly at nuing solely on fossil fuels for our energy
sources that cannot be overlooked. These are clear power-and particularly at those asthe logistic, economic and political implica- pects of it that are so much on people's
minds, namely the questions of its safety
tions. Let's look at a few of these.
An energy economy based strictly on fossil and environmental impact.
I admit that this is an exceedingly difficult
fuels requires the continuous shipment of
such fuels by rail, pipeline and water trans- subject to deal with. Our sudden awareness
port. This dally movement of growing of our ecological problems has made us-and
amounts of coal, oil and gas poses many perhaps rightfully so-what might best be
problems that we are just beginning to an- described as "environmentally uptight." Today almost any new technology or product
ticipate and project.
For example, the number and size of oil introduced to the public is eyed suspiciously
tankers is increasing every year, raising the and if an yone casts any doubts about its
potential for disastrous oil spills. Yet we are shcrt or long-term effects or side effects the
dependent on oil from distant ports--even tendency is to stamp it "guilty until proven
more so today in the light of need for low- innocent." Nuclear power is in this position
and suffers doubly because of its indirect
sulphur residual oil.
Natural gas and liquified natural gas military association. But in the case of nu(LNG) must also travel in greater volume clear power, anyone who is willing to exand greater distances today, and their in- amine it without prejudice and objectively
creasing movement and storage is fraught will be convinced of the following:
The nuclear industry is high among the
wilth potential hazard.
The shipment of coal, which already has safest industries in America. Years of National
Safety Council records prove this
shown itself to be a problem, could increase
conclusively.
to enormous proportions if coal were the sole
Nuclear power plants that have been lifuel for electric generating plants 20 or 30
years from now-as it would become when censed for operation in the U.S. to date have
rapidly depleted gas and oil became too cost- accumulated more than 100 reactor-years of
ly for such use. As I pointed out at a Con- safe operation without a serious accident.
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Furthermore, another 780 reactor-years of
operating experience without a reactor accl•
dent have been provided by our Nuclear Navy.
Those who try to equate proportionately
the environmental effects and potential hazards Of the newer large nuclear plants with
their older smaller predecessors simply do not
understand today's rtynamic nuclear technology. The newer plants are not merely exact
scale-ups of the older ones with equally
scaled-up effects and risks. They have the
benefits of improved technology, of innovations in environmental and safety controls
and of better quality control. Furthermore,
they are subject to more stringent regulation
and more sophisticated monitoring.
What about the environmental effects of
nuclear power-particularly about the release of radioactivity in eff:l.uents to the environment? Growing environmental concern,
during recent years, has understandably included the specific concern that the use of
nuclear energy to supply projected demands
for electric power may result in large exposures of the population to radiation. We are
convinced that, kilowatt for kilowatt, the
generation of electricity by our commercial
nuclear power stations has had far less impact on the environment and our health than
the fossil fuel methods of power generation.
We are confident that this situation wlll not
only continue, but that it will improve.
Operating experience with nuclear power
reactors to date should certainly help to
dispel concern over radiation exposure. Estimates, based on levels of radioactivity at nuclear power sites, show that average radiation exposures to the U.S. population from
this source is presently one one-thousandth
( 0.001) of a millirem per year.
Power reactor designers and manufacturers are continuing to make progress in providing systems that reduce levels of radioactivity in air and water eff:l.uents to very
low values . Also, the Commission is continuing to support research and development to
provide practical means of reducing releases
of long half-life radionuclides such as krypton-85 and tritium from the operation of
chemical reprocessing plants.
We have been very successful in lim1ting
releases of rSidioactivity from nuclear power
reactors to small percentages of regulatory
limits. Nevertheless, there continues to be a
concern expressed by some that exposures to
the public from this source may approach
radiation protection limits that are generally
applicable to radiation from all sources. This
will not happen.
In this regard, an important step was
taken by the Commission last year by the
publication on December 3, 1970, of amendments to our regulations that will help to
further assure that radioactive material in
eff:l.uent releases from nuclear power plants
is indeed kept at very low levels.
At the present time the Commission is
working towards developing more definitive
guides on design objectives for nuclear power
plants to minimize their release of radioactivity. In January and February of this
year we held meetings with environmental
and conservation groups, nuclear power
utilities, power reactor suppliers, • • •. We
discussed with them their ideas as to the nature of the criteria, the levels presently considered to be "as low as practicable," and
what further reductions may be anticipated
with further technological advances.
The present state of technology is such
that the design and operation of nuclear
power plants within AEG regulatory requirements for keeping releases of radioactivity
to the environment as low as practicable w1ll
assure that radiation exposures to the public
living in the near vicinity of these plants
will generally be less than a few percent of
exposures from natural bMkground radia-
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tion. The whole body exposure per capita per
year averaged over the U.S. population from
radioactivity in effiuents released from nuclear power plants and chemica.! reprocessing
plants during normal operation even in the
year 2000 will be substantially less than 1
millirem. In comparison, average annual exposures to the U.S. population from natural
background radiation is about 125 times as
great.
It is evident that the concern of some of
our most vocal critics over possible health
hazards from nuclear power is unwarranted.
In fact, death and disease indirectly attributed to the generation of power from all
sources should decrease considerably as nuclear power assumes a. major portion of that
burden-as we are able to reduce the known
adverse effects of air pollution by a. shift toward nuclear generated electricity and by
applying pollution controls to fossil fueled
plants.
Why then all this furor about radiation
and nuclear safety? I think it springs from
three things. First, and generally speaking,
the upsurge in nuclear power in recent years
has coincided with the upsurge in interest
in environmental problems. Therefore, we
are faced with the public's fear and lack of
knowledge of anything nuclear being reinforced by an increasing antagonism toward
all technology which they are being told is
the main source of our environmental
p light .
Secondly, and in view of this environmental plight, there are many reputable individuals and organizations that are raising
legitimate questions and concerns about the
safety and growth of nuclear power. We in
the AEC recognize these concerns and are
attempting to answer all questions to the
satisfaction of those raising them. We have
been meeting with many of these people
formally and Informally, and I believe in
a. cordial and cooperative manner. We hope
to continue and broaden these contacts. And
we fe el much good will come from them.
The third factor that I would mention is
the source of our greatest trouble, and I
might add the main roadblock to reasonable resolution of the nuclear controversy.
That is the small but vehement group of
nuclear critics who have been creating and
tra ding on several points of public apprehension and misunderstanding of nuclear
power.
Under a crusading banner those critics
specialize in creating public alarm by inferences, by selecting isolated examples of
past problems--some of them of f. minor nature, some more than 20 years old and
some totally unrelated to civilian nuclear
power-blowing them all out of proportion
and implying they are the rule instead of
the exception. And perhaps most effective of
all, they use large projections and hypothetical examples in a totally negative, onesided and deceptive manner.
One has only to read all that these particular critics write--and we do--to be
struck by their constant use of "what if,"
"almost" and "coUJld have," as they seem to
give endless examples of accidents, incidents
and problems that never did seem to live
up to their catastrophic expectations-that
in fact did not harm anyone. Not satisfied
with these past "near misses" they delight
in projecting the posslbllity of future nuclear disasters. And they do this just as
deceptively by implying that a. highly hypothetical accident, one that, even conservatively speaking, has a likelihood of occurrence approaching zero, is a likely possibility. Rarely is there any attempt to examine
the risks--or even the known harm-involved in using the alternatives to this rela"tlvely safe technology. Seldom are there any
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realistic recommendations made for other
alternatives.
In view of all this let me conclude with a.
few of my own projections on nuclear power.
And since the year 2000 seems to be a date
toward which many of our modem cynics
look with great trepidation, let me use that
as the focal point of these projections.
By the year 2000 we will see about 1000 million kilowatts of electricity generated by
about 1000 nuclear power reactors, sharing
about half of the nation's power load, with
highly improved fossil fueled plants carrying the other half.
Of these 1000 nuclear facUlties perhaps half
will be powered by fast breeder reactors, a.
number of which will have been in operation
long enough to produce su11lcient new fuel
to refuel themselves and an equa.I number
of other reactors.
As I have previously indicated, the annua.l
average whole body radiation exposure to the
U.S. population resulting from the release of
radioactivity to the environment from the
normal operation of all nuclear power plants
in the year 2000 will be less than 1 millirem
or equivalent to less than 1% of the radiation exposure to the population from natural
background radiation. And the plants emitting this negligible radiation will be indirectly responsible tor a reduction of bllllons
of tons of carbon dioxide, millions of tons of
sulfur dioxide and large quantities of oxides
tof nitrogen and particulate matter that
would then be coming each year from fossU
fueled plants--even those built or backfitted with pollution controls--if we continued to rely solely on such plants for the
bulk of our electricity.
Long before the year 2000, It will have become routine for the high-level waste produced in reprocessing tuel from these plants
to be converted to solids and buried or stored
where it cannot reach the biosphere.
Located according to a national electric
power siting plan, and equipped with the
latest cooling technologies, these nuclear
plants will not be permitted to produce
harmful thermal effects on their local environment. And the waste heat from many of
them will be diverted to beneficial uses.
By the year 2000 we will also have seen
the successful control of thermonuclear fusion and perhaps the first full-scale fusion
demonstration plant in operation.
Realistically, some accidents and failures
can be expected among all these plants. No
technology, no matter how excellent the engineering, construction and regulation, can
guarantee 100 percent relia.billty or safety.
But I can say with confidence that the
chances of such accidents seriously affecting
the lives or property of the public beyond the
plant boundary are extremely low. I believe
that the consequences of such accidents
could not even approach the disastrous proportions that some nuclear critics imply
will be inevitable.
Furthermore--and here some people will
say I am making my most optimistic forecast--! believe that In the decades ahead
nuclear power will show such impressive
safety statistics that the Insurance industry
wlll be among the biggest investors in nuclear power.
Perhaps of even greater significance
though, my projections show what will be
more important than how much power we
can generate through nuclear methods or
otherwise. And that is that we shall have
learned to apply all this power wisely-in
a way that wlll support not the extravagances
of a gluttonous, short-sighted society but the
just needs of all people-people who have
learned to live in harmony with each other
and with their environment.
Of all the charges that are thrown at
those of us who are working for nuclear

power-and I think this also applies to everyone in the energy field-the one we find most
offensive is that which accuses us of giving
people the means to destroy themselves and
their world-to procreate Wildly and rob the
earth of its last drop of wealth, life and
beauty.
To this charge I have but one answer: If
the fact that we can produce abundla.nt power
to bring man the foundation for health, happiness and peace can be seen only as a means
of advancing man's basest impulses and not
challenging his creativity and fueling his desire to preserve his environment and uplift
his fellowman, then we have far more to be
concerned about than nuclear power. I do
not think that we must pull the plug on
our modern civilization. I do not think that
man must return to the dark and cold to
find his reason and morality. He must learn
to live with his new-found technological
capacity and live up to the new responsib111ties it brings, not merely because it is here,
but because developed and applied wisely it
will help him achieve his most human goals.
For this reason we must strive to under·
stand and work intell1gently and cooperatively with the peaceful atom. To turn our
back in ignorance and fear on this potentially great force for global good would be
a. failure that future generations would never
forgive. To face the Nuclear Age and tum it
from an age of anxiety to one of accomplishment and new hope is a good for which
we should all strive together. I still belleve
that this is what we are going to do.
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Mr. MINISH. Mr. Speaker, many of
us have watched with deep concern the
unsettled JX>Sture of the Middle East.
Thus far, the self-reliant and courageous
Israelis have managed to maintain
their strength and advantage at bitter
cost. While Israel has struggled to maintain a balance of power between herself
and her unfriendly neighbors, she has
also strictly adhered to the Nixon doctrine of standing on her own feet. Within
the last 22 years, she has managed to
retain her sovereignty in three defensive
conflicts. To accomplish this, every
Israeli citizen has had to contribute a
large share of both his income and his
personal service; many have lost their
lives.
Yet, emboldened by Soviet support and
American irresolution, the Arabs continue to threaten and unjustly accuse
Israel. To serve as a counterbalance, the
United States must give strong assurances that Israel will not be forced to
accept unsafe borders.
Israel is not new to the problem of
unsafe borders. She has already learned
at great cost that international peacekeeping forces cannot assure any
measure of safety alongside insecure
borders.
Israel would assert that a safe border
is one that she can protect. To withdraw
from strategically safe borders now without complete assurance of future peace
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would expose Israel to all the old threats.
Moreover, it would force Israel to depend
on other nations for her shipping rights,
her border rights, and her very existence.
Frankly, it is doubtful whether any
outside forces would care about Israel's
survival as much as the Israelis. It is
hard to believe the mercenaries in a
military force protecting Israel's borders
would fight as effectively as her own sons
and daughters have done. Unfortunately, I suspect that with an international peacekeeping force as the only
buffer between Israel and her age-old
enemies, the past will prove to be prologue. Israel has only too often in the
past seen international guarantees fade
away and dissolve under pressure.
The land Israel acquired in the 1967
war was land that Israel would not have
sought had she not been threatened. If
Israel had been permitted to live in
peace, to harvest her crops and to rear
her young unthreatened, there would
have been no 1967 conftict and ensuing
takeover of borders.
Since Israel has successfully demonstrated her military strength to her
enemies, we must permit her to demonstrate her bargaining strength in order
to negotiate a lasting peace. To ask
Israel to give up strategic boundaries in
advance of negotiations is to negate a
lasting peace. Israel should not be made
party to such a poor bargain.
The United States must therefore at
this time, more than ever, meet Israel's
need for money, material, and open support. But the United States should not
ask, and should not expect, unrealistic
Israeli concessions. Let Israel set her
own terms, for it is she who has to meet
them.
I am, therefore, cosponsoring a resolution today, a copy of which I am placing
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD for the
perusal of my colleagues. It is only one
means by which we can insure that
Israel will not be pushed back into the
sea. I intend to seek other means as well.
The resolution follows:
Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring), That it is the sense
of the Congress that the policy of the United
States for the promotion of peace in the
Middle East should be to exert its best efforts
to arrange for direct, face-to-face negotiations between the State of Israel and the
Arab States; and, furtber, that neither the
United States nor any other power should
attempt to impose a settlement in the Middle East nor attempt to induce a settlement
other than through direct, face-to-face negotiations between the State of Israel and
the Arab States.

AMVETS AWARDS

HON. JAMES G. O'HARA
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker, each year
AMVETS, an organization of American
veterans who have served during time
of war, recognizes men and women who

have made exceptional contributions to
world peace ancl to the welfare of the
veteran and the Nation.
AMVETS presents to these women its
Silver Helmet awards--silver replicas of
the GI helmet of World War II.
As a member of AMVETS I was
pleased this year when the organization
recognized the work of men from my
own State of Michigan.
The distinguished minority leader, the
gentleman from Michigan <Mr. FoRD),
was presented the Silver Helmet congressional award in recognition of enlightened service and leadership to the
people of the Nation as an outstanding
legislator, civic leader, athlete and American citizen.
A special Silver Helmet award was
presented to the Dodge Division of the
Chrysler Corp., in recognition of its
foresight in the development of programs emphasizing good driving knowledge and expert driving skills in the
youth of our Nation.
Mr. Speaker, I heartily congratulate
my distinguished colleague, the minority
leader, and the men and women of the
Dodge Division, and insert the full text
of the a wards in the RECORD:
The 26th Annual National Convention of
AMVETS, assembled in New York City, New
York, on August 26, 1970, did unanimously
resolve that its Congressional Award be presented to The Honorable Gerald R. Ford,
Minority, Leader U.S. House of Representatives, in recognition of enlightened service
and leadership to the people of the Nation as
an outstanding legislator, civic leader, athlete
and American citizen.
Gerald R. Ford, "The Congressman's Congressman," recognized repeatedly by his colleagues !or his distinguished service, richly
merits the honor afforded him by AMVETS
Silver Helmet Congressional Award.
Congressman Ford's shining record of accomplishment in all facets of his personal
life reflects the impact which a good man,
devoted to his family, his community, and
his ideals as a public servant, can make
upon his life, the lives of others and the
times in which he lives and serves.
Having satisfied his obligation to his Nation by 47 months of active duty in World
War II in the United States Navy, Mr. Ford
then proceeded to set the course of his future private life as an attorney in Grand
Rapids, Mich., from where he started his rise
in the world of politics.
Many outstanding awards have been bestowed upon him over the years, including
several for his continuing support of legislation beneficial to veterans and their dependents, but the most gratifying fact to
AMVETS in reviewing his accomplishments
is that during twenty years of service to the
Nation as a legislator, while fulfilling all outside demands on his time, he stm maintained
an attendance record of 90.9% in the Congress, missing only 48 roll calls out of 5,346.
For these accomplishments, and in recognition of his responsib111ties as Minority
Leader of the U.S. House of Representatives,
AMVETS is proud to present to one of its
Life Members of the Hewitt Madigan Post
No. 126, Orand Rapids, Mich., the AMVET
Sllver Helmet Congressional Award.
Presented March 27, 1971
The 26th Annual National Convention of
AMVETS, assembled in New York City, New
York, on August 26, 1970, did unanimously
resolve that its Special Silver Helmet Award
be presented to The Dodge Division of the
Chrysler Corporation, in recognition of its
foresight in the development of programs

emphasizing good driving knowledge and expert driving skills 1n the youth of our nation.
Nearly two decades ago, the Dodge Division
of the Chrysler Corporation sensed. the growing auto safety problems facing the nation,
as the World War II population explosion
took shape in the form of untold thousands
more drivers of automobiles on the nation's
highways.
Through its leaders like Matthew C. Patterson, Dodge, in cooperation with AMVETS.
pioneered the development and use of safetv
belts and, in recognition of the need, prPsented personalized seat belts to each of tl\P
nation's governors, as well as the automobU~o
editors of the United States.
In addition vehicle inspection and drive1-·
reexamination were an early goal of the tw' •
organizations.
AMVETS and DODGE have worked to·
gether on many worthwhile safety programs
during years of long association. It has been
most satisfying to have been part of a highway safety program, prior to its recent rise
to national prominence. AMVETS and
DODGE, With leaders like Bryon Nichols and
Bob McCurry cooperating, recognized the
problem and planned an active program, in
advance of these national pressures; thus,
"Operation D.E." came to be.
The teen-age driver is anxious to be a good
driver and through driver education sponsored 1n the schools, the young drivers receive valuable knowledge and training.
Therefore, DODGE and AMVETS have created a program which emphasizes the need
for skillful drivers and recognizes the most
skillful.
As a participant in the total war being
waged by the auto industry 1n general to
make our highways the safest possible,
AMVETS salutes the Dodge Division of
Chrysler Corporation in particular for their
never-ending crusade toward this goal and
are, therefore, extremely proud to present to
Mr. Robert McCurry this AMVETS Special
Silver Helmet Award.
Presented March 27, 1971.

A NEW PANAMA CANAL TREATY
AT WHAT PRICE?

HON. LEONOR K. SULLIVAN
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mrs. SULLIVAN. Mr. Speaker, it has
recently come to my attention that the
administration is initiating efforts with
certain officials of the Government of
the Republic of Panama to reopen treaty
negotiations concerning the precent
canal, a new sea-level canal, and certain
other aspects of our relationship with
Panama. I regard this activity on the
part of the administration at this time
to be extremely dangerous and ill advised.
Because of my strong feelings on this
matter, Mr. Speaker, I am inserting in
the RECORD a statement of mine on this
subject as I believe it should be brought
to the attention of the Members of the

Congress.

This statement follows:

NEW

PANAMA

CANAL

TREATIEs-POTENTIAL

DISASTER FOR THE UNITED STATES

I am gravely concerned over reports we
have received to the effect that the Administration is taking active steps which may result in the reopening of treaty negotiations
with the Republic of Panama.
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I have been associated with affairs in the
Republic of Panama, and more particularly
in the Canal Zone, since the mid-1930's and
officially since 1953. As past Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Panama Canal, I have
worked closely with the Panama Canal Company, the people of Panama, and the people
of the Canal Zone. In light of this long association with the affairs of Panama and
the Canal Zone, I was amazed and dismayed
to learn that the Administration has sent
Ambassador Robert B. Anderson to discuss
the reopening of negotiations for new
treaties with the Provisional Government of
General Torrijos. Ambassador Anderson, of
course, was the Special Representative who
headed the team which negotiated the three
treaties with the Republic of Panama between 1964 and 1967.
It is a fact, Mr. Speaker, that the abortive
1967 treaties never came to fruition and
ended on a very negative note. For example,
copies of these draft treaties were never made
available to the Congress of the United
States but apparently were being circulated
on the streets of Panama back in 1967. In
addition, these proposed treaties evoked
loud protest from the people of the United
States and, more particularly, from the Congress. Indeed, the House of Representatives
in the Ninety-first Congress expressed itself
as to the 1967 treaties blunder through the
introduction of some 105 resolutions declaring it to be the policy of the House of Representatives and the desire of the people that
the United States should maintain its
sovereignty and jurisdiction over the Panama Canal ZOne. In fact, since 1967, the
Provisional Government of Panama itself
has made known its objections to the 1967
draft treaties in unmistakable terms.
From the standpoint of the U.S., there
were a number of disabilities inherent in
those treaties. They would have, for exa mple, resulted in the United States relinquishing its powers of sovereignty over the
Canal and would have operated in such a
way that the United States would not be
able to control effectively the Panama Canal
or provide for its defense in a satisfactory
manner. In addition, those treaties contemplated an unrealistic and unreasone ble increase in tolls, rates and r evenues and did
not take jnt o account the constitutional authority of Congress over the disposal of
United States property. Also, those treaties
would have removed the Canal from the authority of the United States Congress. In
this connection, it should be noted that un·
der the 1967 draft treaty relating to the present locks ca nal, control of the Canal would
have passed from the Congress to the nineman governing authority and the five American members would be appointed by the
President subject to confirmation by the
Senate and responsible to the Executive, not
to the Congress. This arrangement alone
would tend to cast the treaties in an unfavorable light with respect to the Congress.
May I also call to the attention of the
House, the report of the Subcommittee on
Panama Canal dated December 1, 1970 which
goes into some detail on the 1967 treaty
proposals and other subjects concerning the
operation of the Panama Canal.
Aside from the disabilltles inherent in
these treaties, they are based on a number
cf erroneous premises. For example , at the
time the 1967 treaties were drafted and negotiated, it was thought that a sea-level
canal was economically feasible and could
be built by nuclear excavation. It is clear
from the Atlantic-Pacific Interoceanic Canal Study Commission Report that nuclear
excavation has been eliminated for the foreseeable future. Absent nuclear excavation, it
would cost approximately $2.5 to $3 billion
('l.t 1970 estimate cost figures) to construct
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a new sea-level canal on Route 10, as recommended by the Interoceanic Canal Study
Commission. Testimony before our Committee has shown that based on traffic forecasts
and the Canal Improvement program, the
existing Canal should be able to handle the
traffic to the end of the century. At the present time, it seems clear that the Republic of
Panama, or anyone else for that matter, cannot premise treaty negotiations on the assumption that Congress wm authorize the
construction of a new sea-level canal or enact
legislation to transfer the existing Canal
to any other country.
If the 1967 proposals were unacceptable to
the American people and to the Congress,
how much more unacceptable will new treat·
ies be which go even further than the last
round of treaties in ceding American jurisdiction and sovereignty in the Canal Zone?
For the Government of Panama expressed
its dissatisfaction with the 1967 treaties in
an August 5, 1970 letter to our Secretary
of State and simultaneously released a 32page document explaining the reasons for
rejecting the 1967 draft treaties. In general,
this document took an extreme position
which, in effect, rejected U.S. control of
the Canal, the right of the U.S. to maintain
milltary forces on the isthmus, and rejected
the management of the Canal for the bene·
fit of shipping rather than the enrichment of
Panama.
It seems to me that it is entirely improper
and incorrect when so many priority problems are facing the country at this time, that
we should be pressured into opening up negotiations on new treaties that will once
again engender enormous controversy and
opposition. Undoubtedly, reopening negotiations on the type of treaties anticipated
will result in protest by the American people
when they learn the facts.
The possibillty of new treaty negotiations
raises several basic questions in my mind:
1. Why must we enter into treaty negotiations which give every indication of being
contrary to the best interests of the United
States?
2. Must we enter into treaty negotiations
a.; this time which can only cause further
unrest in both the United States and
Panama?
3. Where has the United States failed in
living up to its duties, obligations and commitments as set out in the basic 1903 treaty
and its revisions of 1936 and 1955?
I would be at least a little less apprehensive if someone in the Administration
could answer these questions for me.

KOSCIUSZKO MEMORIAL
LEGISLATION

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, on Friday,
March 26, I introduced a bill, H.R. 6759,
in which I am deeply interested. It proposes to make the last residence in this
country of the great Polish-American
patriot, Gen. Thaddeus Kosciuszko, a
national historic site. I feel the enactment of this bill would afford fitting recognition to General Kosciuszko, who did
so much in the cause of the American
Revolution.

I submitted a similar bill during the

91st Congress. The proposal appeared
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during the last Congress at a time when
the legislative schedule was full and just
prior to the semiannual meeting of the
Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments
of the Secretary of the Interior. The result was that my bill together with similar bills introduced by 14 of my colleagues
did not receive the attention merited.
There are two features in this new
measure which did not appear in last
year's version. First of all, consistent with
previous legislation in this area, the Secretary of the Interior would be empowered to exchange land or property. Thus,
the present owner of the Kosciuszko
home on the northwest comer of Third
and Pine Streets in Philadelphia and the
owners af adjoining properties could be
adequately compensatect. in this manner
under the proposed legislation. Additionally, the Secretary of the Interior is given
an opportunity to fix the boundaries of
the proposed historic site. Such a stipulation would be in keeping with precedents set by the Federal Government
relative to Abraham Lincoln's Home in
Indiana and with the birthplace of
Booker T. Washington.
Past private efforts to effect adequate
recognition of the historic value of this
home, which was the residence of General Kosciuszko from October 7, 1797 to
May 5, 1798, failed because of local zoning regulations. It is essential that Congress act to accomplish this worthy
dream of Americans of Polish origin.
It is my understanding that the Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic
Sites, Buildings and Monuments will
make a recommendation to the Secretary
on this measure at its meeting on April
19. I urge the members of the Advisory
Board and, in due course, my colleagues
to act favorably upon this legislation,
which would provide the Bicentennial
City of Philadelphia with a fitting memorial to this immortal Polish-American
hero of the Revolution on its 200th anniversary.
Upon a favorable recommendation by
the Advisory Board and the Secretary
of the Interior, I urge that the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs schedule hearings on the Kosciuszko memorial legislation as rapidly as
possible.
In that the general spent more time in
the "City of Brotherly Love" than anywhere else in the United States, with the
possible exception of West Point, many
of my constituents have advocated the
establishment of such a national memorial in our city. I can only add my personal approval of all e:fiorts to insure
t.hat future generations of Americans will
be aware of the contributions to our liberty made by this man who left our
shores only to struggle against tyranny
in his native land.
Finally, I believe that by taking this
action we are not only extending recognition to the efforts of a single patriot,
but are honoring those of our fellow citizens who share his ancestral heritage.

Indeed, we honor all the varied groups

who have added their substance to the
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fabric of America, by thus memorializing
Thaddeus Kosciuszko.

SUPPORTS TRANSFER OF KENNEDY
STADIUM TO DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
OF VmGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BROYHil.JL of Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, I am a cosponsor with my colleague, the gentleman from Florida, the
Honorable DON FUQUA, of H.R. 2293
which would transfer the title, operation,
and maintenance of the Robert F. Kennedy Stadium to the U.S. Department
of the Interior. The purpose of this
legislation is an effort to resolve the financial dilemma with which the stadium
is confronted and at the same time prevent the possible loss of a major league
baseball team for the city of Washington.
The Committee on the District of
Columbia has been holdin6 some very
interesting hearings on this subject.
Many prominent citizens have voiced different views as to how this problem
should be resolved.
One of the citizens is Mr. Roger B.
Doulens, a former vice president of Pan
American World Airways, and a very
close personal friend of mine. Mr.
Doulens has been very active and served
in a leadership role in the development
of sports in the Washington metropolitan area for many years. His testimony
was in opposition to the transfer and I
felt his views would be of interest to my
colleagues in the House. I, therefore, include his remarks in the Extensions of
Remarks of the RECORD.
STATEMENT OF ROGER

B.

DOULENS

My name is Roger B. Doulens, and I am a
baseball fan.
I saw my first major league baseball game
back in 1925, when I was a little boy, and I
would estimate that I have seen approximat ely 1,000 major league games since thBJt
time.
Since 1953, I have been a season subscriber
to Senator's home games and, despite the
poor showing of the team more often than
not, I still retain my interest in what I
firmly believe to be the finest spectator sport
practiced in the world.
I have followed in the newspapers with
more than unusual interest the proceedings
of this Subcommittee in the matter now
before it. When you, Mr. Chairman, and Mr.
Clark made time available to me I readily
accepted, even though my appearance will
b~ necessarily brief.
Mr. Robert Short, I believe, is the victim
of his own mistakes.
In the first place, if the figure in excess
of nine millions is correct, he paid too much
for the franchise. I had the authority of
Mr. Samuel F. Pryor to bid up to seven millions for the ball club-and we thought that
even that figure was too high.
Secondly, with no previous exposure to
baseball, he decided to become his own general manager. Now, a Horace Stoneham or a.
Calvin Grifllth, who has spent his whole life
in baseball, is qualified to do the wheeling
and dealing necessary to keep his club in

contention. But Mr. Short's credentials, suspect two years ago when he acquired the
franchise, were indicted last fall when he
made that incredible transaction with
Detroit.
In the third instance, Mr. Short operates
with the philosophy that the people of the
Washington area owe him a debt of gratitude, that it is their obligation to buy his
product, a nd keep on buying, no matter how
unpalatable the product might be.
I have no argument, personally, with Mr.
Short. I have tried to be of help since his
arrival on the Washington scene. A year ago
I had lunch with one of his aides, Mr. Malomot--! paid the tab, incidentally-and gave
him a lengthy list of names of personalities
and business firms which I thought could
be sold season tickets. Whatever became of
that project I do not know.
On the other hand, I believe Mr. Short
should be encouraged short of subsidizing
his operation. I will reject a 10 % or 20 %
surcharge on my ticket to pay for the interest
or principal on RFK Stadium or to assist
Mr. Short in paying his rent. I would encourage the rejection of any proposition
which gives the Washington baseball club
free rent until an arbitrary and capricious
attendance figure 1s reached. I strongly oppose any unreasonable accommodations to
Mr. Short, such as control of concessions
and parking revenues, if they will add to
the hopeless debt RFK Stadium already finds
itself in.
If there is too much first personal singular
in this brief presentation, Mr. Chairman,
please believe me when I feel I am speaking
for the average baseball fan. As a past president of the most prestigious baseball organization in this area--the Alexandria Club of
Grandstand Managers-! like to think that
my sentiments are also those of my colleagues who purchase the tickets to keep Mr.
Short and Company in business.
I hope for the sake of Mr. Short, his franchise and the future of baseball in the Washington area that there is incentive for more
people to purchase more tickets than ever
before. No one wants the Washington Senators to draw more than a million fans at
home any more than myself. But we see no
reason why the ball club shouldn't start paying rent with the sale of the first ticket, not
with the millionth.
Mr. Short has surrounded himself with
some excellent baseball men, like Joe Burke
and Burt Hawkins. He also has a most knowledgeable manager in Ted Williams, even
though I believe that Williams' ultimate
destiny is as general manager of the Senators
with another proven baseball personality
moving in to take on the field.
Mr. Short should give more authority to
these people in purely baseball decisions and
concentrate on being the executive for which
he is so excellently qualified.
We want a winner in Washington-at least
we want an interesting ball club. But we
don't want it at any additional expense to
the local ticket buyer, who is already paying
the highest price in the major leagues.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to express myself.

PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE

HON. GOODLOE E. BYRON
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. BYRON. Mr. Speaker, the National Railroad Passenger Corporation
announced on Monday, March 22, 1971,
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the route system over which rail passenger service will be provided after
May 1, 1971. Many of us have been waiting anxiously to see the results of the
study that lead to Monday's announcement.
I represent an area of western Maryland that has a long history associated
with passenger rail service including
part of my district where the first commercial passenger service in the United
States took place on the B. & 0. Railroad.
This area is today in the throes of a very
serious economic slump. Three of these
counties lie in Appalachia, and one
county has an unemployment rate of
over 10.5 percent.
The Railpax system bypasses western
Maryland altogether. The end points of
Washington-Chicago and WashingtonSt. Louis can be serviced by two alternate
routes--one of these routes is along the
Potomac through CUmberland on the
B. & 0.-C. & 0. line. Railpax has opted
for the more northern route through
Baltimore and Harrisburg in both instances.
This leaves western Maryland without
any rail passenger service. I feel that the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation should reconsider its decision and
service at least one set of end points
through Cumberland. With one Federal
arm, the Appalachian Regional Commission devoted to the economic development of this region it seems foolish to
me for Railpax to take actions that will
serve a great blow to the same area. I believe that further public hearings on
this subject should be held so that all the
ramifications of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation's actions can be
aired.

GUSTAV S. EYSSELL: MASTER
BUILDER-MASTER SHOWMAN

HON. LESTER L. WOLFF
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Speaker, it is not
given to many men to achieve the unique
status of one of America's most distinguished citizens, Gustav S. Eyssell. Mr.
Eyssell was recently honored by many
civic organizations and by the leaders
of the motion picture industry for his
twin careers as a master builder and a
master showman.
Gus Eyssell has served our community
and our country brilliantly. He played a
major role in establishing the enduring
character and format of the Nation's
largest theatre, the Radio City Music
Hall, where he served as managing director and president. Then he succeeded

Nelson Rockefeller as the president of
Rockefeller Center.
It was Gus Eyssell's great opportunity
to play a major role in fulfilling the vi-

sion of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who
dreamed the impossible dream of carving
a world renowned complex of buildings,
theaters and world-famous plazas out of
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one of the most deteriorated areas of the "How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my
city of New York. Rockefeller Center husband alive or dead?"
Communist North Vietnam is sadistinot only permanently changed the face
of Manhattan but had a persuasive effect cally practicing spiritual and mental
genocide on over 1,600 American prisonon urban planning all over the world.
It was Gus Eyssell who carried the ers of war and their families.
How long?
dream forward; building many new
buildings; innovating exciting concepts
and always respecting the obligation of
businessmen to participate in community
FARM TRUCK DRIVER
affairs. He helped make New York a
QUALIFICATIONS
better place in which to live.
He is a trustee of Colonial Williamsburg; a trustee of Roosevelt Hospital; a
HON. WATKINS M. ABBITT
former president of the Avenue of AmerOF VIRGINIA
icas Association, a member of the board
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
of trustees of National Educational Television; a member of the Board of DirecThursday, April 1, 1971
tors of the United Nations Association o.f
Mr.
ABBITT.
Mr. Speaker, farmers of
the United States of America. He has Virginia and other
areas throughout the
served as New York State chairman of country are deeply concerned
about proUnited Nations Day for the past 7 years. posed Federal regulations of farm
Gus Eyssell is not a letterhead celeb- driver qualifications which are truck
now
rity; he does not lend his name-he gives
to go into effect on July 1,
his heart, his mind, and his great re- scheduled
1971. The American Farm Bureau Fedsource of daring and courage.
eration and other organizations have
He was a poor boy who came from protested
certain of these proposed
Kansas City where he lived near a young qualification.;
and this matter is now
man named Truman who later became under
advisement by the department.
one of the greatest Presidents of the
As of July 1, 1971, all drivers of farm
United States. It was there at 17 that he trucks, including pickups, in interstate
became treasurer of the largest theater commerce must meet the following rein Missouri. His success brought him quirements:
major posts in the film industry in HolFirst. Be at least 21 years of age.
lywood, Texas, and, of course, New York.
Second. Carry a certificate, executed
Gus Eyssell is not only a great private by a physician during the preceding 24
citizen, a superb worker; but he is also a months, evidencing fitness to drive a
great captain, a dynamic leader.
truck.
I have admired him along with the
Third. Pass a road test in truck operathousands who know him and the mil- tion.
lions who have benefited from his work.
Fourth. Take an examination on the
This past week he retired as president of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety RegulaRockefeller Center though he will con- tions.
tinue to serve as a consultant to that
Fifth. If the driver is an employee of
remarkable "city within a city"; the a farmer, he must supply the farmer with
place of hope that was built in the shat- evidence of compliance with the four
tering days of the great depression requirements above, plus an application
when many in the world felt that there for employment which shall disclose
were to be no more tomorrows.
traffic Violations and disposition thereof,
It was people like Gus Eyssell who kept plus an annual supplementary statement
the .f aith. He never wavered from John relating to traffic violations.
D. Rockefeller, Jr.'s, principle of qualObviously, such regulations would
ity. What was built was built to last be- greatly handicap many of our small farm
cause it was intended for the many years operations.
ahead. It was faith in action. Today, 40
I am particularly concerned about the
years later, it all looks as new as ~he day first requirement--under which a driver
they opened the doors. We are all grate- of a farm truck must be at least 21 years
ful to the Gus Eyssell's for they are proof of age. This is utterly ridiculous, in view
positive that there are pioneers needed of the fact that we are drafting men into
in every decade of every century. Pio- the Armed Forces and sending them all
neers are not only for the history books; over the world in duties which often rethey are for our daily papers and nightly quire the handling not only of military
newscasts, as well. Gus Eyssell is a great trucks but many other vehicles of trepioneer. We thank him and wish him mendous size and complexity. We have
well.
men under 21 in Vietnam driving heavy
equipment of all kinds and to say that
here at home a man on a farm has to
MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MANbe at least 21 years of age to drive a pickHOW LONG?
up truck is the height of folly.
In addition to this, 18-year-olds are
HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE
now allowed to vote in Federal elections
and Congress has just recently approved
OF IOWA
a constitutional amendment which would
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
extend this right for State and local elecThursday, April 1, 1971
tions. States are ratifying this proposed

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, a child

asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks:
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amendment and if it is approved, 18-

year-olds throughout the country would

be allowed to vote. Are we now to say that
a young man between the ages of 18 and
21 who can vote and who may be sent
to Vietnam cannot drive a truck on
the family farm? Surely, we all recognize
the inequity of such a regulation and I
certainly hope that the Secretary of
Transportation will reject this proposal.
My understanding is that a meeting is
being held today in the Motor Carrier
Division of the Department of Transportation on these regulations and I certainly trust that reason will prevail over
bureaucracy in eliminating this requirement from the proposed regulations.

"HAIL, HAIL, 0 FREEDOM!"

HON. F. BRADFORD MORSE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. MORSE. Mr. Speaker, the follow-

ing article which appeared in the Lowell
Sun on March 25-the !50th anniversary of Greek Independence Day-is one
of the most eloquent statements of the
immense and profoundly significant contributions which the Greek civilization
and its peoples have made to the Westem world, to this country, and to the
city in which I was born and raised,
and am proud to serve in the House of
Representatives.
The sense of pride which the author,
Charles G. Sampas, a long-time friend,
executive news editor of the Lowell Sun,
and an American of Greek extraction, so
clearly feels, can be shared by all of us,
regardless of our individual ancestry,
for the heritage of Greece is one from
which we have all benefited beyond
measure, and which is an integral part of
the American way of life.
I deem it an honor and privilege to
include this outstanding piece here in
the RECORD for the attention of my
colleagues:
"HAIL, HAIL, 0 FREEDOM!"

(By Charles G. Sampas)
LowELL.-From the Athens of Attica in ancient Hellas to the modern-day Acropolis of
Lowell in the United States of America is a.
panorama of more than 5000 years of history.
And it is worthy of recall on this auspicious and glorious day-the 150th anniversary of Greek Independence. For it was on
this very day a century and a half ago that
the Greeks rose as one and began the War of
Independence, which resulted in their freedom from the Ottoman Turkish empire which
had enslaved them almost 400 years.
That Black Tuesday in 1453 when Constantinople, the very heart of the Byzanite Empire and the very source of the Greek Orthodox faith, fell marked the beginning of the
end for Hellenes throughout the Balkan
areas. They were slaves and subjects of the
hated Ottoman Turks for centuries. Inspired
by their Christian faith and their courageous
priests, they maintained their knowledge of
the Greek language through their "secret
schools," which were in cellars, in concealed
attics, out in country fields, everywhere.
In his famed study on the world's literature, John Macy wrote of Athens: "And what
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a civilization it was! In the small city of
Athens in the fifth century before Christ
there lived more men of genius than ever
happened to llve in any other place at any
other time . . . No historian, not the wisest
disciple of Herodotus, can expla.ln just why
so many men of brains were assembled on
this particular spot of the world at this particular moment. All we know is that it is so.
Greece had repelled the invading Persian
armies and in spite of continuous internal
rivalry and warfare was, in intellectual matters, a more or less united clvilizs.tion. Athens
was the center of the glory that was Greece."
The early Hellenes or Greeks were the historical antecedents of most Europeans, and,
as Historian Thomas Spelios points out, "with
the Judaeo-Christian tradition the farmers of
Western culture. In the origins of Greek
oulture we see the origins of Western thought
and art; the heritage of the modern Greek
is t he heritage of the Western world . . .
"The poet John Keats referred to classic
Greek literature as 'the realms of gold.' This
it is: It is the richest body of epic, lyric, and
dramatic poetry the world has even known.
The Tiliad and the Odyssey of the 'deepbrow'd' bard Homer, the poetry of Hesiod,
Sappho, and Pindar, and the plays of the
great Greek dramastlsts Sophocles, Aeschylus, Euripides, and Aristophanes continue to
startle, delight, and engage us with their
masterful artistry and profound concern for
the great problems of human existence. The
idealism and speculative philosophy of Plato
and the systematic logic and reason of Aristotle continue to form the dual basis of
philosophic thought to this day. And the
political achievements of Solon and Pericles
are apexes among the origins of a humane,
just, and ordered society. In fact in every
field of human knowledge, the beginnings
91re to be found in the genius of the ancient
Greeks. They gave us our concepts of state
and of democracy, our logic, our way of
thinking, systems of science as well as standards for beauty. But though we remain the
inheritors of the Greece legacy, we are still,
perhaps, a world that has yet to rise to its
greatness; we must still learn all that it can
teach, and we can still earn our legacy.''
Historian Spillos points out that the Greek
achievement should not be measured in
terms of one or two centuries, but in terms
of their total history in Ancient, Byzantine,
Turkish, and Moslem times. "For the Greeks
are one people" and their remarkable continuity is seen in Homeric heroes and Church
Fathers, Spartan warriors and Athenian
philosophers, Byzantine emperors and Hellenistic kings, Macedonlan hoplites, Manlat
teachers and kilted Evzones, In Pindar and
Kazantzakis, in Zorba and Cavafy, in George
Seferis, Greece's first Nobel Prize winner; in
Aristotle Socrates Onassis and in the parishioners of Lowell's four Greek Orthodox
churches--the mother church, Holy Trinity;
Transfiguration
(Metamorphosis);
Holy
George's and The Assumption of the Virgin.
The saga of Greece starts with the splendors of early Crete and Mycenae, proceeds
with the Golden Age of Pericles and militaristic Sparta, and the expansion of Hellas
under Alexander the Great, who smashed
into Asia and Africa with his amazing victories at Issus and Arbela, while he was still
in his early twenties. (And walking a1ong
Broadway in Lowell, you see a sign "Alexander the Great Restaurant"-a descendent of
Macedonia paying his tribute to that young
Macedonian leader who conquered the
world. )
The story of the Trojan war 1s part of
everyone's schooling; the ten-year conflict
which taught so much to the world ... the
tale of the 300 courageous Spartans who
stood against the endless thousands of Persians at Thermopylae; the magic of Atheni-
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ans at Marathon . . . the endless, heartless
Peloponnesian War, which tore Greece apart.
The bravery is forever world history.
The majestic beauty of the Byzantine
churches of Constantinople ... and the rise
of those early Christian Emperors . . . and
the culminating disaster of 1453, when the
very heart of Christian Byzantine empire,
Constantinople, fell to the hands of the ottoman, Turks, and darkness fell on the Western world. The harsh Ottoman Turkish rule
lasted <.:enutries . . . Greek children were
t.aken a n nually as tribut e to sultans to be
raised as Moslem and the terrifying punishments of the Turkish such as impaling their
victims.
From the fall of Constantinople-that
black Tuesday of May 29, 1459, to March 25,
1821-Greece's Day of Liberation-the role
of the Hellenes was heart-breaking. They
lived virtual slaves of the Ottoman Turks.
Their Christian faith was the one beacon
which kept up their spirit.
On March 25, 1821, 150 years ago this very
day, Btshop Germanos of Patras raised The
Standard of The Cross at Agia La.vra monastery, and declared that henceforth Greece
was free. This was the signal for the start of
the Greek Revolution, a revolt which brought
help to Greece from throughout the civilized
world. Boston's Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe,
Engl.a nd's Lord Byron, joined with other
Philhellenes and the "Philiki Etairia"-the
great national secret society-to fight ~or
Greece. The Greek heroes are legion; Kolokotronis, Mavromlhales, Koraes, Regas 0
Fereos, Zaimis, Lontos, Karaiskakis, Papafletsas, Bouboulina, Kanaris, Bozzarts, Ysilantis
and so many others.
Kolokontronis went to Mani, the Southern
Peloponnesus, in January of 1821, and as
Historia~ George J. Leber puts it: "His very
presence in Greece was enough to arouse the
spirit of the patriots, for his name was already known throughout the country, as a
fearless patriot, and leader. In 1818, the
Turks had evicted him from the Morea, or
Peloponnesus, because of his aggressiveness
and rebellious spirit.
"On March 21, 1821, the patriots besieged
the city of Kalavrita, and in five days h81d
taken the town. On the 22nd, Mavromichalis
and his Maniates, with Kolokotronis and
others besieged Kalames and took it on the
25th. In Patras, the Metropolltes Palaion
Patron Germanos, with Andreas Zaimis,
Londos and others, struck the colors for freedom, on March 25th, which date is recognized
as the official beginning of the Revolution.
With their forces, these le81ders besieged the
town of Patra.S. At the same time Lala,
Corint h, Monemvasia, Navarino, Argos, and
Nauplion were besieged by the patriots. The
revolution was raised in Sterea Hella.s by
Panourglas at Amphissa, by Thanasis Diakos
at Levadia, and by Diovouniotis at Voudounitsa.''
Heroism was the order of the day and
Diakos' famous words before he was put to
death by the Turks resounded throughout
Greece : "Better one day of freedom than
forty years of slavery. I was born Greek, I
will die Greek.''
Help came to Greece from The Great Powers--England, France and Russia when all
seemed lost-in 1827. Those three European
powers had met 1n London and in a secret
treaty agreed that Turkey must be kicked
out of Europe. Their fleets were rushed to
Greek waters and at a famous naval battle
of Navarino, swept the Turkish-Egyptian
ships out.
On Sept. 12, 1829, all o! central Hella.s and
the Peloponnesus was free of Turkish forces.
After the woes of the first governments of
Greece, Orthon, a Bavarian prince, was chosen
by the European powers to reign as King of
Greece. The people welcomed him, because
he meant peace and Greece was free a.ga.in.
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President Thomas Jefferson gave moral
support to the Greek revolution and encouraged the thousands of Phllhellene-Americans
to help Greece in her plight. Lafayette and
Jefferson kept up considerable correspondence on the cause of Greek freedom. Dr. Edward Everett, president of Harvard University, and John Quincy Adams, were great
leaders for Greek freedom. Dr. Everett's writings in The North American Review were
decisive for the cause of Hella.s among the
American millions.
On Dec. 2, 1822, President James Monroe
included the following words in ·h is Message
to Congress: "The mention of Greece fills the
mind with the most exalted sentiments, and
arouses in our bosoms the best feelings of
which our nature is susceptible. That such
a country should have been overwhelmed,
and so long hidden as it were, from the world,
under a gloomy despotism, has been a cause
of unceasing and deep regret to generous
minds for ages past. A strong hope is entertained that these people will recover their
independence, and resume their equal station among the nations of the earth."
Greece went through the gamut of any
young nation-strife and disagreements, and
the royal crown was always in danger.
In the late 1800s, the great surge of immigration to America included the Greek
people. Poverty was the usual rule, because
the land was practically barren for thousands, and the sea provided a living for a
few thousands compared to the "great
needs." Lowell's mills needed more and more
help and at the start of this century, Lowell
received thousands of Greeks who found
employment in the then textile citadel of
America.
Here in Lowell they established the Holy
Trinity parish, which is 76 years old this
year. The Holy Trinity Byzantine Church,
corner Jefferson and Lewis streets, was the
first of four Hellenic Orthodox churches and
was the center of Hellenism in Lowell.
They established a Greek parochial
school-with classes in Greek and Englishwhich was one of the very first day schools
among the Greeks in America. Its graduates
are among the leaders in va rious professions,
in Lowell and elsewhere.
In 1911, hundreds of Greeks left Lowell to
go to Greece to take part in the GrecoTurkish War for the freedom of Northern
Greece. They were members of Lowell's Holy
Regiment and daily reports were published.
in The Sun on their progress.
Lowell's Greek colony was the first in the
land-it was the mother city-the first stop
for Greek immigrants. At one time there
were 65 coffeehouses, representing just about
every big city and state in Hellas. Lowell
Hellenes also supported a Reportory Theatre,
which presented live Greek plays every Sunday evening at The Playhouse, corner Market and Shattuck s·t reets. The first important
chapters of national Greek American organizations were established here-and the
Lowell Hellas chapter of Ahepa, for example,
is just about the biggest in the land.
The Acre-Acropolls, which included the
entire North Common vicinity, was the center of Greek Americans in Lowell, but in the
past quarter-century the coming of the
North Common Village and the Americanization of the Hellenes of Lowell has resulted
in their absorption in all Lowell life. They
are no longer a so-called minority. They are
part of the mainstream of Lowell living and
they participate in all sectors-whether it's
as chairman o! the board o! trustees at
Lowell Technological Institute, as members
of the board of directors of Union National
Bank, executives in utility companies, as entrepreneurs (founders of the DeMoula.s super
market chain), as civic officials (Mayor
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George C. Eliades; Mrs. Ellen A. Sampson, the
first woman mayor in Lowell, Councllor Paul
Tsongas, etc. etc.)
It is a. long way from Athens to Market
street, from Ma.ni to Christian H111, from
Kalamba.ka to Andover street, from Hydra. to
the Highlands here, from Chios to Chelmsford, Delphi to Dracut, from Thebes to
Tewksbury, from Grevena to Groton, but it
is natural. Hellenistic civilization nurtured
Christianity in its early days--indeed the
first Popes were of Greco-Byzantine extraction.
Nothin g strange about Hellenism and
Americanism. (Indeed, the founding fathers
1n Philadelphia debated whether or not to
make Greek the official language of the
United States of America.)
Hellenic and American civilization are intermingled in this cosmopolitan city of ours,
just as English, French, Polish, Portuguese,
Armenian, Lithuanian, Italian, Lebanese,
Jewish and other civilizations are part of
the amalgam. The system of American democracy, as envisioned by Philhellene Thomas
Jefferson and as expounded by Lincoln Roosevelt, Kennedy and others, keeps us together,
particularly at this time when a prolonged
war 10,000 miles away seems, at times, to be
tearing this beloved nation of all of us apart.
Democracy is a Greek word.
And as an American of Greek extraction
I can never forget it.
Zhto H Elias. And Forever America I

OFFICER GLEN P. FISHER

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL
OF VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BROYHTI..L of Virginia. Mr.
Speaker, I should like to call the attention of our colleagues to an exceptionally moving sermon preached as a eulogy
by Father R. Joseph Dooley, of St. Francis Xavier Church in Washington, at the
March 15, 1971, funeral of Officer Glen
P. Fisher, a Washington Metropolitan
policeman murdered recently in performance of his duty.
Father Dooley's sermon reads as follows:
SERMON: OFFICER GLEN P. FISHER, St. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH, MARCH 15, 1971
Recently at a sports event, there was the
usual pre-game ceremony, including the
playing of our National Anthem and the
raising of our flag. I noticed then, as I had
at other similar events, the conduct of the
crowd which, to me, seemed a microcosm
of the American people. Most stood with
rapt attention and quiet dignity, observing
with pride the few moments dedicated to
patriotism. Others seemed restless during the
ceremony, and I heard grumbllngs about
"old fashioned patriotism" and the propriety of this ceremony at gatherings of this
type. And, of course, there were also the ones
who refused to stand or remove their hats
and who seemed to take delight in their aggravating conduct and obvious bad taste.
Today, we honor one of the members of
that number whom we can call true patriots.
One who loved his fiag, his country, his city,
his job, and his family. To Officer Glen P.
Fisher of the Metropolitan Police Department, patriotism was not a momentary emotion, but rather the steady devotion of a
lifetime. He put country and his city ahead
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of himself. For what other reason would he
have stepped into a darkened hallway in an
apartment project last Wednesday night and
ultimately to his untimely death.
Officer Fisher performed an act of extreme
heroism equal to any this city has even seen.
He, too, had a. dream. He had a zest for life
and love for his fellow man. Armed only with
a search warrant, issued by the court, he was
ruthlessly gunned down by a. calculating and
cowardly hoodlum. He looked forward to advancement as you do. His goals were set extremely high. What is Heroism? What is
Dedication? A young officer deciding to give
up his dream so you and I might have ours.
To the people he was dedicated to protect, he was just a. "cop." He was 21 years
old, an ex-Marine, a Vietnam war veteran
with several citations, born and ra.lsed in
Southeast Washington. Glen Fisher was surrounded by the police-style of living, since
his father served on the D.C. Police Force
before him. He was a good son and brother,
a loving husband and father, and a. wonderful Police Officer. He was, in every sense of
the word, an outstanding young man-a real
credit to his family and community. He was
quiet and reflective--but a deep person when
you got to know him.
Yet none of the vast majority of silent
"fellow citizens," whose burdens and responsibilities he carried, cared very much. He was
just a. "cop" to them. Not a fellow human
being; not a. person with normal feelings of
pain and pride and anger; not someone who
would have preferred a quiet sedate family
life--compared to his life as an undercover
man. Not a young sorrowing wife's beloved
husband. Not even a courageous and unselfish
fellow citizen doing his duty, and theirs, to
uphold the law.
You know, it is growing more and more
difficult to induce young men in this country to enter the field of law enforcement.
Why should they?
Read the newspapers. Listen to the radio.
Watch television. There is a. firmly established
group of newscasters and reporters who regularly indoctrinate you with the anti-law
enforcement mania of our times. In their
subtle, "completely impersonal," but degenerating way, they are chipping away at the
very foundation of American democracy. They
routinely suggest, and produce alleged "evidence" to prove that policemen represent no
one but themselves; that individual officers
are sadistic in their treatment of persons accused of crime--who are always "innocent,"
of course, or "justified" in breaking the law.
"The Heroes" of these monsters of the
media are the criminals--because "society
made them so." The heroes are "the users",
"the pushers", the narcotics peddlers, the
rioters, the destructive demonstrators, never
the policemen! He is the v1llain.
It has been said over and over again that
ours is a "government of laws and not of
men". Yet, no law is self-operative. Enforcement is not inherent in the words of any
statute. Men enact our laws. Men interpret
and apply them and men enforce them because other men don't obey them.
We are confused by judges who strain to
interpret words in our constitution, which,
for almost two hundred years, have seemed
plain enough; but now are said to have
meanings which result in proven criminals
being set free on technicalities, when honest
citizens are increasingly victimized by crime.
The Honorable Edward M. Curran, Chief
Judge, of the U.S. District Court recently
stated: "Constitutional rights are proper and
necessary, but today we encounter, all too
often, cases in which it seems that the concern of some courts is greater for the rights
of the criminal than for the rights of society". Justice, is not a matter of expediency.
Yet, despite all these conditions Glen

Fisher, ten short months ago, after serving
in Vietnam, joined the Metropolitan Pollee
Department. He enterer:l a profession which
he knew involved great hazR.rds and dedication. He did it, I believe. ber::ause of his Faith
in God.
His untimely death has been a shock to
all of us. Your profession, as law-enforcement Officers, is truly£ sacred one. You have
a religious and sacred responsibility in the
performance of your duties. It was this consecration and dedication to the highest ideals
of your profession that led Glen Fisher into
a remote apartment hall way and his eventual
death.
It now remains for each of us to let this
tragedy serve to draw us tto a higher dedication of our own lives and a willing acceptance of responsibility.
What we are doing ;today, we should con:tinue to do. Pray for his soul and for his
loved ones who have suffered such a loss.
Pray that God will find him worthy of the
reward for which he lived and worked and
prayed. Please God, history will hear us out,
that he and men like him who have given
their lives in line of duty, have not died in
vain. May he rest in peace.
Rev. R. JoSEPH DoOLEY,
ChapZatn.

PLAUDITS TO THE ESSEX COUNTY
SECTION OF THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN

HON. JOSEPH G. rt1INISH
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. MINISH. Mr. Speaker, the Essex
County section of the National Council
of Jewish Women has been in the vanguard of establishing day-care programs.
A successful day-care center was started
by them in Newark, and is now in its second year. The program was one of four
pilot programs, and was cosponsored by
both the Essex County section of the
National Counce and the Beth Israel
Medical Center.
Much credit for this program goes to
Mrs. Leonard Wood, of West Orange,
N.J., who had been vice president of community services, as well as to Mrs. Harold
Sterling, also of West Orange, who is
president of the National Council of
Jewish Women Essex County section.
The ladies of this organization have
good reason ~o be proud of their accomplishments.
The following article, which I am inserting in the RECORD, is taken from the
New York Times of Wednesday, March
31. It discusses the day-care program established under the auspices of the National Council of Jewish Women.
The article follows:
JEWISH WOMEN EXPANDING CHILD CARE
(By Irving Spiegel)
DETRorr.-What began as a modest effort
by a national women's organization to help
working mothers has grown into a small network of child care centers throughout the
country-and is constantly expanding.
Delegates attending the biennial convention of the National CouncU of Jewish
Women at the Detroit Hilton Hotel, described
today in interviews and reports the problems
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they met and the satisfactions they derived
from participating in their organization's
child care program.
In hospitals, abandoned storefronts , buildings and church basements the majority of
the council's 100,000 members are engaged
in the maintenance of 50 integra ted centers
in Portland, Ore., Kansas City, Mo., Greensboro, N.C., Washington, New York, Bost on,
Newark and other cities. They forecast today
an expansion to 100 centers.
"We have focused on day care as the most
effective and acceptable way for our members
to reach 1nto the inner city to aid deprived
children and mothers on welfare," remarked
Miss Hannah Stein, the council's executive
director.
SOME MUNICIPAL AID

The council's women, with some financial
aid from local municipalities, defray the expenses in providing hot meals and supplying
teachers for the children. The volunteers,
through the use of paid experts, also give
health and social services to the children.
Delegates reported on child care projects
established in hospitals across the country,
where the children, for the most part, are
children of hospital employes. One delegate
said that these projects provided a "naturally
integrated group, across socio-economic lines
as well as racial lines-the parents run the
gamut from kitchen help and orderlies to
nurse and doctor."
Miss Stein said that "significantly enough,
our centers have in a large measure overcome the shortage of nurses, nurses' aides,
laboratory technicians, kitchen and maintenance help which are so vitally needed in our
medical institutions."
Miss Stein said. "We i'eel we are doing
something to help the mother who wants to
work to do so without neglecting her children."
The council's membership, organized in
over 300 sect ions and units throughout the
country, is conducting a nationwide study
t o describe the means by which young children of working mothers are being cared
for and the extent of the need for day care.
The findings will be embodied in a report
by Mrs. Mary Keyserling, former head of the
women's bureau of the United States Department of Labor.
Speaking here today at a special session,
Mrs. Keyserling said that the "future of our
children and the future of our society are
in jeopardy because of the neglect of millions
of children."
In stressing the need for child day care
centers, Mrs. Keyserling reported that six
million children under the age of 6 have
mothers who work and that three million
children under the age of 6 live "in poverty."

ERIE COUNTY SESQUICENTENNIAL
HONORS EDWARD A. RATH, SR.

HON. JACK F. KEMP
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. KEMP. Mr. Speaker, I would call
to the attention of the House the sesquicentennial anniversary of the creation of
Erie County, in the State of New York.
On this date, 150 years ago--April 2,
1821-Erie County was o:flicially separated from Niagara County. In honor of
this event a celebration is being held tomorrow at Buffalo, the county seat, and a
county office building, recently construct-

ed, is to be dedicated in memory of the
first county executive, Edward A. Rath,
Sr. It is a grand event, inspired by the
spirit of a people with vital concern for
traditional values attaching to their
county and their State.
Erie County and Buffalo, the county
seat, have had much to do with the major
events of American history, from the beginning. In the War of 1812, Buffalo
served as a mustering place for troops,
and British and American Armies
marched and countermarched through
the county on numerous occasions. The
first steamboat on the Great Lakes, entitled "Walk-on-the-Water" was constructed at Buffalo, in 1819. The Erie
Canal, opened in 1825, brought trade and
prosperity on a new scale, and manufacturing appeared. Ironworks were soon
established, in company with a steamengine company, grain elevator, stone
and holloware factories, a nail factory,
a silversmithy, a brass and bell foundry,
plants making mirrors and picture
frames, porcelain bathtubs, millstones,
soap, and candles-and. almost every
other necessity and extravagance of the
period.
In the rapid development of the railroads of the 1850's, Buffalo was expected
to lose her position as queen of northern
commerce, founded as it was on canal
traffic. But this did not occur. Trade with
the expanding West grew rapidly during and following the Civil War, and
Buffalo became one of the great grain
and livestock markets of the world. Attracted by existing markets and established trade routes, the railroad companies converged on Buffalo, which at
once became a railroad center. By 1950
it was the second largest railroad center
in the country.
Mr. Speaker, I might point out that I
have taken recent action to keep Buffalo as one of America's leading railroad centers. Our efforts to expand Railpax passenger operations has resulted in
tremendous support in the Congress and
at the State level and I am optimistic
about Buffalo's railroad fut ure.
By the tum of the century, a new economic resource, electricity, was created
by the harnessing of Niagara Falls, with
a potential of 11 million horsepower
available at low rates, and Buffalo industry entered on a new era of expansion. World Wars I and II brought new
industries, especially the manufacture of
dyes and airplanes. By recent count, the
population of Erie County had climbed
to a high level of 1,113,000, and, in Buffalo alone, to 463,000.
The astonishing record of Erie County
has rendered her a leader in the commerce of the Northeast, almost from the
very beginning of her municipal existence. It is a great pleasure to hail that
record, and pay my respects to the people of that progressive community.
Mr. Speaker, every dedication ceremony evokes a sympathetic sigh for the
honored citizen. Unlike other dedication
ceremonies, together we mark tomorrow
both a birthday for the county as well
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as the worthy achievements of a devoted pioneer in governmental cooperation.
Erie County celebrates its sesquicentennial with a feeling of exuberant pride
while together we commemorate the
cherished memory of Edward A. Rath,
Sr.
Mr. Speaker, Ed Rath was born
April 17, 1907; died October 28, 1968, and
was the son of August W. Rath, a lieutenant in the Buffalo Fire Department.
He was educated at Masten Park High
School and Hurst Business School.
Although Ed Rath started as an office
boy, he went on to own and operate his
own successful insurance and real estate
company. He was active in municipal
and county government before becoming
county executive; a post to which he
was elected for three terms.
Mr. Speaker, at this point I include
excerpts from a Buffalo Evening News
article concerning Mr. Rath:
Mr. Rath recognized in recent years that
the time h ad come to provide a comprehen~
sive review of metropolitan relations in Erie
County. This was reflected in his a.ppoinrt~
ment of the Citizens Committee on Intermunicipal Affairs. He was cautious, but not
a standpatter; economical, but not parsimonius; sensitive to criticism, but not
afraid of controversy. He will be long remembered among the outstanding leaders and
builders of Erie County.

Mr. Speaker, to confront and to solve
the challenges of today, every community requires the sincere dedication and
the personal sacrifice of inspired leadership. Although the policies and programs
of the Federal Government touch upon
the lives of every citizen, it is really the
local levels of government that must immediately effect the implementation of
every goal.
Under the far-sighted direction of Edward A. Rath, Sr., our county government was launched into a new era of collective cooperation and beneficial assoc~ation with all levels of government,
as 1t does today under B. John Tutuska.
Mr. Speaker, as the first executive to
preside over the consolidated county government, Edward A. Rath, Sr., developed
this new county government into a model
of efficiency and integrity.
So this county office building has been
appropriately dedicated to the honored
memory of our fellow citizen, and my
good friend. The building itself is a spacious, white, and bold symbol of remarkable achievement. It will remain a significant reminder of the past accomplishments and the creative progress of our
county under the patient guidance of
Edward A. Rath, Sr.

DORN INTRODUCES SPORTS
BROADCAST BILL

HON. WM. JENNINGS BRYAN DORN
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. DORN. Mr. Speaker, I was shocked
and amazed by the blackout on home
radio and television for the recent heavy~
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weight title fight. This home blackoutwhile the promoters of the closed circuit
broadcast were raking in fantastic
profits-has angered many Americans.
This was a flagrant abuse of Government-regulated broadcast rights which
must be avoided in the future.
The home blackout was a breach of
faith with millions of Americans who
had purchased TV and radio receivers
with the expectation that they would enjoy free home reception of publicly
broadcast sporting events.
We now hear threats that future super
bowls will be broadcast solely over closed
circuit. Conceivably even the great collegiate games such as the Rose Bowl,
Sugar Bowl and Cotton Bowl would be
blacked-out to home viewers.
Today I join with my colleague from
Wisconsin (Mr. ASPIN) in introducing
legislation aimed at this problem, for
this bill would require that broadcast
rights for all general interest sporting
events be offered first to stations or networks that broadcast without charge to
home viewers. This bill would give the
right of first refusal to the broadcasters
which reach home viewers. This would
not deny a fair financial return to promoters, since the various networks would
still compete for broadcast rights. But,
more important, it would protect the
rights of millions of Americans to public
interest broadcasting.

A "SICK" AMERICAN SPEAKS OUT

HON. BOB WILSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BOB WILSON. Mr. Speaker, many
Americans are tired of those who only
want to tear down our country and the
following remarks by Pat Michaels of
radio station KGO, San Francisco, Calif.,
before the policeman-fireman awards
breakfast in Oakland eloquently express
this point.
Under unanimous consent, I include
Mr. Michaels' remarks in the RECORD:
A "SICK" AMERICAN SPEAKS OUT

I am sick . . . and there are those who
claim that ours is a "sick" society. That
our country is sick, our government is sick,
that we are sick.
Well, maybe they're right. I submit that
maybe I am sick ... and maybe you are too.
I am sick of having policemen ridiculed
and called "pigs" while cop killers are hailed
as some kind of folk hero.
I am sick of being told that religion is
the opiate of the people ... but marijuana
should be legalized.
I am sick of being told that pornography
is the right of a free press ... but freedom
of the press does not include being able to
read a bible on school grounds.
ANARCHISTS CANONIZED

I am sick of commentators and columnists
canonizing anarchists, revolutionists and
criminal rapists but condemning law enforcement if it brings such criminals to justice.
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I am sick of paying more and more taxes to
build schools while I see some faculty members encouraging students to tear them down.
I am sick of Supreme Court decisions which
turn criminals loose on society-while other
decisions try to take the means of protecting
my home and family away.
I am sick of being told policemen are mad
dogs who should not have guns-but that
criminals who use guns to rob, maim and
murder should be understood and helped
back into society.
I am sick of being told it is wrong to use
napalm to end a war overseas ... but if it's a
bomb or molotov cocktail at home, I must
understand the provocations.
I am sick of not being able to take my
family to a movie unless I want them exposed
to nudity, homosexuality and the glorification of narcotics.
I am sick of pot smoking entertainers deluging me with their condemnation of my
moral standards on late night television.
I am sick of riots, marches, protests, demonstrations, confrontations, and the other
mob temper tantrums of people intellectually incapable or working within the system.
I am sick of hearing the same phrases, the
same sUck slogans, the pat patois of people
who must chant the same things like zombies
because they haven't the capacity for verbalizing thought.
I am sick of reading so-called modern
literature with its kinship to what I used to
read on the walls of public toilets.
I am sick of those who say I owe them
this or that because of the sins of my forefathers-when I have looked down both ends
of a gun barrel to defend their rights, their
liberties and their families.
I am sick of cynical attitudes toward
patriotism. I am sick of politicians with no
backbones.
I am sick of permissiveness.
I am sick of the dirty, the foul mouthed,
the unwashed.
I am sick of the decline in personal honesty, personal integrity and human sincerity.
And most of all, I am sick of being told
I'm sick. And, I'm sick of being told my
country is sick-when we have the greatest
nation man has ever brought forth on the
face of the earth. And fully 50 per cent of
the people on the face of this earth would
willingly trade places with the most deprived
the most underprivileged amongst us.
Yes, I may be sick. But, if I am only sick,
I can get well. And, I can help my society get
well. And, I can help my country get well.
Take note, you in high places. You will
not find me under a placard. You will not
see me take to the streets. You will not find
me throwing a rock or a bomb. You will not
find me ranting to wild eyed mobs.
ANGER AND INDIGNATION

can walk the streets without fear ... for an
America where our children will be educated
and not indoctrinated ... for an America of
brotherhood and understanding . . . for an
America no longer embarrassed to speak its
motto "In God we trust."

TRffiUTE TO VICTOR E. BENSTEAD

HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr.

Speaker, Victor E. Benstead, one of the
outs·t anding citizens of Torrance, Calif.,
and a 12-year veteran of the city council, passed away on March 15 as a result
of a heart attack suffered at his home
at the age of 78.
Mr. Benstead was first elected to the
Torrance City Council in 1952 and continued to serve until 1964. Prior to his
election, he had served on the Tarrance
Civil Service Commission for 6% years,
including 5 years as chairman.
The city council and citizens of Torrance paid great tribute to the uncompromising service which Victor Benstead
gave to his community by naming the
municipal swimming pool after him while
he was still living. The "Victor E. Benstead Plunge" will continue to keep his
name before the community as an example of dedicated service for many
years, while providing healthy recreational activities for numerous generations of Torrance residents.
A native Californian, Mr. Benstead
had lived in the South Bay area since
he was 9 months old and first moved to
Torrance in 1921 at the age of 28 just
shortly after the city was incorporated.
Throughout his adult life, he dedicated
himself to service to his community and
to progressive improvement of the city.
While serving on the city council, Mr.
Benstead adopted as his guiding principle the concept of assuring the greatest benefit to the city and its citizens
each time he cast his vote. He often proclaimed that his goal and his creed as a
councilman was to "call the decisions as
I see them, without any indication from
anybody else. I won't be influenced. I
won't take orders from anybody."
Throughout his career in business and
in public service, Mr. Benstead enjoyed
the close support of his wife, Gladys. In
addition to his wife, he is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Jane D. Byk and
Mrs. Dorothy Banks, both of Torrance;
three brothers, George of San Jose, Leo
of Escondido, and Merle of Auburn; two
sisters, Mrs. May Johnson of Los Angeles
and Mrs. Priscilla Reginald of Lancaster.
Mr. Benstead is also survived by three
grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
The city of Torrance has lost a great
and revered civic leader, and I ask my
colleagues in the House of Representa-

But you will find me at work within my
community. You will find me expressing my
anger and indignation in letters to your poll tical office.
You will find me canceling my subscription
to your periodical the next time llt condones
criminal acts or advertises filth.
You wlll find me speaking out in support
of those people and those institutions wh1ch
contribute to the eleva,tion of society and not
its destruction. You will find me contributing my time and my personal infiuence to
helping churches, hospitals, charities and
those other volunteer backbones of America
which have shown the true spirit of this
country's determlna,tion to ease pain, eliminate hunger and generate brotherhood.
But, most of all, you'll find me at the polling place. There, you'll hear the thunder of
the common man. There, you'll see us cast

-tribute to the memory of Victor E.

our vote . . . for an America where people

Benstead.

tives to join me in a moment of silent
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ARMY MEDIA BLITZ, AS SEEN BY
BUCHVVALD AND HOPPE

HON. LIONEL VAN DEERLIN
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971
Mr. VAN DEERLIN. Mr. Speaker, two

of our foremost humorists, Art Buchwald
and Art Hoppe, have found inspiration
in the Army's dead-serious campaign to
win over young America with a $10.6
million advertising blitz on television
and radio.
Not everybody thinks what the Army
is doing is funny, of course.. but Messrs.
Hoppe and Buchwald manage to point
out some of the more ludicrous aspects
of this unprecedented blitz.
I personally would prefer that the
Army, and all other public agencies, continue to limit their mes.tages to the time
that has always been provided without
charge by broadcasters for such public
service pronouncements.
Once Government becomes a paying
customer, the temptation to try to influence program content could be substantially increased.
Be that as it may, both columns make
good reading, and I am pleased to include
them at this point with my remarks.
JOIN THE ADMEN AND SEE THE ARMY

(By Arthur Hoppe)
As you know, the Army's spending $10.6

million of our money telling us what a great
Army it is and how we ought to join it.
Sixteen advertising agencies bid for the
account. The winner came up with such slogans as "Today's Army Wants to Join You"
and "The Army Can Take Your Hobby and
Turn It into a Career." Plus lots of radio
jingles.
One of the losers, it can now be revealed,
was Nattering & Snith. This agency was recently cited under the new Truth in Advertising laws for claiming that Old Grandmaw's Bourbon cured athlete's foot, when
taken internally.
Being on probation has understandably
made Nattering & Snith somewhat nervous
when it comes to truth in advertising. Unfortunately, this affected the agency's proposed campaign for the Army.
Scene: The Pentagon offices of Gen. Sydney (Old Blood 'n' Guts) Zapp, one of the
toughest campaigners in the Army Advertising Corps. Enter Nattering & Snith, bearing
portfolios.
Nattering: I think we've put together just
what you want, general. See? Here's this
sexy babe with a come-hither look and the
slogan on which we center the whole campaign: "Hey, There, Killer, You Want the
Army"
Gen. Zapp (surprised): Killer?
Snith: Right! We appeal to the k111er instinct. You'll get the kind of recruits you
want-instinctive killers.
The general (frowning): Look here, boys,
I've served in a hundred campaigns and
neve.r once did we use words like "klll,"
"killer" or "killed."
Nattering: Granted. But that was before
the FTC started cracking down on truth in
advertising. The truth is, general, that the
prime function Of any army is to kill people
when the need arises-the more the better.
Snlth (eagerly): Listen to this jingle we've
whipped up, sir. We'll get the Andrews Sisters to sing 1t:

"It's so thrilling,
So spine-chilling,
So deeply self-fulfilling
To legally go killingJoin today's killer Army today!"
Nattering (pouring it on) : Or this, general:
"Get yourself some bullets,
Get yoursel! a gun,
Join our killer Army
For unrestricted fun"
The General (angrily): Now, hold on!
We're thinking more along the lines o! educational opportunity. A slogan like: "The
Army Can Take Your Hobby and Turn It
into a Career!"
Snith: Right! We've got a 30-second TV
spot. Shows this Jack-the-Ripper type with
a big knife prowling these dark alleys. Then
we hit 'em With your slogan: "The Army
Can Take Your Hobby and . . . "
The general (furious): Look, you boneheads. You can't mention killing. It puts
the notion in any potential recruit's head
that he just might get killed.
Nattering: Oh, we've given that a lot of
thought, general. We figure the only way you
can get this 10.6 million campaign past the
FTC is to put a simple disclaimer in every ad.
The General: What disclaimer?
Nattering & Snith (together): "Caution:
Joining the Army May Be Hazardous to Your
Health."
So it's little wonder NS!ttering & Snlth
lost the account toN. W. Ayer and Son. The
latter's winning campaign suggests that the
Army is a lovely place to learn all about
woodworking, bird photography and stuff
like tha.t.
All that remains to be seen is what the
FTC is going to do about it.
SELLING

OF

THE Mn.ITARY-BY
ADVERTISING
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"No, damrnit. He's walking down ::unset
Boulevard with a girl on each arm. The
voice-over says, 'I! you like corned beef, join
the Army. If you like mopping decks, sign
up with the Navy. If you enjoy walking in
water with a full pack, join the Marines.'
"Then we pan to the two girls again and
the voice says, 'The Air Force has a better
idea.'
"Isn't that a little blatant?" the general
asks.
"General, you run your bombing missions
and let me run my advertising campaigns.''
"I don't know," the general says. "The
Army may not like it."
"Does Hertz like Avis? Does Crest like Colgate? Does Pepto-Bismol like Alka Seltzer?
General, this isn't war we're talkin"' about
now. This is serious business. All rtght, so
you don't like that commercial what about
this one?
"We show a mother holding her head. Her
18-year-old son comes in with a transLc;tor
radio blaring out rock music. The mother
shouts, 'Will you turn that radio off!' Her
friend from next door walks in. 'Clara, you're
nervous and short-tempered. Here is what
you need.' She hands her tL folder, and we
zoom in on it. It says on the cover, 'If your
children give you a headache, make them
join the Air Force.' "
. The general says, "Holy smokes, that a
b1t rough.''
The agency man says, "What do you want,
good airmen or good taste?"
"Well, I guess you know your business,"
the general says.
"Now, I've got a surprise for you. I've come
up with a slogan that will knock "em dead.
Are you ready?"
The agency man takes out a large poster,
flips it over and printed in large letters over
a B-52 a.irplane are the words: "From the
people who gave you a clean hydrogen bomb."

TELEVISION

(By Art Buchwald)
The Army has launched a $10.6 million TV
and radio recruiting campaign. As the Wall
Street Journal indicated, this could make
the U.S. Army one of the biggest prime-time
advertisers on television.
The announcement has the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force boiling mad, as they
are dependent on the networks for showing
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the Star-Spangled Banner.
It has to follow that the Navy and Air
Force will soon have advertising budgets as
well, and pretty soon we'll have an advertising war on TV the likes of which we
haven't seen since the soap companies added
enzymes to their phosphates.
Since Madison Avenue now plays such a
large part in electing our politicians, it's only
right that they have a say about our defense.
I can just see the advertising agency making a pitch for the U.S. Air Force account.
"General, the Army is selling education,
the Navy's selling travel and the Marine Corps
is selling patriotism. We have to come up
with something else."
"But what is left?" a four-star general in
charge of advertising asks.
The agency man holds up a large poster:
"Get High in the Air Force."
The general says, "Are you sure that will
attract young aviators?"
"That's just the opener, general. Here's
the idea for a commercial. We show a dogfa.ce
in a muddy foxhole eating a ca.n of corned
beef. Then we show a sailor swabbing down
the deck of an aircraft carrier all by himself.
Then we cut to a Marine, shoulder-deep in
water, coming out on the beach, and then
show an Air Force officer.
"Flying a pl8ine?" the general asks.

BYELORUSSIAN

~EPENDENCE

HON. JOHN M. MURPHY
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr. Speak-

er, once again I want to pay tribute to
the many brave Byelorussians who continue to strive for the restoration of freedom for their homeland. Just last week
these dedicated people celebrated that
one brief moment in 1918 when the Byelorussian National Council declared independence, ending nearly 3% centuries
of foreign domination. The Byelorussianswere only able to enjoy their freedom for
a few short months before their sovereignty was crushed, as happened to many
sister nations, by the fist of the Red
Army.
Today, the Byelorussian people live
under a Communist regime imposed upon
them by the Soviet Union.
Throughout their history, the Byelorussian people have transmitted from
generation to generation their national

identity, their cultural identity, and
more important, the knowledge of what

it is to be free and the desire for this

freedom.

History has proved that no dictator-

ship has ever succeeded in holding a people in bondage forever. The time will
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come once again when the Byelorussians
will live in a free nation. Until that time,
I can assure Americans of Byelorussian
descent that America will not forget
their plight and that we will continue to
support and pray for that moment in
history when justice and freedom reign
and the people of Byelorussia again have
their independence.

EMERGENCYEMPLOYMENTACT

HON. DOMINICK V. DANIELS
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. DANIELS of New Jersey. Mr.
Speaker, it is difficult for many of us in
Congress to comprehend the paradox
which now exists in this country: despite
massive unmet needs in our urban and
rural areas, millions of Americans are
without work. The irony is that while
we have the resources, the problems remain unsolved. As our parks and recreation areas deteriorate, thousands of men
stand idle in the Puget Sound area; as the
housing shortage becomes critical, hundreds of skilled technicians and engineers
join the welfare rolls.
On the day when the other body is
scheduled to consider S. 31 to provide
temporary public service employment,
the Washington Post stressed that the
unemployment crisis "calls for emergency
help from the Federal Government. Congress ought to furnish it without delay."
I have introduced H.R. 3613, similar in
etrect to s. 31. The Select Subcommittee
on Labor after 5 days of hearings will
soon take up this legislation in executive
session. I urge all of my colleagues to
study the concept of public service employment as an emergency measure
which requires our immediate attention.
The text of the editorial follows:
EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT
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hospital, one of the finest in the country, yet
the amount of reigstered nurses, the amount
of nurses' aides that are servicing the various
floors are at a minimum. We pride ourselves
on being the showcase in urban renewal and
housing and redevelopment; yet in the conservation areas we cannot move beyond the
central business district or the little neighborhoods that serve as the core around it,
because of lack of inspectors. The Civil Service Commission has waiting rolls of competent, eligible people who can fill the jobs.
The work is there. The jobs are there. We
have the plans. We don't have the financial
resources to follow through.
Mayor after mayor came before the committee to report the same paradox. County
Executive John Spellman of King County,
Washington, said: "The displacement which
has occurred in the Puget Sound area leaves
us with the worst national resource waste
in our nation's history. Talented men and
women, superbly trained, highly productive,
with a. desire to work and to contribute to
the nation's economy, sit idle."
The Emergency Employment Act would
put many of these people to work by funding public service employment programs in
such fields as environmental quality, health
care, public safety, education, transportation, recreation, maintenance of parks,
streets and other public facilities, conservation, beautification and other aspects of
community improvement. It would authorize
appropriations up to $750 million through
June 30, 1972, and a. b1llion dollars for fiscal
year 1973 to be provided on a sliding scale
based upon the national rate of unemployment.
Last December, President Nixon vetoed an
Employment and Manpower Act which embodied a. permanent public service employment program. The proposal before the senate today is temporary in character, with
no more than a two-year duration; but
the administration is opposed to it anyway,
asking Congress instead to take up its Manpower Revenue Sharing bill. Whatever the
merits of revenue sharing, its highly controversial character makes it unlikely to win
congressional approval in time to be of much
service to the crisis-pressed cities or to the
hundreds of thousands of city-dwellers now
out of work. The emergency calls for emergency help from the federal government.
Congress ought to furnish it without delay.

A(:r

The senate is scheduled today to take up
an emergency measure designed to put some
$150,000 unemployed persons to work in vital
state and municipal public jobs. The b111 1s
cosponsored by 34 senators and endorsed by
the National League of Cities, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National Association
of Counties and a. good many other estimable
public bodies. Every consideration of logic
and necessity seems to support it as well.
Two parallel developments that have taken
place in almost every major city of the country dictate emergency action. One is a. sharp
rise in unemployment which has created a
crisis for hundreds of thousands of urban
families. The other is a drop in the revenues
available to city governments resulting in a
drastic cutback of vital municipal services;
and this operates, of course, to aggravate the
hardships suffered by the unemployed. Fund
shortages have resulted in unfilled jobs in
the face of eager but idle workers. Mayor
D'Alesandro of Baltimore summed it all up
graphically enough in testimony recently before the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare:
The jobs are there in Baltimore. Our probaltion officers are handling the highest workloads in the history of the administration
of justice in our city. We have a. municipal

TRmUTE TO MADISON FAY BOYCE

HON. JOE L. EVINS
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker,
I want to pay a brief but sincere tribute

to the memory of Madison Fay Boyce,
chief bill clerk of the House of Representatives, who passed away Tuesday
last.
Madison Fay Boyce was a fine gentleman, a patriotic American and a sincere
and dedicated servant of the House. He
began his public service career in 1950 in
the bill clerk's ofHce and rose to the responsible position of chief bill clerk
which he held until his untimely passing.
He served well and faithfully.
Madison Boyce was genial, personable,
and able, and will be greatly missed. I

want to take this means of extending to

Mrs. Boyce and other members of the
fa.mily an expression of my deepest and
most sincere sympathy in their loss and
bereavement.

LAND USE IN THE UNITED STA.TES

HON. HENRY HELSTOSKI
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. HELSTOSKI. Mr. Speaker, we all
are aware of the great debate going on
over land use in the United States.
Because I believe that we must all understand this important subject and
problem fully, I hereby place in the
RECORD an address delivered by Mr. Alvin
E. Gershen, of New Jersey, at a recent
joint meeting of the New Jersey State
League of Municipalities and the New
Jersey Federation of Planning Officials.
Mr. Gershen is an expert in the fields
of municipal planning, urban renewal,
housing, and engineering. Mr. Gershen's
address follows:
AnDRESS DELIVERED BY ALVIN E. GERSHEN

We meet here today to discuss an idea-the
idea. that sensible, responsible, and reasonable men can work out a pattern for living
together in the most crowded state in the
nation.
It is an idea whose time has come, not because we are idealists who want to do the
right thi.n g but because we are realists and
have to do what must be done.
We have reached the point where we need,
in a. very real sense, land reform. And if we
do not work it out through legislation it will
be imposed on us by judicial fiat-and falling that by the outrage and the need of
people.
The people need land. Land to live on and
raise families. Land to walk on, play on and
enjoy. Land to work on.
And we are not giving it to them--or a.t
least not enough of them. And we thus deny
them homes and jobs and demean the quality
of their lives. You know and I know that
people won't stand for this forever.
So let us talk about New Jersey Senate
B111 803, the controversial and much mis·
understood Land Use Development Act.
Let me begin by saying I think the principles embodied in 8-803 will make good
legislation. The b111 is far from perfect technically and far from adequate in terms of
toda.y's problems. But thoughtful, useful and
most important, necessary. And hopefully,
poLitically saleable. Passage of a b111 embodying these principles won't end our land problems. Mainly, it will symbolize our recognition that we are beginning to know the
problems for what they are.
And what w111 a. b111 like this do?
It will codify a. maze of zoning and plan•
ning case law and fragmented statutes.
It w111 come to grips with very real, and
I am afraid, frequent conflicts of interest.
It will give individuals 1n a. community
ttte legal standing to protest when they are
victimiZed by a. zoning decision in a. neighboring community.
It w111 protect the State's interest 1n ita
own capital developments.
It will help preserve districts with hlstorlca.I or architectural values worth preserving.
It will encourage central review of munlclpal master plans.
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And finally, it would outlaw discriminating
zoning practices. It will stop the use of zoning as a technique to exclude any economic,
racial, religious or ethnic group.
Let's look at these points one by one and
ask ourselves whether we really need a bill
like &-803, or more to the point, do we need
a new way, or a better way, of controlling and
distributing our land.
New Jersey's basic law for zoning standards was written in 1928. Our planning law is
16 years old. To both of these have been attached a bewildering array of amendments
and case law. Codification is clearly in order.
The confl.icts of interest? You in local government know such confiicts eXist and you
know that public confidence in zoning decisions is shaky. It is time we did something
about it.
And protection from a neighboring _community's zoning sins? Should Town B simply
have to sit and take it when Town A decides
to build all its apartments on B's border
and let B take care of the traffic? Should
there not be redress for a homeowner in one
town who is suddenly confronted with an
all-night doughnut stand or drive-in movie
across the street because the other town has
rezoned an area from residential to commercial?
Don't you think that municipalities have a
responsib111ty to talk things out with their
neighbors before authorizing changes that
greatly affect each other.
And the State land?
Under current law, the State of New
Jersey doesn't have many of the powers of
even the smallest municipality. Why
shouldn't the State be empowered to create
a land bank, to buy up land for future highway, recreation, airport or institutional use?
And why shouldn't those purchases be protected?
New Jersey is becoming a land-poor state
and the value of real estate is increasing
much faster than other costs. Are we to continue indefinitely paying double or triple
the cost for state lands because we were
forced to wait until land is specifically designated? The State has wasted many millions
of dollars in this manner and the money
comes from taxes paid by your constituents.
And do we not need badly a method of
coordinating state land purchases? You local
officials know the value of sound municipal
planning. It is abundantly clear that the
State, too, needs sound and coordinated
planning. That purchases be coordinated.
That the future of State facilities be protected. That municipalities not be given
carte-blanche to make zoning or planning
decisions that compromise state investment.
State property belongs to all New Jerseyans. They are entitled to protection of their
investment. The people deserve to pay only a
fair price for their purchases. They should
not be subjected to skyrocketing costs when
t his can be avoided.
But there is more at stake here for all of
us than the practical benefits that S-803
will bring. The Land Use and Development
Act is as much a d.e claration of principle as
a vehicle for progress.
We must either make up our minds to
use wisely the land that is left to us or face
consequences that can only be tragic.
We have abused the land over the last
50 years and abused it badly. We and those
who went before us have allowed our cities
to degenerate, our mass transit to colla.pse,
our highway system to fall far short of
needs.
We have fouled our streams and our air.
we have built huge and uncoordinated
housing developments, sometimes smack in
the middle of fiood plains. And we have
proved in the process that our present zon-
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ing and planning system is not enough to
protect us from ourselves.
The northeast quadrant of New Jersey
may never regain the open space and the
natural beaut y that was once there. The
undeveloped southern regions are booming
and we threaten to make the same mistakes
there.
An ancillary problem, but one soluble by
&-803, is the problem of taxes. For too many
years we ignored them and resisted broadbased taxation and the pressures on the real
estate levy have resulted in a regressive,
ruinous tax structure and a fierce opposition
to any kind of new taxes from over-burdened
homeowners.
Many of these problems stem from our
own success. This state has grown tremendously since World War II. And the rate
has been such that our services cannot keep
pace with it.
But this is an explanation, not an excuse.
The population of this state, if left unchecked, can double every half-century for
the foreseeable future, and the growth that
went before will be as nothing to the growth
that is to come.
More people, more industry, more schools,
more jobs, more cars, more demand for water-and above all more demand for land.
Do we say to each other, "Well things are
pretty good in my town-we don't need
somebody else's problems."
Or do we recognize the obvious-that somebody else's problem is our problem? Do we
finally come to know that we are all New
Jerseyans, all Americans. All men.
Do we come together and work out a
plan for t he future or do we fall one by
one, like a row of dominoes?
The history of this century is filled with
revolutions-in Russia, in Mexico, in Cuba,
in scores of Latin American and Asian and
now African nations.
And why? Because the distribution of land,
and hence, wealth, was badly out of balance.
Now, I am not suggesting that there is any
immediate threat of bands of armed men
seizing the State House. But the events of
t he Summer of 1967 were in large part triggered by the simple fact that in our cities
too many peoJ: le live too close together in
too small an area too far away from job
and recreational opportunities.
Let me read to you from the report of the
Governor's Select Commission on Civil Disorders:
"Some Commissioners believe ... that the
very structure of municipal government in
New Jersey, with revenue raising, zoning and
planning functions fragmented among 567
municipalities and 578 school districts, is the
largest contributing factor to the urban
problems outlined in this report. They believe that the power of local municipalities
to adopt restrictive land use powers, which
exol ude lower income people while attracting
industrial and commercial ratables, contributes substantially, not only to the inability
of the older cities to finance essential services but also to the steady increase of segregated urban housing and education. In their
view, consolidation of municipalities and
and school districts, and regionalized zoning
and planning are the essential first steps toward any permanent relief of these parallel
sources of urban tension.
"They fear that if legislative action is not
taken to break down these legally-condoned
barriers which have largely confined the Negro to the older cities, these centers of segregation will, despite well-intentioned remedial action, become increasingly ungovernable. They recommend legislation, granting
state financial incentives to encourage consolidation of municipalities and school districts, and requiring regional control over
zoning and planning."
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You know the caliber of the men who
served on that commission. They are not
radicals. They are not the kind of men who
make rash judgments. They simply had come
to realize first-hand the scope of the problems facing this state. And they are fearful
of what might happen to all of us if we don't
move soon to come to grips with them.
It is my personal belief that the courts
will force us into the elimination of restrictive zoning if we don't agree to it by legislation. There are legal challenges underway
to the right of states to permit local zoning.
One plaintiff contends that the 14th Amendment's equal protection clause is violated
when the wealthy, by creating large-lot and
large building requirements, seal themselves
off.
Let 's face up to the new employment patterns. For every new job that is creat ed in
a city, four to eight are created in the suburbs. People need jobs and they need homes
close to those jobs. The jobs are in the suburbs and so the suburbs have to create the
kind of housing that blue-collar and office
workers can afford.
This is not a concept held only by black
radicals or the liberal community, but by
thoughtful people of every political hue.
Employers need a pool of workers close to
their businesses and industries.
The Nixon Administration has made it
increasingly clear that it is aware of the need
for more low-income housing.
In a recent New York speech, Harold Finger, a Housing and Urban Development assistant secretary, said this:
"It will not be enough for municipalities
to simply pass open housing ordinances . . . .
And it is not enough to change the zoning
ordinances to permit a designated or fioating area for low and moderate income families. We all must work to assure that housing is actually built in quantities needed
and at prices that all of our people can
afford."
And there are alliances being formed that
10 years ago few of us would have envisioned.
Thus we have the New Jersey Homebuilders Association and the National Committee Against Discrimination jointly sponsoring a conference in Somerville this month.
Its purpose? To bring an end to what one
speaker called "selfish sovereignty."
Most of you are familiar with some of the
more extreme arguments against this blllthat it would set up state zoning under a
czar, that local zoning powers would be
deeply eroded, that every municipality would
be forced to provide low-income housing.
You are all fair-minded men and you
know that these arguments are inaccurate
and misleading.
S-803, as I said earlier, is an idea, and an
idea based really on an old American
dream-that a nation is composed of communities in which people of all nationalities
and all economic standards can live together
in relative harmony. I believe that if a community wants to practice these ideals the
proposed legislation insures even-handedness
in their application.
If we are to continue a pattern of relative
affluence and well-being in the suburbs and
poverty and disorder in our cities, if we are
to admit to our communities as neighbors
only those whose standard and style of living is equal to our own-then we made that
dream a myth-and worse, a lie.
I don•t think we can afford to let that
happen. And I don't believe that you think
so either. So let us begin with S-803 as an
idea. It can be debated and amended and
reshaped and rethought.
But we can't let its central theme get
away from us.
In the end, the land Is all we have. And
we will never get any more. We dare not
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waste any more land, or any more time, or
any more opportunities to do the wise and
the right thing.
Our time has come, too~ It is a time to
think. A time to act. A time not to fail.

CBS DOCUMENTARIES .

HON. JOHN G. SCHMITZ
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. Speaker, at this
point in the RECORD I would like to insert
two articles which complement each
other in that they both detail distortions
and inaccuracies utilized by CBS in producing documentaries supposedly designed to inform the American people.
The first article, which will appear in
the forthcoming April issue of Air Force
magazine, deals with the attempt to
heighten public antipathy toward our
Defense Establishment through the presentation of the documentary, ''The Selling of the Pentagon." Air Force &
Space Dig-est Senior Editor Claude Witze
does a fine job of dissecting the CBS dissemblers modus operandi for producing
a doctored documentary.
The second piece is a portion of an investigation authorized by the House
Committee on Appropriations into a
previous CBS agit-prop e:ffort entitled
''Hunger U.S.A." which was aired nationwide in 1968. A reading of the excerpts
from this report, which appeared in the
Department of Agriculture appropriations hearings for 1970, part 5, pages 53
to 74, reveals that the type of misrepresentation restorted to by CBS in ''The
Selling of the Pentagon" is nothing new.
It is interesting to note that both 'The
Selling of the Pentagon'' and "Hunger
in America" were written and directed
by the same two men, Mr. Peter Davis
and Mr. Perry Wolff.
The damage done to a correct public
understanding by deceptive documentaries of this type cannot be underestimated. As Strausz-Hupe and Possony
have pointed out in their authoritative
work "International Relations":
It is a popular and comforting supposition
that a more or less intelligent person should
be able to distinguish between truths and
falsehoods. Unfortunately, there are very few
people able to do so. This fact indicates a
glaring weakness in our educational system.
This weakness is, briefly, that the critical
mind is not being developed and that, while
facts are being presented, their interrelationship is rarely properly underscored; not to
speak of dubious criteria for the selection of
facts. The greatest danger is, as the modern
sciences of general semantics and phenomenology attempt to show, that wrong methods
of thinking are being taught and continuously applied. Discussion of this subject is
not within the scope of this book, yet it may
be pointed out that the main faults of our
habitual thinking include the failure to demand sufficiency of cause, i.e., that any explanation given is really valid, and that the
cause indicated really explains the entire
effect, while the effects should not be reduced to one inadequate cause; second, inCXVII--594-Part 7
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adequate abstraction, consisting mainly in producer works in New York. He is reported
the omission of elements essential to com- · to be thirty-four-year-old Peter Davis, who
prehensive analysis; third, disregard of the says he and his staff spent ten months worktime element; fourth, improper identifica- ing on this "documentary." Mr. Davis does
tion, i.e., things are identified with each other not appear to make any claim to objectivity
which are by no means identical. Interna- in his work. He is making a charge: that the
tional Relations, "Cold War Techniques II:
Department of Defense spends a vast amount
Propaganda" page 383.
of money on propaganda designed to win
public approval of its programs. Armed With
Since 1950, when this book was writ- cameras, scissors, and cement, he proceeded
ten, the educational system has greatly to make his case.
This magazine has neither the space nor
deteriorated.
Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that the desire to do a detailed critique of "The
the next time a CBS documentary comes Selling of the Pentagon,'' but we have examined enough of it to demonstrate that it
over the public air waves more people leaves
CBS With a credibility gap Wider than
will be aware that gross misrepresenta- the canyons
at Rockefeller Center. Here is
tion of the subject matter being treated an example:
is not outside the realm of possibility.
At one point, early in the script, Mr. Mudd,
the narrator, transitions to a new sequence
The articles follow:
in Mr. Davis' portrayal with a paragraph of
. THE WAYWARD PRESS (TUBE DIVISION)
four sentences. We Will examine the sentences
(NoTE.-Following is the complete text of one at a time:
the column "Airpower in the News," by
MuDD: "The Pentagon has a team of
Senior Editor Claude Witze, as it will ap- colonels touring the country to lecture on
pear in the forthcoming April 1971 issue foreign policy."
of Air Force Magazine, the publication of
The team to which he refers comes from the
the Air Force Association.)
Industrial College of the Armed Forces
WASHINGTON, D.C., March 15. 1971-The (ICAF) , With headquarters here in Washingwinter issue of the Columbia Journalism Re- ton. There are four colonels on the teamview, a quarterly published at the Columbia two from the Army and one each from the
University Graduate School of JournaJ.ism, Air Force and the Marine Corps. There is
is devoted almost entirely to a study of how also a Navy captain, and, totally ignored by
the press has performed in covering the war CBS, a foreign-service officer from the State
in Vietnam. The only possible conclusion a Department. They are not "touring the counreader of these eight essays can reach is that try." They have a briefing on n8itional-secuthe press has done a deplorable job. No mat- rity policy th81t is given seven times a year,
ter what epithets you might want to hurl no more and no less. ICAF is not mentioned
at the political administrations in Wash- in the CBS script, and there is no reference
ington and Saigon, at the military hierarchy, to the mission of the college. A TV cameraat the military-industrial complex, and at man who visited the school could easily
the doves or the hawks, even more heated take a picture in the lobby of a wall inepithets could justifiably be thrown at the serlption that says:
purveyors of ink and electronic signals.
"Our liberties rest with our people, upon
There is one examination of television's the scope and depth of their understanding
performance, written by Fred W. Friendly, of the nation's spiritual, political, military,
a former president of CBS News, who in- and economic realities. It 1s the high mission
dulges in a bit of self-flagellation, confessing of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces
that the "news media, and particularly to develop such understanding among our
broadcast journalism" must share the re- people and their military and civ111an leadsponsibility for public misunderstanding of ers."
the situation in Indochina. Speaking of the
The quote is attributed to Dwight D. Eisenyears when he, Friendly, was the man in hower, who spoke those words at the dedicharge at CBS, he says, "The mistakes we cation of the college in 1960. He understood
made in 1964 and 1965 almost outran those the requirement, perhaps more clearly than
of the statesmen."
any other man in our history.
One thing missing from Mr. Friendly's recThe ICAF national-security policy briefing
itation is any suggestion that the television is designed for the education of Reserve ofmedium lends itself in a peculiar way to ficers from all branches of the armed forces,
distortion of fact. This reporter has nearly not primarily for the general public. The
forty years of experience on newspapers and reason the team, including the State Departmagazines, including more than a decade op- ment officer, gives it in seven locations each
erating from the copy desk of a metropolitan year is to reduce travel expenses by eliminatdaily. Television news was born and brought ing the necessity for Reserve officers to visit
up within that same forty-yea.r period. I the college. None of this was explained by
have watched it closely and confess that I CBS.
never was impressed by its impact until Lee
MUDD: "We found them [the ICAF team)
Harvey Oswald was murdered on camera. No in Peoria, Ill., where they were invited to
newspaper or magazine ever will duplicate speak to a miXed audience of civilians and
that 1963 performance in Dallas. Yet, if I military Reservists."
saw it tOday, I would demand confirmation
Here we have a use of the word "found"
that the event took place at all and that that would not be permitted by a. competent
what we saw on the tube was not a clever newspaper copy editor. CBS was told that
compilation of film clips, snipped from a Peoria was on the schedule, and the CBS
wide variety of source material and glued camera crew spent three days at the seminar
together to make a visual product that could in that city with the concurrence and cobe marketed to some huckster of toothpaste operation of the Defense Department, the
or gasoline, and then turn out to be a winner ICAF, and the Peoria Association of Comof the Peabody Award.
merce. Before departing, CBS was given full
In support of this professional skepticism, information on the curriculum, the schedwe have the performance of Mr. Friendly's uling, the military and civilian participation,
own CBS on February 23. The program was the costs, and the fun.d ing. The Association
b1lled as a "News Special" and was called of Commerce was the sponsor, in this case,
"The Selling of the Pentagon." It ran for and was permitted to establish the rules
one hour, with commercials, and featured a under which civilians were admitted. Their
recitation of the script by CBS's charismatic seminar, billed in Peoria as the "World AfRoger Mudd. Mr. Mudd did not write the fairs Forum"-a label not mentioned by
script; he was burdened with it. The show's CBS--covered all aspects of national-secu-
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rity atrairs. That includes economics, resources, technology, social problems, and
military affairs, as well as foreign policy.
MuDD: "The invitation [to Peoria) was
arranged by Peoria's Caterplllar Tractor Co.,
which did $39 million of business last year
with the Defense Department."
The Peoria seminar was not arranged by
the Caterpillar Tractor Co. It was arranged
by the city's Association of Commerce, which
provided the auditorium and other facilities.
The Association has no defense contracts. A
spokesman for the Association, contacted by
this reporter, said his group shared the sponsorship with the 9th Naval District. There
were two chairmen tor the meeting. The
civilian chairman was Charles B. Leber, who
in his business life is an oftlcer of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. The military chairman was
Capt. Paul Haberkorn, USNR. He is the owner
and operator of Peoria's Ace Hardware store.
The hardware store also has no defense contracts, which probably explains why it failed
to get a mention on the OBS show.
MuDD. "The Army has a regulation stating:
'Personnel should not speak on the foreignpolicy implications of the US involvement in
Vietnam.'"
The lOAF team, consisting of five military
officers and a State Department officer, does
not speak on the foreign-policy implications
of our involvement in Vietnam, which would
be in violation of Army regulations. The regulations governing lOAF say the material used
must be cleared for accuracy, propriety, and
consistency with official policy. Both the
State Department and the Defense Department have a hand in this routine clearance
of all IOAF presentations.
In the CBS show, the camera moves from
Mr. Mudd, following his recitation of the
above inaccuracies, to one of the lecturers
at Peoria. CBS does not identify the speaker
in this paste-together of film clips, but he is
Col. John A. MacNeil of the US Marines, a
veteran of World War II and Vietnam. If the
TV audience sensed that the next five sentences, out of the mouth of Colonel MacNeil,
sounded somewhat disjointed, there was good
reason for it. They came from four different
spots in the camera record, and the sequence
was rearranged to suit the somewhat warped
taste of producer Davis. Sentence by sentence, the quotes go like this:
MAcNEn.. "Well, now we're coming to the
heart of the problem, Vietnam."
This a.ppears on page fifty-five of the prepared, and approved, text of the briefing.
Next sentence:
MAcNEn.. "Now, the Chinese have clearly
and repeatedly stated that Thailand is next
on their list after Vietnam."
That one was cut out of what the Colonel
was saying back when he was on page thirtysix and discussing an entirely different aspect
of the presentation. Then:
MAcNEn.. "If South Vietnam becomes Communist, it will be dlftlcult for Laos to exist.
The same goes for Cambodia and the other
countries of Southeast Asia."
This is found on page forty-eight of tlte
script. What is most important is that the
statement was not original with Colonel MacNell or the drafters of the briefing. It is a
quotation. The CBS scissors-and-paste wizard deleted the attribution. Colonel MacNeil
made it clear, in the words immediately preceding the above sentences, that he was
quoting Souvanna Phouma, the Prime Minister of Laos. In other words, Souvanna
Phouma said it: OBS distorted the film to
make its viewers think Colonel MacNeil said
it. It is the kind of journalistic dishonesty
that a reputable newspaper would not tolerate. Many reporters have been fired for lesser
tndiscretions.
MAcNEIL: "So, I think if the Communists
were to win in South Vietnam, the record in
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the North, what happened in Tet of '68
makes it clear that there would be a bloodbath in store for a lot of the population of
the South."
To get this one, the CBS film clipper
searched deeper into his filmed record. In
the prepared script of the ICAF team, it appears on page seventy-three.
It is easy to see how this technique can
be used to make a man say almost anything
you want him to say. Once the right words
are on tape, they can be rearranged. and
were by CBS in this instance, to make a
presentation sound inept, stupid, wrong,
vicious, or to reach any conclusion that the
film clipper wants to get across to his audience. What the speaker actually put onto the
sound track cannot be recognized.
Another example of this 1n "The Selling
of the Pentagon" comes out of Roger Mudd's
interview with Daniel Z. Henkin, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for PUblic Atfairs. Two minutes and four seconds of the
interview were used out of forty-two minutes of filmed conversation. Here is one
breakdown:
MUDD: "What about your public displays
of military equipment at state fairs and
shopping centers? What purpose does that
serve?"
Now, this is not easy to explain, but there
are two answers to that question from Mr.
Henkin. One is his real answer and the other
is the answer concocted by the CBS cutting
room from the available tape. TV viewers
only know the answer CBS put together. We
will give you both.
Here is the answer from the transcript
of the Mudd broadcast:
HENKIN: "Well, I think it serves the purpose of informing the public about their
armed forces. I believe the American public
has the right to request information about
the armed forces, to have speakers come before them, to ask questions, and to understand the need for our armed forces, why
we ask for the funds that we do ask for,
how we spend these funds, what we are doing about such problems as drugs--and we
do have a drug problem in the armed forces:
what we are doing about the racial problem--and we do have a racial problem. I
think the public has a valid right to ask us
these questions.''
If the TV viewers thought that was a bit
disjointed for a reply, and, more important,
that it did not answer the question about
displays at fairs and shopping centers, it was
not Mr. Henkin's fault, because---except for
the first sentence--that was not his answer
to the question. In the transcript of the interView, the real answer appears, most of
which ended up on the CBS cutting-room
floor:
HENKIN: "Well, I think it serves the purpose of ln!ormlng the publlo about their
armed forces. It also has the ancutary benefit, I would hope, ot stimulating interest 1n
recruiting as we move or try to move to zero
draft calls and increased rellance on volunteers tor our armed forces. I think 1t 1s very
important that the American youth have an
opportunity to learn about the armed forces:•
This reply. the real one, ot course m&ltes
sense and is responsive to the question. The
producer of "The Selling of the Pentagon,"
however, was less interested in responsive
answers that made sense than he was 1n portraying Mr. Henkin as a bureaucratic buffoon. The Secretary, incidentally. 1s himself
an experienced and sophisticated reporter of
m111tary affairs but can be portrayed otherWise with the television technique of cUpping
what amounts to a phony reply 'from h1S
answer to another question. And the other
question, TV viewers did not know, also
ended up on the cutting-room :floor.
It is not necessary to labor the point, al-
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though there are several other instances. Mr.
Henkin, 1n a letter to P. Edward Hebert,
Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, said that after spending his life in
the news profession he "could not be pleased
by the fact that the program's producer [Mr.
Davis] chose to rearrange my words... .''
Congressman Hebert himself stars in "The
Selling of the Pentagon." He also 1s a former
newspaperman and stands completely shaken
by this experience with television, although
he had been quoted earlier as considering
network TV "the most vicious instrument in
America today."
That oplnlon appears to have been reinforced. Lou G. Burnett, who 1s Mr. Hebert's
press aide, testlftes that he was contacted
early in the CBS effort by one James Branon
of the network's New York oftlce. Mr. Branon
said CBS was planning to do a documentary
on the prisoner-at-war situation. He said
the show would explore the plight of the
POW and his family. He was seeking film
clips that might contribute to this exercise.
Mr. Burnett responded with alacrlty because
he knows his boss is deeply interested. in the
problem and eager to help the POW famllles. In New Orleans, he knew, station WWLTV bad. a ftlm cllp from an old ••congressional Report" program, in Which the Congressman had Interviewed MaJ. James Rowe,
a rormer POW. The interview was in the form
of a report to Mr. Hebert's constituents. Mr.
Burnett. Mr. H6bert's press aide, had the 1llm
shipped from New Orleans to New York and
helped CBS's Mr. Branon round up other
1llms dealing with the POW problem. The
Hebert clip wound up 1n "The Selllng of the
Pentagon" and was offered as an ezample of
how "sympathetic congressmen" are used by
the Pentagon ''to counter what it regards as
the antimilitary tilt of network reporting."
Mr. Hebert's ire, it should be suggested, was
aroused more by his depiction as a patsy for
the Defense Department than it was by the
misrepresentations used to obtain the ftlm.
The chairman is, of course, proud of his
reputation as a. stern critic of military transgressions wherever they occur. In many years
as an inquisitor for the House Armed Services
Committee, he has never been accused of being unfair, but often accused of being tough.
From the time of his famous "Chamber of
Horrors," which depicted military procurement waste and had oftlcers squirming at
their desks, to the most recent congressional
inquiry into the My Lai incident, he has
been one of the Pentagon's most uncomfortable hair shirts.
Mr. Henkin's office estimates that It expended 640 man-hours of labor assisting CBS
in the production of "The Selling of the
Pentagon." No reasonable request for help
was denied. CBS reimbursed the government
for the cost of one guard and one electrician employed during photography one day
in the Pentagon.
Out of this day's effort came a short clip of
a news briefing that was deemed suitable by
CBS for inclusion in "The Selling of the
Pentagon." The CBS crew filmed an entire
DoD press briefing, at which Jerry W. Friedheim, a deputy to Mr. Henkin, responded to
routine queries from the Pentagon's regular press corps. During the session, the reporters asked thirty-four questions. Thirtyone of them brought replies from Mr. Friedheim. In three cases, he was unable to be
responsive. As the filln was edited for broadcast, CBS used six of the thirty-four questions, including, of course, all three of the
ones that could not be answered. Why
couldn't they be answered? In one example,
used by CBS, Mr. Friedheim was asked about
the size of some warheads. He said he had
nothing to give out on that. If he did have
something, and gave it out, he could go to
jail.
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There are a number of small factual errors
in the CBS script that represent nothing
more than sloppy reporting. For example,
narrator Mudd has a line referring to "30,000
Pentagon offi.ces." There are only a few more
than 26,000 persons employed in the Pentagon, all but the top executives sharing an
office with many other people. An educated
guess is that there may be 5,000 offi.ces in the
building.
One interesting fact, denied to viewers of
"The Selling of the Pentagon" by CBS editors, is the origin of a clip introduced by Mr.
Mudd as "an excerpt from a film called "Road
to the Wall" [in which] the Pentagon has
James Cagney tell of a Communist plan that
encompasses even more than the world." The
excerpt was shown. What CBS did not disclose is that "The Road to the Wall" was
produced by CBS itself in 1962 and that
James Cagney was the CBS choice as star of
the picture. Also, that CBS was paid about
$100,000 of the taxpayers' money to turn out
the picture. At the time, CBS Films said in
a press release from its offi.ces----on Madison
Avenue, of all places-that the picture would
be "an historical treatment of the Communist Party in operation throughout the
world-its doctrine, its pronouncements." In
1962 CBS was far from derisive about the
project and was proud that "it will be distributed for showing at all milltary bases inside and outside the USA and wm be backed
with pamphlets, posters, and other informational material on communism."
Once all the facts about "The Selling of
the Pentagon" are on the record, and someone has examined the clips on the cuttingroom floor, it will be interesting to find out
what Fred Friendly will write about it in the
Columbia Journalism Review. From where
we sit, watching the tube, the broadcast industry continues to cauy its share of respon. sib111ty for public misunderstandings. The
incredible thing is that the camera is not to
blame. Its scissors, paste, and a collection
of calloused consciences.
(Excerpt from Department of Agriculture
Appropriations Hearings For 1970, Part 5,
Pp. 53-74)
(Speaking: Congressman JAMEs L. WHITTEN, Democrat of Mlsstssdppl.)
Mr. WHITTEN. I thank my colleague.
THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM TELEVISION PROGRAM ON "HUNGER IN AMERICA"
You m.tght refer to page 64 of the report
concerning the CBS broadcasts. This is what
the investigators say on this subject:
"The Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS)
featured a television program on May 21,
1968, entitled 'Hunger in America,' which
program was shown again on June 16, 1968.
According to the script of the broadcast,
CBS News spent 10 months investigating
hunger in .America, and four areas of the
country were selected for 'close examination
of ,hunger conditions.' The geographical locations illustrated in the filmed program
were San Antonio, Tex.; Loudoun County,
Va.; Tuba City, Ariz.; and Hale County, Ala.
"The staff visited the geographical areas
selected by CBS for its program and talked
to the people interviewed on the program.
The staff also attempted to develop additional background information pertaining to
these people to determine the cause and extent of their hunger as alleged on the CBS
program. The statements made by representatives of CBS about the condiftions of persons
interviewed on the program and the results
of the staff's investigation are set forth for
each of the four geographical locations.
"A. SELECTED AREAS USED BY CBS TO ILLUSTRATE
'HUNGER IN AMERICA'

"1. San Antonio, Tex.

"San Antonio was described on the program as a city celebrating its 250th birthday
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with an international exposition, Hemis.fair
68, that had foreign pavilions, restaurants,
amusements, and exhibits. It was stated that
Texas Governor John Connally claime<i the
Hemisfair had turned the downtown area
'from slum to jewel box.' The announcer for
the CBS program, Mr. Charles Kuralt, stated
that '* • * the jewels don't glitter very
brightly on the other side of town where
400,000 Mexican-Americans live, half the
city's population. Most of them are crowded
into what cdty officials refer to as 'poverty
tracks' [sic]. Mexican-Americans face alanguage barrier, and like most poor people, they
suffer from lack of skills and unemployment.
A hard time earning means a hard time eating. A quarter of San Antonio's MexicanAmericans, 100,000 people, are hungry all
the time. CBS News correspondent David
Culhane found out how hungry from a woman with six children and an unemployed husband.'
"a. Interview with Mrs. Esther Medrano

"Mrs. Medrano was questioned by Mr. CulHane, who asked her lf ~ she bad food in the
house. She replied, 'No, sir. I haven't got
anything.' Mr. Culhane then asked her what
she told her children when they came home
and there was no food in the house. Mrs.
Medrano replied, '* * • we haven't got anything to eat and they just have to lay down
like that until the next day and see if we
cP.n find something to eat.' She further commented that her children '* • • just come
in and drink some water and go to bed.'
""Mrs. Esther Medrano, 203 Mlra.sol Place,
San Antonio, was interviewed by the staff on
October I, 1968. She advised that she had
eight children, two of whom were married
and were living away from home. Her husband was blind in one eye and had only 50
percent vision in the other eye. He had
been a. victim of eye trouble since he was 17
years old and, due to his eye condition, was
limited in the type of work he could perform.
Mrs. Medrano advised that her husband was
able to find work only 2 or 3 days a week
and earned approximately $5 a day, and she
formerly did domestic work about the same
number of days each week for which she
was paid $5 a day.
"Mrs. Medrano advised the staff that Dan
Medina, a. social worker for 'Wesley House,' a
private organization, brought the CBS representatives to the house where she was resicUng at the time the program was filmed.
The house was located at 808 South Leona,
San Antonio. She recalled that her electricity
and gas had been turned off for nonpayment
at the time, and it was necessary for CBS to
obtain electricity from a neighbor to operate
the camera equipment. She agreed to be interviewed and photographed for which CBS
paid her $15, the amount she would have
earned as a domestic during the 3 days she
stayed at home waiting for the CBS crew to
arrive.
"Mrs. Medrano advised that her family had
been on the USDA commodity distribution
program but the childreL did not Uke the
powdered milk and beans which were distributed. However, they ate them in order
to have eno.ugh food to eat. At the time of the
CBS interview she was receiving food from
the 'Wesley House' because the family had
been dropped from the commodity distribution program for some reason unknown to
her. She stated that the family did not have
food in the house when she was interviewed
by CBS.
"Soon after her appearance on the CBS
program, the Medrano family was placed on
the welfare program of San Antonio for a.
temporary period, after which it was placed
on the State welfare program. Under the
present program the family received $135 a
month until September 1968, at which time
the monthly payment was reduced to $123
consistent with a statewide reduction 1n e.n
welfare payments. The Medrano family now

participates in the food stamp program and
receives $132 in stamps for a purchase price
of $86 a month. The family rents a. threebedroom house in a public housing project
for which it pays $42.70 a month. Mrs. Medrano advised that the family was able to get
along very well at that time through the
income received from welfare checks and by
working a few days each week. She said that
prior to being placed on welfare there were
times when the children did not go to school
because they had no food. Now two of her
children receive free lunches at school.
"Mr. Dan Medina, coordinator.. . Wesley
Community Center, San Antonio, advised
the staff on October 3, 1968, that he was contacted by CBS representatives in October
1967, and requested to identify known cases
of hunger. He told them there were cases of
hunger in San Antonio as evidenced by the
number of people who came to the Wesley
Community Center for food and other help.
He had personally confirmed the lack of food
many times by making spot checks in the
homes and cupboards of those seeking help.
He advised that instances of hunger were
usually temporary and were generally more
frequent during the winter months due to
a slack period in employment. He reinarked
that CBS personnel appeared disappointed
to find that the hunger he described was not
obvious in the appearance of the people they
met. He pointed out to the CBS representatives that because of their diets the poor
people appeared fe.t and well-fed but actually they were victims of malnutrition because of starchy diets. Mr. Medina advised
that families which experience temporary
hunger conditions usu_a lly had other problems. For example, in the Medrano family,
Mr. Medrano 'drinks a lot and at times would
stay away from home 3 or 4 weeks at a time.'

'·

"b. Interview with 'Jerry'

"A young boy, identified only as 'Jerry'
on the CBS program, was interviewed by
Father Ralph Ruiz, a Catholic priest. The
boy said that he attended Southside Junior
High School but had nothing to eat for
lunch because he did not take his lunch
nor did he have the 35 cents to buy lunch.
He also said that he had only beans for
breakfast.
"Father Ralph Ruiz was interviewed by
the staff on September 30, 1968, and he advised that he was the contact in the west
side slum area of San Antoni-o for hearings
held by the Citizens Board of Inquiry and
the CBS-TV crew that filmed 'Hunger 1n
America..' He selected and produced Witnesses at the hearings and led the CBS-TV
crew to the poverty people. Father Rulz refused to make known to the staff the identities of witnesses he produced for the hearings or the poverty people that were filmed
by the CBS-TV crew. His reason for refusal
was based on his belief that these people were
11 ving in misery and had been badgered
enough by both the 'do-gooders and the
curious.'
"Jerry was identified by the staff in October
1968 as Jerry Cantu, 16 years of age, who
resided with his parents, Larry and Rose
Cantu, at 1630 Santa Rita Street, San Antonio, at the time of the fl.lm1ng by CBS.
Mr. Raymond G. Cheves, regional director,
State welfare department, San Antonio, determined for the staff on October 3, 1968,
that Jerry Cantu left school shortly after he
was interviewed by CBS and was employed
as a. civllia.n at the Brooks Air Force Base,
San Antonio. He was reported to be living M;
1407 Sa.n Rafael Street, San Antonio, with a
sister.
"According to Mr. Cheves, the records of
the State welfare department disclosed that
on July 25, 1968, the Ca.ntu family made
application for participation in the food
stamp program but the application was denied because of excess resources. The welfare
files disclosed that Larry Cantu, the father,
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was employed as a dishwasher at a restaurant in San Antonio and his income from
this employment was $247 a month. He was
purchasing a house at 1639 Santa Rita Street
which cost $2,950 and in which he had an
equity at $1,680. He was also purchasing the
house in which he lived at 1630 Santa Rita
Street. This house also cost $2,950. Neither
Mr. Cantu's income nor the ownership of the
house in which he lived would disqualify
him for food stamps; however, his equity in
the additional property at 1639 Santa Rita
Street exceeded the allowable maximum of
$600 in other resources and was the basis
for which he was denied food stamps.
"On October 3, 1968, it was ascertained by
the staff that Jerry Cantu had recently moved
to 1410 San Rafael Street. At the 1410 San
Rafa.el Street address, a young girl identified
herself to the staff as Mary Cantu. She advised she was 14 years of age and was living
with Jerry Cantu, the father of her 6-weekold baby. She said that they were not married because Jerry had only turned 16 years
of age on September 30, 1968. They planned
to be married when Jerry received his next
paycheck.
"Jerry Cantu was interviewed on October
3, 1968, at Brooks Air Force Base, where he
was employed as a dishwasher for a private
contractor. He recalled that some TV men
were at his parents' home about 1 year ago
and Father Ralph Rulz, who was with them,
asked him to appear on TV. Jerry cantu
claimed he answered Father Ruiz questions
truthfully and explained he never had
enough to eat at home. There were 15 children in the family (ages 8 months to 24
years) and when he lived at home with his
parents he usually had only one meal a day,
which was in the morning. He could notremember having had anything to drink at
home other than water. He did not eat lunch
at school because he did not have the money
to buy lunch and there was not enough food
for his mother to prepare a lunch for him.
Jerry Cantu remarked that since he was employed at Brooks Air Force Base 9 monthS
ago, he gained 45 pounds and gets all the
food he wants to eat. His 'wife' and baby also
have plenty of food to eat. He stated he is
buying the property where he lives at 1410
San Rafael Street for $4,000 and made a
downpayment of $90 from his last paycheck.
He was obligated to make monthly payments
of $40. Jerry Cantu introduced his brother,
Larry Cantu, age 19, who also was employed
as a dishwasher at the Brooks Air Force
Base. Larry Cantu advised the staff that on
many occasions food was scarce at home and
as soon as he could find another place to live,
and when he could afford to move, he would
leave his parents' home.
"c. Interview With Mary Garcia, a Social
Worker

"The CBS program showed an interview
with a social worker, identified as Mary
Garcia, who was With a young girl, aged 11.
The announcer opened the interview with
Miss Garcia with the folloWing statement:
" 'Hunger is never so devastating as in a
child. Never so horrifying as in what it may
drive a child to do. Social worker Mary Garcia
sees many such children.'
"Miss Garcia explained on the program
that the girl had been picked up for soliciting
for prostitution and she had quite a number
af girls involved in this activity. She remarked that the reason the girls gave for
soliciting was that they needed money to
buy food because they did not have food at
home.
"Miss Mary Garcia, assistant probation
officer, Bexar County Probation Office, Juvenile Division, San Antonio, was interviewed
by the staff on October 3, 1968. She stated
that for 2 years prior to her employment as a
probation officer began in June 1967), she
taught physical education and special education in a San Antonio high school. She
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further advised that very little of her college
work or her previous employment had prepared her for a position as a probation officer
and therefore she had had limited experience
with cases similar to the one S·h e discussed on
the CBS program.
"Miss Garcia advised that the case of the
11-year-old girl, shown on the CBS program
with her, had been referred by the juvenile
court to the child welfare department before
she could complete her investigation to locate
and interview the parents to determine the
true family circumstances. At the time of
the interview on the CBS program the child
had been placed in a home by the child
welfare department but had been brought to
the juvenile court hearing room specifically
to be displayed on the program.
"Miss Garcia stated that the 11-year-old
girl filmed by CBS had a 14-year-old sister,
and both girls had been arrested in July
1967 when they solicited a San Antonio
detective for prostitution. They claimed they
had solicited in order to get money to buy
food. Miss Garcia's records disclosed the two
girls had been referred previously to the
juvenile authorities in May 1967, after the
father had complained they had run away
from home. They were referred a second
time, in June 1967, to the same agency on
suspicion of soliciting and released when no
witnesses appeared against them. The third
referra.I occurred with their arrest in July
1967.
"Miss Garcia advised that her investigation
disclosed that the girls' mother died in 1963
and they had a stepmother for a short period
of time. She said that during her investigation of the case she went to the girls' home
and found a 12-year-old brother alone in the
house. None of the neighbors could furnish
information concerning the whereabouts of
the father. She searched the house and could
find no food. She was unable to find anything
concerning the father's employment. Miss
Garcia stated that tests given the girls disclosed that both were mentally retarded.
"Through the chid welfare department,
San Antonio, it was learned by the staff on
OCtober 4, 1968, that the family had consisted of the parents, three girls, and two
boys. The mother died in 1963, after which
the father brought another woman into the
house to live with him. The father, who was
illiterate, mentally retarded, and addicted to
liquor, was suspected of making his living
by stealing. He had been a.pprehended with
one of his sons for breaking, entering, and
theft. The son was subsequently arrested
for shoplifting, after which he was declared
a delinquent and placed on probation. The
third sister was declared a delinquent in
1963, put on probation, and placed in a foster
home. In 1964, she was sent to a State
school for the retarded. The records of the
child welfare department disclosed that on
September 26, 1967, after the 11- and 14year-old sisters were transferred to the child
welfare department, they were placed in a
foster home. On October 14, 1967, the girls
ran away and were located on October 19,
1967. On OCtober 20, 1967, the 14-year-old
girl was placed in a foster home, from which
she ran away on OCtober 21, 1967, but she
was soon located. All three sisters are presently in State-controlled schools.
"The records of the child welfare department disclosed that during August and September 1967, the father left the 12-year-old
son, who also was mentally retarded, alone
in an apartment. The father paid the rent
but did not furnish his son with food. The
boy, fed by the neighbors, was afraid to stay
in the apartment at night and slept on the
neighbors' porches. When the father was
finally located he was in possession of a
late model pickup truck and was performing
odd jobs. The father refused to attend his
children's hearings in juvenile court and
refused assistance in being taught a trade.
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"d. Interview with 'Commissioner A. J. Ploch

"Commissioner A. J. Ploch, one of four
county commissioners, Bexar County, which
includes San Antonio, was interviewed on
the CBS program and was asked about the
children in San Antonio who were not receiving enough food and their possible inability to learn properly because of an inadequate diet. Commissioner Ploch replied
that the problem was actually caused by the
fathers who would not work and, as far as
education was concerned, he did not believe
that education, other than an eighth-grade
education, was needed. Commissioner Ploch
also remarked on the CBS program that
'You'll always have hunger • * *'and'* * *
you've got to have Indians and chiefs.'
"Commissioner Ploch was interviewed by
the staff on October 3, 1968, and he advised
that portions of his interviews by CBS were
cut from the film in an effort to portray him
as a villain and as one not concerned about
the poor people of San Antonio. He stated
that the full text of his interview would have
disclosed that he also remarked that there
were many people with only an eighth-grade
education who were successfully working as
plumbers, carpenters, and tradesmen, and
they were earning more money than some
college professors. He contended that too
much emphasis was placed on a college
education and, as a result, training as a
craftsman was neglected. Commissioner
Polch maintained that contractors in the
San Antonio area were begging for laborers
and, because some 'lazy fathers' would ~ot
work, the contractors were 3 months behmd
their schedule on jobs. He said he would
stand by his statements that there will
always be Indians and chiefs and some degree
of hunger in Baxar County because of ignorance and indolence.
"Commissioner Ploch advised tha.t when
he was interviewed by representatives of CBS,
he was led to believe that San Antonio would
not be portrayed in its worst light. He further stated that because his interview was
reported out of context and he was made to
appear as an enemy of the poor, he received
a number of threatening telephone calls at
his home. In the interest Of personal safety
to his family and to himself, and at the suggestion of the chief of police, he was forced
to vaoate his home for approximately 10 days
until interest in the program had subsided.

"e.

A Dying baby

"Probably the most touching portion of
the film, and one which CBS later said,
'moved the Nation to tears,' was the scene
of a baby being given resuscitation in the
hospital after which it appeared motionless.
The CBS narrator, Charles Kuralt, made the
following statement with respect to the
scene:
"'Hunger is easy to recognize when it looks
like this. This baby is dying of starvation.
He was an American. Now he is dead.'
"Mr. Jack E. Coughlin, director of community relations, Bexar County Hospital District, which includes the Robert B. Green
Memorial Hospital, San Antonio, advised on
October 2, 1968, that the hospital scenes
shown on the CBS J»"Dgram for the San
Antonio portion were filmed at the Robert
B. Green Memorial Hospital. Arrangements
for the filming were made by Mrs. Vera
Burke, former director of social services at
the hospital, who had requested permission
from the hospital authorities. Mr. Coughlin
advised that when permission was granted
to Mrs. Burke, it was generally understood
that the filming would be confined to the
pediatrics ward 1f she could obtain the concurrence from the doctors in that ward. Mr.
Coughlin stated that after viewing the CBS
program, he determined that Mrs. Burke had
permitted the CBS crew to take photographs
in the premature nursery, an area which is
off limits to visitors.
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"Mr. Coughlin stated that after a local
newspaper had published a news article
which indicated that the baby shown on the
CBS program was a premature baby and
did not die from starvation, the hospital
administration made an independent investigation. The results of that investigation
were stated by Mr. Coughlin to be as follows:
'The male baby involved was born at the
hospital at 8:15 a.m. on October 24, 1967,
and expired at 3 p.m. on October 29, 1967, in
the premature nursery. The baby's weight at
birth was 2 pounds, 12 ounces, and the gestation period was 28 weeks (approximately 7
months). The hospital records disclosed that
Dr. Luis Rey Montemayor, the doctor on
du-ty, recorded on the baby's chart that the
child had a cardiac arrest and respiratory
arrest on October 27, 1967, and two additional attacks on October 29, 1967, the last when
he was pronounced dead. The death certificate, filed by the hospital on the baby, disclosed the baby died from septicemia, meningitis, and peritonitis, with the underlying
cause being 'prematurity.'
"Mr. Coughlin produced copies of releases
CBS had obtained from the parents of a
number of children photographed in the
pediatrics ward. Each indicated a payment of
$5 had been paid to a parent for the release.
He advised that he had no evidence that
CBS had obtained releases from the parents
whose children were photographed in the
premature nursery.
·
"Dr. Luis Ray Montemayor, who had entered private practice in San Antonio, was
interviewed by the staff on October 3, 1968.
He advised that he had obtained his education in Mexico and performed his intern
work at the Robert B. Green Memorial Hospital. He recalled on occasion when he was
attending a baby in the premature nursery
in the hospital and was summoned by a
nurse who said another baby in the same
nursery was in distress and required immediate attention. He stated he rushed to the
isolette to attend to the baby. He observed at
the time that there were CBS cameramen
and equipment in the premature nursery
and learned that filming of babies had
taken place. He stated that as soon as he
started attending the baby he noticed the
CBS camera crew move into his area and
commence filming his efforts. He said that
the baby had suffered a cardiac and respiratory arrest, one of several the baby had suffered since birth, and he administered resuscitation. For a short period of time it
appeared that the baby would not respond,
but he continued to work with it and it did
respond. He said the baby died 2 days later
when it suffered another series of attacks
and could not be saved.
"Dr. Montemayor remarked that CBS was
wrong in depicting that the baby died of
starvation, that there was no evidence of
malnutrition, but rather the baby was premature and the prognosis for survival at
the time of birth was not good. He recalled
that one of the CBS representatives questioned him concerning the 'malnourished
babies he saw in the nursery.' Dr. Montemayor advised that he informed the CBS
representative that the babies he saw in the
premature nursery were small because they
were born prematurely and the chances of
survival for many of them were questionable.
He said that the CBS representative for some
unknown reason, wanted him to say that the
mothers of the babies gave birth to premature babies because they were malnourished.
Dr. Montemayor advised that while it was
possible that malnutrition could be a contributing factor to a premature birth, there
was no such evidence in the case of the baby
photographed by CBS and shown on the program. Dr. Montemayor positively identified
the baby he attended and which was filmed
by CBS in his presence as the same baby
identified by Mr. Coughlin from hospital rec-
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ords. Identification was also made by the
head nurse in the premature nursery and
by a student nurse, both of whom were witnesses to the CBS filming.
"The parents of the baby were interviewed
by the staff on October 4, 1968, in San Antonio, and they positively identified tlhe
baby shown on the CB8-TV program as their
baby. The mother was in the hospital and
witnessed the filming of her baby by CBS
from the hall leading to the glass-enclosed
isolette where she knew her baby was being
cared for. The father had visited the baby
on a number of occasions and S1l.W the program broadcast. The parents claimed that
CBS did not contact them for permission to
use the film and the statements in the
program about starvation were definitely untrue. The mother advised that she had
fallen when she was in her 7th month of
pregnancy and began experiencing pains, at
which time she was taken to the hospital
by her husband, and she g.ave birth prematurely. She stated that the availability of
food had been no problem for her because
she not only ate at her home but at her
mother's home and the home of her motherin-law. The father advised that he had won
acclaim for his athletic abilities in high
school and exhibited several trophies
awarded to him in track and basketball competition. He is presently in his second year
of college and has expectations of making
the varsity basketball team. Upon graduation he plans to teach physical education.
"The grandmothers of the baby advised on
October 3, 1968, that they both had steady
jobs and felt that they had provided well
for their children's health and did not believe they were ever malnourished. They advised that the daughter had recently lost
her second child at 28 weeks of pregnancy,
the cause of death being prem.a.turity. They
said the second child weighed approxlma.tely
the same as the first child.
"On October 2, 1968, Mr. Kemper Diehl,
a reporter for the San Antonio Express, advised he first brought to the attention of
the people of San Antonio the facts concerning the baby that was reported to have
died during the filming of the CBS program.
Initially, another reporter for the newspaper, Arthur Moczygemba, had been informed by Mrs. Vera Burke at the Robert
B. Green Memorial Hospital that the baby
shown on the CBS program was a premature
baby and there was no starvation involved.
As a result of this information the editor
of the San Antonio Express assigned Mr.
Diehl to determine the facts. Mr. Diehl
searched the records of the hospital and
death certificates on file .at the City Health
Department which disclosed that three recently born infants had died during the
period CBS was in San Antonio filming the
program. Investigation disclosed that one
of the babies was a girl, which was ruled
out because CBS referred to the baby as a
male. Of the two remaining babies, both
were males; one weighed 7 pounds and 11
ounces and the other weighed 2 pounds and
12 ounces. Only the smaller baby was confined to the premature nursery. Mr. Diehl
interviewed hospital personnel and was advised that the hospital background which
appeared in the film olearly showed that
the filming of the baby occurred in the
premature nursery. The size of the baby was
determined to be approximately two pounds,
based on a pathologist's calculation of the
approximate size of the baby as compared
to the size of the hands of the doctor who
was holding the baby at the time it was
filmed. Mr. Diehl stated that after the
ooby was identified he interviewed the parents who also confirmed that the baby filmed
by the CBS crew wa.s, in fact, their baby.
"f. CBS Statement Concerning the USDA
Commodity Program

"Mr. Charles Kurallt made the following

comments concerning the commodity di.s-
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tribution program of the USDA during the
narration of the portion of the film on San
Antonio. He sta.ted that San Antonio's answer to hunger for the last 14 years had been
surplus commodities. Surplus commodities
were foods that farmers could not sell and
nobody else wanted. The USDA bought surpi us crops from farmers and got rid of them
by giving them to the poor. For farmers and
the Government, commodities were a convenience; for the poor they were simply an
inadequate dole. The commodity distribution
program consisted largely of dumping excesses rather than providing essentials. The
program had not changed since it was conceived in the 1930's.
"Secretary of Agriculture Orville F. Freeman publicly denounced the statements made
on the CBS program. According to Secretary
Freeman, the commodity distribution program had changed radically in that as late
as 1960, USDA offered only five items of food
for distribution, namely, lard, rice, fiour,
nonfat dry milk, and cornmeal, which foods
had a value of $2.20 per person per month,
but, in 1961, the number of commodities and
the amount of food for distribution were
doubled. The program was improved still
further by offering additional foods, and at
the time of the showing of the CBS program
a total of 16 items were offered to recipients.
During the late summer of 1968 an additional
six items were added, making a total of 22
items offered to the needy. An official of
USDA advised that the dollar value of commodities now being distributed for each person per month was $12.70 and, as of November 1, 1968, the commodities included dry
beans, bulgur, butter, cheese, whole canned
chicken, corn grits, cornmeal, scrambled egg
mix, fiour, fruit and vegetable juice, lard or
shortening, chopped canned meat, evaporated
milk, nonfat dry milk, peanutt butter, dry
split peas, instant potatoes, raisins or prunes,
rice, oats or rolled wheat, corn syrup, and
canned vegetables, with many of these foods
having been nutritionally fortified.
"In rebuttal to the charge that the commodity distribution program consisted largely
of dumping excesses rather than providing
essentials, Secretary Freeman said that some
of the foods distributed were items which
were in oversupply but certainly could not
be classified as foods 'nobody else wants' because they were identica~l in content and
purity to foods purchased by millions of
Americans in local supermarkets. He submitted that these foods currently provided
the following percentages of full daily allowances recommended by the National Research
Council: protein, 127.7 percent; calcium, 158
percent; iron, 91.4 percent; vitamin A, 69.5
percent; thiamine, 143.9 percent; riboflavin,
165.7 percent; vitamin C, 92.4 percent; and
food energy, 77.6 percent.
"g. Filmed Scenes and Interviews
Not Included in Program
"Mr. John E. Bierschwale, director of the
San Antonio City Welfare Department, ad-

vised on September 30, 1968, that at the time
the CBS crew was in San Antonio, the city
operated a commodity distribution program
for the needy. The city has since changed
to a food stamp program. He said the CBS
crew wanted to film a typical commodity
distribution office and made arrangements to
set up the cameras at one of the offices. CBS
waited for a long line to form outside the
office, but when this did not occur the CBS
crew requested that the doors to the office
be closed to allow a line of people to form.
Mr. Bierschwale stated that he cooperated
with CBS by closing the office without realizing that CBS intended to discredit the
commodity distribution program. The doors
were closed for 1 hour and 45 minutes to permit a line of about 20 people to form before
the filming took place.
"Dr. Ramiro P. Estrada, a private physician
a.nct memoer of the staff a.t the :aooert B.
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Green Memorial Hospital, advised on October 2, 1968, that he was asked to take part
in the CBS program but the filmed portion
relating to his interviews was not used in the
televised program. He said he met with CBS
representatives and Mrs. Vera Burke prior to
the actual filming. At the meeting, the CBS
representatives indicated that they were interested in showing only advanced ca.ses of
malnutrition. They visited several homes
where he examined the children while CBS
filmed the interviews. Dr. Estrada stated the
CBS representatives wanted him to say some
of the cases of malnutrition were severe,
whereas they were actually relatively minor
cases. He advised that he told the CBS representatives he 'would not bend the truth'
and they accused him of being evasive. Dr.
Estrada indicated that it was apparent to
him the CBS representatives were interested
only in sensational-type material and they
wanted him to say things with a more sensational impact than what he was willing to
say.
"2. Loudoun County, Va.

"The CBS narrator reported that:
"'Loudoun County, Va., is anything but a
poverty pocket. It is headquarters for the
so-called horsey set. The county contains
hunt clubs, private schools, and aristocratic
race meets that mingle the pedigree of the
horses with those of their owners. The trappings of wealth are everywhere. Loudoun
County is only 25 miles outside Washington,
D.C. It is the home of distinguished legislators like Senator Everett Dirksen, celebrities
like Arthur Godfrey. Society here is studded
with American nobility-names like duPont,
Mellon and Whitney.
" 'Hunger is the last thing an outsider
would expect to find; indeed it might be the
last thing he would find. Yet hidden away
in Loudoun County are thousands of
shacks where tenant farmers lead a marginal
existence. Loudoun County, like one-third of
t h e counties in America, has no Federal food
program.'
"Mr. Kuralt introduced Dr. Stephen
Gra nger, Loudoun County Medical Officer, as
a man who knew and treated many of the
tenant famUies.
" a. Remar ks by Dr. Stephen Granger

"Dr. Granger mentioned on the program
that the diet of tenant families was heavy
on starch and light on P!Otein. Because of
the diet t he children had a ' • • • kind of a
h ollow lifeless look-stringy hair, a p n.sty
complexion, and a dead look about their eyes.
There is a hopeless feeling that springs almost physically fro m these children.' Cont inuing, Dr. Granger said a poor diet affected
brain tissue and the child's ability to think
and to learn, a condition that was not reversible , 'Not by Christmas baskets, not b y
hot lunches when he starts school, or anything else, 1 year from now or 5 years from
now." Following the interviews with two tenant farmers in Loudoun County, Dr. Granger
commented on people among his patients
who l::>oked old prematurely. He said premature a ging may be caused by a number of
medical problems, but m a lnutrition certainly
played a big par t . He claimed there were
about 7,000 households in the area that had
severe nutrit ional problems and that the people in these households rarely, if ever, ate a
complete meal.
" Dr. Granger asserted that such people
' * * • with no past to be proud of and no
hope for the future , seek immediate forms
of employment.' With this statement he
ju s t ified the presenc e of a late-model television in the house, empty pint bot tles in the
yard, and a late-model baby in the crib .
" Mr. Charles F. Turner, execu t ive secretar y, Loudoun County Board of Supervisors,
Lees burg, Va.. , advised t he staff on October
10, 1968, that Dr. Gran ger initially informed
him about the plans for CBS to make a film
in L01.1doun County. Prior to the actual film-

ing he met with CBS representat ives who
a ssured him that the program would be an
objective analysis of malnutrition, t hat t h e
subject matter would be handled in a general
way, and that CBS would not be critical of
Loundoun County. Mr. Turner stated he felt
that CBS misrepresented the conditions in
Loudoun County and, further, misrepresented the program objectives as stated to him.
"Mr. Turner stated that Dr. Granger's remark that 'There are about 7,000 households
in the area that have severe nutrition problems' was inaccurate. A recent county survey,
by actual count, d isclosed the existence of
10,086 homes in the county, and Dr. Granger's estimate would indicate that 7 out of
every 10 households in the count y were su ffering severe nu t rit ional p roblems. Mr. Turner advised that he challenged Dr . Granger
on his estimate a ft er he saw the pr.:>gram
and Dr. Granger, in a succession or attempts
to clarify his comment, first said that he
meant individuals instead of household3, and
then expanded his statement to include in dividuals in Loudoun and Fauquier Coun t ies .
Finally, he included individual s in Loudoun ,
Fauquier, and Prince William Counties .
"Dr. Stephen Granger, Children's Hospital ,
Washington, D.C., former Loudoun Count y
Health Officer, was interviewed by the staff on
November 20, 1968. Dr. Granger said he was
contacted by Mr. Martin Carr of CBS who
explained that the CBS film would depict
hunger and malnutrition in the United
States and Mr. Carr requested to meet v!ith
some white tenant farmers in Loudoun
Oounty who were believed to be suffering
from malnutrition due to economic deprivation. Dr. Granger advised that a list of approximately 20 households was compiled and
discussed with Mr. Carr. Mr. Carr was shown
some of these households and the ultimat e
selection of households filmed was made by
CBS.
.
"Refiecting on his comment on the CBS
program relative to 7,000 households in the
county having severe nutritional problems,
Dr. Granger adVised the staff that if he had
it to do over again he would say 7,000 people
in Loudoun County rather than 7,000 households. When he was questioned further concerning this estimate he said that the figure
applied to the 'area' rather than the county,
but refused to describe in a geographic 1;;ense
his use of the term 'area.' He acknowledged
that he had no statistical basis for his use of
the figure 7,000, whether it be households or
people. Dr. Granger was of the opinion that
the program areurately depicted conditions
in Loudoun County. He regarded the film as
being of high quality-an excellent- presentation showing a good balance in placing the
responsibiUty for malnutrition on the
county, State, and "Federal Governments. Dr.
Granger advised that his resignation as
county health officer from Loudoun County
was only coincidental with the release of t he
CBS program and the critical reaction the
program received in the county.
"b. Interview with Mrs. Franklin Hopkins

"During the CBS program an interview
with a. Mrs. Franklin Hopkins was conducted
by Mrs. Pauline J. Barrett, a Loudoun County
Public Health Nurse, in which Mrs. Hopkins
was quest.ioned concerning the eating habits
of her children. The questioning disclosed
that Mrs. Hopkins had not decided what to
prepare for lunch, that she had no baby food
In the house far her baby, and that another
child had only gravy for breakfast that
morning.
"Mrs. P a uline J . Barrett, public health
n urse, Depart ment of Public Health, Leesburg, Loudoun County, advised the staff on
Oct ober 11 , 1968 that arrangements for her
participation in the interview with Mrs. Hopkins were made b y Dr. Granger with CBS.
She was asked by CBS to conduct the interview in the same manner as she would in any
home visit. The interview commenced with
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a discussion of the children's diet and continued with a discussion of family supervision, care of teeth, and immunization shots.
CBS used only that portion of the interview
which dealt with the children's diet, because
that was their primary interest. Mrs. Barrett
was of the opinion that CBS neglected to
bring out that fact that it was not normally
the lack of food so much as not knoWing or
carin g how to prepare an adequate diet which
was responsible for the dietary deficiencies
of many poor people. She did not consider
Loudoun County unique nor was it better
or worse than other counties she knew about.
Mrs. Barrett noted that in her 6 years as a
public health nurse in Loudoun County, the
few cases of hunger she had seen were the
r esult of parental neglect.
"Mrs. Helen C. Shorey, superintendent,
Loudoun Count y Department of Public Welf are, Leesburg, advised the staff on October
10, 1968 , that Franklin Roosevelt Hopkins
h a d asked the welfare office for assistance in
S ep t ember :..96':", when his wife was expecting
t h eir fift h child. He was employed at the time,
with a monthly income of $277.33. He was
not eligible for assistance because of his income , but the welfare department paid the
hospital bill for Mrs. Hopkins' maternity
care pursuant to a rulin g which permitted
such payment for a family of six with an
in come under $300 a month.
"Mr. Roland Hope, a dairy farmer who
resided in Loudoun County, near Purcellville, Va., a dvised the staff on October 11,
1968, that Claude Hopkins and his family
were t enants on another farm operated by
him , also near Purcellville, at the time CBS
filmed the program in Loudoun County. He
ident ified the Mrs. Hopkins interviewed on
the program as Mrs. Franklin Hopkins, the
daughter-in-law of Claude Hopkins, his
tenant, with whom the Franklin Hopkins
family lived. He said that Claude Hopkins
had so ns 1iving with him a. t the time he was
a t en ant. He thought Franklin Hopkin s had
been working on a highway crew in the
neighborhood of Hamilton, Va., at the time
of t h e filming of the program. Mr. Hope advised that his basic pay for tenant farmers,
including the Hopkins family, was $200 a
month, and in addition he furnished a
house, electricity, firewood, a gallon or more
of milk a day, and between one fourth and
one half of a beef twice a year. He stated
that the better farmhands received the larger portion of beef. He also provided garden
space but commented that it had been his
experience that tenants seldom planted a
garden even after he prepared the land for
them. Mr. Hope stated he had a constant
need for farmhands but was only able to get
Franklin Hopkins and his brothers to work
occasionally. He advised that all of the
Hopkins men had a drinking problem and
Franklin Hopkins frequently did not show
up for work for a couple of days after receiving his pay.
"Mrs. Franklin Hopkins was interviewed by
the staff on October 11, 1968, at LovettsVille,
Va.. The Hopkins family moved to this location following the filming of the CBS program. Mrs. Hopkins stated that the farm
where she now resided was owned by Mr.
Asbury Smith. Her husband, Franklin Roosevelt Hopkins, worked for Mr. Smith and was
paid $90 every 2 weeks. In addition, they
were furnished a house which had indoor
plumbing, electricity, and furnace heat. They
were provided the fuel for winter months,
milk every day, two hogs and feed necessary
to raise them, and a quantity of beef. Mrs.
Hopkins said she had received clothes for
her daughter from a relative of Mrs. Smith.
When asked if she had enough food for the
family, Mrs. Hopkins stated she did but
could always use more.
"With respect to her appearance on the
CBS program, Mrs. Hopkins advised that Dr.
Granger and Mrs. Barrett arrived at her home
with the CBS film crew without making prior
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arrangements with her. Mrs. Hopkins explained that her comment about not having
baby food in the house was due to the !act
the baby was only 2 weeks old and not old
enough for solid food. She said she had the
money to buy baby food 1! the baby had
been old enough for solid food. Relative to
her statement that one o! her children had
only gravy for breakfast, Mrs. Hopkins said
the family had gravy and biscuits for breakfast, a standard breakfast for them because
they preferred it. Mrs. Hopkins advised the
staff the family had everything it wanted in
the way of food at the time her interview
was filmed, including meat remaining from a
side of beef previously given to the family by
the landowner. She said the CBS film crew
was aware of the food because one of them
opened the refrigerator during the visit and
sa.w the food.
"3. Tuba City, Ariz.
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dried up, and they were not getting any
food. The babies were brought to the hospital only after a considerable period of time
had elapsed and it was clifilcult to save them.
She stated that the Navajo mothers were
reluctant to bring their babies to the hospital when their milk dried up because to admit this fact was an admission that they
were incapable of functioning as a mother.
She advised that within the past 5 years, she
had 28 cases of Marasmus in the hospital
and, of these, 14 died. The death rate was
exceptionally high because the babies were
in poor health, including almost total dehydration, when they were admitted.
"Dr. Van Duzen stated that Kwashiorkor
appeared in children from 1 to 2 years of
age. In most cases the children had been
weaned and were given whole milk after
which they developed diarrhea. The mother
thought the milk caused the diarrhea and
the child was then taken off milk. Consequently, the child received little nourishment. Another factor to be considered in
Kwashiorkor cases is that in the Navajo families the children traditionally eat after the
adults and receive what food is left, if any.
If the family ate together, the children had
to fend for themselves. She advised that the
typical Navajo mother was totally unknowledgeable about nutritional and medical
needs and would bring a child to the hospital only after the 1llness had continued for
a substantial length of time.
"Mr. John P. Sipe, agency social worker,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Tuba City, advised
the staff on September 23, 1968, that the day
after the CBS program appeared on television he received a telephone call from his
superiors instructing him to make a report
on the Navajo families shown on the program. Mr. Sipe advised that the CBS program was not shown in Tuba City and he
had not seen the film. After considerable investigation, including interviews with Dr.
Van Duzen and Wilson Grey, he identified
four families visited by the CBS representatives but he could not say if they were included in the televised program. Information
concerning the four families was furnished
by Mr. Sipe as follows:

"CBS reported that 'The deserts of Arizona
and New Mexico are nice places to visit, but
the Navajo Indians have to live there. Living
in a desert, just staying alive, is very hard for
the 125,000 members of the largest tribe in
the United States. The West was theirs once.
They were nomads and their home was vast.
Now they have an arid reservation. Dr. Jean
Van Duzen of Tuba City, Ariz., has practiced
among the Navajo Indians for the past 14
years. She continually !aces the medical
problems caused by lack of food.'
"Dr. Van Duzen commented that the people she saw every day appeared as though
they ate mostly starches. The older people
tended to be rather !at and dumpy and the
children were just plain undernourished. She
stated that surplus commodities only provided 40 percent of the caloric needs of the
people and did not make any allowance !or
protein, vitamin, and mineral needs.
"Scenes filmed at Tuba City, Ariz., included unidentified Indian hogans and a
visit to the Public Health Service hospital
for the Navajo Reservation. Dr. Van Duzen
exhibited several children in the hospital
who allegedly had Kwashiorkor, which she
described as '• • • the most severe form of
protein calorie malnutrition. This is a
disease that was seen first in South America
"a. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kerley
and Africa. It's not supposed to exist in the
"In 1967, the Kerley family lived at CamUnited States, but it does.' She also exhibited children who allegedly had Maras- eron, Ariz. Mrs. Kerley was formerly married
mus, which she described as a •• • • total to the brother of Jimmy Kerley, first name
calorie and protein malnutrition.' She said not known, who was an alcoholic. She left
children who had Marasmus became that the brother to live with Jimmy Kerley, also
way because they had •• • • nothing, prac- an alcoholic. There were four children by the
tically nothing but water, and very quickly two fathers in the home. In November 1967,
they get into great trouble and frequently when CBS was filming the program in Tuba
they die.' She went on to state that one- City, the Kerley's infant child was in the
third of the children admitted to the hospi- hospital. At the time of the filming the parents were separated, but Mr. Kerley was
tal for Marasmus die.
"Dr. V-an Duzen, chief of pediatrics, Tuba working in Flagstaff, Ariz., and contributed
City Hospital, advised the staff on Septem- to the support of the children. The mother
ber 24, 1968, that she did not know why and children received surplus commodities,
Tuba City was selected by CBS !or its pro- but the family did not receive welfare asgram but she cooperated with CBS after sistance because there was no financial need.
"In December 1967, Mr. Kerley was in jail,
permission had been granted by her superiors. The Navajo fammes contacted by CBS and Mrs. Kerley, who also had a drinking
were selected by her and Wilson Grey, a problem, w-as placed on general assistance by
hea th education aid and formerly a driver- the Bureau o! Indian Affairs and was given
interpreter at the time CBS visited the hos- $178 month. During the period o! separation
pital. She stated that they visited five or six the Bureau of Indian Affairs worked with
Navajo camps on the reservation and at each the family in an effort to bring about a reccamp filmed one hogan. She also conducted oncmation. In January 1968, Mr. and Mrs.
the CBS camera crew through the Public Kerley were reconciled and married. - On
Health Service hospital and exhibited several March 26, 1968, Mr. and Mrs. Kerley enrolled
children who had been 'admitted to the hos- in training programs at the Bureau of Inpital for various illnesses, most of whom had dian Affairs Employment Center, Roswell, N.
Mex., where they resided and reportedly were
been underfed.
"Dr. Van Duzen advised the staff that progressing well.
"b. Mr. and Mrs. YodeZZ Billah
when the CBS representatives visited the
hospital there were several cases of Kwashi"Mr. and Mrs. Yodell Billah, who live 1n
orkor and Marasmus, but at the time of the area of Red Lake, Ariz., had 10 children.
the s~ff's visit she had no cases of Kwashi- One child was married and resided away from
orkor and had only two cases of Marasmus. home; one was in Vietnam; two were in a
Dr. Van Duzen stated that usually the cases Bureau of Indian A1falrs boarding school;
of Marasmus involved babies 2 to 2% two resided at home and attended Red Lake
months of age where the mothers had been Day School; two were in foster homes under
breast feeding the babies, the milk had the Indian placement program sponsored by

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints; and one was of preschool age. The
other child was unaccounted for. The husband was a shepherd, but performed odd
jobs and participated in tribal work projects.
The husband had 2 years of education but
had no job training. At the time of the filming by CBS in November 1967, the family did
not receive assistance because the husband
was working and had not applied for assistance. The family has since commenced receiving surplus commodities and, because of
a recent injury, the husband applied to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs for general assistance. The social services agency, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, had no information that indicated there was any malnourishment in the
family.
"c. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Woody

"Mr. Andrew Woody and his wife were 63
and 42 years of age, respectively. They had
eight children, ranging in age from 6 months
to 20 years. Their eldest daughter, along with
her husband and infant child, lived with
them. At the time they were filmed by CBS
in November 1967, the Woody family received
social security and aid to families with dependent children totaling $220 monthly, the
maximum paid under the Arizona State
statutory grant. The daughter's husband was
employed by the branch of plant management, Tuba City agency, Bureau o! Indian
Affairs, where he earned over $2 an hour. According to Mr. Sipe, there was no malnutrition in this family.
"d. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Nez

"Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Nez were grandparents,
who lived in a family camp at Cow Springs,
Ariz. Their daughter Anna Nez-, her husband,
and their child lived in the same camp but
in a different hogan. CBS first filmed Anna
Nez with her child and then filmed the
grandparents with Anna's child. Boyd Nez
and his wife were 68 and 66 years of age, respectively. Both received old-age assistance
totaling $128 a month. Anna Nez' husband
had an income from odd jobs and livestock
which ranged from $2,000 to $2,500 per year.
The grandparents also received surplus commodities at the time they were filmed by
CBS. The family reportedly ate as a group
and there was no apparent hunger problem.
The grandparents advised Mr. Sipe that they
received a total o! $40 !or posing for CBS
and were promised more money and some
lumber which they never received.
"Mr. Sipe advised that the Navajo families
he was able to identify as having been filmed
by CBS had in common the fact that they
resided in traditional dwellings, namely hogans, and spoke little or no Engllsh. Mr.
Sipe stated that the families had limited education and. no job training. He further sa.id
that they were well known to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and were receiving services
from various Federal and State programs.
"4. Hale County, Ala.

"CBS reported that:
" 'It has never been easy to be a Negro in
Alabama. Times have often been bad, and
they've never been good. But there's always
been ootton-to plant, to chop, to pick, and
to plough. Cotton has been a misery, but at
least it's been a meal ticket. Now it's not even
that. The machines have taken over, and a
field that once needed 100 Negroes today
barely supports three. Ten years ago machines harvested only 2 percent of Alabama's
cotton. This year they will harvest more than
80 percent.
" 'The Negroes must look elsewhere for
jobs, and the jobs are not in Alabama. Some
go North. Many others remain, often because
they are so poor, so tired, and so hungry that
they can't even get up and go. In the long
history of Black Belt deprivation there have
never been times as bad as these.
" 'Last spring the Field Foundation sent six
prominent doctors to investigate hunger in
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Mississippi. One of these was Dr. Raymond
Wheeler, who has lived and practiced in the
South all his life.'
"Doctor Wheeler was asked by CBS to visit
Hale County, Ala., during the filming of the
segment in that area and he conducted the
interViews with local participants.
"a. Interview with Mrs. Louise Zanders

"The interview of Mrs. Zanders conducted
by Dr. Wheeler, as set forth in the transcript
of the program, was as follows:
"'Dr.WHEELER. You have how many children to feed?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. Ten.
"'Dr. WHEELER. Ten children.
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. Yes.
"'Dr. WHEELER. Are there times when you
don't have enough food in the house to go
around?
"'Mrs. ZANDERS. Yes, sir; lots of times.
" 'Dr. WHEELER. There are times when-" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. I just have to make out
with what I have. Give each one of them a
little of what I have.
"'Dr. WHEELER. What did you have for
dinner today?
"'Mrs. ZANDERS. I didn't have any dinner.
"' Dr. WHEELER. You're going to have a
baby before long?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. Yes, sir.
"'Dr. WHEELER. What kind of food do you
eat?
"'Mrs. ZANDERS. Rice, chicken sometimes.
" 'Dr. WHEELER. What else do you eat?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. That's all, and water.
" 'Dr. WHEELER. Mrs. Zanders, what does
your husband do for a living?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. He gets jobs in hayfields.
"'Dr. WHEELER. In hayfields?
"'Mrs. ZANDERS. Yes.
"'Dr. WHEELER. How much does he make
when he's working?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. From $3 to $4 a day.
"'Dr. WHEELER. $3 to $4 a day?
" 'Mrs. ZA..'l"DERS. Yes, sir.
"'Dr. WHEELER. And he hasn't worked now
in 3 or 4 weeks?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. Yes.
"'Dr. WHEELER. Do you get food stamps?
"'Mrs. ZANDERS. No, sir; because I'm not
able to get them.
" 'Dr. WHEELER. Why not?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. I ain't got them this
month. They cost $70 and I don't have it.
" 'Dr. WHEELER. Have you asked for any help
from anyone in raising the money to buy
those stamps?
"'Mrs. ZANDERS. No, sir; there ain't no need.
" 'Dr. WHEELER. Why?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. They ain't going to give
it to you.
"'Dr. WHEELER. Have you been down to the
welfare department and talked to them, or
ha& your husband?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. No, sir; the last time I
went to welfare the lady told me-said if you
have a living husband that they can't give
you no help.
"'Dr. WHEELER. Even if he's not working?
" 'Mrs. ZANDERS. Yes, sir.'
"Following the interview of Mrs. Zanders
by Dr. Wheeler, Mr. Charles Kuralt, the
CBS narrator, remarked that 'Three weeks
after talking to Dr. Wheeler, Mrs. Zanders
gave birth to a severely malnourished baby.
Two days later the baby died.'
"The staff interviewed Mrs. Louise Zanders
on September 27, 1968, at her farmhome near
Faunsdale, Ala. She advised that in the fall
of 1967 a 'white person' stopped at her home
and asked some questions about hunger and
asked to take pictures for a TV program. In
November 1967, a camera crew accompanied
by Dr. Wheeler, arrived and took pictures inside and outside her home for 3 days, working from approximately 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., with
only a break for lunch. During this time, Dr.
Wheeler asked her many questions while the
camera crew took pictures, and the interview
With Dr. Wheeler was recorded several times.
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The CBS crew gave her $39 while they were
ather home.
"Mrs. Zanders stated that her husband,
her mother, and 11 children resided on 4 tbacres of land they rent. They paid $189 per
year rent, payable 'when the crop comes in.'
She claimed to have purchased food stamps
on and off since September 1967. The food
stamps were very helpful and her family had
enough food and did not go hungry. She
said her husband planted corn, cotton, okra,
peanuts, and potatoes, but the only crop they
sold was cotton as they used the other products themselves. It was observed by staff
members that the house where the Zanders
resided was in extremely poor condition and
appeared on the verge of collapse. Two lean
hogs were observed enclosed in an area near
the house and Mrs. Zanders said the hogs
belonged to them and would be killed during the winter, if they could be fattened. The
Zanders also owned two mules, a calf, and a
few chickens. She was asked about her water
supply and pointed to a well about one-half
mile away as being the closest source. It was
noted during the interview that four or five
children were in and about the house and
upon inquiry Mrs. Zanders advised that they
were not in school because they did not have
the proper clothes and she needed them to
carry water. Her husband obtained occasional work in the fields and her mother received $26 a month in old-age assistance payments as well as $70 a month from the Veterans' Administration. An older son, who was
married but did not live with his wife and
child, paid her from $10 to $20 a week from
the wages he received from a packinghouse.
"Mrs. Zanders had not seen the CBS program and the transcript of her interView was
read to her. She remarked that if the CBS
program said her baby died from malnutrition it was not true, and she would •tell it
like it is.' According to Mrs. Zanders, at about
3 p .m. on December 23, 1967, she experienced
labor pains and was admitted to the Hale
County Hospital at Greensboro, Ala., by Dr.
Chester Singleton, her doctor. Sometime after
admittance, the doctor told her that the baby
was very large and was in a breech position.
Around midnight she was transferred to
Druid City Hospital, Tuscaloosa, where Dr.
William Standeffer performed an operation
and delivered the child. She contl.nued that
she never saw the baby but was informed
that the baby was stillborn and that it
weighed about 12 pounds. According to Mrs.
Zanders, many of her children were large at
birth.
"The death certificate on file at the Bureau of Vital Statistics, Montgomery, Ala.,
disclosed that the birth was a stillbirth, with
delivery made by a cesarean section operation by Dr. Standeffer on December 24, 1967.
The weight of the female child was 12
pounds, 5 ounces; the length of pregnancy
was 40 weeks; and death was due to prolonged labor at another hospitaL
"Dr. Standeffer advised the staff on September 26, 1968, that Mrs. Zanders was admitted to Druid City Hospital around
Christmas 1967. She had been in labor a long
time and had been admitted from another
hospital. Upon examining Mrs. Zanders he
determined that the baby had already died so
he removed the body by a cesarean section
operation. The baby was very large and
showed no signs of malnutrition. It was his
opinion that death was due to prolonged
labor. He said that Mrs. Zanders did not show
any signs of being malnourished.
"The records of the Druid City Hospital
disclosed that Mrs. Zanders was a p atient in
the hospital for a total of 25 days; she was
seen by two obstetricians and one urologist,
and received five X-rays and numerous medi cations. Her hospital bill of $1,284.40 had not
been paid.
"Mrs. Virginia Glass, director of pensions
and security, Greensboro, Ala., advised on
September 26, 1968, that her records disclosed
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that Mrs. Zanders inquired in November
1965 about welfare assistance but did not
make application as she was informed that
she was ineligible because Mrs. Zanders had
a small income and there were two ablebodied people in the household.
"Mrs. Barbara Drury, supervisor, food
stamp program, Hale County, Ala., advised
that the Zanders family first applied for food
stamps in July 1967, at which time the
family income was $181 per month, making it
eligible for $128 in stamps at a cost of $70.
In view of the fact that this was the first
month for the family to participate, the cost
was only half price, $35. Mrs. Drury stated
that the Zanders family had been recertified
a total of nine times since it was first certified in July 1967. The recertifications were
caused by changes in the monthly income
earned by the family and changes in the
number of people in the household. Food
stamp costs for the family had ranged from
a low of $22 a month in February 1968, when
the family only had an income of $60, to
a high of $102 in June 1968, when the family
income was $317.42. Mrs. Drury stated that
Mr. Zanders reported on August 19, 1968, he
had lost his job due to lack of transportation. His income for August 1968 had been
$132.40. In September 1968, he was entitled
to purchase food stamps, valued at $130, for
$58, but he received a voucher from OEO for
the $58 and the food stamps did not cost the
family any money for the month. Mrs. Drury
advised that the purchase price for food
stamps was paid by OEO for a number of
families in Hale County during September
1968 in order that poor families could use
their money to purchase school clothes for
their children.
"b. Interview with Mrs. Sally Lee Carlisle

"Mrs. Sally Lee Carlisle of Faunsdale, Ala.,
was also interviewed on the CBS program by
Dr. Raymond Wheeler. Prior to introducing
Mrs. Carlisle, Mr. Charles Kuralt, CBS narrator, stated that Dr. Wheeler 'talked to a
woman whose family has been sharecroppers
ever since they stopped being slaves. The
woman and her husband and 14 children and
grandchildren still live on the farm, but it
does not support them any more.' In response
to questioning by Dr. Wheeler, Mrs. Carlisle
indicated that she had a garden in which
she raised okra and other things , but could
not raise corn to feed hogs, chickens, and
turKeys because the landowner had sold the
corn acres to the Government. She was unable to buy food stamps every 2 weeks because she did not have the $33 necessary for
the purchase price. Her husband worked for
the city -and earned only $3.50 a day. Mrs.
Carlisle concluded with general comments
dealing with her thoughts tha.t they are not
treated as well as they were formerly treated,
probably because of school integration and
increased voting by members of her race.
She spoke of the young people moving to
the North where they were getting better
jobs and better treatment.
"Mrs. Sally Lee Carlisle was contacted by
the staff on September 26, 1968, at her home
near Faunsdale where the family had resided
since 1964. The home was a run-down cabin
located in the middle of a cotton field and
had no electricity or plumbing. The family
had no toilet because the one they had formerly used had rotten and fallen down. Water was carried from a spring located approximately one-fourth mile from the house.
"When Mrs. Carlisle was oontacted by the
staff there were 10 children residing at home,
four of which were her own, and six belonged
to her daughter Ruby, who was residing
either in New Jersey or New York and worked
as a domestic. Mrs. Carlisle's husband had a
steady job working for the city of Uniontown, Ale.., and, according to her, earned $3
a day. Mrs. Carlisle received approximately
$25 each week from Ruby for support of the
children and $20 each week from two grown
sons who lived at home and worked in town.
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Mrs. Carlisle stated that she and some of her the Carlisle family was recertified for $128 in
children picked cotton occasionally and food stamps, at a cost of $46, based upon a
monthly income of $109.77. For the month of
earned a little over $2 a day.
"Mrs. Carlisle advised that the family had September 1968, the $46 purchase price of
purchased food stamps since November 1967, food stamps was paid by OEO, which enabled
and paid $46 for $128 in stamps. The fam- the family to use its money to help outfit
ily had three hogs, which they intended to the children for school.
"On September 27, 1968, Mrs. Jeanette R.
butcher during the winter months, and were
raising 10 pigs for later use or sale. She ad- Hinton, town clerk, Uniontown, Ala., advised
the
staff that Wade Carlisle, Jr., who resides
vised that they had not raised a garden in
recent years because the weather had been near Faunsdale, had been employed as a
too dry. The family attempted to grow some handyman by the Uniontown Utilities Board
since April 1967. His starting salary was $4
cotton but the yield was not good.
"Mrs. carlisle advised that since the fam- per 8-hour day, and, about 5 months ago,
ily had been on food stamps her children he was given a raise to $5 per day. Mr. Carlisle
had not been hungry. She was able to pur- claimed six withholding exemptions, and his
chase 4 gallons of milk each week and two wages averaged between $22.50 and $27.50
of her children received free lunches at per week.
"Relative to Mrs. Carlisle's statement on
school. For the others, she packed peanut
butter sandwiches and a 'little sweet cake' the CBS program concerning their inability
to grow corn because the landowner sold
and gave each a nickle for milk.
"Mr. John Turpin Vise, the Carlisle's land- the corn acres to the Government, and her
owner, advised the staff on September 27, consequent inability to raise hogs, chickens,
1968, that at the time he purchased the farm and turkeys without the corn, the Secretary
in 1966, the Carlisle family was a tenant. He of Agriculture has observed that the records
told the Carlisles they could plant all the of the Agricultural Stabilization and Concotton they wanted, for which he would re- servation Service disclosed that the Carlisles
ceive one-third of the yield as his. share. He never did grow corn on the land they rented
also told the Carlisle family they could plant from Mr. John Turpin Vise. The records
any other truck crop, such as okra, and there confirmed the fact that Mr. Vise had diwould be no charge for the land use. Mr. verted his corn acreage under the feed-grain
Vise said that okra can bring approximately program, but met with his tenants, and, as
required, offered to share with them the pay$200 an acre in a good year.
ments received under the feed-grain program.
"Mr. Vise stated that in 1967 the Carlisle Actually, Mr. Carlisle was not eligible to share
family planted 15 acres of cotton but only in this agreement, because he had never
produced one bale of cotton for the entire grown corn on his rented land. Mr. Vise volfield. Average cotton yield for this type of soil untarily offered, in lieu of sharing the Govranged from ¥2 to 1¥2 bales per acre. Mr. ernment payment under the feed-grain proVise stated that the Carlisle family did not gram,
to give land, rent-free, to the carlisle
pick all the cotton that was raised. Mr. Vise
stated that as a result of the cotton crop family for the commercial production of vegetables, and they accepted the offer. The Secexperience, he told Wade Carlisle that he retary
of Agriculture has stated that the
should give up farming and stick to his job
Carlisle family could have grown sweet corn
in town. He agreed to permit the Carlisle without
violating the Government agreement,
family to stay on the property for a monthly
rent of $5 but he has yet to receive his first if they had wished to do so."
payment. Mr. Vise advised that he found em- REPORT ON FEDERAL FOOD PROGRAMS FOR NEEDY
PERSONS
ployment for the two grown sons at a local
poultry plant at $1.65 an hour, and when
I have read this part of the report to inthey work they are good workers but they do dicate the complete lack of objectivity in
not report for work regularly.
these TV programs on alleged hunger con"Mrs. Virginia Glass, director of pensions ditions.
and security for Hale County, Ala., advised
The balance of the report will be included
the staff on September 26, 1968, that Mrs. in the record at this point.
Carlisle applied for welfare in 1966 for seven
grandchildren living with her and received
aid to families with dependent children assistance until Ruby, her daughter, returned
CONNECTICUT LIFE INSURANCE
from the North where she had gone to seek
WEEK
employment. Mrs. Carlisle was notified that
because Ruby had returned to Hale County,
the mother of the children would have to apply for assistance, but Ruby never applied.
As a result, payments to Mrs. Carlisle were
OF CONNECTICUT
discontinued.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
"On September 26, 1968, Mrs. Barbara
Thursday, April 1, 1971
Drury, supervisor, food stamp program in Hale
County, advised the staff that Mrs. Carlisle
Mr. COTTER. Mr. Speaker, it might
first applied for food stamps in July 1967, at be said that the most important feeling a
which time the income for the family was reported to be $166.16 a month. She was certi- man can have is the knowledge that his
fied to purchase $142 in food stamps at a cost family is safe and secure. This can only
of $66. The certification continued until Jan- be attained by hard work and careful
uary 1968. On February 5, 1968, the Carlisle planning for the future. But who will
family was recertified for the purchase of provide for the family in the event of
$146 in food stamps at a cost of $74, based death? Edueation, medical costs, and all
on a monthly income of $208.66. On March 5, the daily necessities of life have to be
1968, the family was recertified for the pur- paid for. Too often families are crushed
chase of $150 in food stamps at a cost of $82, financially, because they have not
based on an income of $234.66. The family planned for the eoonomic burdens folpurchased food stamps for only one-half of lowing an untimely death. It is for this
March 1968, and did not reappear --atthe
food stamp office until July 17, 1968. Mr. reason that life insurance has played
Carlisle was out of work at the time due to such an important role in our society.
Life insurance today is a growing busian 1llness; Ruby had another child which
had been added to the household; and a son ness and is a thriving industry. It offers
had entered the Jobs Corps. During July 1968 , a wide range of benefits and services to
the family was recertified for $120 in food the community as well as the policystamps, at a cost of $32 but purchased only holder. Participation in education, enone-half of this amount because it was after vironmental programs, and library asthe 15th of the month. On August 2, 1968, sistance programs are just a few of the
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many ways that the life insurance industry is playing a role in public service.
Despite the size of the life insurance
industry and the importance of its function, there still remains an unfortunate
lack of knowledge on planning longrange insurance coverage. Life insurance
is too important to be neglected or misunderstood.
It is for this reason that the residents
of Connecticut join the insurance industry in celebrating Life Insurance Week
from March 28 through April 3. In Hartford, the insurance capital of the world
which I am proud to represent in this
great body, life insurance underwriters
have dedicated the entire week to try and
teach the people of the community the
benefits and services that they can
receive.
I sincerely believe that the life insurance industry is worthy of the respect of
this distinguished body.

THE 1971 BOB MATHIAS

HON. TOM RAILSBACK
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. RAILSBACK. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to annoWlce that there are now two
Bob Mathias' working and scurring
around the Capitol Hill area. The first, of
course, is Congressman BoB MATHIAS, the
former Olympic decathlon champion,
who represents California's 18th Congressional District. The second Bob
Mathias is a 15-year-old page working
at the U.S. Supreme Court.
Two branches of our Federal Government now have a Bob Mathias, the legislative and the judicial. I just wonder if
somewhere in that vast Federal bureauracy there is not another Bob Mathias,
to make the triangle complete.
I learned of this fact through an article
entitled "The 1971 Bob Mathias" appearing in the March edition of the Star
Gazer, a magazine for Washington Evening Star carriers. This article tells about
a young Bob Mathias who is a page, an
A-student, a star athlete, and a newspaper boy. Young Bob, who is in his
sophomore year of high school, has been
a page since September.
An interesting comparison can be
drawn between the two Mathias'. The
former champion applies the same enthusiasm and dedication to his job as
Congressman that I am sure were needed
for him to win two Olympic gold medals.
It appears from this article that young
Bob exhibits the same qualities in his
activities and desire to become a lawyer.
I am pleased to share this article with
my fellow colleagues:
THE 1971 BOB MATHIAS
Through a rigorous training schedule and
a grim determination, a 17-year-old American, Bob Mathias, became the youngest decathlon champion of the Olympic Games in
London back in 1948. Today in Washington,
D.C. another determined, teenaged Bob
Mathias is on a demanding t raining schedule that may lead him to another sort of
greatness.
The 1971 Bob Mathias is a 15-year-old Star
Boy ( 139-325) and one of three pages as-
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signed to the Supreme Court. He is an A
student, a star athlete and has a strong urge
to become a lawyer. As far as he knows, he's
no relation to the decathlon champ. However, even with all the rest going for him
it isn't easy.
"My day begins at 4:45 a.m.," says Bob,
"Because I have to be at the Capitol Page
School on the third fioor of the Library of
Congress by 6:15 every day."
Bob, who is in his sophomore year of high
school, takes biology, English II, French I
and geometry. ("English and geometry are
my favorites"). By 10 a.m. his classes are
over and Bob goes to work.
When the Supreme Court is in session, the
pages sit behind the bench, ready to aid the
judges by carrying messages. On days when
the court does not meet, Bob might work for
Chief Justice Warren Berger, or the Marshal
of the Supreme Court, T. Perry Liptitt. His
duties for these men may take him out of
the building and across town on errands to
law offi.ces.
For his work, young Mathias is paid $6,500
a year. Half his wages are held in trust until
his graduation from the page school.
"Most of what I keep goes into a bank,
too," Bob pointed out. "All of this is for my
education in law." .
"My parents and I had an interview with
the Marshal of the Supreme Court. Based on
that and my school record I was enrolled in
the Cspltol Page School last September."'
How does a boy become a page? When
three of the four pages graduated last June,
the Supreme Court went to their schools
searching for replacements. Bob was attending one of those schools, John Carroll High
School in the District. By virtue of his grades
he was selected as a candidate.
Bob and the other Supreme Court pages
attend the classes with 66 other pages from
the House and the Senate. Throughout the
year they also form athletic teams on which
Bob Is active.
"I'm a guard on the basketball team and
we're doing pretty well now. Our standing is
5 wins and 2 losses in our league." Bob's part
in a recent game against Harker Prep was
carried in the Evening Star which recounted
a strategy that won the pages the game,
56-52. Bob scored 7 of those points.
With all of this activity there's not much
time for outside interests, but the Star is
still a major responsibll1ty.
"Fortunately my brother Jim backs me up
and is now breaking in on the route. I've
been a Star Boy since I was 11 and I'd sure
hate to pass the route to a stranger."
The only thing that seems to be lacking In
Bob's busy llfe at this point is girls.
"We may go co-ed soon, though. There's
a sub-committee now studying the appointment of three girl pages. I'm sure they'll
make the right decision."

PRESIDENT NIXON'S DECISION ON
LIEUTENANT CALLEY SHOULD BE
PRAISED

HON. EARL F. LANDGREBE
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. LANDGREBE. Mr. Speaker, I am
sure that President Nixon's decision to
grant to Lt. William Calley the comfort
of military quarters pending the review
and possible appeal of his conviction and
sentencing will be received with shouts
of applause and thanksgiving by millions
of patriotic Americans.
I wish to extend to President Nixon my
own sincere thanks and congratulations.

TRIDUTE TO GSA

HON. BOB WILSON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, )971
M1. BOB w ·ILSON. Mr. Speaker in the
past few days a newspaper article appeared suggesting that the GSA had
bent and twisted the law in order to improperly give a contract to a. Baltimore
firm in the construction of the Hirshhorn Museum.
It has been my impression in the last
2 years that the GSA is one of the finest
run agencies in the Federal Government.
I have been consistently amazed that a
Government service a-gency is actually
performing services and performing
them thoroughly, properly, anC:. on time.
I have frequently commended the Honorable Robert L. Kunzig, Administrator
of the GSA, for his outstanding performance of a very difficult duty and his management and operation of one of the
largest governmental units in this country.
I asked Administrator Kunzig to give
me the answer to the misleading suggestions of the newspaper article. He
gave the facts in the case showing that
every material allegation conerning the
award of the contract had been approved
in advance and in writing by the Comptroller General of the United States.
The GSA was required by law to issue
this contract to the lowest bidder, and
the watchdog of the Government, the
GAO , approved every action. Any award
to any other bidder, besides being il1egal,
would have cost the Government almost
$2 million in addition.
I again, commend Administrator Kunzig for his outstanding leadership in the
operation of the General Services Administration and I include in the RECORD his
answer to the unfounded charges:
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., March 30, 1971.

Mr. CLARK MOLLENHOFF,
Chief, Washington Bureau,
Des Moines Register and Tribune,
National Press Building,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR CLARK: I am most distressed to learn

that you have written a syndicated article
concerning the award by the General Services Administration (GSA) of the contract
to the Piraccl Construction Company. The
article, at best, is undeservedly critical of
GSA and, at worst, Implies a conscious twisting of procurement laws and regulations to
the benefit of a particular company.
Clark, you are well aware of the circumstances surrounding the Piracci award for
the Hirshhorn .Museum and Sculpture Garden based on various discussions and reports
which we furnished you at your request
when you were at the White House. I find
your article distressing because of its omissions-omissions which would present the
entire story and show that the award was
correct and required under the law.
Nowhere in the article do you mention
that the Federal Procurement Regulations,
which have the force and effect of law, provide specifically for an increase in a low bid
by virtue of a proven mistake.
Nowhere in your article do you state that
the increase in the bid of Piracci Construction Company was authorized by the Comptroller General of the United States, as re-
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qulred by these same regulations, and of
which you were well aware.
Nowhere do you state that the eligibility
of the Piracci Construction Company to receive awards of Government contracts had
been upheld by the Comptroller General of
the United States. Then and then only did
GSA award the contract. Of this, too, you
were well aware.
Nowhere in your article do you state that,
under the applicable law and regulations,
GSA had no basis on which not to make an
award to the Piracci Construction Company,
and no authority to award at a price less
than their bid price as corrected. This, too,
.:was discussed with you when you were at
the White House.
In other words, Clark, a correct award under the law was made to the P1racci Construction Company and was approved in
every facet by the Comptroller General, the
watchdog of the Federal Government. The
GSA could not have acted otherwise without
violating the law. An award to a higher
bidder, besides being 1llegal, would have cost
the taxpayers almost two million dollaTs.
I'm very disappointed, Olark.
Sincerely,
ROBERT L. KUNZIG,
Administrator.

FIFTH DISTRICT RADIO REPORT

HON. ELWOOD HILUS
OF INDIANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. HILLIS. Mr. Speaker, yesterday I
had the great honor of having as my
special guest on my radio report to the
residents of the Fifth Congressional District, Congressman WILLIAM G. BRAY.
Congressman BRAY is a noted authority on Vietnam and is a student of military law. His views on the Lt. William
Calley case are extremely interesting and
informative and should be read by all
Members of Congress.
The radio transcript follows:
RADIO REPORT No. 10
MARcH 31, 1971.

ANNOUNCER. This is another Washington
Report from your Congressman Bud Hlllis,
who represents the Fifth Congressional District of Indiana.
Congressman Hillis who 1s your guest
today?
HILLIS. Well, I have the good fortune today to have with me a colleague from Indiana, Congressman Bill Bray of the Sixth
District of Indiana. We certainly want to
welcome you to this radio report Congressman Bray.
BRAy. I am certainly happy and proud to
be here with my good friend and colleague
Bud HilUs.
ANNOUNCER. If I can interject a question,
Congressman Bray, we just have the sad
situation regarding the My La! incident and
the sentencing of Lt. Calley. What are your
views on this situation?
BRAY. In !act, I do not want to comment
on the wisdom or lack of wisdom of the verdict In the case. As an old trial lawyer who
has tried many, many law suits in my time,
I do not comment on the verdict until the
.matter is proceeded on beyond that. I do
want to say that it Is a most unfortunate
matter and I a.m deeply worried over this
entire My Lai Incident.
I won't place the blame, perhaps where it
belongs, that is as to the handllng of this
case. No one could say that lt has been
handled well.
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The Secretary of the Army was well aware
of this incident in My Lai six months before
it hit the press. The reason I know that is
that I am on the Armed Services Committee
and have been for the last 18 years, and we
received letters on this matter.
The Armed Services Committee, not being
a publicity committee as everyone well
knows, sent this matter to the omce of the
Secretary of the Army. Nothing was done. At
that time this matter could have been handled without all the motions and troubles
that are going on now. A proper mental
study could have been made of Lt. Ca.lleyit was not done.
It is a very sad affair, and I am not going
to be a pollyanna and say that it wlll not do
damage. It will do damage to the moral of
the fighting men, it will do damage to the
prestige of our country. But our country has
gone through rougher times than this and it
came out fine.
I do want to point out very briefly certain
things about this trial. This trial is not over
by any means--it is merely beginning.
Perhaps because of recent innovations we
have made in procedure in military law,
there is no court in the world where the
rights of the individual are protected and
have as many chances for review as there
are in m111tary procedure. This did not used
to be the case. In fact, I participated after
the war in the appeal of a very noted case
and finally after six years of effort, the soldier was restored to duty. given an honorable
discharge and paid all the money due him.
Major General Orwin C. Talbott, the convening authority of the court at Fort Benning, Georgia, will study this with his Sta.ff
Judge Advocate. He can set it aside if he
wants to, he can make changes, he can reduce it to manslaughter, reduce the sentence
by the court or by a number .of other means
decrease the sentence.
Then the Army Court of Military Review
automatically looks into the sentence approved by the convening authority. That is
by the second authority.
Then it goes to the Court of Military Appeals here in Washington which I have been
interested in for- many years. In fact, some
unfortunate cases of World War n brought
about this Court of Military Appeals. The
Armed Services Committee, which I am
proudly a member, has watched over this
court for a long time and it is a very fine
court.
In the event of a death sentence, it would
have to be approved by the President of the
United States.
I assure you tha.t this case is going to be
one that many of us are going to follow
through on and try to see that ultimate justice is done. I, for one, am not at all happy
about this case.
ANNOUNCER. Congressman Hillis, I have
heard this case has been referred to as a
parallel to the Nuremberg Trials following
World Warn. Could you comment on that
and discuss it with Mr. Bray?
HILLis. Well, of course, I well remember
the Nuremberg Trials--I was in Germany
myself in the service at that time. I don't
think that there is a parallel here. I think
that perhaps this .points out the hazardsthe Korean conflict and this confl.lct-that
you can get into a 11mlted war situation.
I want to ask Congressman Bray, I think
y.ou have been to Vietnam. Do you find the
problem of identification of the enemy-who
is an enemy alien and who is a civilian-to
be a difficult one.
BRAY. I have been in Vietnam many
times--eleven as I recall. I was first over
there with the French Army before the
United States was involved except in an advisory capacity and/or the handling of supplies.
I like the Vietnamese people and there are
many fine people there. But there are s.i·t uations where it is impossible to know friends
from enemies. For example, cases of children
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four and five years old-whom naturally the
American soldier would like to love, pat him
on the head, and give candy to--throwing
grenades.
It is very dlmcult. We are d.ealing with a
Communist world. Especially, the Oriental
Communist world is very diftlcult for Americans to understand.
I do not feel that it has anything to do
with the Nuremberg Trials. In fact, many
errors were made in the Nuremberg Trials
and I think most people realize that there is
no connection at all with that.
Of all the enemies of America, at home and
abroad, we have many of them, the most vicious ones, here in America, I am ashamed to
say some of them have been holding high
positions. They will do anything in the world
to injure and destroy the prestige of their
government, and they want to make hay out
of this at the very best.
So pray for the American people to have
confidence in their country, confidence in
Amer~can heritage and American greatness.
ANNOUNCER. You just raised an interesting
point, Mr. Bray, in regard to not knowing
Who is a friend and who is a foe in Vietnam.
I think one of the things that Americans
have heard very little of in recent years is
the atrocities commi.t ted by the other side.
Can you comment on that?
BRAY. Oh yes. There is no comparison. In
fact, in Hue there were literally thousands of
women and children who were destroyed and
murdered in cold blood and buried in a mass
grave. This was planned and ordered.
In fact, there are literally hundreds of incidents every year where they come in-not
a matter of battle-k111 women and children
in their beds and take and mutilate their
bodies, and I have seen the results of that.
You must realize the environment in which
the American soldiers live. They see their
friends murdered, women and children murdered who only want freedom with no desire
of a battle at all, and half their platoon destroyed by people pretending to be friends.
I've been in battle--never that type of
battle exactly-but the fear and pressures
of battle can do awful things to people.
ANNOUNCER. Congressman Hillis, do you
find concern over the My Lai case to be
very widespread throughout the House and
the Congress as a whole?
Hn.Lis. Well, first I would say it is my
opinion that it is widespread throughout the
country and as a result is widespread
throughout the Congress, and Congress is a
responsive body to the people of the United
States.
We are receiving a tremendous amount of
communication about this, and that is why I
was so interested in what Congressman Bray
had to say about the review of this case and
that proper steps will be taken in the future
to review it completely.
ANNOUNCER. This has been another Washington Report from your Congressman Bud
Hillis, who represent s the Fifth Congressional Distriot of Indiana. Congressman HilUs
welcomes your comments. Write to:
Congressman Elwood H. Hillls, U.S. House
of Representatives, 1510 Longworth Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515.
We especially urge you to write Congressman Hillis this week for a special report entitled "Where does the Calley case go now?"

TRmUTE TO S. SGT. JOHN R.
CHAMPLIN, KILLED IN ACTION

HON. M. C. (GENE) SNYDER
OF KENTUCKY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Audrey Smith Champlin has just recently

received notice that her husband. S. Sgt.
John R. Champlin-a career soldier, had
been killed in action.
Sergeant Champlin thus becomes
another of the valiant men-and the
118th northern Kentuckian-who has
given his life in defense of his country
and in protecting the free world.
The sympathy of thousands of other
families who have paid this sacrifice goes
out to Mrs. Champlin. To her also goes
the sincere gratitude of those of us whom
her husband died protecting.
The recent Kentucky Post article,
which reports the loss of s. Sgt. John R.
Champlin, follows:
TANK Hrr KILLS BOONE ARMY VET
{By John Harris)
Enemy gunfire blasted a tank in Vietnam
last Friday and killed S. Sgt. John R.
Champlin, 42, a caa-eer soldier from Boone
County.
Sgt. Champlin, the tank commander, had
served 10~ years in the Army.
"A sergeant told me my husband's tank
took a direct hit and it blew up," sa.id his
wife Audrey Smith Champlin.
Mrs. Champlin, a nurse at Good Samaa-itan
Hospital, Cincinnati~ lives at Union.
Sgt. Champlin was a Boone Oounty native
and attended Constance School before ent ering the Army in 1948.
"He had just came home from service in
1951 when he was reca lled due t o t he Korean
Confilct," Mrs. Champlin said.
He served in Korea and Germany and was
on his second duty t our in Vietnam.
"I got a letter Monday that he had written
on the lOth," Mrs. Champlin said. "He said
they were on the move so fast after the North
Vietnamese that he had written one part one
day and finished it the next.
At that time he was at Khe Sanh near the
Laotian border."
Sgt. Champlin was wounded in April 1966,
in Vietnam when h is buddy stepped on a
mine. It exploded, killing the buddy, and
showering Sgt. Champlin with shrapnel.
For this he had been awarded a Purple
Heart. He had received many other medals,
including a Bronze Star for valor, and the
Commendation Medal.
"They had told him he might be out of
Vietnam by May and he was looking forward
to that," Mrs. Champlin said.
He had visited at home last September before returning to Vietnam.
Sgt. Champlin is Boone County's 12th
victim of fighting in Southeast Asia and the
118th for northern Kentucky.
other survivors are two brothers, Wlllia.m,
of Taylorsport, and George, of Hebron.
And six sisters, Mrs. Grace Hodges and Mrs.
Janie Kirby, Hebron; Mrs. Bessie Brunner,
Florence; Mrs. Thelma Wirick, Lawrenceburg,
Ind.; Mrs. Pauline Melvin, Erlanger, and Mrs.
Minnie Smith, Lebanon, 0.
Stith Funeral Home, Florence, is in charge
of arrangements.

A TRffiUTE TO MR. BYRNE OF
PENNSYLVANIA

HON. ROBERT N. C. NIX
OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. NIX. Mr. Speaker, I take this time
of the House to express the pride that
those of us from Philadelphia feel in the
courageous and outstanding leadership
that the gentleman from Pennsylvania
<Mr. BYRNE) displayed yesterday in lead-
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ing the fight to continue divinity student
exemptions.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania is a
senior, and we all know highly valued,
member of the Armed Services Committee. But he had the courage to oppose the
committee when he felt the national interest demanded it. He had the courage
to keep fighting for what he believed was
right even though the vote in his committee was overwhelmingly against him.
And his leadership was so astute, his
motion on the floor of the House was so
persuasive, that his amendment carried
by a sweeping majority of 114 to 29.
Not only those of us in Philadelphia
but all Americans who believe in encouraging a strong religious influence in
American life owe a debt of gratitude to
the gentleman from Pennsylvania, JAMES
A. BYRNE. Because of the leadership of
JIMMY BYRNE religious groups of all denominations will be assured that young
men who experience a special call to the
service of God will not be interrupted in
the long and difficult path to the cloth.
I applaud the gentleman from Pennsylvania. I commend him for again demonstrating his unique brand of leadership. I know that religious leaders
throughout the Nation are in his debt
today.
Many Americans will remember JIMMY
BYRNE in their prayers tonight. Those
prayers are richly deserved; I am sure
they will be heard in the right place.

FUTURE LEADERS OF AMERICA

HON. JERRY L. PETTIS
OF CALIFORNIA

adopting this program achieve the same percentage, it could mean that in 4 to 6 years
this country can be certain of from 20,000
to 50,000 dedicated Americans through this
program each year.
When God made the eagle, he gave him a
barren cliff for a home, where he would have
to fight the elements and his enemies constantly in order to survive. He gave him an
independent spirit.
As the eagle symbolizes the spirit of self
reliance and perseverance that makes America great, so does the eagle represent the
achievements that make a Boy Scout great.
When a boy becomes an Eagle Scout he has
scaled the summit of scouting. He has
reached the pinnacle of achievement.
An Eagle Scout must excel in four fields. He
must earn a specified number of merit badges
(25) and must possess outstanding citizenship, leadership and spiritual qualities. He
must have learned to become part of a team
working toward a common objective and at
the same time he must have developed the individual initiative that lifts him above his
fellows and marks him as superior.
The task is not easy. Starting at the age of
eleven, a lad becomes progress! vely a Tenderfoot, Second Class, First Class, Star, Life and
then an Eagle Scout. Along the way, as he develops character and moral strength, he also
.becomes proficient in camping, swimming,
nature, conservation, public health, firemanship, cooking, lifesaving, personal fitness,
safety and first aid. He also must have worked
actively as a leader in meetings, outdoor activities and service projects while a Life
Scout, he must live up to the Scout Oath, the
Scout Law, the Scout Motto and the Scout
slogan; he must do his best to help in home,
school, church and community; and he must
learn to take care of his own possessions and
respect the property of others. To summarize-an Eagle Scout has received the type of
training that will enable him to live a meaningful life of unselfishness and happiness.
Strength, character, desire and motivation;
a winner among scouts. What better candidate can we ask for as a future leader of
America!

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. PETTIS. Mr. Speaker, I recently
had the extreme pleasure of participating in an Eagle Scout Recognition Dinner in my district. This program, entitled
"Future Leaders of America," was unique
in that the honored Eagle Scouts invited leaders in the fields which they desired to enter to act as their sponsors.
There resulted a mutual exchange of admiration and respect-by the Scouts who
were able to communicate with acknowledged leaders in the Scout's area of interest, and by the sponsors who were able
to observe first hand the qualities of excellence which these young men exhibited.
I would like to share with my colleagues some of the sentiments expressed
at this function by Maj. Howard B. Landeau, U.S. Air Force:
We honor tonight the 58 young men who
have achieved during this past year the
highest goal in Scouting-that of an Eagle
Scout. These Eagle Scouts we honor tonight
rang~ from 13 to 17 years of age. When I was
informed that Scouting had over 5 million
registered Boy Scouts and less than 1 percent of these 5 million has had the desire,
motivation, or ability to attain the remarkable goal-that of "Eagle", it was quite obvious to me that each of you are a rare and
special breed of young American.
If only 50 percent of the Eagle Scouts here
tonight through this program attain their
vocational desires and all 500 councils

GOOD MARKS GIVEN THE
OUTGOING MAYOR

HON. RICHARD BOLLING
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, shortly
after our fine Mayor nus Davis of Kansas
City decided not to run for another term,
the Wall Street Journal selected him
to be featured in one of its ceries dealing
with urban government. The article
which was reprinted in the Kansas City
Star follows:
GOOD MARKS GIVEN THE OUTGOING MAYOR

(By Dennis Farney)
seems deceptively manageable from this
height, the city rolling away in an orderly
grid below the skyscraper Tom Pendergast
built. But for the man on the 29th floorcharacteristically reflective today, his face
cr1nkl1ng into a wry smile-there's a different
view from City hall.
"I don't really run a government," quips
Mayor Ilus W. Davis. "I run a loose tribal
democracy."
Ike Davis will be stepping down next
month. The 53-year-old banker and lawyer
took office eight years ago, when city government here seemed near paralysis; he leaves
with observers rating him as one of Kansas
City's most effective mayors. Some of the accomplishments they cite:
It
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Rebuilding City hall's professional staff,
gutted between 1959 and 1963 when remnants
of the old Pendergast machine regained
power. Passing a public accommodations
ordinance and making it stick in a bitter
referendum, the first major city to do so.
Winning voter authorization Of some 230
million dollars in bonds; launching construction of an international airport and dozens
of lesser projects. Fundamental gains, if not
a breakthrough, against this city's chronic
revenue shortage.
But the talk of "tribal democracy" is revealing, as is the assessment by Councilman
J. D. Robbins of Mr. Davis's performance:
"A strong mayor in a weak-mayor type of
government." Both comments refer to a governmental structure that has shaped the
mayor's whole approach to his job.
POWERLESS TO LEAD

It is an interlocking structure-federal,
state, county, city-that diffuses power and
hedges against power. It does this so effectively that a Kansas City mayor, though officially the leader of the city, could be almost
powerless to lead. This didn't happen with
Ike Davis, which says something about his
skill as tribal leader and the demands of the
times in which he governed.
A key to the structure is Missouri's state
constitution, st111 reflecting a simpler time
and rural past. Mayor Davis calls it "almost
antiurban" because it requires Missouri cities
to work very hard to do some relatively simple
things. For example, in some states a city
council can simply authorize the sale of a
special-assessment bond to extend a sewer or
pave a street; here the council must win a
two-thirds vote in a city-wide election. More
important, the constitution requires a foursevenths vote be!ore the city can sell a revenue bond and a two-thirds vote to authorize
a general obligation bond.
When Mayor Davis took office the constitution also was forcing the city to rely heavily
on the property tax, while limiting the
amount of the city's tax levy for operating
purposes. Kansas City was (and is) at the
state celling, so property tax revenues were
growing only as fast as the tax base grewabout 8 per cent a year. Kansas City couldn't
increase revenues by raising property assessments, either; only the county has that
power.
Further, Kansas City doesn't fully control
its own police force. In the 1930s, with boss
Pendergast running the police and City hall
from his office at 1908 Main street, the state
took over effective control and never gave it
back. Today the Legislature, not the council,
decides how much Kansas City policemen
should be paid. Then the city decides how to
meet the payroll.
The reform-minded Citizens association
swept the Pendergast machine from City hall
in the 1940 election; except for the 1959-63
administration, the association has controlled City hall ever since. With association government has come strict adherence
to Kansas City's 1925 charter has some hedges
of its own.
The charter decrees nonpartisan elections
for mayor and council, depriving Mayor Davis, a Democrat, of some political clout with
the city's decidedly partisan representatives
in Jefferson City and Washington. It specifies
a weak-mayor, city manager administrative
system, diffusing power at City hall. (The
mayor has only one of 13 councn votes; the
council sets pollcy and hires the manager;
the manager executes policy.) And it allows a
determined minority of voters to force a
referendum on controversial council ordinances, making council leadership more difficult.
The object of all this was to replace patronage politics with businesslike government, and this is pretty much what has happened. But safeguards against evil men doing
evil can work equally well aganist good men
doing good. When combined with restrictions
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at other levels of government, the hedges in
the charter can help produce "tribal democracy": A system under which political representatives lack authority to do what they
think needs doing.
So it isn't surprising that Ike Davis could
walk into City hall one morning and confess
that he felt "like the college kids" that daythat the structure of government wasn't adequate to the task. ("I'm not down," he told
a reporter who said he certainly look down.
"I'm just not exuberant.") Neverth~less, everyone agrees, Ike Davis led. How d1d he do
it?
MYSTIQUE AND THE STAR
One factor is the mystique that surrounds
nonpartisan government a~d. the Citizens
association here. The assoCiatiOn bas never
forgotten-and its ally, The Kansas City Star,
has never let voters forget-that it is the
organization that replaced "spoils politics"
with "charter government." (So potent have
been The Star's editorial lambastings of "political" candidates over the years that "The
Kansas City Star" or, alternatively, "The
Great White Father at Eighteenth and
Grand" is often an issue in city elections.)
So closely is the association identified with
"good government" publicly, so closely do
individual association council members identify with "charter government" privately,
that the organization has remained a strong
and relatively cohesive force in city life for
more than 30 years. Since the association enjoyed big council majorities throughout the
Davis years, the mayor always had a solid bloc
at least predisposed to his leadership.
And the nature of urban problems in the
1960s helped thrust Mr. Davis into that leadership. In quiet times, perhaps, the administrative-oriented city manager system can
make a stronger manager the prime mover
in City Hall. But the 1960s were not quiet
times. Riots in the inner city after the assassination of Martin Luther King, the continuing revenue crisis and the difficult choices
it posed, the rise of issues like public accommodations and open housing-all were political questions that demanded political
leadership. And Mayor Davis, despite his
lone council vote, was the logical leader.
Howard Neighbor, a political scientist who
has studied Kansas City's municipal polltics believes Mr. Davis' hand was further
strengthened by the growing impact of federal urban programs. Mayors everywhere, he
explains, are becoming increasingly responsible to two constituencies: the local voters
and the federal administrators who dispense
money cities need. As go-between, a mayor
in even a weak-mayor system "can acquire
a substantial degree of political power, just
because he's there."
But none of these factors would have
made much difference without what Councilman Robins calls Mr. Davis's "sheer force o:r
personality."
That description might seem an ironic one
for lanky, scholarly looking Mr. Davis, because political observers generally rank "personality" as his weakest point. Even The Star,
unequivocally backing him in 1963, had to
describe Mr. Davis editorially as "somewhat
professorish" whUe conceding that his opponent was "a natural leader." As mayor, Mr.
Davis usually looked a bit too stiff and formal
on television. Jokes Bruce Watkins, a councilman during the mayor's first term: "He's
the only politician I know what never smiles."
But Mr. Robins makes it clear he's using
"personality" in a particular way-not as
charisma but rather as personal strength and
"just sheer ab111ty." And as Councilman
Robins and Mr. Watkins discuss the mayor,
certain descriptions keep recurring: A man
who came across warmly, forcefully face-toface, who always had the facts, who kept his
word and never ducked a fight. "I hate to see
Ike Davis leave," says Mr. Watkins, "because
it's going to be a different ball game.
"Too many people here are more interested
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in bricks and mortar than in human needs,"
A SILENT SPRING
says Mr. Watkins, who's now county Democratic chairman and head of a black political
organization. But Mayor Davis "really cared
about people . . . By his deeds and the
OF CALIFORNIA
money he had available he did everything he
could to eliminate human suffering." He
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
adds: "Members of the council had confidence
Thursday, ApTil 1, 1971
in him . . . . I will never in my life question
his integrity."
Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Speaker, Mike
Mr. Watkins cites the mayor's leadership on Green, who writes for the McClatchey
a bitter issue he might easily have finessed: Newspapers, has written a moving, sensisustaining the council's public-accommod~
tions ordinance when voters forced a public tive, and perceptive mood piece on Washreferendum. Opposition was clearly wide- ington, kids, war, and peace. It is really
spread, and in one strate~ session in the good.
A SILENT SPRING
mayor's office someone mentwned that antiordinance placards were popping up in
(By Mike Green, Washington Staff Writer)
taverns all over town. Mr. Watkins rememWASHINGTON.-The antiwar doves return
bers that the mayor pounded his desk and here in frocks each spring now as certainly
declared: "I'll be damned if I'll let ta~er~ and regularly as the swallows return to
operators dictate the moral tone of this City.
Capistrano. It is a mark of the prolonged naThe ordinance survived by about 1,614 votes tional agony accompanying a seemingly
out of almost 100,000.
never-ending war.
That referendum was only one of 19 sepOn the political domestic front, the Indoarate campaigns (bond elections, referen- China War, like the Earth, now has its own
dums and other issues) that Mayor Davis seasons, and time is told by the changing
took to the people in eight years--a total faces as younger brothers and sisters replace
that illustrates as well as anything the nature older ones who came here in earlier springs
of Mr Davis's "tribal democracy.''
when a different President occupied the
Taktng office with the city heavily ~led to White House and the war, too, was much
an infiexible property tax, Mayor Dav1s car- younger.
ried the fight to the Legislature and won the
The new peace replacements will occupy
right to submit an earnings tax to a vote ?f the open spaces where their predecessors of
the city. Voters approved the new tax m
one, three, six years ago stood in vigil outside
1963.
the strange, foreign enclaves of executive
PROGRAM FOR PROGRESS
and military power and on the steps of the
But the earnings tax didn't completely U.S. Capitol, where the shuflling steps of the
solve the money problem-not with infiatton young who protest the war are now as famieating away at city revenues, with residents liar a sight in April as the arrival of the
pressing for increased city services and the tourist hordes.
city eager to build a new airport and begin
The ghosts of American history associated
dozens of other costly projects. So the en- with this city also appear now in foriilS from
suing years found Mayor Davis leading re- out of the more recent past. They can be
peated bond and taxing campaigns, inside summoned in that quiet, panoramic view
the council and out. Then, late in 1969, the available from the rear steps of the lighted
mayor and council presented voters with a U.S. Capitol, looking down at the city from
"Program for Progress" that embodied all above, any cold and crowdless night.
the goals of the Davis years.
To the right is the famous avenue that has
There would be a broadened, fiexible tax borne the bodies of our national military
structure: a new sales tax (authorized by the past, Pershing to Eisenhower, and the UnLegislature after another lobbying effort), a known Soldier, the angry tread of bonus
double earnings tax, but halved real estate marchers and the armies that paraded off
and utility tax rates. Existing city services to glory and paraded back from it again, its
would be expanded and new ones added. A fallen carried on caissons, in slower step,
143-million-dollar bond package would au- after a moral sleep in which, as Aeschylus
thorize projects ranging from fire stations wrote, pain which could not forget fell drop
to parks and rapid transit. There were 24 by drop upon the heart until, in our despair,
separate proposals in all, and if they failed, against our will, had come wisdom through
Mayor Davis said, "We'll only be able to move the aWful grace of God.
from hour to hour." Every one failed.
But the more recent memories are now the
Observers attributed this partly to an anti- most real to one who has been an observer
tax mood that seemed to pervade the coun- in Washington during recent years, as the
try at the time. And, they think, Mayor war itself is still real. In the shadows of
Davis's many other campaigns had worn out night still file the ghosts of the 1969 March
his welcome. Voters were now grumbling Against Death when the young and old carryabout their "high-tax mayor," and when Mr. ing candles had lit the night sky from
Davis opened, last spring's baseball season, Arlington Memorial to the White House and
the fans booed him. Last October, he an- all down Pennsylvania Avenue to the foot
nounced he wouldn't run again.
of the Capitol, where each marcher dropped
He might have quit there. Instead, he led a card with the name of an individual dead
the fight within the council to resubmit Vietnam GI in an open coffin, and there had
the doubled earnings tax to the voters; and been the fiashing of the peace sign and the
he refused to postpone the election . whe?- singing of songs.
some council members became warned 1t
Then again that cold October, on the other
would jeopardize their re-election bids. Last side of the Capitol, the young had sat on
December, a year after the Program for the steps nearly all of one night while the
Progress failed, the doubled earnings tax House met late to debate whether or not to
carried almost 2 to 1.
debate the war and finally decide not to.
So the Davis years are ending with a vic- There had been the songs then, too, the
tory and the feeling here is that the mayor guitars, the young faces shining in a crimson
will' be a hard man to replace. Mr. Davis moon with zest and life, the flashed peace
wouldn't agree with that, of course, but he sign, and all of it.
does wonder how, given the present strucIn the spring of 1970 after Cambodia and
ture, any Kansas City mayor can fully meet Kent they were everywhere around the Gapihis responsibilities. Change keeps coming tol then, not for a night but weeks this time,
faster, and elected representatives are sup- and the mood was different.
posed to lead, he says. The problem is, "We're
Darkness, my old friend--simon and Garstill not really sure we believe in represen- funckel sing-I've come to talk with you
again . . .
tative government."

HON. JEROME R. WALDIE

,,
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It was like that in the Sounds of Silence
that intermittently accompanied the new
annual trek of the young after Cambo41a.
This spring, they again are coming. Not
all the same young, but the new young, the
replacements, and this time something else,
too, marking still another mood and another
changing of the seasons of protest.
This time, Vietnam veterans against the
war are descending on Washington to play
a major role in the spring peace offensive.
They will occupy Washington and the
grounds around the Capitol for the better
part of a week, telllng it like tt is as they
have known it. No mere peaceniks, these, but
long-haired youths with scars and battle ribbons, the older brothers of the new young
who will come.
They will add their own chapter to the
history that has accumulated around this
Capitol building in recent years. They are the
Americans who, as Walter Lippmann wrote
after World War I, came back home after
having gone out to make the world something or other it did not become.
Later in April and in May other protestors
will be flooding in, the black, the poor, the
pacifist, the radical.
.
What they can accomplish they themselves
do not know. The record of the seasons of
protest against the war since the protest
began years ago at some now vogue and forgotten date sometimes seems piled high with
futllity.
But they will come, and sing "Blowln' in
the Wind" again, the song that first asked a
decade ago how many seas a white dove must
sail before she can sleep in the sand.
And they will be back again, asking the
same question next year, too, for as many
seasons as it takes, driven now by neither
hope nor despair, but taking their place as
part of an inexorable annual movement that
has become as regular a part of our national
and political nature as the elemental migration of swallows.

AIR BAGS: SAFETY OVERKILL

HON. MARVIN L. ESCH-· ·
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. ESCH. Mr. Speaker, a great deal
of discussion is centering on the possible
use of air bags to protect automobile
passengers. The degree of regulation in
this field is under debate and very likely
will at some point in the near future demand the attention of each of us in Congress.
The following article by Jenkin Lloyd
Jones, appearing recently in the Detroit
Sunday News, is both thought provoking
and analytical. It lends itself in a most
constructive way to the present dialog, as
follows:
Am

BAGS: SAFETY OVERKILL

(By Jenkin Lloyd Jones)
Government decrees setting rigid deadlines
for new standards of auto safety are very
kindly meant. Big Brother is trying to help
us stop k1111ng each other on the highways
at the rate of 55,000 a year. We should cheer.
But when 40-year-old Douglas Toms, head
o! the National Highway Trame Safety Administration, decrees that no car may be sold
after July, 1973, without "passive restraints"
that would protect riders in head-on crashes
up to 30 miles an hour, it is possible that
Big Brother is showing a degree of arrogance
that can cause us all trouble.
A passive restraint does not mean belts

of any kind. for these require the cooperation of the passenger. The only device that
seems to have promise is a system of air bags
that explode into full inflation in three-onehundredths of a second from the time of
impact.
These can be built. Toms estimates the
cost at $50 a car. The auto makers say they
would cost several times as much.
Toms, who came up as a t.raffic engineer,
never designed a car or tried to sell one. But
whether Toms is estimating on the low side
out of ignorance or whether the auto makers
are estimating on the high side because they
really don't want to do anything is unimportant compared with the feaslbllity of air
bags.
In an article in a recent issue of Business
Week, Prof. Ernst Fiala, research director at
Volkswagen, is quoted as saying:
"The kick of the bag skin as it makes
contact with driver and passengers is about
six to seven times as strong as a soccer ball
kicked by a professional soccer player. When
you're firing four large air bags, you can
reasonably expect that the car will be a
wreck. In a way, it's safety overkill."
If one-hal! of 1 percent of the bags are
faulty and explode on the open road, this
would mean, in a 10-million-car year, 50,000
such explosions. Drivers would be able to
step on the brakes but could not reach the
steering wheelChrysler Vice-President Sidney Terry says:
"Here's the bureau saying we must put something on our cars that is not yet developed
and has a lot of problems. It sets a deadline.
It says we will be liable if it doesn't work."
Thomas Feaheny, of Ford, says: "There is
no way we can produce air bags with reliability. If our petitions for reconsideration are
not honored. we'll have to produce a very
unreliable system."
The Department of Transportation has
come up with many both simple and exotic
ideas :for auto safety. Some we should hail
with joy.
Beginning with the 1973 models there will
be bumpers that really can stand a bump.
They won't look so hot but they will save us
insurance money.
There are great possibillties in a rear-view
periscope set in the roof. Spillproof gasoline
tanks and no-fade, no-skid brakes certainly
are in order.
Moreover, the insurance companies are
cooling the hot rods. Nobody needs a 300horsepower engine unless he's driving dangerously and insurance rates are beginning
to price the tigers o:ff the road.
But some far-out ideas with which the Department of Transportation is toying are
more suspect. Take the drunk-baming lock,
a combination of numbers which would have
to be dialed in correct sequence before the
car could be started. Must nuns and Baptist
missionaries buy them?
Or the howler which begins at 80 miles
an hour. Or the gizmo that won't let you turn
on the Ignition until you're trussed in your
shoulder harness. Is there anyone who understands the principle of a screwdriver who
couldn't make such things inoperative?
Toms swears that few of the safety devices he is demanding need add to the cost
of the car. Manufacturers say that the cost
may run between $500 and e1,000. Who 1s
right?
We say "safety first" but we don't really
mean it. The safety o! any rapidly moving
vehicle is a matter of compromise.
Oddly, the U.S. government, itself, is subsidizing 100-mile-an-hour trains between
Washington and New York which cannot be
as safe as 60-mile-an-hour trains.
We could build a jet plane with a highllft,
high-drag wing that could land in a 40-acre
field in an emergency. But it would take 20
hours to cross the country and no one would
r1de1n it.
~
The trick is to find that degree of govern-
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ment regulation that will protect us from
our own foolishness and any gross neglect by
manufacturers and yet that we can pay for
and wm llve with. The Department of Transportation cannot create engineering miracles
by executive order.

NATURAL GAS SHORTAGE

HON. J. J. PICKLE
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. PICKLE. Mr. Speaker, last October I announced on the fioor of the
House that I intended to introduce legislation that would amend the Natural
Gas Act and lead toward the easing of
the power shortage. In January, my colleague, the gentleman from New York,
the Honorable JoHN MURPHY, introduced
H.R. 2513, the Natural Gas Amendments
of 1971. Today, along with several other
of my colleagues, I want to join in the
sponsorship of this bill. This bill has the
backing of the producers, the pipelines
and the distributors. Members of the
Federal Power Commission have indicated in public statements general support of the principle of the legislation.
It is significant that the distributors are
supporting this bill since their interest
is alined with that of the consumer.
For many years now representatives
of the oil and gas industry have predicted and warned that the Federal regulatory scheme of natural gas was going
to produce a scarcity of this clear and
most popular fuel. Unfortunately, this
prediction has come to pass. This winter
and in the past few winters there has
been a scarcity of fuel in several large
cities. The unjust and unsupported allegations by some CTitics of the industry
that an artificial gas shortage exists today created by producers holding back
gas supplies in the hope of higher future
prices has been refuted in a public statement by Federal Power Commission officials. The simple truth is that there is
a gas supply shortage because there is
lack of incentive for the producer to look
for new supplies. Let me give you some
statistics to back this up. It is estimated
by the U.S. Geological Survey that the
undiscovered gas reserves in the contiguous 48 States are 1,550 trillion cubic
feet, more than 70 times the 1969 domestic production. However, the ratio of discovered reserves to annual production
has dropped from 32.5 to 1 in 1946 to 13
to 1 in 1969. Between 1956 and 1968 wildcat drilling dropped 40 percent, geophysical activity dropped 56 percent, and total wells dropped 43 percent.
In 1968, for the first time, there was
more gas consumed than found, with the

result being that reserves were reduced
by 5.6 trillion cubic feet. In 1969 the deficit increased to 12.3 trillion cubic feet.
The results for 1970 are not in yet, but

it is anticipated that there will be a further reduction of our discovered reserves.
FCC Commissioner Brooke has stated
that major interstate gas pipelines virtually ruled out new customer attachments for the winter of 1970-71.
The Economic Report of the President
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tion and the act contained language
which was thought to exclude gas producers from regulation under the act.
There appear s t o be a shortage of on e Until 1954 the FPC took the position it
ma jor energy fuel, n atural gas; that is, its did not have the power to regulate the
product ion is clearly falling short of desired natural gas producers. In 1954 the Suconsumpt ion at current prices. Current prices preme Court in a split decision ruled
for int erstate sales have been kept low by that the Natural Gas Act did require the
t he Federal Power Commission, which sets FPC to -control the well head prices
these prices under law. Not only have prices charged for gas by the producers who sell
been too low for desired consumption t o be
met, but they appear t o have also retarded to interstate pipelines. This decision imdevelopment of new gas supplies. The only posed on the FPC the heavy burden of
satisfactory solution of this problem is to regulating the prices of a competitively
allow the price, at least of new gas n ot pre- produced commodity using a law designed
viously committed, to approach t he market to regulate a public utility and to fix
clearing level.
these prices on the basis of the tradiH.R. 2513 in itself will not raise the tional cost of serve utility rate base
price of gas. The price of gas will be sub- method. It has been pointed out that this
ject to FPC approval along with other was the first time in the United States
provisions of the contract. However, once that price controls had been imposed in
the contract is approved the contract peace time , on a competitively produced
will not be subject to change and the commodity.
It is past time that we corrected this
producer will know what price he will
receive for his gas and for how long he situation. We have already waited much
will be obliged t o supply gas. These are too long. Many want to revert to the old
certainties that he does not now enjoy. days when ther e was no regulation of
Under present controls, the producer producer prices but regardless of whethwho sells to an interstate pipeline does er this is wise or not it does not appear
not know what price he will receive for politically possible.
As I have said before the quickest and
his gas, how long he will receive a particular price, how much gas he must deliver most feasible solution to the problem
or how long he must continue to make has two parts. One is that the price set
his deliveries. Once he has begun deliv- by the FPC must be at a level that will
eries the provisions of his contract are balance supply with demand. The second
subject to change and revision by rulings portion is that the producer must be
of the FPC. To make matters worse the assured that he has a firm contract. The
producer often has to go through long, bill I and others are joining the gen tledrawn out hearings, sometimes lasting man from New York <Mr. MURPHY) in
years before his price is established and will assure the producer of a firm conthen he has no certainty for the FPC tract.
Mr. Speaker I urge that for the well
can come along and reduce his price.
With a regulation system like this, no being of all citizens, Government, inwonder there is a scarcity of gas. How dustry, consumers and would-be concan we expect businessmen to be inter- sumers that Congress act favorably and
ested in investing their capital and time quickly on H.R. 2513.
under such conditions. Al·t hough H.R.
2513 would not raise the price of gas
alone, it would provide certainty for the
ACCELERATED PUBLIC WORKS
gas industry. The bill would require all
PROGRAM
contracts covering gas deliveries, except
for small contracts, to be submitted to
the Commission. The FPC would either
HON. JOSEPH M. GAYDOS
approve the contract, making it-binding;
O.F PENNSYLVANIA
approve it subject to stipulated condiIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tions, acceptance of which would valldate the contract; or disapprove the
Thursday, April 1, 1971
contract, voiding it.
Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Speaker, facts and
Although H.R. 2513 will not free the figures belie the optimistic reports which
gas producer from regulation it will give forecast a sudden resurgence in our presthe industry some element of contractual ent stagnated economy. Caught between
certainty. An element that any business- rising unemployment and high inflation,
man needs in order to operate. Why the American citizen is understandably
would anyone want to risk his capital in doubtful things are miraculously going
a business where he does not know what to change. He takes such predictions
price he will be paid or how long he will with more than a grain of salt, no mathave to perform.
ter who makes it.
Under H.R. 2513, existing contracts
The facts are unemployment has alwould continue to be subject to the Natu- most doubled in 2 years, increasing from
ral Ga... Act. However the FPC could not 3.4 percent in January 1969 to an average
reduce prices under these contracts once of 6 percent over the past 3 months. That
it has approved them.
means 5 million people are out of work.
Let me point out a little history on Hand in hand with increased unemployhow the natural gas industry got into ment is increased inflation. Consumer
such regulatory straits. In 1938 Congress prices have gone up an average of nearly
passed the Natural Gas Act to regulate 6 percent a year, compared to the averinterstate transmission lines. The gas age increase of slightly more than 2 perproducers were subject to State regula- cent in the previous 8 years. Our economy

this year further documented the fact
that there is a real shortage of natural
gas. The report said :
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is stalled. At the end of last year there
was a $70 billion difference between what
we were producing and what we were
capable of producing.
While every American might not be
in a position to quote facts and figures,
he does know things are not good. He
has been given a lot of verbal assurance
things will change but he sees no evidence of it. Our fiscal and monetary policies have not been altered so much from
the policies which brought about the
present situation and the administration's economic plan readily accepts a
5-p.ercent unemployment rate.
It is for these reasons I have introduced legislation to spend $2 billion into
reactivating and revitalizing economic
development programs which have
proven their value and worth. The legislation will, among o-t her things, reestablish the accelerated public works program of 1962, which, I believe, was most
effective in reversing economic trends
similar to those of today.
Provisions within the bill would provide funds to break the logjam of public
works projects which now are poised and
ready for construction. It would put people back to work immediately. The funds
could go to areas hardest hit by unemployment and where projects can be
started and completed within 12 months
after approval.
The proposed bill also calls for authorizing a 2-year continuation .of the
Economic Development Administration
programs, the Regional Development
Commission, and the Appalachian Regional Development program. The EDA
and ARD authorizations are due to expire June 30, and I believe it is imperative we continue these job-making programs.
Mr. Speaker, I am sure we all agree
we must get our economy moving again;
we must get our people back to work.
My bill is a push in the right direction.

NOT WORTH A PAPER CUP

HON. BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Speaker, every
day some clever retailer comes up with
a new gimmick to defraud the consumer. One of such gimmicks is the service
contract agreement offered to the consumer shortly after he buys a new appliance or similar products. Under this
agreement, for which the consumer often
pays a significant fee, the retailer agrees
to repair the product free of charge if
it breaks down during the period covered by the agreement. Often the service agreement overlaps the warranty period under which the manufacturer is
required to repair a defective product
free of charge. So, in effect, the consumer
is paying extra for the services he is already entitled to under the warranty. -
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Art Buchwald's column of March 25
in the Washington Post illustrates in his
classically humorous and ironic manner
the true meaning of these service agreements. The article follows:
NOT WORTH A PAPER CUP

(By Art Buchwald)
In the world of planned obsolescence, the
service contract plays a most vital role. There
is hardly anything you can buy now that
doesn't have a service contract to go with
it.
The other day I went into my favorite
department store to purchase a paper cup
dispenser. It cost $1.50.
As the man was writing up the sales slip
he said, "Would you like to have a service
contract with this?"
"What for?" I asked.
"Well, it could break down and you would
have to call someone to fix it. If you take
out a service contract, which will only cost
you $40 for the year, we would send someon0 to your house free of charge."
"But why would you sell a paper cup
dispenser that would break down in less
than a year?"
"Please don't get me wrong. I'm not saying that this paper cup dispenser will break
down. We've sold several of them that have
needed no servicing at all. But our experience
has been that the majority of our dispensers
do cause trouble after frequent usage. Where
did you intend to use this paper cup dispenser?"
"In the children's bathroom. They don't
seem to ever rinse their glasses after they
brush their teeth."
"Then you'll certainly need a service contract. These paper cup dispensers were not
built to stand the punishment of children
using them every day."
"But there is a guarantee with the paper
cup dispenser."
"That's only if it's used by a senior citizen three times a week. Of course, you don't
have to take the service contract--it's strictly
optional.
"But we know a dentist who installed one
of our paper cup dispensers in his office and
it broke down. It kept dispensing three paper
cups at one time. He didn't have a service
contract, so it took three months before
we could get to him. By the time our man
repaired the dispenser the dentist had used
$645 worth of paper cups, not to mention
the $25 we had to charge him for the house
call."
"But," I said naively, "it seems so unfair
to sell someone a new product and then inform him it's liable to break down."
"On the contrary. We would be dishonest
if we sold you the product and didn't inform
you it would break down. These service contracts are for the protection of the customer.
"Two weeks ago a lady bought one of these
paper cup dispensers and after two days it
wouldn't dispense any paper cups at all.
She had to keep leaning over and trying to
drink directly from the faucet. Fortunately
she had a service contract with us and we
sent over a man right away. It turned out
a sprocket spring behind the rejecter lever
had slipped out of the three-way hook. He
replaced it in an hour and all the lady had
to pay for was the new parts.
"Except for a bad back she developed trying to lean over the faucet, it only cost
her $12.
"I st111 don't understand why a reliable
store like this would carry a paper cup dispenser that won't hold up."
"Well, frankly sir, we're not too fond of
these paper cup dispensers ourselves. We
don't even make any money on them."
"Then why do you sell them?" I asked
angrily.

"Because," he said primly. "We make all
our profit on the service contract, stupid."

April 1, 1971
The States of Arizona and New Mexico are
paid a share of the national forest receipts
for school purposes.
In thousands of dollars

FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION

HON. HAROLD R. COLLIER

Peace Corps, miscellaneous trust
funds: School partnership
program • • __ ._ . ____ • _________

OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE' OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

235

300

310

Miscellaneous contributed funds received

Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Speaker, my col- by gift, devise, bequest, or from foreign
league, the gentleman from Illinois, Rep- governments are used in furtherance of the
resentative EDWARD J. DERWINSKI, and Peace Corps program.
I recently completed a comprehensive
study and review of the many and vartIn thousands of dollars
ous contributions of the Federal Govern1971
1972
ment to education in the country today.
1970
estiestiactual
mate
mate
With this background data we have
had a detailed itemization of the educational expenditures proposed for the fisDEPARTMENT OF DEFENSECIVIL
cal year of 1972. The following tabulation is based upon the budget figures. The Panama Canal-Canal Zone
Government: Operating exIt shows that total obligations amounted
penses- Civil functions: Educato $7,064,789,000 during fiscal 1970. This
tion__ __ ________ _____ ______ __ 15,297 16, 182 16, 746
figure will rise to a total of $9,329,367,000
during the current year, fiscal 1971, and
This provides for the operation of sohools,
to $11,230,607,000 during fiscal 1972. The kindergarten through college, for the detabulation follows:
pendents of Canal Zone residents, the deIn thousands of dollars
1972
estimate

Appalachian Regional Development Programs: Vocational
education facilities •. _. __ ._ . __ •

10, 605

24, 988

In thousands of dollars
1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Philippine education program:
Science high school project.___
951 - -- - -- - -- - -- - - - -Assistance to students____ _______ ___ ____
605 ___ ____ _
Land reform education__ ________ ____ ___
1,282 ______ __
Tot~l

obligations __ __ _______ _

951

1, 887 - - ------

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Extension Service:
Cooperative extension work,
payments and expenses:
Payments for cooperative
extension work under the
District of Columbia Public
Education Act. _____ ___ ____ _
Advances and reimbursements :
Cooperation with Department of Defense on extension program work in
rural defense information and education program
Teaching materials developed
and provided State Extention services under cooperative agreement on a
cost-sharing basis _____ ___ _
Forest service-Permanent appropriations : Payments to
school funds, Arizona and New
Mexico • • • _. ____ _• ____ --- - - ••

In thousands of dollars

24, 000

Grants are made to States and local districts within the Appalachian region for the
construction and equipment of vocational
education facilities in Appalachia. Vocational education faciUties are key elements
for the training and upgrading of potential
and existing labor force entrants in skills
required in commercial and other vocations.

1970
actual

pendents of U.S.-citizen Government employees residing in the Republic of Panama,
and, on a space-available basis, certain other
residents of the Republic. There are two
school systems; one for U.S. citizens, the
other, which is conducted in the Spanish
language, for Panamanians and other nonU.S. citizens. There also are specialized facilities for the handicapped.

360

672

768

298

286

286

33

65

65

125

84

100

Capital ouUay-Civil functions:
Education:
Improvements and replacements to educational facilities__ _ ___________ ___ __ _
155
431
Air condition Rainbow City
junior-senior high, elementary school complex_ ______ __ ___ __ ____ ___

360
210

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Health Services and Mental Health
Administration:
Mental health-Manpower
development:
Training grants and fellowships...._ ____ _____ __ __ ___ __ 118,335 l16, 350 l13, 300
Direct operations •• __ • ___ .__ 5, 678
5, 810
5, 765
TotaL • • _. ______ _____ ____ 124,013 122,160 l19, 065

Training grants and fellowships. Grants are
made to training institutions for training in
psychiatry, psychology. psychiatric nursing,
psychiatric social work, and other mental
health disciplines, such as the rapidly developing paraprofessional mental health
worker field.
Experimental and special programs and
continuing education in mental health are
supported as well as specialized training in
such areas as alcoholism, drug abuse, crime
and delinquency, and suicide prevention. Fellowship awards are made on the basis of individual merit to persons involved in mental
health research.
Direct operations. This supports Institute
staff who are responsible !or planning and
administration of the national mental health
manpower program including mental health

April 1, 1971
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manpower studies and the development of
training programs for paraprofessionals. A
limited amount of funds will be used to support contracts to train individuals to work
with drug abusers. This also supports the
training activities of the National Center for
Mental Health Services, training and research,
and a program for training psychiatrists for
careers in the Public Health Service.

academic institutions to establish or improve
programs to prepare increased numbers of
independent and competent clinical research
investigators and teachers in research training.

supports the availability of high quality
training opportunities in environmental
health. The goal is to increase the number
of highly qualified scientists primarily concerned with environmental health.

In thousands of dollars

1970
actual

1971

1972

estimate

estimate

In thousands of dollars

1971

1972

actual

estimate

estimate

106
317

126
352

126
352

1970

In thousands of dollars

1970
actual
National Institutes of Health:
National Cancer InstituteGrants:
Fellowships .• • • • . .•• •• • ••••
Training •• .•••• •• .•.•...•••

4,499
13,066

1971

1972

estimate

estimate

3,798
10,774

3,348
8,358

Postdoctoral and special fellowships and
career award and career development fellowships will be supported.
Grants are awarded to accredited schools
for training in such fields as surgery, pathology, radiobiology, radiotherapy, and internal
medicine; and grants are awarded to research
training centers for individual traineeships.
In thousands of dollars

1970
actual
National Heart and Lung Institute-Grants:

~~~i~r;;~~~================== 2~: ~~~

1971

1972

estimate

estimate

6, 871
17,643

6, 195
13,592

National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and StrokeGrants:

~~!~i~r~;~~~================== ~~: £M

2, 782
14, 300

2, 595
11. 456

Fellowships will be supported.
Grants are made to training institutions
to establish and improve programs to t rain
teachers and clinical investigators in neurology and otology. Traineeships will be awarded
to individuals for specialized postgraduate
training.
In thousands of dollars

1970

1971
esti-

actual

mate

1972
estimate

National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases-Grants:

t~!~i~r~;~~~= === === ==== == ==== = 11,413

3, 749
8, 972

3, 504
7, 330

18, 836 18, 454
44,395 43,746

15, 142
38. 385

3, 908

National Institute of General
Medical Sciences-Grants:

f~~~i~r~;~~~= == ::: === == ======:

National Institute of Child Health
and Human DevelopmentGrants:

t~! i nf~;~~~= ::::: =:: ==== == == = 12, 283
10

Fellowship awards will be supported. For
undergraduate cardiovascular training, funds
will provide assistance to schools of medicine~
psteopathy, and publlc health.
Funds will provide for grants for graduate
cardiovascular and pulmonary research and
clinical training.

Research resources-Grants:

3, 960

3, 786
10, 142

3, 653
9, 085

Postdoctoral and special fell::>wships, career awards, and career development fellowships will be supported..
Training grants will be supported.

~~~~~r;;~~~= == ===========::::

Fellowships will be supported.
Grants are awarded to institutions for
training in laboratory animal medicine.
In thousands of dollars

1971

1972

actual

estimate

estimate

531
131

1, 077
170

739
170

1970

Fogarty International Center for
Advanced Study in the Health
Sciences-Grants:
Fellowships ___ • •.••••...•.•
Fogarty scholarships _______ _

Health education loans
Health professions education
fund:
Loans to health professions
schools..................
6,479 ------- - ----- ---Interest.__________________
2, 040
4,121
4, 223
Cancellations to schools.......................
213
Total obligations..........

8, 519

1970
actual

1971

1972

estimate

estimate

1970
actual

1971

1972

estimate

estimate

1, 676
2, 998

876
2, 225

National Eye Institute- Grants:
National Institute of Dental Research-Grants:
Fellowships.. . ........ . . . ....
Training................. . ...

1, 614
5, 355

1,601
5, 206

1, 367
4, 285

Funds for fellowships are used for support
of clinical and basic research training. Applications under this program are for special
fellowships, postdoctoral fellowships, career
development and career awards.
Training funds are the principal means of
meeting the need for dental research and
academic personnel in the dental schools
to teach clinical and basic sciences, and to
conduct research.

~~~~r~:~~~= == ==== == ==== == ===

Fellowships are awarded to provide postdoctoral research training to individual investigators working in the field of vision
research. Awardees are provided an opportunity for training in a wide variety of scientific disciplines related to research on the
eye and visual system.
Graduate training grants are awarded to
academic institutions to establish or improve
existing programs to prepare more advanced
laboratory scientists for research careers in
disorders of the visual system.

In thousands of do!lars

1971

1972

actual

estimate

estimate

~~!~i~r~;~~~=== == ======== ===== 1~:J8X

5, 740
15,072

5, 094

National Institute of Arthritis and
Metabolic Diseases-Grants:

11,475

Fellowships are awarded to private postdoctoral research training and career development opportunities to individual investi-

gators working in the diverse fields related to
the mission of this Institute.
Graduate training grants are awarded to
CXVII--595-Part 7

1970
actual

1971

1972

estimate

estimate

Nurse training fund:
Loans to schools of nursing____
4, 252 ------ - --- - -----Payment to Government
National Mortgage Association to retire participation
certificates •• . • • • .. ____ •• •• • • .•. . . •. •
1, 618 . . .. ... _
Interest......... . .. . ....... .
744
2, 038
2, 039
Cancellations to schools_________________ ________
540
Totalobligations__ ________

4,996

3,656

2,579

The Allied Health Professions Personnel
Training Act of 1966 amended Section 827,
Public Health Service Act, to establish a revolving fund to provide loans to student
nurses.
In thousands of dollars

1970

1971

1972

actual

estimate

estimate

513, 926

520,000

530,000

In thousands of dollars

1n thousands of dollars

1970

855

2, 9::~9

4, 436

The Allied Health Professions Personnel
Training Act of 1966 amended Title VII, Part
C, Public Health Service Act, to establish a
revolving fund from which schools may obtain loans to provide loans to health professions students.

In thousands of dollars
In thousands of dollars

4,121

1971

1972

actual

estimate

estimate

215
3, 622

264
3,117

264
3, 283

1970

National Institute of Environmental Health SciencesGrants:

t~~~i~r~;~~~=== == == ====== =====

Under the fellowship program, postdoctoral, special, and research career development awards are made to graduate students

and scientists for training in the field of environmental health sciences.
The graduate research training program

Grants Management Fund:
Offi~ of Education._....

Office of Education:
Elementary and secondary education:
Aid to school districts:
Educationally deprived children ••. I, 339, 014 1, 500, 000 1, 500, 000
Supplementary
services_________
130,810
143,393
143, 393
Library resources...
42, 500
80, 000
80, 000
Equipment and
36, 854
50,000- --- --- - -mmorremodeling.
Dropout prevention •••
4, 981
10,000
10, 000
Bilingual education. . ..
21,250
25, 000
25, 000
Follow Through . •••• • .•.••••••.•• ••• ----- -- 60,000
Strengthening State
departments of
education.... . ... . .
29,750
29, 750
33, 000
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1n th ousands of dollars

Pl~~~i~~-~~~-~~~~~~:__

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

8, 825

8, 825

3, 825

Total obligations ____ 1, 613,984 1, 846, 968 1, 855, 218

Aid to school districts: Educationally dep r ived children. Grants are made to State and
local educational agencies based on the number of children from low-income families to
provide compensatory services for educationally disadvantaged children. Incentive grants
are made to States putting forth a great~r
effort than the Nation as a whole in public
support for elementary and secondary education; and special grants are made for urban
and rural schools serving areas with the
highest concentrations of children from lowincome families. Greatest emphasis in 1972
will be placed on preschool and element~ry
school children from attendance areas with
high concentrations of children from !.owincome families. Supplementary servt~es.
Grants will be made to States for developmg
programs which serve as models for improving and supplementing the regular school
curriculum. Emphasis will be given to projects designed to meet the Right to Read goal
for the 1970's. Grants are made to States for
procurement of Library resCYUrces, textbooks,
and other printed and published instructional materials for use by students and teachers
in public and private elementary and secondary schools. These funds help provide the
basic tools needed in a broad effort to improve reading ability.
Dropout prevention. Grants are made to
local school districts for innovative projects
in poverty area schools leading to new methods and techniques for reducing the incidence of dropouts.
Grants are made to local educational agencies for exemplary pilot and demonstration
projects in bilingual education for children
who come from low-income families.
Follow Through is an experimental compensatory education program designed to develop and test new ways to educate <:lisadvantaged children in the early primary
grades. The resources of the school, the parents and the community are brought togeth~r in programs to meet the child's instructional, physical, and psychosocial needs.
Strengthening State departments of education. The leadership ab1lity of State educational agencies is improved by grants to assist them in developing systematic and technically proficient planning and evaluation
activities, and in stimulating and supporting
research and statistical and technical assistance for local school systems. Funds are also
provided to permit the development of a
comprehensive educational planning and
evaluation unit within each State.
Funds are made available to the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare for planning and evaluation of succeeding year programs and projects.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

School assistance in federally
affected areas:
Maintenance and operations ____ 507, 646 5~~: r~~ 4~~:
Construction ___ ______ _________1_2_, _48_0_ _ _ _ __ _

ggg

Total obligations _____ _______ 520,126 564,181

450,000

Maintenance and operations. Payments are
m ade to assist in the operation of schools in

areas where enrollments are affected by Federal activities. Under certain circumstances,
payments are made to other Federal agencies to make arrangements for education of
children where local school districts do not
assume responsibility. For 1972, payments
will continue to be concentrated on those
districts where Federal impact is greatest.
Highest priority will be given to school districts with la rge enrollments of children
whose parents both live and work on Federal
property and do not contribute to local
school revenues.
Payments are made to assist in construction of schools in areas where enrollments
are affected by Federal activities.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Emergency school assistance :
Special educational personnel
and programs ______________________ _
57,500 -------Community participation
programs __ ________ _- ___ ------- __ --7, 500 - - --- - -Equipment and minor
remodeling ________ ___ ___________ ___ _
7,900 ---- -- -Federal administration and
technical assistance ___ ____ __ _- ___ - - -1, 953 ------- -

-----------------74,853 ------ - -

Total obligations ____ _________ __ ____

The Office of Education provided emergency assist ance in 1971 to schools and nonprofit organizations to aid in solving the
problems of desegregating educational institutions previously segregated on a de jure
basis. The assistance was provided on a project grant basis for local educational agencies
which are implementing desegregation plans
under Federal court order, or plans approved
under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.
1n thousands of dollars
1970
actual
Education for the handicapped:
State grant programs _____ __ ___ 29, 183
Early childhood projects ___ ____
3, 000
Teacher education and recruitment_ __ ___________________ 30, 398
Research and innovation __ _____ 21, 860
Planning and evaluation _____ __
424
Total obligations ___ ____ ___ __

84, 865

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

34, 000
7, 000

35, 000
7, 500

33, 100
30, 350
550

35,145
31,805
550

105, 000

110,000

April 1, 1971
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Vocational and adult education:
Grants to States for vocational
education ____ __________ ____ 360, 316 389,707 384, 173
Vocational research_____ _____ _ 10, 135 59,489 36,000
Adult education____ ________ __ _______ __ 55, 000 55, !lQO
894
900
900
Planning and evaluation__ __ __ _
Total obligations ___ ____ _____ 371 , 345 505,096 476,073

Matching grants are made to the States
for vocational education programs, including
the construction and remodeling of facilities.
At least two-fifths of these grants must be
used for programs for children from lowincome families, the physically and mentally
handicapped, and postsecondary courses. In
1972, the States will be given the :flexibility
to use these grants for programs which previously were funded in separate categories.
These programs include research and training, consumer and homemaking education,
special problems for the disadvantaged to
help attack the problems of youth unemployment and delinquency, cooperative education programs which combine work experience with formal education, and work-study
programs which provide financial assistance
needed for disadvantaged students to stay
in school. Funds are also used to support the
national and State advisory councils on vocational education.
Vocational research. Grants are made to
colleges, universities, and other institutions
to develop new models for upgrading vocational education progrruns and for stimulating new ways to create a bridge between
school and earning a living for school dropouts and youth who graduate from high
school lacking employable skills. Grants are
also made for the development of curricula
for new and changing occupations and to
provide the information essential to make
necessary improvements and changes for
more effective vocational education programs.
Adult education. Grants are made to the
States for support of basic educational programs attended by adults sixteen years and
older who wish to overcome English language limitations, prepare for occupational
training and more profitable employment,
and participate more effectively in our modern society.
In thousands of dollars

State grant programs. Grants are made to
States to assist in the initiation, expansion,
and improvement of programs and projects
for education of handicapped children at the
preschool, elementary, and secondary schools
levels.
Early childhood projects. Centers were supported which provided educational, diagnostic, and consultative services for preschool
handicapped children and their parents.
Teacher education and recruitment. Grants
are awarded to stimulate the training of
teachers, supervisors, speech correctionists,
researchers, and other professional and subprofessional personnel in fields related to the
education of the handicapped.
Research and innovation. Grants and contracts are awarded for the development of
new curricular materials, teaching techniques, research and development centers,

and other research and demonstration projects.
Planning and evaluation. Funds are made
available for grants, contracts, or other payments for planning succeeding year actiVities
or projects, and for conducting evaluation
studies.

1970
actual
Hivher education:
Student assistance:
Grants and work study
payments _____ ___________
Subsidized insured loans:
Interest_ ___ ____ ____ __ ___
Reserve fund advances____
Program administration____
Direct loans ________ __ ___ __ _
Special programs for disadvantaged students _____ _____
Institutional assistance:
Strengthening developing
institutions __ __ ____ ___ __ __
Construction :
Subsidized loans_____ __ ___
Grants __ ________ _____ __ __
State administration and

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

316,855 336,078
971,300
112, 392 143, 200 245, 000
69
2, 000
2, 234
1, 678
2, 219
6, 800
194, 235 243, 000
5, 000
44, 749

50, 035

50, 100

30,000

33,850

38, 850

3, 793
73, 489

21 , 894
39, 993
44, 490 -- -- - ---

plannin~ ---- - - - - --- - --5, 973
6, 000
3, 000
Federal administration____
4, 972
2, 424
2, 397
Language training and area
studies ____ ___ _____ ______ 15,282
8, 000 15, 300
University community
services __________ ------ -- -- - --.- - 9, 500
9, 500
Aid to land- grant colleges____ 21 , 961
12, 680
2, 600
U nd erl!raduate instructional
equipment_ _______ ____ __ ______ ___ _
7. 000 -- - - -- - College personnel development_ 58, 813
56, 820 36. 954
Planning and evaluation _____ _-_ _8_4_3_ _ _
_
900_ __ 900

Total obligations _____ _____ __ 885,104 980, 090 1,829.928
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The Administration will submit legislation
to the Congress to extend or revise existing
higher education programs whose authorizations are scheduled to expire at the end of
1971. The following relates to that proposed
legislation:
Student assistance. A basic revision of existing student aid programs Will be proposed
to insure that no qualified student who wants
to go to college will be barred by lack of
funds. Under this proposal, a single student
aid package--consisting of grants, work-study
payments, and subsidized loans-Will be provided to lower income undergraduate students. A National Student Loan Association
will also be proposed to provide funds to
banks and colleges for loans to students at
all income levels, its capital to be raised
from the private market. Colleges could use
funds obtained from NSLA to make both
federally subsidized and federally guaranteed
but unsubsidized loans to students.
Reserve fund advances are made on a
matching basis to State and nonprofit private
loan insurance funds to guarantee student
loans.
Under the proposed legislation, special programs for disadvantaged students would be
continued. These include: the upward bound
program to motivate high school students to
attend college and improve their academic
preparation, the talent search program to
identify youths with exceptional potential
for a college education and publicize available
sources of financial aid, and special remedial
and other services for enrolled college students to encourage and assist them in continuing their higher education.
Institutional assistance. Grants are awarded to raise the aca-demic qualtty of developing colleges, to encourage study of modern
languages and world atfa.irs, to assist universities in meeting community needs, and to
facilltate construction of fooiUties. Aid to
land-grant colleges includes only the permanent appropriation in 1972. Those predominantly negro colleges which have received funds under the annual land-grant
program will now receive equivalent support
from the developing colleges program. In
add1tion, an increase of $5,000,000 has been
provided for the developing colleges program
for the specific purpose of aiding predominantly negro col·l eges. Annual interest grants,
to reduce the costs of loans from non-Federal
sources for the construction of academic facilities, are awarded to colleges, universities,
Junior colleges, anu technical institutes.
College personnel development. Grants are
awarded to universities for fellowships leading to a doctorate for prospective college
teachers. Grants and contracts provide full
costs of institutes and other training programs to train college teachers, administrators, and educational specialists, especially ·
at two- and four-year colleges.
Planning and evaluation. Funds provide
for long-range planning of higher education
programs and for program evaluation, particularly the interrelationships and impact
of programs on the higher education community.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
esti·
mate

1972
esti·
mate

Education professions development: Personnel training and
development.... . .......... 72,472 67,900 59,700
Special programs serving
schools in low-income areas .....•....•..••....•••••••••
Teacher Corps ________________ 21, 634 30,800 37,435
Career opportunities and
urban-rural school programs. 22, 127 35, 100 36,665
Planningandevaluation.......
476
2,000
2,000
Total obligations.......•.•.• 116,709 135,800 131,800

Personnel training and -development.
Grants are made to States, higher education
institutions, and local education agencies
and other organizations to improve the
preparation of all educationaJ. personnel; to
support loca.l schools in making better use
of staff time and instructionaa materials; to
meet critical shortages of educational personnel; to upgrade the quality of teaching
at the preschool through postsecondary vooa.tional levels; and to improve teacher education programs at the graduate level.
Teacher Corps. Grants are made to colleges,
universities, a.nd locaJ. school districts to
support projects which provide teams of
experienced teachers and teaching interns
who are available to serve, upon request, in
schools located in neighborhoods With concentrations of low-income fam111es.
Career opportunities and urban-rural
school programs. Grants are made to States,
higher education institutions, and local
education agencies to help attract persons
from low-income urban and isolated rural
schools, veterans, and college graduates into
education careers in schools serving lowincome populations.
Planning and evaluation. Funds are
available for grants, contracts, or other payments for planning succeeding year activities
or projects and for conducting evaluation in
education professions development. In addition, studies Will be conducted on crucial
problems in the areas of special education,
early childhood personnel, and the need for
special services for disadvantaged students.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
esti·
mate

Libraries and educational communications public libraries:
Services._ .•.. __________ .••. _ 35, 047 40, 7011 18, 000
Construction ..•. __ ---- •. ----- 5, 095 11,520 --- -- --9,900
5, 000
College library resources .••••.. 9, 816
librarian trai ni ng ____________ _ 3, 969
3, 900
2, 000
Cataloging by the Library of
Congress._. __ •. __________ _ 5, 811
6, 854 -------Educational broadcasting
4, 000
facilities ....•. ------ ------- 5, 403 11, 588
Planning and evaluation ______ _
400
400
89
University community service
programs .•. ______________ . 9,474 ---- -- -- --------Adult ertucation_ ... . ________ . 49,488 -- -- ------ --·- --To~al

obligations ...••..•.. 124, 192

84,871

29, 400

Public libraries. Grants are made to the
States on a matching basis for the promotion, development, and extension of pubUc
library services; interlibrary cooperation;
State hospital, prison, anu other institution·
al Ubrary services; and services for the physically handicapped. Grants were made in 1970
and 1971 to the States on a matching basis
for construction of library buildings.
College library resources. Grants are made
to institutions of higher education for acquisition of library books and materials.
Grants are made to higher c:oducation institutions for training and upgrading librarians to staff school, public and academic
libraries.
Grants are provi-ded for the establishment
anu expansion of educational television and
radio facilities covering all phases of education from preschool through adult. Funds
may not be used for construction or repair
of structures to house such facilities.
Planning and evaluation. Funds are available for grants, contracts, or other payments
for planning succeeding year activities or
projects and for conducting evaluation studies in community education.
Educational research and development.
These funds support a variety Of research
and development activities. In 1972, priority

will be placed on early childhood education,
reading, organization and administration,
and higher education programs. Funds Will
also be directed to environmental education,
drug abuse education, and nutrition programs for school-aged children. A total of
$5,000,000 w1ll be used to continue support
of the sesame Street program.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Research and development:
Educational research and
development............... 60,397 60,577 62, 000
Experimental schools.................. 12,000 15,000
National achievement study.... 2, 400
4, 500
6, 000
Demonstrations_______________ 1,000
2,250
2,250
Evaluations__________________ 2, 580
4, 000
4, 000
Dissemination________________ 6,672
8,500
8,500
Training______ •.•.•..••••.•.• 6, 325
3, 250
4, 000
Statistics____________________ 1, 729
3, 000
3, 250
Construction_________________ 11,291 ·······-··--· .•.•
Total obligations__ __ _______ _ 92, 394

98, 077 105, 000

Experimental schools. This program tests,
develops, and demonstrates ways to improve
the learning of children in actual school
situations. Support will be provided to schools
which will implement, in a comprehensive
manner in one school setting, both ideas
already verified as feasible by priot" research
as well as ideas yet to be evaluated. Over the
next several years the program Will generate
a series of experimental sohool sites that
w111 represent a full range of alternatives
to current education-al practice.
National achievement study. This national
assessment provides i.Il'formation on the educational attainment of the populB~tion.
Demonstrations. The Anacostia community
school project in the District of Columbia,
a model approach to urban education, is
supported from these funds. This project has
emphasized community participation and a
special reading program. In 1971-1972 it Will
also stress adult basic education, early childhood education, staff development, vocational
education for both in-school and dropout
students, and outside evaluation. Ideas and
practices initiated by the project will be
disseminated nationally.
Evaluations. Funds are available for grants,
contracts, or other payments for planning
and evaluation studies. In 1970-1971, studies
focused on the disadvantaged, post-high
school job and education experiences of students in large metropolitan areas and the
role of private vocational schools in meeting
the Nation's manpower requirements. In 1972
greater emphasis w1ll be place-d on continuing major ongoing studies, such as those on
the disadvantaged, and initiating studies in
higher education, the "right to read," and
the dissemination process.
Dissemination. In 1970, local educators
were encouraged to use exemplary programs
for improving their systems. Two major dissemination methods which will be supporte-d
to achieve this goal are the installation of
exemplary practices and products in "lighthouse" schools throughout the Nation, and
the development of a delivery system which
moves practices and products from research
and development into the schools.
Grants are awarded for training manpower
to carry out educational research, development, dissemination, and evaluation activities. Awards are also made to develop materials for use in these programs. Most personnel are trained through a consortium of institutions to provide a broad spectrum of
!relevant experience; Short-term programs
will recruit members of minority groups for
training in innovation and evaluation techniques.

Contracted studies and related services are
used to support the measurement of the
progress and the status of education in the
Nation. The work includes the collection,
compilation, analysis, and dissemination of
statistics; work on standard educational
terminology; and continued research 1n statistical survey methods and sampling techniques.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual
Educational activities overseas
(special foreign currency
program) :
Grants to American institutions ____ __________________

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

1,170

3,144

3,000

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

13, 625
8, 979
5, 161

14,066
9, 018
5, 237

15, 332
7, 545
5, 820

8, 390

7, 723

8, 613

9, 846

11, 127

11, 669

46, 001

47, 171

48,979

The Office of Education administers grantsin-aid and provides technical assistance and
statistical services to State education agencies, institutions of higher education, and
libraries. It also supports training and recruitment of educational personnel, experimentation and development to improve education, and planning and evaluation of educational programs. This appropriation provides for management, staff services, and
related expenses required in accomplishing
the mission of the Office.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual
Civil rights education :
Traininl! and advisory services.
Technical services and
administration ______ ________
Total obligations__________

1970
actual
Student Loan Insurance Fund:
Collection fees on insured
loans ____________ _____ -- ---- - __ ----Loss on insured loans_________
175
Loss on reinsured loans_______
496

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

1
410
816

1
522
952

-----------------

Total operating costs______ __
644
1, 227
1, 475
========
Collectable insured loans
defaults___________________
1, 215
4, 522
3, 176
Collectable reinsured loans
defaults ____ _____ __________
2, 045
3,823
4, 618

cost. Included in this activity are supervision, counsellng, vocational training, and all
other manpower services required to rehabilitate welfare clients through on-the-job
training.
Institutional training. This provides for
classroom training, vocational education, and
workshop training in clerical, service, and
semiskilled to skilled occupations, vestibule
training, and employment preparation. In
addition, remedial education is provided to
many participants.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

Total capital outlaY------ -==3=,2=6=0=======

In thousands of dollars

Total obligations ______ __ __

In thousands of dollars

-----------------9, 140
6,999

Foreign currencies which are in excess of
the normal requirements of the United States
are used to support research and training
projects abroad sponsored by American institutions. The bulk of funding supports
training abroad for American educators and
prospective teachers of foreign language and
area studies in order to provide them with
essential study and experience in another
culture.

Salaries and expenses:
School systems . ______________
Higher education. ____________
Instructional resources. _______
Planning, research, and
evaluation _________________
Executive direction and
administration _____________
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1971
estimate

1972
estimate

16, 939

16,000 ------ ·-

2, 020

3, 151 ------ - -

18, 959

19, 151 --------

Training and advisory services. Support
has been provided through university centers, State education agencies, and grants to
local school boards for dealing with problems
arising from the ctesegregation of schools.
Technical services and administration. Federal stay provided technical assistance and
consultative services to local school boards
on the development and Implementation of
desegregation plans and administered grants
and contncts for activities described above.

10,615
Total program costs, funded. 3, 904
8, 226
Change in selected resources_
2, 022
-221
5, llO
Adjustments in selected
resources ________________________ _
1,196 -- --- - -- Total obligations____________

5, 926

9, 201

In thousands of dollars

Higher education facilities loan
fund:
Interest expense on participation certificates _____________
hnter.e~t exp_enses to Treasury __
dmm1strat1ve expenses _______

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Research and training-Training:
Rehabilitation________________ 27,634 27,700 14,650
Community services_____________________________ 4, 000
Aging _____ ------ ___ ----------_________________ 1, 850

Rehabilitation. Grants and contracts wlll
support the training of personnel in professional and technical fields in vocational rehabilitation, including teaching grants and
traineeships to educational institutions, and
research feUowships to individuals.
Community services. Grants are made to
institutions of higher learning to strengthen
a.nd expand their resources for training individuals in the field of social welfare, and to
individuals for training in the fields of child
welfare services for families, children, and
young adults in all areas of social functioning and in community planning to meet the
social needs of people.
Aging. Training grants will be made for
the purpose of providing specialized training on problems of the aging and providing
the requisite skills for personnel preparing
for or engaged in planning and administering facilities for and services to older people.
In thousands of dollars

ll, 282

ll, 147

21, 275
4

19,000
5

11, 000
22,000
5

Total operating costs, funded. 32, 561
Change in selected resources.
-2

30,152
-2

33,005
-2

Total operating costs ________

30, 150

33, 003

32,559

Construction loans to higher
education institutions_____ 98, 247 80, 000 12, 000
Ch~nge in sel~cted resources_ -94, 047 -80, 000 -12, 000
AdJustments m selected resources (loan obligations)_________ ________
574 35,000 -------Total capital outlay,
obligations ____________ _

1972
estimate

15,725

Under the Higher Education Act of 1965
and the National Vocational Student Loan
Insurance Act of 1965, the Office of Education received authority to insure loans to
students in eligible institutions who do not
have reasonable access to State or private
nonprofit programs of student loan insurance. The Higher Education Amendments of
1968 merged the National Vocational Student
Loan Insurance Act into the Higher Edu·c ation Act insured loan program, and in addition to extending the Federal insurance program, authorizes the Office of Education to
reinsure loans guaranteed by State and nonprofit private agencies at 80 % of default by
student borrowers.

1970
actual

1971
estimate

4, 773

Total obligations _________ _ 37, 332
Advances and reimbursements:
School systems ___________ ___ _ 2,814
Higher education ___ ____ _____ _ 3, 264
Planning, research, and
evaluation _____________ __ __
658
Executive direction and
administration ___ __ ________ _
225

35,000 -------65, 150

33, 003

2, 845
3, 399

2, 775
3, 911

658

658

225

225

Assistance to refugees in the
United States: Education__ ___ __

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

20, 454

26,538

29,838

Selected training is provided to equip the
refugees for employment and resettlement.
Also, provision is made for Federal payments
to help meet part of the added cost related
to refugee children in certain public school
systems where the number of such children
represents a sizable portion of the enrollments. Loans are made to needy college students, including those pursuing vocational
courses (rather than training leading to an
academic degree) in accredited proprietary
institutions.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimz.te

1, 329
75

1, 442
75

1,

Total obligations ___ ___ ___ _ 6,961
7, 127
7, 569
========
Social and Rehabilitation
Service:
Work incentives-Training
and incentives:
On-the-jobtraining_________
604
1,560 10,536
Institutional training ________ 59,715 91,480 127,190

Special institutions :
American Printing House for
the Blind:
Educational materials_______
Advisory committees________

Each activity includes costs of training, incentives, and related program services.
On-the-job training. This provides cost of
on-the-job training, both regular and full

Grants are made to this nonprofit institution to supply educational materials and
tangible apparatus for education of the blind,

~05

75

-----------------Total obligations__________
1, 404
1, 580
1, 517

April 1, 19 71
to blind children in schools for t he blind , in
public schools, an d in private nonprofit institutions, an d multihandicapped children
and adult trainees at rehabilitation centers.
Funds are also provided for staff and other
expenses of committees Which advise the
Printing House and approve materials and
aids to be manufactured and supplied
through the Federal appropriation.
In thousamls of dollars
1970
actual

1971
esti mate

1972
estimate

National Technical Inst itute for
the Deaf :
Operations:
Academic program ____ ___ ___
I, 626
2, 407
2, 595
Administration and support
services___ ___ __ _________
l , 359
1, 573
1, 892
Construction:
Planning and site development__ • • • _____ _____ ______ _____ • __
236 - - - --- -Buildings __ • •••• __ •• _. ___ ___ •• ____ __ 15, 900 -- -- - - - Total obligations______ ____

9461
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-----------------2, 985 20,116
4, 487

The Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare entered into an agreement with the
Rochester Institute of Technology for the
establishment, construction, and operation of
a National Technical Institute for the Deaf.
Its purpose is to provide a residential facility
for postsecondary technical training and education for persons who are deaf in order to
prepare them for successful employment.
In thousands of dolla rs
1970
actual
National Technical Institute for
the Deaf: Construction____ __ ___________

1971
estimate

1972
esti mate

5, 700 __ ___ ___

The 1971 budget request for construction
of the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf was based on 1969 price levels. The proposed supplemental appropriation would
compensate for the increase in construction
costs since 1969 and permit the Rochester
Institute of Technology to advertise for bids.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Model secondary school for the
deaf:
Operations:
Academic program _____ __ __ _
Administration and support
services ___ • __ __• _______ •
Construction:
Planning and site develop-

221

1, 393

1, 549

209

809

953

Total, obligations ________ _

567

Bu~~~~gs:: ========= == == == =- ____ ~~~ __ __ ~·-~~~ _- - 14~ 458
3, 386

funds necessary for the construction of t he
permanent facilities.
In thousands of dollars

Gallaudet College:
Operations:
Academic program _____ ____ _
Administration and support
services ___ • •• ___ ______ __
Construction:
Planning and site development__. ____ ___ _• • ____ __ _
Buildings _____ •••• ________ _

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

3, 486

4, 123

4, 946

2, 940

3, 382

3, 731

2
338

743 -------3, 880
1, 585

-----------------6, 766
9, 833 12, 557

Total obligations __ __ _____ _

Gallaudet College is a private, nonprofit
educational institution providing an undergraduate higher education program for t he
deaf, a preparatory school for deaf students
who need such training to qualify for college
admission, a graduate school program in the
field of deafness and adult education for deaf
persons. It operates the Kendall School for
deaf children (primarily from the District of
Columbia) and a preschool program for very
young deaf children. Gallaudet also has programs in research on deafness and on ways
and means of assisting deaf persons in more
adequately relating to a predominantly hearing environment. Federal funds provide
slightly more than three-fourths of Gallaudet's operating costs.
In thousands of doll ars
1970
actual

1971
esti mate

1972
estimate

Howard University:
Academic program ______ ___ __ • 39, 324
Freedmen's Hospital.__ _____ __ 15, 683
Construction ______ ___ ________
I, 485

43, 679
16, 819
37, 865

50, 130
17, 700
6, 045

-----------------98,363 73, 875

Total obligations __ _____ ___ 56,492

Academic program. The University is a private nonprofit institution consisting of an
undergraduate college, a graduate school offering the master's degree and the degree of
doctor of philosophy, and thirteen professional schools. Federal funds provide 60.48 %
of the total operating costs for the academic
program.
Freedmen's Hospital. The hospital furnishes inpatient and outpatient care and a
facility for training of physicians and nurses
and other professional and technical health
personnel. Federal funds provide 71.9 % of
the total operating costs.
Construction. The Federal Government has
undertaken to finance a major construction
program, including the erection of a number
of new buildings and alterations and repairs
to the existing physical plant.

16, 960
In thousands of dollars

In 1971, the first full year of operation of
the educational component of the school,
emphasis was placed on the development of
the individualized instruction program and
curricular materials, on the refinement of
administrative procedures, and on the training of staff. For 1972, continued efforts will
be directed toward overall program development and the expansion of computer-assisted
instruction and television-based systems.
Greater emphasis will be placed on evaluation and research based upon prior years'
experience and long-range goals.

The 1972 appropriation

wm

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Higher educati on : National
Foundation for Higher Education ___ _•• _. _____ ________ __ • ___ ____ ___ __ _____ 100, 000

Legislation will be proposed to establish
the National Foundation for Higher Education to support innovation and reform in institutions of higher education. The Foundation, an independent Federal agency, will provide funds to colleges and universities that
wish to try out new educational concepts
and techniques. It will also assist in the
development of national policy in higher
education.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actu al

1972
esti mate

1971
estimate

Research and development : National Institute of Education._ ___ ________ ____ _____

3, 000

Legislat ion will be proposed to establish
the National Institute of Education as an
agency in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The institute will be a
national focus for education research and
experimentation in the United States. Working with researchers, school officials, teachers, scientists, humanists, and others, it will
help identify educational problems, develop
programs to alleviate these problems and assist school systems to put the results of educational research and development into practice. The $3,000,000 requested will be for
planning and initial operating and staffing
expenses.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

197 2
esti mate

Housing production and
mortgage credit-Federal Housing Administration:
College housing-Loans
and other expenses:
College housing loans;
loans for student
center dining and
infirmary facilities;
loans for student
nurses and interns
housing____ _______ __ _ 184, 493
Change in selected
resources ___ __ ___ __ -114,028

151, 274

87, 21€

-81 , 274

-17, 216
70,000

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSI NG
AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Total capital outlay
obligations_ •• • __ • __

70, 465

70, 000

31 , 080
1, 175
300

37, 333
68, 811
1, 050 ---- - - - 210
210

120, 490
551

90, 379
468

Departmental Management:
Advances and reimbursements- Cost finding principles in higher education _____ _____ __
283 - - ------ Office of Education: Emergency school assistanceEmergency School Aid Act.. . ------ - -- 425, 000 1, 000, 000

Interest on borrowings __ _
Administrative expenses_
Inspection expense _____
Interest accrued on
participation
certificates ______ - - --Other expenses _______ __

Legislation h as been proposed to authorize

Total operating costs,
fu nded _________ __•

153, 596

129,440

119, 3l!l

Total obl igations __ ____

224,061

199,440

189, 310

the Oftlce of Education to provide assistance

provide the

in solvin g the problems of desegregating
school district s previously operating under
dual systems. In addition aid will be provided to schools voluntarily alleviating the
problems associated with segregation and to
racially impacted schools.

to schools and nonprofit organizations to aid

49, 379
910

9462
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In thousands of dollars

Limitation on administrative
expenses, college housing
loans:
Payment to administrative
operations fund _________ __

1972
estimate

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1,175

1, 050 --------

ciety and help him realize his potential as an
individual.
Funds for the community development
thrust provide programs and services in the
development of social skills necessary for a
community's assumption of Initiative and
responsibility in the setting of community
goals and the solving of community problems.

Total program costs,
funded. ______________ _
Change in selected resources_________ -----_

2, 954

4, 500

543

-1,000

-500

Total obligations_________ _

3, 497

3, 500

3, 000

3, 500

Community development training grants
are made to States for training subprofessional and professional personnel employed,
or soon to be employed, by public or private
nonprofit organization in the fields of housing or community development. Training of
low-income persons in the management of
low- and moderate-income housing may be
Included. Training programs are designed by
States to meet their needs and are conducted
In cooperation with Federal agencies, local
governments, universities, nonprofit organizations, and urban studies centers. The
Secretary Is authorized to render technical
assistance to States in the development of
these programs and to compile and distribute
training packages which States find useful In
administering their programs.
Urban fellowships are intended to attract
new students at the graduate level into urban
studies fields, in order to Increase the supply
of trained personnel working with State and
local agencies.

In thousands of dollars
1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate

In thousands of dollars

=======

Community development
planning and management:
Community development
training programs:
Grants to States _________ __ _ 2, 445
3, 010
4, 000
Fellowship grants___________________
_
490
509
500

Inmates with the best chance to secure postrelease employment. Releasees are aided in
finding employment by an employment
placement service which functions as an integral part of the vocational training
activity.

1970
actual

1971
estimate

1972
estimate

Advances and reimbursements:
Indian education for the
disadvantaged___________ ___ 8, 320 14,971 12,600
Indian education, Elementary
and Secondary Education
Act, title VI-A, Public Law
89-10________________ ____ _
44
17 --- ----Indian education, Teacher
Corps__________ ___________
242 ----------------1ndian education, educational
centers and services ___ --------______
231 _______ _
National Defense Education AcL__ ___ ___
42 --- ----Indian education, Elementary
and Secondary Education
Act. title II, Public Law
89-10_____ ______ ___________________
61 --- ----Fish and wildlife and parks:
National Park ServiceMiscellaneous permanent
appropriations: Educational
expenses, children of
employees, Yellowstone
National Park______________
122
114
177

Revenues received from the collection of
short-term recreation fees to the park are
pupils who are dependents of persons engaged in the administration, operation, and
maintenance of Yellowstone National Park.
In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

1971
estimate

limitation on administrative and
vocational training
expenses, Federal Prison
Industries, Incorporated:
Administrative expenses
(excludes depreciation)_____ _
Vocational training expenses
(excludes depreciation)___ __ _

881

977

1, 093

2, 720

4, 175

5, 734

Total obligations__________

3, 601

5,152

6, 827

law Enforcement Assistance
Administration-Salaries
and expenses:

~~~~~~~~:~~~t:en~ha-w·-----

21,001 ~ 21, 2s2
Enforcement and Criminal ]
Justice___________ _________ 2,626 10,348
Training (law enforcement)_._______ ___ ___ _______

1972
estimate

In thousands of dollars
1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR
Public land management:
Bureau of Indian Affairs:
Education and welfare
services:
Educational assistance,
facilities, and services ___ ll8, 138 144,774 163,840

Federal Bureau of Investigation:
Salaries and expensesTraining ________ ______ ______ •

5, 546

6, 737

7,642

A Bureau-wide personnel training program
is provided. The Bureau, upon request, assists
in providing various types of training to
State and local law enforcement agencies.
In thousands of dollars

Salaries and expenses:
Academic assistance __________________ _
Training____________________ ------- __ _

Advances and reimbursementsTraining: Other agencies_______
Federal prison system:
Federal Prison Industries,
Incorporated : Federal prison
industries fund-Vocational
training expense ____________

1, 200 -------400 --------

A supplemental appropriation will be requested to fund new activities under the
Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970 which
authorizes expanded training, and academic
program development (among other things) .

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate

The Bureau operates Federal school facilities where public schools are not available or
cannot meet the special needs O'f Indian children. Financial assistance is extended to public schools enrolling Indian children where
tax-free Indian lands result in financial problems for the local districts and where other
special problems exist that are not covered
by Federal Impact legislation, administered
by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Grants are made to Indian students
attending college. Federal school plans Include increased enrollment In boarding and
day schools and In dormitories housing public school students; adequate base funding cxC
the Indian education program; and for trainIng of Indian paraprofessional statf In Federal schools.
Funds for the Adult Education program
provide educational opportunities and services across the total range of human educational needs in order to help the adult Indian
become a more effective and emcient functioning human resource in the modem so-

17,100
900

Academic Assistance. Funds for curriculum development, program evaluation, internships, and grants and loans to law enforcement officers and other students enrolled on a full- or part-time basis in an
approved program leading to a degree.
The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice develops and
demonstrates new or improved approaches,
techniques, systems, equipment, and devices
to strengthen and improve law enforcement,
and disseminates information about advances in law enforcement science and technology.

1n thousands of dollars
1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate

29, 75o

In thousands of dollars
1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate

4 --- ---- ---- -----DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
2, 720

4,175

5, 734

The vocational training expense limitation
finances the vocational training program
within the Federal Prison System. Advances
in vocational education that have proven
successful outside the prison system have
been adapted to function within an institutional setting. These advances include the
use of an integrated curriculum combining
practical academic and vocational education and training in a number of closely related skills having special relevance to emerging job opportunities. Shifts are continually
being made in industrial and vocational
training programs to reflect changing demands in the labor market, thus providing

Manpower administration:
Salaries and expenses:
Training program development and administration:
Institutional training
administration ____________
Apprenticeship services_____

2,450
7, 033

2, 654
7, 223

2,662
7, 758

Institutional training administration. This
activity provides for the program development and administration of classroom skill
tralnlng programs by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
Apprenticeship services. Employers and
unions are provided technical assistance and
advisory services in developing, Installing,
and conducting programs of apprenticeship
and allied industrial training. Assistance in
the administration and improvement of apprenticeship and other training is provided

April 1, 1971
to employers In private enterprise and public
institutions directly or through local joint
labor-management committees.

In thousands of dollars

1970
estimate

1972

1971

1n thousands of dollars

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
Manpower training services:
Priva~e. sector on-the- job
trammg ____ ________________ 86,605 118,399
Publi~ ~ector on-the-job
trammg ___________________ _
55,280
Institutional training:
Regular____________________ 286,819 288,000
Job Corps ___________________________ 116,268
In-school-work support:
In-school_ ______________ ---- -__ ___ __ 63, 468
Summer_ __ __ ______________ 14,916 91,320
Post-school-work support _____________ __ 102,342

255,500
143, 000
293,600
203,600
72,lg
175,200
171,873

Private sector on-the-job training. This
activity covers the program costs of providing employment and training in the private
sector to unemployed, disadvantaged persons and to upgrade persons in low skill occupations. It includes direct costs to employers and the cost of administering the
projects by State agencies and through national contractors. The Job Opportunities in
the Business Sector program included in this
activity is operated in conjunction with the
National A111ance of Businessmen. Its key
feature is the concept of "hire first and then
train."
Public sector on-the-job training. This activity secures, within merit staffing principles, permanent employment for the disadvantaged and stimulates upgrading of employed persons in the public sector.
Institutional training. The objectives of
these programs are to increase the employablllty of the unemployed and underemployed through classroom occupational training and remedial education supplemented by
supportive services. The regular institutional
program places emphasis on aiding veterans,
Indians, and disadvantaged individuals who
do not require special intensive assistance.
The Job Corps assists disadvantaged youth
to become responsible, employable, and productive citizens by providing a full-service
training and development program away
from their culturally deprived home and
community environment. The program has
residential urban and rural conservation
centers and nonresidential centers which
serve as skill training centers permitting
the youth to remain in or near their home
community.
In-school work support. This program assists disadvantaged students of high school
age to remain in school by providing parttime and summer work experience.
In thousands of dollars

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Administration of Foreign Affairs:
Advances and reimbursements-Mutual educational
and cultural exchange
activities:
Agency for International
Development_ ___________ _
Health, education, and
welfare _________________ _
Other accounts ____________ _

209

213

252

Post-school work support. This activity includes programs which provide meaningful
work experience and training to the disadvantaged unemployed. Operation Mainstream focuses on poor adults in rural areas
who have little opportunity for full-time employment. The out-of-school program provides young high school dropouts with skill
training opportunities, work experience, income, and other supportive services to enable
them to return to school or to find regular
employment.

The operation of the Center to promote
better relations and undeTstanding between
the United States and the nations of Asia
and the Pacifl.c is being carried out through
a grant to the University of Hawaii. The University operates the Center which provides
grants, fellowships, and scholarships to
qualified persons to engage in study or training at the Center.
In thousands of dollars

207

219

219

33
4

38
10

38
10

Educational exchange:
Mutual educational and
cultural exchange
activities:
Exchange of persons. ______ _ 20,998
Aid to American-sponsored
schools abroad __________ _ 1,500
Cultural presentations ______ _
596
Multilateral organizations
activities _________ -------485
Program services __________ _ 6, 345
Administrative expenses ____ _ 2,375
Total obligations ________ _ 32,299

25,008

27,947

1,650
550

1,600
750

529
6,693
2, 525

533
6, 585
2, 585

36,955

40,000

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
Educational exchange permanent
appropriations: Educational
exchange fund, payments by
Finland, World War I debt. ____

356

386

386

Any sums paid by Finland to the United
States as interest on, or principal of, the
debt are credited to this fund to finance programs authorized by the Mutual Educational
and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 in relation to Finland and its people.
In thousands of dollars

These programs are designed to further
national objectives through mutually beneficial cooperative programs with other countries.
In thousands of dollars

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
Mutual education and cultural
exchange activities (special
foreign currency program):
Exchange of persons____ _________ _____ ___ _______
Aid to Amer:can-sponsored
schools abroad________________________ _______
Cultural presentations ____ ------________ ___ ____ __
Program services____ ___________________ ______ __
Total obligations _________________ ------__ ___

4, 145
500
50
305
5, 000

This appropriation will provide for the
excess foreign currency costs of the educational exchange program of the Department
of State, previously financed by the Mutual
educational and cultural exchange activities
appropriation, and for the unexpended balance previously appropriated for this purpose
under International educational exchange
activities (special foreign currency program).

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
Educational exchange trust
funds:
U.S. dollars advanced from
foreign governments ________
Contributions, educational and
cultural exchange _____ ___ ___
Total obligations _____ ___ __

356

297

104

98

286
94

460

395

380

Funds advanced oy other governments are
used to send experts abroad to perform requested services, to give foreign nationals
scientific, technical, or other training, and
to perform technical or other services in
this country.
Funds contributed by foreign governments,
international organizations, and private individuals and groups are used for the purposes of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961.
In thousands of dollars

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION

In thousands of dollars

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
International educational exchange activities (special
foreign currency program):
Exchange of persons ____ _____ _
Aid to American-sponsored
schools abroad ____________ _
Tota I obligations ________ __

Advances and reimbursements:
Agency for International Development-! nternational
Manpower Institute for Training and Education ___ ____ _____ _
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211

170 --------

100 ----------------311

170 --------

The remaining unexpended balances Will
be included in the Mutual educational and
cultural exchange activities (special foreign
currency program) appropriation in 1972.
In thousands of dollars

1970
1971
1972
actual estimate estimate
Center for Cultural and Technical
Interchange Between East and
West:
Operating expenses_________

1,941

1, 941

2. 191

Scholarships and grants_____

3, 319

3, 319

3, 809

Total obligations_____ _____

5, 260

5, 260

6, 000

Operating expenses: Training,
education, and information____

15, 170

12,925

12, 175

This program includes specialized training courses; graduate fellowships and traineeships; assistance to schools, faculty, and
students; operation of the PueTto Rico Nuclear Center; training in materials safeguards; dissemination of scientific and technical information; and operation of nuclear
science and technology demonstrations and
exhibits, including costs for participation in
the United Nation's Fourth International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy.
In 1972, the cooperative use of specialized
atomic energy laboratory facllities and staff
in assisting the educational programs of colleges and universities throughout the country Will continue.
Training in materials safeguards Will be
provided in order to detect and deter possible diversion of nuclear materials from peace
ful to unauthorized use.
To broaden knowledge and understanding
of atomic energy, information Will be provided at both a technical and popular level.
Results of scientific research and technical
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developments will be made available to other
Government agencies and to the public.

In thousands of dollars
I970
1971
I972
actual estimate estimate

In thousands of dollars
I970
actual
Plant and capital equipment:
Facilities and equipment for
training, education, and
information _____ _______ ____

I971
estimate

I972
estimate

682

1, 088

1, 14I

Ri!search and development:
Direct program- Supporting
activities: Sustaining
universityprogram ____ _____ _ 22,099

I3,000

10, 000

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION

In thousands of dollars
I97I
estimate

I972
estimate

VETERANS' ADM I NISTRATION
Readjustment benefitsEducation and
training:
Post-Korean war
veterans ___ ___ ____ __ _
Sons and daughters ____ _
Wives and widows ___ ___
TotaL __ __-- - - ---- - __

938, 775
45,289
6, 639

I, 282, 50I
56, 640
9, 775

990,703

I, 348, 9I6 I , 839, 2IO

Readjustment benefits
(additionai)-Education and training:
Post-Korean war
veterans ______ __ ____ ______ _____ _
Sons and daughters _____ ___ __ _____ _
Wives and widows _____ _____ _____ __
TotaL __________ ______ ___ _____ _
Medical care :
Direct operating costs,
funded: Maintenance
and operation of VA
facilities- Education
and training___ ___ ____
89,636
Capital outlay, funded:
Maintenance and
operation of VA
facilities-Education
and training___ ___ ____
300
Medical administration
and miscellaneous
operating expenses:
Operating costs,
funded-Postgraduate and inservice training ____ --2, 809
Capital outlay, fundedPostgraduate and inservice training_______
311

I , 76I , 990
66, 380
IO, 840

The Federal Government would make direct grants for construction of the physical
facilities of the Washington Technical Institute and the Federal City College.

1971
1972
I970
actual estimate estimate

Salaries and expenses:
Specialized research facilities
andequipment_ _______ _____ 6, 504
Science education support _____ 120, I80

I07, 98I

2, 000

900

5, 800
77 , 300

In thousands of dollars
1970
actual

I97I
estimate

I972
estimate

Advances and reimbursements:
Science education
program ___ _____ __ __

606
686 - --- · - - -- -Grand totaL _______=7=, 0=64=,7::::::89= 9,=32=9,=36=7=11=,2=30=,6=07

OBSERVATION

HON. HAROLD RUNNELS
3, 599

4, 000

OF NEW MEXICO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
8I

600

In thousands of dollars
I970
I971
I972
actual estimate estimate
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

loans to the District of Columbia
9,112

5,800
IOO, 641

Specialized research facilities and equipment. Under this program, the Foundation
helps colleges, universities, and other institutions obtain major specialized facilities
and items of equipment which are needed
for the effective conduct of research.
Science education support. The Foundation will continue to support science education program elements which provide science
training opportunities for secondary school
teachers and course content improvement
for science courses, largely at the precollege
and undergraduate levels.

293,500 - -- --- - - --

I07, 463

3, 000 -- - - - ---

Appropriations for loons from the U .S.
Treasury are made available for financing
school oonstruction and for education facilities for the FederaJ City College and the
Washington Technical Institute.

pate in selecting issues which the Lobby
will support or oppose in the Congress.
Before he can become a member, however, the individual must sign an oath
that he believes in the Constitution of
the United States and places the interests of the United States foremost.
It is my conclusion that the Liberty
Lobby is a pro-American, constitutionalist, centrist group.
In drawing this conclusion I am not
unaware that some Liberty Lobby critics
try to claim that the organization follows
some continental philosophy of government. Since no person has come forth
with any proof of such a contention, and
in view of the public record established
by the lobby, I am prepared to say that
my campaign remarks must be modified.

NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION

285,300 --------- 8,050
- - --ISO --____--____
__

Postgraduate and inservlce training. This
provides for tuition and registration payments, lecturer fees, travel expenses, and
training materials incidental to continuing
education programs for professional medical
and administrative staff.

for capital outlay: General
fund loans-Higher education
facilities _____________________

5, 000

In thousands of dollars

This program included grants for graduate
studies in interdisciplinary space-related
fields.

I970
actual

Federal payment to the District
of Columbia: Assistance for
financing capital outlay program-Capital grants for
higher education facilities___________ ______ _____ __
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Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. RUNNELS. Mr. Speaker, during
the course of a political campaign, we are
so rushed at times that all facts are not
checked as completely as we would wish.
In one such case, I have had time to
reflect and do my homework.
I refer to some remarks that I made
about the Liberty Lobby, a Washington
political institution located at 300 Independence Avenue SE.
Since the election I have had an opportunity to study the organization, talk
with its officials, and read their "articles
of faith." I have also seen an application form used by an individual who
wishes to become a member of the board
of policy.
Liberty Lobby is governed by a board
of policy which consists of people who
pledge a minimum of $1 per month.
In addition to receiving the published
material, members of the board partici-

REPRESENTATIVE
HARRINGTON
MAKES STRONG CASE FOR ALLOWING THE DRAFT TO EXPIRE
THIS YEAR

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
OF HAWAII

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr·. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, yesterday I voted for the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Massachusetts
(Mr. HARRINGTON) to H.R. 6531 that
that would have ended the draft on June
30, 1971. His amendment, if adopted,
would remove the most divisive force in
our country today.
Only by ending conscription can we
hope to reestablish the sense of national
unity that has made America a truly
great nation.
I commend the initiative of the gentleman from Massachusetts, and I include
at this point his separate views to the
committee report in opposition to the
continuation of the draft:
SEPARATE '\TIEWS OF REPRESENTATIVE MICHAEL
J. HARRINGTON IN OPPOSITION TO THE CONTINUATION OF THE DRAFT

Governments and bureaucracies have a
disheartening habit of resisting change in
their method of operation once a particular
system has been established.
Despite basic changes of circumstances
under whioh a particular system grew up, the
mood toward changing the system ranges
from rei uctance to refusal.
And so it is with the draft.
Until recent years, the United States conscripted young men to maintain the nation's
defense only when war had been declared or
was imminent. Mandatory military service
except in time of emergency is alien to the
basic philosophy upon which this oountry
was founded.
That the draft has become a way of life
in this country since World War II is not to
say that we must continue to passively accept it.
We should not accept it. The draft should
be ended.
Such a move would not be precipitous in
light of the exhaustive study conducted by
the President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed Force (the Gates Commission)
which recommended that the draft be abolished when its statutory authority expires
June 30, 1971.
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In establishing the Gates' Commission
President Nixon said "to achieve the goal of
an all-volunteer force we will require the
best efforts of our military establishment . . . ." This committee has not been
presented any substantive testimony that
suggests we should not ask the military establishment to make those "best efforts" now.
Fears have been expressed that an all-volunteer armed force might create a military
elite endangering our democratic institutions
and that pay incentives would tend to attract the poor, especially from minority
groups. This assumption will not bear the
weight of testimony presented to this committee. Nor have black leaders accepted this
reasoning. The Rev. Dr. Ralph D. Abernathy, president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, recently said:
"Such condescending noblesse oblige is not
only unappreciated, it is downright repugnant from the point of view of the black
soldier who is ordered to die to preserve a
'freedom' that he has never known."
Militarism and social and economic inequality pose dangers in our society, but continuing the draft is no solution.
Continuing the draft does dilute Congressional control over the military and the
war-making power. With a volunteer military
system, a President seeking large numbers
of men for foreign military involvement
would be required to return to Congress for
authority to reactivate the draft.
I support the Committee amendment to
increase military pay substantially, especially
for first termers. This is a matter of equity,
since pay f er first term men is now seriously
out of line, due to reliance upon the draft
to obtain manpower. The Gates Commission believed such pay increases would not
significantly alter the composition of the
armed forces. Young men in most income
groups might now find short or long term
military service an attractive prospect.
Again, the committee has been shown no
evidence t hat pay increases would bring
about a disproportionate number of blacks
in the armed forces. If anything, the pay increases may only slow a little-noticed
phenomenon of recent years-the sharp
drop in the number of blacks re-enlisting in
the Army. Blacks are now a smaller percentage of the persons in the armed forces
(9.5 per cent) than of the general population (12.5 per cent).
Two provisions of the committee bill are
particularly objectionable:
First, the harsh and punitive section
which extends the period of service for conscientious objectors from two to three years.
Instead of increasing the service period,
the Committee should have made provisions
for selective conscientious objectors. Under
present law and court interpretations, a
draftee who subscribes to the centuries-old
"just war" doctrine recognized by several
religious groups and believes the war in
Southeast Asia is unjust must pay the price
of prison or exile for his convictions.
Second, without benefit of even one line
of testimony regarding force levels, this
bill sets at 2.6 million men the number who
can serve on active duty with the armed
forces. The committee has received no evidence that this high number of personnel is
needed.
The draft is shot through with inequity,
ambiguity and inconsistency. It is an administrative nightmare benefitting those
with the money or information who obtain
draft counseling or legal assistance. Registrants are deprived of due process, and
tramc violators have greater access to counsel and fair procedures.
The draft means increasing division at
home and death in Vietnam. Its end would
assist in the process of re-establishing Congressional control over the war-making
power, and would terminate an inequitable
and unjust system.
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FLORIDA'S VOICE OF DEMOCRACY
CONTEST WINNER
.

ture generations of Americans with the hope
and desire that they too will love and cherish their country as we do.

HON. J. HERBERT BURKE

We give to all forthcoming Americans an
attitude which we call the American Spirit.
This Spirit is an idea which was born in
men's minds when they fled the persecution
and cruelty found in their native lands, to
settle in America. This Spirit is what guided
them and gave these men the courage to
cross dangerous waters, to risk disease, starvation and death all so that they could hold
true to this attitude, this Spirit, that had
become part of their lives. And now you are
probably asking us, "What is this Spirit, this
attitude which we consider so important?"
The American Spirit is a belief that states
that no government shall have the right to
dictate what other men shall say or think,
and no one shall be forced to adopt religious beliefs that he doesn't hold with and
that no one shall decide his future but himself. The American Spirit belleves that every
man . . . be he black, yellow, red, white,
Catholic, Jew, or Protestant shall never be
denied his right for life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. This Spirit is what sets
Americans and their country apart from all
other people and nations in the world, and
it is this Spirit that enables any American
in a foreign land when asked his nationality to stand up, throw his head back and
say, "Mister, I'm an American."

OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971

Mr. BURKE of Florida. Mr. Speaker,
one of the outstanding citizen-participation programs for young people of our
country, is the Voice of Democracy Contest sponsored annually by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars. The VFW, as all Americans know, is one of our Nation's most
outstanding veteran's organizations. I am
proud that I, as a member of the Hollywood, Fla., VFW Post No. 2500, have the
honor here today not only to pay tribute
to the VFW and its members, but to
compliment the many young people who
participated in its Voice of Democracy
program throughout the country.
Other veteran's and civic organizations
also have outstanding Americanism programs for our American youth, but to me,
the Voice of Democracy program of the
VFW not only gives to the young people
throughout the Nation the opportunity
to study and look in depth at the true
greatness of our country, and in their
own way exton these virtues of ours
which emanate from a free people who
are in the long run, the heart and soul
of America.
We have often heard the expression
that "competition is the spice of American life." And so it was with the thousands of young people throughout our
Nation who participated in this outstanding program.
It is heartening indeed, at this time
when a small but vocal segment of today's
youth by word and deed mock the idea
of patriotism, to see the many young
American students who have great pride
in our American system of government
and in the future that it holds out to all
if one would participate more actively in
citizenship responsibilities.
Mr. Speaker, I am proud that Christopher J. Stephens, who was the Florida
winner, lives in my congressional district.
Chris Stephens is a student of Plantation
High School and was sponsored by the
city of Plantation, Fla., VFW Post No.
5405. He competed with more than 19,000
other students throughout Florida before
he was named the winner. Each student
that competed should be congratulated,
and I would be remiss if I did not take
the time to congratulate every one of
them today, and so I do so now.
And, to Christopher J. Stephens, the
Florida State contest winner, I offer my
special congratulations for a job well
done, and to my colleagues and to each
of their State winners and contestants
who participated in this great VFW contest, I say congratulations to you and
thanks to the VFW.
With you young people as our leaders
of tomorrow, the people of our Nation
need have no fear for America's future.

Mr. Speaker, the winning speech of
Christopher J. Stephens is as follows:

ITEM NUMBER ONE

ITEM NUMBER TWO

We, the founding fathers of the United
States, will our last and most important item
to the coming generations. This item is the
foundation of America. This item is what
has built our nation. This last item is what
lighted the fires of hope and faith in men
throughout the world and has kept them
burning. This one, all-important item is
Freedom.
Freedom to travel where one wants without the need for permission, Freedom to say
what you think, Freedom to choose your religious bellefs, Freedom to publish our ideas
and present them to others, in short, Freedom from the fear of reproachment or oppression by the government.
This one small but mighty word, Freedom,
is why people settled in and built the United
States. This one small word is what sets
the United States above every country in the
world, and it is this one word for which
Americans have and will die for. This then is
our heritage which we have passed on to you.
It is one of America, but, more importantly,
it is one of Freedom, the concept which built
this proud nation. This heritage of Freedom
is the most precious thing we can give to you
in the future.
We hope that you shall never let the fire
of Freedom, its wonders and its joys ever be
snuffed out through indifference or apathy,
for 1f you do you will lose your heritage and
you will lose America.
The decision on how to use your heritage
of Freedom is in your hands. We pray you
make the correct one.
Signed,
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
John Adams, Alexander Hamilton,
Benjamin Franklin, James Madison,
Patrick Henry, Thomas Paine, Paul
Revere, and Samuel Adams.

GREEK INDEPENDENCE DAY

HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.
OF NEW JERSEY

VOICE OF DEMOCRACY PROGRAM

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

(By Christopher J. Shephens)
We, the founding fathers of the United
States of America, being of sound mind and
body, do will the following to all the fu-

Thursday, March 25, 1971

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, March 25
marked the 150th anniversary of Greek
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Independence; but the roots of Greek
democratic political thought go back to
Socrates and Plato centuries before the
birth of Christ. Every facet of our civilization has been touched by the foundations laid in ancient Greece. Hellenic culture has influenced every nation of the
world-in the arts and literature, politics,
political thought, mathematics, love of
liberty-by Aristotle, Aristophanes, Euripides, Aeschylus. The list is virtually
endless.
The rich heritage of Greece is in no
small part responsible for the shaping of
our own democracy. It is not surprising
then that America's affection and admiration for the Greek people and Greek
contributions to our Nation are displayed
in the names of many of our cities such
as Troy, Syracuse, Ithaca, and Corinth
to name a few.
Greeks and Americans share a very
special bond-that of love of liberty. For
this reason the events of the recent past
in Greece are the concern of all who
treasure the precious essence of liberty
and democracy. We pray for a new birth
of unity and the restoration of civil liberties for the Greek people.
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and/or to expla.ln the direct contradictions
inherent in the coupling of the moral obligations of human beings not to destroy oneanother, and the ironclad axiom that deems
that a soldier-will not disobey an order? Military men for years have been subject to the
most rigorous mental training and the strictest discipline With regard to folloWing the
orders of superiors. This has been the rule
in the United states Military since its inception. Nevertheless, concurrently, we accused and convicted German warriors, and
now Lt. Calley, of following that very course.
At what point do moral and professional responsibility diverge? Where is the line at
which a man may stop being a soldier and
start being a human being-and if there is
such a line, why is the soldier not informed
of lt before he encounters such a situation
ae did Lt. Calley?
How can we condemn and convict a man
for the premeditated murder of "innocents"
when he, through no lacking of his own, not
only did not know who the enemy was, but
not even why he was fighting them, except to
preserve his own life and that of other Americans. This is a poor excuse for his being
there in the first place. In addition, as Lt.
Calley pointed out ln his own defense, there
is little, lf any, method by which the enemy
can be distinguished from the "friendly".
Indeed, all U.S. fighting men, from the basic
trainee to the West Point Cadet are infused
with the need for suspicion of the Vietnamese civilian.
Finally, and perhaps most pertinent of all,
what ilk of military and moral system have
THE CALLEY CASEwe
that permits us to divine judgment bePREMEDITATED?
tween the wholesale slaughter of one kind
of human being (the soldier) from another
(the civ1lian): and by one method (M16
rifle-fire) from another (aerial bombardOF INDIANA
ment)? Have we chosen this moment to salve
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
our consciences and that of all History for
the
multitudinous
killings
at nonThursday, April 1, 1971
combwtants?
Mr. LANDGREBE. Mr. Speaker, today
I am unconvinced that Lt. William Calley
I received a most perceptive and moving was responsible for the slayings at My Lai. I
letter from a Vietnam veteran in Indi- am unconvinced that, given his responsibilanapolis concerning the tragic case of ity, he should have stood a Courts Martial.
if he was respo_nsible, and since it was
Lt. William Calley. This veteran, Page But
deemed that he be tried, I am totally assured
E. Gifford, has lived through the same that he is not guilty of murder, premeditated
agony of war that Lieutenant Calley or otherWise, but only of being a soldier.
lived through and is able to comment on
You, as a Legislator and Statesman, of
the case far better than any of us, for course, are not involved in this judicial and
none of us-not even those who are vet- m1litary matter. I ask only that you consider
erans of other wars--can really know the that which I have set forth above, that you
apply to it your powerful and heeded
reality of Vietnam like someone who has might
voice.
had to fight it.
Respectfully and sincerely,
Mr. Gifford's letter follows:
PAGE E. GIFFORD.
MARCH 29, 1971.
Hon. EARL F. LANDGREBE,

HON. EARL F. LANDGREBE

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN LANDGREBE: Moments
ago, I learned that Lt. William Calley had
been found guilty of premeditated murder
ln the My Laiincident. Notwithstanding my
loathing for the Uniform Code of Military
Justice and the military concept of the judicial system in general, I am shocked and
astounded at this decision.
I am an Army veteran who spent ten
months in Vietnam and one in Cambodia,
was twice decorated with the Bronze Star,
and was honorably separated from Military
Service in November of 1970. I was not at My
La1, and I am not privy to all the informa-

tion tha.t were the members of the board
which tried Lt. Calley. But I have experienced
a plethora of exposure to the Vietnamese
peoples, both enemy and "friendly", and I
have participated in combat against both of
these groups. During these times, I was
forced to consider certain circumstances, a.s
was Lt. Galley. And since, I have asked myself and others various questions as concerns the situation which Lt. Calley faced. I
now ask you to consider and to ask, as I
have done.
How are we to reconcile, to rationalize,
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Alaska's pride in this man with the Members of Congress and the Nation. A recent editorial from the Anchorage Daily
Times speaks eloquently for all Alaskans
regarding Governor Egan:
ALASKAN OF THE YEAR

Back in 1962, at a dinner here in Anchorage, the speaker rose to say:
"Alaska has been generous to Bill Egan and
his family."
It was a subjective assessment of a llfetime
in Alaska, because the speaker was Bill Egan
himself.
"We have enjoyed good lives and good
health," Mr. Egan said. "We have established
friendships that have been both rich and
enduring.
"And the people of Alaska have been especially good to us."
Those comments of nine years ago have
vitallty again today because Alaska once more
has honored Bill Egan, serving again-as
he was then-as governor of the 49th State.
Before hundreds of close friends and admirers, Gov. William Allen Egan, a son of
Valdez and a leading figure in Alaska politics
for nearly three decades, was honored Friday
night as "Alaskan of the Year."
His selection from a group of five finalists
for the honor came as no surprise, despite the
tremendous accomplishments and contributions made to Alaska by the other four
nominees.
He thus became the third of Alaska's
Democratic "Big Three" to be so honored.
Earlier, Alaskan of the Year honors had
gone to the other two members of this Democratic triumvirate--Sen. E. L. Bartlett and
Sen. Ernest Gruening-who with Mr. Egan
dominated Alaska political life in the transitional days between territorial status and
statehood, and the years beyond.
Sen. Bartlett received the honor in 1968,
just eight months before his death. Sen.
Gruening, now retired from active politics
after his defeat in the 1968 primary election,
was honored last year after a career of great
distinction in the service of Alaska.
A year ago the history book seemed closed
on all three of these outstanding Democratic
leaders. Mr. Egan, after two terms as governor beginning with the advent of statehood
in 1959, had been retired from office in a
Republican election sweep led by Walter J.
Hickel.
But he proved himself to be only downnot out. He came back last year to win a
vigorous nominating campaign in the primary election and then swept to victory by
a near-landslide in November.
Since December, when he resumed office,
Mr. Egan has been head of st ate at another
critical period of Alaska's history-as he was
in the early days of statehOOd a dozen years
ALASKAN OF THE YEAR
ago, as he was in the crisis days that followed
the great earthquake of this very same date
seven years ago.
The honor bestowed on him Friday night
was one presented for a long and dedicated
OF ALASKA
career of leadership and public service. Republicans as well as Democrats participated
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
in the salute, recognizing Mr. Egan's place
Thursday, April 1, 1971
in the hearts of his fellow Alaskans.
Virtually all of Mr. Egan's adult life has
Mr. BEGICH. Mr. Speaker, each year
the State of Alaska honors a man who been in public service. And in almost all of
public service career he has been not just
has served the State with particular dis- ahismember
of the squad, but the captain o:t
tinction and represents the values of the team.
leadership and independence so closely
In comments made in an address at the
associated with the 49th State. In past University of Alaska 10 years ago, Mr. Egan
years, the "Alaskan of the Year" citation summed up the position in which he finds
has been awarded to great Alaskans who himself today.
"If a man earns and achieves a position
are familiar in the Halls of Congress,
Senator Ernest Gruening and Senator of leadership, he must keep faith with those
who
have entrusted him with that responsiE. L. Bartlett.
_
he said.
This year the award went to the man bility,"
Clearly the people of Alaska, who have so
who, along with Senators Gruening and often
strongly endorsed Bill Egan, have demBartlett, saw the State of Alaska through onstrated time and again their belief that he
its earliest days. The man is Alaska Gov. has kept the faith-and has earned the acWilliam A. Egan, and I want to share colade of Alaskan of the Year.
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PARDON LIEUTENANT CALLEY

HON. PATRICK T. CAFFERY
OF LOUISIANA
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Mr. CAFFERY. Mr. Speaker, the Calley case is a dark day in the history of
this country. I have written to the President and have asked him to pardon Calley and I intend to do everything within my power to see that Lieutenant Calley
is given justice.
However, at this time of great emotion it is important that we keep our
heads and not play into the hands of our
enemies. The Calley affair is one of the
most serious n~tional events in recent
times because it threatens to tear this
country apart, from the inside.
We must regroup our forces and summon our strength to make certain that
the Calley incident is not used hy our
enemies to tear this country to pieces.
We are disgusted. We feel we have been
attacked by our own people. But we must
not break. The Calley case ha.s welded
all Americans into a common cause and
I know that your anger and mine is running very deeply. But let us make sure
that we do not turn on our own country
and destroy it. That is just what our
enemies would like to see us do.
The American people are demanding
that Lt. William Calley not be made
a scapegoat. I stand here today to
speak for my people and in the presentation of this demand I will argue with all
the force at my command that what is
really at stake is the soul of our country.
There is not an American, there is not
a father or a mother, there is not a
soldier or any man in arms whose heart
does not go out to Lieutenant Calley and
who does not feel for him the most deep
and profound sympathy because we feel
that in conciemning Lieutenant Calley
1io a life of imprisonment, the court-martial is condemning us all.
The Calley verdict has caused disgust
for the Asian war, disgust for military
justice and disgust for our foreign policy. It makes us feel that our own military has let us down. It makes us feel
that, for years, after our own men have
fought and died for this country in
Southeast Asia, it was all in vain.
Was it really the country on trial or
was it just Lieutenant Calley on trial?
Our rage and our grief and our sympathy
are really not going out to just Lieutenant Calley. Has it been in vain? We
grieve because we feel that this military
court has condemned our country.
The jury of six soldiers, veterans all,
men who have been through the stern
agony of combat and who have devoted
their lives to the cause of this country, a
colonel, four majors, and a captain, have
decided that Lieutenant Calley committed a crime, that he committed murder, and should be punished. It is not
my pl~e to judge whether Lieutenant
Calley committed a crime. It is my place
to represent my people and my country
in these Halls to the very best of my
ability and to give to them and to this
country my very best thoughts and my
most responsible and dutiful actions.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
Mr. Speaker, I have asked President
Nixon to pardon Lieutenant Calley immediately. But I also stand firm in my
belief and determination that we must
not allow the Calley affair to destroy our
national will.
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time is now upon us when Congress must
take prompt and effective action to solve
this disconcerting and continuing problem, and I am hopeful, as we move into
this session of Congress, that more of my
colleagues will join me and the other
initial cosponsors of this measure in this
effort.

A BILL TO DEAL WITH ILLEGAL
SEIZURE OF AMERICAN TUNA
VESSELS

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
LOOKS AT RAIT...PAX

HON. THOMAS M. PELLY

HON. FLOYD V. HICKS

OF WASHINGTON

OF WASHINGTON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRE13ENTATIVES
Thursday, April 1, 1971
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Mr. PELLY. Mr. Speaker, American
fishing vessels are continually being
harassed, seized, and fined while fishing in international waters off the South
American coast. Congress, in enacting
the Fishermen's Protective Act of 196722 United States Code 1971-specifically
provided for a mechanism to assist our
fishermen in obtaining reimbursement
for fines which they have paid due to
these illegal seizures. The Department
of State has been lax in adequately implementing the provisions of tl~at act,
and Government reimbursement for fines
under the Fishermen's Protective Act involves months and years of delay. During this time, many of our fishing vessel
owners have been forced to cease fishing. operations due to the lack of capital,
which has been used to pay these illegal
and exorbitant fines levied upon them
by such countries as Ecuador and Peru.
I am introducing a bill today which
would establish a revolving fund out of
which a fishing vessel owner will be
promptly reimbursed for his payment of
such illegal fines. It also requires the
Secretary of State to immediately notify
the offending foreign country of the
claim against it for reimbursement of the
moneys paid by the U.S. Government to
our fishing vessel owners. If this reimbursement is not collected within 120
days after the required notification to the
foreign country, then the Secretary of
State is required to deduct the amount
of the claim from the funds programed
to that foreign country under the Foreign Assistance Act and immediately
transfer such funds to the revolving fund.
The bill also authorizes $3 million to be
appropriated to provide initial capital
for this fishermen's protective fund and
such other sums as may be necessary to
carry out the bill's provisions in the future.
This bill will insure that the State Department takes immediate and concerted
action to obtain restitution from the foreign country to secure the prompt release
of the fishing vessel and its crew. In
addition, the reimbursement of fines paid
by the fishing vessel owners will be
quicker, so that no undue hardship is
imposed on our fishermen and their families.
I am joined in the in traduction of this
bill by the very able Congressmen DINGELL, LENNON, KEITH, LEGGETT, BIAGGI,
ANDERSON of California, FORSYTHE, TIERNAN, and BLACKBURN.
Mr. Speaker, I am convinced that the

Mr. HICKS of Washington. Mr.
Speaker, much ha.s been said and written
in the past few weeks about the National
Railroad Passenger Corporation and the
routes it has selected for continued American railway passenger service.
I happen to agree with some of the
criticism, particularly that which reflects
some disaffection with the Corporation's
decisions on routes to and through the
Pacific Northwest.
Nevertheless, to be fair, Railpax has a
side, too. The Wall Street Journal in an
editorial published on March 31, 'points
out some of the background of Railpax
and some of the difficulties under which
it labors, and we should give these considerations some attention, too. The editorial follows:
REALISM ON RAIL PASSENGER SERVICE
The National Railroad Passenger Corp. has
announced its route system and, predictably
enough, a number of people are dissatisfied.
Most of them live in or near the cities that
starting May 1, will have no passenger serv~
ice or much less than they have now.
The dissatisfaction is understandable.
Many Americans are nostalgic about railroad trains, even though they no longer patronize them. More impor-tant, the nation's
transportation needs can only grow in the
years ahead, and tralns are still the most economical means of moving people from place
to place.
In taking over rail passenger service, however, Railpax officials are hardly in a position
to give much weight to the wishes of rail
buffs or to the nation's long-run transportation problems. The quasi-public corporation
created by Congress is at the very best a holding operation that will keep skeletal passenger service until more durable programs
can be formulated-and financed.
Finance is a key problem. The rail corporation for some time to come will be able to
offer little more than existing equipment and
service, where it provides any service at all.
Its resources are extremely slim even for the
limited system it has outlined. David w.
Kendall, chairman of the corporation says
that "at best the losses anticipated i~ the
first several years of operation may well exceed the financial resources of the company."
In the circumstances Railpax is wise to restrict its services to the routes that offer the
best chances for eventual profitable operation. Officials have made it clear that they
are willing to talk with state and local agencies about added services-provided the agencies are Willing to underwrite a large part
of any losses.
Railpax does have some advantages. Unlike the railroads it Will be free to experiment
With fares and routes. The heavy-handedness
of federal regulation helps to explain why
passenger trains became such a burden on
the railroads, a burden the new corporation
now will try to lift.
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of young people who, through their con- in imbuing these young people with a
structive personal involvement in com- feeling of pride in their present as well
munity action, will do much to bring as their future roles, and the contribuabout the social stability as well as the tions they are and will be making to a
social change needed in an ever-growing better way of life.
America.
Many of my young constituents and
It seems especially appropriate to me their teachers have written me expressNATIONAL FUTURE HOMEMAKERS that the week of March 28 through April ing their awareness of the worth of the
OF AMERICA WEEK
3 should be chosen to honor our Nation's program in which they are participating
future homemakers, for indeed their and the need of adequate funds to congoals and ambitions are as refreshing as tinue the consumer and homemaking
HON. ELI GI 0 de Ia GARZA
the breath of spring itself, with the education classes under the provisions of
OF TEXAS
promise implied. In my own district the the vocational education amendments to
local chapters have assumed an impor- Public Law 90-576. I most heartily concur
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
tant role in community programs for un- in their evaluation and have pledged my
Thursday, April 1, 1971
derprivileged children, especially chil- cooperation toward working for the conMr. DE LA GARZA. Mr. Speaker, it is dren of migrant workers, nutrition edu- tinuation of training our future homemy privilege to recognize today a group cation projects, consumer services, and makers.

It may not succeed, even as a holding action. Yet it does represent, at long last, an
attempt to be more realistic about ran passenger service.

